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Subject 

Review and consider the County of Riverside’s certified Final Environmental Impact Report and take-related 
CEQA actions, and authorize the General Manager to enter into a 30-year license agreement with Desert Harvest, 
LLC, for power transmission line purposes in the Desert Center area of Riverside 

Executive Summary 

This action authorizes the General Manager to enter into a new, 30-year license agreement with Desert Harvest, 
LLC (Desert Harvest).  The proposed license will allow Desert Harvest to traverse land owned by Metropolitan 
with a power line as part of an adjacent 150 megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic electrical generation and storage 
facility being constructed by Desert Harvest.  The subject property is located approximately five miles north of 
the Interstate 10 and three miles east of the Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant in the Desert Center area of Riverside 
County (Attachment 1). 

Details 

Background 

Metropolitan acquired property in 1940 for the construction, operation, and maintenance of the Colorado River 
Aqueduct (CRA) and related Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant, in an area located between the cities of Indio and 
Blythe, sometimes referred to as Desert Center.  Metropolitan acquired additional property in the region in 1966 
to widen the existing spillway which is used for dewatering or for emergency discharges related to the operations 
of the CRA.   

Desert Harvest, a subsidiary of EDF Renewables Development, Inc., proposes to construct and operate a 
150 MW, solar photovoltaic, energy-generating electrical generation facility and associated infrastructure to 
generate and deliver renewable electricity to the statewide electricity transmission grid (Project).  The power 
produced by the Project would be conveyed to the statewide power grid via an overhead 220-kilovolt transmission 
line interconnecting to the existing Southern California Edison Red Bluff Substation, located south of 
Interstate 10 and approximately 10 miles southeast of the Project area.   

In support of its Project, Desert Harvest seeks a 4.9-acre license from Metropolitan over the spillway lands 
acquired by Metropolitan in 1966.  The remainder of the transmission lines which cross Metropolitan’s spillway 
property are located on a public road commonly known as Kaiser Road. 

The proposed license will have the following key provisions: 

 Subject to Metropolitan’s paramount rights reservation and revocation rights
 A 30-year term
 A monthly license fee of $303.75
 Annual license fee increases of three percent
 Metropolitan reserves the right to reappraise the license fee every five years
 Licensee responsibility for the upkeep of the property

Metropolitan will receive license fees consistent with the appraised value.  Board authorization to grant this 
license is required because the term will exceed five years. 
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Policy 

Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code Section 8230: Grants of Real Property Interests  

Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code Section 8231: Appraisal of Real Property Interests 

Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code Section 8232: Terms and Conditions of Management 

Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code Section 11104: Delegation of Responsibilities 

By Minute Item 48766, dated August 16, 2011, the Board adopted policy principles for managing Metropolitan’s 
real property assets 

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 

CEQA determination for Option #1: 

When a CEQA Lead Agency intends to use a federal document in place of an Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR), Section 15225 of the CEQA Guidelines requires the Lead Agency to give notice that it will use a federal 
document in the place of an EIR and that it believes that the federal document meets the requirements of CEQA. 
In addition to providing such notice, the County of Riverside must certify the federal document as a CEQA-
equivalent document pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15090 and make the findings and statement of 
overriding considerations required under CEQA Guidelines Sections 15091 and 15093, respectively. 

Pursuant to the provisions of CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines, the County of Riverside, acting as the Lead 
Agency, certified a Final Environmental Impact Statement as a CEQA-equivalent Environmental Impact Report 
(Final EIR) document on June 17, 2014, for the Desert Harvest Solar Project. Metropolitan, acting as a 
Responsible Agency under CEQA, is required to certify that it has reviewed and considered the information in the 
Final EIR and adopt the Lead Agency’s findings, mitigation measures, and statement of overriding considerations 
relevant to Metropolitan’s approval of the proposed license.  The Final EIR is in Attachment 2 and the Finding of 
Facts, Mitigation Monitoring Report Program and Statement of Overriding Consideration is in Attachment 3. 

CEQA determination for Option #2: 

None required 

Board Options 

Option #1 

Review and consider the County of Riverside’s certified Final Environmental Impact Report and take-related 
CEQA actions, and authorize the granting of a 30-year license to Desert Harvest LLC for power line crossings 
purposes.  

Fiscal Impact:  Metropolitan will receive monthly revenue of $303.75 
Business Analysis:  This option will allow the use of Metropolitan’s fee-owned parcel to generate revenue 
and avoid maintenance costs.  

Option #2 
Do not authorize the license. 
Fiscal Impact:  Metropolitan will forgo monthly revenue of $303.75 
Business Analysis: This option would forgo an opportunity to generate revenue and would increase 
Metropolitan’s maintenance costs. 
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Attachment 1 – Map and Site location 

Attachment 2 – Final EIS for Desert Harvest Solar Project 

Attachment 3 – Lead Agency’s Certification of CEQA-Equivalent EIR, Findings of Fact, Mitigation 
      Monitoring and Reporting Program, and Statement of Overriding Considerations 

Ref# rpdm12670291 

Staff Recommendation 

Option #1 

8/27/2019 
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Cover Photo: View of the solar facility site from Kaiser Road 
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ABSTRACT 

DESERT HARVEST SOLAR PROJECT  
Final Environmental Impact Statement and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment 

Lead Agency: U.S. Bureau of Land Management 
Cooperating Agency: U.S. National Park Service, County of Riverside 
California Environmental Quality Act Lead Agency: County of Riverside 
Title: EDF Desert Harvest Solar Project, Riverside County, California 
Contact: Mr. Frank McMenimen, Palm Springs/South Coast Field Office, 1201 Bird Center Drive, 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
Web Site: 
http://www.blm.gov/ca/st/en/fo/palmsprings/Solar_Projects/Desert_Harvest_Solar_Project.html 
Public Review Period and CDCA Plan Amendment Protest Period: November 2, 2012 to 
December 3, 2012 
Instruction for Lodging a Protest: 
http://www.blm.gov/pgdata/content/wo/en/prog/planning/planning_overview/protest_resolution.html 
Abstract: This Environmental Impact Statement addresses the U.S. Bureau of Land Management’s 
(BLM) consideration of issuance of a right-of-way grant to EDF Renewable Energy for the construction, 
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of a 150- megawatt photovoltaic solar energy facility 
and generation-intertie transmission line (gen-tie line).  The project would be located in Riverside 
County, California, near the unincorporated community of Desert Center on land administered by the BLM. 
The Environmental Impact Statement analyzes seven solar facility alternatives and five gen-tie line 
alternatives.  The solar facility alternatives are designated as follows: (1) No Action (No Plan Amend-
ment), in which the application would be denied and current management of the site would be 
maintained; (2) the application would be denied and the CDCA Plan would be amended to declare the 
site suitable for solar energy development; (3) the application would be denied and the CDCA Plan 
would be amended to declare the site unsuitable for solar energy development; (4) BLM would grant 
the Applicant a right-of-way (ROW) for the project as proposed; (5) BLM would grant the Applicant a 
ROW for the project excluding the 47-acre portion of the site that is within the Palen-Ford Wildlife 
Habitat Management Area; (6) BLM would grant the Applicant a ROW for the project excluding the 
155-acre southern parcel of the project and a 9-acre portion of the northern parcel that contains a 
sensitive plant species; (7) BLM would grant the Applicant a ROW as described under Alternative 6, 
but with taller solar panels.  Gen-tie alternatives are designated as follows: (A) No Gen-Tie, in which 
the gen-tie line would not be constructed and current management of the site would be maintained; (B) 
The gen-tie line would be approved and would share transmission towers with the approved Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF); (C) The gen-tie line would be constructed on separate towers parallel to 
DSSF towers; (D) The gen-tie line would be constructed in a different, slightly shorter alignment; (E) 
The gen-tie line would be constructed in a different, slightly shorter alignment on a larger proportion of 
BLM land than Alternative D.  Alternatives 4 through 7 and B through E would require an amendment 
to the CDCA Plan to find the project area suitable for solar development and allow a high-voltage 
transmission line outside of a federally designated utility corridor. 
The proposed project or any of the action alternatives is anticipated to result in substantial adverse 
effects to air resources from emissions of particulate matter (PM10), volatile organic compounds 
(VOC), carbon monoxide (CO), and oxides of nitrogen (NOx); substantial adverse effects to biological 
resources, including vegetation habitat, special-status plants, habitat fragmentation, and displacement of 
wildlife; adverse effects to historic properties; substantial adverse cumulative effects to lands and realty 
from large-scale land conversion; substantial adverse noise effects from an increase in traffic-related 
noise levels along Kaiser Road; and substantial adverse effects to visual resources and recreation, due 
to degradation of the visual character of the landscape. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

Palm Springs – South Coast Field Office 
1201 Bird Center Drive 

Palm Springs, CA 92262 
www.ca.blm.gov 

  
 
In Reply Refer To: 
2830-03 (P) 
CACA-049491 
CAD000.06/CAD060 

Dear Reader: 

Attached for your review and comment is the Final Environmental Impact Statement / Proposed 
California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment (Final EIS / Proposed CDCA Plan 
Amendment) for the Desert Harvest Solar Project for the California Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) Palm Springs-South Coast Field Office.  The BLM prepared this document 
in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), as amended, the 
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA), implementing regulations, the 
BLM’s Land Use Planning Handbook (H-1601-1), and other applicable law and policy. 

The Applicant’s proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project, a 150-megawatt solar photovoltaic 
facility would be sited on 1,208 acres of BLM-managed lands north of the community of Desert 
Center in Riverside County, California.  An associated 220-kilovolt generation-intertie transmis-
sion line would be sited within a 204-acre right-of-way on BLM-managed land and 52 acres of 
non-BLM managed land, which would extend from the solar facility site to the planned Red 
Bluff Substation.  The Final EIS / Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment and supporting information 
are available on the project web site at: http://www.blm.gov/ca/st/en/fo/palmsprings/Solar_Projects/
Desert_Harvest_Solar_Project.html 

The BLM encourages the public to provide information and comments pertaining to the analysis 
presented in the Final EIS / Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment.  Comments will be accepted for 
thirty (30) calendar days following the Environmental Protection Agency’s publication of its 
Notice of Availability in the Federal Register.  Announcement will also be made through the 
local news media.  The BLM can best use your comments and resource information submissions 
if received within the review period.  BLM’s resource management planning regulations at 43 
CFR 1610.5-2 specify the required elements for filing a timely protest.  The BLM must resolve 
any protests on the proposed plan amendment before issuing a decision.  If no changes to the 
Final EIS are warranted based on the comments, the BLM will prepare a Record of Decision 
(ROD) that documents the selected alternative and specific mitigation measures. 

Comments may be submitted electronically at: cadesertharvest@blm.gov.  Comments may also 
be submitted by mail to: Frank McMenimen, Palm Springs/South Coast Field Office, 1201 Bird 
Center Drive, Palm Springs, CA  92262.  To facilitate analysis of comments and information sub-
mitted, we strongly encourage you to submit comments in an electronic format. 

Your review of and comments on the content of this document are critical to the success of this 
planning effort, and we request that you make your comments as specific as possible.  Please 
include suggested changes, sources, or methodologies and reference a section or page number 
whenever possible.   
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Before including your address, phone number, e-mail address, or other personal identifying 
information in your comment, be advised that your entire comment, including your personal 
identifying information, may be made publicly available at any time.  While you can ask us in 
your comment to withhold your personal identifying information from public review, we cannot 
guarantee that we will be able to do so. 

Copies of the Final EIS / Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment have been sent to affected federal, 
State, and local government agencies, as well as affected Tribal governments.  The following 
BLM offices have copies available for public inspection: the BLM California Desert District, 
22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos, Moreno Valley, CA 92553; the BLM Palm Springs/South 
Coast Field Office (see address above); and the BLM California State Office, 2800 Cottage Way, 
Sacramento, California 95825. 

Thank you for your continued interest in the Final EIS / Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment.  We 
appreciate the information and suggestions you contribute to the planning process.  For addi-
tional information or clarification regarding this document or the planning process, please 
contact Frank McMenimen, Project Manager, at the BLM Palm Springs/South Coast Field office 
at 760.833.7150, or email fmcmenimen@blm.gov.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

ES.1 BACKGROUND AND PROJECT OVERVIEW 

This Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Proposed Plan Amendment (PA) analyzes 
the impacts of EDF Renewable Energy’s1 (EDF or Applicant) Desert Harvest Solar Project 
(DHSP) and incorporates public comments submitted by agencies, groups, tribes, individuals, 
and the project Applicant on the Draft EIS.  In compliance with the National Environmental Pol-
icy Act (NEPA), the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) prepared this EIS to inform the public 
about the Proposed Action and to meet the needs of federal, state, and local permitting agencies 
in considering the project. 

The Applicant filed for a right-of-way (ROW) authorization request with the BLM to construct, 
operate, maintain, and decommission a 1,208-acre, 150-megawatt (MW) solar energy project 
and 220-kilovolt (kV) generation-intertie transmission line (gen-tie line).  Associated with 
its consideration of the project, the BLM is also proposing to amend the California Desert 
Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended (CDCA Plan) to find the project 
site suitable for solar electricity generation and to allow a high-voltage transmission line 
outside of a federally designated utility corridor. 

Because the County of Riverside has the authority to issue local permits for the proposed gen-tie 
line alternatives, this EIS has been prepared to a standard that complies with all requirements of 
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) under Section 15221 of the CEQA Guide-
lines.  CEQA Responsible Agencies and other readers interested in the CEQA compliance com-
ponents of this EIS are directed to the CEQA Readers’ Guide in Section 1.8. 

The regional context for the proposed DHSP is shown in Figure 1-1 (see Appendix A for all 
figures).  The Applicant proposes to construct, operate, maintain, and decommission the DHSP 
in Riverside County, California, near the unincorporated community of Desert Center.  This 
Final EIS and Proposed Plan Amendment presents the potential effects of the Proposed Action 
and alternatives on BLM-administered lands and other affected lands and resources.  It also 
discusses mitigation measures that, if adopted, would avoid, minimize, or mitigate the adverse 
environmental impacts identified. 

The proposed solar facility would consist of several components.  A main generation area would 
include photovoltaic (PV) arrays, a switchyard, inverters, overhead lines, and access corridors.  
The solar facility would also include an operations and maintenance facility, an on-site substa-
tion and switchgear.  Site security, fencing, and lighting will protect the facility. 

The proposed 220-kV gen-tie line would transmit the electricity generated to the regional trans-
mission system through the Red Bluff Substation, where the power from the proposed solar 
facility would be stepped up and fed into Southern California Edison’s existing Devers Palo 
Verde No. 1 high-voltage transmission line. 

For the solar facility and gen-tie line, the following alternatives are considered in this EIS: 

                                                 
1  In the Draft EIS, enXco Development Corporation (enXco) was identified as the applicant. Since the publication 

of the Draft EIS, enXco’s company name has changed to EDF Renewable Energy (EDF). This new company 
name is used in this Final EIS.   
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 A No Action alternative and two No Project Alternatives. Of the two No Project Alternatives, 
one would amend the CDCA Plan to find the site suitable for solar energy, and the other would 
amend the CDCA plan to find the site unsuitable for solar energy.   

 Four solar project configurations – Proposed Solar Project, Solar Project Excluding the Palen-
Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA), Reduced Footprint Solar Project, and 
High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project; and 

 Four gen-tie line configurations – Proposed Gen-Tie Line (Shared Towers), Separate Trans-
mission Towers within Same ROW, Cross-Valley Alignment, and New Cross-Valley Alignment. 

The solar facility alternatives would be located exclusively on BLM-administered land.  The 
gen-tie alternatives would be located on a combination of BLM-administered land, land owned 
by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, land owned by the County of 
Riverside, and private land. 

ES.2 LEAD AND COOPERATING AGENCY ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Bureau of Land Management 

The BLM is the Lead Agency under NEPA.  As part of the Agency’s responsibilities under Title 
V of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA; 43 U.S.C. 1761), the BLM must 
respond to the application for a ROW grant to construct, operate, maintain, and decommission a 
the DHSP on public lands in compliance with FLPMA, BLM ROW regulations, and other 
applicable federal laws.  The BLM will decide whether to approve, approve with modification, 
or deny issuance of a ROW grant to the Applicant for the DHSP.  The BLM may include any 
terms, conditions, and stipulations it determines to be in the public interest, and may modify the 
proposed use or location of proposed facilities (43 CFR 2805.10(a)(1)).  Because the BLM’s 
decision is considered a federal action with the potential for significant environmental impacts, 
NEPA requires the preparation of an EIS to evaluate the impacts of the Proposed Action 
(granting the ROW as in the application), alternative actions, and no action.  In connection with 
its consideration of the project, the BLM is also considering amendments to the CDCA Plan.  If 
the BLM decides to approve the issuance of a ROW grant for the project, the BLM will also 
amend the CDCA Plan as required in connection with its decision on the project. 

County of Riverside 

The County of Riverside is the Lead Agency under CEQA and a Cooperating Agency under 
NEPA.  The County of Riverside has discretionary authority to issue a Public Use Permit for any 
gen-tie line alternative, as each crosses private lands subject to County jurisdiction.  The County 
of Riverside would also require the Applicant to obtain an encroachment permit and a franchise 
route agreement.  The County of Riverside has actively engaged in EIS planning and reviewing 
documentation relating to the proposed project and alternatives.  Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines 
Section 15221, the County of Riverside intends to determine whether this EIS complies with the 
requirements of CEQA, and if so, to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required 
for its decision regarding the approval of a gen-tie action alternative under CEQA.  The County 
of Riverside and BLM have signed a memorandum of understanding that defines their relation-
ship and identifies the County as a Cooperating Agency.  The MOU was fully executed on 
June 5, 2012.  The MOU is included as Appendix L of this EIS.   
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National Park Service 

The National Park Service is a Cooperating Agency under NEPA.  The National Park Service 
has actively engaged in EIS planning and reviewing documentation relating to the proposed proj-
ect and alternatives.  The National Park Service has no decision-making authority over the pro-
posed project; however, the National Park Service has an interest in ensuring that the effects of 
development projects on National Parks are minimized.  The National Park Service and BLM 
have signed a memorandum of understanding that defines their relationship and identifies the 
National Park Service as a Cooperating Agency. On April 20, 2011, BLM met with NPS 
representatives in Palm Springs, CA to discuss the project and the Cooperating Agency 
relationship.  BLM met with NPS again on September 13, 2011 to discuss incorporation of NPS 
comments on the administrative draft of the EIS.  Comments were received from NPS staff and 
incorporated into the Draft EIS.  The BLM again met with NPS representatives in Joshua Tree, 
California on June 20, 2012 to discuss the Park’s preliminary response to the Draft EIS.  The 
Park also submitted formal written comments, which are presented in Appendix M of this Final 
EIS (see comment letter A004).  Comments from NPS staff were accepted and are incorporated 
into this Final EIS. 

ES.3 NATIVE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT TO GOVERNMENT CONSULTATION AND SECTION 106 

CONSULTATION 

Native American Government to Government Consultation 

The BLM is responsible for consultation with Native American tribes for the purpose of iden-
tifying sacred sites and other places of traditional religious and cultural importance that have the 
potential to be impacted by the Proposed Action, to develop measures which avoid, minimize or 
mitigation such effects, and to incorporate appropriate mitigation measures into project approvals 
that address the potential discovery of such sites during construction.   

The BLM initiated formal, government-to-government tribal consultation at the earliest stages of 
project planning by letter on October 4, 2011 (Kalish 2011).  The Palm Springs-South Coast 
Field Office of the BLM sent letters to 15 Indian tribes, including those identified by the NAHC.  
The letter requested assistance in identifying any issues or concerns that a tribe might have about 
the project, including identifying places of religious and cultural significance that might be 
affected by the proposed project.  The letter further requested that each Tribal Government iden-
tify those tribal representatives who have been designated to consult with BLM on this project. 

Since that time, the BLM has followed up with Tribal governments through additional corre-
spondence, communication, and provision of other project information.  

The fifteen tribes currently being consulted with on the DHSP are: Agua Caliente Band of 
Cahuilla Indians, Augustine Band of Cahuilla Mission Indians, Cabazon Band of Mission 
Indians, Cahuilla Band of Mission Indians, Chemehuevi Indian Tribe, Cocopah Indian Tribe, 
Colorado River Indian Tribes, Fort Mojave Indian Tribe, Fort Yuma Quechan Indian Tribe, 
Morongo Band of Mission Indians, Ramona Band of Mission Indians, San Manuel Band of 
Mission Indians, Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians, Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians, and 
the Twentynine Palms Band of Mission Indians. 

On May 9, 2012, BLM and Native American Tribes conducted a field visit to the project site.  
Representatives from the Augustine Band of Mission Indians and the Colorado River Indian 
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Tribes attended.  Tribal representatives expressed the concerns about the geomorphological 
nature of the project site, and the possibility of subsurface archaeological materials.  The 
archaeological report was approved by the BLM in May 2012.  A letter was sent to the Tribes on 
June 4, 2012 informing them of the availability of the report.  Agua Caliente Band of Mission 
Indians, Colorado River Indian Tribes, and Fort Yuma Quechan Tribe requested a copy of the 
report.  Copies were sent on August 2, 2012, June 11, 2012, and October 22, 2012 respectively.  
The project was discussed with the Fort Yuma Quechan Tribe on September 26, 2012. 

Additional documentation regarding that consultation is provided in Appendix I.  Consultation 
with Indian Tribes, and discussions with Tribal organizations and individuals, has revealed 
concern about the importance and sensitivity of cultural resources near the DHSP project site, 
concern about cumulative effects to cultural resources and landscapes. 

As the environmental review and Section 106 consultation processes proceed for the DHSP, the 
BLM will continue to consult with Indian tribes regarding issues or concerns with the project, 
and on properties to which they attach cultural or religious significance. 

Section 106 Consultation and Memorandum of Agreement 

The Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) maintains two databases to assist cultural 
resources specialists in identifying cultural resources of concern to California Native Americans, 
referred to here as ethnographic resources.  The NAHC Sacred Lands database has records for 
places and objects that Native Americans consider sacred or otherwise important, such as ceme-
teries and gathering places for traditional foods and materials.  The NAHC Contacts database has 
the names and contact information for individuals, representing a group or themselves, who have 
expressed an interest in being contacted about development projects in specified areas.  The 
applicant requests information from the NAHC on the presence of sacred lands in the vicinity of 
a proposed project and also request a list of Native Americans to whom inquiries would be made 
to identify both additional cultural resources and any concerns the Native Americans may have 
about a proposed project. 

Chambers Group contacted the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) in October of 
2011 to obtain information on known cultural resources and traditional cultural properties and to 
learn of any concerns Native Americans may have about the DHSP.  The NAHC responded on 
October 5, 2011 with the information that the Sacred Lands File (SLF) database failed to indicate 
the presence of Native American cultural resources within the DHSP Area of Potential Effects.  
The NAHC also forwarded a list of Native American groups or individuals with traditional ties 
to the project area.  This list can be found in Appendix I. 

On October 10, 2012, BLM held a meeting of the consulting parties for the Section 106 process 
for the DHSP. Representatives from the Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians, Augustine 
Band of Cahuilla Indians, Cabazon Band of Mission Indians, Colorado River Indian Tribes, Fort 
Mojave Indian Tribe, San Manuel Band of Mission Indians, Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians, 
and Twenty-nine Palms Band of Mission Indians attended the meeting.  The other consulting 
parties in attendance at the October 10 meeting included the Applicant and the County of 
Riverside. 

A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) is being developed for this project as a part of the Section 
106 process.  The MOA would be among the BLM, SHPO, EDF Renewables, and interested 
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Indian tribes.  The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation would be invited to participate. 
The MOA will include a list of historic properties located within the APE, require that a Historic 
Property Treatment Plan be developed and implemented prior to the issuance of a Notice to 
Proceed, provide for review by interested parties of draft documents resulting from 
implementation of the Historic Property Treatment Plan, provide for the management of 
unanticipated discoveries of cultural resources, address treatment of Native American human 
remains, and include reporting requirements.  In addition, the MOA provides a phased approach 
to the identification and evaluation where access to private land to conduct archaeological 
surveys has not been granted.  NRHP eligibility evaluations and treatment of historic properties 
would be carried out before Project construction.  Once the MOA is signed, which will be before 
the ROD for this EIS is signed, compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA will be considered 
complete (Kalish 2012).  A draft MOA is included as Appendix O.   

ES.4 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

On October 3 and 6, 2011, prior to publication of the Draft EIS, scoping activities were con-
ducted by the BLM in compliance with the requirements of NEPA for the DHSP.  Additional 
public information hearings were held on May 14, 2012 to solicit feedback on the Draft EIS. The 
BLM’s scoping activities are described in detail in the Public Scoping Report, which is provided 
in Appendix B here.  The scoping report documents the Notice of Intent, the scoping meetings, 
workshops, and the comments received during scoping. 

ES.5 PURPOSE AND NEED 

In accordance with FLPMA (Section 103(c)), public lands are to be managed for multiple uses, 
and management must consider the long-term needs of future generations for renewable and non-
renewable resources.  The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to grant ROWs on public lands 
for systems of generation, transmission, and distribution of energy (Section 501(a)(4)).  Given 
the BLM’s multiple use mandate, the purpose and need for the Proposed Action is to respond to 
a FLPMA ROW application submitted by the Applicant to construct, operate, maintain, and 
decommission a solar energy-generating facility and associated infrastructure on BLM lands in 
compliance with FLPMA, BLM ROW regulations, and other applicable Federal laws and poli-
cies, including: 

 Executive Order 13212, dated May 18, 2001.  Mandates that agencies act expediently and in a 
manner consistent with applicable laws to increase the “production and transmission of energy 
in a safe and environmentally sound manner.” 

 The Energy Policy Act 2005 (EPAct 05).  Sets forth the “sense of Congress” that the Secretary 
of the Interior should seek to have approved non-hydropower renewable energy projects on the 
public lands with a generation capacity of at least 10,000 MW by 2015. 

 Secretarial Order 3285A1, dated March 11, 2009, amended February 22, 2010.  “Establishes 
the development of renewable energy as a priority for the Department of the Interior.” 

In connection with its decision on the DHSP, the BLM’s action will also include consideration of 
potential amendments to the CDCA Plan.  The CDCA Plan, while recognizing the potential 
compatibility of energy facilities on public lands, requires that all sites associated with power 
generation or transmission not identified in the Plan be considered through the land use plan 
amendment process.  This document provides information to the authorized officer to decide: (i) 
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whether the application area should remain undesignated or be designated as suitable or 
unsuitable for solar energy development under the CDCA Plan, and (ii) whether a high-voltage 
transmission line should be allowed outside of a federally designated utility corridor.  If the BLM 
decides to approve the issuance of a ROW grant for the project and associated gen-tie line, the 
BLM will also amend the CDCA Plan as required. 

ES.6 DECISIONS TO BE MADE  

As defined by the purpose and need, the BLM is responding to the Applicant’s application for a 
ROW grant to construct, operate, maintain, and decommission the DHSP on public lands.  In 
doing so, the BLM will adopt one of the alternatives described below.  Alternatives considered in 
this Final EIS are based on issues identified by the BLM and on comments received during the 
public scoping process.  The BLM is required to consider a range of alternatives that are 
considered “reasonable,” usually defined as alternatives that are realistic (not speculative), 
technologically and economically feasible, and responsive to the purpose and need of the project.  
The EIS also needs to consider a “no action” or “no project” alternative. 

This document provides information to the Authorized Officer to make decisions on the fol-
lowing questions: 

 Should the application area remain undesignated or be designated as suitable or unsuitable for 
solar energy development? 

 Should the project’s high-voltage gen-tie transmission line be allowed outside of a federally 
designated utility corridor? 

If the BLM designates the project site as suitable for solar energy development and decides to 
allow the high-voltage gen-tie transmission line outside of a federally designated utility corridor, 
it would also make a decision on the following question: 

 Should the proposed ROW grant be issued as applied for, issued for a modified project, or 
denied? 

If the BLM decides to approve the issuance of a ROW grant, the BLM will also amend the 
CDCA Plan as required. 

Similarly, the County of Riverside must respond to the applications submitted by the Applicant.  
In rendering a decision whether to approve the project and issue the necessary permits to 
construct and operate the DHSP, the County must determine whether the project is consistent 
with the policies of the Riverside County General Plan and conforms to applicable regulations 
and standards set forth in County ordinances.  The County must also make findings pursuant to 
CEQA that the project’s impacts on the physical environment have been mitigated to the degree 
feasible. 

Alternatives 

Alternatives were evaluated for inclusion in the EIS using appropriate screening criteria pursuant 
to NEPA and CEQA.  The alternatives that respond to the purpose and need for the Proposed 
Action (see Section ES.2) and are otherwise reasonable (as described in Section 6.6.1 (Reason-
able Alternatives) of the BLM NEPA Handbook (H-1790-1)) are fully analyzed in the EIS.  As 
part of the alternatives screening process, 20 alternatives were evaluated, and 12 alternatives, 
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including the proposed DHSP, were developed in this EIS, as follows (see Chapter 2 for com-
plete descriptions of these alternatives): 

 Alternative 1: No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

 Alternative 2: No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site Suitable for 
Solar Energy Development) 

 Alternative 3: No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site Unsuitable for 
Solar Energy Development) 

 Alternative 4: Proposed Solar Project 

 Alternative 5: Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

 Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

 Alternative 7: High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

 Alternative A: No Gen-Tie 

 Alternative B: Proposed Gen-Tie Line (Shared Towers) 

 Alternative C: Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

 Alternative D: Cross-Valley Alignment of Gen-Tie Line 

 Alternative E: New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Comparison of Alternatives 

In order to have a complete project, the Authorized Officer may choose one power plant alterna-
tive (Alternatives 1-7) and one gen-tie line alternative (Alternatives A-E).  A comparison of 
alternatives is presented in Section 2.17 of this EIS. 

Agency Preferred Alternative 

The BLM has selected Alternative 7, High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project, with Alter-
native B, Proposed Gen-Tie Line (Shared Towers), as the agency-preferred alternative.  Alterna-
tive 7 with Alternative B is the preferred alternative because it would be able to generate 125 to 
135 MW of renewable energy on fewer acres than the Proposed Action, thus reducing impacts 
resulting from ground disturbance.  This alternative would also incorporate the use of shared 
facilities in an already designated transmission line ROW, minimizing cumulative impacts. 

CEQA Environmentally Superior Alternative 

CEQA defines the environmentally superior alternative as having an overall environmental 
advantage compared to the other alternatives based on the impact analysis.  As demonstrated in 
Section 2.17.3, the overall environmentally superior alternative is Alternative 1, No Action 
Alternative, with Alternative A, No Gen-Tie Alternative.  The environmentally superior alterna-
tive among the remaining action alternatives is Alternative 6, Reduced Footprint Alternative, 
with Alternative B, Proposed Gen-Tie Line (Shared Towers).  Alternative 6 and Alternative 7 are 
substantially the same, but Alternative 6 uses shorter panel heights.  A complete analysis of how 
this conclusion was reached is presented in Section 2.17. 
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ES.7 CONNECTED/CUMULATIVE ACTIONS 

Connected actions are defined by the BLM Handbook H-1790-1 as those actions that are “closely 
related” and “should be discussed” in the same NEPA document (40 CFR 1508.25(a)(1)).  There 
are no connected actions for this EIS. 

Cumulative actions are defined by the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 as proposed actions 
which potentially have a cumulatively significant impact together with other proposed actions 
and “should be discussed” in the same NEPA document (40 CFR 1508.25(a)(2)).  For this NEPA 
analysis, existing conditions are the physical environment as of September 2011 (the com-
mencement of environmental analysis), which includes the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm’s solar 
field under construction but not fully constructed and that project’s gen-tie line approved but not 
yet constructed.  The completed Desert Sunlight Solar Farm and gen-tie are foreseeable actions 
for the purposes of this analysis and are addressed as cumulative actions.  Similarly, there are a 
large number of renewable energy and other projects proposed in the region that were identified 
as potentially contributing to cumulative environmental impacts.  These cumulative projects are 
identified and discussed in detail in Section 4.1 of this EIS. 

ES.8 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

 Air Quality.  Air pollutant emissions during construction would likely result in temporary and 
unavoidable adverse PM10, VOC, CO, and NOx impacts. 

 Vegetation Resources.  Temporary disturbance and permanent loss of vegetation and habitat, 
jurisdictional streambeds, sensitive communities, and special status plant species would occur 
on site due to the construction of the project.  Dust and erosion related to construction would 
impact off-site plant species. 

 Wildlife Resources.  Temporary disturbance and permanent loss of wildlife habitat on site, 
displacement of wildlife off site, regional habitat fragmentation, and disturbances by dust, 
light, and noise of off-site habitat would result from project construction and operation.  Oper-
ation and maintenance would further impact birds on site.  The project would contribute to loss 
of special status species in the NECO planning area. 

 Cultural Resources. Direct and indirect impacts including adverse change to significance of 
historic properties.   

 Lands and Realty.  The project would contribute to large scale of land use conversion (over 
52,000 acres or 2.5 percent of the land along the I-10 corridor). 

 Noise.  The project would result in a substantial increase in traffic noise levels during con-
struction and decommissioning along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk Road. 

 Recreation.  The project would be visible from wilderness areas in the Coxcomb Mountains 
during construction, operation, and decommissioning. 

 Visual Resources.  The project would create impacts from the conversion of a natural desert 
landscape to a landscape dominated by industrial character.  Long-term land scarring would 
follow project decommissioning.  The project would have strong visual contrast with the sur-
rounding landscape and would be visible from proximate wilderness areas and scenic vistas.  
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The project, if approved, would conflict with several Riverside County General Plan policies 
designed to protect visual resources. 

CEQA Significant Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

In compliance with Section 15123(b)(1) of the CEQA Guidelines, this section summarizes the 
proposed project’s significant impacts and mitigation measures.   

Table ES-1. CEQA Significant Impacts and Mitigation 

Impact Area 
Significance 

Criterion 

Significant 
Unavoidable 

Impact Description 
Air Resources AR-2 and 

AR-3 
Construction 
emissions 

Construction of the project would generate emissions of particulate matter 
(PM2.5 and PM10), VOC, CO, and NOx.  Mitigation Measures AIR-1 
through AIR-4 would limit these emissions to the extent possible, but 
residual impacts from PM10, PM2.5, VOC, CO, and NOx would persist 
after mitigation.  Significant, unavoidable impacts would be temporary; 
these impacts would be limited to the duration of construction activities. 

Biology – 
Vegetation 

VEG-1  Cumulative 
impacts to 
sensitive 
natural 
communities 

Even with implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through VEG-10, 
the project would represent a considerable contribution to the cumulatively 
significant regional impacts to sensitive natural communities. 

Biology – 
Vegetation 

VEG-2 Cumulative 
impacts to 
jurisdictional 
streambeds 

Even with implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through VEG-10, 
the project would represent a considerable contribution to the cumulatively 
significant regional impacts to state-jurisdictional streambeds. 

Biology – Wildlife WIL-1  Cumulative 
impacts to 
special-status 
species 

Even with implementation of mitigation, the residual impacts of the project 
would represent a considerable contribution to cumulatively significant 
habitat loss for special-status wildlife species in the NECO planning area. 

Biology – Wildlife WIL-2 Cumulative 
impacts to 
wildlife 
movement 

Even with implementation of mitigation, the residual impacts of the project 
would contribute to a cumulatively considerable reduction of wildlife 
movement and connectivity in the upper Chuckwalla Valley.   

Cultural 
Resources 

CR-1 and 
CR-2 

Adverse 
change to 
historic and 
archaeological 
resources 

The project would result in direct and indirect impacts during construction, 
operation, and decommissioning to cultural resources, including adverse 
change to the significance of historic and archaeological resources.  
Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-11 would reduce 
impacts by developing and implementing a Memorandum of Agreement 
and Historic Properties Treatment Plan, requiring monitoring and training 
for all construction personnel, treating/curating inadvertent discoveries, 
avoiding known resources, and implementing a radio informational 
program.  However, impacts of the gen-tie line to the setting of the North 
Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-RIV-1383, NRHP-listed), and the 
Coco-Maricopa trail segments (CA-RIV-0053T, determined eligible) are 
significant and unavoidable under CEQA. 

Noise and 
Vibration 

NZ-4 Increase in 
noise levels 
along Kaiser 
Road 

The project would result in a substantial increase in traffic noise levels 
during construction and decommissioning along Kaiser Road north of 
Lake Tamarisk Road.  Mitigation Measure NOI-1would limit construction 
activities to daylight hours; however, there would still be a significant 
unavoidable impact from project construction. 

Visual Resources V-1 Scenic vistas Project would be prominently visible from elevated vantage points in the 
area, and the introduction of industrial character and structural visual 
contrast would result in significant unavoidable impacts to these scenic 
vistas.   
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Table ES-1. CEQA Significant Impacts and Mitigation 

Impact Area 
Significance 

Criterion 

Significant 
Unavoidable 

Impact Description 
Visual Resources V-3 Degrade 

visual 
character of 
the landscape 

Project would introduce a prominent built facility with considerable 
industrial character into an existing landscape presently absent such 
features, causing a substantial degradation of the existing visual character 
or quality of the site and its surrounding landscape when viewed from the 
elevated viewpoints in the wilderness areas.  

Visual Resources V-6 Inconsistency 
with local 
policies 

The moderate to high degree of visual change that would be caused by 
the proposed solar farm would not be consistent with the following 
Riverside County General Plan policies: LU 4.1, LU 13.1, LU 13.3, LU 
13.5, LU 13.8, LU 20.1, LU 20.2, LU 20.4, DCAP 2.3, DCAP 9.1, and 
DCAP 10.1.   

Visual Resources V-7 Cumulative 
visual 
alteration 

The presence of the project would substantially contribute to cumulative 
visual alteration.  There are no mitigation measures available to reduce 
this impact.  

Areas of Controversy 

Pursuant to 40 CFR 1502.12 and Section 15123(b)(2) of the CEQA Guidelines, this section sum-
marizes the areas of known controversy surrounding the proposed project.  Based on input 
received from agencies, organizations, Native Americans and Tribal Governments, and members 
of the general public during scoping EIS, several areas of controversy related to the DHSP 
emerged, including: 

 Opposition to the placement of a large solar project on largely undisturbed desert land 

 Concern for conflict with designated recreational and wilderness uses in the project area, 
including in Joshua Tree National Park 

 Concern regarding the impacts of the project on biological and cultural resources 

 Concern regarding groundwater use 

 Concern regarding the range of alternatives considered 

 Concern regarding the purpose of and need for the project 

Extensive comments were received during the scoping process for the DHSP.  The scoping pro-
cess and public input received are provided in detail in Appendix B, Pubic Scoping Report.  
Additional public comments were received during the Draft EIS public review period.  Public 
comments are reproduced in full in Appendix M, and responses to all comments are provided in 
Appendix N.   

Issues to be Resolved 

Pursuant to 40 CFR 1502.12 and Section 15123(b)(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, this section sum-
marizes the major issues to be resolved in the Final EIS and the Record of Decision. 

The choice among alternatives is a major issue to be resolved.  BLM has the ultimate authority to 
approve or deny any of the solar facility and gen-tie alternatives; however, the County of 
Riverside has the authority to select a gen-tie alternative, and the County must adopt a Statement 
of Overriding Considerations pursuant to CEQA Section 15093 for any alternative that is 
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approved that would have significant unavoidable impacts.  The two Lead Agencies must 
approve the same gen-tie alternative in order for the Applicant to construct any portion of the 
project. 

Access to private land was an obstacle to performing cultural and paleontological surveys on all 
gen-tie alternatives.  In addition, at the time of publication of the Draft EIS, field assessments 
were ongoing.  The results of those additional surveys have been incorporated into this Final EIS 
and 96 percent of the cultural resources area of potential effect has been surveyed; however, it 
should be noted that certain private parcels remained inaccessible and have not been fully 
surveyed for this Final EIS, which is an allowable reason to forego completion of surveys under 
both NEPA and CEQA. The public is being provided an opportunity to review and comment on 
the additional survey information under the 30 day public review period afforded under NEPA. 

Finally, the Lead Agencies must decide whether to adopt a mitigation measure for groundwater 
resources that would protect the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin from overdraft condi-
tions attributed to the DHSP.  Such a measure would also contribute to unavoidable adverse air 
quality effects and adverse effects on noise and traffic. 
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE AND NEED 

EDF Renewable Energy (EDF or Applicant),1 a wholly owned affiliate of EDF Energies 
Nouvelles (formerly SIIF Energies), which is a 50 percent-owned subsidiary of the EDF Group, 
proposes to construct and operate a 150-megawatt (MW), nominal capacity, alternating current 
(AC), solar photovoltaic (PV), energy-generating project known as the Desert Harvest Solar 
Project (DHSP or proposed project).  The DHSP consists of a main generation area, operations 
and maintenance (O&M) facility, on-site substation, switchyard, site security, and a 220-kilovolt 
(kV) generation interconnection line (gen-tie line).  The proposed project would be located on 
lands administered by the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management (BLM), 
Palm Springs–South Coast Field Office, and portions of the project would be located on land 
owned by Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD), the County of Riverside, 
California (County), and private landowners. 

Because the proposed project would be located primarily on lands administered by the BLM, the 
Applicant filed a right-of-way (ROW) application with the BLM to construct, operate, and decom-
mission the proposed project (Case File Number CACA #49491).  The decision regarding the 
issuance of the ROW grant will be based in part on an evaluation of the proposed Project’s 
potential environmental effects and measures that mitigate those effects through the environ-
mental review process under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and the 
requirements of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA).  As part of the 
ROW grant application process, the Applicant submitted a Plan of Development (POD) for the 
project to the BLM on December 22, 2009, followed by several revisions of the POD to sup-
plement information provided in the original submittal in November 2010 and April 2011. 

In compliance with NEPA, the BLM prepared this Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 
to inform the public about the Proposed Action and to meet the needs of federal, state, and local 
permitting agencies evaluation the project.  The BLM authorization of a ROW grant for the 
project, either as proposed or modified, would require an amendment to the California Desert 
Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended (CDCA Plan); therefore, in 
connection with its evaluation of the project, this documents also presents the BLM Proposed 
Plan Amendments (PA) to the CDCA Plan. 

The Joshua Tree National Park is north, east, and west of the proposed project; at its closest point the 
DHSP site is about 1.75 miles southwest of the national park.  The National Park Service (NPS) 
is a cooperating agency for preparation of this EIS.  This means that, although the NPS does not 
have the jurisdiction to issue any permits for the proposed project or alternatives, the BLM has 
requested that the NPS provide its technical expertise in the evaluation of impacts in this EIS. 

The following terminology is used throughout this document. 

 “Proposed Action” refers to the proposed project inclusive of the necessary CDCA Plan 
amendments to allow construction of the proposed project; 

 “proposed project” refers to the proposed solar facility and the proposed gen-tie line; 

                                                 
1  In the Draft EIS, enXco Development Corporation (enXco) was identified as the Applicant. Since the publication 

of the Draft EIS, enXco has changed its name to EDF Renewable Energy (EDF).   
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 “DHSP” refers to any combination of solar facility action alternative and gen-tie line action 
alternative that could be selected by the BLM for issuance of a ROW grant and the necessary 
CDCA Plan amendments; 

 “solar facility” refers to any of the solar facility action alternatives that could be selected by 
the BLM for issuance of a ROW grant and the necessary CDCA Plan amendment; and 

 “gen-tie line” refers to any of the gen-tie line action alternatives that could be selected by the 
BLM for issuance of a ROW grant and the necessary CDCA Plan amendment, as applicable. 

The Applicant is coordinating with other federal agencies, including the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (USFWS) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), regarding potential Project 
approvals and any associated NEPA compliance requirements.  The Applicant is also coordi-
nating with California state and local agencies, including the California Department of Fish and 
Game (CDFG), California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), Metropolitan Water District 
of Southern California (MWD), California Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), 
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), and the County, regarding potential 
project approvals and any associated California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) compliance 
requirements.  In compliance with Section 15221 of the CEQA Guidelines, this document has 
been prepared to a CEQA-equivalent standard, as the County and CDFG may use this document 
to meet their CEQA obligations related to any permits or approval they might issue for the 
project.  Further detail on this process is provided in Section 1.5.2. 

This EIS describes and evaluates the environmental effects that are expected to result from con-
struction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the proposed project and alternatives, 
and imposes mitigation measures that would avoid, minimize, or mitigate the environmental 
impacts identified.  In accordance with NEPA and CEQA requirements, this EIS also identifies 
and evaluates alternatives that respond to the stated purpose and need for the proposed project 
(including one No Action Alternative and two No Project with Plan Amendment alternatives) 
that could avoid or minimize significant environmental impacts associated with the project as 
proposed by the Applicant, and evaluates the environmental impacts associated with these 
alternatives.  The information contained in this EIS will be considered by the BLM in its 
deliberations regarding approval of the ROW grant and may also be considered by the other 
permitting agencies, including the County, and other federal, state, and local agencies. 

1.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW 

The Proposed Action consists of two main components associated with generating and delivering 
electricity — a solar facility and a 220-kV gen-tie line — and an associated planning decision to 
determine whether the proposed project application area is suitable for solar development and to 
allow a high-voltage transmission line outside of a federally designated utility corridor — a plan 
amendment as described in Section 1.2 and in detail in Chapter 2. 

The solar facility site, where the power would be generated, would encompass up to 1,208 acres 
of BLM-managed public lands located immediately adjacent to the site of First Solar’s approved 
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project, for which a Final EIS was issued in April of 2011 and a 
Record of Decision (ROD) issued in August of 2011. 

The proposed solar facility would consist of several components: 

 Main Generation Area – PV arrays, switchyard, inverters, overhead lines, and access corridors; 
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 Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Facility; 

 On-Site Substation and Switchgear; and 

 Site Security, Fencing, and Lighting. 

The proposed gen-tie line would transmit the electricity generated at the proposed solar facility 
to the regional transmission system, through the Red Bluff Substation where the power from the 
proposed solar facility would feed into the SCE’s existing Devers Palo Verde No. 1 (DPV1) 
500-kV interconnection line.  The proposed gen-tie line would be 12 miles long, encompassing 
256 acres of ROW.  The Applicant proposes to share steel monopoles included as part of the 
approved but not yet constructed Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project gen-tie line.  Poles are 
expected to be 135 feet high and approximately 900 to 1,100 feet apart. 

For the solar facility and gen-tie line, the following alternative configurations are considered in 
this EIS: 

 Four solar project configurations – Proposed Solar Project, Solar Project Excluding the Palen-
Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA), Reduced Footprint Solar Project, and 
High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project;  

 Four gen-tie line configurations – Proposed Gen-Tie Line (Shared Towers), Separate Trans-
mission Towers within Same ROW, Cross-Valley Alignment, and New Cross-Valley Alignment; 

 A No Action alternative; and 

 Two No Project (with CDCA Plan Amendment) alternatives. 

The details of the proposed project and these alternatives are described in Chapter 2.The 
selection of the proposed project site was based on a number of criteria, including: 

 Solar insolation – The project area ranks among those with the highest insolation values in 
North America, with corresponding favorable projections of net capacity factor.  According to 
preliminary figures, the global horizontal radiance for this location is 216 watts per square 
meter per day (W/m2/day). 

 Road and transmission access – The proposed solar facility parcel is located within an area that 
is readily accessible via roads and transmission ROWs. 

 Distance to point of interconnect – The approved SCE Red Bluff substation is located approxi-
mately 6 miles to the south/southeast of the project boundary, and the total length of the gen-
tie line would be up to 12 miles. 

 Size – The solar panels and inverters would cover between 6 and 7 acres/MW. 

 Environmental Considerations – Site screening took into consideration potential impacts on: 

o Surface water and groundwater; 
o Plants, including endangered, threatened, and sensitive species; 
o Terrestrial wildlife and bird populations, including endangered, threatened, and sensitive species; 
o Soils and agricultural potential; 
o Cultural heritage resources; 
o Noise; 
o Social and economic indicators; and 
o Visual resources. 
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BLM’s pre-application process required the Applicant to perform biological resources surveys, 
cultural resources outreach, and other environmental due diligence prior to the BLM’s accepting 
the ROW application as complete and ready for processing under NEPA.   

1.2 BLM PURPOSE AND NEED 

In accordance with FLPMA (Section 103(c)), public lands are to be managed for multiple uses 
and in consideration of the long-term needs of future generations for renewable and non-
renewable resources.  The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to grant ROWs on public lands 
for systems of generation, transmission, and distribution of electric energy (Section 501(a)(4)).  
Taking into account the BLM’s multiple use mandate, the purpose and need for the Proposed 
Action is to respond to a FLPMA ROW application submitted by the Applicant to construct, 
operate, maintain, and decommission a solar energy–generating facility and associated infra-
structure on public lands administered by the BLM in compliance with FLPMA, BLM ROW 
regulations, and other applicable federal laws and policies. 

This Proposed Action would, if approved, assist the BLM in addressing the management objec-
tives in: 

 The Energy Policy Act 2005 (EPAct), Title II, Section 211, which sets forth the “sense of 
Congress” that the Secretary of the Interior should seek to have approved non-hydropower 
renewable energy projects on the public lands with a generation capacity of at least 10,000 
MW by 2015 

 Executive Order 13212, dated May 18, 2001, which mandates that agencies act expediently 
and in a manner consistent with applicable laws to increase the production and transmission of 
energy in a safe and environmentally sound manner. 

 Secretarial Order 3285A1, dated February 22, 2010, and amended on February 22, 2010, 
which establishes the development of renewable energy as a priority for the Department of the 
Interior. 

The BLM will decide whether to grant the ROW, deny the proposed ROW, or grant the ROW 
with modifications.  The BLM may include any terms, conditions, and stipulations it determines 
to be in the public interest, and may include modifying the proposed use or changing the route or 
location of the proposed facilities (43 CFR 2805.10(a)(1)). 

In connection with its decision on the DHSP, the BLM’s action will also include consideration of 
potential amendments to the CDCA Plan, as analyzed in the Final EIS alternatives.  The CDCA 
Plan, while recognizing the potential compatibility of solar energy facilities on public lands, 
requires that all sites associated with power generation or transmission not identified in that Plan 
be considered through the land use plan amendment process.  BLM policy also encourages the 
avoidance of development on lands with high conflict or sensitive resource values (IM 
2011-061).  While the BLM is not required to formally determine whether certain high conflict 
lands are or are not available for solar development, if BLM decides to make that decision, it 
must also amend the CDCA plan.  Therefore in connection with the ROW application for the 
proposed project, the BLM is deciding whether to amend the CDCA Plan to identify the project 
site as available for solar energy development or whether to amend the CDCA Plan to make the 
area unavailable for solar development. 
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Similarly, the CDCA Plan requires that transmission lines above 161 kV be placed within a 
federally designated utility corridor or that the transmission line be specifically allowed outside a 
corridor.  There is no available designated corridor from the DHSP site to the Red Bluff 
Substation.  For gen-tie action alternatives to be consistent with the CDCA Plan, the Plan 
requires an amendment to either allow the proposed transmission gen-tie lines outside designated 
utility corridors or to create a corridor.  BLM is not considering creating a new corridor as a 
component of this project.   

1.3 APPLICANT’S OBJECTIVES 

The Applicant’s specific objectives for the project are: 

 To provide 150 MW of installed electrical capacity; 

 To develop an economically feasible solar PV energy project through commercially available 
financing; 

 To maximize operational efficiency and provide low-cost renewable energy by locating the 
project on contiguous lands with high solar insolation values; 

 To increase local short-term and long-term employment opportunities; 

 To boost local business activity during construction and operation and provide economic 
benefits for local businesses in Desert Center; 

 To minimize environmental impacts and land disturbance by: 

o Locating the project near existing roads and transmission infrastructure; 

o Seeking to co-locate the project's gen-tie line on the transmission poles of other projects in 
the area as an alternative to the project's proposed stand-alone gen-tie line; and 

o Avoiding Desert Wildlife Management Areas and Areas of Critical Environmental Concern. 

 To assist California in meeting its 33-percent-by-2020 renewable portfolio standard (RPS); 

 To assist California in meeting its AB 32 GHG emissions reduction requirements; 

 To assist the BLM in addressing the management objectives in the Energy Policy Act of 2005; 
and 

 To further the purpose of Secretarial Order 3285A1, which establishes the development of 
environmentally responsible renewable energy as a priority for the Department of the Interior. 

CEQA Project Objectives 

The Applicant’s CEQA project objectives are as follows: 

 To provide a reliable renewable source of power to California’s IOUs and their customers by 
constructing and operating a cost competitive 150-MW solar facility that generates clean 
energy sufficient to power approximately 42,000 Californian households; 

 To assist California in meeting its AB 32 GHG emissions reduction requirements and its RPS, 
which establishes a renewable energy target of 33 percent of total electricity sold to retail cus-
tomers by 2020; and 

 To minimize environmental impacts and land disturbance by: 
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o Locating the project near existing roads and transmission infrastructure; 

o Seeking to co-locate the project's gen-tie line on the gen-tie line poles of other projects in the 
area as an alternative to the project's proposed stand-alone gen-tie line; and 

o Avoiding Desert Wildlife Management Areas and Areas of Critical Environmental Concern. 

1.4 GENERAL LOCATION AND MAP 

The proposed project area is largely vacant, undeveloped, and fairly flat land located in the 
Chuckwalla Valley of the Sonora Desert in eastern Riverside County (Figure 1-1, all figures are 
provided in Appendix A).  The area proposed for the solar facility (Figure 1-2) is approximately 
6 miles north of Interstate 10 (I-10) and the rural community of Desert Center and 3 miles north 
of Lake Tamarisk, between the cities of Coachella (to the west) and Blythe (to the east).  The 
general area surrounding the proposed project contains existing transmission lines, telephone 
lines, and pipelines, as well as dirt roads.  Joshua Tree National Park is located north, east, and 
west of the proposed project; at its closest point, the proposed solar facility site is approximately 
1.75 miles southwest of the national park boundary.  The Eagle Mountain Mine is approximately 
4 miles northwest of the project study area.  As of the commencement of this environmental 
analysis in September 2011, construction of the approved Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project 
was underway to the north of the DHSP site, but that project is not yet completed, nor has a gen-
tie line been erected for that project. 

1.5 ISSUES 

The issues evaluated in this EIS include the physical, biological, cultural, socioeconomic, and 
other resources that have the potential to be affected by activities related to the Proposed Action 
and alternatives.  Issues may be raised by the public, other agencies, or the BLM.  The issues are: 

 Air Resources 
 Biological Resources – Vegetation 
 Biological Resources – Wildlife 
 Climate Change 
 Cultural Resources 
 Paleontology 
 Fire and Fuels Management 
 Soils and Geology 
 Energy and Mineral Resources 
 Lands and Realty 
 Noise and Vibration 

 Public Health and Safety 
 Recreation 
 Social and Economic Setting 
 Environmental Justice 
 Special Designations 
 Transportation and Public Access 
 Visual Resources 
 Water Resources; 
 Solid and Hazardous Wastes 
 CDCA Plan Conformance 

 

The analysis of the environmental consequences of the solar facility and gen-tie line alternatives 
compares the conditions of project construction, operation, and decommissioning to the existing 
physical conditions in the environment at the time of the commencement of analysis, or Septem-
ber 2011.  Therefore, the baseline is the existing physical environment as it was in September, 
2011 including the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project’s solar field partially under construction 
and the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project’s approved gen-tie line not yet constructed.  The 
evaluation of cumulative effects considers the combined potential effects of the DHSP and other 
reasonably foreseeable projects. 
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1.6 AGENCY ROLES AND AUTHORIZATIONS 

Federal, state, and local permits and approvals would be required before construction and opera-
tion of the DHSP could proceed.  A list of the major permits, approvals, and consultations 
required is presented in the following sections.  The Applicant would be responsible for 
obtaining all permits and approvals required to implement any authorized activities. 

1.6.1 Federal Permits and Status 

Table 1-1 provides a list of the federal permits, approvals, and authorizations anticipated to be 
required for the Proposed Action or an action alternative, and the status of relevant permit 
applications. 

Table 1-1. Status of Project Federal Permits, Approvals, Authorizations, and Processes 

Permit or Approval 
Lead  

Agency Agency Action or Status 
FLPMA ROW Grant 
 

BLM The ROW grant is subject to NEPA review and terms and conditions 
as set forth under FLPMA and BLM’s implementing regulations.  If the 
project is approved, BLM would offer a ROW grant in the Record of 
Decision at the end of the NEPA process.   

CDCA Plan Amendment BLM BLM authorization of a ROW grant for the project will require CDCA 
Plan amendments as described above.  The amendment will be 
evaluated during the FLPMA and NEPA processes as provided for in 
BLM Planning Regulations (43 CFR Part 1600), and BLM Land Use 
Planning Handbook (H-1601-1). 

National Historic Preservation Act 
(NHPA) Section 106 Compliance 

BLM Directs Federal agencies to take into account the effects of their 
undertakings on properties included in or eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register of Historic Places.  

BLM Building Notice to Proceed BLM The BLM requirement will be specified in the Conditions of Approval 
pending approval of the ROW application 

Federal Title V EPA May require Federal Operating Permit. 
EPA ID No. and register as a 
Hazardous Waste Generator with 
Department of Toxic Substance Control 

EPA Takes 7-10 business days once the application form has been 
received.  This process will be completed by the Applicant, if needed.  
Currently no hazardous waste is expected to be generated on-site. 

Hazardous Materials Permit Federal Motor 
Carrier Safety 
Administration 

Required for transport of large amounts of hazardous materials on 
interstate highways.  Currently no hazardous waste is expected to be 
generated on-site.  The Applicant would likely contract this service 
with a licensed provider. 

Federal Endangered Species Act, 
Incidental Take Permit 

USFWS As a result of ongoing consultation with USFWS under Section 7 of 
the Endangered Species Act, the Applicant may be required to comply 
with the requirements of a Biological Opinion and/or request an 
Incidental Take Permit under section 7 of the Act.   

 

1.6.2 State Permits and Status 

Table 1-2 provides a list of the state permits, approvals, or authorizations anticipated to be 
required for the project, as well as the status of relevant permit applications. 
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Table 1-2. Status of Project State Permits, Approvals, and Authorizations 

Permit or Approval 
Lead  

Agency Agency Action or Status 
2080.1 Consistency Determination or 
2081 Incidental Take Permit 

CDFG If the federal USFWS biological opinion provides for an incidental take 
permit, CDFG concurrence will also be required under Section 2080.1 
of the Fish and Game Code.  The Applicant may also pursue a 
separate incidental take permit under 2081 of the Code for state listed 
species not covered by CDFG 2080.1 concurrence (Gila woodpecker).   
 

Section 1600-1602 Streambed Altera-
tion Agreement process under the 
California Fish and Game Code 

CDFG Required by CDFG in the event that the state claims jurisdictional 
drainages within the project site 

Hauling truck and other overload 
permits 

Caltrans California Department of Transportation requires permits for any 
oversized (gross weight or dimensions) vehicle deliveries.  Not 
expected to be required at this time. 

Well Drilling Permit California 
Department 

of Water 
Resources, 
Southern 
District  

Permit is required for drilling water wells 

Trenching and excavation permit Cal OSHA Submit completed permit application to any OSHA district of field 
office prior to commencing construction 

Individual Permit RWQCB It is anticipated that the RWQCB will take jurisdiction of the ephemeral 
drainages.  Pre-notification will be required to obtain an individual 
permit. 

Waste Discharge Requirements RWQCB Regional water quality control board may require permits 
Storm water management requirements 
under California Water Code and the 
CWA 

RWQCB Construction general permit required, including a storm water pollution 
prevention plan (SWPPP) that specifies best management practices 
(BMPs) for preventing construction pollutants from leaving the site.   

Determination of Compliance SCAQMD An application will be submitted to the South Coast Air Quality Manage-
ment District (SCAQMD) about the same time as the NEPA documents 
to obtain a determination of compliance (DOC). 

The County of Riverside has discretionary authority to issue a Public Use Permit (PUP) for any 
gen-tie line alternative, as each gen-tie line alternative crosses private lands subject to County 
jurisdiction.  Riverside County would also require the Applicant to obtain an encroachment 
permit and a franchise route agreement.  Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15221, the 
County of Riverside intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its 
decision regarding the approval of a gen-tie action alternative under CEQA.  The County of 
Riverside and BLM have signed an MOU that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and 
identifies the County of Riverside as a Cooperating Agency with the BLM.  Following 
preparation of the EIS by the BLM, the County of Riverside will determine whether the EIS 
complies with the requirements of CEQA and can, therefore, be used to support its decision with 
respect to the gen- tie line.  As described previously, the CDFG may also use the EIS to support 
its permitting processes.   
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1.7 GUIDE TO THE FINAL EIS 

This document follows regulations promulgated by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) 
for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of NEPA (40 CFR 1500-1508); the Department of 
the Interior’s NEPA regulations, 43 C.F.R. Part 46; the BLM NEPA Handbook, H-1790-1; Sec-
tions 201, 202, and 206 of FLPMA (43 C.F.R. Part 1600); and the BLM Land Use Planning 
Handbook, H1601-1.  This EIS describes the components of and reasonable alternatives to the 
Proposed Action and environmental consequences of the Proposed Action and the alternatives.  
In addition, the document incorporates compliance with provisions of CEQA to allow Riverside 
County to use this EIS to satisfy its environmental review and approval processes.  CEQA 
Responsible Agencies and other readers interested in the CEQA compliance components of this 
EIS are directed to the CEQA Readers’ Guide, in Section 1.8. 

The EIS is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 provides general background on the proposed project; identifies the purpose and need 
for action; and describes the roles of the BLM, other agencies, and authorities regulating various 
aspects of the DHSP. 

Chapter 2 describes the proposed project and land use plan amendment decisions to be made and 
the alternatives development and screening process conducted for the project.  It also presents a 
range of reasonable project alternatives that address the stated purpose and need for the action, 
and identifies and explains why some alternatives were considered but not analyzed in detail.  
This chapter presents a comparison of the alternatives, and describes the BLM’s agency-preferred 
alternative and the Environmentally Superior Alternative pursuant to CEQA requirements. 

Chapter 3 describes the affected environment (existing conditions) for 21 environmental resources 
in the project area.  The existing conditions are defined as the existing physical environment as it 
was in September 2011 (the date of the commencement of analysis) including the Desert Sunlight 
solar field partially under construction and the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie not yet constructed. 

Chapter 4 provides a comprehensive analysis and assessment of impacts (direct, indirect, and 
cumulative) and mitigation measures (by environmental component) for the Proposed Action and 
alternatives analyzed in detail (including a No Action Alternative and two No Project 
Alternatives).  It also describes other aspects of BLM compliance with NEPA procedures, 
including a description of unavoidable adverse impacts, the relationship between short-term use 
and long-term productivity, and any irreversible or irretrievable commitments of resources (40 
CFR 1502.16), as well as addressing CEQA requirements including identifying significant 
impacts and mitigation measures to reduce or minimize significant impacts, and a description of 
growth-inducing impacts.  Past, present, and reasonably foreseeable potential projects 
contributing to cumulative impacts are also identified and cumulative impacts are analyzed in 
this chapter within the section addressing each resource. 

Chapter 5 identifies the persons, groups, agencies and other governmental bodies that were 
consulted or that contributed to the preparation of the EIS; describes Native American consulta-
tions and public participation during scoping; describes the public comment process; provides a 
list of EIS preparers; and lists agencies, organizations, and persons to whom the EIS has been 
sent. 

Chapter 6 provides a list of preparers, including the BLM, Cooperating Agencies, and consultants. 
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Chapter 7 provides the references used in preparing the EIS. 

Chapter 8 includes a glossary and list of acronyms and abbreviations used in the EIS. 

Chapter 9 provides an index for key words in the EIS. 

Appendix A provides all the maps and figures referenced in the body of the EIS. 

Appendix B provides a scoping report summarizing public comments and identifying major 
issues.   

Appendix C contains the following reports associated with the project: Desert Tortoise Survey 
Reports for 2010 and 2011, Special Status Plant Survey Report, Avian Point Count Survey 
Report, Botanical Survey Memo, the Biological Resources Technical Report, Draft Desert 
Tortoise Translocation Plan, Draft Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy, Integrated Weed 
Management Plan, Jurisdictional Determination and delineation report, the Applicant’s memo on 
mitigation land, the Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard Habitat Assessment, Raven Management Plan, 
Worker Environmental Awareness Plan, Gen-Tie Biological Resources Technical Report 
Supplement, Vegetation Management Plan, Closure and Reclamation Plan, USFWS Section 7 
Consultation Initiation Letter, and the Gila Woodpecker Focused Survey Report.   

Appendix D contains the calculations used to derive air quality and greenhouse gas estimates for 
the proposed project and its alternatives.   

Appendix E provides a Water Supply Assessment for the proposed project and its alternatives 
and a Water Quality Certification letter from the Regional Water Quality Control Board – 
Region 7.   

Appendix F contains the calculations used to derive noise estimates for the proposed project and 
its alternatives.   

Appendix G provides field inventory sheets, visual contrast rating data sheets for key 
observation points, summary tables of visual effects, and two time-lapse visual simulations.   

Appendix H contains a Traffic Impact Analysis used to determine traffic impacts of the proposed 
project and its alternatives.   

Appendix I contains a contact list for tribal groups in the project area.   

Appendix J contains the signed MOU between BLM and the National Park Service.   

Appendix K contains the Cabazon Band Consultation Letter.   

Appendix L contains the signed MOU between BLM and the County of Riverside.  

Appendix M contains the full text of comments received on the Draft EIS.   

Appendix N includes responses to comments on the Draft EIS.   

Appendix O includes a draft Memorandum of Agreement for Section 106 compliance.  

1.8 CEQA READERS’ GUIDE 

Public Resources Code (P.R.C.)  Section 21083.7 provides that a CEQA Lead Agency “shall, 
whenever possible” use an EIS as an EIR.  This EIS has been prepared to a CEQA-equivalent 
standard pursuant to P.R.C.  Section 21083.7 and Section 15221 of the CEQA Guidelines.  This 
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CEQA readers’ guide summarizes information in the EIS that has been included to ensure it is a 
CEQA-equivalent document.  Table 1-3 shows where CEQA readers may find specific CEQA-
relevant information. 

When a CEQA Lead Agency intends to use a federal document in place of an EIR, Section 
15225 of the CEQA Guidelines requires the Lead Agency to give notice that it will use a federal 
document in the place of an EIR and that it believes that the federal document meets the 
requirements of CEQA.  In addition to providing such notice, the County of Riverside intends to 
certify this EIS as a CEQA-equivalent document pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15090 
and make the findings and statement of overriding considerations required under CEQA Guide-
lines Sections 15091 and 15093, respectively.  Mitigation measures recommended in the EIS and 
a mitigation monitoring program would be required to be adopted when the County certifies the 
EIS (P.R.C., Section 21081.6), or findings of infeasibility made.  Additional detail is provided in 
Section 1.5.2 (State Permits and Status). 

Table 1-3. Summary of CEQA Readers’ Guide 

CEQA-Relevant Information Section in the Final EIS 
Environmentally Superior Alternative Chapter 2 – Section 2.15 
Mitigation Measures   Chapter 4 – Summary of Impacts section under Mitigation Measures 

for each relevant issue area 
Impact Significance Determinations Chapter 4 – CEQA Significance Determination section under CEQA 

Considerations for each issue area 
Cumulative Impacts  (CEQA-specific) Chapter 4 – CEQA Significance Determination section for each issue 

area 
Growth-Inducting Effects Chapter 4 – Subsection F-1 of Section 4.17 (Social and Economic 

Effects) 
Energy Conservation (CEQA Appendix F) Chapter 4 – Section 4.10.14 
Public Consultation and Notice Chapter 5 (Consultation, Coordination, and Public Participation) 

Alternatives and Project Objectives 

The CEQA Guidelines require consideration of the No Project Alternative (Section 15126.6(e)) 
and selection of a range of reasonable alternatives (Section 15126.6(c)).  CEQA also requires the 
identification of the environmentally superior alternative (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(d) 
and (e)(2)).  Chapter 2 of the EIS describes a No Action Alternative (Section 2.2) and two No 
Project Alternatives (Sections 2.3 and 2.4).  The environmentally superior alternative is 
discussed in Section 2.16, and the Applicant’s CEQA objectives are listed in Section 1.3.  Under 
CEQA, alternatives should reduce environmental impacts and are required to meet most, but not 
necessarily all, of the project objectives.   

Mitigation Measures 

CEQA requires the adoption of all feasible mitigation measures in order to reduce “significant” 
impacts as defined in CEQA (CEQA Guidelines Section 15092(b), 15043)).  Feasible mitigation 
measures are included for each potentially significant impact as required by Section 15126.2(e) 
of the CEQA Guidelines.  These measures are listed in the summaries of impacts for each 
relevant issue area in Chapter 4.  Because the County of Riverside intends to use this EIS in 
issuing permits, these mitigation measures and a mitigation monitoring plan (CEQA Guidelines 
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Section 15097) will be adopted when the County certifies the EIS.  A Mitigation Monitoring and 
Reporting Plan is included as Appendix J of this Final EIS.   

Significance Determinations 

CEQA requires specific disclosure of the “significance” of each potential impact.  There is no 
requirement that federal agencies determine “significance” when analyzing each impact in an 
EIS, and the term “significant” has a different meaning in NEPA. 

Each resource analysis in Chapter 4 has a section entitled “CEQA Considerations.”  These sec-
tions include: (1) the relevant significance criteria from the CEQA Environmental Checklist, 
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines; and (2) a CEQA significance determination (and 
rationale) for each significance criterion.  Impact significance is assessed for construction, opera-
tion, and decommissioning of each of the relevant alternatives, including the proposed project. 

Cumulative 

Discussions of CEQA considerations in Chapter 4 also include an assessment of whether the 
alternatives would represent a considerable contribution to cumulative impacts.  This analysis is 
included in compliance with Section 15130 of the CEQA Guidelines.  As appropriate, this analysis 
includes feasible options for mitigating cumulative impacts in accordance with Section 15130(b)(5).  
Past, present, and reasonably foreseeable potential projects contributing to cumulative impacts 
are identified in Section 4.1.4 (Introduction and Overview, Cumulative Scenario Approach). 

Other CEQA-Relevant Sections 

There are several other CEQA-specific requirements that are addressed in this EIS: 

 Growth-inducing effects are addressed in Section 4.17.14 (Social and Economic Effects, 
CEQA Considerations) in compliance with Section 15126.2(d) of the CEQA Guidelines. 

 Energy conservation is addressed in Section 4.10.14 (Energy and Mineral Resources, Energy 
Conservation) in compliance with CEQA Appendix F. 

Public Consultation and Public Notice  

Public consultation and notice are addressed generally in Chapter 5.  A Notice of Intent (NOI) to 
prepare the EIS was published in the Federal Register on September 15, 2011 and was received 
by the State Clearinghouse on September 29, 2011.  The project was assigned State Clearing-
house #2011094004.  The NOI was prepared pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15082; 
that is, the NOI contained sufficient information to allow Responsible and Trustee agencies and 
the Office of Planning and Research to make a meaningful response.  The NOI was circulated to 
the following state agencies: Department of Conservation; California Energy Commission; Cali-
fornia Highway Patrol; Native American Heritage Commission; Department of Parks and Rec-
reation; Public Utilities Commission; Resources Agency; State Lands Commission; Resources, 
Recycling and Recovery; Department of Water Resources; Caltrans, District 8; Regional Water 
Quality Control Board, Region 7; Department of Toxic Substances Control; Department of Fish 
and Game, Region 6.  The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and other federal agencies also 
received the NOI.   

The federal scoping period was September 15, 2011 to October 17, 2011.  The review period 
listed by the State Clearinghouse was September 29, 2011 through October 28, 2011, and scop-
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ing comments were accepted through this date.  Therefore, the scoping comment period lasted 
more than 30 days, which is the duration required for review of a notice of preparation of an EIR 
under CEQA Guidelines Section 15082.  Notification for public Scoping Meetings was posted on 
the BLM’s website.  In addition, notices were sent to Responsible and Trustee Agencies under 
CEQA, all landowners within 300 feet of the project boundary, and other interested parties.  Two 
public scoping meetings were held on October 3, 2011 and one was held on October 6, 2011. 

A notice of the availability of the Draft EIS was published in compliance with the requirements 
of CEQA Guidelines Sections 15225 and 15087, including publishing in a newspaper of general 
circulation in the area potentially affected by the project.  In addition, the Draft EIS has been 
filed with the Riverside County Clerk and the State Clearinghouse, and the notice will be posted 
in the office of the County Clerk for 30 days.  The Draft EIS was made available for public 
review for 90 days, as provided under P.R.C.  Section 21091, and public notice of that fact has 
been given pursuant to Section 21092.   

As the CEQA Lead Agency, it is anticipated that the County will certify the Final EIS as being in 
compliance with CEQA pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15090.  Prior to reaching a 
decision approving the proposed project or an alternative, the County will be required to make 
findings pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15091 and adopt a statement of overriding 
considerations pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15093.  Within 5 working days of deciding 
to approve the proposed project or an alternative, should this be the course of action the County 
chooses, the County will be required to file a notice of determination pursuant to CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15094.   

1.9 POLICY CONSISTENCY AND LAND PLAN CONFORMANCE 

1.9.1 Relationship of the Proposed Action to BLM Policies, Plans, and Programs 

This section summarizes the BLM policies, plans, and programs that apply to the Proposed 
Action and alternatives. 

Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976.  FLPMA provides the BLM’s overarching 
mandate to manage the lands and resources under its stewardship based on the principles of 
multiple use and sustained yield.  Multiple use is a concept that directs management of lands and 
resource values in a way that best meets the present and future needs of Americans.  It is defined 
as “a combination of balanced and diverse resource uses that takes into account the long-term 
needs of future generations for renewable and nonrenewable resources” (FLPMA §103[c]).  In 
processing a land use plan amendment, BLM must also comply with the BLM Planning Regu-
lations (43 CFR Part 1600) and the BLM Land Use Planning Handbook (H-1601-1).  Project 
compliance with the multiple use class requirements is discussed in Chapter 4.13, Lands and 
Realty. 

California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan 1980, as amended (CDCA Plan).  The 
CDCA encompasses 25 million acres in southern California designated by Congress in 1976 
through FLPMA.  The BLM manages about 10 million of those acres.  Congress directed the 
BLM to prepare and implement a comprehensive long-range plan for the management, use, 
development, and protection of public lands within the CDCA.  The CDCA Plan, as amended, is 
based on the concepts of multiple use, sustained yield, and maintenance of environmental quality.  
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The CDCA Plan provides overall regional guidance for BLM-administered lands in the CDCA 
and establishes long-term goals for protection and use of the California desert. 

The CDCA Plan establishes four multiple use classes, multiple use class guidelines, and plan ele-
ments for specific resources or activities, such as motorized vehicle access, recreation, and vege-
tation.  Project compliance with the multiple use classes is discussed in Section 4.13, Lands and 
Realty.  The multiple use classes are: 

 Class C (Controlled Use) – About 2 million acres are Class C.  These include 69 wilderness 
areas (3,667,020 acres) created by Congress with the October 1994 passage of the California 
Desert Protection Act.  These lands are to be preserved in a natural state; access generally is 
limited to non-motorized, non-mechanized means—on foot or horseback. 

 Class L (Limited Use) – About 2 million acres are Class L.  These lands are managed to pro-
tect sensitive, natural, scenic, ecological, and cultural resource values.  They provide for gene-
rally lower-intensity, carefully controlled multiple uses that do not significantly diminish 
resource values. 

 Class M (Moderate Use) – About 1.5 million acres are Class M.  These lands are managed in 
a controlled balance between higher-intensity use and protection.  A wide variety of uses such 
as mining, livestock grazing, recreation, energy, and utility development are allowed.  Any 
damage that permitted uses cause must be mitigated. 

 Class I (Intensive Use) – About 500,000 acres are Class I.  These lands are managed for 
concentrated use to meet human needs.  Reasonable protection is provided for sensitive natural 
values and mitigation of impacts, and impacted areas are rehabilitated when possible. 

The proposed solar facility as well as most of the proposed gen-tie line would be located on land 
designated by BLM Class M (Moderate Use).  A portion of the gen-tie line Alternative E would 
cross areas designated as Class L (Limited Use) and all gen-tie line alternatives would cross a 
very small area of land designated as Class L upon entry into the Red Bluff Substation. 

Programmatic Final Environmental Impact Statement for Vegetation Treatments Using 
Herbicide.  The BLM’s 2007 Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicide Programmatic Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (Herbicide PFEIS) and Record of Decision (ROD) outline 
allowable methods, chemicals, and application rates for herbicide use on BLM lands in 17 
western states.  Appendix B, Herbicide Treatment Standard Operating Procedures, of the 
Herbicide PFEIS, specifically outlines management strategies for noxious weeds and application 
of herbicides on BLM land.  Table B-1, Prevention Measures, specifies avoidance measures to 
limit noxious weed infestation, and Table B-2, Standard Operating Procedures for Applying 
Herbicides, provides additional details related to herbicide application.  The Herbicide PFEIS 
also compares and analyzes the impacts of various herbicide treatments, including cumulative 
impacts.  This DHSP EIS addresses weed management strategies, including herbicide use, which 
would be required for invasive plant management in accordance with the Integrated Weed 
Management Plan for the DHSP in Appendix C.10.  Analysis of herbicide use in the DHSP EIS 
is tiered to BLM’s Herbicide PFEIS and ROD from September 2007.  The whole Herbicide 
PFEIS and ROD are incorporated by reference in accordance with CEQA Guidelines (Title 14 
CCR §15150) and NEPA (40 CFR § 1502.21).  The Herbicide PFEIS and ROD are available for 
review at the BLM Palm Springs Field Office and online: http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/
more/veg_eis.html 
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1.9.2 Relationship to Other Federal Plans, Policies, Programs, and Laws 

This section summarizes the other major federal plans, policies, programs, and laws that apply to 
the Proposed Action. 

NEPA and CEQ Guidelines for Implementing NEPA 

NEPA (42 USC.  4321 et seq.) declares a continuing federal policy that directs “a systematic, 
interdisciplinary approach” to planning and decision-making and requires the preparation of EISs 
for “major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.”  The 
CEQ Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of NEPA (40 CFR Parts 
1500-1508) require federal agencies to identify and assess reasonable alternatives to proposed 
actions that will restore and enhance the quality of the human environment and avoid or mini-
mize adverse environmental impacts.  Federal agencies are further directed to emphasize signifi-
cant environmental issues in project planning and to integrate impact studies required by other 
environmental laws and Executive Orders into the NEPA process.  The NEPA process should 
therefore be seen as an overall framework for the environmental evaluation of federal actions.  In 
processing ROW applications, BLM must also comply with the Department of the Interior’s reg-
ulations applicable to implementing the procedural requirements of NEPA (43 CFR Part 46), as 
well as BLM’s NEPA Handbook (H-1790-1). 

Clean Air Act 

The Clean Air Act (42 USC 7401-7661), as amended, regulates air pollution to improve air 
quality.  It regulates air emissions from area, stationary, and mobile sources.  This law also 
authorizes the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to establish National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards to protect public health and the environment.   

Endangered Species Act of 1973 

The Endangered Species Act (ESA) (16 USC 1531-1543) and subsequent amendments provide 
guidance for the conservation of endangered and threatened species and the ecosystems upon 
which they depend.  The USFWS administers the ESA.  The major components of the ESA are: 

 Provisions for the listing of threatened and endangered species; 

 The requirement for consultation with the USFWS on federal projects that may affect listed 
species or their habitat; 

 Prohibitions against “take” of listed species.  Under the ESA, the definition of “take” is to “harass, 
harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any 
such conduct”; and 

 Provisions for permits to allow the incidental take of threatened and endangered species. 

Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 

The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act of 1940 (BGEPA) (16 USC, 668, enacted by 54 Stat. 
250) protects bald and golden eagles by prohibiting the taking, possession, and commerce of 
such birds and establishes civil penalties for violation of this act.  Under BGEPA, take includes 
“disturb,” which means “to agitate or bother a bald eagle or a golden eagle to a degree that causes, 
or is likely to cause, based on the best scientific information available, (1) injury to an eagle, (2) 
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a decrease in its productivity, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, feeding, or 
sheltering behavior, or (3) nest abandonment, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, 
feeding, or sheltering behavior.” 

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as Amended 

The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) (16 USC 470) requires federal agencies with 
jurisdiction over a proposed federal project to take into account the effect of the undertaking on 
cultural resources that are listed or eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP).  The act requires that the agencies afford the State Historic Preservation Office, any 
potentially affected Indian tribe, and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation with an 
opportunity to comment on the undertaking. 

Federal Power Act 

Under section 24 of the Federal Power Act, the following actions result in a withdrawal of public 
land: the filing of an application for (or issuance of) a preliminary permit with the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), the filing of an application for a license (with FERC) 
and the issuance of a license by FERC.  A withdrawal created under the Federal Power Act on 
BLM-managed land reserves the public land for use by a pending power project, and BLM 
recognizes that the licensee has a priority right to use the withdrawn lands.  BLM has the 
authority to authorize ROW on the withdrawn land, but any ROW cannot infringe on the 
licensee’s priority right to use the land.  A Federal Energy Regulation Commission (FERC) 
withdrawal area for the proposed Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project overlaps the south-
western parcel of Alternative 4.  Project compliance with the Federal Power Act is discussed in 
Sections 3.11 and 4.11. 

1916 Organic Act, as Amended 

The Secretary of the Interior is responsible for protecting units of the National Park System 
pursuant to the National Park Service 1916 Organic Act (16 U.S.C. 1, 2, 3 and 4) which consists 
of the Act of August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535) and amendments thereto. 

Energy Policy Act 2005 

Title II, Section 211 of this act sets forth the “sense of Congress” that the Secretary of the 
Interior should seek to have approved non-hydropower renewable energy projects on the public 
lands with a generation capacity of at least 10,000 MW by 2015. 

Executive Order 13212 

Mandates that agencies act expediently and in a manner consistent with applicable laws to 
increase the production and transmission of energy in a safe and environmentally sound manner. 

Secretarial Order 3285A1 

Establishes the development of renewable energy as a priority for the Department of the Interior. 

1.10 OTHER APPLICABLE PLANS AND PROGRAMS 

This section summarizes the major state and local laws, plans, policies, and programs that apply 
to the Proposed Action and alternatives. 
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California Renewable Portfolio Standard  

In 2002, the California Legislature enacted a statute establishing its RPS program, with the goal of 
increasing the percentage of renewable energy in the State's electricity mix to 20 percent by 
2017.2  State energy agencies recommended accelerating that goal in their 2003 Energy Action 
Plan.  Those recommendations resulted in changes in the law.  In 2006, Senate Bill 107 (Simitian 
and Perata 2006) modified the RPS to require the “investor-owned utilities” to procure 20 per-
cent of retail sales from renewable energy by 2010.  In November 2008, the Governor signed 
Executive Order S-14-08 to require all retail sellers of electricity in California serve 33 percent 
of their load with renewable energy by 2020. 

The Renewable Electricity Standard (RES), which implemented the 33 percent RPS requirement 
statewide, was adopted by the California Air Resources Board in September 2010, as required by 
Executive Order S-21-09 (17 CCR Sections 97000 to 97012).  However, the RES regulations 
were preempted by legislative action in April 2011, as described below. 

California Renewable Energy Resources Act of 2011 (SB X1-2)   

In April 2011, Senate Bill 2 of the 1st Extraordinary Session (SB X1-2) was signed into law.  
SB X1-2 expressly applies the new 33 percent RPS by December 31, 2020 to all retail sellers.  It 
also established standards for interim years of: an average of 20 percent from 2011 through 2013, 
a minimum of 20 percent thereafter through 2016, and a minimum of 25 percent by Decem-
ber 31, 2016.  This codified the requirement to achieve 33 percent RPS statewide by the end of 
2020, a key element of the 2008 AB 32 Scoping Plan (CARB 2008). 

Riverside County General Plan (2003) 

Portions of the proposed interconnection lines are within Riverside County’s Desert Center Plan-
ning Area.  The Riverside General Plan aims to preserve the natural character of the unincorpo-
rated areas of Riverside County and the Desert Center.  The plan encourages clustering of develop-
ment for the preservation of contiguous open space, aims to limit off-road vehicle use, and requires 
new development to comply with desert tortoise critical habitat designation requirements. 

Air Quality Management District 

The proposed project locations are within the jurisdiction of the SCAQMD, which reviews the 
plans and specifications for construction in the proposed project area.  SCAQMD would assess 
emissions and possible air contamination resulting from construction and operational activities 
(e.g., road dust, windblown contaminants, and emissions from construction activities). 

California Endangered Species Act 

The California Endangered Species Act (CESA) (Fish and Game Code 2050 et seq.) establishes 
the policy of the state to conserve, protect, restore, and enhance threatened or endangered species 
and their habitats.  CESA mandates that state agencies should not approve projects that would 
jeopardize the continued existence of threatened or endangered species if reasonable and prudent 
                                                 
2 To qualify as eligible for California’s RPS, a generation facility must use a designated renewable resource or 

fuel, as in the Overall Renewable Energy Program Guidebook (CEC Publication # CEC-300-2007-003-ED2-
CMF, adopted December 19, 2007). 
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alternatives are available that would avoid jeopardy.  There are no state agency consultation pro-
cedures under CESA.  For projects that affect a species that is both state and federally listed, com-
pliance with the federal ESA will satisfy CESA if the CDFG determines that the federal incidental 
take authorization is “consistent” with CESA under Fish and Game Code Section 2080.1 and 
issues a Consistency Determination to that effect.  For projects that will result in a take of a state-
only listed species, the applicant must apply for a take permit under Section 2081(b). 

California Fish and Game Code, Streambed Alteration Agreements 

Sections 1601 to 1603 of the California Fish and Game Code require notifying CDFG prior to 
constructing any project that would divert, obstruct or change the natural flow, bed, channel, or 
bank of any river, stream, or lake.  Preliminary notification and project review generally occur 
during the environmental review process.  When an existing fish or wildlife resource may be 
substantially adversely affected, CDFG is required to propose reasonable project changes and/or 
mitigation to protect the resource.  These modifications are formalized in a Streambed Alteration 
Agreement that becomes part of the plans, specifications, and bid documents for the project. 

State Historic Preservation Office Review 

The California SHPO reviews and comments on potentially impacted historic resources under 
federal jurisdiction identified as part of the NHPA process for the project. 

California Generator Interconnection Process 

Electricity from the project would be delivered to customers by the California Independent Sys-
tem Operator Corporation (CAISO), acting as a transmission provider, through the transmission 
system owned by SCE and Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E).  In order to obtain the right to con-
nect to the CAISO grid, a proposed electric generating facility with more than a 20-MW capacity 
must first apply for a queue position with CAISO through the Generator Interconnection Proce-
dures (GIP) process.  An application for the project’s queue position was submitted in July 2010, 
obtaining position 643AE.  Next, the proposed generator must obtain a Feasibility Study, a Sys-
tem Impact Study, and a Facility Study from CAISO.  Finally, the proposed generator must exe-
cute a Generator Interconnection Agreement with CAISO. 

1.11 INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE 

The Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) Final EIS is incorporated into this document by 
reference.  The DSSF Final EIS, prepared by BLM with the California Public Utilities 
Commission (CPUC) as the CEQA lead agency, analyzes the impacts of the DSSF project, 
which was proposed by First Solar on a site directly north of the proposed DHSP.  The EIS was 
prepared to a CEQA-equivalent standard under Section 15221 of the CEQA Guidelines.  Joshua 
Tree National Park is north, east, and west of the DSSF site; at its closest point, the DSSF site is 
approximately 1.4 miles southwest of the national park boundary.  The DSSF Final EIS evaluates 
the environmental effects of the 550 MW photovoltaic (PV) solar field constructed on 4.5- to 
8-feet high, fixed-tilt panels on approximately 4,000 acres of BLM-managed public land.  The 
Southern California Edison (SCE)-proposed 500/220-kV Red Bluff Substation was also 
considered a connected action to the DSSF project, and was analyzed in the DSSF Final EIS.  
The DSSF Final EIS also analyzes a gen-tie line going from the project site to the Red Bluff 
Substation.  The DSSF Final EIS analyzes alternatives for the solar facility, gen-tie line, and Red 
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Bluff Substation based on their environmental impacts under NEPA (and pursuant to CEQA, 
under a CEQA-equivalent review process) during construction (26 months), operation and 
maintenance (30 years), and decommissioning.  Cumulative impacts with other past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable projects and actions were also considered.  An amendment to the CDCA 
Plan allowing the use of the site for solar energy generation was also considered in the EIS.  The 
DSSF Final EIS provides responses to public comments received by the BLM on the project 
during a 90-day public review period.   

The DSSF Final EIS analyzed 3 action alternatives (which incorporate different combinations of 
2 solar field alternatives, 3 gen-tie alternatives, 2 substation alternatives, and 2 substation access 
road alternatives) and 3 no-action alternatives.  Biological, cultural, paleontological, 
geotechnical, and geoarchaeological studies were conducted for the project area, which, in some 
cases, included all or part of the DHSP solar facility site.  Biological surveys were also 
conducted for portions of all gen-tie alternatives considered in the DSSF Final EIS, including the 
selected alternative, which is equivalent to gen-tie Alternative B considered in this EIS.  These 
surveys, conducted for botanical and wildlife species in 2010, found the presence of some 
sensitive species, including Emory’s crucifixion thorn and desert tortoise.  Cultural surveys were 
conducted on portions of the area covered by DHSP Alternatives B, C, and D.  Paleontological 
sensitivity studies were conducted on portions of DHSP Alternatives B and C.  A hazardous 
materials storage and contaminated sites database search, traffic study, and environmental justice 
analysis were also conducted for the project area.  The project also completed a jurisdictional 
delineation for waters on the project site, concluding that there were no waters of the U.S. on 
site.  The project’s emissions and noise levels were estimated for construction and O&M, and 
groundwater requirements were also estimated.   

First Solar also provided a report entitled “Gen-Tie Undergrounding Report; Desert Sunlight 
Solar Farm Project,” which analyzed the costs associated with undergrounding the transmission 
line for that project.  BLM evaluated the information included in First Solar’s report and 
determined that, based on the BLM’s own experience, expertise, and research, constructing the 
DSSF gen-tie line underground would not be feasible.   

Applicant measures and mitigation measures were developed to reduce the impacts of the DSSF 
project to the extent feasible.  Conservation measures identified in the USFWS Biological Opinion, 
such as maintaining desert tortoise habitat connectivity and acquiring compensation lands, were 
adopted in the DSSF ROD.  A cultural mitigation measure required development of a 
Memorandum of Agreement under Section 106 for resolution of effects on historic and cultural 
resources (the MOA is included as Appendix 4 of the DSSF Record of Decision).  The DSSF 
Final EIS determined that even with mitigation measures, the impacts on air resources, cultural 
resources, and visual resources could not be reduced to less-than-significant levels under CEQA 
and would be unavoidable.  The CPUC determined under CEQA that the environmentally 
superior alternative would combine either alternative solar farm layout with the eastern 
substation alternative (Substation A, Access Road 2), and Gen-Tie Alternative A-2, which 
utilizes SCE right-of-way to go from the solar facility site to Substation A.  BLM’s preferred 
alternative combined Solar Farm layout B (full footprint) with Gen-Tie Line A-1 (the same as 
DHSP’s Alternative B), and Substation A with Access Road 2.   

The DSSF EIS is publicly accessible at the Palm Springs – South Coast Field Office or online: 
http://www.blm.gov/ca/st/en/fo/palmsprings/Solar_Projects/Desert_Sunlight.html.  
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CHAPTER 2 – DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND 
ALTERNATIVES 

2.1 OVERVIEW OF ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT 

This ch apter p rovides a  d etailed d escription of t he D esert H arvest S olar P roject (DHSP) and 
associated facilities, including a generation interconnection line (gen-tie line) proposed by EDF 
Renewable Energy (EDF or Applicant) and alternatives to the proposed project.  The Applicant’s 
objective for the DHSP is to construct and operate a 150-megawatt (MW) renewable solar energy 
generating facility.  T he D HSP h as a m inimum expected l ifetime of  30 y ears, w ith a n o ppor-
tunity of 50 years or more with equipment replacement, repowering, and renewals of the applic-
able permits, approvals and authorizations fo r t he DHSP (which renewals would be  subject to 
future discretionary agency action). 

The BLM has identified a full range of reasonable alternatives to analyze in this EIS.  This EIS 
analyzes the potential environmental impacts of twelve alternatives for the project and its com-
ponents:  one no a ction alternative, two no p roject alternatives, four solar f acility a lternatives, 
one no gen-tie alternative, and four gen-tie alternatives as follows: 

 Alternative 1: No Action (No Plan Amendment) 
 Alternative 2: No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site Suitable for Solar 

Energy Development) 
 Alternative 3: No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site Unsuitable for Solar 

Energy Development) 
 Alternative 4: Proposed Solar Project 
 Alternative 5: Solar Project Excluding WHMA 
 Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint Solar Project 
 Alternative 7: High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 
 Alternative A: No Gen-Tie 
 Alternative B: Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 
 Alternative C: Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 
 Alternative D: Cross-Valley Alignment 
 Alternative E: New Cross-Valley Alignment 

The alternatives identified during the screening process include those proposed by the Applicant 
as part of the design of the Proposed Action, those proposed by the BLM as part of environmen-
tal review, and ideas for potential alternatives suggested by cooperating agencies and the public 
during the EIS scoping period.  T he alternatives that responded to the purpose and need for the 
proposed project and are otherwise reasonable (as described in Section 6.6.1 (Reasonable Alter-
natives) of the BLM NEPA Handbook (H-1790-1)), are carried forward in the EIS for full analy-
sis.  Those that did not are eliminated from further detailed analysis and are discussed briefly in 
Section 2.17.  In order to have a complete action alternative, the authorized officer could choose 
any one of the solar generation facility action alternatives, Alternative 4 through 7, and any one 
of the gen-tie action alternatives, Alternative B through Alternative E.  For a complete no-project 
alternative, the deciding official could choose either Alternative 2: No Project Alternative (with 
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Plan Amendment to Find the Site Suitable for Solar Energy Development) or Alternative 3: No 
Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site Unsuitable for Solar Energy Devel-
opment) w ith A lternative A: No  Ge n-Tie.  For a  complete no-action a lternative the de ciding 
official could choose Alternative 1: No Action and Alternative A: No Gen-Tie. 

Technical information about the project presented in this chapter was provided by the Applicant.  
All n umbers re ferring t o l and d isturbance, e quipment, s chedule, m ileage, a nd w orkforce are 
based on t he most up-to-date engineering available from the Applicant.  These numbers gene-
rally represent conservative estimates for purposes of analyzing impacts.  In response to public 
and government agency input, t he Applicant is continuing to evaluate project design and con-
struction methods to determine whether potential environmental impacts can be further reduced.  
If so, any i mpacts de pendent on t he p roject disturbance area, e quipment used, a nd s chedule 
estimates may be further reduced based on the final engineering and permit requirements for the 
project components.  The Applicant’s information was provided primarily in the revised Plan of 
Development for t he DHSP, submitted on April 26, 2011 to t he BLM, and on the Applicant’s 
responses to BLM data requests (enXco 2011a-e). 

This chapter provides information on the proposed solar facility (Section 2.5) and solar facility 
alternatives (Sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8), the proposed gen-tie line (Section 2.10) and 
gen-tie a lternatives (Sections 2.9 and 2.11 through 2.13), a summary comparison of ef fects b y 
alternative (2.14), the a gency preferred a lternative (2.15), a nd the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) environmentally superior alternative (2.16) and the alternatives considered 
but eliminated (Section 2.17). 

2.1.1 CEQA Alternatives 

Under C EQA, a n EIR i s r equired t o i dentify and a ssess r easonable alternatives t hat ha ve t he 
potential to avoid or minimize the impacts of a project.  The State CEQA Guidelines require con-
sideration of the No Project Alternative (Section 15126.6(e)) and selection of a range of reason-
able alternatives (S ection 15126.6(d)).  T he E IR m ust a dequately assess t hese a lternatives t o 
allow for a comparative analysis for consideration by decision-makers.  The State CEQA Guide-
lines (Section 15126.6(a)) state that: 

An EIR shall describe a reasonable range of alternatives to the project, or to the 
location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of 
the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of 
the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives.  An EIR need 
not consider every conceivable alternative to a project.  Rather it must consider a 
reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed 
decisionmaking and public participation. 

The applicant’s CEQA objectives are listed in Section 1.3.  T he alternatives detailed in Section 
2.2 through 2.17 would comply with CEQA’s requirements for the project alternatives. 

2.1.2 Connected or Cumulative Actions 

Connected actions are defined by the BLM Handbook H-1790-1 as those actions that are “closely 
related” and “should be discussed” in the same NEPA document (40 CFR 1508.25(a)(1)).  Actions 
are connected if they automatically trigger other actions that may require an EIS; cannot or will 
not pr oceed unl ess ot her a ctions a re t aken p reviously or s imultaneously; o r i f t he act ions ar e 
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interdependent parts of a larger action and depend upon t he larger action for their justification 
(40 CFR 1508.25 ( a)(i, ii, iii)).  C onnected actions are limited to actions that are currently pro-
posed (ripe for decision).  There are no connected actions for the EIS. 

Cumulative actions ar e d efined b y t he B LM NEPA Handbook H -1790-1 as p roposed actions 
which p otentially have a  c umulatively significant impact to gether w ith o ther p roposed actions 
and “should be  d iscussed” in the same NEPA document (40 CFR 1508.25(a)(2)).  C umulative 
actions are identified in Section 4.1 of this EIS, which includes the cumulative geographic scope 
for ea ch i ssue e valuated in  th is E IS, a nd i dentifies the r elevant r easonably foreseeable future 
projects relevant to each resource for purposes of the cumulative effects analysis. 

2.2 ALTERNATIVE 1: NO ACTION (NO PLAN AMENDMENT) 

Under NEPA, the No Action Alternative is used as a benchmark of existing conditions by which 
the public and decision makers can  compare the environmental effects o f the P roposed Action 
and the alternatives.  Under Alternative 1, the DHSP would not be approved (all components of 
the project would be denied), no R OW grant would be  issued, and no C DCA P lan amendment 
would be approved to make the land available for large-scale solar development. 

This No Action Alternative does not preclude future solar development on the project location; 
therefore, it is  possible that another project proponent would submit a  ROW application to the 
BLM for use of the site for solar generation or other land uses.  The solar generation portion of 
the site is currently within BLM Land Use Class M, which allows a wide variety of uses such as 
mining, livestock grazing, recreation, energy, and the development of new utility facilities. 

2.3 ALTERNATIVE 2: NO PROJECT ALTERNATIVE (WITH PLAN AMENDMENT TO FIND THE 

SITE SUITABLE FOR SOLAR ENERGY DEVELOPMENT) 

With this No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site Suitable for Solar Energy 
Development), the DHSP would not be approved (all components of the project denied), no ROW 
grant would be issued to the Applicant, and the CDCA Plan would be amended to find the proj-
ect area, or based on resource conflict only a portion of it, suitable for solar energy development. 

With such an amendment, a similar solar project could be proposed on the project site.  P roject 
impacts associated with such a future project would be analyzed at the time a project is proposed 
through submission of a R OW application.  A s these impacts from such a future project are not 
foreseeable, they are not analyzed in the No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find 
the Site Suitable for Solar Energy Development). 

2.4 ALTERNATIVE 3: NO PROJECT ALTERNATIVE (WITH PLAN AMENDMENT TO FIND THE 

SITE UNSUITABLE FOR SOLAR ENERGY DEVELOPMENT) 

With th is No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to F ind the S ite Unsuitable for Solar 
Energy Development), the DHSP would not be approved (all components of the project denied), 
no ROW grant would be issued to the Applicant, and the CDCA Plan would be amended to find 
the project area unsuitable and unavailable for large-scale solar energy development. 

This alternative would not place a special designation or level of protection on the project site.  If 
the project study area were not available for large-scale solar development, it would still remain 
available for other types of uses allowable on BLM land. 
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2.5 ALTERNATIVE 4: PROPOSED SOLAR PROJECT 

The f ollowing section describes A lternative 4: P roposed Solar P roject, including the project 
structures and facilities, construction, operations, and decommissioning activities, and Applicant 
Measures.  A pplicant Measures ( AM) ar e c onsidered design f eatures and p erformance com-
mitments by the Applicant, and are incorporated into the project design.  A ll AMs for the pro-
posed solar project and gen-tie line (see Table 2-5) would be required for solar facility Alterna-
tives 4, 5, and 6, and gen-tie line Alternatives B, C, D, and E. 

2.5.1 Proposed Amendments to the CDCA Plan 

BLM a uthorization of a R OW grant fo r A lternative 4, 5, 6 o r 7  would require a C DCA P lan 
Amendment.  The Plan Amendment would identify the project study area suitable and available 
for large-scale solar energy development. 

2.5.2 Actions or Elements Common to All Action Alternatives 

Solar f acility Alternative 4, A lternative 5, a nd Alternative 6 would al l be l ocated i n t he s ame 
geographic area, on B LM-administered l and nor th of D esert C enter i n R iverside County ( see 
Figure 2-1, Project Overview Map, in Appendix A).  T he alternatives would use the same solar 
technology, and would require the same structures and components, including an operations and 
maintenance (O&M) facility, an electrical collection system, an on-site substation, a switchyard, 
site s ecurity, fencing, and l ighting, a ccess r oads, a r everse o smosis s ystem and water wells, a  
concrete batch plant, and an electrical interconnection.  Details of each of these components are 
provided in Section 2.5.4, Structures and Facilities, and would be the same for Alternatives 4, 5, 
and 6.  A ma jority of th e i nformation provided in S ection 2.5.4 w ould also a pply t o A lterna-
tive 7, aside from the overall height of the panels.  C onstruction, operation, and decommission-
ing activities for the solar facility alternatives would be the same for Alternative 4, 5, 6, and 7.  
Any differences in construction, operation, and decommissioning activities for the solar facility 
alternatives have been identified in the sections that follow. 

Alternatives 4, 5, 6, and 7 (and Alternatives B, C, D, and E, described in Sections 2.10 t hrough 
2.13) would a ll r equire an amendment to t he CDCA plan to f ind the p roject area suitable and 
available for large-scale solar energy development.  The following amendments would be made 
to the CDCA Plan: 

 The addition of the following text for the solar facility site: “Site approved for solar generation 
per the Desert Harvest Solar Project Final Environmental Impact Statement and Proposed Cal-
ifornia Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment (2012).” 

 The addition of the following text for the gen-tie line: “Permission granted to construct outside 
of a designated utility corridor per the Desert Harvest Solar Project Final Environmental Impact 
Statement and Proposed California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment (2012).” 

 Reference to the approved alternative solar facility and approved alternative gen-tie alignment 
per Figure 2-1 (Appendix A) of this Final EIS. 

2.5.3 Overview 

Alternative 4 would be a 150 MW nominal capacity, alternating current (AC) solar photovoltaic 
(PV) energy-generating project that w ould be  e xpected t o pr oduce a  m inimum of 240,000  
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megawatt-hours per year1 (MWh/y) with a net capacity factor of 16 to 18 percent.2  The project 
would be located on l ands administered by the BLM, Palm Springs-South Coast Field Office in 
Riverside County, 5 miles north of Desert Center.  The project would be located on 1,208 acres, 
and would be comprised of two separate parcels separated by a desert wash.  The northern parcel 
consists of 1,053 acres and the southern parcel consists of 155 acres.  Figure 2-2 in Appendix A 
illustrates Alternative 4. 

2.5.4 Structures and Facilities 

The structures and facilities presented in the following sections are based on the most up-to-date 
information available.  However, t he p roject disturbance area, e quipment used, a nd s chedule 
estimates may be reduced and/or modified consistent with this analysis based on t he final engi-
neering and permit requirements for the project components. 

The proposed solar facility would consist of several main components: 

 Main generation area―PV arrays, switchyard, inverters, overhead lines, and access corridors; 
 O&M Facility – either on or off site; 
 On-site electrical substation and switch gear; and 
 Site security, fencing, and lighting. 

Table 2-1 presents a breakdown of site acreage for each solar facility component.  

Table 2-1. Estimated Overall Project Acreage  

Project Component 
Temporary  

(acres)1 
Permanent  

(acres)1 
Current BLM right-of-way case record 
(Northern Parcel / Southern Parcel; respectively) 

1,208 
(1,053 / 155) 

1,208 
(1,053 / 155) 

Solar panel field 1,200 1,200 
Parking and administration areas 3.0 3.0 
Access corridors for maintenance vehicles 250 250 
Construction laydown area (to be converted to access road at end of construction) (10) 0 
Gravel access roads for the circulation of emergency vehicles 10 10 
On-site substation  3 3 
Area permanently covered by at-grade items (footprint of piles, power conversion 
station, transformer, PV combining switchgear, on-site substation, on-site 
overhead line poles, O&M Facility)  

10 10 

Water storage ponds 2 1 
Approximate maximum area shaded by PV modules  1,000 1,000 

Area outside of BLM right-of-way disturbed by trenching for solar facility 11 0 
Total Disturbance 1,219 1,208 
1 - Disturbance acreages shown are not additive. 
                                                 
1  The nu mber of megawatt-hours p er year i s a measure of t he system’s e nergy, which i s the amount of power 

generated by the system during a year.  
2  The net capacity factor of a power plant is the ratio of the actual output of a power plant over a period of time 

and its potential output if it had operated at full nameplate (rated) capacity the entire time. 
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PV Panels and Generation Area 

The project may use a variety of PV technologies, including, but not limited to: 

 Crystalline silicon panels 
 Copper indium gallium selenide panels 

As discussed in Section 2.5.5, the Applicant would use construction site preparation techniques 
that prepare the site for safe and efficient installation and operation of PV arrays.  The Applicant 
proposes to u se s ite p reparation techniques t hat would m inimize the r equired vol ume of  earth 
movement, including a “disc and roll” technique that uses farm tractors to till the soil over much 
of the solar facility site and then roll it level, as well as “micrograding” or “isolated cut and fill 
and roll” of other areas of the site to trim off high spots and use the material to fill in low spots.  
The solar f ield would c over 1,208 acres i n ex tent and 100 p ercent of t he solar f ield would be  
impacted by some form of soil disturbance, either from compaction, micro-grading, or disc-and-
roll g rading.  Panel f oundations w ould p ermanently d isturb 10 a cres of  on-site s oils.  Internal 
access roads would permanently disturb 210 acres to 260 acres.  Installed panels would shade up 
to an estimated 1,000 acres of the solar facility acreage. 

If a tracking system is used for the PV modules, either high-profile or low-profile trackers could 
be used.  Tracking systems have a motor that rotates the PV modules from east to west during 
the day to t rack the sun across the sky.  The low-profile system is analyzed for Alternatives 4  
through 6, and the high-profile system is analyzed for Alternative 7.  With a low-profile tracking 
system, each panel would be up to 6 feet high.  The solar field would cover the majority of the 
project area, as shown in Figure 2-3 in Appendix A.  T he f ield of  panels consists of repeating 
blocks of 1.44 MW (alternating current [AC]).  T he approximate dimensions of an array block 
consist of  12,480 pa nels, s eparated i nto f our qua drants ( northwest, s outhwest, n ortheast, 
southeast).  W ithin each quadrant, t here would be 6 rows o f 10  or  11  4 8-panel s trings.  E ach 
block would employ two 720 kW inverters, set along the access roads, in the middle of the panel 
array ar ea.  Figure 2 -4 in A ppendix A i llustrates a t ypical l ow-profile p hotovoltaic array, an d 
Figure 2 -5 in A ppendix A i llustrates a  t ypical a rray c onfiguration.  F igure 2 -6 i n Appendix A 
shows t ypical m odule s pecifications, a nd F igure 2 -7 i n A ppendix A shows t ypical t racker 
specifications. 

The panel f ield would be  l aid out  b y installing vertical H-pile galvanized s teel beams d irectly 
into the ground by means of a small pile-driver.  A preliminary walk-through by civil engineers 
suggests th at th is foundation would be  s ufficient to me et geotechnical requirements fo r w ind 
stability.  Site-specific soil t ests would be  required to validate the preliminary engineering.  If 
tests c onclude t hat f urther f oundations ar e required, t hen t he v ertical H -pile galvanized s teel 
beams would be attached to concrete ballasts. 

The r ows of  pa nels w ould be  s paced t o p revent shading of  a djacent panel r ows a nd t o a llow 
access between the rows for panel maintenance.  Between each 720 kW  power block would be 
14- to 26-foot-wide roads running east-to-west, and 14-foot-wide roads r unning north-south to 
allow fire and vehicular access for the maintenance of the electrical facilities. 

Operations and Maintenance Facility 

The Applicant’s preference is to use an existing commercial or industrial building in the project 
vicinity for ong oing O &M f acilities.  C urrently, the A pplicant is e valuating th e f easibility of 
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using an existing building within 10 miles of the project site, with existing county road access.  
The s pecific building that w ould be  us ed ha s n ot be en i dentified.  This O&M f acility w ould 
accommodate offices for up t o 8 s taff, a parts s torage area, plant security systems, and project 
monitoring equipment 

If an onsite O&M facility were required, it would be located next to the project substation, at the 
northwest corner of  the site (see Figure 2 -3 in Appendix A).  T he building would consist of  a  
120-foot-wide by 240-foot-long (an estimated 0.7 acres) prefabricated building set on concrete 
slab-on-grade p oured i n place.  T he b uilding would be  an e stimated 19 feet ta ll at its  h ighest 
point.  The facility would be designed for project security, employee offices, and parts storage.  
The structure would accommodate up t o 8 personnel, s ubject to t he a pplicable accessibility 
requirements. 

Electrical Collection System 

The P V m odules w ould be  e lectrically c onnected b y w ire h arnesses an d co mbiner b oxes t hat 
would collect power from several rows of modules and feed the project’s power conversion sta-
tions via direct current (DC) cables placed in underground covered trenches.  DC trenches would 
be an estimated 3 feet deep and from 1.5 to 2.5 feet wide.  The bottom of each trench would be 
filled with clean fill surrounding the DC cables and the remainder of the trench would be back-
filled with native soil and compacted to 90 p ercent (95 percent when crossing under roadways).  
Power s creeners m ay b e u sed o n s ite f or a p eriod o f t ime ( less t han o ne year) t o ex tract t he 
required clean fill from native soils excavated during trenching for use as bedding material in the 
trenches.  A power screener is a motorized piece of equipment that uses moving screens to filter 
soils to  a  p articular granularity.  U se o f th is e quipment has be en i ncluded i n t he air qua lity 
analysis. 

Each power conversion station comprises an inverter located within an enclosure and connected 
to a t ransformer.  T he P V i nverters w ould convert the DC e lectric input i nto gr id-quality A C 
electric output.  The AC electrical output would be transmitted from the power conversion sta-
tion to the adjacent transformer.  The transformer would step up the voltage of the AC electrical 
input and then would t ransmit t he power vi a underground lines in  covered t renches t o t he PV 
combining switchgear.  AC trenches would be an estimated 3 feet deep and from 8 inches to 6.5 
feet wide, depending on the number of cables buried adjacent to one another, and would also be 
used t o hous e f iber opt ic c ables.  T he bo ttoms of  t he t renches w ould be f illed with s and s ur-
rounding the fiber optic cables, and the remainder of the trench would be back-filled with native 
soil and compacted.  The PV combining switchgear would transmit the power to overhead lines 
within the solar facility site; the overhead lines would transmit the electrical output to the on-site 
substation.  At the on-site substation the voltage would be stepped up to 220 kV and routed via a 
new gen-tie line to the approved Southern California Edison (SCE) Red Bluff Substation.  The 
alternative gen-tie lin e alignments (A lternatives B  t hrough E) are de scribed i n S ections 2. 10 
through 2.1 3.  A power c onversion station and t ransformer would b e l ocated within each  P V 
array.  The power conversion station enclosures would be an estimated 11.5 feet tall.  The trans-
formers would be an estimated 6.3 feet tall.  The transformer would be placed on a pre-cast con-
crete pad.  E ach p ad w ould be  d elivered by f latbed t ruck d uring construction, i n c ombination 
with a power conversion station vault, and installed by crane from the truck. 
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Each PV combining switchgear would collect the power from a number of arrays.  The PV com-
bining switchgear cabinets would be an estimated 7.5 feet tall and would be dispersed amongst 
the arrays.  Each PV combining switchgear would be placed on pre-cast 32-foot by 14.5-foot con-
crete pads, delivered and installed in the same manner as transformer pads and power conversion 
station vaults. 

High-capacity 3 4.5 kV c ollection system lines w ould c onnect the pow er out put f rom t he PV 
combining switchgear to the on-site substation via overhead lines.  T hese overhead lines would 
be supported by wooden poles an estimated 52 feet above f inished grade.  T he overhead lines 
would span a distance of an estimated 150 feet from pole to pole.  The on-site electrical collec-
tion system would be designed to minimize electrical losses within the solar facility site prior to 
delivery to the on-site substation. 

Because the p roject site is  on two separate parcels, e lectrical connection between the southern 
parcel and on-site substation would be required.  The Applicant would construct either an under-
ground or overhead connection for a distance of 3,000 feet between the electrical power conver-
sion stations on the s outhern and northern parcels.  The o verhead alternative could i nvolve 
reconductoring (upgrading) an existing SCE distribution line; however, the details of this poten-
tial reconductoring cannot be known at this time, prior to completion of interconnection studies 
for the project.  A ny disturbance associated with reconductoring would be expected to occur on 
previously disturbed access roads and would not  be  expected to result in vi sual changes.  The 
underground connection would run along an easement on the eastern side of Kaiser Road.  T he 
route would pa rallel an existing natural gas l ine adjacent to Kaiser Road.  C onstruction of the 
line w ould oc cur c oncurrently with c onstruction of t he p roject’s ge n-tie lin e, u sing th e s ame 
equipment and personnel.  For an underground connection, trenching would be 3 to 6 feet wide.  
Temporary disturbance would be  up t o 75,000 s quare feet and t renching would d isturb 18,000 
square feet within the disturbance footprint. 

One or more meteorological stations would be installed at the solar facility site prior to construc-
tion in order to t rack weather patterns.  The meteorological s tation(s) would be attached to the 
data acquisition system to collect data for analysis and system monitoring.  The meteorological 
station(s) would be 6 feet in height and would be set on a stainless-steel tripod base an estimated 
10 feet by 10 feet. 

On-Site Substation 

The project substation would be located in the northwest corner and would cover an estimated 5 
acres (see Figure 2-3 in Appendix A).  Figure 2-8 in Appendix A depicts the electrical plan for 
the on -site s ubstation.  A t t he on -site substation, t he vol tage of  t he s olar-generated e lectricity 
would be  stepped up t o 220 kV.  The p roject's p rimary access r oad w ould s erve t he o n-site 
substation. 

Switch gear 

Electrical switch gear serves to interconnect an electrical generator to the grid.  The switch gear 
would be constructed and operated by the Applicant.  The project switch gear would occupy an 
area an estimated 400 feet long and 400 feet wide in the west corner of the northern parcel imme-
diately adjacent to the substation and within the fenceline.  S urge ar resters at  the h igh-voltage 
bushings would protect the transformer(s) from surges caused by lightning or other disturbances.  
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The transformer(s) would be set on a concrete pad within a containment area designed to hold any 
accidental releases o f t ransformer oil.  A ll t ransformers w ould be  f ree of  polychlorinated 
biphenyls.  T he hi gh-voltage s ide of  t he t ransformer(s) w ould be  connected t o t he pl ant’s 
switchyard. 

A small control building would be  l ocated nearby the s witch gear and w ould be  accessible t o 
authorized high-voltage personnel only.  The building would house electrical control equipment, 
battery/DC s ystems f or device o peration, s afety relays, and other s imilar electrical equipment.  
This building would interconnect with the main control room in the operations building for mon-
itoring of the substation. 

Site Security, Fencing, and Lighting 

Site security is critical for the Applicant due to the high value of the solar panels used in con-
struction of the project, and for the safety of personnel and the public.  At the onset of construc-
tion, site access would be controlled for personnel and vehicles.  A security fence, which would 
also be the permanent fence, would be installed around the plant site boundary.  At this time, all 
required laydown areas are expected to be contained within the defined solar facility boundaries, 
and thus no a dditional temporary fencing would be  r equired.  In a ddition, s ecurity w ould be  
enhanced with motion detectors, facility lighting, and cameras in key locations.  Exterior lighting 
would comply with current Title 24 regulations from the State of California.  Security would be 
maintained as required by the engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC) contractor or a 
suitable subcontractor to maintain public safety and the security of the facilities. 

Security fencing would be erected around the entire perimeter of the project area, with an access 
gate immediately north of  the s ubstation prior t o be ginning c onstruction.  A n e mergency gate 
would be located in the southeast corner, with access to Beekley Road (north of Rice Road, west 
of Carr Road).  The site perimeter fence would be 8 f eet high and have an overall height of no 
more than 10 f eet from the bottom of the fabric to the top barbed wire.  T he fence would have 
top rail, bottom tension wire, and three strands of barbed wire mounted on 45 de gree extension 
arms.  Posts would be set in concrete. 

Controlled access gates would be located at the entrance to the facility, immediately north of the 
substation (see Figure 2-8 in Appendix A).  Site gates would be swing or rolling access gates.  
Access through the main gate would require an electronic swipe card, preventing unaccompanied 
visitors from accessing the facility or construction area.  All visitors would be logged in and out 
of th e f acility d uring normal b usiness hours.  V isitors a nd non -employees w ould be  allowed 
entry only with approval from a staff member of the facility, or from the BLM.  Between 1 and 3 
security p ersonnel would be  l ocated on t he p roject site d uring the d aytime o peration hours of  
7am to 5pm.  If an on-site O&M facility is used, security personnel would be located on-site at 
all times.  Visitors would be i ssued passes that are worn during their vi sit and returned to the 
main office when leaving. 

Except as provided below, lighting during construction would be limited to the staging area for 
the construction trailers, parking area, and site security facilities.  Lighting would be located on 
temporary service poles an estimated 18 feet in height.  Power would come from a connection to 
the l ocal d istribution system or fro m an on -site generator.  If required, construction lighting 
would be limited to that needed to ensure safety.  I t would be focused downward, shielded, and 
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directed toward the interior of the site to minimize light exposure to areas outside the construc-
tion area. 

During operations, lighting would be limited to shielded, area-specific lighting for security pur-
poses for the on-site substation.  Power for lights would come from the local distribution system.  
Service lighting would be placed in key safety-sensitive areas, such as the switchyard of the on-
site s ubstation.  T he l evel an d i ntensity of l ighting during operations w ould be  t he m inimum 
needed f or security an d s afety purposes.  S ecurity lights w ould us e m otion s ensor t echnology 
that would be triggered by movement at a human’s height.  There would be no lights around the 
project perimeter, in order to minimize the project’s visual impact on surrounding receptors and 
roads.  S ensors on t he security f encing would al ert s ecurity p ersonnel of p ossible intruders.  
Lights on the site would be shielded and focused downward and toward the interior of the site to 
minimize lighting impacts on t he night sky and to neighboring areas.  Portable lighting may be 
used occasionally and temporarily for maintenance activities during operations. 

Access Roads 

The primary point of access to the project site would be a 20 f oot-wide access road connecting 
the northwest corner of the solar facility to Kaiser Mine Road. 

Access within t he p roject area would be  p rovided by 1 4 to 26 foot-wide unpaved, un graveled 
roads r unning e ast-west, a nd 14  f oot-wide r oads r unning nor th-south t hat w ould be  c leared, 
graded, and covered with aggregate and compacted to 90 percent to allow fire and maintenance 
vehicle access.  G ravel and/or aggregate w ould be s ifted f rom on -site s oil o r o btained from a 
BLM-approved commercial quarry within 2 miles of the project site.  The total length of on-site 
roads would be up to 109 miles, and the total area that would be covered by roads would be 210 
to 260 acres.  Roads are shown on Figure 2-3 in Appendix A. 

Reverse Osmosis System and On-Site Wells 

The proposed solar facility proposes to draw water from two new and/or existing local wells to 
meet construction water demands, one of which would continue to be used for project operations.  
Both wells would be available for use during construction to provide flexibility in the water sup-
ply and in the event of a well malfunction. 

The potential locations for the construction of two new on-site wells are at the northeastern and 
northwestern areas of the project site, as depicted in Figure 2-1 in Appendix A.  As an alternative 
to new wells, DHSP may use nearby (within 10 miles) off-site active wells that have a r eported 
individual (per w ell) p roduction capacity of  be tween 800 a nd 2,200  acre-feet p er year (BLM 
2011).  If off-site wells are used, water would be trucked to the on-site water treatment facility 
described below.  No new roads would be required and no new ground disturbance would occur as 
a result of using off-site wells.  Off-site well locations are depicted on Figure 2-1 in Appendix A. 

The Applicant would perform the necessary studies and secure the necessary permit(s) to install 
the well(s).  In addition, sampling and analysis in accordance with established protocols and with 
appropriate analytical test methods would be performed to assess water sufficiency and quality at 
each active well of appropriate capacity.  A n analysis of impacts of project water consumption 
on water availability in the Chuckwalla Groundwater Basin is provided in Section 4.22. 
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A water treatment facility and demineralization evaporation pond are required to treat well water 
containing total dissolved solids (TDS).  At this time, it is not known whether the groundwater at 
the p roject site contains high levels of  TDS.  Because panel washing requires water with very 
low T DS, a  water t reatment system consisting of a  doubl e-pass r everse o smosis ( RO) s ystem 
may be installed near the main O&M well, most likely adjacent to the on-site project substation.  
The water treatment facility would be enclosed in a small structure and would be an estimated 6 
feet wide by 12 feet deep and an estimated 6 feet high.  The facility would consist of three flex-
ible PVC hoses: one input hose from the well water source, two output hoses with demineralized 
water going t o t he w ater t rucks or  t anks, a nd t he reject w ater g oing t o t he d emineralization 
evaporation pond.  This system would produce up to an estimated 20 gallons per minute (gpm) 
of low-TDS water and an estimated 9 gpm of reject water.  This reject water would be piped to a 
lined evaporation pond w ith four sections comprising an estimated 1 acre total.  Residue would 
be periodically removed from the ponds and disposed of at an approved facility.  The Applicant 
would re- purpose one of the construction holding ponds described in Section 2.5.5, Construction 
Water Requirements and Sources as a settling pond for RO reject water. 

Concrete Batch Plant 

During construction, existing commercial ready-mix concrete supply would be used where fea-
sible.  I f unavailable, a temporary, two-acre concrete batch plant would be installed in the con-
struction laydown area.  The concrete source materials would be purchased from a commercial 
source.  The batch plant would be removed at the end of the construction period. 

Electrical Interconnection 

The proposed gen-tie line to interconnect the project to the electrical grid is described in Section 
2.10. 

Telecommunications Equipment 

Telecommunication equipment for the project site will reside within the on-site substation struc-
ture.  A ll f iber o ptic c ommunication lines n ecessary to s upport the on -site t elecommunication 
equipment would be located on the same poles used to support the gen-tie line.  The communi-
cation lines would originate from the on-site project substation and terminate in the utility sub-
station into the SCE communication equipment at the Red Bluff Substation. 

If an offsite O&M building is used, wireless equipment would be installed at the O&M building 
with line-of-site wireless communication to the on-site project substation.  Data, voice and other 
telecom packets would be  sent f rom the substation to t he O&M building and substation.  T he 
onsite telecom equipment would be located on a pole or lattice structure up to 19 feet high. 

2.5.5 Construction Activities 

Construction Schedule and Phasing 

Construction is anticipated to commence during the 2nd quarter of 2013, and continue through 
the 3rd quarter of  2015, in three phases.  C ommercial operation would also be phased and the 
first phase of operation would commence during the 2nd quarter of 2014, with commercial oper-
ation of the final phase commencing during the 3rd quarter of 2015.  The construction schedule 
would be as follows: 
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 Phase 1 Construction: April 2013 to July 2013 (3 months) 
 Phase 2 Construction: September 2013 to November 2014 (14 months) 
 Phase 3 Construction: November 2014 to May 2015 (6 months) 

Construction of P hase 1 w ould i nclude pre-construction surveys, exclusion f encing around a  
10-acre area in the northwest corner of the DHSP s ite, desert tortoise exclusion ( if tortoise are 
present), cl earing a nd c onstruction of a  l aydown yard, p arking area, a nd p ad m ounts f or 
transformers. 

Construction of Phase 2 would include site fencing, installation of temporary power, site grading 
and preparation over a 1,043-acre area, construction of the O&M building (if necessary) and on-
site r oads, c onstruction of t he on -site w ells, c onstruction of t he p roject substation and s witch-
yard, and assembly and installation of panel blocks and wiring for 137 MW of solar power. 

Construction of P hase 3 would i nclude site g rading and p reparation over a  155-acre ar ea, 
assembly and installation of panel blocks and wiring for 13 MW of solar power.  Panel blocks 
would not be installed within the FERC exclusion area crossing the southern parcel (see Figure 
2-3a in Appendix A for more detail). 

Construction would generally occur 2 hour s be fore s unrise a nd 2 hour s a fter s unset, M onday 
through F riday.  A dditional hours m ay b e n ecessary to co rrect D esert Harvest S olar s chedule 
deficiencies or to complete critical construction activities.  F or instance, during hot weather, i t 
may be necessary to start work earlier to avoid pouring concrete during high ambient tempera-
tures.  During the s tartup pha se of  t he p roject, s ome a ctivities may be p erformed ove r t he 
weekend. 

Site Access and Circulation 

Access to the northern portion of the project site would be from the existing Kaiser Mine Road 
along the western boundary of the project area.  This road is off of Rice Road, which has an on-
ramp/off-ramp to Interstate 10 at Desert Center.  A  l ane for t ruck turn-off will be required on  
Kaiser Mine road, and new roads would be required within the project area.  Components would 
be delivered by this road, on a  schedule to be determined by the EPC contractor.  Access to the 
southern portion of the project site would be from Kaiser Mine Road as well.  Please see Figures 
2-3a and 2-3b in Appendix A for more details on the access roads, including access across the 
FERC exclusion area. 

Worker ac cess would be c ontrolled t hrough a l ocked en trance gate i n t he w est corner o f t he 
northern project area. 

As noted above, access within the project area would be provided by 14- to 26-foot-wide unpaved, 
ungraveled r oads r unning e ast-west, a nd 1 4-foot-wide graveled roads r unning nor th-south t hat 
would be cleared, graded, and covered with aggregate and compacted to 90 percent to allow fire 
and maintenance vehicle access.  G ravel and/or aggregate would be  s ifted f rom on-site soil or 
obtained from a BLM-approved commercial quarry within 6 miles of the project site. 

Construction Workforce 

The on-site workforce would consist of laborers, craftsmen, supervisory personnel, supply per-
sonnel, and construction management personnel.  The maximum number of on-site personnel is 
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250 individuals at any one time.  An average workforce of 100 is anticipated.  The construction 
workforce would largely be recruited from within Riverside and San Bernardino Counties from 
Applicant-hosted job fairs. 

Typical construction work schedules are expected to be 8 hours per day Monday through Friday.  
Typically, the work day would consist of one shift beginning as early as 7:00 a.m. and ending as 
late as  7:00 p.m.  The work schedule may be  modified throughout the year to account for the 
changing weather conditions (e.g., starting the work day earlier in summer months to avoid work 
during the hottest part of the day for health and safety reasons.) 

Construction Waste Management 

Portable bathrooms would be provided on-site during construction and would be emptied in an 
approved o ff-site f acility; d omestic w astewater generated d uring construction would not  be  
disposed of on-site. 

Construction Vehicles and Equipment 

During construction, the tonnage delivered would be on t he order of 15,000 tons of equipment 
and materials.  Table 2-2 provides an estimate of the total truck deliveries, and Table 2-3 lists the 
number and types of construction vehicles required.  In addition to what is shown in Tables 2-3 
and 2-4, the peak number of construction-related automobile trips would be up t o 446 one-way 
trips per day3 and the average annual construction-related automobile trips is estimated to be 178 
one-way trips per day (89 round trips). 

Table 2-2. Estimated Truck Deliveries 

Item 
Truck  

Deliveries Vehicle Type Axles 
Deliveries  
per Day Duration (months) 

Modules 2488 53' Flatbed 5 10-12 17 
Foundation posts 435 48' Flatbed 5 3-4 15 
Racking 550 48' Flatbed 5 3-4 15 
Cable 57 53' Flatbed 5 0-1 10 
Inverters 104 48' Flatbed 5 0-1 17 
Transformer 1 53' Flatbed 5 0-1 1 
Concrete 165 Concrete mixer 3 3-5 9 
BLM-approved road base 500 Dump truck 3 10-12 8 
Trash (haul off) 60 40-YD roll-off 3 1-2 26 
Fencing 25 48' Flatbed 5 0-2 4 
Electrical equipment 40 48' Flatbed 5 0-2 26 

 

                                                 
3  Assumes 30 percent carpool rate.  
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Table 2-3. Construction Vehicles Required 

Item Units 
Duration of Use 

(hrs/day) Duration (months) Purpose 
Water truck 3 8 25 Dust control 
Front end loader 3 8 25 Material movement 
Scrapers 5 8 14 Grading 
Bulldozers 2 8 14 Grading 
Graders 5 8 14 Grading 
Hydraulic Ram 10 8 20 Foundation installation 
Forklifts 8 8 26 Material staging 
Backhoes 8 8 20 Excavation 
Crane 2 10-12 17 Inverter placement 
Tractor - with trailer 6 8 25 Material staging 
Pickup truck 30 10-12 26 Transportation 
ATV 40 10-12 26 Transportation 
Pile driver 10 8 20 Post installation 
Trencher  2 8 20 Underground work (AC/DC/Fiber trenching) 
Small sheepsfoot roller  4 6 20 Compaction 
Power screener  3 6 14 Soil processing 
Cable plow  1 8 20 Underground cable installation 

Site Preparation, Surveying, and Staking 
Site p reparation would be gin s hortly a fter f inal p ermitting is c omplete.  Fi nal s urveying, to  
accommodate existing ROW grants and setback requirements for Kaiser Road, and the gas ROW 
along the eastern portion of the road, would precede any site work.  S urveying would be com-
pleted by a California licensed land surveyor.  The surveyor would stake the edges of the project 
area prior to erection of the security fencing. 

Security fencing would be put in place in sequence with project phasing. 

Vegetation Removal and Treatment 
Once fencing is erected, site preparation would consist of removing vegetation within the project 
area by scarification where necessary; for example, along the access roads.  An estimated 10 per-
cent of the entire project area would be scarified to remove vegetation on al l the access roads 
between the 1.44 MW rows of solar panels.  In addition, any vegetation over 18 inches would be 
removed to avoid interaction with the solar panels.  Annuals and smaller perennials would remain. 

Preparation would likely proceed by section, so that only the portion of the project area where 
panels would be laid out over a period of six months would be scarified at any one time. 

Key considerations for vegetation treatment of the site would include: 
 Soil d isturbance in s upport of c onstruction would increase t he p ossibility of i ntroduction of 

invasive species.  R egular monitoring and weed management would be required during con-
struction.  Ongoing maintenance in the solar field may include treatment of noxious weeds by 
targeted spraying with common formulations of the herbicide glyphosate, which is a herbicide 
approved for use on BLM lands in California in the Record of Decision on the 2007 Final Veg-
etation Treatments Using Herbicides on Bureau of Land Management Lands in 17 Western 
States Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 2007). 
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 Where temporary access is needed to install facilities, such as along the perimeter fencing, no 
removal of existing vegetation or grading would occur.  Instead, equipment would drive over 
or around existing desert scrub vegetation without direct removal.  Crushed vegetation is much 
more likely to show a rapid recovery than where vegetation is removed and reseeded, or where 
soils are disturbed.  The Applicant is not expecting that final plans would require any distur-
bance outside the final perimeter fencing and internal engineered berms. 

 Revegetation with native species would be implemented where feasible in areas of temporary 
disturbance. 

The Applicant would implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan ( IWMP) that describes 
non-native, nox ious, or  i nvasive weed s pecies that o ccur o r are l ikely t o o ccur at  t he s ite an d 
prescribes management actions to monitor and eradicate specified species.  As described in Sec-
tion 1.9.1 ( Relationship of t he P roposed Action t o B LM P olicies, P lans, a nd P rograms), t he 
IWMP and the use of herbicides for the proposed project tiers off of the BLM’s 2007 Final Veg-
etation Treatments Using Herbicides on Bureau of Land Management Lands in 17 Western 
States Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement  (Herbicide P FEIS) and R ecord of  
Decision (ROD).  T he Draft IWMP is included in Appendix C.10 of this EIS and specifies that 
weed management would be consistent with approved herbicides, protocols, and standard operat-
ing procedures from the Herbicide PFEIS.  The Draft IWMP is presented in Appendix C-10. 

The IWMP would include weeding, annual pruning, and soil monitoring if necessary.  Weeding 
would occur frequently during the initial growth period to ensure that invasive plants do not mature 
and set seed.  W eeding activities would follow the approved WMP.  O nce the native plant spe-
cies are established, weeding frequency would likely be able to drop to less frequent levels. 

Vegetation would be allowed to re-grow within the solar panel field.  It would not be allowed to 
grow too high (above 18 inches) underneath the panels, or  i t may grow into electrical connec-
tions an d cr eate a f ire h azard, o r d isrupt the p anel’s p erformance.  H owever, th is is  r elatively 
unlikely given the shading the panels would be providing on the soil.  At a minimum, the access 
roads in the photovoltaic field would be maintained free from significant vegetation through the 
use of targeted herbicide spraying, occasional scarifying, or weeding to reduce fire hazard and 
allow access to the panel arrays. 

Solar Array Assembly and Construction 

The panel f ield would be constructed as follows.  A fter the s ite is  prepared, and graded to the 
limited extent r equired, t he p anel f ield would be la id o ut b y in stalling th e v ertical H-pile 
galvanized steel beams directly into the ground by means of a small pile-driver.  A  preliminary 
walk-through by c ivil engineers suggests that this foundation would be sufficient to meet geo-
technical requirements for wind stability.  Soil tests would be required to validate the preliminary 
engineering.  If tests conclude that further foundations are required, then the vertical H-pile gal-
vanized s teel beams would be at tached t o concrete ballasts.  Once the f oundations ar e s ecure, 
trenching would be du g a long t he p erimeter of t he 1.44 M W units, t o t ie t he i nverter bl ocks 
together, and the electrical conduit and wires would be laid down.  N ext, the framing would be 
bolted to the vertical support beams.  O nce framing is complete, panels would be delivered on-
site and installed on t he frames.  Finally, the pre-poured concrete inverter pads would be deliv-
ered and laid down.  Lastly, the inverters would be secured to the pads, and the electrical wiring 
would be completed. 
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The laydown area is shown Figure 2-3 in Appendix A as Phase 1.  In general, material delivery 
for the solar field would maintain a constant flow, and panels and framing structures would be 
delivered throughout the s olar f ield a djacent to t he 1.44 M W s ubunit l ocations.  T hese a reas 
would be s ubsumed b y the s olar f ield a s it is  b uilt o ut.  Construction would proceed i n an  
assembly-line fashion as each task is completed throughout the solar field. 

During construction, electric power for construction activities would be derived from the distri-
bution lines that run along the southern side of the project site, or by mobile generators.  U p to 
five mobile generators would be used that would be located at the laydown area (at the northwest 
corner of the site).  Each generator would produce 60 dB(A) of noise at 23 feet. 

Gravel, Aggregate, and Concrete Requirements and Sources 

Gravel would be required for the north-south access roads (not for the less often used east-west 
routes) within the project area and would be sifted from on-site soil or trucked to the site from a 
BLM-approved commercial mine located 6 miles from the project site.  Road aggregate required 
for the on-site access roads would amount to 17,500 cubic yards. 

Concrete would be required for the inverter pads and the switchyard.  C oncrete for the inverter 
pads and vertical H-pile supports, if needed, would be pre-poured and transported to the site by 
truck.  A temporary, t wo-acre c oncrete batch pl ant w ould be  i nstalled i n t he construction 
laydown area.  The Applicant would purchase the concrete batch plant source materials from a 
commercial source approximately 6 miles from the project site. 

Construction Water Requirements and Sources 

During the 24-month construction period, an estimated 400 to 500 a cre-feet o f water per year 
(for a total of 800 to 1000 acre-feet) would be needed for such uses as soil compaction, dust con-
trol, and sanitary needs for construction workers, depending on t he configuration selected.  T he 
majority o f th e construction water us e w ould oc cur d uring site g rading operations.  T he d aily 
water d emand d uring construction of t he p roject is e stimated to range f rom a  l ow o f 125,00 0 
gallons pe r da y ( gpd) t o a  pe ak of  an e stimated 600,000 g pd.  T he p roject’s m aximum well 
extraction r ate o ver an y 2 4-hour pe riod i s not  expected t o e xceed 880 g allons pe r m inute.  
Drinking w ater w ould be p rovided from an of f-site commercial source d uring construction.  
Water requirements for the project are shown in Table 2-4. 

Table 2-4. Water Requirements of the Solar Project 

Water Consumption Requirements 
Approximate Consumption  

during Construction 
Approximate Consumption  

during Operation 
Daily (gallons per day) 200,000–500,000 N/A 
Annual (acre-feet/year) 400–500 26.02-39.02 

Temporary construction ponds would be used for water storage at various locations around the 
site at l ocations d epicted on F igure 2 -3 i n Appendix A.  U se o f t emporary ponds r ather t han 
relying e ntirely on s tand t anks a nd w ater t rucks w ould r educe t he a mount of  ve hicle t ravel 
around the site by water trucks (and associated exhaust and dust), reduce the rate of groundwater 
extraction during construction, and also improve capability to respond quickly and effectively to 
mitigate fugitive dust emissions caused by unexpected high wind events. 
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A total of three temporary water storage ponds are planned around the project construction site.  
It is anticipated that each pond w ould occupy an estimated three-quarters of an acre and would 
hold an e stimated 21.5 m illion gallons.  T he p onds w ould be  c onnected t o s upply wells an d 
would involve 6-inch HDPE pipe runs along on-site access roads or the solar facility site perim-
eter from the wells to the ponds.  Two or three ponds would be operating at any one time; one pond 
would be open for every roughly 400 acres that are actively undergoing site preparation activities 
at any one time .  T he temporary ponds would b e an e stimated 6 t o 8 f eet deep and would be  
fenced and lined for safety.  The temporary ponds would be covered with netting to deter ravens 
and would be designed, constructed, and operated to comply with all applicable regulatory require-
ments with respect to design, operation and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and 
raven management.  To minimize earth work, most of the ponds would be co-located with planned 
retention basins t hat w ould be  us ed d uring project operation to c ontain storm w ater runoff.  
Storm water pollution prevention BMP controls would be incorporated with the retention basins. 

The ponds would be filled by pumps running 24 hours per day at up to 600 gallons per minute.  
A float valve in each pond would control overflow.  Water would be pumped from the pond into 
large temporary storage tanks (stand tanks) using hurricane pumps.  Water would be transferred 
directly t o t rucks from the s tand t anks, as ne eded f or dus t c ontrol and c ompaction d uring 
construction. 

2.5.6 Operations and Maintenance Activities 

Maintenance Activities 

Vegetation treatment would be required to keep the site free of noxious weeds.  A t a minimum, 
the access roads in the photovoltaic field would be maintained free of larger plants through the 
use of  t argeted s praying, o ccasional scarifying, or w eeding t o r educe f ire h azard, and a llow 
access to the panel arrays. 

Roads would be m aintained t o m inimize fugitive dus t a nd p revent erosion f rom r ain e vents.  
Additional gravel o r s urface treatments such as  “s eament” o n t he d irt access r oads m ay b e 
required. 

Other m aintenance that would be p erformed i n c onjunction with t he r outine m aintenance 
includes but is not limited to: 

 Torque electrical fittings 
 Clean switch gear 
 Calibrate protective relays 
 Fire protection system test and annual certification 
 Fuse swapping, testing ground fault detection and power quality 

Operations Workforce and Equipment 

Staffing 

Management personnel would provide technical oversight/guidance in four critical areas:  overall 
plant m anagement, pl ant o perations a nd m aintenance, a nd hum an r esources, a ccounting, a nd 
administration.  The project would employ up to 8 full-time staff during operations. 
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No replacement/rotations of plant personnel are projected during this period.  If the need for such 
a rotation arises, necessary arrangements would be coordinated with the owner on a case-by-case 
basis. 

Between 1 and 3 security personnel would be located on the project site.  If the O&M building is 
located on-site, security personnel would be on-site 24 hour s per day.  If the O&M building is 
offsite, s ecurity p ersonnel would be  l ocated a t t he o perations a nd m aintenance facility d uring 
evening hour s a nd e arly m ornings, l ikely b etween 5: 00 p.m. a nd 7 :00 a .m., de pending on t he 
season.  The project site would be monitored by remote cameras, motion detectors and perimeter 
security al arms.  In t he event t hat any o f t hese methods d etected an  event at  t he p roject site, 
security personnel would be deployed for an onsite inspection. 

Staff Training and Safety 

The operator would pursue a n on going t raining program in a ccordance with th e A pplicant’s 
Training Manual.  T he main goal of this manual is to ensure that the O&M staff remains fully 
competent in the s afe, reliable, and efficient operation, maintenance, and administration of the 
plant. 

Operations Equipment 

Facilities would be  m aintained b y 4 diesel en gine pickup t rucks.  These would be  us ed f or 
accessing the site and delivering equipment and crews for maintenance activities.  M aintenance 
vehicles would tr avel to  the s ite daily from an o ff-site O &M building (within 10  miles of t he 
site) or an optional on-site building.  P anel washing would occur up t o 3 t imes annually during 
operations, and water would be trucked to the site in up to 1,173 water truck trips annually from 
a nearby commercial location (within 10 miles of the solar facility site). 

Operational Water Requirements and Sources 

During operation, water would be required for solar panel watering two to three times per year.  
If off-site wells are used, water would be trucked to the project site from up to 10 miles away in 
up to 1,200 5,000- to 10,000-gallon water trucks annually during project operations for the pur-
pose of panel washing.  Panel wash water would be purified using the on-site reverse osmosis 
system, which is described in detail in Section 2.4.4.  A permanent, above-ground 5,000 gallon 
water s torage tank would be used for O&M tasks and facilities, including on-site f ire-fighting.  
The water tank would be up to 13 feet (159 inches) in height and would be located on a concrete 
slab up to 11 feet (140 inches) in diameter.  T he total water used would be between 18 a nd 27 
acre-feet per year. 

Domestic wastewater w ould be tr eated and d isposed a t the s ite using a  septic d isposal s ystem 
consisting of  s eptic t anks and l each f ield p ermitted by R iverside County Health District.  T he 
specifications for the septic system would be determined by engineering code and County permit 
requirements.  Water requirements of the solar project are shown in Table 2-4. 

Aviation Lighting 

The A pplicant anticipates no a viation r estrictions fo r t his p hotovoltaic plant because al l s truc-
tures would be lower than the 200-foot height standard that triggers Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration Part 77 Obstruction Evaluation Consultation. 
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2.5.7 Decommissioning Activities 

Site Closure and Reclamation Activities 

The minimum expected o perational lif etime o f D esert Harvest S olar i s 30 years; however, 
depending on e conomic or ot her c ircumstances, the r eal l ife o f t he p roject could be l onger or  
shorter.  T he p roject’s l ifetime c ould be  50 years or  m ore with e quipment replacement and 
repowering. 

In c ase o f a t emporary closure of t he f acilities, t he B LM a nd a ny ot her r esponsible agencies 
would be notified.  If  temporary closure involves the threat or actual release of hazardous sub-
stances, p rocedures would be i mplemented from t he H azardous Materials B usiness Plan, as  
developed for the project.  Procedures would include but not be limited to the following: 

 Practices to control any release of hazardous materials 
 Applicable notifications of responsible agencies and the public 
 Emergency response procedures 

When permanent closure is appropriate, a decommissioning plan would be developed and sub-
mitted to t he B LM f or r eview a nd approval.  P rocedures would be d esigned t o e nsure p ublic 
health and safety, environmental protection and compliance with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
regulations, and standards.  Closure may range from short-duration closure to complete removal 
of equipment and restoration of the land to BLM-approved specifications.  The p rocedures for 
decommissioning are designed to ensure public health and safety, environmental protection, and 
compliance with applicable regulations.  It is assumed that decommissioning would begin 30 to 
50 years after commercial operation date of the solar plant. 

Decommissioning would generally include the following goals: 

 Provide the BLM with a  detailed Decommissioning Plan.  BLM has the authority to require 
that the p roject area i s r estored t o i ts natural state, i ncluding removing a ll above and b elow 
ground structures, foundations, cement, and any other items. 

 Remove above and below ground structures unless converted to other BLM-approved uses 
 Restore the lines and grades in the disturbed area to match the natural gradients of the site 
 Re-establish native vegetation in the disturbed areas 
 Comply with applicable laws, ordinances, regulations, and standards and local/regional plans 
 Secure funding for decommissioning and restoration 

The proposed strategy to achieve the above goals could include the following: 
 Analyze alternatives other than full restoration of the site (for instance, removal of old facili-

ties and upgrading to newer solar technology) 

 Use industry standard demolition means and methods to decrease personnel and environmental 
safety ex posures b y minimizing time an d k eeping p ersonnel from cl ose p roximity to a ctual 
demolition activities to the extent practical 

 Plan components of decommissioning to ensure personnel and environmental safety are main-
tained while efficiently completing the work 
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 Provide for recycling the components of the plant: metal, panels, concrete; and proper disposal 
of all other materials 

 Remove all residual materials and chemicals from the site prior to demolition for reuse at other 
facilities or disposal at licensed facilities 

 Demolition of below-ground facilities to a depth required for restoration of the native habitat 

 Soils cl ean-up, i f ne eded, p articularly at l ocations w here h azardous materials w ere u sed o r 
stored to ensure that clean closure is achieved 

 Restore the lines and grades in the disturbed area to match the natural gradients of the site and 
re-establish native vegetation in the disturbed areas 

The first stage of dismantling the site would consist of removal and demolition of aboveground 
structures.  The second stage would consist of dismantling and removing concrete structures so 
that no c oncrete remains w ithin 3  f eet o f f inal g rade, or  a s a pproved i n t he B LM a pproved 
Decommissioning Plan, a nd as a ppropriate.  T he t hird s tage would involve r emoval of  u nder-
ground utilities within 3 feet of final grade, or as approved in the BLM approved Decommission-
ing Plan.  The fourth stage would consist of excavation and removal of soils. 

2.5.8 Design Features, BMPs, and Other Conditions Included in the Proposed Project 

Table 2-5 describes those design features of the project that, when implemented as part of project 
construction or operation, would reduce or eliminate potential significant impacts of the project.  
Proposed project plans for Desert Harvest will be adapted based on project field studies. 

Table 2-5. Applicant Measures 

Air Resources 
AQ-1.  Dust Control 
Plan 

Applicant will develop and implement a dust control plan that includes the use of dust palliatives to 
ensure compliance with SCAQMD Rule 403.  The dust control plan will focus on reducing fugitive dust 
from construction activities 

AQ-2.  Phased 
construction activity 

Construction activity will be phased across the solar facility site in a manner that would minimize the 
area disturbed on any single day. 

AQ-3.  Minimize 
emissions from 
grading 

Cut and fill quantities will be balanced across the solar facility site to minimize emissions from grading 
and to avoid the need to import fill materials or to remove excess spoil. 

AQ-4.  Transportation 
Plan 

Applicant would require bidders for the construction contract to submit a transportation plan describing 
how workers would travel to the project site and how to encourage carpooling and alternative forms of 
transportation 

Vegetation 
BIO-1.  Habitat 
Compensation Plan 

A Habitat Compensation Plan will be implemented by the Applicant to compensate for the loss of 
creosote desert scrub, desert dry wash woodland, and jurisdictional resources.  Compensation will be 
accomplished by acquisition of mitigation land or conservation easements or by providing funding for 
specific land acquisition, endowment, restoration, and management actions under one of several 
programs, such as the mitigation program created by California Assembly Bill AB 13 in September, 
2011.  The Habitat Compensation Plan will be reviewed and approved by the BLM, USFWS, and 
CDFG.  The precise details of the mitigation, including mitigation ratios, will be established in the BLM 
ROW grant, USFWS Biological Opinion, and any CDFG 2081 Incidental Take Permit or CDFG 2080.1 
Consistency Determination. 
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Table 2-5. Applicant Measures 
BIO-2.  Integrated 
Weed Management 
Plan 

A Draft Integrated Weed Management Plan (IWMP) will be prepared pursuant to BLM’s Vegetation 
Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Lands in 17 Western States (BLM 2007) and the National 
Invasive Species Management Plan (The National Invasive Species Council 2008), and will be 
implemented by the Applicant to reduce the potential for the introduction of invasive species during 
construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the project.   

BIO-3.  
Preconstruction 
Surveys 

Preconstruction Surveys for Special Status Plant Species and Cacti.  Before construction, the 
Applicant will stake and flag the construction area boundaries, including the construction areas for the 
solar facility site, and gen-tie line; construction laydown, parking, and work areas; and the boundaries 
of all temporary and permanent access roads.  A BLM-approved biologist will then survey all areas of 
proposed ground disturbance for special status plant species and cacti during the appropriate 
blooming period for those species having the potential to occur in the construction areas.  All special 
status plant species and cacti observed will be flagged for transplantation.  All cacti observed will be 
flagged for transplantation and special status plant species observed will be flagged for salvage. 

BIO-4.  Worker 
Environmental 
Awareness Program 

Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP).  The Applicant will implement a WEAP to 
educate on-site workers about sensitive environmental issues associated with the project.  The 
program will be administered to all on-site personnel including surveyors, construction engineers, 
employees, contractors, contractor’s employees, supervisors, inspectors, subcontractors, and delivery 
personnel.  The program will be implemented during site mobilization, ground disturbance, grading, 
construction, operation, and closure.   

BIO-5.  Vegetation 
Resources 
Management Plan 

The Applicant will prepare and implement a Vegetation Resources Management Plan that contains the 
following components: 
• A Vegetation Salvage Plan which discusses the methods that will be used to transplant cacti present 

within the project locations following BLM’s standard operating procedures, as well as methods that 
will be used to transplant special status plant species that occur in the project locations if feasible. 

• A Restoration Plan which discusses the methods that will be used to restore creosote bush scrub 
and desert dry wash woodland habitat that is temporarily disturbed by construction activities. 

• The Vegetation Salvage Plan and Restoration Plan will specify success criteria and performance 
standards.  BLM will be responsible for reviewing and approving the plan and for ensuring that the 
Applicant implements the plan including maintenance and monitoring required in the plan. 

Wildlife 
BIO-6.  Vegetation 
Measures 

Implementation of Applicant Vegetation Measures would reduce impacts on wildlife as well.  Where 
there is a conflict between provisions of the Mitigation Measures recommended for wildlife impacts and 
the following Applicant Measures, the Mitigation Measures take precedence. 

BIO-7.  Desert 
Tortoise Translocation 
Plan 

A Draft Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan will be prepared for the project and will be implemented by 
the Applicant to ensure that construction monitoring will be conducted by a BLM-, USFWS-, and 
CDFG-approved biologists during all construction activities and that any desert tortoise found with the 
construction zone will be translocated to a suitable location outside of the project footprint.  The final 
plan will conform to the 2010 USFWS desert tortoise relocation guidelines entitled Translocation of 
Desert Tortoise (Mojave Population) From Project Sites: Plan Development Guidance.  Unpublished 
Report dated August 2010. 

BIO-8.  Bird and Bat 
Conservation Strategy 
and Contribution to 
Raven Management 
Program 

The Applicant will contribute to the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) Regional Raven 
Management Program by making a one-time payment of $105 per acre of project disturbance to the 
national Fish and Wildlife Federation Renewable Energy Action Team raven control account.  A Draft 
Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy will be prepared and will be implemented by the Applicant to 
specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species, including burrowing owls, 
nesting birds, and roosting bats.  The draft plan will be reviewed and approved by BLM.  The final plan 
will conform to the USFWS Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy guidelines.   

BIO-9.  Water Storage 
Pond Design 

Construction Water Storage Pond Design.  The temporary construction water ponds will be designed, 
constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to 
design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. 

Climate Change 
CC-1.  Reduce GHG 
Emissions 

The third and fourth Applicant Measures proposed in the Air Resources section would help reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions in addition to reducing criteria pollutant emissions. 
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Table 2-5. Applicant Measures 

Cultural Resources 
CULT-1.  Monitoring 
and Mitigation Plan 

A cultural resources monitoring and mitigation plan will be prepared for the project.  The plan will 
include a description of areas to be monitored during construction, a discovery plan that will address 
unanticipated cultural resources, and provisions for the education of construction workers.  
Responsible parties for mitigation measures will be identified. 

Geology and Soil Resources 
GEO-1.  Design Plan Project structures shall be built in accordance with the design-basis recommendations in the project-

specific geotechnical investigation report.  Structure designs must meet the requirements of all 
applicable federal, state, and county permits and building codes. 

GEO-2.  Design 
Features 

The Applicant will implement the following design features to reduce impacts from wind and water 
erosion to soils: 
 Obtain coverage under the NPDES General Permit for Storm Water Discharges Associated with 

Construction Activity (General Permit) Water Quality Order 2009-0009 DWQ; 
 Use nonhazardous dust suppressants approved by the BLM and water on an as-needed basis to 

suppress wind-blown dust generated at the site during construction.  Dust palliatives also would be 
applied between rows of solar panels for dust suppression during operation; 

 Implement erosion control measures during construction; and 
 Use silt fences for erosion control along neighboring properties and along the main drainage 

adjacent to the solar facility site. 
Lands and Realty 
LU-1.  Notification Property owners within 300 feet of the project will be notified of all major project construction 

milestones, such as start of project construction.  Said property owners will be provided with a detailed 
construction schedule at least 30 days before construction so that they are informed as to the time and 
location of disturbance.  Updates will be provided as necessary. 

Noise & Vibration 
N-1.  Construction 
schedule 

Most construction activity will be limited to daytime hours consistent with Riverside County noise 
ordinance limitations.  Certain electrical connection activities at the solar project site would occur at 
night for safety reasons, but would not require any heavy equipment operations. 

Public Health & Safety / Hazardous Materials 
HAZ-1.  Spill 
containment and 
clean-up kits 

Appropriate spill containment and clean-up kits will be kept on site during construction and maintained 
during the operation of the solar facility and gen-tie line. 

HAZ-2.  Hazardous 
Materials 
Management Plan. 

In accordance with the Emergency Planning & Community Right to Know Act, the Applicant will supply 
the local emergency response agencies with a Hazardous Materials Management Plan and an 
associated emergency response plan and inventory specific to the site.  The Applicant will prepare the 
plan for approval by the BLM and review and comment by the County of Riverside.  The Applicant will 
be responsible for implementing the approved plan. 

HAZ-3.  BMPs for 
hazardous materials 

During construction of the solar facility and gen-tie line, BMPs for handling, storing, and disposing of 
hazardous materials and waste will be followed. 

HAZ-4.  SPCC Plan A Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan (SPCC) will be developed and implemented that 
would identify primary and secondary containment for oil products stored on site as well as training in 
spill management in the event of an unexpected release.  The Applicant will prepare the plan for 
approval by the BLM.  The Applicant will be responsible for implementing the approved plan. 

HAZ-5.  Env.  Health 
and Safety Plan 

The Applicant will develop an Environmental Health and Safety Plan for the construction and operation 
of the project to ensure it includes all activities and compliance with all local, state and federal 
regulatory requirements.  Illness and Injury Prevention Programs will be developed for construction 
and operation.  The Applicant will prepare the plan for approval by the BLM.  The Applicant will be 
responsible for implementing the approved plan. 

HAZ-6.  Emergency 
Response and 
Inventory Plan 

The Applicant will provide the County of Riverside with a project-specific Emergency Response and 
Inventory Plan before construction begins.  The Applicant will prepare the plan for approval by the BLM 
and review and comment by the County of Riverside.  The Applicant will be responsible for 
implementing the approved plan. 
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Table 2-5. Applicant Measures 
HAZ-7.  Fire 
Protection and other 
requirements 

Project facilities will be designed, constructed, and operated in accordance with applicable fire 
protection and other environmental, health and safety requirements.  In compliance with County of 
Riverside requirements, a project-specific fire prevention plan for both construction and operation of 
the solar facility and gen-tie line will be completed prior to initiation of construction.  The fire protection 
plan will be approved by the BLM and provided to Riverside County for review and comment. 

HAZ-8.  Fire 
Prevention Plan 

A project-specific fire prevention plan will be in place during construction, operation and 
decommissioning of the project.  This plan will comply with applicable County of Riverside regulations 
and would be coordinated with the BLM Fire Management Officer and the local Fire Department in the 
Chuckwalla Valley at Tamarisk Park. 

HAZ-9.  Emergency 
Response Plan 

An emergency response plan and site security plan will be completed for the project facilities by 
qualified professionals.  These plans will be developed in accordance with the BLM requirements. 

HAZ-10.  
Decommissioning 
Plan 

When permanent closure is appropriate, a decommissioning plan would be developed and submitted 
to the BLM for review and approval.  The following strategy would be taken: 
 Analyze alternatives other than full restoration of the site (for instance, removal of old facilities and 

upgrading to newer solar technology) 
 Use industry standard demolition means and methods to decrease personnel and environmental 

safety exposures by minimizing time and keeping personnel from close proximity to actual 
demolition activities to the extent practical 

 Plan components of decommissioning to ensure personnel and environmental safety are main-
tained while efficiently completing the work 

 Provide for recycling the components of the plant: metal, panels, concrete; and proper disposal of 
all other materials 

 Remove all residual materials and chemicals from the site prior to demolition for reuse at other 
facilities or disposal at licensed facilities 

 Demolition of below-ground facilities to a depth required for restoration of the native habitat 
 Soils clean-up, if needed, particularly at locations where hazardous materials were used or stored to 

ensure that clean closure is achieved 
 Restore the lines and grades in the disturbed area to match the natural gradients of the site and re-

establish native vegetation in the disturbed areas 
Socioeconomic and Environmental Justice 
S-1.  Notification The public will be notified of project activities and scheduling to inform the public of projected impacts 

on the surrounding area.  This notification will provide the public with the opportunity to plan their 
personal and business activities appropriately. 

S-2.  Minimize visual 
impacts of gen-tie 

Project Applicant will align gen-tie lines along existing linear features (such as Kaiser Road) to 
minimize the social effects of potential visual impacts. 

Transportation and Public Access 
TR-1.  Construction 
Traffic Control Plan 

Project Applicant will prepare a Construction Traffic Control Plan in conjunction with Riverside County 
or Caltrans in accordance with Caltrans Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices and the California 
Joint Utility Traffic Control Manual (2010).   

TR-2.  Document road 
conditions 

Project Applicant will document road conditions at the beginning and end of project construction and 
decommissioning and contribute fair share cost for pavement maintenance and other needed repairs. 

TR-3.  Share project 
information with 
airport owners 

Project Applicant will share project information with the airport owners if a transmission line alternative 
that runs near the former Desert Center Airport’s runway is selected to assure that no special 
precautions are needed. 

TR-4.  Coordinate 
with DoD 

BLM will coordinate with the DoD R-2508 Complex Sustainability Office, Region IX, based in San 
Diego, California, and with local regional military installations regarding low-level flight operations 
relative to the project to assure that no special precautions are needed. 
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Table 2-5. Applicant Measures 

Water Resources 
WR-1.  Manage 
hazardous materials 
and use SPCC Plan 

The Applicant or its agents will: 
 Train construction staff in the management of hazardous materials and use of spill control and 

cleanup equipment; 
 Have a clear chain of command within the organizational structure with responsibility for 

implementing, monitoring, and correcting BMPs; 
 Cover and contain hazardous materials so that they are not in contact with precipitation or runoff; 
 Store hazardous materials in one or more central areas, and institute rules requiring all hazardous 

materials to be secured at the end of the day; 
 Maintain good inventory records; store hazardous liquids and dispensing equipment in secondary 

containment; 
 Maintain adequate quantities of spill containment and response equipment at readily accessible 

points throughout the site; 
 Identify the worst case and most likely spill scenarios, and provide spill response equipment 

adequate to respond to these scenarios; 
 Use chemicals presenting the least environmental hazard wherever possible; 
 Store the smallest quantities of hazardous materials possible on the site; 
 Maintain site security to reduce vandalism; 
 Require all contractors to abide by the program BMPs and to identify any hazardous materials and 

specific BMPs pertaining to their trade or activity. 
 The SPCC Plan for the site would address storage of mineral oil contained in transformers.  A 

SPCC Plan is required when 10,000 gallons or more of mineral oil in electrical equipment is 
contained on site, or when 1,320 gallons of petroleum is stored on the site, although an SPCC Plan 
can be voluntarily implemented for lesser quantities.  The SPCC Plan would address methods and 
procedures for managing these products, lighting, security, containment requirements, training 
requirements, staff responsibilities for inspecting storage and dispensing equipment; and equipment 
and procedures for responding to a spill or release of stored petroleum products. 

 Riprap increases surface roughness and slows runoff velocities, decreasing sediment transport, and 
increasing flow depth.  Riprap would be used in conjunction with decompaction, as riprap would not 
mitigate flow or volume. 

 Check dams can be constructed to address specific post-development hydraulic characteristics, if 
needed. 

2.6 ALTERNATIVE 5: SOLAR PROJECT EXCLUDING WHMA 

Alternative 5 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 4, except 
that it would exclude the 47-acre portion of the site which is within the Palen-Ford Wildlife Hab-
itat Management Area (WHMA), as shown on Figure 2-9, Alternative 5: Solar Project Excluding 
WHMA, in Appendix A.  Alternative 5 would encompass an estimated 1,161 acres and the areas 
cleared of vegetation would be the same as for Alternative 4 (107 acres).  Alternative 5 would be 
an estimated 145 MW nominal capacity project, which would generate a minimum of 230,000 
MWh/y with a net capacity factor of 16 to 18 percent.  The area permanently covered by at-grade 
items would also remain the same as with Alternative 4: 10 acres.  Project details are provided in 
Section 2.5.4 (Structures and Facilities) for Alternative 4.  Construction, operation and mainte-
nance, and decommissioning information is provided in Sections 2.5.5 through 2.5.7. 

2.7 ALTERNATIVE 6: REDUCED FOOTPRINT SOLAR PROJECT 

Alternative 6 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as  Alternative 4 except 
that it would exclude the 155-acre southern parcel of the project and a small (9 acre) portion of 
the northern parcel that contains a sensitive plant species, crucifixion thorn, as shown on Figure 
2-10, Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint Solar Project, in Appendix A.  Alternative 6 would not  
exclude t he p ortion of t he s ite th at is  w ithin th e P alen-Ford W HMA.  Alternative 6 would 
encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 125 to 135 MW nominal capacity 
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project, which would generate a minimum of 200,000 MWh/y with a net capacity factor of 16 to 
18 percent.  The areas cleared of vegetation would be slightly less than for Alternative 4, an esti-
mated 100 acres.  T he ar ea p ermanently co vered b y at -grade i tems w ould a lso be s lightly 
reduced f rom Alternative 4, less t han 10 acr es.  P roject details ar e p rovided in S ection 2.5.4 
(Structures and Facilities) for the Alternative 4.  Construction, operation and maintenance, and 
decommissioning information is provided in Sections 2.5.5 through 2.5.7.  Because Alternative 6 
would not require use of two separate parcels of land, the alternative would not require an under-
ground electrical connection. 

2.8 ALTERNATIVE 7: HIGH-PROFILE REDUCED FOOTPRINT SOLAR PROJECT 

Alternative 7 would be  c onstructed within th e s ame p roject boundaries as  A lternative 6, as 
shown on Figure 2-10, Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint Solar Project, in Appendix A.  Alterna-
tive 7 w ould e ncompass an e stimated 1,044 acres a nd w ould be  a n estimated 125–135 MW 
nominal cap acity p roject, w hich w ould g enerate a m inimum of 260,00 0 M Wh/y w ith a  ne t 
capacity factor or 22 to 26 percent.  Project details are provided in Section 2.5.4 (Structures and 
Facilities), w ith t he onl y exception being t he o verall height of  t he pa nels f or A lternative 7.  
Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 
15 feet, as shown in Figure 2-11 in Appendix A.  Construction, operation and maintenance, and 
decommissioning information is provided in Sections 2.5.5 through 2.5.7.  Because Alternative 7 
would not require use of two separate parcels of land, the alternative would not require an under-
ground electrical connection. 

2.9 ALTERNATIVE A: NO GEN-TIE 

This No Gen-Tie Alternative under NEPA defines the scenario that would exist if the proposed 
gen-tie line were not constructed and no new or additional plan amendment was issued.  If this 
No Gen-Tie Alternative is selected, the construction and operational impacts of the gen-tie line 
would not occur.  T here would be no d isturbance of the ground at the tower locations and pull 
sites, no d isturbance of desert vegetation and habitat, and no i nstallation of transmission equip-
ment.  T his N o G en-Tie A lternative would a lso e liminate a ny contributions t o c umulative 
impacts on environmental resources.  This No Gen-Tie Alternative is inherent in the solar project 
no action and no project alternatives (Alternatives 1 through 3), but is introduced to provide a no 
action baseline for evaluating the potential environmental impacts of the gen-tie action Alterna-
tives B through E. 

2.10 ALTERNATIVE B: PROPOSED GEN-TIE LINE (SHARED TOWERS) 

As shown in Figure 2-12 in Appendix A, the proposed gen-tie, Alternative B, would utilize trans-
mission infrastructure developed for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) project by sharing 
the approved transmission towers for the Desert Sunlight Project.  For the EIS, the environmental 
baseline, also known as the “affected environment” is the existing physical conditions at the time 
that e nvironmental analysis commences, o r S eptember of 2011 .  A s s uch, t he b aseline is th e 
existing physical environment in the Chuckwalla Valley, with the approved Desert Sunlight gen-
tie that h as not yet be en c onstructed.  For t he purposes of  t he N EPA analysis, Alternative B 
would therefore constitute the construction and o peration of a transmission line along t he 
approved alignment for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm’s gen-tie line.  Portions of the proposed 
gen-tie line would not be located in a designated utility corridor (see figure 2-1).  However the 
CDCA Plan would be amended to grant permission to construct outside utility corridor. 
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2.10.1 Actions or Elements Common to All Action Alternatives 

The gen-tie l ine A lternatives B, C, D, and E  w ould s hare e lements.  T he t ransmission support 
structures would be identical for each alternative.  S imilarly the types of construction activities 
would be the same for each activity, although the location and specific engineering requirements 
would differ based on the existing conditions along the ROW.  Details regarding the tower selec-
tions, construction operation, and decommissioning activities is provided in Section 2.10, Alter-
native B: P roposed Gen-Tie (S hared T owers) and are a pplicable for A lternatives C, D, and E.  
Any d ifferences in c onstruction, operation, and d ecommissioning activities for t he a lternatives 
have been identified in the sections that follow. 

Applicant Measures (AM) are considered design features and performance commitments by the 
Applicant, and are incorporated into the project design.  A ll AMs for the proposed gen-tie l ine 
(see Table 2-5) would be required for Alternatives B, C, D, and E. 

2.10.2 Overview 

Alternative B would involve c onstruction, o peration, a nd eventual d ecommissioning of a  220  
kilovolt (kV) t ransmission generation tie (gen-tie) l ine, which would begin on t he west s ide of  
the solar project site, turn south along the west side of Kaiser Road, turn east just north of Desert 
Center, and run south across I-10 to the Red Bluff Substation.  Along Kaiser Road, the center of 
the 16 0-foot t ransmission line R OW w ould be  l ocated an e stimated 120 t o 130  feet f rom th e 
centerline of the paved roadbed, within the county road ROW on BLM land.  One mile south of 
Oasis Road, the l ine would turn east, running along the north side of the section lines dividing 
BLM-managed l and f rom p rivate land.  After 0.7 miles, th e lin e w ould turn s outheast f or 0.7 
miles, due east for 3.5 miles, then south for 0.8 miles to the Red Bluff Substation.  Alternative B 
would align parallel and to the south of an existing BLM open route, along BLM-administered 
land.  T he s ame a ccess road w ould b e us ed for m aintenance of bot h the D esert H arvest an d 
Desert Sunlight gen-tie l ines and the gen-tie l ines would be  maintained concurrently using the 
same maintenance service provider. 

Of the 12.1-mile ROW, 11.4 miles would be on BLM land (with 6 of these miles within a fede-
rally designated u tility corridor), 0.6 m iles would be  on l and ow ned i n f ee b y M WD a nd 0.5  
miles would be on l and owned in fee by Riverside County.  The Applicant would enter into a  
land license agreement, lease, or permanent easement with MWD for the portions on land owned 
in fee by MWD, and would rely on this EIS to satisfy the CEQA obligations of MWD.  Riverside 
County would i ssue a n Encroachment Permit f or th e p ortions on l and ow ned i n f ee b y t he 
County and for access into the County road ROW, in addition to issuing a Public Use Permit for 
the MWD- and privately owned lands. 

The 160-foot-wide corridor and additional fan-shaped areas at corners used for wire stringing for 
Alternative B would e ncompass 256 acr es.  T he t otal l ength of  A lternative B would be  12.1 
miles.  The elevation of the Alternative B alignment varies from 690 to 833 feet above mean sea 
level.  An estimated 73 transmission structures would be required for this alternative, including 
65 tangents and 8 dead-ends.  Five splicing locations and 20 guard structures would be used dur-
ing construction.  P ermanent access roads would be constructed in order to provide access for 
maintenance of the gen-tie, as  needed.  T able 2-6 provides a lis t of major gen-tie components, 
along with the acreage required for each component.  
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Table 2-6. Alternative B – Description of Components  

Project Facility or Component Dimensions 
Percent of  

Gen-Tie Corridor 
Gen-tie line corridor Width: 160 feet plus additional fan-shaped areas at corners 

Length: 12.1 miles 
ROW Area: up to 256 acres 

100 

Permanent disturbance (within corridor) 92 acres 35.9 
Total transmission structure footprint  2,743 square feet (0.06 acres) < 0.1 
Individual transmission structure footprint Tangent structure: 28.3 square feet; dead-end: 113.1 square feet < 0.1 
Permanent access roads Width: 14 feet 

Length: 7.3 miles 
12.4 acres 

4.8 

Temporary access roads Width: 14 feet 
Length: 13.1 miles 
22.2 acres 

8.7 

The Applicant would use steel monopoles for the gen-tie line, the same as the approved Desert 
Sunlight gen-tie poles; see Figures 2-13a and 2-13b in Appendix A.  Poles are expected to be 135 
feet tall.  Typical spans between poles would be 900 to 1,100 feet.  Self-weathering steel would 
be used for the monopoles, which are intended to blend with the surrounding mountains.  T he 
ultimate d epth of  e xcavation for pol es w ould d epend on de tailed geotechnical studies; t ypical 
excavation depths for poles of this voltage range from 20 to 30 feet below ground surface. 

Based on the p roject requirements, access, t errain, and l imited available geotechnical informa-
tion, i t i s expected that direct embedded foundations would be used for tangent s tructures, and 
anchor-bolted drilled shaft foundations for angle and dead-end structures.  Vibrated casing foun-
dations may also be used, depending on the results of planned further geotechnical investigation. 

Telecommunication Equipment 

As de scribed f or A lternative 4, telecommunication equipment for t he solar f acility w ould be 
located within the on-site substation structure.  All fiber optic communication lines necessary to 
support the on -site te lecommunication equipment would be l ocated on t he same pol es used to 
support the gen-tie line and would be installed concurrently with the gen-tie line.  The communi-
cation lines would originate from the on-site project substation and terminate into the SCE com-
munication equipment at the Red Bluff substation. 

2.10.3 Construction Activities 

Construction of Alternative B would cause both temporary and permanent disturbance within a 
construction corridor estimated at a width of 160 feet, plus additional fan-shaped areas at  each 
turn i n t he alignment with r adii of  450 f eet n eeded for wire s tringing.  T he permanent distur-
bance associated with Alternative B would b e l imited to t he f oundations of  t he t ransmission 
structures, t he footprint of t he access road, and t wo 75-foot b y 200-foot areas a ssociated with 
each fan-shaped stringing area, as described previously. 

Preconstruction Surveys 

Preconstruction survey work w ould c onsist of  preconstruction biological clearance surveys, 
staking structure locations, and flagging the ROW. 
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Construction Mobilization 

Upon notice to proceed, the contractor and construction management would assemble their on-
site m anagement and c onstruction staff at a t emporary office i ncluding phone, f ax, a nd d ata 
lines, t o be l ocated in, or near t he construction area.  T he contractor and construction subcon-
tractors would have separate field offices. 

A laydown yard would be prepared for storage of materials.  A  material manager would inven-
tory received material.  Yard staff would load the transport trailers that would deliver the mate-
rial to the field.  A dditional yards may be established to serve as material marshaling facilities, 
crew as sembly l ocations, a nd e quipment yards.  T hese yards w ould a ll be  w ithin t he p roject 
footprint and would not require any additional ground disturbance.  O ver a 12-month construc-
tion period, the gen-tie workforce will average 30 employees and no more than 65 employees at 
any one point. 

A total of 240 material deliveries are expected during the construction period for the gen-tie line.  
Material deliveries expected during gen-tie line construction are detailed in Table 2-7.   

Table 2-7. Material Deliveries During Construction – Gen-Tie Line  

Materials Delivered 
Truck  

Deliveries Truck Type Duration Construction Phase 
Transmission structures 54 Semi-truck w/flatbed 1.5 months Mobilization through foundation installation 
Conductor, ground wire, 
optical ground wire 

27 Semi-truck w/flatbed 1 month Mobilization through foundation installation 

Concrete 147 Concrete truck 2 months Foundation installation 
Miscellaneous material  10 Semi-truck w/flatbed 1 month Mobilization through foundation installation 

All material deliveries are expected to arrive via I-10 from the west.  The equipment expected to 
be used on-site during gen-tie line construction is detailed in Table 2-8. 

Table 2-8. Construction Equipment and Vehicles – Gen-Tie Line  

Construction Phase(s) Equipment Pieces 

Average  
Hours Used  

per Day Purpose 
Start of foundation installation through 
wire installation 

5,000-gallon water truck 1 8 General servicing & dust mitigation 

Start of foundation installation through 
wire installation 

Service truck 1 8 General servicing & dust mitigation 

Start of foundation installation through 
wire installation 

Mechanic truck 2 8 General servicing & dust mitigation 

Stake structures and foundation 
installation 

Enclosed material trailers 4 Parked Material handling & material yard / 
hauling equipment 

Stake structures and foundation 
installation 

40-ton crane 1 4 Material handling & material yard / 
hauling equipment 

Stake structures and foundation 
installation 

4x4 forklifts 2 4 Material handling & material yard / 
hauling equipment 

Stake structures, foundation 
installation, ROW restoration & cleanup 

1-ton crew cab 1 8 Access road / clearing crew / ROW 
restoration 
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Table 2-8. Construction Equipment and Vehicles – Gen-Tie Line  

Construction Phase(s) Equipment Pieces 

Average  
Hours Used  

per Day Purpose 
Stake structures, foundation 
installation, ROW restoration & cleanup 

¾-ton pickup 2 8 Access road / clearing crew / ROW 
restoration 

Stake structures, foundation 
installation, ROW restoration & cleanup 

Bulldozers 2 8 Access road / clearing crew / ROW 
restoration 

Stake structures, foundation 
installation, ROW restoration & cleanup 

Backhoes 1 4 Access road / clearing crew / ROW 
restoration 

Stake structures, foundation 
installation, ROW restoration & cleanup 

Dump truck 1 4 Access road / clearing crew / ROW 
restoration 

Stake structures, foundation 
installation, ROW restoration & cleanup 

Steel wheel/smooth drum 
roller 

1 6 Access road / clearing crew / ROW 
restoration 

Stake structures, foundation 
installation, ROW restoration & cleanup 

Road grader 1 2 Access road / clearing crew / ROW 
restoration 

Stake structures, foundation 
installation, ROW restoration & cleanup 

10,000-gallon water truck 1 4 Access road / clearing crew / ROW 
restoration 

Foundation installation 1-ton crew cab 4 8 Foundation crews (2) 
Foundation installation ¾-ton pickup 3 8 Foundation crews (2) 
Foundation installation Drilling rig 2 8 Foundation crews (2) 
Foundation installation 40-ton crane 2 4 Foundation crews (2) 
Foundation installation Forklifts 2 4 Foundation crews (2) 
Foundation installation Towed trailers 2 Parked Foundation crews (2) 
Foundation installation Water pump 2 1 Foundation crews (2) 
Foundation installation Bulldozers 2 2 Foundation crews (2) 
Foundation installation Front-end wheel loaders 2 6 Foundation crews (2) 
Foundation installation Road tractor w/lowboy 

trailer 
2 2 Foundation crews (2) 

Foundation installation Air compressors 2 2 Foundation crews (2) 
Foundation installation Rock hammer 1 As required Foundation crews (2) 
Foundation installation Mobile mixer 1 As required Foundation crews (2) 
Foundation installation Water truck or 

transportable holding tank 
w/sufficient capacity to 
retrieve polymer slurry 

1 As required Foundation crews (2) 

Foundation installation 1-ton crew cab 2 8 Setting crew 
Foundation installation ¾-ton pickup 1 8 Setting crew 
Foundation installation 100-ton crane 1 8 Setting crew 
Foundation installation Forklift 1 6 Setting crew 

Gen-Tie Access Road Clearing and Construction 

Access roads would be developed to ac cess Alternative B.  This would i nclude the permanent 
roads to the new transmission structure locations and temporary roads for construction.  Larger 
temporary areas around the structures would be necessary during construction to accommodate 
pole as sembly an d erection.  C learing an d grading would also be  n eeded f or w ire s etup s ites.  
Puller and tensioner sites would require a large, fairly level area to safely accommodate all the 
equipment required on a wire stringing operation.  It is assumed that each location of a tensioner 
and conductor would occupy an area 100 feet in width by 450 feet in length.  These sites may be 
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constructed in conjunction with the access roads and would be determined once the wire pul ls 
have b een planned.  A cleared a rea d irectly b ehind each  o utside an gle o f d ead-end t owers i s 
required to maintain the 3:1 wire-stringing ratio.  During the construction period, no disturbance 
beyond the clearing limits would be allowed. 

Preventative measures to minimize wind transport of soil would be implemented.  Dust abatement 
would be accomplished through watering. 

Foundation Installation 

Three types of foundations may be used for construction of Alternative B: drilled shaft anchor-
bolted foundations, drilled shaft embedded foundations, and vibrated steel casings.  The first two 
methods i nvolve c onstructing t he f oundations on -site.  T he t hird m ethod i nvolves us ing pr e-
fabricated components for the foundation. 

Grounding 

The grounding crew would follow behind the erection crew, installing the grounding.  Grounding 
consists of c onnecting th e e lectrically c onductive e lements o f a t ransmission line to  th e earth.  
This i s done in order to create a p ath of least resistance in case there i s an  electrical failure or 
lightning s trike a long the line.  T ypical grounding consists of i nstallation of a  ground rod and 
connecting the rod to the structure with a wire. 

Framing Structures 

Structures w ould be  ha uled, a ssembled, and erected at  t he d esignated s ite i n t he c onventional 
manner.  Structures would be picked up from the material storage yard, hauled to various struc-
ture sites o r marshaling yards and unl oaded.  Structures w ould b e a ssembled i n s ections on  
cribbing that would provide for the proper alignment of the steel members.  Steel sections would 
be laid out with hydraulic cranes.  T he pole base and top sections would be assembled at  each 
structure site. 

Setting Structure/Erection 

A crane would be used for pole erection to set the pole base sections on the anchor bolts or into 
the dr illed s haft hol e, d epending on t he t ype o f f oundation.  T he crew w ould ha ve an a ir 
compressor and air guns for tightening anchor bolt nuts while maintaining level and plumb. 

Guard Structures 

Wood pole guard structures would be erected at each road or utility line crossing or at other areas 
along the ROW where guard s tructure crossing s tructures a re required.  Guard poles would be  
required at all energized crossings and roads where there is a hazard to people and traffic.  Guard 
pole structures are temporary and would be removed after the conductors have been dead-ended 
and clipped. 

Wire Stringing 

Conventional wire stringing is assumed for Alternative B.  Wire stringing includes all activities 
associated with the installation of conductors onto transmission structures and includes the instal-
lation of primary conductor, ground wire, and hardware assemblies.  A  standard wire stringing 
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plan includes a  s equenced program of events s tarting with determination of the length o f wire 
pulls and wire pull equipment set-up positions.  Wire pulling is one of the stringing activities and 
requires special equipment to pull the wire through wire sheaves and rollers temporarily installed 
on t he t ransmission structures.  W ire s plicing is  n eeded to  s plice to gether c onductor wire (o r 
ground wire) to form longer segments of conductor between pulling locations. 

Final inspection and testing would need to be coordinated with functional checkout and commis-
sioning of the substation equipment at each end of the line. 

The ROW would be cleared of all construction materials and equipment and the end of construction. 

Construction Schedule 

Construction of A lternative B would be gin in 2013 (depending on Record of  Decision (ROD) 
issuance) and would last for an estimated 12 months.  Gen-tie construction would occur concur-
rently with Desert Sunlight, if feasible. 

2.10.4 Operations and Maintenance 

DHSP operations and maintenance personnel would perform periodic maintenance of the gen-tie 
line, and no additional personnel would be required.  Operation and maintenance of the proposed 
project gen-tie line would involve periodic inspection via helicopter or truck.  The transmission 
lines would be maintained on an as-needed basis and would include maintenance of access roads 
and erosion/drainage control structures. 

All te lecommunications e quipment would be  operated and maintained b y s ite personnel.  P re-
ventative maintenance of telecommunications infrastructure would typically be scheduled every 
year to ensure system reliability and performance. 

2.10.5 Decommissioning of Facility 

Conditions are likely to change over the course of a p roject lifespan of 30 years or more, and a 
final Decommissioning Plan would be developed in the future prior to facility closure based on 
conditions as they occur at that time.  The reclamation measures provided in the Decommission-
ing Plan would be developed with the goal to return the land to its previous, pre-ROW, condition 
and to e nsure p rotection of t he e nvironment a nd p ublic health a nd s afety and t o c omply with 
applicable laws, ordinances, regulations, and standards. 

In general, the project’s Decommissioning Plan would address: 
 BLM’s planned future use of the land and the methods of and need to return the land it its pre-

ROW condition.  This is with the understanding that the gen-tie may be co-located on towers 
with another ROW holder that may still have an on-going use for the towers and road. 

 Proposed decommissioning and reclamation measures for the project and associated facilities; 

 Activities necessary for site restoration/re-vegetation; 

 Removal of equipment and facilities through reuse or recycling if available, or on-site reuse if 
there is a need of this use by another entity; 

 Procedures for reuse, recycling, or disposal of facility components; collection and disposal of 
hazardous wastes; and use or disposal of unused chemicals; 
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 Costs associated with the planned decommissioning activities; and 

 Conformance with applicable laws, ordinances, regulations, and standards. 

The Decommissioning Plan would be developed in coordination with the BLM and submitted to 
the BLM for review and approval prior to final closure of the facility. 

2.11 ALTERNATIVE C: SEPARATE TRANSMISSION TOWERS WITHIN SAME ROW 

Portions of  the Alternative C gen-tie l ine would not  be located in a  designated utility corridor.  
Construction of those portions of Alternative C on BLM-administered land would require a Plan 
Amendment to the CDCA Plan.  Figure 2-1 (Project Overview) shows the portions of the gen-tie 
alternatives, i ncluding Alternative C, w hich would be  l ocated on BLM-administered l and a nd 
outside of  a  BLM designated u tility corridor.  A to tal o f 5 .4 miles o f Alternative C would b e 
located on BLM l and o utside a  d esignated u tility c orridor, a nd a n additional 6 m iles w ould 
require 60 feet of additional ROW width that would be outside of a designated utility corridor. 

2.11.1 Overview 

As shown in Figure 2-14 in Appendix A, unlike Alternative B, which involves the co-location on 
the approved t ransmission towers for the Desert Sunlight Project, Alternative C would parallel 
the approved DSSF gen-tie line, and would be located on separate towers within a wider ROW.  
The same number of towers in a nearly identical alignment to that of the DSSF towers would be 
constructed.  The Alternative C alignment would be the same as that described for Alternative B 
in Section 2.10 but would be located an estimated 100 feet west of the DSSF towers, in a wider 
ROW.  The Alternative C ROW would extend west of the approved DSSF gen-tie ROW, 60 feet 
into t he a djacent Chuckwalla DWMA to accommodate wind s way o f o verhanging conductors 
over t he D WMA b oundary.  No pl anned t emporary or p ermanent ground d isturbance would 
occur w ithin t he D WMA; g round d isturbance in t he D WMA w ould oc cur onl y d uring emer-
gency maintenance.  The acces s route to t he t owers would be on unpa ved r oads f rom K aiser 
Road. 

A laydown yard would be prepared for storage of materials.  A  material manager would inven-
tory received material.  Yard staff would load the transport trailers that would deliver the mate-
rial to the field.  A dditional yards may be established to serve as material marshaling facilities, 
crew as sembly l ocations, a nd e quipment yards.  T hese yards w ould a ll be  w ithin t he p roject 
footprint and would not require any additional ground disturbance. 

Construction of Alternative C would occur on the same schedule as Alternative B. 

2.11.2 Construction, Operation, and Decommissioning Activities 

Construction, operation, and maintenance of Alternative C would be identical to that described 
for Alternative B, except f or some a dditional ground d isturbance required f or t he ne w t ower 
locations, pulling stations, and dead-end poles.  As with Alternative B, pulling stations and dead-
end poles will require an additional 450-foot fan-shaped area for construction equipment.  Tem-
porary ground disturbance for the alternative would be 256 a cres and permanent ground distur-
bance would be 92 acres. 
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2.12 ALTERNATIVE D: CROSS-VALLEY ALIGNMENT OF GEN-TIE LINE 

Portions of the Alternative D gen-tie l ine would not be located in a  designated utility corridor.  
Construction of those portions of Alternative D on BLM-administered land would require a Plan 
Amendment to the CDCA Plan.  Figure 2-1 (Project Overview) shows the portions of the gen-tie 
alternatives, i ncluding Alternative D, wh ich would be  l ocated on BLM-administered l and a nd 
outside of  a  BLM d esignated u tility corridor.  A  total of  3.9 m iles of  Alternative D would be  
located on BLM land outside a designated utility corridor. 

2.12.1 Overview 

As s hown on Figure 2-15 in A ppendix A, A lternative D would pa rallel t he a pproved D esert 
Sunlight gen-tie line for 2,400 feet along the east side of Kaiser Road until intersecting with the 
existing SCE transmission line ROW.  Alternative D would turn southeast and run parallel to the 
existing transmission ROW for 7.2 miles, then turn south for 0.6 miles, continuing due west for 
0.5 miles until it turns south across I-10 and continues 1,000 feet (not along any existing feature) 
to Red Bluff Substation.  T he center of the new line would be located 140 t o 150 f eet from the 
centerline of the existing SCE line, but would not be within the SCE ROW. 

Along Kaiser Road, the center of the 160-foot transmission line ROW would be located an esti-
mated 120 to 130 feet east from the center of the paved roadbed, on BLM land.  The new trans-
mission line would cross over or  under the existing SCE l ine, subject to agreement with SCE, 
and then turn southeast along the south side of the corridor.  The land ownership of the 160-foot-
wide transmission easement would be as follows: 

 From mile 0.0 to mile 0.5 on MWD land; 
 From mile 0.5 to mile 2.3 on BLM land; 
 From mile 2.3 to mile 5.0 on private land; 
 From mile 5.0 to mile 5.6 on BLM land; 
 From mile 5.6 to mile 6.6 on private land; and 
 From mile 6.6 to mile 10.1 on BLM land into the Substation. 

Of the 10.1-mile ROW, a total of 6 miles would be on BLM land and 4.1 miles would be on pri-
vate land.  For the portions on private land, 20 separate parcels would be crossed.  The Applicant 
has not  a cquired l and r ights f or a ll o f t hese p arcels, an d would pursue e asements t hrough 
negotiations with the owners.  Riverside County would issue a Public Use Permit for the MWD 
land a nd p rivate land c rossings a nd a n E ncroachment Permit f or a ccess i nto t he C ounty r oad 
ROW.  Both MWD and the County would rely on this EIS to satisfy their CEQA obligations. 

The 160-foot-wide corridor and additional fan-shaped areas at corners used for wire stringing for 
Alternative D would encompass 226 acres.  The total length of Alternative D is 10.1 miles.  The 
elevation of Alternative D varies from 592 t o 765 feet above mean sea level.  An estimated 59 
transmission structures would be required for this alternative, including 51 tangents and 8 dead-
ends.  F our s plicing l ocations a nd 16 g uard s tructures w ould be  us ed t emporarily during con-
struction.  Permanent access roads would be constructed to provide access for maintenance of the 
gen-tie, as needed.  Table 2-9 below provides a list of major gen-tie components, along with the 
acreage required for each component. 
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Table 2-9. Alternative D – Project Facilities, Components, and Percent of Gen-Tie Corridor 

Project Facility or Component Dimensions 
Percent of 

Gen-Tie Corridor 
Gen-tie line Corridor Width: 160 feet and additional fan-shaped areas at corners 

Length: 10.5 miles 
Area: 226 acres 

100 

Permanent disturbance 86 acres 38.1 
Total transmission structure footprint  2,345 square feet (0.05 acre) < 0.1 
Individual transmission structure footprint Tangent Structure: 28.3 square feet Dead-end: 113.1 square feet < 0.1 
Permanent access roads Width: 14 feet 

Length: 9.9 miles 
Area: 16.8 acres 

7.4 

Temporary access roads Width: 14 feet 
Length: 10.8 mile 
Acres: 18.2 acres 

8.1 

2.12.2 Construction, Operation, and Decommissioning Activities 

Construction, operation, and maintenance of Alternative D would be identical to that described 
for Alternative B, except it w ould require slightly less temporary and permanent ground distur-
bance.  As wi th A lternative B, pul ling s tations an d d ead-end pol es w ill r equire a n a dditional 
450-foot fan-shaped area for construction equipment.  However, because it would require new 
access routes for the transmission line, Alternative D would require about 3,700 c ubic yards of 
aggregate.  The gen-tie staging area would be located along the ROW and would require another 
2,000 cubic yards of aggregate. 

2.13 ALTERNATIVE E: NEW CROSS-VALLEY ALIGNMENT 

Portions of  the Alternative E gen-tie l ine would not  be located in a  designated utility corridor.  
Construction of those portions of Alternative E on BLM-administered land would require a Plan 
Amendment to the CDCA Plan.  Figure 2-1 (Project Overview) shows the portions of the gen-tie 
alternatives, i ncluding Alternative E, w hich would be  l ocated on BLM-administered l and and 
outside of  a  B LM d esignated utility corridor.  A  t otal of  5.4 m iles of  Alternative E would be  
located on BLM land outside a designated utility corridor. 

2.13.1 Overview 

As s hown on F igure 2-16 in A ppendix A, A lternative E w ould e xit the south e nd of  t he solar 
facility site a t a  point 0 .8 m iles f rom its s outheast c orner at a s ubstation location shown on  
Figure 2-17 in Appendix A.  It would travel southeast for 1.8 miles across properties owned in fee 
by MWD then turn east for 0.5 miles across MWD and BLM land, then run south for 0.25 miles 
until just before Highway 177.  Alternative E would then turn southeast for 0.3  miles crossing 
over Highway 177 then travel due east for 1.75 miles over the MWD property and BLM land.  It 
would then turn southeast for 1.3 miles, then due south for 3.8 miles.  Alternative E would then 
turn west for 1.75 miles crossing the I-10 to reach the Red Bluff Substation. 

The 160-foot transmission line ROW is an overland route that does not follow any existing road or 
improved ut ility ROW features.  T he new t ransmission line would have to cross over or unde r the 
existing SCE line in one location, subject to agreement with SCE.  A  crossing of Riverside County 
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ROW (Rice Road/CR 177 is also required.  The land ownership of the 160-foot-wide transmission 
easement would be as follows: 

 From mile 0 to mile 2.2 on MWD land; 
 From mile 2.2 to mile 2.4 on BLM land; 
 From mile 2.4 to mile 4.2 on MWD land and would require crossing Rice Road; 
 From mile 4.2 to mile 6.2 on BLM land; 
 From mile 6.2 to mile 6.45 on MWD land; and 
 From mile 6.45 to mile 11.5 on BLM land into the Substation. 

Of the 11.5-mile ROW, a total of 7.2 miles would be on BLM land and 4.3 miles would be on 
private land under t he administration of M WD.  A total o f 7 MWD pa rcels w ould be  crossed.  
Applicant has not acquired land rights for all of these parcels.  Riverside County would issue a Public 
Use P ermit f or t he M WD l and a nd a n e ncroachment permit f or c rossing t he Count y roa d RO W.  
Both MWD and the County would rely on this EIS to satisfy their CEQA obligations. 

The 160-foot-wide corridor and additional fan-shaped areas at corners used for wire stringing for 
Alternative E would encompass 244 acres.  The total length of Alternative E is 11.5 miles.  The 
elevation of Alternative E varies from 484 to 770 feet above mean sea level.  An estimated 62 
transmission structures would be required for this alternative, including 51 tangents and 11 dead-
ends.  Five splicing locations and 20 guard structures would be used during construction.  Perma-
nent access roads would be constructed in order to provide access for maintenance of the gen-tie, 
as n eeded.  T able 2 -10 provides a  lis t o f ma jor gen-tie c omponents, a long w ith t he a creage 
required for each component. 

Table 2-10. Alternative E – Description of Components 

Project Facility or Component Dimensions 
Percent of  

Gen-Tie Corridor 
gen-tie line Corridor Width: 160 feet plus additional fan-shaped areas at corners 

Length: 11.0 miles 
ROW Area: up to 244 acres 

100 

Permanent disturbance (within corridor) 85 35 
Total transmission structure footprint  2,687 square feet (0.06 acres) < 0.1 
Individual transmission structure footprint Tangent structure: 28.3 square feet; dead-end: 113.1 square feet < 0.1 
Permanent access roads Width: 14 feet 

Length: 11 miles 
18.7 acres 

4.8 

Temporary access roads N/A 0 

The Applicant proposes to use steel monopoles for the gen-tie line.  Poles are expected to be 135 
feet tall.  Typical spacing between structures would be 900 to 1,100 f eet.  Self-weathering steel 
would be used for the monopoles, which are intended to blend with the surrounding mountains. 

2.13.2 Construction, Operation, and Maintenance Activities 

Construction, operation, and maintenance of Alternative E would be identical to that described 
for Alternative B, except for it would require slightly less temporary and permanent ground dis-
turbance.  As with Alternative B, pulling stations and dead-end poles will require an additional 
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450-foot fan-shaped area for construction equipment.  However, because it would require new 
access routes for the t ransmission line, Alternative E would require about 3,700 c ubic yards of 
aggregate.  A nother 2,0 00 c ubic yards of  aggregate w ould be  r equired for t he gen-tie s taging 
area, which would be located along the ROW. 

2.14 SUMMARY COMPARISON OF EFFECTS BY ALTERNATIVE 

Table 2 -11 p resents a comparison among th e solar f acility a ction a lternatives.  T able 2 -12 
presents a c omparison among the gen-tie action alternatives.  T able 2-13 presents a c omparison 
of solar facility and gen-tie action alternative combinations, building upon what is presented in 
Tables 2-11 and 2-12.  For simplicity, numerical codes and shades of gray are used to indicate 
the severity and magnitude of direct, indirect, and cumulative environmental effects.  For NEPA, 
a lower number and a lighter shade represents a less severe and a s maller magnitude of adverse 
environmental effects.  For CEQA, a l ower number and a l ighter shade represents an  environ-
mentally superior action alternative combination.  The information regarding CEQA significance 
and e nvironmental superiority is p rovided for future us e b y C EQA Lead and R esponsible 
Agencies and is not required under NEPA. 

The combination of action alternatives that would have the fewest and least severe direct, indi-
rect, a nd c umulative environmental effects is  s olar f acility Alternative 6 ( Reduced F ootprint) 
plus gen-tie Alternative B (Shared Gen-Tie), or Alternative 6-B. 

Alternative 6-B would have un avoidable adverse ef fects o n A ir R esources (exceed P M10, 
VOC, CO, NOx thresholds during construction), Vegetation Resources (direct effects on special 
status plants), Wildlife Resources (loss and fragmentation of habitat for special status species and 
displacement of w ildlife), C ultural R esources (effects o n N RHP-eligible r esources and p oten-
tially buried resources), Noise and Vibration (construction and decommissioning traffic noise), 
Recreation (reduce Wilderness experience), Visual Resources (land scarring, contrast, degrada-
tion of scenic vistas), Water Resources (contribute to overdraft conditions if adequate mitigation 
is infeasible). 

A complete No Action alternative is a combination of Alternative 1: No Action Alternative (No 
Plan Amendment) and Alternative A: No Gen-Tie, or Alternative 1-A.  Alternative 1-A would 
not preclude future solar development on the project location; therefore it is possible that another 
project proponent would submit a ROW application to the BLM for use of the site for solar gene-
ration or other land uses, such as mining, livestock grazing, recreation, and energy. 

There are two complete No Project with Plan Amendment alternatives under NEPA: Alternative 
2-A, which is a combination of Alternative 2: No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to 
Find the Site Suitable for Solar Energy Development) and Alternative A: No Gen-Tie; or, Alter-
native 3-A, which is a combination of Alternative 3: No Project Alternative (with Plan Amend-
ment to Find the Site Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) and Alternative A: No Gen-Tie.  
Under A lternative 2 -A, the pr oposed s olar f acility would not be  a pproved, a nd a  C DCA P lan 
Amendment would find the site suitable for large-scale solar energy development.  With such an 
amendment, a similar solar project could be proposed on t he project site in the future.  P roject 
impacts associated with such a future project would be analyzed at the time such a project is pro-
posed.  The project site would remain available for other types of uses allowable on BLM land, 
including mining, recreation, utilities, and other energy development. 
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Table 2-11. Comparison of Solar Facility Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative 4 (1,208 acres) 

Alternative 5  
(WHMA excluded – 1,161 acres) 

Alternative 6  
(southern parcel excluded –  
1,044 acres) 

Alternative 7  
(southern parcels excluded, high-
profile panels – 1,044 acres) 

Air Resources  A larger area would create 
greater air resource impacts 
from increased ground 
disturbance, construction 
requirements, and truck trips.  
These impacts would not be 
substantially larger as the size 
difference is slight and many 
workforce and construction 
requirements would not change. 

 Cumulative adverse impacts 
would be temporary and 
unavoidable during construction 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would be similar for all 
alternatives 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent* 

 The smaller area of this 
alternative would slightly reduce 
potential air resource impacts, 
but many construction 
requirements and practices that 
generate these impacts would 
be identical to Alternative 4.  The 
WHMA itself does not have any 
characteristics that make its 
exclusion further reduce air 
resource impacts. 

 Cumulative impacts would be 
temporary and unavoidable 
during construction 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would be similar across all 
alternatives 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 The smaller area of this 
alternative would slightly reduce 
potential air resource impacts, 
but many construction 
requirements and practices that 
generate these impacts would 
be identical to Alternative 4.  The 
southern parcel itself does not 
have any characteristics that 
make its exclusion further 
reduce air impacts. 

 Cumulative impacts would be 
temporary and unavoidable 
during construction 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would be similar across all 
alternatives 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 The smaller area of this alternative 
would slightly reduce potential air 
resource impacts, but many 
construction requirements and 
practices that generate these 
impacts would be identical to 
Alternative 4.  The southern parcel 
and high-profile panels do not 
have any characteristics that 
further reduce air impacts. 

 Cumulative impacts would be 
temporary and unavoidable during 
construction 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would be similar across all 
alternatives 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 
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Table 2-11. Comparison of Solar Facility Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative 4 (1,208 acres) 

Alternative 5  
(WHMA excluded – 1,161 acres) 

Alternative 6  
(southern parcel excluded –  
1,044 acres) 

Alternative 7  
(southern parcels excluded, high-
profile panels – 1,044 acres) 

Biological 
Resources – 
Vegetation 

 A larger area would have a 
greater impact on vegetation and 
habitat on site.  Off-site impacts 
would be roughly equivalent to 
other alternatives.  The site 
would impact 259 acres of state 
jurisdictional areas, 113 acres of 
state-jurisdictional streambeds, 
and 180 acres of Blue Palo 
Verde Ironwood Woodland (a 
special status plant community). 

 Would remove special-status 
plants including Utah vine milk-
vetch, and desert unicorn-plant. 

 Cumulative effects: would 
contribute 661 acres of impact to 
Sonoran-Creosote Bush Scrub 
and 547 acres of impact to 
Desert Dry Wash Woodland 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alt 5) 

 A smaller area would slightly 
reduce impacts to vegetation.  
Impacts to state jurisdictional 
areas would be 254 acres, and 
impacts to state-jurisdictional 
streambeds would be 110 acres.  
These reductions are not large 
enough to substantially reduce 
the impacts of Alternative 4. 

 Would remove special-status 
plants including Utah vine milk-
vetch, and desert unicorn-plant. 

 Cumulative effects: would 
contribute 624 acres of impact to 
Sonoran-Creosote Bush Scrub 
and 537 acres of impact to 
Desert Dry Wash Woodland 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would be nearly identical to 
Alternative 4 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alt 4) 

 Alternative 6 would reduce 
impacts to on site habitat and 
vegetation.  Impacts to Blue Palo 
Verde–Ironwood Woodland, a 
special status plant community, 
would be substantially reduced 
to 98 acres (a 46 percent 
reduction in impacts).  Impacts 
to state-jurisdictional streambeds 
would be reduced to 79 acres, 
and total impacts to state 
jurisdictional areas would be 
reduced to 164 acres.  
Alternative 6 would not require 
use of two separate parcels of 
land and would not require an 
underground electrical 
connection across the wash. 

 Cumulative effects: would 
contribute 624 acres of impact to 
Sonoran-Creosote Bush Scrub 
and 420 acres of impact to 
Desert Dry Wash Woodland 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would exist, but would be 
reduced for special status 
species and state-jurisdictional 
areas 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 
(same as Alt 7) 

 Alternative 7 would reduce 
impacts to on site habitat and 
vegetation.  Impacts to Blue Palo 
Verde–Ironwood Woodland, a 
special status plant community, 
would be substantially reduced to 
98 acres (a 46 percent reduction 
in impacts).  Impacts to state-
jurisdictional streambeds would be 
reduced to 79 acres, and total 
impacts to state jurisdictional 
areas would be reduced to 164 
acres.  Alternative 6 would not 
require use of two separate 
parcels of land and would not 
require an underground electrical 
connection across the wash. 

  
 Cumulative effects: would 

contribute 624 acres of impact to 
Sonoran-Creosote Bush Scrub 
and 420 acres of impact to Desert 
Dry Wash Woodland 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would exist, but would be reduced 
for special status species and 
state-jurisdictional areas 

 CEQA: Environmentally 
Superior (same as Alt 6) 
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Table 2-11. Comparison of Solar Facility Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative 4 (1,208 acres) 

Alternative 5  
(WHMA excluded – 1,161 acres) 

Alternative 6  
(southern parcel excluded –  
1,044 acres) 

Alternative 7  
(southern parcels excluded, high-
profile panels – 1,044 acres) 

Biological 
Resources – 
Wildlife 

 A larger area would have a 
greater impact on wildlife habitat 
on site and wildlife movement.  
Off-site impacts would be 
roughly equivalent to other 
alternatives.  The site would 
impact 46 acres in the Palen-
Ford Wildlife Habitat 
Management Area 

 Cumulative effects: contribute 
1,208 acres impact desert 
tortoise habitat. 

 Cumulative effects: loss of 
habitat would be greater due to 
larger size of project. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alt 5) 

 A smaller area would slightly 
reduce impacts to wildlife 
habitat.  Project would avoid 
impacts to the Palen-Ford 
Wildlife Habitat Management 
Area.  These reductions are not 
large enough to substantially 
change the impacts of 
Alternative 4. 

 Cumulative effects: contribute 
1,161 acres impact to desert 
tortoise habitat. 

 Cumulative effects: loss of 
habitat would be similar to 
impacts of Alternative 4. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would be nearly identical to 
Alternative 4 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alt 4) 

 A smaller area would slightly 
reduce impacts to wildlife 
habitat.  Project would avoid 
impacts to Blue Palo Verde-
Ironwood Woodland in the 
southern parcel.  This habitat 
which provides habitat elements 
not available in the surrounding 
creosote scrub.  These 
reductions would reduce the 
impacts of Alternative 4. 

 Cumulative effects: contribute 
1,044 acres impact to desert 
tortoise habitat. 

 Cumulative effects: loss of 
habitat would be similar to 
impacts of Alternative 4. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would be nearly identical to 
Alternative 4 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 
(Same as Alt 7) 

 A smaller area would slightly 
reduce impacts to wildlife habitat.  
Project would avoid impacts to 
Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood 
Woodland in the southern parcel.  
This habitat which provides habitat 
elements not available in the 
surrounding creosote scrub.  
These reductions would reduce 
the impacts of Alternative 4. 

 Cumulative effects: contribute 
1,044 acres impact to desert 
tortoise habitat. 

 Cumulative effects: loss of habitat 
would be similar to impacts of 
Alternative 4. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would be nearly identical to 
Alternative 4 

 CEQA: Environmentally 
Superior (Same as Alt 7) 

Climate Change  This Alternative would generate 
greater greenhouse gas 
emissions due to increased 
demands for construction, 
transportation, and maintenance 
of a slightly larger area.  These 
impacts would not be 
substantially larger, however, as 
the size difference is slight and 
many workforce and 
construction requirements would 
not change. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 A slightly smaller area would 
generate slightly fewer 
greenhouse gas emissions.  
Many construction and 
transportation practices would 
be consistent with Alternative 4 
despite the reduction in size, and 
impacts would be nearly 
identical.  The WHMA itself does 
not have any characteristics that 
make its exclusion further 
reduce climate change impacts. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 A slightly smaller area would 
generate slightly fewer 
greenhouse gas emissions.  
Many construction and 
transportation practices would 
be consistent with Alternative 4 
despite the reduction in size, and 
impacts would be nearly 
identical.  The southern parcel 
itself does not have any 
characteristics that make its 
exclusion further reduce climate 
change impacts. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 A slightly smaller area would 
generate slightly fewer 
greenhouse gas emissions.  Many 
construction and transportation 
practices would be consistent with 
Alternative 4 despite the reduction 
in size, and impacts would be 
nearly identical.  The southern 
parcel itself does not have any 
characteristics that make its 
exclusion further reduce climate 
change impacts. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 
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Table 2-11. Comparison of Solar Facility Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative 4 (1,208 acres) 

Alternative 5  
(WHMA excluded – 1,161 acres) 

Alternative 6  
(southern parcel excluded –  
1,044 acres) 

Alternative 7  
(southern parcels excluded, high-
profile panels – 1,044 acres) 

Cultural Resources  Would adversely affect 
potentially one NRHP-eligible 
historic district, and potentially 
affect unknown buried 
resources. 

 Cumulative effects: contribute to 
unavoidable adverse effects in 
I-10 region and Southern 
California Desert Region 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

Same as Alt 4 as the disturbed area 
would be only marginally smaller. 
CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

Same as Alt 4 but a reduced 
footprint would likely reduce the 
total number of cultural resources 
impacted. 
CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

Same as Alt 4 but a reduced footprint 
would likely reduce the total number 
of cultural resources impacted. 
CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

Paleontological 
Resources 

 The geologic units present at the 
site have a high potential to 
contain vertebrate fossils and 
other paleontological resources.  
A larger area would have a 
greater potential for adverse 
direct effects on the resources. 

 The potential for indirect effects 
to paleontological resources is 
also high. 

 Cumulative effects would be 
adverse, but could result in an 
overall benefit to science 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Inferior  

Same as Alt 4 as the disturbed area 
would be only marginally smaller. 
CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Inferior  

Same as Alt 4 but a reduced 
footprint would likely reduce the 
total number of paleontological 
resources impacted. 
CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent  

Same as Alt 4 but a reduced footprint 
would likely reduce the total number 
of paleontological resources 
impacted. 
CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 

Equivalent 
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Table 2-11. Comparison of Solar Facility Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative 4 (1,208 acres) 

Alternative 5  
(WHMA excluded – 1,161 acres) 

Alternative 6  
(southern parcel excluded –  
1,044 acres) 

Alternative 7  
(southern parcels excluded, high-
profile panels – 1,044 acres) 

Fire and Fuels 
Management 

 Alternative 4 would have a 
slightly larger impact on fire and 
fuels management due to the 
larger area of impact and the fire 
risks of additional equipment and 
workforce.  Quantifying this 
increased risk precisely is not 
possible, but it would not be 
significantly greater. 

 Indirect effects: non-native plant 
invasion increases susceptibility 
to wildfire 

 Cumulative effects: Project 
would contribute to risk of 
increased fire frequency 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative 5 would have a 
slightly reduced impact on fire 
and fuels management due to 
the smaller area of impact and 
lower equipment and workforce 
requirements.  Many 
construction practices would be 
identical to Alternative 4.  The 
WHMA itself does not have any 
characteristics that make its 
exclusion further reduce fire risk. 

 Indirect effects: non-native plant 
invasion increases susceptibility 
to wildfire 

 Cumulative effects would be 
substantially the same as for 
Alternative 4 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative 6 would have a 
slightly reduced impact on fire 
and fuels management due to 
the smaller area of impact lower 
equipment and workforce 
requirements.  Many 
construction practices would be 
identical to Alternative 4.  The 
southern parcel does not have 
any characteristics that make its 
exclusion further reduce fire risk. 

 Indirect effects: non-native plant 
invasion increases susceptibility 
to wildfire 

 Cumulative effects would be 
substantially the same as for 
Alternative 4 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative 7 would have a slightly 
reduced impact on fire and fuels 
management due to the smaller 
area of impact lower equipment 
and workforce requirements.  
Many construction practices would 
be identical to Alternative 4.  The 
southern parcel does not have any 
characteristics that make its 
exclusion further reduce fire risk. 

 Indirect effects: non-native plant 
invasion increases susceptibility to 
wildfire 

 Cumulative effects would be 
substantially the same as for 
Alternative 4 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

Soils  Alternative 4 would have a 
slightly larger impact on soils 
due to the larger area of impact 
and the additional equipment 
and workforce.  Geological 
hazards and risks would not 
increase due to increased size. 

 Cumulative effects: contribute to 
wind and water erosion during 
construction 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative 5 would have a 
slightly reduced impact on soils 
due to the smaller area of impact 
and lower equipment and 
workforce requirements.  Many 
construction practices would be 
identical to Alternative 4 l.  The 
reduced size would not reduce 
risks and potential impacts of 
geologic hazards.  The WHMA 
itself does not have any 
characteristics that make its 
exclusion further reduce impacts 
to soils and geology. 

 Cumulative effects: contribute to 
wind and water erosion during 
construction 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative 6 would have a 
slightly reduced impact on fire 
and fuels management due to 
the smaller area of impact lower 
equipment and workforce.  Many 
construction practices would be 
identical to Alternative 4.  The 
reduced size would not reduce 
risks and potential impacts of 
geologic hazards.  The southern 
parcel itself does not have any 
characteristics that make its 
exclusion further reduce impacts 
to soils and geology. 

 Cumulative effects: contribute to 
wind and water erosion during 
construction 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative 7 would have a slightly 
reduced impact on fire and fuels 
management due to the smaller 
area of impact lower equipment 
and workforce.  Many construction 
practices would be identical to 
Alternative 4.  The reduced size 
would not reduce risks and 
potential impacts of geologic 
hazards.  The southern parcel 
itself does not have any 
characteristics that make its 
exclusion further reduce impacts 
to soils and geology. 

 Cumulative effects: contribute to 
wind and water erosion during 
construction 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 
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Table 2-11. Comparison of Solar Facility Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative 4 (1,208 acres) 

Alternative 5  
(WHMA excluded – 1,161 acres) 

Alternative 6  
(southern parcel excluded –  
1,044 acres) 

Alternative 7  
(southern parcels excluded, high-
profile panels – 1,044 acres) 

Minerals  Because of its size, the 
demands on necessary mineral 
resources for construction would 
be slightly greater.  The demand 
is negligible relative to the local 
supply.  The configuration of this 
alternative would not block or 
restrict access to other mineral 
resources in the area. 

 There would be no adverse 
cumulative effects. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 The demands of this alternative 
on mineral resources would not 
be significantly different than 
those of Alternative 4.  The 
WHMA does not contain any 
additional mineral resources, 
and its exclusion would not 
further improve access to any 
mineral resources. 

 There would be no adverse 
cumulative effects. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 The demands of this alternative 
on mineral resources would not 
be significantly different than 
those of Alternative 4.  The 
southern parcel does not contain 
any additional mineral 
resources, and its exclusion 
would not further improve 
access to any mineral resources. 

 There would be no adverse 
cumulative effects. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 The demands of this alternative on 
mineral resources would not be 
significantly different than those of 
Alternative 4.  The southern parcel 
does not contain any additional 
mineral resources, and its 
exclusion would not further 
improve access to any mineral 
resources. 

 There would be no adverse 
cumulative effects. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

Lands and Realty  Would impact the Palen-Ford 
WHMA and preclude it from 
uses besides solar electricity 
generation.  This portion of the 
WHMA has been isolated by the 
neighboring DSSF, reducing its 
importance as a protected 
space.  Would impacts existing 
encumbrances. 

 Cumulative effects: would 
contribute to the conversion of 
land along the I-10 corridor, due 
to the scale of land use 
conversion cumulative adverse 
effects would be substantial 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alt 5) 

 This reduced area alternative 
would not directly impact the 
Palen-Ford WHMA.  Alternative 
would impact existing 
encumbrances. 

 Cumulative effects: project 
would contribute to the 
conversion of land along the I-10 
corridor, due to the scale of land 
use conversion cumulative 
adverse effects would be 
substantial 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(Same as Alt 4) 

 Would impact the Palen-Ford 
WHMA and preclude it from all 
uses besides solar electricity 
generation same as Alt 4.  
Would not affect existing 
encumbrances. 

 Cumulative effects: project 
would contribute to the 
conversion of land along the I-10 
corridor, due to the scale of land 
use conversion cumulative 
adverse effects would be 
substantial 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 
(same as Alt 7) 

 Would impact the Palen-Ford 
WHMA and preclude it from all 
uses besides solar electricity 
generation same as Alt 4.  Would 
not affect existing encumbrances. 

 Cumulative effects: project would 
contribute to the conversion of 
land along the I-10 corridor, due to 
the scale of land use conversion 
cumulative adverse effects would 
be substantial 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 
(same as Alt 6) 
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Table 2-11. Comparison of Solar Facility Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative 4 (1,208 acres) 

Alternative 5  
(WHMA excluded – 1,161 acres) 

Alternative 6  
(southern parcel excluded –  
1,044 acres) 

Alternative 7  
(southern parcels excluded, high-
profile panels – 1,044 acres) 

Noise and 
Vibration 

 Due to the distance between the 
solar facility and nearest 
sensitive receptors on-site noise 
impacts would not occur 

 Traffic would result in little noise 
effect in Desert Center due to 
the noise generated by traffic on 
I-10.  Would result in a 
noticeable increase in traffic 
noise levels along Kaiser Road 
at Lake Tamarisk.  Increase 
would be conditionally 
acceptable. 

 Construction would not cause 
perceptible ground vibrations. 

 Cumulative effects: project 
would not contribute to on-site 
cumulative noise effects.  Traffic 
noise would contribute to a 
cumulative increase in noise 
along Kaiser Road at Lake 
Tamarisk.  Increase would 
remain within a conditionally 
acceptable range. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 This reduced area alternative 
would have substantially the 
same impacts as Alternative 4 
for both on-site noise and traffic. 

 Cumulative effects: impacts 
would be substantially the same 
as for Alternative 4. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent  

 This reduced area alternative 
would have substantially the 
same impacts as Alternative 4 
for both on-site noise and traffic. 

 Cumulative effects: impacts 
would be substantially the same 
as for Alternative 4. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent  

 This reduced area alternative 
would have substantially the same 
impacts as Alternative 4 for both 
on-site noise and traffic. 

 Cumulative effects: impacts would 
be substantially the same as for 
Alternative 4. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 
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Table 2-11. Comparison of Solar Facility Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative 4 (1,208 acres) 

Alternative 5  
(WHMA excluded – 1,161 acres) 

Alternative 6  
(southern parcel excluded –  
1,044 acres) 

Alternative 7  
(southern parcels excluded, high-
profile panels – 1,044 acres) 

Public Health and 
Safety 

 Larger land area would be 
disturbed but practices and risks 
that could generate public health 
and safety impacts are not 
proportional to area of 
disturbance.  Impacts would be 
the same across all alternatives. 

 Cumulative effects: Contribute to 
risk of multiple emergencies 
occurring at the same time.  
Response plans and fire 
management plans would 
reduce effects 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Smaller land area would be 
disturbed but public health and 
safety impacts would be the 
same across all alternatives.  
Exclusion of the WHMA would 
not reduce these potential 
impacts. 

 Cumulative effects: impacts 
would be substantially the same 
as for Alternative 4 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Smaller land area would be 
disturbed but public health and 
safety impacts would be the 
same across all alternatives.  
Exclusion of the southern parcel 
would not reduce these potential 
impacts. 

 Cumulative effects: impacts 
would be substantially the same 
as for Alternative 4 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Smaller land area would be 
disturbed but public health and 
safety impacts would be the same 
across all alternatives.  Exclusion 
of the southern parcel would not 
reduce these potential impacts. 

 Cumulative effects: impacts would 
be substantially the same as for 
Alternative 4 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

Recreation  Effects to off-site wilderness 
areas by diminishing the 
potential for “wilderness 
experience.”  Impacts are not 
related to the size or 
configuration of solar field 
alternatives. 

 Would close 5.7 miles of open 
OHV routes, a relatively minor 
recreational effect in light of the 
other available open routes in 
the area. 

 Cumulative effects: Contribute to 
the diminishment of wilderness 
experience and the loss of lands 
available for recreation. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 This reduced area alternative 
would have substantially the 
same impacts as Alternative 4.  
Impacts are not related to the 
size or configuration of solar field 
alternatives. 

 Would close to 5.7 miles of open 
OHV routes, a relatively minor 
recreational effect in light of the 
other available open routes in 
the area. 

 Cumulative effects: impacts 
would be substantially the same 
as for Alternative 4 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 This reduced area alternative 
would have substantially the 
same impacts as Alternative 4.  
Impacts are not related to the 
size or configuration of solar field 
alternatives. 

 Would close to 4.2 miles of open 
OHV routes, but facilitates 
access to northwest routes. 

 Cumulative effects: impacts 
would be substantially the same 
as for Alternative 4 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 This reduced area alternative 
would have substantially the same 
impacts as Alternative 4.  Impacts 
are not related to the size or 
configuration of solar field 
alternatives. 

 Would close to 4.2 miles of open 
OHV routes, but facilitates access 
to northwest routes. 

 Cumulative effects: impacts would 
be substantially the same as for 
Alternative 4 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 
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Table 2-11. Comparison of Solar Facility Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative 4 (1,208 acres) 

Alternative 5  
(WHMA excluded – 1,161 acres) 

Alternative 6  
(southern parcel excluded –  
1,044 acres) 

Alternative 7  
(southern parcels excluded, high-
profile panels – 1,044 acres) 

Social and 
Economic 

 Similar construction workforce 
would be required across all 
alternatives.  Impacts to local 
economies, housing, and quality 
of life resulting from a marginal 
increase in workforce and 
construction requirements would 
be impossible to precisely 
quantify, potentially offset by 
increased benefits and limited. 

 Cumulative effects: no adverse 
social or economic effects. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Same as Alternative 4.  The 
exclusion of the WHMA would 
not specifically affect social and 
economic impacts. 

 Cumulative effects: no adverse 
social or economic effects. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Same as Alternative 4.  The 
exclusion of the southern parcel 
would not specifically affect 
social and economic impacts. 

 Cumulative effects: no adverse 
social or economic effects. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Same as Alternative 4.  The 
exclusion of the southern parcel 
would not specifically affect social 
and economic impacts. 

 Cumulative effects: no adverse 
social or economic effects. 

 CEQA: Roughly 
Environmentally Equivalent 

Environmental 
Justice 

 Alternative 4 would not 
disproportionately impact 
minority or low income 
populations.  Boundaries for the 
solar field alternatives are 
approximately the same and 
impacts to surrounding 
communities would not differ 
based on marginal changes to 
size and configuration. 

 Cumulative effects: no adverse 
environmental justice effects 

No CEQA significance criteria for 
Environmental Justice.  

 Despite size differences, 
boundaries for the solar field 
alternatives are approximately 
the same and populations 
affected would be the same. 

 Cumulative effects: no adverse 
environmental justice effects 

No CEQA significance criteria for 
Environmental Justice. 

 Despite size differences, 
boundaries for the solar field 
alternatives are approximately 
the same and populations 
affected would be the same. 

 Cumulative effects: no adverse 
environmental justice effects 

No CEQA significance criteria for 
Environmental Justice. 

 Despite size differences, 
boundaries for the solar field 
alternatives are approximately the 
same and populations affected 
would be the same. 

 Cumulative effects: no adverse 
environmental justice effects 

No CEQA significance criteria for 
Environmental Justice. 

Special 
Designations 

 Would degrade value of WHMA. 
 Would degrade value of 

Wilderness. 
 Cumulative effects on 

Wilderness and ACECs. 
No CEQA significance criteria for 
special designations. 
 

 Would degrade value of 
Wilderness. 

 Cumulative effects on 
Wilderness and ACECs. 

No CEQA significance criteria for 
special designations. 
 

 Would degrade value of WHMA. 
 Would degrade value of 

Wilderness. 
 Cumulative effects on 

Wilderness and ACECs. 
No CEQA significance criteria for 
special designations. 
 

 Would degrade value of WHMA. 
 Would degrade value of 

Wilderness. 
 Cumulative effects on Wilderness 

and ACECs. 
No CEQA significance criteria for 
special designations. 
t 
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Table 2-11. Comparison of Solar Facility Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative 4 (1,208 acres) 

Alternative 5  
(WHMA excluded – 1,161 acres) 

Alternative 6  
(southern parcel excluded –  
1,044 acres) 

Alternative 7  
(southern parcels excluded, high-
profile panels – 1,044 acres) 

Transportation and 
Public Access 

 The number of project truck trips 
would be the same or similar 
regardless of which solar facility 
alternative was built.  The 
addition of project construction 
related traffic would increase the 
delay at the intersections by less 
than one second and would not 
reduce the LOS to below an 
acceptable level. 

 Cumulative effects: Trips 
generated by Alternative 4 would 
combine with trips from other 
projects to reduce the LOS, but 
not to a less than acceptable 
level.  Overall, not substantially 
adverse. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Despite size differences, access 
routes would be the same and 
impacts to traffic would not differ.  
The exclusion of the WHMA 
would not change traffic impacts. 

 Cumulative effects: Same as 
Alternative 4 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Despite size differences, access 
routes would be the same and 
impacts to traffic would not differ.  
The exclusion of the southern 
portion would not change 
impacts on traffic. 

 Cumulative effects: Same as 
Alternative 4 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Despite size differences, access 
routes would be the same and 
impacts to traffic would not differ.  
The exclusion of the southern 
portion would not change impacts 
on traffic. 

 Cumulative effects: Same as 
Alternative 4 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 
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Table 2-11. Comparison of Solar Facility Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative 4 (1,208 acres) 

Alternative 5  
(WHMA excluded – 1,161 acres) 

Alternative 6  
(southern parcel excluded –  
1,044 acres) 

Alternative 7  
(southern parcels excluded, high-
profile panels – 1,044 acres) 

Visual Resource  Temporary visual effects due to 
construction equipment, 
materials, and workforce. 

 Visual effect would be adverse 
but would not substantially 
degrade the character and 
quality of the landscape from 
Eagles Mountains and Desert 
Lily ACEC 

 Visual effect would be 
substantial and adverse from 
Coxcomb Mountains, Kaiser 
Road in the proposed project 
vicinity, 

 Affects dark sky resource at 
Joshua Tree National Park 

 Cumulative effects: Contribute to 
the conversion of natural desert 
landscapes to landscapes that 
contrast with the natural 
character 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur. 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alt 5) 

 Construction, operations, and 
maintenance would be 
essentially the same as 
Alternative 4 and the effects 
would be substantially similar. 

 Cumulative effects: same as 
Alternative 4 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur. 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alt 4) 

 Construction, operations, and 
maintenance would be 
essentially the same as 
Alternative 4 and the effects 
would be substantially similar. 

 For viewers on Kaiser Road, the 
elimination of the smaller 
southern development area 
would render the solar facility 
noticeably less visible. 

 Cumulative effects: same as 
Alternative 4 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 
 

 Construction, operations, and 
maintenance would be essentially 
the same as Alternative 4 and the 
effects would be substantially 
similar. 

 For viewers on Kaiser Road, the 
high-profile panels would render 
the solar facility noticeably more 
visible. 

 Cumulative effects: same as 
Alternative 4 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur. 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(worse than Alt 4 and 5) 
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Table 2-11. Comparison of Solar Facility Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative 4 (1,208 acres) 

Alternative 5  
(WHMA excluded – 1,161 acres) 

Alternative 6  
(southern parcel excluded –  
1,044 acres) 

Alternative 7  
(southern parcels excluded, high-
profile panels – 1,044 acres) 

Water Resources  Alternative 4 would require more 
water for construction (estimated 
400 to 500 afy). 

 Mitigation would reduce adverse 
effects to surface water and 
drainage patterns, stormwater 
drainage systems, and flood 
hazard areas, but could result in 
adverse effects to desert 
tortoise, air quality, energy, 
climate change, noise, and 
traffic. 

 Would be consistent with 
beneficial uses and water quality 
criteria defined in the Basin Plan. 

 Cumulative effects: With 
mitigation, Alternative 4 would 
not contribute to cumulative 
effects associated with 
groundwater supply and 
recharge.  There would be no 
cumulative effects associated 
with surface water, stormwater, 
flood hazard, or water quality 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative 5 would require less 
water for construction (estimated 
385 to 480 afy). 

 Mitigation would reduce adverse 
effects to surface water and 
drainage patterns, stormwater 
drainage systems, and flood 
hazard areas, but could result in 
adverse effects to desert 
tortoise, air quality, energy, 
climate change, noise, and traffic 

 Cumulative effects: Same as 
Alternative 4 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative 6 would require less 
water for construction (estimated 
350 to 435 afy). 

 Mitigation would reduce adverse 
effects to surface water and 
drainage patterns, stormwater 
drainage systems, and flood 
hazard areas, but could result in 
adverse effects to desert 
tortoise, air quality, energy, 
climate change, noise, and traffic 

 Cumulative effects: Same as 
Alternative 4 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative 6 would require less 
water for construction (estimated 
350 to 435 afy). 

 Mitigation would reduce adverse 
effects to surface water and 
drainage patterns, stormwater 
drainage systems, and flood 
hazard areas, but could result in 
adverse effects to desert tortoise, 
air quality, energy, climate 
change, noise, and traffic 

 Cumulative effects: Same as 
Alternative 4 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 
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Table 2-11. Comparison of Solar Facility Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative 4 (1,208 acres) 

Alternative 5  
(WHMA excluded – 1,161 acres) 

Alternative 6  
(southern parcel excluded –  
1,044 acres) 

Alternative 7  
(southern parcels excluded, high-
profile panels – 1,044 acres) 

Solid and 
Hazardous Wastes 

 Alternative 4 would require more 
infrastructure and employ a 
slightly larger workforce.  It could 
potentially generate more solid 
and hazardous wastes and 
require increased disposal 
efforts.  Differences across 
alternatives are slight and would 
likely be insubstantial 

 Cumulative effects: Minimal 
incremental contribution 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative 5 would potentially 
generate fewer solid and 
hazardous waste impacts.  The 
size difference is not large 
enough to substantially reduce 
impacts.  Exclusion of the 
WHMA specifically would not 
markedly reduce impacts 
associated with solid and 
hazardous wastes. 

 Cumulative effects: Minimal 
incremental contribution 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative 6 would potentially 
generate fewer solid and 
hazardous waste impacts.  The 
size difference is not large 
enough to substantially reduce 
impacts.  Exclusion of the 
southern parcel specifically 
would not markedly reduce 
impacts associated with solid 
and hazardous wastes. 

 Cumulative effects: Minimal 
incremental contribution 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative 7 would potentially 
generate fewer solid and 
hazardous waste impacts.  The 
size difference is not large enough 
to substantially reduce impacts.  
Exclusion of the southern parcel 
specifically would not markedly 
reduce impacts associated with 
solid and hazardous wastes. 

 Cumulative effects: Minimal 
incremental contribution 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

* For CEQA determinations, Environmentally Equivalent means that there is no difference between impacts associated with each alternative.  Roughly Environmentally Equivalent 
indicates that while there are slight differences in impacts, these differences are not substantial, identifiable, and/or quantifiable. 
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Table 2-12. Comparison of Gen-Tie Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative B (92 acres) Alternative C (92 acres) Alternative D (86 acres) Alternative E (85 acres) 
Air Quality  Effects from construction, 

ground disturbance, and truck 
trips 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Impacts would be identical to 
Alternative B 

 Cumulative impacts would be 
temporary and unavoidable 
during construction 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts D and E) 

 The slight decrease in area 
would negligibly change 
requirements for construction, 
and impacts would be equivalent 
to Alternative B 

 Cumulative impacts would be 
temporary and unavoidable 
during construction 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts C and E) 

 The slight decrease in area would 
negligibly change requirements for 
construction, and impacts would be 
equivalent to Alternative B 

 Cumulative impacts would be 
temporary and unavoidable during 
construction 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts C and D) 

Biological Resources 
– Vegetation 

 Alternative B would affect 41 
acres of creosote (1:1 mitigation) 
and 51 acres of Blue Palo-Verde 
Ironwood habitat (3:1 mitigation).  
Surveys indicate presence of 
desert unicorn (1 plant found), a 
special status species.  51 acres 
of state jurisdictional streambeds 
would be impacted 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Alternative C would have 
identical direct impacts to 
Alternative B 

 Cumulative effects would include 
impacts to 47 acres of Sonoran-
Creosote Bush Scrub and to 39 
acres of desert dry wash 
woodland. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Intermediate 

 Alternative D would affect 20 
acres of creosote, 39 acres of 
Blue Palo-Verde Ironwood 
habitat, and 27 acres of disused 
agricultural lands.  Surveys 
indicate presence of Emory’s 
Crucifixion thorn (2 plants found) 
and Desert Unicorn (1 plant 
found).  39 acres of state 
jurisdictional streambeds would 
be impacted 

 Cumulative effects would include 
impacts to 36 acres of Sonoran-
Creosote Bush Scrub and to 17 
acres of desert dry wash 
woodland. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Intermediate 

 Alternative E would affect 5 acres 
of creosote, 13 acres of creosote 
on partially stabilized sand fields 
(5:1 mitigation), 7 acres of active 
sand dunes (5:1 mitigation), and 60 
acres of Blue Palo-Verde Ironwood 
habitat.  Surveys indicate presence 
of Emory’s Crucifixion thorn (1 plant 
found) and Desert Unicorn (65 plants 
found).  60 acres of state 
jurisdictional streambeds would be 
impacted 

 Cumulative effects would include 
impacts to 53 acres of Sonoran-
Creosote Bush Scrub and to 31 
acres of desert dry wash woodland. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects would 
occur 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
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Table 2-12. Comparison of Gen-Tie Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative B (92 acres) Alternative C (92 acres) Alternative D (86 acres) Alternative E (85 acres) 
Biological Resources 
– Wildlife 

 Long-term loss of 96 acres of 
wildlife habitat. 

 34 acres of impacts to CHU 
 Would require development of 2 

acres of the Chuckwalla DWMA 
overlap area 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Alternative C would have 
identical direct impacts to 
Alternative B.  Alternative C 
ROW would 60 feet into the 
DWMA along Kaiser Road. 

 Cumulative effects would 
contribute a loss of 224 acres of 
desert tortoise habitat 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Intermediate 

 Alternative D would have direct 
impacts similar to Alternative B 

 Impacts of Alternative D to CHU 
would be reduced to 12 acres 

 Would require development of 2 
acres of the Chuckwalla DWMA 
overlap area 

 Would impact 6 acres of Palen-
Ford WHMA 

 Cumulative effects would 
contribute a loss of 190 acres of 
desert tortoise habitat along 
ROW 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Intermediate 

 Alternative E would have direct 
impacts similar to Alternative B 

 Construction impacts of Alternative 
E to wildlife management areas 
would 2 acres to DWMA, 1.8 acres 
to overlap area, and 52 acres to 
Palen Ford WHMA 

 Would impact sand dune habitat 
and Mojave fringe-toed lizard 

 Cumulative effects would 
contribute a loss of 222 acres of 
desert tortoise habitat 

 Unavoidable adverse effects would 
occur 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

Climate Change  Would not generate greater 
greenhouse gas emissions as 
the size difference is negligible 
and workforce and construction 
requirements would be identical. 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Alternative C would be identical 
in its impacts to Alternative B 

 Cumulative effects: minimal 
contribution 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts D and E) 

 Construction and transportation 
practices would be identical to 
Alternative B, and the size 
difference would be negligible. 

 GHG effects associated with 
construction and 
decommissioning would be 
similar to those effects under 
Alternative B 

 Cumulative effects: minimal 
contribution 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts C and E) 

 Construction and transportation 
practices would be identical to 
Alternative B, and the size 
difference would be negligible. 

 GHG effects associated with 
construction and decommissioning 
would be similar to those effects 
under Alternative B 

 Cumulative effects: minimal 
contribution 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts C and D) 
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Table 2-12. Comparison of Gen-Tie Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative B (92 acres) Alternative C (92 acres) Alternative D (86 acres) Alternative E (85 acres) 
Cultural Resources  May directly affect 1 NRHP-

eligible and 18 potentially eligible 
cultural resources and potential 
buried archaeological sites. 

 Adverse indirect effects to 3 
NRHP-eligible cultural 
resources: 1 prehistoric district, 
1 prehistoric trail, and 1 historic 
district may occur 

 Cumulative effects: contribute to 
unavoidable adverse effects in 
I-10 region and Southern 
California Desert Region 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alt C) 

 Same as Alternative B. 
CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alt B) 

 May directly affect 1 NRHP-
eligible and 3 potentially eligible 
cultural resources and buried 
sites. 

 Adverse indirect effects to 4 
NRHP-eligible cultural 
resources: 1 prehistoric district, 
1 prehistoric trail, 1 historic site 
and 1 historic district may occur 

 Cumulative effects: contribute to 
unavoidable adverse effects in 
I-10 region and Southern 
California Desert Region 

 Unavoidable adverse effects 
would occur 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Intermediate 

 May directly affect 1 NRHP-eligible 
and 1 potentially eligible cultural 
resources and buried sites. 

 Entire alignment not yet surveyed 
 Adverse indirect effects to 3 

NRHP-eligible cultural resources: 1 
prehistoric district, 1 prehistoric 
trail, and 1 historic district may 
occur 

 Cumulative effects: contribute to 
unavoidable adverse effects in I-10 
region and Southern California 
Desert Region 

 Unavoidable adverse effects would 
occur 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

Paleontological 
Resources 

 The geologic units have a 
moderate and high potential to 
contain vertebrate fossils and 
other paleontological resources. 

 Potential for indirect effects is 
high. 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Same as Alternative B 
 Cumulative effects: contribute to 

the uncovering of fossils 
CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts D and E) 

 Geologic formation underlying 
the alignment has a higher 
sensitivity than Alternative B.  
Severity of impacts would be 
somewhat greater. 

 The potential for indirect effects 
to paleontological resources is 
high. 

 Cumulative effects: contribute to 
the uncovering of fossils 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts C and E) 

 Geologic formation underlying the 
alignment has an overall higher 
sensitivity than Alternative B.  
Severity of impacts to vertebrate 
fossils and other paleontological 
resources would be somewhat 
greater. 

 The potential for indirect effects to 
paleontological resources is also 
high. 

 Cumulative effects: contribute to 
the uncovering of fossils 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts C and D) 
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Table 2-12. Comparison of Gen-Tie Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative B (92 acres) Alternative C (92 acres) Alternative D (86 acres) Alternative E (85 acres) 
Fire and Fuels 
Management 

 Risk of wildfire related to the 
combustion of native plants 
caused by vehicles, equipment, 
or hazardous materials.  
Alternative would not generate 
greater impacts on fire and fuels 
as size difference is negligible 
and workforce and construction 
requirements identical across 
alternatives. 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Alternative C would be 
substantially similar in its direct 
and indirect impacts to 
Alternative B 

 Cumulative effects: Project 
would contribute to risk of 
increased fire frequency 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts D and E) 

 Alternative D would be 
substantially similar in its direct 
and indirect impacts to 
Alternative B 

 Cumulative effects: Project 
would contribute to risk of 
increased fire frequency 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts C and E) 

 Alternative E would be substantially 
similar in its direct and indirect 
impacts to Alternative B 

 Cumulative effects: Project would 
contribute to risk of increased fire 
frequency 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts C and D) 

Soils and Geology  The larger size is negligible in 
terms of its impacts to soils and 
geology.  Occurs in the same 
geologic setting as other 
alternatives, geologic hazards 
would present the same risks.  
Area not prone to erosion or 
involved in active sand transport 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Occupying the same ROW and 
following the same path, 
Alternative C would be identical 
in its impacts to Alternative B 

 Cumulative effects: contribute to 
wind and water erosion during 
construction 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts D) 

 Alternative D occurs in the same 
geologic setting as the other 
alternatives, geologic hazards 
would present the same risks.  
Area not prone to erosion or 
involved in active sand transport.  
Specific route would not impact 
soils and geology. 

 Cumulative effects: contribute to 
wind and water erosion during 
construction 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(same as Alts C) 

 Alternative E occurs in the same 
geologic setting as the other 
alternatives, so geologic hazards 
would present the same risks. 

 Alternative E traverses an active 
Aeolian sand transport corridor and 
could temporarily impact sand 
transport depending on 
construction methods used (berms 
or stabilization). 

 Cumulative effects: contribute to 
wind and water erosion during 
construction.  Contribute to the 
regionally-significant impact to the 
sand transport corridor. 

 Unavoidable cumulative impact to 
sand transport corridor. 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
(worse than Alts C and D) 
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Table 2-12. Comparison of Gen-Tie Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative B (92 acres) Alternative C (92 acres) Alternative D (86 acres) Alternative E (85 acres) 
Minerals and energy  Alternative would not generate 

greater impacts on mineral 
resources.  Mineral requirements 
for construction would be 
negligibly different and the route 
does not impair access to 
mineral resources.  Impacts 
identical across alternatives. 

 There would be no adverse 
cumulative effects. 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative C would be identical 
in its impacts to Alternative B 

 There would be no adverse 
cumulative effects. 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Construction practices would be 
identical to Alternative B, and the 
size difference would be 
negligible.  The specific 
alteration in route would not 
have an effect on mineral 
resource impacts. 

 There would be no adverse 
cumulative effects. 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Construction practices would be 
identical to Alternative B, and the 
size difference would be negligible.  
The specific alteration in route 
would not have an effect on 
mineral resource impacts. 

 There would be no adverse 
cumulative effects. 

CEQA: Environmentally Equivalent 

Lands and Realty  Most of this alternative would be 
built on BLM land, County ROW, 
or private land, all of which allow 
for construction with proper 
permitting. 

 This alternative would traverse 
the Chuckwalla DWMA and 
CHU, but would represent a 
negligible fraction of allowable 
development in the area. 

 Would not affect agriculture. 
 Cumulative impacts would not 

occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Alternative C would be identical 
in its impacts to Alternative B. 

 This alternative would traverse 
the Chuckwalla DWMA and 
CHU, but would represent a 
negligible fraction of allowable 
development in the area. 

 Alternative C ROW would 
extend into the Chuckwalla 
DWMA along Kaiser Road.  No 
temporary or permanent ground 
disturbance in planned in the 
DWMA. 

 Alternative D would affect 
existing encumbrances. 

 Cumulative effects: project 
would minimally contribute to the 
conversion of land along the I-10 
corridor 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

 Alternative would be built on 
BLM land within Riverside 
County ROW both of which allow 
for construction with proper 
permitting. 

 A small portion of the southern 
tip of this alternative would 
traverse the Chuckwalla DWMA 
and CHU. 

 Alternative D would affect 
existing encumbrances. 

 Alternative D would cross 1.5 
miles of private agricultural land 
(A-1-20) and would require 
proper permitting.  A portion of 
this land would be Williamson 
Act Non-Prime Agricultural Land, 
but transmission lines are 
generally consistent and not 
detrimental to farmland uses. 

 Cumulative effects: project 
would minimally contribute to the 
conversion of land along the I-10 
corridor 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Intermediate 

 Most of this alternative would be 
built on BLM land, or private land, 
all of which allow for construction 
with proper permitting. 

 A small portion of the southern tip 
of this alternative would traverse 
the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. 

 Alternative D would affect existing 
encumbrances. 

 This alternative would not affect 
any agricultural lands. 

 Cumulative effects: project would 
minimally contribute to the 
conversion of land along the I-10 
corridor 

 There would be no unavoidable 
adverse effects. 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Intermediate 
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Table 2-12. Comparison of Gen-Tie Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative B (92 acres) Alternative C (92 acres) Alternative D (86 acres) Alternative E (85 acres) 
Noise and Vibration  Nearest sensitive receptors are 

homes 500 feet away.  Noise 
levels temporarily reach 62 dBA 
during construction.  Increments 
would remain within the 
conditionally acceptable range. 

 Traffic would result in little noise 
effect in Desert Center due to 
the noise generated by traffic on 
I-10 but would result in a 
noticeable increase in traffic 
noise levels along Kaiser Road 
at Lake Tamarisk but would be 
within the conditionally 
acceptable range. 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Alternative C would be nearly 
identical in its impacts to 
Alternative B.  It would be 
slightly further from sensitive 
receptors (600 feet), and noise 
impacts would be slightly 
reduced compared to 
Alternative B. 

 Noise impacts as a result of 
traffic would be substantially the 
same as for Alternative B. 

 Cumulative effects: substantial 
cumulative noise effects from 
gen-tie construction would not 
occur. 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

 Nearest sensitive receptors are 
homes 1,450 feet away.  Noise 
levels would be slightly reduced 
compared to Alternative B. 

 Because of the increased 
distance between the 
construction of Alternative D and 
the truck traffic, noise levels 
would be slightly reduced. 

 Cumulative effects: substantial 
cumulative noise effects from 
gen-tie construction would not 
occur. 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Intermediate 

 Nearest sensitive receptors to this 
transmission route are homes 
approximately 900 feet away.  
Noise levels would be slightly 
reduced compared to those in 
Alternative B. 

 Because of the increased distance 
between the construction of 
Alternative D and the truck traffic, 
noise levels would be slightly 
reduced. 

 Cumulative effects: substantial 
cumulative noise effects from gen-
tie construction would not occur. 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Intermediate 
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Table 2-12. Comparison of Gen-Tie Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative B (92 acres) Alternative C (92 acres) Alternative D (86 acres) Alternative E (85 acres) 
Public Health and 
Safety 

 Alternative B would not generate 
greater impacts on public health 
and safety as the size difference 
is negligible, and workforce and 
construction requirements, which 
play the biggest role in creating 
impacts, would be identical 
across alternatives. 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Alternative C would be identical 
in its impacts to Alternative B 

 Cumulative effects: impacts 
would be substantially the same 
as for Alternative B 

 There would be no unavoidable 
adverse effects. 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Construction and transportation 
practices would be identical to 
Alternative B, and the size 
difference would be negligible.  
Route would not have an effect 
on public health and safety 
impacts. 

 Cumulative effects: impacts 
would be substantially the same 
as for Alternative B 

 There would be no unavoidable 
adverse effects 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 

 Construction and transportation 
practices would be identical to 
Alternative B, and size difference 
would be negligible. Route would 
not have an effect on public safety 
impacts. 

 Cumulative effects: impacts would 
be substantially the same as for 
Alternative B 

 There would be no unavoidable 
adverse effects 

CEQA: Roughly Environmentally 
Equivalent 
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Table 2-12. Comparison of Gen-Tie Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative B (92 acres) Alternative C (92 acres) Alternative D (86 acres) Alternative E (85 acres) 
Recreation  Alternative would be 4.5 miles 

west of the nearest wilderness 
area.  Noise and visual impacts 
would not be substantial. 

 Size of the alternative would not 
demand an increased workforce 
and would not affect use of 
recreational areas. 

 The alternative would not 
overlap or impede access to any 
OHV areas. 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Alternative C would be identical 
in its impacts to Alternative B 

 Cumulative Effects: The 
alternative would require a 
second set of towers for the gen-
tie line and would increase the 
effects to the diminishment of 
the wilderness experience 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

 The alternative is 4 miles from 
the nearest wilderness area.  At 
this distance noise and visual 
impacts would not be significant. 

 The required workforce would 
not substantially change use of 
recreational opportunities in the 
vicinity. 

 The alternative would not 
overlap or impede access to any 
OHV areas. 

 Cumulative Effects: Would 
contribute to the diminishment of 
the wilderness experience 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

 The alternative is 2.25 miles from 
the nearest wilderness area.  At 
this distance noise and visual 
impacts would not be significant.  
Alternative is approximately 0.5 
miles from the southern-most point 
of the Desert Lily ACEC.  Visual 
impacts of Alternative E when 
viewed from the southern-most 
point of the Desert Lily ACEC 
would result in adverse and 
unmitigable impacts 

 The required workforce would not 
substantially change use of 
recreational opportunities in the 
vicinity. 

 The alternative would not overlap 
or impede access to any OHV 
areas. 

 Cumulative Effects: Would 
contribute to the diminishment of 
the wilderness experience 

 Unavoidable adverse effect to the 
recreational experience in proximal 
locations to the Desert Lily ACEC 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
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Table 2-12. Comparison of Gen-Tie Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative B (92 acres) Alternative C (92 acres) Alternative D (86 acres) Alternative E (85 acres) 
Social and Economic  The size difference between 

alternatives would be negligible 
and construction and workforce 
requirements would be the same 
across all alternatives 

 Alternative B would be almost 
fully on undisturbed public land 
potentially creating an impact to 
local quality of life. 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Alternative C would be identical 
in its impacts to Alternative B 

 Cumulative effects: no adverse 
social or economic effects. 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

 Construction and transportation 
practices would be identical to 
Alternative B and the size 
difference would be negligible. 

 The specific alteration in route 
would site a portion (1.5 miles) 
of Alternative D on previously 
disturbed private land, potentially 
increasing impacts to quality of 
life. 

 Cumulative effects: no adverse 
social or economic effects. 

 There would be no unavoidable 
adverse effects 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

 Construction and transportation 
practices would be identical to 
Alternative B and size difference 
would be negligible.  MWD land 
would be affected so this would 
minimize quality of life effects 
compared with Alt D. 

 Cumulative effects: no adverse 
social or economic effects. 

 There would be no unavoidable 
adverse effects 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

Environmental 
Justice 

 Construction is unlikely to 
disproportionately affect minority 
and low-income communities. 

 No contribution to cumulative 
effects 

No CEQA significance criteria for 
Environmental Justice 

 Alternative C would be identical 
in its impacts to Alternative B 

 No contribution to cumulative 
effects 

No CEQA significance criteria for 
Environmental Justice 

 Community makeup in the 
vicinity of this alternative is the 
same as in Alternative B, effects 
would be identical. 

 No contribution to cumulative 
effects 

No CEQA significance criteria for 
Environmental Justice 

 Community makeup in the vicinity 
of this alternative is the same as in 
Alternative B, effects of this 
alternative would be identical. 

 No contribution to cumulative 
effects 

CEQA: Environmentally Equivalent 
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Table 2-12. Comparison of Gen-Tie Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative B (92 acres) Alternative C (92 acres) Alternative D (86 acres) Alternative E (85 acres) 
Special Designations  Located outside of DWMA 

except near Red Bluff 
Substation. 

 Would be visible from Joshua 
Tree Wilderness. 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

No CEQA significance criteria for 
special designations. 

 ROW would extend 60 feet 
within the DWMA for entire 
north-south portion, but no 
ground disturbance expected. 

 Would be visible from Joshua 
Tree Wilderness. 

 Contributes to cumulative 
effects. 

No CEQA significance criteria for 
special designations. 

 Located outside DWMA except 
near Red Bluff Substation. 

 Would be visible from Joshua 
Tree Wilderness. 

 Contributes to cumulative 
effects. 

No CEQA significance criteria for 
special designations except 
agricultural and forestry 
resources. 

 Located within WHMA for several 
miles. 

 Located outside DWMA except 
near Red Bluff Substation. 

 Would be visible from Joshua Tree 
Wilderness and Desert Lily ACEC. 

 Contributes to cumulative effects. 
No CEQA significance criteria for 
special designations. 
 

Transportation and 
Public Access 

 Alternative B would not result in 
a substantial increase in truck 
trips.  Traffic would not reduce 
the existing LOS. 

 Alternative B would not result in 
adverse effects to air traffic 
obstruction and safety due to the 
distance between the alternative 
and the Desert Center Airport.  
Alternative B would overlap a 
low-level military flight path 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Alternative C would be identical 
in its impacts to Alternative B 

 Cumulative effects: Trips 
generated by Alternative C 
would combine with trips from 
other projects to reduce the 
LOS, but not to a less than 
acceptable level.  Overall, not 
substantially adverse. 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Intermediate 

 Alternative D would not result in 
a substantial increase in truck 
trips and would not reduce the 
existing LOS. 

 Alternative D would be located 
0.5 miles from an airport and 
coordination with the FAA would 
be prudent but not required. 

 Cumulative effects: Trips 
generated by Alternative C 
would combine with trips from 
other projects to reduce the 
LOS, but not to a less than 
acceptable level.  Overall, not 
substantially adverse. 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

 Alternative E would not result in a 
substantial increase in truck trips 
and would not reduce the existing 
LOS at the intersections. 

 Alternative E would not result in 
adverse effects to air traffic 
obstruction and safety due to the 
distance between the alternative 
and the Desert Center Airport. 

 Cumulative effects: Trips 
generated by Alternative C would 
combine with trips from other 
projects to reduce the LOS, but not 
to a less than acceptable level.  
Overall, not substantially adverse. 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Intermediate 
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Table 2-12. Comparison of Gen-Tie Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative B (92 acres) Alternative C (92 acres) Alternative D (86 acres) Alternative E (85 acres) 
Visual Resource  Temporary visual effects due to 

construction equipment, 
materials, and workforce. 

 Alternative B would contribute to 
the conversion of natural desert 
landscapes to landscapes that 
substantially contrast with the 
natural character of the desert 
landscape 

 Strong long-term contrast to the 
existing landscape. 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Temporary visual effects due to 
construction equipment, 
materials, and workforce. 

 Would result in a greater 
adverse effect from Kaiser Road 
because of the two transmission 
lines. 

 Alternative C would contribute to 
the conversion of natural desert 
landscapes to landscapes that 
substantially contrast with the 
natural character of the desert 
landscape 

 Strong long-term contrast to the 
existing landscape. 

 Cumulative effects: Only 
marginal contribution 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

 Temporary visual effects due to 
construction equipment, 
materials, and workforce. 

 Would result in an adverse effect 
from Kaiser Road in the 
proposed project vicinity. 

 Strong long-term contrast to the 
existing landscape. 

 Cumulative effects: Only 
marginal contribution 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Intermediate (worse than C) 

 Temporary visual effects due to 
construction equipment, materials, 
and workforce. 

 Result in an adverse visual effect 
from SR-177 from a considerable 
distance. 

 Moderate to strong long-term 
contrast to the existing landscape. 

 Alternative E would contribute to 
the conversion of natural desert 
landscapes to landscapes that 
substantially contrast with the 
natural character of the desert 
landscape 

 Cumulative effects: Only marginal 
contribution 

CEQA: Environmentally 
Intermediate (worse than C and D) 

Water Resources  Alternative B would require 6.25 
afy of water for construction.  
Differences in water 
requirements for all alternatives 
would be insubstantial 

 Ground disturbance of 
Alternative B would introduce 
potential for soil erosion and 
sedimentation which could result 
in water quality degradation. 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Alternative C would occupy a 
ROW adjacent to Alternative B 
and require the same amount of 
water for construction. 

 Ground disturbance associated 
with construction of Alternative C 
would introduce the potential for 
soil erosion and sedimentation 
which could result in water 
quality degradation. 

 With implementation of 
mitigation, the Alternative C 
would not contribute to 
cumulative effects associated 
with groundwater supply and 
recharge. 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

 Alternative D would be slightly 
shorter than Alternative B but 
would require a similar amount 
of water for construction. 

 Ground disturbance associated 
with construction of Alternative D 
would introduce the potential for 
soil erosion and sedimentation 
which could result in water 
quality degradation. 

 With implementation of 
mitigation, the Alternative D 
would not contribute to 
cumulative effects associated 
with groundwater supply and 
recharge. 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

 Alternative E would be slightly 
shorter than Alternative B but 
would require a similar amount of 
water for construction. 

 Ground disturbance associated 
with construction of Alternative E 
would introduce the potential for 
soil erosion and sedimentation 
which could result in water quality 
degradation. 

 With implementation of mitigation, 
the Alternative E would not 
contribute to cumulative effects 
associated with groundwater 
supply and recharge. 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
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Table 2-12. Comparison of Gen-Tie Action Alternatives 

Environmental 
Discipline Alternative B (92 acres) Alternative C (92 acres) Alternative D (86 acres) Alternative E (85 acres) 
Solid and Hazardous 
Wastes 

 Alternative would not generate 
greater solid and hazardous 
waste impacts as the size 
difference is negligible, and 
workforce and construction 
requirements would be identical 
across alternatives. 

 Cumulative impacts would not 
occur because construction of 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and 
Alternative B conductor stringing 
would use same crew at the 
same time.  No additional work 
required for Alternative B. 

CEQA: Environmentally Superior 

 Alternative C would be identical 
in its impacts to Alternative B 

 Cumulative effects: Minimal 
contribution 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

 Construction and transportation 
practices would be identical to 
Alternative B and the size 
difference would be negligible.  
Route would not have an effect 
on solid and hazardous waste 
impacts. 

 Cumulative effects: Minimal 
contribution 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 

 Construction and transportation 
practices would be identical to 
Alternative B and size difference 
would be negligible.  Route would 
not have an effect on solid and 
hazardous waste impacts. 

 Cumulative effects: Minimal 
contribution 

CEQA: Environmentally Inferior 
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Table 2-13. Comparison of Solar Facility and Gen-Tie Action Alternative Combinations 

Environmental Discipline 4-B 4-C 4-D 4-E 5-B 5-C 5-D 5-E 6-B 6-C 6-D 6-E 7-B 7-C 7-D 7-E 
Air Resources 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 

Biological – Vegetation 3 4 4 5 3 4 4 5 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 

Biological – Wildlife 3 4 4 5 3 4 4 5 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 

Climate Change 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Cultural Resources 3 3 2 1 3 3 2 1 3 3 2 1 3 3 2 1 

Paleontological Resources 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 

Fire and Fuels Management 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 

Soils 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 

Minerals 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 

Lands and Realty 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 

Noise and Vibration 1 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 

Public Health and Safety 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Recreation 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 

Social and Economic 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 

Environmental Justice 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Special Designations 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 

Transportation and Access 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 

Visual Resources 2 5 8 10 2 5 8 10 1 4 7 9 3 6  11 12 

Water Resources 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 

Solid/Hazardous Wastes 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 
Numerical codes and shades of gray are used to indicate the severity and magnitude of direct, indirect, and cumulative environmental effects within a row (but please note that severity and magnitude 
of effects should not be compared between rows, i.e., between two different environmental resources).  For NEPA, a lower number and a lighter shade represents a less severe and a smaller 
magnitude of adverse environmental effect.  Numerical codes do not mean that quantitative analysis was performed, but instead indicate relative severity within each issue area.  Many impacts were 
evaluated qualitatively.
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Under A lternative 3-A, the p roposed solar f acility would not  be  a pproved, a nd a  C DCA P lan 
Amendment would find the site unsuitable for large-scale solar energy development.  With such 
an amendment, the project site would remain available for other types of uses allowable on BLM 
land, including mining, recreation, utilities, and traditional energy development.  Compared with 
Alternative 1-A (which is also the CEQA “no project” alternative) and Alternatives 2-A and 3-A, 
Alternative 6-B would result in predictable unavoidable adverse direct, indirect, and cumulative 
effects on environmental resources in the Chuckwalla Valley and within the project study area, 
as summarized in Table 2-11 and 2-12, and described in Chapter 4. 

2.15 AGENCY PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 

The Council on E nvironmental Quality (CEQ) regulations at Title 40 C ode of  Federal Regula-
tions (CFR) 1502.14(e) direct that an Environmental Impact S tatement (EIS) must identify the 
agency’s p referred a lternative.  T he B LM h as s elected Alternative 7, High-Profile R educed 
Footprint S olar P roject, w ith A lternative B, Proposed Gen-Tie Line ( Shared T owers), as  t he 
agency preferred a lternative.  Alternative 7 w ith A lternative B i s t he p referred a lternative 
because it would be able to generate 125 to 135 MW and at least 260,000 MWh/yr of renewable 
energy on 1,044 acres, compared to 150 M W with 240,000 M Wh/yr on 1,208 a cres in the pro-
posed solar facility.  A lternative 7-B minimizes impacts resulting from ground disturbance and 
incorporating the use of shared facilities in an already designated transmission line ROW, while 
still responding to the BLM’s purpose and need and partially meeting the applicant’s objectives. 

In order to have a complete project preference, the deciding official will choose one solar facility 
alternative and one  gen-tie lin e a lternative.  Fo r a  c omplete action a lternative, t he de ciding 
official could choose any one of  the solar generation facility action alternatives, Alternatives 4 
through 7, plus any one of the gen-tie action alternatives, Alternatives B through E. 

The i dentification of a  p referred alternative does not  c onstitute a  c ommitment or  de cision i n 
principle, and there is no requirement to select the preferred alternative in the Record of Decision 
(ROD).  S election in t he R OD of  a n alternative other t han t he pr eferred a lternative does not  
require preparation of a supplemental EIS if the selected alternative was analyzed in the EIS, as 
long as the rationale for selecting the chosen alternative is explained. 

An EIS must provide sufficient detail in the description of activities so that the effects of the Pro-
posed Action may be compared to the effects of the alternatives, including the No Action Alter-
native (40 C FR 1502.14( b)).  T hat c omparison provides t he cl ear b asis f or ch oice b y t he 
decision-maker.  S ection 2.14 p rovides a cl ear c omparison among t he a lternatives, i ncluding 
among t he i ndividual solar f acility a lternatives, among t he i ndividual gen-tie a lternatives, a nd 
among all combinations of alternatives.  In addition, the alternatives are compared with the No 
Action Alternative and the two No Project alternatives.  S ection 2.16 also discloses the CEQA 
“environmental superiority” of alternatives; however, this information is provided for future use 
by CEQA Lead and Responsible Agencies, and is not required under NEPA. 

2.16 CEQA ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE 

The i nformation in th is s ection is p rovided for f uture us e b y C EQA Lead and R esponsible 
Agencies, and is not required under NEPA. 
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CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 requires an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) to consider a 
range o f r easonable alternatives t o t he p roposed project, or  t o t he l ocation of t he p roject, t hat 
would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially 
lessen any of the significant impacts of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the 
alternatives.  Because Riverside County intends to use this EIS in lieu of an EIR in determining 
whether to issue permits for the proposed gen-tie line or any of the gen-tie line alternatives, this 
section compares t he gen-tie line a lternatives evaluated in Chapter 4  of  this E IS.  In addition, 
because CEQA Guidelines Section 15278(a) requires the Lead Agency to consider the whole of 
an action, not  s imply i ts constituent parts, when determining whether it will have a s ignificant 
environmental effect ( Citizens Assoc. For Sensible Development of Bishop Area v. County of 
Inyo (1985) 172 C al.App.3d 151) , t his c hapter a lso c ompares t he ef fects o f t he s olar f acility 
alternatives, the effects of all combinations of complete alternatives, identifies the environmen-
tally superior action alternative, and compares this to the “CEQA no p roject alternative”, which 
is a combination of Alternative 1 (No Action) and Alternative A (No Gen-Tie). 

Per CEQA Guidelines 15126.6(e)(2), if the environmentally superior alternative is the “no proj-
ect” a lternative, a n E IR m ust a lso i dentify an e nvironmentally s uperior alternative among t he 
other alternatives. 

As demonstrated in Section 2.17.3, the overall environmentally superior alternative is the Alter-
native 1-A (No Action Alternative/No Gen-Tie Alternative combination).  T he environmentally 
superior a lternative among t he r emaining action a lternatives i s A lternative 5-B (Reduced 
Footprint Alternative/Shared Gen-Tie combination). 

As demonstrated in Table 2-13, the action alternative combination of solar facility Alternative 6 
(Reduced Footprint A lternative) an d g en-tie A lternative B ( Proposed Gen-Tie Line [ Shared 
Towers]) w ould r esult i n t he f ewest a nd l east s evere a dverse e nvironmental effects o verall.  
Alternative 6 combined with Alternative B, or Alternative 6-B, when compared with Alternative 
1-A, which is also the CEQA “no project” a lternative, would result in predictable unavoidable 
adverse d irect, i ndirect, a nd c umulative effects o n e nvironmental resources i n t he C huckwalla 
Valley and within the project study area.  F or purposes of CEQA, Alternative 1-A (the CEQA 
“no project” alternative) is the Environmentally Superior Alternative overall.  Alternative 6-B is 
the CEQA environmentally superior action alternative. 

2.17 ALTERNATIVES IDENTIFIED BUT ELIMINATED FROM DETAILED ANALYSIS 

According to t he C ouncil on E nvironmental Quality’s (C EQ) N EPA R egulations ( 40 C FR 
1502.14), the alternatives section in an EIS shall rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all 
reasonable alternatives; however, for alternatives which were eliminated from detailed study, the 
EIS shall briefly discuss the reasons for their having been eliminated. 

CEQ NEPA Regulations (40 C.F.R. 1502.13) require a statement “briefly specifying the underly-
ing purpose and need to which the agency is responding in proposing the alternatives including 
the proposed action.”   As such, the ability of potential alternatives to achieve the project’s pur-
pose and need is one of the criteria used to evaluate alternatives.  NEPA allows consideration of 
alternatives th at me et “ most” o f th e p roject’s p urpose.  A s not ed i n t he f indings f or Natural 
Resources Defense Council v. Morton (458 F.2d 827 [D.C. Cir. 1972]), “Nor is it appropriate to 
disregard a lternatives m erely b ecause t hey d o n ot o ffer a c omplete solution t o t he pr oblem.”   
The Applicant’s search for a s uitable site began with an evaluation of the project’s purpose and 
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need, w hich i s f undamentally t o c onstruct, o perate, m aintain, a nd e ventually de commission a 
150-MW solar energy facility and associated interconnection transmission infrastructure to help 
meet federal and state renewable energy supply and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction 
requirements. 

The applicant’s objectives, presented in Section 1.3, help guide the BLM’s development of alter-
natives.  C onsistent with CEQ’s NEPA Regulations and applicable BLM policies (e.g., NEPA 
Compliance for U tility-Scale R enewable Energy ROW A uthorizations ( IM 2011 -059; B LM 
2011)), the alternatives below were not carried forward for additional analysis because they: 

 Did not meet BLM’s purpose and need; 

 Were determined to b e practically o r t echnically infeasible (as i nformed b y t he A pplicant’s 
interests and objectives); 

 Would have substantially similar effects to an alternative that is analyzed; or 

 Would have resource conflicts associated with an identified alternative. 

Consistent with C EQA r equirements, t he BLM assessed t he alternatives be low to d etermine 
whether each had greater environmental impacts than the project alternatives, based on k nowl-
edge of the project area. 

2.17.1 Alternative to Facilitate Wildlife Movement 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife service suggested consideration of an alternative that was designed to 
facilitate wildlife movement in the Chuckwalla Valley.  The eastern boundary of the project site 
contains two 40-acre parcels of BLM-managed lands that extend 0.25 miles east toward Beekley 
Road ( Township 4S  R ange 15 E Section 25 NENE a nd S ESE).  T hese t wo p arcels further 
constrict the narrow movement corridor along the easternmost boundary of the project site.  This 
corridor consists of both privately owned and BLM-managed lands between the project site and 
the agricultural lands further east.  T he corridor ranges from 0.2 m iles wide to 0.5 m iles wide.  
An alternative was suggested that would require the applicant to remove the two BLM-managed 
parcels from the site plan to maximize the width of this movement corridor to allow for north-
south movement for wildlife, especially desert tortoise.  The alternative would require a perma-
nent conservation easement to be  applied to the corridor, and for BLM to identify this ar ea as  
unsuitable for future solar development to ensure that this linkage corridor remains unobstructed. 

The BLM considered the suggested alternative; however, although desert tortoise habitat occurs 
east of the DHSP site, this habitat does not provide a movement corridor.  A state-wide evalua-
tion of habitat connectivity (Spencer et al. 2010) includes the upper Chuckwalla Valley, includ-
ing the p roject site an d s urrounding areas, am ong areas i dentified as “E ssential C onnectivity 
Areas.”  The report describes these as follows: “Essential Connectivity Areas are placeholder poly-
gons that can inform land-planning efforts, but that should eventually be replaced by more detailed 
Linkage D esigns, d eveloped at finer resolution ba sed on  t he n eeds o f p articular species and 
ecological processes” (p. xiii).  In Chapters 4 and 5, Spencer et al. (2010) provide “frameworks” 
for regional and local scale connectivity analysis.  Following these recommendations, BLM con-
tracted researchers involved in the state-wide evaluation to conduct regional and local analyses 
across the desert, including this area.  Preliminary results indicate that the critical connectivity 
area lies to the west of the proposed project site along the east side of Eagle Mountains (Fesnock 
pers com). 
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In addition to the study addressed above, the proposed project site was analyzed for its wildlife 
connectivity importance.  The proposed solar facility site is located roughly midway between the 
three mountain ranges that surround the upper Chuckwalla Valley.  It is adjacent to a small (an 
estimated 40-acre) date palm orchard near its southeastern corner; about 1 mile north of agricul-
tural lands on a bout 1,000 a cres; and about 0.25  miles west of  another l arge agricultural tract, 
also c overing about 1,0 00 a cres.  “Corridor passage” s pecies, s uch as  l arge m ammals would 
likely use the agricultural lands for passage.  Disused agricultural lands may also be suitable for 
some “dweller” species, including small mammals and reptiles, but are poorly suited for desert 
tortoises.  Thus, due to the poor quality of habitat on the proposed project site, the fragmented 
and d isturbed l andscape surrounding the s ite, and the low tortoise sign a t the proposed project 
site, this area would not be considered suitable for tortoise “dwelling” in high enough densities to 
suggest that the project site support generational connectivity.  Without the ability to support suf-
ficient populations, this area would not be considered critical for tortoise connectivity, and there-
fore, may only provide some minimal support for regional wildlife connectivity. 

Conclusion.  Because the critical wildlife connectivity area lies west of the project and not east 
of the project and because the proposed project site provides only minimal support for regional 
connectivity, the proposed alternative would not serve the purpose of improving connectivity and 
was eliminated from detailed analysis. 

2.17.2 Alternative Sites 

Several alternative sites were c onsidered for lo cating th e p roject on p ublic and p rivate lands.  
The alternatives described below were eliminated from detailed analysis. 

Private Land within the Chuckwalla Valley 

Scoping c omments r ecommended us e of  p rivate lands out side of  t he j urisdiction of t he l ead 
agency as  a lternatives.  Private lands within Chuckwalla Valley were considered for s iting the 
proposed solar energy project; however, the BLM has no jurisdiction over the siting of the proj-
ect on private land. 

The first site that was identified, Desert Center West, is 4 miles west of the community of Desert 
Center.  This site consists of 44 semi-contiguous parcels totaling approximately 4,000 acres and 
owned by 36 separate owners.  The average size of the parcels is 160 acres. 

The second private site eliminated from further consideration is Desert Center East, located 7.5 
miles east of the community of Desert Center.  This site consists of 14 parcels totaling approxi-
mately 1,800 acres.  The average parcel size is 160 acres. 

A third private site, Desert Center Central, lies south of the project study area, 3.5 miles north-
east from t he c ommunity of D esert C enter, an d consists of m ostly d isturbed a gricultural land.  
This site is transected by an existing SCE 161 kV transmission line.  Some of the land is subject 
to conservation contract under the Williamson Act (California Land Conservation Act of 1965), 
potentially preventing current solar development on those parcels.  Much of this site is currently 
undergoing environmental review by Riverside County for use as a  solar project and therefore 
would not be available as part of an alternative for the Applicant.  The site contains 464 different 
parcels, owned by 228 owners. 
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The p rivate land described above would have the technical potential to be developed for solar 
energy.  H owever, the private land alternative would require use o f s emi-contiguous pa rcels as 
well as the aggregation of numerous parcels owned by numerous separate individuals.  Due to the 
small parcels and scattered ownership, it would be difficult and expensive, if not impossible, to 
acquire s ufficient contiguous a creage necessary to s upport the p roject, making a  p rivate land 
alternative technically a nd e conomically in feasible.  In a ddition, unde r N EPA a  p rivate land 
alternative does not respond to BLM’s purpose of and need for the proposed project, namely, to 
consider an application for t he authorized use of  public lands for a  solar f acility, which could 
include requesting modifications to the proposal that are within BLM’s jurisdiction. 

Contaminated Sites near the Devers-Palo Verde Corridor 

Scoping comments recommended use of  degraded and contaminated s ites as  a lternatives.  T he 
EPA’s R enewable Energy Interactive M apping Tool w as us ed t o i dentify contaminated an d 
potentially contaminated R enewable Energy S ites f or P V U tility S olar f acilities.  T here were 
only two sites in the general region of the Devers-Palo Verde line.  A 43-acre site identified as 
“Square D Company” is located in Beaumont, California, 20 m iles west of the Devers Substa-
tion.  A  second 35 -acre s ite, “W oten A viation Services Inc.,” i s l ocated 7  m iles s outhwest of  
Blythe, California, and 5 to 10 miles from the proposed Midpoint Substation.  Both sites are part 
of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) program. 

As with the private land alternatives described above, it would be technically possible to develop 
solar energy on the contaminated sites.  However, the aggregated sites would not be sufficiently 
large enough to support a 150 MW project.  Due to the limited number of contaminated parcels 
near the Devers-Palo Verde Corridor, it would be impossible to acquire sufficient contiguous or 
semi-contiguous c ontaminated acr eage f or t he p roject, m aking a  c ontaminated l and a lternative 
technically and economically infeasible. 

Alternative BLM-Administered Land 

Much of the BLM-administered land in Riverside County with the highest solar energy produc-
tion potential is pr ecluded f rom d evelopment by special d esignations s uch as  ar eas o f c ritical 
environmental concern (ACEC), DW MA, w ilderness, and ot her d esignations (BLM 2012) .  
Additionally, from the Chuckwalla Valley east toward Blythe along the I-10 corridor, most of the 
BLM administered lands that are not precluded by such resource conflicts is already subject to 
first-in-time applications b y other solar p rojects for ROW, which would take pr iority over t he 
proposed project. 

Moreover, even i f the BLM-administered land a long the I-10 corridor to be available, it could 
require a d ifferent interconnection point t o t he C alifornia grid fro m t he proposed project, a nd 
therefore an alternative location would require a new interconnection application, which would 
re-start the CAISO interconnection process; delaying the project for several years. 

Conclusion.  Combined the considerations identified above mean that an alternative location on 
BLM-administered lands would not be economically feasible. 

2.17.3 Alternate Solar Technologies 

The BLM will not typically analyze an alternative for a different technology when a ROW appli-
cation is submitted for a specific technology (e.g., evaluate a concentrated solar power applica-
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tion for a  s olar p hotovoltaic application) b ecause s uch an  a lternative does not  r espond t o t he 
BLM’s purpose and need to consider an application for the authorized use of public lands for a 
specific renewable energy technology.  H owever, all technologies considered by the BLM and 
the applicant during the pre-application process, and the rationale why they were not pursued by 
the a gency a nd/or t he a pplicant should be  summarized in t he NEPA d ocument as  done b elow 
(IM No. 2011-061). 

Solar Trough Technology.  A parabolic trough system converts solar radiation to electricity by 
using sunlight to heat a fluid, such as oil, which is then used to generate steam.  T he plant con-
sists of a large field of trough-shaped solar collectors arranged in parallel rows, normally aligned 
on a north-south horizontal axis.  E ach parabolic trough collector has a linear parabolic-shaped 
reflector that focuses the sun’s d irect beam radiation on a l inear r eceiver, al so referred to as  a  
heat c ollection element located at  t he f ocus o f the pa rabola.  H eat t ransfer f luid w ithin t he 
collector i s heated to 740°F as  i t ci rculates through the receiver and returns to a s eries of heat 
exchangers where the f luid is used to generate high-pressure s team.  T he superheated s team is 
then fed to a conventional reheat steam turbine/generator to produce electricity.  On average, 5 to 
8 acres of land are required per MW of power generated. 

Solar Power Tower Technology.  The solar power tower technology converts thermal energy to 
electricity by using heliostat (mirror) fields to focus energy on a  boiler located on pow er tower 
receivers n ear t he center o f ea ch h eliostat ar ray.  E ach m irror t racks t he s un d uring the day.  
Existing heliostats are 7.2 feet high by 10.5 feet wide.  The solar power towers can be up to 600 
feet ta ll with additional 10-foot-tall l ightning rods.  T he solar power tower would receive heat 
from th e h eliostats th en c onvert the h eat in to s team b y h eating w ater in  th e s olar b oilers.  A  
secondary phase would convert the steam into electricity using Rankine-cycle reheat steam tur-
bine electric generator housed in a power block facility at each of the plants.  In general, a solar 
power tower power plant requires 5 to 10 acres of land per MW of power generated. 

Linear Fresnel Technology.  A solar linear Fresnel power plant converts solar radiation to elec-
tricity by using flat moving mirrors to follow the path of the sun and reflect its heat on the fixed 
pipe receivers l ocated a bout t he mirrors.  During daylight hou rs, t he solar concentrators focus 
heat on t he receivers to produce s team, which i s collected in a  piping system and delivered to 
steam drums located in a solar field and then transferred to steam drums in a power block.  The 
steam drums t ransferred to t he po wer block will be  us ed to t urn s team t urbine generators and 
produce electricity.  T he steam is then cooled, condensed into water, and recirculated back into 
the process.  In general, the l inear Fresnel technology requires 4 t o 5 a cres of land per MW of 
power generated. 

Conclusion.  Although the alternative solar generation technologies would achieve most of the 
project objectives, each would have different environmental or feasibility concerns.  In particu-
lar, these technologies would require similar amounts of land as the project, resulting in similar 
impacts on biological and cultural resources, and land use, however, the all generally would have 
greater potential impacts on w ater use and visual impacts because of towers or other structural 
features t hat w ould be  m uch m ore vi sible t han t hose f or a  P V p roject.  In a ddition, t he 
technologies are not within the Applicant’s area of expertise, and would require a new Plan of 
Development and all associated studies which would re-start the process; delaying the project for 
several years.  Combined these f actors m ean t hat an  a lternative technology would not  be  eco-
nomically or technically feasible. 
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2.17.4 Distributed and Rooftop Photovoltaics 

Scoping comments recommended use of distributed and rooftop PV systems as an alternative.  A 
distributed s olar a lternative would c onsist of  P V pa nels t hat w ould a bsorb s olar r adiation a nd 
convert it directly to electricity (similar to the Applicant’s technology and all PV technologies).  
The PV panels could be installed on private or publicly owned residential, commercial, or indus-
trial building rooftops or in other disturbed areas such as parking lots or disturbed areas adjacent 
to existing structures such as substations.  T o be a viable alternative to the project, there would 
have needed to be sufficient newly installed panels to generate 150 MW of capacity. 

California currently has ove r 900 M W of  d istributed P V s ystems a t 9 4,891 i ndividual sites 
(CPUC 2011) .  D uring 2010, 194 M W of  d istributed PV was installed in  California and more 
than 110 MW of solar have already been installed under the CSI Program through June 14, 2011 
(CPUC 2011) .  Y et a t t his r ate of  i nstallation, ach ievement o f t he C alifornia Renewables 
Portfolio Standard would be delayed well beyond the 2020 deadline.  There would have to be a 
significant acceleration of installation of both distributed and nondistributed generation to meet 
the goals de fined in California’s RPS.  L arge-scale p rojects pl ay an important role in  meeting 
these goals. 

Additionally, c urrent research i ndicates th at d evelopment of bot h d istributed g eneration and 
utility-scale solar power will be needed to meet future energy needs in the United States, along 
with other energy resources and energy efficiency technologies (NREL 2010).  F or a variety of 
reasons (e.g., upper limits on integrating distributed generation into the electric grid, costs, lack 
of electricity storage in most systems, and continued dependency of  buildings on grid-supplied 
power), distributed solar energy alone cannot meet the goals for renewable energy development.  
Ultimately, both utility-scale and distributed generation solar power will need to be deployed at 
increasing levels, and the highest penetration of solar power overall will require a combination of 
both types (NREL 2010). 

Therefore, a lternatives i nvolving distributed g eneration were e liminated from detailed analysis 
because it does not respond to the BLM’s purpose and need for the Proposed Action, which is to 
respond to the Applicant’s application for a ROW grant to construct, operate, and decommission 
a s olar p hotovoltaic facility o n p ublic lands i n c ompliance with F LPMA, B LM R OW r egula-
tions, and other federal applicable laws consistent with the Energy Policy Act of 2005’s goal that 
the Secretary of the Interior approve 10,000 MW of non-hydropower renewable energy projects 
located on p ublic lands by 2015.  T he objectives cannot be achieved on t hat t imetable through 
distributed generation systems.  T herefore, B LM’s p urpose and ne ed for a gency action in t his 
EIS is focused on the siting and management of utility-scale solar energy development on public 
lands.  F urthermore, the BLM has no  authority or influence over the installation of d istributed 
generation systems, other than lands that it administers.  Based on the foregoing, this alternative 
was not carried forward for further review. 

2.17.5 Alternate Renewable Technologies 

Wind Energy.  Wind carries kinetic energy that can be utilized to spin the blades of a wind tur-
bine rotor and an electrical generator, which then feed AC into the utility grid.  Most state-of-the-
art wind turbines operating today convert 35 to 40 percent of the wind‘s kinetic energy into elec-
tricity.  A  s ingle 1.5 M W t urbine operating at a 4 0 p ercent capacity f actor generates 2,100  
megawatt-hours annually.  W ind t urbines c urrently being m anufactured ha ve pow er ratings 
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ranging from 250 watts to 5 MW, and units larger than 7 MW in capacity are now under develop-
ment (EERE 2008).  T he technology is well developed and can be used to generate significant 
amounts of  pow er.  C alifornia has 3,179 M W of  i nstalled w ind c apacity as o f 2010 ( AWEA 
2011). 

The use of wind energy at the project locations may be feasible at the scale of the project but it 
would not eliminate significant impacts caused by the project; specifically, there would still be 
impacts on b iological and cultural resources, and visual effects would be greater than with the 
proposed project.  Furthermore, the project site is not viable for commercial wind energy produc-
tion (BLM 2005). 

Geothermal Energy.  Geothermal technologies use s team or  hi gh-temperature water obtained 
from n aturally o ccurring geothermal reservoirs t o dr ive s team t urbine/generators.  T here ar e 
vapor dominated resources (dry, super-heated steam) and liquid-dominated resources where vari-
ous techniques are used to extract energy from the high-temperature water.  G eothermal plants 
account f or 5 p ercent of C alifornia’s pow er a nd r ange i n s ize f rom under 1 M W t o 200  MW.  
California is the largest geothermal power producer in the United States, with about 1,800 MW 
installed capacity; in 2007, 13,000 gigawatt hours of electricity were produced in California (CEC 
2008).  Geothermal plants provide highly reliable baseload power, with capacity factors from 90 
to 98 percent. 

The use of geothermal energy at the project locations would be unfeasible as there are no geo-
thermal reservoirs at this location. 

Biomass Energy.  Biomass generation creates electricity by burning organic fuels in a boiler to 
produce steam, which then turns a turbine.  Biomass can also be converted into a fuel gas such as 
methane and burned to generate power.  Wood is the most commonly used biomass for power 
generation.  M ajor bi omass f uels i nclude f orestry and m ill w astes, a gricultural field c rop a nd 
food processing wastes, and construction and urban wood wastes.  Several techniques are used to 
convert these f uels t o e lectricity, i ncluding direct c ombustion, g asification, a nd a naerobic 
fermentation.  B iomass f acilities do not  r equire t he e xtensive amount of  l and r equired b y t he 
other renewable energy sources discussed, but they generate much smaller amounts of electricity.  
Most biomass plant capacities are in the 3 to 10 MW range.  Unlike other renewables, the loca-
tional f lexibility of bi omass f acilities would r educe t he ne ed f or s ignificant t ransmission 
investments.  California has a total of 968 MW of existing and planned biomass generation (CEC 
2008). 

Conclusion.  The use of biomass energy at the project location would be unfeasible as there are 
no biomass sources at or nearby this location. 

2.17.6 Non-Renewable Technologies 

Natural Gas.  Natural gas power generation accounts for 22 percent of all the energy used in the 
United States and comprises about 46 percent of the power generated in California (CEC 2009).  
Natural gas power plants typically consist of combustion turbine generators, heat recovery steam 
generators, a s team turbine generator, wet or dry cooling towers, and associated support equip-
ment.  A n interconnection with a natural gas pipeline, a w ater supply, and electric transmission 
are also required. 
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Coal.  Coal-fired electric generating plants are the cornerstone of America's central power sys-
tem.  Traditional coal-fired plants generate large amounts of greenhouse gases.  New “clean coal 
technology” includes a variety of energy processes that reduce air emission and other pollutants 
from coal-burning power plants.  T he Clean Coal Power Initiative is providing government co-
financing for new coal technologies that help utilities meet the Clear Skies Initiative to cut sulfur, 
nitrogen, and mercury pollutants by nearly 70 percent by 2018. 

In 2008, 18.2 percent of the energy used in California came from coal fired sources(CEC 2009).  
The i n-state co al-fired g eneration includes e lectricity generated from o ut-of-state, co al-fired 
power plants owned by and reported by California utilities.  In 2006, California enacted SB 1368 
(Perata, C hapter 598, Statutes of  2006) , w hich pr ohibits ut ilities f rom m aking l ong-term 
commitments for e lectricity generated f rom p lants t hat cr eate m ore carbon dioxide (CO2) t han 
clean-burning natural gas plants (CEC 2009). 

Nuclear Energy.  Generation from nuclear power plants represented 44,268 gigawatt-hours of  
California’s total system power in 2008 (CEC 2009).  However, California has a moratorium on 
building new nuclear power plants until a means for the permanent disposal or reprocessing of 
spent nuclear fuel has been demonstrated and approved in the United States.  In 1978, the Energy 
Commission found that neither of these conditions had been met.  In 2005, the Energy Commis-
sion reaffirmed t hese f indings a nd a lso f ound t hat r eprocessing remains s ubstantially m ore 
expensive than waste storage and disposal and has substantially adverse implications for nuclear 
nonproliferation efforts.  (CEC 2009)  It should also be noted that the permitting of new nuclear 
facilities in California is currently illegal, so this technology also is eliminated as infeasible. 

Conclusion.  Alternative methods of generating electricity, such as natural gas, coal, and nuclear 
energy, were e liminated f rom detailed d iscussion because t hey would be  t oo great a  departure 
from t he a pplication to be  considered a m odification of t he A pplicant’s p roposal, a nd s o a re 
inapplicable under NEPA.  T hese alternative generation technologies would not  respond to the 
BLM’s purpose and need for the Proposed Action, which is to respond to the Applicant’s appli-
cation for a ROW grant to construct, operate, and decommission a solar photovoltaic facility on 
public lands in compliance with FLPMA, BLM ROW regulations, and other federal applicable 
laws.  A dditionally, non e of  t hese a lternative methods of  g enerating electricity is w ithin th e 
Applicant’s area of expertise; therefore, i t would not l ikely be technically or economically f ea-
sible for the Applicant to implement them. 

2.17.7 Conservation and Demand-side Management 

Conservation and demand-side m anagement consist o f a v ariety o f approaches t o r eduction of 
electricity use, including energy efficiency and conservation, building and appliance s tandards, 
and load management and fuel substitution.  The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), 
with s upport from t he Governor’s Office, t he Energy C ommission, a nd t he C alifornia Air 
Resources Board, among others, adopted the California Long-Term Energy Efficiency Strategy 
Plan for 2009 to 2020 in September 2008 (CPUC 2008).  The plan is a framework for all sectors 
in California including industry, agriculture, large and small businesses, and households.  Major 
goals of the plan include: 

 All new residential construction will be zero net energy by 2020; 

 All new commercial construction will be zero net energy by 2030; 
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 Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning industries will be re-shaped to deliver maximum per-
formance systems; 

 Eligible lo w-income c ustomers w ill b e a ble t o p articipate in t he Low Income E nergy Effi-
ciency program and will be provided with cost-effective energy efficiency measures in  their 
residences by 2020. 

As not ed i n t he C alifornia Energy C ommission 2009 Integrated Energy Policy Report, C ali-
fornia’s renewable energy goals are based on a percentage of retail sales of electricity.  Reducing 
overall electricity demands m eans f ewer r etail sales an d t herefore less r enewable energy t hat 
must be generated and fewer renewable plants will need to be built.  However, conservation and 
demand-side management will not itself provide the renewable energy required to meet the Cali-
fornia renewable energy goals. 

Conclusion.  Conservation and demand-side management are e liminated f rom detailed d iscus-
sion because they would be too great a departure from the application to be considered a modifi-
cation of the Applicant’s proposal, and so are inapplicable under NEPA.  This alternative would 
not respond to the BLM’s purpose and need for the Proposed Action, which is to respond to the 
application for a  R OW g rant t o c onstruct, o perate, a nd de commission a s olar p hotovoltaic 
facility on public lands in compliance with FLPMA, BLM ROW regulations, and other federal 
applicable laws.  Conservation and demand-side management would also not respond to the pur-
pose and need to address the Energy Policy Act of 2005’s goal for the Secretary of the Interior to 
approve 10,000 M W of  non -hydropower r enewable energy p rojects l ocated on p ublic lands.  
Moreover, t he BLM ha s no j urisdiction over c onservation and d emand-side m anagement pro-
grams.  Finally, accounting for population growth and the associated increasing in the demand 
for energy, there is no evidence that conservation and demand-management alone would be suf-
ficient to address all of California’s energy needs.4 

2.17.8 Underground Installation of gen-tie line 

An u nderground installation of t he g en-tie lin e would in stall th e lin e u nderground rather t han 
overhead.  T his w as c onsidered because t he o verhead lines w ould b e h ighly vi sible.  Under-
ground transmission lines at 230 k V have been installed or are planned to be installed in Cali-
fornia by P acific G as & E lectric Company (its N ortheast San J ose, T ri-Valley, an d J efferson-
Martin projects) and by San Diego Gas & Electric Company (its approved Otay Mesa and Sun-
rise P owerlink p rojects).  T hese l ines, or  p ortions of  t hem, ha ve be en i nstalled u nderground 
either due to congested u rban areas where there is inadequate space for overhead high-voltage 
lines, or (in the case of Tri-Valley and Jefferson-Martin) to reduce visual impacts in scenic areas. 

Environmental Impacts.  While underground lines would reduce the visual effects of the trans-
mission lines, t hey ha ve s everal disadvantages with r espect t o t he e nvironmental impacts th at 
would occur during construction.  Substantial ground disturbance is required to install the trench 
and cab les for underground transmission lines.  Of the total length of ge n-tie line Alternatives 
(approximately 30 m iles c ombined f or all t hree route a lignments) illustrated i n F igure 2 -1 i n 
Appendix A, about 6 miles would parallel a paved roadway (Kaiser Road, parallel to the Alterna-

                                                 
4  2011 Integrated E nergy P olicy R eport L ead C ommissioner D raft ( December 2011)  discusses c ost-effective 

energy efficiency in Chapter 2.  
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tive B&C alignment).  This 6-mile segment could likely be installed within the paved portion of 
this r oad w ith m inimal disturbance of d esert h abitat, but  t he r emainder of t he route w ould be  
installed in dirt roads or in undisturbed desert. 

The trench for a 230-kV line could vary from about 3 feet to 6 feet wide depending on the con-
figuration of the cables within the trench.  A  construction work area from 25 t o 50 f eet wide is 
required parallel to the trench for construction equipment, resulting in temporary disturbance to 
habitat.  In unpaved areas, the area above the trench (generally a 20- or 25-foot-wide road) would 
have to remain clear and accessible for the life of the project, a permanent loss of habitat. 

The e nvironmental impacts o f in stalling u nderground transmission lines have be en de fined i n 
detail in several completed CPUC environmental impact reports (EIRs) including the following, 
all of which included underground segments that have been constructed: 

 PG&E Jefferson-Martin 230 kV Transmission Project (Application A.02-09-043, approved in 
CPUC Decision D.04-08-046); 

 PG&E Tr i-Valley C apacity Increase P roject (Application A.99-11-025, a pproved i n C PUC 
Decision D.01-10-029); 

 SDG&E Otay Mesa Power Purchase Agreement Transmission Project (Application A.04-03-008, 
approved in CPUC Decision D.05.06.061); and 

 SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink Transmission Project (Applications A.05-12-014 and A.06-08-010, 
approved in CPUC Decision D.08-12-058). 

Other C PUC E IRs h ave e valuated u nderground transmission line s egment alternatives an d 
rejected them for a variety of reasons, including their potential for environmental impacts (e.g., 
Miguel-Mission 230 kV #2 project, A.02-07-022, Final EIR, June 2004).  As explained in those 
documents, th e imp acts r esulting f rom c onstruction or o peration of u nderground transmission 
lines include the following: 

 Biological resources would be affected by loss of habitat due to construction required outside 
of paved roadways.  The loss of desert tortoise habitat, and habitat for other species, would be 
substantially greater than that lost for overhead transmission line construction. 

 There would be a substantially greater likelihood of encountering subsurface cultural resources. 

 Air emissions would be greater due to the construction equipment required to construct a con-
tinuous trench, t he dus t f rom t renching and m ore t rucks dr iving on u npaved r oads, a nd 
increased truck trips to haul trench spoils and import thermal back-fill. 

 Construction noise would be increased, both in time and severity. 

 Traffic impacts would be greater because additional vehicles would be required to haul trench 
spoils and import back-fill.  Construction in Kaiser Road would require closure of at least one 
lane. 

Cost, Expansion, and Maintenance.  First S olar p rovided a r eport en titled “G en-Tie U nder-
grounding R eport; D esert S unlight S olar Farm P roject” ( First S olar 2011 ) which an alyzed t he 
costs associated with undergrounding the transmission line for that Project.  The costs identified 
in t hat r eport w ould b e similar for t he D HSP’s ge n-tie lin e.  T his r eport, w hich s ummarized 
underground installations i n t he U.S. a nd p resented a p otential design for a  F irst S olar under-
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ground gen-tie, i dentified several concerns t hat would a lso be  r elevant to t he D HSP p roject, 
related to cost, limits on expansion, and accessibility, as described below. 

Cost is  a lso a  major concern to t he developer, s ince construction of underground transmission 
lines costs up t o 8.5 t imes more than overhead lines.  Increased costs would negatively affect a 
project’s f inancial viability, especially when coupled with the considerable technical and envi-
ronmental risks involved with underground transmission line design. 

The First Solar report also stated that expansion of the capacity of a transmission line, or addition 
of future circuits, would be more difficult if underground lines were installed.  T he addition of 
future circuits could be accommodated by increasing cable spacing or constructing a l arger duct 
bank (leaving empty spaces for future cables), or by constructing a parallel duct bank separated 
by a n a dequate distance to a llow h eat d issipation.  H owever, t hese a pproaches w ould f urther 
increase construction cost. 

Underground transmission lines are l ess accessible than overhead lines, so l ine maintenance is 
more challenging.  It is more difficult to know where an outage has occurred, so outages of an 
underground line can be more time-consuming both to find the problem and to repair it.  Third-
party construction damage to the buried facilities is also a concern, as it is for underground utility 
infrastructure of all kinds. 

Conclusion.  B LM e valuated t he i nformation included i n F irst S olar’s r eport and d etermined 
that, based on  the Agency’s own experience, expertise, and research, constructing the adjacent 
Desert S unlight S olar Farm’s gen-tie lin es u nderground would not  be  f easible.  A lthough t he 
technology for underground transmission lines is  available and has been used to r educe vi sual 
impacts and to avoid overhead construction through congested areas by major utilities in  Cali-
fornia, t he i ncreased environmental impacts t hat would result t o other resource a reas do es not  
justify th e c onstruction of u nderground lines.  Those t he s ame conclusions hold t rue f or t he 
DHSP.  S pecifically, t he l ack of  adequate paved r oadways fo r i nstallation of t he gen-tie lin es 
serving the DHSP would result in substantially greater impacts to biological resources, cultural 
resources, air quality, and noise than for the overhead gen-ties.  T he additional costs and tech-
nical risks a ssociated with u nderground lines a lso m ake i t unde sirable u nder t hese c onditions.  
As a result, the underground gen-tie alternative has been eliminated from detailed consideration. 

2.17.9 Transmission Corridor Alternative 

The gen-tie alternatives are located within the CDCA Planning area in Multiple Use Classes L 
and M.  Within M ultiple U se C lasses L and M, the C DCA P lan 1980, a s a mended a llows f or 
transmission lines a bove 161 kV  w ithin d esignated c orridors.  D esignated planning corridors 
were identified in the CDCA Plan 1980, a s amended.  P lanning corridors are a tool for guiding 
the necessary detailed p lanning and environmental assessment work which will continue to be  
required where a right-of-way is requested.  S ites associated with power generation or transmis-
sion not identified in the Plan will be considered through the Plan Amendment process. 

If a new t ransmission line is  p roposed that is  above 161  kV, it will be considered through the 
Plan Amendment process.  The BLM could either amend the CDCA Plan to designate a new cor-
ridor or the CDCA Plan could be amended to ‘allow’ the individual transmission line outside a 
corridor.  A new joint-use corridor varies in width from two to five miles and would address new 
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electrical transmission towers and cables of  161 kV or  above, pipelines with diameters greater 
than 12 inches, coaxial cables for interstate communications, and major aqueducts or canals. 

Conclusion.  The BLM considered designation of a  joint-use corridor from the proposed solar 
facility site to the designated utility corridor that runs along the I-10.  This would be a 5.4-mile 
long corridor.  However, as noted in the CDCA Plan 1980, as amended, utility planning corridors 
specifically address u tility facilities constructed for t he p urposes of  bul k t ransfer of  e lectricity 
and other commodities.  Because the transmission line required for the DHSP project would be 
used for one solar project, sufficient bulk energy transfer would not occur to warrant the designa-
tion of a utility corridor. 

2.17.10 Higher Mounted Panels Alternative 

A commenting agency recommended that the EIS include an alternative that would mount panels 
at a height to eliminate the need for vegetation clearing and would maintain natural vegetation.  
While mitigation to protect, maintain, and restore native vegetation is described in Section 4.3, 
no a lternative PV technology, mounting s ystem, or  mounting height was identified by t he E IS 
preparers t hat could a chieve p ermanence o f ap preciable am ounts o f n ative v egetation on t he 
solar p roject site.  E ven w ith P V p anels mo unted a t a  h eight to  e liminate v egetation clearing, 
they would impact the desert environment due to substantial shading of the site by such panels. 

Conclusion.  Based on the foregoing, this alternative was not carried forward. 
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3.1 invisib le_toc_marker 

CHAPTER 3 – AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

3.1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

This chapter describes the affected environment (environmental setting) relevant to the 
assessment of the effect of the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP).  It provides information on 
the physical, biological, cultural, socioeconomic, and other resources that have the potential to 
affect or be affected by activities related to implementing the proposed project or alternatives 
that are described in detail in Chapter 2.  These resources include those that occur within the 
project study area, as defined for each resource.  More detailed information for some resources 
(noise, air quality and greenhouse gases, biological resources, water supply, and traffic) is pro-
vided in the technical reports or supporting information provided as technical appendices to this 
EIS.  For the purpose of this document, the environmental setting, or “baseline,” used for the 
impact analysis reflects conditions at the commencement of environmental analysis in September 
2011.  This baseline includes partial ongoing construction of the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm Project, for which Phase 1A was under construction at the commencement of analysis for 
this EIS.  Phase 1A of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project is shown on Figure 3.1-1 in 
Appendix A. 

The following resources are evaluated in this EIS: 

 Air resources 
 Biological resources – vegetation 
 Biological resources – wildlife 
 Climate change 
 Cultural resources 
 Paleontological resources 
 Fire and fuels management 
 Soils and geology 
 Energy and minerals 
 Lands and realty 
 Public health and safety 

 Recreation 
 Social and Economic Setting 
 Environmental justice 
 Special designations 
 Transportation and public access 
 Visual resources 
 Water resources 
 Wastes – solid and hazardous 
 CDCA plan conformance 
 Native American concerns 

Resources that do not exist in the project study area and, therefore, do not warrant analysis in the 
EIS and proposed Plan Amendment include: 

 Grazing 
 Wild Horses and Burros 

For each resource, a discussion of applicable plans, policies, and regulations is provided in this 
chapter.  All applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and policies are summarized 
and their applicability to the project explained.  It is assumed in the analysis that the Applicant 
(EDF) will fully comply with all laws and regulations applicable to project actions, will prepare 
any required plans, and will obtain any necessary permits or waivers. 

The environmental setting (existing conditions) of the project study area is described using infor-
mation from literature reviews, fieldwork, and input from appropriate federal, state, and local 
agencies.  The resource sections in this chapter define and describe a resource-specific study area 
or “region of influence”, which serves to define the geographic boundaries of the area for which 
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baseline information is presented.  Defining these conditions (such as existing air quality, biolog-
ical and cultural resources, water resources, and recreational opportunities) allows for appropri-
ate characterization and anticipation of the project’s impacts and forms the basis for the environ-
mental analysis. 

Sources for the literature reviews include published technical reports, internet resources, data 
from government sources, aerial photographs, and information provided by the Applicant.  
Where existing information regarding the project study area was insufficient or outdated, or 
where surveys or studies were specifically required by jurisdictional agencies, surveys and 
studies were conducted to determine the existing environmental conditions.  This work included 
producing original studies for biological and cultural resources, air quality, transportation and 
public access, and visual resources. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, this EIS provides the required environmental review under the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  In addition, because this project will require 
permits from the County of Riverside, this EIS was written to both comply with NEPA and 
satisfy the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requirements for those project 
components that require entitlements from state and local agencies, in accordance with CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15221.  Due to the similarity in information requirements for both NEPA and 
CEQA, the affected environment described in this chapter serves both purposes. 
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3.2 AIR RESOURCES 

This section describes the environmental and regulatory settings associated with the construction 
and operation of the proposed project and its alternatives with respect to air resources in the proj-
ect study area.  The project study area for air resources includes the Mojave Desert Air Basin, 
which encompasses activities from the proposed project and alternatives, as this is the limit of 
the area likely to be affected by the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) with respect to air 
resources. 

The term “pollutant emissions” refers to the amount (mass) of a contaminant released into the 
atmosphere by a source.  Emission rates are the quantity of pollutants emitted during a specified 
increment of time or during a specified increment of emission source activity.  Typical measure-
ment units for emission rates on a time basis include pounds per hour, pounds per day, or tons 
per year.  Typical emission factors on a source activity basis include pounds per thousand gallons 
of fuel burned, pounds per ton of material processed, and grams per vehicle mile of travel. 

The term “ambient air quality” refers to the atmospheric concentration of a contaminant in a 
specified volume of air, and this is determined at a particular geographic location that is usually 
some distance from the source of the relevant emissions.  Ambient air quality data are generally 
reported as a mass per unit volume (e.g., micrograms per cubic meter of air) or as a volume 
fraction (e.g., parts per million by volume).  The ambient air quality levels actually measured at a 
particular location are determined by the interactions among three groups of factors: 

 Emissions: the types, amounts, and locations of pollutants emitted into the atmosphere; 

 Meteorology: the physical processes affecting the transport, mixing, and removal of pollutants; 
and 

 Chemistry: any chemical reactions that transform pollutant emissions into other chemical 
substances. 

Air pollutants are often characterized as being “primary” or “secondary” pollutants.  Primary 
pollutants are those emitted directly into the atmosphere (such as carbon monoxide, sulfur diox-
ide, lead particulates, and hydrogen sulfide).  Secondary pollutants are those (such as ozone, 
nitrate particles, or sulfate particles) formed through chemical reactions in the atmosphere; these 
chemical reactions usually involve primary pollutants, normal constituents of the atmosphere, 
and other secondary pollutants.  Compounds that react to form secondary pollutants are referred 
to as reactive pollutants or precursors.  Some air pollutants (such as many organic gases and 
respirable particulate matter) are a combination of primary and secondary pollutants. 

3.2.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Air Quality Planning Programs 

Since 1970, the federal Clean Air Act (CAA) has required each state to identify areas that have 
ambient air quality in violation of federal standards.  States are required to develop, adopt, and 
implement a SIP to achieve, maintain, and enforce federal ambient air quality standards in these 
nonattainment areas.  The SIP process includes specific deadlines for achieving the federal 
ambient air quality standard once a nonattainment designation has been made.  Deadlines for 
achieving the federal air quality standards vary according to air pollutant and the severity of 
existing air quality problems.  The SIP must be submitted to and approved by EPA.  SIP ele-
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ments are developed on a pollutant-by-pollutant basis whenever one or more air quality stand-
ards are being violated.  Development of SIP documents is formally the responsibility of the 
relevant state air quality management agency, and in California, local/regional air quality man-
agement agencies and local/regional transportation planning agencies assume the primary 
responsibility for SIP document preparation, with state oversight and approval. 

The status of areas with respect to each federal ambient air quality standard is typically 
categorized as nonattainment (in violation of a national standard), attainment (in compliance 
with a national standard), unclassifiable, or attainment/unclassified.  For most air pollutants, 
initial federal status designations are made using only two categories: nonattainment or 
unclassifiable/attainment.  The unclassified designation includes attainment areas as well as areas 
that are expected to attain the standards although monitoring data are lacking.  Areas that have 
been reclassified from nonattainment to attainment are automatically considered “maintenance 
areas.” 

The California Clean Air Act of 1988 created a state air quality planning program similar to the 
federal SIP process for areas that violate state ambient air quality standards.  CARB designates 
areas as attainment, nonattainment, or unclassified with respect to each of the state ambient air 
quality standards.  Local air quality management agencies, in consultation with the relevant 
council of governments, are responsible for preparing and updating state air quality management 
plans for pollutants other than particulate matter.  CARB is responsible for air quality planning 
efforts addressing the state ambient air quality standards for particulate matter (PM10 and 
PM2.5).  The state air quality planning process differs from the federal SIP process in one 
respect: while there are requirements to show on-going improvement in air quality, there are no 
specific deadlines for achieving state air quality standards. 

The geographic basis for attainment status designations varies and can be based on political 
boundaries; metropolitan statistical area boundaries; areas defined by township and range; areas 
defined by highways or topographic features; or areas defined by a combination of these types of 
boundaries.  The largest geographic units used for attainment status designations are called air 
quality control regions (EPA terminology) or air basins (CARB terminology).  Air quality con-
trol regions and air basins are typically defined by a combination of political boundaries (often 
county boundaries) and topographic features that influence meteorological conditions and pollut-
ant transport. 

Riverside County has adopted an air quality element in the County General Plan.  The air quality 
element includes policies supporting regional cooperation with other jurisdictions to improve air 
quality; requiring compliance with federal, state, and regional air quality regulations; 
encouraging programs to reduce vehicle travel; encouraging energy conservation in urban land 
uses; and encouraging development patterns that improve the County’s jobs/housing balance. 

Air Quality Standards 

Federal and state air quality management programs use two distinct management approaches: 

 The State Implementation Plan (SIP) process of setting ambient air quality standards for 
acceptable health-based exposure to air pollutants, conducting monitoring programs to identify 
locations experiencing air quality problems, and then developing programs and regulations 
designed to reduce or eliminate those problems; and 
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 The Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP) regulatory process identifying specific chemical sub-
stances that are known to be hazardous to human health, and then setting emission standards to 
regulate the amount of those substances that can be released by specific facilities or types of 
equipment. 

Criteria Air Pollutants 

Air quality programs based on ambient air quality standards typically address air pollutants that 
are produced in large quantities by widespread types of emission sources and which are of public 
health concern.  The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defines ambient air quality 
standards for several different pollutants, which often are referred to as criteria pollutants (ozone, 
nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and particulate matter).  Standards for 
particulate matter cover two size fractions: inhalable particulate matter (PM10) and fine 
particulate matter (PM2.5).  Federal ambient air quality standards are based primarily on 
evidence of acute and chronic health effects.  Federal ambient air quality standards apply to 
outdoor locations to which the general public has access. 

California has adopted state-level ambient air quality standards in different forms than the com-
parable federal standards or to address pollutants that are not covered by federal standards.  Most 
state ambient air quality standards are based on health effects data, but they can also reflect other 
considerations such as protection of crops, protection of materials, or avoidance of nuisance con-
ditions (such as objectionable odors).  Table 3.2-1 summarizes ambient air quality standards 
adopted by EPA and the California Air Resources Board (CARB).  

Table 3.2-1. National and California Ambient Air Quality Standards 

Pollutant Averaging Time California Standard National Standard 
Ozone 
(O3) 

1-hour 0.09 ppm — 
8-hour 0.070 ppm 0.075 ppm 

Respirable particulate matter  
(PM10) 

24-hour 50 µg/m3 150 µg/m3 
Annual 20 µg/m3 — 

Fine particulate matter  
(PM2.5) 

24-hour — 35 µg/m3 
Annual 12 µg/m3 15 µg/m3 

Carbon monoxide 
(CO) 

1-hour 20 ppm 35 pm 
8-hour 9.0 ppm 9.0 ppm 

Nitrogen dioxide 
(NO2) 

1-hour 0.18 ppm 0.100 ppm* 
Annual 0.030 ppm 0.053 ppm 

Sulfur dioxide 
(SO2) 

1-hour 0.25 ppm 0.075 ppm* 
3-hour — 0.5 ppm 

24-hour 0.04 ppm 0.14 ppm 
Annual — 0.03 ppm 

Source:  CARB 2011a. 
ppm = parts per million; µg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter; “—“ = no standard. 
Note: 
*The new federal 1-hour NO2 and SO2 standards are based on the 98th and 99th percentile of daily hourly maximum values, respectively. 
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Hazardous Air Pollutants 

Air quality programs based on regulation of other hazardous substances typically address chem-
icals used or produced by limited categories of industrial facilities.  Programs regulating HAPs 
focus on: substances that alter or damage the genes and chromosomes in cells (mutagens); sub-
stances that affect cells in ways that can lead to uncontrolled cancerous cell growth (carcino-
gens); substances that can cause birth defects or other developmental abnormalities (teratogens); 
substances with serious acute toxicity effects; and substances that undergo radioactive decay 
processes, resulting in the release of ionizing radiation.  Federal air quality management 
programs for HAPs focus on setting emission limits for particular industrial processes rather than 
setting ambient exposure standards.  California has established exposure guidelines for various 
hazardous air pollutants, and toxic air contaminants are regulated as part of the permit review 
process for stationary sources. 

Visibility 

The federal CAA requires EPA to administer programs so that all areas of the country achieve 
the federal ambient air quality standards within various specified time frames.  For attainment 
areas that already meet the federal ambient air quality standards, the federal Prevention of Signif-
icant Deterioration (PSD) permit program includes a three-tier classification defining the extent 
to which baseline air quality conditions can be degraded.  Class I areas have the smallest 
allowable air quality deterioration limits.  Class II areas allow greater deterioration of air quality 
but must maintain air quality conditions better than the federal air quality standards.  Class III 
areas allow deterioration of air quality to the level of the federal ambient air quality standards.  
There are currently 163 Class I areas designated in the United States, with 29 Class I areas in 
California.  All areas outside Class I areas are currently designated as Class II areas because 
there are no Class III areas.  The Class I area closest to the proposed project and alternatives is 
the Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), 1.8 miles from the solar facility.  Visibility is considered 
an important air quality value to be protected within JTNP.  There are no other Class I areas 
within 62 miles (100 kilometers) of the solar facility.  The San Jacinto Wilderness west of Palm 
Springs is about 72 (116 kilometers) miles from the solar facility, and the San Gorgonio Wilder-
ness in San Bernardino County is about 85 (137 kilometers) miles northwest of the solar facility. 

The federal CAA requires EPA to protect visibility conditions within the federal Class I areas.  
The CAA also requires development of programs to remedy existing visibility impairment in 
Class I areas if that visibility impairment results from man-made air pollution.  EPA has identi-
fied two general types of visibility impairment at Class I areas: 

 Impairment due to smoke, dust, colored gases, or layered haze attributable to individual sta-
tionary sources; and 

 Impairment due to widespread, regionally homogeneous haze resulting from the cumulative 
emissions of varied stationary, mobile, and area sources in a region. 

The PSD permit program addresses visibility impairment from nearby stationary sources.  Regional 
haze impacts resulting from cumulative emissions in a region are being addressed through new 
SIP planning requirements.  Visibility impairment, whether from stationary sources or from other 
sources, must be addressed under the regional haze program. 
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Monitoring of aerosol and other regional haze parameters occurs through a cooperative of federal 
agencies and the Inter-agency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) pro-
gram, which tracks visibility conditions in or near Class I areas across the country.  There are 18 
active IMPROVE monitoring sites in California, including one in JTNP. 

Other air quality related values (AQRV) include deposition of pollutants to soil or water.  
Deposition of compounds including nitrogen and sulfur is monitored in JTNP by the Clean Air 
Status and Trends Network (CASTNET).  At the JTNP site, total nitrogen deposition rates have 
been in a downward trend since 1996, and total sulfur deposition rates have been relatively 
steady over the same timeframe. 

Regulatory Considerations 

In general, states or tribal authorities take primary responsibility for enforcing most federal sta-
tionary source emission standards and new source review requirements, with EPA exercising 
formal review and oversight responsibilities.  Many states have independent air quality permit 
programs that extend to emission sources not covered by federal requirements.  State air quality 
permit requirements generally are integrated with federal requirements, resulting in a consol-
idated permit program.  Under most consolidated permit programs, basic state permit require-
ments apply to all sources that are not specifically exempted.  Additional requirements (including 
EPA review of the permit) become applicable if stationary sources exceed various size or emis-
sion thresholds. 

In California, air quality regulation is a joint responsibility between CARB and local air quality 
management agencies.  Local agencies are either a single county or a multi-county agency, typic-
ally called an Air Pollution Control District (APCD) or an Air Quality Management District 
(AQMD).  APCDs and AQMDs have primary responsibility for most air quality regulatory pro-
grams, with CARB retaining oversight responsibilities.  CARB directly implements statewide 
regulatory programs for motor vehicles, portable equipment, and HAPs.  Two different AQMDs 
have jurisdiction over portions of Riverside County.  The South Coast Air Quality Management 
District (SCAQMD) has jurisdiction over most of Riverside County and the Mojave Desert Air 
Quality Management District (MDAQMD) has jurisdiction over the far eastern portion of River-
side County. 

The project study area is entirely under the jurisdiction of the SCAQMD.  Most construction 
equipment items are classified as mobile sources, and thus are exempt from stationary source 
permit requirements.  But other portable and stationary equipment such as generators, com-
pressors, pumps, welders, diesel pile driving hammers, concrete batch plants, sand and gravel 
screening equipment, rock crushers, wood chippers, and tub grinders are potentially subject to 
SCAQMD permit requirements.  SCAQMD Rule 219 list equipment types that are typically 
exempt from permit requirements.  Equipment normally exempt from stationary source permit 
requirements includes: 

 Equipment using a piston type internal combustion engine (typically using diesel, gasoline, or 
compressed gas fuels) that has a manufacturer rating of 50 horsepower or less; 

 Equipment using a gas turbine engine that has a maximum heat input rate of 2,975,000 British 
thermal units (BTU) or less; 

 Concrete mixers with a working capacity of one cubic yard or less; 
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 Portable equipment registered under the CARB statewide portable engine registration that 
remains at one fixed location for no more than 12 months; and 

 Rental equipment located at one facility for no more than 12 months when the equipment 
owner has a valid AQMD permit or has registered the equipment under the statewide portable 
engine registration program. 

The CARB statewide portable engine registration program is a voluntary program that estab-
lishes uniform emission limits and other requirements for eligible equipment.  CARB-registered 
portable equipment items are exempt from local air district regulations and permit requirements 
as long as the equipment does not remain at a single fixed location (other than an equipment stor-
age area) for more than 12 months (CARB 2011b).  Portable equipment that is not registered 
under the statewide program or that remains at a single fixed location for 12 consecutive months 
or more is subject to local air district regulations and permit requirements unless it qualifies for 
exemption under other provisions of local air district rules and regulations.  CARB-registered 
portable equipment remains exempt from air district permit requirements if it is relocated period-
ically within a project site for legitimate operational purposes, and is not at any single fixed loca-
tion for 12 consecutive months. 

In addition to possible permit requirements for some equipment used during project construction, 
the SCAQMD has adopted other regulations that affect facility construction and operation.  Con-
struction activities would be subject to fugitive dust control requirements (Rule 403).  Rule 403 
prohibits creation of dust plumes that are visible beyond the property line of the emission source, 
and requires all “active operations” (construction/demolition activities, earthmoving activities, 
heavy or light duty vehicle movements, or creation of disturbed surface areas) to implement 
applicable best available control measures as defined in the Rule.  Best available dust control 
measures outlined in SCAQMD Rule 403 are summarized in Table 3.2-2.  Enhanced dust control 
requirements apply if the project is considered a large operation.  A large operation under Rule 
403 is any active operations on property which contains 50 or more acres of disturbed surface 
area, or any earthmoving operation with a daily throughput volume of 5,000 cubic yards or more 
three or more times during the most recent 365-day period. 

Table 3.2-2. Best Available Dust Control Measures Required by SCAQMD Rule 403 

Dust Source Required Control Measures Guidance 
Mechanical or 
manual 
demolition 

• Stabilize wind-erodible surfaces to reduce dust. 
• Stabilize surface soil where support 

equipment and vehicles will operate. 
• Stabilize loose soil and demolition debris. 
• Comply with AQMD Rule 1403 (asbestos from 

demolition and renovation). 

• Apply water in sufficient quantities to prevent visible 
dust plumes. 

Cut and fill • Water soils before cutting and filling. 
• Stabilize soils during and after cutting and 

filling. 

• For large sites, water with sprinklers or water trucks 
and allow time for water to penetrate. 

• Water soils to depth of cut before subsequent cuts. 
Earthmoving  • Water to depth of proposed cuts. 

• Reapply water as necessary to maintain 
dampness in soils and to ensure that visible 
dust does not extend more than 100 feet in 
any direction. 

• Stabilize soils once earthmoving is complete. 

• Grade each project phase separately, timed to 
coincide with construction phase. 

• Install upwind fencing to reduce material movement 
on-site. 

• Apply water or a stabilizing agent in sufficient quantity 
to prevent the generation of dust. 
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Table 3.2-2. Best Available Dust Control Measures Required by SCAQMD Rule 403 

Dust Source Required Control Measures Guidance 
Importing/
exporting bulk 
materials 

• Stabilize material while loading to reduce dust 
emissions. 

• Maintain at least 6 inches of freeboard on haul 
vehicles. 

• Stabilize material while transporting to reduce 
dust emissions. 

• Stabilize material while unloading to reduce 
dust emissions. 

• Comply with Vehicle Code Section 23114. 

• Use tarps or other suitable enclosures on haul trucks. 
• Check belly-dump truck seal regularly and remove 

any trapped rocks to prevent spillage. 
• Comply with track-out prevention and mitigation 

requirements. 
• Apply water while loading and unloading to reduce 

dust. 

Stockpiles and 
bulk material 
handling 

• Stabilize stockpiled material. 
• Stockpiles within 100 yards of off-site occupied 

buildings must not be greater than 8 feet high, 
or must have a road bladed to the top to allow 
water truck access, or must have an operational 
water irrigation system capable of completely 
covering the stockpile. 

• Add and remove material from the downwind portion 
of the stockpile. 

• Maintain storage piles to avoid steep sides or faces. 

Truck loading • Water material before loading. 
• Ensure that freeboard exceeds 6 inches 

(California Vehicle Code Section 23114). 

• Ensure that the loader bucket is close to the truck to 
minimize drop height while loading. 

• Empty loader bucket so that no dust is generated. 
Staging 
areas 

• Stabilize staging areas during use. 
• Stabilize staging area soils at project 

completion. 

• Limit the size of staging areas. 
• Limit vehicle speeds to 15 miles per hour. 
• Limit the size and number of staging area entrances 

and exits. 
Traffic areas for 
construction 
activity 

• Stabilize all off-road traffic, parking areas, and 
haul routes. 

• Direct construction traffic over established 
haul routes. 

• Apply gravel or paving as soon as possible to haul 
routes that will become future roadways. 

• Construct barriers to restrict vehicles to established 
haul routes and parking areas. 

Road shoulder 
maintenance 

• Apply water to unpaved road shoulders prior 
to clearing. 

• Apply chemical dust suppressants and/or 
washed gravel to maintain a stabilized surface 
after completing road shoulder maintenance. 

• Installation of curbing and/or paving or road 
shoulders can reduce recurring maintenance costs. 

• Use of chemical dust suppressants can inhibit 
vegetation growth and reduce future road shoulder 
maintenance costs. 

Disturbed 
soil 

• Stabilize disturbed soil throughout the 
construction site and between structures. 

• Limit vehicle traffic and disturbances on soils where 
possible. 

• If interior block walls are planned, install them as 
soon as possible. 

• Apply water or stabilizing agents in sufficient quantity 
to prevent the generation of dust. 

Trenching • Stabilize surface soils where trenchers, 
excavators, or support equipment will operate. 

• Stabilize soils at completion of trenching. 

• Water soils before trenching.  For deep trenching, 
first trench to 18 inches and soak deeper soils before 
continuing to trench to final depth. 

• Wash mud and soil from trenching equipment at the 
conclusion of trenching. 

Screening • Water material before screening. 
• Limit fugitive emissions to comply with opacity 

and plume length standards. 
• Stabilize material immediately after screening. 

• Dedicate a water truck or high capacity hose to 
screening operations. 

• Drop material through screen slowly and minimize 
drop height. 

• Install a wind barrier with a porosity of no more than 
50 percent and a height equal to the drop height on 
the upwind side of screening equipment. 
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Table 3.2-2. Best Available Dust Control Measures Required by SCAQMD Rule 403 

Dust Source Required Control Measures Guidance 
Unpaved roads 
and parking lots 

• Stabilize soils to meet applicable performance 
standards. 

• Limit vehicle travel to established haul roads 
and parking lots. 

• Restrict vehicle movements to established haul roads 
and parking lots to reduce the area requiring 
stabilization. 

Landscaping • Stabilize soils, materials, and slopes. • Apply water to stabilize materials. 
• Maintain materials in a crusted condition. 
• Maintain effective cover over materials. 
• Stabilize sloping surfaces with soil binders until 

vegetation or ground cover can stabilize the slopes. 
• Hydroseed before the rainy season. 

Turf overseeding • Apply sufficient water immediately prior to 
conducting turf vacuuming activities to meet 
opacity and plume length standards. 

• Cover haul vehicles prior to exiting the site. 

• Haul waste material immediately off-site. 

Vacant land • In instances where vacant lots are 0.10 acre 
or larger and have a cumulative area of 500 
square feet or more that are driven over 
and/or used by motor vehicles and/or off-road 
vehicles, prevent motor vehicle and/or off-road 
vehicle trespassing, parking, and/or access by 
installing barriers, curbs, fences, gates, posts, 
signs, shrubs, trees, or other effective control 
measures. 

 

Source:  SCAQMD 2005, Rule 403. 

In addition to the dust control requirements in Table 3.2-2, Table 3.2-3 identifies enhanced dust 
control requirements applicable to especially large operations, which are any active operations 
on property containing 50 or more acres of disturbed surface area; or any earth-moving opera-
tions with a daily earth-moving or throughput volume of 3,850 cubic meters (5,000 cubic yards) 
or more three times during the most recent 365-day period.  The proposed project and alterna-
tives would not include any large operation activities after completing construction. 

Table 3.2-3. Enhanced Dust Control Measures Required for Large Operations by SCAQMD Rule 403 

Dust Source Dust Control Measure 
Earthmoving: 
Construction cut 
areas and mining 

Conduct watering as necessary to prevent visible emissions from extending more than 100 feet beyond 
the active cut or mining area unless the area is inaccessible to watering vehicles due to slope conditions 
or other safety factors. 

Earthmoving: 
Construction fill 
areas 

Maintain soil moisture content at a minimum of 12 percent, as determined by the American Society for 
Testing and Materials (ASTM) Method D-2216 or other equivalent method approved by the Executive 
Officer, the CARB, and the EPA.  For areas which have an optimum moisture content for compaction of 
less than 12 percent, as determined by ASTM Method D-1557 or other equivalent method approved by 
the Executive Officer, the CARB, and the EPA, complete the compaction process as expeditiously as 
possible after achieving at least 70 percent of the optimum soil moisture content.  Two soil moisture 
evaluations must be conducted during the first three hours of active operations during a calendar day, 
and two such evaluations during each subsequent four-hour period of active operations. 
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Table 3.2-3. Enhanced Dust Control Measures Required for Large Operations by SCAQMD Rule 403 

Dust Source Dust Control Measure 
Earthmoving 
except for mining 
operations or 
construction cut 
and fill areas  

Either: Maintain soil moisture content at a minimum of 12 percent, as determined by ASTM Method 
D-2216 or other equivalent method approved by the Executive Officer, the CARB, and the EPA.  Two 
soil moisture evaluations must be conducted during the first three hours of active operations during a 
calendar day, and two such evaluations during each subsequent four-hour period of active operations. 
Or: For any earthmoving which is more than 100 feet from all property lines, conduct watering as 
necessary to prevent visible dust emissions from exceeding 100 feet in length in any direction. 

Disturbed surface 
areas: Completed 
grading areas 

Either: Apply soil stabilizers within five working days of grading completion. 
Or: Apply water to at least 80 percent of all inactive disturbed surface areas (excluding any areas which 
are inaccessible to watering vehicles due to excessive slope or other safety conditions) on a daily basis 
when there is evidence of wind-driven fugitive dust. 
Or: Establish a vegetative ground cover within 21 days after active operations have ceased.  Ground 
cover must be of sufficient density to expose less than 30 percent of unstabilized ground within 90 days 
of planting, and at all times thereafter. 

Disturbed surface 
areas except for 
completed grading 
areas 

Apply dust suppression in sufficient quantity and frequency to maintain a stabilized surface.  Any areas 
which cannot be stabilized, as evidenced by wind-driven fugitive dust, must have an application of water 
at least twice per day to at least 80 percent of the unstabilized area. 

Inactive disturbed 
surface areas 

Either: Apply water to at least 80 percent of all inactive disturbed surface areas (excluding any areas 
which are inaccessible to watering vehicles due to excessive slope or other safety conditions) on a daily 
basis when there is evidence of wind-driven fugitive dust. 
Or: Apply dust suppressants in sufficient quantity and frequency to maintain a stabilized surface. 
Or: Establish a vegetative ground cover within 21 days after active operations have ceased.  Ground 
cover must be of sufficient density to expose less than 30 percent of unstabilized ground within 90 days 
of planting, and at all times thereafter. 
Or: Use any combination of the above control actions such that, in total, these actions apply to all 
inactive disturbed surface areas. 

Open storage piles Either: Apply chemical stabilizers. 
Or: Apply water to at least 80 percent of the surface area of all open storage piles on a daily basis when 
there is evidence of wind-driven fugitive dust. 
Or: Install temporary coverings. 
Or: Install a three-sided enclosure with walls having no more than 50 percent porosity which extend, at a 
minimum, to the top of the pile.  This option may only be used at aggregate-related plants or at cement 
manufacturing facilities. 

Unpaved roads Either: Water all roads used for any vehicular traffic at least once every 2 hours during active operations 
(3 times per normal 8-hour work day). 
Or: Water all roads used for any vehicular traffic once daily and restrict vehicle speeds to 15 miles per 
hour. 
Or: Apply a chemical stabilizer to all unpaved road surfaces in sufficient quantity and frequency to 
maintain a stabilized surface. 

All sources Any other control measures approved by the Executive Officer and the EPA as equivalent to the 
measures specified in this table may also be used. 

Source:  SCAQMD 2005, Rule 403. 

Additionally, State regulations for diesel-fueled sources (California Code of Regulations, 
Title 13, Section 2449) would also affect construction activity.  State regulations limit the unnec-
essary idling of diesel off-highway vehicle and equipment engines (CARB 2008a and 2008b).  
Except when necessary for normal equipment operations, vehicle queuing, engine testing and 
maintenance, or for operator comfort and safety, vehicle idling for more than five minutes is 
prohibited. 
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As currently proposed, the project facilities would not require any stationary emission sources 
(such as backup generators) for facility operations.  Power from existing local distribution lines 
would provide backup power to key facilities during DHSP operations.  Although no SCAQMD 
air permits would be required for project operations, various SCAQMD regulations would apply 
to the project.  Paints or other architectural coatings used at facility buildings or on facility equip-
ment would be subject to the volatile organic compound limits of SCAQMD Rule 1113.  Clean-
ing solvents used for facility maintenance operations also may be subject to various requirements 
outlined in SCAQMD Rule 442 (Usage of Solvents) and SCAQMD Rule 1171 (Solvent Clean-
ing Operations). 

Clean Air Act Conformity 

Section 176(c) of the CAA requires federal agencies to ensure that actions undertaken in non-
attainment or maintenance areas are consistent with the CAA and with federally enforceable air 
quality management plans.  EPA has promulgated separate rules that establish conformity analy-
sis procedures for transportation (highway/mass-transit) projects (40 CFR Part 93, Subpart A) 
and for other general federal agency actions (40 CFR Part 93, Subpart B).  General conformity 
requirements are potentially applicable to many federal agency actions, but apply only to those 
aspects of an action that involve on-going federal agency responsibility and control over direct or 
indirect sources of air pollutant emissions. 

The EPA conformity rule establishes a process that is intended to demonstrate that the proposed 
federal action: 

 Would not cause or contribute to new violations of federal air quality standards; 

 Would not increase the frequency or severity of existing violations of federal air quality stand-
ards; and 

 Would not delay the timely attainment of federal air quality standards. 

The EPA general conformity rule applies to federal actions occurring in nonattainment or main-
tenance areas when the total direct and indirect emissions of nonattainment pollutants (or their 
precursors) exceed specified thresholds.  The emission thresholds that trigger requirements of the 
conformity rule are called de minimis levels.  Emissions associated with stationary sources that 
are subject to permit programs incorporated into the SIP are not counted against the de minimis 
threshold. 

Compliance with the conformity rule can be demonstrated in several ways.  Compliance is 
presumed if the net increase in direct and indirect emissions from a federal action would be less 
than the relevant de minimis level.  If net emissions increases exceed the relevant de minimis 
value, a formal conformity determination process must be followed.  Federal agency actions sub-
ject to the general conformity rule cannot proceed until there is a demonstration of consistency 
with the SIP. 

3.2.2 Existing Conditions 

Climate 

The Colorado Desert has a typical desert climate, having extreme daily temperature changes, low 
annual precipitation, strong seasonal winds, and mostly clear skies.  The annual highest tempera-
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ture in the Colorado Desert exceeds 100°F and the average daily temperature variation is 35 
degrees in the summer and 30 degrees in the winter.  Winter temperatures are more moderate, 
with mean maximum temperatures in the low 60s and lows in the low or mid 30s.  According to 
the California Department of Fish and Game (DFG), “The Colorado Desert's climate 
distinguishes it from other deserts.  The region experiences greater summer daytime tempera-
tures than higher-elevation deserts and almost never experiences frost.  In addition, the Colorado 
Desert, especially toward the southern portion of the region, experiences two rainy seasons per 
year, in the winter and late summer, while the more northerly Mojave Desert has only winter 
rains” (DFG 2007).  The City of Twentynine Palms, located 45 miles northwest of the DHSP, 
has a total average annual precipitation of less than four and a half inches (WRCC 2011).  
Approximately 48 percent of the annual precipitation occurs in the winter season, between 
December and March.  However, occasional heavy precipitation occurs in the summer due to 
thunderstorms as monthly average data (WRCC 2011) shows 38 percent of the annual precipita-
tion occurs in July, August, and September. 

Air Quality 

The air pollutants of greatest concern in Riverside County are ozone and particulate matter 
(PM10 and PM2.5).  The seriousness of air pollution problems is greatest in the urbanized west-
ern portions of Riverside County and least in the eastern portion of Riverside County.  Portions 
of Riverside County fall into three separate air basins: 

 The South Coast Air Basin in western Riverside County (west of San Gorgonio Pass and the 
San Jacinto Mountains), 

 The Salton Sea Air Basin in the Coachella Valley portion of Riverside County (between the 
San Jacinto Mountains and the Little San Bernardino Mountains), and 

 The Mojave Desert Air Basin in eastern Riverside County (east of the Little San Bernardino 
Mountains, north of the Cottonwood Mountains, and east of the Orocopia Mountains). 

The project study area is located in the SCAQMD-jurisdiction portion of the Mojave Desert Air 
Basin.  Most air quality monitoring stations in Riverside County are in the South Coast Air Basin 
and Salton Sea Air Basin portions of the County.  There are no air quality monitoring stations in 
the immediate vicinity of the DHSP.  An air quality monitoring station in Blythe (46.5 miles 
east-southeast of the project site) measures only ozone levels.  The National Park Service oper-
ates three air quality monitoring stations in JTNP.  These monitoring stations measure ozone, 
sulfur dioxide, and PM10 concentrations. 

There are several monitoring stations in the Riverside County and Imperial County portions of 
the Salton Sea Air Basin, but all of those monitoring stations are influenced by pollutant 
transport from the South Coast Air Basin.  In addition, some of the Imperial County monitoring 
stations are influenced by pollutant transport from Mexico.  Because the monitoring stations in 
JTNP and those in the Salton Sea Air Basin are more strongly influenced by pollutant transport 
from the South Coast Air Basin than in the project study area, data from those monitoring sta-
tions are not considered representative of air quality conditions in the project study area. 

All federal ambient air quality standards, except the ozone standard, are currently being met in 
the Mojave Desert Air Basin portion of Riverside County, and State standards for ozone and 
PM10 are occasionally exceeded, resulting in a state designation of nonattainment for those two 
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pollutants.  Table 3.2-4 provides a summary of the last three years of available ambient monitor-
ing data.  Presented ozone data are collected from JTNP Monitoring Station located 26 miles 
from the project site and PM10 data are collected from Indio-Jackson Street Monitoring Station 
located 49 miles from the project site.  

Table 3.2-4. Background Ambient Air Quality Data 

Pollutant 

Number of Days  
Exceeding NAAQS 

Number of Days  
Exceeding CAAQS 

Maximum Concentration 
(ppm or µg/m3) a 

2008 2009 2010 2008 2009 2010 2008 2009 2010 
1-Hour Ozone — — — 36 24 19 0.140 0.121 0.119 
8-Hour Ozone 72 59 53 108 90 90 0.110 0.104 0.105 
24-Hour PM10 – Federal — — — — — — 128.0 132.0 107.0 
24-Hour PM10 – State — — — 76.3   24 b 23.9 129.0 131.0 108.0 
Annual PM10 – State — — — — — — 39.8 31.8 29.7 
Source:  CARB 2011d. 
ppm = parts per million; µg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter; NA = Not Available; “—“ = Not Applicable. 
Note: 
a Gaseous pollutant (ozone) concentrations are shown in ppm and particulate (PM10) concentrations are shown in µg/m3. 
b Number of days exceeding CAAQS is estimated by multiplying 6 by the number of measured days exceeding CAAQS as measurement are 

collected every six days. 

Table 3.2-5 lists the federal and state attainment status designations applicable to the Mojave 
Desert Air Basin portion of Riverside County. 

Table 3.2-5. Federal and State Attainment Status Designations in the Mojave Desert Air Basin Portion 
of Riverside County 

Pollutant Federal Designation State Designation 
Ozone Unclassified/Attainment Nonattainment 
Nitrogen Dioxide Unclassified/Attainment Attainment 
Carbon Monoxide Unclassified/Attainment Unclassified 
Sulfur Dioxide Unclassified Attainment 
PM10 (Inhalable Particulate Matter) Unclassified Nonattainment 
PM2.5 (Fine Particulate Matter) Unclassified/Attainment Unclassified 
Lead No Federal Designation Attainment 
Sulfates No Federal Standard Attainment 
Source:  USEPA 2011a; CARB 2011c 

Areas with unclassified or unclassified/attainment designations are treated as attainment areas.  
Because there are no federal nonattainment or maintenance designations in the Mojave Desert 
portion of Riverside County, federal agency actions in the Mojave Desert Air Basin portion of 
Riverside County are not subject to CAA conformity review requirements. 

Visibility 

The National Park Service has been monitoring visibility conditions in JTNP since 2001.  Visi-
bility can be impaired by haze caused by fine particles in the air, including dust.  However, visi-
bility monitoring data at JTNP suggest that the worst visibility days at JTNP are caused by high 
concentrations of ammonium nitrate (IMPROVE 2011). 
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Emission Sources 

The dominant emission sources in the project area are mobile sources (traffic) on I-10, Highway 
177, and other area roadways, agricultural operations on private lands, recreational vehicle use 
on public and private lands, fuel combustion associated with development, use of surrounding 
residential land uses, and wind erosion from lands with sparse vegetation.  Current ongoing dust 
and vehicle emissions also occur in the immediate vicinity of the solar facility as a result of 
ongoing construction of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project, immediately north of the solar 
facility. 

Ground Conditions Affecting Wind Erosion 

Wind can move soil particles by three general processes: surface creep (rolling along the ground 
surface), saltation (a bouncing movement along the ground surface caused by particle collisions 
that help force a particle into the air for a brief time before it falls back to the ground), and 
suspension transport (particles lofted into the air and remaining suspended for more than a min-
ute).  Surface creep and saltation typically account for most soil mass movement associated with 
wind erosion, and normally involve larger sand-size soil particles.  Suspension transport nor-
mally involves smaller silt and clay size soil particles.  From an air pollution standpoint, suspen-
sion transport of soil particles is the wind erosion process that generates fugitive dust. 

The extent of fugitive dust generated by wind erosion is affected by numerous factors, including: 

 Soil texture (the mix of clay, silt, and sand sized particles in a soil); 

 Particle aggregation (mostly due to clay content); 

 Organic matter content of soils; 

 Non-erodible surface features (gravel, rocks, boulders, rock outcrops, etc.); 

 Extent and density of vegetation cover; 

 Surface crusting – mineral or biological crusts – especially between vegetation stems; 

 Soil moisture conditions; 

 Wind speed; 

 Vertical air turbulence; 

 Sedimentation of erodible material from upslope water erosion or from flood deposits; and 

 Active disturbance of surface soils. 

Soil moisture conditions and surface conditions are important factors determining the vulnera-
bility of an area to wind erosion.  In desert areas, soil moisture levels are high only during and 
after rainfall or flash flood events.  Consequently, soil moisture levels in desert areas are high 
enough to influence wind erosion processes for only brief intermittent periods. 

The surface features of greatest importance are non-erodible surface material, vegetation cover, 
mineralized soil crusts, and biological soil crusts.  Biological soil crusts are formed by living 
organisms and their by-products, creating a crust of soil particles bound together by organic 
materials.  The most common types of non-erodible surface materials in deserts include scattered 
rocks and boulders, rock formation outcrops, and desert pavement.  Desert pavements are areas 
with rock fragments of pebble to cobble size that cover an underlying layer of sand, silt, or clay.  
Desert pavement areas typically have little or no vegetation cover.  The extent to which desert 
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pavement reduces wind erosion and resulting fugitive dust depends on the density of the rock 
fragments covering the underlying soil. 

Desert pavements seem to form from two different processes (McAuliffe 2011).  On rocky allu-
vial fans, fine dust settling out of the air accumulates between and below the surface layer of 
rocks, eventually forming a thin silt and clay layer that separates the surface rocks from the main 
part of the alluvial fan.  Desert pavement also can form on sandy soils that contain significant 
amounts of gravel and rock fragments.  In such situations, wind and water erosion can remove 
most of the sand and fine sediments from the surface, leaving the remaining rock fragments as 
the predominant surface layer. 
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3.3 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES – VEGETATION 

This section describes the environmental and regulatory settings associated with the construction 
and operation of the proposed project and its alternatives with respect to vegetation resources in 
the project study area.  The project study area for vegetation resources includes the portion of the 
Chuckwalla Valley and surrounding mountains within a 5-mile radius of the proposed project 
and alternatives, as this is the limit of the area likely to be affected by the Desert Harvest Solar 
Project (DHSP) with respect to vegetation resources. 

3.3.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Federal Regulations 

Endangered Species Act of 1973 

The Endangered Species Act (ESA) (16 USC 1531 et seq.) and subsequent amendments establish 
legal requirements for the conservation of endangered and threatened species and the ecosystems 
upon which they depend. 

Section 7 

Section 7 of the ESA requires federal agencies, in consultation with, and with the assistance of 
the Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary of Commerce, as appropriate, to ensure that actions 
they authorize, fund, or carry out are not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of threat-
ened or endangered species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat 
for these species.  The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and National Marine Fisheries 
Service share responsibilities for administering the Act.  All federally listed threatened and 
endangered species that could be affected by the DHSP are under the jurisdiction of the USFWS.  
Regulations governing interagency cooperation under Section 7 are found at 50 CFR Part 402.  
The biological opinion (BO) issued by USFWS at the conclusion of a formal Section 7 consulta-
tion may include a statement authorizing a take that may occur incidental to an otherwise legal 
activity. 

Critical Habitat 

Critical habitat is defined as: (1) specific areas within the geographical area occupied by the spe-
cies at the time of listing, if they contain physical or biological features essential to conservation, 
and those features may require special management considerations or protection; and (2) specific 
areas outside the geographical area occupied by the species if the agency determines that the area 
itself is essential for conservation.  Designation of an area as critical habitat provides a means by 
which the habitat of an endangered or threatened species can be protected from adverse changes 
or destruction resulting from federal activities or projects.  A critical habitat designation does not 
set up a preserve or refuge and usually applies only when federal funding, permits, or projects 
are involved.  Critical habitat requirements do not apply to citizens engaged in activities on pri-
vate land that do not involve a federal agency. 

Section 9 

Section 9 of the ESA lists those actions that are prohibited under the ESA, including take (i.e., to 
harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, trap, kill, capture, or collect or attempt to engage in 
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any such conduct) of listed species without special exemption.  “Harm” is further defined to 
include significant habitat modification or degradation that results in death or injury to listed spe-
cies by significantly impairing behavioral patterns such as breeding, feeding, or shelter.  
“Harass” is further defined as actions that create the likelihood of injury to listed species to an 
extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns which include breeding, feeding, and 
shelter. 

Clean Water Act 

The Clean Water Act (33 USC 1251 et seq.) establishes legal requirements for the restoration 
and maintenance of the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s waters. 

Section 401 

Section 401 requires that an applicant for a federal license or permit that allows activities 
resulting in a discharge to waters of the United States must obtain a State certification that the 
discharge complies with other provisions of the Clean Water Act.  The Regional Water Quality 
Control Boards administer the certification program in California. 

Section 404 

Section 404 establishes a permit program administered by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) regulating the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, 
including wetlands.  Implementing regulations by the USACE are found at 33 CFR Parts 320-330.  
Guidelines for implementation are referred to as the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines and were 
developed by the EPA in conjunction with the USACE (40 CFR Parts 230).  The Guidelines 
allow the discharge of dredged or fill material into the aquatic system only if there is no prac-
ticable alternative that would have less adverse impacts. 

California Desert Protection Act of 1994 

This act expanded Death Valley and Joshua Tree National Parks, and established the Mojave 
National Preserve, and the Granite Mountains National Reserve.  It also declared certain lands in 
the California desert as wilderness, and included other natural resource designations and 
provisions. 

Noxious Weed Act of 1974, as amended 

This act provides for the control and management of nonindigenous weeds that injure or have the 
potential to injure the interests of agriculture and commerce, wildlife resources, or the public 
health.  Under this act, the Secretary of Agriculture was given the authority to designate plants as 
noxious weeds, and inspect, seize and destroy products, and to quarantine areas, if necessary to 
prevent the spread of such weeds. 

Lacey Act, as amended (16 USC 3371-3378) 

This act protects plants and wildlife by creating civil and criminal penalties for a wide variety of 
violations including illegal take, possession, transport, or sale of protected species. 
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Executive Order 11988 – Floodplain Management 

This order directs all federal agencies to avoid the long-term and short-term adverse impacts 
associated with the occupancy and modification of floodplains, and to avoid direct or indirect 
support of floodplain development wherever there is a practicable alternative. 

Executive Order 11990 – Protection of Wetlands 

This order directs all federal agencies to avoid to the extent possible the long- and short-term 
adverse impacts associated with the destruction or modification of wetlands and to avoid direct 
or indirect support of new construction in wetlands wherever there is a practicable alternative. 

Executive Order 13112 – Invasive Species 

This order directs federal agencies to prevent the introduction of invasive species and provide for 
their control and to minimize the economic, ecological, and human health impacts that invasive 
species cause.  To do this, the order established the National Invasive Species Council; currently 
there are 13 Departments and Agencies on the Council. 

Compliance with Floodplain and Wetland Environmental Review Requirements 

Established under 10 CFR Part 1022, this regulation establishes policy and procedures relating to 
the Department of Energy’s (DOE) responsibilities under Executive Order (EO) 11988 and 
11990, including: 

 DOE policy regarding the consideration of floodplain and wetland factors in DOE planning 
and decision-making; and 

 DOE procedures for identifying proposed actions located in a floodplain or wetland, providing 
opportunity for early public review of such proposed actions, preparing floodplain or wetland 
assessments, and issuing statements of findings for actions in a floodplain. 

To the extent possible, DOE shall accommodate the requirements of EO 11988 and EO 11990 
through applicable DOE NEPA procedures or, when appropriate, the environmental review pro-
cess under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (42 
USC.  9601 et seq.). 

Executive Order 13212 – Actions Concerning Regulations that Significantly Affect Energy 
Supply, Distribution, or Use 

Approved on May 18, 2001, EO 13212 directs federal agencies involved in reviewing energy-
related projects to streamline their internal approval processes and establish an interagency task 
force to coordinate federal efforts at expediting approval mechanisms.  The interagency task 
force will be established to monitor and assist the agencies in the efforts to expedite their review 
of permits or similar actions, as necessary, to accelerate the completion of energy-related proj-
ects, increase energy production and conservation, and improve transmission of energy.  This 
task force also shall monitor and assist agencies in setting up appropriate mechanisms to coordi-
nate federal, State, tribal, and local permitting in geographic areas where increased permitting 
activity is expected. 
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Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 

The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C. 661 666) applies to any federal project where 
the waters of any stream or other body of water are impounded, diverted, deepened, or otherwise 
modified.  Project proponents are required to consult with the USFWS and the appropriate state 
wildlife agency.  These agencies prepare reports and recommendations that document project 
effects on wildlife and identify measures that may be adopted to prevent loss or damage to wild-
life resources.  The term “wildlife” includes both animals and plants.  Provisions of the Act are 
implemented through the NEPA process and Section 404 permit process. 

State Laws and Regulations 

Natural Community Conservation Planning Act, as amended (Fish and Game Code Section 
2800-2835) 

The Natural Community Conservation Planning (NCCP) Act of 1991 (amended in 2002) was 
established to provide a regional approach to conservation for multiple species, in contrast to the 
single-species approach implemented under CESA and the federal ESA.  The NCCP Program is 
implemented by CDFG as a cooperative effort by the State of California and private and public 
partners, designed to protect species and their habitats through an ecosystem approach.  The pro-
gram helps identify and provide for large area-wide protection of plants, animals, and their habi-
tats while allowing for compatible and appropriate economic activity. 

The NCCP Act promotes conservation of unfragmented habitat areas, promotes multispecies and 
multihabitat management and conservation, and promotes the conservation of broad-based nat-
ural communities and species diversity.  It provides an option for identifying mitigation that is 
proportional to a project’s impacts to biological resources.  Participation in the NCCP program is 
a voluntary mechanism that can provide an early planning framework for proposed development 
projects. 

The Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) is a NCCP being developed by 
BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and the California Energy Commission (CEC).  It is intended to protect 
California desert ecosystems (including those in the project area), while allowing for appropriate 
development of renewable energy projects.  The DRECP is scheduled to be completed in 2012.  
The DHSP site is within the geographic area to be covered by the DRECP. 

Native Plant Protection Act 

Prior to enactment of CESA and the federal ESA, California adopted the Native Plant Protection 
Act (NPPA, Fish and Game Code 1900-1913), authorizing the California Fish and Game Com-
mission to designate rare or endangered native plants, and requiring State agencies to use their 
authority to carry out programs to conserve these plants.  CESA (above) generally replaces the 
NPPA for plants originally listed as endangered under the NPPA.  However, plants listed as rare 
retain that designation, and take is regulated under provisions of the NPPA.  The Act prohibits 
the taking of listed plants from the wild and requires notification of the CDFG at least 10 days in 
advance of activities that may result in take, to allow CDFG to salvage listed plant species that 
would otherwise be destroyed. 
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California Desert Native Plants Act 

The California Desert Native Plants Act protects California desert native plants from unlawful 
harvesting on both public and privately owned lands within Imperial, Kern, Los Angeles, Mono, 
Riverside, San Bernardino, and San Diego Counties.  The following native plants, or any part 
thereof, may not be harvested except under a permit issued by the commissioner or the sheriff of 
the county in which the native plants are growing: all species of the Agavaceae (century plants, 
nolinas, and yuccas); all species of the family Cactaceae; all species of the family Fouquieriaceae 
(ocotillo, candlewood); all species of the genus Prosopis (mesquites); all species of the genus 
Cercidium (paloverdes); catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii); desert holly (Atriplex hymenelytra); 
smoke tree (Dalea spinosa); and desert ironwood (Olneya tesota), both dead and alive (provision 
80073).  This provision excludes any plant that is declared to be a rare, endangered, or threatened 
species by federal or State law or regulations, including, but not limited to, the California State 
Fish and Game Code.  The fee for the permit to remove any of these plants will not be less than 
$1 per plant, except for Joshua trees (Yucca brevifolia), which will not be less than $2 per plant. 

Streambed Alteration Agreements, California Fish and Game Code, Sections 1600 – 1616 

Under these sections of the Fish and Game Code, an applicant is required to notify CDFG prior 
to constructing a project that would divert, obstruct or change the natural flow, bed, channel, or 
bank of a river, stream, or lake.  Preliminary notification and project review generally occur dur-
ing the environmental review process.  When a fish or wildlife resource may be substantially 
adversely affected, CDFG is required to propose reasonable project changes to protect the 
resource.  These modifications are formalized in a Streambed Alteration Agreement that 
becomes part of the plans, specifications, and bid documents for the project.  CDFG jurisdiction 
is determined to occur within the water body of any natural river, stream or lake.  The term 
“stream,” which includes creeks and rivers, is defined in Title 14, CCR, Section 1.72. 

Bureau of Land Management Plans and Guidelines 

California Desert Conservation Area Plan: Vegetation Element 

The California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) is a 25-million-acre expanse of land in south-
ern California designated by Congress in 1976 through the Federal Land Policy and Management 
Act (FLPMA).  The BLM administers about 10 million of those acres.  When Congress created 
the CDCA, it recognized its special values, proximity to the population centers of southern Cali-
fornia, and the need for a comprehensive plan for managing the area.  Congress stated that the 
CDCA Plan must be based on the concepts of multiple use, sustained yield, and maintenance of 
environmental quality.  The proposed project and alternatives fall within the CDCA. 

The Vegetation Element of the CDCA Plan contains the following goals: to conserve federally 
and State-listed rare, threatened, or endangered plants and to further the purposes of the ESA and 
similar State laws; to treat unusual plant assemblages that rate as highly sensitive and very sensi-
tive in a manner that will preserve their habitat and ensure their continued existence; to manage 
wetland and riparian areas in the desert; to sustainably maintain the continued existence and bio-
logical viability of the vegetation resource in the CDCA while providing for the consumptive 
needs of wildlife, livestock, wild horses and burros, and public uses; to provide guidance for the 
manipulation of plant habitats or vegetation; and to encourage the use of private desert lands for 
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commercial production of valuable desert plants.  The plan identifies the need for monitoring 
efforts and directing these efforts to those areas with the greatest management need. 

Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan/EIS 

The Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan/EIS (NECO 
Plan/EIS) is a landscape-scale, multi-agency planning effort that seeks to protect and conserve 
natural resources while simultaneously balancing human uses of the California portion of the 
Sonoran Desert ecosystem.  The NECO planning area, which is located in the southeastern CDCA, 
encompasses over 5 million acres and hosts 60 sensitive plant and animal species.  The NECO 
Plan/EIS amends BLM’s CDCA Plan (BLM and CDFG 2002; BLM 2002).  This multiple use 
planning effort also takes into account other uses of the desert, such as hiking, hunting, rock 
hounding, off-highway recreation, commercial mining, livestock grazing, and utility transmis-
sion.  The NECO Plan/EIS provides integrated ecosystem management for special-status species 
and natural communities for all federal lands, and regional standards for public land health for 
BLM lands. 

BLM Sensitive Species 

BLM Sensitive Species are species designated by the State Director that are not federally listed, 
proposed, or candidate species.  BLM’s policy is to “ensure that actions authorized, funded, or 
carried out do not contribute to the need to list any of these species as threatened or endangered.”  
Various offices of the BLM maintain lists of sensitive plant and wildlife species that are to be 
considered as part of the management activities carried out by the BLM on the lands that they 
administer. 

Cacti and Yucca Removal Guidelines 

The BLM normally requires transplanting or salvage of certain native plant species that would be 
lost to development on lands under its jurisdiction.  Species that typically require salvage in this 
region include yuccas (Yucca spp.), ocotillo (Fouquieria splendens), and cacti. 

Regional and Local Regulations 

County of Riverside General Plan 

The open space policy relevant to vegetation is defined in the Desert Center Area Plan (DCAP) 
within the Riverside County General Plan as follows: 

DCAP 10.1 Encourage clustering of development for the preservation of contiguous open space. 

3.3.2 Environmental Setting 

The proposed project and alternatives would be located in the upper Chuckwalla Valley, on pub-
lic lands administered by the BLM in unincorporated Riverside County, 6 miles north of Desert 
Center, California.  The project would be located in the Colorado Desert region of the larger 
Sonoran Desert.  Within California, the 7-million-acre Colorado Desert region extends from the 
border of the higher-elevation Mojave Desert in the north to the Mexican border in the south, and 
from the Laguna Mountains of the Peninsular Ranges in the west to the Colorado River in the 
east. 
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The Colorado Desert is generally at lower elevation than the Mojave Desert to the north, and 
much of the land lies below 1,000 feet above mean sea level (AMSL).  Mountain peaks rarely 
exceed 3,000 feet AMSL.  This desert experiences more summer precipitation than the northern 
deserts, and although annual precipitation is low overall, a substantial portion of it falls during 
August and September, usually as brief and intense thunderstorms.  Average annual rainfall 
recorded at the Eagle Mountain weather station (Station No. 042598), located 2.5 miles west of 
the solar facility site, is 3.68 inches (9.35 cm; WRCC 2011).  Common habitat types of the 
Colorado Desert include coarse sandy bajadas and alluvial fans supporting shrublands dominated 
by creosote bush, saltbush, and other shrubs; valley floors with finer soils, generally supporting 
saltbush scrub; and rocky mountain slopes supporting a mix of shrubs, cacti, and small trees 
(such as Joshua trees, junipers, and ocotillos).  Less common and often specialized habitats of the 
Colorado Desert include palm oases, windblown sand dunes, and desert washes dominated by 
“microphyll” (small-leaved) shrubs and trees, such as desert ironwood and smoke trees.  The 
proposed project and alternative sites lie within the planning area for the NECO, as described 
above. 

The proposed solar facility site is currently undeveloped, natural open space consisting of pri-
marily native vegetation.  The surrounding area consists primarily of public lands managed by 
the BLM with smaller private land parcels to the south and east (see Figure 3.1-1 in Appen-
dix A).  The Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) project, now under construction, is located adja-
cent to the northern boundary of the DHSP site and grading and vegetation clearing has occurred 
on a portion of the DSSF site. 

Some of the private lands to the south and east of the DHSP site have been developed as residen-
tial and agricultural lands uses and have been cleared of native vegetation.  These include active 
and inactive jojoba fields, rural residential lands, and the community of Lake Tamarisk. 

Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) surrounds the upper Chuckwalla Valley on the north, east, and 
west.  To the north, the JTNP boundary is about 7 miles from the northern boundary of the pro-
posed solar facility, and about 4 miles north of the DSSF site.  The Coxcomb Mountains, in the 
southeastern corner of JTNP, are located about 1.8 miles northeast of the northeastern corner of 
the proposed solar facility site.  To the west, the JTNP boundary is about 3.5 miles from the 
western boundary of the proposed solar facility site at Kaiser Road. 

3.3.3 Methodology 

Surveys Conducted for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 

Gen-tie line route Alternatives B (proposed gen-tie), C, and D for the DHSP conform to gen-tie 
line Alternatives A-1 and A-2, described and analyzed for the DSSF, as incorporated by refer-
ence in section 1.11 (BLM 2011a).  Recent, complete surveys were conducted along these gen-
tie line routes for the DSSF, and the results of those surveys have been used to characterize base-
line conditions along gen-tie line routes B, C, and D for the DHSP.  Those surveys are described 
in detail in the DSSF EIS (BLM 2011a) and the DSSF Biological Resources Technical Report 
(Ironwood 2010) and are incorporated here by reference.  Relevant studies and results are sum-
marized below: 

 Prior to conducting field surveys for the DSSF, a biological resources literature search was 
performed to identify resources with the potential to occur along the gen-tie line routes.  The 
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study area for the gen-tie lines included a 400-foot wide study corridor to allow for some 
degree of flexibility during final engineering design with the assurance that the final distur-
bance area would be covered by the respective study areas. 

 Vegetation and habitat mapping within the gen-tie line corridors was conducted in September 
2009.  Desert Dry Wash Woodland, Sonoran Desert Scrub, and Developed/Disturbed/Agricul-
ture vegetation and land form coverage types were mapped along the DSSF gen-tie routes A-1 
and A-2 (i.e., DHSP gen-tie line Alternatives B, C and D).  These vegetation communities are 
described in Section 3.3.5 below. 

 Botanical surveys following protocols established by CDFG, BLM, and USFWS were con-
ducted within the DSSF gen-tie study areas in spring 2010, which followed a winter season 
with above-average rainfall that resulted in an increased rate of annual plant production from 
previous drought years.  The following special-status plant species were found along the gen-
tie routes: crucifixion thorn (DSSF gen-tie lines A-1 and A-2; i.e., DHSP gen-tie line Alterna-
tives B, C, and D), California ditaxis (DSSF gen-tie line A-1; i.e.  DHSP gen-tie line Alterna-
tives B and C), and desert unicorn plant (DSSF gen-tie lines A-1 and A-2; i.e., DHSP gen-tie 
line Alternatives B, C, and D).  These species are described below in Section 3.3.7. 

Vegetation, Habitat, and Jurisdictional Streambeds 

Aspen biologists mapped streambeds and vegetation on the proposed DHSP solar facility site 
during September and October 2011.  Vegetation mapping and jurisdictional delineations of the 
gen-tie alignment Alternatives B, C, and D are based on the DSSF project EIS and supporting 
documents.  These three alignments conform to alternative gen-tie lines A-1 and A-2, described 
and analyzed for the DSSF project (BLM 2011a).  Aspen biologists reviewed these alignments in 
the field to ground-truth the prior mapping and descriptions, and to identify any substantial 
changes that may have taken place.  Based on this field verification, the discussion of vegetation 
on gen-tie alignment Alternatives B and C is based on the DSSF project data.  Vegetation map-
ping of gen-tie alignment Alternative E was completed by Aspen biologists in October 2011, and 
the jurisdictional delineation for Alternative E was completed in spring of 2012. 

Prior to beginning field work, visible streambeds were mapped on USDA 2009 and 2010 NAIP 
Imagery, resolution of 1 square meter (i.e., the pixels are 1m x 1m) as a GIS shapefile.  Stream-
beds were delineated by field-verifying presence and widths of each channel, and then refining 
the mapped data.  During the initial site visits (8 and 9 September 2011), channel width and 
depth data were collected at a “sample” series of streambeds within a portion of the site.  Based 
on these field observations, all streambeds were mapped, and channel widths were added to the 
data set.  This method was repeated throughout the proposed solar facility site.  It should be 
noted that, in several areas, dirt roads on the site showed evidence of conveying water and were 
mapped as streambeds with a channel width equal to the width of the road.  The total jurisdic-
tional streambed acreage was calculated as the summed area of jurisdictional channels (i.e., 
summed length x width of all channels) plus the acreage of adjacent riparian vegetation. 

Vegetation was mapped with a minimum mapping unit of about 0.15 acres (6,500 square feet) by 
comparing vegetation on the proposed solar facility site to aerial imagery (above) during an 
initial site visit (8 and 9 September 2011) to identify dominant species and determine the extent 
that they could be distinguished on the image.  Based on this field visit, vegetation was mapped 
as a separate GIS shapefile.  The vegetation map and text descriptions (below) were field verified 
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during follow-up field visits, while walking field transects and by visiting specific points, in con-
junction with streambed delineation.  All GIS information was digitized in the NAD 83 datum 
using the California State Plane Zone VI projection to ensure local accuracy when calculating 
area. 

It should be noted that all vegetation maps are subject to some degree of imprecision due to sev-
eral factors, including: 

1. Vegetation types tend to intergrade on the landscape so that there are no true boundaries in 
the vegetation itself.  In these cases, a mapped boundary represents best professional 
judgment. 

2.   The published nomenclature and descriptions of vegetation types tend to intergrade; that is, a 
given stand of vegetation may not match any named type in the classification scheme used.  
Each polygon is labeled according to the most applicable type in the classification, but there 
is often some ambiguity among the types. 

3.   Vegetation tends to be patchy.  Small patches of one type are often surrounded by another 
type.  The size of these included patches varies, depending on the minimum mapping units 
and scale of available aerial imagery. 

4. Photo interpretation of visually similar vegetation types may be difficult.  While preliminary 
maps are field-verified to correct potential areas of misidentification on aerial images, some 
locations within a project site may be inaccessible due to terrain, access restrictions, or safety 
issues, and therefore must be mapped based on the botanist’s best professional judgment.  
However, for the proposed project and alternatives, field verification was possible for all 
areas of ambiguity. 

Special-Status Plant Species 

Field surveys for special-status plants have been conducted during spring and fall throughout the 
proposed solar facility site and along gen-tie Alternative E.  Botanical surveys on the other gen-
tie alternative alignments were conducted for the DSSF project EIS (BLM 2011a), and this docu-
ment incorporates by reference those survey results as described above. 

Surveys were conducted throughout the larger, northeastern parcel by AMEC during spring 
2010; throughout both parcels by Aspen Environmental Group (Aspen) during fall 2010; 
throughout the smaller southwestern parcel by Aspen during spring 2011; and along the eastern 
gen-tie line alignment (Alternative E) by Aspen during fall 2011 and spring 2012.  In addition, 
incidental observations of flora, including special-status species, were recorded during all field 
work for the vegetation, habitat, and jurisdictional wetlands, described above.  The following 
descriptions of methods and results of botanical surveys are summarized from AMEC’s botanical 
report, with additional information from Aspen’s field work.  Details of these surveys are 
included in the Biological Resources Technical Report (BRTR) and BRTR Supplement for Gen-
eration Tie-line Alignment Alternative E, located in Appendix C.6 and C.16 respectively. 

Prior to field surveys, AMEC and Aspen biologists reviewed available literature to identify 
special-status biological resources known from the vicinity of the project site.  The literature and 
databases listed below were reviewed.  For data sources that are regularly updated, such as the 
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CNDDB and CNPS records, AMEC and Aspen biologists reviewed the available data several 
times during the course of the project.  Only the most recent citations are included below. 

 CDFG California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) (CNDDB 2011) for the following 7½-
minute USGS topographic quads: Victory Pass, East of Victory Pass, Desert Center, Corn 
Spring, Coxcomb Mountains, Pinto Wells, Placer Canyon, Buzzard Spring, Hayfield Spring, 
West of Palen Pass, Palen Lake, and Sidewinder Well; 

 California Native Plant Society Electronic Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular Plants 
of California (CNPS 2011), for the same topographic quads provided data on the California 
Rare Plant Ranks (CRPR) which correspond to the former CNPS rare plant list system; 

 Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management (NECO) Plan (BLM and CDFG 2002); 

 List of California BLM Sensitive Plants (BLM 2010b); 

 Recent environmental documents for nearby projects including the adjacent DSSF project 
(BLM 2011a), the Palen Solar Power Project (BLM 2010a), and the Genesis Solar Energy 
Project (BLM 2011b). 

Based upon review of the literature, the databases above, and AMEC’s consultation with Andrew C.  
Sanders (UC Riverside Herbarium), a list of special-status plant species with potential to occur in 
the vicinity of the DHSP was compiled (see Table 3.3-3).  Plant taxa were considered to be 
special-status species if they were classified as one or more of the categories listed in Table 
3.3-1: 

Table 3.3-1. Definitions of Special-Status Species Considered in the Draft EIS and Plan Amendment 

Species Designation Agency Definition 
Endangered USFWS A species that is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its 

range. 
Threatened USFWS Any species that is likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future 

throughout all or a significant portion of its range. 
Candidate USFWS A species the USFWS has designated as a candidate for listing under Section 4 of 

the ESA, published in its annual candidate review, defined as defined as a species for 
which has sufficient information on its biological status and threats to propose it as 
endangered or threatened under the ESA, but for which development of a proposed 
listing regulation is precluded by other higher priority listing activities. 

Proposed  USFWS A species that the USFWS has proposed for listing under Section 4 of the ESA, by 
publishing a Proposed Rule in the Federal Register. 

Endangered CDFG A native species or subspecies that is in serious danger of becoming extinct through-
out all or a significant portion of its range due to one or more causes, including loss 
or change in habitat, overexploitation, predation, competition, or disease. 

Threatened CDFG A native species or subspecies that, although not presently threatened with extinction, 
is likely to become an endangered species in the foreseeable future in the absence 
of special protection and management efforts. 

Rare CDFG A species that, although not presently threatened with extinction, is in such small 
numbers throughout its range that it may become endangered if its present 
environment worsens. 

Candidate CDFG A native species that has been officially noticed by the California Fish and Game 
Commission as being under review by the CDFG for addition to the threatened or 
endangered species lists.  CDFG candidate species are given no extra legal 
protection under state laws. 
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Table 3.3-1. Definitions of Special-Status Species Considered in the Draft EIS and Plan Amendment 

Species Designation Agency Definition 
CRPR 1A CDFG/CNPS Plants presumed to be extinct in California. 
CRPR 1B CDFG/CNPS Plants rare or endangered in California and elsewhere. 
CRPR 2 CDFG/CNPS Plants rare or endangered in California but more common elsewhere. 
CRPR 3 CDFG/CNPS Plants about which more information is needed – a review list. 
CRPR 4 CDFG/CNPS Plants of limited distribution – a watch list. 
NECO Plan/EIS BLM Special-status species that were addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS due to manage-

ment concerns within the NECO Planning Area.   
Sensitive BLM Plant and wildlife species designated by the BLM State Office (2010); also includes 

federal Candidate and federally delisted species which were so designated within 
the last 5 years, and all CRPR 1B species that occur on BLM lands. 

Most designated CRPR species also have “threat ranks” as an extension to the rank number, 
which designates the level of endangerment by a 0.1 to 0.3 ranking.  A threat rank of 0.1 indi-
cates that a plant is seriously endangered in California (high degree/immediacy of threat), 0.2 
indicates that a plant is fairly endangered in California (moderate degree/immediacy of threat), 
and 0.3 indicates that a plant is not very endangered in California (low degree/immediacy of 
threats or no current threats known).  All CRPR 1A and some CRPR 3 plants lacking any threat 
information receive no threat code extension. 

The field surveys conformed to the following protocols, as described in more detail in the BRTR. 

 Protocols for Surveying and Evaluating Impacts on Special Status Native Plant Populations 
and Natural Communities (CDFG 2009); 

 Survey Protocols Required for NEPA/ESA Compliance for BLM Special Status Plant Species 
(BLM 2009); and 

 Guidelines for Conducting and Reporting Botanical Inventories for Federally Listed, Pro-
posed, and Candidate Plants (USFWS 1996). 

These surveys included identifying every plant observed within the survey area to the taxonomic 
level necessary to determine its special status, if any.  In most cases, plant taxa were identified to 
the species, subspecies, or variety level; in some cases, identification to the genus level was suf-
ficient to determine that the plant had no special-status ranking. 

The spring 2010 botanical surveys were conducted in a year of higher than average rainfall at the 
solar facility site.  Average annual precipitation recorded at the Eagle Mountain weather station 
is 3.68 inches (9.35 cm), while the total rainfall for the 2009-2010 rainfall year (1 July through 
30 June) was 5.37 in (13.64 cm).  Thus, the results of the spring 2010 surveys should represent a 
large proportion of floristic diversity on the site.  However, BLM and CDFG also recommend 
late-season botanical surveys on desert sites, particularly in the eastern California deserts.  The 
distribution and abundance of many fall-flowering species in the California desert is incom-
pletely documented in literature due to a historic emphasis on spring, rather than fall, field work.  
Yet a substantial proportion of the flora is made up of annual species that germinate in response 
to summer rains, or perennial herbs that may flower at any time of year, depending on rainfall 
(Shreve and Wiggins 1964; Phillips and Comus 2000).  Therefore, additional late-season field 
surveys were conducted to find and identify as many species as possible, to maximize the likeli-
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hood that species not known from the area, or not included on a list of “target species” would be 
documented if they occur on the site.  This approach to field work conforms to CDFG (2009) and 
BLM (2009b) guidelines recommending “floristic” botanical surveys and provides the most 
thorough practicable botanical inventory of the sites of the proposed solar facility site.  Botanical 
surveys of gen-tie alignment Alternatives B, C and D were conducted for the DSSF project and 
are incorporated here by reference (see Section 3.3.3).  Additional late summer field surveys of 
gen-tie alignment Alternative E were completed in 2011 and spring surveys were completed dur-
ing spring 2012.  Details of these surveys are located in Appendix C.16.  AMEC biologists 
visited reference populations of two special-status species, Coachella Valley milk-vetch and 
Harwood’s milk-vetch, to confirm that they could be reliably located and identified during the 
2010 field surveys.  Coachella Valley milk-vetch is the only listed threatened or endangered 
plant reported from the vicinity and Harwood’s milk-vetch is a relatively widespread CNPS List 
2.2 species with potential to occur in the project study area.  In 2011, Aspen biologists visited 
reference populations of three additional special-status plants, California ditaxis, Utah vine 
milkweed, and desert all-thorn, to compare known examples with similar plants on the site of the 
proposed solar facility and gen-tie Alternative E. 

During botanical surveys, all plant species observed were identified in the field or collected for 
later identification.  Plants were identified using keys, descriptions, and illustrations in regional 
references such as Shreve and Wiggins (1964), Munz (1974), and Baldwin et al. (eds., 2002).  
All species noted in each survey area are listed in the BRTR (Appendix C.6).  In conformance 
with CDFG guidelines (2009), surveys were (a) conducted during flowering seasons for the 
special-status plants known from the area, (b) floristic in nature, (c) consistent with conservation 
ethics, (d) systematically covered all habitat types on the ROW, and (e) well documented, by the 
BRTR (Appendix C.6 and C.16) and by voucher specimens to be deposited at Rancho Santa Ana 
Botanic Garden. 

Botanical surveys of gen-tie alignment Alternatives B, C, and D were completed during spring 
2010 by Ironwood Consulting staff, as described in the DSSF project EIS (BLM 2011a) and sup-
porting documents.  These surveys and results are summarized at the beginning of this subsection. 

3.3.4 Soils and Topography 

The proposed solar facility site is on the bajada downslope from Eagle Mountains and Coxcomb 
Mountains, at about 600 feet elevation.  The northwestern Chuckwalla Valley is a broad alluvial 
(water transported) system, fed by numerous alluvial fans higher in the watershed.  This system 
flows east and southeast across the site, as a series of many small, braided drainage channels.  
The site is within a closed basin draining to Palen Dry Lake.  Soils are made up of undiffer-
entiated alluvial material, or interbedded clay, silt and gravel carried down the bajada during 
depositional flood events.  Soils generally have high rock and coarse sand content.  There are 
some areas of desert pavement on older alluvium, outside the active drainage channels.  There 
are no aeolian (i.e., wind-blown) sand deposits on the solar facility site, but aeolian sands are 
located to the east, at the base of the Coxcomb Mountains, and a part of gen-tie alignment Alter-
native E would cross these sand flats and dunes. 

3.3.5 Vegetation Communities 

Two vegetation types cover the proposed solar facility site and gen-tie line Alternatives B, C, 
and D (Figure 3.3-1a and b in Appendix A): Creosote Bush Scrub (Larrea tridentata Shrubland 
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Alliance) and Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Parkinsonia florida–Olneya tesota Wood-
land Alliance) (Sawyer et al. 2009).  The Creosote Bush Scrub vegetation is a subset of the 
Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub as described by Holland (1986) and is termed Sonoran Desert 
Scrub in the NECO Plan, and Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland is a subset of  Holland’s 
description of “Desert Dry Wash Woodland,” and is covered under that name in the NECO Plan.  
There also are small areas where natural vegetation has been removed or disturbed for roads and 
other land uses. 

Gen-tie Alternative E, located farther to the east, would cross two additional vegetation or habitat 
types: Active Sand Dunes and Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) on Partially 
Stabilized Sand Fields. 

Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub; Bajada/Alluvial Landforms) 

Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) on the solar facility site is characterized by low 
diversity of shrub species with relatively wide spacing of shrubs, usually with bare ground 
between shrubs.  The dominant species in this vegetation is creosote bush (Larrea tridentata).  
Associated species include white bursage (Ambrosia dumosa), brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), and 
big galleta grass (Pleuraphis rigida).  This vegetation also supports a diverse assemblage of 
seasonal annuals, including desert sunflower (Geraea canescens), desert dandelion (Malacothrix 
glabrata), several pincushion species (Chaenactis spp.) and several species of cryptantha 
(Cryptantha spp.).  The areas mapped as Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) also 
include areas of desert pavement with relatively sparse cover of low-statured creosote bush and 
seasonal annuals such as devil’s spineflower (Chorizanthe rigida), kidneyleaf buckwheat 
(Eriogonum reniforme), and Emory’s rock daisy (Perityle emoryi).  The total area of Creosote 
Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) within the proposed solar facility site is approximately 1,026 
acres.  There is a total of 980 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub in the Alternative 5 site, and 944 
acres in the Alternative 6 and Alternative 7 sites (Table 4.3-1 in Section 4.3).  Creosote Bush 
Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) is not considered a sensitive vegetation type by CDFG (CDFG 
2010). 

Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) on the proposed solar facility site matches the 
Desert Scrub wildlife habitat described by Laudenslayer and Boggs (1988).  Within the project 
study area it provides habitat for a variety of wildlife species including burrowing species such 
as kangaroo rats (Dipodomys spp.), pocket mice (Perognathus spp.), and desert cottontail 
(Sylvilagus audubonii), and mesopredators such as desert kit fox (Vulpes macrotis arsipus) and 
coyote (Canis latrans).  This community also serves as habitat for numerous species of reptiles 
including desert iguana (Dipsosaurus dorsalis), sidewinder (Crotalus cerastes), desert horned 
lizard (Phrynosoma platyrhinos), Great Basin whiptail (Aspidocelis tigris), and zebra-tailed 
lizard (Callisaurus draconoides).  Common birds observed within this vegetation community 
included black-throated sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata), Gambel’s quail (Callipepla gambelii), 
common raven (Corvus corax), red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), and turkey vulture (Cathartes 
aura). 

Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) 

Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) occurs throughout the proj-
ect study area, primarily in dry washes.  This vegetation type is characterized by the presence of 
desert ironwood (Olneya tesota) and blue palo verde (Parkinsonia floridum).  Additional tree 
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species such as smoketree (Psorothamnus spinosus) and cat claw acacia (Acacia greggii) also 
occur, but are uncommon.  It is one of several communities included within broader vegetation 
types called desert wash woodland or microphyll woodland (Holland 1986; Schoenherr and Burk 
2007).  Vegetation in desert washes is generally taller, up to 9 meters (30 feet) in height, and 
denser than that of surrounding desert habitats, with the height of the wash vegetation propor-
tional to the size of the arroyo (Laudenslayer 1988).  Understory vegetation within these wood-
lands is composed of species such as big galleta grass, cheesebush (Ambrosia salsola), and desert 
lavender (Hyptis emoryi).  Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodlands (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) 
on the site match the Desert Wash wildlife habitat described by Laudenslayer (1988).  This vege-
tation provides greater food, nesting, and cover, and wildlife diversity is generally greater than in 
the surrounding desert.  Examples of species that depend in part on desert microphyll woodlands 
include vermillion flycatcher (Pyrocephalus rubinus), black-tailed gnatcatcher (Polioptila 
melanura), and burro deer (Odocoileus hemionus eremicus).  In addition, many of the species 
occupying the surrounding Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) are found in greater 
numbers in microphyll woodlands.  This community is ranked by CDFG as a sensitive vegeta-
tion type, with state rarity ranking of S3 (CDFG 2010).  The total area of Blue Palo Verde–
Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) within the proposed solar facility site is 
approximately 180 acres.  There is a total of 179 acres of Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland 
(Desert Dry Wash Woodland) in the Alternative 5 site, and 98 acres in the Alternative 6 and 
Alternative 7 sites (Table 4.3-1 in Section 4.3).  Each of the gen-tie line alternatives would pass 
through limited additional acreage of this woodland vegetation, ranging from  39 to 60 acres (see 
Table 4.3-2). 

Disturbed Areas 

There are small areas within the proposed solar facility site where natural vegetation has been 
removed or disturbed for roads and other land uses.  In most cases (e.g., narrow roads), these 
areas are too small for mapping at this scale; however, the DHSP site overlaps a narrow area dis-
turbed for date palm agriculture (on an adjacent parcel) in the southeastern corner of the site.  
This area is mapped as “Disturbed/Disused Agriculture” on Figure 3.3-1b in Appendix A.  There 
are 2 acres of mapped Disturbed/Disused Agriculture within the proposed and alternative solar 
facility sites. 

Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) on Partially Stabilized Sand Fields 

Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) vegetation occurs on partially stabilized sand fields 
in the eastern portion of gen-tie Alternative E.  This area is located at the western margin of a 
much larger dune system at the base of the Coxcomb Mountains.  This vegetation matches the 
description of Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) above, but the cover is much sparser 
and the substrate consists of partially stabilized sand fields with accumulations of sands 
mounded at the bases of the shrubs.  This habitat type is suitable for a series of special-status 
plants and animals, including Mojave fringe-toed lizard (Uma scoparia), which were reported in 
the area in the DSSF project EIS and observed there by Aspen biologists.  None of this habitat is 
in the immediate vicinity of the proposed solar facility, and only gen-tie line Alternative E would 
traverse this habitat type. 
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Active Sand Dunes 

Active sand dunes are found in the eastern portion of the project study area on gen-tie Alterna-
tive E.  These dunes are at the western margin of the larger dune system described above.  This 
habitat type is characterized by fine aeolian sands (i.e., dunes and sand flats) that support very 
little vegetation.  Vegetation on the dunes is sparse, but dominated by scattered creosote bush 
and Russian thistle (Salsola sp.).  Only gen-tie Alternative E would occur in the vicinity of these 
active sand dunes. 

3.3.6 Invasive Plant Species 

Invasive plants are non-native species that, upon becoming established in a new area, propagate 
and, ultimately, displace native species, supplant food plants or other habitat elements (e.g., 
cover) that are important to native wildlife species, alter natural habitat structure and ecological 
function, alter natural wildfire patterns, or displace special-status plant occurrences and habitat 
(Zouhar et al. 2008; Lovich and Bainbridge 1998).  These plants are considered “weeds” or “pest 
plants” when they invade natural landscapes (Bossard et al. 2000).  Weeds and pest plants are 
defined here to include any species of non-native plants identified on the weed lists of the Cali-
fornia Department of Food and Agriculture, the California Invasive Plant Council, or of special 
concern identified by BLM. 

Numerous invasive weeds have already become widespread throughout the Colorado Desert and 
for some invasive species the prevention of further spread is impracticable.  Examples of these 
species include Mediterranean splitgrass (Schismus barbatus), Russian thistle (Salsola tragus), 
and Sahara mustard (Brassica tournefortii).  Others (e.g., saltcedar: Tamarix ramosissima) are 
damaging to mesic habitat types but pose little or no threat to widespread upland desert habitat. 

Within the project study area, the overall prevalence of invasive species is low, generally consis-
tent with undisturbed desert bajadas and uplands throughout the region.  Invasive plant species 
that have been found on the solar facility site and in the surrounding areas include Mediterranean 
splitgrass, red brome (Bromus madritensis ssp. rubens), crane’s bill (Erodium cicutarium), 
Sahara mustard, London rocket (Sisymbrium irio), and Russian thistle.  These and other species 
with potential of occurring on the site now or in the future are listed in Table 3.3-2.  Species 
identified as having a high potential to occur were not identified on site during surveys, but 
based on their regional occurrence and potential for spread, would be likely to colonize portions 
of the project study area over time under baseline conditions.  The potential for introduction 
and/or spread of invasive weeds from implementation of the DHSP is assessed in Section 4.3. 

No distinct populations of any weed species were mapped in the DHSP study area, because 
weeds that are present on site are broadly distributed across the site in low to very low densities.  
There were no areas with weeds dense enough to map as a discrete occurrence, or extensive 
enough to meet the minimum vegetation mapping unit (approximately 0.15 acre [6,500 square 
feet]).  
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Table 3.3-2. Weeds of the Chuckwalla Valley 

Weed Species Rankings1  
Habitats, Range, and  

Control Notes 
Likelihood of Occurrence 

at DHSP 
Alhagi pseudalhagi 
Camel thorn 

CDFA: A 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: B/B/B 

Widespread in California, many 
habitats, generally controlled by 
eradication efforts but new 
infestation sources are 
abundant in surrounding states  

Currently low, but may be 
introduced via vehicles or other 
vectors from surrounding areas; 
potential to colonize and infest in 
periodically mesic places (e.g., 
evaporation pond margins, leaking 
tanks) 

Avena spp. 
Wild oat 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: B/B/A 

Widespread and abundant in W 
Calif.; less common in deserts; 
new introductions are probably 
chronic in region; spread limited 
in low desert by soils and 
climate 

High (generally in low numbers) 

Brassica tournefortii 
Saharan mustard 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: High 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: A/A/B 

Widespread and abundant in 
Calif. deserts; common in 
interior valleys (e.g., W 
Riverside Co.); especially 
invasive in open sands and in 
disturbed soils (including natural 
disturbance) 

Occurs on the site and throughout 
the region 

Brassica spp., Other non-native 
mustards 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate-High 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: vary by 
species 

Widespread and abundant in W 
Calif.; less common in deserts; 
new introductions are probably 
chronic in region; spread limited 
in low desert by soils and 
climate 

High (generally in low numbers) 

Bromus madritensis ssp. rubens 
Red brome 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: High 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: A/B/A 

Ubiquitous and often abundant 
or dominant throughout region 
and throughout most of Calif.  

Occurs on the site and throughout 
the region 

Bromus spp. 
Other non-native brome grasses 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate-High 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: vary by 
species 

Widespread and abundant in W 
Calif. or at higher elev. or 
latitude in deserts; new 
introductions are probably 
chronic in region; spread limited 
in low desert by soils and 
climate 

High (generally in low numbers) 

Centaurea melitensis, C. 
solstitalis 
Annual star-thistles 

CDFA: varies by species 
Cal IPC: Moderate-High 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: B/B/B 

Widespread and abundant in W 
Calif.; new introductions are 
probably chronic in region; 
spread may be limited in low 
desert by soils and climate 

Moderate (periodic introductions 
are likely; potential for localized 
establishment in low density 
infestations) 

Cynodon dactylon 
Bermuda grass 

CDFA: C 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: B/B/B 

Widespread and abundant in 
much of Calif.; new 
introductions are probably 
chronic in region; in deserts, 
requires mesic soil conditions  

Moderate (periodic introductions 
are likely; potential for localized 
establishment in periodically 
mesic places such as evaporation 
pond margins, leaking tanks) 

Erodium cicutarium 
Redstem filaree; crane’s bill 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Limited 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: C/C/A  

Ubiquitous and often abundant 
or dominant throughout region 
and throughout most of S Calif. 

Occurs on the site and throughout 
the region 
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Table 3.3-2. Weeds of the Chuckwalla Valley 

Weed Species Rankings1  
Habitats, Range, and  

Control Notes 
Likelihood of Occurrence 

at DHSP 
Halogeton glomeratus 
Halogeton 

CDFA: A 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: B/A/B 

Widespread in arid regions of 
Calif and other western states; 
apparently spreading; to date, 
generally not invasive on well-
drained bajada soils 

Moderate (periodic introductions 
are likely; potential for localized 
establishment in periodically 
mesic places such as evaporation 
pond margins, leaking tanks) 

Hirschfeldia geniculata 
Summer mustard; short-pod 
mustard 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: B/B/A 
 
 

Widespread and often abundant 
throughout much of Calif., 
including deserts;  

High (not reported on site, but 
expected in surrounding area and 
likely to be introduced to the site) 

Hordeum spp. 
Hare barley, Mediterranean 
barley 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: B/B/A 

Widespread and often abundant 
throughout much of Calif.; less 
invasive in well-drained desert 
bajadas 

High (periodic introductions are 
likely; potential for localized 
establishment on roadsides or 
periodically mesic places such as 
evaporation pond margins, leaking 
tanks) 

Pennisetum setaceum 
Fountain grass 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: B/B/B  

Widely planted as an 
ornamental, and spreading 
throughout S.  Calif. in 
surrounding habitats 

High (periodic introductions are 
likely; ongoing potential for 
establishment on the site) 

Salsola spp. 
Russian thistle, tumbleweed 

CDFA: C 
Cal IPC: Limited-
Moderate 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: varies by 
species  

Widespread and often abundant 
throughout much of Calif.; 
including deserts  

Occurs on the site and throughout 
the region 

Schismus spp. 
Mediterranean grass, split grass 

CDFA: C 
Cal IPC: Limited 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: B/C/A  

Widespread and often abundant 
throughout much of Calif.; 
including deserts 

Occurs on the site and throughout 
the region 

Sisymbrium irio 
London rocket   

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: B/B/A 

Widespread and often common 
throughout much of Calif.; less 
common in deserts, mainly in 
seasonally slightly mesic or 
shaded sites  

Occurs on the site and throughout 
the region; shaded areas and 
increased moisture (through dust 
control, etc.) likely to cause 
increased densities 

Stipa capensis (=Achnatherum 
capensis) 
Cape ricegrass, various other 
common names 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: B/B/D 

Established in western 
Coachella Valley, apparently 
spreading rapidly in that area 

High (periodic introductions are 
likely; ongoing potential for 
establishment on the site) 

Tamarix spp. 
Tamarisk, saltcedar 

CDFA: B 
Cal IPC: Limited-High 
Impacts/Invasiveness/
Distribution: varies by 
species 

Widespread and strongly 
invasive in riparian habitats 
throughout California and 
southwestern desert regions 

High (seed introductions likely to 
be constant; potential for 
establishment in periodically 
mesic places such as evaporation 
pond margins, leaking tanks 

Tribulus terrestris 
Puncture vine 

CDFA: C 
Cal IPC: n/a   

Widespread, especially 
roadsides, disturbed sites, and 
agricultural lands 

High (periodic introductions are 
likely; ongoing potential for 
establishment on the site) 
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1 – Explanation of Rankings: 
California Department of Food and Agriculture Ratings (CDFA 2011): 
A: Eradication, containment, rejection, or other holding action at the state-county level.  Quarantine interceptions to be rejected 
or treated at any point in the state; 
B: Eradication, containment, control or other holding action at the discretion of the commissioner; 
C: State endorsed holding action and eradication only when found in nursery; action to retard spread outside of nurseries at the 
discretion of the commissioner—reject only when found in a crop seed for planting or at the discretion of the commissioner 
Cal-IPC Ratings (Cal-IPC 2006): 
High: These species have severe ecological impacts on physical processes, plant and animal communities, and vegetation 
structure.  Their reproductive biology and other attributes are conducive to moderate to high rates of dispersal and estab-
lishment.  Most are widely distributed. 
Moderate:  These species have substantial and apparent—but generally not severe—ecological impacts on physical processes, 
plant and animal communities, and vegetation structure.  Their reproductive biology and other attributes are conducive to moder-
ate to high rates of dispersal, although establishment is generally dependent on ecological disturbance.  Ecological amplitude 
and distribution may range from limited to widespread. 
Limited: These species are invasive but their ecological impacts are minor on a statewide level or there was not enough infor-
mation to justify a higher score.  Their reproductive biology and other attributes result in low to moderate rates of invasiveness.  
Ecological amplitude and distribution are generally limited, but these species may be locally persistent and problematic. 

3.3.7 Special-Status Plant Species 

Table 3.3-3 presents the special-status plant species known from the region and summarizes their 
natural history, agency status, and probability of occurrence on the project site.  See also Figure 
3 of the BRTR (Appendix C.6 of this EIS), which depicts documented occurrences of special-
status plant species that are known from the vicinity.  No BLM Sensitive Species or CRPR 1B 
species are known from the project study area.  The potential for occurrence is assessed based on 
the following criteria: 

 Present: The taxon was observed within the project study area during surveys or has been 
documented in the project study area.  (Taxon [plural, taxa] refers to a specific taxonomic 
entity, such as a species, subspecies, or variety). 

 High: The taxon has been documented within the project vicinity (5 miles) and suitable envi-
ronmental conditions such as soil type are found within the project area; but the taxon was not 
detected during project-specific biological surveys. 

 Moderate: Either the taxon has been documented within the project vicinity (5 miles), or 
suitable environmental conditions such as soil type are found within the project area, and the 
project site is within its known geographic range. 

 Low: There are no records of the taxon within the project vicinity (5 miles), the environmental 
conditions are marginal, and/or the taxon is conspicuous and was not detected during biolog-
ical surveys. 

 Not Likely to Occur: No known records exist and the project study area lacks suitable habitat 
requirements (including soil and elevation factors). 
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Table 3.3-3. Special-Status Plants Present or with Potential to Occur in the Project Study Area 

Species Status Habitat and Distribution 
Blooming 

Period Potential to Occur 
Abronia villosa var. aurita 
Chaparral sand-verbena 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – Sensitive 
CRPR – 1B.1 

Annual or perennial herb; 
sand, about 250–5300 ft 
elev; San Jacinto Mts, 
Inland Empire, adjacent 
Colorado Desert, Orange & 
San Diego Counties; mostly 
alluvial fans and benches in 
W Riverside Co; dunes in 
deserts; not rare in the 
deserts 

Feb–Jul Low on most project 
components.  Large 
washes or roadsides 
provide potential 
habitat; otherwise not 
expected to occur. 
High in aeolian sand 
along Alternative E. 

Ammoselinium giganteum 
Desert sand-parsley 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – None 
CRPR – 2.3 

Annual; only known Calif 
location at Hayfields Dry 
Lake, about 1300 ft elev; 
heavy soils, beneath shrubs; 
also to Arizona and 
mainland N Mexico 

Mar–Apr Not Likely to Occur.  
No suitable dry 
lakebed habitat is 
present. 

Androstephium breviflorum 
Pink funnel-lily, small-
flowered androstephium 
 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – None 
CRPR – 2.3 

Bulb; Mojave Desert shrub-
lands; stabilized dunes or 
sandfields, about 700-5300 
ft elev; scattered in Calif, N 
Arizona, S Nevada, to W 
Colorado 

Mar–Apr Not Likely to Occur 
on most project 
components. No 
suitable habitat is 
present on the solar 
field site or gen-tie 
Alternatives B, C, 
or D. 
Low in aeolian sand 
along Alternative E. 

Astragalus insularis var. 
harwoodii 
Harwood’s milk-vetch 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – NECO 
CRPR – 2.2 

Annual; sand, mainly dunes, 
also washes and slopes; 
below about 1200 ft elev; 
SE Calif to Arizona, Baja 
and Sonora  

Jan–May Low on most project 
components.  Large 
washes or roadsides 
provide potential 
habitat; otherwise not 
expected to occur. 
Moderate to high in 
aeolian sand along 
Alternative E. 

Astragalus lentiginosus 
var. coachellae 
Coachella Valley milk-vetch 

Federal – Endangered 
State – None 
BLM – Sensitive, NECO 
CRPR – 1B.2 

Annual or perennial herb; 
open sand, generally dunes 
but also wash margins; 
below about 2200 ft elev; 
endemic to Coachella Valley; 
formerly reported from 
Chuckwalla Valley, those 
populations now recognized 
as A. l. var. variabilis 
(speckled milk-vetch) 

Feb–May Not Likely to Occur.  
Outside geographic 
range. 

Ayenia compacta 
Ayenia 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – None 
CRPR – 2.3 

Perennial herb; desert shrub-
land, generally rocky sites, 
washes and mountain 
slopes below about 3600 ft 
elev; W low desert margins, 
Chuckwalla Valley, and E 
Mojave; also Baja and 
Sonora (Mexico) 

Mar–Apr Low-moderate.  
Large washes are 
marginally suitable; not 
seen during field 
surveys.  

Cassia – see Senna     
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Table 3.3-3. Special-Status Plants Present or with Potential to Occur in the Project Study Area 

Species Status Habitat and Distribution 
Blooming 

Period Potential to Occur 
Castela emoryi 
Crucifixion thorn 
 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – NECO 
CRPR – 2.3 

Shrub; widespread but rare, 
Calif deserts to Arizona, 
Baja, and Sonora; fine sand 
or silt, washes, plains, non-
saline bottomlands, about 
350-2100 ft elev 

Jun–Jul Present.  See Figure 
3.3-1 in Appendix A.  

Chamaesyce abramsiana 
(=Euphorbia abramsiana) 
Abrams’ spurge 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – None 
CRPR – 2.2 

Annual; sandy flats; about 
sea level to 3,000 ft elev; 
East Mojave desert, Joshua 
Tree NP, and low desert, to 
Arizona and Mexico 

Sep–Nov Low on most project 
components.  Large 
washes or roadsides 
provide potential 
habitat; otherwise not 
expected to occur. 
High on aeolian sand 
along gen-tie Alt E. 

Colubrina californica 
Las Animas colubrina 
 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – NECO 
CRPR – 2.3 

Shrub; scattered mountain 
ranges of the low desert, incl 
Joshua Tree NP, Eagle Mts, 
Chuckwalla Mts, etc.; about 
1100-3900 ft elev; rare in 
Calif, more common in 
Arizona and Mexico  

Apr–May Low.  Conspicuous 
shrub, not found 
during field surveys.  

Coryphantha alversonii 
(=C. vivipara var. 
alversonii; Escobaria 
vivipara var. alversonii) 
Alverson's foxtail cactus 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – NECO 
CRPR – 4.3 

Cactus; desert scrub, S 
Mojave and Sonoran Deserts, 
about 250-5000 ft elev; 
Riverside, San Bernardino, 
and Imperial Counties to 
Arizona 

May–Jun Low-moderate.  
Bajada sites are 
marginally suitable; 
not seen during field 
surveys.  

Cryptantha costata 
Ribbed cryptantha 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – None 
CRPR – 4.3 

Annual; windblown and 
stabilized sand, desert 
shrublands; E Mojave and 
Sonoran Deserts, to Arizona 
& Baja; below sea level to 
about 1650 ft. elev. 

Feb-May Low on most project 
components.  Large 
washes or roadsides 
provide potential 
habitat; otherwise not 
expected to occur. 
Present in dunes 
along Alternative E. 

Cynanchum utahense 
(=Funastrum utahense) 
Utah vine milkweed 
 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – None 
CRPR – 4.2 

Climbing perennial herb; 
sandy or gravelly soils, E 
and S Mojave Des through 
JTNP and Anza-Borrego 
regions, to S Nevada, NW 
Arizona, and SW Utah; 
about 500–4700 ft elev 

Apr –Jun Present.  See Figure 
3.3-1 in Appendix A.  

Ditaxis claryana 
(=D. adenophora) 
Glandular ditaxis 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – NECO 
CRPR – 2.2 

Perennial herb.  Conflicting 
info in literature.  Sandy 
soils below about 350 ft 
elev; or rocky uplands & 
sandy washes to 3000 ft; 
widely scattered, Sonoran 
Desert, Calif to Arizona and 
mainland Mexico 

Spring or 
fall (based 
on rains) 

Moderate.  Habitat may 
be suitable, but not seen 
during field surveys. 
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Table 3.3-3. Special-Status Plants Present or with Potential to Occur in the Project Study Area 

Species Status Habitat and Distribution 
Blooming 

Period Potential to Occur 
Ditaxis californica 
(=D. serrata var. 
californica) 
California ditaxis 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – NECO 
CRPR – 3.2 

Perennial herb; washes and 
canyons, low desert and 
adjacent mountains; La 
Quinta E to Desert Center, 
also Anza Borrego; about 
100–3250 ft elev 

Mar–Dec Moderate.  Habitat is 
suitable, but not seen 
during field surveys. 

Eriastrum harwoodii 
Harwood’s woollystar 
 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – Sensitive 
CRPR – 1B.2 

Annual; partially stabilized 
desert dunes (San Bernar-
dino, Riverside, and San 
Diego Counties); about 
900–1700 ft elev 

Mar–Jun Low on most project 
components.  Large 
washes or roadsides 
provide potential 
habitat; otherwise not 
expected to occur. 
Present on gen-tie 
Alt E (see revised 
Figure 3.3-1b in 
Appendix A).  

Escobaria – see Coryphantha    
Euphorbia – see Chamaesyce    
Grusonia parishii 
(=Opuntia parishii) 
Parish’s club-cholla 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – None 
CRPR – 2.2 

Stem-succulent; rocky desert 
shrublands, East Mojave 
Desert, Joshua Tree NP, 
foothills above Coachella 
and Chuckwalla valleys; 
about 1000–5000 ft elev 

May–Jul Low-moderate.  
Bajada sites are 
marginally suitable; 
not seen during field 
surveys. 

Koeberlinia spinosa var. 
tenuispina 
Slender-spined all-thorn 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – NECO 
CRPR – 2.2 

Deciduous shrub; desert 
shrublands and washes, 
below about 1700 ft elev; 
central Sonoran Desert, 
Imperial and Riverside 
Counties; reported on-site in 
CNDDB, apparently based on 
misidentified Castela emoryi 

May–Jul Low.  Not seen during 
field surveys; see text  

Matelea parvifolia 
Spearleaf 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – NECO 
CRPR – 2.3 

Low twining vine; rocky sites 
in desert shrublands, central 
and eastern deserts and 
Anza-Borrego State Park; 
S Nevada, Texas, and Baja; 
about 1400–3600 ft elev 

Mar–May Moderate.  Habitat 
may be suitable, but 
not seen during field 
surveys. 

Opuntia – also see Grusonia    
Opuntia wigginsi 
Wiggins cholla 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – NECO 
CRPR – 3.3 

Cactus; doubtful taxon; prob-
ably a hybrid (O. ramisissi-
ma x echinocarpa), desert 
shrubland about 100-3000 ft 
elev, scattered Colorado 
Desert sites, east to Arizona 

Mar Low.  Conspicuous 
plants, not seen 
during field surveys 

Proboscidea althaefolia 
Desert unicorn-plant 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – NECO 
CRPR – 4.3 

Perennial herb; generally 
sandy soils, desert shrub-
land, about 500–3300 ft 
elev; Sonoran Desert to 
Arizona and Mexico 

May–Aug Present.  See Figure 
3.3-1 in Appendix A  
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Table 3.3-3. Special-Status Plants Present or with Potential to Occur in the Project Study Area 

Species Status Habitat and Distribution 
Blooming 

Period Potential to Occur 
Salvia greatae 
Orocopia sage 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – Sensitive, NECO 
CRPR – 1B.3 

Shrub; desert shrubland, 
washes and alluvial fans, 
about 100–2800 ft elev; 
Riverside & Imperial 
Counties, endemic to 
Orocopia Mts and Chocolate 
Mts (doubtful report near 
Cadiz, San Bernardino 
County) 

Mar–Apr Low.  Habitat may be 
suitable, but not seen 
during field surveys 
and outside 
documented 
geographic range. 

Selaginella eremophila 
Desert spike-moss 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – None 
CRPR – 2.2 

Perennial herb; mountainous 
or hillside rock outcrops and 
crevices, about 600–3000 ft 
elev; lower desert-facing 
slopes of San Jacintos and 
adjacent desert, to Texas 
and Baja 

n/a Not Likely to Occur.  
No suitable habitat is 
present. 

Senna covesii (=Cassia 
covesii) 
Coves’s cassia 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – NECO 
CRPR – 2.2 

Low, mostly herbaceous 
perennial; desert washes 
below about 2000 ft elev; 
Colorado Desert to Nevada, 
Arizona and Baja.  [ranked 
S1 in CDFG 2011, corrected 
as S2 by pers. comm. with 
R. Bittman, CDFG, 21 Sep 
2011] 

Apr–Jun Moderate.  Habitat 
may be suitable, but 
not seen during field 
surveys 

Stylocline sonorensis 
Mesquite nest straw 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – NECO 
CRPR – 1A 

Annual; known from only 
one record, near Hayfields 
Dry Lake, now presumed 
extirpated; occurs in SE 
Arizona and mainland 
Mexico 

Apr Not Likely to Occur.  
Apparently extirpated 
from California. 

Teucrium cubense ssp. 
depressum 
Dwarf germander 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – None 
CRPR – 2.2 

Annual or perennial herb; 
sandy alluvium, washes, 
etc., below about 1300 ft 
elev, scattered Sonoran 
Desert locations, to Texas 
and Baja 

Mar–May Moderate.  Habitat 
may be suitable, but 
not seen during field 
surveys 

Wislizenia refracta ssp. 
palmeri 
Jackass-clover 

Federal – None 
State – None 
BLM – NECO 
CRPR – 2.2 

Perennial herb or subshrub; 
sand flats, washes, road-
sides, saltbush scrub; scat-
tered Calif desert locations 
eastward to New Mexico, 
sea level to about 1000 ft 
elev 

Apr–Nov Low on most project 
components.  Large 
washes or roadsides 
provide potential 
habitat; otherwise not 
expected to occur. 
High in aeolian sand 
on gen-tie Alt E. 
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Table 3.3-3. Special-Status Plants Present or with Potential to Occur in the Project Study Area 

Species Status Habitat and Distribution 
Blooming 

Period Potential to Occur 
California Rare Plant Rank (CRPR): 
 1A. – Presumed extinct in California 
 1B. – Rare or endangered in California and elsewhere 
 2. – Rare or endangered in California, more common elsewhere 
 3. – Plants for which more information is needed (Review list) 
 4. – Plants of limited distribution (Watch List) 
 Threat Rank Extension: 
     0.1 = Seriously endangered in California (over 80% of occurrences threatened/high degree and immediacy of threat) 
     0.2 = Fairly endangered in California (20-80% occurrences threatened) 
     0.3 = Not very endangered in California (<20% of occurrences threatened or no current threats known) 
BLM Sensitive = Species requiring special management consideration to promote their conservation and reduce the likelihood and need for 
future listing under the ESA.  BLM Sensitive species also include all federal Candidate species and federal Delisted species which were so 
designated within the last 5 years, and CRPR 1B plant species that occur on BLM lands. 
NECO = Special-status species that were addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS due to management concerns within the NECO Planning Area.   
Source: CNPS 2011; CDFG 2011. 

Listed Threatened or Endangered Species 

This section describes species reported from the region that are listed as threatened or endan-
gered under the CESA or ESA.  One listed threatened or endangered plant, Coachella Valley 
milk-vetch, has been reported in the Chuckwalla Valley, though that report is now discounted 
(see below).  Other listed threatened or endangered species of the low desert region (e.g., triple-
ribbed milk-vetch, Peirson’s milk-vetch) occur well outside the area and are not addressed in this 
report.  No listed threatened or endangered plant species, or species proposed for listing or 
candidates for listing, have been documented on site of the proposed project or alternatives. 

Coachella Valley milk-vetch (Astragalus lentiginosus var. coachellae): Coachella Valley 
milk-vetch is an annual or short-lived perennial endemic to the Coachella Valley.  It is primarily 
found on loose aeolian or, less often, in alluvial sands, on dunes or flats and along disturbed 
margins of sandy washes.  The easternmost known occurrences are near Indio, about 40 miles 
west of the project study area.  All designated critical habitat for Coachella Valley milk-vetch is 
within the Coachella Valley, west of Indio (USFWS 2011).  Specimens resembling Coachella 
Valley milk-vetch have been collected from the Pinto Wash and Palen dune system, northeast of 
Desert Center.  However, the USFWS (2009; 2011) regards these as the related species, speckled 
milk-vetch (A. lentiginosus var. variabilis), which has no special conservation status.  The only 
portion of the proposed project or alternatives that would affect suitable habitat for Coachella 
Valley milk-vetch would be gen-tie Alternative E, which would cross some areas of dunes and 
partially stabilized aeolian sand habitat.  Speckled milk-vetch, a different species, occurs on the 
Alternative E alignment (Appendix C.16, [BRTR Supplement]).  However, because the project 
study area is well outside the recognized geographic range, Coachella Valley milk-vetch is not 
expected to occur in the project area. 

BLM Sensitive Plant Species 

The BLM (2010b) maintains a list of species designated as Sensitive, including species that are 
rare, declining, or dependent on specialized habitats.  The list includes all plants ranked by CNPS 
and CDFG as CRPR 1.  The BLM manages sensitive species to provide protections comparable 
to species that may become listed as threatened or endangered (i.e., candidate species for federal 
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listing).  None of these species has been documented on the site of the proposed project or alter-
natives.  Each BLM sensitive plant species known from the project study area is described 
briefly, below. 

Chaparral sand-verbena (Abronia villosa var. aurita): Chaparral sand-verbena’s distribution 
and identification are unclear in published reference works, including Spellenberg (2002), CNPS 
(2011) and CNDDB (2011).  This plant was added to the CNPS Inventory based on recommen-
dations by Andrew C.  Sanders of the UC Riverside Herbarium.  The primary conservation con-
cern is for chaparral sand-verbena occurrences in western Riverside County and other locations 
outside the desert (see Roberts et al. 2004).  These western plants appear to be distinct from the 
very common desert sand verbena, Abronia villosa var. villosa.  Plants in the low desert often 
match the characteristics of the western Riverside County populations, but do not appear to be 
regionally rare.  There is some possibility that habitat adjacent to the solar facility site may sup-
port chaparral sand-verbena, especially along the access road margins near Highway 95.  On 
gen-tie alignment Alternative E, there is a high probability that chaparral sand verbena could be 
found in sandy areas, particularly dunes and partially stabilized aeolian sand, along the align-
ment.  It also could occur, with lower probability, along road or wash margins on the alignment. 

Harwood’s woolly-star (Eriastrum harwoodii): Harwood’s woolly-star is an annual species 
known only from partially stabilized aeolian sand habitats in the deserts of eastern Riverside and 
San Bernardino counties (Gowen 2008) and San Diego County (DeGroot 2008).  It flowers in 
early April.  Harwood’s woolly-star was documented at multiple locations along portions of gen-
tie alignment Alternative E crossing dunes and partially stabilized sand (see Figure 4 of Appen-
dix C.16.  [BRTR Supplement]).  Because it is an annual plant, Harwood’s woolly-star plants 
could be found in future years in other locations within the dunes or partially stabilized sand por-
tions of the alignment. 

Orocopia sage (Salvia greatae): Orocopia sage is a shrubby sage with spiny leaves and lavender 
flowers.  It is endemic to the Orocopia and Chocolate Mountains, Riverside County, where it 
occurs in desert washes below about 2800 feet elevation.  It also has been reported from the 
Mojave Desert in San Bernardino County, though that report almost certainly refers to a misiden-
tification of Death Valley sage (S. funerea) (A. Sanders, UC Riverside, pers. comm.).  Habitat on 
the proposed solar facility site, gen-tie alignment, and alternative alignments appears to be 
suitable, but the project area is a few miles north of its known geographic range.  It has not been 
located on the site during field surveys, but there is a low probability that it may occur on the 
site. 

Mesquite neststraw (Stylocline sonorensis): Mesquite neststraw is known from southeastern 
Arizona and northeastern Sonora, Mexico.  It has only been documented at one California loca-
tion, near Hayfields Dry Lake, where it was collected in the 1930s.  It is now presumed 
extirpated in California.  Its habitat is reported as “grassy hillsides, sandy drainages, with 
mesquite” (Morefield 2006).  The only potential habitat in the project study area is along gen-tie 
alignment Alternative E, on valley floor drainages.  Mesquite neststraw was not located during 
field surveys of gen-tie alignment Alternative E and is not expected to occur in the project study 
area due to its apparent extirpation in California. 
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Other Special-Status Plant Species 

In addition to the statutes and policies described above, several public agencies and private entities 
maintain lists of plants and animals of conservation concern.  The CDFG compiles these in its 
compendia of “Special Plants.”  These plants are treated here as “special-status species.”  All 
plants of the region that are identified as CRPR 2, 3, or 4 are included in Table 3.3-3, but only 
those species reported from the proposed solar facility site and/or gen-tie alternatives are 
addressed below. 

Crucifixion thorn (Castela emoryi): Crucifixion thorn is endemic to the Sonoran and southern 
Mojave Deserts of the American southwest.  It is widely scattered in southwestern Arizona; its 
scattered occurrences in the California deserts are the western extent of its range (Turner et al. 
1995).  The most well-known stand is at the Crucifixion Thorn Natural Area (CTNA) in Imperial 
County, California.  It also occurs at a few sites in northwestern Sonora, Mexico, and in northern 
Baja California immediately adjacent to the CTNA.  Crucifixion thorn is a leafless shrub or small 
tree of washes, non-saline dry lakes, and other sites where water accumulates.  The plants are 
long-lived and densely thorny.  The stems are light gray-green, rigid, ascending (directed upward) 
with stout spine-tipped twigs.  Its flowers are inconspicuous and abundant.  The fruits, after matur-
ing, remain on the plant for several years.  Young plants, prior to fruiting, do not have the char-
acteristic clustered fruits of older plants.  Plants occur as scattered colonies, possibly clones, of 
fairly small size that do not extend far across the landscape (Shreve and Wiggins 1964).  Emory’s 
crucifixion thorn is assigned to CRPR 2.3 (rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but 
more common elsewhere).  It is not managed by BLM as a sensitive species (BLM 2010b). 

Three individual crucifixion thorn plants were located along the western boundary of the larger, 
northeastern solar facility parcel, and numerous additional plants were located in the smaller, 
southwestern parcel (Figure 3.3-1a in Appendix A).  Large stands of crucifixion thorn are 
described as “crucifixion thorn scrub” (Sawyer et al. 2009), but the density and extent of the 
plants on the proposed solar facility site do not warrant mapping as a distinct vegetation type. 

Utah vine milkweed (Cynanchum utahense [=Funastrum utahense]): Utah vine milkweed is a 
perennial herb that dies back to the ground in summer.  It ranges from the California deserts to 
southwestern Utah.  Its habitat is desert washes and canyons (Bell 2009).  It was recorded on the 
proposed solar facility site during 2010 spring botanical surveys (see the BRTR, Appendix C.6 
and C16), but was not identified in subsequent surveys.  Aspen botanists located a single Utah 
vine milkweed a short distance outside the solar facility site while visiting a reference location of 
slender-spined all-thorn (below).  Utah vine milkweed is assigned to CRPR 4.2 (limited distribu-
tion, “watch list”).  It is not managed by BLM as a sensitive species (BLM 2010b). 

Slender-spined all-thorn (Koeberlinia spinosa var. tenuispina): Slender-spined all-thorn is a 
densely branched shrub, to several meters tall, with dark green bark (Turner et al. 1995).  Most 
verified California locations are within the Chocolate Mountains, a few miles south of the pro-
posed project and alternatives, but it was also identified on the DSSF project site, north of the 
proposed solar facility site.  It resembles crucifixion thorn (above), and is distinguished by stems, 
which are brighter green, not as stout, and branched at right angles rather than ascending.  It does 
not retain fruits on the stems after maturation.  The CNDDB reported a slender-spined all-thorn 
occurrence in the smaller, southwest portion of the proposed solar facility site, but Aspen 
botanists located that plant and determined that it was a young crucifixion thorn, without fruits 
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on the stem.  Based on field survey results, slender-spined all-thorn is not likely to occur on the 
proposed solar facility site. 

Desert unicorn-plant (Proboscidea althaefolia): Desert unicorn-plant, also called “devil’s 
claw,” is a perennial herb that grows from a large roost stock.  It is dormant in spring, but sprouts 
in response to warm season rains.  It ranges throughout much of the Sonoran Desert, eastward to 
Texas and parts of mainland Mexico.  It is conspicuous for its woody, hook-shaped fruits (pods), 
that are evidently dispersed by clinging to fur or hooves of large mammals.  Desert unicorn-plant 
was located at several sites on the proposed solar facility site and along gen-tie Alternative E 
during fall 2011, but not fall 2010.  It is ranked as CRPR 4.3. 

Ribbed cryptantha (Cryptantha costata): Ribbed cryptantha is an annual species found on 
windblown and stabilized sands, in the eastern Mojave and Sonoran Deserts in California, 
eastward into Arizona and south into Baja California.  It flowers in spring.  It is ranked as CRPR 
4.3 (limited distribution, “watch list”).  It is not managed by BLM as a sensitive species (BLM 
2010a).  It occurs throughout the dune habitat along gen-tie alignment alternative E (see Figure 4 
of Appendix C.16.  [BRTR Supplement]).  In addition to these dunes, small patches of marginal 
habitat are present throughout the project study area on roadsides, washes, and other sandy areas.  
However, it has not been located on the proposed solar facility site or on gen-tie alignment Alter-
natives B, C, or D.  Because it is an annual plant, ribbed crypantha plants could be found in 
future years in other locations within the dunes or partially stabilized sand portions of the 
alignment. 

Native Cacti 

Five species of cacti were found on the solar facility site and gen-tie alternatives, and are listed 
below.  None of these species are considered special status (above), and all were relatively 
scarce.  The BLM generally directs salvage and translocation of cacti and yucca species. 

 California barrel cactus (Ferocactus cylindraceus) 

 Fish-hook cactus (Mamillaria tetrancistra) 

 Beavertail cactus (Opuntia basilaris var. basilaris) 

 Silver cholla (Cylindropuntia echinocarpa) 

 Pencil cholla (Cylindropuntia ramosissima) 

3.3.8 Sensitive Natural Communities 

Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) 

The NECO Plan/EIS designates desert dry wash woodland habitats (including Blue Palo Verde–
Ironwood Woodland) as a sensitive habitat subject to 3:1 mitigation for any disturbance within 
that habitat.  There are approximately 180 acres of this woodland habitat within the proposed 
solar facility site, and similar woodlands are present along portions of each gen-tie alternative 
(Section 3.3.5, above, and Figure 3.3-1 in Appendix A).  In addition, Desert Dry Wash Wood-
land is present off-site, along episodic stream channels both upstream and downstream from the 
solar facility boundaries, and in Pinto Wash, east of the solar facility site. 
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Aeolian Sand Habitats, Including Active Dunes and Stabilized Sand Fields 

Vegetation and habitat mapped as Active Sand Dunes and Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert 
Scrub) on Partially Stabilized Sand Fields (Figure 3.3-1 in Appendix A) provide suitable habitat 
for several special-status plants and animals, including Harwood’s milk-vetch, Harwood’s 
woolly-star, and Mojave fringe-toed lizard.  These habitats are found along portions of gen-tie 
Alternative E, but not on the proposed solar facility site or the other gen-tie alignment alternatives. 

3.3.9 Jurisdictional Resources 

Episodic or ephemeral washes are present throughout the proposed solar facility site and the gen-
tie alternatives.  These washes rarely carry surface flow, except during rainstorms, or during 
floods originating from heavy precipitation higher in the watershed.  Typical regional storms 
generally occur during winter, are of low intensity, but can create short-lived surface flow and 
cause flooding on playa lake beds.  Intense storms during winter or localized summer thunder-
storms can produce heavier flooding.  During heavy storms, runoff is characteristically by sheet-
flow over the entire bajada surface, subsiding to flow within the drainages.  Depending on 
intensity and sediment load, these events may rework sediments and channels, depositing new 
sediment or scouring and cutting channels.  The entire system of narrow, ephemeral channels and 
the broader active alluvial fan and bajada surface is considered an episodic stream system. 

The episodic system in the upper Chuckwalla Valley is within the closed Palen Dry Lake drain-
age basin.  Due to the absence of a surface water connection to a traditional navigable waterway, 
or other jurisdictional criteria, stream channels in the area do not fall within jurisdiction of the 
USACE as defined by Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act.  The jurisdictional delineation 
(see Section 3.3.3 for methodology and Appendix C.11 for the report and USACE concurrence) 
shows that ephemeral desert dry washes mapped within the DHSP are non-jurisdictional under 
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (Figure 3.3-3, Attachment 2), and there are no wetlands 
meeting the criteria of the 1987 USACE Wetland Delineation Manual and the 2008 USACE Arid 
West Region Supplement (Version 2.0).  On May 29, 2012, the United States Army Corps of 
Engineers, Los Angeles District, concurred with this determination that no Waters of the United 
States are present at the solar facility site or gen-tie alternative alignments (see Appendix C.11).  
The waters on site are classified as non-wetland State waters. 

The USFWS National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) designates one area within the proposed solar 
facility site as a riverine intermittently flooded unconsolidated streambed wetland.  The NWI 
uses the Cowardin et al 1979 definition of wetlands, which states that, generally, wetlands are 
lands where saturation with water is the dominant factor determining the nature of soil develop-
ment and the types of plant and animal communities living in the soil and on its surface (EPA 
2012, USFWS 2004).  Wetlands are defined under the federal Clean Water Act as “areas that are 
inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to sup-
port a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.”  According 
to the USACE Delineation Manual (1987) and the Arid West Supplement (2008), a site must 
meet three parameters to meet wetlands criteria: soils, vegetation and hydrology.  NWI wetland 
maps were created at a smaller scale than that at which project surveys were conducted and were 
largely created through the use of aerial imagery.  As stated by the USFWS, “A margin of error 
is inherent in the use of imagery; thus, detailed on-the-ground inspection of any particular site 
may result in revision of the wetland boundaries or classification established through image 
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analysis” (USFWS 2012).  Project-specific surveys, which provide a much more fine-grained 
examination of potential wetland areas, identified this NWI wetland area at the project site as a 
major ephemeral wash and not a wetland according to any of the above criteria. 

The CDFG regulates alterations to state-jurisdictional streambeds under Section 1600 et seq. of 
the California Fish and Game Code.  Jurisdictional acreage is interpreted as the bed and banks of 
channels and adjacent riparian vegetation.  In the Chuckwalla Valley area, the Blue Palo Verde – 
Ironwood Woodland (or Desert Dry Wash Woodland, described above) is the regional riparian 
vegetation type.  Due to the abundance and close spacing of braided channels throughout the 
area, all mapped Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) is adja-
cent to one or more channels (see Figures 3.3-1a and 3.3-2).  The total acreage of state-jurisdic-
tional streambeds and adjacent riparian habitat is 258.5 acres within the proposed solar facility 
site.  Each of the gen-tie alternatives would pass through additional acreage of state-jurisdictional 
woodland vegetation (see Table 4.3-2). 
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3.4 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES – WILDLIFE 

This section describes the environmental and regulatory settings associated with the construction 
and operation of the proposed project and its alternatives with respect to wildlife resources in the 
project study area.  The project study area for wildlife resources includes the portion of the 
Chuckwalla Valley and surrounding mountains within a 5-mile radius of the proposed project 
and alternatives, as this is the limit of the area likely to be affected by the Desert Harvest Solar 
Project (DHSP) with respect to most wildlife resources.  For wildlife movement, the study area is 
larger, because it extends south of Interstate 10 and encompasses the entire Chuckwalla Valley 
and parts of Joshua Tree National Park. 

3.4.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Federal Regulations 

Section 3.3.1 (Vegetation) provides descriptions of the following federal statutes and regulations 
that are also applicable to this Section: 

 Endangered Species Act of 1973 

 California Desert Protection Act of 1994 

 Lacey Act, as amended (16 USC 3371-3378) 

 Executive Order 13112 – Invasive Species 

 Executive Order 13212 – Actions Concerning Regulations that Significantly Affect Energy Supply, 
Distribution, or Use 

 Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 

In addition to the applicable federal regulations described in Section 3.3.1, the following federal 
regulations apply to this analysis of wildlife resources: 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act 

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) (16 USC 703-711) is a treaty signed by the United States, 
Canada, Mexico, and Japan that prohibits take of any migratory bird, including eggs or active 
nests, except as permitted by regulation (e.g., hunting waterfowl or upland game species).  Under 
the MBTA, “migratory bird” is broadly defined as “any species or family of birds that live, 
reproduce or migrate within or across international borders at some point during their annual life 
cycle” and thus applies to most native bird species. 

Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 

The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act of 1940 (BGEPA) (16 USC, 668, enacted by 54 Stat. 
250) protects bald and golden eagles by prohibiting the taking, possession, and commerce of 
such birds and establishes civil penalties for violation of this act.  The BGEPA defines ‘take’ to 
include “pursuing, shooting, shooting at, poisoning, wounding, killing, capturing, trapping, 
collecting, molesting, and disturbing.”  The USFWS (2007) further defines ‘disturb’ as “to 
agitate or bother a bald eagle or a golden eagle to a degree that causes, or is likely to cause, based 
on the best scientific information available, (1) injury to an eagle, (2) a decrease in its 
productivity, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior, 
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or (3) nest abandonment, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, feeding, or sheltering 
behavior.” 

The USFWS (2009) can authorize take of bald and golden eagles according to specific 
regulations.  Authorized take must be associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise 
lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided (50 CFR § 22.26).  

Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan and Critical Habitat Designation of 1994, Revised 2011 

The Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan of 1994 established a strategy for the recovery and eventual 
delisting of the Mojave population of desert tortoise.  The strategy included the identification of 
6 recovery units, recommendations for a system of Desert Wildlife Management Areas (DWMAs) 
within the recovery units, and development and implementation of specific recovery actions, 
especially within DWMAs.  Maintaining high survivorship of adult desert tortoises was identi-
fied as the key factor in recovery (USFWS 2011a). 

The Revised Recovery Plan for the Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise (Revised Plan) was 
published in May 2011 (USFWS 2011a), which re-delineated the recovery units and reduced 
them from 6 units to 5, based on recent genetic research and identification of geographic discon-
tinuities or barriers that coincide with observed variation among tortoise populations.  Differ-
ences in genetic, ecological, and physiological characteristics were used to help highlight boun-
daries or other differences among units.  The recovery units cover the entire range of the Mojave 
desert tortoise population (all tortoises north and west of the Colorado River).  The Revised Plan 
also includes consideration of alternative energy development, as a number of projects have 
been, and continue to be, proposed and developed in the range of the desert tortoise in recent years.  
Implementation of a number of the recommended Recovery Actions identified within the Revised 
Plan would make progress towards reducing threats associated with energy development.  Still, 
the Revised Plan does not provide a single, comprehensive strategy for addressing renewable 
energy.  To more comprehensively address this threat, the USFWS will soon add a renewable 
energy chapter to the Revised Plan that will act as a blueprint to allow the USFWS and its part-
ners to comprehensively address renewable energy development and its relationship to desert tor-
toise recovery (USFWS 2011a). 

State Laws and Regulations 

Section 3.3.1 provides descriptions of the following state laws and regulations: 

 California Environmental Quality Act 

 California Natural Community Conservation Planning Act 

In addition to the applicable state regulations described in Section 3.3.1, the following state regu-
lations apply to this analysis of wildlife resources: 

California Endangered Species Act 

The California Endangered Species Act (CESA) (Fish and Game Code 2050 et seq.) establishes 
the policy of the state to conserve, protect, restore, and enhance threatened or endangered species 
and their habitats.  CESA mandates that state agencies should not approve projects that would 
jeopardize the continued existence of threatened or endangered species if reasonable and prudent 
alternatives are available that would avoid jeopardy.  There are no state agency consultation pro-
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cedures under CESA.  For projects that affect a species listed under both CESA and the federal 
ESA, compliance with the federal ESA will satisfy CESA if CDFG determines that the federal 
incidental take authorization is consistent with CESA under Fish and Game Code Section 2080.1.  
For projects that will result in take of a species listed under CESA but not under the federal ESA, 
the applicant must apply for a take permit under Section 2081(b).  Species seen in the project 
study area that are listed under the CESA but not the federal ESA include the Gila woodpecker 
(Melanerpes uropygialis) and Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii). 

Fully Protected Designations – California Fish and Game Code Sections 3511, 4700, 
5515, and 5050 

Prior to enactment of CESA and the federal ESA, California enacted laws to “fully protect” des-
ignated wildlife species from take, including hunting, harvesting, and other activities.  Unlike the 
subsequent CESA and ESA, there was no provision for authorized take of designated fully pro-
tected species.  Currently, 36 fish and wildlife species are designated as fully protected in Cali-
fornia, including golden eagle. 

California Senate Bill 618 (signed by Governor Brown in October 2011) authorizes take of fully 
protected species, where pursuant to an NCCP, approved by CDFG.  The legislation gives fully 
protected species the same level of protection as is provided under the Natural Community Con-
servation Planning Act for endangered and threatened species (see Section 3.3.1). 

Native Birds – California Fish and Game Code, Sections 3503 and 3513 

California Fish and Game Code Section 3503 prohibits take, possession, or needless destruction 
of bird nests or eggs except as otherwise provided by the Code; Section 3503.5 prohibits take or 
possession of birds of prey or their eggs except as otherwise provided by the Code; and Section 
3513 provides for the adoption of the MBTA’s provisions (above).  With the exception of a few 
non-native birds such as European starling, the take of any birds or loss of active bird nests or 
young is regulated by these statutes.  Most of these species have no other special conservation 
status as defined above.  The administering agency for these sections is the CDFG.   

Protected Furbearers–- California Code of Regulations Title 14 Section 460 

The California Code of Regulations states that “[f]isher, marten, river otter, desert kit fox and red 
fox may not be taken at any time.”  Based on the California Fish and Game Code definition of 
“take,” which is reaffirmed in applicable game and furbearer regulations (CCR Section 255), the 
CDFG does not issue Incidental Take Permits or Memoranda of Understanding to permit the 
capture or handling of desert kit fox. 

Bureau of Land Management Plans and Guidelines 

The BLM CDCA Plan, NECO Plan, and Sensitive Species lists are described in Section 3.3.1.  
Further description of the CDCA and NECO Plans, below, addresses wildlife provisions of those 
plans. 

California Desert Conservation Area Plan: Wildlife Element 

The Wildlife Element of the CDCA Plan contains objectives and goals designed to: manage fed-
erally and State listed species and their habitats; comply with existing legislation and BLM poli-
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cies; provide certain species designated as sensitive by the BLM special consideration and atten-
tion in the planning process; consider the habitat of all fish and wildlife in implementing the 
CDCA Plan; manage representative habitats using a holistic approach; give habitats unique to the 
CDCA special management consideration and manage them so as to maintain their unique bio-
logical characteristics; and manage sensitive habitat using a holistic, systems-type approach.  
Some examples of sensitive habitats include: riparian areas, wetlands, sand dunes, relict and 
island habitats, washes, and important ecological zones between different major ecosystems and 
deserts. 

The primary active wildlife management tools used in the CDCA Plan are Areas of Critical 
Environmental Concern (ACECs) and Habitat Management Plans (HMPs).  The plan also 
includes a designation of Special Areas that highlights habitats and species that should receive 
special consideration in the environmental assessment process for all project types.  Two addi-
tional designations in the Wildlife Element are Research Natural Area and Sikes Act Agreement.  
Research Natural Areas have been proposed in a few locations where research and education 
would be the primary uses.  Sikes Act Agreements are cooperative agreements between the BLM 
and the CDFG for joint development and implementation of an HMP.  The plan identified 89 
special fish and wildlife areas that would receive active habitat management and/or special atten-
tion in the environmental assessment process.  Twenty-eight areas were identified as ACECs 
solely or partially to protect fish and wildlife resources. 

Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan/EIS 

The NECO Plan/EIS provides reserve management for the desert tortoise, integrated ecosystem 
management for special status species and natural communities for all federal lands, and regional 
standards for public land health for BLM lands.  The NECO Plan focuses on the conservation of 
species and habitats through the use of a system of large DWMAs for the desert tortoise and 
WHMAs for other special status species and natural communities.  DWMAs and WHMAs would 
replace all current special designations for species and habitats.  DWMAs generally coincide 
with current tortoise critical habitat areas, are ACECs, and feature a one percent surface distur-
bance limit.  The focus of WHMAs is on mitigation, habitat improvements, and federal owner-
ship.  The NECO Plan/EIS also addresses designation of routes of travel, land ownership pattern, 
access to resources for economic/social needs, bighorn sheep management, and wild horse and 
burro management. 

Within the project study area, there occur both a DWMA and a WHMA.  The Chuckwalla 
DWMA is immediately west of the proposed solar facility, and covers thousands of acres in the 
Chuckwalla Valley.  The Palen-Ford WHMA is located east and northeast of the solar facility 
and it overlaps slightly into the proposed solar facility boundaries. 

Regional and Local Regulations 

County of Riverside General Plan 

The following open space policies relevant to wildlife are defined in the Desert Center Area Plan 
(DCAP) within the Riverside County General Plan as follows: 
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DCAP 10.1 Encourage clustering of development for the preservation of contiguous open 
space. 

DCAP 10.2 Work to limit off-road vehicle use within the Desert Center Area Plan. 

DCAP 10.3 Require new development to conform with Desert Tortoise Critical Habitat 
designation requirements. 

3.4.2 Environmental Setting 

The project site is located in the upper Chuckwalla Valley, on public lands administered by the 
BLM in unincorporated Riverside County, approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center, 
California.  The DHSP is located in the Colorado Desert region of the larger Sonoran Desert.  
Section 3.3.2 provides general descriptions of the Colorado Desert region, the proposed solar 
facility site, and the alternative gen-tie alignments (see Figure 3.1-1 in Appendix A). 

Public lands to the north and east of the proposed solar facility site are within the BLM-
designated Palen-Ford WHMA, and a small section of this WHMA extends into the northern 
portion of the proposed solar facility site (Figure 3.4-1 in Appendix A).  The Chuckwalla 
DWMA is located to the west of the proposed solar facility, adjacent to the western boundary of 
the southwestern parcel.  The gen-tie Alternatives B and C would traverse the northeastern por-
tion of this DWMA, and the southernmost portions of all gen-tie alternatives would cross into the 
DWMA to interconnect to the Red Bluff Substation (BLM and CDFG 2002). 

DWMAs were established in the NECO Plan/EIS to address the recovery of the desert tortoise.  
These are stand-alone areas which cover much of the designated critical habitat for the desert tor-
toise.  On BLM lands DWMAs are designated ACECs.  While various use restrictions are 
imposed in these areas, the emphasis is placed on minimizing disturbance and maximizing miti-
gation, compensation, and restoration from authorized allowable uses.  Unlike DWMAs, WHMAs 
address other special-status species and habitat management more generally.  Management 
emphasis is placed on active management, specific species and habitats mitigation, and res-
toration from authorized allowable uses (BLM and CDFG 2002).  Details of the wildlife man-
agement areas within the project study area are presented below. 

Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area 

The Chuckwalla DWMA was designated to protect desert tortoise as well as significant natural 
resources, including special-status plant and animal species and natural communities.  It encom-
passes 818,685 acres, 465,287 acres of which (57 percent) are on BLM land.  Conservative 
estimates based on the USGS habitat model (Nussear et al. 2009) indicate that 70 percent of the 
Chuckwalla DWMA is suitable desert tortoise habitat, with the remaining 30 percent unsuitable.  
As defined in the NECO Plan, examples of management actions to protect resources within the 
Chuckwalla DWMA include limitations on cumulative new surface disturbance on lands admin-
istered by the BLM within any DWMA to 1 percent of the BLM-administered portion of the 
DWMA, and implementing other grazing, recreation, and travel restrictions.  The proposed and 
alternative solar facilities would be located outside the Chuckwalla DWMA, but portions of the 
proposed and alternative gen-tie lines would be located within portions of the DWMA (see 
Figure 3.4-1 in Appendix A). 
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Chuckwalla Critical Habitat Unit 

Desert tortoise critical habitat comprises several areas (units) designated by the USFWS in 1994 
(USFWS 2011a).  Critical habitat is considered essential for the conservation of the desert tor-
toise, based on physical and biological features essential for desert tortoise survival, and requires 
special management considerations or protection.  The Chuckwalla Critical Habitat Unit (CHU) 
largely, but not entirely, corresponds to the Chuckwalla DWMA, described above.  The 
differences between the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU are not material for purposes of this 
analysis.  The proposed and alternative solar facilities would be located outside the Chuckwalla 
CHU, but portions of the proposed and alternative gen-tie lines would be located within it (see 
Figure 3.4-1 in Appendix A). 

Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area 

As noted above, while DWMAs were established in the NECO Plan to address the recovery of 
the desert tortoise, WHMAs were established to address other special-status species and habitat 
management.  The Palen-Ford WHMA was specifically established to protect the desert dunes 
and playas habitats (NECO sensitive habitat types) and the Mojave fringe-toed lizard (BLM and 
CDFG 2002). 

3.4.3 Methodology 

Surveys Conducted for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project.  The DHSP gen-tie line 
route Alternatives B (proposed gen-tie), C, and D conform to gen-tie line Alternatives A-1 and 
A-2, described and analyzed for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (DSSF) and incorporated 
by reference in section 1.11 (BLM 2011b).  Surveys conducted for the DSSF gen-tie line 
Alternatives A-1 and A-2 are described in detail in the DSSF EIS (BLM 2011b) and the DSSF 
Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010) and are incorporated here by reference.  
Relevant studies and results are summarized below: 

 Prior to conducting field surveys for the DSSF, a biological resources literature search was 
performed to identify resources with the potential to occur along the gen-tie line routes.  The 
study area for the gen-tie lines included a 400-foot wide study corridor to allow for some 
degree of flexibility during final engineering design with the assurance that the final distur-
bance area would be covered by the respective study areas. 

 Full-coverage, protocol-level desert tortoise surveys were conducted within the entire DSSF 
gen-tie line study area in fall 2009 and spring 2010.  Within the gen-tie line A-1 study area, 2 
active burrows and 1 live tortoise were observed.  Within the gen-tie line A-2 study area, 1 
active burrow and no live tortoises were observed. 

 A burrowing owl Phase I habitat assessment (CBOC 1993) was conducted within the DSSF 
gen-tie study area in 2007 and Phase II burrow surveys were conducted concurrent with desert 
tortoise surveys.  Several suitable burrows were identified in both gen-tie study areas.  In the 
DSSF gen-tie line A-1 study area, 1 individual burrowing owl and 2 burrows with sign of 
recent activity (whitewash and pellets) were identified 1,500 feet east of the intersection of the 
line and Highway 177.  No burrowing owls or sign were recorded along gen-tie line A-2. 

 An assessment was conducted on February 17, 2010 to assess potential bat habitat within the 
DSSF alternatives and gen-tie line routes.  Eleven bat species, 5 of which are CDFG Species 
of Special Concern, were identified as having a potential to occur in the study area although no 
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bats or active roosts were observed in the study area.  Bats are discussed below in Section 
3.4.4 and 3.4.5. 

 All wildlife species, regardless of conservation status, were recorded during surveys.  Addi-
tional special-status species detected during surveys of the gen-tie line routes include the fol-
lowing: prairie falcon, loggerhead shrike, and round-tail ground squirrel.  These species are 
discussed below in Section 3.4.5. 

Surveys Conducted for the DHSP.  A literature search was conducted to identify all special-
status wildlife records known from within the DHSP study area.  In addition to the literature 
sources listed in Section 3.3 for botanical surveys, the review included the CDFG’s Special 
Animals List (CDFG 2011b) and Wildlife Habitat Relationship System (2012; http://www.dfg.
ca.gov/biogeodata/cwhr/).  Based upon review of the literature and databases, above, a list of 
special-status wildlife species with potential to occur in the vicinity of the project was compiled 
(see Table 3.4-2).  Wildlife species were considered to be special-status species if they were 
classified as one or more of the categories listed in Table 3.4-1 below: 

Table 3.4-1. Definitions Relevant to Special-Status Species Considered in the Draft EIS and Plan 
Amendment  

Species Designation Agency Definition 
Endangered USFWS A species that is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of 

its range. 
Threatened USFWS Any species that is likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future 

throughout all or a significant portion of its range. 
Candidate USFWS A species the USFWS has designated as a candidate for listing under Section 4 

of the ESA, published in its annual candidate review, defined as defined as a 
species for which has sufficient information on its biological status and threats to 
propose it as endangered or threatened under the ESA, but for which 
development of a proposed listing regulation is precluded by other higher priority 
listing activities. 

Proposed  USFWS A species that the USFWS has proposed for listing under Section 4 of the ESA, 
by publishing a Proposed Rule in the Federal Register. 

Protected under the federal 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act 

USFWS All native bird species in the U.S. 

Protected under the federal 
Bald and Golden Eagle 
Protection Act  

USFWS Bald and golden eagles. 

Endangered CDFG A native species or subspecies that is in serious danger of becoming extinct 
throughout all or a significant portion of its range due to one or more causes, 
including loss or change in habitat, overexploitation, predation, competition, or 
disease. 

Threatened CDFG A native species or subspecies that, although not presently threatened with 
extinction, is likely to become an endangered species in the foreseeable future 
in the absence of special protection and management efforts. 

Candidate CDFG A native species that has been officially noticed by the California Fish and Game 
Commission as being under review by the CDFG for addition to the threatened 
or endangered species lists.  CDFG candidate species are given no extra legal 
protection under state laws. 

Fully Protected (FP) CDFG Fully protected under the California Fish and Game Code.  The CDFG may not 
issue take authorization except for scientific purposes or as provided under SB 
618 (2011).   
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Table 3.4-1. Definitions Relevant to Special-Status Species Considered in the Draft EIS and Plan 
Amendment  

Species Designation Agency Definition 
Species of Special Concern 
(SSC) 

CDFG A species, subspecies, or distinct population of an animal native to California 
that currently satisfies one or more of the following (not necessarily mutually 
exclusive) criteria: 
• Is extirpated from the state or, in the case of birds, in its primary seasonal or 

breeding role; 
• Is listed as federally but not state threatened or endangered; 
• Meets the state definition of threatened or endangered but has not formally 

been listed; 
• Is experiencing or formerly experienced serious (noncyclical) population 

declines or range retractions (not reversed) that, if continued or resumed, 
could qualify it for state threatened or endangered status; or 

• Has naturally small populations exhibiting high susceptibility to risk from any 
factor(s) that if realized, could lead to declines that would qualify it for state 
threatened or endangered status. 

SSC is an administrative designation and carries no formal legal status.  This 
designation is intended to focus attention on animals at conservation risk, to 
stimulate research on poorly known species, and to achieve conservation and 
recovery before these species meet the CESA criteria for listing.  California SSC 
are considered under CEQA and require a discussion of impacts and 
appropriate mitigation to reduce impacts. 

California Fish and Game 
Code 3503 and 3513 

CDFG All U.S. native bird species that occur in California. 

Protected CDFG A species that is not federally or state listed, FP, or SSC, but is protected under 
the California Fish and Game Code.  An example is the desert kit fox, which is 
afforded protection by the Fish and Game Code as a furbearing mammal. 

NECO Plan/EIS BLM Special-status species that were addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS due to 
management concerns within the NECO Planning Area.   

Sensitive BLM Those species (1) that are under status review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service or National Marine Fisheries Service, (2) whose numbers are declining so 
rapidly that federal listing may become necessary, (3) those with typically small 
and widely dispersed populations, or (4) those inhabiting ecological refugia or 
other specialized or unique habitats. 

Biological resources surveys were conducted within the proposed generation facility site and 
gen-tie line Alternative E from January 2011 through May 2012.  Biological resource surveys for 
gen-tie line Alternatives B, C, and D were conducted in connection with the adjacent DSSF 
project (see below for more details).  Field surveys specific to wildlife resources include general 
reconnaissance, desert tortoise surveys, a Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat evaluation, and avian 
point-count surveys.  A Biological Resources Technical Report (BRTR) and a BRTR supplement 
addressing gen-tie line Alternative E (Appendices C.6 and C.16 respectively) have been prepared 
based on the results of all field surveys and literature reviews conducted for the proposed project 
and alternatives to characterize the biological resources that could be directly or indirectly 
impacted by implementation of the DHSP.  The methodology and results for assessing baseline 
conditions with regard to biological resources are summarized here.  Please see the BRTR 
(Appendix C.6) and BRTR Supplement (Appendix C.16) for further details. 

General reconnaissance was conducted during all field surveys for biological resources, and 
included identification and recording of all plant and animal species observed or otherwise 
detected. 
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Focused desert tortoise surveys were conducted during spring 2011 within the proposed solar 
facility site (both parcels) and spring 2012 on gen-tie line alignment Alternative E.  The surveys 
were conducted in accordance with the current USFWS survey protocol “Preparing for Any 
Action That May Occur within the Range of the Mojave Desert Tortoise” (USFWS 2010a). 

A Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat evaluation was conducted within the proposed solar facility 
site boundaries and development footprint on February 25, March 5, and March 12, 2011, and on 
gen-tie line alignment Alternative E on June 25, 2012 to identify potential habitat, individuals, 
and/or sign that would indicate potential occupancy of the project site by this species. 

Focused breeding season surveys for Gila woodpeckers were conducted throughout potential 
habitat (desert dry wash woodland) on the proposed solar facility site during spring 2012 by 
AMEC biologists (Appendix C.20). 

Avian point-count surveys were conducted during winter and spring of 2011 to comply with 
BLM requirements.  Winter season point counts were conducted during January 2011, and breed-
ing season point counts were between March 30 and April 28, 2011. 

Breeding season surveys for burrowing owls were conducted concurrently with desert tortoise 
surveys (above).  Each burrow encountered during the desert tortoise survey was examined for 
sign of desert tortoise activity, as well as burrowing owl activity.  These surveys provide data 
that are equivalent to Phase II burrow surveys (CBOC 1993). 

The descriptions of regional golden eagle habitat, nest sites, territory occupancy, and winter 
occurrence in this document are based on the data provided in the DSSF EIS and supporting 
documents (BLM 2011b), winter 2011-12 field surveys by Bloom Biological Inc. 
(Appendix C.7), and BLM records of 2012 golden eagle activity.  The DSSF Final EIS addressed 
active and inactive golden eagle nests within a 10-mile radius of the DSSF project and the Red 
Bluff Substation (incorporated by reference in Section 1.11 of this Final EIS).  This 10-mile 
radius fully encompasses all alternatives of the DHSP project and a corresponding 10-mile 
radius. The 2012 golden eagle data were provided by Dr. L.F. LaPre, Wildlife Biologist, BLM 
California Desert District. 

Aspen Environmental Group (Aspen) biologists evaluated suitability for seasonal Couch’s 
spadefoot breeding habitat on the project site and gen-tie line Alternative E, based on soils and 
topography observed during vegetation mapping and streambed delineation field work, described 
in Section 3.3.  Desert kit fox and American badger burrows and sign were noted during desert 
tortoise surveys and subsequent vegetation mapping and streambed delineation field work, but 
there were no additional field surveys dedicated to locating these species. 

3.4.4 General Wildlife 

Below is a description of the common wildlife species that either have been observed or are 
expected to occur in the habitat types found within the project site and surrounding area.  These 
habitat types correspond to the vegetation communities described in Section 3.3.5. 

Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) 

Reptiles observed in the Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) habitat during field sur-
veys at the generation facility site and along the gen-tie alternatives include desert horned lizard 
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(Phrynosoma platyrhinos), zebra-tailed lizard (Callisaurus draconoides), desert iguana 
(Dipsosaurus dorsalis), sidewinder (Crotalus cerastes), and Great Basin whiptail (Aspidoscelis 
tigris tigris). 

Bird species observed during field surveys in this habitat, or foraging over it, include black-
throated sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata), Gambel’s quail (Callipepla gambelii), common raven 
(Corvus corax), red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), and turkey vulture (Cathartes aura). 

Mammal species observed or detected in desert scrub habitat during surveys include coyote 
(Canis latrans), American badger (Taxidea taxus), desert kit fox (Vulpes macrotis arsipus), 
black-tailed jackrabbit (Lepus californicus), round-tailed ground squirrel (Spermophilus tereti-
caudus), desert woodrat (Neotoma lepida), and kangaroo rat (Dipodomys sp.).  Small mammals 
detected during small mammal trapping at the adjacent DSSF site, and also expected to occur on 
the proposed solar facility site, include long-tailed pocket mouse (Chaetodipus formosus), 
Merriam’s kangaroo rat (Dipodomys merriami), spiny pocket mouse (Perognathus spinatus), 
little pocket mouse (P. longimembris), and desert woodrat (BLM 2011b). 

Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) 

The Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland on the site is equivalent to desert dry wash woodland 
addressed in the NECO Plan.  This vegetation type provides greater food, nesting, and cover 
resources, and wildlife diversity is generally greater than in the surrounding desert, though many 
of the same species are present.  The Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash 
Woodland) in the project study area supports common bird species characteristic of the sur-
rounding desert habitats as well as birds that prefer woodlands.  Verdin (Auriparus flaviceps) 
was the most commonly encountered bird in this community on the site in both winter and 
spring.  Other representative species include ash-throated flycatcher (Myiarchus cinerascens), 
black-tailed gnatcatcher (Polioptila melanura), mourning dove (Zenaida macroura), and non-
breeding white-crowned sparrow (Zonotrichia leucophrys).  Desert dry wash woodlands are 
particularly important as stopover feeding habitat for many migratory bird species, due to the 
very high insect productivity in these habitats.  

Reptiles and small mammals observed and/or expected in this community are the species listed 
above for Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub).  Desert dry wash woodland attracts 
foraging bats, such as pallid bats (Antrozous pallidus) and California myotis (Myotis cali-
fornicus), due to increased insect concentration.  Hoary bats (Lasiurus cinereus) will roost in 
palo verde and ironwood trees.  Large mammal species can use desert dry washes and include 
special-status species such as bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) and burro deer (Odocoileus 
hemionus eremicus).  

Disturbed Areas 

Disturbed, ruderal, and non-vegetated areas provide habitat for opportunistic wildlife species.  
These areas typically offer little cover or food resources, but ground-dwelling species may fre-
quently cross them or incorporate them into their home-ranges.  House sparrows (Passer domes-
ticus) and house finches (Carpodacus mexicanus) often nest on structures or ornamental trees.  
Red-tailed hawks (Buteo jamaicensis) and common ravens frequently nest on the steel lattice 
towers of transmission lines and feed opportunistically on road-killed animals (ravens) or live 
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prey such as reptiles and small mammals in open, disturbed areas.  Coyotes may also take 
advantage of these habitats. 

3.4.5 Special-Status Wildlife Species 

Based on a review of database records, results of surveys for nearby projects, published liter-
ature, project surveys, and habitats present in the project study area, a list of special-status wild-
life species that could occur or are known to occur in the project area was prepared.  Table 3.4-2 
lists all special-status wildlife species potentially occurring on the project site or vicinity, and 
evaluated in the analysis presented here.  Further descriptions of these species and their potential 
occurrence in the area follow Table 3.4-2.  Figure 3.4-2 in Appendix A identifies the locations of 
special-status wildlife species observed or detected during project surveys.  These discussions 
are based on the BRTR (Appendices C.6 and C.16) and other pertinent sources.  The potential 
for occurrence was assessed based on the following criteria: 

 Present: Taxon (species or subspecies) was observed during surveys or has been documented 
in the project study area previously. 

 High: The taxon has been documented within the project study area (5-mile radius) and 
suitable environmental conditions such as soil type are found within the project area; but the 
taxon was not detected during project-specific biological surveys. 

 Moderate: Either the taxon has been documented within the project study area (5 miles), or 
suitable environmental conditions such as soil type are found within the project area, and the 
project site is within its known geographic range. 

 Low: There are no records of the taxon within the project study area (5 miles), the environ-
mental conditions are marginal, and/or the taxon is conspicuous and was not detected during 
biological surveys. 

 Not Likely to Occur: No known records exist and the project study area lacks suitable habitat 
requirements (including soil and elevation factors). 

Table 3.4-2. Special-Status Wildlife Present or with Potential to Occur in the Project Study Area 

Species Status Habitat Potential to Occur 
AMPHIBIANS    
Scaphiopus couchi 
Couch’s spadefoot 

Federal: none 
BLM: Sensitive, NECO 
State: SSC 

Breeds in seasonal rain pools 
following summer rains; burrows 
in sand remainder of year; 
eastern Colorado Desert, gen-
erally close to Colorado River 

Low. No potential rain pool habitat on solar 
facility site, rare roadside pools to south; 
margin of geographic range. 

REPTILES    
Gopherus agassizii 
(Xerobates agassizi) 
Agassizi's Desert 
tortoise 

Federal: Threatened 
BLM: NECO 
State: Threatened 

Desert shrublands where soil 
suitable for burrows; Mojave 
and Sonoran deserts (E Calif, 
S Nevada, W Arizona, and 
Sonora, Mexico) 

High.  No recent sign was detected on site, 
but there are known occurrences in the 
vicinity. 
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Table 3.4-2. Special-Status Wildlife Present or with Potential to Occur in the Project Study Area 

Species Status Habitat Potential to Occur 
Heloderma suspectum 
cinctum 
Banded Gila monster 

Federal: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
State: SSC 

Rocky outcrops in desert shrub-
land; scarce in scattered east-
ern mountain ranges of Calif 
deserts; to S Nevada, W Arizona, 
and mainland Mexico 

Not Likely to Occur. No verified records in 
the vicinity, and bajada habitat is not likely 
to be suitable for this species. 

Phrynosoma mcallii 
Flat-tailed horned 
lizard 

Federal: none 
BLM: Sensitive, NECO 
State: SSC 

Sandy desert washes, flats, 
and dunes; Coachella Valley 
southward to N Baja Calif 

Not Likely to Occur. Outside of known 
range and habitat on site is marginal. 

Sauromalus obesus 
(S. ater) 
Chuckwalla 

Federal: none 
BLM: NECO 
State: none 

Rocky outcrops in desert shrub-
land; throughout deserts of Calif, 
S Nevada, W Arizona, and Baja 
Calif 

Low. No suitable bedrock outcrops; habitat 
marginal.  

Uma notata 
Colorado Desert 
fringe-toed lizard 

Federal: none 
BLM: Sensitive, NECO 
State: SSC 

Sand, especially dunes, sandy 
hummocks, washes, stabilized 
sand flats; southern Colorado 
Desert, Imperial Valley, SW 
Arizona, adjacent  Mexico 

Not Likely to Occur. Outside of known 
range and habitat on site is marginal. 

Uma scoparia 
Mojave fringe-toed 
lizard 

Federal: none 
BLM: Sensitive, NECO 
State: SSC 

Sand, especially dunes, sandy 
hummocks, washes, stabilized 
sand flats; below sea level to 
about 3000 ft elev; Death 
Valley, SW to Antelope Valley 
and SE to W Arizona  

Low (solar facility site and gen-tie 
Alts B, C, & D).  Marginal habitat; no 
extensive areas of sandy substrates that 
could support this species. 
Present (gen-tie Alt E). Observed in sand 
dune habitats along this alignment. 

Charina trivirgata 
(Lichanura trivirgata) 
Rosy boa 

Federal: none 
BLM: NECO 
State: none 

Rocky chaparral and desert 
shrubland; generally below 
about 4500 ft elev; S Calif 
through Baja Calif, SW Arizona, 
and western Sonora 

High.  Suitable habitat occurs throughout 
project area. 

BIRDS    
Accipiter cooperii 
Cooper's hawk 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: Watch List 

Nests and hunts in forest & 
woodland, also forages in open 
areas; most of U.S., Central 
and S America 

High: Wintering/migration only; not likely to 
nest in project area (no habitat). 

Accipiter striatus 
Sharp-shinned hawk 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: Watch List 

Nests and hunts in forest & 
woodland mainly to N (may 
breed in S Calif Mtn wood-
lands); also forages in open 
areas; regularly winters in 
S Calif 

Present: Observed wintering on site 
(January 2011).  Not likely to nest in project 
area (no habitat, outside breeding range). 

Aquila chrysaetos 
Golden eagle 

Federal: BGEPA, BCC 
BLM: Sensitive, NECO 
State: FP, Watch List 

Nests in remote trees and cliffs; 
forages over shrublands and 
grasslands; breeds throughout 
W N America, winters to E coast 

High. Foraging only (year round).  While 
this species nests in surrounding mountains, 
no suitable nesting habitat occurs on site. 

Asio flammeus 
Short-eared owl 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: SSC 

Breeds in marshes and densely 
vegetated wetlands, forages 
over open wetlands, ag fields, 
and grasslands; temperate N & 
S America, Eurasia 

Low. No suitable breeding or foraging 
habitat; marginal wintering habitat.  
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Table 3.4-2. Special-Status Wildlife Present or with Potential to Occur in the Project Study Area 

Species Status Habitat Potential to Occur 
Asio otus 
Long-eared owl 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: SSC 

Breed in riparian woodlands; 
forage (nocturnally) over open 
land; sea level to about 6000 ft 
elev; through N America and 
Eurasia 

Moderate. Occurs at Lake Tamarisk during 
winter; may forage over the project area.  
Not likely to nest in project area (no habitat).   

Athene cunicularia 
(Speotyto cunicularia) 
Burrowing owl 

Federal: BCC 
BLM: Sensitive, NECO 
State: SSC 

Nests mainly in rodent burrows, 
usually in open grassland or 
shrubland; forages in open hab-
itat; increasingly uncommon in 
S Calif; occurs through W U.S. 
and Mexico 

Present (migration/winter season).  Observed 
on site in September 2011.  Not observed 
during breeding season surveys.  

Buteo regalis 
Ferruginous hawk 

Federal: BCC 
BLM: NECO 
State: Watch List 

Forages over grassland and 
shrubland; winters in W and 
SW N Amer (breeds in Great 
Basin and N plains) 

High. Wintering/migration only; not likely to 
nest in project area (outside breeding 
range). 

Buteo swainsonii 
Swainson's hawk 

Federal: BCC 
BLM: Sensitive 
State: Threatened 

Breeds in trees in open habitats 
(e.g., grassland), Central Valley 
(Calif) and east to central U.S., 
S Canada, N Mexico; winters in 
S America.  A few nesting 
records in W Mojave Desert 
(e.g., Lancaster area) 

Present. Occasionally flies over project 
area during migration.  Not likely to nest in 
project area (outside breeding range; no 
suitable nesting habitat).   

Chaetura vauxi 
Vaux’s swift 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: SSC 

Breeds central Calif and north-
ward, in coastal and montane 
forests; winters in Central and 
S America 

Present. Occasionally flies over project 
area during migration.  Not likely to nest in 
project area (outside breeding range; no 
suitable nesting habitat). 

Charadrius montanus 
Mountain plover 

Federal: BCC 
BLM: Sensitive, NECO 
State: SSC 

Short sparse grasslands, plowed 
fields, open sagebrush and foot-
hill valley floors; winter through 
W Calif and south into Mexico, 
primarily in Sacramento, San 
Joaquin, and Imperial Valleys. 

Low. Outside breeding range; winter forag-
ing habitat poorly suitable due to high shrub 
cover. NECO Plan identifies wintering hab-
itat in agricultural areas just south and east 
of the project site.  

Circus cyaneus 
Northern harrier 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: SSC 

Breeds colonially in grasslands 
and wetlands; forages over open 
terrain; N America and Eurasia 

Low. May forage on site in winter.  Not 
likely to nest in project area (no habitat). 

Falco columbarius 
Merlin 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: Watch List 

Uncommon in winter in S Calif 
desert and valleys (breeds in 
northern N America and Eurasia) 

High. Wintering/migration only; not likely to 
nest in project area (outside breeding range). 

Falco mexicanus 
Prairie falcon 

Federal: BCC 
BLM: NECO 
State: Watch List 

Nests on high cliffs, forages pri-
marily over open lands; occurs 
throughout arid western U.S. 
and Mexico  

Present. Foraging only (year round).  
While this species nests in surrounding 
mountains, no suitable nesting habitat 
occurs on site. Observed in May 2012 during 
surveys of Alternative E. 

Falco peregrinus 
American peregrine 
falcon 

Fed: BCC (former END) 
BLM: none 
Calif: FP (former END) 

Nests on high cliffs, generally 
near water bodies; feed on 
birds (esp. shorebirds & water-
fowl); widespread but rare 
worldwide 

Not Likely to Occur (except as infrequent 
flyover).  No suitable nesting or foraging 
habitat.  

Lanius ludovicianus 
Loggerhead shrike 

Federal: BCC 
BLM: none 
State: SSC 

Woodlands, shrublands, open 
areas with scattered perch 
sites; not dense forest; wide-
spread in N America; valley 
floors to about 7000 ft elev 

Present.  Recorded throughout project site 
during avian point count surveys.  Suitable 
habitat occurs throughout project area. 
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Table 3.4-2. Special-Status Wildlife Present or with Potential to Occur in the Project Study Area 

Species Status Habitat Potential to Occur 
Melanerpes uropygialis 
Gila woodpecker 

Federal: BCC 
BLM: NECO 
State: Endangered 

Saguaro woodlands, sometimes 
other woodlands; cavity nester 
mainly in cactus; SE Calif, S 
Arizona, W Mexico (incl.  Baja) 

Present. Foraging only; recorded on site in 
winter (January 2011).  Not likely to nest on 
site (no suitable habitat).   

Aphelocoma californica 
cana 
Scrub jay (Eagle 
Mountains population) 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: CDFG watch 
list 

Locally endemic year-around 
resident in pinyon woodlands in 
the Eagle Mountains; long-
disjunct from other populations 

Present. Observed as transient, Oct 2011.  

Oreothlypis luciae 
(Vermivora luciae) 
Lucy’s warbler 

Federal: BCC 
BLM: Sensitive 
State: SSC 

Cavity-nesting species; breeds 
in desert riparian woodlands 
through much of Arizona; 
winters on Pacific Coast of 
mainland  Mexico 

Present. Recorded on site during migration.  
Not likely to nest on site (outside known 
range; nest cavities unavailable). 

Pandion haliaetus 
Osprey 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: Watch List 

Nests in northern N America 
and Mexican coastlines near 
large water bodies, preys 
primarily on fish; winters in 
central Calif to S America;  

Present. Occasionally flies over project 
area during migration.  Not likely to nest in 
project area (outside breeding range; no 
suitable nesting habitat).   

Polioptila melanura 
Black-tailed 
gnatcatcher 

Federal: None 
BLM: None 
State: Special Animal 

Desert shrublands, gen. nests 
in shrub thickets along washes; 
occas. in open scrub (esp. in 
winter); Calif. deserts, to W 
Texas, Baja, and central 
Mexico 

Present. Observed during point count 
surveys on site, and along Alternative E. 

Pyrocephalus rubinus 
Vermilion flycatcher 

Federal: none 
BLM: NECO 
State: SSC 

Desert riparian woodlands and 
shrublands; SE Calif, east 
through S Texas, and S through 
Mexico; winters in Mexico 

Low. Marginal nesting habitat occurs in 
ironwood stands on site. 

Spizella breweri 
Brewer’s sparrow 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: Special Animal 
(nesting)  

Much of western N America; 
nests in arid montane 
shrublands and grasslands 
(sagebrush scrub, etc.); winters 
in lower elev shrublands 

Moderate (winter). Suitable wintering 
habitat throughout the area.  Not expected 
during breeding season due to habitat and 
elevation. 

Toxostoma bendirei 
Bendire’s thrasher 

Federal: BCC 
BLM: Sensitive, NECO 
State: SSC 

Joshua tree woodland, desert 
scrub; high cactus cover; mainly 
E Mojave Desert in Calif (scarce 
in W Mojave); American SW 
and mainland Mexico; winters 
in S Arizona, New Mexico, and 
mainland Mexico 

Low-moderate.  Marginally suitable habitat 
occurs throughout project area.  Nearest 
record is 6.5 miles south of the project site. 

Toxostoma crissale 
Crissal thrasher 

Federal: none 
BLM: NECO 
State: SSC 

Nests in dense, low, brushy 
thickets of mesquite or other 
desert riparian shrubs; Sonoran 
Desert, E Mojave Desert to 
Texas, W mainland Mexico 

Low. Habitat on site is marginally suitable 
for nesting, foraging. 

Toxostoma lecontei 
Le Conte's thrasher 

Federal: BCC 
BLM: NECO 
State: SSC 

Calif deserts, SW Central 
Valley & Owens Valley, E to 
Utah, Arizona; open shrubland, 
often sandy or alkaline flats 

High.  Suitable habitat occurs throughout 
project area.  Nearest record is 6.5 miles 
south of the project area. 
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Table 3.4-2. Special-Status Wildlife Present or with Potential to Occur in the Project Study Area 

Species Status Habitat Potential to Occur 
MAMMALS    
Antrozous pallidus 
Pallid bat 

Federal: none 
BLM: Sensitive, NECO 
State: SSC 

Rock outcrops of shrublands, 
mostly below about 6000 ft 
elev; Calif, SW N Amer through 
interior Oregon and Washington; 
hibernates in winter 

High. Likely to forage on site; low potential 
for roosting (minimal potential roosting 
habitat).  Nearest record is 11 miles south 
of the project site. 

Corynorhinus 
(Plecotus) townsendii 
Townsend's big-eared 
bat 
(including subspecies) 

Federal: none 
BLM: Sensitive, NECO 
State: SSC 

Many habitats throughout Calif 
and W N Amer, scattered pop-
ulations in E; day roosts in 
caves, tunnels, mines; feed 
primarily on moths 

High. Likely to forage on site; low potential 
for roosting (minimal potential roosting 
habitat). 

Euderma maculatum 
Spotted bat 

Federal: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
State: SSC 

Desert (cool seasons) to pine 
forest (summer), much of SW N 
Amer but very rare; roosts in 
deep crevices in cliffs, feeds on 
moths captured over open water 

Low. Marginal roosting or foraging habitat 
on site. 

Eumops perotis 
californicus 
California mastiff bat 

Federal: none 
BLM: Sensitive, NECO 
State: SSC 

Lowlands (with rare exceptions); 
central and S Calif, S 
Arizona, NM, SW Texas, N 
Mexico; roost in deep rock 
crevices, forage over wide area 

High. Likely to forage on site; low potential 
for roosting (minimal potential roosting 
habitat).  Nearest record is 11 miles south 
of sol facility site. 

Lasiurus xanthinus 
(Nycteris ega xanthina) 
Western (Southern) 
yellow bat 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: SSC 

Mexico and Central America, to 
S Arizona; Riverside, Imperial, 
and San Diego Counties; 
riparian and wash habitats; in 
roosts trees; evidently migrates 
from Calif during winter 

High. Likely to forage on site; low potential 
for roosting (minimal potential roosting 
habitat). 

Macrotus californicus 
(M. waterhousii) 
California leaf-nosed 
bat 

Federal: none 
BLM: Sensitive, NECO 
State: SSC 

Arid lowlands, S Calif, S and W 
Arizona, Baja Calif and Sonora, 
Mexico; roost in mineshafts, 
forage over open shrublands 

High. Likely to forage on site; low potential 
for roosting (minimal potential roosting 
habitat).  Nearest records are 6 miles 
northwest of solar facility, roosting at 
various mines in Eagle Mountains. 

Nyctinomops macrotis 
(Tadarida molossa) 
Big free-tailed bat 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: SSC 

Roosts in crevices of rocky 
cliffs, scattered localities in 
W N America through Central 
America; ranges widely from 
roost sites; often forages over 
water 

High. Likely to forage in the project area, 
but low potential for roosting on site (lack of 
potential roost sites). 

Nyctinomops 
femorosaccus 
(Tadarida 
femorosaccus) 
Pocketed free-tailed 
bat 

Federal: none 
BLM: NECO 
State: SSC 

Deserts and arid lowlands, SW 
U.S., Baja Calif, mainland 
Mexico; Roost mainly in crevices 
of high cliffs; forage over water 
and open shrubland 

High. Likely to forage in the project study 
area, but low potential for roosting on solar 
facility site (lack of potential roost sites). 

Xerospermophilus 
tereticaudus chlorus 
Palm Springs round- 
tailed ground squirrel 

Federal: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
State: SSC 

Widespread in Calif deserts, 
Coachella Valley to Death 
Valley; formerly considered 
endemic to mesquite and 
sandy habitats in Coachella 
Valley 

Present. Reported on solar facility site and 
near gen-tie Alternatives B and C. 
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Table 3.4-2. Special-Status Wildlife Present or with Potential to Occur in the Project Study Area 

Species Status Habitat Potential to Occur 
Neotoma albigula 
venusta 
Colorado Valley 
woodrat 

Federal: none 
BLM: NECO 
State: none 

Desert shrublands; SE Calif, 
SW Arizona, adjacent Mexico, 
and southernmost Nevada; 
closely associated with beaver-
tail or mesquite thickets 

Low. Marginal habitat on site.  Nearest 
record is 12 miles southeast of solar facility 
near Corn Spring campground. 

Bassariscus astutus 
Ring-tailed cat 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: FP 

Most of Calif and the SW U.S., 
to tropical Mexico; forests, wood-
lands, deserts; nocturnal; dens 
in burrows, trees, or rock crevices; 
in deserts, found on steep 
rocky slopes and boulderfields 

Not Likely to Occur. No suitable denning 
habitat. 

Taxidea taxus 
American badger 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: SSC 

Mountains, deserts, interior 
valleys where burrowing animals 
are avail as prey and soil permits 
digging; throughout central and 
W N America 

Present. Burrows recorded on site; 
expected in low numbers throughout 
project area.  

Vulpes macrotis 
arsipus 
Desert kit fox 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: Protected 

Widespread, open desert lands; 
constructs below-ground dens; 
requires soil suitable for burrow-
ing; primarily nocturnal; preys 
on small mammals 

Present.  Numerous burrows recorded on 
site. 

Felis concolor browni 
Yuma mountain lion 

Federal: none 
BLM: NECO 
State: SSC 

Low desert, Joshua Tree 
National Park, to Colorado 
River; primarily in dense ripar-
ian habitats of river and dense 
desert wash scrub of canyons, 
where water and prey are 
available 

High. Expected in low numbers throughout 
the project study area. 

Odocoileus hemionus 
eremicus (O. h. crooki) 
Desert mule deer, 
burro deer  

Federal: none 
BLM: NECO 
State: none 

Colorado desert, scattered 
mountains and bajadas, 
generally near dependable 
water sources 

High. Expected in low numbers throughout 
the project study area. 

Ovis canadensis nelsoni 
Nelson's bighorn sheep, 
Desert bighorn sheep 

Federal: none 
BLM: Sensitive, NECO 
State: none 

Open shrublands and conifer 
forest, remote mountains; 
scattered populations in desert 
mountains and surrounding 
ranges, incl Transverse and 
Peninsular ranges 

High. Animals may pass through solar 
facility site and gen-tie alternatives to move 
among neighboring mountain ranges 
(Eagle, Coxcomb, Chuckwalla, Granite, 
and Northern Palen Mountains).  

Federal: 
BCC – USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern 
Delisted – No longer federally listed due to recovery 
BGEPA – Protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
BLM: 
Sensitive – Species requiring special management consideration to promote their conservation and reduce the likelihood and need for future 
listing under the ESA. 
NECO – Special-status species that were addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS due to management concerns within the NECO Planning Area. 
State: 
SSC – CDFG Species of Special Concern 
FP – CDFG Fully Protected 
Watch List – The birds on this watch list are 1) not on the current species of special concern list but were on previous lists and have not been 
listed under the California ESA; 2) were previously State or federally listed and now are on neither list; or 3) are on the list of FP species. 
Delisted – No longer State listed due to recovery 
Special Animal – Taxa is tracked in the CNDDB but is not designated with any other special status at the State or federal level. 
Source:  CNDDB 2011; BLM and CDFG 2002; CDFG 2011; BLM 2011b, 2011c, 2010a, and 2010b. 
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No special-status invertebrates are reported from the project vicinity. Although not assigned any 
special regulatory status, the desert leaf-cutting ant (Acromyrmex versicolor) is an unusual insect 
that has been reported from the Chiriaco Summit area and eastern Imperial County. These are the 
only documented California locations, though it is more widespread in Arizona, Texas, and 
Mexico. It has no agency-designated conservation status, but is unusual because it is the only 
leafcutter ant in the state. It may occur in desert dry wash woodland on the site, though no habitat 
evaluation or focused surveys for invertebrates were conducted.  

Amphibians 

Couch’s Spadefoot (Scaphiophus couchii) 

Couch’s spadefoot, a toad-like amphibian, is a BLM Sensitive Species and CDFG Species of 
Special Concern.  Like other spadefoot species, it is an amphibian with appearance and life 
history characteristics similar to the true North American toads (Anaxyrus [Bufo] ssp.) but 
distinguished from that genus by several characteristics, especially the thickened sharp-edged 
“spades” on the hind feet, used for burrowing (Stebbins 2003).  Couch’s spadefoot is almost 
entirely terrestrial.  It is dormant in burrows 20 to 90 centimeters deep for 8 to 10 months of the 
year (Jennings and Hayes 1994).  It is active on the surface only during periods following warm 
summer rains, when it emerges to feed on insects and to reproduce.  Successful reproduction 
requires warm rain pools which must hold water while the eggs hatch and the tadpoles develop, 
and then metamorphose into juvenile spadefoots.  During field surveys of hydrologic features 
throughout the project area, biologists looked for soil and topographic conditions that could pro-
vide potential for extended pooling, which might indicate suitable breeding habitat for Couch’s 
spadefoot.  There is no potential breeding habitat on the proposed solar facility site.  The only 
potential pools seen in the vicinity are on roadsides, where road crossings impede flow.  In some 
cases, roadside impoundments are within or near the proposed or alternative gen-tie lines.  Even 
in these cases, the potential for Couch’s spadefoot occurrence in the area is low due to distur-
bance and degradation by vehicles of roadside impoundments. 

Reptiles 

Agassiz’s Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) 

Agassiz’s desert tortoise is listed as threatened under CESA, and the Mojave population (i.e., 
west of the Colorado River) is listed as threatened under the federal ESA.  East of the Colorado 
River, Morafka’s desert tortoise range extends into the Arizona deserts, and south through 
Sonora (Mexico).  Recent evidence suggests that these two desert tortoise populations are 
distinct species (Murphy et al. 2011).  All wild desert tortoises in California are part of the state 
and federally listed Mojave population (Gopherus agassizii). 

The proposed solar facility site is not within designated critical habitat for the desert tortoise, but 
portions of each of the gen-tie line alternative alignments are within the Chuckwalla CHU, east 
of Kaiser Road in the vicinity of Interstate 10 (see Figure 3.4-1 in Appendix A). 

The nearest documented desert tortoise locations are on the DSSF Solar Farm project site, north 
of the proposed DHSP solar facility site and at the Red Bluff Substation site (BLM 2011b).  
Tortoises and recent sign were found on the DSSF site, about 0.3 miles north of the proposed 
solar facility site, and along the gen-tie Alternatives B and C (BLM 2011b).  In addition, a road-
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killed desert tortoise was observed at the Eagle Mountain off ramp on eastbound Interstate 10 
approximately 7.5 miles southwest of the site (see the BRTR in Appendix C.6 for more details). 

The USFWS reviewed desert tortoise biology and population status in the recent Revised Recov-
ery Plan (USFWS 2011a).  The following summary is based on that review and literature cited 
therein.  Desert tortoises spend much of their lives in burrows.  They enter hibernation during 
autumn.  In late winter or early spring, they emerge from over-wintering burrows and typically 
remain active or partially active through fall.  Activity decreases in summer, but tortoises often 
emerge after summer rain storms to drink and to take advantage of seasonal food availability 
during the few weeks following late summer rains.  They may become dormant during extended 
periods of summer heat and dryness.  A single tortoise may have a dozen or more burrows within 
its home range, and different tortoises may use these burrows at different times.  Even during their 
active seasons, they are inactive during much of the day or night, within burrows or at “palettes” 
(partially sheltered flattened areas, often beneath shrubs or large rocks) or other shaded sites. 

Adult desert tortoises lose water at such a slow rate that they can survive for more than a year 
without access to free water of any kind and can apparently tolerate large imbalances in their 
water and energy budgets.  During periods of inactivity, their metabolism and water loss are 
reduced.  Desert tortoises eat a wide variety of herbaceous vegetation, particularly grasses and 
the flowers of annual plants. 

Desert tortoise habitats include many landforms and vegetation types of the Mojave and Sonoran 
Deserts, except the most precipitous slopes.  Friable soils, such as sand and fine gravel, are 
important for burrow excavation and nesting, and the availability of suitable soils is a limiting 
factor to desert tortoise distribution. Dissected alluvial fans and upper bajadas are often 
considered important habitat areas, thought habitat modeling by USGS (Nussear et al. 2009) 
indicate relatively low quality habitat on the proposed solar facility site.  

The sizes of desert tortoise home ranges vary with respect to location and resource availability, 
and may vary among years.  Male tortoises’ home ranges can be as large as 200 acres, while 
females’ long-term home ranges may be less than half that size.  Core areas used within tor-
toises’ larger home ranges depend on the number of burrows.  Over its lifetime, a desert tortoise 
may use more than 1.5 square miles of habitat and may make periodic forays of several miles at 
a time. 

Tortoises are long-lived and grow slowly.  They require 13 to 20 years to reach sexual maturity.  
Their reproductive rates are low, though their reproductive lifespan is long.  Mating may occur 
both during spring and fall.  The number of clutches (set of eggs laid at a single time) and num-
ber of eggs that a female desert tortoise produces is dependent on habitat quality, seasonal food 
and water availability, and the animal’s physiological condition.  Egg-laying occurs primarily 
between April and July; the female typically lays 2-14 (average 5-6) eggs, which are buried near 
the mouth of a burrow or beneath a shrub.  The eggs typically hatch 90 to 120 days later, between 
August and October.  Clutch success rates are unknown and nest predation rates are variable, but 
predation appears to be an important cause of clutch failure. 

Desert tortoise population trends have been difficult to discern.  The USFWS (2011a) reviews 
population monitoring efforts dating back to the 1980s, and concludes that available data provide 
qualitative (not quantitative) insight to range-wide trends, and show appreciable declines at the 
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local level in some areas.  A more formal and consistent range-wide monitoring study was 
initiated in 2001, but no range-wide trend has been identified over that period. 

Desert tortoise populations are threatened by several factors, each of which tends to be 
exacerbated by the others and most of which are associated with human land uses and other human 
activities.  Most threats identified in the 1980s as the basis for state and federal listing continue 
to affect tortoise populations today.  Habitat degradation and loss due to land use conversion, graz-
ing, mining, energy development, and transportation projects have all contributed to declining 
tortoise numbers and fragmented populations.  Off-road vehicle use degrades habitat and causes 
direct mortality from vehicle collision or crushed burrows.  Desert tortoises are also vulnerable 
to vehicle collisions on roads and highways.  Drought, habitat degradation, and associated weed 
invasion lead to reduced nutrient quality of food plants; this increases desert tortoise suscepti-
bility to upper respiratory tract disease, and possibly other diseases, which can be fatal and 
transmittable among populations.  Juvenile tortoises are vulnerable to predation by ravens, and 
both juvenile and adult tortoises are preyed upon by coyotes and domestic and feral dogs.  Since 
infrastructure development and urbanization creates perch sites and food and water sources for 
ravens, and typically increases the numbers of dogs and coyotes in a given area, those activities 
tend to elevate predation pressure on tortoises.  Other factors affecting tortoises and their habitat 
include illegal collecting, vandalism, livestock grazing, feral burros, invasive non-native plants, 
changes to natural fire regimes, and environmental contaminants.  Habitat fragmentation and 
development can isolate tortoise populations, further increasing risk of disease and reducing 
genetic diversity.  This range of threats can kill or indirectly affect desert tortoises and their habi-
tat, but little is known about the relative contribution each threat makes to tortoise demography.  
Current recovery planning (USFWS 2011a) focuses on expanding the knowledge of individual 
threats and places emphasis on understanding their multiple and combined effects on tortoise 
populations. 

The USFWS (2011a) identifies five recovery units for the desert tortoise based largely on geo-
graphic discontinuities or barriers that coincide with observed variation among tortoise popula-
tions.  The DHSP alternatives are located in the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit. 

No live desert tortoises or recent sign were observed within the survey area for the proposed 
solar facility or gen-tie alignment Alternative E.  However, several desert tortoise burrows, 
designated as Class 2 (good condition) and Class 3 (deteriorated condition), and several 
disarticulated bone fragments, possibly originating from a desert tortoise, were located.  None of 
the burrows or other sign exhibited any evidence of recent use or corroborating sign.  However, 
desert tortoises are generally found throughout the region where the solar facility would be 
located.  Moreover, based on the presence of active desert tortoises on the adjacent DSSF project 
site and associated gen-tie alignments, it is assumed that the entire solar facility site and all gen-
tie line alternative alignments might be occupied by desert tortoises at any time, albeit only in 
low numbers. 

Mojave Fringe-Toed Lizard (Uma scoparia) 

The range of the Mojave fringe-toed lizard is almost exclusively limited to California, in 
southernmost Inyo, San Bernardino, and eastern Riverside Counties, although it has been 
recorded in western Arizona as well (Jennings and Hayes 1994).  It is a CDFG Species of Special 
Concern and a BLM Sensitive Species.  One genetic lineage of the species, associated with the 
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Amargosa River drainage system, is under review for federal listing as a threatened or 
endangered population.  The southern lineage is more widespread, ranging through the Mojave 
River drainage system, Bristol Trough, Clark’s Pass (including the Chuckwalla Valley, Palen 
Lake, and Pinto Wash), and the Colorado River sand transport systems. 

The Mojave fringe-toed lizard is related to two other special-status species: the Colorado Desert 
fringe-toed lizard (U. notata), a BLM Sensitive Species that is found farther to the south; and the 
Coachella Valley fringe-toed lizard (U. inornata), a federally listed threatened and state listed 
endangered species endemic to the Coachella Valley, west of the project study area.  In addition, 
the flat-tailed horned lizard (Phrynosoma mcallii) is a special-status species of similar habitats, 
but its geographic range is also well south of the project study area. 

The Mojave fringe-toed lizard is primarily insectivorous.  It hibernates during winter and 
emerges from hibernacula in March or April.  During April and May, while temperatures are 
relatively cool, it is active during mid-day; during summer, it is active in mornings and late 
afternoon, but seeks cover during the hottest parts of the day.  It is primarily found in fine, loose, 
aeolian (windblown) sand habitat.  Availability of soft sand is an essential habitat component, 
though the lizards will also use other substrates in the areas surrounding aeolian sands.  The 
Mojave fringe-toed lizard burrows in the sand to avoid predators and to thermoregulate, and lays 
its eggs in sand.  Sand dunes are its primary habitat, although it also uses sands and surrounding 
habitats at the margins of dry lakebeds, washes, and isolated blows and pockets against hillsides, 
and mixed habitat such as hummocks or pockets of soft sand interspersed with hard-packed sand 
and less suitable densities and composition of vegetation. 

The Mojave fringe-toed lizard is widespread in the Mojave and northern Colorado Deserts, but 
its distribution is patchy, reflecting the discontinuous distribution of windblown sand habitat.  
Some local populations consist of only a few animals in small, isolated habitat patches.  This 
fragmented distribution leaves local populations vulnerable to extirpation from habitat distur-
bance, further fragmentation, or stochastic events.  Aeolian sand habitat is vulnerable to direct 
and indirect disturbances.  Environmental changes that stabilize sand, affect sand sources, or 
block sand movement corridors will, in turn, affect Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat and popula-
tions.  Threats to Mojave fringe-toed lizards and their habitat include habitat loss or damage from 
urban and agricultural development, vehicles, and indirect effects such as invasive weeds and 
increased habitat access by common ravens or other predators.  Another important indirect dis-
turbance is the potential disruption of sand sources for the dune systems.  Dune habitat that is cut 
off from its sand source will degrade over time as finer sands are blown away, leaving behind 
smaller dunes composed of coarser-textured sand. 

The proposed solar generation facility site and gen-tie Alternatives B, C, and D do not appear to 
provide suitable habitat for Mojave fringe-toed lizard (Black 2011; see Appendix C.13).  
Ephemeral washes and channels throughout these areas provide patchy alluvial sand habitats, but 
the sand is often cemented or compacted, and the sand depth and coarse texture are poorly 
suitable for Mojave fringe-toed lizard.  There are few areas where deeper, loose sand is present 
on site; these are isolated and associated with ephemeral washes.  However, portions of gen-tie 
Alternative E would cross occupied Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat along the western margin 
of the dune system at the bases of the Coxcomb Mountains.  The animals were observed along 
portions of Alternative E during field surveys for the DSSF project (BLM 2011b) and for the 
DHSP (Appendix C.16, BRTR Supplement). 
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Rosy Boa (Charina trivirgata) 

The rosy boa occurs in rocky shrublands from sea level to about 6,700 feet elevation.  In the 
coastal regions, it is found south and west of the major mountain chains, in the interior valleys 
and mountains of Los Angeles, Riverside, San Bernardino, and Orange counties, southward to 
the coast in San Diego County and Baja California.  In the deserts, rosy boas range throughout 
most of the Mojave Desert and much of the Colorado Desert, eastward into Arizona.  They are 
active during warm seasons, and are primarily nocturnal.  The CDFG’s Natural Diversity 
Database (CNDDB) considers rosy boa a “special animal” but it has no formal status under state 
or federal Endangered Species Acts or any other special-status designation.  While the DHSP’s 
study area is within the general geographic range of the rosy boa, and therefore the site could 
potentially be occupied at low density, the habitat actually observed at the proposed solar facility 
site and gen-tie alignment alternatives is generally suitable for rosy boa, but lacks the boulders or 
rock crevices of its primary habitat.   

Birds 

Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) 

Golden eagles are protected under the BGEPA, are a BLM Sensitive Species, and considered a 
bird of conservation concern by the USFWS.  They are also Fully Protected in California, and 
are covered under the MBTA and California Fish and Game Code.  Golden eagles are year-round 
residents throughout most of their range in the western United States.  In the southwest, they are 
more common during winter when eagles that nest in Canada migrate south into the region.  
They breed from late January through August, mainly during late winter and early spring in the 
California deserts.  In the desert, they generally nest in steep, rugged terrain, often on sites with 
overhanging ledges, cliffs or large trees that are used as cover.  Golden eagles are wide-ranging 
predators, especially outside of the nesting season, when they have no need to return daily to 
eggs or young at their nests.  The mountain ranges surrounding the proposed solar facility site 
provide suitable golden eagle nesting and foraging habitat.  Golden eagle nesting territories gene-
rally comprise several nests within a given area.  In any given year, the eagles may initiate 
nesting behavior (e.g., “nest decorating”) at one nest, without any activity at the other nests.  The 
eagles may complete breeding by laying eggs and raising chicks, or may abandon the nest 
without laying eggs or successfully raising young.  In any given year, all or most nests in a 
territory may be inactive, but eagles may return in future years to nest at previously inactive 
sites.  Eight inactive golden eagle nests were documented in the DSSF Final EIS and its 
appendices within a 10-mile radius of the DHSP site, to the northwest, northeast, and south of 
the proposed solar facility site.  The nearest inactive nest was about 5 miles to the northeast.  
Additionally, one active but non-reproductive nest was reported in the Coxcomb Mountains, 
about 5 miles northeast of the site (BLM 2011b). Updated BLM records (L.F. LaPre 2012, 
personal communication) indicate a total of 10 nests within a 10-mile radius of the DHSP solar 
facility site. There was early breeding season activity at one of these nests in 2012 but there was 
no reproduction and no golden activity there by late May, 2012.  In order to minimize likelihood 
of future disturbance or harassment to the sites, the specific nest locations are not provided here.  
In addition, an adult golden eagle was observed soaring over the eastern portion of the 10-mile 
radius survey area in January 2012 (Bloom Biological 2012; see Appendix C.7). 
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Golden eagle foraging habitat consists of open terrain such as grasslands, deserts, savanna, and 
early successional forest and shrubland habitats, throughout the regional foothills, mountains, 
and deserts.  They prey primarily on lagomorphs and rodents but will also take other mammals, 
birds, reptiles, and some carrion. 

The solar facility site and the gen-tie alternative alignments are on the Chuckwalla Valley floor, 
and do not provide suitable golden eagle nesting habitat but do provide suitable foraging habitat.  
The following discussion is based on known golden eagle seasonal occurrence in the region, and 
on documented nest sites and nest activity within 10 miles of the site (BLM 2011b).  Due to the 
site’s proximity to one recently active nest site and several additional sites that were inactive in 
2010 but could be used in future years, locally nesting golden eagles could forage at the pro-
posed solar facility site during breeding season.  Non-nesting eagles also could forage there 
throughout the remainder of the year.  In addition to mated pairs using the surrounding nesting 
territories, foraging birds could include wintering or migratory birds (outside the breeding 
season) and unmated golden eagles or adult birds whose nests may have failed could forage over 
the site during the breeding season.   

Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia) 

The burrowing owl is a BLM Sensitive Species and a CDFG Species of Special Concern.  As a 
native bird, it is also protected by the MBTA and the California Fish and Game Code.  It is a 
small, terrestrial owl of open country.  During the breeding season, it ranges throughout most of 
the western U.S. It occurs year round in southern California, but may be more numerous during 
fall and winter, when migratory individuals from farther north join the regional resident popula-
tion.  Burrowing owls favor flat, open annual or perennial grassland or gentle slopes and sparse 
shrub or tree cover.  They use the burrows of ground squirrels and other rodents for shelter and 
nesting.  Availability of suitable burrows is an important habitat component.  Where ground 
squirrel burrows are not available, the owls may use alternate burrow sites or man-made features 
(such as drain pipes or debris piles).  In the California deserts, burrowing owls generally occur in 
low numbers in scattered populations, but they can be found in much higher densities near agri-
cultural lands where rodent and insect prey tend to be more abundant.  Burrowing owl nesting 
season, as recognized by the California Burrowing Owl Consortium, is 1 February through 31 
August (CBOC 1993) but may vary with latitude and climate (CDFG 2012). 

Concurrent with the desert tortoise surveys for the solar facility site and gen-tie alignment 
Alternative E (conducted during spring 2010 on the larger northwestern parcel, spring 2011 on 
the small parcel, and spring 2012 on the gen-tie line alignment), biologists examined all 
potentially suitable burrows for sign of burrowing owls.  These field surveys correspond to 100 
percent coverage Phase II surveys for burrowing owls, according to the CBOC protocol (CBOC 
1993).  No burrowing owls or their sign were observed during these spring season surveys or 
during the winter and breeding season avian point count surveys.  However, two incidental 
burrowing owl observations were recorded during streambed delineation field work on the 
proposed solar facility site.  In one observation, a burrowing owl was briefly seen perching and 
flying, but was not at a burrow.  The other observation was a burrowing owl seen in the mouth of 
an inactive desert kit fox burrow; no burrowing owl sign (e.g., whitewash, prey remains, or owl 
pellets) was found on the proposed solar facility site or on gen-tie alignment Alternative E.  
Based on these field surveys and incidental observations, it was determined that the solar facility 
project study area provides suitable habitat for burrowing owls during winter or breeding 
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seasons.  Breeding burrowing owls were not present on the site during the desert tortoise 
surveys, but they could nest in the project study area in future years.  During fall and winter, the 
proposed solar site and the proposed and alternative gen-tie alignments appear to serve as low-
density seasonal burrowing owl habitat. 

Swainson’s Hawk (Buteo swainsoni) 

The Swainson's hawk is listed as a threatened species under CESA but has no federal listing 
status.  It is also protected under the MBTA and California Fish and Game Code.  It is a migra-
tory raptor that breeds in open plains and prairies in the Great Plains and relatively arid areas of 
western North America, including the Central Valley and the western Mojave Desert.  It winters 
in South America, primarily in Argentina.  During the spring and fall migration seasons, 
Swainson’s hawks are observed regularly in southern California.  One Swainson’s hawk was 
observed flying over the proposed solar facility site in April 2011.  The project study area may 
serve as incidental foraging habitat during migratory seasons, but otherwise would not support 
Swainson’s hawks, due to the distance from its breeding range. 

Gila Woodpecker (Melanerpes uropygialis) 

The Gila woodpecker is listed as endangered under CESA but has no status under the federal 
ESA.  It is identified as a bird species of conservation concern by the USFWS, and is also pro-
tected under the federal MBTA and California Fish and Game Code.  Its geographic range is 
generally in southern Arizona and southward into Baja California and western mainland Mexico.  
It occupies this range year round (i.e., it is not migratory).  In California, Gila woodpeckers are 
known from riparian forests along the Colorado River and from desert wash woodlands and 
residential neighborhoods in Imperial County.  Its primary habitat is Cottonwood-Willow 
Riparian Woodland, but it also uses other desert woodlands (e.g., palo verdes), as well as upland 
habitats, especially outside the breeding season. It excavates cavity nests in large riparian trees 
such as cottonwoods and (in upland habitats) saguaro cacti, and feeds largely on insects, 
mistletoe berries, and cactus fruits.  Desert ironwood is apparently too dense for nest excavation.  
Where Gila woodpeckers occur in dry desert wash woodlands, they excavate cavity nests in large 
blue palo verde trees.  In suburban habitats, they nest in ornamental trees including athel 
(Tamarix aphylla), eucalyptus, and palms.  Availability of suitable nesting trees limits breeding 
habitat suitability. 

The project study area is about 40 miles west of the Gila woodpecker’s published geographic 
range, but unpublished observations have been reported from Corn Spring, about 11 miles south 
of the solar facility site and about 5 miles south of the southern end of the proposed and alterna-
tive gen-tie alignments.  There is a native palm grove at Corn Spring, and Gila woodpeckers may 
nest in the palm trees.  Also, a Gila woodpecker was reported on 28 September 2010 at the adja-
cent DSSF project site (BLM 2011b).  It is possible that the Corn Spring and Desert Center areas 
support a small Gila woodpecker population, or that the two local observations in late 2010 were 
chance observations of an itinerant individual. 

Desert wash woodlands on the solar facility site may provide suitable nesting and foraging habi-
tat for Gila woodpecker.  The woodlands on the site are dominated by desert ironwood trees, and 
most of the blue palo verde trees are too small for cavity nests.  However, scattered larger blue 
palo verde trees are present in low numbers throughout the woodlands, and could serve as 
suitable nest trees. 
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A Gila woodpecker was observed in the southeastern part of the project site in December 2010, 
but was not seen again during the BLM protocol winter season or breeding season avian point 
counts. In spring 2012 (March through May), all desert dry wash woodland habitat was surveyed 
to determine presence or absence of breeding Gila woodpeckers, but no further Gila woodpecker 
observations were recorded (see Appendix C.20). Although no Gila woodpecker observations 
were made in the project study area during BLM protocol point counts or during focused 
breeding season surveys, there is at least a low probability that they may nest in desert wash 
woodland habitat on or near the solar facility site or gen-tie alternatives. 

Lucy’s Warbler (Oreothlypis luciae = Vermivora luciae) 

Lucy’s warbler is a federal bird of conservation concern, a BLM Sensitive Species, and a CDFG 
Species of Special Concern.  It is also protected under the MBTA and California Fish and Game 
Code.  Lucy’s warbler is a migratory songbird that breeds in desert riparian woodlands and 
winters on Pacific Coast of mainland Mexico.  Its breeding range extends through much of 
Arizona, and parts of the eastern California deserts.  It is a cavity nesting species that generally 
nests in unoccupied woodpecker holes.  Its primary nesting habitat is mesquite thickets, but it 
also uses native riparian trees and non-native athel.  Two (2) singing male Lucy’s warblers were 
reported in April 2011 near the southwestern corner of the solar facility site.  These birds were 
not observed later during the nesting season (28 April survey date), though no focused surveys 
were conducted.  It is unknown whether either or both of these birds successfully established 
breeding territories in the area, or moved on to another site.  Suitable nesting cavities may be 
available in the small number of large blue palo verde trees on the site, but probably not in the 
more dominant desert ironwood trees (see Gila woodpecker discussion, above).  Lucy’s warblers 
may nest in desert wash woodlands on or near the proposed solar facility site and gen-tie 
alternatives. 

Bendire’s Thrasher (Toxostoma bendirei) 

Bendire’s thrasher is a BLM Sensitive Species and CDFG Species of Special Concern.  It is also 
protected under the MBTA and California Fish and Game Code.  California populations are 
migratory, though it is found year round in more southern portions of its range, in southern 
Arizona and adjacent Mexico.  The proposed solar facility site is near the southern boundary of 
its breeding range in California.  It breeds in open, upland desert shrublands of Joshua Tree 
National Park (JTNP) and surrounding area, and northward through several disjunct regions of 
the Mojave Desert.  Its habitat requirements are poorly understood, but it is generally associated 
with plants in the genera Yucca (e.g., Joshua tree) and Opuntia (cholla cacti) on gently sloping 
terrain.  Soil texture is apparently important to habitat suitability, perhaps because Bendire’s 
thrashers largely forage on ground-dwelling insects (BLM 2005).  Hard rocky soils (e.g., desert 
pavement) and loose sands (e.g., dry wash sands) are apparently less suitable than firmly packed, 
fine-textured soils.  Bendire’s thrashers were not observed on the proposed solar facility site 
during the winter or breeding-season point count surveys, but records of this species from the 
CNDDB exist 6.5 miles to the south.  Habitat throughout the site appears to be of marginal 
suitability, due to relatively low cover of Yucca and Opuntia species, and seemingly poorly 
suitable soil texture.  There is a low to moderate probability that Bendire’s thrasher may occur on 
the site or along the gen-tie alternatives. 
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Other Special-Status Raptors 

In addition to raptors discussed above, several other special-status birds of prey are found 
seasonally, especially during winter, in the region.  These include osprey, ferruginous hawk, 
Cooper’s hawk, sharp-shinned hawk, northern harrier, prairie falcon, merlin, short-eared owl, 
and long-eared owl.  With the exception of osprey and sharp-shinned hawk, none of these spe-
cies was observed in the project study area during surveys.  Osprey and sharp-shinned hawk 
were observed flying over the solar facility during winter season point count surveys, but neither 
species is expected to nest in the area because the project study area is outside of the breeding 
range and there is no nesting habitat present on or near the proposed solar facility site.  Outside 
their breeding seasons, these raptors need not return to their nests to feed young or tend eggs.  
Thus, they are able to forage over wide areas, where they capture birds, reptiles, or small 
mammals.  Suitable winter or migratory season foraging habitat for all of these raptors is widely 
available at the project site and throughout the region. 

Upland Perching Birds 

Several special-status upland perching bird species are present or have the potential to occur in 
the project study area.  These include loggerhead shrike, Le Conte’s thrasher, Vaux’s swift, 
black-tailed gnatcatcher, and vermillion flycatcher.  Of these, Vaux’s swift, black-tailed 
gnatcatcher, and loggerhead shrike were recorded in the project study area during surveys.  A 
Vaux’s swift was observed over the site during migration season.  This species occurs in the area 
only during migration; it nests well to the north.  Loggerhead shrikes were observed on the solar 
facility site routinely throughout the winter and breeding season avian point count surveys and 
on gen-tie alignment Alternative E during spring 2012. Black-tailed gnatcatcher was observed on 
gen-tie alignment Alternative E during April 2012.  Le Conte’s thrasher has not been reported on 
site, but habitat is suitable and there are records for this species 6.5 miles south of the proposed 
solar facility site near the gen-tie alternatives.  Vermillion flycatchers have not been reported on 
site, but nest in similar habitat to the south and could nest in Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood 
Woodlands (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) in the project study area in future years.  The Eagle 
Mountains scrub jay population resides year round in pinyon woodlands in the Eagle Mountains 
to the west and northwest of the proposed solar facility site.  It is disjunct from other scrub jay 
populations, and is on CDFG’s “watch list” but has no other special conservation status.  A scrub 
jay was observed on the project site in October 2011; presumably, it was wandering or dispersing 
from habitat in the Eagle Mountains.  However, no suitable scrub jay habitat is found in the 
project study area. 

Mammals 

Special-Status Bats 

A number of bat species that are designated as Sensitive by the BLM and/or Species of Special 
Concern by CDFG have a high potential to occur on site.  These include pallid bat, Townsend’s 
big-eared bat, California mastiff bat, western yellow bat, California leaf-nosed bat, big free-tailed 
bat, and pocketed free-tailed bat (Table 3.4-2). 

The special-status bats of the local area roost in rock crevices, tunnels, or caves; one species 
(western yellow bat) roosts in the foliage of riparian trees.  California leaf-nosed bat has been 
recorded roosting at various mines in the Eagle Mountains to the northwest (CNDDB 2011), and 
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several other common and special-status bats likely roost there as well.  Roost sites may be used 
seasonally (e.g., inactive cool seasons) or daily (day roosts, used during inactive daylight hours).  
Maternity roosts are particularly important overall for bat life histories. 

Knowledge of bat distribution and occurrences is sparse.  The majority of adverse impacts to bat 
populations in the region result from disturbance of roosting or hibernation sites, especially 
where large numbers of bats congregate; physical closures of old mine shafts, which eliminates 
roosting habitat; elimination of riparian or desert wash microphyll vegetation which is often 
productive foraging habitat; more general habitat loss or land use conversion; and agricultural 
pesticide use which may poison bats or eliminate their prey-base.  Bat life histories vary widely.  
Some species hibernate during winter, or migrate south.  During the breeding season, bats gene-
rally roost during the day, either alone or in communal roost sites, depending on species.  All 
special-status bats in the region are insectivorous, catching their prey either on the wing or on the 
ground.  Some species feed mainly over open water where insect production is especially high, 
but others forage over open shrublands such as found on the solar facility site and along the gen-
tie alternative alignments. 

While the project site supports foraging habitat for bats, large roosting colonies are not likely to 
occur because the site does not support typical roosting habitat for most bats, especially colonial 
species. 

Palm Springs Round-Tailed Ground Squirrel (Xerospermophilus tereticaudus chlorus) 

Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel (also called Coachella Valley round-tailed ground 
squirrel) is a CDFG Species of Special Concern and a BLM Sensitive Species, and was a candi-
date for federal listing as threatened or endangered prior to 2010, when it was removed from the 
list of candidates (USFWS 2010b).  Until recently, it was believed to be limited in range to the 
Coachella Valley region.  Within that area, its primary habitat is mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) 
hummocks and associated sand dunes and, to a lesser extent, dunes and hummocks associated 
with creosote bush or other vegetation.  The primary threats to its habitat are land use changes 
and groundwater pumping, both of which have eliminated much of the honey mesquite from the 
Coachella Valley area.  Recent research indicates that its range is substantially larger than previ-
ously understood, extending at least 150 miles northward to Hinkley Valley and Death Valley.  
Based on this range extension, the existing protection on its habitat in Death Valley National 
Park, and ongoing conservation efforts in the Coachella Valley, the USFWS concludes that it no 
longer warrants candidate status. 

Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel was reported near gen-tie Alternatives B and C in the 
DSSF EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment (BLM 2011b), and a round-tailed ground squirrel 
(subspecies unknown) was observed on the proposed solar generation facility site during desert 
tortoises surveys.  Habitat on the proposed solar facility site and gen-tie Alternatives B, C, and D 
is marginally suitable, but lacks the aeolian sands and mesquite hummocks that characterize the 
squirrel’s primary habitat.  Gen-tie Alternative E crosses suitable habitat over a portion of its 
length but was not observed on the alignment during field surveys in spring 2012.  Based on the 
foregoing, Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel may occur in low numbers on the solar 
facility site or gen-tie alternatives, but primary habitat would only be intersected by 
Alternative E over the portion of its length crossing aeolian sands. 
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American Badger (Taxidea taxus) 

American badger is designated as a Species of Special Concern by CDFG.  It is a now uncom-
mon, permanent resident throughout most of the state, including the Colorado Desert.  Badger 
numbers have declined drastically in California in the 20th century due largely to agricultural and 
urban development, direct and secondary poisoning, and shooting and trapping for control (Bolster 
1998), though these factors probably have not been important threats to badgers in the Colorado 
Desert.  They are found in open shrubland, forest, and herbaceous habitats with friable soils.  In 
the southwest, badgers are typically associated with creosote bush and sagebrush shrublands.  
Badgers are fossorial, digging large burrows in dry, friable soils and will use multiple dens/cover 
burrows within their home range, which they move among daily, although they can use a den for 
a few days at a time (Western et al. 2010).  Badger home range sizes are dependent upon prey 
availability and other habitat characteristics.  In general, home ranges are several hundred acres 
in size, though they would likely be larger in the Colorado Desert due to low prey densities.  
American badger dens were recorded on the proposed solar facility site during surveys, and 
suitable desert scrub habitat is present throughout the project study area, including the gen-tie 
alternative alignments. 

Desert Kit Fox (Vulpes macrotis arsipus) 

The desert kit fox can be found in much of the same habitats as the badger.  Desert kit fox is not 
listed as a special-status species by the State of California or the USFWS, but it is protected 
under Title 14, Section 460, California Code of Regulations, which prohibits take.  This sum-
mary of kit fox biology is based on Cypher (2003).  Kit foxes are primarily nocturnal, and 
inhabit open level areas with patchy shrubs.  Friable soils are necessary for the construction of 
dens, which are used throughout the year for cover, thermoregulation, water conservation, and 
rearing pups.  Their home ranges vary but average about 1,100 ha (2,700 acres) in California 
deserts.  They are not strongly territorial and home ranges can overlap.  Desert kit fox pairs and 
young may use one or several active den complexes.  Pairs raise one litter of about four pups per 
year, born between late January and March.  The pups emerge from the natal den four weeks 
after birth and begin to forage with the parents at age three to four months.  In early 2012, an 
outbreak of canine distemper virus was discovered in desert kit fox populations in eastern River-
side County, including the immediate vicinity of the proposed DHSP site (M. Massar and M. 
Rodriguez, pers. comm. with Scott D. White, March 2012).  The CDFG is currently assessing the 
extent of the outbreak and developing strategies for desert kit fox management to address the 
distemper outbreak and the habitat impacts of renewable energy projects.  Numerous desert kit 
fox burrows were recorded in the proposed solar facility site and on gen-tie alignment 
Alternative E, and suitable habitat occurs throughout the project study area, including all the gen-
tie alternative alignments. 

Burro Deer (Odocoileus hemionus eremicus) 

The burro deer (also known as the desert mule deer) is a subspecies of mule deer endemic to 
southeastern California, through southern Arizona and New Mexico, and desert regions of main-
land Mexico.  Burro deer eat foliage from various riparian and microphyll woodland trees, such 
as willow, palo verde, and ironwood.  Various other shrubs complete the diet depending on the 
season (BLM and CDFG 2002). 
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Burro deer tend to have larger home ranges than mule deer in other areas, probably because their 
desert habitat produces less food.  Their home ranges contract during summer, likely because the 
deer must remain fairly near dependable water sources.  Their habitats include desert mountain 
ranges, bajadas, and flats.  The mountainous areas provide favored fawning habitat and more 
reliable water sources (springs and bedrock sinks) than the flats (Western et al. 2010).  Further, 
montane vegetation provides greater nutritional value than creosote scrub on the flats and 
bajadas.  Dense vegetation is an important habitat element year round for shaded cover and pro-
tection from predators (Western et al. 2010). 

Burro deer require drinking water and generally drink daily during summer.  Thus their summer 
range is largely limited to areas within a few kilometers of water sources.  The proposed solar 
facility site is on a bajada where burro deer may range during cool seasons, but it provides no 
onsite water supply, nor is it near enough to a surface water source for regular warm-season 
foraging.  Vegetation on the site is generally open, and no suitable dense thickets for shaded 
escape cover are available.  Thus, the solar facility site is unlikely to serve as important burro 
deer habitat.  However, burro deer are likely to use habitat on the site intermittently during 
winter, especially as a movement corridor among regional mountain ranges.  Tracks of an uniden-
tified ungulate (burro deer or Nelson’s bighorn sheep) were noted on the proposed solar facility 
site during field surveys. 

Yuma Mountain Lion (Felis concolor browni) 

The Yuma mountain lion is recognized by CDFG as a Species of Special Concern (CDFG 2011).  
Interpretations of its geographic range vary, but by any account it is limited to the Sonoran Desert 
in southern California and perhaps east into Arizona and south into Mexico (Bolster 1998).  The 
Yuma mountain lion’s life history is poorly documented.  It is known largely from the bottom-
lands and foothills of the Colorado River Valley.  Its principal prey is burro deer and bighorn 
sheep, and its range and habitat generally coincide with theirs (Bolster 1998). 

There is some concern that the Colorado Desert region may not support a viable mountain lion 
population, and that lions found in the eastern low desert have dispersed there from surrounding 
areas.  Habitat loss is a serious concern for Yuma mountain lion, for two reasons.  First, 
declining habitat availability and increasing habitat fragmentation affect its long-term population 
viability.  Second, as habitat loss and fragmentation affect burro deer and bighorn sheep, any 
reduction of the available prey could lead to an insufficient prey base for a viable mountain lion 
population (Bolster 1998). 

The proposed solar facility site is unlikely to serve as important Yuma mountain lion habitat 
given that it does not provide viable habitat for burro deer or bighorn sheep.  However, mountain 
lions may use habitat on the site intermittently during winter, especially as a movement corridor 
among regional mountain ranges. 

Nelson’s Bighorn Sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) 

Nelson’s bighorn sheep is known from the Transverse Ranges, California Desert Ranges, Nevada, 
northern Arizona, and Utah.  Its populations in the Peninsular Ranges (the Santa Rosa and San 
Jacinto Mountains, and southward into Baja California) are federally listed as a threatened 
distinct vertebrate population segment.  However, populations in eastern Riverside County have 
no CESA or ESA listing status.  It is a BLM Sensitive Species and, except where designated 
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otherwise by CDFG, is fully protected under the state Fish and Game Code.  Threats to Nelson’s 
bighorn sheep include habitat loss or degradation, limited availability of water sources, barriers 
to local or regional movement (e.g., highways and aqueducts), disease spread by domestic live-
stock, and natural predation by mountain lions in some populations.  Current and/or historic pop-
ulations occur in the mountain ranges in the general region surrounding the proposed solar 
facility site and gen-tie alternative alignments, including the Eagle, Coxcomb, Chuckwalla, 
Granite, and Northern Palen Mountains (CNDDB 2011).  Nelson’s bighorn sheep are likely to 
use habitat on the site intermittently during winter, especially as a movement corridor among 
regional mountain ranges.  As noted above, tracks of an unidentified ungulate (burro deer or 
Nelson’s bighorn sheep) were observed on the proposed solar facility site during field surveys. 

3.4.6 Wildlife Movement 

The extent, distribution, and accessibility of suitable habitat affect the long-term viability of 
regional wildlife populations.  Fragmentation and isolation of natural habitat ultimately results in 
the loss of vulnerable native species within those areas.  Accessibility between habitat areas, i.e., 
“connectivity,” is important to long-term genetic diversity and demography of wildlife popula-
tions.  In the short term, connectivity may also be important to individual animals’ ability to 
occupy their home ranges, if their ranges extend across a potential movement barrier.  These 
considerations apply to greater or lesser extent to all plants and animals.  Plant populations 
“move” over the course of generations via pollen and seed dispersal; most birds and insects 
travel and disperse via flight; terrestrial species including small mammals, reptiles, arid land 
amphibians, and non-flying invertebrates disperse across land.  Therefore, landscape barriers and 
impediments are more important considerations for movement of these terrestrial species.  These 
considerations are especially important for rare, threatened, or endangered species such as the 
desert tortoise and large mammals, which tend to be wide-ranging and exist in lower population 
densities.  Therefore, this discussion of wildlife movement in the project study area focuses on 
desert tortoise and Nelson’s bighorn sheep, though it is also applicable to a wide variety of other 
species. 

The potential for movement constraints is also relevant for other species, including corridor “pas-
sage” and corridor “dweller” species (Beier and Loe 1992).  Corridor passage species would tra-
verse connectivity areas during ordinary diurnal or seasonal movement patterns, whereas cor-
ridor dweller species must persist as viable populations over multiple generations within a con-
nectivity area in order to eventually migrate from one habitat block to another.  For example, 
Pinto Wash, which the Colorado River Aqueduct crosses north of the project site, and links to 
upper bajada habitat at the base of the Eagle Mountains west of the site, appears to be an impor-
tant linkage between desert tortoise populations in the Colorado and Mojave Deserts (USFWS 
2011b).  Pinto Wash also spreads into a braided channel system on the upper bajada east of the 
site, at the bases of the Coxcomb Mountains, though there is relatively little quality desert tor-
toise habitat to the east and southeast (Nussear et al. 2009). 

In landscapes where native habitats exist as partially isolated patches surrounded by other land 
uses, planning for wildlife movement generally focuses on “wildlife corridors” to provide 
animals with access routes among habitat patches.  In largely undeveloped areas, including the 
Chuckwalla Valley, wildlife habitat is available in extensive open space areas throughout much 
of the region, but specific barriers may impede or prevent movement.  In these landscapes, wild-
life movement planning focuses on specific sites where animals can cross linear barriers (e.g., 
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wash crossings beneath Interstate 10), and on broader linkage areas that may support stable, long-
term populations of target species. 

In the Chuckwalla Valley, the biologically important functions of large mammal movement are 
the long-term demographic and genetic effects of occasional animal movement among mountain 
ranges and other large habitat areas.  Animals such as Nelson’s bighorn sheep may travel across 
the valley infrequently, as a part of dispersal among subpopulations.  Animals may also use 
bajada habitat, including habitat on the proposed solar facility site, for seasonal foraging, as part 
of their regular home ranges.  These large animals are examples of corridor “passage” species.  
In contrast to large animal movement, desert tortoises and other less-mobile animals may live out 
their entire lives within a linkage area between larger habitat blocks; for these species, movement 
among mountain ranges may take place over the course of several generations (Beier and Loe 
1992).  The USFWS (2011b) recommends maintaining large areas of occupied desert tortoise 
habitat in important linkage areas, including the upper Chuckwalla Valley.  Within these linkage 
areas, desert tortoises should be “dweller” species. 

A state-wide evaluation of habitat connectivity (Spencer et al. 2010) includes the upper Chuck-
walla Valley, including the DHSP site, among areas identified as “Essential Connectivity Areas.”  
The report describes these as follows: “Essential Connectivity Areas are placeholder polygons that 
can inform land-planning efforts, but that should eventually be replaced by more detailed Linkage 
Designs, developed at finer resolution based on the needs of particular species and ecological 
processes” (p. xiii).  In Chapters 4 and 5, Spencer et al. (2010) provide “frameworks” for 
regional and local scale connectivity analysis.  Following these recommendations, BLM con-
tracted researchers involved in the state-wide evaluation to conduct regional and local analyses 
across the desert, including this area.  Preliminary results indicate that the critical connectivity 
area lies to the west of the proposed solar facility and gen-tie alternatives (Fesnock pers com).   

BLM management strategies for wildlife and habitat, including management to maintain con-
nectivity among habitat areas, include special management of ACECs, Wilderness Areas, Wil-
derness Study Areas, WHMAs and DWMAs.  Certain BLM lands within the Chuckwalla Valley 
and near the project area are designated as ACECs, WHMAs, and DWMAs (Figure 3.4-1 in 
Appendix A).  Extensive natural habitat areas within JTNP, north of the project site, are also 
important to regional wildlife habitat connectivity. 

The Chuckwalla Valley is bordered on the south by the Chuckwalla Mountains, south of the I-10; 
and on the north by the Eagle Mountains and Coxcomb Mountains, both within JTNP, north of 
the Colorado River Aqueduct (Figure 3.4-3 in Appendix A).  Opportunity for wildlife movement 
among these mountain ranges is significantly impeded by Interstate 10 and the aqueduct.  A few 
other existing linear features (paved roads, the disused Kaiser rail line, unpaved roads, transmis-
sion line and pipeline access roads parallel to the freeway) have only minimal effects on wildlife 
movement.  Non-linear impediments to wildlife movement include residential land uses around 
Lake Tamarisk and Eagle Mountain; the closed Eagle Mountain quarry and associated over-
burden deposits, evaporation ponds, and other facilities; and the active and disused agricultural 
lands throughout the valley.  In addition, the first phase (Phase 1A) of construction of the DSSF 
project is currently fenced and serves as a barrier to wildlife movement.  The fenced portion 
includes an area of approximately 500 acres extending east from Kaiser Road 0.7 miles along the 
northern boundary of the proposed solar facility site.  Even with these impediments to biological 
connectivity, there is opportunity for both corridor “passage” and “dweller” wildlife species to 
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move through the area, via washes and culverts beneath the I-10 Freeway, siphon sites along the 
aqueduct, and remaining open space areas.  Movement opportunity varies for each species, 
depending on motility and behavioral constraints, as well as landscape impediments. 

Some species, such as coyote, may learn to cross the freeway safely.  But for most terrestrial spe-
cies the freeway presents an impassable or high-risk barrier to north-south movement.  There are 
potential wildlife crossings beneath the freeway at scattered wash crossings (e.g., box culverts) 
and at the underpasses at Desert Center Road and Eagle Mountain Road.  In some cases, these 
crossings are accessible to most terrestrial wildlife species.  In other cases, soil on the 
downstream sides has eroded away, leaving vertical steps of about 2 feet, which would not be 
accessible to desert tortoises or many other reptiles and small mammals.  Also, while the cross-
ings are large enough for physical access to any species, specific behavioral adaptations affect 
the likelihood that any given species would use them.  Mountain lions or coyotes would likely 
cross through the culverts routinely, but deer and bighorn sheep may avoid culverts if they 
appear to present predation risk. 

The portions of the aqueduct where water flows in an uncovered surface canal present an impass-
able barrier, except at periodic “siphon” points, where desert washes cross over the aqueduct.  At 
these crossings, aqueduct water is carried underground through U-shaped siphons over distances 
of several hundred feet or more.  Figure 3.4-3 in Appendix A indicates the locations of potential 
wildlife crossings along the freeway and aqueduct.  Burro deer have been documented crossing 
similar aqueduct siphons in Arizona (Tull and Krausman 2001). 

The proposed solar facility site is located roughly midway between the three mountain ranges 
that surround the upper Chuckwalla Valley.  It is adjacent to a small (approximately 40-acre) 
date palm orchard near its southeastern corner; about 1 mile north of agricultural lands on about 
1,000 acres; and about 0.25 miles west of another large agricultural tract, also covering about 
1,000 acres.  These agricultural lands would likely be passable to “corridor passage” species, 
such as large mammals.  Disused agricultural lands may also be suitable for some “dweller” spe-
cies, including small mammals and reptiles, but they are generally poorly suited for desert 
tortoises.  Due to the poor quality of habitat on the proposed solar facility site, the fragmented 
and disturbed landscape surrounding the site, and the low tortoise sign observed on the site, this 
area would not be considered suitable for tortoise “dwelling” in high enough densities to support 
generational connectivity among tortoises, and therefore would be of minimal value to support 
regional connectivity. 
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3.5 CLIMATE CHANGE 

This section describes the environmental and regulatory settings associated with the construction 
and operation of the Proposed Action and its alternatives with respect to climate change in the 
project study area.  The project study area for climate change includes the natural and anthropo-
genic drivers of global climate change and the increasing world-wide greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions from human activities during the industrial era. 

Climate is the generalization of weather conditions for a region throughout the year and averaged 
over a series of years.  Climate descriptions typically emphasize average, maximum, and mini-
mum conditions for temperature and precipitation patterns, but also include wind, cloud cover, 
humidity, and sunlight intensity patterns. 

Changes in climate conditions occur over a wide range of time scales.  Climate change over time 
scales of tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of years or longer are produced by natural 
factors such as: 

 Continental drift and associated changes in ocean circulation patterns, with resulting changes 
to atmospheric circulation patterns and weather conditions; 

 Continental uplift and tectonic activity forming mountain ranges and plateaus that alter atmos-
pheric circulation patterns and weather conditions over land areas; and 

 Variations in the shape of Earth’s orbit around the sun and variations in the tilt of the Earth’s 
axis, affecting the intensity of sunlight received at different locations. 

Climate change over shorter time scales is produced by natural factors such as: 

 Variations in the sun’s output of solar radiation; 

 Volcanic eruptions releasing large quantities of carbon dioxide (CO2), sulfur compounds, and 
aerosols; 

 Periodic changes in ocean circulation patterns and sea surface temperatures, which influence 
global weather patterns; 

 Changes in the extent of snow and ice cover; and 

 Other changes in land surface properties affecting the absorption and reflection of solar radiation. 

Increases in the atmospheric concentrations of CO2, methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and other 
GHGs over the last 250 years are due largely to human activities, such as: 

 Fossil fuel use; 

 The effects of land use change on plant and soil carbon; 

 Ruminant animals, agriculture, and biomass burning; 

 Use of atmospheric halocarbons and industrial fluorinated gases; 

 Generating solid and liquid aerosol air pollutants; and 

 Changes in land surface properties affecting the absorption and reflection of solar radiation. 
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Greenhouse Gases 

Greenhouse gases are compounds in the atmosphere that absorb infrared radiation and re-radiate 
a portion of that back toward the earth’s surface, thus trapping heat and warming the earth’s 
atmosphere.  The most important GHG pollutants are CO2, methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide 
(N2O), because these GHG emissions are the most common and dominate the global warming 
potential of anthropogenic emissions.  These are produced naturally by respiration and other 
physiological processes of plants, animals, and microorganisms; by decomposition of organic 
matter; by volcanic and geothermal activity; by naturally occurring wildfires; and by natural 
chemical reactions in soil and water.  Other GHG pollutants are not as long-lived.  For example, 
ozone is chemically very reactive, and high concentrations do not persist for long periods of time 
in the lower atmosphere, reducing the overall climate effects this pollutant in the lower 
atmosphere. 

Although naturally present in the atmosphere, concentrations of CO2, CH4, and N2O also are 
affected by emissions from industrial processes, transportation technology, urban development, 
agricultural practices, and other human activity.  The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) estimate the follow-
ing changes in global atmospheric concentrations of the most important GHGs (IPCC 2001, 2007; 
NOAA 2010): 

 Atmospheric concentrations of CO2 have risen from a pre-industrial background of 280 parts 
per million by volume (ppm) to 379 ppm in 2005 and to 386 ppm in 2009; 

 Atmospheric concentrations of CH4 have risen from a pre-industrial background of about 0.70 
ppm to 1.774 ppm in 2005 and to 1.79 ppm in 2009; and 

 Atmospheric concentrations of N2O have risen from a pre-industrial background of 0.270 ppm 
to 0.319 ppm in 2005 and to 0.322 ppm in 2009. 

The IPCC has concluded that these changes in atmospheric composition are almost entirely the 
result of human activity, not the result of changes in natural processes that produce or remove 
these gases (IPCC 2007). 

CO2, CH4, and N2O have atmospheric residence times ranging from about a decade to more than 
a century.  Several other important GHG compounds with long atmospheric residence times are 
produced almost entirely by industrial processes; these include sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) and a 
wide range of fluorinated hydrocarbons.  These fluorinated compounds typically have atmos-
pheric residence times ranging from a few decades to thousands of years. 

The overall global warming potential of GHG emissions is typically presented in terms of carbon 
dioxide equivalents (CO2e), using equivalency factors developed by the IPCC.  The IPCC has 
published sets of CO2e factors as part of its periodic climate change assessment reports issued in 
1995, 2001, and 2007.  The latest IPCC data assign global warming potential multipliers of 1 to 
CO2, 21 to CH4, and 310 to N2O (IPCC 2007).  The global warming potential multiplier for 
sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) is 23,900; global warming potential multipliers for fluorinated hydro-
carbons vary widely according to the specific compound. 

CARB estimated that the 1990 level of GHG emissions in California was 427 million metric tons 
CO2e (MMTCO2e) (CARB 2007).  Updated inventories show the 1990 level to be 433 
MMTCO2e, and the 2008 level of GHG emissions for California was 477.74 MMTCO2e 
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(CARB 2010a), a 11.9 percent increase over 1990 levels.  As a comparison, USEPA estimates 
that national GHG emissions in 2008 were 7.783 billion metric tons CO2e (USEPA 2010).  Cal-
ifornia thus accounted for 6.1 percent of overall U.S. GHG emissions in 2008.  National GHG 
emissions in 2006 represented a 14.2 percent increase from estimated 1990 national GHG emis-
sions (6.814 billion metric tons CO2e).  CARB estimates that without implementation of programs 
to reduce GHG emissions, statewide GHG emissions in 2020 would be about 596 MMTCO2e, a 
39.6 percent increase from 1990 levels (CARB 2008). 

Based on the GHG inventory for 2008 (CARB 2010a), the major sources of GHG emissions in 
California are: 

 Fuel combustion for motor vehicle, aircraft, rail, and commercial vessel transportation (36.63%); 

 Industrial facility operations and fuel use (19.40%); 

 Fuel combustion for electricity generation, both in-state and imported (24.35%); 

 Fuel use in commercial and residential buildings (9.03%); 

 Recycling and waste management (1.40%); 

 High Global Warming Potential (3.28%); 

 Agricultural (5.87%); and 

 Forestry – wildfire (0.04%). 

3.5.1 Regulatory Framework 

State and Federal Climate Change Programs 

The U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) has established general policies related to renewable 
energy development and climate change.  In 2001, Secretary Order 3226 established a require-
ment that each bureau or office within the DOI should consider and analyze potential climate 
change impacts when undertaking long-range planning, developing multiyear management plans, 
making major decisions on using resources under the DOI’s purview, or setting priorities for 
scientific research and investigation.  In March 2009, Secretary Order 3285 set a policy that encour-
aging the production, development, and delivery of renewable energy would be one of the DOI’s 
highest priorities.  In September 2009, Secretary Order 3289 reaffirmed the provisions of Sec-
retary Order 3226 and established a DOI Carbon Storage Project to develop methods for geo-
logical and biological carbon storage.  In February 2010, Secretary Order 3289 was replaced 
with Secretary Order 3289, Amendment 1, which made minor editorial changes to the original 
order. 

The EPA adopted a federal GHG mandatory reporting program in October 2009.  The federal 
GHG mandatory reporting threshold is 25,000 metric tons per year CO2e for 31 categories of 
stationary emission sources (USEPA 2009).  GHG reporting for additional categories of sta-
tionary sources may be addressed by future regulations.  Electrical power transmission and distri-
bution system is one of the source categories, which remains under review for future federal 
GHG reporting requirements.  Electrical transformers, switchgear, circuit breakers, gas-insulated 
substations, and gas-insulated transmission lines are a source of sulfur hexafluoride and fluor-
inated hydrocarbon emissions (mostly from equipment and storage container leaks or from spills 
and leaks during recharging of insulating gases). 
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In addition, Executive Order (EO) 13514, “Federal Leadership in Environmental, Energy, and 
Economic Performance” (Oct. 5, 2009), directs all Federal agencies to inventory, report, and 
reduce their direct and indirect greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in three categories: “scope 1” 
direct emissions from sources owned or controlled by the agencies; “scope 2” indirect emissions 
that result from the generation of electricity, heat, or steam that the agencies purchase; and 
“scope 3” indirect emissions from sources that are not owned or directly controlled by the 
agencies but that relate to their activities (e.g., employee commuting).  Starting with a fiscal year 
(FY) 2008 baseline and a FY 2010 inventory due in 2011, agencies must submit their annual 
GHG emissions inventories and reports to the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and the 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) every January, for the preceding fiscal year.  Under 
current guidance, agencies generally need not report GHG emissions associated with activities 
they authorize, but those emissions may be voluntarily reported. 

California began efforts to address GHG issues at a state level in 1988 when the California 
Energy Commission (CEC) was directed to develop a statewide inventory of GHG emission 
sources.  The California Climate Action Registry was established in 2000 to allow companies 
and government agencies to voluntarily record their GHG emissions in a database, in anticipation 
of possible future regulations that might allow credit for early GHG emission reductions.  In 
2002, Assembly Bill (AB) 1493 directed CARB to develop regulations to reduce GHG emissions 
from vehicles sold in California.  In 2005, Governor Schwarzenegger issued Executive Order S-
3-05, which sets the following target dates for reducing statewide GHG emissions: 

 Reduce GHG emissions to 2000 levels by 2010; 

 Reduce GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020; and 

 Reduce GHG emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. 

In 2006, Senate Bill (SB) 1368 created GHG performance standards for new long-term financial 
investments in base-load electricity generation facilities serving California customers.  Also in 
2006, California passed AB 32 (the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006; Cali-
fornia Health and Safety Code Division 25.5, Sections 38500, et seq.), which requires CARB to 
design and implement regulations, emission limits, and other measures to reduce statewide GHG 
emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. 

The California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32) established the following 
timetable for specific CARB actions: 

 Publish a list of discrete early action GHG emission reduction measures by June 30, 2007. 

 Establish a statewide GHG emissions cap for 2020 (equivalent to the 1990 emissions level) by 
January 1, 2008. 

 Adopt mandatory reporting rules for significant sources of GHGs by January 1, 2008. 

 Adopt a scoping plan by January 1, 2009, indicating how GHG emission reductions will be 
achieved from significant GHG sources via regulations, market-based compliance mechanisms 
and other actions, including identification of a de minimis threshold for GHG emissions, below 
which emission reduction requirements would not apply. 
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 Adopt regulations by January 1, 2011 to achieve the maximum technologically feasible and 
cost-effective reductions in GHGs, including provisions for using both market-based and alter-
native compliance mechanisms. 

 Establish January 1, 2012 as the date by which all regulations adopted prior to January 1, 2010 
are to become operative (enforceable). 

 The goals of the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 are to halt the growth in 
annual GHG emissions and to reduce GHG emissions to the 1990 level by 2020.  Achieving 
the 2020 goal would represent a 12 percent reduction in statewide GHG emissions from 2006 
levels and a 28 percent reduction from projected 2020 “business as usual” emission levels. 

In 2007, CARB adopted regulations requiring mandatory annual reporting of GHG emissions 
from the following categories of industrial emission sources: 

 Cement manufacturing plants; 

 Electric generating plants, retail providers, and power marketers; 

 Cogeneration facilities; 

 Petroleum refineries, hydrogen plants, and combustion from oil and gas production; and 

 General stationary source fuel combustion. 

The GHG reporting requirements (CARB 2010b) establish a reporting threshold of 25,000 metric 
tons per year of CO2 emissions for industrial facilities other than power generation and 
cogeneration facilities.  The emission reporting threshold for power generation and cogeneration 
facilities is 2,500 metric tons per year of CO2.  Power generation and cogeneration facilities with 
a capacity of less than 1 megawatt, backup and emergency generators, portable equipment, pri-
mary and secondary schools, and most hospitals are exempt from the reporting requirements.  
While the CARB mandatory GHG reporting regulation requires the reporting of all major GHG 
emissions, the thresholds for requiring the reports are based on CO2 emissions only, not total 
CO2e from all GHG emissions.  GHG emissions from vehicle fleets also are excluded from the 
mandatory reporting requirements, but the regulation provides for voluntary reporting of those 
emissions.  Non-exempt facilities with annual CO2 emissions below the relevant de minimis 
thresholds are not required to report their annual GHG emissions.  All facilities subject to the 
regulation must submit annual GHG emission reports.  In addition, depending on type and size of 
facility, independent verification of annual GHG emission reports must be submitted either annu-
ally or every third year. 

CARB adopted the climate change scoping plan mandated by AB 32 in December 2008 (CARB 
2008).  Key elements of the plan include: 

 Expanding and strengthening energy efficiency programs, building energy efficiency standards, 
and appliance energy efficiency standards; 

 Achieving a renewables energy mix of 33 percent for statewide electrical power generation; 

 Developing a California cap-and-trade program coordinated with other western states to limit 
industrial GHG emissions; 

 Establishing targets for transportation-related GHG emissions by region throughout California 
and pursuing policies and incentives to achieve those targets; 
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 Adopting and implementing measures such as California’s clean car standards, the low carbon 
fuel standards, and goods movement measures; and 

 Creating targeted fees such as a public goods charge on water use, fees on the use of high 
global warming potential gases, and a fee to fund the administrative costs of implementing 
AB 32 programs. 

In 2008, SB 375 was adopted to provide a process for regional and local planning efforts to 
achieve GHG emission reductions through land use and transportation planning programs.  
SB 375 requires coordination between the regional transportation planning process and the 
regional housing needs assessment process.  SB 375 also modifies the regional housing needs 
assessment process timelines to be consistent with timelines for regional transportation planning.  
Under SB 375, CARB will establish transportation-related regional GHG emission reduction tar-
gets to be considered in regional transportation planning programs.  The regional GHG emission 
reduction targets are planning goals, not mandatory requirements.  Regional planning organiza-
tions will be responsible for working with local governments to identify a “sustainable communi-
ties strategy” that is based on current planning assumptions, is consistent with federal Clean Air 
Act requirements, and will help achieve regional GHG emission reduction targets. 

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Strategies 

Combustion of fossil fuels accounts for most GHG emissions, both in California and nationally.  
Additional GHG emissions are produced directly by industrial, agricultural, and waste manage-
ment activities.  The importance of fossil fuel combustion as a source of GHG emissions means 
that energy conservation and fuel economy measures have a major role in reducing GHG emissions.  
Most potential GHG reduction measures can be grouped into the following general categories: 

 GHG emission standards for mobile sources; 

 Improved fuel economy for mobile sources; 

 Increased use of non-combustion sources for electrical power generation; 

 Reduced electrical use in residential, commercial, and industrial buildings; 

 Reduced fossil fuel use in residential, commercial, and industrial buildings; 

 Land use and transportation programs to reduce vehicle trips and vehicle miles traveled (VMT); 

 GHG emission reductions from stationary fuel combustion sources; 

 GHG emission reductions from non-combustion sources in industrial operations; 

 Development of substitutes for industrial uses of sulfur hexafluoride and fluorinated hydrocarbons; 

 Reduced use of nitrogen fertilizers in agriculture and landscape maintenance; 

 Improved CH4 recovery at landfills and wastewater treatment plants; and 

 CH4 recovery at feedlots, dairies, and other livestock operations. 

As noted previously, electrical power generation represents an important source of GHG emis-
sions (22 percent of California’s GHG emissions).  The CEC and the CPUC have implemented 
two programs focused specifically on generators and retailers of electrical power. 

In 2002, SB 1078 established targets for renewable energy use by public and investor-owned util-
ities in California.  The following types of power sources qualify as renewable energy sources 
under the Renewables Portfolio Standards (RPS) Program: 
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 Geothermal; 

 Wind; 

 Solar thermal; 

 Photovoltaic solar; 

 Small hydroelectric (under 30 megawatts); 

 Efficiency improvements for large hydroelectric; 

 Conduit hydroelectric; 

 Ocean wave; 

 Tidal currents; 

 Ocean thermal; 

 Biomass; 

 Digester gas; 

 Landfill gas; 

 Municipal solid waste; and 

 Biodiesel. 

The California RPS Program sets fixed performance standards for investor-owned utilities in 
California and allows publicly owned utilities to set their own standards and target deadlines.  
The initial RPS target for investor-owned utilities was 20 percent renewable power generation by 
2017.  In 2006, SB 107 revised the target date for the 20 percent standard to 2010.  As noted pre-
viously, the CARB climate change scoping plan adopted in 2008 calls for a statewide renewable 
energy mix of 33 percent by 2020. 

In April 2011, Senate Bill 2 of the 1st Extraordinary Session (SB X1-2), also known as the Cali-
fornia Renewable Energy Resources Act, was signed into law.  This law applies the new 33 per-
cent RPS by December 31, 2020 to all retail sellers of electricity.  It also established standards 
for interim years of: an average of 20 percent from 2011 through 2013, a minimum of 20 percent 
thereafter through 2016, and a minimum of 25 percent by December 31, 2016.  This codified the 
requirement to achieve 33 percent RPS statewide by the end of 2020. 

In 2006, SB 1368 established an additional program to limit utility industry investments in power 
generation sources that have high emissions of GHGs.  The SB 1368 program establishes emis-
sion performance standards (EPS) for utility investments in baseload power generation facilities.  
The current EPS is 1,100 pounds of CO2 per megawatt-hour of energy generation (0.5 metric 
tons CO2/MWh).  Utility investments subject to the EPS limitation include: 

 Construction or purchase of new power plants designed and intended for baseload power 
generation; 

 Purchase of existing power plants that are designed and intended for baseload power genera-
tion (combined-cycle natural gas power plants that were in operation or permitted before 
June 30, 2007, are exempt from this requirement); 

 Ownership of shares in existing power plants that are designed and intended for baseload 
power generation (combined-cycle natural gas power plants that were in operation or permitted 
before June 30, 2007, are exempt from this requirement); 
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 Capital investment in existing utility-owned power plants that are designed and intended for 
baseload power generation if that investment would: 

o Increase generation capacity by 50 megawatts or more at a combined-cycle natural gas 
power plant that was permitted before June 30, 2007; 

o Extend the life of one or more units at other power plants by five years or more; 

o Increase the rated capacity of other power plants; or 

o Convert a non-baseload power plant into a baseload power plant. 

Table 3.5-1 summarizes the current power generation mixes for the major electric utility com-
panies in California. 

Table 3.5-1. Current Renewable Procurement Status 

Electric Utility Company 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
PG&E 11.5% 12.2% 12.1% 12.6% 11.8% 12.4% 14.1% 17.7% 
SCE 16.6% 18.7% 17.6% 16.6% 15.5% 15.8% 16.8% 19.4% 
SDG&E 3.7% 4.5% 5.2% 5.6% 5.2% 6.1% 10.2% 11.9% 
Average 13.8% 14.0% 13.7% 13.1% 12.6% 13.0% 15.4% 17.9% 
Source:  CPUC 2011 

3.5.2 Existing Conditions 

Existing Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

Statewide emissions of GHGs from relevant source categories in 1990 and later years are sum-
marized in Table 3.5-2.  Specific contributions from air basins such as MDAB are not currently 
specified as part of the state inventory.  Emissions of CO2 occur largely from combustion of 
fossil fuels.  The major categories of fossil fuel combustion CO2 sources can be broken into sec-
tors for energy, industrial process and product use, agriculture and forestry, and waste.  The 
energy sector includes energy industry such as power generation and petroleum refining, manu-
facturing industries and construction, transportation, and other sub-sectors such as commercial/
institutional and residential energy use.   

Table 3.5-2. California Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Million Metric Tons CO2e, MMTCO2e) 

Emission Inventory Category 1990 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Energy 386.4 401.8 417.0 414.7 412.7 422.5 414.2 411.56 417.0 413.8 
Industrial processes and product use 18.3 25.6 25.6 26.4 27.0 28.0 28.8 29.7 30.0 30.1 
Agriculture, forestry, and other land use 19.1 21.8 21.8 24.2 24.5 24.5 24.6 24.9 24.7 24.4 
Waste 9.4 8.8 8.9 8.8 8.9 8.9 9.2 9.3 9.2 9.4 
Gross emissions 433.3 458.0 473.2 474.2 473.2 483.9 476.7 475.3 480.9 477.7 
Source:  CARB 2010a. 

Potential Effects of Climate Change 

In November 2004, the California Climate Action Team (CAT) was formed to assist CARB with 
the Climate Change Scoping Plan.  According to the 2006 CAT Report (CAT 2006), the following 
climate change effects, based on the IPCC trends, can be expected in California over the next 
century: 
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1. A diminishing Sierra snowpack, declining by 70 to 90 percent (70 to 80 percent under the 
medium emission scenarios and 90 percent under the higher emission scenarios), threatening 
the State’s water supply; 

2. Increasing temperatures from 8.0 °F to 10.4 °F under the higher emission scenarios, leading 
to an increase in the number of days ozone pollution standards are exceeded in most urban 
areas; 

3. Increased vulnerability of forests as a result of pest infestation and increased temperatures; 
and 

4. Increased electricity demand, particularly in the hot summer months. 

Potential global warming impacts in California may include a decrease in snowpack, sea level 
rise, more extreme heat days per year, more high ozone days, increased frequency and intensity 
of wildfires, and more drought years.  Secondary effects are likely to include a global rise in sea 
level, impacts on agriculture, water resources, changes in disease vectors, and changes in habitat 
and biodiversity.  The 2009 California Climate Adaptation Strategy Report (California Natural 
Resources Agency 2009) illustrates the following climate change effects, based on the State’s 
modeling of various scenarios as part of the 2009 Climate Change Impacts Assessment: 

1. By 2050, temperatures are projected to increase by an additional 1.8 to 5.4 °F and by 2100, 
temperatures are projected to increase between 3.6 to 9 °F. 

2. By 2050, overall precipitation is projected to decrease by 12 to 35 percent. 

3. By 2050, 12 to 18 inches of sea-level rise is projected and by 2100, 21 to 55 inches (1.4 
meters) of sea-level rise is projected. 

The 2009 California Climate Adaptation Strategy Report found that in the eastern Riverside 
County region, temperature changes are projected cause a greater than 60 percent increase in 
household electricity consumption by 2060. 

Ecosystem Carbon Storage 

Most of the carbon found in organic matter is ultimately derived from CO2 removed from the 
atmosphere by growing plants.  Thus living organisms and organic matter in the soil represent a 
GHG (CO2) that has been temporarily removed from the atmosphere.  In addition to carbon 
stored in organic matter, atmospheric CO2 can be stored in soils as carbonate minerals formed by 
chemical or biochemical reactions between CO2 and calcium or magnesium oxide.  The carbon 
stored in organic matter can be released back into the atmosphere by combustion (wildfires or 
use of organic matter as fuel); decay of organic matter; and respiration by plants, animals, and 
microorganism.  Carbon stored in carbonate minerals can also be released back into the atmos-
phere by various chemical reactions. 

Long term storage of carbon in terrestrial ecosystems occurs through one of three mechanisms: 

 Long term, ongoing increases in biomass (primarily in vegetation biomass); 

 Long term, ongoing increases in soil organic matter content; or 

 Long-term, ongoing increases in mineralized carbon compounds, primarily as carbonate minerals 
in the soil. 
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Desert areas have low vegetation and animal biomass (combined aboveground and below ground), 
limited quantities of organic litter on the soil surface, and low soil organic matter contents (Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory 1998a, 1998b).  Consequently, desert ecosystems have a low capacity 
for organic matter carbon storage that could buffer climate change effects due to increasing GHG 
concentrations. 

A few recent studies, such as Wohlfahrt et al. (2008) claim that desert ecosystems may rival 
temperate forests or grasslands as a potential source of carbon storage.  The Wohlfahrt et al. 
(2008) study was conducted over a 2-year period (2005 and 2006) at a site north of Las Vegas, 
Nevada, of which vegetation is generally similar to that found at the project site.  The study esti-
mated net annual uptake rates of 910 and 981 pounds of carbon per acre per year in 2005 and 
2006 with an uncertainty of 65 percent.  The study also estimated carbon uptake rates for soil 
biological crust biomass to be about 1,900 pounds per acre dry weight of biomass in 2005 and 
2,050 pounds per acre dry weight of biomass in 2006. 

A news review (Stone 2008) noted suggestions from a similar study in China that the estimated 
carbon storage was occurring as mineralized carbon in the soil rather than as biomass increases.  
Other researchers interviewed for the news review were dubious about the results reported in 
both the China study and in Wohlfahrt, et al. (2008). 

The recognized mechanisms for carbonate mineral accumulation in soils include chemical 
formation through the weathering of silicate and oxide minerals, wet deposition of calcium car-
bonate dissolved in precipitation, and dry deposition of atmospheric dust particles rich in calcium 
carbonate (McAuliffe 2011).  Non-biological mechanisms for CO2 transport from the atmosphere 
to soils are dominated by formation of carbonic acid as CO2 dissolves in water.  Precipitation 
amounts in desert ecosystems are far too low to provide an important mechanism for CO2 
removal from the atmosphere.  While carbonic acid in precipitation plays a role in the chemical 
reactions that occur during weathering of silicate and oxide minerals in rocks, the process is 
extremely slow.  In addition, carbonic acid dissolves calcium carbonate, leaching it to deeper 
layers in the soil or into groundwater systems.  This process keeps calcium carbonate from accum-
ulating in upper soil layers in regions that receive abundant precipitation.  Relatively high levels 
of calcium carbonate are common in desert soils because there is insufficient precipitation to 
dissolve and leach carbonate minerals from surface soils. 

If the carbon uptake estimates made by Wohlfahrt, et al. (2008) occurred as mineralization of 
atmospheric CO2 to calcium carbonate, the estimated carbon uptake rates would have added 
7,583 pounds of calcium carbonate per acre during 2005 and 8,178 pounds of calcium carbonate 
per acre during 2006.  Such rapid accumulations of calcium carbonate in soils would quickly 
cement the soils and make them unsuitable for the growth of many, if not most, desert plant spe-
cies.  Therefore, based on a critical review of Wohlfahrt et al., it is expected that desert ecosys-
tems have a low capacity for organic matter carbon storage or buffering climate change. 
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3.6 CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Cultural resources are categorized as buildings, sites, structures, objects, and districts under both 
federal law [for the purposes of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National 
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)] and under California state law [for the purposes of the Cali-
fornia Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)].  Three kinds of cultural resources, classified by 
their origins, are considered in this assessment: prehistoric, ethnographic, and historic. 

Prehistoric archaeological resources are associated with the human occupation and use of Cali-
fornia prior to prolonged European contact.  These resources may include sites and deposits, struc-
tures, artifacts, rock art, trails, and other traces of Native American human behavior.  In California, 
the prehistoric period began over 12,000 years ago and extended through the eighteenth century 
until 1769, when the first Europeans settled in California. 

Ethnographic resources represent the heritage of a particular ethnic or cultural group, such as 
Native Americans or African, European, Latino, or Asian immigrants.  They may include tradi-
tional resource-collecting areas, ceremonial sites, value-imbued landscape features, cemeteries, 
shrines, or ethnic neighborhoods and structures. 

Historic-period resources, both archaeological and architectural, are associated with Euro-
American exploration and settlement of an area and the beginning of a written historical record.  
They may include archaeological deposits, sites, structures, traveled ways, artifacts, or other 
evidence of human activity.  Groupings of historic-period resources are also recognized as his-
toric districts and as historic vernacular landscapes.   

Under federal and state historic preservation law, cultural resources must be at least 50 years old 
to have sufficient historical importance to merit consideration of eligibility for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) or in the California Register of Historical 
Resources (CRHR).  A resource less than 50 years of age must be of exceptional historical 
importance to be considered for listing. 

This section analyzes direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to cultural resources.  The current 
analysis is based on draft cultural resource assessments conducted by Chambers Group (Akyüz 
2012a) and Applied Earthworks (Goldberg and McDougall 2012), an updated cultural resource 
assessment conducted jointly by Chambers Group and Applied Earthworks (Akyüz 2012b), an 
indirect and cumulative effects assessment (Smallwood et al. 2012), and BLM’s determinations 
of eligibility and findings of effect (Kalish 2012) for the DHSP.  These studies present an 
overview of previous cultural finds in the project vicinity and the results of field studies of the 
solar facility site and all portions of Alternative B and Alternative C.  There are 98.3 acres of 
Alternative D (43.5% of the alternative, 3.9% of the total project area) located on private land 
which remain unsurveyed, and 7.04 acres of Alternative E (2.8% of the alternative, less than 1% 
of the total project area).  In addition, this section relies upon three cultural resources assessments 
conducted by ECORP for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) project, which describes 
fieldwork conducted at their solar field site and on portions of Alternatives B, C, and D and is 
incorporated by reference in Section 1.11 (Chandler et al. 2010, 2011; Chandler 2012). 
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3.6.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Federal 

There are numerous federal regulations, executive orders, and policies that direct management of 
cultural resources on federal lands and by federal agencies.  These include the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA), the Archaeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA), the Native 
American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), the American Indian Religious 
Freedom Act (AIRFA), Executive Order 13007, and the Antiquities Act.  For the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) in particular, the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) and 
several sections of BLM Manuals are relevant as well.  The following is a discussion of the most 
pertinent laws affecting the DHSP and the impact analysis included in the Final EIS and Plan 
Amendment. 

The principal federal law addressing cultural resources is the NHPA of 1966, as amended (16 
United States Code [USC], Section 470), and its implementing regulations (36 Code of Federal 
Regulations [CFR], Part 800), that primarily address compliance with Section 106 of the act.  
Section 106 of the act requires that Federal agencies take into account the effect of any 
undertaking on historic properties, and to afford the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
(ACHP) a reasonable opportunity to comment.  The implementing regulations describe the pro-
cess for identifying and evaluating historic properties, for assessing the effects of federal actions 
on historic properties, and for consulting with interested parties, including the State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO), Indian tribes, local governments, and the public to develop mea-
sures that would avoid, reduce, or minimize adverse effects to historic properties.  The results of 
this consultation are presented in Chapter 5.  The term “historic properties” refers to cultural 
resources that are listed on, or meet specific criteria of eligibility for listing on, the National 
Register of Historic Places.  These criteria consist of the quality of significance in American 
history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture present in districts, sites, buildings, 
structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association, and: 

A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of our history; or 

B.  That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or 

C.  That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or 
that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a 
significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or 

D.  That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. 

Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA) (16 USC 470aa et seq.) protects 
archaeological resources from vandalism and unauthorized collecting on public and Indian lands. 

Requirements for responding to discoveries of Native American human remains and associated 
funerary objects on federal land are addressed under the NAGPRA (Public Law 101-601) and its 
implementing regulations found at Title 43 CFR Part 10.  For those portions of the proposed 
project or alternative on public land, the BLM will comply with the law and regulations by deter-
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mining lineal descendants and culturally affiliated Indian tribes and by carrying out appropriate 
treatment and disposition of any discovered remains, including transfer of custody. 

The American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 (AIRFA) (Title 42, U.S. Code, Section 
1996) establishes policy of respect and protection of Native American religious practices.  It 
seeks to correct federal policies and practices that could (a) deny access to sacred sites required 
in traditional religions, (b) prohibit use and possession of sacred objects necessary for religious 
ceremonies, and (c) intrude upon or interfere with religious ceremonies.  The BLM complies 
with AIRFA by obtaining and considering the views of traditional religious practitioners as part 
of the NEPA compliance process. 

Executive Order 13007 directs federal agencies to accommodate access to, and ceremonial 
use of, Indian sacred sites by Indian religious practitioners.  It requires federal agencies to avoid 
adversely affecting the physical integrity of sacred sites to the extent practicable, permitted by 
law, and not clearly inconsistent with essential agency functions.  EO 13007 reinforces the pur-
poses expressed in AIRFA.  The BLM complies with EO 13007 by consulting with tribal gov-
ernments and Indian religious practitioners as part of the NEPA compliance process. 

The Antiquities Act of 1906 [16 United States Code (USC) 431–433] establishes criminal 
penalties for unauthorized destruction or appropriation of “any historic or prehistoric ruin or 
monument, or any object of antiquity” on federal land; empowers the President to establish his-
torical monuments and landmarks. 

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) establishes policy and goals to be fol-
lowed in the administration of public lands by the BLM.  The intent of FLPMA is to protect and 
administer public lands within the framework of a program of multiple-use and sustained yield, 
and the maintenance of environmental quality.  Particular emphasis is placed on the protection of 
the quality of scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental, air and atmospheric, water 
resources and archaeological values. 

Directives for land use planning in the BLM Land Use Planning Manual H-1601-1 and BLM 
Manual Sections 8110.4 and 8130 require categorizing known and suspected cultural resources 
according to their nature and relative preservation value.  Resource types are allocated to appro-
priate use categories that include scientific use, conservation for future use, traditional use, pub-
lic use, and experimental use or those resources discharged from management.  These directives 
also require identifying priority geographic areas for new field inventory or protective measures.  
These decisions would be based on a probability for unrecorded significant resources, imminent 
threats from natural or human-caused deterioration, or potential conflict with other resource uses. 

A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) is being developed for this project for the purpose of 
NHPA compliance.  The MOA would be among the BLM, SHPO, EDF Renewables, and 
interested Indian tribes.  The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation would be invited to 
participate.  The MOA will include a list of historic properties located within the APE, require 
that a Historic Property Treatment Plan be developed and implemented prior to the issuance of a 
Notice to Proceed, provide for review by interested parties of draft documents resulting from 
implementation of the Historic Property Treatment Plan, provide for the management of unantic-
ipated discoveries of cultural resources, address treatment of Native American human remains, 
and include reporting requirements.  In addition, the MOA provides a phased approach to the 
identification and evaluation where access to private land to conduct archaeological surveys has 
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not been granted.  NRHP eligibility evaluations and treatment of historic properties would be 
carried out before project construction.  Once the MOA is signed, which will be before the 
Record of Decision (ROD) for this EIS is signed, compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA will 
be considered complete (Kalish 2012).   

State 

There are numerous state regulations and policies that direct management of cultural resources 
on state lands and by state agencies.  The following is a discussion of the most pertinent laws 
affecting the DHSP and impact analysis from a state perspective. 

Under CEQA, cultural resources listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing in, the Cali-
fornia Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) or a local register meet the CEQA definition of 
“historical resources” and must be given consideration in the CEQA process.  For this Draft EIS 
and Plan Amendment, effects on historical resources may be considered impacts of the Proposed 
Action.  Under CCR, Title 14, Chapter 11.5, properties listed on or formally determined to be 
eligible for listing in the NRHP are automatically eligible for listing in the CRHR.  A resource is 
generally considered to be historically significant under CEQA if it meets the criteria for listing 
in the CRHR.  These criteria are essentially the same as the eligibility criteria for the NRHP.  In 
addition to being at least 50 years old, a resource must meet at least one (and may meet more 
than one) of the following four criteria: 

• Criterion 1, is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history; 

• Criterion 2, is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; 

• Criterion 3, embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of con-
struction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values; or 

• Criterion 4, has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important to history or 
prehistory. 

In addition, historical resources must also possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, and association. 

Public Resources Code (PRC), Section 5097.98(b) and (e) requires a landowner on whose prop-
erty Native American human remains are found to limit further development activity in the 
vicinity until he/she confers with the Native American Heritage Commission-identified Most 
Likely Descendants (MLD) to consider treatment options.  In the absence of MLDs or of a treat-
ment acceptable to all parties, the landowner is required to re-inter the remains elsewhere on the 
property in a location not subject to further disturbance.  Section 5097.99 establishes as a felony 
the acquisition, possession, sale, or dissection with malice or wantonness Native American 
remains or funerary artifacts.  Finally, Section 5097.991 establishes as state policy the 
repatriation of Native American remains and funerary artifacts. 

Health and Safety Code (HSC), Section 7050 makes it a misdemeanor to mutilate, disinter, 
wantonly disturb, or willfully remove human remains found outside a cemetery and further 
requires a project owner to halt construction if human remains are discovered and to contact the 
county coroner. 
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Riverside County 

The following policies outlined in the Riverside County General Plan address cultural resources: 

OS 19.2 Review all proposed development for the possibility of archaeological sensitivity. 

OS 19.3 Employ procedures to protect the confidentiality and prevent inappropriate public expo-
sure of sensitive archaeological resources when soliciting the assistance of public and volunteer 
organizations. 

OS 19.4 Require a Native American Statement as part of the environmental review process on 
development projects with identified cultural resources. 

The following policies pertain to historical resources: 

OS 19.5 Transmit significant development proposals to the History Division of the Riverside 
County Regional Park and Open-Space District for evaluation in relation to the destruction/pres-
ervation of potential historical sites.  Prior to approval of any development proposal, feasible 
mitigation shall be incorporated into the design of the project and its conditions of approval. 

OS 19.6 Enforce the Historic Building Code so that historical buildings can be preserved and 
used without posing a hazard to public safety. 

OS 19.7 When possible, allocate resources and/or tax credits to prioritize retrofit of County his-
toric structures, which are irreplaceable. 

3.6.2 Existing Conditions 

Information provided regarding the setting of the DHSP places it in its geographical and geo-
logical context.  Additionally, the prehistoric, ethnographic, and historical background provides 
the context for the evaluation of the NRHP and CRHR eligibility of any identified cultural 
resources within the Area of Potential Effects (APE) for the DHSP. 

Regional Setting 

The proposed DHSP site is located in eastern Riverside County within the central Chuckwalla 
Valley, an east-southeast-trending valley in California’s Mojave Desert Geomorphic Province.  
This province is characterized by east-west-trending ranges separated by desert valleys with 
enclosed drainages and dry lakes.  DHSP is located within the Chuckwalla Valley, which is 
bounded on the west by the Eagle Mountains, on the east by the Palen Mountains, and to the 
north by the Coxcomb Mountains.  The Chuckwalla Mountains are to the south.  The elevation 
of Chuckwalla Valley ranges from under 400 feet at its lowest point to 1,800 feet along the 
valley flanks.  The surrounding mountains reach between 3,000 and 5,000 feet in elevation.  This 
area receives an average of 5 inches of rain per year.  The site is located near the transition 
between the Mojave and Colorado Deserts. 

Environment 

Identifying the kinds and distribution of resources necessary to sustain human life in an environ-
ment, and the changes in that environment over time is central to understanding whether and how 
an area was used during prehistory and history.  During the time that humans have lived in Cali-
fornia, the Mojave Desert has undergone several climatic shifts.  These shifts have resulted in 
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variable availability of vital resources, and that variability has influenced the scope and scale of 
human use of the vicinity of the DHSP site.  Consequently, it is important to consider the his-
torical character of local climate change, or the paleoclimate, and the effects of the paleoclimate 
on the physical development of the area and its ecology. 

Studies of pack-rat middens and lake-level studies have provided a picture of the paleoclimate 
and paleoecology of the Mojave and Colorado Deserts.  During prehistoric times, this region 
fluctuated between cool-and-moist and warm-and-dry periods.  These fluctuations in temperature 
and moisture were crucial to the human occupation of the region.  Environmental changes also 
had important implications for the DHSP vicinity specifically, because of the proximity of Palen 
Lake.  During cool, wet times the regional lakes filled and the necessary resources for human 
occupation were available.  During warm, dry times the lakes dried and the region became a 
difficult place to live and traverse. 

Geology 

The geological formations in the proposed project vicinity are varied.  Quaternary lake deposits 
of Ford, Palen, and Hayfield dry lakes lie in the lowest portions of Chuckwalla Valley.  Ford and 
Palen dry lakes are bordered by extensive areas covered by Quaternary dune sand.  Around these 
areas and throughout the other valleys, lies Quaternary alluvium.  Nearly all of the mountain 
ranges within the DHSP region are fringed by wide aprons of older Pleistocene alluvial fans.  A 
few small areas also contain some earlier Plio-Pleistocene non-marine sediments.  Where active 
drainages have been incised into the Pleistocene deposits, fingers of the more recent alluvium 
extend upwards toward the mountain ranges.  The Pleistocene alluvial deposits are of particular 
relevance for cultural resources because they have formed relatively stable surfaces, often 
overlain with desert pavement that has preserved the traces of prehistoric trails as well as other 
archaeological features.  Desert pavement is a surface of angular, interlocking fragments of 
pebbles, gravel, or boulders in arid areas which forms on level or gently sloping desert flats, fans, 
or bajadas and lake and river terraces dating to the Pleistocene Epoch.  These alluvial terraces 
also were important sources of fine grained cryptocrystalline tool stone (Laylander and Schaefer 
2010). 

Geomorphology and Potential for Subsurface Archaeological Resources 

Geomorphology is the scientific study of landforms and the processes that shape them.  Geo-
morphologists seek to understand why landscapes look the way they do, to understand landform 
history and dynamics, and to predict future changes through a combination of field observation, 
physical experiment, and modeling.  Archaeologists use geomorphology to understand how archaeo-
logical sites were formed and to predict where sites of various types can be found.  Over time, 
objects, sites and other man-made objects are moved, buried, or exposed by wind, water, plant 
growth, animal activity, and other natural processes.  Geomorphology is a technique that helps 
archaeologists interpret physical clues in order to understand the specific nature of the changes 
that have taken place over time.  In the case of the current analysis, geomorphology can be used 
to predict the location of buried sites, to estimate their current condition, and to estimate the rela-
tive age of various geological or archaeological features. 

No geomorphological investigations were completed by the Applicant for the DHSP vicinity in 
support of the soils, geology, or cultural resources sections of the DEIS.  However, Applied Earth-
works combined information collected by the California Division of Mines and Geology (Jen-
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nings 1967) and the results of a geoarchaeological field assessment conducted by ECORP for the 
Desert Sunlight Solar Facility with their own detailed examination of aerial images of the project 
area and the vicinity.  Mapped units are divided between Holocene deposits, which have the poten-
tial for containing buried prehistoric deposits, and Pleistocene aged deposits which do not.  Two 
Pleistocene units were identified.  These include old alluvial fan deposits (Qfo) and very old allu-
vial fan deposits (Qfvo).  On the surface, these deposits consist of well-developed desert pave-
ment with strong varnish, dating to between 14 and 30 thousand years old.  While areas where 
these geologic units are present would have been attractive as lithic procurement localities for 
prehistoric peoples, prehistoric archaeological sites created through procurement activities, 
would be limited to the surface.  Aerial imagery indicates that these units are located in a small 
area along the western boundary of the solar facility area and along Alternative B/C of the gen‐
tie, accounting for no more than 5 percent of the project area.  Five Holocene units were identi-
fied: young alluvial stream deposits (Qya), young alluvial sheet wash deposits (Qaly), young 
alluvial deposits (Qal), young alluvial fan deposits (Qfy), and intermediate alluvial fan deposits 
(Qfm).  These five Holocene deposits are capable of burying prehistoric cultural deposits.  How-
ever, the higher energy of deposition of Qya deposits may yield a lower degree of site integrity, 
transporting lighter objects down slope.  Using the ECORP model, based on analysis of aerial 
images and the Jennings geologic map, it can be inferred the approximately 95 percent of the 
solar facility site has Holocene aged deposits.   

Models which predict the sensitivity for buried resources take into account multiple factors.  
These include the geomorphological factors of energy of deposition and age of deposition, and 
the cultural factor of suitability or attractiveness.  Current surface and environmental conditions 
and the results of previous survey work indicate that recent (or late) prehistoric exploitation and 
use of the central and northern portion of the valley was minimal.  Site density increases near the 
upper portions of alluvial fans where raw lithic material may be obtained, or near lake features 
and associated dune complexes, where lacustrine resources were available during wetter periods.  
Thus, while geologic conditions in 95 percent of the project area are capable of burying 
prehistoric sites and preserving them with a high a degree of integrity, the lack of attractiveness 
to prehistoric peoples for much of the project area suggests a low to moderate sensitivity for 
buried sites.  However, if Holocene subsurface deposits indicate different conditions in the 
vicinity of the project, such as lacustrine deposits, this conclusion must be reevaluated.  No such 
deposits were observed during subsurface investigations during the geoarchaeological investiga-
tions conducted by ECORP in the DSSF project.  Therefore, while geologic factors indicated that 
nearly the entire solar facility site has the potential for buried prehistoric sites, cultural factors 
lead to the conclusion that there is only a moderate potential for buried resources within the 
project area as a whole.  The east‐west generation tie‐line segments for Alternatives B, C, and E 
and south trending segment of Alternative D that ties into the Red Bluff Substation are located in 
closer proximity to the culturally sensitive portion of the valley, and therefore, are highly sensi-
tive for buried resources, and are the only exception.  This possibility of finding buried sites in 
the Chuckwalla Valley has recently been confirmed at the nearby Genesis Solar Energy Project 
(GSEP) project where multiple Paleo-Archaic resources have been found above the high lake 
stand two to three feet below the modern ground surface during construction grading (George Kline 
BLM, personal communication). 
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Prehistoric Context 

Human populations have occupied the California desert for at least 10,000 years (Moratto 1984).  
Stratified sites that would aid in providing temporal controls and help establish a cultural 
chronology are virtually unknown in the study area.  The earliest explorations of the Mojave and 
Colorado Deserts took place in the 1930s and 1940s.  During this time a basic cultural-historical 
outline was established, which has formed the foundation for subsequent efforts.  However, these 
early attempts were based on surface scatters and inference rather than large-scale data recovery 
projects or regional surveys. 

Numerous cultural resource management projects have resulted in dramatic increases in our 
understanding of the prehistory of the region.  Two of the most notable synthetic works include 
the BLM’s large-scale cultural resources inventory of the Central Mojave and Colorado Desert 
Regions (Gallegos et al. 1980) and Crabtree‘s (1980) overview.  It was not until the late 1990s 
that any archaeological site was excavated and reported in the literature within 100 kilometers 
(km) of the DHSP area.  Jones and Klar’s (2007) recent review of California archaeology builds 
from where these earlier authors left off, including the results of recent data recovery projects.  
The following discussion and culture-historical sequence borrows heavily from the Laylander 
and Schaefer’s (2010) recent prehistoric context for the region, except where otherwise 
referenced. 

Cultural Periods and Patterns 

Four successive chronological periods, extending back over a period of at least 12,000 years and 
each with distinctive cultural patterns, provide a framework for understanding the prehistory of 
the Colorado Desert.  In general, the broader periods include (1) the Pleistocene (Malpais and 
Clovis patterns); (2) the Early Holocene (San Dieguito and Lake Mojave patterns); (3) the 
Middle Holocene and Early Late Holocene (Pinto, Amargosa, Deadman Lake, and Gypsum pat-
terns); and (4) the Late Prehistoric period (Saratoga Spring, Rose Spring, Yuman, Patayan, 
Hakataya, and Shoshonean patterns). 

Pleistocene Period (Clovis pattern; prior to 10,000 B.C.) 

The question of when humans first entered North America remains an important and unresolved 
issue in human prehistory.  The earliest occupation in the wider region that is presently accepted 
by scientific consensus is represented by the Clovis pattern, dated to ca. 11,500 B.C.  Large, 
foliate projectile points with concave, fluted bases are the hallmark of the Clovis pattern.  
Reported Clovis sites are fairly numerous in the Mojave Desert, but they are scarce in the 
Colorado Desert, although occurrences are reported from Pinto Basin, Ocotillo Wells, and the 
Yuha Desert (Rondeau et al. 2007:64). 

Early Holocene period (San Dieguito or Lake Mojave pattern; ca. 10,000-6000 B.C.) 

The Early Holocene period is referred to as the San Dieguito pattern in the Colorado Desert and 
the Lake Mojave pattern in the Mojave Desert.  Three phases have been defined for this pattern.  
Each successive phase is characterized by the addition of new, more sophisticated tool types to 
the preexisting tool kit.  The early Holocene period, as reconstructed from assemblage charac-
teristics and site associations, has been seen as being represented by small, mobile bands 
exploiting both small and large game and collecting seasonally available wild plants.  The 
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absence or scarcity of milling tools in early Holocene assemblages has been interpreted as 
reflecting a lack of hard nuts and seeds in the diet.  However, manos and portable metates are 
now increasingly being recognized at coastal sites that have been radiocarbon dated to earlier 
than 6000 B.C.  Arguments have also been advanced for the presence of a well-developed pat-
tern of early Holocene grinding tools, based on finds from the Trans-Pecos area of Texas.  Site 
distributions indicate some of the basic elements of the early Holocene settlement system.  The 
sites may be found on any flat area, but the largest aggregations seem to occur on mesas and 
terraces overlooking large washes or the margins of lakes.  These are areas where a variety of 
plant and animal resources would have been accessible and where water was available at least 
seasonally. 

Middle Holocene to Early Late Holocene Period (Pinto, Amargosa, Deadman Lake, and Gypsum 
patterns; ca. 6000 B.C.–A.D.  500) 

The long millennia of the middle Holocene period and the early portion of the late Holocene 
period have often been designated as the Archaic period, characterized by unspecialized hunting-
gathering adaptations.  Sites dating to this period have been identified more frequently in the 
Great Basin, Mojave Desert, and Sonoran Desert east of the Colorado River than in the Colorado 
Desert.  It has been suggested that the California deserts were inhospitable during the middle 
Holocene period due to a hotter-than-present climate, particularly during the so-called 
Altithermal phase between ca. 5000 and 2000 B.C., and that hunter-gatherers were forced to 
concentrate around a limited number of favored locations or emigrate to more habitable regions.  
The later portion of the middle Holocene may have seen the advent of Yuman speakers in the 
Colorado Desert. 

Pinto, Amargosa, Gypsum, and Deadman Lake patterns are among the categories applied to either 
chronologically successive or regionally specialized variants of middle Holocene and early late 
Holocene sites.  Key elements in distinguishing these patterns have included large, roughly 
shaped, side- or corner-notched, indented-base (“Pinto”) points; large, corner-notched, eared, or 
split-stem (“Elko”) points; and large, contracting-stem (“Gypsum”) points.  The Pinto pattern 
was originally recognized in Joshua Tree National Park’s Pinto Basin, although the Stahl site in 
the southwestern Great Basin has often subsequently been used as a type locality for the pattern.  
The Amargosa pattern, encompassed most of the Colorado Desert and was divided into three 
phases that also overlapped the early portion of the late prehistoric period (Sutton et al. 
2007:236).  The Gypsum pattern was linked with the Pinto pattern into an early Pinto-Gypsum 
pattern, but it was subsequently reassigned to the later portion of the period under discussion, 
between ca. 2000 B.C. and A.D.  500.  The Deadman Lake pattern is a newly proposed entity 
assigned to the end of the middle Holocene period and identified at Twenty-nine Palms in the 
southern Mojave Desert (Sutton et al. 2007:239-240). 

Some middle Holocene sites have been identified along the boundary between the Colorado Des-
ert and the Peninsular Ranges and at favored habitats at springs and tanks.  Additional early sites 
fairly certainly are still to be discovered, buried under alluvial fans and wash deposits, sand 
dunes, Lake Cahuilla sediments, or Colorado River valley alluvium. 
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Late Prehistoric Period (Saratoga Spring, Rose Spring, Yuman, Patayan, Hakataya, and 
Shoshonean patterns; ca. A.D.  500-1900) 

Major innovations during the late Holocene period included the introduction of pottery making 
by the paddle-and-anvil technique, bow-and-arrow technology, floodplain agriculture, and 
cremation.  The timing of these innovations is still not very precisely known.  Agriculture and 
ceramics were probably introduced either directly from northwestern Mexico or by way of the 
Hohokam culture on the Gila River.  The bow and arrow may have come from the north, where 
their documented presence (as indicated by small projectile points) is earlier than in the Colorado 
Desert. 

The major late prehistoric patterns are based in part on technological changes and in part on 
presumed ethnic affiliations.  The Saratoga Spring or Rose Spring pattern is defined primarily by 
the presence of small, expanding-stem (“Rose Spring” and “Eastgate”) projectile points, which 
are interpreted as marking the initial appearance of the bow and arrow.  This pattern, generally 
dated between ca. A.D.  500 and 1200, is well-known in the Mojave Desert, but it has not been 
clearly reported yet in the Colorado Desert (Sutton et al. 2007). 

Yuman, Patayan, and Hakataya are largely synonymous terms for ceramic-bearing sites in south-
ern California after ca. A.D.  500.  Although the distribution of these patterns is strongly 
correlated with the ethnohistoric range of the Yuman linguistic family, it also includes Takic 
(Uto-Aztecan) areas.  The Yuman/Patayan pattern has been further divided into three phases 
(“Yuman I/II/III” or “Patayan I/II/III”) on the basis of proposed changes in pottery traits and 
types and on proposed correlations with the presence or absence of Lake Cahuilla.  The Sho-
shonean (cf. Northern Uto-Aztecan) pattern is a construct applied to sites postdating ca. A.D.  
1200 in the Mojave Desert; these sites, like those of the Yuman/Patayan/Hakataya pattern, are 
characterized by small, triangular (“Cottonwood”) and side-notched (“Desert Side-notched”) 
projectile points.  Linguistically, the late prehistoric period likely saw the appearance of Takic-
speaking Cahuilla and Serrano in the western Colorado Desert and the southern Mojave Desert; 
Numic-speaking Chemehuevi in the eastern Mojave Desert and northeastern Colorado Desert; 
River Yuman-speaking Quechan, Halchidhoma, and Mohave on the lower Colorado River; and 
Delta-California Yuman-speaking Cocopa and Kumeyaay in the southern Colorado Desert. 

Lake Cahuilla in the Salton Basin was a key element in late prehistoric adaptations to the Colo-
rado Desert.  The lake arose in several separate episodes during the last 1,000 years and as 
recently as the seventeenth century A.D., as has been documented by archaeological and geo-
logical studies, while more scattered evidence attests to earlier stands.  When the lake was 
present, it offered a range of resources that were not otherwise available in the basin, including 
freshwater fish, aquatic birds, freshwater mussel, and marsh plants.  On the other hand, when the 
lake was present, the important Obsidian Butte source of obsidian tool stone was inaccessible.  A 
longstanding debate has concerned whether the lake played a central or only a secondary role 
within Colorado Desert settlement systems and how severely its rises and falls disrupted the lives 
and lifeways of the region’s inhabitants. 

Between A.D.  1000 and 1700, desert peoples focused on the lower Colorado River valley appear 
to have extended their focus beyond the Colorado River floodplain, adopting a more mobile, 
diversified resource procurement pattern, with increased travel between the river and Lake 
Cahuilla to the west.  Long-range travel to special resource collecting zones and ceremonial 
locales, trading expeditions, and possibly warfare are reflected by the numerous trail systems 
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seen throughout the Colorado Desert.  Pot drops, trailside shrines, and other evidence of 
transitory activities are often associated with these trails.  The Chuckwalla Valley encompasses 
an important travel route between the Colorado River and the Coachella Valley. 

Several local varieties of pottery appeared during the late prehistoric period.  Many of the 
pictographs, petroglyphs, and bedrock grinding features in the Colorado Desert were probably 
also produced during the late prehistoric period, although it is difficult to date such features 
directly or to determine their cultural affiliations.  During this period, and possibly also in the 
preceding middle Holocene period, specific volcanic and sandstone rock outcrops along the 
Colorado and Gila rivers were exploited for the manufacture of stone pestles and portable milling 
slabs. 

Regional Prehistory 

Over 200 prehistoric sites have been recorded in the Chuckwalla Valley.  Past peoples inhabiting 
the area appear to have been very mobile, especially during late prehistoric and early historic 
times.  During early historic times, native peoples inhabited towns/hamlets located along the 
Colorado River, within the Coachella Valley, and at major desert springs/oases. 

The Chuckwalla Valley was a relatively closed resource exploitation zone.  It served as an east-
west oriented trade route/corridor between the Pacific Ocean and the Colorado River/greater 
Southwest.  An extensive network of trails is present within the Chuckwalla Valley.  Given its 
orientation and location, the valley may have been neutral territory (i.e., a buffer zone), 
unclaimed by neighboring native peoples.  Quarry sites probably were “owned” by tribal groups.  
The distribution of particular types of toolstones may have corresponded to a group’s territorial 
boundaries, and a toolstone type may not have occurred beyond the limits of a group’s specific 
territory. 

Within the Chuckwalla Valley, prehistoric sites are clustered around springs, wells, and other 
obvious important features/resources.  Sites include villages with cemeteries, occupation sites 
with and without pottery, large and small concentrations of ceramic sherds and flaked stone 
tools, rock art sites, rock shelters with perishable items, rock rings/stone circles, geoglyphs, and 
cleared areas, a vast network of trails, markers and shrines, and quarry sites.  Possible village 
locations are present at Palen Lake, Granite Well, and Hayfield Canyon. 

A cluster of temporary habitation and special activity (task) sites occurs around a quarry 
workshop in the Chuckwalla Valley.  The Chuckwalla Valley aplite quarry workshop complex 
probably was used throughout the Holocene.  During this period, Chuckwalla Valley most likely 
was occupied, abandoned, and reoccupied by a succession of ethnic groups.  In the Early Holo-
cene (i.e., Lake Mohave complex times), the area may have been relatively densely inhabited.  
During the Middle Holocene (i.e., Pinto and Gypsum complexes period) it may only have been 
sporadically visited.  The subsequent Late Holocene Rose Spring and Late Prehistoric periods 
probably witnessed reoccupation of the valley by Yuman and Numic-speaking peoples. 

Ethnohistoric Context 

The following discussion is based primarily on Bean (1978), Bean and Toenjes (2010), Bee 
(1983), Harwell and Kelly (1983), Kroeber (1925) and Stewart (1983a, b).  The information 
gathered in the separate literature review compiled by Earle and Associates entitled “Ethno-
graphic and Ethnohistoric Information on Chuckwalla Valley and Vicinity” is not included here.  
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A number of ethnographically documented culture groups are associated with the Chuckwalla 
Valley through historical use and oral history.  These include the Cahuilla, Serrano, Chemehuevi, 
Mohave, Quechan (Yuma), Maricopa, and Halchidoma.  All of these groups were at home in the 
deserts, but lived primarily near reliable water sources including the Colorado River, inland 
lakes, and numerous seeps and springs. 

Research covering the ethnographic period for this region suggests a relative fluidity in territorial 
boundaries over time.  This fluidity, in general, is represented in the use, abandonment, intrusion, 
and displacement of the people along the Colorado River, in particular.  Further, much of this 
shifting in territories and boundaries during the ethnographic period can be assigned to intertribal 
warfare.  Such activities may have fluctuated between territorial controls of the local resources to a 
joint-use model where multiple groups may have had varying levels of access to those resources. 

Those who lived along the Colorado were linked in a well-established system of alliances and 
antagonistic relationships that stretched from the Pacific to the inland horticultural societies as 
far east as Hopi.  This system also ordered a system of trade and reciprocal exchange.  Ethnic 
boundaries at the tribal rather than band level and tribal ownership of land were also tailored to 
the environmental situation. 

In the northern Sonoran Desert during the Protohistoric and Historical periods, traditional allies 
and trading partners formed two antagonistic groups.  The culture groups along the Colorado 
River to the east of the DHSP were part of this “international” network. 

In one group, the Halchidhoma and Maricopa were allied with the Pima, Papago, and Cocopa 
among others to the east, and the Cahuilla, Diegueño, and Serrano to the west.  The Gabrielino 
were trading partners.  In the opposing group, the Mohave and Quechan were allied with the 
Chemehuevi (Southern Paiute) and Yavapai to the north and east, and the Kamia to the west.  
They were trading partners with the Northern Serrano, Chumash, Yokuts, and Tubatulabal to the 
west.  Southwestern Pueblo peoples, such as the Hopi, were interested trading partners in this 
system, but they were largely neutral.  The Kohuana and Halyikwamai along the lower Colorado 
River, though notably of an affinity with the Maricopa and Halchidhoma, at times cooperated 
with the Mohave and Quechan. 

The Cahuilla 

A wealth of information exists regarding traditional and historic Cahuilla society and culture 
(Bean and Toenjes 2010).  The Cahuilla language, divided into Desert, Pass, and Mountain 
dialects, has been assigned to the Cupan subfamily of the Takic branch of the Uto-Aztecan 
linguistic family.  Territory traditionally claimed by the Cahuilla was topographically complex, 
including mountain ranges, passes, canyons, valleys, and desert.  Bean (1978:375) described 
it as, “…from the summit of the San Bernardino Mountains in the north to Borrego Springs and 
the Chocolate Mountains in the south, a portion of the Colorado Desert west of Orocopia Moun-
tain to the east, and the San Jacinto Plain near Riverside and the eastern slopes of Palomar 
Mountain to the west.”  The natural boundaries of the desert, mountains, hills, and plains sepa-
rated the Cahuilla from surrounding Native American groups.  The Cahuilla interacted with sur-
rounding peoples via intermarriage, ritual, trade, and war.  The Cahuilla, Gabrielino, Serrano, 
and Luiseño shared common cultural traditions, with the Cahuilla having especially close ties to 
the two former groups. 
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Cahuilla villages usually were located in canyons or on alluvial fans near water and food patches.  
The area immediately around a village was owned in common by a lineage.  Other lands were 
divided into tracts owned by clans, families, and individuals.  Numerous sacred sites with rock 
art were associated with each village.  Villages were connected by trail networks used for 
hunting, trading, and social visiting.  Trading was a prevalent economic activity.  Some Cahuilla 
were trading specialists.  The Cahuilla went as far west as the Channel Islands and east to the 
Gila River to trade. 

Hunting and meat processing were done by men.  Game included deer, mountain sheep, prong-
horn, rabbits, rodents, and birds.  These were pursued by individuals and communal hunting 
groups.  Blinds, pits, bows and arrows, throwing sticks, nets, snares, and traps were used to 
procure game.  Communal hunts with fire drives sometimes occurred. 

The Cahuilla had access to an immense variety of plant resources present within a diverse suite 
of habitats.  Several hundred plant species were used for food, manufacture, and medicine.  
Acorns, mesquite and screw beans, pinyon nuts, and cactus fruits were the most important plant 
foods.  They were supplemented by a host of seeds, tubers, roots, bulbs, fruits and berries, and 
greens.  Corn, beans, squash, and melons were cultivated.  Over 200 species of plants were used 
as medicines. 

Structures varied in size from brush structures to dome-shaped or rectangular houses, 15–20 feet 
long, and ceremonial houses.  The chief’s house usually was the largest.  Used for many social, 
ceremonial, and religious functions, it was located near a good water source.  It generally was 
next to the ceremonial house, which was used for rituals, curing, and recreational activities.  
Other structures included a communal men’s sweathouse and granaries. 

Mortars and pestles, manos and metates, pottery, and baskets were used to process and prepare 
plant and animal foods.  Cahuilla material culture included a variety of decorated and plain 
baskets; painted/incised pottery; bows, arrows, and other hunting-related equipment; clothing, 
sandals, and blankets; ceremonial and ritual costumes and regalia; and cordage, rope, and mats.  
Games and music were important social and ritual activities for the Cahuilla. 

The Cahuilla had named clans, composed of between 3 and 10 lineages, with distinct dialects, 
common genitors, and a founding lineage.  Each lineage owned particular lands, stories, songs, 
and anecdotes.  Each lineage occupied a village and controlled specific resource areas.  Clan 
territory was jointly owned by all clan members.  Territory ownership was established by marked 
boundaries (rock art, geographic features), and oral tradition.  Most of a clan’s territory was open 
to all Cahuilla.  Kinship rules determined rights to assets and responsibilities within a lineage.  
Each lineage cooperated in defense, large-scale subsistence activities, and ritual performance.  
The founding lineage within a clan often owned the office of ceremonial leader, the ceremonial 
house, and sacred bundle.  Artifacts and equipment used in rituals and subsistence was owned by 
individuals and could be sold or loaned. 

The office of lineage leader usually passed from father to eldest son.  He was responsible for 
correct performance of rituals, care of the sacred bundle, and maintenance of the ceremonial 
house.  The lineage leader also determined when and where people could gather and hunt, 
administered first-fruits rites, and stored food and goods.  He knew boundaries and ownership 
rights, resolving conflict with binding decisions.  The lineage leader met with other lineage 
leaders concerning various issues.  He was assisted in his duties by a hereditary official respon-
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sible for arranging details for performance of rituals.  Other functionaries included song 
leaders/ceremonialists, assisted by singers and dancers. 

Laws were enforced by ritual, stories, anecdotes, and direct action.  Supernatural and direct 
sanctions were used.  Tradition provided authority.  The past was the referent for the present and 
future.  Old age provided access to privilege, power, and honor.  Reciprocity was a significant 
expectation.  Doing things slowly, deliberatively, and thoughtfully was stressed.  Integrity and 
dependability in personal relations were valued.  Secrecy and caution were exercised in dealing 
with knowledge. 

Disputes between Cahuilla villages usually arose over access to resources.  Other causes 
included sorcery, personal insults, kidnapping of women, nonpayment of bride price, and theft.  
Armed conflict occurred after all other efforts to resolve things had failed.  A lineage leader 
and/or skillful warrior lead a temporary war party.  Community rituals were held before and after 
a fight, which usually involved ambush. 

Ritual and ceremony were a constant factor in Cahuilla society.  Some ceremonies were sched-
uled and routine, while others were sporadic and situational.  The most important ceremonies 
were the annual mourning ceremony, the eagle ceremony, rites of passage (especially those 
associated with birth, naming, puberty, and marriage), status changes of adults, and rituals 
directed towards subsistence resources.  The main focus was upon performance of cosmologic-
ally oriented song cycles, which placed the Cahuilla universe in perspective, reaffirming the rela-
tionship(s) of the Cahuilla to the sacred past, present, to one another, and to all things. 

The Serrano 

The Serrano Cahuilla shared many traits and artifacts with the Cahuilla, discussed above (Bean 
and Toenjes 2010).  The Serrano spoke a language belonging to the Serran Group of the Takic 
subfamily of the Uto-Aztecan family.  It is nearly impossible to assign definite boundaries to 
Serrano territory.  Territory traditionally claimed by the Serrano included the San Bernardino 
Mountains east of Cajon Pass, lands in the desert near Victorville, and territory extending east in 
the desert to Twenty-nine Palms and south to, and including, the Yucaipa Valley. 

The Serrano occupied small village-hamlets located mainly in the foothills near water sources.  
Others were at higher elevations in coniferous forest, or in the desert.  The availability of water 
was a critical determinant of the nature, duration, and distribution of Serrano settlements. 

Women gathered, and men hunted and occasionally fished.  Topography, elevations, and biota 
present within the Serrano territory varied greatly.  Primary plant foods varied with locality.  In 
the foothills, they included acorns and pinyon nuts.  In the desert, honey mesquite, pinyon, yucca 
roots, and cactus fruits were staples.  In both areas they were supplemented by a variety of roots, 
bulbs, shoots, and seeds, especially chia.  Among primary game animals were deer, mountain 
sheep, pronghorn, rabbits, rodents, and quail.  Large game was hunted with bows and arrows.  
Small game was taken with throwing sticks, traps, snares, and deadfalls.  Meat was cooked in 
earth ovens.  Meat and plant foods were parched or boiled in baskets.  Plant foods were ground, 
pounded, or pulverized in mortars and pestles or with manos and metates.  Processed meat and 
plant foods were dried and stored.  Occasional communal deer and rabbit hunts were held.  
Communal acorn, pine nut, and mesquite gathering expeditions took place.  These communal 
activities involved several lineages under a lineage leader’s authority. 
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Serrano houses were circular, domed, individual family dwellings, with willow frames and tule 
thatching.  They were occupied by a husband and wife along with their children, and often other 
kin.  Houses were mainly used for sleeping and storage.  Most daily activities occurred outside, 
often in the shade of a ramada (a flat-roofed, open-sided shade structure) or other sun cover. 

Settlements usually had a large ceremonial house where the lineage leader and his family lived.  
It was the social and religious center for each lineage/lineage set.  The latter was two or more 
lineages linked by marriage, economic reciprocity, and ritual participation.  Other structures 
included semi-subterranean, earth-covered sweathouses located near water, and granaries. 

Serrano material culture was very similar to that of the Cahuilla.  Stone, wood, bone, plant fibers, 
and shell were used to make a variety of artifacts.  These included highly decorated baskets, 
pottery, rabbit skin blankets, bone awls, bows and arrows, arrowshaft straighteners, fire drills, 
stone pipes, musical instruments, feathered costumes, mats, bags, storage pouches, cordage, and 
nets. 

The clan was the largest autonomous landholding and political unit.  No pan-tribal union 
between clans existed.  Clans were aligned through economic, marital, and ceremonial reci-
procity.  Serrano clans often were allied with Cahuilla clans and Chemehuevi groups.  The core 
of a clan was the linage.  A lineage included all men recognizing descent from a common 
ancestor, their wives, and their descendants.  Serrano lineages were autonomous and localized, 
each occupying and using defined, favored territories.  A lineage rarely claimed territory at a dis-
tance from its home base. 

The head of a clan was a ceremonial and religious leader.  He also determined where and when 
people could hunt and gather.  Clan leadership was passed down from father to son.  The clan 
leader was assisted by a hereditary ceremonial official, from a different clan.  This official held 
ceremonial paraphernalia (the sacred bundle), notified people about ceremonies, and handled 
ceremonial logistics. 

Serrano shamans were primarily healers who acquired their powers through dreaming.  A shaman 
cured illness by sucking it out of the sick person and by the administration of herbal medicines.  
Various phases of an individual’s’ life cycle were occasions for ceremonies.  After a woman 
gave birth, the mother and baby were “roasted,” and a feast held.  Differing puberty ceremonies 
were held for boys (datura ingestion used in a structured ceremonial vision quest) and girls (“pit 
roasting,” ingestion of bitter herbs, dietary restrictions, instruction on how to be good wives).  
The dead were cremated, and a memorial service was held.  During the annual seven-day mourn-
ing ceremony, the sacred bundle was displayed, the eagle-killing ceremony took place, a naming 
ceremony for all those born during the preceding year was held, images were made and burned 
of those who had died in the previous year, and the eagle dance was performed. 

The Chemehuevi 

The Chemehuevi spoke a language belonging to the Southern Group of the Numic subfamily of 
the Uto-Aztecan family (Bean and Toenjes 2010).  Many traits characterizing Chemehuevi 
culture are very similar or identical to those of the Mohave, discussed below.  Several probable 
Quechan traits also were noted for the Chemehuevi.  For the territory traditionally claimed by the 
Chemehuevi, the Colorado River formed the eastern boundary south to the Palo Verde Moun-
tains.  The boundary then ran northwest, passing east of the Ironwood Mountains, crossing the 
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Maria Mountains, paralleling the Iron Mountains, and then running between Old Woman Moun-
tain and Cadiz Dry Lake.  Mohave territory lay to the northeast, and that of the Las Vegas group 
of Southern Paiute to the north-northwest. 

The Chemehuevi lacked any form of overall “tribal” organization.  Anthropologists refer to 
territorial subdivisions among the Chemehuevi as “bands.”  Each band was composed of a small 
number of camps/communities/villages.  Bands most likely correspond to economic clusters.  
Each group was a geographic unit, associated with a definite territory.  In general, each band was 
economically self-sufficient. 

In general, Chemehuevi settlement was mobile and scattered, with residence recurring within a 
fixed area.  Houses were closely grouped.  Their occupants usually were related by blood or 
marriage.  Settlement size ranged from 1 to 2 households to 10 to 20.  Springs often were 
inherited private property.  Married siblings often camped at the same spring. 

The Chemehuevi traveled widely.  They had amicable contact with the Serrano, Cahuilla, Quechan/
Yumans, and other Native American groups.  The Chemehuevi sometimes joined with the Mohave/
Quechan to fight the Cocopa/Halchidhoma.  The Chemehuevi often crossed the Colorado River 
and hunted deer in Quechan, Yavapai, and Western Walapai territory.  They also traded, inter-
married, and competed in games with the Yavapai.  To the west, the Chemehuevi hunted in the 
Tehachapi area and went to the Pacific Coast along the Santa Barbara Channel to get abalone 
shell.  Sometimes, a party of 8 to 10 Chemehuevi men joined men from neighboring groups to 
make a two-month journey to the Hopi villages (in what is now New Mexico) to trade. 

The Chemehuevi apparently did not eat fish, but bighorn sheep, deer, pronghorn antelope, and 
desert tortoise were among the animal food resources they used.  Plant foods in this region 
included pinyon nuts and mescal.  Men inherited rights to hunt large game within certain tracts, 
defined in songs using geographic references.  Women gathered a great variety of plant foods, 
which were more important in the Chemehuevi diet than game.  In addition to pinyon nuts and 
mescal, agave and seeds were staples.  Along the Colorado River, the Chemehuevi practiced 
floodplain agriculture.  They grew corn, squash, gourds, beans, sunflowers, amaranth, winter 
wheat, grasses, and devil’s claw using techniques similar to Mohave agricultural practices (see 
below). 

Chemehuevi winter houses were conical/subconical structures.  They also built earth-covered 
houses without a front wall, similar to those constructed by the Mohave.  During the summer, 
many Chemehuevi lived outside, often building and occupying ramadas and windbreaks. 

With respect to material culture, Chemehuevi baskets and cradles were made from plant fibers.  
Plant fibers also provided materials for rope, string, and cordage nets.  Pottery, which followed 
Mohave patterns and styles, included cooking pots, water jars, seed germination and storage 
pots, spoons/scoops, and large pots for ferrying children across the Colorado River.  Watercraft 
included log rafts and reed balsas.  Clothing consisted of double skin or fiber aprons and sandals 
for men and women.  The Chemehuevi commonly had pierced ears and wore body paint. 

Monogamy was the commonest form of marriage among the Chemehuevi, but some men had 
more than one wife.  Women gave birth in a special enclosure, followed by a 30-day period of seclu-
sion for mother, father, and child.  Puberty rites for boys and girls were held, with the former 
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focused on acquisition of hunting skills.  Cremation of the dead was traditional, replaced by in-
ground burial in the historic period. 

In general, no central political control existed.  Territorial boundaries were not rigid, and some 
bands were named, while others were not.  The basic social and economic unit was the nuclear 
family and could include other close kin.  Groups of individual households moved together on 
hunting and gathering trips, returning to the same spring or agricultural site.  Most large bands 
had a headman whose leadership was more advisory than authoritative.  He was usually suc-
ceeded by his eldest son. 

The principal role of Chemehuevi shamans was curing illness.  They acquired their healing 
powers through dreams rather than through the use of datura or a trance.  Chemehuevi families 
held a mourning ceremony (“cry”), with which several speeches and songs were associated, 
within the year after the death of a relative.  The “cry” was sponsored by the family and included 
the ceremonial burning of material goods. 

The Chemehuevi had deer and mountain sheep song-dances, held for entertainment and hunting 
success.  The Chemehuevi had other songs, as well: bird, salt, quail, and funeral songs.  During 
winter evenings, men narrated a rich body of traditional stories and myths.  These performances 
often included mimicry, song, and audience participation.  Oral tradition related people to social 
norms, their territories, and to the subsistence resources present within them. 

The Mohave 

Information regarding the traditional lifeways of the Mohave has mainly been drawn from the 
accounts of early explorers and/or fur trappers who were among the first to encounter native 
groups, as well as from the later ethnographic accounts of anthropologists, usually well after the 
influences of Euro-American contact had begun to alter traditional ways of life.  The following 
summary derives mainly from Kroeber (1925). 

The name Mohave is a variation on the name Hamakhava, which is what the tribal people called 
themselves.  The Mohave language is classified into the Yuman subfamily of the Hokan lan-
guage family.  The Mohave were the northernmost and largest tribe of the River and Delta 
Yumans, who comprised a series of agricultural tribes that occupied the lower Colorado and Gila 
Rivers.  The traditional ethnographic territory attributed to the Mohave includes the Mojave, 
Chemehuevi, and Colorado River Valleys along the lower Colorado River at the intersection of 
the borders of Arizona, Nevada, and California.  In pre-contact times, Mohave tribal settlement is 
reported to have centered in the Mohave Valley where their population densities were observed 
to be the greatest. 

The Colorado River served as something of an oasis in the otherwise harsh, dry environment that 
surrounded the river valleys.  The spring overflow of the river, which spread gently over the 
bottomlands, left behind a rich silt deposit in its recession.  It is within these bottomlands that the 
Mohave cultivated crops, which served as the foundation of their subsistence economy.  Their 
agricultural methods were relatively simple, consisting of planting seeds on the richly silted flood-
plains and allowing their crops to mature with a minimum of maintenance or effort.  Corn was 
the primary crop, but several varieties of tepary beans, pumpkins, melons, and other plants were 
also grown.  Once harvested, the portions of the harvest that were not immediately consumed 
were dried in the sun and stored in large basketry granaries.  The Mohave supplemented their 
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diet mainly by gathering wild plants and by fishing, which served as their principal source of 
flesh non-plant food.  Hunting played a minor role in the Mohave subsistence economy. 

Technology of the Mohave was relatively simple, and tools were reported to have been crafted to 
meet only the minimum requirements of utility.  According to Kroeber (1925, p.  736), the 
farming implements consisted of only two items: a heavy wooden staff or digging stick for 
planting and a spatulate wooden hoe-like implement, whose square edge was pushed flat over the 
ground to control weeds.  Metates, consisting of a rectangular block of stone, were used for 
grinding corn, wheat, and beans, and both stone and wooden pestles, as well as stone mortars, 
were also used for food processing (Kroeber 1925, pp.  736–737).  Fish were commonly taken 
with seines, large basketry scoops, sieves, dip nets, and weirs.  The bow and arrow and cactus-
spine fish hooks were also used for fishing.  Mojave basketry was crudely woven, and their 
pottery was basic and utilitarian.  Since hunting was of relatively little significance to the 
Mohave, hunting devices and techniques were not well developed, consisting mainly of snares, 
nets, bow and arrow, or curved throwing sticks. 

Mohave political and social organization was very informal, and no one individual or group had 
significant authority over another.  Despite the Mohave’s loose division into bands or local 
groups that were spread out over great distances, their cohesion as a tribe was very strong, and 
they considered themselves as one people occupying a nation with a well-defined territory. 

The nuclear family was the basic unit of economic and social cooperation, although the extended 
family constituted the core of a settlement.  Rather than large centralized villages, Mohave settle-
ments were widely distributed along the riverbanks in close proximity to arable lands.  Houses 
were situated on low rises above the floodplain and often separated by as much as a mile or two.  
During most of the year, the Mohave slept under ramadas; however, during the colder season, 
they occupied more substantial, semi-subterranean, rectangular earth-covered houses. 

Warfare was a dominant strain in River Yuman culture, and the Mohave’s strong tribal unity 
served them well in times of warfare.  They apparently traveled great distances to do battle, and 
their principal weapons were bows and arrows and hard wood clubs.  According to Kroeber 
(1925, p.  727), their main motivation was sheer curiosity, as they liked to see other lands and 
were eager to know the manners of other peoples, but were not heavily interested in trade. 

The Mohave were culturally similar to the other River and Delta Yumans: the Quechan, Halichi-
dhoma, Maricopa, and Cocopa.  During ethnographic times, the Quechan were considered friends 
and allies of the Mohave, while the Halchidhoma, Maricopa, and Cocopa were considered to be 
enemies with whom the Mohave engaged in warfare.  The Mohave were also friendly with the 
Upland Yuman tribes of the Yavapai and Walapai of western Arizona, although relations with 
the Walapai were somewhat mixed.  One of the most important rituals observed by the Mohave 
centered on death, namely the funeral and subsequent commemorative mourning ceremony.  As 
soon as possible after death, the deceased was cremated upon a funeral pyre along with all of his 
or her possessions.  The house and granary of the deceased were also burned.  It was believed 
that by burning, these things would be transmitted to the land of the dead along with the soul of 
the deceased. 

Due to their relatively remote location inland, the Mohave maintained their independence 
throughout the Spanish period of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and were only rarely 
visited by explorers during that time.  The few Spanish accounts of encounters with the Mohave 
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provided similar descriptions of Mohave lifeways as those reported later by ethnographers.  It is 
believed that the ancestors of the Mojave resided in the area for at least 1,000 years and the mode 
of life in prehistoric times is thought to be similar to that observed historically. 

The Quechan/Yuma 

The following summary of the Quechan or Yuma is derived mainly from Bee (1983) and 
Kroeber (1925). 

Quechan is a variation on the names Kwichyan or Kuchiana, which are the names the tribe called 
themselves, but this group is also commonly known as the Yuma.  The Quechan are among the 
Yuman-speaking tribes who occupied the lower Colorado River where it forms the boundary 
between California and Arizona.  According to Kroeber (1925, p.  782), the Quechan and their 
neighbors to the north, the Mohave, appear to be virtually identical in terms of their agriculture, 
manufactures, clothing, hair styles, houses, warfare, and sense of tribal unity. 

The ethnographic territory traditionally associated with the Quechan, now divided between the 
states of California and Arizona, is centered around the confluence of the Colorado and the Gila 
Rivers, extending several miles north and south along the Colorado and east along the Gila.  
Quechan legend tells of a southward migration of their ancestors from a sacred mountain; how-
ever, it is not known when the ancestors of the Quechan first settled near the confluence (Bee 
1983, p. 86).  No group of this name was mentioned in the account of Hernando de Alarcón 
when he passed through the area during an expedition in 1540, and the first reference to this 
group did not appear in Spanish documents until the late seventeenth century, at which time they 
were settled around the river confluence area (Bee 1983, p. 86). 

In an environment otherwise surrounded by dry desert terrain, the subsistence economy of the 
Quechan focused on riverine agriculture, which was one of the main sources of food for the tribe.  
Crops were cultivated in the richly silted river bottomlands following the recession of the spring 
floods and provided a relatively high yield in exchange for relatively low labor output (Bee 
1983, pp.  86–87).  The main cultivated crops included corn, tepary beans, pumpkins, and 
gourds.  In post-contact times, watermelons, black-eyed peas, muskmelons, and wheat were 
introduced by Europeans and brought into cultivation by the Quechan, as well.  The Quechan 
also relied on the gathering of wild foods, the most important of which were mesquite and screw-
bean pods, although a variety of other wild plants were also collected (Bee 1983, p. 87).  Fishing 
was of minor importance, as there were few species in the lower Colorado River suitable for 
eating.  Among the fish sought were the humpback, white salmon, and boneytail, which were 
sometimes caught with unfeathered arrows or cactus-spine hooks, but more often taken with 
traps and nets during floods.  Given the low incidence of game available in the area, hunting 
played a minor role in the overall subsistence economy (Bee 1983, p. 86). 

Like the Mohave, Quechan tribal settlements, or rancherias, consisted of extended family groups 
that were widely dispersed along the riverbanks.  Settlements shifted throughout the year, 
dispersing into smaller groups along the bottomlands during the spring and summer farming 
seasons and reconvening into larger groups on higher ground, away from the river, during the 
winter and spring flood periods (Bee 1983, pp. 87–88).  The geographic dispersion of the 
households within the rancheria groups was closely correlated with the condition of the rivers 
and the technology of riverine agriculture (Bee 1983, p. 89).  The warm climate and scant precip-
itation made substantial housing unnecessary for most of the year, so most people made use of 
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ramadas or dome-shaped arrowweed shelters.  Each rancheria typically had one or two large, 
earth-covered shelters for the rancheria leaders’ families, but these shelters also accommodated 
small crowds during colder weather. 

Much like the Mohave, Quechan technology lacked technical or decorative elaboration beyond 
the demands of minimal utility (Bee 1983, p. 89).  Quechan bows did not feature “backed” con-
struction and so lacked power, and their arrows were frequently untipped, so the bow and 
arrow’s range was short and the penetrating power weak.  Sharpened staffs served as digging 
sticks or, when cut in longer lengths, as weapons (Bee 1983, p. 89). 

In terms of property, there were no marked gradations in wealth, and social pressure favored the 
sharing of one’s abundance with others who were less fortunate.  Land ownership was informal, 
and people did not show much interest in the accumulation of material goods beyond the imme-
diate needs of the family group or the surplus maintained by local leaders for redistribution to 
needy families within their rancheria (Bee 1983, p. 89).  Lands were not inherited by family 
members upon the death of an individual; rather, the lands of the deceased were abandoned, and 
replacement plots were sought by the family members. 

Despite the wide distribution of settlements, the Quechan had a strong sense of tribal unity.  As 
with their neighbors and allies, the Mohave, warfare played a major role in Quechan culture, and 
it was during times of warfare that tribal unity was most prevalent among the individual settle-
ments (Bee 1983, p. 92).  Their major enemies were the Cocopa and the Maricopa, and they 
often allied themselves with the Mohave in strikes against common enemies (Bee 1983, p. 93).  
Bee (1983, p. 93) suggests that warfare among the riverine peoples may have increased in scale 
and intensity during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries due to new economic incentives, 
such as the opportunity to trade captives to the Spaniards or to other tribes for horses or goods. 

Quechan social and political organization, like that of the Mohave, appears to have been very 
informal, with no one individual or group having significant authority over others.  Two types of 
tribal leadership have been reported for the Quechan, one for civil affairs and the other for war, 
but it is questionable how influential these leadership roles may have been.  Each rancheria had 
one or more headmen, but their authority was contingent upon public support and continued 
demonstration of competence.  According to Bee (1983, p. 92), important matters at either the 
tribal or the rancheria level were always decided by consensus, sometimes after long debates 
dominated by the better and more forceful speaker. 

Another important aspect of Quechan society that was shared with the Mohave concerns the 
commemoration of the dead, which was an elaborate ceremony involving wailing and the destruc-
tion of property and ritual paraphernalia.  All possessions of the deceased, including the family 
home, were destroyed or given away (Bee 1983, pp.  89, 93–94). 

The Maricopa and the Halchidhoma 

Ethnographic information for the Maricopa and Halchidhoma is meager in comparison to the 
Mohave and the Quechan.  The following brief summary is derived from Harwell and Kelly 
(1983). 

The Halchidhoma first entered written history in the early seventeenth century with the account 
of Juan de Oñate, who encountered the “Alebdoma” or “Halchedoma” during a Spanish expe-
dition on the lower Colorado River, below its junction with the Gila River.  When later encoun-
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tered by missionary-explorer Eusebio Francisco Kino in the early eighteenth century, the Halchi-
dhoma (or “Alchedoma,” as they were referred to by Kino) had moved farther north up the 
Colorado beyond the Gila.  The traditional territory attributed to the Halchidhoma lay along the 
lower Colorado between the Mohave and the Quechan territories.  They were later driven from 
that area under pressure from their hostile Mohave and Quechan neighbors and moved to the 
middle Gila River area, where some merged with the Maricopa. 

The term Maricopa refers to the Yuman-speaking groups who in the early nineteenth century 
occupied the area along or near the Gila River and its tributaries (in what is now southern 
Arizona), but who earlier had occupied the lower Colorado River area.  The Maricopa language 
is closely related to Quechan and Mohave, all three of which are classified as members of the 
River branch of the Yuman language family (Harwell and Kelly 1983, p. 71).  The Maricopa call 
themselves pi•pa•s, “the people.”  The name Maricopa is an English abbreviation of the name 
Cocomaricopa, first used by Eusebio Kino in the late seventeenth century (Harwell and Kelly 
1983, p. 83). 

The Maricopa, who by the early nineteenth century included remnant tribes of the Halyikwamai, 
Kahwan, Halchidhoma, and Kavelchadom, share common origins and are culturally similar to 
both the Quechan and the Mohave, the most prominent traits of which included floodwater agri-
culture and cremation of the dead.  Their material culture was also essentially the same (Harwell 
and Kelly 1983, p. 71).  The Colorado River Maricopa lived in low, rectangular, earth-covered 
houses, but the Maricopa of the Gila River had adopted the round houses of their Piman neigh-
bors.  Technology was of little interest to the River Yumans and remained at a low level of 
development. 

Recent Ethnography 

The most recent ethnographic research in the DHSP vicinity is currently being conducted by 
Lowell Bean, Jim Toenjes and Ginger Ridgeway as part of cumulative impact mitigation efforts 
associated with the Blythe Solar Power Project, Genesis Solar Energy Project, and Palen Solar 
Power Project (Bean and Toenjes 2010).  Their research explores the connection between 
physical trails located in project vicinity, place names recorded in traditional Chemehuevi and 
Mohave songs, current use of the project area, and recommendations for mitigation of impacts to 
resources in the area.  Historically, ownership of territory was established and recorded in songs 
that belonged to specific individuals; song named the places the singers owned.  Dr. Bean and his 
associates have been collecting data and geographic information from Chemehuevi song trails, 
Mohave dream trails and other place names from published sources, unpublished manuscripts, 
archival data, and field notes.  The places are being identified with digital mapping software and 
entered into an Access database sortable by place name, tribe, and traveled route.  They have 
also been conducting interviews of native peoples to traditional sites, current uses of the desert 
area, hunting, plant gathering, mining, and trail running. 

The preliminary results of these interviews and research suggest that traditional religious practice 
among the peoples whose ancestors occupied and used the project vicinity survives principally in 
mortuary rites.  At such rites, traditional songs that describe journeys and treks that took place in 
“creation time” are sung.  These journeys and treks involve places in the project vicinity for both 
the Chemehuevi/Paiute and Mohave.  When the songs are sung, participants in the rites revisual-
ize the places that are mentioned, and this recreation of the sacred past, respondents explained, 
involves a memory of what they have actually seen when they have traveled through the desert.  
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Some of the sacred places are mountains; some are stands of plants like pinyons that they, like 
people in the sacred past, harvest with due ritual; some are the habitats of animals like mountain 
sheep that have religious significance for Native Americans; and some are places that may be 
marked by petroglyphs or rock features.  Some respondents purposely make trips into the project 
vicinity to seek religious power.  Whether they do so or not, they indicate that the destruction to 
the landscape, both physical and visual, by the planned construction projects, is an unmitigable 
offense to the sacredness and spirituality of the landscape.  For many, it presents a denial of the 
opportunity to engage in traditional religious activities.  Many Native Americans interviewed felt 
that the only appropriate mitigation would be to not proceed with the projects. 

In the event that this is not feasible, the following recommendations are made: 

1.  Native Americans from groups most concerned should be present during construction to 
advise with respect to mitigation of impacts on surface and subsurface cultural resources. 

2.  Whenever possible, Native Americans should be employed on the project, not only during the 
construction phase, but also for ongoing operational tasks, particularly monitoring of archaeolog-
ical fieldwork and construction. 

3.  When impact to plant or animal communities of concern to Native Americans cannot be 
avoided by moving the lines, consideration should be given to transplantation, especially if the 
species are endangered or rare. 

4.  Places that are eligible for the National Register on the basis of ethnographic and/or historic 
sensitivity should be avoided or protected.  If avoidance is impossible, a plan for the protection 
of the resource should be developed with Native American participation. 

5.  Sites that have a high sensitivity rating because they have religious or spiritual value to Native 
Americans should be avoided or protected to the extent that a site with religious or spiritual value 
to any other group would be avoided or protected.  The Native American Religious Freedom Act 
of 1978, P.L.  95-341 (Federal Agencies’ Task Force 1979) reaffirms that Native Americans 
have the same rights to religious freedom as other Americans. 

6.  If Native American burial or cremation sites cannot be avoided and are in danger of negative 
impact, Native Americans should be consulted about appropriate action, including recovery and 
disposition of remains. 

7.  An effort should be made to curate artifacts collected from the Study Area in a facility 
approved by Native Americans or returned to a location at or near “where they [recovered mate-
rials] live,” meaning where they were originally collected. 

Historic Context 

The DHSP is located in an area that has historically been and remains remote from centers of 
development and settlement.  The primary themes in this discussion focus on Spanish and 
Mexican routes through the desert, and early American traffic, mining, transportation, military 
training, power transmission, and agriculture/ranching.  The following discussion is based pri-
marily on Bischoff (2000), Bischoff et al. (2010), and Von Till Warren (1981). 
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Spanish and Mexican Routes through the Desert 

Sixteenth-century maritime Spanish explorer, Hernando de Alarcon, made the first in-roads into 
the region in 1540, ascending 85 miles up the Colorado River to the head of navigation near 
present-day Yuma.  Alarcon was sent to supply Coronado’s land expedition that had set out on 
foot from Compostela, Mexico, in search of the fabled seven cities of gold.  He eventually 
cached the supplies and departed after waiting many days.  Melchior Diaz, leading a small 
contingent of Coronado’s land unit, later arrived and recovered the supplies.  Both Alarcon and 
Diaz reported the bleak nature of the country.  The interior of the Colorado Desert was not 
explored further until 1702 when Father Eusebio Francisco Kino, a Jesuit missionary, situated in 
Sonora, began seeking an overland route to coastal California (Von Till Warren 1980, pp.  83–
88). 

Nearly seventy years later, Francisco Garcés (a Franciscan Padre) also seeking a route to the 
coast, forded the Colorado River at the mouth of the Gila River, traveling west through the desert 
before despairing and turning back.  His efforts were eventually rewarded in March of 1774, 
arriving at Mission San Gabriel, accompanying the expedition of Captain Juan Bautista de Anza.  
Two mission outposts were subsequently established near present-day Yuma in 1779 to minister 
to the native Quechan and strengthen Spain’s hold on this strategic point of entry into California.  
All passage along this route, later known as the Anza or Yuma Trail, was discontinued in 1781 
when the Quechan revolted, killing over thirty missionaries, settlers, and soldiers, including 
Garcés. 

Jose Maria Romero, a Mexican Army captain, explored a second route between 1823 and 1826, 
along the indigenous Halchidhoma Trail.  He had learned of this route a couple of years earlier 
when a group of Cocomaricopa Indians from Arizona arrived at Mission San Gabriel, having 
reportedly crossed the Colorado River near present-day Blythe, journeying westward through the 
Chuckwalla Valley and over the San Gorgonio Pass.  On January 6, 1824, Romero was likely in 
the vicinity of Palen Lake, having made his way up the Salton Wash, between the Orocopias and 
Chuckwallas.  Estudillo, one of the members of the expedition, noted horse paths and footpaths 
of the Indians, and bones along the trail. 

Early American Trans-Desert Crossings 

In 1846, during the opening stages of the Mexican-American war, General Stephen Watts 
Kearny led an advance column of the United States Army into the region.  From Santa Fe, 
Kearny’s troops entered California by way of Yuma, reaching San Diego in December, having 
abandoned their wagons shortly after crossing the Rio Grande.  The war ended in 1848 with the 
signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (Lamb n.d.). 

Only days after the Mexican-American War ended, gold was discovered, kicking off the Cali-
fornia Rush of 1849.  It is estimated that more than 100,000 travelers passed by way of the Yuma 
Crossing.  The presence of so many travelers along the route had a definite impact on the desert.  
Whereas previous expeditions made the journey in isolation, during the Gold Rush, trails became 
relative highways.  Companies of miners frequently encountered one another or ran across the 
remains of recently vacated campsites.  The desert floor also became littered with articles 
abandoned when they either fell apart or proved too heavy or cumbersome for their weary 
owners.  Broken wagons, furniture, articles of clothing, tools and even weapons left by the side 
of the road proved to be a bonanza for scavengers. 
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After 1851, travel to California along the southern route through the Colorado Desert declined.  
Horse traders and livestock drovers still used the trail to drive herds from Texas and Mexico to 
California and the U.S. Army continued to send caravans of provisions from San Diego to its 
outpost, Fort Yuma, at least until 1852.  Emigrants, moving west, however, were more apt to be 
settling in southern California as farmers or ranchers instead of prospecting for mineral 
resources. 

Desert Land Act, Entrymen, and Homesteading 

Anglo-American homesteading and settlement in the Chuckwalla Valley was dependent upon the 
access to groundwater (Von Till Warren 1981).  The first known documented well was that of 
Hank Brown, mapped as early as 1856, apparently excavated for use by the Department of 
Interior’s General Land Office survey to establish the San Bernardino Base Line and Meridian 
through the then uncharted area.  Washington, the surveyor noted the well was 45 feet deep and 
provided good water near the present day airfield northeast of Desert Center.  Brown reportedly 
blazed a wagon road for the boundary surveys up Salt Creek Pass between the Orocopia and 
Chocolate Mountains and on toward present-day Desert Center. 

Some twenty years later, Congress, to encourage and promote economic development of the arid 
public lands of the West, passed the Desert Land Act in 1877.  Through this act, individuals 
could apply for entry onto public lands that could not produce a paying crop without artificial 
irrigation.  After four years demonstrating proof of reclamation and improvements, desert 
entrymen would gain title to the land. 

Brown’s offspring, Floyd Brown, was probably one of the earliest participants in the desert land 
entry program.  It does not appear that many others joined him until a quarter century later.  In 
1908, a subsidiary organization to the Edison Light and Power Company of Los Angeles, the 
Chuckwalla Land and Power Co., obtained a number of claims on the California side of the 
Colorado River north of Parker with the intent of building a dam to generate power and irrigate 
the Chuckwalla Valley, 40 miles to the west.  By the following year, practically all the land in 
the valley was taken, either by purchase, desert claim, or homestead under the encouragement 
offered by the development company.  The Santa Fe Railroad even had plans to build from Palo 
Verde through the heart of the valley.  However, the Department of the Interior, of the opinion 
that it was a promoter’s pipe dream, refused to sanction the scheme. 

Four years later, the California Conservation Commission reported to the Governor and Legisla-
ture that while the power and irrigation project had been abandoned by the Chuckwalla Develop-
ment Company, a group of 410 desert entrymen had formed the Chuckwalla Valley and Palo 
Verde Mesa Irrigation Association to proceed with the project independently.  Most of these men 
were facing forfeiture of their lands and a loss on their investments, not being able to show final 
proof of securing water.  The Senate and House Committees on Public Lands, recognizing their 
hardship, passed legislation granting them an extension (an exemption from cancellation for a 
period of one year) to give them time to carry out their plans.  The Chuckwalla relief act 
benefited 780 entrymen, nearly 100 of whom were situated within the DHSP vicinity. 

In 1909, at the start of the land rush, Brown’s well was reportedly 300 feet deep, and plainly 
visible from the road, with two adobe buildings and a corral near it.  A couple of years later, a 
man named Peter S.  Gruendike settled in the valley.  Gruendike’s well is in the same general 
vicinity of Brown’s and may be one-and-the-same.  Gruendike was an active entryman, publish-
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ing an account of his Mountain View Experimental Ranch in Out West in 1911.  By then, he had 
a good 10-foot-tall windmill in working order and a large tank, along with many kinds of trees 
planted and 300 or more palms of different kinds.  At the time, he was very enthusiastic regard-
ing the future outlook, having visions of growing hay, grain, melons, grapes, dates, cotton, and 
all citrus fruits.  His land was patented in 1916. 

Stephen Ragsdale, a cotton farmer from Palo Verde Mesa, acquired Gruendike’s property in 
1915 and began operating a towing business at the establishment.  Six years later, when Route 60 
opened a mile or so to the north, he uprooted and founded the tiny settlement of Desert Center, 
midway between Indio and Blythe.   

 Roads and Highways Across the Chuckwalla Valley 

Automobiles began seriously replacing buckboards (four-wheeled wagons drawn by a horses or 
mules) about 1910 (Von Till Warren 1980).  Because of bad roads, the high-centered Model-T 
became the vehicle of choice.  At that time, no maps, road signs, or service stations existed.  
Venturesome motorists in Southern California, faced with these circumstances, banded together 
in 1900 to form a touring club and began publishing a monthly magazine with tips on travel and 
directions to popular destinations.  As desert driving could be perilous, motorists began 
advocating for better information and road assistance.  In 1917, the U.S. Geological Survey 
erected signs directing travelers to water at 167 localities in California’s desert.  The California 
Department of Engineering, after paving its first auto road in 1912, began issuing maps in 1918. 

In 1915, the Chuckwalla Valley Road, the east-west route across the valley, was essentially 
ninety miles of blow sand and cross washes with a couple of ruts.  This route began as a single-
track wagon road known as Brown’s Road, and eventually developed into a paved two-lane auto-
mobile road known as U.S. Highway 60.  It evolved progressively from the 1850s to the 1930s, 
and while its exact alignment changed slightly through time, it followed the same general path 
across the desert landscape in the vicinity of the town of Desert Center.  Water wells along the 
route were developed to satisfy the needs of early travelers, and their importance continued 
through the automobile age.  The town of Desert Center developed as a commercial enterprise 
along the route in the 1920s at the height of transnational highway development and popularity 
of scenic and historic tourist routes.  Improvements for a safer and more drivable highway 
occurred in conjunction with the popularity of the southern desert regions in the 1920s and 1930s 
and the establishment of a series of numbered interstate highways that linked southern California 
with the rest of the country.  U.S. Highways 66, 80, 91, 99, and 101 were established by 1926, 
connecting southern California to Chicago, Savannah, Montana, Canada, Mexico, and points 
east.  U.S. 60, established by 1933, was one of the earliest transcontinental highways into south-
ern California, linking Los Angeles to Norfolk, Virginia.  U.S. Highway 60 would lend itself to 
the (not always) successful development of towns established along its route across southern 
California’s Colorado Desert.  The most prominent and long-lived of these “highway towns” was 
Desert Center.  In 1968, this highway became Interstate 10 (I-10), a major transportation corridor 
through the Chuckwalla Valley today, connecting Los Angeles and Phoenix.   

The predecessor of today’s Rice Road (State Route 177) and the eastern portion of State Route 
62 had been constructed and paved between Desert Center and Parker, Arizona by 1936.  For 
several years this route was simply known as the Aqueduct Road, or Parker Dam Highway, and 
was built in support of the construction of the Colorado River Aqueduct in the 1930s.  The CRA 
and the Aqueduct’s power transmission line parallels this road for much of its distance, although 
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the Aqueduct itself is located some distance away.  Camp Rice was established along this route a 
short distance to the east of the town of Rice in the spring of 1942 as one of General George S.  
Patton’s 12 divisional camps of the Desert Training Center.  The camp was situated along the 
south side of the road and immediately east of the Rice Army Air Field.  Camp Coxcomb, Camp 
Iron Mountain, and Camp Granite were also established along this road during the period, 1942–
1944.  The highway provided access between these divisional camps during that time (Small-
wood et al. 2012). 

The Development of Desert Center 

Today’s town of Desert Center is situated along a segment of former U.S. Highway 60/70 (Rags-
dale Road) near the intersection of Rice Road (State Route 177), and north of the Interstate 10 
freeway.  The town was a prominent “highway” town established by Steven Ragsdale in 1921.  
The café and service station were the center of his highway enterprise, but over time additional 
related buildings included the Ragsdale home, a store, an automotive garage, cabins with motel 
service, a school, and a post office.  Development of the town was the result growth and 
construction fueled by an increase in tourism, a general interest in the desert by city-dwellers, 
and construction activity in the region associated with the highway, the Colorado River Aque-
duct, mining, and the Desert Training Center/California-Arizona Maneuver Area (DTC/C-AMA). 

Colorado River Aqueduct 

The Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA) is a water conveyance system operated by the Metropol-
itan Water District of Southern California.  Construction began in 1933 and water first flowed 
through the system in 1941.  The CRA system carries Colorado River water, impounded at Lake 
Havasu on the California-Arizona border, through, over, and across mountains and desert to the 
coastal and inland valleys of southern California.  The CRA stretches 242 miles from Parker 
Dam to Lake Mathews (formerly known as Cajalco Reservoir).  Water from Lake Mathews was 
then distributed to local water districts in the Los Angeles Basin and lower Santa Ana River 
drainage.  The system is composed of two reservoirs, five pumping plants, 63 miles of canals, 92 
miles of tunnels, and 84 miles of buried conduit and siphons.  The nearest of these pump stations 
is the Eagle Mountain Pump Lift, located 7 mi north of Desert Center.   

The project involved ingenious engineering solutions and newly introduced equipment at the 
time of its construction.  It also employed over 35,000 people during an eight-year span of 
construction, and as many as 10,000 people at one time, making it southern California’s single 
largest work opportunity during the Great Depression (Gruen 1998).  Due to its many 
engineering merits, the CRA has been named a National Historic Civil Engineering Landmark by 
the American Society of Civil Engineers.  Today, it is one of the principal water supplies for 
southern California.   

In building the CRA, Metropolitan chose an aqueduct route that required four pump lift stations.  
A fifth was added when the Granite Mountains tunnel could not be easily holed-through.  Each 
station was built with three pumps and the capability for expansion to nine pumps (Gruen 1998).  
Large amounts of electricity were required to operate the pumps, which necessitated construction 
of the transmission lines from Hoover Dam to the pump stations.   

Construction of the transmission lines to power the system began in 1934 with the grading of dirt 
roads to provide access to the tower locations.  The line is constructed of single H-frame steel 
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towers with cross supports.  The contractor for construction of the transmission lines was Fritz 
Ziebarth of Long Beach.  He established a construction camp at Camino where the steel towers 
were assembled using steel made in San Francisco.  The steel was sent by rail to Goffs on the 
Santa Fe Railroad line and then by truck to CamiNo. Reinforced concrete footings were poured 
at each tower location and then the towers were erected on the footings.  Erection of the towers 
began in February 1936 and the line from Hoover Dam to Iron Mountain Pump Lift was 
completed by the end of 1936.  Construction of the line from Iron Mountain Pump Lift to 
Hayfield Pump Lift was completed in July, 1937 (Gruen 1998). 

Hydroelectric Power Transmission 

During the late nineteenth century, history was made generating and transmitting electricity in 
Southern California’s Inland Empire (Taylor 2005).  Pioneer engineers and entrepreneurs took 
the industry’s first steps toward large capacity power plants and long distance power transmis-
sion nearly 125 years ago.  Charles R.  Lloyd and Gustavus Olivio Newman built California’s 
first hydroelectric power plant in western Riverside County in 1887.  It relied upon water from a 
canal in Highgrove at the base of a 50-foot elevation drop.  It began by powering 30 outdoor arc 
lights (15 in Colton and 15 in Riverside) from a direct current dynamo. 

In the early 1890s, direct current (DC) relied upon a distributed system involving many power 
plants and numerous short transmission lines because it was not practical to vary the voltage to 
meet differing consumer requirements for lighting and motorized appliances.  Further, DC sys-
tems were inefficient because low-voltage transmission necessitated conveyance of high-currents 
through resistive conducting wires resulting in large energy losses.  In contrast, alternating cur-
rent (AC) relied upon a centralized system involving fewer power plants, long-distance transmis-
sion lines, and transformers to step down the voltage, essentially enabling the conveyance of 
high-voltages at low-currents, thereby reducing resistance and energy loss. 

In September of 1893, while the dominant electric companies were fighting over the emerging 
electric power standards (DC versus AC), the small community of Redlands, in San Bernardino 
County, managed to engineer and complete the first commercially viable power plant in the 
United States.  With the foresight of Almarian Decker, long-distance electric power transmission 
was achieved via transformers and the development of a revolutionary three-phase AC generator.  
Decker’s power generation and delivery system was so successful that it became the Southern 
California standard. 

Hydroelectricity, referred to as “white coal,” was a clean and inexpensive source of power that 
enabled industrial capitalism to take hold in the West.  Engineers began to dam western rivers for 
electricity in the 1890s, just as the hydraulic mining industry declined.  Citizens, politicians, and 
reformers viewed electricity as a necessity that would dramatically uplift the country’s standard 
of living.  Water and power companies like Edison Light and Power Company of Los Angeles 
(later known as Southern California Edison), seeing big money, made every effort to control the 
stakes. 

Before 1913, the highest voltage lines in the Los Angeles area were operated in the 10 to 75 kV 
range.  Some of the earliest distribution lines were built to serve rural communities.  During the 
1930s, any circuits built were those that extended lines constructed a decade earlier.  Many of 
these lines focused on following railroad spur lines and existing distribution lines to growing 
communities. 
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The first electricity came to Blythe in 1917.  Two 50 watt diesel engines generated power 18 
hours a day.  It was not until 1930 that this system was abandoned when a 70 mile-long transmis-
sion line was constructed connecting Blythe with Calipatria in the Imperial Valley, where the 
line’s main system was located.  In the 1950s, the Blythe-Eagle transmission line was con-
structed.  It was a 161 kV transmission line that connected the Blythe-Eagle Mountain Substation 
in Blythe to a substation near Eagle Mountain.  The other transmission line in the vicinity of the 
DHSP is the Devers-Palo Verde- line, a 500 kV lattice-tower transmission line constructed in 
1982.  It connects a plant in Arizona with a substation near Palm Springs. 

Mining 

Riverside County is known mostly for its sporadic, small-scale mining of gold, silver, lead, 
copper, uranium, fluorite, and manganese.  Large numbers of prospectors were attracted to the 
region during the gold boom in La Paz (in western Arizona, 6 miles north of present-day 
Ehrenberg) in 1862.  Not long after, miners began combing the mountains on either side of the 
Chuckwalla Valley.  Gold was being mined as early as 1865 in the Eagle Mountain District.  
Much later, in the late 1940s, Kaiser Steel began a large-scale iron ore mining operation in the 
Eagle Mountains.  The iron ore deposit was discovered by geologists during the construction of 
the CRA in the early 1930s, and the mine reached its peak of production during WWII as one of 
the largest open-pit mines in the world.  The Eagle Mountain Mine and the adjacent townsite of 
Eagle Mountain played a significant role in the war effort during World War II and in the 
subsequent development of the local area.  Eagle Mountain Railroad was constructed between 
August 1947 and 1948 to haul ore from the Kaiser Steel-owned mine at Eagle Mountain to the 
Southern Pacific Railroad siding at Ferrum near the northeastern shore of the Salton Sea.  It 
stretched 51 mi from Ferrum to its terminus at Eagle Mountain Mine, and was one of the longest 
privately built standard gauge railroads in the American southwest during the post-war era.  
Kaiser Road is a paved road that provided access to Eagle Mountain Mine and the community of 
Eagle Mountain from Desert Center.  Kaiser Road was constructed between 1957 and 1963.  
Prior to that, vehicle access to Eagle Mountain Mine and the Eagle Mountain community was 
provided via Eagle Mountain Road.  Kaiser Road was constructed by Kaiser Steel to provide 
access to Eagle Mountain Mine and the community of Eagle Mountain.   

In the Granite Mountains to the north-northwest, there was a short stint of gold mining beginning 
in 1894, followed by a resurgence in the late 1920s by the Chuckwalla Mining and Milling 
Corporation.  Copper mining occurred in the Palen Mountains to the northwest during the second 
decade of the twentieth century, by the Fluor Spar Group, Homestake Group, Crescent Copper 
Group, Orphan Boy, and Ophir mines.  Most of these mines were abandoned by 1917. 

The short-lived Pacific Mining District was established in 1887, in the Chuckwalla Mountains, 
following gold and silver discoveries that caused the most substantial rush to Riverside County 
in its history.  Sixty claims were filed by the end of the year, but the boom fizzled by 1890 
because the owners never had enough capital to work them properly.  About 1898, some 40 
claims in the area were taken up by the Red Cloud Mining Company.  In 1901, a force of 50 men 
worked there.  The company installed a new hoist and a 30 ton mill, and was raising money 
through stock offerings to construct a tram from the mine to the mill.  The company changed 
hands some time before 1915, however, and soon folded.  Just prior to this, half-a-dozen 
prospectors began working the Chuckwalla Placer Diggings near Chuckwalla Springs.  This 
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lasted about fifteen years.  The Red Cloud Mine was later resurrected, in 1931, when a small 
amalgamation plant was built, and continued operations until 1945. 

Military Activities 

Desert Training Center.  In 1942, during World War II, Gen.  George S.  Patton established the 
Desert Training Center/California-Arizona Maneuver Area (DTC/C-AMA) in a sparsely popu-
lated region of southeastern California, Arizona, and Nevada.  Its purpose was to prepare tank, 
infantry, and air units for the harsh conditions of North Africa, practicing maneuvers, developing 
tactics, and field testing equipment.  The installation, in operation for two years (until the end of 
the war), was 16,000 square miles in extent.  It was the first simulated theater of operations in the 
United States.  Its location was chosen for its unforgiving desert heat, rugged terrain, available 
telephone communications system, and accessibility by established railroads and highways 
(Bischoff 2001; Bischoff et al. 2010). 

Seven camps were established for divisional use.  Camp Young, near Indio, served as the main 
headquarters.  Camp Desert Center was located between Chiriaco Summit and the community of 
Desert Center.  It encompassed 34,000 acres, consisting of an encampment with temporary hous-
ing structures, an evacuation hospital, observers’ camp, an ordnance campsite, quartermaster 
truck site, and maneuver area.  The Desert Center Airport, formerly the Desert Center Army Air 
Field, also known as the Airdrome, was built in 1942 as a sub base to Thermal Army Airfield, 
and is located approximately three miles southeast of the DHSP.  Historical research indicated 
that a detachment of the 475th Base Headquarters & Air Base Squadron was the first adminis-
trative unit stationed at the airfield, arriving on January 15, 1943 (Bischoff 2000:92–93).  The 
airfield was described as having 5,500 feet of runways, taxiways, a parking apron, and more than 
40 buildings, 61 including an operations building, power house, Link Trainer building, hangar and 
supply buildings.  The 74th Reconnaissance Group arrived at the airfield in December of 1942 
while the base was still under construction and was equipped with O-52s, L-1s, L-4s, B-25s, 
P-39s, and P-40s.  Desert Center Army Airfield opened in April of 1943 and the 3rd Airdrome 
Detachment was activated on August 1, 1943.  After the defeat of Rommel’s army in the African 
desert, the training area was closed in 1944 and the airfield was assigned to the Fourth Air Force, 
which continued to use the field for training operations for B-24 Liberator crews operating out of 
March Field, in western Riverside County.  In 1946, under the control of the Army Corps of 
Engineers, many of the buildings at the airfield were declared surplus and auctioned off to the 
public, and the airfield was eventually closed.   

In 1986, BLM planned to nominate each of the seven division camps to the NRHP, to develop an 
interpretive program for the DTC/C-AMA, and to provide historical resources protection through 
designation as an Area of Critical Concern (ACEC) (Bischoff 2000, p. 134).  Subsequently, 
Bischoff (2000, p. 133), in considering the historical and archaeological contexts for the 
DTC/C-AMA, found that it was a historically significant resource under all four criteria of the 
NRHP.  As such, he recommended that the facility be nominated to the NRHP as a discontiguous 
district of clearly functionally and temporally related resources.  He further proposed that the 
facility be recorded as multiple properties consisting of contributing and noncontributing ele-
ments of the district.  DTC/C-AMA can be thought of as an interconnected landscape of WWII 
training sites that are highly significant for their association with Gen.  George S.  Patton and for 
their contributions to our understanding of how American soldiers were trained during WWII. 
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Recently, the DTC/C-AMA has been a focus of a research project as part of cumulative impact 
mitigation associated with the Blythe Solar Power Project, Genesis Solar Energy Project, and 
Palen Solar Power Project (Bischoff et al. 2010).  As part of this study a context, field manual, 
and Multiple Property Nomination to the NRHP are being prepared.  These documents are 
intended to standardize the way DTC/C-AMA sites, features, and artifacts are recorded, 
analyzed, and evaluated for eligibility for listing on the NRHP and CRHR.  In addition, research 
questions specific to WWII era training were developed. 

Desert Strike.  During the Cold War years, relations between the United States and the Soviet 
Union were fragile (U.S. Strike Command n.d.).  While a campaign promoting the nonprolifera-
tion of nuclear weapons began in 1958, a treaty was not signed until 1970.  Thus, amid worries 
of nuclear war, a two-week training exercise was launched in 1964, called Desert Strike.  It 
involved over 100,000 men, 780 aircraft, 1,000 tanks, and 7,000 other vehicles along the banks 
the Colorado River and adjoining desert valleys ranging over 150,000 square miles of California, 
Nevada, and Arizona.  Four Army divisions, three Army Reserve and National Guard brigades, 
and fifteen tactical Air Force squadrons took part. 

The exercise was a two-sided enactment, with fictitious world powers “Calonia” and “Nezona” 
sharing a common border at the Colorado River.  The premise of the conflict between these two 
entities, each led by a Joint Task Force, was a dispute over water rights.  Major tactical opera-
tions during the exercise included deep armored offensive thrusts, defensive operations along 
natural barriers, counterattacks including airmobile and airborne assaults, and the simulated use 
of nuclear weapons.  The Air Force provided fighter, air defense, interdiction, counter-air recon-
naissance, and troop carrier operations in support of both joint task forces. 

In the first phase of Desert Strike, Calonia initiated mock battle with a full-scale invasion of 
Nezona.  A new concept for military river crossings was put into operation during this invasion, 
accomplished with a combination of assault boats, amphibious armored personnel carriers, 
ferries, bridges, and fords at eight major sites along a 140-mile stretch of the Colorado River.  
The practice of attack and counterattack continued into a second phase, in which simulated 
nuclear strikes and airborne assaults were traded between the forces.  Heavy equipment, such as 
the M60 tank, was used during practice maneuvers, and the track marks can still be seen across 
the desert. 

Identified Cultural Resources 

Class I Inventory 

The Class I overview is a summary of literature, records, and other documents providing an 
informed basis for understanding the nature of the cultural resources of the study area.  The 
original Class I review only covered the northeastern, 1,052-acre solar field site and a one mile 
buffer surrounding it (Auck 2010).  This search was later expanded to include the southwestern 
solar field parcel and gen-tie line Alternatives B/C, D, and E (Akyuz 2012a, 2012b).  The results 
of the records search/literature review indicate that 36 cultural resources inventories have been 
conducted within one mile of the proposed APE, and 353 cultural resources including those for 
the DSSF have been recorded in this same area. 
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BLM Class III Survey 

BLM Class III cultural resource inventories of about 96% of the DHSP APE have been 
completed.  Portions of Alternative D and Alternative E that are located on privately owned land 
have not yet been surveyed due to site access restrictions (105.3 acres).  Site access restrictions 
are an allowable reason to forego Class III surveys under both NEPA and CEQA.  Inventories of 
the following project components have been completed: 

1. The main project footprint was surveyed by Chambers Group in August of 2011 (Akyuz 
2012a); 

2. Portions of transmission line Alternative B/C, referred to as Alternative A-1 in DSSF docu-
ments, was surveyed by AECOM and ECORP in 2010 (Chandler et al. 2010); 

3. Portions of transmission line Alternative D, referred to as Alternative A-2 in DSSF docu-
ments, was surveyed by AECOM and ECORP in 2010 in (Chandler et al. 2010); 

4. Portions of transmission line Alternative E was surveyed by the Chambers Group in October 
of 2011 (Akyuz 2012a). 

5. Additional recordation and analysis was conducted by Applied Earthworks (Æ) in December 
of 2011 and April of 2012 (Akyuz 2012b). 

6. An historic built-environment and indirect effects survey was conducted by Applied 
Earthworks (Æ) in April of 2012 (Smallwood et al. 2012). 

7. A portion of transmission line Alternative B/C was revisited by ECORP in July 2012 
(Chandler 2012). 

A total of 62 new archaeological sites were found during these field inventories.  These included 
7 prehistoric resources, 42 historic-period resources, 2 multicomponent resources, and 11 of 
unknown temporal affiliation.  Five of the sites documented by Chandler (2012) were not located 
within the APE, and consequently are not reflected in Table 3.6-1.  The public is being provided 
an opportunity to review the results of these surveys and provide comments on the findings 
during the 30-day public circulation period provided for a Final EIS under NEPA.   

Resources Identified within DHSP Components and in the Vicinity 

A total of 64 cultural resources (including archaeological sites, built environment resources, and 
historic districts) are present within the DHSP components, and the immediate vicinity, that have 
been inventoried to date.  These include eight prehistoric resources,43 historic resources, 2 
multicomponent resources, and 11 of unknown temporal affiliation.  No human remains have 
been identified as components of these resources.  As discussed previously, only adverse effects 
to resources that BLM has determined are eligible for th NRHP or resources that are unevaluated 
must be mitigated.  It should be noted that Alternative B/C and Alternative D have some overlap.  
As a result, there are 2 sites which are present in both alternatives (P-33-18299 and P-33-18307).  
Therefore, the total number of sites documented in, or in proximity to, all alternatives and the 
solar field, in addition to the indirectly affected sites and historic districts, will be higher than 64 
because these 2 sites are not counted twice in the total number of cultural resources.  All of these 
resources are located within the boundaries of two large, overlapping proposed historic districts 
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(Akyuz 2012a, 2012b; Goldberg and McDougall 2012; Chandler et al. 2010).  These resources 
are summarized below.   

Resources Associated with all DHSP Components – Historic Districts 

All of the project components have been determined to be within the boundaries of two potential 
historic districts.  Historic districts are a grouping of sites, buildings, structures, or objects that 
are linked historically by function, theme, or physical development or aesthetically by plan. 

The BLM and more recently the Energy Commission have proposed the designation of a contig-
uous historic district that incorporates historical archaeological sites associated with Gen.  
Patton’s World War II Desert Training Center California-Arizona Maneuver Area (DTC/C-AMA).  
In Energy Commission documents, the proposed district is known as the Desert Training Center 
Cultural Landscape (DTCCL).  Depots, airfields, ranges, bivouacs, maneuver areas, camps, and 
hospitals are among some of the property types included in the proposed district (Bischoff et al. 
2010). 

Energy Commission staff have also proposed the designation of a noncontiguous historic district 
that incorporates prehistoric archaeological sites associated with the Halchidhoma (or Coco-
Maricopa) Trail (CA-Riv-0053T).  In Energy Commission documents this proposed district is 
referred to as the Prehistoric Trails Network Cultural Landscape (PTNCL).  This proposed 
district would consist of important destinations in the Colorado Desert within and in the vicinity 
of the Chuckwalla Valley, California, the network of trails that tie them together, and the features 
and sites associated with the trails (Laylander and Schaefer 2010).  Some potential contributors 
to the PTNCL in the vicinity of the DHSP include: the Halchidhoma Trail, North Chuckwalla 
Mountains Petroglyph District and other sites in the Alligator Rock ACEC. 

Resources Identified Within Particular DHSP Components 

Solar Facility Site.  Resources identified on the solar facility site consist primarily of isolated 
artifacts.  These isolates included C-ration cans and soluble coffee cans associated with the WWII-
era DTC/C-AMA.  These isolated artifacts have been moved through fluvial and wind processes, 
and thus are no longer in primary context. 

One new site, AE-2316-1, and multiple isolates were identified within the solar facility site.  The 
site consists of a prehistoric “pot drop” feature represented by nine sherds of Parker Buff pottery, 
all from a single vessel.  This site has been determined to not be eligible for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) (Akyüz 2012b). 

Gen-Tie Line Corridors.  Alternative B/C – This proposed transmission corridor includes 28 sites 
(four prehistoric, sixteen historic, two multicomponent, and 6 of unknown temporal affiliation).  
The majority of these sites were recorded as part of the DSSF project (Chandler et al. 2010, 
Chandler 2012).  Ten of these resources have been formally evaluated by BLM (Chandler et al. 
2011; Kalish 2012).  The sites and the results of these formal evaluations are listed in Table 3.6-1. 

Alternative D – Survey crews could not access 98.3 acres (43.5%) of the proposed Alternative D 
corridor.  For those portions of the corridor which were surveyed, six historic sites were iden-
tified.  Five of these sites were recorded as part of the DSSP Class III survey.  ECORP (Chandler 
et al. 2011).  Two of these resources have been formally evaluated by BLM (Chandler et al. 
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2011; Kalish 2012).  The sites’ BLM eligibility determinations are listed in Table 3.6-1, with 
sites determined eligible listed in bold. 

Alternative E –  Survey crews could not access 7.04 (2.8%) acres of the proposed Alternative E 
corridor.  During the pedestrian survey for the current project one previously recorded historic 
road segment and seven new historic sites were identified (Akyüz 2012b).  None of these resources 
have been formally evaluated by BLM.  These sites are listed in Table 3.6-1. 

Table 3.6-1. Cultural Resources Identified Within the Proposed Solar Facility Site and Portions of 
Alternatives B, C, D, and E 

Within Portion 
of APE 

Primary 
Number 
 (P-33-) 

Trinomial 
(CA-RIV-) Description 

NRHP Eligibility   
Recommendations   

Land Jurisdiction  
for Environmental 

Review 
Alternative B/C 15093 NA Prehistoric 50+ quartz debitage Determined Not Eligible BLM 
Alternative B/C 15095 9385 Historic: hundreds of discrete 

refuse deposits: 1929-1980s 
Determined Eligible BLM/County ROW 

Alternative B/C 18244 NA Historic refuse scatter of four cans Determined Not Eligible County ROW 
Alternative B/C 18245 9382 Historic refuse scatter: multiple use 

roadside refuse deposit 
Determined Not Eligible County ROW 

Alternative B/C 18246 NA Historic excavated area; potentially 
a prospecting area 

Determined Not Eligible County ROW 

Alternative B/C 18249 9383 Historic prospect pit and associated 
push pile 

Not evaluated BLM 

Alternative B/C 18253 NA Historic refuse scatter of over 30 
cans 

Determined Not Eligible County ROW 

Alternative B/C 18263 9390 Historic refuse scatter of 40 cans Recommended Not Eligible BLM 
Alternative B/C 18268 NA Prehistoric lithic concentration Not evaluated BLM 
Alternative B/C 18269 9394 Prehistoric lithic debris scatter, 

three lithic and postherds 
concentrations 

Not evaluated BLM 

Alternative B/C 18271  Historic-period refuse deposit: 200+ 
hole-in-top ilk cans, 200+ sanitary 
cans 

Determined Not Eligible BLM 

Alternative B/C 18291 NA Historic refuse scatter of 6 cans Determined Not Eligible BLM 
Alternative B/C 18292 9407 Prehistoric short-term habitation 

area with two artifact concentra-
tions: lithic scatter, potsherds, and 
fire affected rock 

Recommended Not Eligible BLM 

Alternative B/C 18404 9483 Historic refuse deposit Not evaluated BLM 
Alternative B/C 18405 NA Historic-period placer mining 

disturbance, one rock cairn feature, 
one hole-in-top milk can 

Determined Not Eligible BLM 

Alternative B/C 19471 9910 Historic refuse deposit Not evaluated BLM 
Alternative B/C 18249 9383 Historic prospect pile 

and associated push pit 
Not evaluated County ROW 

Alternative B/C DH-001 NA Rock ring Assumed Eligible BLM 
Alternative B/C DH-002 NA Rock ring Assumed Eligible BLM 
Alternative B/C  DH-006 NA Four cleared circles Assumed Eligible BLM 
Alternative B/C DH-008 NA Four cleared circles and a 

backfilled pit 
Assumed Eligible BLM 
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Table 3.6-1. Cultural Resources Identified Within the Proposed Solar Facility Site and Portions of 
Alternatives B, C, D, and E 

Within Portion 
of APE 

Primary 
Number 
 (P-33-) 

Trinomial 
(CA-RIV-) Description 

NRHP Eligibility   
Recommendations   

Land Jurisdiction  
for Environmental 

Review 
Alternative B/C DH-009 NA Seven historic and unknown 

temporal affiliation cleared circles 
Assumed Eligible BLM 

Alternative B/C  DH-012 NA Cleared circle Assumed Eligible BLM 
Alternative B/C DH-051 NA Historic refuse deposit Recommended Not Eligible BLM 
Alternative B/C DH-052 NA Historic refuse deposit and 

prehistoric quartz reduction locus 
Recommended Not Eligible BLM 

Alternative B/C DH-100 NA Two cleared circles Assumed Eligible BLM 
Alternative B/C– 
Alternative D 
Overlap 

18299 NA Historic refuse scatter Determined Not Eligible BLM 

Alternative B/C–
Alternative D 
Overlap 

18307 NA Historic rock feature; one foot tall 
pile of 50 granitic and quartzite 
boulders 

Not evaluated BLM 

Alternative D 18391 NA Sparse historic refuse scatter: 
spent military ordnance 

Not evaluated BLM 

Alternative D 18392 NA Moderately Dense historic 
scatter associated with 
DTC 1942-1944 

Determined  
Eligible 

BLM 

Alternative D 18393 9481 Historic foundation associated with 
DTC 1942-1944 

Not Evaluated BLM 

Alternative D   AE-DH-7H – Historic oiled road Recommended Not Eligible BLM 
Alternative E 18315 NA Historic highway markers and 

associated berm 
Not evaluated BLM 

Alternative E   Site 1 – Historic refuse scatter, 
WWII era 

Not evaluated BLM 

Alternative E   Site 2 – Historic low earthen ramp Not evaluated BLM 
Alternative E   Site 3 – Historic road segment Not evaluated BLM 
Alternative E   Site 4 – Historic refuse 

Scatter, modern era 
Not evaluated MWD 

Alternative E   Site 5 – Historic refuse scatter 
1880-1930 

Not evaluated BLM 

Alternative E   AE-DH-1H – Historic refuse scatter Not evaluated MWD 
Alternative E   AE-DH-5H – Historic refuse scatter 

associated with DTC 1942-1944 
Recommended Not Eligible MWD 

Solar Field   Æ-2316-1 – Prehistoric pot drop Recommended Not Eligible BLM 

Resources Identified in the Vicinity of DHSP Components 

A total of 20 cultural resources are present in the vicinity of DHSP components and may be 
subject to indirect effects.  These include the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-RIV-
1383, NRHP-listed), the North Chuckwalla Mountains Quarry District (CA-RIV-1814, NRHP-
listed), segments of the Coco-Maricopa Trail (CA-RIV-053T), and 17 historic period built-
environment resources (Smallwood et al. 2012).  All of these resources have been formally 
evaluated by BLM (Kalish 2012).  These resources are summarized below (Table 3.6-2).  
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Table 3.6-2. Cultural Resources Present in the Vicinity of DHSP Subject to Indirect Effects 

Primary 
Number 
 (P-33-) 

Trinomial 
(CA-RIV-) Description NRHP Eligibility Recommendations 

017766  Former U.S. Highway 60/70 Eligible 
005717  Desert Center Café and associated buildings and structures Eligible 
005718  Desert Center post office, country store, and church Not eligible 
005719  Two stump ranch shanties and an outhouse in Desert Center Not eligible 
005721  Eight apartment buildings (“Hollywood Cabins”) in Desert Center Not eligible 
006832  Ragsdale House in Desert Center Eligible 
006833  Old School House/Desert Center School Not eligible 
  New Desert Center School Not eligible 
  State Route 177 (Rice Road) Not eligible 
  CRA Transmission Lines Contributing to eligibility of a potential 

CRA district 
  Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant Contributing to eligibility of a potential 

CRA district 
  DTC/C-AMA Eligible 
  Desert Center Army Airfield/Airport Not eligible 
  Eagle Mountain Railroad Eligible 
  Kaiser Road Not eligible 
  Blythe-Eagle Mountain Transmission Line Not eligible 
013987  Southern California Telegraph Company Pole Line Not eligible 
 053T Segments of Coco-Maricopa Trail Eligible 
 1383 North Chuckwalla Mountains Petroglyph District Listed 
 1814 North Chuckwalla Mountains Quarry District Listed 
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3.7 PALEONTOLOGY 

This section describes the existing paleontological resources and the possibility of discovery of 
fossil resources within in the area where the Proposed Action and alternatives would be imple-
mented.  The project study area for paleontology encompasses all resources that could be 
affected by ground disturbance related to the construction, operation, and decommissioning of 
the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP). 

Paleontological resources are any fossilized remains, traces, or imprints of organisms that are 
preserved in the Earth’s crust and are of paleontological interest and provide information about 
the history of life on Earth.  Fossil remains may include bones, teeth, shells, leaves, and wood.  
They are found in geological deposits within which they were originally buried.  Paleontological 
resources include not only the actual fossils, but also the collecting localities and the geological 
deposits that contain the fossils.  Paleontological resources are considered nonrenewable resources 
because the organisms they represent no longer exist.  Thus, once destroyed, these resources can 
never be replaced. 

This section is based on the Potential Fossil Yield Classification Study (Roeder 2011) conducted 
for the entire DHSP, and two Paleontological Resources Assessments (Roeder 2012a, 2012b) 
which include the results of field studies of the proposed solar facility site and those portions of 
gen-tie line Alternative B, C, D, and E that fall on BLM-administered land.  In addition, this sec-
tion relies upon a paleontological assessment conducted by ECORP for the Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm (DSSF) project, as incorporated by reference in Section 1.11, that describes fieldwork 
conducted at the adjacent solar facility site and on portions of gen-tie line Alternatives B and C 
(Aron and Kelley 2011).  Paleontological field assessments of those portions of the gen-tie 
alternatives which fall on Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWDSC) land 
have not been conducted due to site access constraints; however, land access is being acquired, 
and, if available, the results of surveys will be incorporated into the Record of Decision.  
Although this limitation does not allow for a full comparison of effects across alternatives, given 
the site constraints this circumstance is allowable under NEPA. 

3.7.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Paleontological resources are afforded protection under state and federal environmental laws 
most notably by the 1906 Federal Antiquities Act, the 2009 Paleontological Resources Preserva-
tion Act (PRPA), other subsequent federal legislation and policies, and by the State of Cali-
fornia’s Environmental Quality Act (CEQA, Section 15064.5).  Professional standards for assess-
ment and mitigation of adverse impacts on paleontological remains have been established by the 
Society of Vertebrate Paleontology (SVP 1995). 

Federal 

Paleontological Resources Preservation Act of 2009 

The PRPA was signed into law as part of the Omnibus Public Lands Management Act (OPLMA) 
of 2009.  The OPLMA-PRP requires the Secretary of the Interior to manage and protect paleon-
tological resources on federal land using scientific principles and expertise, and requires the 
BLM to develop appropriate plans for inventorying, monitoring, and the scientific and 
educational use of paleontological resources, in accordance with applicable agency laws, regula-
tions, and policies.  Where possible, these plans should emphasize interagency coordination and 
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collaborative efforts with non-federal partners, the scientific community, and the general public.  
The OPLMA-PRP is the new authority for the Department of the Interior (DOI) and USDA 
Forest Service for permits to collect paleontological resources as well as curation of these 
resources in an approved repository. 

Antiquities Act of 1906 

The Antiquities Act was the first law enacted to specifically establish that archaeological sites on 
public lands are important public resources, and it obligated federal agencies that manage public 
lands to preserve the scientific, commemorative, and cultural values of such sites.  This act does 
not refer to paleontological resources specifically; however, the act does provide for protection 
of “objects of antiquity” (understood to include paleontological resources) by various federal 
agencies not covered by the OPLMA-PRP. 

Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 as Amended 

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 requires the Secretary of the Interior to 
retain and maintain public lands in a manner that will protect the quality of scientific, scenic, his-
torical, ecological, environmental, air and atmospheric water resource, and archeological values 
[Section 1701(a)(8)]. 

Bureau of Land Management Plans and Guidelines 

California Desert Conservation Area Plan 

With respect to paleontological resources (discussed in the Cultural Resource Element), the CDCA 
Plan aims to: (1) ensure that paleontological resources are given full consideration in land use 
planning and management decisions, (2) preserve and protect a representative sample of the full 
array of the CDCA’s paleontological resources, and (3) ensure proper data recovery of significant 
paleontological resources where adverse impacts cannot be avoided or otherwise mitigated. 

BLM Instruction Memorandum (IM) 2008-009 and 2009-011 

This BLM memorandum formalizes the use of a new classification system for identifying fossil 
potential on public lands.  The Potential Fossil Yield Classification (PFYC) system is based on the 
potential for the occurrence of significant paleontological resources in a geologic unit, and the associ-
ated risk for impacts to the resource based on federal management actions.  Occurrences of paleon-
tological resources are closely tied to the geologic units (i.e., formations, members, or beds) that 
contain them.  Although significant localities may occasionally occur in a geologic unit, a few 
widely scattered important fossils or localities do not necessarily indicate a higher class; instead, 
the relative abundance of significant localities is intended to be the major determinant for the 
class assignment. 

Using the PFYC system, geologic units are classified (Class 1 – Very Low through Class 5 – 
Very High) based on the relative abundance of vertebrate fossils or scientifically significant 
invertebrate or plant fossils and their sensitivity to adverse impacts, with a higher class number 
indicating a higher potential.  It is used to set management policies and not intended to be 
applied to specific paleontological localities or small areas within units. 
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As defined in IM 2009-011, Assessment and Mitigation of Potential Impacts to Paleontological 

Resources, Appendix A, a significant paleontological resource is any resource that is considered 
to be of scientific interest, including most vertebrate fossil remains and traces, and certain rare or 
unusual invertebrate and plant fossils.  A significant resource is considered to be scientifically 
important because it is a rare or previously unknown species, it is of high quality and well-
preserved, it preserves a previously unknown anatomical or other characteristic, provides new 
information about the history of life on earth, or has identified educational or recreational value.  
Paleontological resources that may be considered to not have paleontological significance include 
those that lack provenience or context, lack physical integrity because of decay or natural 
erosion, or that are overly redundant or are otherwise not useful for research. 

BLM Manuals and Handbooks 

BLM Manual 8270 and BLM Handbook H-8270-1 contain the agency’s guidance for managing 
paleontological resources on public land.  The manual has more information on the authorities 
and regulations related to paleontological resources.  The handbook gives procedures for permit 
issuance, requirements for qualified applicants, information on paleontology and planning, and a 
classification system for potential fossil-bearing geologic formations on public lands.  This class-
ification system was superseded by IM-2008-009.  The manual and handbook policy and guid-
ance are still in effect until such time the final regulations under the OPLMA-PRP are promul-
gated and the manual and handbook are updated. 

State 

California Environmental Quality Act 

Paleontologic resources are afforded protection by environmental legislation set forth under 
CEQA.  Appendix G (part V) of the CEQA Guidelines provides guidance relative to significant 
impacts on paleontological resources, indicating that a project would have a significant impact 
on paleontological resources if it will disturb or destroy a unique paleontological resource, site, 
or unique geological feature. 

California Public Resources Code 

Section 5097.5 specifies that any unauthorized removal of paleontological remains is a 
misdemeanor. 

California Penal Code 

Section 622.5 sets the penalties for damage or removal of paleontological resources. 

Riverside County 

Riverside County General Plan 

The following policies outlined in the General Plan provide direction for paleontological 
resources: 

OS 19.8 – Whenever existing information indicates that a site proposed for development may 
contain biological, paleontological, or other scientific resources, a report shall be filed stating the 
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extent and potential significance of the resources that may exist within the proposed develop-
ment and appropriate measures through which the impacts of development may be mitigated. 

OS 19.9 – This policy requires that when existing information indicates that a site proposed for 
development may contain paleontological resources, a paleontologist shall monitor site grading 
activities, with the authority to halt grading to collect uncovered paleontological resources, 
curate any resources collected with an appropriate repository, and file a report with the Planning 
Department documenting any paleontological resources that are found during the course of site 
grading. 

OS 19.10 – Transmit significant development applications subject to CEQA to the San Bernardino 
County Museum for review, comment, and/or preparation of recommended conditions of approval 
with regard to paleontological resources. 

3.7.2 Existing Conditions 

The land comprising the proposed project site is located in the Desert Center area of Riverside 
County, California.  The proposed project and its alternatives occupy approximately 1,200 acres 
within a relatively broad and undeveloped basin in the northern portion of Chuckwalla Valley.  
This region is at the juncture of three geologic provinces in eastern southern California, the 
Transverse Ranges, Salton Trough, and Mojave Desert.  The site is bordered to the west by the 
Eagle Mountains, to the northeast by the Coxcomb Mountains, and to the south by the continua-
tion of the Chuckwalla Valley.  Three ephemeral washes are within the DHSP study area: Pinto 
Wash, Big Wash, and Eagle Creek.  All three are located to the north and west of the proposed 
solar facility boundary line.  Several unpaved roads transect portions of this area.  Vegetation in 
the area generally consists of creosote, sage, and similar plant communities of the southern Cali-
fornia deserts.  Elevation at the proposed solar facility site is approximately 600 feet above mean 
sea level (amsl).  Development in the surrounding area includes the rural community of Desert 
Center, California; Lake Tamarisk Desert Resort; the Eagle Mountain Mine; and Desert Sunlight, 
an approved neighboring solar project.  The environmental baseline for the proposed project and 
alternatives includes only the preliminary construction of the Desert Sunlight Solar Project that 
had been completed in September 2011.  Joshua Tree National Park, which is managed by the 
National Park Service and is largely designated as wilderness, surrounds the majority of the 
DHSP to the west, north, and east. 

Previously Identified Paleontological Resources in the DHSP Vicinity 

A region of several miles surrounding the proposed solar facility site and gen-tie alternatives was 
evaluated for the recorded presence of paleontological resources and the potential for the geo-
logic units in the region to contain significant paleontological resources.  This evaluation 
consisted of three parts: a literature review, a records search, and contacting local experts 
(Roeder 2011).  The literature review included a detailed examination of geologic maps of the 
area.  In addition, pertinent published literature and unpublished manuscripts on the geology and 
paleontology of eastern Riverside County were reviewed.  In order to gather existing paleonto-
logical resource data in the proposed project area, available published resources were consulted, 
including books, journals, and maps, and information available via the internet on government 
websites.  An online search was also conducted for paleontological assessments conducted 
within the proposed project boundaries and surrounding areas.  Of particular interest were the 
survey and construction monitoring reports associated with the nearby projects in the Chuck-
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walla Valley including: DSSF, Rio Mesa Solar Energy Generating Facility (RMSEGF), Palen 
Solar Energy Project (PSEP), Genesis Solar Energy Project (GSEP), and the Devers–Palo Verde 
No. 2 Transmission Line Project (DPV2). 

Second, a records search at the Vertebrate Paleontology Section of the Natural History Museum 
of Los Angeles County and at the UC Berkeley Museum of Paleontology was completed.  Museum 
collection records were searched to determine whether there are any known fossil localities in or 
near the boundaries of the proposed project area.  Also the records search identified information 
on the geologic units present in the proposed project area, and helped in determining the paleon-
tological sensitivity rating of those geologic units to assess potential impacts to nonrenewable 
paleontological resources. 

Finally, Mr. Robert (Bob) E.  Reynolds formerly of the Department of Earth Sciences, San Ber-
nardino County Museum, and Dr. J.  D.  Stewart of URS Corporation were interviewed on the 
geology and paleontological resources of the study area. 

The review of previous paleontological research conducted in the DHSP vicinity showed that the 
region is poorly understood.  Very few comprehensive studies have taken place, and few finds 
have been reported to local museums.  A search of the vertebrate paleontological records of the 
Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County (LACM) indicates that there are no known 
paleontological resources within in the study area.  However, vertebrate fossil localities have 
been identified in the vicinity within the same or similar sedimentary deposits.  East-southeast of 
the proposed project area, north of Interstate 10, and on the southwest side of Ford Dry Lake, 
LACM locality 5977 yielded a fossil specimen of a pocket mouse (Perognathus).  North-
northwest of the proposed project between the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, older Quaternary 
deposits in the Pinto Formation yielded fossil specimens of tortoise (Gopherus), horse (Equus), 
and camel (Camelops and Tanupolama stevensi) from fossil localities LACM (CIT) 208 and 
LACM 3414.  In addition, Joshua Tree National Park notes that there are paleontological 
deposits in the vicinity of the proposed project area within the Park boundaries (NPS 2011). 

More recently, there has been an influx of paleontological information associated with the large 
energy projects proposed and under construction in the Chuckwalla Valley and the Palo Verde 
Mesa.  Originally, the low number of finds in the project vicinity was interpreted as an indication 
of low sensitivity.  However, paleontological field survey and construction monitoring associated 
with these large projects in the last decade have consistently identified significant paleontolog-
ical resources in both surface and buried contexts.  For example, during construction of the 
GSEP project paleontological monitors have found multiple vertebrate fossils, primarily tortoise 
carapace and bones.  Multiple studies have identified paleosols (old soil horizons) within the 
Quaternary alluvium of the region.  These horizons formed slowly through mechanical and 
chemical erosion during wetter periods in the Late Pleistocene of the Colorado Desert.  These 
conditions are very favorable for the preservation of fossils, especially short-lived species such 
as rodents.  These paleosols have been identified below desert pavement in the southern Chuck-
walla Valley (Reynolds 2012), south of Interstate 10 near State Route 177 (Reynolds 2011), and 
at the RMSEGF (Stewart et al 2012).  In his paleontological assessment of the proposed 
RMSEGF Stewart and his colleagues (2012) recognized at least two paleosols between six and 
seven feet below the modern ground surface of the Palo Verde Mesa.  These reddish-brown 
paleosols containing whitish caliche masses extend for more than 13 miles, possibly indicating 
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the presence of a buried regional surface.  AMS radiocarbon dates from fossil tortoise shell 
fragments indicates the paleosol is approximately 13,000 years old (Roeder 2012b). 

Finally, a paleontological study was produced as part of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm, immedi-
ately to the north of the solar facility.  This study inferred that alluvial sheet wash deposits 
consisting of gravelly (pebble) sands covering the DSSF were less than 500 years in age.  Also 
young alluvial deposits which consisted of silty sand and sand, with minor amount of sandy 
pebble gravels dated less than 1000 years (ECORP Consulting, Inc.  2010).  This study also iden-
tified older alluvial fan deposits consisting of coarse sandy cobbly gravel with strong pavement 
development and varnish formation.  Based on comparisons to other dated alluvial fan deposits 
in the area, the area in question has an inferred age of late Pleistocene (>12,000 years before 
present).  The field study for the proposed project examined older Pleistocene deposits but not 
Quaternary alluvium.  No paleontological resources were observed.  However, during construc-
tion, paleontological monitors have identified several significant vertebrate fossils including tor-
toise (Gopherus), horse (Equus), and camel. 

Related to this work, the Riverside County Transportation and Land Management Agency 
(TLMA) has produced a paleontological sensitivity map of the County.  The mapping indicates 
that areas underlain by playa lake, eolian and younger alluvial deposits within and around the 
Ford Dry Lake and Palen Dry Lake basins have a high paleontological sensitivity rating.  
Younger alluvium upslope from the lakebed has a low sensitivity rating, and older alluvium is 
assigned an undetermined sensitivity rating, according to the TLMA. 

The results of these studies suggest that the Chuckwalla Valley is more paleontologically sensi-
tive than originally believed (Roeder 2011, 2012a). 

Paleontological Resources Identified within the DHSP 

Given the results of recent surveys and construction monitoring in the Chuckwalla Valley and 
the Palo Verde Mesa, a complete paleontological field survey of the proposed DHSP was 
required.  Between December 4, 2011 and January 2, 2012 Chambers Group conducted a paleon-
tological field study of the proposed solar facility site, and gen-tie line Alternatives E.  This work 
was conducted under BLM Field Authorization CA 12-01 and BLM Paleontological Investiga-
tion Permit No. CA-11-07-04P, and the results were presented in a report submitted to BLM 
(Roeder 2012a).  A second paleontological field survey covering gen-tie line Alternatives B, C, 
and D was conducted in May of 2012 under BLM Field Authorization CA 12-05 (Roeder 
2012b).  The purpose of these field studies was to physically evaluate the geological mapping 
and to field check previously proposed paleontological sensitivity ratings.  The field survey 
involved inspections of surface exposures for the presence of paleontological resources.  During 
these surveys, exposures of Quaternary alluvium (Qal), Pleistocene nonmarine deposits (Qc), 
older Pleistocene nonmarine deposits (Qco), Quaternary sand (Qs), and Quaternary lake sedi-
ments (Ql) were observed at the surface and in shallow stream drainages.  Most of the DHSP 
area was underlain by Quaternary alluvium on the surface of gently sloping alluvial fans.  Most 
the material consisted of gravelly sands with some cobbles.  These sediments became finer grain 
further away from the source area, the bases of the local mountains.  Eight fossil localities were 
identified within the proposed project and alternative sites.  One fossil locality, a mineralized tor-
toise shell fragment, was found in Quaternary alluvium in the easternmost parcel of the solar 
facility.  Another fossil locality, a possible pelvis fragment from a large mammal, was found 
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along gen-tie line Alternative B/C.  Five other fossil localities were clustered in dune sands on 
the edge of possible Quaternary lake sediments along gen-tie line Alternative E.  The species 
identified here include: tortoise, rodent, rabbit, and bird. 

As noted above, paleontological field assessments of those portions of the gen-tie alternatives 
which fall on Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWDSC) land have not been 
conducted. 

Table 3.7-1. Paleontological Resources Identified within the DHSP  

Project Component Geologic Unit Field Number Taxa Description 

Eastern Portion of Solar Facility 
(all alternative configurations) 

Quaternary alluvium MAR2011-12-04-01 Gopherus (tortoise) 

Alternative B/C Quaternary alluvium STM05272012-01 Possible large mammal pelvis 

Alternative E Quaternary lake sediments? MAR2011-12-11-01 Gopherus (tortoise) 

Alternative E Quaternary lake sediments? MAR2011-12-11-02 Rodentia (rodent) 

Alternative E Quaternary lake sediments? MAR2011-12-11-03 Aves (bird), Rodentia (rodent) 

Alternative E Quaternary lake sediments? STM2011-12-11-01 Gopherus (tortoise) 

Alternative E Quaternary lake sediments? STM2011-12-11-02 Leporidae (rabbit) 

Alternative E Quaternary lake sediments? STM2011-01-02-01 Rodentia (rodent) 

The literature search, record search, and field studies were used to identify the geologic units 
present in the DHSP area and to classify them according to the Potential Fossil Yield Classifica-
tion (PFYC) system. 

Geologic Units 

Previous research indicates that the predominant geologic units in the DHSP area are Quaternary 
Sands (QS), Quaternary Alluvium (Qal), Quaternary lake or playa sediments (Ql), Pleistocene 
nonmarine deposits (Qc), Older Pleistocene nonmarine deposits (Qco), and Quaternary-Tertiary 
playa deposits (QT) (Table 3.7.2; see Figure 3.7.1 in Appendix A). 

Table 3.7-2. Surficial and Bedrock Units Present within the Project Area 

 Acres per Geologic Unit 

Project Component Qal Qs  Ql* Qc Qco  QT* 

Solar Facility East 1052    X X 

Solar Facility West 155      

Alternative B/C 411   23 18  

Alternative D 354   37  X 

Alternative E 371 82 X 7  X 

*Possibly present at depth. 
X = Possible presence. 

Quaternary Sand (QS) 

Although not formally mapped, Quaternary sand deposits are present in the proposed project 
vicinity, represented as small dunes.  These deposits represent aeolian (dune sand) and are in 
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active phases of the dune cycle.  These dunes move slowly with the rate depending on the direc-
tion and wind speed of the prevailing winds.  Elsewhere, older sand dune deposits have yielded 
Late Pleistocene vertebrate fossils.  Also, pond deposits associated with sand dunes have yielded 
significant fossils.  Many areas of the Mojave and Colorado deserts, Aeolian (wind) forces have 
deflated older Quaternary alluvium sediments underlying dune fields which have yielded late 
Pleistocene vertebrates.  A portion of the gen-tie line Alternative E route is covered by sand 
dunes. 

Quaternary Alluvium (Qal) 

Most of the proposed project area is underlain by Quaternary alluvium.  Much of the ground sur-
face of the western Chuckwalla Valley is covered by recent sediments, including alluvial sands, 
gravels, and cobbles in modern washes and on alluvial fans.  The thickness of this Quaternary 
valley fill is highly variable.  All of this alluvium has been and still is being washed down from 
the adjacent mountains and stratified by water, with the coarsest material near the mountain 
bases and finer grained and well stratified silts and clays further out in the basin.  Broad alluvial 
fans are composed of unconsolidated deposits in a heterogeneous body of sediment, consisting of 
boulders, gravel, sands, and fine silts and clays.  In general, these surficial deposits are likely 
Holocene (less than 10,000 years) in age in areas such as active stream drainages and on the fan 
surfaces.  However, Quaternary alluvium is more complex structurally and age-wise than the 
geologic mapping indicates.  Geologic mapping of eastern Chuckwalla Valley indicates that no 
fewer than five Pleistocene-Holocene alluvial units span the middle Pleistocene to Holocene.  
Because of this, the widespread temporal correlation of major alluvial episodes is difficult.  The 
underlying factor controlling Quaternary deposition is probably contemporaneous climatic change 
over large regions.  Recovery of datable paleontologic remains from alluvial fan sequences would 
thus have significance in understanding the Quaternary structural and paleoenvironmental record. 

Quaternary alluvium has been noted over much of the proposed solar farm site and parts of gen-
tie line Alternatives B, C, and E.  During field survey of the easternmost solar facility parcel, one 
fossil locality [Gopherus (tortoise)] was identified within this geological unit (Roeder 2012a).  A 
second fossil locality within this geological unit, a possible pelvis of a large mammal, was identi-
fied along gen-tie line Alternative B/C.  In addition, paleosols which may contain small mammal 
fossils, were noted along gen-tie line Alternatives B/C and D near the SCE Red Bluff substation 
(Roeder 2012b).  These paleosols are similar to those found at the RMSEGF.  Finally, nearby 
LACM fossil localities were also located in Quaternary alluvium.  These older Quaternary 
deposits yielded fossil specimens of tortoise (Gopherus), horse (Equus), and camel (Camelops 
and Tanupolama stevensi).The approximate ages of these fossils are unknown. 

Quaternary lake or playa sediments (Ql) 

Quaternary lake or playa sediments are usually fine grained and consist of partly gypsiferous silt 
and clay, and in southern California have yielded significant fossils.  Frequently Quaternary 
alluvium and dune sand overlay these lacustrine deposits.  Recent geological maps place Quater-
nary lake or playa deposits 1,000 feet east of the Alternative E gen-tie alignment; the identifica-
tion of multiple fossil localities during paleontological field survey for the proposed project 
suggest that these deposits may be present at the surface in a portion of gen-tie line Alternative E.  
The species identified here include: tortoise, rodent, rabbit, and bird.  However, the ages of these 
fossils are unknown.  These Quaternary sediments were probably deposited as a result of an 
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expanded ancient Palen Lake (now Palen Dry Lake) and may interfinger at depth with Quater-
nary alluvium.  If these lake or playa sediments are present within the DHSP area, they have the 
potential to yield significant fossils. 

Pleistocene nonmarine deposits (Qc) 

Sedimentary rocks of unnamed Pleistocene nonmarine sediments sticking up through Quaternary 
alluvium at the southern terminus of all of the gen-tie alternatives (A-E) near the Red Bluff Sub-
station.  Although there are no reliable age estimates for these deposits, they may be in excess of 
100,000 years in age.  Because of their proximity to the northern edge of the Chuckwalla Mountains, 
these sediments probably consist of coarse fanglomerates (sandstone supported pebbles, gravel, 
cobbles and boulders).  Paleosols, which have the potential to yield significant small vertebrate 
fossils, were identified in this unit along Alternative D.  Any diagnostic fossils from this rock unit 
would be considered significant. 

Older Pleistocene nonmarine deposits (Qco) 

Although not noted during the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar Farm paleontological field survey 
(Aron and Kelly 2011), sedimentary rocks of older Pleistocene non-marine sediments are 
sticking up through Quaternary alluvium at the southern terminus of gen-tie line Alternatives B 
and C.  There are no reliable age estimates for these deposits, but they may be 1 to 2 million 
years in age.  Because of their proximity to the northern edge of the Chuckwalla Mountains, 
these sediments probably consist of coarse fanglomerates (sandstone supported pebbles, gravel, 
cobbles and boulders).  Recent investigations of these deposits that crop out east of SR 177 and 
west of the western Chuckwalla Valley Road and on the south side of Chuckwalla Valley have 
found red paleosols (clays) visible below the desert pavement in washes and gullies.  This find 
suggests that there is a potential for paleosols in older Pleistocene nonmarine deposits across the 
Chuckwalla Valley.  Any diagnostic fossils from this rock unit would be considered significant. 

Quaternary-Tertiary playa deposits (QT) 

This unit has been interpreted as an abandoned Colorado River channel.  These deposits are indi-
cated by polished cobbles and cross-bedded sand in surface outcrops.  Previous researchers have 
noted these deposits at elevations between 400 and 600 feet in the Palen Mountains, between the 
McCoy and Mule Mountains, and from the tip of the Big Maria Mountains to an area near the 
current Blythe airport.  These regional finds suggest the possibility that these sediments may be 
present at elevations below 600 feet within the easternmost solar facility parcel, and in portions 
of the gen-tie line Alternative E alignment.  Any diagnostic fossils from possible Quaternary-
Tertiary deposits would be considered significant. 

Potential Fossil Yield Classification 

Class 1 – Very Low 

Geologic units rated with a very low yield potential are primarily those that are not likely to con-
tain fossil remains, such as igneous rocks (cooled magma), and metamorphic rocks (rocks changed 
by heat and pressure), as well as sedimentary rocks that are older than 542 million years (Pre-
cambrian in age).  No rock units assigned to Class 1 occur within the DHSP area. 
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Class 2 – Low 

Geologic units with low yield potential are those that are not likely to contain vertebrate fossil or 
scientifically significant non-vertebrate fossils.  These units tend to be those that are younger than 
10,000 years and sediments that have undergone significant physical and chemical changes.  No 
rock units assigned to Class 2 occur within the DHSP area. 

Class 3 – Moderate or Unknown 

Geologic units with moderate or unknown yield potential are sedimentary deposits in which 
fossil discoveries vary in significance, abundance, and predictable occurrence (moderate), or sed-
imentary units of unproven or unknown fossil potential.  No rock units assigned to Class 3 occur 
within the DHSP area. 

Class 4 – High 

Geologic units with high yield potential are those that contain a high occurrence of significant fossils 
that have been documented, but which may vary in occurrence and predictability.  Quaternary sand 
(Qs), Quaternary alluvium (Qal), Quaternary lake deposits (Ql), Pleistocene nonmarine deposits 
(Qc), older Pleistocene nonmarine deposits (Qco) and Quaternary-Tertiary playa sediments (QT) 
are assigned a PFYC of Class 4. 

Class 5 – Very High 

Geologic units with very high yield potential are those that consistently and predictably produce 
vertebrate or scientifically significant non-vertebrate fossils.  No rock units assigned to Class 5 
occur within the DHSP area. 

Summary 

Geologic strata with a high potential rating according to the PFYC system underlie the proposed 
solar facility and portions of all of the gen-tie alternatives. 
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3.8 FIRE AND FUELS MANAGEMENT 

This section describes the environmental and regulatory settings associated with the construction 
and operation of the proposed project and alternatives with respect to fire and fuels management.  
The project study area for the fire and fuels management impact analysis includes the portion of 
the Chuckwalla Valley within a mile of the proposed project site and alternatives, as this is the 
limit of the area likely to be affected by the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) with respect to 
fire and fuels management. 

3.8.1 Applicable Regulations, Plans, and Standards 

Federal 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) requires utilities to adopt and maintain 
minimum clearance standards between vegetation and transmission voltage power lines.  These 
clearances vary depending on voltage.  In most cases, however, the minimum clearances required 
in state regulations are greater than the federal requirement.  In California, the state has adopted 
General Order 95 rather than the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) 
Standards as the electric safety standard for the State.  Since the state regulations meet or exceed 
the FERC standards, the FERC requirements are not discussed further in this section, as compli-
ance with the state requirements will ensure that the federal requirements are met. 

Federal Wildland Fire Management Policy 

The Federal Wildland Fire Management Policy was developed in 1995 and updated in 2001 by 
the National Wildfire Coordinating Group, a federal multi-agency group that establishes consis-
tent and coordinated fire management policy across multiple federal jurisdictions.  Guidance for 
implementing the policy was issued in 2008.  An important component of the Federal Wildland 
Fire Management Policy is the acknowledgement of the essential role of fire in maintaining nat-
ural ecosystems.  The Federal Wildland Fire Management Policy and its implementation 
guidance are founded on the following guiding principles: 

 Firefighter and public safety is the first priority in every fire management activity. 

 The role of wildland fire as an essential ecological process and natural change agent will be 
incorporated into the planning process. 

 Fire management plans, programs, and activities support land and resource management plans 
and their implementation. 

 Sound risk management is a foundation for all fire management activities. 

 Fire management programs and activities are economically viable, based upon values to be 
protected, costs, and land and resource management objectives. 

 Fire management plans and activities are based upon the best available science. 

 Fire management plans and activities incorporate public health and environmental quality 
considerations. 
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 Federal, State, tribal, local, interagency, and international coordination and cooperation are 
essential. 

 Standardization of policies and procedures among federal agencies is an ongoing objective. 

International Fire Code 

Created by the International Code Council, the International Fire Code addresses a wide array of 
conditions hazardous to life and property including fire, explosions, and hazardous materials han-
dling or usage.  The International Fire Code places an emphasis on prescriptive and performance-
based approaches to fire prevention and fire protection systems.  Updated every 3 years, the 
International Fire Code uses a hazards classification system to determine the appropriate mea-
sures to be incorporated in order to protect life and property (often times these measures include 
construction standards and specialized equipment).  The International Fire Code uses a permit 
system (based on hazard classification) to ensure that required measures are instituted. 

National Electric Safety Code 1977, 2006 

The National Electric Safety Code covers basic provisions related to electric supply stations, 
overhead electric supply and communication lines, and underground electric supply and commu-
nication lines.  The code also contains work rules for construction, maintenance, and operational 
activities associated with electric supply and communication lines and equipment.  The code, which 
must be adopted by states on an individual basis, is not applicable in the State of California.  As 
stated previously, the State of California has adopted its own standard (General Order 95) rather 
than a general national standard.  The National Electric Safety Code is not discussed further. 

North American Electric Reliability Corporation Standards 

The NERC is a nonprofit corporation comprising 10 regional reliability councils.  The overarch-
ing goal of NERC is to ensure the reliability of the bulk power system in North America.  To 
achieve its goal, the NERC develops and enforces reliability standards, monitors the bulk power 
systems, and educates, trains, and certifies industry personnel (NERC 2011).  In order to improve 
the reliability of regional electric transmission systems and in response to the massive wide-
spread power outage that occurred on the Eastern Seaboard, NERC developed a transmission 
vegetation management program that is applicable to all transmission lines operated at 200 kV 
and above to lower voltage lines designated by the Regional Reliability Organization as critical 
to the reliability of the electric system in the region.  The plan, which became effective on 
April 7, 2006, establishes requirements for the formal transmission vegetation management pro-
gram, which include identifying and documenting clearances between vegetation and any over-
head, ungrounded supply conductors, while taking into consideration transmission line voltage, 
the effects of ambient temperature on conductor sag under maximum design loading, fire risk, 
line terrain and elevation, and the effects of wind velocities on conductor sway (NERC 2006).  
The clearances identified must be no less than those set forth in the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers Standard 516-2003 (Guide for Maintenance Methods on Energized Power 

Lines) (NERC 2006). 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standard 516-2003 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers is a leading authority in setting standards for 
the electric power industry.  Standard 516-2003, Guide for Maintenance Methods on Energized 
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Power Lines, establishes minimum vegetation-to-conductor clearances in order to maintain elec-
trical integrity of the electrical system. 

State of California 

California Fire Code 

The California Fire Code is contained within Chapter 9 of Title 24 of the California Code of 
Regulations (CCR).  Based on the International Fire Code, the California Fire Code is created by 
the California Buildings Standards Commission and regulates the use, handling, and storage 
requirements for hazardous materials at fixed facilities.  Similar to the International Fire Code, 
the California Fire Code and the California Building Code use a hazards classification system to 
determine the appropriate measures to incorporate to protect life and property. 

California Health and Safety Code 

State fire regulations are established in Section 13000 of the California Health and Safety Code.  
The section establishes building standards, fire protection device equipment standards, high-rise 
building and childcare facility standards, interagency support protocols, and emergency proce-
dures.  Also, Section 13027 states that the state fire marshal shall notify industrial establishments 
and property owners having equipment for fire protective purposes of the changes necessary to 
bring their equipment into conformity with, and shall render them such assistance as may be 
available in converting their equipment to, standard requirements. 

California Fire Plan 

The California Fire Plan is the statewide plan for reducing the risk of wildfire.  The basic 
principles of the Fire Plan are as follows: 

 Involve the community in the fire management planning process 

 Assess public and private resources that could be damaged by wildfires 

 Develop pre-fire management solutions and implement cooperative programs to reduce com-
munity’s potential wildfire losses. 

One of the more important objectives of the plan regards pre-fire management solutions.  Included 
within the realm of pre-fire management solutions are fuel breaks, the establishment of Wildfire 
Protection Zones, and prescribed fires to reduce the availability of fire fuels.  In addition, the Fire 
Plan recommends that clearance laws, zoning, and related fire safety requirements implemented 
by state and local authorities address fire-resistant construction standards, hazard reduction near 
structures, and infrastructure (California Board of Forestry 2010).   

CPUC General Order 95: Rules for Overhead Electric Line Construction 

General Order (GO) 95 is the key standard governing the design, construction, operation, and 
maintenance of overhead electric lines in the State.  It was adopted in 1941 and updated most 
recently in 2006.  GO 95 includes safety standards for overhead electric lines, including mini-
mum distances for conductor spacing, minimum conductor ground clearance, standards for cal-
culating maximum sag, electric line inspection requirements, and vegetation clearance requirements. 
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Rule 31.2, Inspection of Lines, requires that lines be inspected frequently and thoroughly for the 
purpose of ensuring that they are in good condition, and that lines temporarily out of service be 
inspected and maintained in such condition as not to create a hazard. 

Public Resources Code 4291 

Public Resources Code 4291 provides that a person who owns, leases, controls, operates, or 
maintains a building or structure in, upon, or adjoining a mountainous area, forest-covered lands, 
brush-covered lands, grass-covered lands, or land that is covered with flammable material, shall 
at all times maintain defensible space of 100 feet from each side and from the front and rear of 
the structure, but not beyond the property line. 

Riverside County 

Riverside County General Plan 

The Safety Element of the Riverside County General Plan provides for the mitigation of fire-
related hazards through a combination of transportation, construction, land use, education, 
coordination and development standards.  The Safety Element addresses the fire-related hazards 
present within the county, aiming to mitigate wildfire hazards, eliminate earthquake-induced fire 
hazards, and the reduction of long-term safety hazards related to wildfire effects, including 
erosion and debris flow.  Riverside County has prepared graphics that identify fire-related 
hazards; the proposed project site and gen-tie line alternatives do not intersect any high-risk 
hazards (Riverside County 2003).  Within the Riverside County General Plan, the Desert Center 
Area Plan identifies areas of steep slope as the riskiest areas for fire-related hazards.  The pro-
posed project and alternatives would occur on flat to gently sloping ground.  The Plan calls for 
avoidance of building in high-risk areas, creating setbacks that buffer development from hazard 
areas, maintaining brush clearance to reduce potential fuel, installing low-fuel landscaping, 
utilizing fire resistant building techniques, and public education to reduce fire-related risk. 

Riverside County General Plan policies relating to fire prevention are as follows: 

S 5.1 Develop and enforce construction and design standards that ensure that proposed devel-
opment incorporates fire prevention features through the following: 

a. All proposed construction shall meet minimum standards for fire safety as defined in 
the County Building or Fire Codes, or by County zoning, or as dictated by the Build-
ing Official or the Transportation Land Management Agency based on building type, 
design, occupancy, and use. 

b. In addition to the standards and guidelines of the Uniform Building Code and 
Uniform Fire Code fire safety provisions, continue additional standards for high-risk, 
high occupancy, dependent, and essential facilities where appropriate under the Riv-
erside County Fire Protection Ordinance.  These shall include assurance that struc-
tural and nonstructural architectural elements of the building will not: 

 impede emergency egress for fire safety staffing/personnel, equipment, and 
apparatus; nor 

 hinder evacuation from fire, including potential blockage of stairways or fire 
doors. 
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c. Proposed development in Hazardous Fire areas shall provide secondary public access, 
unless determined otherwise by the County Fire Chief. 

d. Proposed development in Hazardous Fire areas shall use single loaded roads to 
enhance fuel modification areas, unless otherwise determined by the County Fire 
Chief. 

Riverside County General Plan policies relating to wind- and earthquake-related “worst-case 
scenario” fires are as follows: 

S 5.2 Reduce fire threat and strengthen fire-fighting capability so that the County could suc-
cessfully respond to multiple fires. 

S 5.3 Require automatic natural gas shutoff earthquake sensors in high-occupancy industrial 
and commercial facilities, and encourage them for all residences. 

S 5.4 Utilize ongoing brush clearance fire inspections to educate homeowners on fire preven-
tion tips. 

Riverside County General Plan policies relating to long-term fire safety are as follows: 

S 5.5 Conduct and implement long-range fire safety planning, including stringent building, fire, 
subdivision, and municipal code standards, improved infrastructure, and improved mutual 
aid agreements with the private and public sector. 

S 5.6 Ensure coordination between the Fire Department and the Transportation Land Manage-
ment Agency, Environmental Health Department and private and public water purveyors 
to improve firefighting infrastructure, during implementation of the County's capital 
improvement programs, by obtaining: 

 replacement and/or relocation of old cast-iron pipelines and inadequate water 
mains when street improvements are planned; 

 assessment of impact fees as a condition of development; and 

 redundant emergency distribution pipelines in areas of potential ground failure or 
where determined to be necessary. 

S 5.7 Develop a program to utilize existing reservoirs, tanks, and water wells in the County for 
emergency fire suppression water sources. 

S 5.8 Periodically review inter-jurisdictional fire response agreements, and improve firefight-
ing resources as recommended in the County Fire Protection Master Plan to keep pace 
with development, including construction of additional high-rises, mid-rise business 
parks, increasing numbers of facilities housing immobile populations, and the risk posed 
by multiple ignitions, to ensure that: 

 Fire reporting and response times do not exceed those listed in the County Fire 
Protection Master Plan identified for each of the development densities described; 

 Fire flow requirements (water for fire protection) are consistent with Insurance 
Service Office (ISO) recommendations; and 
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 The planned deployment and height of aerial ladders and other specialized equip-
ment and apparatus are sufficient for the intensity of development desired. 

S 5.9 Continue County Fire Department collaboration with the Transportation Land Manage-
ment Agency (TLMA) to update development guidelines for the urban/wildland interface 
areas.  These guidelines should include increasing the development area to at least 30 feet 
past the usual boundary. 

S 5.10 Continue to utilize the Riverside County Fire Protection Master Plan as the base docu-
ment to implement the goals and objectives of the Safety Element. 

Riverside County Specific Plan #47 

“In the interest of Public Safety, the project shall provide an Alternate or Secondary Access(s) as 
stated in the Transportation Department Conditions.  Said Alternate or Secondary Access(s) shall 
have concurrence and approval of both the Transportation and Fire Departments and shall be 
maintained throughout any phasing.” 

Uniform Building Code (UBC) and Uniform Fire Code (UFC) 

Every three years, the County's Building and Fire Codes are adapted from the Uniform Building 
and Fire Codes.  They contain baseline minimum standards to guard against unsafe development 
and to ensure fire apparatus access to developments. 

3.8.2 Existing Conditions 

As described above, the study area for wildfires is defined as the area within 1 mile of the pro-
posed project and alternatives.  Based on the type of vegetation and topography in the area, this 
study area represents a reasonable maximum extent of a wildfire ignited from the project in 
native vegetation, which primarily surrounds the solar facility site under existing conditions.  
Sensitive receptors nearby the site include isolated rural residences at 1.24 miles or more from 
the site, and residences in the communities of Lake Tamarisk and Desert Center, located between 
1 and 5 miles south of the solar facility site and within several hundred feet of the gen-tie line 
alternatives. 

The behavior and characteristics of wildfires depend on a number of biophysical and anthro-
pogenic (human-caused) factors.  The biophysical variables are fuels (including composition, 
cover, and moisture content), weather conditions (particularly wind velocity and humidity), 
topography (slope and aspect), and natural ignition sources (particularly lightning).  The 
anthropogenic variables are ignitions sources (including arson, smoking, campfires, and power 
lines) and management (wildfire prevention and suppression efforts).  Existing anthropogenic 
ignition sources in the project study area include scattered rural residences, farm equipment, 
vehicles traveling on Kaiser Road and other roads in the project study area, and ongoing construc-
tion of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project directly north of the proposed DHSP solar facility 
site.  Construction vehicles and equipment are listed in Section 2.5.5 and operational equipment 
is addressed in Section 2.5.6. 

Vegetation with low moisture content is more susceptible to ignitions and burns more readily 
than vegetation with higher moisture content.  Grasses tend to ignite more easily and burn faster, 
but tend to burn for a shorter duration than woody vegetation such as shrubs and trees.  Conti-
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nuity of fuels helps sustain wildland fires.  Dense vegetation tends to carry a fire farther than 
patchy vegetation.  The presence of invasive annual grasses, however, can provide fuel con-
nectivity in patchy desert shrublands that would otherwise provide inconsistent fuel for a 
wildland fire.  High winds provide oxygen to wildfires and can also blow glowing embers off 
burning vegetation to areas far ahead of the front of a fire, allowing fires to jump fuelbreaks in 
some cases.  Conditions of low relative humidity will dry out fuels, increasing the likelihood of 
ignition.  Finally, steep slopes and slopes with exposure to wind will carry fires rapidly uphill, 
and fires that are extinguished in mountainous areas are often contained along ridgelines. 

The proposed project and alternatives would be in open desert, characterized by sparse vegeta-
tion and minimal development.  Topography in the project study area is nearly level to gently 
sloping.  The project study area in Riverside County has been determined to have a low to mod-
erate susceptibility to wildfire (Riverside County 2003).  There is no record of any fire greater 
than 10 acres having occurred within 1 mile of the project study area.  A few large fires have 
been recorded over 10 miles away in JTNP (CAL FIRE 2010). 

Fire Hazard Severity Zones (FHSZ) are areas of significant fire hazards based on fuels, terrain, 
weather, and other relevant factors that have been mapped by the California Department of 
Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) in accordance with Public Resources Code (PRC) 
4201-4204 and Government Code 51175-89.  FHSZs are ranked from moderate to very high and 
are categorized for fire protection as within a Federal Responsibility Area (FRA) under the juris-
diction of a federal agency, within a State Responsibility Area (SRA) under the jurisdiction of 
CAL FIRE, or within a Local Responsibility Area (LRA) under the jurisdiction of a local 
agency.  The project study area is primarily within a FRA under the jurisdiction of the BLM, and 
the solar facility site is within a moderate FHSZ (CAL FIRE 2006).  BLM is responsible for the 
suppression, fuels, and prevention/mitigation/education in this area.  Some of the gen-tie line 
routes are located within a SRA.  All construction and operational activities would occur within a 
moderate FHSZ.  The nearest high FRSZ is east of JTNP, about 35 miles from the DHSP site. 

The BLM Palm Springs–South Coast Field Office operates 2 firefighting facilities.  These stations 
are BLM Pinyon station collocated with Riverside County Station 30 in the Santa Rosa and San 
Jacinto Mountains National Monument (over 60 miles west of the project study area), and the 
Black Rock Interagency Fire Center in JTNP (60 miles west of the project study area).  The 
South Coast Fuels technician and specialists are stationed at the Palm Springs Field Office in 
Riverside County.  The Palm Springs–South Coast Field Office works cooperatively with many 
other federal, state and county agencies and fire departments.  The CAL FIRE station in Desert 
Center is the closest response resource to the project study area.  Under the California Fire 
Master Agreement the closest resource would be requested to respond until the responsible 
agency arrives to assume command.   

All fire stations serving SRAs and LRAs in Riverside County are dispatched by the CAL FIRE 
Riverside Unit/Riverside County Fire Department Emergency Command Center (Perris Dispatch 
Center) and are part of the "Integrated Fire Protection System," under contract with the State.  
The BLM would be notified and a response from BLM would be dispatched if the event occurred 
on FRA lands.  The Federal Interagency Communications Center, San Bernardino Dispatch, 
would be notified.  Closest to the project study area are the Lake Tamarisk Fire Station in Desert 
Center (with one County paramedic assessment engine; 6 miles south of the solar facility site); 
Blythe Air Base in Blythe (with one County paramedic assessment engine; 50 miles east of the 
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project); Riverbend Volunteer Fire Department in Blythe (50 miles east of the project); La 
Quinta South Fire Station in La Quinta (with one City paramedic assessment engine and one 
County brush engine; 60 miles west of the project); Coachella Fire Station (with one City 
paramedic assessment engine; 55 miles west of the project); Sun City Shadow Hills Station in 
Indio (with one City paramedic assessment engine55 miles west of the project); and Indio, North 
Indio, and West Indio Fire Stations in Indio (55 miles west of the project; Riverside County Fire 
Department 2011). 

In summary, fire risk in the project study area is moderate, and the potential for a major fire to 
occur in the area surrounding the proposed project is moderate. 
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3.9 SOILS AND GEOLOGY 

This section describes the existing soil resources and geology in the area where the proposed 
Project and Alternatives would be implemented.  The project study area for soils and geology 
encompasses all soil resources that could be affected by, and geological hazards that could affect, 
the construction, operation, and decommissioning of the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP). 

3.9.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Federal 

Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 as Amended 

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) establishes policy and goals to be fol-
lowed in the administration of public lands by the BLM.  The intent of FLPMA is to protect and 
administer public lands within the framework of a program of multi-use and sustained yield, and 
the maintenance of environmental quality.  Particular emphasis is placed on the protection of the 
quality of scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental, air and atmospheric, water 
resources and archaeological values.  FLPMA is also concerned with the protection of life and 
safety from natural hazards.  The DHSP fits within the multi-use framework created by the 
FLPMA. 

California Desert Conservation Area Plan 

The California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan defines multiple use classes for BLM-
managed lands in the CDCA, which includes land encompassing the DHSP.  With respect to geo-
logical resources, the CDCA Plan aims to maintain the availability of mineral resources on pub-
lic lands for exploration and development. 

State of California 

California Building Code 

The 2006 International Building Code (IBC) is a model building code developed by the Inter-
national Code Council (ICC) that sets rules specifying the minimum acceptable level of safety 
for constructed objects such as buildings in the United States.  The IBC was developed to 
consolidate existing building codes into one uniform code that provides minimum standards to 
ensure the public safety, health and welfare insofar as they are affected by building construction, 
and to secure safety of life and property from all hazards incident to the occupancy of buildings, 
structures and premises.  As a model building code, the IBC has no legal status until it is adopted 
or adapted by government regulation.  With some exceptions, the California Building Code 
(CBC) is based on the IBC. 

The CBC (2007) includes a series of standards that are used in project investigation, design, and 
construction (including grading and erosion control).  The CBC 2007 Edition is based on the 
2006 IBC as published by the ICC, with the addition of more extensive structural seismic provi-
sions.  Chapter 16 of the CBC contains definitions of seismic sources and the procedure used to 
calculate seismic forces on structures.  The Applicant would construct the DHSP in accordance 
with the CBC and IBC requirements. 
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Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act 

The Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act of 1972 regulates development and construction 
of buildings intended for human occupancy to avoid the hazards resulting from surface fault rup-
ture.  While this act does not specifically regulate solar fields and transmission lines, it does help 
define areas where fault rupture is most likely to occur.  According to the Act, active faults are those 
that have experienced surface or near surface rupture in the past 11,000 years.  Classification 
under the Act includes the condition that a fault must be “sufficiently active” and “well defined” 
by detailed site-specific geologic explorations in order to determine whether building setbacks 
should be established.  No components of the proposed project or alternatives are within an 
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone.  The nearest active faults to the DHSP site are the Blue 
Cut fault system (10 miles north, northwest) and the Pinto Mountain fault zone (29 miles 
northwest). 

Seismic-Hazards Mapping Act 

The Seismic Hazards Mapping Act of 1990 directs the California Geological Survey to delineate 
seismic hazard zones.  The purpose of this act is to reduce the threat to public health and safety, 
and to minimize the loss of life and property by identifying and mitigating seismic hazards.  
These seismic hazards include areas that are subject to the effects of strong ground shaking such 
as liquefaction, landslides, tsunamis and seiches.1  Cities, counties, and state agencies are directed 
to use seismic hazard zone maps developed by the California Geological Survey in their land use 
planning and permitting processes.  This act requires that site-specific geotechnical investiga-
tions be performed prior to permitting most urban development projects within seismic hazard 
zones.  The DHSP lies outside any designated seismic hazard zones. 

Riverside County 

Riverside County General Plan 

The Safety Element of the Riverside County General Plan provides for the mitigation of geologic 
hazards through a combination of engineering, construction, land use and development stand-
ards.  The Safety Element addresses the geologic hazards present within the county, including 
fault rupture, ground shaking, liquefaction, seismically generated subsidence, seiche and dam 
inundation, landslides/mudslides, non-seismic subsidence, and erosion.  Riverside County has 
prepared graphics that identify geologic hazards, including fault rupture, liquefaction hazards 
and landslide hazards, and the project would not occur in any high-risk hazard areas (Riverside 
County 2003).  Special consideration, including possible engineering/geologic evaluation, is 
required for developing sites designated on these maps.  The Desert Center Area Plan, part of the 
General Plan, also provides an overview of mitigations for geologic hazards in the Desert Center 
area.  The DHSP would comply with the relevant components of the Safety Element. 

Riverside County General Plan policies relating to fault rupture, seismicity, and seismic risk are 
as follows: 

                                                 
1 A seiche is a sudden oscillation of a body of water (e.g., lake or bay) producing fluctuations in the water level 

and caused by wind earthquakes, or changes in barometric pressure.  
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S 2.1 Minimize fault rupture hazards through enforcement of Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault 
Zoning Act provisions and the following policy, among others: Require geologic studies 
or analyses for critical structures, and lifeline, high occupancy, schools, and high-risk 
structures within 0.5 miles of all Quaternary to historic faults shown on the Earthquake 
Fault Studies Zone map. 

Riverside County General Plan policies related to liquefaction are as follows: 

S 2.2 Require geological and geotechnical investigations in areas with potential for earthquake-
induced liquefaction, landsliding or settlement as part of the environmental and develop-
ment review process, for any structure proposed for human occupancy, and any structure 
whose damage would cause harm. 

S 2.3 Require that a State-licensed professional investigate the potential for liquefaction in 
areas designated as underlain by “Susceptible Sediments” and “Shallow Groundwater” 
for all general construction projects. 

S 2.7 Require a 100 percent maximum variation of fill depths beneath structures to mitigate the 
potential of seismically-induced differential settlement. 

Riverside County General Plan policies related to ground subsidence are as follows: 

S 3.8 Require geotechnical studies within documented subsidence zones as well as zones that 
may be susceptible to subsidence prior to the issuance of development permits. 

S 3.10 Encourage and support efforts for long-term, permanent monitoring of topographic 
subsidence in all producing groundwater basins, irrespective of past subsidence. 

Riverside County General Plan policies related to slope stability are as follows: 

S 3.5 During permit review, identify and encourage mitigation of onsite and offsite slope 
instability, debris flows, and erosion hazards on lots undergoing substantial improvements. 

S 3.6 Require grading plans, environmental assessments, engineering and geologic technical 
reports, irrigation, and landscaping plans, including ecological restoration and revegeta-
tion plans, as appropriate, in order to assure the adequate demonstration of a project’s 
ability to mitigate the potential impacts of slope and erosion hazards and loss of native 
vegetation. 

3.9.2 Existing Conditions 

Topography 

The solar facility site is located in a largely undeveloped, vacant, and fairly flat area in the 
Chuckwalla Valley of the Sonoran Desert in eastern Riverside County.  The Desert Center region 
is surrounded by the Eagle, Coxcomb, and Chuckwalla Mountains.  Sand dunes with native des-
ert habitats compose most of the Desert Center planning area (Riverside County General Plan, 
Desert Center Area Plan 2003).  However, the solar facility site contains no active sand dunes 
and overlaps only a small portion of the Desert Center planning area.  Only a portion of gen-tie 
Alternative E would traverse sand dunes.  The solar facility site is underlain by alluvial sedi-
ments.  (BLM 2011) 
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Geology 

Regional Geology 

The solar facility site lies within the Mojave Desert geomorphic province (BLM 2011), which is 
located in the westernmost part of the Basin and Range geomorphic province.  The Mojave Des-
ert geomorphic province is a broad interior region of isolated mountain ranges separated by 
expanses of desert plains.  It as an interior enclosed drainage, with playas (or dry lake basins) 
being common.  Fault trends largely control Mojave Desert topography.  Mountain ranges in the 
Mojave Desert geomorphic province are composed of complexly faulted and folded basement 
rocks that range in age from pre-Cambrian (more than 570 million years before present (mybp) 
to Mesozoic (66 to 240 mybp).  Volcanic and sedimentary rocks deposited in the Cenozoic (less 
than 66 mybp to present) are common as well.  Younger faulting in the eastern half of the 
Mojave Desert geomorphic province, where the DHSP is located, is characterized by generally 
north- to northwest-trending normal faults associated with regional extension in the Basin and 
Range province. 

The DHSP project components lie within the Chuckwalla Valley, which is bounded on the west 
by the Eagle Mountains, on the east by the Palen Mountains, and to the north by the Coxcomb 
Mountains.  The Chuckwalla Mountains are to the south.  The Chuckwalla Valley contains a 
thick sequence of Quaternary sedimentary deposits including Pleistocene fan deposits, Holocene 
alluvium, and dune sand.  The bordering mountains expose primarily Precambrian metamorphic 
and Mesozoic granitic rocks.  The Blue Cut and Pinto Mountain Fault Zones, north-northwest 
and 11 and 29 miles, respectively, from the solar facility site, are the nearest active faults.  The 
San Andreas Fault is approximately 38 miles southwest of the solar facility site (USGS 2011). 

Local Geology 

The predominant geologic unit in the DHSP area is Quaternary alluvium and marine deposits 
(USGS 2005).  No active faults are mapped in the current footprint of the DHSP or within the 
Chuckwalla Valley area more generally.  The Blue Cut Fault Zone is the closest active fault zone; 
it is approximately 11 miles north of the solar facility site (USGS 2011). 

Geologic Hazards 

Geologic hazards that may affect the region include seismic hazards (ground shaking, surface 
fault rupture, soil liquefaction, and other secondary earthquake-related hazards), slope instability, 
ground subsidence, and erosion. 

Primary Seismic Hazards 

Seismic Sources.  Numerous active faults or seismic zones lie within 62 miles (100 kilometers) 
of the solar facility site (Table 3.9-1).  The primary seismic hazard to the site is strong ground 
shaking from earthquakes along the Pinto Mountain Fault north of the solar facility site, the 
San Andreas Fault to the southwest, and the many faults within the Eastern California Shear 
Zone.   
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Table 3.9-1. Regional Active Earthquake Faults 

Fault Section Name 

 

Trace  
Length  

(km) 
Mean  

Magnitude 

Mean Return  
Interval 
(years) 

Slip Rate 
(mm/yr) 

Distance from  
Solar Facility Site 

(miles) (km) 
Blue Cut 11.0 17.7 79 7.1 — — 
Pinto Mountain 29.3 47.2 74 7.2 — 2.5 
Brawley, western edge of seismic zone 36.8 59.2 60 7.0 — — 
San Andreas (Coachella) 36.8 59.2 69 7.2 69 20 
Brawley, eastern edge of seismic zone 38.0 61.2 61 7.0 — — 
Pisgah–Bullion Mountain–Mesquite Lake 40.0 64.4 88 7.3 — 0.8 
Source: Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities, Special Report 203, Appendix A, BLM 2011 

Surface Fault Rupture.  The solar facility site is not within a currently delineated Alquist-Priolo 
Earthquake Fault Zone (Hart 1997).  Well-delineated active fault lines cross through the region, 
as shown on California Geological Survey maps (BLM 2011); however, no active faults are 
mapped in the immediate vicinity of the DHSP.  Therefore, active fault rupture is unlikely to 
occur in the project vicinity.  While fault rupture would most likely occur along previously estab-
lished fault traces, future fault rupture also could occur at other locations. 

Historic Seismicity and Seismic Risk.  Several earthquakes of magnitude 5.0 or greater have 
occurred within 70 miles of the project site since 1800 (BLM 2011).  These include the 1948 
Desert Hot Springs earthquake (Magnitude [M] 6.0), the 1949 Pinto Mountains earthquake 
(M5.0), and the 1992 Joshua Tree earthquake (M6.1) that was an aftershock of the Landers earth-
quake.  All three earthquakes occurred within the San Andreas Fault system, which is the closest 
active fault system to the solar facility site. 

The primary seismic risk at the solar facility site is a potential earthquake along the San Andreas 
Fault.  This fault is 37 miles southwest from the site (Working Group on California Earthquake 
Probabilities 2008).  Geologists at the USGS believe that the San Andreas Fault has character-
istic earthquakes that result from rupture of each fault segment.  The estimated characteristic 
earthquake is M 7.7 for the southern segment and 7.2 for the Coachella segment (USGS 2008).  
This segment has the longest elapsed time since rupture of any part of the San Andreas Fault.  
The last rupture occurred about 1680, based on dating by the USGS near Indio (Working Group 
on California Earthquake Probabilities 2008).  This segment also ruptured on or around 1020, 
1300, and 1450, with an average recurrence interval of about 220 years.  The San Andreas Fault 
may rupture in multiple segments, producing a higher magnitude earthquake.  Recent paleo-
seismic studies suggest that the San Bernardino Mountain Segment to the north and the 
Coachella Segment, both found within the southern segment of the San Andreas Fault system, 
may have ruptured together in 1450 and 1680 (Working Group on California Earthquake 
Probabilities 2008). 

While accurate earthquake predictions are not possible, various agencies have conducted statis-
tical risk analyses.  In 2008, the California Geological Survey and the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) completed probabilistic seismic hazard maps (BLM 2011).  The recent report by the 
Working Group of California Earthquake Probabilities (2008) estimated a 58 percent conditional 
probability that an M6.7 or greater earthquake may occur between 2008 and 2038 along the 
southern segment of the San Andreas Fault (BLM 2011).  The southern segment of the 
San Andreas Fault appears to originate near the Salton Sea and bends to the northwest, along the 
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southern base of the San Bernardino Mountains, through the Tejon Pass, and then along the 
northern base of the San Gabriel Mountains. 

Site Acceleration.  The potential intensity of ground motion may be estimated by the horizontal 
peak ground acceleration, measured in “g” forces (g is equivalent to the acceleration due to 
Earth’s gravity, or 9.81 meters per second squared).  Ground motions depend primarily on the 
earthquake magnitude and distance to the rupture zone.  Accelerations also depend on attenu-
ation by rock and soil deposits, direction of rupture, and type of fault.  For these reasons, ground 
motions may vary considerably in the same general area.  This variability can be expressed 
statistically by a standard deviation about a mean relationship.  Important factors influencing the 
structural performance include the duration and frequency of strong ground motion, local subsur-
face conditions, soil-structure interaction, and structural details.  Based on seismic hazard maps 
and soil data for the project study area, BLM (2011) measured the probable peak ground acceler-
ation in the vicinity of the DHSP site.  BLM estimated a peak ground acceleration of 0.24g, 
which corresponds with very strong perceived shaking and moderate potential damage.  Peak 
ground acceleration calculations are used in determining CBC seismic design parameters. 

Seismic Hazard Zones.  This portion of Riverside County has not been mapped under the Cali-
fornia Seismic Hazard Mapping Act (BLM 2011).  Because the solar facility site is nearly flat, 
there is negligible potential for landslides  (BLM 2011).  The site lies in a moderate liquefaction 
potential zone designated by Riverside County (Riverside County 2003).  See more regarding 
liquefaction under secondary seismic hazards below. 

Secondary Seismic Hazards.  Secondary seismic hazards related to ground shaking generally 
include soil liquefaction, ground subsidence, slope instability, tsunamis, and seiches. 

 Soil Liquefaction.  Liquefaction is the loss of soil strength from sudden shock (usually earth-
quake shaking), causing the soil to become a fluid mass.  In general, for the effects of liquefac-
tion to be manifested at the surface, groundwater levels must be within 50 feet of the ground 
surface and the soils within the saturated zone must also be susceptible to liquefaction.  Water 
level data from a well located approximately 2 miles southwest of the proposed solar facility 
suggest static water levels in excess of 100 feet, with historic shallow water levels greater than 
60 feet (BLM 2011).  This may mean that liquefaction is unlikely on the solar facility site; 
however, as noted above, Riverside County has designated the area as having moderate lique-
faction potential. 

 Ground Subsidence.  The solar facility site is within a Riverside County–designated “suscep-
tible” subsidence zone (Riverside County 2003).  Dry sands tend to settle and compact when 
subjected to strong earthquake shaking.  The amount of subsidence is dependent on relative 
density of the soil, ground motion, and earthquake duration.  Uncompacted fill areas of the site 
may be susceptible to seismically induced settlement. 

 Slope Instability.  Because the solar facility site has nearly flat topography, the potential for 
large-scale landslides is negligible.  However, local surface failures and debris flows within 
and along incised drainage channels are likely if strong ground shaking occurs (BLM 2011). 

 Tsunamis and Seiches.  The solar facility site is far inland so there is no risk from tsunamis.  
There are no water storage reservoirs on or near the site, so the hazards from seiches are con-
sidered negligible in the project study area. 
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Other Geologic Hazards 

Water Erosion 

The site is nearly flat and undisturbed, with sparse native desert vegetation.  Figure 3.20-2 in 
Appendix A shows surface waters in the project area, including 12 channels which traverse the 
DHSP site in a northwest-to-southeast direction.  These channels are characterized by streams 
and washes which are typically sandy or rocky bed streams, where flow occurs in direct response 
to precipitation events, and is typically heavily laden with sediment.  Erosion of the wash banks 
and shifting of channel beds is common.  Larger magnitude storms tend to result in sheet flow in 
the project area, also moving in a northwest-to-southeast direction.  There are no perennial 
streams within the solar facility site.  The solar facility and gen-tie line would be sited in an area 
where sheet flooding and erosion could occur, with localized flooding that may overwhelm and 
shift ephemeral drainages during seasonal precipitation and flash flood events. 

Wind Erosion 

No active surface aeolian (wind-driven) sand deposits are present within the solar facility site; 
however, fluvial sand transport across the site likely carries sand downslope toward Pinto Wash, 
where fine sands may be taken up into the aeolian sand transport system toward the Palen Dunes.  
This aeolian sand corridor of the Clarks Pass system extends from Dale Dry Lake, through Pinto 
Basin in JTNP and Pinto Wash to just east of Ford Dry Lake, 20 miles southwest of the proposed 
solar facility site.  As shown in Figure 3.3-1b, approximately 1.0 miles (18.9 acres) of Gen-tie 
line Alternative E would cross into the margins of the dune system located to the west of that 
alternative.  Refer to Section 3.4 for a discussion of the sand corridor system with regard to habi-
tat for protected species in the area. 

Soil Resources 

Soils and sediments are composed of minerals and organic materials in various ratios, derived 
from ambient conditions of the location within the landscape, vegetation type, rainfall, and the 
geologic source materials.  The mineral portion of a soil consists of a ratio of sand, silt, and clay 
identified as soil texture.  Soils contain naturally occurring background levels of metals derived 
from the factors influencing soil formation. 

The soils on the solar facility site have not been surveyed by the Natural Resources Conservation 
Service (NRCS), a division of the United States Department of Agriculture that maps soil types 
across land in the United States, so specific soil types are not known for the solar facility site.  
However, analysis for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) project just north of the DHSP site 
included a 2009 geotechnical study, incorporated by reference in Section 1.11 (BLM 2011).  The 
geotechnical study of that site found that soils were generally uniform and were dominated by 
sandy texture.  The similarities between the surface soil textures and vegetation cover at the 
DSSF project site and the DHSP site suggest that the subsurface soils characteristics are likely to 
be similar given the proximity of the two sites.  Soils encountered during the DSSF geotechnical 
survey of the surrounding area consist of sand dune deposit, younger alluvium, and older 
alluvium.  The older alluvium was slightly moist, likely due to winter rain infiltration and in a 
medium dense to dense condition, while the sand dune deposits were generally soft and dry 
(BLM 2011).  Soils in the 2009 geotechnical study exhibited low to very severe resistivity and 
were classified as having a very low expansion potential (BLM 2011). 
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Soils south and east of the solar facility site were surveyed by the NRCS (BLM 2011).  The sur-
vey area was associated with agricultural lands found next to Rice Road, within the gen-tie line 
Alternative D corridor and 1.5 miles east and 2.5 miles south of the solar facility site.  The 
NRCS classified soils in this area as gravelly loamy coarse sands (Carsitas series) and loamy 
sands (Rositas series).  According to the NRCS, Carsitas and Rositas soils typically do not have a 
topsoil horizon (BLM 2011).  Soils are described as having C horizons from 0 to 60 inches 
below grade, indicating the absence of soil-forming.  For both Carsitas and Rositas soils, water 
erosion hazard is minor and windblown erosion hazard is severe (BLM 2011). 

The project study area, including the solar facility site, contains desert pavement (BLM 2011).  
Desert pavements are areas with rock fragments of pebble to cobble size that cover an underlying 
layer of sand, silt, or clay.  Desert pavement areas typically have little or no vegetation cover.  
The extent to which desert pavement reduces wind erosion and resulting fugitive dust depends on 
the density of the rock fragments covering the underlying soil. 

Desert pavements seem to form from two different processes (McAuliffe 2011).  On rocky 
alluvial fans, fine dust settling out of the air accumulates between and below the surface layer of 
rocks, eventually forming a thin silt and clay layer that separates the surface rocks from the main 
part of the alluvial fan.  Desert pavement also can form on sandy soils that contain significant 
amounts of gravel and rock fragments.  In such situations, wind and water erosion can remove 
most of the sand and fine sediments from the surface, leaving the remaining rock fragments as 
the predominant surface layer. 
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3.10 ENERGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES 

This section discusses energy and mineral resources relevant to the analysis of impacts from the 
proposed project and alternatives.  The environmental baseline for considering impacts of the 
Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) to energy and mineral resources is defined as the existing 
physical conditions at the commencement of analysis in September 2011.  The project study area 
addressed in this section includes lands that may be affected directly and/or indirectly by con-
struction, operation and decommissioning of the DHSP. 

3.10.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Existing laws and regulations applicable to mineral resources are described below.  In some cases, 
compliance with these existing laws and regulations would serve to reduce or avoid certain 
impacts that might otherwise occur with the implementation of the proposed project or alternatives. 

Federal 

General Mining Act of 1872 

This act authorizes and governs prospecting and mining for economic minerals, such as gold, 
platinum, and silver, on federal public lands.  Under the Act, all citizens of the United States of 
America 18 years or older have the right under to locate a lode (hard rock) or placer (gravel) 
mining claim on federal lands open to mineral entry.  These claims may be located once a 
discovery of a locatable mineral is made.  Locatable minerals include but are not limited to 
platinum, gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, uranium, and tungsten. 

Mining and Mineral Policy Act of 1970 

This Act establishes that the federal government encourages private enterprise in the develop-
ment of a sound and stable domestic mineral industry and orderly economic development of 
mineral resources, research, and reclamation methods. 

California Desert Conservation Area Plan 

The California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan defines multiple-use classes for BLM-
managed lands within the CDCA.  This area encompasses the project study area.  With respect to 
geological resources, the CDCA Plan aims to maintain the availability of mineral resources on 
public lands for exploration and development. 

Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 

The Geothermal Steam Act of 1970, as amended, (84 Stat, 1566; 30 U.S.C. 1001-1025) provides 
the Secretary of the Interior with the authority to lease public lands and other federal lands, 
including National Forest lands, for geothermal exploration and development in an environmen-
tally sound manner.  This authority has been delegated to the BLM, which implements the Act 
through the regulations contained in 43 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 3200 (BLM 
2011a). 
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State 

State Surface Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA) of 1975 

The Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975 (SMARA) mandates that the State Geologist 
initiate mineral land classification in order to help identify and protect mineral resources in areas 
subject to urban expansion or other irreversible land uses which would preclude mineral extrac-
tion.  SMARA also allows the State Mining and Geology Board (SMGB), after receiving classi-
fication information from the State Geologist, to designate lands containing mineral deposits of 
regional or statewide significance.  Mineral lands are mapped according to jurisdictional boun-
daries (i.e., counties), mapping all mineral commodities at one time in the area, using the Cali-
fornia Mineral Land Classification System. 

The objective of mineral resource classification and designation is to ensure that mineral deposits 
of statewide or regional significance are available when needed.  The SMGB, based on recom-
mendations from the State Geologist and public input, prioritizes areas to be classified and/or 
designated.  Areas subject to urban expansion or other irreversible land uses are given the highest 
priority. 

Classification into mineral resource zones (MRZ) is completed by the State Geologist in accord-
ance with the SMGB’s priority list.  Classification of these areas is based on geologic and eco-
nomic factors without regard to existing land use and land ownership.  The following MRZ cate-
gories are used by the State Geologist in classifying the State’s lands: 

 MRZ-1: Areas where the available geologic information indicates no significant mineral 
deposits or a minimal likelihood of significant mineral deposits. 

 MRZ-2a: Areas where the available geologic information indicates that there are significant 
mineral deposits. 

 MRZ-2b: Areas where the available geologic information indicates that there is a likelihood of 
significant mineral deposits. 

 MRZ-3a: Areas where the available geologic information indicates that mineral deposits are 
likely to exist, however, the significance of the deposit is undetermined. 

 MRZ-4: Areas where there is not enough information available to determine the presence or 
absence of mineral deposits. 

If new information becomes available for a MRZ, such as through sampling or mining explora-
tion, re-classification of that MRZ can occur.  For example, a MRZ-4 classification could be re-
classified to any of the other MRZ classifications.  The area within the proposed solar facility 
boundary is currently classified as MRZ-4, which indicates areas with not enough information to 
determine the presence or absence of minerals (RCIP 2011). 

California Renewables Portfolio Standard / Senate Bills 1078 (2002), 107 (2006), and 2 (2011) 

The California Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS) was established in 2002 under Senate Bill 
1078, accelerated in 2006 under Senate Bill 107, and expanded in 2011 under Senate Bill 2.  The 
RPS program is one of the most ambitious renewable energy standards in the U.S., requiring 
investor-owned utilities, electric service providers, and community choice aggregators to 
increase procurement from eligible renewable energy resources to 33 percent of total procure-
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ment by 2020.  The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and the California Energy 
Commission (CEC) jointly implement the RPS program. 

Local 

County of Riverside General Plan 

Policies 

Wind Resources 

 OS 10.1 Provide for orderly and efficient wind energy development in a manner that maxi-
mizes beneficial uses of the wind resource and minimizes detrimental effects to the residents 
and the environment of the County. 

 OS 10.2 Continue the County's Wind Implementation Monitoring Program (WIMP) in order to 
study the evolution of wind energy technology, identify means to solve environmental and 
community impacts, and provide for an ability to respond with changes in the County's regula-
tory structure. 

Solar Energy 

 OS 11.1 Enforce the state Solar Shade Control Act, which promotes all feasible means of 
energy conservation and all feasible uses of alternative energy supply sources. 

 OS 11.2 Support and encourage voluntary efforts to provide active and passive solar access 
opportunities in new developments. 

 OS 11.3 Permit and encourage the use of passive solar devices and other state-of-the-art 
energy resources. 

Geothermal and Fossil Fuels 

 OS 12.1 Allow for the development of non-electrical, direct heat uses of geothermal heat and 
fluids for space, agricultural, and industrial heating in situations and localities where naturally 
occurring hydrothermal features will not be degraded. 

 OS 12.2 Base all geothermal decisions on appropriate data relating to anticipated environmen-
tal, cultural, aesthetic, archaeological and social impacts. 

 OS 12.3 Weigh the benefits of geothermal as a viable energy source against the protection of 
hot springs, geysers, thermal pools, and other thermal features for their ecological, educational, 
and recreational values. 

 OS 12.4 Permit geothermal heat utilization for space heating in buildings. 

 OS 15.1 Enforce California Division of Oil and Gas policies that direct the siting of oil and gas 
facilities in urban and non-urban areas. 

 OS 15.2 Development of renewable resources should be encouraged. 

Mineral Resources 

 OS 14.1 Require that the operation and reclamation of surface mines be consistent with the 
State Surface Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA) and County Development Code 
provisions. 
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 OS 14.2 Restrict incompatible land uses within the impact area of existing or potential surface 
mining areas. 

 OS 14.3 Restrict land uses incompatible with mineral resource recovery within areas desig-
nated Open Space-Mineral Resources. 

 OS 14.4 Impose conditions as necessary on mining operations to minimize or eliminate the 
potential adverse impact of mining operations on surrounding properties, and environmental 
resources. 

 OS 14.5 Require that new non-mining land uses adjacent to existing mining operations be 
designed to provide a buffer between the new development and the mining operations.  The 
buffer distance shall be based on an evaluation of noise, aesthetics, drainage, operating condi-
tions, biological resources, topography, lighting, traffic, operating hours, and air quality. 

3.10.2 Energy and Mineral Resources Existing Conditions 

The BLM processes applications for wind, solar, geothermal, and fossil fuel energy exploration 
and production; the affected environment for these energy resources as well as mineral resources 
is characterized in this section. 

Wind and Solar Resources 

Wind power uses the naturally occurring energy of the wind for purposes including generating 
electricity, charging batteries, and pumping water.  Utility-scale wind turbines, which capture the 
kinetic energy of the wind and convert it into electrical energy, are mounted on tall towers, 
usually 200 feet or more above the earth’s surface.  In utility-scale power applications, multiple 
turbines are connected to the utility grid.  The BLM manages 20.6 million acres of public lands 
with wind potential in 11 western states, including California and the region where the proposed 
project site is located.  A Programmatic EIS relating to the authorization of wind energy projects 
was completed in June 2005, which provided an analysis of the development of wind energy 
projects in the West.  In addition, the BLM amended 52 land use plans to allow for the use of 
applicable lands for wind energy development, and issued a wind energy policy in 2006 to pro-
vide guidance on best management practices (BMP) and measures to mitigate potential impacts 
on birds, wildlife habitat, and other resource values.  (BLM 2011b) 

Solar radiation levels in the Southwest and the project study area are some of the best in the 
world, and the BLM manages 22 million acres of public lands with solar potential in 6 states, 
including California.  As described in Section 1.1 of the Plan of Development for the proposed 
DHSP, the area of the Mojave Desert where the solar facility site is located ranks among the 
highest insolation values (solar radiation energy received on a given surface area in a given time) 
in North America, with a corresponding benefit to net capacity factor projections.  Solar and 
wind energy development on BLM-administered lands can be approved under Title V of the Fed-
eral Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA).  (BLM 2011c) 

As described in Section 2.2, the BLM and the DOE have published the “Draft Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement for Solar Energy Development in Six Southwestern States” 
(Solar PEIS).  For the BLM, the PEIS is evaluating the agency’s proposed actions to establish a 
new BLM Solar Energy Program applicable to utility-scale solar energy development on BLM-
administered lands in six southwestern states (Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New 
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Mexico, and Utah).  For DOE, the PEIS evaluated the agency’s proposed action to develop new 
program guidance relevant to DOE-supported solar projects.  The project study area is in a Draft 
PEIS-designated proposed Solar Energy Zone or SEZ (the Riverside East SEZ). 

Geothermal and Fossil Fuel Resources 

Geothermal resources refer to thermal energy which is generated and stored beneath the surface 
of the earth, and may be accessed via drilling operations towards the purpose of generating 
power.  Fossil fuels are natural resources including petroleum, natural gas, and coal, which also 
may be extracted from the earth and consumed (burned) to generate power.  There are no known 
coal mining activities in Riverside County or the project study area.  There are 70,361 producing 
acres under oil and gas leases on BLM-administered lands in California, and there are 14,720 
producing acres under geothermal leases on BLM lands in the State (BLM 2005). 

Geothermal and fossil fuel resources in the project study area were identified using a map 
produced by the California Department of Conservation (2001), and through review of the River-
side County General Plan (2008), and are summarized below. 

 One geothermal field has been identified in western Riverside County (Desert Hot Springs), 
west of the proposed solar facility site, and several have been identified in central and southern 
Imperial County (Salton Sea; Brawley; Mesquite; Heber; East Mesa) (DOC 2001).  Currently 
there is no active geothermal energy production in Riverside County, including the project 
study area; however, as mentioned, geothermal resources are known to exist in the County 
(RCIP 2008). 

 Riverside County’s petroleum resources are deposited in the form of oil and gas seeps (RCIP 
2008).  The Imperial Valley Basin, which encompasses the Salton Sea and is aligned in a 
northwest to southeast orientation through Riverside and Imperial Counties, continuing into 
Mexico, is identified as a “sedimentary basin with oil, gas, or geothermal production;” this 
basin is located to the west and southwest of the project study area and does not encompass the 
solar facility site (DOC 2001).  The State Division of Oil and Gas does not report significant 
or active petroleum extraction in the County (RCIP 2008). 

There are no geothermal, oil, or gas producers or seeps within 5 miles of the solar facility site. 

Mineral Resources 

The BLM groups minerals on federal lands into three distinct categories: (1) Locatable resources 
(subject to the General Mining Law of 1872, as amended); (2) Leasable resources (subject to var-
ious Mineral Leasing Acts); and (3) Salable resources (subject to mineral materials disposed of 
under the Materials Act of 1947, as amended) (BLM 2011d). 

 Locatable minerals include hard rock resources that are typically metals with a unique or 
special use, such as gold and silver. 

 Leasable minerals include those which are typically found in bedded deposits, such as oil, 
gas, and geothermal resources. 

 Salable minerals include common variety of materials such as sand, stone, and gravel. 

Local BLM Field Offices are responsible for selling mineral materials on public lands; for lands 
in the vicinity of the proposed project and alternatives, the Palm Springs–South Coast Field 
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Office has this responsibility (BLM 2011d).  Leasable minerals relevant to the solar facility site 
and vicinity are previously discussed under “Geothermal and Fossil Fuels.”  Locatable and salable 
minerals are discussed below. 

As mentioned in Section 3.10.1, the solar facility site is currently designated MRZ-4, as classi-
fied by the State Geologist in accordance with the SMGB’s priority list.  This designation indi-
cates areas where there is not enough information available to determine the presence or absence 
of mineral deposits.  The Mineral Resources Data System (MRDS), administered by the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey (USGS), provides data to describe metallic and nonmetallic mineral resources, 
including deposit name, location, commodity, deposit description, geologic characteristics, pro-
duction, reserves, resources, and references (MRDS 2011).  The MRDS online database was 
reviewed for the project study area, and records of surface mines, closed mines, occurrences/
prospects, and unknown/undefined resources within 5 miles of the proposed solar facility site are 
identified below in Table 3.10-1.  

Table 3.10-1. Mineral Resources in the Project Study Area 

Distance/Proximity  
to Solar Facility Site MRDS Record # Site Name Commodity Operation Type Development Status 
2.25 mi to southwest 10140398 Granite mine Gold Surface – 

underground 
Past producer 

3 mi to east 1026155 Gravel pits Sand and gravel Surface Past producer 
4.5 mi to south (adjacent 
to gen-tie Alts B & C) 

10261788 H&K mine Talc-soapstone Surface Past producer 

Source: MRDS 2011 

As shown in Table 3.10-2, the MRDS identifies 3 records within 5 miles of the solar facility site, 
all of which are past producers.  There are numerous records identified by the MRDS as “Occur-
rence, Prospect, or Unknown” located south of Interstate 10, more than 7 miles south of the solar 
facility site (MRDS 2011); one of these records occurs adjacent to gen-tie line Alternative B 
and C.  In addition, there are records identified by the MRDS 7 miles to the northwest of the 
solar facility site and more than 12 miles to the east site (MRDS 2011).  There are no known 
locatable or salable mineral resources within the solar facility site boundary, and no current 
producers of mineral resources within 5 miles of the solar facility site. 

Energy and Mineral Resources Used for the DHSP 

Table 3.10-2 identifies metallic mineral, nonmetallic mineral, and gravel / concrete resources 
that would be used during construction of the DHSP.  Metallic minerals would predominantly be 
used to produce steel and aluminum.  Copper and other metallic minerals would be contained in 
the transformer, switchyard, and transmission line.  Silica, cadmium, and tellurium may be con-
tained in the PV panels, depending on the technology that is used. 
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Table 3.10-2. Mineral Resources Contained in Project Construction Materials 

Project Structures and Facilities 
Metallic  
Minerals 

Non-Metallic  
Minerals 

Gravel/ 
Concrete 

PV Panels x x  
PV Panel Structures x  x 
O&M Building / Facility x  x 
Electrical Collection System x   
On-Site Substation x  x 
Switchyard x  x 
Site Security, Fencing, and Lighting x  x 
Access Roads   x 
Groundwater Well(s) x  x 
Electrical Interconnection x   

As described in Section 2.4.4 of this EIS (see “Gravel, Aggregate, and Concrete Requirements 
and Sources”), gravel would be trucked to the solar facility site from a location to be determined.  
Concrete would be required for the inverter pads and the switchyard.  Concrete for the inverter 
pads and vertical H-pile supports, if needed, would be pre-poured and transported to the solar 
facility site by truck, while concrete for the switchyard and panel supports would be brought by 
cement truck to the site.  The DHSP would also require consumption of fossil fuels for construc-
tion vehicles as well as operations/maintenance vehicles; Sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5 (Description of 
the Proposed Action and Alternatives) of this EIS describe construction activities, including as 
related to vehicle and equipment use, while Sections 3.2 and 4.2 (Air Quality) and Sections 3.5 
and 4.5 (Climate Change) of this EIS provide specifics regarding the proposed project’s fuel con-
sumption and emissions. 
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3.11 LANDS AND REALTY 

This section describes conditions related to land use and realty in the area that could be affected 
by the implementation of the proposed project and alternatives.  The project study area for lands 
and realty is the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) and private lands within the 
Chuckwalla Valley, as this is the planning area that would be affected by the proposed project 
and alternatives. 

3.11.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

This section discusses the applicable regulations, plans, and policies that govern land use within 
the project study area. 

California Desert Conservation Area Plan 1980 (as amended) 

The principal land use plan affecting the DHSP is the BLM’s CDCA Plan.  The CDCA Plan is 
described in Section 1.7 of Chapter 1. 

Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan 

The Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan) is a 
Habitat Conservation Plan and amendment to the CDCA Plan that provides: 

 A comprehensive framework for ecosystem management, including recovery of three popula-
tions of the desert tortoise; 

 A single landscape basis for ecosystem management for three federal land administering 
agencies within the planning area: BLM, Joshua Tree National Park (eastern half only), and all 
of Chocolate Mountains Gunnery Range managed by the U.S. Navy; and 

 A structure that integrates ecosystem management into a broader context of agencies’ 
mandates, including BLM’s multiple use management mission. 

The NECO planning area consists of 5.5 million acres, covering portions of BLM field offices in 
Needles, El Centro, and Palm Springs.  The plan amendment is also cooperatively joined by the 
California Department of Fish and Game through the statewide Sikes Act Memorandum of 
Agreement. 

Riverside County Integrated Plan and Desert Center Area Plan 

The principal land use plan affecting private land surrounding the solar facility site is the River-
side County General Plan (General Plan), which articulates the vision and planning principles for 
development in Riverside County.  The Desert Center Area Plan (DCAP) is part of the General 
Plan and provides a more focused development plan for the Desert Center area, which includes 
the solar facility site and gen-tie line alternatives.  In addition, the General Plan defines develop-
ment policies for the Desert Center Policy Area, which is generally between Desert Center and 
Lake Tamarisk. 

Current Riverside County plans, policies, and regulations do not take into account the County’s 
significant solar resource.  However, the County recognizes that its current General Plan does not 
address siting utility-scale solar facilities and that policy conflicts may exist.  The County plans 
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to address siting of solar projects and will clarify these issues in a General Plan update and in 
future County Code revisions (CEC and BLM 2010). 

The California Land Conservation Act of 1965 

The California Land Conservation Act of 1965, commonly referred to as the Williamson Act, 
was enacted to preserve California’s prime agricultural lands from urbanization.  Since it was 
enacted, the act has been amended several times to allow its use not only to protect prime agri-
cultural lands.  Riverside County has identified soils in one gen-tie line alternative route, Alter-
native D, where it crosses Rice Road, as Williamson Act Non-Prime Agricultural Land (Cali-
fornia Department of Conservation, Division of Land Resources Protection 2007).  These are 
lands that are enrolled in a California Land Conservation Act contract and do not meet the crite-
ria as Prime Agricultural Land.  Non-Prime Farmland is defined as open space land of statewide 
significance under the California Open Space Subvention Act.  Most non-prime lands are in agri-
cultural uses, such as grazing or non-irrigated crops.  Non-prime lands may also include other 
open space uses that are compatible with agriculture and consistent with local general plans (Cal-
ifornia Department of Conservation, Division of Land Resources Protection 2007). 

California Desert Renewables Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) 

The DRECP is a Natural Community Conservation Plan being developed by a joint federal and 
State Renewable Energy Action Team (REAT) to provide for effective protection and conserva-
tion of desert ecosystems while allowing for the appropriate development of renewable energy 
projects.  The REAT Team was formed consisting of the California Energy Commission, Cali-
fornia Department of Fish and Game, Bureau of Land Management, and the U.S. Fish and Wild-
life Service.  The DRECP is intended to provide long-term endangered species permit 
assurances, facilitate the review and approval of renewable energy projects in the Mojave and 
Colorado deserts in California, and provide a process for conservation funding to implement the 
DRECP.  It is anticipated that the DRECP also would serve as the basis for one or more habitat 
conservation plans (HCP) under the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) and provide biolog-
ical information necessary for consultation under ESA Section 10.  The DRECP is not yet final, 
and no decision has been made for the DRECP.  The conservation measures of this EIS are not 
inconsistent with the DRECP’s goals. 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement to Develop and Implement Agency-Specific 
Programs for Solar Energy Development (Solar PEIS) 

In response to direction from Congress under Title II, Section 211 of the Energy Policy Act of 
2005, as well as Executive Order 13212, Actions to Expedite Energy-Related Projects, the BLM 
and the DOE have collaborated to prepare the Solar PEIS pursuant to NEPA and CEQA regula-
tions.  The Solar PEIS evaluates utility-scale solar energy development in a six-state area, includ-
ing that portion of the CDCA that is open to solar energy development in accordance with the 
provisions of the CDCA Plan.  The planning area does not include lands within the CDCA that 
have special designations, such as National Monuments, Wilderness Areas, Wilderness Study 
Areas, Wild and Scenic Rivers, National Historic and Scenic Trails, Areas of Critical Environ-
mental Concern, or other special management areas that are inappropriate for or inconsistent 
with extensive, surface-disturbing uses.  The Solar PEIS is not intended to cover "pending appli-
cations,” which includes Desert Harvest, since the Final PEIS had not been released as of the 
date of publication of the DHSP Draft EIS.  Therefore, this Final EIS is not required to show 
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compatibility with the Solar PEIS.  However, the DHSP lies within the boundaries of the River-
side East SEZ and occurs on land defined by the PEIS as developable. 

Federal Power Act 

Under the section 24 of the Federal Power Act (FPA), the following actions result in a 
withdrawal of public land: the filing of an application for (or issuance of) a preliminary permit 
with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) or the filing of an application for a 
license (with FERC) and the issuance of a license by FERC.  A withdrawal created under the 
Federal Power Act on BLM-managed land would reserve the public land for use by a pending 
power project, and BLM would recognize that the licensee has a priority right to use the 
withdrawn lands.  BLM has the authority to authorize ROW on the withdrawn land, but any 
ROW cannot infringe on the licensee’s priority right to use the land.  Section 3.11.3 describes an 
existing FERC withdrawal under the FPA over portions of the DHSP ROW application area. 

3.11.2 Existing Conditions 

Land use can be assessed by analyzing current land activities, land ownership, zoning (where 
applicable), and land use designations in adopted land use plans and policies.  An assessment of 
land use must also consider legal guarantees or limitations on land use, such as those provided by 
easements, deeds, rights-of-way (ROW), claims, leases, licenses, and permits.  BLM-administered 
lands are not zoned, but they may be encumbered by easements, ROWs, mining claims, and 
permits. 

General Characteristics of Land in the Project Study Area 

The area in the immediate vicinity of the solar facility and gen-tie line alternatives is largely a 
vacant, undeveloped, and flat open space area located in the Chuckwalla Valley of the Sonoran 
Desert in eastern Riverside County.  Development in the surrounding area includes the rural 
community of Desert Center, California; Lake Tamarisk Desert Resort; the Eagle Mountain 
Mine; and the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm, an approved neighboring solar project that was under 
construction of its Phase 1A area as of the commencement of analysis in this EIS (September 
2011).  The environmental baseline for the proposed project and alternatives includes only the 
preliminary construction of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project that had been completed as of 
September 2011.  Joshua Tree National Park, which is managed by the National Park Service 
and is largely designated as wilderness, surrounds the majority of the solar facility site to the 
west, north, and east.  The general characteristics of the project study area are described in 
Chapter 1. 

Land Ownership/Management 

Figure 3.11-1 in Appendix A depicts the current land ownership in the vicinity of the proposed 
project and alternatives, as reported by the BLM (BLM 2011).  The DHSP would be located 
chiefly on land that is under the jurisdiction of the BLM, and BLM land use designations estab-
lished in the CDCA and NECO Plans would apply. 

Portions of gen-tie line Alternatives B, C, D, and E would traverse private land.  Gen-tie line 
Alternatives B, C, D, and E would cross parcels owned in fee by the Metropolitan Water District 
of Southern California (MWD).  Gen-tie line Alternatives B and C would also cross one parcel 
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of private land near Lake Tamarisk.  Table 3.11-1 provides information about private land 
ownership in the vicinity of the proposed project and alternatives. 

Table 3.11-1. Land Ownership of Lands Overlain by the Proposed Project and Alternatives 

Project Component Private Land Crossed  Assessor Parcel Numbers  
Solar Facility – Alts 3, 4, 5 None Not applicable 
Gen-Tie – Alts B, C 0.6 mile 807171005, 808161001 
Gen-Tie – Alt D 5.1 miles 807172029, 811270001, 811142005, 811141011, 811260013, 811170013, 

811170018, 811170017, 811170016, 808250015, 808250016, 808250005, 
808240010, 808240008, 808240007, 811170019, 808250014, 808250003, 
808240011, 808240012, 808250004 

Gen-Tie – Alt E  4.25 miles 807172017, 807172018, 807191031, 807191030, 811122010, 811130019, 
811160016 

Source: BLM 2011; enXco 2011 

BLM Land Use Designations 

The BLM’s CDCA establishes four multiple use classes (MUC), multiple use class guidelines, 
and plan elements for specific resources or activities, such as motorized vehicle access, recrea-
tion, and vegetation.  Figure 3.11-1 in Appendix A depicts the multiple use classes assigned to 
BLM-administered land in the DHSP area, as designated in the NECO Plan.  The multiple use 
classes are defined as follows: 

 Class C (Controlled Use) – About 2.1 million acres designated Class C are managed to be 
preserved in a natural state; access generally is limited to nonmotorized and nonmechanized 
means, such as by foot or on horseback. 

 Class L (Limited Use) – About 5.9 million acres designated Class L are managed to protect 
sensitive, natural, scenic, ecological, and cultural resource values.  They provide for generally 
lower intensity, carefully controlled, multiple uses that do not significantly diminish resource 
values. 

 Class M (Moderate Use) – About 3.3 million acres designated Class M are managed in a con-
trolled balance between higher intensity use and protection.  A wide variety of uses such as 
mining, livestock grazing, recreation, energy, and the development of new utility facilities are 
allowed. 

 Class I (Intensive Use) – About 500,000 acres are Class I, managed for concentrated use to 
meet human needs.  Reasonable protection is provided for sensitive natural values.  Impacts 
are mitigated and impacted areas are rehabilitated, when possible. 

The solar facility as well as most of the gen-tie line would be located on land designated by BLM 
Class M (Moderate Use).  A portion of the gen-tie line Alternative E would cross areas desig-
nated as Class L, and all gen-tie line alternatives would cross a very small area of land desig-
nated as Class L upon entry into the Red Bluff Substation. 

Riverside County General Plan Land Use Designations 

Where the DHSP would be located on private land, the Riverside County General Plan land use 
designations would apply.  In addition, all of the private land within the DHSP is subject to Riv-
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erside County ordinances, the DCAP, and the Desert Center Policy Area, as applicable based on 
the location of individual parcels. 

A 0.6-mile section of gen-tie line Alternative B and Alternative C, 5.1 miles of gen-tie line Alter-
native D, and 4.25 miles of gen-tie line Alternative E would be on private land designated as 
“Open Space–Rural (OS-RUR).”  According to the General Plan: 

The Open Space–Rural land use designation is applied to remote, privately owned 
open space areas with limited access and a lack of public services.  Single-family 
residential uses are permitted at a density of one dwelling unit per 20 acres.  The 
extraction of mineral resources subject to an approved surface mining permit may 
be permissible, provided that the proposed project can be undertaken in a manner 
that is consistent with maintenance of scenic resources and views from residential 
neighborhoods and major roadways and that the project does not detract from 
efforts to protect endangered species (Riverside County 2003). 

Relevant land use policies of the General Plan for Open Space-Rural (OS-RUR) are as follows: 

 LU 20.1 – Require that structures be designed to maintain the environmental character in 
which they are located. 

 LU 20.2 – Require that development be designed to blend with undeveloped natural contours 
of the site and avoid an unvaried, unnatural, or manufactured appearance. 

 LU 20.3 – Require that adequate and available circulation facilities, water resources, sewer 
facilities, and/or septic capacity exist to meet the demands of the proposed land use. 

 LU 20.4 – Ensure that development does not adversely impact the open space and rural charac-
ter of the surrounding area. 

 LU 20.6 – Provide programs and incentives that allow Open Space-Rural areas to maintain and 
enhance their existing and desired character (Riverside County 2003). 

Gen-tie line Alternative D would also traverse 1.5 miles of land designated Agriculture (AG).  
According to the General Plan: 

The Agriculture land use designation has been established to help conserve pro-
ductive agricultural lands within the County.  These include row crops, nurseries, 
citrus groves and vineyards, dairies, ranches, poultry and hog farms, and other 
agricultural related uses.  Areas designated for Agriculture generally lack an infra-
structure that is supportive of urban development (Riverside County 2003). 

Relevant land use policies of the General Plan for Agriculture (AG) are as follows: 

 LU 16.1 – Encourage retaining agriculturally designated lands where agricultural activity can 
be sustained at an operational scale, where it accommodates lifestyle choice, and in locations 
where impacts to and from potentially incompatible uses, such as residential uses, are mini-
mized, through incentives such as tax credits. 

 LU 16.2 – Protect agricultural uses, including those with industrial characteristics (dairies, 
poultry, hog farms, etc.) by discouraging inappropriate land division in the immediate proxi-
mity and allowing only uses and intensities that are compatible with agricultural uses. 
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 LU 16.4 – Encourage conservation of productive agricultural lands.  Preserve prime agricul-
tural lands for high-value crop production. 

 LU 16.5 – Continue to participate in the California Land Conservation Act (the Williamson 
Act) of 1965. 

 LU 16.6 – Require consideration of State agricultural land classification specifications when a 
2.5-year Agriculture Foundation amendment to the General Plan is reviewed that would result 
in a shift from an agricultural to a non-agricultural use. 

 LU 16.7 – Adhere to Riverside County’s Right-to-Farm Ordinance (Riverside County 2003). 

Riverside County Zoning 

Where the proposed project would be located on private land, Riverside County zoning would 
apply.  Zoning classifications are defined in the Riverside County Land Use Ordinance, Ordi-
nance 348, as amended, Article III.  The ordinance details all permitted uses on private property 
based on the assigned zone classification. 

Gen-tie line Alternatives D and E would cross private land zoned as Controlled Development 
Zone (W-2-10).  Permitted uses include single-family dwellings, field and tree crops, outside 
storage of materials, and limited animal husbandry.  Limited additional uses are permitted where 
the lot size is greater than 1 acre.  Many additional uses are allowed by approval or by permit, 
including “structures and the pertinent facilities necessary and incidental to the development and 
transmission of electrical power” (BLM 2011). 

Alternative D would also overlap private land zoned Agriculture, Light (A-1-20).  As the name 
implies, a variety of agricultural land uses are permitted here.  No power-generating facilities are 
permitted, but, in accordance with Section 13.1(11)(d), the Planning Director can approve uses 
that are deemed to be “substantially the same in character and intensity” as the listed uses (BLM 
2011). 

A 0.6-mile portion of Alternatives B and C would overlap one parcel of private land near Lake 
Tamarisk zoned Natural Assets (N-A).  Permitted uses in areas zoned Natural Assets include 
some dwellings and accessory buildings, field and tree crops, grazing subject to stated limita-
tions, and apiaries.  Several other uses, including utility substations, are allowed by approval or 
by permit (BLM 2011). 

3.11.3 Existing Uses 

Lands and Realty-Related Uses 

A number of easements, ROWs, and claims related to utility corridors, transmission lines, tele-
phone lines, pipelines, railroads, roads, water transmission facilities, and mining claims are 
located in the vicinity of the solar facility.  Land ownership is shown in Table 3.11-1.  The solar 
facility site is entirely owned by the federal government and managed by BLM.  A portion of the 
site is part of the BLM’s Palen Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA).  This portion 
of the site is excluded from Alternative 5 (see Figure 2-9 in Appendix A).  The southwestern por-
tion of the solar facility site is encumbered with prior authorizations and segregations.  Two 
transmission line ROWs are held by Southern California Edison. 
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One road, pipeline, and a proposed transmission line ROW are held under a project under review 
by FERC for a transmission line and water pipeline associated with the Eagle Mountain Pumped 
Storage Project (EMPSP, “Power Project P-13123”) (see Figure 2-3a for overlap with DHSP).  A 
preliminary permit for this project was issued by FERC on August 13, 2008, but expired on 
August 13, 2011.  The final license application for this project, dated June 22, 2009, is pending 
with FERC.  The current FERC withdrawal is based on the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage 
project boundary in maps submitted with the application for license.  A letter from FERC to the 
project proponent dated March 15, 2012 vacated “non-essential withdrawals” and withdrawals 
outside project boundary as of September 30, 2011.  This letter vacates the portion of the 
withdrawal created by the preliminary permit that is outside the project boundary as defined in 
the license application. The effect of this withdrawal is to reserve public lands for future use for a 
water pipeline by the licensee of Power Plant Project P-13123, if authorized under the FPA.  
BLM has the authority to issue ROW grants on the withdrawn land, but any ROW cannot 
infringe on the licensee’s priority right to use the land.  Several DHSP components would cross 
over the 145-foot-wide linear withdrawal for the buried water supply line and the withdrawal for 
an alternative transmission line route for the EMPSP.  Overlapping DHSP components include 

 The main access driveway from Kaiser Road to the DHSP (on the northern parcel); 

 Interior access roads and electrical collector lines; 

 The buried collector line between the southern and northern parcels; and 

 Gen-tie Alternatives B, C, and D. 

The gen-tie alternatives would cross the EMPSP water supply withdrawal on public land, but 
would cross the transmission alternative route on private land owned by the MWD and not sub-
ject to Section 24 of the FPA.  Overall, the only DHSP components in EMPSP withdrawal areas 
on public lands would be power lines and unpaved access roads.  BLM has determined that these 
facilities would not preclude use of public lands by the EMPSP (see Appendix P for full text of 
letter from BLM to FERC). 

Land uses within the routes of the gen-tie line alternatives are shown in Table 3.11-2.  The gen-
tie line alternatives would cross two major transmission lines.  The Kaiser 33-kilovolt (kV) trans-
mission line, owned by Kaiser Ventures, runs parallel to Kaiser Steel Road.  Several of the gen-
tie line alternatives would cross SCE’s existing 161 kV transmission line, which runs northwest 
to southeast.  In addition, the Devers–Palo Verde No. 1 (DPV1) 500 kV transmission line runs 
parallel to Interstate 10.  There are a number of smaller distribution lines that cross DHSP com-
ponents as well. 

In addition to ROWs for existing roads and transmission lines, portions of all of the gen-tie line 
alternatives would cross a designated two-mile-wide utility corridor (see Figure 3.11-1 in Appen-
dix A).  There are also multiple ROWs for existing underground oil and gas pipelines and tele-
phone cables in the vicinity of the gen-tie line alternatives, as well as a ROW for a gas distribu-
tion pipeline, which parallels Kaiser Road.  Twelve water wells and associated pipelines are 
within the vicinity of the DHSP.  Two of the wells are owned by Kaiser Steel and the others are 
owned by private parties.  West of gen-tie line Alternative B and Kaiser Road, the Riverside 
County Waste Management Department leases 160 acres from the BLM for a sanitary landfill.1  

                                                 
1 Specific plans for a sanitary landfill are approved but are not currently in effect. 
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The lease, serial number CAS005340, was authorized in 1975 (BLM 2011).  Land disturbance is 
evident in this area (BLM 2011). 

Table 3.11-2. Existing Uses, Easements, and ROW Within Gen-Tie Line Alternative Routes 

Owner Use 
Width  
 (feet) Location Relative to DHSP BLM Serial File No.  

Riverside County Kaiser Road 300 Kaiser Road easement; 
Alternatives B and C would 
cross. 

Not applicable 

FERC Transmission and Water 
Supply ROW 

400 Northwest to Southeast through 
the Southwestern DHSP parcel; 
other overlaps with Gen-Tie Line 
Alternatives 

P-13123-002 

MWD ROW for ditches and canals Not 
applicable 

All Gen-Tie Lines would cross. R 07041 

SCE Transmission line 100 Northwest to southeast east of 
Kaiser Road; all Gen-Tie Lines 
would cross; Alternative D would 
parallel it for much of its length. 

LA 0149780 

SCE Transmission line 25 Northwest to southeast east of 
Kaiser Road; all Gen-Tie Lines 
would cross; Alternative D would 
parallel it for much of its length. 

LA 0153144 

Caltrans I-10 200 Road easement; all Gen-Tie 
lines would cross. 

Not applicable 

Caltrans SR-177 (Desert Center Rice 
Road) 

100 Road easement; all Gen-Tie 
Lines would cross. 

Not applicable 

SCE Water pipeline and well 50 Alternatives B and C would 
cross. 

LA 098376 

Sprint Underground telephone cable 15 All Gen-Tie Lines would cross. CA 18888 
Private owner Private access road 12 Alternatives B and C would cross 

and parallel for part of length. 
CA 37076 

Kaiser Ventures, Inc. Eagle Mountain Railroad 200 No project components would 
cross. 

Not applicable 

Source: BLM 2011 

The solar facility would be sited within a proposed Solar Energy Zone to be designated under the 
Department of Energy and BLM Programmatic Solar Energy Development EIS (Office of 
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy and Bureau of Land Management, 2010).  It is also 
within a California Renewable Energy Zone identified by the Renewable Energy Transmission 
Initiative.  The DHSP site is also in a priority interconnection location within the California Inde-
pendent System Operator; it would interconnect to the existing 500 kV transmission line, SCE’s 
DPV1 Line. 
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3.12 NOISE AND VIBRATION 

This section describes the existing noise conditions that could be affected by implementation of the 
proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) and alternatives. The project study area for noise 
encompasses all noise-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the DHSP and noise-sensitive land uses 
along the traffic routes that would be used during construction, operation, and decommissioning. 

Noise is defined as unwanted or extraneous sound.  Sound is caused by vibrations that generate 
waves of minute air pressure fluctuations.  Air pressure fluctuations that occur from 20 to 20,000 
times per second can be detected as audible sound.  The number of pressure fluctuations per sec-
ond is normally reported as cycles per second or hertz (Hz).  Different vibration frequencies pro-
duce different tonal qualities for the resulting sound.  In general, sound waves travel away from 
the noise source as an expanding spherical surface.  The energy contained in a sound wave is 
consequently spread over an increasing area as it travels away from the source.  This results in a 
decrease in loudness at greater distances from the noise source. 

Decibel Scales 

Human hearing varies in sensitivity for different sound frequencies.  The ear is most sensitive to 
sound frequencies between 800 and 8,000 Hz, less sensitive to higher and lower sound frequen-
cies, and least sensitive to sound frequencies below 250 Hz.  Peak sensitivity to pure tones typic-
ally occurs at frequencies between 2,000 Hz and 6,000 Hz.  Relative sensitivity remains fairly 
high between about 250 Hz and 2,000 Hz.  Relative sensitivity drops off slightly above 7,000 Hz, 
and drops off significantly below 200 Hz.  In addition, relative sensitivity to different acoustic 
frequencies also varies with the intensity of the sound.  Several different frequency weighting 
schemes have been developed, using different decibel (dB) adjustment values for each octave or 
1/3 octave interval.  Some of these weighting schemes are intended to approximate the way the 
human ear responds to noise levels; others are designed to account for the response of building 
materials to airborne vibrations and sound.  The most commonly used decibel weighting schemes 
are the A-weighted and C-weighted scales. 

The “A-weighted” decibel scale (dBA) is normally used to approximate human hearing response 
to sound.  The A-weighted scale significantly reduces the measured pressure level for low frequency 
sounds while slightly increasing the measured pressure level for some middle frequency sounds.  
The “C-weighted” decibel scale (dBC) is often used to characterize low frequency sounds capable 
of inducing vibrations in buildings or other structures.  The C-weighted scale makes only minor 
reductions to the measured pressure level for low frequency components of a sound while making 
slightly greater reductions to high frequency components than does the A-weighted scale. 

Table 3.12-1 provides examples of typical dBA levels. 

Table 3.12-1. Examples of Typical dBA Levels  

Characterization dBA Example Noise Condition 

Threshold of pain 130 Peak noise 50 feet behind firing position, M-16 and M-24 rifles. 

 125 Mach 1.9 sonic boom under aircraft at 11,000 feet. 

Possible building damage 120 Air raid siren at 50 feet. 

Threshold of immediate NIPTS1 115 Mach 1.1 sonic boom under aircraft at 12,000 feet. 

 110 Commercial fireworks (5 pound charge) at 1,500 feet. 
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Table 3.12-1. Examples of Typical dBA Levels  

Characterization dBA Example Noise Condition 

 105 Peak noise 50 feet behind firing position, .22 caliber rifle. 

 100 Peak crowd noise, pro football game, inside open stadium. 

Extremely noisy 95 Locomotive horn at 100 feet. 

8-hour OSHA2 limit 90 Large wood chipper processing tree branches at 30 feet. 

Very noisy 85 Leaf blower at 5 feet. 

 80 Jackhammer at 50 feet. 

Noisy 75 Dog barking at 5 feet. 

 70 Gas engine lawnmower at 5 feet. 

Moderately noisy 65 Bulldozer, excavator, or paver at 50 feet. 

 60 Pneumatic wrench at 50 feet. 

 55 Fork lift or front end loader at 50 feet. 

 50 Table saw at 25 feet. 

Quiet 45 Vacuum cleaner at 5 feet. 

 40 Idling locomotive at 50 feet. 

 35 Street sweeper at 30 feet. 

Very Quiet 30 Leaf blower at 50 feet. 

 20 300 feet from busy 6-lane freeway. 

Barely Audible 10 Typical daytime busy downtown background conditions. 

Threshold of hearing, no hearing loss 0  

1 - NIPTS = noise-induced permanent threshold shift (permanent hearing damage) 
2 - OSHA = Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
Indicated noise levels are average dBA levels for stationary noise sources or peak noise levels for brief noise events and noise sources moving 
past a fixed reference point. 
Average and peak dBA levels are not 24-hour CNEL (community noise exposure level) or Ldn (day-night noise level) values. 
Decibel scales are not linear.  Apparent loudness doubles with every 10 dBA increase, regardless of the initial dBA level. 
Most adults have accumulated some hearing loss and have a threshold of hearing above 15 dBA.  In occupational hearing conservation pro-
grams, a threshold of hearing between 20 and 30 dBA is considered normal. 
Source:  Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project Final EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment 2011 – Table 3.10-1. Incorporated by reference in Section 1.11 

Common Noise Descriptors 

Varying noise levels are often described in terms of the equivalent constant decibel level.  Equivalent 
noise levels (Leq) are used to develop single-value descriptions of average noise exposure over 
various periods.  Such average noise exposure ratings often include additional weighting factors 
for annoyance potential due to time of day or other considerations.  The Leq data used for these 
average noise exposure descriptors are generally based on A-weighted sound level measurements, 
although other weighting systems are used for special conditions (such as blasting noise). 

Average noise exposure over a 24-hour period is often presented as a day-night average sound 
level (Ldn) or a community noise equivalent level (CNEL).  Ldn values are calculated from 
hourly Leq values, with the Leq values for the nighttime period (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.) increased 
by 10 dB to reflect the greater disturbance potential from nighttime noises.  CNEL values are 
very similar to Ldn values, but include a 5 dB annoyance adjustment for evening (7:00 p.m. to 
10:00 p.m.)  Leq values in addition to the 10 dB adjustment for nighttime (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 
a.m.)  Leq values.  Except in unusual situations, the CNEL descriptor will be within 1.5 dB of 
the Ldn descriptor for the same set of noise measurements.  Unless specifically noted otherwise, 
Ldn and CNEL values are assumed to be based on dBA measurements. 
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Working with Decibel Values 

Noise levels are measured on a logarithmic, decibel scale because of the physical characteristics 
of sound transmission and reception; noise levels diminish (or attenuate) as distance to the source 
increases according to the inverse square rule, where the sound energy decreases with the square 
of the distance.  As such, individual decibel ratings for different noise sources cannot be added 
directly to give the decibel rating of the combination of these sources.  Two noise sources 
producing equal dB ratings at a given location will produce a composite noise level 3 dB greater 
than either sound alone.  When two noise sources differ by 10 dB, the composite noise level will 
be only 0.4 dB greater than the louder source alone.  Most people have difficulty distinguishing 
the louder of two noise sources that differ by less than 1.5 to 2 dB.  In general, a 10 dB increase 
in noise level is perceived as a doubling in loudness.  A 2 dB increase represents a 15 percent 
increase in loudness, a 3 dB increase is a 23 percent increase in loudness, and a 5 dB increase is a 
41 percent increase in loudness. 

When distance is the only factor considered, sound levels from a ground-level stationary or point 
source will typically decrease by about 6 dB for every doubling of distance away from the noise 
source.  For a noise source which is relatively long, such as a constant stream of highway traffic 
(line source), noise levels decrease by about 3 dB for every doubling of distance. 

3.12.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Various federal, state, and local agencies have developed guidelines for evaluating land use 
compatibility under different noise level ranges.  The federal Noise Control Act of 1972 (Public 
Law 92-574) established a requirement that all federal agencies must administer their programs 
in a manner that promotes an environment free from noise that jeopardizes public health or wel-
fare.  The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) was given the responsibility 
for: providing information to the public regarding identifiable effects of noise on public health or 
welfare, publishing information on the levels of environmental noise that will protect the public 
health and welfare with an adequate margin of safety, coordinating federal research and activities 
related to noise control, and establishing federal noise emission standards for selected products 
distributed in interstate commerce.  The federal Noise Control Act also directed all federal agen-
cies to comply with applicable federal, State, interstate, and local noise control regulations to the 
same extent that any person is subject to such requirements. 

Although the USEPA was given major public information and federal agency coordination roles, 
each federal agency retains authority to adopt noise regulations pertaining to agency programs.  
The USEPA can require other federal agencies to justify their noise regulations in terms of the 
federal Noise Control Act policy requirements, but has no authority to approve or disapprove the 
noise regulations and policies of other federal agencies.  The Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration has primary authority for setting workplace noise exposure standards.  Due to 
aviation safety considerations, the Federal Aviation Administration has primary jurisdiction over 
aircraft noise standards. 

Federal Criteria and Standards 

USEPA.  In response to the requirements of the federal Noise Control Act, the USEPA (1974) 
recommended indoor and outdoor noise limits to protect public health and welfare (hearing 
damage, sleep disturbance, and communication disruption).  Outdoor Ldn values of 55 dB and 
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indoor Ldn values of 45 dB are identified as desirable to protect against speech interference and 
sleep disturbance for residential, educational, and health care areas.  Noise level criteria to 
protect against hearing damage in commercial and industrial areas are identified as 24-hour Leq 
values of 70 dB (both outdoors and indoors). 

National Park Service.  The National Park Service’s (NPS) “Management Policies 2006: The 
Guide to Managing the National Park System” (NPS Management Policies) provides policies 
“intended only to improve the internal management of the National Park Service” (NPS 2006). 
This document includes policies on “Soundscape Management” (NPS 2006 – Section 4.9), which 
state that “[t]he National Park Service will preserve, to the greatest extent possible, the natural 
soundscapes of parks” and “will restore to the natural condition wherever possible those park 
soundscapes that have become degraded by unnatural sounds (noise), and will protect natural 
soundscapes from unacceptable impacts.”  The process by which the NPS will preserve includes 
“[u]sing appropriate management planning, superintendents will identify what levels and types 
of unnatural sound constitute acceptable impacts on park natural soundscapes…The Service will 
take action to prevent or minimize all noise that through frequency, magnitude, or duration 
adversely affects the natural soundscape or other park resources or values, or that exceeds levels 
that have been identified through monitoring as being acceptable to or appropriate for visitor 
uses at the sites being monitored.”   

Under Section 8.2.3, “Use of Motorized Equipment”, the NPS Management Policies state that 
“[t]he Service will strive to preserve or restore the natural quiet and natural sounds associated 
with the physical and biological resources of parks. To do this, superintendents will carefully 
evaluate and manage how, when, and where motorized equipment is used by all who operate 
equipment in the parks, including park staff.”  The policy defines the natural ambient sound level 
as “the environment of sound that exists in the absence of human-caused noise—is the baseline 
condition, and the standard against which current conditions in a soundscape will be measured 
and evaluated.”  (NPS 2006)  

State Criteria and Standards 

The California Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR 2003) has published guide-
lines for the noise element of local general plans.  These guidelines include a noise level/land use 
compatibility chart that categorizes outdoor CNEL/Ldn levels into as many as four compatibility 
categories (normally acceptable, conditionally acceptable, normally unacceptable, and clearly unac-
ceptable), depending on land use.  For many land uses, the chart shows overlapping CNEL/Ldn 
ranges for two or more compatibility categories. 

The noise element guidelines chart identifies the normally acceptable range for low density resi-
dential uses as CNEL/Ldn values less than 60 dB, while the conditionally acceptable range is 55 
to 70 dB.  The normally acceptable range for high density residential uses is identified as CNEL/Ldn 
values below 65 dB, while the conditionally acceptable range is identified as 60 to 70 dB.  For 
educational and medical facilities, CNEL/Ldn values below 70 dB are considered normally 
acceptable, while values of 60 to 70 dB are considered conditionally acceptable.  For office and 
commercial land uses, CNEL/Ldn values below 70 dB are considered normally acceptable, while 
values of 67.5 to 77.5 dB are categorized as conditionally acceptable.  The overlapping CNEL/Ldn 
ranges are intended to indicate that local conditions (existing noise levels and community atti-
tudes toward dominant noise sources) should be considered in evaluating land use compatibility 
at specific locations. 
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Local Criteria and Standards 

Cities and counties in California are required to adopt a noise element as part of their general 
plans.  Many cities and counties have incorporated the California Department of Health Services 
land use compatibility guidelines as a key item in the general plan noise element, and this forms 
the basis for the land use compatibility guidelines adopted by Riverside County.  In addition to 
local general plan noise elements, some cities and counties have adopted noise ordinances to 
legally define noise nuisances.  Local noise ordinances vary considerably in their format and 
coverage.  Many noise ordinances establish property line performance standards for different 
land use or zoning categories.  There is considerable variation among communities as to the 
types of noise sources covered under local noise ordinances. 

The Noise Element of the Riverside County General Plan (Riverside County 2003) identifies 
noise-sensitive land uses to include: 

 Residential uses, 
 Schools, 
 Hospitals, 
 Rest homes, 
 Long-term care facilities, 
 Mental care facilities, 
 Libraries, 
 Places of worship, and 
 Passive recreation uses. 

Riverside County has adopted the land use compatibility criteria summarized in Table 3.12-2 as 
part of the Noise Element of the County General Plan. 

Table 3.12-2. Riverside County Land Use Compatibility Standards 

 CNEL or Ldn Noise Level 

Land Use 

Normally     
Acceptable     

Conditionally      
Acceptable      

Normally 
Unacceptabl

e 

Clearly 
Unacceptable 

Low density residential (single family, duplex, 
mobile homes) 

Up to 60 dBA 55–70 dBA 70–75 dBA Over 75 dBA 

Multiple-family residential Up to 65 dBA 60–70 dBA 70–75 dBA Over 75 dBA 

Transient lodgings (motels and hotels) Up to 65 dBA 60–70 dBA 70–80 dBA Over 80 dBA 

Schools, libraries, churches, hospitals, nursing 
homes 

Up to 70 dBA 60–70 dBA 70–80 dBA Over 80 dBA 

Auditoriums, concert halls, amphitheaters Category not used Up to 70 dBA Over 65 dBA Category not used 

Sports arenas, outdoor spectator sports Category not used Up to 75 dBA Over 70 dBA Category not used 

Playgrounds, neighborhood parks Up to 70 dBA Category not used 67.5–75 dBA Over 72.5 dBA 

Golf courses, riding stables, water recreation, 
cemeteries 

Up to 75 dBA Category not used 70–80 dBA Over 80 dBA 

Office buildings, business commercial, professional Up to 70 dBA 67.5–77.5 dBA  Category not used Over 75 dBA 

Industrial, manufacturing, utilities, agriculture Up to 75 dBA 70 – 80 dBA  Category not used Over 75 dBA 

Source:  Riverside County 2003 – Table N-1. 
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The Noise Element of the County General Plan includes numerous policies intended to minimize 
noise-related conflicts between adjacent types of land uses.  These policies include the following: 

 Discourage noise-sensitive land uses from being located in areas exposed to CNEL levels 
above 65 dBA; 

 Guide noise-tolerant land uses into areas committed to land uses that are noise-producing, such 
as transportation corridors or areas adjacent to airports; 

 Minimize noise spillover or encroachment from commercial and industrial land uses into 
adjoining residential neighborhoods or noise-sensitive areas; 

 Discourage projects that cannot successfully mitigate excessive noise; 

 Require commercial or industrial truck delivery hours to be limited when next to noise-
sensitive land uses unless there is no feasible alternative or there are overriding transportation 
benefits; 

 New land use development within Airport Influence Areas should comply with airport land 
use noise compatibility criteria contained in the applicable airport land use compatibility plan; 

 Require development that generates increased traffic and subsequent increases in ambient 
noise level adjacent to noise-sensitive land uses to provide for appropriate mitigation measures; 

 Ensure that construction activities are regulated to establish hours of operation in order to pre-
vent or mitigate the generation of excessive or adverse noise impacts on surrounding areas; 

 Require that all construction equipment utilize noise reduction features (such as mufflers and 
engine shrouds) that are no less effective than those originally installed by the manufacturer; and 

 Consider the issue of adjacent residential land uses when designing and configuring all new 
non-residential development.  Design and configure on-site ingress and egress points to divert 
traffic away from nearby noise-sensitive land uses to the greatest degree practicable. 

The Noise Element of the County General Plan also identifies preferred noise standards for sta-
tionary noise sources that affect residential land uses (Table 3.12-3). 

Table 3.12-3. Stationary Source Land Use Noise Standards 

Land Use Time of Day Interior Noise Standard Exterior Noise Standard 

Residential 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 55 dBA, 10-minute Leq 65 dBA, 10-minute Leq 

Residential 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. 40 dBA, 10-minute Leq 45 dBA, 10-minute Leq 

Note: The Riverside County Planning Department and Riverside County Office of Public Health have administrative discretion regarding appli-
cation of these standards. 

Source: Riverside County 2003 – Table N-2. 

Riverside County has adopted a noise ordinance (Ordinance No. 847) to regulate noise sources 
on one property that may impact adjacent properties.  The noise ordinance sets general noise stand-
ards according to the land use designation of the affected property.  Table 3.12-4 summarizes the 
basic noise standards in Riverside County Ordinance No. 847, as amended. 
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Table 3.12-4. Noise Limits in Riverside County Noise Ordinance 847, dB Lmax 

Impacted Land Use General Plan Designations 
Noise Standard 

7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Noise Standard 

10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. 

Rural residential RR, RM, RD 45 dBA 45 dBA 

Community residential EDR, VLDR, LDR, MDR, MHDR, HDR, VHDR, 
HTDR, SP (Residential) 

55 dBA 45 dBA 

Commercial and office CR, CO, CT, CC, SP (Commercial) 65 dBA 55 dBA 

Business park BP 65 dBA 45 dBA 

Light industrial LI, SP (Light Industrial) 75 dBA 55 dBA 

Heavy industrial HI, SP (Heavy Industrial) 75 dBA 75 dBA 

Public facility PF 65 dBA 45 dBA 

Agriculture AG 45 dBA 45 dBA 

Open space C, CH, REC, RUR, W 45 dBA 45 dBA 

Mineral resources MR 75 dBA 45 dBA 

Source: Riverside County 2007 – Table 1. 

The Riverside County noise ordinance also includes special provisions related to sound amplifi-
cation systems, live music, audio equipment, and power tools.  The noise ordinance also provides 
for exceptions from the general and special noise standard provisions.  In addition, the following 
facilities and activities are exempt from the provisions of the noise ordinance: 

 Facilities owned or operated by government agencies; 

 Capital improvement projects of government agencies; 

 Maintenance and repair of public properties; 

 Public safety personnel and their equipment in the course of conducting their official duties; 

 Agricultural operations conducted on lands designated agricultural in the General Plan or on 
lands zoned A-1 (Light Agriculture), A-P (Light Agriculture with Poultry), A-2 (Heavy Agri-
culture), A-D (Agriculture-Dairy), or C/V (Citrus/Vineyard) provided those operations are 
carried out in a manner consistent with accepted industry standards; 

 Wind energy conservation systems provided that they comply with Riverside County Ordi-
nance No. 348; 

 Private construction projects located a quarter mile or more from the nearest inhabited dwelling; 

 Private construction projects located within a quarter mile of an inhabited dwelling provided 
that construction activities are limited to 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. during the months of June through 
September and are limited to 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. during the months of October through May; 

 Property maintenance, including the use of mowers, leaf blowers, etc. provided that such 
activity is limited to the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.; 

 Motor vehicles other than off-highway vehicles, but this exemption does not apply to motor 
vehicle sound systems; and 

 The discharge of firearms in compliance with all State laws. 
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Vibration 

Ground-borne vibrations can be a source of annoyance to people or a source of structural damage 
to some types of buildings.  Although vibration measurements can be presented in many differ-
ent forms, peak particle velocity (PPV) is the unit of measure used most often to assess building 
damage potential.  The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) has identified vibra-
tion impact criteria for both building damage potential and human annoyance (Caltrans 2002 and 
2004).  Both human annoyance effects and building damage effects depend in part on whether 
vibration events are isolated, discrete events or a relatively continuous episode of vibrations.  In 
general, there is less sensitivity to single, discrete events than to continuous events or frequently 
repeated discrete events.  Table 3.12-5 summarizes Caltrans criteria for assessing the effects of 
ground-borne vibration. 

Table 3.12-5. Summary of Caltrans Vibration Criteria 

Type of 
Criteria Threshold Condition 

Peak Particle Velocity, inches/second 

Transient  
Sources 

Continuous or 
Frequent Sources 

Human  
Response 

Barely perceptible 0.04 0.01 

Distinctly perceptible 0.25 0.04 

Strongly perceptible; may be annoying to some people in buildings  0.9 0.10 

Severe; unpleasant for people in buildings; unacceptable to pedestrians 
on bridges 

2.0 0.4 

Building  
Damage 

Cosmetic damage threshold for extremely fragile historic buildings, 
ruins, and ancient monuments 

0.12 0.08 

Cosmetic damage threshold for fragile buildings 0.2 0.1 

Cosmetic damage threshold for historic and some old buildings 0.5 0.25 

Cosmetic damage threshold for older residential structures 0.5 0.3 

Cosmetic damage threshold for newer residential structures 1.0 0.5 

Cosmetic damage threshold for modern industrial/commercial buildings 2.0 0.5 

Source: Caltrans 2004 – Tables 19 and 20; Caltrans 2002 – Table 2. 

The Noise Element of the Riverside County General Plan includes consideration of ground-borne 
vibrations.  The following land uses are identified by the noise element as being vibration sensitive: 

 Hospitals, 
 Residential areas, 
 Concert halls, 
 Libraries, 
 Sensitive research operations, 
 Schools, and 
 Offices. 

Riverside County General Plan policies related to vibration include the following: 

 Restrict the placement of sensitive land uses in proximity to vibration-producing land uses, and 

 Prohibit the exposure of residential dwellings to ground vibration from passing trains that 
would be perceptible on the ground or second floors (vibrations are presumed to be perceptible 
if they exceed a peak particle velocity of 0.01 inch per second over a range of 1 to 100 Hz). 
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3.12.2 Existing Conditions 

Noise 

Existing noise sources near the proposed project site include local roadway traffic, off-highway 
recreational vehicle use, agricultural operations, aircraft overflights, private landing strips, traffic 
on I-10, noise from the preliminary construction of the proposed project or its alternatives, and 
aerodynamic noise from wind blowing through vegetation or around structures.  The environ-
mental baseline for the proposed project and alternatives includes only the preliminary construc-
tion of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project that had been completed as of September 2011.  
Ambient noise levels have not been measured in the vicinity of the proposed project; however, 
based on general land use conditions and the remote nature of the area, existing background 
noise levels would be expected to vary from 35 to 50 dBA during the daytime and to drop to 25 
to 35 dBA at night. The ambient noise levels are conservative as there is ongoing construction 
work associated with the Desert Sunlight project which would have the potential to increase 
ambient noise levels.  Somewhat higher noise levels would occur in proximity to I-10, along the 
gen-tie alternative routes.  At distances of more than a few hundred feet from I-10, existing 
CNEL levels would be about 45 dBA. 

Figure 3.12-1 in Appendix A illustrates the locations of existing noise-sensitive land uses. Loca-
tions of existing noise-sensitive land uses in the project area include homes along Kaiser Road, 
Beekley Road, and SR-177; homes in Eagle Mountain Village; Eagle Mountain Elementary 
School at Eagle Mountain Village; the Lake Tamarisk development; and homes in Desert Center.  
The closest occupied residence is about 6,500 feet (1.24 miles) east-southeast of the property line. 
A home site is located 1,320 feet (0.25 miles) from the property line of the solar facility site; 
however, this site is not currently in use.  All other nearby homes are about 7,800 feet (1.48 
miles) or farther from the project property line.  JTNP encompasses the project area, and is 
located 1.8 miles to the northeast, 3.5 miles to the west, and over 7 miles to the north (see Figure 
3.12-1 in Appendix A).  Along the proposed gen-tie Alternatives B and C, the closest residence 
is located approximately 500 feet east of the line in the Lake Tamarisk development. For 
Alternative D: Cross-Valley Alignment, the closest residence is 1,450 feet southwest of the gen-
tie line along Rice Road/SR-177. For Alternative E: New Cross-Valley Alignment, the closest 
residence is 900 feet northeast of the gen-tie line, also along Rice Road/SR-177. 

Existing background noise levels near the solar facility site are expected to be low, with typical 
daytime noise levels of 35 to 50 dBA.  Background noise levels would be higher during periods 
of strong winds. 

Vibration 

There are no identifiable sources of significant ground-borne vibrations in the project vicinity.  
Traffic on I-10 and SR-177 produce low levels of vibration, but those vibrations would dissipate 
very rapidly to imperceptible levels at the project locations, except for transmission structures 
within close proximity of these highways.  All of the noise-sensitive land uses discussed above 
are also considered vibration-sensitive. 
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3.13 PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY 

This section describes existing environmental and regulatory settings associated with public 
health and safety as they relate to the proposed project and alternatives.  The project study area 
includes the vicinity of the solar facility site and gen-tie line alternatives, including all areas 
where potential hazards introduced by construction, operation, and decommissioning of the Des-
ert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) could affect public health and safety. 

3.13.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

The following section provides a summary of the federal, state, and local regulatory framework 
and the laws, regulations, and standards that govern hazards, health and safety in the DHSP area. 

Federal 

Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (49 USC § 5101 et seq.) 

The U.S. Department of Transportation has regulatory authority for the safe transportation of 
hazardous materials under the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, as amended and codified 
in 49 United States Code (USC) 5101 et seq.  Vehicles transporting hazardous materials must 
comply with strict containment, safety, labeling and manifesting requirements. 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (42 USC. § 6901 et seq.) 

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 establishes a program adminis-
tered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) for the regulation of the genera-
tion, transportation, treatment, storage and disposal of hazardous waste.  RCRA was amended in 
1984 by the Hazardous and Solid Waste Act, which affirmed and extended the “cradle to grave” 
system of regulating hazardous waste.  The use of certain techniques for the disposal of some 
hazardous wastes was specifically prohibited by the Hazardous and Solid Waste Act.  RCRA 
regulates hazardous waste from the time that the waste is generated, through to its management, 
storage, transport, and treatment until its final disposal.  In California, the EPA has authorized 
the Department of Toxic Substance Control (DTSC) to administer the RCRA program, pursuant 
to the State’s Hazardous Waste Control Law. 

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (Superfund) of 
1980 (42 USC. § 9601 et seq.) 

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) pro-
vides a federal Superfund to clean up uncontrolled or abandoned hazardous waste sites as well as 
accidents, spills and other emergency releases of pollutants and contaminants into the environ-
ment.  The USEPA administers CERCLA.  This law provides broad federal authority to respond 
directly to releases or threatened releases of hazardous substances that may endanger public 
health or the environment. 

Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (Title III 40 CFR§ 68.110 et seq.) 

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act amended CERCLA and established a 
nationwide emergency planning and response program, and imposed reporting requirements for 
businesses that store, handle or produce significant quantities of extremely hazardous materials.  
Administered by the USEPA, the act requires states to implement a comprehensive system to 
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inform local agencies and the public when a significant quantity of such materials is stored or 
handled at a facility.  Additionally, the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act identi-
fies requirements for planning, reporting, and notification concerning hazardous materials. 

Oil Pollution Prevention (40 CFR Part 112) 

The goal of the oil pollution prevention regulation in 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 112 is 
to prevent oil discharges from reaching navigable waters of the United States or adjoining 
shorelines.  Facilities that could reasonably be expected to discharge oil into navigable waters in 
quantities that may be harmful are required to develop and implement Spill Prevention, Control 
and Countermeasures (SPCC) plans per the SPCC rule. 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration administers health standards that (1) provide 
regulations for safety in the workplace; (2) regulate construction safety; and (3) require a 
Hazards Communication Plan.  The plan includes identification and inventory of all hazardous 
materials for which Material Safety Data Sheets would be maintained, and employee training in 
safe handling of said materials. 

State of California 

California Environmental Protection Agency 

The California Environmental Protection Agency (Cal EPA) unifies California’s environmental 
authority, consolidating the California Air Resources Board (CARB), State Water Resources Con-
trol Board (SWRCB), Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), Integrated Waste Man-
agement Board, the DTSC, Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment, and the Depart-
ment of Pesticide Regulation under one agency.  The California Hazardous Waste Control Law 
is administered by Cal EPA’s DTSC. 

Department of Toxic Substance Control 

The DTSC is the primary agency in California that regulates hazardous waste, administers clean-
ups of existing contamination, and looks for ways to reduce hazardous waste produced in Cali-
fornia.  The DTSC regulates hazardous waste in California primarily under the authority of 
RCRA and the California Health and Safety Code.  The DTSC manages, maintains and monitors 
the Cortese list of hazardous waste sites.  The Cortese list, or Hazardous Waste and Substances 
Sites List, is a planning resource used by the state, local agencies, and developers to comply with 
CEQA requirements in providing information about the location of hazardous materials release 
sites. 

California Emergency Management Agency 

The California Emergency Management Agency was formed January 1, 2009 as a result of a 
merger between the Governor’s Office of Emergency Services and the Office of Homeland 
Security.  The Hazardous Materials Unit of the California Emergency Management Agency is 
responsible for hazardous materials emergency planning and response, spill release notifications, 
and hazardous materials enforcement of the Unified Program.  The Office of Emergency Services 
provides emergency response services in support of local jurisdictions. 
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Riverside County 

County of Riverside Department of Environmental Health 

The County of Riverside Department of Environmental Health (DEH) acts as the Certified Uni-
fied Program Agency (CUPA) for Riverside County and is responsible for reviewing Hazardous 
Materials Business Plans.  A CUPA is a local agency that has been certified by Cal EPA to imple-
ment state environmental programs related to hazardous materials and waste.  The DEH is respon-
sible for protecting the health and safety of the public and the environment of Riverside County 
by assuring that hazardous materials are properly handled and stored.  The DEH accomplishes 
this through inspection, emergency response, site remediation and hazardous waste management 
services.  The specific responsibilities of the DEH include the following: 

 Inspecting hazardous material handlers and hazardous waste generators to ensure full compli-
ance with laws and regulations. 

 Implementing CUPA programs for the development of accident prevention and emergency 
plans, proper installation, monitoring, and closure of underground storage tanks and the 
handling, storage and transportation and disposal of hazardous wastes. 

 Providing 24-hour response to emergency incidents involving hazardous materials or wastes in 
order to protect the public and the environment from accidental releases and illegal activities. 

 Overseeing the investigation and remediation of environmental contamination due to releases 
from underground storage tanks, hazardous waste containers, chemical processes or the trans-
portation of hazardous materials. 

Conducting investigations and taking enforcement action as necessary against anyone who 
disposes of hazardous waste illegally or otherwise manages hazardous materials or wastes in 
violation of federal, state or local laws and regulations. 

3.13.2 Existing Conditions 

This section contains a description of the environmental setting for the proposed project and 
alternatives with respect to hazardous materials and public health and safety issues that may exist 
in the project area.  The setting for hazardous wastes is described in Section 3.21.  The following 
issues are addressed in this section: existing hazardous materials/hazardous waste in the area, 
proximity to airports and schools, emergency evacuation routes, emergency response plans, 
intentionally destructive acts, and electromagnetic fields (EMF). 

The DHSP is proposed in an area that has a variety of uses including open space recreation and 
preserve, residential housing, and commercial businesses.  There are no hazardous materials gen-
erators or hazardous waste generators within the areas where the proposed project or alternatives 
would be located. 

Existing Hazardous Materials/Waste 

Existing and past land use activities are potential indicators of hazardous materials and hazard-
ous waste storage and use.  The primary reasons to define potentially hazardous sites are to pro-
tect the health and safety of construction and operations personnel and to minimize public expo-
sure to hazardous materials during construction and waste handling. 
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The following is a summary definition of hazardous materials and hazardous waste. 

 Hazardous Material: Any material that due to its quantity, concentration or physical charac-
teristics poses a significant present or potential hazard to human health and safety or to the 
environment if released into the workplace or environment. 

 Hazardous Waste: A waste or combination of wastes, which due to its quantity, concentration 
or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics, may cause or significantly contribute to an 
increase in mortality or an increase in serious irreversible or incapacitating but reversible 
illness; or pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health or the environment 
due to factors including, but not limited to carcinogenicity, acute toxicity, chronic toxicity, 
bioaccumulative properties or persistence in the environment when improperly treated, stored, 
transported, or disposed of or otherwise managed. 

Database Review 

A hazardous materials storage and contaminated sites database search was conducted for the 
project study area in 2010 as a part of the EIS for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) project, 
located immediately adjacent to the DHSP and within the proposed project study area (BLM 
2011; incorporated by reference in Section 1.11).  According to the records search, seven entries 
were recorded on the Emergency Response Notification Systems list for spills near to the 
proposed project and its alternatives.  These spills were identified along I-10.  None of these 
spills were identified as needing additional remediation after initial cleanup activities. 

Two additional sites were identified as permitted facilities.  A sanitary landfill, listed as the Des-
ert Center Sanitary site (17-991 Kaiser Road), was listed as a permitted Solid Waste Landfill site 
that accepts agricultural, construction/demolition and mixed municipal waste by the County of 
Riverside Waste Management Department.  The second permitted site is the Iron Mountain 
pumping station (6001 Iron Mountain Pumping Plant Road), which is also listed as a RCRA 
waste generator.  An underground storage tank (UST) has also been associated with the Eagle Moun-
tain pumping station.  No violations or environmental actions for these sites were listed.  One 
final site, the Eagle Mountain Mine, was listed as No Further Remedial Action Planned.  No viola-
tions or environmental actions for this site were listed. 

A number of listings in the area were listed as registered underground storage tanks (UST).  No 
violations or environmental actions for these sites were identified.  Two sites, also identified as 
UST sites, were listed on the Leaking Underground Storage Tank (LUST) list.  The Caltrans 
Desert Center site (44740 Ragsdale Road) and the Metropolitan Water District Eagle Mountain 
Pumping Station (Eagle Mountain Road) were both listed as site closures with a no further action 
letter.  No additional environmental actions were identified for either site. 

Other Hazardous Waste Issues 

A Phase I Environmental Site Assessment conducted for the adjacent DSSF project indicated 
that the DHSP project study area was possibly used historically as a military training facility and 
that there is some potential for munitions and explosives of concern to be present on site. Spe-
cifically a topographic map from 1947 indicated that the gen-tie line Alternative D traverses the 
southwest corner of a military reservation boundary (BLM 2011). 
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Airports 

The former Desert Center Airport is located 2.7 miles southeast from the proposed solar facility 
boundary and less than a mile from gen-tie line Alternatives D and E.  This airport is no longer in 
regular use but the site has been developed into a multi-use recreational facility, the Chuckwalla 
Valley Raceway, including an automotive race track facility with accessory buildings, dry 
(without utility hook-ups) on-site camping, and associated amenities.  The redevelopment 
includes use of the runway as a private special-use airport (County of Riverside Redevelopment 
Agency 2009).  There is also a private landing strip associated with the closed Eagle Mountain 
mine that is Redevelopment Agency 2009).  There is also a private landing strip associated with 
the closed Eagle Mountain mine that is located 6.4 miles northwest of the proposed project site.  
This private airstrip is minimally used to access the closed Eagle Mountain mine. 

Schools and Other Sensitive Receptors 

There is one school in the vicinity of the solar facility site.  Eagle Mountain Elementary School 
is located 5.3 miles from the northwestern boundary of the solar facility site.  It supports 
kindergarten through eighth grade students.  Eagle Mountain Elementary School is part of the 
Desert Center Unified School District. 

A number of scattered rural residences occur in the project study area. Locations of sensitive res-
idential receptors include homes along Kaiser Road, Beekley Road, and SR-177; homes in Eagle 
Mountain Village; the Lake Tamarisk development; and homes in Desert Center.  The closest 
occupied residence is about 6,500 feet (1.24 miles) east-southeast of the property line. A home 
site is located 1,320 feet (0.25 miles) from the property line of the solar facility site; however, 
this residence is not currently in use and the house is unsuitable for occupation.  All other nearby 
homes are about 7,800 feet (1.48 miles) or farther from the solar facility property line (see Figure 
3.12-1 in Appendix A).  Along gen-tie line Alternatives B and C, the closest residence is located 
approximately 500 feet east of the line in the Lake Tamarisk development. For Alternative D: 
Cross-Valley Alignment, the closest residence is 1,450 feet southwest of the gen-tie line along 
Rice Road/SR-177. For Alternative E: New Cross-Valley Alignment, the closest residence is 900 
feet northeast of the gen-tie line, also along Rice Road/SR-177.  Figure 3.12-1 in Appendix A 
illustrates the locations of noise-sensitive land uses. 

Emergency Evacuation Routes 

Emergency evacuation routes in the Desert Center region are I-10 and SR-177 (Rice Road).  
Further discussion of transportation routes is provided in Section 3.21. 

Emergency Response Plan 

The County of Riverside DEH acts as the CUPA for Riverside County.  The CUPA program is 
designed to consolidate, coordinate, and administer permits, inspection activities, and enforce-
ment activities throughout the County of Riverside.  The programs administered by the CUPA 
are as follows: 

 Business Emergency Plan/Hazardous Materials Handler; 

 Hazardous Waste Generators; 

 Underground Storage Tanks; 
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 California Accidental Release Program; 

 Aboveground Petroleum Storage Act/SPCC Plan; and 

 Uniform Fire Code Hazardous Materials Management Plans. 

The Applicant and SCE will be required to complete emergency response plans as identified by 
the DEH as relevant to the construction and operation of the DHSP. 

Electromagnetic Fields 

EMF is a term used to describe electric and magnetic fields that are created by electric voltage 
(electric field) and electric current (magnetic field).  Electromagnetic fields can be viewed as a 
combination of both an electric and magnetic field that can be regarded as a smooth, continuous 
field, propagating in a wavelike manner.  Power frequency EMF is a natural consequence of elec-
trical currents, and can be either directly measured using the appropriate measuring instruments 
or calculated using appropriate information. 

Electric fields are present whenever voltage exists on a wire, and are not dependent on current.  
The magnitude of the electric field is primarily a function of the configuration and operation 
voltage of the line and decreases with the distance from the source.  The electric field can be 
shielded (i.e., the strength can be reduced) by any conducting surface, such as trees, fences, 
walls, buildings, and most types of structures.  The strength of an electric field is measured in 
volts per meter (V/m) or kilovolts per meter (kV/m).  Typical electric field values for appliances 
are presented in Table 3.13-1. 

Table 3.13-1. Typical Electric Field Values for Appliances, at 12 Inches 

Appliance 

Electric Field 
Strength 

(V/m) 
Stereo Receiver 180 
Iron 120 
Refrigerator 120 
Mixer 100 
Toaster 80 
Hair Dryer 80 
Color TV 60 
Coffee Machine 60 
Vacuum Cleaner 50 
Electric Oven 8 
Light Bulb 5 
Source: WHO 2011 
* 1 to 10 kV/m next to blanket wires. 
kV/m: Kilovolts/meter 

Magnetic fields are present whenever current flows in a conductor, and are not dependent on 
voltage of the conductor.  The strength of these fields also decreases with distance from the 
source.  However, unlike electric fields, most common materials have little shielding effect on 
magnetic fields.  Magnetic field strength is a function of both the current on the conductor and 
the design of the system.  Magnetic fields are measured in units called Gauss.  However, for low 
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levels normally encountered near electric utility facilities, the field strength is expressed in a 
much smaller unit, the milliGauss (mG), which is one thousandth of a Gauss. 

Power frequency EMF is present whenever electricity is used.  This includes not only electric 
power generation, utility transmission lines, distribution lines and on-site and off-site substations 
as proposed with the DHSP, but also the building wiring in homes, offices, schools and in the 
appliances and machinery used in these locations.  Magnetic field intensities from these sources 
can range from below 1 mG to above 1,000 mG (1 Gauss). 

Magnetic field levels from household appliances at several different distances are presented in 
Table 3.13-2. 

Table 3.13-2. Magnetic Field from Household Appliances 

 Magnetic Field (mG) at Distance of: 

Appliance 
1.18 inches 

(3 cm) 
11.81 inches 

(30 cm) 
39.37 inches 

(1 m) 
Hair dryer 60–20000 0.1–70 0.1–0.3 
Electric shaver 150–15000 0.8–9 0.1–0.3 
Vacuum cleaner 2000–8000 20–200 1.3–20 
Fluorescent light 400–4000 5–20 0.2–2.5 
Microwave oven 730–2000 40–80 2.5–6 
Portable radio 160–560 10 < 0.1 
Electric oven 10–500 1.5–5 0.1–0.4 
Washing machine 8–500 1.5–30 0.1–1.5 
Iron 80–300 1.2–3 0.1–0.3 
Dishwasher 35–200 6–30 0.7–3 
Computer 5–300 < 0.1 — 
Refrigerator 5–17 0.1–2.5 < 0.1 
Color TV 25–500 0.4–20 0.1–1.5 
Source: WHO 2011. 

As shown in Table 3.13-2, magnetic field strength diminishes with distance.  Fields from com-
pact sources (i.e., those containing coils such as small appliances and transformers) drop off with 
distance (r) from the source by a factor of 1/r3.  For three-phase power lines with balanced cur-
rents, the magnetic field strength drops off at a rate of 1/r2.  Fields from unbalanced currents, 
which flow in paths such as neutral or ground conductors, fall off inversely proportional to the 
distance from the source or 1/r.  Conductor spacing and configuration also affect the rate at 
which the magnetic field strength decreases, as well as the presence of other sources of electricity. 

EMF levels can be reduced in three primary ways: shielding, field cancellation or increasing the 
distance from the source.  Shielding, which primarily reduces exposure to electric fields, can be 
actively accomplished by placing trees or other physical barriers adjacent to the EMF generating 
structure.  Since electric fields can be blocked by most materials, shielding is effective for the 
electric fields but of limited effectiveness for magnetic fields. 

Magnetic fields can be reduced by either cancellation or by increasing distance from the field.  
Cancellation is achieved in two ways.  A transmission line circuit consists of three “phases”: 
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three separate wires (conductors) on a transmission tower.  The configuration of these three con-
ductors can reduce magnetic fields.  When the configuration places the three conductors closer 
together, the interference or cancellation of the fields from each wire is enhanced.  This tech-
nique has practical limitations because of the potential for short circuits if the wires are placed 
too close together.  There are also worker safety issues to consider if spacing is reduced.  In 
instances where there are two circuits (more than three phase wires), cancellation can be accom-
plished by arranging phase wires from different circuits near each other.  The distance between 
the source of fields and the public can be increased by either placing the wires higher above 
ground, burying underground cables deeper, or by increasing the right-of-way.  These methods 
can prove effective in reducing fields because the field strength drops rapidly with distance. 

Regulation of EMFs 

Because there are no state or federal guidelines or regulations related to electromagnetic fields, 
the state policy developed by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) is summarized 
here (CPUC 2006).  The CPUC has jurisdiction over investor-owned utilities, but not over solar 
generation projects or privately owned gen-tie lines. 

On January 15, 1991, the CPUC initiated an investigation to consider its role in mitigating the 
health effects, if any, of EMF from electric utility facilities and power lines.  A working group of 
interested parties, called the California Electromagnetic Frequency Consensus Group, was 
created by the CPUC to advise it on this issue.  The group consisted of stakeholders representing 
citizens groups, consumer groups, environmental groups, stakeholder agencies, unions and utilities.  
Based on the work of the Consensus Group, written testimony and evidentiary hearings, the 
CPUC issued its decision (93-11-013) on November 2, 1993, to address public concerns about 
possible EMF health effects from electric utility facilities. 

In response to a situation of scientific uncertainty and public concerns, the decision specifically 
required the investor-owned utilities to consider “no-cost” and “low-cost” measures, where fea-
sible, to reduce exposure from new or upgraded utility facilities requiring certification under 
General Order 131-D.  It directs that no-cost mitigation measures be undertaken, and that low-
cost options, when they meet certain guidelines for field reduction and cost, are adopted through 
the project certification process.  The decision directed the investor-owned utilities to use a 4 
percent benchmark on the low-cost mitigation.  These reduction measures would be documented 
in a project-specific Field Management Plan.  The CPUC did not adopt any specific numerical 
limits or regulations on EMF levels related to electric power facilities. 

In Decision D.93 11 013, the CPUC addressed mitigation of EMF of utility facilities and imple-
mented the following recommendations for investor-owned utilities: 

 No-cost and low-cost steps to reduce EMF levels; 

 Workshops to develop EMF design guidelines; 

 Uniform residential and workplace programs; 

 Stakeholder and public involvement; 

 A four-year education program; 

 A four-year nonexperimental and administrative research program; and 

 An authorization of federal experimental research conducted under the National Energy Policy 
Act of 1992. 
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Most recently the CPUC issued Decision D.06 01 042, on January 26, 2006, affirming the low-
cost/no-cost policy to mitigate EMF frequency exposure from new utility transmission and sub-
station projects.  This decision also adopted rules and policies to improve utility design guidelines 
for reducing EMF.  The CPUC stated: “At this time we are unable to determine whether there is 
a significant scientifically verifiable relationship between EMF exposure and negative health 
consequences.” 

The CPUC has not implemented a general requirement that utilities include nonroutine mitiga-
tion measures or other mitigation measures that are based on numeric values of EMF exposure 
and has not adopted any specific limits or regulation on EMF related to electric power facilities.  
Mitigation measures may be determined for utility projects on a project-by-project basis by the 
CPUC. 

Other Concerns Related to Electric and Magnetic Fields 

Additional concerns regarding EMF related to power line fields include radio, television, 
electronic equipment interference, induced currents and shock hazards, and effects on cardiac 
pacemakers.  Each of these issues is described below. 

Radio/Television/Electronic Equipment Interference 

Although corona can generate high frequency energy that may interfere with broadcast signals or 
electronic equipment, this is generally not a problem for transmission lines.  Corona is a process 
by which a current, perhaps sustained, develops from an electrode with a high potential in a 
neutral fluid, usually air, by ionizing that fluid to create a plasma around the electrode. 

Gap discharges or arcs can also be a source of high frequency energy.  Gap discharges occur 
when an arc forms across a gap in loose or worn line hardware.  It is estimated that over 90 per-
cent of interference problems for electric transmission lines are due to gap discharges.  Line hard-
ware is designed to be problem-free, but wind motion, corrosion, and other factors can create a 
gap discharge condition.  When identified, gap discharges can be located and remedied by utilities. 

Electric fields from power lines do not typically pose interference problems for electronic equip-
ment in businesses since the equipment is shielded by buildings and walls.  However, magnetic 
fields can penetrate buildings and walls, thereby interacting with electronic equipment.  Depend-
ing on the sensitivity of equipment, the magnetic fields can interfere with operation.  Review of 
this phenomenon in regard to the sensitivity of electrical equipment identifies a number of 
thresholds for magnetic field interference.  Interference with typical computer monitors can be 
detected at magnetic field levels of 10 mG and above, while large screen or high-resolution mon-
itors can be susceptible to interference at levels as low as 5 mG. 

Other specialized equipment, such as medical or testing equipment, can be sensitive at levels 
below 5 mG.  Equipment that may be susceptible to very low magnetic field strengths is typic-
ally installed in specialized and controlled environments, since even building wiring, lights, and 
other equipment can generate magnetic fields of 5 mG or higher. 

The most common electronic equipment that can be susceptible to magnetic field interference is 
probably computer monitors.  Magnetic field interference results in disturbances to the image 
displayed on the monitor, often described as screen distortion, “jitter,” or other visual defects.  In 
most cases it is annoying, and at its worst, it can prevent use of the monitor.  This type of inter-
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ference is a recognized problem in the video monitor industry.  As a result, there are manufac-
turers who specialize in monitor interference solutions and shielding equipment.  Possible solu-
tions to this problem include relocating the monitor, using magnetic shield enclosures, installing 
software programs, and replacing cathode ray tube monitors with liquid crystal displays that are 
not susceptible to magnetic field interference. 

Induced Currents and Shock Hazards 

Power line fields can induce voltages and currents on conductive objects, such as metal roofs or 
buildings, fences, and vehicles.  When a person or animal comes in contact with a conductive 
object, a perceptible current or small secondary shock may occur.  Secondary shocks cause no 
physiological harm, but they may present a nuisance. 

Cardiac Pacemakers 

An area of concern related to electric fields from transmission lines has been the possibility of inter-
ference with cardiac pacemakers.  There are two general types of pacemakers: asynchronous and 
synchronous.  The asynchronous pacemaker pulses at a predetermined rate.  It is generally immune 
to interference because it has no sensing circuitry and is not exceptionally complex.  The syn-
chronous pacemaker, however, pulses only when its sensing circuitry determines that pacing is 
necessary.  Interference from transmission line electric field may cause a spurious signal on the 
pacemaker’s sensing circuitry.  However, when these pacemakers detect a spurious signal, such 
as a 60 Hertz (Hz) signal, they are programmed to revert to an asynchronous or fixed pacing 
mode of operation, returning to synchronous operation within a specified time after the signal is 
no longer detected.  Cardiovascular specialists do not consider prolonged asynchronous pacing a 
problem, since some pacemakers are designed to operate that way.  Periods of operation in this 
mode are commonly induced by cardiologists to check pacemaker performance.  So, while trans-
mission line electric fields may interfere with the normal operation of some of the older model 
pacemakers, the result of the interference is generally not harmful and is of short duration 
(Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute 1979; University of Rochester 1985). 

EMF Associated with the DHSP Location 

The project study area has minimal rural residential development.  The nearest residences to the 
proposed project site and the gen-tie line alternatives are shown in Figure 3.12-1 in Appendix A.  
In undeveloped and natural areas, measurable EMFs are not present except in the vicinity of 
existing power lines.  Public exposure to EMF in undeveloped areas is limited, primarily due to 
the absence of receptors (people). 

There are currently several sources of EMF within the project study area, including a 161-kV and 
230-kV Metropolitan Water District transmission line and a 33-kV Kaiser Ventures power line.  
The 161-kV transmission line bisects the proposed solar facility. 
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3.14 RECREATION 

This section describes the existing recreational uses that could be affected by the implementation 
of proposed project and alternatives.  The project study area for recreation encompasses all areas 
in the vicinity of the proposed project and alternatives that could be affected by construction, 
operation, and decommissioning of the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP); this includes recre-
ational areas from which the project would be visible.  The environmental baseline for the DHSP 
includes the preliminary construction of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project (all construction 
that was complete up to and including September 2011). 

3.14.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

The following federal, state, and local laws and policies apply to the administration of recreation 
within the project study area. 

Wilderness Act of 1964 

The Wilderness Act, signed into law in 1964, created the National Wilderness Preservation Sys-
tem and recognized wilderness as “an area where the earth and its community of life are untram-
meled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain.”  The Act further defined 
wilderness as "an area of undeveloped Federal land retaining its primeval character and influence 
without permanent improvements or human habitation, which is protected and managed so as to 
preserve its natural conditions. . . ." 

Designated wilderness is the highest level of conservation protection for federal lands.  Only 
Congress may designate wilderness or change the status of wilderness areas.  Wilderness areas 
are designated within existing federal public land.  Congress has directed four federal land man-
agement agencies — U.S. Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, and National Park Service — to manage wilderness areas so as to preserve and, where 
possible, to restore their wilderness character. 

The Wilderness Act prohibits permanent roads and commercial enterprises, except commercial 
services that may provide for recreational or other purposes of the Wilderness Act.  Wilderness 
areas generally do not allow motorized equipment, motor vehicles, mechanical transport, tempo-
rary roads, permanent structures or installations (with exceptions in Alaska).  Wilderness areas 
are to be primarily affected by the forces of nature, though the Wilderness Act does acknowledge 
the need to provide for human health and safety, protect private property, control insect infesta-
tions, and fight fires within the area.  Wilderness areas are managed under the direction of the 
Wilderness Act, subsequent legislation (such as the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation 
Act), and agency policy.  The Joshua Tree Wilderness Area occurs along the border of JTNP 
closest to the proposed project and alternatives, approximately 2 miles northeast of the 
northeastern boundary of the proposed solar facility, see Figure 2-1.  The BLM Palen/McCoy 
Wilderness is located approximately 10 miles east of the proposed solar facility.  

Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) 

FLPMA recognizes the value of public lands and includes the multiple use/sustained yield frame-
work for management to provide for outdoor recreation for future generations (BLM 2001).  
Title VI of FLPMA, Designated Management Areas, California Desert Conservation Area, ac-
knowledges the recreational resources contained within the California desert environment and 
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directs the BLM to develop a multiple use and sustained yield management plan to conserve the 
desert’s resources, particularly recreational use.  The solar facility site is governed by these 
pieces of legislation, and its various alternatives would impact the recreational opportunities 
available in the vicinity. 

California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan 

The CDCA Plan defines Multiple-Use Classes for all BLM-managed lands, which includes the 
lands within the project study area.  The CDCA Plan establishes goals for management of recrea-
tion in the California Desert (BLM 1980).  As with the FLPMA, recreational opportunities in the 
project study area are framed by the CDCA Plan.  The goals are to provide for the use of the 
public lands and resources of the CDCA, including recreational uses, in a manner that enhances 
wherever possible ― and that does not diminish ― the environmental, cultural, and aesthetic 
values of the desert (BLM 1980).  The goals of the Recreation Element of the plan are to: 

 Provide for a wide range of quality recreation opportunities and experiences emphasizing 
dispersed undeveloped use; 

 Provide a minimum of recreation facilities.  Those facilities should emphasize resource protec-
tion and visitor safety; 

 Manage recreation use to minimize user conflicts, provide a safe recreation environment, and 
protect desert resources; 

 Emphasize the use of public information and education techniques to increase public aware-
ness, enjoyment, and sensitivity to desert resources; 

 Adjust management approach to accommodate changing visitor use patterns and preferences; 
and 

 Encourage the use and enjoyment of desert recreation opportunities by special populations, 
and provide facilities to meet the needs of those groups. 

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs) are also identified as special management 
areas in the CDCA Plan.  These include areas where special management attention is required to 
protect important historic, cultural, scenic, biological, or other natural resources.  The Desert Lily 
ACEC is located 2.4 miles southeast of the site for all of the solar facility alternatives and 0.5 
mile north of a portion of gen-tie Alternative E.  The Alligator Rock ACEC is located south of 
Desert Center and within one mile of a portion of gen-tie Alternatives B and C. 

The CDCA Plan also contains a motorized-vehicle access element, which provides a system and 
a set of rules that governs access to the CDCA by motor vehicles.  The rules include providing 
for constrained motor-vehicle access, while protecting desert resources (BLM 1980).  When the 
CDCA Plan was first adopted, the BLM designated a network of motorized vehicle routes on 
public lands within the northern and eastern Mojave Desert.  The BLM designated routes for north-
central and southern portions of the CDCA.  The BLM manages OHV use, so the conditions of 
special status species and other natural and cultural resources are maintained (BLM 2011).  
There are no designated OHV routes in the solar facility area or gen-tie alternative routes. 
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Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan 

The NECO Plan, an amendment to the CDCA Plan, provides for management of recreation within 
the California Desert area of El Centro, Blythe, Needles, and cities in the Coachella Valley, 
including the project study area (BLM 2011).  The NECO Plan specifies the types of recreational 
activities allowed in Multiple-Use Classes on BLM-administered land.  Under this plan, new 
routes may be allowed if approved by the authorized officer.  All competitive and organized 
events having 50 or more vehicles require permits.  The plan includes an off-highway vehicles 
(OHV) route inventory and is the current authority on OHV routes.  There are no designated 
OHV routes in the solar facility area or gen-tie alternative routes. 

Off-Road Vehicles (Title 43 CFR 8340, et seq.) 

This regulation establishes criteria for designating public lands as open, limited, or closed to the 
use of OHVs and for establishing controls governing the use and operation of OHVs in such 
areas, while protecting resources, promoting safety, and minimizing user conflicts.  Recreational 
use under Title VI “includes the use, where appropriate, of off-road recreational vehicles” (BLM 
2001). 

Riverside County Integrated Plan, General Plan, and Desert Center Area Plan 

The Riverside County General Plan includes policy area locations, such as for Desert Center, that 
have a separate Land Use Plan for future development and growth.  The entire project study area 
falls within the DCAP, which is part of the General Plan.  Local land use does not apply to the 
BLM, but the FLPMA requires the BLM to coordinate with local governments in land use plan-
ning in Title II, Section 202, (b)(9). 

Additional land use policies are described in more detail in Section 3.11, Lands and Realty. 

3.14.2 Existing Conditions 

Recreation Management Areas.  The solar facility site and most of the length of the gen-tie 
alternatives occur on BLM-administered land.  The portions of the proposed project and alterna-
tives on BLM-administered land are managed as default Extensive Recreation Management 
Areas (ERMA).  The BLM does not have recreation facilities, trails, or other improvements in 
the project study area and does not have traffic counters or other means of estimating use.  
ERMAs normally experience light to moderate dispersed recreation use, including camping, 
hiking, hunting, and OHV use.  The proposed location of the DHSP includes land that is mostly 
classified as Multiple-Use Class M (Moderate Use) and some as Multiple-Use Class L (Limited 
Use).  Multiple-Use Class M lands are controlled by a balance between higher intensity recrea-
tion use and protection of public lands.  These lands are managed to provide a variety of uses, 
including mining, grazing, recreation, utilities, and energy development.  Multiple-Use Class L 
lands are managed to provide for generally lower intensity, carefully controlled, multiple use of 
resources (BLM 2011), but can include developments like the Proposed Action.  Open OHV 
areas permit driving or riding off designated routes; there are no BLM-designated open OHV 
areas in the project study area. 

OHV Management/Designations.  OHV use is allowed only on BLM-managed lands along 
designated routes that are open to travel or off of designated routes within open OHV areas per 
the NECO Plan Amendment to the CDCA Plan.  Three open routes designated by the NECO 
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plan (660537, 660332, and 660533) intersect the solar facility site and would result in a 
maximum of approximately 5.7 miles of trail closures in the area.  There are no open OHV areas 
in Riverside County where riding off of designated routes is permitted. 

Other Roads 

Several smaller unpaved and unmaintained local roads or routes have been documented in the 
project study area and are shown on Figure 3.14-1 in Appendix A. 

Developed Recreation Sites.  The Desert Center Airport, southwest of the proposed solar 
facility, was previously owned and operated by Riverside County but is now privately owned.  
The airport consists of one paved 4,200-foot-long, 50–foot-wide runway, a pilot lounge, storage 
building, beacon tower, and hangar (BLM 2011).  The airport has been redeveloped for use as a 
private, members-only automotive racetrack, with spaces for recreational vehicles (no utility 
hook-ups) (BLM 2011). 

Lake Tamarisk Resort is approximately 2 miles south of the solar facility site and adjacent to a 
portion of Alternatives B and C.  This member-owned resort has 60 members and 150 mobile 
home spaces, mobile home rentals, camping spaces, a heated pool, a clubhouse, and a nine-hole 
public golf course. 

Dispersed Recreation.  Although not within the proposed solar facility footprint or intersected 
by gen-tie alternatives, the Desert Lily Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) is a rec-
reation attraction in the project study area.  This ACEC covers 2,031 acres and was established to 
protect botanical values, in particular, the desert lily (Hesperocallis undulata).  This area is 
withdrawn from all forms of appropriation including mineral entry, and is bound on the western 
edge by a fence bordering Highway 177.  It is 2.4 miles southeast of the solar facility site and 0.5 
miles north of a portion of the gen-tie Alternative E.  This ACEC is used by a few hundred 
visitors per year; it includes a car and RV camping area, and supports various recreation 
activities, such as photography and nature studies. 

The Alligator Rock ACEC is also outside of the proposed solar facility site.  The Alligator Rock 
ACEC is a 7,726 acres area that was dedicated as an ACEC for archaeological values.  The 
ACEC is located 0.4 miles south of gen-tie line Alternatives B and C and 0.7 miles west of gen-
tie line Alternatives D and E, on the west side of the Red Bluff Substation. 

JTNP surrounds the northern portion of the project study area.  The Joshua Tree Wilderness Area 
(discussed in Section 3.17 – Special Designations) is on the southern tip of the Coxcomb 
Mountains; this is less than 2 miles to the east of the DHSP at its closest point (Figure 2-1).  The 
Joshua Tree Wilderness Area is composed of arroyos, playas, bajadas, narrow ravines, and steep 
mountains.  Some visitors are likely to use this area for recreation because of its proximity to 
Highway 177, though in general, because of the steep terrain and lack of trails, much of the park 
in this area is difficult to access.  As a result, most of the recreation use closest to the proposed 
project and alternatives is highly dispersed, with visitors seeking opportunities for day hiking, 
backpacking, and other forms of non-motorized recreation.  Nonetheless, Wilderness values, 
including "solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation," as well as “ecological, 
geological, or other features of scientific, educational, scenic, or historical value" as defined by 
the Wilderness Act are protected in Joshua Tree Wilderness.  In addition, a 2010 JTNP visitor 
survey revealed that the most important attributes/resources to visitor groups in the Park as a 
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whole were (1) Views without development, (2) Clean air, (3) Natural quiet/sounds of nature, (4) 
Desert plants/wildflowers, (5) Native wildlife, (6) Access to rock formations, (7) Solitude, (8) 
Dark, starry night skies, and (9) Access to historical/cultural sites (Jette et al. 2011).   

Motorized vehicles must stay on established roads within the Park.  Aerial photography and the 
Park Service’s visitor brochure reveal no significant trails, routes, or other park improvements 
within 8 miles of the solar facility boundary.  Visitor studies were completed in spring 2004 and 
winter 2010 (Jette et al. 2011), but specific data are not available for visitor use and visitor 
preferences for dispersed recreation areas near the solar facility. 

Chuckwalla Mountains and Palen-McCoy Wilderness Areas, administered by the BLM, are located 
7 miles south and 10 miles east of the project study area.  Both are discussed in Section 
3.17-Special Designations; the DHSP would be visible from these areas. 

The Edmund C. Jaeger Nature Sanctuary is also near the solar facility area, about 9 miles south 
of the DHSP site.  In addition, Corn Springs Campground is about 20 miles south of the DHSP 
(south of I-10, surrounded by the Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness); this campground averages 
300 visitors a year (BLM 2011).  The developed Wiley’s Well and Coon Hollow Campgrounds 
are within the Mule Mountain Long Term Visitor Area (LTVA), located about 35 miles 
southeast of the solar facility site, and Midland LTVA is 45 miles east from the DHSP site (BLM 
2011).  LTVAs are long-term permit areas where “snow birds” can stay all winter in self-
contained recreational vehicles (normally camping is limited to 14 days on public land).  There 
are no facilities or services, except for a volunteer host, information kiosk, and vault toilet (no 
water).  Each LTVA averages about 52 long-term visitors a year (BLM 2011).  Chiriaco Summit, 
the location of the General Patton Museum, is 19 miles west of Desert Center, on BLM land 
(BLM 2011). 

General Project Study Area Recreation Use.  There is minimal recreation in close proximity 
to the solar facility site; however, some recreational uses have been observed by BLM staff and 
ranger patrols.  The most common type of recreation is driving for pleasure or sightseeing, in 
both street legal vehicles and OHVs on approved routes.  Car or RV camping may occur, but it 
has not been observed by BLM staff and is not considered a popular use.  Day use of the area is 
most common, mostly by residents of Desert Center or off-duty workers from facilities around 
Eagle Mountain.  Some hiking, photography, target shooting, and limited hunting is assumed to 
occur in the general area, but not on the solar facility site.  Though the solar facility is near 
JTNP, access to the park and wilderness from this area is not common and has not been observed 
by BLM staff. 
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3.15 SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SETTING 

This section provides an overview of the applicable plans, policies, regulations and existing con-
ditions, historic trends, and relevant projections for population and housing, employment and 
income, and public services and utilities that could be affected by implementation of the pro-
posed project and alternatives.  The project study area for social and economic resources encom-
passes local communities and unincorporated Riverside County in and around the proposed Des-
ert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP).  Data are provided for Riverside County, for local communi-
ties where applicable and available, and for California for comparison. 

3.15.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Federal 

Applicable plans, policies, and regulations for socioeconomics include the National Environmen-
tal Protection Act (NEPA) (42 United States Code [USC] 4321 et seq.).  NEPA requires an 
analysis of the Proposed Action’s economic, social, and demographic effects related to effects on 
the natural or physical environment in the affected area, but does not require economic, social, 
and demographic effects to be analyzed in isolation from the physical environment. 

State 

California state regulations regarding socioeconomics (including the provision of public services 
and utilities) that apply to the proposed project include Title 14 of the California Code of Regula-
tions, Chapter 3, Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act 
(CEQA), Article 9(a), Section 15131; California Education Code, Section 17620; California 
Government Code, Sections 65996–65997; and California Revenue and Taxation Code, sections 
721–725: California Board of Equalization (BOE) – Property Tax Rule 905 (BOE authority to 
assess electrical generating facilities is found in Article XIII, section 19, of California’s Constitution). 

CEQA Article 9(a), Section 15131, states the following with regard to economic and social effects: 

 Economic or social effects of a project shall not be treated as significant effects on the environ-
ment.  An Environmental Impact Report (EIR; a document prepared pursuant to CEQA) may 
trace a chain of cause and effect from a proposed decision on a project through anticipated 
economic or social changes resulting from the project to physical changes caused in turn by 
the economic or social changes.  The intermediate economic or social changes need not be 
analyzed in any detail greater than necessary to trace the chain of cause and effect.  The focus 
of the analysis shall be on the physical changes. 

 Economic or social effects of a project may be used to determine the significance of physical 
changes caused by the project.  For example, if the construction of a new freeway or rail line 
divides an existing community, the construction would be the physical change, but the social 
effect on the community would be the basis for determining that the effect would be signifi-
cant.  As an additional example, if the construction of a road and the resulting increase in noise 
in an area disturbed existing religious practices in the area, the disturbance of the religious 
practices could be used to determine that the construction and use of the road and the resulting 
noise would be significant effects on the environment.  The religious practices would need to 
be analyzed only to the extent to show that the increase in traffic and noise would conflict with 
the religious practices.  Where an EIR uses economic or social effects to determine that a phys-
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ical change is significant, the EIR shall explain the reason for determining that the effect is 
significant. 

 Economic, social, and particularly housing factors shall be considered by public agencies 
together with technological and environmental factors in deciding whether changes in a project 
are feasible to reduce or avoid the significant effects on the environment identified in the EIR.  
If information on these factors is not contained in the EIR, the information must be added to 
the record in some other manner to allow the agency to consider the factors in reaching a 
decision on the project. 

The other California regulations pertain to social infrastructure and government revenues.  Sec-
tion 73 of the California Revenue and Taxation Code allows a property tax exclusion for certain 
types of solar energy systems installed between January 1, 1999, and December 31, 2016.  This 
section was amended in 2008 to include the construction of an active solar energy system incor-
porated by an owner-builder in the initial construction of a new building that the owner-builder 
does not intend to occupy or use. 

California Education Code, Section 17620, authorizes the governing board of any school district 
to levee a fee, charge, dedication, or other requirement against any construction within the boun-
daries of the district for the purpose of funding the construction or reconstruction of school facil-
ities.  California Government Code, Sections 65996–65997 includes provisions for school 
district levies against development projects.  This section includes a discussion of school districts 
in the vicinity of the DHSP.  Property Tax Rule 905 allows for the assessment of taxes on elec-
tric generation facilities. 

The responsibilities of California utility operators working in the vicinity of utilities are detailed 
in Section 1, Chapter 3.1, “Protection of Underground Infrastructure” (Article 2 of California 
Government Code §§42 16-4216.9).  This law requires that an excavator must contact a regional 
notification center at least two days prior to excavation of any subsurface installation.  Any 
utility provider seeking to begin a project that may damage underground infrastructure can call 
Underground Service Alert, the regional notification center.  Underground Service Alert will 
notify the utilities that may have buried lines within 1,000 feet of the project.  Representatives of 
the utilities are required to mark the specific location of their facilities within the work area prior 
to the start of project activities in the area. 

Local 

The proposed project or its alternatives would be sited only in unincorporated areas in Riverside 
County, including the unincorporated town of Desert Center.  The relevant plans for each of 
these jurisdictions include land use direction, policy guidance, and consistency zoning.  The Riv-
erside County General Plan (General Plan) was updated in 2008 to incorporate 19 more detailed 
Area Plans, including one for Desert Center.  The Fiscal/Financial Analysis evaluates the poten-
tial for population and economic growth over the next 20 years, and the General Plan identifies 
areas suitable for development of the economic base and transportation system of Riverside 
County.  The land use element designates the distribution and intensities of use, including resi-
dential, commercial, industrial, public facilities, and open space, for the entire county.  The 
safety element establishes policies and programs to protect the community from risks associated 
with seismic, geologic, flood, and wildfire hazards; and the multipurpose open space element 
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provides management of the availability for parks.  The housing element assesses housing needs 
and proposes residential sites for all economic segments of the County. 

The Desert Center Area Plan (DCAP) reflects the limited areas available for development.  Most 
of the area covered by the DCAP is remote, inaccessible, subject to natural hazards, or unable to 
support intense development due to a lack of public infrastructure and services.  The plan, there-
fore, recommends infill development and expansion of areas contiguous to existing development.  
Guidance is provided for the transition of the former Kaiser iron ore mining facility to a Class III 
nonhazardous waste landfill (Eagle Mountain Landfill) with the former Kaiser employee housing 
area becoming a housing and service area for landfill employees (although a recent legal ruling 
has halted the landfill project).  The area between Desert Center and Lake Tamarisk Park devel-
opment could accommodate limited future expansion, accompanied by a plan amendment; 
growth in the area of the airport would be subject to restrictions due to public safety considera-
tions (Riverside County 2003). 

The Riverside County Board of Supervisors is considering a proposal to require a two percent 
franchise fee on gross annual receipts from solar energy projects.  The fee is proposed to offset 
the social, environmental, and infrastructural impacts associated with expected solar develop-
ment.  The proposed fee would generate more than 30 million dollars annually for the county 
(Riverside County Board of Supervisors 2011).  The fee is opposed by representatives of the 
Solar Industry and worker’s unions, citing the potential loss of renewable energy employment 
(Berkman 2011).  The proposal is still being reviewed by the County Board of Supervisors as of 
October 18, 2011 (Riverside County Riverside County Board of Supervisors 2011). 

3.15.2 Existing Conditions 

Regional Setting and Approach to Data Collection 

This section presents an overview of the regional setting and comprehensive baseline population, 
housing, and employment data, as well as information on utilities and public services within the 
project study area for socioeconomic resources, which involves three subsets: 

 The discussion of income and employment includes all of Riverside County and San 
Bernardino County because this is the area from which the labor force would be drawn, 
according to the Applicant (see Chapter 2); 

 The discussion of public services and facilities also includes a large portion of Riverside 
County since, in general, these are supplied from a wider area than the unincorporated commu-
nities next to the Proposed Action and by regional providers; and 

 The discussion of the area that would be affected with respect to social values, the potential for 
disruption of businesses, and potential disruption of utilities and public services is limited to 
Desert Center, Lake Tamarisk Park, and Eagle Mountain Village, as well as to businesses and 
residences next to construction activities. 

The term “regional” is used to describe employment and income and the supply area from which 
public services and facilities are derived; the term “local” is used to describe social values, indi-
vidual businesses, and the area where public services and utilities could be affected by the pro-
posed project and alternatives. 
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The project study area lies entirely within unincorporated Riverside County.  The proposed gene-
ration facility would be located entirely on BLM-administered land, but portions of all of the cor-
ridors for the gen-tie line alternatives would traverse private land.  The nearest populated areas 
include the unincorporated town of Desert Center, the Lake Tamarisk Park development, and 
Eagle Mountain Village.  The nearest incorporated population centers include Blythe, Coachella, 
and Indio in Riverside County, and Twentynine Palms in San Bernardino County. 

Socioeconomic data were collected for jurisdictions in the vicinity of the proposed project that 
could be affected and would contribute to the construction labor force.  Demographic, economic, 
and environmental justice data are derived from the California Department of Finance (CADOF), 
the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), the BLM, the Applicant, and Riverside County.  
Public services and utility information was collected from planning documents or other pub-
lished information from the jurisdictions in the project study area. 

Population and Housing 

There are 26 incorporated areas within Riverside County, where the majority (about 78 percent 
of its population) resides.  With a population of 2,189,641 as of April 2010, it ranks as the fourth 
most populous of California’s 58 counties, after Los Angeles, San Diego, and Orange Counties.  
Table 3.15-1 shows the historic population data (for 1990 and 2000) and the 2010 census popula-
tion data for Riverside County and the State.  As identified in Table 3.15-1, the population of 
Riverside County grew by more than twice the rate of the State between 1990 and 2000 and 
more than four times the rate of the State between 2000 and 2010.  Between 1990 and 2000, the 
population in incorporated areas was greater than in unincorporated areas, and most population 
growth occurred in incorporated areas (BLM 2011; CADOF 2011a).  The most current popula-
tion counts for unincorporated areas in Riverside County are available from the U.S. Census 
Bureau for the 2010 Census.  As of 2010, Census Block data show that the population of Desert 
Center is 85, based on 14 census blocks analyzed and the population of Lake Tamarisk Park is 
174, based on 15 census blocks analyzed.  Since 2007, the dominant source of population increase 
in Riverside County has been from natural increase; in the previous years since 1999 the popula-
tion increase had been dominated by in-migration (CADOF 2011b). 

Table 3.15-1. Current and Historic Population 

Location 1990 2000 

Percent 
Change 

1990–2000 2010 

Percent  
Change  

2000–2010 
Riverside County (number) 1,144,400 1,535,125    34.14% 2,189,641    42.64% 
Riverside County (percent of State total) 3.87 4.55  5.88  

Incorporated 765,800 1,117,163 45.88 1,685,249 50.85 
Blythe 13,271 20,465 29.14 20,817 1.73 
Coachella 17,139 22,724 32.58 40,704 79.12 
Indio 37,691 49,116 30.31 76,036 54.81 
Unincorporated 378,600 417,962 10.40 504,392 20.68 

California 29,558,000 33,721,583 14.09 37,253,956 10.48 
Source: BLM 2011; CADOF 2011a, 2011b 

As shown in Table 3.15-2, the population of Riverside County is forecast to grow by a greater 
percentage than the State throughout the planning period, increasing by over 60 percent between 
2010 and 2030 (CADOF 2007). 
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In Riverside County, the vacancy rate in 
2010 for single- and multiple-family hous-
ing units and mobile homes in both incor-
porated and unincorporated portions of 
the county was approximately 14 percent.  
Table 3.15-3 identifies the housing vacancy 
of the incorporated areas nearest to the proj-
ect study area.  Indio had the highest 
vacancy rate of the nearby cities and the 
largest number of vacant units. 

Research shows that construction workers 
would commute as much as two hours each 
direction from their communities rather 
than relocate (BLM and CEC 2009), and 
the Applicant has indicated that, to the 
extent possible, the labor force for the 
DHSP would be derived from Riverside 
County (much of which is within this two-
hour commute window).  However, some 
employees may choose temporary lodging 
facilities closer to the DHSP in nearby 
municipalities.  Hotels and rooms available 
in Riverside County totaled 22,508 rooms 
and 242 properties as of December 2008 
(BLM 2011).  Relative to the proposed 
solar facility, the closest community is the 
Town of Desert Center; however, informa-
tion regarding the availability of lodging 
in Desert Center was not available.  The closest municipality to the east is Blythe, at 48 miles, 
and to the west is Indio, at 49 miles.  Between Blythe and Indio there are about 35 lodging 
facilities offering an average of roughly 55 rooms per facility. 

The environmental baseline for the DHSP includes the preliminary construction of the Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm project which has been underway in September 2011.  Construction workers 
for this project were also assumed to be housed in nearby communities including Blythe and 
Indio.  Although availability and lodging cost is subject to change based on season and demand, 
room rates in the project study area range between $40 and $120.  Municipalities to the north and 
south, such as Twentynine Palms and Brawley, would be less likely to provide lodging that 
would be appropriate in terms of proximity, driving time, or cost. 

Employment and Income 

During construction, the solar facility workforce is expected to average 100, with a peak of 250 
total on-site workers.  The workforce for the gen-tie line is expected to average 30 employees 
over the 20-month gen-tie line construction period, with a peak of 65 employees.  As previously 
stated, the Applicant has indicated that the construction workforce would be recruited from 
within Riverside County, San Bernardino County, and elsewhere in the surrounding area, as 

Table 3.15-2. Population Projections 

Year/Location Population 
Percent  
Change 

2020   

Riverside County 2,904,848    29.74% 
California 44,135,923 12.78 

2030   

Riverside County 3,507,498    20.75% 
California 49,240,891 11.57 

2010 to 2030 Change   

Riverside County 1,317,857    60.19% 
California 11,986,935 32.18 
Source: CADOF 2007. 
 
Table 3.15-3. 2010 Housing Characteristics  

Location 

Total 
Housing 

Units 
Percent 
Vacant 

Number 
Vacant 

Riverside County 800,707    14.29% 114,447 
Incorporated 627,564 14.49 90,956 
Blythe 5,473 17.54 960 
Coachella 9,903 9.14 905 
Indio 28,971 19.31 5,593 
Unincorporated  173,143 13.57 23,491 

Twentynine Palms, 
San Bernardino County 

9,431 14.17 1,336 

Source: CADOF 2011c 
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available and would not be expected to relocate closer to the project (BLM and CEC 2009).  
Table 3.15-4 provides the most current data available on employment sectors in Riverside and 
San Bernardino Counties.  As shown in Table 3.15-4, most industry sectors in these counties pro-
vided similar levels of employment to those of the State.  Construction was one of the largest 
employment sectors in Riverside and San Bernardino Counties, with a higher percentage of the 
population employed than at the State level.  Government was the largest employer in both 
Riverside and San Bernardino Counties, with local government providing the majority of the 
employment in this sector. 

The historic trend between 1990 and 2000 shows that the labor force in Riverside County increased 
by about 27 percent, and that the unemployment rate decreased from 7.2 percent to 5.4 percent.  
Between 2000 and 2007 the labor force increased by another 34 percent, but unemployment also 
increased to 6.0 percent.  By 2008 unemployment had reached an annual average of 8.6 percent, 
with a total of 78,967 unemployed out of a labor force of 918,845 (BLM 2011; BLS 2011a).  In 
June 2010 and 2011 the percentage of unemployment in California, at 12.2 percent and 12.1 per-
cent, was lower than for Riverside County at 14.5 percent and 14.4 percent, for these years (BLS 
2011a and 2011b). 

Between 1980 and 2007, per capita personal income in Riverside County remained below the 
State average, with a gap that has widened in almost every year.  The widest gap between the 
County and State averages was in 2007 at $12,245.  In 2007, per capita personal income in Riv-
erside County was $29,560; while, the State average was $41,805.  High average per capita 
incomes in San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Contra Costa, Napa, and Orange Counties 
helped to boost the overall State average (BLM 2011). 

Table 3.15-4. Employment by Industry in Riverside and San Bernardino Counties 

NAICS Industry 

Riverside  
County 

Employment 
(Number) 

Riverside 
County 

Employment 
(Percent of  

Total County 
Employment) 

San Bernardino 
County 

Employment 
(Number) 

San Bernardino 
County 

Employment 
(Percent of  

Total County 
Employment) 

California 
Employment 
(Percent of  
Total State 

Employment) 
Total employment 807,078  876,206   
Wage and salary employment 594,330 73.64% 698,761 79.75% 77.81% 
Proprietors employment 212,748 26.36 177,445 20.25 22.19 
   Farm proprietors employment 2,896 0.36 1,209 0.14 0.33 
   Nonfarm proprietors employment 209,852 26.00 176,236 20.11 21.86 
Farm employment 7,685 0.95 2,972 0.34 1.08 
Nonfarm employment 799,393 99.05 873,234 99.66 98.92 
   Private employment 670,436 83.07 733,956 83.77 85.60 
     Forestry, fishing, and related activities 7,016 0.87 961 0.11 1.03 
     Mining 2,022 0.25 1,124 0.13 0.27 
     Utilities 1,884 0.23 4,276 0.49 0.30 
     Construction 62,194 7.71 53,914 6.15 5.45 
     Manufacturing 43,433 5.38 62,611 7.15 7.26 
     Wholesale trade 24,059 2.98 39,265 4.48 3.82 
     Retail trade 98,101 12.16 105,396 12.03 9.88 
     Transportation and warehousing 25,707 3.17 57,327 6.54 2.94 
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Table 3.15-4. Employment by Industry in Riverside and San Bernardino Counties 

NAICS Industry 

Riverside  
County 

Employment 
(Number) 

Riverside 
County 

Employment 
(Percent of  

Total County 
Employment) 

San Bernardino 
County 

Employment 
(Number) 

San Bernardino 
County 

Employment 
(Percent of  

Total County 
Employment) 

California 
Employment 
(Percent of  
Total State 

Employment) 
     Information 9,656 1.20 9,031 1.03 2.65 
     Finance and insurance 40,123 4.97 29,569 3.37 4.73 
     Real estate and rental and leasing 40,692 5.04 38,319 4.37 5.03 
     Professional, scientific, and technical 
     services 

43,411 5.38 36,761 4.20 8.61 

     Management of companies and  
     enterprises 

3,329 0.41 6,746 0.77 1.07 

     Administrative and waste management 
     services 

53,062 6.57 71,916 8.21 6.30 

     Educational services 9,924 1.23 12,089 1.38 2.00 
     Health care and social assistance 70,284 8.71 82,974 9.47 8.70 
     Arts, entertainment, and recreation 18,118 2.24 12,184 1.39 2.61 
     Accommodation and food services 65,512 8.12 56,626 6.46 6.93 
     Other services, except public  
     administration 

51,909 6.43 52,867 6.03 6.02 

   Government and government enterprises 128,957 15.98 139,278 15.90 13.31 
     Federal, civilian 6,969 0.86 12,954 1.48 1.20 
     Military 3,559 0.44 20,004 2.28 1.08 
     State and local 118,429 14.67 106,320 12.13 11.04 
        State government 13,270 1.64 12,670 1.45 2.42 
        Local government 105,159 13.03 93,650 10.69 8.62 
Source: BEA 2011 

Public Services and Utilities 

The public services and utilities in Riverside County discussed in this section include schools, 
hospitals, fire response, police departments, electrical and natural gas service, water districts, and 
cable and telecommunications suppliers.  These are services that could be affected either by con-
struction of the proposed project and alternatives or population growth if it were to result from 
the proposed project and alternatives. 

There were 472 schools in Riverside County in the 2009 to 2010 fiscal year, with a total enroll-
ment of 423,412 students and a pupil-to-teacher ratio of 23.1.  These schools included 278 ele-
mentary schools with 198,901 students, 77 middle schools with 84,068 students, 57 high schools 
with 120,376 students, and 6 kindergarten-through-twelfth-grade schools with 5,462 students.  
The school nearest to the solar facility, the Eagle Mountain Elementary School, is part of the 
Desert Center Unified School District.  It had an enrollment of 19 students in 2009 to 2010 and is 
located along Kaiser Road in the project study area.  Palo Verde Valley High School and Palo 
Verde College are about 40 miles southeast solar generation facility along I-10.  Indio High 
School, La Quinta High School, and Page Middle School are about 45 miles southwest of the 
project study area along I-10, and Twentynine Palms High School in San Bernardino County, 
north of JTNP is the nearest school to the north (Education Data Partnership 2011). 
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Thirty-seven hospitals are located in Riverside County.  Closest to the DHSP are Palo Verde 
Hospital in Blythe, John F.  Kennedy Memorial Hospital in Indio, Eisenhower Medical Center in 
Rancho Mirage, Desert Regional Medical Center in Palm Springs, High Desert Medical Center 
in Joshua Tree (San Bernardino County), and Angel View Children’s Hospital in Desert Hot 
Springs (California Gazetteer 2011). 

All fire stations in Riverside County are dispatched by the California Department of Forestry and 
Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) Riverside Unit/Riverside County Fire Department Emergency 
Command Center and are part of the "Integrated Fire Protection System," under contract with the 
State.  Ninety-nine fire stations or dispatch centers are within Riverside County, of which 84 
have paramedic firefighters, seven are fire stations only, five are volunteer fire companies only, 
and three are municipal fire departments that contract with Riverside County for dispatch ser-
vices.  Closest to the project study area are the Lake Tamarisk Fire Station in Desert Center (with 
one County paramedic assessment engine), Blythe Air Base in Blythe (with one County para-
medic assessment engine), Riverbend Volunteer Fire Department in Blythe, La Quinta South 
Fire Station in La Quinta (with one City paramedic assessment engine and one County brush 
engine), Coachella Fire Station (with one City paramedic assessment engine), Sun City Shadow 
Hills Station in Indio (with one City paramedic assessment engine), and Indio, North Indio, and 
West Indio Fire Stations (Riverside County Fire Department 2011). 

The Riverside County Sheriff’s Department provides police services in unincorporated Riverside 
County and provides contract services to individual municipalities in Riverside County.  The 
Colorado River Station in Blythe provides service to the unincorporated area from Red Cloud 
Road on the west, to the Arizona state line on the east, and the Imperial County line on the south 
to the San Bernardino County line on the north.  Communities included in this area are Desert 
Center, Eagle Mountain, East Blythe, Midland, Nicholls Warm Springs, Ripley, and the Colo-
rado River (Riverside County Sheriff’s Department 2011).  Similarly, the project study area falls 
within the Border Division of the California Highway Patrol.  This division has 12 area offices: 
Blythe, San Juan Capistrano, El Cajon, Imperial, Indio, Oceanside, San Diego (division office), 
Beaumont, Santa Ana, Temecula, Westminster, and Felicity.  Additionally, the Border Division 
of the Highway Patrol contains four residential posts, five commercial inspection facilities, two 
transportation management centers, 900 uniformed officers, and 380 nonuniformed personnel 
(California Highway Patrol 2011). 

SCE provides electric power service to the project study area.  An existing SCE 161 kV transmis-
sion line crosses Eagle Mountain Road, Kaiser Road, and Desert Center Rice Road from the north-
west to the southeast from about 1 mile north of the Eagle Mountain Substation toward Blythe, 
and the SCE Devers Palo Verde (DPV) transmission line is along I-10 on the south side of the 
highway.  The DPV2 transmission line that would parallel the existing DPV1 transmission line is 
under construction.  MWD owns the Eagle Mountain Substation along Powerline Road, as well 
as the 230 kV transmission line and 33 kV distribution line along Powerline Road (BLM 2011). 

Additional public utilities in the study area are provided by the following: 

 Water: MWD; 

 Natural Gas: Southern California Gas Company; 

 Waste Management: Riverside County Waste Management Department; and 

 Telecommunications: Sprint Communications, AT&T Communications, and AT&T California. 
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3.16 ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 

This section provides an overview of the applicable plans, policies, and regulations and existing 
conditions for environmental justice.  The project study area for environmental justice encom-
passes the Census Tracts that includes all areas within one-half mile (0.5 miles) of the proposed 
project and alternatives.  Data are provided for Riverside County, for local communities where 
applicable and available, and for California for comparison. 

3.16.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Federal 
Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Popula-
tions and Low-Income Populations, requires that federal agencies, as well as state agencies receiv-
ing federal funds, identify and address any disproportionately high and adverse human health or 
environmental effects of their programs, policies, and activities on minority and low-income 
populations. 

State 
There are no California state regulations regarding environmental justice that apply to the proposed 
project and alternatives. 

Local 
There are no Riverside County regulations regarding environmental justice that apply to the proposed 
project and alternatives. 

3.16.2 Existing Conditions 

Several steps have been undertaken in order to protect low income and minority populations 
from disproportionate impacts from the proposed project and alternatives, including public 
outreach and a screening analysis of potential environmental justice populations in the vicinity of 
the proposed project.  Public outreach to the communities and residents that could be affected by 
the proposed project and alternatives, including low-income and minority populations, is dis-
cussed in Section 5 (Consultation) and includes public scoping.  In addition, the BLM has 
engaged in official government-to-government consultation with all Native American tribes that 
could be affected by the proposed project and alternatives. 

The intention of an environmental justice screening analysis is to determine whether a low-
income and/or minority population exists within the potential affected area of a proposed action.  
As defined by the “Final Guidance for Incorporating Environmental Justice Concerns in EPA’s 
NEPA Compliance Analyses” (EPA 1998), minority and low-income populations are identified 
where either: 

 The minority or low-income population of the affected area is greater than 50 percent of the 
affected area’s general population; or 

 The minority or low-income population percentage of the affected area is meaningfully greater 
(50 percent or greater) than the minority or low-income population percentage in the general 
population of the jurisdiction or other appropriate unit of geographic analysis (i.e., County, State, 
or Native American reservation) where the affected area is located. 
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The demographic data in this section present the distributional patterns of minority populations 
and low-income populations for the immediate vicinity of the proposed project and alternatives, 
Riverside County, and the State of California. 

Census Block Group data on poverty levels and racial and ethnic population distribution provide 
the finest scale of screening data that is widely available.  Ethnic data are available from the 
2010 census; however, the most recent information on poverty at this resolution dates back to 
2000.  Therefore additional, more recent, county-level data are provided to supplement the poverty-
level information and identify the direction of changes to the income and racial and ethnic com-
position of the project study area.  Census Block Group data, Census Tract data, county data, and 
state averages are all compared to determine whether the local ethnic and poverty distribution 
differs from the California average. 

In 2000, the project study area lay within one Census Tract (458) in Riverside County and three 
Block Groups (3, 5, and 6).  In the 2010 census, the study area lay entirely within one Census 
Tract (469) in Riverside County, which contained only one Block Group (1). 

Table 3.16-1 shows that in 2000, Census Tract 458, in which all elements of the proposed project 
and alternative are situated, had a higher percentage of black or African American, American 
Indian and Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander, Some Other Race, and 
Hispanic minority populations than the county average or State average for that same year.  In 
2010, Census Tract 469 had a higher percentage of white and Hispanic populations than county 
and State averages, and lower percentages of Asian, black, and total minority populations.  The 
Asian population in the project study area was much lower than State and county averages in 
both 2000 and 2010.  Data from 2010 indicate that the overall percentage of minorities decreased 
for the Census Tract, but the percentage of the Hispanic minority increased. 

Table 3.16-1. Population by Percentage Race/Ethnicity 

 2000  2010 

Percent Race/Ethnicity California 
Riverside 
County 

Census 
Tract 458 

Block  
Groups 
3, 5, 6 

 

California 
Riverside 
County 

Census 
Tract 469 

White 46.70% 51.04% 27.92% 26.71%  40.1% 39.7% 42.68% 
Black or African American (not Hispanic) 6.44 5.98 20.68 21.39  5.8 6.0 1.66 
American Indian and Alaska Native 
(not Hispanic) 

0.53 0.66 0.84 0.78  0.4 0.5 0.59 

Asian (not Hispanic) 10.77 3.57 1.31 1.34  12.8 5.8 0.59 
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 
(not Hispanic) 

0.31 0.21 0.34 0.35  0.3 0.3 0.10 

Some other race (not Hispanic) 0.21 0.16 1.21 1.26  0.2 0.2 0.20 
Two or more races (not Hispanic) 2.67 2.17 0.85 0.88  2.6 2.2 1.91 
Hispanic of all races 32.38 36.21 46.83 47.29  37.6 45.5 52.28 
All minorities 50.43 46.63 70.00 71.15  57.02 60.5 55.41 
Source:  U.S. Census Bureau 2010a, 2010b, 2000a, and 2000b; CADOF 2011d. 

The U.S. Census Bureau uses a set of income thresholds to determine which families are living 
in poverty; the thresholds vary by family size and composition.  If a family’s total income is less 
than the respective threshold, then that family, and every individual in it, is considered to be 
living in poverty.  The poverty thresholds do not vary geographically but they are updated annu-
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ally for inflation using the Consumer Price Index.  For example, in 1999 the average estimated 
poverty threshold for an individual was an annual income of $8,501, and for 2010 it was $11,139 
(U.S. Census 2010 and 2011).  According to U.S. Census 2000 estimates for the year 1999 
(Table 3.16-2), the percentage of the population of Census Tract 458 living below the poverty 
line, although well below 50 percent, was greater than that of either Riverside County or the 
State.  The percentage of the population living below the poverty line in Census Blocks 3, 5, and 
6 were below that of Riverside County and the State at 4.3 percent.  In 1999, the median 
household income for Census Tract 458 was about 70 percent of the Riverside County average 
and 63 percent of the State average (U.S. Census 2000c).  In 2010, the percentage of the popula-
tion living in poverty in Riverside County dropped below the State average, while the median 
income for the County continued to be lower than the State average (U.S. Census 2010b).  
Poverty data for Census Blocks 3, 5, and 6 for 2009 are not available. 

Table 3.16-2. Poverty Characteristics 

 1999  2010 

Location 

Poverty Line 
Income for 
Individuals 

Percent  
Below  

Poverty Line 

 Poverty Line 
Income for 
Individuals 

Percent  
Below  

Poverty Line 
Census Tract 458 (2000) or 469 (2010) $8,501    21.4%  N/A N/A 
Census Block Groups 3, 5, and 6 (2000) or Group 1 (2010)   8,501   4.3  $11,139 N/A 
Riverside County   8,501 14.2    11,139    13.9% 
California   8,501 14.2    11,139 14.2 
Source:  U.S. Census Bureau 2000c, 2002, 2009b, and 2009c. 
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3.17 SPECIAL DESIGNATIONS 

This section describes the environmental and regulatory settings associated with the construction 
and operation of the proposed DHSP or its alternatives with respect to special designations.  
Specially designated lands are identified for the region surrounding the project study area.  The 
project study area includes all areas with special designations that could be affected by construc-
tion, operation, and decommissioning of the DHSP, and is bounded by the northern boundary of 
the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area south to the southern boundary of the Chuckwalla Mountains 
Wilderness Area, and bounded on the east and west by the outer boundaries of these Wilderness 
Areas.  The project study area includes Alligator Rock Area of Critical Environmental Concern 
(ACEC), Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA), 
and the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA). 

3.17.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Federal Laws and Regulations 

Federal Land Policy Management Act of 1976 

The designation of Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs) was authorized in Section 
202 (c)(3) of FLPMA, and was designed to be used as a process for determining the special man-
agement required by certain environmental resources or hazards (BLM 1980).  According to Sec-
tion 103(a) of FLPMA, an ACEC is defined as the following: 

An area within the public lands where special management attention is required (when 

such areas are developed or used or where no development is required) to protect and 

prevent irreparable damage to important historic, cultural, or scenic values, fish and 

wildlife resources, or other natural systems or processes, or to protect life and safety 

from natural hazards. 

Prior to its designation, management prescriptions are developed for each proposed ACEC.  
These prescriptions are site-specific and include actions that the BLM has authority to imple-
ment, as well as recommendations for actions that the BLM does not have direct authority to 
implement, such as cooperative agreements with other agencies and mineral withdrawals (BLM 
1980). 

Wilderness Act of 1964 

Wilderness Areas (WAs) are designated by Congress, under the authority of the Wilderness Act 
of 1964 as part of the National Wilderness Preservation System, and are managed by one of the 
following four land management agencies: the BLM, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service, or the National Park Service. 

The Wilderness Act defines wilderness as follows: 

(c) A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where man and his own works dominate the 

landscape, is hereby recognized as an area where the earth and its community of life are 

untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain.  An area of 

wilderness is further defined to mean in this chapter an area of undeveloped Federal land 

retaining its primeval character and influence, without permanent improvements or human 

habitation, which is protected and managed so as to preserve its natural conditions and 
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which (1) generally appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature, with 

the imprint of man's work substantially unnoticeable; (2) has outstanding opportunities 

for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation; (3) has at least five thousand 

acres of land or is of sufficient size as to make practicable its preservation and use in an 

unimpaired condition; and (4) may also contain ecological, geological, or other features 

of scientific, educational, scenic, or historical value.  (Public Law 88-577, Section 2[c]) 

A number of uses are specifically prohibited within WAs.  Prohibited uses include commercial 
enterprises; permanent and temporary roads (with exceptions for administration and emergency 
purposes); use of motorized vehicles, equipment, motorboats, or mechanical transport; landing of 
aircraft; or the erection of a structure or installation (Public Law 88-577, Section 4[c]). 

 California Desert Protection Act of 1994 

The CDPA designated 69 WAs on BLM-managed public lands in the California Desert.  The 
CDPA states that “wilderness is a distinguishing characteristic of the public lands in the Cali-
fornia desert” and “The wilderness values of desert lands are increasingly threatened by . . .  devel-
opment.”  The CDPA further states that there are no buffer zones designated along with wilder-
ness areas: “The fact that nonwilderness activities or uses can be seen or heard from areas within 
a wilderness area shall not, of itself, preclude such activities or uses up to the boundary of the 
wilderness area [Public Law 103-433, Section 103(d)]. 

BLM Policy and Plans 

BLM Manual 8560, Management of Designated Wilderness Areas 

This manual section identifies the BLM’s role in administering WAs on public lands, provides 
policy guidance for BLM personnel, and sets the framework for wilderness management pro-
gram development.  It states the goals of wilderness management, as well as administrative 
functions and specific activities related to wilderness management. 

California Desert Conservation Area Plan 

The CDCA is a 25-million acre expanse of land in southern California designated by Congress in 
1976 through FLPMA.  The BLM administers about 10 million of those acres.  When Congress 
created the CDCA, it recognized its special values, proximity to the population centers of south-
ern California, and the need for a comprehensive plan for managing the area.  Congress stated 
that the CDCA Plan must be based on the concepts of multiple use, sustained yield, and mainte-
nance of environmental quality.  The site of the proposed project and alternatives is located 
within the CDCA.  The primary active wildlife management tools used in the CDCA Plan are 
ACECs.  Refer to Sections 3.3 (Wildlife), 3.4 (Vegetation), and 3.11 (Lands and Realty) for a 
more detailed discussion of these aspects of the CDCA Plan. 

Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan 

The Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO) was pre-
pared under the regulations implementing FLPMA.  The NECO plan established regional stand-
ards for public land health and set forth guidelines for grazing management.  The NECO plan 
also established two Desert Wildlife Management Areas (DWMAs) encompassing 1.75 million 
acres that are managed as ACECs for recovery of the desert tortoise.  Southern Mojave and 
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Sonoran Wildlife Habitat Management Areas (WHMAs) for bighorn sheep were established 
totaling over 1 million acres and 13 multi-species WHMAs totaling over 500 million acres such 
that 80 percent of the distribution of all special status species and all natural community types are 
included in conservation areas.  The NECO plan also combined herd management areas for wild 
horses and burros, designated routes of travel, identified principles for acquisition of private 
lands and disposal of public lands, provided access to resources for economic and social needs; 
and incorporated 23 wilderness areas established by the 1994 CDPA in the CDCA. 

Local Regulations 

County of Riverside General Plan, Desert Center Area Plan, 2003 

This Plan describes a multi-purpose open space element for the unincorporated areas of River-
side County and Desert Center.  It defines local open space policies that relate to wildlife habitat, 
particularly desert tortoise, and aims to preserve the desert environment.  The three local open 
space policies defined for Desert Center within the Riverside County General Plan are: 

 Encourage clustering of development for the preservation of contiguous open space; 
 Work to limit OHV use within the Desert Center Area Plan; and 
 Require new development to conform with desert tortoise critical habitat designation 

requirements. 

A more specific discussion of the Riverside County General Plan is provided in Section 3.11, 
Lands and Realty. 

3.17.2 Existing Conditions 

The locations of all lands with special designations in the project study area are shown in Figure 
2-1 in Appendix A. 

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern 

There are two ACECs near the DHSP site, as well as one DWMA and one WHMA, both of 
which are considered ACECs: 

 Alligator Rock ACEC, 
 Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, 
 Chuckwalla DWMA, and 
 Palen-Ford WHMA. 

The first two ACECs were officially designated with the approval of the CDCA Plan in 1980.  
No project activities are proposed within an ACEC.  The Chuckwalla DWMA was designated to 
protect desert tortoise habitat in the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Manage-
ment Plan.  Management emphasis for the Palen-Ford WHMA is on the management of the 
dunes and playas within the Palen-Ford dune system. 

Alligator Rock ACEC 

Covering 7,726 acres, this ACEC was established to protect archaeological values.  Prehistoric 
activities represented at archaeological sites within the ACEC included milling seeds and other 
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food products, manufacturing stone tools, storing food and other items, temporary habitation, 
travel, trade, hunting, artistic endeavor, and possibly religious or ritual activity.  The Alligator 
Rock ACEC was so designated not only because of the unusual array of archaeological sites 
present, but also because these sites are endangered by current use of the area for a number of 
activities, particularly recreation.  Two sites within the ACEC have been listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places (BLM 1986). 

Actions taken to protect the sensitive resources within this ACEC include designating road clo-
sures in certain areas to prevent vehicular damage to archaeological sites, and implementing 
physical protection measures, continued inventorying, and monitoring (BLM 1986).  It is located 
approximately 6 miles south of the proposed solar facility site. 

Desert Lily Preserve ACEC 

This ACEC covers 2,031 acres and was established to protect botanical values, in particular, the 
desert lily (Hesperocallis undulata).  This area is withdrawn from all forms of appropriation 
including mineral extraction, and is bound on the western edge by a fence bordering Highway 
177.  It is located 2.6 miles southeast of the proposed solar facility site.  This ACEC has a park-
ing area and is one of the few recreational attractions in the project study area.  The ACEC 
receives a few hundred visitors per year for car and RV camping, photography, and nature study. 

Chuckwalla DWMA 

The Chuckwalla DWMA was designated to protect desert tortoise as well as significant natural 
resources, including special status plant and animal species and natural communities.  It encom-
passes 818,685 acres, 465,287 acres of which (57 percent) are on BLM land.  Conservative 
estimates based on the USGS habitat model indicate that approximately 70 percent of the Chuck-
walla DWMA is suitable desert tortoise habitat with the remaining 30 percent unsuitable.  As 
defined in the NECO Plan, examples of management actions to protect resources within the 
Chuckwalla DWMA include limiting cumulative new surface disturbance on lands administered 
by the BLM within any DWMA to 1 percent of the BLM-administered portion of the DWMA, 
and implementing grazing, recreation, and travel restrictions. 

Palen-Ford WHMA 

While DWMAs were established in the NECO Plan to address the recovery of the desert tortoise, 
WHMAs were established to address other special-status species and habitat management.  Man-
agement emphasis is placed on active management, specific species and habitats mitigation, and 
restoration from authorized allowable uses.  The special situation of “fixed-point” rare plants is 
also addressed.  The Palen-Ford WHMA was specifically established to protect the dunes and 
playas (NECO sensitive habitat types) and the Mojave fringe-toed lizard (BLM and CDFG 
2002).  The Palen-Ford WHMA includes 39,366 acres of Sonoran creosote scrub, 13,104 acres 
of desert dry wash woodland, 17,690 acres of sand dunes, 381 acres of chenopod scrub, 13,696 
acres of playas, and 152 acres of agriculture and urban uses (Palen Solar Project PA-FEIS, 
Appendix I, 2011). 

Wilderness 

The Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness to the south and the Joshua Tree Wilderness to the west, 
north, and east are the WAs closest to the DHSP area.  The Palen-McCoy Wilderness is farther 
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away, approximately 11 miles to the east.  Project activities are not proposed within any 
Wilderness Area.  In areas designated as a wilderness, use of motorized or mechanized vehicles 
or equipment by the public is not permitted.  These wilderness areas have no trails, facilities, or 
water and receive little recreation use.  Though permitted, there is no record of hunting, fishing, 
or trapping in these areas.  Short day hikes may occur, but backpacking or camping has not been 
observed or recorded.  There are no trailheads, parking, or other access to the Joshua Tree 
Wilderness from the project site, or nearby.  The Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness Area is more 
accessible due to the Corn Springs Campground, which is surrounded by the wilderness. 

Joshua Tree National Park Wilderness 

The 594,502-acre Joshua Tree National Park Wilderness, which is administered by the National 
Park Service, is approximately 42 miles west of Blythe, California.  Designated in 1976 by the 
Wilderness Act, the Joshua Tree Wilderness became part of JTNP in 1994 when the park (then a 
National Monument) was expanded and designated as a National Park by the California Desert 
Protection Act.  This Wilderness Area is approximately 3.8 miles west and 1.8 miles north of the 
DHSP site.  The proposed solar facility site and gen-tie alternative E would pass within 2 miles 
of the boundary of the Park and the Wilderness Area near the southern end of the Coxcomb 
Mountains.  The steep terrain of this WA provides views to the south and west, which overlook 
the project site.  Some visitors are likely to access this area because of its proximity to Highway 
177.  In general, however, much of the park in this area is difficult to access because of the steep 
terrain and lack of trails. 

This WA is composed of two unique desert ecosystems.  The Colorado Desert to the east is home 
to abundant creosote, the spidery ocotillo, and the jumping cholla cactus.  The Mojave Desert 
covers the western area and is home to the wilderness namesake, the Joshua tree.  Visitors to this 
wilderness seek desert experiences with opportunities for solitude and unconfined recreation.  
Aerial photography shows no trails or other established routes within this wilderness segment.  
Visitor use and visitor preference data for the WA are not available, as the Park does not require 
visitor registration for entrance to the WA.  However, a 2010 JTNP visitor survey revealed that 
the most important attributes/resources to visitor groups in the Park as a whole were (1) Views 
without development, (2) Clean air, (3) Natural quiet/sounds of nature, (4) Desert 
plants/wildflowers, (5) Native wildlife, (6) Access to rock formations, (7) Solitude, (8) Dark, 
starry night skies, and (9) Access to historical/cultural sites (Jette et al. 2011).  The WA closest 
to the DHSP site can be accessed three ways: (1) the west entrance is 5 miles south of the 
junction of State Highway 62 and Park Boulevard at Joshua Tree Village; (2) the north entrance 
is in the community of Twenty-Nine Palms; and 3) the south entrance is 20 miles east of Indio 
and approximately 27 miles west of Desert Center and can be approached from I-10. 

Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness 

The Chuckwalla Mountains WA is located approximately 40 miles west of Blythe, California, 
and covers 99,548 acres.  This WA is approximately 6 miles south of the solar facility site.  It 
was designated by the CDPA in 1994.  It is composed of a variety of landforms, such as steep-
walled canyons, inland valleys, large and small washes, isolated rock outcrops, and vast desert 
expanses.  As a result, it provides habitat for a variety of plant and wildlife species, including 
bighorn sheep, burro deer, desert tortoise, ocotillo, and barrel and foxtail cactus.  The area can be 
accessed from both the west and east from I-10. 
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Hunting, fishing, and non-commercial trapping are allowed under state and local laws.  Pets and 
horses are permitted.  This WA overlooks the solar facility site. 

Palen/McCoy Wilderness 

The Palen/McCoy Wilderness Area encompasses approximately 236,488 acres.  Within it are the 
Granite, McCoy, Palen, Little Maria and Arica Mountains, which are five distinct mountain ranges 
separated by broad sloping bajadas.  The diversity of vegetation and landforms is exceptional 
because this large area incorporates so many major geological features.  The desert wash wood-
land found here provides food and cover for burro deer, coyote, bobcat, gray fox and mountain 
lion.  Desert pavement, bajadas, interior valleys, canyons, dense ironwood forests, canyons and 
rugged peaks form a constantly changing landscape pattern.  State Highway 62, near the River-
side County line provides access from the north, and I-10 via the Midland Road near Blythe pro-
vides access from the south.  The area is accessible by four-wheel drive vehicles only.  Mechanized 
or motorized vehicles are not permitted within the boundaries of Wilderness Areas.  This WA is 
10 miles east of the proposed solar facility site. 

Lands with Wilderness Characteristics 

All Public Lands within the BLM’s California Desert District were analyzed and summarized in 
1979 wilderness inventory decisions performed pursuant to the FLPMA.  See “California Desert 
Conservation Area – Wilderness Inventory – Final Descriptive – March 31, 1979.”  The solar 
facility site would be located within CDCA Wilderness Inventory Unit (WIU) #CDCA 332. 

WIU #CDCA 332, an area of approximately 4,000 acres, is bounded on the southeast by High-
way 177, on the southwest by the Kaiser Mine Road and a power line, on the northwest by a 
transmission line and road associated with the Los Angeles Aqueduct and on the northeast by a 
road (which forms a portion of the boundary of JTNP).  The dominant feature of the WIU is a 
southerly trending wash.  Vegetation is sparse and primarily creosote.  Most developments are on 
private lands.  However, there are several rights-of-way within the WIUs associated with the Los 
Angeles Aqueduct and the Kaiser Mine.  The 1979 decision was that the imprints of man were 
substantially unnoticeable in WIU #CDCA 332.  However, WIU #CDCA 332 had no 
outstanding opportunities for solitude or primitive and unconfined recreation; therefore, it was 
determined that no wilderness characteristics are present in the area.  As a result, no portions of 
this Public Land were identified as a wilderness study area, and wilderness characteristics are not 
analyzed further in this EIS. 
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3.18 TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC ACCESS 

This section describes the environmental and regulatory settings associated with the construction 
and operation of the proposed project or its alternatives with respect to transportation and public 
access in the project study area.  The project study area for transportation and public access has 
four parts: existing state and County maintained roads within 1 mile of the proposed project and 
gen-tie line alternatives that would be mostly unaffected except for traffic increases that could 
temporarily affect the level of service or could result in some road damage; off-site existing 
roads needing improvement to a standard to support construction traffic; off-site new roads 
needed to access individual structure locations or the ROW; and roads built within the solar 
facility ROW connecting structure locations. 

The project study area for airports includes portions of routes that intersect areas within 3 miles 
of an airport or airstrip, including the controlled airspace.  The project study area for railroads 
and pipelines is the point of intersection with the ROW.  No railroads or pipelines closely 
parallel the proposed project or gen-tie line alternatives. 

3.18.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

California Desert Conservation Area Plan of 1980, as amended 

The California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan, as amended, provides a framework for 
land management decision-making for the BLM-administered lands in the California Desert 
District (CDD).  First, land is assigned to one of four BLM Multiple Use Classes.  Then, specific 
land management decisions are made as needed based on the uses and usage level appropriate for 
each class (BLM 1994).  The CDCA Plan addresses vehicle travel and access across public lands 
as follows: 

The need for access across public lands to permit utilization of State and privately owned 
lands and to permit authorized developments on public lands, including mining claims, is 
recognized.  The routes of travel and construction standards are subject to such BLM 
control as is required to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation of the public lands 
and their resources or to afford environmental protection (BLM 1994). 

To engage in most desert recreational activities outside of open areas, visitors must use 
motorized vehicles and usually travel on some previously used or marked motorized-
vehicle route.  Understandably, vehicle access is among the most important recreation 
issues in the Desert.  A primary consideration of the recreation program, therefore, is to 
ensure that access routes necessary for recreation enjoyment are provided.  Specific route 
identification, as outlined in the Motorized-Vehicle Access Element, will be initiated upon 
adoption of this Plan (BLM 1994). 

Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (2002) 

The Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan) is one 
of six amendments to the CDCA Plan, discussed in more detail in Section 3.17 (Special 
Designations). 
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Federal Aviation Administration Regulations (14 CFR 77) 

Title 14 CFR Section 77 contains standards for determining physical obstructions to navigable 
airspace.  Form 7460-1, Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration, must be filed with the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) if an object to be constructed has the potential to affect 
navigable airspace according to these standards. 

Federal Transportation Regulations (49 CFR, Subtitle B) 

Title 49 CFR, Subtitle B, contains procedures and regulations pertaining to interstate and 
intrastate transport, including hazardous materials program procedures, and provides safety mea-
sures for motor carriers and motor vehicles that operate on public highways. 

California Vehicle Code 

The California Vehicle Code contains regulations applicable to roadway damage; licensing, size, 
weight, and load of vehicles operated on highways; safe operation of vehicles; and the transpor-
tation of hazardous materials. 

California Streets and Highways Code 

The California Streets and Highways Code specifies that permits issued by the California 
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) be required for any roadway encroachment during truck 
transportation and delivery, as well as for any load that exceeds Caltrans’s weight, length, or 
width standards for public roadways. 

County of Riverside General Plan and Desert Center Area Plan 

The policies of the Desert Center Area Plan (DCAP; Riverside County 2003) were developed for 
the Desert Center area in accordance with the vision and policies of the County of Riverside 
General Plan (Riverside County 2003).  The DCAP contains specific policies related to the 
vehicular circulation system, airports, and scenic highways that are relevant to the proposed proj-
ect and alternatives. 

Riverside County Circulation Element Policy C2.1 requires the County to maintain a countywide 
target level of service (LOS) of LOS “C” along all County maintained roads and conventional 
state highways. 

County of Riverside Congestion Management Plan 

Riverside County’s Congestion Management Plan (CMP) specifies that all CMP roadways oper-
ate at a Level of Service of “E” or better.  All state highways and principal arterials are CMP 
roadways.  I-10 and SR-177 are the only CMP roadways in the project study area. 

3.18.2 Existing Conditions 

This section provides a discussion of the transportation system in the vicinity of the proposed 
project and alternatives.  The section includes a discussion of roads, traffic, airports, railways, 
bicycle facilities, and public transportation. 

A traffic study was conducted for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) project (BLM 2011; 
incorporated by reference in Section 1.11) which would be developed at a site adjacent to the 
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proposed solar facility site.  An additional traffic study was conducted for the DHSP in 
December 2011.  This includes some traffic that is caused by preliminary construction for the 
DSSF project.  The environmental baseline for the proposed project and alternatives includes 
only the preliminary construction of the DSSF project that had been completed in September 
2011.  The DSSF project EIS estimated 204 daily employee trips (one-way) and 33 daily 
construction equipment trips during project construction and those trips are incorporated into the 
environmental baseline for this EIS. 

Roads and Intersections 

Roads in the project study area are limited due to the remoteness and lack of development in the 
area.  The primary roads in the vicinity of the proposed project and alternatives are summarized 
in Table 3.18-1 and described below.   

Table 3.18-1. Roads In the Project Area 

Road Generation Direction Condition Jurisdiction 
I-10 East-west Major road Caltrans 
SR-177 Northeast-southwest Major road Riverside County 
Kaiser Road North-south Major road Riverside County 
Eagle Mountain Road North-south Minor road Riverside County 
Power Line Road Northeast-southwest Maintained dirt Riverside County 
Phone Line Road North-south/east-west Maintained dirt Riverside County 
Kaiser Steel Road East-west Unmaintained dirt Private 
Aztec Avenue East-west Minor road Riverside County 
Airport Access Road East-west Maintained dirt Private 
Corn Springs Road Northeast-southwest Maintained dirt BLM 
Chuckwalla Valley Road Northwest-southeast Minor road Riverside County 
Source:  BLM 2011. 

Interstate 10 (I-10) 

I-10 is an east-west interstate with a western terminus in Santa Monica, California, and an 
eastern terminus in Jacksonville, Florida.  In the project study area it has two lanes of travel in 
each direction.  The Annual Average Daily Traffic for I-10 in the project study area was 25,000 
in 2010. 

State Route 177 (SR-177) 

SR-177 is a predominantly north-south road that provides access from Kaiser Road to I-10.  It is 
also known as Desert Center Rice Road, although it will be referred to as SR-177 in this EIS.  In 
the vicinity of the DHSP it is paved with centerline and edge-of-pavement markings, and has one 
lane of travel in each direction. 

Kaiser Road 

Kaiser Road would be the primary access road to the proposed solar facility.  It is paved, has one 
lane of travel in each direction and a centerline stripe.  It is a predominantly north-south road 
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with a southern terminus at SR-177 in Desert Center and a northern terminus at the Eagle Moun-
tain Mine. 

Aztec Avenue 

Aztec Avenue is an east-west road with a western terminus at SR-177 that runs along the 
southern frontage of I-10 for approximately 1 mile, where it intersects an unimproved pipeline 
patrol road. 

Airport Access Road 

This road provides access to the former Desert Center Airport (now a private special-use airport) 
from SR-177. 

Corn Springs Road 

Corn Springs Road is an unpaved northeast-southwest road with a northern terminus at Chuck-
walla Valley Road and a southern terminus in undeveloped BLM-administered land. 

Chuckwalla Valley Road 

Chuckwalla Valley Road is a paved road accessed from I-10 approximately 9 miles east of 
Desert Center. 

Eagle Mountain Road 

Eagle Mountain Road is primarily a north-south road with a southern terminus just south of I-10 
and the Eagle Mountain exit and a northern terminus at the Eagle Mountain townsite. 

Power Line Road 

Power Line Road is a maintained dirt road that runs northeast-southwest and connects with 
Kaiser Road.  The road parallels Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) trans-
mission and distribution lines.  Off-highway vehicles (OHV) are allowed on this road. 

Phone Line Road 

Phone Line Road is a maintained dirt road that intersects Power Line Road near Eagle Mountain 
Road, runs north-south, and then turns northeast at the Eagle Mountain townsite.  OHVs are 
allowed on this road. 

Kaiser Steel Road 

Kaiser Steel Road is a private east-west unmaintained dirt road owned by Kaiser Ventures.  The 
road parallels an existing Kaiser Ventures distribution line and is used to access two water wells 
east of the solar facility site.  OHVs are allowed on this road west of the intersection with Power 
Line Road. 

Other Roads 

Several smaller unpaved and unmaintained local roads or routes have been documented in the 
project vicinity. 
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Intersections 

The following intersections are the primary intersections that would be traversed by construction 
traffic associated with the proposed solar facility: 

 SR-177 and the I-10 eastbound off-ramp; 
 SR-177 and the I-10 westbound off-ramp; and 
 SR-177 and Kaiser Road. 

Turning movements at these intersections are controlled by stop or yield signs, as appropriate.  
None of the intersections are signalized. 

Existing Level of Service 

LOS is a measure of congestion as experienced by motorists.  LOS is generally described in 
terms of travel time and speed, freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions, comfort, and 
convenience.  The LOS applies quantifiable traffic measurements, such as intersection delays, to 
provide a qualitative assessment of motorists’ perception of and satisfaction with traffic condi-
tions.  LOS is designated by the letters “A” through “F” with “A” for most favorable and “F” for 
least favorable, with each letter representing a range of conditions.  For unsignalized intersections, 
LOS is reported for the vehicle movement controlled by a stop or yield sign (i.e., LOS is not 
reported for the intersection as a whole, or for vehicles that do not have to stop).  LOS definitions 
for unsignalized intersections are provided in Table 3.18-2. 

Table 3.18-2. Interrupted Traffic Flow Facilities Level of Service  

LOS Qualitative Delay 
Quantitative Delay 
(seconds/vehicle) 

A Low control delay ≤ 10 
B Short traffic delays > 10 and ≤ 20 
C Average traffic delays > 20 and ≤ 35 
D Long traffic delays > 35 and ≤ 55 
E Very long traffic delays > 55 and ≤ 80 
F Extreme delays potentially affecting other traffic movements in the intersection > 80 

Source:  RCTLMA 2003 

The LOS of intersections and roadway segments in the project study area and the delay in 
seconds upon which the LOS calculation is based are presented in Table 3.18-3. 

Table 3.18-3. Existing Level of Service and Delay at Project Intersections 

AM Peak Hour LOS1 
Delay2  

(seconds) 
SR-177 and I-10 Eastbound A 9.0 
SR-177 and I-10 Westbound A 9.1 
SR-177 and Kaiser Road A 8.5 
PM Peak Hour   
SR-177 and I-10 Eastbound A 9.3 
SR-177 and I-10 Westbound A 9.7 
SR-177 and Kaiser Road A 8.8 
1 - Includes traffic from construction of Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project. 
2 - Includes delay from construction of Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project. 
Source:  HKA 2011, see Appendix H. 
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The DCAP includes the following policy regarding LOS: 

“DCAP 6.2 Maintain the County’s roadway Level of Service standards as described in 
the Level of Service section of the General Plan Circulation Element” (Riverside County 
2003). 

LOS “C” or better is the County standard according to the Riverside County General Plan 
Circulation Element.  LOS “D” or “E” may be acceptable on some types of roads when special 
circumstances exist (Riverside County 2003). 

Airports and Airspace 

There are no airports within the project study area.  A landing strip owned by Kaiser Industries 
and associated with Eagle Mountain is airports within the project study area.  A landing strip 
owned by Kaiser Industries and associated with Eagle Mountain is located 0.5 miles west of the 
proposed solar facility (Eagle Crest Energy Company 2008).  It was not listed in a database of 
airports in the U.S. and is assumed to see little, if any, traffic (AirNav 2010). 

The Desert Center Airport (FAA Identifier L64) was previously located approximately 5 miles 
northeast of Desert Center, California, south of SR-177 and immediately north of Alternative D.  
It was a public general aviation airport that saw little traffic.  Recently, Riverside County sold the 
airport to a private firm, Chuckwalla Valley Associates, LLC.  The 4,200-foot airport runway 
continues to operate as a private special-use airport (and includes a racetrack).  The 4,200-foot 
runway is surrounded by an influence area that extends 1,750 feet from the runway in all 
directions (County of Riverside Planning Department Staff Report 2009). 

The DCAP includes the following policy, which may require amendment due to the recent con-
version of the airport from a public airport to a private special-use airport: 

DCAP 3.1 To provide for the orderly development of Desert Center Airport and the sur-
rounding area, comply with the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan for Desert Center 
Airport as fully set forth in Appendix L and as summarized in Table 4, as well as any 
applicable policies related to airports in the Land Use, Circulation, Safety and Noise 
Elements of the Riverside County General Plan (Riverside County 2003). 

The nearest public airport is the Chiriaco Summit Airport, which is located 21.5 miles west-
southwest of the proposed solar facility site, along I-10. 

The proposed project and alternatives would overlap several low-level military flight paths (State 
of California 2000).  The proposed project and alternatives would overlap a Department of 
Defense area where consultation with the military is required to ensure that construction does not 
interfere with low-level flight operations (BLM 2011). 

Railways 

There are no railways in the project study area.  The nearest railway is the Eagle Mountain 
railroad, which runs north from I-10 to Eagle Mountain.  The railroad may be used in the future 
to transport nonhazardous solid waste to the proposed Eagle Mountain Landfill (Riverside 
County 2003). 
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Bicycle Routes 

There are no bicycle routes or facilities such as designated bicycle lanes on the roads discussed 
in this section (Riverside County 2003).  No bicycles were observed during the traffic counts on 
February 17, 2010 (BLM 2011); however, it is likely that cyclists use area roads. 

Public Transportation 

Greyhound Bus service and potentially other commercial bus lines provide public transportation 
eastbound and westbound on I-10.  There is no public transportation in Desert Center, on 
SR-177, or on Kaiser Road (Riverside County 2003). 

Public Access 

Public access refers to the legal rights of citizens to access public land for certain purposes with-
out barriers or impediments.  The affected environment related to public access includes recrea-
tional use of land by the public as well as other legal guarantees or limitations on access such as 
deeds, right-of-way, easements, leases, licenses, and permits. 

The majority of the project study area is remote, vacant, and undeveloped with few apparent uses 
by the public.  A review of 2011 aerial photographs revealed no obvious evidence of public use 
or land development within the project study area other than a small number of roads and trans-
mission lines (Google Earth 2011).  The roads in the project study area have been previously dis-
cussed in this section. 
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3.19 VISUAL RESOURCES 

Visual resources refer to visual considerations in the physical environment.  Visual resources 
analysis is a systematic process to logically assess visible change in the physical environment 
and the anticipated viewer response to that change.  The visual resources section describes the 
existing landscape character and visual quality of the project study area, existing views of the 
proposed project and alternatives from various on-the-ground vantage points, the visual charac-
teristics of the proposed project and alternatives, and the landscape changes that would be associ-
ated with the construction, operation, and decommissioning of the Desert Harvest Solar Project 
(DHSP) as seen from various vantage points.  This section also describes the regulatory settings 
associated with the construction and operation of the proposed project or its alternatives with 
respect to visual resources in the project study area.  A description of the visual resources in the 
project study area follows the discussion of applicable plans, policies, and regulations below.  
The project study area for visual resources encompasses all areas within the viewshed of the pro-
posed project and alternatives that could be visually affected by construction, operation, and 
decommissioning of the DHSP. 

3.19.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Public agencies and planning policy establish visual resource management objectives in order to 
protect and enhance public scenic resources.  Goals, objectives, policies, and implementation 
strategies and guidance are typically contained in resource management plans, comprehensive 
plans and elements, and local specific plans as described below. 

California Desert Conservation Area 

Covering more than 25 million acres, the geologically diverse California Desert Conservation 
Area (CDCA) includes sand dunes, canyons, dry lakes, mountain ranges, and wilderness areas.  
The project study area is within the CDCA, which was established, in part, to protect the area’s 
scenic resources that are located adjacent to a population center.  The BLM manages approxi-
mately 12 million acres in the CDCA.  The CDCA Plan did not include BLM Visual Resource 
Management (VRM) classes.  However, a BLM-authorized Visual Resource Inventory (VRI) 
covering portions of the Chuckwalla Valley was conducted in  2010 and includes the area of the 
proposed project and alternatives.  The inventory results are described in Section 3.19.2 (Existing 
Conditions). 

In the CDCA Plan, the location of the DHSP includes land that is mostly classified as Multiple-
Use Class (MUC) M (Moderate Use) and some classified as MUC L (Limited Use).  The BLM’s 
CDCA Plan defines the classes as follows. 

 Class L (Limited Use)—These lands are managed to protect sensitive, natural, scenic, 
ecological, and cultural resource values.  They provide for generally lower-intensity, carefully 
controlled multiple uses that do not significantly diminish resource values. 

 Class M (Moderate Use)—These lands are managed in a controlled balance between higher-
intensity use and protection.  A wide variety of uses such as mining, livestock grazing, recrea-
tion, energy, and the development of new utility facilities are allowed. 
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Federal Land Policy and Management Act 

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) mandates protection of scenic values.  
In order to meet its responsibility to maintain the scenic values of public lands, BLM developed 
a VRM System.  BLM’s VRM policy is set forth in Manual 8400-1 (BLM 1984), with guidance 
provided in handbooks H-8410-1 Visual Resource Inventory (BLM 1986a) and H-8431-1 Visual 
Resource Contrast Rating (BLM 1986b).  Additional guidance is contained in BLM Washington 
Office Instruction Memorandum 2009-167, Application of the Visual Resource Management 
Program to Renewable Energy. 

FLPMA requires coordination with local planning (Title II, Sec. 202 (b)(9)).  Portions of projects 
on private land are subject to local planning. 

Visual Resource Management System 

The objective of the VRM System is to uphold the BLM’s stewardship responsibilities to iden-
tify and manage the visual resources present on public lands as required by FLPMA and NEPA.  
The VRM System consists of three components: VRI, designation of VRM classes during the 
land use planning or plan amendment process, and Visual Resource Contrast Rating System 
(VRCR — which is discussed in Section 4.19.1, Environmental Consequences). 

Visual Resource Inventory 

The inventory stage involves identifying the visual resources of an area and assigning them to 
inventory classes using the BLM’s VRI process.  The process involves rating the visual appeal of 
a tract of land, measuring public concern for scenic quality, and determining whether the tract of 
land is visible from travel routes or observation points.  A description of each inventory class is 
presented in Table 3.19-1.  The process is described in greater detail in Appendix G-1 and 
Handbook H-8410-1, Visual Resource Inventory (BLM 1986a).  A Scenic Quality Rating form 
for the project study area is presented in Appendix G-3. 

Visual resource inventory classes are assigned through the inventory process.  Class I is assigned 
to those areas where a management decision has been made previously to maintain a natural 
landscape.  This includes areas such as national wilderness areas, the wild section of national 
wild and scenic rivers, and other congressionally and administratively designated areas where 
decisions have been made to preserve a natural landscape.  Classes II, III, and IV are assigned 
based on a combination of scenic quality, sensitivity level, and distance zones.  This is 
accomplished by combining the 3 overlays for scenic quality, sensitivity levels, and distance 
zones and using the guidelines shown in Illustration 11 to assign the proper class.  The end 
product is a visual resource inventory class overlay as shown in Illustration 12.  Inventory classes 
are informational in nature and provide the basis for considering visual values in the RMP 
process.  They do not establish management direction and should not be used as a basis for 
constraining or limiting surface disturbing activities. 

Visual Resource Management Objectives 

VRM objectives are established in resource management plans (RMP).  VRM decisions consider 
visual values established by the VRI along with land use allocations, desired outcomes, and 
future desired conditions.  The management classes may differ from inventory classes based on 
management priorities for land uses and compatibility with land use allocations. 
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For the project study area, an Interim VRM Class IV objective has been established.  Interim 
visual management classes are established where a project is proposed and there are no RMP-
approved VRM objectives.  These classes are developed using the VRI process and must con-
form to the land use allocations set forth in the RMP covering the project area (the CDCA Plan 
for the DHSP). 

The interim objectives serve as the baseline for plan conformance, while the underlying VRI 
remains the baseline for determining actual physical impacts on the visual resources of the area. 

Table 3.19-1. Bureau of Land Management Visual Resource Management Class Descriptions 

Class Description 
I Objective: Preserve landscape character.  This class provides for natural ecological changes but does not preclude 

very limited management activity.  The level of change to the characteristic landscape should be very low and must not 
attract attention. 

II Objective: Retain existing landscape character.  The level of change to the characteristic landscape should be low.  
Management activities may be seen but should not attract a casual observer’s attention.  Any changes must repeat the 
basic elements of line, form, color, and texture found in the predominant natural features of the characteristic landscape. 

III Objective: Partially retain existing landscape character.  The level of change to the characteristic landscape should be 
moderate (or lower).  Management activities may attract attention but should not dominate a casual observer’s view.  
Changes should repeat the basic elements found in the predominant natural features of the characteristic landscape. 

IV Objective: Provide for management activities that require major modification of the landscape character.  The level of 
change to the characteristic landscape can be high.  Management activities may dominate the view and be the major 
focus of viewer attention.  However, every attempt should be made to minimize the impact of these activities through 
careful location, minimal disturbance, and repetition of the basic landscape elements. 

Source: BLM 1986a 

Scenic Roadway Programs 

After a review of applicable planning and management documents, no officially designated or 
eligible California Department of Transportation state scenic highways were identified in the 
project study area.  Although there are no state-designated or state-eligible scenic highways, 
there is a county-eligible scenic highway in the project study area.  I-10, a Riverside County-
eligible scenic highway, passes through the Desert Center area, affording views of the contrast-
ing desert and mountainous terrain (LSA Associates, Inc.  2000).  The stark contrast between 
sparsely vegetated desert flat lands and rocky mountainous terrain is pronounced in the Desert 
Center area.  The visual landscape seen from I-10 in the vicinity of Desert Center is described 
further in Section 3.19.2 (Existing Conditions). 

Riverside County General Plan 

The Riverside County General Plan’s Land Use (LU) Element contains the following policies 
involving visual resources that are applicable to the project study area (Riverside County 2003). 
 LU 4.1 requires that new developments be located and designed to visually enhance, not 

degrade, the character of the surrounding area.  Consideration should be given to preserving 
natural features such as unique natural terrain, drainage ways, and native vegetation wherever 
possible, particularly where they provide continuity with more extensive regional systems. 

 LU 13.1 preserves and protects outstanding scenic vistas and visual features for the enjoyment 
of the traveling public. 
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 LU 13.3 ensures that the design and appearance of new landscaping, structures, equipment, 
signs, or grading within designated and eligible state and county scenic highway corridors are 
compatible with the surrounding scenic setting or environment. 

 LU 13.5 requires new or relocated electric or communication distribution lines, which would 
be visible from designated and eligible state and county scenic highways, to be placed 
underground. 

 LU 13.8 seeks to avoid the blocking of public views by solid walls. 

 LU 20.1 requires that structures be designed to maintain the environmental character in which 
they are located. 

 LU 20.2 requires that development be designed to blend with undeveloped natural contours of 
the site and avoid an unvaried, unnatural, or manufactured appearance. 

 LU 20.4 ensures that development does not adversely impact the open space and rural charac-
ter of the surrounding area. 

The Desert Center Area Plan (DCAP) contains the following policies involving visual resources 
that are applicable to the project study area (Riverside County 2003). 

 DCAP 2.3 assures that the design of new land uses subject to discretionary review visually 
enhances, and does not degrade, the character of the Desert Center region. 

 DCAP 5.1 requires that outdoor lighting use fixtures that minimize effects on the nighttime 
sky and wildlife habitat areas, except as necessary for security reasons. 

 DCAP 9.1 protects the scenic highways within the DCAP from change that would diminish the 
aesthetic value of adjacent properties through adherence to the policies found in the Scenic 
Corridors sections of the General Plan Land Use, Multipurpose Open Space, and Circulation 
Elements. 

 DCAP 9.2 supports the designation of I-10 as an eligible, and subsequently, official scenic 
highway, in accordance with the California State Scenic Highway Program. 

 DCAP 10.1 encourages clustering of development for the preservation of contiguous open 
space. 

3.19.2 Existing Conditions 

Visual Resource Inventory for the Project Area 

The inventory consists of a scenic quality evaluation, sensitivity level analysis, and delineation 
of distance zones.  Based on these three factors, BLM-administered lands are placed into one of 
four VRI classes.  These inventory classes represent the relative value of the visual resources and 
are described in Table 3.19-1 above.  The VRI Class, along with the Multiple Use Classifications 
(MUCs) and associated allowable projects, are used to determine interim VRM class designations. 

A VRI covering the Palm Springs/South Coast Field Office planning area was conducted in 2010 
as a part of the BLM’s Solar Programmatic EIS effort and includes portions of the Chuckwalla 
Valley and the project study area.  The 2010 VRI is considered to be the baseline for visual 
resource effects analysis.  The Scenic Quality Field Inventory sheet for the 2010 inventory is pre-
sented in Appendix G-3. 
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Scenic Quality 

Scenic quality is a measure of the overall impression or appeal of an area created by the physical 
features of the landscape such as natural features (landforms, vegetation, water, color, adjacent 
scenery, and scarcity) and built features (roads, buildings, railroads, agricultural patterns, and 
utility lines).  These features create the distinguishable form, line, color, and texture of the land-
scape composition that can be judged for scenic quality using criteria such as distinctiveness, 
contrast, variety, harmony, and balance.  The scenic quality of the Chuckwalla Valley is charac-
terized by a vast, low, gently rolling valley bottom; some variety of vegetation (one or two major 
types); no water; subtle color variations; and some color contrast in soil and vegetation.  The 
majority of the central valley floor is not substantially influenced by built cultural features (struc-
tures) though private development does punctuate the valley’s landscape.  The DHSP site is also 
surrounded by the ridges of the Eagle Mountains to the west, Coxcomb Mountains to the east, 
and Chuckwalla Mountains to the south, which provide backdrops of visual interest.  Therefore, 
the project study area received a Scenic Quality Classification of B. 

Sensitivity Levels 

Sensitivity levels are a measure of public concern for scenic quality.  Public lands are assigned 
high, medium, or low sensitivity levels by analyzing the various indicators of public concern.  
Factors considered in a sensitivity level analysis include type of users, amount of use, public 
interest, adjacent land uses, special areas, and any other factors that include visual sensitivity 
issues.  According to the VRI, the sensitivity level of the Chuckwalla Valley is influenced by 
high volumes of traffic on I-10, much of which is recreational in nature; modest recreational use; 
high public interest and special sensitivity imparted by the Congressional designation of the 
CDCA; encirclement by designated wilderness areas to the north, south, east, and west including 
JTNP to the west, north, and east; low amounts of traffic on secondary and BLM roads; energy 
corridors; and private land development.  The BLM has received consistent feedback from the 
public that scenery is one of the most prized values of the CDCA.  Congress also noted scenery 
as one of the values of the California Desert when the CDCA was established.  Also, the project 
study area is surrounded by the scenic landscapes of JTNP (including the Joshua Tree 
Wilderness Area) and Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness Area.  While use levels in these areas 
are low, the remote and isolated character of the landscape and the access to unencumbered, 
panoramic views of the region are attributes that are highly valued by its users.  As such, these 
users are likely to be highly sensitive to visual changes in adjacent landscapes that are visible 
from wilderness areas.  As a result, the DHSP site received an overall high sensitivity level rating 
primarily due to high public interest, presence of special areas, and high volumes of traffic on 
I-10 with views to the DHSP site. 

Distance Zones 

Landscapes are subdivided into three distance zones based on relative visibility from travel 
routes or observation points.  The three zones are foreground/middleground, background, and 
seldom seen.  The foreground/middleground zone includes areas seen from highways, rivers, or 
other viewing locations that are less than three to five miles away.  Areas beyond the foreground/
middleground zone, but usually less than 15 miles away, are in the background zone.  Areas not 
seen as foreground/middleground or background (i.e., hidden from view) are in the seldom seen 
zone.  Distance zones are determined in the field by actually traveling along each route and 
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observing the area that can be viewed.  The DHSP site is in the foreground/middleground 
distance zone for most viewer groups, which are described below under Setting.  For recreational 
users in the surrounding wilderness areas, the DHSP-viewing distance zone would range from 
foreground/middleground to background depending on the location of the recreational users in 
the surrounding wilderness areas. 

VRI Classification 

Based on the combination of the scenic quality, sensitivity levels, and distance zones, the DHSP 
site in the northern Chuckwalla Valley was assigned a VRI Class II.  The scenic quality, 
sensitivity levels, and distance zones are further described below under Setting. 

VRM Classification 

The VRI class, along with the project’s consistency with the allowable uses in the associated 
MUCs, are used to assign an interim VRM class to the immediate site.  BLM lands south of I-10 
and northeast of Desert Center are designated MUC L.  This designation is intended to protect 
sensitive, natural, scenic, ecological and cultural resource values.  Public lands designated as 
Class L are managed to provide for generally lower intensity, carefully controlled multiple use of 
resources, while ensuring that sensitive values are not significantly diminished.  This class does 
allow for projects such as DHSP where a site by site analysis shows conformance with the 
overall MUC class objectives.  BLM lands north of I-10 are designated MUC M.  This 
designation is intended to provide for a controlled balance between higher intensity use and the 
protection of public lands.  This class provides for a wide variety of present and future uses such 
as mining, livestock grazing, recreation, energy, and utility development.  The immediate project 
area is assigned an interim visual management Class IV designation.  As previously described, 
the Class IV management objective is: 

Provide for management activities that require major modification of the land-
scape character.  The level of change to the characteristic landscape can be high.  
Management activities may dominate the view and be the major focus of viewer 
attention.  However, every attempt should be made to minimize the impact of these 
activities through careful location, minimal disturbance, and repetition of the 
basic landscape elements. 

Note that this interim VRM class assignment applies only to this specific project footprint.  Any 
other projects would need to be analyzed and assigned an interim VRM class on a case by case 
basis based on an analysis of their conformance with land use plan objectives.  Also, as discussed 
in Chapter 4, the BLM will require that all relevant and reasonable mitigation measures be 
employed to reduce project contrast to moderate levels (commensurate with Class III VRM 
objectives), except for those specific project components and from those specific KOPs where it 
can be demonstrated that, even with mitigation, the project still has a high degree of contrast. 

Regional Setting 

The Chuckwalla Valley is a broad, predominantly natural appearing, enclosed landscape sur-
rounded on most sides by dramatic mountain ranges, and includes scattered dry lakes and rolling 
sand dunes.  The surrounding mountains offer dramatic relief to the landscape and contain more 
diverse vegetation.  The mountains can be more than 1,000 feet higher than the valley floor.  The 
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DHSP site is mostly bounded by ridgelines of the Eagle Mountains, Coxcomb Mountains, and 
Chuckwalla Mountains, except on the southeast and a small area on the southwest.  The Joshua 
Tree Wilderness Area and Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness Area are in these mountains. 

The broad Chuckwalla Valley is generally flat with localized areas of erosion and gently rolling 
terrain.  The landscape is horizontal with vast open space.  The terrain has light brown to buff-
colored soils and rock.  The valley floor is smooth.  Vegetation is rounded, clumpy, and mottled 
in form and follows the line of the terrain.  Vegetation colors are tan, brown, green, and dark 
green.  The texture of the vegetation is moderately coarse consisting of grasses, creosote bushes, 
and isolated clusters of palm trees.  The primary source of permanent water is the Colorado 
River Aqueduct. 

Clusters of buildings and structures are found along I-10 at Desert Center, Lake Tamarisk, and 
the landing field southwest of the Desert Lily Sanctuary.  The former Kaiser iron ore mining 
facility, which also has clusters of mostly vacant housing, is northwest of Lake Tamarisk and the 
proposed project.  Other dispersed development such as residences, utility poles, and substations 
also punctuate the landscape. 

Residences at Lake Tamarisk and vehicles using the roadways are the primary sources of arti-
ficial light.  One of the attractions for residents in less developed areas of the county is the bril-
liance of the nighttime sky on clear nights, unencumbered by lighting scattered over a large 
urban area.  Residents also value certain wildlife that prefer habitat areas where there is little 
artificial lighting. 

Project Viewshed 

The project viewshed is defined as the areas and locations from which the proposed project and 
alternatives could be seen and encompasses much of the Chuckwalla Valley and portions of the 
surrounding mountains identified above.  Delineation of the viewshed from the sites of the pro-
posed project and alternatives must extend from the top elevation of all of the proposed facilities 
at the sites, expanded to 5.5 feet above the ground of the visible horizon.  Mountains surrounding 
the DHSP site limit the viewshed to generally less than 15 miles from the project facilities.  Con-
sequently, the project study area is mostly bounded by ridgelines (of the Eagle Mountains, 
Coxcomb Mountains, and Chuckwalla Mountains), except on the southeast and a small area on 
the southwest.  Figures 3.19-1A through 1C present viewshed maps for both low-profile and 
high-profile solar panels and for the transmission structures.  However, these viewshed maps are 
based solely on terrain models that do not account for possible vegetation or structural screening. 

Most scenic vistas involving the DHSP site are from viewpoints along I-10, along State Route 
(SR-) 177, in Desert Center and Lake Tamarisk, and from surrounding ridgelines in Joshua Tree 
Wilderness, though these locations are more difficult to access. 

Viewer groups of the DHSP site include dispersed recreational users in the surrounding moun-
tains and the valley floor; nearby residents in Lake Tamarisk; dispersed private land/visitor-serving 
businesses in Desert Center; and roadway traffic on Kaiser Road, SR-177, and I-10.  The majority 
of views of the area of the proposed project and alternatives are from Lake Tamarisk and along 
SR-177 and I-10 on the valley floor.  Views of the site from the valley floor are fairly horizontal 
because the valley floor is relatively flat.  A higher angle of view of the site is available from the 
surrounding mountains and wilderness areas.  Although limited by access and lack of trails or 
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facilities, backcountry recreationists do access the surrounding mountains and would be afforded 
elevated perspectives of the northern Chuckwalla Valley in general and the DHSP site as well. 

The duration of views depends on the viewer group.  Stationary viewer groups (such as those in 
nearby residences and visitor-serving businesses) and slow-moving viewer groups (such as 
certain dispersed recreational users) have more time to view the project site.  Fast-moving viewer 
groups (such as motorists in roadway traffic) have less time to view the project site but the 
openness of the landscape can still afford extended view durations even for freeway (I-10) 
travelers.  Due to the relatively undeveloped nature of the DHSP site, direct views of it are pri-
marily influenced by topography because there are few obstructions (such as walls, buildings, 
and vegetation) capable of blocking them, though some grade-level views are obscured by road-
side vegetation. 

As discussed above under Scenic Roadway Programs, I-10 is a Riverside County-eligible scenic 
highway and runs past the Desert Center area, affording views of the contrasting desert and 
mountainous terrain.  General panoramic vistas of high quality also exist from other roadways 
such as SR-177 and Kaiser Road.  As discussed elsewhere in this EIS, traffic volumes are light 
on SR-177 and on Kaiser Road in the project study area.  Peak hour volume on I-10 near the 
intersection with SR-177 is between 2,800 and 3,000 vehicles.  Approximately 26,500 vehicles 
use I-10 daily. 

Linear Viewpoint Analysis 

In contrast to stationary views at specific Key Observation Points (KOPs), which are discussed 
later in this section, transient project views from roadways are variable and range from 
unobstructed to completely screened (typically by roadside vegetation or structures) as illustrated 
in Figure 3.19-2, which presents a linear viewpoint analysis of the solar facility alternatives (not 
including the gen-tie alternatives) from the three main roadways in the project area – Kaiser 
Road, SR-177, and I-10.  As shown in Figure 3.19-2, the quality of solar facility are color coded 
and include views up to 90 degrees off the direction of travel.  Project visibility is not considered 
when the angle of view exceeds 90 degrees off the direction of travel.  The outer limits of the 
color coding indicate the point in that particular direction of travel where the solar facility first 
becomes noticeable in the greater field of view. 

As shown in Figure 3.19-2, Northbound Kaiser Road provides 6 miles of potential solar 
facility views, which, at an average travel speed of 55 miles per hour (mph), are covered in 6.5 
minutes.  Of those 6 miles of potential solar facility visibility (theoretically visible if not 
screened from view), 0.6 mile of road (or 10 percent and shown in red on the map) has unob-
structed views of the solar facility site and is traveled in slightly more than 1.5 minutes.  Approx-
imately 1.5 miles of road (or 25 percent and shown in orange on the map) have partially 
obstructed views of the solar facility site due to screening by intervening vegetation and are trav-
eled in approximately one and a half minutes cumulatively (multiple road segments).  Approxi-
mately 2.7 miles of road (or 45 percent and shown in yellow on the map) have only limited 
views of the solar facility site due to screening by intervening vegetation and are traveled in 
approximately three minutes cumulatively (multiple road segments).  Approximately 1.2 miles of 
road (or 20 percent and shown in green on the map) are screened by intervening vegetation and, 
thus, have no view of the solar facility site and are traveled in 1.3 minutes.  Thus, a substantial 
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portion (65 percent) of northbound Kaiser Road in the project study area has limited to no views 
of the solar facility site. 

Southbound Kaiser Road provides 4.7 miles of potential solar facility views, which at an aver-
age travel speed of 55 mph are covered in 5 minutes.  Of those 5 miles of potential solar facility 
visibility, all 5 miles of road (or 100 percent and shown in orange on the map) have only par-
tially obstructed views of the solar facility site and are traveled in 5 minutes.  Therefore, 
southbound Kaiser Road in the project study area is substantially exposed to the solar facility site 
with predominantly unobstructed views. 

Northbound SR-177 provides 5.7 miles of potential solar facility views, which at an average 
travel speed of 55 mph are covered in 6.25 minutes.  Of those 5.7 miles of potential solar facility 
visibility, approximately 1.8 miles of road (or 32 percent and shown in red on the map) have 
unobstructed views of the solar facility site, and are traveled in 2 minutes.  Approximately 3.2 
miles of road (or 56 percent and shown in yellow on the map) have only limited views of the 
solar facility site due to screening by intervening vegetation, and are traveled in 3.5 minutes.  
Approximately 0.7 mile of road (or 12 percent and shown in green on the map) is screened by 
intervening vegetation and thus, has no view of the solar facility site, and is travelled in 0.75 
minute.  Thus, a substantial portion of northbound SR-177 in the project study area has limited to 
no view of the solar facility site. 

Southbound SR-177 provides approximately 3.2 miles of potential solar facility views, which at 
an average travel speed of 55 mph are covered in approximately 3.5 minutes.  Of those 3.2 miles 
of potential solar facility visibility, 2.5 miles of road (or 78 percent and shown in yellow on the 
map) have only limited views of the solar facility site due to substantial screening by roadside 
vegetation, and are traveled in 2.7 minutes cumulatively (multiple road segments).  Approxi-
mately 0.7 mile of road (or 22 percent and shown in green on the map) is screened by 
intervening vegetation and thus, has no view of the solar facility site, and is travelled in approxi-
mately 0.8 minute.  Thus, southbound SR-177 in the project study area has limited to no views of 
the solar facility site. 

Eastbound I-10 provides 9.5 miles of potential solar facility views, which at an average travel 
speed of 70 miles per hour (mph), are covered in 8 minutes.  Of those 9.5 miles of potential solar 
facility visibility, 1 mile of road (or 10.5 percent) is screened by intervening vegetation (shown 
in green) and is traveled in 1 minute cumulatively (multiple road segments).  Approximately 3 
miles of road (or 31.5 percent) have partially obstructed views of the solar facility (shown in 
orange), and are covered in approximately 2.5 minutes cumulatively (multiple road segments).  
Approximately 5.5 miles of road (or 58 percent) have relatively unobstructed views of the solar 
facility site, (shown in red) and are traveled in 4.5 minutes.  Thus, a substantial portion of 
eastbound I-10 in the project study area has unobstructed views of the solar facility site. 

Westbound I-10 provides 9.3 miles of potential solar facility views, which at an average travel 
speed of 70 mph are covered in 8 minutes.  Of those 9.3 miles of potential solar facility visibility 
(theoretically visible if not screened from view), 2.1 miles of road (or 23 percent and shown in 
yellow on the map) have only limited views of the solar facility site due to screening by 
intervening vegetation, and are traveled in 1.8 minutes cumulatively (multiple road segments).  
Approximately 7.2 miles of road (or 77 percent and shown in red on the map) have relatively 
unobstructed views of the solar facility site, and are traveled in 6.2 minutes cumulatively 
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(multiple road segments).  Thus, a substantial portion of westbound I-10 in the project study area 
also has unobstructed views of the solar facility site. 

Key Observation Points 

In consultation with the National Park Service and BLM, eight representative Key Observation 
Points (KOPs) were established to assess the various factors that are considered in the evaluation 
of a landscape’s existing visual resources.  KOPs were generally selected to be representative of 
the most critical locations from which the proposed project and alternatives would be seen and 
include at-grade and elevated perspectives.  KOPs were located based on their usefulness in 
evaluating existing landscapes and potential impacts on visual resources with various levels of 
sensitivity, in different terrain, and from various vantage points.  KOP locations for the proposed 
project and alternatives include: (1) along major or significant travel corridors (I-10 and 
SR-177); (2) at nearby recreation areas (Joshua Tree Wilderness in JTNP); (3) in the vicinity of a 
nearby residential community (Lake Tamarisk); and (4) local roads (Rice Road).  These locations 
provide representative examples of the existing landscape context and viewing conditions for the 
DHSP and are shown on Figure 3.19-3.  While additional potential KOP locations are certainly 
available, the number and location of the eight selected KOPs are considered adequate to fully 
characterize the visual impact that will be experienced in the immediate DHSP vicinity and in 
the broader project area.  Even though KOPs are generally not located on private property (as the 
view is typically applicable only to a much smaller viewing population), effort is made to ensure 
that publicly accessibly KOPs capture the residential impacts that would occur.  Also, KOPs and 
simulations typically focus on long-term effects and not on short-term effects, such as those that 
would result during the relatively short construction period.  At each KOP, the existing landscape 
was characterized and photographed.  Photographs are presented as 11-inch by 17-inch color 
images at “life-size scale” when viewed at a standard reading/viewing distance of 18 inches (i.e., 
when the report image is held at a distance of 18 inches from the eye, all landscape features in 
the images would appear to be the same scale and size as they would appear in the field at the 
viewpoint location).  Photographs are presented in Appendix A.  A discussion of the existing 
visual setting for each KOP is presented in the following paragraphs, and a summary table is 
presented in Appendix G-2. 

KOP 1 and 1A – Joshua Tree Wilderness at the northeast extent of the Eagle Mountains – 
Alternatives 4, 5, 6, and 7 

KOP 1/1A (KOP 1 evaluates the low profile solar panels of Alternatives 4, 5, and 6 and KOP 1A 
at the same location evaluates the high profile solar panels of Alternative 7) was established in 
Joshua Tree Wilderness on a low ridge at the northeast extent of the Eagle Mountains, at the 
north end of Chuckwalla Valley (see Figure 4.19-1A).  This KOP was requested by the National 
Park Service because of the relatively high use that this area receives for geological research.  
This KOP is also adjacent to an access point to the eastern Pinto Basin, which is popular for 
Night Sky enthusiasts.  The view is considered representative of solar facility views from lower 
elevation vantagepoints within the national park and wilderness, which surround the proposed 
project on the west, north, and northeast (see Figures 3.19-1A and 3.19-3).  It is also representa-
tive of the more distant lower elevation view opportunities on BLM lands in the northern portion 
of Chuckwalla Valley. 
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Viewing to the south, this panoramic vista encompasses the open expanse of the northern Chuck-
walla Valley, backdropped by the Chuckwalla Mountains to the south and the Eagle Mountains 
to the west.  This area includes a foreground/middleground flat desert landscape that supports a 
sparse and irregular, to more uniform at distance, distribution of short grasses and shrubs of 
subdued color consisting of tans, browns, and muted greens.  Although the rugged and visually 
interesting landforms of the Eagle and more distant Chuckwalla Mountains provide a backdrop 
of visual interest, the desert basin landscape is relatively non-descript and common to much of 
the Chuckwalla Valley.  The applicable Scenic Quality Classification is C.  Viewer Sensitivity is 
high because these lands are within the CDCA and are within the foreground/middleground 
viewsheds of Kaiser Road, SR-177 (Rice Road), the community of Lake Tamarisk, the Desert 
Lily Sanctuary ACEC, and Joshua Tree Wilderness in both the Eagle and Coxcomb mountains.  
The applicable interim VRM Class Rating is IV. 

KOP 2 – Joshua Tree Wilderness along the western flank of the Coxcomb Mountains – 
Alternatives 4, 5, and 6 

KOP 2 was established in Joshua Tree Wilderness along the western flank of the Coxcomb 
Mountains, approximately 3.5 miles northeast of the solar facility alternatives (see Figure 
4.19-2A).  This KOP was requested by the National Park Service because it would provide an 
elevated perspective of the solar facility alternatives that would be more typical of the elevated 
vantagepoints in the Joshua Tree Wilderness that surrounds the northern Chuckwalla Valley and 
elevated vantagepoints in Chuckwalla Wilderness to the south.  Also, it would provide a more 
accurate assessment of the project’s impacts on the wilderness values.  This KOP location was 
chosen by the National Park Service as a location from which to prepare a time-lapse visual 
simulation of any glare or glint associated with the DHSP tracking panels while in motion from 
east to west. 

Viewing to the southwest, this panoramic vista and elevated overlook of the northern Chuck-
walla Valley also encompasses the Chuckwalla Mountains to the south and the Eagle Mountains 
to the west.  This elevated view captures the variety of colors that are manifested in the soils, 
rocks, vegetation, and erosional patterns of the Chuckwalla Valley floor.  The angular to low 
horizontal and rugged forms of the background Chuckwalla and Eagle Mountains provide fea-
tures of additional visual interest.  While some localized areas of ground disturbance are 
noticeable at this middleground viewing distance, they are not prominent features and the land-
scape is predominantly natural in appearance, though relatively non-descript and common to 
much of the Chuckwalla Valley.  The applicable Scenic Quality Classification is C.  Viewer Sen-
sitivity is high because these lands are within the CDCA and are within the foreground/middle-
ground viewsheds of Kaiser Road, SR-177 (Rice Road), the community of Lake Tamarisk, the 
Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC, and Joshua Tree Wilderness in both the Eagle and Coxcomb Moun-
tains.  The applicable interim VRM Class Rating is IV. 

KOP 3 – Kaiser Road in the Immediate Vicinity of the Solar Facility – Alternatives 4, 5, and 6 

KOP 3 was established on Kaiser Road in the immediate solar facility vicinity, and is representa-
tive of views of the low-profile solar facility alternatives along both northbound and southbound 
Kaiser Road (see Figure 4.19-3A).  Kaiser Road provides the principal access into the northern 
portion of Chuckwalla Valley and to Joshua Tree National Park and Wilderness, north of Chuck-
walla Valley.  There are numerous possible viewpoints with varying viewing distances to Alter-
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native 4 along Kaiser Road — some providing distant viewing perspectives and some providing 
close proximity viewing perspectives.  While it is understood that viewpoints closer to the solar 
facility will experience greater visual contrast, and viewpoints that are farther away from the 
project facilities will experience lesser visual contrast, KOP 3 was considered a reasonable com-
promise in viewpoint location along Kaiser Road.  Viewing to the east, this view encompasses 
the open expanse of a central portion of the Chuckwalla Valley backdropped by the southern 
extent of the Coxcomb Mountains and the more distant Palen Mountains.  This area includes a 
foreground/middleground flat desert landscape that supports a sparse and irregular, to more 
uniform at distance, distribution of short grasses and shrubs of subdued color consisting of tans, 
browns, and muted greens.  The rugged and visually interesting landforms of the nearby Cox-
comb Mountains and more distant Palen Mountains provide a backdrop of visual interest.  The 
applicable Scenic Quality Classification is B.  Viewer Sensitivity is high because these lands are 
within the CDCA and are within the foreground/middleground viewsheds of Kaiser Road, 
SR-177 (Rice Road), the community of Lake Tamarisk, the Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC, and 
Joshua Tree Wilderness in both the Eagle and Coxcomb mountains.  The applicable interim 
VRM Class Rating is IV. 

KOP 3A – Kaiser Road in the Immediate Vicinity of the Alternative 7 Solar Facility – 
Alternative 7 

KOP 3A was established immediately adjacent to KOP 3 on Kaiser Road in the immediate vicinity 
of the Alternative 7 solar facility, but the view orientation is to the northeast instead of the east in 
order to better capture the setting for the high profile solar panels of Alternative 7.  This location 
is representative of views of Alternative 7 along both northbound and southbound Kaiser Road in 
the vicinity of the Alternative 7 solar facility (see Figure 4.19-3C).  Kaiser Road provides the 
principal access into the northern portion of Chuckwalla Valley and to Joshua Tree National Park 
and Wilderness, north of Chuckwalla Valley.  There are numerous possible viewpoints with 
varying viewing distances to the solar facility along Kaiser Road — some providing distant 
viewing perspectives and some providing close proximity viewing perspectives, and as shown in 
the linear viewpoint analysis presented in Figure 3.19-2, visibility of the solar facility site can be 
quite variable depending on the presence or absence of intervening screening (vegetation, 
landforms, structures).  While it is understood that viewpoints closer to the solar facility will 
experience greater visual contrast, and viewpoints that are farther away from the project facilities 
will experience lesser visual contrast, KOP 3A was considered a reasonable compromise in 
viewpoint location along Kaiser Road.  Viewing to the northeast, this view encompasses the 
open expanse of a central portion of the Chuckwalla Valley backdropped by the Coxcomb 
Mountains and the more distant Palen Mountains (out of the frame of view to the right in Figure 
4.19-3C).  This area includes a foreground/middleground flat desert landscape that supports a 
sparse and irregular, to more uniform at distance, distribution of short grasses and shrubs of 
subdued color consisting of tans, browns, and muted greens.  The rugged and visually interesting 
landforms of the nearby Coxcomb Mountains provide a backdrop of visual interest.  The applic-
able Scenic Quality Classification is B.  Viewer Sensitivity is high because these lands are within 
the CDCA and are within the foreground/middleground viewsheds of Kaiser Road, SR-177 (Rice 
Road), the community of Lake Tamarisk, the Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC, and Joshua Tree 
Wilderness in both the Eagle and Coxcomb mountains.  The applicable interim VRM Class 
Rating is IV. 
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KOP 4 – Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC – Alternatives 4, 5, 6, and E 

KOP 4 was established near the western boundary of the Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC, just east 
of SR-177, and is representative of views to the west from the ACEC toward the solar facility 
alternatives (see Figure 4.19-4A).  The Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC was selected for protection 
in 1968 because of its history of spectacular bloom displays, and for the protection of the desert 
lily.  It was officially designated by Congress in 1994 as part of the California Desert Protection 
Act.  It is a popular destination for the viewing of the desert lily bloom displays.  Although there 
is very limited visibility of the low-profile solar facility alternatives from this location, the KOP 
is still valuable in that it is able to demonstrate the minimal visual impact (discussed below) that 
would be experienced by visitors to this important destination.  This particular location is also 
valuable in that it can capture the visual impact of the closest gen-tie alternative to the ACEC 
(Alternative E).  Viewing to the west, this view encompasses a central portion of the northern 
Chuckwalla Valley backdropped by the Eagle Mountains to the west.  This area includes a fore-
ground/middleground flat desert landscape that supports a sparse and irregular, to more uniform 
at distance, distribution of short grasses and shrubs of subdued color consisting of tans, browns, 
and greens.  Also visible is a wood-pole utility line.  The rugged and visually interesting land-
forms of the Eagle Mountains provide a backdrop of visual interest.  The applicable Scenic 
Quality Classification is B.  Viewer Sensitivity is high because these lands are within the CDCA 
and are within the foreground/middleground viewsheds of Kaiser Road, SR-177 (Rice Road), the 
community of Lake Tamarisk, the Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC, and Joshua Tree Wilderness in 
both the Eagle and Coxcomb mountains.  The applicable interim VRM Class Rating is IV. 

KOP 5 – Northbound Kaiser Road near Lake Tamarisk – Alternatives B and C 

KOP 5 was established on northbound Kaiser Road, near the community of Lake Tamarisk, and 
is representative of views toward the Alternative B and C alignments from Kaiser Road and from 
the Lake Tamarisk community and golf course (see Figure 4.19-5A).  As discussed above for 
KOP 3, there are numerous opportunities to view the transmission line along Kaiser Road.  How-
ever, this particular location is effective in capturing the visual impact that would be experienced 
by multiple viewing populations including travelers on Kaiser Road, residents of the Lake 
Tamarisk community, and visitors to the Lake Tamarisk golf course.  Viewing to the north-
northwest, this view toward the open expanse of Chuckwalla Valley west of Kaiser Road and the 
Eagle Mountains beyond is partially obscured by roadside vegetation.  This area includes a 
foreground/middleground flat desert landscape that supports a sparse and irregular, to more 
uniform at distance, distribution of short grasses and shrubs of subdued color consisting of 
yellows, tans, browns, and greens.  The rugged and visually interesting landforms of the Eagle 
Mountains provide a backdrop of visual interest.  The applicable Scenic Quality Classification 
is B.  Viewer Sensitivity is high because these lands are within the CDCA and are within the 
foreground/middleground viewsheds of I-10, Kaiser Road, SR-177 (Rice Road), the community 
of Lake Tamarisk, the Alligator Rock ACEC, and Joshua Tree Wilderness in the Eagle Moun-
tains.  The applicable interim VRM Class Rating is IV. 

KOP 6 – Eastbound I-10 – Alternative D 

KOP 6 was established on eastbound I-10, east of Desert Center, and approximately 0.8 mile 
west of the Alternative D route span of I-10.  This view is representative of views toward the 
Alternative D alignment from I-10 (see Figure 4.19-6A).  This particular location is effective in 
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capturing the visual impact of a transmission line convergence and span of I-10, the major travel 
corridor in the region.  This KOP assessment is also applicable to the other transmission line 
alternatives, which would all approach and span I-10 in this same general area.  The view to the 
northeast, toward the span location, captures a central portion of the northern Chuckwalla Valley, 
north of I-10.  This open expanse of valley floor includes a foreground/middleground flat desert 
landscape that supports a sparse and irregular, to more uniform at distance, distribution of short 
grasses and shrubs of subdued color consisting of muted yellows, tans, browns, and greens.  The 
rugged and visually interesting landforms of the Palen Mountains provide a backdrop of visual 
interest.  The applicable Scenic Quality Classification is B.  Viewer Sensitivity is high because 
these lands are within the CDCA and are within the foreground/middleground viewsheds of I-10, 
Kaiser Road, SR-177 (Rice Road), the Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC, and the Chuckwalla Moun-
tains Wilderness.  The applicable interim VRM Class Rating is IV. 

KOP 7 – Northbound SR-177 – Alternative E 

KOP 7 was established on northbound SR-177 (Rice Road), approximately 0.3 mile southwest of 
the Alternative E route span of SR-177, and is representative of views toward the Alternative E 
alignment from SR-177 (see Figure 4.19-7A).  This KOP location was selected as a reasonable 
compromise of the viewing distances to the Alternative E transmission line available to travelers 
on SR-177.  It is also a viewing distance that is fairly representational of the view of the trans-
mission line from the Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC, immediately north of the alignment.  
Viewing to the northwest toward the span location, captures a central portion of the northern 
Chuckwalla Valley where it is bisected by Kaiser Road.  The open expanse of the valley floor is 
partially obscured by roadside vegetation.  This area includes a foreground/middleground flat 
desert landscape that supports a sparse and irregular, to more uniform at distance, distribution of 
short grasses and shrubs of subdued color consisting of yellows, tans, browns, and greens.  The 
rugged and visually interesting landforms of the Coxcomb Mountains and more distant Palen 
Mountains provide a backdrop of visual interest.  The applicable Scenic Quality Classification 
is B.  Viewer Sensitivity is high because these lands are within the CDCA and are within the 
foreground/middleground viewsheds of I-10, Kaiser Road, SR-177 (Rice Road), the community 
of Lake Tamarisk, the Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC, and Joshua Tree Wilderness in the Cox-
comb Mountains.  The applicable interim VRM Class Rating is IV. 

KOP 8 – Westbound I-10 – Alternative E 

KOP 8 was established on westbound I-10 immediately north of the approved Red Bluff Substa-
tion site, approximately 5.75 miles east of Desert Center, and approximately 0.2 mile east of the 
Alternative E route span of I-10.  This view is representative of views toward the Alternative E 
alignment from I-10 (see Figure 4.19-8A).  This KOP location was selected because it is 
effective in capturing the circuitous route of Alternative E across Chuckwalla Valley north of 
I-10.  This route configuration results in the visibility of numerous transmission structures in a 
single field of view from I-10, thus, the importance of the KOP 8 location.  This view to the 
north captures a central portion of the northern Chuckwalla Valley.  The open expanse of the 
valley floor includes a foreground/middleground flat desert landscape that is generally natural 
appearing and supports a sparse and irregular, to more uniform at distance, distribution of short 
grasses and shrubs of subdued color consisting of yellows, tans, browns, and greens.  The rugged 
and visually interesting landforms of the Coxcomb Mountains and more distant Palen Mountains 
provide a backdrop of visual interest.  The applicable Scenic Quality Classification is B.  Viewer 
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Sensitivity is high because these lands are within the CDCA and are within the foreground/
middleground viewsheds of I-10, SR-177 (Rice Road), the Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC, the 
Alligator Rock ACEC, and the Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness.  The applicable interim VRM 
Class Rating is IV. 

KOP 8A – Westbound I-10 – Alternatives 7, B, and C 

KOP 8A was established immediately adjacent to KOP 8 on westbound I-10 immediately north 
of the approved Red Bluff Substation site, approximately 5.75 miles east of Desert Center, and 
approximately 0.2 mile east of the Alternative E route span of I-10.  However, the view orienta-
tion is to the northwest instead of the north (as for KOP 8) in order to better capture the setting 
for the high-profile solar facility of Alternative 7 and Alternatives B and C gen-tie routes, as 
viewed from westbound I-10.  It is acknowledged that there are numerous possible viewpoints 
with varying viewing distances to the solar facility site along I-10 – all providing distant viewing 
perspectives and variable visibility depending on the presence or absence of intervening 
screening (vegetation, landforms, structures), as discussed above.  While different viewpoints 
will experience greater or lesser visual contrast, KOP 8A was considered a reasonable compro-
mise in viewpoint location along I-10.  Additional discussion of the linear viewpoint analysis for 
I-10 is provided in section 4.19 below. 

The view from KOP 8A is representative of views toward the Alternative 7 solar facility and 
Alternative B and C gen-tie routes from westbound I-10 (see Figure 4.19-8C).  This KOP loca-
tion was selected because it is effective in capturing both the solar facility and gen-tie north of 
I-10 in the same field of view.  This view to the northwest captures a central portion of the 
northern Chuckwalla Valley.  The open expanse of the valley floor includes a foreground/
middleground flat desert landscape that is generally natural appearing and supports a sparse and 
irregular, to more uniform at distance, distribution of short grasses and shrubs of subdued color 
consisting of yellows, tans, browns, and greens.  The rugged and visually interesting landforms 
of the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains provide a backdrop of visual interest.  The applicable Scenic 
Quality Classification is B.  Viewer Sensitivity is high because these lands are within the CDCA 
and are within the foreground/middleground viewsheds of I-10, SR-177 (Rice Road), the Desert 
Lily Sanctuary ACEC, the Alligator Rock ACEC, and the Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness.  
The applicable interim VRM Class Rating is IV. 

KOP 9 – Joshua Tree Wilderness at the eastern-most extent of the Eagle Mountains – 
Alternatives 4, 5, 6, and 7 

KOP 9 was established in Joshua Tree Wilderness at the eastern-most extent of the Eagle 
Mountains, approximately five miles west of the solar development area.  The view orientation is 
to the east, toward the project site.  The view from KOP 9 is representative of views toward the 
solar facility from lower elevation viewpoints in the Eagle Mountains (and Joshua Tree 
Wilderness) to the west.  This KOP location was selected at the request of the National Park 
Service in order to prepare a time-lapse simulation of any glare or glint associated with the 
DHSP tracking panels while in motion from east to west.  This view to the east captures a central 
portion of the northern Chuckwalla Valley.  The open expanse of the valley floor includes a 
foreground/middleground flat desert landscape that is generally natural appearing and supports a 
sparse and irregular, to more uniform at distance, distribution of short grasses and shrubs of 
subdued color consisting of yellows, tans, browns, and greens.  The rugged and visually 
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interesting landforms of the Coxcomb and Palen Mountains beyond provide a backdrop of visual 
interest.  The applicable Scenic Quality Classification is B.  Viewer Sensitivity is high because 
these lands are within the CDCA and are within the foreground/middleground viewsheds of I-10, 
SR-177 (Rice Road), the Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC, the Alligator Rock ACEC, and the 
Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness.  The applicable interim VRM Class Rating is IV. 
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3.20 WATER RESOURCES 

This section describes the existing hydrology and water quality conditions that could be affected 
by implementation of the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP or Proposed Action or Project) 
and alternatives.  The project study area for water resources encompasses all surface and ground-
water resources that could be affected by construction, operation, and decommissioning of the 
Proposed Action. 

3.20.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Existing laws and regulations applicable to water resources in the project study area are described 
below.  In some cases, compliance with these existing laws and regulations would serve to reduce 
or avoid certain impacts that might otherwise occur with the implementation of the project. 

Federal 

Clean Water Act 

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act was passed in 1972, and was amended in 1977 as the 
Clean Water Act (CWA, 33 U.S.C. 1251-1376).  The CWA was reauthorized in 1981, 1987, and 
2000, and establishes the basic structure for regulating discharges of pollutants into the waters of 
the United States and has given the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) the authority 
to implement pollution control programs.  The CWA requires states to set standards to protect, 
maintain, and restore water quality through the regulation of point source and certain non-point 
source discharges to surface waters.  Many pollutants are regulated under the CWA, including 
various toxic pollutants, total suspended solids, biological oxygen demand and pH (acidity/
alkalinity measure scale).  Those discharges are regulated by the National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) permit process, described below under the “Section 402” discussion.  
The CWA generally applies to surface Waters of the United States, and the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) has not formally determined whether any jurisdictional waters occur on the 
site of the Proposed Action or alternatives.  However, based on previous USACE determinations 
that waters are not jurisdictional on the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project, it is not 
expected that USACE will take jurisdiction for the Proposed Action and alternatives.  
Nevertheless, CWA requirements are set forth below. 

Section 401 

Section (§) 401 of the CWA requires the State (via the nine Regional Water Quality Control 
Boards [RWQCB]) to issue Water Quality Certifications (WQC) for licenses or permits issued 
for, among other things, the discharge of dredged or fill materials to federally jurisdictional 
waters, or Waters of the United States, which are located within the State.  In order for a §401 
WQC to be required, the activity causing the discharge must be authorized by a permit or license 
issued by a federal agency; federal licenses and permits most frequently subject to §401 include 
CWA §402 (NPDES) permits issued by EPA, CWA §404 (dredge and fill) permits issued by the 
USACE, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) hydropower licenses, and Rivers and 
Harbors Act (RHA) §9 and §10 permits issued by the USACE (USEPA 2010). 
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Section 402 

Section 402 of the CWA prohibits the discharge of pollutants (except for dredged or fill material, 
which is regulated under §404 of the CWA) from point sources to Waters of the United States, 
unless authorized under an NPDES permit issued by the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency (USEPA).  In California, NPDES permitting authority is delegated by the USEPA to the 
State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and administered by the nine RWQCBs.  The 
project is within the jurisdiction of the Colorado River Basin RWQCB (Region 7). 

Construction activities may comply with and be covered under the NPDES General Construction 
Storm Water Permit (Water Quality Order 99 08 DWQ) if the following requirements are met: 

 Develop and implement a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) which specifies 
Best Management Practices (BMPs) that will prevent all construction pollutants from contact-
ing stormwater and with the intent of keeping all products of erosion from moving offsite into 
receiving waters; 

 Eliminate or reduce non-stormwater discharges to storm sewer systems and other waters of the 
nation; and 

 Perform inspections of all BMPs. 

Projects that disturb one or more acres and would result in discharge(s) to Waters of the U.S. are 
required to obtain NPDES coverage under the Construction General Permits.  Please see Section 
3.3, Vegetation, and 3.4, Wildlife, for a discussion of jurisdictional waters in the project area. 

Section 404 

Section 404 establishes a permit program administered by the USACE, regulating the discharge 
of dredged or fill material into Waters of the U.S., including wetlands.  Implementing regulations 
by USACE are found at 33 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Parts 320-330.  Guidelines for 
implementation are referred to as the §404(b)(1) Guidelines and were developed by the USEPA 
in conjunction with USACE (40 CFR Parts 230).  The Guidelines allow the discharge of dredged 
or fill material into the aquatic system only if there is no practicable alternative that would have 
less adverse impacts.  A WQC pursuant to §401 of the CWA is required for §404 permit actions.  
If applicable, construction would also require a request for WQC or waiver thereof from the 
Colorado River Basin RWQCB. 

Section 303(d) 

Section 303(d) of the CWA (CWA, 33 USC 1250, et seq., at 1313(d)) requires states to identify 
“impaired” waterbodies as those which do not meet water quality standards.  States are required 
to compile this information in a list and submit the list to the USEPA for review and approval.  
This list is known as the Section 303(d) list of impaired waters.  As part of this listing process, 
states are required to prioritize waters and watersheds for future development of Total Maximum 
Daily Load (TMDL) requirements.  The SWRCB and RWQCBs have ongoing efforts to monitor 
and assess water quality, to prepare the Section 303(d) list, and to develop TMDL requirements.  
The Salton Sea, 35 miles southwest of the DHSP, is listed by the Colorado River Basin Regional 
Water Quality Control Board under Section 303(d) as an impaired waterbody.  No other 
impaired waterbodies exist in the project study area. 
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Rivers and Harbors Act 

Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act (33 USC 401 et seq.) is administered by USACE, and 
requires permits in navigable waters of the U.S. for all structures such as riprap and activities 
such as dredging.  Navigable waters are defined as those subject to the ebb and flow of the tide 
and susceptible to use in their natural condition or by reasonable improvements as means to 
transport interstate or foreign commerce.  The USACE grants or denies permits based on the 
effects on navigation.  Most activities covered under this act are also covered under §404 of the 
CWA.  The USACE has not formally stated whether it will take jurisdiction over any waters 
within the footprint of the Proposed Action; however, USACE had not taken jurisdiction over 
any waters on the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project site, as the watershed in the proj-
ect study area drains into Palen Dry Lake, rather than to the Pacific Ocean. 

Safe Drinking Water Act 

This act was originally passed by Congress in 1974 to protect public health by regulating the 
nation’s public drinking water supply.  The law was amended in 1986 and 1996 and requires many 
actions to protect drinking water and its sources, which are rivers, lakes, reservoirs, springs, and 
groundwater wells.  This act authorizes the USEPA to set national health-based standards for 
drinking water to protect against both naturally occurring and man-made contaminants that may 
be found in drinking water.  The act also mandates a groundwater/wellhead protection program 
be developed by each state in order to protect groundwater resources that are a source for public 
drinking water.  In California, the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) administers 
the Drinking Water Source Assessment and Protection (DWSAP) Program, which addresses both 
surface water and groundwater resources; the groundwater portion of the DWSAP Program 
serves as the State’s wellhead protection program (CDPH 2007).  If a groundwater well is devel-
oped for the proposed DHSP, it would comply with the DWSAP Program for wellhead 
protection. 

National Flood Insurance Program 

The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) is administered by the Federal Emergency Man-
agement Agency (FEMA), a component of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.  The NFIP 
is a federal program enabling property owners in participating communities to purchase insur-
ance protection against losses from flooding.  In support of the NFIP, FEMA identifies flood 
hazard areas throughout the U.S. and its territories by producing Flood Insurance Rate Maps 
(FIRM).  FIRMs identify the estimated limits of the 100-year floodplain for mapped water-
courses, among other flood hazards.  A 100-year floodplain is defined as any land that would be 
inundated by a flood having a 1 percent chance of occurring in any given year (also referred to as 
the base flood).  Participation in the NFIP is based on an agreement between communities and 
the federal government.  The agreement states that if a community adopts and enforces a flood-
plain management ordinance to reduce future flood risks to new construction in Special Flood 
Hazard Areas, the federal government will make flood insurance available to the community.  
Flood hazards are discussed in Section 3.20.2, under “Surface Water Resources.”  The DHSP has 
been designated by FEMA as Flood Zone D meaning no flood hazard analysis has been con-
ducted (FEMA 2011). 
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Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management 

This order directs all federal agencies to avoid the long-term and short-term adverse impacts 
associated with the occupancy and modification of floodplains, and to avoid direct or indirect 
support of floodplain development wherever there is a practicable alternative.  Guidance pro-
vided per Executive Order 11988 addresses an eight-step process for agencies to determine how 
projects would have potential impacts to or within the floodplain; as described in this guidance, 
if a proposed action is located within the base floodplain (Step 1) where the “base floodplain” is 
the area which has a one percent or greater chance of flooding in any given year (also referred to 
as the “100-year Flood Zone” or “Flood Hazard Area”), agencies should conduct early public 
review (Step 2), identify and evaluate practicable alternatives to locating in the base floodplain 
(Step 3), identify impacts of the proposed action (Step 4), develop measures to minimize the 
impacts and restore and preserve the floodplain as appropriate (Step 5), reevaluate alternatives 
(Step 6), and present the findings and a public explanation (Step 7), with the final step being to 
implement the action (Step 8) (FEMA 2012).  As described above under “National Flood 
Insurance Program,” the DHSP area and surrounding vicinity are not identified by FEMA as 
being located within a base floodplain.  However, the impact analysis provided in Section 4.20 of 
the Final EIS includes discussion of potential impacts associated with Flood Hazard Areas under 
correlating subheadings, and appropriate mitigation measures are also presented. 

Colorado River Accounting Surface Rule 

The Colorado River Accounting Surface Rule (Proposed Rule) was proposed by the U.S. Bureau 
of Reclamation (USBR) in the Federal Register on July 16, 2008 (43 CFR Part 415), as a means 
for tracking and allocating water use along the Colorado River, including in the vicinity of the 
DHSP. 

USGS Report 2008-5113, Update of the Accounting Surface Along the Lower Colorado River, 
updated the location and extent of the Accounting Surface in support of the Proposed Rule.  That 
USGS document includes a map which shows the Accounting Surface in Parker, Palo Verde, and 
Cibola Valleys and adjacent tributary areas in Arizona and California, including the DHSP area, 
and indicates that the project area is located within the areal extent of the river aquifer, and that 
the Accounting Surface within this aquifer is predicted to be at an elevation of between 238 and 
242 feet above mean sea level (msl).  The Accounting Surface is used to identify “water 
withdrawn from the mainstream by underground pumping” (547 U.S.150 (2006)) which will be 
replaced by surface water from the Colorado River.  Groundwater produced from the mainstream 
needs to be accounted for as consumptive use of Colorado River water as required under the 
Consolidated Decree (547 U.S.150 (2006)), when the water table at production sites within the 
CVGB falls below the Accounting Surface (USGS 2008). 

The Accounting Surface is defined as the elevation and slope of the static water table in the river 
aquifer that would exist if the water in the aquifer were derived only from the Colorado River.  
The river aquifer is defined as those saturated sediments that are hydraulically connected to the 
Colorado River and includes groundwater basins and tributary valleys that are adjacent to the 
river.  The static water level, which is the measured elevation of the water table not affected by 
groundwater withdrawal, is used to determine whether a well is pumping water that would be 
replaced by Colorado River water.  A static water level below the Accounting Surface is pre-
sumed to yield water that will be replaced by water from the Colorado River (43CFR 415.2(4)).  
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Groundwater wells with static water levels above the Accounting Surface are presumed to yield 
water that will be replaced by precipitation, mountain front recharge, or inflow from tributary 
valleys (tributary water).  (USGS 2008) 

State of California 

California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act 

The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act of 1967, Water Code Section 13000 et seq. regu-
lates surface water and groundwater within California and assigns responsibility for implement-
ing CWA §401 through §402 and §303(d).  It established the SWRCB and divided the state into 
nine regions, each overseen by a RWQCB, and requires the SWRCB and the nine RWQCBs to 
adopt water quality criteria to protect State waters.  Those criteria include the identification of 
beneficial uses, narrative and numerical water quality standards, and implementation procedures.  
The SWRCB is the primary state agency responsible for protecting the quality of the state’s sur-
face and groundwater supplies, but much of its daily implementation authority is delegated to the 
nine RWQCBs.  Water quality criteria for the project study area are contained in the Water 
Quality Control Plan (Basin Plan) for the Colorado River Basin (Region 7), which was adopted 
in 1993.  This plan sets water quality standards controlling the discharge of wastes to the State’s 
waters and land. 

Senate Bill 610 

Senate Bill 610 (SB 610) was passed on January 1, 2002, amending California law to require 
detailed analysis of water supply availability for certain types of large development projects.  
The primary purpose of SB 610 is to improve the linkage between water and land use planning 
by ensuring greater communication between water providers and local planning agencies, and 
ensuring that land use decisions for certain large development projects are fully informed as to 
whether sufficient water supplies are available to meet project demands.  SB 610 requires the 
preparation of a Water Supply Assessment (WSA) for a project that is subject to CEQA and 
meets certain requirements, as described below with regard to the project. 

1. Is the proposed project subject to CEQA? 

California Water Code Section 10910(a) states that any city or county that determines that a 
project, as defined in Section 10912, is subject to CEQA shall comply with [Section 10910].  
CEQA applies to projects requiring an issuance of a permit by a public agency, projects 
undertaken by a public agency, or projects funded by a public agency.  The proposed DHSP 
requires issuance of permits by a public agency and is subject to CEQA. 

2. Is the proposed project a “Project” under SB 610? 

California Water Code Section 10912(a) states that any proposed action which meets the 
definition of “project” under SB 610 is required to prepare a WSA to demonstrate whether 
sufficient water supplies are available to meet requirements of the proposed project under 
normal and drought conditions.  SB 610 defines a “project” as any one of six different devel-
opment types with certain water use requirements, as specified in the Water Code revised by 
SB 610.  Each identified development type and associated water requirements are addressed 
below.  Any mixed-use project which incorporates one of the six development types 
described below is also defined as a “project” under SB 610. 
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• Residential Development 
A proposed residential development of more than 500 dwelling units is defined as a 
“project” under SB 610.  The proposed DHSP is not a residential development. 

• Shopping Center or Business Establishment 
A proposed shopping center or business establishment employing more than 1,000 
persons or having more than 500,000 square feet of floor space is defined as a “proj-
ect” under SB 610.  The proposed DHSP is not a shopping center or residential 
development. 

• Commercial Office Building 
A proposed commercial office building employing more than 1,000 persons or having 
more than 250,000 square feet of floor space is defined as a “project” under SB 610.  
The proposed DHSP is not a commercial office building. 

• Hotel or Motel 
A proposed hotel or motel, or both, having more than 500 rooms is defined as a “proj-
ect” under SB 610.  The proposed DHSP is not a hotel or motel. 

• Industrial, Manufacturing, or Processing Plant or Industrial Park 
A proposed industrial, manufacturing, or processing plant, or industrial park planned 
to house more than 1,000 persons, occupying more than 40 acres of land, or having 
more than 650,000 square feet of floor area is defined as a “project” under SB 610. 

The proposed DHSP is not a manufacturing plant, processing plant, or industrial park.  
The language of SB 610 is not clear on whether renewable energy projects such as the 
proposed DHSP should be considered an “industrial plant.”  If the proposed DHSP is 
considered to be an industrial plant, it should also be considered a “project” under SB 
610 because it would occupy more than 40 acres of land.  The passing of SB 267 on 
October 11, 2011 clarified that renewable energy projects are subject to the require-
ments of SB 610 by amending California Water Law to revise the definition of “proj-
ect” specified in SB 610.  Under SB 267, wind and photovoltaic projects which 
consume less than 75 acre-feet per year (afy) of water are not considered to be a 
“project” under SB 610; subsequently, a WSA would not be required for this type of 
project.  Construction of the DHSP would require 400.51 to 500.51 afy of water over 
the 24-month construction period, while operation of the project would require 26.02 
to 39.02 afy.  Due to the construction water requirements, the DHSP is considered a 
“project” per SB 610, as clarified by SB 267.  Therefore, a WSA has been prepared to 
satisfy the requirements of SB 610. 

3. Is there a public water system that will service the proposed project? 

United States Code Title 42 Section 300f(4) describes that the term “public water system” 
refers to a system for the provision to the public of water for human consumption through 
pipes or other constructed conveyances, if such system has at least fifteen service connec-
tions or regularly serves at least twenty five individuals (42 U.S.C. Sec. 300f(4)).  The pro-
posed DHSP would not be serviced by a public water system.  As described in Section 2, 
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water required during construction and operation of the DHSP would be obtained from 
groundwater well(s) located on- and/or off-site, and would pump water from the CVGB. 

4. Is there a current UWMP that accounts for the project demand? 

There are a number of Urban Water Management Plans (UWMPs) in Riverside County, includ-
ing the following: City of Riverside UWMP, Coachella Valley Water District UWMP, Desert 
Water Agency UWMP, Eastern Municipal Water District UWMP, Riverside Highland Water 
Company UWMP, and Western Municipal Water District UWMP.  These plans do not 
address the DHSP site; there is no current UWMP that accounts for the project demand. 

5. Is groundwater a component of the supplies for the project? 

Yes, water supply requirements for the proposed DHSP are currently expected to be met 
using water pumped from the CVGB.  During the 24-month construction period for the 
DHSP, 400.51 to 500.51 afy of water would be used for fugitive dust control and concrete 
batching, for a total construction water demand of 801.02 to 1,001.02 acre-feet.  Local 
groundwater would also be used to meet the project’s operational water requirements of 
26.02 to 39.02 afy for panel washing and use at the O&M building.  As previously described, 
the project’s water supply would be pumped from the CVGB. 

As described above, further revisions to California Water Code resulting from Senate Bill 267 
(discussed below) clarify that certain renewable energy projects are subject to the requirements 
of SB 610.  A WSA has been prepared for the proposed DHSP in compliance with SB 610, and 
is provided as Appendix E to this EIS. 

Senate Bill 267 

Senate Bill 267 (SB 267) was signed into law by California’s Governor Brown on October 8, 
2011, amending California’s Water Law to revise the definition of “Project” specified in SB 610, 
as discussed above.  Under SB 267, wind and photovoltaic projects which consume less than 75 
afy of water are not considered to be a “Project” under SB 610; subsequently, a WSA would not 
be required for this type of project.  SB 267 does not state that renewable energy projects which 
use more than 75 afy are subject to SB 610 and must prepare a WSA; rather, it clarifies that those 
renewable projects which use less than 75 afy are not subject to such requirements. SB 267 also 
does not state that the 75-afy threshold cannot be interpreted to mean the average annual water 
usage over the lifetime of a project; however, for the purposes of the analysis presented in this 
EIS, the most literal interpretation of SB 267 is utilized and it is therefore assumed that the 
75-afy threshold refers to the quantity of water consumed during any 12-month period of a proj-
ect.  As noted above, the DHSP would require 400 to 500 afy of water over the 24-month con-
struction period (total construction water requirement of 800 to 1,000 acre-feet).  Therefore, the 
DHSP is considered subject to the requirements of SB 610 per SB 267, and a WSA has been pre-
pared for the project and is included as Appendix E to this EIS. 

California Water Code Section 1200, Water Rights 

The law in California requires that water be identified as one of three categories: surface water, 
percolating groundwater, or “subterranean streams that flow through known and definite chan-
nels.”  Only surface water and subterranean stream water are within the permitting jurisdiction of 
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the SWRCB.  Appropriation of those waters requires a SWRCB permit, and is subject to various 
permit conditions. 

Water subject to appropriation is defined in Water Code Section 1201 as “all water flowing in 
any natural channel,” except water that is or may be needed for use upon riparian land or water 
that is otherwise appropriated.  The SWRCB’s authority over groundwater extends only to the 
water in un-appropriated subterranean streams that flow through known or defined channels, 
except as it is or may reasonably be needed for useful and beneficial purposes upon lands 
riparian to the channel through which it is flowing. 

“Percolating groundwater” has two sub-classifications: overlying land use, and surplus ground-
water.  Land owners overlying percolating groundwater may use the water on an equal basis and 
share a right to reasonable use of the groundwater aquifer.  In this right, a land owner cannot 
consume unlimited quantities of underlying groundwater without regard to the needs of other 
users.  Surplus groundwater may be appropriated for use on non-overlying lands, provided such 
use will not create an overdraft condition. 

California Fish and Game Code, Sections 1601 – 1603 

Under Sections 1601 to 1603 of the California Fish and Game Code, the Applicant is required to 
notify the CDFG prior to constructing any project that would divert, obstruct or change the nat-
ural flow, bed, channel, or bank of any river, stream, or lake.  Preliminary notification and proj-
ect review generally occur during the environmental process.  When an existing fish or wildlife 
resource may be substantially adversely affected, CDFG is required to propose reasonable proj-
ect changes to protect the resource.  These modifications are formalized in a Streambed Alter-
ation Agreement that becomes part of the plans, specifications, and bid documents for the 
project. 

State Water Resources Control Board Resolution 88-63 

On May 19, 1988, the SWRCB adopted a policy entitled “Sources of Drinking Water,” which 
was later revised by Resolution No. 2006-0008.  The purpose of this resolution is to provide suf-
ficient detail for incorporation into the applicable Basin Plan to facilitate the clear judgment of 
what is or is not a source of drinking water for various purposes.  All surface and ground waters 
of the State are considered to be suitable, or potentially suitable, for municipal or domestic water 
supply and should be so designated by the RWQCBs with the exception of surface and ground 
waters where one of the following conditions exists: 

 The Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) exceed 3,000 milligram per liter (mg/L) (5,000 micro-
Siemens per centimeter (µS/cm), electrical conductivity) and it is not reasonably expected by 
RWQCB to supply a public water system; 

 There is contamination, either by natural processes or by human activity (unrelated to the spe-
cific pollution incident), that cannot reasonably be treated for domestic use using either Best 
Management Practices or best economically achievable treatment practices; and/or 

 The water source does not provide sufficient water to supply a single well capable of 
producing an average, sustained yield of 200 gallons per day. 
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Groundwater Protection Areas and Wellhead Protection 

The overall concept behind wellhead protection is to develop a reasonable distance between point 
sources of pollution and public drinking water wells so that releases from point sources are 
unlikely to impact groundwater from the well.  The California Department of Public Health 
(CDPH) established the Drinking Water Source Assessment and Protection Program, which guides 
local agencies in protecting surface water and groundwater that are sources of drinking water.  
The California Department of Pesticide Regulation’s Groundwater Protection Program is charged 
with identifying areas sensitive to pesticide contamination and develops mitigation measures and 
regulations to prevent pesticide movement into groundwater systems. 

Regional and Local Regulations 

County of Riverside 
 The Desert Center Area Plan within the County of Riverside General Plan aims to preserve the 

natural character of the unincorporated areas of Riverside County and Desert Center.  As 
relevant to water resources and the preservation of natural drainage patterns, the plan 
encourages clustering of development for the preservation of contiguous open space, and aims 
to limit off-road vehicle use. 

 The Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation District is the regional flood 
management authority for the western part of Riverside County.  The responsibility for the 
eastern part of the County is borne by a combination of the County Transportation Depart-
ment, the Coachella Valley Water District, and the various cities and a variety of local entities. 

Riverside County Floodplain Management Ordinance 458 

Riverside County is a participating community in the NFIP (discussed above) and is therefore 
required by FEMA to adopt a floodplain management ordinance in order to make the purchase of 
flood insurance available to citizens of the county.  The intent of this ordinance is to ensure that 
any new construction and/or substantial improvement within a mapped floodplain is done in a 
manner that reduces damage to the public and property, as well as to discourage new develop-
ment within floodways.  The Floodplain Management (FPM) Section of the District is respon-
sible for the implementation of the County’s Floodplain Management regulation and portions of 
the NFEP regulations.  (RCFCWCD 2011) 

In accordance with Ordinance 458, Section 4 (Administration), no structure shall be constructed, 
located, or substantially improved and no land shall be graded, filled, or developed, and no 
permit or approval shall be granted therefore, unless it complies with all applicable requirements 
of the ordinance.  As relevant to the proposed DHSP, per Section 6 (Construction Standards) of 
Ordinance 458, proposed developments within a mapped floodplain area must meet the follow-
ing criteria: be designed or modified and adequately anchored to prevent flotation, collapse, or 
lateral movement of the structure; be constructed with materials resistant to flood damage; be 
constructed by methods and practices that minimize flood damages; and be constructed with 
electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing, and air conditioning equipment and other service facili-
ties that are designed or located so as to prevent water from entering or accumulating within the 
components during conditions of flooding. 
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Riverside Code Section 13.20 (Ordinance 682): Construction, Reconstruction, Abandonment 
and Destruction of Wells 

This ordinance provides minimum standards for construction, reconstruction, abandonment, and 
destruction of all wells.  Permits shall be issued after compliance with the standards provided and 
incorporated by reference in this ordinance.  Plans shall be submitted to the Riverside County 
Department of Environmental Health demonstrating compliance with such standards. 

Standards for the construction, reconstruction, abandonment, or destruction of wells shall be the 
standards recommended in the Bulletins of the California Department of Water Resources 
(DWR) as follows: Bulletin No. 74-81 Chapter II Water Wells, and Bulletin No. 74-90 (Supple-
ment to Bulletin No. 74-81) and as these Bulletins may be amended by the State of California 
from time to time. 

Water from all new, repaired, and reconstructed community water supply wells, shall be tested 
for and meet the standards for constituents required in the California Code of Regulations, 
Title 22, Domestic Water Quality and Monitoring. 

3.20.2 Water Resources Existing Conditions 

The DHSP is located in eastern Riverside County, adjacent to the southern edge of the Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm project and north of the community of Desert Center, in the Chuckwalla 
Valley.  The Chuckwalla Valley basin generally trends northwest to southeast and is surrounded 
by relatively impervious bedrock mountain exposures.  These ranges include the Chuckwalla and 
Little Chuckwalla Mountains to the south, the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains to the west-
northwest, the Granite, Palen, and Little Maria Mountains to the north, with the McCoy and 
Mule Mountains to the east.  The Coxcomb and Palen Mountains extend into the valley from the 
north.  Elevations range from about 400 feet above msl in the eastern part of the valley to more 
than 5,000 feet above msl in the mountains. 

Climate in the Chuckwalla Valley is characterized by high aridity and low precipitation, with hot 
summer months characterized by average maximum temperature of 108 degrees Fahrenheit (ºF) 
in July and cold dry winters characterized by average minimum temperature of 66.7 ºF in 
December.  Average annual precipitation in the area (based on the gauging stations at Blythe 
Airport and Eagle Mountain) is 3.6 to 3.7 inches, with August recording the highest monthly 
average of 0.64 inches and June recording the lowest monthly average of 0.02 inches.  Most 
moisture from precipitation is lost through evaporation and evapotranspiration (Colorado River 
Basin RWQCB 2006b).  Most rainfall occurs during the winter months or in association with 
summer storms, which tend to be of shorter duration and higher intensity than winter storms.  
(BLM 2011a) 

The California Interagency Watershed Mapping Committee (CIWMC) has developed a system 
for naming and delineating watersheds and subunits in California, beginning with 10 Hydrologic 
Regions (HR) that each cover millions of acres, and which are progressively subdivided into 
Hydrologic Units (HU) and Hydrologic Areas (HA).  The DHSP is located in the Colorado HR, 
and is within the Chuckwalla HU, and entirely within the Palen HA subdivision of the Chuck-
walla HU.  The Chuckwalla HU encompasses 1,268,650 acres, and the Palen HA accounts for 
419,660 of these acres, or 33 percent of the larger HU. 
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For planning and reporting purposes, the Basin Plan also divides the Colorado River Basin 
region into seven major planning areas (Colorado River Basin 2006b).  The DHSP site is located 
within the Hayfield Planning Area, which lies primarily in Riverside County and covers 1,860 
square miles, or 1,190,400 acres (Colorado River Basin 2006b).  The Hayfield Planning Area is 
discussed throughout this section as relevant to environmental baseline conditions. 

Environmental baseline conditions for water resources also considers the Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm project, which is located adjacent to the northern edge of DHSP, because construction of 
the solar field associated with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project was under way at the time 
of the commencement of analysis for this EIS in September 2011.  The Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm project is discussed as applicable throughout this section and in the impact analysis pre-
sented in Section 4.20 of this EIS. 

Surface Water Resources 

For the purposes of this analysis, the study area for surface water resources is defined as the 
Chuckwalla HU.  Figure 3.20-1 (Surface Water Resources Study Area: Chuckwalla Hydrologic 
Unit) shows the entire area encompassed by the Chuckwalla HU and identifies adjacent HUs, 
including the following (clockwise from the north): Cadiz HU, Ward HU, Rice HU, 
Colorado HU, Imperial HU, East Salton HU, Hayfield HU, Whitewater HU, Joshua Tree HU, 
Dale HU, and Route Sixty Six HU.  Water resources located outside of the Chuckwalla HU are 
mentioned and/or discussed as relevant to context and the surrounding environment for the pro-
posed DHSP; for instance, the Colorado River is shown on Figure 3.20-1 to the east of the pro-
posed DHSP site.  The Chuckwalla HU is considered an appropriate extent of analysis because 
this area encompasses surface water resources that could reasonably be affected by the DHSP.  
Potential impacts to the Colorado River and other surface water resources are discussed in Sec-
tion 4.20. 

Surface water resources in the DHSP area are primarily characterized as ephemeral desert 
washes with no water during most of the year.  Figure 3.20-2 (Surface Water Features on the 
Project Site) shows site-specific water resources, characterized by streams and washes which tra-
verse the proposed DHSP site, primarily in a northwest-to-southeast direction.  These desert 
washes are typically sandy or rocky bed streams lined on the sides with desert riparian vegeta-
tion.  The washes can be very numerous, braiding across the alluvial plains downstream of 
source areas.  Adjacent washes on these alluvial “fans” may all have the same mountain source, 
with flow from the mountains potentially entering many channels that run adjacent to each other.  
Flow in these alluvial plain washes is typically heavily laden with sediment, and erosion of the 
wash banks and shifting of channel beds is common.  The desert valleys are generally wide and 
flat, with watercourses, particularly in areas with large drainage areas, being hundreds of feet 
wide.  Flows on these washes are very shallow, although there are generally one or more incised 
channels.  Channel bed material and sides in the valley bottoms can be very fine silts and clays, 
with potential for erosion during very large flows in the incised channels. 

There are no surface water flow outlets from the Chuckwalla Valley, which is internally drained; 
desert washes in the valley either terminate in localized groundwater sinks or flow to one of the 
two playas located within the basin — Palen Dry Lake and Ford Dry Lake, which are discussed 
below.  Figure 3.20-2 shows numerous drainages in the project area, including twelve which tra-
verse the DHSP site.  There are no perennial (year-round) streams in Chuckwalla Valley (DWR 
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2004a) or in the Hayfield Planning Area (Colorado River Basin RWQCB 2006b).  Perennial 
water resources, or those that exist year-round, in the surrounding area are limited to the 
Colorado River, 48 miles to the east of the DHSP, and the Salton Sea, 35 miles southwest of the 
project, as shown on Figure 3.20-1.  There is no surface water connection between resources 
within the Chuckwalla HU and the Colorado River or the Salton Sea; however, as described 
below under “Groundwater Resources,” groundwater underlying the proposed DHSP site is 
understood to be hydrologically connected to the Colorado River through groundwater flow. 

As mentioned, there are two playas within the Chuckwalla Valley HU, Palen Dry Lake and Ford 
Dry Lake.  Playas are shallow, centrally located basins or depressions where water gathers after a 
rain but evaporates or percolates into the subsurface quickly.  Palen Dry Lake is located 8 miles 
east of the DHSP site, within the Palen HA.  Palen Dry Lake is a wet playa, with shallow 
groundwater discharge due to evaporation.  Palen Dry Lake is 3 miles wide and 2 miles long.  
Ford Dry Lake is located 19 miles southeast of the project site, within the Ford HA.  Ford Lake 
is a “dry playa,” with groundwater occurring well below the ground surface.  Ford Dry Lake is 2 
miles wide and 7 miles long. 

As described in Section 3.20.1 under “National Flood Insurance Program,” 100-year floodplains 
are geographic areas that would be inundated by a flood having a 1 percent chance of occurring 
in any given year, as reflected on FEMA-prepared FIRMs.  The DHSP area is reflected on FIRM 
06065C1800G, which is designated by FEMA as Flood Zone D, or areas with “possible but 
undetermined flood hazards,” where no flood hazard analysis has been conducted (FEMA 2011).  
A Zone D designation does not mean that flood hazards do not exist in the area, but rather that 
the area has not been mapped for flood hazards.  FIRM 06065CIND2A (Sheet 2 of 2), which is 
the index map for Riverside County, indicates that the FIRMs surrounding the project area are 
also designated as Zone D. 

The DHSP site is located within an “Awareness Floodplain” mapped by the DWR as part of the 
Awareness Floodplain Mapping (AFM) project (DWR 2011b).  The purpose of the AFM project 
is to identify pertinent flood hazard areas that are not mapped under FEMA’s NFIP, such as the 
proposed DHSP site.  These areas are indicated on Awareness Maps which show flood-prone 
areas, without specific depth of flood flows or other flood hazard data such as indicated on 
FEMA’s FIRMs.  Awareness Floodplain areas are also addressed in the Riverside County’s 
Floodplain Management Ordinance 458 (described in Section 3.20.1 under “Regional and Local 
Regulations”), which is intended to protect public health and safety by regulating development in 
floodplains. 

A Preliminary Flood Plain & Hydrology Analysis prepared for the Eagle Mountain Area, includ-
ing the DHSP site, was conducted to characterize the depth and velocity of surface flows that 
would occur in response to a 100-year magnitude storm that occurs over a duration of 24 hours.  
This analysis utilized a synthetic unit hydrograph to model natural drainage courses, including 
consideration of the geometric data for a series of cross sections within each drainage reach.  The 
100-year peak flow was routed through the modeled system to determine water surface eleva-
tions.  This analysis determined that surface water flows resulting from a 100-year storm event in 
the project area can exceed 1,800 cubic feet per second.  The analysis also determined that due to 
the numerous small drainage channels in the area, 100-year storm flows would be distributed, 
with flow depths up to about 3 to 5 feet.  (PHB & Associates 2009) 
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As stated above, the first phase of construction conditions of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
project are considered part of the environmental baseline conditions for water resources.  Imple-
mentation of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project has included construction of an earthen 
berm and fence along a portion of the southern boundary of that project site, which is also the 
northern boundary of the DHSP site.  The berm surrounds a water storage and evaporation pond 
on the Desert Sunlight site, both of which will be removed following construction of the Desert 
Sunlight project; the berm is not anticipated to interfere with surface water flows onto the DHSP 
site. 

Jurisdictional Delineations 

Jurisdictional delineations are discussed in detail in Sections 3.3 (Biological Resources – Vegeta-
tion) and 3.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife).  Biological resources surveys were conducted 
within the DHSP area between January and October of 2011.  A Biological Resources Technical 
Report (BRTR) (Appendix C) incorporates the results of all field surveys and literature reviews 
conducted for the DHSP to characterize the biological resources, including jurisdictional 
drainages that could be directly or indirectly impacted by implementation of the DHSP. 

The CDFG regulates alterations to state-jurisdictional streambeds under Section 1600 et seq. of 
the California Fish and Game Code.  Jurisdictional acreage is interpreted as the bed and banks of 
channels and adjacent riparian vegetation.  In the Chuckwalla Valley area, the Blue Palo Verde–
Ironwood Woodland (described in Section 3.3) is the regional riparian vegetation type.  Due to 
the abundance and close spacing of braided channels throughout the area, all mapped Blue Palo 
Verde–Ironwood Woodland is adjacent to one or more channels.  Aspen has calculated the total 
acreage of state-jurisdictional streambeds and adjacent riparian habitat as 180 acres within the 
proposed solar facility site.  Figure 3.3-3 (CDFG Jurisdictional Streambeds) portrays state-juris-
dictional drainages of varying widths. 

Surface Water Quality 

As discussed in Section 3.20.1, under the discussion of the CWA Section 303(d), states are 
required to identify “impaired” waterbodies as those which do not meet water quality standards, 
as defined in the Basin Plan for each RWQCB.  No surface waters in the DHSP area are listed as 
impaired on the 2006 CWA Section 303(d) List of Water Quality Limited Segments for the 
Colorado River Basin Region (Colorado River Basin RWQCB 2006a). 

Also as described in Section 3.20.1, the DHSP is located within the jurisdiction of the Colorado 
River Basin RWQCB and is subject to management direction of the Basin Plan for the Colorado 
River Basin Region.  The Basin Plan defines water quality criteria for the project area and sets 
water quality standards controlling the discharge of wastes to the State’s waters and land.  Bene-
ficial uses for surface waters are identified for eastern and western portions of the Colorado 
River Basin, as opposed to the individual Planning Areas.  Those surface waters relevant to the 
project area are listed below in Table 3.20-1, with associated beneficial uses. 
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Table 3.20-1. Beneficial Uses of Surface Waters in the Project Area and Vicinity 

Surface Water Feature 

Beneficial Use Designation1, 2 
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Unlisted Perennial and Intermittent Streams P3    I,X4  I,X I,P,X I,X I,X  I,X   I,X5 

Washes6 (Ephemeral Streams)     I4  I  I 7  I   
Unlisted Springs      X X,P X,P  X8  X   X5 

Salton Sea   X  P  X X X  X  X 
1 - MUN: Municipal and Domestic Supply; AGR: Agriculture Supply; AQUA: Aquaculture; FRSH: Freshwater Replenishment; IND: Industrial 

Service Supply; GWR: Groundwater Recharge; REC I: Water Contact Recreation; REC II: Non-Contact Water Recreation; WARM: Warm 
Freshwater Habitat; COLD: Cold Freshwater Habitat; WILD: Wildlife Habitat; POW: Hydropower Generation; RARE: Preservation of Rare, 
Threatened, or Endangered Species. 

2 - Listing of the beneficial uses is indicated by X for existing uses, P for potential uses, and I for intermittent uses. 
3 - Potential use designations will be determined on a case-by-case basis as necessary in accordance with the "Sources of Drinking Water Pol-

icy" in the Basin Plan. 
4 - Applies only to tributaries to Salton Sea. 
5 - Rare, endangered, or threatened wildlife exists in or utilizes some of these waterway(s).  If the RARE beneficial use may be affected by a 

water quality control decision, responsibility for substantiation of the existence of rare, endangered, or threatened species on a case-by-
case basis is upon the California Department of Fish and Game on its own initiative and/or at the request of the Regional Board; and such 
substantiation must be provided within a reasonable time frame as approved by the Regional Board. 

6 - Including the section of ephemeral flow in the Whitewater River Storm Water Channel and Coachella Valley Storm Water Channel from 
Indian Avenue to approximately 1/4 mile west of Monroe Street crossing. 

7 - Use, if any, to be determined on a case-by-case basis. 
8 - Section of perennial flow from Indio to the Salton Sea. 
Source: Colorado River Basin RWQCB 2006b. 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the DHSP are expected to be 
consistent with all beneficial uses and water quality criteria defined in the Basin Plan.  Potential 
impacts associated with water quality are discussed in Section 4.20 of this EIS. 

Groundwater Resources 

This section includes definitions and discussion of technical terms where necessary to facilitate 
the understanding of groundwater resources in the DHSP area. 

The project site overlies the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin (CVGB), which is identified 
as the study area for groundwater resources for the purposes of this analysis.  This is an appropri-
ate study area because it encompasses the groundwater resources that could reasonably be 
affected by the DHSP.  Figure 3.20-4 (Extent of Groundwater Basin at Project Site) shows that 
the proposed DHSP site is completely within the CVGB, as well as the gen-tie line alternatives 
and the Red Bluff Substation.  The CVGB has a surface area of approximately 940 square miles, 
or about 604,000 acres (DWR 2004a).  This basin is bounded by crystalline bedrock with rela-
tively little porosity or permeability except in fractures (DWR 2004a).  The presence of seismic 
faults is considered likely in some parts of the CVGB, but no barriers to groundwater flow have 
been identified (DWR 2004a). 

The entire area encompassed by the CVGB is shown on Figure 3.20-3 (Groundwater Resources 
Study Area: Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin), as well as surrounding basins, which 
include the following (clockwise, from the north): Ward Valley Groundwater Basin, Rice Valley 
Groundwater Basin, Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin, Arroyo Seco Valley Groundwater 
Basin, Chocolate Valley Groundwater Basin, Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin, Pinto Valley 
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Groundwater Basin, and Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin.  It is important to note that although 
these groundwater basins appear to be located adjacent to the CVGB, they are largely separated 
by hydrologic divides which inhibit the movement of groundwater between basins; the hydro-
logic connectivity of the CVGB with other basins in the area is discussed below, under “Recharge 
and Connectivity.” 

The DWR identifies the CVGB as Basin 7-5, as detailed in California’s Groundwater Bulletin 
118 (California DWR 2003).  Bulletin 118 is a comprehensive report on the condition of ground-
water throughout California, and provides guidance and direction for agencies responsible for 
managing groundwater resources.  Per the latest update of Bulletin 118 for this region, not 
enough information is available to provide a quantitative assessment of the CVGB water budget 
(discussed in detail below, under “Safe Yield and Water Budget”). 

Groundwater resources in the Chuckwalla Valley are not adjudicated, which means that overly-
ing land owners may use the groundwater on an “equal and correlative” basis, such that all prop-
erty owners above a common aquifer possess a shared right to reasonable use of the aquifer, and 
a user cannot take unlimited quantities without regard to the needs of other users (BLM 2001).  
Surplus groundwater may be appropriated for use on non-overlying lands, provided such use will 
not create overdraft conditions; permits are not required for the use of underlying groundwater, 
but the appropriation of surplus groundwater is subordinate to the correlative rights of overlying 
users (BLM 2001). 

As noted above, there have been no court actions involving water rights or water use in the 
CVGB.  In accordance with a 2003 decision by the SWRCB identified as Water Rights Order 
(WRO) 2003-0004, which provided interpretation of California Water Code §1200, State juris-
dictional waters include those which meet the following criteria: (1) A subsurface channel is 
present; (2) The channel has relatively impermeable bed and banks; (3) The course of the 
channel is known or may be determined by reasonable inference; and (4) Groundwater is flowing 
within the channel (SWRCB 2003).  Waters that are identified as State jurisdictional waters are 
appropriated for use by state-issued permits.  If it is determined that groundwater in the CVGB is 
State jurisdictional, such as if it is considered a subsurface channel as described in WRO 
2003-0004, the CVGB would be managed by the SWRCB and use of groundwater from the 
CVGB would be determined through appropriation.  Until determination of State jurisdiction is 
made, the CVGB will be governed by the equal and correlative doctrine described above. 

The CVGB is expected to be used to meet the solar facility’s construction water demand of 
400.51 to 500.51 afy over a 24-month construction period, for a total construction water require-
ment of 801.02 to 1,001.02 acre-feet.  Groundwater from the CVGB is also expected to be used 
to meet the solar facility’s operational water requirement of 26.02 to 39.02 afy.  The Applicant’s 
Plan of Development (POD) indicates that pending the permitting and physical feasibility of 
using on-site groundwater wells, construction water will either be obtained from on-site wells 
and/or it would be pumped from off-site wells in the DHSP area and trucked to the project site.  
Potential impacts to groundwater supply and recharge are discussed in Section 4.20. 

Water-bearing Features 

Water-bearing formations in this groundwater basin include Pliocene to Quaternary age 
continental deposits divided into Quaternary alluvium, the Pinto Formation, and the Bouse 
Formation.  These sediments are typical of basin fill deposits in the region, often containing 
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layers of fine materials (clays and silts) central to the basin and away from the mountain fronts.  
Conversely, sediments tend to coarsen (sands and gravels with cobbles) around the basin edges.  
The maximum thickness of these deposits is about 1,200 feet, thinning toward the edges and to 
the western end of the basin.  These deposits are generally considered unconfined, but some por-
tions of the aquifer may be semi-confined in central areas of the basin due to the abundance of 
clay materials.  All of the sediments filling this basin are considered part of the same aquifer. 

The average specific yield of the upper 500 feet of unconsolidated sediments is estimated (in 
1979) to be 10 percent (DWR 2004a).  “Specific yield” is the ratio of the volume of water that 
saturated rock or soil will yield by gravity drainage to the total volume of the rock or soil (DWR 
2011a).  Specific yield is an important factor in water availability and is the factor that is used to 
convert saturated thickness (water table elevation) to the actual volume of water available.  
Although the porosity of a formation will remain relatively constant, factors which vary with 
changes in saturated thickness include specific yield, average local porosity, and the volume of 
water in storage (Buddemeier and Schloss 2000). 

Recharge and Connectivity 

The CVGB is recharged by percolation of runoff from the surrounding mountains, percolation of 
precipitation to the valley floor, groundwater inflow from the Pinto Valley, and groundwater 
inflow from the eastern portion of the Orocopia Valley (DWR 2004a; BLM 2011a).  The Cali-
fornia DWR’s Bulletin 118 states that the CVGB also receives subsurface flows from the Cadiz 
Valley Groundwater Basin.  However, hydrogeology experts disagree with this connection; due 
to a general lack of data to characterize this connection, the current consensus is that there is no 
hydrologic connection between the CVGB and the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin. 

As described under “Surface Water Resources,” surface runoff from the surrounding mountains 
is largely ephemeral, with most surface water features containing flow only in direct response to 
precipitation events.  As described in the introduction to this section, average annual precipita-
tion in the DHSP area is 3.6 to 3.7 inches (BLM 2011a).  Geologically or hydrologically con-
nected groundwater basins are summarized below.  The connection of each of these groundwater 
basins to the CVGB is described below and considered throughout the impact analysis presented 
in Section 4.20 of the EIS for the proposed project. 

 Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin.  Recharge to the Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin occurs 
through percolation of runoff from the surrounding mountains and precipitation to the valley 
floor and by underflow (DWR 2004b).  The water that infiltrates the ground and reaches the 
water table percolates through the pore spaces in the water-bearing formations from points of 
replenishment toward points of discharge (USGS 2007).  Under natural conditions, the only 
discharge from the Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin is underflow to the CVGB through 
unconsolidated deposits between exposures of consolidated rock of the Eagle and Coxcomb 
Mountains (USGS 2007).  The water table in the Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin is deep 
enough that groundwater discharge from the transpiration of plants does not occur (USGS 
2007).  This basin is identified as Basin 7-6 by the California DWR. 

 Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin.  This basin underlies the Orocopia Valley in central 
Riverside County, northeast of the Salton Sea.  The western portion of the valley drains south 
and westward toward the Salton Sea, while the eastern portion of the basin drains eastward 
toward Hayfield Dry Lake and the CVGB.  East-trending faults are located along the northern 
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and southern boundaries of the Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin; the North Chiriaco fault 
is inferred to extend eastward into Chuckwalla Valley and is known to be a partial barrier to 
groundwater movement in the Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin.  Natural recharge in this 
basin occurs from subsurface inflow and infiltration of runoff from the surrounding mountains 
and rainfall to the valley floor (DWR 2004d).  This basin is identified as Basin 7-31 by the 
California DWR. 

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) has initiated a demonstration 
aquifer storage project in the Hayfield Dry Lake area, which is underlain by the Orocopia 
Valley Groundwater Basin.  Nearly 60,000 acre-feet of Colorado River water have been placed 
in storage at this location.  Work has been ongoing to develop production wells for water 
retrieval and to monitor aquifer conditions.  This project is not fully active at this time.  MWD 
has also studied a companion aquifer storage project in the northern and northeastern portions 
of the CVGB that are adjacent to the Colorado River Aqueduct.  This project has not yet been 
implemented. 

 Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin.  Sediments of the Cadiz Valley and the CVGB are in 
contact at the northern edge of the CVGB between the Coxcomb and the Granite Mountains.  
Although the DWR has reported that Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin contributes subsurface 
flow to CVGB, more recent work has reportedly confirmed that the Cadiz Valley Groundwater 
Basin does not contribute inflow to the CVGB (CEC 2009).  Based on expert opinion and the 
most recent available data, for the purposes of this analysis it is assumed that the Cadiz Valley 
Groundwater Basin is not hydrologically connected to the CVGB. 

 Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin.  The Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin is in 
eastern Riverside County to the east of the McCoy and Mule Mountains.  This basin is made 
up of alluvial deposits and Colorado River terraces.  Natural recharge to this basin occurs from 
percolation of runoff from the surrounding mountains, percolation of precipitation to the valley 
floor, groundwater inflow from the CVGB, and groundwater inflow from the Colorado River 
through its floodplain sediments (Palo Verde Valley Groundwater Basin).  Groundwater 
movement is south and southeasterly into the Palo Verde Valley Groundwater Basin and the 
Colorado River.  (DWR 2004e) 

Groundwater Level Trends 

Groundwater levels in the Hayfield Planning Area range from the ground surface to 400 feet 
below ground surface (bgs) (Colorado River Basin RWQCB 2006b).  Specific to the CVGB, data 
show stable groundwater levels in the basin in 1963, and groundwater contours in 1979 indicate 
that groundwater moves from the north and west toward the gap between the Mule and McCoy 
Mountains at the southeastern end of the valley (DWR 2004a).  The direction of groundwater 
movement is not anticipated to have changed since the aforementioned 1979 data; however, 
groundwater level trends may have changed substantially since 1963, due to development of the 
area and expanded groundwater uses.  For example, data from wells within the Desert Center 
area show a period of water level decline from the mid-1980s through the early 1990s during 
periods of expanded agricultural operations when combined pumping exceeded 20,000 afy, well 
above historic water usage for the western portion of the basin (AECOM 2011).  Since the 
mid-1990s, agricultural use of groundwater has declined and groundwater levels have partially 
recovered, at least in the western portion of the CVGB (AECOM 2011). 
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Groundwater level trends in the CVGB have been discussed in recent environmental analyses for 
other projects that could affect the basin.  In comments provided on the Draft EIS for the Eagle 
Crest Pumped Storage Hydroelectric Project (Eagle Crest), the National Park Service (NPS), 
Joshua Tree National Park, has expressed concerns regarding the estimated budget for the 
CVGB, and the methodologies used in characterizing that budget (NPS 2010).  The proposed 
DHSP is in the same groundwater basin as Eagle Crest, and the estimated groundwater budget 
used for the Eagle Crest analysis is used in part for the purposes of this analysis; therefore, the 
NPS’ concerns regarding the estimated budget for the CVGB are addressed in this analysis. 

The NPS notes that in general, groundwater levels in the CVGB appear to have been trending 
downwards for several decades.  Most wells in the CVGB have not been used for monitoring 
data such as groundwater level trends since the 1980s; however, several wells have been used to 
collect groundwater data for the past 25 years, and these data show that groundwater level trends 
have either been fairly stable (for the eastern CVGB), dropping slowly but steadily (central 
CVGB), or rising slowly back towards pre-pumping groundwater levels (for the western CVGB).  
As shown on Figure 3.20-3, the proposed DHSP site is located in the western portion of the 
CVGB, where groundwater monitoring data suggests that groundwater levels have been starting 
to recover from overpumping in the 1980s.  It is noteworthy that most of the long-term monitor-
ing wells in the CVGB are situated within agricultural or prison operations, complicating 
extrapolation of any drawdowns shown in those data to the CVGB as a whole due to the site-spe-
cificity of those wells’ cones of depression (a “cone of depression” refers to drawdown which 
occurs in a well when it is pumped, causing a conical-shaped gradient in the surrounding aquifer 
that results from water flowing from areas of high to low pressure; when two or more cones of 
depression intersect each other, the effect on drawdown (increasing depth to groundwater) is 
combined and water table levels drop substantially).  (NPS 2010) 

Due to the site-specific effects that cones of depression have on groundwater monitoring efforts, 
and the lack of data from non-pumping wells in the CVGB, existing groundwater data is not suf-
ficient to characterize groundwater level trends throughout the CVGB.  For these same reasons, 
existing data is not sufficient to determine with certainty that groundwater level trends in the 
CVGB, or in a portion of the CVGB, have recovered substantially since the cessation of large-
scale agricultural pumping in the late 1980s.  Therefore, although recent data indicates that 
groundwater level trends may be starting to recover in the vicinity of the proposed DHSP site, as 
noted by the NPS and discussed above, it is conservatively assumed that groundwater trend 
analyses are inconclusive. 

Storage Characteristics 

The California DWR reports that in 1975, the total storage capacity of the CVGB was 
understood to be 9,100,000 acre-feet, and that in 1979 the recoverable storage of this basin was 
understood to be 15,000,000 acre-feet (DWR 2004a).  It is important to note that “storage 
capacity” does not reflect the actual amount of groundwater in storage, or the available ground-
water supply, but rather is a function of the porosity of subsurface materials and the quantity of 
water that could theoretically be contained in the subsurface, based on this porosity.  According to 
the DWR, the upper 100 feet of saturated sediments in the CVGB may have 900,000 acre-feet of 
groundwater in storage (DWR 2004a). 
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Safe Yield and Water Budget 

The definitions of several terms which are critical to the analysis of groundwater conditions are 
listed below, as these terms are used throughout the following section. 

 Safe Yield refers to the quantity of groundwater that can be withdrawn from a source or sup-
ply over a period of years without resulting in adverse effects such as depleting that source 
beyond its ability to be replenished annually, or impairing the native groundwater quality 
(SWRCB 2012).  The safe yield may also be referred to as the “perennial yield.” 

 Water Budget refers to the annual difference in quantity between all inflows to a groundwater 
basin and all outflows from that basin, accounting for both natural and human-related sources 
and uses. 

 Overdraft refers to the condition where a groundwater basin is drawn down beyond its ability 
to be replenished annually, or where the total production or outflow of water from all sources 
within a particular basin is less than the total recharge of water from all sources into that basin.  
Overdraft may occur on the short-term, where a groundwater basin recovers over a period of 
months or years, or it may be long-term and persistent, where a groundwater basin is consis-
tently over-used and not provided the opportunity to recover.  Overdraft conditions are not 
sustainable and can cause permanent harm to a groundwater resource; overdraft it is consid-
ered an adverse effect and is closely considered in this analysis. 

There is currently a lack of long-term consistent groundwater monitoring data from throughout 
the CVGB, such as would be required to calculate safe yield, water budget, and overdraft (if 
present in the basin).  Therefore, it is necessary to make reasonable assumptions in characterizing 
these aspects of the CVGB.  A series of environmental analyses associated with other projects 
proposed for construction in this area have included estimates of safe yield and budget in the 
CVGB; the Draft EIS for the proposed DHSP included assumptions based on data and 
conclusions drawn from several of these analyses.  In recent years, federal agencies including the 
NPS, the USGS, and the BLM have generated their own studies and analyses of the CVGB, 
some of this draw conclusions contrary to those used in the Draft EIS for the proposed DHSP.  
Therefore, this section has been revised to include discussion of all known professional opinions 
and conclusions regarding the current condition of the CVGB. 

The DWR reports that in 1952, extractions from the CVGB totaled 11 acre-feet, increasing to 
9,100 acre-feet in 1966, representing an increase of 82,627 percent over 14 years (DWR 2004a).  
As described under “Groundwater Level Trends,” the DWR also reports stable groundwater 
levels in wells within the basin in 1963, suggesting that water use was being sustained by basin 
capacity at that time.  The DWR reports no more recent estimates of safe yield for the CVGB.  
However, analyses of groundwater conditions in the CVGB have been prepared for other projects 
proposed in this area.  In 1992, a safe yield amount of 12,200 afy was adopted in the EIS for the 
Eagle Crest Landfill Project.  The BLM considered the Eagle Crest EIS estimate of safe yield to 
be low because the calculation appears to have used an amount of recharge from precipitation 
that was based on recharge to only a portion of the basin (BLM 2011a).  In 2011, a revised water 
budget was adopted in the EIS for the Palen Solar Power Project, based on a wider array of avail-
able data than the 1992 Eagle Crest EIS, including but not limited to: published literature, water 
budget information from the DWR, data compiled by the California State Prison Authority, and 
other available information, as discussed below (BLM 2011a).  The groundwater budget pre-
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pared for the Palen Solar Power Project is summarized in Table 3.20-2 and discussed in the text 
following this table, with respect to the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project.   

Table 3.20-2. Estimated Budget for the CVGB, Based on Other Studies in the DHSP Area 

Budget Components 
Acre-Feet 
per Year 

Inflow  
Recharge from Precipitation 9,448 
Underflow from Pinto Valley and Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basins1 3,500 
Irrigation Return Flow 800 
Wastewater Return Flow 636 
Total Inflow 14,384 
Outflow   
Groundwater Extraction –10,361 
Underflow to Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin –400 
Evapotranspiration at Palen Dry Lake –350 
Construction of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project  –6502 

Total Outflow –12,361 
Budget Balance (Inflow – Outflow) 2,623 
Source: BLM 2011a; BLM 2011b; CEC 2009. 
1 - As described under “Recharge and Connectivity,” the DWR identifies that the CVGB receives underflow from the Pinto Valley and Cadiz 

Valley Groundwater Basins (DWR 2004a), while the BLM identifies that the CVGB receives underflow from the Pinto Valley and Orocopia 
Valley Groundwater Basins (BLM 2011a).  The DWR has not prepared a hydrologic budget for the CVGB or identified the quantity of 
underflow contributed to the CVGB from the Pinto and Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basins, whereas the BLM has prepared a hydrologic 
budget for the CVGB and identified the quantity of underflow contributed to the CVGB from the Pinto and Orocopia Valley Groundwater 
Basins.  Therefore, due to the availability of quantitative data, this groundwater budget characterizes underflow from the Pinto and Orocopia 
Valley Groundwater Basins, but not the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin. 

2 - Environmental baseline conditions are defined as the existing physical conditions at the time of publication of the Notice of Intent for the 
Desert Harvest Solar Project (September 15, 2011).  The solar field associated with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project was under con-
struction at the time of preparation of the Notice of Intent.  Table 2.2-2 of the Final EIS prepared for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project 
(BLM 2011b) indicates that construction of the solar field requires a total water supply of 1,200 to 1,300 acre-feet, over a 26-month construc-
tion period, or roughly 600 to 650 afy.  In order to be conservative, an outflow of 650 afy associated with the Desert Sunlight solar field has 
been incorporated into the current groundwater budget for the CVGB to characterize baseline conditions. 

Recharge associated with the potential Chuckwalla Groundwater Storage Program, described 
above in the discussion of “Recharge and Connectivity,” is not accounted for in the groundwater 
budget summarized in Table 3.20-2 because at the time of preparation of the Draft EIS, this pro-
gram has not been implemented.  Table 3.20-2 indicates that the current total inflow to the 
CVGB is 14,384 afy and the current total outflow is 12,361 afy, resulting in a groundwater 
budget balance, or total outflow subtracted from total inflow, of 2,623 afy.  This positive 
hydrologic budget balance indicates that, according to the assumptions used in constructing the 
balance shown in Table 3,20-2, the CVGB is not currently affected by long-term overdraft 
conditions. 

It is important to note that the estimates provided in Table 3.20-2 are based on information and 
assumptions contained in studies conducted for other projects in the vicinity of the proposed 
DHSP.  Independent analyses of the CVGB conducted in recent years have drawn conclusions 
which are contrary to the budget presented in Table 3.20-2, particularly with regards to the rate 
of groundwater recharge.  Therefore, the groundwater budget presented below in Table 3.20-3 is 
based on conclusions drawn by the NPS and USGS in their independent analysis of the CVGB 
and surrounding basins.  
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Table 3.20-3. Estimated Budget for the CVGB, based on NPS and USGS Conclusions 

Budget Components 
Acre-Feet 
per Year 

Inflow  
Recharge from Precipitation 2,060 – 6,125 
Underflow from Pinto Valley and Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basins 953 – 1,906 
Irrigation Return Flow 800 
Wastewater Return Flow 636 
Total Inflow 4,449 – 9,467 
Outflow   
Groundwater Extraction –10,361 
Underflow to Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin –400 
Evapotranspiration at Palen Dry Lake –350 
Construction of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project  –6502 

Total Outflow –12,361 
Budget Balance (Inflow – Outflow) –2,894 – –7,912 
Source: NPS 2010; BLM 2012 

Table 3.20-3 indicates that the current total inflow to the CVGB ranges between 4,449 and 9,467 
afy, while the current total outflow rate for the CVGB is 12,361 afy.  The resulting balance 
shown in Table 3.20-3 is negative, indicating groundwater overdraft conditions ranging between 
2,894 and 7,912 afy. 

A comparison of Tables 2.30-2 and 2.30-3 show that the main differences in these water budget 
calculations occurs in the estimates of recharge from precipitation and recharge from underflow.  
Due to variability in expert opinion and associated estimations and conclusions, it is important to 
assess each component of the budget presented in Tables 3.20-2 and 3.20-3 in detail.  Therefore, 
each component of the water budgets presented above is discussed in the following sections, and 
assumptions used to define the water budget components associated with both budgets provided 
above (Tables 3.20-2 and 3.20-3) are thoroughly defined in the following discussions. 

Precipitation and Underflow 

The California DWR has not published an estimated rate of recharge from precipitation to the 
CVGB, and estimates of recharge from precipitation that have been prepared in support of other 
projects in the area have had variable results.  Similarly, there is also variability in estimates of 
recharge to the CVGB associated with underflow from the Pinto and Orocopia Valley Ground-
water Basins, also as identified in environmental analyses for other projects in the area.  Table 
3.20-4, below, shows the discrepancies in recharge quantities identified in the environmental 
analyses prepared for various other projects in the DHSP area, specifically as related to recharge 
from precipitation and from hydrologically connected groundwater basins (noting that the CVGB 
also receives recharge from irrigation and wastewater return flow, which are described below). 
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Table 3.20-4. Comparison of Natural Recharge Estimates from Various Studies 

Study 
Recharge from  

Precipitation (afy) 
Underflow from Pinto and 

Orocopia Basins (afy) 
Total Recharge from 

Precipitation and Underflow 
Genesis Solar Project EIS1  9,448 3,500 12,948 
Eagle Mountain Draft EIR2  5,500 6,700 12,200 
Palen Solar Project EIS3  8,588 3,500 12,088 
Eagle Mountain Draft EIS4  6,125 6,575 12,700 
Low – High (Average) 5,500 – 9,448 (7,042) 3,500 – 6,700 (5,395) 12,088 – 12,948 (12,437) 
1 - Source: CEC 2009. 
2 - Source: SWRCB 2010. 
3 - Source: BLM 2011b. 
4 - Source: FERC 2010. 

As shown in Table 3.20-4, estimates of recharge from precipitation and underflow that have been 
presented in other environmental analyses in the area range between 12,088 and 12,948 afy; this 
is a total difference of 860 afy, although the difference in precipitation estimates is 3,948 afy and 
the difference in underflow estimates is 3,200 afy. 

Recharge from precipitation is estimated as a percentage of total precipitation in the Chuckwalla 
Valley.  For instance, both the Palen and Genesis analyses assessed the quantity of recharge from 
precipitation by overlaying isohyetal maps over the Chuckwalla watershed boundaries and 
calculating the volume of average annual precipitation across the valley and bedrock portions of 
the watershed.  Both analyses describe the Chuckwalla Valley watershed as being comprised of 
the Palen sub-watershed and the Ford sub-watershed, which receive total precipitation in the 
amounts of 156,000 afy and 159,000 afy, respectively; therefore, the Chuckwalla Valley water-
shed receives a total precipitation amount of 315,000 afy.  (CEC 2009; BLM 2011b) 

The Palen analysis estimated recharge from precipitation as 3, 5, and 7 percent of total incident 
precipitation in the watershed, noting that this equates to 8,588, 14,313, and 20,038 afy, respec-
tively (BLM 2011b).  The Genesis analysis estimated recharge from precipitation as a fraction 
of 2, 3, 5 and 10 percent of total incident precipitation in the watershed, noting that this equates 
to 6,300, 9,448, 15,750 and 31,500 afy, respectively (CEC 2009).  Both analyses note that 
studies published by the USGS report 7 to 8 percent of precipitation falling on bedrock moun-
tains in other arid basins goes to mountain front recharge, which would equate to 3 percent of the 
total precipitation that falls in the Chuckwalla Valley watershed; therefore, both analyses deter-
mine that 3 percent of total precipitation falling on the Chuckwalla Valley watershed is the lower 
estimate of recharge to the CVGB from precipitation.  As noted above, total precipitation in the 
Chuckwalla Valley watershed equates to 315,000 afy; 3 percent of this estimate is approximately 
9,450 afy.  (CEC 2009; BLM 2011b) 

Table 3.20-4 also notes rates of precipitation and underflow recharge that were identified in the 
EIR and EIS for the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project.  The EIS and EIR for the Eagle 
Mountain Pumped Storage Project, upon which the NPS’ original comments regarding natural 
recharge were made, were produced by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and 
the California State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB), respectively (FERC 2010; 
SWRCB 2010).  In the EIS and EIR analyses, the FERC and SWRCB relied upon analysis of the 
CVGB conducted by GEI Consultants and presented in a Technical Memorandum included as an 
appendix to both the EIS and EIR (FERC 2010; SWRCB 2010).  The GEI Technical 
Memorandum discusses two methods of calculating recharge to the CVGB: 
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 The Maxey-Eakin method of modeling natural groundwater recharge rates and patterns was 
applied to the CVGB, and produced a range of between 600 and 3,100 afy; and 

 The MWD Review Panel method cited in a study of the Fenner Basin, north of the CVGB, 
indicates a recharge range of 7,600 to 17,700 afy for the CVGB (NPS 2010). 

GEI Consultants selected the MWD Review Panel method for assessing recharge rates to the 
CVGB.  As noted throughout this section, professional opinions often conflict regarding the 
characterization of groundwater resources.  In this case, GEI Consultants determined that the 
MWD Review Panel was an appropriate method to use in characterizing the CVGB, while the 
NPS contended in comments on the Eagle Mountain EIS and EIR that the MWD Review Panel is 
unrealistic (NPS 2010); NPS concerns are discussed further below. 

As shown in Table 3.20-4, the Eagle Mountain EIS (FERC) and EIR (SWRCB) identified 
recharge from precipitation as 6,125 afy and 5,500 afy, respectively, and recharge from 
underflow as 6,575 afy and 6,700 afy, respectively.  As noted in Table 3.20-2, the Draft EIS for 
the proposed DHSP identified recharge from precipitation as 9,448 afy (based on data from the 
Genesis Solar Project EIS), and recharge from underflow as 3,500 afy (based on data from the 
Genesis EIS and the Palen EIS).  As shown in Table 3.20-4, 9,448 afy is the highest value for 
recharge from precipitation identified among the four listed analyses, while 3,500 afy is the 
lowest value for recharge from underflow. 

According to the Genesis EIS and the Palen EIS, inflow to the CVGB from the Pinto Valley 
Groundwater Basin was estimated to be 3,173 afy, while inflow from the Orocopia Valley 
Groundwater Basin was estimated to be 1,700 afy (BLM 2011b; CEC 2009).  Other studies indi-
cate that subsurface flow to the CVGB from Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin could be as 
low as several hundred afy (BLM 2011a).  In order to account for this uncertainty, a combined 
subsurface inflow rate of 3,500 afy was assumed for both basins in the Draft EIS for the pro-
posed DHSP.  As shown in Table 3.20-4 and noted above, 3,500 afy is the lowest value for 
recharge from underflow identified among the four listed analyses.  In addition, although the 
DWR has reported that Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin contributes subsurface flow to CVGB, 
more recent work indicates that the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin does not contribute inflow 
to the CVGB (CEC 2009).  Therefore, for the purposes of this EIS, safe yield for the CVGB is 
assumed to include subsurface flow from the Pinto Valley and Orocopia Valley Groundwater 
Basins but not the Cadiz Basin.  In total, the Draft EIS for the proposed DHSP assumed recharge 
from precipitation and underflow to be 12,948 afy, as listed in Table 3.20-2. 

As previously noted, there is substantial variation in expert opinion regarding the realistic rate of 
recharge to the CVGB from precipitation and underflow.  In 2010, the NPS provided extensive 
comments on the EIS for the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project, listed in Table 3.20-4 as 
identifying recharge from precipitation at 6,125 afy and recharge from underflow at 6,575 afy, 
for a total quantity of natural recharge at 12,700 afy, a quantity that is similar to that used in the 
Draft EIS for the proposed DHSP (12,948 afy).  In their comments, the NPS identified substan-
tially lower estimates of recharge from precipitation, and contended that the budget for the 
CVGB is actually negative, indicating that the basin is in a state of overdraft. 

The NPS’ conclusions regarding the CVGB water budget are based on research conducted by the 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) on groundwater basins around the town of Joshua Tree.  Spe-
cifically, the principal areas of interest for the USGS study were the Warren, Joshua Tree, and 
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Copper Mountain Groundwater Basins (USGS 2004).  None of these groundwater basins is adja-
cent to the CVGB (see Figure 3.20-3), and neither the USGS nor the NPS conducted ground-
water monitoring in the CVGB, the Orocopia Valley Basin, or the Pinto Valley Basin in support 
of this study.  Rather, the NPS draws conclusions about recharge in the CVGB, Pinto Valley 
Groundwater Basin, and Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin using the USGS methodologies 
and conclusions in assessing the Warren, Joshua Tree, and Copper Mountain Groundwater 
Basins, and extrapolating data for applicability to the proposed DHSP area (NPS 2010).  Ground-
water basins in the proposed DHSP area are identified in Figure 3.20-3 (In comparison with 
Figure 3.20-3, which shows the CVGB and adjacent groundwater basins, Figure 3.20-1 shows 
surface water planning areas in the project region, including the Chuckwalla HU and the adjacent 
Joshua Tree HU – note that these HUs are surface water planning areas and are not the same as 
the CVGB and the Joshua Tree Groundwater Basin which, as noted above, are not hydrologically 
connected). 

The USGS study involved collection of groundwater monitoring data from wells in the Warren, 
Joshua Tree, and Copper Mountain Groundwater Basins, and analysis of this data using a 
groundwater modeling program called INFILv3 (USGS 2004).  As described in the USGS study 
(page 61), the INFILv3 watershed model results can have high uncertainty associated with the 
simplification of assumptions and uncertainty in model inputs, but was selected because it 
accounts for factors including climate, surface flows, and hydrologic processes in the upper 
unsaturated zone (the root zone), as well as physical characteristics of the drainage basin such as 
topography, surficial geology, soils, and vegetation; the INFILv3 model was considered by the 
USGS to have greater advantages than other methods of estimating recharge, such as empirical 
methods or geochemistry, because it accounts for a wide variety of natural factors (USGS 2004). 

The results of the USGS study suggest that present-day groundwater recharge to basins “in the 
region of the Mojave Desert” is very limited, and that the majority of recharge to basins in this 
region may be coming from existing groundwater storage, not from natural replenishment (NPS 
2010).  Key results from the USGS study include the following: 

 Sources of natural recharge to the Warren, Joshua Tree, and Copper Mountain Groundwater 
Basins are limited to infiltration of channelized stormflow runoff, groundwater underflow 
from neighboring basins, and septage infiltration; 

 Infiltration of precipitation to depths below the root zone and subsequent groundwater 
recharge did not occur in the Joshua Tree area (to the west-northwest of the CVGB); 

 Winter precipitation is the predominant source of groundwater recharge, based on Oxygen-18 
and deuterium data collected in the Warren, Joshua Tree, and Copper Mountain Basins; 

 Minimal recharge has reached the water table (associated with the Warren, Joshua Tree, and 
Copper Mountain Basins) since 1952, based on Carbon-14 data; 

 Most recharge to the Warren, Joshua Tree, and Copper Mountain Basins likely occurs during 
unusually wet periods or isolated occurrences of extreme storms that are separated by rela-
tively long (multi-year to multi-decade) periods of negligible recharge; and 

 The vast majority of groundwater pumped from the Warren, Joshua Tree, and Copper Moun-
tain Basins between 1958 and 2001 was removed from groundwater storage (as opposed to 
drawing on recharge), resulting in a 35-foot decline in measured groundwater levels in these 
basins (NPS 2010; USGS 2004). 
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As noted, the NPS extrapolated data and conclusions of the USGS study for applicability to the 
CVGB and contributing basins (Pinto Valley and Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basins), 
contending that the MWD Review Panel method used by GEI Consultants in support of the 
Eagle Mountain EIS and EIR grossly under-estimated recharge quantities, and the Maxey-Eakin 
methodology rejected by the GEI assessment provided a more realistic estimate of recharge.  As 
previously noted, the Maxey-Eakin method identified recharge rates to the CVGB as a range of 
600 to 3,100 afy, while the MWD Review Panel method identified a range of 7,600 to 17,700 
afy.  The NPS used results of the USGS study to derive a range of recharge coefficients, which 
were then applied to the project study area basins (CVGB, Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin, 
Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin), to identify a estimated range of total recharge of 3,300 to 
6,000 afy; the NPS notes that this estimate is consistent with the upper range of the Maxey-Eakin 
approach, suggesting that the Maxey-Eakin method is more realistic than the MWD Review 
Panel method used in the Eagle Mountain analysis (NPS 2010). 

The NPS’s recharge coefficients were derived by taking the total annual recharge estimates for 
the whole Joshua Tree study area (1,090 acre-feet) and the basins located west of the Pinto 
Valley (sub-basin CM18, 244 acre-feet), and dividing them by their respective basin areas 
(159,801 acres and 64,994 acres), to produce recharge coefficients of 0.0068 acre-feet/acre and 
0.0038 acre-feet/acre, respectively.  The NPS applied these extrapolated recharge coefficients to 
the CVGB, the Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin, and the Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin to 
identify estimated ranges of recharge to each of those basins, and to estimate rates of flow from 
the Pinto and Orocopia Valley Basins into the CVGB.  The NPS’ recharge estimates for the 
CVGB are provided below, in Table 3.20-5. 

Table 3.20-5. Natural Recharge Estimates Proposed by the NPS, Extrapolated from USGS Data 

Source of Recharge to the CVGB Estimated Quantity (afy) 
Precipitation (Within the CVGB) 2,060 – 6,125 
Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin 624 – 1,248 
Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin 329 – 658 
Total Recharge from Precipitation and Underflow 3,013 – 8,031 
Source: NPS 2010; BLM 2012; Godfrey et al. 2012 

As described in the table above, the NPS’ approach of extrapolating USGS data to estimate the 
rate of groundwater recharge to the CVGB indicates that the CVGB receives between 3,013 and 
8,031 afy of recharge from in-basin precipitation and from underflow associated with the Pinto 
Valley and Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basins.  The NPS further notes that the total annual 
streamflow recharge rates simulated by the USGS may be two to ten times greater than the mea-
sured total annual stream flow, suggesting that the recharge values estimated by the INFILv3 
model described in the 2004 USGS study may also be high by a factor of two to ten (NPS 2010).  
If it is true that the USGS model is skewed by a factor of two to ten, total annual recharge to the 
CVGB and the Pinto Valley and Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basins could be as low as 300 to 
3,000 afy; this range is nearly identical to the range predicted by the Maxey-Eakin method, 
which is the method preferred by the NPS (NPS 2010).  However, assuming that the USGS 
simulated streamflow recharge rates are reasonable, the NPS also adopts the groundwater 
recharge rates shown in Table 3.20-5 as reasonable. 
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The range for groundwater recharge shown in Table 3.20-5 is substantially lower than the values 
shown in Table 3.20-4 (Comparison of Natural Recharge Estimates from Various Studies), 
which is why the water budget shown in Table 3.20-2, which was used in the Draft EIS analysis 
for the proposed DHSP, is so different from the water budget shown in Table 3.20-3, which has 
been incorporated to this analysis for the purposes of the Final EIS for the proposed DHSP.  
Table 3.20-6, below, provides a side-by-side comparison of the recharge ranges identified by 
other studies in the DHSP area and by the NPS (based on the USGS 2004 analysis). 

Table 3.20-6. Comparison of Natural Recharge Estimates 

Source of Estimate Identified Range (afy) Average (afy) 
Other Studies in the DHSP Area 12,088 – 12,948 12,437 
NPS Study (based on USGS) 3,013 – 8,031 5,522 
Difference Between Expert Opinions 9,075 – 4,917 6,915 

Table 3.20-6 indicates vast differences in estimated rates of recharge to the CVGB from natural 
sources (precipitation and underflow).  These differences are the result of several factors, includ-
ing but not limited to the following: widely varying expert opinion on the subject of groundwater 
recharge, uncertainties inherent in the use of computer models to simulate groundwater behavior 
and characteristics, and a general lack of long-term groundwater monitoring data.  In order to 
address the discrepancy shown in Table 3.20-6 and appropriately characterize potential condi-
tions in the CVGB, while presenting a full range of possible outcomes and consequences associ-
ated with the proposed DHSP, this Final EIS incorporates discussion of all expert opinions 
regarding the rate of natural recharge to the CVGB, and the effect that this value has on the over-
all water budget. 

In further analysis of recharge to the CVGB, the NPS constructed comparative water balances 
for the CVGB over 60 years of historical pumping in the basin, using the recharge estimate iden-
tified by GEI Consultants for the Eagle Mountain analyses of 12,700 afy, in comparison to mean 
extrapolated lower recharge estimate of 3,013 afy identified by the NPS in aforementioned com-
ments on the Eagle Mountain analyses.  The NPS constructed these historic water balances using 
information presented in the Eagle Mountain EIS (FERC) and EIR (SWRCB).  Through this 
comparative analysis, the NPS concluded that if the estimates of water stored in the CVGB iden-
tified in the Eagle Mountain analyses were true, the volume of water in storage in the CVGB 
should have increased between 1948 and 2007 by approximately 267,000 acre-feet, equating to a 
rate of 4,450 afy (NPS 2010).  According to the NPS, such an increase would only be possible if 
one of the following occurred: average water level rise of approximately 18 feet across the basin; 
increased discharge by ET, and/or increased subsurface outflow from the CVGB.  The NPS 
determined that none of these three indicators is evident in the CVGB, based on the best avail-
able information.  (NPS 2010; Godfrey et al. 2012) 

Conversely, using the NPS estimates for recharge to the CVGB, the volume of water in storage 
should have decreased between 1948 and 2007 by approximately 314,000 acre-feet, which 
roughly equates to an average water level decline of 21 feet across the basin.  The NPS further 
justifies their adopted lower recharge estimates by citing what appear to be generally declining 
water levels across most of the CVGB over the last 60 years, coinciding with the conclusions of 
their historic analysis.  The NPS concludes that their historical water balance analysis suggests 
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that (1) recharge of 12,700 afy for the CVGB is likely too high, and (2) the CVGB overall may 
have been in an ongoing state of overdraft for several decades.  (Godfrey et al. 2012) 

As described throughout this section, there is a general lack of agreement among experts regard-
ing the rate of groundwater recharge to the CVGB and connected groundwater basins.  In the 
absence of comprehensive, long-term groundwater monitoring data collected throughout the 
CVGB, it is expected that there will continue to be academic disagreement on what the annual 
recharge rates and perennial yields are in the CVGB.  Considering analysis produced by the NPS 
and based on USGS research, it is possible that annual recharge to the CVGB may be much 
lower than the recharge estimates identified in the Draft EIS for the proposed DHSP, and used in 
characterizing potential impacts associated with implementation of the DHSP.  Therefore, the 
analysis of groundwater recharge and potential effects of the proposed DHSP on groundwater 
has been expanded to address all known professional opinions regarding groundwater recharge. 

Irrigation Return Flow 

The amount of applied irrigation water that returns to recharge a groundwater basin depends on 
the soil, crop type, amount and method of irrigation, and climatic factors.  In water budget 
calculations for the Chuckwalla Planning Area in support of California Water Plan updates, an 
irrigation return flow of 9 to 11 percent was calculated for 1998, 2000, and 2001, respectively.  
A 10 percent return flow is therefore considered reasonable for deep percolation from irrigation.  
Current pumpage associated with irrigation return flow is estimated to be 7,700 afy in the 
CVGB, accounting for 6,400 afy from agriculture, 215 afy from aquaculture pumping, and 1,090 
afy from Tamarisk Lake.  Therefore, return flows calculated using the 10 percent factor are 
approximately 800 afy.  (BLM 2011a) 

Wastewater Return Flow 

Wastewater return flows from the Chuckwalla and Ironwood State Prisons contribute to the 
CVGB budget, as well as residential use particularly in the Lake Tamarisk development near 
Desert Center (BLM 2011a).  Chuckwalla State Prison was constructed in 1988, and Ironwood 
State Prison became operational in 1994.  These prisons use an unlined pond to dispose of 
treated wastewater, a large percentage of which is reported to infiltrate into the subsurface and 
recharge the CVGB (BLM 2011a).  For the years 1998 through 2001, the California DWR 
Division of Planning and Local Assistance (CDWR-DPLA) reported that deep percolation of 
applied urban water in the Chuckwalla Planning Area (assumed to be wastewater return flow) 
was 500 to 800 afy.  According to authorities at the State prison complex, approximately 600 afy 
of treated effluent recharges the CVGB.  Water budget information for the proposed Eagle Crest 
Pumped Storage Project indicates 795 afy of treated effluent are recharged by the prisons, but 
that populations at the prisons are projected to reduce by about 35 percent in order to alleviate 
over-crowding, and that associated recharge to the CVGB would also reduce to 600 afy (ECE 
2008; FERC 2010).  For the purposes of this analysis, it is conservatively assumed that 
wastewater return flow from the prisons is 600 afy, accounting for a reduction in prisoner popu-
lation that could occur during implementation of the DHSP.  An additional source of wastewater 
return flow in the basin is 36 afy from the Lake Tamarisk development near Desert Center (BLM 
2011a).  With consideration to the Chuckwalla and Ironwood State Prisons, as well as the Lake 
Tamarisk development, total wastewater return flow to the CVGB is estimated to be 636 afy. 
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Groundwater Extraction 

Groundwater pumping in the CVGB includes agricultural water demand, pumping for Chuck-
walla and Ironwood State prisons, pumping for the Tamarisk Lake development and golf course, 
domestic pumping, and a minor amount of pumping by Southern California Gas Company.  Most 
of the current groundwater pumping in the CVGB occurs in the western portion of the basin, 
near the community of Desert Center.  Current groundwater pumping rates are estimated to be 
7,900 afy in the western CVGB and 2,605 afy in the eastern basin.  Agricultural production is 
limited to the western portion of the basin, with the exception of a relatively limited amount of 
acreage that is associated with the State prisons.  (BLM 2011a) 

As described in a footnote to Table 3.20-2, baseline environmental conditions relevant to the 
CVGB estimated budget include groundwater extractions associated with construction of the 
solar field for the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project, which is under construction of its 
first phase as of the initiation of analysis for this EIS.  Water demands associated with renewable 
energy projects which have been approved but are not yet under construction (at the commence-
ment of analysis for this EIS, or September 2011) are not identified under existing groundwater 
extractions because these projects have not yet initiated groundwater pumping and consumption.  
One exception to this is the Genesis Solar Energy Project, which was issued a Notice to Proceed 
on August 24, 2011, and therefore could have been under active construction by September 
2011.  Section 2.2.3 (page 2-11) of the Final EIS for the Genesis project indicates that the first 
month of construction would entail site preparation, which includes detailed construction sur-
veys, mobilization of construction staff, grading, and preparation of drainage features (BLM 
2010).  It is reasonably assumed that if construction of the Genesis project initiated immediately 
upon issuance of the Notice to Proceed, construction activities requiring the project’s full water 
requirement of 1,368 afy would not have initiated within a few days due to the need to complete 
site preparation activities (noted above) which would not require a water source.  Water demands 
associated with the Genesis project as well as other reasonably foreseeable projects in the DHSP 
area are addressed in the cumulative impacts discussion presented in Section 4.20.13 of this EIS. 

Underflow to Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin 

As described above in the discussion of “Recharge and Connectivity,” the CVGB contributes 
subsurface flow to the Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin.  Subsurface outflow to the Palo 
Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin was estimated in 1973 to be 400 afy, based on a cross sectional 
profile of the boundary between the Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin and the CVGB which 
was derived using geophysical methods and regional data regarding groundwater gradients and 
hydraulic conductivity.  This estimate was revised in 1986 based on the results of pump testing at 
Chuckwalla State Prison, resulting in estimated outflow of 870 afy.  In 1990, outflow was esti-
mated to be 1,162 afy based on return flow from prison wastewater disposal; however, the 
rationale for this adjustment was not provided.  In 1994, gravity data was used to determine that 
the area through which discharge occurs is significantly more limited than previously thought 
due to the presence of a buried bedrock ridge.  Therefore, for the purposes of this current 
estimate of groundwater budget for the CVGB, the most recent available outflow rate is consid-
ered to be 400 afy.  (BLM 2011a) 
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Evapotranspiration at Palen Dry Lake 

Groundwater elevation contour mapping suggests that groundwater may occur near the surface 
beneath the northwestern 25 percent of Palen Lake.  Therefore it is considered possible that a 
portion of Palen Lake is operating as a wet playa (described above under “Surface Water 
Resources).  Groundwater levels beneath the southeastern portions of Palen Lake, and a small 
ancillary playa located 1 mile southeast of Palen Lake, were reported as being 20 to 30 feet bgs 
in 1979, suggesting that Palen Lake would be a dry playa at various times.  (BLM 2011a) 

Groundwater levels in a well located 2 miles north of Palen Lake were reported to be 20 to 25 
feet bgs between 1932 and 1984.  Surface elevation at Palen Lake 2 miles to the south of this 
well is 460 feet above mean sea level (amsl), or 40 feet lower; it therefore appears possible that 
groundwater levels are very close to the ground surface beneath the northern portion of the playa.  
It is possible that an area in the northern portion of Palen Lake is discharging groundwater by 
evaporation as a wet playa.  (BLM 2011a) 

Field work conducted in December of 2009 included the implementation of borings to 10 feet 
bgs in an identified salt pan area in the northwest portion of Palen Dry Lake.  The moisture 
content of the soil was observed to increase with depth in both borings, and free groundwater was 
encountered at a depth of 8 feet bgs in one of the borings.  A depth of 6 to 10 feet bgs is gene-
rally the maximum depth of free water documented beneath discharging playas, suggesting that 
local groundwater could be shallow enough to discharge at the surface by capillary rise and 
evaporation.  (BLM 2011a) 

Groundwater discharge rates were estimated based on reported groundwater discharge rates at 
other playas, the area of identified salt accumulation in Palen Lake, and an evident episodic or 
intermittent nature of salt accumulation.  Measured evapotranspiration rates at Franklin Lake 
Playa were used to form a basis for this estimate, calculated to be 38 to 41 centimeters per year 
(cm/year) (1.3 to 1.4 feet per year) based on the Energy-Balance Eddy-Correlation method, 
which is reported to be the most reliable method by the USGS.  These rates are considered a 
conservative measure of evapotranspiration for active wet playa areas at Palen Lake.  (BLM 
2011a) 

The total area of potential groundwater discharge at Palen Lake is estimated to be 2,000 acres, 
with salt pan occupying 700 acres of this total.  Due to differences between Palen Lake and 
Franklin Lake Playa, a groundwater discharge rate that is half that at Franklin Lake Playa was 
adopted for Palen Lake (0.0583 feet/acre/month of water), equating to approximately 350 afy 
over an area of 2,000 acres for three months of the year.  (BLM 2011a) 

Colorado River Accounting Surface 

The USGS has indicated that the CVGB is within a basin tributary to the Colorado River, 
indicating that wells which draw groundwater from the CVGB could be withdrawing water from 
the Colorado River Aquifer (USGS 2008).  All water in the Colorado River is apportioned for 
use, meaning it is designated for specific users and uses and may not be consumed beyond the 
conditions of designated rights.  Due to the hydrologic connection between the CVGB and the 
Colorado River, all groundwater production at the DHSP site from wells that have a static water-
level elevation near (within +/- 0.84 feet at the 95-percent confidence level), equal to, or below 
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the elevation of the Accounting Surface are presumed to yield water that will be replaced by 
water from the Colorado River. 

The USGS has developed a concept for determining groundwater levels in wells which would be 
recharged by Colorado River water (USGS 2008): 

The accounting surface represents the elevation and slope of the unconfined static 
water table in the river aquifer outside the flood plain and the reservoirs of the 
Colorado River that would exist if the river were the only source of water to the 
river aquifer…  This method provides an organized way to identify those wells pre-
sumed to yield water that will be replaced by water from the river by determining 
if the elevation of the static water table at a well is above or below the accounting 
surface. 

The Colorado River Accounting Surface, as defined above, for waters in the CVGB is 234 feet 
amsl, which suggests that groundwater at or below an elevation of 234 feet amsl can be consid-
ered recharge from the adjudicated Colorado River (JR Associates 2009). 

Groundwater monitoring data in the vicinity of the DHSP site indicates that groundwater eleva-
tion ranges between 385 and 504 feet amsl, and groundwater elevation measured at wells 
proximal to the Desert Sunlight Solar Project site, adjacent to the north of the proposed DHSP 
site, ranges between 483 and 488 feet amsl.  A review of cross sections and potentiometric maps 
from prior investigations of the Upper Chuckwalla Valley show that the water level elevation has 
been interpreted to be between about 500 to 540 feet amsl in this area.  These water level data, 
obtained from both groundwater well monitoring and interpretation of potentiometric surfaces, 
were collected between 1961 and 1992, and indicate that static groundwater level in the vicinity 
of the DHSP site is above the Colorado River Accounting Surface.  Additionally, groundwater 
monitoring data obtained in the year 2000 at a well near the community of Desert Center (Well 
5S/16E-17P92), approximately three miles south of the proposed DHSP site, indicate a water 
elevation of 462 feet amsl, or approximately 230 feet above the Colorado River Accounting Sur-
face.  (AECOM 2011) 

Groundwater Quality 

Groundwater quality varies throughout the CVGB.  South and west of Palen Lake, groundwater 
is typically sodium chloride to sodium sulfate-chloride in character.  Total Dissolved Solids 
(TDS) concentrations across the basin range from 274 to 12,300 mg/L.  Sulfate, chloride, fluor-
ide, and TDS concentrations are high for domestic use, while boron, TDS, and sodium concen-
trations are high for irrigation use.  (DWR 2004a) 

Beneficial uses for groundwater resources are identified by the planning area, and by the HUs 
encompassed by each planning area.  Table 3.20-7, below, identifies the beneficial uses relevant 
to groundwater resources within the Hayfield Planning Area.  As discussed in the introduction to 
this section, the DHSP is located within the Chuckwalla HU, which, as identified below and in 
the Basin Plan, is also located within the Hayfield Planning Area.  Other HUs located within the 
Hayfield Planning Area include the Rice HU and the Hayfield HU.  For consistency with the Basin 
Plan, Table 3.20-7 identifies beneficial uses for groundwater resources within all three HUs 
located within the Hayfield Planning Area, although the project would only occur within the 
Chuckwalla HU. 
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Table 3.20-7. Beneficial Uses of Groundwater Resources in the Project Area and Vicinity 

Hayfield Planning Area 

Beneficial Use Designation1 

MUN2 IND AGR 
Rice Hydrologic Unit X   
Chuckwalla Hydrologic Unit X X X 
Hayfield Hydrologic Unit    
1 - MUN: Municipal and Domestic Supply; IND: Industrial Service Supply; AGR: Agriculture Supply. 
2 - At such time as the need arises to know whether a particular aquifer which has no known existing MUN use should be considered as a 

source of drinking water, the Regional Board will make such a determination based on the criteria listed in the "Sources of Drinking Water 
Policy" in Chapter 2 of this Basin Plan.  An "X" placed under the MUN in this table for a particular hydrologic unit indicates only that at least 
one of the aquifers in that unit currently supports a MUN beneficial use.  For example, the actual MUN usage of the Imperial hydrologic unit 
is limited only to a small portion of that ground water unit. 

Source: Colorado River Basin RWQCB 2006b. 

Potential impacts associated with beneficial uses and water quality are discussed in Section 4.20 
of this EIS. 
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3.21 SOLID AND HAZARDOUS WASTES 

This section describes the existing conditions related to solid and hazardous wastes that could be 
affected by implementation of the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP).  The project 
study area includes all areas where the proposed project and alternatives could affect the follow-
ing: wastes generated on-site, disposal of wastes generated on-site, septic system, landfill use and 
capacity, and emergency response and evacuation relevant to hazardous wastes. 

3.21.1 Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations 

Existing laws and regulations applicable to solid and hazardous wastes are described below.  In 
some cases, compliance with these existing laws and regulations would serve to reduce or avoid 
certain impacts that might otherwise occur with the implementation of the proposed project or 
alternatives. 

Federal 

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (Superfund) of 
1980 (42 USC. § 9601 et seq.) 

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) pro-
vides a federal Superfund to clean up uncontrolled or abandoned hazardous waste sites as well as 
accidents, spills and other emergency releases of pollutants and contaminants into the environ-
ment.  The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) generally administers 
CERCLA.  This law provides broad federal authority to respond directly to releases or threatened 
releases of hazardous substances that may endanger public health or the environment. 

Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (Title III 40 CFR§ 68.110 et seq.) 

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act amended CERCLA and established a 
nationwide emergency planning and response program, and imposed reporting requirements for 
businesses that store, handle or produce significant quantities of extremely hazardous materials.  
Administered by the USEPA, the act requires states to implement a comprehensive system to 
inform local agencies and the public when a significant quantity of such materials is stored or 
handled at a facility.  Additionally, the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act identi-
fies requirements for planning, reporting, and notification concerning hazardous materials. 

Clean Water Act (33 USC. §1251 et seq.) 

The Clean Water Act (CWA) is the principal federal statute protecting navigable waters of the 
United States and adjoining shorelines from the discharge of pollution from point sources.  Since 
its enactment, the CWA has formed the foundation for the regulations and permitting of pollu-
tion prevention and response measures in waters subject to federal jurisdiction.  The CWA estab-
lishes basic structure for regulating discharges of pollutants into the waters of the United States; 
establishes pollution control programs such as setting wastewater standards for industry; and sets 
water quality standards for all contaminants in surface waters.  The CWA generally applies to 
surface Waters of the United States, and the Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has not for-
mally determined whether any jurisdictional waters occur on the site of the proposed project or 
alternatives.  However, based on previous USACE determinations that waters are not jurisdic-
tional on the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project, it is not expected that USACE will 
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take jurisdiction for the proposed project and alternatives.  Nevertheless, CWA requirements are 
set forth below.  Please see Section 3.20.1 for further discussion of the CWA. 

Oil Pollution Prevention (40 CFR Part 112) 

The goal of the oil pollution prevention regulation in 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 
112 is to prevent oil discharges from reaching navigable waters of the United States or adjoining 
shorelines.  Facilities that could reasonably be expected to discharge oil into navigable waters in 
quantities that may be harmful are required to develop and implement Spill Prevention, Control 
and Countermeasures (SPCC) plans per the SPCC rule. 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration administers health standards that (1) provide 
regulations for safety in the workplace; (2) regulate construction safety; and (3) require a 
Hazards Communication Plan.  The plan includes identification and inventory of all hazardous 
materials for which Material Safety Data Sheets would be maintained, and employee training in 
safe handling of said materials. 

State 

California Environmental Protection Agency 

The California Environmental Protection Agency (Cal EPA) unifies California’s environmental 
authority, consolidating the California Air Resources Board (CARB), State Water Resources 
Control Board (SWRCB), Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), Integrated Waste 
Management Board (IWMB), the DTSC, Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment, 
and the Department of Pesticide Regulation under one agency.  The California Hazardous Waste 
Control Law is administered by Cal EPA’s DTSC. 

Department of Toxic Substance Control 

The DTSC is the primary agency in California that regulates hazardous waste, administers clean-
ups of existing contamination and looks for ways to reduce hazardous waste produced in Cali-
fornia.  The DTSC regulates hazardous waste in California primarily under the authority of 
RCRA and the California Health and Safety Code.  The DTSC manages, maintains and monitors 
the Cortese list of hazardous waste sites.  The Cortese list, or Hazardous Waste and Substances 
Sites List, is a planning resource used by the state, local agencies, and developers to comply with 
CEQA requirements in providing information about the location of hazardous materials release 
sites. 

Integrated Waste Management Act 

The Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989 (PRC 40050 et seq. or Assembly Bill (AB 939, 
codified in PRC 40000), administered by the California Integrated Waste Management Board, 
requires all local and county governments to adopt a Source Reduction and Recycling Element to 
identify means of reducing the amount of solid waste sent to landfills.  This law sets reduction 
targets at 25 percent by the year 1995 and 50 percent by the year 2000.  To assist local jurisdic-
tions in achieving these targets, the California Solid Waste Reuse and Recycling Access Act of 
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1991 requires all new developments to include adequate, accessible, and convenient areas for 
collecting and loading recyclable and green waste materials. 

Local 

Riverside Code Section 8.124 (Ordinance 650.5) – Septic System 

This ordinance regulates the discharge of sewage in the unincorporated areas of Riverside County.  
An on-site water treatment system (OWTS) means any individual or community onsite waste-
water treatment, pretreatment and dispersal system including septic systems.  An application 
must be submitted to the Riverside County Department of Environmental Health (DEH) for 
approval, and the OWTS will be subject to an annual operating permit. 

County of Riverside Department of Environmental Health 

The County of Riverside DEH acts as the Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA) for River-
side County and is responsible for reviewing Hazardous Materials Business Plans.  A CUPA is a 
local agency that has been certified by Cal EPA to implement state environmental programs 
related to hazardous materials and waste.  The DEH is responsible for protecting the health and 
safety of the public and the environment of Riverside County by assuring that hazardous mate-
rials are properly handled and stored.  The DEH accomplishes this through inspection, emer-
gency response, site remediation and hazardous waste management services.  The specific 
responsibilities of the DEH include the following: 

 Inspecting hazardous material handlers and hazardous waste generators to ensure full compli-
ance with laws and regulations. 

 Implementing CUPA programs for the development of accident prevention and emergency 
plans, proper installation, monitoring, and closure of underground storage tanks and the 
handling, storage and transportation and disposal of hazardous wastes. 

 Providing 24-hour response to emergency incidents involving hazardous materials or wastes in 
order to protect the public and the environment from accidental releases and illegal activities. 

 Overseeing the investigation and remediation of environmental contamination due to releases 
from underground storage tanks, hazardous waste containers, chemical processes or the trans-
portation of hazardous materials. 

 Conducting investigations and taking enforcement action as necessary against anyone who 
disposes of hazardous waste illegally or otherwise manages hazardous materials or wastes in 
violation of federal, state or local laws and regulations. 

3.21.2 Solid and Hazardous Wastes Existing Conditions 

The DHSP is located in eastern Riverside County.  The solar facility would be north of the com-
munity of Desert Center and just south of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project, which is cur-
rently under construction.  The environmental baseline for the proposed project and alternatives 
includes the preliminary construction of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project as of the 
commencement of analysis for this EIS in September 2011. 
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Non-Hazardous Wastes 

The Riverside County Waste Management Department (RCWMD) is responsible for providing 
landfill capacity for non-hazardous waste materials within Riverside County.  RCWMD operates 
six landfills (Badlands, Blythe, Desert Center, Lamb Canyon, Mecca II, and Oasis) and has a 
contract agreement for waste disposal with an additional private landfill (El Sobrante).  RCWMD 
also administers several transfer station leases.  RCWMD ensures that Riverside County has a 
minimum of 15 years of capacity, at any time, for future landfill disposal.  (RCWMD 2011a) 

Hazardous Wastes 

A hazardous material is any substance that, because of its quantity, concentration, or physical or 
chemical properties, may pose a hazard to human health and the environment.  Under Title 22 of 
the California Code of Regulations (CCR), the term “hazardous substance” refers to both hazard-
ous materials and hazardous wastes.  Both of these are classified according to four properties: (1) 
toxicity; (2) ignitability; (3) corrosiveness; and (4) reactivity (CCR Title 22, Chapter 11, and 
Article 3).  A hazardous material is defined in CCR, Title 22 as: 

. . . A substance or combination of substances which, because of its quantity, concentra-

tion, or physical, chemical or infectious characteristics, may either (1) cause, or signifi-

cantly contribute to, an increase in mortality or an increase in serious irreversible, or 

incapacitating reversible, illness; or (2) pose a substantial present or potential hazard to 

human health or environment when improperly treated, stored, transported or disposed 

of or otherwise managed (CCR, Title 22, Section 66260.10). 

Hazardous materials in various forms can cause death, serious injury, long-lasting health effects, 
and damage to buildings, homes, and other property.  Hazards to human health and the environ-
ment can occur during production, storage, transportation, use, or disposal of hazardous mate-
rials.  There are no known hazardous wastes on the solar facility site.  Hazardous wastes in the 
region are discussed in Section 3.13 (Public Health and Safety). 

A comprehensive list of Registered Hazardous Waste Transporters Serving Riverside County is 
provided and updated by the Riverside County Department of Environmental Health, Environ-
mental Protection and Oversight Division (RCWMD 2011b). 
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3.22 CDCA PLAN CONFORMANCE 

The proposed project and alternatives would be developed on federal and private lands that are 
administered by the BLM and Riverside County, respectively.  In the CDCA Plan, the Desert 
Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) site includes land that is classified as Multiple-Use Class M (Mod-
erate Use) and the gen-tie line Alternative E would cross land that is classified as Multiple-Use 
Class L (Limited).  Gen-tie line alternatives B, C, and D would also cross a very small portion of 
land classified as Multiple-Use Class L as they enter the Red Bluff Substation.  The Plan states 
that solar power facilities may be allowed within Moderate and Limited Use areas after NEPA 
requirements are met.  Within Multiple Use Class M the CDCA Plan allows for transmission 
lines above 161 kV within designated corridors.  If a new transmission line is proposed that is 
above 161 kV and not within a designated corridor, either the CDCA Plan could be amended to 
designate a new corridor or the CDCA Plan could be amended to ‘allow’ the transmission line 
outside a corridor.  This EIS is the mechanism for complying with the NEPA requirements. 

3.22.1 Existing California Desert Conservation Area Plan and Amendments 

The 25-million-acre CDCA was designated by Congress in 1976 through the Federal Land Pol-
icy Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976.  The area, which encompasses portions of the Mojave, 
Sonoran, and Great Basin Deserts, currently contains approximately 11 million acres of BLM-
administered public lands.  The 1980 CDCA Plan, as amended, serves as the land use guide for 
the management, use, development and protection of public lands within the CDCA.  Public 
lands within the CDCA are managed based on the concepts of multiple-use, sustained yield, and 
maintenance of environmental quality.  The DHSP site would be located on federal lands under 
the BLM’s jurisdiction within the CDCA and would, therefore, be subject to the provisions of 
the CDCA Plan (as amended). 

The goal of the CDCA Plan is to provide for the use of the public lands and resources of the 
CDCA, including economic, educational, scientific, and recreational uses, in a manner that 
enhances without diminishing the environmental, cultural, and aesthetic values of the desert and 
its productivity.  This goal is to be achieved through the direction given for management actions 
and resolution of conflicts outlined in the CDCA Plan.  Direction is provided for BLM-administered 
public lands in four multiple-use classes.  The multiple-use classifications describe the type and 
level or degree of use that is permitted within geographic areas.  Further refinement of direction 
of management of resources within the CDCA is expressed in the goals for motorized vehicle 
access, geology, energy production and utility corridors and in certain site specific Plan decisions 
such as Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs). 

While renewable energy development is allowed within the multiple-use class guidelines of the 
CDCA Plan, the Plan provides that a plan amendment is required for renewable energy projects 
not previously identified in the Plan. 

The ROW required for the solar facility site is within an area that is designated as Multiple-Use 
Class M (Moderate Use) according to the CDCA Plan (BLM 1980a, as amended), and the 1988 
Plan Amendments (BLM 1989).  The Multiple-Use Class M designation is intended to control 
balance between higher intensity use and protection of public lands.  Public lands designated as 
Class M are managed generally to provide for a wide variety or present and future uses such as 
mining, livestock grazing, recreation, energy, and utility development.  Class M management is 
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also designed to conserve desert resources and to mitigate damage to those resources which per-
mitted uses may cause. 

The Energy Production and Utility Corridors Element of the CDCA Plan (BLM 1980a, as 
amended) recognizes the CDCA as an area where energy production facilities and utility cor-
ridors could be located.  The element outlines BLM’s management decisions for designation and 
implementation of a network of planning (utility) corridors to meet the projected utility needs 
through the year 2000 and siting procedures for power plants and alternative energy sources.  A 
site-specific NEPA analysis is required for all applications for a ROW for any transmission line, 
regardless of whether the transmission line is in a corridor.  In addition, implementation 
decisions outlined in the element indicate that an amendment to the CDCA Plan is required for 
all power generation facilities not specifically identified in the CDCA Plan. 

Sixteen joint-use planning (utility) corridors varying in width from 2 to 5 miles are identified in 
the CDCA Plan, as amended.  These corridors are intended to include new electrical transmission 
lines of 161 kV or above, all pipelines with diameters greater than 12 inches, and major aque-
ducts or canals for inter-basin transfers of water.  According to the CDCA Plan, applications for 
utility ROWs will be encouraged to use designated corridors by BLM management. 

Planning Criteria 

Because solar power facilities and transmission lines are allowable uses of the proposed project 
and alternatives site as it is classified in the CDCA Plan, they would not conflict with the Plan.  
However, Chapter 3, “Energy Production and Utility Corridors Element” of the Plan also 
requires that sites associated with power generation and transmission not already identified in the 
Plan be considered through the Plan Amendment process.  According to guidance issued by the 
BLM California Desert District in 2008 (in response to IM No. 2007-097), an amendment to the 
CDCA Plan is required for authorization of all power generation facility ROW sited on BLM-
administered public lands within the CDCA.  The site for the solar facility is not currently identi-
fied within the Plan; therefore, Plan Amendment is required to include that site as a recognized 
solar generation location within the planning boundary.  Approval of this power generation site 
would result in an amendment to the Energy Production and Utility Corridors Element.  The 
specific amendment, should a development action alternative be chosen, would state that the 
Desert Harvest Solar Project is allowed. 

For transmission lines above 161 kV proposed outside a designated corridor, either the CDCA 
Plan could be amended to designate a new corridor or the CDCA Plan could be amended to 
‘allow’ the transmission line outside a corridor.  Portions of gen-tie line Alternatives B through E 
would not be within a currently designated corridor and a plan amendment would be required to 
allow the development of these gen-tie line alternatives.  The specific amendment, should a gen-
tie action alternative be chosen, would state that the Desert Harvest Solar 220 kV Gen-Tie is 
allowed outside a designated corridor. 

The CDCA Plan planning criteria are the constraints and ground rules that guide and direct the 
development of the Plan Amendment.  They ensure that the Plan Amendment is tailored to the 
identified issues and ensure that unnecessary data collection and analyses are avoided.  As 
specified in Chapter 7, Plan Amendment Process, there are three categories of Plan Amend-
ments, including: 
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 Category 1, for proposed changes that will not result in significant environmental impact or 
analysis through an Environmental Impact Statement; 

 Category 2, for proposed changes that would require a significant change in the location or 
extent of a multiple-use class designation; and 

 Category 3, to accommodate a request for a specific use or activity that will require analysis 
beyond the Plan Amendment Decision. 

Based on these criteria, approval of the proposed project or action alternatives would require a 
Category 3 amendment.  This chapter summarizes the procedures necessary to evaluate the 
proposed Plan Amendment, as well as the procedures required to perform the environmental 
review of the ROW application. 

Statement of Plan Amendment 

The Implementation section of the Energy Production and Utility Corridors Element of the 
CDCA Plan lists a number of Category 3 amendments that have been approved since adoption of 
the Plan in 1980.  To be compliant with the CDCA Plan, Alternatives 4 through 7 would require 
the following amendment for the generation facility: “The Desert Harvest Solar Generation 
Project is allowed.”  To be compliant with the CDCA Plan, the following amendment would be 
required for the gen-tie line Alternatives B through E: “The 220 kV gen-tie line that serves the 
DSHP is ‘allowed’ outside of a designated corridor.”  The possibility of creating a corridor for 
the gen-tie line was also considered by the BLM for the gen-tie line alternatives.  However, 
sufficient use of a corridor in this area is not expected to justify such a designation. 

Plan Amendment Process 

The Plan Amendment process is outlined in Chapter 7 of the Plan.  In analyzing an applicant’s 
request for amending or changing the Plan, the BLM State Director, California State Office, will: 

 Determine if the request has been properly submitted and if any law or regulation prohibits 
granting the requested amendment. 

 Determine if alternative locations within the CDCA are available which would meet the appli-
cant’s needs without requiring a change in the Plan’s classification, or an amendment to any 
Plan element. 

 Determine the environmental effects of granting and/or implementing the applicant’s request. 

 Consider the economic and social impacts of granting and/or implementing the applicant’s 
request. 

 Provide opportunities for and consideration of public comment on the proposed amendment, 
including input from the public and from federal, State, and local government agencies. 

 Evaluate the effect of the proposed amendment on BLM management’s desert-wide obligation 
to achieve and maintain a balance between resource use and resource protection. 

Decision Criteria for Evaluation of Proposed Plan Amendment 

The Decision Criteria to be used for approval or disapproval of the proposed amendment require 
that the following determinations be made by the BLM State Director: 
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 The proposed amendment is in accordance with applicable laws and regulations; 

 The proposed amendment will provide for the immediate and future management, use, devel-
opment, and protection of the public lands within the CDCA. 

The BLM State Director will base the rationale for these determinations on the principles of 
multiple use, sustained yield, and maintenance of environmental quality as required in the 
FLPMA of 1976.  Multiple use is defined as management of public lands and their resource values 
in a combination that best meets the needs of present and future Americans, using some land for 
less than all of the resources, taking into account balanced and diverse use with long-term needs, 
and coordinating management of various resources without permanent impairment of 
productivity and environmental quality considering the relative values of the resources.  Sustained 
yield is defined as achievement and maintenance in perpetuity of a high level annual or regular 
periodic output of the various renewable resources of the public lands consistent with multiple 
use.  In this context, the authorized officer will determine whether the Proposed Action comports 
with these FLPMA principles. 

Decision Criteria for Evaluation of Application 

In addition to defining the required analyses and Decision Criteria for Plan Amendments, the 
Plan also defines the Decision Criteria to be used to evaluate future applications in the Energy 
Production and Utility Corridors Element of Chapter 3.  These Decision Criteria include: 

 Minimize the number of separate rights-of-way by utilizing existing rights-of-way as a basis for 
planning corridors; 

 Encourage joint-use of corridors for transmission lines, canals, pipelines, and cables; 

 Provide alternative corridors to be considered during processing of applications; 

 Avoid sensitive resources wherever possible; 

 Conform to local plans whenever possible; 

 Consider wilderness values and be consistent with final wilderness recommendations; 

 Complete the delivery systems network; 

 Consider ongoing projects for which decisions have been made; and 

 Consider corridor networks which take into account power needs and alternative fuel resources. 

Factors to be Considered 

The Plan also states that, in the evaluation of proposed power plants, BLM will use the same fac-
tors affecting the public lands and their resources as those used by the Energy Commission.  At 
the time the CDCA Plan was written, those factors included: 

 Consistency with the Desert Plan, 

 Protection of air quality, 

 Impact on adjacent wilderness and sensitive resources, 

 Visual quality, 

 Fuel sources and delivery systems, 

 Cooling-water sources, 

 Waste disposal, 
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 Seismic hazards, and 

 Regional equity. 

These factors are now considered to include the environmental information requirements defined 
in the California Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 20, Appendix B, which include: 

 General (Project Overview) 
 Cultural Resources 
 Land Use 
 Noise 
 Traffic and Transportation 
 Visual Resources 
 Socioeconomics 
 Air Quality 
 Public Health 
 Hazardous Materials Handling 
 Worker Safety 

 Biological Resources 
 Water Resources 
 Soils 
 Paleontological Resources 
 Geological Hazards and Resources 
 Transmission System Safety and Nuisance 
 Facility Design 
 Transmission System Design 
 Reliability 
 Efficiency 

3.22.2 Determinations Required for the California Desert Conservation Area Plan 

Required Determinations 

The specific determinations required for the Plan Amendment evaluation are discussed in detail 
below in Table 3.22-1, Plan Amendment Determinations.  This EIS acts as the mechanism for 
evaluating both the proposed project application, and the proposed Plan Amendment.  The 
factors specified in CCR Title 20, Appendix B are included within the scope of the analysis pre-
sented in the EIS. 

Table 3.22-1. Plan Amendment Determinations 

Determinations Conformance 
Determine if the request has been properly submitted and if 
any law or regulation prohibits granting the requested 
amendment. 

The Applicant’s request for a right-of-way was properly submitted, 
and this EIS acts as the mechanism for evaluating and disclosing 
environmental impacts associated with that application.  No law 
or regulation prohibits granting the amendment. 

Determine if alternative locations within the CDCA are 
available which would meet the applicant’s needs without 
requiring a change in the Plan’s classification, or an 
amendment to any Plan element. 

The CDCA Plan does not currently identify any available sites as 
solar generating facilities.  Therefore, there is no other location 
on public land within the CDCA which could serve as an 
alternative location without requiring a Plan Amendment.  The 
solar facility does not require a change in the Multiple-Use Class 
classification. 

Determine the environmental effects of granting and/or 
implementing the applicant’s request. 

This EIS acts as the mechanism for evaluating the environmental 
effects of granting the right-of-way and the Plan Amendment. 

Consider the economic and social impacts of granting 
and/or implementing the applicant’s request. 

This EIS acts as the mechanism for evaluating the economic and 
social impacts of granting the right-of-way and the Plan Amendment. 
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Table 3.22-1. Plan Amendment Determinations 

Determinations Conformance 
Provide opportunities for and consideration of public 
comment on the proposed draft plan amendment, including 
input from the public and from federal, State, and local 
government agencies. 

A Notice of Intent (NOI) to amend the CDCA Plan was published 
in the Federal Register September 15, 2011, Vol. 76, No. 179 Fed. 
Reg.  57073-57074.  Public scoping meetings were held in 
October 2011 and public and agency comment opportunities are 
provided during the EIS process.  A Notice of Availability for 
public and agency review was published on April 18, 2012, which 
initiated a 90-day public comment period for the Draft EIS and 
Draft Plan Amendment.  The comment period from April 18, 2012 
to July 17, 2012.  Additionally, public hearings were held on 
May 14, 2012.  A Notice of Availability for the Final EIS and 
proposed Plan Amendment will be published in the Federal 
Register which will initiate a 30-day protest period on the 
proposed PA to the Director of the BLM in accordance with 43 
CFR 1610.5-2.  

Evaluate the effect of the proposed amendment on BLM 
management’s desert-wide obligation to achieve and 
maintain a balance between resource use and resource 
protection. 

The balance between resource use and resource protection is 
evaluated within the EIS.  Title VI of the FLPMA, under California 
Desert Conservation Area, provides for the immediate and future 
protection and administration of the public lands in the California 
desert within the framework of a program of multiple use and 
sustained yield, and maintenance of environmental quality.  
Multiple use includes the use of renewable energy resources, 
and through Title V of FLPMA, the BLM is authorized to grant 
rights-of-way for generation and transmission of electric energy.  
The acceptability of use of public lands within the CDCA for this 
purpose is recognized through the Plan’s approval of solar gen-
erating facilities within Multiple-Use Class M.  The purpose of the 
EIS is to identify resources which may be adversely impacted by 
approval of the proposed project, evaluate alternative actions 
which may accomplish the purpose and need with a lesser degree 
of resource impacts, and identify mitigation measures and Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) which, when implemented, would 
reduce the extent and magnitude of the impacts and provide a 
greater degree of resource protection. 

Because solar electric facilities are allowed under Multiple-Use Class M designations, the DHSP 
is consistent with the CDCA multiple-use class designations and is not anticipated to require a 
plan amendment for reclassification of the project site for the solar facility.  The gen-tie 
alternatives would also be located on Class M and Class L lands.  Electrical transmission and 
distribution facilities may be allowed on Class M and Class L outside designated utility corridors 
after NEPA requirements are met and a plan amendment is approved.  Gen-tie Alternatives B, 
C, D, and E are not within a utility corridor and require a plan amendment to allow a 220 kV 
transmission line outside of a designated utility corridor. 

The CDCA Plan, as amended, states that the same criteria used for determining decisions within 
the CDCA Energy Production and Utility Corridors Element would also be used to evaluate 
applications for specific electrical ROW or power plant sites.  The conformity of the Proposed 
Action with the CDCA Plan’s Energy Production and Utility Corridors Element Decision Crite-
ria is shown in Table 3.22-2, Conformity with the CDCA Area Plan’s Energy Production and 
Utility Corridors Element Decision Criteria. 
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Table 3.22-2. Conformity with the CDCA Area Plan’s Energy Production and Utility Corridors Element 
Decision Criteria 

Decision Criteria Compliance 
Minimize the number of separate rights-of-way by utilizing 
existing rights-of-way as a basis for planning corridors 

Although the Proposed Action will require a separate ROW, the 
intent of this element is somewhat met in that the action 
alternatives are in close proximity to the Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm project and its associated linear facilities, which would 
allow better planning.   

Encourage joint-use of corridors for transmission lines, 
canals, pipelines, and cables 

Placement of the Proposed Action adjacent to existing facilities 
and proposing a joint use of the Desert Sunlight transmission 
towers or ROW somewhat meets the intend of this element.  
Although the proposed project is not within a designated corridor 
joint use was encouraged in the alternatives development for 
the EIS.  One gen-tie line alternative would be collocated on 
poles on an “allowed” transmission line and one gen-tie line 
alternative would parallel an “allowed transmission line”. 

Provide alternative corridors to be considered during 
processing of applications 

Alternative site locations were considered during the planning 
process and are discussed in Chapter 2, Description of the 
Proposed Action and Alternatives.  No designated corridor is 
available for the gen-tie line alternatives from the generation site 
to the substation.  One gen-tie line alternative would be 
collocated on poles on an “allowed” transmission line. 

Avoid sensitive resources wherever possible The extent to which the Proposed Action has been located and 
designed to avoid sensitive resources is addressed throughout 
the EIS.  BLM and other federal regulations that restrict the 
placement of proposed facilities, such as the presence of 
designated Wilderness Areas or Desert Wildlife Management 
Areas were considerations in the original siting process used by 
the Applicant and discussed with BLM during pre-application 
proceedings (43 CFR 2804.10) to identify potential project 
locations.  The proposed project location and configurations of 
the boundaries were modified in consideration of sensitive 
resources.   

Conform to local plans whenever possible The extent to which the Proposed Action conforms to local plans 
is addressed within the Land Use chapter of the EIS.  The 
Proposed Action is in conformance with the Riverside County 
General Plan. 

Consider wilderness values and be consistent with final 
wilderness recommendations 

The Proposed Action is not located within a designated Wilder-
ness Area or Wilderness Study Area.  Wilderness 
characteristics of the proposed project and alternatives sites are 
evaluated in the EIS for example in Section 4.17, Special 
Designations, and in Section 4.19, Visual Resources.  

Complete the delivery systems network This decision criterion is not applicable to the Proposed Action. 
Consider ongoing projects for which decisions have been 
made 

This decision criterion is not applicable to the Proposed Action.  
Approval of the proposed project would not affect any other 
projects for which decisions have been made. 

Consider corridor networks which take into account power 
needs and alternative fuel resources 

This decision criterion is not applicable to the Proposed Action.  
The Proposed Action does not involve the consideration of an 
addition to or modification of the corridor network.  However, it 
does utilize existing facilities, which were designed with 
consideration of both power needs and locations of alternative 
fuel resources. 
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Regulatory Requirements 

Section 202 of FLPMA states: “The Secretary shall, with public involvement . . .  develop, main-
tain, and when appropriate, revise land use plans which provide by tracts or areas for the use of 
the public lands” (43 United States Code [USC] 1712).  The regulations for making and 
modifying land use plans and planning decisions are found in Title 43 of the CFR Part 1600. 

The proposed land use plan amendment is to follow the regulations as set forth in Title 43 CFR 
Part 1610, Resource Management Planning, which requires that an interdisciplinary approach be 
taken in amending resource management plans (RMPs), where the disciplines of the preparers 
shall be appropriate to the values involved and the issues identified for the amendment.  The 
amendment is to be analyzed through the NEPA process, in which the public and federal, state, 
and local governments are to be provided opportunities to meaningfully participate in and 
comment on the preparation of the amendment and be given early notice of planning activities. 

The analysis and public involvement for the land use plan amendment coincides, to the extent 
possible, with the public notices, hearings, and comment periods of the EIS.  The land use plan 
amendment and identification of major issues are discussed and analyzed within the technical 
resource chapters of this EIS.  Potential effects and mitigation measures resulting from the land 
use plan amendment, if required, are evaluated and discussed relevant to each technical resource 
area. 

The Record of Decision will address the EIS, including both the land use plan amendment under 
the BLM planning regulations, and the project under the BLM ROW regulations and NEPA. 

Because the Draft EIS also evaluated a BLM draft land use plan amendment, the public review 
period lasted 90 days from the date the Notice of Availability of the draft EIS was published in 
the Federal Register (43 CFR 1610.2) by the EPA.  The proposed revisions to the CDCA Plan 
(as outlined in Chapter 7 of the CDCA Plan, as amended) and of the necessary ROW required for 
the project would be approved by a decision maker at the level of the California State Director, 
or higher. 

The planning regulations include an opportunity for protest (43 CFR 1610.5-2).  The protest 
period extends 30 days from the date that the Environmental Protection Agency publishes the 
Notice of Availability of the final EIS containing the proposed plan amendments in the Federal 
Register.  A letter of protest must be filed with the BLM Director within 30 days of the EPA 
notice.  The Director may dismiss or uphold a protest, in whole or in part.  The BLM will 
withhold approval and implementation on any protested portion of a plan amendment until the 
protest process has been completed.  Portions of the plan amendment not being protested may be 
approved and implemented. 

EPA’s notice simultaneously initiates the Governor’s consistency review.  The Governor has a 
maximum of 60 days to identify inconsistencies between the proposed plan and state and local 
plans and provide written comments to the BLM California State Director.  The BLM and the 
state may mutually agree upon a shorter review period satisfactory to both parties. 

Once protests have been resolved and the Governor’s consistency review has been completed, 
the BLM State Director may approve the plan amendment and/or the Proposed Action or one of 
its alternatives.  These decisions, if signed by a decision maker in the Department of the Interior, 
are the final decision of the U.S. Department of the Interior and cannot be appealed to the 
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Interior Board of Land Appeals.  If the decision is signed by a decision maker at the BLM then 
the implementation decisions (non-plan amendment) may be appealed to the Interior Board of 
Land Appeals. 
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CHAPTER 4 – ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

This chapter assesses environmental consequences or impacts that would result from the imple-
mentation of the proposed project or the alternatives described in Chapter 2.  These analyses con-
sider direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of the proposed project and alternatives, including 
both short-term impacts during construction and decommissioning, and long-term impacts during 
operations.  This chapter also identifies mitigation measures (MM) to address adverse impacts 
and summarizes the residual and unavoidable adverse impacts on a resource-by-resource basis.  
The scope of the impact analyses presented in this chapter is commensurate with the level of 
detail for the alternatives provided in Chapter 2, Proposed Action and Alternatives, and the avail-
ability and/or quality of data necessary to assess impacts.  Baseline conditions for assessing the 
potential environmental impacts are described in Chapter 3. 

4.1.1 Methodology 

The methodology for this assessment conforms with the guidance found in the following sections 
of the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations for implementing the National Envi-
ronmental Policy Act (NEPA): 40 Code of Federal Regulation (CFR) Section 1502.24, Meth-
odology and Scientific Accuracy; 40 CFR Section 1508.7, Cumulative Impact; and 40 CFR 
Section 1508.8, Effects.  The CEQ regulations require agencies to “rigorously explore and objec-
tively evaluate” the impacts of the alternatives. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the project is subject to environmental review under the NEPA.  
Because this project will require close cooperation with Riverside County, this EIS was written 
to comply with NEPA and to satisfy CEQA requirements for those project components that 
require entitlements from state and local agencies, in accordance with CEQA Guidelines, Public 
Resources Code Section 21000 et seq., including the Guidelines for Implementation of the 
CEQA, Title 14 California Code of Regulations section 15000 et seq.  CEQA considerations 
including CEQA Significance Criteria, based on the significance criteria listed in the CEQA 
Environmental Checklist, Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, and CEQA Significance Deter-
mination have been included at the end each Section as required.  There is no requirement that 
Federal agencies determine significance when analyzing impacts in an EIS; rather, the BLM 
must take a “hard look” at the impacts of the proposed project and its alternatives and determine 
whether they are adverse.  Therefore, any determination of significance in this document is a 
determination under CEQA, not NEPA. 

In addition, because certain aspects of the project description are not narrowly defined at this 
stage of project development and a range of potential configurations exist (e.g., types of panels 
that will ultimately be selected and procured, location of the operations and maintenance build-
ing, exact placement of transmission poles, and other details), a conservative scenario of environ-
mental effects for each resource is evaluated throughout this chapter.  This approach serves to 
ensure an estimate that is unlikely to be exceeded of adverse environmental effects for the pro-
posed project and alternatives, as actual project effects may be somewhat reduced upon final 
engineering and configuration of the DHSP. 
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Effects on Joshua Tree National Park are evaluated throughout this chapter and are also compiled 
into a single section, Section 4.17, Special Designations, for ease of evaluation of effects on the 
Park. 

4.1.2 Types of Effects 

The potential impacts from those actions that would have direct, indirect, and cumulative effects 
were considered for each resource.  The terms “effect” and “impact” as used in this document are 
synonymous and could be beneficial or detrimental. 

Direct effects are caused by the action and occur at the same time and place as the action; indi-
rect effects are caused by the action and occur later in time or further in distance, but are still rea-
sonably foreseeable (40 CFR 1508.8).  Cumulative impacts are those effects resulting from the 
incremental impacts of an action when combined with other past, present, and reasonably fore-
seeable future actions (regardless of which agency or person undertakes such actions) (40 CFR 
1508.7).  Cumulative impacts could result from individually insignificant but collectively signifi-
cant actions taking place over a period of time.  Short-term impacts occur only for a short time 
after implementation of a management action; for example, construction noise impacts from con-
struction activities would be considered short term in nature.  By contrast, long-term effects 
occur for an extended period after implementation of a management action; for example, opera-
tional noise during facility operations would be a long-term impact, as it would last for as long as 
the facility is in operation. 

As required by Section 102(2)(C) of NEPA, this chapter includes the environmental impacts of 
each of the alternatives, including any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided, 
the relationship between short-term uses of man’s environment and the maintenance and 
enhancement of long-term productivity, and any irreversible or irretrievable commitments of 
resources which would be involved in the proposal should it be implemented.  This Chapter uses 
section 1502.16 of the CEQ regulations as the scientific and analytic basis for the comparisons of 
alternatives. 

4.1.3 Mitigation Measures Included in the Analysis 

Section 1508.20 of the CEQ regulations for implementing NEPA defines mitigation as: 

(a) Avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of an action; 
(b) Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its 
implementation; 
(c) Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected environment; 
(d) Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and maintenance opera-
tions during the life of the action; and 
(e) Compensating for the impact by replacing or providing substitute resources or 
environments. 

For impacts identified in the following resource sections, mitigation measures have been devel-
oped that would be implemented during all appropriate phases of the project from initial ground 
breaking to operations, and through closure and decommissioning.  The mitigation measures 
include a combination of the following: 
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 Applicant Measures (AMs) that have been proposed by the Applicant, which are reflected as 
design features of the proposed project and alternatives; 

 Regulatory requirements of other federal, State, and local agencies; and 

 Additional BLM-proposed mitigation measures, standard ROW grant terms and conditions, 
and best management practices (BMPs). 

These requirements are generically referred to as “mitigation measures” throughout this EIS.  
Because these mitigation measures are derived from a variety of sources, many also are required, 
and their implementation regulated, by the various agencies. 

Many of the mitigation measures are required by agencies other than the BLM, and while their 
implementation will be enforced by those other agencies, the BLM will incorporate compliance 
with those requirements as part of its approval for the Proposed Action.  For instance, any 
Endangered Species Act (ESA) Section 7 mitigation measures of the USFWS will be included in 
the Record of Decision (ROD).  Similarly, the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) Sec-
tion 106 mitigation measures will also be included in the ROD.  The Applicant will be required 
by the ROD and the ROW grant to comply with the requirements of those other agencies (43 
CFR 2805.12(a) and (i)(6)).  Any non-compliance with implementation of these other federal or 
State requirements may affect the approval status of the ROD and ROW grant. 

In some instances, the BLM identified potential impacts to public land resources that would not 
otherwise be the subject of mitigation measures required by these other agencies.  In these 
instances, individual mitigation measures have been developed by the BLM for the proposed 
project and alternatives.  If a ROW is granted, these mitigation measures will be incorporated, as 
applicable, into the ROW grant and, if so, will be monitored and managed by the BLM.  In addi-
tion, standard terms and conditions for approval of the use of public land will be identified in the 
ROD and incorporated into the proposed ROW grant and therefore will be enforced by the BLM 
as part of any ROW grant approved for the project. 

4.1.4 Cumulative Scenario Approach 

This EIS analyzes the cumulative impact of the construction, operation and maintenance, closure 
and decommissioning of the elements of the proposed project and alternatives, taking into 
account the effects in common with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
actions.  The cumulative effects analysis highlights past actions that are closely related either in 
time or space (i.e., temporally or in geographic proximity) to the proposed project, present 
actions that are ongoing at the same time this EIS was being prepared; and reasonably foresee-
able future actions, including those for which there are existing decisions, funding, formal 
proposals, or which are highly probable, based on known opportunities or trends. 

The intensity, or severity, of the cumulative impacts analysis considers the magnitude, geo-
graphic extent, duration, and frequency of the effects (CEQ 1997).  The magnitude of the effect 
reflects the relative size or amount of the effect; the geographic extent considers how widespread 
the effect may be; and the duration and frequency refer to whether the effect is a one-time event, 
intermittent, or chronic (CEQ 1997).  Varying degrees of information exist about projects within 
the cumulative scenario.  Therefore, for resource areas where quantitative information was 
available, a quantitative analysis is provided; otherwise, a qualitative analysis is provided.  If the 
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proposed project and alternatives would have no direct or indirect effects on a resource, the EIS 
does not analyze potential cumulative effects on that resource. 

Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 (located at the end of this section) provide a comprehensive listing of all 
existing and foreseeable projects that could contribute to a cumulative impact on the environ-
ment.  Projects listed include renewable energy projects located on BLM-administered lands 
and/or private lands and identified in the BLM First-in-Line Pending Solar Applications: Cali-
fornia, other BLM actions/activities identified on the BLM website or Geocommunicator 
website, and projects identified by local governments, such as Riverside County and the Energy 
Commission.  Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 present the project name and owner, location, type, status, 
total acres, and a brief description of each project, to the extent available.  Most of the projects 
listed in Table 4.1-1 have been, are being, or would be required to undergo their own 
independent environmental review under NEPA, CEQA, or both, as applicable.  Figure 4.1-1 
shows the location of each of the projects listed in Table 4.1-1 using a corresponding 
identification number.  Those projects where the identification number shown as an asterisk (*) 
are outside the area covered by Figure 4.1-1. 

For the proposed project, the cumulative scenario for each issue area includes all or a subsection 
of the projects identified in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2.  Table 4.1-3 identifies each resource’s cumu-
lative analysis geographic extent, the known or reasonably foreseeable actions within the 
geographic extent, and potential cumulative effects. 

With the exception of climate change, which is a global issue, the BLM has identified the Cali-
fornia Desert District as the largest area within which cumulative effects should be assessed.  
However, the specific area of cumulative effect varies by resource.  For each resource, the 
geographic scope of analysis is based on the natural boundaries of the resource affected, rather 
than jurisdictional boundaries, as appropriate.  The geographic scope of cumulative effects often 
extends beyond the scope of the direct effects, but not beyond the scope of the direct and indirect 
effects of the proposed project and alternatives.  Table 4.1-2 identifies the relevant geographic 
scope for each discipline’s analysis of cumulative impacts. 

In addition, each project in a region would have its own implementation schedule, which may or 
may not coincide or overlap with the proposed project’s schedule.  This is a consideration for 
short-term impacts from the project.  However, to be conservative, the cumulative analysis 
assumes that all projects in the cumulative scenario are built and operating during the operating 
lifetime of the proposed project and alternatives. 

Renewable Energy Projects Included in the Cumulative Scenario 

A large number of renewable energy projects have been proposed on BLM-administered land, 
State land, and private land in California.  As of July 2012, there were 279 renewable projects 
totaling 26,000 MW proposed in California in various stages of the environmental review 
process or under construction (CEC 2011). 

Large renewable projects now described in applications to the BLM and on private land are 
competing for utility Power Purchase Agreements, which will allow utilities to meet State-
required Renewable Portfolio Standards.  Not all of the projects listed will complete the environ-
mental review process, and not all projects will be funded and constructed.  It is unlikely that all 
of these projects will be constructed for the following reasons: 
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 Not all developers will develop the detailed information necessary to meet BLM standards.  
Preparing complete and detailed plans of development (POD) is difficult, and completing the 
required NEPA and CEQA documents is time-consuming and costly. 

 As part of approval by the appropriate Lead Agency under NEPA and/or CEQA (generally the 
BLM and/or local jurisdiction), all regulatory permits must be obtained by the applicant or the 
prescriptions required by the regulatory authorities incorporated into the Lead Agency’s 
license, permit or ROW grant.  The large size of these projects may result in permitting 
challenges related to endangered species, mitigation measures or requirements, and other 
issues. 

 Also after project approval, construction financing must be obtained (if it has not been 
obtained earlier in the process).  The availability of financing will be dependent on the status 
of competing projects, the laws and regulations related to renewable project investment, and 
the time required for obtaining permits for individual projects. 

While it is acknowledged that a portion of the renewable projects listed in Table 4.1-2 may not 
get funded or built, the EIS did not eliminate any of the renewable projects listed in the BLM 
First-in-Line Pending Solar Applications: California or those identified by the Energy Commis-
sion Renewable Energy Action Team unless the project had been formally rejected by the BLM.  
The EIS did not consider an actual wind farm at the Eagle Mountain Wind Project foreseeable 
because the feasibility of a wind project at the location has not been demonstrated.  As such, only 
the Met Towers were included in the cumulative scenario. 
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Table 4.1-1. Existing Projects Along The I-10 Corridor (Eastern Riverside County) 

ID on 
Figure 
4.1-1 

Project  
Name; 

Agency ID Location Ownership Status Acres Project Description 
1 Interstate 10 Linear interstate 

highway running 
from Santa 
Monica to Blythe 
(in California) 

Caltrans Existing N/A Interstate 10 (I-10) is a major east-west route for trucks delivering 
goods to and from California.  It is a four-lane divided highway in the 
project region.   

2 Chuckwalla 
Valley State 
Prison 

19025 Wiley's 
Well Rd.  Blythe, 
CA 

CA Dept. of 
Corrections & 
Rehabilitation 

Existing  1,080 State prison providing long-term housing and services for male felons 
classified as medium and low-medium custody inmates jointly located 
on 1,720 acres of state-owned property.  APN 879040006, 008, 012, 
027, 028, 029, 030 

3 Ironwood State 
Prison 

19005 Wiley's 
Well Rd.  Blythe, 
CA 

CA Dept. of 
Corrections & 
Rehabilitation 

Existing 640 ISP jointly occupies with Chuckwalla Valley State Prison 1,720 acres 
of state-owned property, of which ISP encompasses 640 acres.  The 
prison complex occupies approximately 350 acres with the remaining 
acreage used for erosion control, drainage ditches, and catch basins.  
APNs 879-040-001, 004, 009, 010, 011, 015, 016, 017, 018, 019, 020 

4 Devers-Palo 
Verde No. 1 
Transmission 
Line 

From Palo Verde 
(Arizona) to 
Devers 
Substation 

SCE Existing  N/A Existing 500 kV transmission line parallel to I-10 from Arizona to the 
SCE Devers Substation, near Palm Springs.  DPV1 will loop into the 
approved Midpoint Substation (now called Colorado River 
Substation), which will be located 10 miles southwest of Blythe.   

5 Blythe Energy 
Project 

City of Blythe, 
north of I-10, 7 
miles west of the 
CA/AZ border 

Blythe Energy, 
LLC 

Existing 76 520 MW combined-cycle natural gas-fired electric-generating facility.  
Project is connected to the Buck Substation owned by WAPA.   

6 West-wide 
Section 368 
Energy 
Corridors 

Riverside 
County, parallel 
to DPV corridor 

BLM, DOE, 
U.S. Forest 
Service 

Approved by BLM and 
U.S. Forest Service 

N/A Designation of corridors on federal land in the 11 western states, 
including California, for oil, gas, and hydrogen pipelines and 
electricity transmission and distribution facilities (energy corridors).  
One of the corridors runs along the southern portion of Riverside 
County. 

7 Eagle Mountain 
Pumping Plant 

Eagle Mountain 
Road, west of 
Desert Center  

Metropolitan 
Water District 
of Southern 
California 

Existing   144-foot pumping plant that is part of the Metropolitan Water District of 
Southern California’s facilities.  APNs 807-150-007, 807-150-009, 
807-150-010 
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Table 4.1-1. Existing Projects Along The I-10 Corridor (Eastern Riverside County) 

ID on 
Figure 
4.1-1 

Project  
Name; 

Agency ID Location Ownership Status Acres Project Description 
8 Recreational 

Opportunities 
Eastern 
Riverside County 

BLM Existing N/A BLM has numerous recreational opportunities on lands in eastern 
Riverside County along the I-10 corridor including the Corn Spring’s 
Campground, Wiley’s Well Campground, Coon Hollow Campground, 
and Midland Long-Term Visitor Area.   

9 Kaiser Mine Eagle Mountain, 
north of Desert 
Center 

Kaiser 
Ventures, Inc. 

Existing N/A Kaiser Steel mined iron ore at Kaiser Mine in Eagle Mountain and 
provided much of the Pacific Coast steel in the 1950s.  Mining project 
also included the Eagle Mountain Railroad, 51 miles long.  Imported 
steel captured market share in the 1960s and 1970s and primary 
steelmaking closed in the 1980s.  701380031 

10 Blythe Energy 
Project 
Transmission 
Line 

From the Blythe 
Energy Project 
(Blythe, CA) to 
Julian Hinds 
Substation 

Blythe Energy, 
LLC 

Existing N/A Transmission line modifications including upgrades to Buck 
Substation, approximately 67.4 miles of new 230 kV transmission line 
between Buck Substation and Julian Hinds Substation, upgrades to 
the Julian Hinds Substation, installation of 6.7 miles of new 230 kV 
transmission line between Buck Substation and SCE’s DPV 500 kV 
transmission line. 

11 Blythe PV 
Project 

Blythe First Solar Existing, CPUC 
approved project terms 
of a 20-year power 
purchase agreement for 
sale of 21 MW  

200 21 MW solar photovoltaic project located on 200 acres.  Project was 
constructed by First Solar and sold to NRG Energy.   

12 Chuckwalla 
Valley Raceway 

Desert Center 
Airport (no longer 
a community 
airport) 

Developer 
Matt Johnson 

Approved by County of 
Riverside 

400 A 5.8-mile race track located on 400 acres of land that used to belong 
to Riverside County and was used as the Desert Center Airport.  
APNs 811-142-016, 811-142-006.  Small private airstrip kept as part 
of project.  Construction completed in March 2010. 

13 SMP00199 Approximately 4 
miles north of 
Blythe on 
Midland Road  

Shepwells Active mine1  Surface Mining Permit for Sand and Gravel.  6 acres disturbed as of 
2011.  Mine ID: 91-33-0080 

14 SMP00102 10 Miles W of 
Midland Rd.  & 
17 Miles N of 
Blythe 

Pacific 
Gypsum 
Products 

Active mine1  Surface Mining Permit for Standard Gypsum 
Mine.  17 acres disturbed as of 2010.  Mine ID: 91-33-0076 
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Table 4.1-2. Foreseeable Projects along the I-10 Corridor (Eastern Riverside County) 

ID on 
Figure 
4.1-1 

Project  
Name; 

Agency ID Location Ownership Status Acres Project Description 
A Four 

Commercial 
Projects 

Blythe, CA Various Approved N/A Four commercial projects have been approved by the Blythe 
Planning Department including the Agate Road Boat & RV 
Storage, Riverway Ranch Specific Plan, Subway Restaurant and 
Motel, and Agate Senior Housing Development.   

B Intake Shell Blythe, CA  Under Construction N/A Reconstruction of a Shell facility located at Intake & Hobson Way.  
Demolition occurred in 2008, reconstruction planned for 
2009-2010. 

C Fifteen 
residential 
developments 

Blythe, CA Various Approved or Under 
Construction  

N/A Twelve residential development projects have been approved by 
the Blythe Planning Department including: Vista Palo Verde (83 
Single Family Residential [SFR]), Van Weelden (184 SFR), Sonora 
South (43 SFR), Ranchette Estates (20 SFR), Irvine Assets (107 
SFR), Chanslor Village (79 SFR), St. Joseph’s Investments (69 
SFR), Edgewater Lane (SFR), The Chanslor Place Phase IV (57 
SFR), Cottonwood Meadows (103 Attached SFR), Palo Verde Oasis 
Phase IV (29 SFR). 
Three residential development projects have been approved and 
are under construction including: The Chanslor Phase II & III (78 
SFR), River Estate at Hidden Beaches, Mesa Bluffs Villas (26 
Attached SFR).   

D Devers-Palo 
Verde No. 2 
Transmission 
Line Project 

From the 
Midpoint 
Substation to 
Devers 
Substation (CA-
only portion) 

SCE CPUC Petition to Modify 
Request to construct 
CA-only portion was 
approved by CPUC 
11/2009.  DPV2 to 
Arizona was originally 
approved by CPUC in 
6/2007.  BLM ROD was 
issued July, 2011.   

N/A New 500 kV transmission line parallel to the existing Devers-Palo 
Verde Transmission Line from Midpoint Substation, approximately 
10 miles southwest of Blythe, to the SCE Devers Substation, near 
Palm Springs.  The ROW for the 500 kV transmission line would be 
adjacent to the existing DPV ROW and would require an additional 
130 feet of ROW on federal and State land and at least 130 feet of 
ROW on private land and Indian Reservation land. 
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Table 4.1-2. Foreseeable Projects along the I-10 Corridor (Eastern Riverside County) 

ID on 
Figure 
4.1-1 

Project  
Name; 

Agency ID Location Ownership Status Acres Project Description 
E Colorado River 

Substation 
Expansion 

10 miles 
southwest of 
Blythe 

SCE Approved by CPUC 
11/2009.  Application for 
expansion filed with 
CPUC in 11/2010.  
Project was approved 
July, 2011. 

44 The substation was approved by the CPUC (as the “Midpoint 
Substation”) but is proposed to be expanded as a 500/230 kV 
substation and would be constructed in an area approximately 
1,000 feet by 1,900 feet, permanently disturbing approximately 90 
acres.  The 500 kV switching station would include buses, circuit 
breakers, and disconnect switches.  The switchyard would be 
equipped with 108-foot-high dead-end structures.  Outdoor night 
lighting would be designed to illuminate the switchrack when 
manually switched on.  The Final Supplemental EIR was published 
by the CPUC in April 2011. 

F Desert 
Southwest 
Transmission 
Line 

118 miles 
primarily parallel 
to DPV 

Imperial 
Irrigation 
District 

Final EIR/EIS prepared 
in 2005.  Approved by 
the BLM in 2006.   

N/A New, approximately 118-mile 500 kV transmission line from a new 
substation/switching station near the Blythe Energy Project to the 
existing Devers Substation located approximately 10 miles north of 
Palm Springs, California.   

G Blythe Energy 
Project II 

Blythe, CA.  Near 
the Blythe Airport 
and I-10 

Blythe Energy, 
LLC 

Approved by CEC in 
December 2005 

30 acres 
(located on 

Blythe 
Energy 
Project 
land) 

520 MW combined-cycle power plant located entirely within the 
Blythe Energy Project site boundary.  Blythe Energy Project II will 
interconnect with the Buck Substation constructed by WAPA as 
part of the Blythe Energy Project.  Project is designed on 30 acres 
of a 76-acre site.   

H Eagle Mountain 
Pumped Storage 
Project 

Eagle Mountain 
iron ore mine, 
north of Desert 
Center 

Eagle Crest 
Energy 
Company 

License application filed 
with FERC in June 
2009.  EIR published in 
mid- 2010; FERC Final 
EIS published in 
January 2012. 

2,221 1,300 MW pumped storage project designed to store off-peak 
energy to use during peak hours.  The captured off-peak energy 
would be used to pump water to an upper reservoir.  When the 
water is released to a lower reservoir through an underground 
electrical generating facility the stored energy would be added into 
the Southwestern grid during “high demand peak” times, primarily 
weekdays.  Estimated water use is 8,100 AFY for the first four-year 
start-up period and replacement water is 1,763 AFY thereafter.   

I Palen Solar 
Energy Project  

North of I-10, 
10 miles east of 
Desert Center 

Solar 
Millennium 
LLC/Chevron 
Energy 

Approved by CEC in 
December 2010.  Final 
EIS published in May 
2011.   

5,200 500 MW solar trough project on 5,200 acres.  Facility would consist 
of two 250 MW plants disturbing approximately 3,870 acres.  
Project would include interconnection to the SCE Red Bluff 
Substation.  Project would use an estimated 300 AFY of water. 
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Table 4.1-2. Foreseeable Projects along the I-10 Corridor (Eastern Riverside County) 

ID on 
Figure 
4.1-1 

Project  
Name; 

Agency ID Location Ownership Status Acres Project Description 
J Blythe Solar 

Power Project 
North of I-10, 
immediately 
north of the 
Blythe Airport 

Solar 
Millennium 
LLC/Chevron 
Energy 

Approved by CEC and 
BLM in 2010; under 
construction. 

7,540 1,000 MW solar trough facility on 7,540 acres.  On August 18, 
2011, Palo Verde Solar I, LLC, through Solar Trust of America, 
announced their intent to change the solar technology from 
concentrated solar power (CSP) to photovoltaic (PV).  BLM ordered 
a temporary suspension of all surface disturbing construction and 
requested that the applicant file an amended SF299 form to 
request the change in the project.  Once such request is 
processed, BLM may lift the suspension.   

K McCoy Soleil 
Project  

10 miles 
northwest of 
Blythe 

EDF Plan of Development in 
to Palm Springs BLM. 

1,959 300 MW solar power tower project located on 1,959 acres.  Project 
would require a 14-mile transmission line to proposed SCE 
Colorado Substation south of I-10.  Would use 575-600 AFY of 
water.   

L NextEra (FPL) 
McCoy 

13 miles 
northwest of 
Blythe, CA,  

McCoy Solar, 
LLC (NextEra 
FPL) 

Draft EIS published May 
2012 

8,177 Up to 750 MW solar PV project on 7,700 acres of BLM land, 477 
acres of private land.  The project would require a 16-mile gen-tie, 
with a right-of-way width of 100 feet, which will require about 200 
acres of public and private lands.  The proposed 20-acre switch 
yard will be located adjacent to and connect into Southern 
California Edison’s Colorado River Substation. 

M Genesis Solar 
Energy Project 

North of I-10, 25 
miles west of 
Blythe and 27 
miles east of 
Desert Center 

NextEra (FPL) Approved by CEC and 
BLM in 2010; under 
construction 

1,950 250 MW solar trough project on 1,950 acres north of the Ford Dry 
Lake.  Project includes six-mile natural gas pipeline and a 5.5-mile 
gen-tie line to the Blythe Energy Center to Julian Hinds 
Transmission Line, then travel east on shared transmission poles 
to the Colorado River Substation.   

N Silverado 
Power I, II, III 

West of SR177, 
North of I-10 

Silverado 
Power, LLC 

Under EDA review 2,680 Three solar PV projects. 

O Rice Solar 
Energy Project 

Rice Valley, 
Eastern 
Riverside County 

Rice Solar 
Energy, LLC 
(Solar 
Reserve, LLC) 

Approved by CEC; Final 
EIS published in August 
2011; construction to 
begin in 2011 

1,410 150 MW solar power tower project with liquid salt storage.  Project 
is located on approximately 1,410 acres and includes a power 
tower approximately 650 feet tall and a 10-mile long 
interconnection with the WAPA Parker-Blythe transmission line. 

P Blythe Airport 
Solar I Project 
(U.S. Solar 
Holdings) 

Blythe Airport County of 
Riverside 

City of Blythe approved 
the project in November, 
2009, Approved by the 
County of Riverside in 
2010 

640 100 MW solar photovoltaic project located on 640 acres of Blythe 
airport land. 
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Table 4.1-2. Foreseeable Projects along the I-10 Corridor (Eastern Riverside County) 

ID on 
Figure 
4.1-1 

Project  
Name; 

Agency ID Location Ownership Status Acres Project Description 
Q Desert Quartzite  South of I-10, 8 

miles southwest 
of Blythe 

First Solar 
(previously 
OptiSolar) 

POD in to BLM  7,724 600 MW solar photovoltaic project located on 7,724 acres.  
Adjacent to DPV transmission line and SCE Colorado Substation.  
Approximately 27 AF of water would be used during construction 
and 3.8 AFY during operation.   

R Desert Sunlight 
Project 

6 miles north of 
Desert Center 

First Solar Project approved in 
August 2011.   

4,144 550 MW photovoltaic project on 4,144 acres of BLM land.  Would 
require a 12-mile transmission line to planned Red Bluff Substation.   

S SCE Red Bluff 
Substation 

South of I-10 at 
Desert Center 

SCE Project approved in 
July, 2011. 

90 A proposed new 500/220 kilovolt (kV) substation, two new parallel 
500 kV transmission lines of about 2,500 to 3,500 feet each to loop 
the substation 
into the existing Devers-Palo Verde (DPV) 500 kV transmission line 
(DVPV1), and two parallel 500 kV transmission lines of about 2,500 
to 3,500 feet each to loop the new substation into the proposed 
Devers-Colorado River 500 kV transmission line (DPV2) into the new 
substation with another two parallel lines of about 2,500 to 3,500 
feet each. 

T Desert Center 
50 

Desert Center U.S. Solar 
Holdings 

Under Review by 
County of Riverside  

452 A planned 49.5 MW fixed flat panel photovoltaic solar power plant 
on APN: 810-190-004; 811-231-001, 003, 004 and 008; 
810-110-001 and 006 

U Sol Orchard Desert Center Sol Orchard Approved by County of 
Riverside in 2010 

10 A planned 1.5 MW fixed flat panel photovoltaic solar power plant 
north of I-10, east of SR177, west of Desert Center Airport. 

V Blythe Mesa 
Solar I 
Blythe Mesa 
Solar II 

Blythe, CA Renewable 
Resources 
Group 

Under Review by 
County of Riverside. 

3,700 + 
3,250 

Solar I is a planned 485 MW solar PV project and Solar II is a 
planned 486-acre solar PV project on private land in Blythe, 
California 
 

W Blythe Solar 
Power 
Generation 
Station 1, LLC 

Blythe, CA Southwestern 
Solar Power, 
LLC (Amonix, 
Inc.) 

Approved.  Estimated 
online date 6/2013  

29.4 A planned 4.76 MW solar PV facility.  The proposal includes the 
construction of sixty-nine PV panels that stand approximately 50 
feet tall and 72 feet wide, a 200-square-foot equipment building, 
and a twenty foot perimeter fire access road.  – APN: 812-340-002 
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Table 4.1-2. Foreseeable Projects along the I-10 Corridor (Eastern Riverside County) 

ID on 
Figure 
4.1-1 

Project  
Name; 

Agency ID Location Ownership Status Acres Project Description 
X Eagle Mountain 

Landfill Project 
Eagle Mountain, 
North of Desert 
Center 

Mine 
Reclamation 
Corporation 
and Kaiser 
Eagle 
Mountain, Inc. 

U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the Ninth Circuit 
issued its opinion 
regarding the EIS for 
the project in 11/09 and 
ruled that the land 
exchange for the project 
was not properly 
approved by the admin-
istrative agency.  Kaiser’s 
Mine and Reclamation 
is considering all 
available options. 

~ 3,500 The project proposed to be developed on a portion of the Kaiser 
Eagle Mountain Mine in Riverside County, California.  The 
proposed project comprises a Class III nonhazardous municipal 
solid waste landfill and the renovation and repopulation of Eagle 
Mountain Townsite.  The proposal by the proponent includes a land 
exchange and application for rights-of-way with the Bureau of Land 
Management and a Specific Plan, General Plan Amendment, 
Change of Zone, Development Agreement, Revised Permit to 
Reclamation Plan, and Tentative Tract Map with the County.  The 
Eagle Mountain landfill project proposes to accept up to 20,000 
tons of non-hazardous solid waste per day for 50 years. 

Y Wiley’s Well 
Communication 
Tower (part of 
the Public 
Safety Enterprise 
Communication 
System) 

East of Wiley’s 
Well Road, just 
south of I-10 

Riverside 
County  

Final EIR for the Public 
Safety Enterprise 
Communication System 
published in August 
2008.   

N/A The Public Safety Enterprise Communication project is the 
expansion of Riverside County’s fire and law enforcement agencies 
approximately 20 communication sites to provide voice and data 
transmission capabilities to personnel in the field. 

Z Eagle Mountain 
Wind Project 
Met Towers 

South of Eagle 
Mountain, north 
of Joshua Tree 
National Park 

LH Renewable 
LLC 

Application for wind 
testing pending 

3,500 Met towers for wind testing.  Wind development project is not 
foreseeable at this time as the feasibility of a wind project at this 
location has not been demonstrated.   

AA Rio Mesa Solar 
Electric 
Generating 
Facility 

13 miles 
southwest of 
Blythe 

Rio Mesa 
Solar I, II, III 
LLC 
(BrightSource) 

Application Filed with 
Energy Commission 
October, 2011 

5,750 acres Three 250-megawatt (MW) (nominal) solar concentration thermal 
power plants.  Each plant will utilize a solar power boiler, located 
on top of a concrete tower (approximately 750-feet tall), surrounded 
by heliostat (mirror) fields (approximately 85,000 per plant) which 
focus solar energy on the boiler.  Auxiliary boilers will be used to 
operate in parallel with the solar field during partial load conditions 
and when additional power is needed. 

BB Gestamp 
Asetym Solar -- 
FTA 2011-06  
EDA 

Northwest of 
Blythe 

Gestamp 
Asetym Solar 

Under EDA review.   320 37 MW solar power plant.   
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Table 4.1-2. Foreseeable Projects along the I-10 Corridor (Eastern Riverside County) 

ID on 
Figure 
4.1-1 

Project  
Name; 

Agency ID Location Ownership Status Acres Project Description 
CC Gypsum Solar; 

CACA 051950 
Approximately 7 
miles north of 
Blythe, CA 

Ridgeline 
Energy LLC 

BLM application 
pending.  Application 
date March, 2010. 

3,000 50-100 MW solar PV or concentrated PV energy facility.  The 
project would include a solar panel array, a maintenance building, 
an administration building, a raw water storage tank, a 
demineralized water tank, a potable water tank, and a 230 kV or 
lower transmission line and substation.  

DD CUP03677 East of Blythe 
Solar Project, 
South of Gypsum 
Solar project.   
 

N/A Conditional Use Permit 
applied for September, 
2011.   
 

N/A 500 MW solar PV generating facility.   
 

Additional Projects Outside Cumulative Figure Boundaries 

EE Solar Power Inc. Palm Springs 
Area 

Wintec Energy Approved by the County 
of Riverside in 2010 

37 A planned 2.35 MW AC photovoltaic solar power generation 
system. 

FF Paradise Valley 
“New Town” 
Development 

Approximately 30 
miles west of 
Desert Center (7 
miles east of the 
city of Coachella) 

Glorious Land 
Company 

Notice of Preparation 
(NOP) of an EIR 
published in December 
2005.  Still under 
environmental review.   

6,397 Company proposes to develop a planned community as an inter-
national resort destination with residential, recreational, commercial, 
and institutional uses and facilities.  The project is planned as a 
self-contained community with all public and quasi-public services 
provided.  The project is located outside the Coachella Valley 
Water District (CVWD) boundaries and the applicant has entered 
into an agreement with the CVWD to manage artificial recharge of 
the Shaver’s Valley groundwater.  The proponent has purchased a 
firm water supply from Rosedale-Rio Bravo Water District in Kern 
County.  In-kind water would be transferred to the MWD that would 
release water from the Colorado River Aqueduct to a 38-acre 
percolation pond on the project site.  MWD would deliver 
approximately 10,000 AFY to the percolation pond and over the 
long term; no net loss of groundwater in storage is anticipated.   
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Table 4.1-2. Foreseeable Projects along the I-10 Corridor (Eastern Riverside County) 

ID on 
Figure 
4.1-1 

Project  
Name; 

Agency ID Location Ownership Status Acres Project Description 
GG Mecca Specific 

Plan 
North of Salton 
Sea, east of 
community of 
Mecca, 
southeast of City 
of Coachella. 

Mecca Group 
LLC 

NOP of an EIR 
published in June 2008.  
Still under 
environmental review. 

2,934 The proposed project includes 19,476 units with a mix of low-, 
medium- and high-density residential development.  Non-residential 
uses include retail/commercial, mixed use, a golf course, and open 
space with civic uses and agricultural buffers.  The Specific Plan 
incorporates existing residential, commercial, industrial, and civic 
uses with a blend of proposed low-, medium- and high-density 
residential and commercial land uses.  The proposed General Plan 
Amendment and Change of Zone would be changed to Specific Plan 
and Specific Plan zoning. 

HH Proposed 
National 
Monument 
(former Catellus 
Lands)  

Between Joshua 
Tree National 
Park and Mojave 
National 
Preserve 

 In December 2009, 
Senator Feinstein 
introduced bill S.2921 
that would designate 
two new national 
monuments including 
the Mojave Trails 
National Monument. 

941,000 The proposed Mojave Trails National Monument would protect 
approximately 941,000 acres of federal land, including 
approximately 266,000 acres of the former railroad lands along 
historic Route 66.  The BLM would be given the authority to 
conserve the monument lands and also to maintain existing 
recreational uses, including hunting, vehicular travel on open roads 
and trails, camping, horseback riding and rockhounding.  

II BLM Solar 
Energy Zones 
(SEZs)  

Along the I-10 
corridor between 
Desert Center 
and Blythe 

BLM Proposed  202,896 
(eastern 
Riverside 
County 
only) 

The DOE and the BLM identified 24 tracts of land as Solar Energy 
Study Areas in the BLM and DOE Solar Programmatic Draft EIS, 
published in December 2010.  These areas have been identified for 
in-depth study of solar development and may be found appropriate 
for designation as solar energy zones in the future.   

JJ CUP03602  South of Nicholls 
Warm Springs, 
approximately 8 
miles west of 
Blythe.  

N/A  CUP Approved in 2009  200  21 MW photovoltaic facility on 200 acres (Riverside County ALUC, 
2008)  

KK Plot Plan 
No. 23885 

Westerly of 
Ehlers Boulevard 
and northerly of 
Riverside 
Avenue 

Calvary 
Chapel of 
Blythe 

Approved 34.13 8,890-square-foot church with accessory outdoor 
amphitheatre/recreational area and ancillary parking and a 
detached 205-square-foot restroom building.  Fourth Supervisorial 
District – Blythe Zoning District - Palo Verde Valley Area 

Source: 1) Riverside County 2012.  
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Table 4.1-3. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis for Each Resource Area 

Resource Area/ 
BLM Program Area Geographic Area of Consideration Elements to Consider 

Cumulative BLM Authorized and Other Known  
Projects/Actions/Activities 

Air Resources Six-mile radius around project site VOC, NOx, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 • Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant (7) 
• Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project (H) 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• Sol Orchard Solar Project (U) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 

Biological Resources 
– Vegetation 

NECO planning area Loss and fragmentation of vegetation and 
habitat resources, impacts to special status 
species, contribution to groundwater depletion, 
and contribution to the spread of nonnative and 
invasive weeds, channel diversions of desert 
washes,  

• All projects within the NECO planning area listed in 
Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 

• Projects closest to the DHSP site are primarily 
renewable energy and infrastructure projects, and 
include 

• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation (S) 
• Eagle Mountain Wind Project Met Towers (Z) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line (D) 
• Desert Southwest Transmission Line (F) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project (T) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• Palen Solar Energy Project (I) 

Biological Resources 
– Wildlife 

NECO planning area for most species.  
Colorado Desert Recovery Unit  For the 
desert tortoise, the geographic scope is 
the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit, as 
described in the Revised Recovery Plan 
for the Mojave Population of the Desert 
Tortoise 

Loss of desert tortoise habitat and connectivity, 
impacts to sensitive species, impacts to 
connectivity  

• All projects within the NECO planning area listed in 
Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 

• Projects closest to the DHSP site are primarily 
renewable energy and infrastructure projects, and 
include 

• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation (S) 
• Eagle Mountain Wind Project Met Towers (Z) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line (D) 
• Desert Southwest Transmission Line (F) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project (T) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• Palen Solar Energy Project (I) 

Climate Change International, global  CO2e • Global Cumulative Impacts  
Cultural Resources Locally: I-10 corridor between Desert 

Center and Blythe 
Regional Level: BLM Southern California 
Desert Region 

Direct effects from physical disturbance or 
alteration or indirect effects from diminished 
character and setting of traditional use areas 
due to the presence of industrial structures 

• All projects listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2.  Cumulative 
analysis estimates cultural resources per acre of impact 
for these projects. 
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Table 4.1-3. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis for Each Resource Area 

Resource Area/ 
BLM Program Area Geographic Area of Consideration Elements to Consider 

Cumulative BLM Authorized and Other Known  
Projects/Actions/Activities 

Paleontology Within the I-10 corridor between Desert 
Center and Blythe 

Ground disturbance All projects listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2.   

Fire and Fuels 
Management 

Within the I-10 corridor from Indio to 
Blythe, California for emergency 
response and within 1-mile of the 
proposed project for fire risk 

Increase in fire ignitions, impacts to worker 
safety, emergency response, and fire 
protection 

• All projects listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 for 
emergency response. 

• The following projects for fire risk: 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• Chuckwalla Race Track (12) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 1 Transmission Line (4) 
• Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line (10) 
• Interstate 10 (1) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation (S) 
• Desert Center 50 (for Alternative E) (T) 
• Sol Orchard Solar Project (U) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line (D) 

Soils and Geology Within 0.5-mile of the proposed project 
for seismic events and erosion, within 
the Aeolian sand transport corridor for 
sand transport 

Soil, wind, and water erosion, impacts to the 
sand transport corridor 

• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• Desert Sunlight Transmission Line (R) 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation (S) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 1 Transmission Line (4) 
• Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line (10) 
• Interstate 10 (1) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line (D) 
• Chuckwalla Race Track (Alternative D) (12) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project (Alternative D) (T) 
• Palen Solar Energy Project (Alternative E) (I) 
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Table 4.1-3. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis for Each Resource Area 

Resource Area/ 
BLM Program Area Geographic Area of Consideration Elements to Consider 

Cumulative BLM Authorized and Other Known  
Projects/Actions/Activities 

Energy and Minerals Within 5-mile radius of the proposed 
project and alternatives 

Loss of available energy and mineral 
resources. 

• For the proposed project and all alternatives 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project (T) 
• Chuckwalla Race Track (12) 
• Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant (7) 
• Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project (not for 

Alternative E) (H) 
• Eagle Mountain Wind Project Met Towers (not for 

Alternative E) (Z) 
• For Alternatives B through E 
• Palen Solar Energy Project (I) 
• Sol Orchard Solar Project (U) 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation (S) 
• Interstate 10 (1) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 1 Transmission Line (4) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line (D) 
• Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line (10) 

Lands and Realty Eastern Riverside County Impacts to surrounding land and realty uses, 
conflicts with habitat conservation or natural 
community conservation plans, increase 
developed and industrial use 

• All projects listed in Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2.  Large 
scale energy projects in the nearby vicinity include: 

• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project (T) 
• Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant (7) 
• Sol Orchard Solar Project (U) 
• Palen Solar Energy Project (I) 

Noise and Vibration 0.5-mile from the area of noise 
generation.   

Additive construction equipment noise  • Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• Desert Sunlight transmission line (Alternatives B and C) 

(R) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project (Alternatives D) (T) 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation(Alternatives B through E) (S) 
• Interstate 10 (Alternatives B through E) (1) 
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Table 4.1-3. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis for Each Resource Area 

Resource Area/ 
BLM Program Area Geographic Area of Consideration Elements to Consider 

Cumulative BLM Authorized and Other Known  
Projects/Actions/Activities 

Public Health and 
Safety 

Within the I-10 corridor from Indio to 
Blythe, California for emergency 
response and within the proposed 
project and alternatives and access 
routes for hazards 

Hazardous spills and emergencies or fires at 
multiple locations 

• All projects listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 for 
emergency response. 

• The following projects for hazardous spills: 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project (T) 
• Chuckwalla Race Track (12) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation (Alternatives B 

through E) (S) 
• Interstate 10 (Alternatives B through E) (1) 

Recreation I-10 Corridor between Indio and Blythe Impacts to recreational users, impacts to the 
existing character of the project site 

• All projects listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 for regional 
impacts. 

• The following projects for local recreational impacts: 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project (T) 
• Palen Solar Energy Project (I) 
• Sol Orchard Solar Project (U) 
• Eagle Mountain Wind Project Met Towers (Z) 
• Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant (7) 
• Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project (H) 
• Eagle Mountain Landfill Project (X) 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation (S) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 1 Transmission Line (4) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line (D) 
• Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line.  (5) 
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Table 4.1-3. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis for Each Resource Area 

Resource Area/ 
BLM Program Area Geographic Area of Consideration Elements to Consider 

Cumulative BLM Authorized and Other Known  
Projects/Actions/Activities 

Social and Economic 
Setting 

Riverside County and the cities therein Impacts to the labor force, impacts on local 
businesses and residents 

• All projects listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 for regional 
impacts. 

• Regarding labor force the following projects were 
considered: 

• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• Palen Solar Energy Project (I) 
• Blythe Solar Power Project (J) 
• NextEra (FPL) McCoy Solar Project (L) 
• McCoy Soleil Project (K) 
• Genesis Solar Energy Project (M) 
• Rice Solar Energy Project (O) 
• Blythe Airport Solar I Project (P) 
• Desert Quartzite (Q) 
• Blythe Mesa Solar I Project (V) 
• Rio Mesa Solar Electric Generating Facility (AA) 

Environmental 
Justice 

0.5 mile of the proposed project or its 
alternatives 

Significant environmental impacts in the vicinity 
of the site 

• Interstate 10 (1) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 1 Transmission Line (4) 
• West-wide Section 368 Energy Corridors (6) 
• BLM Recreational Opportunities 
• Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line (10) 
• Chuckwalla Race Track (12) 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line (D) 
• Desert Southwest Transmission Line (F) 
• Sol Orchard Solar Project (U) 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation (S) 
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Table 4.1-3. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis for Each Resource Area 

Resource Area/ 
BLM Program Area Geographic Area of Consideration Elements to Consider 

Cumulative BLM Authorized and Other Known  
Projects/Actions/Activities 

Special Designations Northern boundary of the Joshua Tree 
Wilderness Area south to the southern 
boundary of the Chuckwalla Mountains 
Wilderness Area.  Eastern and western 
boundaries would also be determined by 
the Wilderness Area boundaries 

Impacts to lands under special designation • Interstate 10 (1) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 1 Transmission Line (4) 
• West-wide Section 368 Energy Corridors (6) 
• BLM Recreational Opportunities 
• Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line (10) 
• Chuckwalla Race Track (12) 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line (D) 
• Desert Southwest Transmission Line (F) 
• Sol Orchard Solar Project (U) 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation (S) 

Transportation and 
Public Access 

The regional roadway network 
considered for analysis of project-
impacts 

Performance of Circulation System (LOS) • Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project (H) 
• Palen Solar Energy Project (I) 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation (S) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project (T) 
• Sol Orchard Solar Project (U) 
• Eagle Mountain Landfill Project (X) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
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Table 4.1-3. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis for Each Resource Area 

Resource Area/ 
BLM Program Area Geographic Area of Consideration Elements to Consider 

Cumulative BLM Authorized and Other Known  
Projects/Actions/Activities 

Visual Resources Local and regional viewshed  “Industrialization” or “urbanization” of the 
existing rural or undeveloped landscape 
character 

• Interstate 10 (1) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 1 Transmission Line (4) 
• Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant (7) 
• Kaiser Mine (9) 
• Blythe Energy Project T-Line (5) 
• Chuckwalla Race Track (12) 
• Blythe Energy Project (5) 
• Blythe PV Project (11) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line (D) 
• Desert Southwest Transmission Line (F) 
• Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project (H) 
• Blythe Energy Project II (G) 
• Blythe Solar Power Project (J) 
• NextEra (FPL) McCoy Solar Project (L) 
• Palen Solar Energy Project (I) 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation (S) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project (T) 
• Sol Orchard Solar Project (U) 
• Eagle Mountain Landfill Project (X) 
• Eagle Mountain Wind Project Met Towers (Z) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• Genesis Solar Energy Project (M) 
• Blythe Airport Solar I Project (P) 
• Wiley’s Well Communication Tower (Y) 
• BLM Solar Energy Zones 
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Table 4.1-3. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis for Each Resource Area 

Resource Area/ 
BLM Program Area Geographic Area of Consideration Elements to Consider 

Cumulative BLM Authorized and Other Known  
Projects/Actions/Activities 

Water Resources Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin Water supply, surface drainage patterns; 
flooding and earth-disturbing activities that 
result in erosion and sedimentation 

• Palen Solar Energy Project (I) 
• desert sunlight solar farm project (R) 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation (S) 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line (D) 
• Colorado River Substation Expansion (E) 
• Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line (10) 
• Desert Southwest Transmission Line (F) 
• Eagle Crest Pumped Storage Startup 
• Genesis Solar Energy Project (M) 
• Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line (10) 
• Desert SouthWest Transmission Line (F) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• Sol Orchard Solar Project (U) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project (T) 

Wastes, Solid and 
Hazardous 

Eastern Riverside County  Contribution to landfill use and capacity • All projects listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 that would 
undergo construction for contribution to landfill. 

• Projects with the most similar types of wastes include: 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (R) 
• Silverado Power Project (N) 
• Palen Solar Energy Project (I) 
• Blythe Solar Power Project (J) 
• NextEra (FPL) McCoy Solar Project (L) 
• McCoy Soleil Project (K) 
• Genesis Solar Energy Project (M) 
• Rice Solar Energy Project (O) 
• Blythe Airport Solar I Project (P) 
• Desert Quartzite (Q) 
• Blythe Mesa Solar I Project (V) 
• Rio Mesa Solar Electric Generating Facility (AA) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project (T) 
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4.2 AIR RESOURCES 

4.2.1 Methodology for Analysis 

Potential effects on air resources from the proposed project and alternatives may occur as a result 
of emissions of criteria pollutants from the construction, operation and decommissioning of the 
proposed project and alternatives.  Quantitative emission estimates for criteria pollutants were 
prepared based on the Applicant provided construction and operation assumptions in order to 
evaluate the significance of the proposed project and alternatives.  Emissions and impacts of 
decommissioning of the proposed project and alternatives were analyzed qualitatively as well. 

The project site area is located under the jurisdiction of the South Coast Air Quality Management 
District (SCAQMD).  SCAQMD has adopted regional emission significance thresholds for con-
struction activities and for project-related operation emissions that are subject to CEQA review.  
The construction and operation emissions associated with the proposed project and each alterna-
tive are compared to these SCAQMD regional emission significance thresholds to determine 
whether the proposed project and alternatives would result in unavoidable adverse air quality 
impacts.  The SCAQMD regional emission significance thresholds are summarized in Table 
4.2-1.   

Table 4.2-1. SCAQMD Regional Significance Thresholds (lbs/day) 

Pollutant Construction Operation 
Nitrogen Oxides 100 55 
Volatile Organic Compounds 75 55 
Carbon Monoxide 550 550 
Inhalable Particulate Matter (PM10) 150 150 
Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5) 55 55 
Sulfur Oxides 150 150 
Source: SCAQMD 2011a 

SCAQMD has established Localized Significance Thresholds (LSTs) for each Source Receptor 
Area (SRA) within the SCAQMD jurisdiction.  LSTs are used to determine if a project exceeds 
ambient air quality standards or cause substantial contribution to existing exceedances at given 
distances from the site to nearby receptor locations.  LSTs for the project site area are presented 
in Table 4.2-2 below. 

Table 4.2-2. SCAQMD Localized Significance Emissions Thresholds 

Pollutant 
Distance 
(meters) 

Construction (lbs/day) 

 

Operation (lbs/day) 

1 Acres 3 Acres 5 Acres 1 Acres 3 Acres 5 Acres 
Nitrogen Oxides 500 652 684 780  652 684 780 
Carbon Monoxide 500 17,640 18,947 22,530  17,640 18,947 22,530 
PM10  500 178 186 207  43 45 50 
PM2.5 500 86 91 105  21 22 26 
Source:  SCAQMD 2011b 
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As presented in Table 3.2-4 in Section 3.2, there are no federal nonattainment or maintenance 
designations in the Mojave Desert Air Basin portion of Riverside County.  Federal agency 
actions in the Mojave Desert Air Basin portion of Riverside County are not subject to general 
conformity review requirements. 

4.2.2 Applicant Measures 

The following Applicant Measures (AMs) have been incorporated as design features of the pro-
posed project (and all action alternatives) and shall be implemented to reduce adverse impacts 
associated with the project.  In some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or expand on AM 
reporting requirements, timing of implementation, or other details where appropriate.  Where 
there is a conflict between provisions of the mitigation measures imposed for air quality impacts 
and the following AMs, the mitigation measures take precedence. 

AM AQ-1 Dust Control Plan.  Applicant will develop and implement a dust control plan 
that includes the use of dust palliatives to ensure compliance with SCAQMD Rule 
403.  The dust control plan is expected to focus on reducing fugitive dust from 
construction activities. 

AM AQ-2 Phased construction activity.  Construction activity will be phased across the 
Solar Project site in a manner that would minimize the area disturbed on any 
single day. 

AM AQ-3 Minimize emissions from grading.  Cut and fill quantities will be balanced 
across the Solar Project site to minimize emissions from grading and to avoid the 
need to import fill materials or to remove excess soil. 

AM AQ-4 Transportation Plan.  Applicant would require bidders for the construction con-
tract to submit a transportation plan describing how workers would travel to the 
project site and how to encourage carpooling and alternative forms of 
transportation. 

4.2.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) would not be approved by the 
BLM, and BLM would not amend the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan.  As a 
result, no solar energy project would be constructed, operated, or decommissioned on the project 
site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land use designa-
tion in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, impacts would not occur. 

4.2.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site, and BLM would manage the site 
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consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  It is possible, as a result of 
the CDCA Plan amendment, that in the future another solar energy generation project could be 
proposed with impacts similar to the DHSP, however, such impacts are speculative at this time, 
and no impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

4.2.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 

4.2.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Construction 

Construction is anticipated to commence during the 2nd quarter of 2013, and continue through 
the 3rd quarter of 2015, in three phases.  Commercial operation would also be phased and the 
first phase of operation would commence during the 2nd quarter of 2014, with commercial oper-
ation of the final phase commencing during the 3rd quarter of 2015.  The construction schedule 
would be as follows: 

 Phase 1 Construction: April 2013 to July 2013 (3 months) 

 Phase 2 Construction: September 2013 to November 2014 (14 months) 

 Phase 3 Construction: November 2014 to May 2015 (6 months) 

Construction of Phase 1 would include pre-construction surveys, exclusion fencing around a 
10-acre area in the northwest corner of the DHSP site, desert tortoise exclusion (if tortoise are 
present), clearing and construction of a laydown yard, parking area, and pad mounts for 
transformers. 

Construction of Phase 2 would include site fencing, installation of temporary power, site grading 
and preparation over a 1,043-acre area, construction of the O&M building (if necessary) and on-
site roads, construction of the on-site wells, construction of the project substation and switch-
yard, and assembly and installation of panel blocks and wiring for 137 MW of solar power. 

Construction of Phase 3 would include site grading and preparation over a 155-acre area, 
assembly and installation of panel blocks and wiring for 13 MW of solar power.  Panel blocks 
would not be installed within the FERC exclusion area crossing the southern parcel (see Figure 
2-3a in Appendix A for more detail). 

Construction would generally occur 2 hours before sunrise and 2 hours after sunset, Monday 
through Friday.  Additional hours may be necessary to correct DHSP schedule deficiencies or to 
complete critical construction activities.  For instance, during hot weather, it may be necessary to 
start work earlier to avoid pouring concrete during high ambient temperatures.  During the 
startup phase of the project, some activities may be performed over the weekend. 
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Direct Effects 

Construction of Alternative 4 would result in emissions of the following air pollutants: VOCs, 
NOx, carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter under 10 micrometers in diameter (PM10), 
particulate matter under 2.5 micrometers in diameter (PM2.5), and sulfur oxides (SOx). 

Emissions from construction would result from fuel combustion and exhaust from construction 
equipment and vehicle traffic, grading, and use of volatile building materials (e.g., paints and 
lubricants).  Fugitive dust emissions would be generated from earth moving activities such as 
dozing, grading and material loading/handling, and vehicle trips on paved/unpaved roads.  Land 
disturbance during construction would also result in generation of fugitive dust due to wind 
erosion.  Emissions are estimated based on following assumptions and project schedule as pro-
vided by the Applicant: 

 Emissions are estimated based on the construction schedule and equipment, and operating 
equipment and activities provided by the Applicant. 

 The number of on-road truck trips and the number of construction employee trips are provided 
by the Applicant.  Construction vehicles and equipment are shown in Chapter 2, and emissions 
are conservatively estimated for potentially overlapping truck deliveries and other vehicles 
causing up to 56 daily deliveries. 

 Average number of construction workers would be 100 with the maximum of 250 construction 
workers during peak days. 

 Construction workers could commute from housing centers in the Mojave Desert Air Basin, 
such as Blythe, or from outside the project study area, such as Palm Springs.  To account for 
worker trips that may extend to the boundary of the air basin, the maximum length would be 
an estimated 75 miles for each one-way trip for each employee vehicle.  The origin of the raw 
materials was not specified by the Applicant therefore assumed to require a one-way trip of 75 
miles.  Emissions for travel over greater distances would be outside the project study area. 

Project construction emissions were estimated using California Emissions Estimator Model 
(CalEEMod, ver.  2011.1.1).  Although the project emissions were modeled based on the con-
struction schedule, equipment, vehicle trips provide by the Applicant, detailed information about 
construction equipment and trip requirement for each phase was not provided.  Therefore, the 
project construction was modeled as a single phase assuming that construction equipment pro-
vided by the Applicant is daily average requirement. 

Tables 4.2-3 and 4.2-4 summarize the daily and annual mitigated construction air emissions with 
implementation of Tier 3 equipment, oxidation catalyst, diesel particulate filter (DPF), soil 
stabilizer, and watering (3 times/day).  See Appendix D for unmitigated emissions estimates.  
Table 4.2-3 compares the maximum mitigated daily construction emissions with the recom-
mended SCAQMD thresholds of significance as shown in Table 4.2-1.  
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Table 4.2-3. Mitigated Daily Construction Emissions (lbs/day), Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

 VOC NOx CO PM10 PM2.5 SO2 
Month 1-4  111.29 359.15 698.13 268.21 49.64 1.06 
Month 5-16 94.27 354.63 783.09 262.41 48.88 1.23 
Month 17-24 90.16 341.02 751.84 262.00 48.46 1.23 
Thresholds 75 100 550 150 55 150 
Note: Maximum daily construction emissions could be higher on certain days with more construction employees than the average number of 

construction employees. 
Source:  See Appendix D for detailed modeling assumptions and emission estimates. 

Table 4.2-4. Mitigated Annual Construction Emissions (tons/year), Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar 
Project 

 VOC NOx CO PM10 PM2.5 SO2 
Month 1-4 4.62 15.27 27.66 10.74 2.08 0.05 
Month 5-16 11.84 45.80 95.93 31.84 6.18 0.16 
Month 17-24 7.52 29.21 61.39 21.07 4.06 0.11 
Total 23.98 90.28 184.98 63.65 12.32 0.32 
Source:  See Appendix D for detailed modeling assumptions and emission estimates. 

Mitigated maximum daily emissions are estimated to exceed the thresholds of VOC, NOx, CO, 
and PM10 as presented in Table 4.2-3.  Because Alternative 4 would result in substantial VOC, 
NOx, CO, and PM10 emissions, Mitigation Measures AIR-1 (Fugitive Dust Control Plan) and 
AIR-2 (Control On-Site Emissions) are imposed to minimize air quality impacts to the extent 
feasible as recommended by SCAQMD for projects subject to CEQA and as required by 
SCAQMD Rule 403 (SCAQMD 2011c).  The full text of Mitigation Measures is presented 
below. 

Sensitive receptors would be affected by temporary and unavoidable adverse impacts from con-
struction of Alternative 4.  There are a few scattered rural residences within 1.5 miles of the pro-
posed solar facility.  The closest occupied residence is 6,500 feet (1.24 miles) east-southeast 
from the proposed solar facility property line.  All other nearby homes are 7,800 feet (1.48 miles) 
or farther from the proposed solar facility property line.  JTNP is located 1.8 miles to the north-
east, 3.5 miles to the west, and over 7 miles to the north.  The Eagle Mountain Elementary 
School and the Eagle Mountain Village residential area are over 5.5 miles northwest of the pro-
posed solar facility site.  The Lake Tamarisk development is about 2.75 miles south of the pro-
posed solar facility site.  The community of Desert Center is about 5 miles south of the proposed 
solar facility site.  Due to the distances from the project site, localized impacts on sensitive 
receptors would not be adverse.  There are no appropriate LSTs for Alternative 4 since the maxi-
mum receptor distances associated with LSTs is 500 meters (1,640 feet) while the nearest resi-
dential receptor is located more than 1,980 meters (6,500 feet) from the proposed solar facility 
site. 

As noted in Section 3.2, Air Resources, the Class I area closest to the project is the JTNP.  Visi-
bility is considered an important air quality value to be protected within JTNP.  Since the nearest 
boundary of the JTNP is 1.8 miles from the project site, airborne dust generated at the project 
site could be visible during construction from within the park, especially because low humidity 
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provides clear vistas and relatively low haze.  Construction activities would not require use of 
any major stationary sources that could permanently affect regional air quality or visibility at the 
Class I area, and the sources of emissions during construction would occur near the ground level 
where dust would have a limited ability to notably affect distant vistas.  Precursors to haze would 
also be intermittently released near ground level by construction equipment exhaust.  Because of 
the diffuse and intermittent nature of construction sources, the emissions would be widely 
dispersed across the project site, and concentrations near the JTNP would be greatly reduced and 
much lower than the localized effects near the project site.  Emissions during construction of 
Alternative 4 would occur primarily during daytime hours and would be controlled to avoid 
visible plumes as required by SCAQMD Rule 403.  Airborne dust generated by wind erosion 
would be greatly reduced in concentration over nighttime hours when construction activity 
ceases for the day.  Construction activity would be phased across the solar project site over a 
2-year period, limiting the amount of disturbed area that could produce fugitive dust from wind 
erosion at any one time.  In addition, Mitigation Measures AIR-1 (Fugitive Dust Control Plan) 
and MM AIR-2 (Control On-Site Emissions) would be implemented to reduce dust and 
equipment exhaust emissions by requiring use of newer equipment and other strategies like 
electrification of equipment.  These emissions control requirements ensure that development of 
Alternative 4 would result in only a small and temporary increase in wind erosion potential or 
visibility reduction compared to natural conditions.  Consequently, construction of Alternative 4 
with dust controlled to avoid visible plumes as required by SCAQMD Rule 403 would not 
produce an adverse impact to vistas or in night sky visibility in the JTNP Class I area. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 4 during construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation activities would include routine maintenance of the solar project, removal of noxious 
weeds, and roads maintenance.  Routine maintenance includes torque electrical fittings, cleaning 
of switch gear, calibration of protective relays, fire protection system test and annual certification, 
fuse swapping and testing of ground fault detection and power quality.  In order to perform these 
operation and maintenance activities, the project would require 16 full-time staff and 4 pickup 
trucks on-site. 

Direct Effects 

Operation of Alternative 4 would result in substantially lower emissions than project construc-
tion, since Alternative 4 would not have any major stationary emission sources.  Operation emis-
sions of Alternative 4 would be limited to maintenance activities and vehicles trips required for 
operation/maintenance.  Fugitive dust emissions during operation would be generated mostly 
from vehicle trips for employee commutes, security, and maintenance activities.  Operation 
emissions are estimated based on the maintenance activities and equipment provided by the 
Applicant. 

Tables 4.2-5 and 4.2-6 summarize the daily and annual mitigated operation air emissions.  See 
Appendix D for unmitigated emissions estimates.   
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Table 4.2-5. Mitigated Daily Operation Emissions (lbs/day), Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

 VOC NOx CO PM10 PM2.5 SO2 
Daily Emissions 2.89 3.50 30.68 49.62 4.88 0.04 

Thresholds 55 55 550 150 55 150 
Source:  See Appendix D for detailed modeling assumptions and emission estimates. 

Table 4.2-6. Mitigated Annual Operation Emissions (tons/year), Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

 VOC NOx CO PM10 PM2.5 SO2 
Annual Emissions 1.53 0.46 4.55 8.97 0.88 0.01 
Source:  See Appendix D for detailed modeling assumptions and emission estimates. 

As shown in Table 4.2-5, with mitigation, operation emissions for all criteria pollutants would be 
below the SCAQMD thresholds.  Similar to construction, fugitive dust emissions during opera-
tion of Alternative 4 would occur primarily during daytime hours.  Airborne dust generated from 
the project site would be widely and intermittently dispersed across the site.  Due to the very lim-
ited operation emission sources, operation dust emissions would be minimal and would be 
reduced further by implementing Mitigation Measure AIR-3 (Control Operational Fugitive 
Dust).  Therefore, the project operation would result in a negligible increase in wind erosion 
potential, and would not result in an adverse impact on visibility. 

Mitigation Measure AIR-3 (Control Operational Fugitive Dust) is required to reduce particulate 
emissions to the extent feasible in accordance with SCAQMD rules and regulations and to ensure 
that the PM10 emission would be below the SCAQMD regional significance threshold of 150 
lbs/day. 

Implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-4 (Control Equipment Emissions) would reduce 
NOx emissions.  This mitigation measure would ensure that the project’s diesel particulate 
matter (DPM) and NOx emissions are reasonably mitigated. 

Indirect Effects 

The electricity produced by Alternative 4 would displace electricity generated from other power 
plants, which would avoid the need for their operation.  However, the exact nature and location 
of any changes in criteria air pollutant emission rates is not known and would not likely occur 
near the project area. 

Decommissioning 

At the end of the life of Alternative 4, above-ground structures would be removed and demol-
ished, and the site would be returned to its original condition.  Decommissioning activities and 
equipment would be similar to those for project construction. 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative 4 would require disassembly of the solar panels, demolition of 
on-site building, and removal of perimeter fencing.  After removal of equipment and buildings, 
the site would need to be re-vegetated.  Equipment used for decommissioning would generally 
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be similar to that used for construction, except that no grading and clearing would be required.  
Since decommissioning of Alternative 4 does not involve grading or clearing activities, the level 
of fugitive dust emissions would be less than emissions created during construction.  In addition, 
the site is likely to be re-vegetated, which would further reduce fugitive dust emissions.  Because 
decommissioning would occur after serving at least 30 years, it is likely that equipment engine 
technology would be more advanced and fuel would be cleaner.  Mitigation measures that are 
similar to those identified for Alternative 4 construction would be implemented during decom-
missioning, as part of the decommission plan to be developed and approved by the BLM.  There-
fore, criteria pollutant emissions generated during decommissioning would be significantly less 
than the emissions estimated for project construction. 

While criteria pollutant emissions associated with decommissioning would be less than the esti-
mated project construction emissions, it is difficult to determine the impacts of project decom-
missioning due to uncertainties of air quality conditions, visibility, and federal and state regula-
tory standards in the future. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 4 during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce NOx, PM10 and PM2.5 
emissions to the maximum extent feasible. 

MM AIR-1 Fugitive Dust Control Plan.  The project owner shall develop a Fugitive Dust 
Control Plan in compliance with SCAQMD Rule 403 to reduce PM10 and PM2.5 
emissions during construction.  The Fugitive Dust Control Plan shall include: 

• Name(s), address(es), and phone number(s) of person(s) responsible for the 
preparation, submission, and implementation of the plan; 

• Description and location of construction activities; and 

• Listing of all fugitive dust emissions sources included in the construction 
activities. 

• The following dust control measures shall be implemented: 

The road leading to the operations and maintenance facility shall be paved as 
early as practical during construction. 

All other onsite unpaved roads shall be effectively stabilized using soil 
stabilizers that can be determined to be as efficient as or more efficient for 
fugitive dust control than California Air Resources Board approved soil 
stabilizers, and that shall not increase any other environmental impacts includ-
ing loss of vegetation. 

All material excavated or graded will be sufficiently watered to prevent 
excessive dust.  Watering will occur as needed with complete coverage of dis-
turbed areas.  The excavated soil piles are watered hourly for the duration of 
construction or covered with temporary coverings. 
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Construction activities that occur on unpaved surfaces will be discontinued 
during windy conditions when winds exceed 25 miles per hour and when 
those activities cause visible dust plumes.  All grading activities shall be 
suspended when wind speeds are greater than 30 miles per hour. 

Track-out shall not extend 25 feet or more from an active operation and track-
out shall be removed at the conclusion of each workday. 

A wheel-washing system shall be installed and used to remove bulk material 
from tires and vehicle undercarriages before vehicles exit the project property. 

All hauling materials should be moist while being loaded into dump trucks.  
All haul trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose materials shall be covered 
(e.g., with tarps or other enclosures that would reduce fugitive dust 
emissions). 

Soil loads should be kept below 18 inches or the freeboard of the truck. 

Drop heights should be minimized when loaders dump soil into trucks. 

Gate seals should be tight on dump trucks. 

Traffic speeds on unpaved roads shall be limited to 15 miles per hour. 

Other fugitive dust control measures as necessary to comply with South Coast 
Air Pollution Control District Rules and Regulations. 

Disturbed areas should be minimized. 

Disturbed areas should be revegetated as soon as possible after disturbance. 

• For JTNP, the project shall not result in an increase in ambient dust conditions 
within the Park boundaries during construction.  During construction, the proj-
ect owner shall contribute fair-share funding for operation of existing dust 
monitoring stations associated with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project.  
Fair-share funding shall be negotiated with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
project and approved by JTNP.  The project owner shall provide access to 
real-time dust monitoring data to Park staff to the extent feasible, and shall 
immediately address non-compliance with Park dust standards with Park staff.  
The burden of proof of infeasibility of real-time monitoring shall rest with the 
project owner. 

• The project owner shall provide an on-site dust monitor on weekend days 
(Saturday and Sunday) and holidays during the construction period (i.e., dur-
ing non-working daytime hours) to ensure that fugitive dust conditions from 
destabilized soils are immediately detected.  The on-site dust monitor shall 
immediately respond to fugitive dust conditions at the project site by 
mobilizing project personnel to apply water or other approved dust palliatives 
to destabilized soils in authorized work zones.  The monitor shall document 
all dust palliative compliance events in a log to be submitted to the National 
Park Service and the BLM within one week after the occurrence of each non-
compliance event.  Both the duration of the event and a description of the 
response shall be documented in the log. 
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MM AIR-2 Control On-Site Emissions.  The project owner shall control emissions from the 
on-site off-road construction equipment by implementing the following: 

• All off-road construction diesel engines not registered under California Air 
Resources Board’s Statewide Portable Equipment Registration Program, 
which have a rating of 50 horsepower to 750 horsepower, shall meet, at a min-
imum, the Tier 3 California Emission Standards for Off-road Compression-
Ignition Engines as specified in California Code of Regulations, Title 13, sec-
tion 2423(b)(1) unless that such engine is not available for a particular item of 
equipment.  In the event a Tier 3 or Tier 4 engine is not available for any off-
road engine larger than 100 horsepower and smaller than 750 horsepower, that 
engine shall be equipped with retrofit controls that would provide nitrogen 
oxides and particulate matter emissions that are equivalent to Tier 3 engine.  
Off-road equipment with diesel engines larger than 750 horsepower shall meet 
Tier 2 or Tier 3 California Emission Standards. 

• All equipment shall be turned off when not in use.  Engine idling of all equip-
ment shall be minimized. 

• All equipment engines shall be maintained in good operating condition and in 
proposed tune per manufacturers’ specification. 

• Where appropriate, use alternatively fueled construction equipment, and 
utilize grid-based electricity and/or onsite renewable electricity generation 
rather than diesel and/or gasoline powered generators. 

• Construction contracts shall incorporate the following controls to ensure 
effective implementation of the emission reductions: employ periodic 
unscheduled inspections to limit unnecessary idling and to ensure that con-
struction equipment is properly maintained and tuned; prohibit any tampering 
with engines; identify where implementation of mitigation measures is 
rejected based on economic infeasibility. 

MM AIR-3 Control Operational Fugitive Dust.  The project owner shall control fugitive 
dust from the unpaved roads on the site during operation using the following 
methods: 

• The main access road for employees and deliveries to the maintenance com-
plex shall be paved as early during construction as practical. 

• The other unpaved roads at the site shall be stabilized using water or soil 
stabilizers so that vehicle travel on these roads does not cause visible dust 
plumes. 

• Traffic speeds on unpaved roads shall be limited to no more than 15 miles per 
hour.  Traffic speed signs shall be displayed prominently at all site entrances 
and at egress point(s) from the central maintenance complex. 

• For JTNP, the project shall not result in an increase in ambient dust conditions 
within the Park boundaries during operation.  Over the operational life of the 
project, the project owner shall contribute fair-share funding for operation of 
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existing dust monitoring stations associated with the Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm project.  Fair-share funding shall be negotiated with the Desert Sunlight 
Solar Farm project and approved by JTNP.  The project owner shall provide 
access to real-time dust monitoring data to Park staff to the extent feasible, 
and shall immediately address non-compliance with Park dust standards with 
Park staff.  The burden of proof of infeasibility of real-time monitoring shall 
rest with the project owner. 

MM AIR-4 Control Equipment Emissions.  The project owner shall control emissions from 
the on-site dedicated equipment (i.e., equipment that would remain on site each 
day) by implementing the following: 

• All on-site on-road vehicles for operation/maintenance shall be new equip-
ment that meets the recent California Air Resources Board engine emission 
standards or alternatively fueled construction equipment, such as compressed 
natural gas, liquefied natural gas, or electric, as appropriate. 

• All equipment shall be turned off when not in use.  Engine idling of all equip-
ment shall be minimized. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Mitigation Measures AIR-1 (Fugitive Dust Control Plan) and MM AIR-3 (Control Operational 
Fugitive Dust) would mitigate particulate matter emissions during construction and operation to 
the maximum extent feasible.  Mitigation Measures AIR-2 (Control On-Site Emissions) and MM 
AIR-4 (Control Equipment Emissions) would mitigate DPM and NOx emissions to the extent 
feasible by requiring use of newer equipment and other strategies like electrification of 
equipment.  Nonetheless, Alternative 4 would have temporary and unavoidable adverse VOC, 
NOx, CO, and PM10 impacts during construction because, as explained above, daily construc-
tion emissions would exceed SCAQMD thresholds.  Unlike construction, operation of Alterna-
tive 4 would not have any unavoidable adverse effects as the operation and maintenance activi-
ties required would be minimal.  For all other criteria pollutants, the impacts would not be sub-
stantial during either construction or operation.  Decommissioning of Alternative 4 would require 
activities that are similar to construction, but criteria pollutant emissions generated during decom-
missioning would be less than construction emissions since it is likely that equipment engine 
technology would be more advanced and fuel would be cleaner at the time of decommissioning.  
While criteria pollutant emissions associated with decommissioning would be less than the esti-
mated project construction emissions, it is difficult to determine the impacts of project decom-
missioning due to uncertainties of air quality conditions, visibility, and federal and state regula-
tory standards in the future. 

4.2.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Alternative 5 would exclude the portion of the site which is within the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habi-
tat Management Area (WHMA).  Alternative 5 would encompass 1,161 acres and the areas 
cleared of vegetation would be the same as for Alternative 4, 107 acres. 

Construction 

Construction components of Alternative 5 would be identical to those of Alternative 4. 
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Direct Effects 

Alternative 5 would require slightly less construction materials and related truck trips, and 
possibly slightly fewer construction workers than Alternative 4; however, the difference would 
be minimal.  Due to the reduced area of disturbance, fugitive dust emissions generated under 
Alternative 5 are expected to be slightly less than those under Alternative 4.  Therefore, Alterna-
tive 5 would generate slightly less emissions for all criteria pollutants, but the air quality impacts 
under Alternative 5 would be essentially the same as those impacts under Alternative 4.  All of 
the same mitigation measures are required 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 5 during construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance activities under Alternative 5 would be almost identical to those 
under Alternative 4. 

Direct Effects 

Similar to Alternative 4, emission sources for Alternative 5 operation would be limited to 
vehicles trips required for employee commutes and operation/maintenance activities.  Therefore, 
operation emissions would be substantially less than construction emissions.  Air quality impacts 
during Alternative 5 would be similar to those impacts during Alternative 4; therefore operation 
of Alternative 5 would not result in an unavoidable adverse impact.  All of the same mitigation 
measures are required as for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Similar to Alternative 4, the electricity produced by Alternative 5 would also displace electricity 
generated from other power plants, which would avoid the need for their operation.  Indirect 
operation impacts of Alternative 5 would be identical to those of Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning under Alternative 5 would be essentially to same as decommissioning under 
Alternative 4, except that the area needs to be re-vegetated would be smaller due to the smaller 
disturbance acres. 

Direct Effects 

Required decommissioning activities and equipment under Alternative 5 would be similar to 
those described under Alternative 4.  Alternative 5 would require slightly less equipment use due 
to the smaller disturbance area subject to re-vegetation during decommissioning.  However, the 
difference would be minimal; therefore impacts of Alternative 5 decommissioning would be 
essentially identical to those of Alternative 4 decommissioning. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 5 during decommissioning. 
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Mitigation Measures 

The measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative 5. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual impacts after mitigation of Alternative 5 would be identical to those of Alternative 4.  
Alternative 5 would have temporary and unavoidable adverse VOC, CO, NOx, PM10 and PM2.5 
impacts during construction.  Unlike construction, Alternative 5 operation would not have any 
unavoidable adverse effects as the operation/maintenance activities required for Alternative 5 
would be minimal.  Decommissioning of Alternative 5 would require activities that are similar to 
construction, but criteria pollutant emissions generated during decommissioning would be less 
than construction emissions since it is likely that equipment engine technology would be more 
advanced and fuel would be cleaner at the time of decommissioning.  While criteria pollutant 
emissions associated with decommissioning would be less than the estimated project construc-
tion emissions, it is difficult to determine the impacts of project decommissioning due to 
uncertainties of air quality conditions, visibility, and federal and state regulatory standards in the 
future. 

4.2.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 6 would exclude the 155-acre southern parcel of the project and minor portions in the 
northern parcel.  Alternative 6 would encompass 1,044 acres and the areas cleared of vegetation 
would be slightly less than those for Alternative 4. 

Construction 

Construction components of Alternative 6 would be identical to those of Alternative 4. 

Direct Effects 

Alternative 6 would require slightly less construction materials and related truck trips, and 
possibly slightly fewer construction workers than Alternative 4; however, the difference would 
be minimal.  Due to the reduced area of disturbance, fugitive dust emissions generated under 
Alternative 6 are expected to be slightly less than those under Alternative 4.  Therefore, Alterna-
tive 6 would generate slightly less emissions for all criteria pollutants, but the air quality impacts 
under Alternative 6 would be essentially the same as those impacts under Alternative 4.  All of 
the same mitigation measures are required 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 6 during construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance activities under Alternative 6 would be almost identical to those 
under Alternative 4. 

Direct Effects 

Similar to Alternative 4, emission sources for Alternative 6 operation would be limited to 
vehicles trips required for employee commutes and operation/maintenance activities.  Therefore, 
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operation emissions would be substantially less than construction emissions.  Air quality impacts 
during Alternative 6 would be similar to those impacts during Alternative 4; therefore operation 
of Alternative 6 would not result in an unavoidable adverse impact.  All of the same mitigation 
measures are required as for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Similar to Alternative 4, the electricity produce by Alternative 6 would also displace electricity 
generated from other power plants, which would avoid the need for their operation.  Indirect 
operation impacts of Alternative 6 would be identical to those of Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning under Alternative 6 would be essentially to same as decommissioning under 
Alternative 4, except that the area needs to be re-vegetated would be smaller due to the smaller 
disturbance acres. 

Direct Effects 

Required decommissioning activities and equipment under Alternative 6 would be similar to 
those described under Alternative 4.  Alternative 6 would require slightly less equipment use due 
to the smaller disturbance area subject to re-vegetation during decommissioning.  However, the 
difference would be minimal; therefore impacts of Alternative 6 decommissioning would be 
essentially identical to those of Alternative 4 decommissioning. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 6 during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

The measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative 6. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual impacts after mitigation of Alternative 6 would be identical to those of Alternative 4.  
Alternative 6 would have temporary and unavoidable adverse VOC, CO, NOx, and PM10 
impacts during construction.  Unlike construction, Alternative 6 operation would not have any 
unavoidable adverse effects as the operation/maintenance activities required for Alternative 6 
would be minimal.  Decommissioning of Alternative 6 would require activities that are similar to 
construction, but the impacts would be less than construction impacts since it is likely that equip-
ment engine technology would be more advanced and fuel would be cleaner at the time of 
decommissioning. 

4.2.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6.  Alterna-
tive 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 150 MW nominal 
capacity project.  Project details are the same as for Alternative 4, with the only exception being 
the overall height of the panels for Alternative 7.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-
axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet. 
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Construction 

Construction components of Alternative 7 would be identical to those of Alternative 4. 

Direct Effects 

Alternative 7 would require slightly less construction materials and related truck trips, and 
possibly slightly fewer construction workers than Alternative 4; however, the difference would 
be minimal.  Due to the reduced area of disturbance, fugitive dust emissions generated under 
Alternative 7 are expected to be slightly less than those under Alternative 4.  Therefore, Alterna-
tive 7 would generate slightly less emissions for all criteria pollutants, but the air quality impacts 
under Alternative 7 would be essentially the same as those impacts under Alternative 4.  All of 
the same mitigation measures are required 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 7 during construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance activities under Alternative 7 would be almost identical to those 
under Alternative 4. 

Direct Effects 

Similar to Alternative 4, emission sources for Alternative 7 operation would be limited to vehi-
cles trips required for employee commutes and operation/maintenance activities.  Therefore, 
operation emissions would be substantially less than construction emissions.  Air quality impacts 
during Alternative 7 would be similar to those impacts during Alternative 4; therefore operation 
of Alternative 7 would not result in an unavoidable adverse impact.  All of the same mitigation 
measures are required as for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Similar to Alternative 4, the electricity produce by Alternative 7 would also displace electricity 
generated from other power plants, which would avoid the need for their operation.  Indirect 
operation impacts of Alternative 7 would be identical to those of Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning under Alternative 7 would be essentially to same as decommissioning under 
Alternative 4, except that the area needs to be re-vegetated would be smaller due to the smaller 
disturbance acres. 

Direct Effects 

Required decommissioning activities and equipment under Alternative 7 would be similar to 
those described under Alternative 4.  Alternative 7 would require slightly less equipment use due 
to the smaller disturbance area subject to re-vegetation during decommissioning.  However, the 
difference would be minimal; therefore impacts of Alternative 7 decommissioning would be 
essentially identical to those of Alternative 4 decommissioning. 
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Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 7 during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

The measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative 7. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual impacts after mitigation of Alternative 7 would be identical to those of Alternative 4.  
Alternative 7 would have temporary and unavoidable adverse VOC, CO, NOx, and PM10 
impacts during construction.  Unlike construction, Alternative 7 operation would not have any 
unavoidable adverse effects as the operation/maintenance activities required for Alternative 7 
would be minimal.  Decommissioning of Alternative 7 would require activities that are similar to 
construction, but the impacts would be less than construction impacts since it is likely that equip-
ment engine technology would be more advanced and fuel would be cleaner at the time of 
decommissioning. 

4.2.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, the proposed gen-tie line would not be constructed.  There would be no dis-
turbance of the ground at the tower locations and pull sites, no disturbance of desert vegetation 
and habitat, and no installation of transmission equipment.  Therefore, the construction, opera-
tion, and decommissioning impacts associated with the gen-tie line would not occur. 

4.2.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Alternative B would utilize transmission infrastructure developed for First Solar’s Desert Sun-
light Solar Farm Project by sharing the approved transmission towers.  Stringing of the project 
owner’s gen-tie line would commence occur over an estimated 12 months.  However, since this 
construction had not yet begun in September 2011 on the previously-approved towers, this analy-
sis assumes that Alternative B would require all related construction activities. 

Construction 

Construction of Alternative B would cause both temporary and permanent disturbance within a 
construction corridor estimated at a width of 160 feet, plus additional fan-shaped areas at each 
turn in the alignment with radii of 450 feet needed for wire stringing.  The permanent distur-
bance associated with Alternative B would be limited to the foundations of the transmission 
structures, the footprint of the access road, and two 75-foot by 200-foot areas associated with 
each fan-shaped stringing area, as described previously. 

Direct Effects 

Construction of Alternative B would result in emissions of the following air pollutants: VOCs, 
NOx, CO, PM10, PM2.5, and SOx. 

Emissions from construction would result from fuel combustion and exhaust from construction 
equipment and vehicle traffic, grading, and use of polluting building materials (e.g., paints and 
lubricants).  Fugitive dust emissions would be generated from earth moving activities such as 
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dozing, grading and material loading/handling, and vehicle trips on paved/unpaved roads.  Land 
disturbance during construction would also result in generation of fugitive dust due to wind 
erosion.  Emissions are estimated based on following assumptions and project schedule provided 
by the Applicant: 

 Emissions are estimated based on the construction equipment provided by the Applicant. 

 The number of on-road truck trips and the number of construction employee trips are provided 
by the Applicant. 

 Average number of construction workers would be 30 with the maximum of 65 construction 
workers during peak days. 

 Construction workers could commute from housing centers in the Mojave Desert Air Basin, 
such as Blythe, or outside the project study area, such as Palm Springs.  To account for worker 
trips that may extend to the boundary of the air basin, the maximum length would be an esti-
mated 75 miles for each one-way trip for each employee vehicle.  The origin of the raw mate-
rials was not specified by the Applicant and therefore assumed to require a one-way trip of 75 
miles.  Emissions for travel over greater distances would be outside the project study area. 

Project construction emissions are estimated using California Emissions Estimator Model 
(CalEEMod, ver.  2011.1.1).  Tables 4.2-7 and 4.2-8 summarize the daily and annual mitigated 
construction air emissions.  Table 4.2-7 compares the maximum mitigated daily construction 
emissions with the recommended SCAQMD thresholds of significance as shown in Table 4.2-1. 

Table 4.2-7. Mitigated Daily Construction Emissions (lbs/day), Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie 
(Shared Towers) 

 VOC NOx CO PM10 PM2.5 SO2 
Month 1-4 24.35 135.93 156.20 8.40 8.40 0.3 

Month 5-12 21.81 123.48 144.18 7.92 7.92 0.3 

Thresholds 75 100 550 150 55 150 
Note: Maximum daily construction emissions could be higher on certain days with more construction employees than the average number of 

construction employees 
Source: See Appendix D for detailed modeling assumptions and emission estimates. 

Table 4.2-8. Mitigated Annual Construction Emissions (tons/year), Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie 
(Shared Towers) 

 VOC NOx CO PM10 PM2.5 SO2 
Month 1-4 0.65 3.48 4.79 0.20 0.20 0.01 

Month 5-12 0.30 1.61 2.26 0.10 0.10 0.00 

Total 0.95 5.09 7.05 0.30 0.30 0.01 
Source:  See Appendix D for detailed modeling assumptions and emission estimates. 

Mitigation Measures AIR-1 (Fugitive Dust Control Plan) and MM AIR 2 (Control On-Site 
Emissions) would mitigate dust and NOx emissions from construction of Alternative B to the 
extent feasible.  Mitigated maximum daily emissions are estimated to be below the thresholds for 
all criteria pollutants, except for daily NOx emissions, as presented in Table 4.2-7.  For all crite-
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ria pollutants, construction emissions associated with gen-tie line construction would be lower 
than those associated with the solar project construction.  Therefore, the mitigated impacts of 
Alternative B on sensitive receptors and visibility would be substantially less than those 
described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative B during construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

DHSP operations and maintenance personnel would perform periodic maintenance of the Gen-tie 
line, and no additional personnel would be required.  Operation and maintenance of the pro-
posed project gen-tie line would involve periodic inspection via helicopter or truck.  Gen-tie line 
maintenance activities that would be performed by trucks are included as part of the activity 
assumptions for DHSP (Alternative 4).  The trans-mission lines would be maintained on an as-
needed basis and would include maintenance of access roads and erosion/drainage control 
structures. 

Direct Effects 

It is assumed that activity to support operation of Alternative 4 would include all necessary oper-
ation/maintenance vehicle trips required for Alternative B.  No additional personnel would be 
required for Alternative B; therefore no additional impacts beyond those described with respect 
to the operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 would occur. 

Indirect Effects 

No additional personnel would be required for Alternative B; therefore no impacts would occur. 

Decommissioning 

At the end of the life of Alternative B, equipment and facilities would be removed and demol-
ished, and the site would be returned to its original condition. 

Direct Effects 

Equipment used for decommissioning would generally be similar to that used for construction.  
Because decommissioning would occur after serving at least 30 years, it is likely that equipment 
engine technology would be more advanced and fuel would be cleaner.  Additionally, mitigation 
measures that are similar to those identified for Alternative 4 construction would also be imple-
mented during decommissioning.  Therefore, criteria pollutant emissions during decommission-
ing of Alternative B would be significantly less than the emissions estimated for construction of 
Alternative B.  While criteria pollutant emissions associated with decommissioning would be 
less than the estimated project construction emissions, it is difficult to determine the impacts of 
project decommissioning due to uncertainties of air quality conditions, visibility, and federal and 
state regulatory standards in the future. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative B during decommissioning. 
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Mitigation Measures 

The measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative B. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Mitigation Measures AIR-1 (Fugitive Dust Control Plan) and MM AIR-3 (Control Operational 
Fugitive Dust) would mitigate particulate matter emissions during construction and operation to 
the maximum extent feasible.  Mitigation Measures AIR-2 (Control On-Site Emissions) and MM 
AIR-4 (Control Equipment Emissions) would mitigate DPM and NOx emissions to the extent 
feasible by requiring use of newer equipment and other strategies like electrification of 
equipment.  Nonetheless, Alternative B would have temporary and unavoidable adverse NOx 
impacts during construction.  Alternative B operation would not have any unavoidable adverse 
effects as the operation/maintenance activities required for Alternative B would be minimal.  
Decommissioning of Alternative B would require activities that are similar to construction, but 
criteria pollutants emissions would be less than construction emissions since it is likely that 
equipment engine technology would be more advanced and fuel would be cleaner at the time of 
decommissioning.  While criteria pollutant emissions associated with decommissioning would be 
less than the estimated project construction emissions, it is difficult to determine the impacts of 
project decommissioning due to uncertainties of air quality conditions, visibility, and federal and 
state regulatory standards in the future 

4.2.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

The Alternative C gen-tie line would parallel the approved Desert Sunlight gen-tie line, and 
would be located on separated towers within the same Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project’s 
ROW.  The same number of towers in a nearly identical alignment to that of the Desert Sunlight 
Solar Farm project’s gen-tie line would be constructed. 

Construction 

Construction activities required under Alternative C would be essentially the same as those 
required under Alternative B. 

Direct Effects 

Alternative C construction would require essentially the same equipment for the new tower 
installation in the same ROW as required under Alternative B.  Therefore, Alternative C con-
struction would generate essentially the same emissions as Alternative B and air quality impacts 
under Alternative C would be essentially the same as those impacts under Alternative B.  
Mitigation Measures AIR-1 (Fugitive Dust Control Plan) and MM AIR 2 (Control On-Site Emis-
sions) would mitigate dust and NOx emissions from construction of Alternative C to the extent 
feasible. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative C during construction. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

DHSP operations and maintenance personnel would perform periodic maintenance of the gen-tie 
line, and no additional personnel would be required.  Operation and maintenance of the gen-tie 
line would involve periodic inspection via helicopter or truck.  The trans-mission lines would be 
maintained on an as-needed basis and would include maintenance of access roads and erosion/
drainage control structures. 

Direct Effects 

It is assumed that activity to support operation of Alternative 4 would include all necessary oper-
ation/maintenance vehicle trips required for Alternative C.  No additional personnel would be 
required for Alternative C; therefore no impacts would occur. 

Indirect Effects 

No additional personnel would be required for Alternative C; therefore no impacts would occur. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning under Alternative C would be essentially to same as decommissioning under 
Alternative B. 

Direct Effects 

Required decommissioning activities and equipment under Alternative C would be similar to 
those described under Alternative B.  Impacts during decommissioning of Alternative C would 
be essentially the same as decommissioning impacts under Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative C during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

The measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative C. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Alternative C would have temporary and unavoidable adverse NOx impacts during construction.  
Alternative C operation would not have any unavoidable adverse effects as the operation/mainte-
nance activities required for Alternative C would be minimal.  Decommissioning of Alternative 
C would require activities that are similar to construction, but criteria pollutants emissions would 
be less than construction emissions since it is likely that equipment engine technology would be 
more advanced and fuel would be cleaner at the time of decommissioning.  While criteria pollut-
ant emissions associated with decommissioning would be less than the estimated project con-
struction emissions, it is difficult to determine the impacts of project decommissioning due to 
uncertainties of air quality conditions, visibility, and federal and state regulatory standards in the 
future, 
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4.2.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction, operation, and maintenance of Alternative D would be identical to that described 
for Alternative C, except it would require slightly less temporary and permanent ground 
disturbance. 

Construction 

Construction activities required under Alternative D would be essentially the same as those 
required under Alternative B. 

Direct Effects 

Under Alternative D, construction equipment usage would be essentially the same as Alterna-
tive B; therefore impacts associated with air quality under Alternative D would be identical to 
those impacts under Alternative B.  Mitigation Measures AIR-1 (Fugitive Dust Control Plan) and 
MM AIR 2 (Control On-Site Emissions) would mitigate dust and NOx emissions from 
construction of Alternative D to the extent feasible. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative D during construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

DHSP operations and maintenance personnel would perform periodic maintenance of the gen-tie 
line, and no additional personnel would be required.  Operation and maintenance of the gen-tie 
line would involve periodic inspection via helicopter or truck.  The trans-mission lines would be 
maintained on an as-needed basis and would include maintenance of access roads and erosion/
drainage control structures. 

Direct Effects 

It is assumed that activity to support operation of Alternative 4 would include all necessary oper-
ation/maintenance vehicle trips required for Alternative D.  No additional personnel would be 
required for Alternative D; therefore no impacts would occur. 

Indirect Effects 

No additional personnel would be required for Alternative D; therefore no impacts would occur. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning under Alternative D would be essentially to same as decommissioning under 
Alternative B. 

Direct Effects 

Required decommissioning activities and equipment under Alternative D would be similar to 
those described under Alternative B; therefore impacts during Alternative D decommissioning 
would similar to decommissioning impacts under Alternative B. 
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Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative D during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

The measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative D. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Alternative D would have temporary and unavoidable adverse NOx impacts during construction.  
Alternative D operation would not have any unavoidable adverse effects as the operation/mainte-
nance activities required for Alternative D would be minimal.  Decommissioning of Alternative 
D would require activities that are similar to construction, but criteria pollutants emissions would 
be less than construction emissions since it is likely that equipment engine technology would be 
more advanced and fuel would be cleaner at the time of decommissioning.  While criteria pollut-
ant emissions associated with decommissioning would be less than the estimated project con-
struction emissions, it is difficult to determine the impacts of project decommissioning due to 
uncertainties of air quality conditions, visibility, and federal and state regulatory standards in the 
future. 

4.2.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction, operation, and maintenance of Alternative E would be identical to that described 
for Alternative C, except it would require slightly less temporary and permanent ground distur-
bance.  However, because it would require new access routes for the transmission line, Alterna-
tive D would require about 3,700 cubic yards of aggregate.  Another 2,000 cubic yards of 
aggregate would be required for the gen-tie staging area, which would be located along the 
ROW. 

Construction 

Construction activities required under Alternative E would be essentially the same as those 
required under Alternative B. 

Direct Effects 

Under Alternative E, construction equipment usage would be essentially the same as Alterna-
tive B.  Therefore impacts associated with air quality under Alternative E would be identical to 
those impacts under Alternative B.  Mitigation Measures AIR-1 (Fugitive Dust Control Plan) and 
MM AIR 2 (Control On-Site Emissions) would mitigate dust and NOx emissions from 
construction of Alternative D to the extent feasible. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative E during construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

DHSP operations and maintenance personnel would perform periodic maintenance of the Gen-tie 
line, and no additional personnel would be required.  Operation and maintenance of the pro-
posed project gen-tie line would involve periodic inspection via helicopter or truck.  The trans-
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mission lines would be maintained on an as-needed basis and would include maintenance of 
access roads and erosion/drainage control structures. 

Direct Effects 

It is assumed that activity to support operation of Alternative 4 would include all necessary oper-
ation/maintenance vehicle trips required for Alternative E.  No additional personnel would be 
required for Alternative E; therefore no impacts would occur. 

Indirect Effects 

No additional personnel would be required for Alternative E; therefore no impacts would occur. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning under Alternative E would be essentially to same as decommissioning under 
Alternative B. 

Direct Effects 

Required decommissioning activities and equipment under Alternative E would be similar to 
those described under Alternative B; therefore impacts during Alternative E decommissioning 
would similar to decommissioning impacts under Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative E during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

The measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative E. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Alternative E would have temporary and unavoidable adverse NOx impacts during construction.  
Alternative E operation would not have any unavoidable adverse effects as the operation/mainte-
nance activities required for Alternative E would be minimal.  Decommissioning of Alternative 
E would require activities that are similar to construction, but criteria pollutants emissions would 
be less than construction emissions since it is likely that equipment engine technology would be 
more advanced and fuel would be cleaner at the time of decommissioning.  While criteria pollut-
ant emissions associated with decommissioning would be less than the estimated project con-
struction emissions, it is difficult to determine the impacts of project decommissioning due to 
uncertainties of air quality conditions, visibility, and federal and state regulatory standards in the 
future. 

4.2.15 Cumulative Effects 

Geographic Scope 

The geographic scope for air quality cumulative impacts is a 6-mile radius for regionally based 
impacts and a one-mile radius for sensitive receptor impacts based on the nature and extent of 
these impacts.  For purposes of this analysis, only projects that are scheduled concurrently in the 
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same area as the project are considered to be reasonably foreseeable future projects that could, in 
conjunction with the project, contribute to cumulative impacts. 

Table 4.2-9. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

 Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Air Resources Six-mile radius around 
project site 

VOC, NOx, CO, PM10, and 
PM2.5 

• Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant 
• Chuckwalla Valley Raceway 
• Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage 

Project 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 
• Eagle Mountain Wind Project Met 

Towers 
• Sol Orchard 
• Silverado Power Project 

Past, Present, and Reasonably Foreseeable Future Projects 

There are two existing projects and five foreseeable projects within a 6-mile radius of the project 
site area.  The existing projects include the Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant and the Chuckwalla 
Valley Raceway.  The projects under development include Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage 
Project, Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, Eagle Mountain Wind Project Met Towers, Sol 
Orchard and Silverado Power Project. 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

The timing for approval and construction of the Sol Orchard, and Eagle Mountain Wind Project 
Met Towers is not known, but it could overlap with part of the construction period for the DHSP.  
Construction of the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project is expected to start in 2012 and 
would continue to occur over a 4-year period.  Preliminary construction activities for the Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm project started in September 2011, and its construction will continue to 
occur over a 2-year period.  Therefore, construction of the DHSP would occur concurrently with 
construction of the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project, the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
project, and possibly the Sol Orchard and Eagle Mountain Wind Project.  Regarding projects 
further than 6-miles, it is anticipated that construction of the Eagle Mountain Landfill Project and 
Silverado Power Project would occur after DHSP’s construction. 

Analyses show that construction emissions during construction of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
project would exceed the SCAQMD daily thresholds of significance for VOC, NOx, CO, PM10 
and PM2.5 resulting in an unavoidable adverse impact (BLM 2011).  Similarly, construction 
emissions from the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage project are also expected to result in an 
unavoidable adverse NOx impacts.  These construction emissions combined with those from the 
DHSP (Alternatives 4 through 7 and Alternatives C through E) would be expected to contribute 
to temporary adverse cumulative regional air quality impacts.  Sensitive receptors would be 
affected by temporary and unavoidable adverse impacts from construction of the proposed 
project and other cumulative projects.  Because construction at the proposed solar facility site 
would be well over 6,500 feet from the nearest residence and more than 1.8 miles from other 
identified sensitive receptors (residences, schools, and JTNP), and construction emissions would 
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cease upon operation, adverse effects of cumulative projects would not substantially overlap at 
sensitive receptors. 

As described above, the nearest federal Class I area, JTNP, is located 1.8 miles away from the 
project site.  It is expected that cumulative PM10 and PM2.5 emissions would result in a tempo-
rary unavoidable adverse impacts during construction, consequently impacts on visibility due to 
airborne dust would likely be adverse.  However, the sources of emissions during construction 
would occur near the ground level, where dust would have a limited ability to notably affect 
distant vistas, and emissions would be widely dispersed across the project site.  The ground level 
release and intermittent nature of construction sources ensures that the concentration near the 
JTNP would be much lower than the localized effects near the project site.  Additionally, all 
cumulative projects are anticipated to avoid visible plumes as required by SCAQMD Rule 403 
and implement additional mitigation measures where needed to control dust emissions.  There-
fore, the DHSP and other cumulative projects would not result in an adverse cumulative effect on 
visibility. 

Once construction of projects under development and the DHSP is completed, operational cumu-
lative impacts would include operation emissions of these projects in addition to operating emis-
sions of existing cumulative sources.  However, it should be noted that Kaiser Mine is no longer 
operational; therefore, it would not contribute to cumulative emissions.  None of these facilities 
has a major stationary emission source.  Additionally, four of these projects under development, 
like the proposed project, are solar energy facilities with no notable stationary emission sources.  
Due to the limited emission sources associated with these facilities, the cumulative impacts on 
visibility would be negligible and operation of the project would not result in an unavoidable 
cumulative adverse effect. 

The No Action and No Project Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A) would not contribute to 
any cumulative effects.  In addition, Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative air quality 
effects, as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight 
approved gen-tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, 
with no additional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert 
Sunlight gen-tie. 

4.2.16 CEQA Considerations 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The indicators listed below were used to determine the significance of potential impacts to air 
resources under CEQA.  They are based on the significance criteria for air quality listed in the 
CEQA Environmental Checklist, Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, which state that a project 
would have a significant impact on air quality if it would: 

AR-1 Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan; 

AR-2 Violate any air quality standard or contribute to an existing or projected air quality 
violation; 

AR-3 Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which 
the project region is nonattainment under an applicable federal or State ambient air 
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quality standard (including releasing emissions that exceed quantitative thresholds for 
ozone precursors); 

AR-4 Expose the public (especially schools, day care centers, hospitals, retirement homes, 
convalescence facilities and residences) to substantial pollutant concentrations; 

AR-5 Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people. 

Specifically, implementation of the project would have a significant impact on air quality if it 
would exceed any of the SCAQMD thresholds of significance presented in Table 4.2-1. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A would not involve construction of the project or gen-tie line.  These 
alternatives would have no impacts on air resources. 

Alternative 4 

AR-1 The SCAQMD is the agency with principal responsibility for air quality attainment 
planning in the portion of the MDAB surrounding the project site.  The project site 
area is attainment for all federal air quality standards, so for the MDAB portion of 
SCAQMD’s jurisdiction there are no federal planning requirements.  However, this 
area is also non-attainment for state ozone and PM10 standards, where there are state 
planning requirements for ozone, but not PM10, attainment.  SCAQMD has adopted 
2007 Air Quality Management Plan (SCAQMD 2007) and 2003 Air Quality Manage-
ment Plan (SCAQMD 2003) and these plans include recommendations for measures 
to control ROG/VOC and NOx emissions generated from stationary and mobile 
sources.  The DHSP would implement Mitigation Measure AIR-2 to mitigate NOx 
emissions in conformance with the SCAQMD ozone plan.  Implementation of Mitiga-
tion Measures AIR-2 would ensure that the project conforms to the SCAQMD Air 
Management Plan and that the DHSP would have less-than-significant impacts after 
mitigation. 

AR-2 As shown in Table 4.2-3, construction emissions of VOC, CO, NOx, and PM10 dur-
ing construction would exceed the SCAQMD thresholds even after implementing 
Mitigation Measures AIR-1 and AIR-2, and these emission levels could cause 
localized exceedances, or contribute significantly to existing exceedances, of the State 
or federal air quality standards.  Therefore, the proposed project would have tempo-
rary significant and unavoidable NOx and PM10 impacts during construction. 

AR-3 Implementation of Mitigation Measures AIR-1 and AIR-2 would reduce fugitive dust 
emissions and engine NOx emissions.  However, as shown above in Table 4.2-3 the 
daily construction VOC, CO, NOx, PM10 and PM2.5 emissions would exceed the 
SCAQMD thresholds, resulting in a cumulatively considerable net increase of 
VOC, CO, NOx, PM10 and PM2.5 during project construction.  Therefore, the DHSP 
would have temporary significant and unavoidable NOx and PM10 impacts during 
construction. 

AR-4 Sensitive receptors would be affected by emissions generated during the project con-
struction as construction emissions for VOC, CO, NOx, and PM10would exceed the 
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SCAQMD threshold of significance as presented in Table 4.2-3.  The high level of 
VOC, CO, NOx, and PM10 emissions would have the potential to create temporary 
unavoidable significant impacts; however, since construction activity at the proposed 
solar facility site would be well over 6,500 feet from the nearest residence, impacts on 
sensitive receptors would be less than significant.  These impacts on residential recep-
tors would vary depending on the location, level, and type of activity, the silt content 
of the soil, and the prevailing weather.  The nearest boundary of the JTNP is located 
1.8 miles to the northeast, which would be a sufficient distance from the project site 
to ensure that users of the JTNP do not experience significant localized concentra-
tions of emissions. 

AR-5 The project would not include any notable source of odors except for use of diesel-
fueled construction equipment and small quantities of coatings that include organic 
compounds.  Construction odors would be temporary, would be limited by mandatory 
use of ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel, and would only occur within the project site, and 
so would not negatively affect a substantial number of people.  Therefore, the odor 
impacts from the project construction are less than significant. 

Operation and Maintenance 

AR-1 The DHSP does not include any major stationary emission sources and only requires 
minimal operation activities.  In addition, the DHSP would implement Mitigation 
Measures AIR-3 and AIR-4 to mitigate NOx and particulate matter emissions during 
operation.  Therefore, the operation of the project would not conflict with or obstruct 
implementation of the SCAQMD air quality plans. 

AR-2 As shown in Table 4.2-5, operation emissions for all criteria pollutants would remain 
well under the applicable thresholds of significance.  Such levels of emissions should 
not cause localized exceedances, or contribute significantly to existing exceedances, 
of the State or federal air quality standards.  Therefore, the proposed project would 
have less-than-significant impacts on air quality standard attainment during operation. 

AR-3 Operation of the DHSP would result in substantially lower emissions than project 
construction and would be well below the SCAQMD thresholds of significance (see 
Table 4.2-5).  Therefore, project’s operation emissions would not result in cumula-
tively considerable net increases of nonattainment pollutants and would have less-
than-significant impacts to regional air quality. 

AR-4 As shown in Table 4.2-5 and Table 4.2-6, operation emissions of the DHSP are mini-
mal after implementation of mitigation measures AIR-3 and AIR-4, so the project 
would have less-than-significant impacts to area receptors during operation. 

AR-5 Operation of the DHSP would not include any notable sources of odors.  Therefore, 
the odor impacts from the project operation are less than significant. 

Decommissioning 

AR-1 It can be assumed that the decommissioning activities will be conducted in a manner 
that would conform to the requirements of applicable air quality plans, if any exist, at 
the time of project decommissioning.  However, applicable regulatory standards and 
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air quality plans are likely to be more stringent than current standards and plans, and 
overall air quality may be worse in 30 years if future development proceeds. 

AR-2 The magnitude of decommissioning emissions are expected to be significantly less 
than those estimated for project construction since decommissioning would occur 
after at least 30 years of operation, and it is expected that on-road and off-road equip-
ment engine technology would be far more advanced and cleaner than is currently the 
case.  Additionally, the level of activity needed to decommission the solar panels is 
less than the level of activity needed to construct the solar panels and can be done at a 
more leisurely pace than construction.  Although the ambient air quality attainment 
status for the project area and visibility conditions at the time of project decommis-
sioning are unknown, decommissioning emissions of the DHSP are not expected to 
cause or significantly contribute to any air quality violations, and would have less-
than-significant impacts on air quality standard attainment. 

AR-3 Due to the reduced activity, and expected reduced emission profile of vehicles when 
decommissioning would occur, is anticipated that decommissioning emissions of the 
DHSP can be kept below the SCAQMD CEQA significance thresholds.  Therefore, 
project’s decommissioning emissions would not result in cumulatively considerable 
net increases of nonattainment pollutants and would have less-than-significant 
impacts to regional air quality. 

AR-4 Any receptors located near to the DHSP would have increased air pollutant exposures 
from project decommissioning; however, as noted above, the level of emissions dur-
ing decommissioning are expected to be substantially lower than those from project 
construction, and during decommissioning the project owner would have to comply 
with District rules and regulations and imposed Mitigation Measure AIR-3 that 
address fugitive dust control.  Therefore, the air quality impacts resulting from project 
decommissioning to the public, including sensitive receptors, are expected to be less 
than significant. 

AR-5 Decommissioning activity would not include any notable source of odors except for 
use of diesel-fueled equipment within the project site.  Odors would not negatively 
affect a substantial number of people.  Therefore, the odor impacts from the project 
decommissioning would be less than significant. 

Alternative 5 

Significance Criteria AR-1 through AR-5 would be the same for Alternative 5 as for Alternative 
4 as discussed in Section 4.2.7.  The same mitigation measures would apply as appropriate. 

Alternative 6 

Significance Criteria AR-1 through AR-5 would be the same for Alternative 6 as for Alternative 
4 as discussed in Section 4.2.8.  The same mitigation measures would apply as appropriate. 

Alternative 7 

Significance Criteria AR-1 through AR-5 would be the same for Alternative 7 as for Alternative 
4 as discussed in Section 4.2.8.  The same mitigation measures would apply as appropriate. 
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Alternative B 

Significance Criteria AR-1 through AR-5 would be the essentially same for Alternative B as for 
Alternative 4 as discussed in Section 4.2.11.  However, for Alternative B, mitigated maximum 
daily emissions would be below the thresholds for all criteria pollutants except for daily NOx 
emissions.  Therefore for construction emissions, Alternative B would result in temporary signif-
icant and unavoidable NOx impacts during construction for AR-2 and AR-3 and would not result 
in temporary significant and unavoidable PM10 impacts for AR-2 and AR-3.  The same mitiga-
tion measures would apply as appropriate. 

Alternative C 

Significance Criteria AR-1 through AR-5 would be essentially the same for Alternative C as for 
Alternative B as discussed in Section 4.2.12.  The same mitigation measures would apply as 
appropriate. 

Alternative D 

Significance Criteria AR-1 through AR-5 would be essentially the same for Alternative D as for 
Alternative B as discussed in Section 4.2.13.  The same mitigation measures would apply as 
appropriate. 

Alternative E 

Significance Criteria AR-1 through AR-5 would be essentially the same for Alternative E as for 
Alternative B as discussed in Section 4.2.14.  The same mitigation measures would apply as 
appropriate. 

Cumulative Impacts 

Cumulative impacts are described in Section 4.2.15.  As discussed therein, the contribution of the 
proposed project and alternatives to a cumulative air quality impact would be less than consider-
able under CEQA. 
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4.3 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES – VEGETATION 

4.3.1 Methodology for Analysis 

This analysis is based on information from the focused rare plant surveys, vegetation mapping, 
reconnaissance surveys, and jurisdictional delineations conducted for the proposed project and 
alternatives and survey results from the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, as well as 
information found in the California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB), California Native Plant 
Society (CNPS) Online Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants (8th Edition), Consortium of 
California Herbaria (CCH), and lists of special-status species for the region (see Chapter 3.3 for 
details). 

Impact analyses typically characterize effects to vegetation communities as temporary or perma-
nent.  Permanent impacts generally refer to areas to be paved or otherwise precluded from most 
natural habitat function throughout the life of a proposed project.  Temporary impacts generally 
refer to areas to be disturbed during project construction, but allowed to return to a more natural 
condition after initial construction disturbance or actively revegetated.  Mitigation ratios for 
temporary impacts may be less than those for permanent impacts, especially if revegetation or 
ecological restoration is employed.  In desert ecosystems, the interpretation of permanent and 
temporary impacts needs to reflect the slow recovery rates of native plant communities.  Natural 
recovery rates from disturbance in desert ecosystems depend on the nature and severity of the 
impact.  For example, creosote bushes can re-sprout a full canopy within five years after 
crushing by heavy vehicles (Gibson et al. 2004), whereas more severe damage involving vegeta-
tion removal and soil disturbance can take from 50 to 300 years for partial recovery and com-
plete ecosystem recovery may require over 3,000 years (Lovich and Bainbridge 1999).  In this 
analysis, an impact that might be considered temporary in other parts of California will be con-
sidered long-term or permanent due to these very slow natural recovery rates. 

Direct and indirect impacts of each action alternative to vegetation and jurisdictional areas are 
discussed in Sections 4.3.4 through 4.3.15.  The analysis of direct and indirect impacts covers 
construction, operations and maintenance (O&M), and decommissioning for each action alterna-
tive.  Direct effects include the direct or immediate effects of the project on a species or its habi-
tat.  Examples of direct impacts to vegetation and jurisdictional areas include damage to or 
removal of special-status plants; loss or degradation of native plant communities or jurisdictional 
areas; and interference with photosynthetic processes and/or plant reproduction from dust or 
shading.  Indirect effects include those effects that are caused by or will result from the project 
and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably certain to occur.  
Examples of indirect effects to vegetation and jurisdictional areas include erosion, sedimentation, 
and introduction of invasive species by various vectors or conditions that compete with native 
species and can result in habitat degradation. 

4.3.2 Summary of Impacts 

A summary of the overall acreages of disturbance by plant community and jurisdictional areas 
associated with each alternative is provided in Tables 4.3-1 and 4.3-2.  Acreages calculated for 
impacts were based on the best project information available at the time of publication of this 
document.  Minor changes to these acreages may occur as the project undergoes final engineer-
ing, but substantial changes to acreages reported below would not be expected.  These acreages 
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are based on information provided by Applicant regarding construction of each project compo-
nent, and mapping of vegetation and jurisdictional areas described in Section 3.3. 

Table 4.3-1. Summary Comparison of Action Alternatives – Solar Project Site Alternatives 

 Permanent and Long-Term Impacts (acres) 

Resource 

Alternative 4: 
Proposed  

Solar Project 

Alternative 5: 
Solar Project 

Excluding 
WHMA 

Alternative 6: 
Reduced 
Footprint  

Solar Project 

Alternative 7: 
High-Profile 

Reduced 
Footprint Solar 

Project 

Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) 1,026 980 944 944 

Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash 
Woodland) 

180 179 98 98 

Previously Disturbed Areas 2 2 2 2 

Total Permanent and Long-Term Disturbance* 1,208 1,161 1,044 1,044 

CDFG Jurisdictional Streambeds 113 110 79 79 

Total CDFG Jurisdictional Areas 258.5 254.4 163.5 163.5 

*CDFG jurisdictional streambeds overlap with plant communities; therefore, total is not a sum of the above acreages.  

 
Table 4.3-2. Summary Comparison of Action Alternatives – Gen-Tie Alternatives1 

 Permanent and Long-Term Impacts (acres) 

Resource  

Alternative B: 
Proposed  
Gen-Tie –  

Shared Towers 

Alternative C: 
Separate 

Transmission 
Towers Within 

Same ROW 

Alternative D: 
Cross-Valley 

Alignment 

Alternative E: 
New  

Cross-Valley 
Alignment 

Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub; 
Bajada/Alluvial Landforms) 

41 41 20 5 

Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert 
Dry Wash Woodland)2 

51 51 39 60 

Previously Disturbed Areas 0 0 27 0 

Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub; 
Partially Stabilized Sandfields) 

0 0 0 13 

Active Sand Dunes 0 0 0 7 

Total Permanent and Long-Term Impacts 92 92 86 85 

1 - Estimated acreage, based on proportion of alignment within each vegetation type, and the estimated disturbance acreage provided by the 
Applicant for each alternative. 

2 - Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodlands also meet CDFG jurisdictional criteria as riparian vegetation adjacent to jurisdictional streambeds. 

4.3.3 Applicant Measures 

The Applicant has provided several measures as part of the project description that would be 
implemented during construction, operation, and/or decommissioning to reduce potential impacts 
to vegetation.  In some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or expand on AM reporting 
requirements, timing of implementation, or other details where appropriate.  Where there is a 
conflict between provisions of the mitigation measures imposed and the following AMs, the 
mitigation measures take precedence. 
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Applicant Measures identified by the Applicant to reduce impacts to vegetation include the 
following: 

AM BIO-1 Habitat Compensation Plan.  A Habitat Compensation Plan is being prepared 
and will be implemented by the Applicant to compensate for the loss of creosote 
desert scrub, desert dry wash woodland, and jurisdictional resources.  Compensa-
tion will be accomplished by acquisition of mitigation land or conservation ease-
ments or by providing funding for specific land acquisition, endowment, restora-
tion, and management actions under one of several programs, such as the recently 
approved mitigation program created by AB 13.  The Habitat Compensation Plan 
will be reviewed and approved by BLM, United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS), and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).  The 
precise details of the mitigation, including mitigation ratios, will be established in 
the BLM Right-of-Way (ROW) grant, USFWS Biological Opinion, and any 
CDFG 2081 Incidental Take Permit or CDFG 2080.1 Consistency Determination. 

AM BIO-2 Integrated Weed Management Plan.  A Draft Integrated Weed Management 
Plan (IWMP) will be prepared pursuant to BLM’s Vegetation Treatments Using 
Herbicides on BLM Lands in 17 Western States (BLM 2007) and the National 
Invasive Species Management Plan (NISC 2008), and will be implemented by the 
Applicant to reduce the potential for the introduction of invasive species during 
construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the project.  
The draft plan will be reviewed and approved by the BLM. 

AM BIO-3 Pre-construction Surveys for Special-Status Plant Species and Cacti.  Before 
construction, the Applicant will stake and flag the construction area boundaries, 
including the construction areas for the solar farm site and gen-tie line; construc-
tion laydown, parking, and work areas; and the boundaries of all temporary and 
permanent access roads.  A BLM-approved biologist will then survey all areas of 
proposed ground disturbance for special-status plant species and cacti during the 
appropriate blooming period for those species having the potential to occur in the 
construction areas.  All special-status plant species and cacti observed will be 
flagged for transplantation.  All cacti observed will be flagged for transplantation 
and special-status plant species observed will be flagged for salvage. 

AM BIO-4 Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP).  The Applicant will 
implement a WEAP to educate on-site workers about sensitive environmental 
issues associated with the project.  The WEAP will be administered to all on-site 
personnel including surveyors, construction engineers, employees, contractors, 
contractor’s employees, supervisors, inspectors, subcontractors, and delivery per-
sonnel.  The program will be implemented during site mobilization, ground dis-
turbance, grading, construction, operation, and closure.  BLM will be responsible 
for ensuring that each construction worker at the site, throughout the duration of 
construction activities, receives the above training. 

AM BIO-5 Vegetation Resources Management Plan.  The Applicant will prepare and 
implement a Vegetation Resources Management Plan that contains the following 
components: 
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 A Vegetation Salvage Plan which discusses the methods that will be used to 
transplant cacti present within the project locations following BLM’s standard 
operating procedures, as well as methods that will be used to transplant 
special-status plant species that occur in the project locations if feasible. 

 A Restoration Plan which discusses the methods that will be used to restore 
Creosote Bush Scrub and Desert Dry Wash Woodland Habitat that is tempo-
rarily disturbed by construction activities. 

 The Vegetation Salvage Plan and Restoration Plan will specify success crite-
ria and performance standards.  BLM will be responsible for reviewing and 
approving the plan and for ensuring that the Applicant implements the plan 
including maintenance and monitoring required in the plan. 

4.3.4 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would 
not amend the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan.  As a result, the proposed 
solar energy project would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would continue to 
manage the site consistent with the existing land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 
1980, as amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, no impacts from the DHSP would occur and the project sites would con-
tinue to be affected by current uses. 

4.3.5 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) would not be approved 
by the BLM, and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for 
future solar energy development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project 
site and BLM would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the 
CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

4.3.6 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) would not be approved 
by the BLM, and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable 
for future solar energy development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the 
project site and BLM would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in 
the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

4.3.7 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Alternative 4 is the Applicant’s proposed solar project, which would be a 150-MW, nominal 
capacity, alternating current (AC), solar photovoltaic (PV), energy-generating project.  The proj-
ect consists of a main generation area, O&M facility, on-site substation, switchyard, site security, 
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on-site water-storage ponds (during the construction phase), one on-site evaporation pond, a 
well, and a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line.  The project would be located on 
1,208 acres, and would be comprised of two separate parcels separated by a desert wash.  The 
northern parcel would be 1,053 acres and the southern parcel would be 155 acres.  Figure 2-2 in 
Appendix A illustrates Alternative 4. 

Construction 

Project construction, including construction methods, equipment, scheduling, and phasing, are 
described in Chapter 2.  Most construction impacts to vegetation resources would occur during 
Phases 2 and 3 (September 2013 to May 2015), which would include site fencing, installation of 
temporary power, site grading and preparation, and other facilities. 

Construction would generally occur between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m., Monday through Friday, but con-
struction during additional hours may be necessary at times. 

Direct Effects 

Construction activities associated with Alternative 4 would directly affect vegetation, special-
status plants, and state jurisdictional resources through the long-term and permanent loss and 
degradation of native vegetation and its habitat values, loss of special-status plants, and loss or 
alteration of state jurisdictional streambeds and associated habitat values.  These effects are 
discussed in detail below, and mitigation measures to reduce the severity of these effects are 
presented at the end of this section. 

Native Vegetation Including Sensitive Natural Communities.  Site preparation and construc-
tion at the proposed solar facility would consist of removing vegetation where necessary, such as 
along the access roads, and crushing or mowing vegetation taller than 18 inches throughout the 
remainder of the site.  It is the Applicant’s goal to minimize vegetation removal and soil surface 
disturbance during construction.  Annual plants and smaller perennials may remain in place 
where compatible with project construction.  Overall impacts of project construction would 
cause substantial degradation to native vegetation and wildlife habitat.  Project construction 
would result in permanent and long-term adverse impacts to 1,206 acres of natural vegetation, 
including 1,026 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) and 180 acres of Blue 
Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland). 

Construction traffic and related activities would cause increased soil erosion on the site.  Aeolian 
(wind) transport of dust and sand can degrade soil and vegetation over a widening area, and 
would affect off-site vegetation (Okin et al. 2001).  Dust can have deleterious physiological 
effects on plants and may affect their productivity and nutritional qualities (Sharifi et al. 1997).  
Windblown dust and sand can kill plants by burial and abrasion, interrupt natural processes of 
nutrient accumulation, and damage off-site soil resources.  The destruction of plants and soil 
crusts by windblown sand and dust exacerbates the erodibility of the soil and accelerates the loss 
of nutrients (Okin et al. 2001). 

The project’s direct adverse impacts to vegetation would be substantial, but can be reduced 
through implementation of required Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 (the full 
text of all mitigation measures is presented below in a section entitled “Mitigation Measures”).  
In combination, these measures would ensure that:  
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 project impacts to biological resources are minimized and do not exceed the impacts described 
herein;  

 all such impacts are documented and reported to resource agencies;  

 communication among the project owner and resource agencies is maintained during 
construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases via the Designated Biologist;  

 workers on the site are informed of the requirements for protection of biological resources;  

 adverse impacts to soils and vegetation are mitigated to the extent feasible; and  

 loss of vegetation and habitat is compensated by permanent protection and management of 
comparable habitat off site.   

These measures are expected to effectively mitigate the majority of the project’s adverse impacts 
to these resources, though some residual impacts would remain (see below). 

 Mitigation Measure VEG-1 (Assign a Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors) would 
require the project owner to assign qualified biologists to monitor project construction, prepare 
monitoring reports for the project owner and resource agencies, and maintain resource agency 
contact throughout the construction phase of the project. 

 Mitigation Measure VEG-2 (Conduct Biological Monitoring and Reporting during project 
Construction, Operations, and Decommissioning) describes the responsibilities and authority 
of the Designated Biologist and Biological Monitor with respect to vegetation, habitat, special-
status species, reporting, and other aspects of the monitoring program. 

 Mitigation Measure VEG-3 (Prepare and Implement a Worker Environmental Awareness 
Program [WEAP]), requires an education program to inform workers on the site of biological 
resource values, the specific policies and requirements in place to protect those values, and 
their responsibilities for protection of biological resource values. 

 Mitigation Measure VEG-4 (Minimize Construction-Related Impacts) requires minimization of 
all construction sites, to avoid unnecessary damage to biological resources, including vegetation 
and habitat. 

 Mitigation Measure VEG-5 (Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Resources Management 
Plan) requires vegetation management or revegetation of disturbed areas within the project 
footprint, as compatible with project operation and maintenance.  Note that all disturbances to 
soils and vegetation are analyzed here as long-term or permanent impacts and off-site com-
pensation is required in MM VEG-6.  Therefore, the goal of the revegetation plan will be to 
prevent further degradation of disturbed sites, but not necessarily to restore pre-disturbance 
habitat values. 

 Mitigation Measure VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and 
Habitat) requires acquisition and management of off-site vegetation and habitat in perpetuity to 
offset the permanent loss of vegetation and habitat on the project site.  Consistent with the 
NECO Plan requirements, impacts to Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) would be 
compensated at a 1:1 ratio; impacts to Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry 
Wash Woodland) would be compensated at a 3:1 ratio; and impacts to designated wildlife 
management areas would be compensated at increased ratios (see Section 4.4).  The Blue Palo 
Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) is a special-status plant community 
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that provides habitat elements and structure not available in surrounding Creosote Bush Scrub 
(Sonoran Desert Scrub). This Woodland is closely associated with the beds and banks of state-
jurisdictional streambeds and is, in effect, the riparian vegetation of regional episodic 
hydrologic systems.  The Applicant is currently working with Wildlands Inc. to develop a 
suitable compensation strategy to address the resources and ratios described in MM VEG-6 
(see Appendix C.12). 

Special-Status Plants.  Project construction would remove Emory’s crucifixion thorn (at least16 
individual plants occur within the project boundaries, but not all individuals would be directly 
impacted by project facilities), Utah vine milkweed (one individual reported in 2010, not 
relocated in 2011), and desert unicorn-plant (two individuals at one location, located in 2011).  
The natural history of desert unicorn-plant (perennial herb; sprouts above-ground every few 
years in response to warm season rains) makes it likely that additional, undocumented locations 
exist on the site.  Thus, construction of Alternative 4 could affect additional desert unicorn-plant 
locations.  Impacts to special-status plants would be adverse, but only those impacts ranked as 
California Rare Plant Rank (CRPR) 1 or 2 would warrant mitigation.  Emory’s crucifixion thorn 
on private lands may be subject to the provisions of the California Desert Native Plants Act.  
Emory’s crucifixion thorn is ranked as CRPR 2, and the other two species are CRPR 4.  None of 
the three plant taxa are BLM Sensitive Species (see Section 3.3).  Implementation of Mitigation 
Measure VEG-7 (Mitigate Direct Impacts to Special-Status Plants) would reduce project impacts 
to Emory’s crucifixion thorn by requiring the project owner to either (1) salvage individual 
plants from the site prior to construction; (2) introduce greenhouse-raised plants into suitable off-
site habitat; or (3) to provide compensation lands with extant Emory’s crucifixion thorn.  The 
project’s impacts to the two other species (both CRPR 4), while adverse, would not warrant 
further mitigation.  The likelihood for success of Emory’s crucifixion thorn salvage or 
propagation is unknown, and any such efforts will be considered experimental in nature.  
However, based on the conservation status of this and other special-status plants on the site, MM 
VEG-7, in combination, with other measures, is expected to appropriately minimize or mitigate 
the majority of the project’s adverse impacts to special-status plants, though some residual 
impacts would remain (see below). 

State-Jurisdictional Streambeds.  Construction of the project would adversely impact 113 
acres of state-jurisdictional streambeds.  This includes 34.5 acres within Blue Palo Verde–
Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland), and 78.5 within Creosote Bush Scrub 
(Sonoran Desert Scrub).  Construction would also impact 180 acres of the adjacent riparian vege-
tation (i.e., Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodland, or Desert Dry Wash Woodland).  Total 
impacts to jurisdictional areas are calculated as the sum of mapped woodlands (180 acres) plus 
the acreage of jurisdictional streambeds mapped outside those woodlands (78.5 acres), or 258.5 
acres total.  These streambeds convey water and sediment to stream channels and their associated 
vegetation and habitat (e.g., Desert Dry Wash Woodland), both on the project site, and off site 
downstream.  Impacts to state-jurisdictional streambeds would require the project owner to 
obtain a Lake and Streambed Alteration Agreement from the CDFG.  The USACE has issued its 
jurisdictional determination, concluding that no waters of the United States occur on the 
proposed solar facility site (Appendix C.11.  [USACE May 29 2012]).  The Colorado River 
Basin Regional Water Quality Control Board (Region 7) has indicated that 401 Water Quality 
Certification is not necessary (Appendix C.11. [Jay Mirpour email June 26 2012]).  In addition, 
no wetlands occur on the project site.  As described in detail in Section 3.3.9, although one area 
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in the solar facility site is identified as a National Wetland Inventory (NWI) wetland, higher 
resolution project-specific surveys determined that the waters on site are classified as non-
wetland State waters according to multiple legal and scientific criteria.   

The proposed project does not include diversion channels, detention basins, or other substantial 
alterations to the existing surface hydrology.  Water and sediment would be conveyed down-
slope, across the site, by sheet flow or within channels where topography remains present after 
site preparation and project construction.  However, surface flow patterns, velocities, and 
sediment loads may be altered throughout the site by solar panel foundations, access roads, and 
other project features.  Native vegetation would be removed or degraded from these streambed 
and woodland areas and would no longer provide suitable habitat for most native wildlife spe-
cies.  Altered surface flows may affect downstream vegetation by altering water or sediment 
availability.  These impacts would be offset by implementing Mitigation Measures VEG-1 
through MM VEG-6, described above.  In addition, implementation of Mitigation Measure 
VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) 
would minimize adverse effects of construction activities to jurisdictional streambeds both on 
site and off site.  The project owner will be required by California Fish and Game Code Section 
1600 to obtain a Lake and Streambed Alteration Agreement from the CDFG prior to altering 
streambeds on the project site.  Mitigation Measure WAT-1 requires demonstration of 
compliance with any applicable permit conditions from CDFG, USACE, and Regional Water 
Quality Control Board.  Implementation of these measures, in combination with other measures, 
is expected to effectively mitigate the majority of the project’s adverse impacts to state-
jurisdictional streambeds, though some residual impacts would remain (below). 

Indirect Effects 

In addition to the direct impacts to vegetation, project construction would have several indirect 
impacts to native vegetation, special-status plants, and jurisdictional streambeds off site, includ-
ing introduction or spread of invasive weeds and, potentially, depletion of ground water and 
diversion of surface water flows and subsequent effects to groundwater-dependent vegetation. 

Invasive Weeds.  Invasive weeds can displace native species, supplant food plants or other wild-
life habitat elements (e.g., cover), alter natural habitat structure and ecological function, alter nat-
ural wildfire patterns, or displace special-status plant occurrences and habitat.  The spread of 
invasive plants is an important threat to biological resources in the California desert.  Human 
activities, including the proposed project, can affect weed distribution and abundance in two 
ways: they can introduce new weed species to an area, and they can facilitate propagation and 
spread of weeds already present. 

New weed introductions occur when seeds are inadvertently introduced to a site, most often with 
mulch, hay bales, or wattles used for erosion control, or when they are carried on equipment tires 
from off site.  Invasive weeds generally spread most readily in disturbed, graded, or cultivated 
soils, including soils disturbed by construction equipment.  Weeds are relatively low in 
abundance and diversity throughout the proposed project area.  However, construction of the 
proposed project would be expected to introduce or facilitate the spread of invasive non-native 
plants, including weeds noted on the site during field surveys (Section 3.3) or weeds new to the 
area.  Please see Appendix B (Summary of Invasive Plant Species Occurring within the 
DHSP Study Area) of the Integrated Weed Management Plan for the DHSP located in 
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Appendix C-10 of this FEIS, for a complete assessment of each invasive plant species known 
from the project site. The assessment includes site-specific impacts on biological resources, as 
well as treatment schedule and control options for each species.  

Herbicides pose risks to terrestrial and aquatic vegetation.  Most aquatic herbicides, and several 
terrestrial herbicides, are non-selective and could adversely impact non-target vegetation.  Acci-
dental spills and herbicide drift from treatment areas could be particularly damaging to non-
target vegetation on BLM land, and crop plants or other vegetation found on privately-owned 
lands near treatment areas.  The project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan (IWMP; see 
Appendix C-10) includes specific measures to avoid application at project perimeters, in the 
vicinity of native vegetation, or special status plants, and to avoid overspray or spillage in any 
areas.  In addition, the Draft IWMP describes proposed usage and formulations of herbicides at 
the DHSP.  Use of herbicides would be in accordance with the measures and standard operating 
procedures in the BLM’s 2007 Final Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on Bureau of 
Land Management Lands in 17 Western States Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement  
(PFEIS).  As described in Chapter 1, Section 1.9.1, the DHSP EIS is tiered to the Herbicide 
PFEIS.  Complying with the measures and standard operating procedures in the Herbicide 
PFEIS, MM PHS-9, as well as other limitations described in the Draft IWMP, would avoid 
potential adverse effects of herbicides to native vegetation and special-status plants.  Risks to 
vegetation from proposed herbicides would be similar to, or less than, risks from currently-
available herbicides.  Buffer zones would be used to reduce the risks to vegetation from 
herbicide treatments. 

MM VEG-9, in combination, with other measures, is expected to effectively mitigate the proj-
ect’s adverse impacts to biological resources that would result from introduction or spread of 
invasive weeds. 

Hydrology and Groundwater.  Project construction could affect off-site vegetation, particularly 
the Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodlands (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) downstream of 
the project footprint, by altering water quality, hydrology, and possibly, by altering depth to 
groundwater.  If pollutants, silt, or other materials are carried off-site by intermittent stream 
flows, they could be deposited in downstream washes or could enter the soil or groundwater, 
where they could adversely affect native woodland vegetation.  Implementation of a Surface 
Water Protection Plan (SWPP; see Section 4.22, Water Resources) and Mitigation Measure 
VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) 
during construction would reduce these impacts. 

In addition, groundwater pumping during construction of the project could lower local ground-
water levels.  Groundwater pumping for agriculture has caused loss of phreatophytic (groundwater-
dependent) woodlands in Arizona (Jackson and Comus 1999).  Depending on the rate and extent 
of groundwater drawdown and on the ability for groundwater-dependent plants to adjust by 
extending their root systems, groundwater pumping could cause mortality of desert dry wash 
woodland trees (desert ironwood and blue palo verde).  This potential adverse impact would be 
minimized by Mitigation Measure VEG-10 (Prepare and Implement a Desert Dry Wash 
Woodland Monitoring and Reporting Plan), which would require the project owner to monitor 
groundwater levels and plant health and vigor in adjacent desert dry wash woodland areas.  If 
plant stress or mortality is determined to be related to project activities, then the project owner 
will either refrain from pumping, reduce groundwater pumping to allow for recovery of the 
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groundwater table, or provide additional habitat compensation as described in MM VEG-10.  
MM VEG-10, in combination, with other measures, is expected to effectively mitigate the 
majority of the project’s adverse impacts to off-site Desert Dry Wash Woodland that could result 
from groundwater pumping, though some residual impacts would remain (below). 

Operation and Maintenance 

O&M activities associated with Alternative 4 could directly affect vegetation, special-status 
plants, and jurisdictional resources due to long-term habitat alteration by installation of the solar 
panels and other facilities, dust and other soil disturbances, management of vegetation on-site for 
operations of the facility, and ongoing potential to introduce new weed species or facilitate the 
spread of existing species. 

Direct Effects 

Native Vegetation Including Sensitive Natural Communities.  Project vegetation management 
during facilities operations would consist of mowing, weeding, or other vegetation control for 
compatibility with facility operations.  In addition, altered plant habitat (particularly shade 
beneath the solar panels and compacted soils on maintenance and access roads) will further 
eliminate or severely alter native shrublands.  Overall impacts of these O&M procedures would 
prevent recovery of native vegetation and wildlife habitat throughout the life of the project.  Veg-
etation throughout the site would remain degraded from natural conditions throughout the life of 
the project, with reduced abundance, cover and height of native shrubs; reduced overall vegeta-
tion cover; and increased relative cover of non-native species.  These long-term impacts to vege-
tation can be reduced through implementation of required Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through 
MM VEG-6, as summarized above (full text is presented below).  These measures would limit 
the initial disturbance areas and avoid off-site habitat degradation; require vegetation 
management on-site to minimize adverse off-site impacts, and require off-site compensation for 
habitat lost or degraded throughout the life of the project. 

Special-Status Plants.  Project O&M would not affect special-status plants on site after those 
plants are removed or damaged during initial construction.  However, vegetation management 
for facility operation could cause accidental off-site impacts, due to herbicide drift or off-site 
hydrology impacts.  Mitigation Measures VEG-5 (Prepare and Implement a Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan) and MM VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed 
Management Plan) would minimize these impacts throughout the life of the project. 

State-Jurisdictional Streambeds.  O&M of the project would maintain streambeds and associ-
ated habitat values throughout the site in degraded condition.  The larger streambeds would con-
tinue to convey water and sediment downslope, but would no longer provide suitable habitat for 
most native wildlife species.  These impacts would be offset by implementing Mitigation 
Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 as summarized above.  In addition, implementation of 
Mitigation Measure VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to 
Jurisdictional Areas) would minimize adverse effects of O&M activities to jurisdictional 
streambeds both on site and off site. 
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Indirect Effects 

In addition to the direct impacts to vegetation, project O&M could have several indirect impacts 
to native vegetation, special-status plants, and jurisdictional streambeds off-site, including intro-
duction or spread of invasive weeds and, potentially, depletion of groundwater and subsequent 
effects to groundwater-dependent vegetation. 

Invasive Weeds.  Operation of the solar facility would be expected to introduce or facilitate the 
spread of invasive non-native plants, including weeds noted on the site during field surveys (Sec-
tion 3.3) or weeds new to the area.  This potential impact would be minimized by Mitigation 
Measure VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan). 

Hydrology and Groundwater.  Surface flow alterations that result from project construction 
would continue during the O&M phase, over the life of the project.  Project O&M could affect 
off-site vegetation, particularly the Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodlands (Desert Dry 
Wash Woodland) downstream of the project footprint, by altering water quality, hydrology, and 
possibly, by altering depth to groundwater.  If pollutants, silt, or other materials are carried off-
site by intermittent stream flows, they could be deposited in downstream washes or could enter 
the soil or groundwater, where they could adversely affect native woodland vegetation.  Imple-
mentation of Mitigation Measure VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize 
Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) during construction and during O&M would reduce these 
impacts. 

In addition, groundwater pumping during project O&M could lower local groundwater levels.  
Depending on the rate and extent of groundwater drawdown and on the ability for groundwater-
dependent plants to adjust by extending their root systems, groundwater pumping could cause 
mortality of desert dry wash woodland trees (desert ironwood and blue palo verde).  This poten-
tial impact would be minimized by Mitigation Measure VEG-10 (Prepare and Implement a 
Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring and Reporting Plan), which would require the project 
owner to monitor groundwater levels and plant health and vigor in adjacent desert dry wash 
woodland areas and to implement remedial measures if the monitoring identifies impacts. 

Decommissioning 

The proposed methods of decommissioning of the solar facility are summarized in Chapter 2.  
The expected operational lifetime of the project is 30 years; however, the actual life of the proj-
ect could be longer or shorter.  When permanent closure is appropriate, a decommissioning plan 
will be prepared and submitted to the BLM for review and approval.  Closure strategies may 
include temporary “mothballing;” removing old facilities and upgrading to newer solar technol-
ogy; or complete removal of equipment and restoration of the land to BLM-approved specifica-
tions.  Fully decommissioning the site would involve removal and demolition of above-ground 
structures; dismantling and removing concrete structures to a depth of 3 feet; removal of under-
ground utilities within 3 feet of final grade; and excavation and removal of contaminated soils, if 
applicable (see Sections 2.4.6, 2.9.4). 

Impacts to vegetation resources would vary, according to the decommissioning strategy and the 
intended re-use of the site. 
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Direct Effects 

Facilities removal during decommissioning would be expected to take place within the approved 
project footprint, and would not be expected to remove or degrade vegetation, special-status 
plants, or state-jurisdictional streambeds beyond the project boundaries, except through the 
effects of dust or similar direct off-site impacts, as discussed above (direct effects of construc-
tion).  These impacts can be reduced through implementation of required Mitigation Measures 
VEG-1 through MM VEG-6, which would apply during decommissioning as they would during 
construction.  In particular, Mitigation Measure VEG-5 (Prepare and Implement a Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan) requires the project owner to prepare and implement a supplement 
to the Vegetation Resources Management Plan during decommissioning, to be compatible with 
the proposed re-use of the site and the other components of the decommissioning plan.  If the 
ultimate re-use of the proposed project site is to return it to natural open space, then the expected 
recontouring and replanting during decommissioning would have a net benefit to vegetation 
resources.  This potential beneficial impact cannot be evaluated at this time, pending the final re-
use decision and the details of the decommissioning plan. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of decommissioning to vegetation resources would be similar to the indirect 
effects described above for project construction.  These indirect effects would include the poten-
tial for introduction or spread of invasive weeds and effects to downstream hydrology and 
associated vegetation.  These impacts would be minimized by Mitigation Measures VEG-8 
(Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas), MM 
VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan), and MM VEG-10 (Pre-
pare and Implement a Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring and Reporting Plan). 

Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measures are required to reduce effects related to construction, O&M, 
and decommissioning of the project. 

MM VEG-1 Assign a Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors.  Prior to ground-
disturbing activities, an individual will be designated by the project owner and 
approved by the BLM, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies (USFWS 
and CDFG) as a Designated Biologist (i.e., field contact representative).  The 
project owner will appoint a Designated Biologist throughout the construction, 
O&M, and post-project decommissioning phases, and any subsequent monitor-
ing/reporting period.  For the construction and decommissioning phases of the 
project, and subsequent monitoring and reporting, the Designated Biologist’s 
qualifications will be as listed below.  These requirements may be adjusted over 
the life of the project depending on specific agency policies and status of special-
status species in the vicinity, and the nature of project operational activities by 
agreement among the BLM, Riverside County, and Resource Agencies. Minimum 
qualifications shall be as follows: 

 Bachelor's degree in biological sciences, zoology, botany, ecology, or a 
closely related field; 
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 At least three years of experience in field biology or current certification of a 
nationally recognized biological society, such as The Ecological Society of 
America or The Wildlife Society; 

 At least one year of direct field experience with biological resources found in 
or near the project area, including desert tortoise; 

 Meet the current USFWS Authorized Biologist qualifications criteria (http://.
fws.gov/ventura/species_information/protocols_guidelines/index.html), dem-
onstrate familiarity with protocols and guidelines for the desert tortoise, and 
be approved by the USFWS (note that biologists who meet earlier USFWS 
criteria may not meet current criteria due to requirements to assess health and 
draw blood; biologists must obtain training such as that offered through the 
Desert Tortoise Conservation Center in Las Vegas); and 

 Possess a California Endangered Species Act Memorandum of Understanding 
pursuant to Section 2081(a) for desert tortoise. 

The Designated Biologist duties will vary during the construction, O&M, and decom-
missioning phases.  In general, the duties will include, but will not be limited to 
those listed below: 

 Notify the BLM’s Authorized Officer, Riverside County, and the Resource 
Agencies at least 14 calendar days before initiation of ground-disturbing 
activities. 

 Immediately notify the project owner, BLM’s Authorized Officer, Riverside 
County, and the Resource Agencies (as applicable) in writing of any non-com-
pliance with any of the biological mitigation measures or permit conditions. 

 Conduct continuous compliance inspections throughout the initial site prepa-
ration activities, including the construction of tortoise-exclusion fencing; pre-
construction clearance surveys; and initial clearing, grubbing, and grading.  
Provide weekly verbal or written updates to BLM, Riverside County, and, for 
any information pertinent to state or federal permits, to the Resource 
Agencies. 

 After the initial clearance and construction activities are complete, conduct 
monthly compliance inspections throughout the construction and decommis-
sioning phases of the project, and provide weekly verbal or written updates to 
BLM, Riverside County, CDFG, and USFWS. The Biological Monitor will 
conduct inspections daily or weekly as necessary during construction and 
decommissioning to provide these weekly updates. Prepare and submit 
monthly compliance reports as required in MM VEG-2, and other reports as 
required under all applicable mitigation measures.  A copy of the monthly 
compliance reports will also be provided to Joshua Tree National Park 
(JTNP).  

 During the operations phase of the project, conduct quarterly compliance 
inspections; conduct weed monitoring and control (as required in MM 
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VEG-9); prepare and submit quarterly compliance reports and other reports as 
required under all adopted mitigation measures. 

 Be available to supervise, conduct, and coordinate mitigation, monitoring, and 
other biological resources compliance requirements, particularly in areas 
requiring avoidance or containing sensitive biological resources, such as 
special-status species or their habitat; and to appoint a Biological Monitor as 
temporary contact at any time the Designated Biologist will be unavailable. 

 Respond directly to inquiries of the BLM, Riverside County, the Resource 
Agencies, NPS, or any other agencies regarding biological resource issues. 

 Train and supervise the Biological Monitors as appropriate, and ensure their 
familiarity with the Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP) train-
ing, mitigation measures, conditions required by biological permits and agree-
ments, and current USFWS guidelines on desert tortoise surveys and handling 
procedures. 

 Maintain the ability to be in regular, direct communication with representa-
tives of the BLM, Riverside County, the Resource Agencies, and JTNP, 
including notifying these agencies of dead or injured special-status species. 

The project owner and Designated Biologist will appoint Biological Monitors as 
needed for the construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases of the project.  
During the operations phase, a Biological Monitor may assume most of the on-
site duties, so long as a qualified Designated Biologist is available as needed.  The 
Designated Biologist will submit the resume, at least three (3) references, and 
contact information of each of the proposed Biological Monitors to the BLM’s 
Authorized Officer, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies.  The resume 
will demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the BLM’s Authorized Officer and River-
side County, the appropriate education and experience to accomplish the assigned 
biological resources tasks.  The responsibilities, qualifications, and authority of 
each Biological Monitor will be the equivalent of the USFWS designated Desert 
Tortoise Monitor (http://www.fws.gov/ra/pecies_information/rotocols_guidelines/.). 

The Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors will conduct clearance surveys 
and monitoring duties as defined in all adopted mitigation measures.  In addition, 
they will: 

 Clearly mark sensitive biological resource areas, as appropriate, during con-
struction, O&M, and decommissioning, and inspect these areas at appropriate 
intervals for compliance with regulatory terms and conditions. 

 Inspect active construction or O&M activity areas where animals may have 
become trapped prior to construction commencing each day.  At the end of 
each work day, inspect for the installation of structures that prevent entrap-
ment or allow escape during periods of construction inactivity.  Periodically 
inspect areas with high vehicle activity (e.g., parking lots) for animals in 
harm’s way and relocate them if necessary. 
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 Present WEAP training to all project employees, contractors, and on-site 
personnel and provide documentation to the BLM, Riverside County, and 
Resource Agencies (as applicable), as defined in MM VEG-3. 

MM VEG-2 Conduct Biological Monitoring and Reporting during Project Construction, 
Operations, and Decommissioning.  The Designated Biologist and Biological 
Monitors will conduct surveys and monitoring of mobilization activities, con-
struction-related ground disturbance, grading, boring, or trenching during all 
phases of the project.  The Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors will 
ensure that construction activities are contained within the staked and flagged 
construction areas at all times.  The Designated Biologist or a Biological Monitor 
will be present during all ground-disturbing activities and, to the extent 
practicable, will actively or passively (i.e., without handling the animals) relocate 
wildlife out of harm’s way.  Relocated animals will be moved to a suitable loca-
tion on BLM lands outside of the project footprint.  This location will be within 
500 meters of the animal’s original location, if feasible.  Desert tortoises will only 
be handled in accordance with the project Biological Opinion and Incidental Take 
Permit issued by USFWS and CDFG, respectively.  Provisions for handling desert 
tortoises will be specified in the Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan (see MM 
WIL-2).  

The Designated Biologist will have the authority and responsibility to immedi-
ately halt any project activities that are not in compliance with mitigation mea-
sures incorporated into the BLM Record of Decision or Riverside County’s Con-
ditional Use Permit or any Conditions of Approval, any requirements of the  
USFWS Biological Opinion, the CDFG 2081 Incidental Take Permit or 2080.1 
Consistency Determination, the CDFG 1600 Streambed Alteration Agreement, or 
any other applicable permit or agreement for the project involving biological 
resources. 

The Designated Biologist and the Biological Monitors will also have the authority 
to order any reasonable measure to avoid take of a listed species.  If required by the 
Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor(s), the project owner's construc-
tion/operation manager will halt any site mobilization, ground disturbance, grading, 
boring, trenching, or operation activities in areas specified by the Designated Biolo-
gist.  The Designated Biologist will: 

1. Require a halt to any activities in any area if it is determined that the activity, 
if continued, would cause an unauthorized adverse impact to biological 
resources; 

2. Inform the project owner and the construction/operation manager when activ-
ities may resume; 

3. Notify the BLM, Riverside County, and Resource Agencies (as applicable) no 
later than the following morning (or Monday morning in the case of a 
weekend) of a halt of any activities, and any corrective actions already taken 
or to be taken as a result of the work stoppage; 
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4. If the Designated Biologist is unavailable for direct consultation, an appointed 
Biological Monitor will act on behalf of the Designated Biologist; and 

5. Report all special-status species observations to the CNDDB and include 
copes of these reports in monthly or quarterly monitoring reports, and imme-
diately report any dead or injured listed threatened or endangered species to 
the Resource Agencies. 

Any translocation of desert tortoises will be done in accordance with the project 
Biological Opinion issued by the USFWS, and any biologists who handle 
tortoises will be authorized to do so in advance by USFWS. 

Throughout the construction and decommissioning phases of the project, the Des-
ignated Biologist will submit a monthly compliance report to the project owner, 
BLM’s Authorized Officer, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies.  
Copies of the monthly compliance reports will also be provided to the NPS.  After 
construction has been completed, and again when decommissioning is complete, 
the Designated Biologist will provide the project owner, Bureau of Land Man-
agement (BLM), Riverside County, and JTNP with final construction-phase and 
decommissioning-phase monitoring reports.  The Biological Monitor will also 
provide BLM with brief weekly updates on the status of construction and moni-
toring efforts throughout the construction and decommissioning phases.  During 
the O&M phase, the reporting schedule will be quarterly rather than monthly.  
The project owner will be responsible for ensuring that construction monitoring is 
conducted during all project phases. 

MM VEG-3 Prepare and Implement a Worker Environmental Awareness Program 
(WEAP).  This mitigation measure provides further detail and specificity to the 
WEAP requirements described in AM BIO-4.  The project owner will prepare and 
implement a project-specific WEAP that will be available in English and Spanish.  
The project owner will secure approval for the WEAP from the BLM and 
Riverside County in consultation with the USFWS and CDFG.  The WEAP will 
be provided to the JTNP for review and comment.  The project owner will be 
responsible for ensuring that all workers at the site receive this training prior to 
beginning work on the project and throughout the construction, operations, and 
decommissioning phases.  The WEAP will be administered to all on-site 
personnel including surveyors, construction engineers, employees, contractors, 
contractor’s employees, supervisors, inspectors, subcontractors, and delivery 
personnel.  The WEAP will be implemented during site pre-construction, 
construction, operation, and closure/decommissioning.  The WEAP will: 

1. Be developed by or in consultation with the Designated Biologist and consist 
of an on-site or training center presentation in which supporting written mate-
rial and electronic media, including photographs of protected species, is made 
available to all participants; 

2. Provide an explanation of the function of flagging that designates authorized 
work areas; 
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3. Discuss general safety protocols such as hazardous substance spill prevention 
and containment measures and fire prevention and protection measures; 

4. Provide a review of mitigation and biological permit requirements; 

5. Provide an explanation of the sensitivity of the vegetation and habitat within 
and adjacent to work areas, and proper identification of these resources; 

6. Provide a discussion of the federal and State Endangered Species Acts, Bald 
and Golden Eagle Protection Act, and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and the 
consequences of non-compliance with these acts; 

7. Discuss the locations and types of sensitive biological resources on the project 
site and adjacent areas, and explain the reasons for protecting these resources; 

8. Inform participants that no snakes, other reptiles, birds, bats, or any other 
wildlife will be harmed or harassed; 

9. Place special emphasis on species known or likely to occur on the project site 
and/or gen-tie alignment, including special-status plants, desert tortoise, 
Mojave fringe-toed lizard, burrowing owl, golden eagle, nesting birds, desert 
kit fox, Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel, American badger, and 
Nelson’s bighorn sheep, including information on physical characteristics, dis-
tribution, behavior, ecology, sensitivity to human activities, legal protection, 
penalties for violations, reporting requirements, and protection measures; 

10. Describe the temporary and permanent habitat protection measures to be 
implemented at the project site; 

11. Discuss the importance of avoiding the introduction of invasive weeds onto 
the project site and surrounding areas, describe the Integrated Weed Manage-
ment Plan (MM VEG-9) and applicable compliance requirements for workers 
on the site; 

12. Provide contact information for the Designated Biologist and Biological Mon-
itors to handle late comments and questions about the material discussed in 
the program, as well as notification of any dead or injured wildlife species 
encountered during project-related activities; 

13. Include printed training materials, including photographs and brief descrip-
tions of Emory’s crucifixion thorn and other special-status plants that may be 
encountered, desert tortoises, Mojave fringe-toed lizards, burrowing owls, 
golden eagles, nesting birds covered under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, 
desert kit fox, roosting bats, Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrels, 
Nelson’s bighorn sheep, and American badger, including behavior, ecology, 
sensitivity to human activities, legal protection, penalties for violations, 
reporting requirements, and protection measures; 

14. Prominently display posters and descriptions in offices, conference rooms, 
employee break rooms, and other areas where employees may congregate, of 
Emory’s crucifixion thorn and other special-status plants that may be 
encountered, desert tortoises, Mojave fringe-toed lizards, burrowing owls, 
golden eagles, nesting birds, desert kit fox, roosting bats, Palm Springs round-
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tailed ground squirrels, Nelson’s bighorn sheep, and American badger, 
including behavior, ecology, sensitivity to human activities, legal protection, 
penalties for violations, reporting requirements, and protection measures; 

15. Direct all WEAP trainees to report all observations of listed species and their 
sign to the Designated Biologist for inclusion in the monthly compliance 
report; and 

16. Include a training acknowledgment form to be signed by each worker indicat-
ing that they received training and will abide by the guidelines. 

The specific program can be administered by a competent individual(s) acceptable 
to the Designated Biologist.  The project owner will be responsible for ensuring 
that each construction worker at the site and gen-tie, throughout the duration of 
construction and decommissioning activities, receives the above training. 

MM VEG-4 Minimize Construction-Related Impacts.  Final engineering of the project will 
reduce the extent of the temporary construction work areas to the extent feasible 
and minimize the impacts to native vegetation and habitat.  Prior to the start of 
construction, work areas (including, but not limited to, staging areas, access roads, 
and sites for temporary placement of construction materials and spoils) will be 
delineated with orange construction fencing or staking to clearly identify the 
limits of work and will be verified by the Designated Biologist or the Biological 
Monitor (MM VEG-1) prior to ground-disturbing activities.  Fencing/staking will 
remain in place for the duration of construction.  Spoils will be stockpiled in dis-
turbed areas lacking native vegetation or where habitat quality is poor.  To the 
extent possible, disturbance of shrubs and surface soils due to stockpiling will be 
minimized.  All disturbances, vehicles, and equipment will be confined to the 
fenced/flagged areas. 

Spoils and topsoil will be stockpiled in areas already disturbed or to be disturbed 
by construction, so that stockpile sites do not add to total disturbance footprint. 

When feasible, construction activities will implement drive and crush rather than 
grading.  Construction equipment would drive over and crush native plants to 
minimize impacts to the roots of desert shrubs.  Drive and crush is expected to 
reduce the recovery time of desert shrubs within the temporary construction areas. 

MM VEG-5 Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Resources Management Plan.  This mit-
igation measure provides further detail and specificity to the Pre-construction Sur-
veys for Special-Status Plant Species and Cacti provided in AM BIO-3, and the 
Vegetation Resources Management Plan described in AM BIO-5.  The project 
owner will contract a qualified botanist to prepare and implement a Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan, to be reviewed and approved by BLM, Riverside 
County, and the Resource Agencies. The Resources Management Plan will be 
provided to the JTNP for review and comment.  The Vegetation Resources 
Management Plan must be approved in writing prior to the initiation of any 
vegetation-disturbing activities.  The Plan’s goal will be to prevent further 
degradation of disturbed sites, but not necessarily to restore pre-disturbance 
habitat values, due to off-site compensation requirements (MM VEG-6).  The 
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Vegetation Resources Management Plan will detail the methods for revegetation 
of temporarily impacted sites; salvage of cacti and special-status plants from the 
project footprint; and long-term management of vegetation within the solar 
facility during its operations.  The Vegetation Resources Management Plan will 
be supplemented prior to decommissioning to provide a framework for vegetation 
management and post-decommissioning restoration/reclamation. The Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan will include the following components: 

1. Reclamation, revegetation, or restoration of temporarily impacted sites.  
Temporary project disturbances to soils and vegetation (e.g., staging areas, 
materials and equipment, lay-down areas, temporary work areas and access 
routes along the gen-tie line) are analyzed as long-term disturbance, and habi-
tat compensation lands are required to mitigate those long-term impacts (MM 
VEG-6).  In order to avoid further degradation of these sites, the project 
owner will prepare and implement a plan to revegetate or restore the sites.  
The objectives will be to prevent or minimize further site degradation; 
stabilize soils; maximize the likelihood of vegetation recovery over time; and 
minimize soil erosion, dust generation, and weed invasions.  The nature of site 
reclamation, revegetation, or restoration at each site will differ according to its 
pre-disturbance condition and the nature of the construction disturbance (e.g., 
drive and crush, vs. blading). 

2. Implementation: The Plan will include at minimum: (a) soil preparation mea-
sures, including locations of recontouring, decompacting, imprinting, or other 
treatments; (b) details for topsoil storage, as applicable; (c) plant material col-
lection and acquisition guidelines, including guidelines for salvaging, storing, 
and handling plants from the project site, as well as obtaining replacement 
plants from outside the project area; (d) a plan view drawing or schematic 
depicting the temporary disturbance areas (drawing of “typical” gen-tie 
structure sites will be appropriate); (e) time of year that the planting or 
seeding will occur and the methodology of the planting; (f) a description of 
the irrigation, if used; (g) a statement that the Integrated Weed Management 
Plan (MM VEG-9) will be implemented, or alternate measures to control 
invasive weeds undertaken, as appropriate to site conditions; (h) quantitative 
success criteria; and (i) a detailed monitoring program to measure the success 
criteria, commensurate with the Plan goals.  This Plan will also contain 
contingency measures for failed revegetation or restoration efforts (efforts not 
meeting success criteria). 

3. Seed and Nursery Stock.  Only seed or potted nursery stock of locally occur-
ring native species from a local source will be used for revegetation.  Seeding 
and planting will be conducted as described in Chapter 5 of Rehabilitation of 
Disturbed Lands in California (Newton and Claassen 2003).  The list of plants 
observed during botanical surveys of the project area will be used as a guide 
to site-specific plant selection for revegetation. 

4. Monitoring Requirement and Success Criteria.  The Plan will include 
objective, quantifiable success criteria, commensurate with the goals of the 
Plan.  Monitoring of the reclamation, revegetation, or restoration sites will 
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continue annually for 3 years or until the defined success criteria are achieved, 
whichever is later.  The project owner will be responsible for implementing 
remediation measures as needed.  Following remediation work, the site will be 
subject to the success criteria and monitoring period as required for the initial 
reclamation, revegetation, or restoration. 

5. Cactus Salvage.  In conformance with BLM policy, the project owner will 
include salvaged or nursery stock yuccas (all species), and cacti (excluding 
cholla species, genus Cylindropuntia), in revegetation plans and implementa-
tion affecting BLM lands.  The Plan will include methods to salvage and 
replant cacti, yucca, or other native species found on the site, prior to distur-
bance.  It will include descriptions of pre-project field surveys to locate and 
identify specimens suitable for salvage; season for salvaging the plants; 
methods for salvage, storage, and re-planting them; locations for re-planting; 
and appropriate monitoring and success criteria for the salvage work. 

5. Operations Phase On-Site Vegetation Management: The Plan will include 
methods and scheduling for on-site vegetation management throughout the 
operations phase, describing mowing or other vegetation treatments to be 
implemented, disposal of mown material, and incorporating all applicable 
components of the Integrated Weed Management Plan, including any pro-
posed herbicide usage. 

6. Decommissioning Phase Plan Supplement.  Prior to closing and decommis-
sioning the project, the project owner will contract a qualified botanist to pre-
pare a supplement to the Vegetation Resources Management Plan, to describe 
all proposed vegetation management activities, and to be consistent with the 
site’s proposed reuse.  The supplement will describe any proposed reclama-
tion, revegetation, or restoration of the site, to be consistent with Section 1 of 
this measure, above, as well as weed management and post-decommissioning 
monitoring requirements and success criteria. 

7. Reporting.  Within 90 days after completion of each year of project construc-
tion, the project owner will provide to the BLM and Riverside County verifi-
cation of the total vegetation acreage subject to temporary and permanent dis-
turbance and a written report identifying which items of the Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan have been completed, a summary of all modifi-
cations to mitigation measures made during the project’s construction and 
decommissioning phases, and which items are still outstanding.  The annual 
reports will also include a summary of the reclamation, revegetation, or resto-
ration activities for the year, a discussion of whether performance standards 
for the year were met, any remedial actions conducted and recommendations 
for remedial action, if warranted, that are planned for the upcoming year. 

MM VEG-6 Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat.  This 
mitigation measure provides further detail and specificity to the habitat compensa-
tion requirements described in AM BIO-1.  In addition to compensating for 
impacts to vegetation resources, this measure also compensates for wildlife habi-
tat resources.  The Habitat Compensation Plan will compensate for acreages and 
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habitat types as defined herein.  The Plan will be submitted for approval to the 
BLM, Riverside County, and Resource Agencies prior to the commencement of 
construction.  The Habitat Compensation Plan will be provided to the JTNP for 
review and comment.  

The project owner will acquire and protect, in perpetuity, compensation habitat to 
mitigate impacts to biological resources as detailed below.  The compensation 
lands will be placed under conservation management to be funded through the 
terms described herein.  The acreages and ratios will be based upon final calcula-
tion of impacted acreage for each resource and on ratios set forth in this measure, 
or in the USFWS Biological Opinion, the CDFG Streambed Alteration Agree-
ment, the CDFG Incidental Take Permit, or the Consistency Determination, 
whichever presents a higher ratio.  Acreages of anticipated compensation require-
ments as summarized throughout this measure are based on impacts analysis of 
Alternatives 4 and B (proposed project) in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 and ratios 
described below.  Acreages will be adjusted as appropriate for other alternatives or 
future modifications during implementation. 

Compensation will be provided for impacts to the following resources, at the 
specified ratios (acres acquired and preserved to acres impacted): 

 Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) (3:1) 

 Dune and partially stabilized sandfield habitat (applicable only to Alternative E, 
all within the Palen-Ford WHMA; 5:1) 

 Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub)  (1:1) 

 State-jurisdictional streambeds (3:1) 

 Occupied habitat for special-status plants (1:1; see MM VEG-7) 

 Occupied or suitable desert tortoise habitat and habitat linkages (minimum 
1:1) 

 Occupied and suitable Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat (only applicable to 
Alternative E, all within the Palen-Ford WHMA; 5:1) 

 Occupied or suitable habitat for breeding or wintering burrowing owls (13 
acres for each single burrowing owl or breeding pair if owls occur on compen-
sation lands; 19.5 acres per single burrowing owl or breeding pair if there is 
no evidence that the compensation lands are currently occupied by burrowing 
owls). Note that compensation will be required if owls are observed during 
preconstruction or clearance surveys, or during other incidental observations.  

 Golden eagle foraging habitat (1:1) 

 Nelson’s bighorn sheep movement habitat (1:1) 

 General wildlife movement corridors/habitat linkages (1:1) 

 Habitat for other special-status wildlife species and nesting birds (1:1) 

 Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA) (5:1) 
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 Chuckwalla Desert Tortoise Critical Habitat Unit (CHU) (5:1) 

 Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA) (1:1) 
Under the proposed project, a total of 1,300 acres would be impacted (1,208 acres 
at the project site, and 92 acres along gen-tie Alternative B). Based on the 
proposed project, total habitat compensation lands would be no fewer than 
2,083.5 acres, including, at minimum, 1,300 acres of desert tortoise habitat and 
928.5 acres of state-jurisdictional streambeds (including at least 693 acres of Blue 
Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland, or Desert Dry Wash Woodland).  Final 
compensatory habitat acreages will be based on the final alternative selected and 
final project design.  Table 4.3-3 details the minimum acres of habitat 
compensation lands for the proposed project, assuming maximum nesting of com-
pensation lands (see discussion of “nesting” in Item 1 below Table 4.3-3).  Final 
compensation requirements will be adjusted to account for any deviations in proj-
ect disturbance, according to the final alternative selected, final design, and as-
built project footprint.  If the project shares gen-tie infrastructure with DSSF as 
proposed under Alternative B, the DHSP project owner will be responsible only 
for its proportion of compensation acreage to be acquired as mitigation for 
impacts of the shared facilities (i.e., 50 percent of compensation land 
requirements for construction-related impacts for shared infrastructure).  The total 
amount of compensation mitigation lands required under this measure may exceed 
the acreages identified in Table 4.3-3, in order to provide mitigation for all of the 
resources identified in this measure. 

Table 4.3-3. Minimum Total Compensation Acreage for Proposed Project1 

Resource 
Acres of 
Impact 

Compensation 
Ratio 

Compensation 
Acres 

Previously disturbed (no compensation) 2 0 0 

All acreage within Chuckwalla DWMA and/or Chuckwalla 
CHU 

35.7 5:1 178.5 

Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash 
Woodland), including state-jurisdictional streambeds 
mapped within woodland habitat (includes acreage within 
Palen-Ford WHMA; excludes DWMA and CHU) 

231 3:1 693 

State-jurisdictional streambeds mapped within Creosote Bush 
Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub)  habitat (includes acreage 
within Palen-Ford WHMA; excludes DWMA and CHU) 

78.5 3:1 235.5 

Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub), excluding 
state-jurisdictional streambeds mapped within Creosote 
Bush Scrub habitat (includes acreage within Palen-Ford 
WHMA; excludes DWMA and CHU) 

976.5 1:1 976.5 

Minimum Total Habitat Compensation Requirement 1,300  2,083.5 

1 - Acreages based on estimates as described in Sections 4.4.7 (Alternative 4) and 4.4.12 (Alternative B). 

1. Nesting Compensation Lands.  Compensation lands for biological resources 
may be “nested.”  For example, compensation for impacts to burrowing owls 
could be entirely or partially fulfilled by the acquisition of Creosote Bush 
Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) compensation lands, provided those lands also 
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contain suitable or occupied burrowing owl habitat and the acreage of 
compensation lands for burrowing owls is met.  Thus, compensation for 
burrowing owls or other resources (desert tortoise, rare plants, golden eagle, 
etc.)  may be fully nested within other compensation requirements. 

2. Compensation Ratios.  Where impacted habitats meet criteria as two (2) or 
more compensation ratios, the highest ratio will apply.  For example, impacts 
to occupied desert tortoise habitat in Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert 
Scrub) within the Chuckwalla DWMA would require mitigation at a 5:1 ratio. 

3. Compensation Land Selection Criteria.  Criteria for the acquisition, initial 
protection and habitat improvement, and long-term maintenance and manage-
ment of compensation lands for impacts to biological resources will include 
all of the following: 

a. Compensation lands selected for acquisition to meet BLM, USFWS, 
CDFG, and Riverside County requirements will provide habitat value that 
is equal to or better than the quality and function of the habitat impacted, 
to be determined by BLM, CDFG, and USFWS biologist, taking into con-
sideration soils, vegetation, topography, human-related disturbance, wild-
life movement opportunity, proximity to other protected lands, manage-
ment feasibility, and other habitat values; 

b. To the extent that proposed compensation habitat may have been degraded 
by previous uses or activities, the site quality and nature of degradation 
must support the expectation that it will regenerate naturally when distur-
bances are removed; 

c. Be near larger blocks of lands that are either already protected or planned 
for protection, or which could feasibly be protected long-term by a public 
resource agency or a non-governmental organization dedicated to habitat 
preservation; 

d. Not have a history of intensive recreational use or other disturbance that 
might cause future erosion or other habitat damage, and make habitat 
recovery and restoration infeasible; 

e. Not be characterized by high densities of invasive species, either on or 
immediately adjacent to the parcels under consideration, that might 
jeopardize habitat recovery and restoration; 

f. Not contain hazardous wastes that cannot be removed to the extent that the 
site could not provide suitable habitat; 

g. Must provide wildlife movement value equal to that on the project site, to 
be determined by BLM, CDFG, and USFWS, based on topography, 
presence and nature of movement barriers or crossing points, location in 
relationship to other habitat areas, management feasibility, and other habi-
tat values; and 
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h. Have water and mineral rights included as part of the acquisition, unless 
the BLM and Riverside County, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, 
agree in writing to the acceptability of land without these rights. 

i. Additional selection criteria for desert tortoise compensation lands: 

i. Compensation lands for impacts to desert tortoise will be within the 
Colorado Desert Tortoise Recovery Unit; 

ii. Will be contiguous and biologically connected to lands currently occu-
pied by desert tortoise, ideally with populations that are stable, recov-
ering, or likely to recover (for lands proposed as desert tortoise habitat 
compensation; and 

iii. Will contribute to wildlife movement and desert tortoise population 
connectivity value at least equal to that on the project site, by contrib-
uting to linkages between desert tortoise designated critical habitat, 
known populations of desert tortoise, and other lands allocated for 
conservation.  The primary focus area for acquiring parcels to maintain/
improve connectivity will be along the I-10 corridor between Desert 
Center and Cactus City with a priority on parcels that connect con-
served lands on either side of the I-10 through large culverts or bridges; 
the habitat compensation ratio for mitigation lands along the I-10 cor-
ridor will be 1:1 for each acre of total long-term and permanent 
disturbance.  If acquisition of sufficient acreage within the I-10 
corridor is not feasible, then the project owner will coordinate with 
Resource Agencies to identify other suitable lands to compensate for 
the project’s impacts to desert tortoise habitat connectivity. 

j. Additional selection criteria for special-status plant compensation lands.  
The compensation lands selected for acquisition for impacts to special-
status plants will include at least one of the following categories: 

i. Occupied Habitat, No Habitat Threats.  The compensation lands selected 
for acquisition will be occupied by the target plant population and will 
be characterized by site integrity and habitat quality that are required 
to support the target species, and will be of equal or better habitat 
quality than that of the affected occurrence.  The occurrence of the 
target special-status plant on the proposed acquisition lands should be 
viable, stable or increasing (in size and reproduction). 

ii. Unoccupied but Adjacent.  The project owner may also acquire habitat 
for which occupancy by the target species has not been documented, if 
the proposed acquisition lands are adjacent to occupied habitat.  The 
project owner will provide evidence that acquisition of such 
unoccupied lands would improve the defensibility and long-term 
sustainability of the occupied habitat by providing a protective buffer 
around the occurrence and by enhancing connectivity with undisturbed 
habitat. 
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k. If all or any portion of the acquired compensation lands meets the habitat 
occupancy or suitability requirement for more than one of the resources 
listed above, that portion of those compensation lands may also be used to 
fulfill that portion of the obligation to acquire compensation lands to miti-
gate impacts to those resources. 

4. Review and Approval of Compensation Lands Prior to Acquisition.  The 
project owner will submit a formal acquisition proposal to the BLM, USFWS, 
CDFG, and Riverside County describing the parcel(s) intended for purchase.  
This acquisition proposal will discuss the suitability of the proposed parcel(s) 
as compensation lands in relation to the selection criteria listed above, and 
must be approved by the BLM, CDFG, USFWS, and Riverside County in. 
The project owner will submit the formal acquisition proposal to the JTNP for 
review and comment. 

5. Management Plan.  The project owner or approved third party will prepare a 
management plan for the compensation lands in consultation with the entity 
that will be managing the lands.  The goal of the management plan will be to 
support and enhance the long-term viability of the biological resources.  The 
Management Plan will be submitted for review and approval to the BLM, 
CDFG, USFWS, and Riverside County, in consultation with the JTNP.  A 
copy of the final Management Plan will be provided to the JTNP.  

6. Compensation Lands Acquisition Requirements.  The project owner will 
comply with the following requirements relating to acquisition of the compen-
sation lands after the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County have 
approved the proposed compensation lands: 

a. Preliminary Report.  The project owner, or an approved third party, will 
provide a recent preliminary title report, initial hazardous materials survey 
report, biological analysis, and other necessary or requested documents for 
the proposed compensation land to the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and River-
side County.  All documents conveying or conserving compensation lands 
and all conditions of title are subject to review and approval by the BLM 
and Riverside County.  For conveyances to the State, approval may also be 
required from the California Department of General Services, the Fish and 
Game Commission, and the Wildlife Conservation Board. 

b. Title/Conveyance.  The project owner will acquire and transfer fee title to 
the compensation lands, a conservation easement over the lands, or both 
fee title and conservation easement, as required by the BLM, USFWS, 
CDFG, and Riverside County.  Any transfer of a conservation easement or 
fee title must be to CDFG, to a non-profit organization qualified to hold 
title to and manage compensation lands (pursuant to California Govern-
ment Code section 65965), or to BLM or other public agency approved by 
the BLM and Riverside County.  If an approved non-profit organization 
holds fee title to the compensation lands, a conservation easement will be 
recorded in favor of CDFG or another entity approved by the BLM and 
Riverside County.  If an entity other than CDFG holds a conservation 
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easement over the compensation lands, the BLM and Riverside County 
may require that CDFG or another entity approved by the BLM, USFWS, 
and Riverside County, in consultation with CDFG, be named a third party 
beneficiary of the conservation easement.  The project owner will obtain 
approval of the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County of the terms 
of any transfer of fee title or conservation easement to the compensation 
lands. 

c. Initial Protection and Habitat Improvement.  The project owner will 
fund activities that the BLM and Riverside County require for the initial 
protection and habitat improvement of the compensation lands.  These 
activities will vary depending on the condition and location of the land 
acquired, but may include trash removal, construction and repair of fences, 
invasive plant removal, and similar measures to protect habitat and 
improve habitat quality on the compensation lands.  The costs of these 
activities are estimated to be $330 per acre of compensation land, but 
actual costs will vary depending on the measures that are required for the 
compensation lands.  A non-profit organization, CDFG or another public 
agency may hold and expend the habitat improvement funds if it is quali-
fied to manage the compensation lands (pursuant to California Govern-
ment Code section 65965), if it meets the approval of the BLM and River-
side County in consultation with USFWS and CDFG, and if it is author-
ized to participate in implementing the required activities on the compen-
sation lands.  If CDFG takes fee title to the compensation lands, the habi-
tat improvement fund must be paid to CDFG or its designee. 

d. Property Analysis Record.  Upon identification of the compensation 
lands, the project owner will conduct a Property Analysis Record (PAR; 
Center for Natural Lands Management 2012) or PAR-like analysis to 
establish the appropriate amount of the long-term maintenance and man-
agement fund to pay the in-perpetuity management of the compensation 
lands.  The PAR or PAR-like analysis must be approved by the BLM, 
Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG before it can be used to establish 
funding levels or management activities for the compensation lands. 

e. Long-term Maintenance and Management Funding.  The project owner 
will provide money to establish an account with non-wasting capital that 
will be used to fund the long-term maintenance and management of the 
compensation lands.  The amount of money to be paid will be determined 
through an approved PAR or PAR-like analysis conducted for the com-
pensation lands.  Until an approved PAR or PAR-like analysis is con-
ducted for the compensation lands, the amount of required funding is 
initially estimated to be $1,450 for every acre of compensation lands.  If 
compensation lands will not be identified and a PAR or PAR-like analysis 
completed within the time period specified for this payment, the project 
owner will either: (i) provide initial payment equal to the amount of 
$1,450 multiplied by the number of acres the project owner proposes to 
acquire for compensatory mitigation; or (ii) provide security to the BLM 
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and Riverside County under subsection (g), “Mitigation Security,” below, 
in an amount equal to $1,450 multiplied by the number of acres the project 
owner proposes to acquire for compensatory mitigation.  The amount of 
the required initial payment or security for this item will be adjusted for 
any change in the project Disturbance Area.  If an initial payment is made 
based on the estimated per-acre costs, the project owner will deposit addi-
tional money as may be needed to provide the full amount of long-term 
maintenance and management funding indicated by a PAR or PAR-like 
analysis, once the analysis is completed and approved.  If the approved 
analysis indicates less than $1,450 per acquired acre will be required for 
long-term maintenance and management, the excess paid will be returned 
to the project owner.  The project owner must obtain the BLM and River-
side County’s approval of the entity that will receive and hold the long-
term maintenance and management fund for the compensation lands.  The 
BLM and Riverside County will consult with USFWS and CDFG before 
deciding whether to approve an entity to hold the project’s long-term 
maintenance and management funds. 

The project owner will ensure that an agreement is in place with the long-
term maintenance and management fund holder/manager to ensure the fol-
lowing requirements are met: 

i. Interest.  Interest generated from the initial capital long-term mainte-
nance and management fund will be available for reinvestment into the 
principal and for the long-term operation, management, and protection 
of the approved compensation lands, including reasonable administra-
tive overhead, biological monitoring, improvements to carrying 
capacity, law enforcement measures, and any other action that is 
approved by the BLM and Riverside County and is designed to protect 
or improve the habitat values of the compensation lands. 

ii. Withdrawal of Principal.  The long-term maintenance and manage-
ment fund principal will not be drawn upon unless such withdrawal is 
deemed necessary by the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County 
or by the approved third-party long-term maintenance and manage-
ment fund manager, to ensure the continued viability of the species on 
the compensation lands. 

iii. Pooling Long-Term Maintenance and Management Funds.  An entity 
approved to hold long-term maintenance and management funds for 
the project may pool those funds with similar non-wasting funds that it 
holds from other projects for long-term maintenance and management 
of compensation lands.  However, for reporting purposes, the long-
term maintenance and management funds for this project must be 
tracked and reported individually to the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and 
Riverside County. 

f. Other Expenses.  In addition to the costs listed above, the project owner 
will be responsible for all other costs related to acquisition of compensa-
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tion lands and conservation easements, including but not limited to the 
title and document review costs incurred from other state agency reviews, 
overhead related to providing compensation lands to CDFG or an 
approved third party, escrow fees or costs, environmental contaminants 
clearance, and other site cleanup measures. 

g. Mitigation Security.  No fewer than 30 days prior to ground disturbance, 
the project owner will provide financial assurances to the BLM and Riv-
erside County to guarantee that an adequate level of funding is available to 
implement any of the mitigation measures required by this condition that 
are not completed prior to the start of ground-disturbing project activities.  
Financial assurances will be provided to the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and 
Riverside County in the form of an irrevocable letter of credit, a pledged 
savings account or another form of security (“Security”) approved by the 
BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County.  The actual costs to comply 
with this condition will vary depending on the actual costs of acquiring 
compensation habitat, the costs of initially improving the habitat, and the 
actual costs of long-term management as determined by a PAR report.  
Prior to submitting the Security to the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and River-
side County, the project owner will obtain the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and 
Riverside County’s approval of the form of the Security.  The BLM, 
USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County may draw on the Security if the 
BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County determine the project owner 
has failed to comply with the requirements specified in this condition.  
The BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County may use money from 
the Security solely for implementation of the requirements of this 
condition.  The BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County’s use of the 
Security to implement measures in this condition may not fully satisfy the 
project owner’s obligations under this condition, and the project owner 
remains responsible for satisfying the obligations under this condition if 
the Security is insufficient.  The unused Security will be returned to the 
project owner in whole or in part upon successful completion of the 
associated requirements in this condition. 

Security for the requirements of this condition will be calculated as shown 
in Table 4.3-4.  However, regardless of the amount of the security or 
actual cost of implementation, the project owner will be responsible for 
implementing all aspects of this condition, including acquisition and pro-
tection of additional habitat acreage if necessary to compensate for all 
impacts listed in this mitigation measure. 

Table 4.3-4. Biological Resource Compensation/Mitigation Cost Estimate1 and 
Table of Estimated Costs2 

Task Cost     

1. Land Acquisition  $1,000 per acre3 

2. Level 1 Environmental Site Assessment (estimated 160-acre 
average parcel size) 

$3,000 per parcel4 
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Table 4.3-4. Biological Resource Compensation/Mitigation Cost Estimate1 and 
Table of Estimated Costs2 

Task Cost     

3. Appraisal  $5,000 per parcel 

4. Initial site work – clean-up, enhancement, restoration $330 per acre5 

5. Closing and Escrow Costs – 1 transaction includes landowner to 
third party and third party to agency 

$5,000 per parcel 

6. Biological survey for determining mitigation value of land (habitat 
based with species specific augmentation) 

$5,000 per parcel 

7. Third party administrative costs – includes staff time to work with 
agencies and landowners; develop management plan; oversee land 
transaction; organizational reporting and due diligence; review of 
acquisition documents; assembling acres to acquire; etc. 

10% of land 
acquisition cost (#1) 

8. Agency costs to review and determine accepting land donation – 
includes 2 physical inspections; review and approval of the Level 1 
ESA assessment; review of all title documents; drafting deed and 
deed restrictions; issue escrow instructions; mapping the parcels. 

15% of land 
acquisition cost (#1) × 
1.17 (17% of the 15% 
for overhead) 

 Subtotal - Acquisition & Initial Site Work $ $3,430,379.25 

9. Long-term Management and Maintenance (LTMM) Fund – includes 
land management; enforcement and defense of easement or title 
[short- and long-term]; monitoring; etc. 

$1,450 per acre6 

 Total (if compensation not implemented through NFWF account) $  $6,243,104.25 

 NFWF Fees  

10. Establish the project specific account $12,000 

11. NFWF management fee for acquisition & initial site work 3% of SUBTOTAL  

12. NFWF Management fee for LTMM Fund 1% of LTMM Fund 

 Total for deposit in REAT-NFWF Project-Specific Account $  $6,386,142.88 

1 - All costs are best estimates as of fall 2011.  Actual costs will be determined at the time of the transactions 
and may change the funding needed to implement the required mitigation obligation.  Note: regardless of 
the estimates, the developer is responsible for providing adequate funding to implement the required 
mitigation. 

2 - Companion table to the excel spreadsheet with formulas. 
3 - Generalized estimate taking into consideration a likely jump in land costs due to demand, and an 18- to 24-

month window to acquire the land after agency decisions are made.  If the agencies, developer, or third 
party has better, credible information on land costs in the specific area where project-specific mitigation 
lands are likely to be purchased, that data overrides this general estimate.  Note: regardless of the estimates, 
the developer is responsible for providing adequate funding to implement the required mitigation. 

4 - For the purposes of determining costs, a parcel is 160 acres. 
5 - Based on information from CDFG. 
6 - Estimate for purposes of calculating general costs.  The actual long term management and maintenance 

costs will be determined using a Property Assessment Report (PAR) tailored to the specific acquisition. 

h. The project owner may elect to comply with the requirements in this con-
dition for acquisition of compensation lands, initial protection and habitat 
improvement on the compensation lands, or long-term maintenance and 
management of the compensation lands, or any combination of these three 
requirements, by providing funds to implement those measures into the 
Renewable Energy Action Team (REAT) Account established with the 
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF).  To use this option, the 
project owner must make an initial deposit to the REAT Account in an 
amount equal to the estimated costs (as set forth in the Security section of 
this condition) of implementing the requirement and additional fees, 
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management funds, and other costs associated with the NFWF account.  If 
the actual cost of the acquisition, initial protection and habitat 
improvements, or long-term funding is more than the estimated amount 
initially paid by the project owner, the project owner will make an 
additional deposit into the REAT Account sufficient to cover the actual 
acquisition costs, the actual costs of initial protection and habitat improve-
ment on the compensation lands, and the long-term funding requirements 
as established in an approved PAR or PAR-like analysis.  If those actual 
costs or PAR projections are less than the amount initially transferred by 
the Applicant, the remaining balance will be returned to the project owner. 

i. The responsibility for acquisition of compensation lands may be delegated 
to a third party other than NFWF, such as a non-governmental organiza-
tion supportive of desert habitat conservation, by written agreement of the 
BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County.  Such delegation will be 
subject to approval by the BLM and Riverside County, in consultation 
with CDFG and USFWS, prior to land acquisition, enhancement or man-
agement activities.  Agreements to delegate land acquisition to an approved 
third party, or to manage compensation lands, will be executed and imple-
mented within 18 months of the BLM and Riverside County’s certification 
of the project. 

j. The project owner may choose to compensate and mitigate for impacts to 
state-listed endangered species pursuant to §2081 of the California Endan-
gered Species Act using one or both of the “in-lieu fee” or “advance miti-
gation” mechanisms set forth in AB 13.  Compensation lands acquired 
through AB 13 may in whole or in part satisfy the compensation habitat 
requirements set forth in this mitigation measure, only to the extent that 
they do in fact provide habitat values and mitigation for significant impacts 
to the species and biological resources identified above, and are consistent 
with the selection criteria described above. 

MM VEG-7 Mitigate Direct Impacts to Special-Status Plants.  This mitigation measure pro-
vides further detail and specificity to the Pre-construction Surveys for Special-
Status Plant Species and Cacti provided in AM BIO-3.  The project owner will 
mitigate impacts to Emory’s crucifixion thorn (CRPR 2) on the solar generator 
site and direct impacts to any other CRPR 1 or 2 ranked plants that may be 
impacted by gen-tie line construction, including impacts to Harwood’s woollystar 
(CRPR 1) on gen-tie Alternative E, through one or a combination of the following 
strategies.   

1. Avoidance.  Project design will avoid at minimum 75 percent of the Emory’s 
crucifixion thorn, Harwood’s woollystar, and other CRPR 1 or 2 ranked plants 
occurrences within the project boundaries or other work areas, including the 
gen-tie line, and will provide a minimum 100-foot buffer area surrounding 
each avoided occurrence, where no project activities will take place. 

2. Off-site compensation.  The project owner will provide compensation lands 
consisting of occupied Emory’s crucifixion thorn, Harwood’s woollystar or 
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other CRPR 1 or 2 ranked plants, habitat at a 1:1 ratio for any occupied habitat 
affected by the project, according to the terms described in MM VEG-6.  
Occupied habitat will be calculate on the project site and on the compensation 
lands as including each special status plant occurrence and a surrounding 
100-foot buffer area.  Off-site compensation will be incorporated into the 
project’s Habitat Compensation Plan, for review and approval by the BLM, 
Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies. 

3. Salvage.  It is not known whether salvage is a feasible mitigation strategy for 
Emory’s crucifixion thorn or most other special-status plants.  For Emory’s 
crucifixion thorn, the project owner will consult with Rancho Santa Ana 
Botanic Garden (RSABG) regarding the success of salvage efforts for this 
species at the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project site.  If the strategy has been 
shown to be feasible, then the project owner will prepare and implement an 
Emory’s Crucifixion Thorn Salvage and Relocation Plan, to be reviewed and 
approved by the BLM, Riverside County EPD, and the Resource Agencies, 
prior to disturbance of any occupied Emory’s crucifixion thorn habitat.  
Emory’s crucifixion thorn on private lands may also be subject to the 
provisions of the California Desert Native Plants Act. The project owner will 
contract with RSABG or another entity with comparable experience and 
qualifications, to salvage at minimum 75 percent of Emory’s crucifixion thorn 
individuals from the proposed project site and transfer them to a suitable off-
site location approved by BLM.  If special-status plants are salvaged from 
non-BLM land, then all salvage planning and activities will be subject to 
review and approval by Riverside County EPD.  For other special-status 
plants (i.e., on gen-tie Alternative E, if they occur), the project owner will 
consult with the BLM botanist and/or Riverside County (as applicable), along 
with RSABG or another qualified entity, to develop an appropriate 
experimental salvage and relocation strategy, based on the life history of the 
species affected.  The Plan will include at minimum: (a) collection/salvage 
measures for plants or seed banks, to retain intact soil conditions and maxi-
mize success likelihood; (b) details regarding storage of plants or seed banks; 
(c) location of the proposed recipient site, and detailed site preparation and 
plant introduction techniques details for top soil storage, as applicable; (d); 
time of year that the salvage and replanting or seeding will occur and the 
methodology of the replanting; (e) a description of the irrigation, if used; (f) 
success criteria; and (g) a detailed monitoring program, commensurate with 
the Plan’s goals. 

4. Horticultural propagation and off-site introduction.  If salvage and reloca-
tion is not believed to be feasible for Emory’s crucifixion thorn or other 
special-status plants, then the project owner will consult with RSABG or 
another qualified entity, to develop an appropriate experimental propagation 
and relocation strategy, based on the life history of the species affected.  The 
Plan will include at minimum: (a) collection/salvage measures for plant mate-
rials or seed banks, to retain intact soil conditions and maximize success like-
lihood; (b) details regarding storage of plant, plant materials, or seed banks; 
(c) location of the proposed propagation facility, and proposed methods; (d); 
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time of year that the salvage and other practices will occur; (e) success crite-
ria; and (f) a detailed monitoring program, commensurate with the Plan’s 
goals. 

MM VEG-8 Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdic-
tional Areas.  The project owner will implement all mitigation measures and 
conditions contained within the Streambed Alteration Agreement obtained from 
the California Department of Fish and Game for impacts to jurisdictional areas, as 
well as any requirements of the Regional Water Quality Control Board or the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, upon determination of jurisdiction and permit issuance 
by all three agencies (see MM WAT-1).  In addition, the following Best Manage-
ment Practices will be implemented during all construction activity in or near 
ephemeral drainages: 

1. Vehicles and equipment will not operate in ponded or flowing water except as 
described in the Streambed Alteration Agreement. 

2. The project Proponent will minimize road building, construction activities, 
and vegetation clearing within ephemeral drainages to the extent feasible. 

3. The project Proponent shall prevent water containing mud, silt, or other pol-
lutants from grading or other activities to enter ephemeral drainages or be 
placed in locations that may be subjected to high storm flows. 

4. Spoil sites will not be located within 30 feet from the boundaries of drainages 
or in locations that may be subjected to high storm flows, where spoils might 
be washed back into drainages. 

5. Raw cement/concrete or washings thereof, asphalt, paint or other coating 
material, oil or other petroleum products, or any other substances that could be 
hazardous to vegetation or wildlife resources, resulting from project-related 
activities, will not contaminate the soil and/or entering ephemeral drainages. 
The project owner shall ensure that safety precautions specified by  this 
measure, as well as all other safety requirements of other measures and permit 
conditions are followed during all phases of the project. 

6. When operations are completed, any excess materials or debris will be 
removed from the work area.  No rubbish will be deposited within 150 feet of 
the high water mark of any drainage during construction, operation, and 
decommissioning the project. 

7. No equipment maintenance will occur within 150 feet of any category 3, 4, or 
5 streambed or any streambed greater than 10 feet wide and no petroleum 
products or other pollutants from the equipment will be allowed to enter these 
areas or enter any off-site state-jurisdictional waters under any flow. 

8. With the exception of the drainage control system installed for the project, the 
installation of bridges, culverts, or other structures will be such that water 
flow (velocity and low flow channel width) is not impaired.  Bottoms of tem-
porary culverts will be placed at or below stream channel grade. 
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9. No broken concrete, debris, soil, silt, sand, bark, slash, sawdust, rubbish, or 
other organic or earthen material from any construction or associated activity 
of whatever nature will be allowed to enter into, or placed where it may be 
washed by rainfall or runoff into, off-site state-jurisdictional waters. 

10. Stationary equipment such as motors, pumps, generators, and welders, located 
within or adjacent to a drainage, will be positioned over drip pans.  Stationary 
heavy equipment will have suitable containment to handle a catastrophic 
spill/leak.  Clean up equipment such as brooms, absorbent pads, and skimmers 
will be on site prior to the start of construction. 

11. The cleanup of all spills will begin immediately.  The BLM, the State of 
California Department of Toxic Substances Control, and Riverside County 
will be notified immediately by the project owner of any spills and will be 
consulted regarding clean-up procedures. 

12. Non-Native Vegetation Removal.  The project owner will remove any non-
native vegetation (consistent with the Integrated Weed Management Plan, 
MM VEG-9) from any drainage on the project site that requires the placement 
of a bridge, culvert, or other structure.  Removal will be done at least twice 
annually (spring/summer) throughout the life of the project. 

MM VEG-9 Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan.  This mitiga-
tion measure provides further detail and specificity to the Integrated Weed Man-
agement Plan described in AM BIO-2.  The project owner will contract a quali-
fied biologist to prepare and implement a Weed Management Plan that meets the 
approval of the BLM and Riverside County EPD, in consultation with the JTNP, 
CDFG, and USFWS.  The Weed Management Plan will be approved prior to 
initial ground disturbance.  At minimum, the Weed Management Plan will include 
the following: 

1. An assessment of nonnative and invasive weeds occurring onsite prior to con-
struction activities; 

2. An assessment of nonnative and invasive weeds that could be introduced into 
the project area; 

3. A description of methods to be used to survey for the presence of introduced 
weeds during construction and operation; 

4. Monitoring and weed control methods to be employed during operation, con-
sistent with BLM’s Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Lands 
in 17 Western States (BLM 2007) and the National Invasive Species Manage-
ment Plan (NISC 2008); 

5. Specific and detailed guidelines for herbicide use to prevent overspray onto 
surrounding areas where it would adversely affect wildlife or native plants; 
and 

6. Reporting requirements. 

The final plan will only include weed control measures with a demonstrated record 
of success for target weeds, based on the best available information from sources 
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such as: The Nature Conservancy’s The Global Invasive Species Team, Coop-
erative Extension, California Invasive Plant Council: http://www.cal-ipc.org/_/
index.php, and the California Department of Food & Agriculture Encyclopedia: 
http://www.cdfa.ca.gov/phpps/ipc/_hp.  The methods will meet the following 
criteria: 

1. Manual.  Well-timed removal of plants or seed heads with hand tools; seed 
heads and plants must be disposed of in accordance with guidelines from the 
Riverside County Agricultural Commissioner. 

2. Chemical.  Herbicides known to have residual toxicity, such as pre-emergents 
and pelts, will not be used in natural areas or within channels (engineered or 
not) where they could run off into downstream areas.  Only the following 
application methods may be used: wick (wiping onto leaves); inner bark injec-
tion; cut stump; frill or hack & squirt (into cuts in the trunk); basal bark 
girdling; foliar spot spraying with backpack sprayers or pump sprayers at low 
pressure or with a shield attachment to control drift, and only on windless 
days, or with a squeeze bottle for small infestations 

In addition to describing weed eradication and control methods, and a reporting 
plan for weed management during and after construction, the final Weed Manage-
ment Plan will include at minimum the following Best Management Practices to 
prevent the spread and propagation of weeds: 

a. Limit the extent of any vegetation and/or ground disturbance to the absolute 
minimum needed, and limit ingress and egress to defined routes. 

b. Install and maintain vehicle wash and inspection stations and closely monitor 
the types of materials brought onto the site. 

c. Reestablish soil stability and vegetation on temporarily disturbed sites (mea-
sures and performance standards to be consistent with the Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan, described in MM VEG-5). 

d. Monitoring and timely implementation of control measures to ensure early 
detection and eradication for weed invasions.  Weed infestations must be con-
trolled or eradicated as soon as possible upon discovery, and before they go to 
seed, to prevent further expansion. 

e. Use only certified weed-free straw or hay bales used for sediment barrier 
installations, and certified weed-free seed. 

f. Reclamation, revegetation, or restoration will occur on all temporarily dis-
turbed areas, including, but not limited to, temporary access roads, construc-
tion work temporary lay-down areas, and staging areas (consistent with MM 
VEG-5). 

g. Control weeds in areas where dust control, irrigation, and solar panel washing 
take place. 

h. Prohibit on-site storage or disposal of mulch or green waste from weed mate-
rial to prevent inadvertent introduction and spread of invasive plants beyond 
the immediate vicinity of the project area and possibly into rare plant popula-
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tions off-site.  Mulch or green waste will be removed from the site in a 
covered vehicle to prevent seed dispersal, and transported to a licensed landfill 
or composting facility. 

i. Indicate where herbicides may be used, which herbicides, and specify tech-
niques to be used to avoid chemical drift or residual toxicity to special-status 
plants, consistent with consistent with BLM’s Vegetation Treatments Using 
Herbicides on BLM Lands in 17 Western States (BLM 2007) and guidelines 
provided by the Nature Conservancy’s The Global Invasive Species Team: 
http://www.invasive.org/gist/products.html. 

j. Avoid herbicide use or other control methods in or around any environmen-
tally sensitive areas identified within or adjacent to the project site. 

Nonnative and invasive weed infestations will be flagged by the Designated Biol-
ogist or Biological Monitor and controlled, using either mechanical (hand pulling, 
mowing) or chemical methods as approved by the BLM and, as appropriate, Riv-
erside County.  Only state and BLM-approved herbicides will be used, and all 
herbicide applicators will possess a qualified herbicide applicator license from the 
state.  All herbicide applications will follow U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
label instructions and be performed in accordance with federal, state, and local 
laws and regulations. 

From the time construction begins and throughout the life of the project, sur-
veying for new invasive weed populations and the monitoring of identified and 
treated populations will be required within the project area.  Surveying and moni-
toring for weed infestations will occur at least two times per year (timed to occur 
early and late in the growing season).  Treatment of all identified weed popula-
tions will occur at a minimum of once annually.  When no new seedlings or re-
sprouts are observed at treated sites for three consecutive, normal rainfall years, 
the weed population can be considered eradicated and weed control efforts may 
cease for that impact site. 

MM VEG-10 Prepare and Implement a Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring and Report-
ing Plan.  The project owner will contract a qualified biologist to prepare and 
submit a Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring and Reporting Plan to BLM, 
Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies for review and approval and to the 
JTNP for review and comment prior to commencing project-related pumping 
activities.  Upon approval, the project owner will finalize and implement the Plan.  
The Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring and Reporting Plan will outline the 
following information and actions: 
1. Prior to project operations, the baseline health and vigor of groundwater-

dependent plant species (principally desert ironwood and blue palo verde but 
also other species such as smoke tree and crucifixion thorn would be included) 
will be recorded within four zones: immediately off-site at the project 
boundary, and at ¼-mile, ½-mile and 1-mile distances from proposed project 
groundwater supply well locations.  At least one “control” site, at least 2 miles 
from the project site, will also be sampled.  The number of individuals for 
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each of the target species to be sampled at each site will be large enough to 
provide valid comparison of data among sites. 

2. A qualified botanist or plant physiologist will develop or adapt a sampling 
protocol to be carried out in desert dry wash woodland at each sampling zone 
(above) and the control site to monitor stress and mortality of target plants 
once operations begin.  The protocol will include a measure of pre-dawn 
water potential or other appropriate indictor or water stress, as measured by 
standard plant physiology techniques. 

3. The Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring and Reporting Plan will identify 
what constitutes a significant difference in plant stress or mortality under this 
mitigation measure.  If a significant difference in plant stress or mortality is 
shown at one or more sample locations in comparison to the control site, the 
project owner will coordinate with BLM, Riverside County, and CDFG to 
interpret the results.  The sample site and control site data will be evaluated in 
terms of the project’s groundwater usage, climate factors, and groundwater 
monitoring data collected under MM WAT-3.  If plant stress or mortality is 
determined to be related to project activities, then the project owner will either 
refrain from pumping, reduce groundwater pumping to allow for recovery of 
the groundwater table, or provide additional habitat compensation as 
described below. 

Monthly Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring summary memos will be sub-
mitted to BLM, CDFG, and Riverside County during the construction period of 
the project.  In addition, annual Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring reports 
will be submitted for at least the first 3 years following completion of construc-
tion of the project or until the defined success criteria are achieved, whichever is 
later.  The summary memos will contain the monitoring data required as part of 
the monitoring program requirements under MM WAT-3.  In addition, each 
Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring Report will provide maps and text 
discussion of each study site, changes in plant health and vigor, changes in 
groundwater levels in the production wells, and the year’s monitoring data. 

If results of the groundwater monitoring program under MM WAT-3 indicate that 
the project pumping has resulted in water level decline of 1 foot or more below 
the baseline trend, and vegetation monitoring for plant stress, mortality, and water 
potential have documented one or more of the sampling sites for the two groundwater-
dependent plant species as reaching the threshold (above), the project owner will 
reduce groundwater pumping until water levels stabilize or recover, provide for 
temporary supplemental watering, or compensate for additional impacts to desert 
dry wash woodland (Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland) at the ratio of 3:1, 
consistent with MM VEG-6.  Estimated acreage of additional dry wash woodland 
impacts will be submitted to BLM, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies 
for approval.  Upon approval, the project owner will initiate compensation accord-
ing to the requirements and conditions for habitat compensation as described in 
MM VEG-6. 
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At the conclusion of the three-year monitoring period or until the defined success 
criteria are achieved, whichever is later, for Desert Dry Wash Woodland 
following completion of project construction, the project owner, Riverside 
County, and BLM will jointly evaluate the effectiveness of the Desert Dry Wash 
Woodland Monitoring and Reporting Plan and determine if monitoring 
frequencies or procedures should be revised, extended to the operation and 
decommissioning periods, or eliminated.  Should additional data be forthcoming 
to demonstrate that this potential impact is not verifiable or attributable to this 
specific project or found inconsistent with state or federal statute, it may be 
modified or eliminated. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Some of the mitigation measures described above would mitigate adverse impacts to vegetation 
resources by preventing the impacts from occurring.  For example, MM VEG-9 (Prepare and 
Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan) would prevent the introduction and spread of 
invasive weeds.  Other mitigation measures would minimize adverse impacts on the project site 
and prevent them in adjacent off-site habitats, such as MM VEG-8 (Implement Best Manage-
ment Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) and MM VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site 
Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat) requires acquisition and management of 
off-site vegetation and habitat in perpetuity to offset the permanent loss of vegetation and habitat 
on the project site.  This measure, while compensating for impacts to vegetation resources, 
would not prevent those impacts from occurring.  Even with off-site compensation at recom-
mended ratios, there would be a net loss of the native vegetation and related resources (including 
habitat and streambed values) of 1,208 acres.   

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-10, residual adverse 
impacts (i.e., impacts remaining after application of mitigation) to vegetation resources would be 
(1) the net loss of vegetation and habitat on the project site; (2) the direct effects of dust, and 
other disturbances to adjacent off-site habitat during construction, operation, and 
decommissioning of the facility; (3) the net loss of special-status plant occurrences on the project 
site; and (4) the net loss of state-jurisdictional streambeds and associated habitat on the site and, 
potentially, off-site, if groundwater pumping causes off-site impacts.  These impacts are 
described above, under direct impacts of project construction. 

4.3.8 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Alternative 5 would have the same project boundaries as Alternative 4, except that it would 
exclude the portion of the site which is within the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area 
(WHMA), as shown on Figure 2-9, Alternative 5: Solar Project Excluding WHMA, in 
Appendix A.  Alternative 5 would encompass 1,161 acres.  It would not incorporate any 
substantial changes to construction, operations, maintenance, or decommissioning from those 
described for Alternative 4. 
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Construction 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects to vegetation resources during construction of Alternative 5 would be as described 
in Section 4.3.7 for the direct construction effects of Alternative 4, except that the acreage of 
impacts would be reduced by 47 acres, from 1,208 to 1,161 (see Table 4.3-1).  Impacts to state-
jurisdictional streambeds would be reduced from 113 acres to 110 acres under Alternative 5.  
Total impacts to state jurisdictional areas would be reduced from 258.5 to 254.4 acres. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects to vegetation resources during construction of Alternative 5 would be as 
described in Section 4.3.7 for the indirect construction effects of Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects to vegetation resources during O&M of Alternative 5 would be as described in 
Section 4.3.7 for the direct O&M effects of Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects to vegetation resources during O&M of Alternative 5 would be as described in 
Section 4.3.7 for the indirect O&M effects of Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects to vegetation resources during decommissioning of Alternative 5 would be as 
described in Section 4.3.7 for the direct decommissioning effects of Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects to vegetation resources during decommissioning of Alternative 5 would be as 
described in Section 4.3.7 for the indirect decommissioning effects of Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Required mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative 5 to vegetation 
resources are the same as those required in Section 4.3.7 for Alternative 4.  The total com-
pensation requirement under Mitigation Measure VEG-6 would be reduced due to the reduced 
acreage of project disturbance. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual effects of Alternative 5 to vegetation resources would be as described in Section 4.3.7 
for the residual effects of Alternative 4, except that the acreage of impacts would be reduced by 
47 acres, from 1,208 to 1,161 (see Table 4.3-1). 
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4.3.9 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 6 would remain in the same location as Alternative 4 and would use the same project 
boundaries as Alternative 4 except that it would exclude the 155-acre southern parcel of the proj-
ect and a small portion of the northern parcel that contains a sensitive plant species, Emory’s 
crucifixion thorn, as shown on Figure 2-10, Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint Solar Project, in 
Appendix A.  Alternative 6 would encompass 1,044 acres.  The areas cleared of vegetation 
would be slightly less than for Alternative 4 (approximately100 acres).  The area permanently 
covered by at-grade items would also be slightly reduced from Alternative 4 (less than 10 acres).  
Because Alternative 6 would not require use of two separate parcels of land, the alternative 
would not require an underground electrical connection across the wash.  Alternative 6 would 
not incorporate any substantial changes to construction, operations, maintenance, or decommis-
sioning from those described for Alternative 4. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects to vegetation resources during construction of Alternative 6 would be as described 
in Section 4.3.7 for the direct construction effects of Alternative 4, except that the acreage of 
impacts would be reduced by 164 acres, from 1,208 to 1,044 (see Table 4.3-1) and direct impacts 
to Emory’s crucifixion thorn would be avoided.  Impacts to Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood 
Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) would be substantially reduced, from 180 to 98 acres (a 
46 percent reduction in impacts).  The Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash 
Woodland) is a special-status plant community; it provides habitat elements and structure not 
available in surrounding Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub); and is closely associated 
with state-jurisdictional streambeds and episodic hydrologic systems.  Impacts to state-
jurisdictional streambeds would be reduced from 113 acres to 79 acres under Alternative 6.  
Total impacts to state jurisdictional areas would be reduced from 258.5 to 163.5 acres. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects to vegetation resources during construction of Alternative 6 would be as 
described in Section 4.3.7 for the indirect construction effects of Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects to vegetation resources during O&M of Alternative 6 would be as described in 
Section 4.3.7 for the direct O&M effects of Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects to vegetation resources during O&M of Alternative 6 would be as described in 
Section 4.3.7 for the indirect O&M effects of Alternative 4. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects to vegetation resources during decommissioning of Alternative 6 would be as 
described in Section 4.3.7 for the direct decommissioning effects of Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects to vegetation resources during decommissioning of Alternative 6 would be as 
described in Section 4.3.7 for the indirect decommissioning effects of Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Required mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative 6 to vegetation 
resources are the same as those required in this Section 4.3.7 for Alternative 4, with the fol-
lowing two exceptions: (1) the wording of MM VEG-6 would be unchanged, but the total com-
pensation acreage requirement for Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodlands (Desert Dry 
Wash Woodland) would be reduced in proportion to the 82-acre (46%) reduction in impacts to 
this community; and (2) MM VEG-7 would not apply because the project design would avoid 
direct impacts to Emory’s crucifixion thorn. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual effects of Alternative 6 to vegetation resources would be as described in Section 4.3.7 
for the residual effects of Alternative 4, except that the acreage of impacts would be reduced by 
164 acres, from 1,208 to 1,044 (see Table 4.3-1). 

4.3.10 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6.  Alterna-
tive 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 150 MW nominal 
capacity project.  Project details are the same as for Alternative 4, with the only exception being 
the overall height of the panels for Alternative 7.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-
axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet.  The areas cleared of vegetation 
would be slightly less than for Alternative 4 (about 100 acres).  The area permanently covered by 
at-grade items would also be slightly reduced from Alternative 4 (less than 10 acres).  Because 
Alternative 7 would not require use of two separate parcels of land, the alternative would not 
require an underground electrical connection across the wash.  Alternative 7 would not incorpo-
rate any substantial changes to construction, operations, maintenance, or decommissioning from 
those described for Alternative 4. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects to vegetation resources during construction of Alternative 7 would be as described 
in Section 4.3.7 for the direct construction effects of Alternative 4, except that the acreage of 
impacts would be reduced by 164 acres, from 1,208 to 1,044 (see Table 4.3-1) and direct impacts 
to crucifixion thorn would be avoided.  Impacts to Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert 
Dry Wash Woodland) would be substantially reduced, from 180 to 98 acres (a 46 percent reduc-
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tion in impacts).  The Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland)is a 
special-status plant community; it provides habitat elements and structure not available in sur-
rounding Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub); and is closely associated with state-juris-
dictional streambeds and episodic hydrologic systems.  Impacts to state-jurisdictional streambeds 
would be reduced from 113 acres to 79 acres under Alternative 7.  Total impacts to state jurisdic-
tional areas would be reduced from 258.5 to 163.5 acres. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects to vegetation resources during construction of Alternative 7 would be as 
described in Section 4.3.7 for the indirect construction effects of Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects to vegetation resources during O&M of Alternative 7 would be as described in 
Section 4.3.7 for the direct O&M effects of Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects to vegetation resources during O&M of Alternative 7 would be as described in 
Section 4.3.7 for the indirect O&M effects of Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects to vegetation resources during decommissioning of Alternative 7 would be as 
described in Section 4.3.7 for the direct decommissioning effects of Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects to vegetation resources during decommissioning of Alternative 7 would be as 
described in Section 4.3.7 for the indirect decommissioning effects of Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Required mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative 7 to vegetation 
resources are the same as those required in this Section 4.3.7 for Alternative 4, with the fol-
lowing two exceptions: (1) the wording of MM VEG-6 would be unchanged, but the total com-
pensation acreage requirement for Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodlands (Desert Dry 
Wash Woodland) would be reduced in proportion to the 82-acre (46%) reduction in impacts to 
this community; and (2) MM VEG-7 would not apply because the project design would avoid 
direct impacts to Emory’s crucifixion thorn. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual effects of Alternative 7 to vegetation resources would be as described in Section 4.3.7 
for the residual effects of Alternative 4, except that the acreage of impacts would be reduced by 
164 acres, from 1,208 to 1,044 (see Table 4.3-1). 
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4.3.11 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

This No Action Alternative under NEPA defines the scenario that would exist if the proposed 
gen-tie line were not constructed and no plan amendment was issued.  If this No Action Alterna-
tive were selected, the impacts of project construction, operation, decommissioning; as well as 
cumulative impacts of the project’s gen-tie line, would not occur.  There would be no project-
related disturbance of the ground at the tower locations and pull sites, no disturbance of desert 
vegetation and habitat, and no installation of transmission equipment. 

4.3.12 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Alternative B is the Applicant’s proposed gen-tie, which would utilize transmission infrastruc-
ture to be developed for the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project by sharing the approved 
transmission ROW and the gen-tie towers (see Figure 2-11 in Appendix A).  At the time of 
commencement of analysis for this EIS in September, 2011, the Desert Sunlight approved gen-
tie has not yet been constructed; therefore, the effects of constructing, operating, and decommis-
sioning gen-tie Alternative B are analyzed here without the presumption that the approved Desert 
Sunlight gen-tie would be built.  Please see the Cumulative Impacts section, below, for a separate 
analysis of the cumulative impacts of gen-tie Alternative B and the approved Desert Sunlight 
gen-tie.  Implementation of Alternative B, as it is described and analyzed here, would require 
independent construction, operation, and decommissioning of this transmission line. 

The proposed gen-tie right-of-way (ROW) is 12.1 miles long and 160 feet wide, totaling 235 
acres.  Construction disturbances within the ROW would include construction of new permanent 
or temporary access roads; 73 transmission structures; 5 splicing/pull sites; and 20 guard struc-
tures.  The specific locations of these project components have not been determined.  The mate-
rials and equipment staging areas and lay-down areas would be located within the solar facility 
site, and no additional habitat disturbance would be needed for these project components (see 
Chapter 2).  The Applicant estimates total anticipated disturbance to vegetation for gen-tie Alter-
native B as 92 acres.  Based on the proportions of each vegetation type along the alignment, this 
analysis estimates that 41 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) and 51 acres of 
Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) would be impacted by 
permanent or long-term project disturbances. 

In this analysis, an impact that might be considered temporary in other parts of California will be 
considered long-term or permanent due to these very slow natural recovery rates (see Section 
4.3.1).  Examples of permanent impacts of gen-tie line construction to vegetation include any 
new, permanent access roads and the footprints of new towers.  Other ground disturbance 
restricted solely to the construction phase, such as grading roads and clearing vegetation within 
staging and pulling areas, are analyzed here as long-term impacts, with requirements for 
mitigation appropriate to the long-term nature of the disturbance. 

Construction 

Construction activities associated with Alternative B could directly affect vegetation, special-
status plants, and jurisdictional resources through the long-term and permanent loss and degrada-
tion of native vegetation and its habitat values, loss of special-status plants, and loss or alteration 
of jurisdictional streambeds and associated habitat values.  These effects, and mitigation mea-
sures to reduce the severity of these effects, are discussed below. 
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Direct Effects 

Native Vegetation Including Sensitive Natural Communities.  Site preparation and project 
construction on the proposed gen-tie line would consist of removing or crushing vegetation 
where necessary, such as along the access roads and tower work sites.  Project construction 
would cause substantial degradation to native vegetation and wildlife habitat.  Project 
construction would result in permanent and long-term impacts to 92 acres of natural vegetation, 
including 41 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) and 51 acres of Blue Palo 
Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland).  Construction traffic and related 
activities would also cause increased wind erosion and downwind dust, as described in Section 
4.3.7.  The direct construction impacts to vegetation can be reduced through implementation of 
required Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6. 

Special-Status Plants.  One desert unicorn-plant occurrence was documented on the alignment 
of gen-tie Alternative B during field surveys for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (BLM 
2011a).  Depending on the placement of poles and other work sites, construction of Alternative B 
could remove that occurrence.  Due to the natural history of desert unicorn-plant (perennial herb; 
sprouts above-ground every few years in response to warm season rains), it is likely that addi-
tional, undocumented locations exist along the alignment.  Thus, construction of Alternative B 
could affect additional desert unicorn-plant locations.  Desert unicorn-plant is ranked as CRPR 4, 
and is not a BLM Sensitive Species (see Section 3.3).  The impacts to this species, while adverse, 
would not warrant further mitigation. 

State-Jurisdictional Streambeds.  Construction of gen-tie Alternative B would impact state-jur-
isdictional streambeds, as well as the adjacent riparian vegetation (i.e., Blue Palo Verde–Desert 
Ironwood Woodland, or Desert Dry Wash Woodland) along much of its length.  Actual acreage 
of these impacts would depend on the specific placement of poles and other work sites, but is 
estimated as 51 acres, based on the proportion of Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodlands (Desert 
Dry Wash Woodland) along the alignment.  Native vegetation would be removed or degraded 
from these streambed and woodland areas, as described for the proposed solar project.  The 
streambeds would continue to convey water and sediment downslope, but habitat suitability for 
most native wildlife species would be degraded.  These impacts would be offset by imple-
menting Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6.  In addition, implementation of 
Mitigation Measure VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to 
Jurisdictional Areas) would minimize adverse effects of construction activities to jurisdictional 
streambeds on-site and off-site. 

Indirect Effects 

Invasive Weeds.  In addition to the direct impacts to vegetation, construction of gen-tie Alterna-
tive B could have indirect effects to native vegetation, special-status plants, and jurisdictional 
streambeds off-site, through the introduction or spread of invasive weeds.  These impacts are 
similar to those described in Section 4.3.7 for Alternative 4, but the effects of weed introductions 
could be proportionally more severe due to the linear nature of the project component. 

Weeds are relatively low in abundance and diversity throughout gen-tie Alternative B alignment.  
However, construction would be expected to introduce or facilitate the spread of invasive non-
native plants, including weeds noted on the site during field surveys (Section 3.3) or weeds new 
to the area.  This potential impact would be minimized by Mitigation Measure VEG-9 (Prepare 
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and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan), which would require the project owner to 
monitor weed occurrence throughout the project area, and to control substantial weed 
infestations. 

Hydrology and Groundwater.  Construction of Alternative B could affect off-site vegetation, 
particularly the Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodlands (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) 
downstream of work sites, by altering water quality or surface hydrology.  If pollutants, silt, or 
other materials are carried off-site by intermittent stream flows, they could be deposited in 
downstream washes or could enter the soil or groundwater, where they could adversely affect 
native woodland vegetation.  Implementation of a SWPP (see Section 4.22, Water Resources) 
and Mitigation Measure VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to 
Jurisdictional Areas) during construction would reduce these impacts.  Construction of 
Alternative B would necessitate water use for dust control, but total water usage is expected to be 
relatively small by comparison with the solar facility site, and no additional impacts to 
groundwater-dependent vegetation would be expected. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operations and maintenance activities associated with Alternative B could directly affect vegeta-
tion, special-status plants, and jurisdictional resources due to long-term habitat alteration by 
access road maintenance (including roadside vegetation management), periodic gen-tie line 
inspections or maintenance, and consequent dust and other soil disturbances, and ongoing poten-
tial to introduce new weed species or facilitate the spread of existing species. 

Direct Effects 

Native Vegetation Including Sensitive Natural Communities.  Gen-tie line vegetation man-
agement during operations would necessitate periodic mowing, weeding, or other vegetation 
control for compatibility with road access and gen-tie operations.  Overall impacts of these O&M 
procedures would prevent recovery of native vegetation and wildlife habitat throughout the life 
of the project.  Disturbed vegetation on the alignment would remain degraded from natural con-
ditions throughout the life of the project, with reduced abundance, cover and height of native 
shrubs; reduced overall vegetation cover; and increased relative cover of non-native species.  
These long-term impacts to vegetation can be reduced through implementation of required 
Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6.  These measures would limit the initial 
disturbance areas and avoid off-site habitat degradation; require vegetation management on-site 
to minimize adverse off-site impacts, and require off-site compensation for habitat lost or 
degraded throughout the life of the project. 

Special-Status Plants.  Gen-tie line O&M would not affect any special-status plants beyond 
those that are removed or damaged during initial construction.  However, vegetation manage-
ment for gen-tie operation could cause accidental off-site impacts, due to dust or herbicide drift 
or off-site hydrology impacts.  Mitigation Measures VEG-5 (Prepare and Implement a Veg-
etation Resources Management Plan) and MM VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated 
Weed Management Plan) would minimize these impacts throughout the life of the project. 

State-Jurisdictional Streambeds.  Operation and maintenance of the gen-tie would maintain 
streambeds and associated habitat values throughout the disturbed areas in degraded condition 
that would no longer provide suitable habitat for most native wildlife species.  These impacts 
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would be offset by implementing Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6.  In addition, 
implementation of Mitigation Measure VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to 
Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) would minimize adverse effects of O&M practices to 
jurisdictional streambeds on-site and off-site. 

Indirect Effects 

In addition to the direct impacts to vegetation, gen-tie operation could have several indirect 
impacts to native vegetation, special-status plants, and jurisdictional streambeds off-site, includ-
ing introduction or spread of invasive weeds. 

Invasive Weeds.  Operation and maintenance of gen-tie Alternative B would be expected to 
introduce or facilitate the spread of invasive non-native plants, including weeds noted on the site 
during field surveys (Section 3.3) or weeds new to the area.  This potential impact would be min-
imized by Mitigation Measure VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management 
Plan). 

Hydrology and Groundwater.  O&M activities associated with gen-tie Alternative B could 
affect off-site vegetation, particularly the Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodlands (Desert 
Dry Wash Woodland) downstream of the alignment, by altering water quality or surface 
hydrology.  If pollutants, silt, or other materials are carried off-site by intermittent stream flows, 
they could be deposited in downstream washes or could enter the soil or groundwater, where 
they could adversely affect native woodland vegetation.  Implementation of Mitigation Measure 
VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) 
would reduce these impacts. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of the gen-tie is summarized in Chapter 2.  The expected operational lifetime 
of the DHSP is 30 years; however its actual life could be longer or shorter.  When permanent 
closure is appropriate, a decommissioning plan will be prepared and submitted to the BLM for 
review and approval.  The decommissioning plan will address the gen-tie as well as the solar 
facility.  Closure strategies may include temporary “mothballing”; removing old facilities and 
upgrading to newer solar technology; or complete removal of equipment and restoration of the 
land to BLM approved specifications.  Fully decommissioning the site would involve (1) 
removal and demolition of above-ground structures; (2) dismantling and removing concrete 
structures to a 3-foot depth; (3) removal of underground utilities within 3 feet of final grade; and 
(4) excavation and removal of soils, if applicable (see Sections 2.4.6 and 2.9.4). 

Impacts to vegetation resources would vary, according to the decommissioning strategy and the 
intended re-use of the alignment, to be developed prior to actual decommissioning. 

Direct Effects 

Facilities removal during decommissioning would be expected to take place within the prior-dis-
turbed work areas, addressed as long-term construction impacts in this analysis.  Removal or 
degradation of native vegetation, special-status plants, or state-jurisdictional streambeds would 
be limited to areas where those resources had recovered naturally or through implementation of 
the project owner’s Vegetation Resources Management Plan (per Mitigation Measure VEG-5).  
Any potential direct impacts beyond the work areas would be limited to the effects of dust or 
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similar direct off-site impacts, as discussed above (direct effects of construction).  These decom-
missioning impacts can be reduced through implementation of required Mitigation Measures 
VEG-1 through MM VEG-6, which are required also for decommissioning.  In particular, 
Mitigation Measure VEG-5 (Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Resources Management Plan) 
requires the project owner to prepare and implement a supplement to the Vegetation Resources 
Management Plan during decommissioning, to be as compatible with the proposed re-use of the 
site and the other components of the decommissioning plan.  If the ultimate re-use of the 
alignment is to return it to natural open space, then the expected recontouring and replanting 
during decommissioning would have a net benefit to vegetation resources.  This potential 
beneficial impact cannot be evaluated at this time, pending the final re-use decision and the 
details of the decommissioning plan. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of decommissioning to vegetation resources would be similar to the indirect 
effects described above for project construction.  These indirect effects would include the poten-
tial for introduction or spread of invasive weeds; and effects to downstream hydrology and 
associated vegetation.  These impacts would be minimized by Mitigation Measures VEG-8 
(Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) and MM 
VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan). 

Mitigation Measures 

Required mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative B to vegetation 
resources are the same as those required in this Section 4.3.7 for Alternative 4, with the fol-
lowing two exceptions: (1) MM VEG-7 would not apply because the alignment would avoid 
direct impacts to Emory’s crucifixion thorn; and (2) MM VEG-10 would not apply because con-
struction, operation, and maintenance of the gen-tie line would not be expected to affect ground-
water-dependent vegetation. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Some of the mitigation measures described above would mitigate adverse impacts to vegetation 
resources by preventing the impacts from occurring.  For example, MM VEG-9 (Prepare and 
Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan) would prevent the introduction and spread of 
invasive weeds.  Other mitigation measures would minimize adverse impacts on the project site 
and prevent them in adjacent off-site habitats, such as MM VEG-8 (Implement Best Manage-
ment Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas).  MM VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site 
Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat) requires acquisition and management of 
off-site vegetation and habitat in perpetuity to offset the permanent loss of vegetation and habitat 
associated with the project.  This measure, while compensating for impacts to vegetation 
resources, would not prevent those impacts from occurring.  With the implementation of 
Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9 (excluding MM VEG-7) residual impacts to 
vegetation resources would be (1) the net loss of vegetation and habitat on the alignment; (2) the 
direct effects of dust and other disturbances to adjacent off-site habitat during construction, oper-
ation, and decommissioning of the gen-tie line; and (3) the net loss of state-jurisdictional 
streambeds on the alignment.  These impacts are described above, under direct impacts of project 
construction.  
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4.3.13 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Alternative C would parallel the approved (but not yet constructed) Desert Sunlight gen-tie line, 
and would be located on separate towers within the same, or a slightly larger, ROW (Figure 2-14 
in Appendix A).  Because Alternative B, above, is described and analyzed in Section 4.3.12 as a 
stand-alone alternative (i.e., without the presumption that the Desert Sunlight gen-tie would be 
built), the Alternative C design, construction, and impacts would be the same as described for 
Alternative B.  The Alternative C alignment would be the same as Alternative B but would be 
located approximately 100 feet west of the Desert Sunlight towers.  The estimated area of perma-
nent and long-term impacts for Alternative C is 92 acres.  Based on the proportions of each vege-
tation type along the alignment, this analysis estimates that 41 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub 
(Sonoran Desert Scrub) and 51 acres of Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash 
Woodland) would be impacted by permanent or long-term project disturbances. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects to vegetation resources during construction of Alternative C would be as described 
in Section 4.3.12 for the direct construction effects of Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects to vegetation resources during construction of Alternative C would be as 
described in Section 4.3.12 for the indirect construction effects of Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects to vegetation resources during O&M of Alternative C would be as described in 
Section 4.3.12 for the direct construction effects of Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects to vegetation resources during O&M of Alternative C would be as described in 
Section 4.3.12 for the indirect construction effects of Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects to vegetation resources during decommissioning of Alternative C would be as 
described in Section 4.3.12 for the direct construction effects of Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects to vegetation resources during decommissioning of Alternative C would be as 
described in Section 4.3.12 for the indirect construction effects of Alternative B. 
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Mitigation Measures 

Required mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative C to vegetation 
resources are the same as those required in this Section 4.3.7 for Alternative 4, with the fol-
lowing two exceptions: (1) MM VEG-7 would not apply because the alignment would avoid 
direct impacts to Emory’s crucifixion thorn; and (2) MM VEG-10 would not apply because con-
struction, operation, and maintenance of the gen-tie line would not be expected to affect ground-
water-dependent vegetation. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9 (excluding MM 
VEG-7), residual impacts to vegetation resources would be (1) the net loss of vegetation and 
habitat on the alignment; (2) the direct effects of dust and other disturbances to adjacent off-site 
habitat during construction, operation, and decommissioning of the gen-tie line; and (3) the net 
loss of state-jurisdictional streambeds on the alignment.  These impacts are described above, 
under direct impacts of project construction.  

4.3.14 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

The DHSP gen-tie line Alternative D is the same alignment that was analyzed as the Desert 
Sunlight gen-tie alignment Alternative A-2 (BLM 2011).  Gen-tie Alternative D would parallel 
the approved Desert Sunlight gen-tie line for approximately 2,400 feet along the east side of 
Kaiser Road until intersecting with the existing SCE transmission line ROW.  At that point, it 
would turn southeast and run parallel to the existing transmission ROW for 7.2 miles, then turn 
south for 0.6 mile, continuing due west for 0.5 mile until it turns south across I-10 and continues 
approximately 1,000 feet (not along any existing feature) to Red Bluff Substation (see Figure 
2-15 in Appendix A).  The centerline of gen-tie alternative D would be located 140 to 150 feet 
from the centerline of the existing SCE line, but the new gen-tie alignment would not be within 
the SCE ROW. 

The gen-tie Alternative D ROW would be 10.5 miles long and 160 feet wide, totaling 204 acres.  
Construction disturbances within the ROW would be similar to those described above for gen-tie 
Alternative B (Section 4.3.12), including construction of any new permanent or temporary access 
roads; transmission structures; splicing/pull sites; and guard structures.  Please also refer to the 
discussion of temporary, long-term, and permanent disturbances in Section 4.3.12.  The specific 
locations and numbers of these project components have not been determined.  The materials and 
equipment staging areas and lay-down areas would be located within the solar facility site, and 
no additional habitat disturbance would be needed for these project components (see Chapter 2).  
The Applicant has estimated total disturbance to soils and vegetation for gen-tie Alternative D as 
86 acres.  Based on the proportions of each vegetation type along the alignment, this analysis esti-
mates that 20 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub), 39 acres of Blue Palo Verde–
Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland), and 27 acres of disturbed lands (including 
disused agricultural lands) would be impacted by permanent or long-term disturbances. 

Construction 

Construction activities associated with Alternative D could directly affect vegetation, special-
status plants, and jurisdictional resources through the long-term and permanent loss and degrada-
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tion of native vegetation and its habitat values, loss of special-status plants, and loss or alteration 
of jurisdictional streambeds and associated habitat values.  These effects, and mitigation mea-
sures to reduce the severity of these effects, are discussed below. 

Direct Effects 

Native Vegetation Including Sensitive Natural Communities.  Site preparation and project 
construction on the proposed gen-tie line would consist of removing or crushing vegetation 
where necessary, such as along the access roads and tower work sites.  Project construction 
would cause substantial degradation to native vegetation and wildlife habitat.  Project 
construction would result in permanent and long-term impacts to 86 acres of vegetation, 
including 20 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub), 39 acres of Blue Palo 
Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) and 27 acres of disused agricultural 
lands.  Construction traffic and related activities would also cause increased wind erosion and 
downwind dust, as described in Section 4.3.7.  The direct construction impacts to vegetation can 
be reduced through implementation of required Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM 
VEG-6. 

Special-Status Plants.  Two Emory’s crucifixion thorn and one desert unicorn-plant occurrence 
were documented on the alignment of gen-tie Alternative D during field surveys for the Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm Project (BLM 2011).  Depending on the placement of poles and other work 
sites, construction of Alternative D could remove those special-status plant occurrences.  Due to 
the natural history of desert unicorn-plant (perennial herb; sprouts above-ground every few 
years, in response to warm season rains), it is likely that additional, undocumented locations 
exist along the alignment.  Thus, construction of Alternative D could affect additional desert 
unicorn-plant locations.  Desert unicorn-plant is ranked as CRPR 4, and is not a BLM Sensitive 
Species (see Section 3.3).  The impacts to this species, while adverse, would not warrant further 
mitigation.  Impacts to Emory’s crucifixion thorn, if they are not avoided by placement of project 
components, would be mitigated through implementation of required Mitigation Measure VEG-7 
(Mitigate Direct Impacts to Special-Status Plants). 

State-Jurisdictional Streambeds.  Construction of gen-tie Alternative D would impact state-
jurisdictional streambeds, as well as the adjacent riparian vegetation (i.e., Blue Palo Verde–Des-
ert Ironwood Woodland, or Desert Dry Wash Woodland) along portions of its length.  Actual 
acreage of these impacts would depend on the specific placement of poles and other work sites, 
but is estimated at 39 acres, based on the proportion of Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodlands 
(Desert Dry Wash Woodland) along the alignment.  Native vegetation would be removed or 
degraded from these streambed and woodland areas.  The streambeds would continue to convey 
water and sediment downslope, but habitat suitability for most native wildlife species would be 
degraded.  These impacts would be offset by implementing Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through 
MM VEG-6.  In addition, implementation of Mitigation Measure VEG-8 (Implement Best 
Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) would minimize adverse 
effects of construction practices to jurisdictional streambeds on-site and off-site. 

Indirect Effects 

Invasive Weeds.  In addition to the direct impacts to vegetation, construction of gen-tie Alterna-
tive D could have indirect effects to native vegetation, special-status plants, and jurisdictional 
streambeds off-site, through the introduction or spread of invasive weeds.  These impacts are 
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similar to those described in Section 4.3.7 for Alternative 4, but the effects of weed introductions 
could be proportionally more severe due to the linear nature of the project component. 

Weeds are relatively low in abundance and diversity throughout gen-tie Alternative D alignment, 
but generally more abundant than the other gen-tie alignments due to the larger area of disused 
agricultural lands on Alternative D.  Construction would be expected to introduce or facilitate the 
spread of invasive non-native plants, including weeds noted on the site during field surveys (Sec-
tion 3.3) or weeds new to the area.  This potential impact would be minimized by Mitigation 
Measure VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan), which would 
require the project owner to monitor weed occurrence throughout the project area, and to control 
substantial weed infestations. 

Hydrology and Groundwater.  Construction of Alternative D could affect off-site vegetation, 
particularly the Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodlands (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) 
downstream of work sites, by altering water quality or surface hydrology.  If pollutants, silt, or 
other materials are carried off-site by intermittent stream flows, they could be deposited in 
downstream washes or could enter the soil or groundwater, where they could adversely affect 
native woodland vegetation.  Implementation of a SWPP (see Section 4.22, Water Resources) 
and Mitigation Measure VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to 
Jurisdictional Areas) during construction would reduce these impacts.  Construction of 
Alternative D would necessitate water use for dust control, but total water usage is expected to 
be relatively small by comparison with the solar facility site, and no additional impacts to 
groundwater-dependent vegetation would be expected. 

Operation and Maintenance 

O&M activities associated with Alternative D could directly affect vegetation, special-status 
plants, and jurisdictional resources due to long-term habitat alteration by access road mainte-
nance (including roadside vegetation management), periodic gen-tie line inspections or mainte-
nance, and consequent dust and other soil disturbances, and ongoing potential to introduce new 
weed species or facilitate the spread of existing species. 

Direct Effects 

Native Vegetation Including Sensitive Natural Communities.  Overall impacts of gen-tie line 
vegetation management during operations would be similar to those described for gen-tie Alter-
native B (Section 4.3.12).  These long-term impacts to vegetation can be reduced through imple-
mentation of required Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6.  These measures would 
limit the initial disturbance areas and avoid off-site habitat degradation; require vegetation 
management on-site to minimize adverse off-site impacts, and require off-site compensation for 
habitat lost or degraded throughout the life of the project. 

Special-Status Plants.  O&M activities associated with the gen-tie line would be similar to those 
described above for gen-tie Alternative B (Section 4.3.12).  Mitigation Measures VEG-5 
(Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Resources Management Plan) and MM VEG-9 (Prepare 
and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan) would minimize these impacts through-
out the life of the project. 
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State-Jurisdictional Streambeds.  O&M of the gen-tie line would maintain streambeds and 
associated habitat values throughout the disturbed areas in degraded condition that would no 
longer provide suitable habitat for most native wildlife species.  These impacts would be offset 
by implementing Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6.  In addition, implementation 
of Mitigation Measure VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to 
Jurisdictional Areas) would minimize adverse effects of O&M practices to jurisdictional 
streambeds on-site and off-site. 

Indirect Effects 

In addition to the direct impacts to vegetation, gen-tie operation could have several indirect 
impacts to native vegetation, special-status plants, and jurisdictional streambeds off-site, includ-
ing introduction or spread of invasive weeds. 

Invasive Weeds.  Operation and maintenance of gen-tie Alternative D would be expected to 
introduce or facilitate the spread of invasive non-native plants as described for gen-tie Alterna-
tive B (Section 4.3.12).  This potential impact would be minimized by Mitigation Measure 
VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan). 

Hydrology and Groundwater.  Gen-tie Alternative D O&M could affect off-site vegetation, 
particularly the Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodlands (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) 
downstream of the alignment, as described for gen-tie Alternative B (Section 4.3.12).  Imple-
mentation of Mitigation Measure VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize 
Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) would reduce these impacts. 

Decommissioning 

Impacts to vegetation resources during decommissioning of gen-tie Alternative D would be simi-
lar to the decommissioning summary for Alternative B in Section 4.3.12.  When permanent clo-
sure is appropriate, a decommissioning plan will be prepared and submitted to the BLM for 
review and approval.  The decommissioning plan will address the gen-tie as well as the solar 
facility.  Impacts to vegetation resources would vary, according to the decommissioning strategy 
and the intended re-use of the alignment, to be developed prior to actual decommissioning. 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects of decommissioning gen-tie line Alternative D would be as described for Alterna-
tive B.  These decommissioning impacts can be reduced through implementation of required 
Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6.  If the ultimate re-use of the alignment is to 
return it to natural open space, then the expected recontouring and replanting during 
decommissioning would have a net benefit to vegetation resources.  This potential beneficial 
impact cannot be evaluated at this time, pending the final re-use decision and the details of the 
decommissioning plan. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of decommissioning to vegetation resources would be similar to the indirect 
effects described above for project construction.  These indirect effects would include the poten-
tial for introduction or spread of invasive weeds; and effects to downstream hydrology and 
associated vegetation.  These impacts would be minimized by Mitigation Measures VEG-8 
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(Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) and MM 
VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan). 

Mitigation Measures 

Required mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative D to vegetation 
resources are the same as those required in this Section 4.3.7 for Alternative 4, with the fol-
lowing exception: MM VEG-10 would be deleted because construction, operation, and mainte-
nance of the gen-tie line would not be expected to affect groundwater-dependent vegetation. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9, residual impacts 
to vegetation resources would be (1) the net loss of vegetation and habitat on the alignment; (2) 
the direct effects of dust and other disturbances to adjacent off-site habitat during construction, 
operation, and decommissioning of the gen-tie line; (3) the net loss of special-status plant 
occurrences on the alignment; and (4) the net loss of state-jurisdictional streambeds on the 
alignment.  These impacts are described above, under direct impacts of construction.  

4.3.15 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Gen-tie Alternative E would be a new ROW alignment across the Chuckwalla Valley (Figure 
2-16 in Appendix A).  It would not follow any existing or approved utility or road ROW.  Alter-
native E would exit the south side of the solar facility site; follow a broad unnamed wash toward 
the southeast, cross Highway 177, continue to the east into the Palen-Ford WHMA, and then 
south, then turn back to the west to reach the Red Bluff Substation. 

The gen-tie Alternative E ROW would be 11.4 miles long and 160 feet wide, totaling 221 acres.  
Construction disturbances within the ROW would be similar to those described above for gen-tie 
Alternative B (Section 4.3.12), including construction of any new permanent or temporary access 
roads; transmission structures; splicing/pull sites; and guard structures.  Please also refer to the 
discussion of temporary, long-term, and permanent disturbances in Section 4.3.12.  The specific 
locations and numbers of these project components have not been determined.  The materials and 
equipment staging areas and lay-down areas would be located within the solar facility site, and 
no additional habitat disturbance would be needed for these project components (see Chapter 2).  
The Applicant has estimated total disturbance to soils and vegetation for gen-tie Alternative E as 
85 acres. 

Gen-tie Alternative E is the only Alternative or project component that would affect windblown 
sand habitat, and possibly special-status plants of that habitat, as described in Section 3.3.  Based 
on the proportions of each vegetation type along the alignment, this analysis estimates that 5 
acres of Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) on bajada and alluvial landforms, 13 acres 
of Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) on partially stabilized sandfields, 7 acres of 
active sand dunes, and 60 acres of Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash 
Woodland) would be impacted by permanent or long-term disturbances. 

Construction 

Construction activities associated with Alternative E could directly affect vegetation, special-
status plants, and jurisdictional resources through the long-term and permanent loss and degrada-
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tion of native vegetation and its habitat values, loss of special-status plants, and loss or alteration 
of jurisdictional streambeds and associated habitat values.  These effects, and mitigation mea-
sures to reduce the severity of these effects, are discussed below. 

Direct Effects 

Native Vegetation Including Sensitive Natural Communities.  Site preparation and project 
construction on the proposed gen-tie line would consist of removing or crushing vegetation 
where necessary, such as along the access roads and tower work sites.  Project construction 
would cause substantial degradation to native vegetation and wildlife habitat.  Project 
construction would result in permanent and long-term impacts to 85 acres of vegetation, 
including 5 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) on bajada and alluvial 
landforms, 13 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) on partially stabilized 
sandfields, 7 acres of active sand dunes, and 60 acres of Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland 
(Desert Dry Wash Woodland).  Construction traffic and related activities would also cause 
increased wind erosion and downwind dust.  The direct construction impacts to vegetation can be 
reduced through implementation of required Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6.  
Note that, for Alternative E, MM VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to 
Vegetation and Habitat) includes a requirement to compensate for impacts within the Palen-Ford 
WHMA at a 1:1 ratio (with the exception of sandfield, dune, and desert dry wash woodlands, 
which require compensation at a higher ratio), and that compensation lands must provide habitat 
values, including windblown and stabilized sand habitat, comparable to the affected habitat.  
Vegetation and habitat mapped as Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) on partially 
stabilized sand fields and active sand dunes, would be compensated at the 5:1 ratio and Blue Palo 
Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) would be compensated at the 3:1 
ratio. 

Special-Status Plants.  One Emory’s crucifixion thorn was located near the alignment and 65 
desert unicorn-plant occurrences were documented on or near the alignment of gen-tie 
Alternative E during fall field surveys for the DHSP (Section 3.3).  Due to the natural history of 
desert unicorn-plant (perennial herb; sprouts above-ground every few years in response to warm 
season rains), it is likely that additional, undocumented locations exist along the alignment.  
Spring surveys of the alignment were conducted during spring 2012.  Two additional special-
status plants were documented on the Alternative E alignment: Harwood’s woollystar and ribbed 
cryptantha (see Section 3.3). 

Depending on the placement of poles and other work sites, construction of Alternative E could 
remove known special-status plant occurrences, or occurrences not yet documented.  Harwood’s 
woollystar is ranked as CRPR 1B; ribbed cryptantha and desert unicorn-plant are ranked as 
CRPR 4.  Of these species, only Harwood’s woollystar is a BLM Sensitive Species (see Section 
3.3).  Impacts to these species, excluding desert unicorn-plant, would either be avoided by 
placement of project components, or would be mitigated through implementation of Mitigation 
Measure VEG-7 (Mitigate Direct Impacts to Special-Status Plants), described in Section 4.3.7, 
above.  Note that, for Alternative E, MM VEG-7 includes a requirement to evaluate and mitigate 
impacts to special-status aeolian sand plant species, which would not be necessary for the other 
gen-tie alternatives evaluated here. 
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State-Jurisdictional Streambeds.  Construction of gen-tie Alternative E would impact state-jur-
isdictional streambeds, as well as the adjacent riparian vegetation (i.e., Blue Palo Verde–Desert 
Ironwood Woodlands, or Desert Dry Wash Woodland) along portions of its length.  Actual 
acreage of these impacts would depend on the specific placement of poles and other work sites, 
but is estimated at 60 acres, based on the proportion of Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodlands 
(Desert Dry Wash Woodland) along the alignment.  Native vegetation would be removed or 
degraded from these streambed and woodland areas.  The streambeds would continue to convey 
water and sediment downslope, but habitat suitability for most native wildlife species would be 
degraded.  These impacts would be offset by implementing Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through 
MM VEG-6.  In addition, implementation of Mitigation Measure VEG-8 (Implement Best 
Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) would minimize adverse 
effects of construction practices to jurisdictional streambeds on-site and off-site. 

Indirect Effects 

Sand Transport.  The gen-tie line structures and access road would cause small sand accumula-
tions on the leeward sides of structures and on road margins.  These would similar to the 
accumulations at the bases of shrubs (see Section 3.3).  The structures and road margins would 
not be wide enough or tall enough to meaningfully interrupt aeolian sand transport in the local 
dune system or downwind to the Palen Dunes. 

Invasive Weeds.  In addition to the direct impacts to vegetation, construction of gen-tie Alterna-
tive E could have indirect effects to native vegetation, special-status plants, and jurisdictional 
streambeds off-site, through the introduction or spread of invasive weeds.  These impacts are 
similar to those described in Section 4.3.7 for Alternative 4, but the effects of weed introductions 
could be proportionally more severe due to the linear nature of this project component. 

Weeds are relatively low in abundance and diversity throughout gen-tie Alternative E alignment.  
Construction would be expected to introduce or facilitate the spread of invasive non-native 
plants, including weeds noted on the site during field surveys (Section 3.3) or weeds new to the 
area.  This potential impact would be minimized by Mitigation Measure VEG-9 (Prepare and 
Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan), which would require the project owner to 
monitor weed occurrence throughout the project area, and to control substantial weed infestations. 

Hydrology and Groundwater.  Construction of Alternative E could affect off-site vegetation, 
particularly the Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodlands (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) 
downstream of work sites, by altering water quality or surface hydrology.  If pollutants, silt, or 
other materials are carried off-site by intermittent stream flows, they could be deposited in 
downstream washes or could enter the soil or groundwater, where they could adversely affect 
native woodland vegetation.  Implementation of a SWPP (see Section 4.22, Water Resources) 
and Mitigation Measure VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to 
Jurisdictional Areas) during construction would reduce these impacts.  Construction of 
Alternative E would necessitate water use for dust control, but total water usage is expected to be 
relatively small by comparison with the solar facility site, and no additional impacts to 
groundwater-dependent vegetation would be expected. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

Operations and maintenance activities associated with Alternative E could directly affect vegeta-
tion, special-status plants, and jurisdictional resources due to long-term habitat alteration by 
access road maintenance (including roadside vegetation management), periodic gen-tie line 
inspections or maintenance, and consequent dust and other soil disturbances, and ongoing poten-
tial to introduce new weed species or facilitate the spread of existing species. 

Direct Effects 

Native Vegetation Including Sensitive Natural Communities.  Overall impacts of gen-tie line 
vegetation management during operations would be similar to those described for gen-tie Alter-
native B (Section 4.3.12).  These long-term impacts to vegetation can be reduced through imple-
mentation of required Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6.  These measures would 
limit the initial disturbance areas and avoid off-site habitat degradation; require vegetation 
management on-site to minimize adverse off-site impacts, and require off-site compensation for 
habitat lost or degraded throughout the life of the project. 

Special-Status Plants.  Gen-tie line O&M activities would be similar to those described above 
for gen-tie Alternative B (Section 4.3.12).  Mitigation Measures VEG-5 (Prepare and Implement 
a Vegetation Resources Management Plan) and MM VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an 
Integrated Weed Management Plan) would minimize these impacts throughout the life of the 
project. 

State-Jurisdictional Streambeds.  O&M of the gen-tie line would maintain streambeds and 
associated habitat values throughout the disturbed areas in degraded condition that would no 
longer provide suitable habitat for most native wildlife species.  These impacts would be offset 
by implementing Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6.  In addition, implementation 
of Mitigation Measure VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to 
Jurisdictional Areas) would minimize adverse effects of O&M activities to jurisdictional 
streambeds on-site and off-site. 

Indirect Effects 

In addition to the direct impacts to vegetation, gen-tie operation could have several indirect 
impacts to native vegetation, special-status plants, and jurisdictional streambeds off-site, includ-
ing introduction or spread of invasive weeds. 

Invasive Weeds.  O&M of gen-tie Alternative E would be expected to introduce or facilitate the 
spread of invasive non-native plants as described for gen-tie Alternative B (Section 4.3.12).  This 
potential impact would be minimized by Mitigation Measure VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an 
Integrated Weed Management Plan). 

Hydrology and Groundwater.  O&M of gen-tie Alternative E could affect off-site vegetation, 
particularly the Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodlands (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) 
downstream of the alignment, as described for gen-tie Alternative B (Section 4.3.12).  Imple-
mentation of Mitigation Measure VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize 
Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) would reduce these impacts. 
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Decommissioning 

Impacts to vegetation resources during decommissioning of gen-tie Alternative E would be simi-
lar to the decommissioning summary for Alternative B in Section 4.3.12.  When permanent clo-
sure is appropriate, a decommissioning plan will be prepared and submitted to the BLM for 
review and approval.  The decommissioning plan will address the gen-tie as well as the solar 
facility.  Impacts to vegetation resources would vary, according to the decommissioning strategy 
and the intended re-use of the alignment, to be developed prior to actual decommissioning. 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects of decommissioning gen-tie line Alternative E would be as described for Alterna-
tive B.  These decommissioning impacts can be reduced through implementation of required 
Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6.  If the ultimate re-use of the alignment is to 
return it to natural open space, then the expected recontouring and replanting during 
decommissioning would have a net benefit to vegetation resources.  This potential beneficial 
impact cannot be evaluated at this time, pending the final re-use decision and the details of the 
decommissioning plan. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of decommissioning to vegetation resources would be similar to the indirect 
effects described above for project construction.  These indirect effects would include the poten-
tial for introduction or spread of invasive weeds; and effects to downstream hydrology and 
associated vegetation.  These impacts would be minimized by Mitigation Measures VEG-8 
(Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) and MM 
VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan). 

Mitigation Measures 

Required mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative E to vegetation 
resources are the same as those required in this Section 4.3.7 for Alternative 4, with the fol-
lowing exception: MM VEG-10 would not apply because construction, operation, and decom-
missioning of the gen-tie line would not be expected to affect groundwater-dependent vegetation.  
Note that, for Alternative E, MM VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegeta-
tion and Habitat) includes a requirement to compensate for impacts within the Palen-Ford 
WHMA at a 1:1 ratio, and that compensation lands must provide habitat values, including 
windblown and stabilized sand habitat, comparable to the affected habitat.  Also, for Alterna-
tive E, MM VEG-7 includes a requirement to evaluate and mitigate impacts to special-status 
aeolian sand plant species, which would not be necessary for the other gen-tie alternatives evalu-
ated here. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9, residual impacts 
to vegetation resources would be (1) the net loss of vegetation and habitat on the alignment; (2) 
the direct effects of dust and other disturbances to adjacent off-site habitat during construction, 
operation, and decommissioning of the gen-tie line; (3) the net loss of special-status plant 
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occurrences on the alignment; and (4) the net loss of state-jurisdictional streambeds on the 
alignment.  These impacts are described above, under direct impacts of construction.  

4.3.16 Cumulative Effects 

Geographic Scope 

The “geographic scope” of the analysis of cumulative impacts to biological resources refers to 
the area within which cumulative impacts are likely to occur.  For the proposed project, the 
majority of this cumulative effects analysis makes a broad, regional evaluation of the impacts of 
existing and reasonably foreseeable future projects that threaten plant communities within the 
context or geographic scope of the NECO Plan.  The NECO planning area was selected as the 
geographical scope of the cumulative impacts analysis on vegetation communities and on special-
status plant species because it is the California portion of the Sonoran Desert ecosystem.  The 
NECO planning area, which is located in the southeastern CDCA, comprises 5.5 million acres of 
private, federal, and State land.  The majority of the planning area land (3,823,194 acres, or 69 
percent) is public land managed by BLM (BLM and CDFG 2002).  It hosts 60 special-status 
plant and animal species. 

The project is also located within the Palen Watershed which is a subset of the NECO planning 
area.  For the cumulative impact analysis on sensitive vegetation communities (i.e., desert dry 
wash woodland) and jurisdictional resources, the Palen Watershed was selected as the geograph-
ical scope for this cumulative impacts analysis, given potential impacts at the watershed scale. 

Project impacts related to biological resources could occur during the construction phase of the 
project, the planned 30-year operational life of the DHSP, and the decommissioning phase.  This 
analysis considers these timeframes. 

Table 4.3-5. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Biological Resources 
– Vegetation 

NECO Planning Area Loss and fragmentation of 
vegetation and habitat 
resources, impacts to special 
status species, contribution to 
groundwater depletion, and 
contribution to the spread of 
nonnative and invasive weeds, 
channel diversions of desert 
washes, 

All projects within the NECO planning 
area listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 
Projects closest to the DHSP site are 
primarily renewable energy and 
infrastructure projects, and include 
 Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 
 SCE Red Bluff Substation 
 Eagle Mountain Wind Project 
 Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission 

Line Project 
 Desert Southwest Transmission Line 
 Desert Center 50 Solar Project 
 Silverado Project 
 Palen Solar Energy Project. 

Regional Overview.  Over the past two hundred years, California’s deserts have been subject to 
major human-induced changes that have threatened native plant and animal communities by hab-
itat loss, fragmentation, and degradation.  Some of the most conspicuous threats are those land 
uses and activities that have resulted in large-scale habitat loss due to urbanization, agricultural 
uses, landfills, military facilities, mining, grazing, off-highway vehicles and other recreational 
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uses, as well as linear features that fragment and degrade habitats such as roads, aqueducts, and 
railroads, and (Brooks and Lair 2005, Lovich and Bainbridge 1999, Jennings 1997).  In addition, 
these development pressures have facilitated the introduction of non-native plant species and 
increases in predators such as ravens, which contribute to population declines and range con-
tractions for many special-status plant and animal species (Boarman 2002, Lovich and Bainb-
ridge 1999). 

The deserts of eastern Riverside County comprise 40 percent of the County’s land area but less 
than one percent of its human population.  Outside of the small urban-agricultural center of 
Blythe, near the Colorado River and Arizona border, there are only a few scattered, small resi-
dential and agricultural areas between Indio (to the west) and Blythe, and most of the lands are 
administered by BLM. 

In the areas identified for renewable energy development in eastern Riverside County, some of 
the many sensitive vegetation resources at risk include desert washes and desert dry wash wood-
land; native, slow-growing vegetation; and special-status plants.  Combined with the effects of 
historical grazing and military training, and fragmentation of habitat from highway and aqueduct 
construction, the proposed wind and solar energy projects have the potential to further reduce 
and degrade native plant populations. 

Existing Cumulative Conditions.  The NECO planning area is located mostly within the 
Colorado Desert region of the Sonoran Desert, which is composed of a diverse range of vegeta-
tion communities typical of those found in the Sonoran Desert.  These habitat types include des-
ert scrub as well as sensitive desert wash and sand dune habitats.  The geographic scope of the 
area of cumulative effects also includes several dry lake beds, numerous drainages, and areas 
relatively devoid of native vegetation, including developed areas, paved roads, highways, access 
roads, active and abandoned agricultural fields, active and abandoned rail lines, the Colorado 
River Aqueduct, and other disturbed areas.  Invasive weed species have been identified through-
out the cumulative impacts area.  The area supports habitat for, and populations of, several 
special-status plant species, as described in Section 3.3. 

Methodology 

The following steps were used to develop the cumulative effects analysis for biological resources 
(both vegetation and wildlife): 

1. Biological resources to be considered in the analysis were identified based on a review of the 
direct and indirect impacts of the proposed project and alternatives that might contribute to a 
cumulative impact (see above and Section 4.4: Biological Resources – Wildlife); 

2. The geographic scope and timeframe within which the biological resource-related impacts of 
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions could combine with impacts of the 
proposed project and alternatives for each resource was determined; 

3.   The current status and condition, and historical context for each resource was described; 

4.   Other projects in the cumulative scenario were identified that could affect each resource; 

5.   Cumulative effects to biological resources were analyzed; 

6.   Results were reported; and 
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7.   The need for mitigation was assessed. 

For each cumulative effect, the following factors were considered in making conclusions about 
the severity of an effect: 

1. The status or condition of the resource as a result of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable 
impacts; 

2. The contribution of the project to the overall cumulative impact to the resource; 

3. The project’s mitigated effect, when added to the effects of these planned future projects; and 

4. Impact avoidance and minimization: any project design changes that were made or additional 
opportunities that could be taken to avoid or minimize potential impacts in light of cumula-
tive impact concerns. 

Analytical Tools and Study Limitations 

This cumulative effects analysis employed a combination of quantitative and qualitative 
analyses: a Geographic Information System (GIS)-based quantitative analysis for assessing the 
direct cumulative effects to habitat loss, and a qualitative analysis of the cumulatively consider-
able indirect effects, based on consultations with agency biologists and regional experts, as well 
as a literature review of the threats to species and their habitats. 

The GIS-based analysis of direct habitat loss was used for this cumulative effects analysis to: 

1. Identify the overlap between existing and future projects and various biological data layers 
(e.g., landforms, soils, species occurrences, hydrographic data, vegetation mapping, wildlife 
habitat models, ownership and management layers); and 

2. Create tables to summarize the direct impacts to these resources from existing and antici-
pated future projects, and the project’s contribution to those effects. 

Information on the data sets used, the sources of the data, and any limitations of the data are pro-
vided in each biological resource section. 

The large renewable projects proposed on BLM-administered and private land used in the cumu-
lative analysis for Biological Resources (Table 4.1-2, Cumulative Projects Within the Geographic 
Scope of Cumulative Analysis for Each Resource Area) represent the projects that had 
applications to the BLM or the California Energy Commission as of October, 2011.  As stated in 
the Cumulative Scenario (Section 4.1.4), not all of the projects shown in the table will complete 
the environmental review, and not all projects will be funded and constructed.  At the same time, 
new applications may be submitted in the near future that will affect biological resources.  It is 
likely that new projects will be proposed in the near future that are not reflected in this analysis. 

GIS is a widely used and effective tool for analyzing large amounts of spatial data, for docu-
menting and quantifying assumptions about direct habitat loss, and the value of the habitat 
(where habitat models are available).  However, the indirect impacts of projects are not easily 
captured in GIS and thus were only addressed qualitatively.  The following indirect effects were 
considered in assessing the significance of cumulative impacts to all biological resources: habitat 
fragmentation and its effects on population viability; increased vehicle-related mortality; distur-
bance from noise, lighting, and increased human activity; increase in predators such as ravens; 
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spread of invasive non-native plants; downwind effects of facilities and wind fencing on sand 
transport corridors; bird collisions and electrocutions; climate change and its accompanying 
increased risk of drought, fire and exotics; indirect impacts to wildlife movement and con-
nectivity; the downstream effects of channel diversions on fluvial sediment transport and riparian 
vegetation; and the long-term effects of groundwater pumping on groundwater-dependent vege-
tation.  This qualitative analysis relied in part on the professional opinions of agency biologists 
and regional experts, and a review of literature and databases.  Indirect effects listed above that 
are specific to wildlife resources are detailed in Section 4.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife). 

Finally, the GIS-based analysis requires the use of datasets that encompass the entire geographic 
scope of the analysis; the project-specific survey data could not be compared against data for the 
region that was derived from different methodologies and at different scales.  Consequently, the 
GIS analysis of impacts to plant communities, landforms, and habitats is based on region-wide 
datasets for those resources (primarily NECO datasets), and not on project survey data.  
Acreages listed in the analysis below, for example, Desert Dry Wash Woodland or Sonoran Des-
ert Scrub, will not match the project-specific survey results.  Notwithstanding the challenges pre-
sented by comparing region-wide and project-specific datasets, the GIS-based datasets for vege-
tation and landforms provide a powerful tool for conducting region-wide analyses. 

Past, Present, and Reasonably Foreseeable Future Projects 

With the exception of the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project to the north (under con-
struction), development is limited in the general area around the proposed project and alterna-
tives.  Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 in Section 4.1.4 identify 51 existing and proposed projects along 
the I-10 corridor in the Chuckwalla Valley and the BLM Palm Springs Field Office region, 
within 50 miles of the proposed project and alternatives.  Existing development near the project 
site includes the Colorado River Aqueduct, the Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant, the Kaiser Mine 
(now inactive), agricultural lands (including active and disused lands), and the communities of 
Desert Center and Lake Tamarisk.  The foreseeable projects closest to the DHSP are primarily 
renewable energy and infrastructure projects, and include the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 
(adjacent to the northern boundary of the project site), which is under construction; the approved 
SCE Red Bluff Substation; the proposed Eagle Mountain Wind Project; the Devers-Palo Verde 
No. 2 Transmission Line Project, under construction; the approved Desert Southwest Trans-
mission Line; the proposed Desert Center 50 Solar Project; the proposed Silverado Project; and 
the approved Palen Solar Energy Project.  The I-10 freeway runs in an east-west direction 
approximately 5 miles south of the solar facility site.  Other existing land uses in the Chuckwalla 
Valley and surrounding area include various transmission lines, active and fallow agricultural 
fields, and recreational lands (including JTNP). 

Land use in the cumulative analysis area has been historically altered by human activities, 
resulting in conversion of undeveloped land and habitat loss, fragmentation, and degradation.  
Reasonably foreseeable future projects that could impact biological resources in the cumulative 
impacts area characterize overall development trends in the Chuckwalla Valley as well as in the 
larger NECO planning area.  Ongoing development in the area is dominated by renewable energy 
development.  In addition to large-scale land conversion to industrial uses at a project site, major 
renewable projects require extensive access roads and new transmission lines to tie into the exist-
ing electrical grid system. 
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In addition to one-time construction impacts, the project would have ongoing operational 
impacts on biological resources.  Therefore, all projects that might contribute impacts over time 
in the cumulative effects analysis area are considered for this analysis.  These projects include 
non-renewable energy, transmission lines, wind power, and solar power projects as well as com-
mercial and residential developments, reconstruction projects, a pumped storage project, an auto 
racetrack, a landfill, and a communication project.  Section 4.1.4 describes all projects consid-
ered in this cumulative analysis. 

The Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE), Department of Energy (DOE), 
and the BLM published a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) in July 2012 to 
evaluate utility-scale solar energy development, to develop and implement Agency-specific 
programs or guidance that would establish environmental policies and mitigation strategies for 
solar energy projects, and to amend relevant BLM land use plans with the consideration of 
establishing a new BLM Solar Energy Program (DOE and BLM 2012).  In the Final PEIS, the 
BLM has identified 17 proposed Solar Energy Zones (SEZs) in 6 states, including 2 in 
California.  An SEZ is defined as an area with few impediments to utility-scale production of 
solar energy where BLM would prioritize solar energy and associated transmission infrastructure 
development.  Approximately 285,000 acres have been identified as proposed SEZs in the Final 
PEIS.  The DHSP lies mostly within the proposed Riverside East SEZ, which encompasses 
147,910 acres between JTNP and the California-Arizona border (DOE and BLM 2012). 

The DOE and BLM estimate that a total of 185,049 acres of land will be developed in California 
for solar power by 2030.  This includes 138,789 acres on BLM lands and 46,260 acres on non-
BLM lands (DOE and BLM 2012). 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

There would be no cumulative vegetation impacts under the No Action or No Project 
Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 3, or A) because there would be no ROW grant for development of 
the solar farm area and associated facilities, including the gen-tie line.  Alternative 2: No Project 
Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 
could contribute to cumulative vegetation impacts because the CDCA Plan could be amended to 
allow solar development of the site.  However, any future proposals for use of the site would be 
subject to separate environmental analysis and since such future proposals are unknown at this 
date, any impacts are also unknown.  The remainder of this section addresses the Action 
Alternatives: Alternatives 4 through 7 and gen-tie alignment Alternatives C, D, and E. 

Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative vegetation effects, as the cumulative scenario 
assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B con-
ductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional work required for 
Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

Native Vegetation Including Sensitive Natural Communities 

The geographic scope of the analysis of cumulative effects on plant communities and general 
wildlife habitat encompasses the NECO planning area.  The analysis of direct impacts conducted 
in GIS uses the NECO plant communities dataset to map and quantify cumulative effects on 
native vegetation, including sensitive natural communities (Table 4.3-6).  The NECO plant com-
munities dataset is based on the 1996 California Gap Analysis Project, a project of the 
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Biogeography lab at UC Santa Barbara.  The accuracy and resolution of the GAP mapping was 
improved for the NECO plant communities dataset (BLM and CDFG 2002, Appendix H) using 
aerial photos and extensive ground-truthing, but should not be viewed as a substitute for site-spe-
cific habitat mapping.  Table 4.3-6 quantifies the cumulative effects to plant communities.  It 
should be noted that the analysis presented here and quantified in Table 4.3-6 includes only those 
foreseeable future projects for which GIS-based spatial data was available at the time of the 
analysis (October 2011).  Foreseeable future projects included in this analysis are primarily 
renewable energy projects that had submitted a Plan of Development (POD) to the BLM at the 
time of the analysis. 

Threats to plant communities (i.e., vegetation and habitat) in the NECO planning area include 
habitat loss and fragmentation due to development, fire, off-highway vehicle activity, cattle and 
sheep grazing, overdrawn groundwater, and the spread of invasive plant species (BLM and CDFG 
2002).  Aeolian sand habitats in some areas are threatened by isolation from upwind sand sources, 
caused by land use changes and linear barriers (e.g., athel windrows).  Current and foreseeable 
projects in the planning area, including renewable energy developments, contribute cumulatively to 
impacts to vegetation and habitat through loss and fragmentation of these resources, contribution 
to groundwater depletion, and contribution to the spread of nonnative and invasive weeds. 

Table 4.3-6. Cumulative Impacts to Native Vegetation Communities 

Vegetation Community1 

Total Acres  
in NECO  

Planning Area1 

Acres of  
Impacts from 

Existing  
Projects2 

Acres of  
Impacts from 
Foreseeable  

 Future Projects3 

Contribution of  
DHSP Action 

Alternatives to Future 
Cumulative Impacts 

Mojave – 
Creosote Bush Scrub 

805,832 6,233 
 

9,737 0 acres 

Sonoran – 
Creosote Bush Scrub 

3,829,999 22,815 149,736 Alt 4: 661 acres 
Alt 5: 624 acres 
Alt 6: 624 acres 
Alt 7: 624 acres 
Alt C: 47 acres 
Alt D: 36 acres 
Alt E: 53 acres 

Desert Dry Wash Woodland 682,027 8,457 35,843 Alt 4: 547 acres 
Alt 5: 537 acres 
Alt 6: 420 acres 
Alt 7: 420 acres 
Alt C: 39 acres 
Alt D: 17 acres 
Alt E: 31 acres 

Playa/Dry Lake 88,110 961 6,078 0 acres 

Sand Dunes  62,140 1,465 128 0 acres 

Chenopod Scrub 2,113 480 0 0 acres 

Agriculture, Developed 94,187 93,066 1,506 Alt 4: 0 acres 
Alt 5: 0 acres 
Alt 6: 0 acres 
Alt 7: 0 acres 
Alt C: 0 acres 
Alt D: 26 acres 
Alt E: 0 acres 

Pinyon-Juniper Woodland 1,928 0 0 0 acres 
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Table 4.3-6. Cumulative Impacts to Native Vegetation Communities 

Vegetation Community1 

Total Acres  
in NECO  

Planning Area1 

Acres of  
Impacts from 

Existing  
Projects2 

Acres of  
Impacts from 
Foreseeable  

 Future Projects3 

Contribution of  
DHSP Action 

Alternatives to Future 
Cumulative Impacts 

Total 5,566,336 133,477 203,028 Alt 4: 1,208 acres 
Alt 5: 1,161 acres 
Alt 6: 1,044 acres 
Alt 7: 1,044 acres 
Alt C: 86 acres 
Alt D: 79 acres 
Alt E: 84 acres 

1 - Based on the BLM NECO Plant Communities dataset conducted by the Biogeography Lab at the University of California, Santa Barbara and 
coordinated through the USGS Biological Resources Division UC Santa Barbara GAP Analysis (1996), updated during the NECO planning 
effort (see Appendix H of the NECO Plan/EIS [BLM and CDFG 2002]). 

2 - Includes only those existing projects for which GIS-based spatial data was available at the time of the analysis. 
3 - Includes only those foreseeable future projects for which GIS-based spatial data was available at the time of the analysis.  Foreseeable 

future projects included in this analysis are primarily renewable energy projects that had submitted a Plan of Development (POD) to the 
BLM at the time of the analysis. 

Source:  BLM 2011a, 2011b. 

Substantial adverse cumulative effects to plant communities from existing and proposed future 
projects (not including the proposed project) are seen in many vegetation types, particularly 
Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub (4.5%), Desert Dry Wash Woodland (6.5%), and Playa/Dry Lake 
(8.0%).  These figures reflect only direct impacts, and do not address the indirect effects to 
remaining habitat from fragmentation, alteration of the surface drainage patterns (which support 
many common and rare species), and an increase in the risk of fire and the introduction and 
spread of noxious weeds.  Climate change is expected to exacerbate the effects of drought and 
noxious weed spread.  The cumulative effects of groundwater pumping by all projects are 
expected to have adverse effects on groundwater-dependent vegetation in some portions of the 
Chuckwalla Valley. 

The solar facility site is mapped as Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub (661 acres) and Desert Dry 
Wash Woodland (547 acres) in the NECO plant communities dataset.  A total of 3,829,999 acres 
of Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub and 682,027 acres of Desert Dry Wash Woodland are mapped 
within the NECO planning area.  Existing and foreseeable projects would impact 172,551 acres 
of Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub and 44,300 acres of Desert Dry Wash Woodland.  The 
proposed project or its alternatives would contribute at least incrementally to the cumulative loss 
of Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub and Desert Dry Wash Woodland.  Sonoran Creosote Bush 
Scrub is a common and widespread community in the southeastern deserts of California; how-
ever, this broad designation does not reflect the importance of large, intact blocks of habitat to 
wildlife movement, or to foraging and breeding habitat for wildlife, including state and federally 
listed threatened and endangered plant and animal species (see Section 4.4.16 for a detailed 
discussion of cumulative impacts to wildlife).  The NECO mapping of plant communities also 
does not reflect the many uncommon and even rare plant assemblages within creosote scrub that 
have been documented and are monitored by the CNDDB (BLM 2011b).  None of the alterna-
tives analyzed above would interrupt aeolian sand transport in the local dune system or down-
wind to the Palen Dunes. 

Implementation of Mitigation Measure VEG-6 requires acquisition and protection of Sonoran 
Creosote Bush Scrub and Desert Dry Wash Woodland.  For compensation of desert tortoise 
habitat, it requires that the compensation lands will be located in the Colorado Desert Tortoise 
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Recovery Unit.  Compensation would considerably reduce the contribution of the proposed 
project or its alternatives to the cumulative loss of these habitats.  Although acquisition does not 
address the net loss of habitat in the immediate future (a temporal net loss of habitat), it is 
expected to prevent future losses of habitat by placing a permanent conservation easement and 
deed restrictions on private lands that could otherwise be converted for urban, agricultural, or 
energy development. 

Mitigation Measure VEG-9 for weed management would offset the contribution of the proposed 
project or its alternatives to the indirect cumulative effects to the spread of invasive non-native 
plants and their effects on plants, wildlife, and fire risk.  MM VEG-10 would require monitoring 
of groundwater-dependent vegetation (and remedial action in the event of adverse effects), and 
would considerably reduce the contribution of the proposed project or its alternatives to this 
effect. 

Seemingly minor impacts can be adverse if they affect an extremely rare or limited resource, and 
the cumulative impact may be substantial.  Desert Dry Wash Woodland is a sensitive natural 
community recognized under many laws, ordinances, regulations, standards, and area plans.  
Because it has a limited distribution (relative to common and widespread communities such as 
Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub) and carries an ecological importance that is disproportionate to its 
limited extent, this would be a substantial cumulative effect, particularly in light of the contribu-
tion of the proposed project or its alternatives to cumulative effects to desert washes in the Palen 
watershed.  The contribution of the proposed project or its alternatives to the cumulative loss of 
Desert Dry Wash Woodland would be reduced considerably by the implementation of MM VEG-6 
(Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat) and MM VEG-10 
(Prepare and Implement a Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring and Reporting Plan.).  Again, 
although acquisition does not address the net loss of habitat in the immediate future (a temporal 
net loss of habitat), it is expected to prevent future losses of habitat by placing a permanent 
conservation easement and deed restrictions on private lands that could otherwise be converted 
for urban, agricultural, or energy development.  Effects to sensitive Desert Dry Wash Woodland 
could be further minimized by adopting Alternative 6 (Reduced Footprint Solar Project) or 
Alternative 7 (High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project), which would avoid 127 acres of 
this habitat in the southwestern parcel. 

State-Jurisdictional Streambeds 

As identified above, the geographic scope for the analysis of cumulative impacts to desert 
washes and streambeds (including intermittent and ephemeral washes) included the Palen water-
shed.  Most of the desert washes that pass through the project site are distributary channels of the 
alluvial fan—or bajada—that drains the Iron and Coxcomb Mountains to the west, north, and 
northeast.  Cumulative effects were analyzed within the context of the watershed because this 
relatively small watershed will be affected by several proposed solar projects in addition to the 
proposed project or its alternatives: the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, the Silverado Proj-
ect, the Palen Solar Power Project, and the Desert Center 50 Solar Project (see Figures 4.1-1 and 
4.4-2 in Appendix A).  Existing impacts to desert washes in the Palen watershed include urban 
and agricultural lands around Desert Center, segments of the I-10 and Highway 177 corridors, 
the closed Kaiser Mine, the Colorado River Aqueduct, and various transmission corridors (gas 
and electric). 
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Table 4.3-7 summarizes the direct loss of state-jurisdictional resources in the Palen watershed 
that would result from anticipated future projects.  The metrics used are miles of desert washes 
(as delineated within the USGS National Hydrographic Dataset (2010) and CalWater Version 
2.2.1 (California Interagency Watershed Mapping Committee 1999) as well as acres of Desert 
Dry Wash Woodland (based on the BLM NECO Plant Communities dataset conducted by the 
Biogeography Lab at the University of California, Santa Barbara and coordinated through the 
USGS Biological Resources Division UC Santa Barbara GAP Analysis (1996), updated during 
the NECO planning effort (see Appendix H of the NECO Plan/EIS [BLM and CDFG 2002]).  
The contribution of the proposed project and alternatives to cumulative effects from future proj-
ects is provided (1) as the sum of all drainages within the project site boundaries, and expressed 
as a percentage of all future projects effects, and (2) as the acreage of direct impacts to Desert 
Dry Wash Woodland. 

Table 4.3-7. Cumulative Impacts to State Jurisdictional Resources within the Palen Watershed 

Resource 

Amount  
in Palen 

  Watershed1,2 

Impacts from 
Existing  

 Projects3  

Impacts from  
Foreseeable  

 Future Projects4  

Contribution of  
DHSP Action  

Alternatives to Future 
Cumulative Impacts  

Desert Washes 1,496 miles 34 miles 56 miles Alt 4: 9 miles 
Alt 5: 8.8 miles 
Alt 6: 7 miles 
Alt 7: 7 miles 
Alt C: 0.9 miles 
Alt D: 0.7 miles 
Alt E: 1.3 miles 

Desert Dry Wash Woodland 148,856 acres 4,566 acres 2,944 acres Alt 4: 547 acres 
Alt 5: 537 acres 
Alt 6: 420 acres 
Alt 7: 420 acres 
Alt C: 39 acres 
Alt D: 17 acres 
Alt E: 31 acres 

1 - Based on the USGS National Hydrographic Dataset (2010). 
2 - Based on the BLM NECO Plant Communities dataset conducted by the Biogeography Lab at the University of California, Santa Barbara and 

coordinated through the USGS Biological Resources Division UC Santa Barbara GAP Analysis (1996), updated during the NECO planning 
effort (see Appendix H of the NECO Plan/EIS [BLM and CDFG 2002]) 

3 - Includes only those existing projects for which GIS-based spatial data was available at the time of the analysis. 
4 - Includes only those foreseeable future projects for which GIS-based spatial data was available at the time of the analysis.  Foreseeable 

future projects included in this analysis are primarily renewable energy projects that had submitted a Plan of Development (POD) to the 
BLM at the time of the analysis. 

The cumulative effects of channel diversions from all projects within the Palen watershed (56 
miles of desert washes) are substantial and the incremental effects of the proposed project itself 
would be substantial (15 percent of total impacts from foreseeable future projects, or 9.9 miles of 
desert washes for Alternatives 4 plus B).  The direct effects of all projects are compounded by 
the fact that they also cause impairment of hydrologic, geochemical, geomorphic, and habitat 
function and values of the remaining reaches downstream of the impact. 

Indirect effects of all future projects that cannot be adequately addressed with this GIS analysis 
but are expected to be cumulatively considerable and include: impacts to water quality and sedi-
ment transport from the numerous channel diversions, culverts and road crossings, and fragmen-
tation of the habitat and the corresponding loss of habitat function and values, including wildlife 
movement (discussed in detail in Section 4.4.16). 
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Implementation of the mitigation measures proposed above would reduce but not eliminate the 
contribution of the proposed project or its alternatives to cumulative effects, including MM 
VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat); MM VEG-10 
(Prepare and Implement a Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring and Reporting Plan); and MM 
VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to minimize impacts to jurisdictional areas). 

Special-Status Plants 

A variety of special-status plant species have ranges that extend through the Mojave and Colo-
rado Deserts of the NECO planning area, and several are endemic to the planning area.  Five (5) 
special-status plants occur on the solar facility site and gen-tie alternative alignments: Emory’s 
crucifixion thorn (CRPR 2.3), Harwood’s woollystar (CRPR 1B.2), Utah vine milkweed (CRPR 
4.2), ribbed cryptantha (CRPR 4.3), and desert unicorn-plant (CRPR 3.3Threats to special-status 
plants in the California deserts include habitat loss and fragmentation due to development, off-
highway vehicle activity, cattle and sheep grazing, overdrawn groundwater, and the spread of 
invasive plant species (Western et al. 2010).  Current and foreseeable renewable energy 
developments in the Colorado Desert contribute to impacts to special-status plants through loss 
and fragmentation of habitat to development, contributing to depletion of groundwater supplies, 
and contributing to the spread of nonnative and invasive weeds. 

The proposed project or its alternatives are not anticipated to substantially impact any popula-
tions of special-status species or cacti, although a number of individuals would be impacted 
under Alternatives 4 5, 6, 7, B, C, D and E.  However, the development of numerous large-scale 
projects, such other solar generation facilities, would result in a substantial permanent conversion 
of desert habitat to industrial/commercial uses, which would remove habitat for many special-
status plant species and cacti.  Therefore, the loss of this habitat is anticipated to result in sub-
stantial adverse cumulative impacts on populations of many special-status plant species and cacti 
and the incremental effect of the proposed project or its alternatives would be substantial. 

Mitigation Measure VEG-7  (Mitigate direct impacts to special-status plants) would reduce the 
incremental contribution of the proposed project or its alternatives to cumulative impacts to 
Emory’s crucifixion thorn, Harwood’s woollystar and other CRPR 1 or 2 special-status plants by 
requiring the project owner to either (1) salvage individual plants from the site prior to 
construction; (2) introduce greenhouse-raised plants into suitable off-site habitat; or (3) to 
provide compensation lands with extant special-status plant occurrences.  The project’s effects 
on the three CRPR 4 species, while adverse, would not warrant further mitigation due to the 
higher regional abundance and the very low density of these species on site.  Therefore, with 
implementation of these measures, the project’s incremental direct and indirect contribution to 
cumulative effects to special-status plants would be reduced. 

4.3.17 CEQA Considerations 

This section is included in this EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment for future use by CEQA Lead 
and Responsible agencies and is not required under NEPA. 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The significance criteria listed below are from the Environmental Checklist Form in Appendix G 
of the CEQA Guidelines.  They are used to determine whether the proposed project or alterna-
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tives would result in significant impacts under CEQA related to biological resources.  The pro-
posed project or alternatives would result in a significant impact related to biological resources if 
they would: 

VEG-1 Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on 
any plant species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local 
or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFG or USFWS; 

VEG-2 Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural 
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the CDFG 
or USFWS; 

VEG-3 Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by Section 
404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, 
etc.)  through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means; 

VEG-4 Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as 
a tree preservation policy or ordinance; or 

VEG-5 Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Com-
munity Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conser-
vation plan. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternative 1.  Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and BLM would not amend the CDCA Plan. As a result, the proposed solar energy project would 
not be constructed and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land 
use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended.  It is expected that the site 
would remain in its existing condition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or oper-
ated and no ground disturbance. No significant impacts to vegetation resources would result from 
Alternative 1.  Alternative 1 would not contribute to any significant cumulative impact, as defined 
in CEQA. 

Alternative 2.  Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar 
energy development. As a result, the proposed would not be constructed and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  
Any future project would be reviewed under a separate NEPA analysis.  No significant impacts 
to vegetation resources would result from the DHSP.  Alternative 2 would not contribute to any 
significant cumulative impact, as defined in CEQA. 

Alternative 3.  Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future 
solar energy development. As a result, the proposed would not be constructed and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  
Any future project would be reviewed under a separate NEPA analysis.  No significant impacts 
to vegetation resources would result from the DHSP.  Alternative 3 would not contribute to any 
significant cumulative impact, as defined in CEQA. 
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Alternative 4.  Under Alternative 4, the direct and indirect impacts of project construction, oper-
ation, and decommissioning, to vegetation resources, including native plant communities, 
special-status plant taxa, and state-jurisdictional streambeds, as described in Section 4.3.7, would 
be significant under criteria VEG-1 (impacts to special-status plants) and VEG-2 (impacts to sen-
sitive natural communities), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-10, these impacts to 
vegetation resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels under CEQA by minimiz-
ing vegetation impacts to the extent practicable; mitigating direct impacts to special-status plants; 
revegetating disturbed areas; controlling invasive weeds and preventing infestations by newly 
introduced weeds; and providing for long-term conservation and management of native 
vegetation on compensation lands.  Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant 
impacts to these resources.  However, even less-than-significant adverse impacts can combine 
with impacts of other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects to result in a significant 
cumulative impact to vegetation resources.  In this case, even with implementation of Mitigation 
Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-10, Alternative 4 would have a considerable contribution to 
the cumulatively significant regional impacts to sensitive natural communities and state-
jurisdictional streambeds, due to the residual and unavoidable impacts to these resources 
described in Sections 4.3.7 and 4.3.12. 

There would be no significant impacts, at either the project level or cumulatively, under criteria 
VEG-3, VEG-4, and VEG-5 because Alternative 4 would be consistent with local plans and poli-
cies (i.e., the County of Riverside General Plan), and there are no federally protected wetlands or 
habitat conservation plans in the project area. 

Alternative 5.  Under Alternative 5, the direct and indirect impacts of project construction, oper-
ation, and decommissioning, to vegetation resources, including native plant communities, 
special-status plant taxa, and state-jurisdictional streambeds, as described in Section 4.3.8, would 
be significant under criteria VEG-1 (impacts to special-status plants) and VEG-2 (impacts to sen-
sitive natural communities), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-10, these impacts to 
vegetation resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels under CEQA by 
minimizing vegetation impacts to the extent practicable; mitigating direct impacts to special-
status plants; revegetating disturbed areas; controlling invasive weeds and preventing infestations 
by newly introduced weeds; and providing for long-term conservation and management of native 
vegetation on compensation lands.  Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant 
impacts to these resources.  However, even less-than-significant adverse impacts can combine 
with impacts of other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects to result in a significant 
cumulative impact to vegetation resources.  In this case, even with implementation of Mitigation 
Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-10, Alternative 5 would have a considerable contribution to 
the cumulatively significant regional impacts to sensitive natural communities and state-
jurisdictional streambeds, due to the residual and unavoidable impacts to these resources 
described in Sections 4.3.7 and 4.3.12. 

There would be no significant impacts, at either the project level or cumulatively, under criteria 
VEG-3, VEG-4, and VEG-5 because Alternative 5 would be consistent with local plans and poli-
cies (i.e., the County of Riverside General Plan), and there are no federally protected wetlands or 
habitat conservation plans in the project area. 
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Alternative 6.  Under Alternative 6, the direct and indirect impacts of project construction, oper-
ation, and decommissioning, to vegetation resources, including native plant communities, 
special-status plant taxa, and state-jurisdictional streambeds, as described in Section 4.3.8, would 
be significant under VEG-2 (impacts to sensitive natural communities), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-10, excluding MM 
VEG-7, these impacts to vegetation resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels 
under CEQA by minimizing vegetation impacts to the extent practicable; revegetating disturbed 
areas; controlling invasive weeds and preventing infestations by newly introduced weeds; and 
providing for long-term conservation and management of native vegetation on compensation 
lands.  Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources.  
However, even less-than-significant adverse impacts can combine with impacts of other past, 
present, and reasonably foreseeable projects to result in a significant cumulative impact to vege-
tation resources.  In this case, even with implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through 
MM VEG-10, Alternative 6 would have a considerable contribution to the cumulatively 
significant regional impacts to sensitive natural communities and state-jurisdictional streambeds, 
due to the residual and unavoidable impacts to these resources described in Sections 4.3.7 and 
4.3.12. 

There would be no significant impacts, at either the project level or cumulatively, under criteria 
VEG-3, VEG-4, and VEG-5 because Alternative 6 would be consistent with local plans and poli-
cies (i.e., the County of Riverside General Plan), and there are no federally protected wetlands or 
habitat conservation plans in the project area. 

Alternative 7.  Under Alternative 7, the direct and indirect impacts of project construction, oper-
ation, and decommissioning, to vegetation resources, including native plant communities, 
special-status plant taxa, and state-jurisdictional streambeds, as described in Section 4.3.8, would 
be significant under VEG-2 (impacts to sensitive natural communities), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-10, excluding MM 
VEG-7, these impacts to vegetation resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels 
under CEQA by minimizing vegetation impacts to the extent practicable; revegetating disturbed 
areas; controlling invasive weeds and preventing infestations by newly introduced weeds; and 
providing for long-term conservation and management of native vegetation on compensation 
lands.  Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources.  
However, even less-than-significant adverse impacts can combine with impacts of other past, 
present, and reasonably foreseeable projects to result in a significant cumulative impact to vege-
tation resources.  In this case, even with implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through 
MM VEG-10, Alternative 7 would have a considerable contribution to the cumulatively 
significant regional impacts to sensitive natural communities and state-jurisdictional streambeds, 
due to the residual and unavoidable impacts to these resources described in Sections 4.3.7 and 
4.3.12. 

There would be no significant impacts, at either the project level or cumulatively, under criteria 
VEG-3, VEG-4, and VEG-5 because Alternative 7 would be consistent with local plans and poli-
cies (i.e., the County of Riverside General Plan), and there are no federally protected wetlands or 
habitat conservation plans in the project area. 
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Alternative A.  Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be approved by the BLM, and BLM 
would not amend the CDCA Plan. As a result, the proposed gen-tie line would not be constructed 
and BLM would continue to manage the ROW consistent with the existing land use designation 
in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended (including the Desert Sunlight amendment).  It 
is expected that the Desert Sunlight gen-tie line would be built within the ROW, and that impacts 
to vegetation resources would be as described in the Desert Sunlight EIS (BLM 2011).  No sig-
nificant impacts to vegetation resources would result from Alternative A.  Alternative A would 
not contribute to any significant cumulative impact. 

Alternative B.  Under Alternative B, the direct and indirect impacts of gen-tie line construction, 
operation, and decommissioning, to vegetation resources, including native plant communities, 
special-status plant taxa, and state-jurisdictional streambeds, as described in Section 4.3.12, 
would be significant under VEG-2 (impacts to sensitive natural communities), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9, excluding MM 
VEG-7, these impacts to vegetation resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels 
under CEQA by minimizing vegetation impacts to the extent practicable; revegetating disturbed 
areas; controlling invasive weeds and preventing infestations by newly introduced weeds; and 
providing for long-term conservation and management of native vegetation on compensation 
lands.  Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources.  
Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative vegetation effects, as the cumulative scenario 
assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B con-
ductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional work required for 
Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

There would be no significant impacts, at either the project level or cumulatively, under criteria 
VEG-3, VEG-4, and VEG-5 because Alternative B would be consistent with local plans and pol-
icies (i.e., the County of Riverside General Plan), and there are no federally protected wetlands 
or habitat conservation plans in the project area. 

Alternative C.  Under Alternative C, the direct and indirect impacts of gen-tie line construction, 
operation, and decommissioning, to vegetation resources, including native plant communities, 
special-status plant taxa, and state-jurisdictional streambeds, as described in Section 4.3.13, 
would be significant under VEG-2 (impacts to sensitive natural communities), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9, excluding MM 
VEG-7, these impacts to vegetation resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels 
under CEQA by minimizing vegetation impacts to the extent practicable; revegetating disturbed 
areas; controlling invasive weeds and preventing infestations by newly introduced weeds; and 
providing for long-term conservation and management of native vegetation on compensation 
lands.  Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources.  
However, even less-than-significant adverse impacts can combine with impacts of other past, 
present, and reasonably foreseeable projects to result in a significant cumulative impact to vege-
tation resources.  In this case, mitigation requirements would compensate for or minimize 
impacts to such a degree that Alternative C would not represent a considerable contribution to 
cumulative impacts on vegetation resources. 

There would be no significant impacts, at either the project level or cumulatively, under criteria 
VEG-3, VEG-4, and VEG-5 because Alternative C would be consistent with local plans and pol-
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icies (i.e., the County of Riverside General Plan), and there are no federally protected wetlands 
or habitat conservation plans in the project area. 

Alternative D.  Under Alternative D, the direct and indirect impacts of gen-tie line construction, 
operation, and decommissioning, to vegetation resources, including native plant communities, 
special-status plant taxa, and state-jurisdictional streambeds, as described in Section 4.3.14, 
would be significant under criteria VEG-1 (impacts to special-status plants) and VEG-2 (impacts 
to sensitive natural communities), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9, these impacts to 
vegetation resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels under CEQA by minimiz-
ing vegetation impacts to the extent practicable; revegetating disturbed areas; controlling inva-
sive weeds and preventing infestations by newly introduced weeds; and providing for long-term 
conservation and management of native vegetation on compensation lands.  Under CEQA, there 
would be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources.  However, even less-than-signif-
icant adverse impacts can combine with impacts of other past, present, and reasonably foresee-
able projects to result in a significant cumulative impact to vegetation resources.  In this case, 
mitigation requirements would compensate for or minimize impacts to such a degree that Alter-
native D would not represent a considerable contribution to cumulative impacts on vegetation 
resources. 

There would be no significant impacts, at either the project level or cumulatively, under criteria 
VEG-3, VEG-4, and VEG-5 because Alternative D would be consistent with local plans and pol-
icies (i.e., the County of Riverside General Plan), and there are no federally protected wetlands 
or habitat conservation plans in the project area. 

Alternative E.  Under Alternative E, the direct and indirect impacts of gen-tie line construction, 
operation, and decommissioning, to vegetation resources, including native plant communities, 
special-status plant taxa, and state-jurisdictional streambeds, as described in Section 4.3.15, 
would be significant under criteria VEG-1 (impacts to special-status plants) and VEG-2 (impacts 
to sensitive natural communities), above.  Although portions of the Alternative E alignment 
would be within a sand transport corridor, the gen-tie towers and access road would not signifi-
cantly affect aeolian sand transport. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9, these impacts to 
vegetation resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels under CEQA by minimizing 
vegetation impacts to the extent practicable; revegetating disturbed areas; controlling invasive 
weeds and preventing infestations by newly introduced weeds; and providing for long-term conser-
vation and management of native vegetation on compensation lands.  Under CEQA, there would 
be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources.  However, even less-than-significant 
adverse impacts can combine with impacts of other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable 
projects to result in a significant cumulative impact to vegetation resources.  In this case, mitiga-
tion requirements would compensate for or minimize impacts to such a degree that Alternative E 
would not represent a considerable contribution to cumulative impacts on vegetation resources. 

There would be no significant impacts, at either the project level or cumulatively, under criteria 
VEG-3, VEG-4, and VEG-5 because Alternative E would be consistent with local plans and poli-
cies (i.e., the County of Riverside General Plan), and there are no federally protected wetlands or 
habitat conservation plans in the project area. 
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4.4 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES – WILDLIFE 

4.4.1 Methodology for Analysis 

This analysis is based on information from the focused wildlife surveys, habitat assessments, recon-
naissance surveys, and avian point-count studies conducted for the Desert Harvest Solar Project 
(DHSP), as well as information found in the CNDDB and lists of special-status species for the 
region (see Chapter 3.4).  As discussed in Chapter 3.4, the Biological Resources Technical 
Report (BRTR), and the BRTR Supplement for Gen-Tie Alternative E (located in Appen-
dices C.6 and C.16 respectively), focused wildlife surveys were conducted concurrently for 
desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) and burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), a habitat assess-
ment was conducted for the Mojave fringe-toed lizard (Uma scoparia), winter and spring avian 
point counts were conducted according the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) protocol for solar 
energy developments, a focused survey for Gila woodpecker (Melanerpes uropygialis) was 
conducted on the proposed solar facility site, and winter surveys for golden eagle (Aquila 
chrysaetos) were conducted throughout a 10-mile radius surrounding the project site.  A 
discussion of the vegetation resources currently present in the project area is provided in Chapter 
3.3, and impacts to vegetation resources are addressed in Chapter 4.3. 

Impact analyses typically characterize effects to habitat as temporary or permanent.  Due to the 
slow habitat recovery rates in desert ecosystems, impacts that might be considered temporary in 
other parts of California will be considered long-term or permanent in this analysis (see Section 
4.3.1). 

Direct and indirect impacts of each action alternative to wildlife are discussed in Sections 4.4.4 
through 4.4.15.  The analysis of direct and indirect impacts covers construction, operations and 
maintenance (O&M), and decommissioning of the proposed project.  Direct effects include the 
direct or immediate effects of the project on a species or its habitat.  Examples of direct impacts 
to wildlife include injury or death to an individual; habitat loss or degradation; interference with 
movement or migration; and disturbance from noise, light, or dust.  Indirect effects include those 
effects that are caused by or will result from the proposed project and are later in time or farther 
removed in distance, but are still reasonably certain to occur.  Examples of indirect effects to 
wildlife include increased predation due to certain habitat alterations, and the introduction of 
invasive plant or animal species that compete with native species and cause habitat degradation. 

4.4.2 Summary of Impacts 

The impacts of the proposed project and alternatives to vegetation resources are summarized in 
Section 4.3.2, and described in further detail in Sections 4.3.4 through 4.3.15.  Impacts to natural 
vegetation types are summarized in Tables 4.3-1 and 4.3-2.  In the following analysis of impacts 
to wildlife, these acreages of natural vegetation provide the basis for evaluating impacts to wild-
life habitat because the vegetation resources assessed in Chapter 4.3 also provide habitat for the 
special-status wildlife addressed herein.  Alternatives 4 and B, the Applicant’s proposed solar 
project and gen-tie line (proposed project), would remove 1,067 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub 
(defined as Sonoran Desert Scrub in the NECO Plan) and 231 acres of Blue Palo Verde–
Ironwood Woodland (defined as Desert Dry Wash Woodland in the NECO Plan).  All project 
alternatives are described in Section 2.  See Tables 4.3-1 and 4.3-2 for a summary of impacts to 
vegetation and habitat for each alternative. 
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Portions of the proposed project and alternatives would occur within areas designated as special 
management areas for wildlife.  These include the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management 
Area (DWMA; see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2); the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area 
(WHMA; see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2); and the Chuckwalla Critical Habitat Unit for desert tor-
toise (CHU; see Section 3.4.5).  Tables 4.4-1 and 4.4-2 summarize the acreages of each alterna-
tive’s impacts to wildlife management areas. 

Table 4.4-1. Summary of Impacts to WHMAs – Solar Generation Site Alternatives 

 Impacts (acres) 

Management Area 

Alternative 4: 
Proposed  

Solar Project 

Alternative 5: 
Solar Project  

Excluding 
WHMA 

Alternative 6: 
Reduced 
Footprint  

Solar Project 

Alternative 7: 
High-Profile 

Reduced 
Footprint Solar 

Project 

Chuckwalla DWMA only — — — — 

Chuckwalla CHU only — — — — 

DWMA and CHU overlap area — — — — 

Palen-Ford WHMA 46  — 46  46  

Total Acres in Wildlife Management Areas 46  — 46 46 

 
Table 4.4-2. Summary of Impacts to WHMAs – Gen-Tie Line Alternatives1 

 Impacts (acres) 

Management Area 

Alternative B: 
Proposed  

   Gen-Tie – 
Shared Towers 

Alternative C: 
Separate 

Transmission 
Towers Within 

Same ROW 

Alternative D: 
Cross-Valley 

Alignment 

Alternative E: 
New  

Cross-Valley 
Alignment 

Chuckwalla DWMA only — — — 2.5 

Chuckwalla CHU only 34.2 34.2 12.4 — 

DWMA and CHU overlap area 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.8 

Palen-Ford WHMA — — 6.2 51.8 

Total Acres in Wildlife Management Areas2 35.7 35.7 20.3 56.1 

1 - Estimated acreage based on proportion of alignment within each management area, and the estimated disturbance acreage provided by the 
Applicant for each alternative 

2 - The total acreage within wildlife management areas is not the sum of the DWMA, CHU, and WHMA areas due to partial overlap of the 
DWMA and CHU (see Figure 3.4-1, Wildlife Management Areas, in Appendix A), but rather is the total acres that fall within one or more des-
ignated WHMAs. 

4.4.3 Applicant-Proposed Measures 

The Applicant has provided several measures as part of the project design that would be imple-
mented during construction, operation, and/or decommissioning to reduce potential impacts to 
wildlife.  In some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or expand on AM reporting 
requirements, timing of implementation, or other details where appropriate.  Where there is a 
conflict between provisions of the mitigation measures imposed and the following AM, the 
mitigation measures take precedence. 

Applicant-proposed measures to reduce impacts to wildlife resources include the following: 
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AM-BIO-1 Habitat Compensation Plan.  (Text provided in Section 4.3, Biological Resources 
– Vegetation). 

AM-BIO-2 Integrated Weed Management Plan (IWMP).  (Text provided in Section 4.3, 
Biological Resources – Vegetation). 

AM-BIO-4 Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP).  (Text provided in Section 
4.3, Biological Resources – Vegetation). 

AM-BIO-5 Vegetation Resources Management Plan.  (Text provided in Section 4.3, Bio-
logical Resources – Vegetation). 

AM-BIO-6 A Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan will be prepared for the project and will 
be implemented by the Applicant to ensure that construction monitoring will be 
conducted by BLM-, USFWS-, and CDFG-approved biologists during all con-
struction activities, and that any desert tortoise found with the construction zone 
will be translocated to a suitable location outside of the project footprint.  The 
Final Plan will conform to the 2010 USFWS desert tortoise relocation guidelines 
entitled Translocation of Desert Tortoise (Mojave Population) From Project 
Sites: Plan Development Guidance (unpublished report dated August 2010). 

AM-BIO-7 The Applicant shall contribute to the USFWS Regional Raven Management Program 
by making a one-time payment of $105 per acre of project disturbance to the 
National Fish and Wildlife Federation Renewable Energy Action Team raven 
control account.  An Avian and Bat Protection Plan will be prepared and will be 
implemented by the Applicant to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect 
nesting bird and bat species, including burrowing owls, nesting birds, and roosting 
bats.  The Draft Plan will be reviewed and approved by BLM.  The Final Plan will 
conform to the 2010 USFWS avian and bat guidelines entitled Considerations for 
Avian and Bat Protection Plans U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service White Paper. 

AM-BIO-8 Construction Water Storage Pond Design.  The temporary construction water 
ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applic-
able regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, 
protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. 

4.4.4 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would not amend 
the CDCA Plan.  As a result, the proposed project and gen-tie line would not be constructed and 
the BLM would continue to manage the project site consistent with the existing land use desig-
nation in the CDCA Plan. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, impacts from the DHSP would not occur and project sites would continue 
to be affected by current uses. 
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4.4.5 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  
No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

4.4.6 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy 
development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM 
would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use 
Plan.  No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

4.4.7 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Alternative 4 is the Applicant’s proposed solar project, described in Chapter 2.4 and briefly sum-
marized in Section 4.3.  The project would be located on 1,208 acres, and would be comprised of 
two separate parcels separated by a desert wash.  The northern parcel would be 1,053 acres and 
the southern parcel would be 155 acres (see Figure 2-2 in Appendix A). 
Construction 

Project construction, including construction methods, equipment, scheduling, and phasing, are 
described in Chapter 2.4.4.  Most construction impacts to wildlife and wildlife habitat would 
occur during Phase 2 (September 2013 to November 2014), which would include site fencing, 
installation of temporary power, site grading and preparation over an 1,043-acre area, and other 
facilities.  Construction would generally occur 2 hours before sunrise and 2 hours after sunset, 
Monday through Friday, but construction during additional hours may be necessary at times. 

Direct Effects 

Construction activities associated with Alternative 4 would directly affect wildlife in a number of 
ways, including the long-term and permanent loss of habitat, disturbance from noise and human 
activity, injury or mortality of animals, and interference with wildlife movement.  Long-term and 
permanent impacts to vegetation and habitat are defined in Section 4.3.1.  Although the project 
site would ultimately be decommissioned (Chapter 2), the proposed project does not identify a 
land use following closure of the solar facility.  While decommissioning may include efforts to 
restore pre-project habitat values, it is unknown at this time whether (1) restoration will be rec-
ommended, and (2) whether it would be feasible, considering the proposed long-term land use.  
Therefore, impacts to vegetation and habitat that will last for the life of the project are presumed 
to be “permanent” in this analysis.  These effects are discussed in detail below, and mitigation 
measures to reduce the severity of these effects are presented at the end of this section.  See also 
the Applicant’s Draft Closure and Reclamation Plan in Appendix C.18 of this Final EIS.   

Wildlife Habitat.  The term habitat refers to the environment and ecological conditions where a 
species is found.  Wildlife habitat is generally described in terms of vegetation, though a more 
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thorough explanation often must encompass further detail, such as availability or proximity to 
water; suitable nesting or denning sites; shade; foraging perches; cover sites to escape from 
predators; soils that are suitable for burrowing or hiding; limited noise and disturbance; and 
many other factors that are unique to each species.  Vegetation reflects many aspects of habitat, 
including regional climate, physical structure, and biological productivity and food resources (for 
many wildlife species).  Thus, vegetation is a useful overarching descriptor for habitat and it is 
the primary factor in this analysis of impacts to wildlife habitat.  Where additional details of hab-
itat suitability are necessary to this analysis, they are provided in the discussion of special-status 
wildlife species in Section 3.4.  Examples include the aeolian sand requirements for Mojave 
fringe-toed lizard, and the availability of shade, cover, and water for burro deer.  Project 
construction would result in permanent and long-term impacts to 1,206 acres of natural 
vegetation (i.e., all native vegetation on the site), including 1,026 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub 
(Sonoran Desert Scrub) and 180 acres of Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry 
Wash Woodland).  Following construction, any remaining or recovering vegetation and habitat 
would be unsuitable for most species, particularly species with specific habitat requirements, 
including most special-status wildlife species.  Vegetation and habitat conditions following con-
struction may remain suitable for some common species, such as side-blotched lizard, house 
finch, northern mockingbird, and desert cottontail.  The project’s direct adverse impacts to wild-
life habitat would be substantial but can be reduced or offset through implementation of 
Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6, which describe requirements for monitoring, 
reporting, managing, and compensating for biological resources impacts.  These impacts and 
mitigation measures are described in full in Section 4.3.7.  In combination, these measures would 
ensure that project impacts to biological resources are minimized and do not exceed the impacts 
described herein; that all such impacts are documented and reported to resource agencies; that 
communication among the project owner and resource agencies is maintained during 
construction, O&M and decommissioning phases via the Designated Biologist; that workers on 
the site are informed of the requirements for protection of biological resources; that adverse 
impacts to soils, vegetation, and habitat are mitigated to the extent feasible; and that loss of 
vegetation and habitat is compensated by permanent protection and management of comparable 
habitat off site.  These measures are expected to effectively mitigate the majority of the project’s 
adverse impacts to wildlife habitat, though some residual impacts would remain (below). 

Wildlife Mortality.  Construction would generally cause mortality of mammals and reptiles, 
which would be hindered or prevented from escaping the construction site by the project’s 
perimeter fencing and desert tortoise exclusion fence, described further below.  Mortality could 
also result from trampling or crushing during clearing, grading, or excavation of trenches for 
underground power collection lines and water storage ponds/retention basins.  Potential mortality 
to native birds and nestlings is discussed below.  This direct adverse impact to wildlife could be 
substantial but can be somewhat reduced through Mitigation Measure WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact 
Avoidance and Minimization).  This measure would reduce wildlife mortality through a variety 
of strategies, including exclusion fencing to keep animals out of construction areas; closing or 
covering trenches, open pipes, or other potential traps to wildlife; speed limits and other 
measures to minimize road strikes; and the salvage or relocation of animals during initial 
clearing and grading, as practicable.  Even with implementation of MM WIL-1, initial clearing 
and site preparation work could cause mortality among most small mammals and reptiles unable 
to escape. 
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Noise and Lighting Impacts to Wildlife.  Maximum noise levels during construction are esti-
mated to range from 74.8 to 83.2 dBA at 100 feet from construction activity, and would decrease 
with distance away from activity.  This would be a substantial increase over existing background 
noise levels near the solar facility, which are expected to be low, with typical daytime noise 
levels of 35 to 50 dBA.  See Section 4.12 (Environmental Consequences – Noise and Vibration) 
for estimated noise levels associated with various construction activities that would occur on the 
site.  In addition, if construction activities were to occur at night, lighting would be required.  
Noise and lighting during construction would affect wildlife in adjacent habitats by disrupting 
foraging, breeding, sheltering, and other activities; or it may cause animals to avoid otherwise 
suitable habitat surrounding the site.  The effects of construction noise include annoyance, which 
causes birds and other wildlife to abandon nests or dens; increased stress hormone levels, 
interference with sleep and other activities; and interference with acoustic communication by 
masking important sounds or sound components, such as territorial calls, contact calls, or alarm 
calls (Dooling and Popper 2007).  Many species rely on vocalizations during the breeding season 
to attract a mate within their territory, and noise from construction could disturb nesting birds 
and other wildlife and adversely affect nesting and other activities. 

In addition to noise, lighting during project construction may affect nocturnal wildlife species.  
Lighting can affect behavior and physiology, and may also increase the risk of predation of wild-
life because they may be more detectable to nocturnal predators (USACE and CDFG 2009).  
Lighting would be likely to attract nocturnal insects and, in turn, bats; possibly including special-
status bats, discussed further below.  This direct adverse impact to wildlife on the site and in 
adjacent habitat may be substantial.  Mitigation Measure WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and 
Minimization) and MM VIS-1 would minimize the impacts of noise and lighting to the extent 
feasible by ensuring that lighting is focused only on work areas and does not unnecessarily 
extend beyond work areas, and scheduling noisy construction activities near the project site 
perimeter outside the most sensitive seasons (i.e., the spring avian breeding season).  These 
measures would minimize potential noise and lighting impacts to wildlife in the area, but would 
not eliminate them and these disturbances are expected to adversely affect wildlife behavior and 
habitat use in the area immediately surrounding the site. 

Construction Phase Water Storage Ponds:  During construction, storage ponds on the site 
would be used to store water for dust control.  These ponds would be within the fenced construc-
tion area.  Even though they would be fenced, they will be likely to attract birds, including 
ravens, and thus act as a “subsidy” (see discussion of impacts during the O&M phase, below).  
Storage ponds would be likely to attract nocturnal insects and, in turn, bats; possibly including 
special-status bats, discussed further below.  The storage ponds may present drowning hazards to 
reptiles, small mammals, and desert kit fox in the vicinity of the construction area, depending on 
their slopes and surfaces.  However, most terrestrial wildlife exposure to the ponds would be 
limited by the perimeter exclusion fencing, and any animals that could encounter the ponds 
would likely be those that remain within the fence line at the start of construction activities.  This 
adverse impact to wildlife in the project area may be substantial.  Mitigation Measure WIL-1 
(Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization) includes a requirement to periodically inspect 
wildlife pitfalls, including storage ponds, to avoid or minimize wildlife entrapment.  Mitigation 
Measure WIL-7 (Desert Kit Fox and American Badger Impact Avoidance) requires pre-
construction surveys and exclusion of any desert kit fox or badger from the solar facility prior to 
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beginning construction.  These measures are expected to minimize adverse impacts of the storage 
ponds to wildlife, but would not fully eliminate these impacts. 

Desert Tortoise.  Desert tortoises have not been documented within the solar facility site, but are 
expected to be present based on nearby known occurrences and desert tortoise sign located on 
the site during field surveys (see BRTR, Appendices C.6 and C.16).  The proposed solar facility 
site and surrounding area is modeled as relatively low value habitat for desert tortoise.  The 
USGS Desert Tortoise Habitat Model (Nussear et al. 2009), using a scale of 0.0 to 1.0, assigns a 
value of 0 to 718.6 acres of the proposed project’s solar field, a value of 0.1 to 484 acres of the 
proposed project’s solar field, and a value of 0.2 to the remaining 4.6 acres of the solar field.  
However, despite these low values desert tortoise sign was detected on the project site and desert 
tortoise were detected on adjacent lands.  None of the burrows or other sign observed on the site 
exhibited any evidence of recent use, but the existing habitat on site consists of relatively intact 
creosote bush scrub and wash communities, all of which is habitat known to support desert 
tortoise.  Desert tortoises are found throughout the region and are mobile during their active 
seasons.  Based on the presence of active desert tortoises on the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm Project (Desert Sunlight) site, it was determined that the entire solar facility site may be 
occupied by desert tortoises at any time, albeit only in low numbers.  Implementation of 
Alternative 4 would result in the permanent and long-term loss of 1,208 acres of desert tortoise 
habitat, presumed to be occupied, and located within a geographic region that is occupied by 
desert tortoises.  Project construction would also prevent desert tortoises from crossing the solar 
facility site to access habitat elsewhere in or around the Chuckwalla Valley. 

Because of the large-scale land use conversion of the project site, and associated activities such 
as vehicle traffic and other actions, construction of the solar facility would require the Applicant 
to translocate any tortoises found within the 1,208-acre project site Prior to construction, the site 
would be fenced with desert tortoise exclusionary fencing to permanently exclude tortoises, to 
avoid risk of injury or mortality to tortoises during project O&M.  For tortoises near but not 
within the site, fencing off habitat within their home ranges would likely result in displacement 
effects as described below (Indirect Effects). 

No living desert tortoises were found within the project site.  However, the actual number of des-
ert tortoises on the project site as of the commencement of construction cannot be determined 
from field survey data alone, due to the possibility that tortoises may have been overlooked dur-
ing surveys or may have moved onto the site since surveys were completed.  The USFWS 
(2010a) provides a mathematical formula for estimating actual numbers of adult and sub-adult 
desert tortoises from field survey data.  However, this formula is not applicable for the available 
field data because no living tortoises were observed.  Based on the presence of active desert tor-
toises on the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project site and associated gen-tie alignments, 
it was determined that the entire solar facility site and all gen-tie alternative alignments may be 
occupied by desert tortoises at any time, albeit in low numbers.  The remainder of this analysis is 
based on the estimate that more than five desert tortoises occur on the solar facility site, and 
would necessitate translocation prior to construction.  However, it should be noted that this is a 
conservative approach, and it is likely that fewer tortoises would actually be translocated for the 
DHSP. 

During construction of the proposed project or its alternatives, desert tortoises or eggs could be 
harmed during clearing, grading, and trenching activities, or tortoises could become entrapped 
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within open trenches and pipes.  Construction activities could also cause direct mortality, injury, 
or harassment of tortoises or eggs as a result of encounters with vehicles or heavy equipment.  
Other direct effects could include individual tortoises or eggs being crushed or entombed in their 
burrows, disruption of tortoise behavior during construction or operation of facilities, disturbance 
by noise or vibrations from the heavy equipment, and injury or mortality from encounters with 
workers’ or visitors’ pets.  Desert tortoises may also be attracted to the construction area by 
shade beneath vehicles, equipment, or materials, or the application of water to control dust, 
placing them at higher risk of injury or mortality.  Increased human activity and vehicle travel 
could disturb, injure, or kill individual tortoises.  Also, tortoises may take shelter under parked 
vehicles where they could be killed, injured, or harassed when the vehicle is moved. 

The project’s potential adverse impacts to any desert tortoises on the site and to long-term habitat 
availability could be substantial.  These impacts can be avoided, reduced, or offset through 
implementation of mitigation measures in Sections 4.3.7 and additional measures summarized 
here and presented below in a section entitled “Mitigation Measures.”  Mitigation Measures 
VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 would require monitoring and reporting, worker environmental 
training, minimization of construction impacts, and off-site compensation for habitat impacts at a 
minimum 1:1 ratio.  In addition, Mitigation Measure WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and 
Minimization) includes numerous requirements to prevent wildlife road strikes, entrapment in 
pitfalls, interactions with workers’ pets, and other threats.  MM WIL-2 (Desert Tortoise 
Clearance Surveys, Exclusion Fencing, and Translocation) requires that the project owner 
exclude desert tortoises from the project site, survey the entire site for tortoises prior to initial 
clearing and grading, and relocate any tortoises in accordance with a project-specific Desert 
Tortoise Translocation Plan to be prepared by the project owner and implemented only upon 
approval by the USFWS and CDFG. 

Desert tortoise clearance surveys and translocation have inherent risks and could themselves 
result in direct adverse effects to desert tortoises, such as mortality, injury, or harassment of des-
ert tortoises due to equipment operation, fence installation, removal of tortoise burrows, and tor-
toise translocation (described in more detail below).  Mitigation of desert tortoise habitat loss is 
also described further below.  The suite of measures to mitigate the project’s adverse impacts to 
desert tortoises and their habitat is expected to fully mitigate these impacts as required under 
CESA.  In addition to the mitigation measures required by this document, the project will be 
subject to review by the USFWS and CDFG under the ESA and CESA, respectively. 

Critical Habitat.  The project site is not within designated critical habitat for desert tortoise.  Impacts 
of the various gen-tie line alignments to designated critical habitat are discussed in Sections 
4.4.12 through 4.4.15. 

Translocation.  Any tortoises found during clearance surveys would be translocated out of the 
project area.  However, it is possible that some tortoises, particularly juveniles or tortoise eggs, 
would be overlooked during clearance surveys because of the cryptic nature of tortoises.  Simi-
larly, egg clutches would be in burrows below ground and might also be missed during clearance 
surveys.  As a result, these tortoises and eggs would be subject to mortality from project activi-
ties within the tortoise exclusion fence during construction and future operation of the project.  
Mortality would be minimized through other measures, including MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact 
Avoidance and Minimization). 
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Because handling and translocation cause risk to tortoise survival, all translocated tortoises must 
be radio-tagged and monitored to evaluate translocation success.  If five or more tortoises are 
translocated, the USFWS (2010b) also requires radio-tagging and follow-up monitoring of an 
equal number of host population tortoises at each translocation site.  In addition, USFWS requires 
radio-tagging and follow-up monitoring of an equal number of tortoises at a selected control site, 
where no translocated animals have been introduced.  For the solar facility, the analysis here and 
in the Biological Assessment is based on the estimate that five or more desert tortoises occur on 
the solar facility site, and would necessitate translocation prior to construction.  However, it 
should be noted that this is a conservative approach, and it is likely that fewer tortoises would 
actually be translocated for the DHSP.  Any tortoises removed from the project site would be 
translocated more than 500 meters to suitable off-site habitat on BLM land. 

Desert tortoise translocation would require a series of actions including, but not limited to, the 
following activities (USFWS 2010b): 

 Identification of the proposed translocation site(s); 

 determination of existing tortoise density and health assessment at the translocation site, and an 
assessment of the site’s ability to accommodate additional tortoises above baseline conditions; 

 health assessments and equipment or facilities for in situ or ex situ tortoises quarantine prior to 
their release into host populations; and 

 GPS monitoring of translocated tortoises. 

Translocation impacts to desert tortoises may include elevated stress hormones, changes in 
behavior and social interaction, increased movement (caused by courting or aversive behavior 
with other tortoises, avoidance of predators or anthropogenic influence, homing, or seeking out 
of preferred or familiar habitat), spread of disease, increased competition for resources, and 
increased predation.  Furthermore, handling, holding, and transport protocols may compound 
with abiotic factors to affect the outcome for translocated individuals (Bertolero et al. 2007; 
Field et al. 2007; Rittenhouse et al. 2007; Germano and Bishop 2009), particularly during 
extreme temperatures, or if tortoises void their bladders (which function in water storage and 
physiology).  Pathogens may be inadvertently spread among tortoises during handling.  Tortoises 
moved outside their home ranges may attempt to return, leading to displacement effects (see 
Indirect Effects, below).  Mortality estimates among translocated desert tortoises have ranged 
from 15% to 25% and possibly as high as 50% for the Fort Irwin translocation project, though 
the effects of translocation are difficult to separate from the effects of region-wide drought 
(Esque et al. 2010).  The risks and uncertainties of translocation to desert tortoise are well 
recognized in the desert tortoise scientific community.  The Desert Tortoise Recovery Office 
(DTRO) Science Advisory Committee (SAC) has made the following observation regarding 
desert tortoise translocations (DTRO 2009, p. 2): 

. . . consensus (if not unanimity) exists among the SAC and other meeting participants 
that translocation is fraught with long-term uncertainties, notwithstanding recent research 
showing short-term successes, and should not be considered lightly as a management 
option.  When considered, translocation should be part of a strategic population augmen-
tation program, targeted toward depleted Populations in areas containing “good” habi-
tat.  The SAC recognizes that quantitative measures of habitat quality relative to desert tor-
toise demographics or population status currently do not exist, and a specific measure of 
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“depleted” (e.g., ratio of dead to live tortoises in surveys of the potential translocation 
area) was not identified.  Augmentations may also be useful to increase less depleted 
populations if the goal is to obtain a better demographic structure for long-term popula-
tion persistence.  Therefore, any translocations should be accompanied by specific moni-
toring or research to study the effectiveness or success of the translocation relative to 
changes in land use, management, or environmental condition. 

In recognition of the concerns about desert tortoise translocation and the ongoing research needs 
to improve the effectiveness of translocation, Mitigation Measure WIL-2 requires that the 
Translocation Plan include an alternate strategy, in which desert tortoises would be removed 
from the wild at the project site and placed permanently into conservation facilities approved by 
USFWS and CDFG.  Upon completion of a final Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan and issu-
ance of the Biological Opinion from USFWS and Incidental Take Permit or Consistency 
Determination from CDFG, the project owner shall adopt measures to either translocate tortoises 
into the wild or to permanently place them in approved facilities.  This measure is intended to 
inform and improve translocation efforts, and enhance the Final Desert Tortoise Translocation 
Plan’s ability to minimize impacts associated with take of desert tortoises and overall impacts to 
the species. 

Mitigation for Desert Tortoise Habitat Loss.  Mitigation of desert tortoise habitat loss would be 
accomplished through implementation of Mitigation Measure VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site 
Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat).  This measure requires (1) permanent pro-
tection and management of the compensation lands for desert tortoise (compensation lands 
would be acquired at a minimum 1:1 ratio for occupied desert tortoise habitat), and (2) 
enhancement actions, as needed, such as habitat restoration, invasive plant control, road closures 
or road fencing, reducing or eliminating livestock and burro grazing, and controlling ravens and 
other predators.  The decision to make specific improvements would be based on site-specific 
evaluation of the proposed compensation lands, and need for improvements or management 
actions.  These enhancement actions would be made as site-specific initial improvements or 
included in the long-term management plan for each compensation parcel.  MM VEG-6 requires 
that the compensation lands for impacts to desert tortoise shall be within the Colorado Desert 
Tortoise Recovery Unit.  MM VEG-6 includes an estimate of total cost to acquire and manage 
compensation lands, based on current estimates of land values, evaluation and transaction costs, 
habitat improvements, and long-term management.  According to MM VEG-6, the project owner 
would be required to provide the compensation lands, or to provide financial assurance sufficient 
to carry out the habitat acquisition and management, no later than 30 days prior to initiation of 
ground disturbance.  The Applicant is currently working with Wildlands Inc. to develop a 
suitable compensation strategy addressing the resources and ratios described in MM VEG-6 (see 
Appendix C.12).  Specific compensation land availability cannot be identified or quantified at 
this time.  Wildlands Inc. provided a review of private land availability in the area during a 
meeting with resource agencies on March 2, 2012, indicating that acquisition of the requisite 
acreage of suitable compensation lands to mitigate desert tortoise habitat loss is feasible.  
Availability of most requisite acreage within the Interstate-10 corridor, as described in MM 
VEG-6 is feasible but acquisition at the full 1:1 ratio may be challenging. 

Special-Status Reptiles and Amphibians.  Based on habitat and geographic range, desert tor-
toise and rosy boa are the only special-status reptile or amphibian species with a moderate or 
greater probability of occurring on the project site (Section 3.4).  The Mojave fringe-toed lizard, 
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a BLM Sensitive Species known from the area, is not expected to occur on the site due to 
absence of suitable aeolian sand habitat.  No other BLM-designated Sensitive reptile or 
amphibian species are known from the project study area (see Section 3.4 and Appendices C.6 
and C.13).  Project impacts and mitigation for desert tortoises are described above.  Habitat on 
the project site is only marginally suitable for rosy boa due to the relatively flat topography and 
lack of boulders or rock crevices where they typically take cover.  However, the site is within 
their geographic range and could be occupied at low density.  Project impacts to rosy boa could 
include mortality or injury to snakes, and the loss of marginally suitable habitat.  These adverse 
impacts can be reduced or offset through implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through 
MM VEG-6 (described above and in full in Section 4.3.7) and MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact 
Avoidance and Minimization), below.  These measures would require biological monitoring 
during construction activities, moving rosy boas out of harm’s way, worker environmental 
awareness training, restoration of temporarily impacted areas, compensation for permanently 
impacted habitat at a minimum 1:1 ratio, minimization of impact areas, vehicle speed limits of 
15 miles per hour, measures to avoid creating wildlife pitfalls, and control of fugitive dust.   

Native Birds.  Native birds are protected under the California Fish and Game Code and federal 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) (see Section 3.4.1).  Most of these species have no other 
special conservation status as defined in Section 3.4.5.  The project also could have more specific 
impacts to special-status birds, dependent on the behavior, seasonality, and habitat requirements 
of each species.  These are discussed in more detail for each species or group of species, below. 

The entire project site and surrounding area provides suitable nesting habitat for numerous resi-
dent and migratory bird species.  Bird species diversity at the site is described in Section 4.3 and 
in the BRTR (Appendices C.6 and C.16).  Many adult birds would flee from equipment during 
initial vegetation clearance for project construction.  However, nestlings and eggs would be 
vulnerable to impacts during project construction, and are also protected by the MBTA and Fish 
and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513.  If initial site grading or brush removal were to occur 
during nesting season, then it likely would destroy bird nests, including eggs or nestling birds.  
One special-status species, the burrowing owl, is unlikely to flee the site during construction, due 
to its characteristic behavior of taking cover in burrows.  Potential project impacts and an avoid-
ance and mitigation strategy for burrowing owl are presented below. 

Numerous species of birds can become entrapped in vertical or horizontal open pipes with diam-
eters from 1 to 10 inches.  Cavity-nesting species are particularly vulnerable.  Examples of cavity-
nesting birds protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and 
Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513 that have been have been found dead inside open pipes 
include Say’s phoebes, owls, woodpeckers, kestrels, and ash-throated flycatchers (American Bird 
Conservancy 2011, Brean 2011).  Birds may enter into pipes either in search of nest sites or food 
and become entrapped.  Once inside the pipe, they cannot open their wings to fly, and cannot climb 
out on the smooth interior surface.  Once entrapped, they die from starvation and dehydration. 

Project impacts to nesting birds can be reduced or offset through implementation of Mitigation 
Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 (Section 4.3.7) and MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact 
Avoidance and Minimization), below.  These measures would require biological monitoring 
during construction activities, worker environmental awareness training, restoration of tempo-
rarily impacted areas, compensation for permanently impacted habitat at a minimum 1:1 ratio, 
minimization of impact areas, vehicle speed limits of 15 miles per hour, protection measures to 
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prevent wildlife entrapment in trenches, pipes, or other facilities or supplies, and control of 
fugitive dust.  In addition, Mitigation Measure WIL-3 (Pre-Construction Nest Surveys and 
Impact Avoidance Measures for Migratory Birds) describes pre-construction surveys, buffer 
areas, and other requirements to avoid bird mortality.  Some birds will likely nest in the project 
area during construction, even after initial grading and clearing.  Depending on the species, birds 
may nest on the ground close to equipment; within the open metal framework of the panel 
support structures; on buildings, foundations, structures, or construction trailers; or on idle 
vehicles or construction equipment left overnight or during a long weekend.  In areas where 
construction is phased (e.g., footings, or tower structures) birds may quickly use these features as 
nest sites.  The species most likely to nest in the project area during construction are common 
ravens, house finches, and mourning doves, all of which are protected by the MBTA and Fish 
and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513.  Due to the high probability that birds may nest on site 
during construction, MM WIL-3 requires regular monitoring of the work area throughout the 
breeding season.  In some cases, it may be necessary to reduce buffer areas or to remove or 
relocate a bird nest in coordination with the resource agencies to proceed safely with construc-
tion.  These measures are expected to effectively minimize adverse impacts to nesting birds on 
the site and to offset habitat loss through the acquisition and management of offsite lands.  Even 
with implementation of these measures, the project would result in an unavoidable residual net 
loss of habitat at the project site. 

Infrastructure and construction equipment could cause collision hazards to birds during project 
construction.  These construction phase hazards would be less important than similar collision 
hazards that could occur during the O&M phase.  These potential impacts are discussed in Sec-
tion 4.4.12. 

Burrowing Owl.  Burrowing owls have been observed on the site during winter and migratory 
seasons, but not during breeding season (Section 3.4).  However, the habitat on the project site is 
suitable, and burrowing owls could occupy the site in low numbers in future breeding seasons.  
Potential direct project impacts to burrowing owls would be similar to those described for 
nesting birds, but construction activities also could destroy occupied burrows or cause the owls 
to abandon burrows during any season.  If owls were present, construction during the breeding 
season could cause nest abandonment, or the incidental loss of fertile eggs or nestlings.  Burrow-
ing owls and their nests are protected under federal and State laws and regulations, including the 
MBTA and the California Fish and Game Code.  These impacts can be mitigated in part through 
implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 (Section 4.3.7); and MM 
WIL-1 and MM WIL-3 summarized above and presented in full, below.  These measures would 
require biological monitoring during construction activities, worker environmental awareness 
training, restoration of temporarily impacted areas, compensation for permanently impacted 
habitat at a minimum 1:1 ratio, minimization of impact areas, vehicle speed limits of 15 miles 
per hour, control of fugitive dust, preconstruction surveys for nesting birds, and buffers around 
active nests.  However, because burrowing owls characteristically take cover in burrows, the 
additional Mitigation Measure WIL-4 (Burrowing Owl Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and 
Compensation Measures) is required to further minimize or offset potential impacts.  This 
measure requires preconstruction surveys at any time of year, to account for breeding or 
wintering owls.  Passive relocation (CDFG 2012) may be utilized for active burrows in any work 
area, outside of the breeding season.  If needed, disturbance-free buffers would be established 
around any active burrows during the breeding season.  If active burrowing owl burrows are 
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destroyed during construction (after passive relocation of the owls), habitat loss would be offset 
as described in MM VEG-6.  These measures are expected to effectively avoid any take of 
burrowing owls by excluding them from the project area or if active nests are present, by 
avoiding disturbance in surrounding buffer areas.  These measures also are expected to offset 
habitat loss, though there would be a residual net loss of habitat at the project site. 

Golden Eagle.  Golden eagles are protected under the federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection 
Act (BGEPA) as well as the MBTA.  The project site does not provide suitable golden eagle 
nesting habitat.  However, the entire DHSP project area provides suitable foraging habitat, and is 
within 10 miles of known golden eagle nesting territories located in the Eagle Mountains, 
Coxcomb Mountains, and Chuckwalla Mountains.  These territories comprise eight golden eagle 
nests that were inactive in 2010, and one nest where eagle activity was observed but no young 
were fledged in 2010 (BLM 2011b; see Section 3.4).  Since preparation of the Draft EIS, the 10-
mile radius surrounding the project area was re-surveyed for golden eagle nesting activity during 
spring 2012.  Early nesting activity (“nest decoration”) was observed at one nest, but there was 
no subsequent activity; no eggs or young were present in the nest, and the adult golden eagles did 
not remain at the site (L. F. LaPre 2012, personal communication).  There have been no subse-
quent surveys for nesting activity.  Human intrusions near golden eagle nest sites in other areas 
have resulted in nest abandonment; high nestling mortality when young go unattended due to 
altered behavior by the parent birds; premature fledging; and ejection of eggs or young from the 
nest (Pagel 2010).  Under the BGEPA, nest abandonment or decreased golden eagle reproductive 
success caused by substantial interference with normal breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior, 
would constitute “take.”  Golden eagles would be likely to forage on the solar facility site at any 
time of year, particularly during winter and migration seasons due to larger numbers of golden 
eagles in the region and their larger winter foraging ranges.  Project construction would eliminate 
1,300 acres of suitable foraging habitat from within the likely foraging ranges of known nesting 
territories in the surrounding mountains.  During years when golden eagles nest in any of the 
territories surrounding the site, the project could affect their foraging habitat.  This habitat loss 
may also affect golden eagle foraging during winter and migratory seasons, or may affect 
foraging by unmated golden eagles during the nesting season.  The project area represents only 
about 0.6 percent potential foraging habitat within the presumed 10-mile foraging radius for any 
given territory, and much of the foraging habitat for local golden eagle territories is protected 
within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) or through other land use designations.  However, the 
project would contribute to an ongoing cumulative regional loss of golden eagle foraging habitat, 
as described in Section 4.4.16).  Impacts to golden eagle foraging habitat can be offset through 
Mitigation Measure VEG-6 (Section 4.3.7), which would require a minimum 1:1 compensation 
ratio for project impacts to vegetation and habitat, including suitable golden eagle foraging 
habitat. 

Golden eagle nesting territories in the Eagle and Coxcomb mountains are within or adjacent to 
JTNP and adverse effects to these nesting territories would therefore affect JTNP biological 
resources.  Project construction is not expected to cause substantial direct disturbance (e.g., 
noise, lighting, visual disturbance) to nest sites in the local nesting territories, due to their dis-
tance from the site.  However, implementation of Mitigation Measure WIL-5 (Golden Eagle Pre-
construction and Construction Phase Surveys) requires annual monitoring during nesting season, 
and requires the project owner to prepare and implement an adaptive management plan if golden 
eagles are found nesting in the area at any time during project construction.  Additionally, 
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Mitigation Measure WIL-6 (Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy) would require the project 
owner to prepare and implement an overall strategy to avoid, minimize, or mitigate project 
impacts to birds and bats, including golden eagles, in consultation with the USFWS.  The 
proposed mitigation measures are expected to effectively avoid any take of golden eagles and to 
offset habitat loss, though there would be a residual net loss of foraging habitat at the project site. 

Infrastructure and construction equipment could cause collision or electrocution hazards to 
golden eagles and other birds during project construction.  These construction phase hazards 
would be less important than similar collision and electrocution hazards that could occur during 
the O&M phase of the project, the gen-tie line, or alternatives.  These potential impacts are dis-
cussed in Section 4.4.12. 

Other Special-Status Raptors.  Several other special-status raptors have been reported on or 
near the project site, or are likely to occur in the area, at least during limited times of year. 

Several migratory raptor species, including Cooper’s hawk, sharp-shinned hawk, ferruginous 
hawk, northern harrier, merlin, and Swainson’s hawk, short-eared owl, and long-eared owl, spend 
winters in the southern California deserts or, (for Swainson’s hawk) migrate through the region 
en route between breeding habitat to the north and wintering habitat farther south.  Project con-
struction would eliminate or degrade foraging habitat for these species throughout the project 
area.  Impacts to raptor foraging habitat can be offset through Mitigation Measure VEG-6, which 
requires compensation for permanent impacts to vegetation at a minimum 1:1 ratio. 

Prairie falcon has not been reported in the project area, but would be expected to nest in the sur-
rounding mountains, including the mountains within JTNP, and to forage over the project site at 
any time of year, as described for golden eagle.  Adverse effects to any nesting territories based 
within JTNP would affect JTNP biological resources.  The project’s potential impacts to prairie 
falcon nesting and foraging habitat would be similar to those described for golden eagle.  Con-
struction of the proposed project or its alternatives has minimal potential to affect prairie falcon 
nest sites, but does have the potential to eliminate foraging habitat within range of nesting 
territories.  The prairie falcon is not Fully Protected under the California Fish and Game Code, 
but as a bird of prey, it is protected under the federal MBTA and the California Fish and Game 
Code Section 3503.5.  The impact to foraging habitat can be offset through Mitigation Measure 
VEG-6, although there will still be a residual net loss of foraging habitat at the project site. 

Infrastructure and construction equipment could cause collision or electrocution hazards to 
golden eagles and other birds during project construction.  These construction phase hazards 
would be less important than similar collision and electrocution hazards that could occur during 
the O&M phase of the project, the gen-tie line, or alternatives.  These potential impacts are dis-
cussed in Section 4.4.12. 

Gila Woodpecker.  Gila woodpecker was observed within the project area while setting up the 
winter point count locations, but was not observed during the subsequent 2011 winter or spring 
point counts.  In spring 2012, all desert dry wash woodland habitat was surveyed to determine 
presence or absence of breeding Gila woodpeckers, but no further Gila woodpecker observations 
were recorded (see Appendix C.20).  Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash 
Woodland) vegetation on the site may provide marginally suitable Gila woodpecker nesting hab-
itat (see Section 3.4), and there is a low possibility that it may nest on the site, or that the project 
site is near an occupied nesting territory.  Gila woodpecker is a state-listed endangered species.  
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In addition, as a native bird, it is protected under the MBTA and California Fish and Game 
Code.  Adverse project impacts to habitat can be offset through implementation of MM VEG-6 
(Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat), which requires compen-
sation for impacts to Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) at a 
ratio of 3:1.  Direct impacts to nesting Gila woodpeckers would be avoided through implementa-
tion of MM WIL-3.  The proposed mitigation measures are expected to effectively avoid any 
take of Gila woodpecker and to offset habitat loss, though there would be a residual net loss of 
microphyll woodland habitat at the project site. 

Special-Status Passerines.  The desert vegetation and adjacent mountains provide foraging, 
cover, or breeding habitat for resident and migratory birds.  In addition to the species described 
above, 7 special-status birds have been observed or have a moderate to high likelihood of occur-
ring on the site: Lucy’s warbler, Bendire’s thrasher, scrub jay (Eagle Mountains population), Le 
Conte’s thrasher, loggerhead shrike, Vaux’s swift, and vermillion flycatcher (See Section 3.4).  
Three of these species, scrub jay, Lucy’s warbler, and Vaux’s swift, were seen during migration 
seasons and are unlikely to use the site except during brief flyover or stopover periods.  Each of 
the other species may nest on site (see potential for occurrence in Table 3.4-2).  Potential project 
impacts to these species would be the same as those described for nesting birds.  These impacts 
can be mitigated through implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 
(Section 4.3.7), MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization), and MM WIL-3 
(Pre-Construction Nest Surveys and Impact Avoidance Measures for Migratory Birds).  These 
measures would require biological monitoring during construction activities, worker envi-
ronmental awareness training, restoration of temporarily impacted areas, compensation for per-
manently impacted habitat at a minimum 1:1 ratio, minimization of impact areas, vehicle speed 
limits of 15 miles per hour, control of fugitive dust, preconstruction surveys for nesting birds, 
and buffers around active nests.  These measures are expected to effectively minimize adverse 
impacts to special-status birds on the site and to offset habitat loss through the acquisition and 
management of offsite lands.  Even with implementation of these measures, the project would 
result in an unavoidable residual net loss of habitat at the project site. 

Infrastructure and construction equipment could cause collision hazards to birds during project 
construction.  These construction phase hazards would be less important than similar collision 
hazards that could occur during the O&M phase.  These potential impacts are discussed in Sec-
tion 4.4.12. 

Special-Status Bats.  Several special-status bats (pallid bat, western mastiff bat, California leaf-
nosed bat, pocketed free-tailed bat, big free-tailed bat, and Townsend's big-eared bat) could use 
the project site for foraging, but no suitable roosting habitat is available on the site for these spe-
cies.  Project construction could adversely impact special-status bats through the elimination of 
desert shrubland foraging habitat, particularly the Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodland 
(Desert Dry Wash Woodland) habitat.  During the project’s construction phase, storage ponds 
and lighting would be likely to attract nocturnal insects and, in turn, bats; possibly including 
special-status bats.  These attractants could lead to increased numbers of bats in the vicinity of 
structures or equipment, which could cause collision hazards.  These potential impacts can be 
mitigated in part through implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 
(Section 4.3.7) and Mitigation Measure WIL-6 (Bird and Bat Conservation Plan), which would 
require the project owner to prepare and implement an overall strategy to avoid, minimize, or 
mitigate project impacts to birds and bats in consultation with the USFWS.  These measures are 
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expected to effectively minimize potential hazards to bats, including special-status species, and 
to offset habitat loss.  Even with implementation of these measures, the project would result in an 
unavoidable residual net loss of habitat at the project site. 

Palm Springs Round-Tailed Ground Squirrel.  Project construction would eliminate margin-
ally suitable habitat for Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel throughout the project site, but 
would not affect aeolian sands and mesquite hummocks that characterize its primary habitat.  
Direct effects of project construction would include the same types of effects as described for 
general wildlife (habitat loss, mortality, and disturbance by noise and lighting).  Implementation 
of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 (Section 4.3.7) and MM WIL-1 (Wildlife 
Impact Avoidance and Minimization) would minimize or offset these impacts.  These measures 
would require biological monitoring during construction activities, moving special-status wildlife 
out of harm’s way, worker environmental awareness training, restoration of temporarily 
impacted areas, compensation for permanently impacted habitat at a minimum 1:1 ratio, 
minimization of impact areas, vehicle speed limits of 15 miles per hour, and control of fugitive 
dust. 

American Badger and Desert Kit Fox.  Recently active desert kit fox burrows and inactive 
American badger burrows occur on the project site (Section 3.4).  Although badgers were 
apparently absent during field surveys, a badger could construct a burrow and occupy the site 
prior to initiation of project construction.  Potential direct impacts to American badger and desert 
kit fox include mechanical crushing of individuals or burrows by vehicles and construction 
equipment, noise, dust, and loss of habitat.  The tortoise exclusion fence could entrap desert kit 
foxes or badgers in the project site and construction area if either species is on the site when the 
fence is built.  Animals trapped within the fence would almost surely die from direct or indirect 
effects of project construction (e.g., vehicle strike, inability to find sufficient food or thermal 
cover).  Implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 (Section 4.3.7) and 
MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization) would minimize or offset these 
impacts.  These measures would require biological monitoring during construction activities, 
moving special-status wildlife out of harm’s way, worker environmental awareness training, 
restoration of temporarily impacted areas, compensation for permanently impacted habitat at a 
minimum 1:1 ratio, minimization of impact areas, vehicle speed limits of 15 miles per hour, and 
control of fugitive dust.  In addition, MM WIL-7 (Desert Kit Fox and American Badger Impact 
Avoidance) would require the project owner to passively relocate desert kit fox or American 
badgers found within the project area.  Due to the recent outbreak of canine distemper virus in 
the local desert kit fox population, passive relocation planning must minimize or avoid any 
potential of worsening the outbreak, e.g., by causing diseased animals to spread the virus farther, 
or causing increased vulnerability to infection in healthy animals due to uncharacteristic 
wandering or increased physiological stress due to relocation.  Relocation planning must also 
include measures to prevent desert kit foxes from returning to the project site after passive 
relocation (e.g., by burrowing beneath fences).  MM WIL-7 would require the project owner to 
coordinate with CDFG to maximize efficacy of the passive relocation effort and to avoid take. 

Nelson’s Bighorn Sheep, Burro Deer, and Yuma Mountain Lion.  The project site provides 
marginally suitable foraging habitat and potential movement habitat for Nelson’s bighorn sheep 
and burro deer (their primary habitat areas are in the surrounding mountains).  Given the poten-
tial presence of these species, the Yuma mountain lion may also use the solar facility site infre-
quently for foraging or for movement among surrounding mountain ranges.  Loss of habitat on 
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the project site, and expected off-site impacts such as noise, lighting, and disturbance in sur-
rounding habitat have the potential to disrupt animals from foraging or moving through the area, 
and could increase risk of mortality or injury by collision with vehicles on roadways.  Potential 
impacts to foraging habitat would be relatively minor due to the location of the solar facility site, 
1.5 to 1.7 miles from the toeslopes of the nearest mountains (Coxcomb Mountains to the 
northeast and Eagle Mountains to the west).  These impacts would be further minimized or offset 
through implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 (Section 4.3.7) and 
MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization).  These measures would require 
biological monitoring during construction activities, worker environmental awareness training, 
restoration of temporarily impacted areas, compensation for permanently impacted habitat at a 
minimum 1:1 ratio, minimization of impact areas, vehicle speed limits of 15 miles per hour, and 
control of fugitive dust.  Another important potential impact to all three species is the reduced 
opportunity for movement among isolated desert mountain ranges where their primary habitat is 
found.  One potential result of this reduced movement opportunity is the decline or extirpation of 
local populations in individual mountain ranges, perhaps due to stochastic events such as a series 
of poor rainfall years which may cause reproductive failure.  Without immigration from another 
location, declining local populations may become extinct.  Impacts to wildlife movement are 
discussed further, below. 

Wildlife Movement.  The DHSP solar facility site is immediately south of the recently approved 
Desert Sunlight site.  At the time of commencement of analysis for this EIS in September 2011, 
only a small portion of the Desert Sunlight site had been disturbed; therefore, the effects of the 
DHSP solar facility on wildlife movement are analyzed here without the presumption that the 
remainder of Desert Sunlight would be built.  Please see the Cumulative Impacts section, below, 
for an analysis of the cumulative impacts of DHSP, Desert Sunlight, and other projects to wild-
life movement. 

The proposed DHSP solar facility site is located roughly midway between the three mountain 
ranges that surround the upper Chuckwalla Valley, including the Eagle Mountains and Coxcomb 
Mountains within JTNP.  Therefore, the project’s effects to wildlife movement and biological 
connectivity within the upper Chuckwalla Valley could affect biological resources within JTNP.  
The site presently contributes to potential wildlife movement routes through the Valley for many 
species, such as shrubland birds, and ground-dwelling small mammals and reptiles, as well as 
burro deer and mountain lion, particularly for southwest to northeast movement between the 
Chuckwalla DWMA (west of the site) and the Coxcomb Mountains.  This contribution to move-
ment habitat is limited, however, by existing land use patterns south and east of the proposed 
solar facility site, and by the DSSF project to the north (see Cumulative Impacts analysis, 
below).  Much of the open space to the south and east of the DHSP solar facility site includes 
large tracts of land used for agriculture (jojoba, date palms, etc.).  Some of these fields are 
actively farmed, while others are not.  However, degraded habitat, fences, and other alterations 
limit their function for wildlife movement through the areas within 3 miles of the southern 
boundary of the solar facility site.  To the east of the project site, a small (0.2 to 0.5 mile wide) 
corridor of open space exists between the site boundary and another large tract of agricultural 
land.  Project construction would further limit connectivity by eliminating movement oppor-
tunities across the site for most wildlife species, but the actual consequence to wildlife move-
ment would be minor due to the land uses and movement barriers described above.  Intermoun-
tain movements are more likely to occur in the less disturbed northern reaches of the Chuckwalla 
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Valley.  The limited wildlife connectivity value of the project site is also explained in Section 
2.17, which assesses a proposal to specify or designate a wildlife movement route through the 
abovementioned small corridor to the east of the proposed solar facility site. 

Suitable movement habitat on open space directly north of the DHSP site is within the Desert 
Sunlight site, which is currently under construction. 

The most important wildlife movement habitat in the upper Chuckwalla Valley is to the west (in 
the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU) and to the north of the Desert Sunlight site.  To the west of 
the solar facility site, wildlife movement is generally unencumbered through the open space 
areas extending to JTNP, with the exception of Eagle Mountain and Kaiser Roads, and the 
inactive Kaiser rail line.  To the north, there is extensive undisturbed upper bajada habitat 
between the northern extent of the DSSF site and the bases of the mountain ranges.  These lands 
contain relatively uninterrupted contiguous open space and undisturbed habitat, and are valuable 
for wildlife habitat connectivity among the surrounding mountain ranges.  However, the Colo-
rado River Aqueduct limits terrestrial wildlife movement to the north to a few “siphon” sites 
(Section 3.4.6). 

The upper Chuckwalla Valley is considered an important habitat linkage, characterized by 
diffuse gene flow between the Mojave and Colorado portions of the desert tortoise’s range 
(USFWS 2011b).  There are only a few such habitat linkage areas providing connectivity among 
desert tortoise populations within conservation areas (e.g., DWMAs) in the Mojave and Colo-
rado portions of their geographic range.  The existing pattern of public and private land owner-
ship, and potential for future development in the I-10 corridor, may threaten the viability of these 
linkages.  The USFWS identifies the upper Chuckwalla Valley and upper Pinto Wash, especially 
along the upper bajadas of the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, as the most viable remaining 
linkage in this region.  Therefore, the USFWS identifies conservation of the smaller-scale habitat 
accessibility within remaining portions of the habitat linkage as essential; these include (1) 
culverts and bridges beneath I-10; and (2) minimizing the future loss of desert tortoise habitat 
now providing habitat connections to these crossings.  Therefore, the USFWS identified specific 
conservation measures in its Biological Opinion for the Desert Sunlight project to maintain habi-
tat connectivity in this area.  One of these measures specifically targets compensation land 
acquisition within the BLM/private landownership checkerboard along the I-10 corridor between 
Cactus City and Desert Center.  An additional conservation measure entails planning and effec-
tiveness monitoring for desert tortoise habitat linkage north of the Desert Sunlight site, in the 
vicinity of the Colorado River Aqueduct. 

Mitigation Measure VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and 
Habitat) would offset project impacts to wildlife movement in the upper Chuckwalla Valley.  
MM VEG-6 incorporates the requirement that “The primary focus area for acquiring parcels to 
maintain/improve connectivity will be along the I-10 corridor between Desert Center and Cactus 
City with a priority on parcels that connect conserved lands on either side of the I-10 through 
large culverts or bridges; the habitat compensation ratio for mitigation lands along the I-10 cor-
ridor shall be 1:1 for each acre of total long-term and permanent disturbance.”   Because the proj-
ect site is modeled as low habitat value (Nussear et al. 2009), has low density of tortoises and 
their sign (Section 3.4), much of the local habitat has been disturbed and fragmented, and the 
most important desert tortoise movement habitat in the area lies west of the project footprint, 
project specific effects of the DHSP project would not substantially alter desert tortoise con-
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nectivity in this region.  Additional conclusions regarding wildlife movement are deferred to the 
cumulative impacts analysis. 

Wildlife Management Areas.  The solar facility site is not within either the Chuckwalla 
DWMA or Chuckwalla CHU.  The western edge of the southwestern parcel is adjacent to the 
Chuckwalla DWMA, and 46 acres of the Palen-Ford WHMA are included within the northern 
portion of the northeastern parcel (see Table 4.4-1 and Figure 3.4-1 in Appendix A).  The 46 
acres of the WHMA that are within the proposed solar facility site are isolated from the 
remainder of the WHMA and key WHMA resources, including the dunes and playa system to 
the east, by the intervening DSSF project now under construction (see Figures 3.1-1 and 3.4-1).  
The functionality of this portion of the WHMA is thus reduced compared to the WHMA as a 
whole.  As a result, the effects of the DHSP on this portion of the WHMA would be diminished 
by its configuration, but would not be eliminated.  Construction activities have the potential to 
directly impact species utilizing these special management areas as a result of habitat loss 
(WHMA only), noise, night lighting, and dust.  Mitigation measures for these impacts would be 
as described above.  Implementation of these measures would reduce direct impacts to adjacent 
wildlife management areas and the WHMA within the site. 

Indirect Effects 

In addition to direct impacts, project construction could have several indirect impacts to wildlife 
and its habitat, including introduction or spread of invasive weeds, depletion of groundwater and 
subsequent effects to groundwater-dependent vegetation and habitat, effects to displaced wildlife 
(establishing new home ranges, competition for resources, etc.), and increased predation due to 
predator “subsidies” (e.g., water storage ponds, litter) provided during construction.  The indirect 
effects to wildlife of invasive weeds and groundwater depletion, and mitigation of those effects, 
are as described in Section 4.3.  Herbicide application to mitigate potential impacts of invasive 
weeds may have secondary effects on wildlife, described below. 

Herbicide Application.  The adverse impacts of invasive weeds would be minimized by 
Mitigation Measure VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan), 
which would require the project owner to monitor weed occurrence throughout the project area, 
and to control substantial weed infestations using herbicides or mechanical means to remove 
weeds.  Herbicides may pose risks to terrestrial or aquatic animal species.  Herbicides that persist 
on-site could adversely affect animals that feed on target plants or are exposed to the herbicides 
(e.g., by digging or rolling in treated soil).  Accidental spills and herbicide drift from treatment 
areas could reach non-target areas on public or private lands near treatment areas.  The project’s 
Draft Integrated Weed Management Plan (IWMP; see Appendix C.10) includes specific 
measures to avoid application at project perimeters, in the vicinity of native vegetation or habitat, 
and to avoid overspray or spillage in any areas.  In addition, the Draft IWMP describes proposed 
usage and formulations of herbicides at the DHSP.  Use of herbicides would be in accordance 
with the measures and standard operating procedures in the BLM’s Herbicide PFEIS.  As 
described in Chapter 1, Section 1.9.1, the DHSP EIS is tiered to the Herbicide PFEIS.  
Complying with the measures and standard operating procedures in the Herbicide PFEIS, MM 
PHS-9, as well as other limitations described in the Draft IWMP, would avoid potential adverse 
effects of herbicides to wildlife.  Risks from proposed herbicides would be similar to, or less 
than, risks from currently-available herbicides.  Buffer zones would be used to reduce the risks 
from herbicide treatments.  The restrictions on herbicide use and application described in the 
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Integrated Weed Management Plan are expected to effectively avoid adverse impacts of 
herbicide application to wildlife. 

Wildlife Displacement.  Construction activities would cause most mobile vertebrate wildlife to 
leave, or attempt to leave the site.  Animals dispersing from the site would be subject to further 
adverse effects, potentially including mortality.  They would be at increased risk of predation and 
possible vehicle collisions as they flush from cover during site clearing.  After leaving their 
home territories, displaced animals may be unable to find suitable food or cover in new, unfamil-
iar areas.  They may attempt to return to their home ranges, possibly resulting in “fence-walking” 
and consequent exposure to predation or other effects.  If they find food and other resources, 
these may be within the occupied territory of another individual of the same or similar species, 
resulting in competition for resources.  These adverse displacement effects would apply to com-
mon wildlife species and to special-status species, including desert tortoises, which would be 
translocated from the site if found during preconstruction surveys.  Adverse impacts of wildlife 
displacement are an unavoidable residual impact of project construction. 

Increased Predation.  Project construction activities could provide resources in the form of 
trash, litter, or water, which attract and subsidize unnaturally high numbers of predators such as 
common ravens, coyotes, and feral dogs.  This influx of predators could cause unnaturally high 
predation pressure on desert tortoises and other wildlife species in the vicinity.  Predation by 
ravens on juvenile desert tortoises has been researched extensively.  Common raven populations 
in the California desert have increased in response to expanding human use of the desert.  The 
current level of raven predation on juvenile desert tortoises is considered an unnatural occurrence 
(USFWS 2011a).  Ravens and coyotes habituate to human activities and are subsidized by food 
(trash, road killed animals), water (irrigation or dust control overspray), and (for ravens) new 
perching, roosting, and nesting sites (transmission line structures and other structures) that are 
introduced or augmented by human encroachment.  Feral dogs also have emerged as major 
predators of the tortoise.  Dogs may range several miles into the desert and have been found 
digging up and killing desert tortoises (USFWS 2011a). 

There are numerous anthropogenic (human-caused) subsidies for ravens and other predators 
already present in the area.  Thus, tortoises may already be subject to elevated predation.  Addi-
tional loss of juvenile tortoises due to additional raven subsidies could have a long-term effect on 
the tortoise population by reducing juvenile tortoise survivorship (Boarman et al. 2006; Boarman 
2003).  The population-level consequences of this effect may not be apparent for years because 
tortoises do not typically reach sexual maturity until 15 to 20 years of age.  Due to the solar 
facility site’s proximity to JTNP, the project’s predator subsidy effects could extend to desert 
tortoise and other wildlife populations within the Park. 

The project’s potential for indirect impacts to increased predation on native wildlife, including 
desert tortoises, can be mitigated in part through implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 
(Assign a Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors), MM VEG-2 (Conduct Biological 
Monitoring and Reporting during Project Construction, Operations, and Decommissioning), MM 
VEG-3 (Prepare and Implement a Worker Environmental Awareness Program), and MM WIL-1 
(Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization).  In addition, MM WIL-8 (Raven Monitoring, 
Management, and Control Plan) would require management of all potential predator subsidies, 
monitoring of raven presence and abundance, implementation of specific control measures as 
needed, and contribution to the region-wide Raven Management Program.  These measures are 
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expected to effectively minimize potential for project-related increased predation on native 
species. 

Operation and Maintenance 

O&M activities of Alternative 4 could directly and indirectly affect wildlife and wildlife habitat 
on site due to long-term habitat alteration by the solar panels and other facilities, management of 
vegetation on-site for O&M, and ongoing potential to introduce new weed species or facilitate 
the spread of existing species. 

Direct Effects 

On-Site Habitat.  Project vegetation management during O&M would consist of mowing, 
weeding, or other vegetation control for compatibility with facility operations.  In addition, 
altered habitat (particularly shade beneath the solar panels) will alter existing shrublands and 
wildlife habitat suitability.  Overall impacts of these O&M procedures would prevent recovery of 
natural wildlife habitat conditions within the site throughout the life of the project.  Due to 
security and desert tortoise exclusion fences, as well as degraded habitat conditions throughout 
the site, the project site would remain generally unsuitable for many wildlife species, including 
special-status species addressed previously, throughout the life of the project.  These long-term 
impacts to habitat can be reduced through implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 
through MM VEG-6, which would require biological monitoring during ground-disturbing 
activities, moving special-status wildlife out of harm’s way, worker environmental awareness 
training, restoration of temporarily impacted areas, and compensation for permanently impacted 
habitat at a minimum 1:1 ratio  (Section 4.3.7). 

Noise and Lighting.  Some birds and other small wildlife species would re-occupy the solar 
facility site once construction activities are completed, where ongoing O&M noise and lighting 
may affect them.  Noise and lighting may also affect wildlife in the nearby off-site habitat.  
These effects would be qualitatively similar to the description of construction phase effects of 
noise and lighting, but would be of lesser magnitude.  Mitigation Measure WIL-1 (Wildlife 
Impact Avoidance and Minimization) would minimize these impacts. 

Evaporation Pond.  The proposed evaporation pond could affect wildlife by posing a drowning 
hazard; a water subsidy for predators; salt encrustations, which can interfere with flight or other 
activity; or salt toxicosis (poisoning).  Terrestrial wildlife exposure to the evaporation ponds 
would be limited by the perimeter exclusion fencing, and any animals that could encounter the 
ponds would likely be those that remain within the fenceline after the fence is erected at the start 
of construction activities.  Birds could remain vulnerable to these hazards.  Mitigation Measure 
WIL-1 requires covering the evaporation pond to prevent these impacts. 

If the evaporation pond dries completely at times, residual salts could become airborne and cause 
dust or health impacts to wildlife in surrounding habitat.  Mitigation Measure WIL-1 would 
minimize this effect by ensuring that salt sediment is promptly removed at regular intervals from 
the evaporation pond. 

Solar Panel Light, Glare, and Collision Risk.  Large-scale solar facilities present a relatively 
new and un-researched risk for bird collisions.  Studies conducted at the Solar One facility, a 
central receiver solar power plant near Daggett, California, indicated that bird mortality consisted 
predominantly of collisions with mirrors (McCrary et al 1986).  However, photovoltaic solar 
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panels are designed to absorb, rather than reflect, light.  While concentrating solar power systems 
are designed to reflect up to 90 percent of incoming sunlight, the glare and reflectance from PV 
panels is much lower; as little as two percent of direct and indirect sunlight is reflected (FAA 
Solar Guide Section 3.1.2, 2012).  Nonetheless, glare is associated with the proposed technology 
(see Appendix G-5, which shows a time-lapse visual simulation of the project and its minimal 
glare effects).  To date, little is known regarding the avian response to reflection or glare from 
PV solar technology; however, it is likely that glare will affect birds to some degree because the 
panels would reflect light and images, and might be mistaken for open sky or water.  Light 
reflecting from photovoltaic panels could cause an increase in glare and Polarized Light 
Pollution (PLP).  According to Horvath et al. (2009), PLP caused by anthropogenic structures 
can alter the ability of wildlife to seek out suitable habitat, detect or elude predators, or 
effectively navigate using natural polarized light patterns, ultimately affecting dispersal and 
reproduction.  Available information is not sufficient to allow quantification of the potential 
hazard.  Mitigation Measure WIL-6 (Bird and Bat Conservation Plan) requires an evaluation of 
potential collisions with solar panels, or other effects of polarized light on birds and bats, and 
implementation of adaptive management measures as appropriate to address those potential 
impacts.  This measure is expected to mitigate this potential risk to the extent feasible, but an 
unknown residual risk to birds may remain, even with implementation of the Bird and Bat 
Conservation Plan. 

Collisions and Electrocutions.  Solar panels and project infrastructure, such as overhead trans-
mission and distribution lines, could cause collision or electrocution hazards to birds or bats dur-
ing project O&M.  These hazards would be similar to those described below under O&M phase 
effects of gen-tie line Alternative B, and would be mitigated to the extent feasible through 
Mitigation Measure WIL-6 (Bird and Bat Conservation Plan) which requires an evaluation of 
potential collisions and conservation measures to minimize risk. 

Nesting Birds.  Some species of birds will likely nest in the project area during facility O&M.  
The potential for impacts to nesting birds during O&M would be similar to those described dur-
ing the construction phase for birds that may nest on the ground close to equipment, within the 
open metal framework of the panel structures, on buildings or other structures, or on idle con-
struction equipment.  The nesting behaviors of some native birds increases the likelihood that 
project O&M would require the removal or relocation of active nests in order to safely operate 
the facility.  Mitigation Measure WIL-6 (Bird and Bat Conservation Plan) requires an evaluation 
of potential project hazards to birds and bats, and implementation of adaptive management 
measures as appropriate to address them.  This measure is expected to mitigate this potential risk 
to the extent feasible, but an unknown residual risk to birds may remain, even with 
implementation of the Bird and Bat Conservation Plan. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of project O&M to wildlife and wildlife habitat include the introduction or 
spread of invasive weeds, depletion of groundwater and subsequent effects to groundwater-
dependent vegetation and habitat, alteration of ephemeral surface water flows, and increased 
predation due to predator “subsidies.”  The indirect effects to wildlife of invasive weeds and 
groundwater depletion, and mitigation of those effects, are as described in Section 4.3.  The 
indirect effects of predator subsidies during project O&M, and mitigation of those effects would 
be as described under indirect effects of construction. 
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Decommissioning 

The proposed methods of decommissioning of the solar facility are summarized in Chapter 2.  
The expected operational lifetime of the project is 30 years; however, the actual life of the proj-
ect could be longer or shorter.  When permanent closure is appropriate, a decommissioning plan 
will be prepared and submitted to the BLM for review and approval.  Closure strategies may 
include temporary “mothballing”, removing old facilities and upgrading to newer solar technol-
ogy, or complete removal of equipment and restoration of the land to BLM-approved specifica-
tions.  Fully decommissioning the site would involve removal and demolition of above-ground 
structures, dismantling and removing concrete structures to a depth of 3 feet, removal of under-
ground utilities within 3 feet of final grade, and excavation and removal of contaminated soils, if 
applicable (see Sections 2.4.6 and 2.9.4). 

Impacts to wildlife resources would vary, according to the decommissioning strategy and the 
intended re-use of the site. 

Direct Effects 

Facilities removal during decommissioning would be expected to take place within the approved 
project footprint, and would not be expected to remove or degrade wildlife habitat, except 
through the effects of noise, lighting, or similar direct off-site impacts, as discussed under direct 
effects of construction.  These impacts can be reduced through implementation of Mitigation 
Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-5 (Section 4.3.7).  Additionally, MM WIL-1 (Wildlife 
Impact Avoidance and Minimization), MM WIL-3 (Pre-Construction Nest Surveys and Impact 
Avoidance Measures for Migratory and Nesting Birds), MM WIL-6 (Bird and Bat Conservation 
Strategy), and MM WIL-8 (Raven Monitoring, Management, and Control Plan) would mitigate 
these impacts throughout the decommissioning phase. 

If the ultimate re-use of the solar facility site will be to return it to natural open space, then the 
expected recontouring and replanting during decommissioning would have a net benefit to wild-
life resources.  This potential beneficial impact cannot be evaluated at this time, pending the final 
re-use decision and the details of the decommissioning plan. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of project decommissioning to wildlife and wildlife habitat include the intro-
duction or spread of invasive weeds, depletion of groundwater and subsequent effects to 
groundwater-dependent vegetation and habitat, and increased predation due to predator “sub-
sidies” provided during construction.  The indirect effects to wildlife of invasive weeds and 
groundwater depletion, and mitigation of those effects, are as described in Section 4.3.  The indi-
rect effects of predator subsidies during project decommissioning, and mitigation of those effects 
would be as described under indirect effects of construction. 

Mitigation Measures 

MM VEG-1 Assign a Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors.  (Text provided in Sec-
tion 4.3, Biological Resources – Vegetation). 
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MM VEG-2 Conduct Biological Monitoring and Reporting during Project Construction, 
Operations, and Decommissioning.  (Text provided in Section 4.3, Biological 
Resources – Vegetation). 

MM VEG-3 Prepare and Implement a Worker Environmental Awareness Program 
(WEAP).  (Text provided in Section 4.3, Biological Resources – Vegetation). 

MM VEG-4 Minimize Construction-Related Impacts.  (Text provided in Section 4.3, Biolog-
ical Resources – Vegetation). 

MM VEG-5 Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Resources Management Plan.  (Text 
provided in Section 4.3, Biological Resources – Vegetation). 

MM VEG-6 Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat.  (Text 
provided in Section 4.3, Biological Resources – Vegetation). 

MM VEG-9 Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan.  (Text pro-
vided in Section 4.3, Biological Resources – Vegetation). 

MM WIL-1 Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization.  The project owner shall under-
take the following measures during the construction, O&M, and decommissioning 
phases (as applicable) of the project and related facilities in a manner to avoid or 
minimize impacts to biological resources.  Implementation of all measures shall be 
subject to review and approval by the BLM, Riverside County, and the Resource 
Agencies (CDFG and USFWS). 

1. Limit Disturbance Areas and Perimeter Fencing.  The boundaries of all 
areas to be disturbed (including staging areas, access roads, and sites for tem-
porary placement of spoils) shall be delineated with stakes and flagging prior 
to disturbance, in consultation with the Designated Biologist.  Spoils and top-
soil shall be stockpiled in areas already disturbed or to be disturbed by con-
struction, so that stockpile sites do not add to total disturbance footprint.  All 
disturbances, project vehicles, and equipment shall be confined to the flagged 
areas.  Parking areas, staging and disposal site locations shall similarly be 
located in areas without native vegetation or special-status species habitat. 

2. Minimize Road Impacts.  New and existing roads, road widening, or other 
road improvements shall not extend beyond the flagged impact area.  All 
vehicles passing or turning around would do so within the flagged impact area 
or in previously disturbed areas.  Where new access is required, the route shall 
be clearly marked (i.e., flagged and/or staked) prior to the onset of 
construction. 

3. Minimize Traffic Impacts.  Vehicular traffic shall be confined to existing des-
ignated routes of travel to and from the project site, and cross-country vehicle 
and equipment use outside designated work areas shall be prohibited.  The 
speed limit shall not exceed 15 miles per hour within any part of the project 
area, maintenance roads for linear facilities, or unpaved access roads to the 
project site where desert tortoise clearance surveys and translocations have not 
been completed. 
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4. Monitor During All Soil or Vegetation Disturbance.  Due to the possibility 
that desert tortoises, especially juveniles, may be found on the site after desert 
tortoise clearance surveys are completed and exclusion fencing is installed, 
the Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor shall be present at the site dur-
ing all project activities that have potential to disturb soil, vegetation, or wild-
life.  The Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor shall walk immediately 
ahead of equipment during brushing and grading activities.  Any ground-
disturbing activities occurring prior to construction site mobilization (e.g., for 
geotechnical borings or hazardous waste evaluations) shall be monitored by a 
Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor.  During all monitoring activities, 
the Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor will, to the extent practicable, 
actively or passively relocate wildlife out of harm’s way, where consistent with 
all adopted mitigation measures and other project requirements. 

5. Minimize Impacts of Transmission/Pipeline Alignments, Roads, and Stag-
ing Areas.  Staging areas, materials laydown areas, and other ancillary or 
temporary disturbance areas shall be restricted to areas where desert tortoise 
clearance surveys have been completed and that have been enclosed within 
desert tortoise exclusion fencing.  For transmission line construction or other 
activities outside of the fenced solar generator site, access roads, pulling sites 
and storage and parking areas shall be designed, installed, and maintained 
with the goal of minimizing impacts to native plant communities and sensitive 
biological resources.  The Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor shall 
evaluate potential for special-status plants or wildlife at every potential distur-
bance site along the lengths of the gen-tie line prior to any construction-
related disturbance, including access improvements.  Specifically, site selec-
tion of any area to be permanently or temporarily disturbed for gen-tie line 
construction shall avoid any desert wash, desert microphyll woodland species 
(blue palo verde or desert ironwood), and any aeolian sand habitat wherever 
feasible.  Where these sites cannot feasibly be avoided, the Designated Biolo-
gist shall outline site-specific requirements to minimize impacts to habitat and 
wildlife.  These requirements shall include, but will not be limited to, pre-
construction clearance surveys, exclusion fencing (e.g., for desert tortoise or 
Mojave fringe-toed lizard), on-site monitoring, and post-construction 
remediation. 

6. Implement APLIC Guidelines.  Transmission lines and all electrical compo-
nents shall be designed, installed, and maintained in accordance with the 
Avian Power Line Interaction Committee’s (APLIC’s) Suggested Practices for 
Avian Protection on Power Lines (APLIC 2006) and Mitigating Bird Colli-
sions with Power Lines (APLIC 1994) to minimize the likelihood of large bird 
electrocutions and collisions. 

7. Avoid Use of Toxic Substances.  Soil bonding and weighting agents used on 
unpaved surfaces shall be non-toxic to wildlife and plants. 

8. Minimize Lighting Impacts.  Facility lighting shall be designed, installed, 
and maintained to prevent side casting of light towards surrounding wildlife 
habitat.  To minimize risk of avian collisions with project features, only flash-
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ing or strobe lights shall be installed on features requiring safety lighting per 
FAA requirements. 

9. Minimize Noise Impacts.  To minimize disturbance to wildlife nesting or 
breeding activities in surrounding habitat, loud construction activities (e.g., 
pile driving) shall be avoided to the extent feasible from February 1 to August 
31.  Loud construction activities may be permitted from February 1 to August 
31 only according to the provisions of the Nesting Bird Management Plan 
described in MM WIL-3. 

10. Avoid Vehicle Impacts to Wildlife.  Vehicle parking and storage shall be 
permitted only within the area enclosed by desert tortoise exclusion fencing to 
the extent feasible.  No vehicles or construction equipment shall be moved 
prior to an inspection of the ground beneath the vehicle for the presence of 
desert tortoise or other wildlife.  If a desert tortoise is observed, it shall be left 
to move on its own.  If it does not move within 15 minutes, a Designated Biol-
ogist or Biological Monitor under the Designated Biologist’s direct 
supervision may remove and relocate the animal to a safe location if tempera-
tures are within the range described in the Desert Tortoise Field Manual 
(USFWS 2009: http://www.fws.gov/ventura/species_information/protocols_
guidelines/) and in accordance with the Biological Opinion for the project.  In 
order to minimize road strikes for all wildlife species, all access roads outside 
of the fenced project footprint shall be delineated with temporary desert 
tortoise exclusion fencing on either side of the access road, unless otherwise 
authorized by the BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG.  This proto-
col to avoid vehicle impacts to wildlife, including desert tortoises, shall be 
emphasized in the WEAP training (MM VEG-3). 

11. Avoid Wildlife Pitfalls: 
a. Backfill Trenches.  At the end of each work day, the Designated Biologist 

shall ensure that all potential wildlife pitfalls (trenches, bores, temporary 
detention basins, and other excavations) have been backfilled.  If backfill-
ing is not feasible, all trenches, bores, temporary detention basins, and other 
excavations shall be sloped at a 3:1 ratio at the ends to provide wildlife 
escape ramps, or covered completely to prevent wildlife access, or fully 
enclosed with desert tortoise-exclusion fencing.  All potential pitfalls 
(trenches, bores, temporary detention basins, storage ponds, and other 
excavations) outside the fenced areas shall be inspected periodically, but 
no less than three times, throughout the day and at the end of each 
workday by the Designated Biologist or a Biological Monitor.  Within the 
fenced area, potential pitfalls, including storage ponds, shall be inspected 
daily.  Should a desert tortoise or other wildlife become trapped, the Des-
ignated Biologist or Biological Monitor shall remove and, if applicable, 
relocate it as described in the Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan.  Any 
wildlife encountered shall be allowed to leave the area unharmed. 

b. Avoid Entrapment of Desert Tortoise.  Any construction pipe, culvert, 
or similar structure with a diameter greater than 3 inches, stored less than 
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8 inches aboveground for one or more nights, shall be inspected for tor-
toises before the material is moved, buried, or capped.  As an alternative, 
all such structures may be capped before being stored outside the fenced 
area, or placed on pipe racks. 

c.  Avoid Entrapment of Nesting or Migratory Birds.  All pipes or other 
construction materials or supplies will be covered or capped in storage or 
laydown areas and at the end of each work day in the solar field or gen-tie 
line during construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases.  No pipes 
or tubing of sizes or inside diameters ranging from 1 to 10 inches will be 
left open either temporarily or permanently. 

12. Minimize Standing Water.  Water applied to dirt roads and construction 
areas (trenches or spoil piles) for dust abatement shall use the minimal amount 
needed to meet safety and air quality standards in an effort to prevent the 
formation of puddles, which could attract desert tortoises and common ravens 
to construction sites.  A Biological Monitor shall patrol these areas to ensure 
water does not puddle.  Appropriate actions to minimize standing water shall 
be implemented by the project owner or by the Biological Monitor in 
coordination with BLM. 

13.  Injured Wildlife.  Any injured or dead wildlife encountered during project-
related activities (constriction, O&M, and decommissioning) shall be reported 
to the Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor(s) immediately.  The Desig-
nated Biologist or Biological Monitor will contact CDFG or a CDFG-
approved veterinary facility immediately to report the observation and deter-
mine the best course of action.  For special-status species, the Designated 
Biologist shall notify the BLM, USFWS, and/or CDFG, as appropriate, within 
24 hours of the discovery. 

14. Dispose of Road-Killed Animals.  Road-killed animals or other carcasses 
detected on roads near the project area shall be picked up immediately and 
delivered to the Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor.  For all road-
killed animals, the Designated Biologist shall retain the carcass in a freezer on 
site and contact CDFG within 30 working days for guidance on disposal, stor-
age, or curation.  For any road-killed special-status species, the Biological Mon-
itor shall contact CDFG and USFWS (for golden eagle or federally-listed spe-
cies, including desert tortoise) within one working day of receipt of the 
carcass for guidance on disposal, storage, or curation of the carcass.  The Bio-
logical Monitor shall report the special-status species observations as 
described in MM VEG-1. 

15. Minimize Spills of Hazardous Materials.  All vehicles and equipment shall 
be maintained in proper working condition to minimize the potential for 
fugitive emissions of motor oil, antifreeze, hydraulic fluid, grease, or other 
hazardous materials.  The Designated Biologist shall be informed of any haz-
ardous spills immediately as directed in the project Hazardous Materials Man-
agement Plan.  Hazardous spills shall be immediately cleaned up and the con-
taminated soil properly disposed of at a licensed facility.  Fueling and 
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servicing of construction equipment shall take place only at a designated area 
approved by the Designated Biologist.  Service/maintenance vehicles shall 
carry a bucket and pads to absorb leaks or spills. 

16. Worker Guidelines.  All trash and food-related waste shall be placed in self-
closing raven-proof containers and removed regularly from the site to prevent 
overflow.  Workers shall not feed wildlife or bring pets to the project site, 
including the logistics, parking, and other ancillary areas.  Except for law 
enforcement personnel, no workers or visitors to the site shall bring firearms 
or weapons.  Vehicular traffic shall be confined to existing routes of travel to 
and from the project site, and cross-country vehicle and equipment use outside 
designated work areas shall be prohibited.  The speed limit when traveling on 
dirt access routes within desert tortoise habitat shall not exceed 15 miles per 
hour. 

17. Implement Erosion Control Measures.  Standard erosion control measures 
shall be implemented for all phases of construction and O&M to prevent any 
sediment run-off from exposed slopes from entering state-jurisdictional stream-
beds within or outside the project site or work areas along the gen-tie line.  
Sediment and other flow-restricting materials shall be moved to a location where 
they shall not be washed back into the stream.  All disturbed soils and roads 
within the project site shall be stabilized to reduce erosion potential, both dur-
ing and following construction, except that soil stabilizer use may be limited 
in portions of roads crossing washes or stream channels consistent with 
applicable water quality requirements. 

18. Remove Unused Material and Equipment.  All unused material and equip-
ment, including soil and rock piles, will be removed upon completion of any 
activities located outside the permanently fenced area. 

19. Control and Regulate Fugitive Dust.  To reduce the potential for the trans-
mission of fugitive dust, the project owner shall implement dust control mea-
sures as described in mitigation measures defined in the Air Quality section.  
In addition, reverse osmosis brine or sediment shall be promptly removed at 
regular intervals and disposed at an approved waste facility.  A log document-
ing all brine or sediment removal shall be kept at the Operations & Mainte-
nance facility at all times. 

20. Cover Evaporation Ponds.  Prior to any discharge in the evaporation ponds, 
the project owner shall cover the ponds with netting designed to exclude birds 
and other wildlife from drinking or landing on the pond surfaces.  Mesh shall 
be 2 cm square or smaller, shall be installed to prevent sagging, and shall be a 
minimum of 5 feet above the surface of the water.  Netting with another mesh 
size or a smaller distance above the water may be installed if approved by the 
BLM in consultation with CDFG and USFWS.  The netted ponds shall be mon-
itored regularly to verify that the netting is intact; fulfilling its function in 
excluding birds and other wildlife; and does not pose an entanglement threat 
to wildlife.  Visual deterrents (e.g., flagging, reflecting tape, or hawk-shaped 
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kites) shall also be used in addition to netting.  As appropriate, these measures 
shall also be applied to construction water ponds. 

MM WIL-2  Desert Tortoise Clearance Surveys, Exclusion Fencing, and Translocation.  
The project owner shall avoid and minimize impacts to desert tortoises on the 
project site, by (1) fencing the project site to prevent tortoises from entering it 
during construction, O&M, or decommissioning; (2) removing all tortoises from 
the site prior to initiating construction; and (3) relocating or translocating tortoises 
to an appropriate off-site location, to be identified in a Translocation Plan.  
Methods for clearance surveys, fence specification and installation, tortoise han-
dling, artificial burrow construction, egg handling, and other procedures shall be 
consistent with those described in the USFWS (2009) Desert Tortoise Field 
Manual (http://www.fws.gov/ventura/species_information/protocols_guidelines) or 
more current guidance provided by CDFG and USFWS.  The project owner shall 
also implement all terms and conditions described in the Biological Opinion for 
the project, to be prepared by USFWS and all terms and conditions in an Inci-
dental Take Permit from CDFG.  Applicable conditions and requirements include, 
but are not limited to, the following: 

1. Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan.  The project owner shall contract a 
qualified biologist to prepare and implement a Desert Tortoise Translocation 
Plan in conformance with standards and guidelines described in Translocation 
of Desert Tortoises (Mojave Population) From Project Sites: Plan Development 
Guidance (USFWS 2010b) or more current guidance or recommendations as 
available from CDFG and/or USFWS, and meets the approval of the BLM, 
Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG.  The Plan will be provided to the 
Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) for review and comment.  The goal of the 
Plan shall be to safely exclude desert tortoises from within the project area, 
translocate them to appropriate locations off site, and minimize stress and 
potential for disease transmission.  For tortoises that may be found along the 
gen-tie line, the Plan’s goal will be to avoid impacts through construction 
monitoring, allowing the tortoise to leave the work area, moving it out of 
harm’s way if required and as permitted by the Biological Opinion, and 
avoiding disturbance to tortoise burrows through re-siting work sites and 
structures.  The Plan shall include all protocols for handling desert tortoises, 
evaluating tortoise health, translocation locations and procedures, monitoring 
methods for translocated tortoises, reporting, and contingency planning (e.g., 
handling an injured or diseased tortoise).  In addition, as an alternative to 
translocation, the Plan will identify a strategy to remove desert tortoises on the 
project site from the wild and place them permanently in facilities approved 
by USFWS and CDFG, to be fully funded by the project owner.  Suitable care 
or holding facilities for desert tortoises, and their capacity to accommodate 
desert tortoises, shall be identified.  The BLM and Riverside County will not 
accepted the plan as “final” until it has been reviewed and approved by the 
USFWS and CDFG.  Any modifications to the approved final Plan shall be 
made only with written approval by the BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, and 
CDFG.  A copy of the approved plan will be provided to JTNP. 
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2. Handling of Desert Tortoises.  Any desert tortoise located during any phase 
of the project shall be handled only by the Designated Biologist or Authorized 
Biological Monitor in accordance with the USFWS (2009) Desert Tortoise 
Field Manual and the project’s Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan, and any 
other applicable conditions made by the USFWS or CDFG.  Any time a tor-
toise is handled, the Designated Biologist shall record and report pertinent 
data, in accordance with the final Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan.  Moni-
toring of translocated desert shall be in accordance with the Desert Tortoise 
Translocation Plan and USFWS (2010b) guidance. 

3. Desert Tortoise Exclusion Fence Installation.  Permanent desert tortoise 
exclusion fencing shall be installed around the project site.  The alignments 
for all desert tortoise exclusion fencing shall be flagged and surveyed for des-
ert tortoise by the Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors no more than 
24 hours prior to the initiation of fence construction.  The fence alignment sur-
veys shall be conducted using techniques approved by the USFWS and CDFG 
and may be conducted in any season with USFWS and CDFG approval.  The 
fence alignment clearance surveys shall provide 100 percent coverage of all 
areas to be disturbed and an additional buffer 90 feet wide centered on the 
fence alignment (i.e., 45 feet along each side of the fence line).  Survey 
transects shall be no greater than 15 feet apart.  All potential desert tortoise 
burrows shall be examined to assess occupancy by desert tortoises.  Security 
fencing will be installed as near as is feasible to permanent desert tortoise 
exclusion fencing in order to prevent animals from being trapped between the 
two fences.  

a. Timing of Fence Installation.  The exclusion fencing shall be installed 
prior to the pre-construction clearance surveys.  No ground-disturbing 
activity will be permitted within the fenced area until completion of the 
pre-construction clearance surveys. 

b. Fence Material and Installation.  The exclusion fencing shall be con-
structed in accordance with the USFWS (2009) Desert Tortoise Field 
Manual (Chapter 8 – Desert Tortoise Exclusion Fence). 

c. Security Gates.  Security gates shall be designed with minimal ground 
clearance to prevent entry by tortoises.  The gates should be electronically 
activated to open and close immediately after the vehicle(s) have entered 
or exited to prevent the gates from being kept open for long periods of 
time.  Cattle grating designed to safely exclude desert tortoise may be 
installed at the gated entries to discourage tortoises from gaining entry (to 
be determined by the BLM in consultation with CDFG and USFWS). 

d. Fence Inspections.  The exclusion fencing shall be regularly inspected 
during project construction and operation.  If tortoises were moved out of 
harm’s way during fence construction, fencing in that area shall be 
inspected at least twice daily for a minimum of 7 days after moving the 
animal to ensure that the recently moved tortoise has not been trapped in 
the fence.  Thereafter, permanent fencing shall be inspected monthly and 
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within 24 hours following all major rains.  Major rains are defined as a 
storm(s) for which surface flow is detectable within the fenced drainages.  
Any damage to the fencing shall be temporarily repaired immediately to 
keep tortoises from entering the site, and permanently repaired within 48 
hours of observing damage.  Monthly and post-rainfall inspections of per-
manent site fencing shall continue throughout the construction, O&M, and 
decommissioning of the project.  Temporary fencing shall be inspected 
weekly and, where drainages intersect the fencing, during and within 24 
hours following major rains.  All temporary fencing shall be repaired 
immediately upon discovery of damage, and the Designated Biologist or 
Authorized Biological Monitor shall inspect the area to determine whether 
the damage may have permitted tortoise entry. 

e. Temporary Exclusion Fencing.  Any project activities during construc-
tion, O&M, or decommissioning that take place outside of the perma-
nently fenced site within desert tortoise habitat, and have the potential to 
disturb native soils or vegetation, shall be subject to fencing and pre-con-
struction clearing survey requirements, or shall take place only while a 
Biological Monitor is on-site.  Temporary tortoise exclusion fencing may 
be placed on access roads or other work sites, including gen-tie line con-
struction sites, in accordance with direction from BLM, Riverside County, 
USFWS, and CDFG.  The fence installation shall be supervised by the 
Designated Biologist and monitored by the Biological Monitors to ensure 
the safety of any tortoise present. 

4. Desert Tortoise Clearance Surveys.  Following construction of the tortoise 
exclusion fencing, the fenced area (including permanent and temporarily 
fenced areas) shall be cleared of tortoises by the Designated Biologist and 
Biological Monitors.  Clearance surveys shall be conducted in accordance 
with the USFWS 2009 Desert Tortoise Field Manual (Chapter 6 – Clearance 
Survey Protocol for the Desert Tortoise – Mojave Population) and shall con-
sist of at least two surveys covering 100 percent of the enclosed area by walk-
ing transects no more than 15 feet apart.  Surveys shall be repeated until two 
consecutive 100%-coverage surveys are completed without finding live tor-
toises.  Any tortoise located during clearance surveys shall be relocated and 
monitored in accordance with the Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan.  The 
fence perimeter shall also be inspected for any tortoises pacing outside the 
fence. 

5. Monitoring Following Clearing.  Following the desert tortoise clearance sur-
veys, the Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors shall monitor initial 
clearing and grading activities to find and translocate any tortoises which may 
have been missed during the clearance survey.  Should a tortoise be discov-
ered, it shall be translocated as described in the Desert Tortoise Translocation 
Plan to an area approved by the Designated Biologist.  Any time over the life 
of the project that a desert tortoise is found within the exclusion fencing, the 
Designated Biologist shall immediately contact the BLM, Riverside County, 
CDFG, and USFWS; monitor the tortoise’s location and activities; and imple-
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ment translocation of the animal in accordance with and the approved Desert 
Tortoise Translocation Plan and in consultation with the BLM, Riverside 
County, USFWS, and CDFG. 

6. Relocation of Other Special-Status Species.  Wherever feasible and safe, 
any special-status mammal or reptile incidentally encountered during desert 
tortoise clearance surveys or monitoring shall be actively or passively 
relocated outside the exclusion fencing. 

7. Reporting.  Methods and results of all activities described in this mitigation 
measure shall be reported by the Designated Biologist in the Monthly Compli-
ance Reports.  Within 30 days after completion of desert tortoise clearance sur-
veys and translocation, the Designated Biologist shall submit a Desert Tor-
toise Clearance Survey, Exclusion Fencing, and Translocation Report to the 
BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, CDFG, and JTNP describing methods and 
results of the fencing, clearance surveys, and translocation (if any).  The 
report will also document any other animals relocated during the clearance 
surveys. 

MM WIL-3  Nesting Bird Management Plan, Pre-Construction Nest Surveys, and Impact 
Avoidance Measures for Migratory and Nesting Birds.  The project owner will 
prepare a draft Nesting Bird Management Plan, describing measures to detect 
native birds that may nest on and adjacent to the project site or facilities and to 
avoid impacts to or take of those birds or their nests during all project phases.  
The draft Nesting Bird Management Plan will be submitted to the BLM for 
review and approval and the CDFG, USFWS, JTNP, and Riverside County for 
review and comment, and will be finalized by the project owner prior to issuance 
of BLM’s Notification to Proceed.  The Nesting Bird Management Plan will 
describe avoidance measures, such as buffer distances from active nests, based on 
the specific nature of project activities, noise or other disturbance of those 
activities, the bird species and conservation status, and other pertinent factors.  
The Plan will specify 330 feet as a standard buffer distance, and 500 feet for 
raptor species.  The Plan will also identify bird species (or groups of species) that 
are relatively tolerant or intolerant of human activities and specify smaller or 
larger buffer distances as appropriate for those species.  Additionally, the Plan 
will list all project construction activities and rank them in terms of noise and 
other potential disturbance to nesting birds, and specify any modifications to 
buffer areas as appropriate to each activity.  The Plan will also identify specific 
measures (if any) to prevent or reduce bird nesting activity on project facilities.  
The Plan will include specific monitoring measures to track any active bird nest 
within or adjacent to the project site, bird nesting activity, project-related 
disturbance, and fate of each nest.  The Nesting Bird Management Plan may be 
incorporated into the Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (MM WIL-6) as a 
separate chapter.  Pre-construction nest surveys for nesting birds shall be 
conducted prior to any construction activities that will occur during the breeding 
period (from February 1 through August 31).  The project owner shall take mea-
sures to avoid impacts to any active bird nest within or adjacent to a work area.  
The Designated Biologist or Biological Monitors conducting the surveys shall be 
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experienced bird surveyors and familiar with standard nest-locating techniques 
such as those described in Martin and Guepel (1993).  Surveys shall be conducted 
in accordance with the following guidelines.  Nothing in this measure requires the 
project owner to conduct nesting bird surveys by entering private lands adjacent 
to the project site when the project owner has made reasonable attempts to obtain 
permission to enter the property for survey work but was unable to obtain such 
permission.  In this situation only, the project owner may substitute binocular sur-
veys for protocol field surveys.  Burrowing owl surveys are addressed in MM 
WIL-4; this measure applies to other birds. 

1. Surveys shall cover all potential nesting habitat within the project site or other 
work areas and within a 500-foot buffer of these areas; 

2. At least two pre-construction surveys shall be conducted, separated by a mini-
mum 10-day interval.  The second pre-construction survey shall be conducted 
no more than 2-3 days prior to the start of construction activity.  Additional 
follow-up surveys may be required if periods of construction inactivity exceed 
one week in any given area (an interval during which birds may establish a 
nesting territory and initiate egg laying and incubation); 

3. If active nests are detected during the survey, the project owner will 
implement avoidance measures identified in the Nesting Bird Management 
Plan, and the Designated Biologist will be responsible for monitoring the 
implementation, conformance, and efficacy of those measures, according to 
the monitoring requirements of the Nesting Bird Management Plan.   

4. A monitoring plan shall be prepared and implemented as part of the Nesting 
Bird Management Plan to ensure no disturbance to active nests present within 
or adjacent to the work area takes place; the plan shall be reviewed and 
approved by BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG prior to the 
initiation of ground-disturbing activities; 

5. Prior to the start of any project-related ground disturbance activities, the Des-
ignated Biologist shall provide the BLM, Riverside County, CDFG, USFWS, 
and JTNP a report or memorandum describing the findings of the pre-con-
struction nest surveys, including the time, date, and duration of the survey; 
identity and qualifications of the surveyor(s); and a list of species observed.  If 
active nests are detected during the surveys, the report shall include 
descriptions of avoidance zones and methods used to determine avoidance 
zones and maps or aerial photos identifying nest locations and the boundaries 
of no-disturbance buffer zones; 

6. The Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor shall monitor the nest until 
nestlings have fledged and dispersed.  Activities that might, in the opinion of 
the Designated Biologist, disturb nesting activities shall be prohibited within 
the buffer zone until such a determination is made; 

7.   The Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor shall monitor work areas, 
including active work areas, throughout the breeding season each year, through-
out the construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases of the project; and 
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8. Throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases of the proj-
ect, nest locations, project activities in the vicinity of nests, and any adjust-
ments to buffer areas shall be described and reported in regular monitoring 
and compliance reports described in MM VEG-2. 

MM WIL-4 Burrowing Owl Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Compensation Mea-
sures.  Pre-construction surveys for burrowing owls shall be conducted prior to 
any construction activities, at any time of year.  The project owner shall take 
measures to avoid impacts to any active burrowing owl burrow within or adjacent 
to a work area.  Nothing in this condition requires the project owner to conduct 
burrowing owl surveys by entering private lands adjacent to the project site when 
the project owner has made reasonable attempts to obtain permission to enter the 
property for survey work but was unable to obtain such permission.  In this 
situation only, the project owner may substitute binocular surveys for protocol 
field surveys. 

1. Pre-Construction Surveys.  The Designated Biologist shall conduct pre-con-
struction surveys for burrowing owls, no more than 30 days prior to the start 
of ground-disturbing activities in any part of the project area.  Surveys shall be 
conducted within the project site and along all linear facilities in accordance 
with the most current CDFG guidelines (CDFG 2012or updated guidelines as 
they become available).  Phase 2 surveys consistent with those guidelines may 
be conducted concurrently with desert tortoise clearance surveys.  Burrowing 
owl surveys shall also be completed within all suitable habitat within 500 feet 
of all project disturbance areas. 

2. Avoidance Measures.  If an active burrowing owl burrow is detected within any 
project disturbance area, or within a 500-foot buffer of the disturbance area(s), 
the following avoidance and minimization measures shall be implemented: 

a. A 330-foot radius buffer zone surrounding the burrow shall be flagged, 
and no impacts to soils or vegetation or noise levels above 65 dBA will be 
permitted while the burrow remains active or occupied.  Disturbance-free 
buffers may be modified based on site-specific conditions in consultation 
with the California Department of Fish and Game. 

b. Monitoring and reporting the burrowing owl burrow and surrounding 
activities shall be as described for active bird nests (MM WIL-3). 

3.   Document Activity.  Burrowing owl burrows may only be destroyed after the 
Designated Biologist has determined that the burrows are no longer occupied 
or active. 

4. Habitat Compensation.  If known burrowing owl burrows are destroyed dur-
ing the course of the project, then the project owner shall mitigate this impact 
by acquisition and protection of compensatory mitigation lands for burrowing 
owls, according to the requirements described in Mitigation Measure VEG-6 
(Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat).  The 
project owner shall provide for the management and protection, in perpetuity, 
of 19.5 acres of land for each single burrowing owl or breeding pair of 
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burrowing owls that is displaced by construction of the project.  This 
compensation acreage of 19.5 acres per single bird or pair of nesting owls 
assumes that there is no evidence that the compensation lands are occupied by 
burrowing owls.  If burrowing owls are observed to occupy the compensation 
lands, then the replacement ratio will be 13.0 acres per pair or single bird.  
This off-site burrowing owl habitat may be “nested” within habitat acreage 
designated as compensation for other biological resources, so long as it pro-
vides sufficient acreage of suitable burrowing owl habitat (see MM VEG-6). 

5. Passive Relocation.  If active burrowing owl burrows are located within the 
project site or any work area, the project owner may contract a qualified biol-
ogist to passively relocate the owls, outside the nesting season only, by pre-
paring and implementing a Burrowing Owl Passive Relocation Plan, as 
described below.  No relocation of burrowing owls will be permitted during 
breeding season, unless the Designated Biologist determines that an occupied 
burrow is not occupied by a mated pair.  The Plan shall include, but not be 
limited to, the following elements: 

a.   Assessment of Suitable Burrow Availability.  The Plan shall include an 
inventory the availability of existing, suitable, and unoccupied burrow 
sites within 100 meters (330 feet) of the project area or work site.  Suitable 
burrows will include inactive desert kit fox, ground squirrel, or desert tor-
toise burrows that are deep enough to provide suitable burrowing owl 
nesting sites (as determined by the Designated Biologist or other biologist 
authorized by the Resource Agencies and BLM).  If two or more suitable 
and unoccupied burrows are present in the area for each burrowing owl 
that will be passively relocated, then no replacement burrows will need to 
be built. 

b.   Replacement Burrows.  For each burrowing owl that will be passively 
relocated, if fewer than two suitable unoccupied burrows are available in 
the area, then the project owner shall construct at least two replacement 
burrows within or near the project area.  Burrow replacement sites shall be 
in areas of suitable habitat for burrowing owl nesting, and be characterized 
by minimal human disturbance and access.  Relative cover of non-native 
plants within the proposed relocation sites shall not exceed the relative 
cover of non-native plants in the adjacent habitats; and the Plan shall 
describe measures to ensure that burrow installation or improvements 
would not affect sensitive species habitat or any burrowing owls already 
present in the relocation area.  The Plan shall provide guidelines for 
creation or enhancement of at least two natural or artificial burrows for 
each active burrow within the project disturbance area, including a discus-
sion of timing of burrow improvements, specific location of burrow instal-
lation, and burrow design.  Design of the artificial burrows shall be consis-
tent with CDFG guidelines (CDFG 2012 or more current guidance as it 
becomes available) and shall be approved by the BLM, Riverside County, 
CDFG, and USFWS. 
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c. Methods.  Provide detailed methods and guidance for passive relocation 
of burrowing owls, outside the breeding season.  Occupied burrows may 
not be disturbed during the nesting season (February 1 to August 31) to 
avoid “take” under the MBTA and Fish and Game codes, unless the Des-
ignated Biologist determines it is not occupied by a mated pair. 

d. Monitoring and Reporting.  Describe monitoring and management of the 
replacement burrow site(s), and provide a reporting plan.  The objective shall 
be to manage the relocation area for the benefit of burrowing owls, with 
the specific goal of maintaining the functionality of the burrows for a min-
imum of two years. 

MM WIL-5  Golden Eagle Pre-construction and Construction Phase Surveys.  The project 
owner shall implement the following measures to document golden eagle 
occurrence in the project area and surrounding mountains.  Survey schedule and 
requirements will be as identified below unless otherwise authorized by the BLM 
in consultation with the USFWS and CDFG.   

1. Annual Winter and Nesting Season Surveys.  Beginning in winter 2011-12, 
and continuing throughout the construction phase of the project, the project 
owner shall contract with a qualified ornithologist to conduct winter season 
and nesting season surveys of golden eagle habitat use in Chuckwalla Valley 
and surrounding mountains within a 10-mile radius of the project site and gen-
tie alignment.  Nesting season surveys will determine occupancy, produc-
tivity, and chronology of known or newly discovered nesting territories within 
the 10-mile radius.  Survey methods for the inventory shall be either ground-
based or helicopter-based, as described in the Golden Eagle Technical Guidance 
(Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS.  Winter 
surveys will evaluate golden eagle occurrence and habitat use within the 
10-mile radius during winter. 

2. Winter Season Survey Data.  Data collected during winter season surveys 
shall include dates, times, locations, observation minutes, nest status, and 
weather conditions during field surveys; panoramic photographs from the 
survey locations, indicating areas viewed; and compilations of all golden 
eagle and other raptor observations for each survey date. 

3. Nesting Season Inventory Data.  Data collected during the nesting season 
surveys shall include at least the following: territory status (unknown, vacant, 
occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful); nest location, nest ele-
vation; age class of golden eagles observed; nesting chronology; number of 
young at each visit; photographs; and substrate upon which nest is placed. 

4. Determination of Unoccupied Territory Status.  A nesting territory or 
inventoried habitat shall be considered unoccupied by golden eagles only after 
completing at least two full surveys in a single breeding season. 

5. Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan.  If an occupied nest (as 
defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of the project site or 
gen-tie line alignment, the project owner shall contract a qualified biologist to 
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prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for 
the duration of construction to ensure that project construction activities do 
not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles.  The monitoring methods 
shall be consistent with those described in the Golden Eagle Technical Guid-
ance (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS.  The 
Monitoring and Management Plan shall be implemented upon its approval by 
BLM, in consultation with USFWS, Riverside County, and CDFG.  A copy 
shall be provided to JTNP for review and comment.  Triggers for adaptive 
management shall include any evidence of project-related disturbance to 
nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (dis-
placement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; 
changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.  The 
Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive man-
agement actions, to include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction 
activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of 
golden eagle disturbance. 

6. Reporting.  Golden eagle survey data and, if applicable, nest activity monitor-
ing results and any adaptive management actions taken, will be provided to 
BLM, Riverside County, CDFG, USFWS, and JTNP in monthly monitoring 
reports, as seasonal data becomes available and if specific nest monitoring or 
any adaptive management actions are taken, and summarized in annual project 
monitoring reports. 

MM WIL-6  Bird and Bat Conservation Plan.  The project owner shall contract a qualified 
biologist to prepare and implement a Bird and Bat Conservation Plan (formerly 
titled Avian and Bat Protection Plan) in consultation with the USFWS.  The 
objective of the Bird and Bat Conservation Plan will be to minimize death, injury, 
or other adverse effects to birds or bats, including potential for take of golden 
eagles, from project disturbance or from collisions with facility features including 
power plant structures, gen-tie lines or towers, evaporation ponds, and other facil-
ities.  The Plan will provide: 

 A summary of Avian Point Count data (and raw data sheets from bird surveys); 

 All available biological information about golden eagles that breed, feed, 
shelter and/or migrate in a 10-mile buffer of the project site; 

 A detailed description of ongoing and future golden eagle surveying, nest 
activity monitoring, and monitoring plan (see MM WIL-5); 

 A cumulative effects analysis of regional impacts to golden eagle foraging 
habitat; 

 An assessment of the project’s potential risks to birds and bats. 
The Bird and Bat Conservation Plan shall conform to the recommendations of the 
USFWS (2010c) or more current guidelines if available.  It shall describe all proj-
ect facilities that have the potential to affect birds or bats (including collisions or 
effects of polarized light from the solar panels); describe all design and opera-
tional features incorporated to minimize potential effects, and identify additional 
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adaptive management measures to be implemented as needed (e.g., visual 
screening on the perimeter fence to minimize bird and bat access into the facility; 
modifications such as netting or shielding to exclude nesting birds from facilities; 
seasonal modifications to panel washing, maintenance or inspection schedules to 
prevent damage to bird nests, or deterrents to prevent birds or bats from accessing 
facilities).  In addition, if the O&M facility is developed off-site, a monopole 
structure will be used to support telecommunications equipment in order to deter 
bird nesting and use by ravens.  The Plan also shall provide a reporting schedule 
for all actions taken during project construction, O&M, and decommissioning.  
The Plan will be subject to approval by the USFWS, in consultation with BLM, 
Riverside County, CDFG, and JTNP. 

MM WIL-7 Desert Kit Fox and American Badger Impact Avoidance.  The project owner 
shall contract a qualified biologist to prepare a Draft Passive Relocation Plan for 
Desert Kit Fox and American Badger; conduct a pre-construction survey to locate 
and identify all potential dens or burrows of desert kit fox or American badger 
within the proposed solar facility project area; and implement the Passive Reloca-
tion Plan.  Surveys and exclusion of any desert kit fox or American badger 
present will be scheduled and designed to be completed before initiation of site 
preparation (i.e., site clearing, initial grading, or storage pond construction) to 
ensure these animals are not within the site as construction proceeds.  The survey 
should be conducted well in advance of site preparation or desert tortoise 
exclusion fencing to ensure effective passive relocation of the animals from the 
project site.  The Draft Passive Relocation Plan shall be submitted to CDFG and 
BLM for review and approval and to JTNP for review and comment prior to 
implementation.  The passive Relocation Plan shall include measures as listed 
below, to be implemented if potential burrows of either species are located within 
the project area. 

1. All potential kit fox or badger dens shall be classified as inactive, potentially 
active, or definitely active.  Inactive dens within the project area, or that 
would be directly impacted by any construction activities, shall be excavated 
by hand and backfilled to prevent reuse. 

2. Potentially active dens within the project boundaries shall be monitored for 
three consecutive nights using a tracking medium (such as diatomaceous earth 
or fine clay) and/or motion-activated infrared camera stations at the entrance.  
If no tracks are observed in the tracking medium or no photos of the target 
species are captured after three nights, the den shall be considered inactive, 
and excavated and backfilled by hand. 

3. Occupied kit fox or badger dens, if present, shall be flagged and monitored 
daily to determine whether the den is occupied by a female with young (i.e., a 
maternity den) and ground-disturbing activities shall be avoided within 200 
feet of the den as long as it remains occupied. 

4. The Plan shall include an inventory of existing, suitable, and unoccupied 
burrow sites within 100 meters (330 feet) of the project area or work site.  If 
badgers or kit foxes must be relocated from the project area, at least two 
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unoccupied “escape dens” must be available for each active badger or kit fox 
den to be excavated.  If insufficient unoccupied escape dens are available, 
then the project owner shall construct them at suitable sites outside the project 
boundaries for each active badger or kit fox den to be excavated prior to 
passive relocation or forced dispersal.  The Draft Plan will include a descrip-
tion of any proposed or potential ground disturbing activities related to kit fox 
relocation (e.g., locations for artificial burrow construction). 

5. Solitary male kit foxes or badgers, or females without young, shall be 
“passively relocated” by slowly excavating the burrow (by hand under the 
direct supervision of the Designated Biologist) and allowing the animal to 
disperse from the site (e.g., by providing a temporary monitored opening in 
the fence and directing the animal toward the opening with temporary plastic 
construction fencing).  In the event that passive relocation techniques fail, the 
project owner will contact CDFG to explore other relocation options. 

6. Maternity dens shall be avoided during the pup-rearing season and a minimum 
200-foot disturbance-free buffer maintained around them.  Female kit foxes or 
badgers with young, if present, shall not be directed off-site until the young 
are ready to leave the dens and sufficiently independent from the parents. 

7. The Plan will include measures to prevent animals from returning to the proj-
ect site or, if they do return, to passively exclude them a second time. 

8.   The Plan will provide CDFG the opportunity to test animals for canine 
distemper virus, vaccinate them against it, fit the animals with radio collars for 
follow-up tracking, or take other management actions as appropriate. 

9. A written memorandum documenting the implementation of the removal or 
forced dispersal shall be provided to BLM, Riverside County, CDFG, and 
JTNP within 30 days of completion. 

MM WIL-8 Raven Monitoring, Management, and Control Plan.  The project owner shall 
contract a qualified biologist to prepare and implement a Raven Monitoring, Man-
agement, and Control Plan (Raven Plan) that shall be consistent with current 
USFWS raven management guidelines and that meets the approval of the BLM, 
Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG.  The purpose of the Raven Plan shall be 
to minimize project-related predator subsidies and prevent any increases in raven 
numbers or activity during construction, O&M, and decommissioning.  The Plan 
shall address all project components and their potential effects on raven numbers 
and activity.  The threshold for implementation of raven control measures shall be 
any increases in raven numbers from baseline conditions, as detected by monitor-
ing to be implemented pursuant to the Plan.  Regardless of raven monitoring 
results, the project owner shall be responsible for all other aspects of raven man-
agement described in the Plan, including avoidance and minimization of project-
related trash, water sources, or perch/roost/nest sites that could contribute to 
increased raven numbers, throughout the life of the project, including construc-
tion, O&M, and decommissioning.  In addition, to offset the cumulative contribu-
tions of the project to desert tortoise from increased raven numbers, the project 
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owner shall contribute to the USFWS Regional Raven Management Program.  
The project owner shall do all of the following: 

1. Prepare and Implement a Raven Management Plan that shall include, but 
shall not be limited to the following components.  The Plan shall be finalized 
and approved by BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG and provided 
to the JTNP for review and comment prior to the start of construction 
activities. 

a. Identify all potential project activities, structures, components, and other 
effects that could provide predator subsidies or attractants, including 
potential sources of food and water, as well as nest or perch sites.  These 
will include but will not be limited to waste food material, road killed 
animals, water storage (including evaporation ponds and construction 
phase storage ponds), potential pooling from leaks, dust control, or waste 
water, and perch or roost sites on project facilities and infrastructure; 

b. Describe management practices to avoid or minimize conditions that 
might increase raven numbers and predatory activities; 

c. Specify a program to monitor raven presence in the project vicinity and 
detect any increase in numbers or activity; 

d. Specify raven activity thresholds for implementation of control measures; 

e. Describe control practices for ravens to be implemented as needed based 
on the monitoring results; 

f. Address monitoring and nest removal during construction and for the life 
of the project; and 

g. Describe reporting schedules and requirements.  For the first year of 
reporting, the project owner shall provide quarterly reports describing 
implementation of the Plan, thereafter the reports shall be submitted 
annually for the life of the project. 

2. Contribute to the USFWS Regional Raven Management Program.  No later 
than 30 days prior to the start of construction, the project owner shall submit 
payment to the project sub-account of the REAT Account held by the National 
Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) to support the USFWS Regional Raven 
Management Program.  The amount shall be a one-time payment of $105 per 
acre of long-term or permanent disturbance (totaling $136,500 for a distur-
bance area of 1,300 acres, to be adjusted according to final project footprint). 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Some of the mitigation measures presented in this section and in Section 4.3 would mitigate 
adverse impacts to wildlife resources by minimizing or preventing the impacts from occurring.  
For example, MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization) would minimize 
adverse impacts to wildlife, to the extent feasible through measures such as limiting disturbance 
areas and fencing, maintain a 15 miles-per-hour speed limit on access roads, requiring monitor-
ing during all soil and vegetation disturbance, avoiding toxic soil binders, minimizing lighting, 
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maintaining noise levels below 65 dBA during the bird nesting season, minimizing dust, and 
avoiding entrapment of wildlife; and MM WIL-3 (Pre-Construction Nest Surveys and Impact 
Avoidance Measures for Migratory and Nesting Birds) would avoid or prevent destruction of 
active birds’ nests, including eggs and nestling birds.  Other mitigation measures would offset 
project impacts.  MM VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and 
Habitat) requires acquisition and management of off-site vegetation and habitat in perpetuity to 
offset the permanent loss of vegetation and habitat on the project site.  This measure, although 
compensating for impacts to wildlife habitat, would not prevent those impacts from occurring. 

With the implementation of mitigation measures described in Section 4.3 and MM WIL-1 
through MM WIL-8, the residual impacts to wildlife resources would be 

1. the net loss of habitat on the project site for the duration of project O&M and for some 
period after ultimate site restoration after decommissioning; 

2. the mortality of small mammals, reptiles, or other species unable to escape the site during 
initial site clearing and preparation; 

3. the fragmentation and impaired connectivity of wildlife habitat in the upper Chuckwalla 
Valley over the life of the project; 

4. the effects of noise, lighting, dust, and other disturbances to adjacent off-site habitat dur-
ing construction, O&M, and decommissioning; 

5. effects to displaced wildlife (finding and establishing new home ranges, intra- and/or 
interspecific competition for food and other resources, etc.); and 

6. the potential, but unquantified loss of birds during project O&M. 

These impacts are described above under direct and indirect impacts of project construction and 
operation. 

4.4.8 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Alternative 5 would have the same project boundaries as Alternative 4, except that it would 
exclude the portion of the site which is within the Palen-Ford WHMA, as shown on Figure 2-9, 
Alternative 5: Solar Project Excluding WHMA, in Appendix A.  Alternative 5 would encompass 
1,161 acres.  It would not incorporate any substantial changes to construction, O&M, or 
decommissioning from those described for Alternative 4. 

Construction 

Direct and indirect effects to wildlife resources during construction of Alternative 5 would be as 
described in Section 4.4.7 with respect to the construction of Alternative 4, except that the 
acreage of impacts would be reduced by 47 acres, from 1,208 to 1,161 (see Table 4.4-1), and 
there would be no direct impacts to the Palen-Ford WHMA. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct and indirect effects to wildlife resources during O&M of Alternative 5 would be as 
described in Section 4.4.7 for the indirect O&M effects of Alternative 4. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct and indirect effects to wildlife resources during decommissioning of Alternative 5 would 
be as described in Section 4.4.7 for the indirect decommissioning effects of Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative 5 to wildlife resources are the 
same as those required in Section 4.4.7 for Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual effects of Alternative 5 to wildlife resources would be as described in Section 4.4.7 for 
the residual effects of Alternative 4, except that the acreage of impacts to habitat would be 
reduced by 47 acres, from 1,208 to 1,161 (see Table 4.3-1). 

4.4.9 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 6 would have the same project boundaries as Alternative 4, except that it would 
exclude the 155-acre southern parcel of the project, as shown on Figure 2-10, Alternative 6: 
Reduced Footprint Solar Project, in Appendix A.  Alternative 6 would encompass 1,044 acres.  
Because Alternative 6 would not require use of two separate parcels of land, the alternative 
would not require an underground electrical connection across the wash that separates the 
southwestern and northeastern parcels under Alternative 4.  It would not, however, incorporate 
any other substantial changes to construction, O&M, or decommissioning from those described 
for Alternative 4. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Direct and indirect effects to wildlife resources during construction of Alternative 6 would be as 
described in Section 4.4.7 with respect to the construction of Alternative 4, except that the 
acreage of impacts would be reduced by 164 acres, from 1,208 to 1,044 (see Table 4.3-1) and 
direct impacts to Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) habitat 
would be substantially reduced, from 180 to 98 acres (a 46 percent [46%] reduction in impacts).  
The Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) is a special-status plant 
community; it provides habitat elements and structure not available in surrounding Creosote 
Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub), and it may serve as habitat for several special-status species, 
as discussed above. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct and indirect effects to wildlife resources during O&M of Alternative 6 would be as 
described in Section 4.4.7 for the indirect O&M effects of Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct and indirect effects to wildlife resources during decommissioning of Alternative 6 would be 
as described in Section 4.4.7 for the indirect decommissioning effects of Alternative 4. 
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Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative 6 to wildlife resources are the 
same as those required in Section 4.4.7 for Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual effects of Alternative 6 to wildlife resources would be as described in Section 4.4.7 for 
the residual effects of Alternative 4, except that the acreage of impacts to habitat would be 
reduced by 164 acres, from 1,208 to 1,044 (see Table 4.3-1). 

4.4.10 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6.  Alterna-
tive 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 150 MW nominal 
capacity project.  Project details are the same as for Alternative 4, with the only exception being 
the overall height of the panels for Alternative 7.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-
axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet.  Because Alternative 7 would not 
require use of two separate parcels of land, the alternative would not require an underground 
electrical connection across the wash that separates the southwestern and northeastern parcels 
under Alternative 4.  It would not, however, incorporate any other substantial changes to con-
struction, O&M, or decommissioning from those described for Alternative 4. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Direct and indirect effects to wildlife resources during construction of Alternative 7 would be as 
described in Section 4.4.7 with respect to the construction of Alternative 4, except that the 
acreage of impacts would be reduced by 164 acres, from 1,208 to 1,044 (see Table 4.3-1) and 
direct impacts to Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) habitat 
would be substantially reduced, from 180 to 98 acres (a 46 percent [46%] reduction in impacts).  
The Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) is a special-status plant 
community; it provides habitat elements and structure not available in surrounding Creosote 
Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub), and it may serve as habitat for several special-status species, 
as discussed above. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct and indirect effects to wildlife resources during O&M of Alternative 7 would be as 
described in Section 4.4.7 for the indirect O&M effects of Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct and indirect effects to wildlife resources during decommissioning of Alternative 7 would be 
as described in Section 4.4.7 for the indirect decommissioning effects of Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative 6 to wildlife resources are the 
same as those required in Section 4.4.7 for Alternative 4. 
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Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual effects of Alternative 7 to wildlife resources would be as described in Section 4.4.7 for 
the residual effects of Alternative 4, except that the acreage of impacts to habitat would be 
reduced by 164 acres, from 1,208 to 1,044 (see Table 4.3-1). 

4.4.11 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

This No Action Alternative under NEPA defines the scenario that would exist if the proposed 
gen-tie line were not constructed and no plan amendment was issued.  If this No Action Alterna-
tive were selected, the impacts of project construction, operation, decommissioning; as well as 
cumulative impacts associated with the gen-tie line would not occur.  There would be no project-
related disturbance of the ground at the tower locations and pull sites, no disturbance of desert 
vegetation and habitat, and no installation of transmission equipment. 

4.4.12 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Alternative B is the Applicant’s proposed gen-tie line, which would utilize transmission infra-
structure to be developed for the adjacent Desert Sunlight project by sharing the approved trans-
mission ROW and the gen-tie towers (see Figure 2-11 in Appendix A).  At the time of com-
mencement of analysis for this EIS in September 2011, the approved Desert Sunlight gen-tie has 
not yet been constructed; therefore, the effects of constructing, operating, and decommissioning 
gen-tie Alternative B are analyzed here without the presumption that the approved Desert 
Sunlight gen-tie would be built.  Please see the Cumulative Impacts section, below, for a separate 
analysis of the cumulative impacts of gen-tie line Alternative B and the approved Desert Sunlight 
gen-tie.  Implementation of Alternative B, as it is described and analyzed here, would require 
independent construction, operation, and decommissioning of this transmission line. 

Construction 

Project construction, including construction methods, equipment, scheduling, and phasing, are 
described in Chapter 2.  Construction of Alternative B would directly and indirectly affect wild-
life and wildlife habitat.  These effects, and mitigation measures to reduce the severity of these 
effects, are discussed below. 

Direct Effects 

Most direct effects of Alternative B construction to wildlife would be qualitatively similar to the 
construction effects described for Alternative 4 (Section 4.4.7), but smaller in scale and scope.  
Longer-term effects to wildlife movement would relatively minor, due to the wide spacing of 
project components (tower structures) and short-term nature of construction.  These effects 
would be mitigated through implementation of the mitigation measures defined in this section. 

Wildlife Habitat.  The direct impacts to wildlife habitat would be the permanent and long-term 
loss of 92 acres of natural vegetation, including 41 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran 
Desert Scrub) and 51 acres of Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Wood-
land).  Following construction, remaining impacted and restored vegetation and habitat would be 
unsuitable for many species, particularly species with specific habitat requirements, including 
most special-status wildlife species.  This is because of the long time periods required for recov-
ery of vegetation in desert ecosystems.  Therefore, much of the temporarily-impacted areas will 
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remain in a degraded state for much if not all of the life of the project, even after revegetation.  
However, vegetation and habitat conditions following construction would likely remain suitable 
for relatively common species, such as side-blotched lizard, house finch, northern mockingbird, 
and desert cottontail, which are habitat generalists capable of utilizing a wide range of vegetation 
types.  Alternative B’s direct impacts to wildlife habitat can be reduced or offset through imple-
mentation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6.  These measures would require 
biological monitoring during construction activities, implementation of a Worker Environmental 
Awareness Program, minimization of disturbance areas, vegetation management or revegetation 
of disturbed areas within the project footprint (as compatible with project operation and 
maintenance), and off-site compensation for permanent loss of vegetation and habitat. 

Wildlife Mortality.  Construction could cause mortality of mammals and reptiles from tram-
pling or crushing during clearing, grading, or excavation.  Potential mortality to native birds and 
nestlings is discussed below.  Mitigation Measure WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and 
Minimization) would reduce wildlife mortality through a variety of strategies, including speed 
limits and other measures to minimize road strikes, and pre-construction surveys and salvage 
measures to relocate animals during initial clearing and grading, as practicable. 

Noise and Lighting Impacts to Wildlife.  Noise and lighting during gen-tie line construction 
would affect wildlife in adjacent habitats, as described in Section 4.4.7.  Mitigation Measure 
WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization) would minimize the impacts of noise and 
lighting by preventing lighting from being directed away from work areas, and scheduling noisy 
construction activities outside the most sensitive season. 

Desert Tortoise.  Desert tortoises have been documented on and near the southern portions of 
the gen-tie line alignment and tortoises could be found at any time at any location along the 
alignment.  Gen-tie line construction would take suitable and occupied desert tortoise habitat, 
and has the potential to kill or injure tortoises that may be active at work sites, or within burrows 
located at work sites, as described in Section 4.4.7.  These impacts can be avoid, reduced, or 
offset through implementation of Mitigation Measures presented in Sections 4.3.7 and 4.4.7, 
including Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6, MM WIL-1, and MM WIL-2.  
Desert tortoises found on work sites during gen-tie clearance surveys or construction activities 
would be moved from harm’s way as appropriate, but would not be translocated farther than 
necessary.  Portions of gen-tie alignment Alternative B are within designated desert tortoise 
Critical Habitat and the Chuckwalla DWMA.  Impacts to these specially designated wildlife 
management areas are described below, and would be compensated at a 5:1 ratio (per MM 
VEG-6). 

Special-Status Reptiles and Amphibians.  Based on habitat and geographic range, desert tor-
toise and rosy boa are the only special-status reptile or amphibian species with a moderate or greater 
probability of occurring along the Alternative B alignment (Section 3.4).  Project impacts and 
mitigation for desert tortoises would be the same as those described for Alternative 4.  Habitat on 
the gen-tie alignment is only marginally suitable for rosy boa due to the relatively flat topog-
raphy and lack of boulders or rock crevices where they typically take cover.  However, the site is 
within their geographic range and could be occupied at low density.  Project impacts to rosy boa 
could include mortality or injury to snakes, and the loss of habitat.  These impacts can be 
reduced or offset through implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 
(Section 4.3.7) and MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization). 
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Native Birds.  The gen-tie alignment and surrounding area provides suitable nesting habitat for 
numerous resident and migratory bird species.  Potential impacts to native birds, including their 
nests, eggs, and nestlings are described in Section 4.4.7.  Construction impacts of the gen-tie line 
can be reduced or offset through implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM 
VEG-6 (Section 4.3.7), MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization), and MM 
WIL-3 (Pre-Construction Nest Surveys and Impact Avoidance Measures for Migratory Birds).  
Some bird species will likely nest at gen-tie construction sites during construction, even after 
initial grading and clearing.  MM WIL-3 requires regular monitoring of work areas throughout 
the breeding season.  In some cases, it may be necessary to reduce buffer areas or to remove or 
relocate a bird nest in coordination with the resource agencies to proceed safely with 
construction. 

Burrowing Owl.  Burrowing owls are uncommon in the area, but could occupy the gen-tie align-
ment in low numbers.  Potential direct project impacts to burrowing owls would be similar to 
those described for nesting birds, but also could destroy occupied burrows or cause the owls to 
abandon burrows, during any season.  If owls were present, construction during the breeding 
season could cause nest abandonment and the incidental loss of eggs or nestlings.  These impacts 
can be mitigated through implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 
(Section 4.3.7), MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization), MM WIL-3 (Pre-
Construction Nest Surveys and Impact Avoidance Measures for Migratory Birds), and  MM 
WIL-4 (Burrowing Owl Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Compensation Measures). 

Golden Eagle.  The gen-tie alignment does not provide suitable golden eagle nesting habitat.  
However, the entire alignment is suitable foraging habitat, and is within several miles of golden 
eagle nesting territories located in the Eagle Mountains, Coxcomb Mountains, and Chuckwalla 
Mountains (see Section 3.4).  Impacts of gen-tie construction to golden eagle foraging habitat 
would be qualitatively similar, but lesser in scale and magnitude, to those described for 
Alternative 4 in Section 4.4.7.  However, permanent loss of habitat would total 92 acres over the 
12.1-mile long alignment and would occur in small, discrete areas such as individual tower sites.  
Therefore, loss of foraging habitat would not be considered a substantial adverse impact for 
Alternative B. 

Impacts to golden eagle foraging habitat can be offset through Mitigation Measure VEG-6 (Pro-
vide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat).  Additionally, Mitigation 
Measure WIL-5 (Golden Eagle Pre-construction and Construction Phase Surveys) would require 
annual monitoring during nesting season, and requires the project owner to prepare and 
implement an adaptive management plan if golden eagles are found nesting in the area at any 
time during project construction.  Mitigation Measure WIL-6 (Bird and Bat Conservation Plan) 
would require the project owner to prepare and implement an overall strategy to avoid, minimize, 
or mitigate project impacts to birds and bats, including golden eagles, in consultation with the 
USFWS. 

Infrastructure and construction equipment could cause collision or electrocution hazards to 
golden eagles and other birds during project construction.  These construction phase hazards 
would be less important than similar collision and electrocution hazards that could occur during 
O&M of the gen-tie line, discussed below. 

Other Special-Status Raptors.  Several other special-status raptors have been reported on or 
near the project site, or are likely to occur in the area, at least during limited times of year (Sec-
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tion 4.4.7).  Impacts to raptor foraging habitat can be offset through Mitigation Measure VEG-6 
(Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat. 

Gila Woodpecker and Special-Status Passerines.  The desert vegetation and adjacent moun-
tains provide foraging, cover, or breeding habitat for resident and migratory birds, described in 
Section 4.4.7.  Potential gen-tie line construction impacts to these species would be as described 
above for nesting birds.  These impacts can be mitigated through implementation of Mitigation 
Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 (described in Section 4.3.7), MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact 
Avoidance and Minimization), and MM WIL-3 (Pre-Construction Nest Surveys and Impact 
Avoidance Measures for Migratory Birds). 

Special-Status Bats.  Several special-status bats could use the gen-tie alignment for foraging, 
but no suitable roosting habitat is available on-site for these species.  Construction of Alternative 
B could impact special-status bats through the elimination of desert shrubland foraging habitat, 
particularly the Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) habitat.  
Mitigation Measure WIL-6 (Bird and Bat Conservation Plan) would require the project owner to 
prepare and implement an overall strategy to avoid, minimize, or mitigate project impacts to 
birds and bats, in consultation with the USFWS. 

Palm Springs Round-Tailed Ground Squirrel.  Project construction would eliminate margin-
ally suitable habitat for Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel along the gen-tie line align-
ment, but would not affect aeolian sands and mesquite hummocks that characterize its primary 
habitat.  Direct effects of project construction would include the effects described in Section 
4.4.7 for wildlife (habitat loss, mortality, and disturbance by noise and lighting).  Implementation 
of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-6 (Section 4.3.7) and MM WIL-1 (Wildlife 
Impact Avoidance and Minimization) would minimize or offset these impacts. 

American Badger and Desert Kit Fox.  Potential direct impacts to American badger and desert 
kit fox include mechanical crushing of individuals or burrows by vehicles and construction equip-
ment, noise, dust, and loss of habitat.  Implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through 
MM VEG-6 (Section 4.3.7) and MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization) 
would minimize or offset these impacts.  In addition, MM WIL-7 (Desert Kit Fox and American 
Badger Impact Avoidance) would require the project owner to passively relocate desert kit fox or 
American badgers found at work sites, if needed. 

Nelson’s Bighorn Sheep, Burro Deer, and Yuma Mountain Lion.  Habitat along the gen-tie 
line is primarily of marginal quality for Nelson’s bighorn sheep, burro deer, and Yuma mountain 
lion.  In addition, the scale of habitat loss would be relatively minor, as it would encompass 92 
acres spread out over 12.1 miles.  Impacts would be in small, discrete areas and would not 
present a substantial adverse impact in the form of loss of foraging habitat or interference with 
movement.  The extent of marginally suitable habitat loss for Nelson’s bighorn sheep, burro 
deer, and Yuma mountain lion would be relatively unimportant to movement.  Loss of habitat on 
the gen-tie alignment, and expected off-site impacts such as noise, lighting, and disturbance 
would be minimized or offset through implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through 
MM VEG-6 (Section 4.3.7) and MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization). 

Wildlife Movement.  Gen-tie line construction would only affect wildlife movement in the area 
to a minimal and temporary extent at each work site.  Impacts would include avoidance of the 
work area by wildlife during active construction, and disturbance from noise and light.  How-
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ever, due to the intermittent locations of construction activity and its temporary nature, wildlife 
would not be physically prevented from moving around project equipment in the gen-tie cor-
ridor.  Impacts to wildlife movement would be offset through implementation of Mitigation 
Measure VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat), which 
requires habitat compensation at a 1:1 ratio to contribute to general wildlife movement and popu-
lation connectivity for Nelson’s bighorn sheep and desert tortoise populations. 

Wildlife Management Areas.  The gen-tie alignment Alternative B would be sited adjacent to 
the boundary of the Chuckwalla DWMA along Kaiser Road, but would not be within the 
DWMA in this area.  It would traverse portions of the Chuckwalla CHU, and areas of overlap 
between the Chuckwalla DWMA and the Chuckwalla CHU at the southern end of the alignment.  
It would impact an estimated 34.2 acres of the CHU and 1.5 acres of DWMA/CHU overlap area, 
for a total of 35.7 acres of impacts to wildlife management areas and CHU.  Alternative B would 
not be located within or near the Palen-Ford WHMA (see Table 4.4-2 and Figure 3.4-1 in Appen-
dix A).  Construction activities would directly impact wildlife utilizing these protected areas as 
described for Alternative 4.  Implementation of mitigation measures would reduce or offset 
direct impacts to wildlife management areas. 

Indirect Effects 

Gen-tie line construction could have several indirect impacts to wildlife and its habitat, including 
introduction or spread of invasive weeds, displaced wildlife, and increased predation due to 
predator “subsidies” provided during construction.  The indirect effects to wildlife of invasive 
weeds, and mitigation of those effects, are as described in Section 4.3. 

Wildlife Displacement.  Construction activities would cause most mobile vertebrate wildlife to 
leave the site, or attempt to leave, with the effects as described in Section 4.4.7.  On the gen-tie 
alignment, most of these effects would be relatively short-term, and most species would be able 
to re-occupy the sites, or immediately adjacent habitat, upon completion of construction at each 
work site. 

Increased Predation.  Gen-tie line construction activities could provide resources in the form of 
trash, litter, or water, which attract and subsidize unnaturally high numbers of predators such as 
common ravens, coyotes, and feral dogs, as describe in Section 4.4.7.  These impacts can be mit-
igated through implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 (Assign a Designated Biologist 
and Biological Monitors), MM VEG-2 (Conduct Biological Monitoring and Reporting during 
Project Construction, Operations, and Decommissioning), MM VEG-3 (Prepare and Implement a 
Worker Environmental Awareness Program), MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and 
Minimization), and MM WIL-8 (Raven Monitoring, Management, and Control Plan). 

Operation and Maintenance 

O&M of Alternative B could directly affect wildlife due to long-term habitat effects (described 
in Section 4.3.12), and additional effects of transmission line corona noise, bird or bat collisions 
with gen-tie conductors, ongoing potential for introduction or spread of invasive weeds, and 
ongoing availability of raven “subsidies” (i.e., perch and nest sites).  Transmission lines generate 
audible “corona noise” during operation.  The noise is generally characterized as a crackling, 
hissing, or humming sound and is most noticeable during wet conductor conditions such as rain 
or fog.  The amount of corona noise produced by a transmission line is a function of the voltage 
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of the line, the diameter of the conductor (or bundle of conductors), the elevation of the line 
above sea level, the condition of the conductor and hardware, and the local weather conditions.  
This noise increases with the voltage of the line, irregularities on the conductor surface caused 
either by age or moisture, and during high humidity, fog, or rain. 

Direct Effects 

Noise Impacts to Wildlife.  Corona noise generated by the gen-tie line would result in noise 
levels of 50 dBA at the edge of the transmission line ROW.  This noise level may be higher dur-
ing rainstorms and in conjunction with corona noise generated by the other transmission lines to 
be located in the same ROW.  However, noise levels would attenuate quickly with distance away 
from the line, blending with the existing ambient noise levels.  Wildlife would likely notice the 
corona noise only when passing within close proximity to the line, and local wildlife would 
likely acclimate quickly to the noise. 

Collisions and Electrocutions.  The gen-tie line could present collision or electrocution risk to 
birds or bats.  Bird mortality due to collision with overhead power lines, towers, cranes, or other 
features could occur during construction, O&M, or decommissioning of any project component, 
but are discussed here due to the long-term and persistent potential for collisions with the gen-tie 
lines. 

Bird collisions with power lines generally occur when: (1) a power line or other aerial structure 
transects a daily flight path used by a concentration of birds, or (2) migrant birds are traveling at 
reduced altitudes and encounter tall structures in their path.  Collision rates generally increase in 
low light conditions, during rain, snow, or strong winds, and during panic flushes when birds are 
startled by a disturbance or are fleeing from danger.  Collisions are more probable near wetlands, 
valleys that are bisected by power lines, and within narrow passes where power lines run perpen-
dicular to flight paths.  Passerines (e.g., songbirds) and waterfowl (e.g., ducks) collide with wires 
(APLIC 2006), particularly during nocturnal migrations or poor weather conditions (Avery et al. 
1978).  However, passerines and waterfowl have a lower potential for collisions than larger 
birds, such as raptors.  Passerines and waterfowl tend to fly under power lines, while larger spe-
cies generally fly over lines and risk colliding with higher static lines.  Also, many smaller birds 
tend to reduce their flight activity during poor weather conditions (Avery et al. 1978).  The 
magnitude of collision-caused bird mortality cannot be predicted without extensive information 
on bird species, abundance, and movements in the area. 

Large raptors including golden eagles, Swainson’s hawks, ferruginous hawks, red-tailed hawks, 
prairie falcons, and other large aerial perching birds such as turkey vultures, are susceptible to 
electrocution on power lines because of their large size and proclivity to perch on tall structures.  
Transmission structure design is a major factor in causing or preventing raptor electrocutions.  
Electrocution occurs when a perching bird simultaneously contacts two energized phase conduc-
tors or an energized conductor and grounded hardware.  This happens most frequently when a 
bird attempts to perch on a transmission structure with insufficient clearance between the con-
ductor phases or conductors and grounds.  The majority of raptor electrocutions are caused by 
distribution lines and relatively small transmission lines, energized at voltage levels between 1 
kV and 69 kV.  Higher voltage transmission lines are built with wider spacing between the con-
ductors and grounds, and present reduced threat of electrocution.  Electrocution can occur when 
horizontal separation is less than the wrist-to-wrist (flesh-to-flesh) distance of a bird’s wingspan 
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or where vertical separation is less than a bird’s length from head-to-foot.  Electrocution can also 
occur when birds perched side-by-side span the distance between these elements (APLIC 2006). 

The largest bird that is likely to come in contact with the gen-tie line is golden eagle (average 
wingspan to 7.5 feet; wrist-to-wrist length of 3.5 feet; height to 2.2 feet).  The red-tailed hawk is 
the most common large bird that could come in contact with the gen-tie lines (average wingspan 
to 4.7 feet; wrist-to-wrist length of 1.9 feet; height to 1.8 feet).  Other large birds in the area are 
turkey vulture (average 5.8-foot wingspan, two-foot wrist-to-wrist length, 1.8 feet tall) and great 
horned owl (average 4.3-foot wingspan, 2.1-foot wrist-to-wrist length, 1.3 feet tall).  Swainson’s 
hawk has a 4.5-foot wingspan, and can be 1.3 feet tall (bird sizes from APLIC 2006).  The Avian 
Powerline Interaction Committee (APLIC 2006) guidelines recommend 60-inch separations 
between components to protect eagles and other birds from electrocution.  The risk of electrocu-
tion would be minimized by implementation of Mitigation Measure WIL-1, which requires that 
the project owner implement APLIC Guidelines for the gen-tie and all electrical components. 

Nesting Birds.  Some bird species will likely nest on the gen-tie line structures during O&M.  
The potential for impacts to nesting birds during O&M would be similar to those described dur-
ing the construction phase, for birds that may nest on the ground close to equipment, within the 
open metal framework of the panel structures, on buildings or other structures, or on idle con-
struction equipment.  The nesting behaviors of some native birds increases the likelihood that 
project O&M would require the removal or relocation of active nests in order to safely operate 
the facility.  Mitigation Measure WIL-6 (Bird and Bat Conservation Plan) would require an 
evaluation of potential project hazards to birds and bats and implementation of adaptive 
management measures as appropriate to address them.  This measure is expected to mitigate this 
potential risk to the extent feasible, but an unknown residual risk to birds may remain, even with 
implementation of the Bird and Bat Conservation Plan. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of the gen-tie O&M to wildlife and wildlife habitat include the ongoing 
potential for introduction or spread of invasive weeds, and increased predation on native species, 
including desert tortoise, due to predator “subsidies” (i.e., perch and nest sites for common 
ravens).  The indirect effects of invasive weeds, and mitigation of those effects would be as 
described in Section 4.3.7.  The indirect effects of predator subsidies during project O&M, and 
mitigation of those effects, would be as described in Section 4.4.7. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of the gen-tie line is summarized in Chapter 2.  The Alternative B gen-tie line, 
at least the DHSP portion, would be decommissioned concurrently with the solar generation 
facility at the end of its operational lifetime (30 years); however, the actual life of the project 
could be longer or shorter.  When permanent closure is appropriate, a decommissioning plan will 
be prepared and submitted to the BLM for review and approval.  The decommissioning plan will 
address the gen-tie line as well as the solar facility.  Closure strategies may include temporary 
“mothballing,” removing old facilities and upgrading to newer solar technology, or complete 
removal of equipment and restoration of the land to BLM-approved specifications.  Impacts to 
wildlife resources would vary, according to the decommissioning strategy and the intended re-
use of the site. 
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Direct Effects 

Facilities removal during decommissioning would be expected to take place within the previ-
ously disturbed work areas, addressed as long-term construction impacts in this analysis.  
Removal or degradation of wildlife habitat would be limited to sites where those resources had 
recovered naturally or through implementation of the project owner’s Vegetation Resources 
Management Plan (per Mitigation Measure VEG-5).  Any potential direct impacts beyond the 
work areas would be limited to the effects of dust, noise, lighting, or similar direct off-site 
impacts, as discussed in Section 4.4.7, under direct effects of construction.  These decommis-
sioning impacts can be reduced through implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through 
MM VEG-6, as described in Section 4.3 and MM WIL-1 through MM WIL-8. 

If the ultimate re-use of the alignment is to return it to natural open space, then the expected 
recontouring and replanting during decommissioning would have a net benefit to vegetation 
resources.  This potential beneficial impact cannot be evaluated at this time, pending the final re-
use decision and the details of the decommissioning plan. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of decommissioning to wildlife resources would be similar to the indirect 
effects described under Alternative B for project construction.  These impacts would be mini-
mized by Mitigation Measures VEG-1 (Assign a Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors), 
MM VEG-2 (Conduct Biological Monitoring and Reporting during Project Construction, 
Operations, and Decommissioning), MM VEG-3 (Prepare and Implement a Worker Environ-
mental Awareness Program), MM VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Manage-
ment Plan), MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization), and MM WIL-8 (Raven 
Monitoring, Management, and Control Plan). 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative B to wildlife resources are the 
same as those required in Section 4.4.7 for Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9 and MM WIL-1 
through MM WIL-8, residual impacts to wildlife resources would be 

(1) the net loss of habitat on the alignment; 

(2) the direct effects of dust, noise, and other disturbances to adjacent off-site habitat during con-
struction, O&M, and decommissioning of the gen-tie line; and 

(3) the potential, but unquantified loss of birds during gen-tie O&M. 

These impacts are described for Alternative B, under direct and indirect impacts of project con-
struction and O&M. 

4.4.13 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Alternative C would parallel the approved (but not yet constructed) Desert Sunlight gen-tie line, 
but would be located on separate towers within the same, or a slightly larger, ROW (Figure 2-14 
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in Appendix A).  Because Alternative B is described and analyzed in Section 4.4.12 as a stand-
alone alternative (i.e., without the presumption that the Desert Sunlight gen-tie would be built), 
the Alternative C design, construction, O&M, and decommissioning impacts are the same as 
described for Alternative B.  The Alternative C alignment would be the same as Alternative B 
but would be located approximately 100 feet west of the Desert Sunlight towers, in a wider ROW.  
The same number of towers in a nearly identical alignment to that of the DSSF towers would be 
constructed.  As described for Alternative B, the estimated area of permanent and long-term 
impacts for Alternative C is 92 acres.  The Alternative C ROW would extend west of the 
approved DSSF gen-tie ROW, 60 feet into the adjacent Chuckwalla DWMA, to accommodate 
the overhang of transmission line conductors from the tower cross-members.  No planned tem-
porary or permanent ground disturbance would occur within the DWMA; ground disturbance in 
the DWMA would occur only during emergency maintenance.  Any ground disturbance that 
occurs within the DWMA would be mitigated as described in MM VEG-6, which requires com-
pensation at a 5:1 ratio for impacts to the DWMA. 

Construction 

Direct and indirect effects to wildlife resources during construction of Alternative C would be as 
described in Section 4.4.12 for the indirect construction effects of Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct and indirect effects to wildlife resources during O&M of Alternative C would be as 
described in Section 4.4.12 for the indirect construction effects of Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Direct and indirect effects to wildlife resources during decommissioning of Alternative C would 
be as described in Section 4.4.12 for the indirect construction effects of Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative C to wildlife resources are the 
same as those required in Section 4.4.12 for Alternative B. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9 and MM WIL-1 
through MM WIL-8, residual impacts to wildlife resources would be (1) the net loss of habitat on 
the alignment; (2) the direct effects of dust and other disturbances to adjacent off-site habitat 
during construction, O&M, and decommissioning of the gen-tie line; and (3) the potential, but 
unquantified loss of birds during gen-tie O&M.  These impacts are described in Section 4.4.7 for 
direct and indirect impacts of project construction and operation. 

4.4.14 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

The DHSP gen-tie line Alternative D is the same alignment that was analyzed as the Desert 
Sunlight gen-tie alignment Alternative A-2 (BLM 2011) (see Figure 2-15 in Appendix A).  The 
centerline of gen-tie Alternative D would be located 140 to 150 feet from the centerline of the 
existing SCE line, but the new gen-tie alignment would not be within the SCE ROW.  Habitat 
types and biological resources within the Alternative D alignment are generally similar to those 
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within Alternative B, except that there is more active and disused agricultural land on the 
Alternative D alignment.  Construction disturbances within the ROW would be similar to those 
described for gen-tie Alternative B (Section 4.4.12), including construction of any new 
permanent or temporary access roads; transmission structures; splicing/pull sites; and guard 
structures.  The specific locations and numbers of these project components have not been deter-
mined.  The materials and equipment staging areas and laydown areas would be located within 
the solar facility site, and no additional habitat disturbance would be needed for these project 
components (see Chapter 2). 

Construction 

Project construction, including construction methods, equipment, scheduling, and phasing, are 
described in Chapter 2.  Construction of Alternative D would directly and indirectly affect wild-
life and wildlife habitat.  These effects, and mitigation measures to reduce the severity of these 
effects, are discussed below. 

Most direct effects of Alternative D construction to wildlife would be as described for Alterna-
tive B.  Construction impacts to wildlife habitat would be reduced because portions of the Alter-
native D alignment cross disused agricultural lands, and because the overall alignment is shorter 
than Alternative B’s (Section 4.3).  Impacts of Alternative D to wildlife management areas 
would be reduced from 35.7 acres to 20.3 acres (12.4 acres of CHU, 1.7 acres of DWMA/CHU 
overlap areas, and 6.2 acres of WHMA; see Table 4.4-2). 

The remainder of this alternative’s impacts to wildlife, including wildlife mortality; noise and 
lighting impacts; impacts to native birds, desert tortoise, golden eagles, other special-status wild-
life species, and large mammals; and wildlife movement would be as described for gen-tie line 
Alternative B, and would be mitigated as described in Section 4.4.12. 

Alternative D’s indirect effects would be substantially the same as those identified for Alterna-
tive B, and would be mitigated as described for Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

O&M of Alternative D would directly affect wildlife as described for Alternative B, and would 
be mitigated as described for Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Potential decommissioning impacts to wildlife and wildlife habitat are unknown, and will depend 
upon the details of the Decommissioning Plan and the ultimate re-use of the alignment.  In gen-
eral, the direct and indirect effects of decommissioning gen-tie line Alternative D would be as 
described for Alternative B.  If the ultimate re-use of the alignment is to return it to natural open 
space, then decommissioning would have a net benefit to wildlife resources.  This potential bene-
ficial impact cannot be evaluated at this time, pending the final re-use decision and the details of 
the decommissioning plan. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative D to wildlife resources are the 
same as those required in Section 4.4.12 for Alternative B. 
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Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9 and MM WIL-1 
through MM WIL-8, residual impacts to wildlife resources would be (1) the net loss of habitat on 
the alignment; (2) the direct effects of dust and other disturbances to adjacent off-site habitat 
during construction, O&M, and decommissioning of the gen-tie line; and (3) the potential, but 
unquantified loss of birds during gen-tie O&M. 

4.4.15 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Gen-tie Alternative E would be a new ROW alignment across the Chuckwalla Valley (Figure 
2-16 in Appendix A).  It would not follow any existing or approved utility or road ROW.  Con-
struction disturbances within the ROW would be similar to those described for gen-tie Alterna-
tive B (Section 4.4.12).  The total anticipated disturbance area is estimated as 85 acres for the 
purpose of this analysis. 

Gen-tie Alternative E is the only alternative or project component that would affect windblown 
sand habitat, and as a result has the potential to affect special-status plants and wildlife species 
that might be found in that habitat, as described below and in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.  Based on the 
proportions of each vegetation type along the alignment, this analysis estimates that 13 acres of 
Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) on partially stabilized sandfields and 7 acres of 
active sand dunes would be affected by Alternative E. 

Construction 

Project construction, including construction methods, equipment, scheduling, and phasing, are 
described in Chapter 2.  Construction of Alternative E would directly and indirectly affect wild-
life and wildlife habitat.  These effects, and mitigation measures to reduce the severity of these 
effects, are discussed below. 

Direct Effects 

Most direct effects of Alternative E construction to wildlife would be as described for Alterna-
tive B (Section 4.4.12).  Construction impacts of Alternative E to wildlife management areas 
would increase from 35.7 acres to 56.1 acres (2.5 acres of DWMA, 1.8 acres of DWMA/CHU 
overlap areas, and 51.8 acres of WHMA; see Table 4.4-2). 

Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard and Palm Springs Round-Tailed Ground Squirrel.  Project con-
struction would affect occupied habitat for Mojave fringe-toed lizard and suitable habitat for 
Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel along the gen-tie line alignment, and could cause 
direct mortality of these species by crushing or other effects, as described above for reptiles and 
small mammals under the analyses for Alternative B (Section 4.4.12).  Implementation of 
Mitigation Measures VEG-6 and MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization) 
would reduce or offset these impacts.  For Alternative E, MM VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site 
Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat) includes a requirement to compensate for 
impacts to occupied and suitable Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat at a 5:1 ratio. 

The remainder of this alternative’s impacts to wildlife, including wildlife mortality; noise and 
lighting impacts; impacts to native birds, desert tortoise, golden eagles, other special-status wild-
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life species, and large mammals; and wildlife movement would be as described for Alterna-
tive B, and would be mitigated as described in that section. 

Indirect Effects 

Construction of gen-tie line Alternative E would have indirect impacts to wildlife and its habitat, 
as described for Alternative B, including introduction or spread of invasive weeds, displaced 
wildlife, and increased predation due to predator “subsidies” provided during construction.  In 
addition to the impacts to common species and special-status species, discussed in Section 
4.4.12, this alternative would also have indirect effects to aeolian sand habitat and associated 
special-status species including Mojave fringe-toed lizard and Palm Springs round-tailed ground 
squirrel.  Indirect impacts to these species would be as discussed above for other small, terrestrial 
species, and include the potential for loss of habitat through introduction or spread of invasive 
weed species and a potential increase in predators through subsidies.  These impacts would be 
mitigated or offset through the implementation of MM VEG-9, which requires the project owner 
to prepare and implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan; and MM WIL-8, which would 
require management of all potential predator subsidies, monitoring of raven presence and 
abundance, implementation of specific control measures as needed, and contribution to the 
region-wide Raven Management Program. 

Operation and Maintenance 

O&M of Alternative E would directly affect wildlife as described for Alternative B.  These effects 
would include noise, collision and electrocution hazards, and potential interference of nesting birds 
with O&M of the gen-tie line.  These impacts would be mitigated as described above, for Alter-
native B.  Additionally, O&M of Alternative E could cause mortality or other ongoing distur-
bance to special-status species in aeolian sand habitats, by crushing the animals during O&M 
activities or causing other habitat impacts.  These effects would be similar to the effects during 
construction, described for Alternative B and mitigation would be the same. 

Decommissioning 

Potential decommissioning impacts to wildlife and wildlife habitat are unknown, and will depend 
upon the details of the Decommissioning Plan and the ultimate re-use of the alignment.  In gen-
eral, the direct and indirect effects of decommissioning gen-tie line Alternative E would be as 
described for Alternative B.  If the ultimate re-use of the alignment is to return it to natural open 
space, then decommissioning would have a net benefit to wildlife resources.  This potential bene-
ficial impact cannot be evaluated at this time, pending the final re-use decision and the details of 
the decommissioning plan. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures to reduce or minimize impacts of Alternative D to wildlife resources are the 
same as those required in Section 4.4.12 for Alternative B. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9 and MM WIL-1 
through MM WIL-8, the residual impacts to wildlife resources under Alternative E would be the 
same as those for Alternative B. 
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4.4.16 Cumulative Effects 

Geographic Scope 

The geographic scope and methodology, analytical tools and study limitations, and past, present, 
and reasonably foreseeable projects for the analysis of cumulative impacts to biological 
resources, vegetation species were described in detail in Section 4.3.16.  For the majority of 
wildlife species, the same NECO planning area relevant to vegetation resources encompasses the 
geographic scope for the cumulative analysis for wildlife.  For the desert tortoise, the geographic 
scope for this analysis is the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit, as described in the Revised 
Recovery Plan for the Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise (USFWS 2011a). 

The geographic scope for the analysis of cumulative impacts on wildlife movement and con-
nectivity is the Chuckwalla Valley and surrounding mountain ranges at a local scale, and, more 
broadly, the entire California Desert.  In the areas identified for renewable energy development 
in eastern Riverside County, some of the many sensitive biological resources at risk include des-
ert tortoise, golden eagle, burrowing owl, Mojave fringe-toed lizard, Nelson’s bighorn sheep, and 
a wide variety of other special-status wildlife.  As described in Section 4.3.16, habitat loss and 
degradation in the Chuckwalla Valley and the NECO planning area has resulted from historical 
grazing, current and historic agriculture, and military training, among other factors.  Fragmenta-
tion of habitat from has occurred from highway and aqueduct construction.  An increase in 
predators such as ravens has also contributed to habitat degradation, population declines, and 
range contractions for many special-status wildlife species (Boarman 2002). 

The project site supports habitat for, and in some instances populations of, numerous special-
status wildlife species, as described in Section 3.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife).  These 
include species under federal or state protection, including desert tortoise, golden eagle, burrowing 
owl, and other special-status species in California.  Many of these species occur throughout the 
geographic scope of the analysis of cumulative impacts, and would be impacted by numerous 
projects in the cumulative scenario (Section 4.1).  The analysis of cumulative impacts to wildlife 
movement and habitat connectivity (below) expands on the analysis presented in Section 4.4.7, 
by considering the cumulative impacts of the proposed project, the Desert Sunlight project, and 
other projects in the area.  
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Table 4.4-3. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Biological Resources 
– Wildlife 

NECO planning area for 
most species.  Colorado 
Desert Recovery Unit  For 
the desert tortoise, the 
geographic scope is the 
Colorado Desert Recovery 
Unit, as described in the 
Revised Recovery Plan for 
the Mojave Population of 
the Desert Tortoise 

Loss of desert tortoise habitat 
and connectivity, impacts to 
sensitive species, impacts to 
connectivity 

All projects within the NECO planning 
area listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 
Projects closest to the DHSP site are 
primarily renewable energy and 
infrastructure projects, and include 
 Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 
 SCE Red Bluff Substation 
 Eagle Mountain Wind Project 
 Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission 

Line Project 
 Desert Southwest Transmission Line 
 Desert Center 50 Solar Project 
 Silverado Project 
 Palen Solar Energy Project. 

As with the vegetation analysis, project impacts related to wildlife could occur during the con-
struction phase of the project, the planned 30-year operational life of the DHSP, and the decom-
missioning phase.  This analysis considers these timeframes. 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

There would be no cumulative wildlife impacts under the No Action or No Project Alternatives 
(Alternatives 1, 3, or A) because there would be no ROW grant for development of the solar 
farm area and associated facilities, including the gen-tie line.  Alternative 2: No Project Alternative 
(with Plan Amendment to Find the Site Suitable for Solar Energy Development) could contribute 
to cumulative wildlife impacts because the CDCA Plan could be amended to allow solar 
development of the site.  However, any future proposals for use of the site would be subject to 
separate environmental analysis and since such future proposals are unknown at this date, any 
impacts are also unknown.  The remainder of this section addresses the Action Alternatives: 
Alternatives 4 through 7 and gen-tie alignment Alternatives C through E. 

Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative wildlife effects, as the cumulative scenario 
assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B con-
ductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional work required for 
Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

Wildlife Habitat 

The development of numerous large-scale projects, such as other solar and wind generation facil-
ities, would result in a substantial permanent conversion of desert habitat to industrial and com-
mercial uses.  Existing and foreseeable future projects in the NECO planning area (not including 
the DHSP) would result in the total projected loss of 4.5 percent of the Sonoran Creosote Bush 
Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) and 6.5 percent of the Desert Dry Wash Woodland habitat in the 
NECO planning area (see Section 4.3.16).  This would constitute a substantial cumulative impact 
on these plant communities and wildlife habitat through direct habitat loss and habitat 
fragmentation.  As shown in Table 4.3-6, implementation of Alternatives 4 through 7 would each 
contribute approximately 0.4 percent to this cumulative impact to Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub 
(Sonoran Desert Scrub) and between 0.9 and 1.2 percent to the cumulative impact to Desert Dry 
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Wash Woodland.  Due to the function of these vegetation communities as wildlife habitat, 
Alternatives 4 through 7 would contribute considerably to cumulative impacts to wildlife habitat. 

Gen-tie alignment Alternatives B through E would impact between 85 and 92 acres of wildlife 
habitat.  These acreages are relatively small by comparison with other past, present, and foresee-
able future projects.  But any gen-tie alternative, in contribution with solar facility Alternative 4, 
4, or 5, would contribute further to the project’s overall proportion of the substantial cumulative 
adverse impacts to wildlife habitat.  Cumulative impacts to wildlife habitat are discussed in detail 
Section 4.3.16, under Native Vegetation Including Sensitive Natural Communities. 

Common Wildlife 

The incremental contribution of the proposed project or its alternatives to cumulative impacts to 
common wildlife, including most resident and migratory birds, would be habitat loss and 
fragmentation.  Existing and foreseeable future projects in the NECO planning area (not includ-
ing the DHSP) would result in the total projected loss of 4.5 percent of the Sonoran Creosote 
Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) and 6.5 percent of the Desert Dry Wash Woodland habitat in 
the NECO planning area (see Section 4.3.16).  This would constitute a substantial cumulative 
impact on habitat for common wildlife species.  In addition to habitat loss, the DHSP would 
contribute to a variety of other direct and indirect cumulative effects to wildlife, including 
mortality, displacement, increased predation, noise and lighting disturbances, and off-site edge 
effects to habitat quality.  These effects would take place during construction, O&M, and decom-
missioning of the DHSP and other regional projects.  Cumulatively, these effects to common 
wildlife species are substantial.  Most common wildlife species range widely over California, 
and these species have not been identified as conservation priorities.  The proposed project or its 
alternatives would contribute incrementally to impacts to common wildlife such as disruption of 
movement, disturbance, mortality, loss of habitat, and fragmentation.  With the incorporation of 
mitigation measures, including MM VEG-1 through MM VEG-9 and MM WIL-1 though MM 
WIL-8 (see Section 4.4.7), this incremental contribution would be mitigated to the extent feasible 
and would not result in the loss of a population or a trend toward federal or State listing for any 
common wildlife species.  With incorporated mitigation, the DHSP would not make a consid-
erable contribution to the cumulative regional impacts to common wildlife, when combined with 
the effects of past and foreseeable future projects in the NECO planning area. 

Special-Status Wildlife 

Desert Tortoise.  The incremental contribution of the proposed project or its alternative to cum-
ulative impacts to desert tortoise would be similar to the impacts of other solar developments in 
the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit, and would include loss of habitat, interference with regional 
movement, potential for stress, illness, or mortality from translocation (if tortoises are 
translocated), and indirect impacts from an increase in predators such as the common raven.  
Effects to desert tortoise habitat were analyzed using the current USGS Desert Tortoise Habitat 
Model (Nussear et al. 2009).  Table 4.4-4, Cumulative Effects: Desert Tortoise Habitat, summa-
rizes the results of this habitat model applied across the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit.  The 
results are stratified by modeled habitat value and presented as acres of habitat and as percentage 
of all habitat affected.  The model is a predictive tool for mapping the potential distribution of 
desert tortoise habitat and is useful for evaluating land use decisions potentially affecting desert 
tortoises at a landscape scale.  It is not intended to be used, or viewed, as a substitute for ground-
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based, site-specific field surveys.  Modeled habitat scores reflect a hypothesized habitat potential 
given the range of environmental conditions where tortoise occurrence was documented.  The 
report (Nussear et al. 2009) emphasizes that: 

. . . there are likely areas of potential habitat for which habitat potential was not pre-
dicted to be high, and likewise, areas of low potential for which the model predicted 
higher potential.  Finally, the map of desert tortoise potential habitat that we present does 
not account either for anthropogenic effects, such as urban development, habitat destruc-
tion, or fragmentation, or for natural disturbances, such as fire, which might have rendered 
potential habitat into habitat with much lower potential in recent years. 

The USGS Desert Tortoise Habitat Model maps most of Colorado Desert Recovery Unit as 
medium- to high-quality desert tortoise habitat, with scores of 0.4-0.9 on a scale of 0 to 1 (1 
being the highest quality).  However, the habitat model ascribes a low quality habitat value (0.0-
0.1) to the vast majority of the DHSP footprint.  The DHSP’s effects on desert tortoise habitat 
(based on the 2009 USGS habitat model) are quantified in Table 4.4-4.  Most of the proposed 
projects in the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit would impact moderate- to high-quality desert 
tortoise habitat.  The DHSP would primarily impact low-quality habitat.  However, the 
contribution of the proposed project or its alternatives to cumulative habitat loss in connection 
with other reasonably foreseeable future projects, even for moderate to low-quality desert 
tortoise habitat, is considered substantial, given the species’ decline and the present and future 
threats.   

Table 4.4-4. Cumulative Effects: Desert Tortoise Habitat (acres) 

Habitat 
 Value1 

Desert Tortoise Habitat1  
in Colorado Desert 

Recovery Unit 

Impacts to Habitat  
from Existing  

Projects2 

Impacts to Habitat  
from Foreseeable  
 Future Projects3 

Contribution of  
DHSP to Future 

Cumulative Impacts 

0 487,010 67,028 1,617 Alt 4: 718.6 
Alt 5: 675.4 
Alt 6: 716.8 
Alt 7: 716.8 
Alt C: 0 
Alt D: 12.6 
Alt E: 0 

0.1 423,204 9,094 9,198 Alt 4: 484 
Alt 5: 481.2 
Alt 6: 322.5 
Alt 7: 322.5 
Alt C: 4.5 
Alt D: 27.4 
Alt E: 43.7 

0.2 479,429 9,288 17,618 Alt 4: 4.6 
Alt 5: 4.6 
Alt 6: 4.6 
Alt 7: 4.6 
Alt C: 16.6 
Alt D: 4.1 
Alt E: 61.7 
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Table 4.4-4. Cumulative Effects: Desert Tortoise Habitat (acres) 

Habitat 
 Value1 

Desert Tortoise Habitat1  
in Colorado Desert 

Recovery Unit 

Impacts to Habitat  
from Existing  

Projects2 

Impacts to Habitat  
from Foreseeable  
 Future Projects3 

Contribution of  
DHSP to Future 

Cumulative Impacts 

0.3 785,506 11,986 31,621 Alt 4: 0 
Alt 5: 0 
Alt 6: 0 
Alt 7: 0 
Alt C: 19.6 
Alt D: 17.8 
Alt E: 41.1 

0.4–0.5 1,035,547 15,885 45,885 Alt 4: 0 
Alt 5: 0 
Alt 6: 0 
Alt 7: 0 
Alt C: 18.8 
Alt D: 111.5 
Alt E: 36.2 

0.6–0.7 1,723,734 10,279 51,872 Alt 4: 0 
Alt 5: 0 
Alt 6: 0 
Alt 7: 0 
Alt C: 165.2 
Alt D: 19.6 
Alt E: 40.3 

0.8–0.9 2,635,526 9,233 109,567 0 

1.0 42,278 71 2,362 0 

1 - Based on the USGS Desert Tortoise Habitat Model (Nussear et al. 2009). 
2 - Includes only those existing projects for which GIS-based spatial data was available at the time of the analysis. 
3 - Includes only BLM Renewables that had submitted a Plan of Development at the time of the analysis and the proposed Silverado Project. 

The proposed project or its alternatives would also contribute to a substantial cumulative loss of 
desert tortoise habitat connectivity among the Chuckwalla and Joshua Tree DWMAs and critical 
habitat areas, as well as the greater connectivity between the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit and 
the Western Mojave Recovery Unit.  One of the objectives for desert tortoise recovery in the NECO 
is to “mitigate effects on desert tortoise populations and habitat outside DWMAs to provide con-
nectivity between DWMAs.”  Maintaining connectivity is particularly important given the 
threats posed by global climate change, according to the USFWS 2011 Revised Recovery Plan 
(USFWS 2011a).  The cumulative impacts to desert tortoise habitat connectivity, and the contrib-
ution of the proposed project or its alternatives to those impacts, are discussed further, under 
Wildlife Movement and Connectivity, below. 

Desert tortoises are likely to inhabit the solar facility site in low numbers (Section 4.4.7).  The 
proposed project or its alternatives would have permanent and long-term impacts to 1,208 acres 
of habitat at the solar facility site, and 92 acres along the gen-tie line Alternative C alignment.  
Cumulative impacts to desert tortoise critical habitat are discussed below under Wildlife 
Management Areas and Critical Habitat. 

The contribution of the proposed project or its alternatives to the cumulative loss of desert tor-
toise habitat would be offset through implementation of Mitigation Measure VEG-6 (Provide 
Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat).  This measure specifies that 
compensation habitat will be located within the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit in areas that 
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have potential to contribute to desert tortoise habitat connectivity and build linkages between 
desert tortoise designated critical habitat, known populations of desert tortoise, or other preserve 
land.  Other desert-tortoise-specific mitigation measures required to address the impacts of the 
proposed project or its alternatives to desert tortoises, including the contribution to cumulative 
effects, are described in Section 4.4.7. 

Mojave Fringe-Toed Lizard.  The development of previous, current, and foreseeable future 
projects would result in substantial cumulative adverse impacts to Mojave fringe-toed lizard hab-
itat (dune systems, sandfields, and other aeolian sand habitats).  Cumulative impacts include the 
direct loss of these habitats, as well as the adverse impacts of interrupted sand transport.  Exist-
ing projects in the NECO planning area (not including the DHSP) account for a loss of about 2.5 
percent of sand dune habitat in the NECO  Planning Area (Table 4.3-6), and foreseeable future 
projects would contribute slightly (128 acres) to this loss.  But these acreages do not account for 
effects of interrupted sand transport.  Some projects have been redesigned or relocated to avoid 
or minimize these impacts, reducing the severity of future contributions to the overall cumulative 
impact.  The solar facility site and most of the alternative gen-tie alignments would not affect 
Mojave fringe-toed lizard or its habitat.  Gen-tie Alternative E, however, would cross occupied 
MFTL habitat over a portion of its alignment in the dune system at the base of the Coxcomb 
Mountains.  It would impact 7 acres of Mohave fringe-toed lizard habitat (Table 4.3-2) for access 
road and transmission line construction.  None of the project alternatives would cause 
appreciable interruption to aeolian sand transport or deposition.  Mitigation measures described 
in Section 4.4.7 and Section 4.4.15 would minimize potential adverse impacts to Mojave fringe-
toed lizard and its habitat during transmission line work, if Alternative E is selected.  If the 
proposed project or its alternatives causes an increase in predators such as the common raven due 
to food, water, perching, and nesting habitat subsidies, then these indirect project impacts could 
affect the off-site Mojave fringe-toed lizard population and contribute to regional cumulative 
effects.  Mitigation Measure WIL-8 would require a Raven Monitoring, Management, and 
Control Plan to prevent or minimize project-related increases in raven populations.  With 
incorporation of the mitigation measures, the proposed project’s incremental contribution to loss 
of habitat and other adverse impacts to Mojave fringe-toed lizard would not be substantial. 

Golden Eagle.  The proposed project or its alternatives would contribute to the cumulative 
regional loss of golden eagle foraging habitat.  The project site does not provide suitable golden 
eagle nesting habitat, but there are several golden eagle nesting territories within a 10-mile radius 
(BLM 2011).  Most nesting areas are in the desert mountain ranges and are not likely to be 
directly affected by the majority of projects listed in the cumulative scenario.  The entire solar 
facility site and each of the gen-tie line alternatives provide potential foraging habitat and are 
within foraging range of known or potential nest sites.  Other renewable developments, both 
existing and proposed, in the NECO planning area would have similar impacts, and cumula-
tively, development in the California deserts would have substantial impacts to golden eagle 
foraging habitat.  Desert shrubland vegetation throughout the NECO Planning Area provides 
suitable foraging habitat for golden eagles, during breeding, wintering, or migratory seasons.  
Cumulative impacts to this habitat are summarized in Section 4.3-14, including Table 4.3-6.  The 
adverse cumulative effects of existing and foreseeable future projects (not including the proposed 
project) to foraging habitat are substantial.  The proposed project or its alternatives would 
contribute at least incrementally to the cumulative loss of golden eagle foraging habitat.  Imple-
mentation of mitigation measures described in Section 4.4.7 would minimize project impacts to 
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golden eagle foraging habitat.  Mitigation Measure VEG-6, which would require compensatory 
land acquisition, would mitigate project-specific loss of foraging habitat.  Mitigation Measures 
WIL-5 (Golden Eagle Pre-construction and Construction Phase Surveys) and MM WIL-6 (Bird 
and Bat Conservation Strategy) would require acquisition of additional data on golden eagle 
habitat use in the area, and preparation and implementation of a conservation strategy, to include 
minimization of potential impacts to golden eagles, and including adaptive management actions.  
With implementation of these measures, the contribution of the proposed project or its 
alternatives to cumulative impacts to golden eagles would be reduced or offset. 

Burrowing Owl.  The proposed project or its alternatives would contribute incrementally to the 
cumulative loss of burrowing owl wintering habitat and possibly breeding habitat.  While no 
burrows with sign were identified on the solar facility site, 2 burrowing owls were observed dur-
ing field studies outside the breeding season.  Habitat on the site and along most of the gen-tie 
alternative alignments appears suitable for nesting and wintering.  Impacts of the proposed proj-
ect or its alternatives would be similar to other solar developments in the region, and could 
include loss of breeding or wintering habitat, disturbance due to human activities, and destruc-
tion of active (nesting or wintering) burrows.  Desert shrubland vegetation throughout much of 
the NECO Planning Area provides suitable wintering or breeding habitat for burrowing owls.  
Cumulative impacts to this habitat are summarized in Section 4.3-14, including Table 4.3-6.  The 
adverse cumulative effects of existing and foreseeable future projects (not including the proposed 
project) to burrowing owl habitat are substantial.  The proposed project or its alternatives would 
contribute at least incrementally to the cumulative loss of burrowing owl habitat.  However, due 
to the low level of use, and an apparent rarity of breeding on-site, the incremental contribution of 
the proposed project or its alternatives to cumulative impacts to burrowing owls would be minor.  
Implementation of mitigation measures described in Section 4.4.7 would reduce or offset the 
contribution of the proposed project or its alternatives to cumulative impacts. 

Other Special-Status Birds.  The proposed project or its alternatives would contribute 
incrementally to the cumulative loss of habitat for several special-status birds, described in Sec-
tion 4.4.7.  The primary impacts of the proposed project or its alternatives to resident and migra-
tory birds include habitat loss, disturbance to foraging and breeding, and risk of injury or 
mortality due to collision with project features.  Desert shrubland vegetation throughout the 
NECO Planning Area provides suitable habitat for special status birds.  Cumulative impacts to 
this habitat are summarized in Section 4.3-14, including Table 4.3-6.  The adverse cumulative 
effects of existing and foreseeable future projects (not including the proposed project) to these 
habitats are substantial.  The proposed project or its alternatives would contribute at least incre-
mentally to the cumulative loss of special-status bird habitat.  This contribution would be further 
reduced or offset by the implementation of mitigation measures described in Section 4.4.7. 

Special-Status Bats.  Special-status bats of the local area are discussed in Section 4.4.7.  Bats 
may forage over the project area, and may be drawn to the area by the storage ponds (during con-
struction) or the evaporation pond (during O&M).  Due to the lack of extensive or high-quality 
roosting habitat in or near the project area, and the widespread availability of similar foraging 
habitat in the Chuckwalla Valley and beyond, the incremental contribution of the proposed proj-
ect or its alternatives to cumulative impacts to bats would be minor.  This contribution would be 
further reduced by the implementation of mitigation measures described in Section 4.4.7. 
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American Badger and Desert Kit Fox.  The proposed project or its alternatives would 
contribute incrementally to the cumulative loss and fragmentation of habitat for badgers and des-
ert kit fox.  These impacts are similar to impacts that would result from other past and foresee-
able future developments within the NECO planning area.  Desert shrubland vegetation through-
out much of the NECO Planning Area provides suitable habitat for both species.  Cumulative 
impacts to this habitat are summarized in Section 4.3-14, including Table 4.3-6.  The adverse 
cumulative effects of existing and foreseeable future projects (not including the proposed proj-
ect) to American badger and desert kit fox habitat are substantial.  Because of the presence of kit 
fox and badgers on site, and the fact that future projects are planned adjacent to or near the 
DHSP to the north and south that would also remove habitat and other direct impacts (described 
for Section 4.4.7), the cumulative impacts to badgers and kit fox in the Chuckwalla Valley would 
be substantial.  The contribution of the proposed project or its alternatives to these impacts would 
be reduced or offset by implementing mitigation measures described in Section 4.4.7, including 
Mitigation Measure WIL-7 (Desert Kit Fox and American Badger Impact Avoidance). 

Nelson’s Bighorn Sheep, Burro Deer, and Yuma Mountain Lion.  The project site and sur-
rounding valley floor provides marginally suitable foraging habitat that these species may use 
infrequently for foraging or for movement among surrounding mountain ranges.  Cumulative 
impacts to these habitat values, particularly movement, are substantial (below).  The project’s 
contribution to habitat loss and expected off-site impacts such as noise, lighting, and disturbance 
would be minimized or offset by implementing mitigation measures described in Section 4.4.7.  
The cumulative impacts to wildlife movement, and the contribution of the proposed project or its 
alternatives to those impacts, are discussed further, below. 

Wildlife Movement and Habitat Connectivity 

The solar facility site is located roughly midway between the three mountain ranges that 
surround the upper Chuckwalla Valley.  It is immediately south of the recently approved Desert 
Sunlight Project site and north of the proposed Silverado Project.  Wildlife movement among the 
mountain ranges surrounding the Chuckwalla Valley is restricted by the Colorado River Aque-
duct and large containment berms north of it, the disused Kaiser rail line on the west side of the 
Valley, and I-10 at the south of the Valley, but north of the Chuckwalla Mountains (see Section 
3.4, including Figure 3.4-3 in Appendix A).  These existing features restrict movement for all 
terrestrial species, including desert tortoise.  The solar facility site presently contributes to 
suitable wildlife movement routes through the Valley, particularly for southwest to northeast move-
ment between the Chuckwalla DWMA (west of the site) and the Coxcomb Mountains.  Project 
construction would eliminate movement opportunities across the site for most wildlife species.  
The project’s impacts to wildlife movement would be offset through implementation of 
Mitigation Measure VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and 
Habitat), which requires habitat compensation at a 1:1 ratio to contribute to general wildlife 
movement and population connectivity for Nelson’s bighorn sheep and desert tortoise 
populations. 

In addition to the project’s individual impacts, much of the suitable movement habitat in the 
Chuckwalla Valley north of I-10 would be degraded or eliminated by construction of other 
approved or proposed projects.  At least 6 other large-scale renewable energy projects have been 
approved or proposed in this portion of the Chuckwalla Valley (see Figure 4.4-1 in Appendix A).  
Desert Sunlight, now under construction, would largely prevent movement from the DHSP site 
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northward and would eliminate much of the suitable movement habitat north of the DHSP.  
These new industrial land uses would eliminate habitat and exclude most wildlife from each 
project site, further restricting wildlife movement in the region.  The USFWS (2011b) identifies 
a series of recently approved projects in the I-10 corridor, and concludes that: 

The collective effect of these various project approvals has 1) reduced the number of 
opportunities for desert tortoises to cross the I-10 corridor and maintain landscape-level 
population connectivity between the Mojave and Colorado portions of the species’ range; 
and 2) likely reduced desert tortoise population densities in portions of the [Desert 
Sunlight] action area, which reduces the extent of population connectivity to an unknown 
degree.  Consequently, we [USFWS] conclude that the environmental baseline against 
which the effects of the proposed [Desert Sunlight] project are analyzed include habitat 
areas have been degraded by existing land uses and will experience additional reductions 
once projects that have been approved are constructed. 

These impacts to wildlife movement, including connectivity among desert tortoise population 
and habitat areas, are cumulatively substantial.  The USFWS BO for the Desert Sunlight project 
(2011b) requires acquisition and management of lands within the I-10 corridor as mitigation for 
that project’s impacts to habitat connectivity.  The contribution of the proposed project or its 
alternatives to the cumulative impacts to wildlife movement would be mitigated in part, as 
described above, including provisions in Mitigation Measure VEG-6 that would require habitat 
acquisition in the I-10 corridor. 

Even with this mitigation, the residual cumulative effects to habitat connectivity within the upper 
Chuckwalla Valley would be substantial due to the loss of wildlife movement habitat across 
existing the site and other existing, approved, or foreseeable future project sites.  However, the 
DHSP project site is modeled as low habitat value (Nussear et al. 2009), has low density of tor-
toises and their sign (Section 3.4), much of the local habitat has been disturbed and fragmented, 
and the most important desert tortoise movement habitat in the area lies west of the project 
footprint.  Therefore, the contribution of the proposed project or its alternatives would be 
relatively minor (Section 4.4.7). 

Wildlife Management Areas 

The development of numerous large-scale projects, such other wind and solar generation facili-
ties, would result in a substantial permanent conversion of desert habitat to industrial/commercial 
uses.  This would result in substantial adverse cumulative impacts to wildlife management areas 
due to habitat loss from ground disturbance and the direct and indirect off-site impacts described 
in Section 4.4.7, including noise, lighting, dust, and invasive weeds.  The direct effects of the 
proposed project and alternatives are described in Sections 4.4.4 through 4.4.15.  The NECO 
plan allows for development of 1 percent of the BLM-administered land within the Chuckwalla 
DWMA (465,287 acres; 1 percent is 4,653 acres).  The development of 2 or 4 acres (under 
Alternatives B/C and D, and E, respectively), would represent a small percentage of the 
allowable development within the DWMA (less than 0.01 percent).  However, due to the 
importance of designated DWMAs and CHUs to desert tortoise and other wildlife, even 
relatively small impacts to these areas are important.  According to Mitigation Measure VEG-6, 
these impacts would be mitigated at a 5:1 compensation ratio and a proportion of this 
compensation habitat (at least a 1:1 ratio) would be within the I-10 corridor, which also is within 
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the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU.  In consideration of the NECO Plan’s limitations on future 
development within DWMAs the cumulative impacts to these wildlife management areas will 
not be substantial and the contribution of the project or alternatives to the cumulative habitat loss 
within these wildlife management areas also would not be substantial. 

Under several of the alternatives, the project would create adverse impacts to the Palen-Ford 
WHMA.  The 46 acres of the WHMA that are within the DHSP project site are isolated from the 
remainder of the WHMA and key WHMA resources, including the dunes and playa system to 
the east, by the intervening DSSF project now under construction (see Figures 3.1-1 and 3.4-1).  
The functionality of this portion of the WHMA is thus reduced in the context of the WHMA as a 
whole.  As a result, the effects of the DHSP on this portion of the WHMA would be diminished 
by its configuration, and the contribution of the project to cumulative impacts on the WHMA 
would not be substantial.   

4.4.17 CEQA Considerations 

This section is included in this EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment for future use by CEQA Lead 
and Responsible agencies and is not required under NEPA. 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The significance criteria listed below are from the Environmental Checklist Form in Appendix G 
of the CEQA Guidelines.  They are used to determine whether the proposed project or alterna-
tives would result in significant impacts under CEQA related to wildlife biological resources.  
The proposed project and alternatives would result in a significant impact related to wildlife bio-
logical resources if they would: 

WIL-1 Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on 
any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or 
regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFG or USFWS; 

WIL-2 Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or 
wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or 
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites; 

WIL-3 Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as 
a tree preservation policy or ordinance; or 

WIL-4 Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural 
Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat 
conservation plan 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternative 1.  Under Alternative 1, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM 
would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, the project would not be constructed and BLM 
would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land use designation in the CDCA 
Plan.  It is expected that the site would remain in its existing condition, with no new structures or 
facilities constructed or operated and no project-related ground disturbance.  No significant 
impacts to wildlife resources would result from Alternative 1.  Alternative 1 would not 
contribute to any significant cumulative impact. 
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Alternative 2.  Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar 
energy development.  As a result, the project would not be constructed and BLM would manage 
the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  Any future project 
would be reviewed under a separate NEPA analysis.  No significant impacts to wildlife resources 
would result from the DHSP.  Alternative 2 would not contribute to any significant cumulative 
impact to wildlife resources. 

Alternative 3.  Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future 
solar energy development.  As a result, the project would not be constructed and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  Any future 
project would be reviewed under a separate NEPA analysis.  No significant impacts to wildlife 
resources would result from the DHSP.  Alternative 2 would not contribute to any significant 
cumulative impact to wildlife resources. 

Alternative 4.  Under Alternative 4, the Applicant’s proposed project, the direct and indirect 
impacts of project construction, O&M, and decommissioning to wildlife resources, including 
wildlife habitat and special-status wildlife species, would be as described in Section 4.4.7.  These 
impacts would be significant under criteria WIL-1 (impacts to special-status wildlife and habitat, 
including listed threatened or endangered species) and WIL-2 (interfere substantially with the 
movement of native wildlife species).  With implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 
through MM VEG-9 and MM WIL-1 through MM WIL-8, these impacts to wildlife resources 
would be mitigated to less-than-significant levels under CEQA by minimizing habitat impacts to 
the extent practicable, mitigating direct impacts to special-status wildlife, avoiding impacts to 
nesting and migratory birds, controlling potential subsidies for ravens or other predators, provid-
ing for long-term conservation and management of native habitat on compensation lands, and 
other actions as described above.  Adverse residual impacts (Section 4.4.7) would remain, but 
would be less than significant and there would be no unavoidable significant impacts under the 
CEQA criteria. 

The cumulative impacts of existing and reasonably foreseeable development to special-status 
wildlife and habitat (including listed threatened or endangered species), and wildlife movement, 
are significant within the region (criteria WIL-1 and WIL-2).  The individual contributions of 
Alternative 4 to these cumulative effects would be minor and mitigated in part through mitiga-
tion measures described in Sections 4.3.7 and 4.4.7, particularly Mitigation Measures VEG-6 
(Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat).  Even with imple-
mentation of mitigation, the residual impacts of Alternative 4 would have a cumulatively 
considerable contribution to significant habitat loss for special-status wildlife species in the 
NECO planning area, and reduced wildlife movement and connectivity in the upper Chuckwalla 
Valley.  Therefore, cumulative impacts would remain significant and unavoidable under criteria 
WIL-1 and WIL-2. 

There would be no significant impacts, at either the project level or cumulatively, under criteria 
WIL-3 and WIL-4 because Alternative 4 would be consistent with local plans and policies (i.e., 
the County of Riverside General Plan), and there are no habitat conservation plans in the project 
area. 
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Alternative 5.  Since the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to wildlife resources for Alter-
native would be substantially the same as those described for Alternative 4, as explained above, 
those effects would be mitigated to less-than-significant levels under CEQA.  Similarly, Alterna-
tive 5 would contribute considerably to the cumulatively significant impacts of habitat loss for 
special-status wildlife species in the NECO planning area, and reduced wildlife movement and 
connectivity in the upper Chuckwalla Valley.  There would be no significant impacts, at either 
the project level or cumulatively, under criteria WIL-3 and WIL-4 because Alternative 5 would 
be consistent with local plans and policies (i.e., the County of Riverside General Plan), and there 
are no habitat conservation plans in the project area. 

Alternative 6.  Under Alternative 6, the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to wildlife 
resources would be as described for Alternative 4.  The direct and indirect impacts of Alternative 
6 would be mitigated to less-than-significant levels under CEQA.  However, Alternative 6 would 
contribute considerably to the cumulatively significant impacts of habitat loss for special-status 
wildlife species in the NECO planning area, and reduced wildlife movement and connectivity in 
the upper Chuckwalla Valley.  There would be no significant impacts, at either the project level 
or cumulatively, under criteria WIL-3 and WIL-4 because Alternative 6 would be consistent with 
local plans and policies (i.e., the County of Riverside General Plan), and there are no habitat con-
servation plans in the project area. 

Alternative 7.  Under Alternative 7, the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to wildlife 
resources would be as described for Alternative 4.  The direct and indirect impacts of Alternative 
7 would be mitigated to less-than-significant levels under CEQA.  However, Alternative 7 would 
contribute considerably to the cumulatively significant impacts of habitat loss for special-status 
wildlife species in the NECO planning area, and reduced wildlife movement and connectivity in 
the upper Chuckwalla Valley.  There would be no significant impacts, at either the project level 
or cumulatively, under criteria WIL-3 and WIL-4 because Alternative 6 would be consistent with 
local plans and policies (i.e., the County of Riverside General Plan), and there are no habitat con-
servation plans in the project area. 

Alternative A.  Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be approved by the BLM, and BLM 
would not amend the CDCA Plan.  The proposed gen-tie line would not be constructed and BLM 
would continue to manage the ROW consistent with the existing land use designation in the 
CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended (including the Desert Sunlight amendment).  It is 
expected that the Desert Sunlight gen-tie line would be built within the ROW, and that impacts 
to vegetation resources would be as described in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project EIS 
(BLM 2011).  No significant impacts to vegetation resources would result from Alternative A.  
Alternative A would not contribute to any significant cumulative impact, as defined in CEQA. 

Alternative B.  Under Alternative B, the direct and indirect impacts of gen-tie line construction, 
operation, and decommissioning to wildlife resources, as described in Section 4.4.12, would be 
significant under CEQA criterion WIL-1 (impacts to special status wildlife and habitat).  With 
implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9 and MM WIL-1 through 
MM WIL-8, these impacts to wildlife resources would be mitigated to less-than-significant 
levels under CEQA by minimizing habitat impacts to the extent practicable, mitigating direct 
impacts to special-status wildlife, avoiding impacts to nesting and migratory birds, controlling 
potential subsidies for ravens or other predators, providing for long-term conservation and 
management of native habitat on compensation lands, and other actions as described above.  
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Adverse residual impacts (described in Section 4.4.7) would remain, but would be less than sig-
nificant and there would be no unavoidable significant impacts under the CEQA criteria. 

Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative wildlife effects, as the cumulative scenario 
assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B con-
ductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional work required for 
Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

There would be no significant impacts, at either the project level or cumulatively, under criteria 
WIL-3 and WIL-4 because Alternative B would be consistent with local plans and policies (i.e., 
the County of Riverside General Plan), and there are no habitat conservation plans in the project 
area. 

Alternative C.  Under Alternative C, the direct and indirect impacts of gen-tie line construction, 
operation, and decommissioning to wildlife resources would be as described for Alternative B.  
The direct and indirect impacts of Alternative C would be mitigated to less-than-significant 
levels under CEQA.  The contribution of Alternative C to cumulative impacts would be greater 
than for Alternative B, due to its construction on separate structures from the Desert Sunlight gen-tie 
line.  However, this would not be a considerable contribution, in terms of CEQA.  There would 
be no significant impacts, at either the project level or cumulatively, under criteria WIL-3 and 
WIL-4 because Alternative C would be consistent with local plans and policies (i.e., the County 
of Riverside General Plan), and there are no habitat conservation plans in the project area. 

Alternative D.  Under Alternative D, the direct and indirect impacts of gen-tie line construction, 
operation, and decommissioning to wildlife resources would be as described for Alternative B.  
The direct and indirect impacts of Alternative D would be mitigated to less-than-significant 
levels under CEQA.  The contribution of Alternative D to cumulative impacts would be greater 
than for Alternative B, due to its construction of separate support structures for the gen-tie line.  
However, this would not be a considerable contribution, in terms of CEQA.  There would be no 
significant impacts, at either the project level or cumulatively, under criteria WIL-3 and WIL-4 
because Alternative D would be consistent with local plans and policies (i.e., the County of Riv-
erside General Plan), and there are no habitat conservation plans in the project area. 

Alternative E.  Under Alternative E, the direct and indirect impacts of gen-tie line construction, 
operation, and decommissioning to wildlife resources would be as described for Alternative B.  
The direct and indirect impacts of Alternative E would be mitigated to less-than-significant levels 
under CEQA.  The contribution of Alternative E to cumulative impacts would be greater than for 
Alternative B, due to its construction of separate structures for the gen-tie line.  However, this 
would not be a considerable contribution, in terms of CEQA.  There would be no significant 
impacts, at either the project level or cumulatively, under criteria WIL-3 and WIL-4 because 
Alternative E would be consistent with local plans and policies (i.e., the County of Riverside 
General Plan), and there are no habitat conservation plans in the project area. 
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4.5 CLIMATE CHANGE 

4.5.1 Methodology for Analysis 

This section addresses the effects of greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) from the Desert Harvest 
Solar Project (DHSP), as well as the consistency of the proposed project and alternatives with the 
applicable plans and programs that have been implemented by various federal, state, and local 
agencies with jurisdiction over the project area.  The CEQ published draft guidance in February 
2010 for federal agencies to consider the direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions from 
proposals for federal actions under NEPA and to quantify and disclose those emissions in the 
environmental document (Council on Environmental Quality, Draft NEPA Guidance, dated 
February 18, 2010).  The draft guidance provides practical tools for agency reporting, including a 
presumptive threshold of 25,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (MTCO2e) annual 
emissions from the proposed project to trigger a quantitative analysis. 

Potential GHG emissions from construction and operation, including avoided GHG emissions 
associated with displaced fossil-fuel fired electricity generation, are estimated quantitatively to 
evaluate the proposed project and alternatives.  Climate change effects are long-term, global, and 
cumulative in nature.  Therefore, the GHG emissions impacts described in this section analyze 
the potential for long-term cumulative effects. 

4.5.2 Applicant Measures 

No applicant measures are proposed. 

4.5.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would 
not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be constructed on the 
project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land use 
designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, effects from the project would not occur. 

4.5.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site, and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  No effects 
from the DHSP would occur. 

4.5.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
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result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 

4.5.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

As a solar energy project, the project would have no primary direct CO2 emissions from elec-
tricity production during operation, but direct GHG emissions during operation would result 
from the use of off-road equipment and on-road vehicles used for inspection and maintenance 
and possible minor leakage from sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) containing electrical equipment.  The 
project is likely to avoid GHG emissions due to the displacement of electricity generated by 
fossil fuel-fired power plants, offset by a small increase in GHG emissions due to the loss of car-
bon uptake from the removal of vegetation at the project site. 

Construction 

Direct GHG emissions during construction would be generated from use of off-road equipment 
(such as graders, cranes, and excavators) and from on-road construction vehicle trips (such as 
heavy haul trips for solar panels and other construction materials like water and aggregate and 
cement for concrete production, as well as construction employee commuting). 

Direct Effects 

Estimated direct construction GHG emissions for the project, including the secondary direct 
emissions from off-site construction trips, are presented in Table 4.5-1.  Detailed assumptions are 
included in Appendix D. 

Table 4.5-1. Total Construction Period CO2 Emissions, Alternative 4 – 
Proposed Solar Project 

 MTCO2e 
On-road Vehicle Emissions 9,454.78 
Off-road Construction Equipment Emissions 19,928.21 
Total 29,382.99 
Source:  Aspen Analysis, See Appendix D for detailed modeling assumptions and emission estimates. 
Note: The total emissions are for the entire 24-month construction period. 

The SCAQMD established an interim GHG threshold that considers construction emissions as 
amortized over 30 years for the service lifetime of a project.  Assuming that the project would 
serve 30 years, the equivalent annual average GHG emissions over the 30-year project life would 
be 979.43 MTCO2e/year for construction of the DHSP. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 4 during construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation activities would include routine maintenance of the solar farm facilities, washing the 
solar panels, removing noxious weeds, and roads maintenance.  Routine maintenance includes 
torque electrical fittings, cleaning switch gear, calibrating protective relays, fire protection sys-
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tem test and annual certification, and fuse swapping and testing ground fault detection and power 
quality.  In order to perform these operation and maintenance activities, the project would require 
16 full-time staff and 4 pickup trucks on-site. 

Direct Effects 

The estimated direct operation GHG emissions related to Alternative 4, including the emissions 
from employee trips, on-site truck trips, other maintenance and operation activities, are presented 
in Table 4.5-2.  Also presented in this table is the project life amortized construction GHG emis-
sions and an estimate of the GHG emissions displaced from the electrical production of Alterna-
tive 4. 

Table 4.5-2. Annual Operation Emissions, Alternative 4 – Proposed 
Solar Project 

 
MTCO2e  
per year 

Employee and O&M Vehicle Emissions 522.62 
Amortized Construction Emissions 979.43 
Total Annualized Direct Emissions 1,502.05 
Displaced Annual GHG Emissions (92,670) 
Net Project Annual GHG Emissions (91,168) 
Source:  Aspen Analysis, See Appendix D for detailed modeling assumptions and emission estimates. 

Total annualized direct GHG emissions are expected to be well below the presumptive threshold 
for direct emissions of 25,000 MTCO2e/year established in the Council on Environmental 
Quality’s (CEQ’s) draft guidance for federal agencies.  Therefore, the project would not result in 
an unavoidable adverse GHG effects. 

Indirect Effects 

The capacity of Alternative 4 is 150 MW.  Based on the project expected generation of over 
300,000 MWh annually and a system-wide GHG emission factor of 681 lbs CO2e/MWh for 
electricity provided by California utilities (USEPA 2011) including SCE, the energy produced by 
the project would displace 92,670 MTCO2e/year that would otherwise be emitted by power 
plants currently generating electricity for the California system.  Because this would be an 
indirect effect of the project, the exact nature and location of such reductions is not known, and 
the magnitude of reductions would diminish over time as the system-wide GHG emission factor 
would decrease with increased renewable energy in California’s generation profile. 

The project would cause the clearing of land and removal of vegetation, which would reduce the 
ongoing natural carbon uptake by vegetation.  A study of the Mojave Desert indicated that the 
desert may uptake carbon in amounts as high as 100 grams per square meter per year (Wohlfahrt 
et al. 2008).  This would equate to a maximum reduction in carbon uptake, calculated as CO2, of 
1.48 MT tons of CO2 per acre per year for areas with complete vegetation removal.  For this 
project, which would require 1,208 acres of permanently disturbed areas of vegetation removal, 
the equivalent loss in carbon uptake would be 1,776 MTCO2e/year, which would be negligible 
in comparison to other effects of the project on CO2 emissions. 
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Decommissioning 

At the end of the life of Alternative 4, above-ground structures would be removed and demol-
ished, and the site would be returned to its original condition.  Required decommissioning activi-
ties and equipment would be similar to those for project construction. 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning would require removal of the solar panels, towers, and electrical collection 
system and transporting all components off site.  After removal of equipment and facilities, the 
site would need to be re-vegetated.  Equipment used for decommissioning would generally be 
similar to that used for construction, but the overall activity necessary during decommissioning 
would be much less than that of construction.  Since decommissioning would occur after at least 
30 years of operation, it is likely that equipment engine technology would be more advanced and 
fuels would be cleaner.  Therefore, it is anticipated that GHG emissions generated from decom-
missioning would be similar to or more likely less than those from construction estimated in 
Table 4.5-1, and the environmental effects of the GHG emissions would be comparable. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with the project during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Alternative 4 would result in avoided GHG emissions associated with displaced fossil fuel power 
generation, and GHG emissions associated with facility construction and operations would not 
cause adverse effects.  Accordingly, no climate change/GHG emissions mitigation measures are 
required. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Alternative 4 would have no residual impacts and no unavoidable adverse effects related to cli-
mate change. 

4.5.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Alternative 5 would exclude the portion of the site which is within the Palen-Ford Wildlife 
Habitat Management Area (WHMA).  Alternative 5 would encompass 1,161 acres and the areas 
cleared of vegetation would be the same as for Alternative 4, 107 acres. 

Construction 

Construction components of Alternative 5 would be identical to those of Alternative 4. 

Direct Effects 

Alternative 5 would require slightly less construction materials and related truck trips, and 
possibly slightly fewer construction workers than Alternative 4; however, the difference would 
be minimal.  Therefore, Alternative 5 would generate slightly less GHG emissions, but the GHG/
climate change effects under Alternative 5 would be essentially the same as those effects under 
Alternative 4. 
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Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 5 during construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance activities under Alternative 5 would be almost identical to those 
under Alternative 4. 

Direct Effects 

Similar to Alternative 4, emission sources for Alternative 5 operation would be limited to main-
tenance activities and vehicles trips required for operation/maintenance.  Therefore, operation 
emissions would be substantially less than construction emissions.  GHG/climate change effects 
during Alternative 5 would be similar to those effects during Alternative 4; therefore operation of 
Alternative 5 would not result in an unavoidable adverse effect. 

Indirect Effects 

Similar to Alternative 4, electricity produced by Alternative 5 would displace electricity gene-
rated from other power plants currently generating electricity for the California system.  Indirect 
GHG/Climate Change effects during operation of Alternative 5 would be identical to those dur-
ing operation of Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning under Alternative 5 would be essentially the same as decommissioning under 
Alternative 4, except that the area that would be re-vegetated would be smaller due to the smaller 
disturbance acres. 

Direct Effects 

Required decommissioning activities and equipment under Alternative 5 would be similar to 
those described under Alternative 4.  Alternative 5 would require slightly less equipment use due 
to the smaller disturbance area subject to re-vegetation during decommissioning.  However, the 
difference would be minimal and effects of Alternative 5 decommissioning would be essentially 
identical to those of Alternative 4 decommissioning. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 5 during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Similar to Alternative 4, Alternative 5 would result in avoided greenhouse gas emissions associ-
ated with displaced fossil fuel power generation, and greenhouse gas emissions associated with 
facility construction and operations would not cause adverse effects.  Accordingly, no climate 
change/GHG emissions mitigation measures are required. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Alternative 5 would have no residual impacts and no unavoidable adverse effects related to cli-
mate change. 
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4.5.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 6 would exclude the 155-acre southern parcel of the project as well as some minor 
portions of the northern parcel where sensitive plants are located.  Alternative 6 would 
encompass 1,044 acres and the areas cleared of vegetation would be slightly less than those for 
Alternative 4. 

Construction 

Construction components of Alternative 6 would be identical to those of Alternative 4. 

Direct Effects 

Alternative 6 would require slightly less construction materials and related truck trips, and 
possibly slightly fewer construction workers than Alternative 4; however, the difference would 
be minimal.  Therefore, Alternative 6 would generate slightly less GHG emissions, but the 
GHG/climate change effects under Alternative 6 would be essentially the same as those effects 
under Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 6 during construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance activities under Alternative 6 would be almost identical to those 
under Alternative 4. 

Direct Effects 

Similar to Alternative 4, emission sources for Alternative 6 operation would be limited to main-
tenance activities and vehicles trips required for operation/maintenance.  Therefore, operation 
emissions would be substantially less than construction emissions.  GHG/climate change effects 
during Alternative 6 would be similar to those effects during Alternative 4; therefore operation of 
Alternative 6 would not result in an unavoidable adverse effect. 

Indirect Effects 

Similar to Alternative 4, electricity produced by Alternative 6 would displace electricity gene-
rated from other power plants currently generating electricity for the California system.  Indirect 
GHG/climate change effects during operation of Alternative 6 would be similar to those during 
operation of Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning under Alternative 6 would be essentially the same as decommissioning under 
Alternative 4, except that the area that would require re-vegetation would be smaller due to the 
smaller disturbance acres. 
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Direct Effects 

Required decommissioning activities and equipment under Alternative 6 would be similar to 
those described under Alternative 4.  Alternative 6 would require slightly less equipment use due 
to the smaller disturbance area subject to re-vegetation during decommissioning.  However, the 
difference would be minimal and effects of Alternative 6 decommissioning would be essentially 
identical to those of Alternative 4 decommissioning. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 6 during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Similar to Alternative 4, Alternative 6 would result in avoided greenhouse gas emissions associ-
ated with displaced fossil fuel power generation, and greenhouse gas emissions associated with 
facility construction and operations would not cause adverse effects.  Accordingly, no climate 
change/GHG emissions mitigation measures are required. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Alternative 6 would have no residual impacts and no unavoidable adverse effects related to cli-
mate change. 

4.5.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6.  Alterna-
tive 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 150 MW nominal 
capacity project.  Project details are the same as for Alternative 4, with the only exception being 
the overall height of the panels for Alternative 7.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-
axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet.   

Construction 

Construction components of Alternative 7 would be identical to those of Alternative 4. 

Direct Effects 

Alternative 7 would require slightly less construction materials and related truck trips, and 
possibly slightly fewer construction workers than Alternative 4; however, the difference would 
be minimal.  Therefore, Alternative 7 would generate slightly less GHG emissions, but the 
GHG/climate change effects under Alternative 7 would be essentially the same as those effects 
under Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 7 during construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance activities under Alternative 7 would be almost identical to those 
under Alternative 4. 
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Direct Effects 

Similar to Alternative 4, emission sources for Alternative 7 operation would be limited to main-
tenance activities and vehicles trips required for operation/maintenance.  Therefore, operation 
emissions would be substantially less than construction emissions.  GHG/climate change effects 
during Alternative 7 would be similar to those effects during Alternative 4; therefore operation of 
Alternative 7 would not result in an unavoidable adverse effect. 

Indirect Effects 

Similar to Alternative 4, electricity produced by Alternative 7 would displace electricity gene-
rated from other power plants currently generating electricity for the California system.  Indirect 
GHG/climate change effects during operation of Alternative 7 would be similar to those during 
operation of Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning under Alternative 7 would be essentially the same as decommissioning under 
Alternative 4, except that the area that would require re-vegetation would be smaller due to the 
smaller disturbance acres. 

Direct Effects 

Required decommissioning activities and equipment under Alternative 7 would be similar to 
those described under Alternative 4.  Alternative 7 would require slightly less equipment use due 
to the smaller disturbance area subject to re-vegetation during decommissioning.  However, the 
difference would be minimal and effects of Alternative 7 decommissioning would be essentially 
identical to those of Alternative 4 decommissioning. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative 7 during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Similar to Alternative 4, Alternative 7 would result in avoided greenhouse gas emissions associ-
ated with displaced fossil fuel power generation, and greenhouse gas emissions associated with 
facility construction and operations would not cause adverse effects.  Accordingly, no climate 
change/GHG emissions mitigation measures are required. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Alternative 7 would have no residual impacts and no unavoidable adverse effects related to cli-
mate change. 

4.5.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed or operated as part of the proposed 
project.  Therefore, no climate change/GHG effects related to construction, operations and main-
tenance, or decommissioning would occur. 
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Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures for climate change/GHG effects are required for Alternative A. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No climate change/GHG residual impacts or unavoidable adverse effects would result from the 
implementation of Alternative A. 

4.5.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Alternative B would utilize transmission infrastructure developed for First Solar’s Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm Project (DSSF) by sharing the approved transmission towers.  Stringing of 
the Applicant’s gen-tie line would commence in October 2012 and be completed in February 
2013.  However, since this construction had not yet begun in September 2011, this analysis 
assumes that Alternative B would require all related construction activities. 

Construction 

Construction of Alternative B would cause both temporary and permanent disturbance within a 
construction corridor estimated at a width of 160 feet, plus additional fan-shaped areas at each 
turn in the alignment with radii of 450 feet needed for wire stringing.  The permanent distur-
bance associated with Alternative B would be limited to the foundations of the transmission 
structures, the footprint of the access road, and two 75-foot-by-200-foot areas associated with 
each fan-shaped stringing area, as described previously. 

Direct Effects 

Estimated direct construction GHG emissions for Alternative B, including the secondary direct 
emissions from off-site construction trips, are presented in Table 4.5-3.  Detailed assumptions are 
included in Appendix D. 

Table 4.5-3. Total Construction Period CO2 Emissions, Alternative B – 
Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

 MTCO2e 
On-road Vehicle Emissions 940.74 
Off-road Construction Equipment Emissions 351.19 
Total 1,291.93 
Source:  Aspen Analysis, See Appendix D for detailed modeling assumptions and emission estimates. 
Note: The total emissions are for the entire construction duration. 

Assuming that the project would serve 30 years, the annual average GHG emissions over the 
30-year project life would be 43.06 MTCO2e/year. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative B during construction. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

DHSP operations and maintenance personnel would perform periodic maintenance of the gen-tie 
line, and no additional personnel would be required.  Operation and maintenance of the pro-
posed project gen-tie line would involve periodic inspection via helicopter or truck.  The trans-
mission lines would be maintained on an as-needed basis and would include maintenance of 
access roads and erosion/drainage control structures. 

Direct Effects 

No additional personnel or equipment would be required for Alternative B; therefore no addi-
tional impacts other than those operation and maintenance impacts described for Alternative 4 
would occur. 

Indirect Effects 

No additional personnel or equipment would be required for Alternative B; therefore no addi-
tional impacts would other than those operation and maintenance impacts described for Alterna-
tive 4 occur. 

Decommissioning 

At the end of the life of Alternative B, equipment and facilities would be removed and demol-
ished, and the site would be returned to its original condition. 

Direct Effects 

Equipment used for decommissioning would generally be similar to that used for construction.  
Because decommissioning would occur after serving at least 30 years, it is likely that equipment 
engine technology would be more advanced and fuel would be cleaner.  Therefore, GHG emis-
sions during decommissioning of the proposed gen-tie would be significantly less than the GHG 
emissions associated with its construction. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative B during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

By providing transmission infrastructure for production of renewable energy, Alternative B 
would result in avoided GHG emissions associated with displaced fossil fuel power generation.  
GHG emissions associated with gen-tie construction and operations would not cause adverse 
effects.  Accordingly, no climate change/GHG emissions mitigation measures are required. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Alternative B would have no residual impacts and no unavoidable adverse effects related to cli-
mate change. 
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4.5.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

The Alternative C gen-tie line would parallel the approved Desert Sunlight gen-tie line, and would 
be located on separate towers within the same ROW.  The same number of towers in a nearly 
identical alignment to that of First Solar’s tower would be constructed.  Construction, operation, 
and maintenance of Alternative C would be identical to that for Alternative B, except for some 
additional ground disturbance required for the new tower locations, pulling stations, and dead-
end poles. 

Construction 

Construction activities required under Alternative C would be essentially the same as those 
required under Alternative B. 

Direct Effects 

Under Alternative C, construction equipment usage would be identical to Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative C during construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

DHSP operations and maintenance personnel would perform periodic maintenance of the gen-tie 
line, and no additional personnel would be required.  Operation and maintenance of the pro-
posed project gen-tie line would involve periodic inspection via helicopter or truck.  The trans-
mission lines would be maintained on an as-needed basis and would include maintenance of 
access roads and erosion/drainage control structures. 

Direct Effects 

No additional personnel or equipment would be required for Alternative C; therefore no addi-
tional impacts other than those operation and maintenance impacts described for Alternative 4 
would occur. 

Indirect Effects 

No additional personnel or equipment would be required for Alternative C; therefore no addi-
tional impacts other than those operation and maintenance impacts described for Alternative 4 
would occur. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning under Alternative C would be essentially the same as decommissioning under 
Alternative B, except for removal of the new towers proposed as a part of Alternative C. 

Direct Effects 

Required decommissioning activities and equipment under Alternative C would be similar to those 
described under Alternative B, except for additional equipment for disassembly of the new towers 
proposed under Alternative C.  Therefore climate change/GHG effects during Alternative C 
decommissioning would also be slightly more than decommissioning effects under Alternative B. 
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Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative C during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Similar to Alternative B, Alternative C would result in avoided GHG emissions associated with 
displaced fossil fuel power generation, and GHG emissions associated with gen-tie construction 
and operations would not cause adverse effects.  Accordingly, no climate change/GHG emissions 
mitigation measures are required. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Alternative C would have no residual impacts and no unavoidable adverse effects related to cli-
mate change. 

4.5.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction, operation, and maintenance of gen-tie line under Alternative D would be identical 
to that of gen-tie line under Alternative C, except it would require slightly less temporary and 
permanent ground disturbance. 

Construction 

Construction activities required under Alternative D would be essentially the same as those 
required under Alternative C. 

Direct Effects 

Under Alternative D, construction equipment usage would be essentially the same as Alterna-
tive C.  Therefore effects associated with climate change/GHG under Alternative D would be 
similar to those effects under Alternative C. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative D during construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

DHSP operations and maintenance personnel would perform periodic maintenance of the gen-tie 
line, and no additional personnel would be required.  Operation and maintenance of the pro-
posed project gen-tie line would involve periodic inspection via helicopter or truck.  The trans-
mission lines would be maintained on an as-needed basis and would include maintenance of 
access roads and erosion/drainage control structures. 

Direct Effects 

No additional personnel or equipment would be required for Alternative D; therefore no addi-
tional impacts other than those operation and maintenance impacts described for Alternative 4 
would occur. 
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Indirect Effects 

No additional personnel or equipment would be required for Alternative D; therefore no addi-
tional impacts other than those operation and maintenance impacts described for Alternative 4 
would occur. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning under Alternative D would be essentially the same as decommissioning under 
Alternative C. 

Direct Effects 

Required decommissioning activities and equipment under Alternative D would be similar to 
those described under Alternative C; therefore, climate change/GHG effects during Alternative D 
decommissioning would also be similar to decommissioning effects under Alternative C. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative D during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Similar to Alternative B, Alternative D would result in avoided emissions associated with 
displaced fossil fuel power generation, and emissions associated with gen-tie construction and 
operations would not cause adverse effects.  Accordingly, no climate change/GHG emissions 
mitigation measures are required. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Alternative D would have no residual impacts and no unavoidable adverse effects related to cli-
mate change. 

4.5.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction, operation, and maintenance of gen-tie line under Alternative E would be similar to 
that of gen-tie line under Alternative C, except it would require slightly less temporary and per-
manent ground disturbance. 

Construction 

Construction activities required under Alternative E would be essentially the same as those 
required under Alternative C. 

Direct Effects 

Under Alternative E, construction equipment usage would be essentially the same as Alterna-
tive B.  Therefore effects associated with climate change/GHG under Alternative E would be 
similar to those effects under Alternative C. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative E during construction. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

DHSP operations and maintenance personnel would perform periodic maintenance of the gen-tie 
line, and no additional personnel would be required.  Operation and maintenance of the pro-
posed project gen-tie line would involve periodic inspection via helicopter or truck.  The trans-
mission lines would be maintained on an as-needed basis and would include maintenance of 
access roads and erosion/drainage control structures. 

Direct Effects 

No additional personnel or equipment would be required for Alternative E; therefore no addi-
tional impacts other than those operation and maintenance impacts described for Alternative 4 
would occur. 

Indirect Effects 

No additional personnel or equipment would be required for Alternative E; therefore no addi-
tional impacts other than those operation and maintenance impacts described for Alternative 4 
would occur. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning under Alternative E would be essentially the same as decommissioning under 
Alternative C. 

Direct Effects 

Required decommissioning activities and equipment under Alternative E would be similar to 
those described under Alternative C; therefore, GHG/climate change effects during Alternative E 
decommissioning would also be similar to decommissioning effects under Alternative C. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with Alternative E during decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Alternative E would result in avoided GHG emissions associated with displaced fossil fuel 
power generation, and GHG emissions associated with gen-tie construction and operations would 
not cause adverse effects.  Accordingly, no climate change/GHG emissions mitigation measures 
are required. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Alternative E would have no residual impacts and no unavoidable adverse effects related to cli-
mate change. 

4.5.15 Cumulative Effects 

It is generally agreed within the scientific community that increasing atmospheric concentrations 
of GHGs can cause changes to current global climate conditions, which could include changes to 
the local climate at the project site.  The specific nature of any localized climate change cannot 
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be reasonably predicted but could include increases or decreases in temperature and rainfall, the 
increase in severe weather events, or otherwise cause changes to the local climatology.  
According to the Cal Adapt (2011) interactive modeling tool, temperatures in the Desert Center 
area are expected to increase by approximately 3 °F under low emissions scenario and approx-
imately 7 °F under high emissions scenario on average by the end of the century. 

Table 4.5-4. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Climate Change International, global  CO2e Global Cumulative Impacts  

This entire GHG effects assessment is a cumulative effect assessment, as it is currently impos-
sible to link specific GHG emissions or sequestration to any specific environmental effects 
associated with climate change.  Therefore, there is no link between project-level GHG emis-
sions and direct localized effects.  Several global and regional effects are generally attributed to 
increased temperatures associated with increased atmospheric GHG concentrations.  The effects 
that have been observed or projected in California include a decrease in snowpack, sea level rise, 
more extreme heat days per year, more high ozone days, increased frequency and intensity of 
wildfires, and more drought years, with impacts on agriculture, water resources, changes in 
disease vectors, and changes in habitat and biodiversity. 

Construction and operation of Alternatives 4 through 7 and C through E would emit GHGs and, 
therefore, have been analyzed as a source of potential cumulative effects in the context of long 
term global and regional effects of climate change and existing GHG regulatory requirements 
and GHG energy policies.  However, the broad integration of renewable energy produced by the 
proposed project and other renewable energy development in the project area would allow dis-
placement of fossil fuel use for electricity generation, which would avoid GHG emissions that 
otherwise would occur.  Thus, the Proposed Action would not be likely to contribute to adverse 
cumulative GHG effects considering the indirect emission reduction resulted from the Proposed 
Action. 

The No Action and No Project Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A) would not contribute to 
any cumulative effects.  In addition, Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative GHG 
effects, as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight 
approved gen-tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, 
with no additional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert 
Sunlight gen-tie. 

4.5.16 CEQA Considerations 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The indicators listed below were used to determine whether the project’s GHG emissions would 
be significant under CEQA.  These indicators are based on the significance criteria for air quality 
listed in the CEQA Environmental Checklist, Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines.  Under 
CEQA, the proposed project would have a significant impact on climate change if it would: 
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GHG-1 Generate GHG emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a significant 
impact on the environment 

GHG-2 Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation of an agency adopted for the 
purpose of reducing the emissions of GHGs 

The SCAQMD adopted an interim GHG significance threshold of 10,000 MTCO2e/year for 
industrial projects, with a project’s construction emissions added after being amortized over 30 
years or the project life (SCAQMD 2008). 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Evaluation of CEQA significance for climate change/GHG, which encompasses long-term global 
and regional impacts, is based on the effects of the entire project from construction through 
decommissioning.  The analysis for GHG is cumulative in nature because individual develop-
ment projects contribute to the cumulative effects of climate change by emitting GHGs during 
construction and operational phases. 

Alternative 1.  Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and BLM would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be con-
structed at the project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the exist-
ing land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, impacts from project-related climate change/GHG would not occur. 

Alternative 2.  Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar 
energy development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and 
BLM would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA 
Land Use Plan.  No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

Alternative 3.  Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future 
solar energy development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site 
and BLM would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA 
Land Use Plan.  No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

Alternative 4.  Alternative 4 would cause direct GHG emissions well below the threshold of 
CEQA significance of 10,000 MTCO2e/year for industrial projects (as in Table 4.5-2), not 
including the avoided emissions from the electrical sector that will be enabled by the project’s 
operation.  The project as a whole will enable GHG emission reductions within the electricity 
generation sector; therefore, the impacts of the project, including the effects of avoided emis-
sions, would be less than significant (CEQA significance criterion GHG-1). 

As a solar power project, the project would fulfill a portion of the renewable portfolio that is 
mandated for California and reflected in the CARB AB 32 Scoping Plan and the Governor’s 
Executive Order S-14-08, partially satisfying the goals of the California Renewable Energy Pro-
grams (as described above in Climate Change Policies and Regulations).  Therefore, the project 
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would conform to applicable plans, policies, and regulations related to GHG emission reduc-
tions, and this project impact would be less than significant (CEQA significance criterion 
GHG-2). 

Alternative 5.  Under Alternative 5 the solar facility would be constructed the same as Alterna-
tive 4, however, project components would be excluded from the WHMA.  This represents a 
very small portion of the site.  Therefore, climate change/GHG impacts and CEQA significance 
conclusions for criteria GHG-1 and GHG-2 regarding construction, operation, and decommis-
sioning would essentially be the identical to Alternative 4, discussed above. 

Alternative 6.  Under Alternative 6 the solar facility would be constructed the same as Alterna-
tive 4, however, the project would be reduced in size to avoid sensitive plant species.  This repre-
sents a small portion of the site.  Therefore, climate change/GHG impacts and CEQA signifi-
cance conclusions for criteria GHG-1 and GHG-2 regarding construction, operation, and decom-
missioning would essentially be the identical to Alternative 4, discussed above. 

Alternative 7.  Under Alternative 7 the solar facility would be constructed the same as Alterna-
tive 4, however, the project would be reduced in size to within the same project boundaries as 
Alternative 6 and would use high-profile single-axis tracking panels that would have a total 
height of 15 feet.  This represents a small portion of the site.  Therefore, climate change/GHG 
impacts and CEQA significance conclusions for criteria GHG-1 and GHG-2 regarding 
construction, operation, and decommissioning would essentially be the identical to Alternative 4, 
discussed above. 

Alternative A.  Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed or operated as part of 
the DHSP.  Therefore, no climate change/GHG impacts under criteria GHG-1 and GHG-2 
related to construction, operations and maintenance, or decommissioning would occur. 

Alternative B.  Alternative B would cause direct GHG emissions well below the threshold of 
CEQA significance of 10,000 MTCO2e/year for industrial projects, not including the avoided 
emissions from the electrical sector that will be enabled by the project’s operation.  The project 
as a whole will enable GHG emission reductions within the electricity generation sector; there-
fore, the impacts of the project, including the effects of avoided emissions, would be less than 
significant (CEQA significance criterion GHG-1). 

As the gen-tie line for a solar power project, the project would fulfill a portion of the renewable 
portfolio that is mandated for California and reflected in the CARB AB 32 Scoping Plan and the 
Governor’s Executive Order S-14-08, partially satisfying the goals of the California Renewable 
Energy Programs (as described above in Climate Change Policies and Regulations).  Therefore, 
the project would conform to applicable plans, policies, and regulations related to GHG emission 
reductions, and this project impact would be less than significant (CEQA significance criterion 
GHG-2). 

Alternative C.  Construction and operation activity presented previously for the gen-tie line 
under Alternative B would apply equally to construction activity under Alternative C.  Therefore, 
climate change/GHG impacts and CEQA significance conclusions for criteria GHG-1 and 
GHG-2 regarding construction, operation, and decommissioning would essentially be the 
identical to Alternative B, discussed above. 
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Alternative D.  Construction and operation activity presented previously for the gen-tie line 
under Alternative B would apply equally to construction activity under Alternative D.  There-
fore, climate change/GHG impacts and CEQA significance conclusions for criteria GHG-1 and 
GHG-2 regarding construction, operation, and decommissioning would essentially be the 
identical to Alternative B, discussed above. 

Alternative E.  Construction and operation activity presented previously for the gen-tie line 
under Alternative B would apply equally to construction activity under Alternative E.  Therefore, 
climate change/GHG impacts and CEQA significance conclusions for criteria GHG-1 and 
GHG-2 regarding construction, operation, and decommissioning would essentially be the 
identical to Alternative B, discussed above. 

Cumulative Impacts 

Cumulative impacts are described in Section 4.5.15.  As discussed therein, the contribution of the 
proposed project and alternatives to a cumulative GHG impact would be less than considerable 
under CEQA. 
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4.6 CULTURAL RESOURCES 

4.6.1 Methodology for Analysis 

This section analyzes potential impacts from the construction, operation and maintenance, and 
closure and decommissioning of the DHSP related to cultural resources.  The potential for 
impacts to cultural resources depends on whether such resources are present and whether they 
would be encountered during project activities.  Cultural resources include materials (e.g., 
artifacts, structures, or land modifications) that reflect the history of human development as well 
as places that are valued by Native Americans or local national/ethnic groups. 

This analysis evaluates the structural and cultural evidence of human development in the vicinity 
of the project site and requires appropriate mitigation measures to avoid or reduce impacts to sig-
nificant historic properties (cultural resources listed on or eligible for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places [NRHP]) and the California Register of Historic Resources (CRHR) 
in the event of project-related disturbance.  Prehistoric, ethnographic and historic resources are 
considered in this assessment. 

The basic regulatory process for assessing impacts related to cultural resources consists of five 
steps: 

 Determining the appropriate geographic extent of the analysis for the Proposed Action and for 
each alternative action under consideration; 

 Conducting an inventory of historic properties within each such geographic area; 

 Determining the historical significance of the historic property identified in the inventory for 
each geographic area; 

 Assessing the effects of the proposed and alternative actions on historic properties; and 

 Developing measures to resolve those effects. 

Further details of each of these phases follow below and help provide the parameters of the 
present analysis. 

Area of Potential Effects.  Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), and 
its implementing regulations at 36 CFR 800, define the Area of Potential Effects (APE) as the 
geographic area or areas within which an undertaking may directly or indirectly cause changes in 
the character or use of historic properties, if such properties exist.  The APE is influenced by the 
scale and nature of the undertaking and may be different for different kinds of effects caused by 
the undertaking (36 CFR 800.16(d)).  For purposes of complying with Section 106, the APE for 
the project consists of the following: 

 For archaeological resources (both historic and prehistoric), the APE for direct effects is 
defined as the area included within the ROW grant for the DHSP (including the solar facility 
and associated on-site infrastructure, roads, and transmission lines).  This includes the maxi-
mum depth that would be reached by all foundation excavations and by all pipeline installation 
trenches, as described in detail in Section 2.4.3. 

 The indirect effects APE identifies historic properties whose settings could be adversely 
affected by industrial development.  Visual, auditory, and atmospheric effects from the pro-
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posed project are considered in this analysis.  The indirect effects APE is defined as encom-
passing a radius of five miles surrounding the proposed project. 

 The APE for ethnographic resources is often identified in consultation with Native Americans 
and other ethnic groups.  These resources may include properties to which Indian Tribes attach 
religious or cultural significance.  Direct effects and indirect effects, including visual, auditory, 
and atmospheric effects, to these resources are considered in this analysis.  For the DHSP, the 
ethnographic APE includes both the direct and indirect APE. 

Archaeological Resources Inventory.  The records search for the DHSP included collecting 
information about all known cultural resources within the direct effects APE plus a one-mile 
buffer.  In addition to archival and online research, sources checked included: 

 The Eastern Information Center (EIC) of the California Historical Resources Information System 
(CHRIS); 

 Previously documented cultural resources or archaeological studies in the project area; 

 National Register of Historic Places (NRHP); 

 California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR); 

 California State Historical Landmarks; 

 California Points of Historical Interest; 

 California Inventory of Historic Resources; 

 BLM Field Office files; 

 Local historical societies, museums and research institutions; and 

 BLM Cultural Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) files. 

Pedestrian surveys of the direct effects APE also were conducted.  Results of the cultural records 
search and inventory work are provided in Section 3.6, Cultural Resources.  Some portions of 
Alternative D and Alternative E that are on privately owned land have not been subject to the 
Class III survey.  The remaining unsurveyed land in Alternative D totals 98.3 acres, about 43.5 
percent of the Alternative corridor and 3.9 percent of the total project APE.  The remaining 
unsurveyed land in Alternative E totals 7.04 acres, about 2.8 percent of the Alternative corridor 
and less than 1 percent of the total project APE.  All other portions of the DHSP APE, including 
the built environment and the indirect effects study have been completed and incorporated into 
this Final EIS. 

Assessing Effects.  The core of a cultural resources analysis under NEPA and Section 106 is the 
assessment of the character of the effects that a proposed or alternative action may have on his-
torical properties (cultural resources listed on or eligible for listing on the NRHP).  The analysis 
takes into account direct, indirect, and cumulative effects to historic properties. 

In accordance with 36 CFR 800.5, which describes criteria for adverse effects, effects on historic 
properties are considered adverse if one or more of the following conditions would result from 
implementation of the Proposed Action: 

 An undertaking has an effect on a historic property when the undertaking may alter character-
istics that qualify the property for inclusion in the NRHP.  For the purpose of determining the 
type of effect, alteration to features of a property’s location, setting, or use may be relevant, 
depending on the property’s significant characteristics, and should be considered. 
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 An undertaking is considered to have an adverse effect when the effect on a historic property 
may diminish the integrity of the property’s location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, or association.  Adverse effects on historic properties include, but are not limited to: 

o Physical destruction, damage, or alteration of all or part of the property; 

o Isolation of the property from or alteration of the character of the property’s setting when 
that character contributes to the property’s qualification for the NRHP; 

o Introduction of visual, audible, or atmospheric elements that are out of character with the 
property or that alter its setting; 

o Neglect of the property, resulting in its deterioration or destruction; and 

o Transfer, lease, or sale of the property. 

Consideration is given to all qualifying characteristics of a historic property, including those that 
may have been identified subsequent to the original evaluation of the property's eligibility for the 
NRHP.  Adverse effects may include reasonably foreseeable effects caused by the undertaking 
that may occur later in time, be farther removed in distance, or be cumulative.  A formal finding 
of effect under Section 106 is made for the proposed undertaking as a whole rather than for indi-
vidual resources affected by the undertaking. 

Under NEPA, direct and indirect effects are those that are more clearly and immediately 
attributable to the implementation of proposed or alternative actions.  Direct effects are those 
“which are caused by the [proposed or alternative] action and [which] occur at the same time and 
place” (40 CFR 1508.8(a)).  Direct impacts to cultural resources are caused by project develop-
ment, construction, and co-existence.  Indirect effects are those “which are caused by the [pro-
posed or alternative] action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still rea-
sonably foreseeable” (40 CFR 1508.8(b)). 

The NHPA Section 106 regulations narrow the range of direct effects and broaden the range of 
indirect effects relative to the definitions of the same terms under NEPA.  Under the NHPA, the 
term “effect” “means alteration to the characteristics of a historic property qualifying it for 
inclusion in or eligibility for the National Register” (36 CFR 800.16(i)).  In practice, a “direct 
effect” under Section 106 is limited to the direct physical disturbance of a historic property.  
Effects that are immediate but not physical in character, such as visual, auditory, or atmospheric 
intrusions, and reasonably foreseeable effects that may occur at some point subsequent to the 
implementation of the proposed undertaking are referred to in the Section 106 process as “indi-
rect effects.” 

Adverse effects on historic properties are typically considered permanent as these resources are 
finite and disturbance of them, particularly archaeological sites, cannot be reversed.  However, 
indirect effects to historic properties can be temporary if projects do not permanently impact 
associated resources and are removed at a future date. 

Each action alternative would directly impact cultural resources that are potentially eligible for 
listing on the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) and the NRHP.  Table 4.6-1 
summarizes the resources affected by each action alternative. 
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Table 4.6-1  Comparison of Known Cultural Resources within Action Alternatives 

 Direct  Indirect 

Alt 
Resources 
 Identified 

Determinations  
   of Eligibility 

Adverse 
 Effects 

Resources 
Identified 

 Determinations  
   of Eligibility Adverse Effects 

4 1 (prehistoric) 1 determined 
not eligible 

None 3 prehistoric 
17 historic 

 6 determined eligible 
2 contributors to districts 
2 NRHP/CRHR listed 
10 determined not eligible 

1 historic district 

5 1 (prehistoric) 1 determined 
not eligible 

None 3 prehistoric 
17 historic 

 6 determined eligible 
2 contributors to districts 
2 NRHP/CRHR listed 
10 determined not eligible 

1 historic district 

6 1 (prehistoric) 1 determined 
not eligible 

None 3 prehistoric 
17 historic 

 6 determined eligible 
2 contributors to districts 
2 NRHP/CRHR listed 
10 determined not eligible 

1 historic district 

7 1 (prehistoric) 1 determined 
not eligible 

None 3 prehistoric 
17 prehistoric 

 6 determined eligible 
2 contributors to districts 
2 NRHP/CRHR listed 
10 determined not 
eligible 

1 historic district 

B/C 28 total 
4 prehistoric 
16 historic 
2 multicomponent 
6 unknown 

1 determined 
eligible 
7 assumed eligible 
7 not evaluated 
9 determined not 
eligible 
4 recommended 
not eligible 
 

8 resolve 
through MOA 
7 avoid through 
MOA 

3 prehistoric 
17 historic 

 6 determined eligible 
2 contributors to districts 
2 NRHP/CRHR listed 
10 determined not eligible 

1 prehistoric district 
1 prehistoric trail 
1 historic district 

D 6 (all historic) 1 determined 
eligible 
3 not evaluated 
2 determined 
not eligible 
 

1 resolve 
through MOA 
3 avoid through 
MOA 

3 prehistoric 
17 historic 

 6 determined eligible 
2 contributors to districts 
2 NRHP/CRHR listed 
10 determined not eligible 

1 prehistoric district 
1 prehistoric trail 
1 historic site 
1 historic district 

E 8 (all historic) 1 not evaluated 
6 determined 
not eligible 
1 recommended 
not eligible 

2 avoid through 
MOA 

3 prehistoric 
17 historic 

 6 determined eligible 
2 contributors to districts 
2 NRHP/CRHR listed 
10 determined not eligible 

1 prehistoric district 
1 prehistoric trail 
1 historic district 

4.6.2 Applicant Measures 

The Applicant has proposed a single measure to minimize impacts to cultural resources: that a 
cultural resources monitoring and mitigation plan will be included as a DHSP design feature.  
The plan will include a description of areas to be monitored during construction, a discovery plan 
that will address post-review discoveries and unanticipated effects, and provisions for the 
education of construction workers.  The Applicant Measure (AM) has been incorporated as a 
design feature of the proposed project (and all action alternatives) and shall be implemented to 
reduce adverse impacts associated with the project. 

In some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or expand on AM reporting requirements, 
timing of implementation, or other details where appropriate.  Where there is a conflict between 
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provisions of the mitigation measures imposed and the following AM, the mitigation measures 
take precedence. 

AM CULT-1  Monitoring and Mitigation Plan.  A cultural resources monitoring and mitiga-
tion plan will be prepared for the project.  The plan will include a description of 
areas to be monitored during construction, a discovery plan that will address 
unanticipated cultural resources, and provisions for the education of construction 
workers.  Responsible parties for mitigation measures will be identified. 

4.6.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would 
not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be constructed on the pro-
posed project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land 
use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, impacts would not occur. 

4.6.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  
No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

4.6.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy 
development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM 
would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use 
Plan.  No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

4.6.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Under Alternative 4, the proposed DHSP would be approved by BLM, and the BLM would 
amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy developments.  
A 150 megawatt solar generating facility would then be built on two parcels, the northern parcel 
consisting of 1,052 acres and the southern parcel consisting of 155 acres.  Alternative 4 would 
have a direct effect on one prehistoric archaeological site (AE-2326-1, NRHP-ineligible) and an 
indirect adverse effect on the DTC/C-AMA.  In addition, the geologic unit underlying these two 
parcels consists primarily of recent age alluvial deposits resulting in a low to moderate potential 
that these landforms contain unidentified archaeological sites that could be adversely affected. 
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Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction of Alternative 4 would require clearing and grading that would directly affect 
archaeological sites, built environment resources, and proposed historic landscapes by damaging 
and displacing artifacts and features, resulting in loss of information about history and 
prehistory, construction of modern elements out of character with a possible historic setting, and 
degrading the preservation value of these resources.  The geologic units present at the site have a 
low to moderate potential to contain buried archaeological sites.  The physical disturbance of the 
geologic units present at the site during construction of the solar facility could directly affect any 
archaeological sites that might be present.  Physical disturbance of NRHP-eligible sites would 
constitute a significant impact under NEPA.  Therefore, the potential for adverse direct effects on 
cultural resources is moderate. 

Mitigation Measure (MM) CUL-1 (Memorandum of Agreement) clarifies that a Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA) shall be developed and that it shall govern the resolution of any adverse 
effects on historic properties; MM CUL-2 (Project Cultural Resources Staff) would require a 
qualified cultural resources specialist to be retained by the project owner to develop and imple-
ment the Monitoring and Treatment Plan; MM CUL-3 (Monitoring and Treatment Plan) would 
require the development and implementation of a plan to guide all project cultural resources 
work; MM CUL-4 (Authority to Halt) would ensure that cultural resources specialists and mon-
itors have the authority to halt construction in the event of an inadvertent discovery; MM CUL-5 
(Cultural Resources Worker Environmental Awareness Program) would require training for all 
construction personnel; MM CUL-6 (Monitoring for Cultural Resources) would require expert 
monitoring of all ground disturbance; MM CUL-7 (Cultural Resources Reporting) would require 
documentation of interim and final results of the construction monitoring program; MM CUL-8 
(Curation of Cultural Resources Collections) would require curation of any cultural resources 
finds; and MM CUL-9 (Pre-construction Geoarchaeological Subsurface Excavation) requires a 
geoarchaeological study prior to construction. 

Together these mitigation measures, along with measures to be developed in the MOA, would 
minimize the potential for adverse effects from solar facility construction to as-yet-unidentified 
archaeological sites.  Therefore, based on the information available, the potential for adverse 
direct effects on cultural resources is moderate. 

Indirect Effects 

The construction of this alternative would result in indirect adverse effects associated with a 
visual intrusion into the historic setting of the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district (NRHP-
eligible).Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through CUL-9, described above and measures to be 
developed in the MOA, would reduce the impacts from solar facility construction to cultural 
resources. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

While no ground disturbance is planned for the operation of the facility, maintenance may 
require some particularly in the case of pipeline repair.  The operation and maintenance of Alter-
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native 4 would have a low potential to directly affect (i.e., damage or destroy) any buried archae-
ological sites that might be present because it is unlikely that previously undisturbed soils would 
be disturbed during operations.  Therefore, the potential for adverse direct effects on cultural 
resources is low. 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures to be developed in the MOA, would 
minimize the potential for direct impacts from solar facility operation and maintenance to as-yet-
unidentified archaeological sites. 

Together these mitigation measures would minimize the potential for direct impacts from solar 
facility operation and maintenance to as-yet-unidentified archaeological sites.  Therefore, based 
on the information available, the potential for adverse direct effects on cultural resources is low. 

Indirect Effects 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 would result in indirect adverse effects associated 
with a visual intrusion into the historic setting of the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district 
(NRHP-eligible).  Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures to be developed in 
the MOA, would reduce the adverse effects from solar facility operation and maintenance to 
cultural resources. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

While no new areas of ground disturbance are proposed for decommissioning, decommissioning 
activities may not be limited to disturbing only previously disturbed soils at depth, and excava-
tion for electrical wiring and steel support beams may occur to a deeper depth than excavation 
during construction.  The decommissioning of Alternative 4 has a moderate potential to directly 
affect (i.e., damage or destroy) any buried archaeological sites that might be present.  Therefore, 
the potential for adverse direct effects on cultural resources is moderate. 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures to be developed in the MOA, would 
minimize the potential for direct impacts from solar facility decommissioning to as-yet-unidenti-
fied archaeological sites. 

Together these mitigation measures would minimize the potential for direct effects from solar 
facility decommissioning to as-yet-unidentified archaeological sites. 

Indirect Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative 4 would result in indirect adverse effects associated with a 
visual intrusion into the historic setting of the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district (NRHP-
eligible).  Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed in the MOA, 
would reduce the adverse effects from solar facility decommissioning to cultural resources. 

Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measures are required to reduce effects related to cultural resources. 
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MM CUL-1 Memorandum of Agreement. 

The BLM shall prepare a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) in consultation 
with the SHPO, Indian tribes, and other interested parties.  The MOA will govern 
the resolution of any adverse effects on historic properties (listed on or eligible for 
the NRHP) that may result from the proposed or alternative actions.  It shall also 
govern MM CUL-2 through CUL-9, below.  The MOA shall be executed prior to 
BLM’s approval of the Record of Decision. 

MM CUL-2 Project Cultural Resources Staff. 

Project Cultural Resources Specialist.  Prior to the issuance of a Notice to 
Proceed by BLM, a cultural resources specialist whose training and background 
conforms to the U.S. Secretary of Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards, 
as published in Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, part 61 (36 C.F.R., part 61) 
shall be retained by the project owner and approved by the BLM to supervise 
monitoring of construction excavations and to produce a Monitoring and Treat-
ment Plan for the approved project.  Their qualifications shall be appropriate to 
the needs of the project and shall include a background in anthropology, archae-
ology, history, architectural history, or a related field.  The Monitoring and Treat-
ment Plan will be prepared and implemented under the direction of the cultural 
resources specialist and will address and incorporate MM CUL-1 through MM 
CUL-9. 

Additional Cultural Resources Staff 

The Project Cultural Resources Specialist may obtain the services of Cultural 
Resources Monitors and Field Crew if needed, to assist in mitigation, monitoring, 
and curation activities.  These individuals must meet BLM qualifications and their 
resumes must be reviewed and approved by BLM prior to beginning work. 

MM CUL-3 Monitoring and Treatment Plan.  Prior to the issuance of a Notice to Proceed 
by BLM, the Project Cultural Resources Specialist shall submit a Monitoring and 
Treatment Plan for the project to the BLM for review and approval.  The Monitor-
ing and Treatment Plan shall be prepared and implemented under the direction of 
the Project Cultural Resources Specialist and shall address and incorporate MM 
CUL-1 through MM CUL-9.  The Monitoring and Treatment Plan shall be pre-
pared at the sole expense of the of the project proponent, and shall meet all BLM 
and Riverside County regulatory requirements.  A monitoring plan indicates the 
avoidance or treatments recommended for the area of the proposed disturbance 
and must minimally address the following: 

1. The duties of the Project Cultural Resources Specialist shall be fully dis-
cussed, including oversight/management duties with respect to site evaluation, 
data collection, monitoring, and reporting at both known prehistoric and 
historic-period archaeological sites and any NRHP and CRHR-eligible prehis-
toric and historic-period archaeological sites discovered during construction; 

2. A general research design shall be developed that: 

a.  Charts a timeline of all research activities; 
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b.  Recapitulates any existing paleoenvironmental, prehistoric, ethnohistoric, 
ethnographic, and historic contexts to create a comprehensive historic con-
text for the project vicinity; 

c. Poses archaeological research questions and testable hypotheses specific-
ally applicable to the archaeological resource types known for the project 
vicinity; and 

d.  Clearly articulates why it is in the public interest to address the research 
questions that it poses. 

3. Artifact collection, retention/disposal, and curation policies shall be discussed, 
as related to the research questions formulated in the research design.  These 
policies shall apply to cultural resources materials and documentation 
resulting from evaluation and data recovery at both known prehistoric and 
historic-period archaeological sites and any NRHP or CRHR-eligible prehis-
toric and historic-period archaeological sites discovered during construction. 

4. The implementation sequence and the estimated time frames needed to 
accomplish all project-related tasks during the ground-disturbance and post-
ground–disturbance analysis phases of the project shall be specified. 

5. Person(s) expected to perform each of the tasks, their responsibilities, and the 
reporting relationships between project construction management and the mit-
igation and monitoring team shall be identified. 

6. The manner in which Native American observers or monitors will be 
included, the procedures to be used to select them, and their roles and respon-
sibilities shall be described. 

7. All impact-avoidance measures (such as flagging or fencing) to prohibit or 
otherwise restrict access to sensitive resource areas that are to be avoided dur-
ing ground disturbance, construction, and/or operation shall be described.  
Any areas where these measures are to be implemented shall be identified.  
The description shall address how these measures would be implemented prior 
to the start of ground disturbance and how long they would be needed to pro-
tect the resources from project-related impacts. 

8. The commitment to record on Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 523 
forms, to map, and to photograph all encountered cultural resources over 50 
years of age shall be stated.  In addition, the commitment to curate all archae-
ological materials retained as a result of the archaeological investigations (sur-
vey, testing, data recovery), in accordance with the BLM requirements and the 
California State Historical Resources Commission’s Guidelines for the Cura-
tion of Archaeological Collections, into a retrievable storage collection in a 
public repository or museum shall be stated. 

9. The commitment of the project owner to pay all curation fees for artifacts 
recovered and for related documentation produced during cultural resources 
investigations conducted for the project shall be stated.  The project owner 
shall identify a curation facility that could accept cultural resources materials 
resulting from DHSP cultural resources investigations. 
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10. The contents, format, and review and approval process of the final Cultural 
Resource Report (CRR) shall be described and shall meet BLM and Riverside 
County guidelines. 

MM CUL-4 Authority to Halt Construction.  The project owner shall grant authority to halt 
construction-related ground disturbance to the Project Cultural Resources 
Specialist and cultural resources monitors in the event of a discovery.  Redirection 
of construction-related ground disturbance shall be accomplished under the direc-
tion of the construction supervisor in consultation with the cultural resources 
specialist.  The details of this agreement shall be stipulated in the Monitoring and 
Treatment Plan Mitigation Measure CUL-3. 

MM CUL-5 Cultural Resources Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP).  
Prior to issuing a BLM Notice to Proceed, the project proponent shall submit 
evidence of that WEAP training has been provided to construction supervisors 
and crew to ensure their awareness of requirements regarding the protection of 
historic properties and procedures to be implemented in the event that archaeolog-
ical sites are encountered by ground-disturbing activities.  This training will be 
prepared by the Project Cultural Resources Specialist (MM CUL-2), reviewed and 
approved by the BLM, and presented by a qualified cultural resources specialist.  
All construction supervisors and crewmembers shall be required to undergo 
archaeological WEAP training prior to commencement of ground-disturbing 
activities or prior to beginning work on the project site.  WEAP training shall also 
be required for decommissioning personnel. 

MM CUL-6 Monitoring for Cultural Resources.  Ground-disturbing activities related to con-
struction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning shall be monitored by a 
cultural resources monitor.  The personnel involved in monitoring, the qualifica-
tions of those personnel, and the monitoring intensity shall be shall be stipulated 
in the Monitoring and Treatment Plan Mitigation Measure CUL-3.  However, at a 
minimum monitoring shall be conducted by a qualified archaeologist familiar 
with the types of historical and prehistoric resources that could be encountered 
within the approved project area, and under direct supervision of a principal 
archaeologist.  All cultural resources personnel will be approved by the BLM 
through the agency’s Cultural Resource Use Permitting process.  A Native Ameri-
can monitor may be required at culturally sensitive locations specified by the 
BLM following government-to-government consultation with Indian Tribes.  The 
Monitoring and Treatment Plan (MM CUL-3) shall indicate the types of locations 
where Native American monitors will be required and shall specify the tribal 
affiliation of the required Native American monitor for each location.  The project 
owner shall retain and schedule any required Native American monitors.  If 
cultural resources are encountered during construction or decommissioning, treat-
ment shall occur per Mitigation Measure CUL-3 (Monitoring and Treatment Plan.  
At a minimum, this treatment will include stop work orders in the vicinity of the 
find, recordation and evaluation of the find by a qualified cultural resources 
specialist, notification of the find to BLM and the appropriate state regulatory 
agency, and appropriate treatment measures, possibly including data recovery or 
avoidance. 
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MM CUL-7 Cultural Resources Reporting.  The project Cultural Resources Specialist shall 
document interim results of the construction monitoring program with daily, 
weekly, or monthly progress reports as necessary to the project owner, state regu-
latory agency and the BLM.  The contents of these reports shall be stipulated in 
the Monitoring and Treatment Plan per Mitigation Measure CUL-3. 

The final cultural resources report shall be written by or under the direction of the 
project cultural resources specialist and shall be provided in the State of Cali-
fornia Archaeological Resource Management Report and appropriate BLM report 
format.  The final document shall report on all field activities including dates, 
times and locations, results, samplings, and analyses.  All survey reports, Depart-
ment of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 523 forms, data recovery reports, and any 
additional research reports not previously submitted to the California Historical 
Resource Information System (CHRIS) and the State Historic Preservation 
Officer (SHPO) shall be included as appendices.  Additional reporting require-
ments may be specified in the Monitoring and Treatment Plan per Mitigation 
Measure CUL-3. 

MM CUL-8 Curation of Cultural Resources Collections.  All archaeological materials 
retained as a result of the archaeological investigations (survey, testing, data 
recovery) shall be curated in accordance with BLM requirements and the Cali-
fornia State Historical Resources Commission’s Guidelines for the Curation of 
Archaeological Collections, into a retrievable storage collection in a public 
repository or museum.  Additional curation requirements may be specified in the 
Monitoring and Treatment Plan per Mitigation Measure CUL-3. 

MM CUL-9 Pre-construction Geoarchaeological Subsurface Excavation.  Prior to issuing a 
BLM Notice to Proceed, the Project Cultural Resources Specialist with the assis-
tance of a qualified geoarchaeologist, shall submit a Pre-construction Geoarchaeo-
logical Subsurface Excavation Plan for the project to the BLM for review and 
approval.  The Plan shall be prepared and implemented by a qualified 
geoarchaeologist under the direction of the Project Cultural Resources Specialist.  
Implementation of the Plan shall be complete prior to the completion of the Moni-
toring and Treatment Plan (CUL-3) so that the resulting information can guide the 
project mitigation and monitoring strategy.  The Plan shall be prepared and imple-
mented at the sole expense of the project proponent, and meet all BLM and River-
side County regulatory requirements.  The geoarchaeological plan is intended 
guide the investigation of landforms in the project area to develop an understand-
ing of their age and origin, relative to the physical contexts of surface and subsur-
face archaeological deposits on the proposed project area.  Subsurface excavation 
shall take place in a minimum of 10 locations within the project area, one each in 
each proposed solar fields, and the remainder placed along the chosen gen-tie line 
alternative at the discretion of a qualified geoarchaeologist.  Trench walls shall be 
examined and documented by a qualified geoarchaeologist.  Small samples from 
each trench shall be screened through mesh fine enough to collect micro-
vertebrate fossils.  A minimum of 10 charcoal or soil humate samples, as appro-
priate, shall be collected and shall be subjected to AMS radiocarbon dating.  Upon 
completion of all field work and laboratory analysis, a letter report describing the 
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results of the geoarchaeological study must be submitted to the BLM and the 
County of Riverside Planning Department for review and approval.  The results 
shall be incorporated into the Monitoring and Treatment Plan. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Impacts on cultural resources would exist after Applicant Measures and mitigation measures are 
implemented.  Cultural resources damaged or destroyed by Project construction, even if sub-
jected to mitigation, would be permanently lost.  The cultural resources would therefore be 
unavailable for future study to address future research needs when more advanced investigative 
techniques and methods of analysis might be available.  Unavoidable adverse effects on cultural 
resources would result from construction, operation, and decommissioning of all of the proposed 
project components under Alternative 4.  At this time, it is unknown if impacts on cultural 
resources can be satisfactorily mitigated, primarily because the MOA and Native American con-
sultations are still in progress.  Consultation may raise issues that cannot be resolved through 
mitigation measures.  Prescribed treatments may resolve adverse effects under Section 106.  
However, given the scale and impact to several of the resources identified, impacts under NEPA 
may remain despite implementation of the MOA, Applicant Measures, and other mitigation mea-
sures.  Therefore, the identified impacts of construction, operation, and decommissioning of 
Alternative 4 are considered unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.6.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Alternative 5 would remain in the same location as Alternative 4 and would use the same project 
boundaries as Alternative 4 except that it would exclude the portion of the site which is within 
the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA).  Alternative 5 would affect the 
same cultural resources as Alternative 4, and the disturbed area would be only marginally 
smaller.  In addition, there is a moderate probability that as-yet-unidentified archaeological sites 
could be affected. 

Construction 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from constructing Alternative 5 would be the same as those discussed under 
Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from the operation and maintenance Alternative 5 would be the same as 
those discussed under Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from decommissioning Alternative 5 would be the same as those discussed 
under Alternative 4. 
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Mitigation Measures 

The mitigation measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-9, and measures developed in the 
MOA, are required to reduce adverse project effects related to cultural resources. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The unavoidable adverse effects of Alternative 5 would be the same as those discussed under 
Alternative 4. 

4.6.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 6 would remain in the same location as Alternative 4 and would use the same project 
boundaries as Alternative 4 except that it would exclude the southern parcel.  This alternative 
would encompass approximately 1,044 acres.  Alternative 6 would affect the same cultural 
resources as Alternative 4.  In addition, there is a moderate probability that as-yet-unidentified 
archaeological sites could be impacted.  However, a reduced footprint would likely reduce the 
total number of cultural resources impacted. 

Construction 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from constructing Alternative 6 would be the same as those discussed under 
Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from the operation and maintenance Alternative 6 would be the same as 
those discussed under Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from decommissioning Alternative 6 would be the same as those discussed 
under Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The mitigation measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-9, and measures developed as part of 
the MOA as described above, are required to reduce adverse project effects related to cultural 
resources. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The unavoidable adverse effects of Alternative 6 would be the same as those discussed under 
Alternative 4. 
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4.6.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6.  Alterna-
tive 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 125 to 135 MW 
nominal capacity project.  Project details are the same as for Alternative 4, with the only excep-
tion being the overall height of the panels for Alternative 7.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile 
single-axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet.  Alternative 7 would affect 
the same cultural resources as Alternative 4.  In addition, there is a moderate probability that as-
yet-unidentified archaeological sites could be impacted.  However, a reduced footprint would 
likely reduce the total number of cultural resources impacted. 

Construction 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from constructing Alternative 7 would be the same as those discussed under 
Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from the operation and maintenance Alternative 7 would be the same as 
those discussed under Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from decommissioning Alternative 7 would be the same as those discussed 
under Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The mitigation measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-9, and measures developed as part of 
the MOA as described above, are required to reduce adverse project effects related to cultural 
resources. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The unavoidable adverse effects of Alternative 7 would be the same as those discussed under 
Alternative 4. 

4.6.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project gen-tie would not be approved 
by the BLM, and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site either avail-
able or unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a result, the Desert Harvest Solar 
Project gen-tie would not be constructed.  The lack of a gen-tie would prevent the rest of the 
project from being constructed as well.  The BLM would manage the site consistent with the 
amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from the Desert Harvest 
Solar Project would occur. 
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4.6.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Gen-Tie Line Alternative B would exit the southwest portion of the solar facility site, run south 
along the west side of Kaiser Road, turn east just north of Desert Center, and then run south 
across I-10 to the Red Bluff Substation.  The transmission corridor would cover a total length of 
approximately 12.06 miles with a 160-foot wide corridor with plus 450-foot radius fan-shaped 
stringing areas at each turn.  Under this alternative, towers would be shared with the Desert 
Sunlight Solar Project along the A-1 alignment, should that gen-tie line ultimately be con-
structed; however, the analysis for direct and indirect effects on cultural resources assumes that 
complete construction of Alternative B would occur independent of whether the Desert Sunlight 
gen-tie ultimately is constructed.  For combined effects of the two gen-ties, see the cumulative 
effects analysis in Section 4.6.15. 

Alternative B may directly impact 4 prehistoric archaeological sites, 14 historic archaeological 
sites, 2 multicomponent archaeological sites, and 6 sites of unknown temporal affiliation.  It may 
also indirectly impact 2 historic districts, 1 proposed historic district, segments of a prehistoric 
trail, 2 WWII era refuse scatters, and 6 built-environment resources.  In addition, the geologic 
unit underlying this alternative consist primarily of recent age alluvial deposits.  There is a possi-
bility that as yet unidentified archaeological sites within these deposits could be adversely 
affected. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction of Alternative B would require clearing and grading that would directly impact 
archaeological sites, built environment resources, and the proposed historic landscapes by 
damaging and displacing artifacts and features, resulting in loss of information about history and 
prehistory, construction of modern elements out of character with a historic setting, and degrad-
ing the preservation value of these resources.  Specifically this construction may adversely affect  
1 archaeological site which has been determined eligible, 7 sites that are assumed eligible, and 7 
sites which have not been evaluated.  In addition, the geologic units present along Alternative B 
have a moderate potential to contain buried archaeological sites.  The physical disturbance of the 
geologic units present along the gen-tie line during construction could directly impact (i.e., dam-
age or destroy) any subsurface archaeological sites that might be present.  Therefore, the poten-
tial for adverse direct effects on cultural resources is moderate. 

Mitigation Measure (MM) CUL-1 (Memorandum of Agreement) clarifies that a MOA shall be 
developed and that it shall govern the resolution of any adverse effects on historic properties; 
MM CUL-2 (Project Cultural Resources Staff) would require a qualified cultural resources 
specialist to be retained by the project owner to develop and implement the Monitoring and 
Treatment Plan; MM CUL-3 (Monitoring and Treatment Plan) would require the development 
and implementation of a plan to guide all project cultural resources work; MM CUL-4 (Authority 
to Halt) would ensure that cultural resources specialists and monitors have the authority to halt 
construction in the event of an inadvertent discovery; MM CUL-5 (Cultural Resources Worker 
Environmental Awareness Program) would require training for all construction personnel; MM 
CUL-6 (Monitoring for Cultural Resources) would require expert monitoring of all ground dis-
turbance; MM CUL-7 (Cultural Resources Reporting) would require documentation of interim 
and final results of the construction monitoring program; MM CUL-8 (Curation of Cultural 
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Resources Collections) would require curation of any cultural resources finds; and MM CUL-9 
(Pre-construction Geoarchaeological Subsurface Excavation) requires a geoarchaeological study 
prior to construction. 

Together these mitigation measures, along with measures to be developed in the MOA, would 
minimize the potential for adverse effects from solar facility construction to as-yet-unidentified 
archaeological sites.  Therefore, based on the information available, the potential for adverse 
direct effects on cultural resources is moderate. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect visual, auditory, and atmospheric effects as a result of Alternative B may occur to the 
North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-Riv-1383, NRHP listed), segments of a prehistoric 
trail (CA-Riv-053T, NRHP eligible), and the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district (NRHP 
eligible). 

Mitigation Measures (MM) CUL-1 through (MM) CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the 
MOA, would reduce the impacts from solar facility construction to cultural resources. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

While no ground disturbance is planned for the operation of the facility, maintenance may 
require some particularly in the case of pipeline repair.  The operation and maintenance activities 
of Alternative B has a moderate potential to directly affect (i.e., damage or destroy) any buried 
archaeological sites that might be present. 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, would minimize the potential for direct impacts from solar facility operation 
and maintenance to as-yet-unidentified archaeological sites. 

Together these mitigation measures would minimize the potential for direct impacts from gen-tie 
facility operation and maintenance to as-yet-unidentified archaeological sites.  Therefore, based 
on the information available, the potential for adverse direct effects on cultural resources is 
moderate. 

Indirect Effects 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative B may result in indirect visual, auditory, and atmos-
pheric effects to the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-Riv-1383, NRHP listed), seg-
ments of a prehistoric trail (CA-Riv-053T, NRHP eligible), and the proposed DTC/C-AMA his-
toric district (NRHP eligible). 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, would reduce the impacts from solar facility operation and maintenance to 
cultural resources. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

While no new areas of ground disturbance are proposed for decommissioning, decommissioning 
activities may not be limited to disturbing only previously disturbed soils at depth, and excava-
tion for electrical wiring and steel support beams may occur to a deeper depth than excavation 
during construction.  The decommissioning of Alternative B has a moderate potential to directly 
affect (i.e., damage or destroy) any buried archaeological sites that might be present.  Therefore, 
the potential for adverse direct effects on cultural resources is moderate. 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, would minimize the potential for direct impacts from solar facility operation 
and maintenance to as-yet-unidentified archaeological sites. 

Together these mitigation measures would minimize the potential for direct impacts from solar 
facility operation and maintenance to as-yet-unidentified archaeological sites.  Therefore, based 
on the information available, the potential for adverse direct effects on cultural resources is 
moderate. 

Indirect Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative B may result in indirect visual, auditory, or atmospheric effects 
to the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-Riv-1383, NRHP listed), segments of a prehis-
toric trail (CA-Riv-053T, NRHP eligible), and the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district 
(NRHP eligible) 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, would reduce the impacts from solar facility operation and maintenance to 
cultural resources. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, are required to reduce adverse project effects related to cultural resources. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

At this time, it is unknown if impacts on cultural resources as a result of Alternative B can be 
satisfactorily mitigated, primarily because identification efforts have not been completed for this 
project.  Tribal consultation on this project is also ongoing, and may identify additional resources 
or raise issues that cannot be resolved through mitigation measures. 

4.6.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Gen-tie line Alternative C follows the same route as Alternative B; however, instead of sharing 
towers in this alternative each project has separate transmission towers within the same ROW.  
DHSP towers will be located to the west of DSSP towers.  This alternative may impact the same 
cultural resources as Alternative B. 
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Construction 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from constructing Alternative C would be the same as those discussed 
under Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from the operation and maintenance Alternative C would be the same as 
those discussed under Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from decommissioning Alternative C would be the same as those discussed 
under Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, are required to reduce adverse project effects related to cultural resources. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The unavoidable adverse effects of Alternative C would be the same as those discussed under 
Alternative B. 

4.6.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Gen-tie Alternative D (also formerly evaluated in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project EIS as 
DSSP Alternative A-2) would exit the southwest corner of the solar facility site, run for a short 
distance along the east side of Kaiser Road until it intersects with the ROW of an existing SCE 
transmission line, run to the southeast along the existing transmission ROW, then turn south 
across I-10 to the Red Bluff Substation.  The transmission corridor would cover a total length of 
approximately 10.45 miles with a 160- foot wide corridor with 450-foot radial fan-shaped areas 
at each turn.  This alternative may directly impact six historic archaeological sites and indirectly 
impact one prehistoric trail, one archaeological district, one historic archaeological site, and one 
proposed historic district.  The sites are primarily historic archaeological sites, three of which are 
associated with the DTC/C-AMA.  Currently, BLM has determined that one of these resources is 
eligible for the NRHP (P-33-18392) while two were determined not eligible.  The remaining 
three resources have not been evaluated.  In addition, the geologic unit underlying these two 
parcels consists primarily of recent age alluvial deposits.  As such, there is a possibility that as-
yet-unidentified archaeological sites within these deposits could be adversely affected. 
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Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction of Alternative D would require clearing and grading that may directly affect 
archaeological sites and built environment resources, and may impact the proposed historic land-
scapes by damaging and displacing artifacts and features, resulting in loss of information about 
history and prehistory, construction of modern elements out of character with a historic setting, 
and degrading the preservation value of these resources.  Specifically this construction may 
adversely affect one archaeological site that has been determined eligible and three sites that 
have not been evaluated.  In addition, the geologic units present along Alternative D have a mod-
erate potential to contain buried archaeological sites.  The physical disturbance of the geologic 
units present along the gen-tie line during construction could directly affect (i.e., damage or 
destroy) any subsurface archaeological sites that might be present. 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through  CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, would minimize the potential for direct effects from gen-tie construction to as-
yet-unidentified archaeological sites. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect visual, auditory, and atmospheric effects as a result of Alternative D may occur to the 
North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-Riv-1383, NRHP listed), segments of a prehistoric 
trail (CA-Riv-053T, NRHP eligible), one WWII-era refuse scatter (P-33-18352, NRHP eligible), 
and the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district (NRHP eligible) 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, would reduce the impacts from solar facility construction to cultural resources. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

While no ground disturbance is planned for the operation of the facility, maintenance may 
require some particularly in the case of pipeline repair.  The operation and maintenance of Alter-
native D has a moderate potential to directly affect (i.e., damage or destroy) any buried archaeo-
logical sites that might be present.  Therefore, the potential for adverse direct effects on cultural 
resources is moderate. 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, would minimize the potential for direct effects from solar facility operation and 
maintenance to as-yet-unidentified archaeological sites. 

Together these mitigation measures would minimize the potential for direct effects from gen-tie 
facility operation and maintenance to as-yet-unidentified archaeological sites. 

Indirect Effects 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative D may result in indirect visual, auditory, and atmos-
pheric effects to the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-Riv-1383, NRHP listed), seg-
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ments of a prehistoric trail (CA-Riv-053T, NRHP eligible), one WWII-era refuse scatter 
(P-33-18352, NRHP eligible), and the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district (NRHP eligible) 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, would reduce the effects from solar facility operation and maintenance to 
cultural resources. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

While no new areas of ground disturbance are proposed for decommissioning, decommissioning 
activities may not be limited to disturbing only previously disturbed soils at depth, and excava-
tion for electrical wiring and steel support beams may occur to a deeper depth than excavation 
during construction.  The decommissioning of Alternative D has a moderate potential to directly 
affect (i.e., damage or destroy) any buried archaeological sites that might be present.  Therefore, 
the potential for adverse direct effects on cultural resources is moderate. 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, would minimize the potential for direct effects from solar facility operation and 
maintenance to as-yet-unidentified archaeological sites. 

Indirect Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative D may result in indirect visual, auditory, and atmospheric 
effects to the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-Riv-1383, NRHP listed), segments of a 
prehistoric trail (CA-Riv-053T, NRHP eligible), one WWII-era refuse scatter (P-33-18352, 
NRHP eligible), and the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district (NRHP eligible). 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, would reduce the effects from solar facility operation and maintenance to 
cultural resources. 

Mitigation Measures 

The mitigation measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, are required to reduce adverse project effects related to cultural resources. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The unavoidable adverse effects of Alternative D would be the same as those discussed under 
Alternative B. 

4.6.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Gen-tie Alternative E would exit the southeast corner of the solar farm site, run east across BLM 
and MWD land, cross Highway 177, intersect with the ROW of an existing SCE transmission 
line, then turn south across I-10 to the Red Bluff Substation.  The transmission corridor covers a 
total length of approximately 11.47 miles with a 160- foot wide corridor with a 450-foot radial 
fan-shaped stringing area at each turn.  This alternative may directly impact eight historical 
archaeological sites and may indirectly impact one archaeological district, one prehistoric trail, 
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and one proposed historic district.  BLM has evaluated six of these sites for NRHP eligibility, 
and determined them not eligible; the remaining site has not been evaluated.  In addition, the 
geologic unit underlying these two parcels consists primarily of recent age alluvial deposits.  As 
such, there is a possibility that as-yet-unidentified archaeological sites within these deposits 
could be adversely affected. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction of Alternative E would require clearing and grading that would directly affect 
archaeological sites, built environment resources, and proposed historic landscapes by damaging 
and displacing artifacts and features, resulting in loss of information about history and 
prehistory, construction of modern elements out of character with a possible historic setting, and 
degrading the preservation value of these resources.  Specifically this construction might affect 
one archaeological site which has not been evaluated for the NRHP, and is therefore potentially 
eligible.  In addition, the geologic units present along Alternative E have a moderate potential to 
contain archaeological deposits.  The physical disturbance of the geologic units present along the 
gen-tie line during construction could directly impact (i.e., damage or destroy) any cultural 
resources that might be present. 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, would minimize the potential for direct impacts from gen-tie construction to as-
yet-unidentified cultural resources. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect visual, auditory, and atmospheric effects may occur to the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph 
District (CA-Riv-1383, NRHP listed), segments of a prehistoric trail (CA-Riv-053T, NRHP 
eligible), and the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district (NRHP eligible). 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, as described above, would reduce the impacts from 
solar facility construction to these sensitive resources. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

While no ground disturbance is planned for the operation of the facility, maintenance may 
require some particularly in the case of pipeline repair.  The operation and maintenance of Alter-
native E would have a low potential to directly affect (i.e., damage or destroy) any buried archae-
ological sites that might be present because it is unlikely that previously undisturbed soils would 
be disturbed during operations.  Therefore, the potential for adverse direct effects on cultural 
resources is low. 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9 and measures developed as part of the MOA, would 
minimize the potential for direct impacts from solar facility operation and maintenance to as-yet-
unidentified archaeological sites. 
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Together these mitigation measures would minimize the potential for direct impacts from solar 
facility operation and maintenance to as-yet-unidentified archaeological sites.  Therefore, based 
on the information available, the potential for adverse direct effects on cultural resources is low. 

Indirect Effects 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative E may result in indirect visual, auditory, and atmos-
pheric effects to the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-Riv-1383, NRHP listed), seg-
ments of a prehistoric trail (CA-Riv-053T, NRHP eligible), and the proposed DTC/C-AMA his-
toric district (NRHP eligible). 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, would reduce the impacts from operation and maintenance to these sensitive 
resources. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

While no new areas of ground disturbance are proposed for decommissioning, decommissioning 
activities may not be limited to disturbing only previously disturbed soils at depth, and excava-
tion for electrical wiring and steel support beams may occur to a deeper depth than excavation 
during construction.  The decommissioning of Alternative E has a moderate potential to directly 
affect (i.e., damage or destroy) any buried archaeological sites that might be present.  Therefore, 
the potential for adverse direct effects on cultural resources is moderate. 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA would 
minimize the potential for direct impacts from solar facility decommissioning to as-yet-unidenti-
fied archaeological sites. 

Together these mitigation measures would minimize the potential for direct effects from solar 
facility decommissioning to as-yet-unidentified archaeological sites. 

Indirect Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative E may result in indirect visual, auditory, and atmospheric 
effects to the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-Riv-1383, NRHP listed), segments of a 
prehistoric trail (CA-Riv-053T, NRHP eligible), and the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district 
(NRHP eligible). 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, would reduce the impacts from operation and maintenance to these sensitive 
resources. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA as 
described above, are required to reduce adverse project effects related to cultural resources. 
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Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The unavoidable adverse effects of Alternative E would be the same as those discussed under 
Alternative B. 

4.6.15 Cumulative Effects 

This section evaluates the potential for DHSP, and other development projects within the vicinity 
of DHSP, to have cumulative effects to historic properties.  These effects may result in a substan-
tially adverse change in the significance of a historic property, potentially jeopardizing its 
eligibility for listing on the NRHP and CRHR. 

Geographic Scope 

For the cultural resources cumulative analysis, the regional scope was defined at two levels: local 
and regional.  At the local level, the geographic area considered for cumulative impacts on cultural 
resources is a loosely defined area on either side of I-10 between Desert Center and Blythe in 
eastern Riverside County, hereafter referred to as the I-10 Corridor.  This corridor overlaps to a 
large extent with BLM’s California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA).  The Corridor does not 
have strictly defined boundaries, and therefore does not have an area.  However, the area is 
broadly equivalent to a 4-mile-wide strip (2 miles to either side of I-10) and 48 miles long, 
between Blythe and Desert Center (Figure 4.1-1).  The area of this strip is 192 square miles 
(122,440 acres).  This region was chosen because of its geographical proximity to the proposed 
project, the large number of recent cultural resources work conducted in the region associated 
with other large proposed projects, and the broadly similar cultural resources found in the region. 

Although the total number of cultural resources present in this area is unknown, a rough order of 
magnitude estimate can be derived (Table 4.6.2) based on recent surveys related to four proposed 
solar power projects (Desert Sunlight Solar Farm, Genesis Solar Energy Project, Palen Solar 
Power Project and Blythe Solar Power Project) which surveyed a total of 29,574 acres (Chandler 
et al. 2010; Farmer et al. 2009; Keller 2010; Tennyson and Apple 2010).  These projects 
recorded 554 cultural resources, indicating that the Corridor has an average site density of 0.019 
cultural resources per acre, and 0.002 potentially eligible resources (historic properties) per acre.  
This figure suggests that the Corridor originally contained approximately 2,326 cultural 
resources, 245 of which may have been eligible for the NRHP and the CRHR and therefore con-
sidered historic properties. 

The information available in The Eastern Information Center (EIC) of the California Historical 
Resources Information System (CHRIS) and from similar BLM databases are not detailed 
enough to support a substantive qualitative cumulative analysis.  However, the Desert Training 
Center Cultural Landscape and Prehistoric Trails Network Cultural Landscape studies designed 
by the California Energy Commission for the I-10 Corridor are intended to facilitate the develop-
ment of just such a database.  This work is ongoing.  In the meantime, information from these 
four proposed solar projects can also provide a rough idea of the types of historic properties 
present within the I-10 Corridor (Chandler et al. 2010; Farmer et al. 2009; Keller 2010; 
Tennyson and Apple 2010).  Pedestrian surveys associated with these projects show that the 
majority of historic properties in the region are archaeological sites, approximately 16percent of 
which are prehistoric and 80percent are historic.  Ethnographic sources suggest that portions of 
the Mojave Desert distant from water sources were primarily used for travel and ritual activities 
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rather than for the collection of resources (Cleland 2005).  Other common activities are 
associated with the collection and processing of wild resources around the edges of the 
intermittent lakes and quarrying for material for stone tools and ground stone.  These sites 
primarily consist of trails, trail-associated ceramic scatters and petroglyphs, sparse artifact 
scatters, lithic quarries and possible temporary campsites.  The sparse artifact scatters are 
primarily prehistoric flakes and cores.  These tend to blend into the prehistoric isolates, which 
are also predominantly lithics, forming a landscape with regular but diffuse evidence of 
prehistoric human activities.  Historic period sites are associated with historic mining, movement 
through the area by automobile, and WWII era maneuvers associated with the DTC/C-AMA.  
These sites are primarily debris scatters.  Some are mainly domestic debris and may have been 
dumped by passing travelers or off-road vehicle drivers.  Others are a mix of domestic military 
debris, suggesting they are the remains of temporary military camps that were part of the 
DTC/C-AMA.  Occasional military features such as earthen mounds and possible foxholes have 
also been noted.  The historic-period isolates reflect these same kinds of activities.  

Table 4.6-2. Cumulative Analysis Results: Estimated Number of Cultural Resources per Acre 

Location Acres 
Number of Known 

Cultural Resources 
Number of Potentially 

Eligible Cultural Resources 
Desert Sunlight 
Genesis 
Blythe 
Palen  

29,574 554 = Average Density 
of 0.019 sites per acre 

70 = Average Density  
of 0.002 sites per acre 

  

Estimated Number  
of Cultural Resources 

(Acres x 0.019) 

Estimated Number of 
Potentially Eligible 
Cultural Resources 

(Acres x 0.002) 
I-10 Corridor 122, 440 2, 326 245 
Southern California Desert Region 11,000,000 209,000 22,000 
Existing Projects, I-10 Corridor    
Chuckwalla Valley Prison and Ironwood Prison 1,720 33 3 
I-10 Freeway 2,328 44 5 
2 Transmission Lines and 1 Gas Line 348 7 1 
Blythe PV and Energy Projects 276 5 1 
Chuckwalla Valley Raceway 400 8 1 
Kaiser Eagle Mountain Mine 3,500 67 7 
Subtotal 8,572 164 18 
Reasonably Foreseeable Future Projects, I-10 Corridor   
2 Transmission Lines and 2 Substations 366 7 1 
15 Energy Projects 47,141 896 94 
Subtotal 47,507 903 95 

At the regional level, the geographic area considered for cumulative impacts on cultural resources 
is defined as the 11-million acre BLM Southern California Desert Region.  Unlike other parts of 
California that were more densely occupied in prehistory, little is known about the cultural 
resources of the desert region examined for this cumulative study.  If the same average cultural 
resources density identified for the I-10 Corridor is applied to the Southern California Desert 
Region, the region may contain 209,000 cultural resources.  Of these resources 22,000 of them may 
be eligible for the NRHP and the CRHR and therefore considered historic properties.  Similarly, 
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according to the CHRIS only 20 percent of Riverside and San Bernardino counties have been 
surveyed for cultural resources.  These studies have resulted in the identification and documenta-
tion of more than 20,000 cultural resources.  These results suggest that there is a high potential to 
discover previously undocumented cultural resources within the cumulative study region. 

This cumulative analysis for the proposed project and alternatives is based upon: 

 Existing development projects on BLM, state, and private lands (Figure 4.1-1, Table 4.1-1). 

 Foreseeable projects in the immediate vicinity of the I-10 Corridor (Figure 4.1.1, Table 4.1-2) 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

Impacts of Existing Projects 

Analysis of cumulative impacts of existing projects emphasized those projects and developments 
listed in Table 4.1-1 that are expansive and have disturbed the most acreage.  Many of these proj-
ects were completed prior to the existence or regular enforcement of state and federal cultural 
resource laws.  As such, the actual number of cultural resources within each project area and the 
number of cultural resources destroyed by the project is unknown.  The following calculations 
are estimates. 

I-10 Corridor 

At the regional level, the construction of Chuckwalla Valley and Ironwood State Prisons dis-
turbed approximately 1,720 acres.  This cumulative analysis suggests that 33 cultural resources 
were destroyed during these projects, 3 of which may have been eligible for the NHRP and the 
CRHR and therefore considered historic properties. 

The construction of I-10, a four-lane divided highway, with associated bridges, off-ramps, and 
berm system, also resulted in significant ground disturbance in the Corridor.  Assuming a width 
of a minimum of 200 feet and a length of 48 miles, within the I-10 Corridor this project disturbed 
approximately 10,137,600 square feet (2,328 acres).  This analysis suggests that 44 cultural 
resources were destroyed during this construction, 5 of which were eligible for the NHRP and 
the CRHR (historic properties). 

Another linear project within the Corridor was the Devers-Palo Verde Transmission Line, a 500 
kV transmission line paralleling I-10.  The disturbance caused by the construction of transmis-
sion lines is generally less than the disturbance caused by freeway construction.  However, each 
line has an associated access road.  Based on the construction of the access road and excluding 
the transmission tower pads, a width of 20 feet for each project and a length of 48 miles was 
calculated for this analysis (116 acres).  A similar calculation was made for the Blythe-Eagle 
Mountain Transmission Line and a natural gas line, both of which were constructed parallel to 
I-10.  This analysis estimates that during the construction of these three linear projects, approxi-
mately 348 acres were disturbed, and 7 cultural resources were destroyed, 1 of which was likely 
to be eligible for the NHRP and the CRHR (historic property). 

The construction of the Chuckwalla Valley Raceway, the Blythe PV Project and the Blythe 
Energy Project disturbed approximately 676 acres.  This cumulative analysis suggests that 13 
cultural resources were destroyed during these projects, 2 of which may have been eligible for 
the NHRP and the CRHR (historic properties). 
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Finally, the mining activities at the Kaiser Eagle Mountain Mine may have disturbed more than 
3,500 acres.  Several plans for the use of this disturbed area have been proposed, but, from the 
perspective of cultural resources, new projects would be unlikely to cause more damage than has 
already occurred. 

In total, together, the larger of the ground-disturbing projects within the I-10 Corridor disturbed 
at least 8,572 acres, or 7 percent of the Corridor.  One hundred and sixty-four of the estimated 
2,326 cultural resources were likely destroyed by these projects.  Of the 245 historic properties 
that would have been eligible for the NHRP and the CRHR within the I-10 Corridor, 18 would 
have been destroyed.  Certain site types, particularly those associated with dry lakes may have 
been disproportionately affected.  A more detailed cumulative analysis would be needed to deter-
mine if this was the case. 

Southern California Desert Region 

Within the larger Southern California Desert Region, the most intensive use of the desert and 
concomitant disturbance of cultural resources has been on designated military installations (e.g., 
Edwards Air Force Base, Fort Irwin, Twentynine Palms Marine Corps Base, Chocolate Mountain 
Naval Aerial Gunnery Range), and during General Patton’s military training from 1942 to 1944, 
and during later training maneuvers in May, 1964, throughout the I-10 Corridor. 

Cultural resources in the Southern California Desert Region have been primarily affected by past 
and currently approved projects through the ground disturbance that is required for construction 
of buildings, facilities, roads, and other infrastructure.  Military training operations have been the 
most destructive, particularly at bombing ranges. 

In the case of military installations and maneuvers, however, avoidance of substantial adverse 
changes to CRHR- and NRHP-eligible historic properties has been accomplished through delib-
erate project planning.  Likewise, the severity of adverse effects to previously unknown cultural 
resources have been substantially reduced by a variety of strategies including implementing miti-
gation measures requiring construction monitoring, evaluation of cultural resources discovered 
during monitoring, and avoidance or data recovery for  historic properties evaluated to be NRHP 
and CRHR-eligible. 

Some of the physical evidence of military training exercises at the regional level are at least 50 
years old and are therefore potentially CRHR- and NRHP-eligible historic properties.  This is 
particularly the case for historic-period cultural resources associated with General Patton’s Des-
ert Training Center (DTC) described in detail in previous subsections.  The use of heavy equip-
ment and vehicles and the construction of camps, bunkers, and other features throughout the des-
ert undoubtedly destroyed a number of prehistoric sites.  In their place, we have a historic mili-
tary district, with many individual resources that are known to be, or have the potential to be 
CRHR- or NRHP-eligible.  Previous development within the region has already destroyed a 
number of DTC sites. 

Impacts of Reasonably Foreseeable Future Projects 

Cultural resources are also expected to be affected by the following reasonably foreseeable 
future projects.  The future construction of residences and infrastructure in the local and regional 
cumulative analysis study areas will undoubtedly result in impacts to cultural resources.  Some 
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of the projects included in this analysis may not be built.  This analysis estimates the maximum 
number of cultural resources that may be destroyed. 

I-10 Corridor 

Numerous other projects are proposed and under consideration along the I-10 Corridor.  It is 
assumed that the 15 proposed energy projects would destroy all of the cultural resources within 
the project limits for the purposes of this cumulative analysis.  As discussed above, transmission 
lines are considered to have a smaller impact on cultural resources.  Using the same conservative 
figures used previously, the 2 new transmission lines proposed for the I-10 Corridor would affect 
an area 20 feet wide and 48 miles long for each project (116 acres).  When combined with the 
construction of 2 new substations, these linear projects would disturb 366 acres. 

Together these reasonably foreseeable future projects would disturb 47,507 acres, or 39 percent 
of the total I-10 Corridor.  This cumulative analysis suggests that these projects would destroy 
903 cultural resources, 95 of which are likely to be CRHR- and NRHP-eligible historic properties. 

Southern California Desert Region 

Much of the Southern California Desert Region analyzed for this cumulative analysis consists of 
the CDCA.  Eleven million acres of the 25-million-acre CDCA is managed by the BLM.  
Although there are undoubtedly other projects that have been proposed for this region, the proj-
ects proposed for construction within the BLM California Desert District make a reasonable 
proxy for patterns across the large area.  Solar projects occupying 567,882 acres and wind proj-
ects occupying 433,721 acres have been proposed for this region, consisting of nearly 4 percent 
of the CDCA. 

Although the cultural resources density per acre is unknown for this entire region, the density 
proposed for the I-10 Corridor serves as a reasonable minimum.  The disturbance of 1 million 
acres would result in the destruction of at least 19,000 cultural resources, 2,000 of which are 
likely to be CRHR- and NRHP-eligible historic properties.  If all of this construction took place, 
the majority of the projects would undergo CEQA and/or NEPA review.  Cultural resources that 
could not be avoided would be tested to evaluate for NRHP eligibility, and eligible sites (historic 
properties) would be subject to historical documentation or data recovery excavations to mitigate 
effects.  Although these measures would reduce most individual site effects, archaeological exca-
vation and analysis cannot recover all the scientific values of a site.  Based on the above, the 
cumulative loss of approximately 19,000 cultural resources is considered a substantial adverse 
effect that cannot be mitigated. 

Construction of the solar and wind projects proposed throughout this region would result in sub-
stantial changes in the setting, feeling, and association of the areas in which they are constructed.  
These kinds of damages may be especially severe for traditional use areas and traditional cultural 
properties.  Potential adverse effects would include direct effects in the form of physical distur-
bance or alteration as a result of construction activity or indirect effects in the form of diminished 
character and setting of traditional use areas due to the presence of industrial structures. 

The Desert Harvest Solar Project in the Cumulative Context 

The development of the DHSP, including Alternatives 4 through 7 and Alternatives C, D, and E, 
may result in permanent adverse effects to cultural resources related to construction activities 
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(Alternative B cumulative effects are described below).  However, these adverse effects would 
be expected to contribute only a small amount to the possible permanent cumulative impacts 
related to cultural resources because relatively few resources may be eligible for the CRHR or 
NRHP.  DHSP may have a substantial direct effect on 25 resources and an indirect effect on 
resources. 

If the proposed mitigation measures CUL-1 through CUL-9 are properly implemented, the direct 
effects would be minimized from the DHSP.  However, there would remain indirect adverse 
effects on one NRHP-listed historic district, one proposed historic district, segments of a prehis-
toric trail, and one historic archaeological site.  Effects of the DHSP alternatives would 
additively combine with impacts from past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects, and 
cumulative effects on cultural resources at both the local I-10 Corridor and regional levels would 
be substantial and adverse.  This analysis estimates that more than 800 cultural resources within 
the I-10 Corridor, and 17,000 cultural resources within the Southern California Desert Region, 
will potentially be destroyed.  Mitigation can reduce the impact of this destruction, but unavoid-
able adverse cumulative effects would remain. 

Summary of Cumulative Impacts 

Effects of the DHSP alternatives would additively combine with impacts from past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable projects, and cumulative effects on cultural resources at both the local 
I-10 Corridor and regional levels would be substantial and adverse. 

The majority of the proposed future projects examined in this analysis would likely undergo 
CEQA and/or NEPA review.  Archaeological sites that could not be avoided would be tested to 
evaluate NRHP and CRHR eligibility.  NRHP and CRHR-eligible historic properties would be 
subject to historical documentation or data recovery excavations to mitigate effects.  Although 
these measures would reduce effects individual historic properties, archaeological excavation 
and analysis cannot recover all the scientific values of a site. 

This analysis estimates that more than 900 cultural resources within the I-10 Corridor, and 
17,000 cultural resources within the Southern California Desert Region, will potentially be 
destroyed.  Some of these sites may be archaeological sites, some of these may be sites to which 
tribes attach cultural or religious significance, and some may be a combination of the two.  The 
destruction of cultural resources results in the loss of information, but may also cause irreparable 
damage to the cultural and spiritual values of some resources.  In terms of the loss of informa-
tion, mitigation can reduce the impact of this destruction, but unavoidable adverse effects would 
remain.  In terms of cultural and spiritual impacts, the nature of these impacts and potential miti-
gation measures can only be determined by members of the community who value the resources 
and landscapes, in this case Native Americans.  Because only they can suggest possible mitiga-
tion, if any, this cumulative impact may be unavoidable. 

Under the cumulative scenario for Alternative B, which considers that the DSSF gen-tie is con-
structed and the DHSP gen-tie is located on shared poles with no additional ground disturbance, 
the DHSP gen-tie would result in no net cumulative impacts on cultural resources in combination 
with the reasonably foreseeable DSSF gen-tie line.  Alternative B would not contribute to cumu-
lative effects. 
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4.6.16 CEQA Considerations 

This section is included in this EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment for future use by CEQA Lead 
and Responsible agencies and is not required under NEPA. 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The significance criteria listed below are from the Environmental Checklist Form in Appendix G 
of the CEQA Guidelines.  They are used to determine whether the proposed project or alterna-
tives would result in significant impacts under CEQA related to cultural resources.  Under 
CEQA, the proposed project would cause a significant impact if it caused a substantial adverse 
change in the significance of a historical resource or an archeological resource as defined under 
CCR, Title 14, Chapter 3, Section 15064.5.  The proposed project would have a significant 
impact on cultural resources if it would: 

CR-1 Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource; 

CR-2 Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource; 

CR-3 Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries. 

Under all of these criteria, adverse changes and impacts are the following: 

 Physical, visual, or audible disturbances resulting from construction and development that would 
affect the integrity of a resource or the qualities that make it eligible for the CRHR or NRHP; 

 Exposure of cultural resources to vandalism or unauthorized collecting; 

 A substantial increase in the potential for erosion or other natural processes that could affect 
cultural resources; 

 Neglect of a cultural resource that causes its deterioration, except where such neglect and 
deterioration are recognized qualities of a property of religious and cultural significance to a 
Native American tribe; or 

 Transfer, lease, or sale of a cultural resource out of federal ownership or control without ade-
quate and legally enforceable restrictions or conditions to ensure long-term preservation of the 
resource’s historic significance. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternative 1.  Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and BLM would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, the proposed solar energy project 
would not be constructed and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the exist-
ing land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended.  It is expected that 
the site would remain in its existing condition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or 
operated and no ground disturbance.  No significant impacts to cultural resources would result 
from Alternative 1.  Alternative 1 would not contribute to any significant cumulative impact, as 
defined in CEQA. 

Alternative 2.  Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar 
energy development.  As a result, the proposed DHSP would not be constructed and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  
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Any future project would be reviewed under a separate NEPA analysis.  No significant impacts 
to cultural resources would result from the DHSP.  Alternative 2 would not contribute to any sig-
nificant cumulative impact, as defined in CEQA. 

Alternative 3.  Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future 
solar energy development.  As a result, the proposed DHSP would not be constructed and BLM 
would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use 
Plan.  Any future project would be reviewed under a separate NEPA analysis.  No significant 
impacts to cultural resources would result from the DHSP.  Alternative 3 would not contribute to 
any significant cumulative impact, as defined in CEQA. 

Alternative 4.  Under Alternative 4, the Applicant’s proposed solar facility site, the direct and 
indirect impacts of project construction, operation, and decommissioning, to cultural resources as 
described in Section 4.6.6 would be significant under criteria CR-1 (adverse change to signifi-
cance of historic resources) and CR-2 (adverse change to significance of archaeological 
resources), above.  Impacts significant under criteria CR-3 (disturbance of human remains) are 
possible, but not anticipated. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-9, some of these 
impacts to cultural resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels under CEQA by: 
developing and implementing an MOA and HPTP that will guide all project cultural resources 
work, retaining a qualified cultural resources specialist to prepare the HPTP and implement it, 
training for all construction personnel, requiring expert monitoring of all ground disturbance, 
ensuring that cultural resources specialists have the authority to halt construction in the event of 
a discovery, treating inadvertent discoveries using the guidance of the MOA and HPTP, requir-
ing documentation of interim results of the construction monitoring program, requiring final doc-
umentation of all discoveries during construction, and requiring curation for any cultural 
resources finds. 

Under criterion CR-1, impacts of Alternative 4 would be less than significant with implementa-
tion of MM CUL-1 thorough MM CUL 10.  Under criterion CR-2, impacts of Alternative 4 
would be less than significant.  Under criterion CR-3, Alternative 4 would have no impact. 

In addition to implementation of Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, Mitigation Mea-
sure CUL-10 (Radio Program) is required to reduce indirect and cumulative impacts to the pro-
posed DTC/C-AMA historic district (determined NRHP eligible) and WWII era archaeological 
site P-33-18392 (determined NRHP eligible).  MM CUL-10 would only be required for CEQA 
Lead and Responsible agencies and is not required under NEPA. 

MM CUL-10 Radio Program.  A continuous loop radio program focused on motorists on I-10, 
an appropriate broadcasting location, and associated signage in Desert Center and 
on I-10 near Desert Center shall be developed, broadcast and installed.  The radio 
program shall provide information about the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph 
District (CA-RIV-1383, NRHP-listed), the Coco-Maricopa trail segments (CA-
RIV-0053T, determined eligible), and Native American values associated with 
these sites.  Content shall be developed in consultation with all interested tribes.  
In addition, the program shall provide information about the DTC/C-AMA in gen-
eral, archaeological site P-33-18392 in particular, and other details about Desert 
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Training Center activities in the Desert Center vicinity.  The broadcast shall be 
maintained for the life of the project, and updated with relevant new information 
every five years. 

The construction impacts of Alternative 4, when combined with impacts from past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable projects, contribute in a small but significant way to the cumulatively con-
siderable adverse impacts for cultural resources at both the local I-10 Corridor and regional levels. 

Alternative 5.  Under Alternative 5, the direct and indirect impacts of project construction, oper-
ation, and decommissioning, to cultural resources as described in Section 4.6.7 would be signifi-
cant under criteria CR-1 (adverse change to significance of historic resources) and CR-2 (adverse 
chance to significance of archaeological resources), above.  Impacts significant under criteria 
CR-3 (disturbance of human remains) are possible, but not anticipated. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-10, some of these 
impacts to cultural resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels under CEQA by: 
developing and implementing an MOA and HPTP which will guide all project cultural resources 
work, retaining a qualified cultural resources specialist to prepare the HPTP and implement it, 
training for all construction personnel, requiring expert monitoring of all ground disturbance, 
ensuring that cultural resources specialists have the authority to halt construction in the event of 
an discovery, treating inadvertent discoveries using the guidance of the MOA and HPTP, requir-
ing documentation of interim results of the construction monitoring program, requiring final doc-
umentation of all discoveries during construction, requiring curation for any cultural resources 
finds, and addressing impacts to the DTC/C-AMA historic district through a radio program for 
passing motorists on I-10. 

Under criterion CR-1, impacts of Alternative 5 would be less than significant with implementa-
tion of MM CUL-1 thorough MM CUL 10.  Under criterion CR-2, impacts of Alternative 5 
would be less than significant.  Under criterion CR-3, Alternative 5 would have no impact. 

The construction impacts of Alternative 5, when combined with impacts from past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable projects, contribute in a small but significant way to the cumulatively con-
siderable adverse impacts for cultural resources at both the local I-10 Corridor and regional levels. 

Alternative 6.  Under Alternative 6, the direct and indirect impacts of project construction, oper-
ation, and decommissioning, to cultural resources as described in Section 4.6.8 would be signifi-
cant under criteria CR-1 (adverse change to significance of historic resources) and CR-2 (adverse 
chance to significance of archaeological resources), above.  Impacts significant under criteria 
CR-3 (disturbance of human remains) are possible, but not anticipated. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-10, some of these 
impacts to cultural resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels under CEQA by: 
developing and implementing an MOA and HPTP which will guide all project cultural resources 
work, retaining a qualified cultural resources specialist to prepare the HPTP and implement it, 
training for all construction personnel, requiring expert monitoring of all ground disturbance, 
ensuring that cultural resources specialists have the authority to halt construction in the event of 
an discovery, treating inadvertent discoveries using the guidance of the MOA and HPTP, requir-
ing documentation of interim results of the construction monitoring program, requiring final doc-
umentation of all discoveries during construction, requiring curation for any cultural resources 
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finds, and addressing impacts to the DTC/C-AMA historic district through a radio program for 
passing motorists on I-10. 

Under criterion CR-1, impacts of Alternative 6 would be less than significant with implementa-
tion of MM CUL-1 thorough MM CUL 10.  Under criterion CR-2, impacts of Alternative 6 
would be less than significant.  Under criterion CR-3, Alternative 6 would have no impact. 

The construction impacts of Alternative 6, when combined with impacts from past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable projects, contribute in a small but significant way to the cumulatively con-
siderable adverse impacts for cultural resources at both the local I-10 Corridor and regional levels. 

Alternative 7.  Under Alternative 7, the direct and indirect impacts of project construction, oper-
ation, and decommissioning, to cultural resources as described in Section 4.6.8 would be signifi-
cant under criteria CR-1 (adverse change to significance of historic resources) and CR-2 (adverse 
chance to significance of archaeological resources), above.  Impacts significant under criteria 
CR-3 (disturbance of human remains) are possible, but not anticipated. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-10, some of these 
impacts to cultural resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels under CEQA by: 
developing and implementing an MOA and HPTP which will guide all project cultural resources 
work, retaining a qualified cultural resources specialist to prepare the HPTP and implement it, 
training for all construction personnel, requiring expert monitoring of all ground disturbance, 
ensuring that cultural resources specialists have the authority to halt construction in the event of 
an discovery, treating inadvertent discoveries using the guidance of the MOA and HPTP, requir-
ing documentation of interim results of the construction monitoring program, requiring final doc-
umentation of all discoveries during construction, requiring curation for any cultural resources 
finds, and addressing impacts to the DTC/C-AMA historic district through a radio program for 
passing motorists on I-10. 

Under criterion CR-1, impacts of Alternative 7 would be less than significant with implementa-
tion of MM CUL-1 thorough MM CUL 10.  Under criterion CR-2, impacts of Alternative 7 
would be less than significant.  Under criterion CR-3, Alternative 7 would have no impact. 

The construction impacts of Alternative 7, when combined with impacts from past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable projects, contribute in a small but significant way to the cumulatively con-
siderable adverse impacts for cultural resources at both the local I-10 Corridor and regional levels. 

Alternative A.  Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be approved by the BLM, and BLM 
would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, the proposed gen-tie line would not be con-
structed and BLM would continue to manage the ROW consistent with the existing land use des-
ignation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended (including the Desert Sunlight 
amendment).  It is expected that the Desert Sunlight gen-tie line would be built within the ROW, 
and that impacts to vegetation resources would be as described in the Desert Sunlight EIS (BLM 
2011).  No significant impacts to cultural resources would result from Alternative A.  Alternative 
A would not contribute to any significant cumulative impact. 

Alternative B.  Under Alternative B, the Applicant’s proposed gen-tie line, the direct and indi-
rect impacts of project construction, operation, and decommissioning, to cultural resources as 
described in Section 4.6.11 would be significant under criteria CR-1 (adverse change to signifi-
cance of historic resources) and CR-2 (adverse chance to significance of archaeological 
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resources), above.  Impacts significant under criteria CR-3 (disturbance of human remains) are 
possible, but not anticipated. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-10, some of these 
impacts to cultural resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels under CEQA by: 
developing and implementing an MOA and HPTP which will guide all project cultural resources 
work; retaining a qualified cultural resources specialist to prepare the HPTP and implement it; 
training for all construction personnel; requiring expert monitoring of all ground disturbance; ensur-
ing that cultural resources specialists have the authority to halt construction in the event of a dis-
covery; treating inadvertent discoveries using the guidance of the MOA and HPTP; requiring 
documentation of interim results of the construction monitoring program; requiring final documen-
tation of all discoveries during construction; requiring curation for any cultural resources finds; 
and addressing indirect and cumulative impacts to the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District, the 
Coco-Maricopa trail segments, the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district, and WWII era 
archaeological site P-33-18392 through a radio program for passing motorists on I-10. 

In addition to implementation of Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, CUL-10 (which 
would reduce indirect and cumulative impacts to the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District [CA-
RIV-1383, NRHP-listed], the Coco-Maricopa trail segments [CA-RIV-0053T, determined 
eligible], the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district [determined NRHP eligible] and WWII era 
archaeological site P-33-18392 [determined NRHP eligible]) would be required to reduce 
impacts to the extent feasible, and Mitigation Measure CUL-11 (Avoid Known Resources) is 
required to ensure protection of known historical resources (eligible for the CRHR) and unevalu-
ated cultural resources (potentially eligible for the CRHR), and to reduce potential impacts to 
these resources to a less than significant level.  The Desert Center Town Dump (CA-Riv-9385, 
determined NRHP eligible) is too large to avoid.  However, data recovery has been conducted at 
this site as part of mitigation of impacts associated with the Desert Sunlight Solar Project.  The 
proposed impacts of the DHSP are in the same portion of the site.  BLM and the County agree 
that mitigation conducted by other parties is considered sufficient to address the impacts of both 
projects.  Avoidance of only certain portions of this site is required.  MM CUL-11 would only be 
required for CEQA Lead and Responsible agencies and is not required under NEPA. 

MM CUL-11   Avoid Known Resources.  Known historical resources (eligible for CRHR) and 
unevaluated cultural resources (potentially eligible for the CRHR) shall be 
flagged and avoided.  In addition, at any known historical resource within 165 
feet (50 meters) of the project area, the limits of the project area near the resource 
shall be marked with visible flagging tape prior to construction.  The construction 
crews shall be instructed that no vehicle access, travel, equipment staging, stor-
age, or other construction-related work shall occur outside the flagged areas to 
ensure that known historic resources are not inadvertently damaged during imple-
mentation of the project.  Within the boundaries of the Desert Center Town Dump 
(CA-Riv-9385) the limits of the project area shall be marked as described above, 
ensuring that no construction-related work shall occur within site boundaries other 
than strictly within the marked project area. 

However, some impacts, particularly to the setting of the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District 
(CA-RIV-1383, NRHP-listed) and the Coco-Maricopa trail segments (CA-RIV-0053T, deter-
mined eligible), are unavoidable and significant under CEQA. 
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Under criterion CR-1, impacts of Alternative B would be less than significant with implementa-
tion of MM CUL-1 thorough MM CUL 11.  Under criterion CR-2, impacts of Alternative B 
would be significant and unavoidable.  Under criterion CR-3, Alternative B would have no 
impact. 

The construction impacts of Alternative B, when combined with impacts from past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable projects, contribute in a small but significant way to the cumulatively con-
siderable adverse impacts for cultural resources at both the local I-10 Corridor and regional levels. 

Alternative C.  Under Alternative C, the direct and indirect impacts of project construction, oper-
ation, and decommissioning, to cultural resources as described in Section 4.6.12 would be signifi-
cant under criteria CR-1 (adverse change to significance of historic resources) and CR-2 (adverse 
chance to significance of archaeological resources), above.  Impacts significant under criteria 
CR-3 (disturbance of human remains) are possible, but not anticipated. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-11, some of these 
impacts to cultural resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels under CEQA by: 
developing and implementing an MOA and HPTP which will guide all project cultural resources 
work; retaining a qualified cultural resources specialist to prepare the HPTP and implement it; 
training for all construction personnel; requiring expert monitoring of all ground disturbance; ensur-
ing that cultural resources specialists have the authority to halt construction in the event of a dis-
covery; treating inadvertent discoveries using the guidance of the MOA and HPTP; requiring 
documentation of interim results of the construction monitoring program; requiring final documen-
tation of all discoveries during construction; requiring curation for any cultural resources finds; 
addressing indirect and cumulative impacts to the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District, the 
Coco-Maricopa trail segments, and the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district, through a radio 
program for passing motorists on I-10; and avoiding all known resources within the project area 
except CA-Riv-9385; and avoiding known historical resources and unevaluated cultural 
resources. 

However, some impacts, particularly to the setting of the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District 
(CA-RIV-1383, NRHP-listed) and the Coco-Maricopa trail segments (CA-RIV-0053T, deter-
mined eligible), are unavoidable and significant under CEQA. 

Under criterion CR-1, impacts of Alternative C would be less than significant with implementa-
tion of MM CUL-1 thorough MM CUL 11.  Under criterion CR-2, impacts of Alternative C 
would be significant and unavoidable.  Under criterion CR-3, Alternative C would have no 
impact. 

The construction impacts of Alternative C, when combined with impacts from past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable projects, contribute in a small but significant way to the cumulatively con-
siderable adverse impacts for cultural resources at both the local I-10 Corridor and regional levels. 

Alternative D.  Under Alternative D, the direct and indirect impacts of project construction, 
operation, and decommissioning, to cultural resources as described in Section 4.6.13 would be 
significant under criteria CR-1 (adverse change to significance of historic resources) and CR-2 
(adverse chance to significance of archaeological resources), above.  Impacts significant under 
criteria CR-3 (disturbance of human remains) are possible, but not anticipated. 
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With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-11, some of these 
impacts to cultural resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels under CEQA by: 
developing and implementing an MOA and HPTP which will guide all project cultural resources 
work; retaining a qualified cultural resources specialist to prepare the HPTP and implement it; 
training for all construction personnel; requiring expert monitoring of all ground disturbance; ensur-
ing that cultural resources specialists have the authority to halt construction in the event of a dis-
covery; treating inadvertent discoveries using the guidance of the MOA and HPTP; requiring 
documentation of interim results of the construction monitoring program; requiring final documen-
tation of all discoveries during construction; requiring curation for any cultural resources finds; 
addressing indirect and cumulative impacts to the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District, the 
Coco-Maricopa trail segments, the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district, and WWII era 
archaeological site P-33-18392 through a radio program for passing motorists on I-10; and 
avoiding all known resources within the project area except CA-Riv-9385; and avoiding known 
historical resources and unevaluated cultural resources. 

However, some impacts, particularly to the setting of the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District 
(CA-RIV-1383, NRHP-listed) and the Coco-Maricopa trail segments (CA-RIV-0053T, deter-
mined eligible), are unavoidable and significant under CEQA. 

Under criterion CR-1, impacts of Alternative D would be less than significant with implementa-
tion of MM CUL-1 thorough MM CUL 11.  Under criterion CR-2, impacts of Alternative D 
would be significant and unavoidable.  Under criterion CR-3, Alternative D would have no 
impact. 

The construction impacts of Alternative D, when combined with impacts from past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable projects, contribute in a small but significant way to the cumulatively con-
siderable adverse impacts for cultural resources at both the local I-10 Corridor and regional levels. 

Alternative E.  Under Alternative E, the direct and indirect impacts of project construction, 
operation, and decommissioning, to cultural resources as described in Section 4.6.14 would be 
significant under criteria CR-1 (adverse change to significance of historic resources) and CR-2 
(adverse chance to significance of archaeological resources), above.  Impacts significant under 
criteria CR-3 (disturbance of human remains) are possible, but not anticipated. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-11, some of these 
impacts to cultural resources would be mitigated to less than significant levels under CEQA by: 
developing and implementing an MOA and HPTP which will guide all project cultural resources 
work; retaining a qualified cultural resources specialist to prepare the HPTP and implement it; 
training for all construction personnel; requiring expert monitoring of all ground disturbance; ensur-
ing that cultural resources specialists have the authority to halt construction in the event of a dis-
covery; treating inadvertent discoveries using the guidance of the MOA and HPTP; requiring 
documentation of interim results of the construction monitoring program; requiring final documen-
tation of all discoveries during construction; requiring curation for any cultural resources finds; 
addressing indirect and cumulative impacts to the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District, the 
Coco-Maricopa trail segments, and the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district, through a radio 
program for passing motorists on I-10; and avoiding all known resources within the project area 
except CA-Riv-9385; and avoiding known historical resources and unevaluated cultural 
resources. 
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However, some impacts, particularly to the setting of the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District 
(CA-RIV-1383, NRHP-listed) and the Coco-Maricopa trail segments (CA-RIV-0053T, deter-
mined eligible), are unavoidable and significant under CEQA. 

Under criterion CR-1, impacts of Alternative E would be less than significant with implementa-
tion of MM CUL-1 thorough MM CUL 11.  Under criterion CR-2, impacts of Alternative E 
would be significant and unavoidable.  Under criterion CR-3, Alternative E would have no 
impact. 

The construction impacts of Alternative E, when combined with impacts from past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable projects, contribute in a small but significant way to the cumulatively con-
siderable adverse impacts for cultural resources at both the local I-10 Corridor and regional levels. 
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4.7 PALEONTOLOGY 

Most impacts on paleontological resources are direct and result from ground disturbance activi-
ties.  Indirect impacts include the potential for increased unauthorized collection of fossils and 
other paleontological resources resulting from increased numbers of people in the vicinity (i.e., 
personnel involved in construction and operation of proposed project facilities).  Areas with high 
potential for paleontological resources are evaluated for the amount and type of disturbance and 
activities that would result in impacts on paleontological resources. 

4.7.1 Methodology for Analysis 

A Potential Fossil Yield Classification (PFYC) for paleontological resources (Roeder 2011) and 
two paleontological resources assessments were prepared (Roeder 2012a, 2012b) for the Desert 
Harvest Solar Project (DHSP).  Correspondence from the Natural History Museum of Los 
Angeles County and the University of California at Berkeley Museum of Paleontology (UCMP) 
were reviewed for information regarding known fossil localities and stratigraphic unit sensitivity 
within the proposed project area.  All research was conducted in accordance with BLM and the 
Society for Vertebrate Paleontology’s accepted assessment protocol to determine whether any 
known paleontological resources exist in the general area and how they might be impacted by the 
Proposed Action and action alternatives.  As noted in Section 3.1, lack of access to Metropolitan 
Water District of Southern California (MWDSC) lands has prohibited full surveys of all gen-tie 
alternatives. Given site constraints, however, this circumstance is allowed under NEPA. 

4.7.2 Applicant Measures 

The following Applicant Measure (AM) has been incorporated as a design feature of the pro-
posed project and all action alternatives to reduce adverse impacts associated with the project. 

AM-PAL-1 The Applicant shall be responsible for the following measures: 

 A qualified paleontologist will conduct a study to further characterize the paleontological sen-
sitivity of the project study area. 

 Prior to construction the Applicant will retain a qualified Project Paleontologist to design and 
implement a mitigation program during project-related earth-moving activities.  The paleonto-
logical resource mitigation program will include the preparation of mitigation and monitoring 
plan for construction monitoring; emergency discovery procedures; sampling and data 
recovery, if needed; museum storage coordination for any specimen and data recovered; pre-
construction coordination; and reporting. 

 Construction personnel involved with earth-moving activities will be informed by the Project 
Paleontologist of the possibility of encountering fossils, how to identify fossils, and proper 
notification procedures.  This worker training will be prepared and presented by a qualified 
paleontologist.  A construction contractor superintendent will be identified and provided with 
contact information for notifying the Project Paleontologist if any potential paleontological 
resources are encountered during construction. 

 Grading and excavation within old alluvium or earthmoving at depths greater than 10 feet 
should be monitored by a qualified paleontologist, along with older alluvium which occurs at 
depths less than 10 feet. 
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The mitigation measures below further clarify or expand upon the AM above, as it relates to 
reporting requirements, timing of implementation, or other details.  Where there is a conflict 
between provisions of the mitigation measures imposed and the preceding AM, the mitigation 
measures take precedence. 

4.7.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would 
not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be constructed on the 
project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land use 
designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, impacts would not occur. 

4.7.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  
No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

4.7.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 

4.7.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Under Alternative 4, the proposed DHSP solar facility would be approved by BLM, and the 
BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy 
developments.  A 150 megawatt solar generating facility would then be built on two parcels, the 
northern parcel consisting of 1,052 acres and the southern parcel consisting of 155 acres.  Alter-
native 4 would impact at least one previously identified fossil locality consisting of Gopherus 
(tortoise) found in the Quaternary alluvium in the eastern portion of the solar facility.  The geo-
logic unit underlying these two parcels is Quaternary alluvium (Qal) and possibly Quaternary-
Tertiary playa sediments (QT), both of which have been assigned a Class 4-High sensitivity 
rating under the BLM PYFC.  As such, there is a possibility that as-yet-unidentified significant 
paleontological resources could be adversely affected. 
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Construction 

Direct Effects 

The geologic units present at the site have a high potential to contain vertebrate fossils and other 
scientifically valuable paleontological resources.  The physical disturbance of the geologic units 
present at the site during construction of the solar facility could directly impact (i.e., damage or 
destroy) any fossils that might be present.  Therefore, the potential for adverse direct effects on 
paleontological resources is high. 

Mitigation Measure (MM) PAL-1 (Project Paleontological Staff) outlines the qualifications of all 
individuals conducting paleontological work within the proposed project area; MM PAL-2 (Pale-
ontological Mitigation and Monitoring Plan) outlines the details of how monitoring and mitiga-
tion would be conducted for the disturbance of undisturbed strata in rock units of high sensi-
tivity; MM PAL-3 (Authority to Halt Ground Disturbance) emphasizes the authority of paleonto-
logical staff to halt construction equipment if necessary; MM PAL-4 (Paleontological Worker 
Environmental Awareness Program) would require training of all construction personnel; MM 
PAL-5 (Construction Monitoring for Paleontological Resources) would require full-time moni-
toring of undisturbed rock strata of high sensitivity; MM PAL-6 (Paleontological Reporting) 
outlines how and when the results of paleontological monitoring and mitigation is reported; MM 
PAL-7 (Curation of Paleontological Materials) specifies how and when any fossils or related 
documentation should be stored after it is collected; and MM PAL-8 (Pre-construction Paleonto-
logical Subsurface Excavation) outlines field work and laboratory analysis necessary prior to 
construction in a project area underlain completely by rock strata of high paleontological sensi-
tivity.  Together these mitigation measures would minimize the potential for direct impacts from 
solar facility construction to paleontological resources. 

Indirect Effects 

The geologic units present at the site have a high potential to contain vertebrate fossils and other 
scientifically valuable paleontological resources.  Indirect effects include the potential for 
increased unauthorized collection of fossils and other paleontological resources resulting from 
increased numbers of people in the vicinity.  Project construction would increase the number of 
personnel in the project area.  Therefore, the potential for adverse indirect effects on paleontolog-
ical resources is high.  Mitigation Measure MM PAL-4 (Paleontological Worker Environmental 
Awareness Program) would require training of all construction personnel, and would minimize 
the potential for indirect impacts from solar facility construction to fossil resources. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Operations would not disturb any previously undisturbed areas of the solar facility site.  No 
direct effects to paleontological resources associated with operation and maintenance of Alterna-
tive 4 would occur. 

Indirect Effects 

The geologic units present at the site have high potential to contain vertebrate fossils and other 
scientifically valuable paleontological resources; however, the density of surface deposits of 
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scientifically significant fossils is expected to be low.  Indirect impacts that may occur during 
operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 include the potential for increased unauthorized col-
lection of fossils and other paleontological resources resulting from increased numbers of visitors 
in the vicinity of the solar facility.  While no visitor center is proposed as a part of the solar 
facility, and visitors would not typically be allowed onto the site, there is the potential for the 
solar facility to attract a small number of visitors who would drive and park along the periphery 
of the solar facility, within the gen-tie ROW and the vicinity, particularly during the first few 
years of operation.  In the absence of a visitor center, visitation is expected to be low.  In addi-
tion, the density of surface deposits of scientifically significant fossils is expected to be low.  
Finally, any rare fossils exposed on the surface of the approved gen-tie corridor will be collected 
by a qualified paleontologist during implementation of MM PAL-5 (Construction Monitoring for 
Paleontological Resources).  The potential for indirect effects from operation and maintenance of 
Alternative 4 on paleontological resources is therefore low, and no mitigation is necessary. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

The geologic units present at the site have a high potential to contain vertebrate fossils and other 
scientifically valuable paleontological resources.  While a majority of rare fossils and other sig-
nificant paleontological resources would be identified during surface-disturbing activities associ-
ated with construction, decommissioning activities may not be limited to disturbing only previ-
ously disturbed soils, and excavation for electrical wiring and steel support beams may occur to a 
deeper depth than excavation during construction.  The physical disturbance of the geologic units 
present at the site during decommissioning of the solar facility could directly impact (i.e., dam-
age or destroy) any fossils that might be present in remaining undisturbed soils.  Therefore, the 
potential for direct impacts on paleontological resources is high.  All mitigation measures PAL-1 
through PAL-8 would be required during decommissioning of the solar facility. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects from decommissioning of the solar facility are identical to those during construc-
tion (unauthorized fossil collection by personnel).  MM PAL-4 (Paleontological Worker Envi-
ronmental Awareness Program) would require training of all decommissioning personnel, and 
would minimize the potential for indirect impacts to fossil resources from Alternative 4 
decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measures would reduce potential adverse effects to paleontological 
resources. 

MM PAL-1 Project Paleontological Staff. 

Project Paleontologist – Prior to the issuance of a Notice to Proceed by BLM, a 
qualified paleontologist approved by the BLM to serve as Project Paleontologist 
shall be retained by the project owner.  This individual shall retain a BLM paleon-
tological resource use permit for the project and a paleontological permit from the 
County of Riverside.  To do so this individual shall have the following qualifica-
tions as stipulated in BLM Manual 8270-1: 
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a. Professional instruction in a field of paleontology relevant to the work pro-
posed (vertebrate, invertebrate, trace, paleobotany, etc.), obtained through: 

(1) Formal education resulting in a graduate degree from an accredited 
institution in paleontology, or in geology, biology, botany, zoology or 
anthropology if the major emphasis is in paleontology; OR 

(2) Equivalent paleontological training and experience including at least 24 
months under the guidance of a professional paleontologist who meets 
qualification above that provided increased responsibility leading to pro-
fessional duties similar to those in qualification above; and 

b. Demonstrated experience in collecting, analyzing, and reporting paleontolog-
ical data, similar to the type and scope of work proposed in the application; 

c. Demonstrated experience in planning, equipping, staffing, organizing, and 
supervising crews performing the work proposed in the application; 

d. Demonstrated experience in carrying paleontological projects to completion as 
evidenced by timely completion and/or publication of theses, research reports, 
scientific papers and similar documents. 

The resume of the proposed Project Paleontologist will be submitted to BLM, in 
consultation with the BLM regional paleontologist, for review and approval. 

As described in BLM IM 2009-011, the Project Paleontologist will serve as the 
Principal Investigator (PI) under the BLM permit and is responsible for all actions 
under the permit, for meeting all permit terms and conditions, and for the per-
formance of all other personnel.  This person is also the contact person for the 
project proponent and the BLM. 

Additional Paleontological Staff – The Project Paleontologist may obtain the 
services of Paleontological Field Agents, Field Monitors, and Field Assistants, if 
needed, to assist in mitigation, monitoring, and curation activities.  These individ-
uals must meet the qualifications described in BLM IM 2009-011, and their 
resumes must be reviewed and approved by BLM prior to beginning work. 

MM PAL-2  Paleontological Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (PMMP).  Prior to the issu-
ance of a Notice to Proceed by BLM, the Project Paleontologist shall submit a 
Paleontological Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (PMMP) for the project to the 
BLM for review and approval.  The appropriate Paleontology Lead or Regional 
Paleontologist shall review the plan for sufficiency prior to acceptance.  The 
PMMP shall be prepared and implemented under the direction of the Project Pale-
ontologist and shall address and incorporate MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8.  
The PMMP shall be prepared at the sole expense of the project proponent, and be 
based on Society of Vertebrate Paleontology (SVP) assessment and mitigation 
guidelines and meet all BLM and Riverside County regulatory requirements.  A 
monitoring plan indicates the avoidance or treatments recommended for the area 
of the proposed disturbance and must minimally address the following: 

1. Identification and mapping of impact areas of high sensitivity that will be 
monitored during construction; 
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2. A coordination strategy to ensure that a qualified paleontologist (MM PAL-1) 
will conduct monitoring at the appropriate locations at the appropriate 
intensity; 

3. The significance criteria to be used to determine which resources will be 
avoided or recovered for their data potential; 

4. Procedures for the discovery, recovery, preparation, and analysis of paleonto-
logical resources encountered during construction, in accordance with stand-
ards for recovery established by the SVP and the BLM; 

5. Provisions for verification that the project proponent has an agreement with a 
recognized museum repository, for the disposition of recovered fossils and 
that the fossils shall be prepared prior to submittal to the repository as 
required by the repository (e.g., prepared, analyzed at a laboratory, curated, or 
cataloged); 

6. Specifications that all paleontological work undertaken by the project propo-
nent on public land shall be carried out by qualified paleontologists with 
appropriate current permits (MM PAL-1), including but not limited to a Pale-
ontological Resources Use Permit (for work on public lands administered by 
BLM) and a Riverside County permit (for work on lands administered by the 
County of Riverside); 

7. Description of monitoring reports that will be prepared which shall include 
daily logs, monthly reports, and a final monitoring report with an itemized list 
of specimens found to be submitted to the BLM, the Riverside County Plan-
ning Department, the project proponent and the designated repository within 
90 days of the completion of monitoring; 

8. The implementation sequence and the estimated time frames needed to 
accomplish all project-related tasks during the ground-disturbance and post-
ground–disturbance analysis phases of the project shall be specified; and 

9. Person(s) expected to perform each of the tasks, their responsibilities, and the 
reporting relationships between project construction management and the mit-
igation and monitoring team shall be identified. 

10. All impact-avoidance measures (such as flagging or fencing) to prohibit or 
otherwise restrict access to sensitive resource areas that are to be avoided dur-
ing ground disturbance, construction, and/or operation shall be described.  
Any areas where these measures are to be implemented shall be identified.  
The description shall address how these measures would be implemented prior 
to the start of ground disturbance and how long they would be needed to pro-
tect the resources from project-related impacts. 

MM PAL-3 Authority to Halt Ground Disturbance.  As specified in BLM IM 2009-011, if 
significant fossil material is discovered during construction activities, the Project 
Paleontologist, Field Agents, and Field Monitors have the authority to temporarily 
halt surface disturbing actions until an assessment of the find is completed and 
appropriate protection measures taken.  The length of time ground disturbance 
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will be halted, the size of the area where work is halted, and the details of the 
assessments and treatments are described in detail in the PMMP (MM PAL–2).  
Work may not resume until approval is granted from both the Project Paleontolo-
gist and the BLM Authorized Officer. 

MM PAL-4 Paleontological Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP).  Prior 
to issuing a BLM Notice to Proceed, the project proponent shall submit evidence 
of that WEAP training has been provided to construction supervisors and crew to 
ensure their awareness of requirements regarding the protection of paleontological 
resources and procedures to be implemented in the event fossil remains are 
encountered by ground-disturbing activities.  This training will be prepared by the 
Project Paleontologist (MM PAL-1), reviewed and approved by the BLM, and 
presented by a qualified paleontologist.  All construction supervisors and crew-
members shall be required to undergo paleontological WEAP training prior to 
commencement of ground-disturbing activities or prior to beginning work on the 
project site.  WEAP training shall also be required for decommissioning personnel. 

MM PAL-5 Construction Monitoring for Paleontological Resources.  The project propo-
nent shall continuously comply with the following during all ground disturbing 
activities during project construction and operations: 

1. If project ground-disturbing activities will affect previously undisturbed strata 
in rock units of high potential (Class 4 or higher), specifically Quaternary 
Alluvium, Quaternary Sand, Quaternary Nonmarine Sediments, Quaternary 
Lake Deposits, and Quaternary-Tertiary Lake Deposits, full time monitoring 
by the Project Paleontologist or other qualified paleontologist will be required. 

2. Construction activities shall be diverted when data recovery of significant 
fossils is warranted, as determined by the Project Paleontologist.  Monitoring 
shall be conducted as follows: 

a. Monitoring of ground disturbance shall consist of the surface collection of 
visible vertebrate and significant invertebrate fossils within the project 
site.  Upon discovery of paleontological resources by paleontologists or 
construction personnel, work in the immediate area of the find shall be 
halted and diverted and the Project Paleontologist shall be notified.  Once 
the find has been inspected and a preliminary assessment has been made, 
the Project Paleontologist will notify the BLM and the County of River-
side Planning Department of the discovery within 24 hours.  If recovery of 
a large or unusually productive fossil occurrence is warranted, earth-
moving activities shall be diverted temporarily around the fossil locality, 
and a recovery crew shall be mobilized to remove the material as quickly 
as possible.  The monitor shall be permitted to photograph and/or draw 
stratigraphic profiles of cut surfaces and take samples for analysis of 
microfossils, dating, or other specified purposes in accordance with the 
PMMP (MM PAL-2). 

b. Recovered specimens shall be prepared to a point of identification, includ-
ing washing of sediments to recover smaller fossil remains.  Once excava-
tion has reached specified depths, salvage of fossil material from the side 
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walls of the cut shall resume.  Specimens shall be identified and curated 
into a repository with retrievable storage (MM PAL-7). 

c. All significant fossil specimens recovered from the project site as a result 
of the paleontological monitoring and mitigation program shall be treated 
(prepared, identified, curated, and cataloged) in accordance with the desig-
nated repository requirements.  Samples shall be submitted to a laboratory, 
acceptable to the designated repository, for identification, dating, and 
microfossil and pollen analysis. 

Construction monitoring or spot checking as appropriate, shall also be required 
for the decommissioning period. 

MM PAL-6 Paleontological Reporting.  The Project Paleontologist shall document the 
results of the construction monitoring program with daily monitoring reports, 
monthly progress reports and a final report submitted to BLM, the state regulatory 
agency, the designated repository and the project proponent as outlined in the 
PMMP (MM PAL-2).  All reports shall be prepared in accordance with BLM, 
Society of Vertebrate Paleontology guidelines, and state regulatory agency 
requirements.  Reporting shall also be required for the decommissioning period if 
any new fossils are identified during monitoring of decommissioning activities. 

Daily and monthly reporting will include at a minimum a completed BLM locality 
form 8270-3 or equivalent for each new locality using 1:24000 scale maps with 
new localities plotted. 

Upon completion of all field work, a final report of the monitoring and mitigation 
conducted must be submitted to the BLM and the County of Riverside Planning 
Department for review and approval.  At a minimum the final report must include 
the following details as specified by BLM IM 2009-011: 

1. Name, affiliation, address, date of report, and permit number (if consultant) of 
the paleontologist doing the survey. 

2. Project name and number (if used), name of proponent, and general location 
of project. 

3. Date(s) of the survey and names of any personnel assisting with the survey. 

4. Brief description of project and expected impacts to paleontological resources. 

5. A summary of mitigation performed. 

6. A summary of findings, including important discoveries. 

7. A description of potentially fossiliferous areas to allow for future assessment 
of sites, even if no fossils were located during the project monitoring. 

8. A completed BLM locality form 8270-3 or equivalent for each new locality 
using Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) NAD 83 coordinates, and 
1:24000 scale maps with new localities plotted using points or polygons as 
appropriate.  Locality forms, maps, and any other information containing spe-
cific fossil locations should be bound separately or assembled as a separate 
section to allow for preservation of confidential locality data. 
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9. List of specimen field numbers and field identifications of collected material, 
cross-referenced to the locality field number. 

MM PAL-7 Curation of Paleontological Materials.  Prior to issuing a BLM Notice to 
Proceed, as specified by BLM Manual 8270-1 the project proponent shall submit 
written certification from a repository willing to accept the collections and other 
materials resulting from work done for the project.  The project owner shall curate 
the fossil collections, provide appropriate field and laboratory documentation, and 
complete the final Paleontological Resource Recovery Report within 90 days 
from the completion of monitoring.  Curation and documentation shall also be 
required for the decommissioning period if any new fossils are identified during 
monitoring of decommissioning activities. 

MM PAL-8 Pre-construction Paleontological Subsurface Excavation.  Prior to issuing a 
BLM Notice to Proceed, the Project Paleontologist shall submit a Pre-construction 
Subsurface Excavation Plan, prepared consistent with SVP guidelines, for the 
project to the BLM for review and approval. The Plan shall be prepared and 
implemented under the direction of the Project Paleontologist. Implementation of 
the Plan shall be complete prior to the completion of the PMMP so that the 
resulting information can guide the project mitigation and monitoring strategy. 
The Plan shall be prepared and implemented at the sole expense of the project 
proponent, and be consistent with SVP guidelines and meet all BLM and River-
side County regulatory requirements. The subsurface excavation plan is intended 
to be consistent with SVP guidance for project areas with high paleontological 
sensitivity and the potential for presence of soil units likely to contain micro-
vertebrate fossils (paleosols). Subsurface excavation shall take place in a mini-
mum of 10 locations within the project area, with at least one excavation in each 
proposed solar field (as applicable), with the remainder placed along the chosen 
gen-tie line alternative at the discretion of the Project Paleontologist. Trench walls 
shall be examined and documented by a qualified paleontologist. Small samples 
from each trench shall be screened through mesh fine enough to collect micro-
vertebrate fossils. A minimum of 10 fossils or soil humate samples, as appropri-
ate, shall be collected and shall be subjected to AMS radiocarbon dating. Upon 
completion of all field work and laboratory analysis, a letter report describing the 
results of the subsurface excavation must be submitted to the BLM and the 
County of Riverside Planning Department for review and approval. The results 
shall be incorporated into the PMMP. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No residual impacts or unavoidable adverse effects on paleontological resources under Alterna-
tive 4 have been identified. 

4.7.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Alternative 5 would remain in the same location as Alternative 4 and would use the same project 
boundaries as Alternative 4 except that it would exclude the portion of the site within the Palen-
Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA).  Alternative 5 would affect the same fossil 
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locality as Alternative 4, and the disturbed area would be only marginally smaller.  In addition, 
there is a high probability that as-yet-unidentified resources could be affected. 

Construction 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from constructing Alternative 5 would be the same as those discussed under 
Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from the operation and maintenance of Alternative 5 would be the same as 
those discussed under Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The effects resulting from the decommissioning of Alternative 5 would be the same as those dis-
cussed under Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described above, would minimize 
potential adverse project effects to paleontological resources. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No residual impacts or unavoidable adverse effects on paleontological resources under Alterna-
tive 5 would occur. 

4.7.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 6 would remain in the same location as Alternative 4 and would use the same project 
boundaries as Alternative 4 except that it would exclude the southern parcel.  This alternative 
would encompass 1,044 acres.  Alternative 6 would affect the same fossil locality as Alternative 
4.  In addition, there is a high probability that as-yet-unidentified resources could be impacted.  
However, a reduced footprint would likely reduce the total number of paleontological resources 
impacted. 

Construction 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The severity of adverse effects resulting from the construction of Alternative 6 would be the 
same, but the magnitude of effects would be reduced when compared to those discussed under 
Alternative 4. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The severity of adverse effects resulting from the operation and maintenance of Alternative 6 
would be the same, but the magnitude of effects would be reduced when compared to those dis-
cussed under Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The severity of adverse effects resulting from decommissioning of Alternative 6 would be the 
same, but the magnitude of effects would be reduced when compared to those discussed under 
Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described above, would minimize 
potential adverse project effects to paleontological resources. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No residual impacts or unavoidable adverse effects on paleontological resources under Alterna-
tive 6 would occur. 

4.7.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6.  Alterna-
tive 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 125 to 135 MW 
nominal capacity project.  Project details are the same as for Alternative 4, with the only excep-
tion being the overall height of the panels for Alternative 7.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile 
single-axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet.  Alternative 7 would affect 
the same fossil locality as Alternative 4.  In addition, there is a high probability that as-yet-
unidentified resources could be impacted.  However, a reduced footprint would likely reduce the 
total number of paleontological resources impacted. 

Construction 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The severity of adverse effects resulting from the construction of Alternative 7 would be the 
same, but the magnitude of effects would be reduced when compared to those discussed under 
Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The severity of adverse effects resulting from the operation and maintenance of Alternative 7 
would be the same, but the magnitude of effects would be reduced when compared to those dis-
cussed under Alternative 4. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct and Indirect Effects 

The severity of adverse effects resulting from decommissioning of Alternative 7 would be the 
same, but the magnitude of effects would be reduced when compared to those discussed under 
Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described above, would minimize 
potential adverse project effects to paleontological resources. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No residual impacts or unavoidable adverse effects on paleontological resources under Alterna-
tive 7 would occur. 

4.7.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, the proposed DHSP gen-tie would not be approved by the BLM, and the 
BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site either available or unavailable for 
future solar energy development.  As a result, the DHSP gen-tie would not be constructed.  The 
lack of a gen-tie would prevent the rest of the project from being constructed as well.  The BLM 
would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use 
Plan.  No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

4.7.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Alternative B would exit the southwest portion of the solar facility site, run south along the west 
side of Kaiser Road, turn east just north of Desert Center, and run south across I-10 to the Red 
Bluff Substation.  The transmission corridor would cover a total length of 12.06 miles with a 
160-foot wide corridor plus 450-foot radial stringing areas at each turn.  Under this alternative, 
towers would be shared with the Desert Sunlight Solar Project along the A-1 alignment should 
that gen-tie line ultimately be constructed; however, the analysis for direct and indirect effects on 
paleontological resources assumes that complete construction of Alternative B would occur inde-
pendent of whether the Desert Sunlight gen-tie ultimately is constructed.  For combined effects 
of the two gen-ties, see the cumulative effects analysis in Section 4.7.13.  Alternative B would 
impact at least one previously identified fossil locality consisting of a possible pelvis fragment 
from a large mammal found in the Quaternary alluvium at the southern end of this gen-tie alter-
native.  The potential for specific components of Alternative B to affect this resource cannot be 
determined until final engineering and micro-siting is completed.  This alternative is underlain by 
three Class 4-High sensitivity geologic rock units (Pleistocene nonmarine deposits, older 
Pleistocene nonmarine deposits, Quaternary alluvium).  As such, there is a possibility that as-yet-
unidentified significant paleontological resources could be located there and, as a result, have the 
potential to be adversely affected by Alternative B.  As stated in Section 3.1, portions of Alterna-
tive B have not been surveyed due to site constraints, and additional resources could exist there. 
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Construction 

Direct Effects 

The geologic units present at the site have a high potential to contain vertebrate fossils and other 
scientifically valuable paleontological resources.  The physical disturbance of these units during 
construction of Alternative B has a high potential for direct adverse effects (i.e., to damage or 
destroy any fossils) for any paleontological resources that might be present along the route. 

Mitigation Measure (MM) PAL-1 (Project Paleontological Staff) outlines the qualifications of all 
individuals conducting paleontological work within the project area; MM PAL-2 (Paleontolog-
ical Mitigation and Monitoring Plan) outlines the details of how monitoring and mitigation 
would be conducted for the disturbance of undisturbed strata in rock units of moderate and high 
sensitivity; MM PAL-3 (Authority to Halt Ground Disturbance) emphasizes the authority of 
paleontological staff to halt construction equipment if necessary; MM PAL-4 (Paleontological 
Worker Environmental Awareness Program) would require training of all construction person-
nel; MM PAL-5 (Construction Monitoring for Paleontological Resources) would require spot-
checking and full-time monitoring of undisturbed rock strata of moderate and high sensitivity; 
MM PAL-6 (Paleontological Reporting) outlines how and when the results of paleontological 
monitoring and mitigation is reported; MM PAL-7 (Curation of Paleontological Materials) 
specifies how and when any fossils or related documentation should be stored after it is 
collected; and MM PAL-8 (Pre-construction Paleontological Subsurface Excavation) outlines 
field work and laboratory analysis necessary prior to construction in a project area underlain 
completely by rock strata of high paleontological sensitivity.  Together these mitigation mea-
sures would minimize the potential for direct impacts from solar facility construction to paleon-
tological resources. 

Indirect Effects 

The geologic units present at the site have a high potential to contain vertebrate fossils and other 
scientifically valuable paleontological resources.  Indirect adverse effects that may occur during 
the construction of Alternative B include the potential for increased unauthorized collection of 
fossils and other paleontological resources resulting from increased numbers of personnel in the 
vicinity.  The potential for indirect impacts on paleontological resources is high.  MM PAL-4 
(Paleontological Worker Environmental Awareness Program) would require training of all con-
struction personnel and would minimize potential indirect effects from construction of Alterna-
tive B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

No direct effects to paleontological resources associated with operation and maintenance would 
occur. 

Indirect Effects 

The geologic units present along the Alternative B corridor have a high potential to contain 
vertebrate fossils and other scientifically valuable paleontological resources; however, the 
density of surface deposits of scientifically significant fossils is expected to be low. 
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Indirect adverse effects that may occur during operation and maintenance of Alternative B 
include the potential for increased unauthorized collection of fossils and other paleontological 
resources by visitors.  Visitation is expected to occur in the immediate vicinity of the solar 
facility and is not expected to occur as a result of the presence of the gen-tie line.  The potential 
for indirect effects from operation and maintenance of Alternative B on paleontological 
resources is therefore low, and no mitigation is necessary. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

The physical disturbance of the geologic units present at the site during decommissioning of 
Alternative B could directly impact (i.e., damage or destroy) any fossils that might be present.  
Once the gen-tie was removed, no additional direct impacts would be likely.  The geologic units 
present at the site have high potential to contain vertebrate fossils and other scientifically 
valuable paleontological resources.  Therefore, the potential for direct impacts on paleontological 
resources is high. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects from decommissioning of Alternative B are identical to those during construction 
of Alternative B (unauthorized fossil collection by personnel).  MM PAL-4 (Paleontological 
Worker Environmental Awareness Program) would require training of all decommissioning per-
sonnel, and would minimize the potential for indirect impacts to fossil resources from Alterna-
tive B decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described above, are required to reduce 
adverse project effects related to paleontology. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No residual impacts or unavoidable adverse effects on paleontological resources have under 
Alternative B have been identified. 

4.7.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Gen-tie line Alternative C follows the same route as Alternative B; however, instead of sharing 
towers in this alternative each project has separate transmission towers within the same ROW.  
Gen-tie line Alternative C towers will be located to the west of DSSP towers.  Alternative C 
would impact at least one previously identified fossil locality consisting of a possible pelvis 
fragment from a large mammal found in the Quaternary alluvium at the southern end of this gen-
tie alternative. The potential for specific components of Alternative B to affect this resource 
cannot be determined until final engineering and micro-siting is completed.  This alternative is 
underlain by the same geologic units as Alternative B, three Class 4-High sensitivity geologic 
rock units (Pleistocene nonmarine deposits, older Pleistocene nonmarine deposits, Quaternary 
alluvium).  As such, there is a possibility that as-yet-unidentified significant paleontological 
resources could be located there and, as a result, have the potential to be adversely affected by 
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Alternative C. As stated in Section 3.1, portions of Alternative C have not been surveyed due to 
site constraints, and additional resources could exist there. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

The direct effects resulting from the construction of Alternative C would be the same as those 
discussed under Alternative B (physical disturbance of significant fossils). 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects resulting from the construction of Alternative C would be the same as those 
discussed under Alternative B (unauthorized fossil collection by personnel). 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

No direct effects to paleontological resources associated with operation and maintenance would 
occur for Alternative C. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects resulting from the operation and maintenance of Alternative C (fossil collec-
tion by visitors) would be the same as those discussed under Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

The direct effects resulting from the decommissioning of Alternative C would be the same as 
those discussed under Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects resulting from the decommissioning of Alternative C would the same as 
those discussed under Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described above, would reduce adverse 
project effects related to paleontology. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No residual impacts or unavoidable adverse effects on paleontological resources under Alterna-
tive C would occur. 

4.7.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Gen-tie line Alternative D (formerly evaluated in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project EIS as 
DSSP Alternative A-2) would exit the southwest corner of the solar facility site, run for a short 
distance along the east side of Kaiser Road until it intersects with the right-of-way (ROW) of an 
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existing SCE transmission line, run to the southeast along the existing transmission ROW, then 
turn south across I-10 to the Red Bluff Substation.  The transmission corridor would cover a total 
length of 10.45 miles with a 160- foot wide corridor with 450-foot radial stringing areas at each 
turn.  This alternative is underlain by Quaternary alluvium which is a Class 4-High sensitivity 
geologic formation.  No paleontological resources have been identified along this route. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

The direct effects resulting from the construction of Alternative D would be less than those dis-
cussed under Alternative B, as no paleontological resources have been identified at Alternative 
D. As a result physical disturbance of significant fossils, is less likely. MMs PAL-1 through 
PAL-8, as described above, would minimize potential effects. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects resulting from the construction of Alternative D would be less than those dis-
cussed under Alternative B (unauthorized fossil collection by personnel), as no paleontological 
resources have been identified at Alternative D. MM PAL-4, as described above, would mini-
mize potential effects. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

No direct effects to paleontological resources associated with operation and maintenance Alter-
native D would occur. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects resulting from the operation and maintenance of Alternative D would be the 
same as those discussed under Alternative B (fossil collection by visitors).  No mitigation is 
warranted. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

The direct effects resulting from the decommissioning of Alternative D would less than those 
discussed under Alternative B (physical disturbance of significant fossils), as no paleontological 
resources have been identified at Alternative D. MMs PAL-1 through PAL-8 as described above, 
would minimize potential effects. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects resulting from the decommissioning of Alternative D would be less than 
those discussed under Alternative B (unauthorized fossil collection by personnel), as no paleon-
tological resources have been identified at Alternative D. MM PAL-4 (Paleontological Worker 
Environmental Awareness Program) would require training of all decommissioning personnel, 
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and would minimize the potential for indirect impacts to fossil resources from Alternative D 
decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

The mitigation measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described above, would reduce 
adverse project effects related to paleontology. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No residual impacts or unavoidable adverse effects on paleontological resources have under 
Alternative D have been identified. 

4.7.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Gen-tie line Alternative E would exit the southeast corner of the solar farm site, run east across 
BLM and MWD land, cross Highway 177, intersect with the right-of-way (ROW) of an existing 
SCE transmission line, then turn south across I-10 to the Red Bluff Substation.  The transmission 
corridor covers a total length of 11.47 miles with a 160- foot wide corridor and 450-foot radial 
stringing areas at each turn.  This alternative is underlain by five geologic units (Quaternary-
Tertiary playa deposits, Pleistocene nonmarine deposits, Quaternary lake deposits, Quaternary 
sand, Quaternary alluvium) assigned Class 4-High sensitivity under the BLM PYFC.  A sixth 
Class-4 High sensitivity unit, Quaternary-Tertiary playa deposits, may be present at depth.  Field 
survey identified five fossil localities in Quaternary lake deposits.  The species identified here 
include: tortoise, rodent, rabbit, and bird. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

The magnitude of direct effects resulting from the construction of Alternative E would be the 
same as those discussed under Alternative B and D (physical disturbance of significant fossils), 
but given the overall higher sensitivity of the underlying geologic formation, the severity of 
impacts would be somewhat greater than Alternative B and greater than Alternative D.  MMs 
PAL-1 through PAL-8, as described above, would minimize potential effects. 

Indirect Effects 

The magnitude of indirect effects resulting from the construction of Alternative E would be the 
same as those discussed under Alternative B and D (unauthorized fossil collection by personnel), 
but given the overall higher sensitivity of the underlying geologic formation, the severity of 
impacts would be somewhat greater than Alternative B and greater than Alternative D.  MM 
PAL-4, as described above, would minimize potential effects. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

No direct impacts to paleontological resources associated with operation and maintenance would 
occur for Alternative E. 
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Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects resulting from the operation and maintenance of Alternative E would be the 
same as those discussed under Alternative B (fossil collection by visitors).  No mitigation is 
warranted. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

The magnitude of direct effects resulting from decommissioning of Alternative E would be the 
same as those discussed under Alternative B and D (physical disturbance of significant fossils), 
but given the overall higher sensitivity of the underlying geologic formation, the severity of 
impacts would be somewhat greater than Alternative B and greater than Alternative D.  MMs 
PAL-1 through PAL-8 would minimize potential effects. 

Indirect Effects 

The magnitude of indirect effects resulting from decommissioning of Alternative E would be the 
same as those discussed under Alternative B and D (unauthorized fossil collection by personnel), 
but given the overall higher sensitivity of the underlying geologic formation, the severity of 
impacts would be somewhat greater than Alternative B and greater than Alternative D.  MM 
PAL-4 would minimize potential effects. 

Mitigation Measures 

The mitigation measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described above, would reduce 
adverse project effects related to paleontology. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No residual impacts or unavoidable adverse effects on paleontological resources under Alterna-
tive E would occur. 

4.7.15 Cumulative Effects 

This section evaluates the potential for DHSP, and other development projects within the vicinity 
of DHSP, to have cumulative impacts to paleontological resources.  Paleontological effects of 
multiple ground-disturbing projects have the potential to be cumulatively additive.  Individually 
minor but collectively important actions, usually in the form of ground disturbance, may have a 
substantial adverse cumulative effect on paleontological resources. 

Geographic Scope 

The geographic extent for cumulative impacts analysis is limited to the immediate region of the 
physical disturbance associated with the DHSP and other projects within the I-10 corridor. 
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Table 4.7-1. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Paleontology Within the I-10 corridor 
between Desert Center 
and Blythe 

Ground disturbance All projects listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

Paleontologic resources have been documented in the general area of the DHSP, and significant 
fossils are likely to continue to be unearthed during construction of Alternatives 4 through 7 and 
C through E plus the other major ongoing and foreseeable solar and energy infrastructure proj-
ects along the Interstate-10 corridor (Section 3.16).  For the DHSP, MMs PAL-1 through MM 
PAL-8 and similar monitoring, curation, and reporting measures being required and implemented 
on other major infrastructure projects would minimize cumulative impacts to paleontological 
resources.  It is anticipated that other foreseeable projects will follow similar procedures.  Over-
all, if significant fossils are uncovered and appropriately documented and curated during con-
struction of these major infrastructure projects, there could be an overall net gain to the science 
of paleontology by allowing fossils that would not otherwise have been found to be recovered, 
identified, studied, and preserved. 

The No Action and No Project Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A) would not contribute to 
any cumulative effects.  Under the cumulative scenario for Alternative B, which considers that 
the DSSF gen-tie is constructed and the DHSP gen-tie is located on shared poles with no addi-
tional ground disturbance, the DHSP gen-tie would result in no net cumulative impacts on pale-
ontological resources in combination with the reasonably foreseeable DSSP gen-tie line.  Alter-
native B would not contribute to cumulative effects. 

4.7.16 CEQA Considerations 

This section is included in this EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment for future use by CEQA Lead 
and Responsible agencies and is not required under NEPA. 

The principal measure of effect on paleontological resources is the presence or potential presence 
of these resources in areas where ground disturbance would occur. 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The significance criteria listed below are from the Environmental Checklist Form in Appendix G 
of the CEQA Guidelines.  They are used to determine whether the proposed project or alterna-
tives would result in significant impacts under CEQA related to paleontological resources.  The 
proposed project or alternatives would result in a significant impact related to paleontological 
resources if they would: 

PAL-1 Damage or destroy fossils or other unique paleontological resources; 

PAL-2 Directly or indirectly destroy a unique geologic feature associated with paleontolog-
ical resources; or 
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PAL-3 Cause the loss of valuable scientific information by disturbing the geology in which 
fossils are found. 

Significant impacts would result from actions where these impacts could not be mitigated by col-
lection prior to and during disturbance or by avoidance. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternative 1.  Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and BLM would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, the proposed solar energy project 
would not be constructed and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the exist-
ing land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended.  It is expected that 
the site would remain in its existing condition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or 
operated and no ground disturbance.  No significant impacts to paleontological resources would 
result from Alternative 1.  Alternative 1 would not contribute to any significant cumulative 
impact, as defined in CEQA. 

Alternative 2.  Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar 
energy development.  As a result, the proposed would not be constructed and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  
Any future project would be reviewed under a separate NEPA analysis.  No significant impacts 
to paleontological resources would result from the DHSP.  Alternative 2 would not contribute to 
any significant cumulative impact, as defined in CEQA. 

Alternative 3.  Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future 
solar energy development.  As a result, the proposed would not be constructed and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  
Any future project would be reviewed under a separate NEPA analysis.  No significant impacts 
to paleontological resources would result from the DHSP.  Alternative 2 would not contribute to 
any significant cumulative impact, as defined in CEQA. 

Alternative 4.  Under Alternative 4, the Applicant’s proposed solar facility, the direct and indi-
rect impacts of project construction, operation, and decommissioning to paleontological 
resources as described in Section 4.7.5, would be significant under criteria PAL-1 (destruction of 
unique resources), PAL-2 (destruction of a unique feature), and PAL-3 (loss of scientific infor-
mation), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described 
above, these impacts to paleontological resources would be mitigated to less than significant 
levels under CEQA by: retaining a paleontologist, preparing a paleontological resource manage-
ment plan, pre-construction monitoring of geotechnical testing, development of a worker envi-
ronmental awareness program, construction monitoring, recovery and testing of resources, 
submission of monthly progress reports, sample analysis, preparation of a final report, and the 
curation of collections and documents. 

Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources. 
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Alternative 5.  Under Alternative 5 the direct and indirect impacts of project construction, oper-
ation, and decommissioning, to paleontological resources as described in Section 4.7.6, would be 
significant under criteria PAL-1 (destruction of unique resources), PAL-2 (destruction of a 
unique feature), and PAL-3 (loss of scientific information), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described 
above, these impacts to paleontological resources would be mitigated to less than significant 
levels under CEQA by: retaining a paleontologist, preparing a paleontological resource manage-
ment plan, pre-construction monitoring of geotechnical testing, development of a worker envi-
ronmental awareness program, construction monitoring, recovery and testing of resources, 
submission of monthly progress reports, sample analysis, preparation of a final report, and the 
curation of collections and documents. 

Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources. 

Alternative 6.  Under Alternative 6 the direct and indirect impacts of project construction, oper-
ation, and decommissioning, to paleontological resources as described in Section 4.7.7, would be 
significant under criteria PAL-1 (destruction of unique resources), PAL-2 (destruction of a 
unique feature), and PAL-3 (loss of scientific information), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described 
above, these impacts to paleontological resources would be mitigated to less than significant 
levels under CEQA by: retaining a paleontologist, preparing a paleontological resource manage-
ment plan, pre-construction monitoring of geotechnical testing, development of a worker envi-
ronmental awareness program, construction monitoring, recovery and testing of resources, 
submission of monthly progress reports, sample analysis, preparation of a final report, and the 
curation of collections and documents. 

Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources. 

Alternative 7.  Under Alternative 7 the direct and indirect impacts of project construction, oper-
ation, and decommissioning, to paleontological resources as described in Section 4.7.7, would be 
significant under criteria PAL-1 (destruction of unique resources), PAL-2 (destruction of a 
unique feature), and PAL-3 (loss of scientific information), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described 
above, these impacts to paleontological resources would be mitigated to less than significant 
levels under CEQA by: retaining a paleontologist, preparing a paleontological resource manage-
ment plan, pre-construction monitoring of geotechnical testing, development of a worker envi-
ronmental awareness program, construction monitoring, recovery and testing of resources, 
submission of monthly progress reports, sample analysis, preparation of a final report, and the 
curation of collections and documents. 

Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources. 

Alternative A.  Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be approved by the BLM, and BLM 
would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, the proposed gen-tie line would not be con-
structed and BLM would continue to manage the ROW consistent with the existing land use des-
ignation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended (including the Desert Sunlight 
amendment).  It is expected that the Desert Sunlight gen-tie line would be built within the ROW, 
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and that impacts to vegetation resources would be as described in the Desert Sunlight EIS (BLM 
2011).  No significant impacts to paleontological resources would result from Alternative A.  
Alternative A would not contribute to any significant cumulative impact. 

Alternative B.  Under Alternative B, the direct and indirect impacts of gen-tie line construction, 
operation, and decommissioning, to paleontological resources, as described in Section 4.7.9, 
would be significant under PAL-1 (destruction of unique resources), PAL-2 (destruction of a 
unique feature), and PAL-3 (loss of scientific information), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described 
above, these impacts to paleontological resources would be mitigated to less than significant 
levels under CEQA by: retaining a paleontologist, preparing a paleontological resource manage-
ment plan, pre-construction monitoring of geotechnical testing, development of a worker envi-
ronmental awareness program, construction monitoring, recovery and testing of resources, 
submission of monthly progress reports, sample analysis, preparation of a final report, and the 
curation of collections and documents. 

Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources. 

Alternative C.  Under Alternative C, the direct and indirect impacts of gen-tie line construction, 
operation, and decommissioning, to paleontological resources, as described in Section 4.7.10, 
would be significant under PAL-1 (destruction of unique resources), PAL-2 (destruction of a 
unique feature), and PAL-3 (loss of scientific information), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described 
above, these impacts to paleontological resources would be mitigated to less than significant 
levels under CEQA by: retaining a paleontologist, preparing a paleontological resource manage-
ment plan, pre-construction monitoring of geotechnical testing, development of a worker envi-
ronmental awareness program, construction monitoring, recovery and testing of resources, 
submission of monthly progress reports, sample analysis, preparation of a final report, and the 
curation of collections and documents. 

Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources. 

Alternative D.  Under Alternative D, the direct and indirect impacts of gen-tie line construction, 
operation, and decommissioning, to paleontological resources, as described in Section 4.7.11, 
would be significant under PAL-1 (destruction of unique resources), PAL-2 (destruction of a 
unique feature), and PAL-3 (loss of scientific information), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described 
above, these impacts to paleontological resources would be mitigated to less than significant 
levels under CEQA by: retaining a paleontologist, preparing a paleontological resource manage-
ment plan, pre-construction monitoring of geotechnical testing, development of a worker envi-
ronmental awareness program, construction monitoring, recovery and testing of resources, 
submission of monthly progress reports, sample analysis, preparation of a final report, and the 
curation of collections and documents. 

Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources. 

Alternative E.  Under Alternative E, the direct and indirect impacts of gen-tie line construction, 
operation, and decommissioning, to paleontological resources, as described in Section 4.7.12, 
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would be significant under PAL-1 (destruction of unique resources), PAL-2 (destruction of a 
unique feature), and PAL-3 (loss of scientific information), above. 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8, as described 
above, these impacts to paleontological resources would be mitigated to less than significant 
levels under CEQA by: retaining a paleontologist, preparing a paleontological resource manage-
ment plan, pre-construction monitoring of geotechnical testing, development of a worker envi-
ronmental awareness program, construction monitoring, recovery and testing of resources, sub-
mission of monthly progress reports, sample analysis, preparation of a final report, and the cura-
tion of collections and documents. 

Under CEQA, there would be no unavoidable significant impacts to these resources. 
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4.8 FIRE AND FUELS MANAGEMENT 

4.8.1 Methodology for Analysis 

Baseline conditions for the effects analysis presented in this section were established in Section 
3.8.  To evaluate effects of the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) related to fire and fuels man-
agement within the project study area, the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection 
(CAL FIRE) maps and datasets on statewide Fire Hazard Severity Zones (FHSZ), aerial photo-
graphs, and site reconnaissance documenting vegetation conditions were all used to determine 
wildfire risk in the vicinity of the solar facility site.  Published literature on fire behavior and 
indirect effects on natural resources was reviewed to assess potential indirect effects.  The County 
of Riverside General Plan was reviewed for requirements for emergency response plans, hazard 
management plans, and wildfire potential. 

4.8.2 Applicant Measures 

The following Applicant Measures (AMs) have been incorporated as design features of the pro-
posed project (and all action alternatives) and shall be implemented to reduce adverse impacts 
associated with the project.  In some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or expand on AM 
reporting requirements, timing of implementation, or other details where appropriate.  Where 
there is a conflict between provisions of the mitigation measures imposed and the following 
AMs, the mitigation measures take precedence. 

 

AM HAZ-7 Fire protection measures shall be implemented.  Project facilities will be 
designed, constructed, and operated in accordance with applicable fire protection 
and other environmental, health and safety requirements.  In compliance with 
County of Riverside requirements, a project-specific fire prevention plan for both 
construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-Tie Line will be completed 
prior to initiation of construction.  The fire protection plan will be approved by 
the BLM and provided to Riverside County for review and comment. 

AM HAZ-8 Fire Prevention Plan.  A project-specific fire prevention plan will be in place 
during construction, operation and decommissioning of the project.  This plan will 
comply with applicable County of Riverside regulations and would be coordi-
nated with the BLM Fire Management Officer and the local Fire Department in 
the Chuckwalla Valley at Tamarisk Park. 

AM HAZ-9 Emergency Response Plan.  An emergency response plan and site security plan 
will be completed for the project facilities by qualified professionals.  These plans 
will be developed in accordance with the BLM requirements. 

4.8.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would 
not amend the CDCA Plan.  No solar energy project would be constructed on the project site and 
BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land use designation in the 
CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 
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Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, effects caused by project-related wildfires to people and the environment 
would not occur. 

4.8.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and the BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  
No effects from the DHSP would occur. 

4.8.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 

4.8.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Alternative 4 would be located in an area of Riverside County that has been determined to have a 
low to moderate susceptibility to wildfire (Riverside County 2003).  Construction of Alternative 
4 would increase the potential for a wildfire and could impact the public and environment by 
exposure to wildfire due to construction activities and ground disturbance.  The risk of wildfire 
would be related to combustion of native plants caused by smoking, refueling, and operating 
vehicles and other equipment or hazardous materials off paved roadways.  A project-related fire 
could escape initial containment and pose a hazard to life and property for project personnel and 
nearby landowners.  To reduce the risk of wildfire and ensure adequate response to potential 
wildfires, Mitigation Measures FIRE-1 (a project-specific Fire Prevention Plan), MM PHS-5 (a 
project-specific Emergency Response and Inventory Plan), and MM PHS-7 (a project-specific 
fire services agreement with Riverside County and BLM) would be implemented.  The full text 
of MM PHS-5 and MM PHS-7 is in Section 4.13 (Public Health and Safety). 

Indirect Effects 

Construction of Alternative 4 could introduce non-native plants to the solar facility landscape.  
Because they dry out earlier in the season and interconnect otherwise patchy native desert plants, 
non-native plant invasions can result in a landscape’s increased susceptibility to wildfire and 
increased fire frequency beyond what is normal under natural conditions.  Construction of Alter-
native 4 could, therefore, indirectly result in increased fire frequency in the desert environment, 
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putting nearby residents, structures, personnel, and native habitats at risk of harm from wildfire.  
To reduce the risk of invasion of non-native plants, and to control any introductions of non-
native species on an ongoing basis, Mitigation Measure VEG-9 (an Integrated Weed Man-
agement Plan) would be implemented.  Alternative 4 could also indirectly increase wildfire 
spread because restricting access to the solar facility site could impede fire-fighting efforts.  To 
reduce risks related to restricted site access, MM FIRE-1 (a project-specific Fire Prevention 
Plan), which includes 24-hour site access for fire agencies and a wildfire traffic management 
plan, would be implemented.  However, restricted site access could indirectly decrease the risk 
of fire ignitions from arson, campfires, and smoking. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

During operation of Alternative 4, there would be an increased potential for a wildfire that and 
could impact the public and environment by exposure to wildfire due to ongoing operation and 
maintenance activities.  The risk of wildfire would be related to the combustion of native plants 
caused by smoking and refueling.  No vehicles would be used off road.  To reduce the risk of 
wildfire and ensure adequate response to potential wildfires, Mitigation Measures FIRE-1 (a 
project-specific Fire Prevention Plan), MM PHS-5 (a project-specific Emergency Response and 
Inventory Plan), and MM PHS-7 (a project-specific fire services agreement with Riverside 
County and BLM) would be implemented.  The full text of MM PHS-5 and MM PHS-7 is in 
Section 4.13 (Public Health and Safety). 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 4 on wildfire would be similar to those 
described for construction.  The effects related to non-native species introduction would be 
reduced given the smaller workforce and decreased activity level (compared to construction) 
required for operation and maintenance. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

During the decommissioning activities of Alternative 4, there would be an increased potential for 
a wildfire that could impact the public and environment.  The risk of wildfire would be related to 
the combustion of native plants caused by smoking, refueling, and operating vehicles and other 
equipment off road.  To reduce the risk of wildfire and ensure adequate response to potential 
wildfires, Mitigation Measures FIRE-1 (a project-specific Fire Prevention Plan),MM PHS-5 (a 
project-specific Emergency Response and Inventory Plan), and MM PHS-7 (a project-specific 
fire services agreement with Riverside County and BLM) would be implemented.  The full text 
of MM PHS-5 and MM PHS-7 is in Section 4.13 (Public Health and Safety). 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 4 would be the same as those described 
for construction. 
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Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measure would reduce indirect effects related to wildfire risk. 

MM FIRE 1 A project-specific Fire Prevention Plan shall be developed and implemented.  
This Plan shall comply with applicable County of Riverside regulations and 
would be coordinated with the BLM Fire Management Officer and the local Fire 
Department in the Chuckwalla Valley at Tamarisk Park.  The Plan shall be devel-
oped for construction, operations/maintenance, and decommissioning activities. 

The following steps shall be taken to identify and control fires and similar 
emergencies. 

1. Wildfire traffic control and site access.  The project owner shall develop a 
wildfire traffic control plan.  The plan shall provide mechanisms for keeping 
roads passable for emergency service providers in a wildfire or other 
emergency situation.  The traffic control plan shall identify strategic locations 
for adequate construction and maintenance vehicle parking, as necessary, in 
consultation with BLM.  Alternative routes for large equipment and vehicle 
evacuation shall be identified to the extent possible.  The plan shall provide 
specifications, including GIS data, for a network of access roads to be 
constructed for adequate fire control and emergency vehicle access to the site.  
Local fire agencies shall have 24-hour access to the solar farm site.  Fire 
access roads and gates shall be a minimum of 12 feet to allow fire bulldozer 
access.  Firefighting roads shall be maintained to permit access to 2-wheel 
drive fire equipment.  Approved roads shall be named or designated with road 
signs that shall be maintained in good condition.  Project fences shall not limit 
access to fire roads, fire hydrants, or fire protection systems.  The project 
owner shall provide and maintain a Knox Box or similar system to allow fire 
and law enforcement, including U.S. Border Patrol, access.  Below surface 
pipelines, electrical and communications lines shall be signed at an interval 
appropriate to alert firefighting bulldozer and off road fire engine operations 
to advise firefighters of depth and location. 

2. Minimize fire risk by removing vegetation.  Electrical equipment that is part 
of the project would only be energized after the necessary inspections and 
approval to ensure minimal risk of any electrical fire during construction.  
Measures to minimize fire risk shall include removal of dry vegetation and/or 
other combustible materials within 30 feet of any hazardous material storage, 
compressed gas storage, or equipment/vehicle that has the potential to spark a 
fire.  Cleared dead and decaying vegetation shall be removed. 

3. Use of non-flammable coolant for transformers.  Transformers located on 
site shall be equipped with non-toxic mineral-oil based coolant that is non-
flammable, biodegradable and contains no polychlorinated biphenyls or other 
toxic compounds. 

4. Halt construction during “severe fire weather.”  Construction activities 
shall be halted during “severe fire weather” as defined by the local CAL FIRE 
office and BLM Fire Management.  Work may be resumed during severe fire 
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weather only with approval of the local CAL FIRE office and BLM Fire 
Management.  

5.   Blasting plan must be approved before any project-related blasting.  No 
blasting shall occur without submission and approval of a blasting plan.  Plan 
shall be approved by BLM, CAL FIRE, and local fire agency before the start 
of ground disturbance. 

6. Prevent conflicts with aerial fire-fighting.  All new overhead structures 
introduced by gen-tie lines shall be mapped and maps and GIS data shall be 
provided to fire agencies to prevent conflicts with aerial fire-fighting.  
Construction contractor and project operator shall also coordinate with fire 
agencies to reduce potential conflicts. 

7.   Crew members shall monitor for fire risks and immediately report fires 
and fire risks.  All construction/maintenance/decommissioning crews and 
inspectors shall be provided with radio and cellular telephone access that is 
operational throughout the entire approved solar farm site and gen-tie line 
route to allow for immediate reporting of fires.  Communications equipment 
shall be tested and confirmed as operational each day prior to initiating con-
struction or maintenance activities.  All fires shall be reported to fire agencies, 
both CAL FIRE and BLM, immediately.  Each crew member shall carry at all 
times a laminated card listed pertinent telephone numbers for reporting fires 
and defining immediate steps to take if a fire starts, including appropriate fire 
suppression measures.  Project staff shall monitor fire risks during 
construction and operation to ensure that prompt measures are taken to 
mitigate identified risks.  The project owner’s staff vehicles shall be equipped 
with fire extinguishers. 

In addition to the elements listed above, the Plan shall include the following, at a 
minimum:  

8.   The project owner shall provide a dedicated 10,000-gallon water tank, labeled 
for fire suppression, and maintained for firefighter use.  The plumbing 
connection must be such that the tank can be opened or closed, the plumbing 
must be permanent, of metal material, and no less than 4 inches.  The 
firefighting connection must be of metal construction and 4-inch National 
Hose Thread with a separate coupling, that shall be removable, shall be of 
metal construction from 4-inch National Hose thread to 2 1/2-inch National 
Hose Thread.  A protective cap must be in place to protect the hose threads. 

9.   No combustible materials, patio furniture, wood picnic tables, sun shades, 
patio roof shall be stored, placed or constructed around buildings.  Such items 
must be fire resistant. 

10.  Campfires, barbeques, and stoves must be placed in cleared areas. 

11. A notification list shall be provided in the Plan with current contact informa-
tion for all relevant parties.  The notification list shall be updated as changes 
occur, and available on scene at the Knox Box location.   
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12. Addresses shall be visible from road, signed with lettering at least 6 inches in 
height, reflective, and of color contrast to its background. 

13. The project owner shall provide a training program for emergency fire 
responders so that they can safely fight fires without damaging equipment to 
the extent possible.  To this end, the project owner shall provide a single 
training prop (small panel system) to the Riverside County Fire Department to 
enhance the training experience.  

MM PHS-5 A project-specific Emergency Response and Inventory Plan shall be pre-
pared [full text of measure in Section 4.13] 

MM PHS-7 Develop and implement fire services agreement with Riverside County Fire 
Department and BLM.  [full text of measure in Section 4.13] 

MM VEG-9  Prepare and implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan.  [full text of 
measure in Section 4.3] 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative 4 would not result in unavoidable adverse effects related to fire 
and fuels management.  Effects related to wildfire risk would be mitigated as specified earlier in 
this section to prevent unavoidable effects. 

4.8.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative 5 would require a similar construction workforce and extent of construction 
operations as Alternative 4, the direct effects of Alternative 5 would be nearly identical to those 
described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects during construction of Alternative 5 on wildfire would be nearly identical to 
those described in Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative 5 would require similar operations and management as Alternative 4, the 
direct effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 5 would be similar to those described for 
Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 5 would be similar to those 
described in Alternative 4. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative 5 would require nearly identical decommissioning operations as Alterna-
tive 4, the direct effects of decommissioning Alternative 5 would be similar to those described 
for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 5 would be similar to those 
described in Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative 5 as would apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative 5 would not result in unavoidable adverse effects related to fire 
and fuels management.  Effects related to wildfire risk would be mitigated as specified earlier in 
this section to prevent unavoidable effects. 

4.8.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative 6 would require a similar construction workforce and extent of construction 
operations as Alternative 4, the direct effects of Alternative 6 would be nearly identical to those 
described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects during construction of Alternative 6 on wildfire would be nearly identical to 
those described in Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative 6 would require similar operations and management as Alternative 4, the 
direct effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 6 would be similar to those described for 
Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 6 would be nearly identical to those 
described in Alternative 4. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative 6 would require nearly identical decommissioning operations as Alterna-
tive 4, the direct effects of decommissioning Alternative 6 would be nearly identical to those 
described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 6 would be similar to those 
described in Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative 6 as would apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative 6 would not result in unavoidable adverse effects related to fire 
and fuels management.  Effects related to wildfire risk would be mitigated as specified earlier in 
this section to prevent unavoidable effects. 

4.8.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative 7 would require a similar construction workforce and extent of construction 
operations as Alternative 4, the direct effects of Alternative 7 would be nearly identical to those 
described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects during construction of Alternative 7 on wildfire would be nearly identical to 
those described in Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative 7 would require similar operations and management as Alternative 4, the 
direct effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 7 would be similar to those described for 
Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 7 would be nearly identical to those 
described in Alternative 4. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative 7 would require nearly identical decommissioning operations as Alterna-
tive 4, the direct effects of decommissioning Alternative 7 would be nearly identical to those 
described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 7 would be similar to those 
described in Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative 7 as would apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative 7 would not result in unavoidable adverse effects related to fire 
and fuels management.  Effects related to wildfire risk would be mitigated as specified earlier in 
this section to prevent unavoidable effects. 

4.8.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed and no plan amendment would be 
issued.  If this No Action Alternative were selected, the construction and effects of the gen-tie 
line would not occur, and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing 
land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no gen-tie line approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that proposed tower locations and pull sites would con-
tinue to remain in their existing conditions, with no new structures constructed or operated on 
and no ground disturbance.  As a result, effects caused by project-related wildfires to people and 
the environment would not occur. 

4.8.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Like Alternatives 4 through 7, Alternative B would be located in an area of Riverside County 
that has been determined to have a low to moderate susceptibility to wildfire.  Direct effects of 
construction would be similar to those described in Alternative 4.  These effects would be 
reduced because of the smaller workforce, reduced equipment requirements, and smaller area of 
disturbance.  These effects would be reduced by MM PHS-5 (a project-specific Emergency 
Response and Inventory Plan). 
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Indirect Effects 

Construction of Alternative B could introduce non-native plants to the gen-tie line landscape.  
The indirect effects of construction of Alternative B would be similar to those described in Alter-
native 4 but reduced because of the smaller workforce, fewer equipment requirements, and 
smaller area of disturbance.  Because Alternative B would introduce new overhead structures, 
this alternative could cause potential conflicts with aerial fire-fighting.  MM VEG-9 (Integrated 
Weed Management Plan) would be implemented to reduce effects related to non-native plants. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

During operation of Alternative B, there would be an increased potential for a wildfire that and 
could impact the public and environment by exposure to wildfire due to ongoing operation and 
maintenance activities.  The risk of wildfire would be related to the combustion of native plants 
caused by vehicles, equipment, or hazardous materials.  No vehicles would be used off road dur-
ing operations.  These effects would be reduced compared to those described in Alternative 4 
given the smaller workforce and area required to operate and maintain Alternative B.  Mitigation 
MM PHS-5 (a project-specific Emergency Response and Inventory Plan) would be implemented 
to reduce effects. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative B on wildfire would be similar to those 
described for construction.  These effects would be largely reduced given the smaller workforce 
and equipment requirements of operation and maintenance. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Because of the similarity in workforce and equipment requirements, direct effects of decommis-
sioning Alternative B would be nearly identical to those described for construction. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects of decommissioning Alternative B would be nearly identical to those described 
for construction. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative B as apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative B would not result in unavoidable adverse effects related to fire 
and fuels management.  Effects related to wildfire risk would be mitigated as specified earlier in 
this section to prevent unavoidable effects. 
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4.8.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative C would require a similar construction workforce and extent of construction 
operations as Alternative B, the direct effects of Alternative C would be nearly identical to those 
described for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects during construction of Alternative C on wildfire would be nearly identical to 
those described in Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative C would require identical operations and management as Alternative B, the 
direct effects of operating and maintaining Alternative C would be identical to those described 
for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative C would be identical to those 
described in Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative C would require nearly identical decommissioning operations as Alterna-
tive B, the direct effects of decommissioning Alternative C would be identical to those described 
for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative C would be identical to those 
described in Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative C as apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative C would not result in unavoidable adverse effects related to fire 
and fuels management.  Effects related to wildfire risk would be mitigated as specified earlier in 
this section to prevent unavoidable effects. 
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4.8.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative D would require a similar construction workforce and extent of construction 
operations as Alternative B, the direct effects of Alternative D would be nearly identical to those 
described for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects during construction of Alternative D on wildfire would be nearly identical to 
those described in Alternative B.  However, this alternative would not have the same indirect 
effects related to introducing new overhead structures. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative D would require identical operations and management as Alternative B, the 
direct effects of operating and maintaining Alternative D would be identical to those described 
for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative D would be identical to those 
described in Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative D would require nearly identical decommissioning operations as Alterna-
tive B, the direct effects of decommissioning Alternative D would be identical to those described 
for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative D would be identical to those 
described in Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative D as apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative D would not result in unavoidable adverse effects related to fire 
and fuels management.  Effects related to wildfire risk would be mitigated as specified earlier in 
this section to prevent unavoidable effects. 
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4.8.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative E would require a similar construction workforce and extent of construction 
operations as Alternative B, the direct effects of Alternative E would be nearly identical to those 
described for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects during construction of Alternative E on wildfire would be nearly identical to 
those described in Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative E would require identical operations and management as Alternative B, the 
direct effects of operating and maintaining Alternative E would be identical to those described 
for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative E would be identical to those 
described in Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Because Alternative E would require nearly identical decommissioning operations as Alterna-
tive B, the direct effects of decommissioning Alternative E would be identical to those described 
for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

The indirect effects of operating and maintaining Alternative E would be identical to those 
described in Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative E as apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative E would not result in unavoidable adverse effects related to fire 
and fuels management.  Effects related to wildfire risk would be mitigated as specified earlier in 
this section to prevent unavoidable effects. 
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4.8.15 Cumulative Effects 

Geographic Scope 

The geographic area considered for cumulative effects on fire and fuels management is within 
the I-10 corridor from Indio to Blythe, California for emergency response purposes and within a 
one-mile radius of the proposed project and alternatives.  A cumulative fire effect would occur if 
multiple projects were to increase the frequency of fires in the same location or if the fires could 
potentially spread to the same areas.  The existing and reasonably foreseeable projects listed in 
Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 (see Section 4.1.4, Introduction, Cumulative Scenario Approach) could 
combine to create cumulative effects to emergency response.  The projects listed below in Table 
4.8-1 could combine with the DHSP to create cumulative effects to fire risk. 

Table 4.8-1. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Fire and Fuels 
Management 

Within the I-10 corridor 
from Indio to Blythe, 
California for emergency 
response and within 1 
mile of the proposed 
project for fire risk 

Increase in fire ignitions, 
impacts to worker safety, 
emergency response, and fire 
protection 

All projects listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 
for emergency response. 
The following projects for fire risk: 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
• Chuckwalla Valley Raceway 
• DPV1 Transmission Line 
• Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line 
• I-10 
• Silverado Power Solar Project 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation 
• Desert Center 50 (for Alternative E) 
• Sol Orchard 
• DPV No.2 Transmission Line 

Most of these projects have either undergone independent environmental review pursuant to 
NEPA and/or CEQA or will do so prior to approval.  Even if environmental review has not been 
completed for the cumulative projects described, their effects were considered in the cumulative 
effects analyses in this EIS. 

The temporal scope of this cumulative analysis is considered the duration of construction, opera-
tion, and decommissioning of the proposed project or an alternative.  This is because the con-
struction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the DHSP would could result in 
wildfire ignitions and impact emergency response time throughout the life of the project. 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

The Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) project and Interstate 10 are located within the cumula-
tive study area for fire and fuels management, as are several other proposed renewable energy 
projects.  The proposed project is scheduled to be under construction concurrently with the 
DSSF, and could overlap with other proposed projects pending their approval.  Interstate 10 is an 
existing project.  Construction and operation of the DSSF could result in wildfire ignitions due to 
the use of heavy equipment, smoking, or welding.  Transmission lines may also cause wildfire 
ignitions if maintenance is not properly conducted, if a low-flying plane or helicopter were to 
crash into the line, or sometimes as a result of wildlife collisions.  Ignitions from Interstate 10 
could originate from drivers throwing cigarette butts out car windows. 
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Fire ignitions from Alternative 4 could combine with ignitions from the DSSF and from drivers 
on Interstate 10 to increase the frequency of fires above the baseline fire frequency.  The combi-
nation of these projects being constructed concurrently could substantially increase the frequency 
of fire in the area above natural conditions.  Worker safety, emergency response, and fire protec-
tion could all be affected if simultaneous emergency response to multiple locations is required.  
Although the chances that two or more alternative energy facilities would require emergency 
response simultaneously may be low, a response to one distant site could impede or preclude a 
simultaneous response to another facility, residential or commercial location, or other location in 
demand. 

In light of the similarities in their components and construction requirements, the fire and fuels 
management cumulative impacts for Alternatives 5, 6, and 7 would be essentially the same as 
described for Alternative 4 and would not be cumulatively considerable.  Alternatives C through 
E would be largely the same as one another, and an overall cumulative increase in fire frequency 
could be substantial in the Chuckwalla Valley as a result of large-scale development of an open-
space desert area.  With implementation of MM FIRE-1 (a project-specific Fire Prevention Plan), 
which would ensure personnel are trained in emergency firefighting techniques, and that fire-
protection equipment is available at the DHSP project site, the incremental increase in wildfire 
frequency and demands on emergency services of Alternatives C through E would be minimal.  
With mitigation measures required for Alternatives C through E, the contribution of these 
alternatives to this cumulative effect would be minimized, and similarly, the extensive fire-safe 
mitigation measures required for the DSSF project and any approved solar project would mini-
mize fire ignitions from these sources. 

There would be no cumulative fire and fuels management impacts under the No Action Alterna-
tives 1, 2, 3, and A because there would be no ROW grant for development of the project and 
associated facilities.  There would also be no cumulative fire and fuel management impacts 
under Alternative B, because the DHSP gen-tie line would be located on shared poles of the 
reasonably foreseeable DSSF.  The incremental effects of the DHSP gen-tie under alternative B 
would be negligible when combined with those of the DSSP gen-tie. 

4.8.16 CEQA Considerations 

This section is included in this EIS for future use by CEQA Lead and Responsible agencies, and 
is not required under NEPA. 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The significance criteria listed below are from the Environmental Checklist Form in Appendix G 
of the CEQA Guidelines.  They are used to determine whether the proposed project or alterna-
tives would result in significant impacts under CEQA related to fire and fuels management.  The 
proposed project and alternatives would result in a significant impact related to fire and fuels 
management if they would: 

Fire-1 Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving 
wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where 
residences are intermixed with wildlands. 
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CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternative 1.  Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and BLM would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be con-
structed on the project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the exist-
ing land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the site 
under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing condition, 
with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground disturbance.  As 
a result, impacts caused by project-related wildfires to people and the environment would not occur. 

Alternative 2.  Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar 
energy development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and 
BLM would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA 
Land Use Plan.  No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

Alternative 3.  Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future 
solar energy development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site 
and BLM would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA 
Land Use Plan.  No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

Alternative 4.  During construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alter-
native 4, risk of wildfires would be increased by combustion of native materials, smoking, and 
refueling and operating vehicles and other equipment and hazardous materials off road (CEQA 
significance criterion Fire-1).  MM FIRE-1 (a project-specific Fire Prevention Plan) establishes 
standards and practices that would minimize the risk of a wildfire and, in the event of fire, pro-
vide for immediate suppression and notification.  MM PHS-5 (a project-specific Emergency 
Response and Inventory Plan) and MM PHS-7 (a project-specific fire services agreement with 
Riverside County and BLM) provide additional requirements related to emergency response.  
Alternative 4 could also indirectly increase wildfire risks by restricting access to the project site.  
To reduce risks related to restricted site access, MM FIRE-1 (a project-specific Fire Prevention 
Plan), which includes 24-hour site access for fire agencies and a wildfire traffic management 
plan, would be implemented. 

Construction, operation, and decommissioning could also introduce non-native plants to the pro-
posed project landscape.  As described in Section 4.8.6, above, certain non-native plants tend to 
increase a landscape’s susceptibility to wildfire, and non-native plant invasions can result in 
increased fire frequency beyond what is normal under native conditions, putting nearby resi-
dents, structures, personnel, and native habitats at risk of harm from wildfire and resulting in a 
significant impact.  To reduce the risk of invasion of non-native plants, and to control any intro-
ductions of non-native species on an ongoing basis, Mitigation Measure VEG-9 (Integrated 
Weed Management Plan) would be implemented.  Therefore, with implementation of MM 
VEG-9, project construction, operation, and maintenance would not expose people or structures 
to a significant risk of injury or loss as a result of wildfire.  With the implementation of these 
mitigation measures, potential impacts from wildfire would be less than significant. 
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As described in Section 4.8.15, the effects of surrounding projects on emergency response to fire 
could be cumulatively substantial.  The likelihood of simultaneous fires at more than one project 
site is low, but such a circumstance could strain local emergency response capacity.  With imple-
mentation of mitigation measures to minimize weed introduction and ignition sources and to 
ensure personnel are trained in emergency response as described in Mitigation Measures FIRE-1 
(a project-specific Fire Prevention Plan), MM PHS-5 (a project-specific Emergency Response 
and Inventory Plan), MM PHS-7 (a project-specific fire services agreement with Riverside 
County and BLM), and MM VEG-9 (Integrated Weed Management Plan), the contribution of 
Alternative 4 to an increase in regional fire risk would not be cumulatively considerable. 

Alternative 5.  As described in Section 4.8.7 of this EIS, potential fire-related effects of Alterna-
tive 5 would be largely the same as under Alternative 4; as such, potential impacts to fire and 
fuels management during construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning would 
be the same as described above for Alternative 4. 

Alternative 6.  As described in Section 4.8.8 of this EIS, potential fire-related effects of Alterna-
tive 6 would be largely the same as under Alternative 4; as such, potential impacts to fire and 
fuels management during construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning would 
be the same as described above for Alternative 4. 

Alternative 7.  As described in Section 4.8.8 of this EIS, potential fire-related effects of Alterna-
tive 7 would be largely the same as under Alternative 4; as such, potential impacts to fire and 
fuels management during construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning would 
be the same as described above for Alternative 4. 

Alternative A.  Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed and no plan amend-
ment would be issued.  If this No Action Alternative were selected, the construction and impacts 
of the gen-tie line would not occur, and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with 
the existing land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no gen-tie line approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that proposed tower locations and pull sites would con-
tinue to remain in their existing conditions, with no new structures constructed or operated on 
and no ground disturbance.  As a result, impacts caused by project-related wildfires to people 
and the environment would not occur. 

Alternative B.  Like Alternatives 4 through 7, Alternative B would be located in an area of Riv-
erside County that has been determined to have a low to moderate susceptibility to wildfire.  
Direct effects of construction would be similar to those described in Alternative 4.  These effects 
would be reduced because of the smaller workforce, reduced equipment requirements, and 
smaller area of disturbance.  These effects would be reduced by MM FIRE-1 (a project-specific 
Fire Prevention Plan),MM PHS-5 (a project-specific Emergency Response and Inventory Plan) 
and MM PHS-7 (a project-specific fire services agreement with Riverside County and BLM). 

Construction of Alternative B could introduce non-native plants to the project landscape.  The 
indirect effects of construction of Alternative B would be similar to those described in Alterna-
tive 4 but reduced because of the smaller workforce, fewer equipment requirements, and smaller 
area of disturbance.  Because Alternative B would introduce new overhead structures, this alter-
native could cause potential conflicts with aerial fire-fighting.  To prevent these conflicts, MM 
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FIRE-1 requires coordinating with and providing gen-tie line maps to local fire agencies.  MM 
VEG-9 (Integrated Weed Management Plan) would be implemented to reduce impacts related to 
non-native plants.  With the implementation of these measures, impacts related to wildfire would 
be less than significant. 

Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative effects, as the cumulative scenario assumes 
concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B conductor 
stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional work required for Alternative 
B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

Alternative C.  As described in Section 4.8.12 of this EIS, potential fire-related effects of Alter-
native C would be largely the same as under Alternative B; as such, potential impacts to fire and 
fuels management during construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning would 
be the same as described above for Alternative B. 

Cumulative impacts of Alternative C and surrounding projects would be similar to those 
described in Alternative 4, but reduced given Alternative C’s smaller scale and workforce 
requirements. 

Alternative D.  As described in Section 4.8.13 of this EIS, potential fire-related effects of Alter-
native D would be largely the same as under Alternative B; as such, potential impacts to fire and 
fuels management during construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning would 
be the same as described above for Alternative B. 

Cumulative impacts of Alternative D and surrounding projects would be similar to those 
described for Alternative C. 

Alternative E.  As described in Section 4.8.14 of this EIS, potential fire-related effects of Alter-
native D would be largely the same as under Alternative B; as such, potential impacts to fire and 
fuels management during construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning would 
be the same as described above for Alternative B. 

Cumulative impacts of Alternative E and surrounding projects would be similar to those described 
for Alternative C. 
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4.9 SOILS AND GEOLOGY 

4.9.1 Methodology for Analysis 

This section describes the geologic hazards effects and effects on soil resources that would occur 
with the implementation of the proposed project or alternatives.  The analysis evaluates the effect 
of construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning. 

The potential effects related to geologic hazards were evaluated by assessing if there would be 
life/safety concerns or effects to proper function of the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) as a 
result of a seismic event.  The potential impact associated with loss of soils due to erosion by 
either water or wind was also evaluated.  This analysis is based on publicly available resources 
including journal articles and databases related to seismic hazards; technical reports prepared by 
the Applicant; and soil data from the National Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).  This 
information was reviewed within the context of applicable federal, state and local regulations. 

Table 4.9-1 provides an overview of acreages of temporary and permanent disturbance related to 
the proposed project and alternatives.  The potential for seismic hazards remains unchanged by 
any of the alternatives proposed. 

Table 4.9-1. Comparison of Action Alternative Features Relevant to Soil Resources 
 Solar Site Alternatives  Gen-Tie Line Alternatives 
 Alt 4 Alt 5 Alt 6 Alt 7  Alt B Alt C Alt D Alt E 
Total ROW — — — —  256 256 226 213 
Temporary Access Roads — — — —  0 22.2 18.2 17.4 
Permanent Disturbance 1,208 1,161 1,044 1,044  0 92 86 77 

4.9.2 Applicant Measures 

The following Applicant Measures (AMs) have been incorporated as design features of the pro-
posed project (and all action alternatives) and shall be implemented to reduce adverse impacts 
associated with the project.  In some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or expand on AM 
reporting requirements, timing of implementation, or other details where appropriate.  Where 
there is a conflict between provisions of the mitigation measures imposed and the following 
AMs, the mitigation measures take precedence. 

AM GEO-1 Design Plan.  Project structures shall be built in accordance with the design-basis 
recommendations in the project-specific geotechnical investigation report.  
Structure designs must meet the requirements of all applicable federal, state, and 
county permits and building codes. 

AM GEO-2 Design Features.  The Applicant will implement the following design features to 
reduce effects from wind and water erosion to soils: 

• Obtain coverage under the NPDES General Permit for Storm Water Discharges 
Associated with Construction Activity (General Permit) Water Quality Order 
2009-0009 DWQ; 
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• Use nonhazardous dust suppressants approved by the BLM and water on an 
as-needed basis to suppress wind-blown dust generated at the site during con-
struction.  Dust palliatives also would be applied between rows of solar panels 
for dust suppression during operation; 

• Implement erosion control measures during construction; and 

• Use silt fences for erosion control in the event of a storm event along neigh-
boring properties and along the main drainage adjacent to the solar facility 
site. 

4.9.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would not amend 
the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended (CDCA Plan).  As a result, no solar energy proj-
ect would be constructed on the project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consis-
tent with the existing land use designation in the CDCA Plan. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, effects from the project would not occur. 

4.9.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  It is possible that, as a 
result of the CDCA Plan amendment, that in the future another solar energy generation project 
could be proposed with impacts similar to the DHSP, however, such impacts are speculative at 
this time, and no effects from the Proposed Action would occur. 

4.9.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 

4.9.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction of Alternative 4 would require clearance of 1,208 acres of lands with the project 
study area.  Development of the solar facility site is described in Section 2.4 (Alternative 4).  In 
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addition to the solar array and internal roads, other permanent land uses include the O&M 
facility and on-site substation.  The site would be graded to clear and grub plants, followed by 
minimal cut and fill depths, averaging about 5 inches.  No import material would be used.  The 
site would then be compacted to allow vehicle access and equipment installation. 

Water and Wind Erosion of Soils.  As stated in Section 3.9, relict, old, or inactive dune 
deposits exist scattered throughout the project study area.  Because of limited sand sources, the 
potential for wind-driven sand erosion of Alternative 4 is low (BLM 2011).  Disturbance to exist-
ing cryptobiotic soil crusts and/or desert pavement on the solar facility site could result in a sub-
stantial increase in on-site wind- and waterborne soil erosion.  However, these potential impacts 
will be addressed by a combination of project design features and mitigation measures.  MM 
AIR-1 (Fugitive Dust Control Plan) would increase soil stabilization and minimize wind 
erosion/fugitive dust by requiring dust control measures such as paving the main access road, 
stabilizing unpaved roads, watering graded material, discontinuing construction during windy 
conditions, limiting traffic speeds, and regulating haul materials (see Section 4.2.6 in Air Quality 
for full MM).  To ensure that dust suppression efforts would not increase offsite erosion, AM 
GEO-2 (design features) identifies BMPs, such as erosion control and use of dust suppressants, 
that would be used to ensure that water used for dust suppression would be contained within the 
construction area.  This measure would be supplemented by MM WAT-1 (demonstrate 
compliance with water quality permits) and MM WAT-4 (drainage design specifications).  With 
the implementation of these measures, there would be no unavoidable adverse effects related to 
potential soil erosion associated with the construction of Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Seismic and Geologic Hazards.  Alternative 4 is approximately 10 miles from the Blue Cut 
fault system and 29 miles from the Pinto Mountain fault zone.  During construction, regional 
seismic hazards could expose site workers to seismic hazards, including being struck by project 
infrastructure that may move as a result of seismic shaking or by being present in an unstable 
indoor area; however, seismic events are infrequent and would not be highly likely to occur dur-
ing the construction phase.  Implementation of design characteristics that comply with the 2010 
California Building Code (CBC) would reduce seismic effects by ensuring that occupied build-
ings are constructed safely to withstand seismic shaking.  In addition, implementation of MM 
PHS-5 (Emergency Response Plan) would ensure that emergency response is organized and 
coordinated at the solar facility site during construction, including in the event of a seismic or 
geologic hazard. 

Other geologic hazards, including liquefaction, seismically induced subsidence, tsunamis, 
seiches and slope instability are not applicable to the construction of Alternative 4.  Though 
groundwater levels at the solar facility site may fluctuate with precipitation, irrigation, drainage, 
and regional pumping from wells, groundwater is estimated to be greater than 50 feet below 
ground surface based on levels recorded in wells found in the area.  As a result, soil susceptibility 
to liquefaction during a seismic event is not considered likely.  Section 4.20, Water Resources, has 
a comprehensive analysis of groundwater effects associated with the project.  As stated in Sec-
tion 3.9, the project study area is within a Riverside County-designated “susceptible” subsidence 
zone (Riverside County 2003).  Compaction of soils during construction would prevent subsi-
dence of soils at the solar facility during a seismic event.  AM GEO-1 requires the project owner 
to include, as part of the construction design plans for the project, any additional mitigation 
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measures indicated by the upcoming geotechnical survey related to final engineering design of 
project elements.  The DHSP area is neither coastal nor near any large body of water; therefore, 
it would not be subject to tsunami or seiche. 

Sand Transport.  There are no sand dunes within the solar facility site, although there are dunes 
in the vicinity.  Because there are no sand dunes on site, Alternative 4 would not interfere with 
Aeolian sand transport.  Fluvial (water-borne) sand transport would also be unaffected by con-
struction of Alternative 4, as the construction of solar panels would not impede downslope water 
flow through the site. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Water and Wind Erosion of Soils.  During operation and maintenance, the potential soil 
erosion effects from water and wind would be minimal.  Implementing AM GEO-2 (design fea-
tures, described in Section 4.9.2 above)) at a frequency detailed in a future operations and 
maintenance plan as approved by the BLM would reduce any potential effects from water and 
wind erosion.  This measure would be supplemented by MM AIR-3 (control fugitive dust from 
unpaved roads during operation), which would increase soil stabilization and minimize wind 
erosion/fugitive dust.  MM WAT-1 would ensure the project owner complies with water quality 
permits and minimizes any water-related soil erosion on the project site during construction. 

Indirect Effects 

Seismic and Geologic Hazards.  The operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 would expose 
people and/or structures to the same seismic hazards as described for construction.  However, the 
implementation of an Emergency Response and Inventory Plan (MM PHS-5) would minimize 
these potential effects. 

Sand Transport.  The operation and maintenance of the project would not interfere with 
Aeolian sand transport or with water-borne sand transport. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Water and Wind Erosion of Soils.  During decommissioning of Alternative 4, the potential soil 
erosion effects from water and wind would be expected to be similar to those described for con-
struction as similar types of equipment and activities would be required.  Implementing AM 
GEO-2 (Design Features) as detailed in an operations and maintenance plan as approved by the 
BLM would reduce any potential effects from water and wind erosion.  This measure would be 
supplemented by MM AIR-1 (Fugitive Dust Control Plan), which would increase soil stabiliza-
tion and minimize wind erosion/fugitive dust.  MM WAT-1 would ensure the project owner 
complies with water quality permits and minimizes any water-related soil erosion. 

Indirect Effects 

Seismic and Geologic Hazards.  The decommissioning of Alternative 4 would have similar 
effects as construction.  Facilities would be removed and land reclaimed.  Decommissioning of 
Alternative 4 would expose people and/or structures to the same effects as during construction.  
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Implementing MM PHS-5 would minimize these potential effects.  After decommissioning, 
facilities would be removed and land reclaimed, bringing an end to seismic related risk from this 
alternative. 

Sand Transport.  Decommissioning Alternative 4 would not interfere with Aeolian sand 
transport or with water-borne sand transport. 

Mitigation Measures 

In addition to the Applicant Measures identified above, the following mitigation measures are 
required for Alternative 4. 

MM AIR-1 The project owner shall develop a Fugitive Dust Control Plan in compliance 
with SCAQMD Rule 403 to reduce PM10 and PM2.5 emissions during 
construction (full text in Section 4.2 [Air Resources]) 

MM AIR-3 The project owner shall control fugitive dust from the unpaved roads on the 
site during operation (full text in Section 4.2 [Air Resources]) 

MM WAT-1 Demonstrate compliance with water quality permits (full text in Section 4.20 
[Water Resources]) 

MM WAT-4 Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan and Drainage Design Specifications.  
(full text in Section 4.20 [Water Resources]) 

MM PHS -5 A project-specific Emergency Response and Inventory Plan shall be pre-
pared (full text in Section 4.13 [Public Health and Safety]) 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of mitigation, the construction, operation and maintenance, and decom-
missioning of Alternative 4 would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.9.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Construction 

Although Alternative 5 covers a slightly smaller area than Alternative 4, the direct and indirect 
effects on soil and geological resources of Alternative 5’s construction will be the same as those 
described for Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 5 would be nearly identical to that of Alternative 4, 
and effects would be consistent with those listed for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of Alternative 5 would be nearly identical to that of Alternative 4, and effects 
would be consistent with those listed for Alternative 4. 
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Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative 5 as apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of mitigation, the construction, operation and maintenance, and decom-
missioning of Alternative 5 would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.9.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Construction 

Although Alternative 6 covers a slightly smaller footprint and would revise the solar panel 
layouts compared with Alternative 4, the direct and indirect effects on soil and geological 
resources of Alternative 6’s construction will be the same as those described for Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 6 would be nearly identical to that of Alternative 4, 
and effects would be consistent with those listed for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of Alternative 6 would be nearly identical to that of Alternative 4, and effects 
would be consistent with those listed for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative 6 as would apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of mitigation, the construction, operation and maintenance, and decom-
missioning of Alternative 6 would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.9.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Construction 

Although Alternative 7 covers a slightly smaller footprint and would increase the solar panel 
height compared with Alternative 4, the direct and indirect effects on soil and geological 
resources of Alternative 7’s construction will be the same as those described for Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 7 would be nearly identical to that of Alternative 4, 
and effects would be consistent with those listed for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of Alternative 7 would be nearly identical to that of Alternative 4, and effects 
would be consistent with those listed for Alternative 4. 
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Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative 7 as would apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of mitigation, the construction, operation and maintenance, and decom-
missioning of Alternative 7 would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.9.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed and no plan amendment would be 
issued.  If this No Action Alternative were selected, the construction and effects of the gen-tie 
line would not occur, and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing 
land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA 
Plan and no gen-tie line approved for the site under this alternative, it is expected that proposed 
tower locations and pull sites would continue to remain in their existing conditions, with no new 
structures constructed or operated on and no ground disturbance.  As a result, effects caused to 
soils and geology and the seismic risks related to the gen-tie would not occur. 

4.9.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Construction 

Alternative B would share transmission infrastructure with the approved Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm (DSSF) project; however, the baseline for environmental effects is the existing condition of 
the site in September 2011.  At this time, construction of the DSSF transmission infrastructure 
had not yet commenced, so analysis of Alternative B must include all construction effects of this 
shared infrastructure. 

Construction of Alternative B within the 12.1-mile by 160-foot-wide transmission corridor, plus 
additional fan-shaped areas at corners, would result in the permanent disturbance of 92 acres 
along the route, as described in Section 2.8 (Alternative B). 

Direct Effects 

Wind and Water Erosion of Soils.  Construction of Alternative B would require clearance of an 
estimated 92 acres.  Permanent land use would include tower foundations and permanent access 
roads.  Permanent roads, temporary areas around each pole location, puller and tensioner sites, 
and wire setup sites would be graded and cleared.  As with construction of Alternative 4, grading 
could result in a substantial increase in on-site wind- and waterborne soil erosion.  These effects 
would be minimized by AM GEO-2 and MM AIR-1, which institute specific dust control 
measures such as use of dust suppressants, erosion control, and development of a fugitive dust 
control plan.   

Indirect Effects 

Seismic and Geologic Hazards.  Alternative B is approximately 10 miles from the Blue Cut 
fault system and 29 miles from the Pinto Mountain fault zone.  During construction, regional 
seismic hazards could expose site workers to seismic hazards, including being struck by project 
infrastructure that may move as a result of seismic shaking or by being present in an unstable 
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indoor area; however, seismic events are infrequent and would not be highly likely to occur dur-
ing the construction phase.  Other geologic hazards, including liquefaction, seismically induced 
subsidence, tsunamis, seiches and slope instability are not applicable to the construction of Alter-
native B (see Section 4.9.6).  AM GEO-1 requires the project owner to include, as part of the 
construction design plans for the solar project, any mitigation measures provided by the 
upcoming geotechnical survey which would include appropriate engineering design elements.  In 
addition, implementation of MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response Plan) would ensure that 
emergency response is organized and coordinated at the Alternative B site during construction, 
including in the event of a seismic or geologic hazard. 

Sand Transport.  The construction of Alternative B would not affect Aeolian or water-borne 
sand transport. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Wind and Water Erosion of Soils.  During operation and maintenance, the potential soil 
erosion effects would be minimal. 

Indirect Effects 

Seismic and Geologic Hazards.  Operating and maintaining this transmission corridor would 
expose people and/or structures to the same seismic hazards as described for construction; how-
ever, the exposure of workers to seismic hazards would be reduced due to the limited amount of 
operations and maintenance expected.  These effects would be minimized by the AM GEO-1 
which requires a design plan that incorporates recommendations from a geotechnical survey and 
implementation of an Emergency Response and Inventory Plan (MM PHS-5). 

Sand Transport.  Alternative B is not located within the sand transport corridor. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Wind and Water Erosion of Soils.  During decommissioning of Alternative B, the potential soil 
erosion effects would be minimal, and would be expected to be similar to those identified for 
construction.  To the extent they occur, these effects would be minimized by AM GEO-2 and the 
other mitigation measures identified for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Seismic and Geologic Hazards.  Decommissioning of Alternative B would expose people 
and/or structures to the same effects as during construction.  These effects would be minimized 
by the mitigation proposed for construction.  After decommissioning, facilities would be 
removed and land reclaimed, bringing an end to seismic related risk from this alternative. 

Sand Transport.  Alternative B is not located within the sand transport corridor. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative B as would apply to Alternative 4. 
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Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of mitigation, the construction, operation and maintenance, and decom-
missioning of Alternative B would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.9.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Construction 

Construction of Alternative C within the 12.1-mile by 160-foot-wide transmission corridor, plus 
additional fan-shaped areas at corners, would result in the permanent disturbance of 92 acres 
along the route, as described in Section 2.9 (Alternative C). 

Because they occur in the same ROW and follow parallel paths, the effects of constructing Alter-
native C on seismic and geologic hazards as well as on erosion and sand transport would be the 
same as those discussed for Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Because they occur in the same ROW and follow parallel paths, the effects of operation and 
maintenance of Alternative C on seismic and geologic hazards as well as on erosion and sand 
transport would be the same as those discussed for Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Because they occur in the same ROW and follow parallel paths, the effects of decommissioning 
Alternative C on seismic and geologic hazards as well as on erosion and sand transport would be 
the same as those discussed for Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative C as would apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of mitigation, the construction, operation and maintenance, and decom-
missioning of Alternative C would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.9.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Construction of Alternative D within the 10.5-mile by 160-foot-wide transmission corridor, plus 
additional fan-shaped areas at corners, would result in permanent disturbance of 86 acres along 
the route, as described in Section 2.10 (Alternative D). 

Alternative D would disturb a similar area of land area and occur in a nearly identical geological 
setting as Alternative B.  Therefore, the effects of construction of Alternative D on seismic and 
geologic hazards as well as on erosion and sand transport would be nearly identical to those dis-
cussed for Alternative B. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

Alternative D would disturb a similar area of land area and occur in a nearly identical geological 
setting as Alternative B.  Therefore, the effects of operating and maintaining Alternative D on 
seismic and geologic hazards as well as on erosion and sand transport would be nearly identical 
to those discussed for Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Alternative D would disturb a similar area of land area and occur in a nearly identical geological 
setting as Alternative B.  Therefore, the effects of decommissioning Alternative D on seismic 
and geologic hazards as well as on erosion and sand transport would be nearly identical to those 
discussed for Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative D as would apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of mitigation, the construction, operation and maintenance, and decom-
missioning of Alternative D would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.9.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Construction of Alternative E within the 11.5-mile by 160-foot-wide transmission corridor, plus 
additional fan-shaped areas at corners, would result in permanent disturbance of 77 acres along 
the route, as described in Section 2.11 (Alternative E). 

Alternative E would disturb a similar area of land area and occur in a nearly identical geological 
setting as Alternative B.  Therefore, the effects of construction of Alternative E on seismic and 
geologic hazards as well as on erosion would be nearly identical to those discussed for Alterna-
tive B.  However, Alternative E would traverse a sand-transport corridor along an approximately 
1-mile segment, and construction within the sand-transport area would partially interfere with 
Aeolian sand transport in the area; over time, sand would pass around the transmission poles and 
would blow over access roads, resulting in a minimal long-term effect.  This effect would be 
temporary and not substantially adverse given the overall magnitude of the disturbance.   

Operation and Maintenance 

Alternative E would disturb a similar area of land area and occur in a nearly identical geological 
setting as Alternative B, with the only difference that Alternative E would traverse an 
approximately 1-mile segment of a sand-transport corridor.  Therefore, the effects of operating 
and maintaining Alternative E on seismic and geologic hazards as well as on erosion would be 
nearly identical to those discussed for Alternative B.  However, the existence of several 
transmission poles and access roads within the sand-transport area would partially interfere with 
Aeolian sand transport in the area.  Because the footprint of the transmission poles would be 
small, the interference with Aeolian sand transport would not be substantially adverse and the 
sand transport would be able to travel around each transmission pole footprint.  If transmission 
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access roads were to be stabilized with aggregate or bermed, this could represent a substantial 
adverse change in Aeolian sand transport along the 1-mile segment of Alternative E within the 
sand-transport corridor.  MM VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation 
and Habitat) in Section 4.3, Biological Resources – Vegetation, includes a requirement to 
compensate for impacts to windblown and stabilized sand habitat at a 5:1 ratio.  This would 
mitigate the potential effects. 

Decommissioning 

Alternative E would disturb a similar area of land area and occur in a nearly identical geological 
setting as Alternative B.  Therefore, the effects of decommissioning Alternative E on seismic and 
geologic hazards as well as on erosion and sand transport would be nearly identical to those dis-
cussed for Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative E as would apply to Alternative 4, 
with the addition of the following: 

MM VEG-6  Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat.  (full 
text in Section 4.3, Biological Resources – Vegetation). 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of mitigation, the construction, operation and maintenance, and decom-
missioning of Alternative E would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.9.15 Cumulative Effects 

Geographic Scope 

The geographic area considered for cumulative effects related to soils and geologic hazards is 
within a 0.5-mile radius to the proposed project and alternatives for seismic events and erosion, 
and within the Aeolian sand transport corridor for impacts to sand transport.  Tables 4.1-1 and 
4.1-2 in Section 4.1.4 (Cumulative Scenario) list all existing and reasonably foreseeable projects 
in this area.  Table 4.9-2 list the existing and foreseeable projects that would create cumulative 
soil or geologic effects in combination with any of the solar facility alternatives (Alternative 4 
through 7) and the gen-tie line alternatives.  
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Table 4.9-2. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Soils and Geology Within 0.5 mile of the 
proposed project for seismic 
events and erosion, within 
the Aeolian sand transport 
corridor for sand transport 

Soil, wind, and water erosion, 
impacts to the sand transport 
corridor 

Seismic Events 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
• Silverado Power Solar Project 
• Desert Sunlight Transmission Line 

(Alternatives B and C) 
• Red Bluff Substation 
• DPV1 Transmission Line 
• Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line 
• I-10 
• DPV No. 2 Transmission Line 
• Chuckwalla Race Track (Alternative D) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project 

(Alternative D) 
Sand Transport Corridor 
• Palen Solar Power Project (Alternative E) 

The foreseeable projects that would create cumulative soil or geologic effects in combination 
with any of the solar field action alternatives (Alternatives 4 through 7) include the DSSF Project 
and the Silverado Power Solar Project.  With respect to the gen-tie line alternatives (Alternatives 
B through E), Alternative C would have the potential for cumulative effects in combination with 
the Desert Sunlight transmission line, as Alternative C would utilize the same ROW.  Alternative 
D would have the potential for cumulative effects in combination with the Silverado Power Solar 
Project, Desert Center 50 Solar Project, and the Chuckwalla Race Track.  Alternative E would be 
within the Aeolian sand transport corridor along with the Palen Solar Power Project.  All four 
gen-tie line alternatives (Alternatives B through E) could result in cumulative effects in 
combination with the Red Bluff Substation, I-10, and DPV1, DPV2, and the Blythe Energy 
Project Transmission Line.  Alternative B would not have the potential to contribute to 
cumulative effects, as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert 
Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same 
time, with no additional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert 
Sunlight gen-tie. 

The temporal scope of this cumulative analysis is considered the period within which a soils and 
geologic hazard of the proposed project or an alternative is actively present.  Because the opera-
tion and maintenance of the DHSP would expose people and/or structures to seismic hazards, a 
cumulative effect could occur if another project within a 0.5-miles radius would also expose 
people and/or structures to seismic hazards. 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

Past, present, and future projects in the cumulative analysis area would all be susceptible to simi-
lar risks from seismic events.  Adherence to state and local regulations related to site engineering 
would be required.  The Alternative 4 would implement MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response 
Plan), and other projects would likely require similar measures.  Appropriate engineering and 
mitigation would minimize both the incremental risk related to Alternative 4 and the overall 
cumulative effects.  Consequently, there would be no substantial adverse cumulative effects 
related to seismic hazards. 
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Alternative 4 together with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects have the 
potential to have adverse cumulative effects related to soil erosion.  Any disturbance to surface 
soils could expose soils to the effects of wind and water.  Activities including grading, 
compaction, drilling, back-filling, and driving on unpaved roadways could disturb soils at any 
work site, regardless of the type of project.  There could potentially be cumulatively additive 
effects related to wind and water erosion for projects that are in very close proximity and that are 
undergoing ground disturbing activities at the same time, such as the DSSF and Silverado Power 
Project.  Effects of more distant projects would not be cumulatively additive.  However, the 
incremental effects of the proposed project would be minimal because the project owner would 
be required to adhere to regulatory requirements and implement AM GEO-2, MM AIR-1, MM 
AIR-3, MM WAT-1, and MM WAT-4, which would minimize erosion.  Similarly, other existing 
and reasonably foreseeable projects would be required to implement comparable erosion control 
measures.  Wind and water erosion of soil effects are less likely during operation and mainte-
nance of any project due to site coverage by asphalt, concrete, structures, or vegetation. 

The geological and soil effects for Alternatives 5 through 7, and C through D would be 
essentially the same as described for the Alternative 4 and would not represent substantial 
adverse cumulative effects.  The No Action and No Development Action Alternatives (Alterna-
tives 1, 2, 3, and A) would not contribute to any cumulative effects.  Alternative B would not 
contribute to cumulative effects, as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of 
the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew 
at the same time, with no additional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for 
the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

Alternative E’s access roads could affect Aeolian sand transport, these effects would be cumula-
tively additive with effects the Palen Solar Power Project, which would affect Aeolian sand 
transport in the same sand transport corridor as Alternative E.  As noted in the Palen Solar Power 
Project Final EIS (2010), the impacts of the project as proposed to the sand transport corridor 
would be regionally-significant.  Although the effect of Alternative E on the Aeolian sand trans-
port corridor would be small, it would represent a substantial adverse cumulative effect due to 
the additive impact of the Palen Solar Power Project as proposed. 

4.9.16 CEQA Considerations 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The proposed project and alternatives would have a significant impact on geology and soil 
resources if they would: 

GS-1 Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk 
of loss, injury or death involving geologic hazards; 

GS-2 Allow people or structures to be subject to strong seismic shaking; 

GS-3 Be subject to seismic-related ground failure including liquefaction; 

GS-4 Be located where landslides could cause substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil 
or disturb any human remains including those interred outside of formal cemeteries; 
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GS-5 Be located on expansive soils as defined in Table 18-1B of the Uniform Building 
Code (1987) that is based in part on the International Building Code that would create 
substantial risks to life or property; 

GS-6 Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or would become unstable as a 
result of the project and potentially result in on-site or off-site landside, lateral 
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse; 

GS-7 Result in the physical alteration of or damage to geologic features; or 

GS-8 Result in substantial soil erosion or loss of topsoil. 

For the proposed project and alternatives, the following criteria were determined to be inapplic-
able or to result in no impact.  The determination regarding these significance criteria is dis-
cussed below and then these significance criteria are not discussed further in this section. 

 Be located on a known earthquake fault as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earth-
quake Fault Zoning map 

No component associated with the proposed project and alternatives has been identified within 
an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone.  There would be no impacts under this criterion. 

 Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative waste water 
disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of waste water 

The proposed project would require installation of a septic system for the O&M Building.  How-
ever, no soils within the DHSP area have been identified as unsuitable for septic systems, and 
therefore there would be no impacts under this criterion. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternatives 1, 2, and A would not involve construction of the solar project or gen-tie line.  
These alternatives would have no impacts related to soils or geologic hazards (Criteria G-1 
through G-8), and therefore there are no CEQA significance determinations for these 
alternatives. 

Alternative 4 

Geologic Hazards.  The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of 
Alternative 4 in a region prone to seismic events could result in impacts to on-site workers and 
facilities (CEQA Significance Criteria GS-1, GS-2, GS-4, GS-5, GS-6, and GS-7).  Adverse 
impacts, including loss of property or injury or death, involving rupture of known earthquake 
faults, strong seismic ground shaking, and seismic-related ground failure would be potentially 
significant.  Soils in the vicinity of Alternative 4 have been identified as susceptible to 
subsidence during a seismic event.  Due to the location of Alternative 4, there would be no 
potential impacts related to slope instability resulting from a seismic event.  With the 
implementation of MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response Plan), impacts related to seismic events 
(CEQA significance criteria GS-1, GS-2, GS-4, GS-5, GS-6, and GS-7) would be less than 
significant.  Groundwater is found at sufficient depths that soils within the region are not likely 
to be subject to liquefaction during a seismic event (CEQA significance criterion GS-3); 
therefore, no impact would occur from liquefaction. 
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Soil Erosion.  Soils at solar facility site would be susceptible to erosion, especially once soil 
crusts are disturbed (CEQA Significance Criteria GS-4 and GS-8).  Implementation of MM 
AIR-1 (Fugitive Dust Control Plan) would increase soil stabilization and minimize wind 
erosion/fugitive dust.  AM GEO-2 (design features) identifies BMPs that would be used to 
ensure that water used for dust suppression would be contained within the construction area.  
This measure would be supplemented by MM WAT-1 (demonstrate compliance with water 
quality permits) and MM WAT-4 (drainage design specifications).  With the implementation of 
these measures, impacts related to soil erosion (CEQA Significance Criteria GS-4 and GS-8) 
would be less than significant. 

Cumulative Impacts.  With the implementation of mitigation, Alternative 4 would have mini-
mal impacts related to geologic hazards and soil erosion.  Therefore, Alternative 4 would not 
represent a considerable contribution to any cumulative impacts related to geologic hazards or 
soil erosion (Significance Criteria GS-1 through GS-8). 

Alternative 5 

Impacts for Significance Criteria GS-1 through GS-8 would be the same for Alternative 5 as for 
Alternative 4 as discussed in Section 4.9.7. 

Alternative 6 

Impacts for Significance Criteria GS-1 through GS-8 would be the same for Alternative 6 as for 
Alternative 4 as discussed in Section 4.9.8. 

Alternative 7 

Impacts for Significance Criteria GS-1 through GS-8 would be the same for Alternative 7 as for 
Alternative 4 as discussed in Section 4.9.8. 

Alternative B 

Geologic Hazards.  The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of 
Alternative B in a region prone to seismic events could result in impacts to on-site workers and 
facilities (CEQA Significance Criteria GS-1, GS-2, GS-4, GS-5, GS-6, and GS-7).  Adverse 
impacts, including loss of property or injury or death, involving rupture of known earthquake 
faults, strong seismic ground shaking, and seismic-related ground failure would be potentially 
significant.  Soils in the vicinity of Alternative B have been identified as susceptible to 
subsidence during a seismic event.  Due to the location of Alternative B, there would be no 
potential impacts related to slope instability resulting from a seismic event.  With the implemen-
tation of MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response Plan), impacts related to seismic events (CEQA sig-
nificance criteria GS-1, GS-2, GS-4, GS-5, GS-6, and GS-7) would be less than significant.  
Groundwater is found at sufficient depths that soils within the region are not likely to be subject 
to liquefaction during a seismic event (CEQA significance criterion GS-3); therefore, no impact 
would occur from liquefaction. 

Soil Erosion.  Soils at the Alternative B site would be susceptible to erosion, especially once soil 
crusts are disturbed (CEQA Significance Criteria GS-4 and GS-8).  Implementation of MM 
AIR-1 (Fugitive Dust Control Plan) would increase soil stabilization and minimize wind 
erosion/fugitive dust.  AM GEO-2 (design features) identifies BMPs that would be used to 
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ensure that water used for dust suppression would be contained within the construction area.  
This measure would be supplemented by MM WAT-1 (demonstrate compliance with water 
quality permits) and MM WAT-4 (drainage design specifications).  With the implementation of 
these measures, impacts related to soil erosion (CEQA Significance Criteria GS-4 and GS-8) 
would be less than significant. 

Cumulative Impacts.  Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative effects, as the cumula-
tive scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alter-
native B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional work 
required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

Alternative C 

Project-level impacts for Significance Criteria GS-1 through GS-8 would be essentially the same 
for Alternative C as for Alternative B as discussed in Section 4.9.12. 

With the implementation of mitigation, Alternative C would have minimal impacts related to 
geologic hazards and soil erosion.  Therefore, the project would not represent a considerable con-
tribution to any cumulative impacts related to geologic hazards or soil erosion (Significance Cri-
teria GS-1 through GS-8). 

Alternative D 

Impacts for Significance Criteria GS-1 through GS-8 would be essentially the same for Alterna-
tive D as for Alternative C. 

Alternative E 

Impacts for Significance Criteria GS-1 through GS-8 would be essentially the same for Alterna-
tive E as for Alternative C as discussed in Section 4.9.14, except for impacts on Aeolian sand 
transport as described in Section 4.9.14.  The same mitigation measures would apply as appropri-
ate, including MM VEG-6, which would compensate for impacts to Aeolian sand transport.  
Impacts to the Aeolian sand transport that result from Alternative E could combine with impacts 
of the Palen Solar Power Project to be cumulatively significant.  Implementation of MM VEG-6 
will reduce the contribution of Alternative E to less than significant. 
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4.10 ENERGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES 

4.10.1 Methodology for Analysis 

This section describes effects on energy and mineral resources from the implementation of the 
proposed project and alternatives.  The following discussion addresses potential environmental 
effects related to energy and mineral resources associated with construction, operation, and 
decommissioning of the proposed project and alternatives.  A discussion of cumulative effects 
related to energy and mineral resources is also included in this section.  Baseline conditions for 
the environmental setting relevant to energy and mineral resources are presented in Section 3.10 
of this EIS.  Construction activities, operation and maintenance activities, and decommissioning 
of the proposed project or an alternative were evaluated based on their potential to affect the 
baseline conditions. 

4.10.2 Applicant Measures 

No Applicant Measures for energy and mineral resources have been identified for the project or 
alternatives. 

4.10.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would 
not amend the California Desert Conservation Plan of 1980, as amended (CDCA Plan).  As a 
result, no solar energy project would be constructed on the project site and BLM would continue 
to manage the site consistent with the existing land use designation in the CDCA Plan. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, effects from the project would not occur. 

4.10.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  It is pos-
sible that, as a result of the CDCA Plan amendment, that in the future another solar energy gene-
ration project could be proposed with impacts similar to the DHSP, however, such impacts are 
speculative at this time, and no effects from the DHSP would occur. 

4.10.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 
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4.10.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Section 3.10 of this EIS indicates that no oil, gas, or geothermal fields or active mineral claims 
are located on the solar facility site.  Table 3.10-2 (Mineral Resources in the project area) indi-
cates that the Mineral Resources Data System (MRDS), administered by the U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS), has record of 3 “past producers” of mineral resources (gold, sand/gravel, and 
talc-soapstone, respectively) located within 5 miles of the solar facility site.  There are no known 
locatable or salable mineral resources within the solar facility site, and no current producers of 
energy or mineral resources within 5 miles of the solar facility site. 

Construction 

Direct and indirect effects to energy and mineral resources resulting from Alternative 4 con-
struction, as discussed below, include those effects which are caused by the action and occur at 
the same time and place (direct) and those effects which are caused by the action and are later in 
time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable (indirect). 

Direct Effects 

USGS identifies three mineral resource operations within five miles of Alternative 4 (Table 
3.10-1), but none of the mines are active.  Moreover, no existing operations or mines are located 
on the solar facility site.  Therefore, access to currently active mineral resource operations would 
not be affected by construction of Alternative 4.  Additionally, in 2009, and renewed in 2011, 
BLM segregated the Riverside East Solar Energy Zone (SEZ), which the project is located, from 
the operation of the mining law for two years. 

Section 2.4.3 (Structures and Facilities) and Table 3.10-3 (Mineral Resources Contained in Proj-
ect Construction Materials) of this EIS describe that a source(s) of sand and gravel would be 
required during proposed project construction.  Table 3.10-3 also identifies that a source(s) of 
metallic and non-metallic minerals would be required to produce steel and aluminum for project 
components, including the transformer, switchyard, transmission line, and PV panels.  Appropri-
ate source(s) of sand and gravel in proximity to the solar facility site would be identified by a 
construction contractor and permitted through the BLM.  Sand and gravel resources are common 
in the project study area, and construction of Alternative 4 would not substantially affect the sup-
ply of these minerals.  Metallic and non-metallic resources associated with project components 
would be procured by the manufacturer(s) of such components, and use of these resources would 
not substantially affect supply of these materials. 

Construction of Alternative 4 would also require the use of energy resources in the form of fuel 
for vehicles and equipment.  Energy resources for construction vehicles and equipment are 
readily available in the project study area, and the consumption of such resources during con-
struction would not constitute a substantial effect. 

The proposed solar facility is located in the Draft Solar Programmatic EIS-designated proposed 
Riverside East SEZ.  The Programmatic EIS is evaluating the BLM’s proposed actions to 
establish a new BLM Solar Energy Program applicable to utility-scale solar energy development 
on BLM-administered lands in six southwestern states (including California).  Therefore, the use 
of the solar facility site for solar energy generation would be consistent with the Solar Energy 
Zone.  Additionally, because the DHSP’s Form 299 was filed and accepted by BLM prior to 30 
June 2009, the project qualifies as a "pending project" under the terms of the Final Solar 
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Programmatic EIS (PEIS) and therefore would not be subject to its terms if the PEIS is adopted 
in its current form. 

Indirect Effects 

Development of Alternative 4 would not alter the jurisdiction or authority of the BLM related to 
mineral resources on BLM land.  Construction of Alternative 4 would not permanently preclude 
the availability of the solar facility site for exploration, extraction, and transport of mineral 
resources.  However, use of the solar facility site for renewable energy development would have 
a temporary impact that would preclude use of that site for mineral resource development for the 
projected 30-year life of the project. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Operation and maintenance activities would include the upkeep of internal access roads, and new 
gravel may be occasionally applied to ensure the integrity of road surfaces.  It is anticipated that 
the same gravel source(s) used for construction of Alternative 4 would be used during the opera-
tion and maintenance phase.  As described above, the source(s) of gravel during construction 
would be identified by a construction contractor and permitted through the BLM.  The quantity 
of aggregate needed for operation and maintenance of Alternative 4would be far less than that 
needed for construction, and would not substantially affect the supply of these materials. 

Metallic and/or non-metallic resources may also be required during operation and maintenance 
of the project, if certain facilities or infrastructure require replacement.  In addition, energy 
resources in the form of fuel for operational vehicles and equipment would be required.  The 
quantity of these resources needed for operation and maintenance of the project would be far less 
than would be needed for construction, and the use of these resources would not substantially 
affect regional supplies. 

Access to currently active mineral resource operations would not be affected by operations and 
maintenance of Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Development of Alternative 4 would not alter the jurisdiction or authority of the BLM related to 
mineral resources on BLM land.  Operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 would not perma-
nently preclude the availability of the solar facility site for exploration, extraction, and transport 
of mineral resources.  However, use of the solar facility site for renewable energy development 
would have a temporary impact that would preclude use of that site for mineral resource 
development for the projected 30-year life of the project. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning Alternative 4 would not require a source of mineral resources.  Energy 
resources in the form of fuel for decommissioning vehicles and equipment would be required; 
however, these resources are readily available in the project study area, and the consumption of 
such resources during decommissioning would not constitute a substantial effect.  Decommis-
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sioning Alternative 4 would not directly interfere with any active energy or mining operations, 
and would not substantially affect supplies of energy or mineral resources. 

Indirect Effects 

Decommissioning Alternative 4 would not result in any indirect effects to energy or mineral 
resources. 

Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 4 would not 
result in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to energy and mineral resources.  No miti-
gation measures are proposed. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 4 would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.10.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Alternative 5 would be constructed in the same location as Alternative 4 and would use the same 
project boundaries as Alternative 4, except that it would exclude the portion of the site which is 
within the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA). 

Construction 

Excluding the WHMA from development under Alternative 5 would require a proportionately 
smaller supply of energy and mineral resources.  This difference would be negligible with 
regards to the potential impacts of Alternative 5 on energy and mineral resources relative to 
Alternative 4 and therefore the effects of Alternative 5 would be substantially similar to Alterna-
tive 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Potential effects to energy and mineral resources associated with operation and maintenance of 
Alternative 5 would be the same as described in Section 4.10.6 for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Potential effects to energy and mineral resources associated with decommissioning of Alterna-
tive 5 would be the same as described in Section 4.10.6 for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 5 would not 
result in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to energy and mineral resources.  No miti-
gation measures are proposed. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 5 would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects to energy and mineral resources. 
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4.10.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 6 would be constructed in the same location as Alternative 4, but would exclude the 
155-acre southern parcel of Alternative 4 and a small portion of the northern parcel that contains 
sensitive plant species, crucifixion thorn, as shown on Figure 2-10, Alternative 6: Reduced 
Footprint Solar Project, in Appendix A. 

Construction 

Because of its smaller footprint, Alternative 6 would require a proportionately smaller supply of 
energy and mineral resources.  This difference would be negligible with regards to the potential 
impacts of Alternative 6 on energy and mineral resources relative to Alternative 4, and therefore 
the effects of Alternative 6 would be substantially the same as Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Potential effects to energy and mineral resources associated with operation and maintenance of 
Alternative 6 would be the same as described in Section 4.10.6 for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Potential effects to energy and mineral resources associated with decommissioning of Alterna-
tive 6 would be the same as described in Section 4.10.6 for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 6 would not 
result in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to energy and mineral resources.  No miti-
gation measures are proposed. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 6 would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects to energy and mineral resources. 

4.10.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6.  Alterna-
tive 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 150 MW nominal 
capacity project.  Project details are the same as for Alternative 4, with the only exception being 
the overall height of the panels for Alternative 7.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-
axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet.   

Construction 

Because of its smaller footprint, Alternative 7 would require a proportionately smaller supply of 
energy and mineral resources.  This difference would be negligible with regards to the potential 
impacts of Alternative 7 on energy and mineral resources relative to Alternative 4, and therefore 
the effects of Alternative 7 would be substantially the same as Alternative 4. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

Potential effects to energy and mineral resources associated with operation and maintenance of 
Alternative 7 would be the same as described in Section 4.10.6 for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Potential effects to energy and mineral resources associated with decommissioning of Alterna-
tive 7 would be the same as described in Section 4.10.6 for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 7 would not 
result in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to energy and mineral resources.  No miti-
gation measures are proposed. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 7 would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects to energy and mineral resources. 

4.10.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed or operated as part of the DHSP.  
Therefore, no energy and mineral resources effects related to construction, operations and main-
tenance, or decommissioning would occur. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures for energy and mineral resources are required for Alternative A. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No energy or mineral resources effects would result from the implementation of Alternative A. 

4.10.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Under Alternative B, the proposed gen-tie would utilize transmission infrastructure developed 
for First Solar’s Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) project by sharing the approved transmis-
sion towers.  However, the baseline for environmental effects is the existing condition of the site 
in September 2011.  At that time, construction of the DSSF transmission infrastructure had not 
yet commenced, so analysis of Alternative B includes all construction effects of this shared 
infrastructure. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

USGS identifies three mineral resource operations within five miles of project study area (Table 
3.10-1).  One of the mines is adjacent to Alternative B, but none of the mines is active.  There-
fore, access to currently active mineral resource operations would not be affected by construction 
of Alternative B. 
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Source(s) of energy and mineral resources would be required during construction of Alternative 
B due to infrastructure associated with transmission towers and the need to use construction 
vehicles and equipment.  Appropriate source(s) of sand and gravel in proximity to the Alterna-
tive B site would be identified by a construction contractor and permitted through the BLM.  
Sand and gravel resources are common in the area, and construction of Alternative B would not 
result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value to the region 
and the residents of the state, or of a locally important mineral resource recovery site.  Construc-
tion of Alternative B would not directly interfere with any active energy or mining operations, 
and would not substantially affect supplies of energy or mineral resources. 

Indirect Effects 

Development of Alternative B would not alter the jurisdiction or authority of the BLM related to 
mineral resources on BLM land and would not permanently preclude the availability of the gen-
tie line alignment for exploration, extraction, and transport of mineral resources. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative B may include repair or replacement of the gen-tie 
line, as necessary, and such activities could potentially require a source of energy resources for 
fuel associated with vehicles and equipment, and a source of mineral resources associated with 
the repair or replacement of project features.  If needed, it is anticipated that the same source(s) 
of energy and mineral resources used for construction of Alternative B would be used during the 
operation and maintenance phase.  Operation and maintenance of Alternative B would not result 
in the loss of availability of an active mineral recovery operation or substantially affect supplies 
of mineral or energy resources. 

Indirect Effects 

Development of Alternative B would not alter the jurisdiction or authority of the BLM related to 
mineral resources on BLM land and would not permanently preclude the availability of the gen-
tie line alignment for exploration, extraction, and transport of mineral resources. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of Alternative B would not require a source of mineral resources.  Energy 
resources in the form of fuel for decommissioning vehicles and equipment would be required; 
however, energy demands associated with decommissioning are readily available in the project 
study area, and the consumption of such resources during decommissioning would not constitute 
a substantial effect.  Decommissioning of Alternative B would not directly interfere with any 
active mining operations and would not constitute a substantial effect on regional energy or 
mineral supplies. 

Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative B would not 
result in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to energy and mineral resources such that 
mitigation measures are required.  No mitigation measures are proposed. 
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Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative B would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.10.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Under Alternative C, the gen-tie line would parallel the approved DSSF gen-tie line, and would 
be located on separate towers within the DSSF ROW.  The same number of towers in a nearly 
identical alignment to that of the DSSF gen-tie line would be constructed, and potential effects to 
energy and mineral resources associated with the Alternative C gen-tie line would be the same as 
potential effects to energy and mineral resources associated with the DSSF gen-tie line. 

Construction 

The effects of the construction of Alternative C would be the same as those of Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

The effects of operations and maintenance of Alternative C would be the same as those of Alter-
native B. 

Decommissioning 

The effects of decommissioning of Alternative C would be the same as those of Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative C would not 
result in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to energy and mineral resources.  No miti-
gation measures are proposed. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative C would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.10.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative D would be the 
same as described for Alternatives B and C, except it would require slightly less temporary and 
permanent ground disturbance. 

Construction 

The effects of the construction of Alternative D would be the same as those of Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Effects of operations and maintenance of Alternative D would be the same as for Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Effects of decommissioning of Alternative D would be the same as for Alternative B. 
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Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative D would not 
result in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to energy and mineral resources.  No 
mitigation measures are proposed. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative D would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.10.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative E would be essen-
tially the same as described for Alternative B, though permanent ground disturbance would be 
slightly reduced. 

Construction 

Effects would be the same for Alternative E as described above for Alternative D. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Effects would be the same as described for Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Effects would be the same as described for Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative E would not 
result in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to energy and mineral resources.  No miti-
gation measures are proposed. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative E would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.10.15 Cumulative Effects 

Cumulative effects to energy and mineral resources can result from individually minor but 
collectively significant actions taken over time.  Major past, present, and reasonably anticipated 
future projects in the area have been identified in Section 4.1.4 (Cumulative Scenario) of this 
EIS, and include energy generation, military uses, commercial and residential developments, and 
roadway improvements. 

Geographic Scope 

The geographic area considered for cumulative effects related to energy and mineral resources is 
within five miles of the proposed project and alternatives.  A number of alternative energy proj-
ects are proposed within 5 miles, (see Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 in Section 4.1.  Table 4.10-1 lists the 
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existing and foreseeable projects that could combine with the DHSP to result in cumulative effects 
on mineral resources. 

Table 4.10-1. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Energy and 
Minerals 

Within 5-mile radius of the 
proposed project and 
alternatives 

Loss of available energy and 
mineral resources 

For the proposed project and all 
alternatives: 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 
• Silverado Power Solar Project 
• Desert Center 5050 Solar Project 
• Chuckwalla Race Track 
• Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant 
• Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage 

Project (not for Alternative E) 
• Eagle Mountain Wind Project Met 

Towers (not for Alternative E) 
For Alternatives B through E: 
• Palen Solar Power Project 
• Sol Orchard 
• Red Bluff Substation 
• I-10 
• DPV1 
• DPV2 
• Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line 

The foreseeable projects that would combine with the proposed solar field area to create cumula-
tive effects in combination with any of the solar field alternatives and gen-tie line alternatives 
(Alternatives 4 through7 and B through E) include the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, the 
Silverado Power Solar Project, Desert Center 50 Solar Project, Chuckwalla Race Track, and 
Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant, Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project (not for Alternative E) 
and Eagle Mountain Wind Project Met Towers (not for Alternative E).  The gen-tie line alterna-
tives (Alternatives B through E), would have the potential for cumulative effects in combination 
with Sol Orchard, Palen Solar Power Project, the Red Bluff Substation, I-10, and DPV1, DPV2, 
and the Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line.  Table 3.10-1 in Section 3.10 (Mineral 
Resources in the project area) describes all known past and current mineral developments within 
five miles of the proposed solar facility site.  This table supplements the existing cumulative con-
ditions relevant to mineral resources. 

The temporal scope of this cumulative analysis is considered the period within which the pro-
posed project or an alternative is actively present or being decommissioned because during the 
life of the project, the solar facility site cannot be used to harvest other mining materials or 
energy sources. 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

Most of the projects listed in Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 and identified on Figure 4.1-1 in Appen-
dix A have either undergone independent environmental review pursuant to NEPA and/or CEQA 
or will do so prior to approval.  Even if environmental review has not been completed for the 
cumulative projects described, their effects were considered in the cumulative effects analyses in 
this EIS. 
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Effects related to access to known mineral resources are site-specific.  A cumulative effect would 
only occur where the proposed project would affect access to mineral resources in the same way, 
within the same time, and at the same location.  There are no active mineral resource operations 
within the boundaries of the DHSP.  USGS identifies three mineral resource operations near the 
project (Table 3.10-1), but none of the mines are active.  As previously described, mining claims 
on public lands under BLM jurisdiction are subject to BLM authority.  The presence of the 
DHSP would not alter this jurisdiction or authority and would not permanently preclude access 
to any known mineral resource.  Therefore, access to mineral resources would not be substan-
tially affected by construction, operation, or decommissioning of the DHSP, and the project 
would not contribute to any adverse cumulative effects. 

More generally, energy and mineral resources are common in the project study area.  Sand, 
gravel, metals, and fuels required for the proposed project or alternatives and existing and rea-
sonably foreseeable projects are widely available.  Construction, operation, and decommis-
sioning of the proposed project and existing and reasonable foreseeable projects would not sub-
stantially affect supply of these resources.  While effects related to mineral and energy resource 
supply would be additive, the construction and operation of other existing and foreseeable 
projects would also not substantially affect supply of these resources; therefore, there would be 
no adverse cumulative effects. 

Effects related to mineral and energy resources for Alternatives 5 through 7, and C through E 
would be essentially the same as described for the proposed project and with the contribution of 
existing and reasonable foreseeable projects would not represent substantial adverse cumulative 
effects.  The No Action and No Project Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A) would not 
contribute to any cumulative effects.  Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative effects, 
as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-
tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no 
additional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-
tie. 

4.10.16 CEQA Considerations 

This section is included in this EIS for future use by CEQA Lead and Responsible agencies, and 
is not required under NEPA. 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The significance criteria listed below are from the Environmental Checklist Form in Appendix G 
of the CEQA Guidelines; although the impact analysis presented in Sections 3.10.3 through 
4.10.14 address both energy and mineral resources, the CEQA significance criteria are specific to 
mineral resources.  These criteria are used to determine whether the proposed project or alterna-
tive would result in significant impacts to mineral resources under CEQA.  The proposed project 
and alternatives would result in a significant impact to mineral resources if one of the following 
criteria are met. 

MIN-1 Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value 
to the region and the residents of the state. 

MIN-2 Result in the loss of availability of a locally-important mineral resource recovery site 
delineated on a local general plan, specific plan or other land use plan. 
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CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A would not involve construction of the solar facility or gen-tie line.  
These alternatives would have no impacts on mineral or energy resources. 

The proposed project and alternatives would require a source(s) of mineral resources during the 
construction and operation/maintenance phases, but development of the solar facility site would 
not interfere with any active mining operations, and would not constitute a substantial impact on 
regionally or locally important mineral resources.  Development of the proposed project or an 
alternative does not alter BLM’s jurisdiction or authority as related to mineral claims and explo-
rations, and the potential for future explorations for mineral resources to occur on the solar 
facility site during the lifetime of the project would continue to be subject to BLM approval.  
However, use of the solar facility site for renewable energy development would have a tempo-
rary impact that would preclude use of that site for mineral resources that would persist for a sig-
nificant duration, the expected 30-year life of the project.  Additionally, temporary access restric-
tions to mineral resources could occur as a result of project-related traffic.  Therefore, Signifi-
cance Criterion MIN-1 is addressed in the following discussion. 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the proposed project or an 
alternative would not result in impacts associated with the loss of availability of a locally impor-
tant mineral resource recovery site delineated on a local general plan, specific plan, or other land 
use plan (Significance Criterion MIN-2); therefore, Significance Criterion MIN-2 would not be 
met by the project or an alternative and is not addressed below. 

Alternative 4 

During construction and decommissioning of Alternative 4, traffic associated with the project 
would have the potential to affect mineral resources production in the project vicinity.  However, 
there are no active mines within five miles of the project site at this time (MRDS 2011).  Any 
potential access restrictions associated with the movement of vehicles and equipment to and 
from the site would be temporary. 

During operation and maintenance of Alternative 4, access onto and across the solar facility site 
for the purposes of mineral exploration and extraction would be subject to the continued 
permitting authority of the BLM.  Traffic associated with operation and maintenance of Alterna-
tive 4 would have a small potential to result in temporary access restrictions to mineral opera-
tions in the area; however, this would not result in impacts associated with the loss of availability 
of a known mineral resource that would be of value to the region and the residents of the state.  
Since BLM would still have jurisdiction over mineral resources on BLM land and any traffic-
related effects on access to mineral resources would be temporary, the impacts of Alternative 4 
related to Significance Criterion MIN-1 would be less than significant, and no mitigation is 
required. 

Cumulative Impacts.  Any impacts related to Significance Criterion MIN-1 would be minimal.  
Therefore, Alternative 4 would not represent a considerable contribution to any cumulative 
impacts to mineral resources. 

Alternative 5 

Impacts would be the same as for Alternative 4. 
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Alternative 6 

Impacts would be the same as for Alternative 4. 

Alternative 7 

Impacts would be the same as for Alternative 4. 

Alternative B 

During construction and decommissioning of Alternative B, traffic associated with the gen-tie 
line alternative would have the potential to affect mineral resources production in the project 
vicinity.  However, there are no active mines within five miles of the ROW at this time (MRDS 
2011).  Any potential access restrictions associated with the movement of vehicles and equip-
ment to and from the site would be temporary. 

During operation and maintenance of Alternative B, access across the ROW for the purposes of 
mineral exploration and extraction would be subject to the continued permitting authority of the 
BLM.  Traffic associated with operation and maintenance of Alternative B would be negligible 
and would not result in impacts associated with the loss of availability of a known mineral 
resource that would be of value to the region and the residents of the state.  Since BLM would 
still have jurisdiction over mineral resources on BLM land and any traffic-related effects on 
access to mineral resources would be temporary, the impacts of Alternative B related to Signifi-
cance Criterion MIN-1 would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required. 

Alternative C 

Impacts would be essentially the same as for Alternative B. 

Alternative D 

Impacts would be essentially the same as for Alternative B. 

Alternative E 

Impacts would be essentially the same as for Alternative B. 

Cumulative Impacts.  Any impacts related to Significance Criterion MIN-1 would be minimal.  
Therefore, the project would not represent a considerable contribution to any cumulative impacts 
to mineral resources. 

CEQA-Required Energy Conservation Analysis 

In order to ensure that energy implications are considered in project decisions, CEQA requires 
that EIRs include a discussion of the potential energy impacts of proposed projects, with particu-
lar emphasis on avoiding or reducing inefficient, wasteful and unnecessary consumption of 
energy (see Public Resources Code section 21100(b)(3)).  According to Appendix F of the State 
CEQA Guidelines, the goal of conserving energy implies the wise and efficient use of energy 
including: (1) decreasing overall per capita energy consumption; (2) decreasing reliance on fossil 
fuels; and (3) increasing reliance on renewable energy sources. 
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The DHSP itself would help achieve this goal because it would develop a renewable source of 
power, helping to offset the use of nonrenewable resources and contribute to an overall reduction 
of nonrenewable resources currently used to generate electricity.  This is discussed in more detail 
below.  In addition, Section 4.5 (Climate Change) describes effects on climate change/green-
house gas emissions that would be caused by implementation of the DHSP, including a discus-
sion on the effects of the projects on energy resources.  Sections 4.2 (Air Quality) and 4.18 (Trans-
portation) also discuss energy consuming equipment and vehicle trips required by the proposed 
project and alternatives. 

In the absence of the DHSP, other power plants, both renewable and nonrenewable, may have to 
be constructed to serve the demand for electricity and to meet the California Renewables 
Portfolio Standard (RPS).  Existing gas-fired plants may operate longer in order to meet the 
demand for energy.  The impacts of these other facilities may be similar to those of the proposed 
solar facility because they require land areas comparable in size and environmental impacts com-
parable in degree to those required for the DHSP, whether for energy production or fuel 
extraction.  Additionally, the environmental impacts of developing transmission capacity for 
such other power plants may be greater, especially where no transmission capacity exists or 
where energy production cannot be geographically concentrated to minimize the number of new 
transmission lines needed. 

If the proposed solar facility were not built, California utilities would not receive the 150 MW 
contribution to the renewable state-mandated energy portfolio.  SB X1-2 codifies the requirement 
to achieve 33 percent RPS statewide by the end of 2020, a key element of the 2008 AB 32 Scoping 
Plan (CARB 2008).  To meet these requirements, the investor-owned utilities (IOUs) will have to 
almost triple their annual renewable energy procurement, from 33 terawatt-hours (TWh) in 2010 
to 87 TWh by 2020.  The project is expected to generate at least 300,000 MWh of renewable 
energy annually over its lifetime, a small but significant portion of the necessary new generation.  
In addition to contributing to renewable energy generation, specific measures and design features 
included by the DHSP Applicant in the project description that would conserve energy include: 

 Requiring contractors to submit and implement a transportation plan describing how workers 
would travel to the project site and how to encourage carpooling and alternative forms of 
transportation (Applicant Measure AQ-4); and 

 Commitment to recycling components from solar facility after decommissioning (Applicant 
Measure HAZ-10, Decommissioning Plan). 

Specific requirements in project mitigation measures that would conserve energy and minimize 
inefficient and unnecessary consumption of energy include: 

 Mitigation measure to control on-site emissions (MM AIR-2) and increase equipment effi-
ciency (MM AIR-4); 

 Mitigation measure requiring the project owner to recycle photovoltaic panels and other 
infrastructure (MM PHS-6); and 

 Mitigation measure requiring the project owner develop a master Drought Water Management 
Program and a master Water Conservation Education Program (MM WAT-6). 
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Compliance with the applicant measures and mitigation measures identified in this EIS, would 
ensure that the proposed project and alternatives would not involve wasteful, inefficient, or 
unnecessary consumption of energy. 
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4.11 LANDS AND REALTY 

4.11.1 Methodology for Analysis 

The BLM Master Title Plats (MTPs) and Land and Mineral Legacy Rehost 2000 System of 
automated records (LR2000) were reviewed to obtain information related to pending and author-
ized uses on the lands potentially affected by the proposed project and alternatives.  Effects 
assessment with respect to NEPA was based on known impacts relative to construction, opera-
tion, maintenance and decommissioning of right-of-way (ROW) and land-use permits of all 
types on BLM-administered land. 

4.11.2 Applicant Measures 

The following Applicant Measure (AM) has been incorporated as design features of the proposed 
project (and all action alternatives) and shall be implemented to reduce adverse impacts associ-
ated with the project.  In some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or expand on AM 
reporting requirements, timing of implementation, or other details where appropriate.  Where 
there is a conflict between provisions of the mitigation measures imposed and the following AM, 
the mitigation measures take precedence. 

AM LU-1  Notification.  Property owners within 300 feet of the project shall be notified of 
all major project construction milestones, such as start of project construction.  
Said property owners shall be provided with a detailed construction schedule at 
least 30 days before construction so that they are informed as to the time and loca-
tion of disturbance.  Updates shall be provided as necessary. 

4.11.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would not amend 
the California Desert Conservation Area Plan 1980, as amended (CDCA Plan).  As a result, no 
solar energy project would be constructed on the project site and BLM would continue to 
manage the site consistent with the existing land use designation in the CDCA Plan. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would remain in its existing condition in the 
near future, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground 
disturbance.  As a result, effects from the project would not occur.  A wide variety of uses such 
as mining, livestock grazing, recreation, energy, and the development of new utility facilities are 
allowed on the site under the BLM’s land use designation of Class M, and it is possible that 
another applicant would use the site for an allowed land use in the future.  Impacts from these 
projects would be dependent on the type of use proposed, and a separate NEPA process would be 
required. 

4.11.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and the BLM would 
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manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  
No effects from the DHSP would occur.   

4.11.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy 
development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and the BLM 
would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use 
Plan.  No effects from the DHSP would occur.   

4.11.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Existing and Planned Land Uses.  Construction of Alternative 4 would develop 1,208 acres of 
undeveloped BLM-administered land, designated Multiple Use Class (MUC) M (Moderate Use) 
by the CDCA Plan.  Per the CDCA Plan, solar energy generation facilities may be allowed on 
Class M land after NEPA requirements are met.  The EIS addresses that requirement.  Addition-
ally, because DHSP project site is not currently identified as being associated with power genera-
tion, approval of Alternative 4 would require the CDCA Plan to be amended to identify the site 
as eligible for solar power generation.  Therefore, Alternative 4 would not conflict with the 
CDCA Plan. 

Two existing ROWs and one proposed ROW cross or would cross the southwestern portion of 
Alternative 4.  Alternative 4 solar panels would avoid the existing and proposed transmission 
lines; however, the electrical collection systems would potentially cross the existing transmission 
ROWs.  Because Alternative 4 would be subject to the previously existing ROW or other uses, 
Mitigation Measure LR-1 (Prior ROW Coordination Plan) is required to minimize impacts to 
prior ROW holders as required by the BLM.  The BLM sent a letter to the Applicant on 
August 22, 2011 that listed the existing prior authorizations and segregations and advised the 
Applicant to coordinate the proposed solar energy development with the holders of prior existing 
rights.  The BLM send letters to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and Southern Cali-
fornia Edison in August 2011 notifying them of the proposed solar facility. 

The Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project is planned to include a transmission line traversing 
the southwest parcel of the proposed DHSP (see Figure 2-3a in Appendix A).  A Final EIS was 
published January 20, 2012.  A Record of Decision has not yet been published.  The Eagle 
Mountain Pumped Storage Project proposed transmission line would be a double circuit 500-kV 
transmission line that generally paralleled Eagle Mountain Road.  The preferred alternative for 
the transmission line would parallel the existing 160-kV SCE transmission line for 10.5 miles.  
The electrical collection systems for Alternative 4 would potentially cross the preferred alterna-
tive.  Because Alternative 4 would be subject to the previously existing ROW or other uses, Miti-
gation Measure LR-1 (Prior ROW Coordination Plan) is required to minimize impacts to prior 
ROW holders as required by the BLM.  The Solar Energy Development Programmatic EIS is, 
similarly, in its draft form.  As it does not describe any specific development in the vicinity of 
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Alternative 4, but is intended to plan for future solar development in the area, Alternative 4 
would not conflict with any planned uses in the Solar Energy Development Programmatic EIS 
and would be consistent with planned uses described therein. 

Habitat Conservation Areas.  The NECO Plan serves as the Habitat Conservation Plan for the 
project study area.  It designates the Chuckwalla DWMA and Critical Habitat Unit (CHU) and 
the Alligator Rock ACEC as habitat conservation areas.  Alternative 4 would not overlap with 
and therefore would not affect these habitat conservation areas.  The Palen-Ford WHMA over-
laps 47 acres of Alternative 4 in its northeast corner (see Figure 3.11-1 in Appendix A).  This 
portion of the WHMA is nearly linear, abutted directly to the north by the Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm (DSSF) project.  Construction of Alternative 4 would heavily affect the portion of the 
WHMA it overlaps.  Because of its shape, small size, and low connectivity to the rest of the 
WHMA, affecting this area would have little effect on the management of the WHMA as a 
whole (see Section 4.4.7, Construction, Direct Effects: Wildlife Management Areas).  Imple-
menting Mitigation Measures to protect wildlife habitat and connectivity would reduce any 
potential land-use effects to the overall WHMA.  Mitigation Measure VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site 
Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat) and MM WIL-9 (Pro-Rated Contribution 
to the Desert Tortoise Population Connectivity Effectiveness Monitoring Plan) would offset 
Alternative 4 impacts to wildlife movement, including desert tortoise population connectivity, in 
the upper Chuckwalla Valley.  MM VEG-6 incorporates the requirement that “the primary focus 
area for acquiring parcels to maintain/improve connectivity will be along the I-10 corridor 
between Desert Center and Cactus City with a priority on parcels that connect conserved lands 
on either side of the I-10 through large culverts or bridges; the habitat compensation ratio for 
mitigation lands along the I-10 corridor shall be 1:1 for each acre of total long-term and perma-
nent disturbance.”  MM WIL-9 would require the project owner to contribute on a pro-rated 
basis to funding the Desert Tortoise Population Connectivity Effectiveness Monitoring Plan con-
servation measure described in the Desert Sunlight Biological Opinion. 

Alternative 4 would be located within the Riverside East Solar Energy Zone (SEZ) in the Solar 
Energy Development Programmatic EIS.  The Solar Energy Development Programmatic EIS 
does not describe any specific development in the vicinity of Alternative 4 but is intended to plan 
for future solar development in the area.  Alternative 4 would not conflict with any planned uses 
in the Solar Energy Development Programmatic EIS and would be consistent with planned uses 
described therein. 

Agriculture.  Alternative 4 would not affect any agricultural lands.  The nearest agricultural 
lands are approximately 1,000 feet west of Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Construction effects associated with Alternative 4 would not result in substantial changes to pop-
ulation growth or density that would affect lands and realty or agriculture.  Indirect effects 
associated with ecosystems, such as effects to the functionality of land outside the project area in 
the WHMA or DWMA are addressed in Section 4.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and 
Section 4.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife). 
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Operation and Maintenance 

The direct and indirect effects to land and realty resources resulting from the operation and main-
tenance of Alternative 4 would not be any different from the impacts related to the construction 
of the project, but would be somewhat less as the operation and maintenance would not impacts 
some land affected during construction, such as staging areas, resulting in a reduced footprint.  
With Alternative 4, approximately 1,208 acres of land managed by the BLM would be unavail-
able for other uses for approximately 30 years.  No conflicts with the CDCA Plan, NECO Plan, 
or known existing or proposed land uses would occur. 

A Federal Energy Regulation Commission (FERC) withdrawal area for the proposed Eagle 
Mountain Pumped Storage Project (EMPSP, “Power Project P-13123”) overlaps the 
southwestern parcel of Alternative 4.  As proposed, none of the proposed DHSP solar modules 
would overlap with this withdrawal area, though gravel access roads could potentially overlap.  
Mitigation Measure LR-2 would ensure that no incompatible project infrastructure would impact 
existing FERC exclusion or public land withdrawal areas, and that compatible infrastructure, 
such as access roads, would only be allowed in the FERC withdrawal areas if they do not 
preclude the licensed use or if the licensee is reimbursed for any costs related to the DHSP (see 
Appendix P for full text of BLM letter to FERC).   

Indirect effects associated with ecosystems, such as effects to the functionality of land outside 
the project study area in the WHMA or DWMA are addressed in Section 4.3 (Biological 
Resources – Vegetation) and Section 4.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife). 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Existing and Planned Land Uses.  Decommissioning of Alternative 4 would temporarily affect 
a footprint similar to that of construction.  When decommissioning is complete, the area would 
be restored to its existing BLM multiple use status, making the land available for other uses.  
Decommissioning would require coordination similar to that performed during construction 
where Alternative 4 overlapped existing uses (including roads and transmission lines).  Once 
decommissioning is complete, Alternative 4 would no longer overlap these uses.  No conflicts 
with the CDCA Plan, NECO Plan or known existing or proposed land uses would occur. 

Applicable Land Use Plans, Policies, or Regulations.  Land use plans, policies, or regulations 
may have changed by the time Alternative 4 would be decommissioned.  A decommissioning 
plan would be created to ensure that decommissioning was conducted in accordance with then-
current land use plans, policies, or regulations. 

Habitat Conservation Areas.  Decommissioning Alternative 4 would not affect any habitat 
conservation areas as the site does not currently overlap habitat conservation areas, nor would 
any be designated at the site while it would be in use as a solar farm.  Decommissioning would 
create effects similar to those of construction in the WHMA, and mitigation measures for biolog-
ical resources would reduce these effects.  Mitigation Measure VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site 
Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat) and MM WIL-9 (Pro-Rated Contribution 
to the Desert Tortoise Population Connectivity Effectiveness Monitoring Plan) would offset proj-
ect impacts to wildlife movement, including desert tortoise population connectivity, in the upper 
Chuckwalla Valley.  MM VEG-6 incorporates the requirement that “The primary focus area for 
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acquiring parcels to maintain/improve connectivity will be along the I-10 corridor between Des-
ert Center and Cactus City with a priority on parcels that connect conserved lands on either side 
of the I-10 through large culverts or bridges; the habitat compensation ratio for mitigation lands 
along the I-10 corridor shall be 1:1 for each acre of total long-term and permanent disturbance.”  
MM WIL-9 would require the project owner to contribute on a pro-rated basis to funding the 
Desert Tortoise Population Connectivity Effectiveness Monitoring Plan conservation measure 
described in the Desert Sunlight Biological Opinion. 

Agriculture.  Decommissioning Alternative 4 would not affect any agricultural lands as the site 
does not currently overlap agricultural lands, nor would any agricultural lands be designated on 
the site while it was being used as a solar farm. 

Indirect Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative 4 would not result in substantial changes to population growth 
or density that would affect lands and realty or agriculture.  Indirect effects associated with 
ecosystems, such as effects to the functionality of land outside the solar facility area in the 
WHMA or DWMA are addressed in Section 4.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and Sec-
tion 4.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife). 

Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce effects to ROW holders to 
the maximum extent feasible. 

MM LR -1 Prior ROW Coordination.  The project owner shall coordinate with any prior 
ROW holders, document the effect the new use would have on existing holders, 
and resolve any incompatibilities to the existing holders at the project owner’s 
expense.  The project owner shall bear all costs for relocating, modifying, or 
flagging any facilities such as power poles, conductors, or pipelines that might be 
necessary to accommodate the new use. 

MM LR-2 FERC Withdrawal Compatibility.  The project owner shall construct, operate, 
and maintain all facilities located within the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) withdrawal area so as not to interfere with or preclude use 
of the withdrawn public lands for the EMPSP (Power Project P-13123).  The 
DHSP project owner shall be responsible for any costs necessary to maintain or 
modify any DHSP facilities to accommodate use of public land under Power 
Project P-13123.  If Power Project P-13123 is licensed by FERC, the project 
owner shall also be responsible for reimbursing the licensee for all reasonable 
costs incurred by the licensee as a result of the project owner’s use of withdrawn 
public land.  “Project components” include fencing, solar modules, overhead or 
underground transmission lines, gravel or paved access roads, or other project 
facilities that have the potential to interfere with the licensed use on the 
withdrawn land.   

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the project would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 
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4.11.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Alternative 5 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 4, except 
that it would exclude the portion of the site which is within the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Man-
agement Area (WHMA), as shown on Figure 2-9, in Appendix A. 

Effects of construction, operation and maintenance and decommissioning under Alternative 5 
would substantially the same as those under Alternative 4.  The notable exception is that Alterna-
tive 5 would avoid direct effects to the WHMA as those lands would be excluded from the Alter-
native 5 site, and therefore measures would not be required to mitigate effects.  No conflicts with 
the CDCA Plan or NECO Plan would occur.  Because Alternative 5 would be subject to the same 
previously existing ROW or other uses as Alternative 4, Mitigation Measure LR-1 (Prior ROW 
Coordination Plan) is required to minimize impacts to prior ROW holders as required by the 
BLM. 

Decommissioning 

The effects resulting from decommissioning of Alternative 5 would be the same as those dis-
cussed under Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The measure identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative 5. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the project would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.11.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 6 would exclude the 155-acre southern parcel of the solar facility site and a small 
portion of the northern parcel that contains sensitive plant species, crucifixion thorn, as shown on 
Figure 2-10, Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint Solar Project, in Appendix A. 

Because the land removed from development consideration under Alternative 6 is all BLM land 
under the same designation as the rest of the solar facility, effects of the construction, operation 
and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 6 on land use would not differ from those 
described with respect to Alternative 4; however, the magnitude would be reduced commensu-
rate with the reduced footprint. 

No conflicts with the CDCA Plan, NECO Plan, or known existing or proposed land uses would 
occur.  Alternative 6 would not develop the southwestern portion of the project which is encum-
bered by previously existing ROW. 

Decommissioning 

The effects resulting from decommissioning of Alternative 6 would be the same as those dis-
cussed under Alternative 4. 
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Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the project would not result 
in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to lands and realty such that mitigation measures 
are required.  No mitigation measures are proposed. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 6 would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.11.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6.  Alterna-
tive 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 150 MW nominal 
capacity project.  Project details are the same as for Alternative 4, with the only exception being 
the overall height of the panels for Alternative 7.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-
axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet. 

Because the land removed from development consideration under Alternative 7 is all BLM land 
under the same designation as the rest of the solar facility, effects of the construction and decom-
missioning of Alternative 7 on land use would not differ from those described with respect to 
Alternative 4; however, the magnitude would be reduced commensurate with the reduced 
footprint. 

No conflicts with the CDCA Plan, NECO Plan, or known existing or proposed land uses would 
occur.  Alternative 7 would not develop the southwestern portion of the project which is encum-
bered by previously existing ROW. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Higher panels used during operation of Alternative 7 have the potential to affect the DSSF 
immediately north of the DHSP by shading the DSSF’s shorter panels.  Implementation of 
Mitigation Measure LR-3 would eliminate this impact by ensuring that no shading of DSSF solar 
panels would occur. 

Decommissioning 

The effects resulting from decommissioning of Alternative 7 would be the same as those dis-
cussed under Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce effects to ROW holders to 
the maximum extent feasible. 

MM LR -3 Eliminate DSSF Panel Shading.  If a higher panel alternative is adopted, the 
project owner shall ensure that the project layout does not result in shading of 
neighboring solar panels in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF), the existing 
ROW holder immediately north of the proposed solar facility site.  The burden of 
proof shall rest with the project owner (of the Desert Harvest Solar Project 
[DHSP]) to demonstrate that no shading would occur on DSSF panels through 
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commissioning of an engineering study carried out by a qualified professional.  
The study shall be submitted to DSSF and BLM for review prior to BLM’s 
issuance of a notice to proceed for the DHSP.  DSSF shall be given 30 days to 
respond, and BLM has the final authority to approve or reject the findings of the 
study.  If BLM determines that adjacent shading would occur, a notice to proceed 
for the DHSP will be withheld until a redesign of the DHSP shows no shading of 
adjacent DSSF panels, or until a suitable financial agreement is reached between 
the DSSF and the DHSP.   

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With implementation of MM LR-3, the construction, operation and maintenance, and decommis-
sioning of Alternative 7 would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.11.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed or operated as part of the DHSP.  
Therefore, no effects related to construction, operations and maintenance, or decommissioning 
would occur. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are required for Alternative A. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No effects would result from the implementation of Alternative A. 

4.11.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Although Alternative B would share transmission infrastructure with the approved Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) project, the baseline for environmental effects is the existing condi-
tion of the site in September, 2011.  At that time, construction of the DSSF transmission infra-
structure had not yet commenced, so analysis of Alternative B includes the full construction 
effects of this shared infrastructure. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction of Alternative B would permanently disturb 92 acres within a ROW area of approx-
imately 256 acres of primarily undeveloped multiple use BLM-administered land as a transmis-
sion line corridor.  Alternative B would overlap the following existing authorized uses described 
in Table 3.11-2: 

 Municipal Water District (MWD) ROW for canals and ditches; 
 Two Southern California Edison (SCE) transmission lines; 
 FERC Withdrawal for transmission and water supply;  
 Interstate (I-) 10, which is under the jurisdiction of Caltrans; 
 Underground telephone cable owned by Sprint; 
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 State Route (SR-)177, which is under the jurisdiction of Caltrans; 
 Kaiser Road, which is under the jurisdiction of Riverside County; 
 Southern California Gas Company water pipeline and well; and 
 A privately-owned access road. 

Adverse effects from road crossings would be temporary and limited to short-term traffic distur-
bance and access limitations during wire stringing.  Towers would be sited to provide access and 
required buffers for the MWD ROW, the telephone cable, and the water pipeline and well, thus 
avoiding direct impacts to these existing land uses.  The transmission lines could require minor 
design or siting modification, but all modifications would be done in accordance with existing 
laws and regulations by SCE and under the oversight of the California Public Utilities Commis-
sion and the California Independent System Operator.  Adverse effects to existing land uses 
would be minimal. 

Applicable Land Use Plans, Policies, or Regulations.  The majority of Alternative B would be 
on BLM-administered land, approximately half of which is designated as Multiple Use Class M 
(Moderate Use) by the CDCA Plan.  The other half of Alternative B would run along the west 
side of Kaiser Road, where it would be on land designated BLM Multiple Use Class L (Limited 
Use) by the CDCA Plan.  Electrical generation, transmission, and distribution facilities may be 
allowed on both Moderate and Limited Use land within designated utility corridors after NEPA 
requirements are met and a plan amendment is approved.  No conflicts with the CDCA Plan 
would occur. 

The portion of Alternative B southeast of SR-177 (approximately 5 miles) would be within des-
ignated utility corridor “K,” but the remainder of the DHSP gen-tie line route would cross BLM 
lands outside of utility corridor “K.”  As explained in Chapter 2, the CDCA Plan would be 
amended to authorize those portions of the Alternative B gen-tie line route across BLM-managed 
lands outside of utility corridor “K.”   A large portion of Alternative B would be located within 
or adjacent to the existing Riverside County ROW for Kaiser Road where the underlying man-
agement is BLM, except for one parcel of land owned by MWD and one Riverside County fee-
owned parcel.  According to Riverside County Code Section 17.284.020 excavation in, construc-
tion in, and installation of improvements or structures in the Riverside County ROW is permitted 
only upon the issuance of an encroachment permit.  The Applicant will apply to the County of 
Riverside Transportation Department for an encroachment permit for Alternative B in accord-
ance with Chapter 17.284 of the Riverside County Code.  The Applicant would also enter into a 
land license agreement, lease, or permanent easement with MWD for the portions of land owned 
in fee by MWD, and would rely on this EIS to satisfy the CEQA obligations of MWD. 

An 845-foot (0.2-mile) portion of Alternative B would traverse the FERC withdrawal area west 
of Kaiser Road.  Only 145 feet of this overlap would occur on public lands owned by the BLM 
and withdrawn under the FPA; the remainder of the overlap would occur on private land owned 
by the MWD.  Implementation of MM LR-2 would ensure that no impacts to the withdrawal 
holder under the FPA would occur.   

A 0.6-mile portion of Alternative B would traverse one private parcel designated by the County’s 
General Plan as Open-Space Rural (OS-RUR) and zoned Natural Assets (N-A).  The OS-RUR 
designation allows limited development.  Alternative B would comply with the development pol-
icies of the OS-RUR designation because it would be constructed with building materials such as 
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steel poles that rust to blend into the natural landscape, and would generally track existing power 
lines and power line ROW.  Utility substations are permitted in the N-A zone subject to the issu-
ance of a plot plan.  The County’s Code also permits public utility uses within any zoning classi-
fication subject to the issuance of a public use permit. 

Alternative B would be located within the Riverside East SEZ of the Solar Energy Development 
Programmatic EIS.  As described above for Alternative 4, the Solar Energy Development Pro-
grammatic EIS does not describe any specific development in the vicinity of Alternative B, but is 
intended to plan for future solar development in the area.  Therefore, Alternative B would not 
conflict with any planned uses in the Solar Energy Development Programmatic EIS and would 
be consistent with planned uses described therein. 

Habitat Conservation Areas.  Alternative B would traverse the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU 
to reach the Red Bluff Substation, which would result in temporary and permanent land distur-
bance.  The NECO Plan allows for development in 1 percent of the DWMA.  The BLM-adminis-
tered portion of the DWMA is approximately 465,287 acres in size; therefore, the development 
of Alternative B would represent a negligible percentage (0.008 percent) of the allowable devel-
opment within the DWMA.  The exact acreage disturbed and a discussion of effects to habitat 
and wildlife are described in Sections 4.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and 4.4 (Biolog-
ical Resources – Wildlife). 

As described above for Alternative 4, compliance with the CDFG’s interim requirements is 
addressed in Sections 4.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and 4.4 (Biological Resources – 
Wildlife) along with mitigation required to ensure compliance. 

Agriculture.  Alternative B would not affect any agricultural lands.  The nearest agricultural 
lands are approximately 1,000 feet west of Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

Construction effects associated with Alternative B would not result in substantial changes to 
population growth or density that would affect lands and realty or agriculture.  Indirect effects 
associated with ecosystems, such as effects to the functionality of land outside the project area in 
the DWMA are addressed in Section 4.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and Section 4.4 
(Biological Resources – Wildlife). 

Operation and Maintenance 

The direct and indirect effects to land and realty resources resulting from the operation and main-
tenance of Alternative B would be reduced compared to those discussed under construction of 
Alternative B.  Some land that would be affected by construction, such as staging areas, would 
not be affected during operation and maintenance, resulting in a reduced footprint.  Indirect 
effects associated with ecosystems, such as effects to the functionality of land outside the project 
area in the DWMA are addressed in Section 4.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and Section 
4.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife). 
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Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Existing and Planned Land Uses.  Decommissioning of Alternative B would affect a footprint 
similar to that of construction.  When decommissioning is complete, 92 acres of land would be 
restored and would be available for other uses.  Decommissioning would require coordination 
similar to that performed during construction where Alternative B overlapped existing uses 
(including roads and transmission lines).  Once decommissioning is complete, Alternative B 
would no longer overlap these uses. 

Habitat Conservation Areas.  Decommissioning Alternative B would initially result in addi-
tional disturbance to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU where Alternative B overlaps these habi-
tat conservation areas.  The NECO Plan allows for development in 1 percent of the DWMA.  
The amount of land disturbed would be much less than the 1 percent allowed by the NECO Plan 
and the disturbance would be limited to the duration of decommissioning activities.  When 
decommissioning is complete, these lands would be restored and could once again be used as a 
habitat conservation area. 

The other effects resulting from decommissioning Alternative B (i.e., effects to land use plans, 
policies or regulations, and agricultural lands) would be the same as those described under 
decommissioning of Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative B would not result in substantial changes to population growth 
or density that would affect lands and realty or agriculture.  Indirect effects associated with eco-
systems, such as effects to the functionality of land outside the project area in the DWMA are 
addressed in Section 4.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and Section 4.4 (Biological 
Resources – Wildlife). 

Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the project would not result 
in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to lands and realty such that mitigation measures 
are required.  No mitigation measures are proposed. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the project would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.11.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Alternative C would be built in the same ROW and follow the same path as Alternative B, but 
would construct new transmission infrastructure rather than sharing the DSSF infrastructure.  
The Alternative C ROW would extend west of the approved DSSF gen-tie ROW, 60 feet into the 
adjacent Chuckwalla DWMA to accommodate intermittent wind sway of overhanging con-
ductors.  No planned temporary or permanent ground disturbance would occur within the DWMA; 
ground disturbance in the DWMA would occur only during emergency maintenance. 
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Because the baseline for the proposed project does not include any of the proposed construction 
for the DSSF gen-tie line, the direct and indirect effects of constructing, operating and main-
taining, and decommissioning Alternative C would be substantially similar to effects described 
under Alternative B.  However, Alternative C would cross the DSSF transmission line, an 
existing encumbrance on BLM land.  Because Alternative C would be subject to the previously 
existing ROW, Mitigation Measure LR-1 (Prior ROW Coordination Plan) is required to mini-
mize impacts to prior ROW holders as required by the BLM. 

Alternative C would extend into the Chuckwalla DWMA.  Although no temporary or permanent 
ground disturbance is planned in the DWMA, ground disturbance would potentially occur during 
emergency maintenance.  Mitigation Measure VEG-6 would reduce any adverse effects to the 
DWMA, see Section 4.17, Special Designations. 

No conflicts with the CDCA Plan or NECO Plan would occur.  Alternative C would cross the 
existing Desert Sunlight ROW.  Because Alternative 4 would be subject to the previously exist-
ing ROW or other uses, Mitigation Measure LR-1 (Prior ROW Coordination Plan) is required to 
minimize impacts to prior ROW holders as required by the BLM.  No conflicts with BLM or 
Riverside County land use requirements would occur. 

Mitigation Measures 

The measure identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative C. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative C would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.11.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Existing and Planned Land Uses.  Construction of Alternative D would develop 86 acres of 
generally undeveloped multiple use BLM-administered land as a transmission line ROW.  Alter-
native D would cross the following existing authorized uses described in Table 3.11-2: 

 MWD ROW for canals and ditches; 
 FERC Withdrawal for transmission and water supply; 
 One existing 161-kV SCE transmission line; 
 I-10, which is under the jurisdiction of Caltrans; and 
 Underground telephone cable owned by Sprint. 

In addition, Alternative D would cross the following existing authorized uses described in Table 
3.11-2: 

 SR-177, which is under the jurisdiction of Caltrans. 

Effects from road crossings would be temporary and limited to short-term traffic disturbance 
during wire stringing.  Towers would be sited to maintain access and required buffers for the 
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MWD ROW and the underground telephone cable; however, temporary disturbance could occur.  
The transmission lines could require minor design or siting modification. 

The Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project’s staff alternative double-circuit 500 kV transmis-
sion line would follow the same SCE transmission ROW as Alternative D.  The Eagle Mountain 
Pumped Storage Project requested use of a 200-foot ROW for the transmission line (SWRCB 
2010).  The existing 161-kV SCE transmission line is located in a 100-foot ROW, with an addi-
tional 20-foot ROW immediately adjacent to this ROW (BLM 2011).  Because Alternative D 
would be subject to the previously existing ROW or other uses, Mitigation Measures LR-1 (Prior 
ROW Coordination Plan) and LR-2 (FERC ROW Compatibility) are required to minimize 
impacts to prior ROW holders as required by the BLM. 

Applicable Land Use Plans, Policies, or Regulations.  Construction of Alternative D would 
also cross 5.1 miles of private land.  Approximately 1.5 miles of the private land is zoned 
A-1-20, Agricultural.  Public utility facilities are permitted in the A-1 zone subject to the 
approval of a permit and plot plan by Riverside County (Riverside County 2009).  The remainder 
is zoned W-2-10, Controlled Development Zone.  Transmission lines are allowed in W-2-10 
zones when approved by Riverside County.  Structure heights within the A-1 and W-2-10 zones 
may exceed 50 feet subject to the issuance of a variance by Riverside County (Riverside County 
2009).  With these approvals, conflicts with Riverside County land use requirements would not 
occur. 

The remainder of Alternative D would be on BLM-administered land.  The majority of the land 
is designated as Multiple Use Class M (Moderate Use) by the CDCA Plan.  A short section south 
of I-10 and north of the Red Bluff Substation would be on land designated Multiple Use Class L 
(Limited Use).  Electrical transmission and distribution facilities may be allowed on both Moder-
ate and Limited Use land within designated utility corridors after NEPA requirements are met 
and a plan amendment is approved. 

The majority of Alternative D, approximately 3.9 miles, would be on BLM-administered land 
that is not within a designated utility corridor.  Approximately 1 mile of Alternative D north of 
Red Bluff Substation would be within designated utility corridor K.  As explained in Chapter 2, 
the CDCA Plan would be amended to authorize those portions of the Alternative D gen-tie line 
route across BLM-managed lands outside of utility corridor “K.”  Conflicts with the CDCA Plan 
would thus not occur. 

Alternative D would be located within the Riverside East SEZ of the Solar Energy Development 
Programmatic EIS.  As described above for Alternative 4, the Solar Energy Development Pro-
grammatic EIS does not describe any specific development in the vicinity of Alternative D but is 
intended to plan for future solar development in the area, Alternative D would not conflict with 
any planned uses in the Solar Energy Development Programmatic EIS and would be consistent 
with planned uses described therein. 

Habitat Conservation Areas.  The southern tip of Alternative D would traverse the Chuckwalla 
DWMA and CHU, which would result in temporary and permanent land disturbance.  The total 
acreage disturbed represents less than 0.0001 percent, significantly less than the 1 percent that 
may be developed according to the NECO Plan.  Temporary and permanent effects to habitat and 
desert wildlife would occur as described in Sections 4.3 (Biological Resources – Wildlife) and 
4.4 (Biological Resources – Vegetation). 
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Agriculture.  Alternative D would cross approximately 1.5 miles of private agricultural land 
located within Riverside County.  The County of Riverside General Plan (2003) has not identi-
fied any area within the Desert Center Planning Area, which includes the Alternative D ROW, as 
Prime Farmland soils.  However, Riverside County has identified soils in one component of the 
Alternative D ROW where it crosses Rice Road, as Williamson Act Non-Prime Agricultural 
Land (California Department of Conservation, Division of Land Resources Protection 2007).  
Most non-prime lands are in agricultural uses, such as grazing or non-irrigated crops.  Non-prime 
lands may also include other open space uses that are compatible with agriculture and consistent 
with local general plans (California Department of Conservation, Division of Land Resources 
Protection 2007).  Although soils associated with the Alternative D ROW have not been sur-
veyed by the NRCS, the geotechnical survey of the site suggests that the soils found on the Alter-
native B area were essentially uniform in nature and primarily sandy in texture, similar to the 
soils found in the agriculture lands adjacent to Rice Road (BLM 2011). 

The construction of Alternative D would not result in a substantial adverse effect because trans-
mission lines are generally consistent with agricultural uses.  While a portion of the Alternative 
D ROW is enrolled in a Williamson Act contract, open space uses consistent with local plans and 
regulations, such as transmission lines, would not result in a substantial adverse effect.  The agri-
cultural preserves are zoned A-1-20, which allows public utilities subject to permit and approval 
by the County.  Soils associated with the preserves have not been identified as Prime Farmland.  
No adverse effect to Prime Farmland soils would occur from the construction of Alternative D. 

Indirect Effects 

Construction effects associated with Alternative D would not result in substantial changes to 
population growth or density that would affect lands and realty or agriculture.  Indirect effects 
associated with ecosystems, such as impacts to the functionality of land outside the project area 
in the WHMA or DWMA are addressed in Section 4.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and 
Section 4.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife). 

Operation and Maintenance 

The direct and indirect effects to land and realty resources resulting from the operation and main-
tenance of Alternative D would not be any different from the impacts related to the construction 
of Alternative D.  Some land that would be affected during construction, such as staging areas, 
would not be affected during operation and maintenance, resulting in a reduced footprint.  Indi-
rect effects associated with ecosystems, such as effects to the functionality of land outside the 
project area in the WHMA or DWMA are addressed in Section 4.3 (Biological Resources – Veg-
etation) and Section 4.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife). 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Existing and Planned Land Uses.  Decommissioning would affect a footprint similar to that 
during construction.  When complete, decommissioning of Alternative D would result in restora-
tion of 86 acres of land, making the land available for other uses.  Decommissioning would 
require coordination similar to that performed during construction where Alternative D over-
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lapped existing uses (including agricultural land, roads, and transmission lines).  Once decom-
missioning was completed, Alternative D would no longer overlap these uses. 

Applicable Land Use Plans, Policies, or Regulations.  Land use plans, policies, or regulations 
may have changed by the time Alternative D would be decommissioned.  A decommissioning 
plan would be created to ensure that decommissioning was conducted in accordance with then-
current land use plans, policies, or regulations. 

Habitat Conservation Areas.  Decommissioning Alternative D would initially result in addi-
tional disturbance to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU where Alternative D overlaps these habi-
tat conservation areas.  However, the amount of land disturbed would be much less than the 1 
percent allowed by the NECO Plan, and the disturbance would be limited to the duration of 
decommissioning activities.  When decommissioning was complete, these lands would be 
restored and could once again be used as a habitat conservation area. 

Agriculture.  Decommissioning Alternative D would result in effects similar to construction on 
Alternative D; however, once decommissioning was completed, Alternative D would no longer 
overlap agricultural land. 

Indirect Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative D would not result in substantial changes to population growth 
or density that would affect lands and realty or agriculture.  Indirect effects associated with 
ecosystems, such as effects to the functionality of land outside the project area in the WHMA or 
DWMA are addressed in Section 4.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and Section 4.4 (Bio-
logical Resources – Wildlife). 

Mitigation Measures 

The measure identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative D. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative D would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.11.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Existing and Planned Land Uses.  Construction of Alternative E would develop 85 acres of 
generally undeveloped multiple use BLM-administered land as a transmission line ROW.  Alter-
native E would cross the following existing authorized uses described in Table 3.11-2: 

 MWD ROW for canals and ditches; 
 One SCE transmission lines; 
 I-10, which is under the jurisdiction of Caltrans; and 
 Underground telephone cable owned by Sprint. 
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In addition, Alternative E would overlap the following existing authorized uses described in 
Table 3.11-2: 

 SR-177, which is under the jurisdiction of Caltrans. 

Effects from road crossings would be temporary and limited to short-term traffic disturbance 
during wire stringing.  Towers would be sited to avoid permanent effects to the MWD ROW and 
the underground telephone cable; however, temporary disturbance could occur.  Because Alter-
native E would be subject to the previously existing ROW or other uses, Mitigation Measure 
LR-1 (Prior ROW Coordination Plan) is required to minimize impacts to prior ROW holders as 
required by the BLM. 

Applicable Land Use Plans, Policies, or Regulations.  Construction of Alternative E would 
also cross 4.25 miles of private land zoned W-2-10, Controlled Development Zone.  Transmis-
sion lines are allowed in W-2-10 zones when approved by Riverside County.  Structure heights 
within W-2-10 zones may exceed 50 feet subject to the issuance of a variance by Riverside 
County (Riverside County 2009).  With these approvals, conflicts with Riverside County land 
use requirements would not occur. 

The remainder of Alternative E would be on BLM-administered land.  The majority of the land 
is designated as Multiple Use Class M (Moderate Use) by the CDCA Plan.  A short section east 
of SR 177 and south of I-10 and north of the Red Bluff Substation would be on land designated 
Multiple Use Class L (Limited Use).  Electrical transmission and distribution facilities may be 
allowed on both Moderate and Limited Use land within designated utility corridors after NEPA 
requirements are met and a plan amendment is approved.  Construction of the portion of Alterna-
tive E that is on BLM-administered land but not within a utility corridor (5.4 miles) would 
require a CDCA Plan amendment. 

The majority of Alternative E would not be within a designated utility corridor.  Approximately 
1 mile of Alternative E north of Red Bluff Substation would be within designated utility cor-
ridor K.  As explained in Chapter 2, the CDCA Plan would be amended to authorize those por-
tions of the Alternative E gen-tie line route across BLM-managed lands outside of utility corridor 
“K.” 

Alternative E would be located within the Riverside East SEZ of the Solar Energy Development 
Programmatic EIS.  As described above for Alternative 4, the Solar Energy Development Pro-
grammatic EIS does not describe any specific development in the vicinity of Alternative E but is 
intended to plan for future solar development in the area.  Therefore, Alternative E would not 
conflict with any planned uses in the Solar Energy Development Programmatic EIS and would 
be consistent with planned uses described therein. 

Habitat Conservation Areas.  The southern tip of Alternative E would traverse the Chuckwalla 
DWMA and CHU, which would result in temporary and permanent land disturbance.  As with 
Alternative B, the total acreage disturbed represents less than 0.0001 percent, significantly less 
than the 1 percent that may be developed according to the NECO Plan.  Temporary and perma-
nent effects to habitat and desert wildlife would occur as described in Sections 4.3 (Biological 
Resources – Vegetation) and Section 4.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife). 
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Indirect Effects 

Construction effects associated with Alternative E would not result in substantial changes to pop-
ulation growth or density that would affect lands and realty or agriculture.  Indirect effects 
associated with ecosystems, such as effects to the functionality of land outside the project area in 
the WHMA or DWMA are addressed in Section 4.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and 
Section 4.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife). 

Operation and Maintenance 

The direct and indirect effects to land and realty resources resulting from the operation and main-
tenance of Alternative E would not be any different from the impacts related to the construction 
of Alternative E.  Some lands that would be affected during construction, such as staging areas, 
would not be affected during operation and maintenance, resulting in a reduced footprint. 

Indirect effects associated with ecosystems, such as effects to the functionality of land outside 
the project area in the WHMA or DWMA are addressed in Section 4.3 (Biological Resources – 
Vegetation) and Section 4.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife). 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Existing and Planned Land Uses.  Decommissioning would affect a footprint similar to that 
during construction.  When complete, decommissioning of Alternative E would result in restora-
tion of 85 acres of land, making the land available for other uses.  Decommissioning would 
require coordination similar to that performed during construction where Alternative E over-
lapped existing uses (including agricultural land, roads, and transmission lines).  Once decom-
missioning is completed, Alternative E would no longer overlap these uses. 

Applicable Land Use Plans, Policies, or Regulations.  Land use plans, policies, or regulations 
may have changed by the time Alternative E would be decommissioned.  A decommissioning 
plan would be created to ensure that decommissioning was conducted in accordance with then-
current land use plans, policies, or regulations. 

Habitat Conservation Areas.  Decommissioning Alternative E would initially result in addi-
tional disturbance to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU where Alternative E overlaps these habi-
tat conservation areas.  However, the amount of land disturbed would be much less than the 1 
percent allowed by the NECO Plan, and the disturbance would be limited to the duration of 
decommissioning activities.  When decommissioning was complete, these lands would be 
restored and could once again be used as a habitat conservation area. 

Agriculture.  Decommissioning Alternative E would result in effects similar to construction on 
Alternative E; however, once decommissioning was completed, Alternative E would no longer 
overlap agricultural land. 

Indirect Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative E would not result in substantial changes to population growth 
or density that would affect lands and realty or agriculture.  Indirect effects associated with 
ecosystems, such as effects to the functionality of land outside the project area in the WHMA or 
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DWMA are addressed in Section 4.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and Section 4.4 (Bio-
logical Resources – Wildlife). 

Mitigation Measures 

The measure identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative E. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative E would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.11.15 Cumulative Effects 

Geographic Scope 

The geographic extent for the consideration of cumulative effects to lands and realty and agricul-
tural resources is in eastern Riverside County and includes the projects described in Section 4.1.4 
(Cumulative Scenario) Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2.  An analysis of potential cumulative effects to 
land use and agricultural resources needs to cover a large area because current applications for 
development of renewable energy projects and other facilities could convert a very large acreage 
of undeveloped public and private land.  Table 4.11-1 lists the existing and foreseeable projects 
that have the potential to combine with the DHSP to result in a cumulative effect. 

Table 4.11-1. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Lands and Realty Eastern Riverside County Impacts to surrounding land 
and realty uses, conflicts with 
habitat conservation or 
natural community 
conservation plans, increase 
developed and industrial use 

All projects listed in Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2. 

Large scale energy projects in the nearby 
vicinity include: 
 Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 
 Silverado Power Solar Project 
 Desert Center 50 Solar Project 
 Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant 
 Sol Orchard 
 Palen Solar Power Project 

A large number of renewable projects have been proposed on BLM-administered land, state 
land, and private land in California, including the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, Silverado 
Power Solar Project, Desert Center 50 Solar Project, Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant, Sol 
Orchard, and Palen Solar Power Project all within 10 miles of the proposed project.  However, 
not all projects listed will complete the environmental review process, and not all projects will be 
funded and constructed.  Therefore, it is unlikely that all of the projects would be constructed for 
the following reasons: (1) Not all developers will develop the detailed information necessary to 
meet BLM standards; (2) The large size of many projects may result in permitting challenges 
related to endangered species, mitigation measures or requirements, and other issues; and (3) 
After project approval, construction financing must be obtained (if it has not been obtained 
earlier in the process). 
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Cumulative Effects Analysis 

Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A.  Alternatives 1, 2, and A would not have any project-level effects 
and would not contribute to cumulative adverse effects. 

Alternative 4.  Existing development near the project area includes those projects listed in Table 
4.1-1 (Existing Projects in the I-10 Corridor).  Within the I-10 corridor area used in this analysis, 
estimated at over 2,040,000 acres (see Table 4.1-2 – Foreseeable Projects Along the I-10 Cor-
ridor [Eastern Riverside County]), foreseeable projects could convert over 52,000 acres, or 2.5 
percent, to new land uses.  The proposed project would represent 1,208 acres, or 2.3 percent or 
the land converted and less than 0.1 percent of the I-10 corridor area.  Three of the energy proj-
ects in Table 4.1-2 are in the vicinity of Alternative 4: Palen Solar Power Project, Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm Project (currently under construction), and Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage 
Project.  These projects would add large and small-scale industrial, utility-related and other uses 
in the region, resulting loss of access to lands that are currently managed for multiple-use by 
BLM.  The DSSF is adjacent to the DHSP site, immediately to the north. 

Past development has increased human use of land in the project area.  However, because of the 
limited availability of water, human development in the project area has been limited to small 
scattered towns and cities and various isolated projects such as the mine and water pumping sta-
tion, among large tracts of undeveloped land.  Construction of multiple projects within the same 
area could create a substantial adverse cumulative effect to surrounding land and realty uses if 
the projects were built on or adjacent to areas with planned land and realty uses or with existing 
easements of ROW.  The incremental contribution of Alternative 4 to cumulative effects would 
be small because of the size of the project and because no development is planned on the project 
site.  Implementation of AM LU-1, which requires notification of all major project construction 
milestones to property owners within 300 feet of the project would ensure property owners are 
aware of the changes to the existing land use due to construction of the project. 

While construction and operation effects of the projects included in the cumulative scenario 
would likely conflict with habitat conservation or natural community conservation plans, each 
project included in this cumulative analysis would be required under the HCPs and DRECP 
interim CDFG requirements to include mitigation for any effects.  Similarly, it is not likely that 
cumulative construction effects would affect agricultural land or zoning, as agriculture in the 
project area is restricted by limited water supplies. 

Operation of the foreseeable projects in the project study area would substantially increase devel-
oped and industrial use of land in the area.  Given the size and diversity of these projects and the 
large acreage of currently undeveloped BLM-administered land in the project area, it is likely 
that several of these projects could conflict with existing or planned land uses or with applicable 
state or local land use plans and zoning designed to minimize environmental effects.  Based on 
the scale of land use conversion (over 52,000 acres or 2.5 percent of the land along the I-10 cor-
ridor), cumulative effects would be considered substantially adverse.  The incremental effect of 
Alternative 4 would represent a substantial portion (over 2 percent) of the land converted but 
would represent a change or less than 0.1 percent of the land along the I-10 corridor. 

Alternative B.  Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative air quality effects, as the 
cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie 
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and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional 
work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

Alternatives 5, 6, and 7.  In light of their similarities, the lands and realty cumulative effects for 
Alternatives 5 and 6 would be essentially the same as described for Alternative 4 and cumulative 
effects would be substantially adverse. 

Alternatives C, D, and E.  Existing development near Alternatives C, D, and E would be the 
same as for Alternative 4 and includes those projects listed in Table 4.1-1 (Existing Projects in 
the I-10 Corridor).  Within the I-10 corridor area used in this analysis (see Table 4.1-2 – Foresee-
able Projects Along the I-10 Corridor [Eastern Riverside County]), foreseeable projects could 
convert over 52,000 acres to new land uses.  The DSSF is adjacent to the DHSP site, immedi-
ately to the north and the DSSF gen-tie line would parallel Alternative C. 

Construction of multiple projects within the same area could create a substantial adverse cumula-
tive effect to surrounding land and realty uses.  The incremental contribution of Alternative C, D, 
and E to cumulative effects would be minimal because of the limited duration of construction 
and ground disturbance for the gen-tie line and would be reduced through implementation of AM 
LU-1, which requires property owners within 300 feet of the project to be notified of all major 
project construction milestones. 

While construction and operation effects of the projects included in the cumulative scenario 
would likely conflict with habitat conservation or natural community conservation plans, each 
project included in this cumulative analysis would be required under the HCPs and DRECP 
interim CDFG requirements to include mitigation for any effects.  Similarly, it is not likely that 
cumulative construction effects would affect agricultural land or zoning, as agriculture in the 
project area is restricted by limited water supplies and the gen-tie lines would not require large 
amounts of ground disturbance nor would they require use of land used for agriculture. 

Operation of the foreseeable projects in the project area would substantially increase developed 
and industrial use of land in the area.  Given the size and diversity of these projects and the large 
acreage of currently undeveloped BLM-administered land in the project area, it is likely that sev-
eral of these projects could conflict with existing or planned land uses or with applicable state or 
local land use plans and zoning designed to minimize environmental effects.  Although the scale 
of land use conversion is considerable, the incremental effect of Alternatives C, D, and E would 
represent a minor portion (less than 0.5 percent) of the land converted in the project study area 
and would not be substantially adverse. 

4.11.16 CEQA Considerations 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The significance criteria listed below are from the Environmental Checklist Form in Appendix G 
of the CEQA Guidelines.  Under CEQA, the proposed project and alternatives would have sig-
nificant impact on lands, realty, or agriculture if they would: 

LU-1 Conflict with existing or planned land uses on or around the site; 

LU-2 Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with 
jurisdiction over the project (including but not limited to the general plan, specific 
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plan, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an envi-
ronmental effect; 

LU-3 Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan (HCP) or natural community 
conservation plan; 

LU-4 Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, and/or a Williamson Act contract; 
or 

LU-5 Involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their location or 
nature, could result in conversion of farmland to non-agricultural use or conversion of 
forest land to non-forest use. 

For the proposed project and alternatives, the following CEQA criteria were determined to be 
inapplicable or to result in no impact under all alternatives.  The determination regarding these 
significance criteria is discussed below, and these criteria are not discussed further in this 
section. 

 Physically divide an established community: 

The proposed project and alternatives would not physically divide an established community; 
therefore, there would be no impact.  Although there is some residential development in the 
project area, the proposed project and alternatives would not divide this development. 

 Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance, as shown 
on the maps pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) of the Cali-
fornia Resources Agency and the United States Department of Agriculture Natural Resources 
Conservation Service Web Soil Survey, to non-agricultural uses: 

There is no FMMP-designated Prime or Unique Farmland or Farmland of Statewide Importance 
in the project area; therefore, there would be no impact. 

 Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as defined in Public 
Resources Code Section 12220[g]), timberland (as defined by Public Resources Code Sec-
tion 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as defined by Government Code Sec-
tion 51104[g]): 

The proposed project and alternatives would not be located on any forest or timberland; there-
fore, there would be no impact. 

 Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to non-forest use: 

The proposed project and alternatives would not be located on any forest land; therefore, there 
would be no impact. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A would not have any impacts related to land use, realty, or agriculture.  
Under these alternatives the DHSP and gen-tie lines would not be approved and would not be 
constructed.  Lands would remain in their existing use. 

Alternative 4.  The proposed solar layouts would develop 1,208 acres of BLM-administered 
multiple use land for solar energy production, precluding other uses of this land for the duration 
of the project.  However, because the land is generally undeveloped, no specific planned land 
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uses have been identified, and only a small percentage of the existing undeveloped land would be 
affected. 

Alternative 4 would overlap several existing uses including roads and transmission lines; how-
ever, by implementing AM LU-1, impacts would be reduced.  Impacts to the WHMA would be 
minimal given the small size, unusual shape, and low connectivity of the overlapping WHMA 
area under Alternative 4, and implementation of mitigation measures for biological resources 
would mitigate these impacts.  Mitigation Measure VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site Compensation for 
Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat) and MM WIL-9 (Pro-Rated Contribution to the Desert 
Tortoise Population Connectivity Effectiveness Monitoring Plan) would offset project impacts to 
wildlife movement, including desert tortoise population connectivity, in the upper Chuckwalla 
Valley.  MM VEG-6 incorporates the requirement that “The primary focus area for acquiring 
parcels to maintain/improve connectivity will be along the I-10 corridor between Desert Center 
and Cactus City with a priority on parcels that connect conserved lands on either side of the I-10 
through large culverts or bridges; the habitat compensation ratio for mitigation lands along the 
I-10 corridor shall be 1:1 for each acre of total long-term and permanent disturbance.”  MM 
WIL-9 would require the project owner to contribute on a pro-rated basis to funding the Desert 
Tortoise Population Connectivity Effectiveness Monitoring Plan conservation measure described 
in the Desert Sunlight Biological Opinion.  With these measures impacts related to existing and 
planned uses (criterion LU-1) would be less than significant. 

There would be no impact for Criterion LU-3 because the alternatives would not overlap any 
HCPs. 

There would be no impact under LU-2, LU-4 and LU-5.  With regard to LU-2, the project/Alter-
native 4 would be compatible with the relevant land use classifications.  With regard to LU-4 and 
LU-5, there would be no impact because the DHSP site would not overlap any agricultural lands. 

Decommissioning impacts are not applicable to LU-1, LU-4 and LU-5.  LU-1 is not applicable 
because conflicting uses would not be allowed while the site was in use for solar energy genera-
tion.  BLM’s NEPA process would ensure compatibility of future uses with existing land uses in 
the project area.  Decommissioning would present an opportunity for the land to be used for 
other purposes and remove overlaps with existing uses such as roads and transmission lines.  
LU-4 and LU-5 are not applicable, as there is no existing agricultural land on the project site, nor 
would any be designated while the site was in use as a solar project.  There would be no impact 
under LU-2 because the land would be restored to a state compatible with the CDCA Plan or 
future applicable land use plans, policies, or regulations.  There would be no impact under LU-3 
because the alternatives would not overlap any HCPs. 

As described in Section 4.11.15, the effects of Alternative 4, when considered with existing and 
proposed projects in the area, could present a cumulatively considerable impact on lands and 
realty.  However, implementation of AM LU-1 would minimize the project’s contribution to 
these potential impacts to less than considerable. 

Alternative 5.  Impacts from Alternative 5 would be the same as those under Alternative 4, but 
with impacts to the WHMA eliminated. 

Alternative 6.  Impacts from Alternative 6 would be the same as those under Alternative 4, but 
slightly reduced by the smaller project footprint. 
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Alternative 7.  Impacts from Alternative 7 would be the same as those under Alternative 4, but 
slightly reduced by the smaller project footprint. 

Alternative B.  Impacts from the Alternative B gen-tie line would be less than significant for cri-
terion LU-1.  There would be no impact under LU-2, LU-4, and LU-5. 

With regard to LU-1, although development of Alternative B would preclude other uses of the 
land, because the land is currently undeveloped and no specific planned land uses have been 
identified, impacts would be less than significant.  In addition, Alternative C would overlap sev-
eral existing uses including roads and transmission lines; however, by implementing AM LU-1, 
impacts would be further reduced. 

With regard to LU-2, there would be no impact because Alternative B would be compatible with 
the relevant land use classifications.  With regard to LU-4 and LU-5, there would be no impact 
because Alternative B would not overlap any agricultural lands.  Construction impacts would be 
less than significant for criterion LU-3.  Although lands in the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU 
would be temporarily and permanently disturbed by construction of Alternative B, the lands dis-
turbed would be much less than the 1 percent allowed by the NECO Plan. 

Decommissioning impacts are not applicable to LU-1, LU-4, and LU-5.  There would also be no 
impact under LU-2.  This is because conflicting uses would not be allowed while the site was in 
use for the gen-tie line, and because decommissioning would present an opportunity for the land 
to be used for other purposes and remove overlaps with existing uses such as roads and transmis-
sion lines.  For LU-3, initial impacts would be less than significant as decommissioning activities 
would temporarily disturb additional land in the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU similar to what 
occurred during construction.  However, when decommissioning was complete, beneficial 
impacts would result because this land would be restored. 

Alternative B would be built on the reasonably foreseeable DSSF gen-tie towers and would not 
require additional permanent ground disturbance or additional work crews for conductor 
stringing.  As such, it would not contribute to cumulative impacts to lands and realty. 

Alternative C.  Project-level impacts from the Alternative C gen-tie line would be similar to 
those of Alternative B. 

As described in Section 4.11.15, the effects of Alternative C, when considered with existing and 
proposed projects in the area, could present a cumulatively significant impact on lands and 
realty.  However, implementation of AM LU-1 would minimize the project’s contribution to 
these potential impacts to less than considerable. 

Alternative D.  Construction impacts would be less than significant for criterion LU-1.  There 
would be no impact under LU-2, LU-4, and LU-5. 

With regard to LU-1, although development of Alternative D would preclude other uses of the 
land, because the land is currently undeveloped and no specific planned land uses have been 
identified, impacts would be less than significant.  In addition, Alternative D would overlap sev-
eral existing uses including roads and transmission lines; however, by implementing AM LU-1, 
impacts would be reduced.  With regard to LU-2, there would be no impact because Alternative 
D would be compatible with the relevant land use classifications.  With regards to LU-4 and 
LU-5, there would be less-than-significant impacts. 
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Although Alternative D would cross farmland protected as Non-Prime under the Williamson 
Act, transmission lines are consistent with farmland use.  The farmlands crossed are currently 
zoned A-1-20, which permits use by utilities with county permit and approval. 

Impacts would be less than significant for criterion LU-3.  Although lands in the Chuckwalla 
DWMA and CHU would be temporarily and permanently disturbed by construction of Alterna-
tive D, the lands disturbed would be much less than the 1 percent allowed by the NECO Plan. 

Decommissioning impacts are not applicable to LU-1, LU-4 and LU-5.  There would be no impact 
under LU-2.  LU-1 is not applicable because conflicting uses would not be allowed while the site 
was in use as Alternative D.  BLM’s NEPA process would ensure compatibility of future uses 
with existing land uses in the project area.  Decommissioning would present an opportunity for 
the land to be used for other purposes and remove overlaps with existing uses such as roads and 
transmission lines.  Impacts related to LU-4 and LU-5 would be less than significant.  While 
decommissioning would occur on agricultural land protected as Non-Prime by the Williamson 
Act, utility activities are consistent with this land use and permitted by zoning.  With regard to 
LU-2, there would be no impact because the land would be restored to a state compatible with 
the CDCA Plan or future applicable land use plans, policies, or regulations.  For LU-3, initial 
impacts would be less than significant as decommissioning activities would temporarily disturb 
additional land in the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU similar to what occurred during construc-
tion.  However, when decommissioning was complete, beneficial impacts would result because 
this land would be restored and could again be used as a habitat conservation area. 

As described in Section 4.11.15, the effects of Alternative D, when considered with existing and 
proposed projects in the area, could present a cumulatively significant impact on lands and 
realty.  However, implementation of AM LU-1 would minimize the project’s contribution to 
these potential impacts to less than considerable. 

Alternative E.  Because of its proximity to Alternative D, impacts resulting from Alternative E 
would be similar.  Alternative E does not overlap agricultural land uses, however.  Impacts from 
this alternative would be less than significant, with no mitigation required. 
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4.12 NOISE AND VIBRATION 

4.12.1 Methodology for Analysis 

Noise and vibration impacts associated with the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) and alter-
natives were identified by independent evaluation of various project-related components capable 
of producing noise and vibration related effects.  The identified issues include: 

 Noise from on-site construction activity at the solar panel field site (including the project sub-
station), and along the transmission line corridor; 

 Noise from construction-related vehicle traffic; 

 Noise from facility operations; and 

 Vibration impacts from on-site construction activity. 

Noise impacts to wildlife are addressed in Section 4.3, Biological Resources – Vegetation. 

Analysis of these issues was performed through quantitative analysis of expected noise levels, 
review of agency policies and regulatory requirements, and qualitative analyses for issues that 
did not lend themselves to quantitative evaluation.  Quantitative analyses were prepared to 
address noise and vibration from construction equipment operations, noise from construction-
related traffic, and noise from facility operations.  Much of the analysis contained herein relies 
upon the analysis contained in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project Final EIS and CDCD 
Plan Amendment (2011; incorporated by reference in Section 1.11), as this project is located 
immediately north of the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) solar facility site, would utilize 
the same type of solar panels (photovoltaic), and includes the installation of a gen-tie line and 
on-site substation (6.3 acres), similar to the proposed project.  Additional details regarding 
effects assessment methodologies are discussed under relevant impact topics. 

The area of interest for noise and vibration issues is typically localized.  Airborne noise dissi-
pates fairly rapidly with increasing distance from the noise source.  The distances involved 
depend primarily on the intensity of the noise generated by the source, and partly on weather 
conditions such as wind speed and direction, the height and strength of temperature inversions, 
and the height of cloud cover.  Sound is detectable somewhat further downwind than upwind of a 
noise source.  Temperature inversions and cloud cover can reflect or refract sound that is radiated 
upwards; this effect can increase noise levels at locations that receive the reflected or refracted 
sound.  Such reflection and refraction effects are important primarily for high intensity sounds.  
For noise sources such as construction activity and vehicle traffic, the region of influence is typ-
ically less than 0.25 mile from the noise source. 

Ground-borne vibrations typically dissipate rapidly with increasing distance from the vibration 
source.  The distances involved depend primarily on the intensity of the vibrations generated by 
the source, and partly on soil and geologic conditions.  Detectable vibrations will travel the 
greatest distance through solid rock and the least distance through loose, unconsolidated soils or 
saturated soils.  For vibration sources such as construction activity and vehicle traffic, the region 
of influence is typically less than 1,000 feet from the vibration source. 

Table 4.12-1 compares the distances of the closest existing residences to action alternative fea-
tures.  One home site is located 1,320 feet (0.25 miles) from the property line of the solar facility 
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site; however, this site is not currently in use.  In addition, the closest area of the JTNP is 1.8 
miles (9,400 feet) northeast of the solar facility site. 

Table 4.12-1. Comparison of Distances of the Closest Residences to the Project Features 

Project Component 
Distance to Closest  
Existing Residence Substation 

Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 6,500 feet No nearby residences 
Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 6,500 feet No nearby residences 
Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project (excludes WHMA and SW site) 6,500 feet No nearby residences 
Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 500 feet No nearby residences 
Alternative C – Separate Transmission  Towers within Same ROW 500 feet No nearby residences 
Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 1,450 feet No nearby residences 
Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 900 feet No nearby residences 
Source: Google Earth 2011. 

4.12.2 Applicant Measures 

The following Applicant Measure (AM) has been incorporated as a design feature of the pro-
posed project (and all action alternatives) and shall be implemented to reduce adverse impacts 
associated with the project.  In some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or expand on AM 
reporting requirements, timing of implementation, or other details where appropriate.  Where 
there is a conflict between provisions of the mitigation measures imposed and the following AM, 
the mitigation measures take precedence. 

AM N-1 Construction Schedule. Most construction activity will be limited to daytime 
hours consistent with Riverside County noise ordinance limitations.  Certain elec-
trical connection activities at the solar project site would occur at night for safety 
reasons, but would not require any heavy equipment operations. 

4.12.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would 
not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be constructed on the 
project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land use 
designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 

As a result, no noise impacts related to the DHSP would occur. 

4.12.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site, and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  It is pos-
sible, as a result of the CDCA Plan amendment, that in the future another solar energy generation 
project could be proposed with impacts similar to the DHSP, however, such impacts are 
speculative at this time, and no effects from the DHSP would occur. 
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4.12.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 

4.12.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Effects on the existing ambient noise and vibration levels may arise from project construction, 
operations and maintenance, and decommissioning equipment and vehicles as well as from the 
introduction of construction or operations and maintenance-related traffic on local roads near the 
proposed solar facility site. 

Construction 

Construction of Phase 1 is expected to begin in April 2013 and continue to July 2013 (3 months). 
Construction of Phase 2 (137 MW) is expected to begin in September 2013 and continue to 
November 2014 (14 months). Construction of Phase 3 (13 MW) would begin in November 2014 
and continue to May 2015 (6 months) (24 months total for Phases 1, 2 and 3). The on-site work-
force during construction is expected to be as high as 250 workers at the peak of construction, 
with an estimated average workforce of 100 workers.  Construction would generally occur 2 
hours before sunrise and 2 hours after sunset, Monday through Friday.  Additional hours may be 
necessary to correct schedule deficiencies or to complete critical construction activities, and dur-
ing the startup phase of the project, some activities may be performed over the weekend or at 
night depending on safety requirements.  An estimated 4,425 truck roundtrips would be required 
throughout construction to deliver equipment and materials, with an estimated maximum of 46 
deliveries per day (heavy-duty truck roundtrips) for the solar facility site.  It is anticipated that 
material deliveries for the solar facility would maintain a constant flow over the 24-month con-
struction period (Phases 1, 2, and 3). 

Site preparation would consist of removal of vegetation within the project area by scarification, 
where necessary.  Preparation would likely proceed by section, so that only the portion of the 
solar facility site where panels are about to be laid out over a period of 6 months would be 
scarified at one time.  Site grading would be limited to the major access roads, inverter pad loca-
tions, and the ancillary facilities, including the parking area, O&M building, and switchyard.  
Grading would also be completed if the slope is greater than 1 percent at the set-back boundaries 
of defined intermittent streams to reduce the slope and make continuous with the solar panel 
area.  After the site is prepared and graded, the panel field would be laid out.  The panel field 
would consist of solar panels arranged on either fixed-tilt or tracking frames in long rows.  The 
uprights for the frame would either be driven into the ground by means of a small pile-driver or 
supported by pre-poured concrete foundations (ballasts) on the surface of the soil, depending on 
soil studies and engineering design.  Inverters and transformers would be located throughout the 
solar facility, and connect to the project substation and switchyard via underground trenching.  
The project substation, O&M building, and parking/storage area would cover 5.2 acres in the 
northwest corner of the solar facility site; however, for Alternative E (New Cross-Valley Align-
ment) the substation would be located in the southern-middle portion of the site. 
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Temporary construction buildings, including three to four trailer offices would be placed along 
the western border of the project area near the entrance gate along with portable latrines.  A 
small laydown area to accommodate delivery of materials, vehicles, etc. would be located adja-
cent and north of the substation.  Additional parking and delivery of construction materials 
would utilize the future substation footprint, prior to its construction.  Temporary staging areas 
would be located throughout the project area, and would be used until their area was overcome 
by the build-out of the panel array. 

The project site would be accessed from I-10, utilizing the on-ramp/off-ramp of Rice Road 
(SR-177), and heading north on the existing Kaiser Road along the western boundary of the proj-
ect area to a new facility access road to be located in the northwest corner of the project site.  
New unpaved roads would be constructed to serve as access roads from the existing road 
network to the facilities and photovoltaic field. 

Direct Effects 

Solar Facility Construction (Includes On-Site Substation) 

Noise from On-Site Construction Activities.  Noise generated from on-site construction activi-
ties would be similar to the estimated noise levels for the various construction phases determined 
for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, as this project also includes the installation of PV 
arrays and an on-site substation.  The Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, however, is substan-
tially larger than the DHSP, as it covers over 4,000 acres and includes installation of PV arrays 
to provide an annual generation capacity of 550 MW, all within a similar construction timeframe 
as the DHSP (26 months vs. 24 months for DHSP).  The DHSP solar facility would cover just 
over 1,200 acres and would install PV arrays to provide an annual generation capacity of 150 
MW in a 24-month timeframe.  The project would cover about one-third the area (30 percent) 
and would install just over one-fourth (27 percent) of the generation capacity (i.e., number of PV 
arrays) compared to the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project.  This means that less-intense con-
struction activity and fewer construction crews would be required for the DHSP, the distance 
between crews working on the site may be greater, and/or there may be fewer overlapping activi-
ties.  However, since construction activities are generally spread throughout the site, having 
multiple activities going on simultaneously (i.e., greater intensity) does not necessarily result in 
different noise levels at a given location, as the construction activity closest to an off-site 
receptor would generally dominate the noise environment with minimal, if any, additive noise 
from other activities going on in other areas located farther away.  Therefore, the difference in 
intensity between the DHSP and the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project would not necessarily 
result in greater or lesser noise levels for off-site receptors.  Additionally, similar construction 
equipment would be utilized for each of these projects, including pile driver, loader, dozer, 
grader, forklift, backhoe, trencher, roller, and plow.  Therefore, the estimated construction noise 
levels for the various phases of on-site construction estimated for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
Project provide a representative estimate of the noise levels that would be generated by the 
DHSP. 

As noted above, DHSP solar facility development would occur over a 24-month period, and 
would occur in phases.  Construction of Phases 1 and 2 would include site grading and prepara-
tion of a portion of the site, construction of the O&M building and on-site roads, on-site well, on-
site substation and switchyard, and assembly and installation of panel blocks and wiring.  Con-
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struction of Phase 3 would include additional grading and preparation, assembly and installation 
of panel blocks and wiring, and construction of the on-site settling ponds.  Construction activity 
would generally occur over a standard five-day workweek (Monday-Friday) with activity limited 
to daytime hours when located near inhabited dwellings pursuant to Mitigation Measure NOI-1 
and consistent with the Riverside County noise ordinance (beginning at 7:00 a.m. during most of 
the year, and perhaps starting as early as 6:00 a.m. during the summer months, and ending no 
later than 6:00 p.m.).  For safety reasons, some electrical connection activity would typically 
occur at night when the solar panels are not energized, but this activity would not require any 
significant heavy equipment operations. 

Construction noise was modeled for the following construction sub-phases: 

 Vegetation clearing; 

 Site grading; 

 Installation of array support posts; 

 Trenching and underground power cable installation; and 

 Soil compacting and dust palliative application. 

Other construction activity sub-phases would be expected to generate lower noise levels than 
these phases.  In most cases, equipment used during a construction sub-phase would be distrib-
uted in groups of items in different portions of the active construction area.  Not all equipment 
items would operate concurrently, but several items of equipment would typically be active over 
a construction day.  Equipment items that would typically be operating in proximity were identi-
fied and used in the construction noise analyses.  Table 4.12-2 summarizes the construction noise 
analysis results for the five sub-phases with the greatest potential for noise generation during 
solar facility site construction. 

Table 4.12-2. Summary of Construction Noise for the Solar Facility Site  

Construction 
Phase Typical Equipment 

Distance from 
Construction  

(feet) 

Maximum 
1-Hour Leq 
Increment  

(dBA) 

Average Daytime 
Leq Increment  

(dBA) 

CNEL  
Increment  

(dBA) 

Vegetation 
Clearing 

Brush Cutters, Tracked 
Dozer, Wheeled Tractor, 
Wheeled Loader, Wood 
Chipper, ATVs, Water 
Truck, Dump Truck 

100 80.6 77.1 74.1 
400 67.9 64.5 61.5 
700 62.4 59.0 55.9 

1,000 58.7 55.2 52.2 
1,500 54.1 50.6 47.6 
2,500 47.5 44.0 41.0 

Site Grading 
Scraper, Tracked Dozer, 
Grader, Roller-Compactor, 
ATVs, Water Truck 

100 81.3 78.9 75.9 
400 68.6 66.2 63.2 
700 63.1 60.7 57.7 

1,000 59.3 57.0 54.0 
1,500 54.7 52.4 49.3 
2,500 48.0 45.7 42.7 

Array Post 
Installation 

Auger Rig, Vibratory Pile 
Driver, Forklift, ATVs, Water 

100 83.2 81.3 78.3 
400 70.7 68.8 65.8 
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Table 4.12-2. Summary of Construction Noise for the Solar Facility Site  

Construction 
Phase Typical Equipment 

Distance from 
Construction  

(feet) 

Maximum 
1-Hour Leq 
Increment  

(dBA) 

Average Daytime 
Leq Increment  

(dBA) 

CNEL  
Increment  

(dBA) 
Truck, Flatbed Truck 700 65.3 63.5 60.5 

1,000 61.7 59.9 56.9 
1,500 57.4 55.5 52.5 
2,500 51.3 49.4 46.4 

Trenching and 
Underground 
Cable 
Installation 

Trencher, Backhoe-Loader, 
Cable Plow, Forklift, ATVs, 
Flatbed Truck, Dump Truck, 
Water Truck 

100 75.7 72.6 69.6 
400 63.2 60.1 57.1 
700 57.8 54.7 51.7 

1,000 54.2 51.1 48.1 
1,500 49.9 46.7 43.7 
2,500 43.9 40.6 37.6 

Soil Compaction 
and Dust 
Palliative 
Application 

Roller-Compactors, ATVs, 
Water Truck 

100 74.8 72.2 69.1 
400 62.3 59.7 56.7 
700 57.1 54.5 51.4 

1,000 53.5 50.9 47.9 
1,500 49.3 46.7 43.7 
2,500 43.5 40.9 37.9 

Leq = equivalent continuous noise level 
CNEL = community noise equivalent level (a 24-hour weighted average) 
Source: BLM 2011 – Table 4.10-2. 

There are a few scattered rural residences within 1.5 miles of the proposed solar facility site 
(refer to Figure 3.12-1 in Section 3.12), including an unoccupied home site 1,320 feet (0.25 
miles) from the property line.  The closest occupied residence is about 6,500 feet (1.24 miles) 
east-southeast from the proposed solar facility property line.  All other nearby occupied homes 
are approximately 7,800 feet (1.48 miles) or farther from the proposed solar facility property 
line.  The closest home south of the proposed solar facility along Kaiser Road is 1.5 miles from 
the site.  JTNP is located 1.8 miles to the northeast, 3.5 miles to the west, and over 7 miles to the 
north of the proposed solar facility site.  The Eagle Mountain Elementary School and the Eagle 
Mountain Village residential area are over 5.5 miles northwest of the proposed solar facility site.  
The Lake Tamarisk development is about 2.75 miles south of the proposed solar facility site.  
The Community of Desert Center is about 5 miles south of the proposed solar facility site. 

Construction of the solar facility would involve a few periods when construction activity would 
be within 6,500 feet of the closest occupied residence east-southeast of the solar facility site 
(installation of perimeter fencing and construction of the closest solar array modules).  For most 
of the 24-month construction period, however, construction activity at the proposed solar facility 
site would be well over 6,500 feet from the nearest residence and more than 1.48 miles from 
other identified sensitive receptors (residences, schools, JTNP, etc.). 

Existing background noise levels near the solar facility site are expected to be low, with typical 
daytime noise levels of 35 to 50 dBA.  Background noise levels would be higher during periods 
of strong winds.  Ambient noise levels within JTNP are expected to be 35 dBA or less. The 
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National Park Service (NPS) has provided a performance standard for noise mitigation, which is 
to limit noise levels at the Park boundary from the project to 35 dBA. This would meet the 
Park’s stated goal of encouraging no increase in ambient noise levels within the Park from con-
struction activities outside the Park.  Based on construction noise estimates presented above in 
Table 4.12-2, noise from construction activity generally would be audible at locations less than a 
half mile from the solar facility; however, no occupied residence or other sensitive receptor is 
located this close to the solar facility site.  When construction activity is occurring in the western 
and northern portions of the solar facility site, it would not be audible for any nearby residences.  
For any location greater than 2,500 feet, maximum CNEL noise levels from construction activity 
would be less than 46 dBA (highest level occurs during array post installation), which is within 
Riverside County’s normally acceptable range for rural residential land uses.  Maximum 1-hour 
Leq noise levels at distances greater than 2,500 feet would be about 43 dBA or less.  This would 
be within expected average background noise conditions and would not result in a substantial 
increase over daytime noise levels even when ambient levels are as low as 35 dBA.  Implementa-
tion of Mitigation Measure NOI-2 would require the on-site construction activities to be mon-
itored and controlled so that they do not cause noise levels above 35 dBA at the boundary to 
JTNP, thereby meeting the Park’s stated goal. 

Noise from Construction-Related Traffic.  After exiting I-10, project-related construction 
trucks and worker vehicles would travel north along SR-177 and then continue north along 
Kaiser Road to the main entrance of the project site.  Baseline existing traffic conditions were 
analyzed for these roadways utilizing traffic data collected in November 2011 and presented in 
the Traffic Study for the DHSP (Hernandez, Kroone & Associates 2012).  Baseline traffic condi-
tions for I-10 were developed from 2008 traffic count data and 2007 truck count data 
downloaded from the Caltrans website (BLM 2011). In addition, traffic from construction of the 
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project would increase traffic along these routes. I-10 was split into 
two segments, one east of SR-177 and the other west of SR-177.  Caltrans data show that 
medium trucks (two axles and six tires) account for 5.2 percent of annual average daily traffic 
(AADT) on I-10 west of SR-177 and 5.6 percent of AADT on I-10 east of SR-177 (BLM 2011 – 
Table E2-1).  Caltrans data also show that heavy trucks (three or more axles) account for 34.3 
percent of AADT on I-10 west of SR-177 and 37.8 percent of AADT on I-10 east of SR-177 
(BLM 2011 – Table E2-1). 

Existing traffic conditions along SR-177 south of Kaiser Road and along Kaiser Road in the 
project vicinity were based on 24-hour traffic counts completed in November 2011 and provided 
in the Traffic Study for the DHSP (Hernandez, Kroone & Associates 2012 – Appendix B).  
Traffic counts show that on SR-177 south of Kaiser Road medium trucks account for 10.9 per-
cent and heavy trucks account for 27.5 percent of the existing traffic.  Kaiser Road was modeled 
in two segments, one between SR-177 and the Lake Tamarisk development (south of Lake 
Tamarisk Road), and the other between the Lake Tamarisk development and the project site 
(north of Lake Tamarisk Road).  Traffic counts show that on Kaiser Road medium trucks 
account for 14.4 percent of existing average daily traffic and heavy truck account for 17.3 per-
cent (Hernandez, Kroone & Associates 2012 – Appendix B). Traffic counts taken north of the 
Lake Tamarisk development show that on Kaiser Road medium trucks account for 19.3 percent 
of existing average daily traffic and heavy trucks account for 2.5 percent (Hernandez, Kroone & 
Associates 2012 – Appendix B). 
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Construction periods for the solar project and gen-tie line would be expected to overlap.  Kaiser 
Road would be used by construction-related traffic for both the solar project and the gen-tie line.  
Consequently, construction-related traffic volumes used for this analysis were the combined 
volumes attributable to solar project construction and gen-tie line construction.  Based on the 
equipment materials and deliveries estimated for the solar project, a worst-case scenario of up 
to 52 deliveries per day would occur (see Hernandez, Kroone & Associates 2012 – Appendix B, 
Distribution of Construction Traffic by Time of Day). Overall construction period traffic patterns 
were developed by adding construction-related truck trips and construction-related worker 
commute trips to the baseline hourly traffic patterns for each roadway segment.  Construction 
truck traffic was assumed to be all heavy trucks. Construction-related worker commute traffic 
was assumed to be all autos with 30 percent of the normal crew (or 27 workers) carpooling, 
reducing the total number of vehicles by 27.  Arriving worker commute traffic was assumed to 
occur between 5:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m., and to depart between 4:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. (see 
Hernandez, Kroone & Associates 2012 – Appendix B, Estimate of Construction Employee Trips 
– Desert Harvest Project Trips).  Analysis was performed for the peak construction period, which 
would include 240 construction workers and 10 security guards (250 total).  The traffic noise 
modeling assumed free-flow vehicle speeds of 45 miles per hour (mph) on Kaiser Road, 50 mph 
on SR-177, and 65 mph on I-10. 

Table 4.12-3 summarizes modeled peak 1-hour Leq and CNEL levels for existing conditions and 
existing plus project construction at various distances (e.g., 50 feet, 100 feet, 250 feet, 500 feet, 
750 feet, and 1,000 feet) from the road centerline.  Please refer to the Appendix F for detailed 
calculations. 

Table 4.12-3. Modeled 1-Hour Leq/CNEL Noise Levels from Construction Traffic, Proposed Project  

Traffic Noise Source 

Distance from 
Road Centerline 

(feet) 

Existing 
1-Hour Leq /  
CNEL (dBA) 

Existing + Proposed 
Project 1-Hour Leq / 

CNEL (dBA) 

Change from 
Existing 1-Hour Leq 

/ CNEL (dBA) 

Desert Center (I-10), West of 
SR-177 

50 81.7 / 79.6 81.8 / 79.9 0.1 / 0.3 
100 78.6 / 76.6 78.7 / 76.8 0.1 / 0.2 
250 74.7 / 72.6 74.7 / 72.8 0.0 / 0.2 
500 71.7 / 69.6 71.7 / 69.8 0.0 / 0.2 
750 69.9 / 67.8 70.0 / 68.0 0.1 / 0.2 

1,000 68.6 / 66.6 68.7 / 66.8 0.1 / 0.2 

Desert Center (I-10), East of 
SR-177 

50 81.7 / 79.7 81.8 / 79.9 0.1 / 0.2 
100 78.6 / 76.6 78.7 / 76.8 0.1 / 0.2 
250 74.7 / 72.6 74.7 / 72.8 0.0 / 0.2 
500 71.7 / 69.6 71.7 / 69.8 0.0 / 0.2 
750 69.9 / 67.8 70.0 / 68.1 0.1 / 0.3 

1,000 68.7 / 66.6 68.7 / 66.8 0.0 / 0.2 
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Table 4.12-3. Modeled 1-Hour Leq/CNEL Noise Levels from Construction Traffic, Proposed Project  

Traffic Noise Source 

Distance from 
Road Centerline 

(feet) 

Existing 
1-Hour Leq /  
CNEL (dBA) 

Existing + Proposed 
Project 1-Hour Leq / 

CNEL (dBA) 

Change from 
Existing 1-Hour Leq 

/ CNEL (dBA) 

SR-177 South of Kaiser Road 

50 70.9 / 72.0 71.4 / 72.7 0.5 / 0.7 
100 67.8 / 68.9 68.3 / 69.6 0.5 / 0.7 
250 63.8 / 64.9 64.4 / 65.6 0.6 / 0.7 
500 60.8 / 61.9 61.3 / 62.6 0.5 / 0.7 
750 59.1 / 60.1 59.6 / 60.8 0.6 / 0.7 

1,000 57.8 / 58.9 58.3 / 59.6 0.5 / 0.7 

Kaiser Road South of Lake 
Tamarisk 

50 61.9 / 62.2 64.6 / 66.0 2.7 / 3.8 
100 58.8 / 59.1 61.6 / 62.9 2.8 / 3.8 
250 54.9 / 55.1 57.6 / 58.9 2.7 / 3.8 
500 51.8 / 52.1 54.6 / 55.9 2.7 / 3.8 
750 50.1 / 50.3 52.8 / 54.1 2.7 / 3.8 

1,000 48.8 / 49.1 51.6 / 52.9 2.8 / 3.8 

Kaiser Road North of Lake 
Tamarisk 

50 52.4 / 52.3 61.9 / 63.7 9.5 / 11.4 
100 49.3 / 49.3 58.8 / 60.6 9.5 / 11.3 
250 45.4 / 45.3 54.8 / 56.6 9.5 / 11.3 
500 42.3 / 42.3 51.8 / 53.6 9.5 / 11.3 
750 40.6 / 40.5 50.0 / 51.9 9.4 / 11.4 

1,000 39.3 / 39.3 48.8 / 50.6 9.5 / 11.3 
Kaiser Road, Maximum Traffic 
Noise at JTNP Boundary 

Joshua Tree NP 35.0 / 35.2 37.7 / 39.0 2.7 / 3.8 

CNEL = community noise equivalent level (a 24-hour weighted average) 
Source:  Appendix N. 

As shown in Table 4.12-3, construction-related traffic would have little noise effect in Desert 
Center due to the relatively high noise levels generated by existing traffic on I-10.  Most people 
cannot detect noise level changes of less than 1.5 to 2 dBA, but find noise level changes of 3 to 5 
dBA to be noticeable, and noise level changes of 5 dBA or more to be obvious.  A 10-dBA noise 
level increase represents a doubling of perceived noise levels.  Thus, changes in CNEL or 1-hour 
Leq noise levels of less than 1 dBA in the Desert Center area would not be noticeable.  At greater 
distances from I-10, noise from construction-related traffic would have a greater influence on 
overall traffic noise conditions.  Along SR-177 south of Kaiser Road, the increase in noise gene-
rated by construction traffic would be less than 1 dBA and not noticeable.  Along Kaiser Road 
south of Lake Tamarisk Road there would be a noticeable increase in traffic noise levels (over a 
3 dBA increase) and north of Lake Tamarisk Road noise levels would substantially increase (>10 
dBA increase).  At 50 feet from the centerline of Kaiser Road, CNEL levels would be within 
Riverside County’s conditionally acceptable range for rural residential land uses (Table 3.12-2; 
55-70 dBA CNEL) and at 180 feet back within the normally acceptable range for rural residen-
tial land uses (Table 3.12-2; up to 60 dBA CNEL). 

The closest project roadway to JTNP is Kaiser Road (not including the I-10, where construction-
related traffic would have little impact on traffic noise levels as indicated in Table 4.12-3). JTNP 
is located approximately 4.6 miles west of Kaiser Road at its closest point south of Lake 
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Tamarisk, and approximately 3.4 miles west of Kaiser Road at its closest point north of Lake 
Tamarisk. Ambient noise levels within JTNP are 35 dBA or less.  As shown in Table 4.12-3, and 
assuming existing noise levels of 35 dBA at JTNP during daytime hours when the majority of 
construction activities would be occurring, noise levels within JTNP resulting from the addi-
tional construction traffic along Kaiser Road including noise from existing traffic to Lake 
Tamarisk would increase 3-4 dBA, which would be noticeable. 

Ground Vibrations from Construction Activities.  Heavy equipment and trucks used for solar 
facility construction are potential sources of ground vibration.  Ground vibration conditions 
expected from solar facility construction have been evaluated using procedures developed by 
Caltrans (2004).  The Caltrans procedure provides equations for predicting ground vibration 
levels by distance from selected types of construction equipment according to local ground con-
ditions.  Four categories of ground conditions are used to select equation parameters in the 
Caltrans procedure: 

 Category 1: Weak or soft soils, loose soils, loose sand, mud, saturated soils, plowed ground, etc.; 

 Category 2: Competent soils, most sands, sandy clays, silty clays, gravel, silts, weathered rock, 
etc.; 

 Category 3: Hard soils, dense compacted sands, dry consolidated clay, consolidated glacial till, 
etc.; 

 Category 4: Hard, competent rock, bedrock, exposed hard rock, etc. 

Caltrans Category 2 conditions were considered representative of the solar facility area, same as 
for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project located immediately north of the DHSP, for the early 
phases of construction when most heavy equipment would be in use.  Although Category 3 might 
be representative of the on-site conditions at the solar facility following the soil compaction 
phase of construction activity, there would be much less heavy equipment use following that 
phase.  In addition, Category 2 soil conditions would continue to prevail at off-site locations.  
Table 4.12-4 summarizes the results of the vibration analysis. 

Table 4.12-4. Ground Vibration Levels for Typical Equipment Used for Solar Facility Construction 

Equipment  
     Type 

Vibratory 
Type Parameter 

Distance from Operating Equipment Item 

25 feet 100 feet 200 feet 300 feet 

Vibratory Pile 
Driver, typical 

Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.170 0.028 0.011 0.007 
Human  

Response 
mildly  

annoying 
barely 

perceptible 
barely 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential very low none none none 

Self-Loading 
Scraper 

Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.089 0.015 0.006 0.004 
Human  

Response 
distinctly 

perceptible 
barely 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential 
extremely 

low none none none 

Static Roller-
Compactor 

Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.089 0.015 0.006 0.004 
Human  

Response 
distinctly 

perceptible 
barely 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
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Table 4.12-4. Ground Vibration Levels for Typical Equipment Used for Solar Facility Construction 

Equipment  
     Type 

Vibratory 
Type Parameter 

Distance from Operating Equipment Item 

25 feet 100 feet 200 feet 300 feet 
Building Damage 

Potential 
extremely 

low none none none 

Large Bulldozer Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.089 0.015 0.006 0.004 
Human  

Response 
distinctly 

perceptible 
barely 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential 
extremely 

low none none none 

Drill Rig or Auger Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.089 0.015 0.006 0.004 
Human  

Response 
distinctly 

perceptible 
barely 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential 
extremely 

low none none none 

Loaded Truck Single Event 

PPV, in/sec 0.076 0.013 0.005 0.003 
Human  

Response 
barely 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential None none none none 

Small 
Bulldozer 

Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Human  

Response 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential none none none none 

Excavator or 
Backhoe 

Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Human  

Response 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential none none none none 

Wheeled Loader Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Human  

Response 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential none none none none 

PPV = peak particle velocity, inches per second 
Human reactions and building damage potential have different thresholds depending on whether the vibration events are isolated discrete 
events or frequent/continuous events. 
Building damage potential is based on cosmetic (not structural) damage to buildings or structures of various types and ages.  Building damage 
categories are: 
• Extremely Low = exceeds cosmetic damage threshold for extremely fragile historic buildings, ruins, or monuments 
• Very Low = exceeds cosmetic damage threshold for fragile buildings 
• Low = exceeds cosmetic damage threshold for historic buildings 
• Moderate = exceeds cosmetic damage threshold for older residential buildings 
• High = exceeds cosmetic damage threshold for newer residential buildings 
• Very High = exceeds cosmetic damage thresholds for modern commercial and industrial buildings. 
Source:  BLM 2011 – Table 4.10-5. 

As demonstrated by the data in Table 4.12-4, ground vibration from most types of equipment 
used for solar facility construction would not be perceptible at distances of 200 feet or more from 
operating equipment items.  For vibratory pile drivers, ground vibrations would not be 
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perceptible at distances of 300 feet or more from the operating equipment.  Construction activity 
would not cause perceptible ground vibrations and would pose no risk of cosmetic damage to 
any existing buildings in the solar facility vicinity. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Noise generated from operations and maintenance of the proposed project would include noise 
generated by the inverters, substation, switchyard, tracking-system, if used, and gen-tie line; veg-
etation clearing and weed management activities; and maintenance activities, such as periodic 
water washes of the panels and road maintenance.  Operations and maintenance work would be 
completed on an as-needed basis, with 8 full-time O&M workers traveling from Palm Springs or 
from a leased or purchased facility in Desert Center.  Facilities would be maintained utilizing 2 
small 4-wheel drive vehicles for panel washing and 4 pickup trucks for accessing the site and 
delivering equipment and crews for maintenance activities.  Panel washing would occur no more 
than three times per year and less frequently over time as soil compaction increases (enXco 
2011a – DR#1 Question N-9).  On-site vehicle use would be limited to service trucks at not more 
than 2 hours per day, not more than 20 hours a year for larger vehicles (enXco 2011a – DR#1 
Question AR-2).  Operation and maintenance of the facility would result in both on-site and off-
site noise. 

Direct Effects 

Solar Facility (Including On-Site Substation) 

Noise from Facility Operations.  Operational activities at the solar facility site would generate 
minimal noise.  Identifiable sources of noise would include on-site vehicle use for panel-
washing, vegetation treatment, delivering equipment and crews for maintenance activities; power 
conversion station (PCS) equipment; and the on-site substation.  There would be limited amounts 
of vehicle traffic on the site; this vehicle activity would be intermittent and would not be 
expected to generate off-site noise effects at identified residences. 

Inverters and transformers at the PCS would produce low levels of noise during facility opera-
tions, but this noise would be limited to daytime hours when the solar arrays are generating elec-
tricity.  Each PCS would have an inverter located within an enclosure and one transformer, with 
each array block typically employing two 720 kW inverters.  The Applicant is still determining 
the model of inverters to use but the model would likely be similar to a Xantrex 500-kW model, 
Satcon 1-MW model, or SMA 720-kW model.  Each PCS inverter would generate a noise level 
of about 80 dBA at a distance of 3.28 feet (1 meter) (enXco 2011a – DR#1 Question N-2) or 74 
dBA at a distance of 6.5 feet (2 meters), assuming a reduction of 6 dB per doubling of distance.  
Based on similar equipment used on the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, this analysis 
assumes that each PCS inverter would generate a noise level of about 75 dBA at a distance of 10 
feet (or a level just slightly higher than that specified by the Applicant), or about 78 dBA at 10 
feet for two inverters (BLM 2011).  The PCS enclosure would provide 15 to 20 dBA of noise 
reduction, reducing the inverter noise to 63 dBA at a distance of 10 feet from the enclosure 
(BLM 2011).  The PCS transformers generate a noise level of about 58 dBA at a distance of 6 
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feet (BLM 2011).  For analysis purposes, the overall noise generation from the PCS (inverter 
housing, air conditioner, and transformer) is estimated to be 65 dBA at a distance of 10 feet 
(BLM 2011).  This noise level would be reduced to 50 dBA at a distance of 56 feet, to 40 dBA at 
a distance of 178 feet, and to 35 dBA at a distance of 312 feet.  The PCS would be centrally 
located within each array block of solar panels, about 240 to 300 feet from the sides of the array.  
Thus, the PCS would generate little audible noise beyond the solar facility property line during 
daytime hours.  The PCS would not be a source of noise during nighttime hours.  Furthermore, 
the closest occupied residence is located 6,500 feet from the property line and JTNP is located a 
minimum of 1.8 miles from the property line such that noise generated by the PCS would not be 
detectible. 

Transformers and related equipment at the on-site substation would be the most important source 
of operational noise.  Similar to the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, transformers at the on-
site substation would have cooling fans that operate during daytime hours, but which would not 
be needed at night when the solar arrays are not generating power.  The transformers at the on-
site substation are expected to generate noise levels of 89 dBA at a distance of 6 feet during the 
daytime, and 86 dBA at a distance of 1 foot during nighttime hours (BLM 2011).  Daytime noise 
generation from the on-site substation is expected to be 70.6 dBA at a distance of 50 feet from 
the substation, 60 dBA at 168 feet, 50 dBA at 521 feet, 45 dBA at 907 feet, and 40 dBA at 1,535 
feet (BLM 2011).  Nighttime noise generation from the on-site substation is expected to be 52.1 
dBA at a distance of 50 feet, 50 dBA at a distance of 64 feet, 40 dBA at a distance of 200 feet, 
and 35 dBA at a distance of 353 feet (BLM 2011).  The on-site substation would be located over 
1.25 miles from the closest occupied residence and over 3.5 miles east from JTNP.  If gen-tie 
Alternative E (New Cross-Valley Alignment) were selected with any of the solar facility action 
alternatives, including Alternative 4, the substation would be located in the southern-middle por-
tion of the site; the closest existing residence would be approximately 2 miles away and JTNP 
would be approximately 3 miles away.  Under either substation location scenario, daytime noise 
from the on-site substation would generally be well below background noise levels (50-35 dBA) 
at the closest residence and JTNP (35 dBA performance standard); nighttime noise would also be 
well below the background noise levels (35-25 dBA) at the closest residence and JTNP (35 dBA 
performance standard).  Furthermore, these noise levels would meet the Riverside County sta-
tionary source exterior noise limit of 65 dBA, 10-minute Leq and Riverside County Ordinance 
No. 847, which limits noise at rural residential properties to 45 dBA Lmax. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for O&M. 

Decommissioning 

The expected operational life of the proposed project is 30 years.  When permanent closure is 
appropriate, a decommissioning plan would be developed and submitted to the BLM for review 
and approval.  Closure may range from temporary “mothballing” to complete removal of equip-
ment and restoration of the land to BLM approved specifications.  The latter of these formulates 
the basis for the noise analysis for decommissioning. 
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Direct Effects 

Noise from Decommissioning Activities.  Decommissioning of the solar facility would require 
disassembly of mechanical equipment components, demolition of on-site buildings, and removal 
of perimeter fencing.  Many equipment components would include materials that could be 
recycled, although some materials would probably require disposal in appropriate landfills or 
other waste disposal areas.  It is likely that some type of revegetation program also would be 
required.  Equipment used for decommissioning would generally be similar to that used for con-
struction.  Decommissioning activities would likely require less heavy equipment than facility 
construction, since no vegetation clearing or site grading would be required.  Noise effects from 
decommissioning activities at the solar facility site would be similar to, but probably somewhat 
less than, those previously estimated for construction activities (see Table 4.12-2, above). 

Noise from Traffic Associated with Decommissioning.  Traffic volumes associated with 
decommissioning activities would likely be similar to traffic volumes associated with construc-
tion activities.  Because decommissioning would occur at least 30 years in the future, it is likely 
that vehicle engine technology would be different from current technology.  Engine technologies 
that do not rely on internal combustion engines would likely generate lower noise levels than 
those produced by current vehicles.  This effect is already apparent with hybrid vehicles.  Conse-
quently, noise effects from traffic associated with decommissioning activities would likely be 
somewhat less than the noise levels previously estimated for construction-related traffic (see 
Table 4.12-3, above). 

Ground Vibrations from Decommissioning Activity.  Ground vibrations generated during 
solar facility decommissioning would be similar to those previously discussed with respect to 
construction activities (see Table 4.12-4, above). 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measure would ensure that on-site Project-related construction activi-
ties would be consistent with the Riverside County Noise Ordinance (No. 847) and would not 
increase ambient noise levels within JTNP boundaries: 

MM NOI-1 Limit Construction Hours When Occurring Near Occupied Residences.  The 
project owner or its construction contractor shall limit construction activity within 
a quarter mile of an inhabited dwelling (as identified at the time of construction) 
to 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. during June through September and 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 
p.m. during October through May to maintain consistency with Riverside County 
Noise Ordinance No. 847.  Certain electrical connection activities at the solar 
facility site may occur at night for safety reasons; however, no heavy equipment 
operations would be required for these activities. 

MM NOI-2 No Net Increase in Ambient Noise within JTNP. The project owner shall 
ensure that on-site project construction activities do not result in noise levels 
above 35 dBA Leq (1-hour) within the boundary of JTNP.  The project owner 
shall ensure regular monitoring of noise levels at the Park boundary closest to on-
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site project construction activities.  If noise levels as a result of on-site project 
construction exceed 35 dBA Leq (1-hour) within the Park boundary, a noise 
attenuation barrier shall be erected around the project construction activities to 
dampen the noise to less than 35 dBA Leq (1-hour) within the Park. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative 4 would result in a substantial increase (>10 dBA) in traffic noise 
levels above existing ambient noise levels along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk Road dur-
ing construction and decommissioning, which would result in a temporary unavoidable adverse 
effect on occupied residences.  No unavoidable adverse vibration effects would occur under 
Alternative 4. 

4.12.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Alternative 5 would remain in the same location as Alternative 4 and would use the same project 
boundaries and access routes as Alternative 4 except that it would exclude the portion of the site 
which is within the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA).  The WHMA is 
located along the northeastern boundary of the project site.  No residences are located near this 
area, such that exclusion of the WHMA does not change the distance of the project components 
to the closest residence(s). 

Direct Effects 

Construction 

Noise from On-Site Construction Activity.  The solar facility under Alternative 5 would be 
slightly smaller than for Alternative 4 (discussed above in Section 4.12.6), but construction activ-
ities would occur on the same schedule as Alternative 4 and would require the same types of 
equipment.  Additionally, the size of the area disturbed on a given day may be slightly smaller 
under Alternative 5 than Alternative 4.  While the total number of some equipment items may be 
less under Alternative 5 than Alternative 4, similar types and numbers of equipment items would 
typically be operating in proximity.  For noise analysis purposes, it has been assumed that the 
number and types of equipment operating in proximity at the solar facility under Alternative 5 
would be the same as analyzed for Alternative 4. 

As indicated previously in Table 4.12-2, daytime construction activity at the solar facility site 
would not generate significant noise impacts at any nearby occupied residence or within JTNP 
with implementation of Mitigation Measures NOI-1 and NOI-2. 

Noise from Construction-Related Traffic.  Alternative 5 would require slightly less construc-
tion materials and related truck trips, and possibly fewer construction workers than Alternative 4; 
however, the difference would be minimal.  For the purposes of noise effects analysis, it is 
assumed that traffic noise generated during construction of the solar facility under Alternative 5 
would be identical to Alternative 4 (see Table 4.12-3). 

As shown in Table 4.12-3, construction-related traffic would have little noise impact in Desert 
Center due to the relatively high noise levels generated by existing traffic on I-10.  Assuming 
existing noise levels of 35 dBA at JTNP during daytime hours when the majority of construction 
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activities would be occurring, the noise level increase within JTNP due to the additional con-
struction traffic along Kaiser Road would be noticeable (a 3-4 dBA increase). 

Ground Vibrations from Construction Activity.  Ground vibration effects from construction 
activities for Alternative 5 would be the same as presented previously in connection with 
Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Noise from Facility Operations.  Operational noise under Alternative 5 would be essentially the 
same as that discussed for Alternative 4.  Noise levels from solar facility operations would be 
within limits set by the Riverside County noise ordinance, would seldom be audible beyond the 
property line, and would not be audible at any existing occupied residence or within JTNP. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for O&M. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

The noise and vibration effects resulting from decommissioning under Alternative 5 would be 
the same as those discussed under Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Applicant measures and mitigation measures for Alternative 5 would be the same as those dis-
cussed for Alternative 4 (Mitigation Measures NOI-1 and NOI-2). 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative 5 would result in a substantial increase in traffic noise levels 
above existing ambient noise levels along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk Road during con-
struction and decommissioning, which would result in a temporary unavoidable adverse effect on 
occupied residences.  No unavoidable adverse vibration effects would occur under Alternative 5. 

4.12.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 6 would remain in the same location as Alternative 4 and would use the same project 
boundaries and access routes as Alternative 4 except that it would exclude a portion of the site 
which hosts sensitive plant species and the southwestern parcel.  There are no residences located 
near the southwestern parcel (closest residence is located 1.5 miles to the south). 
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Direct Effects 

Construction 

Noise from On-Site Construction Activity.  Alternative 6 would be smaller in scale than Alter-
native 4 (and Alternative 5), but construction activities would occur on the same schedule as for 
Alternative 4 and would require the same types of equipment.  The size of the area disturbed on a 
given day would be smaller under Alternative 6 than under Alternatives 4 and 5.  While total 
numbers of some equipment items would be less under Alternative 6 than under Alternatives 4 
or 5, similar types and numbers of equipment items would typically be operating in proximity 
under Alternatives 4, 5, and 6.  For noise analysis purposes, it has been assumed that the number 
and types of equipment operating in proximity for Alternative 6 would be the same as analyzed 
for Alternative 4. 

As indicated previously in Table 4.12-2, daytime construction activity at the solar facility site 
would not generate significant noise effects at any nearby occupied residence or within JTNP 
with implementation of Mitigation Measures NOI-1 and NOI-2. 

Noise from Construction-Related Traffic.  Alternative 6 would be expected to require less 
construction material, fewer construction-related truck trips, and slightly fewer construction 
workers than under Alternatives 4 and 5.  As such, construction-related traffic and associated 
noise effects would be less than that modeled for Alternative 4.  As such, noise levels along I-10, 
SR-177, and Kaiser Road would be less than the noise levels estimated in Table 4.12-3. How-
ever, the difference in noise levels is not expected to be substantially lower such that there would 
continue to be a substantial increase in noise levels for occupied residences resulting from the 
project along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk Road. As shown in Table 4.12-3, 
construction-related traffic would have little noise impact in Desert Center due to the relatively 
high noise levels generated by existing traffic on I-10.  Assuming existing noise levels of 35 
dBA at JTNP during daytime hours when the majority of construction activities would be occur-
ring, the noise level increase within JTNP due to the additional construction traffic along Kaiser 
Road would be noticeable (a 3-4 dBA increase). 

Ground Vibrations from Construction Activity.  Ground vibration effects from construction 
activities for Alternative 6 would be the same as presented previously in connection with 
Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Noise from Facility Operations.  Operational noise under Alternative 6 would be essentially the 
same as that discussed for Alternative 4.  Noise levels from solar facility operations would be 
within limits set by the Riverside County noise ordinance, would seldom be audible beyond the 
property line, and would not be audible at any existing occupied residence or within JTNP. 
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Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for O&M. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

The noise and vibration effects resulting from decommissioning under Alternative 6 would be 
the same as those discussed under Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Applicant measures and mitigation measures for Alternative 6 would be the same as those dis-
cussed for Alternative 4 (Mitigation Measures NOI-1 and NOI-2). 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative 6 would result in a substantial increase in traffic noise levels 
above existing ambient noise levels along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk Road during con-
struction and decommissioning, which would result in a temporary unavoidable adverse effect on 
occupied residences.  No unavoidable adverse vibration effects would occur under Alternative 6. 

4.12.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6.  Alterna-
tive 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 150 MW nominal 
capacity project.  Project details are the same as for Alternative 4, with the only exception being 
the overall height of the panels for Alternative 7.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-
axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet. Alternative 7 would exclude the 
same portion of the site as Alternative 6.  There are no residences located near the southwestern 
parcel (closest residence is located 1.5 miles to the south). 

Direct Effects 

Construction 

Noise from On-Site Construction Activity.  Alternative 7 would be smaller in scale than Alter-
native 4 (and Alternative 5), but construction activities would occur on the same schedule as for 
Alternative 4 and would require the same types of equipment.  The size of the area disturbed on a 
given day would be smaller under Alternative 7 than under Alternatives 4 and 5.  While total 
numbers of some equipment items would be less under Alternative 7 than under Alternatives 4 
or 5, similar types and numbers of equipment items would typically be operating in proximity 
under Alternatives 4, 5, and 7.  For noise analysis purposes, it has been assumed that the number 
and types of equipment operating in proximity for Alternative 7 would be the same as analyzed 
for Alternative 4. 
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As indicated previously in Table 4.12-2, daytime construction activity at the solar facility site 
would not generate significant noise effects at any nearby occupied residence or within JTNP 
with implementation of Mitigation Measures NOI-1 and NOI-2. 

Noise from Construction-Related Traffic.  Alternative 7 would be expected to require less 
construction material, fewer construction-related truck trips, and slightly fewer construction 
workers than under Alternatives 4 and 5.  As such, construction-related traffic and associated 
noise effects would be less than that modeled for Alternative 4.  As such, noise levels along I-10, 
SR-177, and Kaiser Road would be less than the noise levels estimated in Table 4.12-3. How-
ever, the difference in noise levels is not expected to be substantially lower such that there would 
continue to be a substantial increase in noise levels for occupied residences resulting from the 
project along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk Road. As shown in Table 4.12-3, 
construction-related traffic would have little noise impact in Desert Center due to the relatively 
high noise levels generated by existing traffic on I-10.  Assuming existing noise levels of 35 
dBA at JTNP during daytime hours when the majority of construction activities would be occur-
ring, the noise level increase within JTNP due to the additional construction traffic along Kaiser 
Road would be noticeable (a 3-4 dBA increase). 

Ground Vibrations from Construction Activity.  Ground vibration effects from construction 
activities for Alternative 7 would be the same as presented previously in connection with Alter-
native 4. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Noise from Facility Operations.  Operational noise under Alternative 7 would be essentially the 
same as that discussed for Alternative 4.  Noise levels from solar facility operations would be 
within limits set by the Riverside County noise ordinance, would seldom be audible beyond the 
property line, and would not be audible at any existing occupied residence or within JTNP. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for O&M. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

The noise and vibration effects resulting from decommissioning under Alternative 7 would be 
the same as those discussed under Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for decommissioning. 
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Mitigation Measures 

Applicant measures and mitigation measures for Alternative 7 would be the same as those dis-
cussed for Alternative 4 (Mitigation Measures NOI-1 and NOI-2). 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative 7 would result in a substantial increase in traffic noise levels 
above existing ambient noise levels along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk Road during con-
struction and decommissioning, which would result in a temporary unavoidable adverse effect on 
occupied residences.  No unavoidable adverse vibration effects would occur under Alternative 7. 

4.12.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed or operated as part of the DHSP.  
Therefore, no noise or vibration effects related to construction, operations and maintenance, or 
decommissioning would occur. 

4.12.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Alternative B would utilize transmission infrastructure developed for First Solar’s Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm Project by sharing the approved transmission towers.  Stringing of the proj-
ect owner’s gen-tie line would occur concurrently with construction of First Solar Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm Project’s gen-tie line. However, since this construction had not yet begun as 
of September 2011, this analysis assumes that Alternative B would require all related construc-
tion activities, including tower installation. 

Direct Effects 

Construction 

Noise from On-Site Construction Activities.  The Alternative B gen-tie line would be identical 
to the gen-tie line for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project and the same number of towers 
would be constructed (73 transmission structures, including 65 tangents and 8 dead-ends, with 5 
splicing locations and 20 guard structures).  As such, construction of the Alternative B gen-tie 
line would result in identical noise levels as were estimated for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
Project.  For the transmission line, four of six construction phases were selected for noise analy-
sis (BLM 2011): 

 Site preparation; 

 Tower foundations 

 Tower assembly and erection; and 

 Power line stringing. 

The remaining two construction phases (testing and site cleanup) would have limited heavy 
equipment use, and would generate lower noise levels than these phases.  Not all equipment 
items would operate concurrently, but several items of equipment would typically be active over 
a construction day.  Equipment items that would typically be operating in proximity were identi-
fied and used in the construction noise analyses.  Construction activity would generally occur 
over a standard five-day workweek (Monday through Friday) with activity limited to daytime 
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hours when located near inhabited dwellings pursuant to Mitigation Measure NOI-1 and consis-
tent with the Riverside County noise ordinance (beginning at 7:00 a.m. during most of the year, 
and perhaps starting as early as 6:00 a.m. during the summer months, and ending no later than 
6:00 p.m.).  Table 4.12-5 summarizes the construction noise analysis results for the five con-
struction phases with the greatest noise generation for the Alternative B gen-tie line. 

Table 4.12-5. Summary of Construction Noise for the Gen-Tie Line (Alternative B) 

Construction 
Phase Typical Equipment 

Distance from 
Construction  

(feet) 

Maximum 
1-Hour Leq 
Increment  

(dBA) 

Average Daytime 
Leq Increment  

(dBA) 

CNEL  
Increment  

(dBA) 

Site Preparation 
Tracked Dozer, Grader, 
Roller-Compactor, Wheeled 
Loader, Dump Truck, Water 
Truck 

100 80.3 78.1 75.0 
200 74.1 71.8 68.8 
300 70.3 68.1 65.1 
500 65.5 63.2 60.2 
700 62.1 59.9 56.9 

1,000 58.4 56.1 53.1 

Tower 
Foundations 

Tracked Dozer, Wheeled 
Loader, Backhoe, Auger 
Rig, Drill Rig, Compressor, 
Pump, Jackhammer, 
Portable Mixer, Forklift, 
Mobile Crane, Dump Trick, 
Cement Mixer Truck, 
Specialty Trucks, Water 
Truck 

100 84.3 79.8 76.8 
200 78.0 73.6 70.6 
300 74.2 69.9 66.9 
500 69.3 65.0 62.0 
700 65.9 61.7 58.7 

1,000 62.1 58.0 55.0 

Tower Assembly 
and Erection 

Portable Compressor, 
Forklift, Mobile Crane, 
Water Truck, Flatbed Truck 

100 81.9 78.0 75.0 
200 75.7 71.9 68.8 
300 72.0 68.2 65.2 
500 67.3 63.4 60.4 
700 64.0 60.2 57.2 

1,000 60.4 56.6 53.6 

Power Line 
Stringing 

Tracked Dozer, Backhoe, 
Portable Compressor, Line 
Puller, Specialty Trucks, 
Truck Tractor, Water Truck 

100 78.9 75.6 72.6 
200 72.7 69.4 66.4 
300 69.0 65.7 62.7 
500 64.3 61.0 57.9 
700 61.0 57.7 54.7 

1,000 57.4 54.1 51.1 
Leq = equivalent continuous noise level 
CNEL = community noise equivalent level (a 24-hour weighted average) 
Source: BLM 2011 – Table 4.10-6. 

The Alternative B gen-tie line would be located on the west side of Kaiser Road from the solar 
facility site to a location south of the Tamarisk Lake development.  There are some rural 
residences in addition to the Tamarisk Lake development along that part of the transmission line 
corridor (refer to Figure 3.12-1 in the Noise section of Chapter 3).  Based on aerial photographs, 
the closest homes appear to be about 500 feet from the transmission line corridor.  JTNP is 
located approximately 3.4 miles west of the Alternative B gen-tie alignment, which parallels 
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Kaiser Road. The four construction phases evaluated above would last about twelve months.  
During that time, construction activity would advance in a linear fashion along the 12.1-mile 
transmission line corridor.  Consequently, construction activity would be near any given location 
for only a few weeks of the overall construction period. 

As indicated in Table 4.12-6, daytime construction activity along the transmission line corridor 
would be a temporary but noticeable noise source for locations within about 1,000 feet of the 
active construction area.  CNEL increments at the homes closest to the transmission line corridor 
(distance of 500 feet) would temporarily reach about 62 dBA during tower foundation construc-
tion, with maximum 1-hour Leq noise levels of about 69 dBA.  CNEL increments would tempo-
rarily exceed Riverside County’s normally acceptable limit for rural residential land uses, but 
would remain within the conditionally acceptable range.  Implementation of Mitigation Measure 
NOI-1 would maintain consistency with the Riverside County noise ordinance by limiting con-
struction to the exempted hours (beginning at 7:00 a.m. during most of the year, and starting as 
early as 6:00 a.m. during the summer months, and ending no later than 6:00 p.m.). 

Ambient noise levels within JTNP are expected to be 35 dBA or less, and the NPS has provided 
a performance standard for noise mitigation limiting noise levels at the Park boundary from the 
project to 35 dBA.  Implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-2 would require the on-site con-
struction activities to be monitored and controlled so that they do not cause noise levels above 35 
dBA at the boundary to JTNP. 

Noise from Construction-Related Traffic.  Noise from construction-related traffic for the solar 
facility site, including the gen-tie line, was presented previously in Table 4.10-3.  Construction-
related traffic would have little noise impact in Desert Center due to the relatively high noise 
levels generated by existing traffic on I-10.  Most people cannot detect noise level changes of 
less than 1.5 to 2 dBA, but find noise level changes of 3 to 5 dBA to be noticeable, and find 
noise level changes of 5 dBA or more to be obvious.  The changes in CNEL and 1-hour Leq 
noise levels in the Desert Center area would not be noticeable.  At greater distances from I-10, 
noise from construction-related traffic would have a greater influence on overall traffic noise 
conditions.  Along SR-177 south of Kaiser Road, the increase in noise generated by construction 
traffic would be less than 1 dBA and not noticeable.  Along Kaiser Road south of Lake Tamarisk 
Road there would be a noticeable increase in traffic noise levels (3-4 dBA increase) and north of 
Lake Tamarisk Road noise levels would substantially increase (>10 dBA increase).  At 50 feet 
from the centerline of Kaiser Road, CNEL levels would be within Riverside County’s condi-
tionally acceptable range for rural residential land uses (Table 3.12-2; 55-70 dBA CNEL) and at 
180 feet back within the normally acceptable range for rural residential land uses (Table 3.12-2; 
up to 60 dBA CNEL). Assuming noise levels of 35 dBA at JTNP during daytime hours when the 
majority of construction activities would be occurring, the noise level increase within JTNP due 
to additional construction traffic along Kaiser Road would be noticeable (a 3-4 dBA increase). 

Ground Vibrations from Construction Activities.  Ground vibration effects from construction 
of the gen-tie line under Alternative B were assessed using the same procedures as discussed pre-
viously for the solar facility site.  Table 4.12-6 summarizes the ground vibration analysis for con-
struction of gen-tie line. 
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Table 4.12-6. Ground Vibration Levels for Typical Equipment Used for Gen-Tie Line Construction 

Equipment  
Type 

Vibratory 
Type Parameter 

Distance from Operating Equipment Item 

25 feet 100 feet 200 feet 300 feet 

Static Roller-
Compactor 

Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.089 0.015 0.006 0.004 
Human 

Response 
distinctly 

perceptible 
barely 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential 
extremely 

low none none none 

Self-Loading 
Scraper 

Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.089 0.015 0.006 0.004 
Human 

Response 
distinctly 

perceptible 
barely 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential 
extremely 

low none none none 

Large 
Bulldozer 

Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.089 0.015 0.006 0.004 
Human 

Response 
distinctly 

perceptible 
barely 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential 
extremely 

low none none none 

Drill Rig or Auger Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.089 0.015 0.006 0.004 
Human 

Response 
distinctly 

perceptible 
barely 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential 
extremely 

low none none none 

Loaded Truck Single Event 

PPV, in/sec 0.076 0.013 0.005 0.003 
Human 

Response 
barely 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential none none none none 

Jackhammer Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.035 0.006 0.002 0.001 
Human 

Response 
barely 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential none none none none 

Small 
Bulldozer 

Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Human 

Response 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential none none none none 

Excavator or 
Backhoe 

Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Human 

Response 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
Building Damage 

Potential none none none none 

Wheeled Loader Frequent or 
Continuous 

PPV, in/sec 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Human 

Response 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
not 

perceptible 
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Table 4.12-6. Ground Vibration Levels for Typical Equipment Used for Gen-Tie Line Construction 

Equipment  
Type 

Vibratory 
Type Parameter 

Distance from Operating Equipment Item 

25 feet 100 feet 200 feet 300 feet 
Building Damage 

Potential none none none none 

PPV = peak particle velocity, inches per second 
Human reactions and building damage potential have different thresholds depending on whether the vibration events are isolated discrete 
events or frequent/continuous events. 
Building damage potential is based on cosmetic (not structural) damage to buildings or structures of various types and ages.  Building damage 
categories are: 
• Extremely Low = exceeds cosmetic damage threshold for extremely fragile historic buildings, ruins, or monuments 
• Very Low = exceeds cosmetic damage threshold for fragile buildings 
• Low = exceeds cosmetic damage threshold for historic buildings 
• Moderate = exceeds cosmetic damage threshold for older residential buildings 
• High = exceeds cosmetic damage threshold for newer residential buildings 
• Very High = exceeds cosmetic damage thresholds for modern commercial and industrial buildings. 
Source:  BLM 2011 – Table 4.10-7. 

As demonstrated by the data in Table 4.12-6, ground vibration from most types of construction 
equipment used for gen-tie line construction would not be perceptible at distances of 200 feet or 
more from operating equipment items.  Gen-tie line construction activity would not cause 
perceptible ground vibrations and would pose no risk of cosmetic damage to any existing build-
ings along the transmission line corridor. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Noise from Facility Operations.  The gen-tie line would have no persistent operational noise 
generation, with the exception of corona noise, as routine transmission line inspection and main-
tenance activities would occur on an as needed basis.  Southern California Edison has estimated 
corona discharge noise from 230 kV transmission lines at 50 dBA at the edge of the transmission 
line ROW (CPUC 2006).  Ambient noise levels during rainstorms often exceed this noise level, 
especially if the rain is accompanied by high winds. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for O&M. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Noise from Decommissioning Activities.  Decommissioning of the gen-tie line under Alterna-
tive B would require removal of the transmission cables, removal of the transmission towers and 
footings, filling of tower footing excavations, and perhaps a limited amount of revegetation 
along the transmission line corridor.  Equipment used for decommissioning would generally be 
similar to that used for construction.  Noise effects from decommissioning activities for the gen-
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tie line would be similar to, but probably somewhat less than, those previously estimated for con-
struction activities (see Table 4.12-5, above). 

Noise from Traffic Associated with Decommissioning.  Traffic volumes associated with 
decommissioning activities would likely be similar to traffic volumes associated with construc-
tion activities.  Because decommissioning would occur at least 30 years in the future, it is likely 
that vehicle engine technology would be different from current technology.  Engine technologies 
that do not rely on internal combustion engines would likely generate lower noise levels than 
those produced by current vehicles.  This effect is already apparent with hybrid vehicles.  Conse-
quently, noise effects from traffic associated with decommissioning activities would likely be 
somewhat less than the noise levels previously estimated for construction-related traffic (see 
Table 4.12-3, above). 

Ground Vibrations from Decommissioning Activity.  Ground vibrations generated during 
decommissioning of gen-tie line would be similar to those previously discussed with respect to 
construction activities (see Table 4.12-6, above). 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures NOI-1 and NOI-2, presented under Alternative 4, would ensure compliance 
with the Riverside County’s noise ordinance and ensure no increase in ambient noise levels 
within JTNP boundaries from on-site construction activities.  No additional mitigation is 
necessary. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative B, when considering both the solar facility and the gen-tie line, 
would result in a substantial increase in traffic noise levels above existing ambient noise levels 
along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk Road during construction and decommissioning, 
which would result in a temporary unavoidable adverse effect.  No unavoidable adverse vibration 
effects would occur under Alternative B. 

4.12.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

The Alternative C gen-tie line would parallel the approved Desert Sunlight gen-tie line, and 
would be located on separate towers within the same ROW.  The same number of towers in a 
nearly identical alignment to that of First Solar’s towers would be constructed. 

Direct Effects 

Construction activity noise and vibration estimates presented previously for the gen-tie line 
under Alternative B would apply equally to construction activity under Alternative C because the 
Alternative C gen-tie line would parallel the approved Desert Sunlight gen-tie line and would 
require the same number of towers in a nearly identical alignment.  However, under Alternative C 
the closest residence would be located slightly farther away than under Alternative B (600 feet vs. 
500 feet).  Therefore, noise and vibration effects resulting from the construction of the gen-tie line 
under Alternative C would be slightly reduced compared to those described under Alternative B. 
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Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Noise from Facility Operations.  As discussed above for Alternative B, the gen-tie line would 
have no persistent operational noise generation, with the exception of corona noise, as routine 
transmission line inspection and maintenance activities would occur on an as needed basis.  
Southern California Edison has estimated corona discharge noise from 230 kV transmission lines 
at 50 dBA at the edge of the transmission line ROW (CPUC 2006).  Ambient noise levels during 
rainstorms often exceed this noise level, especially if the rain is accompanied by high winds.  
However, noise generated by rain and wind would likely mask corona noise generated by the 
transmission line. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for O&M. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Noise from Decommissioning Activities.  Decommissioning of the gen-tie line under Alterna-
tive C would be identical to Alternative B. Noise effects from decommissioning activities for the 
gen-tie line would be similar to, but probably somewhat less than, those previously estimated for 
construction activities (see Table 4.12-5, above). 

Noise from Traffic Associated with Decommissioning.  Traffic volumes associated with 
decommissioning activities would likely be similar to traffic volumes associated with construc-
tion activities.  Because decommissioning would occur at least 30 years in the future, it is likely 
that vehicle engine technology would be different from current technology.  Engine technologies 
that do not rely on internal combustion engines would likely generate lower noise levels than 
those produced by current vehicles.  This effect is already apparent with hybrid vehicles.  Conse-
quently, noise effects from traffic associated with decommissioning activities would likely be 
somewhat less than the noise levels previously estimated for construction-related traffic (see 
Table 4.12-3, above). 

Ground Vibrations from Decommissioning Activity.  Ground vibrations generated during 
decommissioning of gen-tie line would be similar to those previously discussed with respect to 
construction activities (see Table 4.12-6, above). 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures NOI-1 and NOI-2, presented under Alternative 4, would ensure compliance 
with the Riverside County’s noise ordinance and ensure no increase in ambient noise levels 
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within JTNP boundaries from on-site construction activities.  No additional mitigation is 
necessary. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative C, when considering both the solar facility and the gen-tie line, 
would result in a substantial increase in traffic noise levels above existing ambient noise levels 
along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk Road during construction and decommissioning, 
which would result in a temporary unavoidable adverse effect.  No unavoidable adverse vibration 
effects would occur under Alternative C. 

4.12.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction, operation, and maintenance of the gen-tie line under Alternative D would be 
identical to that described for Alternative B, except it would require slightly less temporary and 
permanent ground disturbance.  However, because it would require new access routes for the 
transmission line, Alternative D would require about 3,700 cubic yards of aggregate. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction activity noise and vibration estimates presented previously for the gen-tie line 
under Alternative B would apply equally to construction activity under Alternative D.  However, 
under Alternative D the closest residence would be located farther away than under Alternative B 
(1,450 feet vs. 500 feet).  Therefore, noise and vibration effects resulting from the construction 
of the gen-tie line under Alternative D would be slightly reduced compared to those described 
under Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Noise from Facility Operations.  As discussed above for Alternative B, the gen-tie line would 
have no persistent operational noise generation, with the exception of corona noise, as routine 
transmission line inspection and maintenance activities would occur on an as needed basis.  
Southern California Edison has estimated corona discharge noise from 230 kV transmission lines 
at 50 dBA at the edge of the transmission line ROW (CPUC 2006).  Ambient noise levels during 
rainstorms often exceed this noise level, especially if the rain is accompanied by high winds.  
However, noise generated by rain and wind would likely mask corona noise generated by the 
transmission line. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for O&M. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Noise from Decommissioning Activities.  Decommissioning of the gen-tie line under Alterna-
tive D would be identical to Alternative B.  Noise effects from decommissioning activities for 
the gen-tie line would be similar to, but probably somewhat less than, those previously estimated 
for construction activities (see Table 4.12-5, above). 

Noise from Traffic Associated with Decommissioning.  Traffic volumes associated with 
decommissioning activities would likely be similar to traffic volumes associated with construc-
tion activities.  Because decommissioning would occur at least 30 years in the future, it is likely 
that vehicle engine technology would be different from current technology.  Engine technologies 
that do not rely on internal combustion engines would likely generate lower noise levels than 
those produced by current vehicles.  This effect is already apparent with hybrid vehicles.  Conse-
quently, noise effects from traffic associated with decommissioning activities would likely be 
somewhat less than the noise levels previously estimated for construction-related traffic (see 
Table 4.12-3, above). 

Ground Vibrations from Decommissioning Activity.  Ground vibrations generated during 
decommissioning of gen-tie line would be similar to those previously discussed with respect to 
construction activities (see Table 4.12-6, above). 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures NOI-1 and NOI-2, presented under Alternative 4, would ensure compliance 
with the Riverside County’s noise ordinance and ensure no increase in ambient noise levels within 
JTNP boundaries from on-site construction activities.  No additional mitigation is necessary. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative D, when considering both the solar facility and the gen-tie line, 
would result in a substantial increase in traffic noise levels above existing ambient noise levels 
along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk Road during construction and decommissioning, 
which would result in a temporary unavoidable adverse effect.  No unavoidable adverse vibration 
effects would occur under Alternative D. 

4.12.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction, operation, and maintenance of Alternative E would be identical to that described 
for Alternative B, except for it would require slightly less temporary and permanent ground dis-
turbance. However, because it would require new access routes for the transmission line, Alter-
native E would require about 3,700 cubic yards of aggregate. 
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Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction activity noise and vibration estimates presented previously for the gen-tie line 
under Alternative B would apply equally to construction activity under Alternative E.  However, 
under Alternative E the closest residence would be located farther away than under Alternative B 
(900 feet vs. 500 feet).  Therefore, noise and vibration effects resulting from the construction of 
the gen-tie line under Alternative E would be slightly reduced compared to those described under 
Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Noise from Facility Operations.  As discussed above for Alternative B, the gen-tie line would 
have no persistent operational noise generation, with the exception of corona noise, as routine 
transmission line inspection and maintenance activities would occur on an as needed basis.  
Southern California Edison has estimated corona discharge noise from 230 kV transmission lines 
at 50 dBA at the edge of the transmission line ROW (CPUC 2006).  Ambient noise levels during 
rainstorms often exceed this noise level, especially if the rain is accompanied by high winds.  
However, noise generated by rain and wind would likely mask corona noise generated by the 
transmission line. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for O&M. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Noise from Decommissioning Activities.  Decommissioning of the gen-tie line under Alterna-
tive E would be identical to Alternative B.  Noise effects from decommissioning activities for the 
gen-tie line would be similar to, but probably somewhat less than, those previously estimated for 
construction activities (see Table 4.12-5, above). 

Noise from Traffic Associated with Decommissioning.  Traffic volumes associated with decom-
missioning activities would likely be similar to traffic volumes associated with construction 
activities.  Because decommissioning would occur at least 30 years in the future, it is likely that 
vehicle engine technology would be different from current technology.  Engine technologies that 
do not rely on internal combustion engines would likely generate lower noise levels than those 
produced by current vehicles.  This effect is already apparent with hybrid vehicles.  Consequently, 
noise effects from traffic associated with decommissioning activities would likely be somewhat 
less than the noise levels previously estimated for construction-related traffic (see Table 4.12-3, 
above). 
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Ground Vibrations from Decommissioning Activity.  Ground vibrations generated during decom-
missioning of gen-tie line would be similar to those previously discussed with respect to con-
struction activities (see Table 4.12-6, above). 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to noise and vibration for decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures NOI-1 and NOI-2, presented under Alternative 4, would ensure compliance 
with the Riverside County’s noise ordinance and ensure no increase in ambient noise levels 
within JTNP boundaries from on-site construction activities.  No additional mitigation is 
necessary. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Implementation of Alternative E, when considering both the solar facility and the gen-tie line, 
would result in a substantial increase in traffic noise levels above existing ambient noise levels 
along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk during construction and decommissioning, which 
would result in a temporary unavoidable adverse effect.  No unavoidable adverse vibration 
effects would occur under Alternative E. 

4.12.15 Cumulative Effects 

Cumulative noise or vibration effects would occur when multiple projects affect the same 
geographic areas at the same time or when sequential projects extend the duration of noise or 
vibration effects on a given area over a longer period of time.  The factors of geographic scope 
and time frame for noise and vibration effects are shown in Table 4.12-7 and discussed below.  

Table 4.12-7. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Noise and Vibration 0.5 mile from the area of 
noise generation.   

Additive construction 
equipment noise  

• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 
• Silverado Power Solar Project 
• Desert Sunlight transmission line 

(Alternatives B and C) 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project 

(Alternatives D) 
• Red Bluff Substation (Alternatives B 

through E) 
• I-10 (Alternatives B through E) 

Geographic Scope 

Noise.  The noise effects of the proposed project and alternatives stem primarily from temporary 
construction activities.  Because noise levels decline rapidly with distance from the noise source, 
the geographic scope of noise effects is limited to local areas.  As demonstrated by the construc-
tion noise and traffic noise analyses presented previously, the geographic scope of potentially 
significant noise effects seldom extends more than 2,500 feet (0.5 mile) from the area of noise 
generation. 
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Vibration.  The ground vibration effects of the proposed project and alternatives stem primarily 
from temporary construction activities.  Ground vibrations dissipate more rapidly than airborne 
noise levels, limiting the geographic scope of ground vibration effects to the immediate vicinity 
of the vibration source.  As demonstrated by the ground vibration analyses presented previously, 
the geographic scope of potentially significant ground vibrations extends no more than a few 
hundred feet from the source of the vibrations. 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

There would be no cumulative noise or vibration effects under the No Action and No Project 
Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A) because the solar project (solar facility and gen-tie line) 
would not be constructed.  Any future proposals for use of the site would be subject to separate 
environmental review.  Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative noise effects, as the 
cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie 
and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional 
work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

Current ambient noise conditions represent the cumulative effect of noise generation on a local 
geographic scale.  Except for the I-10 vicinity, existing noise levels in the immediate project 
vicinity are generally low.  There are no known existing ground vibration issues in the project 
study area.  Existing and foreseeable projects and facilities listed in Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 are 
too far from the proposed solar facility area to create cumulative noise effects in combination 
with any of the solar facility action alternatives (Alternatives 4 through 7), with the exception of 
the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (on-site and off-site impacts) located immediately adja-
cent to and north of the solar facility site and the Silverado Power Solar Project located one mile 
south of the solar facility site (off-site impacts only, as site is located outside geographic area 
considered for cumulative noise impacts).  Alternative C would have the potential for cumulative 
site-related noise effects in combination with the Desert Sunlight transmission line, as C would 
use the same or a slightly wider ROW along the same route.  Alternative D would pass through 
the Silverado Power Solar Project and the Desert Center 50 Solar Project sites.  All gen-tie line 
alternatives (Alternatives C through E) connect to the Red Bluff Substation, which is associated 
with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project.  As such, these gen-tie line alternatives have the 
potential for cumulative site-related noise effects in combination with other projects occurring in 
the project vicinity. 

Alternatives C through E all cross I-10 prior to entering the Red Bluff Substation, which is 
situated just south of I-10.  Because there are no noise-sensitive receptors located close to the 
Red Bluff Substation, cumulative noise and vibration effects from the Red Bluff Substation in 
combination with gen-tie line construction activities and existing I-10 traffic would result in a 
minor noise effect.  Furthermore, for the Desert Sunlight Project it was determined that construc-
tion of the solar facility, gen-tie line, and Red Bluff Substation would increase traffic volumes on 
I-10 by less than one percent, resulting in a cumulative CNEL increase of about 0.04 dBA (BLM 
2011).  Similarly, the DHSP solar facility and gen-tie line would have little effect on traffic noise 
along the I-10 (see Table 4.12-3).  Thus, cumulative noise effects related to Alternatives C 
through E would not be substantial near the Red Bluff Substation.  Again, Alternative B would 
not contribute to cumulative noise effects. 
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On-site cumulative noise effects would have the potential to occur as a result of the construction 
if the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project were to occur at the same time as the DHSP.  The con-
struction for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project began in September 2011 with full commer-
cial operation expected by the first quarter of 2015 (First Solar 2011).  This schedule would 
coincide with the DHSP construction.  As such, both on-site and off-site (traffic noise) cumula-
tive effects could occur.  For on-site noise, the closest receptor to both projects is located 3,600 
feet (0.68 mile) west from the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project area and 8,300 feet (1.6 miles) 
northwest from the DHSP solar facility.  As shown in Table 4.12-2, construction noise during the 
loudest phase of construction (array post installation) would result in noise levels of 51 dBA 
Lmax (1 hour) and a CNEL level of 46 dBA at 2,500 feet.  At 5,000 feet (one doubling of dis-
tance), these noise levels would drop by 6 dB (per the fundamentals of stationary noise sources).  
The contribution from the DHSP by the time it reaches the closest receptor to both Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm Project and DHSP (8,300 feet away) would be about 41 dBA Leq (1-hour 
maximum) and 36 dBA CNEL.  If construction (array post installation) were to be occurring in 
the western portion of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project area at the same time as construc-
tion (array post installation) is occurring in the northwestern portion of the DHSP solar facility 
site, construction noise levels would then have the potential to combine.  The Desert Sunlight 
Solar Farm project was estimated to result in noise levels of 48 dBA Leq (1 hour maximum) and 
less than 43 dBA CNEL at this same receptor.  The combined effect of these two projects, under 
a conservative scenario, would increase noise levels by less than one decibel which would not be 
noticeable and not cumulatively substantial.  Construction noise levels would remain within Riv-
erside County’s normally acceptable range for rural residential land uses (Table 3.12-2; up to 60 
dBA CNEL).  Furthermore, when construction is occurring within a quarter mile of an occupied 
residence (as identified at the time of construction) the hours of such activities would be limited 
through mitigation (Mitigation Measure NOI-1) such that noise standards established in local 
noise ordinances, specifically Riverside County Noise Ordinance No. 847, would be not be 
exceeded. In addition, noise levels within JTNP from on-site construction activities would be 
monitored and controlled so that cumulative noise levels remain at or below 35 dBA with imple-
mentation of Mitigation Measure NOI-2, thereby meeting the Park’s stated goal of encouraging 
no increase in ambient noise levels within the Park from construction activities outside the Park. 

Off-site cumulative noise effects would have the potential to occur as a result of the construction 
of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project and/or Silverado Power Solar Project if they were to 
occur at the same time as the DHSP.  However, given its permitting status (notice of intent to 
prepare an EIR not yet released by the County, CEQANet 2012; and a plan of development not 
yet submitted to BLM for any gen-tie alignment) construction of the Silverado Power Solar Proj-
ect is not anticipated to begin until 2015 or later and therefore, construction activities would not 
occur at the same time as the DHSP.  For the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project and the DHSP, 
construction traffic would be generated along I-10, SR-177 and Kaiser Road.  Because construc-
tion of these two projects would be occurring at the same time, cumulative traffic noise effects 
could occur.  Existing traffic volumes on I-10 (currently 21,000 to 23,000 vehicles per day with 
40 percent truck traffic) would need to be doubled to cause even a 3 dBA increase in noise 
levels, which would not occur as a result of these two projects.  Both individually and cumula-
tively the increase in traffic volume from these projects would have a negligible effect on traffic 
noise levels along I-10; therefore, cumulative effects would not be substantial. 
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Cumulative traffic noise along SR-177 and Kaiser Road in the Lake Tamarisk area were esti-
mated, as shown in Table 4.12-8. 

Table 4.12-8. Modeled 1-Hour Leq/CNEL Noise Levels from Cumulative Construction Traffic 

Traffic Noise Source 

Distance from 
Road Centerline 

(feet) 

Existing  
1-Hour Leq /  
CNEL (dBA) 

Existing + Proposed 
Project + Desert 

Sunlight  
1-Hour Leq /  
CNEL (dBA) 

Change from Existing 
1-Hour Leq /  
CNEL (dBA) 

SR-177 South of Kaiser Road 

50 70.9 / 72.0 71.6 / 73.0 0.7 / 1.0 
100 67.8 / 68.9 68.5 / 69.9 0.7 / 1.0 
250 63.8 / 64.9 64.5 / 65.9 0.7 / 1.0 
500 60.8 / 61.9 61.5 / 62.9 0.7 / 1.0 
750 59.1 / 60.1 59.8 / 61. 0.7 / 1.1 

1,000 57.8 / 58.9 58.5 / 59.9 0.7 / 1.0 

Kaiser Road South of Lake 
Tamarisk 

50 61.9 / 62.2 66.0 / 67.5 4.1 / 5.3 
100 58.8 / 59.1 62.9 / 64.4 4.1 / 5.3 
250 54.9 / 55.1 58.9 / 60.4 4.0 / 5.3 
500 51.8 / 52.1 55.9 / 57.4 4.1 / 5.3 
750 50.1 / 50.3 54.1 / 55.6 4.0 / 5.3 

1,000 48.8 / 49.1 52.9 / 54.4 4.1 / 5.3 

Kaiser Road North of Lake 
Tamarisk 

50 52.4 / 52.3 64.0 / 66.0 11.6 / 13.7 
100 49.3 / 49.3 60.9 / 62.9 11.6 / 13.6 
250 45.4 / 45.3 56.9 / 58.9 11.5 / 13.6 
500 42.3 / 42.3 53.9 / 55.9 11.6 / 13.6 
750 40.6 / 40.5 52.2 / 54.2 11.6 / 13.7 

1,000 39.3 / 39.3 50.9 / 52.9 11.6 / 13.6 
Kaiser Road, Maximum Traffic 
Noise at JTNP Boundary 

Joshua Tree NP 35.0 / 35.2 39.0 / 40.5 4.0 / 5.3 

CNEL = community noise equivalent level (a 24-hour weighted average) 
Source: See Appendix N noise calculations. 

Along SR-177 south of Kaiser Road, the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project would generate up 
to 225 AADT with 5.7 percent medium trucks and 9.5 percent heavy trucks (BLM 2011 – Appen-
dix E2, Table E2-1, Alt 1&2, 2012).  Combined with existing traffic and that generated by the 
DHSP (assuming peak construction period), noise levels would increase by about 0.7 dBA 
1-hour Leq and 1 dBA CNEL from existing conditions, which would not be a noticeable 
increase.  At 100 feet from the centerline of SR-177, CNEL levels would be within Riverside 
County’s conditionally acceptable range for rural residential land uses (Table 3.12-2; 55-70 dBA 
CNEL) and at about 1,000 feet back within the normally acceptable range for rural residential 
land uses (Table 3.12-2; up to 60 dBA CNEL). 

Along Kaiser Road south of Lake Tamarisk, the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project would gene-
rate up to 222 AADT with 24.8 percent medium trucks and 21.5 percent heavy trucks (BLM 
2011 – Appendix E2, Table E2-1, Alt 1&2, 2012).  Combined with existing traffic and that gene-
rated by the DHSP (assuming peak construction period), noise levels would increase by about 4 
dBA 1-hour Leq and 5 dBA CNEL from existing conditions, which would be a subtle, noticeable 
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increase over existing conditions.  Along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk, the combination 
of Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project with existing traffic and traffic generated by the DHSP 
(assuming peak construction period) would result in a noise level increase of about 12 dBA 
1-hour Leq and 14 dBA CNEL from existing conditions.  This would result in a substantial 
increase over existing conditions and sound like a doubling of existing noise levels.  At 50 feet 
from the centerline of Kaiser Road, CNEL levels would be within Riverside County’s condi-
tionally acceptable range for rural residential land uses (Table 3.12-2; 55-70 dBA CNEL) and at 
about 280 feet back within the normally acceptable range for rural residential land uses (Table 
3.12-2; up to 60 dBA CNEL). 

The common project roadway to JTNP is Kaiser Road (not including the I-10, where 
construction-related traffic would have little impact on traffic noise levels as indicated in Table 
4.12-3). JTNP is located approximately 4.6 miles from Kaiser Road at its closest point south of 
Lake Tamarisk, and approximately 3.4 miles west of Kaiser Road at its closest point north of 
Lake Tamarisk. Ambient noise levels within JTNP are 35 dBA or less. As shown in Table 
4.12-8, and assuming existing noise levels of 35 dBA at the Park boundary, the noise level 
increase within JTNP as a result of additional construction traffic along Kaiser Road, including 
noise from existing traffic to Lake Tamarisk would be noticeable (a 4-5 dBA increase). 

The timing for approval and construction of the Desert Center 50 Solar is not known, but could 
potentially overlap with part of the construction period for the DHSP.  As noted above, construc-
tion of the Silverado Power Solar Project is not anticipated to begin until 2015 or later; therefore, 
construction activities would likely not occur at the same time as the DHSP. Gen-tie line Alter-
natives C through E would cross these projects; however, construction would be moving linearly 
along the transmission line alignment and would not be in a given area for more than a few days 
to a few weeks.  The probability of construction activities to be occurring at the same time and in 
close enough proximity (within 2,500 feet) to combine and result in a cumulative effect is low.  
A substantial cumulative noise effects from gen-tie construction would not occur. 

Since the geographic scope of potential ground vibration effects is limited to a distance of a few 
hundred feet from the source of the vibrations, and no noise- or vibration-sensitive land uses are 
within that distance from both the DHSP and one or more of the other solar energy projects, no 
cumulative vibration effects from on-site construction activities would be expected to occur. 

Due to the limited geographic scope of potential noise and ground vibration effects (as discussed 
above), operation of the proposed project would not contribute to adverse long-term increases in 
noise or vibration levels in the area, as operational noise levels are not cumulatively consider-
able.  Because no substantial operational noise or vibration increases would result from the pro-
posed project, it would be consistent with the local noise regulations. 

4.12.16 CEQA Considerations 

This section is included in this EIS for future use by CEQA Lead and Responsible agencies, and 
is not required under NEPA. 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The significance criteria listed below were generated based on the Environmental Checklist 
Form in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines.  They are used to determine whether the Pro-
posed Action or alternatives would result in significant impacts under CEQA related to noise.  
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The proposed project and alternatives would result in a significant impact related to noise if they 
would: 

NZ-1 Generate noise levels that pose a risk of hearing damage for persons living or working 
at off-site locations (90 dBA as a time-weighted 8-hour average or peak noise levels 
above 115 dBA). 

NZ-2 Expose residents or visitors to on-site noise levels that exceed land use compatibility 
standards or criteria established in the noise element of the Riverside County General 
Plan (see Table 3.12-2 in the Noise and Vibration section of Chapter 3). 

NZ-3 Cause off-site noise levels to exceed land use compatibility standards or criteria 
established in the local general plan (see Table 3.12-2 in the Noise and Vibration sec-
tion of Chapter 3). 

NZ-4 Create a long-term impact on noise-sensitive land uses by increasing long-term 
ambient CNEL levels by 10 dBA or more, even if the resulting noise level is below 
applicable land use compatibility standards. 

NZ-5 Generate noise levels that exceed standards established by local ordinances or by 
State or federal agency regulations (see Table 3.12-4 and associated text discussions 
in the Noise and Vibration section of Chapter 3). 

NZ-6 Expose people to excessive ground-borne vibration or ground-borne noise levels (see 
Table 3.12-5 in the Noise and Vibration section of Chapter 3). 

NZ-7 Generate ground-borne vibration levels that pose a risk of cosmetic damage to on-site 
or off-site buildings (see Table 3.12-5 in the Noise and Vibration section of Chapter 3). 

For the DHSP, the following criteria were determined to be inapplicable or to result in no 
impact: 

 Expose on-site workers to noise levels that exceed occupational safety standards (90 dBA as a 
time-weighted 8-hour average or peak noise levels above 115 dBA). 

 Expose residents to airport or private airstrip-related noise levels above a CNEL of 65 dBA. 

Occupational noise exposure is governed by federal and State regulations.  The California 
Divisions of Occupational Safety and Health (Cal/OSHA) administers industrial safety regula-
tions in California.  Cal/OSHA regulations establish a time-weighted noise exposure limit of 90 
dBA averaged over 8 hours (California Code of Regulations, Title 8, Article 105).  Noise source 
controls, administrative procedures, or worker hearing protection must be provided if worker 
noise exposure would exceed the 90 dBA limit.  The project owner would be expected to follow 
Cal/OSHA requirements for construction worker noise exposure.  Consequently, worker noise 
exposure issues are not discussed further under any of the alternatives. 

There are two private airstrips in the general project vicinity.  Eagle Mountain Airstrip is about 
3.6 miles northwest of the proposed solar facility site and Desert Center Airport is about 3 miles 
south-southeast of the project site.  Both airstrips have very low use levels.  Desert Center 
Airport used to be a public airfield, but has been sold to the developer of the Chuckwalla Valley 
Raceway.  The Desert Center Airport is now operated as a private airstrip.  The Riverside County 
Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan shows that the 55 dBA CNEL contour for the Desert 
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Center Airport is confined to the immediate runway area (Riverside County 2004 – Map DC-3).  
No airfield noise contours have been developed for the Eagle Mountain Airstrip, but the compar-
able low use values for that facility suggest that the 55 dBA CNEL noise contour would similarly 
be limited to the immediate runway area.  None of the project alternatives would create residen-
tial land uses, and all project features are outside the airfield properties.  Consequently, airport-
related noise issues are not discussed further under any of the alternatives. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternative 1.  Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and BLM would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be con-
structed at the project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the exist-
ing land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, impacts from project-related noise would not occur. 

Alternative 2.  Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar 
energy development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and 
BLM would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA 
Land Use Plan.  No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

Alternative 3.  Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future 
solar energy development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site 
and BLM would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA 
Land Use Plan.  No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

Alternative 4.  Construction activities would generate higher noise levels than construction-
related traffic, operational activities, or decommissioning activities at the solar facility site.  
Maximum 1-hour Leq noise levels associated with construction activities would be about 83 
dBA at the solar facility property line (100 feet from construction activity) and about 43 dBA at 
the nearest identified occupied residence (6,500 feet away).  Hearing protection standards 
adopted by Cal/OSHA are an 8-hour time-weighted average of 90 dBA and a peak noise level of 
115 dBA.  Noise from construction, operation, and decommissioning of the solar facility under 
Alternative 4 would not pose a risk of hearing damage at off-site locations, and thus would be a 
less-than-significant impact (CEQA significance criterion NZ-1). 

The solar facility site would not contain any noise-sensitive land uses.  Maximum on-site CNEL 
increments from construction activity would be about 78 dBA at a distance of 100 feet from 
active construction operations, which is within Riverside County’s conditionally acceptable 
range for industrial and utility land uses (see Table 3.12-2; 70-80 dBA CNEL).  Noise levels 
generated during operations and decommissioning activities would be less than those estimated 
for construction.  Consequently, construction, operation, and decommissioning of the solar 
facility site would not create on-site noise-related land use compatibility problems, and would 
have a less-than-significant impact (CEQA significance criterion NZ-2). 
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For the residence closest to the solar farm site (located 6,500 feet away), maximum CNEL incre-
ments from on-site construction activity would be less than 46 dBA (see Table 4.12-2, array post 
installation), which is within Riverside County’s normally acceptable range for rural residential 
land uses (see Table 3.12-2; up to 60 dBA CNEL).  JTNP is located a minimum of 1.8 miles 
from the project site, where ambient noise levels are expected to be 35 dBA or less. The NPS has 
provided a performance standard for noise mitigation limiting noise levels at the Park boundary 
from the project to 35 dBA.  On-site construction noise levels at JTNP would be below 35 dBA 
with implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-2. 

Construction-related traffic would increase noise levels along SR-177 and Kaiser Road. Along 
SR-177, existing noise levels of 72 dBA CNEL are already above the Riverside County’s condi-
tionally acceptable range for rural residential land uses (see Table 3.12-2; 55-70 dBA CNEL).  
The addition of the proposed project would increase noise levels by about less than 1 dBA, 
which would not be noticeable and not significant.  Along Kaiser Road south of Lake Tamarisk 
Road there would be a noticeable increase in traffic noise levels (3-4 dBA increase); however, 
along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk Road there would be a substantial increase (>10 dBA 
increase). The maximum noise levels at 50 feet from the centerline of Kaiser Road north of Lake 
Tamarisk would be 66 dBA CNEL, and south of Lake Tamarisk would be 64 dBA CNEL.  
Therefore, at 50 feet from the centerline of Kaiser Road, CNEL levels would be within Riverside 
County’s conditionally acceptable range for rural residential land uses (Table 3.12-2; 55-70 dBA 
CNEL) and at 180 feet back within the normally acceptable range for rural residential land uses 
(Table 3.12-2; up to 60 dBA CNEL). 

Ambient noise levels within JTNP are expected to be 35 dBA or less, and the NPS has provided 
a performance standard for noise mitigation limiting noise levels at the Park boundary from the 
project to 35 dBA.  The closest project roadway to JTNP is Kaiser Road (not including the I-10, 
where construction-related traffic would have little impact on traffic noise levels as indicated in 
Table 4.12-3). JTNP is located approximately 4.6 miles from Kaiser Road (at the closest point 
south of Lake Tamarisk) and approximately 3.4 miles west of Kaiser Road (at the closest point 
north of Lake Tamarisk). As shown in Table 4.12-3, and assuming a performance standard of 35 
dBA at the Park boundary, the noise level increase within JTNP resulting from the additional 
construction traffic along Kaiser Road including noise from existing traffic to Lake Tamarisk 
would be noticeable (a 3-4 dBA increase), but not significant. 

Operational noise levels from the solar facility would also be within Riverside County’s nor-
mally acceptable range for rural residential land uses at the property line.  Noise from decommis-
sioning activities would be similar to but somewhat less than noise from construction activities.  
Consequently construction, operation, and decommissioning of the solar facility site would not 
create noise-related land use compatibility problems at off-site locations, and would have a less-
than-significant impact (CEQA significance criterion NZ-3). 

While overall construction activities would last for about two years, the majority of on-site con-
struction activities at the solar facility site would be well over 6,500 feet from the nearest 
residence east-southeast of the site and 1.5 miles from other identified residences.  Even then, 
only a small portion of the overall construction activity would occur within 6,500 feet of the 
nearest residence.  Consequently, on-site construction activities for the solar farm would not con-
stitute long-term sources of noise level increases at noise-sensitive land uses.  Construction-
related traffic would increase CNEL levels along Kaiser Road for a period of about two years.  
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CNEL levels would be increased by up to 11.5 dBA, which would be a significant increase over 
ambient noise conditions resulting in a significant and unavoidable impact (CEQA significance 
criterion NZ-4).  Operational noise levels from the solar facility would not increase existing 
CNEL levels at any noise-sensitive land uses.  Consequently, operational noise levels from the 
solar facility would be a less-than-significant (CEQA significance criterion NZ-4).  Decommis-
sioning noise levels would be similar to but somewhat less than noise levels associated with con-
struction activities.  Consequently, noise from solar facility decommissioning would be a less-
than-significant impact (CEQA significance criterion NZ-4). 

Construction and decommissioning activities for the solar facility site when located near inhab-
ited dwellings would be limited to daytime hours pursuant to Mitigation Measure NOI-1 and 
consistent with the Riverside County noise ordinance (beginning at 7:00 a.m. during most of the 
year, and perhaps starting as early as 6:00 a.m. during the summer months, and ending no later 
than 6:00 p.m.).  Consequently, construction and decommissioning activities would be exempt 
from the Riverside County noise ordinance and noise from construction activity at the solar 
facility site would be a less-than-significant impact (CEQA significance criterion NZ-5).  The 
on-site substation would be located over 1.25 miles from the closest existing residence and over 
3.5 miles east from JTNP.  Under gen-tie Alternative E (New Cross-Valley Alignment), the 
substation would be located in the southern-middle portion of the site; the closest existing 
residence would be approximately 2 miles away and JTNP would be approximately 3 miles 
away. Under either substation location scenario, daytime noise generation from the on-site sub-
station is expected to be 40 dBA at 1,535 feet (BLM 2011), and would be well below 35 dBA at 
the boundary to JTNP.  Nighttime noise generation from the on-site substation is expected to be 
40 dBA at a distance of 200 feet and 35 dBA at a distance of 353 feet (BLM 2011), and again 
would be well below 35 dBA at the boundary of JTNP.  These noise levels would meet the Riv-
erside County stationary source exterior noise limit of 65 dBA, 10-minute Leq; the Riverside 
County Ordinance No. 847, which limits noise at rural residential properties to 45 dBA Lmax; 
and meet the JTNP’s goal to not increase ambient noise levels within the Park as a result of con-
struction activities outside the Park.  Therefore, operational noise levels at the solar facility site 
would comply with local standards and impacts would be less than significant (CEQA signifi-
cance criterion NZ-5).Ground vibrations from construction or decommissioning activities would 
not be perceptible at off-site locations.  Operational activities at the solar facility would not gene-
rate meaningful ground vibrations.  Consequently, ground vibration impacts from solar facility 
construction, operation, and decommissioning would be less than significant (CEQA significance 
criterion NZ-6). 

Ground vibrations from construction or decommissioning activities would pose no risk of cos-
metic damage to any existing buildings.  Operational activities at the solar facility would not 
generate meaningful ground vibrations.  Consequently, ground vibration impacts from solar 
facility construction, operation, and decommissioning would be less than significant (CEQA sig-
nificance criterion NZ-7). 

On-site construction noise from the proposed project would not be cumulatively considerable; 
however, off-site (traffic) construction noise would be significant, and when combined with the 
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project would result in a cumulatively significant and unavoidable 
impact. Noise impacts related to the operations of the proposed project and vibration impacts 
would not be cumulatively considerable and would not result in significant cumulative impacts. 
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Alternative 5.  Under Alternative 5 the solar facility site would be constructed the same as 
Alternative 4, however, project components would be excluded from the WHMA.  This repre-
sents a very small portion of the site, in an area located away from any identified residences.  
Therefore, noise and vibration impacts and CEQA significance conclusions for criteria NZ-1 
through NZ-7 regarding construction, operation, and decommissioning would essentially be the 
identical to Alternative 4, discussed above. Cumulative impacts would also be identical to 
Alternative 4. 

Alternative 6.  Similar to Alternative 5, Alternative 6 would also develop a slightly smaller area 
of the solar facility site than proposed under Alternative 4.  The area to be developed continues 
to be those areas located nearest identified residences.  Furthermore, construction activities 
would occur on the same schedule as for Alternative 4 and would require the same types of 
equipment.  The size of the area disturbed on a given day would be smaller under Alternative 6 
than under Alternatives 4 and 5.  While total numbers of some equipment items would be less 
under Alternative 6 than under Alternatives 4 or 5, similar types and numbers of equipment items 
would typically be operating in proximity under Alternatives 4, 5, and 6.  For noise analysis pur-
poses, it has been assumed that the number and types of equipment operating in proximity for 
Alternative 6 would be the same as analyzed for Alternative 4.  Similarly, operational noise 
under Alternative 6 would be essentially the same as that discussed for Alternative 4.  Therefore, 
noise and vibration impacts and CEQA significance conclusions for criteria NZ-1 through NZ-7 
regarding construction, operation, and decommissioning would be identical to Alternative 4, dis-
cussed above. Cumulative impacts would also be identical to Alternative 4. 

Alternative 7.  Similar to Alternative 6, Alternative 7 would also develop a slightly smaller area 
of the solar facility site than proposed under Alternative 4.  The area to be developed continues 
to be those areas located nearest identified residences.  Furthermore, construction activities 
would occur on the same schedule as for Alternative 4 and would require the same types of 
equipment.  The size of the area disturbed on a given day would be smaller under Alternative 7 
than under Alternatives 4 and 5.  While total numbers of some equipment items would be less 
under Alternative 7 than under Alternatives 4 or 5, similar types and numbers of equipment items 
would typically be operating in proximity under Alternatives 4, 5, and 7.  For noise analysis pur-
poses, it has been assumed that the number and types of equipment operating in proximity for 
Alternative 7 would be the same as analyzed for Alternative 4.  Similarly, operational noise 
under Alternative 7 would be essentially the same as that discussed for Alternative 4.  Therefore, 
noise and vibration impacts and CEQA significance conclusions for criteria NZ-1 through NZ-7 
regarding construction, operation, and decommissioning would be identical to Alternative 4, dis-
cussed above. Cumulative impacts would also be identical to Alternative 4. 

Alternative A.  Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed or operated as part of 
the DHSP.  Therefore, no noise or vibration impacts under criteria NZ-1 through NZ-7 related to 
construction, operations and maintenance, or decommissioning would occur. Alternative A 
would not contribute to cumulative impacts. 

Alternative B.  Construction activities would generate higher noise levels than construction-
related traffic, operational activities, or decommissioning activities for the gen-tie line.  Maxi-
mum 1-hour Leq noise levels associated with construction activities would be 84 dBA at a dis-
tance of 100 feet from active construction work areas and about 69 dBA at the nearest existing 
residences (500 feet away).  Maximum average noise levels over a construction day would be 80 
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dBA at a distance of 100 feet from active construction work areas and about 65 dBA at the 
nearest residences (500 feet away).  Hearing protection standards adopted by Cal/OSHA are an 
8-hour time-weighted average of 90 dBA and a peak noise level of 115 dBA.  Noise from con-
struction, operation, and decommissioning of the gen-tie line under Alternative B would not pose 
a risk of hearing damage at off-site locations, and thus would be a less-than-significant impact 
(CEQA significance criterion NZ-1). 

The gen-tie line corridor itself would not contain any noise sensitive land uses.  Maximum 
CNEL increments from construction activities would be about 77 dBA at the edge of the gen-tie 
line corridor (100 feet distance), which is within Riverside County’s conditionally acceptable 
range for industrial and utility land uses (see Table 3.12-2; 70-80 dBA CNEL).  There would be 
no persistent operational noise from the gen-tie line, with the exception of corona noise.  South-
ern California Edison has estimated corona discharge noise from 230 kV transmission lines at 50 
dBA at the edge of the transmission line ROW (CPUC 2006).  These noise levels are within Riv-
erside County’s normally acceptable range for industrial and utility land uses.  Noise from 
decommissioning activities would be similar to but somewhat less than noise from construction 
activities.  Consequently construction, operation, and decommissioning of the gen-tie line under 
Alternative B would not create on-site noise-related land use compatibility problems, and would 
have a less-than-significant impact (CEQA significance criterion NZ-2). 

For the residences closest to the gen-tie line corridor (500 feet away), maximum CNEL incre-
ments from construction activities would be about 62 dBA, which is within Riverside County’s 
conditionally acceptable range for rural residential land uses (see Table 3.12-2; 55-70 dBA 
CNEL).  JTNP is located 3.4 miles west of the Alternative B gen-tie alignment, where ambient 
noise levels are expected to be 35 dBA or less. The NPS has provided a performance standard for 
noise mitigation limiting noise levels at the Park boundary from the project to 35 dBA. On-site 
construction noise levels at JTNP would be below 35 dBA with implementation of Mitigation 
Measure NOI-2. 

Construction activities are expected to last about twelve months.  During that time, construction 
activity would advance in a linear fashion along the 12.1-mile transmission line corridor.  
Construction-related traffic would increase noise levels along SR-177 and Kaiser Road.  Along 
SR-177, existing noise levels of 72 dBA CNEL are already above Riverside County’s condi-
tionally acceptable range for rural residential land uses (see Table 3.12-2; 55-70 dBA CNEL).  
The addition of the proposed project (including the gen-tie line) would increase noise levels by 
less than 1 dBA, which would not be noticeable and not significant.  Along Kaiser Road south of 
Lake Tamarisk Road there would be a noticeable increase in traffic noise levels (3-4 dBA 
increase); however, along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk Road there would be a substan-
tial increase in traffic noise levels (>10 dBA increase). The maximum noise levels at 50 feet 
from the centerline of Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk would be 66 dBA CNEL, and south 
of Lake Tamarisk would be 64 dBA CNEL.  Therefore, at 50 feet from the centerline of Kaiser 
Road, CNEL levels would be within Riverside County’s conditionally acceptable range for rural 
residential land uses (Table 3.12-2; 55-70 dBA CNEL) and at 180 feet back within the normally 
acceptable range for rural residential land uses (Table 3.12-2; up to 60 dBA CNEL). 

The closest project roadway to JTNP is Kaiser Road (not including the I-10, where construction-
related traffic would have little impact on traffic noise levels as indicated in Table 4.12-3). JTNP 
is located approximately 4.6 miles from Kaiser Road at its closest point south of Lake Tamarisk, 
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and approximately 3.4 miles west of Kaiser Road at its closest point north of Lake Tamarisk. 
Ambient noise levels within JTNP are expected to be 35 dBA or less.  As shown in Table 4.12-3, 
and assuming existing noise levels of 35 dBA at the Park boundary, the noise level increase 
within JTNP resulting from the additional construction traffic along Kaiser Road including noise 
from existing traffic to Lake Tamarisk would be noticeable (a 3-4 dBA increase), but not 
significant. 

There would be no persistent operational noise from the gen-tie line, with the exception of 
corona noise.  Southern California Edison has estimated corona discharge noise from 230 kV 
transmission lines at 50 dBA at the edge of the transmission line ROW (CPUC 2006).  The 
closest residences are located 500 feet away, such that corona noise would be indiscernible from 
background ambient noise.  These noise levels are also within Riverside County’s normally 
acceptable range for rural residential land uses (see Table 3.12-2; up to 60 dBA CNEL).  Noise 
from decommissioning activities would be similar to but somewhat less than noise from con-
struction activities.  Consequently construction, operation, and decommissioning of the gen-tie 
line under Alternative B would not create noise-related land use compatibility problems at off-
site locations, and would have a less-than-significant impact (CEQA significance criterion 
NZ-3). 

Construction activities are expected to last about twelve months.  During that time, construction 
activity would advance in a linear fashion along the 12.1-mile transmission line corridor.  Conse-
quently, construction activity would be near any given location for only a few weeks of the over-
all construction period.  Consequently, on-site construction activities for the gen-tie line under 
Alternative C would not constitute long-term sources of noise level increases at noise-sensitive 
land uses (CEQA significance criterion NZ-4).  Construction-related traffic (solar facility and 
gen-tie line) would increase CNEL levels along Kaiser Road for a period of about two years.  
CNEL levels would be increased by up to 11.5 dBA, which would be a significant increase over 
ambient noise conditions resulting in a significant and unavoidable impact (CEQA significance 
criterion NZ-4).  The gen-tie line would have no persistent operational noise generation, with the 
exception of corona noise.  Southern California Edison has estimated corona discharge noise 
from 230 kV transmission lines at 50 dBA at the edge of the transmission line ROW (CPUC 
2006).  Ambient noise levels during rainstorms often exceed this noise level, especially if the 
rain is accompanied by high winds.  The closest residences are located 500 feet away, such that 
corona noise would be indiscernible from background ambient noise; operational noise impacts 
would be less than significant (CEQA significance criterion NZ-4).  Decommissioning noise 
levels would be similar to but somewhat less than noise levels associated with construction activ-
ities.  Consequently, noise from decommissioning the gen-tie line would result in a less-than-sig-
nificant impact (CEQA significance criterion NZ-4). 

Construction activity for the gen-tie line under Alternative B would be limited to daytime hours 
when located near inhabited dwellings pursuant to Mitigation Measure NOI-1 and consistent 
with the Riverside County noise ordinance (beginning at 7:00 a.m. during most of the year, and 
perhaps starting as early as 6:00 a.m. during the summer months, and ending no later than 6:00 
p.m.).  Consequently, construction activities would be exempt from the Riverside County noise ordi-
nance.  Implementation of Mitigation Measure NOI-2 would also ensure that the JTNP’s goal to 
not increase ambient noise levels within the Park as a result of on-site construction activities 
outside the Park would be met.  Therefore, noise impacts from construction activities along the 
gen-tie line would be less than significant (CEQA significance criterion NZ-5). 
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Ground vibrations from construction or decommissioning activities would not be perceptible at 
off-site locations.  Operational activities at the gen-tie line would not generate meaningful 
ground vibrations.  Consequently, ground vibration impacts from gen-tie line construction 
(stringing only under Alternative B), operation, and decommissioning would be less than signifi-
cant (CEQA significance criterion NZ-6). 

Ground vibrations from construction or decommissioning activities would pose no risk of cos-
metic damage to any existing buildings.  Operational activities at the gen-tie line would not gene-
rate meaningful ground vibrations.  Consequently, ground vibration impacts from gen-tie line con-
struction, operation, and decommissioning would be less than significant (CEQA significance 
criterion NZ-7). 

Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative noise effects, as the cumulative scenario 
assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B con-
ductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional work required for 
Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

Alternative C.  Construction activity noise and vibration estimates presented previously for the 
gen-tie line under Alternative B would apply equally to construction activity under Alterna-
tive C.  However, under Alternative C the closest residence would be located farther away than 
under Alternative B (600 feet vs. 500 feet).  Therefore, noise and vibration impacts resulting 
from the construction of the gen-tie line under Alternative C would be slightly reduced compared 
to those described under Alternative B. Impact conclusions would be identical to Alternative B 
for criteria NZ-1 through NZ-7.  Cumulative on-site construction noise, which includes the solar 
facility and gen-tie line, from the proposed project would not be cumulatively considerable; how-
ever, off-site (traffic) construction noise would be significant, and when combined with the 
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project would result in a cumulatively significant and unavoidable 
impact.  Noise impacts related to the operations of the gen-tie line and vibration impacts would 
not be cumulatively considerable and would not result in significant cumulative impacts. 

Alternative D.  Construction activity noise and vibration estimates presented previously for the 
gen-tie line under Alternative B would apply equally to construction activity under Alterna-
tive D.  However, under Alternative D the closest residence would be located farther away than 
under Alternative B (1,450 feet vs. 500 feet).  Therefore, noise and vibration impacts resulting 
from the construction of the gen-tie line under Alternative D would be slightly reduced compared 
to those described under Alternative B. Impact conclusions would be identical to Alternative B 
for criteria NZ-1 through NZ-7.  Cumulative impacts would also be identical to Alternative C. 

Alternative E.  Construction activity noise and vibration estimates presented previously for the 
gen-tie line under Alternative B would apply equally to construction activity under Alternative E.  
However, under Alternative E the closest residence would be located farther away than under 
Alternative B (900 feet vs. 500 feet).  Therefore, noise and vibration impacts resulting from the 
construction of the gen-tie line under Alternative E would be slightly reduced compared to those 
described under Alternative B. Impact conclusions would be identical to Alternative B for crite-
ria NZ-1 through NZ-7.  Cumulative impacts would also be identical to Alternative C. 
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4.13 PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY 

4.13.1 Methodology for Analysis 

County maps were reviewed to determine the proposed project’s proximity to schools and air-
ports.  In addition, the risk of fire was evaluated based on hazard maps and assessments provided 
in the County of Riverside General Plan (2003).  The County of Riverside General Plan was also 
reviewed for requirements for Emergency Response Plans, hazard management plans, and wild-
fire potential.  A contaminated sites database search was performed in 2010 for the adjacent Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) project (incorporated by reference in Section 1.11), and the area of 
inquiry included the site of the proposed project and alternatives. 

4.13.2 Applicant Measures 

The following Applicant Measures (AMs) have been incorporated as design features of the pro-
posed project (and all action alternatives) and shall be implemented to reduce adverse impacts 
associated with the project.  In some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or expand on AM 
reporting requirements, timing of implementation, or other details where appropriate.  Where 
there is a conflict between provisions of the mitigation measures imposed and the following 
AMs, the mitigation measures take precedence. 

AM HAZ-1 Spill containment and clean-up kits.  Spill containment and clean-up kits shall 
be kept on site.  Appropriate spill containment and clean-up kits shall be kept on 
site during construction and maintained during the operation of the Solar Farm 
and Gen-Tie Line. 

AM HAZ-2 Hazardous Materials Management Plan.  In accordance with the Emergency 
Planning & Community Right to Know Act, the Applicant shall supply the local 
emergency response agencies with a Hazardous Materials Management Plan and 
an associated emergency response plan and inventory specific to the site.  The 
Applicant shall prepare the plan for approval by the BLM and review and 
comment by the County of Riverside.  The Applicant shall be responsible for 
implementing the approved plan. 

AM HAZ-3 Best Management Practices (BMPs) for hazardous materials.  During con-
struction of the solar facility and gen-tie line, BMPs for handling, storing, and 
disposing of hazardous materials and waste shall be followed. 

AM HAZ-4 Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan.  A SPCC Plan 
will be developed and implemented that would identify primary and secondary 
containment for oil products stored on site as well as training in spill management 
in the event of an unexpected release.  The Applicant shall prepare the plan for 
approval by the BLM.  The Applicant shall be responsible for implementing the 
approved plan. 

AM HAZ-5 Environmental Health and Safety Plan.  The Applicant shall develop an Envi-
ronmental Health and Safety Plan for the construction and operation of the project 
to ensure it includes all activities and compliance with all local, state and federal 
regulatory requirements.  Illness and Injury Prevention Programs will be devel-
oped for construction and operation.  The Applicant shall prepare the plan for 
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approval by the BLM.  The Applicant shall be responsible for implementing the 
approved plan. 

AM HAZ-6 Emergency Response and Inventory Plan.  The Applicant shall provide the 
County of Riverside with a project-specific Emergency Response and Inventory 
Plan before construction begins.  The Applicant shall prepare the plan for 
approval by the BLM and review and comment by the County of Riverside.  The 
Applicant shall be responsible for implementing the approved plan. 

AM HAZ-7 Fire Protection and other requirements.  Project facilities will be designed, 
constructed, and operated in accordance with applicable fire protection and other 
environmental, health and safety requirements.  In compliance with County of 
Riverside requirements, a project-specific fire prevention plan for both construc-
tion and operation of the solar facility and gen-tie line will be completed prior to 
initiation of construction.  The fire protection plan will be approved by the BLM 
and provided to Riverside County for review and comment. 

AM HAZ-8 Fire Prevention Plan.  A project-specific fire prevention plan will be in place 
during construction, operation and decommissioning of the project.  This plan will 
comply with applicable County of Riverside regulations and would be coordi-
nated with the BLM Fire Management Officer and the local Fire Department in 
the Chuckwalla Valley at Tamarisk Park. 

AM HAZ-9 Emergency Response Plan.  An emergency response plan and site security plan 
will be completed for the project facilities by qualified professionals.  These plans 
will be developed in accordance with the BLM requirements 

AM HAZ-10 Decommissioning Plan.  When permanent closure is appropriate, a decommis-
sioning plan would be developed and submitted to the BLM for review and 
approval.  The following strategy would be taken: 

• Analyze alternatives other than full restoration of the site (for instance, 
removal of old facilities and upgrading to newer solar technology) 

• Use industry standard demolition means and methods to decrease personnel 
and environmental safety exposures by minimizing time and keeping person-
nel from close proximity to actual demolition activities to the extent practical 

• Plan components of decommissioning to ensure personnel and environmental 
safety are maintained while efficiently completing the work 

• Provide for recycling the components of the plant: metal, panels, concrete; 
and proper disposal of all other materials 

• Remove all residual materials and chemicals from the site prior to demolition 
for reuse at other facilities or disposal at licensed facilities 

• Demolition of below-ground facilities to a depth required for restoration of the 
native habitat 

• Soils clean-up, if needed, particularly at locations where hazardous materials 
were used or stored to ensure that clean closure is achieved 
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Restore the lines and grades in the disturbed area to match the natural gradients of 
the site and re-establish native vegetation in the disturbed areas 

4.13.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would 
not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be constructed on the 
project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land use 
designation in the CDCA Plan.  Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and 
no solar project approved for the site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would 
continue to remain in its existing condition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or 
operated on the site and no ground disturbance.  As a result, effects from the project would not 
occur. 

4.13.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  It is pos-
sible that, as a result of the CDCA Plan amendment, that in the future another solar energy gen-
eration project could be proposed with impacts similar to the DHSP, however, such impacts are 
speculative at this time, and no effects from the DHSP would occur. 

4.13.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 

4.13.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Construction 

Construction of Alternative 4 would require clearance of 1,208 acres.  Development of the solar 
facility site is described in Section 2.4 (Alternative 4).  In addition to the solar array, other 
permanent land uses include the operation & maintenance (O&M) facilities, on-site substation 
and switchyard. 

Direct Effects 

Hazardous Materials.  Construction of Alternative 4 would require the use, storage, and 
disposal of some hazardous and potentially hazardous materials, such as those shown in Table 
4.13-1.  Hazardous or flammable materials used during construction would consist primarily of 
small volumes of petroleum hydrocarbons and their derivatives (e.g., fuels, oils, lubricants, and 
solvents) required for the operation of construction equipment.  These materials would be those 
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routinely associated with the operation and maintenance of heavy construction equipment or 
other support vehicles, such as gasoline, diesel fuels, and hydraulic fluids.  Specific hazardous 
materials that would be transported to the site and be present on site during construction are 
listed in Table 4.13-1.  Also during the construction phase, large quantities of transformer oil 
would be transported to the site for use in the substation and power block transformers.  Hazard-
ous materials are discussed in more detail in Sections 3.21 and 4.21 (Solid and Hazardous 
Wastes).   

Table 4.13-1. Hazardous Materials/Petroleum Products Stored on Site During Construction 

Hazardous Material Use 
Diesel Fuel Construction Equipment and Vehicles 
Gasoline Construction Equipment and Vehicles 
Motor Oil Construction Equipment and Vehicles 
Hydraulic Fluids and Lubricating Oils Construction Equipment and Vehicles 
Solvents and Adhesives PV Module Assembly 
Soil Stabilizers Roads and PV Assembly Areas 
Mineral Oil Transformers 
BLM-Approved Herbicide On an As-Needed Basis for Invasive Weeds 
Batteries, paints, thinners, and cleaning solvents Construction Equipment and Vehicles 

The DHSP may use a variety of PV technologies, including copper indium gallium cyanide 
panels, which are manufactured using the toxic elemental metal cadmium.  Chemicals within PV 
modules are highly stable; even if the modules become broken or damaged during construction, 
these substances would not mobilize into the environment except under extremely rare condi-
tions.  A fire at the Alternative 4 site during construction could release chemicals from installed 
PV panels; however, fires are unlikely to occur because of the lack of fuel to support a sustained 
wildfire.  Grass fires are the most likely fire exposure for ground-mounted PV systems, and these 
fires tend to be short-lived.  As a result, these fires are unlikely to expose PV modules to 
prolonged fire conditions or to temperatures high enough to volatilize panel constituents.  Miti-
gation Measure (MM) FIRE-1 would also reduce potential effects from related fire risks by 
requiring the development of a project specific Fire Prevention Plan. 

In order to control weeds, the proposed project would utilize BLM-approved herbicides as appro-
priate.  As described in Chapter 1, the DHSP EIS is tiered to the BLM’s 2007 Vegetation Treat-
ments Using Herbicide Programmatic Final Environmental Impact Statement (Herbicide 
PFEIS).  The proposed project would use only the approved herbicides included in Table 2 
(Herbicide Application Matrix) in the Integrated Weed Management Plan for the DHSP included 
in Appendix C.10.  Only application methods addressed in the Herbicide PFEIS would be used 
and all use would be in accordance with U.S. EPA label instructions and would be overseen by a 
certified herbicide applicator.  MM PHS-9 (use licensed herbicide applicator) includes specific 
guidelines for herbicide applicators and herbicide application.  By complying with the measures 
and standard operating procedures in the Herbicide PFEIS and MM PHS-9, the use of herbicides 
for the proposed project would not adversely affect public health and safety.  The project 
operator would be required to strictly adhere to all relevant regulations regarding handling 
hazardous or potentially hazardous materials.  In addition, MM PHS-6 (proper disposal or 
recycling of PV panels and other infrastructure) would ensure that project components are 
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disposed of in a manner that does not pose risks to human health or the environment.  Therefore, 
the use of PV panels and other project components would not have any adverse, unavoidable 
effects on public health and safety. 

Existing Contamination.  Alternative 4 would not mobilize existing contaminants in ground-
water or soil, or expose workers to contaminated or hazardous materials at levels in excess of 
those permitted by federal and state law.  There are no known previously contaminated sites of 
concern located in the project study area.  The Phase I Environmental Site Assessment for the 
DSSF project, located just north of the solar facility site, indicates that the entire Chuckwalla 
Valley area was historically used as a military training facility, and that there is potential for 
munitions and explosives of concern (MEC) to be present on portions of the site.  As a result of 
historical military training activities associated with Desert Training Center/California-Arizona 
Maneuver Area, there is also the potential for MEC to occur on portions of the Alternative 4 
footprint.  Project construction personnel could sustain injuries if MECs were encountered on the 
project site during construction.  MM PHS-8 (munitions plan) would reduce impacts from per-
sonnel encountering MEC during construction by requiring the project owner to gather available 
information on potential onsite MECs and ensuring that all construction workers receive MEC-
related safety training. 

Airports.  Alternative 4 would have no aboveground structures that would increase safety 
hazards to the two private air strips.  Therefore, construction of the project would not create 
safety hazards for the one small private air strip or the special use airport in the vicinity.  No 
effects would occur. 

Indirect Effects 

Emergency Response.  Because there is so little development in the area currently, construction 
of Alternative 4 has the potential to overburden existing emergency response capacity and impair 
implementation of County of Riverside’s Emergency Operations Plan (Riverside 2006).  The 
nearest fire station to Alternative 4 is Lake Tamarisk, which has only four staff (Baker 2011).  
MM PHS-4 (Environmental Health and Safety Plan) includes development of injury prevention 
programs and training that would reduce effects related to emergency response.  In addition, MM 
PHS-5 (Emergency Response and Inventory Plan) and MM FIRE-1 would ensure that project 
personnel are trained to appropriately report and respond to emergencies.  MM PHS-7 requires 
the project owner to create a fire services agreement with the Riverside County Fire Depart-
ment/CAL FIRE and BLM in order to ensure adequate staffing or volunteers to respond to 
emergencies.  These measures would ensure that Alternative 4 would not have unavoidable 
adverse effects related to emergency response. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance activities include vegetation treatment for removal of weeds, torque 
electrical fitting, cleaning switch gear, calibration of protective relays, fire protection system test 
and annual certification, fuse swapping, and testing ground fault detection and power quality as 
described in Section 2.4.5. 
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Direct Effects 

Hazardous Materials/Existing Contamination.  During the operation and maintenance phase 
of the project, fewer hazardous materials would be used than during construction, but the types 
of hazardous materials would be the same.  Similar to the construction phase of the project, the 
operational phase would involve some risk of exposing workers or the public to hazardous mate-
rials.  With the implementation of MM PHS-1 through MM PHS-6 (Hazardous Materials Man-
agement Plan, BMPs for hazardous materials, SPCC Plan, Environmental Health and Safety 
Plan,  Emergency Response and Inventory Plan, Recycling and Disposal of Panels), there would 
be no unavoidable adverse effects on public health and safety. 

Airports.  Alternative 4 would not have aboveground structures that would increase the safety 
hazards to the private air strip or the special use airport.  Operation of the project would not 
impact either the private air strip or the special use airport.  No adverse effects would occur. 

Physical Hazards to Personnel and the Public.  The Alternative 4 site is not subject to substan-
tial flooding that could damage panels and result in a public safety hazard.  As discussed in Sec-
tion 4.20, Alternative 4 is not located on a FEMA 100-year floodplain, although the County of 
Riverside designates the area as having “possible but undetermined flood hazards.”  Section 4.20 
also concludes that construction would not substantially increase the amount of damage to the 
area that could result from flooding.  Furthermore, mitigation measures, such as detention and 
retention of storm water flows and use of elongated posts in risk areas, would reduce the poten-
tial for damage to the project from flooding. 

Indirect Effects 

Emergency Evacuation and Emergency Response Plan.  Although there would be fewer 
workers at the project site during operation, Alternative 4 could still potentially overburden local 
emergency response capacity.  As during construction, implementation MM PHS-4 (Environ-
mental Health and Safety Plan), MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response and Inventory Plan), and 
MM FIRE-1 (Fire Prevention Plan) would ensure that project personnel are trained to appropri-
ately report and respond to emergencies.  MM PHS-7 (fire services agreement) would ensure that 
there are adequate staff/volunteers to respond to emergencies.  These measures would ensure that 
the project would not have unavoidable adverse effects related to emergency response. 

Decommissioning 

At the end of the life of Alternative 4, above-ground structures would be removed and demol-
ished, and the site would be returned to its original condition. 

Direct Effects 

Hazardous Materials/Existing Contamination.  Waste would be generated as part of decom-
missioning.  In addition, improper disposal or recycling of panels or other project components 
could result in long-term outdoor storage of metal, lead soldered, mineral oil-containing, and 
petroleum-lubricated parts (such as tracking motors and articulating support structures) and may 
result in contaminated runoff that could pose a hazard to people and the environment. 

MM PHS-6 ensures proper recycling and disposal of photovoltaic panels and other infrastruc-
ture, including support structures, treated wood poles, transformers, and inverters.  Final disposal 
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of project infrastructure would also be required to be in compliance with existing laws and regu-
lations governing the recycling and disposal of materials, including hazardous materials, at the 
time of decommissioning.  With the implementation of this measure in addition to MM PHS-1 
through MM PHS-5, there would be no unavoidable adverse effects on public health and safety 
related to hazardous materials/waste because those measures generally require a level of manage-
ment, prevention, and response preparedness adequate to control hazardous materials. 

Airports.  As discussed for construction, the decommissioning of the project would not impact 
either the private air strip or to the special use airport.  All facilities associated with the project 
would be removed.  No effects would occur. 

Indirect Effects 

Emergency Response.  Project decommissioning could potentially overburden local emergency 
response capacity.  As during construction, implementation of MM PHS-4 (Environmental Health 
and Safety Plan), MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response and Inventory Plan), and MM FIRE-1 (Fire 
Prevention Plan) would ensure that project personnel are trained to appropriately report and 
respond to emergencies.  MM PHS-7 (fire services agreement) would ensure that there are 
adequate staff/volunteers to respond to emergencies.  These measures would ensure that the proj-
ect would not have unavoidable adverse effects related to emergency response. 

Mitigation Measures 

MM PHS-1 through MM PHS-5, and MM FIRE-1 below build on and supplement the Applicant 
Measures in Section 4.13.2.  MM PHS-6 has been added to address recycling of solar panels and 
other project components.  MM PHS-7 addresses a fire services agreement, MM PHS-8 has been 
added to reduce the potential risks of MECs, and MM PHS-9 addresses herbicide application 
requirements. 

MM PHS-1 A Hazardous Materials Management Plan shall be prepared.  In accordance 
with the Emergency Planning & Community Right to Know Act, the project 
owner shall supply the local emergency response agencies with a Hazardous Mate-
rials Management Plan and an associated emergency response plan and inventory 
specific to the site.  The project owner shall prepare the plan for approval by the 
BLM and review and comment by the County of Riverside.  The project owner 
shall be responsible for implementing the approved plan. 

The plan shall include: 

1. Introduction to the plan that identifies business activities; 

2. Identification of owner/operator with contact information; 

3. A hazardous materials inventory statement listing all hazardous materials used 
during construction and operation; 

4. A facility map; and 

5. An emergency response/contingency plan that includes an evacuation plan, 
emergency contacts, emergency resources, any special arrangements with emer-
gency responders, emergency procedures, post-incident reporting/recording 
responsibilities; earthquake vulnerability inspection or isolation; emergency 
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equipment; and an employee training plan that documents training areas and 
capabilities. 

MM PHS-2 Best Management Practices (BMPs) for hazardous materials shall be imple-
mented.  During construction of the solar project and gen-tie line, BMPs for 
handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous materials and waste shall be 
followed. 

BMPs shall include: 

1. Keeping materials in their original containers with the original manufacturer‘s 
label and resealed when possible; 

2. Avoiding excessive on-site inventories of chemicals; procure and store only 
the amounts needed for the job; 

3. Following manufacturer’s recommendation for proper handling and disposal; 

4. Conducting routine inspections to ensure that all chemicals on site are being 
stored, used, and disposed of appropriately; 

5. Performing timely maintenance on vehicles/equipment that are leaking oil or 
other fluids, and placing drip plans under the leak when the vehicle/equipment 
is parked prior to the maintenance event; 

6. Performing fueling of vehicles and equipment in locations that are protected 
from spillage onto exposed ground surface 

7. Ensuring that all personnel dealing with hazardous materials are properly 
trained in the use and disposal of these materials in accordance with local, 
state and federal regulations; and 

8. Maintaining Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) available on the site for use 
during project construction and operation. 

MM PHS-3 A Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan shall be pre-
pared.  An SPCC shall be developed and implemented identifies primary and sec-
ondary containment for oil products and other hazardous materials stored on site 
as well as training in spill management in the event of an unexpected release.  The 
project owner shall be responsible for implementing the approved plan.  Prior to 
construction permit issuance, the project owner shall submit to BLM for review 
and approval a site-specific spill response plan with the following elements: 

1. General information: 

a. Name and location of facility 

b. Description of facility operations 

c. General manager and emergency coordinator names and phone numbers 
(home, work, pager, and mobile contact information) 

d. Description of what is stored at the facility (contents and volume) 
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e. Site diagram showing: 

i. Hazardous materials storage areas 

ii. Drains (storm and sanitary) 

iii. Surface waters 

iv. Buildings 

v. Surrounding neighborhood 

2. Prevention: A description of prevention measures to be taken at the project 
site, such as secondary containment, employee training, and proper storage.  
Products shall be kept in their original containers with the original 
manufacturer’s label and resealed when possible, and the manufacturer’s 
recommendation for proper disposal shall be followed.  The site superintendent 
shall perform routine inspections to ensure that all materials onsite are being 
stored and disposed of in an appropriate fashion. 

3. Preparedness: A description of the planned onsite equipment for spill response 
and its location.  Spill clean-up materials and equipment appropriate to the type 
and quantity of hazardous materials shall be located onsite and personnel 
made aware of their location.  Key employees shall be trained in spill response 
procedures in accordance with local, State, and federal regulations.  Material 
safety data sheets (MSDSs) shall be kept onsite during construction and opera-
tion of the solar farm.  Spill response materials including brooms, dust pans, 
mops, rags, gloves, absorbent pads/pillows/socks, sand/absorbent litter, saw-
dust, and plastic and metal containers will be kept onsite.  The spill response 
plan shall also specify: 

a. The project owner’s health and safety training plan, Department of 
Transportation–required training, and spill response training 

b. Local, State, and federal regulatory agency reporting procedures and phone 
numbers, as well as emergency response contractor contact information 
and local hospital contact information 

4. Response Procedures: An outline of emergency response procedures, including 
physical spill clean-up procedures, reporting requirements, and stabilization 
techniques.  Spill guidelines shall include the following: 

a. All spills shall be immediately cleaned up upon discovery.  Spills will be 
reported to the BLM in writing within 24 hours, and by phone immediately.  

b. The spill area shall be kept well ventilated and personnel shall wear the 
appropriate protective clothing to prevent injury when cleaning up a spill 

c. Spills of hazardous materials shall be reported to the appropriate local, 
State, and federal authorities and/or regulatory agencies as required by law 

d. All vehicles leaking oil or fluids shall be scheduled for maintenance, and 
drip plans shall be placed under the leak when parked prior to the mainte-
nance event 
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e. All spill and clean up material will be removed from site as soon as can be 
arranged and taken to a legal disposal facility.  This paperwork will be 
submitted to the BLM.  

5. A description of spill prevention and response measures for transportation of 
substation transformer oil to and from the project site.  Spill guidelines shall 
include the following: 

a. The transformer oil transportation route shall be mapped with all navigable 
or potentially navigable waters adjacent to or perpendicular to the route 

b. A list of contact information for the appropriate local, State, and federal 
authorities shall be located in the transportation vehicle(s) at all times 

c. Transformer oil spills during transportation shall be immediately reported 
to the appropriate local, State, and federal authorities 

The spill response plan shall be implemented during construction, operation, and 
decommissioning.  In addition, during the life of project operation, the project 
shall not use any hazardous materials not specified in the plan or in greater quanti-
ties than specified, unless approved in advance by BLM. 

MM PHS-4 An Environmental Health and Safety Plan shall be prepared.  The project 
owner shall develop an Environmental Health and Safety Plan for the construction 
and operation of the project to ensure it includes all activities and compliance with 
all local, state and federal regulatory requirements.  Illness and Injury Prevention 
Programs will be developed for construction and operation.  The project owner shall 
prepare the plan for approval by the BLM.  The project owner shall be responsible 
for implementing the approved plan. 

The plan shall include the following: 

1. An organizational structure; 

2. A description of site characteristics and a job hazard analysis; 

3. A description of site controls that includes a site map; identification of site access 
restrictions, site security, site work zones, any required exclusion zones, any 
contaminant reduction zones, relevant support zones, and site communications; 

4. Training requirements and documentation of training; 

5. Medical surveillance; 

6. Personal protective equipment; 

7. Exposure monitoring; 

8. Heat stress; 

9. Spill containment; 

10. Decontamination; 

11. Emergency response; 

12. Relevant standard operating procedures; and 

13. Confined space (if relevant). 
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MM PHS-5 A project-specific Emergency Response and Inventory Plan shall be pre-
pared.  The project owner shall provide the County of Riverside with a project-
specific Emergency Response and Inventory Plan before construction begins.  
The project owner shall prepare the plan for approval by the BLM and review and 
comment by the County of Riverside.  The project owner shall be responsible for 
implementing the approved plan. 

The plan shall include the following: 

1. An evacuation plan; 

2. A list of emergency contacts; 

3. A list of emergency resources; 

4. Any special arrangements with emergency responders; 

5. Relevant emergency procedures; 

6. Post-incident reporting/recording responsibilities; 

7. Identification of site components that may be vulnerable to earthquakes with 
procedures for inspection or isolation after a seismic event; 

8. A list of on-site emergency equipment; and 

9. An employee training plan that documents training areas and capabilities. 

MM PHS-6 Ensure proper disposal or recycling of photovoltaic panels and other infra-
structure.  In order to ensure that disposing of project structures does not pose a 
risk to human health or the environment, the project owner shall develop a 
recycling and disposal plan for photovoltaic panels and other infrastructure, 
including support structures, treated wood poles, transformers, and inverters.  This 
plan shall apply to components that are damaged or otherwise require replacement 
during project construction and operation and shall also apply to project 
decommissioning.  The recycling plan shall specify means by which these project 
components will be disposed of in a manner that will not pose a risk to human 
health or the environment.  Any sale or transfer of photovoltaic panels and 
support structures shall be required to transfer the recycling and disposal plan and 
obligations along with project infrastructure.  The recycling plan shall apply to all 
project infrastructure.  The project owner shall implement the recycling plan at 
the end of the project’s useful lifetime. 

Special circumstances for cadmium-containing infrastructure: For any cadmium-
containing photovoltaic panels that are not already subject to a pre-funded take 
back and recycling program, the project owner must further: 

1. Pre-identify a recycler of CdTe photovoltaic panels that is either in the United 
States, and therefore subject to regulations governing hazardous materials and 
health and safety regulations, or is ISO 14001 certified. 

2. Provide a unique identification number for each CdTe module that is perma-
nently affixed to the module and made of a material that will not fade or rust; 
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3. Register the location of each CdTe module with the County Department of 
Planning and Building; and 

4. Label each CdTe module with the contact information for the County Depart-
ment of Planning and Building. 

MM PHS-7 Develop and implement fire services agreement with Riverside County Fire 
Department and BLM.  The project owner shall enter into an agreement with 
Riverside County Fire Department/CAL FIRE and BLM.  To address project 
impacts, the project owner, based on consultation with CAL FIRE, shall ensure 
that either (a) a sufficient number of permanent project employees are trained as 
volunteer fire fighters or (b) the project owner will provide fire protection training 
to its permanent employees.  This will allow the project’s on-site work force to 
combat and be first responders to any potential fires occurring on-site or within 
the vicinity of the project site prior to back up by CAL FIRE staff. 

MM FIRE-1 A project-specific Fire Prevention Plan shall be developed and implemented.  
[Full text in Section 4.8, Fire and Fuels Management] 

MM PHS-8 Develop and implement plan to address munitions and explosives of concern 
(MEC).  The plan shall include the following; 

1. Historical Research.  The project owner shall take steps to gather detailed 
information on the history of military activities within the proposed project 
footprint.  This shall include further research regarding prior MEC removals 
that may have been issued in the past for certain areas by military or other 
investigating entities and archival research with the cooperation of the Depart-
ment of Defense. 

2.   Department of Defense Consultation.  The project owner shall consult with 
the Department of Defense on the likely occurrence of, and safe treatment of, 
MECs in the project area.  As a result of the historical occurrence of military 
training activities throughout the Desert Training Center/California-Arizona 
Maneuver Area, potentially including the project area, this MEC consultation 
and archival research shall address the entire project footprint. 

3. Further Assessment as Appropriate.  After initial research and consultation 
with Department of Defense personnel, the project owner shall undertake, as 
necessary, further appropriate above and below-ground assessments, under the 
direction of an expert consultant team (as determined by BLM), to delineate 
areas for further investigation and possible MEC removal.  The project owner, 
under direction from the BLM, shall determine which site-specific in-field 
investigative techniques and methodologies will be utilized to investigate and 
resolve potential MEC issues prior to project construction. 

4. MEC Safety Training.  All construction personnel shall receive appropriate 
MEC health and safety awareness training to ensure that they know what 
actions to take if unanticipated MEC or other suspicious articles are 
encountered during construction. 
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MM PHS-9  Use Licensed Herbicide Applicator.  During the construction and operational 
phases of the project, the contractor or personnel applying herbicides shall have 
all the appropriate State and local herbicide applicator licenses and comply with 
all State and local regulations regarding herbicide use, including the BLM’s 2007  
Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicide Programmatic Final Environmental 
Impact Statement. Herbicides shall be mixed and applied in conformance with the 
product manufacturer’s directions.  The herbicide applicator shall be equipped 
with splash protection clothing and gear, chemical resistant gloves, chemical 
spill/splash wash supplies, and material safety data sheets (MSDSs) for all hazard-
ous materials to be used.  To minimize harm to wildlife, vegetation, and water-
bodies, herbicides shall not be applied directly to wildlife, products identified as 
non-toxic to birds and small mammals shall be used if nests or dens are observed, 
and herbicides shall not be applied within 50 feet of any surface waterbody when 
water is present.  Herbicides shall not be applied if it is raining at the site, rain is 
imminent, or the target area has puddles or standing water.  Herbicides shall not 
be applied when wind velocity exceeds 10 miles per hour.  If spray is observed to 
be drifting to a non-target location, spraying shall be discontinued until conditions 
causing the drift have abated. 

Prior to any herbicide application, the herbicide applicator shall contact the Envi-
ronmental Monitor to show where work will be done and to receive information/
training about potentially sensitive biological resources that may be within the area 
to be sprayed and methods to apply to minimize those impacts.  A Worker’s Train-
ing Manual shall be prepared and include a provision on herbicide application.  
Once facility operation commences, this Manual shall be given to any herbicide 
applicator to be reviewed prior to spraying. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of proposed mitigation, the construction, operation and decommission-
ing of the proposed solar facility would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects to public 
health and safety. 

4.13.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Alternative 5 would exclude the portion of the site which is within the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habi-
tat Management Area. 

Construction 

Construction components of Alternative 5 would be identical to those of Alternative 4. 

Although less land would be disturbed under Alternative 5 than under Alternative 4, required 
construction activities and materials would be essentially the same as those described for Alter-
native 4 above.  Therefore, the effects related to public health and safety from construction of 
Alternative 5 would be the same as those under Alternative 4. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance activities and equipment required under Alternative 5 would be 
essentially the same as those under Alternative 4. 

The effects resulting from operation and maintenance of Alternative 5 would be the same as 
those discussed under Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning activities under Alternative 5 would be essentially the same as those under 
Alternative 4. 

The effects resulting from decommissioning of Alternative 5 would be the same as those dis-
cussed under Alternative 4 since the same plans for protecting worker safety and the environ-
ment would be required. 

Mitigation Measures 

The measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative 5. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of proposed mitigation, the construction, operation and decommission-
ing of Alternative 5 would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects to public health and 
safety. 

4.13.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 6 would exclude the 155-acre southern parcel of the project and a small portion of 
the northern parcel that contains sensitive plant species, crucifixion thorn, as shown on Figure 
2-10, Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint Solar Project, in Appendix A. 

Construction 

Construction components of Alternative 6 would be identical to those of Alternative 4. 

Although less land would be disturbed under Alternative 6 than under Alternative 4, required 
construction activities and materials would be essentially the same as those described for Alter-
native 4 above.  Therefore, the effects related to public health and safety from construction of 
Alternative 6 would be the same as those under Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance activities and equipment required under Alternative 6 would be 
essentially the same as those under Alternative 4. 

The effects resulting from operation and maintenance of Alternative 6 would be the same as 
those discussed under Alternative 4. 
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Decommissioning 

Decommissioning activities under Alternative 6 would be essentially the same as those under 
Alternative 4. 

The effects resulting from decommissioning of Alternative 6 would be the same as those dis-
cussed under Alternative 4 since the same plans for protecting worker safety and the environ-
ment would be required. 

Mitigation Measures 

The measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative 6. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of proposed mitigation, the construction, operation and decommission-
ing of Alternative 6 would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects to public health and 
safety. 

4.13.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6.  Alterna-
tive 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 150 MW nominal 
capacity project.  Project details are the same as for Alternative 4, with the only exception being 
the overall height of the panels for Alternative 7.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-
axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet.   

Construction 

Construction components of Alternative 7 would be identical to those of Alternative 4. 

Although less land would be disturbed under Alternative 7 than under Alternative 4, required 
construction activities and materials would be essentially the same as those described for Alter-
native 4 above.  Therefore, the effects related to public health and safety from construction of 
Alternative 7 would be the same as those under Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance activities and equipment required under Alternative 7 would be 
essentially the same as those under Alternative 4. 

The effects resulting from operation and maintenance of Alternative 7 would be the same as 
those discussed under Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning activities under Alternative 7 would be essentially the same as those under 
Alternative 4. 

The effects resulting from decommissioning of Alternative 7 would be the same as those dis-
cussed under Alternative 4 since the same plans for protecting worker safety and the environ-
ment would be required. 
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Mitigation Measures 

The measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative 7. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With the implementation of proposed mitigation, the construction, operation and decommission-
ing of Alternative 7 would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects to public health and 
safety. 

4.13.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed or operated as part of the DHSP.  
Therefore, there would be no effects to public health or safety related to construction, operations 
and maintenance, or decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures for public health and safety are required for Alternative A. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No public health and safety effects would result from the implementation of Alternative A. 

4.13.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Under Alternative B, the proposed gen-tie would utilize transmission infrastructure developed 
for the DSSF project by sharing the approved transmission towers.  However, because construc-
tion of the DSSF gen-tie line had not yet begun in September 2011, this analysis assumes that the 
proposed project would include all construction, operations, and decommissioning activities for 
Alternative B. 

Construction 

Stringing the proposed gen-tie line would occur concurrently with construction of the gen-tie line 
for DSSF.  However, since this construction had not yet begun in September 2011, this analysis 
assumes that the Proposed Action would require all related construction activities. 

The types of construction activities under Alternative B would be similar to those for Alter-
native 4; however, substantially less construction would be required for the gen-tie than for the 
project and no solar modules would be involved.  Therefore, there would be less potential for 
effects on public health and safety. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance activities under Alternative B would be essentially the same as those 
for Alternative 4. 

Effects of operation and maintenance under Alternative B would be similar to those of Alterna-
tive 4; however, less maintenance activity would be required for the gen-tie than for the project, 
and no solar modules would be involved.  Therefore, there would be less potential for effects to 
public health and safety. 
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Decommissioning 

Decommissioning activities under Alternative B would be similar to those for Alternative 4; 
however, less decommissioning would be required for the gen-tie than for the solar facility and 
no solar modules would be involved.  Therefore, there would be fewer potential effects to public 
health and safety. 

Mitigation Measures 

Measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented for Alternative B. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative B would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.13.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Under Alternative C, the gen-tie line would parallel the approved DSSF gen-tie line, and would 
be located on separate towers within the same ROW.  The same number of towers in a nearly 
identical alignment to that of the DSSF towers would be constructed. 

Construction 

Construction effects would be the same as those of Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operations and maintenance effects would be the same as those of Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning effects would be the same as those of Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

Measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented for Alternative C. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative C would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.13.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative D would be the 
same as described for Alternatives B and C, except it would require slightly less temporary and 
permanent ground disturbance. 

Construction 

Effects on public health and safety would be slightly reduced under Alternative D due to the 
need for slightly less ground disturbance, noted above.  However, with consideration to the over-
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all project, this difference in potential effects would be negligible.  Construction effects to would 
be the same as described for Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Potential effects to public health and safety from operations and maintenance would be the same 
as those from Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of Alternative D may result in slightly decreased effects to public health and 
safety compared to Alternatives B and C because of slightly decreased land disturbance.  How-
ever, as with construction, this difference would be negligible.  Decommissioning effects to pub-
lic health and safety would be essentially the same as those from Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

Measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented for Alternative D. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative D would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.13.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative E would be the 
same as described for Alternative D. 

Construction 

Effects on public health and safety would be the same under Alternative E as described above for 
Alternative D. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Effects on public health and safety would be the same under Alternative E as described above for 
Alternative D. 

Decommissioning 

Effects on public health and safety would be the same under Alternative E as described above for 
Alternative D. 

Mitigation Measures 

Measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented for Alternative E. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative E would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 
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4.13.15 Cumulative Effects 

Geographic Scope 

The geographic area considered for cumulative effects on Public Health and Safety is within the 
I-10 corridor from Indio to Blythe, California for emergency response.  A number of alternative 
energy projects are proposed in the region, primarily east of the project site area (see Tables 
4.1-1 and 4.1-2 in Section 4.1 for complete list of existing and foreseeable projects included in 
the cumulative analysis approach).  The geographic area considered for cumulative effects for 
hazards includes the immediate solar facility boundaries and the access routes to the gen-tie line 
and alternatives and the primary access route to the solar facility site. 

Past, Present, and Reasonably Foreseeable Future Projects 

Existing and foreseeable projects within the I-10 corridor are listed in Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 and 
could combine with the project and result in effects to emergency response of the proposed proj-
ect and alternatives.  Table 4.13-2 lists all existing and foreseeable projects that could combine 
with hazards to result in cumulative effects.   

Table 4.13-2. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Public Health and 
Safety 

Within the I 10 corridor 
from Indio to Blythe, 
California for emergency 
response and within the 
proposed project and 
alternatives and access 
routes for hazards 

Hazardous spills and 
emergencies or fires at 
multiple locations 

All projects listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 
for emergency response. 
The following projects for hazardous spills: 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
• Desert Center Solar Project 
• Chuckwalla Valley Racetrack 
• Silverado Power Solar Project 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation (Alternatives 

B through E) 
• I-10 (Alternatives B through E) 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

Hazardous material spills or safety issues related to emergency response during construction and 
operation of the proposed project or alternatives could potentially contribute to cumulative 
effects when combined with the impacts of other foreseeable projects in the area.  In particular, if 
hazardous material spills, fires, or other emergencies occurred at multiple project sites simul-
taneously, emergency response resources could be overwhelmed and unable respond effectively.  
However, it is unlikely that two or more facilities would require emergency response at the same 
time, and with the implementation of mitigation measures required for the proposed project or 
Alternatives 5 through 7 and C through E, the project would not substantially contribute to 
cumulative effects related to emergency response.  Implementation of emergency response plans 
and fire management plans would also be standard protocols for other facilities in the region and 
these plans would likely be similarly effective in ensuring no cumulative effects related to 
emergency response or fire. 

Because the project would comply with all relevant regulatory requirements regarding use and 
disposal of hazardous materials, the incremental effects of the project related to exposing 
workers, the public, or the environment to hazardous materials would be minimal.  Mitigation 
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Measures PHS-1 through PHS-6 (Hazardous Materials Management Plan, BMPs for hazardous 
materials, SPCC Plan, Environmental Health and Safety Plan, Emergency Response and Inven-
tory Plan, Recycling and Disposal of Panels) would also reduce these potential effects.  Other 
foreseeable renewable energy projects in the vicinity, such as Palen Solar Energy and the DSSF 
project (directly north of the DHSP) are subject to the same regulatory requirements related to 
the handling, storage, and disposal of hazardous materials and wastes.  As are result, the collec-
tive impact from those projects to public health and safety is not expected to be substantial. 

Because construction and project development would not occur under the No Action and No 
Project Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2, and 3) or Alternative A (No Gen-Tie), these alternatives 
would not contribute to cumulative effects.  Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative 
effects, as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight 
approved gen-tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, 
with no additional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert 
Sunlight gen-tie. 

4.13.16 CEQA Considerations 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The significance criteria listed below are from the Environmental Checklist Form in Appendix G 
of the CEQA Guidelines.  These criteria are used to determine whether the project or alternative 
would result in significant impacts to public health or safety under CEQA.  Impacts to public 
health and safety would be significant if the project: 

H-1 Increases exposure of humans or the environment to potentially hazardous levels of 
chemicals due to the disturbance of contaminated soils or to the discharge or disposal 
of hazardous materials into soils; 

H-2 Increases significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine 
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials; 

H-3 Creates a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably fore-
seeable upset and accidental conditions involving the release of hazardous materials 
into the environment; 

H-4 Is located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled 
pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 (i.e., the Cortese List of underground 
leaking storage tanks) that would create a significant hazard to the public or 
environment; 

H-5 Impairs implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency 
response plan or emergency evacuation plan; 

H-6 Mobilizes contaminants in the soil or groundwater, creating potential pathways of 
exposure to humans or wildlife that would result in exposure to contaminants at levels 
that would be expected to be harmful; 

H-7 Exposes workers to contaminated or hazardous materials at levels in excess of those 
permitted by the Federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) in 
CFR 29, Part 1910, and the California Occupational Safety and Health Agency 
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(Cal/OSHA) in California Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 8, or expose members of 
the public to direct or indirect contact with hazardous materials from proposed project 
construction or operations; 

H-8 Exposes people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving 
electrocution or cause excessive exposure to wildland fires, including where 
wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed with 
wildlands; 

H-9 Results in safety hazards to people that may be located in the vicinity of private air 
strips or airports located within 2 miles of the project; or 

H-10 Exposes people to significant hazards or structures to loss as a result of intentionally 
destructive acts. 

For all project alternatives, the following criterion was determined to be inapplicable or to result 
in no impact under alternatives.  The determination regarding this significance criterion is dis-
cussed below and then this significance criterion is not considered further. 

 Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances, or 
waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school. 

No component associated with any project alternative is located within one-quarter of a mile of 
the closest school, the Eagle Mountain Elementary School.  There would be no impacts under 
this criterion from any component of the project. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternatives 1, 2, 3 and A would not involve construction of the project or gen-tie line.  These 
alternatives would have no impacts on public health and safety. 

Alternative 4 

With regard to Criterion H-1, the project site does not contain any known contamination that 
would be disturbed and increase exposure of workers, the public, or the environment to hazard-
ous chemicals.  Any previously unknown contaminated soils that may be encountered would be 
treated and disposed of in accordance with applicable regulations.  Therefore, impacts related to 
Significance Criterion H-1 would be less than significant. 

With regard to Criterion H-2, all hazardous materials that would be transported, used, or 
disposed of during construction, operation, and decommissioning of the project would be dealt 
with in accordance with all applicable regulatory requirements.  With the implementation of Mit-
igation Measures PHS-1 through PHS-6, impacts related Significance Criterion H-2 would be 
less than significant. 

With regard to Criterion H-3, all hazardous materials that would be transported, used, or 
disposed of during construction, operation, and decommissioning would be dealt with in accord-
ance with all applicable regulatory requirements.  Mitigation Measure PHS-3 specifically 
addresses the components of the required Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) 
Plan.  With the implementation of Mitigation Measures PHS-1 through PHS-6, impacts related 
Significance Criterion H-3 would be less than significant.  Mitigation Measure PHS-8 spe-
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cifically addresses potential hazards related to munitions and explosives of concern (MEC) that 
could be found in the project area. 

With regard to Criterion H-4, based on the Phase I ESA conducted for the DSSF project, the 
DHSP site and the gen-tie line routes do not contain any hazardous materials sites pursuant to 
Government Code Section 65962.5.  Therefore, the project would have no impact related to Sig-
nificance Criterion H-4. 

With regard to Criterion H-5, the project could potentially impact the implementation of emer-
gency response plans; however, with the implementation of Mitigation Measures PHS-4 (Envi-
ronmental Health and Safety Plan) and PHS-5 (Emergency Response and Inventory Plan), this 
impact would be less than significant. 

For Criterion H-6, see Criteria H-1 and H-4.  No known soil contaminants would be mobilized 
by ground disturbance associated with the proposed project.  There would be no impact related to 
Significance Criterion H-6. 

For Criterion H-7, see also Criterion H-2.  All hazardous materials that would be transported, 
used, or disposed of during project construction, operation, and decommissioning would be dealt 
with in accordance with all applicable regulatory requirements.  There is no known contami-
nation that on the project site that would expose workers to hazardous materials.  With the imple-
mentation of Mitigation Measures PHS-1 through PHS-6, impacts related Significance Criterion 
H-7 would be less than significant. 

With regard to Criterion H-8, the project could increase the risk of wildfire because vehicles used 
for the project could cause combustion of dry vegetation.  However, with the implementation of 
Mitigation Measure FIRE-1, MM PHS-5, and MM VEG-9 (Prepare Integrated Weed Man-
agement Plan), impacts related to Significance Criterion H-8 would be less than significant. 

With regard to Criterion H-9, the project would not create safety hazards for the one small pri-
vate air strip or the special use airport in the vicinity.  The project would have no aboveground 
structures that would increase safety hazards to the two private air strips.  No impacts would 
occur related to Significance Criterion H-9. 

With regard to Criterion H-10, although the project would introduce facilities that could be sub-
ject to intentionally destructive acts, with the implementation of MM PHS-5 impacts related to 
Significance Criterion H-10 would be less than significant. 

Cumulative Impacts.  The project would pose potential risks to public health and safety related 
to use and disposal of hazardous materials.  MM PHS-1 through MM PHS-6 would minimize 
these impacts, and the impacts would be site-specific and would not combine with similar effects 
from other projects to produce cumulative impacts.  Therefore, the project would not represent a 
considerable contribution to any cumulative impacts to public health and safety related to haz-
ardous materials. 

The project could potentially contribute to overburdening emergency response resources; how-
ever, implementation of MM PHS-4 (Environmental Health and Safety Plan), MM PHS-5 
(Emergency Response and Inventory Plan), and MM FIRE-1 (Fire Prevention Plan) would 
ensure that project personnel are trained to appropriately report and respond to emergencies.  
MM PHS-7 (fire services agreement) would ensure that there are adequate staff/volunteers to 
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respond to emergencies.  With these measures the project would not represent a considerable 
contribution to cumulative impacts related to emergency response. 

Alternative 5 

Significance Criteria H-1 through H-10 would be the same for Alternative 5 as for Alternative 4 
as discussed in Section 4.13.7.  The same mitigation measures would apply as appropriate. 

Alternative 6 

Significance Criteria H-1 through H-10 would be the same for Alternative 6 as for Alternative 4 
as discussed in Section 4.13.8.  The same mitigation measures would apply as appropriate. 

Alternative 7 

Significance Criteria H-1 through H-10 would be the same for Alternative 7 as for Alternative 4 
as discussed in Section 4.13.8.  The same mitigation measures would apply as appropriate. 

Alternative B 

Significance Criteria H-1 through H-10 would be the essentially same for Alternative B as for 
Alternative 4 as discussed in Section 4.13.11.  The same mitigation measures would apply as 
appropriate. 

Alternative C 

Significance Criteria H-1 through H-10 would be essentially the same for Alternative C as for 
Alternative 4 as discussed in Section 4.13.12.  The same mitigation measures would apply as 
appropriate. 

Alternative D 

Significance Criteria H-1 through H-10 would be essentially the same for Alternative D as for 
Alternative 4 as discussed in Section 4.13.13.  The same mitigation measures would apply as 
appropriate. 

Alternative E 

Significance Criteria H-1 through H-10 would be essentially the same for Alternative E as for 
Alternative 4 as discussed in Section 4.13.14.  The same mitigation measures would apply as 
appropriate. 
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4.14 RECREATION 

4.14.1 Methodology for Analysis 

This section addresses whether the construction, operation, and decommissioning of the pro-
posed project and alternatives would directly or indirectly impact recreational opportunities 
including off-highway vehicle travel, hiking, backpacking and long-term camping in established 
federal, state, or local recreation areas and/or wilderness areas. 

4.14.2 Applicant Measures 

No applicant measures, project design features, best management practices, or other measures 
related to recreation are proposed. 

4.14.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) would not be approved by the 
BLM, and BLM would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be 
constructed on the project site, and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the 
existing land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended.  Because there 
would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the site under this 
alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing condition, with no 
new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground disturbance.  As a 
result, effects from the project would not occur. 

4.14.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  It is possible that, as a 
result of the CDCA Plan amendment, that in the future another solar energy generation project 
could be proposed with impacts similar to the DHSP, however, such impacts are speculative at 
this time, and no effects from the DHSP would occur. 

4.14.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No effects from 
the DHSP would occur. 
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4.14.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction of Alternative 4 would develop 1,208 acres of undeveloped multiple use BLM land 
as a solar field.  As described in Chapter 3.14, recreation use in the project area is minimal.  
Most recreation use is related to driving for pleasure, sightseeing, rock hounding, hiking, 
hunting/target shooting, or photography.  Most visitors are local residents of Desert Center or 
Blythe.  The project area included in Alternative 4 would be exclusively used for solar energy 
generation, and all recreation would be prohibited during construction.  As described in section 
3.14, there are no open access areas that intersect Alternative 4.  However, three open routes 
intersect the solar facility site and would result in a maximum of approximately 5.7 miles of trail 
closures in the area.  These routes do not represent essential components of the local trail 
network and are relatively small compared to the total available length of routes in the area.  
Direct effects to this recreational use would thus be minimal. 

Indirect Effects 

Eliminating recreational use of the Alternative 4 site could result in some minimal increase of 
recreational use outside the project boundary.  In addition, the construction of the proposed solar 
facility would result in a temporary increase in population due to the influx of construction 
workers.  The solar facility and gen-tie line could require a peak construction workforce of up to 
315 workers.  Construction workers are expected to travel to the site from various locations, 
chiefly from within Riverside and San Bernardino Counties.  During construction, workers might 
temporarily relocate to the project vicinity and use local recreation areas such as the recreational 
opportunities in Lake Tamarisk.  During the two-year construction period, the average number of 
solar facility construction workers is anticipated to be 100, and the maximum number is 
anticipated to be 250; the gen-tie workforce will average 30 employees and no more than 65 
employees at any one point.  The Desert Lily ACEC, Joshua Tree Wilderness, and JTNP are in 
the immediate vicinity of the project site.  Use of these recreation areas by temporary 
construction workers is not expected to affect recreational use of the Desert Lily ACEC, Joshua 
Tree Wilderness, or JTNP by the general public, as construction worker use is expected to be 
minimal. 

Because construction of the project would alter the existing character of the project study area, it 
may affect surrounding recreational uses as a result of the altered viewshed, including a substan-
tial adverse effect on the wilderness experience of dispersed and occasional visitors to the Joshua 
Tree Wilderness Area, located 1.8 miles from the solar facility boundary at its nearest point.  
Noise impacts would not occur due to the distance between the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area and 
the project site.  These issues are addressed in detail in Sections 4.19 (Visual Resources) and 
4.12 (Noise), respectively.  In addition, the effects of the proposed project on JTNP and the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness Area for all resources are addressed in Section 4.17 (Special 
Designations).  A 2010 JTNP visitor survey revealed that the most important attributes/resources 
to visitor groups in the Park as a whole were (1) Views without development, (2) Clean air, (3) 
Natural quiet/sounds of nature, (4) Desert plants/wildflowers, (5) Native wildlife, (6) Access to 
rock formations, (7) Solitude, (8) Dark, starry night skies, and (9) Access to historical/cultural 
sites (Jette et al. 2011).  Therefore, project construction-related increased ambient night lighting, 
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daytime dust, or noise above a 35 dBA threshold within the Park boundaries would indirectly 
affect the recreational resources within the Park.   

Fugitive dust from construction would create a temporary visual distraction for a limited number 
of users of portions of recreational areas, although implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1 
would restrict project-related generation of dust clouds within the Park and minimize dust in 
other special designation areas.  Mitigation Measure AIR-4 would prevent other equipment 
emissions by limiting idling and setting standards for engines.  Mitigation Measure NOI-2 would 
control construction noise relative to JTNP boundaries.  Mitigation Measure VR-1 would require 
a number of actions, such as minimizing vegetation removal, to reduce construction related 
impacts to visual resources in nearby recreation areas.  Mitigation Measure VR-6 would control 
night lighting within JTNP boundaries.  Longer duration construction-related impacts would be 
addressed by Mitigation Measure VR-2, which requires successful revegetation of temporarily 
disturbed areas.  This mitigation measure would improve views and the experience of natural 
character of recreation areas.  It is also anticipated that some construction activity would take 
place at night, which would result in adverse night lighting visual effects to recreational areas.  In 
order to ensure that substantial adverse construction lighting effects do not occur, Mitigation 
Measure VR-6 would reduce effects associated with night lighting by requiring strict lighting 
specifications and controls and operating parameters. 

While the construction of the project is not expected to reduce visitation to the Joshua Tree 
Wilderness Area, it is expected to diminish the wilderness experience in proximal locations to 
the project within the Park and the Coxcomb Mountains throughout the two-year duration of 
construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

The proposed operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 would have the same effects as those 
during construction, because the area would be used exclusively for solar generation and remain 
closed to recreation for the life of the project.  In addition, although the visual effects of 
operation and the long term presence of the project would be substantially reduced compared 
with construction, the effects would be ongoing for 30 years, permanently diminishing the 
wilderness experience to dispersed recreational visitors to the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area.  
Mitigation Measure AIR-3 would require specific controls for operational dust emissions, thus 
reducing dust-related impacts throughout the project’s operations phase.  Mitigation Measures 
VR-3 and VR-4, which require the project design to reduce visual contrast with surrounding 
areas through surface treatments and other actions, and Mitigation Measure VR-5, which further 
reduces contrast through a screening vegetation buffer, would all serve to minimize visual 
impacts to recreational areas throughout the life of the project.   

Decommissioning 

During the decommissioning process, the same area would be closed to recreation as during con-
struction, yielding the same effects.  After revegetation is successful, decommissioning of Alter-
native 4 would ultimately result in the reopening of the area to other uses, including recreation, 
and it would improve the wilderness experience for visitors to Joshua Tree Wilderness Area that 
would be diminished during project construction and operation. 
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Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measures would ensure that project-related effects to recreation would 
be reduced: 

MM AIR-1 Fugitive Dust Control Plan.  [full text of measure in Section 4.2] 

MM AIR-3 Control Operational Fugitive Dust.  [full text of measure in Section 4.2] 

MM AIR-4 Control Equipment Emissions. [full text of measure in Section 4.2] 

MM NOI-2 No Net Increase in Ambient Noise within JTNP.  [full text of measure in 
Section 4.12] 

MM VR-1 Reduce Construction Related Impacts.  [full text of measure in Section 4.19] 

MM VR-2 Revegetation. [full text of measure in Section 4.19] 

MM VR-3 Project Design to Reduce Visual Contrast.  [full text of measure in Section 
4.19] 

MM VR-4 Surface Treatment of Project Structures/Buildings.  [full text of measure in 
Section 4.19] 

MM VR-5 Screening Vegetation Buffer.  [full text of measure in Section 4.19] 

MM VR-6 Night Light Control. [full text of measure in Section 4.19] 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would reduce impacts to recreational users as a result 
of the altered viewshed.  Nonetheless, residual impacts to recreational visitors to the Joshua Tree 
Wilderness Area would be the substantial diminishment of the wilderness experience from areas 
in which the project is visible.  Implementation of Alternative 4 would result in an unavoidable 
adverse effect to the wilderness experience in proximal locations within the Coxcomb Mountains 
during construction, operation, and decommissioning. 

4.14.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Construction 

Construction of Alternative 5 would create the same effects on recreation as Alternative 4.  The 
Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA) removed from the solar facility site under Alterna-
tive 5 does not provide additional recreational resources, and OHV route closures would also be 
a maximum of 5.7 miles.  Therefore, effects from construction of Alternative 5 would not differ 
from those of Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

The effects resulting from operating and maintaining Alternative 5 would be the same as those 
discussed under Alternative 4. 
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Decommissioning 

The effects resulting from decommissioning Alternative 5 would be the same as those discussed 
under Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative 5. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would reduce impacts to recreational users as a result 
of the altered viewshed.  Nonetheless, residual impacts to recreational visitors to the Joshua Tree 
Wilderness Area would be the substantial diminishment of the wilderness experience from areas 
in which the project is visible.  Implementation of Alternative 5 would result in an unavoidable 
adverse effect to the wilderness experience in proximal locations within the Coxcomb Mountains 
during construction, operation, and decommissioning. 

4.14.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Construction 

Construction of Alternative 6 would create the similar effects on recreation as Alternative 4.  The 
southwest portion of the solar facility, removed from the project under Alternative 6, would 
provide an additional 0.8 miles of open OHV routes, and could facilitate access to routes 
northwest of the project site. However, this difference does not represent a significant additional 
recreational resource, as the distance is very small relative to the surrounding route network, and 
there are other nearby routes providing access to the area northwest of the project site.  
Therefore, effects from construction of Alternative 6 would be substantially the same as 
Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

The effects resulting from operating and maintaining Alternative 6 would be the same as those 
discussed under Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

The effects resulting from decommissioning Alternative 6 would be the same as those discussed 
under Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative 6. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would reduce impacts to recreational users as a result 
of the altered viewshed.  Nonetheless, residual impacts to recreational visitors to the Joshua Tree 
Wilderness Area would be the substantial diminishment of the wilderness experience from areas 
in which the project is visible.  Implementation of Alternative 4 would result in an unavoidable 
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adverse effect to the wilderness experience in proximal locations within the Coxcomb Mountains 
during construction, operation, and decommissioning. 

4.14.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Construction 

Construction of Alternative 7 would create the similar effects on recreation as Alternative 4.  The 
southwest portion of the solar facility, removed from the project under Alternative 7, provides an 
additional 0.8 miles of open OHV routes, and could facilitate access to routes northwest of the 
project site. However, this difference does not represent a significant additional recreational 
resource, as the distance is very small relative to the surrounding route network, and there are 
other nearby routes providing access to the area northwest of the project site.  The high-profile of 
the panel height does not substantially change the altered viewshed and adverse effect on the 
wilderness experience. Therefore, effects from construction of Alternative 7 would be 
substantially the same as Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

The effects resulting from operating and maintaining Alternative 7 would be the same as those 
discussed under Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

The effects resulting from decommissioning Alternative 7 would be the same as those discussed 
under Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented under Alternative 7. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would reduce impacts to recreational users as a result 
of the altered viewshed.  Nonetheless, residual impacts to recreational visitors to the Joshua Tree 
Wilderness Area would be the substantial diminishment of the wilderness experience from areas 
in which the project is visible.  Implementation of Alternative 4 would result in an unavoidable 
adverse effect to the wilderness experience in proximal locations within the Coxcomb Mountains 
during construction, operation, and decommissioning. 

4.14.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed or operated as part of the DHSP.  
Therefore, no recreational resources effects related to construction, operations and maintenance, 
or decommissioning would occur. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures for effects to recreation are required for Alternative A. 
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Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No effects to recreation would result from the implementation of Alternative A. 

4.14.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction of Alternative B would be located in an area that does not contain designated recre-
ational areas or recreational activity, and its construction would not affect aforementioned recre-
ational activities.  Alternative B and related construction efforts would not inhibit any OHV 
routes, and would not affect existing OHV opportunities.  Use of these recreation areas by 
temporary construction workers is not expected to affect recreational use of the Desert Lily 
Preserve ACEC, Joshua Tree Wilderness, or JTNP by the general public, as construction worker 
use is expected to be minimal. 

Indirect Effects 

Because construction of Alternative B would alter the existing character of the area, it may affect 
surrounding recreational uses as a result of the altered viewshed, including a substantial adverse 
effect on the wilderness experience of dispersed and occasional visitors to the Joshua Tree Wil-
derness Area and Alligator Rock ACEC.  Construction activities would be visible from BLM 
recreational access roads, Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, Joshua Tree Wilderness in JTNP, and the 
Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness.  However, the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area is located 4.5 
miles and the Alligator Rock ACEC is located 0.5 miles from Alternative B at the nearest point.  
Noise impacts would not occur and visual impacts would be minimal due to the distance between 
the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area and Alligator Rock ACEC and the gen-tie line.  These issues 
are addressed in detail in Sections 4.19 (Visual Resources) and 4.12 (Noise), respectively.  In 
addition, the effects of the proposed project on JTNP, the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area, and 
Alligator Rock ACEC for all resources are addressed in Section 4.17 (Special Designations).  
The construction of Alternative B is not expected to reduce visitation to the Wilderness Area and 
it is expected to minimally diminish the wilderness experience throughout the duration of 
construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Operation and Maintenance of Alternative B would be located in an area that does not contain 
designated recreational areas or recreational activity, and its operation would not affect 
aforementioned recreational activities.  Operating and maintaining Alternative B would not 
inhibit any OHV routes. 

Indirect Effects 

The proposed operation and maintenance of Alternative B would have the same effects as those 
during construction, because the area would be used exclusively for the gen-tie line and remain 
closed to recreation for the life of the project.  The visual effects of operation and the long term 
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presence of the gen-tie line would be substantially reduced compared with construction and 
would minimally diminishing the wilderness experience to dispersed recreational visitors to the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness Area and Alligator Rock ACEC. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning Alternative B would neither limit existing recreational opportunities nor 
restore any recreational opportunities.  Further review would be required if new recreational 
opportunities developed in the project area, but none are currently planned (BLM 2010). 

Indirect Effects 

During the decommissioning process, the same area would be closed to recreation as during con-
struction, yielding the same effects.  Decommissioning of Alternative B would ultimately result 
in the reopening of the area to other uses, including recreation, and it would enhance the wilder-
ness experience for visitors to Joshua Tree Wilderness Area and Alligator Rock ACEC. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would also apply to Alternative B with respect to the 
transmission line component. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 to reduce impacts to recreational 
users as a result of the altered viewshed and construction, the construction, operation and mainte-
nance, and decommissioning of Alternative B would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.14.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Construction 

Because Alternative C would be within the same ROW and follow the same path as Alternative B, 
construction effects of Alternative C would be the same as those described for Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance effects of Alternative C would be the same as those described for 
Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning effects of Alternative C would be the same as those described for Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would also apply to Alternative C with respect to the 
transmission line component. 
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Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 to reduce impacts to recreational 
users as a result of the altered viewshed and construction, the construction, operation and mainte-
nance, and decommissioning of Alternative C would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.14.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction of Alternative D would be located in an area that does not contain designated recre-
ational areas or recreational activity, and its construction would not affect aforementioned recre-
ational activities.  Alternative D and related construction efforts would not inhibit any OHV routes. 

Indirect Effects 

Construction of Alternative D would not diminish access or availability of recreational opportu-
nities in the project vicinity.  Alternative D is located 4 miles from the nearest Joshua Tree Wil-
derness Area and would be located adjacent to an existing transmission line.  Noise impacts 
would not occur due to the distance between the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area and Alternative D 
and visual impacts would be minimal.  The construction of Alternative D is not expected to 
reduce visitation to the Wilderness Area and it is expected to minimally diminish the wilderness 
experience throughout the duration of construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Operation and Maintenance of Alternative D would be located in an area that does not contain 
designated recreational areas or recreational activity, and its operation would not affect 
aforementioned recreational activities.  Operating and maintaining Alternative D would not 
inhibit any OHV routes. 

Indirect Effects 

Operation and Maintenance of Alternative D would not diminish access or availability of recrea-
tional opportunities in the project vicinity. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning Alternative D would neither limit existing recreational opportunities nor 
restore any recreational opportunities.  Further review would be required if new recreational 
opportunities developed in the project area, but none are currently planned (BLM 2010). 

Indirect Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative D would not diminish access or availability of recreational 
opportunities in the project vicinity. 
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Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would also apply to Alternative D with respect to the 
transmission line component. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

With implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 to reduce impacts to recreational 
users as a result of the altered viewshed and construction, the construction, operation and mainte-
nance, and decommissioning of Alternative D would not result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.14.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction of Alternative E would be located in an area that does not contain designated recre-
ational areas or recreational activity, and its construction would not affect aforementioned recre-
ational activities.  Alternative E and related construction efforts would not inhibit any OHV 
routes. 

Indirect Effects 

Construction of Alternative E would not diminish access or availability of recreational 
opportunities in the project vicinity.  Alternative E is located 2.25 miles from the nearest Joshua 
Tree Wilderness Area and 0.5 miles from the southern-most point of the Desert Lily ACEC.  
Noise impacts would not occur due to the distance between the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area, the 
Desert Lily ACEC, and Alternative E.  Visual impacts of Alternative E when viewed from the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness Area would be minimal.  Visual impacts of Alternative E when viewed 
from the southern-most point of the Desert Lily ACEC would result in adverse and unmitigable 
impacts because the alternative would result in a moderate to high level of visual change and 
would not meet applicable Interim VRM Class III objectives. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Operation and Maintenance of Alternative E would be located in an area that does not contain 
designated recreational areas or recreational activity, and its operation would not affect 
aforementioned recreational activities.  Operating and maintaining Alternative E would not 
inhibit any OHV routes. 

Indirect Effects 

Operation and Maintenance of Alternative E would diminish the recreational experience of users 
visiting the Desert Lily ACEC due to the adverse and unmitigable visual impacts. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning Alternative E would neither limit existing recreational opportunities nor 
restore any recreational opportunities.  Further review would be required if new recreational 
opportunities developed in the project area, but none are currently planned (BLM 2010). 

Indirect Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative E would not diminish access or availability of recreational 
opportunities in the project vicinity. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would also apply to Alternative E with respect to the 
transmission line component. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would reduce impacts to recreational users as a result 
of the altered viewshed and construction impacts.  Nonetheless, residual impacts to recreational 
visitors to the Desert Lily ACEC would be the substantial diminishment of the visual quality of 
the experience.  Implementation of Alternative E would result in an unavoidable adverse effect 
to the recreational experience in proximal locations to the Desert Lily ACEC during 
construction, and operation. 

4.14.15 Cumulative Effects 

Geographic Scope 

The geographic extent for the consideration of cumulative effects to recreation is the local and 
regional recreational opportunities along the I-10 corridor/eastern Riverside County described in 
Section 4.1.4, Cumulative Scenario Approach.  Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 list existing and reason-
ably foreseeable projects in this area that would impact the regional recreational opportunities.  
Existing and reasonably foreseeable projects that would impact the local recreational oppor-
tunities include renewable projects such as the DSSF, the Silverado Power Solar Project, Desert 
Center 50 Solar Project, Palen Solar Power Project, Sol Orchard, and the Eagle Mountain Wind 
Project Met Towers and industrial projects such as the Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant, the Eagle 
Mountain Pumped Storage Project, the Eagle Mountain Landfill Project, Red Bluff Substation, 
DPV1, DPV2, and the Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line.  
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Table 4.14-1. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Recreation I-10 Corridor between 
Indio and Blythe 

Impacts to recreational users, 
impacts to the existing 
character of the project site 

All projects listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 
for regional impacts. 
The following projects for local 
recreational impacts: 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
• Silverado Power Solar Project 
• Desert Center 50 Solar Project 
• Palen Solar Power Project 
• Sol Orchard 
• Eagle Mountain Wind Project Met 

Towers 
• Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant 
• Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage 

Project 
• Eagle Mountain Landfill Project 
• Red Bluff Substation 
• DPV1 
• DPV2 
• Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line. 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

Existing conditions within the cumulative effects area reflect a combination of natural conditions 
and related recreational opportunities, and the effects of past actions.  The existing cumulative 
conditions near the project study area include the existing projects listed in Table 4.1-1 (Existing 
Projects Along the I-10 Corridor [Eastern Riverside County]) in Section 4.1.4, Cumulative 
Scenario Approach.  These include existing recreational opportunities offered by BLM such as 
campgrounds and the Midland Long-Term Visitor Area. 

The majority of effects to on-site and off-site recreational users resulting from construction and 
operation of the proposed project and alternatives would be minimal.  As noted above, the pro-
posed project and alternatives would be near Joshua Tree Wilderness.  While the construction of 
the project is not expected to reduce visitation to the Wilderness Area, it is expected to substan-
tially diminish the wilderness experience in proximal locations in which the project is visible 
within the Coxcomb Mountains throughout the two-year construction period and the 30- year 
operations period. 

The Chuckwalla Valley Raceway, a private-use raceway, provides some recreational opportu-
nities in the project vicinity.  Operation of the raceway would not be affected by the proposed 
project and alternatives.  Existing projects have not had a significant adverse cumulative effect 
on recreation.  After decommissioning of the project, the project site would be available again for 
active or passive recreational use.  Accordingly, the potential for incremental, project-specific, 
effects to result in a cumulative effect on recreation with other past, present, or reasonably fore-
seeable future actions is low. 

Foreseeable projects in the project area are listed in Table 4.1-2 (Foreseeable Projects along the 
I-10 Corridor [Eastern Riverside County]).  As shown in Table 4.1-2, about 30 projects have 
been proposed in the project study area.  Nearly half of these have been approved or are under 
construction.  Twenty of the projects are either renewable energy projects or transmission 
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projects associated with renewable energy.  Seven of the energy projects in Table 4.1-2 are in the 
vicinity of the proposed project: Palen Solar Power Project, Desert Sunlight Solar Project 
(currently under construction), Desert Center 50, Sol Orchard, Silverado Power I, II, and III, 
Eagle Mountain Wind Project Met Towers, and Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project.  These 
projects would add large and small-scale industrial, utility-related and other uses in the region, 
resulting loss of access to lands that are currently used for recreation.  The DSSF is adjacent to 
the DHSP solar facility site, immediately to the north; its construction has resulted in the closure 
of small sections of OHV trails. 

The proposed project and alternatives would alter the existing character of the project study area, 
and it may affect surrounding recreational uses as a result of the altered viewshed, including a 
substantial adverse effect on the wilderness experience of dispersed and occasional visitors to the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness Area.  Three of the energy projects in Table 4.1-2 are as near or nearer 
to the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area, Desert Sunlight Solar Project, Eagle Mountain Wind Project 
Met Towers, and Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project.  These projects would result in noise 
and visual impacts on the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area similar to or greater than the Proposed 
Action.  While the construction of the projects is not expected to reduce visitation to the 
Wilderness Area, it is expected to substantially diminish the wilderness experience in proximal 
locations of the wilderness area within the Coxcomb Mountains where the Proposed Action and 
reasonably foreseeable future projects are visible throughout the duration of construction, 
operation, and decommissioning of the cumulative projects. 

Within the larger California Desert District area, 567,882 acres potentially available for 
recreational use could be lost to solar development and an additional 433,721 acres could be lost 
to wind development (BLM 2011).  However, most of these projects in the California Desert 
District receive limited recreational use (BLM 2011).  Within the I-10 corridor area used in this 
analysis (see Table 4.1-2), foreseeable projects could restrict or eliminate recreational use of over 
52,000 acres.  The recreation effects of the DHSP in combination with past, present, and 
proposed and reasonably foreseeable projects in eastern Riverside County would be substantial.  
These cumulative effects could substantially impact the recreation opportunities and experiences 
of users, communities, and regional populations. 

The recreational effects for Alternatives 5, through 7 and C through E would be essentially the 
same as described for the proposed project and would represent substantial adverse cumulative 
effects.  The No Action and No Project Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A) would not 
contribute to any cumulative effects.  In addition, Alternative B would not contribute to cumula-
tive effects to recreation, as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Des-
ert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the 
same time, with no additional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the 
Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

4.14.16 CEQA Considerations 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The significance criteria listed below are from the Environmental Checklist Form in Appendix G 
of the CEQA Guidelines.  Under CEQA, the proposed project and alternatives would have 
significant impacts on recreation if they would: 
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REC-1  Increase the use of neighborhood and regional recreation facilities such that the 
physical deterioration of the facilities would be substantial or accelerated; or 

REC-2  Include recreation facilities or require the construction or expansion of recreation 
facilities that might have an adverse physical effect on the environment. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A would not have any impacts related to recreation.  Under these 
alternatives the DHSP would not be approved and would not be constructed.  Lands would 
remain in their existing use. 

As described above, construction, operation, and decommissioning of the proposed project and 
Alternatives 5 through 7 and B through E would not substantially increase the use of recreation 
facilities.  Any current recreational use of the project site is extremely minimal; therefore, very 
little recreational use would be displaced by the DHSP.  During construction, workers might 
relocate to the project vicinity and use local recreation facilities.  However, minimal recreational 
use by a small number of temporary construction workers over the two-year construction period 
would not lead to substantial or accelerated physical deterioration of recreational facilities 
(Significance Criterion REC-1).  A less-than-significant impact would occur.  The proposed 
project and alternatives would not construct any recreation facilities that might adversely affect 
the environment (Significance Criterion REC-2).  No impact would occur. 

Cumulative Impacts.  As described in Section 4.14.15, the effects of existing and proposed 
projects in the vicinity of the DHSP could have cumulatively considerable impacts on the Joshua 
Tree Wilderness Area and on recreational use of land in the I-10 corridor.  The contribution of 
the DHSP to cumulative impacts would be significant because it would change the existing 
character of the project study area and result in a diminished wilderness experience in proximal 
locations within the Coxcomb Mountains. 

Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative effects to recreation, as the cumulative scenario 
assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B 
conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional work required for 
Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 
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4.15 SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC 

4.15.1 Methodology for Analysis 

In Sections 4.15.3 through 4.15.14, the direct and indirect effects relevant to social and economic 
concerns for each alternative are assessed.  The baseline conditions for this analysis are pre-
sented in Section 3.15.  The analysis provided in Section 4.15.15 describes the potential cumula-
tive social and economic effects as a result of the proposed project and alternatives in combina-
tion with other plans, policies, and projects that would occur in the area, as described in Section 
4.1. 

4.15.2 Applicant Measures 

The following Applicant Measures (AMs) have been incorporated as design features of the pro-
posed project and shall be implemented to reduce adverse impacts associated with the project.  In 
some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or expand on AM reporting requirements, timing 
of implementation, or other details where appropriate.  Where there is a conflict between provi-
sions of the mitigation measures imposed and the following AMs, the mitigation measures take 
precedence. 

AM S-1 Notification.  The public shall be notified of project activities and scheduling to 
inform the public of projected effects on the surrounding area.  This notification 
will provide the public with the opportunity to plan their personal and business 
activities appropriately. 

AM S-2  Minimize Visual Impacts of Gen-Tie.  Project Applicant will align gen-tie lines 
along existing linear features (such as Kaiser Road) to minimize the social effects 
of potential visual effects. 

4.15.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would 
not amend the California Desert Conservation Area Plan 1980, as amended (CDCA Plan).  As a 
result, no solar energy project would be constructed on the project site and BLM would continue 
to manage the site consistent with the existing land use designation in the CDCA Plan. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, effects from the project would not occur. 

4.15.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  No effects 
from the DHSP would occur. 
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4.15.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 

4.15.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Changes to Local Employment or Labor Force.  Construction employment for Alternative 4 
would include skilled or semi-skilled positions including laborers, craftsmen, supervisory per-
sonnel, supply personnel, and construction management personnel.  As indicated in Table 3.15-4, 
Riverside and San Bernardino Counties are home to a large construction workforce in proportion 
to the project labor force requirements.  Workers from Riverside and San Bernardino Counties 
would be recruited as much as practicable, but workers from other nearby counties might also 
contribute to the project. 

The maximum required construction workforce of 250 personnel required for the proposed solar 
facility would comprise 0.4 percent of the total combined construction workforce of Riverside 
County (62,194 persons) and 0.5 percent of the total combined construction workforce of San 
Bernardino County (53,914 persons) (BEA 2011).  Although the immediate surroundings of 
Alternative 4 have a small population, local construction workforces are generally available in 
the region because of larger surrounding population centers.  Job fairs would be held in 
neighboring communities, including Palm Springs, Desert Center, and Blythe.  A majority of site 
workers are expected to travel from these communities, with a minimum number of employees 
traveling on a weekly or bi-weekly basis from the Applicant’s headquarters in San Diego.  Local 
highways provide access to the site from cities throughout the region.  It is 72 miles (less than a 
1.5-hour drive) between Palm Springs and Desert Center, and 49 miles (less than a 1-hour drive) 
from both Indio and Blythe to Desert Center.  Therefore, few, if any, workers are expected to 
relocate to the area permanently for construction.  The majority of these temporarily relocated 
workers likely would commute on a daily basis between home and the project study area.  It is 
unlikely that they would relocate their families for the duration of construction.  Based on the 
data provided in Section 3.15, in-migration of the construction workforce could be accommo-
dated within the available hotel rooms and housing vacancies in the nearby cities of Blythe and 
Indio, which have approximately 35 lodging facilities, offering an average of 55 rooms per 
facility.  Because construction workers would be expected to be from the neighboring communi-
ties or to be accommodated in the available hotel and housing vacancies, minimal increase in 
utilities would be expected.  Please see Section 4.18, Transportation and Public Access, for a dis-
cussion regarding construction traffic. 

Changes in Revenue.  Employment of construction personnel would be beneficial to local busi-
nesses and the regional economy through increased expenditure of wages for goods and services.  
Construction personnel would be drawn whenever possible from local populations in Riverside 
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and San Bernardino Counties, creating new temporary employment in these counties.  A limited 
number of construction personnel would require temporary housing, likely in local hotels or 
rentals, and would purchase food, beverages, and other commodities, which would provide eco-
nomic benefit to the local economy. 

Quality of Life.  The influx of the construction workforce would alter the isolated, quiet, and 
sparsely populated character of the communities surrounding the solar facility site during the 
construction period, which would be a temporary effect to the quality of life to residents of Des-
ert Center, Lake Tamarisk Park, and Eagle Mountain.  Scoping comments noted that the influx of 
people would potentially result in law enforcement problems and an increase in the use of exist-
ing infrastructure.  As discussed above, the majority of construction workers for the project 
would be expected to commute daily to the site from neighboring communities.  Because most 
workers would travel to the site from their homes, local residents may have little daily interaction 
with the workers, and the workers are unlikely to result in law enforcement problems or result in 
an increase in the use of existing infrastructure.  It is possible that some construction workers 
could choose to commute from their homes on a weekly basis and stay within the local area at 
local hotels/motels, rent homes, or look for other types of accommodations.  In this case, after 
the workday is over, these individuals would be more likely to interact with existing residents at 
local businesses or community facilities; however, they would still be expected to abide by Riv-
erside County laws and would not be expected to result in an increase in law enforcement 
problems.  Given the limited number of construction workers expected to stay in the local area 
during the work week, the presence of these individuals would not be expected to result in sub-
stantial or long-term adverse effects to the local area’s social composition and character. 

Indirect Effects 

Changes to Local Employment or Labor Force.  The proposed solar facility would not be 
expected to result in changes to local employment or labor force needs.  A fire prevention plan 
would be in place during construction and would ensure adequate access to the project site in 
case of emergencies.  It would protect against the possibility of fires generated by construction 
and operation of the DHSP, which would minimize the need for additional fire protection to the 
site.  On-site security, including fencing, lighting, motion detectors, and cameras in key locations  
would minimize increased demand on law enforcement.  During operations security lights would 
use motion sensor technology that would be triggered by movement at a human’s height during 
maintenance or emergency activities.  Sensors on the security fencing would alert security per-
sonnel of possible intruders.  The Applicant would also require all new employees to complete 
health and safety training and follow standard construction safety measures during construction 
of Alternative 4, which would minimize the incidence of increased demand for hospital or emer-
gency services.  Given that the construction workforce for Alternative 4 would most likely 
already be employed in the regional construction industry in Riverside and San Bernardino 
Counties and would be subject to similar safety risks and protection measures as a function of 
this employment, no increase in the demand on hospital or emergency services within the county 
are anticipated. 

Changes in Revenue.  No business uses occur in the immediate vicinity of Alternative 4, and the 
project would not require the removal or relocation of any businesses.  Effects on local busi-
nesses would potentially result from degradation of views, views of construction equipment and 
activity, vehicular or pedestrian access restrictions and increased traffic and associated air and 
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noise emissions, land use, air quality, and noise effects, or health and safety concerns (such as 
electromagnetic frequencies [EMF]).  These issues are analyzed in this document in Sections 
4.19 (Visual Resources), 4.11 (Lands and Realty), 4.12 (Noise), 4.18 (Transportation and Public 
Access), and 4.13 (Public Health and Safety).  As short-term construction-related effects, these 
effects would not be substantial or have been mitigated such that they would not be substantial, 
any associated loss of local business revenue impacts would be minimal.  In addition, these 
short-term effects would not displace existing businesses and would result in minimal revenue 
impacts.  Therefore, no additional mitigation measures are required outside of those presented in 
Sections 4.19 (Visual Resources), 4.11 (Lands and Realty), 4.12 (Noise), 4.18 (Transportation 
and Public Access), and 4.13 (Public Health and Safety) to mitigate potential effects that would 
result in a substantial change to local business revenues. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Changes to Local Employment or Labor Force.  Operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 
would require a workforce of up to 8 full-time staff year-round.  This workforce would constitute 
< 0.01 percent of the total combined utilities workforce of the Riverside and San Bernardino 
County area (275,000 persons) (CAEDD 2011).  With less than two-hours of driving between 
Desert Center and Palm Springs, Indio, and Blythe, it is anticipated that few workers would 
relocate to the area permanently.  Please see Section 4.18, Transportation and Public Access, for 
a discussion of operational traffic. 

Changes in Revenue.  Employment of operation and maintenance personnel would be beneficial 
to local businesses and the regional economy through increased expenditure of wages for goods 
and services.  Personnel would be drawn from local populations in Riverside and San Bernardino 
Counties, creating new employment in these counties.  A limited number of personnel would 
require housing and would purchase food, beverages, and other commodities, which would pro-
vide economic benefit to the local economy in terms of increased revenues. 

Indirect Effects 

Changes in Property Value.  There is concern that solar facilities might affect property values 
in nearby communities.  During the public scoping process for the proposed DHSP, the public 
expressed interest and concern regarding the potential effects of the project on property values.  
Other agencies, such as the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and California 
Energy Commission (CEC) have noted a high level of public concern associated with the siting 
of power plant projects, transmission lines, and other locally undesirable land uses (LULU) and 
potential effects on property values.  Property values might decline in some locations as a result 
of the deterioration in aesthetic quality, increases in noise, real or perceived health effects, con-
gestion, or social disruption.  In other locations, property values might increase because of access 
to employment opportunities associated with solar development. 

Numerous studies of LULUs, such as wind and nuclear energy generation and transmission line 
projects, conclude that the potential for environmental concerns associated with large-scale 
energy projects to have an effect on property value is usually smaller than anticipated and essen-
tially impossible to quantify due to the individuality of properties and their respective 
neighborhoods, as well as differences in the personal preferences of individual buyers and the 
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weight of other factors that contribute to a person’s decision to purchase a property (Hoen et al. 
2009, Metz et al. 1997, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy and Bureau of Land 
Management 2010, Sterzinger et al. 2003).  Studies indicate that other property-specific factors 
such as neighborhood features, square footage, size of lot, and irrigation potential are substan-
tially more likely than the presence of energy infrastructure to be major determinants of the sales 
price of property (McCann 1999).  Across the board, studies have generally concluded that over 
time, potential adverse effects to property value tend to diminish to a point of being negligible 
within five years; the studies determine that this decreasing effect is most likely due to increased 
screening of facilities over time, as vegetation increases in size, as well as diminished public sen-
sitivity to the facility proximity, particularly resulting from the absence of adverse publicity. 

As demonstrated by the studies discussed above, factors that have the potential to affect property 
value are numerous and varied; as a result, it is not possible to identify exactly how the project 
would potentially affect private property values.  However, because the conclusions of the 
Kinnard-Dickey (1995) paper and the Hoen, et al. (2009) paper are applicable to this analysis, it 
is possible to say that property-specific factors such as neighborhood features, square footage, 
size of lot, and water availability are more likely to be major determinants in property values 
than the presence of a solar generating facility such as the DHSP.  It is not unreasonable to 
assume that some aspect of project construction and/or operation and maintenance could poten-
tially affect private property values.  However, as discussed above, the effects of industrial facili-
ties on property value are generally smaller in comparison to other relevant factors and generally 
diminish within five years to be negligible. 

Decommissioning 

Socioeconomic effects that would result from decommissioning Alternative 4 are similar to those 
described for construction.  Decommissioning Alternative 4 would likely require a similar num-
ber of workers during a similar timeframe to properly shut down and dismantle the solar field.  
Decommissioning and reclamation would be subject to a site-specific review when the facility 
reaches the end of its useful life. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are identified or required to reduce the effects below the level of 
significance. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

All adverse effects on socioeconomics resulting from construction, operation and maintenance, 
or decommissioning of Alternative 4 would be avoided or substantially reduced. 

4.15.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Construction 

Though Alternative 5 would be smaller in size than Alternative 4, this reduction in scale would 
not be substantial enough to reduce social and economic effects of construction.  The effects of 
construction would be the same as those identified under Alternative 4. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

The social and economic effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 5 would be the same 
as those identified under Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

The social and economic effects of decommissioning Alternative 5 would be the same as those 
identified under Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are identified or required to reduce the effects below the level of 
significance. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

All adverse effects on socioeconomics resulting from construction, operation and maintenance, 
or decommissioning of Alternative 5 would be avoided or substantially reduced. 

4.15.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Construction 

Though Alternative 6 would be smaller in size than Alternative 4, this reduction in scale would 
not be substantial enough to reduce social and economic effects of construction.  The effects of 
construction would be the same as those identified under Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

The social and economic effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 6 would be the same 
as those identified under Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

The social and economic effects of decommissioning Alternative 6 would be the same as those 
identified under Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are identified or required to reduce the effects below the level of 
significance. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

All adverse effects on socioeconomics resulting from construction, operation and maintenance, 
or decommissioning of Alternative 6 would be avoided or substantially reduced. 
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4.15.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Construction 

Though Alternative 7 would be smaller in size than Alternative 4, this reduction in scale would 
not be substantial enough to reduce social and economic effects of construction.  The effects of 
construction would be the same as those identified under Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

The social and economic effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 7 would be the same 
as those identified under Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

The social and economic effects of decommissioning Alternative 7 would be the same as those 
identified under Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are identified or required to reduce the effects below the level of 
significance. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

All adverse effects on socioeconomics resulting from construction, operation and maintenance, 
or decommissioning of Alternative 7 would be avoided or substantially reduced. 

4.15.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed or operated as part of the Proposed 
Action.  Therefore, no social or economic effects related to construction, operations and mainte-
nance, or decommissioning of the gen-tie line would occur. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures for social and economic effects are required for Alternative A. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No social or economic effects would result from the implementation of Alternative A. 

4.15.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Construction 

Changes to Local Employment or Labor Force.  Construction of gen-tie line Alternative B 
would employ fewer workers from the regional economy than the proposed solar generating 
facility and alternatives.  The workforce for Alternative B is expected to average 30 employees 
over the 12-month gen-tie line construction period, with a peak of 65 employees.  As with the 
solar field alternatives, this additional labor force would constitute a very small fraction of the 
total combined construction workforce of Riverside and San Bernardino Counties, and few, if 
any, workers are expected to relocate to the area permanently for construction. 
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Changes in Revenue.  As with the solar field alternatives, employment of construction person-
nel would be beneficial to local businesses and the regional economy.  Changes in revenue from 
Alternative B would be similar to those described in Alternative 4, but proportionally smaller 
given the smaller workforce required for Alternative B. 

Quality of Life.  Effects of Alternative B on quality of life would be similar to those described 
under Alternative 4, but proportionally smaller given the smaller workforce required for 
Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

Changes to Local Employment or Labor Force.  Alternative B would not be expected to result 
in changes to local employment or labor force needs.  The fire prevention plan that would be in 
place during construction of solar field alternatives would also apply to construction of Alterna-
tive B, and would minimize the demand that this construction would place on the California 
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection.  All new employees working on Alternative B 
would be required to complete health and safety training and follow standard construction safety 
measures during construction, which would minimize the incidence of increased demand for 
hospital or emergency services.  Given that the small construction workforce for Alternative B 
would most likely already be employed in the regional construction industry in Riverside and 
San Bernardino Counties and would be subject to similar safety risks and protection measures as 
a function of this employment, no increase in the demand on hospital or emergency services 
within Riverside County are anticipated. 

Changes in Revenue.  No business uses occur in the immediate vicinity of Alternative B, and 
the alternative would not require the removal or relocation of any businesses.  Effects on local 
businesses would potentially result from degradation of views, views of construction equipment 
and activity, vehicular or pedestrian access restrictions, land use, air quality, and noise effects, or 
health and safety concerns (such as electromagnetic frequencies [EMF]).  These issues are 
analyzed in this document in Sections 4.19 (Visual Resources), 4.11 (Lands and Realty), 4.12 
(Noise), 4.18 (Transportation and Public Access), and 4.13 (Public Health and Safety).  Effects 
from these issues would be the same as those described under Alternative 4, but proportionally 
smaller.  As stated in Alternative 4, no additional mitigation measures are required outside of 
those presented in 4.19 (Visual Resources), 4.11 (Lands and Realty), 4.12 (Noise), 4.18 (Trans-
portation and Public Access), and 4.13 (Public Health and Safety) to mitigate potential effects 
that would result in a substantial change to local business revenues. 

Operation and Maintenance 

There would be no new operations workforce associated with Alternative B beyond those associ-
ated with the solar field alternatives, and there would be no additional effects on population, 
housing, employment, income, or environmental justice populations associated with the opera-
tion of Alternative B.  Removal of larger vegetation that could inhibit access to Alternative B 
would also reduce the likelihood of fire, which would minimize the demand potentially placed 
on the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection. 
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Decommissioning 

Effects resulting from decommissioning Alternative B are similar to those described under the 
construction phase. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are identified or required to reduce the effects below the level of 
significance. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

All adverse effects on socioeconomics resulting from construction, operation and maintenance, 
or decommissioning of Alternative B would be avoided or substantially reduced. 

4.15.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Construction 

The infrastructure required for Alternative C is the same as that for Alternative B; the two alter-
natives would share the same ROW and follow the same path.  Therefore, social and economic 
effects of construction of Alternative C would be identical to those described for Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Social and economic effects of operating and maintaining Alternative C would be identical to 
those described for Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Social and economic effects of decommissioning Alternative C would be identical to those 
described for Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are identified or required to reduce the effects below the level of 
significance. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

All adverse effects on socioeconomics resulting from construction, operation and maintenance, 
or decommissioning of Alternative C would be avoided or substantially reduced. 

4.15.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Alternative D would require nearly identical workforce, construction, and operation activities as 
Alternative B.  Therefore, the social and economic effects of construction of Alternative D are 
similar to those described under Alternative B.  However, Alternative D would occur on a higher 
proportion of previously disturbed, private land, parallel to an existing SCE transmission line 
reducing its effects on local quality of life. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

The effects resulting from operating and maintaining Alternative D are similar to those discussed 
under Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

The effects resulting from decommissioning Alternative D are similar to those discussed under 
Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are identified or required to reduce the effects below the level of 
significance. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

All adverse effects on socioeconomics resulting from construction, operation and maintenance, 
or decommissioning of Alternative D would be avoided or substantially reduced. 

4.15.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Alternative E would require nearly identical workforce, construction, and operation activities as 
Alternative B.  Therefore, the social and economic effects of construction of Alternative E are 
similar to those described under Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

The effects resulting from operating and maintaining Alternative E are similar to those discussed 
under Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

The effects resulting from decommissioning Alternative E are similar to those discussed under 
Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are identified or required to reduce the effects below the level of 
significance. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

All adverse effects on socioeconomics resulting from construction, operation and maintenance, 
or decommissioning of Alternative E would be avoided or substantially reduced. 

4.15.15 Cumulative Effects 

The proposed project and alternatives would not cause existing housing or persons to be 
displaced or necessitate the construction of replacement housing elsewhere.  In addition, there 
would be no impact from construction workers requiring housing that exceeds the supply of local 
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housing or temporary housing facilities and minimal potential changes in the demand for labor or 
in local employment.  As growth has been accounted for in various local and regional plans and 
projections and no changes to that growth would be likely to occur as a result of the proposed 
project and alternatives, displacement of and demand for housing and changes in the local labor 
market would not be considered as cumulative effects and are not discussed further.  A cumula-
tive effect would result if the interaction among the effects of the Proposed Action and other 
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions combined. 

Geographic Scope 

The geographic scope for the analysis of effects on socioeconomics consists of Riverside County 
and the cities contained therein.  This geographic extent is appropriate because socioeconomic 
factors such as public services and utilities are provided by local jurisdictions or districts, and the 
regional labor force is expected to come primarily from within Riverside County and neighbor-
ing San Bernardino County.  Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 provide lists of projects within the geographic 
extent for the socioeconomics cumulative scenario.  Table 4.15-1 provides a list of the existing 
and foreseeable projects that could combine with the DHSP to result in a cumulative effect. 

Table 4.15-1. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Social and 
Economic Setting 

Riverside County and the 
cities therein 

Impacts to the labor force, 
impacts on local businesses 
and residents 

All projects listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 
for regional impacts. 

Regarding labor force the follow projects 
were considered: 

 Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
 Silverado Power Solar Project 
 Palen Solar Power Project 
 Blythe Solar Power Project 
 NextEra McCoy 
 McCoy Soleil 
 Genesis Solar Energy Project 
 Rice Solar Energy Project 
 Blythe Airport Solar I Project 
 Desert Quartzite 
 Blythe Mesa Solar I 
 Rio Mesa Solar Electric 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

Past development and population growth within Riverside County have impacted employment, 
public services, utilities, and housing demands.  Population increases have increased develop-
ment in Riverside County (mainly in incorporated areas) expanded the demand for housing, and 
increased the available workforce.  Additional development both increases pressure on existing 
public services and utility systems and provides additional infrastructure to increase capacity and 
change employment opportunities.  Section 3.15, Socioeconomics, describes existing socioeco-
nomic, public services, and utilities conditions within the affected counties and cities. 

Tables 4.1-1 through 4.1-2 list past, present, and foreseeable projects in the I-10 corridor in 
eastern Riverside County.  Over 30 projects are proposed in the project area, nearly half of which 
have been approved or are under construction, and of which about 19 are renewable energy proj-
ects.  The Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (DSSF) is currently under construction immedi-
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ately north of the proposed DHSP.  At least twelve of the proposed projects would permanently 
disturb over 1,000 acres of land each.  The present and foreseeable projects in the project area 
would significantly increase developed human use of land.  These projects include industrial, 
commercial, and residential developments as well as energy and infrastructure projects. 

Construction of the DHSP would draw on the same labor force as other projects listed in Table 
4.1-2.  Effects would be cumulatively considerable if they would have the potential to combine 
with similar effects of other past, present, or reasonably foreseeable projects.  The largest overlap 
would be with the DSSF adjacent to the DHSP site.  Construction of these two projects would 
likely occur at the same time, and other proposed projects, including the Genesis Solar Power 
Project, could also have overlapping construction periods.  Although the DHSP (Alternatives 4 
through 7 and Alternatives C through E) alone would not be likely to generate population in-
migration because of the large available labor pool in Riverside County and neighboring San 
Bernardino County, the demand for construction employment generated by the proposed project 
in combination with the other proposed solar and other renewable development in the region 
could increase the demand for skilled labor beyond the capacity of the region to accommodate it.  
Under such circumstance, the unmet labor demand could result in in-migration that could change 
the character of the regional labor force and add new residents to the region. 

An extensive cumulative analysis for the region has been recently conducted for the Blythe Solar 
Power Project (BSPP).  This analysis specifically determined the average and peak construction 
labor needs and supply conditions under the extremely improbable circumstance that peak con-
struction of 13 planned BLM solar projects (including the Blythe, Desert Sunlight, and Desert 
Harvest projects) occur at the same time (BSPP 2010).  The cumulative effects scenario for the 
Blythe project is predominately the same as that determined for the proposed project and conse-
quently, the analysis and findings of the BSPP are applicable for evaluating the cumulative 
effects for the project. 

The total labor demand for near-term construction (2012 to 2017) of all 13 major solar projects is 
estimated to be roughly equivalent to an average of 5,000 full-time construction workers per 
year1 (BSPP 2010).  This level of construction worker labor demand would represent the mini-
mum employment impact on the cumulative impact study area since it assumes that all the BLM 
solar project construction work would be evenly performed over the five-year period.  The analy-
sis also determined that a “worst case” maximum of 11,360 construction workers could be 
required in the region. 

The actual cumulative construction labor force demand within the study region will likely be 
higher than the 5,000 workers, but likely considerably lower than the 11,360 maximum workers.  
The average construction period for BLM solar projects is estimated to be 3.6 years and some 
seasonality may be expected as developers favor construction during the region’s cooler winter 
months.  Therefore, conservatively assuming that all the projects would be completed within the 
                                                 
1
 Construction workforce was estimated from descriptions solar projects where available. The Blythe Solar Power 

Project (1,000 MW) would require an average of 604 workers with a peak of 1,004 workers; the Genesis Solar 
Energy Project (250 MW) would require an average of 646 workers with a peak of 1,085 workers; the Palen 
Solar Power Project (500 MW) would require an average of 566 workers with a peak of 1,145; the Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm Project (550 MW) would require an average of 390 to 440 workers with a peak of 540; and 
Rice Solar Project would require an average of 280 workers with a peak of 438 workers. 
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five-year cumulative scenario period, the regional labor need for a realistic “worst case condi-
tion” would be for four projects to have peak labor needs during the same year.2 

Given an average construction period of 3.6 years, it would also be expected up to 11 projects 
would be ongoing during an expected peak labor demand period of 2012 to 2014.  Therefore, the 
peak construction labor demand for the cumulative analysis is estimated to be equivalent to the 
total construction labor demand for seven solar projects under average construction conditions 
and four solar projects during peak construction.  Altogether, such a rate of solar construction 
would be expected to require a total of 7,180 construction workers for the various BLM solar 
projects along the I-10 corridor during the years of major solar project development (BSPP 
2010).3 

In addition, there could also be demand for construction workers from the planned non-BLM 
solar project proposed for the Blythe Airport (requiring an estimated 150 construction workers 
annually) and other solar development on private land in the Desert Center and Blythe regions.  
The future construction needs of the several other non-solar projects on BLM land in the region 
are not known but, altogether, reasonably could be expected to have an annual construction labor 
need roughly comparable to another solar project (i.e., 530 construction workers) (BSPP 2010). 

Therefore, 7,860 construction workers is very conservatively estimated to represent the maxi-
mum likely future cumulative labor force demand from the region’s planned solar and non-solar 
development.  This estimate assumes all the identified projects would be developed within the 
five-year cumulative analysis period.4 The proposed project’s maximum potential contribution to 
this cumulative effect is estimated at 4 percent during its peak construction period.  The DHSP’s 
average contribution to the cumulative effect is estimated at 1 percent during its non-peak con-
struction (BSPP 2010). 

The total work force of skilled construction workers currently living in eastern Riverside County 
is estimated to be 15,000.  Future demand for 7,860 construction workers would be equivalent to 
employment for more than half of the current skilled labor force.  Such demand for construction 
workers far exceeds the current unemployed construction labor force but 850 additional skilled 
construction workers are expected to be added to the eastern Riverside County labor force by 
2016.  The cumulative labor force demand would still represent more than half the region’s cur-
rently forecasted future skilled construction labor force (BSPP 2010). 

Eastern Riverside County’s current unemployed labor force is estimated to be 25,000.  The con-
struction worker demand would represent a 31 percent decrease in the regional study area’s 
unemployment level.  Although many of the region’s currently unemployed residents may lack 
transferable skills or the physical aptitude to acquire the necessary skills required by the cumula-
tive labor demand, many residents could be adequately trained to be employable.  Furthermore, 

                                                 
2 The peak construction requirement typically occurs during mid-construction, suggesting that 2012 to 2014 would 

be most likely to experience peak labor demands.  
3 This assumes a typical 470 MW solar projects requiring 527 workers under average construction conditions and 

873 workers during their shorter periods of peak construction. 
4 In actuality, construction labor shortages (and related wage escalation) would also be expected to become a 

possible constraint reducing the pace of future development.  
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some of the construction work would be more entry-level positions which may be suitable for 
less skilled workers. 

Some of the regional workforce currently employed in other sectors could also have the 
capabilities to qualify for solar construction work.  In such cases, some job transferring may 
occur, especially since the construction jobs may be expected to be relatively well-paid and 
attractive for many local residents.  The less skilled or desirable jobs vacated by individuals 
transferring to construction work could be filled by other less skilled unemployed residents.  
Finally, the cumulative labor force demand on eastern Riverside County also could be partly 
reduced as projects located in more central Riverside County (such as the DHSP) would be 
closer to cities and potential workers outside the regional study area.  Consequently, these proj-
ects could meet some of their labor needs from residents from Desert Hot Springs, Morongo 
Valley, or Banning. 

Nonetheless, there could be demand for specialized construction trades that exceed the available 
labor supply for that specialty within eastern Riverside County.  In such a case, it is assumed that 
those job positions would be filled by workers relocating into the region from elsewhere.  Other 
social and economic impacts analyses for solar projects have suggested that a 15 percent rate of 
in-migration would be a conservative and reasonable assumption.  Such a proportion of in-
migration applied to the projected maximum future cumulative labor force demand would 
suggest that up to 1,165 construction workers [could require temporary housing in the region 
(BSPP 2010).  The majority of these temporarily relocated workers likely would commute on a 
weekly basis between home and the project study area.  It is unlikely that they would relocate 
their families for the duration of construction. 

If construction workers were willing to commute 1 hour daily to the site, the supply of potential 
hotel/motel rooms would be greater than 1,925 (capacity of Blythe and Indio alone).  Given that 
some workers would be willing to share rooms, the number of potential workers who could be 
accommodated would be even greater.  In addition to the available lodging in the local area, 
there are also potentially considerable under-utilized homes in the local area that may be suitable 
for rent by construction workers seeking local housing.  As shown in Table 3.15-3, 960 homes 
are currently estimated to be vacant in Blythe and another 5,593 local housing units may be 
available within Indio, totaling 6,553 in the 1 hour commute window and 102,507 units in River-
side County as a whole.  Given that some construction workers could be willing to share homes 
to reduce their lodging costs, there would be more than sufficient temporary housing for an 
expected 1,165 construction workers. 

Some of the solar developers might also choose to develop onsite housing facilities for their con-
struction work forces.  For example, on-site worker accommodations are planned as part of the 
Rice Solar project by its developer.5 The Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage project near Desert 
Center is located at a former mine site that has housing previously used by mine workers.  On-
site accommodations would reduce the load on local hotels, motels, and houses. 

In summary, there is potential for short-term adverse cumulative social and economic effects in 
the region associated with the demand for skilled construction labor for the dozen solar projects 
                                                 
5
 Development of temporary worker housing facilities is more likely to be possible at projects (such as Rice) that 

are located on private property. 
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proposed for future development within eastern Riverside County.  Analysis suggests that future 
construction labor demand would be greatest from 2012 to 2014, and may be sufficient to exceed 
the existing local work force within eastern Riverside County; hence, there may be increased 
demand for temporary local housing from construction workers seeking to commute weekly to 
the local area.  However, given the estimated availability of lodging and possible rental housing, 
it is expected that there will be adequate and suitable housing to meet any future construction 
worker temporary housing demand.  Therefore, no adverse social or economic effects would be 
expected. 

Socioeconomic effects on local businesses and residents adjacent to the project area or along 
construction transportation routes would result from visual impacts, vehicular or pedestrian 
access delays or detours, land use impacts, or health and safety concerns.  The extent that these 
impacts would affect the perceived quality of life in the areas adjacent to the DHSP (Alternatives 
4 through 7 and Alternatives C through E) would be minimized by making the public aware of 
construction timing, duration, and location so that they may better plan for construction-related 
access issues.  It is expected that the added daily traffic from construction vehicles would not 
have a noticeable effect on traffic volumes given the existing volumes of car and truck traffic on 
I-10, even with partially overlapping construction periods for several projects. The cumulative 
effects of the DHSP (Alternatives 4 through 7 and Alternatives C through E) in combination with 
reasonably foreseeable projects on each of these resource areas are analyzed in this chapter in 
Sections 4.19 (Visual Resources), 4.11 (Lands and Realty), 4.12 (Noise), 4.18 (Transportation 
and Public Access), and 4.13 (Public Health and Safety).  Any associated contribution to a short-
term loss of local business revenue would not be cumulatively significant, and any contribution 
of DHSP (Alternatives 4 through 7 and Alternatives C through E) to perceived social effects due 
to construction activity along with the listed cumulative projects would be minor and temporary 
for the duration of the project construction. 

Construction and operation of DHSP (Alternatives 4 through 7 and Alternatives C through E) 
would not contribute to temporary or permanent displacements of businesses or residents in Riv-
erside County that could occur as a result of the projects identified in Table 4.1-2.  In addition, 
the DHPS would contribute to local expenditures on materials and supplies for construction, 
which, in combination with other past, ongoing, and future projects, would generate 
expenditures, income, and employment in the local economy, stimulating economic growth. 

The incremental effects of construction and operation of the DHSP (Alternatives 4 through 7 and 
Alternatives C through E) would not have a substantial effect on cumulative socioeconomic and 
environmental justice resources. 

The No Action and No Project Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A) would not contribute to 
any cumulative effects.  In addition, Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative socioeco-
nomic and environmental justice effects, as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent con-
struction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the 
same crew at the same time, with no additional work required for Alternative B beyond what is 
required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 
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4.15.16 CEQA Considerations 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

Under CEQA, the proposed project would have a significant impact on Socioeconomics if it 
would: 

SE-1 Displace substantial numbers of people or existing housing on a permanent basis, 
necessitating the construction of replacement housing outside the local region; 

SE-2 Induce short-term or long-term population growth to an extent that could not be 
accommodated by local housing, local services, and infrastructure, including: 

SE-2a Generating solid waste or wastewater that exceeds the capacity of existing facilities to 
accommodate; 

SE-3b Requiring the construction of new public service facilities or require the expansion of 
existing facilities to accommodate an increased need for fire protection, police protec-
tion, schools, or other public services; 

SE-3 Cause a substantial long-term reduction in revenue for local businesses, government 
agencies, or Indian tribes; 

SE-4 Result in a substantial reduction in the employment and incomes of local residents; 

SE-5 Substantially alter the lifestyles or quality of life of populations using or residing in 
proximity to the proposed project; 

SE-6 Result in a barrier between local residents and the local services and facilities used by 
these residents; 

SE-7 Conflict with applicable land use plans and policies associated with socioeconomics, 
public services, or utilities; or 

SE-8 Disrupt existing utility systems. 

For the Proposed Action, all of the CEQA significance criteria listed above were determined to 
be inapplicable or to result in no impact as explained below. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternative 1.  Under Alternative 1, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM 
would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be constructed on 
the project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land use 
designation in the CDCA Plan.  Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and 
no solar project approved for the site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would con-
tinue to remain in its existing condition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or oper-
ated on the site and no ground disturbance.  As a result, no social or economic impacts would 
occur. 

Alternative 2.  Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar 
energy development.  As a result, the Desert Harvest Solar Project would not be constructed on 
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the project site and BLM would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designa-
tion in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No social or economic impacts from the Desert Harvest Solar 
Project would occur. 

Alternative 3.  Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future 
solar energy development.  As a result, the Desert Harvest Solar Project would not be con-
structed on the project site and BLM would manage the site consistent with the amended land 
use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No social or economic impacts from the Desert 
Harvest Solar Project would occur. 

Alternative 4.  As described above in Section 4.15.6, Alternative 4 would not displace substan-
tial numbers of people or housing (SE-1) and would not require additional housing infrastructure 
(SE-2): the workforce would be small relative to regional supply, most workers would commute 
from off-site, current accommodations are adequate to support potential in-migration, and the 
bulk of the workforce would be present during construction activities only.  Given this, project 
impacts would not generate unmanageable solid waste or wastewater (SE-3b).  The influx of 
potential consumers would likely generate economic benefit for local community through 
increased purchase of goods and services, and would contribute to local employment (SE-4).  
The small number of temporary workers is not likely to substantially lower quality of life of local 
residents (SE-5) or remove residents from local services (SE-6). 

The project’s fire management plan, security lighting, and health and safety training would mini-
mize need for expansion of public services (SE-3).  Utility services would also operate uninter-
rupted during construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 4 
and would not be impacted by its presence (SE-8).  The project location on BLM multiple use 
class M land would not conflict with any land use plans associated with socioeconomics, public 
services, or utilities (SE-7). 

As described in Section 4.15.15, though some minor cumulative impacts could occur during the 
period of construction, the effects of construction and operation of the DHSP would not have a 
cumulatively considerable impact on socioeconomic resources when combined with the past, 
existing, and future projects identified in Table 4.1-1 and Table 4.1-2. 

Alternative 5.  As described in Section 4.15.7 of this EIS, potential social and economic effects 
of Alternative 5 would be largely the same as under Alternative 4; as such, potential social and 
economic impacts that would occur during construction, operation and maintenance, and decom-
missioning would be the same as described above for Alternative 4, and would be less than sig-
nificant with no mitigation required. 

Alternative 6.  As described in Section 4.15.8 of this EIS, potential social and economic effects 
of Alternative 6 would be largely the same as under Alternative 4; as such, potential social and 
economic impacts that would occur during construction, operation and maintenance, and decom-
missioning would be the same as described above for Alternative 4, and would be less than sig-
nificant with no mitigation required. 

Alternative 7.  As described in Section 4.15.8 of this EIS, potential social and economic effects 
of Alternative 7 would be largely the same as under Alternative 4; as such, potential social and 
economic impacts that would occur during construction, operation and maintenance, and decom-
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missioning would be the same as described above for Alternative 4, and would be less than sig-
nificant with no mitigation required. 

Alternative A.  Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed and no plan amend-
ment would be issued.  If this No Action Alternative were selected, the construction and impacts 
of the gen-tie line would not occur, and BLM would continue to manage the site under the exist-
ing land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  Because there would be no amendment to the 
CDCA Plan and no gen-tie line approved for the site under this alternative, it is expected that 
proposed tower locations and pull sites would continue to remain in their existing conditions, 
with no new structures constructed or operated on and no ground disturbance.  As a result, no 
social or economic impacts would occur. 

Alternative B.  As described in Section 4.15.11 of this EIS, potential social and economic 
effects of Alternative B would be of the same type as those described under Alternative 4.  How-
ever, because of the smaller workforce and scope of construction operations, the social and eco-
nomic impacts of Alternative B would be substantially less intense than those described under 
Alternative 4.  As such, social and economic impacts of construction, operation and mainte-
nance, and decommissioning would be less than significant with no mitigation required. 

Alternative C.  As described in Section 4.15.12 of this EIS, potential social and economic 
effects of Alternative C would be the same as under Alternative B; as such, potential social and 
economic impacts that would occur during construction, operation and maintenance, and decom-
missioning would be the same as described above for Alternative B, and would be less than sig-
nificant with no mitigation required. 

Alternative D.  As described in Section 4.15.13 of this EIS, potential social and economic 
effects of Alternative D would be largely the same as under Alternative B; as such, potential 
social and economic impacts that would occur during construction, operation and maintenance, 
and decommissioning would be the same as described above for Alternative B, and would be less 
than significant with no mitigation required. 

Alternative E.  As described in Section 4.15.14 of this EIS, potential social and economic 
effects of Alternative E would be largely the same as under Alternative B; as such, potential 
social and economic impacts that would occur during construction, operation and maintenance, 
and decommissioning would be the same as described above for Alternative B, and would be less 
than significant with no mitigation required. 

Growth-Inducing Effects 

Section 15126.2(d) of the State CEQA Guidelines provides the following guidance on growth-
inducing impacts: a project is identified as growth inducing if it “could foster economic or popu-
lation growth, or the construction of additional housing, either directly or indirectly, in the sur-
rounding environment.” 

Potential growth-inducing components of the proposed project addressed in this section relate to 
employment and potential local population growth, and increased power generation and potential 
regional population growth. 
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Employment and Population Growth 

Construction Workforce.  The proposed project would require an average construction work-
force of 100 workers per day, with a peak number of workers estimated at 250 workers.  Workers 
are expected to be hired primarily from Riverside County, San Bernardino County, and some 
from adjacent counties, with the majority of the workforce anticipated from Palm Springs, Desert 
Center, and Blythe. 

The vacancy rate and the availability of temporary accommodation in the project study area indi-
cate that the area has the capacity to temporarily house this workforce.  Because the project study 
area has sufficient available hotel and housing vacancies, temporary direct and indirect popula-
tion growth impacts would not result from worker relocation. 

As shown in Section 3.15.2 (Existing Conditions, Employment and Income), the employment 
profile of the project study area, 2008, Riverside County has a construction labor force of 62,194 
workers, and San Bernardino County has a construction labor force of 53,914.  A maximum of 
250 workers hired from within these counties would represent 0.5 percent of the total construc-
tion labor force of each county.  While a single project utilizing 0.5 percent of the total construc-
tion labor force of the project study area would be considered a substantial demand, considering 
the high unemployment rate in the area, this would be a beneficial impact in the project study 
area.  As a temporary component, the construction phase would not trigger additional population 
growth in the area. 

Operational Workforce.  Operation of the proposed project would require up to 8 full-time 
staff.  Employees are expected to be drawn from the labor force within Riverside or San Bernar-
dino County.  While it is speculative to determine where the full-time staff would choose to live, 
if the entire staff of 8 were hired from outside the project study area, up to 8 households could 
potentially relocate to the area, representing a population increase of an estimated 23 individuals 
or a 0.001 percent increase in Riverside County’s population.  Considering the less-than-2-hour 
drive between Desert Center and Palm Springs, Indio, and Blythe, it is anticipated that few 
workers would relocate to the area permanently. 

Increased Power Generation 

While the proposed project would contribute to energy supply, which indirectly supports popula-
tion growth, development of the proposed project is a response to the State’s need for renewable 
energy to meet its Renewable Portfolio Standard.  Unlike a gas-fired power plant, the proposed 
project is not being developed as a source of base-load power that would typically be developed 
to support a growth in demand for electricity.  The power generated would be added to the 
State’s electricity grid, with the intent that it would displace fossil fuel fired power plants and 
their associated greenhouse gas emissions. 

Riverside County planning documents permit and anticipate a certain level of growth, along with 
attendant growth in energy demand.  The County General Plan Land Use Element addresses 
growth states that Riverside County has a vision future growth should be directed to areas that 
are well served by public facilities and services and preserve significant environmental features 
such as drainage ways, lands subject to extreme natural hazards, or lands that offer scenic beauty 
(Riverside County 2003). 
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The proposed project would supply energy to accommodate and support existing demand and 
projected growth, but it would not foster any new growth, because (1) the additional energy 
would be used to ease the burdens of meeting existing statewide energy demands within and 
beyond the area of the project; (2) the energy would be used to support already-projected growth; 
or (3) the factors affecting growth are so diverse that any potential connection between additional 
energy production and growth would necessarily be too speculative and tenuous to merit exten-
sive analysis. 
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4.16 ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 

4.16.1 Methodology for Analysis 

In the analysis, the percentages of minority and low-income populations were examined for the 
area in the vicinity of the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP).  For purposes of con-
sistency and in compliance with the BLM guidelines, U.S. Census data are used to determine 
minority and low-income population percentages in the affected area.  The unit of analysis of 
potential impact on minority populations and low-income populations is the census tract or block 
group.  After an initial screening-level analysis of the project area to determine low-income and 
minority percentage areas, a jurisdictional screening-level analysis is conducted.  If the jurisdic-
tion has a population of 50 percent or greater for either the low-income or minority categories, it 
is identified for more detailed analysis.  Similarly, if the jurisdiction has a population mean-
ingfully greater (50 percent or greater) than the minority or low-income population percentage in 
the general population of the jurisdiction, it is identified for more detailed analysis.  Identifica-
tion of an area which would be disproportionately affected by the project does not by itself 
constitute an environmental justice impact.  The conclusions of the analyses of effects for all 
resources and issues throughout Chapter 4 are then reviewed to identify impacts, if any, to 
aspects of the environmental justice population, such as air quality, noise, visual impacts, socio-
economic impacts, public health and safety, or others. 

An area within one-half mile (0.5 miles) of the proposed project site is the project study area in 
this section.  The project study area may change depending on the types of effects analyzed; 
however, using an affected area of 0.5 miles, rather than 1 or 2 miles identifies localized effects 
of the project.  By looking at the localized effects (in this case, within 0.5 miles) rather than the 
effects that would impact everyone residing in a region equally (such as an area of greater than 
one mile) identifies disproportionate project-specific effects to minority and low-income popula-
tions.  Effects that impact areas outside of 0.5 miles, such as visual effects and certain air and 
water quality effects, would impact the greater region.  Looking at such a wide area would not 
identify any disproportionate effects to minority or low-income populations.  By setting the proj-
ect study area at 0.5 miles for environmental justice, the analysis will focus on the project effects 
specific to the populations within the vicinity of the project route rather than the region as a 
whole. 

The proposed project or its alternatives would result in an environmental justice effect if both of 
the following are true: (1) there is an unavoidable adverse impact to humans, and (2) the affected 
area contains a minority or low-income population (as defined in Section 3.16.2).  Unavoidable 
adverse impacts are identified where mitigation measures, which are presented in each section, 
are not adequate to ensure that effects associated with construction and operation of the proposed 
project or its alternatives are sufficiently minimized or avoided. 

4.16.2 Applicant Measures 

No Applicant Measures have been proposed to reduce environmental justice effects. 

4.16.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would 
not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be constructed on the 
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project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land use 
designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, effects would not occur. 

4.16.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  
No effects from the DHSP would occur. 

4.16.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 

4.16.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

As described in Section 3.16, Environmental Justice, the 2000 U.S. Census found the population 
in the vicinity of the proposed project (located in Census Tract 458 Block Groups 3, 5, and 6) to 
have an overall minority population of 71.15 percent.  The 2010 U.S. Census found the popula-
tion (now consolidated into a single block group making up the entirety of Census Tract 469) to 
have a total minority population of 55.41 percent.  In both cases, this is above the 50 percent 
threshold identified by EPA (1998) for identifying a population of concern in an environmental 
justice analysis.  Based on the 2000 U.S. Census data for poverty of the population in the vicinity 
of the proposed project is well below the 50 percent threshold for poverty with Census Tract 458 
Block Groups 3, 5, and 6 having 4.3 percent of the population below the poverty level. 

As Census Tract 469 (previously Census Tract 458 Block Groups 3, 5, and 6) is a large, rural 
census tract covering hundreds of square miles of land, evaluating the environmental justice 
effects of Alternative 4 examined populations in the immediate vicinity of the DHSP.  Alterna-
tive 4 would be located within 0.5 miles of 10 Census Blocks, of which only one has a resident 
population (Block 1412).  Additionally, the construction access route off of Interstate 10 (I-10) 
would be located within 0.5 miles of another 11 populated Census Blocks with a total population 
of 170 for all 12 Census Blocks.  Of these 170 residents, 37 are identified as minority (22 per-
cent) (U.S. Census Bureau 2010).  As the minority and low-income population in the vicinity of 
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the proposed project and construction truck route would be less than 50 percent, it is unlikely 
that Alternative 4 would disproportionately adversely affect these populations. 

Indirect Effects 

As construction effects would be short-term and temporary in duration, they would result in no 
indirect environmental justice effects. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

As described above for construction effects, the proposed project would be located within 0.5 
miles of one populated Census Block and the commute route for operational personnel would 
pass within 0.5 miles of another 11 populated Census Blocks.  As the population in these Census 
Blocks would be approximately 22 percent minority and as the poverty rate in the area is 4.3 per-
cent, it is unlikely that operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 would disproportionately 
adversely affect these populations. 

Indirect Effects 

As the population in the vicinity of Alternative 4 would not be considered low-income or 
minority, it is unlikely that indirect effects associated with operation and maintenance of Alterna-
tive 4 disproportionately adversely affect these populations. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning activities associated with Alternative 4 would require similar equipment and 
activities as described for construction.  Assuming that the population demographics of the area 
remain the same for the life of the project, the population in the vicinity of Alternative 4 would 
not be considered low-income or minority and it is unlikely that decommissioning would 
disproportionately adversely affect these populations. 

Indirect Effects 

As described for construction, decommissioning effects would be short-term and temporary in 
duration and would result in no indirect environmental justice effects. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are required to reduce effects related to special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

There would be no unavoidable significant environmental justice effects as a result of 
Alternative 4. 
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4.16.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

While Alternative 5 would exclude the portion of the site within the Palen-Ford WHMA, the 
boundaries of the project would otherwise be the same as described for Alternative 4 and con-
struction access routes would remain the same.  The populations affected by Alternative 5 would 
be the same as described for Alternative 4.  Consequently, the effects resulting from construction 
of Alternative 5 would be the same as those described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

As construction effects would be short-term and temporary in duration, they would result in no 
indirect environmental justice effects. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

As described above for construction of Alternative 5, operation and maintenance of Alternative 5 
would result in the same effects as described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects resulting from operation and maintenance of Alternative 5 would also be the 
same as described for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative 5 would be the same as 
those described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative 5 would be the same 
as those described for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are required to reduce effects related to special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

There would be no unavoidable significant environmental justice effects as a result of 
Alternative 5. 
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4.16.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

While Alternative 6 would exclude the separate southwestern parcel of the site, the boundaries of 
the project would otherwise be the same as described for Alternative 4.  The populations affected 
by Alternative 6 would be the same as described for Alternative 4.  Consequently, the effects 
resulting from construction of Alternative 6 would be the same as those described for 
Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects resulting from construction of Alternative 6 would also be the same as described 
for Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

As described above for construction of Alternative 6, operation and maintenance of Alternative 6 
would result in the same effects as described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects resulting from operation and maintenance of Alternative 6 would also be the 
same as described for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative 6 would be the same as 
those described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative 6 would be the same 
as those described for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are required to reduce effects related to special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

There would be no unavoidable significant environmental justice effects as a result of 
Alternative 6. 
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4.16.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

While Alternative 7 would exclude the separate southwestern parcel of the site, the boundaries of 
the project would otherwise be the same as described for Alternative 4.  The populations affected 
by Alternative 7 would be the same as described for Alternative 4.  Consequently, the effects 
resulting from construction of Alternative 7 would be the same as those described for 
Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects resulting from construction of Alternative 7 would also be the same as described 
for Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

As described above for construction of Alternative 7, operation and maintenance of Alternative 7 
would result in the same effects as described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects resulting from operation and maintenance of Alternative 7 would also be the 
same as described for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative 7 would be the same as 
those described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative 7 would be the same 
as those described for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are required to reduce effects related to special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

There would be no unavoidable significant environmental justice effects as a result of 
Alternative 7. 

4.16.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, the proposed gen-tie would not be approved by the BLM, and no plan 
amendment would be issued.  If this No Action Alternative were selected, the construction and 
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effects of the gen-tie line would not occur, and BLM would continue to manage the gen-tie route 
consistent with the existing land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as 
amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no gen-tie approved for the site 
under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing condi-
tion, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground distur-
bance.  As a result, effects would not occur. 

4.16.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Census Tract 469 covers hundreds of square miles of land, so the analysis of environmental 
justice effects of Alternative B examined populations in the immediate vicinity of the gen-tie 
route.  Alternative B and the access route for construction traffic would be located within 0.5 
miles of 11 populated Census Blocks with a total population of 164.  Of these 164 residents, 33 
are identified as minority (20 percent) (U.S. Census Bureau 2010).  As described for Alterna-
tive 4, the population in the vicinity of the proposed project site is well below the 50 percent 
threshold for poverty with Census Tract 458 Block Groups 3, 5, and 6 (the year 2000 designation 
for Census Tract 469) having only 4.3 percent of the population below the poverty level.  As the 
minority and low-income population in the vicinity of the proposed project site and construction 
truck route would be less than 50 percent, it is unlikely that Alternative B would dispropor-
tionately adversely affect these populations. 

Indirect Effects 

As construction effects would be short-term and temporary in duration, they would result in no 
indirect environmental justice effects. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

As described above for construction effects, the Alternative B gen-tie route would be located 
within 0.5 miles of 11 populated Census Blocks.  As the population in these Census Blocks 
would be approximately 20 percent minority and as the poverty rate in the area is 4.3 percent, it 
is unlikely that operation and maintenance of Alternative B would disproportionately adversely 
affect these populations. 

Indirect Effects 

As the population in the vicinity of the Alternative B gen-tie route would not be considered low-
income or minority, it is unlikely that indirect effects associated with operation and maintenance 
of Alternative B disproportionately adversely affect these populations. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning activities associated with Alternative B would require similar equipment and 
activities as described for construction.  Assuming that the population demographics of the area 
remain the same for the life of the project, the population in the vicinity of Alternative B would 
not be considered low-income or minority and it is unlikely that decommissioning would 
disproportionately adversely affect these populations. 

Indirect Effects 

As described for construction, decommissioning effects would be short-term and temporary in 
duration and would result in no indirect environmental justice effects. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are required to reduce effects related to special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

There would be no unavoidable significant environmental justice effects as a result of 
Alternative B. 

4.16.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

While Alternative C would require construction of a second set of transmission lines in the Des-
ert Sunlight gen-tie corridor, the route of the transmission line would be the same as described 
for Alternative B and construction access routes would remain the same.  The populations 
affected by Alternative C would be the same as described for Alternative B.  Consequently, the 
effects resulting from construction of Alternative C would be the same as those described for 
Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

As construction effects would be short-term and temporary in duration, they would result in no 
indirect environmental justice effects. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

As described above for construction of Alternative C, operation and maintenance of Alternative 
C would result in the same effects as described for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects resulting from operation and maintenance of Alternative C would also be the 
same as described for Alternative B. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative C would be the same as 
those described for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative C would be the same 
as those described for Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are required to reduce effects related to special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

There would be no unavoidable significant environmental justice effects as a result of 
Alternative C. 

4.16.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Alternative D and the access route for construction traffic would be located within 0.5 miles of 
13 populated Census Blocks with a total population of 179.  Of these 179 residents, 37 are identi-
fied as minority (21 percent) (U.S. Census Bureau 2010).  As also described above for Alterna-
tive 4, the population in the vicinity of the project site is well below the 50 percent threshold for 
poverty with Census Tract 458 Block Groups 3, 5, and 6 (the year 2000 designation for Census 
Tract 469) having only 4.3 percent of the population below the poverty level.  As the minority 
and low-income population in the vicinity of Alternative D and construction truck route would 
be less than 50 percent, it is unlikely that Alternative D would disproportionately adversely 
affect these populations. 

Indirect Effects 

As construction effects would be short-term and temporary in duration, they would result in no 
indirect environmental justice effects. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

As described above for construction effects, the Alternative D gen-tie route would be located 
within 0.5 miles of 13 populated Census Blocks.  As the population in these Census Blocks 
would be approximately 21 percent minority and as the poverty rate in the area is 4.3 percent, it 
is unlikely that operation and maintenance of Alternative D would disproportionately adversely 
affect these populations. 
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Indirect Effects 

As the population in the vicinity of the Alternative D gen-tie route would not be considered low-
income or minority, it is unlikely that indirect effects associated with operation and maintenance 
of Alternative D disproportionately adversely affect these populations. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning activities associated with Alternative D would require similar equipment and 
activities as described for construction.  Assuming that the population demographics of the area 
remain the same for the life of the project, the population in the vicinity of Alternative D would 
not be considered low-income or minority and it is unlikely that decommissioning would 
disproportionately adversely affect these populations. 

Indirect Effects 

As described for construction, decommissioning effects would be short-term and temporary in 
duration and would result in no indirect environmental justice effects. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are required to reduce effects related to special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

There would be no unavoidable significant environmental justice effects as a result of 
Alternative D. 

4.16.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Alternative E and the access route for construction traffic would be located within 0.5 miles of 
14 populated Census Blocks with a total population of 194.  Of these 194 residents, 42 are identi-
fied as minority (22 percent) (U.S. Census Bureau 2010).  As also described above for Alterna-
tive 4, the population in the vicinity of the project site is well below the 50 percent threshold for 
poverty with Census Tract 458 Block Groups 3, 5, and 6 (the year 2000 designation for Census 
Tract 469) having only 4.3 percent of the population below the poverty level.  As the minority 
and low-income population in the vicinity of Alternative E and construction truck route would be 
less than 50 percent, it is unlikely that Alternative E would disproportionately adversely affect 
these populations. 

Indirect Effects 

As construction effects would be short-term and temporary in duration, they would result in no 
indirect environmental justice effects. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

As described above for construction effects, the Alternative E gen-tie route would be located 
within 0.5 miles of 14 populated Census Blocks.  As the population in these Census Blocks 
would be approximately 22 percent minority and as the poverty rate in the area is 4.3 percent, it 
is unlikely that operation and maintenance of Alternative E would disproportionately adversely 
affect these populations. 

Indirect Effects 

As the population in the vicinity of the Alternative E gen-tie route would not be considered low-
income or minority, it is unlikely that indirect effects associated with operation and maintenance 
of Alternative E disproportionately adversely affect these populations. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning activities associated with Alternative E would require similar equipment and 
activities as described for construction.  Assuming that the population demographics of the area 
remain the same for the life of the project, the population in the vicinity of Alternative E would 
not be considered low-income or minority and it is unlikely that decommissioning would 
disproportionately adversely affect these populations. 

Indirect Effects 

As described for construction, decommissioning effects would be short-term and temporary in 
duration and would result in no indirect environmental justice effects. 

Mitigation Measures 

No mitigation measures are required to reduce effects related to special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

There would be no unavoidable significant environmental justice effects as a result of 
Alternative E. 

4.16.15 Cumulative Effects 

Geographic Scope 

As described in Section 4.16.1, the project study area for environmental justice effects would be 
jurisdictions within 0.5 mile of the proposed project or its alternatives.  Similarly, for environ-
mental justice effects associated with the proposed project or its alternatives to combine with 
those of other projects, the environmental justice effects of the other projects would have to over-
lap the affected area of the proposed project or its alternatives.  Assuming that other projects 
would also result in environmental justice effects within one-half mile of the project area, to 
overlap with the proposed project’s affected area, these other projects would need to be within 
one mile of the proposed project or its alternatives.  Additionally, as any environmental justice 
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effects generated by the proposed project or its alternatives would be limited to occurring within 
the lifespan of the project, cumulative environmental justice effects would also occur only during 
the lifespan of the project. 

Table 4.16-1. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Environmental 
Justice 

0.5 mile of the proposed 
project or its alternatives 

Significant environmental 
impacts in the vicinity of the 
site 

• Interstate 10 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 1 Transmission 

Line 
• West-wide Section 368 Energy 

Corridors 
• BLM Recreational Opportunities 
• Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line 
• Chuckwalla Valley Raceway 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 
• Silverado Power Solar Project 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission 

Line 
• Desert Southwest Transmission Line 
• Sol Orchard 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

Existing Cumulative Conditions 

This section discusses the past projects that have occurred in the cumulative analysis area 
described above, in addition to ongoing projects in the area.  Table 4.1-1 provides a list of past 
and present development in the proposed project vicinity.  As the cumulative analysis area for 
environmental justice effects is within 0.5 mile of the project area, past and present development 
contributing to the cumulative conditions for environmental justice in the cumulative analysis 
area would include: 

 Interstate 10, 

 Devers–Palo Verde No. 1 Transmission Line, 

 West-wide Section 368 Energy Corridors, 

 BLM Recreational Opportunities, 

 Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line, and, 

 Chuckwalla Valley Raceway. 

Reasonably Foreseeable Future Projects 

Tables 4.1-2 provides a listing of reasonably foreseeable projects, including other proposed or 
approved renewable energy projects, various BLM-authorized actions/activities, proposed or 
approved projects within the County’s jurisdiction, and other actions/activities that the Lead 
Agencies consider to be reasonably foreseeable.  Of the cumulative projects listed in Table 4.1-2, 
the following foreseeable projects would be located in the cumulative effects area for environ-
mental justice: 
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 Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, 

 Silverado Power Solar Project 

 Devers–Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line, 

 Desert Southwest Transmission Line, 

 Sol Orchard, and 

 SCE Red Bluff Substation. 

Most of the projects presented in Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 have either undergone independent envi-
ronmental review pursuant to NEPA and/or CEQA or will do so prior to approval.  Even if envi-
ronmental review has not yet been completed for projects determined to be located within the 
geographic extent of this cumulative analysis, the potential effects of all projects comprising the 
existing and reasonably foreseeable cumulative conditions relevant to the proposed DHSP were 
considered in the cumulative effects analyses in this EIS. 

The environmental justice analyses for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, Devers–Palo 
Verde No. 2 and Desert Southwest Transmission Lines and the SCE Red Bluff Substation identi-
fied no high-minority or low-income populations within one-half mile of the project’s transmis-
sion ROW in the vicinity of the proposed project or its alternatives.  No environmental justice 
analysis has been performed for the Sol Orchard project at this time.  As the minority and low-
income populations within one-half mile of the proposed project or its alternatives would be less 
than 50 percent and lower than the respective overall populations in Riverside County, and no 
effects to high-minority and low-income populations would occur in the vicinity of the proposed 
project or its alternatives as a result of the Devers–Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line, Desert 
Southwest Transmission Line, and SCE Red Bluff Substation, effects associated with construc-
tion, operation and maintenance, or decommissioning would not result in disproportionate 
adverse effects on minority or low-income populations and the project/alternatives will not 
contribute to cumulative effects. 

The No Action and No Project Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A) would not contribute to 
any cumulative effects.  In addition, Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative environ-
mental justice effects, as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert 
Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same 
time, with no additional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert 
Sunlight gen-tie. 

4.16.16 CEQA Considerations 

Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines does not provide significance criteria for environ-
mental justice.  No significance determination has been made. 
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4.17 SPECIAL DESIGNATIONS 

4.17.1 Methodology for Analysis 

This section discusses effects on lands with special designations that would occur with imple-
mentation of the proposed project or alternatives.  Direct effects may occur during construction 
from noise, fugitive dust, and lighting that could affect users in designated Areas of Critical 
Environmental Concern (ACEC) and/or Wilderness Areas (WA).  Direct effects would occur if 
activities would disturb resources for which a special designations area was designated, in this 
case, the archaeological values in the Alligator Rock ACEC, the desert lily plants or habitat in 
the Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, desert tortoise in the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management 
Area (DWMA), or wildlife in the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA).  
Other direct effects would include impacts to the wilderness character of designated WAs, or 
visual impacts in WAs.  A 2010 Joshua Tree National Park visitor survey revealed that three of 
the most important attributes/resources to visitor groups in the Park as a whole were views with-
out development, clean air, natural quiet/sounds of nature, and dark, starry night skies (Jette et al. 
2011). For Joshua Tree National Park, direct effects would include any project-related increase 
in ambient noise (35 dBA), night-time light pollution, or dust increases within the Park boun-
daries.  Visual effects are discussed in further detail in Section 4.19.  For cultural resources, a 
direct effect is limited to the direct physical disturbance of a historic property.  Effects that are 
immediate but not physical in character, such as visual intrusion, and reasonably foreseeable 
effects that may occur at some point subsequent to the implementation of the proposed 
undertaking are  indirect effects.  Unavoidable adverse impacts are those that would occur after 
implementation of all incorporated mitigation measures.  Unavoidable adverse impacts do not 
include temporary or permanent impacts which would be mitigated. Cultural Resource effects 
are discussed in further detail in Section 4.6. 

4.17.2 Applicant Measures 

No Applicant Measures have been proposed to reduce impacts to special designations. 

4.17.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would 
not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be constructed on the 
project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land use 
designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended.  As a result, impacts due to the 
DHSP would not occur. 

4.17.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  It is pos-
sible that, as a result of the CDCA Plan amendment, that in the future another solar energy gene-
ration project could be proposed with impacts similar to the DHSP, however, such impacts are 
speculative at this time and no impacts from the DHSP would occur. 
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4.17.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy 
development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM 
would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use 
Plan.  No impacts from the DHSP would occur. 

4.17.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Under this alternative, the BLM would approve Alternative 4 and would amend the CDCA Plan.  
Alternative 4 would affect 46 acres in the Palen-Ford WHMA and would be within 1.8 miles of 
the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area administered by the National Park Service, just over two miles 
west of the Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, and fewer than six miles from Alligator Rock ACEC. 

Effects to vegetation and wildlife in special designation areas, including onsite impacts in the 
Palen-Ford WHMA and off-site impacts such as dust generation, weed introduction, and wildlife 
migration, are described in detail in Section 4.3, Biological Resources – Vegetation and Section 
4.4, Biological Resources – Wildlife.  The 46 acres of the WHMA that are within the DHSP proj-
ect site are isolated from the remainder of the WHMA and key WHMA resources, including the 
dunes and playa system to the east, by the intervening DSSF project now under construction (see 
Figures 3.1-1 and 3.4-1). The functionality of this portion of the WHMA is thus reduced com-
pared to the WHMA as a whole. As a result, the effects of the DHSP on this portion of the 
WHMA would be diminished but not eliminated.  Impacts to vegetation and wildlife in the Palen-
Ford WHMA would be addressed with a series of mitigation measures (MM VEG-1 through 
MM VEG-10). MM VEG-1, VEG-2, and VEG-10 would require monitoring and reporting by 
designated biologists to ensure impact minimization, including for Desert Dry Wash Woodland 
Habitat. MM VEG-3 and VEG-4 minimize impacts through worker training and construction 
best practices. MM VEG-5 helps protect resources by requiring development of a Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan.  MM VEG-6 would require acquisition and management of off-
site vegetation and habitat in perpetuity to offset the permanent loss of vegetation and habitat on 
the project site.  This measure, while compensating for impacts to vegetation resources, would 
not prevent those impacts from occurring.  Even with off-site compensation at recommended 
ratios, there would be a net loss of the native vegetation and related resources. MM VEG-7 and 
VEG-8 protect sensitive species and habitat, including jurisdictional areas. MM VEG-9 requires 
a weed management plan to protect resources from non-native and invasive species. 

Fugitive dust, traffic and lighting from construction would create temporary visual distractions 
for users of the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area, Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness Area, and 
Desert Lily Preserve ACEC areas.  In particular, noise and nighttime lighting could affect the 
wilderness experience within these areas, making human presence more noticeable.  Mitigation 
Measure VR-1 would require a number of actions, such as minimizing vegetation removal, to 
reduce construction related impacts to visual resources. Mitigation Measure NOI-2 would control 
construction noise relative to Joshua Tree National Park boundaries.  Mitigation Measure VR-6 
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would control night lighting within the Park boundaries.  Fugitive dust from construction would 
create a temporary visual distraction for a limited number of users of portions of these areas, 
although implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1 would restrict project-related generation 
of dust clouds within the Park and minimize dust in other special designation areas.  Longer 
duration construction-related impacts would be addressed by Mitigation Measure VR-2, which 
requires successful revegetation of temporarily disturbed areas.  It is also anticipated that some 
construction activity would take place at night, which would result in adverse night lighting 
visual effects.  In order to ensure that substantial adverse construction lighting effects do not 
occur, Mitigation Measure VR-6 would reduce effects associated with night lighting by requiring 
strict lighting specifications and controls and operating parameters. 

Construction of Alternative 4 would not result in any direct off-site impacts to cultural resources, 
as discussed in Section 4.6. Thus the Alligator Rock ACEC would not be affected by construc-
tion of Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Construction of Alternative 4 would not result in any indirect impacts to cultural resources 
located within Alligator Rock ACEC, as discussed in Section 4.6. Thus the Alligator Rock 
ACEC would not be affected by construction of Alternative 4. 

For other special designation areas such as the Chuckwalla DWMA, Palen-Ford WHMA, and 
Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, indirect construction effects would include the introduction of inva-
sive weeds, herbicide drift, and off-site hydrology impacts.  Weeds introduced and/or spread 
through project-related activities could have indirect impacts not just to the immediate area on 
and surrounding the site, and if extensive, could impact regional special management areas 
including Joshua Tree Wilderness Area.  This adverse impact would be minimized by Mitigation 
Measure MM VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan), which 
would require the project owner to monitor weed occurrence throughout the project area, and to 
control substantial weed infestations.  Complying with the measures and standard operating pro-
cedures in the Herbicide PFEIS, MM PHS-9, as well as other limitations described in the Draft 
IWMP, would avoid potential adverse effects of herbicides to native vegetation and special-
status plants.  Implementation of a Surface Water Protection Plan (SWPP; see Section 4.20, 
Water Resources) and Mitigation Measure MM VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices 
to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas) during construction would reduce the alteration of 
water quality, hydrology, and depth to groundwater that would affect habitat in the Chuckwalla 
DWMA, Palen-Ford WHMA and Desert Lily Preserve ACEC. 

The construction of Alternative 4 would also result in indirect visual effects related to an 
increase in traffic on roadways beyond the immediate project vicinity during construction.  
Although there would be an increase in vehicle trips on regional roads associated with construc-
tion related vehicles, it is not expected that, in the context of existing non-project related traffic, 
the increased traffic would be noticed by the casual observer, and therefore, the resulting visual 
effect would not be substantial. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

A limited number of visitors to a portion of Joshua Tree Wilderness Area would experience 
adverse effects to their opportunities for solitude.  There would also be visual effects from the 
strong form, line, and color contrast of the solar panels and other structures and from sunlight 
glint and glare reflecting from these structures.  While operation and maintenance would not 
cause any direct effect on the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area, visitors traversing the southwest 
areas of the Coxcomb Mountains from which the project is visible would experience permanent 
direct effects.  These effects vary by viewing location, and are discussed in detail in Section 4.19, 
Visual Resources. 

During operation and maintenance (O&M) of the O&M facility and substation, lights would be 
shielded, would be directed downward, and in the case of the substation would normally be off, 
but would be motion sensitive to minimize glare in surrounding areas.  To accomplish this, 
effective implementation of Mitigation Measure VR-6, which would reduce adverse visual 
effects associated with night lighting by requiring strict lighting specifications and controls and 
operating parameters, would be essential.  It is anticipated that the apparent color contrast of the 
facilities and graded surfaces can be further reduced through effective implementation of Mitiga-
tion Measures VR-2 (described above), VR-3, VR-4, and VR-5. Mitigation Measures VR-3 and 
VR-4, which require the project design to reduce visual contrast with surrounding areas through 
surface treatments and other actions, and Mitigation Measure VR-5, which further reduces 
contrast through a screening vegetation buffer, would all serve to minimize visual impacts to 
special designations throughout the life of the project. Section 4.19 includes a complete discus-
sion of visual impacts and mitigation for the project. 

Project operations could result in the generation of dust clouds that could adversely affect the 
experience of clean air and views of nature within Joshua Tree National Park.  Mitigation Mea-
sure AIR-3 would restrict generation of project-related dust clouds in the Park by reducing the 
generation of dust onsite.  Mitigation Measure AIR-4 would further reduce emissions from on-
site dedicated equipment (i.e., equipment that would remain on site each day) reducing the possi-
bility of emissions being visible from the Park. 

Project O&M would not affect plants or wildlife on site after those plants or habitat are removed 
or damaged during initial construction.  Vegetation management for facility operation could 
cause accidental off-site impacts due to herbicide drift or off-site hydrology impacts.  Long-term 
impacts to habitat can be reduced through implementation of required Mitigation Measures MM 
VEG-1 through MM VEG-6.  These measures would limit the initial disturbance areas and avoid 
off-site habitat degradation, require vegetation management on-site to minimize adverse off-site 
impacts, and require off-site compensation for habitat lost or degraded throughout the life of the 
project.  Effects to vegetation and wildlife special designation areas, including onsite impacts in 
the Palen-Ford WHMA and Chuckwalla DWMA and off-site impacts such as dust generation, 
weed introduction, and wildlife migration, are described in detail in Section 4.3, Biological 
Resources – Vegetation and Section 4.4, Biological Resources – Wildlife. 

O&M of Alternative 4 would not result in off-site impacts to cultural resources, as discussed in 
Section 4.6.  Thus the Alligator Rock ACEC would not be directly affected by Alternative 4. 
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Indirect Effects 

Construction of Alternative 4 would not result in any indirect impacts to cultural resources 
located within Alligator Rock ACEC, as discussed in Section 4.6. Thus the Alligator Rock 
ACEC would not be affected by construction of Alternative 4. 

As described in Section 4.3, Biological Resources – Vegetation, the introduction or spread of 
invasive weeds and, potentially, depletion of groundwater and subsequent effects to 
groundwater-dependent vegetation could result in indirect impacts both on and off-site in special 
designation areas such as the Chuckwalla DWMA, Palen-Ford WHMA, Desert Lily Preserve 
ACEC, and Joshua Tree Wilderness Area.  These adverse impacts would be minimized by Miti-
gation Measures MM VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to 
Jurisdictional Areas),  MM VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management 
Plan), and MM PHS-9, as well as other limitations described in the Draft IWMP and implemen-
tation of a Surface Water Protection Plan (SWPP; see Section 4.20, Water Resources). 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative 4 would cause temporary, indirect disturbance to a limited 
number of users of the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area and Desert Lily Preserve ACEC similar to 
those described for construction of the project.  Facilities removal during decommissioning 
would be expected to take place within the approved project footprint and would not be expected 
to remove or degrade vegetation, special-status plants, or state-jurisdictional streambeds beyond 
the project boundaries, except through the effects of dust or similar direct off-site impacts.  
These impacts can be reduced through implementation of required Mitigation Measures MM 
VEG-1 through MM VEG-6, which would apply during decommissioning as they would during 
construction.  If the ultimate re-use of the proposed project site is to return it to natural open 
space, then the expected recontouring and replanting during decommissioning would have a net 
benefit to habitat.  Effects to vegetation and wildlife in the Chuckwalla DWMA and Palen-Ford 
WHMA are described in Section 4.3, Biological Resources – Vegetation and Section 4.4, Bio-
logical Resources – Wildlife. 

Short-term, deconstruction activities would result in visual impacts similar to construction with 
the visible intrusion of equipment, materials, deconstruction activities, and increased road traffic.  
Longer-term, the complete removal of the facility would leave a very prominent visual effect 
over the entire site due to the strong color and line contrast created between graded, disturbed 
soil areas and undisturbed soil and vegetated areas absent such unnatural lines of demarcation 
and color contrasts.  In addition, revegetation in this desert region is difficult and generally of 
limited success.  Therefore, visual recovery from land disturbance associated with closure and 
decommissioning activities would likely occur only over a very long period of time.  Mitigation 
Measure VR-2 requires the project owner to achieve site restoration to the extent feasible, 
pursuant to a Decommissioning Plan approved by the BLM. 

Indirect Effects 

Construction of Alternative 4 would not result in any indirect impacts to cultural resources 
located within Alligator Rock ACEC, as discussed in Section 4.6. Thus the Alligator Rock 
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ACEC would not be affected by construction of Alternative 4.  Indirect decommissioning effects 
on biological resources in special designation areas would be similar to those described for con-
struction.  Impacts associated with invasive weed introduction, herbicide drift, and hydrologic 
impacts would be reduced through the implementation of Mitigation Measures MM VEG-8 
(Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas), MM 
VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan), and MM PHS-9, as well 
as other limitations described in the Draft IWMP and implementation of a Surface Water Protec-
tion Plan (SWPP; see Section 4.20, Water Resources). 

Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measures would ensure that project-related effects to special designa-
tions would be reduced: 

MM AIR-1 Fugitive Dust Control Plan. [full text of measure in Section 4.2] 

MM AIR-3 Control Operational Fugitive Dust. [full text of measure in Section 4.2] 

MM AIR-4 Control Equipment Emissions. [full text of measure in Section 4.2] 

MM NOI-2 No Net Increase in Ambient Noise within Joshua Tree National Park. [full 
text of measure in Section 4.12] 

MM VEG-1 Assign a Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors. [full text of measure in 
Section 4.03] 

MM VEG-2 Conduct Biological Monitoring and Reporting during Project Construction, 
Operations, and Decommissioning. [full text of measure in Section 4.03] 

MM VEG-3 Prepare and Implement a Worker Environmental Awareness Program 
(WEAP). [full text of measure in Section 4.03] 

MM VEG-4 Minimize Construction-Related Impacts. [full text of measure in Section 4.03] 

MM VEG-5 Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Resources Management Plan. [full text 
of measure in Section 4.03] 

MM VEG-6 Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat. [full 
text of measure in Section 4.03] 

MM VEG-8 Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdic-
tional Areas. [full text of measure in Section 4.03] 

MM VEG-9 Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan. [full text of 
measure in Section 4.03] 

MM VR-1 Reduce Construction Related Impacts.  [full text of measure in Section 4.19] 

MM VR-2 Revegetation. [full text of measure in Section 4.19] 

MM VR-3 Project Design to Reduce Visual Contrast.  [full text of measure in Section 
4.19] 
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MM VR-4 Surface Treatment of Project Structures/Buildings.  [full text of measure in 
Section 4.19] 

MM VR-5 Screening Vegetation Buffer.  [full text of measure in Section 4.19] 

MM VR-6 Night Light Control. [full text of measure in Section 4.19] 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

While compensating for impacts to vegetation resources, MM VEG-6 would not prevent those 
habitat impacts from occurring in Chuckwalla DWMA, Palen-Ford WHMA, Desert Lily ACEC, 
and Joshua Tree Wilderness Area.  Even with off-site compensation at recommended ratios, 
there would be a net loss of the native vegetation and related resources (including habitat and 
streambed values).  However, habitat compensation, which is expected to prevent future losses of 
habitat in the aggregate by placing a permanent conservation easement and deed restrictions on 
private lands that could otherwise be converted for urban, agricultural, or energy development, 
would reduce the regional significance of these losses over time.  Residual adverse impacts (i.e., 
impacts remaining after application of mitigation) to vegetation resources would be (1) the net 
loss of vegetation and habitat on the project site; (2) the direct effects of dust, and other distur-
bances to adjacent off-site habitat during construction, operation, and decommissioning of the 
facility; (3) the net loss of special-status plant occurrences on the project site; and (4) the net loss 
of state-jurisdictional streambeds and associated habitat on the site and, potentially, off-site, if 
groundwater pumping causes off-site impacts. 

Alligator Rock ACEC would not be affected by construction of Alternative 4. 

It is expected that even with effective implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-1 and VR-2, 
the residual effects associated with land scarring and vegetation clearance from Alternative 4 
would remain for many years given the difficulty of successful revegetation in an arid environ-
ment.  Given the scale of the solar facility and the availability of considerable visual access to the 
Alternative 4 area, even with effective implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-2, VR-3, 
VR-4, and VR-5, the residual effects associated with introduced visual contrast from installation 
of Alternative 4 would remain for the life of the project.  Additionally, given the scale of Alter-
native 4 and the availability of elevated viewing perspectives from surrounding wilderness areas 
that overlook the northern Chuckwalla Valley, even with effective implementation of Mitigation 
Measures VR-2, VR-3, VR-4, and VR-5, the residual effect associated with the prominence of 
Alternative 4 and the introduction of industrial character and structural visual contrast to the field 
of view from backcountry scenic vistas would still result in substantial adverse visual effects.  
Although the levels of change caused by Alternative 4 would be allowed under the Interim VRM 
Class IV management objective, the solar facility would be inconsistent, after mitigation, with 
the following Riverside County General Plan policies: LU 4.1, LU 13.1, LU 13.3, LU 13.5, LU 
13.8, LU 20.1, LU 20.2, LU 20.4, DCAP 2.3, DCAP 9.1, and DCAP 10.1.  These would result in 
an unavoidable, long-term adverse effect to visual resources. 
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4.17.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Under this alternative, the BLM would approve Alternative 5 and would amend the CDCA Plan.  
While Alternative 5 would exclude the portion of the site within the Palen-Ford WHMA, the 
boundaries of the project would otherwise be the same as described for Alternative 4.  Under 
Alternative 5, the project site would eliminate all direct impacts to the Palen-Ford WHMA.  
Alternative 5 would be within two miles of the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area administered by the 
National Park Service, just over two miles west of the Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, and less than 
six miles from Alligator Rock ACEC.  Consequently, the effects resulting from construction of 
Alternative 5 would be the same as those described for Alternative 4, although direct effects on 
the Palen-Ford WHMA would be eliminated. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects on Alligator Rock associated with Alternative 5 would be the same as described 
for Alternative 4. 

While direct biological resource impacts in the Palen-Ford WHMA would not occur under Alter-
native 5, due to its location adjacent to the facility site, the indirect effects described above for 
Alternative 4 would still affect the Palen-Ford WHMA.  As described above for Alternative 4, 
the introduction or spread of invasive weeds and, potentially, depletion of groundwater and sub-
sequent effects to groundwater-dependent vegetation could result in indirect impacts both on and 
off-site in special designation areas such as the Chuckwalla DWMA, Palen-Ford WHMA, Desert 
Lily Preserve ACEC, and Joshua Tree Wilderness Area.  These adverse impacts would be mini-
mized by Mitigation Measures MM VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize 
Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas),  MM VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Man-
agement Plan), and MM PHS-9, as well as other limitations described in the Draft IWMP and 
implementation of a Surface Water Protection Plan (SWPP; see Section 4.20, Water Resources). 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

As described above for construction of Alternative 5, operation and maintenance of Alternative 5 
would result in the same effects as described for Alternative 4, although direct effects on the 
Palen-Ford WHMA would be eliminated. 

Indirect Effects 

O&M impacts of Alternative 5 would be the same as described for Alternative 4 with regard to 
impacts to the Alligator Rock ACEC. 

As described above for construction, while Alternative 5 would not result in direct impacts to 
Palen-Ford WHMA, the indirect effects described above for Alternative 4 would still affect the 
Palen-Ford WHMA.  Consequently, the indirect effects of Alternative 5 on the Chuckwalla 
DWMA, Palen-Ford WHMA, Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, and Joshua Tree Wilderness Area 
would be the same as described for Alternative 4. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative 5 would be the same as 
those described for Alternative 4, although direct effects on the Palen-Ford WHMA would be 
eliminated. 

Indirect Effects 

As described for construction, decommissioning effects on Alligator Rock associated with Alter-
native 5 would be the same as described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect decommissioning effects on biological resources in special designation areas would be 
the same as those described for Alternative 4 even though facility components would not be 
located within the Palen-Ford WHMA.  Consequently, the indirect effects of decommissioning 
Alternative 5 on the Chuckwalla DWMA, Palen-Ford WHMA, Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, and 
Joshua Tree Wilderness Area would be the same as described for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The Mitigation Measures MM VEG-1 through VEG-6, MM VEG-8, MM VEG-9, and MM 
VR-1 through VR-6 are required to reduce adverse effects on special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual effects of Alternative 5 to areas with special designations would be the same as those 
described in Section 4.17.6 for the residual effects of Alternative 4, except that the direct effects 
to the Palen WHMA would be eliminated and impacts to vegetation and habitat would be 
reduced by 47 acres from 1,208 to 1,161. 

4.17.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Under this alternative, the BLM would approve the Alternative 6 and would amend the CDCA 
Plan of 1980, as amended.  While Alternative 6 would exclude the 155-acre southern parcel of 
the project and a small portion of the northern parcel that contains a sensitive plant species, the 
boundaries of the project would otherwise be the same as described for Alternative 4.  Under 
Alternative 6, the project site would affect the Palen WHMA.  However, as stated above, the 
DHSP would affect the mapped WHMA boundary, but it would not affect many of the key the 
resources the WHMA was created to protect.  Alternative 6 would be within two miles of the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness Area administered by the National Park Service, just over two miles 
west of the Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, and less than six miles from Alligator Rock ACEC.  
Alternative 6 would eliminate any impacts to the separate southwestern portion of the site but 
would not eliminate impacts to special designation areas.  Consequently, the direct impacts 
resulting from construction of Alternative 6 would be functionally the same as those described 
for Alternative 4. 
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Indirect Effects 

While Alternative 6 would eliminate any impacts to the separate southwestern portion of the site, 
this would not eliminate any impacts to special designation areas.  Consequently, the indirect 
impacts resulting from construction of Alternative 6 would be the same as those described for 
Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 6 would result in the same effects as described for 
Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects resulting from operation and maintenance of Alternative 6 would also be the 
same as described for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative 6 would be the same as 
those described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative 6 would be the same 
as those described for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The Mitigation Measures MM VEG-1 through VEG-6, MM VEG-8, MM VEG-9, and MM 
VR-1 through VR-6 are required to reduce adverse effects on special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual effects of Alternative 6 to areas with special designations would be the same as those 
described in Section 4.17.6 for the residual effects of Alternative 4, except that impacts to vege-
tation and habitat would be reduced by 164 acres from 1,208 to 1,044. 

4.17.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Under this alternative, the BLM would approve the Alternative 7 and would amend the CDCA 
Plan of 1980, as amended.  While Alternative 7 would exclude the 155-acre southern parcel of 
the project and a small portion of the northern parcel that contains a sensitive plant species, the 
boundaries of the project would otherwise be the same as described for Alternative 4 and the 
views of Alternative 7 from land with special designation would be similar.  Under Alternative 7, 
the project site would affect the Palen WHMA.  However, as stated above, the DHSP would 
affect the mapped WHMA boundary, but it would not affect many of the key resources the 
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WHMA was created to protect (e.g., Mojave fringe-toed lizard, Section 3.4.5).  Alternative 7 
would be within two miles of the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area administered by the National 
Park Service, just over two miles west of the Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, and less than six miles 
from Alligator Rock ACEC.  Alternative 7 would eliminate any impacts to the separate south-
western portion of the site but would not eliminate impacts to special designation areas.  Conse-
quently, the direct impacts resulting from construction of Alternative 7 would be functionally the 
same as those described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

While Alternative 7 would eliminate any impacts to the separate southwestern portion of the site, 
this would not eliminate any impacts to special designation areas.  Consequently, the indirect 
impacts resulting from construction of Alternative 7 would be the same as those described for 
Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 7 would result in the same effects as described for 
Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects resulting from operation and maintenance of Alternative 7 would also be the 
same as described for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Direct effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative 7 would be the same as 
those described for Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative 7 would be the same 
as those described for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The Mitigation Measures MM VEG-1 through VEG-6, MM VEG-8, MM VEG-9, and MM 
VR-1 through VR-6 are required to reduce adverse effects on special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual effects of Alternative 7 to areas with special designations would be the same as those 
described in Section 4.17.6 for the residual effects of Alternative 4, except that impacts to vege-
tation and habitat would be reduced by 164 acres from 1,208 to 1,044. 

4.17.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

This No Action Alternative under NEPA defines the scenario that would exist if the proposed 
gen-tie line were not constructed and no plan amendment was issued.  If this No Action Alterna-
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tive were selected, the impacts of project construction, operation, decommissioning; as well as 
cumulative impacts of the project’s gen-tie line, would not occur.  There would be no project-
related disturbance of the ground at the tower locations and pull sites, no disturbance of desert 
vegetation and habitat, and no installation of transmission equipment. 

4.17.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Alternative B would be consistent with the CDCA Plan requirements related to the location of 
161 kV transmission lines because the Record of Decision for the adjacent Desert Sunlight Proj-
ect allowed a transmission line above 161 kV in the proposed Alternative B ROW.   The pro-
posed gen-tie route under Alternative B would be 3.3 miles east of Joshua Tree National Park, 
5.0 miles west and 4.0 miles south of the Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, 0.75 miles north of the 
Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness Area, 0.33 miles northeast of the Alligator Rock ACEC, and 
would parallel the eastern border of the Chuckwalla DWMA for 5.0 miles.  Fugitive dust, traffic 
and lighting from construction would create temporary visual distractions for users of these 
areas.  In particular, noise and nighttime lighting could affect the wilderness experience within 
these areas, making human presence more noticeable.  To address those impacts disturbed soils 
would have to be controlled properly as required in Mitigation Measure VR-1 in order to reduce 
dust generation.  Longer duration construction-related impacts would be addressed by Mitigation 
Measure VR-2, which requires successful revegetation of temporarily disturbed areas.  It is also 
anticipated that some construction activity would take place at night, which would result in 
adverse night lighting visual effects.  In order to ensure that adverse construction lighting effects 
do not occur, Mitigation Measure VR-6 would reduce effects associated with night lighting by 
requiring strict lighting specifications and controls and operating parameters. 

As construction of Alternative B would not result in any direct off-site impacts to cultural 
resources, the Alligator Rock ACEC would not be affected by construction of Alternative B. 

Effects to vegetation and wildlife in the Chuckwalla DWMA and off-site impacts such as dust 
generation, weed introduction, and wildlife migration, are described in detail in Section 4.3, Bio-
logical Resources – Vegetation and Section 4.4, Biological Resources – Wildlife.  Impacts to 
vegetation and wildlife in Chuckwalla DWMA would be addressed with a series of mitigation 
measures (MM VEG-1 through MM VEG-10).  As described above for Alternative 4, some of 
these measures would mitigate adverse impacts to vegetation resources by preventing the 
impacts from occurring and others would minimize adverse impacts on the project site and pre-
vent them in adjacent off-site habitats.  MM VEG-6 would require acquisition and management 
of off-site vegetation and habitat in perpetuity to offset the permanent loss of vegetation and hab-
itat on the project site, but would not prevent those impacts from occurring.  With off-site com-
pensation at recommended ratios, there would be a net loss of the native vegetation and related 
resources.  Under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan 
(NECO), development is allowed in one percent of the DWMA.  The BLM-administered portion 
of the DWMA is approximately 465,287 acres in size; therefore, development of Alternative B 
would represent a negligible percentage of the allowable development in the DWMA. 
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Indirect Effects 

As described in Section 4.6, Cultural Resources, adverse indirect visual, auditory, and atmos-
pheric effects as a result of the construction Alternative B may occur to the North Chuckwalla 
Petroglyph District (CA-Riv-1383, NRHP listed) and segments of a prehistoric Coco-Maricopa 
Trail (CA-Riv-053T, NRHP eligible).  Therefore, the Alligator Rock ACEC may be adversely 
effected by construction of Alternative B. These adverse effects would be minimized by Mitiga-
tion Measures MM CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the MOA.The 
introduction or spread of invasive weeds could result in indirect impacts both on and off-site in 
special designation areas such as the Chuckwalla DWMA, Palen-Ford WHMA, Desert Lily 
Preserve ACEC, and Joshua Tree Wilderness Area.  These adverse impacts would be minimized 
by Mitigation Measures MM VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize 
Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas), MM VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Man-
agement Plan), and MM PHS-9. 

Construction of Alternative B would also result in an increase in vehicle trips on regional roads 
associated with construction related vehicles, although it is not expected that, in the context of 
existing non-project-related traffic, the increased traffic would be noticed by the casual observer; 
therefore, the resulting visual effect would not be substantial. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

A limited number of visitors to a portion of Joshua Tree Wilderness, Chuckwalla Mountains 
Wilderness, and Desert Lily Preserve ACEC would experience adverse effects on their opportu-
nities for solitude.  There would be visual effects from the strong form, line, and color contrast of 
the transmission towers and from sunlight glint and glare reflecting from these structures.  While 
operation and maintenance would not cause any direct effect on the Joshua Tree Wilderness and 
Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness, visitors traversing the southwest areas of the Coxcomb 
Mountains and northern Chuckwalla Mountains would experience permanent direct effects.  
These effects vary by viewing location, and are discussed in detail in Section 4.19, Visual 
Resources. 

Alternative B O&M would not affect plants or wildlife on site after those plants or habitat is 
removed or damaged during initial construction.  However, vegetation management for facility 
maintenance could cause accidental off-site impacts, due to herbicide drift or off-site hydrology 
impacts.  Long-term impacts to habitat can be reduced through implementation of required Miti-
gation Measures MM VEG-1 through MM VEG-6.  These measures would limit the initial dis-
turbance areas and avoid off-site habitat degradation; require vegetation management on-site to 
minimize adverse off-site impacts, and require off-site compensation for habitat lost or degraded 
throughout the life of the project.  Effects to vegetation and wildlife special designation areas, 
including impacts in the Chuckwalla DWMA and off-site impacts such as dust generation, weed 
introduction, and wildlife migration, are described in detail in Section 4.3, Biological Resources 
– Vegetation and Section 4.4, Biological Resources – Wildlife. 

As O&M of Alternative B would not result in off-site impacts to cultural resources, the Alligator 
Rock ACEC would not be directly affected by Alternative B. 
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Indirect Effects 

As described in Section 4.6, Cultural Resources, adverse indirect visual, auditory, and atmos-
pheric effects as a result of the operation and maintenance of Alternative B may occur to the 
North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-Riv-1383, NRHP listed) and segments of a prehis-
toric Coco-Maricopa Trail (CA-Riv-053T, NRHP eligible). Therefore, the Alligator Rock ACEC 
may be adversely effected by construction of Alternative B. These adverse effects would be min-
imized by Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of 
the MOA. 

As described in Section 4.3, Biological Resources – Vegetation, the introduction or spread of inva-
sive weeds could result in indirect impacts both on and off-site in special designation areas such 
as the Chuckwalla DWMA, Palen-Ford WHMA, Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, and Joshua Tree 
Wilderness Area.  These adverse impacts would be minimized by Mitigation Measures MM 
VEG-8 (Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas), 
MM VEG-9 (Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan), and MM PHS-9. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative B would cause temporary, indirect disturbance to a limited 
number of users of the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area and Desert Lily Preserve ACEC similar to 
those described for construction of the project.  Facilities removal during decommissioning 
would be expected to take place within the approved project footprint, and would not be 
expected to remove or degrade vegetation, special-status plants, or state-jurisdictional 
streambeds beyond the project boundaries, except through the effects of dust or similar direct 
off-site impacts.  These impacts can be reduced through implementation of required Mitigation 
Measures MM VEG-1 through MM VEG-6, which would apply during decommissioning as they 
would during construction.  If the ultimate re-use of the proposed project site is to return it to 
natural open space, then the expected recontouring and replanting during decommissioning 
would have a net benefit to habitat. 

Longer-term complete removal of the transmission structures would leave a very prominent 
visual effect throughout the entire ROW due to the strong color and line contrast created between 
disturbed soil areas and undisturbed soil and vegetated areas absent such unnatural lines of 
demarcation and color contrasts.  In addition, revegetation in this desert region is difficult and 
generally of limited success.  Therefore, visual recovery from land disturbance associated with 
closure and decommissioning activities would likely occur only over a very long period of time.  
However, Mitigation Measure VR-2 requires the project owner to achieve site restoration to the 
extent feasible, pursuant to a Decommissioning Plan approved by the BLM. 

Indirect Effects 

As described in Section 4.6, Cultural Resources, adverse indirect visual, auditory, and atmos-
pheric effects as a result of the decommissioning of Alternative B may occur to the North Chuck-
walla Petroglyph District (CA-Riv-1383, NRHP listed) and segments of a prehistoric Coco-
Maricopa Trail (CA-Riv-053T, NRHP eligible). Therefore, the Alligator Rock ACEC may be 
adversely effected by construction of Alternative B. These adverse effects would be minimized 
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by Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through CUL-9, and measures developed as part of the 
MOA. 

After Alternative B has been decommissioned, however, any permanent visual effects described 
for operation and maintenance of the project would be removed and the site would return to its 
natural undeveloped state. 

Indirect decommissioning effects on biological resources in special designation areas would be 
the same as described for Alternative B construction.  Consequently, the indirect effects of 
decommissioning Alternative B on the Chuckwalla DWMA, Palen-Ford WHMA, Desert Lily 
Preserve ACEC, and Joshua Tree Wilderness Area would be the same as described for construc-
tion of Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

The Mitigation Measures MM VEG-1 through VEG-6, MM VEG-8, MM VEG-9, and MM 
VR-1 through VR-6 are required to reduce adverse effects on special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

While compensating for impacts to vegetation resources, MM VEG-6 would not prevent those 
habitat impacts from occurring in Chuckwalla DWMA, Palen-Ford WHMA, Desert Lily ACEC, 
and Joshua Tree Wilderness Area.  Even with off-site compensation at recommended ratios, 
there would be a net loss of the native vegetation and related resources (including habitat and 
streambed values).  Residual adverse impacts (i.e., impacts remaining after application of mitiga-
tion) to vegetation resources would be (1) the net loss of vegetation and habitat on the project 
site; (2) the direct effects of dust, and other disturbances to adjacent off-site habitat during con-
struction, operation, and decommissioning of the facility; (3) the net loss of special-status plant 
occurrences on the project site; and (4) the net loss of state-jurisdictional streambeds and associ-
ated habitat on the site and, potentially, off-site, if groundwater pumping causes off-site impacts. 

Given the scale of the transmission structures and the availability of considerable visual access to 
the Alternative B area, even with effective implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-1 through 
VR-6, the residual effects associated with landscape scarring, introduced visual contrast from 
installation of facilities, and introduction of industrial character and structural visual contrast 
would still result in substantial adverse visual effects.  Although the levels of change caused by 
Alternative B would be allowed under the Interim VRM Class IV management objective, the 
solar facility would be inconsistent, after mitigation, with the following Riverside County Gen-
eral Plan policies: LU 4.1, LU 13.1, LU 13.3, LU 13.5, LU 13.8, LU 20.1, LU 20.2, LU 20.4, 
DCAP 2.3, DCAP 9.1, and DCAP 10.1.  These would result in an unavoidable, long-term 
adverse effect to visual resources. 

4.17.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Under this alternative, the BLM would approve Alternative C and would amend the CDCA Plan 
of 1980, as amended, to allow the 161-kV line outside an existing corridor.  The route of the pro-
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posed gen-tie line under Alternative C would be identical to that described above for Alterna-
tive B, but would include a set of transmission towers paralleling the approved Desert Sunlight 
gen-tie line.  As this alternative would require a second set of transmission towers in addition to 
those towers approved for Desert Sunlight, there would be twice as much construction activity in 
the transmission corridor.  Construction would result in identical impacts to those described for 
Alternative B, although with greater intensity. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect construction effects would be identical to those described for Alternative B, although 
with greater intensity. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative C would result in the same types of effects as 
described for Alternative B, although with a greater intensity. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects resulting from operation and maintenance of Alternative C would also be the 
same types as described for Alternative B, although with a greater intensity. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative C would be the same 
types as those described for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative C would be the same 
types as those described for Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

The Mitigation Measures MM VEG-1 through VEG-6, MM VEG-8, MM VEG-9, MM CUL-1 
through CUL-9, and MM VR-1 through MM VR-6 are required to reduce adverse effects on 
special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual impacts and unavoidable adverse effects would be the same as described for 
Alternative B. 
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4.17.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Under this alternative, the BLM would approve Alternative D and would amend the CDCA Plan 
of 1980, as amended, to allow the 161-kV line outside an existing corridor.  The proposed gen-
tie route under Alternative D would avoid traversing Chuckwalla DWMA lands near the pro-
posed solar site, although it would run adjacent to the eastern border of the DWMA for 500 feet 
before turning southeast.  At the southern end of Alternative D, the gen-tie would follow the 
western border of the Palen-Ford WHMA for 2.2 miles before it would cross Interstate 10 (I-10) 
and traverse the Chuckwalla DWMA for 0.75 miles before entering the proposed Red Bluff Sub-
station.  Alternative D would be 3.6 miles east of Joshua Tree National Park, 2.2 miles southwest 
of the Desert Lily Preserve ACEC, 0.75 miles north of the Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness 
Area, and 0.6 miles northeast of the Alligator Rock ACEC.  Construction of Alternative D would 
result in impacts similar to those described for Alternative B, although with somewhat greater 
intensity because it would require construction of a new transmission line, rather than use of 
shared towers. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects as a result of construction are similar to those described for Alternative B, 
although with somewhat greater intensity. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

As described above for construction of Alternative D, operation and maintenance of Alternative 
D would result in the same types of effects as described for Alternative B, although with a 
somewhat greater intensity. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects resulting from operation and maintenance of Alternative D would also be the 
same types as described for Alternative B, although with a somewhat greater intensity. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative D would be the same 
types as those described for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative D would be the same 
types as those described for Alternative B. 
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Mitigation Measures 

The Mitigation Measures MM VEG-1 through VEG-6, MM VEG-8, MM VEG-9, MM CUL-1 
through CUL-9, and MM VR-1 through MM VR-6 are required to reduce adverse effects on 
special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual impacts and unavoidable adverse effects would be the same as described for 
Alternative B. 

4.17.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Under this alternative, the BLM would approve Alternative E and would amend the CDCA Plan 
of 1980, as amended, to allow the 161-kV line outside an existing corridor.  The proposed gen-
tie route under Alternative E would avoid traversing Chuckwalla DWMA lands near the pro-
posed solar site at the northern end of the route.  At the southern end of Alternative E, the gen-tie 
would traverse the Palen-Ford WHMA for 5.75 miles and run along the western border of the 
WHMA for 1.1 miles before it would cross Interstate 10 (I-10) and traverse the Chuckwalla 
DWMA for 0.75 miles before entering the proposed Red Bluff Substation.  Alternative E would 
be 2.5 miles southeast of Joshua Tree National Park, 0.4 miles south of the Desert Lily Preserve 
ACEC, 0.8 miles northeast of the Alligator Rock ACEC, and 0.75 miles north of the Chuckwalla 
Mountains Wilderness Area.  Construction of Alternative E would result in identical impacts to 
those described for Alternative B, although with somewhat greater intensity because it would 
require construction of a new transmission line, rather than use of shared towers. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects as a result of construction are identical to those described for Alternative B, 
although with greater intensity due to the proximity between Alternative E and the Desert Lily 
Preserve ACEC. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

As described above for construction of Alternative E, operation and maintenance of Alternative 
E would result in the same types of effects as described for Alternative B, although with a 
somewhat greater intensity. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects resulting from operation and maintenance of Alternative E would also be the 
same types as described for Alternative B, although with a somewhat greater intensity. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative E would be the same 
types as those described for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects associated with decommissioning activities for Alternative E would be the same 
types as those described for Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

The Mitigation Measures MM VEG-1 through VEG-6, MM VEG-8, MM VEG-9, MM CUL-1 
through CUL-9, and MM VR-1 through MM VR-6 are required to reduce adverse effects on 
special designations. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Residual impacts and unavoidable adverse effects would be the same as described for 
Alternative B. 

4.17.15 Project Related Impacts to National Park Service Managed Lands 

The purpose of this subsection is to summarize the direct, indirect and cumulative effects of the 
project on lands under the authority of the National Park Service; namely, Joshua Tree National 
Park (JTNP) and Joshua Tree Wilderness.  The effects are summarized below for the topics of 
viewshed, air quality, noise, wildlife, construction workers, and dark skies.  Additional discus-
sion associated with National Park Service lands is located in Sections 3.2 (Air Resources), 3.4 
(Biological Resources – Wildlife), 3.12 (Noise and Vibration), 3.14 (Recreation), 3.15 (Social 
and Economic Setting), 3.19 (Visual Resources), 3.20 (Water Resources), 4.2 (Air Resources), 
4.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife), 4.12 (Noise and Vibration), 3.14 (Recreation), 4.15 
(Social and Economic Setting), 4.19 (Visual Resources), and 4.20 (Water Resources). 

Viewshed 

Direct Effects 

Construction of the DHSP would cause temporary visual effects due to the presence of equip-
ment, materials, and workforce. Construction would involve the use of cranes, heavy construc-
tion equipment, temporary storage and office facilities, and temporary laydown/staging areas.   
Construction would include site clearing and grading, construction of the actual facilities, and 
site cleanup and restoration.  Grading activities have the potential to generate dust clouds, which 
can be visually distracting if not controlled properly as required in Mitigation Measure VR-1.  
Construction activities would be visible from portions of the Joshua Tree Wilderness in Joshua 
Tree National Park.  Throughout the construction period, the industrial character of the activities 
would constitute adverse visual effects.  However, the majority of construction activities and 
equipment brought onto the project site would be temporary in nature. The vast majority of the 
area disturbed by construction would eventually be occupied by project facilities, though some 
areas of disturbed soil surfaces (characterized by high color, line, and texture contrasts) would 
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still remain and would be visible from the various viewing vantage points due to the difficulty 
and limited success of revegetation of areas in this desert region.  Thus, visual recovery from 
residual land disturbance would likely occur only over a very long period of time and would 
require successful restoration as stipulated in Mitigation Measure VR-2.  In order to ensure that 
substantial adverse construction lighting effects do not occur, Mitigation Measure VR-6 is 
required to reduce effects associated with night lighting by requiring strict lighting specifications 
and controls and operating parameters. 

In addition to the direct visual resource impacts, the construction of the DHSP would also result 
in one indirect visual effect.  Specifically, visual effects related to an increase in traffic on road-
ways beyond the immediate project vicinity during construction.  Although there would be an 
increase in vehicle trips on regional roads associated with construction related vehicles, it is not 
expected that, in the context of existing non-project related traffic, the increased traffic would be 
noticed by the casual observer in Joshua Tree National Park, and therefore, the resulting visual 
effect would not be substantial. 

The operational effects are representative of the visual effects that would be experienced from 
similar locations, including both lower elevation and elevated viewing opportunities, in the sur-
rounding perimeters of Joshua Tree Wilderness and Joshua Tree National Park.  While much of 
this area of the national park is more remote, less accessible, and less used relative to the more 
accessible regions of the park to the west and north, the area is still an important destination for 
its geological, backcountry wilderness, and dark sky values.  With increasing distance from the 
project site, project effects become less discernible.  The lower elevation viewpoint at KOP 1 in 
the Eagle Mountains within the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area illustrates effect of perspective 
foreshortening, which reduces the apparent size and scale of the project due to a low elevation 
difference and the narrow angle of view.  At the greater viewing distances, the proposed project 
would result in greater visual effects at the elevated viewpoints (illustrated by KOP 2) as the 
increased elevation causes the size and shape of the project area to become increasingly 
apparent, along with its associated form, line, and color visual contrasts. 

As illustrated in the viewshed maps presented as Figures 3.19-1A (solar panels) and 3.19-1B 
(transmission structures), the number of impacted National Park acres within the DHSP 
viewshed totals 37,508 acres, which represents approximately 4.8 percent of the park’s 776,083 
total acres.  Approximately two-thirds of the impacted acres (25,314 acres) would have views of 
the solar facility.  Furthermore, of the 37,508 impacted park acres, only 7,344 acres, or slightly 
less than one percent of the park’s total acreage, would be within the foreground/middleground 
viewing distance zone of five miles or less.  Another 27,821 acres, or approximately 3.6 percent 
of the park’s total acreage, would be in the background distance zone of 5 to 15 miles.  The 
remaining 2,343 impacted park acres (approximately 0.3 percent of the total park acreage) would 
be more than 15 miles from the solar facility site.  While the total number of impacted park acres 
is small relative to the whole, all of the park’s acreage is important from both a public visitation 
and sensitivity standpoint and resource protection standpoint. 

Of particular concern is the solar facility’s potential effect on the Dark Sky resource that Joshua 
Tree National Park is known for throughout the National Park System.  It is estimated that only 
approximately 10 percent of the population of the United States is able to see the night sky in its 
natural, unpolluted state.  Joshua Tree National Park is noted for initiating partnerships with sur-
rounding communities in an effort to limit light from spilling over park boundaries.  To serve 
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this increasing public interest, Joshua Tree National Park offers a variety of Night Sky programs.  
In the immediate solar facility region, Dark Sky visitors access the east end of the Pinto Basin at 
the access gate adjacent to KOP 1.  Because any light source in the desert contributes to ambient 
light pollution and all light sources are adversely cumulative in terms of the effect on human 
darkness adaptation and the dwindling availability of Dark Sky observation areas, it is essential 
that substantial steps be taken to ensure that additional night sky light pollution does not occur 
from implementation of the DHSP.  To accomplish this, effective implementation of Mitigation 
Measure VR-6, which would reduce adverse visual effects associated with night lighting by 
requiring strict lighting specifications and controls and operating parameters, would be essential. 

The view from KOP 1 is to the south from a low ridge at the northeast extent of the Eagle Moun-
tains, at the north end of Chuckwalla Valley.  The view captures a majority of the northern 
Chuckwalla Valley backdropped by the rugged, horizontal form of the Chuckwalla Mountains 
and Wilderness.  As shown in Figure 4.19-1B, the DHSP would result in the introduction of 
barely discernible built structures that, at an approximately eight-mile viewing distance, would 
appear as a low, narrow, light-colored, horizontal band along the valley floor (for the solar farm), 
and faintly visible, vertical structural elements (for the transmission line).  Neither the solar farm 
nor the transmission line structures would be perceived as prominent features in the landscape 
when viewed from the more distant, lower elevation viewpoints within Joshua Tree Wilderness 
(and Joshua Tree National Park).  View impairment of the valley floor or other background land-
forms and natural features would be minimal.  Although the view from this and similar distant 
view locations would be static, offering extended view durations, these views also have the 
potential to be partially obscured by poor atmospheric conditions, such as haze. 

At this background viewing distance, the fairly indistinct low horizontal form and line of the 
solar farm and the vertical forms and lines of the transmission poles would result in a low degree 
of visual contrast relative to the natural features of the existing landscape.  The most notable 
characteristic of the development is the color contrast resulting from the reflection of light off the 
solar farm structural support elements (from this viewing angle, the solar panels would be tilted 
toward the south, away from this viewpoint) and the lighter color of the graded soils.  Overall 
visual contrast would be low.  The DHSP features, while visible at this distance, would appear 
sufficiently small in scale relative to the panoramic landscape context, such that they would be 
perceived as subordinate features in the landscape.  Similarly, the apparent small scale of the 
project structures at this viewing distance would seem to block from view a minimal extent of 
the background landscape (valley floor).  Thus, view blockage caused by the DHSP would be 
low.  The resulting overall visual change caused by the DHSP would be low, and would not sub-
stantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the landscape as viewed from KOP 1 
and other similar more distant, lower elevation vantage points in Joshua Tree Wilderness and 
Joshua Tree National Park.  Although the resulting visual effect would be adverse, it is antici-
pated that the apparent color contrast of the facilities and graded surfaces can be further reduced 
through effective implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-2, VR-3, and VR-4. 

The view from KOP 2 in the Coxcomb Mountains within Joshua Tree Wilderness is to the 
southwest from an elevated vantage point overlooking the predominantly natural appearing 
northern portion of Chuckwalla Valley, backdropped by the rugged, horizontal to angular forms 
of the Chuckwalla Mountains and Wilderness (to the south and southwest) and Eagle Mountains 
(to the west).  As shown in Figure 4.19-1B, the DHSP would result in the introduction of a large-
scale complex of built structures and graded surfaces forming a spatially and visually prominent 
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series of geometric patterns on the valley floor, that would contrast with the predominantly nat-
ural appearance of the northern Chuckwalla Valley landscape and background mountains.  The 
color and reflective characteristics of the panel support structures would contribute to the 
noticeable contrast with the existing earthtone colors (similar to KOP 1, from this viewing angle, 
the solar panels would be tilted toward the south, away from this viewpoint).  Less distinct would 
be the faintly visible sequence of vertical transmission structures traversing the valley floor west 
and south of the solar farm. 

The industrial patterns and color of the solar farm, combined with the graded land surfaces and 
resulting hard lines of the vegetation demarcations would result in strong line contrast with the 
naturally irregular landform and vegetative lines of the existing landscape.  The resulting gray 
color and slightly reflective metallic surfaces combined with the extensive light-colored graded 
soil surfaces would contrast moderately to strongly with the darker grey-greens, tans and reddish 
hues of the foreground to middleground landscape.  The resulting overall visual contrast would 
be moderate-to-high.  The spatially prominent location of the solar farm in the central portion of 
the panoramic views of the Chuckwalla Valley, along with the large scale of the project, which 
would span a substantial portion of the valley, contribute to the DHSP’s overall co-dominance 
(equally dominant) relative to the flat valley floor and angular mountains.  The large areal cover-
age of the project effectively blocks from view a substantial portion of the valley floor, resulting 
in a moderate degree of view blockage. 

The overall visual change that would result from the equally weighted contributing factors of 
project-induced visual contrast, project dominance, and view blockage would be moderate, 
which would cause a substantial effect on the scenic vista available from this and other elevated 
vantage points within Joshua Tree Wilderness and substantially degrade the existing visual char-
acter or quality of the site and its surrounding landscape.  However, the resulting overall 
moderate-to-high level of change would be allowed under the applicable Interim VRM Class IV 
management objective.  Even though the resulting visual effect would be substantial and adverse, 
it is anticipated that the apparent color contrast of the facilities and graded surfaces can be 
reduced through effective implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-2, VR-3, VR-4, and 
VR-5. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect visual effects will be the visible increase in traffic on roadways beyond the immediate 
project vicinity during construction.  Although there would be an increase in vehicle trips on 
regional roads associated with construction related vehicles, it is not expected that, in the context 
of existing non-project related traffic, the increased traffic would be noticed by the casual 
observer in Joshua Tree National Park.  The resulting visual effect would not be substantial. 

Cumulative Effects 

The 11 local foreseeable cumulative energy projects would exhibit complex industrial character-
istics and structural visual contrast (form, line, color, and texture) similar to the DHSP (though 
there will be some differences depending on the type of project and viewing location).  An exam-
ple is provided for the cumulative effect of the DHSP and the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm proj-
ect, which is the closest cumulative project and is located immediately adjacent and to the north 
of the proposed project.  Figure 4.19-2A presents the existing view of the northern Chuckwalla 
Valley from KOP 2 on the western flank of the Coxcomb Mountains.  This elevated viewpoint 
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provides an elevated perspective of the valley north of I-10.  Figure 4.19-2B presents a simula-
tion of the DHSP, which is located approximately 3.5 miles to the southwest.  The proposed 
solar farm, with the solar panel arrays facing (tilted) to the south, away from the viewer at 
KOP 2, would appear as a spatially prominent and central series of geometric patterns on the 
basin floor and would contrast with the predominantly natural appearance of the northern Chuck-
walla Valley landscape.  Figure 4.19-2C presents a cumulative simulation of the DHSP with the 
Desert Sunlight solar project, at a viewing distance of 2.5 to 3.5 miles to the southwest.  Again, 
the view is toward the back of the solar field with the solar panels facing toward the south, away 
from the KOP 2 viewing location.  As shown in the simulation, the cumulative visual effect of 
the two projects would be substantially greater with a larger portion of the valley being con-
verted from a natural desert valley landscape to that of an industrial energy complex that appears, 
at this viewing distance, as a spatially prominent series of geometric patterns that do not replicate 
the form, line, color, or texture of the existing desert landscape. 

Air Quality 

Direct Effects 

As explained in Section 3.2, Air Resources, the Class I area closest to the project is the Joshua 
Tree National Park.  Visibility is considered an important air quality value to be protected within 
Joshua Tree National Park.  Since the nearest boundary of the Joshua Tree National Park is 1.8 
miles from the project site, airborne dust generated at the project site could be visible during con-
struction from within the park, especially because low humidity provides clear vistas and rela-
tively low haze.  Construction activities would not require use of any major stationary sources 
that could permanently affect regional air quality or visibility at the Class I area, and the sources 
of emissions during construction would occur near the ground level where dust would have a 
limited ability to notably affect distant vistas. 

Precursors to haze would also be intermittently released near ground level by construction equip-
ment exhaust.  Because of the diffuse and intermittent nature of construction sources, the emis-
sions would be widely dispersed across the project site, and concentrations near the Joshua Tree 
National Park would be greatly reduced and much lower than the localized effects near the proj-
ect site. 

Emissions during construction of the project would occur primarily during daytime hours and 
would be controlled to avoid visible plumes as required by SCAQMD Rule 403.  Airborne dust 
generated by wind erosion would be greatly reduced in concentration over nighttime hours when 
construction activity ceases for the day.  Construction activity would be phased across the solar 
project site over a 2-year period, limiting the amount of disturbed area that could produce 
fugitive dust from wind erosion at any one time.  In addition, Mitigation Measures MM AIR-1 
(Fugitive Dust Control Plan) and MM AIR-2 (Control On-Site Emissions) would be imple-
mented to reduce dust and equipment exhaust emissions to the extent feasible.  These emissions 
control requirements ensure that development of the project would result in only a small and 
temporary increase in wind erosion potential or visibility reduction compared to natural condi-
tions.  Consequently, construction of the project with dust controlled to avoid visible plumes as 
required by SCAQMD Rule 403 would not produce an adverse effect to vistas or in night sky 
visibility. 
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Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect effects associated with the project during construction.  The elec-
tricity produced by the project would displace electricity generated from other power plants, 
which would avoid the need for their operation.  However, the exact nature and location of any 
changes in criteria air pollutant emission rates is not known and would not likely occur near the 
Joshua Tree National Park or Joshua Tree Wilderness Area. 

Cumulative Effects 

As described above, the nearest federal Class I area, Joshua Tree National Park, is located 
approximately 1.8 miles away from the project site.  It is expected that cumulative PM10 and 
PM2.5 emissions would result in a temporary unavoidable adverse effects during construction, 
consequently effects on visibility due to airborne dust would likely be adverse.  However, the 
sources of emissions during construction would occur near the ground level, where dust would 
have a limited ability to notably affect distant vistas, and emissions would be widely dispersed 
across the project site.  The diffuse and intermittent nature of construction sources ensures that 
the concentration near the Joshua Tree National Park would be greatly reduced and much lower 
than the localized effects near the project site.  Additionally, all cumulative projects are antici-
pated to avoid visible plumes as required by SCAQMD Rule 403 and implement additional miti-
gation measures where needed to control dust emissions.  Therefore, the DHSP and other cumu-
lative projects would not result in an adverse cumulative effect on visibility. 

Noise 

Direct Effects 

As indicated in Subsection 4.12.6, noise from construction activity would generally be audible at 
locations less than a half mile from the proposed project site.  Operational activities at the project 
site would generate minimal noise.  During operations, there would be 3 to 8 operations and 
maintenance workers on the project site, on an as-needed basis.  There would be limited amounts 
of vehicle traffic on the site, but this vehicle activity would be intermittent, and would not be 
expected to generate off-site adverse noise effects.  It is unlikely that noise levels associated with 
construction or operations of the project would be audible at Joshua Tree National Park, which is 
located approximately 1.8 miles (9,400 feet) to the northeast of the solar field site.  Therefore, 
project construction and operational activities would not result in adverse noise-related effects on 
users of Joshua Tree National Park.  A detailed discussion of the noise-related effects that would 
be associated with the project are presented in Section 4.12 (Noise and Vibration). 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect noise-related effects associated with the project. 

Cumulative Effects 

Cumulative noise or vibration effects would occur if multiple projects would happen in the same 
geographic areas at the same time or when sequential projects extend the duration of noise or 
vibration effects on a given area over a longer period of time.  Current ambient noise conditions 
represent the cumulative effect of noise generation on a local geographic scale.  Except for the 
I-10 vicinity, existing noise levels in the immediate project vicinity are generally low.  There are 
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no known existing ground vibration issues in the project study area.  Cumulative noise effects 
may result in combination with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project, located immediately 
adjacent to and north of the solar field site; the Silverado Power Solar Project, located one mile 
south of the solar field site; as well as the Desert Center II Solar Project and the Chuckwalla 
Solar I Project, both of which would be traversed by the gen-tie line under Alternatives D 
and/or E. 

The Silverado Power Solar Project is not anticipated to begin until mid-2014 and therefore, con-
struction activities would not occur at the same time as the DHSP.  Alternatively, construction of 
the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project began in September 2011 with full commercial operation 
expected by the first quarter of 2015 (First Solar 2011).  This schedule coincides with the pro-
posed DHSP construction schedule.  The timing for approval and construction of the Desert 
Center II Solar and Chuckwalla Solar I Projects are not known, but could potentially overlap 
with part of the construction period for the DHSP.  However, it would be expected that no 
adverse cumulative noise effects on Joshua Tree National Park would result from construction or 
operational activities for the following reasons: 1) the geographic extent of stationary 
construction-related noise issues would be limited to distances of 2,500 feet, or less; 2) the geo-
graphic extent of potential ground vibration effect would be limited to a distance of a few 
hundred feet from the source of the vibrations; and 3) the relatively long distance from Joshua 
Tree National Park to the project sites. 

Wildlife 

Direct Effects 

There would be no direct effects to wildlife within the Joshua Tree National Park and Joshua 
Tree Wilderness as construction and operation of the project would occur outside of Park or Wil-
derness area boundaries. 

Indirect Effects 

The development of the project site would result in a permanent conversion of desert habitat to 
industrial/commercial uses within the NECO planning area, which includes the Joshua Tree 
National Park and the Joshua Tree Wilderness area.  The loss of intermountain and foraging hab-
itat would have indirect effects to the long-term viability of wildlife that are found in or use the 
surrounding National Parks and Wilderness areas. 

For many species such as bighorn sheep, burro deer, and Yuma mountain lion, intermountain 
movements provide a genetic connection within a larger metapopulation and are the source of 
colonization of vacant habitat.  Intermountain areas of the desert floor that these species traverse 
between mountain ranges are as important to the long-term viability of populations as are the 
mountain ranges themselves.  Actions that impair the ability of bighorn sheep, burro deer, and 
mountain lions to move between mountain ranges include fencing along highways or other boun-
daries, canals, and high densities of human habitation.  These will limit the potential for natural 
colonization and gene exchange, both of which are key to metapopulation viability.  Proposed 
exclusion fencing surrounding the DHSP could affect the movement of wildlife between the 
Eagle Mountains and Coxcomb Mountains and the Joshua Tree National Park/Bighorn Sheep 
WHMA. 
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The introduction of nonnative, invasive weeds could also indirectly affect habitat for wildlife in 
the Joshua Tree National Park and Joshua Tree Wilderness area, including the state and federally 
listed desert tortoise, if project activities resulted in the establishment and/or spread of weeds 
through the region.  The effects of weeds on wildlife are detailed in Section 4.4 (Biological 
Resources – Wildlife), and include displacement of native plants that are important to 
herbivorous species, increased threat of wildfire, and altered habitat structure and ecological 
function of wetland, riparian, and desert wash communities. 

Golden eagle nesting territories in the Eagle and Coxcomb mountains are within or adjacent to 
JTNP and adverse effects to these nesting territories would therefore affect JTNP biological 
resources.  Prairie falcon has not been reported in the project area, but would be expected to nest 
in the surrounding mountains, including the mountains within JTNP, and to forage over the proj-
ect site at any time of year. Adverse effects to any nesting territories based within JTNP would 
affect JTNP biological resources. Project construction is not expected to cause substantial direct 
disturbance (e.g., noise, lighting, visual disturbance) to nest sites in the local nesting territories, 
due to their distance from the site.  However, implementation of Mitigation Measure MM WIL-5 
(Golden Eagle Pre-construction and Construction Phase Surveys) requires annual monitoring of 
golden eagles during nesting season, and requires the project Owner to prepare and implement an 
adaptive management plan if golden eagles are found nesting in the area at any time during proj-
ect construction.  Additionally, Mitigation Measure MM WIL-6 (Bird and Bat Conservation 
Strategy) would require the project Owner to prepare and implement an overall strategy to avoid, 
minimize, or mitigate project impacts to birds and bats, including golden eagles and prairie 
falcons, in consultation with the USFWS. 

Increases in the number of common ravens in the region due to subsidies at the project site could 
have a long-term effect on the desert tortoise population by reducing juvenile tortoise 
survivorship (Boarman et al. 2006; Boarman 2003).  The population-level consequences of this 
effect may not be apparent for years because tortoises do not typically reach sexual maturity until 
15 to 20 years of age.  Due to the solar facility site’s proximity to JTNP, the project’s predator 
subsidy effects could extend to desert tortoise and other wildlife populations within the Park. 

These indirect effects to wildlife would be reduced by implementation of the Habitat Compensa-
tion Plan and Integrated Weed Management Plan required in Applicant Measures BIO 1 and 
BIO-2 and Mitigation Measures VEG-6 and VEG-7. Mitigation Measures WIL-5 and WIL-6 
would reduce impacts to golden eagles and other raptors in JTNP. Additionally, impacts related 
to an increase in ravens would be reduced or eliminated by the implementation of Mitigation 
Measure WIL-8. 

Cumulative Effects 

Land use in the cumulative analysis area has been historically altered by human activities, 
resulting in conversion of undeveloped land and habitat loss, fragmentation, and degradation.  
Reasonably foreseeable future projects that could affect biological resources in the cumulative 
effects area characterize overall development trends in the Chuckwalla Valley as well as in the 
larger NECO planning area.  Ongoing development in the area is dominated by renewable 
energy development.  In addition to large-scale land conversion to industrial uses at a project 
site, major renewable projects require extensive access roads and new transmission lines to tie 
into the existing electrical grid system.  Other projects in the cumulative study area include non-
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renewable energy, transmission lines, wind power, and solar power projects as well as commer-
cial and residential developments, reconstruction projects, a pumped storage project, an auto 
racetrack, a landfill, and a communication project (see Tables 3.16-2 and 3.16-3).  In considera-
tion of the existing and future development in the region, the project would contribute to adverse 
cumulative effects on wildlife movement between the Park and Wilderness areas and foraging 
habitat potentially used by wildlife within Joshua Tree National Park and Joshua Tree Wilder-
ness Area. 

The incremental direct and indirect effects to wildlife movement and foraging habitat would be 
reduced with the implementation of the Habitat Compensation Plan and Integrated Weed Man-
agement Plan required in Applicant Measures BIO-1 and BIO-2 and Mitigation Measures VEG-6 
and VEG-7.  These measures would ensure that habitat loss of these areas is adequately compen-
sated for and equivalent habitat would be protected offsite.  However, even with the implementa-
tion of mitigation, cumulative effects to wildlife would be adverse because of the rapid and 
large-scale development in the region, particularly related to utility scale renewable energy 
projects. 

Dark Skies 

Direct Effects 

Of particular concern is the DHSP’s potential effect on the Dark Sky resource that Joshua Tree 
National Park is known for throughout the National Park System.  It is estimated that only 
approximately 10 percent of the population of the United States is able to see the night sky in its 
natural, unpolluted state.  Joshua Tree National Park is noted for initiating partnerships with sur-
rounding communities in an effort to limit light from spilling over park boundaries.  To serve 
this increasing public interest, Joshua Tree National Park offers a variety of Night Sky programs.  
In the immediate project region, Dark Sky visitors access the east end of the Pinto Basin at the 
access gate adjacent to KOP 1 in the Eagle Mountains.  Because any light source in the desert 
contributes to ambient light pollution and all light sources are adversely cumulative in terms of 
the effect on human darkness adaptation and the dwindling availability of Dark Sky observation 
areas, it is essential that substantial steps be taken to insure that additional night sky light pollu-
tion does not occur from implementation of the proposed project.  To accomplish this, effective 
implementation of Mitigation Measure VR-6, which would reduce adverse visual effects associ-
ated with night lighting by requiring strict lighting specifications and controls and operating 
parameters, would be essential. 

Indirect Effects 

There would be no indirect dark sky-related effects associated with the project. 

Cumulative Effects 

As described above for Dark Skies Direct Impacts, as all light sources are adversely cumulative 
in terms of the effect on human darkness adaptation and the availability of Dark Sky observation 
areas, the 11 local foreseeable cumulative energy projects contributes to ambient light pollution 
in a manner similar to the DHSP (though there will be some differences depending on the type of 
project).  To insure that additional night sky light pollution does not occur from implementation 
of the DHSP, implementation of Mitigation Measure VR-6 would be essential. 
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Water 

Direct Effects 

As described in Section 3.20, the proposed DHSP site is located within the Colorado River 
Hydrologic Unit and overlies the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin (CVGB), which has a 
surface recharge area of 940 square miles.  Joshua Tree National Park is also within the Colorado 
River Hydrologic Unit, but overlies the Joshua Tree Groundwater Basin, which has a surface 
recharge area of 53.8 square miles.  As described in Section 4.20, construction water require-
ments of the proposed DHSP are substantially more than operational water requirements; how-
ever, the safe yield estimate for the CVGB presented in Table 3.20-2 (Estimated Budget for the 
Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin) indicates that sufficient water supply is available within 
the CVGB to meet the project’s water requirements.  In addition, the Water Supply Assessment 
(WSA) presented as Appendix E determines that although overdraft conditions should be antici-
pated to occur in the CVGB over the lifetime of the proposed DHSP, such conditions would be 
temporary and would recover.  Furthermore, mitigation identified in Section 4.20 would require 
use of an alternative water source for the project or water conservation measures during proj-
ected overdraft years in the CVGB (Mitigation Measure WAT-2, Alternative Water Source), 
thereby avoiding potential adverse effects associated with local groundwater and water supply 
reliability.  As described in Section 4.20, water use and drainage pattern alterations on the project 
site would be largely site-specific, and would be minimized or avoided through the implementa-
tion of mitigation measures.  Potential drainage pattern alterations or other surface water effects 
on the proposed DHSP site would not affect Joshua Tree National Park.  A detailed discussion of 
the water-related effects that would be associated with the project are presented in Section 4.20, 
Water Resources. 

Indirect Effects 

Groundwater pumping associated with construction of the DHSP could potentially decrease 
outflow from the CVGB to hydrologically connected groundwater basin(s), resulting in decreased 
water availability in the affected basin(s).  Groundwater flow direction is generally from the 
northwest to the southeast, while the Joshua Tree Groundwater Basin is located to the north.  
Therefore, if the project were to result in this type of indirect effect, it would not be likely to 
affect the Joshua Tree Groundwater Basin or the overlying Joshua Tree National Park. 

Cumulative Effects 

An estimated cumulative groundwater budget for the CVGB is presented in Table 4.20-4, and 
indicates that the CVGB could be affected by overdraft conditions between approximately 2014 
and 2025, returning to a positive groundwater balance once water demand associated with cumu-
lative projects is reduced (after 2025).  The WSA also includes consideration of the cumulative 
groundwater budget for the CVGB, and determines that although overdraft conditions could 
develop in the CVGB during implementation of the DHSP and other reasonably foreseeable 
projects in the area, such conditions would be temporary, and the DHSP’s contribution to such 
conditions would be minimized through implementation of mitigation measures.  Potential 
effects of the project to surface water resources would be relatively site-specific and would not 
have the potential to result in cumulative effects on Joshua Tree National Park.  The proposed 
DHSP would not result in cumulative effects that would have the potential to affect surface water 
or groundwater resources in Joshua Tree National Park. 
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Recreation 

Direct Effects 

There would be no direct effects to recreation within the Joshua Tree National Park and Joshua 
Tree Wilderness Area as construction and operation of the project would occur outside of Park or 
Wilderness area boundaries. 

Indirect Effects 

Eliminating recreational use of the DHSP site could result in some minimal increase of recrea-
tional use outside the project boundary.  In addition, the proposed solar facility would result in a 
temporary increase in population due to the influx of construction workers, although use of these 
Joshua Tree National Park or the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area by temporary construction 
workers is not expected to affect recreational use of these areas by the general public, as con-
struction worker use is expected to be minimal. 

Because construction of the project would alter the existing character of the project study area, it 
may result in a substantial adverse effect on the wilderness experience of dispersed and occa-
sional visitors to the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area, located 1.8 miles from the solar facility 
boundary at its nearest point.  Noise effects would not occur due to the distance between the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness Area and the project site.  These issues are addressed in detail in Sec-
tions 4.19 (Visual Resources) and 4.12 (Noise), respectively.  While the construction of the proj-
ect is not expected to reduce visitation to the Wilderness Area, it is expected to substantially 
diminish the wilderness experience in proximal locations within the Coxcomb Mountains 
throughout the duration of construction. 

Additionally, while the visual effects of operation and the long term presence of the project 
would be substantially reduced compared with construction, the effects would be ongoing for 30 
years, permanently diminishing the wilderness experience to dispersed recreational visitors to the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness Area. 

Cumulative Effects 

The project would alter the existing character of the project study area, and it may result in a sub-
stantial adverse effect on the wilderness experience of dispersed and occasional visitors to the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness Area.  Three of the energy projects in Table 4.1-2 are as near or nearer 
to the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area, including the Desert Sunlight Solar Project, Eagle Mountain 
Wind Project Met Towers, and Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project.  These projects would 
result in noise and visual effects on the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area.  While the construction of 
the projects is not expected to reduce visitation to the Wilderness Area, it is expected to substan-
tially diminish the wilderness experience in proximal locations within the Coxcomb Mountains 
throughout the duration of construction, operation, and decommissioning of the cumulative 
projects. 
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Construction Workforce 

Direct Effects 

There would be no direct effects from project construction workers to Joshua Tree National Park 
and Joshua Tree Wilderness resources as construction and operation of the project would occur 
outside of Park or Wilderness area boundaries. 

Indirect Effects 

The NPS has potential concerns that project construction workers might choose to camp within 
Joshua Tree National Park either at NPS-designated campsites or informally and commute daily 
to work at the proposed project site. 

Any effects associated with construction workers for the project would be temporary and indi-
rect.  The majority of the project construction workforce would be Riverside County residents.  
The total project construction workforce is expected to average approximately 130 craft workers 
over the 27-month proposed project construction period, with a peak on-site craft workforce of 
approximately 315 craft workers. 

Research shows that construction workers would commute as much as two hours each direction 
from their communities rather than relocate (BLM and CEC 2009) and the Applicant has indi-
cated that the labor force for the proposed project would be derived from Riverside County to the 
extent possible.  The socioeconomic information and analysis in Sections 3.15 (Social and Eco-
nomic Setting) and 4.15 (Social and Economic Setting) determine that there are more than suffi-
cient unemployed Riverside County residents to meet the project’s construction workers needs.  
Consequently, it is expected that minimal population in-migration would occur as a result of the 
project construction. 

Similarly, it also is unlikely that the construction workforce would require housing in excess of 
the existing supply.  Based on the data and analysis in Section 3.15 (Social and Economic 
Setting) and 4.15 (Social and Economic Setting), any in-migration by the construction workforce 
could be accommodated by the available hotel rooms and housing vacancies in the nearby cities 
of Blythe and Indio, which have approximately 35 lodging facilities with an average of 55 rooms 
per facility. 

Most of the Joshua Tree National Park campgrounds are located in the northwest area of the park 
and are too great a distance for project construction workers to commute from on a daily basis.  
Only the Cottonwood Campground is readily accessible from I-10.  The campground has 62 
individual sites available on a first-come first-served basis year round.  There are also three 
group sites that can be reserved.  There is a 30-day camping limit each year for park visitors (of 
which at most 14 nights total may occur from October through May).  The Cottonwood Camp-
ground would likely be 45 minutes to an hour’s drive from the project site.  The campground has 
basic camping amenities, including water and a dump station for RVs, but no shower facilities or 
utility hook-ups are available.  Consequently, the campground would likely have limited 
attraction as overnight accommodations for project workers. 

Informal camping by construction workers could be an issue in the eastern Joshua Tree National 
Park areas that are closer to the project site and less frequented by other park visitors or park 
rangers.  These areas are remote and do not provide any long-term support facilities or amenities.  
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Informal camping by construction workers might still occur, but would likely be infrequent and 
short in duration, resulting in a minor effect on the NPS camping facilities and natural resources. 

Cumulative Effects 

Depending on their locations, other solar projects near the Joshua Tree National Park may cause 
effects similar to those of the proposed project.  However, the other solar projects are of equal or 
greater distance from Joshua Tree National Park and therefore would be expected to have an 
equal or lesser effect (on a per worker basis) on park resources.  As discussed in Section 4.15 
(Social and Economic Setting), there will be a sufficient number of employable Riverside 
County residents to meet the projects’ cumulative construction workforce needs.  It is therefore 
expected that minimal population in-migration would occur as a result of the construction of the 
currently foreseen solar construction projects in Riverside County.  Furthermore, there are sub-
stantial housing and overnight accommodations available in the region to meet any demand for 
project workers to temporarily relocate closer to their project site.  Consequently, there would be 
a minor cumulative effect on NPS camping facilities and natural resources from construction 
workers. 

Mitigation Measures 

The Record of Decision or Right-of-Way Grant stipulations will recognize an Interagency 
Agreement between the BLM and NPS.  This Interagency Agreement will establish roles and 
responsibilities, and the agencies will work cooperatively with the project owner to develop an 
Environmental and Construction Monitoring and Compliance Program (ECMCP).  The NPS will 
significantly contribute to the development of detailed criteria in the lighting, dust control, and 
noise mitigation and monitoring for the project. 

MM SD-1 The NPS reviews and comments on pre-construction plans.  The NPS shall be 
afforded the opportunity to review and comment on the following pre-
construction plans required for the project prior to approval of the plans by the 
BLM: the Vegetation Resources Management Plan, the Fugitive Dust Control 
Plan, the Integrated Weed Management Plan, Night Lighting Management Plan, 
and the Construction Traffic Control Plan.  Review and comment by the NPS 
must be within time frames specified by the BLM. 

MM SD-2 Project owner enters into a funding agreement.  The project owner shall enter 
into a funding agreement or other financial mechanism, as may be specified in the 
Record of Decision or Right-of-Way Grant, to reimburse the NPS for reasonable 
costs incurred in the monitoring of the following measures (whether project 
owner-proposed or BLM-required) to address temporary indirect impacts on the 
Joshua Tree National Park: 

 Fugitive dust: MM AIR-1, and MM VR-1, concerning the development and 
implementation of a dust control plan that includes the use of dust palliatives 
to ensure compliance with SCAQMD Rule 403; MM AIR-3, requiring control 
of fugitive dust on unpaved roads on the DHSP site; and AM-GEO-2, as it 
relates to the suppression of fugitive dust during construction and operation. 

 Noise: MM NOI-1, limiting construction activity to daytime hours near occu-
pied residences. 
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 Nighttime lighting: MM VR-6, requiring the design and installation of a night 
lighting management plan concerning temporary and permanent exterior 
lighting. 

MM SD-3 The project owner develops a Signage and Guidance Plan.  A Signage and 
Guidance Plan shall be developed for Joshua Tree National Park by the project 
owner and reviewed and approved by both the NPS and the BLM prior to the start 
of construction of the project.  The intent of this plan is to address the potential 
indirect effects on NPS land as a result of the influx of workers associated with 
the mobilization, construction, and demobilization of the project.  The plan shall 
include the following elements: 

 Design and installation of directional and informational signage that identify 
areas of Joshua Tree National Park available for day, overnight, and long-term 
stays; off-limit areas; and pertinent park rules and regulations; 

 Design and installation of strategically placed gates, bollards, or the like, 
inside the boundary of Joshua Tree National Park, where deemed necessary, 
for the purpose of vehicular control on NPS parkland located nearest the proj-
ect boundary; 

 Educational instruction for project construction workers on park rules and reg-
ulations pertinent to Joshua Tree National Park and Joshua Tree Wilderness 
Area.  This instruction shall be integrated into the Worker Environmental 
Awareness Program; 

 Requirements for the retention and/or removal of any items installed as part of 
the plan following completion of construction of the project; and, 

 Funding mechanism for implementing the plan. 
Items installed as part of the plan shall have a nexus to the NPS’s need to address 
the likely impacts associated with above normal numbers of users of Joshua Tree 
National Park facilities during the mobilization, construction, and demobilization 
period of the project. 

4.17.16 Cumulative Effects 

Geographic Scope 

Since the project would impact the Joshua Tree, Chuckwalla Mountains and Palen-McCoy Wil-
derness Areas, the geographic extent of analysis is the area encompassing the northern boundary 
of the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area south to the southern boundary of the Chuckwalla Moun-
tains Wilderness Area.  The eastern and western boundaries would also be determined by the 
Wilderness Area boundaries.  The Alligator Rock ACEC is included in this geographic extent.  
To a lesser extent, Palen-McCoy Wilderness, since it would be within the viewshed of the proj-
ect study area is also considered within this analysis. 
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Table 4.17-1. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Special Designations Northern boundary of the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness 
Area south to the 
southern boundary of the 
Chuckwalla Mountains 
Wilderness Area.  
Eastern and western 
boundaries would also be 
determined by the 
Wilderness Area 
boundaries 

Impacts to lands under special 
designation 

 Interstate 10 
 Devers-Palo Verde No. 1 Transmission 

Line 
 West-wide Section 368 Energy 

Corridors 
 BLM Recreational Opportunities 
 Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line 
 Chuckwalla Valley Raceway 
 Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 
 Silverado Power Solar Project 
 Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission 

Line 
 Desert Southwest Transmission Line 
 Sol Orchard 
 SCE Red Bluff Substation 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

Existing Cumulative Conditions 

The Joshua Tree, Chuckwalla, and Palen-McCoy Wilderness Areas are surrounded by largely 
undeveloped lands.  The Alligator Rock ACEC is also largely undeveloped, though it is nearly 
adjacent to I-10.  Devers–Palo Verde No. 1 transmission line has been built through the Alligator 
Rock ACEC and the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm is under construction north of the proposed 
project site. 

Past, Present and Reasonably Foreseeable Future Projects 

Devers–Palo Verde No. 1 and Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line are existing projects that 
currently passes through the Alligator Rock ACEC and the Desert Sunlight Solar Facility is cur-
rently under construction immediately adjacent to the north of the proposed project site.  The 
Desert Sunlight gen-tie would be constructed along Kaiser Road.  The Chuckwalla Valley 
Raceway is located three miles north of the Alligator Rock ACEC.  DPV2 transmission line is a 
proposed future project that would also pass through the Alligator Rock ACEC.  These projects 
may contribute to the impacts of Alternatives 4, through 7 and C through E to result in cumula-
tive impacts to the ACEC, the Chuckwalla Desert DWMA, and the Palen-Ford WHMA.  The 
temporary impacts from the proposed project or Alternatives 5, 5, and C through E in conjunc-
tion with the future Devers–Palo Verde No. 2 and Desert Sunlight projects could cause cumula-
tive impacts to the viewshed of the Chuckwalla Wilderness Areas and the Alligator Rock ACEC 
by adding a second transmission line adjacent to the existing line.  No other known projects have 
been proposed within the Alligator Rock ACEC, Joshua Tree, Chuckwalla Mountains or Palen-
McCoy Wilderness Areas. 

Similar to the effects described in Section 4.17.15 above, other projects, such as the Silverado 
Power Solar Project, in close proximity to the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area and Chuckwalla 
Mountains Wilderness Area may cause similar impacts compared to the proposed project. 
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Because construction and project development would not occur under the No Action and No 
Project Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A), these alternatives would not contribute to cum-
ulative effects.  Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative effects, as the cumulative 
scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alterna-
tive B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional work 
required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

4.17.17 CEQA Considerations 

Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines does not provide significance criteria for special des-
ignations, except those stated for agriculture and forestry resources (addressed under Section 
4.11, Lands and Realty).  No significance determination has been made. 
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4.18 TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC ACCESS 

This section describes effects on transportation and public access that would be caused by imple-
mentation of the proposed project. The following discussion identifies and analyzes environmen-
tal impacts, and describes measures to reduce or avoid adverse impacts anticipated from project 
construction and operation. In addition, existing laws and regulations relevant to transportation 
and circulation are described. In some cases, compliance with these existing laws and regulations 
would serve to reduce or avoid certain impacts that might otherwise occur with the implementa-
tion of the project. An analysis of cumulative effects from other past, present and reasonably 
foreseeable projects related to transportation and circulation is also included in Section 4.18.15. 

4.18.1 Methodology for Analysis 

Baseline conditions for the effects analysis presented in this section were established in Section 
3.18.  To evaluate effects related to transportation and public access within the project study 
area, a quantitative traffic study was completed for the project by Hernandez, Kroone and 
Associates (HKA 2011), using methods based on the Highway Capacity Manual. The traffic 
study follows the outline in the Riverside County Transportation Department “Traffic Impact 
Analysis Preparation Guide”, dated April 2008. The traffic study is included in this document as 
Appendix H. 

Effects to the transportation network were identified based on the predicted interaction among 
construction, operation, and decommissioning of the project or an alternative and the baseline 
environmental setting described in Section 3.18. Generally there are two times when the existing 
traffic volume is highest: between 6:00 AM and 9:00 AM and between 4:00 PM and 6:00 PM on 
a normal week day. The impacts of the traffic are studied for the peak one hour period during 
each of those two periods. The analysis presented below estimates the project trips of concern for 
both the AM and PM Peak Periods. 

Traffic operations were quantified through the determination of Level of Service (LOS), which is 
a qualitative measure of traffic operating conditions, whereby a letter grade "A" through "F" is 
assigned to an intersection or roadway segment, representing progressively worsening traffic 
operations. Levels of Service were calculated for the study intersections using methods docu-
mented in the Transportation Research Board (TRB) Publication Highway Capacity Manual, 
Fourth Edition, 2000 (HCM 2000).  A LOS of A means that the intersection has little delay. A 
LOS of F means the intersection has delays of over a minute for signalized intersections. 

In the County of Riverside, Circulation Element Policy C2.1 states the County should maintain a 
countywide target level of service (LOS) of LOS “C” along all County maintained roads and 
conventional state highways. As such, if the LOS decreases to below an LOS of C with the addi-
tion of the traffic generated by the proposed project (project traffic), it is considered to have an 
impact and mitigation may be required. Intersections under joint jurisdiction with Caltrans may 
operate at an LOS of E. 

Because no traffic would be generated as a result of any of the two No Project Alternatives 
(Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 as described in Section 2), the quantitative traffic analysis 
described in this section is only relevant to the Action Alternatives (Alternatives 4 through 6 as 
described in Section 2). 
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Transportation and public access effects were considered for the project’s potential to: exceed 
Level of Service (LOS) standards along roadway segments or intersections; conflict with air 
travel, restrict or disrupt rail service, restrict or disrupt access to the proposed project site or 
nearby land uses (including movement of emergency vehicles), restrict or disrupt public trans-
portation, result in substantial damage to area roadways, or conflict with applicable plans. 

The County of Riverside General Plan and the County of Riverside Congestion Management Plan 
were reviewed to evaluate the potential for project traffic to conflict with applicable plans, ordi-
nances, policies, and congestion management programs presented therein. 

4.18.2 Applicant Measures 

The following Applicant Measures (AMs) have been incorporated as design features of the pro-
posed project (and all action alternatives) and shall be implemented to reduce adverse impacts 
associated with the project.  In some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or expand on AM 
reporting requirements, timing of implementation, or other details where appropriate.  Where 
there is a conflict between provisions of the mitigation measures imposed and the following 
AMs, the mitigation measures take precedence. 

AM TR-1 Construction Traffic Control Plan.  The project Applicant will prepare a Con-
struction Traffic Control Plan in conjunction with Riverside County or Caltrans in 
accordance with Caltrans Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices and the 
California Joint Utility Traffic Control Manual (2010). 

AM TR-2 Document road conditions.  The project Applicant will document road 
conditions at the beginning and end of project construction and decommissioning 
and contribute fair share cost for pavement maintenance and other needed repairs. 

AM TR-3 Share project information with airport owners.  The project Applicant will 
share project information with the airport owners if a transmission line alternative 
that runs near the former Desert Center Airport’s runway is selected to assure that 
no special precautions are needed. 

AM TR-4 Coordinate with DoD.  The BLM will coordinate with the Department of 
Defense R 2508 Complex Sustainability Office, Region IX, based in San Diego, 
California, and with local regional military installations regarding low-level flight 
operations relative to the project to assure that no special precautions are needed. 

4.18.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) would not be approved 
by the BLM, and BLM would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project 
would be constructed on the project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent 
with the existing land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing con-
dition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground dis-
turbance.  As a result, impacts would not occur. 
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4.18.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment. As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site, and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan. No impacts 
from the DHSP would occur. 

4.18.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 

4.18.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

The projected future traffic volume in the area provides context against which to measure the 
impact of project-generated traffic. As discussed in Appendix H several growth measurements 
were analyzed to determine which one provided the best method to estimate future traffic in the 
project area and a three percent annual growth rate was determined to be appropriate for use in 
the traffic analysis. 

Project trips represent the volume of traffic that would be added to the road system by implemen-
tation of the proposed project. Project trips include employees commuting to and from the pro-
posed project site, construction equipment trips, and deliveries of materials to the proposed proj-
ect site. 

The number of project trips would be the same or similar regardless of which action alternative is 
chosen. Therefore, the project trips were not estimated separately for each alternative and the 
traffic analysis was performed using a single dataset. 

The only project trips relevant to the quantitative traffic analysis are those that occur during the 
AM and PM peak traffic hours. Because traffic volume would likely be greatest during these 
hours, analyzing these periods provides a conservative assessment of overall traffic impacts. The 
AM peak traffic hour occurs during the period from 6:00 AM to 9:00 AM and the PM peak 
traffic hour occurs during the period from 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM (HKA 2011). Traffic impacts are 
studied for the peak one hour period during each of those two periods. 

Construction 

Construction would occur over a period of 24 months. The project is expected to require a maxi-
mum on-site workforce of 250 individuals at any one time, with an anticipated average work-
force of 100 individuals. Because the typical work day would consist of one shift between the 
hours of 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM, not all of the construction worker trips would be expected to 
occur during the Peak Periods identified above. Truck trips for delivering equipment and 
materials would be brought to the site before the maximum on-site workforce. On average, about 
20 large vehicles would deliver equipment and materials per day, with most of these truck trips 
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moving outside of peak periods (HKA 2011). Table 4.18-1 presents the number of daily and 
peak hour worker commute trips and truck trips expected to be generated by the maximum work-
force during project construction. 

Table 4.18-1. Construction Trip Generation 

 Daily Trips 
(PCEs*) 

AM Peak Period  PM Peak Period 
Component IN OUT  IN OUT 
Solar Project 426 125 —  — 125 
Guards 20 — 5  — — 
Personnel Subtotal 446 125 5  0 125 
Deliveries and Equipment Varies 18 15  — — 
Total — 143 20  — 125 
* Project truck trips were converted to passenger car equivalents (PCEs) by using a factor of 3 (i.e. the total number of trucks expected to 

access the site during the AM peak hour is 6 in and 5 out). 
Source: Appendix H (HKA 2011) 

Direct Effects 

Measures of Effectiveness for Performance of Circulation System (LOS) 

Construction of the proposed project would generate additional traffic on regional and local road-
ways. Construction worker commute trips and equipment and materials deliveries would increase 
existing traffic volumes in the project area. 

As described in Section 4.18.1 Riverside County Circulation Element Policy C2.1 states that the 
County must maintain a target LOS “C” along County maintained roads and conventional state 
highways. As such, impacts to roadways would occur when the addition of project traffic causes 
roadway operations to degrade from an acceptable level (LOS C or better) to an unacceptable 
level (LOS D or worse). Intersections under joint jurisdiction with Caltrans may operate at an 
LOS of E. 

As shown below in Table 4.18-2, the addition of project construction related traffic to the 
regional roadway network is expected to increase the delay at all intersections by less than one 
second and the LOS of these intersections would remain within the County target of LOS “C” or 
better. Drivers along these roadways would not be expected to experience substantial noticeable 
delays with the addition of project-related construction traffic.   

Table 4.18-2. LOS Summary for Project Construction 

  Without Project  With Project 
Intersection Control Delay (sec) LOS  Delay (sec) LOS 
AM Peak Period       
SR-177 / I-10 EB EB off ramp stops 9.1 A  10.0 B 
SR-177 / I-10 WB WB off ramp stops 9.1 A  9.9 A 
SR-177 / Kaiser Road SB Kaiser Road stops 8.5 A  8.6 A 
PM Peak Period      
SR-177 / I-10 EB EB off ramp stops 9.3 A  9.8 A 
SR-177 / I-10 WB WB off ramp stops 9.7 A  10.1 B 
SR-177 / Kaiser Road SB Kaiser Road stops 8.8 A  9.6 A 
EB – eastbound 
WB – westbound 
Source: Appendix H (HKA 2011) 
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As discussed in Section 4.20, MM WAT-2 could require the project owner to transport water 
needed for construction of Alternative 4 by truck depending on overdraft conditions in the 
Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin. If required, it is estimated that this would result in 50 
truck trips per day in addition to the trucks presented in Table 4.18-1.  The potential for these 
water truck trips to result in adverse effects to the LOS of existing roadways and intersections 
would be reduced through implementation of mitigation measure TRAN-1 presented under the 
“Mitigation Measures” subheading and summarized below. 

 MM TRAN-1 (Alternative Water Source) would reduce impacts to LOS by requiring water 
trucks to arrive and depart the site outside of the AM and PM peak hours. 

Air Traffic Obstruction and Safety 

According to Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 77, Section 77.23 (a)(2), objects greater than 
200 feet tall from the ground surface, or 200 feet above the elevation of the airport (whichever is 
higher), that are within three nautical miles (3.45 linear miles) of an airport could be considered 
an obstruction to aviation activities. 

The proposed project would overlap a low-level military flight path. The project owner would 
coordinate with the Department of Defense R-2508 Complex Sustainability Office, Region IX, 
based in San Diego, California, as well as with local regional military installations to ensure that 
no impacts or conflicts occur during construction (AM-TRANS-4). The proposed project would 
be sufficiently distant (5 miles) from the former Desert Center Airport that no effects would 
occur. Construction of the proposed project would not substantially increase traffic at regional 
airports as most trips to the site would take place in cars or trucks. The proposed project would 
be located within 4 miles of the Eagle Mountain landing strip. The landing strip is located at an 
elevation that is at least 200 feet higher than the proposed project site and the tallest structures at 
the proposed project site would be the 34.5-kV collector poles, estimated at 52 feet above 
finished grade.  Construction of Alternative 4 would not result in placement of objects greater 
than 200 feet tall from the ground surface, or 200 feet above the elevation of the airport 
(whichever is higher), that are within three nautical miles (3.45 linear miles). 

Roadway Damage and Hazards 

Project-generated traffic, especially heavy truck traffic, would accelerate the rate of deterioration 
of public roads traveled.  The contribution of the proposed project to road deterioration would be 
negligible on I-10 because project-generated traffic would be a small portion of total traffic.  
However, effects on local roads could be more pronounced.  Effects would be reduced with 
implementation of MM TRAN-2, which would require the project owner to restore roads to pre-
construction conditions. 

Most of the land surrounding the proposed project site is unimproved with the exception of 
Kaiser Road. The entrance to the proposed project site would be graded to dimensions to accom-
modate construction trucks; therefore, no adverse effects are expected to occur as a result of a 
street design feature.  An emergency gate would be located in the southeast corner, with access 
to Beekley Road (north of Rice Road, west of Carr Road).  Because this road would only be used 
during emergencies, no adverse effects are expected to occur due to use of this road. 
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Emergency Access 

With the addition of project construction traffic, all intersections and roadways segments 
analyzed would operate at LOS A. At LOS A, traffic can move freely. Therefore, construction 
traffic would not result in adverse effects to access to the proposed project site (including move-
ment of emergency vehicles) or nearby land uses.  An emergency gate would be located in the 
southeast corner, with access to Beekley Road (north of Rice Road, west of Carr Road). 

Conflict with Applicable Congestion Management Program or other Plans and Policies 

The Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) is a multi-modal, long-range planning document pre-
pared by the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), in coordination with fed-
eral, state, and other regional, subregional, and local agencies in southern California. The RTP 
includes programs and policies for congestion management, transit, bicycles and pedestrians, 
roadways, freight, and finances. The Riverside County Congestion Management Program (CMP) 
was established to more directly link land use, transportation, and air quality and to prompt rea-
sonable growth management programs that would more effectively utilize new and existing 
transportation funds, alleviate traffic congestion and related impacts, and improve air quality. 
The proposed project involves construction of a renewable energy generation facility that would 
not involve construction of new transportation facilities or substantial alteration of existing trans-
portation facilities (other than installation of an access driveway on Kaiser Road). There are no 
pedestrian or public transit facilities in the vicinity of the proposed project. As discussed above, 
project construction traffic would not reduce the LOS of area facilities below LOS C.  Therefore 
the project would not conflict with the applicable RTA or CMP. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to transportation and public access for construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operational Trips 

Operation of the project would require a staff of up to 8 permanent employees. No replace-
ment/rotations of plant personnel are projected during this period.  If the need for such a rotation 
arises, necessary arrangements would be coordinated with the owner on a case-by-case basis.  
The operational trip generation numbers conservatively assume up to 10 O&M staff per shift and 
up to two shifts per day.  Operation of the project would also require up to 5 security personnel 
(conservatively estimated) and 5 deliveries per day. Given an O&M staff of 8 per shift, it is 
anticipated 1 round trip by each will be made to the proposed project site. Table 4.18-3 shows an 
anticipated schedule of the trips to and from the site each day during project operation. 

Table 4.18-3. Operational Trip Generation 

 Daily  
Round Trips 

AM Peak Period  PM Peak Period 
Component IN OUT  IN OUT 
O&M Staff  20 — 10  10 — 
Guards 10 — 5  5 — 
Deliveries and Equipment 5 1 1  1 1 
Total 35 1 16  16 1 
Source: Appendix H (HKA 2011) 
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Direct Effects 

Measures of Effectiveness for Performance of Circulation System (LOS) 

Traffic related to operation of the project would generate a total of 17 trips during each the AM 
and PM peak hours. An increase of 17 trips during the peak hour would not impact area intersec-
tions or roadways. The existing intersections and roadways have sufficient capacity to absorb 
these 17 trips without a decrease in LOS or operation (as verified by the analysis of construction 
effects which shows the existing system is able to absorb over 125 AM Peak hour trips and PM 
peak hour trips). There is no concern for impacts to the study roads or intersection and no need 
for mitigation due to the operation and maintenance project trips for the project. 

Air Traffic Obstruction and Safety 

Because operation and maintenance of the project would not result in placement of objects 
greater than 200 feet tall from the ground surface, or 200 feet above the elevation of the airport 
(whichever is higher) within three nautical miles (3.45 linear miles) of an airport, direct effects 
of operating and maintaining Alternative 4 on air traffic would be identical to as those described 
for construction. 

Roadway Damage and Hazards 

Because operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 would result in substantially fewer vehicle 
trips than construction, direct effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 4 on roadway 
damage would be substantially less than those described for construction. 

Emergency Access 

Because operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 would result in the addition of substantially 
fewer vehicle trips to area roadways, direct effects of operating and maintaining Alternative 4 on 
emergency access would be substantially less than those described for construction. 

Conflict with Applicable Congestion Management Program or other Plans and Policies 

As described for construction of Alternative 4, there are no direct effects related to conflicts with 
applicable plans and policies that would occur as a result of operating and maintaining Alterna-
tive 4. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to transportation and public access for construction. 

Decommissioning 

The proposed methods of decommissioning of the solar facility are summarized in Chapter 2.  
The expected operational lifetime of the project is 30 years; however, the actual life of the proj-
ect could be longer or shorter.  When permanent closure is appropriate, a decommissioning plan 
will be prepared and submitted to the BLM for review and approval.  Decommissioning of the 
project would occur in compliance with the decommissioning plan. Decommissioning of the 
project may range from temporary “mothballing” to complete removal of equipment and restora-
tion of the land to BLM approved specifications (enXco 2011). For the purposes of this analysis 
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of effects on transportation and public access, it is assumed that decommissioning would require 
a similar number of vehicle trips as construction of Alternative 4. 

Direct Effects 

Measures of Effectiveness for Performance of Circulation System (LOS) 

The number of vehicle trips associated with decommissioning would be similar to those required 
for construction. As shown below in Table 4.18-2, the addition of project construction related 
traffic to the regional roadway network is expected to increase the delay at all intersections by 
less than one second but would not reduce the existing LOS to an unacceptable level. Drivers 
along these roadways would not be expected to experience substantial noticeable delays with the 
addition of project-related construction traffic. Therefore direct effects of Alternative 4 on the 
performance of the circulation system would be similar to those described for construction. 

While truck traffic associated with decommissioning would be expected to be similar to that 
described for construction, it is difficult to determine the impacts of project decommissioning 
due to uncertainties of traffic conditions in the future. If the existing traffic is worse at the time 
of decommissioning than the current existing conditions, mitigation measures similar to MM 
TRAN-1 would be implemented during decommissioning, as part of the decommission plan to 
be developed and approved by the BLM. 

Air Traffic Obstruction and Safety 

Decommissioning of Alternative 4 would result in removal of all onsite structures. Therefore, 
direct effects of this alternative would have no effect on air traffic. 

Roadway Damage and Hazards 

Because the number of vehicle trips associated with decommissioning of the project would be 
similar to those associated with construction, direct effects of decommissioning of Alternative 4 
on roadway damage and hazards would be identical to those described for construction of Alter-
native 4. 

Emergency Access 

Because the number of vehicle trips associated with decommissioning of the project would be 
similar to those associated with construction of Alternative 4, direct effects of decommissioning 
of Alternative 4 on emergency access would be identical to those described for construction of 
Alternative 4. 

Conflict with Applicable Congestion Management Program or other Plans and Policies 

Because the number of vehicle trips associated with decommissioning of the project would be 
similar to those associated with construction of Alternative 4, as described for construction of 
Alternative 4, there would be no direct effects related to conflicts with applicable plans and poli-
cies that would occur as a result of decommissioning of Alternative 4. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to transportation and public access for construction. 
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Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measure is required to reduce effects related to transportation and 
public access. 

MM TRAN-1 Limit Water Truck Deliveries.  All water truck deliveries are prohibited from 
arriving or departing the project during the AM Peak Period (6:00 AM to 9:00 
AM) and PM Peak Period (4:00 PM to 6:00 PM). 

MM TRAN-2 Restore Local Roads.  The project owner shall document road conditions of 
Kaiser Road and any other local construction access roads prior to and at the end 
of project construction and decommissioning, and restore the roads to pre-
construction (and pre-decommissioning) conditions in consultation with Riverside 
County and BLM.  Should the project owner wish to engage in a cost sharing 
arrangement with other local project developers for restoring local roads, the 
burden of proof shall rest with the project owner to demonstrate that the roads will 
be restored to pre-construction (and pre-decommissioning) conditions, and any 
cost sharing arrangement requires Riverside County and BLM approval. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No unavoidable adverse effects to transportation and public access would result from implemen-
tation of Alternative 4. 

4.18.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Alternative 5 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 5, except 
that it would exclude the portion of the site which is within the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Man-
agement Area (WHMA), as shown on Figure 2-9, in Appendix A. 

Construction 

Although Alternative 5 covers a slightly smaller area than Alternative 4, the estimated number of 
construction-related truck trips would be the same for Alternative 5 as for Alternative 4.  The 
direct and indirect effects of Alternative 5’s construction will be the same as those described for 
Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 5 would be nearly identical to that of Alternative 4, 
and effects would be consistent with those listed for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of Alternative 5 would be nearly identical to that of Alternative 4, and effects 
would be consistent with those listed for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative 5 as apply to Alternative 4. 
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Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No unavoidable adverse effects to transportation and public access would result from implemen-
tation of Alternative 5. 

4.18.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 6 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 4 except 
that it would exclude the 155-acre southern parcel of the project and a small portion of the 
northern parcel that contains a sensitive plant species, as shown on Figure 2-10, in Appendix A. 

Construction 

Although Alternative 6 covers a slightly smaller area than Alternative 4, the estimated number of 
construction-related truck trips would be the nearly identical for Alternative 6 as for Alternative 
4. The direct and indirect effects of Alternative 6’s construction will be the same as those 
described for Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 6 would be nearly identical to that of Alternative 4, 
and effects would be consistent with those listed for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 6 would be nearly identical to that of Alternative 4, 
and effects would be consistent with those listed for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative 6 as apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No unavoidable adverse effects to transportation and public access would result from implemen-
tation of Alternative 6. 

4.18.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6.  Alterna-
tive 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 150 MW nominal 
capacity project.  Project details are the same as for Alternative 4, with the only exception being 
the overall height of the panels for Alternative 7.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-
axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet.   

Construction 

Although Alternative 7 covers a slightly smaller area than Alternative 4 and requires single-axis 
tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet, the estimated number of construction-
related truck trips would be the nearly identical for Alternative 7 as for Alternative 4. The direct 
and indirect effects of Alternative 7 construction will be the same as those described for 
Alternative 4. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 7 would be nearly identical to that of Alternative 4, 
and effects would be consistent with those listed for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 7 would be nearly identical to that of Alternative 4, 
and effects would be consistent with those listed for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

The same mitigation measures would apply to Alternative 7 as apply to Alternative 4. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No unavoidable adverse effects to transportation and public access would result from implemen-
tation of Alternative 7. 

4.18.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed and no plan amendment would be 
issued.  If this No Action Alternative were selected, the construction and effects of the gen-tie 
line would not occur, and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing 
land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended. 

Because there would be no amendment to the CDCA Plan and no gen-tie line approved for the 
site under this alternative, it is expected that proposed tower locations and pull sites would con-
tinue to remain in their existing conditions, with no new structures constructed or operated on 
and no ground disturbance.  As a result, effects caused to transportation and public access related 
to the gen-tie would not occur. 

4.18.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Alternative B would share transmission infrastructure with the approved Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm (DSSF) project; however, the baseline for environmental effects is the existing condition of 
the site in September 2011.  At this time, construction of the DSSF transmission infrastructure 
had not yet commenced, so analysis of Alternative B must include all construction effects of this 
shared infrastructure. 

Construction 

Construction of Alternative B within the 12.1-mile by 160-foot-wide transmission corridor, plus 
additional fan-shaped areas at corners, would result in the permanent disturbance of 92 acres 
along the route, as described in Section 2.8 (Alternative B). 

Over a 12-month construction period, the gen-tie workforce will average 30 employees and no 
more than 65 employees at any one point.  A total of approximately 240 material deliveries are 
expected during the construction period for the gen-tie line. 
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Direct Effects 

Measures of Effectiveness for Performance of Circulation System (LOS) 

Construction of Alternative B would generate additional traffic on regional and local roadways. 
Construction worker commute trips and equipment and materials deliveries would increase exist-
ing traffic volumes in the project area. 

As described in Section 4.18.1 Riverside County Circulation Element Policy C2.1 states that the 
County must maintain a target LOS “C” along County maintained roads and conventional state 
highways. As such, impacts to roadways would occur when the addition of project traffic causes 
roadway operations to degrade from an acceptable level (LOS C or better) to an unacceptable 
level (LOS D or worse). Intersections under joint jurisdiction with Caltrans may operate at an 
LOS of E. 

The addition of gen-tie line construction related traffic to the regional roadway network is 
expected to increase the delay at all intersections; however, even if all construction workers 
commuted during peak hours, this increase of an average of 30 trips would be less than the 
increase of Alternative 4 which resulted in a delay of less than one second. The existing LOS of 
these intersections is not expected to change and the construction effects of Alternative B would 
be a temporary effect. Drivers along these roadways would not be expected to experience sub-
stantial noticeable delays with the addition of Alternative B construction traffic. 

Air Traffic Obstruction and Safety 

Alternative B would overlap a low-level military flight path. The project owner would coordinate 
with the Department of Defense R-2508 Complex Sustainability Office, Region IX, based in San 
Diego, California, as well as with local regional military installations to ensure that no effects or 
conflicts occur during construction (AM-TRANS-4). Alternative B would be 2.25 miles from the 
former Desert Center Airport and within 4 miles of the Eagle Mountain landing strip. Because 
the landing strip is located at an elevation that is at least 200 feet higher than Alternative B and 
the tallest structures along the gen-tie line would be the 135-foot transmission poles, construction 
of Alternative B would not result in placement of objects greater than 200 feet tall from the 
ground surface, or 200 feet above the elevation of the airport (whichever is higher), that are 
within three nautical miles (3.45 linear miles). Construction of the Alternative B would not sub-
stantially increase traffic at regional airports as most trips to the site would take place in cars or 
trucks. 

Roadway Damage and Hazards 

Project-generated traffic, especially heavy truck traffic, would accelerate the rate of deterioration 
of public roads traveled. The contribution of Alternative B to road deterioration would be 
negligible on I-10 because construction-generated traffic would be a small portion of total traffic. 
However, effects on local roads could be more pronounced. Effects would be reduced with 
implementation of MM TRAN-2, which requires restoration of roads. 

Emergency Access 

With the addition of project construction traffic, all intersections and roadways segments 
analyzed would operate at LOS A. At LOS A, traffic can move freely. Therefore, construction 
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traffic would not result in adverse effects to access to the proposed project site (including move-
ment of emergency vehicles) or nearby land uses. 

Conflict with Applicable Congestion Management Program or other Plans and Policies 

The Regional Transportation Plan is described in Section 4.18.6 for Alternative 4. Alternative B 
involves construction of a gen-tie line that would not involve construction of new transportation 
facilities or substantial alteration of existing transportation facilities (other than installation of 
access spur roads to the transmission towers along Kaiser Road). There are no pedestrian or pub-
lic transit facilities in the vicinity of Alternative B. As discussed above, project construction 
traffic would not reduce the LOS of area facilities below LOS E. Therefore Alternative B would 
not conflict with the applicable RTA or CMP. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to transportation and public access for construction. 

Operation and Maintenance 

The DHSP operations and maintenance personnel would perform periodic maintenance of Alter-
native B, and no additional personnel would be required.  Therefore no increase of trips would 
occur above those expected for Alternative B There is no concern for effects to the study roads 
or intersection, roadway damage and hazards, or emergency access and no need for mitigation 
due to the operation and maintenance project trips for the project. 

Direct Effects 

Air Traffic Obstruction and Safety 

Because operation and maintenance of Alternative B would not result in placement of objects 
greater than 200 feet tall from the ground surface, or 200 feet above the elevation of the airport 
(whichever is higher) within three nautical miles (3.45 linear miles) of an airport, direct effects 
of operating and maintaining Alternative B on air traffic would be identical to as those described 
for construction. 

Conflict with Applicable Congestion Management Program or other Plans and Policies 

As described for construction of Alternative B, there are no direct effects related to conflicts with 
applicable plans and policies that would occur as a result of operating and maintaining Alterna-
tive B. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to transportation and public access for construction. 

Decommissioning 

For the purposes of this analysis of effects on transportation and public access, it is assumed that 
decommissioning would require a similar number of vehicle trips as construction of Alternative B. 
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Direct Effects 

Measures of Effectiveness for Performance of Circulation System (LOS) 

The number of vehicle trips associated with decommissioning would be similar to those required 
for construction. The addition of project construction related traffic to the regional roadway 
network is expected to increase the delay at all intersections by less than one second but would 
not change the existing LOS of these intersections. As such drivers along these roadways would 
not be expected to experience substantial noticeable delays with the addition of project-related 
construction traffic. Therefore direct effects of Alternative B on the performance of the circula-
tion system would be similar to those described for construction. 

Air Traffic Obstruction and Safety 

Decommissioning of Alternative B would result in removal of all transmission structures. There-
fore, direct effects of this alternative would have no effect on air traffic. 

Roadway Damage and Hazards 

Because the number of vehicle trips associated with decommissioning of the project would be 
similar to those associated with construction, direct effects of decommissioning of Alternative B 
on roadway damage and hazards would be identical to those described for construction of Alter-
native B. 

Emergency Access 

Because the number of vehicle trips associated with decommissioning of the project would be 
similar to those associated with construction of Alternative B, direct effects of decommissioning 
of Alternative B on emergency access would be identical to those described for construction of 
Alternative B. 

Conflict with Applicable Congestion Management Program or other Plans and Policies 

Because the number of vehicle trips associated with decommissioning of the project would be 
similar to those associated with construction of Alternative B, as described for construction of 
Alternative B, there would be no direct effects related to conflicts with applicable plans and poli-
cies that would occur as a result of decommissioning of Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

There are no indirect effects related to transportation and public access for construction. 

Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative B would not 
result in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to transportation and public access such that 
mitigation measures are required.  No mitigation measures are proposed. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No unavoidable adverse effects to transportation and public access would result from implemen-
tation of Alternative B. 
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4.18.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Alternative C would parallel the approved DSSF gen-tie line, and would be located on separate 
towers within the same, or a slightly larger, ROW, see Figure 2-14, Appendix A.  Construction 
of Alternative C within the 12.1-mile by 160-foot-wide transmission corridor, plus additional 
fan-shaped areas at corners, would result in the permanent disturbance of 92 acres along the 
route, as described in Section 2.9 (Alternative C). 

Construction 

Alternative C would occur adjacent to Alternative B. The estimated number of construction-
related truck trips would be the same for Alternative C as for Alternative B. The direct and indi-
rect effects of Alternative C’s construction will be the same as those described for Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative C would be nearly identical to that of Alternative B, 
and effects would be consistent with those listed for Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of Alternative C would be nearly identical to that of Alternative B, and effects 
would be consistent with those listed for Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative C would not 
result in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to transportation and public access such that 
mitigation measures are required.  No mitigation measures are proposed. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No unavoidable adverse effects to transportation and public access would result from implemen-
tation of Alternative C. 

4.18.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Alternative D would parallel the approved Desert Sunlight gen-tie line for approximately 2,400 
feet along the east side of Kaiser Road until intersecting with the existing SCE transmission line 
ROW.  Alternative D would turn southeast and run parallel to the existing transmission ROW for 
7.2 miles, then turn south for 0.6 miles, continuing due west for 0.5 miles until it turns south 
across I-10 and continues to the Red Bluff Substation, see Figure 2-15, in Appendix A. 

Construction 

The estimated number of construction-related truck trips would be the same for Alternative D as 
for Alternative B. The direct and indirect effects of Alternative D’s construction will be the same 
as those described for Alternative B for effects to performance of the circulation system, road-
way damage and hazards, emergency access, and conflicts with applicable congestion manage-
ment programs or other plans and policies. 
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Air Traffic Obstruction and Safety 

Alternative D would be located 2,800 feet south of the former Desert Center Airport, which is 
now a private special-use airport with no FAA-approved instrument approach procedure. Alter-
native D would be located at an elevation estimated to be 40 feet higher than the airport, 590 feet 
and 550 feet, respectively. The largest structure along the gen-tie line would be the proposed 
135-foot tall transmission towers. Construction of the Alternative D would not result in 
placement of objects greater than 200 feet tall from the ground surface, or 200 feet above the ele-
vation of the airport (whichever is higher), that are within three nautical miles (3.45 linear miles). 
However, at this location, the towers would be located below the 20:1 obstacle clearance surface 
that would typically be associated with a public use airport operated under visual flight rules 
(VFR). Form 7460-1, Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration, must be filed with the FAA 
if an object to be constructed has the potential to affect navigable airspace according to these 
standards. It is not mandatory that a Form 7460-1 be filed with the FAA because the airport is 
privately-owned and privately-used and there is no FAA-approved instrument approach proce-
dure. However, it would be prudent to coordinate with the FAA. Coordination with the airport 
owners (AM-TR-3) would occur prior to construction. No substantially adverse effects would 
occur. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative D would be nearly identical to that of Alternative B, 
and effects would be consistent with those listed for Alternative B, except for air traffic 
obstruction and safety. Direct effects of operating and maintaining Alternative D on air traffic 
would be identical to as those described for construction. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of Alternative D would be nearly identical to that of Alternative B, and effects 
would be consistent with those listed for Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative D would not 
result in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to transportation and public access such that 
mitigation measures are required.  No mitigation measures are proposed. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No unavoidable adverse effects to transportation and public access would result from implemen-
tation of Alternative D. 

4.18.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Alternative E would exit the south end of the solar facility site at a point 0.8 miles from its southeast 
corner.  It would travel southeast for 1.8 miles across properties owned in fee by MWD then turn 
east for 0.5 miles, then run southeast for 3.6 miles, then due south for 3.8 miles then turn west for 
1.75 miles to reach the Red Bluff Substation, see Figure 2-16, in Appendix A. 
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Construction 

The estimated number of construction-related truck trips would be the same for Alternative D as 
for Alternative B. The direct and indirect effects of Alternative D’s construction will be the same 
as those described for Alternative B for effects to performance of the circulation system, road-
way damage and hazards, emergency access, and conflicts with applicable congestion manage-
ment programs or other plans and policies. 

Air Traffic Obstruction and Safety 

Alternative E would be located one mile north of the former Desert Center Airport at the same 
estimated elevation. The largest structure along the gen-tie line would be the proposed 135-foot 
tall transmission towers. Construction of the Alternative E would not result in placement of 
objects greater than 200 feet tall from the ground surface, or 200 feet above the elevation of the 
airport, that are within three nautical miles (3.45 linear miles) nor would the towers be located 
below the 20:1 obstacle clearance surface that would typically be associated with a public use 
airport operated under visual flight rules (VFR). No substantially adverse effects would occur. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative E would be nearly identical to that of Alternative B, 
and effects would be consistent with those listed for Alternative B, except for air traffic 
obstruction and safety. Direct effects of operating and maintaining Alternative E on air traffic 
would be identical to as those described for construction. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of Alternative E would be nearly identical to that of Alternative B, and effects 
would be consistent with those listed for Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative E would not 
result in substantial adverse direct or indirect effects to transportation and public access such that 
mitigation measures are required.  No mitigation measures are proposed. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No unavoidable adverse effects to transportation and public access would result from implemen-
tation of Alternative E. 

4.18.15 Cumulative Effects 

Cumulative effects on transportation and public access resulting from the project or an alterna-
tive would have the potential to occur if vehicle traffic from other projects traveled the same 
roadways at the same time as traffic from the DHSP. Construction-related traffic effects would 
mostly result from increased construction (and decommissioning) traffic on the regional road-
ways. Operation and maintenance of the proposed project or its alternatives would have minimal 
transportation or traffic associated with it other than for maintenance activities and solar facility 
operation. Therefore, the only opportunity for cumulatively significant transportation and/or 
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traffic effects to occur would be during the two-year construction phase of the project and the 
decommissioning phase. 

Geographic Scope 

The geographic extent of this cumulative analysis includes the regional roadway network consid-
ered for analysis of project effects.  Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 respectively provide a comprehensive 
listing of all existing and foreseeable projects that could contribute to a cumulative effect on the 
environment.  Traffic from existing projects is included in the baseline and therefore is already 
included in the analysis of project effects discussed above.  Therefore, the cumulative analysis 
focuses on the potential for effects of the proposed project or its alternatives to combine with 
impacts of reasonably foreseeable projects. Of the reasonably foreseeable projects identified in 
Table 4.1-2, effects of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project have the most potential to combine 
with effects of the DHSP due to the proximity of that project to the proposed project and because 
the construction schedules for each project are expected to overlap.  The other projects listed in 
Table 4.1-2 that would combine with the DHSP are the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project, 
Palen Solar Energy Project, SCE Red Bluff Substation, Desert Center 50, Sol Orchard, Eagle 
Mountain Landfill Project, and Silverado Solar Power Project.  Table 4.18-4 presents these 
projects.  

Table 4.18-4. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Transportation and 
Public Access 

The regional roadway 
network considered for 
analysis of project-impacts 

Performance of Circulation 
System (LOS) 

• Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage 
Project 

• Palen Solar Energy Project 
• Desert Sunlight Project 
• SCE Red Bluff Substation 
• Desert Center 50 
• Sol Orchard 
• Eagle Mountain Landfill Project 
• Silverado Power I, II, III 

The temporal extent of this cumulative analysis would be the two-year construction phase of the 
project and the decommissioning phase. 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A.  Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A would not have any project-level effects 
and would not contribute to cumulative adverse effects. 

Alternative 4. 

Measures of Effectiveness for Performance of Circulation System (LOS) 

A cumulative LOS analysis was prepared specifically for the proposed project plus the Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm Project because of the proximity of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 
to the proposed project and because the construction schedules for each project are expected to 
overlap.  The purpose of the cumulative LOS analysis was to identify the effect that concurrent 
construction of the two projects would have on the study area roadway segments and intersec-
tions.  Table 4.18-5 summarizes the trip generation for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project.  
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These trips would be expected to combine with the trips generated by the proposed project 
(summarized in Table 4.18-1).  

Table 4.18-5. Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Construction Trip Generation 

 Daily  
Trips 

AM Peak Period  PM Peak Period 
Component IN OUT  IN OUT 
Solar Farm & Transmission Line 204 88 2  — 10 
Red Bluff Substation 108 46 —  — 8 
Visitors 10 — —  — — 
Personnel Subtotal 322 134 2  — 18 
Deliveries, Concrete, Equipment — 18 15  — — 
Total 322 152 17  — 18 
Source: Appendix H (HKA 2011) 

As shown below in Table 4.18-6, the addition of traffic from the proposed project and the Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm Project to the regional roadway network is expected to increase the delay at 
all intersections by one second or less.  The LOS of two intersections would be reduced from 
LOS A to LOS B during the AM Peak Period and the LOS of one intersection during the PM 
Peak Period would be reduced from LOS A to LOS B.  Riverside County and Caltrans consider 
LOS B to be acceptable.  Consequently, drivers along these roadways would not be expected to 
experience substantial noticeable delays with the addition of project-related construction traffic.  
Therefore, the proposed project or an alternative would not contribute to adverse cumulative 
effects associated with effectiveness for performance of circulation system. 

Table 4.18-6. LOS Summary for Cumulative Conditions 

  Without Project*  With Project 
Intersection Control Delay (sec) LOS  Delay (sec) LOS 
AM Peak Period       
SR-177 / I-10 EB EB off ramp stops 9.4 A  10.6 B 
SR-177 / I-10 WB WB off ramp stops 9.4 A  10.5 B 
SR-177 / Kaiser Road SB Kaiser Road stops 8.6 A  8.7 A 
PM Peak Period       
SR-177 / I-10 EB EB off ramp stops 9.3 A  9.9 A 
SR-177 / I-10 WB WB off ramp stops 9.7 A  10.1 B 
SR-177 / Kaiser Road SB Kaiser Road stops 8.8 A  9.6 A 
* The background traffic counted at the site was increased by 3% to project the background traffic expected during the construction period. To 

conservatively account for the construction traffic generated by the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, half of its projected traffic for the solar 
farm construction, the transmission line and Red Bluff Substation construction trips are included. The highest months of construction traffic 
for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project were anticipated to be the 5th and 6th month of construction prior to the beginning of the DHSP 
construction. 

Source: Appendix H (HKA 2011) 

Air Traffic Obstruction and Safety 

There are many low-level military flight paths in the area.  The implementation of foreseeable 
projects could present additional obstacles for low-level flight, limiting the military’s ability to 
conduct these operations and resulting in a cumulatively considerable impact to air travel.  How-
ever, there are few airports in the area and few if any projects would be in proximity to them.  
Similar to the proposed project, conflicts between cumulative projects and air traffic would be 
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expected to be resolved between the affected airport and the proponent of the specific project; 
therefore, no cumulative effects would result. 

Roadway Damage and Hazards 

Impacts of the proposed project related to roadway deterioration would be reduced with imple-
mentation of MM TRAN-2, which requires restoration of local roads.  Cumulative projects 
would be expected to be required to implement similar measures. Consequently, any damage to 
roadways would be expected to be repaired by project proponents (or funds contributed by 
project proponents) and adverse cumulative effects would not occur. 

Emergency Access 

With the addition of the proposed project and cumulative traffic, all intersections and roadways 
segments analyzed would operate at LOS B. At LOS A, traffic can move freely.  Therefore, con-
struction traffic would not impact access to the proposed project site (including movement of 
emergency vehicles) or nearby land uses. 

Conflict with Applicable Congestion Management Program or other Plans and Policies 

As discussed above, the combined effects of traffic from the proposed project and cumulative 
projects would not reduce the LOS of area facilities below LOS D or LOS E.  Therefore adverse 
cumulative effects related to conflicts with the applicable RTA or CMP would not occur. 

Alternatives 5, 6, and 7.  In light of their similarities, the transportation and public access 
cumulative effects for Alternatives 5 through 7 would be essentially the same as described for 
Alternative 4 and cumulative effects would not be substantially adverse. 

Alternative B.  Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative traffic effects, as the cumula-
tive scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alter-
native B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional work 
required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie.  No cumula-
tive effects would occur due to air traffic obstruction and safety, emergency access, or conflicts 
with applicable congestion management programs. 

Alternatives C, D, and E.  The transportation and public access cumulative effects for Alterna-
tives C, D, and E would be similar to Alternative B. However, Alternatives C, D, and E would 
require construction of new gen-tie line towers and therefore would require use of additional 
construction traffic trips.  Even with the addition of up to 30 traffic trips, cumulative impacts 
would not be substantially adverse because the LOS of the roads would not reduce the LOS of 
area facilities below LOS D or LOS E.  No cumulative effects would occur related to emergency 
access or conflicts with applicable congestion management programs.  Effects of Alternative C, 
D, and E to roadway damage would be reduced with implementation of MM TRAN-2 as with 
Alternative 4.  Effects of Alternative C to air traffic obstruction would be reduced with 
implementation of AM TR-3. 

4.18.16 CEQA Considerations 

This section is included in this EIS for future use by CEQA Lead and Responsible agencies, and 
is not required under NEPA. 
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CEQA Significance Criteria 

The significance criteria listed below are from the Environmental Checklist Form in Appendix G 
of the CEQA Guidelines.  These criteria are used to determine whether the project or alternative 
would result in significant impacts to transportation and public access under CEQA.  The project 
and alternatives would result in a significant impact to transportation and public access if one of 
the following criteria is met. 

TR-1 Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of effec-
tiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes 
of transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and relevant compo-
nents of the circulation system, including but not limited to intersections, streets, 
highways and freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit. 

TR-2 Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including, but not 
limited to level of service standards and travel demand measures, or other standards 
established by the county congestion management agency for designated roads or 
highways. 

TR-3 Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels 
or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks. 

TR-4 Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous 
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment). 

TR-5 Result in inadequate emergency access. 

TR-6 Conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or 
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such 
facilities. 

For the proposed project and alternatives, the following CEQA criteria were determined to be 
inapplicable or to result in no impact under all alternatives.  The determination regarding these 
significance criteria is discussed below, and these criteria are not discussed further in this 
section. 

 Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature: 

The proposed project and alternatives would not include a design feature or incompatible uses 
that would result in an increase in hazards; therefore, there would be no impact. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A would not have any impacts related to transportation and public 
access.  Under these alternatives the DHSP would not be approved and would not be constructed.  
Traffic would remain in its existing state. 

Alternative 4.  The proposed solar layout would develop 1,208 acres of BLM-administered 
multiple use land for solar energy production and would result in approximately 570 daily trips 
with 114 trips into the solar facility and 20 trips out of the solar facility during the AM Peak 
Period and 95 trips out of the solar facility during the PM Peak Period. The addition of Alterna-
tive 4 construction related traffic to the regional roadway network is expected to increase the 
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delay at all intersections by less than one second but would not change the existing LOS of these 
intersections, which are operating at LOS A, as noted in Section 4.18.3. Riverside County and 
Caltrans consider LOS A to be acceptable. Therefore, Alternative 4 would not impact plan, ordi-
nance or policies establishing measures of effectiveness for the performance of the circulation 
system (TR-1) nor conflict with an applicable congestion management program (TR-2). 

Alternative 4 would be located over 2 miles from the nearest airport and landing strip as noted in 
Section 4.18.3. Therefore, Alternative 4 would not result in a change in air traffic patterns, 
including either an increase in traffic levels or a change in location that results in substantial 
safety risks (TR-4). 

Alternative 4 would not result in inadequate emergency access because the regional roadways 
would continue to operate at an acceptable LOS A (TR-5). 

Alternative 4 would not conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs regarding public 
transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such 
facilities (TR-6), see Section 4.18.3. 

Alternative 5.  Impacts from Alternative 5 would be the same as those under Alternative 4. 

Alternative 6.  Impacts from Alternative 6 would be the same as those under Alternative 4. 

Alternative 7.  Impacts from Alternative 7 would be the same as those under Alternative 4. 

Alternative B.  Alternative B would develop a gen-tie line and would result in approximately 30 
daily construction trips.  The addition of Alternative B construction related traffic to the regional 
roadway network is expected to increase the delay at all intersections by less than one second but 
would not change the existing LOS of these intersections, which are operating at LOS A, as 
noted in Section 4.18.11.  Riverside County and Caltrans consider LOS A to be acceptable.  
Therefore, Alternative B would not impact plan, ordinance or policies establishing measures of 
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system (TR-1) nor conflict with an applic-
able congestion management program (TR-2). 

Alternative B would be located over 2 miles from the nearest airport and landing strip as noted in 
Section 4.18.11.  Therefore, Alternative B would not result in a change in air traffic patterns, 
including either an increase in traffic levels or a change in location that results in substantial 
safety risks (TR-4). 

Alternative B would not result in inadequate emergency access because the regional roadways 
would continue to operate at an acceptable LOS A (TR-5). 

Alternative B would not conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs regarding public 
transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such 
facilities (TR-6), see Section 4.18.11. 

Alternative C.  Impacts for Significance Criteria TR-1 through TR-6 would be essentially the 
same for Alternative C as for Alternative B as discussed in Section 4.18.12. 

Alternative D.  Impacts for Significance Criteria TR-1, TR-2, TR-5, and TR-6 would be 
essentially the same for Alternative D as for Alternative B as discussed in Section 4.18.13. 
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Alternative D would be located 2,800 feet south of the former Desert Center Airport.  The largest 
structure along the gen-tie line would be the proposed 135-foot tall transmission towers.  As 
noted in Section 4.18.13, Form 7460-1, Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration, must be 
filed with the FAA if an object to be constructed has the potential to affect navigable airspace 
according to FAA standards.  It is not mandatory that a Form 7460-1 be filed because the airport 
is privately-owned and privately-used and there is no FAA-approved instrument approach proce-
dure.  Coordination with the airport owners (AM-TR-3) would occur prior to construction would 
ensure that no changes in air traffic patterns occurred and all impacts to navigable airspace were 
less than significant (TR-3). 

Alternative E.  Impacts for Significance Criteria TR-1 through TR-6 would be essentially the 
same for Alternative E as for Alternative B as discussed in Section 4.18.15. 
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4.19 VISUAL RESOURCES 

This section discusses effects on visual resources that would occur with implementation of the 
Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP), including cumulative effects, and mitigation measures to 
avoid or reduce visual effects.  Overall, the DHSP would result in the long-term visual alteration 
of landscapes and viewsheds from BLM-administered lands, other public lands, and private 
lands. 

An assessment was made of the landscape changes that would be associated with the construc-
tion and operation of the proposed project and alternatives as seen from various vantage points 
including vista viewpoints.  A scenic vista is a distant view of a broad area that is visually or 
aesthetically pleasing, typically because of the mostly undeveloped landscape being viewed.  
Although there are no federal, state, or locally designated scenic vistas, general scenic vistas 
across the landscape are still available.  Most scenic vistas involving the DHSP are from view-
points along Interstate (I-) 10, along State Route (SR-) 177 in Desert Center and Lake Tamarisk, 
and from surrounding ridgelines in Joshua Tree Wilderness, though these locations are more 
difficult to access. 

4.19.1 Methodology for Analysis 

An adverse visual effect typically occurs within public view when: (1) an action perceptibly changes 
existing features of the physical environment so that they no longer appear to be characteristic of 
the subject locality or region; (2) an action introduces new features to the physical environment 
that are perceptibly uncharacteristic of the region and/or locale; or (3) visually prominent natural 
or cultural features of the landscape become less visible (e.g., partially or totally blocked from 
view) or are removed.  Changes that seem uncharacteristic are those that appear out of place, 
discordant, or distracting.  The degree of the visual effect depends upon how noticeable the 
adverse change may be.  The noticeability of a visual effect is a function of project features, 
context, and viewing conditions (angle of view, distance, primary viewing directions, and dura-
tion of view). 

The factors considered in determining adverse effects on visual resources included: (1) scenic 
quality of the DHSP site and vicinity; (2) available visual access and visibility, frequency, and 
duration that the landscape is viewed; (3) viewing conditions (distance, angle of observation, rel-
ative size or scale, spatial relationships, motion, light conditions, seasonable variability and use, 
atmospheric conditions, and recovery time) and the degree to which the DHSP components 
would dominate the view of the observer; (4) resulting contrast (form, line, color, and texture) of 
the project facilities or activities with existing landscape characteristics; (5) the extent to which 
DHSP features or activities would block views of higher value landscape features; and (6) the 
level of public interest in the existing landscape characteristics and concern over potential 
changes.  Digital techniques were used to produce simulations of the DHSP as it would appear 
with implementation as seen from several Key Observation Points (KOPs).  The proposed proj-
ect and alternatives simulations assisted in the on-site assessment of the contrast of the action 
alternatives with existing landscape elements. 

Effects on visual resources within the project study area (northern Chuckwalla Valley and sur-
rounding ridgelines) could result from various activities including: facility construction, estab-
lishment of construction staging areas and access roads, and project operation or presence of the 
built facilities.  The impact methodology and results of the impact assessment are discussed 
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below.  The impact methodology is described in greater detail in Appendix G-1 and the results of 
the impact assessment are summarized and presented as a series of foldout tables in Appen-
dix G-2.  Appendix G-4 presents the Visual Resource Management (VRM) Contrast Rating 
forms for each KOP. 

BLM VRM Contrast Analysis Methodology 

Under the BLM’s Visual Contrast Rating (VCR) System, the proposed project and alternatives 
are analyzed for their effects on visual resources using an assessment of the visual contrast 
within the landscape created by components of the DHSP.  Impacts to the inventoried visual 
resource values and conformance with Interim VRM Class Objectives are evaluated through a 
contrast rating process described below, and in greater detail in Appendix G-1.  The degree to 
which the proposed project and alternatives adversely affect the visual quality of a landscape is 
directly related to the amount of visual contrast between the action alternative and the existing 
landscape character. 

Visual Contrast Ratings were conducted using the BLM’s VRM System manuals (BLM 1986b, 
1984).  The Visual Contrast Rating Forms are provided in Appendix G-4.  Under the VRM Sys-
tem, the degree to which a project or activity affects the visual quality of a landscape depends on 
the visual contrast created between the project components and the major features, or 
predominant qualities, in the existing landscape.  Visual contrast evaluates a project’s consis-
tency with the visual elements of form, line color, and texture already established in the 
viewshed.  In a sense, visual contrast indirectly indicates a particular landscape’s ability to 
absorb a project’s components and location without resulting in an uncharacteristic appearance.  
Other elements that are considered in evaluating visual contrast include the degree of natural 
screening by vegetation and landforms; placement of structures relative to existing vegetation, 
landforms and other structures; observer’s angle of view relative to the Proposed Action; dis-
tance from the point of observation; viewing duration/spatial relationships; atmospheric condi-
tions; season of use; lighting conditions; and relative size or scale of a project.  Once the degree 
of anticipated contrast is determined (ranging from none to strong), a conclusion on the overall 
level of change is made (ranging from very low to high) and compared to the applicable VRM Class 
objective for a determination of conformance with the Interim VRM Class objectives. 

For DHSP, the assigned Interim VRM Class is VRM Class IV.  The management objective for 
VRM Class IV is as follows. 

VRM Class IV.  The objective is to provide for management activities that require 
major modification of the landscape character.  The level of change to the char-
acteristic landscape can be high.  Management activities may dominate the view 
and be the major focus of viewer attention.  However, every attempt should be 
made to minimize the impact of these activities through careful location, minimal 
disturbance, and repetition of the basic landscape elements. 

According to BLM policy (BLM Manual H-8410-1; BLM 1986a) Interim Visual Resource Man-
agement (VRM) classes are established where a project is proposed and there are no approved 
VRM objectives in the applicable land use plan, as is the case for the DHSP project site which is 
governed by the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan.  These interim classes 
must 1) consider the area’s visual values as summarized in the latest visual resource inventory 
results and 2) be consistent with the multiple-use objectives and use allocations set forth in the 
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plan which covers the DHSP site.  While a comprehensive plan amendment is underway (Desert 
Renewable Energy Conservation Plan) which will establish long-term VRM classifications for 
the entire CDCA Plan area, the CDCA Plan currently does not have established VRM objectives.  
Therefore, until this landscape-level plan amendment is completed the BLM is establishing 
interim VRM classes consistent with H-8410-1 for project-level actions within the CDCA plan-
ning area, such as the DHSP. 

An analysis of scenic quality, viewer sensitivity and distance zones in the most recent Visual 
Resource Inventory (VRI) for the project study area concluded that the inventory class is VRI II 
(see Section 3.19.1 and Appendix G-1 for additional discussion of VRI).  The CDCA Plan 
allocation for the project study area is Multiple Use Class (MUC) M, which allows for solar elec-
tric facilities.  Specific projects must be evaluated through a plan amendment to ensure consis-
tency with all goals and objectives for this class.  The conformity of the DHSP with the CDCA 
Plan’s Energy Production and Utility Corridors Element Decision Criteria is shown in Table 
3.22-2. 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-5 would be implemented to minimize the visual impacts 
of the proposed project or any action alternatives.  However, the level of contrast with the sur-
rounding landscape would still be high when viewed from a variety of vantage points including 
elevated viewpoints in surrounding wilderness areas and along I-10.  Taking the inventory class 
into consideration, recent developments that have been undertaken and/or approved in the project 
study area, the employment of mitigation measures, and the DHSP’s consistency with the MUC, 
an Interim VRM Class IV has been established for the DHSP site.  The objective of this class is 
“…to provide for management activities which require major modifications of the existing char-
acter of the landscape.  The level of change to the characteristic landscape can be high.  These 
management activities may dominate the view and be the major focus of viewer attention.  How-
ever, every attempt must be made to minimize the impact of these activities through careful loca-
tion, minimal disturbance, and repeating the basic visual elements.” 

Note that this interim VRM class assignment applies only to this specific project footprint.  Any 
other projects would need to be analyzed and assigned an interim VRM class on a case by case 
basis based on an analysis of their conformance with land use plan objectives.  Also, the BLM 
will require that all relevant and reasonable mitigation measures be employed to reduce project 
contrast to moderate levels (commensurate with Class IV VRM objectives), except for those spe-
cific project components and from those specific KOPs where it can be demonstrated that, even 
with mitigation, the project still has a high degree of contrast. 

In addition to the permanent visual contrast created in the landscape, the proposed project and 
alternatives were analyzed for adverse effects due to lighting and glare, visible dust plumes, as 
well as temporary construction-related disturbances. 

Direct versus Indirect Effects on Visual Resources 

The impact discussions presented later in this section address the direct effects on visual 
resources since visual resources effects tend to almost always be direct.  Two exceptions include 
increased traffic on roadways beyond the immediate DHSP site during construction and 
perceptions of (visible) regional industrialization.  Increased traffic associated with construction 
is addressed under the construction effects heading.  Perceptions of regional industrialization are 
addressed in the cumulative effects section. 
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Combined Effects of Solar Facility and Gen-Tie Alternatives 

As in other sections of Chapter 4 of this EIS, visual effects analysis is conducted separately for 
the solar facility alternatives and the gen-tie line alternatives.  This methodology allows for a 
clean comparison among alternatives, and a clean evaluation of the combination of any solar 
facility action alternative with any gen-tie action alternative.  Therefore, the impact analysis 
below does not present the combined effects of each solar facility action alternative with each 
gen-tie action alternative.  That combination of effects is done in Section 2.14, Summary of 
Comparison of Effects by Alternative.  Nevertheless, for visual resources, it is useful for the 
analyst to prepare simulations that capture both the solar facility alternatives and the gen-tie line 
alternatives.  Therefore, it is noted that for visual resources the combined effects of the gen-tie 
action alternatives with any of the solar facility action alternatives are additive, and they typic-
ally slightly increase the severity of visual effects compared to the effects of the solar facility 
alternatives alone, as the solar facility typically represents the most prominent visual feature of 
the DHSP overall.  In addition, the reader is directed to the simulations prepared for the DHSP 
presented in Appendix A, which simulate the presence of both the solar facility and gen-tie 
alternatives. 

Mitigation Approach 

Mitigation for visual resources effects resulting from energy infrastructure and similar types of 
industrial facilities typically focuses on methods to minimize the visibility of the resulting visual 
change by (1) relocating the change (action) to a less visible location; (2) screening the change 
from view; or (3) blending the change with the background (by selective use of coloration and/or 
screening).  By their very nature, solar facilities and transmission lines tend to be large and 
exposed, and thus, difficult to either hide from view or blend into the background.  Also 
problematic is the construction of permanent access and spur roads and “temporary” cleared 
areas that become persistent in arid and semi-arid landscapes where vegetation recruitment and 
growth are slow.  These features often cause land scarring and unnatural and discordant 
demarcations in the vegetation landscape that increase the visual contrast of a project’s activities.  
In some cases there are techniques that can reduce the prominence of land scarring and changes 
though they may not substantially reduce the adverse effect. 

One technique that can be effective in mitigating the visual impact of large transmission struc-
tures is changing the structure design.  Lattice structure designs tend to blend with background 
landscapes better when viewed from distance because of the “transparency” effect imparted by 
the lattice design.  However, from closer viewing locations, the lattice structure appears very 
complex and industrial.  Tubular steel structures tend to be more visible at distance than lattice 
structures because of the solid mass of the vertical support structure and the absence of the 
transparency effect.  However, when viewed from closer viewing locations, the tubular steel 
structure appears simpler in design and less complex and massive relative to a lattice structure.  
For the DHSP, the proposed and action alternative gen-tie routes would be visible from a variety 
of vantagepoints both close and distant.  So, there is not an ideal structure design, The tubular 
design would be less visually contrasting along roadways and adjacent to residences, and the 
lattice design would be more appropriate for more distant locations in the center of Chuckwalla 
Valley.  However, transitions between different structure designs are inherently very visually 
contrasting.  So, mixing structure types is generally not advisable. 
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Undergrounding transmission lines can also be an effective solution in mitigating aboveground 
visual impacts.  However, the BLM has previously determined during the Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm environmental review process that undergrounding would not be an appropriate mitigation 
approach in this location. 

The following techniques were considered where appropriate for the proposed project and action 
alternatives: 

 Consider alternative low-impact construction techniques to minimize prominent land scarring 
visible to sensitive viewpoints. 

 Require structure, non-specular surface and color treatments to reduce visual contrast associ-
ated with specularity and discordant color and/or glare, and facilitate the blending of the struc-
ture with the surrounding landscape. 

 Require vegetated buffer zones adjacent to major travel corridors to provide partial screening 
of Project facilities. 

 Require revegetation and restoration efforts to mitigate the unnatural demarcation in vegeta-
tion landscapes caused by removal of, or changes in the vegetation within the project area as a 
result of clearing and maintenance. 

 Require strategic planting of revegetation to intersect sightlines and screen structures from 
view to the extent feasible. 

 Require the co-location or consolidation of facilities to minimize the proliferation of built 
facilities and industrial character across the desert landscape. 

 Require strategic siting of structures to reduce in-line views of linear facilities and/or reduce 
the number of structures visible in the primary cone of vision of travelers on major and local 
roadways. 

For each of the visual effects identified, the mitigation approaches discussed above were evalu-
ated for applicability and likelihood of success.  In some cases, the combination of existing land-
scape characteristics and structure prominence and visibility resulted in effects that could not be 
mitigated.  However, where mitigation opportunities were identified, they are discussed. 

4.19.2 Applicant Measures 

 The following Applicant Measures (AMs) have been incorporated as design features of the 
proposed project (and all action alternatives) and shall be implemented to reduce adverse 
impacts associated with the project.  In some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or 
expand on AM reporting requirements, timing of implementation, or other details where 
appropriate.  Where there is a conflict between provisions of the mitigation measures imposed 
and the following AMs, the mitigation measures take precedence.  Equipment other than the 
solar panels will have a non-reflective surface and neutral colors to minimize their visual 
impacts to the extent practical. 

 A paint color acceptable to the BLM will be used on all facilities that can be painted to blend 
the facility with the existing surroundings. 

 Nighttime lighting will be limited to areas required for operation, safety, or security, and will 
be directed or shielded from major roadways or possible outside observers. 
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 Lighting at high illumination areas not required on a continuous basis will be controlled by 
switches, motion detectors, etc to light the areas only when required. 

 Exterior lights will be hooded and lights will be directed onsite so that light or glare will be 
minimized. 

 Low-pressure sodium lamps and fixtures of a non-glare type will be specified. 

4.19.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would not 
amend the CDCA Plan 1980, as amended.  As a result, no solar energy project would be con-
structed on the proposed project site, and the BLM would continue to manage the site consistent 
with the existing land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  Because there would be no amend-
ment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the site under this alternative, it is 
expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing condition, with no new structures 
or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground disturbance.  As a result, no 
adverse visual effects associated with the DHSP would occur. 

4.19.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 

4.19.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 

4.19.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

The proposed solar facility would include the construction and operation of a 150 MW photovol-
taic solar facility on approximately 1,208 acres. 

Construction 

Construction of Alternative 4 would cause temporary visual effects due to the presence of equip-
ment, materials, and workforce.  These effects would occur throughout the development area.  
Construction would involve the use of cranes, heavy construction equipment, temporary storage 
and office facilities, and temporary laydown/staging areas.  Construction would include site 
clearing and grading, construction of the actual facilities, and site cleanup and restoration.  
Visible traffic would also increase along Kaiser Road, SR-177, and I-10.  Grading activities have 
the potential to generate dust clouds, which can be visually distracting if not controlled properly 
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as required in Mitigation Measure VR-1 (see mitigation measures at the end of this sub-section).  
Construction activities would be visible from Kaiser Road, SR-177, I-10 BLM recreational 
access roads, the community of Lake Tamarisk, Desert Lily Sanctuary Area of Critical Environ-
mental Concern (ACEC), portions of Joshua Tree Wilderness in Joshua Tree National Park, and 
the Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness.  Throughout the construction period, the industrial char-
acter of the activities would constitute adverse visual effects when viewed from the project 
vicinity and all of the KOPs.  However, the majority of construction activities and equipment 
brought onto the project site would be temporary in nature, although the vast majority of the area 
disturbed by construction would eventually be occupied by project facilities (see discussion of 
Operation and Maintenance impacts below).  Those areas of temporary disturbance of the soil 
surface (characterized by high color, line, and texture contrasts) associated with construction 
would remain visible from various vantage points for some period after the conclusion of con-
struction activities because revegetation of areas in the desert region where the project is located 
is difficult and generally of limited success.  These longer duration construction-related impacts 
would be addressed by Mitigation Measure VR-2, which requires successful revegetation of tem-
porarily disturbed areas.  It is also anticipated that some construction activity would take place at 
night, which would result in adverse night lighting visual effects.  In order to ensure that substan-
tial adverse construction lighting effects do not occur, Mitigation Measure VR-6 would reduce 
effects associated with night lighting by requiring strict lighting specifications and controls and 
operating parameters. 

In addition to the direct visual resource impacts, the construction of Alternative 4 would also 
result in one indirect visual effect.  Specifically, visual effects related to an increase in traffic on 
roadways beyond the immediate project vicinity during construction.  Although there would be 
an increase in vehicle trips on regional roads associated with construction related vehicles, it is 
not expected that, in the context of existing non-project related traffic, the increased traffic would 
be noticed by the casual observer, and therefore, the resulting visual effect would not be 
substantial. 

Operation and Maintenance 

An analysis of operation and maintenance effects was conducted for the view areas represented 
by KOPs 1 through 4 (Figure 3.19-3), which were selected for in-depth visual analysis.  The 
results of the effect analysis are discussed below by KOP and presented in the Visual Analysis 
Summary Table included as Appendix G-2.  Contrast Rating Data Sheets are provided in Appen-
dix G-4. 

Effects Context for Joshua Tree Wilderness and National Park 

The effects discussed below under KOPs 1 and 2 are representative of the visual effects that 
would be experienced from similar locations, including both lower elevation and elevated 
viewing opportunities, in the surrounding perimeters of Joshua Tree Wilderness and National 
Park.  While much of this area of the national park is more remote, less accessible, and less used 
relative to the more accessible regions of the park to the west and north, the area is still an impor-
tant destination for its geological, backcountry wilderness, and dark sky values.  Yet, with 
increasing distance from the Alternative 4 solar facility site, project effects become less discern-
ible.  The lower elevation viewpoint at KOP 1 illustrates the effect of perspective foreshortening, 
which reduces the apparent size and scale of the project due to a low elevation difference and the 
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narrow angle of view.  At these greater viewing distances, it is at the elevated viewpoints (illus-
trated by KOP 2) where the greater visual effect would occur as the increased elevation causes 
the size and shape of the project area to become increasingly apparent, along with its associated 
form, line, and color visual contrasts. 

As illustrated in the viewshed maps presented as Figures 3.19-1A (solar panels) and 3.19-1B 
(transmission structures), the number of impacted National Park acres within the DHSP 
viewshed totals 37,508 acres, which represents approximately 4.8 percent of the park’s 776,083 
total acres.  Approximately two-thirds of the impacted acres (25,314 acres) would have views of 
the solar facility.  Furthermore, of the 37,508 impacted park acres, only 7,344 acres, or slightly 
less than one percent of the park’s total acreage, would be within the foreground/middleground 
viewing distance zone of five miles or less.  Another 27,821 acres, or approximately 3.6 percent 
of the park’s total acreage, would be in the background distance zone of 5 to 15 miles.  The 
remaining 2,343 impacted park acres (approximately 0.3 percent of the total park acreage) would 
be more than 15 miles from the Alternative 4 site.  While the total number of impacted park 
acres is small relative to the whole, all of the park’s acreage is important from both a public 
visitation and sensitivity standpoint and resource protection standpoint.  Thus, visual effects on 
wilderness and parklands should be avoided or minimized where possible.  Effective implemen-
tation of the mitigation measures presented below will be important. 

Of particular concern is Alternative 4’s potential effect on the Dark Sky resource that Joshua 
Tree National Park is known for throughout the National Park System.  It is estimated that only 
approximately 10 percent of the population of the United States is able to see the night sky in its 
natural, unpolluted state.  Joshua Tree National Park is noted for initiating partnerships with sur-
rounding communities in an effort to limit light from spilling over park boundaries.  To serve 
this increasing public interest, Joshua Tree National Park offers a variety of Night Sky programs.  
In the immediate solar facility region, Dark Sky visitors access the east end of the Pinto Basin at 
the access gate adjacent to KOP 1.  Because any light source in the desert contributes to ambient 
light pollution and all light sources are adversely cumulative in terms of the effect on human 
darkness adaptation and the dwindling availability of Dark Sky observation areas, it is essential 
that substantial steps be taken to ensure that additional night sky light pollution does not occur 
from implementation of Alternative 4.  To accomplish this, effective implementation of Mitiga-
tion Measure VR-6, which would reduce adverse visual effects associated with night lighting by 
requiring strict lighting specifications and controls and operating parameters, would be essential. 

KOP 1 – Joshua Tree Wilderness – Eagle Mountains 

Figure 4.19-1A presents the existing view from KOP 1 in Joshua Tree Wilderness.  The view is 
to the south from a low ridge at the northeast extent of the Eagle Mountains, at the north end of 
Chuckwalla Valley.  The view captures a majority of the northern Chuckwalla Valley back-
dropped by the rugged, horizontal form of the Chuckwalla Mountains and Wilderness.  Figure 
4.19-1B presents a visual simulation that depicts the addition of Alternative 4.  As shown in the 
simulation, the solar facility would appear small in scale relative to the panoramic landscape and 
result in the introduction of barely discernible built structures that, at an approximately eight-
mile viewing distance, would appear as a low, narrow, light gray to tan-colored, horizontal band 
along the valley floor (for the solar farm), and faintly visible, vertical structural forms (for the 
transmission structures).  Although the solar facility would be centrally located in the field of 
view from KOP 1, the solar facility structures would not be perceived as prominent features in 
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the landscape when viewed from these more distant, lower elevation viewpoints within Joshua 
Tree Wilderness (and National Park), as represented by KOP 1.  View impairment of the valley 
floor or other background landforms and natural features would be minimal.  Although the view 
from this and similar distant view locations would be static, offering extended view durations, 
these views also have the potential to be partially obscured by poor atmospheric conditions, such 
as haze. 

The fairly indistinct low, horizontal form and line of Alternative 4 would result in weak degrees 
of structural visual contrast for form, line, color and texture relative to the natural features of the 
existing landscape.  The most notable characteristic of the development would be the color 
contrast resulting from the reflection of light off the solar panel structural supports (from this 
viewing angle, the solar panels would be tilted toward the south, away from this viewpoint) and 
the lighter color of the graded soils.  The resulting overall visual change caused by Alternative 4 
would be low and would not substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the 
landscape as viewed from KOP 1 and other similar more distant, lower elevation vantagepoints 
in Joshua Tree Wilderness and National Park.  Although the resulting visual effect would be 
adverse (see discussion below under Section 4.19.16 CEQA Considerations), the low level of 
change would be allowed under the Interim VRM Class IV management objective.  Furthermore, 
Alternative 4 would retain the existing character of the landscape and would not attract the atten-
tion of the casual observer.  It is anticipated that the apparent color contrast of the facilities and 
graded surfaces can be further reduced through effective implementation of Mitigation Measures 
VR-2 (Revegetation), VR-3 (Project Design to Reduce Visual Contrast), and VR-4 (Surface 
Treatment), as discussed below. 

KOP 2 – Joshua Tree Wilderness – Coxcomb Mountains 

Figure 4.19-2A presents the existing view from KOP 2 in Joshua Tree Wilderness along the 
western flank of the Coxcomb Mountains, northeast of the solar facility site.  The view is to the 
southwest from an elevated vantage point overlooking the predominantly natural appearing 
northern portion of Chuckwalla Valley backdropped by the rugged, horizontal to angular forms 
of the Chuckwalla Mountains and Wilderness (to the south and southwest) and Eagle Mountains 
(to the west).  Figure 4.19-1B presents a visual simulation that depicts the addition of Alterna-
tive 4.  Similar to KOP 1, from this viewing angle, the solar panels would be tilted toward the 
south, away from this viewpoint.  As shown in the simulation, the solar facility would result in 
the introduction of a large-scale complex of built structures and graded surfaces forming a 
spatially and visually prominent series of geometric patterns on the valley floor, that would 
contrast with the predominantly natural appearance of the northern Chuckwalla Valley landscape 
and background mountains. 

The solar facility site would be centrally located within the field of view from this location and 
view impairment of the valley floor would be noticeable.  The view from this and similar loca-
tions within the Wilderness would be static, offering extended view durations.  At this approxi-
mate 4-mile viewing distance, poor atmospheric conditions (haze) would have less of an effect 
on facility visibility than for more distant views represented by KOP 1.  The light-tan color of the 
graded soils would result in a moderate degree of visual contrast relative to the darker earth-tone 
colors of the surrounding landforms.  The relatively prominent, hard lines associated with the 
new vegetation demarcations would result in a moderate degree of visual contrast for line. 
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The prominent geometric patterns of the panel arrays would result in strong form contrast and 
moderate to strong line contrast with the naturally irregular landforms and lines of the existing 
landscape.  The gray color and reflective characteristics of the panel support structures would 
contribute to the moderate color contrast with the existing darker grey-greens, tans and reddish 
hues of the foreground/middleground landscape. 

The solar facility, with its prominent geometric patterns, would not repeat the basic elements of 
the existing natural features in the landscape (rugged and coarse valley floor punctuated with 
irregular distributions of vegetation clumps and individuals, backdropped by the jagged and 
angular Coxcomb and Palen mountains).  As viewed from this elevated location in Joshua Tree 
Wilderness, Alternative 4 would not retain the existing character of the landscape and would 
attract the attention of the casual observer.  However, the resulting moderate-to-high level of 
change would be allowed under the Interim VRM Class IV management objective.  Even though 
the resulting visual effect would be substantial and adverse, it is anticipated that the apparent 
color contrast of the facilities and graded surfaces can be reduced somewhat through effective 
implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-2 (Revegetation), VR-3 (Project Design to Reduce 
Visual Contrast), and VR-4 (Surface Treatment), as discussed below. 

KOP 9 – Joshua Tree Wilderness at the eastern-most extent of the Eagle Mountains – 
Alternatives 4, 5, 6, and 7 

Appendix G5 presents a time-lapse visual simulation that depicts the view of the Desert Harvest 
tracking solar panels throughout a day as the panels articulate from east to west, as viewed from 
KOP 9 in Joshua Tree Wilderness, approximately five mile to the west of the project site.  Also 
shown in the simulation is the substantially larger Desert Sunlight solar project, which is located 
immediately north of the Desert Harvest Project (to the left in the simulation).  This view is to 
the east toward the project site from a portion of Joshua Tree Wilderness at the eastern-most 
extent of the Eagle Mountains.  As shown in the simulation, the Desert Harvest panels track the 
sun throughout the day and there is no noticeable glare or glint off the panels that is visible from 
KOP 9.  During the morning hours, the brighter band of color that creates a “lake effect” and the 
relatively brief episode of reflected sun that does occur (approximately 26 seconds into the 
video) is actually from the adjacent Desert Sunlight fixed tilt solar panels.  Up until just before 
midday, the view from KOP 9 is capturing the backside of the Desert Harvest tracking panels, 
which is why they appear darker relative to the Desert Sunlight solar field.  At approximately 
mid-day, the Desert Harvest panels are in an approximate horizontal position and the sun has 
already reached its position due south (to the right out of the field of view).  In the afternoon and 
evening when the front of the Desert Harvest solar panels would be visible from KOP 9, the 
panels are essentially reflecting the color hues of the background mountains and sky.  What the 
time-lapse simulation shows is that the Desert Harvest tracking panels would exhibit minimal to 
no perceptible glare or glint as viewed from KOP 9.  Although this level of change would be 
allowed under the Interim VRM Class IV management objective, implementation of Mitigation 
Measures VR-2 (Revegetation), VR-3 (Project Design to Reduce Visual Contrast), and VR-4 
(Surface Treatment) would still be required.  This determination is applicable to all of the solar 
field alternatives (4, 5, 6, and 7). 
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KOP 3 – Kaiser Road in the Immediate Project Vicinity 

Figure 4.19-3A presents the existing view to the east from KOP 3 on Kaiser Road in the 
immediate vicinity of Alternative 4.  The view captures a central portion of the northern Chuck-
walla Valley backdropped by the southern extent of the Coxcomb Mountains and the more 
distant Palen Mountains.  Figure 4.19-3B presents a visual simulation that depicts a portion of 
the solar facility.  As shown in the simulation, the solar facility would result in the introduction 
of visually prominent built structures into a foreground/middleground landscape generally 
lacking similar built features of industrial or technological character.  The solar facility would 
appear as prominent horizontal and geometric features with distinct horizontal lines associated 
with specific panel arrays, development units, and vegetative demarcations from graded surfaces.  
The resulting form and line contrast of the solar panels would be moderate-to-strong relative to 
the natural character of the existing landscape with its rugged horizontal to angular forms and 
irregular lines.  The apparent color of the solar panels would vary depending on viewpoint loca-
tion, view orientation, sun angle, time of day, and meteorological conditions.  Apparent color 
could range from bluish and bluish-gray hues (as shown in the simulation), to brighter light 
grays, to medium dark gray, and even black when directly facing a panel array and viewing 
north.  The various colors would result in moderate degrees of visual contrast relative to the 
lighter earthtones and muted greens of the existing landscape.  Similarly, the smooth industrial 
surfaces and textures of the solar arrays would appear out of place in this rugged desert land-
scape with the existing matte to granular textures of rock, soil, and vegetation.  Also, the solar 
arrays would cause partial view blockage of the Chuckwalla Valley floor.  These contrasts would 
substantially degrade the existing visual character and quality of the Alternative 4 site and its 
surrounding landscape. 

The solar facility with its prominent horizontal geometric structural forms and lines and smooth 
industrial surfaces would not repeat the basic elements of the existing natural features in the 
landscape (rugged and coarse valley floor punctuated with irregular distributions of vegetation 
clumps and individuals, backdropped by the jagged and angular Coxcomb and Palen mountains).  
Also, the solar facility would constitute a co-dominant to dominant feature in the landscape, 
depending on proximity to the development area, view orientation, and presence or absence of 
intervening vegetation, thus, attracting the attention of the casual observer.  However, the 
resulting overall moderate-to-high level of change would be allowed under the applicable Interim 
VRM Class IV management objective (see the VRM Contrast Rating form for KOP 3 in Appen-
dix G-4). 

Although the resulting visual effect would be substantial when viewed from KOP 3 and other at-
grade vantage points in relatively close proximity to the Alternative 4 site (see discussion below 
under Section 4.19.16 CEQA Considerations), it is anticipated that the adverse visual effect 
could be reduced with the effective implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-2 (Revegeta-
tion), VR-3 (Project Design to Reduce Visual Contrast), VR-4 (Surface Treatment), and VR-5 
(Vegetative Screening Buffer), as discussed below.  Also, effective implementation of Mitigation 
Measure VR-6 (Night Lighting Control) would be essential to ensure that additional night sky 
light pollution does not occur from implementation of Alternative 4.  Of particular importance is 
Mitigation Measure VR-5, which calls for the maintenance of a minimum 200-foot wide undis-
turbed, naturally vegetated buffer along the Alternative 4 perimeters and nearby roadsides.  The 
purpose of the buffer is to provide vegetative screening of the low-profile panel arrays.  The min-
imum 200-foot width of the buffer is necessary given the scarcity of natural vegetation in this 
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landscape.  Although the buffer may not completely screen the Alternative 4 facilities from view 
(particularly the water tank, O&M facility, substation, and collector poles), the intent is to pro-
vide sufficient screening to enable only intermittent views of the predominant photovoltaic 
arrays, thus reducing the prominence of structural contrast.  At present, the more extended view 
durations of the Alternative 4 site from Kaiser Road can range from approximately 30 seconds to 
approximately 90 seconds.  The vegetative buffer and screening vegetation would break up the 
visual mass of the arrays, reduce the view durations, and limit the visual access to the solar 
facility site, thereby helping to reduce the resulting adverse visual effect. 

Effects Context for Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC 

The effects discussed below under KOP 4 are representative of the visual effects that would be 
experienced from various locations within the southern half of the ACEC, which is an important 
and popular regional destination because of its botanical values.  As illustrated in the viewshed 
maps presented as Figures 3.19-1A (solar panels) and 3.19-1B (transmission structures), the 
number of potentially impacted ACEC acres within the Alternative 4 viewshed (based on terrain-
only modeling) totals 2,049 acres, which represents almost all of the ACEC’s 2,055 total acres.  
Approximately 39 percent of the impacted acres (796 acres) would be within the viewshed of the 
low-profile Alternative 4 solar facility, all within the foreground/middleground distance zone.  
(By comparison, approximately 56 percent of the impacted acres (1,141 acres) would be within 
the viewshed of the high-profile Alternative 7 solar facility, again, all within the foreground/
middleground distance zone.)  Given the ACEC’s importance from both a public visitation and 
sensitivity standpoint,   visual effects on the ACEC should be avoided or minimized where pos-
sible, and effective implementation of the mitigation measures presented below will be impor-
tant.  However, it is important to remember that intervening vegetation, which is not taken into 
consideration in the digital terrain modeling, would substantially limit views of the solar facility 
from the ACEC, particularly for the proposed low-profile facility (as discussed below under 
KOP 4). 

KOP 4 – Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC 

Figure 4.19-4A presents the existing view to the west from KOP 4 in the Desert Lily Sanctuary 
ACEC, just east of SR-177.  The view encompasses a portion of the northern Chuckwalla Valley 
backdropped by the Eagle Mountains.  Figure 4.19-4B presents a visual simulation that 
demonstrates the inability to view the low-profile solar farm and the limited visibility of the 
more distant transmission line.  As shown in the simulation, the Proposed project (indicated by 
the white arrows) would be screened from view by intervening vegetation.  The transmission 
structures (indicated by the black arrows) are only intermittently visible and appear barely dis-
cernible at this viewing distance of approximately 5.5 miles.  As a result, neither the solar farm 
nor the transmission line structures would be perceived as prominent features in the landscape, 
and view impairment of the valley floor or other background landforms would be minimal.  The 
resulting structural form and line contrast would be weak, and there would be no discernible 
color or texture contrast when viewed from the Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC.  Also, as viewed 
from the ACEC, the project would retain the existing character of the landscape and would not 
attract the attention of the casual observer.  The resulting very low level of change would be 
allowed under the Interim VRM Class IV management objective (see the VRM Contrast Rating 
form for KOP 4 in Appendix G-4). 
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This viewpoint analysis is representative of other possible views from the ACEC and illustrates 
the effectiveness of an intervening vegetative buffer (as required by Mitigation Measure VR-5) 
in blocking sightlines to the proposed project site from KOP 4.  Therefore, the ACEC would not 
be adversely affected by Alternative 4, and the resulting visual effect would not be substantial 
(see discussion below under Section 4.19.16 CEQA Considerations).  Although no adverse 
visual effects are expected to occur at the Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC, Mitigation Measures 
VR-2 through VR-6 are still required to further mitigate visual effects at this KOP and to reduce 
the possibility that any unexpected adverse visual effects occur. 

Linear Viewpoint Analysis 

Section 3.19.2 and Figure 3.19-2 present a linear viewpoint analysis of the solar facility site (not 
the gen-tie alternative routes) from the three major roadways in the project area – Kaiser Road, 
SR-177, and I-10.  As noted in that analysis, unlike stationary KOP views, transient views, while 
traveling along roadways, are variable and constantly change depending on viewing angles and 
the presence of intervening screening.  The following paragraphs briefly encapsulate the overall 
impact on views from the three main roadways by direction of travel. 

Northbound Kaiser Road.  There are numerous Alternative 4 site viewing opportunities along 
northbound Kaiser Road; some in close proximity, and some that are more distant; some with 
unobstructed views, and others that are partially or completely obscured by roadside and 
intervening vegetation.  Project facilities that are visible within the primary cone of vision of 
travelers on Kaiser Road would be visible for more extended view durations.  Facilities that are 
visible at right angles to the direction of travel would be visible for briefer durations of view.  
Segments represented by red and orange in Figure 3.19-2 would have the clearest views of the 
solar facility and would experience the greatest visual impact.  KOP 3 is representative of the 
more proximal views in this category but includes only 35 percent of the total viewing oppor-
tunity along northbound Kaiser Road.  The remaining 65 percent of northbound Kaiser Road 
would have limited to no views of the solar facility and would likely not experience substantial 
visual effects.  These less affected road segments are concentrated further south on Kaiser Road 
in the vicinity of Lake Tamarisk. 

Southbound Kaiser Road.  Viewing opportunities along southbound Kaiser Road are limited to 
the road segment immediately adjacent to the Alternative 4 site (90 degree view from the road), 
and extending north approximately 3.2 miles.  Project facilities would be visible for an extended 
duration of view and within the primary cone of vision of travelers on southbound Kaiser Road 
for most of this segment as the road converges on the Alternative 4 site, before turning to pass 
immediately west of the site.  Facilities that are visible at right angles to the direction of travel 
would be visible for a shorter duration of view.  Views from all of the southbound segment 
would be minimally screened (represented by the orange color in Figure 3.19-2) and, for the 
most part, would have unobstructed views of the solar facility.  Therefore, southbound travelers 
on Kaiser Road approaching from the north would experience a substantial visual impact. 

Northbound SR-177.  There are numerous opportunities to view the solar site along the first 5.7 
miles of northbound SR-177 north of Desert Center (see Figure 3.19-2).  However, only the 
southernmost 1.8 miles of SR-177, closest to Desert Center, would have unobstructed views of 
the site (represented in red in Figure 3.19-2).  This segment would experience substantial visual 
impact.  The more northerly 3.9 miles of SR-177, in closer proximity to the Alternative 4 site, 
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would have limited to no views of the solar facility (shown in yellow and green in Figure 3.19-2) 
due to intervening vegetation and structures and would likely not experience substantial visual 
effects.  Similarly, the Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC, adjacent and at the northern range of views 
along SR-177, is also exposed to limited Alternative 4 site viewing opportunities due to 
screening by intervening vegetation.  Thus, KOP 4 is also somewhat representative of views 
along SR-177 in terms of the limited viewing opportunity. 

Southbound SR-177.  Viewing opportunities along southbound SR-177 are limited to 3.2 miles 
of road segments with minimal to no site viewing opportunities due to the presence of consider-
able vegetative screening.  Therefore, southbound travelers on SR-177 would not experience a 
substantial visual impact from the solar facility. 

Eastbound I-10.  There is considerable viewing opportunity from eastbound I-10 when 
approaching the vicinity of Desert Center from the west.  Of the 9.5 miles of potential solar 
facility views, 8.5 miles (or 89 percent) have relatively unobstructed views of the solar facility 
site and would experience substantial visual impact from the solar facility in spite of a greater 
viewing distance ranging from approximately 5.5 to 11.5 miles.  KOP 8A is representative of the 
solar facility views in this category even though the viewpoint is located on the westbound side 
of I-10. 

Westbound I-10.  There is also considerable viewing opportunity along westbound I-10 when 
approaching the vicinity of Desert Center from the east.  Of the 9.3 miles of potential solar 
facility views, approximately 7.2 miles (or 77 percent) have unobstructed views of the solar 
facility site and would experience substantial visual impact from the solar facility in spite of a 
viewing distance ranging from approximately 5.5 to 11 miles.  KOP 8A on westbound I-10 is 
representative of the solar facility views in this category. 

Decommissioning 

After the end of the solar facility’s useful life, it would require decommissioning with the intent 
of returning the Alternative 4 area to pre-project conditions.  However, as of the date of this 
visual analysis, no Decommissioning Plan has been prepared.  Short-term, deconstruction activi-
ties would result in visual impacts similar to construction with the visible intrusion of equipment, 
materials, deconstruction activities, and increased road traffic.  Longer-term, even the complete 
removal of the facility would leave a very prominent visual effect over the entire site due to the 
strong color and line contrast created between graded, disturbed soil areas and undisturbed soil 
and vegetated areas absent such unnatural lines of demarcation and color contrasts.  In addition, 
revegetation in this desert region is difficult and generally of limited success.  Therefore, visual 
recovery from land disturbance associated with closure and decommissioning activities would 
likely occur only over a very long period of time.  Mitigation Measure VR-2 requires the project 
owner to achieve site restoration to the extent feasible, pursuant to a Decommissioning Plan 
approved by the BLM. 

Mitigation Measures 

The following mitigation measure shall be implemented to reduce effects related to Construction 
Impacts. 

MM VR-1 Reduce Construction Related Impacts.  The project owner shall minimize con-
struction related impacts as described below. 
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• Minimize Vegetation Removal.  Only the minimum amount of vegetation nec-
essary for the construction of structures and facilities shall be removed.  
Topsoil located in areas containing sensitive habitat, to the extent such areas 
are not already avoided, shall be conserved during excavation and reused as 
cover on disturbed areas to facilitate re-growth of vegetation. 

• Reduce Land Scarring and Vegetation Clearance associated with gen-tie Con-
struction.  Vegetation within the gen-tie ROW and ground clearing at the foot 
of each tower and between towers shall be limited to the clearing necessary to 
comply with electrical safety and fire clearance requirements. 

• Reduce Color Contrast of Land Scars and Graveled Surfaces.  Where con-
struction would unavoidably create land scars visible from sensitive public 
viewing locations, disturbed soils shall be treated with an appropriate material 
(Eonite, Permeon, or similar).  The material shall be approved by the BLM 
and the intent shall be to reduce the visual contrast created by the lighter-
colored disturbed soils with the darker vegetated surroundings.  The project 
owner shall consult with the BLM and/or their authorized representative on a 
site-by-site basis and obtain written approval prior to the use of any colorants. 

• Reduce In-Line Views of Land Scars that would result from construction of 
gen-tie access roads.  Access or spur roads shall be constructed at appropriate 
angles from the originating, primary travel facilities to minimize extended, in-
line views of newly graded terrain.  All proposed new access roads shall be 
evaluated for their visibility from sensitive viewing locations prior to final 
design.  Prior to final design, the project owner shall consult with the BLM 
and a Designated Biologist to identify the following. 

o The access roads or portions of roads that would be highly visible from sen-
sitive viewing areas. 

o Approximate location and length of alternative access road routes that 
would replace proposed roads.  Define habitat affected and steepness of 
terrain for consideration of habitat and erosion impacts.  The biologist and 
visual resources specialist shall evaluate whether the overall impacts of the 
alternate access road are less than that of the original access road design. 

o Areas where “drive and crush” access is a feasible measure to avoid access 
road scars (i.e., no grading or vegetation removal is required).  If this means 
of access is to be used, the project owner shall define frequency of driving 
and vehicle types such that a biologist confirms that vegetation would be 
likely to recover. 

o The project owner shall submit a map and/or table to the BLM for review 
and approval at least 60 days before the start of construction to document 
the roads, or portions of roads, that have been evaluated for reduction of in-
line views or scars and the proposed resolution for each access road.  
Resolution options include retaining proposed roads due to greater impacts 
from alternative routes, use “drive and crush” access, or develop alternate 
access road routes. 
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• Prohibit Construction Marking of Natural Features.  No paint or permanent 
discoloring agents shall be applied to rocks or vegetation to indicate survey or 
construction activity limits. 

• Fugitive Dust, Waste, and Trash Control.  To minimize fugitive dust on the 
proposed project site, a dust control plan shall be developed which will place 
limits on the speed of travel for construction vehicles and will apply dust 
palliatives to the site, as described in AM-AIR-1 and AM-AIR-6 and in com-
pliance with SCAQMD Rule 403.  Furthermore, during construction, all trash 
and food-related waste shall be placed in self-closing containers and removed 
weekly as needed from the site 

The following mitigation measure shall be implemented to reduce effects related to Grading and 
Surface Disturbance Impacts. 

MM VR-2 Revegetation.  The project owner shall minimize the amount of ground surface to 
be disturbed and shall revegetate disturbed soil areas as described below. 

• Limit Disturbance Areas.  The boundaries of all areas to be disturbed (includ-
ing staging areas, access roads, and sites for temporary placement of spoils) 
shall be delineated with stakes and flagging before construction in consulta-
tion with the Designated Biologist and BLM’s visual specialist.  Parking areas 
and staging and disposal site locations shall be similarly located in areas 
approved by the Designated Biologist and BLM’s visual specialist.  All distur-
bances by project vehicles and equipment shall be confined to the staked and 
flagged areas. 

• Minimize Road Impacts.  New and existing roads that are planned for con-
struction, widening, or other improvements shall not extend beyond the staked 
and flagged limits as described above.  All vehicles passing or turning around 
shall do so within the limits or in previously disturbed areas.  Where new 
access is required outside of existing roads or the construction zone, the route 
shall be clearly marked (i.e., staked and flagged) before the start of construc-
tion in consultation with the Designated Biologist and the BLM’s visual 
specialist. 

• Revegetation of Temporarily Disturbed Areas.  The project owner shall pre-
pare and implement a Revegetation Plan (as required in Mitigation Measure 
VEG-5) to restore all areas subject to temporary disturbance to pre-project 
grade and conditions.  Temporarily disturbed areas within the project area 
include, but may not be limited to, all proposed locations for linear facilities, 
temporary access roads, construction work temporary lay-down areas, and 
construction equipment staging areas.  Revegetation shall minimize visual 
effects by re-establishing the pre-existing colors, textures, and forms of the 
landscape and shall visually integrate the adjacent edges by removing the lines 
of demarcation.  Plantings as part of revegetation along roadways and the 
boundaries of other disturbed areas shall be irregularly placed with scalloped 
edges to reduce the hard line visual impact, especially as seen from Kaiser 
Road and SR-177. 
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No more than 30 days following the publication of the BLM’s Record of 
Decision/ROW Issuance, whichever comes first, the project owner shall submit to 
the BLM a final agency-approved Revegetation Plan that has been reviewed and 
approved by the BLM. 

The following mitigation measures shall be implemented to reduce the effects related Project-
induced visual contrast.  All mitigation measures shall be approved by the BLM or a BLM 
approved landscape architect prior to construction. 

MM VR-3 Project Design to Reduce Visual Contrast.  The project owner shall use proper 
design fundamentals to reduce the visual contrast to the characteristic landscape.  
These include proper siting and location; reduction of visibility; repetition of 
form, line, color (see Mitigation Measure MM VR-4) and texture of the land-
scape; and reduction of unnecessary disturbance.  The project owner shall provide 
to the BLM for review and approval, a draft Project Design Plan describing the 
siting, placement and other design considerations to be employed to minimize 
project contrast.  The draft plan must explain how the design will minimize visual 
intrusion and contrast by blending the earthwork, vegetation manipulation and 
facilities with the landscape.  The draft plan shall be submitted to BLM for approval 
at least 30 days prior to (a) ordering the first structures that are to be color-treated 
during manufacture, or prior to construction of any of the facility components, 
whichever comes first.  If the BLM notifies the project owner that revisions to the 
plan are needed before the plan can be approved, within 30 days of receiving that 
notification, the project owner shall prepare and submit for review and approval a 
revised plan.  Design strategies to address these fundamentals shall be based on 
the following factors. 

• Earthwork.  Select locations and alignments that fit into the landforms to min-
imize the sizes of cuts and fills. 

• Vegetation Manipulation.  Use existing vegetation to screen the development 
from public viewing.  Feather and thin the edges of cleared areas and retain a 
representative mix of plant species and sizes. 

• Gen-tie Structures.  Minimize the number of gen-tie structures and combine 
different activities in one structure where possible.  Use natural, self-weather-
ng materials and chemical treatments on surfaces to reduce color contrast.  
Bury all or part of the structure.  Use natural appearing forms to complement 
the characteristic landscape.  Screen the structure from view by using natural 
landforms and vegetation.  Reduce the line contrast created by straight edges.  
Use road aggregate and concrete colors that match the color of the character-
istic landscape surface.  Co-locate facilities within the same disturbed corridor. 

• Reclamation and Restoration.  Blend the disturbed areas into the characteristic 
landscape including gen-tie access roads and disturbed areas created during 
solar facility perimeter fence installation.  Replace soil, brush, rocks, and nat-
ural debris over these disturbed areas.  Newly introduced plant species shall 
be of a form, color, and texture that blend with the landscape. 
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MM VR-4 Surface Treatment of Project Structures/Buildings.  The project owner shall 
treat the surfaces of all project structures and buildings visible to the public such 
that: a) their colors minimize visual contrast by blending with the characteristic 
landscape colors; b) their colors and finishes do not create excessive glare; and c) 
their colors and finishes are consistent with local policies and ordinances.  The PV 
structure frame and connection pins must be properly treated during the 
manufacturing process to avoid any reflective properties.  The transmission struc-
tures and conductors shall be non-specular and nonreflective, and the insulators 
shall be nonreflective and nonrefractive.  The project owner shall consider the use 
of special galvanizing treatments or post manufacture application of chemical 
treatments (such as Natina Steel) to ensure that transmission structures are suffi-
ciently dulled and non-reflective and of the appropriate color to blend effectively 
with the surrounding landscape.  The project owner shall comply with BLM 
requirements regarding appropriate surface treatments for project elements. 

The project owner shall provide to the BLM for review and approval, a draft Sur-
face Treatment Plan describing the application of colors and textures to all new 
facility structures, buildings, walls, fences, and components comprising all facili-
ties to be constructed.  The draft Surface Treatment Plan must explain how the 
design will reduce glare and minimize visual intrusion and contrast by blending 
the facilities with the landscape.  The draft plan shall be submitted to BLM for 
approval at least 30 days prior to (a) ordering the first structures that are to be 
color-treated during manufacture, or prior to construction of any of the facility 
components, whichever comes first.  If the BLM notifies the project owner that 
revisions to the plan are needed before the plan can be approved, within 30 days 
of receiving that notification, the project owner shall prepare and submit for 
review and approval a revised plan.  The draft Surface Treatment Plan shall 
include the following. 

• Specification, and 11” x 17” color simulations at life-size scale, of the treat-
ment proposed for use on project structures, including structures treated dur-
ing manufacture. 

• A list of each major structure, building, tower and/or pole, and fencing 
specifying the color(s) and finish(es) proposed for each (colors must be identi-
fied by name and by vendor brand or a universal designation). 

• Two sets of brochures and/or color chips for each proposed color. 

• A detailed schedule for completion of the treatment. 

• A procedure to ensure proper treatment maintenance for the life of the project. 

Until the project owner receives notification of approval of the Surface Treatment 
Plan by the BLM, the project owner shall not specify to the vendors the treatment 
of any buildings or structures treated during manufacture or perform the final 
treatment on any buildings or structures treated on site.  Additionally, construc-
tion activities shall not start until the BLM’s approval of the plan has been 
received. 
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Within 14 days following the completion of treatment on any facility component, 
the project owner shall notify the BLM that the component (array, structure, or 
building) is ready for inspection. 

MM VR-5 Screening Vegetation Buffer.  The project owner shall maintain a minimum 
200-foot wide undisturbed, naturally vegetated buffer along Kaiser Road where 
the solar array would be adjacent to the road.  The purpose of the buffer is to pro-
vide adequate vegetative screening of the low-profile panel arrays and partial 
screening of the high-profile arrays.  The minimum 200-foot width of the buffer is 
necessary given the relatively low density of natural vegetation in this landscape.  
Although the buffer may not completely screen the proposed project site from 
view, the intent is to provide sufficient screening to enable only intermittent views 
of the arrays, thus reducing the prominence of structural contrast. 

No fewer than 30 days prior to the start of construction, the project owner shall 
provide to the BLM for review a draft Screening Plan that illustrates the undis-
turbed area.  Following the BLM’s review and comment period, and no fewer 
than 15 days prior to the start of construction, the project owner shall provide the 
final Screening Plan to the BLM. 

The following mitigation measure shall be implemented to reduce the adverse effects of night 
lighting (skyglow, glare, light trespass, light clutter) on the regional Dark Sky resource. 

MM VR-6 Night Lighting Control.  Due to the project’s location within a nationally signifi-
cant Dark Sky resource area, night lighting is to be avoided where possible and 
minimized under all circumstances.  To accomplish this, the project owner shall 
prepare a Night Lighting Management Plan that incorporates the following gen-
eral principles and specifications. 

• Always-on security lighting is to be limited to one low-wattage, fully 
shielded, full cutoff light fixture at the main entrance to the facility.  All other 
security lighting is to be motion activated only through the use of passive 
infrared sensors and controlled as specific zones such that only targeted areas 
are illuminated.  No other lighting is to be utilized on a nightly basis when the 
facility is not occupied. 

• Lighted nighttime maintenance is to be minimized or avoided as a routine 
practice and should only occur during emergencies.  In particular, night-
lighted maintenance activities shall be avoided during primary Dark Sky 
hours, meaning no maintenance lighting shall be used later than two hours 
after sunset and no earlier than two hours before sunrise. 

• If a nighttime maintenance activity is anticipated to be necessary, the 
scheduling of that activity must be coordinated with the Joshua Tree National 
Park Night Sky Program Manager to ensure that the nighttime maintenance 
activity does not occur during a scheduled Night Sky Program. 

• Under all circumstances, the use of night lighting is to be absolutely 
minimized. 
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Consistent with safety and security considerations, the project owner shall design 
and install all permanent exterior lighting and all temporary construction lighting 
such that: a) lamps and reflectors are not visible from beyond the solar farm site 
including any off-site security buffer areas; b) lighting shall not cause excessive 
reflected glare; c) direct lighting shall not illuminate the nighttime sky, except for 
required FAA aircraft safety lighting (which shall be an on-demand, audio-visual 
warning system that is triggered by radar technology if technically and 
economically feasible, and if allowed by the FAA); d) illumination of the 
Proposed project and its immediate vicinity shall be minimized; e) skyglow 
caused by Project lighting will be avoided; and f) the Night Lighting Management 
Plan (see below) shall comply with local policies and ordinances.  All permanent 
light sources shall be below 3,500 Kelvin color temperature (warm white) and 
shall be full cutoff fixtures. 

No fewer than 30 days prior to the start of construction, the project owner shall 
submit to the BLM and National Park Service (NPS) Joshua Tree National Park 
for review and approval a draft Night Lighting Management Plan.  Following the 
BLM’s and NPS’ review of the draft Night Lighting Management Plan, and not 
fewer than 15 days prior to the start of construction, the project owner shall 
submit to the BLM and NPS for review and approval, a final Night Lighting Man-
agement Plan.  Construction activities shall not start until BLM’s and NPS’s 
approvals of the plan have been received.  The Night Lighting Management Plan 
shall include the following. 

• Specification that LPS or amber LED lighting will be emphasized, and that 
white lighting (metal halide) would:  a) only be used when necessitated by 
specific work tasks; b) would not be used for dusk-to-dawn lighting; and c) 
would be less than 3500 Kelvin color temperature. 

• Specifications and maps of all lamp locations, orientations, and intensities 
including security, roadway, and task lighting. 

• Specifications of each light fixture and each light shield. 

• Total estimated outdoor lighting footprint expressed as lumens or lumens per 
acre. 

• Detailed list of anticipated circumstances and activities that would require 
night lighting including the expected frequency of the activity, the duration of 
the activity, and the expected amount of lighting that would be necessary for 
that activity. 

• Definition of the threshold for substantial contribution to light pollution in 
Joshua Tree National Park, in coordination with the Night Sky Program Man-
ager (see below). 

• Specifications on the use of portable truck-mounted lighting. 

• Lighting design shall consider setbacks of proposed project features from the 
proposed project boundary to help satisfy the lighting mitigation requirements. 
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• Light fixtures that could be visible from beyond the proposed project boun-
dary shall have cutoff angles sufficient to prevent lamps and reflectors from 
being visible beyond the proposed project boundary, including security 
lighting. 

• Specification of motion sensors and other controls to be used, especially for 
security lighting such that lights operate only when the area is occupied. 

• Surface treatment specification that will be employed to minimize glare and 
skyglow. 

• Results of a Lumen Analysis (based on final lighting plans), in consultation 
with the NPS Night Sky Program Manager (Chad Moore – [970] 491-3700), 
in order to determine the extent of night lighting exposures on the surrounding 
NPS lands.  If the lighting exposure on NPS lands exceeds the allowable 
threshold (which is to be determined in consultation with the NPS Night Sky 
Program Manager), additional control measures shall be instituted to reduce 
the lighting exposures to levels below the action threshold. 

• Documentation that the necessary coordination with the NPS Night Sky Pro-
gram Manager has occurred. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Land scarring and vegetation clearance.  It is expected that even with effective implementa-
tion of Mitigation Measures VR-1 and VR-2, the residual effects associated with land scarring 
and vegetation clearance from Alternative 4 would remain for many years given the difficulty of 
successful revegetation in an arid environment.  This would result in an unavoidable, long-term, 
adverse effect to visual resources. 

Structural visual contrast.  It is expected that, given the scale of the solar facility and the avail-
ability of considerable visual access to the Alternative 4 area, even with effective implementation 
of Mitigation Measures VR-2, VR-3, VR-4, and VR-5, the residual effects associated with 
introduced visual contrast from installation of Alternative 4 would remain for the life of the proj-
ect.  This would result in an unavoidable, long-term, adverse effect to visual resources. 

Adverse effect on scenic vistas.  It is expected that, given the scale of Alternative 4 and the 
availability of elevated viewing perspectives from surrounding wilderness areas that overlook the 
northern Chuckwalla Valley, even with effective implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-2, 
VR-3, VR-4, and VR-5, the residual effect associated with the prominence of Alternative 4 and 
the introduction of industrial character and structural visual contrast to the field of view from 
backcountry scenic vistas would still result in substantial adverse visual effects.  This would 
result in an unavoidable, long-term adverse effect to visual resources. 

Inconsistency with public policy.  Although the levels of change caused by Alternative 4 would 
be allowed under the Interim VRM Class IV management objective, the solar facility would be 
inconsistent, after mitigation, with the following Riverside County General Plan policies: LU 
4.1, LU 13.1, LU 13.3, LU 13.5, LU 13.8, LU 20.1, LU 20.2, LU 20.4, DCAP 2.3, DCAP 9.1, 
and DCAP 10.1. 
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4.19.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Alternative 5 would remain in the same location as Alternative 4 and would use the same project 
boundaries as Alternative 4 except that it would exclude the portion of the site which is within 
the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA) as shown on Figure 2-9, Alterna-
tive 5: Solar Project Excluding WHMA. 

Construction 

Construction effects for this alternative would be the same as described for Alternative 4.  The 
reader is referred to Section 4.19.6 for a discussion of construction effects. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance effects for this alternative would essentially be the same as for Alter-
native 4.  There would be no discernible difference between Alternative 5 and Alternative 4 
when viewed from any of the KOPs.  Therefore, the KOP analyses, contrast ratings, and 
conclusions presented for Alternative 4 are applicable to Alternative 5.  The reader is referred to 
Section 4.19.6 for a discussion of operation and maintenance effects that would be experienced 
under both Alternative 4 and Alternative 5. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning effects for this alternative would be the same as described for Alternative 4.  
The reader is referred to Section 4.19.6 for a discussion of decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would also apply to Alternative 5.  The reader is 
referred to Section 4.19.6 for a complete description of these measures. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The residual impacts and unavoidable adverse effects of Alternative 5 would be the same as for 
Alternative 4.  The reader is referred to Section 4.19.6 for a complete discussion of these effects. 

4.19.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 6 would remain in the same location as Alternative 4 and would use the same project 
boundaries as Alternative 4 except that it would exclude the 155-acre southern parcel and a small 
portion of the northern parcel that contains a sensitive plant species, crucifixion thorn, as shown 
on Figure 2-10, Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint Solar Project. 

Construction 

Construction effects for this alternative would be the same as described for Alternative 4 above.  
The reader is referred to Section 4.19.6 for a discussion of construction effects. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance effects for this alternative would essentially be the same as for Alter-
native 4.  Therefore, the KOP analyses, contrast ratings, and conclusions presented for Alterna-
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tive 4 are applicable to Alternative 6.  The reader is referred to Section 4.19.6 for a discussion of 
operation and maintenance effects that would be experienced under both Alternative 4 and Alter-
native 6.  The only location(s) from which a noticeable difference between Alternative 4 and 
Alternative 6 would be perceived would be from portions of Kaiser Road.  With the elimination 
of the smaller southern development area immediately adjacent to Kaiser Road, the solar facility 
would have the potential to become noticeably less visible to travelers on Kaiser Road.  Spe-
cifically, the key to minimizing visibility of the low profile solar arrays is to maintain a vegeta-
tion screening buffer of sufficient depth between the solar facility and the at-grade viewing loca-
tions.  By eliminating the (southern) development area closest to viewers on Kaiser Road, it 
should be easier to maintain an adequate screening buffer (of at least 200 feet) for the project 
overall, as required in Mitigation Measure VR-5.  As a result, Alternative 6 would have fewer 
visual impacts relative to either Alternative 4 or Alternative 5.  See also the relevant discussion 
of linear viewpoint effects in Section 3.19.1 and 4.19.6. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning effects for this alternative would be the same as described for Alternative 4.  
The reader is referred to Section 4.19.6 for a discussion of decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would also apply to Alternative 6.  The reader is 
referred to Section 4.19.6 for a complete description of these measures. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The residual effects and unavoidable adverse effects of Alternative 6 would be the same as for 
Alternative 4.  The reader is referred to Section 4.19.6 for a complete discussion of these effects. 

4.19.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6, which is 
to say the same location and boundaries as Alternative 4 except that it would exclude the 
155-acre southwestern parcel and a small portion of the northern parcel that contains a sensitive 
plant species, crucifixion thorn, as shown on Figure 2-10, Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint Solar 
Project.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-axis tracking panels that would have a total 
height of 15 feet. 

Construction 

Construction effects for this alternative would be the same as described for Alternative 4 above.  
The reader is referred to Section 4.19.6 for a discussion of construction effects. 

Operation and Maintenance 

An analysis of operation and maintenance effects was conducted for the view areas represented 
by KOPs 1A, 3A, and 8A (Figure 3.19-3), which were selected for in-depth visual analysis.  The 
results of the effect analysis are discussed below by KOP and presented in the Visual Analysis 
Summary Table included as Appendix G-2.  Contrast Rating Data Sheets are provided in Appen-
dix G-4. 
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Effects Contexts for Joshua Tree Wilderness and National Park and Desert Lily Sanctuary 
ACEC 

The effects contexts for Joshua Tree Wilderness and National Park and Desert Lily Sanctuary 
ACEC would be the same for this alternative as described for Alternative 4.  The reader is 
referred to Section 4.19.6 for a discussion of those effects. 

KOP 1A – Joshua Tree Wilderness – Eagle Mountains 

Figure 4.19-1A presents the existing view from KOP 1/1A in Joshua Tree Wilderness.  The view 
is to the south from a low ridge at the northeast extent of the Eagle Mountains at the north end of 
Chuckwalla Valley.  The view captures a majority of the northern Chuckwalla Valley back-
dropped by the rugged, horizontal form of the Chuckwalla Mountains and Wilderness.  Figure 
4.19-1C presents a visual simulation that depicts the addition of Alternative 7.  As shown in the 
simulation, Alternative 7 would appear relatively small in scale compared to the panoramic land-
scape and would result in the introduction of a noticeable horizontal, built feature that, at an 
approximately eight-mile viewing distance, would appear as a low, narrow, variably-colored, 
horizontal band along the valley floor.  Although Alternative 7 would be centrally located in the 
field of view from KOP 1A, the solar facility would not be perceived as a prominent feature in 
the landscape when viewed from these more distant, lower elevation viewpoints within Joshua 
Tree Wilderness (and National Park), as represented by KOP 1A.  View impairment of the valley 
floor or other background landforms and natural features would be minimal.  Although the view 
from this and similar distant view locations would be static, offering extended view durations, 
these views also have the potential to be partially obscured by poor atmospheric conditions such 
as haze. 

The noticeable low horizontal form and line of the solar farm and fairly indistinct vertical struc-
tural elements of the transmission structures would result in weak degrees of structural visual 
contrast for form and texture.  For line and color, the resulting visual contrast would be weak-to-
moderate (relative to the natural character of the existing landscape).  The most notable charac-
teristic of the development would be the variable color contrast resulting from the reflection of 
light off the solar panels.  The resulting overall visual change caused by Alternative 7 would be 
low and would not substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the landscape 
as viewed from KOP 1A and other similar, more distant, lower elevation vantagepoints in Joshua 
Tree Wilderness and National Park.  Although the resulting visual effect would be adverse (see 
discussion below under Section 4.19.16 CEQA Considerations), the low level of change would 
be allowed under the Interim VRM Class IV management objective.  Furthermore, Alternative 7 
would retain the existing character of the landscape though it may attract the attention of the 
casual observer.  It is anticipated that the apparent color contrast of the facilities and graded sur-
faces can be further reduced through effective implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-2 
(Revegetation), VR-3 (Project Design to Reduce Visual Contrast), and VR-4 (Surface Treatment). 

KOP 3A – Kaiser Road in the Immediate Project Vicinity 

There are numerous viewing opportunities of Alternative 7 along Kaiser Road.  Some are in 
close proximity, and some are more distant.  Some are with unobstructed views, and others are 
partially or completely obscured by roadside and intervening vegetation.  Project facilities within 
the primary cone of vision of travelers on Kaiser Road would be visible for more extended view 
durations.  Facilities that are visible at right angles to the direction of travel would be visible for 
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shorter view durations.  KOP 3A represents a compromise in possible views along Kaiser Road 
in terms of viewing proximity, angle, and duration and is representative of views along those 
portions of Kaiser Road where views are only partially obstructed by vegetation (and mostly 
unobstructed).  These areas are shown in orange in Figure 3.19-2 and include approximately 1.5 
miles of northbound Kaiser Road (out of six miles of potential Project views) and 4.7 miles of 
southbound Kaiser Road (out of 4.7 miles of potential solar facility views).  Farther south on 
Kaiser Road, in the vicinity of Lake Tamarisk, views of the solar facility would be either sub-
stantially or completely screened by intervening vegetation.  The reader is referred to Section 
3.19.1 and 4.19.6 for additional discussion of the linear viewpoint analysis for Kaiser Road, 
which also applies to Alternative 7, even with the difference in panel height between Alterna-
tive 7 and the other solar facility action alternatives. 

Figure 4.19-3C presents the existing view to the northeast from KOP 3A on Kaiser Road in the 
immediate solar facility vicinity.  The view encompasses the open expanse of a central portion of 
the northern Chuckwalla Valley backdropped by the Coxcomb Mountains.  Figure 4.19-3D 
presents a visual simulation that depicts a portion of the Alternative 7 solar facility.  As shown in 
the simulation, Alternative 7 would result in the introduction of visually prominent built struc-
tures into a foreground/middleground landscape generally lacking similar built features of indus-
trial or technological character.  The solar facility would appear as prominent horizontal and 
geometric features with prominent and distinct horizontal lines associated with specific panel 
arrays, development units, and vegetative demarcations from graded surfaces.  The resulting 
form contrast of the solar panels would be moderate-to-strong relative to the natural character of 
the existing landscape with its rugged horizontal to angular forms and irregular lines.  The 
apparent color of the solar panels would vary depending on viewpoint location, view orientation, 
sun angle, time of day, and meteorological conditions.  Apparent color could range from bluish 
and bluish-gray hues (as shown in the simulation), to brighter light grays, to medium dark gray, 
and even black when directly facing a panel array and viewing north.  The various colors would 
result in moderate-to-strong degrees of visual contrast relative to the lighter earthtones and 
muted greens of the existing landscape.  The prominent line contrast of the solar panels would be 
strong.  The smooth industrial surfaces and textures of the solar arrays would appear out of place 
in this rugged desert landscape with the existing matte to granular textures of rock, soil, and veg-
etation.  The resulting texture contrast would be moderate.  Also, the solar arrays would cause 
partial view blockage of the Chuckwalla Valley floor.  These contrasts would substantially 
degrade the existing visual character and quality of the Alternative 7 site and its surrounding 
landscape. 

The solar facility with its prominent horizontal geometric structural forms and lines and smooth 
industrial surfaces would not repeat the basic elements of the existing natural features in the 
landscape (rugged and coarse valley floor punctuated with irregular distributions of vegetation 
clumps and individuals, backdropped by the jagged and angular Coxcomb Mountains).  Also, the 
solar farm would constitute a co-dominant to dominant feature in the landscape depending on 
proximity to the development area, view orientation, and presence or absence of intervening veg-
etation, thus attracting the attention of the casual observer.  However, the resulting overall mod-
erate-to-high level of change would be allowed under the applicable Interim VRM Class IV man-
agement objective (see the VRM Contrast Rating form for KOP 3A in Appendix G-4). 

Although the resulting visual effect would be substantial when viewed from KOP 3A and other 
at-grade vantage points in relatively close proximity to the solar facility site (see discussion 
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below under Section 4.19.16 CEQA Considerations), it is anticipated that the adverse visual 
effect could be reduced somewhat with the effective implementation of Mitigation Measures 
VR-2 (Revegetation), VR-3 (Project Design to Reduce Visual Contrast), VR-4 (Surface Treat-
ment), and VR-5 (Vegetative Screening Buffer).  Also, effective implementation of Mitigation 
Measure VR-6 (Night Lighting Control) would be essential to ensure that additional night sky 
light pollution does not occur from implementation of Alternative 7.  Of particular importance is 
Mitigation Measure VR-5, which calls for the maintenance of a minimum 200-foot wide undis-
turbed, naturally vegetated buffer along the project perimeters and nearby roadsides.  The pur-
pose of the buffer is to provide some vegetative screening of the high-profile panel arrays.  The 
minimum 200-foot width of the buffer is necessary given the scarcity of natural vegetation in this 
landscape.  Although the buffer would not completely screen the project site from view, the 
intent is to provide sufficient screening to reduce visibility of the arrays, thus, reducing the 
prominence of structural contrast.  At present, the more extended view durations of the Alterna-
tive 7 site from Kaiser Road can range from approximately 30 seconds to approximately 90 
seconds.  The vegetative buffer and screening vegetation would somewhat break up the visual 
mass of the alternative, thereby reducing the view durations and limiting the visual access to the 
Alternative 7 site. 

KOP 8A – Westbound I-10 East of Desert Center 

As discussed above in Section 3.19.1, there are numerous viewing opportunities of Alternative 7 
along westbound and eastbound I-10, which experience variable project visibility due to 
intervening vegetation and structures, changes in view orientation, and the extent to which the 
solar facility appears within the primary cone of vision of travelers on I-10.  As previously noted, 
a substantial portion of the approximately 9.3 miles of solar facility views along westbound I-10 
experience unobstructed views of the Alternative 7 solar facility (see Figure 3.19-2).  Project 
facilities that are visible within the primary cone of vision of travelers on I-10 would be visible 
for more extended view durations.  Facilities that are visible at right angles to the direction of 
travel would be visible for shorter view durations.  While different viewpoints will experience 
greater or lesser visual contrast, KOP 8A represents a reasonable compromise in possible views 
along eastbound I-10 in terms of viewing proximity, duration, and angle of view. 

Figure 4.19-8C presents the existing view to the northwest from KOP 8A on westbound I-10, 
north of the proposed Red Bluff Substation site, approximately 5.75 miles east of Desert Center, 
and approximately 0.2 mile east of the Alternative E span of I-10.  The view captures a central 
portion of the generally natural appearing northern Chuckwalla Valley north of I-10 and 
backdropped by the Eagle and Coxcomb mountains.  Figure 4.19-8D presents a visual simulation 
that depicts the Alternative 7 solar facility.  Given the openness of the terrain and the availability 
of unobstructed sightlines, travelers on I-10 would be afforded extended viewing durations (par-
ticularly westbound travelers) of the solar facility.  Adverse atmospheric conditions (e.g., haze) 
would somewhat impair views of the solar facility. 

As shown in the simulation, the solar facility would appear as a relatively prominent horizontal 
band along the valley floor.  Depending on time of day, orientation of the tracking solar panels, 
and characteristics of the reflected sky due to atmospheric/weather conditions, light reflecting off 
the solar panels would cause varying color contrasts with the surrounding earthtone landscape 
that consists of a blend of greens and tans for vegetation and tans for desert soils that transition to 
lavender and bluish hues at distance.  Lighter reflected colors would create weak color contrast 
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with the light colored sky.  These color contrasts would be noticeable from I-10 but would be 
somewhat tempered by the approximately 6.75- to 7-mile viewing distance.  The more proximal 
gen-tie transmission line would appear as numerous and visually prominent vertical (tubular steel 
poles) and curvilinear (conductors) built structures in a landscape generally lacking similar built 
features of industrial or technological character.  The vertical forms of the tubular steel poles 
would contrast with the prominent horizontal nature of the foreground/middleground valley 
floor.  The light gray of the transmission structures would create moderate visual contrast with 
the earthtone soil and vegetation colors and weak visual contrast against the lighter sky.  To the 
extent it is perceived, the smooth texture of the structures and industrial surfaces would appear 
out of place in this rugged desert landscape characterized by the matte to granular textures of 
rock, soil, and vegetation.  However, with the greater viewing distances experienced from I-10 
and presented in the simulation, the resulting texture contrast would be weak. 

As a result, Alternative 7 facilities would cause moderate-to-strong levels of form and line 
contrast relative to the natural character of the existing landscape.  Color contrast would be mod-
erate, and texture contrast would be weak.  Also, the solar array would cause noticeable view 
blockage of the background Chuckwalla Valley floor and Eagle and Coxcomb mountains.  These 
contrasts would substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the surrounding 
landscape causing a moderate-to-high level of change.  However, the resulting moderate-to-high 
level of change would be allowed under the Interim VRM Class IV management objective (see 
the VRM Contrast Rating form for KOP 8A in Appendix G-4). 

Although the resulting visual effect would be adverse and unmitigable when viewed from KOP 
8A and other locations along I-10 (see discussion below under Section 4.19.16 CEQA Consider-
ations), Mitigation Measures VR-3 (Project Design to Reduce Visual Contrast) and VR-4 (Sur-
face Treatment) are required to reduce the visual impact to the extent possible. 

It should be noted that, at the greater viewing distance illustrated in Figure 4.19-8D (approxi-
mately 6.75 miles), the Alternative 4 solar field would appear similar to the Alternative 7 solar 
field simulated in Figure 4.19-8D and there would be minimal perceptible differentiation 
between the taller solar panels of Alternative 7 and the shorter solar panels of Alternative 4. 

Linear Viewpoint Analysis 

The linear viewpoint analysis for this alternative would be the same as described for Alterna-
tive 4.  The reader is referred to Section 4.19.6 for a discussion of linear viewpoints. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning effects for this alternative would be the same as described for Alternative 4.  
The reader is referred to Section 4.19.6 for a discussion of decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would also apply to Alternative 7.  The reader is 
referred to Section 4.19.6 for a complete description of these measures. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The residual effects and unavoidable adverse effects of Alternative 7 would be the same as for 
Alternative 4.  The reader is referred to Section 4.19.6 for a complete discussion of these effects. 
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4.19.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, the ROW for the proposed gen-tie line would not be approved by the BLM.  
As a result, no gen-tie would be constructed and the BLM would continue to manage the site 
consistent with the existing land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  Because there would be no 
gen-tie line approved for the proposed project, it is expected that the site would continue to 
remain in its existing condition, with no new structures or facilities constructed or operated on 
the site and no ground disturbance.  As a result, no adverse visual effects associated with the pro-
posed project would occur. 

4.19.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Alternative B would utilize transmission infrastructure developed for the Desert Sunlight solar 
project by sharing its approved transmission line ROW and infrastructure.  However, for the pur-
poses of this EIS, the environmental baseline, also known as the “affected environment,” is the 
existing physical environment in the Chuckwalla Valley, which does yet include any facilities 
associated with the Desert Sunlight gen-tie as those have not yet been constructed.  Therefore, 
any analysis of the impacts associated with Alternative B relative to the environmental baseline 
would require an analysis of the impacts of constructing a unique transmission line. 

Construction 

Construction of Alternative B would cause temporary visual effects due to the presence of equip-
ment, materials, and workforce.  These effects would occur throughout the ROW.  Construction 
would involve the use of cranes, heavy construction equipment, vehicles, and temporary 
laydown/staging areas, and would include site clearing, construction of the support structures, 
conductor stringing, and site cleanup and restoration of temporary disturbance areas.  All of these 
activities would impact the project vicinity.  Visible traffic would also increase along Kaiser 
Road, SR-177, and I-10.  Construction activities have the potential to generate dust clouds, 
which can be visually distracting.  To address those impacts disturbed soils would have to be 
controlled properly as required in Mitigation Measure VR-1 in order to reduce dust generation.  
Construction activities would be visible from Kaiser Road, SR-177, I-10, BLM recreational 
access roads, the community of Lake Tamarisk, Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC, Joshua Tree Wil-
derness in Joshua Tree National Park, and the Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness, and as a result 
would impact visual resources from those vantage points.  Throughout the construction period, 
the industrial character of the activities would constitute adverse visual effects when viewed 
from the Alternative B vicinity and KOPs 5, 6, and 8.  Much of the area of disturbed soil surfaces 
(characterized by high color, line and texture contrasts) associated with construction would 
remain visible from the various viewing vantage points for some period after the conclusion of 
construction activities because revegetation of areas in the desert region where the gen-tie would 
be located is difficult and generally of limited success.  These longer duration construction-
related impacts would be addressed by Mitigation Measure VR-2, which requires successful 
revegetation of temporarily disturbed areas.  It is also anticipated that some construction activity 
would take place at night, which would result in adverse night lighting visual effects.  In order to 
ensure that adverse construction lighting effects do not occur, Mitigation Measure VR-6 would 
reduce effects associated with night lighting by requiring strict lighting specifications and con-
trols and operating parameters. 
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In addition to the direct visual resource impacts, the construction of Alternative B would also 
result in one indirect visual effect, which is an increase in traffic on roadways beyond the 
immediate project vicinity during construction.  Although there would be an increase in vehicle 
trips on regional roads associated with construction related vehicles, it is not expected that, in the 
context of existing non-project-related traffic, the increased traffic would be noticed by the 
casual observer; therefore, the resulting visual effect would not be substantial. 

Operation and Maintenance 

An analysis of operation and maintenance effects for this alternative was conducted for the view 
areas represented by KOP 5 (Figure 3.19-3), which was selected for in-depth visual analysis 
because it provides a foreground view of Alternative B from Kaiser Road, the nearest public 
vantage point that also can be considered representative of views from the Lake Tamarisk resi-
dential development.  None of the other seven representative KOPs would service both viewing 
populations (travelers on Kaiser Road and residents at Lake Tamarisk).  The results of the impact 
analysis are discussed below and are presented in the Visual Analysis Summary table included as 
Appendix G-2.  A contrast rating analysis was conducted at KOP 5 to determine the level of 
change that would be caused by implementation of this alternative and the alternative’s consis-
tency with the applicable VRM class management objectives.  The Contrast Rating Data Sheet is 
provided in Appendix G-4. 

KOP 5 – Kaiser Road in the Immediate Project Vicinity 

Figure 4.19-5A presents the existing view to the northwest from KOP 5 on northbound Kaiser 
Road near the community of Lake Tamarisk.  The view captures the open expanse of Chuck-
walla Valley west of Kaiser Road.  Figure 4.19-5B presents a visual simulation that depicts 
Alternative B, which would be situated in the immediate foreground within the primary cone of 
vision of both northbound and southbound travelers on Kaiser Road.  As a result, travelers would 
be afforded extended viewing durations as the transmission line parallels the road.  Given the 
close proximity and relatively large scale of the proposed facility, atmospheric conditions would 
have minimal to no effect on the viewing experience.  Roadside vegetation would partially 
screen the more distant structures in the parallel view.  Eventually, all structures would become 
visibly prominent as the structures pass into the immediate foreground of views. 

As shown in the simulation, the Alternative B gen-tie line would result in the introduction of 
visually prominent built structures into a landscape generally lacking similar built features of 
industrial or technological character.  The forms of the tubular steel poles and curvilinear con-
ductors within the foreground exhibit strong contrast arising from the horizontal nature and nat-
ural character of the foreground, but the contrasting qualities begin to dissipate in the back-
ground against the distant Eagle Mountains.  The prominent vertical lines of the poles also 
contrast with the general horizontal, diagonal, and irregular lines in the landscape associated with 
the valley floor, Kaiser Road, and background ridgelines.  The resulting structural form and line 
contrast would be strong.  The colors of the existing landscape are a blend of muted greens and 
tans for vegetation, tans for desert soils that transition to lavender and bluish hues at distance, 
and light to medium gray for the pavement of Kaiser Road.  The light gray of the transmission 
structures would create a moderate contrast against the light blue sky and green vegetation and 
diminishes to a low degree of contrast against the distant middleground and background colors.  
The overall color contrast would be moderate.  The smooth texture of the structures and indus-
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trial surfaces would appear out of place in this rugged desert landscape resulting in weak-to-
moderate texture contrast with the matte to granular textures of rock, soil, and vegetation.  Also, 
the structures and conductors would cause partial view blockage of the Eagle Mountains and sky. 

The Alternative B gen-tie line with its prominent linear, vertical, structural forms and lines and 
smooth industrial surfaces would not repeat the basic elements of the existing natural features in 
the landscape (horizontal, rugged and coarse valley floor punctuated with irregular distributions 
of vegetation clumps and individuals, backdropped by the jagged and angular Eagle Mountains.  
Also, the transmission line would constitute a foreground co-dominant to dominant feature in the 
landscape depending on proximity to the gen-tie line, thus attracting the attention of the casual 
observer.  The prominence of the transmission structures would be accentuated by the skylining 
that would occur where structures visibly protrude above the horizon.  Although the facilities 
would substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the surrounding landscape, 
the resulting high level of change would be allowed under the Interim VRM Class IV manage-
ment objective (see the VRM Contrast Rating form for KOP 5 in Appendix G-4). 

Although the resulting visual effect would be adverse and unmitigable when viewed from KOP 5 
and other foreground locations along Kaiser Road (see discussion below under Section 4.19.16 
CEQA Considerations), it is anticipated that the adverse visual effect could be somewhat reduced 
with the effective implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-3 (Project Design to Reduce 
Visual Contrast) and VR-4 (Surface Treatment). 

Decommissioning 

After the end of this alternative’s useful life, it would require decommissioning with the intent of 
returning the ROW to pre-project conditions.  However, as of the date of this visual analysis, no 
Decommissioning Plan has been prepared.  Short-term, deconstruction activities would result in 
visual impacts similar to gen-tie construction.  Longer-term, even the complete removal of the 
transmission structures would leave a very prominent visual effect throughout the entire ROW 
due to the strong color and line contrast created between disturbed soil areas and undisturbed soil 
and vegetated areas absent such unnatural lines of demarcation and color contrasts.  In addition, 
revegetation in this desert region is difficult and generally of limited success.  Therefore, visual 
recovery from land disturbance associated with closure and decommissioning activities would 
likely occur only over a very long period of time.  However, Mitigation Measure VR-2 requires 
the project owner to achieve site restoration to the extent feasible, pursuant to a Decommission-
ing Plan approved by the BLM. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would also apply to Alternative B.  The reader is 
referred to Section 4.19.6 for a complete description of these measures. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Land scarring and vegetation clearance.  It is expected that even with effective implementa-
tion of Mitigation Measures VR-1 and VR-2, the residual impacts associated with land scarring 
and vegetation clearance would remain for several years given the difficulty of successful reveg-
etation in an arid environment.  This would result in an unavoidable, long-term, adverse effect to 
visual resources. 
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Structural visual contrast.  It is expected that, given the scale of the transmission structures and 
the availability of considerable visual access to the project study area, even with effective imple-
mentation of Mitigation Measures VR-2, VR-3, VR-4, and VR-5, the residual impacts associated 
with introduced visual contrast from installation of the transmission structures would remain for 
the life of the project.  This would result in an unavoidable, long-term adverse effect to visual 
resources. 

Adverse effect on scenic vistas.  It is expected that the transmission structures would result in 
adverse though not substantial visual effects on the elevated viewing perspectives from surround-
ing wilderness areas that overlook the northern Chuckwalla Valley given the substantial viewing 
distances to the transmission line.  However, effective implementation of Mitigation Measures 
VR-2, VR-3, VR-4, and VR-5 is still required to reduce the visual effect to the extent feasible. 

Inconsistency with public policy.  Although the levels of change caused by the transmission 
structures would be allowed under the Interim VRM Class IV management objective, they would 
be inconsistent, after mitigation, with the following Riverside County General Plan policies: LU 
4.1, LU 13.1, LU 13.3, LU 13.5, LU 13.8, LU 20.1, LU 20.2, LU 20.4, DCAP 2.3, DCAP 9.1, 
and DCAP 10.1. 

4.19.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Alternative C would parallel the approved Desert Sunlight Solar Farm gen-tie line and would be 
located on separate towers within the same, or a slightly larger, ROW.  However, although the 
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm gen-tie has been approved, as of the commencement of analysis for 
this EIS, that gen-tie line has not been constructed.  Therefore, the environmental baseline 
(affected environment) for Alternative C includes the existing physical state of the environment 
at the time of commencement of analysis (September, 2011), which does not include the Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm gen-tie line. 

Construction 

Construction effects for this alternative would be the same as described for Alternative B above.  
The reader is referred to Section 4.19.11 for a discussion of construction effects. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance effects for this alternative would be the same as described for Alter-
native B.  The reader is referred to Section 4.19.11 for a discussion of operation and maintenance 
effects. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning effects for this alternative would be the same as described for Alternative B.  
The reader is referred to Section 4.19.11 for a discussion of decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would also apply to Alternative C.  The reader is 
referred to Section 4.19.6 for a complete description of these measures. 
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Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The residual impacts and unavoidable adverse effects of Alternative C would be the same as for 
Alternative B.  The reader is referred to Section 4.19-11 for a complete discussion of these 
effects. 

4.19.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

From the area of the solar facility, Alternative D would cross Chuckwalla Valley in a southeast-
erly direction before converging on and then spanning I-10 to connect to the proposed Red Bluff 
Substation (see Figure 3.19-1). 

Construction 

Construction effects for this alternative would be the same as described for Alternative B.  The 
reader is referred to Section 4.19.11 for a discussion of construction effects. 

Operation and Maintenance 

An analysis of operation and maintenance effects for this alternative was conducted for the view 
areas represented by KOP 6 (Figure 3.19-3), which was selected for in-depth visual analysis 
because it is the only KOP of the eight representative KOPs that provides a foreground view of 
Alternative D from I-10, the most highly-traveled road in the project study area.  The results of 
the impact analysis are discussed below and presented in the Visual Analysis Summary table 
included as Appendix G-2.  A contrast rating analysis was conducted at KOP 6 to determine the 
level of change that would be caused by implementation of this alternative and the alternative’s 
consistency with the applicable Interim VRM class management objectives.  The Contrast Rating 
Data Sheet is provided in Appendix G-4. 

KOP 6 – Eastbound I-10 East of Desert Center 

Figure 4.19-6A presents the existing view to the northeast from KOP 6 on eastbound I-10, east of 
Desert Center and approximately 0.8 mile west of the Alternative D span of I-10.  The view 
captures the open expanse of the northern Chuckwalla Valley north of I-10.  Figure 4.19-6B 
presents a visual simulation that depicts Alternative D as it converges on I-10 and passes into the 
immediate foreground of views and within the primary cone of vision of both eastbound and 
westbound travelers on I-10.  Given the openness of the terrain and the unobstructed sightlines, 
travelers would be afforded extended viewing durations as the gen-tie line converges on, and 
spans, the freeway.  Given the close proximity and relatively large scale of the gen-tie line, 
atmospheric conditions would have minimal to no effect on the viewing experience in the 
vicinity of the span. 

As shown in the simulation, this alternative would result in the introduction of visually 
prominent built structures into a landscape generally lacking similar built features of industrial or 
technological character.  The form of the tubular steel poles and curvilinear conductors within 
the foreground exhibits strong contrast arising from the horizontal nature of the foreground/
middleground road corridor and valley floor.  The prominent vertical lines of the poles also 
contrast with the general horizontal, diagonal, and irregular lines in the landscape associated with 
the valley floor, I-10, and background ridgelines.  The resulting structural form and line contrast 
would be strong.  The colors of the existing landscape are a blend of muted greens and tans for 
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vegetation, tans for desert soils that transition to lavender and bluish hues at distance, and light to 
medium gray for the pavement of I-10.  The light gray of the transmission structures creates a 
weak-to-moderate contrast against the light blue sky, bluish hues of the background mountains, 
and green vegetation.  The poles present a low degree of contrast compared to the foreground 
gray color of the freeway pavement.  The overall color contrast would be weak-to-moderate.  
The smooth texture of the structures and industrial surfaces would appear out of place in this 
rugged desert landscape characterized by the matte to granular textures of rock, soil, and vegeta-
tion.  The resulting texture contrast would also be weak-to-moderate.  Also, the structures and 
conductors would cause partial view blockage of the Palen Mountains and sky.  These contrasts 
would substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the surrounding landscape. 

The transmission line with its prominent linear, vertical, structural forms and lines, and smooth 
industrial surfaces would not repeat the basic elements of the existing natural features in the 
landscape (horizontal, rugged, and coarse valley floor punctuated with irregular distributions of 
vegetation clumps and individuals, backdropped by the jagged and angular Palen Mountains).  
Also, the transmission line would constitute a foreground co-dominant to dominant feature in the 
landscape (depending on proximity to the transmission line), thus attracting the attention of the 
casual observer.  The prominence of the proposed transmission structures would be accentuated 
by the skylining that would occur where structures visibly protrude above the horizon.  However, 
the high level of change that would result would be allowed under the applicable Interim VRM 
Class IV management objective (see the VRM Contrast Rating form for KOP 6 in Appendix 
G-4). 

Although the resulting visual effect would be adverse and unmitigable when viewed from KOP 6 
and other foreground locations along I-10 (see discussion below under Section 4.19.16 CEQA 
Considerations), it is anticipated that the adverse visual effect could be somewhat reduced with 
the effective implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-3 (Project Design to Reduce Visual 
Contrast) and VR-4 (Surface Treatment). 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning effects for this alternative would be the same as described for Alternative B.  
The reader is referred to Section 4.19.11 for a discussion of decommissioning. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would also apply to Alternative D.  The reader is 
referred to Section 4.19.6 for a complete description of these measures. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The residual impacts and unavoidable adverse effects of Alternative D would be the same as for 
Alternative B.  The reader is referred to Section 4.19.11 for a complete discussion of these 
effects. 

4.19.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

From the area of the solar facility, Alternative E would cross Chuckwalla Valley in a 
southeasterly direction north of the Alternative D alignment before converging on and then 
spanning I-10 to connect to the proposed Red Bluff Substation (see Figure 3.19-3). 
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Construction 

Construction effects for this alternative would be the same as described for Alternative B.  The 
reader is referred to Section 4.19.11 for a discussion of construction effects. 

Operation and Maintenance 

An analysis of operation and maintenance effects for this alternative was conducted for the view 
areas represented by KOP 7 and KOP 8 (Figure 3.19-3), which were selected for in-depth visual 
analysis because these are the only representative KOPs (of the eight total KOPs) that provide 
views of Alternative E from the two most highly traveled road corridors (SR-177 and I-10 
respectively) in the project study area.  The results of the effects analysis are discussed below 
and presented in the Visual Analysis Summary table included as Appendix G-2.  Contrast rating 
analyses were conducted at KOP 7 and KOP 8 to determine the level of change that would be 
caused by implementation of this alternative and the alternative’s consistency with the applicable 
Interim VRM class management objectives.  The Contrast Rating Data Sheets are provided in 
Appendix G-4. 

KOP 7 – Northbound SR-177 

Figure 4.19-7A presents the existing view to the northeast from KOP 7 on northbound SR-177, 
approximately 0.3 mile southwest of the Alternative E span of SR-177.  The view captures a 
central portion of the northern Chuckwalla Valley where it is bisected by Kaiser Road.  The view 
is backdropped by the southeastern extent of the Coxcomb Mountains and the more distant Palen 
Mountains.  Figure 4.19-7B presents a visual simulation that depicts the Alternative E gen-tie 
line as it converges on, and then spans, SR-177 passing into the immediate foreground of views 
and within the primary cone of vision of both northbound and southbound travelers on SR-177.  
Given the openness of the terrain and the unobstructed sightlines, travelers would be afforded 
extended viewing durations as the transmission line converges on and spans the road.  Given the 
close proximity and relatively large scale of the proposed facility, atmospheric conditions would 
have minimal to no effect on the viewing experience in the vicinity of the span, though roadside 
vegetation would partially screen the more distant structures on either side of the span. 

As shown in the simulation, this alternative would result in the introduction of visually promi-
nent built structures into a landscape generally lacking structures of similar scale and industrial 
or technological character.  The form of the tubular steel poles and curvilinear conductors within 
the foreground exhibits moderate-to-strong contrast arising from the horizontal nature of the 
foreground/middleground road corridor and valley floor.  The prominent vertical lines of the 
poles also cause a moderate degree of contrast with the general horizontal, diagonal, and irreg-
ular lines in the landscape associated with the valley floor, SR-177, and background ridgelines.  
These form and line contrasts are somewhat moderated by the linear forms and vertical lines of 
an existing wood-pole utility line adjacent to SR-177.  The colors of the existing landscape are a 
blend of muted greens and tans for vegetation, tans for desert soils that transition to lavender and 
bluish hues at distance, and light to medium gray for the pavement of SR-177.  The light gray of 
the transmission structures creates a weak-to-moderate contrast against the light blue sky, bluish 
hues of the background mountains, and green vegetation.  The poles present a weak degree of 
contrast compared to the foreground gray color of the road pavement.  The overall color contrast 
would be weak to moderate.  The smooth texture of the structures and industrial surfaces would 
appear out of place in this rugged desert landscape characterized by the matte to granular 
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textures of rock, soil, and vegetation.  The resulting texture contrast would also be weak-to-mod-
erate.  Also, the structures and conductors would cause partial view blockage of the Coxcomb 
and Palen mountains and sky.  These contrasts would substantially degrade the existing visual 
character or quality of the surrounding landscape. 

Alternative E with its prominent linear, vertical, structural forms and lines, and smooth industrial 
surfaces would not repeat the basic elements of the existing natural features in the landscape 
(horizontal, rugged and coarse valley floor supporting irregular distributions of vegetation 
clumps and individuals, backdropped by the somewhat horizontal, yet, jagged and angular to 
rolling Coxcomb and Palen mountains).  Also, the gen-tie line would constitute a foreground co-
dominant to dominant feature in the landscape (depending on proximity to the line), thus 
attracting the attention of the casual observer.  The prominence of the transmission structures 
would be accentuated by the skylining that would occur where structures visibly protrude above 
the horizon.  Further, given the openness of the terrain and lack of substantial vegetation, the 
convergence on, and span of, SR-177 would be visible from considerable distance along SR-177 
in both directions of travel.  Thus, numerous transmission structures would be collectively 
visible within the primary cone of vision of travelers on SR-177 for an extended duration, which 
would contribute to the overall apparent prominence of this alternative as it passes through the 
viewshed visible from SR-177.  However, the moderate-to-high level of change that would result 
would be allowed under the Interim VRM Class IV management objective (see the VRM Con-
trast Rating form for KOP 7 in Appendix G-4). 

Although the resulting visual effect would be adverse and unmitigable when viewed from KOP 7 
and other foreground locations along SR-177 (see discussion below under Section 4.19.16 
CEQA Considerations), it is anticipated that the adverse visual effect could be somewhat reduced 
with the effective implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-3 (Project Design to Reduce 
Visual Contrast) and VR-4 (Surface Treatment). 

This viewpoint analysis is also applicable to the southern-most portion of the Desert Lily 
Sanctuary ACEC, which is located in close proximity to, and north of, the Alternative E align-
ment east of SR-177 (see Figure 3.19-1). 

KOP 8 – Westbound I-10 East of Desert Center 

Figure 4.19-8A presents the existing view to the north from KOP 8 on westbound I-10 north of 
the proposed Red Bluff Substation site, approximately 5.75 miles east of Desert Center and 
approximately 0.2 mile east of the Alternative E span of I-10.  The view captures a central por-
tion of the generally natural appearing northern Chuckwalla Valley north of I-10 and 
backdropped by the Coxcomb Mountains.  Figure 4.19-8B presents a visual simulation that 
depicts the Alternative E gen-tie line as it crosses Chuckwalla Valley in a circuitous path before 
converging on, and then spanning, I-10.  As the transmission line converges on I-10, it passes 
into the immediate foreground of views and within the primary cone of vision of both eastbound 
and westbound travelers on I-10.  However, due to the west-northwest orientation of the direc-
tion of travel on westbound I-10, a majority of the transmission line route would be located 
within the primary cone of vision of westbound travelers.  Given the openness of the terrain and 
the unobstructed sightlines, travelers would be afforded extended viewing durations (particularly 
westbound travelers) as the transmission line traverses a central portion of Chuckwalla Valley in 
a circuitous path and then converges on and spans the highway.  Given the close proximity and 
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relatively large scale of the proposed facility, the impairment of structure visibility due to 
adverse atmospheric conditions (e.g., haze) would be limited to only the most distant structures. 

As shown in the simulation, this alternative would result in the introduction of numerous visually 
noticeable, prominent built structures into a landscape generally lacking similar built features of 
industrial or technological character.  The forms of the tubular steel poles and curvilinear con-
ductors within the foreground exhibits moderate-to-strong contrast arising from the horizontal 
nature of the foreground/middleground valley floor.  The prominent vertical lines of the poles 
also contrast with the general horizontal and irregular lines in the landscape associated with the 
valley floor and background ridgelines.  The resulting structural form and line contrasts would be 
moderate-to-strong, which would increase with closer proximity to the viewer and diminish with 
increasing distance from the viewer.  The colors of the existing landscape are a blend of greens 
and tans for vegetation and tans for desert soils, that transition to lavender and bluish hues at dis-
tance.  The light gray of the transmission structures creates a weak-to-moderate contrast against 
the light blue sky, bluish hues of the background mountains, and green vegetation.  The smooth 
texture of the structures and industrial surfaces would appear out of place in this rugged desert 
landscape characterized by the matte to granular textures of rock, soil, and vegetation.  However, 
with the greater viewing distances presented in the simulation, the resulting texture contrast 
would be weak.  Also, the structures and conductors would cause partial view blockage of the 
background Chuckwalla Valley floor, Coxcomb Mountains, and sky.  These contrasts would 
substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the surrounding landscape. 

The transmission line with its prominent linear-vertical and curvilinear structural forms and lines 
would not repeat the basic elements of the existing natural features in the landscape (horizontal, 
rugged, and coarse valley floor supporting irregular distributions of vegetation clumps and indi-
viduals, and backdropped by the jagged and angular Coxcomb Mountains).  Also, the gen-tie line 
would constitute a foreground co-dominant to dominant feature in the landscape (depending on 
proximity to the line — the closer the viewer to the span of I-10, the more prominent the line 
becomes), thus attracting the attention of the casual observer.  The prominence of the transmis-
sion structures would be accentuated by the skylining that would occur where structures visibly 
protrude above the horizon, which would be particularly noticeable on closer approach to the 
I-10 span.  However, the moderate-to-high level of change that would result would be allowed 
under the applicable Interim VRM Class IV management objective (see the VRM Contrast 
Rating form for KOP 8 in Appendix G-4). 

Although the resulting visual effect would be adverse and unmitigable when viewed from KOP 8 
and other foreground locations along I-10 (see discussion below under Section 4.19.16 CEQA 
Considerations), it is anticipated that the adverse visual effect could be somewhat reduced with 
the effective implementation of Mitigation Measures VR-3 (Project Design to Reduce Visual 
Contrast) and VR-4 (Surface Treatment). 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning effects for this alternative would be the same as described for Alternative B.  
The reader is referred to Section 4.19.11 for a discussion of decommissioning. 
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Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 would also apply to Alternative E.  The reader is 
referred to Section 4.19.6 for a complete description of these measures. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The residual impacts and unavoidable adverse effects of Alternative E would be the same as for 
Alternative B.  The reader is referred to Section 4.19-11 for a complete discussion of these 
effects. 

4.19.15 Cumulative Effects 

Cumulative effects to visual resources would occur where DHSP facilities or activities would 
occupy the same field of view as other built facilities or impacted landscapes, and an adverse 
change in the visible landscape character is perceived.  These are often categorized as local 
viewshed effects.  A cumulative effect could also occur if a viewer perceives that the general 
visual quality or landscape character of a localized or regional area (I-10 corridor) is diminished 
by the proliferation of visible similar structures or construction effects, even if the changes are 
not within the same field of view as existing (or future) structures or facilities.  The result is a 
perceived “industrialization” or “urbanization” of the existing rural or undeveloped landscape 
character.  These are often categorized as regional viewshed effects. 

There is the potential for substantial future development along the I-10 corridor between the 
Coachella Valley and Blythe.  A list of the existing and reasonably foreseeable cumulative proj-
ects is provided in Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 and shown on Figures 4.1-1.  A subset consisting of 26 
of those projects would combine with DHSP to cause both local and regional viewshed cumula-
tive effects.  Those cumulative projects are identified in Table 4.19-1. 

Geographic Scope 

Cumulative effects to visual resources could occur if implementation of the DHSP would 
combine with those of other local or regional projects.  DHSP is potentially associated with two 
types of cumulative effects: 

 Local cumulative effects within the immediate project viewshed (local projects typically 
within 15 miles of DHSP) including existing and reasonably foreseeable future projects in the 
northern Chuckwalla Valley; and 

 Regional cumulative effects beyond the immediate project viewshed, which would include 
the existing and reasonably foreseeable future solar and other energy and development projects 
along the I-10 corridor between the Coachella Valley and Blythe.  These projects, while not 
located within the same field of view as DHSP would, in combination with DHSP, contribute 
to a sense of industrialization or urbanization of the existing landscape character as viewed by 
travelers along I-10. 
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Table 4.19-1 Visual Resources Cumulative Projects 

Existing Projects 

Local Viewshed Cumulative Projects Regional Viewshed Cumulative Projects 
# Name # Name 
1 Interstate 10 5 Blythe Energy Project 
4 Devers-Palo Verde No. 1 500 kV T-Line 11 Blythe PV Project 
7 Eagle Mountain Pumping Plant   
9 Kaiser Mine   

10 Blythe Energy Project T-Line   
12 Chuckwalla Valley Raceway   

Reasonably Foreseeable Projects 

Local Viewshed Cumulative Projects Regional Viewshed Cumulative Projects 
# Name # Name 
D Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 500 kV T-Line G Blythe Energy Project II 
F Desert Southwest T-Line J Blythe Solar Power Project 
H Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project K NextEra (FPL) McCoy Solar Project 
I Palen Solar Energy Project M Genesis Solar Energy Project 
R Desert Sunlight Solar Project P Blythe Airport Solar I Project 
S SCE Red Bluff Substation Y Wiley’s Well Telecom Tower 
T Desert Center 50 Solar Project HH BLM Solar Energy Zones 
U Sol Orchard Solar Project   
X Eagle Mountain Landfill Project   
Z Eagle Mountain Wind Project Met Towers   

CC Silverado Power I, II, III   

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

There would be no cumulative visual resources effects under the No Action or No Project Alter-
natives (Alternatives 1, 3, or A) because there would be no ROW grant for development of the 
solar facility and gen-tie line.  Alternative 2: No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to 
Find the Site Suitable for Solar Energy Development) could contribute to cumulative visual 
resources effects because the CDCA Plan could be amended to allow another solar development 
of the site.  However, any future proposals for use of the DHSP site would be subject to separate 
environmental analysis, and the potential contribution of such a future project is speculative at 
this juncture.  The remainder of this section addresses the Action Alternatives: Alternatives 4, 
5, 6, and 7 and gen-tie alignment Alternatives B through E. 

Existing Cumulative Projects 

This section identifies the existing projects and actions that have affected and will continue to 
affect landscape character in the local and regional cumulative study areas described above.  
There has been relatively limited development and/or industrialization of the landscape within 
the DHSP’s viewshed (extending out approximately 15 miles to the limit of the background dis-
tance zone).  Table 4.19-1 above identifies six existing cumulative projects within a reasonable 
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viewing distance of DHSP (locally cumulative projects) including project numbers 1, 4, 7, 9, 10, 
and 12 (map identification numbers on Figure 4.1-1). 

All of the projects share at least one visual characteristic with DHSP.  I-10 appears as a long, 
linear, horizontal feature covering the valley floor.  The solar facility action alternatives would 
also appear as a low, horizontal, linear feature covering the valley floor when viewed at distance.  
The Devers-Palo Verde No. 1 and Blythe Energy Project transmission lines would share similar 
industrial character and vertical linear forms with the DHSP gen-tie line.  The Eagle Mountain 
Pumping Plant will share some of the complex industrial characteristics as would be apparent 
with the solar facility and substation.  The Kaiser Mine and Chuckwalla Valley Raceway both 
exhibit ground disturbance and scarring that would result in visual contrast similar to what would 
be apparent with implementation of DHSP.  All of these projects would be visible within the 
same field of view as DHSP when viewed from a variety of viewpoints.  All of these projects, in 
conjunction with DHSP, contribute to the conversion of natural desert landscapes to landscapes 
that substantially contrast with the natural character of the desert landscape (complex industrial 
and/or geometric forms and lines, and surface textures and colors that are not apparent in natural, 
undisturbed desert landscapes).  Therefore, there would be combined effects on visual resources 
from the combination of DHSP and the six locally cumulative projects, both individually (each 
project plus DHSP) and collectively (all six projects). 

Additionally, the two existing regionally cumulative energy generation projects (#5 – Blythe Energy 
Project and #11 – Blythe PV Project) near the City of Blythe also contribute to a cumulative 
sense of urbanization and industrialization along the I-10 corridor.  Therefore, DHSP in conjunc-
tion with these two existing projects, individually and collectively, would contribute to cumula-
tive effects on the visual resources and landscapes along the I-10 corridor. 

The exception would be Alternative B, which would not contribute to cumulative visual effects 
as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-
tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no addi-
tional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

Finally, Alternative C would have a slightly larger adverse cumulative effect in the vicinity of 
Desert Center, Kaiser Road, and Lake Tamarisk compared to Alternatives D and E.  This is 
because Alternative C would site a gen-tie line directly adjacent to the Desert Sunlight approved 
gen-tie, and both projects would be present in the same ROW in the cumulative scenario.  
Multiple gen-tie lines in a single ROW would contribute to a slightly larger sense of industriali-
zation in the immediate viewshed of Alternative C. 

Reasonably Foreseeable Cumulative Projects 

This section identifies the reasonably foreseeable projects and actions that would affect land-
scape character in the local and regional cumulative study areas described above. 

Local Foreseeable Cumulative Projects 

Operation and Maintenance Impacts.  Table 4.19-1 above identifies 11 foreseeable local cum-
ulative projects within a reasonable viewing distance of DHSP including project letters: D, F, H, 
I, R, S, T, U, X, Z, and CC (map identification letters on Figure 4.1-1).  Of the 11 local projects, 
10 are energy projects and one is a landfill project.  Most of these projects have either undergone 
independent environmental review pursuant to NEPA and/or CEQA or will do so prior to 
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approval.  Even if environmental review has not been completed for the cumulative projects 
described in Table 4.19-1, their effects were considered in the cumulative effects analyses in this 
EIS. 

The 10 local foreseeable cumulative energy projects would all exhibit similar complex industrial 
characteristics, structural visual contrast (form, line, color, and texture), structural prominence, 
night lighting, and view blockage of existing landscape features comparable to DHSP (though 
there would be some differences depending on the type of project and viewing location).  Figures 
4.19-2A, 4.19-2B, and 4.19-2C are examples to show the cumulative effect of the DHSP and the 
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project, which is the closest cumulative project and is located imme-
diately adjacent and to the north of DHSP.  Figure 4.19-2A presents the existing view of the 
northern Chuckwalla Valley from KOP 2 on the western flank of the Coxcomb Mountains.  This 
elevated viewpoint provides an elevated perspective of the valley north of I-10.  Figure 4.19-2B 
presents a simulation of Alternative 4, which is located approximately 3.5 miles to the southwest.  
The solar panel arrays are shown facing (tilted) to the south, away from the viewer at KOP 2, and 
would appear as a spatially prominent and central series of geometric patterns on the basin floor, 
which would contrast with the predominantly natural appearance of the northern Chuckwalla 
Valley landscape.  Figure 4.19-2C presents a cumulative simulation of Alternative 4 with the 
Desert Sunlight solar project, at a viewing distance of 2.5 to 3.5 miles to the southwest.  Again, 
the view is toward the back of the solar fields with the solar panels facing toward the south, away 
from the KOP 2 viewing location.  As shown in the simulation, from the viewing angle and 
higher elevation of KOP 2, DHSP would noticeably expand the solar development area begun by 
the Desert Sunlight solar project and the cumulative visual effect of the two projects would be 
substantially greater with a larger portion of the valley being converted from a natural desert 
valley landscape to that of an industrial energy complex.  At this viewing distance, the two proj-
ects would appear as a spatially prominent series of geometric patterns that do not replicate the 
form, line, color, or texture of the existing desert landscape. 

Appendix G5 also presents a time-lapse visual simulation of both DHSP and the Desert Sunlight 
solar project (to the left in the simulation) as viewed from KOP 9 in Joshua Tree Wilderness, 
approximately five miles to the west of the project site.  Again, as shown in the simulation from 
KOP 9, while the two projects in combination would noticeably expand the solar development 
area begun by the Desert Sunlight solar project, resulting in a substantial cumulative visual 
effect, there are essentially no visual effects (glare or glint) off the tracking panels that either 
increase the prominence of DHSP or distinguish it from the immediately adjacent Desert 
Sunlight solar project, and most observers from this viewing location would perceive the two 
projects as a single development. 

The cumulative visual impact of DHSP and all 10 of the energy projects would be considerably 
greater (in terms of visual contrast, industrial character, structural prominence, and view 
blockage) than the cumulative visual impact of just DHSP and Desert Sunlight as described 
earlier in this paragraph. 

The landfill project would exhibit substantial visual contrast associated with land modification 
and scarring and the associated color contrast of disturbed soils relative to the surrounding terrain 
characteristics.  The landfill project would also exhibit some similar industrial characteristics 
compared to DHSP and the 10 cumulative energy projects. 
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These 11 projects and DHSP, individually and collectively, would visually transform a substan-
tial portion of the greater Chuckwalla Valley (see Figure 4.1-1) by contributing to the conversion 
of natural desert landscapes to landscapes with substantial industrial, technological, and modified 
land characteristics.  The resulting visual effects would be cumulatively adverse. 

The exception would be Alternative B, which would not contribute to cumulative visual effects 
as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-
tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no addi-
tional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

Finally, Alternative C would have a slightly larger adverse cumulative effect in the vicinity of 
Desert Center, Kaiser Road, and Lake Tamarisk compared to Alternatives D and E.  This is 
because Alternative C would site a gen-tie line directly adjacent to the Desert Sunlight approved 
gen-tie, and both projects would be present in the same ROW in the cumulative scenario.  
Multiple gen-tie lines in a single ROW would contribute to a slightly larger sense of industriali-
zation in the immediate viewshed of Alternative C.  Figure 4.19-5C shows a cumulative effects 
simulation of Alternative C and the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm approved gen-tie in the same 
ROW along Kaiser Road. 

Construction Impacts.  If construction at any or all of the 11 local foreseeable cumulative proj-
ect locations were to occur at the same time as, or consecutively before or after, construction of 
DHSP, construction activities, equipment and night lighting from these sites would combine with 
similar activities and equipment from the DHSP site.  Construction of DHSP and the other cumu-
lative projects in the vicinity would lead to the continued presence of construction equipment on 
roads and in the landscape in the local project region for several years and cause a cumulatively 
adverse.  The exception would be Alternative B, which would not contribute to cumulative visual 
effects as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight 
approved gen-tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, 
with no additional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert 
Sunlight gen-tie. 

Regional Foreseeable Cumulative Projects 

Operation and Maintenance Impacts.  Table 4.19-1 above identifies seven foreseeable 
regional cumulative projects including six energy projects (G, J, K, M, P, and HH – map identifi-
cation letters on Figure 4.1-1) and one telecommunications tower project (Y) located beyond the 
immediate viewshed of DHSP.  These projects would all exhibit similar complex industrial char-
acteristics, structural visual contrast (form, line, color, and texture), structural prominence, and 
view blockage of existing landscape features comparable to components of DHSP (though there 
would be some differences depending on the type of project and viewing location).  These seven 
foreseeable regional cumulative projects and DHSP, individually and collectively, would 
visually transform a substantial portion of the I-10 corridor landscape by contributing to the con-
version of natural desert landscapes to landscapes with prominent industrial character, prominent 
complex and geometric forms and lines, and surface colors and textures not typically found in a 
natural desert landscape.  All of these projects would also typically cause land scarring and soil 
disturbance that result in long-term soil color contrasts and unnatural vegetative lines.  New 
structures would cause view blockage or impairment of higher quality background features 
(valley floor, mountain ridges, and sky).  As a result, DHSP and the regional cumulative projects 
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combined would result in a perceived increase in industrialization of the landscape, diminution 
of visual quality, and increase in visual contrast visible in the I-10 corridor between the 
Coachella Valley and Blythe even though the regional cumulative projects would not be visible 
in the same field of view as DHSP.  The resulting visual impact would be cumulatively adverse. 

The exception would be Alternative B, which would not contribute to cumulative visual effects 
as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-
tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no addi-
tional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

Finally, Alternative C would have a slightly larger adverse cumulative effect in the vicinity of 
Desert Center, Kaiser Road, and Lake Tamarisk compared to Alternatives D and E.  This is 
because Alternative C would site a gen-tie line directly adjacent to the Desert Sunlight approved 
gen-tie, and both projects would be present in the same ROW in the cumulative scenario.  
Multiple gen-tie lines in a single ROW would contribute to a slightly larger sense of industriali-
zation in the immediate viewshed of Alternative C.  Figure 4.19-5C shows a cumulative effects 
simulation of Alternative C and the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm approved gen-tie in the same 
ROW along Kaiser Road. 

Construction Impacts.  If construction at any or all of the seven foreseeable regional cumula-
tive project locations were to occur at the same time as, or consecutively before or after, con-
struction of DHSP, construction activities, equipment and night lighting from these sites would 
combine with similar activities and equipment from the DHSP site.  Construction of DHSP and 
the other regional cumulative projects would lead to the continued presence of construction 
equipment on roads and in the landscape in the I-10 corridor for several years and cause a cumu-
latively adverse visual effect. 

The exception would be Alternative B, which would not contribute to cumulative visual effects 
as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-
tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no addi-
tional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

Decommissioning 

Cumulative effects associated with decommissioning of DHSP would include the removal and 
disposal of solar arrays, transmission structures, other electrical components, and ancillary facili-
ties, as well as the removal of all underground infrastructure to three feet below the ground sur-
face.  Short-term, deconstruction activities would result in visual impacts similar to project con-
struction.  Restoration of the DHSP site would include returning the area as close as reasonably 
possible to pre-construction conditions suitable for current adjacent land.  However, following 
removal of the facilities, strong color contrasts associated with vegetation removal and disturbed 
soils would remain.  In addition, revegetation in a desert region is difficult and generally is of 
limited success.  Therefore, visual recovery from land disturbance associated with closure and 
decommissioning activities would likely occur only over a very long period of time.  Mitigation 
Measure VR-2 requires the project owner to achieve site restoration to the extent feasible for the 
DHSP, pursuant to a Decommissioning Plan approved by the BLM.  It is anticipated that other 
reasonably foreseeable future projects would be subject to such requirements. 
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4.19.16 CEQA Considerations 

This section is included in this EIS and Draft Plan Amendment for future use by CEQA Lead 
and Responsible agencies and is not required under NEPA. 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The criteria used to assess the significance of visual impacts resulting from a project take into con-
sideration the factors described in the previous section, as well as federal, state, and local policies 
and guidelines pertaining to visual resources.  Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines identifies 
four circumstances that can lead to a determination of significant visual impact.  These have been 
adapted as set forth below for the analysis that follows. 

V-1 Project construction or the long-term presence of Project components would cause a 
substantial effect on a scenic vista. 

V-2 Project construction or the long-term presence of Project components would substan-
tially damage scenic resources including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and 
historic buildings within view of a State Scenic Highway. 

V-3 Project construction or the long-term presence of Project components would substan-
tially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its surrounding 
landscape.  [Note: Substantial degradation results from higher levels of visual 
contrast, project dominance, and view blockage.  Visual contrast relates to spatial 
characteristics, visual scale, texture, form, line, and color.] 

V-4 Project construction or the long-term presence of a project would create a new source 
of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the 
area or be hazardous to motorists or pedestrians. 

Three additional criteria that can lead to a determination of significant visual impact include the 
following. 

V-5 The presence of DHSP would result in a long-term (greater than five years) inconsis-
tency with established (or interim) BLM VRM class objectives (applies only to public 
lands administered by the BLM).  This would typically occur where a landscape with 
a relatively high visual quality and viewer concern is noticeably altered. 

V-6 Construction of DHSP or the presence of Project components would result in an 
inconsistency with local regulations, plans, and standards applicable to the protection 
of visual resources. 

V-7 The presence of DHSP would add to a cumulative visual alteration. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

This analysis considered the potential impacts of the proposed project and alternatives in relation 
to the four significance criteria for visual resource impacts listed in Appendix G of the CEQA 
guidelines (Impact Criteria V-1 through V-4), under Aesthetics, and the three additional criteria 
(Impact Criteria V-5 through V-7) presented in the previous subsection. 
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Alternative 1 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be constructed on 
the project site, and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land use 
designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended.  Because there would be no 
amendment to the CDCA Plan and no solar project approved for the site under this alternative, it 
is expected that the site would continue to remain in its existing condition with no new structures 
or facilities constructed or operated on the site and no ground disturbance.  As a result, impacts 
to visual resources would not occur.  Since no visual impacts would result from this alternative, 
there would be no contribution to cumulative impacts. 

Alternative 2 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment. With such an amendment, a similar solar project could be proposed on the project site.  
Project impacts associated with such a future project would be analyzed at the time a project is 
proposed through submission of a ROW application and are not considered to result from 
approval of the No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site Suitable for Solar 
Energy Development).  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site, and 
no visual impacts from the DHSP would occur.  Since no visual impacts would result from this 
alternative, there would be no contribution to cumulative impacts. 

Alternative 3 

Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved (all components of the project 
denied), no ROW grant would be issued to the Applicant, and the BLM would amend the CDCA 
Plan to find the site unsuitable and unavailable for large-scale solar development.  This alterna-
tive would not place a special designation or level of protection on the project site.  If the project 
study area were not available for large-scale solar development, it would remain available for 
other types of uses allowable on BLM land.  This may include mining, recreation, utilities, and 
other energy development allowed on lands classified as Multiple Use Class M (Moderate Use), 
which constitutes most of the project locations, and lower-intensity uses in the areas designated 
as Multiple Use Class L (Limited Use).  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the 
project site, and no visual impacts from the DHSP would occur.  Since no visual impacts would 
result from this alternative, there would be no contribution to cumulative impacts. 

Alternative 4 

Impact Criterion V-1.  Although no designated scenic vistas were identified in the study area, 
panoramic and highly scenic vistas are available to backcountry recreationists that access the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness and Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness.  As shown in Figure 4.19-2A 
and 2B for the representative KOP 2, the solar facility would be prominently visible from 
elevated vantagepoints in the area, and the introduction of industrial character and structural 
visual contrast would result in substantial adverse effects on these views.  The resulting visual 
impact would be significant and unavoidable.  However, Mitigation Measures VR-1 through 
VR-4 are still required to reduce the visual impact to the extent feasible. 
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Impact Criterion V-2.  There are no State Scenic Highways in the immediate project vicinity, 
so significant visual impacts would not occur under this criterion. 

Impact Criterion V-3.  As discussed in Section 4.19.6 of this analysis, Alternative 4 would 
introduce a prominent built facility with considerable industrial character into an existing land-
scape presently absent such features, causing a substantial degradation of the existing visual 
character or quality of the site and its surrounding landscape when viewed from the elevated 
viewpoints in the wilderness areas as demonstrated for KOP 2 and from I-10.  The resulting 
visual impacts would be significant and unavoidable.  However, close-proximity, at-grade views 
of the solar farm (from Kaiser Road, the Lake Tamarisk Community, and SR-177) would be sig-
nificant but could be mitigated to levels that would be less than significant if a vegetative 
screening buffer of sufficient width (a minimum of 200 feet) is maintained between the viewing 
locations and the proposed project facilities (MM VR-5).  More distant at-grade views, such as 
those at KOP 1 and KOP 4 would not experience substantial degradation of the existing visual 
character or quality of the landscape because of the apparent small scale of the proposed project 
elements at those considerable viewing distances (KOP 1) and/or the presence of intervening 
screening vegetation (KOP 4).  The resulting visual impact in those circumstances would be 
adverse but less than significant.  Views of the project from linear viewpoints including Kaiser 
Road, SR-177, and I-10 would experience a range of visual impact.  Road segments and travel 
directions labeled in red or orange in Figure 3.19-2 would typically experience significant visual 
impacts.  In some cases, the impact might be mitigable if the strategic planting of sufficient 
intervening vegetation to intersect sightlines to the project were feasible.  Road segments and 
travel directions labeled in yellow and green in Figure 3.19-2 would experience less than signifi-
cant or no visual impacts, depending on the presence of intervening screening, typically by vege-
tation or structures.  Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-5 are required to reduce visual 
impacts to the extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-4.  Joshua Tree National Park is known throughout the National Park Sys-
tem for its significant Dark Sky resource.  To serve a substantial public interest in Dark Sky 
observation, Joshua Tree National Park offers a variety of Night Sky Programs.  In the 
immediate Project region, Dark Sky visitors access the east end of the Pinto Basin at the access 
gate adjacent to KOP 1.  Because any light source in the desert contributes to ambient light pol-
lution and all light sources are adversely cumulative in terms of the impact on human dark 
adaptation and the dwindling availability of Dark Sky observation areas, it is essential that sub-
stantial steps be taken to ensure that additional night sky light pollution does not occur from 
implementation of DHSP.  Alternative 4 has the potential to introduce a new source of substan-
tial light that would adversely affect nighttime views in the area.  The resulting visual impact 
would be significant, but it is mitigable to a less than significant level with strict and effective 
implementation of Mitigation Measure VR-6 (Night Lighting Control). 

Impact Criterion V-5.  The low-to-high degrees of visual change that would be caused by Alter-
native 4 would be allowed under the applicable Interim VRM Class IV management objective.  
The Class IV management objective provides for: 

“….management activities that require major modification of the landscape char-
acter.  The level of change to the characteristic landscape can be high.  Manage-
ment activities may dominate the view and be the major focus of viewer attention.  
However, every attempt should be made to minimize the impact of these activities 
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through careful location, minimal disturbance, and repetition of the basic land-
scape elements.” 

Therefore, the resulting visual impact would be less than significant under this criterion.  How-
ever, Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 are required to reduce visual impacts to the 
extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-6.  The moderate-to-high degree of visual change that would be caused by 
the proposed solar facility would not be consistent with the following Riverside County General 
Plan policies: LU 4.1, LU 13.1, LU 13.3, LU 13.5, LU 13.8, LU 20.1, LU 20.2, LU 20.4, DCAP 
2.3, DCAP 9.1, and DCAP 10.1.  These policy inconsistencies would result in a significant and 
unavoidable, long-term adverse impact to visual resources.  However, Mitigation Measures VR-1 
through VR-6 are required to reduce visual impacts to the extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-7.  As discussed in Section 4.19.15 the presence of Alternative 4 would 
substantially add to a cumulative visual alteration.  The resulting cumulative visual impact would 
be significant and unavoidable.  However, Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 are required 
to reduce visual impacts to the extent feasible. 

Cumulative impacts are described for Alternative 4 in Section 4.19.15.  From a CEQA 
perspective, Alternative 4 would combine with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable 
projects in the project study area to result in a cumulatively significant impact.  Alternative 4’s 
contribution to this cumulative impact would be considerable. 

Alternative 5 

The impact significance determinations for Alternative 5 would be the same as for Alternative 4. 

Alternative 6 

The impact significance determinations for Alternative 6 would be the same as for Alternative 4 
but impacts to viewers on Kaiser Road would be reduced. 

Alternative 7 

Impact Criterion V-1.  Although no designated scenic vistas were identified in the study area, 
panoramic and highly scenic vistas are available to backcountry recreationists that access the 
Joshua Tree Wilderness and Chuckwalla Mountains Wilderness.  As shown in Figure 4.19-2A 
and 2B for the representative KOP 2, the Proposed project would be prominently visible from 
elevated vantagepoints in the area, and the introduction of industrial character and structural 
visual contrast would result in substantial adverse effects on these views.  The resulting visual 
impact would be significant and unavoidable.  This conclusion would also apply to Alternative 7 
because Alternative 7 would appear very similar to the Proposed project at this viewing distance.  
However, Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-4 are still required to reduce the visual impact 
to the extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-2.  There are no State Scenic Highways in the immediate Project vicinity, 
so significant visual impacts would not occur under this criterion. 

Impact Criterion V-3.  As discussed in Section 4.19.9 of this analysis, Alternative 7, with its 
high-profile solar panels, would introduce a prominent built facility with considerable industrial 
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character into an existing landscape presently absent such features, causing a substantial degra-
dation of the existing visual character or quality of the site and its surrounding landscape when 
viewed from the elevated viewpoints in the wilderness areas as demonstrated for KOP 2, from 
close-proximity, at-grade views along Kaiser Road as demonstrated by KOP 3A, and from I-10 
as demonstrated by KOP 8A.  The resulting visual impacts would be significant and unavoidable.  
Unlike the Proposed project with its low-profile solar panels, it is unlikely that the high-profile 
solar panels of Alternative 7 could be sufficiently screened by roadside and intervening vegeta-
tion to reduce the visual impact to a level that would be less than significant.  However, it is still 
required that a vegetative screening buffer of sufficient width (a minimum of 200 feet) be main-
tained between the viewing locations and the proposed project facilities (MM VR-5).  More 
distant at-grade views, such as those at KOP 1 and KOP 4 would not experience substantial deg-
radation of the existing visual character or quality of the landscape because of the apparent small 
scale of the proposed project elements at those considerable viewing distances (KOP 1) and/or 
the presence of intervening screening vegetation (KOP 4).  The resulting visual impact in those 
circumstances would be adverse but less than significant.  Views of the proposed project from 
linear viewpoints including Kaiser Road, SR-177, and I-10 would experience a range of visual 
impact.  Road segments and travel directions labeled in red or orange in Figure 3.19-2 would 
typically experience significant visual impacts.  In some cases, the impact might be mitigable if 
the strategic planting of sufficient intervening vegetation to intersect sightlines to the proposed 
project were feasible.  Road segments and travel directions labeled in yellow and green in Figure 
3.19-2 would experience less than significant or no visual impacts, depending on the presence of 
intervening screening, typically by vegetation or structures.  Mitigation Measures VR-1 through 
VR-5 are required to reduce visual impacts to the extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-4.  Joshua Tree National Park is known for throughout the National Park 
System for its significant Dark Sky resource.  To serve a substantial public interest in Dark Sky 
observation, Joshua Tree National Park offers a variety of Night Sky Programs.  In the 
immediate Project region, Dark Sky visitors access the east end of the Pinto Basin at the access 
gate adjacent to KOP 1.  Because any light source in the desert contributes to ambient light pol-
lution and all light sources are adversely cumulative in terms of the impact on human dark 
adaptation and the dwindling availability of Dark Sky observation areas, it is essential that sub-
stantial steps be taken to ensure that additional night sky light pollution does not occur from 
implementation of DHSP.  Alternative 7 has the potential to introduce a new source of substan-
tial light that would adversely affect nighttime views in the area.  The resulting visual impact 
would be significant, but it is mitigable to a less than significant level with strict and effective 
implementation of Mitigation Measure VR-6 (Night Lighting Control). 

Impact Criterion V-5.  The low-to-high degrees of visual change that would be caused by 
Alternative 7 would be allowed under the applicable Interim VRM Class IV management objec-
tive.  The Class IV management objective provides for: 

“….management activities that require major modification of the landscape char-
acter.  The level of change to the characteristic landscape can be high.  Manage-
ment activities may dominate the view and be the major focus of viewer attention.  
However, every attempt should be made to minimize the impact of these activities 
through careful location, minimal disturbance, and repetition of the basic land-
scape elements.” 
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Therefore, the resulting visual impact would be less than significant under this criterion.  How-
ever, Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 are required to reduce visual impacts to the 
extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-6.  The moderate-to-high degree of visual change that would be caused by 
Alternative 7 would not be consistent with the following Riverside County General Plan policies: 
LU 4.1, LU 13.1, LU 13.3, LU 13.5, LU 13.8, LU 20.1, LU 20.2, LU 20.4, DCAP 2.3, DCAP 
9.1, and DCAP 10.1.  These policy inconsistencies would result in a significant and unavoidable, 
long-term adverse impact to visual resources.  However, Mitigation Measures VR-1 through 
VR-6 are required to reduce visual impacts to the extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-7.  As discussed in Section 4.19.15 the presence of Alternative 7 (similar to 
the Proposed project) would substantially add to a cumulative visual alteration.  The presence of 
DHSP would constitute a cumulatively considerable contribution to a significant cumulative 
visual impact. 

Cumulative impacts would be the same for Alternative 7 as Alternative 4. 

Alternative A 

The impact significance determinations for Alternative A would be the same as for Alternative 1. 

Alternative B 

Impact Criterion V-1.  The proposed transmission line is not anticipated to result in significant 
visual impacts under Impact Criterion V-1 given the extended viewing distances (more than 
miles) to potential scenic vista locations in the surrounding wilderness areas.  Even though the 
resulting visual impact would be adverse but less than significant, Mitigation Measures VR-1 
through VR-4 are still required to reduce likely visual impacts to the extent possible. 

Impact Criterion V-2.  There are no State Scenic Highways in the immediate Project vicinity, 
so significant visual impacts would not occur under this criterion. 

Impact Criterion V-3.  As discussed in Section 4.19.6 of this analysis, the proposed transmis-
sion line would introduce prominent built structures with considerable industrial character into 
an existing landscape generally absent such features causing a substantial degradation of the 
existing visual character or quality of the site and its surrounding landscape when viewed from 
foreground/middleground, at grade viewpoints including Kaiser Road and the Lake Tamarisk 
residential development (KOP 5), adjacent BLM lands, and I-10.  The resulting visual impacts 
under this criterion would be significant and unavoidable.  Views of the gen-tie transmission line 
from linear viewpoints including Kaiser Road, SR-177, and I-10 could experience a range of 
visual impact, though typically, given the large scale of the transmission structures and the open 
valley landscape, the close proximity view opportunities would experience significant and 
unavoidable visual impacts, and the more distant viewing opportunities would likely experience 
adverse but less than significant visual impacts.  Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-4 are 
required to reduce visual impacts to the extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-4.  The proposed transmission line is not anticipated to result in significant 
visual impacts under Impact Criterion V-4 since the facility would not be a source of significant 
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light.  The impact resulting from the FAA-required lighting on top of structures would be 
adverse but less than significant. 

Impact Criterion V-5.  The high degree of visual change that would be caused by the proposed 
transmission line (as viewed from Kaiser Road, the Lake Tamarisk residential community, adja-
cent BLM lands, and I-10) would be allowed under the applicable Interim VRM Class IV man-
agement objective.  Therefore, the resulting visual impact would be less than significant under 
this criterion.  However, Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-4 are required to reduce visual 
impacts to the extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-6.  The high degree of visual change that would be caused by the proposed 
transmission line would not be consistent with the following Riverside County General Plan pol-
icies: LU 4.1, LU 13.1, LU 13.3, LU 13.5, LU 13.8, LU 20.1, LU 20.2, LU 20.4, DCAP 2.3, 
DCAP 9.1, and DCAP 10.1.  These policy inconsistencies would result in a significant and 
unavoidable, long-term adverse impact to visual resources.  However, Mitigation Measures VR-1 
through VR-4 are required to reduce visual impacts to the extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-7.  As discussed in Section 4.19.15, the presence of the proposed transmis-
sion line would substantially add to a cumulative visual alteration.  The resulting cumulative 
visual impact would be significant and unavoidable.  However, Mitigation Measures VR-1 
through VR-4 are required to reduce visual impacts to the extent feasible. 

Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative impacts as the cumulative scenario assumes 
concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B conductor 
stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional work required for Alternative 
B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

Alternative C 

The impact criteria conclusions for Alternative C would be the same as described for Alterna-
tive B, with the exception of cumulative impacts.  Alternative C would have a slightly larger 
adverse cumulative impact in the vicinity of Desert Center, Kaiser Road, and Lake Tamarisk 
compared to Alternatives D and E.  This is because Alternative C would site a gen-tie line 
directly adjacent to the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie, and both projects would be present in 
the same ROW in the cumulative scenario.  Multiple gen-tie lines in a single ROW would 
contribute to a slightly larger sense of industrialization in the immediate viewshed of Alterna-
tive C.  The contribution of Alternative C to cumulative impacts would be considerable in com-
bination with the Desert Sunlight gen-tie and other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable 
projects. 

Alternative D 

Impact Criterion V-1.  The Alternative D transmission line is not anticipated to result in signifi-
cant visual impacts under Impact Criterion V-1 given the extended viewing distances (over two 
miles) to potential scenic vista locations in the surrounding wilderness areas.  Even though the 
resulting visual impact would be adverse but less than significant, Mitigation Measures VR-1 
through VR-4 are still required to reduce likely visual impacts to the extent possible. 

Impact Criterion V-2.  There are no State Scenic Highways in the immediate Project vicinity, 
so significant visual impacts would not occur under this criterion. 
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Impact Criterion V-3.  As discussed in Section 4.19.6 of this analysis, the Alternative D trans-
mission line would introduce prominent built structures with considerable industrial character 
into an existing landscape generally absent such features causing a substantial degradation of the 
existing visual character or quality of the site and its surrounding landscape when viewed from 
foreground/middleground, at grade viewpoints including Kaiser Road (briefly), adjacent BLM 
lands, SR-177, and I-10 (KOP 6).  The resulting visual impacts under this criterion would be sig-
nificant and unavoidable.  Views of the gen-tie transmission line from linear viewpoints includ-
ing Kaiser Road, SR-177, and I-10 could experience a range of visual impact, though typically, 
given the large scale of the transmission structures and the open valley landscape, the close 
proximity view opportunities would experience significant and unavoidable visual impacts and 
the more distant viewing opportunities would likely experience adverse but less than significant 
visual impacts.  Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-4 are required to reduce visual impacts 
to the extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-4.  The Alternative D transmission line is not anticipated to result in signifi-
cant visual impacts under Impact Criterion V-4 since the facility would not be a source of signifi-
cant light.  The impact resulting from the FAA-required lighting on top of structures would be 
adverse but less than significant. 

Impact Criterion V-5.  The high degree of visual change that would be caused by the Alterna-
tive D transmission line (as viewed from Kaiser Road [briefly], adjacent BLM lands, SR-177, 
and I-10) would be allowed under the applicable Interim VRM Class IV management objective.  
Therefore, the resulting visual impact would be less than significant under this criterion.  How-
ever, Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-4 are required to reduce visual impacts to the 
extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-6.  The high degree of visual change that would be caused by the Alterna-
tive D transmission line would not be consistent with the following Riverside County General 
Plan policies: LU 4.1, LU 13.1, LU 13.3, LU 13.5, LU 13.8, LU 20.1, LU 20.2, LU 20.4, DCAP 
2.3, DCAP 9.1, and DCAP 10.1.  These policy inconsistencies would result in an unavoidable, 
long-term adverse impact to visual resources.  However, Mitigation Measures VR-1 through 
VR-4 are required to reduce visual impacts to the extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-7.  The presence of the Alternative D transmission line would substantially 
add to a cumulative visual alteration.  The resulting cumulative visual impact would be signifi-
cant and unavoidable.  However, Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-4 are required to 
reduce visual impacts to the extent feasible. 

Cumulative impacts would be slightly less than those described for Alternative C, but would 
nonetheless be cumulatively considerable. 

Alternative E 

Impact Criterion V-1.  The Alternative E transmission line is not anticipated to result in signifi-
cant visual impacts under Impact Criterion V-1 given the extended viewing distances (more than 
two miles) to potential scenic vista locations in the surrounding wilderness areas.  Even though 
the resulting visual impact would be adverse but less than significant, Mitigation Measures VR-1 
through VR-4 are still required to reduce likely visual impacts to the extent possible. 
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Impact Criterion V-2.  There are no State Scenic Highways in the immediate Project vicinity, 
so significant visual impacts would not occur under this criterion. 

Impact Criterion V-3.  As discussed in Section 4.19.6 of this analysis, the Alternative E trans-
mission line would introduce prominent built structures with considerable industrial character 
into an existing landscape generally absent such features causing a substantial degradation of the 
existing visual character or quality of the site and its surrounding landscape when viewed from 
foreground/middleground, at grade viewpoints including adjacent BLM lands, SR-177 (KOP 7), 
and I-10 (KOP 8).  The resulting visual impacts under this criterion would be significant and 
unavoidable.  Views of the gen-tie transmission line from linear viewpoints including Kaiser 
Road, SR-177, and I-10 could experience a range of visual impact, though typically, given the 
large scale of the transmission structures and the open valley landscape, the close proximity view 
opportunities would experience significant and unavoidable visual impacts, and the more distant 
viewing opportunities would likely experience adverse but less than significant visual impacts.  
Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-4 are required to reduce visual impacts to the extent 
feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-4.  The Alternative E transmission line is not anticipated to result in signifi-
cant visual impacts under Impact Criterion V-4 since the facility would not be a source of signifi-
cant light.  The impact resulting from the FAA-required lighting on top of structures would be 
adverse but less than significant. 

Impact Criterion V-5.  The high degree of visual change that would be caused by the Alterna-
tive E transmission line (as viewed from adjacent BLM lands, SR-177, and I-10) would be 
allowed under the applicable Interim VRM Class IV management objective.  Therefore, the 
resulting visual impact would be less than significant under this criterion.  However, Mitigation 
Measures VR-1 through VR-4 are required to reduce visual impacts to the extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-6.  The high degree of visual change that would be caused by the Alterna-
tive E transmission line would not be consistent with the following Riverside County General 
Plan policies: LU 4.1, LU 13.1, LU 13.3, LU 13.5, LU 13.8, LU 20.1, LU 20.2, LU 20.4, DCAP 
2.3, DCAP 9.1, and DCAP 10.1.  These policy inconsistencies would result in an unavoidable, 
long-term adverse impact to visual resources.  However, Mitigation Measures VR-1 through 
VR-4 are required to reduce visual impacts to the extent feasible. 

Impact Criterion V-7.  The presence of the Alternative E transmission line would substantially 
add to a cumulative visual alteration.  The resulting cumulative visual impact would be signifi-
cant and unavoidable.  However, Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-4 are required to 
reduce visual impacts to the extent feasible. 

Cumulative impacts would be the same as described for Alternative D. 
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4.20 WATER RESOURCES 

4.20.1 Methodology for Analysis 

This section describes effects on water resources that would be caused by implementation of the 
proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) or an alternative.  A discussion of cumulative 
effects related to water resources is also included in Section 4.20-13.  Effects to water resources 
were identified based on the predicted interaction between construction, operation, and decom-
missioning of the project or an alternative and the baseline environmental setting described in 
Section 3.20. 

Water resources effects were considered for the project’s potential to: violate water quality 
standards or waste discharge requirements; substantially deplete groundwater supplies or inter-
fere with groundwater recharge; substantially alter existing drainage patterns such that erosion or 
flooding occur on- or off-site; place structures within Flood Hazard Areas such that flood flows 
would be impeded or redirected, or result in substantial risk associated with flooding; substan-
tially degrade surface water or groundwater quality. 

4.20.2 Applicant Measures 

The following Applicant Measure (AM) have been incorporated as design features of the pro-
posed project (and all action alternatives) and shall be implemented to reduce adverse impacts 
associated with the project.  In some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or expand on AM 
reporting requirements, timing of implementation, or other details where appropriate.  Where 
there is a conflict between provisions of the mitigation measures and the following AM, the miti-
gation measures take precedence. 

AM WR-1 Manage Hazardous Materials and Use SPCC Plan.  The Applicant or its agents 
will: 

• Train construction staff in the management of hazardous materials and use of 
spill control and cleanup equipment; 

• Have a clear chain of command within the organizational structure with 
responsibility for implementing, monitoring, and correcting BMPs; 

• Cover and contain hazardous materials so that they are not in contact with pre-
cipitation or runoff; 

• Store hazardous materials in one or more central areas, and institute rules 
requiring all hazardous materials to be secured at the end of the day; 

• Maintain good inventory records; store hazardous liquids and dispensing 
equipment in secondary containment; 

• Maintain adequate quantities of spill containment and response equipment at 
readily accessible points throughout the site; 

• Identify the worst case and most likely spill scenarios, and provide spill 
response equipment adequate to respond to these scenarios; 

• Use chemicals presenting the least environmental hazard wherever possible; 
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• Store the smallest quantities of hazardous materials possible on the site; 

• Maintain site security to reduce vandalism; 

• Require all contractors to abide by the program BMPs and to identify any haz-
ardous materials and specific BMPs pertaining to their trade or activity. 

• The SPCC Plan for the site would address storage of mineral oil contained in 
transformers.  A SPCC Plan is required when 10,000 gallons or more of 
mineral oil in electrical equipment is contained on site, or when 1,320 gallons 
of petroleum is stored on the site, although an SPCC Plan can be voluntarily 
implemented for lesser quantities.  The SPCC Plan would address methods 
and procedures for managing these products, lighting, security, containment 
requirements, training requirements, staff responsibilities for inspecting stor-
age and dispensing equipment; and equipment and procedures for responding 
to a spill or release of stored petroleum products. 

• Riprap increases surface roughness and slows runoff velocities, decreasing 
sediment transport, and increasing flow depth.  Riprap would be used in con-
junction with decompaction of soil, as riprap would not mitigate flow or 
volume. 

• Check whether dams can be constructed to address specific post-development 
hydraulic characteristics, if needed. 

4.20.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and BLM would 
not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be constructed on the 
project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the existing land use 
designation in the CDCA Plan. 

4.20.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy devel-
opment.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would 
manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  It is pos-
sible that, as a result of the CDCA Plan amendment, that in the future another solar energy gene-
ration project could be proposed with impacts similar to the DHSP, however, such impacts are 
speculative at this time and no effects from the DHSP would occur. 

4.20.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM 
would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy 
development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM 
would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use 
Plan.  No effects from the DHSP would occur. 
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4.20.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

The project is expected to occur in compliance with all applicable water quality standards and 
waste discharge requirements, as presented in Section 3.20.2 of this EIS.  Key standards and 
requirements relevant to water resources effects of the project include, but are not limited to, 
those listed below. 

 Streambed Alteration Agreement (SAA) from the California Department of Fish and Game 
(CDFG) for alterations to state-jurisdictional streambeds 

 Clean Water Act (CWA) Section (§) 404 permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE), if a determination of USACE jurisdiction is made for the project site 

 CWA §402 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit from the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) for discharge of pollutants 

 CWA §401 Water Quality Certification (WQC) from the Colorado River Basin Regional 
Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) for the discharge of dredged or fill materials 

All applicable water quality standards and waste discharge requirements are presented in Section 
3.20.2 of this EIS.  Mitigation Measure (MM) WAT-1 (Demonstrate Compliance with Water 
Quality Permits), presented below under the “Mitigation Measures” heading, requires the project 
owner to demonstrate compliance with all applicable permitting requirements prior commencing 
construction, which will ensure that the project is in compliance with all applicable water quality 
permits and waste discharge requirements associated with construction, operation, and decom-
missioning activities.  Therefore, potential effects associated with permit compliance are the 
same for all three project phases, and are not addressed further in this discussion for 
Alternative 4. 

Construction 

Construction water requirements associated with the entirety of the proposed project or alterna-
tives are summarized in Table 4.20-1, including water required for the solar facility as well as 
water required for the gen-tie (impacts of the gen-tie alternatives are discussed separately in Sec-
tions 4.20.10 through 4.20.14). 

Table 4.20-1. Construction Water Requirements 
Construction Component Acre-Feet per Year Total Acre-Feet 
Dust Suppression 400–500 800–1,000 
Concrete Batching 0.51 0.51 
Total 400.51–500.51 801.02–1,001.02 
1 - Per Table 2-2 (Estimated Truck Deliveries), the project would require 165 concrete truck deliveries.  Assuming that each truck would carry 

approximately 10 cubic yards of concrete, total concrete for the project is approximately 1,650 cubic yards.  Per the 1997 Uniform Building 
Code (UBC 1997), the maximum water-to-concrete ratio should be no more than 0.5 (see Tables 19-A-2 and 19-A-4, “Maximum Water-
Cementitious Materials Ratio, By Weight, Normal-Weight Aggregate Concrete” of (UBC 1997)).  Assuming the weight of concrete is 150 
pounds per cubic foot and the weight of water is 62.4 pounds per cubic foot, the total water required for concrete is 22,275 cubic feet, or 
approximately 0.51 acre-foot. 

2 - Water required for the gen-tie includes water associated with concrete batching. 

As shown in Table 4.20-1, construction would require approximately 400.51 to 500.51 afy over 
the 24-month construction period, for a total of approximately 801.02 to 1,001.02 acre-feet.  A 
total of three temporary storage ponds would be constructed on the project site to ensure that the 
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necessary water supply is available when needed.  Each pond would occupy approximately 
three-quarters of an acre and would have a capacity of 21.5 million gallons, for a total area of 
2.25 acres and a total capacity of 64.5 million gallons, or approximately 198 acre-feet.  In order 
to maximize efficient use of the project site while also ensuring that sufficient water supply is 
available to the area(s) that are actively undergoing construction activities at any given time, two 
or three ponds would operate simultaneously, with one pond designated per every approximately 
400 acres of the site that are under active site preparation or construction activities that require 
water.  The ponds would be connected to supply wells and would be co-located with planned 
stormwater retention basins that would be used during project operation to address stormwater 
runoff, such as described in MM WAT-4 (Surface Water Protection Plan and Drainage Design 
Specifications).  During construction of the project, the temporary storage ponds would be lined 
to prevent infiltration, fenced for public safety, and covered with netting to deter ravens.  All 
applicable BMPs identified in the project’s Surface Water Protection Plan (SWPP), as required 
by MM WAT-4, would be implemented during use of the temporary storage ponds. 

Direct Effects 

Groundwater Supply and Recharge 

As described above, total construction water demand would be 801.02 to 1,001.02 acre-feet over 
a period of 24 months, or 400.51 to 500.51 afy.  The Applicant’s Plan of Development (POD) 
indicates that pending the permitting and physical feasibility of using on-site groundwater wells, 
construction water will either be obtained from on-site wells and/or it would be pumped from 
off-site wells in the project area and trucked to the project site.  The project and surrounding area 
is underlain by the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin (CVGB), and it is reasonably 
assumed that the source of construction water is the CVGB, regardless of whether the water is 
pumped on-site or off-site.  Also as described in the Applicant’s POD, the Applicant will per-
form the necessary studies and secure the necessary permissions to install any wells required, 
and tests will be performed according to all best practices and established protocols to ensure 
water sufficiency and quality at each active well of appropriate capacity will be evaluated.  
Potential impacts associated with trucking are addressed in other relevant sections of this docu-
ment, including Sections 4.18 (Transportation and Public Access), 4.12 (Noise and Vibration), 
and 4.2 (Air Resources); potential impacts associated with trucking water to the project site are 
discussed below, under Mitigation Measure WAT-2 (Alternative Water Source and Groundwater 
Offsets). 

Project construction could affect groundwater supply and recharge if one of the following 
occurs: (1) the affected groundwater basin is in long-term overdraft conditions; (2) construction 
activities cause the affected groundwater basin to be in long-term overdraft conditions; (3) sub-
stantial drawdown occurs at groundwater wells in the area as a result of construction ground-
water pumping; or (4) construction activities redirect natural recharge to groundwater basin(s), 
such as through the introduction of impervious areas that prevent infiltration.  Each of these 
potential conditions is discussed below. 

Overdraft and Drawdown.  Groundwater overdraft occurs when the quantity of water removed 
from a groundwater basin exceeds the rate of recharge to that basin, while drawdown occurs 
when groundwater pumping lowers the aquifer level such that other wells in the vicinity of 
pumping activities experience an increased depth to groundwater, requiring greater energy to 
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draw the same volume of water from affected wells.  Overdraft and drawdown effects may be 
long-term, where substantial permanent new groundwater demands are introduced, or may be 
short-term and seasonal, where new groundwater demand(s) are introduced but are temporary, 
such that the existing balance of groundwater removal and recharge is restored once the new 
demand(s) ceases.  The discussion of groundwater resources presented in Section 3.20 of this 
EIS includes characterization of the current safe yield for the CVGB.  As discussed in Section 
3.20, there is varying expert opinions regarding the current water budget (balance) for the 
CVGB, and estimates range from a positive balance of 2,623 afy to a negative balance of 7,912 
afy, where the negative balance indicates overdraft conditions.  In the absence of long-term 
groundwater monitoring data, in order to address this discrepancy in expert opinion, the analysis 
provided in this EIS and supported by the analysis included in the WSA (Appendix E) considers 
a range of potential conditions of the CVGB. 

As described above, construction of the project would require a water supply of 400.51 to 500.51 
afy; the hydrologic budgets presented in Tables 3.20-2 and 3.20-3 (see Section 3.20) indicate that 
sufficient groundwater supply may or may not be available in the CVGB to meet project con-
struction requirements without contributing to overdraft conditions.  In addition, the estimated 
water budgets provided in Tables 3.20-2 and 3.20-3 reflect existing (baseline) environmental 
conditions relevant to groundwater supply availability, and do not reflect cumulative conditions 
within the basin.  Depending on climatic conditions and pumping intensity, it is possible that 
groundwater pumping activities associated with project construction could contribute to tempo-
rary overdraft and/or drawdown conditions.  Groundwater pumping for construction of the proj-
ect would be short-term and limited specifically to the construction period of 24 months.  Mitiga-
tion measures identified for the proposed DHSP and listed below would ensure that the project 
would not contribute to overdraft conditions, should they be present or develop during imple-
mentation of the project, and that any potential effects associated with overdraft or drawdown 
would be temporary and less than significant, and would reverse once project pumping activities 
cease.  Construction of the project would not have the potential to result in long-term overdraft 
conditions. 

 MM WAT-2 (Alternative Water Source and Groundwater Offsets) would address potential 
drawdown effects by avoiding pumping or over-pumping at the project’s supply well(s), and 
by ensuring that the project does not perpetuate known or predicted overdraft conditions.  By 
requiring use of an alternative water source during projected overdraft years, this mitigation 
measure would ensure that the proposed DHSP does not contribute to overdraft conditions. 

 MM WAT-3 (Groundwater Drawdown Monitoring and Reporting Plan) would address poten-
tial overdraft effects by requiring comprehensive monitoring and reporting activities, as well 
as close coordination with the BLM and Colorado River Basin RWQCB.  Monitoring and 
reporting actions required per this mitigation measure will enable the BLM and the RWQCB 
to identify how the groundwater resource behaves in response to the project, and to make man-
agement decisions accordingly. 

Recharge.  As described in Section 3.20, primary recharge to the CVGB occurs through percola-
tion of runoff from the surrounding mountains, percolation of precipitation to the valley floor, 
and subsurface inflow from adjacent groundwater basins.  Surface runoff from the surrounding 
mountains is largely ephemeral, with most surface water features containing flow only in direct 
response to precipitation events, and average annual precipitation in the area is only 3.6 inches.  
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The project would have no effect on precipitation rates in the area.  However, the placement of 
permanent and temporary project features could affect the distribution of groundwater recharge 
across the site.  Creation of new impervious surfaces associated with the project could interfere 
with groundwater recharge by reducing the amount of surface area through which precipitation 
and surface water percolates to underlying groundwater resources. 

New impervious surfaces would result from the implementation of permanent project compo-
nents, including the PV panels, concrete foundations, O&M facility, access roads, and substation.  
Soil compaction associated with access road improvements and the use of heavy equipment and 
vehicles across the project site could also affect recharge by reducing the rate at which water is 
able to percolate through the ground.  In addition to permanent infrastructure, temporary con-
struction facilities including covered assembly areas, staging areas, and temporary parking areas 
would also introduce new impervious areas that could affect the rate and distribution of surface 
water percolation/infiltration to underlying groundwater. 

The placement of PV panels and foundations would likely result in site-specific redistribution of 
recharge rates, but is not expected to result in a substantial effect to groundwater recharge rates 
or quantities, such that the overall groundwater basin would be affected.  Each individual PV 
panel is an impervious feature, but the panels would be organized into arrays with each array 
consisting of 12 rows of mounted PV panels; with this configuration, there would be spaces 
between each mounted panel where precipitation would pass through, reaching the ground below 
for percolation to underlying groundwater resources. 

Other permanent and temporary project features mentioned above would have similar effects to 
groundwater recharge; site-specific alterations in the distribution of recharge patterns are antici-
pated to occur, but such effects would not reduce overall recharge of the CVGB.  Applicant mea-
sures listed in Section 4.20.2 include a measure which requires the use of riprap to increase sur-
face roughness and slow runoff velocities; this measure would also minimize potential adverse 
effects to groundwater recharge because slower runoff facilitates infiltration, thus maximizing 
groundwater recharge.  Additionally, mitigation measures presented under the “Mitigation Mea-
sures” subheading and summarized below would minimize or avoid potential effects to ground-
water recharge during construction. 

 MM WAT-4 (Surface Water Protection Plan and Drainage Design Specifications) requires the 
implementation of BMPs which would maximize groundwater recharge, such as use of high-
roughness groundcover and use of common drainage basin(s) or depression(s) where runoff 
would collect. 

Construction Site Dewatering.  Construction of the project would require excavation activities 
that may encounter shallow groundwater and require construction site dewatering activities.  
Perched or shallow groundwater may be ephemeral in nature (occurring in direct response to pre-
cipitation events), or it may be recharged by percolation from surface water and/or nearby 
saturated subsurface zones.  Perched groundwater is essentially a subsurface zone of saturation 
that is separated from the main groundwater table by a typically impermeable divide.  It is not 
possible to quantify the likelihood of encountering perched groundwater because it is not part of 
the main groundwater resource and would not be detected in typical groundwater monitoring 
activities.  If project excavation results in the unexpected encountering of perched groundwater, 
the local groundwater supply could be adversely affected as a result of directly encountering con-
struction vehicles and equipment, and encountering the potentially hazardous materials such as 
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motor oil and lubricating fluids required to operate vehicles and equipment, and/or the local 
groundwater supply could be adversely affected due to uncontrolled release of groundwater onto 
the surface.  Measures presented under the “Mitigation Measures” subheading and summarized 
below would minimize or avoid potential effects associated with construction site dewatering. 

 MM WAT-5 (Construction Site Dewatering Management) would ensure that if perched 
groundwater is unexpectedly encountered during project construction, dewatering activities 
would occur in compliance with the California Stormwater Quality Association’s (CASQA) 
California Stormwater BMP Handbook for Construction, or other similar guidance document 
supported by the BLM.  Dewatering operations are practices that manage the discharge of pol-
lutants when non-stormwater and accumulated precipitation must be removed from a work 
location so that construction work may be accomplished; dewatering practices must occur in 
compliance with laws and regulations, and require approval of the RWQCB (CASQA 2003). 

Water Supply Reliability.  Section 3.20 of this EIS provides a discussion of Senate Bills 610 
and 267, which require detailed analysis of water supply availability for certain types of large 
development projects.  In accordance with California Water Code, as amended by SB 610 and 
SB 267, a Water Supply Assessment (WSA) has been prepared for the project and is included as 
Appendix E to this EIS.  The WSA presents detailed analysis of water supply availability proj-
ections under normal-year, single-dry year, and multiple-dry year conditions.  As projected in 
Tables WSA-9 through WSA-15 and based on assumptions presented in Section 4.6 of the WSA, 
overdraft conditions could occur during implementation of the proposed DHSP.  Such conditions 
would occur regardless of the project and would recover over the lifetime of the project in 
response to anticipated water usage associated with other projects in the basin; therefore, with 
consideration of the assumptions described in the WSA, overdraft conditions in the CVGB are 
anticipated to be temporary.  In addition, construction of the DHSP would include the implemen-
tation of mitigation measures to avoid project-related contribution to overdraft conditions and 
potential water supply reliability effects.  Measures relevant to water supply reliability are pre-
sented under the “Mitigation Measures” subheading and summarized below. 

 MM WAT-2 (Alternative Water Source and Groundwater Offsets) would avoiding pumping or 
over-pumping at the project’s supply well(s), and ensure that the project does not perpetuate 
known or predicted overdraft conditions. 

 MM WAT-3 (Groundwater Drawdown Monitoring and Reporting Plan), previously men-
tioned, would require comprehensive groundwater monitoring and reporting actions during 
project pumping activities, including close coordination with regulatory agencies and response 
actions to address detected adverse effects. 

 MM WAT-6 (Drought Water Management and Water Conservation Education Programs) 
would adjust the project’s water use under severe drought conditions, and ensure associated 
training of project operators and employees. 

As noted, Mitigation Measures WAT-2, WAT-3, and WAT-6 would prevent project-related con-
tribution to overdraft conditions by prohibiting groundwater pumping during projected overdraft 
years, requiring the use of a water source that is not the CVGB during years that the CVGB is 
projected to be affected by overdraft conditions, ensuring the monitoring of groundwater and 
collecting of groundwater data in order to characterize the CVGB and make management 
decisions accordingly, and ensuring that project operators and employees are aware of the proj-
ect’s water requirements and the restrictions associated with groundwater use to meet those 
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requirements.  Sufficient water supply is anticipated to be available for the project, and imple-
mentation of the project would not result in adverse effects to water supply reliability.  Please see 
the WSA presented as Appendix E for further discussion of water supply reliability. 

Colorado River Water.  As discussed in Section 3.20 (see “Colorado River Accounting Sur-
face”), groundwater pumped from the CVGB at or below an elevation of 234 feet amsl can be 
considered recharge from the adjudicated Colorado River.  According to the Colorado River 
Board of California (CRBC), municipal, industrial, and recreational water users found to be 
using Colorado River water, through Accounting Surface delineations, without a Colorado River 
water right may be eligible to contract for water from the Lower Colorado Water Supply Project 
(CRBC 2000).  Also as described by the CRBC, if a well or pump extends into the Accounting 
Surface for the purpose of extracting water, then a valid water contract is required from the 
Secretary of the Interior, through its agent, the Bureau of Reclamation (CRBC 2003). 

The discussion presented under “Groundwater Level Trends” in Section 3.20 indicates that 
groundwater levels in the Hayfield Planning area, including the CVGB and the project site, range 
from the ground surface to 400 feet below ground surface (bgs).  Discussion of groundwater 
monitoring data collected in the general vicinity of the DHSP site, presented under “Colorado 
River Accounting Surface” in Section 3.20.2, suggests that static groundwater elevations in the 
project area are well above the elevation of the Colorado River Accounting Surface, indicating 
the groundwater pumped at the project site would not result in the production of allocated 
Colorado River water. 

Additionally, the DWR reported in the latest Bulletin 118 Update (2004) that the upper 100 feet 
of saturated sediments in the CVGB are estimated to have approximately 900,000 acre-feet of 
groundwater in storage, as based on the 1975 version of DWR Bulletin 118 (DWR 2004).  Based 
on this 1975 estimation, the upper four feet of saturated sediments between the assumed water 
surface elevation of 230 feet amsl (noted above) and the Colorado River Accounting Surface 
could potentially contain 36,000 acre-feet of water, assuming 900,000 acre-feet in the upper 100 
feet, divided by 100 feet, then multiplied by four feet (SCE 2010).  These estimates suggest that 
there is sufficient groundwater in storage above the Colorado River Accounting Surface to meet 
the project’s construction water requirements of 400.51 to 500.51 afy.  Groundwater in storage in 
saturated sediments above the Colorado River Accounting Surface is replenished by percolation 
of runoff from the surrounding mountains, and percolation of precipitation to the valley floor.  
However, although the estimates of groundwater storage described above indicates that sufficient 
water is available in storage above the Colorado River Accounting Surface to meet the needs of 
the proposed DHSP, this discussion is based on DWR data from 1975 (DWR 2004), which does 
not consider uses of CVGB water which have developed in the 35 years since then.  The calcula-
tions described above also assume that groundwater stored in the upper 100 feet of saturated sed-
iments is distributed evenly, and that the volume in storage within a four-foot section of these 
sediments can been directly extrapolated from the overall storage. 

In addition, although data provided in reference to the Desert Sunlight Solar Project suggest that 
groundwater elevations are well above the Colorado River Accounting Surface, the assumptions 
described above regarding saturated sediments at the project site are problematic compared to 
analysis of subsurface conditions provided for the Genesis Solar Energy project, which is also 
located within the CVGB.  The Genesis analysis included preparation of hydrostratigraphic 
cross-sections, or diagrams and maps of subsurface materials which form distinct hydrologic 
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units with respect to the movement of groundwater within the CVGB, as compiled in 2009.  
These cross-sections indicate varying sub-surface conditions relevant to grain size and static 
groundwater levels (CEC 2010; see pages 944 through 946 of 1,380: Soil and Water Figures 8, 
Hydrostratigraphic Cross-Section A-A’, 9, Hydrostratigraphic Cross-Section B-B’, and 10, 
Hydrostratigraphic Cross-Section Lines).  It is plausible that the volume of water in storage 
within the saturated sediments above the estimated Colorado River Accounting Surface, and the 
distribution or availability of water stored in saturated sediments, are less than indicated by 
DWR the estimates described above. 

In summary, comparison of available groundwater monitoring data and interpretations dated 
between the 1960s and as recently as 2000 suggest that static groundwater level elevations in the 
vicinity of the proposed DHSP site are well above the Colorado River Accounting Surface, with 
a buffer of more than 200 feet between groundwater elevation and the Colorado River Account-
ing Surface for the most recent data (year 2000) located in closest proximity to the project site 
(measured near Desert Center, approximately three miles south of the DHSP site), but further 
analysis produced in the year 2009 suggest that saturated sediments below the ground surface at 
the DHSP site may not be evenly distributed.  Based on available information, it is considered 
unlikely yet possible that groundwater pumping associated with the proposed DHSP could pro-
duce water from below 234 feet amsl, which would be considered Colorado River water.  There-
fore, in order to address this potential and avoid the consumption of allocated Colorado River 
water, Mitigation Measure WAT-7, which is presented under the “Mitigation Measures” sub-
heading and summarized below, is required. 

 MM WAT-7 (Colorado River Water Supply Plan) would ensure that if the project results in 
pumping of any groundwater that would be replaced by Colorado River water, conservation 
actions would be implemented to “replace” the groundwater on an acre-foot by acre-foot basis, 
equating to a ratio of 1:1. 

Surface Water and Drainage Patterns 

As described in Section 3.20, existing drainage patterns on the project site are characterized by 
ephemeral drainages which contain water only after precipitation events sufficient to produce 
runoff.  Project construction would alter surface water drainage patterns across the project site 
through the implementation of infrastructure and components such as the temporary water stor-
age ponds described above, the PV arrays and access roads, and soil compaction required to 
install these features.  Construction of the project would include both temporary and permanent 
disturbance to the site; temporary disturbance would result from trenching for electrical conduit, 
construction staging areas, concrete batch plant, and temporary access roads, while permanent 
disturbance would result from construction of access roads, the substation and O&M facility, 
parking areas, and equipment pads. 

Alterations to drainage patterns on and surrounding the project site during the construction phase 
could result in erosion and/or flooding effects on- or off-site.  Encroachment of a project struc-
ture into a stream channel or floodplain could result in flooding of or erosion damage to the 
encroaching structure, diversion of flows and increased flood risk for adjacent property, or 
increased erosion on adjacent property.  Earthmoving activities would occur within and/or adja-
cent to on-site drainages only where permitted for permitted road crossings, trenching, and resto-
ration work.  In addition, it is anticipated that some project features would be placed in areas 
subject to periodic overland flow and/or broad, ephemeral washes.  Compliance with required 
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laws and regulations described in Section 3.20 would minimize the project’s potential effects on 
the drainage patterns of the area. 

As described in Section 3.20.2 under “Surface Water Resources,” the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
project, which is located adjacent to the north of the DHSP site, had initiated construction activi-
ties at the time of publication of the Notice of Intent for DHSP, and the initial stages of the 
Desert Sunlight project have included the construction of a perimeter fence and earthen berm 
along the project boundary.  The berm surrounds a water storage and evaporation pond, both of 
which will be removed following construction of the Desert Sunlight project; the berm is not 
anticipated to interfere with surface water flows onto the DHSP site. 

The DHSP site is located in an area that has been identified by the DWR as an “Awareness 
Floodplain,” or an area that is considered prone to flooding but has not been mapped by FEMA.  
In accordance with Riverside County’s Floodplain Management Ordinance 458, development 
within the Awareness Floodplain is required to comply with specific guidelines designed to 
avoid flood hazards associated with the placement of infrastructure within areas prone to 
flooding; such guidelines are summarized in Section 3.20 under the subheading “Riverside 
County Floodplain Management Ordinance 458”.  As described above and in compliance with 
MM WAT-1 (Demonstrate Compliance with Water Quality Permits), the project owner shall 
demonstrate compliance with all applicable permitting requirements prior to commencing con-
struction; this includes permit(s) for development within the Awareness Floodplain for compli-
ance with Ordinance 458. 

As described in the analysis of groundwater recharge effects presented under “Groundwater Sup-
ply and Recharge,” construction of the project would include soil compaction associated with 
access road improvements and the use of heavy equipment and vehicles across the project site.  
Soil compaction could increase surface water runoff rates and quantities, particularly during a 
large (100-year) storm event.  The conclusions of hydrologic, hydraulic, sediment transport, and 
scour analyses conducted on the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) site (incorporated by 
reference in Section 1.11), adjacent to the north of the proposed DHSP site, are considered 
applicable to the DHSP site due to the close proximity, and the fact that both projects would 
employ solar PV technology and associated infrastructure.  Therefore, following is a summary of 
conclusions regarding how the development of a solar PV project in the proposed DHSP area 
could result in adverse effects associated with soil compaction and stormwater runoff: 

 Without the implementation of mitigation measures, solar development construction would 
increase stormwater peak-flow rates and velocities both on site and off site, particularly under 
100-year and 10-year storm conditions; 

 De-compacting soils in areas between panel arrays would help to maintain pre-development 
hydraulic conditions, particularly as related to the potential for flooding on or off site; 

 Construction of features such as basins with riprap protection and/or detention basins would 
retain excess stormwater flow resulting from the project; 

 Construction of PV arrays would include placement of foundations which would be subject to 
scour, particularly following a 100-year storm event; placement of riprap at the base of each sup-
port structure would help reduce the effects of local scour and decrease runoff velocities; and 

 Construction of the solar development would apply consistent soil type, compaction, and grad-
ing patterns across the site, in comparison with existing conditions, which are marked by areas 
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of relatively inactive sediments (“desert pavement”) as well as more active areas characterized 
by finer sand and gravel; these changes would likely create a geologic environment conducive 
to the formation of shallow channels up to two feet or less in depth (i.e., long-term scour), miti-
gable by periodic monitoring to identify changes to the site grading and maintenance activities 
as/if needed to restore design conditions (AECOM 2010). 

Section 1.2.10 (Erosion Control and Stormwater Drainage) of the Applicant’s POD for the proj-
ect describes that with the exception of the inverters and transmission facility, solar facility 
development will maintain drainage patterns where possible, with water exiting the site in exist-
ing natural contours and flows.  In addition, impervious groundcover will be minimized to the 
inverter and transmission cement pad and a small parking area, in order to maintain existing 
drainage patterns and infiltration throughout the photovoltaic panel field.  Existing small to mod-
erate ephemeral washes will remain intact at locations capable of being traversed by installation 
equipment.  Where paved roads cross larger ephemeral washes, culverts will be constructed to 
withstand the 100-year, 24-hour storm event.  Where unpaved roads cross washes, a slight grad-
ing of the channel bank will allow vehicles to cross the wash.  To ensure that these project design 
features are implemented to effectively minimize potential effects of project construction to sur-
face water and drainage patterns, mitigation measures for project construction are required, as 
presented under the “Mitigation Measures” subheading and summarized below. 

 MM WAT-8 (Flood and Erosion Structure Damage Protection) would ensure that permanent 
project features are designed per applicable floodplain development guidelines and maintained 
to avoid adverse impacts to stormwater runoff. 

 MM WAT-1 (Demonstrate Compliance with Water Quality Permits) would ensure that the 
project occurs in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations, including as relevant to 
drainage pattern alterations. 

 MM WAT-4 (Surface Water Protection Plan and Drainage Design Specifications) would 
ensure that specific BMPs are implemented during project construction to address the potential 
for increased stormwater runoff and erosion on and off site, including through de-compaction 
of soils on the project site. 

State Jurisdictional Drainages.  Surface water and drainage patterns could be adversely 
affected if jurisdictional drainages are disturbed or altered as a result of project construction.  As 
described in Sections 3.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and 3.4 (Biological Resources – 
Wildlife) of this EIS, designated jurisdictional drainages are located throughout the project site.  
Aspen has calculated the total acreage of state-jurisdictional streambeds and adjacent riparian 
habitat as 113 acres within the proposed solar generator site.  Each of the generator tie-line alter-
natives would affect a limited additional acreage of state-jurisdictional streambeds or woodland 
vegetation, depending on the specific locations of access roads, transmission line structures, and 
work sites.  Potential impacts of the project to jurisdictional drainages are addressed in Sections 
4.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and 4.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife) of this EIS. 

Stormwater Drainage Systems 

No stormwater drainage system exists at the project site.  Construction of the project would 
include implementation of a Surface Water Protection Plan (SWPP), in compliance with MM 
WAT-4.  The SWPP will specify BMPs to minimize and/or avoid potential effects associated 
with stormwater runoff.  As described above, construction of the project would include imple-
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mentation of numerous actions to minimize increases in stormwater runoff quantity and velocity; 
the project is not expected to create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity 
of existing or planned stormwater drainage systems.  There is potential for construction of the 
project to contribute sources of polluted runoff if an accidental leak or release of harmful mate-
rials were to occur during construction activities; potential water quality effects are discussed in 
detail below (see “Water Quality”). 

Flood Hazard Areas 

As described in Section 3.20.2 (see “Surface Water Resources”), the project site and surrounding 
area are designated by FEMA as Flood Zone D, or areas with “possible but undetermined flood 
hazards,” where no flood hazard analysis has been conducted.  According to FEMA, develop-
ment is permitted in Flood Hazard Areas provided that the development complies with local 
floodplain management ordinances.  The Preliminary Flood Plain & Hydrology Analysis pre-
pared for the project indicates that surface water flows resulting from a 100-year storm event in 
the project area can exceed 1,800 cubic feet per second, and flow depth would not exceed three 
to five feet (PHB & Associates 2009).  All applicable floodplain management ordinances would 
be fully complied with in accordance with FEMA’s regulations on development in Flood Hazard 
Areas.  The permanent aboveground features associated with the project would be designed and 
engineered to withstand potential flooding and erosion hazards.  Mitigation measures presented 
under the “Mitigation Measures” subheading and summarized below would avoid potential 
effects of project construction associated with Flood Hazard Areas. 

 MM WAT-1 (Demonstrate Compliance with Water Quality Permits) would ensure that the 
project occurs in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. 

 MM WAT-4 (Surface Water Protection Plan and Drainage Design Specifications) would 
ensure that specific BMPs are implemented during project construction. 

 MM WAT-8 (Flood and Erosion Structure Damage Protection) would ensure that permanent 
project features are designed and constructed per applicable development guidelines. 

Water Quality 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the project is expected to be 
consistent with all beneficial uses and water quality criteria defined in the Basin Plan, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.20 of this EIS. 

Degradation of surface water quality and/or groundwater quality could occur through the effects 
of sedimentation, and/or through the accidental release of hazardous materials.  Soil-disturbing 
activities that would occur during project construction, including excavation and grading, would 
have the potential to result in soil erosion (transport) and sedimentation (delivery) that could 
degrade water quality.  This impact would be most likely if a storm event occurs during con-
struction activities, while disturbed soils are exposed and/or have not yet been re-vegetated. 

In addition to the potential effects of erosion and sedimentation, the accidental release of hazard-
ous materials during construction of the project could result in water quality degradation within 
and downstream of the site.  Potentially hazardous materials that may be used and/or produced 
during construction include but are not limited to the following: diesel fuel, gasoline, lubricant 
oils, hydraulic fluid, antifreeze, transmission fluid, lubricant grease, cement slurry, and other 
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fluids required for the operation of construction vehicles and equipment.  Motorized equipment 
used at the project site during construction could leak hazardous materials, such as motor oil, 
transmission fluid, or antifreeze, due to inadequate or improper maintenance, unnoticed or 
unrepaired damage, improper refueling, or operator error. 

Direct contact with potentially hazardous materials could result from a spill or leak that occurs 
directly above or within the bed and banks of a flowing stream or waterbody.  Because surface 
water on the project site is ephemeral in nature, direct contamination as a result of accidental 
release is considered unlikely, unless a precipitation event occurs during active construction 
activities.  Indirect contamination of surface water could occur if a potentially harmful or hazard-
ous material is released into a dry stream bed or wash and is subsequently transported through 
runoff during a storm event, eventually making contact with perennial flowing water.  Ground-
water resources could also be contaminated through indirect contact with potentially harmful or 
hazardous materials.  This could occur if an accidental spill of harmful materials is allowed to 
leach through the ground surface to underlying groundwater resources, or if construction-related 
excavation activities encounter perched groundwater and direct contact with hazardous materials 
occurs. 

The DHSP would use herbicides for weed control as appropriate, as outlined in the Integrated 
Weed Management Plan in Appendix C.10.  Use of herbicides would be in accordance with the 
measures and standard operating procedures in the BLM’s Herbicide PFEIS.  As described in 
Chapter 1, Section 1.9.1, the DHSP EIS is tiered to the Herbicide PFEIS.  Complying with the 
measures and standard operating procedures in the Herbicide PFEIS, MM PHS-9 (use licensed 
herbicide applicator), and the mitigation measures below (MM WAT-9, MM WAT-1, MM 
WAT-4, and MM WAT-5) would avoid potential effects of herbicides on water quality. 

Section 1.2.17 (Spill Prevention and Containment) of the Applicant’s POD for the project states 
that a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plan (SPCC) will be prepared and imple-
mented during construction of the project.  The construction SPCC Plan will include spill pre-
vention and countermeasures procedures including but not limited to the following: a spill record 
(if applicable), analysis of potential spills, description of containment facilities, fill and overfill 
prevention facilities, spill response procedures, personnel training and spill prevention.  The 
project’s substation would include equipment that required containment in the case of a spill or 
accidental release of hazardous materials, and the substation pad will be designed to capture any 
spills of insulator material; the solar facility is not anticipated to require containment structures.  
Construction and maintenance vehicles will be maintained in accordance with manufacturer 
recommendations to minimize the risk of vehicle spills. 

Mitigation measures presented under the “Mitigation Measures” subheading and summarized 
below would avoid potential effects of project construction to water quality. 

 MM WAT-9 (Accidental Spill Control and Environmental Training) requires implementation 
of BMPs to avoid potential water quality impacts associated with accidental spill(s) or 
release(s) of materials during construction.  This training will include but is not limited to haz-
ardous materials handling procedures for reducing the potential for a spill during construction, 
and an emergency response program to ensure quick and safe cleanup of accidental spills. 

 MM WAT-1 (Demonstrate Compliance with Water Quality Permits) ensures that construction 
of the project would occur in compliance with all applicable water quality regulations. 
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 MM WAT-4 (Surface Water Protection Plan and Drainage Design Specifications) specifies 
BMPs to be included in the project’s SWPP that would minimize or avoid potential water 
quality impacts by requiring the implementation of erosion control measures such as use of 
high-roughness groundcover and the strategic placement of straw wattles and silt fences.  The 
SWPP would achieve the same objectives as a SWPPP under the Clean Water Act, and the 
SWPP may substitute for a SWPPP if the project is not subject to Section 402 of the CWA, 
further ensuring that significant water quality impacts would not occur. 

 MM WAT-5 (Construction Site Dewatering Management) ensures that if dewatering activities 
are required during project construction, they would occur per approved guidelines, thus mini-
mizing the potential for adverse water quality impacts to occur. 

Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects are those effects “…which are caused by the action and are later in time or 
farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable.  Indirect effects may include 
growth inducing effects and other effects related to induced changes in the pattern of land use, 
population density, or growth rate, and related effects on water and air and other natural systems, 
including ecosystems” (40 CFR 1508.8(b)). 

Potential indirect effects to water resources associated with construction of the Alternative 4 
could occur if one of the scenarios described below is realized as a result of project construction. 

 Groundwater pumping associated with construction of the proposed project decreases outflow 
from the CVGB to hydrologically connected groundwater basin(s), resulting in decreased 
water availability in the affected basin(s). 

 An accidental spill or leak of hazardous materials occurs and the material(s) is left on the 
ground surface, where it leaches through soils to underlying groundwater resources, resulting 
in groundwater contamination. 

 Soil erosion and sedimentation generated on-site as a result of ground disturbance during con-
struction of the proposed project is not contained on-site and is subsequently transported off-
site through stormwater runoff, resulting in degradation of downstream water quality. 

Compliance with the mitigation measures summarized above and presented below under the 
“Mitigation Measures” sub-heading would minimize or avoid the potential for the indirect effects 
described above to occur as a result of construction of Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Section 2.4.3 (Structures and Facilities) describes that a double-pass reverse osmosis (RO) sys-
tem and demineralization evaporation pond would be used to treat locally pumped groundwater 
by decreasing concentrations of total dissolved solids (TDS) to a level acceptable for application 
on the panels.  The RO system would produce up to approximately 20 gallons per minute (gpm) 
of low-TDS water, as well as approximately 9 gpm of “reject water,” or brine water that is too 
high in TDS content to be applied to the PV panels during washing activities.  As such, approxi-
mately 45 percent of water produced by the RO system would be reject water.  The reject water 
would be piped to an evaporation pond encompassing approximately one acre, where the liquid 
would evaporate, leaving salts and minerals that would be cleaned out and disposed of at an 
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appropriate facility as needed.  Operational water requirements associated with the project are 
summarized in Table 4.20-2. 

Table 4.20-2. Operational Water Requirements 
Project Component Acre-Feet per Year 
Panel Washing 18–27 
Reverse Osmosis Reject Water 8–12 
O&M Facilities and Fire-Fighting 0.021 

Total 26.02–39.02 
1 - As described in Section 2.4.5 (Operations and Maintenance Activities), under “Operations Equipment,” a permanent, above-ground 

5,000-gallon water storage tank would be used for O&M tasks and facilities, including on-site fire-fighting; 5,000 gallons converts to approxi-
mately 0.02 acre-feet.  It is anticipated that the storage tank would need to be re-filled on an annual basis. 

As shown in Table 4.20-2, the project’s total operational water requirement would be approxi-
mately 26.02 to 39.02 afy. 

Operation and maintenance of the project would include routine preventative maintenance as 
well as corrective maintenance activities, as needed.  As described in the Applicant’s POD, the 
project will be maintained using a Computerized Maintenance Management Software (CMMS) 
package, vendor and contractor recommendations, and good engineering practices to plan and 
implement the component preventive maintenance program.  Potential effects from operation and 
maintenance of the project to water resources are discussed below. 

Direct Effects 

Groundwater Supply and Recharge 

Operation of the project would require a water supply of 18 to 27 afy for washing PV panels, 
assuming 1.1 gallons of water for each PV panel and a washing schedule of two to three times 
per year.  As with construction of the project, it is anticipated that operational water would be 
pumped from the underlying CVGB using on-site supply wells, or it would be pumped from off-
site wells within the CVGB and trucked to the project site.  Potential impacts associated with 
trucking the proposed DHSP water supply to the site are discussed under Mitigation Measure 
WAT-2 (Alternate Water Source and Groundwater Offsets). 

Overdraft and Drawdown.  There is differing expert opinion regarding the current budget of 
the CVGB, and whether the basin is currently affected by overdraft conditions.  Potential budget 
scenarios are presented in Tables 3.20-2 and 3.20-3, each of which is assessed in this impact 
analysis.  It is anticipated that the CVGB will be overdrafted during the lifetime of the project, 
and that such effects would occur regardless of the proposed DHSP’s water requirements.  In 
order to ensure that the project does not contribute to overdraft conditions in the CVGB,  MM 
WAT-2 requires the use of an alternative water source and/or replacement of CVGB used during 
any year that the CVGB is projected to be in overdraft, thus ensuring that the project does not 
contribute to the presence of overdraft in this basin.  In addition, MM WAT-3 requires that the 
project’s Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan would be implemented for at least the 
first five years of the project, beginning with the onset of construction.  As specified in MM 
WAT-3, annual groundwater monitoring data reports will be submitted by the project owner to 
the BLM and the Colorado River Basin RWQCB, and corrective action(s) will be required if 
these reports indicate groundwater trends such as overdraft or drawdown. 
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Recharge.  Operation of the project would not introduce new impervious surfaces (not previ-
ously introduced during construction of the project) and would not further compact soils on the 
project site such that groundwater recharge would be adversely affected.  The presence of PV 
panels over the lifetime of the project could affect localized runoff patterns due to “drip line” 
effects, which occur when surface runoff in direct response to precipitation events is 
concentrated along the lowest edge of PV panel arrays.  These localized effects to surface water 
runoff patterns would have no effect on infiltration rates or groundwater recharge 

Construction Site Dewatering.  Operation of the project would not include ground-disturbing 
activities that could result in encountering shallow or perched groundwater resources; dewatering 
activities would not be necessary. 

Water Supply Reliability.  As noted above, it is anticipated that the project would require an 
operational water supply of 26.02 to 39.02 afy, which includes high-TDS reject water that would 
be produced through the RO system.  The WSA included as Appendix E indicates that overdraft 
conditions could occur during implementation of the proposed project and alternatives, but such 
conditions would be temporary, and would likely occur regardless of the project.  Sufficient 
water supply is anticipated to be available for the project, and implementation of the project 
would not result in adverse effects to water supply reliability. 

Colorado River Water.  As with construction, operation of the project would include the poten-
tial to pump groundwater from below the Colorado River’s Accounting Surface of 234 feet amsl.  
Groundwater monitoring and reporting activities required per MM WAT-3 (Groundwater 
Drawdown Monitoring and Reporting Plan) would facilitate the determination of whether opera-
tional water is pumped from below the Accounting Surface and if so, that conservation actions 
required per MM WAT-7 (Colorado River Water Supply Plan) would be implemented. 

Surface Water and Drainage Patterns 

Operation and maintenance of the project would include the routine maintenance and occasional 
repair (as needed) of infrastructure installed during the construction period, including occasional 
re-grading and/or re-graveling of access roads.  Operation and maintenance would not introduce 
new infrastructure or alter existing surface water and drainage patterns beyond what is completed 
during the construction period.  As described above (see “Groundwater Recharge”), the PV 
panels and arrays may result in a “drip line” effect where runoff from the panels and arrays is 
concentrated on the lowest edge of the infrastructure, but this effect would occur as localized 
drainage pattern alternations.  Operation and maintenance would not substantially alter existing 
drainage patterns or result in substantial erosion, siltation, or flooding on or off site. 

State Jurisdictional Drainages.  Operational effects of the project to jurisdictional drainages are 
addressed in Sections 4.3 (Biological Resources – Vegetation) and 4.4 (Biological Resources – 
Wildlife) of this EIS.  Potential effects during operation and maintenance are anticipated to be 
less than during construction due to a decreased necessity for earth-disturbing activity. 

Stormwater Drainage Systems 

Operation and maintenance of the project would not introduce any new stormwater drainage sys-
tem(s).  As with the potential construction effects described above, operation and maintenance 
activities would not create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of exist-
ing or planned stormwater drainage systems. 
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Operational activities would include regular inspection and maintenance of project infrastructure.  
The O&M building would include a septic system and leach field, which would be permitted 
through Riverside County, and would be pumped regularly, with waste transported off site for 
disposal by a licensed waste treatment contractor.  Panel washing activities would occur two to 
three times per year, but only the quantity of water required to remove dirt and debris from the 
panels would be applied (estimated to be 1.1 gallons per panel).  Operation and maintenance of 
the project would not provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff. 

Flood Hazard Areas 

The Preliminary Flood Plain & Hydrology Analysis prepared for the project area determined that 
surface water flows resulting from a 100-year storm event exceed three to five feet in depth 
(PHB & Associates 2009).  The presence of project infrastructure during the operational phase of 
the project may result in scouring effects and/or localized re-direction of surface flow; however, 
as described above and in compliance with MM WAT-4 (Surface Water Protection Plan and 
Drainage Design Specifications) and MM WAT-8 (Flood and Erosion Structure Damage Protec-
tion), project features would be designed to withstand flood flows and BMPs would be imple-
mented during construction to avoid or minimize potential effects of flooding.  Operation and 
maintenance of the project would not introduce new infrastructure or activities with the potential 
to impede or redirect flood flows such that new effects would occur. 

Water Quality 

Degradation of surface water quality and/or groundwater quality could occur through the effects 
of sedimentation, and/or through the accidental release of hazardous materials.  Soil-disturbing 
activities that would occur during operation and maintenance of the project would be minimal, 
characterized by road improvements or repairs as necessary to maintain access throughout the 
site, and the transport of vehicles and equipment throughout the site as necessary to regularly 
inspect project infrastructure.  These activities would not introduce substantial new potential to 
result in soil erosion (transport) and sedimentation (delivery) that could degrade water quality.  
Regarding the potential for operational and maintenance activities to result in the accidental 
release of potentially hazardous materials, as described above, project infrastructure would be 
regularly inspected to minimize and/or avoid the potential for such leaks to occur. 

Over the lifetime of the project, panel-washing activities would occur two to three times per 
year, requiring an estimated 26.02 to 39.02 afy of water, which includes the high-TDS reject 
water that would be generated by the RO system.  This operational water would be pumped from 
the CVGB using the same groundwater well(s) used during construction of the project.  It is 
anticipated that water used to wash the PV panels during project operation would need to be of a 
certain quality, and water obtained from the CVGB may need to be treated prior to application 
on the panels.  However, the use of water to clean panels during operation would not degrade 
surface or groundwater quality in the area. 

Operation and maintenance of the project would not introduce substantial new potential for water 
quality effects to occur. 
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Indirect Effects 

The types of indirect effects to water resources that could occur as a result of operation and 
maintenance of Alternative 4 are the same as described above under “Construction,” but are less 
likely to occur during operations and maintenance due to the decreased water supply require-
ments, decreased ground-disturbing activities, and decreased use of hazardous materials.  The 
same mitigation measures described above would be applied to minimize or avoid potential indi-
rect effects to water resources. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of the project would occur in compliance with a decommissioning plan to be 
developed by the Applicant and submitted to the BLM for review and approval (enXco 2011a).  
Decommissioning of the project may range from temporary “mothballing” to complete removal 
of equipment and restoration of the land to BLM approved specifications (enXco 2011a).  For 
the purposes of this analysis of effects on water resources, it is assumed that decommissioning 
would include complete removal of project infrastructure and restoration of the site. 

Direct Effects 

Groundwater Supply and Recharge 

No water requirements associated with decommissioning the project have been identified.  How-
ever, it is reasonably anticipated that a water source would be required for soil conditioning and 
dust control associated with earth-disturbing activities that would occur during decommission-
ing, including but not limited to the removal of concrete foundations, backfilling of foundation 
holes, and restoration of natural grade.  A water source for decommissioning has not been identi-
fied; however, it is also reasonably assumed that the same water source used during construction 
would be used to meet decommissioning requirements.  Therefore, for the purposes of this analy-
sis it is assumed that water for decommissioning would be obtained from the CVGB. 

Overdraft and Drawdown.  Decommissioning would occur after an estimated 30- to 50-year 
lifespan of the project; prior to use of CVGB water for decommissioning purposes, an updated 
assessment of the basin’s condition with regards to overdraft should be conducted.  It is assumed 
that potential effects of decommissioning to overdraft and drawdown would be similar to the 
effects described above for project construction.  It is anticipated that the decommissioning plan 
would include measures and BMPs to monitor groundwater level trends and avoid or minimize 
overdraft and drawdown. 

Recharge.  As described in the discussion of construction effects, new impervious surfaces 
resulting from new infrastructure could affect the rate and distribution of surface water percola-
tion/infiltration to underlying groundwater; removal of this infrastructure during decommission-
ing activities would facilitate restoration of pre-construction recharge rates and patterns.  Resto-
ration of the site would include returning the site as close as reasonably possible to pre-
construction conditions suitable for current adjacent land.  Therefore, potential effects of decom-
missioning activities to groundwater recharge are anticipated to be beneficial. 

Construction Site Dewatering.  Decommissioning of the project would likely include excava-
tion activities to remove infrastructure and foundations across the project site.  These excavation 
activities would include the potential to encounter perched groundwater, or unconfined shallow 
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groundwater, which would require dewatering activities to avoid potentially adverse effects to 
local groundwater resources.  These effects would be the same as described above for construc-
tion of the project. 

Water Supply Reliability.  Although no water supply requirements have been identified for 
decommissioning of the project, it is reasonably assumed that water would be required for soil 
conditioning and dust control.  The WSA included as Appendix E to this EIS indicates that suffi-
cient water supply is anticipated to be available for the project, and the project would not result 
in adverse effects to water supply reliability.  If decommissioning results in pumping of any 
groundwater that would be replaced by Colorado River water, conservation actions would be 
implemented to “replace” the groundwater on an acre-foot by acre-foot basis per MM WAT-7. 

Surface Water and Drainage Patterns 

Decommissioning activities would include removal of all infrastructure introduced during the 
construction phase, and the removal of infrastructure from the project site would facilitate resto-
ration of the existing, pre-construction drainage patterns, characterized by ephemeral drainages 
which contain water only after precipitation events sufficient to produce runoff.  The decommis-
sioning plan that would be implemented for the project is anticipated to include BMPs to avoid 
adverse effects to surface water and drainage patterns during the decommissioning process, and 
to restore drainages across the site.  Such BMPs may include erosion control measures to avoid 
and/or minimize potential adverse effects associated with alterations to surface water drainage 
patterns that could result in erosion or siltation on or off site.  Decommissioning of the project 
would not substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area or substantially 
increase the rate or amount of surface runoff such that erosion, siltation, or flooding on or off site 
would occur, and no additional mitigation measures are required. 

State Jurisdictional Drainages.  Decommissioning effects of the project to jurisdictional drain-
ages are addressed in Sections 4.3 (Biological Resources - Vegetation) and 4.4 (Biological 
Resources - Wildlife) of this EIS.  Decommissioning effects are anticipated to be greater than 
operational effects due to an increased need for earth-disturbing activities to remove project 
infrastructure. 

Stormwater Drainage Systems 

Decommissioning of the project would not introduce a new stormwater drainage system and 
would not create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or 
planned stormwater drainage systems.  Hazardous materials would be handled and disposed of 
during decommissioning activities, and would introduce the potential for adverse water quality 
effects to occur.  However, all hazardous and potentially hazardous materials would be handled, 
stored, and disposed of in compliance with a decommissioning plan to avoid and/or minimize 
adverse effects, and decommissioning activities would therefore not provide substantial addi-
tional sources of polluted runoff. 

Flood Hazard Areas 

Decommissioning of the project would remove infrastructure from the site, and would remove 
potential effects introduced during construction of the project associated with placing structures 
such that flood flows could be impeded or redirected. 
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Water Quality 

Degradation of surface water quality and/or groundwater quality could occur through the effects 
of sedimentation, and/or through the accidental release of hazardous materials.  Soil-disturbing 
activities that would occur during decommissioning of the project, including excavation and 
grading, would have the potential to result in erosion and sedimentation that could degrade water 
quality.  This effect would be most likely to occur if a storm event occurs during decommission-
ing activities, while disturbed soils are exposed and/or have not yet been re-vegetated.  It is antic-
ipated that the project’s decommissioning plan would require BMPs and stipulations similar to 
those applied during construction activities, including as related to the proper handling and stor-
age of potentially hazardous materials.  Potential water quality effects would be similar during 
decommissioning as during construction. 

Indirect Effects 

The types of indirect effects to water resources that could occur as a result of decommissioning 
Alternative 4 are the same as described above under “Construction.”  The same mitigation mea-
sures described above and presented below would be applied to minimize or avoid potential indi-
rect effects to water resources. 

Mitigation Measures 

The mitigation measures listed below are required to reduce effects related to water resources. 

MM WAT-1 Demonstrate compliance with water quality permits.  Prior to construction, the 
project owner shall submit satisfactory evidence to the BLM and the Riverside 
County Department of Planning and Building, as applicable, that all agencies with 
jurisdiction over the project have been contacted and whether or not each agency 
requires a permit associated with water resources for the project.  Such agencies 
and associated permits include but are not limited to those listed below. 

• California Department of Fish and Game (Streambed Alteration Agreement) 

• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Clean Water Act Section 404) 

• State Water Resources Control Board / Colorado River Basin Regional Water 
Quality Control Board (Clean Water Act Section 402/401 permits; Waste 
Discharge Requirements) 

Where a permit is required, the project owner shall provide a copy of all the con-
ditions required by that agency to BLM, for actions on BLM lands, and to the 
Riverside County Department of Planning and Building, for actions on County 
lands.  The BLM and the County, as applicable, shall review these conditions for 
consistency with proposed plans.  During construction, the Environmental Mon-
itor shall be aware of these other agency conditions and if non-compliance is 
observed, shall contact the affected agency.  For post-construction measures, the 
Environmental Monitor shall notify the affected agency should non-compliance 
be observed.  The project owner shall maintain and make available on site at all 
times an approved copy of all required permits. 
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MM WAT-2 Alternative Water Source and Groundwater Offsets.  For any year during 
which it is projected that the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin (CVGB) 
would be affected by overdraft conditions, the project owner shall avoid using 
CVGB water to meet water supply requirements associated with construction, 
operation and maintenance, or decommissioning of the Desert Harvest Solar Proj-
ect (DHSP).  The purpose of this measure is to avoid contributions of the project 
to overdraft conditions in the CVGB, regardless of the magnitude of the project’s 
incremental contribution to such conditions. 

This measure shall be implemented based on projections of overdraft conditions 
provided in Table 4.20-5 (Estimated Cumulative Budget for the Chuckwalla 
Valley Groundwater Basin (afy)) of this EIS and in the Water Supply Assessment 
(WSA) included as Appendix E, or based on revised projections of overdraft con-
ditions provided by the project owner (or a representative of the project owner) to 
the BLM Hydrologist in the form of a revised WSA prepared in accordance with 
Senate Bill 610, and approved of by the BLM Hydrologist.  The project owner 
may choose to revise projections of overdraft conditions if the cumulative projects 
scenario upon which existing overdraft projections are based changes such that 
certain water-consuming projects in the cumulative scenario would not occur and 
associated overdraft conditions also would not occur, or would be less substantial 
than currently projected.  It is reasonable and appropriate to use projections of 
overdraft as the trigger for this mitigation measure, as opposed to using actual 
data obtained through groundwater monitoring, because the presence of overdraft 
requires long-term monitoring efforts in order to identify; although the BLM is 
presently (at the time of publication of this Final EIS) implementing a ground-
water monitoring program throughout the CVGB, monitoring results that would 
be useful towards characterizing overdraft in the basin will not be available for 
several years, at least, and therefore would not be usable for the proposed project 
or the purposes of this mitigation measure. 

The WSA included as Appendix E to the EIS projects that overdraft conditions in 
the CVGB may occur during each year of project operations, through 2043, to 
varying degrees of severity and decreasing over time.  In order to ensure that the 
DHSP does not contribute to overdraft conditions during these projected years of 
overdraft, or revised projections of overdraft years provided by the project owner 
and approved of by the BLM, the project owner may either purchase water from 
an out-of-basin source, or the project owner may implement in-basin water conser-
vation measures to replace any water consumed from the CVGB on an acre-foot 
by acre-foot bases.  Each of these options is described below.  The project owner 
shall verify implementation of these actions in an annual report to the BLM. 

• Out-of Basin Water Source.  The project owner may purchase water supply 
for the DHSP from a water purveyor which delivers non-CVGB water, such 
as California State Water Project water that is delivered by a purveyor in the 
project area, per contractual agreement between the project owner and the 
purveyor.  Out-of-basin water sources may include water obtained through the 
Hayfield Lake / Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Conjunctive Use Project 
administered by the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) of Southern Cali-
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fornia; although the Hayfield Valley aquifer is part of the Orocopia Valley 
Groundwater Basin, which provides inflow to the CVGB, this Conjunctive 
Use Project is a managed supply under MWD jurisdiction and therefore would 
not be considered direct use of CVGB water.  Out-of-basin water sources may 
include water delivered to the project site by MWD or another water purveyor 
from any source other than the CVGB. 

• In-Basin Water Conservation.  CVGB water may be consumed towards 
project purposes only if all CVGB water consumed is “replaced” on an acre-
foot by acre-foot basis through implementation and/or participation by the 
project owner in a Forbearance and Fallowing Program within the CVGB, as 
described below. 

o Implement a Forbearance and Fallowing Program.  The project owner 
may enter into a contractual agreement with willing land owner(s) and/or 
lessee(s) to fallow fields which are currently irrigated.  The contract shall 
specify the duration of fallowing, during which time no water may be 
applied to the contracted field.  Each field which is fallowed under this 
program must be located within the CVGB and must receive its water sup-
ply from the CVGB.  The land owner(s) and/or lessee(s) cannot be simul-
taneously contracting with another entity to fallow the same fields, unless 
agreed upon by all parties. 

o Participate in a Forbearance and Fallowing Program.  The project owner 
may participate in a program implemented within the CVGB by another 
entity, where such a program meets the requirements described in the 
preceding bullet, and each field fallowed through this collaborative effort 
is located within the CVGB and receives its water supply from the CVGB. 

The out-of-basin water source and in-basin water conservation measures described 
above may be implemented individually or in congruence with each other, as is 
most effective to ensure that no net consumption of CVGB water occurs during 
years of projected overdraft conditions.  The project owner shall submit an annual 
report to the BLM which verifies that one or more of the actions described above 
are implemented to ensure that no net consumption of CVGB water occurs during 
any year in which the CVGB is projected to be in overdraft conditions, regardless 
of the DHSP’s incremental contributions to such conditions, and based upon 
either the overdraft projections identified in the WSA included as Appendix E to 
this EIS, or based upon revised overdraft projections produced by the project 
owner and approved of by the BLM Hydrologist. 

The applicability of MM WAT-3 and MM WAT-7 are contingent upon how this 
MM WAT-2 is implemented, as described below. 

• If groundwater pumped from the CVGB is used in conjunction with an out-of-
basin water source and in-basin water conservation measures, the DHSP Envi-
ronmental Monitor(s) shall verify that all groundwater monitoring and report-
ing requirements identified in MM WAT-3 (Groundwater Drawdown Moni-
toring and Reporting Plan) and MM WAT-7 (Colorado River Water Supply 
Plan) are implemented. 
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• If an out-of-basin water source is used to meet all of the DHSP water supply 
requirements and no water is pumped from the CVGB or a basin tributary to 
the CVGB during construction, operation and maintenance, or decommission-
ing of the DHSP, then MM WAT-3 and MM WAT-7 would not be necessary.  
Water supply provided by MWD from the Hayfield / Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Conjunctive Use Project would be considered an out-of-basin 
water source despite connectivity of the Hayfield Valley and Orocopia Valley 
to the Chuckwalla Valley, because this program is actively managed by MWD 
towards the purpose of water supply reliability. 

The implementation of MM WAT-2 could result in adverse environmental impacts associated 
with the delivery of an out-of-basin water source to the DHSP site, including effects to trans-
portation and public access, noise, air quality, energy and minerals, climate change, and wildlife.  
The daily water demand during construction of the project is estimated to range from a low of 
125,000 gallons per day (gpd) to a peak of an estimated 600,000 gpd.  Assuming the project used 
12,000 gallon trucks to transport the water, between 10 and 50 round trip truck trips per day 
would be required to transport the water to the site during construction.  During operations, the 
project would use between 26 and 39 afy.  This would require between 2 and 3 round-trip truck 
trips per day, if all water needed for project operation were trucked from offsite.  Potential 
adverse effects to the aforementioned environmental issue areas are summarized below. 

 Transportation and Public Access.  The traffic study for the DHSP noted that the estimated 
truck delivery for the project varied throughout construction but was estimated to average 20 
round trip truck trips each day.  As stated above, the daily water demand would increase this 
daily truck traffic by 10 to 50 round trips.  This increase in truck traffic would potentially 
impact the road level of service (LOS) and increase the roadway damage and hazards.  How-
ever, as noted in Section 4.18.6, the only project trips relevant to the quantitative traffic analy-
sis and to the road level of service are those that occur during the AM and PM peak traffic 
hours.  While it is anticipated that multiple daily truck trips would be required to transport the 
off-site water to the DHSP site, the truck trips would be spaced throughout the day.  Typical 
construction work schedules are expected to be 8 hours per day Monday through Friday.  This 
would result in between 1 to 6 additional round trip truck trips per hour.  Given the existing 
LOS, LOS A, and the estimated LOS with the DHSP, LOS B, an additional 1 to 6 round trip 
truck trips per hour would not be expected to reduce the level of service during the AM and 
PM peak traffic hours.  During operations, an additional 2 to 3 round trip truck trips would be 
required per day and would not be expected to impact the existing LOS. 

 Noise.  Water trucks would travel north along SR-177 and then continue north along Kaiser 
Road to the main entrance of the project site.  Water trucks would require between 10 to 50 
round trip truck trips per day which would increase the hourly truck traffic by between 1 to 6 
additional round trip truck trips.  The additional truck trips would increase traffic noise levels 
along Kaiser Road which are already considered to be noticeable with the DHSP construction 
traffic; see Section 4.12.6.  At 50 feet from the centerline of Kaiser Road, noise levels from the 
DHSP traffic and the additional 1 to 6 round trip truck trips per hour would be within River-
side County’s conditionally acceptable range for rural residential land uses.  During opera-
tions, an additional 2 to 3 round trip truck trips would be required per day and would be 
expected to result in a minimal increase in noise. 
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 Air Quality.  Water truck trips would result in exhaust air pollutant emissions as a result of 
motor vehicle fuel combustion.  Fugitive dust emissions would be generated from vehicle trips 
on paved/unpaved roads.  The emissions would contribute to the exceedance of the emissions 
thresholds for VOC, NOx, CO, and PM10.  However, with the implementation of required 
mitigation for the DHSP, this impact would be reduced.  Mitigation measures for the DHSP 
would require the project owner to develop a Fugitive Dust Control Plan in compliance with 
SCAQMD Rule 403 to reduce PM10 and PM2.5 emissions during construction.  During opera-
tions, an additional 2 to 3 round trip truck trips would be required per day and would be 
expected to result in a minimal increase in air emissions. 

 Energy and Minerals.  An estimated 10 to 50 round trip truck trips per day during construc-
tion and an estimated 2 to 3 round trip truck trips per day during operations, would also require 
the use of energy resources in the form of transportation and potentially energy used to pump 
the water.  Fuels for the water trucks and potentially pumps are readily available in the project 
study area, and the consumption of such resources during construction would not constitute a 
substantial effect. 

 Climate Change.  Water truck trips would result in direct greenhouse gas emissions from fuel 
combustion during construction and operations.  The total annualized direct GHG emissions 
from the water truck trips would occur with those of construction of the DHSP which are well 
below the presumptive threshold for direct emissions established in the Council on Environ-
mental Quality’s draft guidance for federal agencies; see Section 4.5.7.  Therefore, the water 
truck trips would not result in an unavoidable adverse GHG effects. 

 Biological Resources – Wildlife.  An estimated 10 to 50 round truck trips per day during con-
struction and 2 to 3 truck trips per day during operations would increase the potential for direct 
injury or mortality of wildlife by vehicles, particularly the federally and state-listed desert tor-
toise.  Designated critical habitat for the desert tortoise occurs adjacent to the west side of 
Kaiser Road.  However, the projected increase in truck trips during construction would not 
result in a substantial hourly increase in overall traffic (hourly increase of 1 to 6 round trips), 
and would therefore not constitute a substantial increase in effects to wildlife analyzed in Sec-
tion 4.4.  Similarly, an additional 2 to 3 truck trips per day during operations would not sub-
stantially increase traffic effects to wildlife (including desert tortoise). 

Water transported to the project site from an off-site source would be stored in an on-site storage 
tank(s).  If an off-site groundwater supply is used for the project, potential impacts associated with 
traffic, noise, and air quality would be comparable to the potential impacts associated with use of an 
on-site well(s), as water obtained on-site would need to be transported and delivered to specific 
on-site locations.  If an off-site non-groundwater supply is used for the water (such as purchased 
from MWD or another local purveyor), potential effects associated with transporting the supply 
to the project site would be comparable to as described for an off-site groundwater supply. 

MM WAT-3 Groundwater Drawdown Monitoring and Reporting Plan.  If groundwater is 
to be pumped for consumptive use in this project from either an onsite well or an 
offsite well that extracts water from the CVGB, the project owner shall develop 
and implement a Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan prior to the onset 
of construction of the project.  In the preparation and implementation of this plan, 
the project owner shall coordinate with the BLM and with the Colorado River 
Basin RWQCB.  The Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan shall be pre-
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pared by a qualified hydrogeologist and submitted by the project owner to the 
BLM for approval, and to the RWQCB for review and comment. 

The Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan shall provide detailed 
methodology for monitoring background and site groundwater levels, water 
quality, and flow.  Monitoring shall be performed during pre-construction, con-
struction, and operation of the project, with the intent to establish pre-construction 
and project-related groundwater level and water quality trends that can be quanti-
tatively compared against observed and simulated trends near the project pumping 
wells and near potentially impacted existing private wells.  The monitoring wells 
shall include locations up-gradient, lateral, and down-gradient of all project sup-
ply wells and a minimum of three off-site down-gradient wells.  Water quality 
monitoring shall include annual sampling and testing for Total Dissolved Solids 
(TDS), which include minerals, salts, and metals dissolved in water.  Water 
quality samples shall be drawn from project supply wells, one up-gradient well, 
and a minimum of two down-gradient offsite wells. 

The Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan shall include a schedule for 
submittal of quarterly data reports by the project owner to the BLM, for the dura-
tion of the construction period.  These quarterly data reports shall be prepared and 
submitted to the BLM for review and approval, and shall include water level mon-
itoring data (trend analyses) from all monitoring wells, including the up-gradient, 
lateral, and down-gradient wells described above. 

Based on the results of the quarterly reports, the project owner and the BLM shall 
determine if the project’s pumping activities have resulted in water level decline 
of five feet or more below the baseline trend at any of the monitoring wells, 
including nearby private wells.  If drawdown of five feet or more occurs at off-
site wells, the project owner shall immediately reduce groundwater pumping until 
water levels stabilize or recover, sustaining drawdown of less than five feet.  
Alternatively, the project owner shall provide compensation to the well owner, 
including reimbursement of increased energy costs, or deepening the well or 
pump setting.  To be eligible for such compensation, a well owner must provide 
documentation of the well location and construction, including pump intake 
depth, and that the well was constructed and usable before project pumping was 
initiated.  Compensation by the project owner to private well owner(s) for adverse 
effects to private wells shall be determined in coordination with the BLM as 
described below. 

a) If groundwater monitoring data indicate that project pumping has lowered 
water levels below the top of the well screen, and the well yield is shown to 
have decreased by 10 percent or more of the pre-project average seasonal 
yield, compensation shall be provided by the project owner for the diagnosis 
and maintenance to treat and remove encrustation from the well screen.  
Reimbursement shall be provided at an amount equal to the customary local 
cost of performing the necessary diagnosis and maintenance for well screen 
encrustation.  If with treatment the well yield is incapable of meeting 110 per-
cent of the well owner’s maximum daily demand, dry season demand, or 
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annual demand, the well owner shall be compensated by reimbursement or 
well replacement. 

b) If project pumping has lowered water levels to substantially affect well yield 
so that it can no longer meet its intended purpose, causes the well to go dry, or 
causes casing collapse, payment or reimbursement of an amount equal to the 
cost of deepening or replacing the well shall be provided to accommodate 
such effects.  Payment or reimbursement shall be at an amount equal to the 
customary local cost of deepening the existing well or constructing a new well 
of comparable design and yield (only deeper).  The demand for water, which 
determines the required well yield, shall be determined on a per-well basis 
using well owner interviews and field verification of property conditions and 
water requirements compiled as part of pre-project well reconnaissance.  Well 
yield shall be considered to be adversely affected if the well is incapable of 
meeting 110 percent of the well owner’s maximum daily demand, dry-season 
demand, or annual demand, assuming the pre-project well yield documented 
by pre-project well reconnaissance met or exceeded these yield levels. 

c) In the event that groundwater is lowered as a result of project pumping to an 
extent where pumps are exposed but well screens remain submerged, the 
pumps shall be lowered to maintain production in the well.  The project shall 
reimburse the impacted well owner for the costs associated with lowering 
pumps. 

d) If project-related pumping results in the lowering of groundwater levels such 
that well screens or pump intakes are exposed, and pump lowering is not an 
option, affected wells shall be deepened or new wells installed.  The project 
owner shall reimburse the affected well owner(s) for all costs associated with 
deepening existing wells or constructing new wells. 

The Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan shall also include a schedule for 
submittal of annual data reports by the project owner to the BLM, for the first five 
years of the project (including the construction period).  These annual data reports 
shall be prepared and submitted to the BLM for review and approval, and shall 
include at a minimum the following information: 

• Daily usage, monthly range, and monthly average of daily water usage in 
gallons per day; 

• Total water used on a monthly and annual basis in acre-feet; summary of all 
water level data; and 

• Identification of trends that indicate potential for off-site wells to experience 
deterioration of water level. 

The BLM shall determine whether groundwater wells surrounding the project site 
and project supply well(s) are affected by project activities in a way that requires 
additional mitigation and, if so, shall determine what measures are needed.  After the 
first five years of the project, the project owner and the BLM shall jointly evalu-
ate the effectiveness of the Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan and 
determine if monitoring frequencies or procedures should be revised or eliminated. 
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The siting, construction, operation, maintenance, and remediation of any ground-
water well associated with the project shall conform to specifications contained in 
the California Department of Water Resources Bulletins #74-81 and #74-90. 

MM WAT-4 Surface Water Protection Plan and Drainage Design Specifications.  A Surface 
Water Protection Plan (SWPP) shall be developed for the project and shall include 
BMPs to ensure that drainage design at the project site would minimize potential 
adverse effects associated with groundwater recharge, drainage pattern alterations, 
and water quality.  The SWPP shall achieve the same objectives as a Stormwater 
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) under the Clean Water Act (CWA), and the 
SWPP may substitute for a SWPPP if the project is not subject to Section 402 of 
the CWA.  The SWPP shall be adhered to during construction and operation of 
the project, as applicable.  BMPs required by the SWPP shall include, at a mini-
mum, the following: 

• Erosion minimizing efforts such as straw wattles, water bars, covers, silt 
fences, and sensitive area access restrictions (for example, flagging) shall be 
installed before clearing and grading begins; 

• Mulching, seeding, or other suitable stabilization measures shall be used to 
protect exposed areas during construction activities; 

• Groundcover for the new substation shall be comprised of a pervious or high-
roughness material (for example, gravel) to the maximum extent feasible; 

• Downstream drainage discharge points shall be provided with erosion protec-
tion and designed such that flow hydraulics exiting the site mimic the natural 
condition as much as possible; 

• Drainage from impervious surfaces such as roads, driveways, and buildings 
shall be directed into channel(s), drainage basin(s), or depression(s), as applic-
able to perpetuate the natural drainage patterns as much as possible; 

• Mass grading and contouring shall be done in a way to direct surface runoff 
towards the above-referenced basin(s) and/or depression(s); 

• Straw wattles (or comparably effective devices [as determined by the on-site 
Civil Engineer, in consultation with the Environmental Monitor]) shall be 
placed on the downslope sides of the proposed work which would direct flows 
into the above-referenced basin(s) and/or depression(s); 

• All erosion control materials shall be biodegradable and natural fiber; 

• During construction/ground disturbing activities and operation, all vehicles 
and equipment, including all hydraulic hoses, shall be maintained in good 
working order so that they are free of any and all leaks that could escape the 
vehicle or contact the ground, and to ensure that any leaks or spills during 
maintenance or storage can be easily and properly removed; 

• Prior to and during construction, an environmental training program shall be 
established to communicate environmental concerns and appropriate work 
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practices, including spill prevention and response measures to all field person-
nel; and 

• Storage of fuels and hazardous materials shall be prohibited within 200 feet of 
surface water features and private groundwater supply wells, and within 400 
feet of community or municipal groundwater supply wells (if it is determined 
that such wells exist on or in close proximity to the project site). 

Notice of Intent (NOI) packages shall be filed by the project owner with the State 
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and the Colorado River Basin Regional 
Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), and a Waste Discharge Identification 
Number (WDID) for the project shall be obtained prior to the issuance of con-
struction permits.  The SWPP shall be stored at the construction site for reference 
by construction personnel and for inspection review.  All BMPs required by the 
SWPP shall be checked and maintained regularly and after all larger storm events.  
All remedial work shall be done immediately after discovery to ensure that 
erosion/sedimentation control devices remain in good working order.  Proper 
implementation shall be verified by the Environmental Monitor. 

MM WAT-5 Construction Site Dewatering Management.  If groundwater is unexpectedly 
encountered during construction, operation, or decommissioning of the project, 
dewatering activities shall be performed in compliance with the California Storm-
water Quality Association (CASQA) Handbook for Construction or other similar 
guidelines, as approved by the BLM.  The project owner shall notify the BLM and 
the Colorado River Basin RWQCB at the onset of dewatering activities, and shall 
submit written descriptions of all executed dewatering activities, including steps 
taken to return encountered groundwater to the subsurface, upon the completion 
of dewatering activities.  The Environmental Monitor shall regularly inspect grad-
ing activities for groundwater exposure.  Should groundwater be encountered, com-
pliance with dewatering efforts shall be verified by the Environmental Monitor. 

MM WAT-6 Drought Water Management and Water Conservation Education Programs.  
Prior to the onset of construction of the project, a Drought Water Management 
Program shall be prepared by the project owner and submitted to the BLM for 
approval.  The Drought Water Management Program shall provide guidelines on 
how all future water use will be managed during “severe” drought year(s).  If a 
“severe” drought condition occurs during construction or operation of the project, 
restricted water usage measures shall be implemented per the Drought Water 
Management Program until it is shown satisfactorily to the BLM that the “severe” 
drought condition no longer exists.  The Drought Water Management Program 
shall include at a minimum the following measures: 

• The definition of a “severe” drought year (as defined by the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) Palmer Drought Severity method 
or other similarly recognized methodology); 

• Identification of general measures available to reduce water usage for future 
development (to be refined as needed for each use approved); 

• Identification of specific measures to be applied for landscape watering; and 
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• Determination of appropriate early triggers to determine when "severe" drought 
conditions exist and process for initiating additional water conservation 
measures. 

In addition to the Drought Water Management Program and prior to the onset of 
construction of the project, the project owner shall also develop a Water Conser-
vation Education Program and submit this program to the BLM for review and 
approval.  The Water Conservation Education Program shall be developed by an 
appropriate expert in water conservation, and shall include guidance for all future 
operators and employees of the project on how to adjust water usage during 
drought periods.  The Water Conservation Education Program shall specify the 
means by which this guidance will be disseminated to any future operators and 
employees of the project. 

For any year that a “severe drought” state has been recognized, the project owner 
shall submit a letter to the BLM by November 1 of that year identifying what 
measures were implemented to conserve water and to provide water conservation 
education, as well as the effectiveness of such measures.  The Drought Water 
Management Program and Water Conservation Education Program shall be 
implemented throughout the construction, operation, and decommissioning phases 
of the project. 

MM WAT-7 Colorado River Water Supply Plan.  Prior to the onset of water-consuming con-
struction activities, the project owner shall prepare a Colorado River Water Sup-
ply Plan (Plan) and submit this Plan to the BLM and the Colorado River Basin 
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) for review and approval, and to 
the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) for review and 
comment.  The Plan shall identify measures that will be taken to replace water on 
an acre-foot to acre-foot basis, if the project results in consumption of any water 
from below the Colorado River Accounting Surface, towards the purpose of 
ensuring that no allocated water from the Colorado River is consumed without 
entitlement to that water. 

The Plan shall describe that groundwater monitoring activities and quarterly data 
reports required in compliance with MM WAT-3 (Groundwater Drawdown Moni-
toring and Reporting Plan) will be closely reviewed for depth to groundwater 
information, and proximity of the depth of project-related groundwater pumping 
to the Colorado River Accounting Surface of 234 feet amsl.  The Plan shall 
further describe that if project-related groundwater pumping draws water from 
below 234 feet amsl, the following shall occur: 

1) All groundwater pumping shall immediately cease, 

2) Based on groundwater monitoring data, the quantity of groundwater pumped 
from below 234 feet amsl shall be recorded, and 

3) The project owner shall implement water conservation/offset activities to 
replace Colorado River water on an acre-foot by acre-foot basis. 

In order to effectively implement item (3) above, the Plan shall include the follow-
ing information: 
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• Identification of water conservation / offset activities to “replace” the quantity 
of water diverted from the Colorado River; 

• Identification of any required permits or approvals and compliance of conser-
vation / offset activities with CEQA and NEPA; 

• An estimated schedule of completion for each identified activity; 

• Performance measures that would be used to evaluate the amount of water 
replaced by each identified activity; and 

• Monitoring and reporting protocol to ensure that water conservation / offset 
activities are effectively implemented and achieve the intended purpose of 
replacing Colorado River water diversions. 

The project owner shall collaborate with the BLM, the Colorado River RWQCB, 
and/or the MWD, as appropriate, in order to identify acceptable water conserva-
tion / offset activities for the purposes of the Plan, with “acceptable” activities 
being those that are considered environmentally, physically, and economically 
feasible, while also effectively resulting in the replacement of Colorado River 
water.  A number of water conservation / offset activities that have been consid-
ered and determined to not be viable and therefore may not be identified in the 
Plan include the following: 

• Irrigation improvements in the Palo Verde Irrigation District (water unused by 
the PVID becomes available to MWD per the 2003 Colorado River Water 
Delivery Agreement executed by MWD, the Secretary of the Interior, Imperial 
Irrigation District, Coachella Valley Water District, and San Diego County 
Water Authority); 

• Purchase of water allotments allocated by the Department of the Interior (all 
Colorado River water available to California in shortage, normal, or Inten-
tionally Created Surplus conditions is already allocated and its use is limited 
to each entity’s service area under executed water delivery contracts); 

• Implementation of conservation programs in floodplain communities (all 
water unused by holders of higher priorities becomes available to MWD per 
the water delivery contracts which have been executed by the Department of 
the Interior); and 

• Participation in the BLM’s Tamarisk Removal Program (use of Colorado 
River water by phreatophytes such as tamarisk is not charged as a use of water 
for U.S. Supreme Court Decree accounting purposes by the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation). 

If the project owner has filed an application to the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
(USBR) to obtain an allocation of water from the Colorado River and such alloca-
tion is granted, it may be used to satisfy some or all of the water conservation 
offsets on an acre‐foot per acre-foot basis.  However, the filing of an application 
for allocation of Colorado River water does not guarantee that such an allocation 
will be issued.  In addition, all of California’s apportionment to use of Colorado 
River water during shortage, normal, and Intentionally Created Surplus conditions 
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has already been allocated by the Department of the Interior.  Therefore, unless 
the project owner currently holds entitlement to the use of Colorado River water, 
it shall not be assumed that an allocation will be granted. 

If the project does not result in diversion of Colorado River water (via pumping 
from near (within +/- 0.84 feet at the 95-percent confidence level), equal to, or 
below 234 feet amsl) it will not be necessary to implement the water conserva-
tion/offset activities identified in the Colorado River Water Supply Plan.  How-
ever, the Plan must be approved by the BLM prior to project-related groundwater 
pumping is initiated so that if at any time during the project it is determined that 
groundwater is being produced from below the Colorado River Accounting Sur-
face of 234 feet amsl, the requirements described in this measure shall be immedi-
ately implemented, starting with the cessation of groundwater pumping. 

The Colorado River Water Supply Plan is separate from the Groundwater 
Drawdown Monitoring and Reporting Plan required per MM WAT-3 and the 
Drought Water Management and Water Conservation Education Programs required 
per MM WAT-6.  Therefore, this Plan must be developed, reviewed, approved of, 
and implemented as a separate, stand-alone document.  Compliance with this 
measure shall be verified by the Environmental Monitor. 

MM WAT-8 Flood and Erosion Structure Damage Protection.  Aboveground project fea-
tures shall be located outside of known watercourses, and shall be designed and 
maintained to withstand flooding and erosion hazards.  Although some project 
features may need to be placed within 100-year floodplain boundaries, or Flood 
Hazard Areas identified by the Federal Emergency Management Agency, they 
shall be designed per applicable floodplain development guidelines, including 
measures such as specially designed footings to withstand flooding associated 
with a 100-year flood event.  Channel design for flood control along the project 
perimeter shall be sized and designed to minimize scour and disruption to 
upstream and downstream hydrology, including measures to prevent headcutting, 
migration of channels, erosion, and downstream sedimentation, under conditions 
equivalent to a 100-year flood.  Riprap shall be placed and maintained at the base 
of project infrastructure and foundations to slow the velocity of stormwater 
runoff.  Compliance will be verified by the Environmental Monitor. 

MM WAT-9 Accidental Spill Control and Environmental Training.  Prior to the onset of 
construction of the project, the following specifications must be provided by the 
project owner to the BLM: define areas where hazardous materials would be 
stored, where trash would be placed, where rolling equipment would be parked, 
fueled and serviced, and where construction materials such as reinforcing bars and 
structural steel members would be stored.  The project owner shall also prescribe 
hazardous materials handling procedures for reducing the potential for a spill dur-
ing construction, and shall include an emergency response program to ensure 
quick and safe cleanup of accidental spills.  These specifications may be included 
in the Surface Water Protection Plan (SWPP) described in MM WAT-4, or may 
be included as a separate plan.  Compliance will be verified by the Environmental 
Monitor at the time of construction. 
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Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No unavoidable adverse effects to water resources would result from implementation of 
Alternative 4. 

4.20.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Under Alternative 5 the solar facility site would be constructed the same as Alternative 4, except 
that project components would be excluded from the WHMA. 

Construction 

Groundwater Supply and Recharge 

The quantity of water required during construction of Alternative 5 has not been identified.  
However, the quantity of water required for dust suppression during construction of Alternative 4 
can be extrapolated per acre of site development, to determine that dust suppression requires 
approximately 0.33 to 0.41 afy of water per acre of site development.  Alternative 5 would 
develop 1,161 acres, requiring approximately 384.4 to 480.5 afy of water for dust suppression, 
which is approximately four percent less than the water supply requirement associated with 
Alternative 4; as such, Alternative 5 would require 15.6 to 19.5 afy less than Alternative 4. 

Tables 3.20-2 and 3.20-3 identify several different water budget scenarios that may be present in 
the CVGB, ranging from a positive budget of 2,623 acre-feet to a negative (overdraft) budget of 
7,912 acre-feet.  As such, the CVGB may or may not be currently in a state of overdraft; due to 
this uncertainty, mitigation measures are required.  The construction water requirement associ-
ated with Alternative 5 is less than that for Alternative 4; however, this difference is minimal 
when compared to overall construction water requirements, and the nature and magnitude of 
potential effects to groundwater supply and recharge under Alternative 5 are essentially the same 
as under Alternative 4.  The same mitigation measures identified above for Alternative 4 are 
required for Alternative 5 in order to minimize or avoid potential effects to groundwater supply 
and recharge. 

Surface Water and Drainage Patterns 

Alternative 5 would encompass approximately 1,161 acres, 47 fewer than Alternative 4, and 
would clear 107 acres of vegetation, the same as Alternative 4.  The area permanently covered by 
at-grade items under Alternative 5 would be 10 acres, which is also the same as Alternative 4.  
Therefore, although Alternative 5 would avoid development on 47 acres of the site, the amount 
of new impervious surfaces and compacted soils introduced under Alternative 5 would be the 
same as described above for Alternative 4.  Potential impacts to surface water and drainage 
patterns would be the same as previously described.  The same mitigation measures identified 
above for Alternative 4 are required for Alternative 5 in order to minimize or avoid potential 
effects on surface water and drainage patterns. 

Stormwater Drainage Systems 

No stormwater drainage system exists at the Alternative 5 site.  As with Alternative 4, construc-
tion of Alternative 5 would include implementation of a SWPP, including BMPs specified in 
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MM WAT-4.  Potential effects associated with the contribution of polluted stormwater runoff 
would be the same under Alternative 5 as under Alternative 4. 

Flood Hazard Areas 

The removal of 47 acres from development under Alternative 5 would avoid the need for con-
struction activities to occur across 47 acres that may experience flood flow.  With consideration 
to the overall site, this difference is minimal.  Potential effects of Alternative 5 associated with 
flood flows would be essentially the same as those of Alternative 4, and the mitigation measures 
identified above are required. 

Water Quality 

Construction of Alternative 5 would avoid the potential for degradation of surface water quality 
and/or groundwater quality to occur on the 47 acres that would be avoided.  However, the same 
types of construction activities would occur under this alternative, and with consideration to the 
overall project, the nature and magnitude of potential effects on water quality that would occur 
under Alternative 5 would be the same as under Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operational and maintenance activities required under Alternative 5 would be the same as 
required for Alternative 4, including as relevant to groundwater supply and recharge, surface 
water and drainage patterns, stormwater drainage systems, flood hazard areas, and water quality. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of Alternative 5 would not require the removal of infrastructure on the 
WHMA portion of the site eliminated under this alternative, and decommissioning would not 
result in soil disturbance on this portion of the site, thereby avoiding potential effects associated 
with water quality degradation from erosion and sedimentation on the WHMA portion of the 
site.  With consideration to the overall project, this difference would not alter the nature and 
magnitude of potential effects on water resources, which would be the same as described above 
for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

All mitigation measures listed in Section 4.20.6 are required to minimize or avoid potential 
effects on water resources resulting from Alternative 5. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No unavoidable adverse effects on water resources would result from implementation of 
Alternative 5. 

4.20.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Similar to Alternative 5, Alternative 6 would also develop a smaller area of the solar facility site 
than proposed under Alternative 4.  Construction activities would occur on the same schedule as 
for Alternative 4 and would use the same project boundaries as Alternative 4, except that it 
would exclude the 164-acre southern parcel of the project. 
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Construction 

Groundwater Supply and Recharge 

The quantity of water required during construction of Alternative 6 has not been identified.  
However, the quantity of water required for dust suppression during construction of Alternative 4 
can be extrapolated per acre of site development, as with Alternative 5.  Alternative 6 would 
develop 1,044 acres, requiring approximately 348.3 to 435.4 afy of water for dust suppression, 
which is 51.6 to 64.6 afy less, or approximately 13 percent less, than Alternative 4.  The esti-
mated safe yield of the CVGB is to be 2,623 afy; as such, sufficient groundwater supply is avail-
able to meet the construction water requirements of Alternative 6.  Although the construction 
water requirement associated with Alternative 6 is approximately 13 percent less than that for 
Alternative 4, this difference is not substantial when compared with overall construction water 
requirements, and the nature and magnitude of potential effects on groundwater supply and 
recharge under Alternative 6 are essentially the same as under Alternative 4.  The same mitiga-
tion measures identified above for Alternative 4 are required for Alternative 6 in order to mini-
mize or avoid potential effects on groundwater supply and recharge. 

Surface Water and Drainage Patterns 

Alternative 6 would encompass approximately 1,044 acres, 164 fewer than Alternative 4.  Con-
struction of Alternative 6 would clear slightly fewer acres of vegetation than Alternative 4, and 
result in permanent coverage by at-grade items over slightly fewer acres than Alternative 4.  
These differences in ground disturbance and infrastructure would not substantially alter potential 
effects on surface water and drainage patterns.  Potential effects on surface water and drainage 
patterns would be the same as previously described.  The same mitigation measures identified 
above for Alternative 4 are required for Alternative 6 in order to minimize or avoid potential 
effects on surface water and drainage patterns. 

Stormwater Drainage Systems 

No stormwater drainage system exists at the Alternative 6 site.  As with Alternative 4, construc-
tion of Alternative 6 would include implementation of a SWPP, including BMPs specified in 
MM WAT-4.  Potential effects associated with the contribution of polluted stormwater runoff 
would be the same under Alternative 6 as under Alternative 4. 

Flood Hazard Areas 

The removal of 164 acres from development under Alternative 6 would avoid the need for con-
struction activities to occur across 164 acres that may experience flood flow.  With consideration 
to the overall site, this difference is minimal.  Potential effects of Alternative 6 associated with 
flood flows would be essentially the same as those of Alternative 4, and the mitigation measures 
identified above are required. 

Water Quality 

Construction of Alternative 6 would avoid the potential for degradation of surface water quality 
and/or groundwater quality to occur on the 164 acres that would be avoided.  However, the same 
types of construction activities would occur under this alternative and with consideration to the 
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overall project, the nature and magnitude of potential effects on water quality that would occur 
under Alternative 6 would be the same as under Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operational and maintenance activities required under Alternative 6 would be the same as 
required for Alternative 4, including as relevant to groundwater supply and recharge, surface 
water and drainage patterns, stormwater drainage systems, flood hazard areas, and water quality. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of Alternative 6 would not require the removal of infrastructure on the south-
ern portion of the site eliminated under this alternative, and decommissioning would not result in 
soil disturbance on this portion of the site, thereby avoiding potential effects associated with 
water quality degradation from erosion and sedimentation.  With consideration to the overall 
project, this difference would not alter the nature and magnitude of potential effects on water 
resources, which would be the same as described above for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

All mitigation measures listed in Section 4.20.6 are required to minimize or avoid potential 
effects on water resources resulting from Alternative 6. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No unavoidable adverse effects on water resources would result from implementation of 
Alternative 6. 

4.20.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6.  Alterna-
tive 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 150 MW nominal 
capacity project.  Project details are the same as for Alternative 4, with the only exception being 
the overall height of the panels for Alternative 7.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-
axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet.  Construction activities would 
occur on the same schedule as for Alternative 4 and would use the same project boundaries as 
Alternative 4, except that it would exclude the 155-acre southern parcel of the project. 

Construction 

Groundwater Supply and Recharge 

The quantity of water required during construction of Alternative 7 has not been identified.  
However, the quantity of water required for dust suppression during construction of Alternative 4 
can be extrapolated per acre of site development.  Alternative 7 would develop 1,044 acres, 
requiring approximately 348.3 to 435.4 afy of water for dust suppression, which is 51.6 to 64.6 
afy less, or approximately 13 percent less, than Alternative 4.  The estimated safe yield of the 
CVGB is to be 2,623 afy; as such, sufficient groundwater supply is available to meet the con-
struction water requirements of Alternative 7.  Although the construction water requirement 
associated with Alternative 7 is approximately 13 percent less than that for Alternative 4, this 
difference is not substantial when compared with overall construction water requirements, and 
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the nature and magnitude of potential effects on groundwater supply and recharge under Alterna-
tive 7 are essentially the same as under Alternative 4.  The same mitigation measures identified 
above for Alternative 4 are required for Alternative 7 in order to minimize or avoid potential 
effects on groundwater supply and recharge. 

Surface Water and Drainage Patterns 

Alternative 7 would encompass approximately 1,044 acres, 164 fewer than Alternative 4.  Con-
struction of Alternative 7 would clear slightly fewer acres of vegetation than Alternative 4, and 
result in permanent coverage by at-grade items over slightly fewer acres than Alternative 4.  
These differences in ground disturbance and infrastructure would not substantially alter potential 
effects on surface water and drainage patterns.  Potential effects on surface water and drainage 
patterns would be the same as previously described.  The same mitigation measures identified 
above for Alternative 4 are required for Alternative 7 in order to minimize or avoid potential 
effects on surface water and drainage patterns. 

Stormwater Drainage Systems 

No stormwater drainage system exists at the Alternative 7 site.  As with Alternative 4, construc-
tion of Alternative 7 would include implementation of a SWPP, including BMPs specified in 
MM WAT-4.  Potential effects associated with the contribution of polluted stormwater runoff 
would be the same under Alternative 7 as under Alternative 4. 

Flood Hazard Areas 

The removal of 164 acres from development under Alternative 7 would avoid the need for con-
struction activities to occur across 164 acres that may experience flood flow.  With consideration 
to the overall site, this difference is minimal.  Potential effects of Alternative 7 associated with 
flood flows would be essentially the same as those of Alternative 4, and the mitigation measures 
identified above are required. 

Water Quality 

Construction of Alternative 7 would avoid the potential for degradation of surface water quality 
and/or groundwater quality to occur on the 164 acres that would be avoided.  However, the same 
types of construction activities would occur under this alternative, and with consideration to the 
overall project, the nature and magnitude of potential effects on water quality that would occur 
under Alternative 7 would be the same as under Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operational and maintenance activities required under Alternative 7 would be the same as 
required for Alternative 4, including as relevant to groundwater supply and recharge, surface 
water and drainage patterns, stormwater drainage systems, flood hazard areas, and water quality. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of Alternative 7 would not require the removal of infrastructure on the south-
ern portion of the site eliminated under this alternative, and decommissioning would not result in 
soil disturbance on this portion of the site, thereby avoiding potential effects associated with 
water quality degradation from erosion and sedimentation.  With consideration to the overall 
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project, this difference would not alter the nature and magnitude of potential effects on water 
resources, which would be the same as described above for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

All mitigation measures listed in Section 4.20.6 are required to minimize or avoid potential 
effects on water resources resulting from Alternative 7. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No unavoidable adverse effects on water resources would result from implementation of 
Alternative 7. 

4.20.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed or operated as part of the DHSP.  
Therefore, no water resources effects related to construction, operations and maintenance, or 
decommissioning of the gen-tie line would occur. 

4.20.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Under Alternative B, the proposed gen-tie would utilize transmission infrastructure developed 
for First Solar’s Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project by sharing the approved transmission towers.  
The Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie has not yet been constructed, and Alternative B would 
require construction of this transmission line. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction of the gen-tie would require a water supply of 6.25 afy for dust abatement.  This 
water requirement was not included in the discussion of water supply impacts under Alterna-
tive 4, but it is addressed as a cumulative project in the WSA, because it would either be con-
structed under the proposed DHSP or the Desert Sunlight project.  As projected in the WSA and 
discussed under Alternative 4, it is anticipated that the CVGB could be affected by overdraft 
conditions during implementation of the project.  As such, additional usage of the CVGB could 
contribute to overdraft.  However, the gen-tie water requirement of 6.25 afy is a one-time water 
use that would occur during the short-term construction period; this quantity of water is minimal 
and would not substantially affect groundwater supply or supply reliability. 

Construction of Alternative B would require ground disturbance at each tower location, pulling 
station location, and dead-end pole location.  This ground disturbance would introduce the poten-
tial for soil erosion and sedimentation which could result in water quality degradation to occur.  
The construction of towers would also introduce the potential for an accidental spill or leak of 
hazardous materials to occur, associated with the use of heavy vehicles and equipment required 
for construction of this infrastructure. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects to water resources would occur as a result of construction of Alternative B. 
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Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Operation and maintenance of the gen-tie line proposed under Alternative B would not require a 
water source, and would not include earth-disturbing activities or the handling/use of hazardous 
materials that would have potential to result in water resources effects.  No direct effects would 
occur. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects to water resources would occur as a result of operation and maintenance of 
Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning of the gen-tie line under Alternative B would be limited to the removal of the 
transmission cables from the existing towers.  A water supply is not anticipated to be required for 
these activities.  Earth-disturbing activities and the use of vehicles and equipment along the gen-
tie line would have potential to result in water resources effects associated with the use of 
vehicles and equipment that could leak hazardous materials. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects to water resources would occur as a result of operation and maintenance of 
Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

MM WAT-1 (Demonstrate compliance with water quality permits) would ensure that Alternative 
B occurs in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations relevant to water quality, and 
MM WAT-9 (Accidental Spill Control and Environmental Training) would minimize the poten-
tial for an accidental spill or release of hazardous materials to occur, such as during the use of 
construction equipment and vehicles. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative B would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.20.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Alternative C would parallel the approved Desert Sunlight gen-tie line, and would be located on 
separate towers within the same, or a slightly larger, ROW.  The same number of towers in a 
nearly identical alignment to that of First Solar’s towers would be constructed.  As described 
above for Alternative B, the Desert Sunlight project is not included in baseline conditions and 
therefore, Alternative B includes construction of the required gen-tie infrastructure.  The con-
struction, operation, and maintenance activities associated with Alternative C would be identical 
to those described for Alternative B, and the potential water resources impacts of Alternative C 
would therefore be identical those described for Alternative B. 
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Construction 

Direct Effects 

Potential effects of construction of Alternative C to water resources would be the same as dis-
cussed above for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects to water resources would occur as a result of construction of Alternative C. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Potential effects of operation and maintenance of Alternative C to water resources would be the 
same as discussed above for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects to water resources would occur as a result of operation and maintenance of 
Alternative C. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Potential effects of decommissioning of Alternative C to water resources would be the same as 
discussed above for Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects to water resources would occur as a result of operation and maintenance of 
Alternative C. 

Mitigation Measures 

MM WAT-1 (Demonstrate compliance with water quality permits) would ensure that Alternative 
C occurs in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations relevant to water quality, and 
MM WAT-9 (Accidental Spill Control and Environmental Training) would minimize the poten-
tial for an accidental spill or release of hazardous materials to occur, such as during the use of 
construction equipment and vehicles. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative C would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.20.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Construction of Alternative D would be identical to that described for Alternative C, except it 
would require slightly less temporary and permanent ground disturbance. 
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Direct Effects 

Due to slightly less ground disturbance required under Alternative D, there would also be 
slightly less potential for water quality effects resulting from soil erosion and sedimentation or 
the accidental spill or release of hazardous materials to occur.  All other potential effects of 
Alternative D to water resources would be the same as described for Alternative C. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects to water resources would occur as a result of construction of Alternative D. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative D would be identical to that described for Alterna-
tive C, except it would require slightly less temporary and permanent ground disturbance. 

Direct Effects 

As with construction effects, the smaller amount of ground disturbance that would occur under 
Alternative D would also result in slightly less potential for water quality effects resulting from 
soil erosion and sedimentation or the accidental spill or release of hazardous materials to occur.  
All other potential effects of Alternative D to water resources would be the same as described for 
Alternative C. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects to water resources would occur as a result of operation and maintenance of 
Alternative D. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning of Alternative D would be identical to that described for Alternative C, except 
it would require slightly less temporary and permanent ground disturbance. 

Direct Effects 

As with construction effects, the smaller amount of ground disturbance that would occur under 
Alternative D would also result in slightly less potential for water quality effects resulting from 
soil erosion and sedimentation or the accidental spill or release of hazardous materials to occur.  
All other potential effects of Alternative D to water resources would be the same as described for 
Alternative C. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects to water resources would occur as a result of operation and maintenance of 
Alternative D. 

Mitigation Measures 

MM WAT-1 (Demonstrate compliance with water quality permits) would ensure that Alternative 
D occurs in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations relevant to water quality, and 
MM WAT-9 (Accidental Spill Control and Environmental Training) would minimize the poten-
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tial for an accidental spill or release of hazardous materials to occur, such as during the use of 
construction equipment and vehicles. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative D would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.20.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Potential effects of construction of Alternative E to water resources would be the same as dis-
cussed above for Alternative D. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects to water resources would occur as a result of operation and maintenance of 
Alternative E. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Potential effects of operation and maintenance of Alternative E to water resources would be the 
same as discussed above for Alternative D. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects to water resources would occur as a result of operation and maintenance of 
Alternative E. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Potential effects of decommissioning of Alternative E to water resources would be the same as 
discussed above for Alternative D. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects to water resources would occur as a result of decommissioning of Alternative E. 

Mitigation Measures 

MM WAT-1 (Demonstrate compliance with water quality permits) would ensure that Alternative 
D occurs in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations relevant to water quality, and 
MM WAT-9 (Accidental Spill Control and Environmental Training) would minimize the poten-
tial for an accidental spill or release of hazardous materials to occur, such as during the use of 
construction equipment and vehicles. 
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Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative D would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.20.15 Cumulative Effects 

Cumulative effects on water resources resulting from the project or an alternative would occur if 
similar effects of other projects located within the geographic extent of this analysis, as shown in 
Table 4.20-3, were to occur during the same time period as those effects of the DHSP, including 
during the construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning phases.   

Table 4.20-3. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Water Resources Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Basin 

Water supply, surface 
drainage patterns; flooding 
and earth-disturbing activities 
that result in erosion and 
sedimentation 

• Palen Solar Power Project 
• First Solar Desert Sunlight 
• Red Bluff Substation 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission 
• Colorado River Substation Expansion 
• Blythe Energy Transmission Line 
• Desert Southwest Transmission Line 
• Eagle Crest Pumped Storage Startup 
• Genesis Solar Energy Project 
• Blythe Energy Transmission Line 
• Desert SW Transmission 
• Silverado Power I, II, III 
• Sol Orchard Solar PV Project 
• Desert Center 50 Solar PV Project 

Geographic Scope 

The geographic extent of this cumulative effects analysis for water resources effects under the 
proposed project and alternatives is the CVGB.  This is an appropriate scope of analysis because 
the proposed project and alternatives are located within the surface recharge area of the CVGB, 
and water supply requirements associated with the construction, operation and maintenance, and 
decommissioning of the proposed project or an alternative would be met with water pumped 
from the CVGB.  As mentioned above, a cumulative effect to water resources could occur if 
other projects within the geographic scope of this analysis occur during the same time period as 
effects of the proposed project or an alternative. 

The temporal scope of this cumulative analysis is considered the period within which a water 
resources effect of the proposed project or an alternative is actively present.  For instance, a cum-
ulative effect could occur if other projects within the geographic scope contribute to overdraft 
conditions in the affected groundwater basin while the project-related groundwater pumping also 
contributes to overdraft conditions.  The temporal scope of this analysis is discussed further in 
the following sections. 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

Existing cumulative conditions relevant to water resources are comprised of projects which pre-
viously and/or currently: utilize local groundwater resources as a project water supply; substan-
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tially alter surface drainage patterns; result in flooding associated with new impervious areas 
and/or the placement of permanent infrastructure; include earth-disturbing activities that result in 
erosion and sedimentation; or result in hazards and/or inundation by mudflow.  Table 4.1-1 
(Existing Projects Along the I-10 Corridor (Eastern Riverside County)) identifies cumulative 
projects within the geographic scope of analysis for the DHSP; other projects are considered in 
this cumulative analysis as relevant to water resources. 

Groundwater Supply and Recharge 

Cumulative effects to groundwater supply and recharge during construction, operation and main-
tenance, or decommissioning of the proposed project or an action alternative would occur if 
other projects drawing groundwater from the CVGB would contribute to long-term overdraft 
conditions while the proposed project or an alternative (Alternatives 5 through 7 and C, D, 
and E) is pumping groundwater for construction requirements, and/or if other projects within the 
surface recharge area of the CVGB introduce substantial new areas of impervious surfaces such 
that groundwater recharge rates and/or patterns are substantially altered.  The effects analysis 
discussions provided in Sections 4.20-3 through 4.20-12 indicate that potential effects of the pro-
posed project or an action alternative to groundwater supply and recharge resulting from new 
impervious areas, including compacted soils, would be site-specific and not substantial; there-
fore, cumulative effects to groundwater supply and recharge are not anticipated to result from 
new impervious areas.  With regards to the pumping of groundwater from the CVGB, the pro-
posed project or an action alternative would draw water from the CVGB over the lifetime of the 
project, as would other projects within the geographic extent of analysis. 

Table 4.20-4 (Estimated Water Requirements of Cumulative Projects), below, lists the water 
demands associated with construction and operation of other projects within the cumulative 
scope that are anticipated to pump groundwater from the CVGB within the same timeframe as 
the proposed project or an alternative.  Three of the cumulative projects listed in Table 4.20-3 are 
not listed in Table 4.20-4, including the following: Silverado Power I, II, III, Sol Orchard Solar 
PV Project, and Desert Center 50 Solar PV Project.  These projects were added to the cumulative 
scenario after publication of the Draft EIS for the proposed project, and at the time of publication 
of this Final EIS, sufficient information about these three projects is not available to calculate 
their contribution to the cumulative environment for groundwater supply.  Due to the many 
variables which contribute to how much water would be required for a project, including but not 
limited to the size of the development and type of technology installed, it is not possible to make 
reasonable assumptions about how much water each of these projects would consume.  There-
fore, the Silverado Power I, II, III, Sol Orchard Solar PV Project, and Desert Center 50 Solar PV 
Project are omitted from Table 4.20-4.  One other change to the cumulative scenario that was 
implemented after publication of the Draft EIS is that the proposed Chuckwalla Valley Solar 
Project has been removed, as the application for this project was rejected.  Table 4.20-4 indicates 
that between 2010 and 2043, water demand associated with cumulative projects ranges from a 
low of 620 afy in 2010 to a high of 10,010.9 afy in years 2014 through 2017. 

In order to characterize potential effects of cumulative water demands on the CVGB, estimates 
of cumulative budget for the CVGB are presented in Tables 4.20-5a through 4.20-5c.  A series of 
tables has been provided for this purpose in order to address differing professional opinions 
regarding the balance of the CVGB.  As discussed in Section 3.20 and in the WSA included as 
Appendix E, the primary areas of differing opinion are the quantity of recharge to the CVGB 
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from precipitation, and from underflow of water in the adjacent Pinto and Orocopia Valley 
Groundwater Basins.  Tables 4.20-5a through 4.20-5c address a range of potential values for 
recharge from precipitation and underflow, as follows: 

 Table 4.20-5a assumes 9,448 afy recharge from precipitation and 3,500 afy recharge from 
underflow; 

 Table 4.20-5b assumes 2,060 afy recharge from precipitation and 953 afy recharge from 
underflow; and 

 Table 4.20-5c assumes 6,125 afy recharge from precipitation and 1,906 afy recharge from 
underflow. 

Using the assumptions listed above and the cumulative water requirements listed in Table 4.20-4, 
the estimated cumulative groundwater budgets presented in Tables 4.20-5a through 4.20-5c indi-
cate that the CVGB is expected to be affected by overdraft conditions during implementation of 
the DHSP.  These deficit years are likely due to the elevated construction water requirements 
associated with coinciding construction periods for projects such as the Eagle Crest Pumped 
Storage Project, the Palen Solar Power Project, and the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project, noted 
in Table 4.20-3.  Following completion of the construction periods for these projects, their water 
requirements would decrease and overdraft conditions in the CVGB would recover.  As por-
trayed in Table 4.20-4, projected overdraft conditions are projected to recover substantially over 
the life of the DHSP. 

Construction and operation of the DHSP would include implementation of BMPs and mitigation 
measures identified in Section 4.20.6.  Mitigation Measure WAT-2 (Alternative Water Source 
and Groundwater Offsets) and Mitigation Measure WAT-3 (Groundwater Drawdown Monitor-
ing and Reporting Plan) require actions to ensure that construction of the proposed project or an 
alternative would not contribute to or result in long-term overdraft conditions; specifically, these 
mitigation measures ensure that the project would use a water source other than the CVGB dur-
ing any year that the CVGB is projected to be affected by overdraft conditions, and groundwater 
monitoring and reporting actions would occur to clarify uncertainties regarding the groundwater 
basin characteristics, such as the quantity of recharge from precipitation and underflow, and to 
make management decisions accordingly. 

Potential overdraft effects would be temporary and would cease in response to the implementa-
tion of requirements specified in Mitigation Measures WAT-2 and WAT-3.  As determined in 
the effects analyses presented in Sections 4.20.3 through 4.20.14, the proposed project or an 
alternative would not result in long-term overdraft or drawdown conditions.  In addition, if other 
project(s) within the geographic and temporal scope of analysis pump CVGB groundwater at the 
same time as the proposed project or an alternative, and such pumping results in overdraft condi-
tions (temporary or long-term) as noted in Table 4.20-4, such effects would be detected by the 
groundwater monitoring and reporting activities required per Mitigation Measure WAT-3 and 
groundwater pumping associated with the proposed project or an alternative would be subse-
quently ceased until the groundwater resource recovers, which is anticipated to occur in response 
to precipitation events, per the nature of fractured rock storage and overdraft/drawdown condi-
tions.  Therefore, the DHSP would not contribute to cumulative effects associated with ground-
water supply and recharge. 
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Water supply reliability is further addressed in the WSA prepared for the DHSP, included as 
Appendix E to this EIS.  The WSA includes consideration of the cumulative groundwater budget 
discussed above, under varying climatic conditions in order to project how the availability of 
water supply could be affected by drought years.  Conclusions presented in Section 5 of the 
WSA describe that overdraft conditions are expected to be present in the CVGB during imple-
mentation of the DHSP and other reasonably foreseeable projects in the area; however, such con-
ditions would occur regardless of the proposed DHSP and would recover over time.  Addition-
ally, project-specific mitigation measures such as MM WAT-2 would ensure that the proposed 
DHSP would not contribute to overdraft conditions in the CVGB by requiring actions such as the 
use of an alternative water source during any year for which the CVGB is projected to be in 
overdraft.  The project would have some effect on groundwater supply due to the consumptive 
use of CVGB groundwater during years with a positive water budget (non-overdraft years), but 
such effects would be less than significant and would not contribute to cumulative groundwater 
supply impacts. 
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Table 4.20-4. Estimated Water Requirements of Cumulative Projects (afy) 

Cumulative 
Projects1 Const. O&M 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019–2043 
Western Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin 
Palen Solar 
Power Project 

436 300 0 426 426 436 300 300 300 300 300 300 

First Solar 
Desert Sunlight2 

600–
650 

0.3 0 0 [650]2 [650]2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Red Bluff 
Substation 

300 0 0 0 150 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Gen-Tie Line 6.25 0 0 0 0 6.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Devers-Palo 
Verde No. 2 
Transmission 

2  0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Colorado River 
Substation 
Expansion3 

215 0 0 0 215 66 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Blythe Energy 
Transmission 
Line 

2  2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Desert 
Southwest 
Transmission 
Line 

0.3  0 0 0 0.3 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 

Eagle Crest 
Pumped Storage 
Startup 

2,380– 
8,066 

1,628 0 0 0 0 8,066 8,066 8,066 8,066 2,380 1,628 

Total WESTERN SUB-BASIN 
DEMAND 2 430 7932 660.552 8,366.6 8,366.3 8,366.3 8,366.3 2,680.3 1,928.3 
Eastern Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin 
Genesis Solar 
Energy Project4 

 616– 
1,368 

1,644 616 1,368 616 616 1,644 1,644 1,644 1,644 1,644 1,644 

Devers-Palo 
Verde No. 2 
Transmission 

2  0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 4.20-4. Estimated Water Requirements of Cumulative Projects (afy) 

Cumulative 
Projects1 Const. O&M 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019–2043 
Blythe Energy 
Transmission 
Line 

2  2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Desert SW 
Transmission 

0.3  0 0 0 0.3 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 

Total EASTERN SUB-BASIN 
DEMAND 

618 1,372 618 618.3 1,644.3 1,644 1,644 1,644 1,644 1,644 

Combined Western and Eastern Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin 
   620 1,802 1,4112 1,278.852 10,010.9 10,010.3 10,010.3 10,010.3 4,324.3 3,572.3 
1 - Status of cumulative projects listed in this table: 

• Gen-Tie Line construction would being in the 3rd or 4th quarter of 2012 and would last for an estimated 12 months; due to the late-2012 construction start, it is anticipated that most water use 
associated with the gen-tie line would occur in 2013. 

• Palen Solar Energy Project was approved by the CEC in December of 2010, Final EIS published in May of 2011, proposed to be online in 2012 
• First Solar Desert Sunlight was approved in August of 2011 and was under construction at the time of publication of the Notice of Intent for DHSP (September 15, 2011). 
• Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line Project: BLM issued Record of Decision in July of 2011 
• Colorado River Substation Expansion: Construction anticipated to initiate in December of 2011. 
• Blythe Energy Transmission Line: Existing. 
• Desert Southwest Transmission Line: Approved by BLM in 2006. 
• Eagle Crest Pumped Storage: FERC Draft EIS published in December of 2010. 
• Genesis Solar Energy Project: Currently under construction. 

2 - The First Solar Desert Sunlight Project would require 650 afy of water for construction in 2012 and 2013; as discussed in Section 3.20, these construction water requirements were accounted for 
in the safe yield estimates provided in Tables 3.20 2 and 3.20-3, because construction of the Desert Sunlight Project was ongoing at the time of publication of the Notice of Intent for the proposed 
project and construction water use is therefore considered part of baseline conditions.  This table shows the Desert Sunlight construction water usage, but does not include this quantity in the total 
water balance values, in order to avoid calculating for this amount twice — once in the safe yield estimate and once in the cumulative balance calculations.  Operational water requirements of 0.3 
afy for the Desert Sunlight Project are included in the totals shown above in Table 3.20-4 and below in Tables 3.20-5a through 3.20-5c because this amount was not previously accounted for in 
the safe yield estimates. 

3 - The Colorado River Substation Expansion project would pump 300,000 gallons per day (gpd) over the first four to six months, or a total of 110.5 to 165.7 acre-feet, and 120,000 gpd over the fol-
lowing 18 months, or 198.9 acre-feet; in total, this project is anticipated to pump 309.3 to 364.6 acre-feet over 22 to 24 months, or an average annual rate of 215 afy during the first full year (2012) 
and 66 afy during the second year.  No operational water use has been identified. 

4 - The Genesis analysis noted that the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project would pump 27 afy of groundwater during the construction period and 3.8 afy during the operational period; however, the 
FEIS for Desert Sunlight indicates that this project would pump an average of 1,556 afy during construction and less than 0.3 afy during operation.  For the purposes of this analysis, the quantities 
indicated in the Desert Sunlight FEIS are used. 

Source: CEC 2010; CEC 2010; CPUC 2011; WorleyParsons 2009   
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Table 4.20-5a (9,448 afy normal year). Estimated Cumulative Budget for the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin (afy)1 

 Inflow (afy) Outflow (afy) Balance (afy) 

Year Precip. 
Subsurface 

Inflow 
Irrigation 

Return 
Wastewater 

Return 
Total 
Inflow 

Current 
Pumping 

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen  
Lake  
Evap 

Future  
Pumping 

Total 
Outflow Balance 

DHSP 
Demand 

 With-
Project 

2012 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 399 350 1,411 12,521 1,863 0 1,863 
2013 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 388 350 1,278.85 12,378 2,006 500.51 1,506 
2014 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 373 350 10,010.9 21,095 –6,711 500.51 –7,211 
2015 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 360 350 10,010.3 21,081 –6,697 39.02 –6,736 
2016 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 347 350 10,010.3 21,068 –6,684 39.02 –6,723 
2017 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 334.5 350 10,010.3 21,056 –6,672 39.02 –6,711 
2018 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 322 350 4,324.3 15,357 –973 39.02 –1,012 
2019 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 308 350 3,572.3 14,591 –207 39.02 –246 
2020 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 295 350 3,572.3 14,578 –194 39.02 –233 
2021 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 281.5 350 3,572.3 14,565 –181 39.02 –220 
2022 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 269 350 3,572.3 14,552 –168 39.02 –207 
2023 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 256.5 350 3,572.3 14,540 –156 39.02 –195 
2024 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 245 350 3,572.3 14,528 –144 39.02 –183 
2025 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 233 350 3,572.3 14,516 –132 39.02 –171 
2026 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 221 350 3,572.3 14,504 –120 39.02 –159 
2027 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 210 350 3,572.3 14,493 –109 39.02 –148 
2028 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 199.5 350 3,572.3 14,483 –99 39.02 –138 
2029 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 190 350 3,572.3 14,473 –89 39.02 –128 
2030 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 180 350 3,572.3 14,463 –79 39.02 –118 
2031 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 170 350 3,572.3 14,453 –69 39.02 –108 
2032 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 160 350 3,572.3 14,443 –59 39.02 –98 
2033 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 150 350 3,572.3 14,433 –49 39.02 –88 
2034 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 140 350 3,572.3 14,423 –39 39.02 –78 
2035 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 131 350 3,572.3 14,414 –30 39.02 –69 
2036 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 122 350 3,572.3 14,405 –21 39.02 –60 
2037 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 113 350 3,572.3 14,396 –12 39.02 –51 
2038 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 106 350 3,572.3 14,389 –5 39.02 –44 
2039 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 98 350 3,572.3 14,381 3 39.02 –36 
2040 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 90 350 3,572.3 14,373 30 39.02 –9 
2041 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 83 350 3,572.3 14,366 18 39.02 –21 
2042 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 77 350 3,572.3 14,360 24 39.02 –15 
2043 9,448 3,500 800 636 14,384 10,361 71 350 3,572.3 14,354 30 39.02 –9 

Source: CEC 2010; CEC 2009; BLM 2011a; WorleyParsons 2009 (outflow to PVMGB) 
1 - Inflow and outflow factors are discussed in detail in Section 3.20.2 (see “Groundwater Resources”) 
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Table 4.20-5b (2,060 afy normal year). Estimated  Cumulative Budget for the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin (afy) 
  Inflow (afy) Outflow (afy) Balance (afy) 

Year Precip. 
Subsurface 

Inflow 
Irrigation 

Return 
Wastewater 

Return 
Total 
Inflow 

Current 
Pumping 

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Future 
Pumping 

Total 
Outflow Balance 

DHSP 
Demand 

 With-
Project 

2012 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 399 350 1,411 12,521 –8,072 0 –8,072 
2013 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 388 350 1,278.85 12,378 –7,929 500.51 –8,430 
2014 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 373 350 10,010.90 21,095 –16,646 500.51 –17,147 
2015 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 360 350 10,010.30 21,081 –16,632 39.02 –16,671 
2016 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 347 350 10,010.30 21,068 –16,619 39.02 –16,658 
2017 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 334.5 350 10,010.30 21,056 –16,607 39.02 –16,646 
2018 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 322 350 4,324.30 15,357 –10,908 39.02 –10,947 
2019 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 308 350 3,572.30 14,591 –10,142 39.02 –10,181 
2020 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 295 350 3,572.30 14,578 –10,129 39.02 –10,168 
2021 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 281.5 350 3,572.30 14,565 –10,116 39.02 –10,155 
2022 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 269 350 3,572.30 14,552 –10,103 39.02 –10,142 
2023 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 256.5 350 3,572.30 14,540 –10,091 39.02 –10,130 
2024 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 245 350 3,572.30 14,528 –10,079 39.02 –10,118 
2025 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 233 350 3,572.30 14,516 –10,067 39.02 –10,106 
2026 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 221 350 3,572.30 14,504 –10,055 39.02 –10,094 
2027 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 210 350 3,572.30 14,493 –10,044 39.02 –10,083 
2028 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 199.5 350 3,572.30 14,483 –10,034 39.02 –10,073 
2029 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 190 350 3,572.30 14,473 –10,024 39.02 –10,063 
2030 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 180 350 3,572.30 14,463 –10,014 39.02 –10,053 
2031 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 170 350 3,572.30 14,453 –10,004 39.02 –10,043 
2032 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 160 350 3,572.30 14,443 –9,994 39.02 –10,033 
2033 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 150 350 3,572.30 14,433 –9,984 39.02 –10,023 
2034 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 140 350 3,572.30 14,423 –9,974 39.02 –10,013 
2035 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 131 350 3,572.30 14,414 –9,965 39.02 –10,004 
2036 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 122 350 3,572.30 14,405 –9,956 39.02 –9,995 
2037 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 113 350 3,572.30 14,396 –9,947 39.02 –9,986 
2038 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 106 350 3,572.30 14,389 –9,940 39.02 –9,979 
2039 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 98 350 3,572.30 14,381 –9,932 39.02 –9,971 
2040 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 90 350 3,572.30 14,373 –9,924 39.02 –9,963 
2041 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 83 350 3,572.30 14,366 –9,917 39.02 –9,956 
2042 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 77 350 3,572.30 14,360 –9,911 39.02 –9,950 
2043 2,060 953 800 636 4,449 10,361 71 350 3,572.30 14,354 –9,905 39.02 –9,944 
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Table 4.20-5c (6,125 afy normal year). Estimated  Cumulative Budget for the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin (afy) 

  Inflow (afy) Outflow (afy) Balance (afy) 

Year Precip. 
Subsurface 

Inflow 
Irrigation 

Return 
Wastewater 

Return 
Total 
Inflow 

Current 
Pumping 

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Future 
Pumping 

Total 
Outflow Balance 

DHSP 
Demand 

 With-
Project 

2012 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 399 350 1,411 12,521 –3,054 0 –3,054 
2013 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 388 350 1,278.85 12,378 –2,911 500.51 –3,412 
2014 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 373 350 10,010.90 21,095 –11,628 500.51 –12,129 
2015 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 360 350 10,010.30 21,081 –11,614 39.02 –11,653 
2016 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 347 350 10,010.30 21,068 –11,601 39.02 –11,640 
2017 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 334.5 350 10,010.30 21,056 –11,589 39.02 –11,628 
2018 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 322 350 4,324.30 15,357 –5,890 39.02 –5,929 
2019 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 308 350 3,572.30 14,591 –5,124 39.02 –5,163 
2020 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 295 350 3,572.30 14,578 –5,111 39.02 –5,150 
2021 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 281.5 350 3,572.30 14,565 –5,098 39.02 –5,137 
2022 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 269 350 3,572.30 14,552 –5,085 39.02 –5,124 
2023 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 256.5 350 3,572.30 14,540 –5,073 39.02 –5,112 
2024 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 245 350 3,572.30 14,528 –5,061 39.02 –5,100 
2025 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 233 350 3,572.30 14,516 –5,049 39.02 –5,088 
2026 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 221 350 3,572.30 14,504 –5,037 39.02 –5,076 
2027 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 210 350 3,572.30 14,493 –5,026 39.02 –5,065 
2028 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 199.5 350 3,572.30 14,483 –5,016 39.02 –5,055 
2029 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 190 350 3,572.30 14,473 –5,006 39.02 –5,045 
2030 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 180 350 3,572.30 14,463 –4,996 39.02 –5,035 
2031 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 170 350 3,572.30 14,453 –4,986 39.02 –5,025 
2032 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 160 350 3,572.30 14,443 –4,976 39.02 –5,015 
2033 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 150 350 3,572.30 14,433 –4,966 39.02 –5,005 
2034 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 140 350 3,572.30 14,423 –4,956 39.02 –4,995 
2035 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 131 350 3,572.30 14,414 –4,947 39.02 –4,986 
2036 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 122 350 3,572.30 14,405 –4,938 39.02 –4,977 
2037 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 113 350 3,572.30 14,396 –4,929 39.02 –4,968 
2038 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 106 350 3,572.30 14,389 –4,922 39.02 –4,961 
2039 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 98 350 3,572.30 14,381 –4,914 39.02 –4,953 
2040 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 90 350 3,572.30 14,373 –4,906 39.02 –4,945 
2041 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 83 350 3,572.30 14,366 –4,899 39.02 –4,938 
2042 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 77 350 3,572.30 14,360 –4,893 39.02 –4,932 
2043 6,125 1,906 800 636 9,467 10,361 71 350 3,572.30 14,354 –4,887 39.02 –4,926 
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As discussed in Section 3.20 (see “Colorado River Accounting Surface”), groundwater pumped 
from the CVGB at or below an elevation of 234 feet amsl can be considered recharge from the 
adjudicated Colorado River.  Groundwater levels in the proposed DHSP area are understood to 
range from the ground surface to 400 feet bgs.  Mitigation Measure WAT-7 (Colorado River 
Water Supply Plan) is required to ensure that groundwater monitoring data is collected during 
implementation of the project, and that if the project results in pumping of any groundwater that 
would be replaced by Colorado River water, conservation actions would be implemented to 
“replace” the groundwater on an acre-foot by acre-foot basis, equating to a ratio of 1:1.  As such, 
the proposed DHSP would not result in significant impacts associated with the Colorado River or 
consumptive use of Colorado River water, and would not contribute to cumulative impacts on 
the Colorado River, including as a result of its hydrologic connectivity with the CVGB. 

Surface Water and Drainage Patterns 

Implementation of the proposed project or an alternative (Alternatives 5 through 7 and C, D, 
and E) would include both temporary and permanent areas of disturbance that would result in 
site-specific alterations to surface waters and drainage patterns.  With implementation of the 
BMPs and mitigation measures presented in Section 4.20.6, construction, operation, and mainte-
nance would not result in substantial effects to surface water and drainage patterns such that 
erosion, siltation, or flooding would occur on or off site.  Other projects that are also identified in 
the cumulative scenario (see Table 4.1-1) would result in alterations to surface water and drain-
age patterns in similar ways as the proposed project or an alternative; however, such effects are 
anticipated to be site-specific and would not occur on the same site as the proposed project or an 
alternative. 

Stormwater Drainage Systems 

The proposed project and alternatives (Alternatives 5 through 7 and C, D, and E) would not 
create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or planned storm-
water drainage systems, and would therefore not have the potential to result in cumulative effects 
associated with existing or planned stormwater drainage systems.  Due to the use and storage of 
harmful or potentially hazardous materials during the project, there is potential for contributions 
of sources of polluted runoff to occur, such as if an accidental leak or release of harmful mate-
rials were to occur during a storm event; however, such effects would be site-specific and miti-
gated by actions listed in Section 4.20.6, and would therefore not have the potential to combine 
with effects of other projects in the cumulative scenario, as related to the contribution of polluted 
runoff. 

Flood Hazard Areas 

Infrastructure constructed under the proposed project or an alternative (Alternatives 5 through 7 
and C, D, and E) would be designed and engineered to withstand potential flooding and erosion 
hazards and, with implementation of BMPs and mitigation measures identified in Section 4.20.6, 
effects associated with impeding or redirecting flood flows would be minimized and/or avoided.  
It is anticipated that other projects in the cumulative scenario would also place infrastructure 
within and/or adjacent to areas subject to flooding hazards; however, due to the site-specific 
nature of potential effects associated with Flood Hazard Areas and the minimization and/or 
avoidance of potential Flood Hazard Area effects that would occur through implementation of 
the BMPs and mitigation measures identified in Section 4.20.6, this potential effect of the pro-
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posed project or an alternative is not anticipated to combine with similar effects of other projects 
in the cumulative scenario. 

Water Quality 

Degradation of surface water quality and/or groundwater quality could occur through the effects 
of erosion and sedimentation, and/or through the accidental release of hazardous materials, par-
ticularly if a storm event occurs during construction activities.  Other projects in the cumulative 
scenario would also have the potential to result in water quality effects associated with erosion 
and sedimentation and/or the release of hazardous materials.  This effect of the proposed project 
or an alternative (Alternatives 5 through 7 and C, D, and E) would be site-specific in nature and 
would be minimized and/or avoided through implementation of the BMPs and mitigation mea-
sures identified in Section 4.20.6.  This potential effect of the proposed project or an alternative 
would not have potential to combine with similar effects of other projects in the cumulative 
scenario. 

The No Action and No Project Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A) would not contribute to 
any cumulative effects.  In addition, Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative effects to 
water resources, as the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert 
Sunlight approved gen-tie and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same 
time, with no additional work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert 
Sunlight gen-tie. 

4.20.16 CEQA Considerations 

This section is included in this EIS for future use by CEQA Lead and Responsible agencies, and 
is not required under NEPA. 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The significance criteria listed below are from the Environmental Checklist Form in Appendix G 
of the CEQA Guidelines.  These criteria are used to determine whether the project or alternative 
would result in significant impacts to water resources under CEQA.  The project and alternatives 
would result in a significant impact to water resources if one of the following criteria is met. 

WAT-1 Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements. 

WAT-2 Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with ground-
water recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering 
of the local groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of pre-existing nearby 
wells would drop to a level which would not support existing land uses or planned 
uses for which permits have been granted). 

WAT-3  Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through 
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in 
substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site. 

WAT-4 Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through 
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the rate or 
amount of surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on- or off-site. 
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WAT-5 Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or 
planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of 
polluted runoff. 

WAT-6 Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving 
flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam. 

Additional significance criteria identified in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines have been 
determined either to be inapplicable or to result in no impact associated with the proposed proj-
ect or an alternative.  These criteria, listed below, are not discussed in the following “CEQA Sig-
nificance Determination” section. 

 Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard Boun-
dary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation map. 

 Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures which would impede or redirect flood 
flows. 

 Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. 

 Otherwise substantially degrade water quality. 

The proposed project and alternatives are located within an area that has been designated by 
FEMA as Flood Zone D, or areas which have not been mapped for Flood Hazard Areas or 
100-year flood hazard areas.  This does not mean that such flooding potential does not exist, but 
rather that it has not been quantified or mapped.  Flooding risks and potential impacts associated 
with flooding are addressed under Significance Criterion WAT-6. 

The project site is not located near a body of water that would have the potential to be affected 
by a seiche or tsunami that could result in inundation of the site or surrounding area.  With 
regards to mudflow, mudflow tends to occur on steep slopes where vegetation is not sufficient to 
prevent rapid erosion, and where specific soil characteristics exist.  The project area is generally 
surrounded by mountainous areas; as described in Section 3.20, the Chuckwalla Mountains are to 
the south of the valley, Eagle Mountains are to the west and north of the valley, Coxcomb Moun-
tains are to the north of the valley, and Palen Mountains are to the east.  However, none of these 
mountainous areas are in close enough proximity to the proposed project site that the site would 
be inundated should a mudflow event occur. 

Potential impacts associated with water quality are sufficiently addressed under CEQA Signifi-
cance Criteria WAT-1 through WAT-5.  An additional criterion specific to water quality effects 
is therefore not necessary.  CEQA Significance Criteria WAT-1 through WAT-6 are discussed 
below. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Alternative 1.  Under Alternative 1, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and BLM would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project would be con-
structed at the project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent with the exist-
ing land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan of 1980, as amended.  It is expected that 
the site would continue to remain in its existing condition, with no new structures or facilities 
constructed or operated on the site and no ground disturbance.  Impacts to water resources would 
not occur. 
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Alternative 2.  Under Alternative 2, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar 
energy development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and 
BLM would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA 
Land Use Plan.  Impacts to water resources would not occur. 

Alternative 3.  Under Alternative 3, the proposed DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, 
and the BLM would amend the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future 
solar energy development.  As a result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site 
and BLM would manage the site consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA 
Land Use Plan.  Impacts to water resources would not occur. 

Alternative 4.  Alternative 4 is expected to occur in compliance with all applicable water quality 
standards and waste discharge requirements.  Mitigation Measure WAT-1 (Demonstrate Compli-
ance with Water Quality Permits) would ensure that the project would occur in compliance with 
all applicable water quality permits and waste discharge requirements associated with construc-
tion, operation, and decommissioning activities; potential impacts would be less than significant 
with mitigation (CEQA Significance Criterion WAT-1). 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 4 would require a 
water source, and would meet project water requirements by pumping groundwater from the 
CVGB.  Tables 3.20-2 and 3.20-3 provide several potential water budget scenarios for the 
CVGB, including consideration to the Desert Sunlight project, and indicate a wide range of 
potential groundwater conditions; due to varying expert opinion in support of these budgets, this 
impact analysis considers each potential scenario.  Mitigation measures listed in Section 4.20.6 
would include the implementation of an Alternative Water Source and Groundwater Offsets 
(MM WAT-2), and a Groundwater Drawdown Monitoring and Reporting Plan (MM WAT-3).  
In addition, although Alternative 4 would introduce new impervious features across the site, 
including areas of soil compaction such as along access roads, these effects would not reduce 
infiltration rates or patterns such that groundwater supply and recharge to the CVGB would be 
adversely affected.  Implementation of the Drought Water Management and Water Conservation 
Education Programs required per MM WAT-6 and the Colorado River Water Supply Plan 
required per MM WAT-7 would also minimize potential impacts to groundwater supply and 
recharge.  Potential impacts would be less than significant with mitigation (CEQA Significance 
Criterion WAT-2). 

Alternative 4 would alter existing drainage patterns on the site, but would not alter the course of 
any stream or river.  A project-specific SWPP would be developed and implemented, and would 
include BMPs specified in MM WAT-4 to minimize or avoid potential impacts associated with 
erosion, siltation, and flooding.  Alternative 4 would not alter surface runoff such that substantial 
erosion, siltation, or flooding would occur on or off site; impacts would be less than significant 
with mitigation (CEQA Significance Criteria WAT-3 and WAT-4). 

There is no existing stormwater drainage system(s) in the project area.  However, construction of 
Alternative 4 would result in ground-disturbing activities and the handling and storage of poten-
tially hazardous materials that would have the potential to leak or be accidentally released, 
resulting in polluted stormwater runoff.  With implementation of the BMPs specified in MM 
WAT-4 and the accidental spill control and environmental training measures required per MM 
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WAT-9, potential impacts associated with the contribution of polluted runoff would be less than 
significant (CEQA Significance Criterion WAT-5). 

The project area is not located in proximity to a levee or dam, such that the failure of this infra-
structure would result in flooding at the DHSP site.  The project area is also not located within a 
FEMA-designated Flood Hazard Area or 100-year Flood Zone; however, the site and surround-
ing parcels are designated as Flood Zone D, indicating that 100-year floods have not been 
assessed for this area.  As described in Section 3.20, hydrologic analysis conducted in support of 
the DHSP indicates that 100-year flood depth on the site is anticipated to be three to five feet in 
depth.  In accordance with MM WAT-8, all features constructed under Alternative 4 would be 
designed and maintained to withstand flood flows on the site, and potential impacts associated 
with risks associated with flooding would be less than significant (CEQA Significance Criterion 
WAT-6). 

Alternative 4 would contribute to cumulative water supply impacts associated with the use of the 
CVGB to meet the project’s water requirements; however, implementation of Mitigation Mea-
sures WAT-2 (Alternative Water Source and Groundwater Offsets) and WAT-3 (Groundwater 
Drawdown Monitoring and Reporting Plan) would minimize or avoid the project’s potential to 
affect water supply.  With implementation of these mitigation measures, the project’s contribu-
tion to cumulative water supply impacts would be less than significant.  Similarly, as described 
above, Alternative 4 would not result in significant impacts to surface water and drainage 
patterns stormwater drainage systems, flood hazard areas, or water quality; the project’s contrib-
ution to cumulative water resources impacts would be less than significant. 

Alternative 5.  Under Alternative 5 the solar facility site would be constructed the same as 
Alternative 4, however, project components would be excluded from the WHMA.  This repre-
sents a very small portion of the site, in an area located away from any identified residences.  
Therefore, water resources impacts and CEQA significance conclusions for Criteria WAT-1 
through WAT-7 regarding construction, operation, and decommissioning would essentially be 
the identical to Alternative 4, discussed above. 

Alternative 6.  Similar to Alternative 5, Alternative 6 would also develop a slightly smaller area 
of the solar facility site than proposed under Alternative 4.  Construction activities would occur 
on the same schedule as for Alternative 4 and would include the same water requirements.  The 
size of the area disturbed on a given day would be smaller under Alternative 6 than under Alter-
natives 4 and 5, and the potential for associated soil erosion and sedimentation would be 
marginally less, but for practical purposes and with consideration to the overall project, water 
quality impacts would be the same as described for Alternative 4.  Potential impacts to water 
resources and the associated CEQA significance conclusions for Criteria WAT-1 through 
WAT-6 regarding construction, operation, and decommissioning would be identical to Alterna-
tive 4, discussed above. 

Alternative 7.  Similar to Alternative 6, Alternative 7 would also develop a slightly smaller area 
of the solar facility site than proposed under Alternative 4.  Construction activities would occur 
on the same schedule as for Alternative 4 and would include the same water requirements.  The 
size of the area disturbed on a given day would be smaller under Alternative 7 than under Alter-
natives 4 and 5, and the potential for associated soil erosion and sedimentation would be 
marginally less, but for practical purposes and with consideration to the overall project, water 
quality impacts would be the same as described for Alternative 4.  Potential impacts to water 
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resources and the associated CEQA significance conclusions for Criteria WAT-1 through 
WAT-6 regarding construction, operation, and decommissioning would be identical to Alterna-
tive 4, discussed above. 

Alternative A.  Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed or operated as part of 
the DHSP.  Therefore, no water resources impacts under CEQA Significance Criteria WAT-1 
through WAT-7 related to construction, operations and maintenance, or decommissioning would 
occur. 

Alternative B.  Alternative B would share gen-tie infrastructure with the Desert Sunlight project; 
however, because the Desert Sunlight gen-tie is not included in baseline conditions, Alternative 
B would involve the construction of gen-tie infrastructure.  Alternative B would require a water 
supply of 6.25 afy, and is accounted for in the water availability projections included in the WSA 
provided as Appendix E.  The use of equipment and machinery required to construct, maintain, 
and decommission gen-tie infrastructure would introduce the potential for localized drainage 
pattern alternations to occur, as well as introduce the potential for a spill or leak of hazardous 
materials to occur.  Potential impacts would be less than significant with mitigation. 

The cumulative scenario for Alternative B includes the Desert Sunlight project; therefore, poten-
tial cumulative effects to water resources associated with construction of the proposed gen-tie 
under Alternative B would be negligible because the same gen-tie would be constructed by 
Desert Sunlight. 

Alternative C.  The potential for water resources impacts to occur under Alternative C would be 
greater than under Alternative B due to the construction of new towers.  The use of equipment 
and machinery required to construct, maintain, and decommission additional infrastructure 
would increase the potential for a spill or leak of hazardous materials to occur.  Potential impacts 
to water quality could occur from a leak or release of hazardous materials used in construction 
vehicles and equipment.  Potential impacts would be less than significant with mitigation. 

Potential impacts of Alternative C would be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the 
implementation of mitigation measures, and the contributions of Alternative C to cumulative 
water resources impacts would also be less than significant. 

Alternative D.  Alternative D would require slightly less temporary and permanent ground dis-
turbance, and potential water quality impacts associated with erosion and sedimentation would 
also be less.  Potential impacts would be less than significant with mitigation. 

Alternative E.  Alternative E would result in the same potential for impacts to water resources 
as Alternative D.  Potential impacts would be less than significant with mitigation. 
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4.21 SOLID AND HAZARDOUS WASTES 

4.21.1 Methodology for Analysis 

Environmental baseline conditions for the impact analysis presented in this section are described 
in Section 3.21 of this EIS.  Solid and hazardous waste effects are assessed here with respect to 
the following: wastes generated on-site, disposal of wastes generated on-site, septic system, 
landfill use and capacity, and emergency response and evacuation relevant to hazardous wastes.  
Hazardous materials and public safety are addressed in Sections 3.13 and 4.13, Public Health and 
Safety. 

4.21.2 Applicant Measures 

Applicant measures (AM) relevant to solid and hazardous wastes that would be implemented 
during project construction, operation and maintenance, and/or decommissioning, as appropriate, 
are listed in Section 4.13.2 (Applicant Measures, Public Health and Safety): AM HAZ-1 through 
AM HAZ-9.  These AMs have been incorporated as design features of the proposed project (and 
all action alternatives) and shall be implemented to reduce adverse impacts associated with the 
project.  In some cases, mitigation measures further clarify or expand on AM reporting require-
ments, timing of implementation, or other details where appropriate.  Where there is a conflict 
between provisions of the mitigation measures imposed and AMs, the mitigation measures take 
precedence. 

4.21.3 Alternative 1 – No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

Under Alternative 1, the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) would not be approved 
by the BLM, and BLM would not amend the CDCA Plan.  As a result, no solar energy project 
would be constructed on the project site and BLM would continue to manage the site consistent 
with the existing land use designation in the CDCA Plan. 

4.21.4 Alternative 2 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 2, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site available for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Plan.  It is possible that, as a 
result of the CDCA Plan amendment, that in the future another solar energy generation project 
could be proposed with impacts similar to the DHSP, however, such impacts are speculative at 
this time, and no effects from the DHSP would occur. 

4.21.5 Alternative 3 – No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 
Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

Under Alternative 3, the DHSP would not be approved by the BLM, and the BLM would amend 
the CDCA Plan to make the proposed site unavailable for future solar energy development.  As a 
result, the DHSP would not be constructed on the project site and BLM would manage the site 
consistent with the amended land use designation in the CDCA Land Use Plan.  No impacts from 
the DHSP would occur. 
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4.21.6 Alternative 4 – Proposed Solar Project 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Construction of Alternative 4 would generate wastes on-site such as oily rags, broken and rusted 
metal and machine parts, defective or broken panels and electrical materials, empty containers, 
and miscellaneous solid wastes including the refuse generated by workers.  These materials 
would be collected on-site and disposed of in an off-site facility or facilities with sufficient 
capacity to accept project waste.  As discussed in Section 3.21.2, the Riverside County Waste 
Management Department (RCWMD) operates six landfills (Badlands, Blythe, Desert Center, 
Lamb Canyon, Mecca II, and Oasis) and has a contract agreement for waste disposal with an 
additional private landfill (El Sobrante); RCWMD ensures that Riverside County has a minimum 
of 15 years of capacity, at any time, for future landfill disposal (RCWMD 2011). 

Portable bathrooms would be provided on-site during construction of Alternative 4 and would be 
emptied in an approved off-site facility; domestic wastewater generated during construction of 
the project would not be disposed of on-site. 

Broken cadmium-containing panels are not classified as hazardous wastes because the chemical 
within PV modules including cadmium are highly stable and would not be available for release 
to and interaction with the environment.  Potential public health and safety effects of broken 
cadmium-containing PV panels are addressed in Section 4.13, Public Health and Safety. 

All construction-related hazardous wastes would be transported and disposed of in compliance 
with all federal and State laws and regulations governing hazardous wastes, as described in Sec-
tion 3.21.  Through compliance with existing laws and regulations, adverse effects related to the 
transport and disposal of solid and hazardous wastes would be unlikely to occur.  Furthermore, 
implementation of Mitigation Measure (MM) PHS-1 through MM PHS-6 (Hazardous Materials 
Management Plan, BMPs for hazardous materials, SPCC Plan, Environmental Health and Safety 
Plan, Emergency Response and Inventory Plan, Recycling and Disposal of Panels) as required 
for potential public health and safety effects would minimize any potential risk to public health 
or the environment related to transportation and disposal of hazardous wastes from project 
construction. 

Indirect Effects 

Construction of Alternative 4 would not result in indirect effects associated with solid and haz-
ardous wastes. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Direct Effects 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 would generate minimal waste requiring off-site 
disposal; such waste is anticipated to include office waste, food scraps from operational workers, 
and occasional broken components.  As with construction waste, operational waste would be 
collected on-site and transported to an off-site disposal facility or facilities with sufficient 
capacity to accept project waste.  As described above and discussed in Section 3.21.2, the 
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RCWMD ensures that Riverside County has a minimum of 15 years of capacity, at any time, for 
future landfill disposal (RCWMD 2011). 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 would also include the use, storage, and disposal of 
the same hazardous and potentially hazardous materials as for the construction phase. 

All operational hazardous wastes would be required to be transported and disposed of in compli-
ance with all federal and State laws and regulations governing hazardous wastes, as described in 
Section 3.21.  Mitigation Measures PHS-1 through PHS-6 (Hazardous Materials Management 
Plan, BMPs for hazardous materials, SPCC Plan, Environmental Health and Safety Plan, Emer-
gency Response and Inventory Plan, Recycling and Disposal of Panels) would reduce effects 
related to hazardous wastes.  The text of these measures is included in Section 4.13 (Public 
Health and Safety). 

Sanitary wastewater would be discharged into an appropriate septic system and leach field that 
will be permitted by the Riverside County Health District and permitted under a Waste Dis-
charge Requirement (WDR) permit from the Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality 
Control Board (RWQCB).  Compliance with existing laws and regulations, in combination with 
implementation of AMs and MMs listed above would minimize potential operational adverse 
effects related to solid and hazardous wastes. 

Indirect Effects 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative 4 would not result in indirect effects associated with 
solid and hazardous wastes. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

As with construction and operation of the project, waste materials generated during decommis-
sioning of the project would be collected on-site and disposed of in an off-site facility or facili-
ties with sufficient capacity to accept project waste.  Any potential effects related to these mate-
rials would be reduced by Applicant Measure HAZ-10 and Mitigation Measures PHS-1 through 
PHS-6 (text in Section 4.13, Public Health and Safety; Hazardous Materials Management Plan, 
BMPs for hazardous materials, SPCC Plan, Environmental Health and Safety Plan, Emergency 
Response and Inventory Plan, Recycling and Disposal of Panels).  MM PHS-6 specifically 
addresses proper recycling or disposal of project infrastructure. 

AM-HAZ-10 (Decommissioning Plan) includes the Applicant’s decommissioning plan.  A 
decommissioning plan will be developed for the project and submitted to the BLM for review 
and approval; this plan would include procedures designed to ensure public health and safety, 
including as related to solid and hazardous wastes. 

Also as described in the Applicant’s POD, the decommissioning strategy for the project may 
include the following, as relevant to solid and hazardous wastes: 

 Provide for recycling the components of the plant: metal, panels, concrete, etc., and proper 
disposal of all other materials; 
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 Remove all residual materials and chemicals from the site prior to demolition for reuse at other 
facilities or disposal at licensed facilities; 

 Soils clean-up, if needed, particularly at locations where hazardous materials were used or 
stored to ensure that clean closure is achieved. 

As described in the Applicant’s POD, if closure of the project involves the threat or actual 
release of hazardous substances, procedures will be implemented from the Hazardous Materials 
Business Plan to be developed specifically for the project.  Such procedures will include but not 
be limited to the following: 

 Practices to control any release of hazardous materials; 

 Applicable notifications of responsible agencies and the public; and 

 Emergency response procedures. 

Indirect Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative 4 would not result in indirect effects associated with solid and 
hazardous wastes. 

Mitigation Measures 

Applicant Measures noted above from Public Health and Safety (Section 4.13) and MM PHS-1 
through MM PHS-6 would minimize effects related to hazardous wastes. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

No unavoidable adverse effects to solid and hazardous wastes would result from implementation 
of Alternative 4. 

4.21.7 Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Alternative 5 would remain in the same location as Alternative 4 and would use the same project 
boundaries as Alternative 4 except that it would exclude the portion of the site which is within 
the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA). 

Construction 

Excluding the WHMA from development under Alternative 5 would result in proportionately 
smaller potential effects on solid and hazardous wastes.  This difference would be negligible 
with regard to the potential of Alternative 5 to result in direct or indirect effects related to solid 
and hazardous wastes.  Potential effects on solid and hazardous wastes associated with construc-
tion of Alternative 5 would be the same as described in Section 4.21.6 for Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Potential effects on solid and hazardous wastes associated with operation and maintenance of 
Alternative 5 would be the same as described in Section 4.21.6 for Alternative 4. 
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Decommissioning 

Potential effects on solid and hazardous wastes associated with decommissioning of Alternative 
5 would be the same as described in Section 4.21.6 for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures for Alternative 4 would also apply to Alternative 5. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 5 would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects on solid and hazardous wastes. 

4.21.8 Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 6 would remain in the same location as Alternative 4 and would use the same site 
boundaries as Alternative 4 except that it would exclude the 155-acre southern parcel of the proj-
ect and a small portion of the northern parcel that contains sensitive plant species, crucifixion 
thorn, as shown on Figure 2-10, Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint Solar Project, in Appendix A. 

Construction 

Alternative 6 would result in proportionately smaller potential effects on solid and hazardous 
wastes.  This difference would be negligible with regards to the potential of Alternative 6 to 
result in direct or indirect effects related to solid and hazardous wastes.  Potential effects on solid 
and hazardous wastes associated with construction of Alternative 6 would be the same as 
described in Section 4.21.6 for Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Potential effects on solid and hazardous wastes associated with operation and maintenance of 
Alternative 6 would be the same as described in Section 4.21.6 for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Potential effects on solid and hazardous wastes associated with decommissioning of Alternative 
6 would be the same as described in Section 4.21.6 for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures for Alternative 4 would also apply to Alternative 6. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 6 would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects on solid and hazardous wastes. 

4.21.9 Alternative 7 – High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as Alternative 6.  Alterna-
tive 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 150 MW nominal 
capacity project.  Project details are the same as for Alternative 4, with the only exception being 
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the overall height of the panels for Alternative 7.  Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-
axis tracking panels that would have a total height of 15 feet.   

Construction 

Alternative 7 would result in proportionately smaller potential effects on solid and hazardous 
wastes.  This difference would be negligible with regards to the potential of Alternative 7 to 
result in direct or indirect effects related to solid and hazardous wastes.  Potential effects on solid 
and hazardous wastes associated with construction of Alternative 7 would be the same as 
described in Section 4.21.6 for Alternative 4. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Potential effects on solid and hazardous wastes associated with operation and maintenance of 
Alternative 7 would be the same as described in Section 4.21.6 for Alternative 4. 

Decommissioning 

Potential effects on solid and hazardous wastes associated with decommissioning of Alternative 
7 would be the same as described in Section 4.21.6 for Alternative 4. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation Measures for Alternative 4 would also apply to Alternative 7. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative 7 would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects on solid and hazardous wastes. 

4.21.10 Alternative A – No Gen-Tie 

Under Alternative A, no gen-tie line would be constructed or operated.  Therefore, no solid and 
hazardous wastes effects related to construction, operations and maintenance, or decommission-
ing would occur. 

4.21.11 Alternative B – Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 

Under Alternative B, the proposed gen-tie would utilize transmission infrastructure developed 
for First Solar’s Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) project by sharing the approved transmis-
sion towers.  However, since construction of the DSSF gen-tie line had not yet begun in Septem-
ber 2011, this analysis assumes that the proposed project would include all construction, opera-
tions, and decommissioning activities for Alternative B. 

Construction 

Stringing of the project owner’s gen-tie line would occur concurrently with construction of First 
Solar’s gen-tie line.  However, since this construction had not yet begun in September 2011, this 
analysis assumes that the proposed project would require all related construction activities. 
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Direct Effects 

The types of construction activities under Alternative B would be similar to those for Alterna-
tive 4; however, less construction would be required for the gen-tie than for the project.  
Therefore, there would be fewer potential effects related to solid and hazardous wastes. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects related to solid and hazardous wastes would occur as a result of construction 
of Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance of activities under Alternative B would be essentially the same as 
those for Alternative 4. 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects of operation and maintenance under Alternative B would be similar to those of 
Alternative 4; however, less maintenance activity would be required for the gen-tie than for the 
project.  Therefore, there would be fewer potential effects related to solid and hazardous wastes. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects related to solid and hazardous wastes would occur as a result of operation and 
maintenance of Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning activities under Alternative B would be similar to those for Alternative 4; 
however, less decommissioning would be required for the gen-tie than for the project.  There-
fore, there would be fewer potential effects related to solid and hazardous wastes. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects related to solid and hazardous wastes would occur as a result of decommis-
sioning of Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

Mitigation identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented for Alternative B. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative B would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 
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4.21.12 Alternative C – Separate Transmission Towers within Same ROW 

Under Alternative C, the gen-tie line would parallel the approved Desert Sunlight gen-tie line, 
and would be located on separate towers within the same ROW.  The same number of towers in 
a nearly identical alignment to that of the Desert Sunlight towers would be constructed. 

Construction 

Construction effects would be the same as those of Alternative B. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operations and maintenance effects would be the same as those of Alternative B. 

Decommissioning 

Decommissioning effects would be the same as those of Alternative B. 

Mitigation Measures 

Measures identified for Alternative 4 would also be implemented for Alternative C. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative C would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.21.13 Alternative D – Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative D would be the 
same as described for Alternative C, except it would require slightly less temporary and perma-
nent ground disturbance. 

Construction 

Direct Effects 

Direct effects related to solid and hazardous wastes would be slightly less under Alternative D 
due to the need for slightly less ground disturbance, noted above.  However, with consideration 
to the overall project, this difference in potential effects on solid and hazardous wastes would be 
negligible.  Construction effects on solid and hazardous wastes would be the same as described 
for Alterative B. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects related to solid and hazardous wastes would occur as a result of construction 
of Alternative D. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Operation and maintenance of Alternative D may include repair or replacement of facilities, as 
necessary.  Potential effects related to solid and hazardous wastes would be the same as those of 
Alternative B. 
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Decommissioning 

Direct Effects 

Decommissioning of Alternative D may result in slightly decreased effects related to solid and 
hazardous wastes associated with slightly decreased land disturbance.  However, as with con-
struction, this difference in potential effects on solid and hazardous wastes would be negligible.  
Decommissioning effects on solid and hazardous wastes would be the same as described for 
Alternative B. 

Indirect Effects 

No indirect effects related to solid and hazardous wastes would occur as a result of decommis-
sioning of Alternative D. 

Mitigation Measures 

Measures identified for Alternative 4 would also apply to Alternative D. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative D would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 

4.21.14 Alternative E – New Cross-Valley Alignment 

Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative E would be the 
same as described for Alternative C. 

Construction 

Effects related to solid and hazardous wastes would be the same under Alternative E as described 
above for Alternative D. 

Operation and Maintenance 

Effects related to solid and hazardous wastes would be the same under Alternative E as described 
above for Alternative D. 

Decommissioning 

Effects related to solid and hazardous wastes would be the same under Alternative E as described 
above for Alternative D. 

Mitigation Measures 

Measures identified for Alternative 4 would also apply to Alternative E. 

Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of Alternative E would not 
result in any unavoidable adverse effects. 
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4.21.15 Cumulative Effects 

Cumulative effects related to solid and hazardous wastes can result from individually minor but 
collectively significant actions taken over time.  Major past, present, and reasonably anticipated 
future land uses and disturbances in the area have been identified in Section 4.1.4 (Cumulative 
Scenario) in this EIS, and include energy generation, military uses, commercial and residential 
developments, and roadway improvements.  These projects are discussed below as relevant to 
the project’s potential cumulative effects related to solid and hazardous wastes. 

Geographic Scope 

The geographic extent of the cumulative analysis of solid and hazardous wastes is within the I-10 
corridor in Riverside County, as described in Section 4.1.4 (Cumulative Scenario).  Past and 
ongoing development throughout the project area has introduced sources of solid and hazardous 
wastes which contribute to landfill use and capacity.  Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 identify all the 
existing and foreseeable projects within the cumulative scenario. 

Table 4.21-1. Cumulative Projects within the Geographic Scope of Cumulative Analysis  

Resource Area /  
BLM Program Area 

Geographic Area 
of Consideration Elements to Consider 

BLM Authorized and Other Known  
County Projects/Actions/Activities 

Wastes, Solid and 
Hazardous 

Eastern Riverside County  Contribution to landfill use and 
capacity 

All projects listed in Table 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 
that would undergo construction for 
contribution to landfill. 
Projects with the most similar types of 
wastes include: 
• Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
• Silverado Power Solar Project 
• Palen Solar Power Project 
• Blythe Solar Power Project 
• NextEra McCoy 
• McCoy Soleil 
• Genesis Solar Energy Project 
• Rice Solar Energy Project 
• Blythe Airport Solar I Project 
• Desert Quartzite 
• Blythe Mesa Solar I 
• Rio Mesa Solar Electric 
• Desert Center 50 Solar PV Project 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 

Most of the Riverside County projects listed in Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 and identified on Figure 
4.1-1 in Appendix A have either undergone independent environmental review pursuant to 
NEPA and/or CEQA or will do so prior to approval.  Even if environmental review has not been 
completed for the cumulative projects described, their effects were considered in the cumulative 
effects analyses in this EIS. 

A cumulative effect related to solid and hazardous wastes would only occur where the project 
and other projects would result in the same type of solid and hazardous wastes effect within the 
same timeframe and at the same location.  As discussed in this section, there is sufficient 
disposal capacity through the RCWMD facilities to accommodate the project and other projects 
within the RCWMD for a minimum of 15 years.  Therefore, the project would not result in 
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adverse cumulative effects associated with landfill use and capacity.  In addition, wastes gene-
rated on-site would be handled and disposed of appropriately, and in accordance with laws and 
regulations and BMPs and mitigation measures identified in this analysis. 

Potential effects associated with wastes generated on-site and the disposal of wastes generated 
on-site would be site-specific and would not have potential to combine with similar effects of other 
projects.  The septic system and leach field used for wastewater disposal would be permitted and 
operated in compliance with existing laws and regulations; the project would not have the poten-
tial to result in cumulative effects associated with the septic system and leach field.  Off-site 
disposal would not significantly reduce waste management capacity in the project area.  Finally, 
with regards to hazardous wastes, implementation of required mitigation measures would ensure 
that there would be no unavoidable adverse effects from the project or any incremental contribu-
tion to adverse cumulative effects.  With the implementation of required measures and adherence 
to all regulatory requirements, the incremental effect of the Proposed Action and Alternatives 5 
through 7, and C through E related to solid and hazardous wastes would be minimal. 

Because construction and project development would not occur, the No Action and No Project 
Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A) would not contribute to any cumulative effects.  In 
addition, Alternative B would not contribute to cumulative solid or hazardous waste effects, as 
the cumulative scenario assumes concurrent construction of the Desert Sunlight approved gen-tie 
and Alternative B conductor stringing using the same crew at the same time, with no additional 
work required for Alternative B beyond what is required for the Desert Sunlight gen-tie. 

4.21.16 CEQA Considerations 

This section is included in this EIS for future use by CEQA Lead and Responsible agencies, and 
is not required under NEPA. 

CEQA Significance Criteria 

The significance criteria listed below are from the Environmental Checklist Form in Appendix G 
of the CEQA Guidelines.  These criteria are used to determine whether the project or alternative 
would result in significant effects to solid wastes under CEQA.  CEQA significance criteria for 
hazardous materials and hazardous wastes are addressed in Section 4.13.16 (CEQA Considera-
tions, Public Health and Safety).  The proposed project and alternatives would result in a signifi-
cant effect related to solid wastes if they would not: 

WAST-1 Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the proj-
ect’s solid waste disposal needs 

WAST-2 Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste. 

CEQA Significance Determination 

Because construction and project development would not occur under the No Action and No 
Project Alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and A), these alternatives would not contribute to solid 
and hazardous waste impacts. 

As described above, wastes generated by Alternatives 4 through 7 and B through E would be 
disposed of through RCWMD facilities.  These facilities ensure that Riverside County has a 
minimum of 15 years of capacity, at any time, for future landfill disposal (RCWMD 2011).  
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Construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the proposed project or 
relevant alternatives would occur in compliance with laws and regulations, and BMPs relevant to 
the handling of solid wastes.  The septic system and leach field used for wastewater disposal 
would be in compliance with County and RWQCB permitting requirements.  Impacts related to 
hazardous wastes would be minimized by MM PHS-1 through MM PHS-6 (Hazardous Materials 
Management Plan, BMPs for hazardous materials, SPCC Plan, Environmental Health and Safety 
Plan, Emergency Response and Inventory Plan, Recycling and Disposal of Panels).  Therefore, 
impacts related to Criterion WAST-1 and WAST-2 would be less than significant. 

Cumulative Impacts.  As described in Section 4.21.16, because of adequate available disposal 
capacity, compliance with applicable regulations, and the implementation of mitigation measures 
addressing hazardous wastes, the proposed project and alternatives would not represent a consid-
erable contribution to any cumulative impacts related to solid and hazardous wastes. 
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4.22 IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES 

The BLM NEPA Handbook (H-1790-1 Sec. 9.2.9), the CEQ guidelines for implementing NEPA 
(40 CFR 1502.16), and CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2 require a discussion of any 
irreversible or irretrievable commitments of resources which would be caused by implementation 
of the Proposed Action or one of the action alternatives; the relationship between short-term uses 
and long-term productivity of the environment (see Section 4.23); and any growth-inducing 
impacts (see Section 4.15). 

Resources irreversibly or irretrievably committed to a proposed action are those used on a long-
term or permanent basis.  This includes the use of nonrenewable resources such as metal, wood, 
fuel, paper, aggregate and other natural resources.  These resources are considered irretrievable 
in that they would be used for a proposed action when they could have been conserved or used 
for other purposes.  Another irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources could be the 
unavoidable destruction of natural resources that could limit the range of potential uses of that 
particular environment. 

The Proposed Action or any action alternatives would irretrievably commit resources over the 
30-year life of the project.  Construction of the DHSP would require use of nonrenewable 
resources.  During project operations, oil, gas, and other nonrenewable resources would be 
consumed for maintenance purposes, although on a limited basis.  After 30 years, the DHSP 
could be decommissioned and the land returned to its pre-project state, or the facility owners 
may wish to work with the BLM to replace the old facilities with a new re-powering project on 
the same site.  In the event that the project is decommissioned, some of the resources on site 
could be potentially retrieved for re-use or recycling.  However, full site recovery to its pre-
project state may not be possible given the 30-year life-span of the DHSP and the many 
unknown variables that could affect the site.  Sensitive desert habitats have potentially lengthy 
recovery time from disturbances such as grading and site development. 

The DHSP is a renewable energy project intended to generate solar energy to reduce reliance on 
fossil fuels.  Over the 30-year life of the DHSP, this renewable energy project would contribute 
incrementally to the reduction in demand for fossil fuel used to generate electricity, thereby 
resulting in a positive effect of the commitment of nonrenewable resources to the DHSP. 
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4.23 SHORT-TERM VS. LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

The BLM NEPA Handbook (H-1790-1 Sec. 9.2.9) and the CEQ guidelines for implementing 
NEPA (40 CFR 1502.16) require a discussion of the relationship between short-term uses and 
long-term productivity of the environment from implementation of the proposed project or one 
of the action alternatives.  “Short term” refers to the total duration of project, and “long term” 
refers to an indefinite period beyond the project for uses such as natural habitat.  The specific 
impacts of the proposed project and any of the action alternatives vary in kind, intensity, and 
duration.  The project involves tradeoffs between long-term productivity and short-term uses of 
the environment. 

The development of the proposed project or any of the action alternatives would result in short-
term uses of the environment typically found with solar energy development.  Short-term 
impacts associated with construction, operation, and decommissioning activities are described in 
Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences, and include effects to the natural environment, cultural 
resources, recreation resources, and transportation.  One long-term adverse effect of the DHSP is 
permanent damage to desert habitats, which would adversely affect the long-term productivity of 
the area, as described in Section 4.21.  Mitigation Measure VEG-6 would provide off-site com-
pensation to impacts to vegetation and habitat and compensation lands would be placed under 
conservation management reducing the long term detrimental effect of the proposed project and 
alternatives. 

Short-term benefits of the DHSP include production of renewable energy.  This benefit would be 
consistent with federal and state goals to increase production of renewable energy and help 
reduce dependence on fossil fuels.  Based on the project expected generation of between 200,000 
and 300,000 megawatt-hours (MWh) annually and a system-wide greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-
sion factor of 681 pounds of carbon dioxide equivalents per MWh (lbs CO2e/MWh) for elec-
tricity provided by California utilities (USEPA 2011) including SCE, the energy produced by the 
DHSP could displace up to 92,670 metric tons of CO2e per year (MTCO2e/year) that may 
otherwise be emitted by power plants currently generating electricity for the California system.  
This displacement of fossil fuel use could occur if the intermittent solar energy produced by the 
DHSP were fully integrated into the region-wide electrical grid and used to offset higher 
polluting power plants.  The integration of renewable resources into the region-wide electrical 
grid is controlled by the California Independent System Operator (CAISO), and is beyond the 
control of the BLM or the project Applicant.  Global climate change is expected to have long-
term adverse impacts on the natural and human environment.  To the extent that the DHSP could 
contribute to global reductions in GHGs, this would be a long-term benefit of the project in 
offsetting impacts related to global climate change. 
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4.24 SUMMARY OF UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE EFFECTS 

Table 4.24-1 summarizes unavoidable adverse effects of the proposed project and the action 
alternatives.  Table 4.24-2 presents a summary of CEQA significant and unavoidable impacts, 
and is included in this EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment for future use by CEQA Lead and 
Responsible agencies.  Because this project is being analyzed in an EIS under NEPA, there is no 
requirement for the BLM to determine significance, rather, the BLM must take a “hard look” at 
the impacts of the alternatives.  Therefore, any determination of significance is a determination 
under CEQA, not NEPA. 

Table 4.24-1. Summary of NEPA Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Impact Area Impact Description 
Air Resources Construction 

emissions 
Construction of the project would generate emissions of particulate matter 
(PM2.5 and PM10), VOC, CO, and NOx.  Mitigation Measures AIR-1 through 
AIR-4 would limit these emissions to the extent possible, but models suggest that 
residual impacts from PM10, VOC, CO, and NOx would be present event with 
mitigation.  Impacts would be temporary, limited to the duration of construction 
activities. 

Biology – Vegetation On-site habitat loss Construction and operation of the project would disturb vegetation and habitat 
during construction and operation.  Mitigation measures VEG-1 through VEG-10 
are expected to effectively mitigate the majority of the project’s adverse impacts 
to wildlife habitat, although some residual impacts would remain 

 Off-site dust Dust and erosion related to construction, operation, and decommissioning of the 
project could not be completely contained within the project site, and could 
impact neighboring habitats, soil, and vegetation.  Mitigation measures for 
biological resources and air quality would limit but not eliminate these impacts. 

 On-site special 
status species 

The project would directly remove several special status plants occurring on the 
project site.  Mitigation Measure VEG-7 would reduce these impacts through off-
site compensation, but it would not eliminate on-site impacts.   

 State-jurisdictional 
streambeds 

The project would impact state-jurisdictional streambeds on and off site through 
removal and degradation of habitat and vegetation.  Mitigation measures for 
biological resources and water resources would limit, but not eliminate, these 
impacts. 

Biology – Wildlife On-site habitat loss  The project would disturb wildlife habitat during construction and operation.  
Impacts to habitat would be reduced by Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through 
VEG-10.  Mitigation Measure VEG-6 specifically requires off-site compensatory 
habitat protection.  Avoidance-related measures for wildlife would also reduce 
impacts.  These measures are expected to effectively mitigate the majority of the 
project’s adverse impacts to wildlife habitat, though some residual impacts would 
remain. 

 Habitat 
fragmentation 

Construction of the project would further fragment and impair the connectivity of 
wildlife habitat in the upper Chuckwalla Valley.  Mitigation measures for wildlife, 
including Mitigation Measure WIL-9 (contribute to Desert Tortoise Population 
Connectivity Effectiveness Monitoring Plan), would reduce these effects, but the 
project would still result in habitat fragmentation.  

 Effects on adjacent 
off-site habitat 

Construction, O&M, and decommissioning would create noise, lighting, dust and 
other disturbances that would affect adjacent off-site habitat.  These effects 
would be minimized by mitigation measures for noise, aesthetics, air quality, and 
biological resources.  However, these impacts would not be eliminated. 

 Displacement of 
wildlife 

Wildlife displaced by the project would need to establish new home ranges and 
would compete for food and other resources with off-site wildlife.  Mitigation 
measures for biological resources would reduce, but not eliminate, these impacts. 
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Table 4.24-1. Summary of NEPA Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Impact Area Impact Description 
 Potential loss of 

birds during O&M 
An unquantified number of birds could be killed during project O&M activities.  
Mitigation measures for biological resources, particularly Mitigation Measure 
WIL-6 (Bird and Bat Conservation Plan) would reduce, but not eliminate, these 
potential impacts. 

Climate Change No residual impacts  
Cultural Adverse change to 

historic properties 
The project would result in indirect impacts during construction, operation, and 
decommissioning to cultural resources, including adverse change to significance 
of historic properties.  Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-9 would 
reduce impacts by developing and implementing a Memorandum of Agreement 
and Historic Properties Treatment Plan, requiring monitoring and training for all 
construction personnel, and treating/curating inadvertent discoveries.   

Paleontological 
Resources 

No residual impacts  

Fire and Fuels 
Management 

No residual impacts  

Geology and Soils No residual impacts  
Mineral Resources No residual impacts  
Grazing No residual impacts  
Wild Horses and 
Burros 

No residual impacts  

Lands and Realty Cumulative adverse 
change to land use 
along the I-10 
corridor due to the 
scale of land use 
conversion 

The project would contribute to large scale of land use conversion (over 52,000 
acres or 2.5 percent of the land along the I-10 corridor). 

Noise and Vibration Increase in noise 
levels along Kaiser 
Road 

The project would result in a substantial increase in traffic noise levels during 
construction and decommissioning along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk 
Road.  Mitigation Measure NOI-1would limit construction activities to daylight 
hours; however, there would still be an unavoidable adverse effect from 
increased noise. 

Public Health and 
Safety 

No residual impacts  

Recreation Effects on 
wilderness 
experience 

The project would be visible from wilderness areas in the Coxcomb Mountains 
during construction, operation, and decommissioning.  While Mitigation Measures 
VR-1 through VR-6 would reduce these impacts, there would still be an avoidable 
adverse effect on wilderness recreation. 

Social and Economic 
Setting 

No residual impacts  

Environmental 
Justice 

No residual impacts  

Special Designations  No residual impacts  
Transportation and 
Public Access 

 No residual impacts  

Visual Resources Land scarring and 
vegetation 
clearance 

Construction of the project would require extensive land scarring and vegetation 
clearance.  Mitigation Measures VR-1 and VR-2 would reduce the visual impacts 
of these activities, but would not eliminate impacts, which would be long-term and 
unavoidable. 
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Table 4.24-1. Summary of NEPA Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

Impact Area Impact Description 
 Structural visual 

contrast 
The project site is visible from a large area and the project would introduce 
extensive structural visual contrast.  Mitigation Measures VR-2 through VR-5 
would reduce the impacts of this visual contrast, but unavoidable long-term 
adverse effects would remain. 

 Effects on scenic 
vistas 

The project would be visible from surrounding wilderness areas.  Mitigation 
Measures VR-2 through VR-5 would reduce effects on scenic vistas, but 
unavoidable adverse effects would remain. 

 Inconsistency with 
public policy 

Although the levels of change caused by Alternative 4 would be allowed under 
the Interim VRM Class IV management objective, the solar facility would be 
inconsistent, after mitigation, several Riverside County General Plan policies 

Water Resources No residual impacts  
Solid and Hazardous 
Wastes 

No residual impacts  

 
Table 4.24-2. CEQA Significant Unavoidable Impacts 

Impact Area 
Significance 

Criteria 

Significant 
Unavoidable 

Impact Description 
Air Resources AR-2 Construction 

emissions 
Construction of the project would generate emissions of particulate matter 
(PM2.5 and PM10), VOC, CO, and NOx.  Mitigation Measures AIR-1 
through AIR-4 would limit these emissions to the extent possible, but 
residual impacts from PM10, VOC, CO, and NOx would still be present 
after mitigation.  Significant, unavoidable impacts would be temporary; 
these impacts would be limited to the duration of construction activities. 

Air Resources AIR-3 Cumulatively 
considerable net 
increase of a 
criteria pollutant 

Implementation of Mitigation Measures AIR-1 and AIR-2 would reduce 
fugitive dust emissions and engine NOx emissions.  However, the daily 
construction VOC, CO, NOx, PM10 and PM2.5 emissions would exceed 
the SCAQMD thresholds, resulting in a cumulatively considerable net 
increase during project construction.  Iimpacts to NOx and PM10 during 
construction would be temporarily significant and unavoidable. 

Biology – 
Vegetation 

VEG-1  Cumulative 
impacts to 
sensitive natural 
communities 

Even with implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through VEG-10, 
the project would represent a considerable contribution to the cumulatively 
significant regional impacts to sensitive natural communities. 

 VEG-2 Cumulative 
impacts to 
jurisdictional 
streambeds 

Even with implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through VEG-10, 
the project would represent a considerable contribution to the cumulatively 
significant regional impacts state-jurisdictional streambeds. 

Biology - 
Wildlife 

WIL-1  Cumulative 
impacts to 
special-status 
species 

Even with implementation of mitigation, the residual impacts of the project 
would represent a considerable contribution to cumulatively significant 
habitat loss for special-status wildlife species in the NECO planning area. 

 WIL-2 Cumulative 
impacts to 
wildlife 
movement 

Even with implementation of mitigation, the minor residual impacts of the 
project would represent a cumulatively considerable contribution to 
reduced wildlife movement and connectivity in the upper Chuckwalla 
Valley. 

Climate 
Change 

 None  
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Table 4.24-2. CEQA Significant Unavoidable Impacts 

Impact Area 
Significance 

Criteria 

Significant 
Unavoidable 

Impact Description 
Cultural CR-1 and 

CR-2 
Adverse change 
to historic and 
archaeological 
resources 

The project would result in direct and indirect impacts during construction, 
operation, and decommissioning to cultural resources, including adverse 
change to historic resources and adverse changes to archaeological 
resources.  Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-9 would 
reduce impacts by developing and implementing a Memorandum of 
Agreement and Historic Properties Treatment Plan, requiring monitoring 
and training for all construction personnel, and treating/curating 
inadvertent discoveries.  However, some impacts, particularly to the 
setting of the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-RIV-1383, NRHP-
listed), may be significant and unavoidable under CEQA. 

Paleontological 
Resources 

 None  

Fire and Fuels 
Management 

 None  

Geology and 
Soils 

 None  

Mineral 
Resources 

 None  

Grazing  None  
Wild Horses 
and Burros 

 None  

Lands and 
Realty 

 None  

Noise and 
Vibration 

NZ-4 Increase in noise 
levels along 
Kaiser Road 

The project would result in a substantial increase in traffic noise levels 
during construction and decommissioning along Kaiser Road north of 
Lake Tamarisk Road.  Mitigation Measure NOI-1would limit construction 
activities to daylight hours; however, there would still be a significant 
unavoidable impact from project construction. 

Public Health 
and Safety 

 None  

Recreation  None  
Social and 
Economic 
Setting 

 None  

Environmental 
Justice 

 None  

Special 
Designations 

 None No significant unavoidable impacts distinct from those analyzed in other 
sections.  

Transportation 
and Public 
Access 

 None  

Visual 
Resources 

V-1 Scenic vistas Project would be prominently visible from elevated vantage points in the 
area, and the introduction of industrial character and structural visual 
contrast would result in significant unavoidable impacts to these scenic 
vistas.   
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Table 4.24-2. CEQA Significant Unavoidable Impacts 

Impact Area 
Significance 

Criteria 

Significant 
Unavoidable 

Impact Description 
 V-3 Degrade visual 

character of the 
landscape 

Project would introduce a prominent built facility with considerable 
industrial character into an existing landscape presently without such 
features, causing a substantial degradation of the existing visual character 
or quality of the site and its surrounding landscape when viewed from the 
elevated viewpoints in the wilderness areas.  

 V-6 Inconsistency 
with local 
policies 

The moderate to high degree of visual change that would be caused by 
the proposed solar farm would not be consistent with the following 
Riverside County General Plan policies: LU 4.1, LU 13.1, LU 13.3, LU 
13.5, LU 13.8, LU 20.1, LU 20.2, LU 20.4, DCAP 2.3, DCAP 9.1, and 
DCAP 10.1.   

 V-7 Cumulative 
visual alteration 

The presence of the project would substantially contribute to cumulative 
visual alteration.   

Water 
Resources 

 None  

Solid and 
Hazardous 
Wastes 

 None  
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CHAPTER 5 – CONSULTATION, COORDINATION, AND PUBLIC 
PARTICIPATION 

5.1 SUMMARY OF THE NEPA PROCESS 

This section describes the NEPA Process.  The BLM relies on the NEPA Handbook H-1790-1 as 
guidance for complying with NEPA and the Council on Environmental Quality’s NEPA regula-
tions (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508) and the Department of the Interior NEPA Manual. 

Scoping Process 

The BLM authorization of a Right-of-Way (ROW) grant for the proposed project or an action 
alternative would require a plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area 
(CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended.  The BLM prepared the Draft EIS to inform the public 
about the DHSP and to meet the needs of federal, state, and local permitting agencies consid-
ering the project.  Scoping is required by NEPA pursuant to the Council on Environmental 
Quality (CEQ) (40 CFR 1501.7) regulations.  The process ensures that significant issues, alterna-
tives, and impacts are addressed in environmental documents and determines the degree to which 
these issues and impacts will be analyzed in the EIS. 

The scoping process includes the following: 

  Publishing the Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare an EIS. 

  Conducting public scoping meetings and agency consultation meetings. 

 Soliciting comments from the public.   

 Documenting all public and agency comments received for the Proposed Action in a Scoping 
Summary Report (Appendix B). 

 Utilizing the information received from the public and agencies to write the Draft EIS.   

Notice of Intent 

The BLM published a Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) on September 15, 2011 in Federal Register Volume 76, Number 179.  Publication of the 
NOI began a 30-day comment period that ended on October 17, 2011.  The BLM provided a 
website with project information that describes the various methods for providing public com-
ment on the project including an e-mail address where comments could be sent electronically. 

Public Scoping Meetings 

Notification for public Scoping Meetings held on October 3 and October 6, 2011 was posted on 
the BLM’s website.  In addition, notices were sent to Responsible and Trustee Agencies under 
CEQA, all landowners within 300 feet of the project boundary, and other interested parties. 

Public Scoping Meetings were held on October 3, 2011 at the University of Riverside Palm Desert 
Graduate Center located at 75080 Frank Sinatra Drive in Palm Desert, California and at the Lake 
Tamarisk Clubhouse located at 6251 Parkview Drive in Desert Center, California.  A public Scop-
ing Meeting was held on October 6, 2011 at the Joshua Tree Community Center located at 6171 
Sunburst Street in Joshua Tree, California.  A presentation describing the project was made by 
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enXco, with presentations describing the environmental review process presented by members of 
the BLM.  Attendees were documented by signing in on a voluntary sign-in sheet, including 6 
attendees plus KMIR TV at the University of Riverside Palm Desert Graduate Center, 30 attendees 
at the Lake Tamarisk Clubhouse, and 7 attendees at the Joshua Tree Community Center. 

Fifteen comment letters were received during the scoping comment period that ended on Octo-
ber 17, 2011.  Comments were received on the following categories: purpose and need, alterna-
tives development, climate change, cultural resources, fire and fuels management, lands and 
realty, recreation, social and economic values, environmental justice, water resources, solid and 
hazardous wastes, visual resources, and cumulative effects.  A summary of these comments is 
provided in the Scoping Summary Report (Appendix B).  Comments received during the scoping 
process were addressed in the EIS as presented in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1. Scoping Comments Addressed in the EIS 

Issue Area Addressed 
Purpose and Need Section 1.2 BLM Purpose and Need 
Monitoring Appendix J Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting 

Plan pursuant to CEQA 
Decommissioning Section 2.5.7 Decommissioning Activities  
Public Participation Chapter 5 & Appendix B 
Air Resources  
Existing conditions Section 3.2.2 
Project emissions Section 4.2.6, Tables 4.2-3 through 4.2-8 
Dust control Section 4.2.6 
Cumulative impacts Section 4.2.15 
Effects to Joshua Tree National Park Section 4.2.6 and Section 4.17.15 
Biological Resources  
Endangered species and habitat Section 4.4.7  
Desert tortoise & habitat Section 4.4.7: Desert Tortoise 
Biological opinion and USFWS Section 4.4.7:  MM WIL-2 
Avian species Section 4.4.7: Native Birds, Burrowing Owl, Golden 

Eagle, Raptors, Woodpecker, Paserines 
Wildlife corridors Section 4.4.7: Wildlife Movement 
Mitigation lands  Section 4.3.7: MM VEG-6, Table 4.3-3  
Sensitive Plant Species Section 4.3.7: Special-Status Plants 
Invasive Weeds Section 4.3.7: Invasive Weeds 
Sand Transport Corridor Section 4.3.15: Alternative E 
Climate Change  
Benefits of solar energy Section 4.5.6 Operations and Maintenance  
Address climate change and carbon footprint of the project Section 4.5.6 Tables 4.5-1 and 4.5-2 and Indirect 

Effects 
Mitigation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions Section 4.5.6 Mitigation Measures 
Amount of SF6 gases that would be released by the project Section 4.5.6 GHG, Alternative 4  
Cultural Resources  
Native American Consultation Section 5 Consultation and Coordination 
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Table 5-1. Scoping Comments Addressed in the EIS 

Issue Area Addressed 
Native American sacred sites Section 4.6.6 Cultural Resources, Alt 4, and  

Section 5 Consultation and Coordination 
Avoidance of cultural resources Section 4.6.6, Cultural Resources, Alt 4 
California Code §27460 should be followed in case of 
accidental discovery of human remains 

Section 3.6.1, Cultural Resources Applicable 
Regulations, and  
Section 4.6.16 CEQA Considerations 

Fire and Fuels Management  
Wildfire Risk Section 4.8.6 Fire and Fuels, Alt 4 
Fire study on cadmium-telluride containing panel Section 4.13.6 Public Health and Safety, Alt 4 
Lands and Realty  
Solar Programmatic EIS Section 4.13.6: Public Health and Safety, Alt 4, 

Direct Effects 
Conflicts with federal, state, tribal, or local land policies Section 4.13.6 Public Health and Safety, Alt 4 
Conflicts with the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project Section 4.13.6: Public Health and Safety, Alt 4, 

Direct Effects 
Conflicts with rural communities Section 4.13.6 Public Health and Safety, Alt 4 
Conflicts with National Parks Section 4.13.6 Public Health and Safety, Alt 4, and 

Section 4.17.15 National Park Service 
BLM land management policy; role of County/CEQA Section 1.2 BLM Purpose and Need,  

Section 1.8 CEQA Readers’ Guide, and  
Section 4.13.6 Public Health and Safety, Alt 4 

Recreation  
Impacts to Joshua Tree National Park Section 4.14.6 Recreation, Alt 4, and  

Section 4.17.15 National Park Service 
Impacts to Lake Tamarisk recreational opportunities Section 4.14.6 Recreation, Alt 4 
Social and Economics Setting  
influx of people to Desert Center Section 4.15.6 Social and Economic, Quality of Life 
Housing Section 4.15.6 Social and Economic, Direct Effects 
Property Values Section 4.15.6 Social and Economic, Indirect 

Effects 
Effects to utilities Section 4.15.6 Social and Economic, Direct Effects 
Environmental Justice  
Address environmental justice Section 3.16 Recreation Affected Environment, and 

Section 4.16 Recreation Environmental 
Consequences 

Water Resources  
Disclose water requirements Section 2.5.5 Construction Water Requirements, 

Section 2.5.6 Operational Water 
Impacts to groundwater basin Section 4.20.6 Groundwater Supply and Recharge 
Use of non-groundwater sources/water conservation Section 4.20.6, MM WAT-2 
Water quality/SWPPP Section 4.20.6 Surface Water and Drainage 

Patterns, Water Quality, MM WAT-1 and MM 
WAT-4 
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Table 5-1. Scoping Comments Addressed in the EIS 

Issue Area Addressed 
Minimize impacts to water/washes Section 4.22.6 Surface Water and Drainage 

Patterns, Section 4.3.7 Hydrology and Groundwater 
Jurisdictional delineation Section 4.22.6 Jurisdictional Drainages, Section 

4.3.2, Table 4.3-1 and MM VEG-1 through VEG-6 
Solid and Hazardous Waste  
Hazardous wastes/management Section 4.21.6 Solid and Hazardous Wastes, MM 

PHS-1 through PHS-6 
Life cycle of panels/recycling Section 4.13.6, Public Health and Safety, Alt 4, 

Hazardous Materials, AM-HAZ-10, MM PHS-1, MM 
PHS-6 

Remediation of contaminated sites at solar facility/Phase I or 
Phase II Environmental Site Assessment 

Section 4.13.6 Existing Contamination 

Investigation of hazardous materials if buildings are being 
demolished 

No buildings would be demolished (see Chapter 2 
Project Description) 

Soil Sampling/investigation Section 4.13.6 Public Health and Safety, Alt 4, 
Existing Contamination 

Visual Resources  
Impacts to wilderness character/Joshua Tree National Park Section 4.19.6 Visual Resources, Effects Context 

for Joshua Tree Wilderness and National Park, 
KOP1 and KOP2 

KOPs should depict all visual impact scenarios Section 3.19.2 Visual Resources, Key Observation 
Points 

Light Pollution Section 4.19.6 Visual Resources, Alt 4, MM VR-6 
Cumulative Impacts  
Consider all existing and reasonably foreseeable projects Section 4.1.4 Cumulative Scenario, and  

Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 
Analysis should consider approved Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm 

Section 4.1.4 Cumulative Scenario, and  
Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 

Alternatives  
Types of panels Section 2.5.4 Photovoltaic Panels 
Environmentally sensitive areas Section 2.7 Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint 
Siting renewable energy on disturbed/degraded lands Section 2.17.2 Alternative Sites 
Comparison of alternatives Section 2.14 Comparison of Alternatives 
Environmentally preferred alternative Section 2.14 Comparison of Alternatives, and  

Section 2.16 CEQA Environmentally Superior Alt. 
Shared gen-tie line alignment Section 2.10 Alternative B: Shared Towers 
Desert wash avoidance Section 2.7 Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint 
Mount panels at a height to maintain natural vegetation Section 2.17.10 Higher Mounted Panels Alt. 
Distributed generation/power sited next to consumption Section 2.17.4 Distributed/Rooftop PV 
Avoid southwestern portion of project/avoids Desert Dry 
Wash Woodland/avoids siting within the WHMA 

Sections 2.6 Alternative 5: Exclude WHMA, and  
Section 2.7 Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint 

Make the site unavailable for energy development Section 2.4 Alt 3: No Project 
Reduce impacts to Joshua Tree National Park Section 2.7, Section 2.8, and Section 2.17 
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Draft EIS 

The BLM published a Notice of Availability (NOA) for public and agency review and comment 
of the Desert Harvest Solar Project Draft EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment on April 13, 2012 in 
the Federal Register.  A 90-day comment period is required, and was held, for the project and 
plan amendment, which ended on July 17, 2012.  Comments were accepted by the BLM until 
July 20, 2012.  All comments that were received by BLM were accepted.   

Draft EIS Public Information Workshops and Hearings 

During the public review period, the BLM hosted public hearings to solicit input from members 
of the communities and others in the vicinity of the proposed project and alternatives.  Infor-
mation regarding the location and times of the meetings was published on the BLM’s website for 
the project.  In addition, a CEQA NOA was provided to the State Clearinghouse by a consultant on 
behalf of Riverside County, to anyone requesting notice, and to landowners within 300 feet of the 
project alternatives, including gen-tie alternatives, pursuant to PRC Section 21092.3 and CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15087(c). 

Notifications for public scoping meetings regarding the Draft EIS were posted on the BLM’s 
website.  In addition, notices were sent to Responsible and Trustee Agencies under CEQA, all 
landowners within 300 feet of the project boundary, and other interested parties.  Public 
information hearings were held on May 14, 2012 at the Lake Tamarisk Clubhouse located at 6251 
Parkview Drive in Desert Center, California and at the Joshua Tree Community Center located at 
6171 Sunburst Street in Joshua Tree, California.  BLM representatives made a presentation 
describing the project.  Attendees were documented by signing in on a voluntary sign-in sheet, 
including 13 attendees at the Lake Tamarisk Clubhouse, and 2 attendees at the Joshua Tree 
Community Center.  A court reporter was present at both meetings to record all oral comments.  
A total of 37 comment letters containing a total of 552 discrete comments were received during 
the public comment period that ended on July 17, 2012.  The comment letters are presented in 
Appendix M of the Final EIS; Appendix N provides a summary of and response to all comments.  
Table 5-2 provides a summary of the frequency of topics covered by the comment letters. 

Table 5-2. Comments Received on the Draft EIS 

Topic 
Frequency  

of Comment 
Affected Environment 3 
Air Resources 20 
Alternatives 34 
Biological Resources – General  11 
Biological Resources – Vegetation 48 
Biological Resources – Wildlife 122 
Climate Change 6 
Consultation, Coordination, and Public Participation 7 
Cultural Resources 49 
Cumulative Scenario and Effects 12 
Energy and Mineral Resources 2 
Environmental Justice 3 
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Table 5-2. Comments Received on the Draft EIS 

Topic 
Frequency  

of Comment 
Fire and Fuels Management 9 
General 47 
Lands and Realty 15 
Mitigation Measures 9 
NEPA and CEQA Requirements 6 
Noise and Vibration 10 
Paleontology 1 
Public Health and Safety 2 
Recreation 9 
Requests for Information 5 
Short Term vs. Long Term Productivity of the Environment 1 
Social and Economics Setting 8 
Soils and Geology 1 
Solid and Hazardous Wastes 2 
Special Designations 9 
Transportation and Public Access 4 
Visual Resources 29 
Water Resources 59 
Support for Alternative 1 2 
Support for Alternative 3 3 
Support for Alternative 3 with Modifications 1 
Support for Alternative 4 with Modifications 1 
Support for Alternative 6 with Modifications 1 
Support for Alternative 7 with Modifications 1 
Support for Alternative 4/7 Combination 1 
Support for Distributed and Rooftop Photovoltaic Alternative 2 
Opposition 7 
Support 3 
Support with Modifications 1 

Final EIS 

The BLM considered each comment submitted on the Draft EIS and, as appropriate, used them 
to improve the clarity, content, and analysis presented in this Final EIS.   

Appeal Period and Protest 

A protest is an opportunity for a qualified party (any person who participated in the planning pro-
cess and has an interest which is or may be adversely affected) to seek an administrative review 
of a proposed plan amendment decision in accordance with program-specific regulations.  The 
NOA published by the EPA for the CDCA Plan amendment in accordance with 43 CFR 
1610.5-2.  Specifically, the plan amendment decisions subject to protest are: (i) whether to find 
the project location suitable or unsuitable for solar energy development, and (ii) whether to allow 
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the project’s gen-tie outside of a designated utility corridor.  The protest period ends 30 calendar 
days after the publication of the Notice of Availability of the Final EIS in the federal register.  
Instructions for lodging a protest can be found online at: http://www.blm.gov/pgdata/content/
wo/en/prog/planning/planning_overview/protest_resolution.html.   

Governor’s Consistency Review 

Pursuant to 43 C.F.R. § 1610.3-2, prior to the approval of a proposed resource management plan, 
or amendment, the BLM State Director must submit to the State Governor the proposed plan or 
amendment and identify any known inconsistencies with State or local plans, policies or pro-
grams.  The Governor has 60 days in which to identify inconsistencies and provide recommenda-
tions in writing.  If the Governor’s written recommendations include changes in the proposed PA 
that were not raised during the public participation process, then the State Director must provide 
the public with an opportunity to comment on the recommendations.  If the BLM State Office 
does not accept the Governor's recommendations, then the BLM State Director must notify the 
Governor in writing and the Governor has 30 days to submit a written appeal.   

Record of Decision 

After any protests have been resolved, BLM may publish a Record of Decision (ROD) with 
either an Approved Plan Amendment or no Plan Amendment.  Publication and release of the 
ROD would serve as public notice of the BLM’s decision on the project application which is 
appealable in accordance with 43 CFR Part 4. 

5.2 ORGANIZATIONS AND PERSONS CONSULTED 

There are a number of formal and informal agreements in place that provide guidance on the rela-
tionship between BLM, as Lead Agency on the EIS, and other agencies.  These agreements are 
summarized here. 

BLM–County of Riverside Memorandum of Understanding 

The County of Riverside has discretionary authority to issue a Conditional Use Permit (CUP), a 
Public Use Permit (PUP), a Franchise Route Agreement, and an Encroachment Permit for Proj-
ect gen-tie, evaluated herein as a portion of the Proposed Action.  As allowed by the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the County of Riverside intends 
to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its decision regarding the 
approval of the gen-tie under CEQA.  The County of Riverside and the BLM have signed an 
MOU that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies the County of Riverside as 
a cooperating agency with the BLM.  The MOU was fully executed on June 5, 2012.  The MOU 
is included as Appendix L of this EIS.  Following preparation of the EIS by the BLM, the 
County of Riverside will determine whether the EIS complies with the requirements of CEQA 
and whether it will be used to support its decision on the gen-tie.  The County of Riverside was 
invited by BLM to weekly phone conferences as the EIS was developed.  The County was 
invited to participate, and participated in, the development of the EIS from the date of the Notice 
of Intent.   
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Native American Government to Government Consultation 

The BLM initiated formal, government-to-government tribal consultation at the earliest stages of 
project planning by letter on October 4, 2011 (Kalish 2011).  The Palm Springs-South Coast 
Field Office of the BLM sent letters to 15 Indian tribes, including those identified by the NAHC.  
The letter requested assistance in identifying any issues or concerns that a tribe might have about 
the project, including identifying places of religious and cultural significance that might be 
affected by the proposed project.  The letter further requested that each Tribal Government iden-
tify those tribal representatives who have been designated to consult with BLM on this project. 

Since that time, the BLM has followed up with Tribal governments through additional corre-
spondence, communication, and provision of other project information.   

The fifteen tribes currently being consulted with on the DHSP are: Agua Caliente Band of 
Cahuilla Indians, Augustine Band of Cahuilla Mission Indians, Cabazon Band of Mission 
Indians, Cahuilla Band of Mission Indians, Chemehuevi Indian Tribe, Cocopah Indian Tribe, 
Colorado River Indian Tribes, Fort Mojave Indian Tribe, Fort Yuma Quechan Indian Tribe, 
Morongo Band of Mission Indians, Ramona Band of Mission Indians, San Manuel Band of 
Mission Indians, Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians, Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians, and 
the Twentynine Palms Band of Mission Indians. 

On May 9, 2012, BLM and Native American Tribes conducted a field visit to the project site.  
Representatives from the Augustine Band of Mission Indians and the Colorado River Indian 
Tribes attended.  Tribal representatives expressed the concerns about the geomorphological 
nature of the project site, and the possibility of subsurface archaeological materials.  The 
archaeological report was approved by the BLM in May 2012.  A letter was sent to the Tribes on 
June 4, 2012 informing them of the availability of the report.  Agua Caliente Band of Mission 
Indians, Colorado River Indian Tribes, and Fort Yuma Quechan Tribe requested a copy of the 
report.  Copies were sent on August 2, 2012, June 11, 2012, and October 22, 2012 respectively.  
The project was discussed with the Fort Yuma Quechan Tribe on September 26, 2012. 

Additional documentation regarding that consultation is provided in Appendix I.  Consultation 
with Indian Tribes, and discussions with Tribal organizations and individuals, has revealed 
concern about the importance and sensitivity of cultural resources near the DHSP project site, 
concern about cumulative effects to cultural resources and landscapes. 

As the environmental review and Section 106 consultation processes proceed for the DHSP, the 
BLM will continue to consult with Indian tribes regarding issues or concerns with the project, 
and on properties to which they attach cultural or religious significance. 

Section 106 Consultation and Memorandum of Agreement 

The Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) maintains two databases to assist cultural 
resources specialists in identifying cultural resources of concern to California Native Americans, 
referred to here as ethnographic resources.  The NAHC Sacred Lands database has records for 
places and objects that Native Americans consider sacred or otherwise important, such as ceme-
teries and gathering places for traditional foods and materials.  The NAHC Contacts database has 
the names and contact information for individuals, representing a group or themselves, who have 
expressed an interest in being contacted about development projects in specified areas.  The 
applicant requests information from the NAHC on the presence of sacred lands in the vicinity of 
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a proposed project and also requests a list of Native Americans to whom inquiries would be 
made to identify both additional cultural resources and any concerns the Native Americans may 
have about a proposed project. 

Chambers Group contacted the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) in October of 
2011 to obtain information on known cultural resources and traditional cultural properties and to 
learn of any concerns Native Americans may have about the DHSP.  The NAHC responded on 
October 5, 2011 with the information that the Sacred Lands File (SLF) database failed to indicate 
the presence of Native American cultural resources within the DHSP Area of Potential Effects.  
The NAHC also forwarded a list of Native American groups or individuals with traditional ties 
to the project area.  This list can be found in Appendix I. 

On October 10, 2012, BLM held a meeting of the consulting parties for the Section 106 process 
for the DHSP. Representatives from the Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians, Augustine 
Band of Cahuilla Indians, Cabazon Band of Mission Indians, Colorado River Indian Tribes, Fort 
Mojave Indian Tribe, San Manuel Band of Mission Indians, Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians, 
and Twenty-nine Palms Band of Mission Indians attended the meeting.  The other consulting 
parties in attendance at the October 10 meeting included the Applicant and the County of 
Riverside. 

A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) is being developed for this project as a part of the Section 
106 process.  The MOA would be among the BLM, SHPO, EDF Renewables, and interested 
Indian tribes.  The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation would be invited to participate.  
The MOA will include a list of historic properties located within the APE, require that a Historic 
Property Treatment Plan be developed and implemented prior to the issuance of a Notice to 
Proceed, provide for review by interested parties of draft documents resulting from 
implementation of the Historic Property Treatment Plan, provide for the management of 
unanticipated discoveries of cultural resources, address treatment of Native American human 
remains, and include reporting requirements.  In addition, the MOA provides a phased approach 
to the identification and evaluation where access to private land to conduct archaeological 
surveys has not been granted.  NRHP eligibility evaluations and treatment of historic properties 
would be carried out before Project construction.  Once the MOA is signed, which will be before 
the ROD for this EIS is signed, compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA will be considered 
complete (Kalish 2012).   

National Park Service Consultation 

The National Park Service (NPS), Joshua Tree National Park, is a Cooperating Agency for prep-
aration of this EIS.  The NPS and the BLM have signed an MOU that defines the relationship of 
the two agencies, and identifies the NPS as a cooperating agency with the BLM.  The MOU was 
fully executed on February 24, 2011.  The MOU is included as Appendix L of this EIS.  
Although NPS has no discretionary decision to issue on the proposed project, NPS has an interest 
in land development projects that occur within the airshed and viewshed of park resources.  On 
April 20, 2011, BLM met with NPS representatives in Palm Springs, CA to discuss the project 
and the Cooperating Agency relationship.  The NPS was invited by BLM to weekly phone 
conferences during the development of the EIS process.  BLM met with NPS again on Sep-
tember 13, 2011 to discuss incorporation of NPS comments on the administrative draft of the 
EIS.  Comments were received from NPS staff and incorporated into the Draft EIS.  The BLM 
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again met with NPS representatives in Joshua Tree, CA on June 20, 2012 to discuss the Park’s 
preliminary response to the Draft EIS.  The Park also submitted formal written comments, which 
are presented in Appendix M of this Final EIS (see comment letter A004).  Comments from NPS 
staff were accepted and incorporated into this Final EIS.   

Federal Endangered Species Act 

The BLM is engaging the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) in the Endangered Species 
Act (ESA) Section 7 consultation process related to the project concurrently with the NEPA 
review process.  As explained in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, Biological surveys for federally-listed 
species were completed for the proposed project site and the proposed transmission alternatives 
prior to preparation of this Final EIS. 

BLM submitted a Biological Assessment and a request for formal ESA Section 7 consultation on 
the proposed project to USFWS on May 8, 2012.  Consultation was initiated on June 13, 2012 
with a letter from USFWS to BLM (see Appendix C.19 of this Final EIS).  In this letter, USFWS 
requested clarifying information on the project description prior to August 10, 2012.  The 
supplemental clarifying information was submitted to USFWS in the form of a Supplement to 
the Biological Assessment on July 27, 2012.  As of the date of publication of this Final EIS, a 
Biological Opinion has not been completed by USFWS.  BLM will require a final Biological 
Opinion covering the project prior to its making a final decision on the project.   

The USFWS also submitted formal written comments on the Draft EIS, which are presented in 
Appendix M of this Final EIS (see comment letter A008).  Comments from USFWS staff were 
accepted and incorporated into this Final EIS. 

Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 

BLM coordinated with USFWS regarding the project’s potential to take golden eagles from just 
after the issuance of the Notice of Intent through the preparation of the Final EIS.  The BLM 
considers the development of a Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy to be a viable option to 
reduce effects of the project on golden eagles.  Per Instructional Memorandum 2010-156, a letter 
of concurrence must be sought by BLM and received from the USFWS that addresses the 
adequacy of the Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (formerly known as an Avian Protection 
Plan [APP] or Avian and Bat Protection Plan [ABPP]).  The Applicant has prepared a Draft Bird 
and Bat Protection Strategy (included as Appendix C-9 of this EIS) to minimize effects on 
golden eagles.  The Applicant is not seeking a permit under the Bald and Golden Eagle 
Protection Act as take is not anticipated.  The USFWS has provided comments on the Draft Bird 
and Bat Conservation Strategy, and has requested revisions to the strategy prior to issuing a letter 
of concurrence to BLM.    

California Endangered Species Act 

California Endangered Species Act (CESA) review and approval is required for impacts to State-
listed species.  Focused biological surveys for sensitive species have been conducted for all 
potential project areas.  The California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) is expected to 
complete a Consistency Determination based upon USFWS’s Biological Opinion.  The CDFG 
submitted formal written comments on the Draft EIS, which are presented in Appendix M of this 
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Final EIS (see comment letter A012).  Comments from CDFG staff were accepted and 
incorporated into this Final EIS. 

Other Agency Coordination 

The Applicant is coordinating with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), regarding 
potential project approvals and any associated NEPA regulatory compliance requirements.  On 
May 29, 2012, the USACE provided its Jurisdictional Determination that the DHSP site has no 
waters of the United States (see Appendix C.11).  Additionally, the Colorado River Basin 
Regional Water Quality Control Board (Region 7) has indicated that 401 Water Quality 
Certification is not necessary (see Appendix C.11).  The Applicant is also coordinating with state 
and local agencies, including the California Energy Commission, California Department of 
Transportation, Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, California Regional Water 
Quality Control Board, and South Coast Air Quality Management District regarding potential 
project approvals and any associated State and local regulatory compliance requirements.   

The BLM and the Applicant are engaged in ongoing coordination with the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) regarding access and use restrictions of a FERC exclusion area 
intercepting the southern parcel of the DHSP.   

5.3 SUMMARY OF COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE DRAFT EIS 

The Final EIS and proposed PA presents a summary of comments received on the Draft EIS in 
Appendix N.  The comments received on the Draft EIS are presented in full in Appendix M.   

5.4 ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

The BLM and the EPA’s Office of Federal Activities will publish separate NOAs for the Final 
EIS/Proposed PA in the Federal Register when the document is ready to be released to the pub-
lic.  The NOA (that is published by the EPA in the Federal Register) will initiate a 30-day protest 
period on the Proposed PA.  Protests are directed to the Director of the BLM (see “Appeal Period 
and Protest” in Section 5.1, above) in accordance with 43 CFR 1610.5-2.   

Following resolution of any plan amendment protests, the BLM will publish a ROD, which may 
deny the Proposed Action or approve the project as proposed or with modifications.  If the ROD 
approves the project, the BLM will also modify the CDCA Plan, as applicable.  Publication and 
release of the ROD would serve as public notice of the BLM’s decision on the project 
application which is appealable in accordance with 43 CFR Part 4. 
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CHAPTER 6 – LIST OF PREPARERS 

Though individuals have primary responsibility for preparing sections of the Draft Plan Amend-
ment and Draft EIS, the document is an interdisciplinary team effort.  In addition, internal review 
of the document occurs throughout preparation.  Specialists at the BLM’s Field Office, State Office, 
and Washington Office review the analysis and supply information, as well as provide document 
preparation oversight.  Contributions by individual preparers may be subject to revision by other 
BLM specialists and by management during internal review.  Table 6.1 presents an alphabetical 
list of preparers providing extensive input by agency or group.  (Some reviewers and BLM em-
ployees and contractors providing editing and rewriting assistance are not included.) 

Table 6.1. List of Preparers 

Name Job Title / Primary Responsibility  
BLM – California Desert District Office 
McMenimen, Frank Project Manager 
Elser, Lynnette Planning and Environmental Coordinator 
Thomsen, Greg Project Manager 
Thomas, Tiffany Archaeologist 
Queen, Rolla Archaeologist 
Marsden, Kim Wildlife Biologist 
Dalton, John Visual Resource Management 
BLM – State Office 
Meyer-Shields, Elizabeth Planning and Environmental Coordinator 
Wick, Robert Visual Resource Management 
BLM – Washington Office 
Kuizon, Lucia Paleontologist 
McCarty, John Visual Resource Management 
Aspen Environmental Group 
Bagwell, Beth Cultural Resources, Paleontological Resources 
Birdsall, Brewster Air Resources, Climate Change, Noise 
Blewitt, Lisa Noise 
Hawkins, Jacob Social and Economic Setting, Environmental Justice, Lands and Realty, Special Designations 
Huntley, Christian Biological Resources (Senior) 
Lancaster, Jennifer Biological Resources 
Lee, Susan Principal-in-Charge 
McInturff, Alex Fire and Fuels, Minerals, Grazing, Recreation 
Mescher, Aubrey Soil Resources, Mineral Resources, Water Resources 
Mitchell, Marisa Project Manager, Alternatives, Cumulative Scenario, Transportation and Public Access 
Morris, Amy Management Support 
Noorzay, Akbar Geographic Information Systems, Graphics 
Simpson, Kati Graphics 
Tangard, Mark Editing and Review, Document Production 
Michael Clayton Associates 
Clayton, Michael Visual Resources 
Hernandez, Kroone, and Associates 
Cooper, Nancy J. Traffic and Transportation Analysis 
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CHAPTER 7 – REFERENCES 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

None. 

SECTION 1 – INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE AND NEED 

None. 

SECTION 2 – DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 
AWEA (American Wind Energy Association).  2011.  Industry Statistics. http://www.awea.org/

learnabout/industry_stats/index.cfm. Accessed September 2011. 
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Development Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement. http://solareis.anl.
gov/documents/fpeis/Solar_FPEIS_Volume_2.pdf. Accessed October 12, 2012. 

_____.  2011.  National Environmental Policy Act Compliance for Utility-Scale Renewable 
Energy Right-of-Way Authorizations. Instruction Memorandum No. 2011-059. U.S. 
Department of Interior, BLM, Washington, D.C. 

_____.  2007.  Record of Decision on the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on 
Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on Bureau of Land Management Lands in 17 
Western States. 
http://www.blm.gov/pgdata/etc/medialib/blm/wo/Planning_and_Renewable_Resources/v
eis/dear_reader_letter.Par.95872.File.dat/RecordofDecision.pdf. Accessed July 2012. 

_____.  2005.  Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on Wind Energy 
Development on BLM-Administered Lands in the Western United States. http://windeis.
anl.gov/documents/fpeis/index.cfm. Accessed July 2012. 

CEC (California Energy Commission).  2010.  Geothermal Energy in California. http://www.
energy.ca.gov/geothermal/. Accessed September 2011. 

_____.  2009.  Integrated Energy Policy Report 2009. http://www.energy.ca.gov/
2009publications/CEC-100-2009-003/CEC-100-2009-003-CMF.PDF. Accessed 
September 2011. 

_____.  2008.  An Assessment of Biomass Resources in California, 2007. http://biomass.ucdavis.
edu/files/reports/2008-cbc-resource-assessment.pdf. Accessed September, 2011. 

CPUC (California Public Utilities Commission).  2011.  June 2011: California Solar Initiative 
2011 Annual Program Assessment (Legislative Report). http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/
energy/Solar/apa2011.htm. Accessed September 2011. 

EERE (Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy).  2008.  Annual Report on U.S. Wind Power 
Installation, Cost, and Performance Trends: 2008. http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy08osti/
43025.pdf. Accessed April 2012. 

enXco.  2011a.  Desert Harvest Solar Plan of Development. Submitted to Bureau of Land 
Management Plan Springs-South Coast Field Office, CA. April. 
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CHAPTER 8 – GLOSSARY AND LIST OF ACRONYMS 

GLOSSARY 

Air Basin.  A regional area defined for state air quality management purposes based on consider-
ations that include topographic features that influence meteorology and pollutant transport 
patterns, and political jurisdiction boundaries that influence the design and implementation of air 
quality management programs. 

Air Quality Control Region.  A regional area defined for federal air quality management pur-
poses based on considerations that include topographic features that influence meteorology and 
pollutant transport patterns, and political jurisdiction boundaries that influence the design and 
implementation of air quality management programs. 

Alluvial Fan.  Fan shaped landform consisting of water deposited material. 

Ambient Air Quality Standards.  A combination of air pollutant concentrations, exposure dura-
tions, and exposure frequencies that are established as thresholds above which adverse impacts to 
public health and welfare may be expected.  Ambient air quality standards are set on a national 
level by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  Ambient air quality standards are set on a 
state level by public health or environmental protection agencies as authorized by state law. 

Ambient Air.  Outdoor air in locations accessible to the general public. 

Area of Critical Concern (ACEC).  An area within the public lands where special management 
attention is required (when such areas are developed or used or where no development is 
required) to protect and prevent irreparable damage to important historic, cultural, or scenic 
values, fish and wildlife resources, or other natural systems or processes, or to protect life and 
safety from natural hazards. 

Attainment Area.  An area that has air quality as good as or better than a national or state 
ambient air quality standard.  A single geographic area may be an attainment area for one pollut-
ant and a non-attainment area for others. 

A-Weighted Decibel (dBA).  A frequency-weighted decibel scale that approximates the relative 
sensitivity of human hearing to different frequency bands of audible sound. 

Cancer.  A class of diseases characterized by uncontrolled growth of somatic cells.  Cancers are 
typically caused by one of three mechanisms:  chemically induced mutations or other changes to 
cellular DNA; radiation induced damage to cellular chromosomes; or viral infections that 
introduce new DNA into cells. 

Carbon Monoxide (CO).  A colorless, odorless gas that is toxic because it reduces the oxygen-
carrying capacity of the blood. 

Carcinogen.  A chemical substance or type of radiation that can cause cancer in living organisms. 

Clean Water Act (CWA).  Provides requirements for the restoration and maintenance of the 
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation's waters. 

Climate.  A statistical description of daily, seasonal, or annual weather conditions based on 
recent or long-term weather data.  Climate descriptions typically emphasize average, maximum, 
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and minimum conditions for temperature, precipitation, humidity, wind, cloud cover, and 
sunlight intensity patterns; statistics on the frequency and intensity of tornado, hurricane, or other 
severe storm events may also be included. 

Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL).  A 24-hour average noise level rating with a 5 
dB penalty factor applied to evening noise levels and a 10 dB penalty factor applied to nighttime 
noise levels.  The CNEL value is very similar to the Day-Night Average Sound Level (Ldn) 
value, but includes an additional weighting factor for noise during evening hours. 

Criteria Pollutant.  An air pollutant for which there is a national ambient air quality standard 
(carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, sulfur dioxide, inhalable particulate matter, fine 
particulate matter, or airborne lead particles). 

Critical Habitat.  Habitat designated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service under Section 4 of 
the Endangered Species Act and under the following criteria: 1) specific areas within the 
geographical area occupied by the species at the time it is listed, on which are found those 
physical or biological features essential to the conservation of the species and that may require 
special management of protection; or 2) specific areas outside the geographical area by the spe-
cies at the time it is listed but that are considered essential to the conservation of the species. 

Cultural Resources.  Locations of human activity, occupation, use, or those of importance to a 
group.  They include expressions of human culture and history in the physical environment, such 
as archaeological sites, buildings, structures, objects, districts, or other places. 

C-Weighted Decibel (dBC).  A frequency-weighted decibel scale that correlates well with the 
physical vibration response of buildings and other structures to airborne sound. 

Day-Night Average Sound Level (Ldn).  A 24-hour average noise level rating with a 10 dB 
penalty factor applied to nighttime noise levels.  The Ldn value is very similar to the CNEL 
value, but does not include any weighting factor for noise during evening hours. 

De Minimis Level.  A threshold for determining whether various regulatory requirements apply 
to a particular action or facility.  In an air quality context, de minimis thresholds typically are 
based on emissions, facility size, facility activity levels, or other indicators. 

Decibel (dB).  A generic term for measurement units based on the logarithm of the ratio between 
a measured value and a reference value.  Decibel scales are most commonly associated with 
acoustics (using air pressure fluctuation data); but decibel scales sometimes are used for ground-
borne vibrations or various electronic signal measurements. 

Desert Pavement.  A surface covering of closely packed rock fragments of pebble or cobble size 
found on desert soils. 

Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA): areas established in the NECO Plan to address 
the recovery of the desert tortoise.  They are intended to be areas where viable desert tortoise 
populations can be maintained (Category I habitat). 

Equivalent Average Sound Pressure Level (Leq).  The decibel level of a constant noise source 
that would have the same total acoustical energy over the same time interval as the actual time-
varying noise condition being measured or estimated.  Leq values must be associated with an 
explicit or implicit averaging time in order to have practical meaning. 
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Ethnohistoric Resources.  Areas used by Native Americans following exploration and settle-
ment by non-Native Americans.  Sites or artifacts of particular significance to modern Native 
Americans are often kept secret by those groups to protect the sites from disturbance, looting, 
overuse, or other defamations. 

Fossorial.  Adapted to digging and life underground. 

Geomorphic Setting.  Resembling the earth or its shape or configuration of the earth’s surface. 

Greenhouse Gas.  A gaseous compound that absorbs infrared radiation and re-radiates a portion 
of that back toward the earth’s surface, thus trapping heat and warming the earth’s atmosphere. 

Groundwater Protection Areas and Wellhead Protection.  The overall concept behind 
wellhead protection is to develop a reasonable distance between point sources of pollution and 
public drinking water wells so that releases from point sources are unlikely to impact ground-
water from the well.  The California Department of Public Health established the Drinking Water 
Source Assessment and Protection Program, which guides local agencies in protecting surface 
water and groundwater that are sources of drinking water. 

Habitat.  A specific set of physical conditions that surround a single species, a group of species, 
or a large community.  In wildlife management, the major components of habitat are considered 
to be food, water, cover, and living space. 

Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP).  Air pollutants that have been specifically designated by 
relevant federal or state authorities as being hazardous to human health.  Most HAP compounds 
are designated due to concerns related to:  carcinogenic, mutagenic, or teratogenic properties; 
severe acute toxic effects; or ionizing radiation released during radioactive decay processes. 

Hertz (Hz).  A standard unit for describing acoustical frequencies measured as the number of air 
pressure fluctuation cycles per second.  For most people, the audible range of acoustical 
frequencies is from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz. 

Invasive Species.  An exotic species whose introduction does or is likely to cause economic or 
environmental harm or harm to human health (Executive Order 13122, 2/3/99). 

Isolate.  Non-linear, isolated archaeological features without associated artifacts. 

Maintenance Area.  An area that currently meets federal ambient air quality standards but 
which was previously designated as a nonattainment area.  Federal agency actions occurring in a 
maintenance area are still subject to Clean Air Act conformity review requirements. 

Maximum Sound Pressure Level (Lmax).  The highest decibel level measured during a stated 
or implied monitoring period or noise event.  The Lmax value recorded by a sound level meter 
depends on the time factor used for integration of instantaneous sound pressure level mea-
surements.  For most modern sound meters, this is 1 second when the instrument is set for the 
slow sampling rate and 1/8 second when the instrument is set for the fast sampling rate 

Memorandum of Understanding.  A formal document describing an agreement between parties. 

Mutagen.  A chemical substance or physical agent that causes a permanent change to the genetic 
material of a cell. 
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National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).  The NFIP is a federal program enabling property 
owners in participating communities to purchase insurance protection against losses from 
flooding.  In support of the NFIP, FEMA identifies flood hazard areas throughout the U.S. and 
its territories by producing flood hazard boundary maps, flood insurance rate maps, and flood 
boundary and floodway maps. 

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES).  The NPDES permit program has 
been delegated in California to the State Water Resources Control Board.  These sections of the 
CWA require that an applicant for a federal license or permit that allows activities resulting in a 
discharge to waters of the United States must obtain a State certification that the discharge com-
plies with other provisions of the Clean Water Act. 

National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).  Administered by the U.S. National Parks 
Department, the NRHP is part of a national program to coordinate and support public and private 
efforts to identify, evaluate, and protect America's historic and archeological resources. 

Nationwide Programmatic Agreement (PA).  A document that details the terms of a formal, 
legally binding agreement between one party and other state and/or federal agencies.  A PA 
establishes a process for consultation, review, and compliance with one or more federal laws, 
most often with those federal laws concerning historic preservation. 

Native Americans.  Indigenous peoples of the western hemisphere. 

Nitric Oxide (NO).  A colorless toxic gas formed primarily by combustion processes that 
oxidize atmospheric nitrogen gas or nitrogen compounds found in the fuel.  A precursor of 
ozone, nitrogen dioxide, numerous types of photochemically generated nitrate particles 
(including PAN), and atmospheric nitrous and nitric acids.  Most nitric oxide formed by 
combustion processes is converted into nitrogen dioxide by subsequent oxidation in the 
atmosphere over a period that may range from several hours to a few days. 

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2).  A toxic reddish gas formed by oxidation of nitric oxide.  Nitrogen 
dioxide is a strong respiratory and eye irritant.  Most nitric oxide formed by combustion pro-
cesses is converted into nitrogen dioxide by subsequent oxidation in the atmosphere.  Nitrogen 
dioxide is a criteria pollutant in its own right, and is a precursor of ozone, numerous types of 
photochemically generated nitrate particles (including PAN), and atmospheric nitrous and nitric 
acids. 

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx).  A group term meaning the combination of nitric oxide and nitrogen 
dioxide; other trace oxides of nitrogen may also be included in instrument-based NOx mea-
surements.  A precursor of ozone, photochemically generated nitrate particles (including PAN), 
and atmospheric nitrous and nitric acids. 

Nonattainment Area.  An area that does not meet a federal or state ambient air quality standard.  
Federal agency actions occurring in a federal nonattainment area are subject to Clean Air Act 
conformity review requirements. 

Organic Compounds.  Compounds of carbon containing hydrogen and possibly other elements 
(such as oxygen, sulfur, or nitrogen).  Major subgroups of organic compounds include hydrocar-
bons, alcohols, aldehydes, carboxylic acids, esters, ethers, and ketones.  Organic compounds do 
not include crystalline or amorphous forms of elemental carbon (graphite, diamond, carbon 
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black, etc.), the simple oxides of carbon (carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide), metallic 
carbides, or metallic carbonates. 

Ozone (O3).  A compound consisting of three oxygen atoms.  Ozone in the lower atmosphere is 
a major constituent of photochemical smog that is formed primarily through chemical reactions 
in the atmosphere involving reactive organic compounds, nitrogen oxides, and ultraviolet light.  
Ozone is a toxic chemical that damages various types of plant and animal tissues and which 
causes chemical oxidation damage to various materials.  Ozone is a respiratory irritant, and 
appears to increase susceptibility to respiratory infections.  A natural layer of ozone in the upper 
atmosphere absorbs high energy ultraviolet radiation, reducing the intensity and spectrum of 
ultraviolet light that reaches the earth’s surface. 

Particulate Matter.  Solid or liquid material having size, shape, and density characteristics that 
allow the material to remain suspended in the atmosphere for more than a few minutes.  
Particulate matter can be characterized by chemical characteristics, physical form, or 
aerodynamic properties.  Categories based on aerodynamic properties are commonly described 
as being size categories, although physical size is not used to define the categories.  Many 
components of suspended particulate matter are respiratory irritants.  Some components (such as 
crystalline or fibrous minerals) are primarily physical irritants.  Other components are chemical 
irritants (such as sulfates, nitrates, and various organic chemicals).  Suspended particulate matter 
also can contain compounds (such as heavy metals and various organic compounds) that are sys-
temic toxins or necrotic agents.  Suspended particulate matter or compounds adsorbed on the sur-
face of particles can also be carcinogenic or mutagenic chemicals. 

Peak particle velocity.  A measure of ground-borne vibrations.  Physical movement distances 
are typically measured in thousandths of an inch, and occur over a tiny fraction of a second.  But 
the normal convention for presenting that data is to convert it into units of inches per second. 

Percentile Sound Pressure Level (Lx).  The decibel level exceeded x percent of the time during 
a monitoring episode. 

Peroxyacetyl Nitrate (PAN).  A toxic organic nitrate compound formed by photochemical 
reactions in the atmosphere.  PAN is a strong respiratory and eye irritant, and a strong necrotic 
agent affecting plant tissues.  Also called peroxyacetic nitric anhydride.  A number of similar 
organic nitrate compounds are formed along with PAN during photochemical smog reactions.  In 
relatively remote rural areas PAN and related organic nitrates, together with nitric acid, are often 
the dominant atmospheric nitrogen compounds generated by photochemical smog reactions. 

pH (parts hydrogen).  The logarithm of the reciprocal of hydrogen-ion concentration in gram 
atoms per liter.  Used as a measure of acidity. 

PM10 (inhalable particulate matter).  Suspended particulate matter with aerodynamic 
equivalent diameters smaller than 50 micrometers, which can penetrate to the lower respiratory 
tract (tracheo-bronchial airways and alveoli in the lungs).   

PM2.5 (fine particulate matter).  Suspended particulate matter with aerodynamic equivalent 
diameters smaller than approximately 2.0 – 2.5 micrometers, which can penetrate into the alveoli 
in the lungs.  
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Precursor.  A compound or category of pollutant that undergoes chemical reactions in the 
atmosphere to produce or catalyze the production of another type of air pollutant. 

Prehistoric Resources.  Those attributed to Native American groups who occupied the region 
before contact with Europeans; historic resources are those associated primarily with Europeans 
and Americans but also include resources of Native Americans following contact. 

Protocol Agreement (Protocol).  A modified version of the NPA, adapted to the unique require-
ments of managing cultural resources on public lands in California, and is used as the primary 
management guidance for BLM offices in the state. 

Reactive Organic Compounds (ROC).  The most technically accurate term for the organic 
precursors of ozone and other photochemically generated pollutants.  The more commonly used 
term is “reactive organic gases (ROG)”, although many of the compounds of concern may be 
present in both gaseous and aerosol states. 

Reactive Organic Gases (ROG).  Organic compounds emitted into the air which have 
photochemical reaction rates sufficient to be considered precursors of ozone.  Organic 
compounds that are not considered reactive in the lower atmosphere include methane, ethane, 
acetone, methyl acetate, carbonic acid, ammonium carbonate, methylene chloride, methyl 
chloroform, and numerous fully-saturated chloro-flourocarbon compounds.   

Riparian.  Situated on or pertaining to the bank of a river, stream, or other body of water.  
Normally describes plants of all types that grow rooted in the water table or sub-irrigation zone 
of streams, ponds, and springs. 

Scenic Vista.  A distant view of a broad area that is visually or aesthetically pleasing. 

Special Status Species.  Federal- or state-listed species, candidate or proposed species for listing 
under the provisions of the Endangered Species Act or a comparable state law, or species 
otherwise considered sensitive or threatened by state and federal agencies. 

State Implementation Plan (SIP).  Legally enforceable plans adopted by states and submitted 
to EPA for approval that identify the actions and programs to be undertaken by the State and its 
subdivisions to achieve and maintain national ambient air quality standards in a time frame 
mandated by the Clean Air Act. 

State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB).  Created in 1967, joint authority of water 
allocation and water quality protection enables the State Water Board to provide comprehensive 
protection for California's waters.  The mission of the nine Regional Boards is to develop and 
enforce water quality objectives and implementation plans that will best protect the State's 
waters, recognizing local differences in climate, topography, geology and hydrology. 

Sulfur Dioxide (SO2).  A pungent, colorless, and toxic oxide of sulfur formed primarily by the 
combustion of fossil fuels.  It is a respiratory irritant, especially for asthmatics.  A criteria pollut-
ant in its own right, and a precursor of sulfate particles and atmospheric sulfuric acid. 

Sulfur Oxides (SOx).  A group term meaning the combination of sulfur dioxide and sulfur triox-
ide; treated as a precursor of sulfur dioxide, sulfate particles, and atmospheric sulfuric acid. 

Teratogen.  A chemical substance or physical agent that causes birth defects through abnormal 
development or malformation of a fetus. 
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Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL).  A TMDL is a calculation of the maximum amount of a 
pollutant that a waterbody can receive and still safely meet water quality standards. 

Toxic.  Poisonous.  Exerting an adverse physiological effect on the normal functioning of an 
organism's tissues or organs through chemical or biochemical mechanisms following physical 
contact or absorption. 

Traditional Cultural Properties.  Areas associated with the cultural practices or beliefs of a 
living community.  These sites are rooted in the community’s history and are important in main-
taining cultural identity. 

U.S. Secretary of the Interior.  The U.S. Department of the Interior is in charge of the nation’s 
internal affairs.  The Secretary serves on the President’s cabinet and appoints citizens to the 
National Park Foundation board. 

Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT).  The cumulative amount of vehicle travel within a specified or 
implied geographical area over a given period of time. 

Visual character and quality of a site and its surroundings.  The combination of visual 
resources in a specific area that contribute to the overall local setting. 

Wetlands.  Permanently wet or intermittently water-covered areas, such as swamps, marshes, 
bogs, potholes, swales, and glades. 

Wildlife corridor.  A strip of land that aids in the movement of species between disconnected 
areas of their natural habitat. 

LIST OF ACRONYMS 
AADT annual average daily traffic  
AB Assembly Bill  
AC alternating current  
ACEC Area of Critical Environmental Concern  
AFM Awareness Floodplain Mapping  
AIRFA American Indian Religious Freedom Act  
AM Applicant Measure  
AMSL above mean sea level  
APCD Air Pollution Control District  
APE Area of Potential Effects  
AQMD Air Quality Management District  
AQRV air quality related values 
ARPA Archaeological Resources Protection Act  
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials  
BEA Bureau of Economic Analysis  
BGEPA Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act  
BLM Bureau of Land Management  
BMP Best Management Practices  
BMPs BLM’s Best Management Practices  
BO biological opinion  
BOE California Board of Equalization  
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BRTR Biological Resources Technical Report  
BSPP Blythe Solar Power Project  
BTU British thermal units  
CAA Clean Air Act 
CADOF California Department of Finance  
CAISO California Independent System Operator 
Cal/OSHA California Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
CARB California Air Resources Board  
CASQA California Stormwater Quality Association  
CASTNET Clean Air Status and Trends Network  
CAT Climate Action Team  
CBC California Building Code  
CCH Consortium of California Herbaria  
CCR California Code of Regulations  
CDCA California Desert Conservation Area  
CDD California Desert District  
CDFG California Department of Fish and Game  
CDPH California Department of Public Health  
CDWR California Department of Water Resources  
CEC California Energy Commission  
CEQ Council on Environmental Quality  
CEQA California Environmental Quality Act  
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act  
CESA California Endangered Species Act  
CFR Code of Federal Regulations  
CH4 methane  
CHU Critical Habitat Unit  
CIWMC California Interagency Watershed Mapping Committee  
CMMS Computerized Maintenance Management Software  
CMP Congestion Management Plan  
CNDDB California Natural Diversity Database  
CNEL community noise equivalent level  
CNPS California Native Plant Society  
CO carbon monoxide 
CO2 carbon dioxide  
CPUC California Public Utilities Commission  
CRBC Colorado River Board of California  
CRHR California Register of Historical Resources  
CRPR California Rare Plant Rank  
CSP concentrated solar power  
CTNA Crucifixion Thorn Natural Area  
CUP Conditional Use Permit  
CUPA Certified Unified Program Agency  
CVGB Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin  
CVWD Coachella Valley Water District  
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CWA Clean Water Act  
DC direct current  
DCAP Desert Center Area Plan  
DEH Department of Environmental Health  
DHSP Desert Harvest Solar Project  
DOC determination of compliance  
DOE Department of Energy  
DOI U.S. Department of the Interior  
DPF diesel particulate filter  
DPLA Department of Planning and Local Assistance 
DPM diesel particulate matter  
DPV Devers–Palo Verde  
DPV1 Devers–Palo Verde No. 1 Transmission Line Project 
DPV2 Devers–Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line Project 
DRECP Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan  
DSSF Desert Sunlight Solar Farm  
DTC/C-AMA Desert Training Center/California-Arizona Maneuver Area 
DTRO Desert Tortoise Recovery Office  
DTSC Department of Toxic Substance Control  
DWMA Desert Wildlife Management Area  
DWR (California) Department of Water Resources  
DWSAP Drinking Water Source Assessment and Protection  
ECMCP Environmental and Construction Monitoring and Compliance Program  
EERE Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy  
EIR Environmental Impact report  
EIS Environmental Impact Statement  
EMF electromagnetic fields  
EMPS Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage  
EPA Environmental Protection Agency  
EPC engineering, procurement, and construction 
EPS emission performance standards  
ERMA Extensive Recreation Management Areas  
ESA Endangered Species Act  
FAA Federal Aviation Administration  
FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency  
FERC Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  
FHSZ Fire Hazard Severity Zones  
FICUN Federal Interagency Committee on Urban Noise  
FIFRA Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act  
FIRM Flood Insurance Rate Map  
FLPMA Federal Land Policy and Management Act  
FMMP Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program  
FP Fully Protected  
FPM Floodplain Management  
FRA Federal Responsibility Area  
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GHG greenhouse gas  
GIP Generator Interconnection Procedures  
GIS Geographic Information System  
GO General Order  
GSEP Genesis Solar Energy Project  
HA Hydrologic Area  
HAP Hazardous Air Pollutant  
HCP Habitat Conservation Plan  
HMP Habitat Management Plan 
HR Hydrologic Region  
HSC Health and Safety Code  
HU Hydrologic Unit  
I-10 Interstate 10  
IBC International Building Code  
ICC International Code Council  
IMPROVE Inter-agency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments  
IOU investor-owned utility  
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change  
ISO Insurance Service Office  
IWMB Integrated Waste Management Board  
IWMP Integrated Weed Management Plan  
JTNP Joshua Tree National Park  
KOP Key Observation Point  
LACM Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County  
LOS Level of Service  
LR2000 Mineral Legacy Rehost 2000 System of automated records  
LRA Local Responsibility Area  
LST Localized Significance Threshold  
LTVA Long Term Visitor Area  
LU land use  
LUST Leaking Underground Storage Tank  
MBTA Migratory Bird Treaty Act  
MDAQMD Mojave Desert Air Quality Management District  
MEC munitions and explosives of concern  
MLD Most Likely Descendent  
MM mitigation measure  
MOA Memorandum of Agreement 
MOU Memorandum of Understanding 
MRDS Mineral Resources Data System  
MRZ mineral resource zone  
MSDS Material Safety Data Sheet  
MTPs BLM Master Title Plats  
MUC Multiple Use Class  
MW megawatt  
MWD Metropolitan Water District of Southern California  
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N2O nitrous oxide  
N-A Natural Assets  
NAGPRA Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act  
NAHC Native American Heritage Commission  
NCCP Natural Community Conservation Planning  
NCMPD North Chuckwalla Mountain Petroglyph District  
NECO Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan 
NEPA National Environmental Policy Act of 1969  
NERC North American Electric Reliability Corporation  
NFIP National Flood Insurance Program  
NFWF National Fish and Wildlife Foundation  
NHPA National Historic Preservation Act  
NO2 nitrogen dioxide 
NOA Notice of Availability  
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  
NOI Notice of Intent  
NOP Notice of Preparation 
NPA Nationwide Programmatic Agreement  
NPDES National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System  
NPS National Park Service  
NRCS Natural Resources Conservation Service  
NRHP National Register of Historic Places  
O3 ozone 
OHV off-highway vehicle  
OPLA Omnibus Public Lands Management Act  
OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration  
OWTS on-site water treatment system  
PA Plan Amendment 
PAR Property Assessment Report  
PCE passenger car equivalent  
PCS power conversion station  
PEIS Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement  
PFYC Potential Fossil Yield Classification  
PLP Polarized Light Pollution  
PM10 inhalable particulate matter  
PM2.5 fine particulate matter  
POD Plan of Development  
PPV peak particle velocity  
PRC Public Resources Code  
PRMP Paleontological Resource Management Plan  
PRPA Paleontological Resources Preservation Act  
PSD Prevention of Significant Deterioration  
PSEP Palen Solar Energy Project  
PTNCL Prehistoric Trails Network Cultural Landscape  
PUP Public Use Permit  
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PV photovoltaic  
PVID Palo Verde Irrigation District  
QS Quaternary Sands  
Qal Quaternary Alluvium  
Ql Quaternary lake or playa sediments 
Qc Pleistocene nonmarine deposits  
Qco Older Pleistocene nonmarine deposits  
QT Quaternary-Tertiary playa deposits  
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act  
RCWMD Riverside County Waste Management Department  
REAT Renewable Energy Action Team  
RES Renewable Electricity Standard  
RHA Rivers and Harbors Act  
RMP resource management plan  
RO reverse osmosis  
ROD Record of Decision  
ROI Region of Influence  
ROW right-of-way  
RPS Renewable Portfolio Standard  
RTP Regional Transportation Plan  
RWQCB Regional Water Quality Control Board  
SAA Streambed Alteration Agreement  
SAC Science Advisory Committee  
SB Senate Bill  
SCAG Southern California Association of Governments  
SCAQMD South Coast Air Quality Management District  
SCE Southern California Edison  
SEZ Solar Energy Zone  
SF6 sulfur hexafluoride  
SFR single-family residential  
SHPO State Historic Preservation Office  
SIP State Implementation Plan  
SLF Sacred Lands File  
SMARA Surface Mining and Reclamation Act  
SMGB State Mining and Geology Board  
SO2 sulfur dioxide 
SPCC Plan Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan 
SR State Route  
SRA State Responsibility Area  
SSC Species of Special Concern  
SWPP Surface Water Protection Plan  
SWPPP storm water pollution prevention plan  
SWRCB State Water Resources Control Board  
TDS total dissolved solids  
TLMA Transportation and Land Management Agency  
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TMDL Total Maximum Daily Load  
TRB Transportation Research Board  
UBC Uniform Building Code  
UCMP University of California at Berkeley Museum of Paleontology  
UFC Uniform Fire Code  
USACE U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  
USBR U.S. Bureau of Reclamation  
USC United States Code  
USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture  
USEPA United States Environmental Protection Agency  
USFWS U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service  
USGS U.S. Geological Survey  
UST underground storage tank  
UWMPs Urban Water Management Plan 
VFR visual flight rules  
VMT vehicle miles traveled  
VOC Volatile Organic Compound 
VRI Visual Resource Inventories  
VRM Visual Resource Management  
VS-VC Visual Sensitivity – Visual Change  
WA Wilderness Area  
WDID Waste Discharge Identification Number  
WDR Waste Discharge Requirement  
WEAP Worker Environmental Awareness Program  
WHMA Wildlife Habitat Management Area  
WIMP Wind Implementation Monitoring Program  
WIU Wilderness Inventory Unit  
WQC Water Quality Certifications  
WSA Water Supply Assessment  
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CHAPTER 9 – INDEX 
 
 

— A — 
Alligator Rock: 3.6-32, 3.14-2, 3.14-4, 

3.17-1, 3.17-3–3.17-4, 3.19-13, 3.19-15–
3.19-16, 4.11-3, 4.14-7–4.14-8, 4.17-1–
4.17-5, 4.17-7–4.17-9, 4.17-11–4.17-14, 
4.17-17–4.17-18, 4.17-32–4.17-33 

Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning 
Act: 3.9-2–3.9-3, 3.9-5, 4.9-14 

Ambient Air Quality Standards: 1-15, 
3.2-1–3.2-4, 3.2-11, 4.2-1, 4.2-26 

Archaeological resources: ES-9, 3.6-1–
3.6-2, 3.6-5–3.6-6, 4.6-1–4.6-2, 4.6-9, 
4.6-11, 4.6-29–4.6-35, 4.24-4 

Area of Critical Environmental Concern: 
1-5–1-6, 2-45, 2-47, 2-57, 2-59, 2-67, 
3.4-4–3.4-5, 3.4-30, 3.6-29, 3.6-32, 
3.11-2, 3.14-2, 3.14-4, 3.17-1–3.17-4, 
3.19-11–3.19-16, 3.22-1, 4.6-2, 4.11-3, 
4.14-2, 4.14-7–4.14-8, 4.14-10–4.14-11, 
4.17-1–4.17-5, 4.17-7–4.17-9, 4.17-11–
4.17-15, 4.17-17–4.17-18, 4.17-32–
4.17-33, 4.19-7, 4.19-12–4.19-14, 
4.19-24, 4.19-28, 4.19-35 

Attainment status designation: 3.2-2, 
3.2-12 

— B — 
Best Management Practices: 1-8, 2-20, 

2-22, 2-24, 3.20-2, 3.20-8, 3.22-6, 4.1-3, 
4.3-8–4.3-12, 4.3-32, 4.3-34, 4.3-37, 
4.3-43–4.3-46, 4.3-49–4.3-52, 4.3-54–
4.3-56, 4.3-66, 4.9-3, 4.9-15, 4.13-1, 
4.13-6, 4.13-8, 4.13-20, 4.17-3, 4.17-5–
4.17-6, 4.17-8, 4.17-13–4.17-14, 4.20-1–
4.20-2, 4.20-4, 4.20-6, 4.20-11–4.20-14, 
4.20-17–4.20-20, 4.20-27–4.20-28, 
4.20-32, 4.20-34, 4.20-36, 4.20-44, 
4.20-51–4.20-52, 4.20-54, 4.21-2–4.21-3, 
4.21-11–4.21-12 

Biological resources: 1-4, 2-73–2-74, 3.1-1, 
3.3-4, 3.3-7, 3.3-9, 3.4-6, 3.4-8, 3.10-4, 
3.12-4, 3.20-13, 4.3-6, 4.3-8–4.3-9, 
4.3-13–4.3-15, 4.3-17, 4.3-21–4.3-23, 
4.3-25, 4.3-30, 4.3-57–4.3-61, 4.3-67, 
4.4-5, 4.4-13–4.4-14, 4.4-17, 4.4-24–
4.4-25, 4.4-35, 4.4-52, 4.4-56, 4.4-65, 
4.11-4, 4.11-22, 4.13-13, 4.17-6, 4.17-8–
4.17-9, 4.17-15, 4.17-26, 4.24-1–4.24-2 

BMPs: See Best Management Practices 

— C — 
CAA: See Clean Air Act 
California Desert Conservation Area: 

ES-1–ES-2, ES-5–ES-6, 1-1–1-7, 1-13–
1-14, 1-19, 2-3–2-4, 2-25, 2-32–2-34, 
2-36, 2-63, 2-74–2-75, 3.1-1, 3.3-5–3.3-6, 
3.4-3–3.4-4, 3.4-26, 3.7-2, 3.9-1, 3.10-1, 
3.11-1–3.11-4, 3.12-2, 3.14-1–3.14-3, 
3.17-2–3.17-3, 3.17-6, 3.18-1, 3.19-1, 
3.19-3, 3.19-5, 3.19-11–3.19-16, 3.22-1–
3.22-8, 4.2-2–4.2-3, 4.3-4, 4.3-57, 4.3-61, 
4.3-66–4.3-67, 4.3-70, 4.4-3–4.4-4, 
4.4-57, 4.4-65–4.4-67, 4.5-1, 4.5-16, 
4.6-5, 4.6-14, 4.6-23, 4.6-27, 4.6-29–
4.6-30, 4.6-32, 4.7-2, 4.7-12, 4.7-19–
4.7-21, 4.8-1–4.8-2, 4.8-9, 4.8-16–4.8-17, 
4.9-2, 4.9-7, 4.10-1, 4.11-1–4.11-2, 
4.11-4, 4.11-6–4.11-7, 4.11-9, 4.11-12–
4.11-13, 4.11-16, 4.11-22, 4.11-24, 
4.12-2–4.12-3, 4.12-36, 4.13-3, 4.14-1, 
4.15-1–4.15-2, 4.15-16–4.15-18, 4.16-1–
4.16-2, 4.16-7, 4.17-1–4.17-2, 4.17-8–
4.17-10, 4.17-12, 4.17-15, 4.17-17–
4.17-18, 4.18-2–4.18-3, 4.18-11, 4.19-2–
4.19-3, 4.19-6, 4.19-28, 4.19-38, 4.19-44, 
4.20-2, 4.20-53–4.20-54, 4.21-1, 4.24-1, 
5-1, 5-5–5-6, 5-11 
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California Environmental Quality Act: 
ES-1–ES-2, ES-6–ES-7, ES-9–ES-11, 
1-2, 1-5, 1-8–1-14, 1-18–1-19, 2-2, 2-26, 
2-33, 2-35–2-61, 2-63–2-65, 3.1-2, 3.4-2, 
3.4-8, 3.6-1, 3.6-4, 3.6-31, 3.7-1, 3.7-3–
3.7-4, 3.11-2, 3.13-2, 3.15-1, 3.20-5, 
3.21-2, 4.1-1, 4.1-4–4.1-5, 4.2-1, 4.2-5, 
4.2-25–4.2-26, 4.2-28–4.2-29, 4.3-66–
4.3-71, 4.4-65–4.4-68, 4.5-15–4.5-18, 
4.6-27–4.6-36, 4.7-19–4.7-23, 4.8-14–
4.8-16, 4.9-13–4.9-15, 4.10-10–4.10-13, 
4.11-9, 4.11-20–4.11-21, 4.12-34, 
4.12-36–4.12-42, 4.13-20–4.13-21, 
4.14-13–4.14-14, 4.15-16, 4.15-18, 
4.16-13, 4.17-34, 4.18-20–4.18-21, 
4.19-9, 4.19-11, 4.19-13, 4.19-24, 
4.19-26–4.19-27, 4.19-30, 4.19-33, 
4.19-35–4.19-36, 4.19-39, 4.19-43, 
4.19-46, 4.20-30, 4.20-52–4.20-56, 
4.21-10–4.21-11, 4.22-1, 4.24-1, 4.24-3–
4.24-4, 5-1–5-7 

California Public Utilities Commission: 
1-18, 2-71, 3.10-3, 3.13-8, 4.11-9, 4.15-4 

Carbon storage: 3.5-3, 3.5-10 
CDCA: See California Desert Conservation 

Area 
CEQA: See California Environmental 

Quality Act 
CFR: See Code of Federal Regulations 
Chuckwalla CHU: 3.4-6, 3.4-17, 4.3-22, 

4.4-2, 4.4-19, 4.4-48 
Chuckwalla DWMA: 2-32, 2-51, 2-54, 

3.4-4–3.4-6, 3.17-3–3.17-4, 4.3-22–
4.3-23, 4.4-2, 4.4-17–4.4-19, 4.4-45, 
4.4-48, 4.4-52, 4.4-63–4.4-64, 4.11-3, 
4.11-10–4.11-13, 4.11-15–4.11-17, 
4.11-23–4.11-24, 4.17-3–4.17-5, 4.17-7–
4.17-9, 4.17-12–4.17-15, 4.17-17–4.17-18 

Chuckwalla Wilderness Area: 4.17-33 
Clean Air Act: 1-15, 3.2-1–3.2-2, 3.2-4, 

3.2-10, 3.2-12, 3.5-6 
Climate change: 2-39, 2-48, 3.1-1, 3.5-1–

3.5-3, 3.5-5, 3.5-7–3.5-10, 3.6-6, 4.1-4, 
4.3-60, 4.3-63, 4.4-60, 4.5-1, 4.5-4–
4.5-18, 4.10-14, 4.20-23, 4.23-1, 5-2 

Code of Federal Regulations: ES-2, ES-8, 
ES-10, 1-4, 1-7, 1-9, 1-13–1-15, 2-2–2-3, 
2-63–2-64, 3.2-10, 3.3-1–3.3-3, 3.4-2, 
3.6-2, 3.10-1, 3.13-1–3.13-2, 3.14-3, 
3.18-2, 3.20-2, 3.20-4, 3.21-1–3.21-2, 
3.22-6–3.22-8, 4.1-1–4.1-3, 4.6-1–4.6-3, 
4.6-8, 4.13-20, 4.20-14, 4.22-1, 4.23-1, 
5-1, 5-6–5-7, 5-11 

Critical Habitat Unit: 3.4-6, 4.3-22, 4.4-2, 
4.11-3 

Cultural resource: ES-4–ES-5, ES-9–
ES-11, 1-4, 1-14, 1-16, 1-19, 2-22, 2-40, 
2-52, 2-68, 2-70, 2-73–2-74, 3.1-1–3.1-2, 
3.6-1–3.6-6, 3.6-8, 3.6-22, 3.6-30–3.6-31, 
3.6-34, 3.11-4, 3.14-2, 3.19-1, 3.19-6, 
4.1-15, 4.6-1–4.6-36, 4.17-1, 4.17-3–
4.17-5, 4.17-12–4.17-13, 4.23-1, 4.24-2, 
4.24-4, 5-2–5-3, 5-8–5-9 

— D — 
Decibel scale: 3.12-1–3.12-3 
Desert Center Area Plan: 3.3-6, 3.4-4–

3.4-5, 3.8-4, 3.9-2–3.9-3, 3.11-1, 3.14-3, 
3.15-3, 3.17-3, 3.18-2, 3.19-4, 3.20-9 

Desert dry wash woodland: 2-20–2-21, 
2-50, 3.3-26, 3.4-9–3.4-10, 3.4-17, 3.4-24, 
3.17-4, 4.3-3, 4.3-9, 4.3-11, 4.3-36, 
4.3-53, 4.3-57–4.3-58, 4.4-14 

Desert pavement: 3.2-13–3.2-14, 3.3-12–
3.3-13, 3.4-24, 3.6-6–3.6-7, 3.7-5, 3.7-9, 
3.9-8, 3.17-6, 4.9-3, 4.20-11 

Desert tortoise: 1-17, 1-19, 2-12, 2-21, 
2-39, 2-48, 2-51, 2-65–2-66, 2-73, 3.4-2, 
3.4-4–3.4-6, 3.4-8–3.4-9, 3.4-11, 3.4-17–
3.4-19, 3.4-22, 3.4-26, 3.4-29–3.4-31, 
3.6-16, 3.11-1, 3.17-2–3.17-5, 4.1-15, 
4.2-3, 4.3-13–4.3-17, 4.3-21–4.3-24, 
4.3-63, 4.4-1–4.4-3, 4.4-5, 4.4-7–4.4-10, 
4.4-18, 4.4-20–4.4-21, 4.4-24–4.4-32, 
4.4-34–4.4-35, 4.4-38–4.4-39, 4.4-45, 
4.4-48, 4.4-50, 4.4-53–4.4-54, 4.4-56–
4.4-60, 4.4-63–4.4-64, 4.11-3–4.11-4, 
4.11-22, 4.17-1, 4.17-26, 4.20-24, 5-2 

Desert Wildlife Management Areas: 1-5–
1-6, 3.4-2, 3.17-2, 3.22-7 
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— E — 
Electromagnetic fields: 3.13-3, 3.13-6–

3.13-10, 4.15-4, 4.15-8 
Endangered Species Act: 1-7, 1-15, 1-17, 

3.3-1, 3.3-4–3.3-5, 3.3-10–3.3-11, 3.3-23, 
3.4-1–3.4-3, 3.4-7, 3.4-16–3.4-17, 3.4-21, 
3.4-23, 3.4-28, 3.11-2, 4.1-3, 4.3-13, 
4.3-17, 4.3-29–4.3-30, 4.4-8, 4.13-22, 
5-10 

Environmental justice: 1-19, 2-45, 3.1-1, 
3.15-4, 3.16-1, 4.15-8, 4.15-15, 4.16-1–
4.16-13, 5-2–5-3 

Erosion: ES-8, 2-17, 2-22, 2-31, 2-41, 2-53, 
2-60, 3.2-13–3.2-14, 3.4-31, 3.7-3, 3.7-5, 
3.8-4, 3.9-1–3.9-4, 3.9-7–3.9-8, 3.19-7, 
3.20-2, 3.20-11, 4.1-6, 4.1-16, 4.1-22, 
4.2-6, 4.2-18, 4.2-20–4.2-21, 4.2-23, 
4.3-1, 4.3-5, 4.3-8, 4.3-19, 4.3-23, 4.4-28, 
4.5-10–4.5-12, 4.5-14, 4.6-29, 4.9-1–
4.9-4, 4.9-7–4.9-16, 4.17-23, 4.19-15, 
4.20-1, 4.20-9, 4.20-11–4.20-12, 4.20-14, 
4.20-16–4.20-17, 4.20-19–4.20-20, 
4.20-27–4.20-28, 4.20-31, 4.20-33, 
4.20-35–4.20-37, 4.20-40, 4.20-42–
4.20-43, 4.20-51–4.20-56, 4.24-1 

ESA: See Endangered Species Act 
Executive Order: ES-5, 1-4, 1-15–1-17, 

3.3-3, 3.4-1, 3.5-4, 3.6-2–3.6-3, 3.11-2, 
3.16-1, 3.20-4, 4.5-16–4.5-17 

— F — 
Fugitive dust: 2-16–2-17, 2-20, 3.2-6, 

3.2-9, 3.2-13–3.2-14, 3.9-8, 3.20-7, 4.2-2, 
4.2-4, 4.2-6–4.2-10, 4.2-12–4.2-13, 
4.2-15–4.2-16, 4.2-26, 4.2-28, 4.4-11–
4.4-12, 4.4-15–4.4-17, 4.4-28, 4.9-3–
4.9-5, 4.9-7, 4.9-15, 4.14-3, 4.17-1–
4.17-2, 4.17-12, 4.17-23, 4.17-31, 
4.19-16, 4.20-24, 4.24-3 

— G — 
GHG: See Greenhouse gases 
Glare: 3.19-11, 3.19-15, 4.4-21, 4.17-4, 

4.17-13, 4.19-3, 4.19-5–4.19-6, 4.19-10, 
4.19-18–4.19-21, 4.19-40, 4.19-43 

Greenhouse gases: 1-5, 2-21, 2-51, 2-65, 
2-71, 3.1-1, 3.5-1–3.5-10, 4.5-1–4.5-10, 
4.5-12–4.5-18, 4.20-24, 4.23-1, 5-2 

Groundwater: ES-10–ES-11, 1-3, 1-19, 
2-10–2-11, 2-16, 2-48, 2-60, 3.3-27, 
3.4-26, 3.5-10, 3.6-24, 3.9-3, 3.9-6, 
3.10-7, 3.20-1, 3.20-3–3.20-5, 3.20-7–
3.20-9, 3.20-11–3.20-12, 3.20-14–
3.20-21, 3.20-23–3.20-31, 4.1-13, 4.1-15, 
4.1-22, 4.3-8–4.3-9, 4.3-11, 4.3-35–
4.3-37, 4.3-44–4.3-46, 4.3-48, 4.3-50–
4.3-52, 4.3-54–4.3-57, 4.3-60, 4.3-62–
4.3-64, 4.3-66, 4.4-19, 4.4-22–4.4-23, 
4.9-3, 4.9-14–4.9-15, 4.13-5, 4.13-20, 
4.17-3, 4.17-5, 4.17-7–4.17-8, 4.17-15, 
4.17-28, 4.18-5, 4.20-1, 4.20-4–4.20-10, 
4.20-12–4.20-29, 4.20-31–4.20-37, 
4.20-42–4.20-52, 4.20-54–4.20-55, 5-3–
5-4 

— H — 
Habitat: ES-2, ES-8–ES-9, 1-3, 1-10, 1-15, 

1-17, 1-19, 2-20–2-21, 2-23–2-25, 2-36, 
2-38–2-39, 2-50–2-51, 2-65–2-66, 2-73, 
3.3-1–3.3-2, 3.3-4–3.3-5, 3.3-7–3.3-10, 
3.3-12–3.3-15, 3.3-18–3.3-28, 3.4-2, 
3.4-4–3.4-31, 3.5-9, 3.9-7, 3.10-4, 3.11-1–
3.11-2, 3.11-6, 3.17-1, 3.17-3–3.17-5, 
3.19-4, 3.19-7, 3.20-13–3.20-14, 4.1-15, 
4.1-17, 4.2-11, 4.2-16, 4.3-1, 4.3-3–4.3-8, 
4.3-10, 4.3-14, 4.3-17–4.3-31, 4.3-36–
4.3-37, 4.3-39, 4.3-41–4.3-44, 4.3-46, 
4.3-48–4.3-71, 4.4-1–4.4-4, 4.4-6–4.4-19, 
4.4-21–4.4-26, 4.4-28, 4.4-31, 4.4-33–
4.4-37, 4.4-41–4.4-48, 4.4-50–4.4-68, 
4.5-4, 4.5-15, 4.6-12, 4.7-9, 4.9-11, 
4.10-4, 4.11-3–4.11-4, 4.11-6, 4.11-10–
4.11-11, 4.11-13, 4.11-15–4.11-22, 
4.11-24, 4.12-15, 4.13-2, 4.13-13, 4.14-4, 
4.17-1–4.17-7, 4.17-9–4.17-15, 4.17-25–
4.17-27, 4.18-9, 4.19-15, 4.19-22, 
4.20-11, 4.20-24, 4.21-4, 4.23-1, 4.24-1, 
4.24-3, 5-2 

Hydrologic Units: 3.20-10–3.20-11, 
3.20-31, 4.17-28, 4.20-9 
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— I — 
Impact criteria: 3.12-8, 4.19-43–4.19-51 

— J — 
Joshua Tree National Park: ES-10, 1-1, 

1-6, 1-18, 2-47, 3.2-4, 3.3-2, 3.3-7, 3.4-1, 
3.4-16, 3.4-24, 3.6-9, 3.7-4–3.7-5, 3.11-1, 
3.11-3, 3.17-5, 3.19-11–3.19-12, 3.20-18, 
4.1-2, 4.1-12, 4.1-14, 4.3-13, 4.4-13, 
4.4-29, 4.17-1–4.17-2, 4.17-4, 4.17-6, 
4.17-12, 4.17-17–4.17-32, 4.19-7–4.19-8, 
4.19-19–4.19-20, 4.19-28, 4.19-45, 
4.19-47, 5-2–5-4, 5-9 

— L — 
Level of service: 2-46, 2-59, 3.18-1–3.18-2, 

3.18-5–3.18-6, 4.1-20, 4.18-1–4.18-2, 
4.18-4–4.18-8, 4.18-12–4.18-14, 4.18-18–
4.18-22, 4.20-23 

LOS: See Level of service 

— M — 
Magnetic field: 3.13-6–3.13-7, 3.13-9 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern 

California: ES-2, 1-1–1-2, 2-26, 2-33–
2-35, 2-58, 3.6-26, 3.6-34, 3.7-1, 3.7-7, 
3.11-3, 3.11-7–3.11-8, 3.15-8, 3.18-4, 
3.20-17, 3.20-23, 3.20-25, 4.1-6, 4.1-13, 
4.6-20, 4.7-1, 4.7-17, 4.11-8–4.11-9, 
4.11-12–4.11-13, 4.11-15–4.11-16, 
4.18-16, 4.20-21, 4.20-23–4.20-24, 
4.20-29–4.20-30, 5-11 

Mineral resources: 1-6, 1-12, 2-42, 2-54, 
3.6-24, 3.9-1, 3.10-1–3.10-7, 3.11-5, 
3.12-7, 4.1-17, 4.10-1–4.10-13, 4.24-2, 
4.24-4, 5-5 

MWD: See Metropolitan Water District of 
Southern California 

— N — 
National Environmental Policy Act: 

ES-1–ES-3, ES-5–ES-6, ES-8, ES-11, 
1-1–1-2, 1-4, 1-7–1-9, 1-12, 1-14–1-15, 
1-19, 2-1–2-3, 2-25, 2-36, 2-62–2-65, 
2-67–2-68, 2-71–2-72, 3.1-2, 3.3-3–3.3-4, 
3.3-11, 3.6-1, 3.6-3, 3.6-31, 3.7-1, 3.11-2, 
3.15-1, 3.16-1, 3.19-2, 3.22-1–3.22-2, 
3.22-6, 3.22-8, 4.1-1–4.1-2, 4.1-4–4.1-5, 
4.3-42, 4.3-66–4.3-67, 4.4-44, 4.4-65–
4.4-66, 4.5-1, 4.6-2–4.6-3, 4.6-6, 4.6-12, 
4.6-27–4.6-30, 4.6-33, 4.7-1, 4.7-19–
4.7-20, 4.8-14–4.8-15, 4.10-10–4.10-11, 
4.11-1–4.11-2, 4.11-9, 4.11-13, 4.11-16, 
4.11-22, 4.11-24, 4.12-34, 4.16-13, 
4.17-11, 4.18-20, 4.19-39, 4.19-43, 
4.20-30, 4.20-52, 4.21-10–4.21-11, 
4.22-1, 4.23-1, 4.24-1, 5-1, 5-6, 5-10–
5-11 

National Historic Preservation Act: ES-5, 
1-7, 1-16, 1-18, 3.6-1–3.6-3, 4.1-3, 4.6-1, 
4.6-3, 5-9 

National Marine Fisheries Service: 3.3-1, 
3.4-8 

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System: 2-22, 3.20-1–3.20-2, 4.9-1, 
4.20-3 

NECO Plan: See Northern and Eastern 
Colorado Desert Coordinated 
Management Plan 

NEPA: See National Environmental Policy 
Act 

NMFS: See National Marine Fisheries 
Service 

No Action Alternative: ES-7, 1-2, 1-9, 
1-11, 2-1, 2-3, 2-36, 2-63–2-64, 4.3-42, 
4.4-44, 4.8-9, 4.8-15, 4.8-17, 4.9-7, 
4.15-18, 4.16-6, 4.17-11, 4.18-11 

Noise ordinance: 2-22, 3.12-5–3.12-7, 
4.12-2, 4.12-5, 4.12-14, 4.12-16–4.12-17, 
4.12-19, 4.12-21–4.12-22, 4.12-25–
4.12-26, 4.12-28, 4.12-30, 4.12-32, 
4.12-38, 4.12-41 
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Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert 
Coordinated Management Plan: ES-8–
ES-9, 3.3-6–3.3-7, 3.3-10–3.3-11, 3.3-13, 
3.3-19–3.3-23, 3.3-26, 3.4-3–3.4-6, 3.4-8, 
3.4-10–3.4-16, 3.11-1, 3.11-3–3.11-4, 
3.14-3, 3.17-2–3.17-4, 3.18-1, 4.1-15, 
4.3-6, 4.3-57–4.3-58, 4.3-60–4.3-63, 
4.3-65–4.3-66, 4.4-1, 4.4-56–4.4-58, 
4.4-60–4.4-64, 4.4-66–4.4-67, 4.11-3–
4.11-4, 4.11-6–4.11-7, 4.11-10–4.11-13, 
4.11-15–4.11-17, 4.11-23–4.11-24, 
4.17-12, 4.17-25–4.17-26, 4.24-3 

NPDES: See National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System 

— P — 
Pinto Mountain: 3.9-2, 3.9-4–3.9-5, 4.9-3, 

4.9-7 
Poverty line: 3.16-3 
Public services: 3.11-5, 3.15-1, 3.15-3–

3.15-4, 3.15-7, 4.1-13, 4.15-11, 4.15-16–
4.15-17 

— R — 
Region of Influence: 3.1-1, 4.12-1 
Reptiles: 2-66, 3.3-13, 3.4-9–3.4-11, 3.4-17, 

3.4-22, 3.4-25, 3.4-29, 3.4-31, 4.3-17, 
4.4-5–4.4-6, 4.4-10, 4.4-17, 4.4-41, 
4.4-45, 4.4-54 

Right-of-way: ES-1–ES-2, ES-5–ES-7, 
1-1–1-4, 1-7, 1-15–1-16, 1-19, 2-1, 2-3–
2-5, 2-14, 2-20, 2-26–2-36, 2-51, 2-53–
2-54, 2-59–2-60, 2-63, 2-65, 2-67, 2-69, 
2-71–2-72, 2-74, 3.3-12, 3.6-33, 3.11-3, 
3.11-6–3.11-8, 3.13-8, 3.17-6, 3.18-1, 
3.18-7, 3.22-1–3.22-8, 4.1-3, 4.1-5, 4.1-8, 
4.1-10, 4.1-12, 4.2-19, 4.2-22, 4.3-2–
4.3-3, 4.3-42, 4.3-47–4.3-48, 4.3-52, 
4.3-61, 4.3-70, 4.4-2, 4.4-44, 4.4-49, 
4.4-51–4.4-52, 4.4-54, 4.4-57, 4.4-67, 
4.5-11, 4.6-1, 4.6-17–4.6-18, 4.6-20, 
4.6-32, 4.7-4, 4.7-14–4.7-15, 4.7-17, 
4.7-21, 4.8-11, 4.8-15, 4.9-1, 4.9-9, 
4.9-12, 4.10-8, 4.10-13, 4.11-1–4.11-2, 
4.11-5–4.11-16, 4.11-19, 4.12-2, 4.12-24–
4.12-27, 4.12-29, 4.12-31, 4.12-40–

4.12-41, 4.13-17, 4.14-8, 4.15-9, 4.16-8, 
4.16-13, 4.17-12, 4.17-14–4.17-15, 
4.17-31, 4.18-15, 4.19-15, 4.19-17, 
4.19-28, 4.19-30–4.19-31, 4.19-38–
4.19-39, 4.19-41–4.19-42, 4.19-44, 
4.19-49, 4.20-38, 4.21-8, 5-1 

Riparian: 3.3-5, 3.3-8, 3.3-17, 3.3-28, 
3.4-4, 3.4-13–3.4-16, 3.4-23–3.4-27, 
3.20-8, 3.20-11, 3.20-13, 4.3-2, 4.3-7, 
4.3-43, 4.3-49, 4.3-54, 4.3-60, 4.3-67, 
4.17-26, 4.20-11 

ROI: See Region of Influence 
ROW: See Right-of-way 

— S — 
San Andreas Fault: 3.9-4–3.9-5 
SCAB: See South Coast Air Basin 
SCAQMD: See South Coast Air Quality 

Management District 
Scenic vistas: ES-8–ES-9, 2-36, 3.19-3, 

3.19-7, 4.17-7, 4.17-22, 4.19-1, 4.19-21, 
4.19-31, 4.19-43–4.19-44, 4.19-46, 
4.19-48–4.19-50, 4.24-3–4.24-4 

Seismic hazards: 3.9-2, 3.9-4–3.9-6, 
3.22-5, 4.9-1, 4.9-3–4.9-4, 4.9-7–4.9-8, 
4.9-12 

SIP: See State Implementation Plan 
SMA: See Special Management Areas 
South Coast Air Basin: 3.2-11 
South Coast Air Quality Management 

District: 1-2, 1-8, 1-17, 2-20, 3.2-5–
3.2-6, 3.2-8–3.2-11, 4.2-1–4.2-2, 4.2-4–
4.2-8, 4.2-11, 4.2-17, 4.2-24–4.2-28, 
4.5-2, 4.5-16, 4.9-5, 4.17-23–4.17-24, 
4.17-31, 4.19-16, 4.20-24, 4.24-3, 5-11 

Special Management Areas: 4.12-12 
State Implementation Plan: 3.2-1–3.2-2, 

3.2-4, 3.2-10 
Storm water discharges: 2-22, 4.9-1 
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan: 

1-8, 3.20-2, 4.20-14, 4.20-27, 5-3 
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Surface water: 1-3, 2-48, 3.3-27, 3.4-28, 
3.9-7, 3.20-1, 3.20-3–3.20-5, 3.20-7, 
3.20-9, 3.20-11–3.20-14, 3.20-16, 
3.20-24, 3.20-29, 3.21-1, 4.3-8–4.3-9, 
4.4-22, 4.13-9, 4.13-13, 4.17-3, 4.17-5–
4.17-6, 4.17-8, 4.17-28, 4.20-1, 4.20-4–
4.20-6, 4.20-9–4.20-14, 4.20-16–4.20-20, 
4.20-27–4.20-28, 4.20-31–4.20-36, 
4.20-51–4.20-52, 4.20-55, 5-3–5-4 

SWPPP: See Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention Plan 

— T — 
Total Dissolved Solids: 2-11, 3.20-8, 

3.20-30, 4.20-14, 4.20-25 
Total Maximum Daily Load: 3.20-2 

— U — 
U.S. Census Bureau: 3.15-4, 3.16-2–

3.16-3, 4.16-1–4.16-2, 4.16-7, 4.16-9–
4.16-10 

U.S. Department of the Interior: ES-5, 
1-1, 1-4–1-5, 1-9, 1-15–1-16, 3.5-3, 
3.6-24, 3.7-2, 3.22-8, 4.20-30–4.20-31, 
5-1 

— V — 
Vegetation: ES-8–ES-9, 1-6, 1-10, 1-14, 

2-14–2-15, 2-17, 2-19–2-21, 2-23–2-25, 
2-31, 2-36, 2-38, 2-50, 2-62, 2-75, 3.1-1, 
3.2-7–3.2-8, 3.2-13, 3.3-1, 3.3-5–3.3-9, 
3.3-12–3.3-15, 3.3-18, 3.3-25, 3.3-27–
3.3-28, 3.4-1, 3.4-9–3.4-10, 3.4-18, 
3.4-20, 3.4-26, 3.4-28, 3.5-9–3.5-10, 
3.7-4, 3.8-1–3.8-3, 3.8-6–3.8-7, 3.9-3, 
3.9-7–3.9-8, 3.11-4, 3.12-9, 3.17-2, 
3.17-6, 3.19-3, 3.19-5–3.19-9, 3.19-11–
3.19-15, 3.20-2, 3.20-11, 3.20-13, 
3.20-24, 4.1-15, 4.2-8, 4.2-11–4.2-16, 
4.3-1–4.3-12, 4.3-17–4.3-20, 4.3-23, 
4.3-32–4.3-64, 4.3-66–4.3-71, 4.4-1, 
4.4-3–4.4-4, 4.4-10–4.4-11, 4.4-13–
4.4-15, 4.4-18–4.4-19, 4.4-21–4.4-25, 
4.4-31, 4.4-34, 4.4-40, 4.4-44, 4.4-46–
4.4-48, 4.4-51, 4.4-54, 4.4-56–4.4-58, 
4.4-60–4.4-63, 4.4-66–4.4-67, 4.5-2–

4.5-8, 4.6-32, 4.7-22, 4.8-1, 4.8-4, 4.9-11, 
4.9-13, 4.11-3–4.11-5, 4.11-10–4.11-11, 
4.11-13–4.11-18, 4.11-22, 4.12-1, 4.12-3, 
4.12-5, 4.12-12, 4.12-14, 4.13-3–4.13-5, 
4.13-13, 4.13-22, 4.14-3–4.14-4, 4.15-5, 
4.15-8, 4.17-2–4.17-15, 4.17-22, 4.17-31, 
4.19-2, 4.19-4–4.19-5, 4.19-9–4.19-17, 
4.19-19, 4.19-21, 4.19-23–4.19-26, 
4.19-29–4.19-30, 4.19-33–4.19-36, 
4.19-42, 4.19-45, 4.19-47, 4.20-11, 
4.20-16, 4.20-19, 4.20-32, 4.20-34, 
4.20-36, 4.20-53, 4.23-1, 4.24-1–4.24-3, 
5-4–5-5 

Visibility: 3.2-4–3.2-5, 3.2-12, 3.19-5, 
3.19-8–3.19-9, 3.19-12–3.19-15, 4.2-5, 
4.2-7–4.2-8, 4.2-11, 4.2-13, 4.2-18–
4.2-20, 4.2-22–4.2-23, 4.2-25, 4.2-28, 
4.17-23–4.17-24, 4.19-1, 4.19-4–4.19-5, 
4.19-9, 4.19-12, 4.19-15, 4.19-17, 
4.19-23, 4.19-26, 4.19-36 

Visual Resource Management: 3.19-1–
3.19-4, 3.19-6, 3.19-11–3.19-16, 4.14-10, 
4.17-7, 4.17-15, 4.17-22, 4.19-2–4.19-3, 
4.19-9–4.19-12, 4.19-21, 4.19-24–
4.19-25, 4.19-27, 4.19-29–4.19-36, 
4.19-43, 4.19-45, 4.19-47, 4.19-49–
4.19-51, 4.24-3 

VRM: See Visual Resource Management 

— W — 
Weeds: 1-10, 1-14, 2-14–2-15, 2-17, 2-21, 

3.3-2, 3.3-15–3.3-16, 3.4-19–3.4-20, 
3.6-18, 4.1-15, 4.2-6, 4.3-3, 4.3-8–4.3-13, 
4.3-17, 4.3-19–4.3-20, 4.3-33–4.3-35, 
4.3-37, 4.3-43–4.3-46, 4.3-49–4.3-51, 
4.3-54–4.3-58, 4.3-62–4.3-64, 4.3-66, 
4.3-68–4.3-71, 4.4-3, 4.4-19, 4.4-21–
4.4-24, 4.4-48, 4.4-50–4.4-51, 4.4-55, 
4.4-64, 4.5-2, 4.8-3, 4.8-6, 4.8-10, 4.8-16–
4.8-18, 4.12-12, 4.13-4–4.13-5, 4.13-22, 
4.17-2–4.17-6, 4.17-8, 4.17-12–4.17-14, 
4.17-26–4.17-27, 4.17-31, 4.20-13, 5-2 
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Wells: 1-8, 2-4, 2-10, 2-12, 2-17–2-18, 
3.3-10, 3.6-8, 3.6-11, 3.6-25, 3.8-5, 
3.11-7, 3.18-4, 3.20-3, 3.20-5, 3.20-9–
3.20-10, 3.20-15, 3.20-17–3.20-19, 
3.20-24, 3.20-29–3.20-30, 4.2-3, 4.3-36, 
4.9-3, 4.20-4, 4.20-15, 4.20-25–4.20-26, 
4.20-28, 4.20-52 

Wetlands: 3.3-2–3.3-3, 3.3-5, 3.3-9, 3.3-27, 
3.4-4, 3.4-12–3.4-13, 3.20-2, 4.3-7, 
4.3-67–4.3-71, 4.4-49, 4.17-26 

Wildlife: ES-2, ES-8–ES-9, 1-2–1-3, 1-6, 
1-12, 1-18–1-19, 2-21, 2-24, 2-36, 2-39, 
2-51, 2-62, 2-65–2-66, 3.1-1, 3.3-1–3.3-2, 
3.3-4–3.3-6, 3.3-11, 3.3-13–3.3-15, 3.4-1–
3.4-11, 3.4-29–3.4-31, 3.10-4, 3.11-2, 
3.11-6, 3.14-1, 3.14-5, 3.17-1–3.17-3, 
3.17-5, 3.19-4, 3.19-7, 3.20-2, 3.20-8, 
3.20-13–3.20-14, 4.1-15, 4.2-11, 4.3-3, 

4.3-5–4.3-6, 4.3-8, 4.3-10, 4.3-13, 4.3-15, 
4.3-17, 4.3-20–4.3-25, 4.3-29, 4.3-32–
4.3-33, 4.3-37, 4.3-43–4.3-44, 4.3-49, 
4.3-51, 4.3-53–4.3-55, 4.3-58–4.3-61, 
4.3-63–4.3-65, 4.4-1–4.4-6, 4.4-8, 4.4-11, 
4.4-15–4.4-28, 4.4-40–4.4-58, 4.4-60, 
4.4-63–4.4-68, 4.5-4, 4.6-12, 4.7-9, 
4.8-14, 4.10-4, 4.11-3–4.11-6, 4.11-10–
4.11-11, 4.11-13–4.11-18, 4.11-22, 
4.12-1, 4.12-15, 4.13-13, 4.13-20, 4.14-2, 
4.14-4, 4.17-1–4.17-2, 4.17-4–4.17-5, 
4.17-12–4.17-13, 4.17-19, 4.17-25–
4.17-27, 4.18-9, 4.19-22, 4.20-11, 
4.20-16, 4.20-19, 4.20-23–4.20-24, 
4.21-4, 4.24-1, 4.24-3, 5-2, 5-5, 5-10 

Wind erosion: 3.2-13–3.2-14, 3.9-7–3.9-8, 
4.2-4, 4.2-6–4.2-7, 4.2-17, 4.3-43, 4.3-49, 
4.3-53, 4.9-3–4.9-4, 4.9-15, 4.17-23
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Figure 2-3a
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 

Source: Michael Clayton, 2011. 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Bureau of Land Management Figure 2-4
California Desert District 
The Bureau of Land Management make no warranties, Typical Photovoltaic Array 
implied or expressed, with respect to 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Bureau of Land Management Figure 2-5
California Desert District 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
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California Desert District 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Purpose of Scoping 

Scoping is the process for an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) by which the Lead Agency 
solicits input on the issues and impacts that will be addressed in a National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) document as well as the degree to which those issues and impacts will be analyzed.  
The intent of scoping is to focus the analysis on significant issues and reasonable alternatives, to 
eliminate extraneous discussion, and to reduce the length of the EIS. 

Scoping must be conducted both internally with appropriate BLM staff, and externally with 
interested and affected public, agencies, tribes, and organizations (40 CFR 1501.7). 

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations at 40 CFR 1501.7 require the follow-
ing in an agency’s scoping process: 

 Invite participation from affected federal, State, local, and tribal organizations and interested 
persons. 

 Determine the scope or extent of the EIS and the significant issues to be analyzed.  Scoping is 
valuable in identifying connected, cumulative, and similar actions. 

 Eliminate those issues raised that are not related to potentially significant impacts or those that 
have been covered in other environmental documents.  Make assignments for preparation of 
the EIS between the lead and cooperating agencies. 

 Identify any environmental documents being prepared that have relevance to, but are not part 
of, the scope of this EIS. 

 Identify other environmental review and consultation requirements. 

 Discuss the relationship between the timing of the preparation of the EIS and the agency’s 
tentative planning and decision-making schedule. 

1.2 Brief Description of the Project 

enXco has requested a right-of-way (ROW) to develop the Desert Harvest Solar Project, a photo-
voltaic generating facility with a footprint of approximately 1,208 acres.  The overall site layout 
and generalized land uses would include a substation, an administration building, operations and 
maintenance facilities, a transmission line, and temporary construction lay down areas.  The proj-
ect's 230-kilovolt (kV) generation-intertie (gen-tie) line would either be a shared facility with an 
adjacent approved project, First Solar’s Desert Sunlight Solar Farm, or would be located on pri-
vate and BLM-administered lands in the Chuckwalla Valley.  The project would interconnect to 
the regional electric grid via the planned 230/500-kV Southern California Edison Red Bluff 
Substation. 

1.3 Potential Land Use Plan Amendment to the California Desert Conservation Area 

Plan 

The project would be located on land that is subject to the BLM’s California Desert Conserva-
tion Area (CDCA) Plan.  All of the public lands in the CDCA under BLM management, except 
for a few small and scattered parcels, have been designated geographically as a Multiple Use 
Class (MUC) as follows: Controlled Use (C), Limited Use (L), Moderate Use (M), and Intensive 
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Use (I).  The Project is mostly located in BLM designated M lands.  For M lands, wind and solar 
electric generation facilities may be allowed after National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
requirements are met.  The transmission corridor is located within (L) lands, which are lands 
managed to provide lower-intensity, carefully controlled multiple use of resources while ensur-
ing that sensitive values are not significantly diminished.  The CDCA also states that sites associ-
ated with power generation or transmission not identified in the CDCA will be considered 
through the Plan Amendment process.  The project site is currently not identified in the CDCA. 
The CDCA Plan also allows new transmission facilities within corridors.  There is not a corridor 
located between the generation location to the substation. Therefore, prior to right-of-way 
(ROW) grant issuance, the project would require a Land Use Plan Amendment to the CDCA: to 
find the generation site suitable for large scale solar generation and allow this use, and to allow 
the transmission line outside of a corridor. 

2 SCOPING PROCESS SUMMARY 

2.1 Notice of Intent 

The BLM published a Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare an EIS on September 15, 2011 in the 
Federal Register Volume 76, Number 179.  Publication of the NOI began a 30-day comment 
period which ended on October 17, 2011.  BLM provided a website with project information that 
also described the various methods of providing public comment on the project including an e-
mail address where comments could be sent electronically. 

2.2 Public Notification 

Notification for public Scoping Meetings was posted on BLM’s website.  In addition, notices 
were sent to all landowners within 300 feet of the project boundary and other interested parties 
during the week of September 19th. 

2.3 Public Scoping Meeting 

Public Scoping Meetings were held on October 3, 2011 at the University of Riverside Palm 
Desert Graduate Center located at 75-080 Frank Sinatra Drive in Palm Desert, California and at 
the Lake Tamarisk Clubhouse located at 26251 Parkview Drive in Desert Center, California.  A 
public Scoping Meeting was held on October 6, 2011 at the Joshua Tree Community Center 
located at 6171 Sunburst Street in Joshua Tree, California.  A presentation describing the envi-
ronmental review process was presented by the BLM, and a presentation on the project was 
made by enXco.  Attendees were documented by signing in on a voluntary sign-in sheet, includ-
ing 6 attendees at the University of Riverside Palm Desert Graduate Center along with KMIR 
TV, 30 attendees at the Lake Tamarisk Clubhouse, and 7 attendees at the Joshua Tree Commu-
nity Center.  A court reporter documented the questions and public comments made at the three 
scoping meetings. 

Attendees included residents from Desert Center and Lake Tamarisk, federal and State agency 
representatives, nearby business owners, Tribes, Chamber of Commerce members, and an envi-
ronmental group representative.  Eight of the attendees were on the Desert Harvest mailing list 
prior to the public scoping meetings. 
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2.4 Written Comments 

Twelve comment letters were received within the comment period.  Scoping comments were 
accepted until October 21, 2011. 

3 COMMENT SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS 

Issues were identified by reviewing the comment documents received.  Many of the comments 
identified similar issues.  The following section provides a summary of the issues, concerns, 
opportunities, and/or questions.  For this report, the issues have been grouped into one of the 
three following categories: 

 Issues or concerns that could be addressed by effects analysis; 

 Issues or concerns that could develop an alternative and/or a better description or qualification 
of the alternatives; 

 Issues or concerns outside the scope of the EIS. 

The comments discussed below are paraphrased from the original comment letters and Scoping 
Meeting transcripts.  To a minor degree, some level of interpretation was needed to identify the 
specific concern to be addressed.  Many of the comments identified similar issues; to avoid 
duplication and redundancy similar comments were grouped together and then summarized.  A 
copy of the comment letters is included in Attachment A to this Scoping Report.  Transcripts 
from the Scoping Meetings are presented in Attachment B.  The NOI and the notice of public 
scoping meetings are presented in Attachment C.  The project mailing list is presented in 
Attachment D.  Meeting attendees and meeting speakers are listed in the sign-in sheets and 
speaker cards shown in Attachment E.  The presentation shown at the scoping meetings is in 
Attachment F.  The maps and visual aids presented at the scoping meetings are located in 
Attachment G. 

3.1 Effects Analysis 

Purpose and Need 

 The purpose and need should be a clear, objective statement of the rationale for the proposed 
project.  It should discuss the project in the context of the larger energy market that this project 
would serve and how this project would assist the State in meeting its renewable energy 
portfolio (RPS) and goals. 

 The purpose and need statement should not simply indicate that BLM is responding to an 
applicant’s right of way application.  The framing of the purpose and need should be broad 
enough to support alternatives that are meaningful. 

 Purpose and Need Statements in many BLM documents reflect a need to develop so many mega-
watts on so many acres of public lands.  The goals of Section 4 in Secretarial Order 3283 
clearly state a need for environmental responsibility: “the permitting of environmentally 
responsible wind, solar, biomass, and geothermal operations and electrical transmission facili-
ties on the public lands.”  The Purpose and Need Statement should reflect a need to protect and 
preserve habitat for sensitive species, preserve important ecological habitats, and to preserve 
sensitive cultural resources. 
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Monitoring 

 EIS must explain the monitoring programs that will be in place to monitor the short and long 
term impacts of the project.  This should include the timelines, and estimated costs and sources 
of funding for the monitoring programs. 

 Incorporate mitigation, monitoring and reporting measures that result from consultation with 
USFWS and California Department of Fish and Game and incorporate lessons learned from 
other solar projects and recently released guidance. 

Decommissioning 

 Decommissioning Plan should include cost estimates including a bond or other form of finan-
cial assurance adequate to cover costs of decommissioning, time allotted to decommissioning, 
and a description of decommissioning measures. 

Public Participation 

 BLM should have provided additional information to the public, especially in the nearby com-
munities.  Few people in Desert Center were aware of the scoping meetings and no notices 
were posted in the community. 

Air Resources 

 EIS should provide a detailed discussion of ambient air conditions, National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards, and criteria pollutants nonattainment areas in the Project Area. 

 EIS should estimate emissions of criteria pollutants from the Project, specify emission sources 
by pollutant, identify a Draft Construction Emissions Mitigation Plan and adopt such a 
decision in the Plan of Decision. 

 EPA included recommendations for control measures including for the Fugitive Dust Control 
Plan, Mobile and Stationary Source Controls, and additional administrative controls. 

 EIS should analyze the health impacts that airborne particulates from construction dust will 
have on the local residents of the area, including Valley Fever. 

 EIS should analyze the cumulative impacts on air quality that will result from the removal so 
much stabilized soil and biological soil crust.  EIS should consider how the cumulative effects 
of the large development projects in the Chuckwalla Valley would impact the air quality of the 
Chuckwalla DWMA and the Joshua Tree National Park. 

 EIS should discuss how cumulative air impacts will be monitored so that the National Park 
Service and other land management agencies have accurate data on the cumulative and indi-
vidual impacts of development projects in the Chuckwalla Valley. 

Biological Resources 

 EIS should identify all petitioned and listed threatened and endangered species and critical 
habitat in the project area.  EIS should identify and quantify which species and critical habitat 
would be affected directly, indirectly, or cumulatively by each alternative.  Protocol-level 
seasonal surveys should be performed for sensitive plant species and vegetation communities, 
and animal species under the direction and supervision of the resource agencies.  Full disclo-
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sure of survey methods and results to the public and other agencies without limitations 
imposed by the applicant must be implemented. 

 Vegetation/wash habitat mapping should be at such a scale to provide an accurate accounting 
of wash areas and adjacent habitat types that will be directly or indirectly affected by the pro-
posed activities.  A half-acre minimum mapping unit size is recommended. 

 Desert woodland communities, including an Ironwood forest, are present along washes in the 
project area and stands of ironwood.  EIS should inventory the vegetation communities present 
on the site and explain for each alternative considered what avoidance measures will be 
adopted to minimize impacts to any rare desert communities. 

 NEPA analysis should identify to what extent the proposed project would affect lands within 
the dissected fans or upper bajadas adjacent to the McCoy Mountains which contain higher 
quality desert tortoise habitat, and identify alternatives or impact avoidance measures neces-
sary to avoid habitat loss in these areas. 

 EIS should describe the restoration and rehabilitation activities that will be required for habitat 
disturbed during construction.  Rehabilitation of desert habitat is a long, slow and uncertain 
process. 

 BLM should consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and prepare a Biolog-
ical Option under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act.  BLM should coordinate across 
field offices and with the USFWS and California Department of Fish and Game to ensure cur-
rent and consistent surveying, monitoring, and reporting protocols. 

 EIS should discuss monitoring, mitigation, and translocation management plans for sensitive 
biological resources including an Avian Protection Plan; Raven Monitoring, Management, and 
Control Plan; Burrowing Owl Mitigation, Monitoring, and Translocation Plan; Desert Tortoise 
Relocation/Translocation Plan; Desert Tortoise Compensatory Mitigation Plan; Special-Status 
Plant Impact Avoidance and Mitigation Plan; Management Plan for Sand Dune/Fringed-Toed 
Lizard. 

 Design of Gen-Tie Line should be in compliance with current standards and practices to reduce 
raptor fatalities; see Avian Power Line Interaction Committee documents.  EIS should also 
include a requirement for an Avian Protection Plan. 

 Avian Species. EIS should limit construction activity period to September 1 to February 1 if 
burrowing owls are present in the area as noted in the NECO Plan [at 2-43]. 

 EIS should consider impacts to bird species in region that are state protected, NECO special 
status species, and/or BLM sensitive species, including Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), 
Loggerhead Shrike (Lanius ludovicianus), Western Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia hypu-

gaea), Le Conte’s Thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei), Bendire’s Thrasher (Toxostoma bendirei), 
Crissal Thrasher (Toxostoma crissale), Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii), Vaux’s Swift 
(Chaetura vauxi), and Brewer’s Sparrow (Spizella breweri), prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus), 
and mountain plover (Charadrius montanus). 

 The Applicant should conduct golden eagle surveys rather than relying on data from other 
projects. Surveys should provide information regarding golden eagles within a 10-mile radius 
of the project area for the EIS analysis. See Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols 
(Pagel et al. 2010). 
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 EIS should consider impacts of polarized reflection of PV facilities on birds and insects. 

 EIS should consider risk of avian mortality from collision with structures as reflective surfaces 
are especially prone to collisions.  EIS should include a risk analysis to resident and migratory 
birds and determine the collision risks. 

 Wildlife Corridors. EIS should discuss habitat fragmentation and obstruction of wildlife 
because Project is located between Joshua Tree National Wildlife and Chuckwalla Desert 
Wildlife Management Area.  The project site is located within an identified California 
Essential Habitat Connectivity corridor, and an evaluation of the project’s impacts on wildlife 
movement is essential. 

 The EIS should ensure any proposed on-site wildlife movement corridors are wide enough to 
minimize edge effects and allow natural processes of disturbance and subsequent recruitment 
to function.  The EIS should also evaluate whether the proposed wildlife movement corridors 
would provide key resources for species, such as host plants, pollinators, or other elements.  
For example, many species commonly found in washes depend on upland habitats during 
some portion of their cycle.  Therefore, in areas with intermittent or perennial streams, upland 
habitat protection is needed for these species.  Upland habitat protection is also necessary to 
prevent the degradation of aquatic habitat quality. 

 Mitigation lands. Compensatory lands, locations, and management plans should be addressed 
in the EIS for impacts to waters of the State and biological resources.  Given the cumulative 
solar projects in the Chuckwalla Valley area, land may not be available to compensate for 
environmental impacts and may serve as a limiting factor. 

 Acquisition lands may be required as part of the mitigation and will need to be managed in 
perpetuity for conservation.  Mitigation lands should be high-quality habitat and, at minimum 
5:1 mitigation should be provided of all acres of burrowing owl habitat destroyed. 

 The primary mitigation for impacts to desert tortoise and rare plants should be avoidance or 
the acquisition of occupied compensation habitat since this is the only mitigation measure that 
will offset the habitat loss.  Acquisition of habitat should be accompanied with enhancement 
measures to compensate for the net loss of habitat.  These measures may include removal of 
livestock, fencing where appropriate, invasive species control, small scale restoration projects, 
and route closures. 

 Sensitive Plant Species. EIS should consider rare and sensitive plant species.  The southwest-
ern piece of the Project overlies a significant population of Emory's crucifixion-thorn, Castela 

emoryi.  Emory's crucifixion-thorn found in locally restricted sites in the southern Mojave and 
Sonoran deserts with only 13 records from the NECO Plan area (page 3-24). 

 A number of other rare plants occur on the project or in the vicinity including the Coachella 
Valley Milkvetch (Astragalus lentiginosus var. coachellae), California ditaxis (Ditaxis serrata 

var. californica), foxtail cactus (Coryphantha alversonii), slender-spined all-thorn (Koeber-

linia spinosa ssp. tenuispina), California ayenia (Ayenia compacta), Harwood’s milkvetch 
(Astragalus insularis var. harwoodii), Coves’ cassia (Cassia covesii), Las Animas colubrine 
(Colubrina californica), desert unicorn plant (Proboscidea althaeifolia), and desert devil's 
claw (Proboscidea althaeifolia). 

 For rare plants, avoidance is preferable.  If transplantation is to be a part of the mitigation 
strategy, a detailed final plan must be included as part of the EIS on the methodology for deter-
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mination of appropriate conservation area where plants may be transplanted, when/how plant 
are to be transplanted and identification of success criteria for transplantation.  Monitoring of 
the transplanted plants needs to occur for a time period that is realistic to evaluate long-term 
success of the plants. 

 Desert Tortoise. EIS should clearly characterize and identify desert tortoise population on site 
and should consider the status of tortoise in the affected recovery unit.  The Project area will 
likely have desert tortoise occurring on site, because 1) it connects the BLM DWMA which 
lies directly south and west of the project site to Joshua Tree National Park and 2) tortoise 
were found on the Desert Sunlight project site directly to the north of this project.  The Project 
would directly, indirectly and cumulatively impact desert tortoise, including habitat loss, habi-
tat disturbance, and habitat fragmentation.  EIS must also consider impacts to connectivity 
between desert tortoise populations. 

 The EIS must minimize any impacts to desert tortoise that it finds are unavoidable, mitigation 
should limit the ground disturbing activities from the project and limit access roads to the proj-
ect.  Mitigation should include ecological restoration, construction of vehicle barriers and 
education programs designed to improve desert tortoise habitat and population viability. 

 EIS should discuss mitigation ratios for tortoise habitat and how they relate mitigation ratios 
recommended by agencies and mitigation ratios used for other renewable projects in California 
and Nevada.  Five to one mitigation of all acres of desert tortoise habitat destroyed was recom-
mended.  Desert tortoise habitat lands should be acquired within the affected Eastern Colorado 
Recovery Unit. 

 EIS should address desert tortoise translocation.  The CDCA Plan does not consider large-
scale desert tortoise translocation.  The BLM would need to amend the CDCA Plan or develop 
a desert tortoise translocation plan if project moves forward.  Translocation plan must be 
developed in accordance with BLM Handbook 1745 requirements.  Monitoring of the 
translocated and existing “host” tortoises needs to occur for long enough to realistically 
evaluate success of the translocation.  Success criteria for translocation must be clearly 
identified.  Temporary project sites need to be fenced with tortoise proof fencing during 
construction and the permanent project sites need to be fenced to prevent tortoise mortality.  
All associated roads need to be fenced. 

 EIS should use the recently released USGS desert tortoise habitat model to determine likely 
changes in desert tortoise habitat quality in the area and the importance of the desert tortoise 
habitat due to climate change. 

 Other species. Project site is located between Eagle Mountains and Coxcomb Mountains big-
horn sheep deems and may provide connectivity between the two.  EIS should consider direct, 
indirect, and cumulative impacts to this species. 

 EIS should consider other state protected species, NECO special status species and BLM sen-
sitive species of wildlife occur on the project or in the vicinity including the Palm Springs round-
tailed ground squirrel (Spermophilus tereticaudus chlorus), Mojave fringe-toed lizard (Uma 

scoparia), chuckwalla (Sauromalus ater), California leaf-nosed bat (Macrotus californicus), 
Pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus), other rat bat species, American badger (Taxidea taxus), moun-
tain lion (Puma concolor), burro deer (Odocoileus hemionus eremicus), and Desert Leafcutting 
Ant (Acromyrmex versicolor). 
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 EIS should evaluate the impacts on locally rare species (not merely federal- and state-listed 
threatened and endangered species).  The preservation of regional and local scales of genetic 
diversity is very important to maintaining species in perpetuity especially in light of global cli-
mate change.  All species found at the edge of their ranges or that occur as disjunct locations 
be evaluated for impacts by the proposed permitted activities. 

 Invasive Weeds. EIS must consider the impacts of the project on invasive weeds and should 
consider how invasive plants and weeds will be managed and controlled from the initial 
ground disturbance.  EIS should include an invasive species management plan to monitor and 
control noxious weeds.  Invasive weeds include Russian thistle (Salsola tragus), Sahara 
mustard (Brassica tournifortii), red brome (Bromus rubens), and orchardgrass (Dactylis 

glomerata).  EIS must consider invasive weeds along linear facilities. 

 EIS should consider impacts of any herbicides used for weed control, including Roundup. 

 Other. EIS should consider impacts to biological soil crusts including means of mitigating for 
the impacts. 

 EIS should discuss impacts associated with fencing around the project site(s) and consider 
options with fewer impacts. 

 EIS should discuss impacts associated with an increase of shade in the desert environment.  
EIS should address the temperature change in the area with the increase of shade due to panels 
and the removal of existing trees. 

 The site has potential to be sited on the sand transport corridor that originates in Joshua Tree 
National Park, through the Palen and Ford Dry Lake Valleys, across Interstate 10 to the agri-
cultural areas adjacent to Blythe.  This corridor provides sand habitat for a suite of sand-
specialists, including the Mojave fringe-toed lizard.  Disruption to the sand transport corridor 
should be identified, minimized and analyzed. 

Climate Change 

 EIS should consider how climate change could influence the Project in sensitive areas and 
assess how Project impacts could be exacerbated by climate change. 

 EIS should disclose anticipated benefits of solar energy including quantifying the greenhouse 
gas emissions from different types of generating facilities and comparing these values. 

 In addition to addressing climate change in the cumulative effects analysis, the EIS should 
address the carbon footprint of the project and any losses to carbon storage and sequestration it 
will engender. 

 The EIS should evaluate specific mitigation measures to reduce greenhouse emissions from 
mobile sources. 

 Transmission line upgrades and new transmission facilities may increase the use of the 
greenhouse gas called SF6; EIS should provide an analysis of the amount of SF6 gases that 
would be released by this project. 

Cultural Resources 

 Native American Heritage Commission conducted a Sacred Lands File search of its Inventory 
and Native American cultural resources were not identified in the project area.  However, early 
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consultation with Native American tribes is recommended and may provide additional infor-
mation of sites.  A list of Native American contacts in Riverside County was provided. 

 EIS should describe process and outcome of government-to-government consultation between 
BLM and each tribe government in the Project area, issues that were raised and how those 
issues were addressed in the alternatives. 

 EIS should describe the existence of Indian sacred sites in the project areas, Executive Order 
13007 and discuss how the BLM will avoid adversely affecting physical integrity, 
accessibility, or use of sacred sites if they exist in the area.  EIS should summarize 
coordination with Tribes and SHPO/THPO including identification of NRHP eligible sites and 
development of a Cultural Resources Management Plan. 

 La Cuna de Aztlan Sacred Site Protection Circle is comprised of 15 Native American individ-
uals dedicated to protecting Sacred Sites including the Blythe Giant Intaglios, geoglyphs, and 
other sacred sites along the Colorado River.  La Cuna de Aztlan is against the project because 
it would impact Native American Sacred Sites that are protected under State, federal, county, 
and international law.  It will also impact animals that are sacred to indigenous nations, includ-
ing the desert tortoise and horny toad.  La Cuna de Aztlan offered to give tours to 
archaeologists and anthropologists interested in visiting the sites. 

 EIS should address the cumulative impacts to Native American cultural sites due to the large 
numbers of renewable energy projects.  EIS should analyze impact to tribal use of the land 
including the Spiritual Run, cremations, and dance patterns. 

 Consultation with the Information Center of the California Historic Resources Information 
System of the State Historic Preservation Office is recommended. 

 Lead Agencies should consider avoidance of cultural resources that are discovered. 

 NEPA regulations provide for accidental discovery of archaeological resources and mandate 
processes in the event of an accidental discovery of human remains.  California Government 
Code §27460 should be followed in the case of an accidental discovery of human remains dur-
ing groundbreaking activity.  California Government Code §27491 and California Health & 
Safety Code §7050.5 may apply. 

Fire and Fuels Management 

 EIS should address wildfire risks for each project alternative.  Wildfires are becoming 
common in the Mojave Desert facilitated by the spread of invasive weeds and climate change.  
Wildfires can result in type conversion of large expanses of habitat.  Wildfires could be caused 
by construction or operation of the transmission lines and development of roads which could 
encourage increased motorized vehicle access and increase fire risk. 

 Fire study on panels should include panels in a diagonal position. 

Land and Realty 

 EIS should discuss the Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan and the Solar Pro-
grammatic EIS including up to date maps illustrating current boundaries and alternatives and 
acknowledge the requirements and/or conditions that may apply. 
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 EIS should discuss how the proposed action would support or conflict with objectives of fede-
ral, state, tribal, or local land use plans, policies, and controls in the project areas. 

 EIS should discuss any potential land use conflicts between the Proposed Action and the pro-
posed Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project.  Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project EIS 
recommended a transmission route that would parallel the SCE transmission line that crosses 
the southwestern parcel of the project site. 

 EIS should discuss the land use conflicts between the Proposed Action and the existing rural 
populations in the vicinity. 

 BLM should explain what its duties are and how it manages the land it has in the Desert. 

 EIS should explain the role of the County of Riverside and the California Environmental 
Quality Act. 

 National Parks Conservation Association is concerned that the Proposed Action does not 
comply with the February 24, 2011 National Park Service/BLM Memo regarding development 
of renewable energy in the Eagle Mountain area on Bureau of Land Management Land. 

Recreation 

 EIS should consider impacts to Joshua Tree National Park, including cumulative impacts from 
Desert Sunlight Solar Project. 

 EIS should consider impacts to the Lake Tamarisk recreational opportunities including the golf 
course, bike riding, walking, and ATVing. 

Social and Economics 

 Construction of this project would bring hundreds of new people to the Desert Center area.  
EIS should consider law enforcement problems, including illegal off-roading, vandalism to 
private property, harassment of wildlife and other undesired behavior. 

 EIS should address impacts to housing because no local housing exists for the proposed con-
struction workforce.  Use of shuttle buses for construction workers will impacts local roads. 

 EIS should address impacts to property values and future real estate potential of the local 
community. 

 EIS should address what, if any, benefits would the local community receive from the project.  
The local community will be most impacted by the project. 

 EIS should consider impacts to utilities in the local communities.  The Desert Sunlight Solar 
Project construction is already using the few utilities available.  This results in an impact to 
existing infrastructure and Desert Center does not have a city government or funding to 
improve this infrastructure. 

 EIS should describe outreach to all communities affected by the project as rural communities 
may be most vulnerable to health risks associated with the project.  The Proposed Action 
would be located near the community of Desert Center which has one major solar project 
being constructed on nearby public lands.  This project will further restrict access to public 
lands by members of the community who would bear the brunt of any visual impacts, impacts 
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to water resources, impacts to other resources, and the consequences of the industrialization of 
this relatively rural community. 

Environmental Justice 

 EIS should include evaluation of environmental justice populations within the geographic scope 
of the project and address disproportionate adverse impacts to minority or low-income popu-
lations in addition to the approaches used to foster public participation of these populations. 

Water Resources 

 EIS should discuss the amount of water required for the Proposed Action and water source(s), 
including potential impacts to source(s) from climate change.  Should include a qualitative dis-
cussion of impacts to water supply and adaptability of the project to these changes. 

 Analysis of impacts to groundwater basin should include cumulative water use for nearby 
energy projects and impacts to the Pinto Basin beneath the Joshua Tree National Park. 

 EIS should discuss impacts to the groundwater basin including assumptions about the number 
of acre feet already allocated, annual recharge rates, water permitting process, and status of 
water rights in the basin, including over-allocation of water.  EIS should characterize functions 
of aquatic features that could be affected by the Proposed Action. 

 Commenter offered for the Applicant to use their water well and monitoring wells to do a base-
line study for groundwater availability. 

 Discussion regarding non-groundwater sources of water, including potable water, irrigation 
canal water, wastewater, or deep-aquifer water. 

 EIS should discuss effects of water discharge on surface water quality, identify specific dis-
charges, and if a zero-discharge facility, disclose how water would be disposed of onsite. 

 EIS should include all water conservation measures that will be implemented to reduce water 
demands.  Project design should maximize water conservation measures. 

 EIS should minimize impacts to water: avoid placement of structures in washes, utilize natural 
drainage channels, use natural washes for flood control, minimize road crossings over washes, 
and avoid complete clearing and grading of site. 

 EIS should describe natural drainage pattern on site and identify if project components are 
within the 50- or 100-year floodplain. 

 EIS should consider upstream and downstream reach of waters and their importance to the 
landscape.  Potential damage to washes includes alterations to the hydrological functions that 
natural channels provide in arid ecosystems, including capacity for flood control, energy 
dissipation, and sediment movement. 

 Clean Water Act Section 404.  EIS should include jurisdictional delineation for all waters of 
the United States including ephemeral drainages, to confirm presence or absence of waters of 
the United States.  Discussion should include figures of the waters, acreages, channel lengths, 
habitat types, values, and functions.  If a Section 404 permit is required, EPA will review the 
project for compliance with Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines. 
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 EIS should determine if a California State Water Resources Control Board General Permit for 
Discharges of Storm Water Associated with Construction Activity and Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) will be required.  SWPPP should include Best Management 
Practices, including for erosion control and monitoring. 

Solid and Hazardous Wastes 

 EIS should address potential direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of hazardous waste from 
construction and operation including herbicides and pesticides, waste types, volumes, and 
expected storage, disposal, and management plans.  Appropriate mitigation should be included, 
and alternate processes using less toxic materials should be evaluated. 

 The Applicant should address full life cycle including reuse and recycling of panels. 

 EIS should consider potential Cadmium-Telluride (CdTe) pollution events and impacts on 
public health, water resources and flora and fauna. 

 EIS should include breakage and failure rate from other CdTe power plants to get a better 
approximation of how often breakage occurs on site.  How are panels inspected for breakage, 
what criteria are used to determine a panel is broken.  EIS should consider recent result regard-
ing leaching potential of CdTe from broken PV modules and PV placed in landfills. 

 EIS should review databases of regulatory agencies to determine if the project would pose a 
threat to human health or the environment. 

 EIS should identify the mechanism to initiate any required investigation and/or remediation for 
any site within the area that may be contaminated and the government agency to provide 
regulatory oversight.  

 Any Phase I or Phase II Environmental Site Assessment Investigations should be summarized, 
all sampling results in which hazardous materials were found above regulatory standards 
should be clearly summarized. All closure, certification, or remediation approval reports 
should be included in the EIS. 

 If buildings or other structures are being demolished an investigation should be conducted for 
the presence of hazardous chemicals, mercury, and asbestos and the chemicals should be 
remediated in compliance with California environmental regulations and policies. 

 Sampling of soil may be required; if soil is contaminated it must be disposed of appropriately.  

 If a health risk assessment is required, it should be overseen and approved by the appropriate 
government agency to determine if there are, have been, or will be releases of hazardous 
materials that may pose a risk to human health and the environment. 

 If the site was used for agriculture, agriculture related residue may be present and proper 
investigation and remedial actions should be conducted. 

 If hazardous wastes are, or will be, generated by the proposed operations the wastes must be 
managed in accordance with California law and regulations. The facility should also obtain a 
United States Environmental Protection Agency Identification Number. Certain hazardous 
wastes are also regulated by the local Certified Unified Program Agency.  
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 Department of Toxic Substances Control can provide cleanup oversight through an 
Environmental Oversight Agreement for government agencies or a Voluntary Cleanup 
Agreement for private parties. 

Visual Resources 

 EIS should fully review the impacts of each alternative on visual resources including the 
effects on wilderness character and values. 

 EIS should include Key Observation Point simulations that depict all visual impact scenarios.  
BLM required factors should be considered: angle of observation, length of time project is in 
view, and relative size or scale.  Key Observation Points were recommended. 

 EIS should identify what steps will be taken to mitigate and minimize light pollution and 
fugitive dust that could harm Joshua Tree National Park’s night sky resources. 

 EIS should design steps to minimize the Proposed Action’s form, line and color from moun-
tainous viewing points within wilderness or Joshua Tree National Park. 

Cumulative Impacts 

 EIS should consider cumulative impacts by identifying condition of resource as a measure of 
past impacts, identify the trend in the condition of the resource as a measure of current 
impacts, identify all on-going, planned and reasonably foreseeable projects in the study area, 
and identify the future condition of the resource from reasonably foreseeable projects or 
actions.  The EIS should assess the contribution of the proposed alternatives and provide a spe-
cific measure for the project impact; if cumulative impacts are identified mitigation should be 
proposed. 

 BLM should conduct a regional assessment of resource impacts, given the number of project 
planned in the region, including energy projects, off road vehicle activity and mining. 

 EIS should describe reasonably foreseeable future land use and associated impacts that result 
for additional power supply.  EIS should estimate the amount of growth, the likely location, 
and biological and environmental resources at risk. 

 BLM should consider the ecological condition and trend of lands and biological resources 
within the western Chuckwalla Valley.  The analysis should consider the adverse impacts from 
the recently approved 4,000 acre Desert Sunlight solar project as well as the potential impacts 
from pending applications in this region on both private and public lands.  BLM needs to 
establish the carrying capacity for renewable energy in this area. 

3.2 Alternative Development and/or Alternative Design Criteria 

 The analysis should discuss the types of panels that would be used including the efficiencies of 
the panels.  Alternatives should address the actual amount of energy generated by the panels 
including the energy loss due to transmission. 

 The analysis should describe approach used to identify environmentally sensitive areas and 
describe the process used to designate them in terms of sensitivity.  The DEIS should provide a 
clear discussion of reasons for elimination of alternatives not evaluated in detail. 
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 EIS should include alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the lead agency as mandated by 
NEPA; there are no mandates that state that BLM cannot consider an off-site alternative to an 
individual project like the Desert Harvest Project. 

 Alternatives should include provisions for conserving at-risk species, such as the Desert 
tortoise, which would allow BLM to address, in part, its obligation under Section 7(a)(1) of the 
Endangered Species Act.  Such alternatives should include conservation actions recommended 
by the FWS in recent biological opinions for large-scale solar projects in this planning area. 

 Encourages the BLM and other parties to pursue siting of renewable energy projects on dis-
turbed, degraded, or contaminated sites including fallow or abandoned agriculture lands over 
undisturbed public lands. 

 Alternatives should be presented in comparison form, sharply defining issues and providing 
clear basis for choice among options by decision maker and public.  Environmental effects of 
each alternative should be quantified as much as possible. 

 EIS should analyze an environmentally preferred alternative that should consider options such 
as downsizing the project or relocating sections of the project on private land to avoid impacts. 

 Comments recommended the following alternatives: 
o An alternative that uses a common gen-tie line alignment, right-of-way, and access roads and 

shared the northernmost boundary security fencing.  

o A desert or ephemeral wash avoidance alternative. 

o An alternative that mounts PV arrays at a height that would maintain natural vegetation and 
preserve natural drainages. 

o The No Action Alternative. 

o An alternative on public lands that are not desert tortoise habitat. 

o An alternative on private lands including the disturbed agriculture land around Desert Center. 

o An alternative where power generation is sited adjacent to power consumption. 

o A distributed generation alternative.  Distributed generation would have fewer environmental costs 
including reducing the natural carbon-storing ability of healthy desert ecosystems, disturbing bio-
logical soil crusts, and degrading and fragmenting habitats of protected, sensitive, and rare species. 

o An alternative that removes the southwestern portion of the project to avoid Emory’s crucifixion 
thorn (Castela emoryi). 

o An alternative that makes the proposed site unavailable for energy development. 

o An alternative that avoids the Desert Dry Wash Woodland habitat. 

o An alternative that avoids project siting within the WHMA. 

o An alternative that would reduce impacts to the Joshua Tree National Park. 

3.3 Issues or Concerns Outside the Scope of the EIS 

 A master comprehensive plan should exist before large expensive inefficient solar plants are 
sited and built out in the wildlands.  This plan should carefully analyze the recreational and 
biodiversity resources of the Mojave Desert. 
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 The renewable resources of the CDCA should be developed through comprehensive, pro-
active planning involving federal, state and local governments to identify the most appropriate 
areas for such development and to guide development to those areas. 

 BLM’s process in authorizing the proposed project is flawed.  BLM relies on developer-
initiated siting rather than agency-guided siting for development of renewable energy projects. 

 A commenter wondered whether the company was going to get government approval and then 
just sell the project to somebody else. 
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HOREH OVA LLEY. CA 
October 5, 2011 

Ms. Lynnette Elser 

United States Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Management 
22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 

Re: SCH#2011094004; NEPA Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare a Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (DEIS) Request for the "Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project;" located 
in the Chuckwalla Mountains near the Community of Desert Center; eastern Riverside 
County, California. 

Dear Ms. Elser: 

The Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) is the California State 'Trustee 
Agency' pursuant to Public Resources Code §21070 for the protection of California's Native 
American Cultural Resources. The NAHC is also a 'reviewing agency' for environmental 
documents prepared under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA; 42 U.S.C. 4321 et 
seq), 36 CFR Part 800.3, .5 and are subject to the Tribal and interested Native American 
consultation as required by the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (Section 106) 
(16 U.S.C. 470; Section 106 [fJ 110 [fJ [k), 304). The provisions of the Native American Graves 
Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) (25 U.S.C. 3001-3013) and its implementation (43 
CFR Part 10.2), and California Government Code §27491 may apply to this project if Native 
American human remains are inadvertently discovered. 

The NAHC is of the opinion that the federal standards, pursuant to the above
referenced Acts and the Council on Environmental Quality (CSQ; 42 U.S.C. 4371 et seq) 
are similar to and in many cases more stringent with regard to the 'significance' of historic, 
including Native American items, and archaeological, including Native American items at 
least equal to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA.). In most cases, federal 
environmental policy require that any project that causes a substantial adverse change in 
the significance of an historical resource, that includes archaeological resources, is a 
'significant effect' requiring the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). 

The NAHC conducted a Sacred Lands File (SLF) search of its Inventory and Native American 
cultural resources were not identified in the project area you specified; early and quality 
consultation with the Native American on the attached list may provide detailed information of 
sites with which they are aware. The absence of archaeological resources does not preclude 
their existence. 

The NAHC Sacred Lands File Inventory of the Native American Heritage Commission is 
established by the California Legislature pursuant to California Public Resources Code 
§§5097.94(a) and 5097.96. The NAHC, pursuant to Appendix B of the Guidelines to the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEOA) is designated as the agency with expertise in the 
areas of issues of cultural significance to California Native American communities. Also, in the 
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1985 California Appellate Court decision (170 Cal App 3rd 604), the court held that the NAHC 
has jurisdiction and special expertise, as a state agency, over affected Native American 
resources, impacted by proposed projects including archaeological, places of religious 
significance to Native Americans and burial sites 

Culturally affiliated tribes are to be consulted to determine possible project impacts 
pursuant to the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended. Early consultation with 
Native American tribes in your area is the best way to avoid unanticipated discoveries once 
a project is underway. The NAHC recommends as part of 'due diligence', that you also 
contact the nearest Information Center of the California Historical Resources Information 
System (CHRIS) of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) for other possible 
recorded sites in or near the APE (contact the Office of Historic Preservation at 916-445
7000). 

Attached is a list of Native American contacts is attached to assist you that may 
have knowledge of cultural resources in the project area. It is advisable to contact the 
persons listed and seek to establish a 'trust' relationship with them; if they cannot supply 
you with specific information about the impact on cultural resources, they may be able to 
refer you to another tribe or person knowledgeable of the cultural resources in or near the 
affected project area. 

Lead agencies should consider avoidance, in the case of cultural resources that are 
discovered. A tribe or Native American individual may be the only source of information 
about a cultural resource; this is consistent with the NHPA (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq Sections. 
106, 110, and 304) Section 106 Guidelines amended in 2009. Also, federal Executive 
Orders Nos. 11593 (preservation of cultural environment), 13175 (coordination & 
consultation) and 13007 (Sacred Sites) are helpful 

NEPA regulations provide for provisions for accidentally discovered archeological 
resources during construction and mandate the processes to be followed in the event of an 
accidental discovery of any human remains in a project location other than a 'dedicated 
cemetery. Even though a discovery may be in federal property, California Government 
Code §27460 should be followed in the event of an accidental discovery of human remains 
during any groundbreaking activity; in such cases California Government Code §27491 
and California Health & Safety Code §7050.5 may apply. 

If you have any questions about this response to your request, please do not 
hesitate to con act me at (916) 653-6251 . 

Attachment: Native American Contacts list for ConSUltation 
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Native American Contacts 

Riverside County 

October 5, 2011 


Cabazon Band of Mission Indians 
David Roosevelt, Chairperson Joseph R. Benitez (Mike) 
84-245 Indio Springs Cahuilla P.O. Box 1829 Chemehuevi 
Indio , CA 92203·3499 Indio , CA 92201 
(760) 342-2593 (760) 347-0488 
(760) 347-7880 Fax (760) 408-4089 - cell 

Ramona Band of Cahuilla Mission Indians Chemehuevi Reservation 
Joseph Hamilton, Chairman Charles Wood, Chairperson 
P.O. Box 391670 Cahuilla P.O. Box 1976 Chemehuevi 
Anza , CA 92539 Chemehuevi Vall~y CA 92363 
admin@ramonatribe.com chair1 cit@yahoo.com 
(951) 763-4105 (760) 858-4301 
(951) 763-4325 Fax (760) 858-5400 Fax 

Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians Fort Mojave Indian Tribe 
Mary Resvaloso, Chairperson Tim Williams, Chairperson 
PO Box 1160 Cahuilla 500 Merriman Ave Mojave 
Thermal ,CA 92274 Needles ,CA 92363 
mresvaloso@torresmartinez. (760) 629-4591 
(760) 397-0300 (760) 629-5767 Fax 
(760) 397-8146 Fax 

Twenty-Nine Palms Band of Mission Indians Colorado River Indian Tribe 
Darrelf Mike, Chairperson Ginger Scott, Museum Curator; George Ray, Coor 
46-200 Harrison Place Chemehuevi 26600 Mojave Road Mojave 
Coachella ,CA 92236 Parker ,AZ 85344 Chemehuevi 
tribal-epa@worldnet.att.net crit.museum@yahoo.com 
(760) 775-5566 (928) 669-9211-Tribal Office 
(760) 808-0409 - cell - EPA (928) 669-8970 ext 21 
(760) 775-4639 Fax (928) 669-1925 Fax 

This list is current only as of the date of this document 

Distribution of this list does not relieve any person of the statutory responsibility as defined in Section 7050.5 of the Health and Safety Code, 
Section 5097.94 of the Public Resources Code and Section 5097.98 of the Public Resources Code. 

This list is applicable for contacting local Native Americans with regard to cultural resources for the proposed 
SCH#2011094004; NEPA Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare a draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project; 
located about 6 miles north of the Community of Desert Center in the Chckwalla Mountains of eastem Riverside County, Callfomla on federal Bureau 
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Natlve American Contacts 
Riverside County 
October 5, 2011 

Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians 
Ernest Morreo 
PO Box 1160 Cahuilla 
Thermal ,CA 92274 
maxtm@aol.com 
(760) 397-0300 
(760) 397-8146 Fax 

AhaMaKav Cultural Society, Fort Mojave Indian 
Linda Otero, Director 
P.O. Box 5990 Mojave 
Mohave Valley AZ 86440 
(928) 768-4475 
LindaOtero@fortmojave.com 
(928) 768-7996 Fax 

Santa Rosa Band of Mission Indians 
John Marcus, Chairwoman 
P.O. Box 391820 Cahuilla 
Anza , CA 92539 
sestrada@ 
(951) 659-2700 
(951) 659-2228 Fax 

Augustine Band of Cahuilla Mission Indians 
Mary Ann Green, Chairperson 
P.O. Box 846 Cahuilla 
Coachella ,CA 92236 
hhaines@augustinetribe. 
(760) 398-6180 
760-369-7161 - FAX 

Morongo Band of Mission Indians 

Michael Contreras, Cultural Heritage Prog. 

12700 Pumarra Road Cahuilla 
Banning ,CA 92220 Serrano 
(951) 201-1866 - cell 
mcontreras@morongo-nsn. 
gov 
(951) 922-0105 Fax 

Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians 
Diana L. Chihuahua, Vice Chairperson, Cultural 
P.O. Boxt 1160 Cahuilla 
Thermal ,CA 92274 
dianac@torresmartinez. 
760) 397-0300, Ext. 1209 
(760) 272-9039 - cell (Lisa) 
(760) 397-8146 Fax 

Cabazon Band of Mission Indians 
Judy Stapp, Director of Cultural Affairs 
84-245 Indio Springs Cahuilla 
Indio , CA 92203-3499 

markwardt@cabazonindia 

(760) 342-2593 
(760) 347-7880 Fax 

Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians THPO 
Patricia Tuck, Tribal Historic Perservation Officer 
5401 Dinah Shore Drive Cahuilla 
Palm Springs, CA 92264 
ptuck@augacaliente-nsn.gov 
(760) 699-6907 

(760) 699-6924- Fax 

This list is current only as of the date of this document 

Distribution of this list does not relieve any person of the statutory responsibility as defined in Section 7050.5 of the Health and Safety Code, 
Section 5097.94 of the Public Resources Code and Section 5097.98 of the Public Resources Code. 

This list is applicable for contacting local Native Americans with regard to cultural resources for the proposed 
SCH#2011094004; NEPA Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare a draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project; 
located about 6 miles north of the Community of Desert Center In the Chckwalla Mountains of eastern Riverside County, California on federal Bureau 
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Native American Contacts 

Riverside County 

October 5, 2011 


Augustine Band of Cahuilla Mission Indians Ernest H. Siva 
Karen Kupcha Morongo Band of Mission Indians Tribal Elder 
P.O. Box 846 Cahuilla 9570 Mias Canyon Road Serrano 
Coachella ,CA 92236 Banning ,CA 92220 Cahuilla 
(760) 398-6180 siva@dlshmail.com 
916-369-7161 - FAX (951) 849-4676 

Quenchan Indian Nation 
THPO 
P.O. Box 1899 Quechan 
Yuma , AZ 85366 
b.nash@quechantrlbe.com 
(928) 920-6068 - CELL 
(760) 572-2423 

Ah-Mut-Pipa Foundation 
Preston J. Arrow-weed 
P.O. Box 160 Quechan 
Bard , CA 92222 Kumeyaay 
ahmut@earthlink.net 
(928) 388-9456 

Cahuilla Band of Indians 
Luther Salgado, Sr., , Chairperson 
PO Box 391760 Cahuilla 
Anza , CA 92539 
tribalcouncil@cahuilla.net 
915-763-5549 

This list is current only as of the date of this document 

Distribution of this list does not relieve any person of the statutory responsibility as defined in Section 7050.5 of the Health and Safety Code, 
Sect/on 5097.94 of the Public Resources Code and Section 5097.98 of the Public Resources Code. 

This list is applicable for contacting local Native Americans with regard to cultural resources for the proposed 
SCH#2011094004; NEPA Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare a draft Envirormentallmpact Statement (DEIS) for the Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project; 
located about 6 miles north of the Community of Desert Center in the Chckwalla Mountains of eastern Riverside County, California on federal Bureau 
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S TAT E OF CAL I FOR N I A 

Governor's Office of Planning and Research 

State Clearinghouse and Planning Unit 
Edmund G. Brown Jr. 

Governor 

l'I~PA Notice of Intent 

Review and Comment by State Agencies 


September 29,2011 

To: 	 Reviewing Agencies 

Re: 	 Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project 

SCH# 2011094004 


Attached for your review and comment is the Notice ofIntent (NOl) for the Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). 

State Responsible agencies must transmit their comments on the scope and content of the EIS, focusing on specific 
information related to their own statutory responsibility, within 30 days of receipt of the NOl from the Lead Aeency. 
This is a courtesy notice provided by the State Clearinghouse with a reminder for you to comment in a timely 
manner. We encourage other agencies to also respond to this notice and express their concerns early in the 
environmental review process. 

Please direct your comments to: 

Lynnette Elser 

Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Department ofInterior 

22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos 

Moreno Valley, CA 92553 


Please provide a copy to the State Clearinghouse in the Office of Planning and Research. Please refer to the SCH 
number noted above (2011094004) in all correspondence concerning this project. 

If you have any questions about the environmental document review process, please call the State Clearinghouse at 
(916) 445-0613 . 

Sincenily, 

,ortMO':~ 
Director, State Clearinghouse 

Attachments 
cc: Lead Agency 
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Document Details Report 
State Clearinghouse Data Base 

SCH# 2011094004 
Project Title Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project 

Lead Agency Bureau of Land Management 

Type NOI Notice of Intent 

Description The proposed project would be located on BLM-administered lands in Riverside County about 6 miles 

north of the rural community of Desert Center, California. The overall site layout and generalized land 

uses would include a substation, an administration building, operations and maintenance facilities, a 
transmission line, and temporary construction lay down areas, with a total proposed project footprint of 

-1,280 acres. The project's 230-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection transmission line would either 

be via the First Solar Desert Sunlight 230 kV gen-tie (as a shared facility), or would be located on 
private and BLM-administered lands and would utilize a planned 230-to 500 kV substation (referred to 

as the Red Bluff Substation). The Red Bluff Substation would connect the project to the Southern 

California Edison regional transmission grid. 

Lead Agency Contact 
Name Lynnette Elser 

Agency U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management 
Phone 951 697-5233 Fax 
email 

Address 22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos 
City Moreno Valley State CA Zip 92553 

Project Location 

County Riverside 


City 

Region 


Cross Streets 6 mi. north of Desert Center 
Latl Long 330 47' 49" N / 1150 22' 36" W 
Parcel No. 
Township 4S Range 15E Section 25-27 Base 

Proximity to: 
Highways Hwy 177 

Airports 
Railways 

Waterways 
Schools 

Land Use BLM - administered land, COCA Multiple Use Class M (Moderate) 

Project Issues 	 AestheticNisual; Agricultural Land; Air Quality; Archaeologic-Historic; Biological Resources; 
Geologic/Seismic; Minerals; Noise; Population/Housing Balance; Public Services; Recreation/Parks; 

Soil Erosion/Compaction/Grading; Solid Waste; Toxic/Hazardous; Traffic/Circulation; Vegetation; 
Water Quality; Water Supply; Wetland/Riparian; Growth Inducing; Landuse; Cumulative Effects; Other 

Issues 

Reviewing Department of Conservation; California Energy Commission; Department of Parks and Recreation; 
Agencies Resources, Recycling and Recovery; Department of Water Resources; Department of Fish and Game, 

Region 6; Native American Heritage Commission; Public Utilities Commission; State Lands 

Commission; California Highway Patrol; Caltrans, District 8; Department of Toxic Substances Control; 
Regional Water Quality Control Board, Region 7; Resources Agency 

Date Received 09/29/2011 Start of Review 09/29/2011 End of Review 10/28/2011 
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Notice of Completion &Environmental Document Transmittal 
Mail 10: State Clearinghouse, P.O. Box 3044, Sacramento, CA 958 J2-3044 (916) 445-0613 o (For Hand Delive/},/Slreel Address: 1400 Tenth Street, Sacramento, CA 95814 

Project Title: Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project 

Lead Agency: Bureau of Land Management - Dept. of Interior Contact Person: Lynnette Elser 

Mailing Address: 22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos Phone: (951) 697-5233 

City: Moreno Valley Zip: 92553 County: Riverside 

Project Location: County:Riverside CitylNearest Community: Lake Tamarisk and Desert Center 

Cross Streets: 6 miles north of Desert Center Zip Code: _92_2_3_9___ 

Longitude/Latitude (degrees, minutes and seconds): ~o~,~.. N / ~o~,~.. W Total Acres: 1,280 
~-------

Assessor's Parcel No.: Section: 25 - 27 Twp.: 4S Range: 15E Base: --- Within 2 Miles: State Hwy #: 177 Waterways: ____________________ 

Airports: ___________ Railways: _________ Schools: _________ 

Document Type: 

NOP o NOI Other: 0 loint Document CEQA: 0 o Draft EIR f"' r: I\/~:o Early Cons o Suppleme tJS~~cwEIRI C LJ o EA o Final Document o Draft EIS o Other: ___= __o Neg Dec (Prior SCH Nol) ___---,,--.:--: 
o Mit Neg Dec Other: S~ p ? 8 20 H 

I 
Local Action Type: 

o General Plan Update ~~p~c:J&~A~E-C~E:R~; ~ -SE 

o General Plan Amendment o Master P an 0 
o General Plan Element o Planned Unit Development 0 o Community Plan o Site Plan 

Development Type: 
o Residential: Units ___ Acres ___ 
o Office: Sq.ft. Acres o Commercial:Sq.ft. Acres Employees___ o Industrial: Sq.ft. Acres Employees___ 0 Power: Type Solar Photovoltaic MW150 o Educational: 0 Waste Treatment:Type ______ MGD _____o Recreational: 0 Hazardous Waste:Type _____________ o Water Facilities:Type MGD 0 Other: ___________________ 

Project Issues Discussed in Document: 

o AestheticNisual 0 Fiscal 0 RecreationIParks o Vegetationo Agricultural Land 0 Flood PlainlFlooding 0 SchoolslUniversities o Water Quality 
o Air Quality 0 Forest LandlFire Hazard 0 Septic Systems o Water Supply/Groundwatcr o Archeological/Historical 0 Geologic/Seismic 0 Sewer Capacity o WetlandlRiparian 
o Biological Resources 0 Minerals 0 Soil Erosion/Compaction/Grading o Growth Inducement 
o Coastal Zone 0 Noise 0 Solid Waste o Land Use 
o Drainage/Absorption 0 Population/Housing Balance 0 ToxiclHazardous o Cumulative Effects 
o Economic/lobs 0 Public Services/Facilities 0 Traffic/Circulation o Other: Env. Justice 

Present Land Use/Zoning/General Plan Designation: 

BlM-administered land, CDCA Multiple Use Class M (Moderate) 


Project Description: (p/ease use a separate page if necessary) 

The proposed project would be located on BlM-administered lands in Riverside County about 6 miles north of the rural 

community of Desert Center, California. The overall site layout and generalized land uses would include a substation, an 

administration building, operations and maintenance facilities, a transmission line, and temporary construction lay down areas, 

with a total proposed project footprint of approximately 1,280 acres. The project's 230-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection 

transmission line would either be via the First Solar Desert Sunlight 230-kV gen-tie (as a shared facility), or would be located on 

private and BlM-administered lands and would utilize a planned 230- to SOO-kV substation (referred to as the Red Bluff Substa

tion). The Red Bluff Substation would connect the project to the Southern California Edison regional transmission grid. 


Note: TIll? State Clearinghouse will assigll idelllijicatiollllumbers for al/ lIell' projects. Ifa SCH lIumber already exists for a project (e.g. Notice ofPreparatioll or 
(J/'{?I'ious drllft document) please/ill ill. 

Revised 200S 

o FONSI 

Prezone 
Use Permit 

0 Land Division (Sub 

Employees___ 0 Transportation: T 
0 Mining: Mi 

Appendix C 
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X 

Reviewing Agencies Checklist 

Lead Agencies may recommend State Clearinghouse distribution by marking agencies below with and "X". 
If you have already sent your document to the agency please denote that with an "S". 

Air Resources Board 

__ Boating & WatelWays, Department of 

X California Highway Patrol 

X Caltrans District #8 

Caltrans Division of Aeronautics 

Caltrans Planning 

Central Valley Flood Protection Board 

Coachella Valley Mtns. Conservancy 

Coastal Commission 

Colorado River Board 
x Conservation, Department of 

Corrections, Department of 

Delta Protection Commission 

Education, Department of 
X Energy Commission 
X Fish & Game Region # 6 

Food & Agriculture, Department of 

Forestry and Fire Protection, Department of 

General Services, Department of 

Health Services, Department of 

Housing & Community Development 
X Integrated Waste Management Board 

X Native American Heritage Commission 

Local Public Review Period (to be filled in by lead agency) 

Starting Date September 15, 2011 

Lead Agency (Complete if applicable): 

Consulting Firnl: Aspen Environmental Group 
Address: 235 Montgomery St. Suite 935 

City/State/Zip: San Francisco, CA 94104 
Contact: Marisa Mitchell 
Phone: 415-955-4775 X 206 

_X__ Office of Emergency Services 


X Office of Historic Preservation 


Office of Public School Construction 


_X__ Parks & Recreation, Department of 


Pesticide Regulation, Department of 

-X-- Public Utilities Commission 

_X__ Regional WQCB # _7__ 

__ Resources Agency 

__ S.F. Bay Conservation & Development Comm. 

__ San Gabriel & Lower L.A. Rivers & Mtns. Conservancy 

__ San Joaquin River Conservancy 

__ Santa Monica Mtns. Conservancy 

State Lands Commission 

SWRCB: Clean Water Grants 


__ SWRCB: Water Quality 


__ SWRCB: Water Rights 


__ Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 


__ Toxic Substances Control, Department of 


__ Water Resources, Department of 


Other: _________________ 

Other: _________________ 

Ending Date October 17, 2011 

Applicant: =-e=-nx=-=co:--_~--=~:---_:_:_"""":'=_=_-----
Address: 4000 Executive Parkway Ste 100S 

City/State/Zip: San Ramon, CA 94583 
Phone: 925-365-3731 

Date: 

Authority cited: Section 21083, Public Resources Code. Reference: Section 21161, Public Resources Code. 

Revised 2008 
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2011U}J4UQ4
istribution List ~'J , County: 12-,J-evsl'lXf 	 SCH# 

o Fish & Game Region 1E .~ Public Utilities Commission iii Caltrans, District 8
ces Agency 	 Regional Water Quality Control Laurie Hamsberger Leo Wong 	 Dan Kopulsky 

Board (RWQCB) o Fish & Game Region 2 11 State Lands Commission o Caltrans, District 9 
ources Agency Jeff Drongesen Marina Brand 	 Gayle Rosander 
ell Gayou 	 o RWQCB1o Fish & Game Region 3 o Tahoe Regional Planning o Caltrans, District 10 	 Cathleen Hudson 
t. of Boating & WatelWays Charles Annor Agency (TRPA) Tom Dumas North Coast Region (1) 
! Sotelo Cherry Jacques o Fish & Game Region 4 o Caitrans, District 11 D RWQCB2 
fornla Coastal Julie Vance 	 Jacob Annstrong Environmental Document 
lmlsslon 	 Business, Trans & Housing Coordinator 
ibeth A. Fuchs D Fish & Game Region 5 D Caltrans, District 12 San Francisco Bay Region (2) o Caltrans - Division ofLeslie Newton-Reed Marton Regisford 
lrado River Board Habitat Conservation Program Aeronautics o RWQCB3 
ild R. Zlmmennan Philip Crimmins Central Coast Region (3) Cal EPA III Fish & Game Region 6 
t. of Conservation Gabrtna Gatchel o Caitrans - Planning o RWQCB4

Terrt Pencovic Air Resources Board ithan Martis Habitat Conservation Program Teresa Rodgers 
D Airport Projects Los Angeles Region (4) fornla Energy D Fish & Game Region 6 11M W California Highway Patrol 

Jim Lerner lmisslon Brad Henderson Bob Nannini 	 D RWQCB5S 
Knight 	 Office of Special Projects Inyo/Mono, Habitat Conservation o Transportation Projects Central Valley Region (5) 

Program Lucille Ommering Fire 	 o Housing & Community o RWQCB5F 
1 Robertson o Dept. of Fish & Game M Development 	 o Industrial Projects Central Valley Region (5) 

CEQA Coordinator George Isaac 	 Fresno Branch Office Mike Toilstrup tral Valley Flood 	 Housing Policy Division Marine Region 
.ection Board D RWQCB5R 
es Herota D State Water Resources Control Central Valley Region (5) 

Other Departments Redding Branch Office 
:e of Historic Dept. of Transportation 	 Board 

lervatlon o Food & Agriculture 	 Regional Programs Unit o RWQCB6
Division of Financial Assistance Parsons 	 Steve Shaffer Lahontan Region (6) 

Dept. of Food and Agriculture o Caltrans, District 1 
t of Parks & Recreation 	 Rex Jackman o RWQCB6V 
ronmental Stewardship D Depart. of General Services D State Water Resources Control 

Lahontan Region (6) D Caltrans, District 2 Board.ion 	 Public School Construction Victorville Branch Office Marcelino Gonzalez Student Intem, 401 Water Ouality 
rornia Department of D Dept. of General Services Certification Unit ~ RWQCB7 
ources, Recycling & Anna Garbeff D Caltrans, District 3 Division of Water Ouality Colorado River Basin Region (7) 

Bruce de Terra overy 	 Environmental Services Section 
O'Leary D State Water Resouces Control Board . D RWQCB8
D Dept. of Public Health D Caltrans, District 4 Phil Crader 
 Santa Ana Region (8) 

Lisa Camonl Bay Conservation & Bridgette Binning Division of Water Rights 

't. Comm. Dept. of Health/Drinking Water D RWQCB9
D Caltrans, District 5 (W Dept. of Toxic Substances Control e McAdam 	 San Diego Region (9) 

David Murray CEOA Tracking Center Independent
t. of Water Resources 

Commissions, Boards D Caltrans, District 6 D Department of Pesticide Regulation Jurces Agency Michael Navarro CEOA Coordinator ell Gayou o Delta Protection Commission D Caltrans, District 7 Linda Flack 
Elmer Alvarez 	 D Other o Cal EMA (Emergency 

:;ervancy Management Agency) 
Dennis Castriiio 

::lGame D Governor's Office of Planning 

art. of Fish & Game & Research Last Updated 08/23/2011 

t Flint State Clearinghouse 

ronmental Services Division 5'1 


Native American Heritage 

& Game Region 1 Comm. 


:1Ir1 k"nrh 	 n.o.hhio Tro~rhAl~\I 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION IX 

75 Hawthorne Street 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

Ocr t 'f 2011 

Lynnette Elser, Planning and Environmental Coordinator 
BLM California Desert District Office 

·22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos 
Moreno Valley, California 92553 

Subject: Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed enXco 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project, Riverside County, California and Possible Land Use Plan 
Amendment to the California Desert Conservation Area Plan . 

Dear Ms. Elser: 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the September 15, 2011 Notice of 
Intent to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed enXco Desert Harvest 
Solar Farm Project, Riverside County, California (~ACA 49491), which may include an 
amendment to the California Desert Conservation Area Plan. Our comments are provided 
pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act, Council on Environmental Quality 
regulations (40 CPR Parts 1500-1508) and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act. 

The EPA supports increasing the development of renewable energy resources, as recommended 
in the National Energy Policy Act of 2005. Using renewable energy resources such as solar 
power can help the nation meet its energy requirements without generating greenhouse gas 
emissions. EPA believes that early analyses of key resource areas and the identification of 
compensatory mitigation lands should be completed as early as possible to determine a project's 
viability and avoid potential project delays. In light of large influx of renewable energy projects 
in the Riverside East Solar Energy Zone (SEZ), we are particularly concerned about direct and 
cumulative impacts to vulnerable aquatic, cultural, and biological resources, including threatened 
and endangered species. 

Further, as the proposed project is located within the Desert Renewable Energy Conservation 
Plan study area as well as within the proposed Riverside East SEZ identified in the Solar 
Programmatic EIS, we believe it is imperative that the DEIS discuss how the proposed project 
will demonstrate consistency with these ongoing efforts. 
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We appreciate the opportunity to review this NOI and are available to discuss our comments. 
Please send two hard copies of the Draft EIS and one CD ROM copy to this office at the same 
time it is officially filed with our Washington D.C. Office. If you have any questions, please 
contact me at (415) 972-3238 or plenys.tom@epa.gov. 

Sincerely, 

~~{V 
TomPlenys 
Environmental Review Office 
Communities and Ecosystems Division 

Enclosure: EPA's Detailed Comments 
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US EPA DETAILED COMMENTS ON THE NOTICE OF INTENT TO PREPARE AN ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE PROPOSED ENEXCO DESERT HARVEST SOLAR FARM PROJECT AND 
POSSIBLE LAND USE PLAN AMENDMENT TO THE CALIFORNIA DESERT CONSERVATION AREA PLAN, 
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA OCTOBER 17,2011 

Project Description 

EnXco has requested a right of way authorization from the Bureau of Land Management to construct, 
operate, maintain, and decommission a 150-megawatt (MW) photovoltaic solar energy facility and 
ancillary facilities in. Riverside County, California (CACA 49491). The proposed 150 MW PV facility 
would include: PV arrays, access roads, an electrical substation, an administration building, operations 
and maintenance facilities, a transmission line and temporary construction lay down areas. In addition, 
the project's 230-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection transmission line would either be via the First 
Solar Desert Sunlight 230-kV gen-tie (as a shared facility), or would be located on private and BLM
administered lands and would utilize a planned 230- to 500-kV proposed Red Bluff Substation. The 
project would be constructed on approximately 1,280 acres of public lands. The project site is located 
approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center California and lies due south from the previously 
approved First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project. 

Statement of Purpose and Need 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement should clearly identify the underlying purpose and need to 
which the BLM is responding in proposing the alternatives (40 CFR 1502.13). The purpose of the 
proposed action is typically the specific objectives of the activity, while the need for the proposed action 
may be to eliminate a broader underlying problem or take advantage of an opportunity. 

Recommendation: 
The purpose and need should be a clear, objective statement of the rationale for the proposed 
project. The DEIS should discuss the proposed project in the context of the larger energy market 
that this project would serve and discuss how the project will assist the state in meeting its 
renewable energy portfolio standards and goals. 

Alternatives Analysis 

The National Environmental Policy Act requires evaluation of reasonable alternatives', including those 
that may not be within the jurisdiction of the lead agency (40 CFR Section 1502.14(c)). A robust range 
of alternatives will include options for avoiding significant environmental impacts. The DEIS should 
provide a clear discussion of the reasons for the elimination of alternatives which are not evaluated in 
detail. A range of reasonable alternatives should include alternative sites and technologies; alternatives 
with reduced acreage, reduced MWs, or modified footprints; as well as alternatives that identify and 
avoid environmentally sensitive areas or areas with potential use conflicts. The alternatives analysis 
should describe the approach used to identify environmentally sensitive areas and describe the process 
that was used to designate them in terms of sensitivity (low, medium; and high). 

The environmental impacts of the proposal and alternatives should be presented in comparative form, 
thus sharply defining the issues and providing a clear basis for choice among options by the decision 
maker and the public (40 CFR 1502.14). The potential environmental impacts of each alternative should 
be quantified to the greatest extent possible (e.g., acres of pristine desert impacted, tons per year of 
emissions produced). 
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Recommendations: 
The DE IS should describe how each alternative was developed, how it addresses each project 
objective, and how it will be implemented. The alternatives analysis should include a discussion 
of a reduced acreage, reduced MW and modi(ied footprint alternatives, as well as alternative 
sites and generating technologies, including different types of solar technologies, and describe 
the benefits associated with the proposed technology. 

The DEIS should clearly describe the rationale used to determine whether impacts of an 
alternative are significant or not. Thresholds of significance should be determined by considering 
the context and intensity of an action and its effects (40 CFR 1508.27). 

The EPA strongly encourages BLM and other interested parties to pursue the siting of renewable 
energy projects on disturbed, degraded, and co~taminated sites, including fallow or abandoned 
agricultural lands before considering large tracts of undisturbed public lands. 

The EPA recommends that the DEIS identify and analyze an environmentally preferred 
alternative. This alternative should consider options such as downsizing the proposed project 
within the project area and/or relocating sections/components of the project to other areas, 
including private land, to avoid or reduce environmental impacts. 

The EPA recommends consideration of a desert or ephemeral wash avoidance alternative for full 
evaluation in the DEIS. 

Water Resources 

Water Supply and Water Quality 
PV electrical generation facilities generally need much less water than solar thermal plants. The PElS 
should estimate the quantity of water the project will require and describe the source of this water and 
potential effects on other water users and natural resources in the project's area of influence. The DEIS 
should clearly depict reasonably foreseeable direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to this resource. If 
groundwater is to be used, the potentially-affected groundwater basin should be identified and any 
potential for subsidence and impacts to springs or other open water bodies and biologic resources should 
be analyzed. The DEIS should include: . 

• 	 A discussion of the amount of water needed for the proposed PV electrical generation facility 
and where this water will be obtained. 

• 	 A discussion of availability of groundwater within the basin and annual recharge rates. A 
description of the water right permitting process and the status of water rights within that basin, 
including an ,analysis of whether water rights have been over-allocated. 

• 	 A discussion of cumulative impacts to groundwater supply within the hydrographic basin, 
including impacts from other large-scale solar installations that have also been proposed. 

• 	 An analysis of different types of technology that can be used to minimize or recycle water. 
• 	 A discussion of whether it would be feasible to use other sources of water, including potable 

water, irrigation canal water, wastewater or deep-aquifer water. 
• 	 An analysis of the potential for alternatives to cause adverse aquatic impacts such as impacts to 

water quality and aquatic habitats. 
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Recommendations: 
The DEIS should address the potential effects of project discharges, if any, on surface water 
quality. Specific discharges should be identified and potential effects of discharges on designated 
beneficial uses of affected waters should be analyzed. If the facility is a zero discharge facility, 
the DEIS should disclose the amount of process water that would be disposed of onsite and 
explain methods of onsite containment. 

The EPA strongly encourages the BLM to include in the DEIS a description of all water 
conservation measures that will be implemented to reduce water demands. Project designs 
should maximize conservation measures such as appropriate use or recycled water for 
landscaping and industry, xeric landscaping and water conservation education. 

The DEIS should describe water reliability for the proposed project and clarify how existing 
and/or proposed sources may be affected by climate change. At a minimum, the EPA expects a 
qualitative discussion of impacts to water supply and the adaptability of the project to these 
changes. 

Clean Water Act Section 404 
The project applicant should coordinate with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to determine if the 
proposed project requires a Section 404 permit under the Clean Water Act. Section 404 regulates the . 
discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States (WOUS), including wetlands and 
other special aquatic sites. The DEIS should describe all WOUS that could be affected by the project 
alternatives, and include maps that clearly identify all waters within the project area. In addition, the 
EPA suggests that the BLM include a jurisdictional delineation for all WOUS, including ephemeral 
drainages, in accordance with the 1987 Corps ofEngineers Wetlands Delineation Manual and the 
December 2006 Arid West Region Interim Regional Supplement to thf! Corps ofEngineers Wetland 
Delineation Manual: Arid West Region. A jurisdictional delineation will confirm the presence or 
absence of WOUS in the project area and help determine impact avoidance or if state and federal 
permits would be required for activities that affect WOUS. 

If a Section 404 permit is required, the EPA will review the project for compliance with Section 
404(b)(l) Guidelines to ensure any permitted discharge into waus must be the least environmentally 
damaging practicable alternative available to achieve the project purpose. If needed, the DEIS should 
include an evaluation of the project alternatives within this context in order to demonstrate the project's 
compliance with the 404(b)(1) Guidelines. Aligning NEP A and CWA Section 404 requirements will 
streamline the permitting process if a permit is required. 

Recommendations: 
The DEIS should include a jurisdictional delineation for all waus, including ephemeral 
drainages, in accordance with the 1987 Corps ofEngineers Wetlands Delineation Manual and 
the December 2006 Arid West Region Interim Regional Supplement to the Corps ofEngineers 
Wetland Delineation Manual: Arid West Region. A jurisdictional delineation will confirm the 
presence of waus in the project area and help determine impact avoidance or if state and 
federal permits would be required for activities that affect waus. 

The DEIS should describe all WOUS that could be affected by the project alternatives, and 
include maps that clearly identify all waus within the project area. The discussion should 
include acreages and channel lengths, habitat types, values, and functions of these WQUS. 
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Drainages, Ephemeral Washes, and Floodplains 
The DEIS should describe the original (natural) drainage patterns in the project locale, as well as the 
drainage patterns of the area during project operations, and identify whether any components of the 
proposed project are within a 50 or lOa-year floodplain. The DEIS should consider the upstream and 
downstream reach of waters and their importance in this landscape. Natural washes perform a diversity 
of hydrologic, biochemical, and geochemical functions that directly affect the integrity-and functional 
condition of higher-order waters downstream. Healthy ephemeral waters with characteristic plant 
communities control rates of sediment deposition and dissipate the energy associated with flood flows. 
Ephemeral washes also provide habitat for breeding, shelter, foraging and movement of wildlife. Many 
plant populations are dependent on these aquatic ecosystems and adapted to their unique conditions. 

Resources in the desert are particularly vulnerable to utility-scale solar energy development. These 
resources are being cumulatively impacted by the numerous large-scale solar development projects 
being proposed in the desert. The potential damage that could result from disturbanc.e of such washes 
includes alterations to the hydrological functions that natural channels provide in arid ecosystems, 
including adequate capacity for flood control, energy dissipation and sediment movement, as well as 
impacts to valuable habitat for desert species. For these reasons, the EPA recommends that a desert or 
ephemeral wash avoidance alternative be created, which would be consistent with the goals and 
objectives of NEPA to promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment and 
biosphere (42 USC § 4321), and to attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without 
degradation (42 USC § 4331). 

Recommendations: 
The EPA recommends that the DEIS characterize the functions of any aquatic features that could 
be affected by the proposedproject, including those determined not to constitute waters of the 
U.S., and describe how the proponent will avoid, minimize and mitigate such impacts. 

The EPA recommends development of a desert or ephemeral wash avoidance alternative for full 
evaluation in the DEIS. . 

To avoid and minimize direct and indirect impacts to desert washes (such as erosion, migration 
of channels and local scour), the EPA recommends: 

• 	 Avoid placement of support structures in washes; 
• 	 Utilize existing natural drainage channels on site and more natural features, such as 

earthen berms or channels, rather than concrete-lined channels; 
• 	 Commit to the use of natural washes, in their present location and natural form and 

including adequate natural buffers, for flood control to the maximum extent practicable; 
• 	 Minimize the number of road crossings over washes and designing necessary crossings to 

provide adequate flow-through during storm events; and 
• 	 Avoid complete clearing and grading of the site by evaluating the mounting of PV panels 

at sufficient height above ground to maintain natural vegetation and reduce impacts to 
drainages. 

Discuss the availability of sufficient compensation lands within the project's watershed to 
replace desert wash functions lost on the project site .. 
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To avoid clearing and grading of the site, we recommend evaluating mounting PV panels at sufficient 
height above ground to maintain natural.vegetation and preserve the site's natural drainage. It is our 
understanding that other PV solar companies have proposed suph designs which can reduce the need for 
site clearing and grading. 

Recommendation: 
The DE IS should evaluate mounting PV panels at sufficient height above ground to maintain 
natural vegetation and minimize drainage disturbance. Quantify acreage that would not require 
clearing and grading as a result. Compare these results to other alternatives, and incorporate 
project design changes into site design and conditions of certification. 

Construction Stormwater Discharge Permit 
The California State Water Resources Control board requires owner/operators to obtain coverage under 
the General Permit for Discharges of Storm Water Associated with Construction Activity if the project 
will disturb more than one acre of soil. Given the disturbance area for this project, California State 
Water Resources Control Board General Permit associated with construction activity Construction 
General Permit Order 2009-0009-DWQ would likely be required. Additionally, a Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Plan, that includes erosion control measures, would need to be generated for the project and 
implemented on-site. 

The SWPPP would include the elements described in the Construction General Permit, including a site 
map(s) showing the construction site perimeter, existing and proposed buildings, lots, roadways, storm 
water collection and discharge points, general topography both before and after construction, and 
drainage patterns across the project. The SWPPP also would list Best Management Practices, including 
erosion control BMPs that would be used to protect stormwater runoff, and include a description of 
required monitoring programs. 

Additionally, the SWPPP must contain a visual monitoring program; a chemical monitor-ing program for 
"non-visible" pollutants to be implemented if there is a failure of BMPs; and a sediment monitoring plan 
ifthe site discharges directly to a water body listed on the 303( d) list for sediment. Section A of the 
Construction General Permit describes the elements that must be contained in a SWPPP. Guidance from 
other documents, such as the EPA document entitled "Developing Your Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Plan: A Guide for Construction Sites" also could be used in the development of the SWPPP. 

Recommendation: 
The EPA recommends that the applicant determine the need for a California State Water 
Resources Control Board General Permit associated with construction activity Construction 
General Permit Order 2009-0009-DWQ. If such a permit is required, include a description of the 
proposed stormwater pollution control and mitigation measure's in the DEIS. 

Biological Resources and Habitat 

The DEIS should identify all petitioned and listed threatened and endangered species and critical habitat 
that might occur within the project area. The document should identify and quantify which species or 
critical habitat might be directly, indirectly, or cumulatively affected by each alternative and mitigate 
impacts to these species. Emphasis should be placed on the protection and recovery of species due to 
their status or potential status under the Endangered Species Act. For this project, EPA is concerned 
regarding potential impacts to foraging and nesting habitat for a variety of species including, but not 
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limited to, desert tortoise, fringe toed lizards, burrowing owls, migratory birds and raptors. We 
recommend ensuring best practices are utilized to survey and adequately protect desert tortoises in light 
of the recent findings of significantly higher numbers of desert tortoises than initially surveyed at the 
Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System site. 

Recommendations 
The EPA recommends that the BLM consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and prepare 
a Biological Opinion under Section 7 of the ESA for all threatened or endangered species 
present. 

We also recommend that BLM coordinate across field offices and with USFWS and California 
Department of Fish and Game to ensure that current and consistent surveying, monitoring, and 
reporting protocols are applied in protection and mitigation efforts. 

The DEIS should provide a recent status update of this report if these actions have been or will 
be undertaken. Analysis of impacts and mitigation on covered species should include: 

• 	 Baseline conditions of habitats and populations of the covered species. 
• 	 A clear description of how avoidance, mitigation and conservation measures will protect 

and encourage the recovery of the covered species and their habitats in the project area. 
• 	 Monitoring, reporting and adaptive management efforts to ensure species and habitat 

conservation effectiveness. 

Discuss the need for monitoring, mitigation, and if applicable, translocation management plans 
for the sensitive biological resources, approved by the BLM and the biological resource 
management agencies. This would include, but not limited to, an Avian Protection Plan, a Raven 
Monitoring, Management, and Control Plan, Burrowing Owl Mitigation, Monitoring and 
Translocation Plan, Desert Tortoise Relocation/Translocation Plan, Desert Tortoise 
Compensatory Mitigation Plan, Special- Status Plant Impact Avoidance and Mitigation Plan, 
and Management Plan for Sand Dune/Fringed-Toed Lizard.· 

The DEIS should include assurances that the design of the transmission line would be in 
compliance with current standards and practices that reduce the potential for raptor fatalities and 
injuries. The commonly referenced source of such design practices is found within the Avian 
Power Line Interaction Committee documents: Suggested Practices for Avian Protection on 
Power Lines: State of the Art in 2006 manual and Mitigating Bird Collisions with Power Lines: 
The State of the Art in 1994. Also include a requirement for an Avian Protection Plan to be 
developed using the 2005 Avian Power Line Interaction Committee and U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service Avian Protection Plan Guidelines. 

The EPA is concerned about habitat fragmentation and obstmctions for wildlife movement resulting 

from the proposed Project since it lies between Joshua Tree National Monument, north of the project, 

and the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area, south of the project. 


Recommendation: 
The DEIS should describe the potential for habitat fragmentation and obstmctions for wildlife 
movement from the constmction of this project and other utility scale renewable energy projects 
in the eastern Riverside County area. 
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EPA is also concerned that, at this stage, it is not clear that sufficient compensatory lands are available 
for potential resource impacts. If the applicant is to acquire compensation lands, the location(s) and 
management plans for these lands should be discussed in the DEIS. In light of the renewable energy 
projects and potential development activities in the Chuckwalla Valley area, available land to adequately 
compensate for environmental impacts to resources such as state jurisdictional waters, desert dry wash 
woodlands, and desert tortoise, may serve as a limiting factor for development. 

Recommendations: 
Incorporate, into the DEIS, information on the compensatory mitigation proposals (including 
quantification of acreages, estimates of species protected, costs to acquire compensatory lands, 
etc.) for unavoidable impacts to waters of the State and biological resources such as desert 
tortoise. 

Identify compensatory mitigation lands or quantify, in the DEIS, available lands for 
compensatory habitat· mitigation for this project, as 'well as reasonably foreseeable projects in the 
greater Chuckwalla Valley watershed. Specify, in the DEIS, provisions that will ensure habitat 
selected for compensatory mitigation will be protected in perpetuity. 

Incorporate, into the DEIS, mitigation, monitoring, and reporting measures that result from 
consultation with the USFWS and California Department of Fish and Game, and that incorporate 
lessons learned from other solar projects and recently released guidances to avoid and minimize 
adverse effects to sensitive biological resources, including habitat for desert tortoise. 

Discuss mitigation ratios for tortoise habitat and how these relate to the mitigation ratios 
recommended by other agencies, as well as how they relate to mitigation ratios used for other 
renewable energy projects in California and Nevada. 

The EPA is also concerned about the potential impact of construction, installation, and maintenance 
activities (deep trenching, grading, filling, and fencing) on habitat. The DEIS should describe the extent 
of these activities and the associated impacts on habitat and threatened and endangered species. The 
EPA is also aware that shade from the PV panels could impact vegetation and/or species in the project 
area. We encourage habitat conservation alternatives that avoid and protect high value habitat and create 
or preserve linkages between habitat areas to better conserve the covered species. 

i 

Recommendations: 
The DEIS should indicate what measures will be taken to protect important wildlife habitat areas 
from potential adverse effects of proposed covered activities. 

The DEIS should discuss the impacts associated with an increase of shade in the desert 
environment on vegetation and/or species. 

The DEIS should discuss the impacts associated with constructing fences around the project 
site(s), and consider whether there are options that could facilitate better protection of covered 
species. 
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Invasive Species 

Executive Order 13112, Invasive Species (February 3, 1999), mandates that federal agencies take actions 
to prevent the introduction of invasive species, provide for their control, and minimize the economic, 
ecological, and human health impacts that invasive species cause. Executive Order 13112 also calls for 
the restoration of native plants and tree species. If the proposed project will entail new landscaping, the 
DEIS should describe how the project will meet the requirements of Executive Order 13112. 

Recommendation: 
The DEIS should include an invasive plant management plan to monitor and control noxious 
weeds. 

Cumulative and Indirect Impacts 

The cumulative impacts analysis should identify how resources, ecosystems, and communities in) the 
vicinity of the project have already been, or will be, affected by past, present, or future activities in the 
project area. These resources should be characterized in terms of their response to change and capacity 
to withstand stresses. Trends data should be used to establish a baseline for the affected resources, to 
evaluate the significance of historical degradation, and to predict the environmental effects of the project 
components. 

For the cumulative impacts assessment, we recommend focusing on resources of concern or resources 
that are "at risk" and/or are significantly impacted by the proposed project, before mitigation. For this 
project, the BLM should conduct a thorough assessment of the cumulative impacts to aquatic and 
biological resources, including impacts to desert tortoise, especially in the context of the renewable 
energy developments occurring and proposed in the eastern Riverside County area. As mentioned, 
cumulative impacts to desert washes and ecosystems are occurring and will continue to occur from 
multiple large solar installations in the desert, therefore cumulative impacts to this resource should be 
thoroughly discussed for this project as well. 

The EPA assisted in the preparation of a guidance document for assessing cumulative impacts in 
California that we find to be very useful. While this guidance was prepared for transportation projects in 
California, the principles and the 8-step process outlined therein can be applied to other types of projects 
and offers a systematic way to analyze cumulative impacts for a project. The guidance is available at: 
http://www.dot.ca.gov/ser/cumulative_guidance/purpose.htm. In accordance with this guidance, the 
EPA recommends that the DEIS identify which resources are analyzed, which ones are not, and why. 
For each resource analyzed, the DEIS should: 

) 

• 	 Identify the current condition of the resource as a measure of past impacts. For example, the 

percentage of species habitat lost to date. 


• 	 Identify the trend in the condition of the resource as a measure of present impacts. For example, 
the health of the resource is improving, declining, or in stasis. 

• 	 Identify all on-going, planned, and reasonably foreseeable projects in the study area that may 

contribute to cumulative impacts. 


• 	 Identify the future condition of the resource based on an analysis of impacts from reasonably 

foreseeable projects or actions added to existing conditions and current trends. 
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• 	 Assess the cumulative impacts contribution of the proposed alternatives to the long-term health 
of the resource, and provide a specific measure for the projected impact from the proposed 
alternatives. 

• 	 When cumulative impacts are identified for a resource, mitigation should be proposed. 
• 	 Disclose the parties that would be responsible for avoiding, minimizing, and mitigating those 

adverse. impacts. 
• 	 Identify opportunities to avoid and minimize impacts, including working with other entities. 

Recommendations: 
The DEIS should consider the cumulative impacts associated with multiple renewable energy 
and other development projects proposed in the eastern Riverside County area and the potential 
impacts on various resources including: water supply, endangered species, and habitat. 

The BLM and project proponents should conduct a regional assessment of resource impacts, 
given the number of projects under construction or planned for the region. 

As an indirect result of providing additional power, it can be anticipated that these projects will allow for 
development and population growth to occur in those areas that receive the generated electricity. 

Recommendation: 
The DEIS should describe the reasonably foreseeable future land use and associated impacts that 
will result from the additional power supply. The document should provide an estimate of the 
amount of growth, its likely location, and the biological and environmental resources at risk. 

Consistency of the Desert Harvest Project with the California Desert Renewable Energy Conservation 
Plan and the Solar PElS 

The California DRECP, scheduled for completion in December 2012, is intended to advance State and 
federal conservation goals in the desert regions while also facilitating the timely permitting of renewable 
energy projects in California. The DRECP will include a strategy that identifies and maps areas for 
renewable energy development and areas for long-term natural resource conservation. The Solar 
Programmatic EIS, scheduled for completion in Summer 2012, is being developed by the DOE and the 
BLM and is intended to apply to all pending and future solar energy development applications. The 
Desert Harvest project is located in the DRECP boundary area and in one of the Solar Energy Zones 
identified in the PElS, the Riverside East Solar Energy Zone. The EPA supports both the California 
DRECP and the Solar PElS. We are concerned, however, that there may be potential conflicts between 
these programmatic documents and the Desert Harvest Project, and that these conflicts may not be 
recognized until after all the documents have been published. 

Recommendation: 
We recommend that BLM elaborate on the DRECP and Solar PElS in the DEIS, and include up
to-date maps illustrating the current boundaries and conceptual alternatives. The DEIS should 
acknowledge that additional requirements and/or conditions may apply under the DRECP and 
the Solar PElS. 
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Climate Change 

Scientific evidence supports the concern that continued increases in greenhouse gas emissions resulting 
from human activities will contribute to climate change. Global warming is caused by emissions of 
carqon dioxide and other heat-trapping gases. On December 7,2009, the EPA determined that emissions 
of GHGs contribute to air pollution that "endangers public health and welfare" within the meaning of the 
Clean Air Act. One report indicates that observed changes in temperature, sea level, precipitation 
regime, fire frequency, and agricultural and ecological systems reveal that California is already 
experiencing the measurable effects of climate change l

. The report indicates that climate change could 
result in the following changes in California: poor air quality; more severe heat; increased wildfires; 
shifting vegetation; declining forest productivity; decreased spring snowpack; water shortages; a 
potential reduction in hydropower; a loss in winter recreation; agricultural damages from heat, pests, 
pathogens, and weeds; and rising sea levels resulting in shrinking beaches and increased coastal floods. 

Recommendations: 
The DEIS should consider how climate change could potentially influence the proposed project, 
specifically within sensitive areas, and assess how the projected impacts could be exacerbated by 
climate change. 

The DEIS should quantify and disclose the anticipated climate change benefits of solar energy. 
We suggest quantifying greenhouse gas emissions from different types of generating facilities 
including solar, geothermal, natural gas, coal-burning, and nuclear and compiling and comparing 
these values. 

Air Quality 

The DE IS should provide a detailed discussion of ambient air conditions (baseline or existing 
conditions), National Ambient Air Quality Standards, criteria pollutant nonattainment areas, and 
potential air quality impacts of the proposed prqjects (including cumulative and indirect impacts). Such 
an evaluation is necessary to assure compliance with State and Federal air quality regulations, and to 
disclose the potential impacts from temporary or cumulative degradation of air quality. 

The DEIS should describe and estimate air emissions from potential construction and maintenance 
activities, as well as proposed mitigation measures to minimize those emissions. EPA recommends an 
evaluation of the following measures to reduce emissions of criteria air pollutants and hazardous air 
pollutants (air toxics). 

Recommendations: 
• 	 Existing Conditions - The DE IS should provide a detailed discussion of ambient air 

conditions, National Ambient Air Quality Standards, and criteria pollutant nonattainment 
areas in all areas considered for solar development. 

• 	 Quantify Emissions - The DEIS should estimate emissions of criteria pollutants from the 
proposed projects and discuss the timeframe for release of these emissions over the lifespan 

I Moser, Susie, Guido Franco, Sarah Pittiglio, Wendy Chou, Dan Cayan. 2009. The Future Is Now:.An Update on Climate 

Change Science Impacts and Response Options for California. California Energy Commission, PIER Energy-Related 

Environmental Research Program. CEC-500-2008-071. 
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ofthe projects. The DEIS should describe and estimate emissions fr~m potential construction 
activities, as well as proposed mitigation measures to minimize these emissions. 

• 	 Specify Emission Sources - The DEIS should specify the emission sources by pollutant from 
mobile sources, stationary sources, and ground disturbance. This source specific information 
should be used to identify appropriate mitigation measures and areas in need of the greatest 
attention. 

• 	 Construction Emissions Mitigation Plan - The DEIS should include a draft Construction 
Emissions Mitigation Plan and ultimately adopt this plan in the Record of Decision. In 
addition to all applicable local, state, or federal requirements, we recommend the following 
control measures (Fugitive Dust, Mobile and Stationary Source and Administrative) be 
included in the Construction Emissions Mitigation Plan in order to reduce impacts associated 
with emissions of particulate matter and other toxics from construction-related activities: 

• 	 Fugitive Dust Source Controls: The DEIS should identify the need for a Fugitive Dust 
Control Plan to reduce Particulate Matter 10 and Fine Particulate Matter 2.5 emissions during 
construction and operations. We recommend that the plan include these general 
commitments: 

o 	 Stabilize heavily used unpaved construction roads with a non-toxic soil stabilizer or 
soil weighting agent that will not r~sult in loss of vegetation, or increase other 
environmental impacts. 

o 	 During"grading use water, as necessary, on disturbed areas in construction sites to 
control visible plumes. 

o 	 Vehicle Speed 
• 	 Limit speeds to 25 miles per hour on stabilized unpaved roads as long as such 

speeds do not create visible dust emissions. 
• 	 Limit speeds to 10 miles per hour or less on unpaved areas within construction 

sites on unstabilized (and unpaved) roads. 
• 	 Post visible speed limit signs at construction site entrances. 

o 	 Inspect and wash construction equipment vehicle tires, as necessary, so they are free 
of dirt before entering paved roadways, if applicable. 

o 	 Provide gravel ramps of at least 20 feet in length at tire washing/cleaning stations, 
and ensure construction vehicles exit construction sites through treated entrance 
roadways, unless an alternative route has been approved by appropriate lead agencies, 
if applicable. 

o 	 Use sandbags or equivalent effective measures to prevent run-off to roadways in 
construction areas adjacent to paved roadways. Ensure consistency with the project's 
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan, if such a plan is required for the project 

o 	 Sweep the first 500 feet of paved roads exiting construction sites, other unpaved roads 
en route from the construction site, or construction staging areas whenever dirt or 
runoff from construction activity is visible on paved roads, or at least twice daily (less 
during periods of precipitation). 

o 	 Stabilize disturbed soils (after active construction activities are completed) with a 
non-toxic soil stabilizer, soil weighting agent, or other approved soil stabilizing 
method. 

o 	 Cover or treat soil storage piles with appropriate dust suppressant compounds and 
disturbed areas that remain inactive for longer than 10 days. Provide vehicles (used to 
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transport solid bulk material on public roadways and that have potential to cause 
visible emissions) with covers. Alternatively, sufficiently wet and load materials onto 
the trucks in a manner to provide at least one foot of freeboard. 

o 	 Use wind erosion control techniques (such as windbreaks, water, chemical dust 
suppressants, and/or vegetation) where soils are disturbed in construction, access and 
maintenance routes, and materials stock pile areas. Keep related windbreaks in place 
until the soil is stabilized or permanently covered with vegetation. 

• 	 Mobile and Stationary Source Controls: 
o 	 If practicable, lease new, clean equipment meeting the most stringent of applicab.le 

Federat2 or State Standards3
. In general,commit to the best available emissions 

control technology. Tier 4 engines should be used for project construction equipment 
to the maximum extent feasible4

• 

o 	 Where Tier 4 engines are not available, use construction diesel engines with a rating 
of 50 hp or higher that meet, at a minimum, the Tier 3 California Emission Standards 
for Off-Road Compression-Ignition Engines5

, unless such engines are not available. 
o 	 Where Tier 3 engine is not available for off-road equipment larger than 100 hp, use a 

Tier 2 engine, or an engine equipped with retrofit controls to reduce exhaust 
emissions of nitrogen oxides and diesel particulate matter to no more than Tier 2 
levels. 

o 	 Consider using electric vehicles, natural gas, biodiesel, or other alternative fuels 
during construction and operation phases to reduce the project's criteria and 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

o 	 Plan construction scheduling to minimize vehicle trips. 
o 	 Limit idling of heavy equipment to less than 5 minutes and verify through 

unscheduled inspections. 
o 	 Maintain and tune engines per manufacturer's specifications to perform at CARB 

and/or EPA certification levels, prevent tampering, and conduct unscheduled 
inspections to ensure these measures are followed. 

• 	 Administrative controls: 
o 	 Develop a construction traffic and parking management plan that maintains traffic 

flow and plan construction to minimize vehicle trips. 
o 	 Identify any sensitive receptors in the project area, such as children, elderly, and 

infirmed, and specify the means by which you will minimize impacts to these 
populations (e.g. locate construction equipment and staging zones away from 
sensitive receptors and building air intakes). 

o 	 Include provisions for monitoring fugitive dust in the fugitive dust control plan and 
initiate increased mitigation measures to abate any visible dust plumes. 

2 EPA's website for nonroad mobile sources is http://www.epa.gov/nonroad/. 

3 For California, see ARB emissions standards, see: http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/offroad/offroad.htm. . 

4 Diesel engines < 25 hp rated power started phasing in Tier 4 Model Years in 2008. Larger Tier 4 diesel engines will be 

phased in depending on the rated power (e.g., 25 hp - <75 hp: 2013; 75 hp - < 175 hp: 2012-2013; 175 hp - < 750 hp: 2011 
2013; and...? 750 hp 2011- 2015). 

5 as specified in California Code of Regulations, Title 13, section 2423(b)( 1) 
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Hazardous Materials/Hazardous Waste/Solid Waste 

The DEIS should address potential direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of hazardous waste from 
construction and operation of the proposed facility. The document should identify projected hazardous 
waste types and volumes, and expected storage, disposal, and management plans. It should address the 
applicability of state and federal hazardous waste requirements. Appropriate mitigation should be 
evaluated, including measures to minimize the generation of hazardous waste (Le., hazardous waste 
minimization). Alternate industrial processes using less toxic materials should be evaluated as mitigation 
since such processes could reduce the volume or toxicity of hazardous materials requiring management 
and disposal as hazardous waste. 

PV Production/Recycling 
PV production can address the full product life cycle, from raw material sourcing through end of life 
collection and reuse or recycling. PV companies can minimize their environmental impacts during raw 
material extraction and minimize the amount of rare materials used in the product. PV manufacturing 
facilities exist that are zero waste and have no air or water emissions. PV companies can facilitate future 
material recovery for reuse or recycling. Several solar companies have developed approaches to 
recycling solar modules that enable treatment and processing of PV module components into new 
modules or other projects. Solar companies can facilitate collection and recycling through buy-back 
programs or collection and recycling guarantees. Several companies provide recycling programs that 
pay all packaging, transportation, and recycling costs. 

Recommendations: 
EPA recommends that the proponent strive to address the full product life cycle by sourcing PV 
corriponents from a company that: 1) minimizes environmental impacts during raw material 
extraction; 2) manufactures PV panels in a zero waste facility; 3) provides future PV disassembly 
for material recovery for reuse and recycling; and 4) minimizes the carbon footprint associated 
with the manufacture and transport of PV panels. 

Project Decommissioning, Site Restoration and Financial Assurance 
Desert ecosystems have evolved over millennia to withstand severe conditions. Decommissioning and 
site restoration in an arid environment may take much longer and require more extensive intervention 
than in a more temperate region. For the Mojave Desert, sufficient moisture for regeneration is usually 
only available a couple of months per year. Desert ecosystems may take many years to recover even 
with active intervention. Disturbances can further slow this process and restoration has been found to be 
problematic at other sites in arid ecosystems with large-scale disturbance, including open-pit mines. The 
EPA recommends that the site restoration planning take into account the uncertainty and harshness of 
the Mojave Desert climate and include monitoring of revegetation progress for at least ten years to 
ensure that the effort is successful. 

Recommendations: 
The EPA recommends that the DEIS include a requirement for a decommissioning and site 
restoration plan. The plan should include: 1) cost estimates - including a requirement for the 
project owner to secure a performance bond, surety bond, letter of credit, corporate guarantee, or 
other form of financial assurance adequate to cover the cost of decommissioning and effective 
restoration; 2) time allotted to complete the decommissioning/restoration; 3) description of the 
structures, facilities, foundations to be removed; and 4) description of restoration measures 
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including recontouring the surface and revegetation to a condition reasonably similar to the 
original condition. 

Coordination with Tribal Governments 

Executive Order 13175, Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments (November 6, 
2000), was issued in order to establish regular and meaningful consultation and collaboration with tribal 
officials in the development of federal policies that have tribal implications, and to strengthen the United 
States government-to-government relationships with Indian tribes. 

Recommendation: 
The DEIS should describe the process and outcome of government-to-government consultation 
between the BLM and each of the tribal governments within the project area, issues that were 
raised (if any), and how those issues were addressed in the selection of the proposed alternative. 

National Historic Preservation Act and Executive Order 13007 
Consultation for tribal cultural resources is required under Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act. Historic properties under the NHPA are properties that are included in the ~ational 
Register of Historic Places or that meet the criteria for the National Register. Section 106 of the NHP A 
requires a federal agency, upon determining that activities under its control could affect historic 
properties, consult with the appropriate State Historic Preservation Officer/Tribal Historic Preservation 
Officer. Under NEPA, any impacts to tribal, cultural, or other treaty resources must be discussed and 
mitigated. Section 106 of the NHP A requires that Federal agencies consider the effects of their actions 
on cultural resources, following regulation in 36 CFR 800. 

Executive Order 13007, Indian Sacred Sites (May 24, 1996), requires federal land managing agencies to 
accommodate access to, and ceremonial use of, Indian sacred sites by Indian Religious practitioners, and 
to avoid adversely affecting the physical integrity, accessibility, or use of sacred sites. It is important to 
note that a sacred site may not meet the National Register criteria for a historic property and that, 
conversely, a historic property may not meet the criteria for a sacred site. 

Recommendation: 
The DEIS should address the existence of Indian sacred sites in the project areas. It should 
address Executive Order 13007, distinguish it from Section 106 of the NHPA, and discuss how 
the BLM will avoid adversely affecting the physical integrity, accessibility, or us~ of sacred 
sites, if they exist. The DEIS should provide a summary of all coordination with Tribes and with 
the SHPO/THPO, including identification of NRHP eligible sites, and development of a Cultural 
Resource Management Plan. 

Environmental Justice and Impacted Communities 

Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and 
Low-Income Populations (February 11, 1994) and the more recent Interagency Memorandum' of 
Understanding on Environmental Justice and Executive Order 12898 (August 4,2011) direct federal 
agencies to identify and address disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental 
effects on minority and low-income populations, allowing those populations a meaningful opportunity to 
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participate in the decision-making process. Guidance6 by CEQ clarifies the terms low-income and 
minority population (which includes Native Americans) and describes the factors to consider when 
evaluating disproportionately high and adverse human health effects. 

Recommendations: 
The DEIS should include an evaluation of environmental justice populations within the 
geographic scope of the projects. If such populations exist, the DEIS should address the potential 
for disproportionate adverse impacts to minority and low-income populations, and the 
approaches used to foster public participation by these populations. Assessment of the projects 
impact on minority and low-income populations should reflect coordination with those affected 
populations. 

The DEIS should describe outreach conducted to all other communities that could be affected by 
the project, since rural communities may be among the most vulnerable to health risks associated 
with the project. 

Coordination with Land Use Planning Activities 

The DEIS should discuss how the proposed action would support or conflict with the objectives of 
federal, state, tribal or local land use plans, policies and controls in the project area~. The term "land use 
plans" includes all types of formally adopted documents for land use planning, conservation, zoning and 
related regulatory requirements. Proposed plans not yet developed should also be addressed it they have 
been formally proposed by the appropriate government body in a written form (CEQ's Forty Questions, 
#23b). 

6 Environmental Justice Guidance under the National Environmental Policy Act, Appendix A (Guidance for Federar 
Agencies on Key Terms in Executive Order 12898), CEQ, December 10, 1997. 
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Alfredo A. Figueroa Phone: (760) 922-6422 
424 N. Carlton Ave E-mail: lacunadeaztlan@aol.com 
Blythe, Ca 92225 

October 19, 2011 

Bureau of Land Management 

Public Scoping Meeting 

Desert Harvest Solar Project EIS 

October 3, 2011 

Comments 

Alfredo Acosta Figueroa 

La Cuna de Aztlan Sacred Sites Protection Circle, Elder/Historian & 

Chemehuevi Tribal Monitor 

424 North Carlton Ave. 

Blythe, Ca 92225 

Phone: (760) 922-6422 

Email: lacunadeaztlan@aol.com 

Dear Lynette Elser, 

This letter is in reference to the Public Scoping meeting that took place on October 3, 2011 in Desert 

Center, Ca . We want the public to know that we are 100% opposed to t he proposed Desert Harvest 

Solar Project. 

The Desert Harvest Solar Project is just an extension of the Desert Solar Farm Project and it is going to 

contribute to the destruction of one of the most sacred sites that is depicted in the Aztec Sun Stone 

Calendar. During the meeting I referred to these sacred sites and I hope that Rhonda Goodman, 

Deposition & Court Reporter WaS able to note all that I said and t hat t hese notes will be available to the 

general public. 

As you well know, Joshua Tree National Park is not only one of the most beautiful desert parks in the 

United States but it's also one of the 4 corners of the base of what is called "Nahui-Ollin" (Azteca 

Language) which is commonly known as the Swastika (Image) . In addition, the sunset on June 21 and the 
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petroglyphs in Eagle Mountain depict the summer solstice and in the Aztec/Mexica language this is the 

origin of Cuauhtemoc which means "Descending Sun." The 13-Acatl Monuments which are also located 

within the area form one of the 4-points (West Point) on the Aztec Sun Stone Calendar. Also, in this area 

is where 2 major trails that traverse from the Colorado River down to the Coachella Valley are located. 

Phil Smith, Chemehuevi Tribal Monitor stated during the meeting that Desert Center is very sacred to 

the Chemehuevi Tribe and this is where we used to get the stones for our rituals and metates (Stone 

Mortars). 

According to John Benoit, Riverside County Board of Supervisors, there are over 200,000 acres of 

available pristine desert public land in Eastern Riverside County for solar power development and 

apparently this is the same policy that the BlM is currently pursuing. This is totally absurd because the 

BlM should be there to protect these sacred sites and not allow anyone to destroy them. 

As we have seen the government fast-track stimulus money programs have been a complete failure. It is 

ridiculous to continue spending more government money to promote these projects. As we have found 

out, even the birds that fly over these solar panels die. In addition, we have other desert wildlife that 

will be greatly affected by these projects. In a recent article regarding the Jenko Solar Project in China, 

people are protesting against the solar panel projects in their country because they have not only 

contaminated water but also the atmosphere that has ruined their agriculture industry. Apparently not 

even China is benefiting from these thousands of solar panel projects. 

We are not totally opposed to solar panels, we feel that they should be placed in areas that have already 

been disturbed as well as placed on top of roof-tops and in urban areas where energy is mostly need 

(Warehouses, Supermarkets, apartment complexes etc.) This will totally exclude the need for 

transmission lines which has now presented major terrorist threats like the blackout that we had on 

September 8, 2011. 

Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to express our concerns and opposition. We are available to 

take you and tour you and your archaeologists around these sites. So please feel free to contact me. 

Sif)cerely, /7 .JJ. .'AIA~
I'J'/~ ~UV'-J./t'-T
AIfrlJ~ Acosta Figueroa 

'7  
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United States Department ofthe Interior 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
Ecological Services 

Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office 
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 20S 

Palm Springs, California 92262 
In Reply Refer To: 
FWS-WRIV-lOB0593-l2TAOOlS 

Memorandum: 

To: 	 District Manager, California Desert District, Bureau of Land Management 
Moreno Valley, California 
Attn: Lynnette Elser, Planning and Enviromnental Coordinator £A 

From: 	 Assistant Field Supervisor, Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office -
Carlsbad, California 

Subject: 	 Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed enXco 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project, Riverside County, California and Possible Land Use 
Plan Amendment 

We are writing this letter to provide formal comments for consideration during the development of 
the Enviromnental Impact Statement (EIS) for the proposed construction and operation of enXco's 
Desert Harvest Solar Project. The proposed project may impact the federally threatened Mojave 
desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) and several Federal trust resources including western burrowing 
owl (Athene cunicularia) and golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos). This letter summarizes our verbal 
comments provided during pre-application filing meetings and coordination conference calls (with 
the applicant, Bureau of Land Management (BLM), California Department ofFish and Game 
(CDFG), and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) held during the spring of2011. 

The proposed solar photovoltaic project is located approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center, 
California and 0.6 mile north ofInterstate lO (I-I0); the project footprint would be approximately 
1,280 acres. The proposed project site is located within the Mojave desert tortoise Colorado Desert 
Recovery Unit (Service 2011) and shares its southwestern border with the Chuckwalla designated 
critical habitat unit and Desert Wildlife Management Area. Part of the northern portion occurs 
within the Palen-Ford multi-species Wildlife Habitat Management Area designated in the Northern 
and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (BLM 2002). The proposed project site 
is also immediately adjacent to the southern boundary ofthe more than 4,000-acre Desert Sunlight 
Solar Farm project, which is currently under construction. 

There are numerous applications for utility-scale solar and wind energy projects on public and 
private land across the southwest to meet either State-mandated or national energy priorities. Given 
the extent of renewable energy projects in the vicinity, we recommend that BLM and State or local 
agencies conduct a thorough analysis identifying all cumulative, direct, and indirect effects that are 
expected from the proposed project and associated infrastructure. The Service is particularly 
concerned with impacts to Mojave desert tortoise habitat connectivity and the potential loss of gene 
flow within and among designated critical habitat units across the species' range (Service 2011). 
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Consequently, the draft EIS analysis should examine potential impacts to the population connectivity 
requirements of desert tortoise and other plant and wildlife species throughout the project area and 
alternative project sites to avoid any significant adverse effects. 

Migratory birds are federally protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) of 1918, as 
amended (16 U.S.C. 703 et seq.) and under Executive Order 13186 - Responsibility of Federal 
Agencies to Protect Migratory Birds. Based on the Service's management authority for migratory 
birds under the MBTA, we also recommend that the EIS include an evaluation ofpotential impacts to 
migratory and resident birds, particularly the western burrowing owl. Western burrowing owls have 
been documented in the project area and we recommend protocol surveys for the species be 
conducted in support of the EIS analysis. In addition to MBTA, eagles are protected under the Bald 
and Golden Eagle Protection Act. Active and inactive golden eagle nests were documented in 2010 
within close proximity to the proposed project. Since nesting patterns change annually, we 
recommend providing up-to-date biological information about golden eagles within a i 0 mile radius 
of the project area for the EIS analysis. Please refer to the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and 
Monitoring Protocols (Pagel et al. 2010) for appropriate survey methods. 

Finally, to minimize impacts from linear project features, we recommend co-locating these 
components to the extent practicable with First Solar's Desert Sunlight project. Co-location 
opportunities include utilizing a common generation tie line alignment, right-of-way, and access 
roads, and sharing the northernmost boundary security fencing. 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide formal comments on the project. We look forward to 
continuing to work closely with the BLM and the other permitting/approval agencies and other 
stakeholders involved in this process. If you have any questions regarding these comments, please 
contact Tera Baird of my staff at 760-322-2070, extension 217. 

cc: 

Kim Nicol, California Department ofFish and Game, Bermuda Dunes, California 


Literature Cited 

Bureau ofLand Management. 2002. Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert coordinated 
management plan, an amendment of the 1980 Bureau of Land Management California Desert 
Conservation Area Plan. Bureau of Land Management, California Desert District, Moreno 
Valley, California. 

Pagel, J.E. Pagel, J.E., D.M. Whittington, and G.T. Allen. 2010. Interim Golden Eagle technical 
guidance: inventory and monitoring protocols; and other recommendation. Division of Migratory 
Birds, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

[Service] U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 2011. Revised recovery plan for the Mojave population of 
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Region, Sacramento, California. 
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October 20. 2011 

Ms. Lynnette Elser 
U.S. Department of Interior 

Bureau of Land Management 

22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos 

Moreno Valley, California 92553 


NOTICE OF INTENT OF A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT FOR THE 
DESERT HARVEST SOLAR FARM PROJECT, (SCH#2011094004), RIVERSIDE 
COUNTY 

Dear Ms. Elser: 

The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) has received your submitted 
Notice of Intent (NOI) for a draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the 
above-mentioned project. The following project description is stated in your 
document: "The Desert harvest Solar Farm Project (desert Harvest Project) is a 150
megawatt (MW) photovoltaic (PV) solar electricity generation project. The proposed 
project would be located on Bureau of Land Management (BLM) - administered 
lands in Riverside County about 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert 
Center, California. The project's 230-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection 
transmission line would either be via the First Solar Desert Sunlight 230-kV gen-tie 
(as a shared facility), or would be located on private and BLM-administered lands 
and would utilize a planned 230-to-500 kV substation (referred to as the Red Bluff 
Substation). The Red Bluff Substation would connect the project to the Southern 
California Edison regional transmission grid. The overall site layout and generalized 
land uses would include a substation, an administrative building, operations and 
maintenance facilities, a transmission line, and temporary construction lay down 
areas, with a total proposed project footprint of approximately 1,280 acres." 

Based on the review of the submitted document DTSC has the following comments: 

1) 	 The EIS should evaluate whether conditions within the Project area may pose 
a threat -to human health or the environment. Following are the databases of 
some of the regulatory agencies: 
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• 	 National Priorities List (NPL): A list maintained by the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (U.S.EPA). 

• 	 Envirostor (formerly CaISites): A Database primarily used by the 
California Department of Toxic Substances Control, accessible through 
DTSC's website (see below). 

• 	 Resource Conservation and Recovery Information System (RCRIS): A 
database of RCRA facilities that is maintained by U.S. EPA. 

• 	 Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability 
Information System (CERCLlS): A database of CERCLA sites that is 
maintained by U.S.EPA. 

• 	 Solid Waste Information System (SWIS): A database provided by the 
California Integrated Waste Management Board which consists of both 
open as well as closed and inactive solid waste disposal facilities and 
transfer stations. 

• 	 GeoTracker: A List that is maintained by Reg:onal Water Quality 
Control Boards. 

• 	 Local Counties and Cities maintain lists for hazardous substances 
cleanup sites and leaking underground storage tanks. 

• 	 The United States Army Corps of Engineers, 911 Wilshire Boulevard, 
Los Angeles, California, 90017, (213) 452-3908, maintains a list of 
Formerly Used Defense Sites (FUDS). 

2) 	 The EIS should identify the mechanism to initiate any required investigation 
and/or remediation 'for any site within the proposed Project area that may be 
contaminated, and the government agency to provide appropriate regulatory 
oversight. If necessary, DTSC would require an oversight agreement in order 
to review such documents. 

3) 	 Any environmental investigations, sampling and/or remediation for a site 
should be conducted under a Workplan approved and overseen by a 
regulatory agency that has jurisdiction to oversee hazardous substance 
cleanup. The findings of any investigations, including any Phase I or II 
Environmental Site Assessment Investigations should be summarized in the 
document. All sampling results in which hazardous substances were found 
above regulatory standards should be clearly summarized in a table. All 
closure, certification or remediation approval reports by regulatory agencies 
should be included in the EIS. 
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4) If buildings, other structures, asphalt or concrete-paved surface areas are 
being planned to be demolished, an investigation should also be conducted 
for the presence of other hazardous chemicals, mercury, and asbestos 
containing materials (ACMs). If other hazardous chemicals, lead-based 
paints (LPB) or products, mercury or ACMs are identified, proper precautions 
should be taken during demolition activities. Additionally, the contaminants 
should be remediated in compliance with California environmental regulations 
and policies. 

5) Future project construction may require soil excavation or filling in certain 
areas. Sampling may be required. If soil is contaminated, it must be properly 
disposed and not simply placed in another location onsite. Land Disposal 
Restrictions (LDRs) may be applicable to such soils. Also, if the project 
proposes to import soil to backfill the areas excavated, sampling should be 
conducted to ensure that the imported soil is free of contamination. 

6) Human health and the environment of sensitive receptors should be protected 
during any construction or demolition activities. If necessary, a health risk 
assessment overseen and approved by the appropriate government agency 
should be conducted by a qualified health risk assessor to determine if there 
are, have been, or will be, any releases of hazardous materials that may pose 
a risk to human health or the environment. 

7) 	 If the site was used for agricultural, livestock or related activities, onsite soils 
and groundwater might contain pesticides, agricultural chemical, organic 
waste or other related residue. Proper investigation, and remedial actions, if 
necessary, should be conducted under the oversight of and approved by a 
government agency at the site prior to construction of the project. 

8) 	 If it is determined that hazardous wastes are, or will be, generated by the 
proposed operations, the wastes must be managed in accordance with the 
California Hazardous Waste Control Law (California Health and Safety Code, 
Division 20, Chapter 6.5) and the Hazardous Waste Control Regulations 
(California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Division 4.5). If it is determined that 
hazardous wastes will be generated, the facility should also obtain a United 
States Environmental Protection Agency Identification Number by contacting 
(800) 618-6942. Certain hazardous waste treatment processes or hazardous 
materials, handling, storage or uses may require authorization from the local 
Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA). Information about the requirement 
for authorization can be obtained by contacting your local CUPA. 
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9) 	 DTSC can provide cleanup oversight through an Environmental Oversight 
Agreement (EOA) for government agencies that are not responsible parties, 
or a Voluntary Cleanup Agreement (VCA) for private parties. For additional 
information on the EOA or VCA, please see 
www.dtsc.ca.gov/SiteCleanup/Brownfields. or contact Ms. Maryam Tasnif
Abbasi, DTSC's Voluntary Cleanup Coordinator, at (714) 484-5489. 

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Rafiq Ahmed, Project 
Manager, at rahmed@dtsc.ca.gov, or by phone at (714) 484-5491. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Greg Holmes 
Unit Chief 
Brownfields and Environmental Restoration Program 

cc: 	 Governor's Office of Planning and Research 
State Clearinghouse 
P.O. Box 3044 

Sacramento, California 95812-3044 

state .clearinghouse@opr.ca.gov. 


CEQA Tracking Center 

Department of Toxic Substances Control 

Office of Environmental Planning and Analysis 

P.O. Box 806 

Sacramento, California 95812 

Attn: Nancy Ritter 

nritter@dtsc.ca.gov 


CEQA#3369 
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Michael J. Connor, Ph.D.
 
California Director
 
P.O. Box 2364, Reseda, CA 91337-2364 
Tel: (818) 345-0425 
Email: mjconnor@westernwatersheds.org 
Web site: www.westernwatersheds.org Working to protect and restore Western Watersheds 

October 13, 2011 

By Email 

Lynnette Elser, Planning and Environmental Coordinator 
BLM California Desert District Office 
22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos 
Moreno Valley, California 92553 

< CAdesertharvest@blm.gov > 
< lelser@blm.gov > 

Re:	 Notice of Intent To Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed 
enXco Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project, Riverside County, CA and Possible 
Land Use Plan Amendment. Federal Register, September 15, 2011. 

Dear Ms. Elser: 

On behalf of Western Watersheds Project and myself, please accept the following 
scoping comments as you embark on the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement for 
the Proposed enXco Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project, Riverside County, CA and Possible 
Land Use Plan Amendment. 

Western Watersheds Project works to protect and conserve the public lands, wildlife and 
natural resources of the American West through education, scientific study, public policy 
initiatives, and litigation.  Western Watersheds Project and its staff and members use and enjoy 
the public lands, including the lands at issue here, and its wildlife, cultural and natural resources 
for health, recreational, scientific, spiritual, educational, aesthetic, and other purposes. 

Western Watersheds Project recognizes that global climate change poses significant new 
challenges to our already stressed public lands. However, while climate change threatens 
biodiversity and entire fragile ecosystems, our response to climate change also threatens our 
public lands and their wildlife.  Accordingly, WWP supports responsible development of power 
plant projects.  Responsible development requires the use of comprehensive, ecologically sound, 
science-based analysis in determining power plant locations.  This is best achieved by focusing 
energy developments on private or severely altered lands that are located close to points of use to 
minimize new disturbance or further fragmentation of fragile, native ecosystems.  The ecological 
impacts from renewable energy project development should be fully mitigated with significant 
and lasting actions.   
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According to the notice of intent, the applicant, enXco, has requested a right-of-way 
(ROW) authorization to construct, operate, maintain, and decommission the Desert Harvest 
Project.  The proposed project would be located on BLM-administered lands in Riverside County 
about 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center, California.  This location is 
immediately south of the recent approved Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Solar. The overall site 
layout and generalized land uses would include a substation, an administration building, 
operations and maintenance facilities, transmission line, and temporary construction lay down 
areas, with a total proposed project footprint of approximately 1,280 acres. The project’s 230
kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection transmission line would either be via the First Solar 
Desert Sunlight 230-kV gen-tie (as a shared facility), or would be located on private and BLM-
administered lands and would utilize a planned 230- to 500-kV substation (referred to as the Red 
Bluff Substation).  The Red Bluff Substation would connect the project to the Southern 
California Edison regional transmission grid.  If approved, project construction would begin in 
late 2013 and would take 9–12 months to complete.  Since the proposed Desert Harvest Project 
site was not previously identified as suitable, authorization of the Desert Harvest Project will 
require an amendment of the CDCA Plan. 

This project will have direct, indirect and cumulative impacts on some of the desert’s 
most sensitive resources including species listed under the Endangered Species Act such as 
desert tortoise and on important cultural resources.  The BLM has identified the following 
preliminary issues: air quality, biological resources, recreation, cultural resources, water 
resources, geological resources, special management areas, land use, noise, paleontological 
resources, public health, socioeconomic, soils, traffic and transportation, and visual resources. 

Specific issues of concern that should be addressed in the NEPA documents to ensure 
compliance with NEPA and to ensure that NEPA’s requisite “hard look” at the environmental 
impacts include: 

(1) Range of Alternatives. 

The NEPA implementing regulations specify that NEPA documents must analyze a full 
range of alternatives including “reasonable alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the lead 
agency” (40 C.F.R. § 1502.14).  Based on the information and analysis presented in the sections 
on the Affected Environment (40 C.F.R. § 1502.15) and the Environmental Consequences (40 
C.F.R. § 1502.16), the NEPA document should present the environmental impacts of the 
proposed action and the alternatives in comparative form, thus sharply defining the issues and 
providing a clear basis for choice among options by the decisionmaker and the public 

In order to comply with the spirit and letter of NEPA, the EIS must consider alternatives 
that meet the project goals and not simply propose “straw man” alternatives that can then be 
dismissed from further consideration.  We suggest that the agencies consider the following 
reasonable alternatives in addition to any proposed action: 

(a) No Action Alternative as is required by NEPA. 
(b) Public lands that are not desert tortoise habitat. 

WWP Scoping Comments Desert Harvest Solar Power Plant 2 
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(c) A private lands alternative under which the project is built on private lands only. 
(d) A distributed energy alternative using “roof top” solar to avoid the need for 
construction of a power plant. 
(e) An alternative that removes the southwestern separated piece of the project to avoid 
impacts to the significant population of Emory's crucifixion-thorn (Castela emoryi) that 
occurs there. 
(f) An alternative plan amendment that will protect sensitive resources by making the 
proposed project site unavailable for energy development.  

Full analysis of these alternatives will help clarify the need for the proposed project, 
provide a baseline for identifying and fully minimizing resource conflicts, facilitate compliance 
with the BLM’s FLPMA requirement to prevent the unnecessary and undue degradation of 
public lands and its resources, and will help provide a clear basis for making an informed 
decision. 

(2) Biological Resources.  

The BLM has a statutory obligation to protect sensitive and special status species. 
Irrespective of whether or not a species has special status, the NEPA requires the BLM take a 
“hard look” at the environmental impacts of its proposed actions on locally occurring species and 
their habitats to ensure that its actions do not result in significant environmental impacts. The 
NEPA documents must describe, clearly characterize and identify biological resources that will 
be impacted by each alternative.  The EIS should carefully consider and analyze potential 
impacts to all species that would be affected by the project.  It should provide detailed vegetation 
and wildlife maps to facilitate public input into the process. 

(A) Desert Tortoise. 

The NEPA/CEQA documents must describe, clearly characterize and identify the desert 
tortoise population that will be impacted by each alternative.  

The proposed project site is in California’s Colorado Desert within the Colorado Desert 
Tortoise Recovery Unit.  The project site is currently classed as BLM Category III desert tortoise 
habitat.  The management guidelines for Category III desert tortoise habitat are to “Limit tortoise 
habitat and population declines to the extent possible by mitigating impacts” (Spang et al. 1988).  

The proposed project site is occupied desert tortoise habitat.  Detailed surveys are 
required to determine the number of tortoises that would be impacted.  The EIS should also 
consider the status of the tortoises in the affected recovery unit.  The latest report from the Desert 
Tortoise Recovery Office cites a 37% in tortoise density in the Eastern Colorado Recovery Unit 
between 2005 and 2007.1 

1 USFWS. 2009. Range-wide Monitoring of the Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise: 2007 Annual Report. 
Report by the Desert Tortoise Recovery Office, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Reno, Nevada. 
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The project will directly, indirectly and cumulatively impact desert tortoises.  These 
impacts include habitat loss; habitat disturbance; fragmentation of habitat and decreased viability 
of fragmented populations; loss of connectivity; potential increases in predators such as ravens 
and coyotes;  introduction, establishment and spread of invasive plants and weeds; increased fire 
risk; increased human presence; and increased use of roads. 

The NEPA analysis must consider impacts from the proposed project on connectivity 
between desert tortoise populations.  Disruption of connectivity could reduce gene flow and 
impair desert tortoise recovery and must be addressed in the EIS. 

Maintaining connectivity is important especially given the threats posed by global 
climate change. As the USFWS 2008 Draft Revised Recovery Plan notes, 

“Climatic regimes are believed to influence the distribution of plants and animals 
through species-specific physiological thresholds of temperature and precipitation 
tolerance. Warming temperatures and altered precipitation patterns may result in 
distributions shifting northward and/or to higher elevations, depending on 
resource availability (Walther et al. 2002).  We may expect this response in the 
desert tortoise to reduce the viability of lands currently identified as “refuges” or 
critical habitat for the species.” (USFWS 2008 at 133) 

The proposed project may result in the need for translocation of desert tortoises.  BLM 
Handbook 1745 - Introduction, Transplant, Augmentation, and Reestablishment of Fish, 
Wildlife, and Plants - requires that “Decisions for making introductions, transplants, or 
reestablishments should be made as part of the land use planning process (see BLM Manual 
Section 1622).  Releases must be in conformance with approved RMPs.  A Land Use Plan 
Amendment must be prepared for proposed releases if management direction is not provided in 
the existing Land Use Plan (see BLM Manual Section 1617, emphasis added).”   There is no 
consideration in the current CDCA Plan for large-scale desert tortoise translocations.  Therefore, 
the BLM will need to amend the CDCA Plan or develop a desert tortoise translocation plan if 
this project moves forward.  BLM Handbook 1745 requires that activity plans for translocations 
must be site-specific and include “Site-specific and measurable vegetation/habitat population 
objectives which are based on existing ecological site potential/condition, habitat capability, and 
other important factors.”   The BLM must include a detailed translocation plan for the project in 
its NEPA documentation.   

The NEPA documents should provide a detailed review and analysis of the direct, 
indirect and cumulative impacts of the proposed project and all associated infrastructure 
including roads and transmission lines on the Colorado desert tortoise recovery unit. 

(B) Desert Bighorn Sheep. 

The proposed project site is located between the Eagle Mountains and Coxcomb 
Mountains bighorn sheep demes and may provide connectivity for bighorn sheep moving 
between them.  The NECO Plan has a biological goal of maintain habitat connectivity within and 
between bighorn sheep demes and requires “Installation of new roads, fences and other linear 
projects will be mitigated to consider passage of bighorn sheep” [NECO Plan at 2-44].  The 
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NEPA documents should review all direct, indirect and cumulative impacts to this species 
including impacts to linkage habitat and connectivity. 

(C) Birds. 

The BLM has a statutory obligation to protect sensitive and special status species. 
Irrespective of whether or not a species has special status, the NEPA requires the BLM take a 
hard look at the environmental impact of its proposed actions on locally common species to 
ensure that its action does not result in significant environmental impacts. The NECO Plan has 
specific language that the BLM must follow including requiring that “The fragmenting affects of 
projects should be considered in the placement, design, and permitting of new projects.” [NECO 
Plan at 2-43].  For projects in habitat for burrowing owl, Athene cunicularia, the NECO Plan 
requires the BLM to “Limit construction activity period to September 1 – February 1 if 
burrowing owls are present in a project area.” [NECO Plan at 2-56] 

There are a number of bird species that occur on the proposed project site or in the 
vicinity that are state protected, NECO special status species, and/or BLM sensitive species. 
These include Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), Loggerhead Shrike (Lanius ludovicianus), 
Western Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia hypugaea), Le Conte’s Thrasher (Toxostoma 
lecontei), Crissal Thrasher (Toxostoma crissale), Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii), Vaux’s 
Swift (Chaetura vauxi), and Brewer’s Sparrow (Spizella breweri), prairie falcon (Falco 
mexicanus), and mountain plover (Charadrius montanus). 

In their study of the Solar One project, McCrary et al., found that the most frequent form 
of avian mortality was collision with structures (McCrary et al., 19862).  The proposed Stateline 
Solar project site is located close to Primm golf course which has a number of water features 
including a lake.  These water features draw birds into the immediate vicinity of the Project.  
McCrary et al., 1986 specifically recommend avoiding siting power projects in close proximity 
to open water to reduce the impact to birds.  As McCrary et al point out, reflective surfaces are 
especially prone to collisions.  Collisions accounted for 75% of the bird deaths.  McCray et al 
found that at least 22 different bird species suffered collision fatalities.  The proposed project 
will establish a field of thousands of PV panels with highly reflective surfaces in the PV array.  
While many of the birds that use the project site are active during the day, some forage at night.  
However, even strictly diurnal species will take to flight at night if they disturbed.  Thus the risk 
of risk of bird collision with the PV panels is round-the-clock. 

The NEPA analysis should include a full and frank analysis of risks to resident and 
migratory birds including to golden eagles and determine the collision risks.  It should 
characterize bird flight patterns, and should quantify anticipated avian deaths.  

(D) Other Sensitive Wildlife Species. 

A number of other state protected species, NECO special status species and BLM 
sensitive species of wildlife occur on the project or in the vicinity including the Palm Springs 

2 McCrary, M. D., McKernan, R. L., Schreiber, R. W., Wagner ,W. D. and Sciarrotta, T. C. 1986. Avian Mortality at 
a Solar Energy Power Plant. Journal of Field Ornithology, 57(2): 135- 141. 
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round-tailed ground squirrel (Spermophilus tereticaudus chlorus), Mojave fringe-toed lizard 
(Uma scoparia), chuckwalla (Sauromalus ater), California leaf-nosed bat (Macrotus 
californicus), Pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus), other rat bat species, American badger (Taxidea 
taxus), mountain lion (Puma concolor), and burro deer (Odocoileus hemionus eremicus). 

(E) Rare and Sensitive Plant Species. 

The southwestern piece of the project overlies a significant population of Emory's 
crucifixion-thorn, Castela emoryi. According to the NECO Plan, Emory's crucifixion-thorn  
found in locally restricted sites in the southern Mojave and Sonoran deserts with only 13 records 
from the NECO Plan area. NECO Plan at 3-24. 

A number of other rare plants occur on the project or in the vicinity including the 
Coachella Valley Milkvetch (Astragalus lentiginosus var. coachellae), California ditaxis (Ditaxis 
serrata var. californica), foxtail cactus (Coryphantha alversonii), slender-spined all-thorn 
(Koeberlinia spinosa ssp. tenuispina), and desert devil's claw (Proboscidea althaeifolia). 

(F) Rare Habitats and Vegetation Communities. 

There are rare desert woodland communities present along washes in the project area and 
stands of ironwood.  These are important habitats in their own right but also because they 
provide very important habitats for wildlife and other plants.  The NEPA documents should 
inventory the vegetation communities present on the site and explain for each alternative 
considered what avoidance measures will be adopted to minimize impacts to any rare desert 
communities. 

(3) Invasive Species. 

Invasive weeds grow easily wherever the natural vegetation and biological soil crusts are 
disturbed.  The disturbance to the soil and natural vegetation that will occur as a result of the 
construction and maintenance of the proposed transmission line must not be allowed to establish 
a “weed corridor” across the landscape. Once established, weeds are almost impossible to 
remove permanently. 

Invasive plants and weeds are threats to native habitat, rare plants, and sensitive species. 
They pose an immense fire hazard.  Using chemicals to kill weeds requires exposing the 
environment, species, and watershed area to a toxic substance which can be the source of further 
damage to environmental and human health.  Manual weed control requires much human effort, 
machinery, and can cause even more disturbance, leading to erosion, disturbance, and, in some 
cases, more weeds.  The NEPA analysis must take a hard look at the impacts of the project on 
invasive weeds and should carefully consider how invasive plants and weeds will be managed 
and controlled.  

(4) Hazards and Hazardous Materials. 
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The NEPA analysis should disclose any potentially toxic or hazardous wastes that may be 
associated with these projects during project construction, operation, and maintenance including 
pesticides and herbicides. 

(5) Fire Prevention and Suppression. 

The NEPA analysis should address the effects that each alternative for each project may 
have on wildfire risks.  Wildfires are becoming increasingly common in the Mojave Desert 
facilitated by the spread of invasive weeds and climate change.  Wildfires can result in type 
conversion of large expanses of habitat. Wildfires could be caused by construction or operation 
of the transmission lines.  Development of roads and transmission lines could encourage 
increased motorized vehicle access which increases fire risk especially when coupled with the 
spread of invasive weeds. 

(6) Desert Washes, Ephemeral Streams and Soils. 

Desert washes, drainage systems, and washlets are very important habitats for plants and 
animals in arid lands.  Water concentrates in such places, creating greater cover and diversity of 
shrubs, bunch grasses, and annual grasses and forbs.  The topography is often more varied, as are 
soil types and rock types and sizes, creating diverse sites for burrows, caves, and other shelters.  
The resulting “habitats” tend to attract more birds, mammals, reptiles, and invertebrates. For 
example, desert tortoises spend disproportionately more time in washes than they do on “flat” 
areas.3  The wash habitat impacted by each alternative should be evaluated and appropriate 
mitigations made for streambed alterations. 

Soil erosion on low fill slopes and steeply graded areas could result in sedimentation of 
water bodies.  Changes in hydrology and soil movements may impact rare plants and habitats for 
sensitive species in the surrounding area, and may impact burrowing species such as the desert 
tortoise. 

(7) Cultural & Paleontological Resources. 

The Mojave Desert is rich in structures and artifacts of significant cultural value that are 
irreplaceable once lost. A Class III cultural resources survey and report for the DSSF Project is 
needed to satisfy the requirements of NEPA and the National Historic Preservation Act.  The 
DEIS should discuss and analyze all impacts to paleontological and Native American cultural 
resources.  Building new transmission lines could cause physical damage to artifacts and sites, 
expose cultural resources to looters, and could increase fires due to soil disturbance and 
subsequent weed invasion placing these cultural resources at risk of future damage.  

3 Jennings, B.J. 1997. Habitat Use and Food Preferences of the Desert Tortoise, Gopherus agassizii, in the Western 
Mojave Desert and Impacts of Off-Road Vehicles.  Proceedings: Conservation, Restoration, and Management of 
Tortoises and turtles—An International Conference, pp. 42–45. New York Turtle and Tortoise Society. 
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(8) Global Climate Change. 

Department of the Interior Order No. 3226 mandates that the BLM must consider the 
impacts of each proposed alternative with respect to global climate change in its NEPA reviews.  
The agencies should use the recently released USGS desert tortoise habitat model to determine 
likely changes in desert tortoise habitat quality in the area and the importance of the desert 
tortoise habitat.  In addition to addressing climate change in the cumulative effects analysis, the 
EIS should address the carbon footprint of the project and any losses to carbon storage and 
sequestration it will engender. 

(9) Visual Resources. 

These public lands are close to Joshua Tree National Park and its Wilderness areas.  The 
EIS should fully review the impacts of each alternative on visual resources including the effects 
on wilderness character and values. 

(10) Water Issues. 

The NEPA documents must provide information on the water needs of this power plant 
both in the construction and operation phases and the source of these waters.  The EIS must fully 
analyze impacts to the local and regional water reserves. 

(11) Environmental Justice Issues. 

The BLM’s NEPA analysis must fully consider environmental justice concerns during 
this permitting process.  The proposed project will be located near the community of Desert 
Center.  That community already has one major solar project being constructed on nearby public 
lands.  This project will further restrict access to public lands by members of the Desert Center 
community.  They will bear the brunt of any visual impacts, impacts to water resources, impacts 
to other resources, and the consequences of the industrialization of this relatively rural 
community.  

(12) Cumulative Effects. 

The NEPA documents must consider the cumulative effects of this project in combination 
with all the other consumptive uses that are occurring on these public lands including all the 
other energy projects being built in the region, off road vehicle activity, and mining.  New 
transmission line projects have the potential to open up more lands to energy (or other) 
development, placing wide swaths of habitat at risk, and greatly increase degradation and 
fragmentation of habitats and important wild land areas and have lasting and damaging impacts.   

WWP Scoping Comments Desert Harvest Solar Power Plant 8 
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(13) Monitoring Programs. 

The NEPA documents must explain the monitoring programs that will be in place to 
monitor the short and long term impacts of the project.  This should include the timelines, and 
estimated costs and sources of funding for the monitoring programs. 

(14) Mitigation. 

BLM is obligated under FLPMA to “minimize adverse impacts on the natural, 
environmental, scientific, cultural, and other resources and values (including fish and wildlife 
habitat) of the public lands involved.” [43 U.S.C. §1732(d)(2)(a)]  Other laws, including the 
Endangered Species Act and the California Endangered Species Act also entail the need for 
mitigations to minimize impacts.  BLM is required to consider measures to mitigate potential 
environmental consequences in its NEPA analysis. [40 C.F.R. § 1502.16] The NEPA 
implementing regulations define "Mitigation" to include: 

(a) Avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of an 
action. 
(b) Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its 
implementation. 
(c) Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected 
environment. 
(d) Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and
 
maintenance operations during the life of the action. 

(e) Compensating for the impact by replacing or providing substitute resources or
 
environments. 

[40 C.F.R. §1508.20]
 

The DEIS should explain the mitigation measures that will meet all these requirements 
including avoidance.  The primary mitigation for impacts to desert tortoise and rare plants should 
be avoidance or the acquisition of occupied compensation habitat since this is the only mitigation 
measure that will offset the habitat loss.  Desert tortoise habitat lands should be acquired within 
the affected Eastern Colorado Recovery Unit.  Acquisition of habitat should be accompanied 
with enhancement measures to compensate for the net loss of habitat.  These measures may 
include removal of livestock, fencing where appropriate, invasive species control, small scale 
restoration projects, and route closures. 

The DEIS should describe the restoration and rehabilitation activities that will be required 
for habitat disturbed during construction.  For example, construction material yards will lose 
their native vegetation, have their soils compacted, and increase the amount of wind and water 
erosion while leaving these areas at an increased risk of weed invasion.  Transporting materials, 
labor, and equipment in and out of construction areas will also have their own set of impacts that 
must be minimized.  Construction may also require the use of “temporary” roads that will require 
extensive rehabilitation if they are not to become permanent intrusions on the landscape.  
Rehabilitation of desert habitat is a long, slow and uncertain process.  
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Western Watersheds Project thanks you for the opportunity to submit scoping comments 
on the proposed solar plant project.  Please keep Western Watersheds Project on the list of 
interested public for this project.  If we can be of any assistance or provide more information 
please feel free to contact me by telephone at (818) 345-0425 or by e-mail at 
<mjconnor@westernwatersheds.org>. 

Yours sincerely, 

Michael J. Connor, Ph.D. 
California Director 
Western Watersheds Project 
P.O. Box 2364 
Reseda, CA 91337 
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Because life is good. CENTER fo r  BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY 

protecting and restoring natural ecosystems and imperiled species through 
science, education, policy, and environmental law 

via electronic mail, website and USPS 

10/17/2011 

Lynnette Elser 

Planning and Environmental Coordinator 

BLM California Desert District Office, 

22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos, 

Moreno Valley, California 92553 

http://www.blm.gov/ca/st/en.html
 
CAdesertharvest@blm.gov
 
lelser@blm.gov
 

RE: Comments on the Notice of Intent (“NOI”) to prepare an Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) for the Proposed enXco Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project, Riverside 
County, CA and Possible Land Use Plan Amendment.  76 FR 57073. 

Dear Ms. Elser, 

Please accept the Center for Biological Diversity’s comments on the Notice of Intent 
(“NOI”) to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Proposed enXco Desert 
Harvest Solar Farm Project (the project), Riverside County, and Possible Land Use Plan 
Amendment in compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), as 
amended, and the Endangered Species Act (ESA), on the impacts of the project. The Center is a 
non-profit environmental organization dedicated to the protection of native species and their 
habitats through science, policy, and environmental law. These scoping comments are submitted 
on behalf of the Center’s 320,000 staff, members and online activists throughout California and 
the western United States many of whom live in southern California and enjoy visiting, studying, 
photographing and hiking in the California Desert Conservation Area, including the areas on and 
around the project site. 

The development of renewable energy is a critical component of efforts to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, avoid the worst consequences of global warming, and to assist 
California in meeting emission reductions.  The Center strongly supports the development of 
renewable energy production, and the generation of electricity from solar power, in particular.  
However, like any project, proposed solar power projects should be thoughtfully planned to 
minimize impacts to the environment.  In particular, renewable energy projects should avoid 
impacts to sensitive species and habitat, and should be sited in proximity to the areas of 
electricity end-use in order to reduce the need for extensive new transmission corridors and the 
efficiency loss associated with extended energy transmission.  Only by maintaining the highest 
environmental standards with regard to local impacts, and effects on species and habitat, can 
renewable energy production be truly sustainable.  

Arizona • California • Nevada • New Mexico • Alaska • Oregon • Montana • Illinois • Minnesota • Vermont • Washington, DC 

Ileene Anderson, Staff Biologist
 
8033 Sunset Blvd., #447 • Los Angeles, CA 90046-2401 


tel: (323) 654.5943 fax: (323) 650.4620 email: ianderson@biologicaldiversity.org   

www.BiologicalDiversity.org
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The Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project is proposed solar photovoltaic (PV) generating 
facility with a proposed output of 150 megawatts and a project footprint covering approximately 
1,280 acre of in-tact desert landscape. It will include the PV arrays, and will either share First 
Solar’s Desert Sunlight 230-kV gen-tie or it would locate its own 230-kV gen-tie on private and 
BLM-administered lands and would connect to the planned Red Bluff Substation.  This project 
requires a proposed land use plan amendment to the 1980 California Desert Conservation Area 
(CDCA) Plan, as amended. 

The Energy Production and Utility Corridors section of the California Desert 
Conservation Area Plan (1980) as amended requires at minimum that the following resource 
issues be addressed: 

1) Consistency with the Desert Plan, including designated and proposed planning corridors; 
2) Protection of air quality; 
3) Impact on adjacent wilderness and sensitive resources; 
4) Visual quality; 
5) Cooling-water source(s); 
6) Waste disposal; 
7) Seismic hazards; and 
8) Regional equity. 

Additionally, a number of other resources are of concern to us and need to be addressed 
in detail as follow below: 

Biological Resources 

Based on the proposed project description, it appears that this site is proposed on an 
ecologically functional desert landscape that may host a suite of rare species.  Careful 
documentation of the current site resources is imperative in order to analyze how best to site the 
project to avoid and minimize impacts and then to mitigate any unavoidable impacts.  

Biological Surveys and Mapping 

The Center requests that thorough, seasonal surveys be performed for sensitive plant 
species and vegetation communities, and animal species under the direction and supervision of 
the BLM and resource agencies such as the US Fish and Wildlife Service and the California 
Department of Fish and Game. Full disclosure of survey methods and results to the public and 
other agencies without limitations imposed by the applicant must be implemented to assure full 
NEPA/ESA compliance. 

Confidentiality agreements should not be allowed for the surveys in support of the 
proposed project. Surveys for the plants and plant communities should follow California Native 
Plant Society (CNPS) and California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) floristic survey 
guidelines1 and should be documented as recommended by CNPS2 and California Botanical 

1 http://www.cnps.org/cnps/rareplants/inventory/guidelines.php and 
http://www.dfg.ca.gov/biogeodata/cnddb/pdfs/Protocols_for_Surveying_and_Evaluating_Impacts.pdf
2 http://www.cnps.org/cnps/archive/collecting.php 
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Society policy guidelines. A full floral inventory of all species encountered needs to be 
documented and included in the EIS. Surveys for animals should include an evaluation of the 
California Wildlife Habitat Relationship System’s (CWHR) Habitat Classification Scheme. All 
rare species (plants or animals) need to be documented with a California Natural Diversity Data 
Base form and submitted to the California Department of Fish and Game using the CNDDB 
Form3 as per the State’s instructions4. 

The Center requests that the vegetation maps be at a large enough scale to be useful for 
evaluating the impacts. Vegetation/wash habitat mapping should be at such a scale to provide an 
accurate accounting of wash areas and adjacent habitat types that will be directly or indirectly 
affected by the proposed activities. A half-acre minimum mapping unit size is recommended, 
such as has been used for other development projects. Habitat classification should follow 
CNPS’ Manual of California Vegetation (Sawyer et. al. 2009). 

Adequate surveys must be implemented, not just a single season of surveys, in order to 
evaluate the existing on-site conditions. Due to unpredictable precipitation, desert organisms 
have evolved to survive in these harsh conditions and if surveys are performed at inappropriate 
times or year or in particularly dry years many plants that are in fact on-site may not be apparent 
during surveys (ex. annual and herbaceous perennial plants). 

Impact Analysis 

The EIS must evaluate all direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to sensitive habitats, 
including impacts associated with the establishment of unpermitted recreational activities, the 
introduction of non-native plants, the introduction of lighting, noise, and the loss and disruption 
of essential habitat due to edge effects.  

A number of rare resources have high potential to occur on this site including: 
Common Name Scientific Name State/Federal/Other Status 
Desert Tortoise Gopherus agassizii CT/FT 
Mojave fringe-toed lizard Uma scoparia CSC 
Burrowing owl Athene cunicularia hypugaea CSC/BLM SS 
LeConte’s thrasher Toxostoma lecontei CSC 
Bendire’s thrasher Toxostoma bendirei CSC 
Loggerhead shrike Lanius ludovicianus CSC/FSC/MB 
Prairie falcon Falco mexicanus CSC/MB 
Nelson’s bighorn sheep Ovis canadensis nelsonii Game species 
Las Animas colubrine Colubrina californica CNPS List 2.3 
Coves’ cassia Cassia covesii CNPS List 2.2 
Harwood’s milkvetch Astragalus insularis var. 

harwoodii 
CNPS List 2.2 

California ayenia Ayenia compacta CNPS List 2.3 
Alverson’s foxtail cactus Coryphantha alversonii CNPS List 4.3 

3 http://www.dfg.ca.gov/biogeodata/cnddb/pdfs/CNDDB_FieldSurveyForm.pdf 
4 http://www.dfg.ca.gov/biogeodata/cnddb/submitting_data_to_cnddb.asp 
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California ditaxis Ditaxis serrata var. californica CNPS List 3.2 
Coachella Valley Milkvetch Astragalus lentiginosus 

var. coachellae 
FE/CNPS 1.2/BLM SS 

State Designation 
CT State listed as threatened. Species that although not presently threatened in California with extinction are 
likely to become endangered in the foreseeable future. 
CSC California Department of Fish and Game “Species of Special Concern.” Species with declining populations 
in California. 

Federal Designation 
FE Federally listed as endangered. 
FT Federally listed as threatened. 
MB Migratory Bird Treaty Act. of 1918. Protects native birds, eggs, and their nests. 
BCC U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Bird of Conservation Concern. 
BLM SS BLM Sensitive Species. 

Other
 California Native Plant Society (CNPS) 

1B.1 Plant rare, threatened or endangered in California and elsewhere, and very threatened. 
2.2 Plant rare, threatened or endangered in California, but more common elsewhere, and fairly threatened in CA. 
2.3 Plant rare, threatened or endangered in California, but more common elsewhere, and not very threatened in 
CA. 
4.3 Plants of a limited distribution, and not very threatened in CA. 

All of these species have been identified as occurring in the general vicinity of the project 
site.5  Therefore, the EIS must adequately address the impacts and propose effective ways to 
avoid, minimize, and mitigate the impacts to these resources through alternatives including 
alternative siting and alternative on-site configurations. 

Desert Tortoise 

The desert tortoise is continuing to decline throughout its range despite being under 
federal and state Endangered Species Acts protection as threatened6. The proposed Desert 
Harvest project, despite being outside desert wildlife management areas (DWMAs) as identified 
in the Northern and Eastern Colorado Plan7, will likely have desert tortoise occurring on site, 
because 1) it basically connects the BLM DWMA which lies directly south and west of the 
proposed project site to Joshua Tree National Park and 2) tortoise were found on the Desert 
Sunlight project site directly to the north of this proposed project.  The EIS must clearly address 
alternative proposals for avoiding, minimizing and mitigating the impacts to the desert tortoise 
and any occupied habitat. 

The BLM must first look at ways to avoid impacts to the desert tortoise, for example, by 
identifying and analyzing alternative sites outside of desert tortoise occupied habitat or in areas 
that have already been severely disturbed by other prior land use as well as alternative project 
configurations that would avoid or significantly reduce impacts.  The BLM must also look at 
ways to minimize any impacts that it finds are unavoidable, for example, by limiting the ground 
disturbing activities from the project and limiting access roads to the project. Acquisition of 
lands that will be managed in perpetuity for conservation must be included as part of the strategy 
to mitigate impacts to the tortoise, mitigation lands should also be high-quality habitat and, at 

5 CNDDB 2010 http://www.dfg.ca.gov/biogeodata/cnddb/mapsanddata.asp 
6 USFWS 2010 
http://www.fws.gov/nevada/desert_tortoise/documents/reports/2010/2010_DRAFT_Rangewide_Desert_Tortoise_Po 
pulation_Monitoring.pdf
7 BLM 2006 http://www.blm.gov/ca/st/en/fo/cdd/neco.html 
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minimum 5:1 mitigation should be provided of all acres of desert tortoise habitat destroyed.  Set-
aside conservation lands are particularly important because the project as proposed appears to 
have little or no compatibility with on-site conservation for desert tortoise.   

Translocation as a long-term strategy for minimizing and mitigating impacts to desert 
tortoise may be a tool for augmenting conservation of the desert tortoise8, but it cannot substitute 
for other mitigation such as preservation of habitat.  Moreover, to date, translocation does not 
have a proven track record of success.  If translocation (for any species) is to be a part of the 
mitigation strategy, a detailed final plan must be included as apart of the EIS, and include 
methodologies for determining appropriate conservation area where tortoises may be 
translocated, impacts to existing “host” tortoise populations that occur on the translocation site, 
when/how the tortoise are to be translocated, how tortoise diseases will be addressed, and 
requisite monitoring of host and translocated tortoises, etc..  Monitoring of the translocated and 
existing “host” tortoises needs to occur for a long enough time period that is realistic to evaluate 
success of the translocation –10 years may be a more realistic minimum for tracking impacts to 
this long lived species. Success criteria for translocation must also be clearly identified. Any 
temporary project site needs to be fenced with tortoise proof fencing during construction and the 
permanent project sites need to be fenced to prevent tortoise mortality. All associated roads also 
need to be fenced.  

An aggressive raven prevention plan also needs to be developed as part of the EIS and 
followed during project development and implementation. 

Burrowing Owl 

Burrowing owls are continuing to decline in California. If burrowing owls are identified on 
the site, at least one alternative should evaluate the reduction of impacts to this rare species by 
moving the project away from the nesting burrows. Additionally, acquisition lands may be 
required as part of the mitigation and will need to be managed in perpetuity for conservation. 
Mitigation lands should be high-quality habitat and, at minimum 5:1 mitigation should be 
provided of all acres of burrowing owl habitat destroyed.  Additional measures for avoidance 
and minimization should also be incorporated into the evaluation of impacts to this species. 

Other Rare Species 

The diversity of rare species found across the landscape near and on the Desert Harvest 
site is impressive and suggests that the proposed project site is part of a larger ecologically intact 
and functioning unit9. The BLM must clearly address proposals for avoiding, minimizing and 
mitigating the impacts to all of the rare species that utilize the sites for part or all of their 
lifecycle. 

Acquisition of lands that will be managed in perpetuity for conservation must be included 
as part of the strategy to avoid, minimize and mitigate impacts to the other species found on site 

8 Field et al 2007 
9 CNDDB 2010 http://www.dfg.ca.gov/biogeodata/cnddb/mapsanddata.asp 
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as well. Acquisition is particularly important for these species because the proposed project 
appears to have little compatibility with any type of on-site conservation of plant communities or 
wildlife.   

For the rare plants, avoidance is preferable because of the general lack of success in 
transplanting rare plants10. If transplantation is to be a part of the mitigation strategy, a detailed 
final plan must be included as part of the EIS on the methodology for determination of 
appropriate conservation area where plants may be transplanted, when/how plant are to be 
transplanted and identification of success criteria for transplantation.  Monitoring of the 
transplanted plants needs to occur for a time period that is realistic to evaluate long-term success 
of the plants. 

Locally Rare Species 

The Center requests that the EIS also evaluate the impact of the proposed project on 
locally rare species (not merely federal- and state-listed threatened and endangered species). The 
preservation of regional and local scales of genetic diversity is very important to maintaining 
species in perpetuity especially in light of global climate change. Therefore, we request that all 
species found at the edge of their ranges or that occur as disjunct locations be evaluated for 
impacts by the proposed permitted activities.  

Sand Transport Corridor 

The site has potential to be sited on the sand transport corridor that originates in Joshua 
Tree National Park, through the Palen and Ford Dry Lake Valleys, across Interstate 10 to the 
agricultural areas adjacent to Blythe.  This corridor provides sand habitat for a suite of sand-
specialists, including the Mojave fringe-toed lizard that reaches its most southern edge of its 
range in this area. Avoidance should be the first step, but if impacts to habitat as well as 
disruption to the sand transport corridor are anticipated they must be identified, minimized and 
analyzed. 

Water Resources 

The project appears to impact on-site drainages on the project site.  The EIS document 
must clarify the impacts to the jurisdictional Waters of U.S. and the Water of the State of 
California, and avoid, minimize and mitigate any impacts.  Impacts should be avoided to the 
greatest extent possible and if impacts remain they must be mitigated.  In doing so, any reroute 
of waters and drainage on the site must assure that downstream processes are not impacted. 

An evaluation of the effect of additional groundwater pumping (in conjunction with other 
groundwater issues [pumping, nitrate plume etc.] in the basin) on the water quality in the basin 
and surface water resources, and its effect on the native plant and animal species and their 
habitats need to be included in the EIS. 

10 Fiedler 1991 
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Alternatives 

The EIS must include a robust analysis of alternatives, including a private lands 
alternative and alternatives using other technologies including distributed generation.  The stated 
objectives of the project must not unreasonably constrain the range of feasible alternatives 
evaluated in the EIS. The BLM must establish an independent set of objectives that do not 
unreasonably limit the EIS’s analysis of feasible alternatives including alternative sites. At a 
minimum alternatives including the no-action alternative, an environmentally preferred 
alternative and an alternative where power generation is sited adjacent to power consumption 
need to be included. 

Other Issues 

The construction and operation of the proposed facilities will also increase greenhouse 
gas emissions and those emissions should be quantified and off-set.  This would include the 
manufacture and shipping of components of the project and the car and truck trips associated 
with construction and operations.  Similarly, such activities will also impact air quality and 
traffic in the area and these impacts should be disclosed, minimized and mitigated as well.  For 
mobile sources, since consistency with the AQMP will not necessarily achieve the maximum 
feasible reduction in mobile source greenhouse emissions, the EIS should evaluate specific 
mitigation measures to reduce greenhouse emissions from mobile sources. 

Fire Impacts 

Because the any industrial project increases the potential for human-caused fire to occur 
on site, fire prevention including best management practices must be addressed and clearly 
identified in the EIS - not only on-site protection of resources, but also preventing fire from 
moving into the adjacent lands. Fire is incredibly detrimental to desert ecosystems, resulting in 
degradation of the habitat and if frequently reburned results in a type conversion to non-native 
vegetation11. 

Non-Native Plants 

The EIS must identify and evaluate impacts to species and ecosystems from invasive 
exotics species. Many of these species invade disturbed areas, and then spread into wildlands. 
Fragmentation of intact, ecologically functioning communities further aides the spread and 
degradation of plant communities12. These factors for wildland weed invasions are present in the 
project, and their effect must be evaluated in the EIS.  Additionally, landscaping with exotic 
species is often the vector for introducing invasive exotics into adjacent habitats. Invasive 
landscape species displace native vegetation, degrade functioning ecosystems, provide little or 

11 Brooks and Draper 2006 
http://www.nps.gov/moja/naturescience/upload/Fire%20congress%202006_brooks%20and%20draper_extended%2 
0abstract.pdf
12 Bossard et al 2000 
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no habitat for native animals, and increase fire danger and carrying capacity13 and should be 
banned from the project site. 

Wildlife Movement 

Because the project site is located within an identified California Essential Habitat 
Connectivity corridor14, a thorough and independent evaluation of the project’s impacts on 
wildlife movement is essential. The EIS must evaluate all direct, indirect, and cumulative 
impacts to wildlife movement corridors. The analysis should cover movement of large mammals, 
as well as other taxonomic groups, including small mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, 
invertebrates, and vegetation communities. The EIS should first evaluate habitat suitability 
within the analysis window for multiple species, including all listed and sensitive species. The 
habitat suitability maps generated for each species should then be used to evaluate the size of 
suitable habitat patches in relation to the species average territory size to determine the 
appropriate size and location of linkages and that they provide both live-in and move-through 
habitat. The analyses should also evaluate if suitable habitat patches are within the dispersal 
distance of each species. The EIS should address both individual and intergenerational 
movement (i.e., will the linkages support metapopulations of smaller, less vagile species). The 
EIS should identify which species would potentially utilize the proposed wildlife movement 
corridors under baseline conditions and after build out, and for which species they would not. In 
addition, the EIS should consider how wildlife movement will be affected by other planned 
approved, planned, and proposed development in the region as part of the cumulative impacts. 

The EIS should analyze any proposed on-site wildlife movement corridors are wide 
enough to minimize edge effects and allow natural processes of disturbance and subsequent 
recruitment to function. The EIS should also evaluate whether the proposed wildlife movement 
corridors would provide key resources for species, such as host plants, pollinators, or other 
elements. For example, many species commonly found in washes depend on upland habitats 
during some portion of their cycle. Therefore, in areas with intermittent or perennial streams, 
upland habitat protection is needed for these species. Upland habitat protection is also necessary 
to prevent the degradation of aquatic habitat quality. 

Cumulative Impacts 

Because of the number of currently permitted and proposed projects in the projects’ 
vicinity, the region, and the CDCA, a thorough analysis of the cumulative impacts from all of 
these projects on the resources needs to be included. Because the project site is within a proposed 
solar development zone in BLM’s Draft Programmatic EIS for solar energy, projects located in 
the zone have the potential to cumulatively significantly impact the existing biological resources 
and ecological processes that currently exist within the zone.  To date several projects have been 
permitted in the general vicinity, including the Desert Sunlight project directly to the north and 
the Genesis project to the east.  Other proposed projects are well into the environmental review 

13 Brooks 2000 
14 http://bios.dfg.ca.gov/ 
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process, including the Palen project which recently changed from a solar thermal project to a PV 
project and therefore requires a reanalysis of project footprint and impacts.  Additionally 
numerous other applications are included in the area.  While the zone may be appropriate for 
some renewable energy development, especially on already disturbed private lands, the EIS must 
evaluate if the cumulative impact from the projects will cause significant unmitigable impacts 
not only to the zone but to the surrounding resources including Joshua Tree National Park, which 
already is impacted by border development on the south, east and west boundaries, as well as 
BLM identified Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs), Wildlife Habitat 
Management Areas (WHMAs) and federally designated Wilderness.   

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. Please add us to the distribution list 
for the EIS and all notices associated with this project. 

Sincerely, 

Ileene Anderson 
Biologist/Public Lands Desert Director 
Center for Biological Diversity 

cc via email 
Brian Croft, USFWS, Brian_Croft@fws.gov 
Kevin Hunting, CDFG KHunting@dfg.ca.gov 
Tom Plenys, EPA, Plenys.Thomas@epa.gov 

CBD scoping comments – Desert Harvest EIS 
October 17, 2011 
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92553 

October 13, 2011
 

Lynnette Elser, 

Planning and Environmental Coordinator
 
22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos,
 
Moreno Valley, CA 


lelser@blm.gov
 

Dear Ms Elser,
 

Please accept the following scoping comments for the Desert Harvest Project CASE FILE
 

NUMBER: CACA-49491
 

Basin and Range Watch is a group of volunteers who live in the deserts of Nevada and
 
California, working to stop the destruction of our desert homeland. Industrial renewable
 
energy companies are seeking to develop millions of acres of unspoiled habitat in our 

region. Our goal is to identify the problems of energy sprawl and find solutions that will
 
preserve our natural ecosystems and open spaces. We have visited the site of the Desert
 
Harvest Solar project site and believe it would damage the resources of the area.
 

Purpose and Need: The Purpose and Need Statements in many BLM big solar EIS documents 


reflect a need to develop so many megawatts on so many acres of public lands. All alternatives 


are now defined by a Need reflecting the recent Secretarial Order 3283: Enhancing Renewable 


Energy Development on Public Lands.
 

The goals of Section 4 in Secretarial Order 3283 clearly state a need for environmental
 
responsibility: “the permitting of environmentally responsible wind, solar, biomass, and 
geothermal operations and electrical transmission facilities on the public lands; 

The Desert Harvest Solar Project in its proposed location would impact the desert tortoise, 

other wildlife, cultural resources, private property and Joshua Tree National Park. It would be 

inconsistent with the Best Management Practices concerning the National Environmental Policy 

Act, the Endangered Species Act, and the Federal Lands Management Policy Act, etc and can, in 

no way, be considered “environmentally responsible”. 

We would like to request that the Purpose and Need Statement reflect a need to protect and 

preserve habitat for sensitive species, preserve important ecological habitats, and to preserve 

sensitive cultural resources. 

Alternatives: 
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A full range of alternatives should be considered in every EIS document. That is required by 

NEPA. This seems to be one of the biggest problems with most of them. 

Following the guidelines of the National Environmental Policy Act, the final EIS should present 

the environmental impacts of the proposal and the alternatives in comparative form, thus 

sharply defining the issues and providing a clear basis for choice among options by the decision 

maker and the public. In this section agencies shall: 

(a)  Rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives, and for alternatives 

which were eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss the reasons for their having been 

eliminated. 

(b) Devote substantial treatment to each alternative considered in detail including the 

proposed action so that reviewers may evaluate their comparative merits. 

(c) Include reasonable alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the lead agency. 

(d) Include the alternative of no action. 

(e) Identify the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or more exists, in the draft 

statement and identify such alternative in the final statement unless another law prohibits the 

expression of such a preference. 

(f) Include appropriate mitigation measures not already included in the proposed action or 

alternatives. 

Alternatives for the Desert Harvest Project should include: 

1.	 A No Action Alternative that designates a proposed site inappropriate for solar energy 

development. 

2.	 Alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the lead agency. These should include a 

Distributed Generation Alternative and a Private Land Alternative. As pointed out above, 

these alternatives are required to be considered under NEPA. Recent “mandates” by 

the Interior Department discourage these alternatives, but these are worded carefully 

using terminology like “recommends”.  The fact is that there are no mandates that say 

that BLM can not consider an off site alternative to an individual project like the Desert 

Harvest Project. In fact, failure to do so when it is requested may be a violation of the 

National Environmental Policy Act. 
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In its original scoping letter on the recent Solar Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement, The Environmental Protection Agency has identified hundreds of thousands 
of acres of degraded and contaminated sites around the country which could generate 
up to 920,000 MW of solar generation. 

3.	 Site Specific Alternatives which could be an alternative that avoids cultural sites, private 

lands or sensitive species. An alternative away from Joshua Tree National Park should be 

considered. 

4.	 OUR PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE would be a No Action Alternative that designates a 
conservation status to the proposed project site. This alternative would also designate 
the site inappropriate for solar energy development. 

5.	 Smart Solar Energy: 

Distributed generation in the built environment should be given much more full 
analysis, as it is a completely viable alternative. This project will need just as much 
dispatchable baseload behind it, and also does not have storage. But environmental 
costs are negligible with distributed generation, compared with this project. Distributed 
generation cannot be “done overnight,” but neither can large transmission lines across 
hundreds of miles from remote central station plants to load centers. Most importantly, 
distributed generation will not reduce the natural carbon-storing ability of healthy 
desert ecosystems, will not disturb biological soil crusts, and will not degrade and 
fragment habitats of protected, sensitive, and rare species. 

Alternatives should be looked at that are in load centers, not closest to the project site. 
There is a need to consider the “macro” picture, the entire state, to look at maximum 
efficiency. 

A master comprehensive plan should exist before large expensive inefficient solar plants 
are sited and built out in the wildlands. This plan should carefully analyze the 
recreational and biodiversity resources of the Mojave Desert. A list of assumptions 
should be included detailing the plan for integrating various fuels mixes and 
technologies into each utility's plan, an overall state plan, and a national plan. Loads 
should be carefully analyzed to determine whether additional capacity is needed for 
peaking, intermediate, or baseload purposes. Unit size, which impacts capital and 
operating costs and unit capacity factors, has a direct bearing on the relative economics 
of one technology over another. A plan might recommend that smaller units built in 
cities and spaced in time offer a less risky solution than one large unit built immediately. 

Right now there is no utility plan, no state plan, and no national plan. Large-scale central 
station energy projects have been sited very far from load centers out in remote 
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deserts, with the only criterion being nearness to existing transmission lines and natural 
gas lines. Very little thought has been given to the richness of biological resources, the 
cumulative impacts on visual scenery to tourists, the proximity to ratepayers, or the 
level of disturbance of the site. 

The California Energy Commission says they will be a need to build many new efficient 
natural gas peaker or baseload plants to back up the renewable projects planned. 
Instead, the renewables should be distributed generation in load centers, which will 
provide much more efficiency, rather than inefficient remote central station plants that 
reduce biodiversity and require expensive transmission lines. This reduces the risk, as 
distributed generation is a known technology and has been proven in countries like 
Germany where incentive programs have been tested. Incentive programs can be 
designed in an intelligent manner to vastly increase distributed generation. Incentives 
for large remote projects are unproven to lower risk and may actually raise debt levels 
with runaway costs associated with poor sighting and higher-than-anticipated operating 
and maintenance costs. 

Many renewable project developers have failed to consider reasonable or viable 

alternatives that could serve as solutions that everybody could live with. In the case of 

this particular project, conflicts with endangered species, cultural resources, storm 

water drainage erosion, viewscapes from National Parks and wilderness areas could all 

be avoided with a distributed generation alternative. 

Proposed Action, Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences: 

Air Quality: 

Construction activity will go on for 2 to 3 years and will add to the cumulative impacts on air 

quality that have been inflicted upon the region by the adjacent Desert Sunlight Project. 

The DEIS will need to analyze the health impacts that airborne particulates from construction 

dust will have on the local residents of the area. Valley Fever is a common issue that impacts 

desert communities when dust is stirred up. 

Removal of stabilized soils and biological soil crust creates a destructive cycle of airborne 

particulates and erosion. As more stabilized soils are removed, blowing particulates from 

recently eroded areas act as abrasive catalysts that erode the remaining crusts thus resulting in 

more airborne particulates. 

The DEIS should analyze the cumulative impacts on air quality that will result from the removal 

so much stabilized soil and biological soil crust. 
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Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change: 

The DEIS should quantify the amount of GHG used for construction. How many pounds/tons of 

fossil fuel will be used? How much fossil fuel will vehicles use for construction, commuters to 

work, etc? Multiply these factors by a 30 year lifespan of the project. 

Transmission line upgrades and new transmission facilities may increase the use of the green 

house gas called SF6 is used primarily in electricity transmission - and is emitted in especially 

large amounts in construction of new lines – and is 24,000 times as potent as CO2 in its global 

warming impacts. The Environmental Protection Agency has declared “that the electric power 

industry uses roughly 80% of all SF6 produced worldwide“. Ideally, none of this gas would be 

emitted into the atmosphere. In reality significant leaks occur from aging equipment, and gas 

losses occur during equipment maintenance and servicing. With a global warming potential 

23,900 times greater than CO2 and an atmospheric life of 3,200, one pound of SF6 has the 

same global warming impact of 11 tons of CO2. In 2002, U.S. SF6 emissions from the electric 

power industry were estimated to be 14.9 Tg CO2 Eq. / 

http://www.epa.gov/electricpower-sf6/basic.html 

Please provide a more detailed analysis of the amount of SF6 gases that would be released by 

this project. 

Will commuters be driving gas powered vehicles to and from work in a rural area for the next 

30 years or however long the lifespan of the project is? How much green house gas is this? The 

Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System is undergoing construction at this time. Approximately 

250 vehicles commute to and from work every day from distances as far as Barstow, California. 

Carbon Sequestration and removal of plants, caliche layers and biological soil crust would all be 

removed for this project. The DEIS should address the potential impacts of removal of these 

features. Will the new energy plant actually offset greenhouse gases? 

Problems associated with hundreds of workers: 

Construction of this project would bring hundreds of new people to the area. With these people 

may come law enforcement problems. These problems may include illegal off-roading, 

vandalism to private property, harassment of wildlife and other undesired behavior. 

Hazardous Materials: 

Cadmium-Telluride 

The DEIS should outline the environmental consequences of a potential CdTe pollution event 

and how it could impact public health, water resources and flora and fauna. 
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When the fire studies were conducted, were the panels flat during the study so the glass 

wouldn't slide apart in a fire scenario? Another study should be conducted when panels are in a 

more diagonal position. 

Under the current California Department of Toxic Substances Control regulations, the modules 

EnXco is considering using are considered hazardous waste when they reach the end of their 

life. It would not be accurate to claim they are risk free. 

Please make available in the DEIS the breakage and failure rates from other CdTe 

power plants to get a better approximation of how often breakage occurs on site. First Solar 

had to recall almost 5% of their modules over some period in 2008 or 2009, so the breakage 

rate probably goes up when they all have to be taken down and tested. 

If EnXco decides to sell the Desert Harvest Project, how would they be inspecting the panels for 

breakage? What are the criteria for determining that panels are broken? 

The Norwegian Geotechnical Institute conducted recent tests on the leaching potential of CdTe 

from broken PV modules and PV placed in landfills. They conclude: 

“The availability test on grounded �aTe PV module material shows a high leaching of both �d 

and Te, thus the material exhibits a high maximum leaching release potential of these elements 

even at the solution’s high PH level (P/H/ 7/7)” 

and 

“!ll three conducted leaching tests show that when �dTe in the module was exposed to water, 

the thin film �dTe dissolves/ The extent of the leaching is thus dependent on the “availability” of 

the CdTe film. Normally the CdTe is protected by glass layers in the PV module. Weathering and 

possible destruction of the modules during use or end disposal may lead to exposure of the CdTe 

film, and subsequent incrased leaching of �dTe into the environment/” 

A study from the Wuppertal Institute, Norway also concludes: 

“The conclusion of this paper is that recent independent laboratory analyses conducted on �dTe 
PV modules confirm that these present a threat to the environment and health if disposed of in 
an improper and unprofessional way. These analyses also hint at possible, though less probable, 
cadmium leakages during the use phase in case of shattered protective glass exposing the CdTe 
film to natural precipitations. The only way to rule out the risks associated with the use of 
cadmium in PV is to refrain from using cadmium in the first place. This requires non-toxic 
substitutes to be readily available, 
which they are (e.g. silicon-based photovoltaics)/ �admium should not spread in “green” solar 
technologies, but need to be disposed of safely/” 0Appraisal of laboratory analyses conducted 
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2010 
on CdTe photovoltaic modules-Mathieu Saurat, Michael Ritthoff; Wuppertal Institute, August 

The California Division of Toxic Substance Control is also proposing new rules that would say 

that a cracked or damaged PV panel is not necessarily end of its life. That would allow EnXco, 

or whoever will own the project, to leave several damaged panels out on the site. This could 

create a situation where a damaged panel or several can leach CdTe into the environment. 

Invasive Weeds: 

Even with the best management practices, the blading, scraping and additional development of 
new roads, transmission, etc. will create a very large opportunity for non-native plants to 
colonize the project site. Problems could arise with the following species: 

Russian thistle (Salsola tragus)
 
Sahara Mustard (Brassica tournifortii) 

Red brome (Bromus rubens) 

Orchardgrass (Dactylis glomerata)
 

September 29, 2010 - At a California Energy Commission workshop for the Palen Solar Power 
Project located near Desert Center, California on September 27, CEC botanist Carolyn Chaney 
Davis told Solar Millennium, the project applicant, that there was a big concern over weeds 
taking over newly disturbed desert ground at both the Blythe Solar Power Project and at Palen. 
Chaney Davis had spent much time out in the field at the Blythe project site with preeminent 
tortoise biologist and desert ecologist Dr. Kristin Berry, who worried over the spread of the 
rampaging weed Sahara mustard (Brassica tournefortii). 

The big concern at Blythe was the spread of weeds along the new "linears," the transmission 
lines needed to tie the giant solar thermal project to the grid. Berry was emphatic that Sahara 
mustard spread must be taken much more seriously. Transmission lines act as superhighways 
for its expansion into desert habitat. 

Chaney Davis explained that revegetation after disturbance, such as when the power plant is 
decommissioned in 30 years, does not usually work in this arid region. So she stressed weed 
management from the start. Instead of imprinting or planting creosote, the desert should be 
restored by preserving the topsoil and seedbank. Disrupting biotic soil crusts allows weeds to 
gain a foothold and increase. 

The companies need to manage outbreaks of weeds that happen after initial soil disturbance. A 
revegetation plan would also include mulching temporary roads after use so the off-roaders do 
not use them, further spreading weed seeds on tires. The Energy Commission was worried 
about spread of Sahara mustard into the tortoise Critical 
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Habitat in Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area. The weeds can grow so densely that 
the reptiles cannot move through them, and the mustards displace more palatable native 
wildflowers. 

California Department of Fish and Game recommends a 10-year monitoring period to make 
sure revegetation is progressing. A 2 or 3 year period is not long enough, as only pioneer plants 
would be colonizing the disturbed ground. A trend towards climax vegetation would longer to 
see. 

The herbicide, Roundup is commonly used to control weeds. 

The following hazards are reported from the use of the herbicide, Roundup: 

Problems with Roundup Weed Control 

Subject: The 10 reasons, roundup. From: "John A. Keslick, Jr." treeman@pond.com Date: Tue, 29 
Apr 2000 06:49:46 

Compiled by Caroline Cox, Northwest Coalition for Alternatives to Pesticides- (NCAP) 

Roundup, and related herbicides with glyphosate as an active ingredient, are advertised as 
products that can "eradicate weeds and unwanted grasses effectively with a high level of 
environmental safety." However, an independent, accurate evaluation of their health and 
environmental hazards can draw conclusions very different from those presented in the ads. 
Consider these facts: 

1. Glyphosate can be persistent. In tests conducted by Monsanto, manufacturer of glyphosate-
containing herbicides, up to 140 days were required for half of the applied glyphosate to break 
down or disappear from agricultural soils. At harvest, residues of 
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glyphosate were found in lettuce, carrots, and barley planted one year after glyphosate 
treatment. 
2. Glyphosate can drift. Test conducted by the University of California, Davis, found that 
glyphosate drifted up to 400 meters (1300 feet) durng ground applications and 800 meters 
12600 feet) during aerial applications. 
3. Glyphosate is acutely toxic to humans. Ingesting about 3/4 of a cup can be lethal. Symptoms 
include eye and skin irritation, lung congestion, and erosion of the intestinal tract. Between 
1984 and 1990 in California, glyphosate was the third most frequently reported cause of illness 
related to agricultural pesticide use. 
4. Glyphosate has shown a wide spectrum of chronic toxicity in laboratory tests. The National 
Toxicology Program found that chronic feeding of glyphosate caused salivary gland lesions, 
reduced sperm counts, and a lengthened estrous cycle (how often an individual comes into 
heat). Other chronic effects found in laboratory tests include an increase in the frequency of 
lethal mutations in fruit flies, an increase in frequency of pancreas and liver tumors in male rats 
along with an increase in the frequency of thyroid tumors in females, and cataracts. (ne fruit fly 
study used Roundup; the other studies used glyphosate.) 
5. Roundup contains toxic trade secret ingredients. These include polyethoxylated tallowamines, 
causing nausea and diarrhea, and isopropylamine, causing chemical pneumonia, laryngitis, 
headache, and bums. 
6. Roundup kills beneficial insects. Tests conducted by The International Organization for 
Biological Control showed that Roundup caused mortality of live beneficial species: a 
Thrichgramma, a predatory mite, a lacewing, a ladybug, and a predatory beetle. 
7. Glyphosate is hazardous to earthworms, Tests using New Zealand's most common earthworm 
showed that glyphosate, in amounts as low as 1/20 of standard application rates, reduced its 
growth and slowed its development. 
8. Roundup inhibits mycorrhizal fungi. Canadian studies have shown that as little as 1 part per 
million of Roundup can reduce the growth or colonization of mycorrhizal fungi. 
9. Glyphosate reduces nitrogen fixation. Amounts as small as 2 parts per million have had 
significant effects, and effects have been measured up to 120 days after treatment. Nitrogen-
fixing bacteria shown to be impacted by glyphosate include a species found on soybeans and 
several species found on clover. 
10. Roundup can increase the spread or severity of plant diseases. Treatment with roundup 
increased the severity of Rhizoctonia root rot in barley, increased the amount and growth of 
take-all fungus, a wheat disease), and reduced the ability of bean plants to defend themselves 
against anthracnose. 
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These facts about Roundup are taken From a two-part article about the health and 
environmental hazards of glyphosate published in NCAP's Journal of Pesticide Reform. Copies of 
the article, with complete references for all of .the information presented, are available from 
NCAP for $2.00. NCAP, PO Box 1391; Eugene, OR 97440; (541) 344-5044. 

Please evaluate the full impacts Roundup would have on the local natural and human 

environment. 

Biological Resources: 

Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) 

The proposed project site will remove 1,200 acres of a connectivity corridor of desert tortoise 
habitat. The site represents a linkage between the Fish and Wildlife Service designated 
Colorado Recovery Unit and the West Mojave Recovery Unit. It also represents an important 
connectivity habitat between the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area 
(DWMA)/Critical Habitat and the Joshua Tree Desert Wildlife Management Area/Critical 
Habitat. The revised recovery plan also makes the following statement concerning the 
importance of gene-flow in Recovery Units: 

“(a) Genetic variation. Gene flow is the result of dispersal accompanied by successful 
reproduction and incorporation of genes in a population. Ultimately, gene flow governs the 
amount of genetic connectivity among populations. A lack of gene flow will allow populations to 
differentiate over time by means of genetic drift and natural selection. Desert tortoises possess 
characteristics that potentially allow for high levels of gene flow among populations. For 
example, individuals have the ability to move long distances (Berry 1986; Edwards et al. 2004a). 
The capability for long-distance dispersal, combined with longevity and opportunities to 
reproduce annually throughout adulthood, indicates high potential for gene exchange outside of 
local areas. Free genetic exchange will be constrained, however, by the large distributional 
range of the tortoise given the relatively much smaller home range size and dispersal ability 
(isolationby-distance phenomenon; see Allendorf and Luikart 2007:209). Topographic features 
(e.g., mountain ranges) and other potential barriers (e.g., impassable habitat types, extreme 
climate conditions) can structure regional populations and lead to variable exchange of 
migrants among populations/” (pg 55) 

Approval of this Right of Way could block a portion of this connectivity zone: 

Niche modeling and implications of climate change on desert tortoises and other selected 
reptiles within Joshua Tree National Park , Cameron W. Barrows, University of California, 
Riverside, 28th September, 2009 
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Suitable desert tortoise habitat under current climate conditions was mapped in all but the 
highest elevation and or most rugged regions of Joshua Tree National Park .Under increasing 
summer temperatures and reduced annual precipitation scenarios, that suitable habitat initially 
increases However under more extreme climate shifts the models indicate that suitable habitat 
for tortoises would become reduced and more fragmented, with much of the central and 
southern portions of the Park no longer supporting suitable habitat. (pg 7) 
Of the species analyzed, the threatened desert tortoise has been a focus of protection and 
conservation related research throughout the Mojave Desert (Doak et al. 1994, Chaffee and 
Berry 2006, Wallace and Thomas 2008). Desert tortoises occur in the Mojave and Sonoran 
Deserts; within the Sonoran Desert, the majority of their distribution is associated with regions 
typified by summer monsoon rain patterns- whereas the Mojave Desert’s highly variable colder 
winter-dry summer climate may be a source of stress to the tortoises, and be a contributor to 
recent population declines (Curtin et al. 2009). Within Joshua Tree National Park, the Colorado 
Desert subdivision of the Sonoran Desert is drier and hotter still and so may constitute an even 
more marginal climate for tortoises. With this as a framework for current conditions, a climate 
shift toward a still more variable, hotter-drier condition would likely further stress the Park’s 
tortoise population. An important component of that stress could be more frequent drought 
(Parmesan et al. 2000), reducing the availability of annual plants (Wallace and Thomas 2008), 
which are the tortoises’ primary food (Jennings 2002)/ (pg 17) 

While resilient to the evaluated least severe climate change increment, under more severe 
climate shifts the tortoise niche model indicated a reduction of 9-49% in suitable habitat within 
the Park. There was also increasing fragmentation; and assuming that a sustainable tortoise 
population would require at least 1000-5000 ha of contiguous suitable habitat, there could be a 
more biologically relevant reduction of 76-83% less in available habitat than the current 
condition. 

Desert tortoises within this region rarely range below 500 m elevation. . In extremely arid 
deserts variation in annual precipitation is high; long periods of drought are often broken with 
rare pulses of wet conditions (Noy-Meir, 1973; Bell, 1979; MacMahon, 1979), so as the region 
gets drier drought frequency will likely increase. For annual plant-eating tortoises this would 
mean extended periods with no food available, and in part would explain the tortoises’ absence 
from lower elevations. Chuckwallas more often forage on perennial trees and shrubs 
(Kwiatkowski and Sullivan 2002), plants with deeper root systems and so less impacted by short 
term variation in rainfall. (pg 17,18) 

Barrows recommends maintaining these connectivity zones: 

1. Maintaining connectivity to regions outside the Park, especially to the cooler wetter 
northwest, may provide genetic connections to larger populations outside the Park and so 
improve the sustainability of those populations inside the Park. 
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2. Taking a longer temporal view, these corridors could provide linkages for reestablishment of
 
species once anthropogenic climate warming is abated.
 

3. Focus management efforts within the Park on maintenance of areas identified in this study as 

climate change refugia in order to provide the best potential habitat for those at-

risk species. These manage efforts may include controlling exotic vegetation and fires (see E. 

Allen and colleagues). 


5. Finally, the development of a monitoring program that will provide empirical data on how
 
species and communities within the Park are responding to changes in habitats, including those
 
catalyzed by climate, will be extremely valuable for reinforcing management actions. Such a
 
monitoring program could be implemented through a citizen science outreach program (i.e. 

Sullivan et al. 2009, Howard and Davis 2009). These programs have the potential to provide 

quality data and relatively low costs, and to strengthen a public support cadre for the Park in
 
the face of increasing challenges to the Park from surrounding development proposals. (pg. 

18,19)
 

Due to the controversy associated with desert tortoise translocation, we would like to request 
that BLM consider an alternative away from the Proposed Alternative which is located adjacent 
to the Chuckwalla Critical Habitat for desert tortoise. The below numbers from the Fish and 
Wildlife Service indicate 50 percent mortality from translocation of desert tortoise. 

-Tortoises handled for blood testing will have 5% mortality rate from handling.
 
- Tortoises translocated will have a 50% mortality rate. 

- Resident Tortoises on the recipient site will also have a 50% mortality rate due to
 

competition from translocated tortoises.
 

Golden Eagle Nest Surveys: EnXco should be required to conduct their own golden eagle nest 

surveys instead on relying on data from other projects as suggested in the Plan of 

Development. At this time, that data may be outdated from surveys conducted by Solar 

Millennium and First Solar. 

The loss of foraging habitat is considered a “Take” under the �ald and Golden Eagle Protection 
Act. 

There are six active golden eagle nests within 20 miles of the site. The closest active territory is 
located one and a half miles from the project boundary, and one Golden Eagle was observed 
flying south of I-10 in Chuckwalla Valley in the vicinity of the Red Bluff substation during 
surveys. 

Polarized Glare: 
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The polarized reflection of sprawling PV facilities assumes the appearance of a large body of 
water. This can potentially be a death trap in the California Desert. Desert. Birds and insects can 
use up energy to get to water and end up dying of dehydration. 

The Nature Conservancy has just released their Mojave Desert Ecoregional Assessment. In the 
assessment, they discuss the impacts of polarized light pollution on birds and insects: 
“Light and noise pollution associated with electrical power plants can be problematic for 

wildlife. Polarized light pollution from PV panels can attract aquatic insects and other species 

that mistake the panels for bodies of water, potentially leading to population decline or even 

local extinction of some organisms (Horvath et al. 2010). Nighttime lighting for security or other 

reasons may negatively impact a variety of Mojave Desert species, many of which have 

developed nocturnal behavior to escape the daytime heat of the desert. (Mojave Desert 

Ecoregional Assessment September 2010, The Nature Conservancy of California 201 Mission 

Street, 4th Floor San Francisco, CA 94105) p. 50” 

Bighorn Sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) and Burro Deer (Odocoileus hemionus eremicus). 

Bighorn sheep and burro deer are both BLM species of Special Concern. 

Local land owners have told us through personal communication that bighorn sheep have 
visited agricultural lands near the project site. 

Burro deer have also been seen on the site. The site represents an important connectivity zone 
for both of these species. Removal of 1,200 acres of this habitat will impair long term 
connectivity for both species. 

Bighorn biologists Dr. John Wehausen and Dr. Vern Bleich have concluded that radio telemetry 
studies of bighorn sheep in various southwestern deserts, including the Mojave Desert of 
California, have found considerable movement of these sheep between mountain ranges.... 
Consequently, intermountain areas of the desert floor that bighorn traverse between mountain 
ranges can be as important to the long-term viability of populations as are the mountain ranges 
themselves. 

Alluvial fans near steep rocky terrain can provide crucial foraging habitat for big horn sheep 
(Wehausen 2009) 

For example, ewes at the end of gestation that need nutrients may come down from steep, 
rocky terrain looking for higher quality forage. They might use areas like the 
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project site for only three weeks, but those three weeks are critical. The Chuckwalla Valley 
might also provide important movement corridors for deer and bighorn sheep. Wildlife 
corridors are present through and adjacent to the Desert Harvest Site . 

“Radio telemetry studies of bighorn sheep in various southwestern deserts, including the Mojave 
Desert of California, have found considerable movement of these sheep between mountain 
ranges (Bleich et al., 1990b). This is especially true of males, but also of ewes (Bleich et al., 
1996). Within individual mountain ranges, populations often are small (Table 1). Levels of 
inbreeding could be high in such populations, but intermountain movements provide a genetic 
connection with a larger metapopulation, and this will counteract potential inbreeding problems 
(Schwartz et al., 1986; Bleich et al., 1990b). Intermountain movements also are the source of 
colonization of vacant habitat, which is fundamental to metapopulation dynamics and 
persistence. .Colonization by ewes is the slow link in this process, but has recently been 
documented in two Mojave Desert ranges in California (Bleich et al., 1996; Torres et al., 1996). 
Consequently, intermountain areas of the desert floor that bighorn traverse between mountain 
ranges are as important to the long term viability of populations as are the mountain ranges 
themselves (Schwartz et al/, 1986- �leich et al/, 1990b, 1996)/” 

The Society for the Conservation of Big Horn Sheep notes that a pre-construction baseline of
 
big-horn sheep use should be established, followed by intensive monitoring during construction
 
and follow-up post construction. They advocate a 1.5 mile buffer zone from the project border 

to the toe of the sloping mountain areas, to help connectivity of the local population and
 
maintain the metapopulation dynamic at work with this sheep population. A wildlife corridor is 

absolutely essential for a healthy and viable population and for a healthy gene pool exchange, 

and that the buffer zone would establish a guideline or benchmark for any future development 

and additional loss of habitat. 


Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel (Spermophilus tereticaudus chlorus) 

The DEIS will need to outline a plan that provides avoidance and mitigation for this species. 


Desert Leafcutting Ant (Acromyrmex versicolor) 

The project area is the only know location for �alifornia’s only Leafcutter ant species. ! full 

analysis of the impacts to this species concerning habitat loss should be provided in the DEIS.
 

Plant Communities and Rare Plants: 
!pproval of this project would remove of 1,200 acres of �reosote �ush‐White Bursage and Blue 
Palo Verde‐Ironwood‐Smoke Tree communities. 

The cumulative impacts of this project and the Desert Sunlight project could negatively impact 
the following plants: 

Foxtail cactus Coryptantha alversonii, 
Emory’s crucifixion thorn (Castela emoryi), 
Las Animas colubrina (Colubrina californica), 
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California ditaxis (Ditaxis serrata var. californica), 

Desert unicorn plant (Proboscidea althaeifolia), 

Slender-spined allthorn (Koeberlinia spinosa ssp. tenuispina),
 

Biological Soil Crusts 

Soil biological crust is a mix of organisms that occupy and protect the surface of the soil in most 

desert ecosystems. The organisms often include filamentous and non-filamentous 

cyanobacteria, mosses, lichens, liverworts and fungi. 

The following publication should be reviewed by the �LM and the applicant’s consulting 
biologists: 

A Field Guide to Biological Soil Crusts of Western U.S. Drylands ;Common Lichens and 
Bryophytes. Roger Rosentreter, Matthew Bowker, Jayne Belnap 

They say the following concerning biological soil crusts: 

“�iological Soil �rusts are found on almost all soil types/ Green algae are favored on more acidic 
and less salty soils, whereas cyanobacteria are favored on alkaline soils and soils with high salt 
content. Within a given climate zone, the cover of lichens and mosses generally increases with 
higher clay and silt content and lower sand content, as this also increases the stability and 
water-holding capacity of the soil. However, BSC cover and development is limited on clay soils 
with a high shrink-swell coefficient. Habitats within a site that are more moist (e.g., under plant 
canopies and thin plant litter or on north/northeast exposures) generally support a greater 
cover of lichens and mosses/” 

And: 

“Ecological function. 

The presence of these organisms on the soil surface increases soil stability. Because they are 
photosynthetic they also contribute carbon to the underlying soils. Free-living and lichenized 
cyanobacteria can also convert atmospheric nitrogen into bio-available nitrogen, and thus are 
an important source of this often limiting nutrient. All these organisms also secrete compounds 
that increase the bio-availability of phosphorus. Lichen morphological types with a more discon-
tinuous cover (crustose, squamulose) allow water, gases, and seedlings to pass through to the 
soil surface, whereas mosses and lichens with a more continuous cover (foliose, fruticose) often 
block the flow of materials to the soil surface/” 

How will the loss of biological soil crust be mitigated? 
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Visual Resources: 

The BLM should require KOP simulations that depict all of the visual impact scenarios. All of the 
most potentially visible angles of light and time of day should be considered to depict the worst 
case scenario. 

KOP simulations should capture the “lake appearance” of reflective PV facilities. Too many 
simulations for solar projects only depict the panels as looking dark and solid black. 

The following BLM required factors will need to be considered: 

Angle of Observation. The apparent size of a project is directly related to the angle between the 
viewer's line-of-sight and the slope upon which the project is to take place. As this angle nears 
90 degrees (vertical and horizontal), the maximum area is viewable. 

Length of Time the Project Is In View. If the viewer has only a brief glimpse of the project, the 
contrast may not be of great concern. If, however, the project is subject to view for a long 
period, as from an overlook, the contrast may be very significant. 

Relative Size or Scale. The contrast created by the project is directly related to its size and scale 
as compared to the surroundings in which it is place. 

The 1,200 acre size of the project is large and will have the potential to cumulatively impact 
different VRM zones of different classes.. BLM defines the objective of this class “to preserve 
the existing character of the landscape. This class provides for natural ecological changes; 
however, it does not preclude very limited management activity. The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape should be very low and must not attract attention”/ 

We would like to request that the following Key Observation Point simulations be included in
 
the DIES:
 

-Three KOP simulations from Joshua Tree National Park.
 

-One KOP simulation from the Chuckwalla Wilderness Area
 

-Two dark sky KOP’s from different locations depicting security lighting. 


-At least one KOP Simulation from private property.
 

-At least one KOP simulation depicting dust plumes from the construction of the project.
 

Impacts to Joshua Tree National Park: 
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The project would be built very close to the boundary Joshua Tree National Park. The industrial 
cumulative impacts of two major solar projects will change the character of the park forever 
and could impact future tourism potential. 

The Joshua Tree National Park General Management Plan: 

http://www.nps.gov/jotr/parkmgmt/gmp.htm makes the following conclusions about activities 
adjacent to the park that can have negative impacts: 

“Developments and other land uses adjacent to the boundary threaten the integrity of the 
park's resources, views and wilderness values. Surrounding land use has changed significantly 
since creation of the monument. Subdivisions, utility corridors, mining, military facilities, and 
agricultural interests are, in some cases, right along the boundary. Eagle Mountain Landfill has 
been proposed near the southeast boundary. Concerns include impacts to the desert tortoise 
and other wildlife, trash blowing, leaks and air quality degradation. Development would intrude 
on the scene and diminish the naturalness and solitude of the wilderness. Other concerns 
include effects from air and water pollutants, invasion of non-native species from adjacent 
lands, and noisy overflights that effect wilderness solitude. The park's resources are also 
seriously threatened by illegal activities and uncontrolled access along the boundaries, such as 
off road vehicle use, theft of desert vegetation and archeological resources, wood cutting and 
dumping of hazardous and domestic wastes. 

Fulfillment of the biosphere reserve concept and long-term protection of ecological units that 
extend outside the boundary are also made more difficult by land use and development around 
the park. The boundaries were revised in the early 1950's to accommodate mineral extraction. 
The configuration that had been designed by biologists to protect the natural systems of two 
deserts has been destroyed in many areas. Consequently, wildlife and vegetation systems were 
fragmented by uses such as hunting and mining and other developments/” 

Water: How much water (acre feet) will be used for construction and panel washing? What will 

the cumulative effects of aquifer drawdown be combined with the disturbance of the adjacent 

Desert Sunlight Project? 

Will the altercation of stream channels cause localized flooding? Will stream channel 

altercation impact local groundwater recharge? 

Cultural Resources: 

Nearly all of the sites recorded in the area as prehistoric have been described as having 
potential for subsurface manifestation. In addition to their individual research potential 
properties, the distribution of many of these sites in conjunction with other prehistoric sites 
recorded between Desert Center and Blythe may provide links between vestiges of the Coco-
Maricopa trail system as well as clues to activities associated with transportation along that 
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route. As such, these sites could be considered as part of a complex archaeological district that 
would include evidence of trade, travel, interaction among the several cultural groups 
associated with the area (Cahuilla, Chemehuevi, Mojave, Serrano), resource exploitation along 
travel routes, seasonality of habitation, and trail spurs between the primary coastal-interior 
route and the springs and associated rock art sites in the bordering mountain ranges. 

The BLM will need to consult with the Cahuilla, Chemehuevi, Mojave, and Serrano nations to 

address their concerns. Many of these people feel the entire region is a “cultural site” including 

the view-scape, the water and the biological resources. 

Socio-Economics: 

Most of these projects promise to save local economies. Construction jobs are usually awarded 

to Union workers from large cities rather than local people. The average PV facility of this size 

will only create 5 to ten full time jobs. This will not save the economy. It will not make the 

community of Desert Center appealing for future residential purposes. It really is a short-term 

boom and bust fix to a complex economical problem. PV in the built environment would create 

a much longer, more sustainable need for installation and maintenance. Placing big solar plants 

on public lands is the wrong way to use solar energy. Ten percent of the power will be lost in 

transmission alone. 

How would this impact property values and future real estate potential of the local community? 

Conclusion: 

Large solar energy boondoggles prioritized by the BLM will not survive on their own without 

federal subsidies. The only way these will pay for themselves will be through rate hikes of utility 

customers. These are all planned with short term benefits in mind. Construction will take place 

during the 2012 elections, but there is little economic future in the project after that. The BLM 

has become a mouthpiece agency for short term benefit energy companies. We are aware that 

these mandates come from the Interior Department, but the BLM needs to show responsibility 

and common sense. Approval of this project will cause long term environmental impacts and 

short term economic benefits. It is a lose/lose situation all around. Please support an 

alternative that determines No Action and designates conservation status to the proposed 

Right of Way. 

Thank you, 

Kevin Emmerich 

Laura Cunningham 
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Audubon California 
California Native Plant Society * California Wilderness Coalition   

Center for Biological Diversity * Defenders of Wildlife   
Desert Protective Council * Mojave Desert Land Trust   

National Parks Conservation Association  
Natural Resources Defense Council * Sierra Club * The Nature Conservancy 

The Wilderness Society * The Wildlands Conservancy 

Renewable Siting Criteria for California Desert Conservation Area 

Environmental stakeholders have been asked by land management agencies, elected officials, other 
decision-makers, and renewable energy proponents to provide criteria for use in identifying potential 
renewable energy sites in the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA). Large parts of the 
California desert ecosystem have survived despite pressures from mining, grazing, ORV, real estate 
development and military uses over the last century.  Now, utility scale renewable energy 
development presents the challenge of new land consumptive activities on a potentially 
unprecedented scale. Without careful planning, the surviving desert ecosystems may be further 
fragmented, degraded and lost. 

The criteria below primarily address the siting of solar energy projects and would need to be further 
refined to address factors that are specific to the siting of wind and geothermal facilities.  While the 
criteria listed below are not ranked, they are intended to inform planning processes and were 
designed to provide ecosystem level protection to the CDCA (including public, private and military 
lands) by giving preference to disturbed lands, steering development away from lands with high 
environmental values, and avoiding the deserts’ undeveloped cores.  They were developed with 
input from field scientists, land managers, and conservation professionals and fall into two 
categories: 1) areas to prioritize for siting and 2) high conflict areas.  The criteria are intended to 
guide solar development to areas with comparatively low potential for conflict and controversy in an 
effort to help California meet its ambitious renewable energy goals in a timely manner.  

Areas to Prioritize for Siting 
o	 Lands that have been mechanically disturbed, i.e., locations that are degraded and disturbed 

by mechanical disturbance: 
	 Lands that have been “type-converted” from native vegetation through plowing, 

bulldozing or other mechanical impact often in support of agriculture or other land 
cover change activities (mining, clearance for development, heavy off-road vehicle 
use).1 

o	 Public lands of comparatively low resource value located adjacent to degraded and impacted 
private lands on the fringes of the CDCA:2 

 Allow for the expansion of renewable energy development onto private lands. 
 Private lands development offers tax benefits to local government. 

o	 Brownfields: 

 Revitalize idle or underutilized industrialized sites. 

 Existing transmission capacity and infrastructure are typically in place. 


1
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o	 Locations adjacent to urbanized areas:3 

 Provide jobs for local residents often in underserved communities; 
 Minimize growth-inducing impacts; 
 Provide homes and services for the workforce that will be required at new energy 

facilities; 
 Minimize workforce commute and associated greenhouse gas emissions.  

o	 Locations that minimize the need to build new roads.   
o	 Locations that could be served by existing substations.  
o	 Areas proximate to sources of municipal wastewater for use in cleaning. 
o	 Locations proximate to load centers. 
o	 Locations adjacent to federally designated corridors with existing major transmission lines.4 

High Conflict Areas 
In an effort to flag areas that will generate significant controversy the environmental community has 
developed the following list of criteria for areas to avoid in siting renewable projects. These criteria 
are fairly broad. They are intended to minimize resource conflicts and thereby help California meet 
its ambitious renewable goals. The criteria are not intended to serve as a substitute for project 
specific review. They do not include the categories of lands within the California desert that are off 
limits to all development by statute or policy.5 

o	 Locations that support sensitive biological resources, including: federally designated and 
proposed critical habitat; significant6 populations of federal or state threatened and 
endangered species,7 significant populations of sensitive, rare and special status species,8 and 
rare or unique plant communities.9 

o	 Areas of Critical Environmental Concern, Wildlife Habitat Management Areas, proposed 
HCP and NCCP Conservation Reserves.10 

o	 Lands purchased for conservation including those conveyed to the BLM.11 

o	 Landscape-level biological linkage areas required for the continued functioning of biological 
and ecological processes.12 

o	 Proposed Wilderness Areas, proposed National Monuments, and Citizens’ Wilderness 
Inventory Areas.13 

o	 Wetlands and riparian areas, including the upland habitat and groundwater resources 

required to protect the integrity of seeps, springs, streams or wetlands.14
 

o	 National Historic Register eligible sites and other known cultural resources. 
o	 Locations directly adjacent to National or State Park units.15 

 EXPLANATIONS 

1 Some of these lands may be currently abandoned from those prior activities, allowing some natural 

vegetation to be sparsely re-established.  However, because the desert is slow to heal, these lands do not 

support the high level of ecological functioning that undisturbed natural lands do.
 
2 Based on currently available data. 

3 Urbanized areas include desert communities that welcome local industrial development but do not include 

communities that are dependent on tourism for their economic survival. 

4 The term “federally designated corridors” does not include contingent corridors. 

5 Lands where development is prohibited by statute or policy include but are not limited to: 


2
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National Park Service units; designated Wilderness Areas; Wilderness Study Areas; BLM National 
Conservation Areas; National Recreation Areas; National Monuments; private preserves and reserves; 
Inventoried Roadless Areas on USFS lands; National Historic and National Scenic Trails; National Wild, 
Scenic and Recreational Rivers; HCP and NCCP lands precluded from development; conservation mitigation 
banks under conservation easements approved by the state Department of Fish and Game, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service or Army Corps of Engineers a; California State Wetlands; California State Parks; Department 
of Fish and Game Wildlife Areas and Ecological Reserves; National Historic Register sites.  
6 Determining “significance” requires consideration of factors that include population size and characteristics, 
linkage, and feasibility of mitigation. 
7 Some listed species have no designated critical habitat or occupy habitat outside of designated critical 
habitat.  Locations with significant occurrences of federal or state threatened and endangered species should 
be avoided even if these locations are outside of designated critical habitat or conservation areas in order to 
minimize take and provide connectivity between critical habitat units. 
8 Significant populations/occurrences of sensitive, rare and special status species including CNPS list 1B and 
list 2 plants, and federal or state agency species of concern. 
9 Rare plant communities/assemblages include those defined by the California Native Plant Society’s Rare 
Plant Communities Initiative and by federal, state and county agencies.  
10 ACECs include Desert Tortoise Desert Wildlife Management Areas (DWMAs). The CDCA Plan has 
designated specific Wildlife Habitat Management Areas (HMAs) to conserve habitat for species such as the 
Mohave ground squirrel and bighorn sheep. Some of these designated areas are subject to development caps 
which apply to renewable energy projects (as well as other activities). 
11 These lands include compensation lands purchased for mitigation by other parties and transferred to the 
BLM and compensation lands purchased directly by the BLM. 
12 Landscape-level linkages provide connectivity between species populations, wildlife movement corridors, 
ecological process corridors (e.g., sand movement corridors), and climate change adaptation corridors.  They 
also provide connections between protected ecological reserves such as National Park units and Wilderness 
Areas. The long-term viability of existing populations within such reserves may be dependent upon habitat, 
populations or processes that extend outside of their boundaries.  While it is possible to describe current 
wildlife movement corridors, the problem of forecasting the future locations of such corridors is confounded 
by the lack of certainty inherent in global climate change.  Hence the need to maintain broad, landscape-level 
connections. To maintain ecological functions and natural history values inherent in parks, wilderness and 
other biological reserves, trans-boundary ecological processes must be identified and protected.  Specific and 
cumulative impacts that may threaten vital corridors and trans-boundary processes should be avoided. 
13 Proposed Wilderness Areas: lands proposed by a member of Congress to be set aside to preserve 
wilderness values. The proposal must be: 1) introduced as legislation, or 2) announced by a member of 
Congress with publicly available maps. Proposed National Monuments: areas proposed by the President or a 
member of Congress to protect objects of historic or scientific interest. The proposal must be: 1) introduced 
as legislation or 2) announced by a member of Congress with publicly available maps. Citizens' Wilderness 
Inventory Areas: lands that have been inventoried by citizens groups, conservationists, and agencies and 
found to have defined “wilderness characteristics.” The proposal has been publicly announced. 
14 The extent of upland habitat that needs to be protected is sensitive to site-specific resources.  For example: 
the NECO Amendment to the CDCA Plan protects streams within a 5-mile radius of Townsend big-eared 
bat maternity roosts; aquatic and riparian species may be highly sensitive to changes in groundwater levels.    
15 Adjacent: lying contiguous, adjoining or within 2 miles of park or state boundaries. (Note: lands more than 
2 miles from a park boundary should be evaluated for importance from a landscape-level linkage perspective, 
as further defined in footnote 12). 

3
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Defenders of Wildlife 

Natural Resources Defense Council 


Sierra Club 


October 17, 2011 

Lynnette Elser 
Planning and Environmental Coordinator 
California Desert District Office 
Bureau of Land Management 
22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos 
Moreno Valley, California 92553 

(via email to: CAdesertharvest@blm.gov; lelser@blm.gov) 

Re: Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed 
enXco Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project, Riverside County, CA and Possible Land 
Use Plan Amendment 

Dear Ms. Elser: 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide scoping comments to help guide the preparation of a 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (“DEIS”) and Proposed Amendment to the California 
Desert Conservation Area (“CDCA”) Plan for the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project. 
These comments are submitted on behalf of Defenders of Wildlife (“Defenders”), the Natural 
Resources Defense Council (“NRDC”) and the Sierra Club, all non-profit public interest 
conservation organizations with offices in California as well as elsewhere in this country. 

Defenders has 1.1 million members and supporters nationally, including 67,000 in California. 
Defenders is dedicated to protecting all wild animals and plants in their natural communities. To this 
end, we employ science, public education and participation, media, legislative advocacy, litigation, 
and proactive on-the-ground solutions in order to impede the accelerating rate of extinction of 
species, associated loss of biological diversity, and habitat alteration and destruction. 

NRDC has over 1.2 million members and online activists nationwide, more than 250,000 of whom 
live in California. NRDC uses law, science and the support of its members and activists to protect 
the planet's wildlife and wild places and to ensure a safe and healthy environment for all living 
things. NRDC has worked to protect wildlands and natural values on public lands and to promote 
pursuit of all cost effective energy efficiency measures and sustainable energy development for many 
years. 
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The Sierra Club is a national nonprofit organization of approximately 1.3 million members and 
supporters (approximately 250,000 of whom live in California) dedicated to exploring, enjoying, and 
protecting the wild places of the earth; to practicing and promoting the responsible use of the earth’s 
ecosystems and resources; to educating and enlisting humanity to protect and restore the quality of 
the natural and human environment; and to using all lawful means to carry out these objectives. The 
Sierra Club’s concerns encompass protecting our public lands, wildlife, air and water while at the 
same time rapidly increasing our use of renewable energy to reduce global warming. 

As we transition toward a clean energy future, it is imperative for our future and the future of our 
wild places and wildlife that we strike a balance between addressing the near term impacts of large 
scale solar energy development with the long-term impacts of climate change on our biological 
diversity, fish and wildlife habitat and natural landscapes. To ensure that the proper balance is 
achieved, we need smart planning for renewable power that avoids and minimizes adverse 
impacts on wildlife and wild lands. These projects should be placed in the least harmful locations 
near existing transmission lines and on already disturbed lands. 

We strongly support the emission reduction goals found in the Global Warming Solutions Act of 
2006, AB 32, including the development of renewable energy in California. However, we urge that in 
seeking to meet our renewable energy portfolio standard in California, project proponents design 
their projects in the most sustainable manner possible. This is essential to ensure that project 
approval moves forward expeditiously and in a manner that does not sacrifice our fragile desert 
landscape and wildlife in the rush to meet our renewable energy goals. 

Brief description of the proposed project and Federal action 

EnXco applied to the BLM for a right of way to develop, operate and decommission a 150 MW 
photovoltaic solar power plant on approximately 1,280 acres of public land located six miles north 
of the town of Desert Center in the Chuckwalla Valley. Proposed project facilities include a 
substation, administration building, operations and maintenance facilities, transmission line, and 
temporary construction lay down areas. A 230-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection 
transmission line would either be via the recently authorized First Solar Desert Sunlight 230-kV gen
tie (as a shared facility), or would be a separate line located on private and BLM-administered lands 
and would utilize a planned 230- to 500-kV substation (referred to as the Red Bluff Substation). The 
Red Bluff Substation would connect the project to the Southern California Edison regional 
transmission grid. 

Since the proposed Desert Harvest Project site was not previously identified as suitable for electrical 
power generation in the CDCA Plan, BLM proposes to amend the CDCA Plan to allow for such 
use while concurrently considering whether or not to grant a right of way for the proposed project. 
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Status of enXco’s right of way application 

According to the BLM LR 2000 case file for this proposed project, enXco submitted a right of way 
application for the proposed project on 11/13/2007. On 6/16/2010 there was a pre-application 
meeting between BLM and enXco, an interagency meeting on the project application was held on 
4/21/2011, and BLM has authorized the applicant’s consultants to proceed with cultural resources 
and other site-surveys. The BLM received a request from the National Park Service at Joshua Tree 
National Park for Cooperating Agency status in the NEPA process for the proposed project on 
6/27/2011. BLM approved the applicant’s environmental consultant, Aspen Environmental Group, 
on 3/30/2011. 

Our specific comments are as follows: 

1. Introduction. Our organizations recognize the need to develop our nation's renewable energy 
resources and to do so rapidly in order to respond effectively to the challenge of climate change. 
Unique natural resources here in California are already being affected by climate change, including, 
for example, Pikas in the High Sierra Nevada and Joshua Trees in the Mojave Desert. 

We also recognize that renewable energy development can help create jobs in communities that are 
eager for them, because of the current economic situation. For these and other related reasons, our 
organizations are working with regulators and project proponents to move properly sited renewable 
energy projects forward. That said, renewable energy development is not appropriate everywhere on 
the public lands and must be balanced against the equally urgent need to protect unique and 
sensitive resources of the CDCA. California is fortunate in having sufficient renewable resources, 
and especially solar energy, in many areas of the State, which provide opportunities for development 
of renewable energy generation and transmission in an environmentally and economically sound 
manner. 

We strongly support renewable energy production and utilization, but we do not consider the 
construction of large-scale projects, and especially the very large solar energy projects proposed 
on relatively undisturbed public lands in the CDCA, to be the only way, or even the best way, to 
achieve our renewable energy goals. We strongly advocate that such large scale solar projects should 
be located on degraded or disturbed land such as abandoned agricultural fields, industrial sites, and 
near existing structures rather than on public lands containing intact natural biological communities, 
particularly those that include threatened, endangered or other at-risk species. 

As we and our colleagues at sister organizations have repeatedly stated, the best way to develop the 
renewable resources of the CDCA is through comprehensive, pro-active planning involving federal, 
state and local governments to identify the most appropriate areas for such development -- i.e., 
development zones -- and to guide development to those zones. See, e.g., letter dated June 29, 2009 
to Interior Secretary Salazar and California's Governor Schwarzenegger and signed by 11 
organizations, including our own, attached to this letter. 
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Despite our fundamental belief in the critical importance of agency-guided siting of renewable 
energy development, rather than developer-initiated siting, we invested a great deal of time and 
effort into the “fast-track” projects last year, and will engage on individual projects, such as this one, 
in 2011. 

2. BLM’s process in authorizing proposed project is flawed. Unfortunately, BLM continues to rely 
on developer-initiated siting rather than agency-guided siting for development of renewable energy 
projects, as noted above. The Federal Register Notice for the proposed project states “Pursuant to 
the BLM’s CDCA Plan, sites associated with power generation or transmission not identified in the 
CDCA Plan will be considered through the plan amendment process to determine the suitability of 
the site for renewable energy development. Since the proposed project site was not previously 
identified as suitable, authorization would require amendment of the CDCA Plan.” 

Significant time and effort on the part of both the BLM and the project applicant has already been 
invested in this right of way application. BLM has had enXco’s right of way application for nearly 
four years and began actively processing it this year. The considerable time and expense on the part 
of enXco that has already been invested in this proposed project is documented in the LR 2000 case 
file log, and includes submission of a plan of development, cost recovery funds and hiring 
consultants to conduct the necessary site inventories and analyses in support of the NEPA process. 

One important lesson that our organizations learned in the course of dealing with the “fast-track” 
projects in 2009-2010 is that the more time and money invested in an application by the BLM and 
the project proponent, the harder it is to make changes to a proposed project, even when those 
changes would significantly reduce natural and cultural resource conflicts. This lesson is a major 
reason why our groups pressed BLM and the Interior Department to adopt criteria for use in 
identifying which projects should be moved forward in the pending application queue. It was 
approximately six months ago that BLM adopted such criteria, see Instruction Memorandum No. 
2011-061, “To: All Field Offices, From:  Director, Subject: Solar and Wind Energy Applications – 
Pre-Application and Screening,” dated February 7, 2011, and the BLM should be using those criteria 
in selecting which project applications will be processed and analyzed, i.e., to identify the projects 
which would be located in areas with the fewest environmental concerns, thus increasing the 
likelihood they can ultimately be approved in a timely manner and with the least amount of 
controversy. We urge BLM to carefully apply the screening criteria to this proposed project to make 
sure any issues are effectively addressed in the DEIS. 

3.  National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Based on our recent experience in analyzing and 
commenting on many NEPA documents for fast-track renewable energy projects in the California 
Desert and Nevada, which were published by the BLM, we strongly recommend that BLM pay 
particular attention to developing accurate and factual sections of the NEPA document for the 
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proposed project for 1) purpose and need, 2) alternatives to the proposed action and 3) cumulative 
impacts. 

A. Purpose and need. The purpose and need statement should not simply indicate that BLM is 
responding to an applicant’s right of way application, as it has done for previous renewable 
energy projects. The framing of the purpose and need should be broad enough to support 
alternatives that are meaningful. 

B.	 Alternatives to the proposed action. Alternatives are extremely important considering that 
public land-based renewable energy projects in the CDCA, individually and cumulatively, 
have resulted in the allocation of tens of thousands of acres of ecologically intact public 
lands to single-use, utility scale energy projects in just the past year. The range of alternatives 
must be carefully and methodically developed as a means to primarily avoid, and secondarily 
to minimize, adverse impacts to natural and cultural resources on our public lands, and 
especially in the CDCA because of statutory management requirements contained in the 
Federal Land Policy and Management Act. Alternatives to the proposed project, including 
alternative locations and reduced project sizes, need to be fully considered and analyzed. 
Furthermore, alternative locations must not be limited to public lands; previously disturbed 
private lands may provide opportunities for project development that do not entail 
significant adverse impacts to natural biological communities and sensitive biological 
resources that are often found on public lands. Consideration and analysis of alternative 
project locations is critical to ensuring that sites ultimately approved for the proposed 
project is in the best possible location, and one that avoids destruction of natural biological 
communities. 

NEPA requires that BLM consider a range of alternatives, which is “the heart of the 
environmental impact statement.” 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14.  NEPA requires BLM to “rigorously 
explore and objectively evaluate” a range of alternatives to proposed federal actions. See id. 
§§ 1502.14(a) and 1508.25(c). “An agency must look at every reasonable alternative, with the 
range dictated by the nature and scope of the proposed action.”1 An agency violates NEPA 
by failing to “rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives” to the 
proposed action.2 This evaluation extends to considering more environmentally protective 
alternatives and mitigation measures.3 NEPA requires that an actual “range” of alternatives is 
considered, so that they will “preclude agencies from defining the objectives of their actions 
in terms so unreasonably narrow that they can be accomplished by only one alternative (i.e. 
the applicant’s proposed project).”4 This requirement prevents the EIS from becoming “a 

1 Northwest Envtl. Defense Center v. Bonneville Power Admin., 117 F.3d 1520, 1538 (9th Cir. 1997).
 
2 City of Tenakee Springs v. Clough, 915 F.2d 1308, 1310 (9th Cir. 1990) (quoting 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14).
 
3 See, e.g., Kootenai Tribe of Idaho v. Veneman, 313 F.3d 1094,1122-1123 (9th Cir. 2002) (and cases cited 

therein).

4 Colorado Environmental Coalition v. Dombeck, 185 F.3d 1162, 1174 (10th Cir. 1999), citing Simmons v.
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foreordained formality.”5 A range of alternatives to the proposed project must also be 
evaluated under Section 15126.6 of CEQA. 

Many project applicants have signed Power Purchase Agreements with public utility 
companies for a certain amount of electrical power prior to siting decisions being made. 
This practice appears to have made some applicants unwilling to consider alternatives to 
their projects, including possible re-configurations of project footprints and associated 
changes in energy production. This perceived lack of flexibility cannot be allowed to 
preclude the BLM's consideration of a reasonable range of alternatives. The BLM must 
consider more alternatives than merely the project as proposed or no project. More 
specifically, the BLM should consider and analyze alternatives designed to avoid or 
significantly minimize identified resource conflicts and concerns, including alternative 
locations involving degraded private or federal lands having minimal biological resource 
values. 

Since BLM intends to determine whether or not to amend the CDCA Plan to allow for the 
proposed project, we strongly recommend that the alternatives include provisions for 
conserving at-risk species, such as the Desert tortoise, which would allow BLM to address, 
in part, its obligation under Section 7(a)(1) of the Endangered Species Act. Such alternatives 
should include conservation actions recommended by the FWS in recent biological opinions 
for large-scale solar projects in this planning area. In the biological opinions for the Blythe, 
Palen, Desert Sunlight and Genesis solar projects, the FWS consistently included the 
following recommendation, “At a minimum, we recommend that BLM amend the California 
Desert Conservation Area Plan to prohibit additional renewable energy development 
…within the upper bajadas (mapped as “dissected fans” on the NECO Map 3-4, 
Landforms) in the mountains of northeastern Riverside County.” BLM should determine 
whether or not the proposed project conforms to these conservation recommendations and, 
if not, develop an alternative to the proposed project that does not involve development in 
the dissected fan areas. 

C.	 Cumulative impacts. Cumulative impacts of the proposed project, and other existing and 
reasonably foreseeable land uses, on at-risk species and their habitats on a regional scale need 
to be carefully analyzed. Cumulative impacts need to be analyzed and considered in the 
context of various laws and regulations pertaining to management of public lands in the 
CDCA, including the Endangered Species Act, Federal Land Policy and Management Act, 
and BLM Manuals 6840 (Special Status Species Management), 6500 (Wildlife Habitat 

United States Army Corps of Engineers, 120 F.3d 664, 669 (7th Cir. 1997). 
City of New York v. Department of Transp., 715 F.2d 732, 743 (2nd Cir. 1983). See also, Davis v. 

Mineta, 302 F.3d 1104 (10th Cir. 2002). 

5 
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Management) and 4180 (Public Land Health). Lastly, the effects of the proposed project on 
management policies contained in the CDCA Plan must be carefully identified and analyzed. 

Regarding cumulative impacts, we strongly urge BLM to consider the ecological condition 
and trend of lands and biological resources within the western Chuckwalla Valley where the 
proposed project is located. It is essential such an analysis consider the adverse impacts 
from the recently approved 4,000 acre Desert Sunlight solar project, located immediately 
north of the proposed project, as well as the potential impacts from other pending 
applications in this region on both private and public lands. In a real sense, BLM needs to 
establish the carrying capacity for renewable energy in this area given all the pending 
applications. 

Because the project is in an area being evaluated as a potential zone in the PEIS, the project 
must be considered in that context. NEPA’s implementing regulations explain that agencies 
should consider connected, cumulative, and similar actions in the same impacts statement. 
"Connected actions" must "be considered together in a single EIS."6 Likewise, cumulative 
actions "which when viewed with other proposed actions have cumulatively significant 
impacts should be discussed in the same impact statement." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(2). 
Similar, reasonably foreseeable actions also should be considered together in the same 
environmental review document when the actions "have similarities that provide a basis for 
evaluating their environmental consequences together, such as common timing or 
geography," and the "best way to assess adequately [their] combined impacts […] or 
reasonable alternatives" is to consider them together. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(3). 

4. Biological resources of special concern. 

A. Dry Desert Wash Woodlands. The proposed project is located in a portion of the 
Chuckwalla Valley that contains Dry Desert Wash Woodland, which is noted for its 
ecological significance in BLM’s Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Plan (NECO Plan). 
See NECO Plan, Map 3-3, Plant Communities. It appears that the proposed project falls 
within an area containing this plant community as shown on Map 3-3. The NECO Plan 
contains conservation provisions for Dry Desert Wash Woodlands and other rare habitats: 

“The requirements for compensation at 3:1 replacement acres would discourage project placement  
in Desert Dry Wash Woodland and Desert Chenopod Scrub communities. Both of these are 
present in small amounts, but add greatly to overall plant diversity in the planning area. Similar 
compensation rates for disturbance of closed dunes and playas communities would likewise 
discourage projects on these very rare communities.” (NECO Plan, Chapter 4, p. 83) 

6 Thomas v. Peterson, 753 F.2d 754, 758 (9th Cir. 1985). 
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Clearly, the NECO Plan anticipated that projects that would entail destruction of Dry Desert 
Wash Woodlands would be discouraged due to the 3:1 habitat loss compensation 
requirement, but such was not the case with the proposed project. Avoidance of sensitive 
Desert Dry Wash Woodland habitat is critical to its long term conservation on public 
lands in this planning area. Due to the large size of the proposed project and its apparent 
overlap with Dry Desert Wash Woodland Habitat, it is essential that alternatives to the 
proposed project that completely avoid this habitat type are identified and analyzed in the 
NEPA process. 

B.	 Landforms: Dissected Fans.  Dissected fans or upper bajadas adjacent to the McCoy 
Mountains contains the higher quality tortoise habitat in the region, and, as noted above, the 
FWS recommended that BLM prohibit further renewable energy development in this area, 
as well as in dissected fan habitats adjacent to the mountains in eastern Riverside County in 
general. The NEPA analysis should identify to what extent the proposed project would 
affect lands within this landform, and identify alternatives or impact avoidance measures 
necessary to avoid habitat loss in these areas. 

C.	 Foraging habitat for Golden eagles and other raptors. Based on the results of a 2010 golden 
eagle survey for several solar energy projects in eastern Riverside County, conducted by the 
Wildlife Research Institute7, evidence of current or past nesting by Golden eagle was noted 
in the region including the Coxcomb and Chuckwalla Mountains. Although the proposed 
project does not provide suitable raptor nesting habitat, the proposed project area is within 
the potential foraging range of this species. We recommend that an analysis of the effects of 
the proposed project, as well as other existing and proposed projects, on raptor foraging 
habitat within the area is included in the NEPA analysis. 

D.	 Desert tortoise and habitat connectivity. Our recent involvement with analyzing and 
commenting on Desert tortoise issues associated with the adjacent Desert Sunlight solar 
project indicate to us that these issues also need to be carefully analyzed for the proposed 
project. Of special concern is the potential impact of the proposed project on Desert 
tortoise connectivity habitat that extends through portions of Chuckwalla Valley including 
the Pinto Wash and more northerly suitable habitats. The NEPA analysis for the proposed 
project should address impacts, avoidance measures and other mitigation relative to the 
Desert tortoise and suitable connectivity habitats. 

E.	 Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA). A portion of the proposed project occurs 
within the BLM-designated Palen-Ford WHMA, established as part of the regional 
conservation framework for public lands containing numerous species of sensitive plants 

7 http://energy.ca.gov/sitingcases/genesis_solar/documents/applicant/2010-06
24_Golden_Eagle_Surveys_Surrounding_4_Proposed_Solar_Developments_TN-57324.PDF 
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and animals. The Desert Sunlight solar project also overlapped this WHMA but to a much 
greater extent. We recommend careful analysis of the effects of the proposed project on this 
WHMA as well as cumulative impacts due to the numerous solar energy projects throughout 
the Chuckwalla Valley that are under consideration or have been approved. We recommend 
BLM develop alternatives to the proposed project to address this issue, and specifically one 
that avoids project siting within this WHMA. 

This concludes the scoping comments of our organizations. Please contact us individually or as a 
group if you have questions or need clarification about any of the issues or recommendations we 
have included in this letter. Thank you for considering these scoping comments from our 
organizations. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Aardahl 
California Representative 
Defenders of Wildlife 
46600 Old State Highway, Unit 13 
Gualala, CA 95445 

Helen O’Shea 
Natural Resources Defense Council 
111 Sutter Street, 20th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94104 

Barbara Boyle 
Senior Representative, Clean Energy Solutions 
Sierra Club 
801 K Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Attachment: Recommended siting criteria for solar energy projects 
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OF COUNSEL 
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ADAMS BROADWELL JOSEPH & CARDOZO 

A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

601 GATEWAY BOULEVARD, SUITE 1000 


SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO , CA 94080 - 7037 


TEL: (650) 589-1660 

FAX : (650) 589-5062 


19 u I es s eri a n@adamsbroadwell .com 

October 7, 2011 

VIA U.S. MAIL AND FACSIMILE 

Lynnette Elser 
Planning and Environmental Coordinator 
Bureau of Land Management 
California Desert District Office 
22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Fax: (951) 697-5299 

SACRAMENTO OFFICE 

520 CAPITOL MALL, SUITE 350 

SACRAMENTO, CA 95814·4721 


TEL: (916) 444-6201 

FAX : (916) 444-6209 
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Re: 	 Request for Mailed Notice ofNEPA Actions and Public 
Hearings -enXco Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project, Riverside 
County, and Possible Land Use Plan Amendment (CACA 49491) 

Dear Ms. Elser: 

We are writing on behalf of the California Unions for Reliable Energy to 
request mailed notice of any and all hearings, public meetings, environmental 
review documents, and other actions related to enXco's Desert Harvest Solar Farm 
Project and possible land use plan amendment (CACA 49491) ("Project") in 
Riverside County, as well as a copy of the environmental review document when it 
is made available for public review. This request is made pursuant to the National 
Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") (40 C.F.R., §§ 1506.6(b)(1), 1501.4(e)(1) and 
1501.7(a)(1» and all other applicable laws and regulations. 

Please send the above requested items to our South San Francisco office as 
follows: 

Via U.S. Mail 

Janet Laurain 

Adams Broadwell Joseph & Cardozo 

601 Gateway Boulevard, Suite 1000 

South San Francisco, CA 94080 


2625-001d 

o printed on recycled paper 
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Lynnette Elser 
Bureau of Land Management 
Octobel' 7,2011 
Page 2 

Via Email 

jlaurain@adamsbroadwell.com 

Please call me at (650) 589-1660 if you have any questions. Thank you for 
your assistance with this matter. 

Sincel'ely, 

o~~~_ 
~n:t Laurain 

Environmental Paralegal 

JML:cnh 

2625-001d 
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3000 Ocean Park Boulevard SUite .,0: 
Santa Monica CA 90405 

Tel (310) 450-9090 
Fu (310) 450·9494 

www EagleCrestEnergy.com 

Eagle Crest 
Energy Company 

Lplllcnc Elser 

Planning and Ellvironmcnral Coordinator 

Burcau of L:md Management 

CalifOnlia Desert District Office 

22835 Callc San Juan de Los Lagos 

i\ lorcno Valley, CA 92553 


October 17,2011 

Dear Ms. Elser. 

Eagle Crest Energy Company (ECE) appreciates lhe opportunity to submit comments o n the 

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) NOlicc of Intent 10 Prepare:m Environmcmal lmpact 

Statement for the Proposed Desen 1lan-est Solar Fann Project. \'{'c arc cOllccmcd about potencial 

land usc conflicts berween the proposed Desert Il arvcst project and the proposed Eagle Mountalll 

Pumped Storage Project . 

ECE holds a Preliminary Pennil LSsucd by the Federal Energy Regulatory CommiSSion (FERC or 

Commission) mosr recently on August 13,2008 to pursue development of the Eagle f'.!ountain 

Projcct on public and private lands to the west of the Desen llarvest Project, with linear fealUrcs 

extending through the Deserl llarvest project area 1 At the time of ECE's filing of the Preliminary 

Pennit Application, ECE envisioned an interconnection transmiSSlon line lr,wcrsing the 

Chuckwalla Valley from the Central Project Area to the sout heas t, parallel to the existing Southern 

California Edison transmission line. "111 is interconnection transmission (inc was planned to connect 

10 a proposed Colorado River substauon ncar Blythe. Califomia. "nle lands within the proposed 

project boundary, as displayed in the Preluninary Permit Application, arc subject 10 a federal power 

reservation. as specified in Section 24 of the Federal Power Acl.Z 

In June 2009, ECE applied to the FERC for a license to construct and operate the 1,300 M\Xf 

Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project. In addition, ECE filed an application for a right-of-way 

(SF-299) for the Eagle f'. lountain Pumped Storage Projcct \\~th the Bt.M in October 2008. In July 

2009, BL.t.\1 rt.""(lllCSted that ECE amend the SF-299 to reflcct the project description in the FERC 

I Eagle Crest Energy Company. 124 FERC 62.126 (2008). 

2 See 16 U.S.C. § 818 
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license application Qener attached). ECE responded to BLM's request in .\ugust 2009. with an 

amended SF-299 right-of-way application. 

[n December 2010, FERC published a Dr:lf\ Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the 

proposed Eagle Mountain Projecl) -n1C DEIS identified a FERC Staff Recommend«l i\1rcmlHiyc 

,vith a lranSITIlSsion rou\l.' parallel to the SeE linc interconnecting 10 the Red Bluff Substation as 

the environmcnmlly preferred alternative. 

ECE anticipates that, should FERC decide to issue a license for the projccl, the FERC Staff 

Recommended .\ltcmative \viU become thc licensed transmission route. In that e"CIll, the Eagle 

Mountalll interconnection transmission rOute will cross through the sou thwestern parcel identified 

on the maps for rhe Dcsenllarvest project as being for the "transmission line." ' l1\e la nds 

included in the FERC Staff Recommended Alternative were included within the proposed project 

boundary in ECE's March 3,2008 prehminary penl\it application. which thereby subjccts those 

lands to a power projcct rcsen'anon under Sccnon 2~ of the Federal Power Act. ' 

11\e oper.ltion of Section 2~ of the Federal Power .t\ct precludes BLM from di~posing of those 

lands designated for the Desert I-lan-cst projcct transmission line that were witbdrnwn from 

disposal and resen'ed for power site usc by the filing of ECE's preliminary pemut application 

encompassing those lands. Specifically. Scction 24 of the FPA pro\-ides: 

An}' lands of the United States included in llny proposed projecl lmder the provisions of this Part 

shall from the date of the filing of application therefor be rescn-ed from emf)" location or other 

disposal under the laIN'S of the United States until otherwise directed b}' the [PERC) or by 

Congress." Stt 16 U.S.c. § 818. 

It should be noted that in :In earlier preliminary pennit proceeding fo r the Eagle Mountain Projcct, 

the Commission addrt.'Ssed tillS power site resen'auon Issue in the case involvlng land exchanged 

under Section 206 of the Federal Land Management Policy Act (I·l~PMt\) . In that dcclsion, the 

Commission clarified that lhe segregation of lands by BLi.. 1docs nOt affcclthe operation of 

Section 2-l of the FPA to \vithdraw lands with a fede ral power site reservation. Stt Eagle MOlln/ain 

E"W Com!",,!}. 6 1 FERC ~ 61, 066 (1993). 

'nit .. Notice o([ntent for the Desert I lan-cst Project notes that the BLi\1 segregated the public 

I:mds localed within lI\e Desert l lan'cst Project' s application area from appropria tion under lI\e 

public land and mining laws. but not the mineral leasing o r material s:tles acts. for a period of 25 

years for lI1C purpose of protecting potenllal sites for future solar energy de,-c1opmcnt pursuant to 

~3CFR 209 1. 3- I(e) and ~3CFR 28O-1.25(e) [16 FR 38416. June 30. 20t I). It is clea r from the 

precedent stated above, tilal the lands set aside by Bl,l\t for segregation remain subject to a federal 

power rcsen'alion under the FPA fo r the Eagle Moul1Iain Projcct. 

J Eagle Cre.~1 Eller&'J' Compall)" Draft Environmental ltnpaci Statement, FE RC Docket No. 13123 (Dec. 23, 
20 I0). hup ;(!elihrary.ferc.gov/ idmws/eommQIJ/opennat.asp?fi lel Do; 12518824. 

~ Eagle Cresl Energy COIllP(lIIY. 124 FERC 62.126 (2008). 

2 
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\X 'c would also likc 10 poim OUi that thc map cntitled Regional Sctting with Vicil1lt)' Proje<:ts, 

cnXco - Descn Harvest Solar. CACA 049491. displays other proposed proje<:[S in Chuckwalla 
Valley area. bur docs not include lhe Eagle l\lounlain Pumped Storage Project. 

\X'c arc :wailable to answer any questions yOll may ha\'e about the Eagle Moulllalll Pumped Storage 

Project. \X'c appreciate your :llIcnDon to our concems. 

SincercJ}'. 

cc: John Kalish, Ficld Manager 
I lolly RobertS, Associate Ficld l\ lanager 
Peter Godfrey. Ilydrologisl 

3 
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United SLates DepaJ1ll1CIlL of the Interior 
nURMII OF lAND MANAGEM~.....r 


I'alm ~I""_'ioulh c...... F",k1 Off..., 

L~I ""d 0"...,. 1"

1......._C... ~1 TAKE PRIDE 
GOO) 8.1.:J.7I(lO t .... G..oI &'13.7199 'NAMERICA 

liuI ... "" Ihr 1--. ... 
...... /.tohy>o ""~W> 

JUL 14 2009 
IN A£PI.Y REFER TO 

2800 
(CA-66.40) 

Eagle Crest Energy Company 
Anention: Steve Lowe 
74-199 Et Paseo Drive 
One EI Paseo West Building, Suite 204 
Palm Desert. Cahfornia 92260 

Dear Mr. Lowe, 

Eagle Crest Energy Company (ECE), has filed an application WIth the Palm Springs. 
South Coast FJeld OffICe. Bureau of Land Management for the construction, operation 
and maintenance of a FERC project, the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project. 

On June 22. 2009. the company also filed a Final License Application with the Federal 
Energy Regulatory CommissJoo (FERC) for the project. 

The project is proposed to be constructed, in part on land which is subject to on-going 
htlQation involving the Eagle Mountain Landfill Project. BLM will not accept an 
apphcatloo for these lands until the case is settled 

Your SF-299 application does not include the correct legal description for the project 
and makes reference to the portions of the Draft License Application. The Draft License 
Application has been superseded by the Final LICense Application. Please file an 
amended SF·299to reflect the location change as referenced in Volume 6 of !he Final 
License Application. 

According to Federal regulations contained in 43 CFR 2804.14. BLM IS required to be 
reunbursed for the costs Incurred in processing a nght-of·way application We have 
determined that the appropriate processing category for your application is Category 6. 
The nonrefundable processing fee for a Category 6 is all reasonable costs incurred In 
processing your application Enclosed is a cost recovery agreement in which we have 
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estimated the cost of your application to be approximately $106,685. An initial deposit 
of $20,000 is required for processing your request. We will proceed with processing 
your appl ication upon receipt of the amount 

Please sign the agreement and return with a check payable to DOI-BLM, at the above 
address. We will sign and retain a copy of the executed document. 

Please be aware that you may not legally carry out any proposed activities on public 
lands managed by BLM untit you have received an authorization from our office. 

If you have any questions, please contact Mike Bennett at (760) 833-7 139, 

sZi1!'~cerel " 

. " 
f.e~"'l t...,

John R. Kalish 
Field Manager 

Attachment - Cost Recovery Agreement 

cc: Jeff HaNey 
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COST ItEIMB URS t: Mt;NT AG REEME:,\'T 

IIET WEEN 


EAGL.E C REST E>"[RGY CO,\ l PA"''' 

AX\} 

Tin: BURE AU OF I.MW MANAGBIE>" T 

I'AL.M SI'RINGS - SOUTII COt\ ST .· IEU> OFF1 0 : 


I.I L. M Cosl RoxOHI)' I' rojoxl Number 5101-[R_ 

I. AUTHORITY 

A. SeClion 3(14(b) and 504(g) of the Federal l.3nd Polic~ and Managcment Atl (FL.PMt\) 143 
U.S.c. \734(b) and 1764(g). as amended. 

R 4) eFR Subpart 28(14 

It. ,'UI{I'OS t: 

Thi~ COS! Recovery Agrctmenl (~Agreement--) between Eagle Cre~l I,nerg)' Company 
(~Applicant--). and the Bureau of Land Management (--SL.:.r). t~Iablis.hcs procedures to reimburse BL.M for 
cOstS incurred in processing Right-of-Way Applicalion Serial No. CACA 509-16 (--Applicalion--) for a 
proposed right of way within lhc boundaries oflhe BL.M Palm Sprinp _ South Coa5t Field Office. 

III . GENERA L. I'ROVIS IO;'1S 

A. BL.M agrees to proc<:ss lhe Application 10 the nttnt funding under lhis Agrecmenl permils. 
Processing" ill include. but n01 be: limited to: coordination. prepann ion. admini sumion and appro,a! of 
all nece5Sar) environmental anal}..:s. induding prepamtion of8n Em ironme,nal I mpaI't Slattmcnt (EIS): 
c(lnsullation Wilh appropriate Federal. State. Tribal. and local (lffidals; preparation of lhe administrati"e 
rewr<I: rtSCIlving any proleslS. appeals andl(lr liliglllion that might result from the p«">p<>Sal: preparali(ln of all 
decisions and authorization resulting from lhose decisi(ln: ITI()nitwing the construction. and other necessary 
processing actions consistent \\'ith the final determinations. 

B. BLM,,; II ad, i!;C Applicant of the nature and extent ofall studies nc-cdcd to c<Jmply "ith 
NEPA and other requirements. as discussed in Scctioo A abovc. and BLM " 'ill have the <;>pp<}f1unity to 
\I!;c studies prepared by Applicant' s personnel and consultants" here'er such studies meet BLM 
SIandards and the requiremcnts of la". 

C. BL.M "ill administer this Agreement and process lhe Applications as to ",'oid unneccs~ 
employment of pcfSOllnel. limit e.xpcnditure of funds. and make c"ery reasonable cffan to process the 
application and make II dc-cisioo concerning the Appl ication in a linld}' and "'of~manl;~e manner. 
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1>. The panies understand Ind IgrN lhal ihc PUrp<)O'C oflhi. Agr«mem is limitoo 10 
Il'imbursemcnt ofcosts incurred by IlLM and that it ~s tlOC control any maner beyond the scope of 
this Agreement. 

t:. ~ designated points ofronw:tlproj«t rmmager "ith "hom each part) 10 ihi. A~.ent "ill 
communicate ronceming an, aspecl orihis agrftmenl are IS follo....s: 

BLM Applicanl 

Bureau of Land Management Eagle en:$! Encr&> Conrpany 
Mike Bennett. Assistanl Field Manager Stcve Lo"c. Prnidcnt 
Palm Springs.South Coasl Field Offir:<: en.: EI Pasro Buildin! 
1201 BirdCentcrDm'e 7~ 199 EI Pasco. Suite 204 
Palm Springs. CA 92262 Palm IkKn. CA 92260 

The I'anies shall ma~c its MSt efrom to lIIih"" Ihe $oIIme poinl o f co nt:K:llproject manall",.lhrougho<!l 
the duration of the li"'crncnt: ho" c"cr. eilher pan~ may dl'Signate a different point of romactlproject 
manager by notifying the other pan) in ....riling of such changc. 

IV . RU\18URSAB l E COSTS 

A. In acrordancf- "ilh S«tiOll 304(b) orFLPMA and 43 CFR 2~. 19. Applieantl~ 10 
reimburse BlM for reasonable costs incum:d by BlM for processin! the Applkalion. and sbould lhe 
Application be appro-·ed. for issuing a righl-of''''ay gram and monitoring Ihc ron.tnrctinn. o~ration. 
maintenance and tennination of aUlhorizt:d project raeil ities. 

D. Funher. in ~ordalK.'c "ilh 43 CFR 2g04.14(o. Applicant ",.i"e$ consideration of 
rea,;onablc 00$1S. as "ould be dc:tennrncd under 43 CFR 2804.20 and 2804.21. and a~ to pay.1l 
actual CO$1S ilK.'urrcd b~ BL\! related to ihi. Applieation . 

C. Actual COSts incum:<! by BL~1 include dim:t and indim:t COSIS. as defined in Exhibit I . 
Exhibit 2. financial Plall. i. an CSlimate ofdim:t and indirect costs expected to be incurred b> UI..M in 
processing the Application . This ~ost eSlim31~ rna> be amended. in writinj!. should actual COSts e.\~ 

estimated CO$1s. 

V. PA YM[:-'"TS ANO ACCO U:-''-I:-."G 

A. Applrcant" S reirnb<lrsen'~n1 of BlM's ar.:tual costs shall oonsi~t ofall initial deposit of 
520.000. and additional period P'l>'mcms. !o complete pro<.:<;:ssing the Applkalion. and. ifappro'·ro. 
issue the grail!. and monitor the oonSlruction. operation. and tennination of the project. 

8. I~ toIIl reimbur$efncnl forCOSlS ilK.'urrnl by BLM in process,ng lhe AppI~.ion is 
cSlimated 10 M $106.685. [fBL\! tktermines ~ additional funds.~ n«ded. BL\1 shall rc-c:sIimale 
such amotlnts and pro' ide Applicant ",ritlen ""'icc ohM determination and resultant CSlimated costs. 
If payments made by Applicant exceed actual costS incurred. 1l1.M " 'ill promptl) refund the c.~ccss or 
adjuS1lhc neXI billing to ren""t th~ c;\C~. 
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C. fiL M shall monthly " ,,·iew cas<: processing and costs i""urn:<.!. When BLM dctennines there arc 
insumcknt funds rem.ining for the ""XI period of planned "ork. it sha ll infonn the Applicant of the ,,-on: 
Pf'OIl'O'C'd to be done .nd request a funhC'f tkposil. Deposits must be .-e«i,ed prior to BI • .\1 incurring 00$1$. 

I). BU-I " 'iII pw.,tk Applicant quancrl} swcmcntS or BL.\ t e:<pcnditurn. "ithin)O daysofthe 
close Oflhe quartC'f (Mltt'h 31. June 30, September)O and Decemb<-r 31), 

E, Applicam shall h.,·c the naJlI lo conduct. II its own cxpenx. reuonable auditS of tile books. 
=ortIs..nd docu"",nlJ ofBL\I relatinll to the items on an) particular accounting stat~nt prm'idc:d 
b) BL\ 1. Applicant shooll have 30 da)'s .fter I«eipl of the q"""CI"I} SUlttMnL 10 ..is<: oo;tttoons 10. ac 
dispute. an) pa"'eUW ('IIU)' acCOSI ;Iem 

F. BLM shall pro~idc fullju51ific81ioo of an) dispulcd cnll)' orcost item " ',Ihin 30 days of 
I«cipc of tile objtttion Of "ill delete the entry to COS! ilem If Appl icanl still objects to tM enuy Of cOS! 

item. Applicam may submit an appeal 10 tM S1:1OIe Director ,,-,thin 30 days ofn:ccipt of BL\" s 
justiflCalion. llIe Stale DiI«IOf' 5 decision is !he final ..Jminisl .."'e decision rdllled 10 sue:h ('II1r) Of 
cost ;1C'ffi . 

G. In accordant<! with ~3 CFR 2804.27, should IlL M den)' the Applicalion. Applicant must 
rcimburs.e Bl \1 fOf all costs Bl:..! incurred in processing the Applicat ion. If Applicant " itlidl1l" s the 
Application.. Applicant m~t reimburse BL.\\ fOf prott'SSinll costs incurred by Bl'\l in closing its 
re' ic" orthc Application. 

VI, U ' FF.CTIVF. I>.\n: 

This AJl'lltment shall be effc-cti,'c as of lhe laner date of its uc-cution by boIh parties. Unlns 
Icnninalcd e.trlier. this AJl'lltment shooll cootinue: so 10011.5 Right-of-Wa) Case CACA S09~6 is 1K1;,-e. 

VII . T[RM I1'.;ATlO .... 

Either pa"> 10 this A81"mem may !ennjnal~ Ihis Al!Jl:~lm'nl "ith "'nltcn tlOIice to the OIher pan) . 
Ho"cHr. tcnninat10n o r this '\gr«ment does not " .i,e Applicl m's ~sponsjbil;t) for payment ofBLM 
costs incurred as pI'O,ided in Seclion VI of this A~nt. 

VIII . OTln:R PROVISIO ....S 

E,.,cepL U sp!:<:ifically pro~ided in this A81"mc m_ API'licant does not ".ive any adm'n;stnol;'·C ac 
junsdiclional nghts il may ot""'" i~ ha,·c. 
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IX. SIGNATURES OF AG RU:ME1"T 

For lIu...,~u o~ Land M"nMl!emtn l 

c-lfl/ "'-6:1 b= 
S;gnllu~ S;gnalu~ 

T~' ped Name TH",d Name 

fjeld Manam - Palm SDrinlti 
Typed Tille 

'/"/09
Date T I 
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E~h;b; 1 I 

I~ril)\;on of Il j.....,1 ~nd Indj.....,1 CO!<IS 


Di=, COSts ~ those toSlS "hieh can bo: SpCCificall, ilknlified ",til lhe Applicalion and "hil:h ~ 
incurred for 1M beMfil ofApplicant in Ihal the COSti would 1101 ha,... bern incurred but for Ihc 
Applicalion and arc IP'PfOPI"iate in onkr for BLM 10 process lhe Applicalion. Examples ofdirecl costs 
include. bul arc nOllimiled to. pel"$l')flnci cOStS in the ro.,n or"ages paid 10 HLM personnel working on Ihe 
Application. wilh allo .... anus ptlwided for fringe beMfil$ and lea"e sun:tu.r-ge nile and an> O"crtime 
associaled " 'itll processing lhe Applicalion; Inl\"el e.~po..'IISCS; pun:hased SCT\'iccs. if1ICCC$sat). $llCh as 
printio" IUlOO\3tcd dall processing scrvitts and photogrIIphic reproduction: Ind In} miscellaneous supploe$ 
and equIpment ofa SpCCi.Hlro nature. lhe usc of "hil:h is dir«tly appl icabk to processing lhe Application. 

Indir«1 COSIS arc tIlosc "hich cDnnOI bo: specifically idcnlifil'd .... ilh the Appl ication. These indin;ct costs 
h"'e bern cakulatl'd al a fi .~ed ratc of 19.7% ofdirecl costs. This pen:cnlag<: figurc hill! bern Ik,'elopc:d in 
IO<'cordance .... itll lkpartment of the Interior preccdul'C$ and rcpre$ClllS lhose administnU.;,c and program 
cosu. e:<eluding manage~nl o .. crtw:.d. "hieh can be attributed 10 proo;<:nlog the Application. Indi=, COSIS 
included a pontOn of ille OOSIS for capItalized and non-<:.pillli~ equipment: spao:e rCIllal : Iclephone 
SCn ices: pO.tagc: I"'f$Onncilransfer C<)sIS: budgel and program dc"c!npmenl; admini'lrati,·c and clerical 
suppOt1: uuining. sarC\~ managemenl: public informalion. inquiries and !"CpOrts: cartography and basic series 
IlIawing: a,·iatlon managemenl: telecommunication: maintcname offlquipment and lools; and S)l~ems 

design and implemenlilion. 

8.cluded from indirocl cost. arc COSIS for managerial won; e"alualion offield offICe acli, itin: program 
coordinalion: Icchnical program direclion: environmental educational: interagcncy planning: studies and 
research: prcpall'llion of en' ironmental documenlS rclalinll 10 genera l program planning: la.... enfon;emenl: 
and fircfiglning. 
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Inforn"uinn In hoe SUPI,lif.'d b,· Applicanl 
Technical dra .... ings. Plnn of Dewlopmcn!. SlII'\'cy drawings and other inFonna!ion sp<:cifiully related !O rhc 
p<OpI)SCd project A cultural SUI'\-e) of rhe pmposed right of way area will be required. 

·ill i 
Federal Energy 
U.S. Fish ,"'WII, 

the folio" ing O1hcr agencies: 

Stare HiSlorie Pre~I'\ arion Departmenr 
En ..ifOllmenlal Groups 
Applicable Habirar Consel'\-ation Program Managers 
Other Mfe<:ted Parties 
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NATIONAL PARKS CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 
Protecting Parks for Future Generations 

October 20, 2011 

Lynette Elser, Planning and Environmental Coordinator 
Bureau of Land Management 
22835 Calle San Juan de Los Lagos 
Moreno Valley,  CA 92553 

Dear Ms. Elser: 

The National Parks Conservation Association (NPCA), a non-profit whose mission is to “Protect and 
enhance the national parks for present and future generations,” would like to submit the following 
comments on enXco’s Desert Harvest Solar Farm.  NPCA has almost 350,000 members nationwide and 
48,000 members in the state of California.  We work with communities, the media and elected officials to 
raise awareness about the value of protecting and supporting America’s national parks.  NPCA believes our 
nation must invest in a renewable energy future to become independent from foreign oil and reduce the 
worst impacts of climate change, but do so in such a way that does not jeopardize our national parks and 
other ecologically sensitive areas. 

EnXco’s proposed 150 Megawatt Desert Harvest Solar Farm is situated in the Chuckwalla Valley of 
California, north of Interstate 10 and directly to the south of the approved Desert Sunlight Solar Farm.  The 
footprint of the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Farm is 1,280 acres and would include photovoltaic solar 
arrays, a substation, administration buildings, maintenance facilities and a transmission line.  If approved, 
construction would commence in late 2013 and would take approximately 9-12 months to complete.  The 
current footprint of the project is adjacent to the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management area and is 
approximately 2 miles from the border of Joshua Tree National Park. 

During the scoping period, the Bureau of Land Management is soliciting public comment on issues, 
concerns, potential impacts, alternatives, and mitigation measures that should be considered in the analysis 
of the proposed action. NPCA would like to comment on the following issues: 

Pre-existing Policy on Renewable Energy Development 

NPCA is concerned that this development does not comply with the February 24, 2011 Frost Poole Memo 
which states that renewable energy projects other than the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm will not be pursued 
in the Eagle Mountain area on Bureau of Land Management Land. 

1)How does EnXco’s Desert Harvest Solar Farm comply with the February 24, 2011 NPS/BLM 
Frost/Poole Memo? 

Joshua Tree Field Office, 61325 Twentynine Palms Highway, Suite B
 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
 

Telephone (760) 366-7785 • Fax (760) 366-3035
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NATIONAL PARKS CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 
Protecting Parks for Future Generations 

Endangered Species 

The Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area lies directly to the west of the proposed Desert Harvest 
Solar Farm footprint.  The Chuckwalla DWMA was set aside as part of the Eastern Colorado Recovery 
Unit for the threatened Desert Tortoise. 

The 2011 Revised Recovery Plan for the Mojave Population of Desert Tortoise by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service establishes a target of “No net loss” (p. 63)of current habitat within conservation areas.  It 
goes on to say that “Habitat degradation or loss in some areas should be balanced with habitat acquisition 
or restoration of degraded habitat in other areas, as specified in the West Mojave Plan for example.” (p.63) 

The adjacent Desert Harvest Solar Farm could have adverse impact on the recovery unit in several ways. 
First, the development could degrade habitat and construction could introduce invasive species.  Second, 
construction could mean the building of new access roads that could artificially inflate the population of 
predatory ravens, thus negatively affecting the population of desert tortoise. Finally, the project could 
impede the movement of Desert Tortoises between protected areas. 

NPCA raises the following questions about impacts to the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area 
to be addressed in the draft EIS. 

1) How will the creation of surface roads to the project impact the Chuckwalla DWMA and how will 
these roads be mitigated? 

2) What sort of predator control program will be implemented to control the potential increase in 
predatory ravens? 

3) How will invasive weeds that are introduced to the project site and adjacent Chuckwalla DWMA 
be controlled as they will negatively impact critical desert tortoise habitat? 

4)	 How does the Bureau of Land Management intend to monitor this project and the cumulative 
effects of other proposed projects on desert tortoise populations and is scientifically substantive 
data currently available to serve as a baseline? 

5)	 How will this project and other proposed projects in the Chuckwalla Valley potentially impede 
wildlife corridors and limit the gene pool for animals like the threatened desert tortoise? 

6)	 Will mitigation such as ecological restoration, construction of vehicle barriers and education 
programs designed to improve desert tortoise habitat and population viability be considered for 
this proposed project? 

7)	 NPCA requests the Bureau of Land Management and EnXco to examine alternative locations for 
this project that would cause less negative impact to Joshua Tree NP and its dependent resources, 
preferably on disturbed lands. 

Water Resources 

The Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin receives both surface and groundwater inflow from the Pinto 
Valley Groundwater Basin. The water enters into the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin through a gap 

Joshua Tree Field Office, 61325 Twentynine Palms Highway, Suite B
 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
 

Telephone (760) 366-7785 • Fax (760) 366-3035
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NATIONAL PARKS CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 
Protecting Parks for Future Generations 

in the bedrock. A portion of Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) overlies the Pinto Valley Groundwater 
Basin. 

Although photovoltaic arrays need a great deal less water during project operations, water use can still be 
substantial during construction when water is used as a palliative to minimize dust, for construction 
materials and for teams of workers.  NPCA would like to see the following questions addressed in the draft 
EIS related to water use for this project: 

1)	 How will water use for this project and the cumulative water use for the proposed Eagle Crest 
Pumped Storage Project, Desert Sunlight Solar Farm, Chuckwalla Solar Project, Palen Solar 
Project and Riverside East Solar Energy Zone: 
A) Impact groundwater beneath the Chuckwalla Valley; 
B) Affect groundwater in the Pinto Basin beneath Joshua Tree National Park; 
C) Impact surface water like seeps and springs throughout this region; and 
D) Affect riparian Vegetation 

NPCA would also like to see the following considerations addressed in the draft EIS: 

-A meaningful, scientifically based discussion about desert groundwater recharge rates that consider 
climate change predictions for our area, especially increasing variability in precipitation for the California 
desert and overall diminished precipitation. 

- A meaningful, scientifically based discussion about the amount of available groundwater.  Assumptions in 
the EIS about the number of acre feet in the groundwater should the water already allocated for habitation, 
agriculture and industry in the Chuckwalla Valley and surrounding area. Studies should include an 
analysis from the United States Geological Survey studies, other government agency or independent 
university analysis if possible. 

Air Quality 

Joshua Tree National Park is designated as a Class I Airshed, which means that it receives the highest level 
of protection under the Clean Air Act.  However, the park consistently exceeds the 120 parts per billion 
ozone concentration level set by the Environmental Protection Agency for human health and ground-level 
ozone concentrations are among the highest recorded in the National Park System.  High levels of ground-
level ozone have the potential to human health and plant life. 

Poor air quality frequently obscures the park’s scenic vistas.  During certain times of the year, visitors at 
the mile-high Key’s View observation area can  barely see the tip of 10,000 foot high Mount San Jacinto, a 
mere 50 miles away.  In fact, the natural visual range from high points in Joshua Tree should be 
approximately 120 miles, but on many days air pollution limits it to 35 miles and less. Finally, atmospheric 
nitrogen and sulfur deposition in Joshua Tree National Park due to air pollution is well above naturally 
occurring levels.  Atmospheric nitrogen deposition fuels the growth of invasive species in Joshua Tree and 
has altered the park’s fire regime. 

The Desert Harvest Solar Farm has the potential to harness a clean, renewable source of energy, but at the 
same time, construction and the removal of native vegetation could adversely impact air quality in the 

Joshua Tree Field Office, 61325 Twentynine Palms Highway, Suite B
 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
 

Telephone (760) 366-7785 • Fax (760) 366-3035
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NATIONAL PARKS CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 
Protecting Parks for Future Generations 

Coachella Valley and Joshua Tree National Park.  NPCA raises the following questions to be examined in 
the upcoming draft EIS. 

1)	 How will the cumulative effects of the removal of native vegetation and the disturbance of soils 
from projects like the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm, the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Farm, 
Ridgeline Energy Project, Chuckwalla Solar Project, Palen Solar Project and the Riverside East 
SEZ impact air quality in the Chuckwalla Valley, surrounding wilderness, adjacent Chuckwalla 
Desert Wildlife Management Area and Joshua Tree National Park? 

2)	 How will the cumulative and project-specific effects of the operation of vehicles and motorized 
equipment during construction for this project and the aforementioned projects affect nitrogen 
deposition and ground level ozone in the Chuckwalla Valley, surrounding wilderness, adjacent 
Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area and Joshua Tree National Park? 

3)	 How will the cumulative air quality impacts of the aforementioned projects be adequately 
monitored before, during and after construction so that the National Park Service and other land 
management agencies have accurate data on the cumulative and individual impacts of the 
aforementioned projects? 

4)	 What steps will be taken to mitigate and improve air quality from the impacts of the 
aforementioned projects?  What steps will be taken during construction to protect the scenic 
viewsheds and visibility from Joshua Tree National Park? 

5)	 What steps will be taken to mitigate and minimize light pollution and fugitive dust that could harm 
Joshua Tree National Park’s night sky resources? 

6)	 What design steps will be undertaken to minimize this project’s form, line and color from
 
mountainous viewing points within wilderness or Joshua Tree National Park?
 

NPCA would like to thank the Bureau of Land Management for the opportunity to submit these scoping 
comments for EnXco’s proposed Desert Harvest Solar Farm in eastern Riverside County.  We welcome the 
opportunity to review the draft Environmental Impact Statement and see how these questions and issues are 
addressed. 

Sincerely, 

Seth Shteir, California Desert Field Representative 
National Parks Conservation Association 
61325 Twentynine Palms  Hwy., Suite B 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252 
sshteir@npca.org 
760-332-9776 

Joshua Tree Field Office, 61325 Twentynine Palms Highway, Suite B
 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
 

Telephone (760) 366-7785 • Fax (760) 366-3035
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NATIONAL PARKS CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION
 
Protecting Parks for Future Generations
 

Joshua Tree Field Office, 61325 Twentynine Palms Highway, Suite B
 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
 

Telephone (760) 366-7785 • Fax (760) 366-3035
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From: Susan Fleming [mailto:mrsfungus53@gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, October 15, 2011 2:52 PM 
To: BLM_CA_Desert_Harvest 
Subject: Solar 

I am a concerned citizen of Lake Tamarisk Desert Resort in Desert Center California. The proposal for 
additional Solar Sites in our area is disturbing. First Solar has already inuated our area. There is no room 
for more at this time nor any desire for more in the future. We are a very remote, quiet, undisturbed, 
unpopulated area. There is a population of approximately 300 during the winter months when the 
'Snowbirds' are here. The population of the 'Snowbirds' alone is appoximately 150 plus. We are here by 
choice because of the beautiful quiet desert. We are here for the Golf Course, the Bike Riding, Walking, 
and ATVing. With the Solar Farms taking over our beautiful desert and all of the construction trucks, 
people, ect. we are no long a quiet beautiful area. The quiet on the golf course and outside on our 
patios has been disturbed by many extra vehicles, large and small. This is only the first. 

There has been no study on the affect of Solar and tranmission lines and Humans. Many studies have 
been done on plants, animals, ect., but not on humans. These Solar Plants are very close to our 
community. If nothing else, there should be a buffer zone between our community and the Solar. 

Our night skies are untouched by ,,,,,,,,, lights. Will the night lights at the Solar plants disturb our night 
skies??? 

Will the Transmission lines, block our views and endanger our health??? 

More studies need to be done on where this is happening. There is no housing for even a small portion 
of any employees much less many. Our roads cannot handle the amount of trips even of Shuttle Busses 
that will go down our roads. There are no shoulders on our roads, so the 'humans' will have to give up 
riding their bikes and walking for their health. 

Building these Solar Farms near a Community really needs further research. We ask questions that no 
one has answers for. We just don't want our beautiful, quiet area ruined by too many Solar Farms with 
no consideration to the Community or people. More research and information needs to be provided 
before constructing more Solar. 

Sincerely, 
Susan Fleming 
Lake Tamarisk Desert Resort 
mrsfungus53@gmail.com 
425-346-6669 
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BLM,desert harvest solar project EIS Page loft . .. 


From: wdgreen4 <wdgreen4@aol.com> 
To: lElser <lElser@blm.gov> 

Subject: BlM,desert haNest solar project EIS 
Date: Thu, Oct 13, 2011 3:09 pm 

MR.& MRS. Walter D. Green 
Phone:7~227-3215 
Address: PO Box 306 
Desert Center, Ca. 92239 

We are for solar projects, but! They are being pushed through without any consideration for local residents or the unique 
Flora and Fauna in this area. Ancient Ironwood forests are suppose to be protected. The BlM needs to ask the local 
population about were the desert lilies actually bloom, more bloom out of the Desert Uly PreseNe than in it. Native American 
petroglyphs are found here and arrow heads ect. can be found in this valley. You are bulldozing over areas you know very little 
about. There seems to be no proof that even the water supply has been considered. There are reports that the water being 
used is not renewable. Water is drafted from from the aqueduct, All American cannel, for building projects in Coachella Valley. 
Why aren't they using the aqueduct here? With over 8 solar projects being approved for this small valley, the BlM seems to be 
rushing to accommodate solar energy at all cost. Even though it has yet to be proven as a cost effective source of energy or 
even environmentally sound. 

No current research has been done on this valley, meetings are unadvertised in this area and people who should have 
answers seem to be uninformed and have no answers. Few people know what is going on. BLM seems to think telling 
someone 50 to 100 miles away is adequate. IT isn'tl What should be addressed in your environmental document.- What will 
be left of this valley for local residents, if you ruin the water supply and kill off the unique desert vegetation? 

CJ 

:r~ ..... c: -
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http://mail.aol.com/34l88-III/aol-6/en-us/maiVPrintMessage.aspx 10/1312011 
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REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTION OF COMMENTS RE:
 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
 

PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING
 

DESERT HARVEST SOLAR PROJECT EIS
 

OCTOBER 2011
 

DATE:	 Monday, October 3, 2011
 

TIME:	 1:00 P.M. to 2:00 P.M.
 

LOCATION:	 University of Riverside

Palm Desert Graduate Center
 
75080 Frank Sinatra Drive
 
Palm Desert, California
 

REPORTED BY:	 Rhonda K. Goodman
 
CSR No. 8857
 

REFERENCE NO:	 28719A
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APPEARANCES:
 

IAN BLACK, enXco
 

LYNNETTE ELSER, Bureau of Land Management
 

MARISA MITCHELL, Aspen Environment Group
 

AUBREY MESCHER, Aspen Environment Group
 

ALEX McINTURFF, Aspen Environment Group
 

THE PUBLIC:
 

REBECCA FORBES, Caltrans
 

ELIZABETH MEYERHUFF, Eagle Crest Energy
 

PATRICIA PINON, La Cuna de Aztlan Sacred Sites
 

OLLIE BEYAL, Observer
 

PHILIP LUONG, Lakeview Ranch
 

ULRICH J. SAUERBREY, US LandLink
 

KMIR TV
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PALM DESERT, CALIFORNIA
 

MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2011
 

1:49 P.M.
 

(Presentation given by Ms. Elser
 

and Mr. Black.)
 

* * *
 

MS. ELSER: We do have a court reporter here who
 

will be recording your comments. We are doing that
 

because we want to know exactly what you say and use that
 

information in writing our documents. When you come up,
 

state your name clearly so she will know who is talking
 

for the record.
 

MS. PINON: I prefer not to be on camera. Can I 

request that? Thanks. 

KMIR: (Turned camera off.) 

MS. PINON: My name is Patricia Pinon. I am the 

Chairperson of the La Cuna de Aztlan Sacred Sites 

Protection Circle. We are advocates of our Cultural
 

Resources located along the lower Colorado River Basin,
 

and we are also Environmental Justice Advocates.
 

For the past 56 years, we have been studying "The
 

Aztec Place of Origin" here in the surrounding Palo
 

Verde, Parker, and lower Colorado River Valleys.
 

In 1975 the Riverside County Tribes organized
 

opposition against the Sun Desert Nuclear Power Plant
 

 3
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proposed to be built at the base of the Sacred Mule
 

Mountains. Calli, in the Aztec language, and Hamoc-Avi
 

in Mohave, and I'll give you these names. After four
 

years of intense struggle, we were able to stop the
 

project in 1979. This gave us the reputation of being
 

the first indigenous group in the United States to stop a
 

nuclear power plant from being built.
 

In 1992, the Fort Mojave and the Colorado River
 

Tribes organized the Colorado River Anti-Ward Valley
 

Coordinating Committee; and after eight years, we stopped
 

the proposed Ward Valley Nuclear Toxic Dump located
 

between the Sacred Turtle the and Avi-Kawme "Spirit"
 

Mountains located 15 miles northwest of Laughlin, Nevada.
 

In the year 2000, we organized La Cuna de Aztlan
 

Sacred Sites Protection Circle. Said Circle is comprised
 

of 15 Native American individuals dedicated to physically
 

protecting the Sacred Sites. On February 15, 2008, La
 

Cuna de Aztlan Sacred Sites Protection Circle signed a
 

Memorandum of Understanding together with the Southern
 

Low Desert Resources Conservation and Development Council
 

with the Bureau of Land Management. The MOU specifies
 

the formation of a partnership for protection of cultural
 

resources, and to protect the Blythe Giant Intaglios,
 

other geoglyphs, and several hundred sacred sites that
 

are located along the Colorado River from Needles,
 

4 
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California, to Yuma, Arizona.
 

La Cuna de Aztlan Sacred Sites Protection Circle
 

is totally against this Solar Energy Project. The
 

California Energy Commission Cultural Resources Docket
 

No. 09-AFC-8, recorded on June 22nd, 2010, the Summary of
 

Conclusions, Testimony of Elizabeth A. Bagwell, Ph.D.,
 

and Beverly E. Bastian, reveals the following, and I
 

quote, "Staff finds that the GSEP construction impacts,
 

when combined with impacts from past, present,
 

and reasonably foreseeable projects, contribute
 

in a small but significant way to the
 

cumulatively considerable adverse impacts for
 

cultural resources at both the local I-10
 

Corridor and regional levels.
 

"This analysis estimates that more than 800
 

sites within the I-10 Corridor, and 17,000 sites
 

within the Southern California Desert Region,
 

will potentially be destroyed. Mitigation can
 

reduce the impact of this destruction, but not to
 

a less than significant level."
 

The proposed project is in direct violation of
 

State, Federal, County, and United Nations laws that
 

protect Native American Sacred Sites, including the
 

following: United Nations Declaration on the Right of
 

Indigenous People, Resolution of 2007, which was adopted
 

5 
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by the General Assembly during the 107th plenary meeting
 

and signed by President Barack Obama on December 15,
 

2010. This violates the Native American Sacred Places,
 

dated March 6, 2003, SB-18; Native American Sacred Lands
 

Act, dated June 11, 2003, HR-2419; the Sacred Land
 

Protection Act, July 18th, 2002, HR-5155; the Native
 

American Sacred Sites Protection Act, February 22, 2002.
 

That was Senate Bill 1828; Accommodations of Sacred Sites
 

and Federal Land, signed by President Bill Clinton on May
 

24, 1996, Executive Order 13007; Native American Graves
 

Protection and Recreation Act of 1990; Archeological
 

Resources Protection Act of 1979; American Indian
 

Religious Freedom Act, August 11, 1978; the Civil Rights
 

Act of 1968; and Antiquities Act of 1906.
 

The Solar Power Project will destroy thousands of
 

pristine desert environment and will destroy thousands of
 

sacred turtles, horny toads, as well as other animals
 

that live in the area. The turtle and the horny toad are
 

two of the most venerated sacred animals among all the
 

indigenous nations, especially along the Colorado River.
 

The turtle is the nahualli (animal representation) of
 

Mother Earth, and its image is seen in the center of the
 

Aztec Calendar.
 

The Southern California blackout of September 10,
 

2011, proves that we should build these solar power
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projects in urban areas. This is where the majority of
 

the energy is needed, because of the risk of another
 

blackout. As we've now have experienced, one man's
 

mistake paralyzed six million people's lives; and as we
 

know, the long distant transmission lines can easily be
 

sabotaged.
 

According to The Press Enterprise article on
 

September 11, 2011, "The nation's transmission lines
 

remain all too vulnerable to cascading failures."
 

La Cuna de Aztlan Sacred Sites Protection Circle
 

is available to give tours to archeologists and
 

anthropologists interested in visiting the sites
 

described in this article and anybody that would like to
 

visit please give us a call if you are interested in
 

seeing ancient sacred sites.
 

Thank you.
 

MS. ELSER: Thank you for your comments.
 

Does anybody else have a speaker card and wish to
 

make comments?
 

Okay. If you do have comments that you think of
 

later, please send them to us in writing.
 

(Ms. Elser gave closing comments.)
 

(The Public Scoping Meeting held in Palm Desert
 

was concluded at 2:00 p.m.)
 

///
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1 CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSITION REPORTER
 

2

3 I, Rhonda K. Goodman, Certified Shorthand
 

4 Reporter in and for the State of California, Certificate
 

5 No. 8857, do hereby certify:
 

6 That the foregoing meeting was taken before me
 

7 at the time and place therein set forth,
 

8 That the Public Scoping Meeting was recorded
 

9 stenographically by me and thereafter transcribed through
 

0 computer-aided transcription, said transcript being a
 

1 true copy of my shorthand notes thereof and a true record
 

2 of the statements given.
 

3 I do further certify that I am a disinterested
 

4 person and am in no way interested in the outcome of this
 

5 action, nor connected with or related to any of the
 

6 parties herein.
 

7 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed my name
 

8 this date: ______________________________________.
 

9

0

1 ________________________________________ 
RHONDA K. GOODMAN
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TRANSCRIPTION OF COMMENTS RE:
 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
 

PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING
 

DESERT HARVEST SOLAR PROJECT EIS
 

OCTOBER 2011
 

DATE: Monday, October 3, 2011
 

TIME: 6:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.
 

LOCATION: LAKE TAMARISK CLUBHOUSE
 
26251 Parkview Drive
 
Desert Center, California
 

REPORTED BY: Rhonda K. Goodman
 
CSR No. 8857
 

REFERENCE NO: 28719B
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APPEARANCES:
 

IAN BLACK, enXco
 

LYNNETTE ELSER, Bureau of Land Management
 

MARISA MITCHELL, Aspen Environment Group
 

AUBREY MESCHER, Aspen Environment Group
 

ALEX McINTURFF, Aspen Environment Group
 

LEVY COX, enXco
 

THE PUBLIC:
 

TAMMIE DYE, Observer
 

BRYON CASTOR, Desert Center Chamber of Commerce
 

DAWN RETTAGLIATA, Observer
 

SUE FLEMING, Lake Tamarisk RV Park BOD
 

GARY FLEMING, Lake Tamarisk RV Park BOD
 

K. KAVGANN, Desert Sun
 

MARYEL GREEN, Observer
 

WALTER GREEN, Observer
 

HAROLD FOSTER, Resident
 

LARRY CHARPIED, Farmer
 

RENEE CASTER, Desert Center Chamber of Commerce
 

PATTY BELL, Resident
 

JOHNNEY COON, Resident
 

PHILLIP SMITH, CRIT
 

CHELSEA MINOR, Observer
 

SKYLER FRAZIER, Observer
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THE PUBLIC (continued):
 

RACHEL WOODARD, Observer
 

DONNA CHARPIED, Desert Protection Society
 

G. ALVAREZ, Observer
 

STEVE H. JONES, Observer
 

LLOYD GUNN, Observer
 

RONALD VAN FLEET, Fort Mojave
 

VICKIE JONES, Observer
 

JULIE SMILEY, Observer
 

TIMOTHY W. ANDERSON, Desert Center Grape Farm
 

MICKEY CASTOR, Lake Tamarisk Resident
 

GEORGE DONALDSON, Chamber of Commerce
 

ORIN CASTOR, Observer
 

GLENN CASTOR, Observer
 

ALFREDO A. FIGUEROA, La Cuna de Aztlan
 

///
 

///
 

///
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DESERT CENTER, CALIFORNIA
 

MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2011
 

6:00 P.M.
 

(Presentation given by Ms. Elser
 

and Mr. Black.)
 

(Interruption of the presentation.)
 

* * *
 

MR. SMITH (I think): (No mic) Have you contacted
 

the tribes along the river cultural ties to this ...
 

MR. BLACK: Yes, we reached out two months ago
 

MALE: What was that question?
 

MR. BLACK: Sorry. The question is whether or
 

not we reached out to area tribes to get their input.
 

There's 26 tribes identified. We reached out to 16 of
 

those that had registered archeologists to hold a
 

meeting, pre-scoping, to discuss what we have done in the
 

field.
 

We did have a meeting. One of the archeologists
 

was able to make it. And I believe the cultural report
 

will be submitted and approved by the BLM sometime this
 

month.
 

But, yeah, we have reached out. We tried several
 

times ...
 

MALE: (No mic). I heard there will be less
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impact assigning it away from commercial areas, going to
 

wilderness and less impact in the wilderness.
 

MR. BLACK: No. I wasn't saying less impact.
 

The question's whether it would go through
 

commercial property or not, and that is to avoid
 

commercial property. If it was a new Gen-Tie, it would
 

be the same as any Gen-Tie.
 

THE REPORTER: I can't hear clearly without a
 

microphone.
 

MR. BLACK: Out of respect for the court
 

reporter, we should hold the comments. She cannot take
 

our comments without a mic.
 

MR. VAN FLEET: Ron Van Fleet, Fort Mojave,
 

Tribe Representative. My question was: Did the solar
 

company notify the tribes, you know; and did you get a
 

response? I heard that you said that one archeologist
 

responded.
 

We're overwhelmed by the projects in Arizona
 

that are coming out. My tribe, Melinda Ortego, she's the
 

Cultural Resource Director of the Fort Mojave Indian
 

Tribe. And wind projects, solar projects, it's -- her
 

staff is overwhelmed by just those projects. And I heard
 

about this from Fred Figueroa just this Friday. He
 

called me up, and I have got the literature from BLM. I
 

didn't see your project in BLM's reports that I got. And
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I still have some mail that I still haven't opened up to
 

the projects. And I'm overwhelmed, you know.
 

So I know that back in 1992 we did a Spiritual
 

Run from Eagle Mountain Road here. We do a Spiritual Run
 

in our tribe for the land, the animals, and the people.
 

There are millions of ants, the reserves, the turtle
 

reserves; but, you know, we did it for the whole area and
 

for all people, and the contamination that was coming in.
 

I thank you for your response.
 

MR. BLACK: Sure. Yeah. I think BLM does have
 

records that we sent -- we sent written letters to
 

representatives of 12 or 14 of the registered tribes. We
 

followed up by both e-mail and phone over the course of a
 

six-week period. Tried to set up multiple dates to
 

address issues and direct questions to the BLM cultural
 

liaison and to give them an update on where our cultural
 

surveys stood.
 

Our cultural surveys have been completed.
 

Reports written. We have not seen the results, but it
 

will be in BLM's this month.
 

MS. ELSER: In addition, BLM will be doing
 

formal consultation with all of the tribes. The
 

consultation letters were in draft two weeks ago. I have
 

not been in the office for two weeks, because I have been
 

in public meetings for other projects. So I can't say if
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they were mailed. If they weren't mailed, they will be
 

mailed either this week or next week. But we will have
 

formal consultation with all tribes that are interested
 

and wish to have it.
 

MR. GUNN: (No mic. Didn't hear.)
 

MS. ELSER: This is Lloyd Gunn, BLM's Advisory
 

Council. He meets with BLM and other members of advisory
 

council, gives guidance on projects and just things that
 

BLM is involved in ...
 

MR. GUNN: Actually, I am not an authority on
 

that, but I represent Wildlife Council. One of my
 

questions was: What mitigation are you going to give
 

people in the community if you go through with this
 

project? Like the solar projects use a great deal of
 

water. Are you going to cut down many trees? ... trees.
 

The temperature is 15 degrees cooler underneath ...
 

trees. Plus the solar is going to generate more heat.
 

And also, like you mentioned, your company is new at
 

solar projects. So is your goal really just get the
 

Government's approval, and then sell it to someone else?
 

MR. BLACK: I'll answer that last question
 

first. No. We have no intention to sell. We are not a
 

paneling manufacturer. We are not looking to deploy a
 

certain panel. We are technology neutral. We're an
 

energy developer and owner. We have no intention to sell
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this project at this point.
 

With regards to the biological impacts, Marisa
 

is going to be studying those through the EIS process.
 

... we identified the fourth route because we weren't
 

sure if the other three routes were going to work.
 

MS. ELSER: Ian, can you also answer: Are you
 

considering anything to help the local community?
 

MR. BLACK: Absolutely. Before we even started
 

doing work on site, I spent seven mounts, counting every
 

two weeks, in Coachella Valley ... participate in the
 

Coachella Valley Partnership. There are a number of
 

different organizations in the Coachella Valley ... just
 

coming and listening to a number of proposals in regards
 

to what economic value can the company provide. Work
 

force development has been a focus. A number of
 

communities -- Blythe has been very vocal about the
 

economic impact they have been feeling the last ten
 

years, and Applicant's been very happy in trying to help
 

the community in whichever --

MS. CHARPIED: (No mic) The community you are
 

talking about is 50 miles away from this community.
 

MR. BLACK: Sure. And that's why I am listening
 

to you tonight.
 

MS. CHARPIED: (No mic.)
 

MS. MITCHELL: Can you state your name, please.
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MS. CHARPIED: Donna Charpied, C-h-a-r-p-i-e-d.
 

MR. BLACK: It's a valid question.
 

MS. CHARPIED: Because I am really tired of
 

seeing in the newspaper the Coachella Valley is going to
 

get so much from all these solar projects, but they are
 

not going to feel the brunt of this. They're not going
 

to have the Joshua Tree National Park destroyed that we
 

look at every day and all of those things. This is the
 

community that's impacted. You should have been spending
 

seven months in this community talking with us.
 

Besides that I wanted to ask you another
 

question. You said that you are not going to use Cagney
 

(sp) and Eurite (sp), which I am very happy to hear,
 

because I'll be breathing that the rest of my life, next
 

to Desert Sunlight ... I read it's the best, 11.7 11.7.
 

What are your ... efficiencies? Give me a number.
 

MR. BLACK: We haven't selected the panel yet.
 

MS. CHARPIED: It's pretty hard to give comments
 

if we don't even know what your project is going to do.
 

MR. BLACK: Well, we're giving a range of
 

materials, as well, in our application; but the project
 

won't go commercial for another two years.
 

MS. CHARPIED: Maybe --

MR. CHARPIED: Larry Charpied.
 

If there's 8 to 12 percent loss in
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transmissions, and you're only 17 to 18 percent, are you
 

really going to make any electricity? That's my
 

question.
 

MR. BLACK: It's a valid question. We model
 

those losses in everything that we do. The process of
 

getting a project contractor utility requires you to
 

price it competitively versus other companies in the
 

market, but also has to be financed by a bank or by your
 

own company.
 

Yes, we do take into account losses. We do take
 

into account efficiency panels. And that's what we
 

ultimately will arrive at in terms of product.
 

MR. CHARPIED: How much is going to get to the
 

consumer? That's my question.
 

MR. BLACK: I think it will depend on the time
 

of day, and ultimately the panel we use, and ultimately
 

the size of the Gen-Tie that we're able to get together.
 

MR. CHARPIED: So we don't know any of that.
 

We're just doing that kind of like an exercise, because
 

we don't really know what the parameters are right now?
 

MR. BLACK: I think it's all dynamics. Depends
 

on the heat that is being around those lines. So right
 

now, the losses would be significantly lower, then, say,
 

middle of August.
 

MR. CHARPIED: And so would energy production be
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less than in the middle of the summer? How much is what
 

I am saying.
 

MR. BLACK: It varies.
 

MS. CASTER: My name is Renee Caster.
 

I have a couple of comments. One thing, there's
 

been quite a few solar projects go to Blythe or
 

Coachella, instead of coming here; even though they are
 

going in our front yard. I appreciate that much
 

consideration.
 

One of the impact statements that we were
 

talking about in the community, the reason why we're
 

asking, is in the short amount of time that First Solar
 

had started their project, we had maxed out our housing,
 

maxed out what few utilities we had available to them.
 

Everyone is trying to help and trying to accommodate and
 

trying to make this a positive thing for the community.
 

Unfortunately, since we don't have a city government of
 

any shape or form, we have no funding to improve our
 

infrastructure, to make it easier for us and for them.
 

And when you guys come in, that's going to
 

double the capacity for something we don't have an
 

infrastructure for. And we are looking for a way to
 

build an infrastructure that has never been done before.
 

And we have been turned down by the County. So we have
 

no way to get money from the County to improve our
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infrastructure that doesn't exist. Yet we are being
 

demanded by the solar companies to have things that we
 

just don't have. And you're the second of eight projects
 

that we know of going in. And that's why people are
 

having a concern.
 

And the next meeting you come to, you are
 

learning from this meeting, we become very educated about
 

solar here, because of the stressful issue; and you
 

really want to bring your techs next time. We'll ask the
 

technical questions. We really want to know all the
 

details. It's stressing or community. We're trying to
 

be helpful, and we're trying to understand; but there are
 

issues.
 

And my second issue: Your project is going
 

right next to an Ironwood Forest. And Ironwood trees are
 

a protected plant. What are you going to do with those
 

Ironwood trees if they overlap on your project site?
 

MR. BLACK: We're in the process right now of
 

doing veg mapping of the entire site to identify whether
 

there are any sensitive species on site. Our experience
 

in the past suggests that you have to build around those.
 

You have to fence those off. We found that a number of
 

projects, you just haven't been able to, not only because
 

of the Ironwood, but because of the area in which they
 

lie, tend to fence those off. And we're going to find
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out in a couple months what that looks like.
 

To a couple earlier points, this project is
 

one-fourth the size of the Desert Sunlight Project. We
 

are absolutely aware of the impacts that are going to be
 

beyond this community. One thing, in addition to these
 

meetings, is I have been meeting regularly with the Board
 

of Supervisors and Riverside County trying to understand
 

what it is they are -- what impacts they are feeling,
 

what they are providing to the community, and can we try
 

and find what gaps to fill in.
 

I don't have any answers. I would echo your
 

concerns in that I am not entirely sure what their goals
 

and focus are; but I'm meeting with them every week, once
 

or twice a week, trying to get a better answer so that we
 

can find out where we can fill in the gaps.
 

MS. ELSER: And when we have the draft
 

environmental impact statements, we will come back to the
 

community for comments on that, the vegetation management
 

plan. On some documents in the vegetation management, we
 

have allowed the local community to remove cactus; or
 

sometimes nursery wholesalers, they get a permit from BLM
 

to remove them before the project begins. So the younger
 

ones that are able to be relocated can be relocated, and
 

sometimes they are lost. But there will be a Vegetation
 

Management Plan in that Draft EIS. So please read it.
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And if you have comments that you would like us to
 

consider and change that at the draft, then we will be
 

happy to consider those comments.
 

Right now, we're at the very beginning stage of
 

the project. We don't know everything. We don't have a
 

lot of things completely thought out. We don't have
 

complete surveys yet. We wanted to include the public at
 

the beginning steps so that we don't get so far along in
 

the process that there's something very basic that we
 

didn't consider that you guys wanted us to consider,
 

because we did not involve you at the beginning. So we
 

don't have the answers to everything now, because we are
 

just starting, but we know there are things.
 

We heard the concern about the energy
 

efficiency. That's something that Ian is going to have
 

to look at when they choose panels. What types of
 

panels. Is there metal in the panels, which have more
 

energy efficiency in the them. Address that in the
 

draft. We will include the Vegetation Management Plan,
 

which we typically do; but make a point to include
 

Ironwood, and then you can comment on that. And I'll
 

give you back the mic.
 

MR. FLEMING: Gary Fleming, Lake Tamarisk
 

Resort. We're a private resort, right behind desert
 

territory here. And we echo the same thoughts as Renee
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does. We're doing everything we can to get people in
 

here, and we're maxed out, too. My concern is, along
 

with everybody else in here, is you say you're sensitive
 

to this area. But you are only the second one to come in
 

... hearing ... sensitive to this area, when this whole
 

thing is going do be filled out, what are we looking at
 

in ten years? You can dump all the money you want, and
 

we're going to be sitting here with basically nothing.
 

I'd like you to respond to that if you would.
 

MR. BLACK: That was brought up earlier this
 

evening; and for what little it's worth, I've come from a
 

town that became a resort; and the town I grew up in is
 

no longer the town I would call home. So I share those
 

kinds of fears. Business keeps coming in and coming in,
 

and you're feeling like outsiders. They think they know
 

better than the locals do. And they promise a lot of
 

things, and it's vaguely what they will provide. I also
 

don't want to blow any smoke in this room. I don't have
 

answers to the questions.
 

To your point, Donna, I haven't been here for
 

seven months. If it takes me coming back every two weeks
 

for seven months to hear and come up with a better plan,
 

that's what I will do.
 

With regards to the other projects, I think a
 

number of those projects are much earlier in the process
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of permitting. I don't know how engaged they have been
 

in the community. I don't know what kind of impacts
 

they've assessed. I can't speak intelligently on those,
 

but my understanding is that each and every project
 

connecting to the Red Bluff Substation will have to cross
 

BLM land, will have to cross Federal land to get to the
 

substation. And my understanding of that policy is that
 

they will need BLM's permission to develop the project,
 

which means they will be required to do public scoping
 

that maybe they aren't doing voluntarily. They will have
 

to stand up, and you can reask that question over and
 

over again.
 

There will be a line at some point, I am sure.
 

I don't know where that is. And it won't be driven just
 

by this community. There are questions from utilities.
 

There are questions at state level. There are questions
 

at federal level. There are questions at every single
 

level that sound a lot like these questions.
 

What are our goals with nuclear energy? What
 

are our goals with solar energy? What impacts? What
 

kind of benefits do they need to provide? And it's every
 

single conversation I have is about that.
 

MR. FLEMING: I think first -- Gary Fleming --

address the people who actually live in the community,
 

not the people that, you know, want it to happen.
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MR. BLACK: Sure. I agree with you.
 

MR. FLEMING: That might be a good starting
 

point.
 

MR. BLACK: Yeah. There's different ways you
 

can organize what it is this community needs. Maybe
 

through the Chamber of Commerce or meetings like this.
 

Happy to have this. The reason that I have been going to
 

the meetings, they are monthly, they have specific topics
 

being covered; and a lot of those are regarding
 

education, work force development, and specific ways
 

projects can try and help the community. But I realize
 

that Palm Springs is 50 miles away, 60 miles away.
 

MR. DONALDSON: George Donaldson.
 

I wonder what is the temperature drop in the
 

shaded area with wooded panels as compared to the trees,
 

low trees.
 

MR. BLACK: Sure.
 

MALE: Ian, I'm sorry for not answering this
 

directly, but one thing we are looking at permitting this
 

project as a single access tracking project. That may be
 

more economical use of the land than a fixed hill
 

project, under which case the temperature will change,
 

based on what time of day it is; but I'm happy to follow
 

up and provide temperature.
 

MR. CHARPIED: Larry Charpied. And it's related
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to what you said, have you looked at private lands, too?
 

Did you look at the 6,000 acres of disturbed lands that
 

have that high line going through the middle of it?
 

MR. BLACK: Is that the SCE line?
 

MR. CHARPIED: Correct.
 

MR. BLACK: Yes.
 

MR. CHARPIED: You determined they weren't
 

compatible or usable, because it's already disturbed? I
 

thought that was one of the priorities.
 

MR. BLACK: Well, a number of those that
 

surround Desert Center are owned by another developer,
 

and they have been changing hands over time.
 

MR. CHARPIED: So you would have to buy them?
 

MR. BLACK: We would potentially have to buy
 

them.
 

MR. CHARPIED: Which I would prefer over free
 

government land.
 

The second thing: What studies have you done on
 

our aquifers, as well far as, recharge, those types of
 

things?
 

MR. BLACK: Our recharge study, desktop study
 

follow-up from Desert Sunlight about recharge and about
 

water flow.
 

MR. CHARPIED: Nothing, because there's nothing
 

in there.
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MR. BLACK: Sure. We have been trying to depend
 

on existing data, rather than drilling a well to find
 

out.
 

MR. CHARPIED: Make stuff up, basically, if you
 

don't drill a well to determine how much water is there.
 

What happens when you suck it out? How long does it take
 

to come back to level? If you don't do any of those
 

things, then you haven't done anything. They were lucky
 

they didn't get sued. You will, unless you do this.
 

MR. BLACK: Okay. I love ideas on where we
 

should drill a well to do that study. There have been
 

questions about disturbing lands around Lake Tamarisk.
 

We want to be conscious of that. We don't have a license
 

to drill on your project site right now. We are an
 

applicant. We don't have any rights to drill now. If
 

there are private parcels in the area willing to allow us
 

to do that, conduct a study, I think we're open to that.
 

MS. COON: My name is Johnney Coon. And I am
 

actually going to ask pretty much the same question about
 

private land. There's lots of disturbed land out here,
 

Old Jojoba Field. Destroyed fields, thousands of acres.
 

Have you attempted to purchase or -- I mean --

MR. BLACK: Yes, we have. We are actively
 

engaged in trying to a acquire some of those disturbed
 

lands.
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MS. COON: BLM land is really public land, it is
 

disturbed, and, you know, totally graded over.
 

Everything is killed. All the plants and animals are
 

gone. It's going to be ruined forever. We had some land
 

that was grated back in the 50's, and it has very little
 

vegetation on it. The desert's ecosystem just does not
 

jump back like other places do. Once you have done that,
 

it's pretty much destroyed, and it is the public's land.
 

So it's, you know, the value is screwed. I think it's
 

too bad, because it's beautiful out here. I have been
 

out here for 35 years. I think it's atrocious what's
 

happening.
 

I think you should first go and use all the
 

disturbed land first. I think the Government should not
 

be giving this land away. I think it's shameful.
 

MS. CHARPIED: It is shameful.
 

MR. CHARPIED: It's a shame.
 

MR. BLACK: I want to clear up one point, Larry.
 

You might have said free land. It's not free land.
 

We're buying it.
 

MR. CHARPIED: 36 bucks a year for the next 20
 

years.
 

MR. BLACK: No. No.
 

MS. ELSER: All of these projects come with
 

mitigation; and besides the rent that they have to pay
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for renting the land, which is significant --

MR. CHARPIED: Which is what?
 

MS. ELSER: ... net. They also have mitigation
 

for the desert tortoise. There will be mitigation --

mitigation will be in the Draft EIS. I cannot say that
 

it's been determined at this point in time, but most of
 

the applicants have had to purchase land to replace the
 

land that they have taken in the wilderness area and
 

wildlife management areas. We have some -- many of our
 

applications that have been processed recently, they are
 

purchasing five acres of land for every acre of land that
 

they have used for their development. Almost always
 

there is a mitigation clause, and they purchase land.
 

They give us the money to purchase land back.
 

MS. CHARPIED: But that's off site. That's not
 

land purchased here to be protected forever.
 

MS. ELSER: ... Joshua Tree. I think there is
 

one in their wilderness, the park service will ...
 

mitigation money to purchase that land if it's available
 

for sale. Something local that the local species can
 

use. That's our first priority. The Desert Wildlife
 

Management Area that is a priority area for BLM to
 

purchase land. If we can at all purchase in that Desert
 

Wildlife Management Area, that's where we will purchase.
 

We try to purchase high priority land for the species
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that's impacted as close to the project as we can.
 

MR. BLACK: Specifically, there are a number of
 

extracted industries paying the federal government $30
 

... We will be paying several hundred thousand dollars
 

per year in lease payments.
 

MR. CHARPIED: And where does that go?
 

MS. ELSER: It goes to the U.S. Treasury. The
 

BLM gets about a billion dollars a year in money, rents
 

and royalties, return $10 billion to the U.S. Treasury.
 

It's mixed with your taxes and everything else to pay the
 

Federal Government's bills or cost of operation.
 

MR. CHARPIED: So not only do we give them the
 

land or let them rent it, but the money goes to the
 

Government and goes somewhere else.
 

MS. ELSER: It goes to wherever the money is
 

funding. It just goes to the treasury, federal funds.
 

MR. BLACK: Larry, your point, maybe it's not
 

being localized enough. Several million dollars per year
 

BLM pays and uses taxes to Riverside County for the use
 

of land in Riverside County. All right. If it's
 

$3 million or $7 million, annually. It's several million
 

dollars.
 

MR. CHARPIED: That's the wind projects in
 

Coachella, not just solar.
 

MR. BLACK: I think it includes prison, as well.
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MS. CASTER: Renee Caster, again. One for Ian,
 

and one for Lynette.
 

For Ian first. When we were talking about the
 

water, everybody talks about, you know, doing the test or
 

going off somebody else's studies, and how it's going to
 

be impacted. Has anybody actually tested when there's
 

two projects at a time? When there's three projects at a
 

time? When there's eight projects at a time? It seems
 

to me it's on an individual project basis. I would like
 

to know how eight projects at a time are going to affect
 

the valley's water table.
 

MS. ELSER: This will be a section, Cumulative
 

Events, it's a very large section, it looks at all of the
 

other actions that are taking place, not only solar
 

development or wind development, but anything that is
 

going on from any federal agency to county. The farm is
 

going in. The farm is going out. Anything that we know
 

of that's reasonably foreseeable is analyzed; and they
 

look at the water impact, also look at air, wildlife,
 

everything that you can think of for priority analysis
 

would be looked at. And it's called the Cumulative
 

Effects section. Goes into great detail of all of the
 

other projects that are potential. Terms used,
 

reasonable foreseeable, and we will be analyzing those.
 

MS. CASTER: And for you, Lynette. For the BLM,
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I would really like to see the BLM more involved with
 

this community, because the Palen Project almost went in
 

without us ever realizing it, because they did not have a
 

meeting here. If it hadn't been for a technical
 

difficulty, they would be breaking ground right now. And
 

we didn't realize it until that comment was made in the
 

newspaper. Palen is a Desert Center project, and I
 

really would like Desert Center to be involved in that
 

it's our water, our facilities, and not Blythe.
 

MS. ELSER: I will certainly pass that on to the
 

other project managers. Sometimes we are the lead
 

agency, and we control wherever we meet, and we can make
 

those determinations. Sometimes we are not the lead
 

agency on a project. Energy Community is the lead
 

agency, and they take those calls, and we go with them.
 

Just like on this project, Riverside County is involved.
 

We're making the calls. They are following with us. If
 

they object, we certainly consider their objection and
 

try to accommodate them. Sometimes the projects, we will
 

have ultimate control. Sometimes, we don't. I will pass
 

that comment. It is a very good comment.
 

I do like to have meetings in the local
 

community. They're the ones that know more about what's
 

going on in that community and how they are being
 

impacted.
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Did anybody else have a comment on Ian's
 

presentation before we finish our overall?
 

MR. CHARPIED: Just wanted to say one more
 

thing. You brought it up about the water. This is Larry
 

Charpied.
 

We talked about the water briefly. The USGS did
 

a study of our aquifer to determine recharge. The way
 

they determine recharge was to measure tritium from the
 

nukes in the '60s, got in the air, and go to the water,
 

recharge into the water. They determine there is no
 

tritium in our water, then they determine there's no
 

recharge. So we're living off the ancient water. So
 

what you are telling me now with this project and your
 

project is that depletion is inevitable.
 

The project in Blythe, everybody, all you, say
 

that this is a uniform aquifer ... that there's billions
 

and billions of gallons of water under there. Obviously,
 

that's not true. I am concerned about our local area,
 

and how are you going to determine recharge?
 

MR. BLACK: I am just now finishing the scoping
 

on that study. So I can't answer exactly what we are
 

going to show for recharge, but it is one of our
 

priorities this fall. The next two months, in the months
 

following, we have a lot of -- we have all of the
 

remaining studies we haven't done. We've done three
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quarters of protocol studies required for biological
 

requirements. We still have ... the next three months.
 

MR. CHARPIED: One last thing, Lynette.
 

MS. ELSER: Sure.
 

MR. CHARPIED: We actually have a water well and
 

three monitoring wells on our property. We would be more
 

than happy for you to come and do baseline studies.
 

MR. BLACK: We'll look into that.
 

MS. ELSER: Any other comments now on Ian's
 

presentation? If not, we can finish the presentation;
 

and then after that part, over three or four more
 

minutes, we will open it for comments again.
 

Does anybody have a comment now?
 

MR. SMITH: Yeah. My name is Phil Smith, Member
 

of the Colorado River Tribe. I heard you mention that
 

they'd participate? You had contacted them?
 

MR. BLACK: Correct.
 

MR. SMITH: I am kind of surprised. I haven't
 

heard. I don't live in Parker. I live in Needles. A
 

member of the tribe is always going to the council to
 

talk to the people about the project ... giving me one
 

today right now. Heard about it. Surprised. Who was
 

the guy you met?
 

MR. BLACK: I don't have the list in front of
 

me, but I can write it or Lynette. All the letters went
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out, as well as e-mail. That was two months ago now, but
 

I will -- I'll provide that list of exactly who received
 

the correspondence and phone calls.
 

MR. SMITH: With the BLM, I've never understand
 

what their duties are, their job in the desert. This
 

past concept, past a lot at one time, Desert Protection
 

Act. And just don't seem to be working at all. It gets
 

overridden by other political people to, you know,
 

ramrod, go around or go under, whichever way it is. Just
 

how are you protecting the desert?
 

MS. ELSER: The BLM does have a unique job.
 

It's different than the Park Service or the Forrest
 

Service. We do have conservation. It is a California
 

Desert Conservation Area; but at the same time, we're
 

supposed to be returning to the Federal Treasury value
 

for the land. We're supposed to be using multiple use,
 

sustainable yield. That's what the California desert is
 

managed with. So we try to have multiple use. We try to
 

allow recreation, backpacking. We try to allow habitat
 

for animals. We try to have conservative cultural
 

resources. We try to do a lot of different things.
 

Sometimes they are in conflict. Sometimes you have to
 

balance it, and you have to say you can't recreate here
 

in that type of recreation, because we're trying to
 

manage this land for something else.
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That's why in the California Desert Conservation
 

Area Plan we have things that are similar to zones, but
 

not exactly. That's why on the one map that was up, the
 

Desert Wildlife Management Area that's managed for
 

tortoises, this application had a part of the solar field
 

in that Desert Wildlife Management Area. We told Ian we
 

can't go forward, as long as your application is in
 

there. We manage that area for desert tortoises. We
 

have a different use for it. That is one of the areas
 

that's highly protected. We have wilderness highly
 

protected and do not allow development in the wilderness
 

area.
 

There's areas like the General Wildlife Area.
 

We tend to allow some sorts of impacts in those areas.
 

We try not to most of the time, but there are exceptions.
 

Then we have other areas, like where this project is.
 

It's open for use. It's not in a protected area that's
 

managed for anything else. So the zoning type of a
 

classification that we have for that, it is available for
 

development. We try to manage by a type of a zoning,
 

which has different areas, different levels of
 

protection; but there are areas within the California
 

Desert Conservation Area that can be heavily impacted,
 

and that's allowable under the Plan.
 

MR. SMITH: In other words, it's just like any
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other work. If Congress wants to override something,
 

they do it.
 

MS. ELSER: For us not -- it's not overriding.
 

It's balancing a mission that's in conflict with itself.
 

Because our mission says: Provide recreation. Provide
 

energy development. Provide transmission corridors. Oh,
 

yes, and conserve also.
 

So we have this mission that tells us to do a
 

lot of things that can't happen on the same piece of
 

land. So that's why we have what's kind of like a zoning
 

setup. We have multiple use classes; and on top of the
 

multiple use classes, we have wildlife management areas,
 

and wilderness, and wilderness areas. So it's just the
 

way to manage with really conflicting directions.
 

MR. SMITH: ... have the cultural side, the tech
 

area, the off-roaders, and the wildlife, and all the --

in case of redevelopment, or redevelopments, I guess,
 

which I realize that the BLM had sold some of these
 

lands, like up in Laughlin area, sold land. Highest
 

bidder. You have one ranger for three million acres.
 

One ranger, or something like that, for several areas,
 

because they can't afford -- yet, they are in the real
 

estate business. They are selling land. Where does that
 

money go?
 

MS. ELSER: It depends upon what land is being
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sold. The State of Nevada has a law that was enacted by
 

Congress that allows them to sell surplus land there, and
 

the vast majority of Nevada is public land. So the
 

Federal Government doesn't need all that Public Land, and
 

it's impeding some of the development of the state.
 

There was a law so that the BLM in Nevada gets to keep
 

the money that they get for selling the land to be able
 

to determine which lands should be sold and which lands
 

shouldn't. Most of the time when BLM sells, the funds go
 

to the U.S. Treasury. If we sell land in California, the
 

money goes to the U.S. Treasury. Nevada is the big
 

exception there. And we do sell land when we have
 

isolated parcels. It's very difficult to manage the
 

isolated parcels.
 

In some of the areas, because the railroad
 

development came through, the Federal Government gave the
 

company putting in the railroad land. So they got every
 

other square, looks like a checkerboard pattern; and the
 

BLM had the opposite square mile squares. Very difficult
 

to manage them that way. Some of those checkerboards
 

remained with the railroad company. The idea was that
 

they could trade the checkerboard parts in some pathway,
 

because a pathway hadn't been determined at that time.
 

Years and years and years later, when the railroad was
 

done, we still had the checkerboard pattern. And that's
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when the BLM ... so we worked to purchase the
 

checkerboard patterns back, and that land -- that's a
 

conservation easement that was purchased back on --

easement on paper -- an easement in the way that we
 

manage it. So those checkerboard lands are now part of
 

BLM management, and we manage that land.
 

There's other times when we have parcels
 

isolated, not connected to any other private parcel, with
 

Federal Land all around. It doesn't have any use for the
 

Federal Government. It's very difficult to manage it. A
 

lot of times, it becomes a community local dump, because
 

we're not there, and we can't be there every day. So
 

that's where everybody puts their junk. So those types
 

of parcels we would probably put in our plan that we
 

would like to get rid of them, and put them --

FEMALE: How is this going to affect Desert
 

Center before we get a crash course on BLM?
 

MR. SMITH: (No mic.) There's a new federal
 

mandate, seems like federal or the companies --

MS. ELSER: That was a report put out by the
 

Sierra Club, and I haven't actually read it. So I can't
 

tell you. Lloyd brought it here from our Desert Advisory
 

Council. Maybe he can answer. I have not read it yet.
 

I just got a copy tonight. So I can't answer anything
 

about that. You could talk to Lloyd after the meeting,
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and he can probably tell you all about it.
 

MR. SMITH: (No mic) The concern about these
 

panels coming in, if we talk about economics or country.
 

Better, country. They have football stuff ... different
 

board in here. I don't think --

MALE: Let's finish the presentation.
 

MS. CHARPIED: (No mic.) (Something about the
 

Environmental Quality Act.)
 

MS. ELSER: Actually, the Environmental Quality
 

Act does allow a State Agency or County or CEQA purposes
 

to adopt a Federal EIS, if it has everything that they
 

need in it to adopt it. So they are going to, in all
 

likelihood -- I can't speak for them, and they didn't
 

come tonight -- but in all likelihood, they will be
 

adopting the EIS. They are working with us, and the EIS
 

will have a section after each analysis that says "For
 

CEQA Purposes," and then it will list it; but it will not
 

be officially in the EIR.
 

FEMALE: (No mic) ... this works, then, the CEQA
 

purposes, we can sue the County of Riverside to advocate
 

the responsibilities to the Federal Government and
 

advocating their decision making powers to somebody else.
 

MS. ELSER: I am not going to answer that
 

question.
 

MR. CHARPIED: You can say yes.
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1 FEMALE: Thank you. He cleared it up for me.
 

2 (Ms. Elser continues the presentation.)
 

3 MR. CHARPIED: I am completely confused now.
 

4 First Solar is doing a CDCA Plan Amendment; right?
 

5 Aren't you guys going to do a plan amendment?
 

6 MS. ELSER: Yeah.
 

7 MR. CHARPIED: So, then, what did you just say?
 

8 MS. ELSER: Considering a plan amendment --

9 MR. CHARPIED: Oh, okay.
 

0 MS. ELSER: -- if we decide to grant a right of
 

1 way. If we deny a project to not have a right of way,
 

2 may or may not submit the CDCA plan.
 

3 (Ms. Elser continues the presentation.)
 

4 MR. GUNN: (No mic) How do you introduce an
 

5 alternative plan? Say if I had an alternative plan for a
 

6 solar project in that specific area, how do I introduce
 

7 that to the BLM?
 

8 MS. ELSER: You could either give us written
 

9 comments now, or you can --

0 MR. GUNN: No. Maybe a document. 

1 MS. ELSER: You can mail it to me. You can send 

2 it to the e-mail address, which is "cadesertharvest" --

3 MR. BLACK: I think you have a whole slide on 

4 it. 

5 MS. ELSER: Yeah. 

1

1

1

1

1
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-- "@blm.gov." Okay.
 

MALE: What about street sweeper machine and
 

someone to operate it weekly?
 

MS. ELSER: Let us finish, and then formal
 

comments.
 

MR. GUNN: I just want to make a comment. I
 

have been here a couple days, and I couldn't find hardly
 

anyone that knew there was a meeting tonight, and nothing
 

posted in town or anything. I was just saying that I
 

hope they could do a better job next time in letting the
 

community know when they are having a meeting. Because I
 

was at Desert Center for two days, and hardly anyone knew
 

there was going to be a meeting tonight, and nothing
 

posted in town that there was going to be a meeting.
 

MS. ELSER: We did not post anything in town.
 

And when we back for the draft, we can do that by press
 

release. Newspaper maybe would have picked up on the
 

press release. We also sent out mail notices to people,
 

anybody that was involved in The Desert Sunlight Project
 

should have gotten a flier sent to their home. We used
 

The Desert Sunlight's mailing list as our base. So if
 

your address was with Desert Sunlight and it was clear
 

for us to read, you should have gotten a flier. We do
 

have a huge number that are returned; because when you
 

sign in, if you don't write clear enough that we can
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figure it out, the mail gets returned, and you don't get
 

on the mailing list. So make sure that yours is legible
 

on the sheets here.
 

Let's finish up, then we will let you start.
 

(Ms. Elser completes presentation.)
 

MS. MITCHELL: We have speaker cards. First one
 

is Alfredo Figueroa, and next is going to be Ron -- I
 

can't read it.
 

MR. VAN FLEET: Van Fleet.
 

MS. MITCHELL: Thanks.
 

MS. ELSER: Come up to the microphone here.
 

MR. FIGUEROA: Yes. My name is Alfredo
 

Figueroa, and I'm a representative of the La Cuna de
 

Aztlan Sacred Sites Protection Circle. And I'm also the
 

Chemehuevi Tribal Monitor for the Sacred Sites. And let
 

me tell you, I'm glad to be here. I'm glad that we have
 

a recorder. The last time up in Ivanpah, there was no
 

recorder. Told everybody to meet in a little room there,
 

the table, and nobody was hearing what everybody was
 

saying. And then finally, last week or two weeks ago,
 

down to McCoy Wash Project, there north of the Blythe
 

project, and, by golly, they allowed us to speak after
 

the newspaper had reported that the BLM had a new policy.
 

Because this is America, and we're supposed to have our
 

thoughts spoken out loud and clear. And that's why I am
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here.
 

You know, all these projects right here is just
 

an extension of the solar, and this is just a mockery of
 

what we have been trying to say, that we are going to
 

develop industry and all that. Thousands and thousands
 

of acres are proposed right here on the eastern Riverside
 

County I-10 Corridor. My lands, you know what I mean.
 

He said something, our guy over here, he said,
 

you know -- there he is. You can put it on the rooftops.
 

We're not against solar panels, but we are against
 

destroying our Sacred Sites and all this pristine desert.
 

We're going to fight. There is a group suing right now.
 

So don't worry. We're in Federal Court right now, and
 

we're going to continue.
 

Now, right now, all these solar panels in China,
 

they are protesting Jenco projects. Why? Because they
 

are contaminating all the greenery, all the agriculture.
 

They contaminate the water in China. China is the one
 

that's building, and they are protesting them out right
 

now.
 

The other thing, I have a friend. He worked in
 

the one over there by Geico, that one that got destroyed.
 

No bird flies over them. They get cooked. Bingo. That
 

includes eagles and everything else. Let me tell you --

and every time we eat there, enterprise, all you find now
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is Solyndra. Solyndra, excellent example of the
 

Governments freebies. Fast track. Run the hurdles
 

through. Pass that law. That bill establishes when the
 

Constitution was started, let me tell you. These
 

blackout transmissions that happened a month ago, that's
 

one of the, you know, why do you have transmissions?
 

Urban yards.
 

Thank you very much.
 

MS. MITCHELL: (Time.)
 

Ron Van Fleet and Phillip Smith, next.
 

MR. VAN FLEET: Ron Van Fleet. That's what I
 

said, we do a Spiritual Run from here, I'm the Holy Man
 

for the tribes, not just one tribe, but all the tribes on
 

the Colorado River; and we ended in New Mexico City at
 

the Pyramid of the Sun and the Moon, and that was back in
 

'92. And what we do is we run from sunup to sundown
 

praying, you know. That's my deal here is to pray.
 

And you heard Alfredo say about the migratory
 

birds going to the Salton Sea. What are they going to do
 

with the solar panels? Right into them. There's a lot
 

of bees, ants; and up north, what's that one we did the
 

Spiritual Run for? Ivanpah, yeah. We did that. And
 

there's trillions of ants on the ground. Pristine land.
 

And they only took the adult turtles, and the baby
 

turtles are still there on Ivanpah. For the next crop,
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they are there, you know. So they are just genociding
 

all the turtles; and, yes, they moved the adult turtles.
 

But that area is the only place where food grows for the
 

turtles, and they cut them off to their food; and if the
 

food does not grow at the places they connected, well,
 

they will eat anything, you say. I don't know.
 

And right here is the Salt Song, which we still
 

sing at cremation. It covers this area, this Eagle
 

Mountain, and comes down these mountain trails, comes
 

right across the valley, goes right into the area over
 

here, you know, all the tribes along the Colorado River
 

and even into Maricopa, the Hopis. They all have these
 

Salt Songs that cover the desert. BLM, they don't
 

recognize it. The ... already torn it up in Blythe, you
 

know. These are dance patterns.
 

If you go to the cremation ground inside right
 

now today where we're cremating, and we sing all day and
 

all night, four days and four nights. The Mohave Bird
 

singers will dance here. And then the Cocopahs will
 

dance in another pattern over here, and the Cuchans come
 

with their dance over here. And you'll see these
 

patterns out in the desert. You'll see these dance
 

patterns right there, and they just destroy them. And
 

these patterns are leading to the Sacred -- to the Holy
 

Land, as if this is our charge right here, if you could
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say that. This part, this is where we're going to go in
 

the afterlife. This is where we come and go to the --

Thank you.
 

MS. MITCHELL: Time.
 

We've got Phillip Smith and Lloyd Gunn.
 

MR. SMITH: Phil Smith. Member of the Colorado
 

River Indian Tribe, Needles. I attended this meeting in
 

Ivanpah about two weeks ago, Public Comments. It was a
 

waste of time for many of us that traveled hundreds of
 

miles. What we said, we're not going to talk about, we
 

have this developer. We have culture. We have these
 

different tables. We'll break it up. You can go to each
 

one. We didn't want that kind of meeting. We want the
 

meeting right now, open to everybody, and open argument
 

with each other, and come to agreement. So we didn't get
 

that in Ivanpah two weeks ago. That's how the Government
 

operates. Like, Ron, lot of cultural ways of thinking,
 

and, like, desert areas. This is where we live. People
 

don't look at it that way today. Why? What's out here?
 

There's nothing out here?
 

Well, the desert was our shopping center.
 

Everything is out here for us. Our food, herbs for our
 

drugs, drug store. We learn how to utilize it. It's
 

getting scraped away.
 

I am really concerned about the desert turtles.
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They are an endangered species. Their mountain homes are
 

getting scraped away. And the other animals, the same
 

way, whether it's the packrats and the coyotes or the
 

hawks that come down to feed on it. Everything is out of
 

balance, completely out of balance. The world is getting
 

out of balance; but here, we're really out of balance.
 

We have the ozone. We have all of this going
 

on. Everything is -- just because of man, the way they
 

think. It's for free. It's all greed. It's for money.
 

We're dealing with other countries to build our projects
 

for us. They get rich. We get poor, you know.
 

Ivanpah, my understanding, was one of the guys
 

there doing dedication during the -- also was -- Alfredo,
 

what was his name -- Doug Kennedy. He was also there.
 

Kennedy is the stockholder/shareholder of these
 

companies. China is doing this for us. I have nothing
 

against putting projects in. Where do they put it at?
 

They put it on our site. Transmission lines. They talk
 

about transmission lines. Vans. It goes this way. Goes
 

to other site. Where's our monitors? I have never seen
 

a monitor today. From the agent's standpoint, not at
 

Ivanpah, no where.
 

Thank you.
 

MS. MITCHELL: Lloyd Gunn. Next, Renee Caster.
 

MR. GUNN: First of all, I would like to echo
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Phillip Smith's comments about Ivanpah. Actually, I was
 

privileged to see a Sacred Site, and a final conference
 

call to the California Department of Energy. And I
 

brought up that there was a Sacred Site out there that
 

they completely ignored, even though it was -- BLM had
 

mentioned that there was an Indian site out there. And,
 

well, it's too late. And I don't remember why they just
 

kept me on the line, and it was just a bunch of back
 

slapping, "Hey, give me your e-mails for the last three
 

years," stuff like that.
 

But I also -- there are BLM -- the BLM lands are
 

designated for certain uses; but, now, because it's
 

renewable energy, like with the California Energy
 

Commission is saying, well, not including BLM, but the
 

California Energy Commission, I read some interoffice
 

memos. It said, "We will be breaking County laws, County
 

ordinances; and but we recommend that, because it's
 

renewable energy. We approve it."
 

So it's, basically, even state laws. Federal
 

agencies don't have to abide by state laws if they don't
 

want to. And I would like to see BLM lands, if they're
 

designated to a certain purpose, stay within that
 

purpose, and not make amendments like they are doing now
 

for renewable energy.
 

Thank you.
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MS. MITCHELL: Thank you. Renee Caster, and
 

then Donna Charpied.
 

MS. CASTER: Renee Caster. Actually, I want to
 

bring this back to the point this has to do with Desert
 

Center. And I really want Desert Center and the
 

community be kept in mind by this project. The first
 

step is coming here. Other than -- first of all, nobody
 

else has. Your company is going to put a lot of demand
 

on this community that, unfortunately, Sun Solar already
 

maxed out. If and when you go by the project timeline
 

you have, they are still going to be here when you start;
 

and that's a huge issue for us. We're -- I mean, not
 

only do we have conservation issues come to our Ironwood
 

Trees and to our water, which we have protected for
 

years --

I mean, Palm Springs and Blythe have been trying
 

to annex this for years, and we've protected it. And now
 

it's being used up by everybody else.
 

The other issues are the people. Unfortunately,
 

I get told that we don't count. It's okay to count the
 

tortoise, it's okay to count the flowers; but the people
 

in the community don't count, you know. And we get the
 

whole thing about, oh, well, it will bring our property
 

up. Well, yeah. It might in the short run; but once my
 

backyard's view is no longer the Ironwood Forest I have,
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and it's full of solar panels, is how the BLM has it
 

planned right now, it's not going to be worth anything.
 

And I am not going to be able to sell it to save my life.
 

What little tourists we get, the snowbirds, they
 

are not going to want to come anymore with their
 

four-by-fours. They won't want to come to our community
 

and spend their money. They are not going to be able to
 

come anymore. BLM is locking everything up. My biggest
 

issue is with BLM. So, I mean -- and I learned tonight
 

that they are probably the biggest oxymoron of all of the
 

Government that exists. By the way, they preserve, but
 

don't preserve. So I just really -- I know you, as a
 

company, are limited on what you can do. I understand
 

what the Charpieds are trying to do.
 

And, really, my issue is with the BLM, the solar
 

projects, the ones making a lot of these decisions, and
 

they bought up all the land for a fact was commercial a
 

few years ago, because I was looking at purchasing it.
 

BLM bought it up knowing this was going to happen. I'm
 

concerned with how we can get some of that back, preserve
 

what we're known for, for having nature and having
 

unadulterated views. And for people coming out visiting
 

us for a desert, not a big solar project. We want to
 

grow, but I don't want to be L.A. I would rather be like
 

Idyllwild, Big Bear. Come visit to play, and then go
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back home; and I am okay with that.
 

Thank you.
 

MS. MITCHELL: Thank you.
 

Donna Charpied and then Johnney Coon.
 

MS. CHARPIED: Thank you, everybody.
 

I'm Donna Charpied. I'm the Executive Director
 

of the Desert Protection Society, which was formally the
 

Citizens for the Chuckawalla Valley. And that was formed
 

in 1992 to prevent the world's largest garbage dump being
 

built in our community at Eagle Mountain.
 

VOICE: Good job.
 

MS. CHARPIED: And we shall continue our fights
 

to protect this community, to protect the resources of
 

Joshua Three National Park with our dying breath.
 

One thing I have to say is maybe some
 

clarification, is that the Native Resources/Cultural
 

Resources in this Community absolutely does affect Desert
 

Center, and I'm very, very proud that my brother's here
 

from the Native American Community to give us their
 

support today. Thank you very much.
 

I wonder why this project is being processed
 

through the BLM before the problematic on the EIS solar
 

sites setting notice, putting the horse behind the cart
 

here. Maybe your project isn't compatible here. We will
 

find out in that PPIS. I can tell you right now, it
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isn't.
 

I have had many, many, many meetings, telephone
 

conversations, et cetera, e-mails with First Solar. And
 

they set the standard here for mitigation for night
 

lighting. A large percentage, almost more than
 

90 percent of the transmission lines will be put
 

underground inside the project area. There's nothing to
 

compete with the viewshed of our National Tree Joshua
 

Park. I agree 100 percent with Renee, that this
 

community, just like the Morongo Basin, we can be a
 

gateway community to Joshua Tree National Park and enjoy
 

all of those things that they do over there. That
 

community, they make over $20 million a year, you know,
 

just because Joshua Tree National Park is next to it.
 

And we're next to Joshua Tree National Park, and
 

we need to defend the honor of this park, because it is
 

going to be destroyed with all these panels here.
 

Furthermore, this valley might be able to
 

sustain four of these very large solar projects. Four of
 

them have already been approved and are in construction
 

phases right now. This community cannot sustain what
 

this project is and what the BLM and President Obama's
 

misguided energy policy is doing is creating an
 

environmental genocide issue right here. We are a small
 

community. We have a very small voice when it comes to
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voting. Senator Feinstein, there's only 150 of us to
 

vote. This is why they are not putting these things near
 

the grated areas.
 

They should be next to Los Angeles. They should
 

be next to San Diego. They should be on warehouses.
 

They should be on rooftops. They shouldn't be destroying
 

our public lands. When this is all over, none of us will
 

be able to live here anymore.
 

MS. MITCHELL: Johnney Coon and then Larry
 

Charpied.
 

MS. COON: My name is Johnney Coon. I'm a
 

35-year, full-time resident and property owner in Desert
 

Center and am a grape farmer. I would like to go on
 

record as being opposed to this and all large scale solar
 

projects on public lands. The lands in question are
 

predominantly pristine and untouched. Our desert
 

ecosystem is fragile and easily damaged. They support
 

the flora and the fauna. It's beauty and value seems to
 

be underappreciated by those in Government and business
 

who only want to exploit this desert's precious
 

landscape.
 

Once you've scraped off all living matter and
 

turned it into industrial solar complexes, perhaps then
 

we will know what we've lost. I believe solar energy can
 

be a good thing if done right. Solar installations
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should first be on private land, disturbed land, and on
 

every residential and business rooftop, before pristine
 

land is used. We, the taxpayers, should not have to
 

sacrifice our public lands so corporations can increase
 

their profits and make a quick buck off the destruction.
 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to speak 

tonight. 

MS. MITCHELL: Larry Charpied and then Harold 

Foster. 

MR. CHARPIED: Let me tell you, I was blown away 

when listening to this BLM woman here. We see here that
 

25 percent of First Solar is in the desert tortoise area
 

you say you are protecting, and that's why you made them
 

go the red zone, outside where the line goes. So I don't
 

understand what you are talking about there.
 

Second of all, alternatives. Jojoba renewable
 

energy source. When you clean 4,000 or 1,000 acres of
 

desert, all of a sudden all those CO2 changing plants
 

that used to help the atmosphere, because they change CO2
 

to oxygen, are gone. So now your solar actually impacts
 

the atmosphere daily.
 

With Jojoba, you actually can make jobs for
 

200 years, not two or three. You can put it on a car and
 

drive the car with it and drive it somewhere else, and
 

make energy day or night. You can't do that. We need to
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analyze Jojoba as a viable alternative to this, and you
 

need to get some kind of water study, more than "he said/
 

she said."
 

MS. ELSER: Before the next speaker, I do want
 

to clarify. The area that we did not allow them to go
 

into is the Desert Tortoise Area, which is different from
 

the Desert Wildlife Area. This area here, that is the
 

yellow, that is the area that we allow absolutely no
 

solar development. This blue area is a General Wildlife
 

Corridor. So it is protected at a lower level than the
 

Tortoise Area, like a zoning type of a thing. Sorry I
 

didn't make that clear before.
 

MS. MITCHELL: Harold Foster and Gary Fleming,
 

please.
 

MR. FOSTER: I'm Harold Foster, and I want to
 

say that I am grateful for your coming here this evening
 

and for your expertise in preparing for this solar
 

project that's going on. I'm also grateful we're not
 

here talking about a strip mining operation or a desert
 

mining concern coming in and buying up the Kaiser
 

property and digging up and strip mining that property up
 

there, which is what I thought Desert Center was known
 

as.
 

Before I ever moved here five years ago, it was
 

a penal colony and a mining area. When I drove out and
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saw this lake, I was blown away. A lake in the middle of
 

the desert with no power lines underground, with its own
 

sewage system, and its own city water. What a beautiful
 

place. I ended up buying here. I lived here for five
 

years. Love Desert Center. But I've got to tell you,
 

I'm really grateful for the fact that the foreclosed
 

house next to me sold, and that every foreclosed property
 

here has sold. And that all these properties that are
 

leased to the solar people are leased.
 

I don't know if Mary's happy or not, but I know
 

a lot of owners that are leasing these properties out to
 

the solar people are very pleased to have the income from
 

those empty properties. I'm very pleased to have the
 

life of people living in those homes that were foreclosed
 

and were blowing down. There was one home abandoned that
 

blew down in the wind, and the owner lives off in Lake
 

Havasu somewhere. A nice guy who lives here and worked
 

at the mine when there was a mining community; but, you
 

know, he wasn't taking care of his property. It was just
 

going to ruin and going to waste, and we had to walk by
 

it on our lakeside. Now we have a new owner who is
 

remodeling it and fixing it up and bringing new life to
 

it. I'm grateful for that. We've had some economic
 

prosperity as a result.
 

I'll tell you something else. There were 74
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vacant lots in Lake Tamarisk that were developed for
 

those miners that were digging up Joshua Tree and selling
 

it to the Chinese, and shipped it over there, actually.
 

(People speaking over him.)
 

MR. FOSTER: I'm grateful for the problem we
 

have today is one of solar energy. Not that we're
 

digging up the strip mine, not that we're fighting oil
 

exploration. Not that we're arguing about digging up
 

Alaska and turning that into oil, which is what a lot of
 

politicians talk about. "Drill, Baby, drill.
 

Now, I'll tell you, I share a common feeling
 

with all of you, and that is a carpet of mirrors on our
 

desert. I have a fear of that, you know. But this
 

little project is next to a project that's already there
 

using the same transmission lines that are already there,
 

that's going to create another 10 or 12 jobs for this
 

little tiny community. Makes sense to me. Makes clear
 

sense to me, but to carpet our desert and strip our
 

entire desert and put mirrors on every square inch of it?
 

No. I just say let's keep some balance and let's just be
 

happy that we're not fighting the coal industry.
 

Thanks for letting me share.
 

MS. MITCHELL: Next is Gary Fleming, our last
 

speaker.
 

MR. FLEMING: Gary Fleming, Lake Tamarisk
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Resort. I can start and end this conversation with just
 

the clean water in this area. So vital. Without water,
 

somebody once told me, you don't have shit. No
 

disrespect to the BLM and the solar guys. Sounds to me,
 

listening to everybody here, that BLM, you have no idea
 

what the impact is going to be over the next 10 to
 

20 years in this area.
 

MALE: Forty.
 

MR. FLEMING: Exactly.
 

Simple solutions, you know, community like ours
 

or any other community. You guys are selling off the
 

land and putting these green energy projects in. Why not
 

have a 20-mile square radius per green energy act? Have
 

you thought of something like that? I know it's not a
 

solution, but it may be a start. That way we're only
 

dealing with one, not 20 or 30 in the next 20 years here.
 

Thank you.
 

MS. ELSER: Does anyone else want to fill out a
 

speaker card and speak?
 

Did anybody that filled out a speaker card and
 

already spoke want to speak again? We do have a few
 

minutes left.
 

MR. FIGUEROA: Alfredo.
 

One of the things I didn't say, because they
 

gave us only three minutes -- anyway, this is one of the
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most sacred areas there is. That mountain is called
 

Eagle Mountain. Cuauhtemoc, which means eagle in our
 

Aztec language. That's why in all the tribes we all
 

regard this mountain as a sacred mountain. And I can
 

take you through and show you the images in the mountains
 

that relate to the story of the Aztec Sandstone Calendar.
 

The last day, Solar, one of the companies that
 

were assisting the First Solar, asked, "Can you take me
 

out there?" I said, "Definitely." She never did contact
 

me. Never. So I'm available. We are available. All of
 

us are available to let you know.
 

We used to get the stone to build our
 

Molcajetes, right here. This mountain right over here is
 

called Chuckawalla, which means Alligator Ridge. The
 

person that's getting up. Why? Because there is five
 

endings and five beginnings. So all this is very, very
 

sacred. Corn Strings, just right down there, these
 

trails, everybody, all our tribes, used to use the trails
 

here for thousands and thousands of years.
 

North of here, four miles from here, you'll find
 

the 13 monuments, which are called 13-Actl. 13 monuments
 

of the Aztec Sandstone Calendar. This is going to
 

bring many, once it gets out; but we have to protect
 

these sites. We have to have protection fences. And
 

then people here in Desert Center can ... all going to be
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1 regulated. We haven't gone off publicly before, because,
 

2 then, like, what happened over there at Spirit Mountain.
 

3 They got some people, they were spraying. They threw
 

4 them in jail. So some of the people say, "Why don't we
 

5 throw them in jail, the BLM, because they know these
 

6 sites are sacred, and they continue and try and see how
 

7 they can overrule our sacred areas."
 

8 We have been here for thousands of years. We
 

9 didn't just get off the Greyhound Bus; and these people,
 

0 you want to know, the archeologists, tell Mr. Jeffery
 

1 Childers and George Klein to come and see me. Come and
 

2 see me. I will show them the sites.
 

3 Thank you very much.
 

4 MS. ELSER: Would anybody else like to speak?
 

5 We will conclude the meeting. Ian will be
 

6 available if you have questions to talk to him about.
 

7 I'm available. Marisa will be available.
 

8 Our court reporter will be going home.
 

9 (The Public Scoping Meeting held in Desert
 

0 Center was concluded at 8:00 p.m.)
 

1 * * *
 

2 ///
 

3 ///
 

4 ///
 

5
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________________________________________ 

CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSITION REPORTER
 

I, Rhonda K. Goodman, Certified Shorthand
 

Reporter in and for the State of California, Certificate
 

No. 8857, do hereby certify:
 

That the foregoing meeting was taken before me
 

at the time and place therein set forth,
 

That the Public Scoping Meeting was recorded
 

stenographically by me and thereafter transcribed through
 

computer-aided transcription, said transcript being a
 

true copy of my shorthand notes thereof and a true record
 

of the statements given.
 

I do further certify that I am a disinterested
 

person and am in no way interested in the outcome of this
 

action, nor connected with or related to any of the
 

parties herein.
 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed my name
 

this date: ______________________________________.
 

RHONDA K. GOODMAN
 
CSR NO. 8857
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JOSHUA TREE, CALIFORNIA
 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6, 2011
 

6:00 P.M.
 

(Presentation given by Ms. Elser
 

and Mr. Black.)
 

(Interruption of Mr. Black's
 

presentation re water.)
 

* * *
 

MR. SHTEIR: Sorry, Ian. Is that during
 

construction? Is that annually?
 

MR. BLACK: No. That is overall. That is total
 

water consumption.
 

MS. MITCHELL: Can you state your name.
 

MR. SHTEIR: Sorry. I'm Seth Shteir, National
 

Parks Conservation Association.
 

MR. BLACK: So, Seth, most of that water
 

consumption will be during construction. We will have
 

panel washing periodically on the project. Our intent is
 

for that amount of washing to decrease over time, soil
 

compaction resettle the area around it. Of course,
 

again, this is a concern both for the County and the park
 

surrounding.
 

Yeah.
 

MR. WINBERRY: Dan Winberry, resident.
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When you say go city wide, are you talking about
 

the Morongo Basin?
 

MR. BLACK: I guess, there's some discussion of
 

the definition of which, where the basins start and end.
 

My understanding is it's the Coachella Basin Study, but
 

it extends all the way through the East Riverside Solar
 

Energy Zone, and that study is still underway and will be
 

publicly available through BLM.
 

MR. WINBERRY: So you expect this to be
 

basically south of the Joshua Tree National Park?
 

MR. BLACK: Correct. South and east is my
 

understanding.
 

(Mr. Black and Ms. Elser continues
 

presentation.)
 

MR. SHTEIR: Lynette, just one quick question.
 

That's a different e-mail than what's posted on
 

your announcements on the BLM website. Would it be okay
 

to send them to your personal e-mail?
 

MS. ELSER: You can send them to my personal
 

e-mail, but I have 20 projects right now that I am
 

managing; and if my personal e-mail does get full, it
 

will bounce them.
 

MR. SHTEIR: Is that what's published on the
 

paper over here?
 

MS. ELSER: Marissa?
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MS. MITCHELL: That one is not on the paper, but
 

I can send you an e-mail.
 

MR. SHTEIR: Yeah, that would be greet.
 

MS. ELSER: "California" is what the "ca" stands
 

for. So it's the BLM address within the State of
 

California, and then it's the project name, "desert
 

harvest@blm.gov." If you send it to that one, it should
 

not bounce. That has an infinite capacity to receive.
 

Yes.
 

FEMALE: (Sounded like Joie Fulply.) Joshua
 

Tree.
 

When application is being made, do you encourage
 

the people to look at areas of the private property
 

owners nearby but not on BLM land who might want to
 

develop that's already disturbed, as opposed to putting
 

it on BLM land?
 

And do you charge for the right of way so
 

substantially less that it discourages them from putting
 

it on private property?
 

MS. ELSER: Actually, we do require substantial
 

costs to be made. Almost all of our applications have at
 

least one-to-one mitigation, which means that for every
 

acre under their right of way, they have to buy another
 

acre of land that BLM typically holds title to; although,
 

sometimes California Fish and Game or some other --
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Joshua Tree might get title to some of it, if there's
 

private land holdings in the park. But because there's
 

impacts on desert tortoise, we require mitigation; and we
 

don't know what the mitigation is at this point in time.
 

It will be one-to-one or one-to-five, which would mean
 

for every one acre they disturb, they have to purchase
 

five acres of land for habitat for tortoises.
 

There are requirements, also, by California
 

Department Fish and Game for mitigation. Some of the
 

mitigation requirements will overlap, like, if BLM
 

requires one-to-one for desert tortoise, then California
 

Fish and Game might require one-to-three. So we would
 

get the first acre per acre match, and the second and
 

third acre per acre match would go to California
 

Department of Fish and Game.
 

All of the mitigation will be laid out, whatever
 

is decided in the end in the Draft EIS, but it typically
 

costs the developers more to actually use the federal
 

land than if they went out and purchased land. In
 

talking to some developers -- not at all to this
 

developer. This is a general statement -- sometimes they
 

don't like to take the risk of purchasing private land.
 

They also don't like private landowner contracts, who may
 

pass away. Their heirs may not want to do the same
 

thing. So rent may increase. They don't have control
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over it. Where they feel that the Government rent level
 

is more stable. It does increase. It's based upon a
 

formula, but it's not the same as a private property
 

owner who can change it to what they want.
 

MR. SHTEIR: I just have a quick question for
 

Ian about the life of the project. How long?
 

MR. BLACK: Typically, PPA's are 20 years.
 

As I mentioned before, we both own and operate a
 

good deal of wind turbines in the Palm Springs area. One
 

thing, but a lot of those projects are actually coming to
 

the end of their contracted life; and we are going
 

through the decommissioning process on some, also
 

repowering others. So we're actually in the process
 

right now of taking turbines down and revegetating and
 

resoiling the landscape. So we are now gaining a lot of
 

experience in the decommissioning process, as well. And
 

this one will have far less concrete, far less foundation
 

than you would find on a typical wind farm.
 

MR. SHTEIR: Thank you.
 

MS. ELSER: And the other part of your question,
 

before the projects get to this far, the Applicants have
 

had to meet with a BLM staffer. We explain what resource
 

values are in that land and what the conflicts are. They
 

have had to offer other agencies to come to a meeting,
 

including tribes, to see what their concerns are. And we
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have to feel that there's a viable project. We don't
 

require that they look at other private land; but,
 

typically, when they are looking at which land they want
 

to include, they do scope out private land. I know from
 

a previous scoping meeting on this project, there is a
 

private landowner that is interested in developing, but
 

his parcels are split, and it's a total of 600 acres.
 

They may be two miles away from each other. I think it
 

would be probably hard to develop very small areas like
 

that, because you would do so much resource impact
 

getting the transmission.
 

MR. SHTEIR: One last question about this; and,
 

Ian, you might not know this already. How many access
 

roads for servicing and stuff like that will be
 

constructed to the east and west line?
 

MR. BLACK: Our goal, primary access is through
 

Kaiser Road, existing paved county road on the western
 

side of the project. Right now, we don't have a
 

secondary access road; and it may be that we don't need
 

one. But there are disturbed parcels to the east of us
 

that right now are accessed by private dirt roads. We
 

have not gotten that far with the County on do we need a
 

secondary access road, but that is part of the process.
 

MR. SHTEIR: And that will be covered in the
 

Draft EIS?
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MR. BLACK: Yeah.
 

MR. BAEZ: The road right by Kaiser Road is part
 

of the entitlement for the public use permit for the
 

transition line that the County is looking at --

MS. MITCHELL: I'm sorry. You're Ken Baez.
 

MR. BAEZ: Sorry. Yeah. Ken Baez, County of
 

Riverside. We talked on the phone this morning.
 

So what our responsibility is, as Lynette
 

indicated, was to look at the primary transmission lines
 

or any other county jurisdiction that's involved with
 

respect to the right of way encroachment permit that they
 

would also have to follow. We would, then, also do the
 

analysis under CEQA Guidelines 15221, which allows us to
 

use EIS for CEQA analysis and be current with that. So
 

that's what we're looking at doing.
 

MR. SHTEIR: Sure. But it's reasonable to
 

assume that aside from the access point through Kaiser
 

Road that they will, you know, need some smaller
 

servicing roads for maintenance and things like that.
 

MR. BLACK: Yeah. And if the Gen-Tie follows
 

along Kaiser Road, acces will be --

MR. SHTEIR: Thank you.
 

MS. ELSER: And the gravel roads that you
 

discussed in your presentation, Ian, would be with gravel
 

roads within the fenced right of way; right?
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MR. BLACK: Right. Gravel roads between rows of
 

panels for maintenance and operations work.
 

MR. SHTEIR: Thank you.
 

MS. ELSER: It's now time for comments. Marissa
 

will now collect the speaker cards.
 

MR. SHTEIR: Some of us have already turned in
 

our speaker cards.
 

MS. MITCHELL: Yeah, I have one. Seth Shteir.
 

MR. SHTEIR: That's me.
 

MS. MITCHELL: Okay. If you wouldn't mind
 

coming up here and stating your name.
 

MS. ELSER: And we're limiting each to three
 

minutes; but if you would like another turn, I am sure
 

there will be time. There's not that many people here.
 

MR. SHTEIR: Seth Shteir, and don't try to spell
 

that.
 

Hi, my name is Seth Shteir. I work for National
 

Parks Conservation Association. I'm the field rep for
 

this area, and I want to thank for the you opportunity to
 

give comments tonight.
 

National Parks Conservation Association is an
 

organization that's dedicated to preserving and
 

protecting America's national parks, and we believe in
 

investing in renewable energy future, but believe it must
 

be done in a way that doesn't jeopardize critical
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resources like our national parks and sensitive areas.
 

I have a number of scoping comments about this
 

project, and many of them are questions that I hope will
 

be addressed in the Draft EIS. And they basically break
 

down to Air Quality, Water Resources, Desert Tortoise
 

categories.
 

So the first thing I'd like submitted to the
 

public record is that Joshua Tree National Park is
 

managed as a Class I Airshed, which means it received the
 

highest level of protection under the Clean Air Act. And
 

while that is the case, Joshua Tree National Park also
 

has many violations of ozones and other violations each
 

year. In fact, when you stand on the mile high Key's,
 

you overlook it. Many times you can't see the tip-top of
 

Mt. San Jacinto, about 50 miles away. So air quality is
 

something that we definitely struggle with at Joshua Tree
 

National Park.
 

And let me just add that this project is
 

directed at improving air quality by providing a clean,
 

renewable source of energy, and is not based on any
 

combustible fuel; but at the same time, construction is a
 

messy project.
 

And so let me address this in two ways. One is
 

the specific impacts to this project, which may not be
 

huge; but I think what is needed also in this Draft EIS
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is a cumulative impact, a look at, basically, the de
 

facto industrialization of the southern part of the park.
 

And let me read you some figures on why I think that.
 

So down below the park in the area we're talking
 

about, you have the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm; your
 

project, Desert Harvest; Ridgeline Energy Project;
 

Chuckwalla Solar Project; Palen Solar Project. And a
 

little to the east, you've got the over 200,000 acres of
 

Riverside East Solar Zone. So when we talk about air
 

quality impacts from construction, we're not just talking
 

about one project, but really talking about a concert of
 

effects here. And we're talking about how that concert
 

effects impact a national treasure and its Class I
 

Airshed.
 

So here's a few questions that I would like to
 

see addressed in the Draft EIS, and I would like to see
 

them addressed particularly in respect to cumulative
 

impacts but also specific project impacts.
 

How will the cumulative impacts of the removal
 

of vegetation and disturbance of soils from projects like
 

the aforementioned, the ones I mentioned, impact air
 

quality in the Chuckwalla Valley, the surrounding
 

wilderness, adjacent Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife
 

Management Area, and Joshua Tree National Park?
 

No. 2, How will cumulative and project specific
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effects of the operation of mechanized equipment during
 

construction of these projects also affect the Chuckwalla
 

Valley, surrounding wilderness, adjacent Chuckwalla
 

Desert Wildlife Management Area, and Joshua Tree National
 

Park? Because we're looking, you know, we're talking not
 

only about possibly fugitive dust from operations. We're
 

also talking about many, many vehicle trips. And when
 

you talk about the level of development we're talking
 

about, you are talking about decreased nitrogen
 

deposition, you're talking about increased ozone, and you
 

are talking about increased particulate matter.
 

MS. ELSER: The three minutes are up.
 

Just a minute.
 

Does anybody object if he continues?
 

VOICES: No.
 

MS. ELSER: Go ahead. Just want to be fair to
 

everyone.
 

MR. SHTEIR: You've got the gavel.
 

Okay. So next problem is, you know, you don't
 

know what the effects are until you begin to monitor the
 

effects. So how will those effects be monitored? That's
 

a question I would like to see addressed in this Draft
 

EIS. We have some monitoring stations in the park, but
 

perhaps we need more down in that area. We need a
 

baseline, first of all, to tell what the air quality is.
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Second of all, we need to monitor the project's
 

specific impacts and the cumulative air quality impacts
 

of the projects I mentioned.
 

What steps will be taken to mitigate and improve
 

air quality of the aforementioned projects?
 

What steps will be taken during construction to
 

protect viewsheds and visibility from Joshua Tree
 

National Park?
 

What steps will be taken to mitigate light
 

pollution and fugitive dust that could harm Joshua Tree
 

National Park's night sky resources?
 

A good friend of mine says that this is the one
 

area in the park, the eastern section of the park, where
 

you can sit outside, stare up at the night skies, be
 

sitting next to your girlfriend or significant other,
 

look at them and not see them. So that may be a good
 

thing or bad thing.
 

So what design steps will be undertaken to
 

minimize this project's form, line, and color from
 

mountainous viewing positions in the wilderness or Joshua
 

Tree National Park?
 

There are visual impacts from the wilderness
 

inside Joshua Tree National Park. There are high viewing
 

points looking down over this project. What's going to
 

be done to minimize line, form, and color of this
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project?
 

Let me go on to water resource, and many of
 

these comments are in a similar vein. You know, Ian
 

mentioned that there would be, I think, 800-acre fee,
 

Ian; is that right?
 

MR. BLACK: No. Less than that.
 

MR. SHTEIR: Less than that. So that doesn't
 

sound like a lot, and it may not be a lot; but, again, it
 

has to be taken in with the full concert of projects.
 

You've got numerous projects all drawing on water
 

resources. What will be those cumulative effects?
 

The Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin received
 

both surface and groundwater inflow from the Pinto Valley
 

Groundwater Basin, part of which is below Joshua Tree
 

National Park. Drawing on our water sources could affect
 

water resources within the park. Could impact
 

vegetation. Could impact wildlife species potentially.
 

Let me say that just a few of the projects,
 

which will use significant amount of water, is the Eagle
 

Crest Pumped Storage Project, Desert Sunlight Solar Farm,
 

Chuckwalla Solar Project, Palen Solar Project, and the
 

whole 200,000 acres of Riverside East Solar Zone.
 

So, specifically, in the EIS, I would like to
 

see addressed: What is the impact of the groundwater
 

beneath the Chuckwalla Valley? How will groundwater be
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affected in the Pinto Basin beneath Joshua Tree National
 

Park? What will the impact of B.2 surface water like
 

seeps and springs throughout the region?
 

And two other additional comments on this. In
 

the Draft EIS's I have been looking through, there seems
 

to be a real dearth of a meaningful, scientifically-based
 

discussion on desert groundwater recharge rates that
 

consider climate change predictions for our area.
 

Climate change predictions for our area include
 

increasing variability in precipitation and potentially
 

dryer climate.
 

Finally, I would like to see a meaningful,
 

scientifically-based discussion about the amount of
 

available groundwater, which not only takes into
 

consideration the groundwater that's going to be used by
 

this project and other proposed projects, but also by
 

other water being pumped for agricultural industry and
 

habitation. In studies that are referred to in the Draft
 

EIS, it would be great if there was a USGS component to
 

them or USGS research.
 

My final comments are addressed towards
 

endangered species. The Chuckwalla Wildlife Management
 

Area lies directly to the west of this project. It's an
 

area that's part of the Eastern Colorado Recovery Area
 

for the desert tortoise. And many of you know that the
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desert tortoise is a threatened species. So it's pretty
 

clear that this project will impact that eastern boundary
 

of the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area.
 

And one of the things that ought be addressed in
 

the Draft EIS is how the introduction of invasive species
 

through transport via construction will be mitigated.
 

Desert tortoise thrive on native species of plants, and
 

invasive species frequently crowd out native species,
 

making desert habitat a lot worse.
 

What sort of predator control program will be
 

implemented to control the potential increase in
 

predatory ravens? Of course, power lines are good
 

sources of perching. What's going to be done to prevent
 

that?
 

Again, here's another monitoring question. How
 

does the Bureau of Land Management intend to adequately
 

monitor this area?
 

Does the baseline exist for localized
 

populations of desert tortoise right now? I don't know
 

the answer to that, but maybe somebody does.
 

How will we see how this is going to affect the
 

desert tortoise population localized and on a regional
 

level; and how will this affect overall the populations
 

of Mohave desert tortoise on that cumulative effect scale
 

of all those other projects?
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And, finally, would mitigation such as
 

ecological restoration, construction of vehicle barriers
 

maybe in other parks, maybe in Joshua Tree National Park,
 

to block illegal off-road vehicle use, and education
 

programs about desert tortoise designed to improve
 

people's knowledge of this threatened species be
 

considered for this project?
 

So that was a very long three minutes, but I
 

thank you for letting me have those comments.
 

MS. ELSER: Thank you. Do we have any other
 

speaker cards?
 

MS. MITCHELL: Den Winberry.
 

MR. WINBERRY: Good evening. I wasn't expecting
 

such a large audience. So I didn't prepare, but I do
 

want to carry out a theme that he mentioned.
 

I've lived around here a really long time, and
 

he talked about going up the Key's View and not being
 

able to see Mt. San Jacinto. When I first moved here, on
 

a clear day you could go to Key's View and see Signal
 

Mountain is Mexico. So what you are seeing going on
 

around here, especially in the Coachella Valley, is what
 

I refer to as "creeping crud," where one project isn't a
 

problem; but at some point, there are so many projects,
 

people have forgotten how it used to be.
 

I would like to change themes now and talk about
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the night sky. Living in the desert, one of our few true
 

natural wonders is the gorgeous night sky; and even after
 

almost 30 years of living here, I never get tried of
 

looking at it. So I'm worried about the lighting
 

problem, and I would like to offer a few suggestions.
 

Not only do you need to minimize the amount of
 

lighting you use, but it's very important that you
 

consider how you light what you light. It should be
 

shielded in such a way that it cannot shine upward, and
 

that reflection upward is very minimal. It's also
 

important that you use many small sources of light rather
 

than big sources of light.
 

The best way to experience that is to be driving
 

down I-15 while the Utah Department of Transportation has
 

four enormous search lights on the other side of the
 

highway. And it's hard to see how that light is being
 

used, because it's all shining into your eyes, as you are
 

going down the road. Now, I am going to guess that most
 

of the light is on the project they are working on, and
 

this is just scattered; but it is a massive effect. I
 

think what they suffer from is they want to try to put up
 

one lighting truck that lights up the whole area, and it
 

would be so much better off if they had four small light
 

trucks, which they distributed and used much smaller
 

lights.
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Thank you for listening to my comments.
 

MS. ELSER: Thank you.
 

Does anybody else have a speaker card?
 

Anybody want to speak again?
 

(Ms. Elser gave closing comments.)
 

(The Public Scoping Meeting held in Joshua
 

Tree was concluded at 7:13 p.m.)
 

* * *
 

///
 

///
 

///
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________________________________________ 

CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSITION REPORTER
 

I, Rhonda K. Goodman, Certified Shorthand
 

Reporter in and for the State of California, Certificate
 

No. 8857, do hereby certify:
 

That the foregoing meeting was taken before me
 

at the time and place therein set forth,
 

That the Public Scoping Meeting was recorded
 

stenographically by me and thereafter transcribed through
 

computer-aided transcription, said transcript being a
 

true copy of my shorthand notes thereof and a true record
 

of the statements given.
 

I do further certify that I am a disinterested
 

person and am in no way interested in the outcome of this
 

action, nor connected with or related to any of the
 

parties herein.
 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed my name
 

this date: ______________________________________.
 

RHONDA K. GOODMAN
 
CSR NO. 8857
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transmission line, and temporary 
construction lay down areas, with a 
total proposed project footprint of 
approximately 1,280 acres. The project’s 
230-kilovolt (kV) generation 
interconnection transmission line 
would either be via the First Solar 
Desert Sunlight 230-kV gen-tie (as a 
shared facility), or would be located on 
private and BLM-administered lands 
and would utilize a planned 230- to 
500-kV substation (referred to as the Red 
Bluff Substation). The Red Bluff 
Substation would connect the project to 
the Southern California Edison regional 
transmission grid. If approved, project 
construction would begin in late 2013 
and would take 9–12 months to 
complete. 

The BLM segregated the public lands 
located within the Desert Harvest 
Project’s application area from 
appropriation under the public land and 
mining laws, but not the mineral leasing 
or material sales acts, for a period of 25 
years for the purpose of protecting 
potential sites for future solar energy 
development pursuant to 43 CFR 
2091.3–1(e) and 43 CFR 2804.25(e) (76 
FR 38416, June 30, 2011). 

The purpose of the public scoping 
process is to determine relevant issues 
that will influence the scope of the 
environmental analysis, including 
alternatives, and guide the process for 
developing the Draft EIS. At present, the 
BLM has identified the following 
preliminary issues: Air quality, 
biological resources, recreation, cultural 
resources, water resources, geological 
resources, special management areas, 
land use, noise, paleontological 
resources, public health, socioeconomic, 
soils, traffic and transportation, and 
visual resources. 

Pursuant to the BLM’s CDCA Plan, 
sites associated with power generation 
or transmission not identified in the 
CDCA Plan will be considered through 
the plan amendment process to 
determine the suitability of the site for 
renewable energy development. Since 
the proposed Desert Harvest Project site 
was not previously identified as 
suitable, authorization of the Desert 
Harvest Project will require amendment 
of the CDCA Plan. By this notice, the 
BLM is complying with requirements in 
43 CFR 1610.2(c) to notify the public of 
potential amendments to CDCA Plan 
predicated on the findings in the EIS. If 
a land-use-plan amendment is 
necessary, the BLM will integrate the 
land-use planning process with the 
NEPA process for the Desert Harvest 
Project. A preliminary list of the 
potential planning criteria that will be 
used to help guide and define the scope 

of the plan amendment process 
includes: 

1. The plan amendments will be 
completed in compliance with the 
FLPMA, NEPA, and all other relevant 
Federal laws, executive orders, and 
BLM policies; 

2. Existing, valid plan decisions will 
not be changed and any new plan 
decisions will not conflict with existing 
plan decisions; and 

3. The plan amendment(s) will 
recognize valid existing rights. 

The BLM will utilize and coordinate 
the NEPA public participation 
requirements to assist the agency in 
satisfying the public involvement 
requirements under Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act 
(NHPA) (16 U.S.C. 470(f)) as provided 
for in 36 CFR 800.2(d)(3). Information 
about historic and cultural resources 
within the area potentially affected by 
the proposed Desert Harvest Project and 
potential CDCA Plan amendment will 
assist the BLM in identifying and 
evaluating impacts to such resources in 
the context of both NEPA and Section 
106 of the NHPA. Native American 
tribal consultations will be conducted in 
accordance with applicable statutes, 
policies, and directives, and tribal 
concerns will be given due 
consideration, including impacts on 
Indian trust assets. Federal, State, and 
local agencies, along with tribes and 
other stakeholders that may be 
interested or affected by the BLM’s 
decision on this project are invited to 
participate in the scoping process and, 
if eligible, may request or be requested 
by the BLM to participate as a 
cooperating agency. 

Before including your address, phone 
number, e-mail address, or other 
personal identifying information in your 
comment, you should be aware that 
your entire comment—including your 
personal identifying information—may 
be made publicly available at any time. 
While you can ask us in your comment 
to withhold your personal identifying 
information from public review, we 
cannot guarantee that we will be able to 
do so. 

Thomas Pogacnik, 
Deputy State Director, Natural Resources. 

Authority: 40 CFR 1501.7 and 43 CFR 
1610.2 
[FR Doc. 2011–23624 Filed 9–14–11; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4310–40–P 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

National Park Service 

Transfer of Administrative Jurisdiction 
at or Near Great Sand Dunes National 
Park 

AGENCY: National Park Service, Interior. 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: As required by law, the 
Secretary of the Interior has transferred 
to the appropriate agencies jurisdiction 
over lands acquired for the benefit of 
Great Sand Dunes National Park, Baca 
National Wildlife Refuge, and the Rio 
Grande National Forest. 
ADDRESSES: Maps, deeds, and 
documents related to this transfer may 
be reviewed at the National Park Service 
Land Resources Program Center, 
Intermountain Region, 12795 West 
Alameda Parkway, Lakewood, Colorado 
80225–0287. The approved survey plats 
and field notes will be available for 
review at the Colorado State Office of 
the Bureau of Land Management, 2850 
Youngfield Street, Lakewood, Colorado 
80215. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: John 
Wessels, Director, Intermountain 
Region, National Park Service, P.O. Box 
25287, 12795 West Alameda Parkway, 
Lakewood, Colorado 80225–0287. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: As 
authorized by section 8(a) of Public Law 
106–530 (114 Stat. 2527, 2532), the 
Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) 
acquired certain lands and interests in 
land for the benefit of Great Sand Dunes 
National Park, Baca National Wildlife 
Refuge, and the Rio Grande National 
Forest. Section 8(c) of Public Law 106– 
530 directed the Secretary to transfer 
administrative jurisdiction of these 
lands, as appropriate, to the National 
Park Service for addition to and 
administration as part of the Great Sand 
Dunes National Park; to the United 
States Fish and Wildlife Service for 
addition to and administration as part of 
the Baca National Wildlife Refuge; and 
to the Secretary of Agriculture, for 
addition to and administration as part of 
the Rio Grande National Forest. The 
transferred lands were depicted on the 
map having drawing number 140/80/ 
032 and were divided into zones as 
depicted on an exhibit map having 
drawing number 140/30,003. 

Under the provisions of Section 8(c) 
of Public Law 106–530, and effective on 
November 22, 2000, the following 
transfers were made: 

• Administrative jurisdiction of those 
lands depicted on the exhibit map as 
Zone A to the United States Fish and 
Wildlife Service for addition to and 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 


NOTICE OF PUBLIC SCOPING MEETINGS 

enXco Development Corporation has proposed to develop a 150-megawatt solar photovoltaic energy project on approxi-
mately 1,200 acres of Bureau of Land Management (BLM)–administered land in Riverside County. The BLM is preparing 
an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Land Use Plan Amendment pursuant to the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) and planning regulations promulgated under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA).  

Public scoping meetings are being held to solicit public input on the project and the EIS. These meetings are open to the 
public, and all interested parties are encouraged to attend. 

Monday, October 3, 2011 
1pm to 3pm 
University of Riverside,
Palm Desert Graduate Center 
75080 Frank Sinatra Drive 
Palm Desert, CA 92211 

Monday, October 3, 2011 
6pm to 8pm 
Lake Tamarisk Clubhouse 
6251 Parkview Drive 
Desert Center, CA 92239 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 
6pm to 8pm 
Joshua Tree Community Center
6171 Sunburst Street 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252 

For more information, please contact: 	 Lynette Elser, NEPA Coordinator
     BLM California Desert District 
     lelser@blm.gov 

(951) 697-5233 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 


NOTICE OF PUBLIC SCOPING MEETINGS 

enXco Development Corporation has proposed to develop a 150-megawatt solar photovoltaic energy project on approxi-
mately 1,200 acres of Bureau of Land Management (BLM)–administered land in Riverside County. The BLM is preparing 
an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and Land Use Plan Amendment pursuant to the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) and planning regulations promulgated under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA).  

Public scoping meetings are being held to solicit public input on the project and the EIS. These meetings are open to the 
public, and all interested parties are encouraged to attend. 

Monday, October 3, 2011 
1pm to 3pm 
University of Riverside,
Palm Desert Graduate Center 
75080 Frank Sinatra Drive 
Palm Desert, CA 92211 

Monday, October 3, 2011 
6pm to 8pm 
Lake Tamarisk Clubhouse 
6251 Parkview Drive 
Desert Center, CA 92239 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 
6pm to 8pm 
Joshua Tree Community Center
6171 Sunburst Street 
Joshua Tree, CA 92252 

For more information, please contact: 	 Lynette Elser, NEPA Coordinator
     BLM California Desert District 
     lelser@blm.gov 

(951) 697-5233 
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Bureau of Land Management  
c/o Aspen Environmental Group
235 Montgomery Street, Suite 935
San Francisco, CA 94104 

Important Notice: 

PUBLIC SCOPING MEETINGS
 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 


Bureau of Land Management 
c/o Aspen Environmental Group 
235 Montgomery Street, Suite 935
San Francisco, CA 94104 

Important Notice: 

PUBLIC SCOPING MEETINGS
 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
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Hsiu Chu Tseng 
85 Cutler Rd 
Greenwich CT 06831 

Ernest Weeks Hawthorne 

559 HCR 3258 

Mount Calm TX 76673 


John Fuller 

636 W. 200 S 

Provo UT 84601 


Sherry Cordova 

Cocopah Indian Tribe 

14515 S Veterans Dr 

Somerton AZ 85350 


Alex Cunningham 

PO Box 70 

Beatty NV 89003 


Chris Clarke 

1326 North Vista St Apt 5 

Los Angeles CA 90046 


Tom Budlong 

3216 Mandeville Canyon 

Los Angeles CA 90049 


Hope M & Eleanor B Holcomb 

3539 S Carolina St 

San Pedro CA 90731 


R. Burnham 

27857 Pinecrest Pl 

Castaic CA 91384 


Debbie Cook 

Kaiser Ventures LLC 

3633 Inland Empire Blvd Ste 480 

Ontario CA 91764 


William C Molk 

13635 Deering Bay Dr 

Coral Gables FL 33158 


Graeme Daue 

Wilderness Society BLM Action Ctr 

1660 Wynkoop St Ste 850 

Denver CO 80202 


Karen, Michele & William Blazev 

838 E. Drake Dr 

Tempe AZ 85283 


Laura Cunningham 

Basin & Range Watch 

PO Box 70 

Beatty NV 89003 


Patrick Emmerich 

PO Box 70 

Beatty NV 89003 


Gerald Clarke
 
1326 N. Vista St #5 

Los Angeles CA 90046 


So Calif Nessah Educ & Cultural 

142 S Rexford Dr 

Beverly Hills CA 90212 


JoAnn Worthington 

736 Bonita Dr 

South Pasadena CA  91030 


Transito & Martha L Castellanos 

18048 Longhorn Ln 

Chino Hills CA  91709 


Angela Whatley 

Southern California Edison Company 

PO Box 800 

Rosemead CA 91770 


Anco Foran 

205 E. Cooke Rd 

Columbus OH 43214 


Krystyna Cieslar 

134 E 450 N 

Shoshone ID  83352 


Eldred Enas
 
Colorado River Indian Tribes 

26600 Mohave Rd 

Parker AZ 85344 


Kevin Emmerich 

Basin & Range Watch 

PO Box 70 

Beatty NV 89003 


Mulholland Land Co 

PO Box 24066 

Los Angeles CA 90024 


Shaun Anderson 

Center for Biological Diversity 

8033 Sunset Blvd 

Los Angeles CA 90046 


JV Mintzer 

9200 Valley View St 

Cypress CA 90630 


Reza Sarmadi 

5225 White Oak Ave #3 

Encino CA 91316 


Apollo Venture Partnership LLC 

771 S Lincoln Ave 

Monterey Park CA 91755 


Amber Wyatt: CASE ADMIN 

Southern California Edison Company 

PO Box 800 

Rosemead CA 91770 
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Richard Tom 
Southern California Edison Company 
PO Box 800 
Rosemead CA 91770 

C.B Fraser 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
6010 Hidden Valley Rd Ste 101 
Carlsbad CA 92011 

Buck Endemann 
Latham & Watkins 
600 W Broadway Ste 1800 
San Diego CA 92101 

Nick Ervin 
Desert Protective Council 
PO Box 3635 
San Diego CA 92163 

Jill Monarch 
City of Indian Wells 
44-950 Eldorado Dr 
Indian Wells CA 92210 

Alfredo A. Figueroa 
Chemehuevi Tribal Monitor 
424 North Carlton Ave 
Blythe CA 92225 

Les Figueroa 
La Cuna de Aztlan Sacred Sites Prt Cir 
424 North Carlton Ave 
Blythe CA 92225 

Mary Ann Green 
Augustine Band Cahuilla Indians 
PO Box 846 
Coachella CA 92236 

Charlene R Carney 
PO Box 411 
Desert Center CA 92239 

Carol Grey 
26250 Parkview Dr 
Desert Center CA 92239 

Mei Chen 
1493 Outrigger 
West Covina CA 91790 

Denis Trafecanty 
Protect Our Communities Foundation 
PO Box 305 
Santa Ysabel CA  92070 

Janice Schneider 
Latham & Watkins 
600 W Broadway Ste 1800 
San Diego CA 92101 

Servando & Juanita V Gonzalez 
82290 Ocotillo Ave 
Indio CA 92201 

Jason Larney 
42 Sutton Pl 
Palm Desert CA 92211 

Patricia F. Pinon 
Chemehuevi Tribal Monitor 
424 North Carlton Ave 
Blythe CA 92225 

John Hargreaves 
68835 Mineria Rd 
Cathedral City CA 92234 

Darrell Mike 
Twentynine Palms Band Mission Ind 
46-200 Harrison Pl 
Coachella CA 92236 

Alan & Kim Green 
25-650 Kaiser Rd 
Desert Center CA 92239 

Jeff Schlauch 
26250 Parkview Dr 
Desert Center CA 92239 

Donna Tisdale 
Backcountry Against Dumps 
PO Box 1275 
Boulevard CA 91905 

Allen K. Trial 
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 
101 Ash St HQ-12 
San Diego CA 92101 

Kevin O'Beirne 
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 
8330 Century Park Ct CP32D 
San Diego CA 92123 

Penny Perez 
45-677 Oasis St 
Indio CA 92201 

Robert Martin 
Morongo Band Mission Indians 
12700 Pumarra Rd 
Banning CA 92220 

Anco Romero 
237 S. First St 
Blythe CA 92225 

Anco Zeiler 
25950 Rice Rd 
Desert Center CA 92235 

Donna Charpied 
Citizens for the Chuckwalla Valley 
PO Box 397 
Desert Center CA 92239 

Jim Poole 
25950 Rice Rd 
Desert Center CA 92239 

Cynthia Eskin 
26250 Parkview Dr #58 
Desert Center CA 92239 
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Cindy Statler 

26401 Rice Rd 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Warren & Edith & Gene Jenneskens 

PO Box 215 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Ian Wright 

PO Box 276 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Jody Charpied 

Citizens for Chuckwalla Valley 

PO Box 397 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Victor Harder 

PO Box 7092 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Donna Charpied 

Desert Protection Society 

PO Box 397 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Sam Sloneker 

PO Box 28 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 


Billie Cox 

6063 Saddleback Rd 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 


David Gerratana 

61638 La Jolla Dr 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 


R&M Johnson 

63633 Wagon Wheel Rd 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 


Mearl A. 

We Support Desert Sunlight Petition 

26401 Rice Rd 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Jonathan Ray 

PO Box 22 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Ileen Davies 

PO Box 281 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Laura Millikan 

PO Box 574 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Janine & Michael Donaldson 

PO Box 7111 

Desert Center CA 92239 


John M. Simpson 

All American RE & Consulting 

61711 Twentynine Palms Highway 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 


Elise Kost 

PO Box 737 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 


Ed Hughes 

61093 Prescott Trail 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 


Cleona Buckland 

61824 Dennis Ave 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 


Rick Giegerich 

6390 Veterans Way 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 


Ramon Alviso Silvey 

26791 Fountain Cove 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Patti Delashmit 

PO Box 231 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Donna Oliahant 

PO Box 304 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Mary Dye 

PO Box 578 

Desert Center CA 92239 


Jared Dean 

PO Box 8 

Desert Center CA 92239 


David Fick 

Morongo Basin Conservation Assn 

PO Box 24 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 


Karen Bueller 

59700 Twentynine Palms Hwy 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 


Larry Shteir 

National Parks Conservation Assn 

61325 Twentynine Palms Hwy Ste B 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 


Geo. Tracy 

62350 Cummins Way 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 


Daniel Crow 

8697 Rockham Rd 

Joshua Tree CA 92252 
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Virgila Starks 
54-745 Oak Hill 
La Ouinta CA  92253 

Ron Ahlgren 
Coachella Vly Economic Partnership 
73-710 Fred Waring Drive Ste 106 
Palm Desert CA 92260 

Alfredo Acosta Ploss 
930 E. Chia 
Palm Springs CA 92262 

Claudia Sall 
PO Box 37 
Pioneertown CA 92268 

Gary Beattie 
41 Provence Way 
Rancho Mirage CA 92270 

Britt Smith 
6847 Adobe Rd 
Twentynine Palms CA 92277 

Alex Anderson 
5524 Grand Ave 
Yucca Valley CA 92284 

Vicki Unger 
48727 Manzanita Dr 
Johnson Valley CA 92285 

Julie G Garcia & Francisco J Rosas 
18621 Centennial St 
Hesperia CA 92345 

Chuckwalla Valley Association 
45445 Portola Ave #5 
Palm Desert CA 92260 

Walter & Michael Hunt 
74-895 Highway 111 
Palm Desert CA 92260 

Larry Sanders 
1850 Smoke Tree Ranch 
Palm Springs CA 92264 

Kim & Kathleen Sall 
PO Box 37 
Pioneertown CA 92268 

Joanne Steve 
52 San Simeon Pl 
Rancho Mirage CA 92270 

Ruth Rieman 
1188 Tahoe Ave 
Yucca Valley CA 92284 

David Mendoza 
58692 Los Coyotes Dr 
Yucca Valley CA 92284 

Celia Zacks 
7600 Sage Ave 
Yucca Valley CA 92285 

Charles Wood 
Chemehuevi Indian Tribe 
PO Box 1976 
Havasu Lake CA 92363 

Wendy & Richard McLaughlin 
College of the Desert 
43-500 Monterey Ave 
Palm Desert CA 92260 

Johnney Singer 
PO Box 4040 
Palm Desert CA 92261 

Richard Milanovich 
Agua Caliente Band Cahuilla Indians 
5401 Dinah Shore Dr 
Palm Springs CA 92264 

Dennis Farzaneh 
127 Santo Tomas 
Rancho Mirage CA 92270 

Mary Resvaloso 
Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Inds 
PO Box 1160 
Thermal CA 92274 

Cynthia Mueller 
54465 29 Palms Hwy 
Yucca Valley CA 92284 

Executive Director 
Alliance for Responsible Energy Policy 
50220 Saddle Rock Way 
Johnson Valley CA 92285 

Kevin Kemp 
PO Box 411 
Yucca Valley CA 92286 

Timothy Williams 
Fort Mojave Indian Tribe 
500 Merriman Ave 
Needles CA 92363 

Rebecca Kopulsky Tiffany N. North Gregory A. Neal 
Caltrans District 8 Riverside County Riverside County Planning Dept 
464 West 4th St 6th Fl 3960 Orange St 5th fl 4080 Lemon St 12th fl 
San Bernardino CA  92401 Riverside CA 92501 Riverside CA 92501 
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Ken Baez 
Riverside County Planning Dept 
4080 Lemon St 12th fl 
Riverside CA 92501 

Lynette Elser 
Bureau of Land Management 
22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos 
Moreno Valley CA 92553 

Dale Hawkins 
Riverside County Fire Department 
210 West San Jacinto Ave 
Perris CA 92570 

Terry Frewin 
PO Box 31086 
Santa Barbara CA  93130 

Ron Brinkley 
General Delivery 
Bass Lake CA 93604 

Ernest Goitein 
167 Almendral Ave 
Atherton CA 94027 

Karen Terranova 
Alcantar & Kahl 
33 New Montgomery St Ste 1850 
San Francisco CA 94105 

California Energy Markets 
425 Divisadero St Ste 303 
San Francisco CA 94117 

Javier Delagarza 
enXco Development 
4000 Executive Parkway Ste 100S 
San Ramon CA 94583 

Ali Baba Oster 
First Solar, Inc 
1111 Broadway 4th Fl 
Oakland CA 94607 

Wesley Burgett 
1118 Crestsprings Lane 
Riverside CA 92506 

Greg Miller 
Bureau of Land Management 
22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos 
Moreno Valley CA 92553 

Janell Estes 
PO Box 1571 
Wildomar CA  92595 

Mary Parisi 
Dept of Army, NAWC Weapons Div 
1 Administration Circle 
China Lake CA 93555 

Raymond & Suzanne Brinkley 
General Delivery 
Bass Lake CA 93604 

Kathy Goiten 
167 Almendral Ave 
Atherton CA 94027 

Nora Sheriff 
Alcantar & Kahl 
33 New Montgomery St Ste 1850 
San Francisco CA 94105 

Ian Black 
enXco Development 
4000 Executive Parkway Ste 100S 
San Ramon CA 94583 

Eric DeLaGarza 
enXco 
4000 Executive Parkway Ste 100 
San Ramon CA 94583 

Bob Lehnertz 
Natl Park Svc Pacific West Region 
1111 Jackson St Ste 700 
Oakland CA 94607 

County Clerk 
Riverside County 
2724 Gateway Dr 
Riverside CA 92507 

George Budleny 
24821 Metric Dr 
Moreno Valley CA 92557 

B.E. Hepker 
850 River Dr 
Norco CA 92860 

Dave Kelso 
2362 Lumill St 
Ridgecrest CA 93555 

Claire Feder 
167 Almendral Ave 
Atherton CA 94027 

Billie Blanchard 
Calif Public Utilities Commission 
505 Van Ness Ave 
San Francisco CA 94102 

Bruce Goforth 
US EPA Region IX 
75 Hawthorne St 
San Francisco CA 94105 

Rick Miller 
enXco Development 
4000 Executive Parkway Ste 100S 
San Ramon CA 94583 

Kim Oster 
Desert Sunlight Holdings LLC 
1111 Broadway 4th Fl 
Oakland CA 94607 

L.R & V. Manuel Halligan 
2043 Berryman St 
Berkeley CA 94709 
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Betsy Bailey 

Environmental Commons 

35501 S. Hwy 1 #12 

Gualala CA 95445 


Scott Morgan 

State Clearinghouse 

1400 Tenth St Rm 212 

Sacramento CA 95814 


Annie Stange
 
Alcantar & Kahl LLP 

1300 SW Fifth Ave Ste 1750 

Portland OR 97201 


John Harns 

Colorado River Board of California 

770 Fairmont Ave Ste 100 

Glendale CA 91203-1068 


Laura Godfrey 

Latham & Watkins 

600 West Broadway Ste 1800 

San Diego CA 92101-3375 


Christine Turney 

PO Box 6905 

La Quinta CA  92248-6905 


Andrea Compton 

Joshua Tree National Park 

74485 National Park Dr 

Twentynine Palms CA 92277-3597 


Cynthia Wolf 

PO Box 1822 

Tustin CA 92781-1822 


Cleveland Lee 

Calif Public Utilities Commission 

505 Van Ness Ave Rm 5122 

San Francisco CA 94102-3214 


Andrew Bell 

PO Box 40580 

San Francisco CA 94140-0580 


Jerry Aardahl 

Defenders of Wildlife/NRDC/Sierra Club 

PO Box 1413 

Gualala CA 95445 


Jim Singleton 

Native American Heritage Comm 

915 Capitol Mall Rm 364 

Sacramento CA 95814 


Keeny Escalanti Sr. 

Fort Yuma Quechan Tribe 

PO Box 1899 

Yuma AZ 85366-1899 


Michael Connor 

Western Watersheds Project 

PO Box 2364 

Reseda CA 91337-2364 


David Roosevelt 

Cabazon Band Mission Indians 

84-245 Indio Springs Pkwy 

Indio CA 92203-3449 


Terry Flory 

PO Box 415 

Joshua Tree CA 92252-0415 


Luke Sabala 

Joshua Tree National Park 

74485 National Park Dr 

Twentynine Palms CA 92277-3597 


Billie C. Blanchard 

Calif Public Utilities Commission 

505 Van Ness Ave Area 4-A 

San Francisco CA 94102-3214 


Joseph M. Karp 

Winston & Strawn LLP 

101 California St 39th Fl 

San Francisco CA 94111-5894 


Beals Rose 

3420 Deer Valley Rd #132 

Antioch CA 94531-6692 


Howard Wilshire 

Public Empls for Env Responsibility 

3727 Burnside Rd 

Sebastopol CA 95472 


Robyn Purchia 

Adams Broadwell Joseph & Cardozo 

520 Capitol Mall Ste 350 

Sacramento CA 95814 


Diane De Leon 

Metro Water District of So Calif 

PO Box 54153 

Los Angeles CA 90054-0153 


Dan MacMillian 

So Coast Air Quality Mgmt District 

21865 Copley Dr 

Diamond Bar CA 91765-4182 


Lorenzo, Marian & Chris Beach 

PO Box 91 

Desert Center CA 92239-0091 


Dale Donaldson 

62-300 Gene Welmas Dr 

Mecca CA 92254-0758 


Jeff Juarez 

Riverside County Planning Dept 

PO Box 1409 

Riverside CA 92502-1409 


Hallie Yacknin 

Calif Public Utilities Commission 

505 Van Ness Ave Rm 5005 

San Francisco CA 94102-3214 


Thomas W. Solomon 

Winston & Strawn LLP 

101 California St 39th Fl 

San Francisco CA 94111-5894 


Janine Blaeloch 

Western Lands Project 

PO Box 95545 

Seattle WA 98145-2545 
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Javier Blaelock 
Western Lands Project 
PO Box 95545 
Seattle WA 98145-2545 

peacock@shaw.ca 
bonbon_didi@hotmail.com 
Hamid.Arshadi@sce.com 
gartrax@hotmail.com 
CeliaC21Wright@aol.com 
theflyingturtle1953@yahoo.com 
ablazev@cox.net 
dcvine2@msn.com 
barbied718@optonline.net 
Cowtrail4@aol.com 
Gary.Dudley@sce.com 
shaun.gonzales@gmail.com 
jlevin@mycod.us 

Ginger Foundation 
Auelestrasse 5 
9490 Vaduz Liecht Switz 
LIECHTENSTEIN 

marirlv@aol.com 
littlebuzzard1@aol.com 
dennis.w.morrison@us.army.mil 
dmossbar@verizon.net 
scdvainfo@gmail.com 
Vicki_Perizzolo@shww.com 
desertcenter@sonic.net 
mike.rhoades@paloverde.edu 
patticockcroft@yahoo.ca 
thunderchild266@aol.com 
texwhitson1@hotmail.com 
danzavega@sbcglobal.net 
coyotl@faultline.org 
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Note : Before including your address, telephone number, e-mail 
address, or other personal identifying infomlation in your com
ment, you should be aware that your en tire comment , incl uding 
your personal identifying infomlation, may be made publicly 
available at any time. While you may ask us in your comment to 
withhold your personal identifying infoI111ation from public review, 
we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do so. All submissions 
from individuals identifying themselves as representatives or offi
cials of organizations or businesses will be made available for 
public inspection in their entirety. 

Bureau of Land Management 

Public Scoping Meeting 

Desert Harvest Solar Project EIS 

Joshua Tree, CA - October 6, 2011 

SIGN-IN SHEET 
Presentation starting promptly at 6:30 PM 

Do you want to.MAILING ADDRESS, incl ZIP EMAIL ADDRESS NAME AFFILIATION PHONE be on our-- please print clearly -  -please print clearly-
Mailing List? 
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Bureau of Land Management 

Public Scoping Meeting 

Desert Harvest Solar Project EIS 

Joshua Tree, CA - October 6, 2011 

SIGN-IN SHEET 
Presentation starting promptly at 6:30 PM 

Note: Before including your address, telephone number, e-mail 
address, or other personal identifying information in your com
ment, you should be aware that your entire comment, including 
your personal identi fy ing information. may be made publicly 
available at any time. While you may ask us in your comment to 
withhold your personal identifYing infom13tion from public review, 
we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do so. All submiss ions 
from individuals identifYing themselves as representatives or offi
cials of organizations or businesses will be made available for 
public inspection in their ent irety. 

Do you want to MAILING ADDRESS, incl ZIP EMAIL ADDRESS 
PHONEAFFILIATIONNAME be on our -- please print clearly - -please print clearly-

Mailing List? 
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... 

------------------------------------------------------

Speaker Registration Card 

(Please Print) 

Name: 

Affiliation (if any): 

Address: 

City, State, and Zip: \ • .1'---0 :r \'\\/~ l r '4< , LA- 1l~ :5-Z
--~~~~~~--~~~~J~~~--~~=-~~-----

'7 I 7 7 <:- <"'- ''') C
Phone: _____----=-_________"--...J--< c _t.. Q - ~ =~_=___=___Ll_.L__....!....._______________________ 

Email: :5 .5 ~+E:j
---------=~--------~--~~~~~--------------------

Joshua Tree 0 Lake Tamarisk 0 Palm Desert 

Speaker Registration Card 
(Please Print) )\ 

Name: I) E-/',} 

Affiliation (if any): 

Address: 

City, State, and Zip: "J C'Y-(L 1;/ '7;t '" 

Phone: 

t_/J+_'y-----..:::@l) / C(__/c_____________=___<--------------------Email: _~---'-'__---.: I1_ I ~+- /) _ . L() /~v~ (
~ Joshua Tree 0 Lake Tamarisk 0 Palm Desert 
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Bureau of Land Management 

Public Scoping Meeting 

Desert Harvest Solar Project EIS 

Lake Tamarisk, CA - October 3, 2011 

SIGN-IN SHEET 
Presentation starting promptly at 6:30 PM 

. ote: Before including your address, telephone number, e-mail 
address, or other personal identifying information in your com
ment, you should be aware that your entire comment, including 
your personal identifying informat ion, may be made publicly 
availab le at any time. While you may ask us in your comment to 
withhold your personal identifying information from public review. 
we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do so. All submissions 
from individuals identifying themselves as representatives or offi
cials of organizations or businesses will be made available for 
public inspection in thei r entirety. 

Do you want toEMAIL ADDRESS MAILING ADDRESS, incl ZIP 
PHONENAME AFFILIATION be on our

-please print clearly-- please print clearly -
Mailing List? 
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Bureau of Land Management 

Public Scoping Meeting 

Desert Harvest Solar Project EIS 

Lake Tamarisk, CA - October 3, 2011 

SIGN-IN SHEET 
Presentation starting promptly at 6:30 PM 

Note: Before including your address, telephone number, e-mail 
address, or other personal identifYing infomlation in your com
ment, you should be aware that your entire comment, including 
your personal identifYing information, may be made publicly 
available at any time. While you may ask us in your comment to 
withhold your personal identifYing infomlation from public review, 
we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do so. All submissions 
from individuals identifYing themselves as representatives or offi
cials of organizations or businesses will be made available for 
public inspection in the ir entirety. 

Do you want to EMAIL ADDRESS MAILING ADDRESS, incl ZIP PHONEAFFILIATIONNAME be on our
-please print clearly- - please print clearly - 

Mailing List? 
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Bureau of Land Management 

Public Scoping Meeting 

Desert Harvest Solar Project EIS 

Lake Tamarisk, CA - October 3, 2011 

SIGN-IN SHEET 
Presentation starting promptly at 6:30 PM 

Note: Before including yo ur address, telephone number. e-mail 
address, or other personal idel1lifying information in your com
ment, you should be aware that your entire comment, including 
your personal identi fy ing information, may be made publicly 
availab le at any time. While you may ask us in your comment to 
withhold your personal identifying infonnation from public review, 
we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do so. All submiss ions 
from individuals identifying themselves as representatives or offi
cials of organizations or businesses will be made available for 
public inspection in their entirety. 

Do you want toMAILING ADDRESS, incl ZIP EMAIL ADDRESS 
AFFILIATION PHONENAME be on our

-please print clearly-- please print clearly -
Mailing List? 
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Bureau of Land Management 

Public Scoping Meeting 

Desert Harvest Solar Project EIS 

Lake Tamarisk, CA - October 3, 2011 

SIGN-IN SHEET 
Presentation starting promptly at 6:30 PM 

Note: Before including your address, telephone number, e-mail 
address, or other personal identifying inform ation in your com
ment, you should be aware that your entire comment, including 
your personal identifying infomlation, may be made publicly 
avai lable at any time. While you may ask us in your comment to 
withhold your personal identifying infonnation from public review, 
we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do so. All submiss ions 
from individuals identifying themselves as representatives or offi
cials of organizations or businesses will be made available for 
public inspection in their entirety. 

NAME AFFILIATION 
MAILING ADDRESS, incl ZIP 
- please print clearly -

PHONE 
EMAIL ADDRESS 

-please print clearly-

Do you want to 
be on our 

Mailing List? 
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Bureau of Land Management 

Public Scoping Meeting 

Desert Harvest Solar Project EIS 

Lake Tamarisk, CA - October 3, 2011 

SIGN-IN SHEET 
Presentation starting promptly at 6:30 PM 

Note: Before including yo ur address , telephone number, e-mail 
address, or other personal identifying information in your com
ment, you should be aware that your entire comment, including 
your personal identifying infonnation, may be made publicly 
avai lable at any time. While you may ask us in your comment to 
withhold your personal identifying infomlation from public review, 
we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do so. All submissions 
from individuals identifying them selves as representatives or offi 
cials of organizations or businesses will be made avai lable for 
public inspection in the ir entirety. 

NAME AFFILIATION 
MAILING ADDRESS, incl ZIP 
- please print clearly  -

PHONE 
EMAIL ADDRESS 

-please print clearly-

Do you want to 
be on our 

Mailing List? 
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Bureau of Land Management 

Public Scoping Meeting 

Desert Harvest Solar Project EIS 

Lake Tamarisk, CA - October 3, 2011 

SIGN-IN SHEET 
Presentation starting promptly at 6:30 PM 

Note: Before including your address, telephone number. e-mail 
address, or other personal identifying infonnation in your com
ment, you should be aware that your entire comment, including 
your personal identifying information, may be made publicly 
available at any time. While you may ask us in your comment to 
withhold your personal identifying infonnation from public review, 
we cannot guarantee that we wi ll be able to do so. All submissions 
from individuals identifying themselves as representatives or offi
cials of organizations or businesses will be made available for 
public inspection in their entirety. 

NAME AFFILIATION 
MAILING ADDRESS, incl ZIP 
- please print clearly - PHONE EMAIL ADDRESS 

-please print clearly-

Do you want to 
be on our 
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Speaker Registration Card 
(Please Print) 0 1/1 jI 
Name: \,: G L{h=.&J /J r 

I ' ( 

Affiliation (if any): 1~-vf fZ(y~ :JJ'--C 
Address: :? t ?S- k jL~ C~~J.e i1-cr--i_,-, ~ffotJ t+ > 

76,/</ 
City, State, and Zip: ______________________ 

Phone: 1 L~ ~ "Lf' c--- / 0 Z / 

Email: ______________ ___________ 

o Joshua Tree 0 Lake Tamarisk 0 Palm Desert 

Speaker Registration Card 
(Please Print) 

Name: ,i /r,,;'"'e c) u A Fl j U r~ Y' () A-

Address: f\; !+ \.' ~ 

City, State, and Zip: j3 Jy'l /) e ~) -,..) Cj J.. _1 J S'--I 

Phone: ___...!-_ _ _ _ -./_ _ __1'_~_~ --=:----.:::.__--=:L =---/f 2_-2-~. ' J:: 51 Q t> - L.. ; 9 J- J--- ' " L------L ______ 

Email: ..-.r*(t.Nt!)eA<:-rlll1\;/~) rttt. f (p -lI? '·- /ni 

o Joshua Tree 0 Lake Tamarisk 0 Palm Desert 
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--------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------

Speaker Registration Card 

(Please Print) 

Name: 

Affiliation (if any): 

Address: 

City, State, and Zip: 

Phone: 

i0 
Email: ----.!~~~L.!~~.'"':!...-:...4I'\..-=--~~'---C..~~~~..:-.L--------------------------

o Joshua Tree 0 Lake Tamarisk 0 Palm Desert 

Speaker Registration Card 

(Please Print) 

Name: 'eh~ /("f ~Mlr/ll 
[J if 

Affiliation (if any): __~~.~~~)~~~________________________________________~ 

City, State, and Zip: _~~e- ·~~~~~--~?~~~__t ~.~~~~ ~' ~~ ~ · ~' ____________________________~~~~ ~ , I~ ~

Phone: ( <7~0) 32ir - 2-t;7Ec ./ 

Email: _/~ ____C/____________________________________ /=- ~~-------------

o Joshua Tree ~Lake Tamarisk 0 Palm Desert 
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Speaker Registration Card 

(Please Print) 

'~ Name: I) 
----~~~~~~~~~~--------------------------------

Affiliation (if any): 

'0 , ~) 
Address: rC (~GX 

City, State, and Zip : *SV ~:J G-.....TCVl C. ~)JJ C; 

Phone : ~~ u - .3('[ - 4q~'~ 

e' 8('{~\)l~l . lZ~Email : \ 0~rr\~ 
o Joshua Tree Lake Tamarisk o Palm Desert 

Speaker Registration Card 
(PleaS~ ~dnt}-2 . 

Name. \.p v,--l \.. 
< \ 

Address : rt .L £-:..J)( '$ 7 ~ 

Email: ~~ ~I? ---l..<::Ic.-..::::.. \. ~~~k= ...-../ ca. .!...C \.(.:....!-L . ~________-;;----I- _e (-=---f . i..\(c....!>.. ~~rv~ ~ --=::C:C::C::.!I.i\i ____________)..f.---!:€ ·I\--L..:.:.
o Joshua Tree . 0 Palm Desert 
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Speaker Registration Card 
(Please Print) 

Name: j~ Ck.r~;eCj
I I 

Affiliation (if any): 

Address: 

City, State, and Zip: .Deser (..0lP~L ( .t,' 

Phone: ::8;6--:)72 -4.1- z- L 

Email: ____________ _________________ 

o Joshua Tree ~ Lake Tamarisk 0 Palm Desert 

Speaker Registration Card 
(Please Print) , 
Name: -;1/j)/J/J~~ ) cCf) 

Affiliation (if any): 

Address: 

City, State, and Zip: £)e~ ,r ~/(f;:q-. c/J . C)d-~3 9' 

Phone: -; !.o J '6 7 - '3 / S:) ~ 
--~-----------~-------------------------------

o Joshua Tree ake Tamarisk 0 Palm Desert 
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Speaker Registration Card 

(Please Print) 

Name: G\ri 1< Y 

Affiliation (if any): JJll 'j::- ---;A 1/l4f' j 'Ie! 
11' v • ., 

Email: -----.--1JJ.:....<:....:.. r IrA/ =- t£__== =_"Y.G (t (J /)__.___.___.___._ ---=-_ ------"--___~te.---.-------..C·£.:....:....-.---.&t S.____._S~~__=__lA 1 1 I C :7J1Il ,~----_~ _..._._ , 
7o Joshua Tree fiJ Lake Tamarisk 0 Palm Desert 

Speaker Registration Card 
(Please Print) 

Name: tJ1\ is' Ct> fQ t~ 
Affiliation (if any): 

Address: 
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o Joshua Tree lIrtm<e Tamarisk 0 Palm Desert 
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Bureau of Land Management 

Public Scoping Meeting 

Desert Harvest Solar Project EIS 

Palm Desert, CA - October 3, 2011 

SIGN-IN SHEET 
Presentation starting promptly at 1 :30 PM 

Note: Before including your address, telephone number, e-mail 
address, or other personal ident ifying information in your com
ment, you should be aware that yo ur enti re comment, including 
your personal identifying info mlation, may be made publicly 
avail able at any time. While you may ask us in your comment to 
withhold your personal identi fyi ng information from public review, 
we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do so. All submiss ions 
from individuals identi fy ing themselves as representatives or offi 
ci als o f organizations or businesses will be made available for 
public inspection in their entirety. 

Do you want to MAILING ADDRESS, incl ZIP EMAIL ADDRESS 
NAME AFFILIATION PHONE be on our -- please print clearly - -please print clearly-

Mailing List? 
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Bureau of Land Management 

Public Scoping Meeting 

Desert Harvest Solar Project EIS 

Palm Desert, CA - October 3, 2011 

SIGN-IN SHEET 
Presentation starting promptly at 1 :30 PM 

Note: Before including your address , telephone number. e-mail 
address, or other personal identifying infonnation in your com
ment, you should be aware that your ent ire comment, including 
your personal identifYing information, may be made publicly 
available at any time. While you may ask us in your comment to 
withhold your personal identifYing infonnation from public review, 
we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do so. All submissions 
from individuals identifYing themselves as representatives or offi 
cials of organizations or businesses will be made avai lable for 
public inspection in their entirety 

Do you want toMAILING ADDRESS, incl ZIP EMAIL ADDRESS 
NAME AFFILIATION PHONE be on our

-please print clearly-- please print clearly \ , Mailing List? 
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Ulrich J. Sauerbrey 

president 


T: (760) 610-9410 
E: ulrichs@uslandlink.com 
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--------------------------------------------------------

Speaker Registration Card 


Affiliation (if any): 

~ I 

City, State, and Zip: -1-:.-,t "1\1 I\.<:. . 
--~~!~. ~~; ~------------------------------------

Phone: 7t~ c. (}J J- - (. I J CJ-

o Joshua Tree 0 Lake Tamarisk Palm Desert 
I 

Email: / 
~~~~~--~~----------------------------------+-----
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Thank you for coming to the 
 enXco Desert Harvest Solar Project EIS 

Public Scoping Meetings 

• Please… 
– Sign in at the table near the entrance 

– Fill out and turn in speaker cards to make verbal comments 

– Pick up comment cards to make written comments 
• Drop off at the end of the meeting, or 

• Mail or fax the card later 

– Scoping Period Ends October 15, 2011 
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Agenda 

• First 30 minutes  Open House 

• Next 30 minutes  Presentation 

• Last 1 hour Public Comments 
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Who Are We? 
• Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 

– Lynnette Elser, Project Manager and NEPA 
Coordinator, California Desert District 

• enXco Development 
– Ian Black, Project Manager 

• Aspen Environmental Group 
– Marisa Mitchell, third party consultant to BLM 
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Why Are We Here? 
The Purpose of Public Scoping 

• Give a project overview 

 

• Solicit public feedback 

 

• Use this feedback to write the Draft EIS 
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enXco Desert Harvest Solar Project 

Public Scoping Meetings 
for the 

EIS/Plan Amendment 

MEETING LOCATIONS 

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) presents: 

Monday, October 3, 2011 

1pm to 3pm 

University of Riverside, Palm 
Desert Graduate Center 

75080 Frank Sinatra Drive 

Palm Desert, CA 92211 
 

Monday, October 3, 2011 

6pm to 8pm 

Lake Tamarisk Clubhouse 

26251 Parkview Drive 

Desert Center, CA 92239 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 

6pm to 8pm 

Joshua Tree Community 
Center 

6171 Sunburst Street 

Joshua Tree, CA 92252 
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Project Overview 

BLM’s Purpose and Need: Responding to an application 
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Project Overview 
Project Location 

•1,209 acres on BLM land 

•North of Desert Center 

•South of First Solar’s Desert 
Sunlight Project (under construction) 
 

Construction 
Process 

•Constructed in 2 phases 
•18 months of total construction time 

Project Features 
•1,200 acre solar field 

•On-site electrical substation 

•Internal access roads 

•Security fencing and lighting 
 

Project Gen-Tie 

•Considering shared or project-
specific gen-tie 
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Environmental Review 

• The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is the 
NEPA lead agency 

• The National Parks Service is a Cooperating 
Agency 

• Riverside 
County is 
the CEQA 
Lead Agency 
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Agency Actions Under 
Consideration 

• BLM: 
– Right-of-Way Grant  

– Amendment to California 
Desert Conservation Area Plan 
(CDCA) 

• Riverside County and 
California Dept of Fish and 
Game may use Final EIS to 
issue permits 
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NEPA Objectives 

• Identify key issues to focus analysis 

• Identify reasonable alternatives for analysis 

• Present environmental impacts of proposed 
project and alternatives 

• Identify ways to avoid or reduce 
environmental impacts 

• Inform the agency decision-making process  

• Encourage public participation 
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Preparation of the EIS 
(Six Stages) 

1. Notice of Intent (September 15, 2011) 

2. Scoping Period (ends October 15, 2011) 

3. Draft EIS 

4. Draft EIS Public Comment Period (90 

days; public review planned for Winter 

of 2011)  

5. Final EIS (Summer of 2012) 

6. Record of Decision (Summer of 2012) 
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Opportunities for Public Comment During 
the Review Process Under NEPA 

•During Scoping 

•After the Release of the Draft EIS 
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Where to Send Written 
Comments 

• Scoping comments will be accepted through October 15, 2011 

– Send comments to: 
BLM California Desert District Office 

attn:  Lynnette Elser, NEPA Coordinator,  

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos 

Moreno Valley, CA 92553  

– Submit by email to: CAdesertharvest@blm.gov 

– Arrangements can be made for those with special needs to comment – 
please talk with Marisa Mitchell after this presentation 

BLM Documents are available at: 

www.blm.gov/ca/st/en.html 

Thank you! 
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Public Comment Period 

• Fill out a speaker card 

• Please limit comments to 3 minutes 

• Your comments will be recorded by a 
court reporter 
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Why 

• FLPMA Section 103(c) 
• Management of public lands for multiple use, incl. 

needs of future generations 

• Executive Order 13212 (2001) 
• Federal agencies act expediently to increase 

environmentally sound energy 

• Energy Policy Act (2005) 
• Interior Dept. goal to approve 10,000 MW 

renewable energy on public lands by 2015 

• Secretarial Order 3285A1 (2010) 
• Prioritizes renewable energy development as a 

priority for Dept. of Interior 
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BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project 

Desert Tortoise 
The project site is habitat for 
desert tortoise. Surveys of the 
project site found: 
• No living tortoises on site 
• Some tortoise sign 

Golden Eagle 
The project site is foraging habitat 
for the golden eagle. Surveys of 
the project site found: 
• No active nests within a 10-mile 

radius of the project site 

Mojave Fringe-Toed Lizard 
Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat 
occurs in the Chuckwalla Valley. 
Surveys of the project site found: 
• No habitat for Mojave fringe-

toed lizard on the project site 

Desert Kit Fox and American Badger 
Surveys of the project site found: 
• Desert kit fox and American 

badgers occur on site 
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Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project 

PROJECT OVERVIEW 

Project Location 
• 1,209 acres on BLM land 
• North of Desert Center 
• South of First Solar’s Desert Sunlight Project 

(under construction) 
 
Project Features 
• 1,200-acre solar field 
• Ono-site electrical substation 
• Internal access roads 
• Security fencing and lighting 
 
Construction Process 
• Constructed in 2 phases 
• 18 months of total construction time 
 
Project Gen-Tie 
• Considering shared or project-specific gen-tie 
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Desert Harvest Solar Farm Project 

CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Photo: George Kline, BLM (Artifact NOT 
located on the project site) 

• Class III cultural resources surveys 
complete 
 

• Cultural Resources Report is under 
preparation 
 

• enXco has carried out informal meetings 
with tribes 
 

• Formal tribal consultation will be carried 
out as a part of the NEPA process 
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Biological Resources Reports
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Appendix C.1
 
2010 Focused Survey for Desert Tortoise 

(Gopherus agassizii) 
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Desert Harvest 

2010 Focused Survey for Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) 

Riverside County, California
 
Township 4 South, Range 15 East, Sections 25, 26 & 27
 

USGS 7.5’ Victory Pass & East of Victory Pass Quadrangles
 

Prepared for:
 
Aspen Environmental Group 

235 Montgomery Street, No. 935
 
San Francisco, CA 94104
 

(415) 955-4775 x 203
 
Contact: Susan V. Lee, Vice President
 

SLee@aspeneg.com
 

Prepared by:
 
AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. 

3120 Chicago Avenue, Suite 110
 
Riverside, CA 92507
 

(951) 369-8060
 
(FAX) 369-8035
 

Principal Investigator:
 
Michael D. Wilcox 

Wildlife Biologist/Ecologist 
michael.wilcox@amec.com 

AMEC Job # 1055400425 

Report Date: 18 April 2011 
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Desert Harvest 

2010 Focused Survey for Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) Report 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A focused survey for the desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) was conducted by AMEC Earth & 
Environmental, Inc. (AMEC) between 12-17 April 2010 for the proposed Desert Harvest project 
(project), located in unincorporated eastern Riverside County, California. The 1,057-acre project 
site, which is located on lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), is 
proposed to be the location of a 100-150 mega-watt photovoltaic panel solar power plant. This 
study, contracted to AMEC by Aspen Environmental Group (Aspen), presents the results of 
AMEC’s field surveys on the proposed project site and in the site’s zone of influence (ZOI). An 
additional 270-acre parcel was added to the project site, after completion of the 2010 desert 
tortoise survey. This focused survey report addresses only the larger eastern parcel; the 
southwestern 270-acre parcel area was not included in the scope of this study. 

The project site is located within the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit as described in the Draft 
Revised Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan for the Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise 
(Gopherus agassizii) (USFWS 2008) but not within designated critical habitat for the desert 
tortoise. The nearest designated critical habitat for the desert tortoise is the Chuckwalla Unit 
located approximately 1 mile southwest of the project site. A portion of the project site, the 
western-most 113.3 acres of the (currently unsurveyed) southwestern 270-acre parcel, however 
is within the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA) for the desert tortoise 
(USFWS 2008).  

A literature search was conducted to identify special-status biological resources known from the 
vicinity of the project site. The focused survey for the desert tortoise was conducted in 
accordance with the currently accepted survey protocol “Preparing For Any Action That May 
Occur Within the Range of the Mojave Desert Tortoise” (USFWS 2010).  

No live desert tortoises or recent sign were observed on the project site or within the ZOI. 
However, desert tortoises have the potential to occupy the site. Two desert tortoise burrows, 
designated as class 2 (good condition) and class 3 (deteriorated condition), were observed 
onsite. Neither burrow exhibited any evidence of recent use or corroborating sign. Several 
class 5 (disarticulated and scattered) bone fragments, possibly of tortoise origin, were also 
found within one area of the project site. A road-killed desert tortoise was observed at the 
Eagle Mountain off ramp on east-bound Interstate 10 (I-10) approximately 7.5 miles southwest 
of the site (see Figure 2). 

The desert tortoise occurs onsite and in the vicinity, evident by the presence of the two burrows, 
the road-killed tortoise observed en-route to the site, and possibly the three small bone 
fragments. These results are consistent with what is already known about desert tortoise 
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occurrence this region of the Colorado Desert: desert tortoises occur in relatively low numbers 
in this part of their geographic range. The US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) desert 
tortoise survey guidelines consider the presence of any tortoise sign (scat, burrows, and 
carcasses) to indicate presence of desert tortoise (USFWS 2010). 

Evidence of one other special-status wildlife species, the American badger (Taxidea taxus), 
was found onsite during the surveys, as well. The American badger is designated as a 
California Species of Special Concern (CSSC) by the California Department of Fish and Game 
(CDFG). 

There is potential for a variety other special-status wildlife species to occur onsite and in the 
vicinity, based on CNDDB records, geographic range and presence of suitable habitat. These 
include burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus), Bendire’s thrasher 
(Toxostoma bendirei), Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei), Nelson’s bighorn sheep (Ovis 

canadensis nelsoni), and California leaf-nosed bat (Macrotus californicus). No further analysis 
of potential occurrence of these species or other biological resources is provided in this report. 
A separate, comprehensive biological assessment for this project, should address these 
species, along with other special-status resources (e.g., nesting birds protected by the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, jurisdictional waters of the California and United States). 
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Desert Harvest 

2010 Focused Survey for Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) Report 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC) was contracted by Aspen Environmental Group 
(Aspen) to conduct a focused survey for desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) in spring 2010 for 
the proposed Desert Harvest photovoltaic solar energy project (herein “project” or “action area”) 
located in unincorporated Riverside County California. The proposed project consists of the 
development of a 100-150 mega-watt photovoltaic panel solar power plant. The objective of 
this study is to determine the presence or absence of the desert tortoise on, and within the zone 
of influence of, the project site. 

The Mojave population of the desert tortoise, which includes tortoises occurring in California’s 
Colorado Desert, is federally and state listed as threatened. Development projects proposed 
within the geographic range of desert tortoise require an assessment of site’s habitat suitability 
and focused surveys, where suitable habitat is present, in order to determine the onsite status 
of the species. Impacts to desert tortoise require both federal and state permitting as well as 
incorporation of impact avoidance (where possible), minimization, and mitigation measures into 
project design. 

2.0 PROJECT LOCATION& HABITAT DESCRIPTION 

The Desert Harvest project site is located on public lands administered by the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) in unincorporated Riverside County, approximately 6 miles north of Desert 
Center, California (Township 4 South, Range 15 East, Sections 25, 26, 27, USGS 7.5’ Victory 

Pass & East of Victory Pass quadrangles)(see Figure 1). The applicant, enXco Development 
Corporation (enXco) proposes to build a 100-150 mega-watt (MW) solar plant incorporating thin-
film photovoltaic panels (enXco 2010). The serialized application number assigned by the BLM 
for this project is 049491. The Right of Way Application consists of two non-contiguous parcels 
(see Figures 2 and 3). The eastern parcel is 1,057 acres and the southwestern parcel is 270 
acres. This report addresses the larger, eastern parcel only.  

The project site is currently vacant, undeveloped, natural open space. Dominant vegetation 
communities occurring onsite include Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub and Smoke Tree 
Woodland (Sawyer et al. 2009). The Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub vegetation 
community is the equivalent to the “Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub” and the Smoke Tree 
Woodland is the equivalent to the “Desert Dry Wash Woodland” described by Holland (1986). 

The Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub vegetation community is the most widespread 
vegetation type in the Colorado Desert. This vegetation community is characterized by low 
shrub species diversity and the wide spacing of the shrubs, usually with bare ground between, 
and is comprised of the codominant species creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) and white 
bursage (Ambrosia dumosa). Other shrubs occurring in smaller numbers include cheesebush 
(Ambrosia salsola), brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), pencil cholla (Cylindropuntia ramosissima), 
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beavertail cactus (Opuntia basilaris), California fagonia (Fagonia laevis), and sticky fagonia 
(Fagonia pachyacantha). Many species of seasonal annuals, including desert sunflower 
(Geraea canescens), desert dandelion (Malacothrix glabrata), and desert four-spot (Eremalche 

rotundifolia), were observed onsite. The Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub community 
also includes small patches of desert pavement with very sparse vegetative cover composed 
primarily of devil’s spineflower (Chorizanthe rigida), kidneyleaf buckwheat (Eriogonum 

reniforme), and Emory’s rock daisy (Perityle emoryi). Desert pavement are areas where the 
desert surfaces are covered with closely packed, interlocking rocks and pebbles, which serves 
as a barrier to many plants germinating and taking root. 

The Smoke Tree Woodland occurs throughout the onsite dry washes and is dominated by 
ironwood (Olneya tesota) and smoketree (Psorothamnus spinosus), with blue palo verde 
(Parkinsonia florida), and cat claw acacia (Acacia greggii) occurring in lesser amounts. Smoke 
Tree Woodlands are characterized by the presence of arborescent, often spiny, shrubs 
generally associated with washes or alluvial deposits adjacent to washes. Plant species in 
desert wash habitats are generally taller, up to approximately 9m (30 ft) in height, and denser 
than those of surrounding desert habitats, such as the Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub 
on the project site, with the height of the wash vegetation proportional to the size of the arroyo 
(Mayer 1988). The Smoke Tree Woodland on the project site fits this description, with the 
ironwood, smoketree, and palo verde exceeding both the height and density of the surrounding 
Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub vegetation community, with many of the individual 
shrubs of the Smoke Tree Woodland located along the low, vertically-incised banks. This 
habitat supports a variety of wildlife species, essentially the same species as those occupying 
the Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub. 

Ground surface visibility is greater than 80% (enXco 2010). Site topography is mostly flat with 
elevations ranging from 583 to 675 feet above mean sea level. Soils vary from sandy alluvium 
to hard packed desert pavement. Onsite ephemeral drainages flow southeasterly towards 
Desert Center at a slope of less that 1% (enXco 2010). 

Surrounding land uses include undeveloped natural open space to the west, north and south. 
Some of the lands to the southeast of the site have been converted to agricultural uses in the 
past (jojoba [Simmondsia chinensis] farming) and appear to be presently abandoned. 

The project site is located within the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit as described in the Draft 
Revised Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan for the Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise 
(Gopherus agassizii), but not within designated critical habitat for the desert tortoise (USFWS 
2008). The closest designated critical habitat, the Chuckwalla Unit, is located approximately 1 
mile southwest of the project site. A portion of the project site, the western-most 113.3 acres 
of the (currently unsurveyed) southwestern 270-acre parcel, is within the Chuckwalla Desert 
Wildlife Management Area (DWMA) for the desert tortoise (USFWS 2008)(see Figure 3). 

Desert tortoise density estimates for the 1994-designated Eastern Colorado Recovery Unit in 
which the site is located ranged from 10.80 tortoises per km2 in 2001 to 6.38 tortoises per km2 

in 2005 (USFWS 2008). 
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3.0  METHODS  

3.1  Field Survey  

A  literature search was conducted  to identify  special-status biological  resources known from the  
vicinity  of  the  project site.  In the  context  of  this report,  and for the  purpose of  this assessment,  
vicinity  is defined as areas within an approximate  10-mile radius of  the  site.  The  literature 
search included  a review  of  the  following  documents:  

 California Department  of  Fish and Game’s  (CDFG)  California Natural D iversity  Database  
(CNDDB)  version 3.1.1 RAREFIND  application (CDFG 2010)  

 CNDDB’s Special  Animals List  (CNDDB 20 09)  

 USGS 7.5’    Victory Pass, East of Victory Pass, Desert  Center  and Corn Spring  
California  quadrangles  

The focused survey for the desert tortoise was conducted over 100% of the project site and 
within the project’s buffer zone of Influence (ZOI) in accordance with the currently accepted 
survey protocol “Preparing for any Action that may Occur within the Range of the Mojave 
Desert Tortoise” (USFWS 2010) (see Table 1). Desert tortoise surveys were conducted on 
April 12 through 17, 2010 by biologists Jim Boone, PhD., Stephen Ferrand, William Ferrand, 
Alex Heindl, Nathan T. Moorhatch, Michael Omana, Dennis Strong and Michael D. Wilcox. 
AMEC botanist Shari Norton conducted an onsite focused survey for rare plant species 
concurrent with the focused desert tortoise surveys (see Table 1 below). 

Belt transects, spaced 10 meters (m) apart, were systematically walked over the 1,057-acre 
project site. When observed, desert tortoise sign (i.e., live tortoises, tracks, burrows, scat, 
carcasses and bone fragments) was documented on appropriate survey forms (USFWS 2010 
Desert Tortoise Pre-Project Survey Data Sheet). Desert tortoise sign observed was 
photographed with digital cameras and mapped using handheld GPS equipment. Where 
present, desert woodrat (Neotoma lepida) middens and animal burrows of various kinds (e.g., 
desert kit fox, coyote, badger, ground squirrel, kangaroo rat, burrowing owl, etc.) were carefully 
inspected for presence of desert tortoises and their sign. Parallel belt transects were also 
walked within the ZOI around the perimeter of the site (where access was granted) at intervals 
of 200, 400 and 600 m. 

General weather conditions were recorded at the start and end of each survey. Temperatures 
and time of day were recorded at the start and end of each transect. Weather conditions during 
the surveys varied from gusty winds and light rain to sunny and calm (see Table 1). 
Temperatures ranged from 56-95 degrees Fahrenheit (F). All wildlife detected was recorded 
on field forms and/or notes and a list of all species observed is included in Appendix 3.  
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Table 1: Survey Conditions and Data. 

Date Start/End Personnel Temperatures 
(F) 

Wind 
(mph) 

Cloud cover 
(%) 

12 Apr 10 0854-1705 JB, BF, SF, MO, DS, 
AH, NM, SN 

56-77 3-15 ~ 20-90, 
drizzle 

13 Apr 10 0816-1557 JB, BF, SF, MO, DS, 
AH, NM, SN 

58-80 0-7 0 

14 Apr 10 0843-1435 JB, BF, SF, MO, DS, 
AH, NM, SN 

67-87 0-7 0 

15 Apr 10 0751-1532 JB, SF, MO, DS, AH, 
SN, MW 

68-88 0-7 0 

16 Apr 10 0850-1727 JB, BF, SF, MO, DS, 
AH, SN, MW 

77-95 0-9 0 

17 Apr 10 0712-1141 JB, BF, SF, MO, DS, 
AH, 

68-88 3-10 0 

Key to personnel: JB (Jim Boone), BF (Bill Ferrand), SF (Stephen Ferrand), MO (Michael Omana, DS (Dennis 
Strong), AH (Alex Heindl), NM (Nathan Moorhatch), SN (Shari Norton), MW (Michael Wilcox) 

4.0 RESULTS 

The CNDDB (2010) reports records of six special-status wildlife species in the vicinity of the 
project site. These include the desert tortoise, prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus), Bendire’s 
thrasher (Toxostoma bendirei), Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei), Nelson’s bighorn 
sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni), and California leaf-nosed bat (Macrotus californicus). 

No live desert tortoises, active burrows, scat, tracks/prints, drinking depressions, courtship 
rings, or complete carcasses were observed on the project site or within the ZOI. Two desert 
tortoise burrows were found onsite. These included one class 2 and one class 3, definite desert 
tortoise burrows, in good condition but without evidence of recent use and degraded condition 
respectively (see Figure 2). Table 2 provides additional details regarding desert tortoise sign 
classifications. Three class 5 bone fragments, possibly of tortoise origin, were also found within 
one area and may have been washed onto the site from upstream. The carapace and plastron 
(upper and lower shell) of the tortoise’s anatomy are made up of fused plates of bone with 
scutes (keratin layers) attached. These plates of bone and scutes typically exhibit characteristic 
sutures or lines where they are fused to the adjoining plates or scutes. The scutes also exhibit 
growth rings or annuli. The bone fragments found onsite did not exhibit obvious sutures or lines 
typical of tortoise carapace or plastron bone, but because of their shape and size, which are 
both consistent with tortoise bone, they are considered by AMEC to be potential tortoise 
remains (see Figure 2 and Photos 7-8). Due to their old age, highly weathered surfaces and 
edges, and the small size of the fragments, assigning them definitively to tortoise was not 
possible. No scutes were observed. Although considerably offsite, a road-killed desert tortoise 
was observed at the Eagle Mountain off ramp of east-bound Interstate 10 (I-10) approximately 
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7.5 miles southwest of the site (see Figure 2). The closest known record of desert tortoise was 
3.6 miles north of the site (CNDDB 2010). 

Table 2: Desert Tortoise Sign Key 

Sign Type Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 
Burrow and 
Den 

Currently 
active with 
tortoise or 
recent 
tortoise sign 

Good 
condition, 
definitely 
tortoise but 
no evidence 
of recent use 

Deteriorated 
condition but 
is definitely 
tortoise 

Deteriorated 
condition, 
possibly 
tortoise (no 
other 
corroborating 
sign) 

Good 
condition, 
possibly 
tortoise (no 
other 
corroborating 
sign) 

Scat Wet or moist 
but not from 
rain or dew or 
dried but with 
obvious odor 

Dry, dark 
brown, has a 
glaze, and 
some odor 

Dry, has no 
glaze or odor, 
is slightly 
bleached, is 
light brown, 
and plant 
fibers are 
tightly packed 

Dry, has no 
glaze or odor, 
is somewhat 
bleached, is 
light brown to 
pale yellow, 
plant fibers 
are not tightly 
packed, and 
has a scaly 
appearance. 

Dry, has no 
glaze or odor, 
is bleached, 
is white, and 
consists only 
of plant fibers 

Carcasses, 
Shell 
Remains and 
bone 
fragments 

Fresh or 
putrid 

Fresh or 
putrid, is of 
normal color 
and the 
scutes 
adhere to the 
bone 

Scutes are 
peeling from 
the bone 

Shell bone is 
falling apart 
and the 
growth rings 
on the scutes 
are peeling 

Disarticulated 
and scattered 

Other wildlife detected included species common to the deserts of southern California (see 
Appendix 3). Representative reptiles included desert iguana (Dipsosaurus dorsalis), side-
blotched lizard (Uta stansburinana), western whiptail (Aspidoscelis tigris), desert horned lizard 
(Phrynosoma platyrhinos), zebra-tailed lizard (Callisaurus draconoides), patch-nosed snake 
(Salvadora hexalepis) and sidewinder (Crotalus cerastes). Bird species observed included 
cactus wren (Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus), black-throated sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata), 
Gambel’s quail (Callipepla gambelii) and lesser nighthawk (Chordeiles acutipennis). Mammals 
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detected included kangaroo rat (Dipodomys sp.), desert kit fox (Vulpes macrotis arsipus) and 
coyote (Canis latrans). The mammals were primarily identified indirectly, by burrows, bones, 
scat and prints/tracks. Desert kit fox colonies and kangaroo rat burrows were abundant 
throughout the site. Desert kit fox is not listed as a special-status species by CDFG or BLM, but 
it is protected under Title 14, California Code of Regulations (Title 14, Section 460) from 
trapping and hunting. Several species of kangaroo rat may occur in the area, but none are rare 
or are listed as a special-status species by CDFG or BLM. They cannot be identified to species 
from the burrow characteristics observed in the field. 

5.0 OTHER SPECIAL-STATUS SPECIES OBSERVED 

One other special-status wildlife species, the American badger (Taxidea taxus) was detected 
onsite during the surveys. Three burrows belonging to the badger, evident by the length of the 
excavated tailings (which is testament to their digging power) were observed and mapped (see 
Figure 2 and Photo 11). The badger burrows did not exhibit any recent sign of use (no scat, 
tracks or fresh tailings). The American badger is designated as a California Species of Special 
Concern (CSSC) by the CDFG. 

6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The focused surveys detected no live tortoises or sign of recent tortoise occupation onsite. 
However, desert tortoise occurs in the vicinity, evident by the desert tortoise burrows, the three 
small bone fragments, and the road-killed desert tortoise observed en-route to the site. Desert 
tortoises should be expected to occur on the project site in low densities. These results are 
consistent with what is already known about desert tortoise occurrence this region of the 
Colorado Desert: desert tortoises occur in relatively low numbers in this part of their geographic 
range. 

Three burrows belonging to the American badger were also observed onsite. The American 
badger is designated a CSSC by the CDFG. We conclude that American badger is present 
onsite. 

Although not observed, there is potential for a variety other special-status wildlife species to 
occur onsite based on CNDDB records, geographic range and presence of suitable habitat. 
These include burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), prairie falcon, Bendire’s thrasher, Le Conte’s 
thrasher, Nelson’s bighorn sheep, and California leaf-nosed bat. These species and other 
special-status resources (e.g., nesting birds protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act; and 
state-jurisdictional streambeds or federally-jurisdictional waters of the United States) should be 
addressed in a separate comprehensive biological technical report for the project, and are not 
included within the scope of this focused desert tortoise survey report. 
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Desert Harvest Project 

Photo 1. Representative example of Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub vegetation community during the focused 
desert tortoise and concurrent rare plant surveys. 

Photo 2. Biologists walking transects during the focused desert tortoise and concurrent rare plant surveys. 
. 
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Desert Harvest Project 

Photo 3. Representative example of Smoke Tree Woodland vegetation community during the focused desert tortoise 
and concurrent rare plant surveys. 

Photo 4. Representative example of Smoke Tree Woodland vegetation community during the 
focused desert tortoise and concurrent rare plant surveys. 
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Desert Harvest Project 

Photo 5. Representative example of sparsely-vegetated desert pavement soils during the focused desert tortoise and 
concurrent rare plant surveys. 

Photo 6. Biologists recording data at the end of their transects during the focused desert tortoise and concurrent rare 
plant surveys. 
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Desert Harvest Project 

Photo 7. Possible desert tortoise (class 5) bone fragment. 

Photo 8. Possible desert tortoise (class 5) bone fragment. 
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Desert Harvest Project 

Photo 9. Representative example of kit fox colony with multiple burrow entrances. 

Photo 10. Representative onsite American badger burrow. 
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APPENDIX 3
 

Wildlife Observed on Desert Harvest 

This list reports only plants and animals observed on or immediately adjacent to the site while conducting focused 
desert tortoise and rare plant surveys for this project. Other species may have been overlooked or undetectable due 
to their activity season. 

Nomenclature and taxonomy for fauna observed on site follows Stebbins (1985) and Collins (1990) for herpetofauna, 
American Ornithologists' Union Checklist (1983 and supplements) for avifauna, and Laudenslayer et al. (1991) for 
mammals. 

HERPETOFAUNA REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS 

TESTUDINES TURTLES 

Testudinidae Land Tortoises 

**Gopherus agassizii desert tortoise (burrows, bone fragments) 

SQUAMATA LIZARDS & SNAKES 

Crotaphytidae Collared and Leopard Lizards 

Gambelia wislizenii long-nosed leopard lizard 

Iguanidae Iguanids 

Dipsosaurus dorsalis desert iguana 

Phrynosomatidae Spiny Lizards & Relatives 

Callisaurus draconoides zebra-tailed lizard 
Phrynosoma platyrhinos desert horned lizard 
Sceloporus magister desert spiny lizard 
Urosaurus graciosus long-tailed brush lizard 
Uta stansburiana side-blotched lizard 

Teiidae Whiptails & Racerunners 

Aspidoscelis tigris Western whiptail 

Colubridae Colubrids 

Salvadora hexalepis patch-nosed snake 

Viperidae Vipers 

Crotalus cerastes sidewinder 

AVIFAUNA BIRDS 

Odontophoridae New World Quail 

Callipepla gambelii Gambel’s quail 

Cathartidae Vultures 

Cathartes aura turkey vulture 
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Columbidae 

Zenaida macroura 

Caprimulgidae 

Chordeiles acutipennis 

Apodidae 

Chaetura vauxi 

Corvidae 

Corvus corax 

Alaudidae 

Eremophila alpestris 

Hirundinidae 

Hirundo rustica 

Petrochelidon pyrrhonota 

Remizidae 

Auriparus flaviceps 

Troglodytidae 

Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus 

Thraupidae 

Piranga ludoviciana 

Emberizidae 

Amphispiza bilineata
 
Chondestes grammacus
 

Spizella breweri
 

MAMMALIA 

Leporidae 

Lepus californicus 

Sciuridae 

Spermophilus tereticaudus 

Heteromyidae 

Dipodomys sp. 

Muridae 

Neotoma lepida 

Mustelidae 

**Taxidea taxus 

Canidae 

Canis latrans
 
Vulpes macrotis arsipus
 

** Special-status species 

Pigeons and Doves 

mourning dove 

Goatsuckers 

lesser nighthawk 

Swifts 

Vaux's swift 

Jays, Magpies, and Crows 

common raven 

Larks 

horned lark 

Swallows 

barn swallow 
cliff swallow 

Verdin 

verdin 

Wrens 

cactus wren 

Tanagers 

western tanager 

Emberizines 

black-throated sparrow 
lark sparrow 
Brewer's sparrow 

MAMMALS 

Rabbits and Hares 

black-tailed jackrabbit 

Squirrels 

round-tailed ground squirrel 

Hereromyid Rodents 

kangaroo rat (burrows) 

Rats, Mice, and Voles 

desert woodrat (middens) 

Weasels & Relatives 

American badger (burrows) 

Foxes, Wolves, Coyotes 

coyote (burrows, scat, prints/tracks)
 
desert kit fox (bones, burrows, colonies, scat, 

prints/tracks)
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2011 Focused Survey for Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) on Southwestern Portion 
of ROW Application 

Riverside County, California 

Township 4 South, Range 15 East, Sections 26 & 27 


USGS 7.5’ Victory Pass Quadrangle
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Desert Harvest 

2011 Focused Survey for Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) on Southwestern Portion 
of ROW Application 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A focused survey for the desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) was conducted by AMEC Earth & 
Environmental, Inc. (AMEC) between 26-28 May 2011 on a portion of the proposed Desert 
Harvest project (project), located in unincorporated eastern Riverside County, California.  The 
270-acre survey area is located near and southwest of, but is not contiguous to a larger 1,057-
acre portion of the project site, which was surveyed by AMEC for desert tortoise and rare plants 
in 2010. Both sites are located on lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) and are proposed to be the location of a 100-150 mega-watt photovoltaic panel solar 
power plant. This study, contracted to AMEC by Aspen Environmental Group (Aspen), presents 
the results of the field surveys for the 270-acre site and in this site’s zone of influence (ZOI). 

The project site is located within the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit as described in the Draft 
Revised Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan for the Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise 
(Gopherus agassizii) (United States Fish and Wildlife Service [USFWS] 2008) but not within 
designated critical habitat for the desert tortoise.  The nearest designated critical habitat for the 
desert tortoise is the Chuckwalla Unit located approximately 1 mile southwest of the project site. 
The western-most 113 acres of the 270-acre site (i.e., the area west of Kaiser Road), however 
is within the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA) for the desert tortoise 
(USFWS 2008). 

A literature search was conducted to identify special-status biological resources known from the 
vicinity of the project site. The focused survey for the desert tortoise was conducted in 
accordance with the currently accepted survey protocol (USFWS 2010). 

No live desert tortoises or any definitive sign of desert tortoise were observed on the project site 
or within the ZOI. Eight possible desert tortoise burrows, designated as class 5 (possibly 
tortoise, good condition), were observed onsite. One additional class 5, possible desert tortoise 
burrow, was also observed offsite, within the zone of influence. None of these burrows 
exhibited any evidence of recent use or corroborating sign. No live desert tortoises, active or 
definitive desert tortoise burrows, scat, tracks/prints, drinking depressions, courtship rings, 
carcasses or fragments of carcasses were observed on the project site or within the ZOI. 

Although not observed onsite, the desert tortoise occurs in the vicinity, evident by the presence 
of two definite tortoise burrows and three small, possible tortoise bone fragments observed in 
2010 on the 1,057-acre site, approximately 0.5 mile northeast of the 270-acre subject site and a 
road-killed tortoise observed in 2010 near the Eagle Mountain off ramp on east-bound Interstate 
10 (I-10) approximately 6.5 miles southwest of the site. These results are consistent with what 
is already known about desert tortoise occurrence this region of the Colorado Desert: desert 
tortoises occur in relatively low numbers in this part of their geographic range. The 
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USFWS desert tortoise survey guidelines consider the presence of any tortoise sign (scat, 
burrows, and carcasses) to indicate presence of desert tortoise (USFWS 2010). 

Emory’s crucifixion thorn (Castela emoryi), a California Native Plant Species (CNPS) List 2.3 
species, were incidentally observed throughout the site (see Photos 3 & 4 in Appendix 2). 

Although no live tortoises or definitive sign thereof were observed onsite, there is a possibility 
that desert tortoise could occur onsite at any time in the future. This conclusion is based on 
CNDDB records for the desert tortoise in the vicinity, the tortoise sign found on the 1,057-acre 
Desert Harvest site and the road-killed desert tortoise observed near the Eagle Mountain off 
ramp of the east-bound Interstate 10 in 2010. 

Based on CNDDB records, a variety other special-status wildlife species may have potential to 
occur onsite and in the vicinity. These include burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), prairie falcon 
(Falco mexicanus), Bendire’s thrasher (Toxostoma bendirei), Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma 
lecontei), Nelson’s bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni), pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus), 
western mastiff bat (Eumops perotis californicus), and California leaf-nosed bat (Macrotus 
californicus). No further analysis of potential occurrence of these species or other biological 
resources is provided in this report. A separate, comprehensive biological technical report 
prepared for this project, should address these species, along with other special-status 
resources (e.g., rare plants, nesting birds protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, and 
jurisdictional waters of the California and United States). 
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Desert Harvest 

2011 Focused Survey for Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) on Southwestern Portion 
of ROW Application 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC) was contracted by Aspen Environmental Group 
(Aspen) to conduct a focused survey for desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) in spring 2011 on 
a 270-acre portion of the proposed Desert Harvest photovoltaic solar energy project site (herein 
“project” or “site”) located in unincorporated Riverside County California.  The proposed project 
consists of the development of a 100-150 mega-watt photovoltaic panel solar power plant. The 
objective of this study is to determine the presence or absence of the desert tortoise on, and 
within the zone of influence of, the 270-acre portion of the site. 

The Mojave population of the desert tortoise, which includes tortoises occurring in California’s 
Colorado Desert, is federally and state listed as threatened. Development projects proposed 
within the geographic range of desert tortoise require an assessment of site’s habitat suitability 
and focused surveys, where suitable habitat is present, in order to determine the onsite status 
of the species. Impacts to desert tortoise require both federal and state permitting as well as 
incorporation of impact avoidance (where possible), minimization, and mitigation measures into 
project design. 

2.0 PROJECT LOCATION & HABITAT DESCRIPTION 

The Desert Harvest project site is located on public lands administered by the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) in unincorporated Riverside County, approximately 6 miles north of Desert 
Center, California (Township 4 South, Range 15 East, Sections 26 & 27, USGS 7.5’ Victory Pass 
quadrangle) (see Figure 1). The site consists of two noncontiguous parcels, the 270-acre 
southeastern portion, which is the subject of this study and a northeastern 1,057-acre portion which 
was surveyed by AMEC for the desert tortoise and rare plants in 2010. The applicant, enXco 
Development Corporation (enXco) proposes to build a 100-150 mega-watt (MW) solar plant 
incorporating thin-film photovoltaic panels (enXco 2010). The serialized application number 
assigned by the BLM for this project is 049491. 

The project site is currently vacant, undeveloped, natural open space. Dominant vegetation 
communities occurring onsite most closely match the creosote bush-white burr sage scrub 
(Larrea tridentata – Ambrosia dumosa shrubland alliance) and blue palo verde–ironwood 
woodland (Parkinsonia florida – Olneya tesota woodland alliance) as described by Sawyer et al. 
(2009). The creosote bush-white burr sage series is included within the “Sonoran creosote 
bush scrub” and blue palo verde–ironwood alliance is included within the “desert dry wash 
woodland” described by Holland (1986). 

The creosote bush-white burr sage series is the most widespread vegetation type in the 
Colorado Desert. This vegetation is characterized by low shrub species diversity and the wide 
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spacing of the shrubs, usually with bare ground between, and is comprised of the codominant 
species creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) and white bursage (Ambrosia dumosa). 

The blue palo verde–ironwood woodland occurs throughout the onsite dry washes and is 
dominated by ironwood (Olneya tesota) with lesser amounts of blue palo verde (Parkinsonia 
florida). This vegetation is characterized by the presence of arborescent, often spiny, shrubby 
trees generally associated with washes or alluvial deposits adjacent to washes. In general, 
plant species in desert wash habitats are taller, up to approximately 9m (30 ft) in height, and the 
washes are more densely vegetated than surrounding plant communities, such as the creosote 
bush-white burr sage series on the project site, with the height of the wash vegetation 
proportional to the size of the arroyo (Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988). The blue palo verde– 
ironwood woodland on the project site fits this description, with the ironwood and palo verde 
exceeding both the height and density of the surrounding creosote bush-white burr sage series 
and with many of the individual shrubs of this community located along the low, braided and 
vertically-incised banks of the onsite dry washes. This habitat supports a variety of wildlife 
species, essentially the same species as those occupying the creosote bush-white burr sage 
scrub. 

Stands of Emory’s crucifixion thorn (Castela emoryi), which consisted of up to nine individual 
plants sparsely distributed over a relatively small area, were also noted intermittently throughout 
the site (see Photos 3 & 4 in Appendix 2). Emory’s crucifixion thorn is a California Native Plant 
Species (CNPS) List 2.3 species. 

Ground surface visibility is greater than 80% (enXco 2010).  Site topography is mostly flat with 
elevations ranging from 583 to 675 feet above mean sea level.  Soils vary from sandy alluvium 
to hard packed desert pavement. Onsite ephemeral drainages flow southeasterly towards 
Desert Center at a slope of less that 1% (enXco 2010).   

Surrounding land uses include undeveloped natural open space to the west, north and south. 
Some of the lands to the southeast of the site have been converted to agricultural uses in the 
past (jojoba [Simmondsia chinensis] farming) and appear to be presently abandoned. 

The project site is located within the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit as described in the Draft 
Revised Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan for the Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise 
(Gopherus agassizii), but not within designated critical habitat for the desert tortoise (USFWS 
2008). The closest designated critical habitat, the Chuckwalla Unit, is located approximately 1 
mile southwest of the project site. A portion of the project site, the approximate western-most 
113.3 acres of the 270-acre site, is within the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area 
(DWMA) for the desert tortoise (USFWS 2008) (see Figure 3). 

Desert tortoise density estimates for the 1994-designated Eastern Colorado Recovery Unit in 
which the site is located ranged from 10.80 tortoises per km2 in 2001 to 6.38 tortoises per km2 

in 2005 (USFWS 2008). 
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3.0 METHODS 

3.1 Field Survey 

A literature search was conducted to identify desert tortoise and other special-status biological 
resources known from the vicinity of the project site. In the context of this report, and for the 
purpose of this assessment, vicinity is defined as areas within an approximate 10-mile radius of 
the site. The literature search included a review of the following documents: 

•	 CNDDB’s Special Animals List (CDFG 2011a) 

•	 California Department of Fish and Game’s (CDFG) California Natural Diversity Database 
(CNDDB) version 3.1.1 RAREFIND application (CDFG 2011b) 

•	 USGS 7.5’ Victory Pass, East of Victory Pass, Desert Center and Corn Spring California 
quadrangles 

The focused survey for the desert tortoise was conducted over 100% of the 270-acre site and 
within the buffer zone of Influence (ZOI) in accordance with the currently accepted survey 
protocol (USFWS 2010). Desert tortoise surveys were conducted on 26-28 May 2011 by AMEC 
biologists Matt Amalong, Tsegaye Mengistu, Nathan T. Moorhatch and Michael D. Wilcox and 
AMEC subconsultant Ted Rado (see Table 1 below). 

Table 1: Survey Conditions and Data. 

Date Start/End Personnel Temperatures 
(F) 

Wind 
(mph) 

Cloud cover 
(%) 

26 May 11 0815-1430 MA, TM, NM, TR, MW 77-100 0-10 0 
27 May 11 0745-1542 MA, TM, NM, TR, MW 74-103 0-5 0 
28 May 11 0609-1113 TM, TR 76-93 0-5 0 

Key to personnel: MA (Matt Amalong), TM (Tsegaye Megistu), NM (Nathan Moorhatch), TR (Ted Rado) and MW 
(Michael Wilcox) 

Belt transects, spaced 10 meters (m) apart, were systematically walked over the 270-acre 
project site. When observed, potential desert tortoise sign (i.e., burrows) was documented on 
appropriate survey forms (USFWS 2010). Potential desert tortoise sign observed was 
photographed with digital cameras and mapped using handheld GPS equipment. Where 
present, desert woodrat (Neotoma lepida) middens and animal burrows of various kinds (e.g., 
desert kit fox, coyote, badger, ground squirrel, kangaroo rat, burrowing owl, etc.) were carefully 
inspected for presence of desert tortoises and their sign.  Parallel belt transects were also 
walked within the ZOI around the perimeter of the site at intervals of 200, 400 and 600 m. 

General weather conditions were recorded at the start and end of each survey.  Temperatures 
and time of day were recorded at the start and end of each transect. Weather conditions during 
the surveys consisted of clear skies with calm to slightly gusty winds (see Table 1 above).   
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Temperatures ranged from 74-103 degrees Fahrenheit (F). All wildlife detected was recorded 
on field forms and/or notes and a list of all species observed is included in Appendix 4. 

4.0 RESULTS 

The CNDDB (2011) reports records of nine special-status wildlife species in the vicinity of the 
project site. These include desert tortoise, burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), prairie falcon 
(Falco mexicanus), Bendire’s thrasher (Toxostoma bendirei), Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma 
lecontei), Nelson’s bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni), pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus), 
western mastiff bat (Eumops perotis californicus), and California leaf-nosed bat (Macrotus 
californicus). No further analysis of potential occurrence of these species or other biological 
resources is provided in this report.  A separate, comprehensive biological technical report for 
this project, should address these species, along with other special-status resources (e.g., 
nesting birds protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, jurisdictional waters of the California 
and United States). 

No live desert tortoises, active or definitive desert tortoise burrows, scat, tracks/prints, drinking 
depressions, courtship rings, carcasses or fragments of carcasses were observed on the project 
site or within the ZOI. Eight class 5 potential desert tortoise burrows were found onsite and one 
class 5 potential desert tortoise burrow was found offsite within the ZOI (See Figure 2 in 
Appendix 1). Class 5 burrows are those that are in good condition, considered to be of possible 
tortoise origin but lack any other associated sign such as scat, tracks, carcasses or bone 
fragments, etc. (see Photos 5 & 6 in Appendix 2). Table 2 on the following page provides 
additional details regarding desert tortoise sign classifications. In 2010, one class 2 (definite 
desert tortoise burrow, in good condition) and one class 3 (definite desert tortoise burrow, in 
degraded condition) were observed within approximately 0.5 mile northeast on the nearby 
1,057-acre portion of the project site (AMEC 2010).  Additionally, a road-killed desert tortoise 
was observed at the Eagle Mountain off ramp of east-bound Interstate 10 (I-10) approximately 
6.5 miles southwest of the site in 2010 (AMEC 2010).  The closest known record of a live desert 
tortoise is 3.6 miles north of the site (CNDDB 2011). 

Other wildlife detected included species common to the deserts of southern California (see 
Appendix 3). Reptiles detected included desert iguana (Dipsosaurus dorsalis), side-blotched 
lizard (Uta stansburinana), western whiptail (Aspidoscelis tigris), zebratail lizard (Callisaurus 
draconoides) and shovelnose snake (Chinoactis occipitalis). Bird species observed included 
turkey vulture (Cathartes aura), white-winged dove (Zenaida asiatica), mourning dove (Zenaida 
macroura), lesser nighthawk (Chordeiles acutipennis), black-tailed gnatcatcher (Polioptila 
melanura), ladder-backed woodpecker (Picoides scalaris), ash-throated flycatcher (Myiarchus 
cinerascens), common raven (Corvus corax), verdin (Auriparus flaviceps) and black-throated 
sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata). Mammals detected included round-tailed ground squirrel 
(Spermophilus tereticaudus), desert woodrat (Neotoma lepida), black-tailed jackrabbit (Lepus 
californicus), kangaroo rat (Dipodomys sp.) and desert kit fox (Vulpes macrotis arsipus). Some 
of the mammals detected were identified indirectly by burrows, middens, bones, scat and/or 
prints/tracks. 
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Table 2: Desert Tortoise Sign Key 

Sign Type Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 

Burrow and Currently Good Deteriorated Deteriorated Good 
Den active with 

tortoise or 
recent 
tortoise sign 

condition, 
definitely 
tortoise but 
no evidence 
of recent use 

condition but 
is definitely 
tortoise 

condition, 
possibly 
tortoise (no 
other 
corroborating 
sign) 

condition, 
possibly 
tortoise (no 
other 
corroborating 
sign) 

Scat Wet or moist 
but not from 
rain or dew or 
dried but with 
obvious odor 

Dry, dark 
brown, has a 
glaze, and 
some odor 

Dry, has no 
glaze or odor, 
is slightly 
bleached, is 
light brown, 
and plant 
fibers are 
tightly packed 

Dry, has no 
glaze or odor, 
is somewhat 
bleached, is 
light brown to 
pale yellow, 
plant fibers 
are not tightly 
packed, and 
has a scaly 
appearance. 

Dry, has no 
glaze or odor, 
is bleached, 
is white, and 
consists only 
of plant fibers 

Carcasses, Fresh or Fresh or Scutes are Shell bone is Disarticulated 
Shell putrid putrid, is of peeling from falling apart and scattered 
Remains and normal color the bone and the 
bone and the growth rings 
fragments scutes 

adhere to the 
bone 

on the scutes 
are peeling 

Desert kit fox colonies and kangaroo rat burrows were abundant throughout the site. Desert kit 
fox is not listed as a special-status species by CDFG or BLM, but it is protected under Title 14, 
California Code of Regulations (Title 14, Section 460) from trapping and hunting. Several 
species of kangaroo rat may occur in the area, but none are rare or are listed as a special-
status species by CDFG or BLM. They cannot be identified to species from the burrow 
characteristics observed in the field. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The focused surveys detected no definitive sign of desert tortoise onsite or within the ZOI.  No 
live tortoises, definite tortoise burrows, scat, carcasses, bone fragments, drinking depressions 
or courtship rings were observed. A total of nine class 5 burrows considered to be possible 
desert tortoise were detected. These burrows were of the appropriate shape and size, but no 
other corroborating desert tortoise sign was found.  For this reason, these burrows can only be 
considered to be of possible tortoise origin. The desert tortoise is, however, known to occur in 
the vicinity, evident by definite desert tortoise burrows and several small bone fragments found 
on the 1,057-acre Desert Harvest site, and a road-killed desert tortoise observed near the Eagle 
Mountain off ramp of the east-bound Interstate 10 in 2010.  Therefore, despite lack of definitive 
tortoise sign, there is still potential for desert tortoise to occur on the project site in low densities 
at any time in the future. These results are consistent with what is already known about desert 
tortoise occurrence this region of the Colorado Desert: desert tortoises occur in relatively low 
numbers in this part of their geographic range. 

Although not observed, there is potential for a variety of other special-status wildlife species to 
occur onsite based on CNDDB records, geographic range and presence of suitable habitat. 
These include burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus), Bendire’s 
thrasher (Toxostoma bendirei), Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei), Nelson’s bighorn 
sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni), pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus), western mastiff bat (Eumops 
perotis californicus), and California leaf-nosed bat (Macrotus californicus). These species and 
other special-status resources (e.g., nesting birds protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act; 
and state-jurisdictional streambeds or federally-jurisdictional waters of the United States) should 
be addressed in a separate comprehensive biological technical report for the project, and are 
not included within the scope of this focused desert tortoise survey report. 
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Desert Tortoise Critical Habitat & Desert Wildlife Managment Area 
Desert Harvest Project 
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Desert Harvest 


REPRESENTATIVE SITE PHOTOS 
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Desert Harvest 

Photo 1. Representative example of creosote bush-white bursage and blue palo verde–ironwood woodland present on 
the 270-acre parcel. 

Photo 2.  Representative example of creosote bush-white bursage and blue palo verde–ironwood woodland series 
present on the 270-acre parcel. 
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Desert Harvest Project 

Photo 3. Emory’s crucifixion thorn plants observed onsite.  Surveyors lined up on transects in background, 
representative small mammal burrow in foreground beneath shrub. 

Photo  4. Surveyor stands next to an onsite Emory’s crucifixion thorn. 
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Desert Harvest Project 

Photo 5. Onsite class 5 “possible” desert tortoise burrow observed during surveys. 

Photo  6. Onsite class 5 “possible” desert tortoise burrow observed during surveys. 
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APPENDIX 3 


Desert Harvest 


OBSERVED FAUNA SPECIES LIST 
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APPENDIX 3
 

Wildlife Observed on Desert Harvest 270-acre Site  


This list reports only plants and animals observed on or immediately adjacent to the site while conducting focused 
desert tortoise and rare plant surveys for this project.  Other species may have been overlooked or undetectable due 
to their activity season.  

Nomenclature and taxonomy for fauna observed on site follows Stebbins (2003) and Collins and Taggert (2009) for 
herpetofauna, American Ornithologists' Union Checklist (1983 and supplements) for avifauna, and Laudenslayer et al. 
(1991) for mammals. 

HERPETOFAUNA REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS 

SQUAMATA LIZARDS & SNAKES 

Iguanidae Iguanids 
Dipsosaurus dorsalis desert iguana 

Phrynosomatidae Spiny Lizards & Relatives 
Callisaurus draconoides zebratail lizard 
Uta stansburiana side-blotched lizard 

Teiidae Whiptails & Racerunners 
Aspidoscelis tigris western whiptail 

Colubridae Colubrids 
Chionactis occipitalis western shovelnose snake 

AVIFAUNA BIRDS 

Cathartidae      Vultures 
Cathartes aura turkey vulture 

Columbidae Pigeons and Doves 
Zenaida asiatica white-winged dove 
Zenaida macroura mourning dove 

Caprimulgidae      Goatsuckers 
Chordeiles acutipennis    lesser nighthawk 

Tyrannidae      Tyrant Flycatchers 
Myiarchus cinerascens    ash-throated flycatcher 

Picidae       Woodpeckers and Allies 
Picoides scalaris     ladder-backed woodpecker 

Corvidae      Jays, Magpies, and Crows 
Corvus corax     common raven 

S:\active projects\EnXco\Desert Harvest 1155400460\Desert Tortoise 2011 (257-acre)\Des_Harvest_Desert_Tortoise_Enxco_Final (16-Sept-2011).doc 
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Remizidae Verdin 
Auriparus flaviceps     verdin  

Sylviidae      Old World Warblers and Gnatcatchers 
Polioptila melanura     black-tailed gnatcatcher 

Emberizidae      Emberizines
 Amphispiza bilineata     black-throated sparrow 

MAMMALIA      MAMMALS 

Leporidae      Rabbits and Hares 
Lepus californicus black-tailed jackrabbit 

Sciuridae      Squirrels  
Spermophilus tereticaudus    round-tailed ground squirrel 

Heteromyidae      Hereromyid Rodents 
Dipodomys sp. kangaroo rat (burrows) 

Muridae      Rats, Mice, and Voles 
Neotoma lepida desert woodrat (middens) 

Canidae      Foxes, Wolves, Coyotes 
Vulpes macrotis arsipus desert kit fox (bones, burrows, colonies, scat, 

prints/tracks) 

** Special-status species 
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Desert Harvest 


FIELD SURVEY FORMS 
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2 

3 

4 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 30-days ofsurvey completion 

---'--'-...L!.L---':...:..c:.-7:':'c::'-::-"=T±=-:-:'-'-':--'-;--'--.:....:.--"--I:i"'~'----='- ~ 

__t:>.:::::....:C:::::,J...::u:.:..---r---.:rh_lA_/~.:.....::5:...:r--J;---,!-/V-:--=-!Jf-..:,.,..,.,-7-..:::...:-=''=-.".--:;:..:...;.......:::::..---.:''---__.:.=:L.---,i.:....-.-_____ 

Date of survey: a /!It,;; y 1-",1 Survey biologist(s): 
(day, month, Tear) JAr 

Site description: 
\/ /l I 

County: K\~S:fJe- Quad: Location: 1'", I1PJ t<J, , 
---------- (UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map datum) 

Circle one~ or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: 7 qC Transect #: l Transect length: _0_"--_ 

GPSStart-~"'12052-, 31317J' I 201 Start time: 

GPS End-point: rl{i;g,~~i~g'le73~7tt/ Iqo End time: _-_-_-_-:::.-~--'t:.'_-_-_-_-'~~>..:;:.:."'pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in metef"d) 

Start Temp: °C End Temp: 30 °C 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

, scats, carcasses, etc) 

GPS location Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _\_Of_'_ 

5 

Transect number: _~__ 
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2 

3 

4 

Circle on 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: --,,..,.---f:--,-

Site description: -~~:::::!.....L-':~~....L-'-=:::f.=~2~=;;-;;::;~;;=~....L....L....L~....L--_______ 

Quad:County: tur".Jt( Ide __________ 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

~"""'~-"'=== Area size to be surveyed: --=--==--'--=~ Transect #: ~ Transect length: -'-'--'---"L!. 

L?'73~g:".( I g~ Start time: 9:0 r f®'pm 
(e{s~7g,n~rt~i't"',ele~a~n~n1m;t,erE)~, ",\ \ 

GPS End-point: _--,-:b.c.,::....!..,l....!..":7-,l/)-L.f-.:-'';7~'~ End time: ~m1..JL..:..-:-I,.,.,'7'./-+-_v---:..-"-.____ \0: til
(easting, northing,'elevation in meters) I 

Start Temp: '},1) °C End Temp: 3 \ °c 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

scats, carcasses, etc) 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) Description and comments 

Detection 
number 

6 

7 

8 

page:~of____1 __ 

Transect number: 

5 
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Survey biologist(s): 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency a

Date of survey: I"ft;, f Loll 
(day, month(~ear), ' J-. C-. 

Site description: te,~"J"1 i ~"W\ ved\l J"J",;J ,PAl, ,J
ff .. J (project name a

County: ~ \ V't/I ( 1,:1 t:.- Quad: 

Circle one~ or Sampling Area size to be survey 1-,> 1 n _1_,-'---'-' 
GPSStart-point: '-/Z'( 3739 l-Il Start time: tv: IS~pm 

(eas.ting, northing, elevation in met rs) a I 
GPSEnd-point: b'1'1b '{O, Y7)tI<Zb I f II End time: \ \ : 07 @!pm 

(easting, northing, elevation in meterS) 

Start Temp: 31 °C End Temp: 53 °C 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

T rrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _\_of_l_ 

Transect number: ~ 

_~---,--,-,---,-;;.:;II_rv._,;-"I---'-'-,;.-;;-"---,---,-...:...c.,-:-",-;-:=---.-::::...=---=-'--'-,!-' 

nd local USFWS office within 30-days ofsurvey completion 

r" 

" r~ 
nd size; general location) 

Location:_-;;';';:7;-'-~2-c::'7:-::C:-::-:-::7:-:C;:;~-=~~_ 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

ed: Transect #: Transect length: 
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1 

2 

3 

4Lfi

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: t II Survey biologist(s): tv1'i fl cV'1Ci l/l 
~ay. mont~. year) ~ r (na~l1i'il. and phomynumber) 

Site description: /)e~,f- I-k-r~17 rv'./ /'11. ~,~/ LeA, ~ u J (project name and size; general location) 

County: '" Iv"UlS I .f- Quad: Location: k!J£-1 1lJ .
.......!'7.(U=7.;T~M;':co~o!:rd:;;:in=af::tes=-.7::la:7t.lo=n:-::g.-=a=nd:;';:/o:-::r:;:;TR:;';S:-:-;m=a=p-=d=at-::um=)

Circle one~e or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: ~~1 Transect #: ~ 
GPS Start-point: l,t11 [,>'1, :?7J 1i It{, \ ":0 Start time: 

(e~s~n1g· ~Jo~~g" e~~t~nJl!7m7et~ '7 I0 .--J'-'-_-'-_~~' 
GPS End-point: KJ\ -tV -> :> I J 10- " End time: aml@ 

(easting. northing. elevation in metersl 

Transect length: _-'--__ 

Start Temp: °C End Temp: 53 DC 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening. or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

s, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _1_Of_l_ 

Transect number: --..iL 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: --==--7-;--+-:-:-::--

Site description: ----"'-=:;..:......:---------;-c-=,.,.-,=---.--=:-:--=,-,---="~---'--------------

County: R\~~( Quad:_________ Location:---',O=:':-"'---::-:----:--":--'_-:-:--==-_-,-,--..,-_ 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map datum) 

Circle on~~sampling Area size t~be surveyed: --,,,,--,---,--..:..Transect #: 2.-'-\ Transect length: _L-''-'-'-'. 

GPS Start-point: 6't 7 '1~) I 37)1'1 LS, Start time: (1{, am/@
(easting, northing, elevation in meters( i? __,_ 

GPS End-point: b~'\ 030 I "!n 3~qS1 .c-a:tJ End time: _'--____arr@
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) I 

Start Temp: J, °c End Temp: j'-I °c 

Live Tortoises 

etection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

EXisting tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

etection 
number 

2 

3 

Description and commentsType of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Page: 

Transect number: 

D

D
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 30-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ---,-,----c:-I'-,--

Location: 
----------------- -~(U~T~M~ro~o~m~in~at~es~,~lat~-lo~n-g,~a=nd~m~rT~R~S~;m~a=p~d=atu~m=)--

_--"-----"---'-- Transect #: l1 Transect length: i JV1 I, 

17'Start time: 

End time: 

,;> 

IY , 
am@ 

am@iJ) 

Start Temp: End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

T r01NS. SC3'rs. carcasses, etc) 

Detection GPS location Description and comments number 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


Page: __'_Of___ 

Transect number: 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within JU-Ud'''' of survey completion 

Date of survey: ---;:;::::--::-:-:+=:--_ 

Site description: ---'<""""=-LL-.:'.::3..!..-'!.~'--!....--;-:=:-;-:-:=--:-::-'.-~c-'::-==:-:-:=~'7--'-!.----'-"--"----------

County: f<\tffAf Quad: Location: 
-------- 

~---'-__ 

GPS End-point: --"'-;:-=-:-=:=1:::-::;:="'= 
) 

End Temp: Start Temp: °C 

Live Tortoises 

~~ 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

Transect #: n Wransect length: O. '1 
Start time: IY: 01 am/QEj) 

End time: llj: \ 1 am/pm 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

To' 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 

N. 
Type of sign 

(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 
Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: ~of_l_ 

Transect number: )~ W 
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2 

3 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date ofsurvey: -z--; /Ilffiy ~ II Survey biologist(s): 
(day. month. year) ff 

Site description: ~e.kA+ J./.w,vf'SJ 
[) j 

County: 1\ \ ~llde.. Quad: 

Circle 

-'--'---'----'-'-'-----:;--r;-,L...ma-::'jl' •• a-'nd.,-p7ho-n=-e-nu.:...m7-be-:r)-,,.::p;=--'-=---+

~) I'll !If iF ~JM' /Ife..r
(project name and size; general location) 1/ 

Location: M ,S::lI'l 
--'7.(U""T""'M-'-co-o-'rd:-ina-:-te-s.-:-la-:-t-:-lon-g-.a-nd-':lo-r=TR""S'-;m-a-p-'da-:-tu-m-:-)-

Transect #: 3'-{ ETransect length: I r 

7,'tiJ@/pm 

rg :I) r? ~pm 

Start Temp: End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening. or not in burrow) 

& EXisting tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Type of sign 
(burrows. scats. carcass. etc) 

Description and comments 

Start time: 


End time: 


Detection 
number 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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2 

3 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: --;~=+-:=-''--

(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map datum) 

____ Transect#:J'1 Transect length: 1"1 1, 

Start time: ~ .' L 1 @!ji)pm 

GPS End-point: ---;-:='=-=-==:':-::'=="::--:::-:-=7-------- End time: _____~_ 

Start Temp: 

Detection 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrov .. all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

6 


7 


8 


Page: _I_of_l_ 

Transect number: ~ 

5 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ---;~==Fc=:--

Site description: ....;:::F"'-=....:..-=....:..~""--'-'='-----;::==-,.,..c.,c::'---;-:".:..":-==i7-==-!,-,,,----'--=--'-----------

County: « \ ve1J Quad:_________ 
(UTM coordinates. lat·long. andlor TRS; map datum) 

Circle on~e or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: _____ Transect #:boorJIJTransect length: {, 1. "'11 

GPS Start-point: b\.1 ~~~~, 3711 00 1.-/ 2-/ '2-\ g Start time: "1: 30 eaD1Ipm 
(ea~tlng. northing? elevation In meters) -1 

GPS End-point: l::l·n,\ \\. >7i \ i \ Y 7~0 / End time: 10: D (> @pm
(easting. northing. elevation in meters) f 

Start Temp: End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening. or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

To 

Detection 
number 

GPS location Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _r_Of_\_ 

Transect number: boo N~ 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of sUlvey: ~1 MflI7 Z<> Ii Survey biologist(s): t1?l If Afi/(t; !r'~~l I tv/o, tl. !vk~ @ dC" J7r'"j 

, ,,~ay, montH, year) J rJ' ". (n&iemail, and prne number) 0r 
Site description: ~J"~1~ J).".,/I vt:sI I, i} 't~ ueUA r Ct'A """vi

() j /)(project name and size; general location) , 

County: ti. \I!'41J 1 're-. Quad: Location: /:J; 1.1-<'/1 fd 
---CC';;\lJ""'T~MC=co-:'o:-Crd;:-in"'atC:=es:""',""Iat'-;--Io""n-:-g,-a-nd::-/o'""'rT"'R""S'-;m:-a-p-:d-oatu-m--:')

Circle one~/ "'-""'~"""'-"'-"="""'" Area size to be surveyed: _---'_-'-_Transect #:'fbO/ll(vTransect length: 1.03 
GPS Start-point: _-,!-0-',~7~q--:77.,.-'1+,.,--$--,:7,-t1~Q.,-tt,-:-~+,_~--=b,----___ Start time: ---'___---'::;:;¢'' 

GPS End-poi nt: __-=;h=e~=s1i:in:::-g~-::n~=rt;;:;:::-ng:f:::7ele:::-i=a7;:,ion~4t-no-=m::;:=e~::7S),--,-'+,--'-7----'1_"_______ End time: ----'-[_D~:-,-~_t{)----,c@/pm
(easting, northin{. elevation in meters) I 

Start Temp: 50 End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting' Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __I of_l_ 

Transect number: 

5 
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1 

2 

3 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Dateofsurvey:Z7 M'Ay 2011 Surveybiologist(s): /U/t:7l iVP/ 0, "'1"Io/'''1 
Lday, month, year), I J' (n ,"Email, and phone number) U 

Site description: 'f>eVAt !t£vt ,.tt:~ ~ fi/S- /'1/. ~J.(!/·d· Ce.ft! Iv,
/J I (project name and size; general location) , I 

County: t<, ,V»VlI! cte Location: ~Ik~ eel,
-'-"(Un'T~M-::co:::o=rdi-::na::::te=s.';:la:'f-t-l-::on=g-:.a=nd""/o:-:-rT"'R""S'-;m=-=a=p-=da=tu=m-:-)

Circle 't c, Transect #~'tJvJrransect length: I) I 9,,r "'11, 

Start time: ~_=-.!~--'~¥r 

GPS End-point: _--':'::"""~..:,,+""'::::',L--,~...L.;:'-'::'E--________ End time: ---''-'---'---'C> 

Start Temp: End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening. or not in burrow) 

? Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

tc) 

Type of sign 
(burrows. scats. carcass. etc) 

Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _\_Of__' _ 

Transect number: 
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2 

3 

4 

P

Da

Si

Co

Ci

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

lease submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 30-days of survey completion 

te of survey: ........,"':'--...,7!---;---=-'-

te description: ~~~1L.-.--:.t!:!:.~~~-~,g=~~~~4b::;-~~~~"":':~~~=------

unty: ~,vf./J~ ( j t:--= Quad: 


rcle on~ 0.7) "1 


_________ 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/orTRS; map datum) 

or Samoling Area size to be surveyed: ____'- Transect length: 

S Start-point: btl1'1 ~5", 37'10 20
1
.\, ;2:,3- Start time: IL.. ',01 am/@ GP

GPS End-point: b~itli~rt~ing37qov~1:7) , \"7: ()
End time: v () amI@) 

(easting, nort~ing, elevation in meters)) 

End Temp:?1 °CStart Temp: 35' 
Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Description and comments Detection 
number 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _,_of__ 

Transect number: .;~ 
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2 

3 

4 

Date of survey: ----,-;--_~---:-

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Site description: -'----i'--'-'--::.::...!.-"--':!:....----;::=~==_:::::;_=:_::::=:7:_:_::i'::::;_'_'_-----'---'..;;....;'-----------

County: K\VT./tS 

Start Temp: 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Quad:________ 

End Temp: °C 

(UTM COOrdi~S, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map datum) 

___"_,C_''_ Transect #: ~ Transect length: 0, IS- M 

Start time: /l-: i g am/@ 

End time: I am~ 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

rrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

6 


7 


8 


Page: _1_Of_1_ 

Transect number: 

5 
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Date of survey: '-"7 MlAy 'Ull J Survey biologist(s): 
(day, monttlYear).1 I 
\:)R~e/l+' mAIl v'f!r'F 

1'1 

+--'-''-''--':...:.::....:..;::=-____ Quad: 

Circle 

(easty;~,~o~h~~ ,ele~~: !2;et~-;s7)+}-'l!;---'-]------
7 l fL3; ~7~OU;~, ~\~ 

GPS End-point: _--;:-="=V:::-"-=-f):-=:";:::'tb-::::+:;-C-Y.,:e''="'I:-;.,.=<>-::i-;V--_______ 
(easting, northing,relevation in meters) J 

'71 

Start time: --!..:\3,,--'(;_7-=--_am.$ 

\End time: .........:;...;.:;,:.,·___am«mD 

Start Temp: End Temp: 

'" s;- M I , 

________ 

:~~~~~~~a~m~li~n Area size to be surveyed: ----"~__;...., 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

T 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scais, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: 

Transect number: 
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2 

3 

4 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 30-d,ays ofsurvey completion 

Date of survey: '-'<-+=-'~+-""""""':-:-_ 

/ L! q ~o:h~ng/' elr;tion i;t~A/ 
GPS End-point: -6.-6,.-4::.t...,.,_!----='-I::>-cI{-,-'-+-I.....!.;7+':J-~L-t-+-:-,-7-:-,--I c=--------"r;~r(,'-i1--'3"-).L-f_,__ End time: --""~'-"-_--'-." 

(easting, northing, klevafion in meters) 

Start Temp: J"r:; °C 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 

To 

GPS location 

End Temp: 3D °C 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

~-------+-----~--------

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

6 

7 

8 

Page: ___of___ 

Transect number: 

5 
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2 

3 

4 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: -+7--'--'-"........---':-'-

'--'r-'--"--"--=:-===""---- Quad:_________ 

___-,-_ Transect #: 

Start time: 8 fl'3 

GPS End-point: ---"~4,2~~+,-L-!;,..-!-,~'=:~-----=--"-- End time: 7)' !>i- t§j)pm 

Start Temp:'l.(~ 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 

T 

End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

ats, carcasses, etc) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 

5 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ,/.:<., IttJ -~'T'---;l-~~-=7'=:;-:fi:::-:'-==~,---=-:-=",--&=--=-~::::,;~
(day, month, year) 

GPS End-point: ~'-'et:-t*=-f:-L:i:cd:--.~~~:-::;:-___t,=--...!1,-r~::..l'....._ End time: _'-'--"--'-----'>.(§Dl=8 /pm 

Start Temp:)O End Temp: :) I 
Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

T 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: --:t--~:.........,-'--


Site desoription: .!.<~!..::::~~:""""!;"----L..L!::!,:LJ~-:::;L.L...,------J.:....L.~L::::::k::!'--,,-L:::L.},~...L:::.::!.--:::r::-t.ct:::a!::.LL-L::t::.L....l..l..::.L-L
',L ~ ~ ~ (project na eand size; general location) V ~ 

County: Kl, ve(~ Quad: Location: }'4)j,/')_QA?
--'-7.(U::::-TM:':-""co""Ord'-:'i'-na-:-te-s,-:-la"'"'t-I""'on-g-,a-nd7:"'o-rT==R::-::S""';m-a-p""'"da""-tu-m-:-)

Circle one~or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: 2-s-'1- t.ecTransect #: I') Transect length: I y tf Wi ( 

GPS Start-point: 0b~>5«/1{, (2 fJ(-~ ~9 %' -P~ Start time: !O i 13 @pm 

GPS End-point: 0 ~S~~,rthing, ion in mete'1 End time: 11: 0 r @!j/pm 

Start Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

, Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

To 

GPS location Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: --';=~I;;-'~_'--

"T-'-'-"-""-''-''''.=.'''"''-''----- Quad:_________ 
map 

Circle one~ or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: :;; ,)~/M.Transect #: ,2..() Transect length: -4--'-_ 

GPS Start-point: 01,4-7 If:, r< qq '2 += b u -r-r:- Start time: iI: 7...j: @l/pm 
(easting, no in, elevation in meters)' f',.L... "'7 Q 

GPS End-point: Of::,tf':f-Cf<&;! 3lL'S "FE;r ~ qI ,[ End time: ! 2', ~I am/e!:0 
(easting, nohhing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Live Tortoises 

Existing tag #Tortoise location 
Time (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of and color, if 

GPS location 
Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) present 

, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection GPS location Description and comments number 

2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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2 

3 

4 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: -""-:-f!:::::!i!...-:!-,~~-'--

End time: I ~ : 6 J am~ 

Start Temp: J ~ °C q~' 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

End Temp: 3,?=°G 
... 
I~ 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

ats, carcasses, etc) 

Existi ng tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 

5 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: 5) ~, /201 I 
(day, month, year) 

~A~+-

Circle one: ~'-!<!..;"""~~~!!.!.!H!!!.!>! 

Start Temp: 

Start time: _--,-_-,,-_am/@ 

End time: _~'---'-__~' 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number .... 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

'urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

GPS location Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: 51 ;;L112.-0 I l Survey biologist(s): L~#+~~~~~ 
(day, month, year) w. (name, email, a e number) 

Site description: \)-ea~rr Ha Ylr-POr prOrV2.A'.:t NO r~ 1= DbJeA Ce'll.fet (Sly/( lei)
9 (, ' (project name and size; general location) '? J 

County: II , ve-v~ Location: /N;U M;( f2 ' 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

Transect #: 3..>(;pTransect length: '0 fYU' 

Start time: --'---'-.L----tJ' 

{'/i, 0<'/
End time: _~,,--_-,--lI_am/pm 

Existing tag #Detection 
and color, ifnumber 

present 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


____ 

Start Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: ali of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Description and comments Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Detection 
number 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 

5 
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GPS End-point: 
( 

Start Temp: 2-r °C 

____ 

End Temp: ;) ';:;/ °C 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

J Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Description and comments 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 
Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

--1 \Date of survey: J d--3: I2-D! i Survey biologist( s): -----I'T----lo----'':;--...,--,----l;7'-7'--'---''-----''
( ay, month, year) D 

Site descri ption: -",:;;.,--"=,:::.".c&¥--\",..--'-',"",,,,---'-'L-=.'-'7.::±=:::\=-=-:::;-j~==:::.7=S-;.L.:.---'----"'-----'k---=-'-=--'-:"""":=--------"::: 

County: ~\Ve(~ Quad:_________ Location:\4lI~y 
(UTM ooqys, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map datum) _ • 

Transect#: Transect length: • rSfvtl 

Start time: --l-+""'------\::,-J" 

End time: ---'-'-'--"'-__~:.;;' 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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_____ _ 

2 

3 

4 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: -""-,f,-::........:--L.-~--'-+-

Site description: ....!.d~JI!:X-!L-..\....-"-"-"""-.L4::........::::.J£-+'-".-.!L.!-=--.,..:::....:::........:---,-,.,.,.----,,--,--_______-;:--: 

County:,__________ Quad:_________ Location:_:.,,~=~::::'=:..:-.___,__:_:_-_:_:_=,.__~_;___:__ 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

Transect#: ~ Transectlength: -7 j -;";/\,' 

Start time: I0 / reO @Jtlpm 

End time: / /; I 5- ~m 

Existing tag # 
Detection 

and color, if
number 

present 

2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


____ 

GPS Start-point: _-,-'-o-L_-f-:--=..L.f.,-7"'=-t-_L.;~L.-~"'--_-='I-<-I-'::'=L 

GPS End-point: 

Start Temp: End Temp: DC 

Live Tortoises 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

TO' urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 
Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

" 
Date of survey: ---"-;t-='t:±=:=.'-'-

Site description: .....::L'--""-"-'-L.!........L--!-=.!~..!:-"-7:+:7:""~-::-::"7=:": 


County: ItV~voik Quad:_________ 

Start Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

End time: ..,t-:.::::....::-=-'--_.w 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Existing tag #Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of and color, if 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) present 

urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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2 

3 

4 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: --=-:~-=+=.,....:--'-_ 

'-"-'--'-"'--_-"-""-""i...-__ Quad:_________ Location:-'-~.;::__::::...:.,,:::_;___:__;_;_-'__:7__,;:;=_-....,...,._,_-
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 


Circle one: 100o/::::,~ or Sam lin Area size to be surv?ed: _____ Transect #i!I l( Transect length: ,? .Jw;.,.~ 
GPS Start-point: 0(" t~ {,3 V ! 3=)-/0 !LJIL {9. 'I M. Start time: L--'--_---'_..v" 

(eastlng, northing, elevation In meters) 

GPS End-point: OC:.:t -:rt~1; J?-rtf br,; I 1/ D M End time: ! 0 _'3)- @/pm 
(easting: northing, ele'vation in meters) 

Start Temp: End Temp: 3L °C q 
Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

EXisting tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

s, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 

5 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ~'-:=--'-~---:__ 

Transect length: ' 2 r" (
,~111/ 

Start time: I~ {15 am/~ 
End time: );J,!.3 r a~ 

Start Temp: End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow. all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

To 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: S--j27-/W /f Survey biologist(s): !..!::::.~~~~ 
Tciay, month, year) 

Site description: D '-I- )/6 v 

County: t,.,; f?vj!ddJ, Quad:________ 

End time: -I--''---'-___.~' 

Start Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in bunnw: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

ws, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
Description and comments 

number 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 30-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: Survey biologist(s): .J0~9J~~~~~~~=-==-------

Start time: --,-~=--=--_. 

GPS End-point: ~...:e:,.,b~~±-:~E4Tj~-----="--+...!p: End time: -+-'-~.LL_.-' 

Start Temp: ') ~ End Temp: °C31 
Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

1 

2 

3 

urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 
Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ?/z;r(20M Survey biologist(s): --;0 e/ if 

((day, month, year) 

Site description: ¥0J-=:....::...e=f_f-l,---,+"""-'-L.=....:::,--O-::C=E=-=2==:+::<:~--'-''-''----''!_~~'''''-';....-!~'-'--'-'''-I---':--L.J~.1% 
County: XI V~tC;[de . Quad: 

GPS Start-point: 0 
~~(e~~~~~rth7in-g,~e~le~va~tio~n~inLm~e~te·rn~) 

b 

GPS End-point: ()b tf::ref I r/1 w () "~LZ{) 
(ebsting,'northlng', elevation in metern) 

_________ Location:_~~"'='::,:;:=_::"_;:;_;::_::,::-:::==::-=:==~ 

Circle one: 100% coverage or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: -"-_'--__ 

Start time: ---'--'--~'--_ 
-f,----------~~~ 

End time: __-'-____. 

Start Temp: 3q °C I V I F End Temp: °C 

Live Tortoises 

Existing tag # 
Detection GPS location Tortoise location 

Time and 
number (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of color, if 

Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Detection GPS location Type of sign Description and comments 
number (burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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2 

3 

4 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: -"-;~...".----,7-'!'~';"':"-

.---'-""_---''''''--..:;.u~___ Quad:_________ 

2.lr~~Transect #: bL Transect length: _-=-=-_. 
GPS Start-point: _.:..,.-:+:.".,-!-~""" :-::"-:-''-:-:-:-:-,~-'----=_-~--L-..I<D'-''£2....h--'- Start time: 

GPS End-point: -.:::....::::;-+-I-~:.,=:---t'---",-L.L~~:::t-'-----~~.L.-- End time: 

Detection 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

End Temp: '3 f-- °C '1 8 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Description and comments 

# Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2-~ lfO 
,2,'.J 'D am4§D 

Detection 
number 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 

5 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days 

Date of survey:!J/z.::rf"'2t)/( Survey biologist(s): .t.:,:cr;:~~~1-
(day, month, year) II) _ (name, e hone number) 

Site description: ~~.p y+=H/{cVJ/t) I- ,rroJ-€L;! /I/O~~ :t [)P.../2prt; C(?LtterrS--fAA') 
/) t e. P (project name and size; generalloeatlon) 1/_ ~_ ./' I') ~i " •w V1 

County: I\l VeyX rX Q Quad: Location: ~ K.tA! 

Circle one: 100% coverage or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: _~.i-,''-i-'~r' #: 0 Transect length: ". '2-Svn/ 

GPS Start-point _-,.0:"c'-,+-+-7,.,---;---,+-,...r-,:-"';'-"'--"'-""-1'-__-"'-"'-'--;-: Start time: );,C;Y' am~ 

(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map datum) 

'Allot fa;End time: --<.(L"-'-______am~ 

Start Temp: End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: ali of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

rows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection GPS location Description and comments number 

2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


Page: ____~,_____ _ 

Transect number: 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ---,f-:--'-':"'-;:;--::":--

GPS End-point: _~~::-'::-:':;-.: 

Start time: ---,3iL~...!...I.::..O'[,,--_aml@ 
? " Ii ,,--. ,-,0)End time: __~~-,,=J__amt0JY 

Start Temp: End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: ___~,.___ 

Transect number: 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 
Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

~ < 

Date of survey: Survey biologist(s): 1.J.e0tZVf U'.AWA/.t-~~· 

Circle one: ~~=::::.:~'-"""'""'=>! 

GPS End-point: --'''-':''::-:-cf::T:'~ End time: ~~"--l,-,,~::...r~_am/GJ 

Start Temp: End Temp: 3q 
Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 
mit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 30-days of survey completion 

y: (/21L20 
(day, month, year) 

on: "'1) . J"""'"'./--'-'--"~~ 

/(L, W,~:l/ 
(UTM coordinates, lat·long, and/or TRS; map datum),--- , 

0% coverage or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: :J... 17: ~Transect #: 6!!t- Transect length: ~ L.-~ ffI ( 
int: , Nb,r.1 r; q r rt Start time: 3 ~ '3 Lf am@[V 

n in meters -, fl./!'~ ;l' 

nt: J( t End time: c/ Lf am/pm 

If'

.--1.-..L.t'-"LL.!.""""'-L.'7:(p=roC'lj'c;ct-=na::':m::':,e==a':cnd:C:sc:'iz"'e;"'=ge:::n"'er""alc"lo""ca""ti""'on"')'-"'--ir
lI 
:
t 

--'-'''~~c.:::•.'-'--"j'-'--"-O-::--Fc..=...:....c-'---'-_'--".-" 

Quad: Location:--,-;fff).AJ1:;7.;:;-;-,:=!UL=!f:=:-7"-:-:-;:.,',.,.-:::==:-=::::-:;::-::,:=;-

Live Tortoises 

GPS location Tortoise location Existing tag # 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Please sub

Date of surve

Site descriptio \
County: ~ \ 1
Circle one: 10

GPS Start-po

GPS End-poi

Start Temp: 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Easting Northing 
Time (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 
and color, if 

present 

T 

Detection Type of sign Description and comments 
number (burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 

5 
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Date of survey: ~7-'--""-7---:--'--

GPS End-point: --"'-"';;:'-~___---,,-,-_ 

Start Temp: 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Detection 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 

GPS location 

End Temp: 

Start time: --""'-'-''''--'--_ 

End time: -'-~'-=_---'~' 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in bunow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

rows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Description and comments 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 30-days of survey completion 

number 

2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


Page: I of I
-.--- ---

Transect number: _---'''''- 

III 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion , 

Date of survey: ""'4':-::'-'-.!L.!-?~--

GPS End-point: ---!7-=,."t...+:-f""-Ld-:+H:-:'S=-t--=-=------=-~=-- End time: --"C..:....L,,..L-----' 

Start Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Existing tag #Tortoise location GPS location 
Time (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of and color, if 

Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) present 

urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

GPS location Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, caroass, etc) 

Description and comments 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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2 

3 

4 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ~":---"~7-::::"-'~-

Site description: 2::::..:::::s,~c.l-1.~~~~_.,.L":"""'''::::::''':::'-':::.:::l,----L.:!....:::;'''..L.,:.:'':::'----'L-2::..~~~:....!::--':,::::£-1.L.!.-L~.!,....::::==-' 

County: Kl V-et/~/LdJl Quad:_________ 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

#: a Transect length: ' (),'£K~ { 
Start time: W, '2tJ @/pm 

GPS End-point: ---"'---7'''-:+-'-~-:T-.-;<---'-':~-'-'-''--------''''--'''-- End time: g-: Lr (§OJ/pm 

Start Temp: 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

°C 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 

Temp: °C 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

,Wl;. l;C.HS;,. carcasses, etc) 

Existi ng tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

6 


7 


8 


Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 

5 
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2 

3 

4 

'-11 y::
I (name, email, one number) 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: 5/.2. g/20 II Survey biologist(s): /5
(day, month, year) _ 

Site description: Degf'rr- fit?([1:.,; f P/OJ e'C-r /V!:J;rtA Of: /Je?errc-e~1-!e, tS-fot; 
()" (project name and size; general location) . ~. Rot 

County: 1(.,,\ Vets ~ Quad: Location: 1;e1:::vU:lJ2A'I" . 
, (UTM ccordinates, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map datum) 

Circle one: 00% covera e or Sam lin ~rea size to be surveyed: 0/ mCTransect #: 7rrransect length: '" z...SYn 
GPS Start-point: (jGtjrr;iJ I,."Q/r~ 0If '/4 i kct Yr 

(easting, northinWI"lation in / t • f+
GPS End-point: (f) ::1--./-/;2_ 111 k:? \?~3 

Start time: --"'--'-"--_-';:--: 

End time: 
--'-'-----'-----'C;J'"(easting, northing, elevation in m 

Start Temp: End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

EXisting tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

s, scats, carcasses, etc) 

j 

Description and comments 
Detection 
number 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 

5 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

rI, '...<: r;Yl(!#1~criAl@ 
Date of survey::;; I~ Survey biologist(s): -/'--r--f---r~=::-:'=:' tr ' 

(day, month, year) 

\j)eo~-r/ 

Location: 
---------- -.L7,(U""T':-:MC-:co""o-"rd7:in-Cat:-esc"-,lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) r 

2/ ~~Transect #: liTransect length: Q:2 CiA I 
I'f)/(' tJ·, n

:;.±:'~+::c~=::::;--,-_~___-",(p,-o"",-",o_';-t Start time: rY 'f b l~/pm 

It el rca
End time: .?) '''/ -, am/pmGPS End-point: _--=:-,:::::.." 

Start Temp: °C End Temp: °C 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

rrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

GPS location Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days ofsurvey completion 

Date of survey: -==-t7-'--"...!...".....-'-';--

'_________ Location:_-;:-:-;:::-:---:,...-",--:-..,-:-_-:-:--=:::-=-_...,-:---:-_ 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

R l1-kTransect #: "t!L Transect length: -=-=..L-'

rot- c:p q ~ 
-'-___~-L.""-)~ Start time: v; 5- I ( ~/pm 

GPS End-point: -=-~H'----I,;-!="'-+:I---:+:-.t""'::-'-L-!L--':::-___~,,---+_ End time: 9r'O r (8~/pm 

Start Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening. or not in burrow) 

J EXisting tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
Description and comments number 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 
Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey rnrnrllPIIr 

Date of survey: S)~~/VJ If 
~ay, month, year) t 

Site description: l! evf (-fa 
County: R! V.J (<)ipL, ? 

I ' 

Survey biologist(s): 

Quad: 
--------

I 

Transect length: --"-''''''-6,l--! 

Start time: I () : '~i @jJ/pm 

GPS End-point: ----b~_t~~7-'L.b4:-:61-L~'-----=--::::.-L- End time: 10,)1) ~/pm 

Start Temp: End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

3 

4 

5 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 

6 
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Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

~ 

G PS End-poi nt: ---=---':7-''--'--...::::,--' End time: -'-----c;,::::;e 

Start Temp: °C End Temp: °C 
, 
F 

Live Tortoises 

ection 
mber 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
y

Ign (burrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

ection 
mber 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 

Det
nu

Det
nu

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: sPb I~O II 
(day, month, year) 

Site description: J,.r.e~;:::'~~k2.12~""L!.._L!..L!..L!..L!..:.....",=~~~~~~~q""""'::'---.;l-L!..L!..~L!..l-~L!..""""'::""""'::_~:"':"':' 


County: R\VeF",(Ltd"A.< 


Circle Transect length: -/-_____ 


Start time: I : am~ 

End time: :l: rl.l am/pm 

Start Temp: End Temp: 38°c 
Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) Description and comments 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 
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4 

5 

6 

l: 

7 

8 

rn'

Detection 
number 

1 


2 


3 


ji-

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: -,--<:...,:-'7i'/:....:S;~t..:...:::z_0-7-II'---_ Survey biologist( s): ---JM~t;L.""'-!..f/,..::..!!:>""-!:...P1~Pl~"""t2::Lr,.",4M~~_--,--c-______ 
(d,(y, month, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: __________-;;:=::;-;::;::;:;;:-==:-:::::=;-;::::=:;--_______________ 
(project name and size; general location) 

County' O,"'DfS" fA GA Quad' Locat,'on', b",,'. AI -f- tJef",J r, L. ,,~ I/.t'..-~ ""[ 
, & ~" <!" v , '---------- (UTM CO~~in~tes, lat.long:a:jfo~;;:ap d~tu~' >= ,.... 

Circle one:@o% cover~or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: :::lS-7-&HsTransect #: L Transect length: ___ 

GPSStart-point: ;.J n,7-(?--]~ IN 1f~4.oo1-lI (,'b2 ~'f Start time: 081>= @pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

GPS End-point: _-,N~:<..j~L'-'r~f'-'r.c..:::J..~t'~_,!w~_.!.f_/(..!-)...:...,~~:u$..;;.5w;&~t!-'--=6:....:r..!C<t~.f.Lr'__, End time: 0 f!)' I <§j)'pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: J,)" °C End Temp: 1St; oj;F 

Detection 
number 

1 

GPS location 

Easting 

Live Tortoises 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

wc;: c;:r:~ts, carcasses, etc) 

Time 
Tortoise location 

Northing 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Description and comments 

4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


Page: __of___ 

Transect number: ::< 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: 26/S-/ 2ft 1/ Survey biologist(s): _-L-M=t[-'-#-'-A4-"....:-,......:....~~.:::.6:.-:r~=-:-...:,.-.:"'-'---c--:--_______ 
(day, month, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: __________-;;:=::;-:::=-==:-==;-;::-:=:;--______----,________ 
(project name and size; general location) 

County: g,'ven:c!~ Quad:__________ Location: ,0) ",,'. p. arc /}t?l",r+- C<?-./cr--v.-c k'",../ • .,.,. i<J 
(UTM coordinates, lat·long, andlor TRS; map datum) 

Circle one:@% covera§Pr Sampling Area size to be surveyed: 2 ~,;.c'<"j Transect #: ~ Transect length: /.<{ ..,(. 

GPS Start-point: tv 3J, T1'rJ-? tAl lie ,«3 ?'1 Start time: 0 '1 () S- @l)/pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

GPS End-point: IV]7, ff 1- h '1 • hi / /.s: t.(() 1M' :l I ;2. 111 End time: 100 0 ~pm
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

End Temp: Start Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

To WS, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection GPS location Description and comments 
number 

2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


As,:dOJce/{f L'?ri5 

Vu d ,'" 

SreflY/orol:s +ecet-i c~",J" Page: __of___ 

fhA -+h(,,~teJ Ff~cr-M~r Transect number: 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: --"-,A:..,::{;+'I....:j,:....,I?<,-'zO_I-,-I__ Survey biologist( s): _-'M:.....::;..;tt"'--f!...:t,-".:VJ'"'--'~/Vl_..:..C>_C>,:7""h_~-,-,-./-p_<_-:--:--_______ 
(daY.f1lonth, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: -----------;:c=::-::::=:--:::===-===-:=:;----------------
(project name and size; general location) 

County:__gLO:..:.'-"'V'-'e"-rLU'-"'c!:..se_____ Quad:__________ Location: "",s-",,;, N. ",p j)PJaT Ce"ier '''' /Caf'rer,el. 
(UTM ceordinates, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map datum) 

Circle one:~or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: ?",r?"''''N Transect #: ~ Transect length: ___ 

GPS Start·point: IV n 'K'V'i " \AI II)', '-t ~ 9-&{ P Start time: {0:0 @/pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

GPSEnd-point: /\f :23.1151:/«, W ilS'. %%1 G'J-r..f'f. End time: 1;:6'1,am;pm 
r· (easting, northmg, elevation in meters) ':;7 

End Temp: Start Temp: 

Detection 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Live Tortoises 

Existing tag #Tortoise location 
Time (in burrow: ali of tortoise beneath plane of and color, if

GPS location 

Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) present 

To 

Detection 
number 

GPS location Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: ..l1.... 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ') (, / S/201/ Survey biologist(s): /!/d.J4 ",t-, /l1ocY4c.{lz:-4 
(diy, moAth, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: __________-;---,-.,.-_--;-~--,..,..__,,__:___---------------
(project name and size; general location) 

Quad' Location: .-v:)'",/. IV, .+ /)r?s-e('t- Ce~+-er 
'---------- (UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/orTRS; map datum) 

Circle one~OrSamPling Area size to be surveyed: ~,)?- «ere r Transect #: f?- Transect length: {,3!f--rn.; 

GPSStart-point: pH.'1-'6b&3 w ll'LU?6,,{' r11,.., Start time: I/:J..'-(@pm \ . 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 5-,:>,..i'l , ~ 

GPS End-point: ~ H, '7-'i> {fSb" IJ ((S'. Lf 0'1-)'5"" '2101'1 End time: /:<,'2-'1 am@ I ~<-4.' 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: 1'2 oft r End Temp: '12 °f,F 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

if Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

s, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
Description and comments 

number 

2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


Page: __of___ 

Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: .Ab/S-601( Survey biologist(s): JJ"-1-1.. ..... /vt(){>.'l,wk L 
(diy, month, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site descr.iption: __________-,-,-,..,.,..,...,--_--,-...,..-__,..,-....,,--,-_______________ 
(project name and size; general location) 

CountY:_--'f"-'-':U::...:e"-.f..:..'_il.-"(_____ Quad:__________ Location: r-.)u.r; AI, "t:: Oef~·f ("'''It---
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map datum) 

Circle oneG3§io covera?!)r Samoling Area size to be surveyed:2 !)-t-eccre/' Transect #: 21. Transect length: ___ 

GPS Start-point: At 3.3 -'+15'f 6'5' w II s~. .::.tl(..::..~...!..~..:::...L?_._____ Start time: 12:j" am® 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

GPS End-point: ~AAI;-""'!~":l-j~?~s:1~q!...!t..c:;J....:--~-7w~--lI+I£C;u,.,-2LJ1'_"'1J_'_.:f1,....!.I..{_~_-jIL'1..!-'+~li'1~_ End time: 13:0S am@ 
, (easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: End Temp: 13 °C 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location Description and comments 

LepUj <:::ti.) 

Page: 

Transect number: 2 Z 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ;;;'6/';-/20// Survey biologist(s): A./"./-i,,,,,) ~z,r/..."A<-<
(day, month, year) -':":::'-'-"''---~'''-(n-am-''-e-,-em-a-,;-il,-a-no.,-p.,-ho-n-e-nu-m.,.-be-r):--------

Site description: __________--;:====-=-==:-:::-=-;-;::=:;-_______________ 
(project name and size; general location) 

County: g/ve/( ('Ie Quad: Location: 6"- r-., ,', IV, d: Of? serf- (e~rfq.,-
_--/.=->"-""--'-'-.:..r....._____ ---------- (UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map datum) 

Circle one@% coveraS9 or Samoling Area size to be surveyed: ;;(:)9- '<cUPf Transect #: 2 +- Transect length: t, Q m; 

GPS Start-point: tv?, 3,"7¥<J)2 • 1_fP_:LJ,--c_-",,G-L£f-L1_p,-,f'-'..._ /3: /S' aml@tV 1:..,.15._,-"-3..... Start time: 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

GPS End-point: 1/ § 06'j/?''t22. :5 ':)3 Q"(5' r 2lo,.., End time: fL/,oo am~ 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: 13 oJ!:, F End Temp: {OO 0 F 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Live Tortoises 

Existing tag #Tortoise location GPS location 
Time (in burrow: ali of tortoise beneath plane of and color, if 

Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) present 

Detection 
number 

GPS location Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ;<C; 1.&(00)1 Survey biologist(s): ;f),;t.f4Jt,..., M Dol' 4dckJ; 
(d~y, mo th, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: __________--;--:--;--_---,.--,-__,..,--...,,-..,.-_______________ 
(project name and size; general location) 

County· 1). g' ~/I/' Quad' Locat,·on·. :!:-"",r', N . .,.( Ot?fe,-f Ce....1e.r
._.......1.t<.'-'r""v'-'"..!.'~.J:.:.:..!<~____ .---------- (~TM coordinates, la~long, and/orTRS; map datum) 

Circle one: ~ or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: :l. S-?-~rO'j Transect #: 3..:L.. Transect length: ____ 

GPSStart-point: 115 OC.~r::;-41.1 3:tt.f060S Start time: 1'-rcJ8 am/@ 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

GPS End-point: _--,---,,-_....,.,.,._;---:,.--,_-,--; _________ End time: 1<{:1.J am@ 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: fOo o¢F End Temp: 10/ °c;tF 

GPS location Detection 
number Easting Northing 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Live Tortoises 

Tortoise location 
Time (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Description and comments 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 
Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: :2 9-/.s-be>/I Survey biologist(s): A/ofL~"L~ /'1.e>t::r"-.J-r-<. 
(day, month, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: -----------;::=::-:::c:::-:-::::::-::-=:-:::::-:=c:==,,----------------
(project name and size; general location) 

County:_--1.!C""-!...,'''-v'''''er)-'-'-'t'd'''<C''--____ Quad: Location: ,:Lff)r'. AI of veJ<?rr Ce/l-W 6., fcA.,'r<r tz-<I 
---------- (UTM coordinates, lat·long, and/or TRS; map datum) 

Circle oneQ;go% covera9r Samoling Area size to be surveyed: 2,,,>rku'<f Transect #: .3l E Transect length: (J, (, ""';. 

GPSStart-point: )/5 ()c:q'lloLf1 31-<jotJILj G6&£t Start time: 09-<{)@pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

GPSEnd-point: {IS tJ6t(10n 39tj c0 5f t3'?f"r-. End time: Og'()r ~pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: End Temp: 9=1- o¢F 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

().. itJlt<:.d,'5 (f(ALlLs) 

wwDO 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 
Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: 2.?-/)/2-0 I ( Survey biologist(s): _--LA-",--,Jt<-~t---'';.:..:''''c.::.h~./-1....:...:.o..:.'''.:"r':'':~::'::'';7-!-_-'--'--_______ 
(day: morfth, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: __________--:-....,-..,.-_--:-~--:_:_...,.,.__:__---------------
(project name and size; general location) 

County' K' er ',h Quad' Location: $" ".,t', A/. ",F [)<!f0 Ce~ 
._-'-'''''',;,.v.:o..,.<5.'-';",:=",----- .---------- (UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/orTRS; map datum) 

Circle one~ or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: .2 :)-:;<"mf Transect#: n Transect length: I.{) »'Ii 

GPSStart-point: liS ~b<li()2.$ ?;1/.{oo'J'{ Start time: 012, @jD/pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

GPSEnd-point: liS OGljI4J/ ?:t400>'L( End time: O&',i-@/pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: '11- op r: End Temp: 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Live Tortoises 

Existing tag # Tortoise location GPS location 
Time (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of and color, if 

Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) present 

s, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection GPS location Description and comments number 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


8TG-N 
Lfwo 

Page: __of__ 

Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: 1-?-!C/20I ( Survey biologist( s): _.::..M..!<..£a."-+,-t,::.!.~~n,-::--,-M-,-,t>:..::o-,,r:,-I.-,-$Jc.-:-:-<-,--_:--:-_______ 
(day, month, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: CrA.vell,! / Ro<k't INA.fheJ {6<)~'&J do,.,.,/",d"t /'7 1::,o"WD<7J) SIt,e 17",(" vf,de" (":9"+< "",/-,i/, 'V<;"-rf 
I (project name and size; general location) 

County:_~;<,-"-,{-"'V-,,eL..('jui-,,d-,,{'_____ Quad:__________ Location: ~ ""d. No of O",erf Ce'1-kr 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

Circle one:~ or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: '1 s-7--<m-, Transect #: bOOfw Transect length: (, A 0 "., ,'. 

GPS Start-point: I r ~ 12 [, L{ b1 ~ ( '2, 1-'+."-=fL(--,,!7ClLO_'-',-'1I-~_---,2,--,-1'3'",-,,--f"),--_ Start time: CJ'fJo@P¥pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in miters) 

GPS End-point: :~ 0 b ~ 9- 37/22. ... End time: 1015 ~/pm 

Start Temp: End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

T n (t/t.;rrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

GPS location Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

A J(//J6 ~!",I/) t. +-"5,,'5flTFL 
:Jfer/hO?l,d!/r -I-t?l'e-i--J,,"ubf

/.-..EA/f( 


BTU-IV J)7f>.SA.""i-<f JO{>~{,'(" 

Page: __of___

lrG/(f) CA://: 5fcV,t-<J dr'«(:M ciJ"5 

Tkvt-( Transect number: 6 tiC5W 
au.! ) 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: 29-/-r/u1/ Survey biologist( s): _-'N-"'--<-=-:.+_I.:.::"'C!:..}JL-,-..::.,/Vl--::=-"'-"c:::r;-I.:c:'Ah{-:;-;'':-:c:--:::-==_______ 
(day, mof{th, year) 	 (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: 0-'d..ve({z/(0 cit, 5 (,1( ;~,.(;;'J dWJl~h-J ~1 Zr:'-'1.u vod Bfr..c-e Pa...L. Ve/':<e vv/(n::::;"1I1j~ Q..,(,h'-Jc.l.A./~j 
(project name and size; general locatiOn)) l 

County· r<-r verr;.Ie Quad' 	 Location: ,$- />1/. tV .' f- /2<'ferrf Cev; /-er
.----''---------- .---------- (UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

Circle one:@o% cove~ or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: 25'""9,,«< l Transect #: 700wTransect length: 0."1 g WI; 

GPS Start-point: )1 S 0 (/i ~ iNr; "1 71-':-;-2'-1'-2'-'0'-"(.'--____ Start time: /0:-;1.6 @Itl/pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

End time: __--'-I~o-'-:::..~::..6@>/pmGPS End-point: (las~ng, ~0~hUg,1:3a~01 in me~~ £-( DO '-"I ( 

Start Temp: End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

To 	 s, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection GPS location Description and comments 
number 


1 


2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


; f er"'1t>pt.6 (;, f-er~ f-"CA.,-,JIf JV ERf) 
D(f>~5f.I/J",J <:i Dr/,d'f 

l ~p«; c~/;f(J{,., ;ClA S 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: 	 L( 0 (/ .> iN 

C,c oJ) 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: '2?-/'1/20 I ( Survey biologist( s): _-,-A.!::u,-"a.-,=-f-:,---,-,J,,,,,a-'-h,-:--,-./Vl-=O::...;t?:,.:.t"-,-~=-::-,-,-<_,.--,-_______ 
(day, month, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: C(~veil ",",,,Jt..eJ (<<tci""" < f,(ov",ie Laoj,f, ",_ff<:r'~""1 

County:_---'-f(_?_/v_e_,'-'I;.:.c!.o::e.~____ Quad:__________ Location: .S-;n/ /1/. of IJe5t"ff (erl+Pf 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or I RS; map datum) 

Circle one~OrSamPling Area size to be surveyed: '2.)~P'CfY!J Transect #: A()~Transect length: O. S2 ""\ 

GPS Start-point: 

GPS End-point: 

,/ ( Ofr/i<::rl'5o 1;}'-IOo,q 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

I ( ~ () GL{ 4,Q'1(l 3?l-r15"DS 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start time: 

End time: 

16'S'S"@iJJ/pm 

It {1:@'pm 

Start Temp: End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in bunrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(bunrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

.5ft?r"1aphd'rf fere f,~=-.[;,.} 

;),?ttJ,.AUr'-'t/ J 4rr4r/r 

eTC-IV 
Page: __of___ 

Transect number: ;to () fv..l 

(€OX) 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 
Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: /.. 7-Is-- /2<"'/ ...+t..-'--'-""''''''q4-,-::....M--'-=o=o-;,-"..;,.t-....,'''-'...,f.c'--'''I--:--:--_______Survey biologist( s): _.L.A...><),'-"6L 
(dal montM, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: __________-;::=:;-::=-=-=:-::::=~=~_-_-------_----
(project name and size; general location) 

County: IS /ven/,[e Quad: Location: ::;-"",/, Ai of Doer{ (e..-,Hu· <>n K~(5er RJ, 
---------- (UTM ceordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

Circle one:@% cove~or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: 2:>?-Aaer Transect #: .5/ Transect length: 6, '?-c,.. ,. 

GPS Start-point: U~ Or;" if 1= l(2 t.{ j 1-~'i,-()_t_tjG,,,,--_____ Start time: 1.2 ~I" am~ 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

GPSEnd-point: !If) O&41,h2J} 29-C{0213 10,),., End time: 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: End Temp: 100 oV;p 

Live Tortoises 

Tortoise location GPS location Detection 
Time (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane ofnumber Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


Detection 
Description and comments number 


1 

115 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: -E
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ---;:2.,...?+!_5_-+-1_2_t>-:-,1(__ Survey biologist( s): _--'-/lJ...:.....:..t't.::..+.:....h....:."'-:.....:...J'1;-'-M--'-',;,"-'~7-~-'7:..;.="--~...,--_______ 
(day, month, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: __________~=::_=::::-:::=-=:-:::::=;_;::::=::__---------------
(project name and size; general location) 

County: f,.,'vrrri/e Quad:_________ Location: S-m/. ;(/ of f)ert'rI {e",kr 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map datum) 

Circle on~rsampling Area size to be surveyed: ::(F? ACre! Transect #: 53 Transect length: 6· +r"" 
GPS Start-point: Ii::; 0(,4,'3' 2.1- 31 t.{ (/ :z 3':}- Start time: r.2,' 'i i? amAPiID 

(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

GPS End-point: N<; iJr;,'I1-LfZ2. Y:I-'+ (nIt( End time: 
r (easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

End Temp: I c.-Z o¢ f-Start Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Detection 
number 

GPS location Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: 


Transect number: JL 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ;Z 'lIi/.zo /! Survey biologist(s): M_"'_r._<....... _
__ _--;/0=::-o-::-::or-::-::~:;-::=:'<=:-=;:-:-::;-______ 
(day, month, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: -----------;-~,,_:_:=-=-:;-=:-:::-:c=~=_;__--------------
(project name and size; general location) 

County: ,R :v{'rr//e Quad:__________ Location: S--"1/:' /J, 6f Of?rerf Ce-tJl-r:y
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

Circle one:Q[o% coveraiiyr Samoling Area size to be surveyed: J2. ') ?-N'") Transect #: 5 r; Transect length: 0, 1-5"...,' 

GPSStart-point: /!~ ''i1--~zz. '>;9-4 0 '2,-('1: 2/ 2 ,., Start time: f3:2i ~ 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

GPS End-point: 1/5 0(; Lf /) (,1,1- ~:;'-40'1 &+ End time: 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: I 02 o~F End Temp: 1M o~r 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

EXisting tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __of___ 

Transect number: n 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey ~ Z', 1..4// Survey biologist(s): __71L I!=.J.:....!.Jl.,..=.....:...· .:..~.:...tI ,--_---::---:---,--_--,-________ 
'<iaY!month, YElar) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: /&Jyt H~"t.J I- If-.jJ N.d!. 0/ 'D«,J.,[.. .CP4v (rt1-i... ~) 
, (project name and size; general location) IJ 

County: £/vttJl'/~ Quad Location: ko.iJv tl.-.J - So",,1I. ~ ~ ()t.X..! 
_, (UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/orTRS; map datum) 

Circle oneGi;~:i~3~" Sampling Area size to be surveyed: :Zr7 uR.) Transect #: _1_ Transect length: 1/'1~ 
GPSStart-point: lIs ,,('11'61(0/'37197·.( ~'2.-P+ Start time: ;}/r atpm ' 

/..(:s;,~«i'<ft/vat~n7i';,m;te7rs~ ~ /'Ii> PI- O': ...'j ~ 
GPS End-point: ,.. 7 ., .;J.. ~ ~ End time: , " , ~pm(I 

(easting"northing, ele,:",~on in met",rs) 

Start Temp: 2.1" °C (7"r~ End Temp: f( of 

Tortoise location GPS location Detection Time (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of
number Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 

8 

Detection 
number 

2 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Live Tortoises 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

rrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Description and comments 
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2 

3 

4 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: 410; z..6,1 U!J1t 
(dawmonth, year) 

Site description: -...!PeJ::..=-=-fl.LI-~'-"'!..!!..JIo!~.!..!...:iJ-=",=:c:'::i-=':-':"::-:;-:'::''::-:::~'T2~:;:.:::..;.:c:---''~r=1...!..::.L-------,:-:---:-:::-:--.-r-:-
N-.J J ~~ 

County: 1l-i/tJhoJe.- Quad: Location: ):j,..;w bWo.-..- ttl- /lOs,"""
_--!.=.c:...;:.:0!.-'..=-____ --------- (UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, andlorTRS? map datum) 

Circle one:('fUO% covera¢ or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: ~r7_d Transect #: L Transect length: I. ¥~ 
GPS Start-point: /IS 0''19('(1. /31:1771''/ iliFf Start time: 9: or @/pm 

GPS End-point: I,;a;n, n;;ny~~ion7;7~cr7Y.r "t'ff End time: 10 :00 @pm
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Existing tag #
Detection 

and color, if
number 

present 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


Detection 
number 

6 

7 

8 

Page: ____1__of___l___ 

Transect number: ~ 

Start Temp: Fe OJ; End Temp: /J; at;: 
Live Tortoises 

GPS location 
Time 

Tortoise location 

Easting Northing 

Ne~~ 

To 

(in burro.r. all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

Zc.6e-cC.-,t,:..;/e/ /h..""J 

~J"i- ~rfJ"'A./ -I'~Q..~ 
1'0......,,;- '/-0..;/"/ :r.-J fJ''''/rrc/ 

cr~t.,.tftSN -M'rN CAl' c.<t..~ I/S () ('17 ?(7 
(",1"/_1-) 37:r ''7 '17 fJ/,,/o"2. 

5 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 30-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: 1'1tJ..f ttl 1.0 t I Survey biologist(s): _--,-Te-=e:..::.,)-,~,-=-..:..~;-o_~,....,.,.-;-;-_--.--,--______ 
(day)f;onth, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: _--'Pe::....=~:...:rrI-:...:.-c...:"""_~----'r_~-,--COI;-·c.,.:-"7.;......,----",~IW,-·_tJ_..,..,P_c:s-',.,--CI'-:f:........;:Ce=><--_____
---:-:--_--r7-::
(project name and size; general location) A IJ N-.I' ..."" 'UUJ 

County: ll./v",N'C.. Quad: Location: "fo...'Jv b....K GJ-. - of. ,ItII'c..J 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

If"' £vel Transect #: 'I Transect length: /.YA: 

GPS Start-point: ::c-_-'---'-'=-----""-''-'Z=-N''-'-' Start time: /0."/3 ~m
--(":;ea:"'s""tin-g,-n':::ort~hi"'-ng::-,:7ele::-v":;ati,c-on~in::-m:-:-'e7:ters) 

GPS End-point: _-,-":_'1$..,....(>_'-<-"17.',_'-.V-'.{.,,-'-,-/-=J,-:-1-:-:-1:-,_;.._~_r___'_~_,_.p._'f End time: _1._'1_':o_7_--,@pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: 1"1" End Temp: 'J.. of 
Live Tortoises 

Tortoise location GPS location Detection 
Time (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane ofnumber Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

# Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection GPS location Description and comments number 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


li.1(J 
~-I4.....1-/.p~c....~ 

?:4t.6rt.... ir..../..,/ 
page:~of~ 

Transect number: " 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of sUNey completion 

Date of survey: Mc.I) t.(, 'U> II Survey biologist( s): _-<ZCf-'e.J=-_d-J.==----_4-,---:c-:----.;--,,-,--,.,.,--_-:---:--______ 
(dal'lmonth, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: PcJtrl· #WUtJ;' If, .....1- (~I\J 
(project name and size; general location) I.J~ J 

County: Itj~JtJ... Quad: Location: /(""w ItJ cvv... - /leN 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

Circle one: 100% coverage or Samplina ·Area ,size to pe surveyed: 'tT? <W'cJ Transect #: I' Transect length: I. 'I;;';" 
GPS Start-point: II! O'Y2,f{ () / e'l3PI'I''f {/t# Start time: '1/:1.1 ~m 

(easting, no~hJng, elEJV!'lion in meters) 

GPS End-point: l/se>l'(7'11.(, 3'1"i'18'¥:1 {/f/rFI End time: 1.1.:z.., arr{§Y 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: 97.. 'F End Temp: q'l. of. 
Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Tdrt5ise"Sfgn (tfurrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 
======~==================~ 

Detection Type of sign Description and comments 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc)number 

2 


3 


4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _'_of_'_ 

Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: Na,q z..~ Lon Survey biologist(s): ___I_~__~-=-:::-::-t)=-=~==:;--______ 
(day, mi?rith, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: rJ· HtVlTtJ..f. ~ '(..,.l. • N PeJ~f. 
~ .1 .~.

'..,) eoCounty: 1'C.,tV'Wtvc.. Quad: Location: /('Q./J't.r£''''/ At ... 
____-=C!....:.-=.___ --------- (UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/orT S; map datum) 

Circle one: 100% covera or Sam lin Area size to be surveyed: ~.r7 ,Act'd Transect #: ~ Transect length: I.I§JI~ 

GPS Start-point: II J ",1/7'12.1 / '3'139 J',r' 69'1 # Start time: 11..:31. am/pm 

GPS End-point: );~ting~n,rtrn,:~v$02g?r~,,~g 6'" .p;. End time: __J_S_:o_r'__,am/pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: q'l. e,. End Temp: Cf~ e.W; 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

, Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

To 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows. scats. carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _'_of_I__ 
Transect number: ~ 
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2 

3 

4 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: My z.', ~'l Survey biologist(s): /eo)~o 
7(daY~ntph'~::: / LL.,).,.I- ,{} L L .. -,,'--= =ho=n-=e-=nu=m-(-"'-' ,::':::"'::"';("'=na::=m=-e,-=em=a:;;iI-=,a=nd7:p be:-::r)------- 

Site description: ~7Wv"'4 t'" 1"11 u_'V d-vl- ee..."<;01 ... ,.. c.cr 
(project name and size; general location) 	 S~ "4 I'w l1',.:) 

County: Quad: 	 Location: "&)Jv.lf(,) ...a-e.r-,: of'- #e.Je:.,A 
--------- (UTM coordinates, lat.long, and/orTRS;'map datum) 

Circle one 	100% covera r Sam lin Area size to be surveyed: 't...r'7.dc., Transect #: $.' Transect length:· /. 0 ,#fI 

---"--lIf 6'tt9'~~ /37$9913 Start time: /.'IS" an-€> 
A:6""GPS End-point: 1/la~i'4;;i%.r73:/3~) 	 End time: __""___am/pm 

(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Existing tag #Detection 
and color, if number 

present 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


Start Temp: 9J 0'; End Temp: /#b 

Live Tortoises 

GPS location 
Time 

Tortoise location 

Easting Northing 

/\JoN'(" 

T 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

/!/I/ClJly.... 
___.Lloo"-"-'~O-___ 

Detection 
number 

6 

7 

8 

page:~of___/___ 

Transect number: ~ 

5 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ~ z.~~ Survey biologist(s): -,e.,) ~G 
(day, month, year) ---'------:(-na-m-e,-e-ma--::il-,a-nd7"p""'"h-on-e-nu-m.,-be""""'r)-------

Site description: Rete-/- ~1V"G)f ffojc..-/- '~A> bo."t c:o....No 
(prOject name and size; general location) J~~A.tf;otJ 

County: /O//eI;;,I-e, Quad: Location: /ec..,"Jv /1.1 AIr.... - o.f!f/c.lJ. 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map'datum) '. 'j} 

Circle one: 100% coverage or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: Zr-} /Oc. Transect #: ~ Transect length: .... 0, 'f~ 
GPS Start-point: lIS fJ''17't26/ ~...,39 9'If" I'ft ;:Of' Start time: 1./ff: am/pm 

(easting, northing, e7ation 1,}meters) 

GPS End-point: /}! 0',/ 8'0$'1 3770<> 't.:!" End time: Z.·" ,I#'] am/pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

End Temp: /0'0" rc 
Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or nol in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

T rrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

GPS location Type of sign 
(burrows, seals, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

/ IPage: 

Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days ofsurvey completion 

Date of survey: J11!:!i 7.7, ?.lui Survey biologist(s): _,,--7e-=e-=-.I_~_-=(),-=-::-=-:::-::~:-::-::-=::--______ 
(daY))1onth~year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: /)()~{- ~f koiet.rl (,*, AJ i2ewf {;&.tfv 
" (project name and size; general location) 

County: ItV'fIJi~ Quad: Location: Off A~'V &> 
-~::....=..-""''-''--;;;......---- --------- (UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/orTRS; map datum) 

Circle one:~rsampling Area size to be surveyed: '2.J7 a~(-cJ Transect #:3Jt: Transect length: (J,ffA' 
GPSStart-point: I/S 6(1f1'IJn jg7'1&06r' {6'(# Start time: 7/Y1).$/11@!j)lm 

, (easting, northing, elevation in meters) Lr& ,. 
GPS End-point: IItbf,,'f1ct.' J$7'1()&1.~ , -r>r End time: _J'_:_'i'_--I~m 

(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: 77 of End Temp: 17 0 6 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Detection 
number 

GPS location Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _'_of_'_ 

Transect number: '311F 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: tJ1~ 1,.7, ZAq Survey biologist(s): _ ....%o..;e:=;J"-.:-/t...{..:..--:::o..,--_---,,----.,-,---_--:--:--______ 
(da;,;;\ionth, year) L1 (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: iks~r /ltvudf ,roitll:.f. C~tJ ])e).(Ir ee...*' 
7 (project name and size; general location) A J 

County: tfjVf!JJ,-Ie. Quad: Location: Ot.{: AiJ.q IV 
-"'7.(U""T;-;"M-:'CO:-:COrd=i'='na"'te:::-s,-7:la7t_lC:-on-:g-:,a-:nd7.C/o-:rT:;:';R"'S-:;m=a=-p-:7: tu=m7")da-:::

Circle one('f§% cove,r Sampling Area size to be surveyed: Zr7o.cn.t Transect #' ·3' Transect length: I. 1)0 »t( 
GPS Start-point/IS D~/t?lJ£t I "37'to.,r- 63ctp" Start time: p:z.~ epm 

GPS End-point /;jti~g;;~~~e;tio/n37rf> (j 0/J. {/tfJ,(:f End time: i'~'r7 @pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: '1 .~ End Temp: f'3 o~ 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Live Tortoises 

Existi ng tag #Tortoise location GPS location 
Time (in burrow. all of tortoise beneath plane of and color, if 

Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) present 

Tcfrf urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _·_'_of_'I_ 

Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: PI~ z7, V> If Survey biologist( s): __......!/ec-e.=--,):......:..~--;:::=($-=-=~:-::-:;-:==-===_______ 
(da;tmonth, year) " • (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: ~r /l...,Ud';' l1o),evi- (' ~ t.> Pt:.wf C1!W~ 
r (project name and size; general location) 

County: /lil)tlJiA.. Quad: Location: off .,b;;-v/l,) g~ 2Dp/t 
(UTM coordinats lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

Circle one@% coverayr Sampling Area size to be surveyed: ~S7 <t(J'c.1 Transect #: Stet.f!Transect length: ~.:t.r~ 
GPS Start-point: I" d(tfl'YJtO /3'119]'6'1 (71....flI. Start time: ~, tJ 

(easting, northing, elevation in meters) ~ 71'''''_ 
GPS End-point: /II tI?IJY61.:r/J 7 ~6roJ b .. r End time: /6:Y' ~m 

(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: P'I IJ~ End Temp: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

( urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _'_of_'_ 

Transect number: "tooT 
2.~ojYJ C 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE -PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: 1fI'~ t? Z.oll ~=-:..L"t.):::-:=====;_------Survey biologist(s) : _---'/e ~::.e:J
(d8y,;mon~. yetlr) (name, emali, Ino pnOfle numoerJ 

Site description: lk&f- /laJUdt ~rc..t (..:. A.l v.wr- (0.."'" 
• iiV (Pi"Ojeet namtl ana SIU: QMerulloeetlOt'l) , I 

County: t? Jlf>J'.I.. Quad: Location: oF? ~v~v 
~~ =' " 'T~R~S~'m='~Pd~'~,"m~)c-(U~T"~~=~~~"~"~"~"""=~~"~~~'~

Circle one: @ o%covern?jorSamPling ea size to be 5ury'eyed: "21'74C1'd Transect #: f'6o€"Transect length: a- J .U-,.:, 

GPS Start-point: AJ rJ.7J'3rr VJ -liS". 'Ioei"f Start time: ,I : Sf" ~pm 
(easllng. nonNng, 017110" In mel,,,) 

(."'1.0GPS End-point: IJ 11."1'77'1_ c-J - liS", '(011'3 End time: _____am/@ 
(fl85llng, I'\CW1hlng, elevation In mlCllcrs) 

Start Temp: ~« oe: End Tern p: 91' 
Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Eastlng Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise oeneath plane 01 
ourrow opening, or 001 In burrow) 

Detection 
number 

Page: _ ' _of_ ' _ 

~~!'~~lan::':~number : ~ 
z.r;I 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: PI~ 7.B. 7..,011 Survey biologist(s): _J.Z;-!:e.~;~;t....::::.:::V.::....::..6=::-=:::;;-:=-==-===______ 
(day)l1ontt( year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: (Je.&v1- /AvocJ.J. Il~e..",f (~~ "Z?eJt.rI- Ct:'~ 
(project name and size; general location) 

County: /!.;V6SiJc.- Quad: Location: o/¥ ~J-v.;t,)
'~+'(U~T~M~ro~or~di~na~te~s,~lat~-lo~n~g,~an~d/~or~T~Rs~;-ma-p~da~tu-m7)-

Circle one~r Sampling Area size to be surveyed: :2.S"7 c.(rtJ Transect #:6OO€" Transect length: :t J).. 

GPS Start-point I;S ,,' '1,917 /37'1lo7r ("rt.# Start time: 6 :tJ? @pm 

GPS End-point /1 f (:,nf,;~n;(1?~73?~r'l ,rJ>-/} 7:$3End time: ____---'@pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: 76 .~ End Temp: 77 'F 

Detection 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Live Tortoises 

Tortoise location GPS location 
Time (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

s, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Detection GPS location Description and comments 
number 

1 


2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


Page: _'_of_I__ 

Transect number: ~Cf' 


-z..o.t:' 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 30-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ~4~, ~I/ Survey biologist(s): __h~.e.""j:...L..:~=-;:.--:--::-::::-::c;-:c::;-::___--:::-~_______ 
~onth. year) (name. email. and phone number) 

Site description: l?d&t- ~f ;foi<e.,;/- ('~ .to 72e.Wf C~*" 
0,) (project name and size; general location) 

Q uad: Location:_~~=",-bl'-'·'7.IV--:-,-/I),,-;-:-,.--------c:-==---:-,--:--
(UTM coor~inates. lat-Iong. and/or TRS; map datum) • 

Circle oneQOio% cover~or Sampling Are~ size to be surveyed: 1$7 o..<.,~' Transect #: ~ Transect length: 0.71"1M 

GPSStart-point: /IS e,'If,'J.,1 /37'1fJ3 0 ). 6701+ Start time: _-=-~,=",.•_·/)-,r__arr® 

GPS End-point: I),Ssti(/trtr7;;:io/?/j~01..Jr' 7/)( r:: A:1.. t t:::::\End time: __.....____.am~ 
(easting. n6rthing. elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: /()7 0': End Temp: 9'1 o~ 

GPS location Detection 
number Easting Northing 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Live ·Tortoises' 

Existing tag #Tortoise location 
Time (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of and color, if 

burrow opening. or not in burrow) present 

urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows. scats. carcass. etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _I__of_'_ 

Transect number: ~ 
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___ 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 
Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: #G.1 'Z. ~ UJI1 Survey biologist( s): _----L-,;.-=~..:..J....::£....:::..U_=_,.--_::__...,...,..-__;__:_------
(da)l;il1onth, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: JJd~,t.. 1/tylJ'dt- t9~t..l. b ~ ;0 j)qp.J.. erw.Ju 
(project name and size; general location) .A \ 

County: /t;V(JJ/ok Quad: Location:-=oP-f.~.;-,A=:Sc:-"V:=::,:-/Y/.;::.-;::=-=~:;::-::=-:;=:--
(UTM ccordinates, lat.long, andlor TRS; map datum) 

\ J.!~~!E'.SlE.J~~<!.!!.lli Area size to be surveyed: :tT7 4U~ Transect #: ~ Transect length: (3.Zr:' 

GPS Start-point: _..,..:;'~'1=-r-.a::.::.6_V-.-7_lf.,,-'2.-,-3_1-;-3 7:-'1.:...(J....::3....::"_"1_---,7,--.~,~#~ , Start time: ~.''1(') am.@ 

~a;tinb~0:;17;i.3.ati09 i:?,m7et":J~,?11 ' 6,.7 JjI '1.:,-1)
GPS End-point: __ '.,.,.,-----:,.,----:--::..,-,~=____ _____---=.T~_ End time: _____....:arr€/'.:,.1._ ·..,.:/---;-~ 

,!easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: '11·~ End Temp: ,q o»t: 
Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: ali of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

T , scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection GPS location Description and comments
number 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


Page: _'_of_'_ 

Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: d%"" ZJ)/I Survey biologist(s): __.:....Te::_-;:.}_M_..,-D__-::---,"""7_----,--,-_______ 
(day,.month, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: l.d-- I1tvlJ'eJr #.'eJ 6 ~ ,..J 'j)eJ.vIo ~k 
project name and size; general location) 

County: ltiVClli)( Quad: Location: O/¥ Aw /3J
--=~(U.,;T7:M..!Cco-=o::,.;rd~ina'7teO-s,""""la:7't_:-:-lon::-:-g-"a'-:-nd::7/oC"Cr ""TR""S:-;m-:ac-p-:;"da::7"tu-C7)m

-=-___ Transect #: A Transect length: O.z.f""'

Start time: t.:fY am<@Y 
GPS End-point: End time: !:oJ arrS 
Start Temp:'t9' "Ji End Temp: I~' ~ 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

y
n (I)urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

P Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _I_of_'_ 
Transect number: ("<f 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: .,41~ Z7, LOll Survey biologist(s): ;eJ ,,-j.
(dliYitiontKyear) --~<-'::'-'-'-;(C:-:naC::m7e,-::e=ma:C-;iI-:,a7nd::-:p7hoC:-:n7e-:cnu=m-;:":be:-:::r)-------

Site description: /)eJ.~f lIw()df tf!Je-r ~ ~ iJ -Pelf/I- ~k-
• (project name and size; general location) A I 

County: ItVVH.lc.. Location:....:0(.1::..::.,;,""·-:-AJQuad: __7"'J.q-:-/...,..,.,.,(.I/-:-:-:-~;:-:-.;:=-===-
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map datum) 

Circle one@ cove3r Samplil'\g Area size t~ be survey~d: ~r7 .(Cf(S Transect #: -"- Transect length: e.t>~ 
GPS Start-point: 1/[ ~ ,,t{ 7 '11..7..117'101 '-16 7o./f Start time: g:bt arr@ 
GPS End-point: It;s~~,;;;~;.elt'O~;;:].r3 ~J".fJ.. . End time: 

:UJ. 
an@ 

(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: lat ~ End Temp: 10/ ~ 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _'_of_l_ 
Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 30-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ..#0c1 t.~ ~" Survey biologist(s): __-!..../e;).:::.:::...._~~_,..--,-,,-,.,,--,---,--,,---_:--:-______ 
(d~mont~, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: .J;Jovt Atu~f If;,!..,:1 6' ~ N })!!Jvf- C~ 
4. ~ (project name and size; general location) . 1. ,.. ,(.) 

County: /(..VfI.. tA.. Quad: Location :_~--:-:-=-:-fi.A.iJ'V_-,,--,--:-:-:-_---:-,..--:==-_-:-:---:-_ 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

Circle one@verage or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: _____ Transect #: 6~ Transect length: (J.z.5"' 
GPSStart-point: /IJ(1"tt?J'2.'/17'ioJi'l ~~ft Start time: :I.'z.~ am~ 
GPS End-point: /I$~tt~7n~:"7i3n1Y;J'r ~ft7~ End time: _.1_'_'L_7___am@ 

(easting, northing, elevation in hleters) 

Start Temp: /6/ .~ End Temp: /0$ .,; 

# 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

EXisting tag # 
and color, if 

present 

WS, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection GPS location Description and commentsnumber 


1 


2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


page:~of~ 
Transect number: tR 
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__ ___ 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 
Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: A'Aot Survey biologist(s): ___-L.~-=-7d..J...:::-:=---O-:;---;--:,--,-,-,--,-----,.--.-_______ 
(da7,month, year) /J n...__..L. r. ~name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: 1JevI. ~f. Ir'fI;J. '"~ .v ~ v;;ofy
A1 v (project name and size; general location) ~ J 

County: KJIIVI)tlc.. Quad: Location: 0*):p.JJv1'<'01 
-7.-(U7.::T:7M-"CO-Ord;';;i:-na-:'te-s,'7la-:-t_l:-on-g-,a-nd"'"'lo-rT==R"'S-;m-a-p-'-da-:-tu-m-:-)

Circle onE(3§icoverage or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: l.r7«.c.. Transect #: 70 Transect length: (1,2S"A\: 

GPS Start-point: //t ()(!t7'fl1/ :t 7 Yc='6.?_R.-C:6'---__---"'0'--'.cr....!.7...J1:tf start time: ~ : r 'f amI@!> 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

<4 : /J1. ..c:"\GPS End-point: I/'S o'''l1i'L'1 /37'1,!/1,,/ (/I'L.f.f End time: ,;)_-l- am/~ 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: /&3 or&: End Temp: /6b 

Live Tortoises 

Tortoise location GPS location Detection 
Time (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane ofnumber Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

; Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

rrC)VV~s.l;clits,. carcasses,etc) 

Detection GPS location Description and comments number 

2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 

8 

Page: _1_Of_l_ 

Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ;1/,., 11; U>t / Survey biologist(s): .,;;J~ 
(d8Y.;;t\onth. year) --.-J.~:""'::~(;:::na:=m:::-e.--:e=ma::;;il-::.a:::-nd::":p:7::ho=n:::-e-=--nu-=m7be=r)-------

Site description: PeJ,yf' ffif. S~ (~ .tJ IftM= (p.t/v-
PJ (project name and size: general location) /I ) 

County: /!tiNJi',h.,; Quad: Location: 0Pf ~ /tV.
-7.(U""T7":M-,-co,-,0""'rdc;::Ina::.,.te-s.-7-la7t_:-lon'-g-.a-nd-:-:lo-r~TR""S:-:m-a-p-'da--:-tu-m-:-)

Circle on~::J;gg9lVerage or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: ZT/¢CIItJ Transect #: 71.... Transect length: (f.2r./~,,: 
GPS Start-point: 1/1' o,l(1/1. 'I /:n '/4 'i....,-::I3=--__...:6=-.6...=-I_FrI'_ Start time: ,t"""@pm 

(easting. northing. elevation In meters) / 

J lJ I IOfI"] £.L 0-:/( eGPS End-point: liS fJ,l{1t.tzr~ $ 7'14.C 0. ,-,.- End time: __, __-, am pm 
(eastlng. northing. eletalion In meters) 

Start Temp: .J>:/ or; End Temp:;-3 •.r. 
Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening. or not in burrow) 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

To , scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection GPS location Description and comments 
number 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 


8 


Page: ~of_J__ 

Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: JJ1a.,. ZJ; 'LOll Survey biologist( s): __ __re:_e.J_/l..Jco-;=:=::-=~==-:::=::--______ 
Wonth, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: ~I- tkxJ.,. ;told t A JL} PeJyf C~ 
'iI (project name and size; general location) 

County: /t'ilto/J<:.. Quad: Location: ()f/f Al.w ;tV 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

Circle oneCI§% cover" Samoling Area size to be surveyed: 2$'7~ Transect #: 7t.f Transect length: ().-z.r~ 
GPS Start-point: //S" ("17"1;.3 /:J7lI6'/1..(. 6J-7-Pr Start time: ?~'1.. (1 ®pm 

GPS End-point: I ;~s:rt;7;Lle;ai '1 r~t1~g{) " , ~ End time: 0:1.:7 Q __4___~pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: 5"J oJ;; End Temp:»'3 .,: 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 

Easting Northing 
Time 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Detection 
number 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _I_of_l__ 

Transect number: '7 Y 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 30-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ,ffaatftUII __Survey biologist(s): ~~-=~=-J_tt..Jc:o--,--__-::--.....,-,__,.......,..._______ 

(dayJnonth: year) 11 (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: 7Jo¥f lku~J. IfCjJ- ,~ A> j)~ ~Iv 
(project name and size; general location) 

County: 1!))~i.A, Location: Off b..;w;!J
-7.(U~T-:7M-:'co~o::;rdi'='na":'te':-s,"::la~t-I""on:-::g,-:a-:-nd::7/o-:-rT:;:;R""S'--;m::-a:-p-::Cda:7"tu-'m7")

Circle one@overage or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: 1J7~ Transect #: 7' Transect length: <3. 'tf'~, 
GPS Start-point: lIS o''f71~11''b''1'16'1fl b6L!F.f.. Start time: S."'$1. @pm 

(easting, northing, elevation in meters) / $' 
GPS End-point: liS ol'f':l.l2.1 /l7'1tJ'f'f7 06' P.f End time: r:'$ «t @pm 

(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: n·~ End Temp: ?r" 4F 
Live Tortoises 

Tortoise location GPS location Detection 
Time (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of number Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

T 


Detection 
number 

GPS location Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page:~of___) ___ 

Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

,uA.j' tIJ/l.oIl Survey biologist(s): _-'-"%._J_Mo--;::==-=c-=:;=-:-==______Date of survey: __ 
(day, month, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: _----!t:J"--e..::cJ:...:"I.Ic...:f..---"!N~_"e]..::.f_/l,,:.Lr;Joic.::e..::.;f'="=~(;_::'~=""·=N::-='b'::c~:-'::-c'-'---"'Ceo.t=,t".-'---__________ 
(~rojeet name and size; general location) 

County: ;t/VVJlJ'(., Quad: Location: 0* Ka.iJ'V It.J 
-~:!.:...:-=..:~-=---- --------- (UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, andforTRS; map datum) 

r Sam lin Area size to be surveyed: 2r7"-t.vc.\ Transect #: 1 Transect length: er:l)dr.: 
GPS Start-·'"'po;;;;in:::t:::::::II~$~"~~r~~'::.'1~Z·'l.1 j7Y~r' 7 (iFfY, Start time: g..'Y6 @)pm 

GPS End-point: 1/ /;,';l/;';'I~ai i~m7e¥::;s)-6-'I-"1-~---'.::.-=.'-A-"W~-
End time: J>:ry ~/pm 

(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: 9'r CI~ End Temp: rr.~ 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Description and comments 

Page: _'_of_'__ 

Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey compietion 

Date of survey: J1I~71I/'Z.I:>II Survey biologist( s): __-'-le.-=e.-=:J_,;(.=-:...Jc.,.-o_-::---:-c--_-,--,-_______ 
(day;/l1onth, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: '[)t!J~ IINlJq.f Iltje...1- 6 tic? A> l)e.Jvf. (J!!..k 
(project name and size; general location) 

County: llilleJJ ;)t.. Quad: Location: Or? /~; l.v /lJ 
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, andlor TRS; map datum) 

Circle oneQRoj. cover8jPr Sampling, Area size to Qe surveyed: ~17~vd Transect #: ~ Transect length: O..t.S'"~ 
GPS Start-point: l/if)(.'f7r2.2./ '.3 7 /{0i('1'1 (76ft4 Start time: 5"'.'1'1" ~m 
GPS End-point: l;at;i~h~'l¥I~a~l/!7ei:), 'f~' Crt If 9:01. .~End time: --.:~__-----=~m 

(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: i1'I 1ft End Temp: 1"7 ..~ 
Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

WS, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection Description and comments 
number 

/.J/I~ 

2 


3 


4 

5 


6 


7 

8 

Page: _'_of_'_ 

Transect number: rt> 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed ocpy to the action egency and local USFWS office within 30-<lays of survey completion 

Date of survey: -,A'. ~..:U>=I;:._ _ survey biologlst(s) ' 7e.J M,.:.:;"1j...1J: I 
(dtY$cnd:;', year) (name, 8I1'\all , and pnone nufrt1er) 

Site description: __.J.[)o)"~f----f!=~{- "' ;;;,:;-;;;, "- N:.,.;;:P;;;::;;;.J-o;;;iG>vlv __________~ ,*,,u<l:.....!Cd.C:;7i'...f 6f:""~ ~ =~ 
v (prcject name and Ilze: oenetal lOCatlon) 

county:_~;V::":<{I ;.A. QUad:_______ Location : ;;.:"'A;.;7.,-;,()=~:-__ ---;;;iion: 2'.1v ~==_==~
(UTM COQrdlnates, let-long, and/or TRS, map aalum) 

-;-_ __ Transect #:/4 (.&.l Transect length: o,38'~ 

~~~r.?f'!1'l!..~~(f:tt.~ Start lime: 9:'(6 <@ypm 
Do' J"Y

End time: _...:/__---<~ GPS End-point: ...il.-loi~~~~f.o;;~~P~--""::::::""':~~ 

Start Temp: 9 I ., 'r:: End Temp: 'It. 'E 

Live Tortoises 

-;, 

Detection 
number 

GPS location 
Easllng Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location "fa:' MO~\ Existing tag # 

(In burrow: all 01 lortois8 beneath plana at ..... >(y~)!"d,1 and color, if 
buTcw opening, or not In Ourrow) I '-"~j.ii*_I- present 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Detection 
number 

-,J 

To'rt~e"l;':'9n (!fu rrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

GPS location 
Eastin(! ~~ 

~JY' Type of sign 
(buntlw.s , scats, carcass, a/c) Descri ption and comments 

~. :;~{ 
~j -----------------

Page: _ 1_of_ l _ 

Transect number: ;'fJJ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: /11'*1 ~ Z,11 Survey biologist(s): __-,~,--,~",---,,/t..A---;::-:::..:::-::-:~==:::-::-:=______ 
(day:;fuonth, year) (name, email, and phone number) 

Site description: .f. lIo,)u~f ;1-e..J. , ~,.u ~vf. Iv 
roject name and size; general location) 

County: /t·Vfj>jJe. Quad: Location: off. AiW ~ 
-=C-;'(U~T"';M=-co--o;':';rd~ina:"'te-'-s,""la-;-t-;-lon-g-,a-nd-:7/o-r "'TR""S:-;m-a-p-'-da-:-tu-m-;-)

Circle one Area size to be surveyed: '21'"7 ...v~J Transect #: IIV Transect length: o.3PA.: 
GPSStart-point: /lS()'l'9.~Y1./371176'· Gb,.(!f Start time: /0.'/(' @pm 

~'1(ia~in,g':;7rthi';f,~e:.,a/tion~n7;:~ '17 ,8'0/ I!.? / () .. 2.r 
GPS End-point: " ,,7 , i> -, r End time: ~.m 

(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: 9t. .If. End Temp: 9'1.. C>~ 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

, Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

1 

2 

i() ..~ 

Description and comments 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

(Vt>"Tt": z.. Cf'Cit.G;'~1JJ.'o!,.J -/A."M ;w'l- Jt..... -I~ 
¥ ~J"'7. t.\)p(l'/ (5 

1/) Q(y~ ?r//J7!!(~ 
~~ Page: -'-of_'_ 

Transect number: I W 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: fJla,.., t?, 'Z-GlI Survey biologist(s): k:,JI!J.. 
(day,fi(Qnth, 'year) ------.:..--'-:('-na-m-e,-em-a-:'I,-a-nd.,-p'7"ho-n-en-u-m-:-be-:r)-------

Site description: _____--'DO<...:=d'-v-'f_~~_IJ7.:d=,t.:7"I¢.::t"::::Cf\i-·:::eJ'-=::::-:=::::;-;==------------____ 
(project nad and size; general location) 

County: 4'i"'&H/~ Quad: Location: o-PP /a,..;tv /lJ
--;;-(U""T'f7M'='cc':-or='dic:'na:7:te:-::s,7Ia7t_lC:Con=-=g-=,a=-nd:;-;:/o=-rT"'R""S-:;m=a=-p7.da:7"tu=m-:-)

Circle onGo% cov~rsampling Area size to be surveyed: 'If? ().C, ...$ Transect #: & tJ Transect length: ().J',p~ 
GPS Start-point: ' //$, (J6<.f7¥£r/9739IB 61T'.p.;. Start time: /0: 37' @pm 

~~~g~h;J'=/ion i'}'TI;7.te:~ t:t 7.2. 9 6" r""" /()'j"()
GPS End-poi nt: __ 1>,..,.7-_,(1-,-7-=.,/_~,:>=-:---:~_-, End time: "'.,...'~_".,,--v---: v-,,- ________ ____--'~m 

(easting, northing, elevation in meters) ,jStart Temp: 9 3' o~ End Temp: 11(1; 

Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

Existing tag #Tortoise location GPS location 
Time (in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of and color, if 

Easting Northing burrow opening, or not in burrow) present 

To urrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

GPS location Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

I
Page: __of__'_ 

Transect number: 3 W 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: ;JtfM,( -zg 'Z.bll Survey biologist(s): re.J £~ i- "'7tt.,c.yt. fJ1eN4 iJ.fr
(day, iiiClrith, year) • (name, email, and'fOhone number) ... 

Site description: l/e.) e,.j.. #.JlJ'Of ~:r 
/J (proje~ size; general location) 

County: f/L;~JlJv Quad: Location:_7,"";oP?~~;t.::;:A.I:;.:·.:.::J~~I!J~=c::-==--:--:...,--,--
(UTM coordinates, lat-Iong, and/or TRS; map datum) 

Circle one: 100% coverage or Sampling Area size to be surveyed: _____ Transect #: r;"t.J Transect length: a.:r~ 

GPS Start-point: /IrfJ1.'1J"817/ 37S97'fr (('J~ Start time: //:1>2.. @Wm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

GPS End-point: /I S tJ6'17rJ.7!37'3Cf7.36 6fY{+ End time: _h_~_:I_'J__c§?pm 
(easting, northing, elevation in meters) 

Start Temp: 9.3 "';: End Temp: ,g ~ 
Live Tortoises 

Detection 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

Detection 
number 

GPS location Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: __'_Of_'_ 

Transect number: S-~ 
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~.......... . 

" ... -"::::~... 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days ofsurvey completien 

Date of sur/ey: z.c. AM" L \ SUr/ey biologist(s): 1!I\~9.e,..\.W \ \c..o)(@ gMe.c. Q?IV'\
(day, montl1, year) (name, "ma,l, and phone number) 

Siiedescription: Q6'SE.I2...T i4A2..\l1ia5r~ 2..':>7 AcA2e5. t\J 5 ""i N ~iZ:t"',~, 
(project Mall! dnd Sl.2.e, general ;ocation) 

County: ~\f~ .. ~ Quad:VtC.~ ~LocatiOn:~~~ctd!e~'~i:;~n~T~~p1tu~7 
Circle on ,100% cove rae r Sam olin Area size to be sUr/eyed: 2,574<,;,. Transect #: ~ Transect length: ,.S M '\ 

GPSStart-point:N~.71r75S~ ",.hlS.4007~ I "~.2' Start time: 0"8'\:5 am/pm
(easting, northing, elevati nin meters) 

am/pmGPS End-point: ~~?s;,ng~~~,~e~;tn~et~sr'~'8'~-r, "1,.' End time: 0'85\ 
Start Temp' ~O 0l=="' End Temp' "g~ ov=

Live Tortoises 

Existing tag #De:ze GPS location ;;i~-~~~ ,ion Tortoise location and color, ifnumb Time (in burlOw: all oflortoise beneath plane of ",.it:" (Ye··s··,~'.;.·',J·"(l.or'" 
Easting Northing burrow opening, or nol in burtOw) . ' ..,,';&nkn6'w~· present 

3 

4 

__7__~__~____~~~7~'~~~~';_~________+-__-4_____ 

8 ,1"'1)" '. 

~~'. ~'~~~d-=-=-=======-=-=-====b-=-=-===-~=-=-=-===-= 
T(j'ri'6t~,~"Sign (btrro~scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Description and comments 

~ 
==~==~==========~========~~============~============.============~=== 

Page: _l_of---1
Transect number: ~ 

8 
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~'--. 
- -.. - --::::.:~;... 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and loca/ USFWS office within 3D-days ofsurvey completicn 

Date of survey: 2.fp M.A\.t n Survey biologist(s): M4qe..\·v.l\, \co)(.,@ gMe..c. COIV\ 
(day, month, year) (name, emall. ar.d phcne number) 

Site description: Qe-"SEI2...T -HAI2...\f~~r 2..':>7 AG465 5 MiN ~tz;:t-', c:l'12.. .o'V 
(project noml dlld Slle, gt!neral ;ocalion) • 

County: QJ\l~"De; Quad:V'C-~ ~Location:\~~ c~e~'~i:;an~;~~Pdatu~7 
Circle one' 100% covera e r Samalin Area size to be surveyed: 267Ao. Transect #: a Transect length: I.S44', 

GPS Slarl-pointf\J3a.'1r7-S:a • W P<S.?t$31D ~ "qS' Start time: O~(:)O am/pm 
(easting, northing, elevationfn meters) 

GPS End-point: N33."1'8'7$3", W l \5."" 015' ~ ~"i'$' End time: t 000 am/pm 
(easling, northing, elevation In meters) 

Start Temp: ~" OF End Temp: -gog' o~ 
Live Tortoises 

De~on 
numb' 

GPS location 
Easting Northing 

Time 
Tortoise location App,foxMC~ " 

" >1~O:mm?l(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of ,,"""'- (YesFfjJo.rii' 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) . ..'~ :Unkno~vn) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

To'i415!~~'S'jgn (o~rr~, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Detection GPS location "l1'll;I/ Type o~n Description and commentsnumber Easting Northf'figh
1

., .t ~ (burrows, scafs, can;~efC) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

-=~==~========-b========~~============~==========.==========~=== '" 
Page: _,_of~ 

Transect number: ~ 

8 
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2 

3 

~.--. 
... - -'::::~~~... 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days ofsurvey completicn 

Date of survey: U MA.'l t\ Survey biologist(s): N\~9.e..\.v.a \c.o)(@ a,Me..c. COM 
(day: month. year) (name. amall. and phene number) 

Site description: c:>esea...r -HAIZ..\f18aOL, 2.~7 A"caes. I\J 5 ""l N DS§F1Z:::t"',c::nz... 
(project r~art1 dnd sile, genera! ;ocation) 

County: QJ\l~LDeO Quad:VtC.~ ~Location:~T~ ~e!.~i:;an~T~~Pdatu~7 
Circle on~r Samoling Area size to be surveyed: 2.574C. Transect #: l 5 Transect length: L.'S M3 
GPsstart-point:tJ?i~"fi~vJL\S.407"1° ,-,1\5' Start time: 10\0 am/pm

(easting. northing. elevalio in meters) , 

GPS End-point: N ~(?s7In:n~:'~o;in':'e!.~)S . '3"{3 '2 '8' ~ "2.~ I End time: L' 07 am/pm 

Start Temp: "g'j} ~ End Temp: '1,2. of:=' 

GPS location 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all or tortoise beneath plane or 
burrow opening. or nol in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and c%r, if 

present 

2 

3 

4· 

5 

6 

7 

8 

!------+---.. _-

Detection 
number 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page:~of____l __ 
Transect number: ~ 

4 
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"""'.... -. 
... ',.. -":'::.':~... 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completicn 

Date of survey: z.~ M/Jr-{ I \ Survey biologist(s): M\c.hqe,..\.W\ \cc)(.,@ gME..C.COIY\ 
(day, momh, year) (name, ama,l, and pnone number) 

Site description: t>seg,.r -H,AI2..\f1:Gl5r, 2..S7 A<:;::.ae5 • .'>J 5."" N ~f2:t"", c:::rlZ.... 
(project mUll and s1le. general :ocation) 

County: ~\l6i2.SI.C?Ie; Quad:V~C-~ ~LocatjOn:~~~ c~e!'~i;;an~T*:~Pdalu:-7 
Circle one<iii c@§9rsamo'ina Area size to be surveyed: Z57M:;.~ Transect #: IS Transect length: LA 1\\"\ 

GPS Start-point: O~4q~ 1> "l$ , 313~~04. '" t\ Start time: p: 2.4 @j)pm 
(easting, northing, elevalion in melers) ( 

GPSEnd-P?int: ~:2,2!,~Jine1)3q 1~$, "'" ' End time: ~,2.:2.q am~ 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Start Temp: C( 2 "F==" 

GPS location 

End Temp: ~ z.. "\'Z' 
Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: ali of tortoise benealh plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

",;';.$;'*", -"'·"'h .. 
To'rto,I~!t<Sign (burrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, efc) 

Description and comments 

Page: _l_of_l_ 
Transect number: ~ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completion 

Date of survey: Zk ~ l \ Survey biologist(s): N\\d\q,e..\. OJ l \CO><..@ gMe.c. c.DIY\ 
(day, month, Y Br) (name, omail, and pnene number) 

Site description: Q5'Se:g,.T t4AtZ.,.'J1:GOLg 2. ':>7 ~6S. i\J 5 M' N ~IZ:t'\ c::::nz. • 
(project nam dnd SIz.e, general :ocaticn) 

County: ~\S~H>~ Quad: Vt C-'TC:9-¥ ~ Location: -r;~~ c~e!'~i!an~T~~Pdatu~7 

Circle onGoo~r Samolina Area size to be surveyed: 2574<;;. Transect #: ~ Transect length: l 1\\ \ 

GPS Start-point: ~4q O~e> I 'l>7}Q q4~ I Gt>4iOI I " Start time: I '2..; ~G. an@ 

GPS End-point: Oe~ti2t.14,£.;'on infJ'3~ c\ I S (; SO" End time: ,:()~ am'® 
(easling, northing, e!eValiJi in meters) , 

Start Temp: q'Z.. 1='" End Temp: q~ '1=' "l~"!J!ri4t\ 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: aI/ or tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or nol in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

1----- --f----,,--

TO'rt'5t~~~~S'ign (btirrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 
~====~r=================~ 

1 

2 


3 


Type of sign 
(burrows, scals, carcass, elc) 

Description and comments 

Page: _"_of_\_ 

Transect number: ~ 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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"""--. 
... ." - .::::~~.... 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days ofsurvey completion 

Date of survey: 2,6> /JA.':/; II Survey biologist(s): N\~e..\.W \. k.o~@ gMC2.C. Q?N\ 
(day, month. y ar) (name, ;mali. and pnone number) 

Site description: Q5.'SEI2...T t4A1Z,.\f1:iGt:)r 2.. S7 A,G.Qe5 .v 5 Ml N ~'c:::::nz... 
County: CQ\l~ .. \>e:O QUad:V~~~d~:a~~i:tiOn:~4S ~l5S, S 2.0427 

(UTM coJ:Cinates, lat·iong, analor TRS; map datum) 

Circle one@hi:yrsamolina Area size to be surveyed: Z57~. Transect #:.~ Transect length: \ N\ i 
GPS Start-point: 

GPS End-point: 

() 0 ~13"1Cf'\ 3 
(easting, northing, eleva on in meters) 

oGA1~z..2 ai'5",Q ,",5 
(eastlng, northing, elevatIon in meters) 

• 

l 

~4 <f 
~~; I 

Start time: 1! I '3 am@!!::> 

End time: ~z.~~_oO__am<® 

Start Temp: q"O cy::: End Temp: 100 DC::: 

1 

2 

3 

4· 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or nol in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

l------+---,,--

GPS location 
-' 

Type of sign
(burrows, scafs, carcass, elc) Description and comments 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _l_of_l_ 
Transect number: ZS 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completien 

Date of survey' ~Mkt II Survey biologist(s): M\c,hq,e,..\.Wl \CO)(.,@ gME..C.CON'\ 
(day, month, year) (name, amall. and phone number) 

Site description: J;>e..'5eg,.r t-\AlZ..\(1:CtSr, 2S7 AOZeiS. ".., SM' N ~¢;t"',~, 
(project nam dnd sIze, general ;ocation) 

County: c:a\f6l2SL~ Quad:VtC.~ ~LocatiOn:~j~ d~e~.~i:;an~T~~Pdatu~7 
Circle on . 100% covera e r Samolina Area size to be sur.,teyed: 257A<:-. Transect #:55WTransect length:O. 4 ~ \ 

4,2l 40015 ,Q1 ' Start time: z.: 0"'[( an@ 
(easting. northing, eleva ion in meters) , 

GPS End-point: Q~4104~ 1i1400'2..'1 End time: 2.: 50 am~ 
(eashng, northing. elevaf,on in meters) 

1 

2 

3 

4· 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Start Temp: 100 at: 

GPS location 

End Temp: 100 0(:' 

Live Tortoises 

Time 

.....:"" ~..~ .j/ 

Tortoise location 
(in burrow: all of tortoise beneath plane of 

burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

1--------+---.. _--

ToHbt~~"'S'ign (burrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 
~====~==================~ 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

GPS location ,; Type of sign"""," Description and commentsNbrthYR"""., .I (burrows, scafs, carcass, etc) 

Page: _,_Of__' _ 

Transect number: BOw 
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~"'-. 
... .._.. -'::::.::~... 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and loca/ USFWS office within 3D-days ofsurvey completicn 

Date of survey: Z,i ':!::t':t " Survey biologist(s): N\~G\e,..\.W \ \CO)(.,@ gMe..c. COIY\ 
(Cay, month, y ar) (name, arnall, and phone number) 

Site description: C>5'SE.t2...T -HAIZ..\f-C:;;;5L, 2.. S7 Ac;::.Q6S. 5 Ml N DeS'FtzS", c.::nz.../OJ 
(project r~am dntJ SIz.e, general :ocation) 

County: QJ\J~ .. DeO Quad:VtC~ M5SLocation:~T~ a~e!'~i!an~T~~Pdalu~7 
Circle on<i22~r Samolina Area size to be surJeyed: 1.57AO. Transect #: ~ransect length: • (, "" 

GPS Start-point: O~~o4'" cI; '374ooU, (,~(, I Start time: 7:~ ~ ~pm 

GPS End-point: O~ti4 n;h~'-i:6 i'3e;400 '" 3, ~ ~~/ End time: -g; 0 cg' ®pm 
(easling, northing, e!eValiJn in meters) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Start Temp: 74 '1== End Temp: /1 o~ 

GPS location 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: alt at tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or nol in burrow) 

'ft'
T(j'rto.!~ft"Sign (burrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

+-----+--_.. _- 

I;;'~~" ,j.,;~ 

GPS location Type of sign d
NortliTt%"i;,.. .I (burrows, scats, carcass, elc) Description an comments 

---------r~~--~~~ 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Page: _l_of_'_ 


Transect number: ~'5 \:$ 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 30-days ofsurvey completien 

Date of survey: 2-" MA.'1 ,\ Survey biologist(s): N\~q,e,..\.W l \CO)(.,@ gMe..c. CPN\ 
(day, momh, year) (name, amall, and phone number) 

Site description: oe:sEg..T tJ.At2..\,f'Ciiit5r 2..S7 AGaES -"J SM. N 0eSFtz;:t"',~, 
(project r~aml eH1U Slle, general :ocaticn)' . 

County: ca\lQ2SL~ Quad:VLC-~ ~LocatiOn:\j~cto~e!'~i:;~n~T~:p1tu~7 
Circle one: 100% coverace or Samolina Area size to be surJeyed: 257A<::-. Transect #: M Transect length: 'M \ 
GPSStart-point: O<D"l'102.~ B74ooc:t'3 

(easting, northing, elevatio~ in meters) I 
(,'37 I 

I 
Start time: 8~ '2D @m 

GPS End-point: Oa,414'2.-0 D7~OOG,5 I ~~O End time: IS: 57 ®'pm 
(eastlng. nonhing, elevatio""n meters) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Start Temp: , 7 o~ End Temp: Bi!> o~ 

GPS location 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: ali of tortoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or not in burrow) 

,5;;,}· <'~:':.... :Y" 
Tc,.ftoise-~Sign (burrows, scats, carcasses, etc) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

1-------+--_.. _-

~~==~==================~ 

1 

2 

3 

Type of sign 
(burrows, scats, carcass, etc) 

Description and comments 

6 

7 

Page:~of____t__ 
Transect number: 3~ 

4 

5 

8 
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USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days ofsurvey completicn 

Date of sUP/ey' 2., MA'I U Survey biologist(s): N\~G\e,..\.W\ \co)(.,@ gME..C. caN\ 
(day. month year) (name. orne';. and pnone nember) 

Site description: l;>e1"SE&.r HAIZ,..\(1iat5r, 2..S7 At:;:4e:5 t I>J 5 Mi N t:>etS712:j-\ c:l'12... 
{project r.am dOd Size, general ;ocation} 

County: QJ\I~LC?E; Quad:VtC~ ~LocatiOn:~~i?aJ:d~e~.~i:;an~T?;~p1tu~'7 
Circle on . 100% covera or Samolino Area size to be surveyed: 2.57AV. Transect #: 41 Transect length: .''5h\ \ 

GPS Start-point: 0'-41~z..o I .3740 6 ~ S I 2\0 N\. Start time: ~! \ S ~m 
(easting. northing, elevalion in meters) 

GPS End-point: 0 G-A '"is ~ z.~ D1400 \ ~ 
(easling, northing. e!evatio~in meters) 

I. l C\ ~ ,~. End time: 9 : SO ~m 

Start Temp: DC End Temp: DC 

GPS location 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Live Tortoises 

Tortoise location 
Time (in burrow: all or tortoise beneath plane or 

burrow opening. or nol in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

l------ --+---.. _-

Type of sign 
(burrows, scals, carcass, elc) 

Description and comments 

Page: _,_of_'_ 

Transect number: ~ 
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~""-. 
. . ..... -':::.~~.. 

USFWS 2010 DESERT TORTOISE PRE-PROJECT SURVEY DATA SHEET 

Please submit a completed copy to the action agency and local USFWS office within 3D-days of survey completicn 

Date of survey: 1.;1 'tt:ti n Survey biologist(s): Mtchq,e,...\. w \. \c.o)(.,@ gfvVeC. CP'Y\ 
(day, month, ar) (name, ;mall. and pnone number) 

Site description: Qe-"SE!2,..T -HAIZ..\l1Ci6L, 2..S7 t\02e5 6 ,.., 5 M' N ~i:Z::t"', c::.::nz.. • 
(prOject nam dt1d SLloe, general ;ocatlon) 

County: ~\J6i2SLDe; Quad: Vtc.~~ Location: ~~~J:o~e!'~i:;:an~T'~:p1!u~7 
Circle on<1&~rsamOling Area size to be surveyed: Z57AO. 

GPS Start-point: 044 'SG>DO ~ 3,40 ~~-g 
(easting, northing, elevat n in meters) 

GPS End-point: , 4z..~ 3,4C 1\ 

Transect #:4~ Transect length: ./S ~.\ 
Start time: ~!SiS ~m 

End time: lO:. oS ®m 

Start Temp: 6~ ,: End Temp: 84 o~ 

GPS location 

Live Tortoises 

Time 
Tortoise location 

(in burrow: ali of tcrtoise beneath plane of 
burrow opening, or nol in burrow) 

Existing tag # 
and color, if 

present 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
+-------+--_.._-
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Desert Harvest Project 
Spring 2010 Special-status Plant Species Surveys 
Riverside County, California 
AMEC Project No. 1055400425 
15 April 2011 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC) conducted surveys for special-status plant species 

between 12-17 April and 7 May 2010 for the proposed Desert Harvest Project, located in 

unincorporated eastern Riverside County, California. The 1,057-acre project site, which is 

located on lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), is proposed to be the 

location of a 100-150 mega-watt photovoltaic panel solar power plant. This report, contracted to 

AMEC by Aspen Environmental Group (Aspen), presents the results of AMEC’s field surveys for 

rare plants that have potential to occur within the area.  

Based upon review of available literature and database, and local experts, 19 special-status 

plant species were identified to have the potential to occur within the vicinity of the proposed 

project (Appendix A). However, based on literature review and field survey results, these 

species are considered unlikely to occur primarily due to lack of suitable habitat, or if suitable 

habitat was present within the site, the species was unlikely to occur as it was not identified 

during the blooming period when it would be most identifiable. 

One federally listed endangered plant, Coachella Valley milk vetch (Astragalus lentiginosus var. 

coachellae), has been reported from the project vicinity. No state or federally listed threatened 

or endangered species or BLM-designated sensitive species were located on the project site. 

Two special-status plant species were observed during the focused survey: Emory’s crucifixion 

thorn (Castela emoryi), and Utah vine milkweed (Funastrum [=Cynanchum] utahense). Emory’s 

crucifixion is on CNPS List 2.3 (rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more common 

elsewhere). Two individuals of this species were observed within the southwestern portion of 

the project area within Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub habitat. Utah vine milkweed is on 

CNPS List 4.2 (limited distribution; watch list). Three individuals of Utah vine milkweed were 

observed within the western portion of the project area within Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage 

Scrub habitat. Individuals of both species appeared healthy, with no evidence of drought stress, 

chlorosis, necrosis, or herbivory. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC) was contracted by Aspen Environmental Group 

(Aspen) to conduct focused surveys for special-status plant species in spring 2010 for the 

proposed Desert Harvest Project located in unincorporated Riverside County California. The 

proposed project consists of the development of a 150 mega-watt (MW) photovoltaic (PV) panel 

solar power plant. 

To comply with federal, state, and local laws, the proposed project’s effects on biological 

resources must be evaluated. To achieve this objective, the presence and potential for presence 

of federally listed, state-listed, and other special-status plants, and natural communities must be 

identified and their distribution and approximate abundance determined. The objective of this 

study is to evaluate the likelihood of occurrence of special-status plants species and, if possible, 

determine their presence or absence within the project area. 

1.1 Project Description and Location 

The Desert Harvest Project site is located on lands administered by the Bureau of Land 

Management (BLM) (BLM Application Number 049491) in unincorporated Riverside County, 

approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center, California (Township 4 South, Range 15 East, 

Sections 25, 26, 27, USGS 7.5-minute Victory Pass and East of Victory Pass California 

quadrangles) (Figure 1). EnXco Development Corporation (enXco) proposes to build a 100-150 

MW solar plant incorporating thin-film PV panels.  PV technology utilizes solar cells in solar 

modules and arrays to convert the sun's energy into electricity. 

The Right of Way Application consists of two non-contiguous parcels (Figure 2). The eastern 

parcel is 1,057 acres and the western parcel is 270 acres. This report addresses only the larger, 

eastern parcel, referred to as the “site” or “project site” throughout this report. The project site is 

currently vacant, undeveloped, natural open space. Surrounding land uses include undeveloped 

natural open space to the west, north and south (Figure 2). Some of the lands to the southeast 

of the site have been converted to agricultural uses (jojoba [Simmondsia chinensis] farming). 
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2.0 SITE CHARACTERISTICS 

The proposed project site is located in the Colorado subdivision of the Sonoran Desert. This 

region is sparsely vegetated and characterized by broad valleys interspersed with mountain 

ranges and dry lakes. 

2.1 Climate 
Summer temperatures within the Colorado Desert  routinely reach above 100ºF (June through 

September) and annual average precipitation recorded at the Eagle Mountain weather station is 

less than four inches. On average, August receives the most rainfall, although rainfall is also 

received in the winter months of December, January, and February (Western Regional Climate 

Center [WRCC] 2010). 

The Eagle Mountain weather station, (Station No. 042598) is the closest weather station to the 

project area, and is located approximately 2.5 miles west of the project site. The total rainfall for 

the 2009/2010 rainfall year (1 July through 30 June) was 5.37 in (13.64 cm), which exceeds the 

yearly average (3.68 in [9.35 cm]) by approximately 1.69 in (4.29 cm) (WRCC 2010).  

2.2 Topography and Soils 
The site is on the southeast-sloping bajada below the Eagle and Coxcomb mountains. Site 

topography is mostly flat with elevations ranging from 583 to 675 feet (ft) above mean sea level 

(amsl). Ground surface visibility within the site is greater than 80 percent (enXco 2010).  Soils 

vary from sandy alluvium to hard packed desert pavement. Onsite ephemeral drainages flow 

southeasterly towards Desert Center at a slope of less that 1 percent (enXco 2010). 

2.3 Vegetation Communities 
Dominant vegetation communities within the project site include Creosote Bush-White Burr 

Sage Scrub and Smoke Tree Woodland (Sawyer et al. 2009). The Creosote Bush-White Burr 

Sage Scrub vegetation community is the equivalent to the “Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub” and 

the Smoke Tree Woodland is the equivalent to the “Desert Dry Wash Woodland” described by 

Holland (1986). 

2.3.1 Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub 

The Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub vegetation community is the most characteristic 

vegetation of California desert communities. This vegetation community is characterized by low 

shrub species diversity and the wide spacing of the shrubs, usually with bare ground between, 

and is comprised of the co-dominant species creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) and white 

bursage (Ambrosia dumosa). Associated species include cheesebush (Hymenoclea 
[=Ambrosia] salsola), brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), pencil cholla (Cylindropuntia ramosissima), 

beavertail cactus (Opuntia basilaris), California fagonia (Fagonia laevis), and sticky fagonia 

(Fagonia pachyacantha). Many species of seasonal annuals, including desert sunflower 

(Geraea canescens), desert dandelion (Malacothrix glabrata), and desert four-spot (Eremalche 
rotundifolia), were observed onsite. The mapped Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub 

community also includes small patches of desert pavement with very sparse vegetation cover 

composed primarily of devil’s spineflower (Chorizanthe rigida), kidneyleaf buckwheat 
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(Eriogonum reniforme), and Emory’s rock daisy (Perityle emoryi), with relatively sparse cover of 

low-statured creosote bush. Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub is not designated as a high 

priority natural vegetation community by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG 

2010c). 

Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub on the site matches the Desert Scrub wildlife habitat 

described by Laudenslayer and Boggs (1988). It provides habitat for a variety of special-status 

and common wildlife species including burrowing species such as kangaroo rats (Dipodomys 
spp.), pocket mice (Perognathus spp.), and desert cottontail (Sylvilagus auduboni); and 

mesopredators such as desert kit fox (Vulpes macrotis arsipus) and coyote (Canis latrans). This 

scrub community also serves as habitat for several species of reptiles including desert iguana 

(Dipsosaurus dorsalis), sidewinder (Crotalus cerastes), desert horned lizard (Phrynosoma 
platyrhinos), Great Basin whiptail (Aspidocelis tigris tigris), long-nosed leopard lizard (Gambelia 
wislizenii) and zebra-tailed lizard (Callisaurus draconoides). Common birds observed within this 

vegetation community included black-throated sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata), verdin (Auriparus 
flaviceps), Gambel’s quail (Callipepla gambelii), common raven (Corvus corax), red-tailed hawk 

(Buteo jamaicensis), turkey vulture (Cathartes aura), and cactus wren (Campylorhynchus 
brunneicapillus). 

2.3.2 Smoke Tree Woodland 

Smoke Tree Woodland occurs throughout the dry washes within the project area and is 

dominated by ironwood (Olneya tesota) and smoketree (Psorothamnus spinosus), with blue 

palo verde (Parkinsonia florida), and cat claw acacia (Acacia greggii) occurring in lesser 

numbers. Smoke Tree Woodlands are characterized by the presence of arborescent, often 

spiny, shrubs generally associated with washes or alluvial deposits adjacent to washes.  Plant 

species in desert wash habitats are generally taller, up to approximately 9m (30 ft) in height, and 

denser than those of surrounding desert habitats, such as the Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage 

Scrub, with the height of the wash vegetation proportional to the size of the arroyo 

(Laudenslayer 1988). The Smoke Tree Woodland on the project site fits this description, with 

the ironwood, smoketree, and blue palo verde exceeding both the height and density of the 

surrounding Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub vegetation community, with many of the 

individual shrubs of the Smoke Tree Woodland located along the low, vertically-incised banks. 

This habitat supports a variety of wildlife species, essentially the same species as those 

occupying the Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub. This community is ranked by CDFG 

(2003; 20010c) as a special-status vegetation type, with state rarity ranking of S3. It is one of 

several communities included within broader vegetation types called desert wash woodland or 

microphyll woodland (Holland 1986; Schoenherr and Burk 2007). 
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3.0 SURVEY METHODOLOGY 

This section provides an overview of methods used to evaluate special-status botanical 

resources associated with the project site (Figure 2). 

3.1 Pre-Field Survey Methods 

3.1.1 Literature and Database Review 
Prior to field surveys, a literature review was conducted to identify special-status biological 

resources known from the vicinity of the project site.  For the purpose of this review, “vicinity” 

includes all areas of the USGS 7.5-minute quadrangle wherein the project occurs and all 

surrounding quadrangles: Victory Pass, East of Victory Pass, Desert Center, Corn Spring, 
Coxcomb Mountains, Pinto Wells, Placer Canyon, Buzzard Spring, Hayfield Spring, West of 
Palen Pass, Palen Lake, and Sidewinder Well. The following literature and databases were 

reviewed: 

x CDFG California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) version 3.1.1 RareFind3 (CDFG 

2010a); 

x California Native Plant Society Electronic Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular 

Plants of California (CNPS 2010); 

x Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management (NECO) Plan (Bureau of Land 

Management [BLM] and CDFG 2002); 

x List of California BLM Sensitive Plants (BLM 2009). 

Based upon review of the literature and database above, and consulting with local experts 

(Andrew C. Sanders from the UC Riverside Herbarium), nineteen special-status plant species 

were identified to have the potential to occur within the vicinity of the proposed project 

(Appendix A). Plant taxa were considered to be special-status species if they were classified as 

one or more of the following: 

x	 Listed or proposed for listing as threatened or endangered under Endangered Species 

Act (ESA) or candidates for possible future listing as threatened or endangered under 

the ESA (50 CFR §17.12); 

x	 Listed or candidates for listing by the State of California as threatened or endangered 

under CESA (Fish and Game Code §2050 et seq.); 

x	 Listed as BLM Sensitive (“all plant species that are currently on List 1B of the CNPS 

Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants of California, are BLM sensitive species, along 

with others that have been designated by the California State Director,” BLM 2009); 

x	 Listed as rare under the California Native Plant Protection Act (Fish and Game Code 

§1900 et seq.); 

x	 Meet the definition of rare or endangered under CEQA §15380(b) and (d). Species that 

may meet the definition of rare or endangered include the following: 
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o	 Species considered by the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) to be “rare, 

threatened or endangered in California” (Lists 1A, 1B and 2); 

o	 Species that may warrant consideration on the basis of local significance or 

recent biological information; 

o	 Some species included on the California Natural Diversity Database’s (CNDDB) 

Special Plants, Bryophytes, and Lichens List (CDFG). 

x	 Considered a locally significant species, that is, a species that is not rare from a 

statewide perspective but is rare or uncommon in a local context such as within a county 

or region (CEQA §15125 (c)) or is so designated in local or regional plans, policies, or 

ordinances (CEQA Guidelines). Examples include a species at the outer limits of its 

known range or a species occurring on an uncommon soil type. 

In addition to specific plant taxa, special-status botanical resources include natural vegetation 

communities that are either unique, of relatively limited distribution in the region, or of 

particularly high wildlife value. As such, the CDFG maintains a list of natural communities 

recognized to be of high priority for inventory in CNDDB. Lead agencies may request that 

impacts to these communities be addressed in environmental documents. Local agencies may 

also have policies requiring avoidance of rare community types (CDFG 2010c). 

Appendix A presents the list of 19 special-status species considered, based on the literature 

review, to have potential to occur within the project area, as well as their habitat requirements, 

distribution, blooming period, listing status and occurrence probability. Figure 3 illustrates 

documented occurrences of special-status plant species that are known from the vicinity. 

3.2 Reference Site Visits 

Where available, reference populations located within the general vicinity of the project area 

were visited for observation prior to field surveys.  Two reference populations of special-status 

species that have potential to occur within the project area were identified and visited by AMEC 

biologist Nathan Moorhatch and AMEC botanist Shari Norton: Coachella Valley milk-vetch and 

Harwood’s milk-vetch (Astragalus insularis var. harwoodii). 

A reference population of Coachella Valley milk-vetch located at the southeast corner of the 

intersection of 18th Avenue and Palm Drive in the City of Desert Hot Springs was visited on 12 

April 2010. Coachella Valley milk-vetch was observed in fruit at the time of the visit. A reference 

population of Harwood’s milk-vetch located north of Interstate 10 and west of Mesa Road in the 

City of Blythe was also visited on 12 April 2010. Harwood’s milk-vetch was observed blooming 

and in fruit at the time of this visit. 

Coachella Valley milk-vetch is the only listed threatened or endangered plant reported from the 

vicinity and Harwood’s milk-vetch is a relatively widespread CNPS List 2.2 species with potential 

to occur in the project area.  No BLM Sensitive Species or CNPS List 1B species are known 

from the project vicinity. Reference populations for other special-status plants known from the 

vicinity were not visited. 
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Desert Harvest Project Site Alverson s foxtail cactus 
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Harwood s milk vetch 

2010 Spring Botanical Survey Area 

Parish s club cholla Alverson s foxtail cactus 

Alverson s foxtail cactus 

Alverson s foxtail cactus 
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Emory s crucifixion-thorn slender spined all-thorn 

Las Animas colubrina California ditaxis 
slender spined all-thorn 
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Emory s crucifixion-thorn 
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Harwood s milk vetch 

Emory s crucifixion-thorn 
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Las Animas colubrina 
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3.3 Field Survey Methods 

Focused surveys for special-status plants were conducted in accordance with the Bureau of 

Land Management (BLM) Survey Protocols Required for NEPA/ESA Compliance for BLM 
Special Status Plant Species (BLM 2009), as well as the CDFG Protocols for Surveying and 
Evaluating Impacts to Special Status Native Plant Populations and Natural Communities (CDFG 

2009). Per these protocols, field surveys are to be conducted in a manner which maximizes the 

likelihood of locating special-status plant species or special-status natural communities that may 

be present. Surveys are to be floristic in nature (every plant taxon that is observed on site is 

identified to the taxonomic level necessary to determine rarity and listing status), conducted at 

the time of year when species are both evident and identifiable, and conducted using systematic 

field techniques in all habitats of the site to ensure thorough coverage of potential impact areas. 

Furthermore, when special-status plants are known to occur in the type(s) of habitat present in 

the project area, reference sites are to be visited to determine whether those species are 

identifiable at the time of the survey and to obtain a visual image of the target species, 

associated habitat, and associated natural community. 

Focused surveys for special-status plants were conducted concurrently with desert tortoise 

(Gopherus agassizii) surveys (which included foot surveys of 100 percent of the project site). 

The desert tortoise surveys were conducted using belt transects spaced 10 meters (m) apart 

which were systematically walked over the entire 1,057-acre project site. The field crew 

conducting the desert tortoise survey was given a field guide prepared for this project that 

illustrated special-status plant species that were identified during the literature and database 

review (Appendix A). AMEC botanist Shari Norton accompanied all crews performing the desert 

tortoise surveys and documented all species within the project area. 

Tortoise/special-status plant surveys were conducted between 12-17 April by biologists Jim 

Boone, PhD., Stephen Ferrand, William Ferrand, Alex Heindl, Nathan Moorhatch, Shari Norton, 

Michael Omana, Dennis Strong, and Michael Wilcox. These surveys were followed by a second 

survey that was conducted on 7 May 2010 by Nathan Moorhatch and Shari Norton to cover 

small portion of the project site for which the botanist was unavailable during the initial survey 

on April 17. During this May 7 survey, the AMEC biologists and botanist walked 10-meter wide 

belt transects and covered the entirety of the area previously not covered by the botanist. These 

surveys collectively provided thorough coverage throughout the site, using systematic field 

techniques in all habitats types present. 

Special-status species data were collected using a global positioning system (GPS) device and 

added to the project’s geographic information system (GIS) database. All GIS data were 

collected as polygon, line, or point data containing a list of attributes for each dedicated 

occurrence. All plant species encountered during the field surveys were identified and recorded 

(Appendix B). Species that could not be identified immediately were photographed or collected 

for further investigation using The Jepson Manual (Hickman 1993). Scientific and common 

names of plants follow Hickman (1993) or more recent published taxonomical revisions of 

genera. 
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Surveys included describing vegetation communities within the project area. Vegetation 

communities were described based on field biologists’ qualitative judgements of biotic and 

abiotic features, including but not limited to species composition, species dominance, soils, 

substrates, hydrology, and topography. Vegetation communities were classified based on A 

Manual of California Vegetation (Sawyer et. al. 2009). Vegetation descriptions are provided in 

Section 2.3 of this report.  
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4.0 SURVEY RESULTS 

Two special-status plant species were observed during the focused survey: Emory’s crucifixion 

thorn (Castela emoryi), and Utah vine milkweed (Funastrum [=Cynanchum] utahense) (Figure 

4). While it is likely that the majority of individuals of these two special-status plant species were 

observed during the survey, it is possible that some individual plants were not observed due to 

growth under a scrub canopy, or other factors. 

Emory’s crucifixion is a CNPS List 2.3 species (rare, threatened, or endangered in California, 

but more common elsewhere) that is in the quassia family (Simaroubaceae). It is known to 

occur within Mojavean desert scrub, playas, and Sonoran desert scrub habitats within gravelly 

substrates at elevations ranging from 90-670 meters (m). Emory’s crucifixion thorn is a 

deciduous shrub that blooms from June through July (CNPS 2010). Three individuals of this 

species were observed within the western portion of the project area (Figure 4) within the Bush-

White Burr Sage Scrub vegetation community. Onsite photographs of this species are 

presented in Appendix C). 

Utah vine milkweed is a CNPS List 4.2 species (limited distribution; watch list) that is in the 

milkweed family (Asclepiadaceae). It is known to occur within sandy or gravelly substrates of 

Mojavean desert scrub and Sonoran desert scrub habitats at elevations ranging from 150

1435m. Utah vine milkweed is a perennial herb and blooms from April through June (CNPS 

2010). Two individuals of this species were observed within the southwestern portion of the 

project area (Figure 4) within the Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub vegetation community. Onsite 

photographs of this species are presented in Appendix C). 

For each special-status plant species that may have the potential to occur within the project, the 

probability of occurrence was derived from field experience, expert consultation, reference 

populations, and/or from literature as compared to the habitat conditions encountered within the 

project area (Appendix A). Each species was assessed for its potential to occur within the 

project area based on the following criteria: 

x Observed: Species observed on the site during surveys described here, or recorded 

onsite by other qualified biologists. 

x High: Observed in similar habitat in region by qualified biologists, or habitat on the site is 

a type often utilized by the species and the site is within the known range of the species. 

x Moderate: Reported sightings in surrounding region, or site is within the known range of 

the species and habitat on the site is a type occasionally used by the species. 

x Low: Site is within the known range of the species but habitat on the site is rarely used 

by the species. 

x Unlikely to occur: A focused study failed to detect the species, or, no suitable habitat is 

present. 

x Unknown: No focused surveys have been performed in the region, and the species' 

distribution and habitat are poorly known. 
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5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

No state or federally listed threatened or endangered species or BLM-designated sensitive 

species were located on the project site. Two special status species, Emory’s crucifixion thorn 

(CNPS List 2.3) and Utah vine milkweed (CNPS List 4.2) were found on the site (Figure 4), One 

federally listed endangered plant, Coachella Valley milk vetch, has been reported from the 

project vicinity; however, it is now thought that plants are not the listed variety and are instead 

the more common freckled milk vetch (Astragalus insularis var. variabilis). Regardless, if the 

occurrences of Coachella Valley milk vetch are accurate or not, the special-status surveys 

conducted for the project were conducted during the appropriate blooming period for this 

species, thus, it would have likely been observed during the field surveys. No BLM-designated 

sensitive species have been reported from the vicinity.  

Given the above-average rainfall during the winter of 2009-2010, it is likely that the majority of 

spring-flowering species would have been observable during the surveys. Individuals of Emory’s 

crucifixion thorn and Utah vine milkweed appeared healthy, with no evidence of drought stress, 

chlorosis, necrosis, or herbivory. It is important to note that one special-status plant species, 

glandular ditaxis (Ditaxis claryana), may have been undetectable due to their growing and/or 

blooming season occurring at a time other than the survey period. It is recommend that late-

season surveys be done in late summer to early fall 2010 in the washes following summer, 

monsoonal rains, to ensure that all special-status plant species that are likely to occur onsite 

(Appendix A) are assessed. 
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APPENDIX A


SPECIAL-STATUS PLANT SPECIES WITH POTENTIAL TO OCCUR 

WITHIN THE DESERT HARVEST PROJECT 
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Sensitive species Habitat and 
Distribution 

Blooming 
Period Status Occurrence Probability 

Abronia villosa var. aurita 
chaparral sand-verbena 

Annual herb. Occurs in 

desert scrub in sandy 

soils east of the Little San 

Bernardino Mountains. 

January – 

August 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB: S2.1 

CNPS: List 1B.1 

Moderate potential to occur. 

The plants in western 

Riverside County appear to 

be a distinct taxon from those 

found east of the mountains, 

and it is this taxon in western 

Riverside County which is of 

conservation concern not the 

desert taxon. 

Ammoselinum giganteum 
desert sand-parsley 

Occurs in Sonoran desert 

scrub in heavy soils under 

shrubs within the 

Coachella Valley. 

March - April 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB: SH 

CNPS: List 2.3 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

species was not observed 

during blooming period 

focused surveys. 

Astragalus insularis var. 

harwoodii 
Harwood’s milk-vetch 

Annual herb. Occurs in 

desert dunes and 

Mojavean desert scrub, 

on sandy or gravelly soils. 

January – May 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S2.2 

CNPS: List 2.2 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

species was not observed 

during blooming period 

focused surveys  

Astragalus lentiginosus var. 

coachellae 
Coachella Valley milk-vetch 

Annual/perennial herb. 

Occurs in Sonoran desert 

scrub in sandy flats, 

washes, outwash fans, 

sometimes on dunes. 

February - May 

Federal: END 

CA: ND 

CNDDB:S2.1 

CNPS: List 1B.2 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

species was not observed 

during blooming period 

focused surveys. 

Ayenia compacta 
ayenia 

Perennial herb. Occurs in 

Sonoran desert scrub on 

rocky soils. 

March – April 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S3.3 

CNPS: List 2.3 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

species was not observed 

during blooming period 

focused surveys. 

Perennial deciduous 

Castela emoryi 
crucifixion thorn 

shrub. Occurs in 

Mojavean desert scrub 

and Sonoran desert 

scrub, in playas, in 

gravelly soils, and 

sometimes in alkali playas 

or washes.   

April - July 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S2.2 

CNPS: List 2.3 

Present. Species observed 

during focused surveys. See 

text and Figure 4. 

Colubrina californica 
Las Animas colubrina 

Perennial deciduous 

shrub. Occurs in Mojave 

desert scrub and Sonoran 

desert scrub in rocky 

canyon areas. 

April – June 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB: S2S3.3 

CNPS: List 2.3 

Unlikely to occur. No suitable 

rocky canyon micro-habitat 

onsite; this species was not 

observed during blooming 

period focused surveys. 

Coryphantha alversonii 
Alverson’s foxtail cactus 

Perennial stem succulent. 

Occurs in Mojavean 

desert scrub and Sonoran 

desert scrub in granitic 

sandy or rocky soils. 

April – June 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S3.2 

CNPS: List 4.3 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

species was not observed 

during blooming period 

focused surveys. 

Funastrum (=Cynanchum) 

utahense 
Utah vine milkweed 

Perennial herb. Occurs in 

Mojavean desert scrub 

and Sonoran desert scrub 

in sandy or gravelly soils 

April - June 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S3.2 

CNPS: List 4.2 

Present. Species observed 

during focused surveys.See 

text and Map 4. 
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Sensitive species Habitat and 
Distribution 

Blooming 
Period Status Occurrence Probability 

Ditaxis claryana 
glandular ditaxis 

Perennial herb. Occurs in 

Mojavean desert scrub 

and Sonoran desert 

scrub, in dry washes and 

on rocky hillsides, in 

sandy soils. 

October – 

March 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S1 

CNPS: List 2.2 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

perennial species was not 

observed during focused 

surveys. Follow-up surveys 

recommended due to 

extended blooming season. 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

Perennial herb. Occurs in Federal: ND habitat onsite; however, this 

Ditaxis serrata var. californica 
California ditaxis 

Sonoran desert scrub, on 

sandy washes and alluvial 

fans of the foothill and 

March – 

December 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S2 

species was not observed 

during blooming period 

focused surveys. Follow-up 

lower desert slopes.   CNPS: List 3.2 surveys recommended due to 

extended blooming season. 

Grusonia parishii 

Parish’s club-cholla 

Perennial stem succulent. 

Occurs in Joshua tree 

woodland, Mojavean 

desert scrub, and 

Sonoran desert scrub on 

sandy and rocky soils.   

May - June 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S2 

CNPS: List 3.2 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

species was not observed 

during blooming period 

focused surveys. 

Matelea parvifolia 
spearleaf 

Perennial herb. Occurs in 

Mojavean desert scrub 

and Sonoran desert scrub 

on rocky soils. 

March – May 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S2.2 

CNPS: List 2.3 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

species was not observed 

during blooming period 

focused surveys. 

Salvia greatae 
Orocopia sage 

Perennial evergreen 

shrub. Occurs in 

Mojavean desert scrub 

and Sonoran desert 

scrub, in broad alluvial 

bajadas and fans adjacent 

to desert washes in 

gravelly or rocky soils, 

and slopes of canyons. 

March - April 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S2 

CNPS: List 1B.3 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

species was not observed 

during blooming period 

focused surveys. Project site 

outside known range for 

species, which is on the 

south side of the Orocopia 

Mountains (pers. comm. 

Andy Sanders). 

Selaginella eremophila 
desert spike-moss 

Rhizomatous perennial 

herb. Occurs in Sonoran 

desert scrub, in shaded 

areas on gravelly soils, in 

crevices, or among rocks 

(May) June  

(July) 

Months in 

parentheses 

are uncommon 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S2.2 

CNPS: List 2.2 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

species was not observed 

during focused surveys. 

Senna covesii 
Coves’s cassia 

Perennial herb. Occurs in 

Sonoran desert scrub on 

sandy soils.   

March – June 

Federal: ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S2.2 

CNPS: List 2.2 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

species was not observed 

during blooming period 

focused surveys. 

Stylocline sonorensis 
mesquite neststraw 

Annual herb. Occurs in 

Sonoran desert scrub on 

sandy soils.   

April 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:SX 

CNPS: List 1A 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

species was not observed 

during blooming period 

focused surveys. 
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Sensitive species Habitat and Blooming Status Occurrence Probability Distribution Period 

Teucrium cubense ssp. 
depressum 
dwarf germander 

Annual herb. Occurs in 

desert dunes, Sonoran 

desert scrub, and playa 

margins, in areas where 

water accumulates 

following heavy rains. 

March – May 

(uncommonly 

from 

September – 

November) 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S2 

CNPS: List 2.2 

Unlikely to occur.  Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

species was not observed 

during blooming period 

focused surveys. 

Wislizenia refracta ssp. 
refracta 
jackass clover 

Annual herb. Occurs in 

desert dunes within 

Mojavean desert scrub, 

Sonoran desert scrub, 

and playas. 

April -

November 

Federal: ND 

BLM:ND 

State: ND 

CNDDB:S1.2 

CNPS: List 2.2 

Unlikely to occur. Suitable 

habitat onsite; however, this 

species was not observed 

during blooming period 

focused surveys. 

Definitions of Status Designations and Occurrence Probabilities for Tables 1, 2, and 3. 

Federal designations 
END: Endangered 

ND: Not designated

State designations : 
ND: Not designated

 

 

CNDDB Rank: 
S1 = Critically Imperiled—Critically imperiled in the state because of extreme rarity (often 5 or fewer occurrences) or because of 

some factor(s) such as very steep declines making it especially vulnerable to extirpation from the state/province. 

S2 = Imperiled—Imperiled in the state because of rarity due to very restricted range, very few populations (often 20 or fewer), 

steep declines, or other factors making it very vulnerable to extirpation from the nation or state/province. 

S3 = Vulnerable—Vulnerable in the state due to a restricted range, relatively few populations (often 80 or fewer), recent and 

widespread declines, or other factors making it vulnerable to extirpation. 

SH = All sites are historical 

SX = All California sites are extirpated. 

California Native Plant Society (CNPS) designations: (Note: According to CNPS [Tibor 2001], plants on Lists 1B and 2 meet 

definitions for listing as threatened or endangered under Section 1901, Chapter 10 of the California Fish and Game Code.) 

List 1B: Plants rare and endangered in California and throughout their range. 

List 2: Plants rare, threatened or endangered in California but more common elsewhere. 

List 3: Plants for which more information is needed. 

List 4: Plants of limited distribution; a "watch list." 

CNPS List Extension 
0.1: Seriously endangered in California (over 80% of occurrences threatened/high degree and immediacy of threat 

0.2: Fairly endangered in California (20-80% of occurrences threatened) 

0.3:  Not very threatened in California (<20% of occurrences threatened) 

Definitions of occurrence probability: 
Present: Observed on the site by AMEC personnel, or recorded on-site by other qualified biologists. 

High: Observed in similar habitat in region by qualified biologists, or habitat on the site is a type often utilized 

by the species and the site is within the known range of the species. 

Moderate: Reported sightings in surrounding region, or site is within the known range of the species and habitat on 

the site is a type occasionally used by the species. 

Low: Site is within the known range of the species but habitat on the site is rarely used by the species. 

Unlikely to occur: A focused study failed to detect the species, or, no suitable habitat is present. 

Unknown: No focused surveys have been performed in the region, and the species' distribution and habitat are 

poorly known. 
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OBSERVED VASCULAR PLANT SPECIES 
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Scientific Name Common Name 
ANGIOSPERMS (DICOTYLEDONS) 
AMARANTHACEAE(CHENOPODIACEAE) AMARANTH FAMILY 
Chenopodium sp. goosefoot 

Tidestromia oblongifolia Arizona honeysweet 

APOCYNACEAE (ASCLEPIADACEAE) DOGBANE FAMILY 
Asclepias erosa desert milkweed 

Asclepias subulata rush milkweed 

Funastrum (= Cynanchum) utahense Utah vine milkweed 

ASTERACEAE SUNFLOWER FAMILY 
Ambrosia dumosa burro bush 

Ambrosia salsola cheesebush 

Bebbia juncea sweetbush 

Chaenactis carphoclinia pebble pincushion 

Chaenactis fremontii pincushion flower 

Chaenactis stevioides desert pincushion 

Encelia farinosa brittlebush 

Encelia frutescens button brittlebush 

Geraea canescens desert sunflower 

Malacothrix glabrata desert dandelion 

Monoptilon bellioides Mojave desert star 

Perityle emoryi Emory's rock daisy 

Psathyrotes ramosissima turtleback 

Rafinesquia neomexicana desert chicory 

BORAGINACEAE BORAGE FAMILY 
Cryptantha barbigera bearded cryptantha 

Cryptantha dumetorum twining cryptantha 

Cryptantha pterocarya winged-nut forget-me-not 

Pectocarya platycarpa broadfruit combseed 

Pectocarya recurvata curvenut combseed 

BRASSICACEAE MUSTARD FAMILY 
*Brassica tournefortii wild turnip 

Lepidium lasiocarpum shaggyfruit pepperweed 

CACTACEAE CACTUS FAMILY 
Cylindropuntia echinocarpa golden cholla 

Cylindropuntia ramosissima pencil cholla 

Ferocactus cylindraceus barrel cactus 

Opuntia basilaris beavertail cactus 

CARYOPHYLLACEAE PINK FAMILY 
Achyronychia cooperi frost mat 

CUCURBITACEAE GOURD FAMILY 
Brandegea bigelovii desert starvine 

EHRETIACEAE (BORAGINACEAE) EHRETIA FAMILY 
Tiquilia plicata plicate tiquilia 

EUPHORBIACEAE SPURGE FAMILY 
Chamaesyce albomarginata rattlesnake weed 

Chamaesyce polycarpa golondrina 

Croton californicus California croton 
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Scientific Name Common Name 
Ditaxis lanceolata lanceleaf ditaxis 

Ditaxis neomexicana common ditaxis 

Stillingia linearifolia linear-leaved stillingia 

FABACEAE LEGUME FAMILY 
Acacia greggii cat claw acacia 

Dalea mollissima hairy dalea 

Lupinus arizonicus Arizona lupine 

Lupinus sp. lupine 

Marina parryi Parry dalea 

Olneya tesota ironwood 

Parkinsonia florida blue palo verde 

Psorothamnus emoryi dye plant 

Psorothamnus schottii indigobush 

Psorothamnus spinosus smoke tree 

FOUQUIERIACEAE OCOTILLO FAMILY 
Fouquieria splendens ocotillo 

HYDROPHYLLACEAE WATERLEAF FAMILY 
Phacelia crenulata var. ambigua purple-stem phacelia 

MALVACEAE MALLOW FAMILY 
Eremalche rotundifolia desert four-spot 

NYCTAGINACEAE FOUR O'CLOCK FAMILY 
Abronia villosa var. villosa sand verbena 

ONAGRACEAE EVENING PRIMROSE FAMILY 
Camissonia boothii Booth's evening-primrose 

Camissonia claviformis brown-eyed evening primrose 

Cammissonia sp. evening primose 

PAPAVERACEAE POPPY FAMILY 
Eschscholzia minutiflora pygmy goldenpoppy 

PLANTAGINACEAE PLANTAIN FAMILY 
Plantago ovata woolly plantain 

POLEMONIACEAE PHLOX FAMILY 
Gilia latifolia broadleaf gilia 

Loeseliastrum schottii Schott's calico 

POLYGONACEAE BUCKWHEAT FAMILY 
Chorizanthe brevicornu brittle spineflower 

Chorizanthe corrugata wrinkled spineflower 

Chorizanthe rigida devil's spiny herb 

Eriogonum reniforme kidneyleaf buckwheat 

RESEDACEAE MIGNONETTE FAMILY 
Oligomeris linifolia narrow-leaved oligomeris 

SIMAROUBACEAE QUASSIA FAMILY 
Castela emoryi crucifixion thorn 

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE CALTROP FAMILY 
Fagonia laevis California fagonia 

Fagonia pachyacantha sticky fagonia 

Larrea tridentata creosote bush 

Tribulus terrestris* puncture vine 
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Scientific Name Common Name 
ANGIOSPERMS (MONOCOTYLEDONS) 
ARECACEAE PALM FAMILY 
*Phoenix dactylifera date palm 

LILIACEAE LILY FAMILY 
Calochortus sp. mariposa lily 

Hespercallis undulata desert lily 

POACEAE GRASS FAMILY 
Pleuraphis (=Hilaria) rigida big galleta 

Schismus barbatus* Mediterranean schismus 
Notes:


This list reports plants observed during site surveys. Other species may have been undetectable due to their growing


season. Plants were identified from keys, descriptions and drawings in Hickman (ed.) 1993 and Munz 1974. Some 


specimens were identified or confirmed by Andrew Sanders (U.C. Riverside Herbarium). Unless noted otherwise, 


nomenclature and systematics follows Hickman (ed.) 1993. Where other names are also in use, they are noted in


parentheses.


Symbols and Abbreviations: 
* = Non-native species 

Sp = Plant identified only to genus 

ssp. = Subspecies 
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APPENDIX C


REPRESENTATIVE SITE PHOTOGRAPHS 
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DESERT HARVEST PROJECT 

FOCUSED SPECIAL-STATUS PLANT SPECIES SURVEYS 


PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG


Photograph No. 1


Representative photo of Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub vegetation community. 

Photograph No. 2


Representative photo of Smoke Tree Woodland vegetation community. 

AMEC Job No. 
1055400425 

APPENDIX C 
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DESERT HARVEST PROJECT 

FOCUSED SPECIAL-STATUS PLANT SPECIES SURVEYS 


PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG


Photograph No. 3


Representative photo of desert pavement area within the Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub vegetation 
community. 

Photograph No. 4


Surveyors walking belt transect Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub vegetation community. 

AMEC Job No. 
1055400425 

APPENDIX C 
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DESERT HARVEST PROJECT 

FOCUSED SPECIAL-STATUS PLANT SPECIES SURVEYS 


PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG


Photograph No. 5 

Photo of crucifixion thorn (Castela emoryi). 

Photograph No. 6 

Photo of Utah cynanchum (Funastrum [=Cynanchum] utahense). 

AMEC Job No. 
1055400425 

APPENDIX C 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
Avian Point Counts in 2011 
Aspen Environmental Group 
19 August 2011 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC) was contracted by Aspen Environmental Group 
(Aspen) to conduct avian point count surveys during winter and spring of 2011 for the proposed 
Desert Harvest photovoltaic solar energy project located in unincorporated Riverside County 
California. The proposed project consists of the development of a 100-150 mega-watt 
photovoltaic panel solar power plant. These surveys were conducted to comply with 
requirements of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) for renewable energy projects. 

2.0 PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION 

The Desert Harvest project site is located on public lands administered by the BLM in 
unincorporated Riverside County, approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center, California 
(Township 4 South, Range 15 East, Sections 25, 26, 27, USGS 7.5’ Victory Pass & East of 

Victory Pass quadrangles)(see Figure 1). The applicant, enXco Development Corporation 
(enXco) proposes to build a 100-150 mega-watt (MW) solar power generating plant incorporating 
thin-film photovoltaic panels (enXco 2010). The serialized application number assigned by the 
BLM for this project is 049491. The Right of Way Application consists of two non-contiguous 
parcels (see Figure 2). The eastern parcel is 1,055 acres and the western parcel is 270 acres. 

Site topography is mostly flat with elevations ranging from 583 to 675 feet above sea level. 
Soils vary from sandy alluvium to hard packed desert pavement. Onsite ephemeral drainages 
flow southeasterly towards Desert Center at a slope of less that 1% (enXco 2010). 

Surrounding land uses include undeveloped natural open space to the west, north and south. 
Some of the lands to the southeast of the site were converted to agricultural uses (jojoba 
[Simmondsia chinensis] farming) in the past but now appear to be abandoned. 

3.0 METHODS 

Field survey methods were derived and adapted from the following sources and approved prior 
to initiation of point count surveys by the BLM Desert District Office (L. LaPré, in litt.): 

 BLM Solar Facility Point Count Protocol (2009); 

 Managing and Monitoring Birds Using Point Counts, (Ralph et al. 1995) 

The BLM point count protocol is as follows: 

 One point count transect per square mile 

 Eight point count locations per transect 

 Point counts must be at least 250 meters apart 

 Conduct point counts one day per week for four consecutive weeks between March and 
April (breeding) 

Page 1 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
Avian Point Counts in 2011 
Aspen Environmental Group 
19 August 2011 

	 Conduct point counts one day per week for four consecutive weeks between November 
and January (wintering) 

	 Conduct point counts during the four hour period beginning at sunrise on any given date 

	 Each point count shall be ten minutes long, with all birds recorded within a 100 meter 
radius 

	 Concentrate the point count stations in areas where there will be birds (washes, high 
vegetation areas, etc.) 

The project site is 1,325 acres, or 45 acres in excess of two sections. AMEC contacted Dr. 
Lawrence F. LaPré of the BLM regarding the number of transects necessary for this project site. 
Dr. LaPré stated that two transects of eight point count stations each was adequate (pers. 
comm. with S. Myers). 

The point count locations were established in the field on 27 December 2010 by Stephen J. 
Myers and Chet McGaugh. As specified in the BLM protocol, the points were placed in the most 
suitable areas for birds (e.g., washes and relatively high density vegetation areas). Aerial 
photographs were examined in order to determine the most likely areas of well developed 
habitat. These areas were walked, and points were established at locations with good visibility. 
Many of the point count stations were located within or adjacent to washes that are dominated 
by ironwood (Olneya tesota), with lesser amounts of smoketree (Psorothamnus spinosus), blue 
palo verde (Parkinsonia florida), and catclaw (Acacia greggii). Several of the points were 
established at or just outside the edge of wash habitat in order to sample the adjacent areas 
dominated by creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) and white bursage (Ambrosia dumosa). Each 
point was captured on a hand-held Global Positioning System unit, and marked with wooden 
stakes (approximately 2 feet tall) driven into the ground. Each stake was further marked with 
brightly-colored flagging in order to maximize visibility. Each point count station was assigned 
an identifying number (1 through 16). Photo 1 shows a typical point count location. 

Conducting point counts on the two transects (16 stations) during the required 4-hour window 
required two “person-days” (mornings) to complete each weekly series of counts. Access and 
logistics resulted in a division of labor whereby the number of points visited by each ornithologist 
varied from seven to nine per morning. Table 1 includes the surveyors, survey dates, times, 
and weather variables. 
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Date Surveyor  Time Numbers (°F)  Cover (%)   (mph) 
 Winter Season Survey #1  

 

 4 January 

 

CM  

 Point 
 

1-5, 9-10  0659-1000  

Temperature 

39-50  

 Cloud 

 0 

 Wind Speed 

 0-5 
 4 January SJM  6-8, 11-16  0709-0950  39-50   0  0-5 

 Winter Season Survey #2  
 10 January CM  9-16  0715-0930  50-63  20   0-1 
 10 January SJM   1-8 0700-0957  50-63  20   0-1 

 Winter Season Survey #3  
 17 January SJM  9-16  0654-0905  58-69   0  0-2 
 18 January SJM   1-8 0657-1005  58-72   0  1-4 

 Winter Season Survey #4  
 24 January CM   1-8 0650-1005  44-65   0  0-1 
 24 January SJM  9-16  0654-1001  44-64   0  0-1 

Nesting Season Survey #1  
 30 March  JFG 6-8, 11-16  0818-1112  65-82  20  0-12  
 30 March CM  1-5, 9-10  0813-1032  65-82  20  0-12  

Nesting Season Survey #2  
 5 April CM  6-8, 11-16  0738-0952  58-78  20   0-2 
 5 April SJM  1-5, 9-10  0659-0930  57-77  10   1-2 

Nesting Season Survey #3  
14 April   JFG 1-5, 9-10  0715-1008  55-72   0 3-12  
14 April  SJM  6-8, 11-16  0701-0927  55-70   0  8 

Nesting Season Survey #4  
28 April  CM  1-5, 9-10  0722-0900  71-84   0  0-1 
28 April  SJM  6-8, 11-16  0714-0938  70-84   0  2-6 
            Key to Surveyors: JFG = John F. Green, CM = Chet McGaugh, SJM = Stephen J. Myers  

 
             

        
           

           
 

  

    
        

         

       
            

      
 

   
        

            
          

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
Avian Point Counts in 2011 
Aspen Environmental Group 
19 August 2011 

Table 1. 
Desert Harvest Solar Project Point Count Survey (2011) Data. 

During each visit, the surveyors recorded all birds detected during the 10-minute count period at 
each point count station. In addition, the surveyors noted any other bird species that were 
encountered on the project site while walking or driving to and from the point count stations. A 
complete list of bird species detected during this study is included as Appendix 2.  

4.0 RESULTS 

Winter Season Point Counts 
Sixty-six individual birds were detected during the winter season point counts, for a mean of 
1.03 birds per point count (66 birds divided by [16 points X 4 counts]). Verdin (Auriparus 

flaviceps) was the most frequently encountered and numerous species detected during the 
winter, with 22 birds (33% of all birds detected, and detected on 30% of all counts). Fourteen 
species were detected during the winter counts (see Tables 2 through 5). 

Nesting Season Point Counts 
During the nesting season counts, 135 individual birds were detected (24 species) (see Tables 
6 through 9). The mean number of birds per count during the nesting season was 2.11. Verdin 
was the most numerous and frequently detected species during nesting season (35 birds, or 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
Avian Point Counts in 2011 
Aspen Environmental Group 
19 August 2011 

26% of all birds detected, detected on 44% of counts). Ash-throated Flycatcher (Myiarchus 

cinerascens) [29 birds] and Loggerhead Shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) [12 birds] were the next 
most numerous birds during nesting season. 

Several migratory species (which do not nest in the area of the project) were noted during the 
nesting season point counts, including Vaux’s Swift (Chaetura vauxi), Gray Flycatcher 
(Empidonax wrightii), Violet-green Swallow (Tachycineta thalassina), Tree Swallow 
(Tachycineta bicolor), Cliff Swallow (Petrochelidon pyrrhonota), Barn Swallow (Hirundo rustica), 
and Blue-gray Gnatcatcher (Polioptila caerulea). 

Incidental Observations 
Common Ravens (Corvus corax) were frequently detected during and between point counts 
during both winter and nesting season. However, almost all ravens were observed at a 
distance, with only four individuals recorded within the 100 meter point count radius. 

A total of 45 bird species was detected during the study, including the winter season, and 
nesting season point count data and incidental observations made during both seasons (see 
Appendix 2). 

Figure 1. A typical point count station, showing the wooden stake marker 

(Point #3). 
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 Table 2.  

          Desert Harvest Solar Project: Avian Point Counts, Winter Season, Survey #1.  

Point Count Stations   
Species   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10  11  12  13  14  15  16  

 Ladder-backed  -  -  -  -  1  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - -  - Woodpecker 
Say's Phoebe   -  -  -  -  -  -  - - -  -  -  1  1 - -  -

 *Loggerhead Shrike  -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - -  1 - - - -  -
Horned Lark   -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - - - -  4 -  -

Verdin   -  -  -  -  -  1  1  1  1 -  1  1 -  1 -  -
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher   -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  2 - - - - - - - 

Black-tailed Gnatcatcher   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  1 - - - - -  1 - - 
 Ruby-crowned Kinglet   1  - - -  -  -  - - - - - - - - - - 

Black-throated Sparrow   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  1 - - - - - - - - 
House Finch   1  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - -  1 - - - - 
 

 Table 3.
  
          Desert Harvest Solar Project: Avian Point Counts, Winter Season, Survey #2. 
 

Point Count Stations   Species   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10  11  12  13  14  15  16  
Say's Phoebe   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  1  -  - - - - -  -

 *Loggerhead Shrike  1  -  -  1  -  -  - - - - - - - - -  -
Verdin   -  -  -  -  1  2  - - - - - - - - -  -

Black-tailed Gnatcatcher   -  -  -  -  -  -  - - -  -  1 - - - -  -
 Black-throated Sparrow  -  -  -  -  -  1  -  1 -  -  - - - - -  -

House Finch   1  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - - - - - -  -
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 Table 4.  
          Desert Harvest Solar Project: Avian Point Counts, Winter Season, Survey #3.  

Point Count Stations   
Species   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10  11  12  13  14  15  16  

 Ladder-backed  -  -  -  -  -  1  - -  -  -  - - - - -  - Woodpecker 
 *Loggerhead Shrike  -  -  1  1  -  -  - -  1  -  - - - - - - 

Common Raven   -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - - - - -  2 - 
Verdin   1  -  -  -  -  1  -  1  1  1  1 - - - -  1 

Black-tailed Gnatcatcher   -  -  -  -  -  -  - - -  -  - - - - -  2 
Phainopepla   -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - -  1 - - - -  -

Yellow-rumped Warbler   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  1 - -  - - -  1  -  -
Black-throated Sparrow   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  1 - -  - - - - -  -

Lesser Goldfinch   -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - - - -  1 -  -
 

 Table 5. 

 Species   1  2 

          Desert Harvest Solar Project: Avian Point Counts, Winter Season, Survey #4.  

Point Count Stations  
 3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10  11  12  13  14  15  16  

Red-tailed Hawk   -  1 
Say's Phoebe   1  -

 *Loggerhead Shrike  -  -
Verdin   -  -

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher   -  -
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher   -  -

American Pipit   -  -
Yellow-rumped Warbler   -  -

 

 -  -  -  -  - - - - - - - - - - 
 -  -  -  -  -  1 - -  1 - - - - - 
 -  -  2  -  - - - - - - - - - - 
 -  -  -  -  - -  2 - - -  1 - -  2 
 -  -  -  -  1 - - - - - - - - - 
 -  -  1  -  1 - - - - - - - - - 
 -  -  -  -  - - - - -  1 - - - - 
 -  -  -  -  -  1 - - - -  1 - - - 
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 Table 6.           Desert Harvest Solar Project: Avian Point Counts, Nesting Season, Survey #1.  

Point Count Stations   
Species   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10  11  12  13  14  15  16  

American Kestrel   -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - -  1 - - - - 
Mourning Dove   -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - -  1 -  1 - - - 
Gray Flycatcher   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  1  -  -  - - - - - - 

Ash-throated Flycatcher   -  -  -  -  1  1  2 - - -  3 -  2 - -  1 
 *Loggerhead Shrike  -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - - - - - -  1 

Horned Lark   -  -  -  -  -  -  -  1 - - - - - - -  2 
 Violet-green Swallow  -  -  -  -  -  3  - - - - - - - - - - 

Verdin   -  -  -  -  1  -  1 -  1 -  1  1 - - - - 
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher   -  -  -  -  -  2  - - - - -  2 -  1 - - 

 Yellow-rumped Warbler  -  -  -  -  -  -  - - -  1 - - - - - - 
White-crowned Sparrow   -  -  -  -  1  -  - - - - - - - - - - 

House Finch   -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - -  1  1 - - - - 
 

 Table 7.
  
          Desert Harvest Solar Project: Avian Point Counts, Nesting Season, Survey #2. 
 

Point Count Stations   
Species   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10  11  12  13  14  15  16  

White-winged Dove   1  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -
Mourning Dove   1  -  -  -  -  -  - - - -  1 - - - - - 

Ash-throated Flycatcher   -  -  -  -  2  2  - - - -  1 -  2  1  1 - 
 *Loggerhead Shrike  -  -  -  -  -  -  - - -  2 -  -  -  -  -  -

Horned Lark   -  -  -  -  1  -  - - - - -  -  -  -  -  -
 Tree Swallow  -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - -  -  -  1  -  -

Verdin   1  -  -  -  -  -  2 - - -  1  -  1  1 -  1 
  Bewick's Wren  -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - -  1  -  -  -  -
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 Table 8.  

 
Species  

          Desert Harvest Solar Project: Avian Point Counts, Nesting Season, Survey #3.  

Point Count Stations  
 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10  11  12  13  14  15  16  

Turkey Vulture   -  -  -  -  1  -  - - - - - - - - -  -
 Unidentified hummingbird   -  1  -  -  -  -  - - - - - - - - -  -

 Ladder-backed  -  -  1  -  -  - - - - - - - - -  - Woodpecker  
Ash-throated Flycatcher   -  -  1  1  1  -  - - - - - - - - -  -

 *Loggerhead Shrike  -  -  -  -  1  -  - - -  2 - - - - -  -
Common Raven   1  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - - - - - -  -

 Cliff Swallow  -  -  3  -  -  - - - - - - - - -  - 
Verdin   -  -  -  -  1  -  1 -  1 -  1  2  1  1   

Black-tailed Gnatcatcher   -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - - - - - -  1 
Northern Mockingbird   -  -  1  -  -  -  - - - - - - - - -  -

 Yellow-rumped Warbler  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  1 - - - -  1 - -  -
Scott's Oriole   -  -  -  1  -  -  - - - - - - - - -  -
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 Table 9.  

 
Species  

          Desert Harvest Solar Project: Avian Point Counts, Nesting Season, Survey #4.  

Point Count Stations  
 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10  11  12  13  14  15  16  

White-winged Dove   -  -  -  -  1  -  - - - - - - - - -  -
Mourning Dove   -  2  1  -  -  -  -  1 - -  1 -  1 - -  -

 Vaux's Swift  -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - -  1  1 - - -  -
 Ladder-backed  -  -  -  -  1  -  - - - - - - - - -  - Woodpecker 

Ash-throated Flycatcher   1  -  -  1  2  -  -  2  1 -  1 - - -  - 
 *Loggerhead Shrike  -  -  -  -  1  -  -  1 -  1 -  2 - - -  1 

Common Raven   -  -  -  1  -  -  - - - - - - - - -  -
 Barn Swallow  -  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - - -  1 - -  -

Verdin   1  1  -  3  1  -  - -  1 -  2 -  1  2  1  2 
  Bewick's Wren  -  -  -  1  -  -  - - - - - - - - -  -

Black-tailed Gnatcatcher   -  2  -  -  -  1  -  1 - - - - -  1 -  -
 Yellow-rumped Warbler  -  -  -  1  -  -  2 - - - - - - - -  -

Bullock's Oriole   1  -  -  -  -  -  - - - - - - - - -  -

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
Avian Point Counts in 2011 
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5.0 SPECIAL-STATUS BIRD SPECIES 

Several special-status bird species were encountered during this study, or are known from the 
area: 

	 Swainson’s Hawk – On 14 April 2011, John Green observed one Swainson’s Hawk 
(Buteo swainsoni) flying approximately 1000 feet west of point #3. This bird was a 
migrant. Swainson’s Hawks migrate on a broad front, both spatially and temporally, 
across much of southern California, including the coastal slope as well as the deserts. 
The nearest known nesting location is the Antelope Valley, at the western end of the 
Mojave Desert (Bechard et al. 2010). Swainson’s Hawk is listed by the State of 
California as Threatened. 

	 Gila Woodpecker – On 27 December 2010, a Gila Woodpecker (Melanerpes 

uropygialis) was observed by Chet McGaugh and Stephen J. Myers during the point 
count station setup. This bird was seen in ironwoods near points #9 and #10. No other 
observations of this species were made during the study. Grinnell and Miller (1944) 
stated that “availability of diggable tree-trunks for nesting seems to be [the] primary 
factor for presence” of this species. It seems unlikely that ironwoods would be suitable 
for nesting due to their extremely dense wood, but Gila Woodpeckers have also been 
known (rarely) to excavate cavities in palo verde (Bent 1939). Since blue palo verdes 
are uncommonly scattered throughout the Desert Harvest project site, there is at least a 
low probability that they nest on or near the site. A sighting of Gila Woodpecker was 
reported on 28 September 2010 from the Desert Sunlight Project, approximately 2 miles 
west of the Desert Harvest site (eBird data). The Gila Woodpecker is listed by the State 
of California as Endangered. 

	 Vermilion Flycatcher – This species is known as a nesting bird at nearby Lake 
Tamarisk (C. McGaugh pers. comm., Myers 2008), approximately three miles south of 
the project site. Vermilion Flycatchers (Pyrocephalus rubinus) were not observed on the 
site but use habitats such as riparian woodland, arid scrub, farms lands, agricultural 
areas, parks, and golf courses (Myers 2008), and they could nest within the wash 
habitats on the project site. The Vermilion Flycatcher is a California Department of Fish 
and Game (CDFG) “Species of Special Concern.” 

	 Loggerhead Shrike – Loggerhead Shrikes were recorded 11 times during point counts 
(a total of 14 birds). They were recorded at point count station numbers 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 
10, 11, 12, and 16, indicating a broad distribution across the project area. The 
Loggerhead Shrike is a California Department of Fish and Game “Species of Special 
Concern.” 

	 Lucy’s Warbler – On 14 April 2011, two singing male Lucy’s Warblers (Oreothlypis 

luciae) were detected near the southwestern corner of the eastern project site parcel. 
These birds were heard and seen as Myers was accessing point count stations to the 
north. Lucy’s Warbler is a California Department of Fish and Game “Species of Special 
Concern,” and could nest on the project site. Grinnell and Miller (9144) noted that in 
California this species nests almost exclusively in mesquite thickets, and that they range 
only locally and temporarily into riparian habitats and into palo verdes and ironwoods. 
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Three other CDFG “Special Concern” species were detected during the study: Osprey (Pandion 

haliaetus), Sharp-shinned Hawk (Accipiter striatus), and Vaux’s Swift (Chaetura vauxi). The 
Sharp-shinned Hawk was seen on 10 January 2011, and was presumed to be a wintering bird. 
Nesting habitat for the Sharp-shinned Hawk is coniferous forest (Garrett and Dunn 1981). The 
other two species were spring migrants. Ospreys nest near bodies of water that provide 
abundant fish, which are their main prey items. In California, nesting Ospreys are restricted to 
the northern half of the state (Poole et al. 2004) Vaux’s Swift nests in coniferous forest in the 
Cascades, Sierra Nevada, and coast ranges south to Monterey and Kern counties (Hunter 
2008). The special status afforded these species by CDFG only applies to nesting birds. 
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APPENDIX B
 
BIRD SPECIES LIST
 

[Note: This list includes species detected during point counts and during point count setup and access. 
Species detected during point counts are marked with a †.] 

BIRDS AVES 

New World Quail Odontophoridae 
Gambel’s Quail Callipepla gambelii 

New World Vultures Cathartidae 
Turkey Vulture † Cathartes aura 

Ospreys Pandionidae 
Osprey Pandion haliaetus 

Hawks, Harriers, & Eagles Accipitridae 
Sharp-shinned Hawk Accipiter striatus 

Swainson’s Hawk Buteo swainsoni 

Red-tailed Hawk † Buteo jamaicensis 

Falcons Falconidae 
American Kestrel† Falco sparverius 

Gulls, Terns, & Skimmers Laridae 
Unidentified gull (distant) Larus sp. 

Pigeons & Doves Columbidae 
Eurasian Collared-Dove (nonnative) Streptopelia decaocto 

White-winged Dove † Zenaida asiatica 

Mourning Dove † Zenaida macroura 

Cuckoos & Allies Cuculidae 
Greater Roadrunner Geococcyx californianus 

Swifts Apodidae 
Vaux’s Swift † Chaetura vauxi 

Hummingbirds Trochilidae 
Anna’s Hummingbird Calypte anna 

Woodpeckers Picidae 
Gila Woodpecker Melanerpes uropygialis 

Ladder-backed Woodpecker † Picoides scalaris 

Northern Flicker Colaptes auratus 
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Tyrant Flycatchers Tyrannidae 
Gray Flycatcher † Empidonax wrightii 

Say’s Phoebe† Sayornis saya 

Ash-throated Flycatcher † Myiarchus cinerascens 

Shrikes Laniidae 
Loggerhead Shrike † Lanius ludovicianus 

Jays, Magpies, & Crows Corvidae 
Common Raven † Corvus corax 

Larks Alaudidae 
Horned Lark † Eremophila alpestris 

Swallows Hirundinidae 
Tree Swallow † Tachycineta bicolor 

Violet-green Swallow † Tachycineta thalissina 

Cliff Swallow † Petrochildon pyrrhonota 

Barn Swallow † Hirunda rustica 

Penduline Tits & Verdins Remizidae 
Verdin † Auriparus flaviceps 

Wrens Troglodytidae 
Bewick’s Wren † Thryomanes bewickii 

Kinglets Regulidae 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet † Regulus calendula 

Old World Warblers & Gnatcatchers Sylviidae 
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher † Polioptila caerulea 

Black-tailed Gnatcatcher † Polioptila melanura 

Mockingbirds, Thrashers, & Allies Mimidae 
Northern Mockingbird † Mimus polyglottos 

Wagtails & Pipits Motacillidae 
American Pipit † Anthus rubescens 

Silky-Flycatchers Ptilogonatidae 
Phainopepla † Phainopepla nitens 

Parulidae Wood-Warblers 
Orange-crowned Warbler Oreothlypis celata 

Lucy’s Warbler Oreothlypis luciae 

Yellow-rumped Warbler † Setophaga coronata 
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Emberizids Emberizidae 
Brewer’s Sparrow Spizella breweri 

Black-throated Sparrow † Amphispiza bilineata 

White-crowned Sparrow † Zonotrichia leucophrys 

Blackbirds & Allies Icteridae 
Bullock’s Oriole Icterus bullockii 

Scott’s Oriole Icterus parisorum 

Finches Fringillidae 
House Finch † Carpodacus mexicanus 

Lesser Goldfinch † Spinus psaltria 
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Aspen Fall 2010 Botanical Survey Memo
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM 

ENXCO DESERT HARVEST PROPOSED SOLAR PROJECT 

To: Ian Black, enXco 
From: Scott D. White, Aspen Project Manager 
Date: April 18, 2011 
Subject: Desert Harvest project site, fall 2010 botanical surveys     
 

 
This memorandum describes methods and results of Aspen’s late-season (fall 2010) botanical surveys at 
the proposed Desert Harvest solar project site. These late-season surveys cover the entire Right of Way 
Application (consisting of two discontiguous parcels, described below).  The larger, eastern parcel was 
surveyed for rare plants during spring 2010 by AMEC Earth & Environmental Inc., as documented in 
Desert Harvest Spring 2010 Focused Special-Status Plant Species Survey (AMEC 2011). Two special 
status plants were reported on the site: Emory’s crucifixion thorn (Castela emoryi) and Utah vine 
milkweed (Funastrum [=Cynanchum] utahense).  The AMEC report recommended fall surveys for 
late flowering glandular ditaxis (Ditaxis claryana) and California ditaxis (D. serrata var. californica). 
This memorandum serves as a supplement to the AMEC spring report and focuses on these two fall-
blooming target species. Conservation status, habitat characteristics, and probability of occurrence for 
special status plants on the Desert Harvest site are summarized by AMEC (2011). Each of these species is 
ranked as a special status by California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) or California Native Plant 
Society (CNPS). But none of the species documented on the site or targeted for these field surveys are 
listed, proposed for listing, or candidates for listing as threatened or endangered, nor are they managed by 
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) as sensitive species.  
 
The Desert Harvest site is located on public lands administered by BLM in unincorporated Riverside 
County, approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center, California (see Figure 1 in AMEC 2011). The 
Right of Way Application consists of two non-contiguous parcels (see Figure 1 in this memorandum). 
The eastern parcel is 1,057 acres and the western parcel is 270 acres. The AMEC surveys in spring 2010 
covered only the larger, eastern parcel. The late-season surveys described in this memorandum covered 
both parcels.  Follow-up spring season surveys on the smaller, western parcel are now underway. Upon 
completion of the 2011 spring field surveys, Aspen will provide a full report describing the methods and 
results of all botanical surveys at the Desert Harvest site.   
 
The primary target species for these field surveys were glandular ditaxis and California ditaxis. In 
addition, all special status plants included in Appendix A of the AMEC (2011) report were considered 
secondary target species, though most of these would be unlikely to be found in flower during fall. 
Further, the distribution and abundance of many fall-flowering species in the California desert is 
incompletely documented in literature due to a historic emphasis on spring, rather than fall, field work. 
Yet a significant proportion of the flora is made up of annual species that germinate in response to 
summer rains, or perennial herbs that may flower at any time of year, depending on rainfall (Shreve and 
Wiggins 1964; Phillips and Comus 2000). Therefore, these late-season field surveys were conducted to 
find and identify as many species as possible, to maximize the likelihood that species not known from the 
area, or not included on a list of “target species” would be documented if they occur on the site. This 
approach to field work conforms to CDFG (2009) and BLM (2009) guidelines recommending “floristic” 
botanical surveys and provides the most thorough practicable botanical inventory of the Right of Way 
Application.  
 

201 North First Ave., Suite 102, Upland, CA 91786 

Tel. 909-949-3686, www.aspeneg.com 
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Average annual rainfall at the Eagle Mountain weather station, about 2.5 miles from the site, is 3.68 
inches (WRCC 2011). On average, August is the wettest month, though WRCC reported no measureable 
rainfall at the station in August 2010. Average precipitation at the Eagle Mountain station during the 
months of July – October is 1.35 inches (37% of the average annual total). In 2010, there was a total of 
1.23 inches of rainfall during this period, almost all of which fell during October.  
 
METHODS 
Before the field survey, we reviewed available literature to identify special status plants known 
from the project site and vicinity. Literature included California Natural Diversity Data Base 
(CDFG 2010, USGS Victory Pass, East of Victory Pass, Desert Center, Corn Spring, Coxcomb 
Mountains, Pinto Wells, Placer Canyon, Buzzard Spring, West of Palen Pass, Palen Lake and 
Sidewinder Well topographic quads), California Native Plant Society's Online Inventory of Rare 

and Endangered Vascular Plants of California 8th ed. (2010, for the same quads) and the 
preliminary results of AMEC’s spring 2010 field surveys.  
 
Field survey dates were based on known collection dates for glandular ditaxis and California 
ditaxis according to vouchered specimens (Consortium of California Herbaria 2010) and on 2010 
late-season rainfall dates (primarily October). Aspen biologists Justin Wood and Dustin Ray 
conducted field surveys on the following dates: 21 Oct, 22 Oct, 1 Nov and 2 Nov 2010.  
 
Field methods followed the “intuitive controlled survey” methods, described by BLM (2009). 
Wood and Ray carried out a complete survey of washes and any low-lying areas throughout the 
two parcels where runoff from summer rains would have been most concentrated, and a less 
intense survey of upland bajada and desert pavement surfaces. There were no summer annuals 
and only few flowering perennials on these upland surfaces, and field botanists concluded that 
there was little likelihood of finding special status plants or more common species not 
documented in washes or during earlier field surveys.  
 
All plant species observed were identified in the field or collected for later identification. Plants 
were identified using keys, descriptions, and illustrations in Abrams (1923-1960), Shreve and 
Wiggins (1964), Munz (1974), Hickman (ed., 1993), applicable volumes of the Flora of North 
America (1993+), Baldwin et al. (eds., 2002), and other regional references. All species noted on 
the alignment are listed in the attached species list. In conformance with California Department 
of Fish and Game guidelines (2009), surveys were (a) conducted during flowering seasons for 
the late-flowering special status plants known from the area, (b) floristic in nature, (c) consistent 
with conservation ethics, (d) systematically covered all habitat types on the Right of Way, and 
(e) well documented, by this report and by voucher specimens to be deposited at Rancho Santa 
Ana Botanic Garden. Locations of special status plants will be reported to the CDFG Natural 
Diversity Data Base (copies of report forms attached). 
 
RESULTS 
Very few plants were in flower during the fall survey period. Rainfall during July – September 
has been well below average and summer annuals had evidently not germinated or persisted. The 
1.17 inches of rain in October 2010 may have been too late to initiate germination among 
summer annual species.  
 
Vegetation on the western site (not surveyed during spring 2010) is similar to that of the eastern 
site, with Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub (Sawyer et al. 2009) predominating. Intermixed 
with the Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub are areas of Smoke Tree Woodland. Both of 
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these vegetation types are described in AMEC (2011) and the Manual of California Vegetation 
(Sawyer et al. 2009). 
 
Within the smaller, western project area, we located 15 individuals of one special status species, 
Emory’s crucifixion thorn. It occurred primarily in a single stand (see Figure 1). Three other 
individuals were reported by AMEC (2011) in the eastern project area. All occurrences of 
Emory’s crucifixion thorn reported by AMEC and Aspen are shown in Figure 1. Emory’s 
crucifixion thorn is assigned to California Rare Plant Rank (CRPR, formerly CNPS List) 2.3 
(rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more common elsewhere). It is not managed 
by BLM as a sensitive species (BLM 2009).  
 
We did not locate either target species, glanduar ditaxis and California ditaxis on either of the 
two parcels, although we found two closely related species, common ditaxis (Ditaxis 

neomexicana) and Yuma ditaxis (D. serrata var. serrata) throughout the larger, eastern parcel. 
Neither of these species is ranked by BLM, USFWS, CDFG or CNPS as a special status species. 
Specimens of both species have been deposited in the Herbarium at Rancho Santa Ana Botanic 
Garden as permanent documentation.  
 
During our field surveys of the eastern Right of Way parcel, we visited the location where Utah 
vine milkweed was mapped by AMEC. At this location, we found a closely related species, hairy 
milkweed (Funastrum [=Sarcostemma] hirtellum), but we did not find Utah vine milkweed. We 
identified the specimen by flower color and technical characters of flower structure (Baldwin et 
al. 2002). A specimen has been deposited in the Herbarium at Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden 
as permanent documentation. It is possible that both species occur at approximately the same 
location, or that the report of Utah vine milkweed may have been based on a misidentification of 
the similar hairy milkweed. Hairy milkweed has no special conservation status. Utah vine 
milkweed is assigned to CRPR 4.2 (limited distribution, “watch list”). It is not managed by BLM 
as a sensitive species (BLM 2009).  
 
Please contact me any time to discuss or clarify any of the information in this memorandum.   
  
 
Encl. 

1. Literature Cited 
2. Figure 1: Occurrences of Crucifixion Thorn within Desert Harvest proposed sites. 
3. Appendix 1: Species List 
4. Appendix 2: CNDDB Search Results and Report Form 
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# Chaenactis stevioides Broad-flowered incushion
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Alien species indicated by asterisk, special status species indicated by two 
asterisks. This list includes only species observed on the site. Others may have 
been overlooked or unidentifiable due to season (amphibians are active during 
rains, reptiles during summer, some birds (and bats) migrate out of the area for 
summer or winter, some mammals hibernate, many plants are identifiable only in 
spring). Plants were identified using keys, descriptions, and illustrations in Abrams 
(1923-1960), Baldwin et al. (2002), and Munz (1974). Taxonomy and 
nomenclature generally follow Baldwin. Wildlife taxonomy and nomenclature 
generally follow Stebbins (2003) for amphibians and reptiles, AOU (1998) for birds, 
and Jones et al. (1992) for mammals. Specimens donated as vouchers to the UC 

  

  

 

  

  

 

  

   

  

 

  

   

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

    

 

    

  

   

Appendix 1: enXco Desert Harvest Proposed Solar Site Species List 

Latin Name Common Name Voucher 

AMARANTHACEAE AMARANTH FAMILY 

Tidestromia oblongifolia Honeysweet 3038 

(T. suffriticosa var. oblongifolia) 

ASCLEPIADACEAE MILKWEED FAMILY 

Asclepias erosa Desert milkweed 2999 

Asclepias subulata Rush milkweed 3029 

Sarcostemma hirtellum Rambling milkvine 3022 

ASTERACEAE ASTER FAMILY 

Ambrosia dumosa White bursage, burrobush 

Bebbia juncea Sweetbush 3023 

# Chaenactis carphoclina Pincushion 

# Chaenactis fremontii Fremont pincushion 

# Chaenactis stevioides pBroad-flowered pincushion 

Encelia actoni Acton brittlebush 

Encelia farinosa Brittlebush 

Encelia frutescens Rayless encelia 3060 

# Gerea canescens Desert sunflower 

# Hymenoclea salsola Cheesebush 

# Malacothrix glabrata Desert dandelion 

# Monoptilon bellioides Desert star 

Palafoxia arida Spanish needles 3003 

Pectis papposa Chinchweed 2997 

Perityle emoryi Emory rock-daisy 2994 

# Psathrotes ramosissima Velvet rosettes, turtleback 

# Rafinesquia neomexicana Desert chicory 

BORAGINACEAE BORAGE FAMILY 

Cryptantha angustifolia Narrowleaf cryptantha 

Cryptantha barbigera Bearded cryptantha 

# Cryptantha dumetorum Twining cryptantha 

# Pectocarya platycarpa Broad-fruited comb-bur 

# Pectocarya recurvata Recurved pectocarya 

# Tiquilia plicata (Coldenia plicata) Plicate tiquilia 

BRASSICACEAE MUSTARD FAMILY 

* Brassica tournefortii Sahara mustard, wild turnip 

Lepidium spp. Unid. pepper-grass 

# Lepidium lasiocarpum (?) Sand peppergrass 
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Appendix 1: enXco Desert Harvest Proposed Solar Site Species List 

CACTACEAE CACTUS  FAMILY 

Ferocactus  cylindraceus California  barrel  cactus 

Opuntia  basilaris  v.  basilaris Beavertail  cactus 

Cylindropuntia  echinocarpa Silver  cholla 

Cylindropuntia  ramosissima Pencil  cholla 

# Achyronychia  cooperi Onyx  flower 

# Chenopodium  sp. Unidentified  goosefoot 

CUCURBITACEAE GOURD  FAMILY 

Brandegea  bigelovii Brandegea 

EUPHORBIACEAE SPURGE  FAMILY 

# Chamaesyce  albomarginata Rattlesnake  spurge 

  (Euphorbia  albomarginata) 

Chamaesyce  micromera Sonoran  sandmat 3006 

Chamaesyce  polycarpa Sand  mat 3004 

Croton  californicus California  croton 3024 

# Ditaxis  lanceolata Narrow-leaved  ditaxis 

Ditaxis  neomexicana Common  ditaxis 3030 

Ditaxis  serrata Yuma  ditaxis 3000 

# Stillingia  linearifolia Linear-leaved  stillingia 

Stillingia  spinulosa Annual  stillingia 2993 

FABACEAE PEA  FAMILY 

Acacia  greggii Catclaw  acacia 

Cercidium fl oridum Blue  palo  verde 3059 

Dalea  mollis Silk  dalea 3027 

# Dalea  mollissima  Rust  dalea 

# # LLuupp iinnuus s  aarriizzoonniiccuuss AArriizzoonna a  lluupp iinnee

# Lupinus  sp. Unid.  annual  lupine 

# Marina  parryi Parry  dalea 

Olneya  tesota Desert  ironwood 

# Parkinsonia  florida Blue  palo  verde 

Psorothamnus  emoryi  (Dalea  emoryi) Emory  indigo-bush,  dye-weed 3002 

Psorothamnus  schottii Indigo-bush 

  (Dalea  schottii) 

# Fouquieria  splendens Ocotillo 

KRAMERIACEAE KRAMERIA  FAMILY 

Krameria  grayii White  rhatany 3063 

LAMIACEAE MINT  FAMILY 

Hyptis  emoryi Desert  lavender 3062 

# Eremalche  rotundifolia Desert  fivespot 

MARTYNIACEAE UNICORN  PLANT  FAMILY 

Proboscidea  althaeifolia Unicorn  plant 

NYCTAGINACEAE FOUR  O'CLOCK  FAMILY 

# Abronia  villosa  var.  villosa Sand  verbena 

Alliona  incarnata Trailing  windmills 2992 

ONAGRACEAE EVENING  PRIMROSE  FAMILY 

Camissonia  boothii  Desert  primrose 
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  ssp.  desertorum  

Camissonia  claviformis  Clavate  evening  primrose 

# Camissonia  sp. Unidentified  primrose 

PAPAVERACEAE POPPY  FAMILY 

# Eschscholzia  minutiflora Small-flowered  poppy 

PLANTAGINACEAE PLANTAIN  FAMILY 

Plantago  ovata Desert  plantain 

POLEMONIACEAE PHLOX  FAMILY 

# Gilia  latifolia Broad-leaved  gilia 

# Loeseliastrum s chottii Schott's  langloisia 

POLYGONACEAE BUCKWHEAT  FAMILY 

# Chorizanthe  brevicornu Brittle  spine-flower 

# Chorizanthe  corrugata Wrinkled  spineflower 

Chorizanthe  rigida Rigid  spine-flower 3061 

Eriogonum d eflexum Skeleton  weed 2990 

Eriogonum p usillum Puny  buckwheat 

# Eriogonum r eniforme Kidney-leaved  buckwheat 

PORTULACACEAE PURSLANE  FAMILY 

Calyptridium mo nandrum Common  calyptridium 

# Oligomeris  linifolia Narrowleaf  oligomeris 

SIMAROUBACEAE 

** Castela  emoryi Crucifixion  thorn 2991 

SSOOLLAANNAACCEEAAEE NNIGIGHHTTSSHHAADDEE   FFAAMILMILYY 

Datura  discolor Jimsonweed,  desert  thorn-apple 3058 

Physalis  crassifolia Thick-leaf  ground  cherry 2998 

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE CALTROP  FAMILY 

# Fagonia  laevis Smooth-stem  fagonia 

# Fagonia  pachyacantha Glandular  fagonia 

Kallstroemia  californica California  caltrop 3026 

Larrea  tridentata Creosote  bush 

# Tribulus  terrestris Puncture  vine 

ARECACEAE PALM  FAMILY 

# Phoenix  dactylifera Date  palm 

LILIACEAE LILY  FAMILY 

# Calochortus  sp. Unid.  Mariposa  lily 

# Hesperocallis  undulata Desert  lily 

Zigadenus  brevibracteatus Desert  zigadene 

POACEAE GRASS  FAMILY 

Aristida  californica California  three-awn 2995 

Aristida  purpurea Three-awn  grass 

Bouteloua  aristidoides Needle  grama 2996 

Pleuraphis  rigida  (Hilaria  rigida) Big  galleta  

* Schismus  barbatus Mediterranean  schismus 

                

Appendix 1: enXco Desert Harvest Proposed Solar Site Species List 
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California Department of Fish and Game 
Natural Diversity Database 
Desert Harvest and Surrounding Quads 
Victory Pass, East of Victory Pass, Desert Center, Corn Spring, Coxcomb Mountains, Pinto Wells, Placer Canyon, Buzzard Spring, 

Hayfield Spring, West of Palen Pass, Palen Lake, Sidewinder Well 

CDFG or 
Scientific Name/Common Name Element Code Federal Status State Status GRank SRank CNPS 

1 Ammoselinum giganteum 
desert sand-parsley 

PDAPI05020 G2G3 SH 2.3 

2 Astragalus insularis var. harwoodii 
Harwood's milk-vetch 

PDFAB0F491 G5T3 S2.2? 2.2 

3 Ayenia compacta 
California ayenia 

PDSTE01020 G4 S3? 2.3 

4 Castela emoryi 
Emory's crucifixion-thorn 

PDSIM03030 G2G3 S2S3 2.3 

5 Colubrina californica PDRHA05030 G4 S2S3.3 2.3 
Las Animas colubrina 

6 Coryphantha alversonii 
Alverson's foxtail cactus 

PDCAC0X060 G3 S3.2 4.3 

7 Ditaxis claryana 
glandular ditaxis 

PDEUP080L0 G4G5 S1 2.2 

8 Ditaxis serrata var. californica PDEUP08050 G5T2T3 S2 3.2 
California ditaxis 

9 Eriastrum harwoodii PDPLM030B1 G2 S2 1B.2 
Harwood's eriastrum 

10 Grusonia parishii 
Parish's club-cholla 

PDCAC0D2H0 G3G4 S2 2.2 

11 Koeberlinia spinosa ssp. tenuispina 
slender-spined all-thorn 

PDCPP05012 G4T4 S2.2 2.2 

12 Matelea parvifolia 
spear-leaf matelea 

PDASC0A0J0 G5? S2.2 2.3 

13 Mentzelia puberula 
Darlington's blazing star 

PDLOA031F0 G4 S2 2.2 

14 Salvia greatae 
Orocopia sage 

PDLAM1S0P0 G2 S2 1B.3 

15 Selaginella eremophila 
desert spike-moss 

PPSEL010G0 G4 S2.2? 2.2 

16 Senna covesii PDFAB491X0 G5? S1 2.2 
Cove's cassia 

17 Stylocline sonorensis 
mesquite neststraw 

PDAST8Y060 G3G5 SX 1A 

18 Teucrium cubense ssp. depressum 
dwarf germander 

PDLAM20032 G4G5T3T4 S2 2.2 

19 Wislizenia refracta ssp. palmeri 
Palmer's jackass clover 

PDCPP09015 G5T2T4 S2? 2.2 

Commercial Version -- Dated April 02, 2011 -- Biogeographic Data Branch Page 1 
Report Printed on Monday, April 18, 2011 Information Expires 10/02/2011 
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Mail to: 
California Natural Diversity Database 


Department of Fish and Game
 
1807 13th Street, Suite 202 


Sacramento, CA 95811
 
Fax: (916) 324-0475  email: CNDDB@dfg.ca.gov
 

Date of Field Work (mm/dd/yyyy): 10/21/2010 

Source Code Quad Code 

Elm Code Occ. No. 

EO Index No. Map Index No. 

For Office Use Only 

Reset California Native Species Field Survey Form Send Form 

Scientific Name: 

Common Name: 

� �

 no 

no unk. 

Number Museum / Herbarium 

Species Found? 
Yes No If not, why? 

Total No. Individuals  yes 

Is this an existing NDDB occurrence? 
Yes, Occ. # 

Collection? If yes: 

Reporter: 

Address: 

E-mail Address: 

Phone: 

Subsequent Visit? 

Castela emoryi 

crucifixion thorn 

✔ 

10 ✔ 

✔ 

2991 RSA-POM 

Justin M. Wood 

201 North First Ave. No. 102 

Upland, CA 91786 

Jwood@aspeneg.com 

(909) 568-5235 

Plant Information 

% % 
fruiting 

Animal Information 

# adults # egg masses 

� �
 breeding rookery nesting other 

Phenology: % 
vegetative flowering 

# juveniles # larvae # unknown 

wintering burrow site 

75 0 25 

Location Description (please attach map AND/OR fill out your choice of coordinates, below) 

County: Riverside Landowner / Mgr.: Private 

Quad Name: Victory Pass Elevation: 205 m 
45 15E 27 SET R Sec , ¼ of ¼, Meridian: H M S Source of Coordinates (GPS, topo. map & type): GPS 

T R Sec , ¼ of ¼, Meridian: H M S  GPS Make & Model Garmin 60CSx 

DATUM: NAD27  NAD83 WGS84 ✔ Horizontal Accuracy ±15ft meters/feet 

Coordinate System: UTM Zone 10 UTM Zone 11 OR Geographic (Latitude & Longitude) ✔ 

Coordinates: 33°47'26.4"N 115°24'13.2"W 

Habitat Description (plant communities, dominants, associates, substrates/soils, aspects/slope): 

Creosote scrub on packed sandy soils. 

Other rare taxa seen at THIS site on THIS date:
 
(separate form preferred)
 

Site Information Overall site/occurrence quality/viability (site + population):
 ✔Excellent Good Fair Poor 


Immediate AND surrounding land use: Date farm, private residences
 

Visible disturbances: 


Threats: In vicinity of proposed solar field
 

Comments: 

(check one or more, and fill in blanks) 

Compared with specimen housed at: 
Compared with photo / drawing in: 

Other: 

(check one or more) Slide Digital 
Plant / animal 
Habitat 

May we obtain duplicates at our expense? no 

Determination: 
Keyed (cite reference): 

By another person (name): 

Photographs: Print 

Diagnostic feature 

yes 

✔ Hickman 1993 

DFG/BDB/1747 Rev. 5/14/08 
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PROJECT OVERVIEW 

The Desert Harvest  Solar Project (DHSP) site is located in the upper Chuckwalla Valley, on public lands 
administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in unincorporated Riverside County, 
approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center, California (Township 4 South, Range 15 East, Sections 25, 
26, 27, USGS 7.5’ Victory Pass and East of Victory Pass quadrangles). The Right-of-Way Application 
consists of two non-contiguous parcels (Figure 1).  The large, northeastern parcel is 1,070 acres and the 
smaller, southwestern parcel is 270 acres. Portions of each parcel extend to the west of Kaiser Road 
(County Route R2); enXco does not propose to construct solar facilities within the Kaiser Road right of 
way, or west of Kaiser Road. With these areas excluded from the analysis, the total area addressed in 
this report is approximately 1,208 acres, consisting of 1051 acres in the larger parcel, and 157 acres in 
the smaller one.  

The Project site is now undeveloped, natural open space. The surrounding area consists primarily of 
public lands managed by the BLM, with scattered smaller private land parcels to the south and east. The 
Desert Sunlight Solar Project, now under construction, is located to the immediate north of the Desert 
Harvest site (Figure 2). The Desert Sunlight project was recently approved (BLM 2011a; 2011b) and will 
occupy 3,761 acres when fully built out.  Public lands to the west of Kaiser Road, adjacent to the Desert 
Harvest site, are within a BLM Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA), designated in the Northern & 
Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO; BLM and CDFG 2002). The Palen-Ford 
WHMA, also designated in the NECO, is generally east of the site, but approximately 46 acres of the 
WHMA are within the project site (see Figure 6).   Some of the private lands to the south and west have 
been developed as residential and agricultural lands uses. These include active and inactive jojoba fields, 
rural residential lands, and the community of Lake Tamarisk.  

Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) surrounds the upper Chuckwalla Valley on the north, east, and west. 
To the north, the JTNP boundary is about 7 miles from the northern boundary of the Desert Harvest 
ROW, and about 4.5 miles north of the approved Desert Sunlight project boundary. The Coxcomb 
Mountains, in the southeastern corner of JTNP, are located about 1.8 miles northeast of the 
northeastern corner of the Desert Harvest ROW. To the west, the JTNP boundary is about 3.5 miles from 
the western boundary of the Desert Harvest site, at Kaiser Road.  

In addition to the proposed solar generator, this report addresses four alternate generator tie-line (gen-
tie) alignments which would deliver electrical power from the Desert Harvest project site to Southern 
California Edison’s Red Bluff Substation, now under construction. The alternative alignments are shown 
on Figure 2.  

 The Applicant’s proposed generator tie-line would be on shared alignment and ROW   with the 
approved Desert Sunlight gen-tie line, to be constructed on the same poles. This proposed 
alignment is described here and in the Project Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) as Alternative 
B. This alignment was described in the Desert Sunlight EIS (BLM 2011a) as Alternative A-1.  

 Gen-tie alignment Alternative C would be parallel to the Desert Sunlight gen-tie, on separate poles, 
but within the same ROW. This alignment was also described in the Desert Sunlight EIS as 
Alternative A-1.  

 Gen-tie alignment Alternative D, or the cross-valley alignment, was described in the Desert Sunlight 
EIS as Alternative A-2.  

 Gen-tie alignment Alternative E was not reviewed in the Desert Sunlight EIS.  
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SUMMARY OF FIELD SURVEYS 

This Biological Resources Technical Report (BRTR) summarizes the results of field surveys provided in 
prior reports, as well as literature review and additional field work conducted by Aspen Environmental 
Group (Aspen) biologists. The reports and field surveys summarized in this BRTR are listed below.  

 Streambed Delineation and Vegetation Map: Aspen biologists Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, and 
Dustin Ray mapped streambeds and vegetation on the proposed solar generator site during 
September and October 2011. The methods and results, including maps and text descriptions of 
vegetation and habitat, are incorporated into this BRTR.  Vegetation mapping and delineations of 
the gen-tie alignment Alternatives B, C, and D are based on the Desert Sunlight EIS and supporting 
documents. Vegetation mapping of gen-tie alignment Alternative E was completed by Aspen 
biologists in October 2011, but delineation of gen-tie alignment Alternative E has not yet been 
completed.  

 Special-Status Plant Surveys: Spring and fall field surveys for special-status plants were conducted 
during 2010 and 2011 by AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. (AMEC) and Aspen biologists The 
descriptions of methods and results of botanical surveys in this BRTR are summarized from AMEC’s 
botanical report (2011a), with additional information from Aspen’s independent field work. 

 Desert Tortoise Surveys: Focused surveys for desert tortoise were conducted over 100% of the 
larger, northeastern parcel during spring 2010 (AMEC 2011b) and the smaller, southwestern parcel 
in spring 2011 (AMEC 2011c), as well as within the adjacent buffer zone, in accordance with US Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) survey protocol (2010a).   

 Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard Habitat Evaluation: Herpetologist Robert Black evaluated habitat 
throughout the solar generator site for Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat suitability (Black 2011).  

 Avian Point-Count Surveys: AMEC conducted avian point count surveys during winter and spring of 
2011 to comply with BLM requirements (2009). Winter season point counts were conducted during 
January 2011, and breeding season point counts were between March 30 and April 28, 2011 (AMEC 
2011d).  

 Generator Tie-line Alignments: Field surveys have been completed on the alignments for 
Alternatives B, C, and D, as described in the Desert Sunlight EIS and supporting documents. Note 
that the 400-foot survey corridor described for that project covered the widths of both Alternatives 
B and C as addressed here. Field surveys of gen-tie alignment Alternative E were begun in 2011 
(vegetation mapping and fall botanical surveys) and are ongoing. 

In addition to these field surveys and reports, Aspen and AMEC biologists reviewed the California 
Natural Diversity Data Base (CNDDB; California Department of Fish and Game, CDFG 2011) and 
California Native Plant Society (CNPS) Electronic Inventory (2011) to identify special-status plants, 
animals, and plant communities known from the area. The CNDDB report is included here as Attachment 
1. We also reviewed applicable documents pertaining to the Desert Sunlight project, including the 
vegetation and wildlife sections of the EIS (BLM 2011a), the BRTR (Ironwood Consulting 2010), and the 
Biological Opinion (USFWS 2011b). During all field surveys conducted for the Desert Harvest project, all 
plant and animal species observed in the field were identified and recorded in field notes.  A cumulative 
list of all plant and animal species noted on the site is included here as Attachment 2. 
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VEGETATION, HABITAT, AND JURISDICTIONAL STREAMBEDS 

Methods  

Aspen biologists Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, and Dustin Ray mapped streambeds and vegetation on the 
proposed solar generator site during September and October 2011. Vegetation mapping and 
delineations of the gen-tie alignment Alternatives B, C, and D are based on the Desert Sunlight EIS and 
supporting documents. These three alignments conform to gen-tie line Alternatives A-1 and A-2, 
described and analyzed for the Desert Sunlight Solar Project (BLM 2011a). Aspen biologists reviewed 
these alignments in the field to review the prior mapping and descriptions, and to identify any 
substantial changes that may have taken place. Based on this field verification, the discussion of 
vegetation on gen-tie alignment Alternatives B and C is based on the Desert Sunlight Solar Project data. 
Vegetation mapping of gen-tie alignment Alternative E was completed by Aspen biologists in October 
2011, but the jurisdictional delineation of gen-tie alignment Alternative E has not yet been completed.  

 

Table 1. Vegetation, Habitat, and Jurisdictional Streambed Field Survey Staff and Field Dates.  

Date Field Staff 
8 Sep 2011 Justin Wood, Dustin Ray  

9 Sep 2011 Justin Wood, Dustin Ray 

19 Sep 2011 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin 

20 Sep 2011 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin 

26 Sep 2011 Jared Varonin, Dustin Ray 

27 Sep 2011 Jared Varonin, Dustin Ray 

28 Sep 2011 Jared Varonin, Dustin Ray 

4 Oct 2011 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Dustin Ray, Scott White 

5 Oct 2011 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin 

 

Prior to beginning field work, Ray mapped visible streambeds on USDA 2009 and 2010 NAIP Imagery 
(http://datagateway.nrcs.usda.gov/GDGHome.aspx), resolution of 1 square meter (i.e. the pixels are 1m 
x 1m) as Geographic Information System (GIS) shapefiles. Streambeds were delineated by field-verifying 
presence and widths of each channel, and then refining the mapped data. During the initial site visits (8 
and 9 September 2011), Wood and Ray collected channel width and depth data at a series of “sample” 
streambeds within a portion of the site. Based on these field observations, Ray mapped all streambeds, 
and added channel widths to the data set. This method was repeated throughout the proposed solar 
generator site. The total jurisdictional streambed acreage was calculated as the summed area of 
jurisdictional channels (i.e., summed length x width of all channels) plus the acreage of adjacent riparian 
vegetation.  

Vegetation was mapped with a minimum mapping unit of about 0.15 acres (6,500 square feet) by 
comparing vegetation on the proposed solar generator site to aerial imagery (above) during an initial 
site visit (8 and 9 September 2011) to identify dominant species and determine the extent that they 
could be distinguished on the image. Based on this field visit, Ray mapped vegetation as a separate GIS 
shapefile. The vegetation map and text descriptions (below) were field verified during follow-up field 
visits, while walking field transects and by visiting specific points, in conjunction with streambed 
delineation. All GIS information was digitized in the NAD 83 datum using the California State Plane Zone 
VI projection to ensure local accuracy when calculating area. 
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Any vegetation map is subject to imprecision for several reasons:  

1. Vegetation types intergrade on the landscape so that there are no true boundaries in the 
vegetation itself. In these cases, a mapped boundary represents best professional judgment. 

2. The published nomenclature and descriptions tend to intergrade; that is, a given stand of 
vegetation may not match any named type in the classification scheme used. Each polygon is 
labeled according to the most applicable type in the classification, but there is often some 
ambiguity among the types. 

3. Vegetation tends to be patchy. Small patches of one type are often surrounded by another type. 
The size of these included patches varies, depending on the minimum mapping units and scale of 
available aerial imagery.  

4. Photo interpretation of visually similar vegetation types may be difficult.  

Results 

Vegetation 

Two vegetation types cover the proposed solar generator site and generator tie-line Alternatives B, C, 
and D (Figures 3 and 4): Creosote Bush Scrub (Larrea tridentata Shrubland Alliance) and Blue Palo Verde-
Ironwood Woodland (Parkinsonia florida-Olneya tesota Woodland Alliance) (Sawyer et al. 2009). The 
Creosote Bush Scrub vegetation is a subset of the Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub as described by Holland 
(1986), and Blue Palo-Verde-Ironwood Woodland is a subset of his description of Desert Dry Wash 
Woodland. There also are small areas within the proposed solar generator site where natural vegetation 
has been removed or disturbed for roads and other land uses. In most cases (e.g., narrow roads), these 
areas are too small for mapping at this scale; however, the proposed solar generator site overlaps a 
narrow area disturbed for date palm agriculture (on an adjacent parcel) in the southeastern corner of 
the site. This area is mapped as “Disturbed / Disused Agriculture” on Figures 3 and 4.  There also are 
additional disturbed areas along the generator tie-line alignments, particularly alignment Alternative D, 
which crosses disused agricultural lands over part of its length.  

Generator tie-line alignment Alternative E, located farther to the east, crosses two additional vegetation 
or habitat types: active sand dunes and Creosote Bush Scrub on partially stabilized sand fields (Figure 4).   

Creosote Bush Scrub (bajada/alluvial landforms): Creosote Bush Scrub on the site is characterized by 
low shrub species diversity and relatively wide spacing of shrubs, usually with bare ground between.  
The dominant species in this vegetation is creosote bush (Larrea tridentata). Associated species include 
white bursage (Ambrosia dumosa), brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), and big galleta (Pleuraphis rigida).  This 
vegetation also supports a diverse assemblage of seasonal annuals, including desert sunflower (Geraea 
canescens), desert dandelion (Malacothrix glabrata), several pincushion species (Chaenactis spp.) and 
several species of cryptantha (Cryptantha spp.).  The areas mapped as Creosote Bush Scrub also include 
areas of desert pavement with relatively sparse cover of low-statured creosote bush and seasonal 
annuals such as devil’s spineflower (Chorizanthe rigida), kidneyleaf buckwheat (Eriogonum reniforme), 
and Emory’s rock daisy (Perityle emoryi).  We mapped 1,026 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub on the 
proposed solar project site. Creosote Bush Scrub has no California Department of Fish and Game special-
status designation (CDFG 2010a). Each of the generator tie-line alternatives would affect a limited 
additional acreage of Creosote Bush Scrub, depending on the specific locations of access roads, 
transmission line structures, and work sites. 
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Creosote Bush Scrub on the site matches the Desert Scrub wildlife habitat described by Laudenslayer 
and Boggs (1988). Within the project area, it provides habitat for wildlife species typical of the California 
deserts, including burrowing species such as kangaroo rats (Dipodomys spp.), pocket mice (Perognathus 
and Chaetodipus spp.), and desert cottontail (Sylvilagus audubonii); and mesopredators such as desert 
kit fox (Vulpes macrotis arsipus) and coyote (Canis latrans). This community also serves as habitat for 
numerous species of reptiles including desert iguana (Dipsosaurus dorsalis), sidewinder (Crotalus 
cerastes), desert horned lizard (Phrynosoma platyrhinos), Great Basin whiptail (Aspidocelis tigris tigris) 
and zebra-tailed lizard (Callisaurus draconoides). Common birds observed within this vegetation  
included black-throated sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata), Gambel’s quail (Callipepla gambelii), common 
raven (Corvus corax), red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), and turkey vulture (Cathartes aura). 

Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland: Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland occurs throughout the 
project area primarily in dry washes and is characterized by the presence of desert ironwood (Olneya 
tesota) and blue palo verde (Parkinsonia florida).  Additional tree species such as smoketree 
(Psorothamnus spinosus) and cat claw acacia (Acacia greggii) also occur but are uncommon. This 
vegetation is one of several communities included within broader vegetation types called desert wash 
woodland or microphyll woodland (Holland 1986; Schoenherr and Burk 2007). Vegetation in desert 
washes is generally taller, up to approximately 9m (30 ft) in height, and denser than in surrounding 
desert habitats, with the height of the wash vegetation proportional to the size of the arroyo 
(Laudenslayer 1988). Understory vegetation within these woodlands is composed of big galleta, 
cheesebush (Hymenoclea salsola), desert lavender (Hyptis emoryi) and other shrubs and subshrubs. Blue 
Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodlands on the site match the desert wash wildlife habitat described by 
Laudenslayer (1988). This habitat provides greater food, nesting, and cover resources than the 
surrounding Creosote Bush Scrub, and wildlife diversity is generally greater than in the surrounding 
desert. Examples of species that depend in part on desert microphyll woodlands include vermilion 
flycatcher (Pyrocephalus rubinus), black-tailed gnatcatcher (Polioptila melanura), and burro deer 
(Odocoileus hemionus eremicus) (below). In addition, many of the species occupying the surrounding 
Creosote Bush Scrub are found in greater numbers in microphyll woodlands. This community is ranked 
by CDFG (2010a) as a special-status vegetation type, with state rarity ranking of S3. We mapped 180 
acres of Blue Palo Verde –Ironwood Woodland on the proposed solar project site.  Each of the generator 
tie-line alternatives would affect a limited additional acreage of this woodland vegetation, depending on 
the specific locations of access roads, transmission line structures, and work sites. 

Creosote Bush Scrub on Partially Stabilized Sand Fields: Creosote Bush Scrub vegetation occurs on 
partially stabilized sand fields in the eastern portion of gen-tie Alternative E.  This area is located at the 
western margin of a much larger dune system associated with Pinto Wash, at the base of the Coxcomb 
Mountains. This vegetation matches the description of Creosote Bush Scrub, above, but the cover is 
much sparser and the substrate consists of partially stabilized sand fields with accumulations of sands 
mounded at the bases of the shrubs. This habitat type is suitable for a series of special-status plants and 
animals, including Mojave fringe-toed lizard, which were reported in the area in the Desert Sunlight EIS 
and observed there by Aspen field staff. None of this habitat would be affected by solar generator 
construction, and only generator tie-line Alternative E would affect it. Acreage impacted by Alternative E 
would be dependent on the specific locations of access roads, transmission line structures, and work 
sites. 

Active Sand Dunes: Active sand dunes are found in the eastern portion of the project area on gen-tie 
Alternative E. These dunes are at the western margin of the larger Pinto Wash / Coxcomb Mountains 
dune system, above.  This habitat type is characterized by fine aeolian (i.e., wind-blown) sands that 
support very little vegetation.  Vegetation on the dunes is sparse, but dominated by scattered creosote 
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bush and Russian thistle (Salsola sp.). None of this habitat would be affected by solar generator 
construction, and only generator tie-line Alternative E would affect it. Impacts acreage would be 
dependent on the specific locations of access roads, transmission line structures, and work sites. 

State Jurisdictional Streambed Delineation 

The CDFG regulates alterations to state-jurisdictional streambeds under Section 1600 et seq. of the 
California Fish and Game Code. Jurisdictional acreage is interpreted as the bed and banks of channels 
and adjacent riparian vegetation. In the Chuckwalla Valley area, the Blue Palo Verde - Ironwood 
Woodland (described above; see Figure 3) is the regional riparian vegetation type.  Due to the 
abundance and close spacing of braided channels throughout the area, all mapped Blue Palo Verde-
Ironwood Woodland is adjacent to one or more channels. The CDFG jurisdictional streambeds are 
mapped on Figure 5. Note that roads crossing the site often intercept running water from channels, so 
that the roads themselves become streambeds as defined by CDFG. These roads account for the a few 
mapped streambeds that do not follow the general topography. Construction of the project would 
impact 113 acres of state-jurisdictional streambeds (34.5 acres within Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood 
Woodland, and 78.5 acres within Creosote Bush Scrub).  Construction would also impact 180 acres of 
the adjacent riparian vegetation (Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodlands).  Total impacts to 
jurisdictional areas are calculated as the sum of mapped woodlands (180 acres) plus the acreage of 
jurisdictional streambeds mapped outside those woodlands (78.5 acres), or 258.5 acres total within the 
proposed solar generator site. Each of the generator tie-line alternatives would affect a limited 
additional acreage of state-jurisdictional streambeds or woodland vegetation, depending on the specific 
locations of access roads, transmission line structures, and work sites.  

 

SPECIAL-STATUS SPECIES 

Methods 

Special-Status Plants 

Field surveys for special-status plants have been conducted during spring and fall throughout the 
proposed DHSP site, and during fall along gen-tie Alternative E. Botanical surveys on the other gen-tie 
alternative alignments were conducted for the Desert Sunlight EIS, and this BRTR adopts those survey 
results. Follow-up spring botanical surveys of gen-tie Alternative E will be completed during spring 2012.  

Surveys were conducted throughout the larger, northwestern parcel by AMEC during spring 2010; 
throughout both parcels by Aspen biologists Justin Wood and Dustin Ray during fall 2010; throughout 
the smaller southwestern parcel by Wood and Ray during spring 2011; and along the eastern generator 
tie-line alignment (Alternative E) by Wood, Ray, and Aspen biologist Jared Varonin during fall 2011. In 
addition, incidental observations of flora, including special-status species, were recorded during all field 
work for the vegetation, habitat, and jurisdictional wetlands, described above. The following 
descriptions of methods and results of botanical surveys are summarized from AMEC’s botanical report 
(2011a), with additional information from Aspen’s field work.  

 

Table 2. Botanical Survey Aspen Field Survey Staff and Field Dates (AMEC field survey staff and dates reported in 
Appendix (AMEC 2011a; 2011b).  

Season/project component Date Field Staff 
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Season/project component Date Field Staff 
Spring surveys, DHSP site (larger 
parcel) 

12 Apr 2010 AMEC staff: JB, BF, SF, MO, DS, AH, NM, SN  

13 Apr 2010 AMEC staff: JB, BF, SF, MO, DS, AH, NM, SN 

14 Apr 2010 AMEC staff: JB, BF, SF, MO, DS, AH, NM, SN 

15 Apr 2010 AMEC staff:  JB, SF, MO, DS, AH, SN, MW  

16 Apr 2010 AMEC staff:  JB, BF, SF, MO, DS, AH, SN, MW 

17 Apr 2010 AMEC staff:  JB, BF, SF, MO, DS, AH 

7 May 2010 AMEC staff:  NM, SN 

Fall surveys, DHSP site (both 
parcels) 

21 Oct 2010 Aspen staff: Justin Wood, Dustin Ray  

22 Oct 2010 Aspen staff: Justin Wood, Dustin Ray  

1 Nov 2010 Aspen staff: Justin Wood, Dustin Ray  

2 Nov 2010 Aspen staff: Justin Wood, Dustin Ray  

Spring surveys, DHSP site (smaller 
parcel) 

15 Apr 2011 Aspen staff: Justin Wood, Dustin Ray 

16 Apr 2011 Aspen staff: Justin Wood, Dustin Ray 

Fall surveys, gen-tie Alternative E 5 Oct 2011 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin 

13 Oct 2011 Aspen staff: Justin Wood, Dustin Ray  

14 Oct 2011 Aspen staff: Justin Wood, Dustin Ray  

 

The spring 2010 botanical surveys were conducted in a year of higher than average rainfall at the site. 
Average annual precipitation recorded at the Eagle Mountain weather station is 3.68 inches (9.35 cm), 
while the total rainfall for the 2009-2010 rainfall year (July 1 through June 30) was 5.37 in (13.6 cm).  
Thus, the results of the spring 2010 surveys should represent a large proportion of floristic diversity on 
the site. However, BLM and CDFG also recommend late-season botanical surveys on desert sites, 
particularly in the eastern California deserts. The distribution and abundance of many fall-flowering 
species in the California desert is incompletely documented in literature due to a historic emphasis on 
spring, rather than fall, field work. Yet a significant proportion of the flora is made up of annual species 
that germinate in response to summer rains, or perennial herbs that may flower at any time of year, 
depending on rainfall (Shreve and Wiggins 1964; Phillips and Comus 2000). Therefore, additional late-
season field surveys were conducted to find and identify as many species as possible, to maximize the 
likelihood that species not known from the area, or not included on a list of “target species” would be 
documented if they occur on the site. This approach to field work conforms to CDFG (2009) and BLM 
(2009) guidelines recommending “floristic” botanical surveys and provides the most thorough 
practicable botanical inventory of the Right of Way Application. 

Prior to field surveys, AMEC and Aspen biologists reviewed available literature to identify special-status 
biological resources known from the vicinity of the project site.  The literature and databases listed 
below were reviewed. For data sources that are regularly updated, such as the CNDDB and CNPS 
records, AMEC and Aspen biologists reviewed the available data several times during the course of the 
project. Only the most recent citations are included below.  

 CNDDB (CDFG 2011a) for the following 7½-minute USGS topographic quads: Victory Pass, East of 
Victory Pass, Desert Center, Corn Spring, Coxcomb Mountains, Pinto Wells, Placer Canyon, Buzzard 
Spring, Hayfield Spring, West of Palen Pass, Palen Lake, and Sidewinder Well; 

 CNPS Electronic Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular Plants of California (CNPS 2011), for 
the same topographic quads; 

 NECO Plan (BLM and CDFG 2002); 

 List of California BLM Sensitive Plants (BLM 2010a); 
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 Recent environmental documents for nearby projects including the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm Project (BLM 2011b), the Palen Solar Power Project (BLM 2011c), and the Genesis Solar 
Energy Project (BLM 2011d).  

Based upon review of the literature and database above, and AMEC’s consultation with Andrew C. 
Sanders (University of California Riverside Herbarium), a list of special-status plant species with potential 
to occur in the vicinity of the proposed project was compiled. Plant taxa were considered to be special-
status species if they were classified as one or more of the following: 

 Listed, proposed for listing, or candidates for listing as threatened or endangered under the federal 
Endangered Species Act (ESA); 

 Listed as threatened or endangered, or candidates for listing under the California Endangered 
Species Act (CESA);  

 Designated by BLM as Sensitive Plants: “all plant species that are currently on List 1B of the CNPS 
Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants of California, are BLM sensitive species, along with others 
that have been designated by the California State Director” (BLM 2009; note that the CNPS Lists are 
now known as California Rare Plant Ranks, or CRPR); 

 Listed as rare under the California Native Plant Protection Act; 

 Meet the definition of rare or endangered under CEQA §15380(b) and (d).  

 Considered special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, such as the 
NECO Plan/EIS. 

Table 3 presents the special-status plant species known from the region and summarizes their natural 
history, agency status, and probability of occurrence on the project site. See also Figure 3 in AMEC 
(2011a), which maps documented occurrences of special-status plant species that are known from the 
vicinity. No BLM Sensitive Species or CRPR 1B species are known from the project vicinity.  

 

Table 3. Special-Status Plants of the Chuckwalla Valley Area. 

Special-Status Plant 
Species 

Habitat and Distribution Flower 
season 

Conservation 
Status  

Occurrence 
Probability 

Abronia villosa var. aurita 
Chaparral sand verbena 

Annual or perennial herb; sand, about 250-
5300 ft. elev.; San Jacinto Mtns, Inland 
Empire, adj. Colorado Des, Orange & San 
Diego cos; mostly alluvial fans and 
benches in western Riverside Co; dunes in 
deserts; not rare in the deserts 

Feb. - 
July 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: S2 
CRPR: 1B.1 

High potential 
on gen-tie Alt E; 
low potential, 
washes or 
roadsides; 
otherwise not 
expected 

Ammoselinium giganteum 
Desert sand-parsley 

Annual; only known Calif. location at 
Hayfields Dry Lake, about 1300 ft. elev.; 
heavy soils, beneath shrubs; also to AZ 
and Mainl. Northern Mexico 

March - 
April 

Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: SH 
CRPR: 2.3 

Minimal; no 
suitable dry 
lakebed habitat 

Androstephium breviflorum 
Pink funnel-lily, small-flowered 
androstephium 
 

Bulb; Mojave Des shrublands; stabilized 
dunes or sandfields, about 700-5300 ft. 
elev.; scattered in Calif., N Ariz., S Nevada, 
to W Colorado 

March-
April 

Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S2/S3 
CRPR: 2.3 

Minimal; no 
suitable habitat 
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Special-Status Plant 
Species 

Habitat and Distribution Flower 
season 

Conservation 
Status  

Occurrence 
Probability 

Astragalus insularis var.  
harwoodii 
Harwood’s milk vetch 

Annual; sand, mainly dunes, also washes 
and slopes; below about 1200 ft. elev.; SE 
Calif. to Ariz., Baja and Sonora  

Jan. - 
May 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO  
Calif: S2.2? 
CRPR: 2.2 

High potential 
on gen-tie Alt E; 
low potential, 
washes or 
roadsides; 
otherwise not 
expected 

Astragalus lentiginosus var. 
coachellae 
Coachella Valley milk-vetch 

Annual or perennial herb; open sand, gen. 
dunes but also wash margins; below about 
2200 ft. elev.; endemic to Coachella Valley; 
formerly reported from Chuckwalla Valley, 
those populations now recognized as A. l. 
var. variabilis (speckled milk-vetch) 

Feb. - 
May 

Fed: END 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: S2.1 
CRPR: 1B.2 

Minimal; outside 
geographic 
range 

Ayenia compacta 
Ayenia 

Perennial herb; desert shrubland, gen. 
rocky sites, washes and mountain slopes 
below about 3600 ft. elev.; W low desert 
margins, Chuckwalla Valley, and E Mojave; 
also Baja Calif. and Sonora (Mexico) 

March - 
April 

Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S3? 
CRPR: 2.3 

 Low-moderate.  
Washes are 
marginally 
suitable; not 
seen during 
field surveys. 

Cassia – see Senna     

Castela emoryi 
Crucifixion thorn 
 

Shrub; widespread but rare, Calif. deserts 
to Ariz., Baja and Sonora; fine sand or silt, 
washes, plains, non-saline bottomlands, 
about 350-2100 ft. elev. 

June-July Fed: none 
BLM: NECO  
Calif: S2/S3 
CRPR: 2.3 

Occurs; see text 

Chamaesyce abramsiana  
(Euphorbia abramsiana)  
Abrams’ spurge 

Annual; sandy flats; about sea level to 
3,000 ft. elev.; East Mojave desert, JTNP, 
and low desert, to Arizona and Mexico 

 Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S1.2 
CRPR: 2.2 
 

Potential on 
gen-tie Alt E; 
low potential, 
washes or 
roadsides; 
otherwise not 
expected 

Colubrina californica 
Las Animas colubrina 
 

Shrub; scattered mtn ranges of the low 
desert, incl. JTNP, Eagle Mtns, Chuckwalla 
Mtns, etc.; about 1100-3900 ft. elev.; rare in 
Calif., more common in Ariz. and Mexico  

April - 
May 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S2/S3.3 
CRPR: 2.3 

Low; field 
survey results 

Coryphantha alversonii (C. 
vivipara var. alversonii; Escobaria 
vivipara var. alversonii) 
Alverson's foxtail cactus 

Cactus; desert scrub, S Mojave and 
Sonoran Deserts, about 250-5000 ft. elev.; 
Riverside, San Bernardino, and Imperial 
cos., to Arizona 

May - 
June 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S3.2 
CRPR: 4.3 

Low; field 
survey results; 
bajada site may 
be unsuitable 
habitat 

Cynanchum utahense 
(Funastrum utahense) 
Utah vine milkweed 
 

Climbing perennial herb; sandy or gravelly 
soils, E and S Mojave Des through JTNP 
and Anza-Borrego regions, to S Nevada, 
NW Ariz., and SW Utah; about 500 - 4700 
ft. elev. 

April-June Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S3.2 
CRPR: List 4.2 

Occurs - 
reported spring 
2010 (one 
indiv.) not 
relocated in 
2011 

Ditaxis claryana (D. adenophora) 
Glandular ditaxis 

Perennial herb. Conflicting info. in 
literature. Sandy soils below about 350 ft. 
elev.; or rocky uplands & sandy washes to 
3000 ft.; widely scattered, Sonoran Desert, 
Calif. to Ariz. and mainland Mexico 

conflic-
ting  lit. 
reports 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S1/S2 
CRPR: 2.2 

Low - moderate; 
habitat may be 
suitable, but not 
seen during 
field surveys 
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Special-Status Plant 
Species 

Habitat and Distribution Flower 
season 

Conservation 
Status  

Occurrence 
Probability 

Ditaxis californica (D. serrata var. 
californica) 
California ditaxis 

Perennial herb; washes and canyons, low 
desert and adj. mtns.; La Quinta E to 
Desert Center, also Anza Borrego; about 
100-3250 ft. elev. 

March - 
Dec 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S2 
CRPR: List 3.2 

Low - moderate; 
habitat is 
suitable, but not 
seen during 
field surveys 

Eriastrum harwoodii 
Harwood’s wollystar 
 

Annual; partially stabilized desert dunes 
(San Bernardino, Riverside, and San Diego 
cos.); about 900 ft. to about 1700 ft. elev. 

Mar-June Fed: USFWS none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: S2 
CRPR: 1B.2 

High potential 
on gen-tie Alt E; 
low potential, 
washes or 
roadsides; 
otherwise not 
expected 

Escobaria – see Coryphantha     

Euphorbia – see Chamaesyce     

Grusonia parishii (Opuntia 
parishii) 
Parish’s club-cholla 

Stem-succulent; rocky desert shrublands, 
East Mojave Desert, JTNP, foothills above 
Coachella and Chuckwalla valleys; about 
1000 – 5000 ft. elev. 

May - July Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S2 
CRPR: 2.2 

Low; field 
survey results; 
bajada site may 
be unsuitable 
habitat 

Koeberlinia spinosa var. 
tenuispina 
Slender-spined allthorn 

Deciduous shrub; desert shrublands and 
washes, below about 1700 ft. elev.; central 
Sonoran Desert, Imperial and Riverside 
cos; reported on-site in CNDDB, apparently 
based on misidentified Castela emoryi 

May – 
July  

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S2.2 
CRPR: 2.2 

Low potential, 
not seen during 
field surveys ; 
see text  

Matelea parvifolia 
Spearleaf 

Low twining vine; rocky sites in desert 
shrublands, central and eastern deserts 
and Anza-Borrego State Park; S Nev., 
Texas, and Baja; about 1400-3600 ft. elev. 

March - 
May 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S2.2 
CRPR: 2.3 

Low potential, 
not seen during 
field surveys 

Opuntia – also see Grusonia     

Opuntia wigginsi 
Wiggins cholla 

Cactus; doubtful taxon; probably a hybrid 
(O. ramisissima x  echinocarpa), desert 
shrubland about 100-3000 ft. elev., 
scattered  Colorado Des. sites, east to 
Arizona 

March Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S1? 
CRPR: 3.3 

Low potential, 
not seen during 
field surveys 

Proboscidea althaefolia 
Desert unicorn-plant 

Perennial herb; generally sandy soils, 
desert shrubland, about 500-3300 ft. elev.; 
Sonoran Desert to Arizona and Mexico 

May - Aug Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S3.3 
CRPR: 4.3 

Occurs  

Salvia greatae 
Orocopia sage 

Shrub; desert shrubland, washes and 
alluvial fans, about 100-2800 ft. elev.; 
Riverside & Imperial cos, endemic to 
Orocopia Mtns and Chocolate Mtns 
(doubtful report near Cadiz, San 
Bernardino Co) 

March - 
April 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: S2 
CRPR: 1B.3 

Low - moderate; 
habitat may be 
suitable, but not 
seen during 
field surveys 

Selaginella eremophila 
Desert spike-moss 

Perennial herb; mountainous or hillside 
rock outcrops and crevices, about 600 - 
3000 ft. elev.; lower desert-facing slopes of 
San Jacinto Mtns and adj. desert, to Texas 
and Baja 

n/a Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S 2.2? 
CRPR: 2.2 

Minimal (no 
suitable habitat) 
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Special-Status Plant 
Species 

Habitat and Distribution Flower 
season 

Conservation 
Status  

Occurrence 
Probability 

Senna covesii (Cassia covesii) 
Coves’s cassia 

Low, mostly herbaceous perennial; desert 
washes below about 2000 ft. elev.; 
Colorado Des to Nevada, Arizona and Baja 
Calif. [ranked S1 in CDFG 2011, corrected 
as S2 by pers. communic. with R. Bittman, 
CDFG, 21 Sep 2011] 

April - 
June 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S2 
CRPR: 2.2 

Low - moderate; 
habitat may be 
suitable, but not 
seen during 
field surveys 

Stylocline sonorensis 
Mesquite neststraw 

Annual;  known from only one record, near 
Hayfields Dry Lake, now presumed 
extirpated; occurs in SE Arizona and mainl. 
Mexico 

April Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: SX 
CRPR: 1A 

Minimal due to 
apparent 
extirpation 

Teucrium cubense ssp. 
depressum 
Dwarf germander 

Annual or perennial herb; sandy alluvium, 
washes, etc., below about 1300 ft. elev., 
scattered Sonoran Desert locations, to 
Texas and Baja Calif. 

March - 
May 

Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S2 
CRPR: 2.2 

Low - moderate; 
habitat may be 
suitable, but not 
seen during 
field surveys 

Wislizenia refracta  ssp. palmeri 
Jackass-clover 

Perennial herb or subshrub; sand flats, 
washes, roadsides, saltbush scrub; 
scattered Calif. desert locations eastward 
to New Mexico, sea level to about 1000 ft. 
elev. 

April - 
Nov. 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S 2? 
CRPR: 2.2 

High potential 
on gen-tie Alt E; 
low potential, 
washes or 
roadsides; 
otherwise not 
expected 

General references (botany): Baldwin et al. 2002; Calif. Dept. of Fish & Game 2011, Calif. Native Plant Society 2011; Consortium 
of California Herbaria 2011; Felger 2000; Munz 1974; Shreve and Wiggins 1964; Turner et al. 1995; USFWS  2010b. 
 
Conservation Status 
Federal designations: (federal ESA, USFWS).  
 END:  Federally listed, endangered. 
 THR:  Federally listed, threatened. 
Candidate: Sufficient data are available to support federal listing, but not yet listed. 
Proposed: Formally proposed for federal status shown. 
Bureau of Land Management Designations:  
Sensitive:  Species requiring special management consideration to promote their conservation and reduce the likelihood and 

need for future listing under the ESA. BLM Sensitive species also include all federal Candidate species and federal 
Delisted species which were so designated within the last 5 years, and CRPR 1B plant species that occur on BLM 
lands. 

 NECO: Special-status species addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS due to management concerns within the NECO Planning 
Area.   

State designations: (CESA, CDFG) 
 END: State listed, endangered. 
 THR:  State listed, threatened. 
 RARE: State listed as rare (applied only to certain plants). 
 SSC:  California species of special concern. Considered vulnerable to extinction due to declining numbers, limited 

geographic ranges, or ongoing threats. 
 FP: Fully protected. May not be taken or possessed without permit from CDFG. 
CDFG Natural Diversity Data Base Designations: Applied to special-status plants and sensitive plant communities; where 
correct category is uncertain, CDFG uses two categories or question marks. 
 S1: Fewer than 6 occurrences or fewer than 1000 individuals or less than 2000 acres. 
   S1.1:  Very threatened 
 S1.2:  Threatened 
 S1.3:  No current threats known 
 S2: 6-20 occurrences or 1000-3000 individuals or 2000-10,000 acres (decimal suffixes same as above). 
 S3: 21-100 occurrences or 3000-10,000 individuals or 10,000-50,000 acres (decimal suffixes same as above). 
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 S4: Apparently secure in California; this rank is clearly lower than S3 but factors exist to cause some concern, i.e., there 
is some threat or somewhat narrow habitat. No threat rank. 

 S5: Demonstrably secure or ineradicable in California. No threat rank.  
 SH: All California occurrences historical (i.e., no records in > 20 years). 
 SX: Presumed extirpated in California.  
California Native Plant Society (CNPS) Rare Plant Rank designations. Note: According to CNPS 
(http://www.cnps.org/cnps/rareplants/ranking.php), plants ranked as CRPR 1A, 1B, and 2 meet definitions as threatened or 
endangered and are eligible for state listing. That interpretation of the state Endangered Species Act is not in general use. 
 1A: Plants presumed extinct in California. 
 1B: Plants rare and endangered in California and throughout their range. 
 2: Plants rare, threatened or endangered in California but more common elsewhere in their range. 
 3: Plants about which we need more information; a review list. 
 4: Plants of limited distribution; a watch list. 
California Rare Plant Rank Threat designations: 
.1  Seriously endangered in California (over 80% of occurrences threatened / high degree and immediacy of threat) 
.2  Fairly endangered in California (20-80% occurrences threatened) 
.3  Not very endangered in California (<20% of occurrences threatened or no current threats known) 
 
Definitions of occurrence probability: Estimated occurrence probabilities based literature sources cited earlier and field 
surveys and habitat analyses reported here. 
 Occurs: Observed on the site by qualified biologists. 
 Expected: Not observed or recorded on the site, but very likely present during at least a portion of the year. 
 High: Habitat is a type often utilized by the species and the site is within the known range of the species. 
 Moderate: Site is within the known range of the species and habitat on the site is a type occasionally used. 
 Low: Site is within the species’ known range but habitat is rarely used, or the species was not found during focused 

surveys covering less than 100% of potential habitat or completed in marginal seasons. 
 Minimal: No suitable habitat on the site; or well outside the species’ known elevational or geographic ranges; or a focused 

study covering 100% of all suitable habitat, completed during the appropriate season and during a year of 
appropriate rainfall, did not detect the species. 

 Unknown: No focused surveys have been performed in the region, and the species’ distribution and habitat are poorly known.   

 

AMEC biologists visited reference populations of two special-status species, Coachella Valley milk-vetch 
and Harwood’s milk-vetch, to confirm that they could be reliably located and identified during the 2010 
field surveys. Coachella Valley milk-vetch is the only listed threatened or endangered plant reported 
from the vicinity and Harwood’s milk-vetch is a relatively widespread CRPR 2.2 species with potential to 
occur in the project area.  In 2011, Aspen biologists visited reference populations of three additional 
special-status plants, California ditaxis, Utah vine milkweed, and desert all-thorn, to compare known 
examples with similar plants on the ROW.  

During all botanical surveys, all plant species observed were identified in the field or collected for later 
identification. Plants were identified using keys, descriptions, and illustrations in regional references 
such as Shreve and Wiggins (1964), Munz (1974), and Baldwin et al. (eds., 2002). All species noted in 
each survey area are listed in the attached species list. In conformance with CDFG guidelines (2009), 
surveys were (a) conducted during flowering seasons for the special-status plants known from the area, 
(b) floristic in nature, (c) consistent with conservation ethics, (d) systematically covered all habitat types 
on the Right of Way, and (e) well documented, by this report and by voucher specimens to be deposited 
at Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden. Locations of special-status plants will be reported to the NDDB.  

Spring 2010 surveys for special-status plants were conducted concurrently with desert tortoise surveys, 
along belt transects spaced at 10 meter intervals over 100 percent of the larger ROW  parcel. AMEC 
botanist Shari Norton accompanied tortoise biologists, and documented all plant species observed 
throughout the survey period (AMEC 2011a). This field method combines the BLM’s (2009) two 
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recommended field protocols (100 percent coverage and “intuitive controlled”). Tortoise biologists were 
supplied with a project-specific field guide containing illustrations of special-status plants potentially 
occurring on the site. The tortoise crew, accompanied by the botanist, covered the entire survey area 
and, during the surveys, directed the botanist to plants they did not recognize, or that resembled 
special-status plants of the area. Where special-status species were observed, the locations were 
recorded with hand-held global positioning system (GPS) devices.  

Fall 2010 botanical surveys covered the entire DHSP site, but did not include the gen-tie alignments. The 
field methods followed the “intuitive controlled survey” methods, described by BLM (2009). Wood and 
Ray carried out a complete survey of washes and any low-lying areas throughout the two parcels where 
runoff from summer rains would have been most concentrated, and a less intense survey of upland 
bajada and desert pavement surfaces. The primary target species for these field surveys were glandular 
ditaxis and California ditaxis, based on recommendations in AMEC (2011a). On average, August is the 
wettest month, though Western Regional Climate Center (WRCC) reported no measureable rainfall at 
the Eagle Mountain station in August 2010. Results of the fall 2010 survey were augmented with 
additional incidental botanical observations made during fall 2011, during the vegetation mapping and 
streambed delineation field work, described above. Rainfall during late summer 2011 was much heavier, 
and numerous occurrences of one late-flowering species, desert unicorn-plant, were recorded. 

Spring 2011 botanical surveys covered the smaller, southwestern DHSP site, following the 100 percent 
coverage survey method described by BLM (2009). Wood and Ray walked linear transects, spaced 10 
meters apart, over the entire parcel. This survey method effectively covered 100 percent of the parcel. 
The WRCC has not updated precipitation records at the Eagle Mountain Station for 2011, but spring of 
2011 was a drier rainfall year than 2010, and diversity of the spring flora was lower than recorded in 
spring 2010.  

Fall 2011 botanical surveys of gen-tie alignment Alternative E by Aspen biologists Justin Wood, Dustin 
Ray, and Jared Varonin. They covered the entire alignment, by walking four intuitive-controlled transects 
(BLM 2009) along each segment of the alignment. On each segment, two biologists walked from a 
starting point, to an ending point, and then back. The WRCC has not updated precipitation records at 
the Eagle Mountain Station for 2011, but heavy rains occurred in late summer of 2011, and diversity of 
the summer-fall flora was greater than recorded in fall 2010.  

Botanical surveys of gen-tie alignment Alternatives B, C, and D were completed during spring 2010 by 
Ironwood Consulting staff, as described in the Desert Sunlight EIS (BLM 2011a) and supporting 
documents.  

Special-Status Wildlife  

Based upon the literature and database review described above, a list of special-status wildlife species 
with potential to occur in the vicinity of the proposed project was compiled. In addition to the literature 
sources listed above for botanical surveys, the literature review included the CNDDB’s Special Animals 
List (CDFG 2011b). Wildlife species were considered to be special-status species if they were classified as 
one or more of the following: 

 Listed, proposed for listing, or candidates for listing as threatened or endangered under the federal 
ESA; 

 Listed as threatened or endangered. or candidates for listing under CESA;  

 Designated by BLM as Sensitive Animals (BLM 2010b); 
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 Meet the definition of rare or endangered under CEQA §15380(b) and (d).  

 Considered special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, such as the 
NECO Plan/EIS. 

All special-status wildlife species identified by this literature review, and others known from the general 
region, are included in Table 4, which summarizes the natural history, agency status, and occurrence 
probability on the site for each special status wildlife species known from the region.  

 

Table 4. Special-Status Wildlife of the Chuckwalla Valley Area.  

Special-Status Wildlife 
Species 

Habitat and Distribution Activity 
season 

Conservation 
Status  

Occurrence 
Probability 

AMPHIBIANS     

Scaphiopus couchi 
Couch’s spadefoot 

Breeds in seasonal rainpools following 
summer rains; burrows in sand remainder 
of year; eastern Colorado Desert, generally 
close to Colorado River 

Summer Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: SSC 
 

Minimal; no 
potential rainpool 
habitat; outside 
known geographic 
range  

REPTILES     

Gopherus agassizii  
(Xerobates agassizi) 
Desert tortoise  
 

Desert shrublands where soil suitable for 
burrows; Mojave and Sonoran des. (E 
Calif., S Nevada, W Ariz., and Sonora, 
Mexico)  

Spring - 
summer  
 

Fed: THR 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: THR S2 

High; no recent 
sign, but near 
known occurrences 
(see text) 

Heloderma suspectum cinctum 
Banded Gila monster 

Rocky outcrops in desert shrubland; scarce 
in scattered eastern mountain ranges of 
Calif. deserts; to S Nevada, W Ariz., and 
Mainland Mexico 

warm 
seasons 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S1 
 

Minimal; outside 
known range and 
bajada habitat is 
poorly suitable  

Sauromalus obesus (S. ater) 
Common chuckwalla 

Rocky outcrops in desert shrubland; 
throughout deserts of Calif., S Nevada, W 
Ariz., and Baja Calif. 

warm 
seasons 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S4 

Low; no suitable 
bedrock outcrops  

Uma scoparia 
Mojave fringe toed lizard  
  
 

Sand, especially dunes, sandy hummocks, 
washes, stabilized sand flats; below sea 
level to about 3000 ft. elev.; Death Valley, 
SW to Antelope Valley and SE to W 
Arizona  

Warm 
season 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: SSC S3S4 

Occurs on gen-tie 
Alt E; low potential 
remainder of project 
components; poorly 
suitable habitat (see 
text) 

Charina trivirgata  
(Lichanura trivirgata) 
Rosy boa 
 

Rocky chaparral and desert shrubland; gen 
below about 4500 ft. elev.; S Calif. through 
Baja Calif., SW Arizona, and western 
Sonora 

Spring - 
summer 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S3S4  
 

Low-moderate 
(marginally suitable 
habitat throughout) 

BIRDS     

Circus cyaneus 
Northern harrier 
 

Breeds colonially in grasslands and 
wetlands; forages over open terrain; N 
America and Eurasia 

Winter; 
rare in 
summer 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S3   
(nesting) 

Nesting: Minimal 
(no habitat) 
Foraging: Expected 
rarely, mainly winter 
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Special-Status Wildlife 
Species 

Habitat and Distribution Activity 
season 

Conservation 
Status  

Occurrence 
Probability 

Aquila chrysaetos 
Golden eagle 
 
 

Nests in remote trees and cliffs; forages 
over shrublands and grasslands; breeds 
throughout W N America, winters to E coast 

Year-
around 

Fed: Eagle 
Protection act (see 
text) 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: SSC S3 
fully protected 

Nesting: Minimal 
on-site, occurs in 
surrounding mtns 
Foraging: High 
(year-around) 

Pandion haliaetus 
Osprey 

Nests in northern N America and Mexican 
coastlines near large water bodies, preys 
primarily on fish; winters in central Calif to S 
America;  

Spring 
and fall 
migr. 
seasons 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: S3, watch list 
(nesting) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range; no 
suitable sites) 
Migration: Occurs, 
occasional flyover 

Buteo swainsonii 
Swainson's hawk 

Breeds in trees in open habitats (e.g., 
grassland), Central Valley and W Mojave 
Des (Calif.) and east to cent. US, S. 
Canada, N. Mexico; winters in S America.  

Spring 
and fall 
migr. 
seasons 

Fed: none  
BLM: none 
Calif: S2, THR 
  

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range; no 
suitable sites) 
Migration: Present, 
occasional flyover 

Buteo regalis 
Ferruginous hawk 
 
 

Forages over grassland and shrubland; 
winters in W and SW N Amer. (breeds in 
Great Basin and N plains) 

Winter Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: SSC S3S4 
(wintering) 

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range) 
Winter: Expected 
(rarely)  

Accipiter striatus 
Sharp-shinned hawk 

Nests and hunts in forest & woodland 
mainly to N (may breed in S Calif. Mtn 
woodlands); also forages in open areas; 
regularly winters in S Calif.  

Winter  Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S3 
(nesting) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
(no habitat, outside 
range) 
Winter/Migration: 
Occurs  (Jan 2011)  

Accipiter cooperii 
Cooper's hawk 

Nests and hunts in forest &woodland, also 
forages in open areas; most of US, Central 
and S America 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S3 
(nesting) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
(no habitat) 
Winter/Migration: 
Expected 

Falco columbaris 
Merlin 

Uncommon in winter in S Calif. desert and 
valleys (breeds in northern N America and 
Eurasia) 

Winter Fed:  none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S3 
(wintering) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range) 
Winter: Expected  

Falco mexicanus 
Prairie falcon 
 

Nests on high cliffs, forages primarily over 
open lands; occurs throughout arid western 
US and Mexico  

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: SSC S3 
(nesting) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
on-site, occurs in 
surrounding mtns 
Foraging: High 
(year-around)  

Athene cunicularia (Speotyto 
cunicularia) 
Burrowing owl 

Nests mainly in rodent burrows, usually in 
open grassland or shrubland; forages in 
open habitat; increasingly uncommon in S 
Calif.; occurs through W US and Mexico 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: SSC S2 
(burrow sites) 

Occurs (Sep 2011); 
see text 

Asio flammeus 
Short-eared owl 

Breeds in marshes and densely vegetated 
wetlands, forages over open wetlands, ag 
fields, and grasslands; temperate N & S 
America, Eurasia 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: S3, SSC 
(nesting) 

Breeding: Minimal 
(no habitat)  
Winter: Minimal (but 
reported near Lake 
Tamarisk) 
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Special-Status Wildlife 
Species 

Habitat and Distribution Activity 
season 

Conservation 
Status  

Occurrence 
Probability 

Asio otus  
Long-eared owl 

Breed in riparian woodlands; forage 
(nocturnally) over open land; sea level to 
about 6000 ft. elev.; through N America and 
Eurasia 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: S3 SSC 
(nesting) 

Breeding: Minimal 
(no habitat)  
Winter: Minimal (but 
occurs rarely at 
Lake Tamarisk  

Chaetura vauxi 
Vaux’s swift 

Breeds central Calif. and northward, in 
coastal and montane forests; winters in 
Central and S America 

Spring 
and fall 
migr. 
seasons 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S3 
(nesting) 

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range) 
Migration: Occurs, 
occasional flyover 

Melanerpes uropygialis 
Gila woodpecker 
 

Saguaro woodlands, sometimes other 
woodlands; cavity nester mainly in cactus; 
SE Calif., S Ariz, W Mexico (incl. Baja) 

Year - 
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: END S1S2 

Nesting: Minimal 
(ironwood poor for 
nest constr.) Winter: 
Occurs (Dec 2010); 
see text 

Lanius ludovicianus 
Loggerhead shrike 
 

Woodlands, shrublands, open areas with 
scattered perch sites; not dense forest; 
widespread in N America; valley floors to 
about 7000 ft. elev. 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S4 
(nesting) 
 

Occurs  (suitable 
habitat throughout) 

Aphelocoma californica cana 
Scrub jay (Eagle Mtn population) 

Locally endemic year-around resident in 
pinyon woodlands in the Eagle Mountains; 
long-disjunct from other populations 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: CDFG watch 
list, S1S2  
 

Occurs? (observed 
as transient, Oct 
2011; see text) 

Toxostoma bendirei 
Bendire’s thrasher  

Joshua tree woodland, desert scrub; high 
cactus cover; mainly E Mojave Des in Calif. 
(scarce in W Mojave); American SW and 
mainl. Mexico; winters in S Arizona, New 
Mexico, and mainl. Mexico 

Spring-
summer 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif:  SSC S3 
 

Low-Moderate; 
marginal habitat 
throughout 

Toxostoma crissale 
Crissal thrasher    
 

Nests in dense, low, brushy thickets of 
mesquite or other desert riparian shrubs; 
Sonoran Des, E Mojave Des, to Texas, W 
mainland Mexico 

Year -
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif:  SSC S3 

Low-moderate; 
habitat marginally 
suitable 

Toxostoma lecontei 
LeConte's thrasher 

Calif. deserts, SW Central Val. & Owens 
Val., east to Utah, Arizona; open shrubland, 
often sandy or alkaline flats 

Year -
around 

Fed: none  
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S3 (SSC in 
San Joaquin Val) 

High; suitable 
habitat throughout 

Pyrocephalus rubinus 
Vermillion flycatcher  
  
 

Desert riparian woodlands and shrublands; 
SE Calif., east through S Texas, and S 
through Mexico; winters in Mexico 

spring - 
summer 

Fed: none 
Calif: SSC S2S3 
(nesting) 

Nesting: Moderate 
(suitable nesting 
habitat in ironwood 
stands) 

Vermivora luciae 
Lucy’s warbler 

Cavity-nesting species; breeds in desert 
riparian woodlands through much of 
Arizona; winters on Pacific Coast of mainl. 
Mexico 

spring - 
summer 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S2S3 
(nesting) 

Nesting: Moderate 
(margin of known 
range; see text) 
Migration: Occurs 
singing males 
observed  
April 2011  

MAMMALS     
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Special-Status Wildlife 
Species 

Habitat and Distribution Activity 
season 

Conservation 
Status  

Occurrence 
Probability 

Antrozous pallidus 
Pallid bat 

Rock outcrops of shrublands, mostly below 
about 6000 ft. elev.; Calif, SW N Amer 
through interior Oregon and Washington; 
hibernates in winter 

Warm 
season 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S3 
 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area  

Corynorhinus (Plecotus) 
townsendii 
Townsend's big-eared bat 
(incl. “pale,” “western,” and other 
subspecies)  

Many habitats throughout Calif and W N 
Amer, scattered populations in E; day 
roosts in caves, tunnels, mines; feed 
primarily on moths 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC, S2S3 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area 

Euderma maculatum 
Spotted bat    

Desert (cool seasons) to pine forest 
(summer), much of SW N Amer. but very 
rare; roosts in deep crevices in cliffs, feeds 
on moths captured over open water 

Not 
known 

Fed: none  
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S2S3 

Low potential for 
roosting or foraging 
on site 

Eumops perotis californicus 
California mastiff bat  

Lowlands (with rare exceptions); cent. and 
S Calif., S Ariz., NM, SW Tex., N Mexico; 
roost in deep rock crevices, forage over 
wide area 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: SSC S3? 
 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area 

Lasiurus xanthinus (Nycteris ega 
xanthina) 
Western (Southern) yellow bat 

Mexico and Cent. Amer., to S AZ; Riv., 
Imperial and San Diego Cos.; riparian and 
wash habitats; roosts in trees; evidently 
migrates from Calif. during winter 

Spring- 
summer? 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: S3 
 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area 

Macrotus californicus 
(M. waterhousii) 
California leaf-nosed bat 

Arid lowlands, S Calif., S and W Ariz., Baja 
Calif. and Sonora, Mexico; roost in mine-
shafts, forage over open shrublands 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: SSC S2S3 
 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area 

Nyctinomops macrotis (Tadarida 
molossa) 
Big free-tailed bat 
 

Roosts in crevices of rocky cliffs, scattered 
localities in W N. Amer. through Cent. 
Amer.; ranges widely from roost sites; often 
forages over water 

Year-
around (?)  
 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S2 
 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area 

Nyctinomops femorosaccus 
(Tadarida femorosaccus) 
Pocketed free-tailed bat  

Deserts and arid lowlands, SW US, Baja 
Calif., mainland Mexico; Roost mainly in 
crevices of high cliffs; forage over water 
and open shrubland 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: SSC S2S3 
 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area 

Xerospermophilus tereticaudus 
chlorus (Spermophilus t. c.) 
Palm Springs round- tailed ground 
squirrel (or Coachella Valley 
round-tailed ground squirrrel) 

Widespread in California deserts, 
Coachella Valley to Death Valley; formerly 
considered endemic to mesquite and sandy 
habitats in Coachella Valley 

Year - 
around 

Fed: none (former 
candidate) 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S2S3 

Occurs (reported on 
site and near gen-
tie Alignment B) 

Neotoma albigula venusta 
Colorado Valley woodrat  
 
 

Desert shrublands; SE Calif., SW Ariz., adj. 
Mexico, and southernmost Nevada; closely 
associated with beavertail or mesquite 
thickets 

Year- 
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S1S2 

Low (habitat 
marginal) 

Taxidea taxus 
American badger 

Mountains, deserts, interior valleys where 
burrowing animals are avail as prey and 
soil permits digging; throughout cent and W 
N Amer 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: CSC S4 

Present; disused 
burrow on-site; 
expected in low 
numbers throughout 
area  
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Special-Status Wildlife 
Species 

Habitat and Distribution Activity 
season 

Conservation 
Status  

Occurrence 
Probability 

Vulpes macrotia arsipus 
Desert kit fox 

Widespread, open desert lands; constructs 
below-ground dens; requires soil suitable 
for burrowing; primarily nocturnal; preys on 
small mammals 

Year- 
around 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: Calif. Code of 
Regs. Title 14 § 460 

Present; numerous 
burrows on-site 

Felis concolor browni 
Yuma mountain lion 

Low desert, JTNP, to Colorado River; 
primarily in dense riparian habitats of river 
and dense desert wash scrub of canyons, 
where water and prey are available 

Year- 
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: SSC 

Expected in low 
numbers throughout 
area 

Odocoileus hemionus eremicus 
(O. h. crooki) 
Desert mule deer, burro deer  

Colorado desert, scattered mountains and 
bajadas, gen. near dependable water 
sources 

Year- 
around 

Federal: none 
BLM: NECO 
State: none 

Expected in low 
numbers throughout 
area 

Ovis canadensis nelsoni 
Nelson's bighorn sheep 

Open shrublands and conifer forest, remote 
mountains; scattered populations in desert 
mountains and surrounding ranges, incl. 
Transverse and Peninsular ranges 

Year - 
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: S3, FP 
(selected 
populations) 

Expected in low 
numbers, mainly to 
move among 
mountain ranges  

General References: American Ornithologists Union 1998 (including supplements through 2011); Barbour and Davis 1969; 
Feldhammer et al. 2003; Garrett and Dunn 1981; Grinnell and Miller 1944; Hall 1981; Jennings and Hayes 1994; Rosenberg, et 
al. 1991; Schuford and Gardali 2008; Stebbins 2003; Wilson and Ruff 1999.  
Conservation Status and Occurrence Probability defined above (Table 3).  

 

Focused surveys for desert tortoise were conducted over 100 percent of the larger, northeastern parcel 
during spring 2010 (AMEC 2011b) and the smaller, southwestern parcel in spring 2011 (AMEC 2011c), as 
well as adjacent buffer areas, in accordance with USFWS survey protocol (2010).  Belt transects, spaced 
10 meters (m) apart, were systematically walked over both parcels. When observed, any potential 
desert tortoise sign (e.g., burrows) was documented on appropriate survey forms.  Potential desert 
tortoise sign observed was photographed and mapped using handheld GPS equipment.  Where present, 
desert woodrat (Neotoma lepida) middens and animal burrows of various kinds (e.g., desert kit fox, 
coyote, badger, ground squirrel, kangaroo rat) were carefully inspected for presence of desert tortoises 
and their sign.  Parallel belt transects were also walked within the zone of influence around the 
perimeter of the sites at intervals of 200, 400 and 600 meters.  General weather conditions were 
recorded at the start and end of each survey.  Temperatures and time of day were recorded at the start 
and end of each transect.   

Phase II (burrow surveys) for burrowing owls were conducted concurrently with desert tortoise surveys.  
Each burrow encountered during the desert tortoise survey was examined for sign of desert tortoise 
activity, as well as burrowing owl activity.  These surveys provide data that is equivalent to Phase II 
burrow surveys (CBOC 1993). 

Avian point-count surveys were conducted by AMEC biologists during winter and spring of 2011 to 
comply with BLM requirements (2009b).  Winter season point counts were conducted during January 
2011, and breeding season point counts were between March 30 and April 28, 2011. 

The descriptions of regional golden eagle habitat, nest sites, and territory occupancy are based on the 
data provided in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm EIS and supporting documents (BLM 2011b; Ironwood 
Consulting 2010). 
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A Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat evaluation was conducted by Robert Black within the proposed solar 
facility site boundaries and development footprint on February 25, March 5, and March 12, 2011 to 
identify potential habitat, individuals, and/or sign that would indicate potential occupancy of the project 
site by this species. 

Aspen biologists evaluated suitability for seasonal Couch’s spadefoot breeding habitat on the project 
site and gen-tie line Alternative E, based on soils and topography observed during vegetation mapping 
and streambed delineation field work, described in Section 3.3.  Desert kit fox burrows and sign were 
noted during desert tortoise and subsequent vegetation mapping and streambed delineation field work. 

Results and Discussion 

Listed Threatened or Endangered Plants  

This section describes species reported from the region that are listed as threatened or endangered 
under the federal ESA or CESA. One listed threatened or endangered plant, Coachella Valley milk-vetch, 
has been reported in the Chuckwalla Valley, though that report is now discounted (see below). Other 
listed threatened or endangered species of the low desert region (e.g., triple-ribbed milk-vetch, 
Peirson’s milk-vetch) occur well outside the area and are not addressed in this report.  No listed 
threatened or endangered plant species, or species proposed for listing or candidates for listing, has 
been documented from the project site or gen-tie alternative alignments. 

Coachella Valley milk-vetch (Astragalus lentiginosus var. coachellae): Coachella Valley milk-vetch 
is an annual or short-lived perennial endemic to the Coachella Valley. It is federally listed as endangered, 
a BLM sensitive species, and ranked as CRPR 1B. It is primarily found on loose aeolian (wind transported) 
or, less-often, in alluvial (water transported) sands, on dunes or flats and along disturbed margins of 
sandy washes. The easternmost known occurrences are near Indio, about 45 miles west of the Desert 
Harvest project area. All designated critical habitat for Coachella Valley milk-vetch is within the 
Coachella Valley, west of Indio (USFWS 2011a). Specimens resembling Coachella Valley milk-vetch have 
been collected from the Pinto Wash and Palen dune system, northeast of Desert Center. However, the 
USFWS (2009; 2011a) regards these as the related variety, speckled milk-vetch (A. lentiginosus var. 
variabilis), which has no special conservation status.  

DHSP occurrence or effects: The only portion of the project that would affect suitable habitat for 
Coachella Valley milk-vetch would be gen-tie alignment Alternative E, which would cross dunes and 
partially stabilized aeolian sand habitat over part of its length. However, since the project area and 
vicinity are well outside the recognized geographic range, no project impacts to Coachella Valley milk-
vetch would be expected.  

 

BLM Sensitive Plants  

The BLM (2010a) maintains a list of Sensitive Species, including species that are rare, declining, or 
dependent on specialized habitats. The list includes all plants ranked by CNPS and CDFG as CRPR) 1B. 
The BLM manages sensitive species to provide protections comparable to species that may become 
listed as threatened or endangered (i.e., candidate species for federal listing). None of these species has 
been documented from the project site or gen-tie alternative alignments. Each BLM sensitive plant 
species known from the project vicinity is described briefly, below.  
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Chaparral sand verbena (Abronia villosa var. aurita): Chaparral sand-verbena’s distribution and 
identification are unclear in published reference works, including Spellenberg (2002), CNPS (2011) and 
CNDDB (CDFG 2011). It is a BLM sensitive species, and ranked as CRPR 1B. This plant was added to the 
CNPS Inventory based on recommendations by Andrew C. Sanders of the UC Riverside Herbarium. The 
primary conservation concern is for chaparral sand-verbena occurrences in western Riverside County 
and other locations outside the desert (see Roberts et al. 2004). These western plants appear to be 
distinct from the very common desert sand verbena, Abronia villosa var. villosa. Plants in the low desert 
often match the characteristics of the western Riverside County populations, but they are not regionally 
rare.  

DHSP occurrence or effects: There is some possibility that gen-tie alignment alternative E, and road 
margins near Highway 95, may support chaparral sand verbena. Road margins are subject to routine 
vehicle disturbance; project activities would not add to the existing and ongoing disturbance to roadside 
soils.  

Harwood’s woolly-star (Eriastrum harwoodii): Harwood’s woollystar is an annual species known 
only from partially stabilized aeolian sand habitats in the deserts of eastern Riverside and San 
Bernardino counties (Gowen 2008) and San Diego County (DeGroot 2008). It is a BLM sensitive species, 
and ranked as CRPR 1B.  It flowers in early April.   

DHSP occurrence or effects: The only portion of the project that would affect suitable habitat for 
Harwood’s woolly-star would be gen-tie alignment Alternative E, which would cross dunes and partially 
stabilized aeolian sand habitat over part of its length. Spring botanical surveys will be conducted along 
gen-tie Alternative E in 2012 to determine presence or absence of this species.  

Orocopia sage (Salvia greatae): Orocopia sage is a shrubby sage with spiny leaves and lavender 
flowers. It is a BLM sensitive species, and ranked as CRPR 1B. It is endemic to the Orocopia and 
Chocolate mountains, Riverside County, where it occurs in desert washes below about 2800 feet 
elevation. It also has been reported from the Mojave Desert in San Bernardino County, thought that 
report almost certainly refers to a misidentification of Death Valley sage (S. funerea) (A. Sanders, UC 
Riverside, pers. comm.).  

DHSP occurrence or effects:  Habitat on the project site appears to be suitable, but the site is a few miles 
north of its known geographic range. It has not been located on the site during field surveys, but there is 
a low probability that it may occur on the site.  

Mesquite neststraw (Stylocline sonorensis): Mesquite neststraw is known from southeastern 
Arizona and northeastern Sonora, Mexico. It has only been documented at one California location, near 
Hayfields Dry Lake, where it was collected in the 1930s. It is now presumed extirpated in California. It is 
ranked as CRPR 1A. Its habitat is reported as “grassy hillsides, sandy drainages, with mesquite” 
(Morefield 2006).  

DHSP occurrence or effects: The only potential habitat in the project area is along gen-tie alignment 
Alternative E, on valley-floor drainages. Mesquite nest-straw is not expected to occur in the project area 
due to its apparent extirpation in California.  

Other Special-Status Plants  

In addition to the statutes and policies described above, several public agencies and private entities 
maintain lists of plants and animals of conservation concern. The CDFG compiles these in its compendia 
of “Special Plants.” These plants are treated here as “special status species.” All plants of the region that 
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are included in CDFG and CNPS rankings as CRPR 2, 3, or 4 are included in Table 3, but only those species 
reported from the site are addressed below.  

Emory’s crucifixion thorn (Castela emoryi): Emory’s crucifixion thorn is endemic to the Sonoran and 
southern Mojave Deserts of the American southwest. It is widely scattered in southwestern Arizona; its 
scattered occurrences in the California deserts are the western extent of its range (Turner et al. 1995).  
The most well known stand is at the Crucifixion Thorn Natural Area (CTNA) in Imperial County, 
California. It also occurs at a few sites in northwestern Sonora, Mexico, and in northern Baja California 
immediately adjacent to the CTNA.  Emory’s crucifixion thorn is a leafless shrub or small tree of washes, 
non-saline dry lakes, and other sites where water accumulates.  The plants are long-lived and densely 
thorny. The stems are light gray-green, rigid, ascending (directed upward) with stout spine-tipped twigs. 
Its flowers are inconspicuous and abundant. The fruits, after maturing, remain on the plant for several 
years. Young plants, prior to fruiting, do not have the characteristic clustered fruits of older plants.  
Plants occur as scattered colonies, possibly clones, of fairly small size that do not extend far across the 
landscape (Shreve and Wiggins 1964).  Emory’s crucifixion thorn is assigned to CRPR 2.3 (rare, 
threatened, or endangered in California, but more common elsewhere). It is not managed by BLM as a 
sensitive species (BLM 2010a). 

DHSP occurrence or effects: Three individual crucifixion thorn plants were located along the western 
boundary of the larger, northeastern project parcel, and numerous additional plants were located in the 
smaller, southwestern parcel (Figure 3).  Large stands of crucifixion thorn are described as “crucifixion 
thorn scrub” (Sawyer et al. 2009), but the density and extent of the plants on the Desert Harvest site do 
not warrant mapping as a distinct vegetation type.  

Utah vine milkweed (Cynanchum utahense, Funastrum utahense): Utah vine milkweed is a 
perennial herb that dies back to the ground in summer. It ranges from the California deserts to 
southwestern Utah. Its habitat is desert washes and canyons (Bell 2009). Utah vine milkweed is assigned 
to CRPR 4.2 (limited distribution, “watch list”). It is not managed by BLM as a sensitive species (BLM 
2010a). 

DHSP occurrence or effects: It was recorded on the site during 2010 spring botanical surveys (AMEC 
2011a; see Figure 3), but was not relocated in subsequent surveys. Aspen botanists located a single Utah 
vine milkweed a short distance outside the project area while visiting a reference location of slender-
spined allthorn (below).  

Slender-spined allthorn (Koeberlinia spinosa var. tenuispina): Slender-spined allthorn is a densely-
branched shrub, to several meters tall, with dark green bark (Turner et al. 1995). Most verified California 
locations are within the Chocolate Mountains, a few miles south of the Desert Harvest site, but it also 
occurred on the Desert Sunlight project site, north of the Desert Harvest site. It resembles crucifixion 
thorn (above), and is distinguished by stems, which are brighter green, not as stout, and branched at 
right angles rather than ascending). It does not retain fruits on the stems after maturation. It is assigned 
to CRPR 2.2 (rare, threatened, or endangered in California but more common elsewhere). It is not 
managed by BLM as a sensitive species (BLM 2010a). 

DHSP occurrence or effects: The CNDDB reported a slender-spined allthorn occurrence in the smaller, 
southwest parcel of the proposed Desert Harvest project site, but Aspen botanists located that plant 
and determined that it was a young crucifixion thorn, without fruits on the stems. Based on field survey 
results, we conclude that slender-spined allthorn is not likely to occur on the site.  
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Desert unicorn-plant (Proboscidea althaefolia): Desert unicorn-plant, also called “devil’s claw,” is a 
perennial herb that grows from a large rooststock. It is dormant in spring, but sprouts in response to 
summer rains. It ranges throughout much of the Sonoran Desert, eastward to Texas and parts of 
mainland Mexico.  It is conspicuous for its woody, hook-shaped fruits (pods), that are evidently 
dispersed by clinging to fur or hooves of large mammals. It is ranked as CRPR 4.3 (limited distribution, 
“watch list”). It is not managed by BLM as a sensitive species (BLM 2010a).  

DHSP occurrence or effects: Desert unicorn-plant was located at several sites on the Desert Harvest 
project site and along gen-tie alignment Alternative E during fall, 2011, but not fall 2010 (Figure 3).  

Listed Threatened or Endangered Wildlife  

This section includes species listed as threatened or endangered under CESA or ESA. One listed 
threatened or endangered species, the desert tortoise, occurs near the project site. Two others (Gila 
woodpecker and Swainson’s hawk) have been observed on or near the site during migratory or 
wintering seasons, but are not expected to use the site for breeding.  Other listed species of the region 
are either limited to riparian and aquatic habitats (e.g., southwestern willow flycatcher, least Bell’s 
vireo, and desert pupfish) or occur well outside the area (e.g., Coachella Valley fringe-toed lizard).  

Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii): The desert tortoise is listed as threatened under CESA, and the 
Mojave population (i.e., west of the Colorado River) is listed as threatened under the federal ESA. East of 
the Colorado River, the desert tortoise’s range extends into the Arizona deserts, and south through 
Sonora (Mexico). Tortoises east of the Colorado River have been considered a separate population of 
the same species, but recent work by Murphy et al. (2011) suggests that they should be recognized as a 
distinct species, Morafka's desert tortoise (Gopherus morafkai).  All wild desert tortoises in California are 
part of the state and federally listed Mojave population. 

The USFWS reviewed desert tortoise biology and population status in the recent Revised Recovery Plan 
(USFWS 2011c). The following summary is based on that review and literature cited therein. Desert 
tortoises spend much of their lives in burrows. They enter hibernation during autumn. In late winter or 
early spring, they emerge from over-wintering burrows and typically remain active or partially active 
through fall. Activity decreases in summer, but tortoises often emerge after summer rain storms to drink 
and to take advantage of seasonal food availability during the few weeks following late summer rains. 
They may become dormant during extended periods of summer heat and dryness.  A single tortoise may 
have a dozen or more burrows within its home range, and different tortoises may use these burrows at 
different times. Even during their active seasons, they are inactive during much of the day or night, 
within burrows or at “palettes” (partially sheltered flattened areas, often beneath shrubs or large rocks) 
or other shaded sites.  

Adult desert tortoises lose water at such a slow rate that they can survive for more than a year without 
access to free water of any kind and can apparently tolerate large imbalances in their water and energy 
budgets. During periods of inactivity, their metabolism and water loss are reduced. Desert tortoises eat 
a wide variety of herbaceous vegetation, particularly grasses and the flowers of annual plants.  

Desert tortoise habitats include many landforms and vegetation types of the Mojave and Sonoran 
deserts, except the most precipitous slopes. Friable soils, such as sand and fine gravel, are important for 
burrow excavation and nesting, and the availability of suitable soils is a limiting factor to desert tortoise 
distribution.  
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The sizes of desert tortoise home ranges vary with respect to location and resource availability, and may 
vary among years. Male tortoises’ home ranges can be as large as 200 acres, while females’ long-term 
home ranges may be less than half that size. Core areas used within tortoises’ larger home ranges 
depend on the number of burrows. Over its lifetime, a desert tortoise may use more than 1.5 square 
miles of habitat and may make periodic forays of several miles at a time. 

Tortoises are long-lived and grow slowly. They require 13 to 20 years to reach sexual maturity. Their 
reproductive rates are low, though their reproductive lifespan is long. Mating may occur both during 
spring and fall. The number of clutches (set of eggs laid at a single time) and number of eggs that a 
female desert tortoise produces is dependent on habitat quality, seasonal food and water availability, 
and the animal’s physiological condition. Egg-laying occurs primarily between April and July; the female 
typically lays 2-14 (average 5-6) eggs, which are buried near the mouth of a burrow or beneath a shrub. 
The eggs typically hatch 90 to 120 days later, between August and October. Clutch success rates are 
unknown and nest predation rates are variable, but predation appears to be an important cause of 
clutch failure. 

Desert tortoise population trends have been difficult to discern. The USFWS (2011c) reviews population 
monitoring efforts dating back to the 1980s, and concludes that available data provide qualitative (not 
quantitative) insight to range-wide trends, and show appreciable declines at the local level in some 
areas.  A more formal and consistent range-wide monitoring study was initiated in 2001, but no range-
wide trend has been identified over that period.  

Desert tortoise populations are threatened by several factors, each of which tends to be exacerbated by 
the others and most of which are associated with human land uses and other human activities. Most 
threats identified in the 1980s as the bases for state and federal listing continue to affect tortoise 
populations today. Habitat degradation and loss due to land use conversion, grazing, mining, energy 
development, and transportation projects have all contributed to declining tortoise numbers and 
fragmented populations.  Off-road vehicle use degrades habitat and causes direct mortality from vehicle 
collision or crushed burrows. Desert tortoises are also vulnerable to vehicle collisions on roads and 
highways. Drought, habitat degradation, and associated weed invasion lead to reduced nutrient quality 
of food plants; this increases desert tortoise susceptibility to upper respiratory tract disease, and 
possibly other diseases, which can be fatal and is transmittable among populations. Juvenile tortoises 
are vulnerable to predation by ravens; juvenile and adult tortoises are preyed upon by coyotes and 
domestic and feral dogs. Infrastructure development and urbanization creates perch sites and food and 
water sources for ravens, and increases numbers of dogs and coyotes, all of which elevate predation 
pressure on tortoises. Other factors affecting tortoises and their habitat include illegal collecting, 
vandalism, livestock grazing, feral burros, invasive non-native plants, changes to natural fire regimes, 
and environmental contaminants. Habitat fragmentation and development can isolate tortoise 
populations, further increasing risk of disease and reducing genetic diversity. This range of threats can 
kill or indirectly affect desert tortoises and their habitat, but little is known about the relative 
contribution each threat makes to tortoise demography. Current recovery planning (USFWS 2011c) 
focuses on expanding the knowledge of individual threats and places emphasis on understanding their 
multiple and combined effects on tortoise populations.  

DHSP occurrence or effects: The DHSP site is not within designated critical habitat for the desert tortoise, 
but portions of the transmission line alternative alignments are within the Chuckwalla Critical Habitat 
Unit, west of Kaiser Road and near the I-10 Freeway (see Figure 6). The USFWS (2011c) identifies five 
recovery units for the desert tortoise based largely on geographic discontinuities or barriers that 
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coincide with observed variation among tortoise populations. The DHSP and the gen-tie alternatives are 
located in the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit.  

The nearest documented desert tortoise locations are on the Desert Sunlight project site, about 0.3 mile 
north of the DHSP site, and on gen-tie alignments B, C, and D (BLM 2011a; Ironwood Consulting 2010). 
In addition, a road-killed desert tortoise was observed at the Eagle Mountain off ramp on east-bound 
Interstate 10 approximately 7.5 miles southwest of the site (AMEC 2011a).  

No live desert tortoises or recent sign were observed on the DHSP site or adjacent areas during the 2010 
and 2011 field surveys. However, several desert tortoise burrows, designated as class 2 (good condition) 
and class 3 (deteriorated condition), and several disarticulated bone fragments, possibly originating 
from a desert tortoise, were located on the site. None of the burrows or other sign exhibited any 
evidence of recent use or corroborating sign. The occurrence of tortoise sign, even where no living 
tortoises are found during surveys, indicates desert tortoise presence (USFWS 2010a). Desert tortoises 
are found throughout the region and are mobile during their active seasons. Based on the presence of 
active desert tortoises on the adjacent project site and gen-tie alignments, we conclude that the entire 
Desert Harvest project site and all gen-tie alignments may be occupied by desert tortoises at any time, 
albeit only in low numbers. Project development would eliminate 1,208 acres of desert tortoise habitat 
and could kill or injure desert tortoises on the site. Project development will necessitate consultation 
between the BLM and USFWS per Section 7 of the ESA, and permitting from CDFG under Section 2080.1 
or 2081 of the California Fish and Game Code.  

Gila woodpecker (Melanerpes uropygialis): The Gila woodpecker is listed as endangered under 
CESA but has no status under the federal ESA. It is a bird species of conservation concern (USFWS 2008). 
Its geographic range is generally in southern Arizona and southward into Baja California and western 
mainland Mexico. It occupies this range year-around (i.e., it is not migratory). In California, Gila 
woodpeckers are known from riparian forests along the Colorado River, and from desert wash 
woodlands in Imperial County (McCreedy 2008). It excavates cavity nests in large riparian trees such as 
cottonwoods and (in upland habitats) saguaro cacti, and feeds largely on insects, mistletoe berries, and 
cactus fruits (Rosenberg et al. 1991; McCreedy 2008). Its primary habitat is Cottonwood-Willow Riparian 
Woodland, but it also uses thickets of other desert trees (e.g., desert ironwood), as well as upland 
habitats, especially outside the breeding season. Desert ironwood is apparently too dense for nest 
excavation. Where Gila woodpeckers occur in dry desert wash woodlands, they excavate cavity nests 
“invariably” in large blue palo verdes rather than ironwood (McCreedy 2008). In suburban habitats, they 
nest in ornamental trees including athel (Tamarix aphylla), gum trees (Eucalyptus spp.), and palms. 
Availability of suitable nesting trees is apparently a limiting factor in breeding habitat suitability (Grinnell 
and Miller 1944). 

DHSP occurrence or effects: A Gila woodpecker was observed in the southeastern part of the project site 
in December 2010, but was not seen again during the BLM protocol winter season or breeding season 
avian point counts (AMEC 2011d).  

The Desert Harvest project site is about 40 miles west of the Gila woodpecker’s published geographic 
range (McCreedy 2008), but unpublished observations have been reported from Corn Springs, about 11 
miles south of the site and about five miles south of the southern end of the gen-tie alignments (C. 
McGaugh, AMEC, pers. obs.). There is a native palm grove at Corn Springs, and Gila woodpeckers may 
nest in the palm trees. Also, a Gila Woodpecker was reported on September 28, 2010 during field 
surveys for the Desert Sunlight project (AMEC 2011d).  It is possible that the Corn Springs and Desert 
Center areas support a small Gila woodpecker population, or that the two local observations in late 
2010 were chance observations of an itinerant individual.  
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Desert wash woodlands on the Desert Harvest site may provide suitable nesting and foraging habitat for 
Gila woodpecker. The woodlands are dominated by desert ironwood trees, and most of the blue palo 
verdes are too small for cavity nests. However, scattered larger blue palo verde trees are present in low 
numbers throughout the woodlands, and could serve as suitable nest trees.  

Although no Gila woodpecker observations were made on the site during breeding season surveys, it is 
possible that they may nest in desert wash woodland habitat on or near the site. Project development 
would eliminate up to 180 acres of potential nesting and foraging habitat for Gila woodpecker on the 
proposed solar generator site, and could also affect smaller areas of suitable habitat along gen-tie 
alignments. Habitat impacts on the gen-tie alignments would generally be limited to small areas around 
the transmission line structures, and increased human disturbance during construction, 
operations/maintenance, and decommissioning project phases.  

In addition to habitat impacts, the project could cause mortality or injury to a Gila woodpecker 
(including juvenile birds or eggs), if an active nest were damaged or disturbed during construction or 
other phases of the project. Potential project impacts would be comparable to those described for 
nesting birds, below. As a state-listed species, any take of Gila woodpecker would necessitate CESA 
permitting under § 2081 of the California Fish and Game Code. Avoidance of take, as defined by the Fish 
and Game Code, could be achieved by implementing measures to avoid all nesting birds (see Native 
Birds: Migratory Bird Treaty Act / California Fish And Game Code, below).  

Swainson's hawk (Buteo swainsoni): The Swainson's hawk is listed as a threatened species under 
CESA but has no federal listing status. It is a migratory raptor. It breeds in open plains and prairies in the 
Great Plains and relatively arid areas of western North America, including the Central Valley and the 
western Mojave Desert in California. It winters in South America, primarily in Argentina.  During the 
spring and fall migration seasons, Swainson’s hawks are observed regularly in southern California.  

DHSP occurrence or effects: One Swainson’s hawk was observed flying over the Desert Harvest project 
site during April 2011 (AMEC 2011d). The project area may serve as incidental foraging habitat during 
migratory seasons, but otherwise would not support Swainson’s hawks, due to the distance from its 
breeding range. Project development would not affect nesting habitat and has little likelihood of 
adversely affecting Swainson’s hawk. 

Species Protected Under the Federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d; BGEPA) prohibits take of bald eagles 
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and golden eagles (Aquila chrysaetos). The BGEPA defines take to include 
“pursuing, shooting, shooting at, poisoning, wounding, killing, capturing, trapping, collecting, molesting, 
and disturbing.” The USFWS (2007) further defines disturb  as “to agitate or bother a bald or golden 
eagle to a degree that causes, or is likely to cause, based on the best scientific information available, (1) 
injury to an eagle, (2) a decrease in its productivity, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, 
feeding, or sheltering behavior, or (3) nest abandonment, by substantially interfering with normal 
breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior.’’  

Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos): Golden eagles are year-around residents throughout most of their 
range in the western United States. In the southwest, they are more common during winter when eagles 
that nest in Canada migrate south into the region. They breed from late January through August, mainly 
during late winter and early spring in the California deserts (Pagel et al. 2010). In the desert, they 
generally nest in steep, rugged terrain, often on sites with overhanging ledges, cliffs or large trees as 
cover. Golden eagles are wide-ranging predators, especially outside of the nesting season, when they 
have no need to return daily to eggs or young at their nests.  
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Threats to golden eagles include illegal shooting, power line electrocution, wind turbine strikes, and 
rodonticides (used for rodent control, and secondarily ingested by eagles feeding on target pest 
species). They also are affected by habitat loss or degradation due to land use changes such as 
urbanization and agriculture. The golden eagle population is estimated at approximately 30,000 in the 
western U.S., down from an estimated 100,000 in the late 1970s. Survey data from 2003 and 2006 to 
2008 indicate a decline of 26 percent since 2003 (USFWS 2009a). 

Golden eagle foraging habitat consists of open terrain such as grasslands, deserts, savanna, and early 
successional forest and shrubland habitats, throughout the regional foothills, mountains, and deserts. 
They prey primarily on rabbits and rodents but will also take other mammals, birds, reptiles, and some 
carrion (Kochert et al. 2002).  

Absent interference from humans, the densities of breeding golden eagle territories is limited by either 
prey density or nest site availability (USFWS 2009a). Breeding season home range sizes vary widely. For 
example, in San Diego County, a study of 27 nesting pairs found breeding ranges to average 36 square 
miles with a range from 19 to 59 square miles (Johnsgard 1990). Eagles and other raptors forage more 
widely outside of the nesting season, since they have no need to return daily to eggs or young at their 
nests. 

DHSP occurrence or effects: The mountain ranges surrounding the project site provide suitable golden 
eagle nesting and foraging habitat.  Inactive golden eagle nests have been documented to the 
northwest, northeast, and south of the Desert Harvest site, and one active but non-reproductive nest 
was reported in the Coxcomb Mountains, about 5 miles northeast of the site (BLM 2011a).  

The proposed solar generator site and gen-tie line alignments are on the Chuckwalla Valley floor, and do 
not provide suitable golden eagle nesting habitat. No on-site impacts to nest sites are expected, but 
golden eagles are sensitive to human disturbances during the nesting season. If there is an active nest 
nearby, then human activity and noise during project construction could adversely affect golden eagle 
nesting success. Most golden eagle nests in the surrounding mountain ranges were inactive in 2010 
(Ironwood Consulting 2010). There was golden eagle activity, but not reproduction, at one nest site 
northeast of the DHSP site. However, even if golden eagle territories may be inactive in a given year, 
they may be used in future years. Therefore, unoccupied territories are considered potentially active in 
future years. 

The project site and gen-tie alignments provide suitable golden eagle foraging habitat. Golden eagles 
could forage at the Desert Harvest site at any time of year. Foraging birds could include mated pairs 
using the surrounding nesting territories; or, if the territories are inactive, unmated golden eagles or 
adult birds whose nests may have failed, could forage over the site during breeding season. Foraging 
would probably be somewhat more common during winter and migration seasons due to larger 
numbers of golden eagles in the region and their larger winter foraging ranges. 

If the project would take golden eagles, as defined by the BGEPA and USFWS (2007), above, then 
consultation with the USFWS would be required. The USFWS recommends evaluating potential impacts 
to nesting and foraging golden eagles by evaluating eagle use of the area and inventorying golden eagle 
territories if suitable nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat are present on a proposed project site or 
within a 10-mile radius of the site (Pagel et al. 2010). In addition to its federal status under the BGEPA, 
the golden eagle is designated by the California Fish and Game Code as a fully protected species and by 
BLM as a sensitive species (below).  
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Wildlife Species Fully Protected Under the California Fish and Game Code 

Under the state Fish and Game Code, selected fish and wildlife species are designated as fully protected, 
prohibiting take except under permit for scientific purposes. Most of the designated fully protected 
species occur well outside the project vicinity, but several could occur in the area. These are: golden 
eagle (discussed above, Species Protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act), selected 
populations of Nelson’s bighorn sheep (discussed below, BLM Sensitive Wildlife Species), American 
peregrine falcon, and ring-tailed cat.  

American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus): Peregrine falcons were formerly listed under CESA 
and ESA, but have been delisted under both Acts. They are found irregularly in the region, generally 
during migratory and winter seasons. They have not been known to nest in the region in recent decades, 
though they did nest in desert mountain ranges near the Colorado River historically (Rosenberg et al. 
1991; Patten et al. 2003). They feed primarily on birds captured during flight. Waterfowl and shorebirds 
make up a large proportion of their prey, and nest sites are often within foraging range of large water 
bodies.  

DHSP occurrence or effects: Project implementation would not affect nesting habitat and has little 
likelihood of adversely affecting foraging behavior.  

Ring-tailed cat (Bassariscus astutus): The ring-tailed cat, or ringtail (it is unrelated to true cats), 
occurs throughout much of California and southwestern North America, in many habitat types, including 
forests, woodlands, and deserts. In deserts, it generally is found in steep or rocky terrain, and uses rock 
piles and bedrock crevices for shelter. It also dens in burrows, tree cavities, or brush piles (Wilson and 
Ruff 1999).  

DHSP occurrence or effects: Habitat in the regional mountain ranges is suitable for ringtail, though 
habitat on the project site appears to be poorly suitable due to lack of suitable den sites and relatively 
low cover or shelter availability. The project is unlikely to cause take or other adverse impacts to 
ringtails.  

BLM Sensitive Wildlife Species 

The BLM maintains a list of Sensitive Wildlife Species, including species that are rare, declining, or 
dependent on specialized habitats (BLM 2010b). It manages sensitive species to provide protections 
comparable to species that may become listed as threatened or endangered (i.e., candidate species for 
federal listing). In addition to species addressed in this section of the BRTR, all listed threatened or 
endangered species (above) are managed as BLM sensitive species. 

Couch’s spadefoot (Scaphiopus couchi): Couch’s spadefoot, like other spadefoot species, is an 
amphibian with appearance and life history characteristics similar to the true toads (Bufo spp.) but 
distinguished from that genus by several characteristics, especially the thickened sharp-edged  “spades” 
on the hind feet, used for burrowing (Stebbins 2003). Couch’s spadefoot is almost entirely terrestrial. It 
is dormant in burrows 20 to 90 cm deep for 8 to 10 months of the year (Jennings and Hayes 1994). It is 
active on the surface only during periods following warm summer rains, when it emerges to feed on 
insects and to reproduce. Successful reproduction requires warm rain pools which must hold water long 
enough to allow the eggs hatch and the tadpoles to develop, and then metamorphose into juvenile 
spadefoots. This has been reported to occur in as few as 7 to 10 days (Jennings and Hayes 1994; Grismer 
2002), one of the fastest rates of metamorphosis among the frogs and toads.  
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In addition to summer rain pools, Couch’s spadefoot requires soft, sandy soils for burrowing and 
generally is found at the edges of arroyos or in open soil around the bases of shrubs (Grismer 2002). 
Adult spadefoots make seasonal movements to and from breeding pools, but movement distances are 
unknown for this and other spadefoot species (Morey 2005).  

Couch’s spadefoot is widespread in the southwestern US and Mexico. The Colorado Desert in California 
is at the western margin of its geographic range. Stebbins (2003) indicates that it is restricted in 
California to a corridor immediately adjacent to the Colorado River, though Morey (2005) indicates a 
much broader distribution in the California deserts. In California, Couch’s spadefoot is threatened by 
habitat conversion for other uses. It is ranked as a Species of Special Concern by CDFG and as a Sensitive 
Species by BLM. 

DHSP occurrence or effects: Topography and drainage channel morphology on the proposed solar 
generation site and along the proposed gen-tie line indicate that no suitable breeding pools would form 
or hold rain water long enough for spadefoot reproduction. Upland habitat may be suitable as winter 
dormancy/burrowing habitat, depending upon the project site’s proximity to breeding pools, the 
species’ movement distances between borrow and breeding sites, and any specific habitat requirements 
for burrowing sites. Project development would not be expected to impact Couch’s spadefoot breeding 
habitat and potential impacts to winter dormancy habitat appear to be minimal, based on lack of 
breeding pools in the area.  

Banded Gila monster (Heloderma suspectum cinctum): The Gila monster is rare in California, and 
more common in Arizona and northwestern Mexico. It is a large and distinct lizard, but is difficult to 
observe even in areas where its occurrence is known.  As a result, little is known about its distribution, 
population status, and life history in California. Most historical observations in California have been in 
riparian areas or at moderate elevations of the higher desert mountain ranges, in rocky, incised 
topography (Lovich and Beaman 2007). In California, the Gila monster is apparently confined to the 
eastern deserts (east of 116° longitude) where summer rainfall makes up 25 percent of average annual 
precipitation (Lovich and Beaman 2007). There has been only one report from farther west (the Mojave 
River). Throughout its range, the Gila monster appears to be most active during or following summer 
rains.  

DHSP occurrence or effects: The project site may be west of the banded Gila monster’s range, and 
habitat on the site appears to be only marginally suitable. Project development is unlikely to affect 
banded Gila monster.   

Mojave fringe toed lizard (Uma scoparia): The Mojave fringe-toed lizard is known almost exclusively 
from California, primarily in San Bernardino and eastern Riverside Counties (Jennings and Hayes 1994). It 
is a California Species of Special Concern and BLM Sensitive Species. The northern lineage, associated 
with the Amargosa River drainage system, is under review for federal listing as a threatened or 
endangered population (USFWS 2008b), but its geographic range is well north of the DHSP site. The 
southern lineage is more widespread, ranging through the Mojave River drainage system, Bristol Trough, 
Clark’s Pass (including the Chuckwalla Valley, Palen Lake and Pinto Wash), and the Colorado River sand 
transport systems.  

The Mojave fringe-toed lizard is related to two other special-status species: the Colorado Desert fringe-
toed lizard (U. notata), a BLM Sensitive Species that is found farther to the south; and the Coachella 
Valley fringe-toed lizard (U. inornata), a federally listed threatened and state listed endangered species 
endemic to the Coachella Valley, west of the Desert Harvest site. In addition, the flat-tailed horned lizard 
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(Phrynosoma mcallii) is a special-status species of similar habitats, but its geographic range is also well 
south of the Desert Harvest site.  

The Mojave fringe-toed lizard is primarily insectivorous. It hibernates during winter, and emerges from 
hibernacula in March or April. During April and May, while temperatures are relatively cool, it is active 
during mid-day; during summer, it is active in mornings and late afternoon, but seeks cover during the 
hottest parts of the day.  

The Mojave fringe-toed lizard is primarily found in fine, loose, aeolian (windblown) sand habitat (Turner 
et al. 1984; Jennings and Hayes 1994; Stebbins 1944). Availability of soft sand is an essential habitat 
component, though the lizards will also use other substrates surrounding aeolian sands.  Mojave fringe-
toed lizards burrow in the sand to avoid predators and to thermoregulate (Stebbins 1944), and lay their 
eggs in sand.  Sand dunes are its primary habitat, although it also uses sands and surrounding habitats at 
the margins of dry lakebeds, washes, and isolated blowsand pockets against hillsides (BLM and CDFG 
2002), and mixed habitat such as hummocks or pockets of soft sand interspersed with hard-packed sand 
(Cablk and Heaton 2002). 

The Mojave fringe-toed lizard is widespread in the Mojave and northern Colorado deserts, but its 
distribution is patchy, reflecting the patchy distribution of suitable habitat (Murphy et al. 2006). Some 
localized populations consist of only a few animals in small, isolated habitat patches. This fragmented 
distribution leaves local populations vulnerable to extirpation from habitat disturbance, further 
fragmentation, or stochastic events (Murphy et al. 2006). Aeolian sand habitat is vulnerable to direct 
and indirect disturbances (Weaver 1981; Beatley 1994; Barrows 1996). Environmental changes that 
stabilize sand, affect sand sources, or block sand movement corridors will, in turn, affect Mojave fringe-
toed lizard habitat and populations (Turner et al. 1984; Jennings and Hayes 1994). Threats to Mojave 
fringe-toed lizards and their habitat include habitat loss or damage from urban and agricultural 
development, vehicles, and indirect effects such as invasive weeds and increased habitat access by 
common ravens or other predators. Another important indirect disturbance is the potential disruption 
of sand source for the dune systems. Dune habitat that is cut off from its sand source will degrade over 
time as finer sands are blown away, leaving behind smaller dunes composed of coarser-textured sand.  

DHSP occurrence or effects: Based on a habitat evaluation by Robert Black (2011), the DHSP site does 
not appear to provide suitable habitat for Mojave fringe-toed lizard.  Ephemeral washes and channels 
throughout the proposed solar generator site provide patchy alluvial sand habitats but the sand was 
often cemented or compacted, and the sand depth and coarse texture were poorly suitable for Mojave 
fringe-toed lizard.  The few isolated areas where deeper, loose sand was present were not large enough 
to support Mojave fringe-toed lizard.   

Mojave fringe-toed lizards occur in aeolian sand habitat at the base the Coxcomb Mountains, east of 
Pinto Wash, about 1 mile northeast of the Desert Harvest project site. Aeolian sand in this area is within 
a sand transport corridor, originating upslope in JTNP, and continuing southeast to the Palen Dunes. The 
Desert Harvest project site is outside that sand transport corridor. The site is immediately downslope 
and downwind from the approved Desert Sunlight project area, now under construction. Environmental 
analysis of the Desert Sunlight project (BLM 2011) concluded that the site was not within the sand 
transport corridor, and that project development would not affect sand migration in the Pinto Wash / 
Palen Dunes corridor. However, portions of gen-tie Alternative E are within suitable habitat for Mojave 
fringe-toed lizard, and development of that alternative would be likely to take habitat and possibly take 
individual lizards. Based on our field work on the site, and on the analysis of adjacent Desert Sunlight 
project, we conclude that development of the other Desert Harvest project components (the solar 
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generator site and gen-tie Alternatives B, C, or D) would not substantially affect Mojave fringe-toed 
lizard or aeolian sand transport in the Chuckwalla Valley.  

Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia): The burrowing owl is a BLM Sensitive Species and a CDFG 
Species of Special Concern. As a native bird, it is also protected by the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
(MBTA) and the California Fish and Game Code (below). It is a small, terrestrial owl of open country. 
During breeding season, it ranges throughout most of the western US. It occurs year-around in southern 
California, but may be more numerous during fall and winter, when migratory individuals from farther 
north join the regional resident population. Burrowing owls favor flat, open annual or perennial 
grassland or gentle slopes and sparse shrub or tree cover. They use the burrows of ground squirrels and 
other rodents for shelter and nesting. Availability of suitable burrows is an important habitat 
component. Where ground squirrel burrows are not available, the owls may use alternate burrow sites 
or man-made features (such as drain pipes or debris piles). In the California deserts, burrowing owls 
generally occur in low numbers in scattered populations, but they can be found in much higher densities 
near agricultural lands where rodent and insect prey tend to be more abundant (Wilkerson and Siegel 
2011). Burrowing owl nesting season, as recognized by the California Burrowing Owl Consortium (CBOC 
1993), is 1 February through 31 August.   

DHSP occurrence or effects:  During the desert tortoise surveys for the Desert Harvest project site 
(above), AMEC field biologists examined all suitable burrows for sign of burrowing owls. These field 
surveys correspond to 100 percent coverage Phase II surveys for burrowing owls, recommended by the 
CBOC protocol (1993).  No burrowing owls or their sign were observed during these spring season 
surveys, or during the winter and breeding season avian point count surveys. Due to the absence of 
burrowing owl sign, further focused burrowing owl surveys (i.e., Phase III surveys, per. CBOC) were not 
conducted for this project.  However, two incidental burrowing owl observations were made by Aspen 
biologists during streambed delineation field work. In one observation, a burrowing owl was briefly seen 
perching and flying, but was not at a burrow. The other observation was a burrowing owl seen in the 
mouth of an inactive desert kit fox burrow; no burrowing owl sign (e.g., whitewash, prey remains, or owl 
pellets) was found at the site.  Based on these field surveys and incidental observations, we conclude 
that the site is suitable habitat for burrowing owls during winter or breeding seasons. Breeding 
burrowing owls were not observed on the site during the surveys, but they could nest on the site in 
future years. During fall and winter, the site appears to serve as low-density seasonal burrowing owl 
habitat.   

Bendire’s thrasher (Toxostoma bendirei):  Bendire’s thrasher is a BLM Sensitive Species and CDFG 
Species of Special Concern. It is also protected under the federal MBTA and California Fish and Game 
Code, described further below. California populations are migratory, though it is found year-around in 
more southern portions of its range, in southern Arizona and adjacent Mexico. The Desert Harvest site is 
near the southern boundary of its breeding range in California. It breeds in open, upland desert 
shrublands of JTNP and surrounding area, and northward through several disjunct regions of the Mojave 
Desert (Sterling 2008). Its habitat requirements are poorly understood, but it is generally associated with 
Yucca (e.g., Joshua tree) and Opuntia (cholla cacti, also classified as Cylindropuntia) species on gently 
sloping terrain. Soil texture is apparently important to habitat suitability, perhaps because Bendire’s 
thrashers largely forage on ground-dwelling insects. Hard rocky soils (e.g., desert pavement) and loose 
sands (e.g., dry wash sands) are apparently less suitable than firmly packed, fine-textured soils.  

DHSP occurrence or effects:  Bendire’s thrashers were not observed on the project site during the winter 
or breeding-season point-count surveys. Habitat throughout the site appears to be of marginal 
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suitability, due to relatively low cover of Yucca and Opuntia species, and seemingly poorly-suitable soil 
texture. There is a low to moderate probability that Bendire’s thrasher may occur on the site.  

Lucy’s warbler (Vermivora luciae): Lucy’s warbler is a migratory songbird that breeds in desert 
riparian woodlands and winters on Pacific Coast of mainland Mexico. Its breeding range extends through 
much of Arizona, and parts of the eastern California deserts. It is a cavity-nesting species (i.e., it 
generally nests in unoccupied woodpecker nests or other cavities in trees). Its primary nesting habitat is 
mesquite thickets, but also uses native riparian trees and saltcedar (Tamarix spp.).  

DHSP occurrence or effects: Two singing male Lucy’s warblers were reported in April 2011 near the 
southwestern corner of the project area (AMEC 2011). These birds were not observed later during the 
nesting season point counts (28 April survey date), but no focused surveys were conducted.  It is 
unknown whether either or both of these birds successfully established breeding territories in the area, 
or moved on to another site.  Suitable nesting cavities may be available in large blue palo verde trees on 
the site, but probably not in the more dominant desert ironwood trees (see Gila woodpecker discussion, 
above).   The nests of Lucy’s warblers are sometimes placed behind loose bark, so there is some 
potential for them to nest in ironwood trees.  Lucy’s warblers may nest in desert wash woodlands on or 
near the proposed solar facility site or gen-tie alignment alternatives. 

Project development would eliminate up to 180 acres of potential nesting and foraging habitat for Lucy’s 
warbler on the proposed solar generator site, and could also affect smaller areas of suitable habitat 
along gen-tie alignments. In addition to habitat impacts, the project could cause mortality or injury to a 
Lucy’s warbler (including juvenile birds or eggs), if an active nest were damaged or disturbed during 
construction or other phases of the project. Potential project impacts would be comparable to those 
described for nesting birds, below. 

Nelson’s bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni): Nelson’s bighorn sheep are known from the 
Transverse Ranges, California Desert Ranges, Nevada, northern Arizona, and Utah. Its populations in the 
Peninsular Ranges (the Santa Rosa and San Jacinto Mountains, and southward into Baja California) are 
federally listed as a threatened distinct vertebrate population segment. However, populations in eastern 
Riverside County have no CESA or ESA listing status. It is a BLM Sensitive Species and, except where 
designated otherwise by CDFG, is fully protected under the state Fish and Game Code. Threats to 
Nelson’s bighorn sheep include habitat loss or degradation; limited availability of water sources; barriers 
to local or regional movement (e.g., highways and aqueducts); disease spread by domestic livestock; and 
natural predation by mountain lions in some populations.  

DHSP occurrence or effects: Habitat in the desert mountain ranges surrounding the upper Chuckwalla 
Valley is occupied by Nelson’s bighorn sheep, and they occasionally use the valley floor habitat. 
Ungulate tracks, from either Nelson’s bighorn sheep or burro deer, were observed on the site during the 
streambed delineation work. Project construction would not cause habitat degradation in the 
mountains, though construction could cause noise and human disturbance as described above for 
golden eagle nesting territories. Bighorn sheep tend to acclimate to these activities in areas where such 
disturbances occur routinely (e.g., quarries; Jansen et al. 2009). Due to the project’s location on the 
valley floor near sites with comparable land uses and human activity patterns, the project is not likely to 
affect bighorn sheep behavior or habitat use to any large extent. However, the project could affect 
bighorn sheep movement among the mountain ranges (see Wildlife Movement, below).  

Bats: The BLM includes several bat species on its list of sensitive species. The special status bats of the 
local area roost in rock crevices, tunnels, or caves; one species (western yellow bat, Lasiurus xanthinus) 
roosts in the foliage of riparian trees. Roost sites may be used seasonally (e.g., inactive cool seasons) or 
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daily (day roosts, used during inactive daylight hours). Maternity roosts are particularly important 
overall for bat life histories. Knowledge of bat distributions and occurrences is sparse.  The majority of 
adverse impacts to bat populations in the region result from disturbance of roosting or hibernation sites, 
especially where large numbers of bats congregate; physical closures of old mine shafts, which 
eliminates roosting habitat; elimination of riparian or desert wash microphyll vegetation which is often 
productive foraging habitat; more general habitat loss or land use conversion; and agricultural pesticide 
use which may poison bats or eliminate their prey-base (Pierson & Rainey 1998; Gannon 2003). Bat life 
histories vary widely. Some species hibernate during winter, or migrate south. During the breeding 
season, bats generally roost during the day, either alone or in communal roost sites, depending on 
species. All special-status regional bats are insectivorous, catching their prey either on the wing or on 
the ground. Some species feed mainly over open water where insect production is especially high, but 
others forage over open shrublands such as found on the project site.   

DHSP occurrence or effects: Project development is unlikely to affect special-status bat roost sites, but 
would eliminate 1208 acres of desert shrubland foraging habitat, including 180 acres of productive dry 
desert wash foraging habitat, and would also affect smaller areas of suitable foraging habitat along gen-
tie alignments.  

Palm Springs round-tailed ground-squirrel (Xerospermophilus tereticaudus chlorus): Palm 
Springs round-tailed ground squirrel (also called Coachella Valley round-tailed ground squirrel) is a 
California Species of Special Concern, on the BLM Sensitive Species list, and was a candidate for federal 
listing as threatened or endangered prior to 2010, when it was removed from the list of candidates 
(USFWS 2010). Until recently, it was believed to be limited in range to the Coachella Valley region. 
Within that area, its primary habitat is mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) hummocks and associated sand 
dunes and, to a lesser extent, dunes and hummocks associated with creosote bush or other vegetation. 
The primary threats to its habitat are land use changes and groundwater pumping, both of which have 
eliminated much of the honey mesquite from the Coachella Valley area.  Recent research indicates that 
its range is substantially larger than previously understood, extending at least 150 miles northward to 
Hinkley Valley and Death Valley. Based on this range extension; the protected habitat in Death Valley 
National Park; and ongoing conservation efforts in the Coachella Valley, the USFWS concludes that it no 
longer warrants candidate status.  The expanded understanding of Palm Springs round-tailed ground-
squirrel’s geographic range also seems to indicate that it uses a broader range of habitat than previously 
understood.  

DHSP occurrence or effects: Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel was reported near the proposed 
gen-tie line in the Desert Sunlight EIS (BLM 2011) and on the DHSP site during AMEC’s field surveys 
(2011d). Habitat in that area lacks the aeolian sands and mesquite hummocks that characterize its 
primary habitat as previously understood (see text under Mojave fringe-toed lizard, above). Palm 
Springs round-tailed ground squirrel appears to occur throughout the area though, but no mesquite or 
dune habitat would be affected by the project.  

Other Special-Status Wildlife Species  

In addition to the statutes and policies described above, several public agencies and private entities 
maintain lists of wildlife species animals of conservation concern. The CDFG compiles these in its 
compendium of and “Special Animals.” These species are treated here as “special-status species.”  

Rosy boa (Charina trivirgata): The rosy boa occurs in rocky shrublands from sea level to about 6700 
feet elevation. In the coastal regions, it is found south and west of the major mountain chains, in the 
interior valleys and mountains of Los Angeles, Riverside, San Bernardino, and Orange counties, 
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southward to the coast in San Diego County and Baja California. In the deserts, rosy boas range 
throughout most of the Mojave Desert and much of the Colorado Desert, eastward into Arizona. They 
are active during warm seasons, and are primarily nocturnal. The CDFG Natural Diversity Data Base 
considers rosy boa a “special animal” but it has no formal status under state or federal Endangered 
Species Acts.  

DHSP occurrence or effects:  Habitat at the Desert Harvest project site may be marginally suitable for 
rosy boa, but lacks the boulders or rock crevices of their primary habitat. The site is within their 
geographic range and could be occupied at low density.  

Raptors: In addition to raptors discussed above, several other special-status birds of prey are found 
seasonally, especially during winter, in the region. These include osprey (Pandion haliaetus), ferruginous 
hawk (Buteo regalis), Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperii), sharp-shinned hawk (A. striatus), northern 
harrier (Circus cyaneus), prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus), merlin (F. columbaris), short-eared owl (Asio 
flammeus), and long-eared owl (A. otus) (Table 4).  Osprey and sharp-shinned hawk were observed 
flying over the site during winter season point count surveys, but neither species would nest in the area 
(AMEC 2011d).  Outside their breeding seasons, these raptors need not return to their nests to feed 
young or tend eggs. Thus, they are able to forage over wide areas, where they capture birds or small 
mammals. Suitable winter or migratory season foraging habitat for all of these raptors is widely available 
throughout the region.  

DHSP occurrence or effects: Potential project impacts to these species and their foraging habitat would 
be comparable to those discussed above for wintering golden eagles. In summary, project construction 
would eliminate 1,208 acres of suitable foraging habitat, cause increased noise and disturbance to 
adjacent habitat, and may present collision or electrocution hazards, such as the gen-tie line and other 
project facilities.  

Upland perching birds: Several upland perching bird species are included in the CDFG Special Animals 
compilation. These include loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus), Bendire’s thrasher (Toxostoma 
bendirei) LeConte’s thrasher (T. lecontei), Crissal thrasher (T. crissale), the Eagle Mountains scrub-jay 
population (Aphelocoma californica cana), and vermilion flycatcher (Pyrocephalus rubinus). In addition, 
a Vaux’s swift (Chaetura vauxi) was observed over the site during migration season (AMEC 2011); this 
species occurs in the area only during migration; it nests well to the north, and project development 
would be unlikely to affect Vaux’s swift.  

DHSP occurrence or effects: Loggerhead shrikes were observed on the site routinely throughout the 
winter and breeding season avian point count surveys (AMEC 2011d). Neither LeConte’s thrasher nor 
Crissal thrasher have been reported on-site, but habitat is suitable and either species could occur there. 
Project development would eliminate 1,208 acres of suitable habitat for these species at the solar 
generator site, and would also affect smaller areas of suitable habitat along gen-tie alignments. 
Vermilion flycatchers have not been reported on-site, but nest in similar habitat to the south (AMEC 
2011d) and could nest in ironwood woodlands on-site in future years.  Project development would 
eliminate 180 acres of suitable desert woodland habitat at the solar generator site, and would also 
affect smaller areas of suitable habitat along gen-tie alignments.  The Eagle Mountains scrub-jay 
population resides year-around in pinyon woodlands in the Eagle Mountains. It is disjunct from other 
scrub-jay populations, and is on CDFG’s “watch list” but has no other special conservation status.  A 
scrub-jay was observed on the project site in October 2011; presumably, it was wandering or dispersing 
from habitat in the Eagle Mountains. However, this bird could have come from much farther away.  
Scrub-jays of the Great Basin population  and can wander considerable distances. However, no suitable 
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scrub-jay habitat is found in the project area. Other potential impacts to these species would be similar 
to those discussed below, under the MBTA.  

Wide-ranging mammals: Several mammal species range widely through desert habitats, either among 
partially isolated mountain ranges (e.g., Nelson’s bighorn sheep, above) or more often in valleys. These 
include Yuma mountain lion (Felis concolor browni), burro deer, or desert mule deer (Odocoileus 
hemionus eremicus [= O. h. crooki]), American badger (Taxidea taxus) and desert kit fox (Vulpes macrotis 
arsipus). Desert kit fox is not listed as a special-status species by CDFG or USFWS, but it is protected 
under the California Code of Regulations (Title 14, § 460).  

DHSP occurrence or effects: Sign of American badger and desert kit fox were located on the site during 
field surveys for desert tortoise and other resources. Ungulate tracks, from either Nelson’s bighorn 
sheep or desert mule deer, were observed on the site during the streambed delineation work. The 
project would eliminate approximately 1,208 acres of habitat that is suitable for each of these species, 
though used only rarely by Nelson’s bighorn sheep, Yuma mountain lion, or desert mule deer.  

WILDLIFE MOVEMENT 

The extent, distribution, and accessibility of suitable habitat affect the long-term viability of regional 
wildlife populations. Fragmentation and isolation of natural habitat ultimately results in the loss of 
vulnerable native species within those areas (Soulé et al. 1988). Accessibility among habitat areas, i.e., 
“connectivity,” is important to long-term genetic diversity and demography of wildlife populations. In 
the short term, it may also be important to individual animals’ ability to occupy their home ranges, if 
their ranges extend across a potential movement barrier. These considerations are especially important 
for rare, threatened, or endangered species such as the desert tortoise, and wide-ranging species which 
exist in low population densities such as large mammals. Therefore, this discussion of potential project 
impacts to wildlife movement focuses on desert tortoise and Nelson’s bighorn sheep. However, these 
conditions are also relevant for other species, including corridor “passage” and corridor “dweller” 
species (Beier and Loe 1992). Corridor passage species would traverse connectivity areas during ordinary 
diurnal or seasonal movement patterns, whereas corridor dweller species must persist as viable 
populations over multiple generations within a connectivity area in order to eventually migrate from 
one habitat block to another. The upper Chuckwalla Valley, where the Desert Harvest site is located, 
appears to be an important linkage between desert tortoise populations in the Colorado and Mojave 
deserts (USFWS 2011b). 

In landscapes where native habitats exist as partially isolated patches surrounded by other land uses, 
planning for wildlife movement generally focuses on “wildlife corridors” to provide animals with access 
routes among habitat patches. In largely undeveloped areas, including the Chuckwalla Valley, wildlife 
habitat is available in extensive open space areas throughout much of the region, but specific barriers 
may impede or prevent movement. In these landscapes, wildlife movement planning focuses on specific 
sites where animals can cross linear barriers (e.g., wash crossings beneath the I-10 freeway), and on 
broader linkage areas which may support stable, long-term populations of target species.  

In the Chuckwalla Valley, the biologically important functions of large mammal movement are the long-
term demographic and genetic effects of occasional animal movement among mountain ranges and 
other large habitat areas. Animals such as Nelson’s bighorn sheep may travel across the valley 
infrequently, as a part of dispersal among subpopulations. Animals may also use bajada habitat, 
including habitat on the project site, for seasonal foraging, as part of its regular home range. These large 
animals are example of corridor “passage” species. In contrast to large animal movement, desert 
tortoises and other less-mobile animals may live out their entire lives within a linkage area between 
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larger habitat blocks; for these species, movement among mountain ranges may take place over the 
course of several generations (Beier and Loe 1992). The USFWS (2011b) recommends maintaining large 
areas of occupied desert tortoise habitat in important linkage areas, including the upper Chuckwalla 
Valley. Within these linkage areas, desert tortoises should be “dweller” species.  

A state-wide evaluation of habitat connectivity (Spencer et al. 2010) includes the upper Chuckwalla 
Valley, including the project area, among areas identified as “Essential Connectivity Areas.” The report 
describes these as follows: “Essential Connectivity Areas are placeholder polygons that can inform land-
planning efforts, but that should eventually be replaced by more detailed Linkage Designs, developed at 
finer resolution based on the needs of particular species and ecological processes” (p. xiii). Spencer et al. 
(2010) recommend siting renewable energy projects in the Sonoran Desert region where they will not 
block potential wildlife movement corridors, and make several other recommendations related to 
roadway crossings and fencing (p. 69). In Chapters 4 and 5, Spencer et al. (2010) provide “frameworks” 
for regional and local scale connectivity analysis. Within the Chuckwalla Valley, these regional and local 
analyses have not been completed.  

BLM management strategies for wildlife and habitat, including management to maintain connectivity 
among habitat areas, include special management of Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs), 
Wilderness Areas, Wilderness Study Areas, Wildlife Habitat Management Areas (WHMAs) and Desert 
Wildlife Management Areas (DWMAs). Certain BLM lands within the Chuckwalla Valley and near the 
Project area are designated as ACECs, WHMAs, and DWMAs (Figure 6). Extensive natural habitat areas 
within JTNP, north of the project site, are also important to regional wildlife habitat connectivity.  

The Chuckwalla Valley is bordered on the south by the Chuckwalla Mountains, south of the I-10; and on 
the north by the Eagle Mountains and Coxcomb Mountains, both within JTNP, north of the Colorado 
River Aqueduct (Figure 9). Opportunity for wildlife movement among these mountain ranges is 
significantly impeded by the I-10 Freeway and the aqueduct. A few other existing linear features (paved 
roads, the disused Kaiser rail line, unpaved roads, transmission line and pipeline access roads parallel to 
the freeway) but have only minimal effects on wildlife movement for some species, but may be partial 
barriers for others. Non-linear impediments to wildlife movement include residential land uses around 
Lake Tamarisk and Eagle Mountain; the closed Eagle Mountain quarry and associated overburden 
deposits, evaporation ponds, and other facilities, and the active and disused agricultural lands 
throughout the valley.  

Some species, such as coyote, may learn to cross the freeway safely. But for most terrestrial species the 
freeway presents an impassable or high risk barrier to north-south movement (evident by the road-
killed desert tortoise observed on the Eagle Mountain Road off ramp of the I-10 in 2010).  There are 
potential wildlife crossings beneath the freeway at scattered wash crossings (e.g., box culverts) and at 
the underpasses at Desert Center Road and Eagle Mountain Road. These crossings are accessible to 
many terrestrial wildlife species, but many of the box culverts are inaccessible to small animals, probably 
including desert tortoises, due to vertical steps of about 2 feet on the downstream ends of the culverts 
(see Photo Exhibits). Also, while the crossings are large enough for physical access to any species, 
specific behavioral adaptations affect the likelihood that any given species would use them. Mountain 
lions or coyotes would likely cross through the culverts routinely, but deer and bighorn sheep may avoid 
them if they perceive the culverts as too confining for escape.  

The portion of the aqueduct where water flows in an uncovered surface canal (i.e., through the northern 
part of the Chuckwalla Valley, near the JTNP boundary) presents an impassable barrier, except at 
periodic “siphon” points, where desert washes cross over the aqueduct. At these crossings, aqueduct 
water is carried underground through U-shaped siphons over distances of several hundred feet or more. 
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Figure 9 indicates the locations of potential wildlife crossings along the freeway and aqueduct. Burro 
deer have been documented crossing similar aqueduct siphons in Arizona (Tull and Krausman 2001). 

The DHSP site is located roughly midway between the three mountain ranges that surround the upper 
Chuckwalla Valley. Land ownership in the valley is a patchwork of public BLM lands and private lands. 
Many, but not all, of the private parcels are in land uses incompatible with wildlife habitat or movement. 
The project site is adjacent to a small (ca. 40 acre) date palm orchard near its southeastern corner; 
about 1 mile north of agricultural lands on about 1,000 acres; and about 0.25 mile west of another large 
agricultural tract, also covering about 1,000 acres. These agricultural lands would likely be passable to 
“corridor passage” species, such as large mammals. Disused agricultural lands may also be suitable for 
some “dweller” species, including small mammals and reptiles, but they are poorly suitable for desert 
tortoises. The site presently contributes to suitable desert tortoise movement routes from southwest to 
northeast, between the Chuckwalla DWMA (west of the site) and the Coxcomb Mountains.   

Construction of the Desert Harvest project would exclude most terrestrial wildlife species from the site. 
The project’s individual impacts to wildlife movement in the area would be relatively unimportant, 
because extensive areas of natural open space would continue to provide movement habitat around the 
site, especially to the east and north. However, in combination with other land uses in the Chuckwalla 
Valley including the recently approved Desert Sunlight project, the Desert Harvest project would 
contribute to the cumulative loss of wildlife movement habitat, described by the USFWS (2011b). The 
applicant, enXco, is working with Wildlands, Inc., a private firm specializing in habit preservation and 
management, to identify and acquire suitable compensation lands to mitigate the project’s potential 
impacts to regional wildlife movement.  

NATIVE BIRDS: MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT / CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME 
CODE 

The federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) prohibits take of any migratory bird, including eggs or 
active nests, except as permitted by regulation (e.g., hunting waterfowl or upland game species). Under 
the MBTA, “migratory bird” is broadly defined as “any species or family of birds that live, reproduce or 
migrate within or across international borders at some point during their annual life cycle” and thus 
applies to most native bird species. California Fish and Game Code § 3503 prohibits take, possession, or 
needless destruction of bird nests or eggs; § 3503.5 prohibits take or possession of birds of prey or their 
eggs; and § 3513 prohibits take or possession of any migratory nongame bird. With the exception of a 
few non-native birds such as European starling, the take of any birds or loss of active bird nests or young 
is regulated by these statutes. Most of these species have no other special conservation status as 
defined above.  

The entire project site and surrounding area provides suitable nesting habitat for numerous resident and 
migratory bird species (AMEC 2011d).  Many adult birds would flee from equipment during initial 
vegetation clearance for project construction.  However, nestlings and eggs would be vulnerable during 
project construction.  If initial site grading or brush removal were to occur during nesting season, then it 
likely would destroy bird nests, including eggs or nestling birds.  For most birds, these impacts can be 
avoided by scheduling initial clearing and grading outside the nesting season. Or, if initial clearing and 
grading are undertaken during nesting season, work may be limited only to areas where no nesting birds 
are present, as documented by pre-construction nest surveys. One special-status species, the burrowing 
owl, is unlikely to flee the site during construction even outside the nesting season, due to its 
characteristic behavior of taking cover in burrows.  Avoidance of burrowing owls during initial clearing 
and grading necessitates pre-construction surveys for active burrows, and follow-up measures to 
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“passively relocate” the owls if they are present. Passive relocation requires under authorization from 
CDFG. 

Some birds will likely nest in the project area during construction, even after initial grading and clearing.  
Depending on the species, birds may nest on the ground close to equipment; within the open metal 
framework of the panel support structures; on buildings, foundations, structures, or construction 
trailers; or on idle vehicles or construction equipment left overnight or during a long weekend.  In areas 
where construction is phased (e.g., footings or tower structures) birds may quickly use these features as 
nest sites.  The species most likely to nest in the project area during construction are common ravens, 
house finches (Carpodacus mexicanus), and mourning doves (Zenaida macroura), all of which are 
protected by the MBTA and Fish and Game Code §§ 3503 and 3513.  Due to the high probability that 
birds may nest on site during construction, regular monitoring is necessary throughout the breeding 
season.  In some cases, it may be necessary to reduce buffer areas or to remove or relocate a bird nest 
in coordination with the resource agencies to proceed safely with construction. 
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Wildlife Habitat Connectivity

Figure 9
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Photo 1.  Typical Example of Interstate 10 stream crossing with even grade.

Photo 2.  Typical example of Interstate 10 box culvert crossing, with uneven grade 
and rock armoring downstream side of each culvert.
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2012 Winter Golden Eagle Survey 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Bloom Biological, Incorporated (BBI) was retained by Aspen Environmental Group (Aspen) to conduct 
winter surveys for Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) for the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project 
(project site) located in unincorporated Riverside County, California. The Golden Eagle is an uncommon 
permanent resident and migrant throughout most of California’s foothills, mountains, sagejuniper flats 
and deserts (CDFG 2008), and is protected under the federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act and 
by the California Department of Fish & Game as a Fully Protected Species. Golden Eagle status studies 
completed as recently as 1989 suggested a stable population for much of the western United States 
(Harlow and Bloom 1989); however, recent evidence suggests that eagle numbers in the western United 
States are now declining. As a result, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) is recommending 
focused surveys in nesting habitat within ten miles of proposed projects that might cause 
anthropogenic disturbances to eagles. Future recommendations regarding Golden Eagle wintering and 
migratory habitat use are being developed. 

The winter survey described in this report will assist BBI and Aspen in further developing impact 
avoidance and management guidelines for this species in the project area. This report discusses BBI’s 
survey methods, results and recommendations. 

2.0 STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION 

The project site is comprised of approximately 1,205 acres (488 hectares) of open desert in eastcentral 
Riverside County, California (see Figure 1). The site is located on all or portions of Public Land Survey 
Sections 26 and 27 of Township 4 South, Range 15 East of the US Geological Survey’s (USGS) 7.5minute 
Victory Pass quadrangle and Section 25 of Township 4 South, Range 15 East of the East of Victory Pass 
quadrangle. Terrain on the site is flat, with elevations ranging from 584 to 675 feet (178 to 206 meters) 
above mean sea level (amsl), with a mean elevation of 623 feet (190 meters) amsl.1 The project site is 
accessed via County Route R2, which heads north from Desert Center – Rice Road just north of Interstate 
10. 

The study area for this survey includes the project site and all lands within a ten mile radius of the 
project site (Exhibits 1 and 2). For the purpose of this document, this region will be referred to as the 
“study area”. The study area is comprised of approximately 247,160 acres (100,022 hectares) located on 
all or portions of the USGS 7.5minute Placer Canyon, Pinto Wells, Coxcomb Mountains, West of Palen Pass, 
Buzzard Spring, Victory Pass, East of Victory Pass, Palen Lake, Hayfield Spring, Desert Center, Corn Spring and 
Sidewinder Well quadrangles. Terrain in the study area varies from flat to mountainous with elevations 
ranging from 423 to 3,983 feet (129 to 1,214 meters) amsl, with a mean elevation of 1,204 feet (367 
meters) amsl1. Significant Holland (1986) land cover types in the study area are Agriculture, Alkali Playa, 
Blackbush Scrub, Desert Dry Wash Woodland, Mojave Creosote Bush Scrub, Mojave Mixed Woody 
Scrub, Mojavean Pinyon and Juniper Woodlands, Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub and Sonoran Desert 
Mixed Scrub2 (Exhibit 3). Potential locations for Golden Eagle nesting in the study area include the 
Eagle Mountains to the west, Coxcomb Mountains to the north, Palen Mountains to the east, and 
Chuckwalla Mountains to the south. Golden Eagles are also known to build nests on electrical towers, 
the majority of which run eastwest in the southern end of the study area. 

1 Elevation values derived from GRASS GIS version 6.4 using module r.univar on a US Geological Survey 
1/3minute digital elevation model. 
Land cover types and extents based on GAP Analysis Project data and determined via a 

PostGIS/PostgresSQL spatial query. 

Desert Harvest Solar Project | Riverside County 1 
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2012 Winter Golden Eagle Survey 

Figure 1. Project Site Location 

3.0 METHODS 

BBI biologists conducted eight surveys from December 22, 2011 to February 7, 2012. The primary 
objective of the surveys was to document the locations, if any, of Golden Eagles and Golden Eagle nests 
observed in the study area. The secondary objective was to document the location of other raptor and 
corvid nests. BBI biologists documented all other biological resources of potential permitting 
significance. Surveys were generally completed from sunrise to midafternoon or near sunset. Weather 
conditions varied throughout but were generally seasonable with no rain or other significant weather 
events that could adversely affect observations. Much of the study area was covered via vehicle on both 
improved and unimproved roads. Foot travel was necessary for close inspection of nests and viewing of 
terrain when a vehicle approach did not allow an appropriate vantage point. All findings of biological 
significance (e.g., nests, sensitive species) were documented with a GPS waypoint and photograph 
where feasible. 

Table 1. Field Survey Dates, Times and Weather Conditions 

Date Time Weather Biologists 

12/22/11 08301610h 
Start: 48° F, 0% cloud cover, Strong Wind out of the N 
End: 50° F, 0% cloud cover, Strong Wind out of the N 
No rain; No fog; No snow 

Peter H. Bloom 
Marcus C. England 

12/28/11 07001630h 
Start: 55° F, 125% cloud cover, Calm out of the W 
End: 66° F, 125% cloud cover, Light Wind out of the W 
No rain; No fog; No snow 

Peter H. Bloom 
Ryan Thomas 

01/06/12 07151545h 
Start: 46° F, 125% cloud cover, Calm out of the N 
End: 72° F, 0% cloud cover, Calm out of the N 
No rain; No fog; No snow 

Peter H. Bloom 
Karly Moore 

01/10/12 07151615h 
Start: 37° F, 125% cloud cover, Breeze out of the SE 
End: 65° F, 2650% cloud cover, Breeze out of the NE 
No rain; No fog; No snow 

Peter H. Bloom 
Karly Moore 

01/20/12 07301615h 
Start: 49.9° F, 7699% cloud cover, Breeze out of the NE 
End: 70° F, 2650% cloud cover, Breeze out of the E 
No rain; No fog; No snow 

Lee Aulman 
Karly Moore 

01/27/12 07451615h 
Start: 64.9° F, 7699% cloud cover, Strong Wind out of 
the NW 
End: 70° F, 7699% cloud cover, Strong Wind out of 

Lee Aulman 
Karly Moore 

Desert Harvest Solar Project | Riverside County 5 
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2012 Winter Golden Eagle Survey 

Date Time Weather Biologists 
the NE 
No rain; No fog; No snow 

02/01/12 07151615h 
Start: 53° F, 2650% cloud cover, Breeze out of the W 
End: 69° F, 0% cloud cover, Light Wind out of the SW 
No rain; No fog; No snow 

Peter H. Bloom 
Karly Moore 

02/07/12 07301530h 
Start: 54° F, 100% cloud cover, Breeze out of the E 
End: 67° F, 100% cloud cover, Breeze out of the W 
No rain; No fog; No snow 

Peter H. Bloom 
Karly Moore 

4.0 RESULTS 

4.1 General Biological Conditions 

A total of 41 bird, six mammal and two reptile species were observed during BBI’s surveys. A 
comprehensive list of these species is provided in the Faunal Compendium which is attached as 
Appendix A. Other than Golden Eagle, the most significant resource observation during BBI’s surveys 
was that of a shell fragment of a juvenile or immature Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) near the 
southwest edge of the study area on January 20, 2012 (point 111, Exhibit 4). The Desert Tortoise is listed 
as Threatened with Critical Habitat designated under the Federal Endangered Species Act. The project 
site is located approximately 1.25 miles northeast of the limits of the Chuckwalla Unit of Desert Tortoise 
Critical Habitat (Service 1994, Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Desert Tortoise Critical Habitat Relative to the Project Site and Study area. 

Probable migratory corridors, at least for Turkey Vultures (Cathartes aura), were detected in the west 
end of the study area (points 155 and 156, Exhibit 4) by BBI on February 1, 2012. In BBI’s project 
database, biologist Karly Moore noted: 

Desert Harvest Solar Project | Riverside County 6 
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2012 Winter Golden Eagle Survey 

Over the course of the day groups of turkey vultures were seen migrating WNW over Eagle 
Mountain. The first group of 80 turkey vultures were seen thermaling low below the 
ridgetop along the slope over by the aqueduct substation (643952, 3742418). This was the 
area the vultures were seen crossing a few weeks prior. Later in the day 136 turkey vultures 
were seen passing a little more to the west (639895, 3734170) traveling low and even into 
the draw/canyon by the old inactive golden eagle nest in the boulder. 

One California Species of Special Concern, a Longeared Owl (Asio otus) was flushed from a wash on the 
south side of the study area on January 10, 2012. 

A variety of large bird nests were also documented. These will be described in the following section. 

4.2 Golden Eagles & Other Raptors 

Golden Eagles are present in the area, but it is uncertain whether they are currently regularly using the 
proposed project’s study area. On January 10, 2012, one adult Golden Eagle was observed soaring near 
the southeastern edge of the study area just north of Interstate 10 (point 108, Exhibit 4). The eagle was 
thermaling with approximately 80 Common Ravens (Corvus corax) and three Turkey Vultures. No other 
Golden Eagles were detected during BBI’s surveys. 

Eight Golden Eagle nests or probable Golden Eagle nests were detected by BBI during the surveys. All 
were located on utility poles. None of the nests appeared to be recently active. All of the nest locations 
identified by BBI are shown on Exhibit 4 and in Table 2 below. Eight additional Golden Eagle nest 
locations from 2010 were provided by the Bureau of Land Management. At least one of these nests was 
active in 2010. The nests are shown on Exhibit 4 and in Table 3 below. 

Uncommon raptor species detected during the surveys include Prairie Falcon (Falco mexicanus) with 
three observed on January 20, 2012 and two observed on February 7, 2012, and the aforementioned 
Longeared Owl observed on January 10, 2012. Common raptor species detected during BBI’s surveys 
were Sharpshinned Hawk (Accipiter striatus), Cooper's Hawk (Accipiter cooperii), Redtailed Hawk (Buteo 
jamaicensis), and American Kestrel (Falco sparverius). Redtailed Hawk was the only raptor species, other 
than Golden Eagle, for which nest locations were detected during BBI surveys. Nests were observed at 
points 46, 60, and 105 (Exhibit 4 and Table 2). 

Table 2. Nest Locations & Descriptions 

The following table shows all large bird nests detected during BBI’s surveys. These nests are also 
depicted with their coordinates on Exhibit 4. 

# Date Common Name Scientific Name Substrate Height Notes 
46 20111222 Redtailed Hawk Buteo jamaicensis Utility Pole 150 South cross arm of tower. 
47 20111222 Common Raven Corvus corax Utility Pole 150 North arm of tower. Possible Red

tailed Hawk nest. 
49 20111222 Common Raven Corvus corax Utility Pole 150 North cross arm. Possibly Red

tailed Hawk. 
50 20111222 Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos Utility Pole 150 South of arm of utility tower. 
55 20111222 Common Raven Corvus corax Utility Pole 150 South cross arm. Could be Red

tailed Hawk or Golden Eagle. 
57 20111222 Common Raven Corvus corax Utility Pole 150 North arm. Possible Redtailed 

Hawk nest. 
60 20111222 Redtailed Hawk Buteo jamaicensis Utility Pole 100 None 
105 20120110 Redtailed Hawk Buteo jamaicensis Utility Pole 30 Found 6 January 2012, female 

Desert Harvest Solar Project | Riverside County 9 
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2012 Winter Golden Eagle Survey 

# Date Common Name Scientific Name Substrate Height Notes 
was nest building. 

106 20120110 Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos Utility Pole 60 inactive, south side of Hwy 10, 
near hillside 

107 20120110 Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos Utility Pole 60 inactive, near hillside, south side 
of Hwy 10. 

112 20120120 Common Raven Corvus corax Other 10 Inactive, old nest, sticks stained 
with wood rat urine. Nest 
waypoint is a projected waypoint. 

123 20120127 Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos Utility Pole 90 Golden eagle nest, south side of 
highway 10, west end of driving 
route (closest to red canyon rd). 

124 20120127 Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos Utility Pole 90 Golden eagle nest in a tower, 
south side of highway 10. 

125 20120127 Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos Utility Pole 90 Golden eagle nest in tower, on 
south side of highway 10. Two 
large unidentified birds of prey 
were seen nearby. 

126 20120127 Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos Utility Pole 90 Golden eagle nest on south side 
of highway 10. There are DPV2 
signs indicating ESA (possibly the 
nest). Location is roughly 2.5 
miles southwest of the golden 
eagle seen several weeks prior. 

127 20120127 Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos Utility Pole 90 Golden eagle nest on a tower on 
the south side of Highway 10, 
furthest to the east documented. 
This nest is 1.5 miles southeast of 
where the golden eagle was 
documented several weeks prior. 

Table 3. BLMProvided Golden Eagle Nest Locations 

The following table shows Golden Eagle nest locations within the study area provided by the Bureau of 
Land Management. These nests are also depicted on Exhibit 4. 

Waypoint Active Elevation Notes Easting Northing Year 
43 N 2358 ft very old and _ _ 2010 

deteriorated 
44 N 2374 ft _ _ 2010 
77 * 1730 ft *Possibly active _ _ 2010 
114 N 3816 ft _ _ 2010 
124 * 2878 ft *Possibly active, _ _ 2010 

possibly new 
material 

50 Y 2709 ft _ _ 2010 
51 N 2175 ft _ _ 2010 
53 N 2346 ft _ _ 2010 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSION 

While there is currently an effort to build a larger “sustainable” energy infrastructure in the United States 
and abroad with expected fewer overall environmental effects than the existing hydrocarbonbased 
infrastructure, conservation biologists are still in the process of establishing what effects alternative 
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2012 Winter Golden Eagle Survey 

energy plants might have on the environment at the local level. It is wellestablished that Golden Eagles 
and other raptors are vulnerable to mortality through collision with wind turbines (Orloff and Flannery 
1992, PBRG 1997, Madders and Walker 2002). For solar facilities, potential effects on wildlife are in the 
early stages of investigation, but it is expected that raptors and other species could suffer adverse 
effects due to reduced foraging habitat, and potentially, a reduction in the prey base also caused by 
habitat loss for prey species. Specifically, BBI has identified the following potential adverse effects on 
Golden Eagles attributed to solar projects: 

•	 Direct Mortality  Longterm surveys of Golden Eagle populations have shown declines in 
nesting populations throughout the western United States (Kochert and Steenhof 2002). 
Franson et al. (1995) found that humans cause >70% of recorded deaths, with the leading 
causes being accidental trauma (collisions with vehicles, power lines, or other structures, 27%), 
electrocution (25%), gunshot (15%), and poisoning (6%). Lead poisoning in California has also 
been identified as an important mortality factor with > 30% of a population having elevated 
levels (Bloom et al. 1989, Pattee et al. 1990). 

Electrocution is a particular risk potentially posed by infrastructure associated with many solar 
projects. Golden Eagles are vulnerable to electrocution when landing on power poles, with the 
risk increasing when inclement weather hampers flight or when wet feathers increase 
conductivity (Avian Power Line Interaction Committee 1996). Harness and Wilson (2001) 
reported that ≥272 Golden Eagle electrocution deaths occurred in western North America from 
1986 to 1996. Poles with cross arms diagonal or parallel to prevailing winds are most lethal 
(Benson 1981, Harness and Wilson 2001). 

For this proposed project, the specifics of the proposed electrical infrastructure are unknown to 
BBI at this time. BBI recommends that electrocution risk be minimized through the use of bird
safe pole designs. 

•	 Nest Failures  Golden Eagles may desert nests in early incubation if disturbed by humans 
(Thelander 1974), and potential desertion may not be noticed early through behavioral cues as 
Golden Eagles are not aggressive toward humans in the nest vicinity and will simply leave and 
not return to the area for hours (Camenzind 1969), if ever. While data collected in this survey 
suggest that the proposed project is unlikely to cause such an effect directly, project 
implementation could contribute to cumulative or growthinducing impacts, ultimately 
causing additional anthropogenic disturbance in the area over time. 

•	 Indirect Mortality – Management of healthy eagle populations requires maintaining prey 
habitat in foraging areas (Kochert et al. 2002), as the availability of food and nesting sites is the 
primary factor determining nesting density of Golden Eagles (Hunt et al. 1995), and 
reproductive rates of Golden Eagles often fluctuate with prey densities (Smith and Murphy 
1979, Tjernberg 1983, Bates and Moretti 1994, Steenhof et al. 1997, McIntyre and Adams 1999). 
In southwestern Idaho, Marzluff et al. (1997) have found that behavior and demography of 
Golden Eagles are closely associated with the abundance of Blacktailed Jackrabbits (Lepus 
californicus), which are themselves dependent on stands of sagebrush/rabbitbrush 
interspersed with grassland (Knick and Dyer 1997). Bloom and Hawks (1982), working in the 
Great Basin Desert of northeast California and northwest Nevada, found that 91% of the 
biomass and 85% of the frequency of prey found in nests were attributed to lagomorphs. 
Patch sizes of this habitat were found to be an essential feature of Golden Eagle home ranges 
(Marzluff et al. 1997). 

In the study area for this proposed project, BBI biologists stated that there was “a notable 
absence of prey items on the site”. Indeed, Blacktailed Jackrabbits were only observed in small 
numbers during the surveys, with one on January 6, two on January 10, one on January 20 and 
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three on February 1, 2012. While Golden Eagles are capable of killing large prey such as cranes, 
wild ungulates, and domestic livestock, smaller game such as rabbits, hares, ground squirrels, 
and prairie dogs are most important (Bloom and Hawks 1982, Olendorff 1976). As jackrabbit 
population levels are cyclical, it is unclear if the relatively low number of jackrabbits detected 
during the surveys were an indication of poor habitat quality or reflect numbers indicative of 
the low end of population fluctuation. 

Golden Eagles typically reach sexual maturity, form territories and begin nesting at four years of age. 
Pairs generally stay within the limits of their territory, which can measure 20–30 square kilometers, and 
within that territory can have as many as 14 nests (Bloom pers. obs.) which a pair maintains and repairs 
as part of its courtship ritual. Over the course of a decade several of these nests will be used and will 
produce young, others may only be maintained with the periodic addition of fresh sticks. Most 
alternate nests are important in the successful reproduction of a pair of eagles. Pairs commonly refrain 
from laying eggs in some years, particularly when prey is scarce. 

Given the presence of Golden Eagles and at least eight confirmed or probable Golden Eagle nests in the 
study area, but the lack of any indication of recent nest activity, it is the opinion of BBI that although 
Golden Eagles are present in the study area, they may not have recently nested within it because of low 
prey levels. BBI recommends that winter and springs surveys for Golden Eagle be conducted yearly until 
project construction is completed. 
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APPENDIX A. FAUNAL COMPENDIUM 

Birds 

Anseriformes  Screamers, Swans, Geese, and Ducks | Anatidae  Ducks, Geese, and Swans 
Canada Goose Branta canadensis 

Galliformes  Gallinaceous Birds | Odontophoridae  New World Quail 
Mountain Quail Oreortyx pictus 
Gambel's Quail Callipepla gambelii 

Pelecaniformes  Pelicans, Herons, Ibises, and Allies | Ardeidae  Herons, Bitterns, and Allies 
Great Egret Ardea alba 

Accipitriformes  Hawks, Kites, Eagles, and Allies | Cathartidae  New World Vultures 
Turkey Vulture Cathartes aura 

Accipitriformes  Hawks, Kites, Eagles, and Allies | Accipitridae  Hawks, Kites, Eagles, and Allies 
Sharpshinned Hawk Accipiter striatus 
Cooper's Hawk Accipiter cooperii 
Redtailed Hawk Buteo jamaicensis 
Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos 

Falconiformes  Caracaras and Falcons | Falconidae  Caracaras and Falcons 
American Kestrel Falco sparverius 
Prairie Falcon Falco mexicanus 

Gruiformes  Rails, Cranes, and Allies | Rallidae  Rails, Gallinules, and Coots 
American Coot Fulica americana 

Columbiformes  Pigeons, and Doves | Columbidae  Pigeons and Doves 
Eurasian CollaredDove Streptopelia decaocto 
Mourning Dove Zenaida macroura 

Cuculiformes  Cuckoos and Allies | Cuculidae  Cuckoos, Roadrunners, and Anis 
Greater Roadrunner Geococcyx californianus 

Strigiformes  Owls | Strigidae  Typical Owls 
Longeared Owl Asio otus 

Apodiformes  Swifts, and Hummingbirds | Apodidae  Swifts 
Whitethroated Swift Aeronautes saxatalis 

Piciformes  Puffbirds, Jacamars, Toucans, Woodpeckers, and Allies | Picidae  Woodpeckers and Allies 
Ladderbacked Woodpecker Picoides scalaris 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Tyrannidae  Tyrant Flycatchers 
Black Phoebe Sayornis nigricans 
Say's Phoebe Sayornis saya 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Laniidae  Shrikes 
Loggerhead Shrike Lanius ludovicianus 
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Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Corvidae  Crows and Jays 
Common Raven Corvus corax 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Alaudidae  Larks 
Horned Lark Eremophila alpestris 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Remizidae  Penduline Tits and Verdins 
Verdin Auriparus flaviceps 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Troglodytidae  Wrens 
Cactus Wren Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus 
Rock Wren Salpinctes obsoletus 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Polioptilidae  Gnatcatchers and Gnatwrens 
Bluegray Gnatcatcher Polioptila caerulea 
Blacktailed Gnatcatcher Polioptila melanura 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Turdidae  Thrushes 
Western Bluebird Sialia mexicana 
Mountain Bluebird Sialia currucoides 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Mimidae  Mockingbirds and Thrashers 
Sage Thrasher Oreoscoptes montanus 
California Thrasher Toxostoma redivivum 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Sturnidae  Starlings 
European Starling Sturnus vulgaris 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Ptilogonatidae  Silkyflycatchers 
Phainopepla Phainopepla nitens 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Parulidae  WoodWarblers 
Yellowrumped Warbler Setophaga coronata 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Emberizidae – Emberizids 
Blackthroated Sparrow Amphispiza bilineata 
Whitecrowned Sparrow Zonotrichia leucophrys 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Fringillidae  Fringilline and Cardueline Finches and Allies 
House Finch Carpodacus mexicanus 
Lesser Goldfinch Spinus psaltria 

Passeriformes  Passerine Birds | Passeridae  Old World Sparrows 
House Sparrow Passer domesticus 

Mammals 

Lagomorpha | Leporidae 
Blacktailed Jackrabbit Lepus californicus 

Rodentia | Sciuridae 
Whitetailed Antelope Squirrel Ammospermophilus leucurus 
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Rodentia | Heteromyidae 
Desert Kangaroo Rat Dipodomys deserti 
Merriam's Kangaroo Rat Dipodomys merriami 

Artiodactyla | Cervidae 
Mule Deer Odocoileus hemionus 

Reptiles 

Testudines | Testudinidae 
Desert Tortoise Gopherus agassizii 

Squamata | Phrynosomatidae 
Sideblotched Lizard Uta stansburiana 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
enXco Development Corporation (enXco or Applicant) has applied to the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) for an issuance of a right-of-way (ROW) grant that would authorize construction, operation, 
maintenance, and decommission of the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) and generator 
intertie (gen-tie) transmission line (together referred to as the proposed action).  The proposed action is 
a commercial solar power-generating facility on over 1,200 acres of BLM-managed lands, and the gen-tie 
line would traverse 12.1 miles of both BLM-managed lands and private lands under the jurisdiction of 
Riverside County.  enXco’s objective for the DHSP is to construct and operate a 150 megawatt (MW) 
renewable energy resource.  The DHSP has a minimum expected lifetime of 30 years, with an 
opportunity of 50 years or more with equipment replacement and repowering. The DHSP and several 
alternatives to the proposed action are currently under BLM review, pursuant to the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  

The proposed action area is located in Riverside County, in the upper Chuckwalla Valley approximately 5 
miles north of the rural community of Desert Center (Figure 1, Regional Location; all figures are located 
at the end of this document).  Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) surrounds the upper Chuckwalla Valley 
on the north, east, and west. To the north, the JTNP boundary is about 7 miles from the northern 
boundary of the proposed solar field site. The Coxcomb Mountains, in the southeastern corner of JTNP, 
are located about 1.8 miles northeast of the northeastern corner of the site. To the west, the JTNP 
boundary is about 3.5 miles from the western boundary of the DHSP boundary at Kaiser Road. 

Complete details of project locations and description are found in the Desert Harvest Solar Project Draft 
EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment (BLM 2011a), the Biological Resources Technical Report, Desert Harvest 
Solar Project (Aspen 2011), and in the Biological Assessment, Desert Harvest Solar Project (BLM 2011b).   

The federally and state listed threatened desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) occurs in the project 
vicinity. No live desert tortoises or recent sign were observed on the DHSP site or adjacent areas during 
the 2010 and 2011 protocol-level field surveys (AMEC 2011a; 2011b). However, several desert tortoise 
burrows, designated as class 2 (good condition) and class 3 (deteriorated condition), and several 
disarticulated bone fragments, possibly originating from a desert tortoise, were located on the site. 
Active desert tortoises and sign were located on the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) site and 
on the gen-tie alignment proposed for DSSF and DHSP (Ironwood and Woodard 2011). The occurrence 
of tortoise sign, even where no living tortoises are found during surveys, indicates desert tortoise 
presence (US Fish and Wildlife Service; USFWS 2010a). Desert tortoises are found throughout the region 
and are mobile during their active seasons. Based on the presence of desert tortoises and active 
burrows on the adjacent project site and gen-tie alignments, the entire DHSP site and gen-tie alignment 
may be occupied by desert tortoises at any time, albeit only in low numbers. Take of desert tortoises 
requires authorization from the USFWS and California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) under the 
federal and California Endangered Species Acts (ESA and CESA, respectively).  This Translocation Plan 
describes enXco’s proposed translocation methods and locations for any desert tortoises that may be 
found within the DHSP site prior to construction. This Plan has been prepared to support the BLM’s 
consultation with USFWS under Section 7 of the federal ESA and state permitting under CESA.  

The purposes of this Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan are to provide: 

1. Estimates of the number of desert tortoises that may be present on the DHSP site;  

2. Detailed descriptions of the methods to be used to translocate any tortoises present on the 
DHSP site at the time of project construction in order to avoid and minimize potential “take” of 
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desert tortoises during the construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases of the proposed 
action; 

3. The details of the long-term monitoring and reporting program to track the effectiveness of the 
translocation effort. 

This Translocation Plan builds on concepts and general translocation ideals with nearby solar projects, 
reviewed and approved by USFWS, CDFG, and BLM.   

1.1 Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Biological Assessment 

The Final DHSP Translocation Plan will conform to the following Applicant-Proposed Measure  (AM-BIO-
6) and to the requirements of (i) relevant provisions of the DHSP Project’s Environmental Impact 
Statement, (ii) any USFWS Biological Opinion (BO) or CDFG Incidental Take Permit (ITP) issued for the 
DHSP Project, and (iii) any revisions to relevant mitigation measures that may be adopted in the BLM 
Record of Decision for the project.   

AM-BIO-6 A Draft Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan will be prepared for the project and will be 
implemented by the Applicant to ensure that construction monitoring will be conducted 
by BLM-, USFWS-, and CDFG-approved biologists during all construction activities, and 
that any desert tortoise found with the construction zone will be translocated to a 
suitable location outside of the project footprint.  The Final Plan will conform to the 
2010 USFWS desert tortoise relocation guidelines entitled Translocation of Desert 
Tortoise (Mojave Population) From Project Sites: Plan Development Guidance 
(unpublished report dated August 2010). 

1.2 Biological Opinion 

To be completed upon issuance of the BO.  

2. Estimated Number of Desert Tortoises 
The DHSP site is within the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit as identified in the Revised Recovery Plan for 
the Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise (USFWS 2011b). The Revised Recovery Plan is the most 
current document describing USFWS’s strategy for desert tortoise recovery and reflects the most 
current understanding of desert tortoise biology. The Colorado Desert Recovery Unit as recognized in 
the Revised Recovery Plan comprises two recovery units recognized in the prior Recovery Plan (USFWS 
1994) as the Eastern Colorado Desert and Northern Colorado Desert Recovery Units.  

Reliable estimates of desert tortoise densities for the region surrounding the proposed action area are 
not available. Tortoise densities were estimated at approximately 6.9 animals per square kilometer, 
based on range-wide sampling data collected between 2001 and 2007 for the formerly recognized 
Eastern Colorado Recovery Unit (USFWS 2011b). However, these densities vary widely throughout the 
recovery unit. The USFWS has concluded that too few data are available to support a confident estimate 
of tortoise densities in the region, but that the ratio of carcasses to live animals found in recent range-
wide sampling was low, which may indicate a relatively stable population. The current density estimate 
for the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit is 5.3 tortoises per square kilometer (USFWS 2011c).  

Desert tortoise surveys were conducted on the DHSP site in 2010 and 2011 by AMEC Earth and 
Environmental (AMEC 2011a; 2011b) in accordance with the USFWS survey protocol Preparing for any 
Action that may Occur within the Range of the Mojave Desert Tortoise (USFWS 2010a).  No live desert 
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tortoises or recent sign were observed within the DHSP survey area. However, several desert tortoise 
burrows, designated as class 2 (good condition) and class 3 (deteriorated condition), and several 
disarticulated bone fragments possibly originating from a desert tortoise, were located in the larger 
northeastern parcel of the solar generator site, and eight possible desert tortoise burrows, designated 
as class 5 (possibly tortoise, good condition), were observed in the smaller southwestern parcel.  One 
additional class 5, possible desert tortoise burrow, was also observed offsite, within the perimeter 
transects for the southwestern parcel.  Figure 2, Desert Tortoise Survey Results, identifies the locations 
of desert tortoise sign encountered during desert tortoise surveys for the DHSP.  None of the burrows or 
other sign observed in 2010 and 2011 exhibited any evidence of recent use or corroborating sign.  

The nearest documented desert tortoise locations are on the DSSF site, north of the DHSP site (BLM 
2011c). Tortoises and recent sign were found on the DSSF site, about 0.3 mile north of the DHSP site, 
and along the proposed gen-tie alignment for the proposed action (BLM 2011c and Figures 3 and 4).  In 
addition, a road-killed desert tortoise was observed at the Eagle Mountain off ramp on east-bound 
Interstate 10, approximately 6.5 miles southwest of the DHSP site, by biologists en route to the DHSP 
site in 2010 (AMEC 2011a).   

Desert tortoises are found throughout the region and are mobile during their active seasons. Based on 
the presence of desert tortoise sign on the DHSP site and on active desert tortoises on the adjacent DSSF 
site and associated gen-tie alignments, the entire DHSP site and all gen-tie alternative alignments may 
be occupied by desert tortoises at any time, albeit in low numbers. 

The USFWS (2010a) provides a mathematical formula for estimating actual numbers of adult and sub-
adult desert tortoises from field survey data.  However, this formula is not applicable for the available 
field data for the proposed action because no living tortoises were observed within the project site. The 
actual number of desert tortoises on the project site as of the commencement of construction cannot 
be determined from field survey data alone, due to the possibility that tortoises may have been 
overlooked during surveys (i.e., underground in burrows, eggs in an underground nest, juveniles in 
various types of refugia, etc.) or may have moved onto the site since surveys were completed.  This 
Translocation Plan anticipates that 5 or fewer tortoises occur on the DHSP site, and would necessitate 
translocation prior to construction.  However, this Plan also includes provisions for expanded monitoring 
to be implemented if more than 5 tortoises must be translocated, consistent with USFWS guidance 
(2011c). This is a conservative approach and it is likely that fewer tortoises, or none at all, may be found 
on the DHSP site during preconstruction surveys and would necessitate translocation. 

Active desert tortoise sign was documented along the DSSF gen-tie line during surveys for that project. 
The DHSP would share the same gen-tie alignment.  The northern portion of the gen-tie line along Kaiser 
Road lacked evidence of recent tortoise activity. Active sign was found along the gen-tie line east of 
Highway 177 and north of I-10, including one live tortoise observed within 30 meters of the center of 
the gen-tie line (Ironwood and Woodard 2011). Abundance and distribution of desert tortoises and sign 
are not described in further detail because off-site translocation of desert tortoises is not proposed for 
the gen-tie component of the DHSP. Instead, any tortoises observed in the vicinity of gen-tie work areas 
would be monitored and work activities would be scheduled or modified to avoid any potential take. If 
necessary, tortoises may be translocated no more than 500 meters, out of harm’s way.  
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3. Recipient and Control Sites 
This section describes the proposed recipient and control sites in terms of the most recent USFWS 
guidance document and protocols for the preparation of desert tortoise translocation plans (USFWS 
2011c; J. Fraser, USFWS, personal communication 2011). The 3 recipient sites and the control site 
proposed in this Translocation Plan are the same sites that were reviewed for the adjacent DSSF Project 
(now under construction).  For that project’s Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan, Ironwood and Woodard 
(2011) used Geographic Information System (GIS) software to assess lands located within 40 kilometers 
(22 miles) of the DSSF site boundaries to identify potential recipient sites.  They identified 3 suitable 
recipient sites and 1 control site for that project, based on a series of recipient site selection criteria 
developed from then-current USFWS (2009; 2010b) guidelines and consultation with BLM, CDFG, and 
USFWS. The same sites are proposed as recipient and control sites for the DHSP Translocation Plan 
because of their suitability for the DSSF project, and because any tortoises that would be translocated 
from the DHSP site would be from the same population as those translocated for the DSSF Project. 

To date, 4 desert tortoises have been located in the portions of the DSSF project currently under 
construction. These tortoises have been or will be translocated to the Sunlight Recipient Site, (below). 
Based on discussions with USFWS, BLM, and CDFG biologists, this translocation plan ranks the three 
potential recipient sites in order of preference as follows: 

1. Sunlight Recipient Site. The Sunlight Recipient Site is the preferred translocation site due to its 
proximity to the DHSP site and relative distance from hazards, such as busy roads; however, 
depending on the final number of tortoises translocated from the DSSF site into the Sunlight 
Recipient Site, it may be unsuitable for additional translocated animals due to potential for 
overcrowding.  

2. Chuckwalla Recipient Site.  The Chuckwalla Recipient Site is ranked second, due to its proximity 
to the DHSP site and its location within the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area 
(DWMA). However, the proposed Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project (EMPSP) Draft EIS 
(FERC 2010) indicates that the gen-tie line for that project may be built along Eagle Mountain 
Road, at the eastern boundary of the Chuckwalla Recipient Site, which could contribute to 
habitat degradation and the potential for injury or mortality to translocated tortoises from 
construction, O&M, or decommissioning activities associated with that line.   

3. DuPont Recipient Site. The DuPont Recipient Site is ranked third, due to its distance from the 
DHSP site.  

Since finalization of the DSSF Translocation Plan, the USFWS has revised its Translocation Plan Guidance 
(2011c). The most recent guidance document lists seven criteria for consideration in selecting 
prospective recipient sites, noting that sites failing to meet criteria 1-3 (noted with asterisks) will be 
disqualified from consideration. In addition, the revised guidance defines recipient sites to encompass 
the area within a 6.5-km radius of the set of release points, to account for expected dispersal following 
release. 

1. *The site supports desert tortoise habitat suitable for all life stages. [Note that reviews of desert 
tortoise habitat and ecology, e.g., USFWS 2011b, do not distinguish among life stages in 
descriptions of suitable habitat]. 

2. *Disease prevalence within the resident desert tortoise population is less than 20 percent.  

3. *The site is at least 10 km from major unfenced roads or highways. Distance from roads may be 
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reduced if the proposed action includes provisions to install and maintain desert tortoise 
exclusion fencing as a minimization measure.  

4. The site is within 40 km of the project site, with no natural barriers to movement between 
them, to ensure that the desert tortoises at the two sites were likely part of a larger mixing 
population and similar genetically (note that there are several significant anthropogenic barriers 
to movement in the areas surrounding the DHSP site, including I-10, Hwy 177, and the above-
ground portions of the Colorado River Aqueduct; see Figure 5).  

5. The site occurs on lands where desert tortoise populations have been depleted or extirpated yet 
still support suitable habitat. Depleted areas may include lands adjacent to highways.  

6. The site has no detrimental rights-of-way (ROWs) or other encumbrances. 

7. The site will be managed for conservation so that potential threats from future impacts are 
precluded. In the project region, DWMAs, designated critical habitat units (CHUs), areas of 
critical environmental concern (ACECs), National Park Service lands, and BLM Wilderness Areas 
are managed for conservation.  

Sections 3.1 through 3.3, below, assess the three potential recipient sites in terms of the USFWS 
selection criteria listed above. As shown on Figure 6, the  three potential recipient sites are also 
modeled as having habitat potential equal to or greater than that modeled on the DSSF and DHSP sites 
(Nussear et al. 2009). If the identified sites cannot be used for translocation purposes due to density 
thresholds or disease prevalence, alternate recipient site(s) will be identified in consultation with CDFG, 
USFWS, and BLM. 

3.1 Sunlight Recipient Site 

The proposed Sunlight Recipient Site is shown on Figure 7 and described below. The Sunlight Control 
Site is 1,613 ha (3,986 ac), located north of the DSSP boundary. 

USFWS Selection Criteria (2011c; * indicates required criterion) 

1. *Desert tortoise habitat suitability.  The Sunlight Recipient Site supports Creosote Bush-White 
Bursage vegetation and several areas of Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood-Smoke Tree Series 
vegetation (Desert Dry Wash Woodland), similar to habitats found on the DHSP site. These 
habitats support all life stages of the desert tortoise (USFWS 2011b). 

2. *Disease prevalence.  Data on disease prevalence in the resident population are not available. 
During field surveys for the DSSF project, 32 desert tortoises were observed and no clinical signs 
of URTD were noted. These data would be collected upon issuance of a Biological Opinion from 
the USFWS and Consistency Determination or Incidental Take Permit (ITP) from CDFG.  

3. *Minimum 10 km distance from major unfenced roads or highways. The closest point of the 
Sunlight Recipient Site is approximately 15 km (9 miles) north of I-10. Kaiser Road is located at 
the western boundary of the mapped recipient site. It is unfenced, but is not a major road or 
highway.  

4. Within 40 km of the project site, with no natural barriers to movement between them. The 
mapped site described in the DSSF Translocation Plan is 4 to 11 km from the DHSP site. There 
are no natural barriers to dispersal between the two sites.  
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5. Resident desert tortoise population depletion. The site does not show evidence of desert 
tortoise population depletion (e.g., numerous carcasses).  Tortoise population densities in the 
site were estimated at 3.4 tortoises per km2 (Ironwood and Woodard 2011). The estimated 
average density is 5.3 tortoises per km2 for the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit, and  USFWS 
guidance considers areas ‘depleted” only if tortoise densities are less than 2.79 animals per km2 
(USFWS 2011c).  

6. Detrimental ROWs or other encumbrances. There are designated road and utility ROWs located 
within the Sunlight Recipient Site that surround unpaved roads, but they are narrow and 
infrequently traveled.  

7. Conservation management. The Sunlight Recipient Site is located on BLM-managed lands within 
the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit for the desert tortoise that BLM has committed to managing 
as a solar exclusion area. However, the site is not within a designated DWMA, CHU, ACEC, 
Wilderness Area, or on National Park Service lands.  

Desert tortoise field surveys at the Sunlight Recipient Site located 32 live tortoises. The USFWS (2011a) 
estimated that 45 subadult or adult desert tortoises may be within this site, based on density data for 
JTNP. 

All tortoises were observed for signs of URTD, and none of them exhibited obvious clinical signs 
(Ironwood and Woodard 2011). All sign of desert tortoise activity, including live animals, intact burrows 
with or without sign of recent activity, scat (feces), tracks, and mating rings are depicted on Figure 7.   

The Sunlight Recipient Site is far enough from the DHSP site (3.7 km or 2.3 miles) that it likely is not 
within the former home range of any tortoise that may be translocated from the DHSP site. The DSSF 
project, now under construction, presents a substantial anthropogenic barrier between the two sites. 
However, there are no natural barriers, and desert tortoises at the two sites were likely part of a local 
genetically related subpopulation. There are no significant anthropogenic “predator subsidies” within 
the Sunlight Recipient Site, such as food or water sources, that would contribute to increased numbers 
of ravens, coyotes, or feral dogs and consequent increased predation on desert tortoises.   

Kaiser Road provides paved access for desert tortoise translocation and follow-up monitoring in the 
Sunlight Recipient Site. Tortoise exclusion fencing is often installed along paved roads to prevent 
mortality by vehicle strikes. However, fencing also fragments habitat, reducing opportunity for genetic 
exchange and demographic population shifts. This portion of Kaiser Road serves the community of Eagle 
Mountain, but it is north of most other traffic destinations, including traffic related to the DSSF or DHSP 
projects. Kaiser Road would, however, be the primary access route to the proposed EMPSP (FERC 2010), 
if that project is implemented. The Draft EIS for that project includes mitigation measure AQ-6, requiring 
the applicant to develop a transportation management plan including ride sharing, shuttle transit, and 
other measures for employees to reduce vehicle trips. That project’s Draft EIS also indicates that a 
buried water supply line would be built along this portion of Kaiser Road.  Due to the low existing traffic 
volume on Kaiser Road, and regional importance of desert tortoise habitat connectivity (USFWS 2011a), 
enXco would not propose to fence Kaiser Road if desert tortoises are translocated to the Sunlight 
Recipient Site. However, further measures may be necessary to minimize hazards to tortoises on Kaiser 
Road if the EMPSP is approved and constructed.  
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3.2 Chuckwalla Recipient Site 

The proposed Chuckwalla Recipient Site is shown on Figure 8 and described below. The site is located on 
1,747 ha (4,317 ac) within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA west of Kaiser Road and north of I-10. The 
northeastern corner of this translocation site is within 1 km (0.6 mi) of the DHSP site.  

USFWS Selection Criteria (2011c; * indicates required criterion) 

1. *Desert tortoise habitat suitability.  The Chuckwalla Recipient Site supports Creosote Bush-
White Bursage vegetation and several areas of Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood-Smoke Tree Series 
vegetation (Desert Dry Wash Woodland), similar to habitats found on the DHSP site. These 
habitats support all life stages of the desert tortoise (USFWS 2011b). 

2. *Disease prevalence.  Data on disease prevalence in the resident population are not available. 
During field surveys for the DSSF project, 28 desert tortoises were observed and no clinical signs 
of URTD were noted. These data would be collected upon issuance of a Biological Opinion from 
the USFWS and Consistency Determination or ITP from CDFG.  

3. *Minimum 10-km distance from major unfenced roads or highways. The Chuckwalla Recipient 
Site is within 10 km of I-10. In order for the site to meet this selection criterion, desert tortoise 
exclusion fencing would be necessary along I-10 south of the site.   

4. Within 40 km of the project site, with no natural barriers to movement between them. The 
Chuckwalla Recipient Site is between 1 and 7 km from the DHSP site. There are no natural 
barriers to dispersal between the two sites.  Kaiser Road, a lightly used paved road, is located 
between the Chuckwalla Recipient Site and the DHSP site. 

5. Resident desert tortoise population depletion.  Tortoise densities within the Chuckwalla 
Recipient Site are lower than the average for the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit. Population 
densities in the site were estimated at 3.2 tortoises per km2 (Ironwood and Woodard 2011), and 
carcasses were not found in large numbers. The estimated average density is 5.3 tortoises per 
km2 for the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit, and  USFWS guidance considers areas “depleted” 
only if tortoise densities are less than 2.79 animals per km2 (USFWS 2011c).  

6. Detrimental ROWs or other encumbrances. The Chuckwalla Recipient Site is between Kaiser 
Road and Eagle Mountain Road, and south of an emergency spillway at the Metropolitan Water 
District Eagle Mountain Pump Station. There are no designated or proposed detrimental ROWs 
or other encumbrances within the site. The Land and Mineral Legacy Rehost 2000 data base 
(LR2000; BLM 2011d) does not show any over-filings or pending applications for use of the 
Chuckwalla Recipient Site (Ironwood and Woodard 2011).  

7. Conservation management. The Chuckwalla Recipient Site is located on BLM-managed lands 
within the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit and within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU.  

Desert tortoise field surveys at the Chuckwalla Recipient Site located 28 live tortoises (Ironwood and 
Woodard 2011). All were observed for signs of URTD, and none of them exhibited obvious clinical signs 
(Ironwood and Woodard 2011). Based on these data, the USFWS (2011a) estimated that there are 49 
subadult and adult desert tortoises; between 9 and 40 juveniles; and that reproductive females may 
produce approximately 211 eggs per year within the Chuckwalla Recipient Site.  All sign of desert 
tortoise activity, including live animals, intact burrows with or without sign of recent activity, scat 
(feces), tracks, and mating rings are depicted on Figure 8.  The Chuckwalla Recipient Site is close enough 
to the DHSP site (less than 1.5 km) to be within the home range of tortoises that may be in the western 
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portion of the DHSP site.  There are no significant natural barriers to movement on or adjacent to the 
Chuckwalla Recipient Site. The Chuckwalla Recipient Site is within a potential connectivity corridor 
extending from the Pinto Basin and JTNP, southward through upper Chuckwalla Valley and south 
beyond I-10. 

The use of the Chuckwalla Recipient Site would be contingent upon several conditions relating to its 
proximity to roads and a potential future gen-tie ROW. The site is less than 10 km from Interstate 10. In 
order to meet the USFWS required criterion 3 (above), the north side of I-10 would need to be fenced to 
exclude tortoises along approximately 20 km of its length. Fencing on Kaiser Road may also be 
necessary, depending on traffic volume during construction and operation of the DHSP, DSSF, and 
possibly EMPSP. In addition, the EMPSP gen-tie alignment along Eagle Mountain Road may degrade 
habitat suitability or increase raven activity (due to perch or nest site “subsidies” on the gen-tie towers 
within the Chuckwalla DWMA, including the recipient site. (Note that FERC staff’s recommended 
alignment would not be within the Chuckwalla DWMA). The Chuckwalla Recipient Site is also near the 
proposed DHSP/DSSF gen-tie alignment along Kaiser Road; and the project gen-tie also may serve as 
raven perch or nest subsidies.  

If desert tortoises are translocated into the Chuckwalla Recipient Site, the preferred release point would 
be in the northern part of the recipient site, north of the unnamed hills approximately 1 km west of 
Kaiser Road, because it is furthest from I-10 and Desert Center. The intervening hills may minimize 
tortoise movement toward I-10.   

Ironwood and Woodard (2011) noted that coyote and kit fox sign were highest in the southwest part of 
the Chuckwalla Recipient Site. The community of Desert Center may be a source of predator subsidies 
(food and water) to both species, as well as feral dogs. Utilization of the northern release point 
described above may reduce vulnerability to predation for translocated desert tortoises.  In addition, the 
DHSP and DSSF gen-tie line will be subject to Raven Management Plans to be implemented for both 
projects, which would reduce vulnerability to predation by ravens.  

Kaiser Road and Eagle Mountain Road provide paved access for desert tortoise translocation and follow-
up monitoring in the Chuckwalla Recipient Site. Tortoise exclusion fencing is often installed along paved 
roads to prevent mortality by vehicle strikes. However, fencing also fragments habitat, reducing 
opportunity for genetic exchange and demographic population shifts. This portion of Kaiser Road serves 
the communities of Lake Tamarisk to the south of the site and Eagle Mountain to the north, as well as 
construction and O&M traffic for the DSSF project and future traffic for the DHSP and possibly the 
EMPSP. Due to the relatively high traffic volume on Kaiser Road expected from these projects, and 
limited habitat availability east of Kaiser Road, enXco may propose to fence Kaiser Road south of the 
DHSP site if desert tortoises are translocated to the Chuckwalla Recipient Site.   

3.3 DuPont Recipient Site 

The proposed DuPont Recipient Site covers approximately 7,460 acres of contiguous public lands within 
the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA immediately east of the Chuckwalla Wilderness Area. It is shown on 
Figure 9 and described below. 

USFWS Selection Criteria (2011c; * indicates required criterion) 

1. *Desert tortoise habitat suitability.  The DuPont Recipient Site supports sandy substrates with 
small gravel and a sparse Creosote Bush-White Bursage vegetation community with several 
areas of Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood-Smoke Tree Series vegetation (Desert Dry Wash Woodland). 
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The vegetation is similar to those found on the DHSP site. Habitats on the DuPont Recipient Site 
support all life stages of the desert tortoise (USFWS 2011b).   

2. *Disease prevalence.  Data on disease prevalence in the resident population are not available. 
These data would be collected upon issuance of a Biological Opinion from the USFWS and 
Consistency Determination or ITP from CDFG.  

3. *Minimum 10-km distance from major unfenced roads or highways. The closest major unfenced 
road or highway to the DuPont Recipient Site is I-10, approximately 5.0 km (3.1 miles) north. In 
order for the site to meet this selection criterion, desert tortoise exclusion fencing would be 
necessary along I-10 north of the site.   

4. Within 40 km of the project site, with no natural barriers to movement between them. The 
DuPont Recipient Site is approximately 32 km (20 miles) southeast of the DHSP site. There are 
no natural barriers that would have limited gene flow between the sites. I-10 is now a significant 
anthropogenic barrier between the sites.  

5. Resident desert tortoise population depletion. Desert tortoise densities at the DuPont Recipient 
Site are unknown.  

6. Detrimental ROWs or other encumbrances. There are no existing designated ROWs or other 
encumbrances that would conflict with desert tortoise habitat suitability within the DuPont 
Recipient Site. 

7. Conservation management. The DuPont Recipient Site is located primarily on BLM-managed 
lands within the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit and the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU for desert 
tortoise. One 259 ha (640 acre) inholding within the DuPont Recipient Site is owned and 
managed by the State of California. No tortoises would be translocated to this parcel, although 
they would be likely to use habitat resources there following the translocation.   

The DuPont Recipient Site is 32 km from the DHSP site, and on the south side of I-10, well outside 
potential home ranges of any tortoises that may be on the DHSP site. Desert tortoises have been 
observed in the DuPont Recipient Site, but field survey data are not available and desert tortoise 
densities are unknown. US Geological Survey (USGS) modeling (Figure 6) suggests moderate to high 
habitat potential.  Range-wide sampling between 2001 and 2005 within the region indicated the 
historical presence of tortoise (i.e., carcasses) and recorded one live tortoise in 2003 (USFWS 2006, as 
cited in Ironwood and Woodard 2011). In September 2010, random transects were walked throughout 
the site to assess general habitat characteristics and habitat suitability for desert tortoise. These surveys 
covered approximately 20 linear miles and recorded no sign of active desert tortoise or any older sign 
(e.g., inactive burrows, old scat, or carcasses) (Ironwood and Woodard 2011). There are no known 
significant subsidies for canid or avian predators (e.g., human activity, trash dumping) and no 
anticipated new sources of subsidies related to new land use proposals.  

Access to the area is available via unpaved roads, with travel time between the DHSP site and recipient 
site more than 60 minutes.  

The USFWS (2011a) estimated that approximately 111 subadult and adult resident desert tortoises may 
be present at the DuPont Recipient Site, based on the density estimate of 3.7 tortoises/km2 in the 
Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.  
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3.4 Control Site 

If more than 5 desert tortoises are translocated from the DHSP site, then an equivalent number of 
tortoises will be monitored at a control site to allow comparison of desert tortoise movement and 
behavior among the translocated animals, recipient population, and control population. The USFWS 
(2011c) states that potential control sites should: 

 be similar in habitat type/quality, desert tortoise population size/structure, and disease status 
to the recipient sites; 

 not have been previously used as a recipient site for other projects; and  

 be a minimum distance of 10 km (6 miles) from an unfenced recipient site that has no 
substantial anthropogenic or natural barriers to prevent the interaction of control, resident, and 
translocated desert tortoises.  

The proposed Red Cloud Control Site is located approximately 7 miles southwest of Desert Center, south 
of I-10 (Figure 6). Desert tortoise surveys of this site have not been conducted, but available data 
suggests that this site has the potential to support moderate to high densities of desert tortoise 
(Nussear 2009; USFWS 2006; Ironwood and Woodard 2011).  

 Similar habitat to the recipient site. The proposed Red Cloud Control Site is located southwest of 
the Sunlight and Chuckwalla Recipient Sites and northwest of the DuPont Recipient Site. The 
proposed control site is comprised of intact creosote bush scrub with active alluvial fans with 
friable soils and prominent washes supporting desert dry wash woodland, similar to the habitats 
found on the project and recipient sites. 

 Not previously used as a recipient site. The Red Cloud Control Site has not been previously used 
as a recipient site for other projects.  

 Minimum distance of 10 km (6 miles) from the recipient site or have fencing or other movement 
barrier between sites. No portion of the Red Cloud Control Site is within 10 km (6 miles) of 
proposed recipient sites. In addition, there are several existing barriers to movement between 
the sites, including I-10 and the Chuckwalla Mountains. 
 

4. Methods for Desert Tortoise Translocation 

4.1 Overview 

For projects necessitating translocation of more than 5 desert tortoises to recipient sites, the USFWS 
generally requires long-term monitoring of the translocated tortoises, as well as similar monitoring of 
resident tortoises at the recipient site and a control site. enXco anticipates that fewer than 5 desert 
tortoises, and possibly none at all, will be translocated for the project, and that long-term monitoring 
will not be necessary. However, this Translocation Plan identifies a control site and describes a 
monitoring plan for translocated tortoises and resident tortoises within the recipient and control sites 
for implementation if more than 5 tortoises are translocated. Any tortoises translocated from the DHSP 
site would be translocated more than 500 meters.  The translocation process described in this section 
will apply only to tortoises found on the DHSP site or immediately adjacent to it (i.e., on the fence line).  
Any tortoise encountered in a work area along the gen-tie line would be allowed to leave the site on its 
own, or if necessary, would be relocated out of harm’s way, no more than 500 meters from its original 
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location. The translocation activities described below will be revised as needed to comply with the terms 
and conditions contained in the BO and the ITP or Consistency Determination upon issuance by the 
USFWS and CDFG. 

Any desert tortoises that are found on the DHSP site during pre-construction clearance surveys will be 
either translocated to a recipient site or removed from the wild, depending upon disease status and 
resource agency direction. The survey, testing, and translocation procedures are briefly summarized 
here as an overview.  First, the DHSP site will be fenced to prevent desert tortoises from entering it 
throughout the life of the project. Second, all desert tortoises within the fenced boundaries will be 
located by field biologists and their health conditions will be assessed visually. For tortoises that appear 
healthy, blood will be drawn to determine URTD status, and they will be allowed to move about all or 
part of the fenced project site, pending results of the disease test. Depending on their activities, they 
may be fitted with radio transmitters, or they may be monitored visually, by regularly confirming their 
locations, until they are removed from the site. Tortoises showing visual signs of illness or injury will be 
held in quarantine facilities on the site to prevent them from interacting with other tortoises, until they 
are removed from the site for transport to a suitable care facility.   

Vegetation clearing, grading, and construction of the DHSP may proceed in phases. These activities will 
not take place in any given portion of the project site until all tortoises throughout the project site have 
been either translocated off the site or held in fenced areas or quarantine enclosures elsewhere on the 
project site pending translocation or transport to a care facility. Holding areas will be away from work 
areas, and protected by exclusion fencing so that tortoises cannot access the work areas.  

Blood samples will be sent to a laboratory for disease assay. No tortoises will be translocated from the 
site until the test results are returned. Depending upon the results of the visual health assessment and 
laboratory disease test, tortoises may be translocated to the selected recipient site or may be removed 
from the wild. After all pre-construction clearance surveys and visual health evaluations are complete, 
the Designated Biologist and Resource Agencies (USFWS and CDFG) will tentatively determine the 
number of tortoises to be removed from the site, and will prepare a Disposition Plan for each tortoise. 
Depending on the numbers of healthy and diseased or injured tortoises, translocation activities will 
proceed as follows:  

 If the total number of tortoises to be removed from the site (including healthy animals and 
any sick or injured ones) is 5 or fewer, then a mitigation fee may be assessed in lieu of 
translocating and monitoring these tortoises (USFWS 2011c). This option is consistent with 
Mitigation Measure MM-WIL-2 of the DHSP DEIS (see Section 7, below).  

 If the total number of tortoises to be removed from the site (including healthy animals and 
any sick or injured ones) is 5 or fewer, then a mitigation fee may be assessed in lieu of 
translocating and monitoring these tortoises (USFWS 2011c). This option would 
be consistent with the terms of the DHSP EIS (see Section 7, below).  

 If more than 5 tortoises will be translocated to a recipient site (excluding diseased or injured 
tortoises to be removed from the wild), then field work at the recipient and control sites will 
be initiated to locate an equivalent number of tortoises at each site to be fitted with 
transmitters for monitoring, and to evaluate disease status of the recipient site population 
(USFWS 2011c). The monitoring plan (Section 5) will be implemented. 

 Any injured or diseased tortoises that are removed from the wild will be transferred to the 
Desert Tortoise Conservation Center in Las Vegas, Nevada or an alternate facility to be 
determined in consultation with Resource Agencies.  
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 4.2  Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors 

Prior to initiation of any ground-disturbing activity, including installation of tortoise exclusion fencing, 
enXco will appoint a Designated Biologist and one or more Biological Monitors, as described in 
Mitigation Measure VEG-1 of the DHSP DEIS and Section 8 of this Translocation Plan.  The Designated 
Biologist will hold appropriate USFWS and CDFG authorizations to handle desert tortoises, perform 
visual health assessments, draw blood for disease testing or other clinical purposes, and carry out any 
other activities related to desert tortoise handling as may be required by the USFWS or CDFG. The 
Designated Biologist also will be responsible for training and supervising Biological Monitors who 
conduct desert tortoise surveys, monitor tortoises, or implement any other aspect of this Translocation 
Plan.  The Designated Biologist will be enXco’s primary point of contact for BLM, USFWS, and CDFG 
regarding implementation of this Translocation Plan.  

4.3 Tortoise Exclusion Fence  

Tortoise exclusion fencing will be constructed around the perimeter of the DHSP site prior to desert 
tortoise clearance surveys, pre-construction site preparation, or any construction-related activities. 
enXco will coordinate with DSSF to determine whether DHSP may share the existing exclusion fence on 
the shared boundary between the two project sites, or if a separate fence must be constructed. If a 
separate fence is built on the shared boundary, enXco will build tortoise exclusion fencing across any 
opening at the east and west ends of the shared boundary to prevent desert tortoises or other wildlife 
from entering any narrow passageway between the two fences, where they would likely become 
entrapped. Upon completion of desert tortoise exclusion fencing around both project sites and pre-
construction clearance surveys within each site, the shared boundary fence will no longer serve to 
exclude desert tortoises from either project area, and need not meet design requirements for tortoise 
exclusion fencing.  With this exception, fences will be constructed and maintained according to USFWS 
(2005) specifications. enXco may also construct one or more temporary tortoise exclusion fences within 
the interior of the project site to allow for phased project construction in part of the ROW while 
tortoises are held in situ on the remainder of the site.  

Fence construction may take place during any season. Construction disturbance for fence installation 
will be limited to 15 feet on either side of the fence centerline. The limits of disturbance for fence 
construction will be staked on the ground and enXco shall provide a figure for USFWS, CDFG, and BLM 
review clearly depicting the limits of construction disturbance for the proposed fence installation at 
least 30 days prior to any ground disturbance. No more than 10 days prior to fence construction, the 
fence line and an adjacent buffer 30 feet wide on either side of the centerline will be surveyed for desert 
tortoises and sign.  Survey transects for fence construction will be no wider than 15 feet and will 
conform to pre-construction clearance survey methods described by the USFWS (2009). If the 
disturbance area for all or part of the fence construction activities must be wider than 15 feet on either 
side of the centerline, then pre-construction surveys will extend at least 15 feet beyond the limits of 
disturbance. Pre-construction surveys will be carried out by the Designated Biologist and one or more 
Biological Monitors, under the Designated Biologist’s supervision.  

Any active tortoises found above ground on the fence alignment or adjacent buffer area (including the 
surveyed area described above and any incidental tortoise observations up to 50 m beyond the fence 
line) during the preconstruction clearance survey or during construction will be placed inside the DHSP 
site and handled as described in Section 4.5, below. Their locations will be monitored during fence 
construction to ensure that they do not leave the project area.  
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During fence construction, the Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor will be on site during all 
construction activities. They will be responsible for surveying work areas for tortoises or sign, and 
ensuring compliance with the project Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP).  

It is possible that the exclusion fence may cross the home range of a desert tortoise, preventing it from 
accessing part of its normal range. The exclusion fence will be monitored twice daily during fence 
construction and for 7 days following completion of its construction to locate any tortoise that may be 
pacing the fence. Thereafter, the exclusion fence will be inspected daily throughout desert tortoise 
spring and fall activity seasons (approximately April 1 to May 31 and September 1 to October 15) for one 
year after fence completion. Outside of tortoise activity seasons, and for the remainder of the life of the 
project, the fence will be inspected monthly and maintained as needed. Any damage to the fence that 
could allow a tortoise to enter the site will be repaired promptly. The fence will also be inspected during 
and within 24 hours following any significant rainfall event (defined as any rain storm causing 
measurable flow in channels or washes crossing the fence line) to ensure that storms have not damaged 
the fence, potentially allowing access by desert tortoises. Any damage to the fence shall be temporarily 
repaired immediately and permanently repaired within 48 hours. If a tortoise is found walking the fence 
line outside the project area, its location and activity will be monitored and the Designated Biologist will 
contact BLM, CDFG and USFWS to develop a Disposition Plan for the tortoise (Section 4.5).   

4.4  Pre-Construction Clearance Surveys  

Pre-construction desert tortoise clearance surveys will be completed throughout the fenced project 
area, during the spring or fall desert tortoise activity season (approximately April 1 through May 31 or 
September 1 through October 15). Survey transects will be no wider than 15 feet and will conform to 
pre-construction clearance survey methods described by the USFWS (2009). If the project area is 
subdivided into fenced subsections for construction phasing, then pre-construction clearance surveys 
will be completed and all tortoises removed from any subsection prior to initiation of pre-construction 
site preparation, or any construction-related activities. Clearance survey transects will be spaced at 
maximum widths of 15 feet. The transects will be paced slowly enough so that biologists may thoroughly 
view any areas partially hidden by rocks or shrubs, to ensure that all tortoises on the site are found. Any 
tortoises found during pre-construction surveys will be handled as described below (Section 4.5).  

The entire fenced ROW area (or each fenced subsection) will be surveyed repeatedly to ensure that any 
tortoise within the area is located and removed prior to construction or site preparation. If one or more 
tortoises are located during a 100 percent coverage pass, then the entire area will be covered at least 
twice more. Surveys will be repeated until two consecutive 100 percent coverage passes of the site are 
completed without finding a tortoise or any sign of recent tortoise activity (e.g., scat or burrow) other 
than sign located during previous transects. Each successive full coverage pass will follow transect lines 
perpendicular to the previous pass (e.g., full coverage on north-south transects, than on east-west 
transects).  

During clearance surveys all desert tortoise burrows, and all burrows constructed by other species that 
might be used by desert tortoises, will be examined by the Authorized Biologist and Biological 
Monitor(s) to assess occupancy of each burrow by desert tortoises. All potential desert tortoise burrows 
located during clearance surveys during the active season will be excavated carefully by hand; if desert 
tortoise occupancy is confirmed, excavation of the burrow and handling of tortoises will be conducted in 
accordance with this Translocation Plan and the most recent version of the USFWS’s Desert Tortoise 
Field Manual (USFWS 2009). To prevent reentry by a desert tortoise or other wildlife, all burrows will be 
collapsed once absence has been verified.  
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4.5  Desert Tortoise Handling and Disposition  

Desert tortoises will only be handled by biologists who are authorized by the USFWS and CDFG to do so 
(i.e., the project’s Designated Biologist and any Biological Monitor with appropriate qualifications), and 
any handling of desert tortoises will follow specific terms of agency permits or MOUs, including daily, 
seasonal, and air or ground temperature limitations on handling (USFWS 2009). All adult or subadult 
tortoises located during preconstruction surveys for the exclusion fence or project construction, or 
located during follow-up monitoring, will be visually assessed for sign or injury or illness; blood will be 
drawn for URTD testing (from individuals that do not show clinical signs of disease); and held on the 
project site pending test results and a Disposition Plan.  

Temperature Considerations. Desert tortoises will only be captured, moved, transported, released, or 
evicted from their burrows when the ambient air temperature ranges from 18-30°C (65-85°F) and is not 
forecast to exceed 32°C (90°F) within 3 hours of release or 35° (95°F) within 1 week of release. Ambient 
air temperature will be measured in the shade created by the observer, protected from wind, at a height 
of 2 inches (5 cm) above the ground surface. Deviation from these temperature thresholds may be 
considered in coordination with the Resource Agencies. 

Inactive Desert Tortoises. Pre-construction clearance surveys will be conducted during the spring or fall 
desert tortoise activity seasons (approximately April 1 to May 31 and September 1 to October 15), and 
any tortoises found during these surveys would likely be active. However, it is possible that one or more 
tortoises may be located outside or near the end of the activity season (i.e., during pre-construction 
fence alignment surveys).  Additionally, a tortoise may display minimal activity by remaining near a 
burrow entrance, even during the general activity season. In these cases, the tortoise may be left in 
place until the next activity season or, if needed to avoid injury, may be “blocked” into an artificial 
burrow on the project site during winter inactivity season, but not during summer (USFWS 2009; 2011c). 
Inactive tortoises found within the fence alignment or within 50 m of it will be moved out of harm’s way 
into an artificial or empty natural burrow, inside of the perimeter fence (i.e., onto the DHSP site), and 
monitored. Depending on season and temperature considerations, the tortoise may be blocked into the 
burrow, or a temporary desert tortoise exclusion fence may be built at a 100 m radius surrounding the 
burrow (enclosing the inactive tortoise within an 8 acre area). If a tortoise within a burrow must be 
moved, every effort will be made to cause it to leave the burrow on its own (e.g., pounding the ground, 
“tapping,” or repeated visits to the burrow at warmer or cooler times of day) prior to using the less-
preferred method of carefully excavating the burrow by hand (USFWS 2009). 

Tortoises confined in burrows or within 100 m radius enclosures, will be monitored for activity and 
safety daily for at least 1 week; then weekly for at least 3 weeks; then twice monthly until either 
translocation or transfer to a quarantine enclosure.  

Eggs, Hatchlings, or Juvenile Tortoises. If a clutch of eggs is located during pre-construction clearance 
surveys, the location will be recorded and the nest will be monitored daily from a distance, using 
binoculars, to prevent the possibility of identifying the nest to avian or canid predators. The Designated 
Biologist will contact the USFWS, CDFG, and BLM to determine the best course of action, depending on 
date, vulnerability to predation, and construction schedule. The eggs may be left in place to hatch, or 
may be collected and translocated. If the eggs do not hatch in place, they will be inspected to determine 
if they are viable. If so, the Designated Biologist or another USFWS Authorized Biologist will translocate 
them to a replacement nest in a comparable micro-area (e.g., cover, project species, soil type, substrate, 
and aspect) at the recipient site, in accordance to the USFWS Desert Tortoise Field Manual (USFWS 
2009). Translocated nests will be fenced with sturdy open-mesh fencing (e.g. 2-inch wide chain link 
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mesh) that will permit hatchlings to escape but prevent depredation by canids that might be attracted 
to the new nests by human scent. Open-mesh fencing or avian netting also will be installed on the roof 
to prevent predator entry. The replacement nest location(s) will be added to the long-term monitoring 
program.  

If hatchling or juvenile desert tortoises measuring less than 120 mm midline carapace length or weighing 
less than 100 grams (i.e., too small for marking, radio transmitters, or blood collection) are located 
during clearance surveys, they will be carefully collected from the field and maintained in disinfected, 
separate containers either indoors or in on-site quarantine enclosures, depending on season, 
temperatures, and anticipated holding time. The Designated Biologist will contact the USFWS, CDFG, 
and BLM to determine the best course of action. 

Visual Health Assessment.  Visual health assessments will be conducted by biologists approved and 
permitted by the BLM, USFWS, and CDFG to conduct such assessments, following USFWS guidance 
(2011c). Visual health assessments will be performed upon locating tortoises during pre-construction 
field surveys; prior to translocation; and if more than 5 tortoises are translocated, repeated periodically 
during long-term monitoring (Section 5.2). At a minimum, for all desert tortoises handled, the 
Authorized Biologist will mark the animals with unique identification numbers as assigned by the USFWS 
and record data as recommended by the USFWS (2011c; 2011d), including:  

 Locations (narrative and maps) and dates of observation;  

 General condition and health, including injuries, state of healing and whether desert 
tortoise voided its bladder during handling;  

 Locations the tortoise is moved from and moved to (GPS coordinates);  

 Gender, midline carapace (shell) length, weight, and diagnostic markings (i.e., identification 
numbers or marked lateral scutes [shell segments]);  

 Ambient temperature when handled and released; and  

 Digital photograph of each desert tortoise handled.  

Tortoises showing evidence of injury or illness will be held in quarantine enclosures (below) on the 
project site, pending preparation and approval of a Disposition Plan and relocation to the Desert 
Tortoise Conservation Center in Nevada or other offsite location. Tortoises appearing healthy will be 
held on the site for disease testing and disposition.  

Holding in situ. Healthy appearing tortoises will be held on the project site until blood is drawn, test 
results are received and Disposition Plans (below) are prepared by the Authorized Biologist and 
approved by USFWS and CDFG. The tortoises will either be (1) fitted with a radio transmitter (below) 
and allowed to move throughout all or part of the project area (i.e., within the tortoise exclusion fence 
and away from any project construction area); or (2) held within a fenced 100 m radius (8 acre) area 
surrounding the active or occupied burrow to enable subsequent relocation. No tortoise will be held on 
the site for longer than 18 months.  

Disease Testing.  All tortoises larger than 120 mm median carapace length or weighing more than 100 
grams (3.5 ounces) and showing no apparent illness or injury will be tested for URTD using an enzyme-
linked immunoabsorbent assay (ELISA) test and held on the site pending test results. Because 
physiological activity of the tortoise immune system is related to behavioral activity, blood samples will 
be drawn no earlier than May 15 or, upon specific approval from USFWS and CDFG, four weeks after the 
date that the tortoise left its hibernaculum or was first found active and above ground away from a 
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shelter site. The last date for blood sampling will be October 31. In order to minimize handling on any 
given day, blood drawing and transmitter attachment (below) will only be done on the same day if these 
activities combined will not exceed restrictions of time of day, temperature, and total time handled 
(USFWS guidance provided at recent health and disease workshops and Desert Tortoise Field Manual, 
USFWS 2009). If these restrictions could be exceeded, then the two activities will be done on separate 
days.  

Tortoises with positive URTD test results will be held in quarantine enclosures (below) on the project 
site, pending preparation and approval of a Disposition Plan and relocation to the Desert Tortoise 
Conservation Center in Nevada or other offsite location. If test results are inconclusive, the animal will 
be held in a quarantine enclosure until results of a second test are available.  

Quarantine Enclosure: Tortoises showing visual evidence of illness or injury, or testing positive or 
inconclusive for URTD will be held in quarantine enclosures on the site, pending transport to the Desert 
Tortoise Conservation Center (DTCC) in Nevada, or (for inconclusive disease tests) results of repeated 
tests. The specific locations of the enclosures will be determined by the Designated Biologist prior to 
initiation of preconstruction clearance surveys, in consultation with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. The 
Designated Biologist may recommend holding them at an alternate offsite facility, pending approval of 
the BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. The enclosure design and the care of tortoises held in them will follow 
protocols described by San Diego Zoo Global (Temporary Captive Care of Wild Mojave Desert Tortoises: 
Examples of Protocols Used at the Desert Tortoise Conservation Center, Appendix 1 to USFWS 2011c) or 
the most recent USFWS translocation guidance. The enclosures will be at least 20 m × 20 m (65.6 ft × 
65.6 ft). Husbandry of the quarantined animals, including aseptic techniques and site security from 
predators and humans; and provision of burrows, food, and water will conform to recommendations of 
San Diego Zoo Global (cited above). Quarantined tortoises will be monitored in accordance with 
surveillance recommendations of San Diego Zoo Global. The quarantine period will not exceed 18 
months. Every attempt will be made to translocate or transport to the DTCC each animal within 18 
months of the date it was initially discovered. 

Disposition Plan. The Designated Biologist will recommend a Disposition Plan for each tortoise and 
submit the plans to the USFWS, BLM, and CDFG for concurrence prior to moving any desert tortoises. 
Each Disposition Plan will include the visual health assessment and URTD test results. Desert tortoises 
will not be taken off the project site prior to concurrence by the BLM, USFWS, and CDFG with the 
Disposition Plan. 

If a desert tortoise is determined to be sick or injured, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be notified within 24 
hours of such discovery. The Designated Biologist will generally recommend transport to the Desert 
Tortoise Conservation Center. In some cases (e.g., minor injuries) the Designated Biologist may 
recommend observation for possible future translocation in the wild. If a tortoise is transported outside 
the State of California it will only be with CDFG’s prior written consent.  The Applicant shall submit to 
CDFG a written request indicating the number of desert tortoises to be relocated out of state, the 
reason for relocating them (i.e., the nature of the disease or injury), the proposed facility to which the 
desert tortoise(s) will be relocated, and the date on which they are proposed to be relocated. CDFG will 
provide a written response to each such request indicating, on a case-by-case basis, whether the 
relocation is authorized. 

Tortoises that are suitable for translocation (i.e., tortoises without visual evidence of illness or injury and 
testing negative for URTD) will be held on the site pending authorization from BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, 
and until the appropriate date for translocation. The Disposition Plan will specify a recipient site, release 
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point, and release time, date, and temperature restrictions for each tortoise. Where appropriate, the 
Disposition Plan will also describe any recipient site pre-release preparation (e.g., construction of 
artificial burrow) and pre-release animal husbandry activity (e.g., hydration).  

Transmitter Attachment.  If more than 5 adult and subadult tortoises will be translocated, then each 
one will be fitted with a radio transmitter for long-term monitoring. Transmitters will not be attached to 
juvenile tortoises (weighing less than 100 g or measuring less than 120 midline carapace length) unless 
the transmitters weigh less than 10% of the tortoise’s body weight.  If 5 or fewer adult and subadult 
tortoises will be translocated, then enXco will not be responsible for further monitoring. If radio 
transmitters are already in place, the transmitters may be removed, or (at the direction of BLM, USFWS, 
and CDFG) left in place to allow follow-up monitoring by the agencies.  

Each tortoise larger than 120 mm carapace length will be assigned a unique identifier and fitted with a 
transmitter following methods, including handling and temperature restrictions, provided in Review of 
Radio Transmitter Attachment Techniques for Chelonian Research and Recommendations for 
Improvement (Boarman et al. 1998) and the most recent USFWS translocation guidance. Transmitter 
attachment will conform to restrictions of time of day, temperature, and total time handled (USFWS 
guidance provided at recent health and disease workshops and Desert Tortoise Field Manual, USFWS 
2009). Transmitters will be replaced as necessary throughout the monitoring period (Section 5.2). 

Translocation. Desert tortoises will be translocated during their spring activity periods (April 1 through 
May 31), well enough in advance of the summer inactive period to enable each tortoise to acclimate to 
the recipient site and to locate or build a suitable burrow. Release dates will be proposed in each 
Disposition Plan, to be reviewed and approved by the USFWS, CDFG, and BLM.  

Each desert tortoise to be translocated will be visually evaluated for health and condition immediately 
prior to translocation. Tortoises previously considered suitable for translocation but subsequently 
showing clinical signs of URTD or other illness or injury will be held pending further evaluation. Healthy-
appearing tortoises will be hydrated according to the most current agency guidance or protocols. They 
will be transported to release sites as specified in the Disposition Plans in clean, ventilated protective 
containers. The containers will be disinfected prior to any re-use. Tortoises will be released at 
unoccupied shelter sites such as burrows, spaces within rock outcrops, caliche caves, or the shade of 
shrubs or trees. 

All translocations will take place between 0700 and 1600 hours (7:00 AM and 4:00 PM), and while air 
temperature is between 18° and 30°C (65-85°F). Temperatures will be taken at approximately 2 inches 
above ground in a shaded area. Tortoises will only be released if temperatures are not forecast to 
exceed 32°C (90°F) within 3 hours of release and if daily low temperatures are not forecast to be cooler 
than 10°C (50°F) for one week following the release date. Release locations will be identified and spatial 
patterns among tortoises will be maintained as consistently as possible to those found on the DHSP site. 
Tortoises found in close proximity to each other on the DHSP site will be released in the same area in 
the same proximity. 

4.6  Surveys and Disease Testing at Recipient and Control Sites 

If 1 or more tortoises will be translocated from the DHSP site, enXco will coordinate with USFWS, CDFG, 
and BLM to determine the most appropriate recipient site and need for additional density estimates, 
health assessments, and disease testing at the selected recipient site or control site. 
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If 5 or fewer tortoises will be translocated, then density estimates, health assessments, and disease 
testing at the selected recipient site will be arranged in coordination with USFWS, CDFG, and BLM. No 
health assessments, disease tests, surveys, or monitoring at the Red Cloud Control Site would be 
required. Portions of this section addressing the control site will not be applicable.  

If more than 5 tortoises will be translocated, enXco and the Designated Biologist will commence field 
surveys to locate desert tortoises for disease testing (if data are not already available) and radio 
transmitter attachment for long-term monitoring at the selected recipient site and the Red Cloud 
Control Site.  

During the spring or fall desert tortoise activity seasons, following or concurrent with health assessment 
and disease testing of tortoises at the DHSP site, surveys will be conducted at the selected recipient and 
control sites to: (1) confirm desert tortoise densities, (2) conduct visual health assessments and collect 
blood for URTD ELISA tests for all tortoises found at both sites, and (3) attach transmitters to a number 
of tortoises at both sites equal to the number of tortoises to be translocated. If density and disease 
status of the resident population at the recipient site are already known, then these new data will not 
be collected. For each animal handled during these surveys, data collection and identification marking 
will be as described in Section 4.5. 

Disease prevalence at the recipient sites should not exceed 20 percent within the resident 
population (USFWS 2011a). No animals will be translocated to the selected recipient site until URTD 
test results for the resident population are available, based on a sample size of resident animals to be 
determined in coordination with USFWS, CDFG, and BLM.  

If more than 10 percent of the resident population at the proposed recipient site test positive for URTD, 
then the Designated Biologist will contact BLM, USFWS, and CDFG for further guidance or to select an 
alternative recipient site. Because translocated desert tortoises will disperse from initial release sites, to 
further reduce the potential for disease transmission, translocated desert tortoises will be placed a 
minimum distance of 1.5 km (0.9 mi) from any resident desert tortoises that have tested positive for 
URTD.  

 

Table 1. Translocation of Desert Tortoises and Eggs  

Size/Age of Tortoise Translocation Strategy 

Juveniles (<100 g or 120 mm MCL1) Visual health assessment, unique identifier, no transmitter or URTD ELISA test, 
translocation. 

Sub-adults (120-180 mm MCL) and 
Adults (>180 mm MCL)  

Visual health assessment, negative URTD disease test result, unique identifier, 
transmitter, and translocation.  

Nests with potentially viable eggs If a nest is suspected or found, the eggs will be monitored in place or carefully 
moved together and placed in a replacement nest created by the Designated 
Biologist at the recipient site. The replacement nest location(s) will be added to the 
long-term monitoring program. 

1 – midline carapace length  

4.7 Linear Project Components 

Pre-construction clearance surveys and construction of the gen-tie line may occur at any time of the 
year (USFWS 2010b).  Any desert tortoises found during clearance of linear facilities shall be allowed to 
leave on their own or moved out of harm’s way following clearance and handling procedures outlined in 
the current Desert Tortoise Field Manual (USFWS 2009). Tortoises shall not be moved more than 500 
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meters from their original location. Pre-construction surveys, construction monitoring, and any handling 
of a tortoise (if needed) will be as follows.   

1. Within 30 days prior to construction, a clearance survey will be conducted along each portion of 
the gen-tie line and all active desert tortoise sign mapped and communicated to the Designated 
Biologist and site-specific Biological Monitor(s).  

2. Biological Monitors shall be on the work site during all construction activities to ensure that 
active burrows along the gen-tie line will be avoided by project construction activities and 
facilities.  

3. If a desert tortoise is found along the gen-tie line or in any work area associated with the gen-tie 
line, adverse effects will be avoided by allowing the tortoise to passively traverse the site while 
construction in the immediate area is halted. If the tortoise does not move out of harm’s way 
after approximately 20 minutes, the Designated Biologist or any other biologist approved by the 
USFWS, CDFG, and BLM to handle tortoises for the proposed action can actively move the 
animal out of harm’s way within 500 meters of its original location. The Designated Biologist will 
be responsible for taking appropriate measures to ensure that any desert tortoise moved in this 
manner is not exposed to temperature extremes which could be harmful to the animal. The 
Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor(s) will remain at the work site from which the tortoise 
was relocated for the duration of active construction at that site to ensure the animal does not 
return.  

4. All vehicles parked in desert tortoise habitat will be inspected immediately prior to being 
moved. If a tortoise is found beneath a vehicle, the Designated Biologist will be contacted to 
move the animal from harm's way, or the vehicle will not be moved until the desert tortoise 
leaves of its own accord. 

 

5. Monitoring and Reporting 
All activities related to monitoring will be conducted by Designated Biologists identified in the project 
BO and associated authorizations.  Standardized data sheets and/or digital data recorders will be used to 
record individual tortoise locations, behavior, obvious health indications (not full health assessment but 
limited assessment of obvious clinical signs), behavior, interactions with other animals, burrow 
locations, etc. during all monitoring activities. 

5.1 Project Component Monitoring for Desert Tortoises: 
Construction, O&M, and Decommissioning 

Mitigation Measure MM-WIL 1 of the Desert Harvest DEIS recommends ongoing monitoring for wildlife, 
including desert tortoises, during vegetation- or ground-disturbing activities throughout the 
construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases of the project. If a live tortoise is located during the 
construction phase (i.e., after the clearance surveys are completed, but before the facility is in 
operation), the tortoise will be handled as described in this Translocation Plan. All construction activities 
will temporarily stop until two consecutive full coverage clearance surveys have been repeated 
throughout the site, without a desert tortoise or new active sign being found.  

Monitoring of vegetation- or ground-disturbing activities during O&M or decommissioning phases would 
also be implemented in areas not enclosed with desert tortoise exclusion fencing, including O&M or 
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decommissioning activities for access roads, gen-tie alignment, drainage channels off the project site, 
and perimeter security fences or desert tortoise exclusion fences. Clearance surveys and handling of 
desert tortoises will be in accordance with this Translocation Plan and other project documents, as well 
as the most recent version of the USFWS’s Desert Tortoise Field Manual (USFWS 2009).  

Monitoring of the desert tortoise exclusion fence during its construction and the subsequent desert 
tortoise activity seasons are described above (Section 4.3). Following that period, the exclusion fence 
will be checked monthly and repaired, as necessary, throughout the construction, O&M, and 
decommissioning phases, for the life of the project. In addition, it will be checked and repaired during 
and within 24 hours of any significant rainfall causing visible runoff within channels on the site. Any 
damage to the fencing will be temporarily repaired immediately to keep desert tortoises out of the 
project area, and permanently repaired within 48 hours of observing damage.  Any time during the life 
of the project that a tortoise is found walking the fence line, its location and activity will be monitored 
and the Designated Biologist will contact BLM, CDFG and USFWS to develop a Disposition Plan for the 
tortoise (Section 4.5).  

Project component monitoring results throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases 
will be reported according to the requirements adopted in the final EIS, Record of Decision, BO, ITP, and 
other applicable documents.  

5.2 Translocated Desert Tortoises, Recipient Site, and Control Site 
Monitoring  

If 5 or fewer tortoises are translocated from the DHSP site, long-term monitoring of the recipient or 
control sites will not be required. The remainder of this section will not be applicable.  

If more than 5 desert tortoises are translocated from the DHSP site to a designated recipient site, then 
long-term monitoring at the recipient and control sites will be implemented, as described below. All 
translocated desert tortoises and an equal number of resident tortoises at the Recipient Site and Control 
Site will be monitored on a long-term basis for a period of at least 30 years after the initial translocation 
date, as recommended by USFWS (2011c). The resident and control site tortoises will consist of equal or 
approximately equal numbers of males and females, regardless of the sex ratio of translocated tortoises 
(USFWS 2011c).  

Monitoring will consist of locating the tortoise and attempting to view it and record its activity, without 
disturbing it. In some cases, the monitored animal will be handled for visual health assessments or to 
maintain or replace a transmitter.  

The monitoring schedule for translocated tortoises will be: 

 Once within 24 hours of release; 

 A minimum of twice weekly for the first 2 weeks after release; 

 A minimum of once a week from March through early November for the duration of the 30-
year monitoring period; and 

 Once every 2 weeks from November through February for the duration of the 30-year 
monitoring period.  

The monitoring schedule for resident and control tortoises will be: 
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 A minimum of once a week from March through early November throughout the 30-year 
monitoring period; and 

 Once every 2 weeks from November through February throughout the 30-year monitoring 
period.  

Transmitters will be changed throughout the monitoring period as necessary to maintain battery life. At 
the end of the 30-year monitoring period, the Designated Biologist will coordinate with BLM, USFWS, 
and CDFG to determine whether transmitters should be removed and decommissioned. 

5.2.1 Health Monitoring 

Visual health assessments (Section 4.5) will be conducted twice annually for all monitored tortoises, 
including translocated, resident, and control site tortoises: once prior to overwintering (i.e., between 
October 15 and November 15) and once subsequent to overwintering (i.e., between March 1 and April 
1). Any health problems (e.g., decline in physical condition, or evidence of disease) or mortalities 
observed will be reported to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG verbally within 48 hours of discovery and via email 
within 5 business days thereafter and will include the animal’s unique identifier, location, and suspected 
health issue(s) and/or cause of death (if known). Fresh carcasses will be brought for necropsy as directed 
by BLM, USFWS, and CDFG.  

5.2.2 Vegetation Monitoring 

Vegetation will be qualitatively monitored each spring and fall at the recipient and control sites. The 
Designated Biologist will select a 0.5 km linear transect at each site and record the GPS coordinates at its 
start and end points. During each spring and fall tortoise activity season, a qualified biologist will walk 
the transect length and record all plant species observed within an estimated 5 m belt along each side of 
the transect. These data are intended to provide general, qualitative estimates of vegetation condition, 
desert tortoise forage availability, and relative abundance of native and non-native species. They are not 
intended as precise, replicate samples. Minor variations in the transect path or endpoints will be 
acceptable. 

For each shrub species, the biologist will record qualitative indicators of condition as: 

 Most plants flowering or fruiting and with new seasonal growth; 

 Most plants flowering or fruiting but without new seasonal growth; 

 Most plants with new seasonal growth but not flowering or fruiting; 

 Most plants in apparently good condition but without flowers, fruits, or new seasonal 
growth (for drought-deciduous species, most plants with few or no live leaves but without 
dead branches); or 

 Most or many plants evidently stressed, with dead branches (for evergreen species, plants 
with large numbers of dead leaves or branches).  

For herbaceous plants, the biologists will record estimates of total percentage of the ground surface 
covered by native species and non-native species. For each annual species or perennial herb species, the 
biologist will qualitatively assign an abundance category, as follows: 

 Dominant (throughout): numerous plants, visually dominant, and covering enough of the 
ground surface so that the biologist is likely to walk on them along most of the transect 
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length; 

 Dominant (patchy): numerous plants, visually dominant, and covering enough of the ground 
surface so that the biologist is likely to walk on them along less than half of the transect 
length; 

 Common-abundant (throughout): Found along most of the transect length, but generally 
spaced widely enough to be easily avoided while walking.  

 Common-abundant (patchy): Mostly found in patches, comprising less than half of the 
transect length, and generally spaced widely enough to be easily avoided while walking.  

 Occasional: Scattered along all or part of the transect length, but not difficult to find.  

 Scarce: Only one or a few plants seen.  

 

5.3 Reporting 

5.3.1 Reporting During Translocation 

Within 30 days after completion of desert tortoise clearance surveys and translocation, the Designated 
Biologist shall submit a Desert Tortoise Clearance Survey, Exclusion Fencing, and Translocation Report to 
the BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, CDFG, and JTNP describing methods and results of the fencing, 
clearance surveys, and translocation (if any).  The report will also document any other animals relocated 
during the clearance surveys. 

5.3.2 Reporting During Long-Term Monitoring 

During the period of long-term monitoring, all information related to translocation and monitoring for 
the previous calendar year will be compiled by the Designated Biologist and submitted along with all 
annual report information to the USFWS, CDFG, BLM, and JTNP on or before January 15 for the 
preceding calendar year. Annual reports will summarize all long-term monitoring activities conducted 
during the previous calendar year including health assessments, vegetation monitoring, and any 
adaptive management employed. Each report will include data summary tables and short narrative 
descriptions of monitoring activities, observations, and (if applicable) notation of any concerns or 
recommendations.   

5.3.3 Final Report 

Following the completion of the 30-year monitoring program, a final report will be completed that will 
assess the overall success of the translocation and monitoring program. The final report will summarize 
all long-term monitoring activities and will discuss any observed differences in individual or group 
behaviors in the translocated, recipient, and/or control populations; overall tracking of health 
assessments for each monitored tortoise; an overview of the 30 years of vegetation monitoring; and any 
adaptive management employed throughout the long-term monitoring period and an assessment of the 
success of each adaptive management strategy (see Section 6 below). Copies of the final report shall be 
submitted to the BLM, CDFG, USFWS, and JTNP. 
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6. Adaptive Management 
enXco will be prepared to modify or amend this Translocation Plan, including methods and locations for 
translocating desert tortoises, follow-up monitoring, or other components, if necessary and appropriate.  
Any adaptive management actions will be proposed by the Designated Biologist in response to specific 
management issues that arise that pose a threat to monitored tortoises, including translocated, 
recipient, and control site tortoises. Adaptive management strategies will be discussed with BLM, 
USFWS, and CDFG.  

If there are concerns regarding immediate threat to a tortoise, adaptive management decisions (e.g., to 
relocate a tortoise away from a road) will be made in the field with phone calls or emails to agency 
personnel made within 72 hours to describe the actions taken to avoid or minimize the threat, as well as 
any actions recommended to avoid similar threats in the future. If the situation does not pose an 
immediate threat to one or more tortoises, agencies will be notified of proposed adaptive management 
decisions for concurrence or additional direction and response from agency personnel before actions 
are taken. 

 

7. Alternative to Translocation 
As an alternative to translocation, the Final DHSP Translocation Plan will identify a strategy to remove 
desert tortoises on the project site from the wild and place them permanently in facilities approved by 
USFWS and CDFG, to be fully funded by the project Owner.  Current USFWS guidelines (2011c) include a 
provision that if 5 or fewer tortoises are located on a site, they may be removed from the wild and 
placed with a USFWS and State-approved program. The only potential program currently known is the 
Desert Tortoise Conservation Center in Las Vegas Nevada, operated by San Diego Zoo Global. This 
program is generally considered appropriate only for tortoises deemed inappropriate for translocation 
(i.e., sick or injured tortoises). Removing healthy tortoises from the wild would avoid risks and adverse 
impacts of translocation (described in the DHSP DEIS) but also would prevent those animals from 
contributing to the recovery of wild desert tortoise populations.    

 

8. Roles and Responsibilities and Project Contacts 

8.1 Roles and Responsibilities  

enXco will appoint a Designated Biologist and one or more Biological Monitors who will be responsible 
for the implementation of all desert tortoise translocation and monitoring activities. The resumes of the 
proposed Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors shall be submitted to the BLM, USFWS, and CDFG 
for approval prior to their appointment on the project. If at any time a personnel change is proposed for 
these positions, enXco will obtain approval for the new personnel from BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. 

8.1.1 Designated Biologist 

The Designated Biologist will hold appropriate USFWS and CDFG authorizations to handle desert 
tortoises, perform visual health assessments, draw blood for disease testing or other clinical purposes, 
and carry out any other activities related to desert tortoise handling as may be required by this 
Translocation Plan or by the USFWS or CDFG. The Designated Biologist also will be responsible for 
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training and supervising Biological Monitors who conduct desert tortoise surveys, monitor tortoises, or 
implement any other aspect of this Translocation Plan.  The Designated Biologist will be enXco’s primary 
point of contact for BLM, USFWS, and CDFG regarding implementation of this Translocation Plan. The 
Designated Biologist duties will vary during the construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases.  In 
general, the duties shall include, but shall not be limited to: 

 Notify the BLM’s Authorized Officer, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies (USFWS 
and CDFG) at least 14 calendar days before initiation of ground-disturbing activities. 

 Immediately notify the project Owner, BLM’s Authorized Officer, Riverside County, and the 
Resource Agencies (as applicable) in writing of any non-compliance with any of the 
biological mitigation measures or permit conditions. 

 Conduct continuous compliance inspections throughout the initial site preparation activities, 
including the construction of tortoise-exclusion fencing; pre-construction clearance surveys; 
and initial clearing, grubbing, and grading.  Provide weekly verbal or written updates to 
BLM, Riverside County, and, for any information pertinent to state or federal permits, to the 
Wildlife Agencies. 

 After the initial clearance and construction activities are complete, conduct monthly 
compliance inspections throughout the construction and decommissioning phases of the 
project, and provide weekly verbal or written updates to BLM, Riverside County, and, for 
any information pertinent to state or federal permits, to the Resource Agencies.  Prepare 
and submit monthly compliance reports as required in MM VEG-2, and other reports as 
required under all applicable mitigation measures.  A copy of the monthly compliance reports 
shall also be provided to the National Park Service (NPS). 

 During the operations phase of the project, conduct quarterly compliance inspections; 
conduct weed monitoring and control (as required in MM VEG-9); prepare and submit 
quarterly compliance reports and other reports as required under all adopted mitigation 
measures. 

 Be available to supervise, conduct, and coordinate mitigation, monitoring, and other 
biological resources compliance requirements, particularly in areas requiring avoidance or 
containing sensitive biological resources, such as special-status species or their habitat; and 
to appoint a Biological Monitor as temporary contact at any time the Designated Biologist 
will be unavailable. 

 Respond directly to inquiries of the BLM, Riverside County, the Resource Agencies, NPS, or 
any other agencies regarding biological resource issues. 

 Train and supervise the Biological Monitors as appropriate, and ensure their familiarity with 
the Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP) training, mitigation measures, 
conditions required by biological permits and agreements, and current USFWS guidelines on 
desert tortoise surveys and handling procedures. 

 Maintain the ability to be in regular, direct communication with representatives of the BLM, 
Riverside County, the Wildlife Agencies, and NPS, including notifying these agencies of dead 
or injured special-status species.  

Designated Biologist 

TBD 
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8.1.2 Biological Monitors 

The Applicant and the Designated Biologist shall appoint Biological Monitors as needed for the 
construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases of the project.  During the operations phase, a 
Biological Monitor may assume most of the on-site duties, so long as a qualified Designated Biologist is 
available as needed.  The Designated Biologist shall submit the resume, at least three (3) references, and 
contact information of each of the proposed Biological Monitors to the BLM’s Authorized Officer, 
Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies.  The resume shall demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the 
BLM’s Authorized Officer and Riverside County, the appropriate education and experience to accomplish 
the assigned biological resources tasks.  The responsibilities, qualifications, and authority of each 
Biological Monitor will be the equivalent of the USFWS designated Desert Tortoise Monitor 
(http://www.fws.gov//_information/protocols_guidelines/index.html). 

Biological Monitors 

TBD 

8.2 Project Applicant 
enXco – an EDF Energies Nouvelles Company 
4000 Executive Parkway, Ste 100 
San Ramon, CA 94583 
(925) 365-3731  
Contact:   Ian Black 
  ian.black@enxco.com  

8.3 Bureau of Land Management 
BLM California Desert District  
22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(951) 697-5223 
Contacts: Kim Marsden, Natural Resource Specialist 
  kmarsden@blm.gov 
 
  Lynnette Elser, Project Manager and NEPA Coordinator 

lelser@blm.gov 
 

Palm Springs–South Coast Field Office 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, CA   92262 
(760) 833-7121 
Contact:  Mark Massar, Wildlife Biologist 
  Mark_Massar@ca.blm.gov 

8.4 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office 
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
(760) 322-2070  
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Contacts:  Jody Fraser, Biologist 
  jody_fraser@fws.gov 
 
  Tera Baird, Wildlife Biologist 
  tera_baird@fws.gov 
 
  Pete Sorensen, Wildlife Biologist 
  pete_sorensen@fws.gov  

8.5 California Department of Fish and Game 
Inland Deserts Region 
3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220 
Ontario, CA 91764 
(909) 945-3294 
Contact:   Magdalena Rodriguez 
  mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov 
 
  Dr. Shankar Sharma 
  ssharma@dfg.ca.gov 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  
enXco proposes to develop the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) on 1,208 acres of public lands 
administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in unincorporated Riverside County, 
approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center, California. The BLM and the County of Riverside are 
reviewing the Project, pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (BLM 2011a). enXco is voluntarily proposing this Bird and Bat 
Conservation Strategy to set forth the measures it will implement to avoid, minimize, or mitigate for 
potential adverse effects of the Project to birds or bats.  Accordingly, enXco will collect and evaluate 
data during the construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and decommissioning phases of the 
Project and will implement adaptive management measures as necessary and appropriate to minimize 
or mitigate impacts to birds or bats. enXco does not anticipate that construction, operations, or 
decommissioning of the project will cause unauthorized take or prohibited disturbance of bird or bat 
species. 

This Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (BBCS) was prepared according to guidelines recommended by 
the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2010a; 2010b). It describes the proposed DHSP Project 
components, summarizes baseline data regarding birds and bats in the Project vicinity; assesses 
potential risks to those species that could result from Project construction, operation, and 
decommissioning; and describes conservation measures to be implemented, to minimize those risks.  

1.1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The DHSP would be located on BLM-administered land north of Desert Center in Riverside County 
(Figures 1 and 2).  Several designated wildlife management areas are in the vicinity of the applicant’s 
right-of-way (ROW; Figure 3). Portions of the proposed and alternative generator transmission lines 
(gen-tie lines) are within a designated Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA) and critical habitat 
(both designated for desert tortoise).  The project’s Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) 
analyzes 3 solar project alternatives and 4 gen-tie line alternatives. This section of the BBCS summarizes 
the applicant’s proposed project and the alternatives. More complete descriptions of the Project and 
alternatives may be found in Chapter 2 of the DEIS.  

1.1.1 Structures and Facilities 

Solar field. The DHSP would be a 150 MW nominal capacity, alternating current (AC) solar photovoltaic 
(PV) energy-generating project.   The proposed project site is comprised of two separate parcels 
separated by a desert wash.  The northern parcel consists of 1,053 acres and the southern parcel 
consists of 155 acres. The proposed solar facility would consist of several main components.  Table 1 
presents a breakdown of site acreage for each solar facility component. 

 Main generation area―PV arrays, switchyard, inverters, overhead lines, and access corridors; 

 Operations and maintenance (O&M) Facility – either on or off site; 

 On-site electrical substation; and 

 Site security, fencing, and lighting. 
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Table 1. Estimated Overall Project Acreage  

Project Component Acreage  

Current BLM right-of-way case record 
(Northern Parcel / Southern Parcel; respectively) 

1,208 
(1,053 / 155) 

 

Solar panel field 1,200  

Area cleared of vegetation (10% of Project area) 107  

Parking and admin areas 3.0  

Access corridors 200  

Construction laydown area 2  

Gravel access roads  10  

On-site substation  3  

Area disturbed by trenching  11  

Area permanently covered by at-grade items (footprint of piles, power conversion 
station, transformer, PV combining switchgear, on-site substation, on-site overhead 
line poles, Visitors Center, M&M Facility)  

10  

Water storage ponds 2  

Approximate maximum area shaded by PV modules  910  

 

The specific PV technology to be installed has not been determined. The project may use any of a variety 
of PV technologies, including, but not limited to: 

 Crystalline silicon panels 

 Copper indium gallium cyanide selenide panels 

 Fixed-tilt racking system 

 Single-axis tracking system 

The PV modules would be organized into arrays that would be spread out over approximately 1,200 
acres of the site.  Each megawatt requires approximately 8 acres.  Each array would consist of PV 
modules, a power conversion station, and a transformer.  Tracking systems, which may be installed, 
have motors that rotate the PV modules from east to west during the day to track the sun across the 
sky. 

enXco proposes to use site preparation techniques that would minimize the required volume of earth 
movement, including a “disc and roll” technique that uses farm tractors to till the soil over much of the 
solar facility site and then roll it level, as well as “micrograding” or “isolated cut and fill and roll” of other 
areas of the site to trim off high spots and use the material to fill in low spots.  The entire solar field 
would be impacted by some form of soil disturbance, either from compaction, micro-grading, or disc-
and-roll grading.  Panel foundations would permanently disturb 10 acres of on-site soils.  Internal access 
roads would permanently disturb 210 acres.  Installed panels would shade up to approximately 910 
acres of the solar facility acreage. 

The field of panels would consist of repeating blocks of 1.44 MW (AC).  The approximate dimensions of 
each array block would consist of 12,480 panels, separated into four quadrants (northwest, southwest, 
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northeast, southeast).  Within each quadrant, there would be 6 rows of 10 or 11 48-panel strings, 
arranged in a 6 by 8 table layout.  Each block would employ two 720 kW inverters, set along the access 
roads, in the middle of the panel array area. 

The panel field would be laid out by installing vertical H-pile galvanized steel beams directly into the 
ground by means of a small pile-driver or, if soil conclude that further foundations are required, then 
the vertical H-pile galvanized steel beams would be attached to concrete ballasts. 

The rows of panels would be spaced to prevent shading of adjacent panel rows and to allow access 
between the rows for panel maintenance.  Between each 720 kW power block would be 14- to 20 foot-
wide roads running east-to-west, and 14 foot-wide roads running north-south to allow fire and vehicular 
access for the maintenance of the electrical facilities. 

Meteorological station.  One or more meteorological stations would be installed at the solar facility 
site prior to construction in order to track weather patterns.  The meteorological station(s) would be 
attached to a data acquisition system to collect data for analysis and system monitoring.  Each 
meteorological station would be 6 feet in height and would be set on a stainless-steel tripod base 
approximately 10 feet by 10 feet. 

Electrical collection system. Most of the electrical collection system conductors would be 
underground. Power from several rows of PV modules would be conveyed to power conversion stations 
via underground direct current (DC) cables.  DC trenches would be approximately 3 feet deep and from 
1.5 to 2.5 feet wide; the DC cables would be surrounded by clean fill, and the remainder of the trench 
would be back-filled with native soil and compacted to 90 percent (95 percent when crossing under 
roadways).  Power screeners may be used on site to extract the required clean fill from native soils 
excavated during trenching for use as bedding material in the trenches.  A power screener is a 
motorized piece of equipment that uses moving screens to filter soils to a particular granularity.   

A power conversion station and transformer would be located within each PV array.  Each power 
conversion station comprises an inverter located within an enclosure and (approximately 11.5 feet tall) 
connected to a transformer.  The transformers would be approximately 6.3 feet tall.  Each transformer 
would be placed on a pre-cast concrete pad.  Each pad would be delivered by flatbed truck during 
construction, in combination with a power conversion station vault, and installed by crane from the 
truck. 

The PV inverters would convert the DC electric input into grid-quality alternating current (AC) electric 
output.  The transformer would step up the voltage of the AC electrical input and then would transmit 
the power via underground lines to the PV combining switchgear.  AC trenches would be approximately 
3 feet deep and from 8 inches to 6.5 feet wide, depending on the number of cables, and would also be 
used to house fiber optic cables.  The AC cables would be surrounded by sand, and the remainder of the 
trench would be back-filled with native soil and compacted.   

The PV combining switchgear would transmit the power to overhead lines within the solar facility site; 
the overhead lines would transmit the electrical output to the on-site substation. At the on-site 
substation, the voltage would be stepped up to 220 kV and routed via a new gen-tie tine to the 
approved Southern California Edison (SCE) Red Bluff Substation (the alternative gen-tie lines are 
described below).  

Each PV combining switchgear would collect power from a number of arrays.  The PV combining 
switchgear cabinets would be approximately 7.5 feet tall and would be dispersed among the arrays.  
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Each PV combining switchgear would be placed on pre-cast 32 foot by 14.5 foot concrete pads, 
delivered and installed in the same manner as transformer pads and power conversion station vaults. 

Because the project site is comprised of two separate parcels, electrical connection between the 
southern parcel and on-site substation would be required.  The Applicant would seek to under-ground 
the electrical power conversion station connections from the southern parcel to the northern parcel 
along an easement on the eastern side of Kaiser Road.  The route would parallel the natural gas line 
adjacent to Kaiser Road. 

Overhead collection lines. High-capacity 34.5 kV collection system lines would connect the power 
output from the PV combining switchgear to the on-site substation via overhead lines.  These overhead 
lines would be supported by wooden poles approximately 52 feet above finished grade.  The overhead 
lines would span a distance of approximately 150 feet from pole to pole.   

On-site substation. The project substation would be located in the northwest corner of the site and 
would cover approximately 5 acres.  It would step up voltage of the solar-generated electricity to 220 
kV.  The project's primary 20 foot-wide access road would serve the on-site substation. 

Switchyard. An electrical switchyard serves to interconnect an electrical generator to the grid.  The 
switchyard would be constructed and operated by enXco.  It would occupy an area approximately 400 
feet long and 400 feet wide in the west corner of the northern parcel immediately adjacent to the 
substation.  Transformer(s) in the switchyard would be set on concrete pads within containment areas 
designed to hold any accidental releases of transformer oil.  All transformers would be free of 
polychlorinated biphenyls.  The high-voltage side of the trans-former(s) would be connected to the 
plant’s switchyard. 

A small control building would be located within the switchyard and would be accessible to authorized 
personnel only.  The building would house electrical control equipment, battery/DC systems for device 
operation, safety relays, and other similar electrical equipment.  This building would interconnect with 
the main control room in the operations building for monitoring of the substation. 

Security fencing. Beginning at the onset of construction, site access would be controlled for personnel 
and vehicles.  A security fence would be installed around the plant site perimeter.  An access gate would 
be located in the west corner.  An emergency gate would be located in the southeast corner, with access 
to Beekley Road (north of Rice Road, west of Carr Road).  The security fence would have an overall 
height of no more than 10 feet, including chain link fabric and three strands of barbed wire mounted on 
45 degree extension arms.  All required laydown areas are expected to be within the defined solar 
facility boundaries, and thus no additional temporary fencing would be required.   

Controlled swing or rolling access gates, requiring an electronic swipe card, would be located at the 
facility entrance. Visitors would be allowed entry only with approval from staff, issued passes to be worn 
during their visit, and would be logged in and out of the facility.   

Lighting and Electrical Supply. Additional security features would include motion detectors, lighting, 
and cameras in key locations.  Exterior lighting would comply with current Title 24 regulations from the 
State of California.  Security would be maintained as required by the engineering, procurement, and 
construction (EPC) contractor or a suitable subcontractor to maintain public safety and the security of 
the facilities. 

Except as provided below, lighting during construction would be limited to the staging area for the 
construction trailers, parking area, and site security facilities.  Lighting would be located on temporary 
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service poles approximately 18 feet in height.  Power would come from a connection to the local 
distribution system or from an on-site generator.  If required, construction lighting would be limited to 
that needed to ensure safety.  It would be focused downward, shielded, and directed toward the 
interior of the site to minimize light exposure to areas outside the construction area. 

During operations, lighting would be limited to shielded, area-specific lighting for security purposes.  
Power would come from the local distribution system.  The level and intensity of lighting during 
operations would be the minimum needed for security and safety purposes.  Security lights would use 
motion sensors that would be triggered by movement.  There would be no lights around the project 
perimeter, in order to minimize the project’s visual impact on surrounding receptors and roads.  Lights 
would be shielded and focused downward and toward the interior of the site to minimize lighting 
impacts on the night sky and to neighboring areas.  Portable lighting may be used occasionally for 
maintenance activities during operations. 

Access roads.  Access would be via the existing Kaiser Mine Road, at the western boundary of the 
project area.  Kaiser Mine Road is reached from Rice Road, just north of the on-ramp/off-ramp to 
Interstate 10 at Desert Center.  The primary point of access to the project site would be a 20 foot-wide 
access road connecting the northwest corner of the solar facility to Kaiser Mine Road. Access within the 
project area would be provided by a grid of 14 to 20-foot wide unpaved roads to allow fire and 
maintenance access.  The total length of on-site roads would be 109 miles. 

Water requirements and sources.   During the construction period, an estimated total of between 
400 and 500 acre-feet of water would be needed for such uses as soil compaction, dust control, and 
sanitary needs.  The majority of the construction water use would occur during site grading operations.  
The daily water demand during construction is estimated to range from a low of 125,000 gallons per day 
(gpd) to a peak of approximately 600,000 gpd.  enXco proposes to draw water from two new and/or 
existing local wells to meet construction water demands. One well would continue to be used for project 
operations.  Both wells would be available for use during construction to provide flexibility in the water 
supply and in the event of a well malfunction. The project’s maximum well extraction rate over any 24 
hour period is not expected to exceed 880 gallons per minute. Drinking water would be provided from 
an off-site commercial source during construction.  A permanent, above-ground 5,000 gallon water 
storage tank would be built for O&M and as an emergency fire-fighting supply.  The water tank would be 
about 12 feet in diameter and 13 feet tall and would be located on a round concrete slab.   

The potential locations for the construction of two new on-site wells are at the northeastern and 
northwestern areas of the site.   As an alternative to new wells, DHSP may use nearby (within 10 miles) 
off-site active wells.  If off-site wells are used, water would be trucked to the on-site water treatment 
facility described below.  No new roads or ground disturbance would be required for use of off-site 
wells. 

Temporary ponds would be used for water storage during construction.  A total of 3 temporary ponds 
are planned around the project construction site.  It is anticipated that each pond would occupy 
approximately three-quarters of an acre and would hold approximately 21.5 million gallons.  Ground 
water pumped from the supply wells would be piped the ponds via 6 inch HDPE pipe runs along on-site 
access roads or the site perimeter.  No more than two or three ponds would be operating at any one 
time.  The temporary ponds would be approximately 6 to 8 feet deep and would be fenced and lined for 
safety.  The temporary ponds would be covered with netting to deter ravens and other wildlife.  To 
minimize earth work, most of the ponds would be co-located with planned retention basins that would 
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be used during project operation to contain storm water runoff. Storm water pollution prevention BMP 
controls would be incorporated with the retention basins. 

The ponds would be filled by pumps running 24 hours per day at up to 600 gallons per minute.  A float 
valve in each pond would control overflow.  Water would be pumped from the pond into large 
temporary storage tanks (stand tanks) using hurricane pumps.  Water would be transferred directly to 
trucks from the stand tanks, as needed for dust control and compaction during construction. 

Reverse osmosis system. A water treatment facility and demineralization evaporation pond may be 
required to treat well water, depending upon total dissolved solids (TDS) content. Panel washing 
requires water with very low TDS.  A water treatment system consisting of a double-pass reverse 
osmosis (RO) system may be installed near the main O&M well, most likely adjacent to the on-site 
project substation.  It would be enclosed in a small structure approximately 6 feet wide by 12 feet deep 
and approximately 6 feet high.  This system would produce up to approximately 20 gallons per minute 
(gpm) of low-TDS water and approximately 9 gpm of reject water.  This reject water would be piped to a 
lined evaporation pond with four sections comprising approximately 1 acre total.  Residue would be 
periodically removed from the ponds and disposed of at an approved facility.  enXco would re-purpose 
one of the construction holding ponds as a settling pond for RO reject water.  

Gravel, aggregate, and concrete requirements and sources. Gravel would be required for the 
north-south access roads (not for the less often used east-west routes) and would be sifted from on-site 
soil, or obtained from a BLM-approved commercial mine approximately 6 miles from the project site.  
Road aggregate required for the on-site access roads would amount to 17,500 cubic yards. 

Concrete would be required for the inverter pads and the switchyard.  Concrete for the inverter pads 
and vertical H-pile supports, if needed, would be pre-poured and transported to the site by truck.  
Concrete for the switchyard and asphalt for the parking area would be trucked to the site.  If commercial 
ready-mix concrete supply is not sufficient, a temporary, two-acre concrete batch plant would be 
installed in the construction laydown area. 

1.1.2 Construction Activities 

Construction schedule and phasing Site preparation would begin shortly after final permitting is 
complete.  Construction is anticipated to commence during the 3rd quarter of 2012, and continue 
through the 4th quarter of 2014, in two phases.  Commercial operation would also be phased and the 
first phase of operation would commence during the 3rd quarter of 2013, with commercial operation of 
the final phase commencing during the 4th quarter of 2014.  The construction schedule would be as 
follows: 

Construction would generally occur between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m., Monday through Friday.  Additional 
hours may be necessary at times, due to weather or specific construction activities.   

Construction workforce. The on-site workforce would consist of laborers, craftsmen, supervisory 
personnel, supply personnel, and construction management personnel.  The maximum number of on-
site personnel would be 250 individuals at any one time during construction.  An average workforce of 
100 is anticipated during construction.   

Construction waste management. Portable bathrooms would be provided on-site during 
construction and would be emptied in an approved off-site facility; domestic wastewater generated 
during construction would not be disposed of on-site. 
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Construction vehicles and equipment. During construction, the number of truck loads and the 
tonnage delivered would be on the order of about 15,000 tons of equipment and materials. 
Construction equipment would include front end loaders (3), backhoes (8), scrapers (5), bulldozers (2), 
graders (5), hydraulic rams (10), cranes (2), power screeners (3), and pile drivers (10).  

Vegetation removal and treatment. Once fencing is erected, site preparation would consist of 
removal of vegetation within the project area by scarification where necessary; for example, along the 
access roads.  Approximately 10 percent of the entire project area would be scarified to remove 
vegetation on all the access roads between the 1.44 MW rows of solar panels.  In addition, any 
vegetation over 18 inches tall would be removed to avoid interference with the solar panels.  
Preparation would likely proceed by section, so that only the portion of the project area where panels 
would be laid out over a period of 6 months would be scarified at any one time. 

Key considerations for vegetation treatment of the site would include: 

 Soil disturbance in support of construction would increase the possibility of introduction of invasive 
species. Regular monitoring and weed management would be required during construction.  
Ongoing maintenance in the solar field may include treatment of noxious weeds by targeted 
spraying with Roundup® (a common formulation of the herbicide glyphosate). Pursuant to BLM 
requirements, an Integrated Weed Management Plan will be prepared and implemented for the 
project.  

 Where temporary access is needed to install facilities, such as along the perimeter fencing, no 
removal of existing vegetation or grading would occur.  Instead, equipment would drive over or 
around existing desert scrub vegetation without direct removal.  Crushed vegetation is much more 
likely to show a rapid recovery than where vegetation is removed and reseeded, or where soils are 
disturbed.  The Applicant is not expecting that final plans would require any disturbance outside the 
final perimeter fencing. 

 Revegetation with native species would be implemented where feasible in areas of temporary 
disturbance. Pursuant to BLM requirements, a Revegetation Plan will be prepared and implemented 
for areas temporarily disturbed during project construction.  

Solar array assembly and construction. After site preparation, the panel field would be laid out by 
installing the vertical H-pile galvanized steel beams directly into the ground by means of a small pile-
driver.  If further foundations are required, then the vertical H-pile galvanized steel beams would be 
attached to concrete ballasts.  Once the foundations are secure, trenching would be dug along the 
perimeter of the 1.44 MW units, to tie the inverter blocks together, and the electrical conduit and wires 
would be laid down.  Next, the framing would be bolted to the vertical support beams.  Once framing is 
complete, panels would be installed on the frames.  Finally, the pre-poured concrete inverter pads 
would be laid down and the inverters would be secured to the pads, and the electrical wiring would be 
completed. 

During construction, electric power for construction activities would be derived from the distribution 
lines along the southern side of the project site, or by mobile generators.  Up to five mobile generators 
would be located at the laydown area (at the northwest corner of the site).  Each generator would 
produce 60 dB(A) of noise at 23 feet. 
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1.1.3 Operations and Maintenance Activities   

Staff and equipment. The project would employ 8 full-time staff during operations. Maintenance staff 
would access the facility using 4 diesel engine pickup trucks.  The trucks would travel to the site daily 
from an off-site O&M building (located within 10 miles of the site) or an optional on-site building.   

Roads and vegetation. Operations and maintenance (O&M) of the facility would require periodic 
access to the project components via the on-site road network. Roads would be maintained to minimize 
fugitive dust and prevent erosion.  Additional gravel or surface treatments may be required. Vegetation 
would be allowed to re-grow within the solar panel field, but would be maintained below a height of 18 
inches to prevent interference with solar panels. The access roads in the solar panel field would be 
maintained free from significant vegetation through the use of targeted spraying, occasional scarifying, 
or weeding to reduce fire hazard and allow access to the panel arrays. 

Operational water requirements and sources. During operation, water would be required for solar 
panel washing two to three times per year.  If off-site wells are used, water would be trucked to the 
project site from up to 10 miles away in up to 1,200 water trucks annually. Panel wash water would be 
purified using the on-site reverse osmosis system (above).  The total water used would be between 18 
and 27 acre-feet per year. Domestic wastewater would be treated and disposed at the site using a septic 
disposal system consisting of septic tanks and leach field. 

Aviation Lighting. enXco anticipates no aviation restrictions for the project.  No structures would be 
taller than the height requiring aviation lighting. 

1.1.4 Decommissioning Activities 

The expected operational lifetime of the project is 30 years; however, the actual life of the project could 
be longer or shorter.  When permanent closure is appropriate, a decommissioning plan will be prepared 
and submitted to the BLM for review and approval.  Closure strategies may include temporary 
“mothballing”; removing old facilities and upgrading to newer solar technology; or complete removal of 
equipment and restoration of the land to BLM-approved specifications.  Fully decommissioning the site 
would involve removal and demolition of above-ground and below-ground structures; dismantling and 
removing concrete structures to a depth of 3 feet; removal of underground utilities within 3 feet of final 
grade; and excavation and removal of contaminated soils, if applicable. 

1.1.5 Project Alternatives  

In addition to enXco’s proposed project, the DEIS addresses two smaller solar field designs. Both 
alternatives would be located at the same ROW. These action alternatives are summarized below.   

Alternative 5 – Solar Project Excluding WHMA: Alternative 5 would have the same project 
boundaries as the proposed project, except that it would exclude the portion of the site which is within 
the Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA), as shown on Figure 4a, Alternatives to the 
Proposed Action.  Alternative 5 would encompass approximately 1,161 acres.  It would not incorporate 
any substantial changes to construction, O&M, or decommissioning from those described above.  Direct 
and indirect impacts would be similar in type as those presented above for the proposed action, but 
would be incrementally reduced in magnitude due to the 47-acre reduction in the size of the Alternative 
4 site. 
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Alternative 6 – Reduced Footprint Solar Project:  Alternative 6 would have the same project 
boundaries as the proposed project, except that it would exclude the smaller southern parcel of the 
project, as shown on Figure 4b, Alternatives to the Proposed Action.  Alternative 6 would encompass 
approximately 1,044 acres.  Because Alternative 6 would not include the disjunct ROW parcel, it would 
not require an underground electrical connection between southwestern and northeastern parcels 
described for the proposed project.  Alternative 6 would not incorporate any substantial changes to 
construction, O&M, or decommissioning from those described above.  Direct and indirect impacts would 
be similar in type as those presented above for the proposed action, but would be incrementally 
reduced in magnitude due to the 164-acre reduction in the size. 

1.1.6 Gen-tie line 

The proposed gen-tie, Alternative B, is the same gen-tie line as proposed by the approved adjacent 
Desert Sunlight project and described in the Desert Sunlight EIS (BLM 2011b) as Alternative A-1.  
Because the Desert Sunlight gen-tie has not yet been constructed (as of December 2011), the effects of 
constructing, operating, and decommissioning gen-tie Alternative B are analyzed in the EIS and 
described here without the presumption that the approved Desert Sunlight gen-tie would be built. 
However, if the Desert Sunlight gen-tie line were to commence construction prior to or at the same time 
as the construction schedule for the proposed action, then the proposed gen-tie line would instead 
consist of an additional line strung on the gen-tie line towers of the Desert Sunlight project. Under such 
a scenario, stringing of enXco’s gen-tie line would occur concurrently with construction of Desert 
Sunlight’s gen-tie line, and would require no additional equipment, personnel, or time beyond that 
already required and approved for Desert Sunlight’s gen-tie line.  The same access roads would be used 
for maintenance of both companies’ conductors, and the conductors would be maintained concurrently 
using the same maintenance service provider. The proposed alignment is shown on Figures 1 and 2. The 
gen-tie line would be on steel monopoles, which would be approximately 135 feet tall.  Typical spans 
between poles would be approximately 900 to 1,100 feet.   

Construction scheduling and mobilization. Construction would begin 3rd or 4th quarter, 2012 
(depending on Record of Decision [ROD] issuance) and would last for 12 months.  Gen-tie construction 
would occur concurrently with Desert Sunlight, if feasible. Over a 12 month construction period, the 
gen-tie workforce will average 30 employees, with no more than 65 employees at any one point. A total 
of approximately 240 material deliveries are expected during the 12 month construction period for the 
gen-tie line. 

Work site and access road clearing. Access roads and work areas at each structure location would be 
cleared and graded.  Clearing and grading would also be needed for conductor pulling and tensioning 
sites and temporary guard structure sites at road or utility crossings.  Laydown yards would all be within 
the project footprint and would not require any additional ground disturbance.  The total area of 
permanent and temporary disturbance is estimated as 92 acres.  

Tower construction. Structures would be picked up from the material storage yard, hauled to tower 
locations or marshalling yards.  The pole base and top sections of each structure would be assembled in 
sections on the ground, using hydraulic cranes.  After assembly, each structure would be erected onto a 
foundation (either shaft anchor-bolted foundations, drilled shaft embedded foundations, or vibrated 
steel casings), using a crane.  

Operations and maintenance. DHSP operations and maintenance personnel would perform periodic 
maintenance of the gen-tie line, and no additional personnel would be required.  Operation and 
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maintenance would involve periodic inspection via helicopter or truck.  The transmission lines would be 
maintained on an as-needed basis and would include maintenance of access roads and erosion/drainage 
control structures. 

Decommissioning. A final Decommissioning Plan would be developed prior to facility closure, based on 
conditions at that time.  The Decommissioning Plan would be developed in coordination with the BLM 
and submitted to the BLM for review and approval prior to final closure. 

1.1.7 Gen-tie Alternatives  

In addition to the proposed gen-tie alignment, three other alignments are under review (alternatives C, 
D, and E in the DHSP EIS; see Figure 2). Alternative C would be constructed on separate towers 
immediately adjacent to the approved Desert Sunlight gen-tie line; gen-tie alignment Alternative D, or 
the cross-valley alignment, was described in the Desert Sunlight EIS as Alternative A-2; and gen-tie 
alignment Alternative E is a new alternative that was not reviewed in the Desert Sunlight EIS. The 
transmission support structures, construction activities, and other aspects of construction for gen-tie 
Alternatives C, D, and E would be as summarized above for the proposed gen-tie.   

1.2 REGULATORY SETTING 

This BBCS was prepared to ensure Project compliance with state and federal statutes protecting native 
birds, as well as NEPA and CEQA requirements to disclose environmental effects of the project, and 
provide public opportunity for comment. These applicable statutes are summarized below:  

1.2.1 Federal Regulations 

Endangered Species Act of 1973. The Endangered Species Act (ESA) (16 USC 1531 et seq.) and 
subsequent amendments establish legal requirements for the conservation of endangered and 
threatened species and the ecosystems upon which they depend. Section 9 prohibits the take of any fish 
or wildlife species listed as endangered and most species listed as threatened, and defines take to mean 
“to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in 
any such conduct.” Harm is further defined to mean “any act that kills or injures the species, including 
significant habitat modification.” Harass is further defined as actions that create the likelihood of injury 
to listed species to an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns which include breeding, 
feeding, and shelter. 

The ESA also includes mechanisms for allowing exceptions to the Section 9 take prohibitions. Section 7 
requires federal agencies, in consultation with the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to ensure that 
actions they authorize, fund, or carry out are not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of 
threatened or endangered terrestrial wildlife species or result in the destruction or adverse modification 
of critical habitat for these species.  Under Section 7, USFWS may authorize limited, incidental take (i.e, 
incidental to carrying out otherwise lawful activities) of listed species in a Biological Opinion.  

The project is not expected to affect federally listed threatened or endangered bird or bat species, 
though it is possible that such federally listed migratory species may be found in the project vicinity 
during seasonal migrations. 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.; MBTA) prohibits 
the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and 
nests, except where specifically authorized by the USFWS (e.g., hunting waterfowl and upland game 
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species).  Under the MBTA, migratory bird is broadly defined as “any species or family of birds that live, 
reproduce or migrate within or across international borders at some point during their annual life cycle” 
and thus applies to most native bird species.  Except where specifically permitted, most actions that 
cause bird mortality or result in the permanent or temporary possession of migratory birds or any 
associated body parts, feathers, eggs or nests, constitute violations of the MBTA. 

The USFWS recommends that electric utilities and utility-scale renewable energy project developers 
prepare and implement Bird and Bat Conservation Strategies to minimize the incidental take of 
migratory birds.  

Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-
668d; BGEPA) prohibits take of bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and golden eagles (Aquila 
chrysaetos). The BGEPA defines ‘take’ to include “pursuing, shooting, shooting at, poisoning, wounding, 
killing, capturing, trapping, collecting, molesting, and disturbing.” The USFWS (2007) further defines 
‘disturb’ as “to agitate or bother a bald or golden eagle to a degree that causes, or is likely to cause, 
based on the best scientific information available, (1) injury to an eagle, (2) a decrease in its productivity, 
by substantially interfering with normal breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior, or (3) nest 
abandonment, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior.’’ 
Therefore, the requirements for guarding against impacts to eagles generally are more stringent than 
those required by the MBTA alone. 

The USFWS can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the 
purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided (50 CFR § 22.26). In order to 
authorize take, the USFWS must determine that the proposed action is consistent with the goal of 
maintaining stable or increasing breeding populations.  That is, any authorized take must be offset or 
mitigated by the proposed action.  

1.2.2 State Regulations 

California Endangered Species Act. The California Endangered Species Act (CESA) prohibits take of 
wildlife listed as threatened or endangered and defines ‘take’ as any action or attempt to “hunt, pursue, 
catch, capture, or kill.” CESA also allows exceptions for take that occur incidental to otherwise lawful 
activities. Approval requires minimization and full mitigation of projected impacts. For projects that 
affect a species listed under both CESA and the federal ESA, compliance with the federal ESA will satisfy 
CESA if CDFG determines that the federal incidental take authorization is consistent with CESA under 
Fish and Game Code § 2080.1.  For projects that will result in take of a species listed under CESA but not 
under the federal ESA, the applicants must apply for a take permit under § 2081(b). 

Native Birds (California Fish and Game Code,  Sections 3503 and 3513). California Fish and Game 
Code § 3503 prohibits take, possession, or needless destruction of bird nests or eggs except as 
otherwise provided by the Code; § 3503.5 prohibits take or possession of birds of prey or their eggs 
except as otherwise provided by the Code; and § 3513 provides for the adoption of the MBTA’s 
provisions (above).  With the exception of a few non-native birds such as European starling, the take of 
any bird or loss of active bird nests or young is regulated by these statutes.  As with the MBTA, these 
statutes offer no statutory or regulatory mechanism for obtaining an incidental take permit for the loss 
of non-game migratory birds.  

California Fully Protected Species. Prior to enactment of CESA and the federal ESA, California 
enacted laws to “fully protect” designated wildlife species from take, including hunting, harvesting, and 
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other activities (Fish and Game Code § 3511). Unlike the subsequent CESA and ESA, there was no 
provision for authorized take of designated fully protected species.  Currently, 36 fish and wildlife 
species are designated as fully protected, including golden eagle and several other desert species. 

California Senate Bill 618 (signed by Governor Brown in October 2011) authorizes take of fully protected 
species, where pursuant to a Natural Communities Conservation Plan approved by CDFG.  The legislation 
gives fully protected species the same level of protection that is provided under the Natural Community 
Conservation Planning Act for endangered and threatened species (below). 

Natural Community Conservation Planning Act (Fish and Game Code Sections 2800-2835). The 
Natural Community Conservation Planning (NCCP) Act of 1991 (amended in 2002) was established to 
provide a regional approach to conservation for multiple species, in contrast to the single-species 
approach implemented under CESA and ESA.  The NCCP Program is implemented by CDFG as a 
cooperative effort by the State of California and private and public partners, designed to protect species 
and their habitats through an ecosystem approach.  The program helps identify and provide for large 
area-wide protection of plants, animals, and their habitats while allowing for compatible and 
appropriate economic activity. 

The NCCP Act promotes conservation of unfragmented habitat areas, promotes multispecies and 
multihabitat management and conservation, and promotes the conservation of broad-based natural 
communities and species diversity.  It provides an option for identifying mitigation that is proportional 
to a project’s impacts to biological resources.  Participation in the NCCP program is a voluntary 
mechanism that can provide an early planning framework for proposed development projects. 

The Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) is being developed by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and 
the California Energy Commission (CEC). It is intended to protect California desert ecosystems (including 
the project area), while allowing for appropriate development of renewable energy projects. The DRECP 
is scheduled to be completed in 2012. The DRECP, upon completion, will be an NCCP.  The DHSP site is 
within the geographic area to be covered by the DRECP. 

 

2.0 AGENCY COORDINATION  
enXco has initiated a series of meetings with state and federal resource agencies (BLM, USFWS, and 
CDFG) to discuss environmental review of the DHSP, including review of potential impacts to native 
birds, and minimization or mitigation of those impacts.  Meetings and other communications relative to 
this Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy took place on: 

 November 5, 2010 – Meeting at BLM Palm Springs Field Office, including representatives from 
enXco, BLM Palm Springs Field Office, USFWS Carlsbad Fish & Wildlife Office (by phone), and Aspen;  

 April 20, 2011 - Meeting at BLM Palm Springs Field Office, including representatives from enXco, 
BLM Palm Springs Field Office, USFWS Carlsbad Fish & Wildlife Office, Marine Corps Air Station 29 
Palms, Joshua Tree National Park, and Aspen; 

 June 22, 2011 – Presentation by enXco to REAT member agencies at California Energy Commission, 
Sacramento, including representatives from enXco, BLM Palm Springs Field Office, USFWS Carlsbad 
Fish & Wildlife Office, CDFG Inland Deserts Region and Aspen;  

 Weekly agency coordination conference calls, beginning August 29 2011, participants vary.  
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Other communications relating to bird and bat conservation include:  

 A checklist provided by BLM Renewable Energy Coordination Office in January 2011, listing 
biological survey needs for the project; the checklist included golden eagle surveys and general 
avian breeding and winter season point counts;  

 enXco, USFWS Carlsbad Fish & Wildlife Office, and Aspen staff discussed baseline golden eagle data 
recommendations during a conference call on 28 April 2011; 

 A letter provided by USFWS, commenting on the project Notice of Intent (NOI) reading, in part:  

“Migratory birds are federally protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) of 1918, as 
amended (16 U.S.C. 703 et seq.) and under Executive ruder 13186 - Responsibility of Federal 
Agencies to Protect Migratory Birds. Based on the Service's management authority for migratory 
birds under the MBTA, we also recommend that the EIS include an evaluation of potential impacts 
to migratory and resident birds, particularly the western burrowing owl. Western burrowing owls 
have been documented in the project area and we recommend protocol surveys for the species be 
conducted in support of the EIS analysis. In addition to MBTA, eagles are protected under the Bald 
and Golden Eagle Protection Act. Active and inactive golden eagle nests were documented in 
2010 within close proximity to the proposed project. Since nesting patterns change annually, we 
recommend providing up-to-date biological information about golden eagles within a 10 mile 
radius of the project area for the EIS analysis. Please refer to the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory 
and Monitoring Protocols (Pagel et al. 2010) for appropriate survey methods. 

“Finally, to minimize impacts from linear project features, we recommend co-locating these 
components to the extent practicable with First Solar's Desert Sunlight project. Co-location 
opportunities include utilizing a common generation tie line alignment, right-of-way, and access 
roads, and sharing the northernmost boundary security fencing.” 

 An on-site field meeting, including USFWS staff from the Carlsbad and Palm Springs Fish & Wildlife 
Offices, and Aspen, on November 17, 2011.   

 

3.0 SITING 

3.1 SITE OVERVIEW 

The DHSP site is located in the upper Chuckwalla Valley, on public lands administered by the BLM in 
unincorporated Riverside County, approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center, California (Township 4 
South, Range 15 East, Sections 25, 26, 27, USGS 7.5’ Victory Pass and East of Victory Pass quadrangles). 
The Right-of-Way Application consists of two non-contiguous parcels (Figures 1 and 2).  The large, 
northeastern parcel is 1,070 acres and the smaller, southwestern parcel is 270 acres. Portions of each 
parcel extend to the west of Kaiser Road (County Route R2); enXco does not propose to construct solar 
facilities within the Kaiser Road right of way, or west of Kaiser Road. With these areas excluded from the 
analysis, the total solar facility project area is approximately 1,208 acres, consisting of 1051 acres in the 
larger parcel, and 157 acres in the smaller one.  

The site is now undeveloped, natural open space. The surrounding area consists primarily of public lands 
managed by the BLM, with scattered smaller private land parcels to the south and east. The Desert 
Sunlight Solar Project, now under construction, is located to the immediate north of the DHSP site 
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(Figure 2). The Desert Sunlight project was recently approved (BLM 2011b; 2011c) and will occupy 3,761 
acres when fully built out.  Public lands to the west of Kaiser Road, adjacent to the Desert Harvest site, 
are within a BLM Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA), designated in the Northern & Eastern 
Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO; BLM and CDFG 2002). The Palen-Ford WHMA, 
also designated in the NECO, is generally east of the site, but approximately 46 acres of the WHMA are 
within the project site (see Figure 3).   Some of the private lands to the south and west have been 
developed as residential and agricultural lands. These include active and inactive jojoba fields, rural 
residential lands, and the community of Lake Tamarisk.  

Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) surrounds the upper Chuckwalla Valley on the north, east, and west. 
To the north, the JTNP boundary is about 7 miles from the northern boundary of the Desert Harvest 
ROW, and about 4.5 miles north of the approved Desert Sunlight project boundary. The Coxcomb 
Mountains, in the southeastern corner of JTNP, are located about 1.8 miles northeast of the 
northeastern corner of the Desert Harvest ROW. To the west, the JTNP boundary is about 3.5 miles from 
the western boundary of the Desert Harvest site, at Kaiser Road. 

3.2 HABITAT 

Two vegetation types cover the proposed solar generator site and generator tie-line Alternatives B, C, 
and D (Figures 5 and 6): Creosote Bush Scrub (Larrea tridentata Shrubland Alliance) and Blue Palo Verde-
Ironwood Woodland (Parkinsonia florida-Olneya tesota Woodland Alliance) (Sawyer et al. 2009). The 
Creosote Bush Scrub vegetation is a subset of the Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub as described by Holland 
(1986), and Blue Palo-Verde-Ironwood Woodland is a subset of his description of Desert Dry Wash 
Woodland. Small, closely-spaced, braided ephemeral channels are abundant throughout the project site 
(Figure 7). There also are small areas within the proposed solar generator site where natural vegetation 
has been removed or disturbed for roads and other land uses. In most cases (e.g., narrow roads), these 
areas are too small for mapping at this scale; however, the proposed solar generator site overlaps a 
narrow area disturbed for date palm agriculture (on an adjacent parcel) in the southeastern corner of 
the site. This area is mapped as “Disturbed / Disused Agriculture” on Figures 5 and 6. 

In addition, disturbed areas are located along the generator tie-line alignments, particularly alignment 
Alternative D, which crosses disused agricultural lands over part of its length.  Generator tie-line 
alignment Alternative E, located farther to the east, crosses two additional vegetation or habitat types: 
active sand dunes and creosote bush scrub on partially stabilized sand fields (Figure 6).  

Creosote Bush Scrub (bajada/alluvial landforms). Creosote Bush Scrub on the site is characterized 
by low shrub species diversity and relatively wide spacing of shrubs, usually with bare ground between.  
The dominant species in this vegetation is creosote bush (Larrea tridentata). Associated species include 
white bursage (Ambrosia dumosa), brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), and big galleta (Pleuraphis rigida).  This 
vegetation also supports a diverse assemblage of seasonal annuals, including desert sunflower (Geraea 
canescens), desert dandelion (Malacothrix glabrata), several pincushion species (Chaenactis spp.) and 
several species of cryptantha (Cryptantha spp.).  The areas mapped as Creosote Bush Scrub also include 
areas of desert pavement with relatively sparse cover of low-statured creosote bush and seasonal 
annuals such as devil’s spineflower (Chorizanthe rigida), kidneyleaf buckwheat (Eriogonum reniforme), 
and Emory’s rock daisy (Perityle emoryi).  There are 1,026 acres of creosote bush scrub mapped on the 
proposed solar project site. Creosote Bush Scrub has no California Department of Fish and Game special-
status designation (CDFG 2010a). Each of the generator tie-line alternatives would affect a limited 
additional acreage of creosote bush scrub, depending on the specific locations of access roads, 
transmission line structures, and work sites. 
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Creosote Bush Scrub on the site matches the Desert Scrub wildlife habitat described by Laudenslayer 
and Boggs (1988). Within the project area it provides habitat for wildlife species typical of the California 
deserts, including burrowing species such as kangaroo rats (Dipodomys spp.), pocket mice (Perognathus 
spp., Chaetodipus spp.), and desert cottontail (Sylvilagus audubonii); and mesopredators such as desert 
kit fox (Vulpes macrotis arsipus) and coyote (Canis latrans). This community also serves as habitat for 
numerous species of reptiles including desert iguana (Dipsosaurus dorsalis), sidewinder (Crotalus 
cerastes), desert horned lizard (Phrynosoma platyrhinos), Great Basin whiptail (Aspidocelis tigris tigris) 
and zebra-tailed lizard (Callisaurus draconoides). Common birds observed within this vegetation 
included black-throated sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata), Gambel’s quail (Callipepla gambelii), common 
raven (Corvus corax), red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), and turkey vulture (Cathartes aura). 

Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland. Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland occurs throughout the 
project area primarily in dry washes and is characterized by the presence of desert ironwood (Olneya 
tesota) and blue palo verde (Parkinsonia florida).  Additional tree species such as smoketree 
(Psorothamnus spinosus) and cat claw acacia (Acacia greggii) also occur but are uncommon. It is one of 
several communities included within broader vegetation types called desert wash woodland or 
microphyll woodland (Holland 1986; Schoenherr and Burk 2007). Vegetation in desert washes is 
generally taller, up to approximately 9m (30 ft) in height, and denser than surrounding desert habitats, 
with the height of the wash vegetation proportional to the size of the arroyo (Laudenslayer 1988). 
Understory vegetation within these woodlands is composed of big galleta, cheesebush (Hymenoclea 
salsola), desert lavender (Hyptis emoryi) and other shrubs and subshrubs. Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood 
Woodlands on the site match the desert wash wildlife habitat described by Laudenslayer (1988). This 
habitat provides greater food, nesting, and cover resources than the surrounding creosote bush scrub, 
and wildlife diversity is generally greater than in the surrounding desert. Examples of species that 
depend in part on desert microphyll woodlands include vermillion flycatcher and black-tailed 
gnatcatcher. In addition, many of the species occupying the surrounding creosote bush scrub are found 
in greater numbers in microphyll woodlands. This community is ranked by CDFG (2010a) as a special-
status vegetation type, with state rarity ranking of S3. There are 180 acres of Blue Palo Verde –Ironwood 
Woodland on the proposed solar project site.  Each of the generator tie-line alternatives would affect a 
limited additional acreage of this woodland vegetation, depending on the specific locations of access 
roads, transmission line structures, and work sites. 

Creosote Bush Scrub on Partially Stabilized Sand Fields. Creosote Bush Scrub occurs on partially 
stabilized sand fields in the eastern portion of gen-tie Alternative E.  This area is located at the western 
margin of a much larger dune system associated with Pinto Wash, at the base of the Coxcomb 
Mountains. This vegetation matches the description of “Creosote Bush Scrub,” above, but the cover is 
much sparser and the substrate consists of partially stabilized sand fields with accumulations of sands 
mounded at the bases of the shrubs. This habitat is suitable for a series of special status plants and 
animals, including Mojave fringe-toed lizard, which were reported in the area in the Desert Sunlight EIS 
and observed there by Aspen field staff. None of this habitat would be affected by solar generator 
construction, and only generator tie-line Alternative E would affect it. Acreage impacted by Alternative E 
would be dependent on the specific locations of access roads, transmission line structures, and work 
sites. 

Active Sand Dunes. Active sand dunes are found on gen-tie Alternative E. These dunes are at the 
western margin of the larger Pinto Wash / Coxcomb Mountains dune system, above.  This habitat is 
characterized by fine aeolian (i.e., wind-blown) sands that support very little vegetation.  Vegetation on 
the dunes is sparse, but dominated by scattered creosote bush and Russian thistle (Salsola sp.). None of 
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this habitat would be affected by solar generator construction, and only generator tie-line Alternative E 
would affect it. Impacts acreage would be dependent on the specific locations of access roads, 
transmission line structures, and work sites.  

 

4.0 BIRD AND BAT SPECIES OF THE PROJECT VICINITY 

4.1 INFORMATION COMPILED TO DATE (PRE-CONSTRUCTION 
SURVEYS) 

The following discussion of bird and bat occurrence in the area is based on field surveys conducted by 
Aspen and AMEC field staff the Desert Harvest project, and a review of field surveys for previous 
projects in the vicinity (Aspen 2012). Aspen and AMEC biologists reviewed the California Natural 
Diversity Data Base (CNDDB; California Dept. of Fish and Game, CDFG 2011a) to identify special status 
species known from the area. We also reviewed applicable documents pertaining to the Desert Sunlight 
project, including the vegetation and wildlife sections of the Environmental Impact Statement (BLM 
2011a) and the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood Consulting 2011). During all field 
surveys conducted for the Desert Harvest project, all incidental bird species observations were recorded 
in field notes.   

AMEC biologists conducted avian point count surveys during winter and spring of 2011 to comply with 
BLM requirements (2009). Winter season point counts were conducted during January 2011, and 
breeding season point counts were between March 30 and April 28, 2011. A total of 45 bird species was 
detected during the study, including the winter season, and nesting season point count data and 
incidental observations made during both seasons. The methods and results are described in the 
attached report (AMEC 2011), and pertinent data are incorporated into this BBCS.  

Most of the birds occurring in the project vicinity have no special conservation status (Aspen 2012), but 
all native birds are protected under the federal MBTA and California Fish and Game Code, as described 
in Section 1.2 above. In addition to the common birds of the area, a list of special-status bird and bat 
species with potential to occur in the vicinity of the proposed project was compiled. Species were 
considered to be special-status species if they were classified as one or more of the following: 

• Listed, proposed for listing, or candidates for listing as threatened or endangered under the 
federal ESA; 

• Listed as threatened or endangered, or candidates for listing under CESA;  

• Designated by BLM as Sensitive Animals (BLM 2010); 

• Meet the definition of rare or endangered under CEQA §15380(b) and (d).  

• Considered special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, such as the 
NECO Plan/EIS. 

All special-status species identified by this literature review, and others known from the general region, 
are included in Table 1, which summarizes the natural history, agency status, and occurrence probability 
on the site for each species. 
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Table 2. Special Status Bird and Bat Species of the Chuckwalla Valley Area.  

Special Status Bird and Bat 
Species 

Habitat and Distribution Activity 
season 

Conservation 
Status  

Occurrence 
Probability 

BIRDS     

Circus cyaneus 
Northern harrier 
 

Breeds colonially in grasslands and 
wetlands; forages over open terrain; N 
America and Eurasia 

Winter; 
rare in 
summer 

Fed: none 
Calif: SSC S3   
(nesting) 

Nesting: Minimal 
(no habitat) 
Foraging: Expected 
rarely, mainly winter 

Aquila chrysaetos 
Golden eagle 
 
 

Nests in remote trees and cliffs; forages 
over shrublands and grasslands; breeds 
throughout W N America, winters to E coast 

Year-
around 

Fed: Eagle 
Protection act (see 
text) 
Calif: SSC S3 
fully protected 

Nesting: Minimal 
on-site (no suitable 
nest sites); occurs 
in surrounding mtns 
Foraging: High 
(year-around) 

Pandion haliaetus 
Osprey 

Nests in northern N America and Mexican 
coastlines near large water bodies, preys 
primarily on fish; winters in central Calif to S 
America;  

Spring 
and fall 
migr. 
seasons 

Fed: none 
Calif: S3, watch list 
(nesting) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range; no 
suitable sites) 
Migration: Present, 
occasional flyover 

Buteo swainsonii 
Swainson's hawk 

Breeds in trees in open habitats (e.g., 
grassland), Central Valley (Calif.) and east 
to cent. US, S. Canada, N. Mexico; winters 
in S America. A few nesting records in W 
Mojave Des (e.g., Lancaster area) 

Spring 
and fall 
migr. 
seasons 

Fed: none  
Calif: S2, THR 
  

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range; no 
suitable sites) 
Migration: Present, 
occasional flyover 

Buteo regalis 
Ferruginous hawk 
 
 

Forages over grassland and shrubland; 
winters in W and SW N Amer. (breeds in 
Great Basin and N plains) 

Winter Fed: none 
Calif: SSC S3S4 
(wintering) 

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range) 
Winter: Expected 
during winter 

Accipiter striatus 
Sharp-shinned hawk 

Nests and hunts in forest & woodland 
mainly to N (may breed in S Calif. Mtn 
woodlands); also forages in open areas; 
regularly winters in S Calif.  

Winter  Fed: none 
Calif: SSC S3 
(nesting) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
(no habitat, outside 
range) 
Winter/Migration 
present (Jan 2011)  

Accipiter cooperii 
Cooper's hawk 

Nests and hunts in forest &woodland, also 
forages in open areas; most of US, Central 
and S America 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
Calif: SSC S3 
(nesting) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
(no habitat) 
Winter/Migration 
expected 

Falco columbaris 
Merlin 

Uncommon in winter in S Calif. desert and 
valleys (breeds in northern N America and 
Eurasia) 

Winter Fed:  none 
Calif: SSC S3 
(wintering) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range) 
Winter: Expected 
during winter 

Falco mexicanus 
Prairie falcon 
 

Nests on high cliffs, forages primarily over 
open lands; occurs throughout arid western 
US and Mexico  

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
Calif: SSC S3 
(nesting) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
on-site, occurs in 
surrounding mtns 
Foraging: High 
(year-around)  

Athene cunicularia (Speotyto 
cunicularia) 
Burrowing owl 

Nests mainly in rodent burrows, usually in 
open grassland or shrubland; forages in 
open habitat; increasingly uncommon in S 
Calif.; occurs through W US and Mexico 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
Calif: SSC S2 
(burrow sites) 
 

Present (Sep 2011); 
see text 
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Special Status Bird and Bat 
Species 

Habitat and Distribution Activity 
season 

Conservation 
Status  

Occurrence 
Probability 

Falco peregrinus 
American peregrine falcon 

Nests on high cliffs, generally near water 
bodies; feed on birds (esp. shorebirds & 
waterfowl); widespread but rare worldwide 

Spring - 
summer 

Fed: none (former 
END) 
BLM: sensitive 
Calif: FP, S2 
(former END) 

Nesting: Minimal 
(no suitable nest 
sites; well outside 
breeding range) 
Foraging: Minimal 
(outside winter 
range, no suitable 
prey base) 

Asio flammeus 
Short-eared owl 

Breeds in marshes and densely vegetated 
wetlands, forages over open wetlands, ag 
fields, and grasslands; temperate N & S 
America, Eurasia 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
Calif: S3, SSC 
(nesting) 

Breeding: Minimal 
(no habitat)  
Winter: reported 
near Lake Tamarisk 

Asio otus  
Long-eared owl 

Breed in riparian woodlands; forage 
(nocturnally) over open land; sea level to 
about 6000 ft. elev.; through N America and 
Eurasia 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
Calif: S3 SSC 
(nesting) 

Breeding: Minimal 
(no habitat)  
Winter: Occurs at 
Lake Tamarisk 

Chaetura vauxi 
Vaux’s swift 

Breeds central Calif. and northward, in 
coastal and montane forests; winters in 
Central and S America 

Spring 
and fall 
migr. 
seasons 

Fed: none 
Calif: SSC S3 
(nesting) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range) 
Migration: Present, 
occasional flyover 

Melanerpes uropygialis 
Gila woodpecker 
 

Saguaro woodlands, sometimes other 
woodlands; cavity nester mainly in cactus; 
SE Calif., S Ariz, W Mexico (incl. Baja) 

Year - 
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: END S1S2 

Nesting: Minimal 
(ironwood poor for 
nest constr.) Winter: 
Present (Jan 2011); 
see text 

Lanius ludovicianus 
Loggerhead shrike 
 

Woodlands, shrublands, open areas with 
scattered perch sites; not dense forest; 
widespread in N America; valley floors to 
about 7000 ft. elev. 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
Calif: SSC S4 
(nesting) 
 

Present  (suitable 
habitat throughout) 

Aphelocoma californica cana 
Scrub jay (Eagle Mtn population) 

Locally endemic year-around resident in 
pinyon woodlands in the Eagle Mountains; 
long-disjunct from other populations 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
Calif: CDFG watch 
list, S1S2  
 

Present (observed 
as transient, Oct 
2011) 

Toxostoma bendirei 
Bendire’s thrasher  

Joshua tree woodland, desert scrub; high 
cactus cover; mainly E Mojave Des in Calif. 
(scarce in W Mojave); American SW and 
mainl. Mexico; winters in S Arizona, New 
Mexico, and mainl. Mexico 

Spring-
summer 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif:  SSC S3 
 

Low-Moderate; 
marginal habitat 
throughout 

Toxostoma crissale 
Crissal thrasher    
 

Nests in dense, low, brushy thickets of 
mesquite or other desert riparian shrubs; 
Sonoran Des, E Mojave Des, to Texas, W 
mainland Mexico 

Year -
around 

Fed: none 
Calif:  SSC S3 

Low-moderate; 
habitat marginally 
suitable 

Toxostoma lecontei 
LeConte's thrasher 

Calif. deserts, SW Central Val. & Owens 
Val., east to Utah, Arizona; open shrubland, 
often sandy or alkaline flats 

Year -
around 

Fed: none  
Calif: S3 (SSC in 
San Joaquin Val) 

High; suitable 
habitat throughout 

Pyrocephalus rubinus 
Vermillion flycatcher  
  
 

Desert riparian woodlands and shrublands; 
SE Calif., east through S Texas, and S 
through Mexico; winters in Mexico 

spring - 
summer 

Fed: none 
Calif: SSC S2S3 
(nesting) 

Nesting: Moderate 
(suitable nesting 
habitat in ironwood 
stands) 
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Special Status Bird and Bat 
Species 

Habitat and Distribution Activity 
season 

Conservation 
Status  

Occurrence 
Probability 

Vermivora luciae 
Lucy’s warbler 

Cavity-nesting species; breeds in desert 
riparian woodlands through much of 
Arizona; winters on Pacific Coast of mainl. 
Mexico 

spring - 
summer 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S2S3 
(nesting) 

Nesting: Low- 
moderate (margin of 
known range; few 
nest cavities avail.); 
singing males 
observed  
April 2011  

MAMMALS     

Antrozous pallidus 
Pallid bat 

Rock outcrops of shrublands, mostly below 
about 6000 ft. elev.; Calif, SW N Amer 
through interior Oregon and Washington; 
hibernates in winter 

Warm 
season 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S3 
 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area  

Corynorhinus (Plecotus) 
townsendii 
Townsend's big-eared bat 
(incl. “pale,” “western,” and other 
subspecies)  

Many habitats throughout Calif and W N 
Amer, scattered pop'ns in E; day roosts in 
caves, tunnels, mines; feed primarily on 
moths 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC, S2S3 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area 

Euderma maculatum 
Spotted bat    

Desert (cool seasons) to pine forest 
(summer), much of SW N Amer. but very 
rare; roosts in deep crevices in cliffs, feeds 
on moths captured over open water 

Not 
known 

Fed: none  
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S2S3 

Low potential for 
roosting or foraging 
on site 

Eumops perotis californicus 
California mastiff bat  

Lowlands (with rare exceptions); cent. and 
S Calif., S Ariz., NM, SW Tex., N Mexico; 
roost in deep rock crevices, forage over 
wide area 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S3? 
 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area 

Lasiurus xanthinus (Nycteris ega 
xanthina) 
Western (Southern) yellow bat 

Mexico and Cent. Amer., to S AZ; Riv., 
Imperial and San Diego Cos.; riparian and 
wash habitats; roosts in trees; evidently 
migrates from Calif. during winter 

Spring- 
summer? 

Fed: none 
Calif: S3 
 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area 

Macrotus californicus 
(M. waterhousii) 
California leaf-nosed bat 

Arid lowlands, S Calif., S and W Ariz., Baja 
Calif. and Sonora, Mexico; roost in mine-
shafts, forage over open shrublands 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S2S3 
 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area 

Nyctinomops macrotis (Tadarida 
molossa) 
Big free-tailed bat 
 

Roosts in crevices of rocky cliffs, scattered 
localities in W N. Amer. through Cent. 
Amer.; ranges widely from roost sites; often 
forages over water 

Year-
around (?)  
 

Fed: none 
Calif: SSC S2 
 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area 

Nyctinomops femorosaccus 
(Tadarida femorosaccus) 
Pocketed free-tailed bat  

Deserts and arid lowlands, SW US, Baja 
Calif., mainland Mexico; Roost mainly in 
crevices of high cliffs; forage over water 
and open shrubland 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
Calif: SSC S2S3 
 

Low potential for 
roosting on site; 
high potential for 
foraging in area 

General References: American Ornithologists Union 1998; Barbour and Davis 1969; CDFG 2011a; 2011b; Feldhammer et al. 
2003; Garrett and Dunn 1981; Grinnell and Miller 1944; Hall 1981; Rosenberg, et al. 1991; Schuford and Gardali 2008. 
 
Conservation Status 
Federal designations: (federal Endangered Species Act, US Fish and Wildlife Service). Until 1996, FWS maintained a list of 
Category 2 candidates, described as species of concern, but with insufficient data to support listing. This list is no longer 
maintained and FWS has no SOC category.  
 END:  Federally listed, endangered. 
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 THR:  Federally listed, threatened. 
Candidate: Sufficient data are available to support federal listing, but not yet listed. 
Proposed: Formally proposed for federal status shown. 
State designations: (California Endangered Species Act, California Dept. of Fish and Game) 
 END: State listed, endangered. 
 THR:  State listed, threatened. 
 RARE: State listed as rare (applied only to certain plants). 
 SSC:  California species of special concern. Considered vulnerable to extinction due to declining numbers, limited 

geographic ranges, or ongoing threats. 
 FP: Fully protected. May not be taken or possessed without permit from CDFG. 
CDF&G Natural Diversity Data Base Designations: Applied to special status plants and sensitive plant communities; where 
correct category is uncertain, CDF&G uses two categories or question marks. 
 S1: Fewer than 6 occurrences or fewer than 1000 individuals or less than 2000 acres. 
 S1.1: Very threatened 
 S1.2: Threatened 
 S1.3: No current threats known 
 S2: 6-20 occurrences or 1000-3000 individuals or 2000-10,000 acres (decimal suffixes same as above). 
 S3: 21-100 occurrences or 3000-10,000 individuals or 10,000-50,000 acres (decimal suffixes same as above). 
 S4: Apparently secure in California; this rank is clearly lower than S3 but factors exist to cause some concern, i.e., there 

is some threat or somewhat narrow habitat. No threat rank. 
 S5: Demonstrably secure or ineradicable in California. No threat rank.  
 SH: All California occurrences historical (i.e., no records in > 20 years). 
 SX: Presumed extirpated in California.  
Definitions of occurrence probability: Estimated occurrence probabilities based literature sources cited earlier and field 
surveys and habitat analyses reported here. 
 Occurs: Observed on the site by qualified biologists. 
 Expected: Not observed or recorded on the site, but very likely present during at least a portion of the year. 
 High: Habitat is a type often utilized by the species and the site is within the known range of the species. 
 Moderate: Site is within the known range of the species and habitat on the site is a type occasionally used. 
 Low: Site is within the species’ known range but habitat is rarely used, or the species was not found during focused 

surveys covering less than 100% of potential habitat or completed in marginal seasons. 
 Minimal: No suitable habitat on the site; or well outside the species’ known elevational or geographic ranges; or a focused 

study covering 100% of all suitable habitat, completed during the appropriate season and during a year of 
appropriate rainfall, did not detect the species. 

 Unknown: No focused surveys have been performed in the region, and the species’ distribution and habitat are poorly known.   

 

4.2 LISTED THREATENED OR ENDANGERED SPECIES  

Gila woodpecker (Melanerpes uropygialis). The Gila woodpecker is listed as endangered under 
CESA but has no status under the federal ESA. It is identified as bird species of conservation concern 
(USFWS 2008). Its geographic range is generally in southern Arizona and southward into Baja California 
and western mainland Mexico. It occupies this range year-around (i.e., it is not migratory). In California, 
Gila woodpeckers are known from riparian forests along the Colorado River, and from desert wash 
woodlands in Imperial County (McCreedy 2008). It excavates cavity nests in large riparian trees such as 
cottonwoods and (in upland habitats) saguaro cacti, and feeds largely on insects, mistletoe berries, and 
cactus fruits (Rosenberg et al. 1991; McCreedy 2008). Its primary habitat is cottonwood-willow riparian 
woodland, but it also uses thickets of other desert trees (e.g., desert ironwood), as well as upland 
habitats, especially outside the breeding season. Desert ironwood is apparently too dense for nest 
excavation. Where Gila woodpeckers occur in dry desert wash woodlands, they excavate cavity nests 
“invariably” in large blue palo verdes rather than ironwood (McCreedy 2008). In suburban habitats, they 
nest in ornamental trees including athel (Tamarix aphylla), eucalyptus, and palms. Availability of suitable 
nesting trees is apparently a limiting factor in breeding habitat suitability (Grinnell and Miller 1944). 
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DHSP occurrence: A Gila woodpecker was observed in the southeastern part of the project site in 
December 2010 (AMEC 2011), but was not seen again during the BLM protocol winter season or 
breeding season avian point counts. The Desert Harvest project site is about 40 miles west of the Gila 
woodpecker’s published geographic range (McCreedy 2008), but unpublished observations have been 
reported from Corn Springs, about 11 miles south of the site and about five miles south of the southern 
end of the gen-tie alignments (C. McGaugh, AMEC, pers. obs.). There is a native palm grove at Corn 
Springs, and Gila woodpeckers may nest in the palm trees. Also, a Gila Woodpecker was reported on 28 
September 2010 at the Desert Sunlight Project site (AMEC 2011). It is possible that the Corn Springs and 
Desert Center areas support a small Gila woodpecker population, or that the two local observations in 
late 2010 were chance observations of an itinerant individual.  

Desert wash woodlands on the Desert Harvest site may provide suitable nesting and foraging habitat for 
Gila woodpecker. The woodlands are dominated by desert ironwood trees, and most of the blue palo 
verdes are too small for cavity nests. However, scattered larger blue palo verde trees are present in low 
numbers throughout the woodlands, and could serve as suitable nest trees.  

Swainson's hawk (Buteo swainsoni). The Swainson's hawk is listed as a threatened species under 
CESA but has no federal listing status. It is a migratory raptor. It breeds in open plains and prairies in the 
Great Plains and relatively arid areas of western North America, including the Central Valley and the 
western Mojave Desert in California. It winters in South America, primarily in Argentina.  During the 
spring and fall migration seasons, Swainson’s hawks are observed regularly in southern California.  

DHSP occurrence: One Swainson’s hawk was observed flying over the Desert Harvest project site during 
April 2011 (AMEC 2011). The project area may serve as incidental foraging habitat during migratory 
seasons, but otherwise would not support Swainson’s hawks, due to the distance from its breeding 
range. Project development would not affect nesting habitat and has little likelihood of adversely 
affecting Swainson’s hawk. 

4.3 SPECIES PROTECTED UNDER THE FEDERAL BALD AND GOLDEN 
EAGLE PROTECTION ACT 

Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos). Golden eagles are year-around residents throughout most of their 
range in the western United States. In the southwest, they are more common during winter when eagles 
that nest in Canada migrate south into the region. They breed from late January through August, mainly 
during late winter and early spring in the California deserts (Pagel et al. 2010). In the desert, they 
generally nest in steep, rugged terrain, often on sites with overhanging ledges, cliffs or large trees as 
cover. Golden eagles are wide-ranging predators, especially outside of the nesting season, when they 
have no need to return daily to eggs or young at their nests. Golden eagle foraging habitat consists of 
open terrain such as grasslands, deserts, savanna, and early successional forest and shrubland habitats, 
throughout the regional foothills, mountains, and deserts. They prey primarily on rabbits and rodents 
but will also take other mammals, birds, reptiles, and some carrion (Kochert et al. 2002).  

Threats to golden eagles include illegal shooting, power line electrocution, wind turbine strikes, and 
rodenticides (used for rodent control, and secondarily ingested by eagles feeding on target pest 
species). They also are affected by habitat loss or degradation due to land use changes such as 
urbanization and agriculture. The golden eagle population is estimated at approximately 27,000 in the 
western U.S., and an apparent ongoing decline in numbers (Farmer 2008; USFWS 2009). 
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Absent interference from humans, the densities of breeding golden eagle territories is limited by either 
prey density or nest site availability (USFWS 2009). Breeding season home range sizes vary widely. For 
example, in San Diego County, a study of 27 nesting pairs found breeding ranges to average 36 square 
miles with a range from 19 to 59 square miles (Johnsgard 1990). Eagles and other raptors forage more 
widely outside of the nesting season, since they have no need to return daily to eggs or young at their 
nests. 

DHSP occurrence: The mountain ranges surrounding the project site provide suitable golden eagle 
nesting habitat.  There were 8 inactive golden eagle nests documented to the northwest, northeast, and 
south of the Desert Harvest site, and one active but non-reproductive nest was reported in the Coxcomb 
Mountains, about 4 miles northeast of the site (BLM 2011a).  Even if golden eagle territories may be 
inactive in a given year, they may be used in future years. Therefore, unoccupied territories are 
considered potentially active in future years. The proposed solar generator site and gen-tie line 
alignments are on the Chuckwalla Valley floor, and do not provide suitable golden eagle nesting habitat. 
No on-site impacts to nest sites are expected, but golden eagles are sensitive to human disturbances 
during the nesting season. If there is an active nest nearby, then human activity and noise during project 
construction could adversely affect golden eagle nesting success. 

The project site and gen-tie alignments provide suitable golden eagle foraging habitat. Golden eagles 
could forage at the Desert Harvest site at any time of year. Foraging birds could include mated pairs 
using the surrounding nesting territories; or, if the territories are inactive, unmated golden eagles or 
adult birds whose nests may have failed, could forage over the site during breeding season. Foraging 
would be somewhat more common during winter and migration seasons due to larger numbers of 
golden eagles in the region and their larger winter foraging ranges. 

4.4 SPECIES FULLY PROTECTED UNDER THE CALIFORNIA FISH AND 
GAME CODE 

Most of the state’s designated fully protected species occur well outside the project vicinity, but two 
fully protected birds could occur in the area. These are: golden eagle (discussed above, Species 
Protected Under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act) and American peregrine falcon.  

American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus). Peregrine falcons were formerly listed under CESA 
and ESA, but have been delisted under both Acts. They are found irregularly in the low desert region, 
generally during migratory and winter seasons. They have not been known to nest in the region in 
recent decades, though they did nest in desert mountain ranges near the Colorado River historically 
(Rosenberg et al. 1991; Patten et al. 2003). They feed primarily on birds captured during flight. 
Waterfowl and shorebirds make up a large proportion of their prey, and nest sites are often within 
foraging range of large water bodies.  

DHSP occurrence: There is only minimal likelihood that American peregrine falcon would be found in the 
project vicinity, except as brief overflight during migration. Project implementation would not affect 
nesting habitat and has little likelihood of adversely affecting foraging behavior.  

4.5 BLM SENSITIVE SPECIES 

The BLM maintains a list of Sensitive Species, including species that are rare, declining, or dependent on 
specialized habitats (BLM 2010). It manages sensitive species to provide protections comparable to 
species that may become listed as threatened or endangered (i.e., candidate species for federal listing). 
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In addition to species addressed in this section of the BBCP, all listed threatened or endangered species 
(above) are managed as BLM sensitive species. 

Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia). The burrowing owl is a BLM Sensitive Species and a CDFG 
Species of Special Concern. It is a small, terrestrial owl of open country. During breeding season, it 
ranges throughout most of the western US. It occurs year-around in southern California, but may be 
more numerous during fall and winter, when migratory individuals from farther north join the regional 
resident population. Burrowing owls favor flat, open annual or perennial grassland or gentle slopes and 
sparse shrub or tree cover. They use the burrows of ground squirrels and other rodents for shelter and 
nesting. Availability of suitable burrows is an important habitat component. Where ground squirrel 
burrows are not available, the owls may use alternate burrow sites or man-made features (such as drain 
pipes or debris piles). In the California deserts, burrowing owls generally occur in low numbers in 
scattered populations, but they can be found in much higher densities near agricultural lands where 
rodent and insect prey tend to be more abundant (Wilkerson and Siegel 2011). Burrowing owl nesting 
season, as recognized by the California Burrowing Owl Consortium (CBOC 1993), is 1 February through 
31 August.   

DHSP occurrence: During the desert tortoise surveys for the Desert Harvest project site (above), AMEC 
field biologists examined all suitable burrows for sign of burrowing owls. These field surveys correspond 
to 100 percent coverage Phase 2 surveys for burrowing owls, recommended by the CBOC protocol 
(1993). No burrowing owls or their sign were observed during these spring season surveys, or during the 
winter and breeding season avian point count surveys. However, two incidental burrowing owl 
observations were made by Aspen biologists during streambed delineation field work. In one 
observation, a burrowing owl was briefly seen perching and flying, but was not at a burrow. The other 
observation was a burrowing owl seen in the mouth of an inactive desert kit fox burrow; no burrowing 
owl sign (e.g., whitewash, prey remains, or owl pellets) was found at the site.  Based on these field 
surveys and incidental observations, we conclude that the site is suitable habitat for burrowing owls 
during winter or breeding seasons. Breeding burrowing owls were not present on the site during the 
desert tortoise surveys, but they could nest on the site in future years. During fall and winter, the site 
appears to serve as low-density seasonal burrowing owl habitat.   

Bendire’s thrasher (Toxostoma bendirei).  Bendire’s thrasher is a BLM Sensitive Species and CDFG 
Species of Special Concern. California populations are migratory, though Bendire’s thrasher is found 
year-around in more southern portions of its range, in southern Arizona and adjacent Mexico. The 
Desert Harvest site is near the southern boundary of its breeding range in California. It breeds in open, 
upland desert shrublands of JTNP and surrounding area, and northward through several disjunct regions 
of the Mojave Desert (Sterling 2008). Its habitat requirements are poorly understood, but it is generally 
associated with Yucca (e.g., Joshua tree) and Opuntia (cholla cacti) species on gently sloping terrain. Soil 
texture is apparently important to habitat suitability, perhaps because Bendire’s thrashers largely forage 
on ground-dwelling insects. Hard rocky soils (e.g., desert pavement) and loose sands (e.g., dry wash 
sands) are apparently less suitable than firmly packed, fine-textured soils.  

DHSP occurrence: Bendire’s thrashers were not observed on the project site during the winter or 
breeding-season point-count surveys. Habitat throughout the site appears to be of marginal suitability, 
due to relatively low cover of Yucca and Opuntia species, and seemingly poorly-suitable soil texture. 
There is a low to moderate probability that Bendire’s thrasher may occur on the site.  Project 
development would eliminate 1,208 acres of marginally suitable habitat at the solar generator site, and 
would also affect smaller areas of suitable habitat along gen-tie alignments. 
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Lucy’s warbler (Vermivora luciae). Lucy’s warbler is a migratory songbird that breeds in desert 
riparian woodlands and winters on Pacific Coast of mainland Mexico. Its breeding range extends through 
much of Arizona, and parts of the eastern California deserts. It is a cavity-nesting species (i.e., it 
generally nests in unoccupied woodpecker nests or other cavities in trees). Its primary nesting habitat is 
mesquite thickets, but also uses native riparian trees and saltcedar (Tamarix spp.).  

DHSP occurrence: Two singing male Lucy’s warblers were reported in April 2011 near the southwestern 
corner of the project area (AMEC 2011). These birds were not observed later during the nesting season 
(28 April survey date), though no focused surveys were conducted.  It is unknown whether either or 
both of these birds successfully established breeding territories in the area, or moved on to another site.  
Suitable nesting cavities may be available in large blue palo verde trees on the site, but probably not in 
the more dominant desert ironwood trees (see Gila woodpecker discussion, above).  Lucy’s warblers 
may nest in desert wash woodlands on or near the proposed solar facility site or gen-tie alignment 
alternatives. 

Project development would eliminate up to 180 acres of potential nesting and foraging habitat for Lucy’s 
warbler on the proposed solar generator site, and could also affect smaller areas of suitable habitat 
along gen-tie alignments. In addition to habitat impacts, the project could cause mortality or injury to a 
Lucy’s warbler (including juvenile birds or eggs), if an active nest were damaged or disturbed during 
construction or other phases of the project. Potential project impacts would be comparable to those 
described for nesting birds, below. 

Bats. The BLM includes several bat species on its list of sensitive species. The special status bats of the 
local area roost in rock crevices, tunnels, or caves; one species (western yellow bat) roosts in the foliage 
of riparian trees. Roost sites may be used seasonally (e.g., inactive cool seasons) or daily (day roosts, 
used during inactive daylight hours). Maternity roosts are particularly important overall for bat life 
histories. Knowledge of bat distributions and occurrences is sparse.  The majority of adverse impacts to 
bat populations in the region result from disturbance of roosting or hibernation sites, especially where 
large numbers of bats congregate; physical closures of old mine shafts, which eliminates roosting 
habitat; elimination of riparian or desert wash microphyll vegetation which is often productive foraging 
habitat; more general habitat loss or land use conversion; and agricultural pesticide use which may 
poison bats or eliminate their prey-base (Pierson & Rainey 1998; Gannon 2003). Bat life histories vary 
widely. Some species hibernate during winter, or migrate south. During the breeding season, bats 
generally roost during the day, either alone or in communal roost sites, depending on species. All special 
status regional bats are insectivorous, catching their prey either on the wing or on the ground. Some 
species feed mainly over open water where insect production is especially high, but others forage over 
open shrublands such as found on the project site.   

DHSP occurrence: Project development is unlikely to affect roost sites for most special status bats, 
though pallid bats could roost among small rocks on the ground and California leaf-nosed bats might 
roost in ironwood trees between foraging bouts (Ironwood Consulting 2010). The project would 
eliminate 1208 acres of desert shrubland foraging habitat, including 180 acres of productive Blue Palo 
Verde – Ironwood Woodland foraging habitat, and would also affect smaller areas of foraging habitat 
along gen-tie alignments. Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect 
productivity.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large 
insects they glean from the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle 
and Coxcomb Mountains, north of the DHSP site (Ironwood Consulting 2010). 
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4.6 OTHER SPECIAL STATUS BIRD AND BAT SPECIES 

Raptors. In addition to raptors discussed above, several other special-status birds of prey are found 
seasonally, especially during winter, in the region. These include osprey (Pandion haliaetus), ferruginous 
hawk (Buteo regalis), Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperii), sharp-shinned hawk (A. striatus), northern 
harrier (Circus cyaneus), prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus), merlin (F. columbaris), short-eared owl (Asio 
flammeus), and long-eared owl (A. otus) (Table 4).  Osprey and sharp-shinned hawk were observed 
flying over the site during winter season point count surveys, but neither species would nest in the area 
(AMEC 2011).  Outside their breeding seasons, these raptors need not return to their nests to feed 
young or tend eggs. Thus, they are able to forage over wide areas, where they capture birds or small 
mammals. Suitable winter or migratory season foraging habitat for all of these raptors is widely available 
throughout the region.  

DHSP occurrence: Potential project impacts to these species and their foraging habitat would be 
comparable to those discussed above for wintering golden eagles. In summary, project construction 
would eliminate 1,208 acres of suitable foraging habitat, cause increased noise and disturbance to 
adjacent habitat, and may present collision or electrocution hazards, such as the gen-tie line and other 
project facilities.  

Upland perching birds. Several upland perching bird species are included in the CDFG Special Animals 
compilation. These include loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus), LeConte’s thrasher (T. lecontei), 
Crissal thrasher (T. crissale), the Eagle Mountains scrub-jay population (Aphelocoma californica cana), 
and vermilion flycatcher (Pyrocephalus rubinus). In addition, a Vaux’s swift (Chaetura vauxi) was 
observed over the site during migration season (AMEC 2011); this species occurs in the area only during 
migration; it nests well to the north, and project development would be unlikely to affect Vaux’s swift.  

DHSP occurrence: Loggerhead shrikes were observed on the site routinely throughout the winter and 
breeding season avian point count surveys (AMEC 2011). Neither LeConte’s thrasher nor Crissal thrasher 
have been reported on-site, but habitat is suitable and either species could occur there. Project 
development would eliminate 1,208 acres of suitable habitat for these species at the solar generator 
site, and would also affect smaller areas of suitable habitat along gen-tie alignments. Vermilion 
flycatchers have not been reported on-site, but nest in similar habitat to the south (AMEC 2011) and 
could nest in ironwood woodlands on-site in future years.  Project development would eliminate 180 
acres of suitable desert woodland habitat at the solar generator site, and would also affect smaller areas 
of suitable habitat along gen-tie alignments.  The Eagle Mountains scrub-jay population resides year-
around in pinyon woodlands in the Eagle Mountains. It is disjunct from other scrub-jay populations, and 
is on CDFG’s “watch list” but has no other special conservation status.  A scrub-jay was observed on the 
project site in October 2011; presumably, it was wandering or dispersing from habitat in the Eagle 
Mountains. However, this bird could have come from much farther away.  Scrub-jays of the Great Basin 
population and can wander considerable distances. However, no suitable scrub-jay habitat is found in 
the project area. Other potential impacts to these species would be similar to those discussed below, 
under the MBTA.  

 

5.0 RISK ASSESSMENT 
This section of the BBCS describes project-specific risks that the DHSP would or could pose to birds and 
bats. The USFWS (2010b) recommends that the project-specific risk assessments for solar projects 
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should address the potential for take, including lethal take, based on each of the threats described 
below (Sections 5.1 through 5.7).  

5.1 BURNING FROM CONCENTRATED LIGHT AT SOLAR ARRAYS 

As a PV solar facility, the DHSP would not concentrate light for electricity generation and would not pose 
a burning risk to birds or bats.  

5.2 TRANSMISSION LINE, DISTRIBUTION LINE, POWER TOWER, 
METEOROLOGICAL TOWER, OR GUY LINE COLLISION 

The project component of greatest potential concern that would pose lethal collision risk to birds or bats 
is the gen-tie line, during the construction, O&M, and decommissioning project phases. Smaller risks 
would be posed by other components, during any of the three phases. These include the above-ground 
distribution lines, above-ground collection lines, the meteorological station(s) and any guy-wires that 
may support meteorological instruments, and large equipment such as cranes that would be in use 
during the construction and decommissioning phases. As a PV solar facility, the project would not 
include a power tower.  

Bird collisions with power lines generally occur when: (1) a power line or other aerial structure transects 
a daily flight path used by a concentration of birds, or (2) migrant birds are traveling at reduced altitudes 
and encounter tall structures in their path.  Collision rates generally increase in low light conditions, 
during rain, snow, or strong winds, and during panic flushes when birds are startled by a disturbance or 
are fleeing from danger.  Collisions are more probable near wetlands, valleys that are bisected by power 
lines, and within narrow passes where power lines run perpendicular to flight paths.  Passerines (e.g., 
songbirds) and waterfowl (e.g., ducks) collide with wires (APLIC 2006), particularly during nocturnal 
migrations or poor weather conditions (Avery 1979).  However, passerines and waterfowl have a lower 
potential for collisions than larger birds, such as raptors.  Passerines and waterfowl tend to fly under 
power lines.  Larger species generally fly above the power lines (generally heavy gauge conductors that 
are readily visible), but they may risk colliding with the lighter and less visible static or ground lines 
mounted higher on the same tower structures.  Also, many smaller birds tend to reduce their flight 
activity during poor weather conditions (Avery et al. 1978).  The magnitude of collision-caused bird 
mortality cannot be predicted without extensive information on bird species, abundance, and 
movements in the area. 

The PV solar panels themselves may also pose a collision risk.  Large-scale solar facilities present a 
relatively new and unresearched risk for bird collisions.  Studies conducted at the Solar I facility, a 
central receiver solar power plant near Daggett, California, indicated that bird mortality consisted 
predominantly of collisions with mirrors (McCrary et al. 1986).  To date, little is known regarding the 
avian response to reflection or glare from PV solar technology.  The reflectivity of PV solar technology is 
lower than that of the mirrors (heliostats) used by thermal solar projects like the Solar I facility, 
however, it is possible that glare could affect birds to some degree if the panels reflected light and 
images, as they might be mistaken for open sky or water.  Light reflecting from the panels could cause 
an increase in glare and Polarized Light Pollution (PLP).  According to Horvath et al. (2010), PLP caused 
by anthropogenic structures can alter the ability of wildlife to seek out suitable habitat, detect or elude 
predators, or effectively navigate using natural polarized light patterns, ultimately affecting dispersal 
and reproduction.   
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enXco will construct all transmission lines and distribution lines according to APLIC guidelines (Mitigation 
Measure WIL-1) to minimize the risk of avian and bat collision, and to monitor bird fatality at the DHSP 
site to evaluate need for follow-up adaptive management measures (see Monitoring and Adaptive 
Management sections, below).  

5.3 ELECTROCUTION POTENTIAL 

The gen-tie line and above-ground collection and distribution lines may present electrocution risk to 
certain large birds. Large raptors including golden eagles, Swainson’s hawks, ferruginous hawks, red-
tailed hawks, prairie falcons, and other large aerial perching birds such as turkey vultures, are 
susceptible to electrocution on power lines because of their large size and proclivity to perch on tall 
structures.  Transmission structure design is a major factor in causing or preventing raptor 
electrocutions.  Electrocution occurs when a perching bird simultaneously contacts two energized phase 
conductors or an energized conductor and grounded hardware.  This happens most frequently when a 
bird attempts to perch on a transmission structure with insufficient clearance between the conductor 
phases or conductors and grounds.  The majority of raptor electrocutions are caused by distribution 
lines and relatively small transmission lines, energized at voltage levels between 1 kV and 69 kV.  Higher 
voltage transmission lines are built with wider spacing between the conductors and grounds, and 
present reduced threat of electrocution.  Electrocution can occur when horizontal separation is less than 
the wrist-to-wrist (flesh-to-flesh) distance of a bird’s wingspan or where vertical separation is less than a 
bird’s length from head-to-foot.  Electrocution can also occur when birds perched side-by-side span the 
distance between these elements (APLIC 2006). 

The largest bird that is likely to come in contact with the gen-tie line is golden eagle (wingspan to 7.5 
feet; wrist-to-wrist length of 3.5 feet; height to 2.2 feet).  The red-tailed hawk is the most common large 
bird that could come in contact with the gen-tie lines (wingspan to 4.7 feet; wrist-to-wrist length of 1.9 
feet; height to 1.8 feet).  Other large birds in the area are turkey vulture (5.8-foot wingspan, two-foot 
wrist-to-wrist length, 1.8 feet tall) and great horned owl (4.3-foot wingspan, 2.1-foot wrist-to-wrist 
length, 1.3 feet tall).  Swainson’s hawk has a 4.5 foot wing-span, and can be 1.3 feet tall (bird sizes from 
APLIC 2006).  The Avian Powerline Interaction Committee (APLIC, 2006) guidelines recommend 60 inch 
separations between components to protect eagles and other birds from electrocution.  The risk of 
electrocution would be minimized by implementation of Mitigation Measure MM WIL 1, which requires 
that the project Owner implement APLIC Guidelines for the gen-tie and all electrical components. 

5.4 TERRITORY ABANDONMENT 

Construction activities would cause most mobile vertebrate wildlife to leave the site, or attempt to 
leave.  Animals dispersing from the site would be subject to further adverse effects, potentially including 
mortality.  They would be at increased risk of predation as they flush from cover during site clearing.  
After leaving their home territories, displaced animals may be unable to find suitable food or cover in 
new, unfamiliar areas.  They may attempt to return to their home ranges, possibly resulting in increased 
predation risk or other effects. Or, if they find food and other resources at new locations off site, these 
may be within the occupied territory of another individual of the same or similar species, resulting in 
competition for resources.  These displacement effects would apply to common wildlife species and to 
special-status species. 
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5.5 NEST AND ROOST SITE DISTURBANCES 

The entire project site and surrounding area provides suitable nesting habitat for resident and migratory 
bird species.  Many adult birds would flee from equipment during initial vegetation clearance for project 
construction.  However, nestlings and eggs would be vulnerable to impacts during project construction.  
If initial site grading or brush removal were to occur during nesting season, then it likely would destroy 
bird nests, including eggs or nestling birds.  One special-status species, the burrowing owl, is unlikely to 
flee the site during construction, due to its characteristic behavior of taking cover in burrows.  Potential 
project impacts and an avoidance and mitigation measure for burrowing owl are summarized below. 

Some birds will likely nest in the project area during construction and O&M phases, even after initial 
grading and clearing.  Depending on the species, birds may nest on the ground close to equipment; 
within the open metal framework of the panel support structures; on buildings, foundations, structures, 
or construction trailers; or on idle vehicles or construction equipment left overnight or during a long 
weekend.  In areas where construction is phased (e.g., footings, or tower structures) birds may quickly 
use these features as nest sites.  The species most likely to nest in the project area during construction 
are common ravens (Corvus corax), house finches (Carpacus erythrinus), and mourning doves (Zenaida 
macroura), all of which are protected by the MBTA and Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513. 

Mitigation Measure MM WIL-3 (Pre-Construction Nest Surveys and Impact Avoidance Measures for 
Migratory Birds) describes pre-construction surveys, buffer areas, and other requirements to avoid bird 
mortality. Due to the high probability that birds may nest on site during construction, MM WIL-3 
requires regular monitoring of the work area throughout the breeding season.  In some cases, it may be 
necessary to reduce buffer areas or to remove or relocate a bird nest in coordination with the resource 
agencies to proceed safely with construction. 

Burrowing Owl. Burrowing owls have been observed on site during winter and migratory seasons, but 
not during breeding season (Section 3.4).  However, the habitat on the project site is suitable, and 
burrowing owls could occupy the site in low numbers in future breeding seasons.  Potential direct 
project impacts to burrowing owls would be similar to those described for nesting birds, but 
construction activities also could destroy occupied burrows or cause the owls to abandon burrows 
during any season.  If owls were present, construction during the breeding season could cause nest 
abandonment, or the incidental loss of fertile eggs or nestlings.  Mitigation Measure MM WIL-4 
(Burrowing Owl Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Compensation Measures) would prevent take of 
occupied burrowing owl burrows. 

Golden Eagle. The project site does not provide suitable golden eagle nesting habitat.  However, the 
entire DHSP project area provides suitable foraging habitat, and is within several miles of golden eagle 
nesting territories located in the Eagle Mountains, Coxcomb Mountains, and Chuckwalla Mountains.  
Most of these territories were inactive in 2010 (activity, but not reproduction, was recorded at one nest 
site in the Coxcomb Mountains), but there have been no subsequent surveys for nesting activity.  
Human intrusions near golden eagle nest sites have resulted in nest abandonment; high nestling 
mortality when young go unattended due to altered behavior by the parent birds; premature fledging; 
and ejection of eggs or young from the nest (reviewed by Pagel 2010).  Project activities that result in 
nest-site abandonment would constitute take under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (USFWS  
2007).  

Project construction is not expected to cause substantial direct disturbance (e.g., noise, lighting, visual 
disturbance) to nest sites in the local nesting territories, due to their distance from the site.  Moreover, 
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implementation of Mitigation Measure MM WIL-5 (Golden Eagle Pre-construction and Construction 
Phase Surveys) requires annual monitoring during nesting season, and requires the project Owner to 
prepare and implement an adaptive management plan if golden eagles are found nesting in the area at 
any time during project construction.   

5.6 HABITAT LOSS AND FRAGMENTATION 

The term habitat refers to the environment and ecological conditions where a species is found.  Wildlife 
habitat is generally described in terms of vegetation, though a more thorough explanation often must 
encompass further detail, such as availability or proximity to water; suitable nesting or denning sites; 
shade; foraging perches; cover sites to escape from predators; soils that are suitable for burrowing or 
hiding; limited noise and disturbance; and many other factors that are unique to each species.  
Vegetation reflects many aspects of habitat, including regional climate, physical structure, and biological 
productivity and food resources (for many wildlife species).  Thus, vegetation is a useful overarching 
descriptor for habitat and it is the primary factor in this analysis of impacts to wildlife habitat.  Habitat 
loss and fragmentation resulting from the project would be offset through habitat compensation, as 
required by Applicant Measure AM-1 and mitigation Measure VEG-6 (below).  

Habitat loss. Project construction would result in permanent and long-term impacts to approximately 
1,206 acres of natural vegetation, including 1,026 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub and 180 acres of Blue 
Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland.  Following construction, remaining vegetation and habitat would be 
unsuitable for many species, particularly species with specific habitat requirements, including most 
special-status wildlife species.  Vegetation and habitat conditions following construction would likely 
remain suitable for relatively common species, such as side-blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana), house 
finch (Carpacus erythrinus), northern mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos), and desert cottontail (Sylvilagus 
audubonii).   

Golden eagle. Golden eagles would be likely to forage on the DHSP site at any time of year, particularly 
during winter and migration seasons due to larger numbers of golden eagles in the region and their 
larger winter foraging ranges.  Project construction would eliminate 1,208 acres of suitable foraging 
habitat from within the likely foraging ranges of 3 known territories.  During years when golden eagles 
nest in the territories surrounding the site, the project could affect the availability of foraging habitat for 
the nesting pairs.  This habitat loss may also affect golden eagle foraging during winter and migratory 
seasons, or may affect foraging by unmated golden eagles during the nesting season.   

A substantial loss of foraging habitat within range of a nest site could cause reduced productivity or 
interfere with normal feeding behavior, though enXco does not anticipate the loss of foraging habitat on 
the project site and gen-tie line alignment would appreciably reduce foraging habitat availability for 
golden eagles using territories in the surrounding mountains. The nearest golden eagle nesting territory 
is in the Coxcomb Mountains, about 4 miles from the DHSP site. A circle with a radius of 4 miles 
comprises about a 50 square mile area; the DHSP site would affect about 4 percent of that area. Further, 
golden eagles forage at distances much greater than 4 miles from their nests. enXco does not believe 
that foraging habitat loss would constitute disturbance to golden eagles (pursuant to USFWS 2007), and 
would not cause decrease in productivity, or substantially interfere with normal breeding, feeding, or 
sheltering behavior. Moreover, Mitigation Measure MM VEG-6, would require compensatory land 
acquisition to offset project-specific loss of foraging habitat. 

Gila Woodpecker.  Gila woodpecker (Melanerpes uropygialis) was observed within the project area 
during December 2010, but was not observed during the subsequent winter or spring point counts.  Blue 
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Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland vegetation on the site may provide marginally suitable Gila 
woodpecker nesting habitat, and there is a low possibility that it may nest on the site, or that the project 
site is near an occupied nesting territory. Project impacts to habitat can be offset through 
implementation of MM VEG 6 (below), which requires compensation for impacts to Blue Palo Verde–
Ironwood Woodland at a ratio of 3:1.   

Habitat fragmentation.  Wildlife, including birds and bats, are often restricted to specific habitat types 
or elevations. Their habitats may be contiguous over extensive areas, or they may be scattered in 
patches in a landscape. For species with patchy distributions, dispersal between habitat patches may be 
important in colonizing (or recolonizing) areas or in supplementing demography or genetic makeup in 
isolated populations. Increasingly, land use planners designate wildlife dispersal corridors among open 
space areas to maintain movement routes for wildlife populations among the larger habitat areas. Public 
discussion of movement corridors tends to focus on uncommon, large, wide-ranging mammals, 
particularly mountain lions. But wildlife corridors also are intended to enable dispersal for other species, 
including small mammals, birds, amphibians, reptiles, and plants.  

Beier and Lowe (1992) proposed a method for evaluating potential corridors, characterizing species as 
“corridor passage” and “corridor dwellers” depending on whether they would likely traverse the 
corridor during a single event (e.g., a mountain lion crossing from one mountain range to the other) or 
over a generation or longer (e.g., a population of pocket mice living within the corridor, with individual 
mice moving relatively short distances over time, but eventually colonizing new areas). Dispersal 
mechanisms relevant to birds and habitat fragmentation in the upper Chuckwalla Valley can be divided 
into three categories, partly analogous to Beier and Lowe’s “corridor passage” and “corridor dweller” 
categories. 

1. Species dispersing short-distances, over the course of days, weeks, or longer. This category could 
include non-migratory birds whose behavior or anatomy limits their flight patterns to relatively 
short distances. They would move on the ground or via short flights, among shrubs in contiguous or 
nearly-contiguous habitat areas. While almost all birds are capable of flying long distances at times 
(e.g., during juvenile dispersal), behavior patterns of many species prevent them from moving across 
unsuitable habitat blocks. This effect is especially well-known among non-migratory shrubland 
species of coastal southern California (Soule et al. 1988).  The project would not present an absolute 
barrier to movement, but it could reduce movement throughout the area for resident shrubland 
species, possibly including loggerhead shrike, Crissal thrasher, Le Conte’s thrasher, or Gila 
woodpecker. Any of these species would be likely to disperse around, but not across, the project 
site. However, dispersal probably would take place over a period of time rather than during a single 
event. These species are comparable to Beier and Loe’s “corridor dweller” category.  

2. Species dispersing by longer-distance mechanisms. This category could include migratory birds or 
wide-ranging non-migrants routinely flying long distances within or among habitat patches. 
Examples include most raptors, common raven, and migratory passarines such as Lucy’s warbler and 
Bendire’s thrasher. The project’s effects on habitat fragmentation would be relatively unimportant 
for these species.  

Equivalency analysis. The applicant, enXco, is working with Wildlands, Inc., a private firm specializing 
in habit preservation and management, to identify and acquire suitable compensation lands to mitigate 
the project’s potential impacts to regional wildlife movement. The equivalency analysis will be 
incorporated into the project’s Habitat Compensation Plan and the final Bird and Bat Conservation 
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Strategy. Mitigation Measure VEG-6 (below) specifies selection criteria to ensure that compensation 
habitat adequately offsets the project’s impacts to habitat and fragmentation.  

5.7 DISTURBANCE DUE TO ONGOING HUMAN PRESENCE AT THE 
FACILITY 

Maximum noise levels during construction are estimated to range from 74.8 to 83.2 dBA at 100 feet 
from construction activity, and would decrease with distance away from activity.  This would be a 
substantial increase over existing background noise levels near the solar field site, which are expected to 
be low, with typical daytime noise levels of 35 to 50 dBA.  In addition, if construction activities were to 
occur at night, lighting would be required.  Noise and lighting during construction would affect wildlife in 
adjacent habitats by disrupting foraging, breeding, sheltering, and other activities; or it cause animals to 
avoid otherwise suitable habitat surrounding the site.  The effects of construction noise include 
annoyance, which causes birds and other wildlife to abandon nests or dens; increased stress hormone 
levels, interference with sleep and other activities; and interference with acoustic communication by 
masking important sounds or sound components, such as territorial calls, contact calls, or alarm calls 
(Dooling and Popper, 2007).  Many species rely on vocalizations during the breeding season to attract a 
mate within their territory, and noise from construction could disturb nesting birds and other wildlife 
and adversely affect nesting and other activities. 

Lighting during project construction may affect nocturnal wildlife species.  Lighting can affect behavior 
and physiology, and may also increase the risk of predation of wildlife because they may be more 
detectable to nocturnal predators.  Lighting would be likely to attract nocturnal insects and, in turn, 
bats; possibly including special-status bats, discussed further below.  Mitigation Measure MM WIL-1 
(Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization) and MM VR-6  (Night Lighting Control) would minimize 
the impacts of noise and lighting by ensuring lighting is focused only on work areas and does not 
unnecessarily extend beyond work areas, and scheduling noisy construction activities near the project 
site perimeter outside the most sensitive season. 

During operation, some birds and other small wildlife species would re-occupy the solar field site once 
construction activities are completed, where ongoing O&M noise and lighting may affect them.  Noise 
and lighting may also affect wildlife in the nearby off-site habitat.  These effects would be qualitatively 
similar to the description of construction phase effects of noise and lighting, but would be of lesser 
magnitude.  Mitigation Measure MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization) would 
minimize these impacts. 

5.8 ADDITIONAL RISK FACTORS 

Storage ponds. During construction, storage ponds on the site would be used to store water for dust 
control.  These ponds would be within the fenced construction area.  Even though they would be 
fenced, they will be likely to attract birds, including ravens, and thus act as a “subsidy” (see discussion 
below).  Storage ponds would be likely to attract nocturnal insects and, in turn, bats; possibly including 
special-status bats.   

Evaporation ponds. The proposed evaporation ponds could affect birds by posing a drowning hazard; 
a water subsidy for predators; salt encrustations, which can interfere with flight or other activity; or salt 
toxicosis (poisoning).  Mitigation Measure MM WIL-1 requires covering the evaporation pond to prevent 
these impacts. If the evaporation pond dries completely at times, residual salts could become airborne 
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and cause dust or health impacts to wildlife in surrounding habitat.  Mitigation Measure MM WIL-1 
would minimize this effect by ensuring that salt sediment is promptly removed at regular intervals from 
the evaporation pond.  

Predator subsidies. Project construction, operation, and decommissioning activities could provide 
resources in the form of trash, litter, or water, which attract and subsidize unnaturally high numbers of 
predators such as common ravens, coyotes, and feral dogs.  This influx of predators could cause 
unnaturally high predation pressure on wildlife species in the vicinity.  Ravens are opportunistic 
omnivores and they prey on the eggs and nestlings of native birds, among many other food sources 
(Zeiner et al. 1990), including juvenile desert tortoises. Ravens and coyotes habituate to human activities 
and are subsidized by food (trash, road killed animals), water (irrigation or dust control overspray), and 
(for ravens) new perching, roosting, and nesting sites (transmission line structures and other structures) 
that are introduced or augmented by human encroachment.   

Mitigation Measure WIL-8 (Raven Monitoring, Management, and Control Plan) would require 
management of all potential predator subsidies, monitoring of raven presence and abundance, control 
measures as needed, and contribution to the region-wide Raven Management Program. 

5.9 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

The development of numerous large-scale renewable energy projects, including the DHSP and other 
solar and wind projects in the region, would result in a substantial permanent conversion of desert 
habitat to industrial and commercial uses.  Existing and foreseeable future projects in the NECO planning 
area (not including the DHSP) would result in the total projected loss of 4.5 percent of the Sonoran 
Creosote Bush Scrub and 6.5 percent of the Desert Dry Wash Woodland habitat in the NECO planning 
area (see DEIS Section 4.3.14).  This would constitute a substantial cumulative impact to these plant 
communities and wildlife habitat through direct habitat loss and habitat fragmentation.  The DHSP 
would contribute approximately 0.4 percent to this cumulative impact to Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub 
and between 0.9 and 1.2 percent to the cumulative impact to Desert Dry Wash Woodland.  The DHSP 
DEIS concludes that the project would contribute considerably to cumulative impacts to wildlife habitat. 

Common Wildlife. The DHSP’s incremental contribution to cumulative impacts to common wildlife, 
including most resident and migratory birds, would be habitat loss and fragmentation.  Most common 
wildlife species range widely over California, and these species have not been identified as conservation 
priorities.  The DHSP would contribute incrementally to impacts to common wildlife such as disruption 
of movement, disturbance, mortality, loss of habitat, and fragmentation.  With the incorporation of 
recommended mitigation measures, this incremental contribution would be mitigated to the extent 
feasible and would not result in the loss of a population or a trend toward federal or state listing for any 
common wildlife species.  With incorporated mitigation, the DHSP would not make a considerable 
contribution to the cumulative regional impacts to common wildlife, when combined with the effects of 
past and future projects in the NECO planning area. 

Golden Eagle. The DHSP would contribute to the cumulative regional loss of golden eagle foraging 
habitat.  Other renewable developments, both existing and proposed, in the NECO planning area would 
have similar impacts.  Cumulatively, development in the California deserts could have substantial 
impacts to golden eagle foraging habitat if left unmitigated.  Most projects are not likely to directly 
affect golden eagle nesting sites in the desert mountain ranges.  Implementation of DHSP mitigation 
measures would minimize or offset project impacts to golden eagle foraging habitat.  Mitigation 
Measure MM VEG-6, which would require compensatory land acquisition, would offset project-specific 
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loss of foraging habitat.  Mitigation Measures MM WIL-5 (Golden Eagle Pre-construction and 
Construction Phase Surveys) requires pre-construction and construction phase surveys to ensure that 
project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. Implementation of 
these measures would substantially reduce the Proposed Action’s contribution to cumulative impacts to 
golden eagles. 

Burrowing Owl. The DHSP would contribute incrementally to the cumulative loss of burrowing owl 
wintering and breeding habitat.  Habitat on site and along most of the gen-tie alternative alignments 
appears suitable for nesting and wintering.  Impacts of the DHSP would be similar to other solar 
developments in the region, and could include loss of breeding or wintering habitat, disturbance due to 
human activities, and destruction of active (nesting or wintering) burrows.  However, due to the low 
level of use, and an apparent rarity of breeding on-site, the incremental contribution of the Proposed 
Action or Alternatives to cumulative impacts to burrowing owls would be minor.  Implementation of 
mitigation measures would reduce the DHSP’s contribution to cumulative impacts. 

Other Special-Status Birds. The DHSP would contribute incrementally to the cumulative loss of 
habitat for several special-status birds.  The DHSP’s primary impacts to resident and migratory birds 
include habitat loss, disturbance to foraging and breeding, and risk of injury or mortality due to collision 
with project features.  However, due to the availability of similar habitat in the greater Chuckwalla 
Valley and beyond, the DHSP’s incremental contribution to cumulative impacts to resident and 
migratory birds would be low.  This contribution would be further reduced by the implementation of 
mitigation measures (below). 

Special-Status Bats. Bats may forage over the project area, and may be drawn to the area by the 
storage ponds (during construction) or the evaporation pond (during O&M).  Due to the lack of 
extensive or high-quality roosting habitat in or near the project area, and the widespread availability of 
similar foraging habitat in the Chuckwalla Valley and beyond, the incremental contribution of the 
Proposed Action to cumulative impacts to bats would be minor.  This contribution would be further 
reduced or offset by the implementation of mitigation measures described below. 

 

6.0 CONSERVATION MEASURES 
enXco has provided several measures as part of the project description to reduce potential impacts to 
biological resources, including birds and bats.  These measures have been adopted into the project DEIS 
by incorporating them into project-specific mitigation measures proposed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.  
Additional mitigation measures proposed in the DEIS encompass the substance and intent of the 
applicant-proposed measures, but clarify or expand on reporting requirements, timing of imple-
mentation, or other details where appropriate.  Where there is a conflict between provisions of the 
applicant’s proposed measures and the DEIS’s recommended mitigation measures, the DEIS mitigation 
measures take precedence. 

6.1 APPLICANT PROPOSED MEASURES 

Applicant-proposed measures identified by enXco to reduce impacts to biological resources include the 
following: 

AM-BIO 1: Habitat Compensation Plan. A Habitat Compensation Plan is being prepared and will be 
implemented by the Applicant to compensate for the loss of creosote desert scrub, desert dry wash 
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woodland, and jurisdictional resources.  Compensation will be accomplished by acquisition of mitigation 
land or conservation easements or by providing funding for specific land acquisition, endowment, 
restoration, and management actions under one of several programs, such as the recently approved 
mitigation program created by AB 13.  The Habitat Compensation Plan will be reviewed and approved by 
BLM, United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and the California Department of Fish and Game 
(CDFG).  The precise details of the mitigation, including mitigation ratios, will be established in the BLM 
Right-of-Way (ROW) grant, USFWS Biological Opinion, and any CDFG 2081 Incidental Take Permit or 
CDFG 2080.1 Consistency Determination. 

AM-BIO 2: Integrated Weed Management Plan. A Draft Integrated Weed Management Plan 
(IWMP) will be prepared pursuant to BLM’s Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Lands in 17 
Western States (BLM 2007) and the National Invasive Species Management Plan (NISC, 2008), and will 
be implemented by the Applicant to reduce the potential for the introduction of invasive species during 
construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning of the project.  The draft plan will be 
reviewed and approved by the BLM. 

AM-BIO 4:  Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP). The Applicant will implement a 
WEAP to educate on-site workers about sensitive environmental issues associated with the project.  The 
WEAP will be administered to all on-site personnel including surveyors, construction engineers, 
employees, contractors, contractor’s employees, supervisors, inspectors, subcontractors, and delivery 
personnel.  The program will be implemented during site mobilization, ground disturbance, grading, 
construction, operation, and closure.  BLM will be responsible for ensuring that each construction 
worker at the site, throughout the duration of construction activities, receives the above training. 

AM-BIO 5:  Vegetation Resources Management Plan. The Applicant will prepare and implement a 
Vegetation Resources Management Plan that contains the following components: 

 A Vegetation Salvage Plan which discusses the methods that will be used to transplant cacti present 
within the project locations following BLM’s standard operating procedures, as well as methods that 
will be used to transplant special-status plant species that occur in the project locations if feasible. 

 A Restoration Plan which discusses the methods that will be used to restore creosote bush scrub 
and desert dry wash woodland habitat that is temporarily disturbed by construction activities. 

 The Vegetation Salvage Plan and Restoration Plan will specify success criteria and performance 
standards.  BLM will be responsible for reviewing and approving the plan and for ensuring that the 
Applicant implements the plan including maintenance and monitoring required in the plan. 

AM-BIO 7: Regional Raven Management Program. The Applicant shall contribute to the USFWS 
Regional Raven Management Program by making a one-time payment of $105 per acre of project 
disturbance to the National Fish and Wildlife Federation Renewable Energy Action Team raven control 
account.  A Draft Avian and Bat Protection Plan will be prepared and will be implemented by the 
Applicant to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species, including 
burrowing owls, nesting birds, and roosting bats. The Draft Plan will be reviewed and approved by BLM.  
The Final Plan will conform to the 2010 USFWS avian and bat guidelines entitled Considerations for 
Avian and Bat Protection Plans U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service White Paper. 

AM-BIO 8: Construction Water Storage Pond Design.  The temporary construction water ponds 
shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements 
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with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven 
management. 

6.2 DEIS MITIGATION MEASURES 

The DHSP DEIS will recommend additional mitigation measures to expand upon applicant’s proposed 
measures above. The full text of each measure may be found in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 of the DEIS.  The 
measures that relate to bird and bat conservation are listed and briefly summarized below. 

MM VEG-1: Assign a Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors. The project owner will identify 
a Designated Biologist throughout the construction, O&M, and post-project decommissioning phases, 
and any subsequent monitoring/reporting period. MM VEG-1 describes the Designated Biologist’s 
required qualifications, and responsibilities for monitoring, inspection, and reporting.  The Designated 
Biologist also will be responsible for training and supervising Biological Monitors, who will be appointed 
as needed for the construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases of the project.  The Designated 
Biologist will be the primary point of contact for resource agency communications.  

MM VEG-2: Conduct Biological Monitoring and Reporting during Project Construction, 
Operations, and Decommissioning. The Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors shall ensure 
that construction activities are consistent with the adopted mitigation measures, and avoid disturbance 
to any habitat outside permitted work areas. The Designated Biologist shall have the authority and 
responsibility to immediately halt any project activities that are not in compliance with mitigation mea-
sures, or to order any reasonable measure to avoid take of a listed species.   

The project Owner shall be responsible for ensuring that construction monitoring is conducted during all 
project phases.  During the O&M phase, the reporting schedule will be quarterly rather than monthly.  
The Designated Biologist will report all special-status species observations to the CNDDB and include 
copes of these reports in monthly or quarterly monitoring reports. 

MM VEG-3: Prepare and Implement a Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP). The 
project owner shall prepare and implement a project-specific WEAP to be administered to all on-site 
personnel. The WEAP shall address conservation and protection requirements for biological resources.  

MM VEG-4: Minimize Construction-Related Impacts. Project design shall minimize temporary 
construction work areas to the extent feasible and minimize the impacts to native vegetation and 
habitat.   

MM VEG-5: Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Resources Management Plan. The Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan shall detail the methods for revegetation of temporarily impacted sites; 
salvage of cacti and special-status plants from the project footprint; and long-term management of 
vegetation within the solar facility during its operations.   

MM VEG-6: Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat. This 
mitigation measure provides further detail and specificity to the habitat compensation requirements 
described in AM-BIO-1.  The measure includes compensation ratios for vegetation types and land use 
designations, ranging from 1:1 for upland creosote bush scrub, to 5:1 for lands within designated 
DWMAs, WHMAs, or desert tortoise critical habitat. The measure also specifies selection criteria, to 
address habitat values and biological connectivity. The compensation lands must be protected and 
managed in perpetuity for biological resource values, and the project owner must provide funding as 
described in MM VEG-6 for this long-term management.  
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MM WIL-1: Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization. MM WIL-1 requires a variety of 
measures to avoid or minimize impacts to wildlife and habitat, including minimization of disturbance 
areas; roads; vehicle traffic; soil erosion; dust. It also requires avoidance of wildlife pitfalls or other 
potential entrapments; avoidance of toxic materials on unpaved road surfaces; minimization of standing 
water and other potential predator subsidies; and covering the evaporation ponds.  

MM WIL-3: Pre-Construction Nest Surveys and Impact Avoidance Measures for Migratory and 
Nesting Birds. Pre-construction nest surveys for nesting birds shall be conducted prior to any 
construction activities that will occur during the breeding period (from February 1 through August 31). 
Additional specifications include:   

• Coverage area to include the project site or other work areas and a 500-foot buffer; 

• At least two pre-construction surveys, separated by a minimum 10-day interval; the second 
survey to be no more than 10 days before construction starts.  Additional follow-up surveys may 
be required if periods of construction inactivity exceed one week in any given area; 

• Reporting on survey results prior to start of construction;  

• A 330-foot radius buffer zone surrounding the nests where no impacts to soils or vegetation will 
be permitted while the nest remains active.  For any active raptor nests or bat maternity roosts, 
the flagged buffer zone/avoidance area shall be a 1200-foot radius surrounding the nest or roost 
site.  This protected area surrounding the nest may be adjusted by the Designated Biologist in 
consultation with BLM, Riverside County, CDFG, and USFWS; 

• Monitoring of any active nests within or adjacent to the work areas; until nestlings have fledged 
and dispersed.  Activities that might, in the opinion of the Designated Biologist, disturb nesting 
activities shall be prohibited within the buffer zone until such a determination is made; 

• Ongoing breeding-season monitoring of work areas, throughout the construction, O&M, and 
decommissioning phases of the project; and 

• Reporting on nest locations, project activities in the vicinity of nests, and any adjustments to 
buffer areas shall be described and reported in regular monitoring and compliance reports 
described in MM VEG-2. 

MM WIL-4: Burrowing Owl Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Compensation Measures. 
This measure requires pre-construction surveys for burrowing owls; avoidance measures to and buffer 
areas surrounding active burrows; compensation of 19.5 acres of land for each burrowing owl or 
breeding pair that is displaced by construction (may be “nested” within compensation lands, per MM 
VEG-6); and passive relocation of burrowing owls, outside the nesting season only.   

MM WIL-5: Golden Eagle Pre-construction and Construction Phase Surveys. The project owner 
shall contract with a qualified ornithologist to conduct winter season and nesting season surveys of 
golden eagle habitat use in Chuckwalla Valley and surrounding mountains within a 10-mile radius of the 
project site and gen-tie alignment, beginning in winter 2011-12, continuing throughout the construction 
phase of the project.  Survey methods for the inventory shall be either ground-based or helicopter-based, 
as described in the Golden Eagle Technical Guidance (Pagel et al., 2010) or more current guidance from 
the USFWS. If an occupied nest is detected within 10 miles of the project site or gen-tie line alignment, 
the project Owner shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the 
duration of construction to ensure that project construction activities do not result in injury or 
disturbance to golden eagles.  The Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of 
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adaptive management actions, to include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that 
are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance. 

MM WIL-6: Bird and Bat Conservation Plan. This measure requires that the project owner prepare 
and implement a Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (formerly titled Avian and Bat Protection Plan) in 
consultation with the USFWS.  This Draft BBCS was prepared in anticipation of MM WIL-6, to conform to 
the recommendations of the USFWS (2010b).   

 

7.0 MONITORING AND REPORTING 

7.1 BIRD AND BAT MONITORING REQUIREMENTS OF THE DEIS 

Several of the mitigation measures summarized above specify monitoring and reporting requirements. 
The appointed Designated Biologist will be responsible for monitoring and reporting on biological 
resources for project activities, beginning during pre-construction surveys and continuing through the 
construction, O&M, and decommissioning project phases. Specific monitoring requirements related to 
bird and bat conservation are the following:  

MM VEG-2. The Designated Biologists will report all special-status species observations to the CNDDB 
and include scopes of these reports in monthly or quarterly monitoring reports, and immediately report 
any dead or injured listed threatened or endangered species to the Wildlife Agencies. 

MM WIL-3. The Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor shall monitor bird nests located during pre-
construction surveys until nestlings have fledged and dispersed; shall monitor work areas, including 
active work areas, throughout the breeding season each year, throughout the construction, O&M, and 
decommissioning phases of the project; and nest locations, project activities in the vicinity of nests, and 
any adjustments to buffer areas shall be described and reported in regular monitoring and compliance 
reports. 

MM WIL-4. If burrowing owls are passively relocated, the relocation plan will include a monitoring and 
reporting component. 

MM WIL-5. Annual monitoring of breeding season and winter season golden eagle activity within a 
10-mile radius of the project site and gen-tie alignment, beginning in winter 2011-12 and continuing 
throughout the construction phase of the project. The intent of this monitoring will be to expand the 
existing baseline data and document local golden eagle activity during throughout the period when 
construction activity may affect nesting or wintering golden eagle behavior.  MM WIL-5 also requires 
monitoring and adaptive management if an occupied nest is detected within 10 miles of the project site 
or gen-tie line alignment.  

7.2 DESERT HARVEST BIRD AND BAT MONITORING APPROACH AND 
STRATEGY  

enXco will implement avian and bat monitoring programs consistent with the mitigation measures, 
summarized above, as follows:  

Construction and decommissioning phase nest monitoring. enXco will contract with a qualified 
biologist to prepare and implement a nest monitoring plan for any bird nests within the project footprint 
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or the surrounding 500 foot buffer area, during nesting seasons during the construction or 
decommissioning phases of the project. For burrowing owls, the monitoring plan will apply to active 
burrows year-around during the construction or decommissioning phases. enXco will document the 
results of nest and burrow monitoring, including the locations and species of all nests located during 
field surveys, any buffer areas or other protection measures taken for each nest, and the outcome for 
each nest (e.g., nest abandonment, predation, or date of fledging). These results will be compiled in 
regular monitoring reports and provided to the USFWS.  

O&M phase nest monitoring. enXco will contract with a qualified biologist to prepare and implement 
a monitoring plan to evaluate bird nesting activity within the project area or on the gen-tie alignment 
during the O&M phase of the project. The purpose of the nest monitoring will be to determine which 
species (if any) use the project facility for nesting, which specific structures (e.g., support framework 
beneath PV panels, other structures on the site, or open ground among panels) are used as nest sites, 
and whether the project components attract birds to unsuitable or hazardous nest sites.  

O&M phase mortality monitoring. enXco will contract with a qualified biologist to prepare and 
implement a monitoring plan to evaluate bird and bat mortality within the project site. Examples of 
potential bird or bat hazards include, but are not limited to, striking the PV panels or other project 
components, and entanglement in netting at the evaporation pond.  

Golden eagle activity. The USFWS has recommended that enXco obtain 3 years of nesting season and 
winter season golden eagle activity data for a 10-mile radius area surrounding the project site.  To date, 
enXco has obtained 2010 breeding season data in the area from the Desert Sunlight EIS (BLM 2011b) 
and supporting documents. No winter or breeding season data on golden eagle activity were collected in 
the area during 2011. The Desert Sunlight project owner is required by Mitigation Measure WIL-6 of the 
Desert Sunlight FEIS, to obtain breeding season golden eagle activity over the same area each year 
throughout the active construction phase for that project. These data sets will provide breeding season 
golden eagle activity for the 2012 and 2013 breeding season throughout the recommended 10-mile 
radius surrounding the DHSP site.  

enXco will contract with a qualified golden eagle biologist to conduct winter season surveys for golden 
eagle activity in a 10-mile radius of the Desert Harvest project site. Surveys will begin in December 2011 
and continue over an 8-week period. During each survey all accessible roads in the study area will be 
traveled via automobile, with random stops to check the horizon for eagles with binoculars and high 
powered scopes. All transmission line towers and pole lines in the study area will also checked on each 
survey, as well as all historic cliff nest territories.  

These surveys, in combination with the Desert Sunlight nesting season data from 2010 and 2012 will 
serve as the baseline golden eagle data for both projects. enXco anticipates that project construction, 
and construction-phase golden eagle activity monitoring, will be underway by winter 2012. At that 
point, continued monitoring will be implemented, consistent with the requirements of Mitigation 
Measure WIL-5.  

enXco confirms its commitment to conduct a winter non-nesting survey in 2011-2012. Beyond that, 
enXco understands there to be four projects in the Chuckwalla Valley that are studying essentially the 
same foraging and nesting area for golden eagles. The Desert Sunlight project must conduct two 
additional breeding-season surveys, for example, and the eastern portions of those surveys overlap with 
the Palen project’s golden eagle surveys. enXco will coordinate with the USFWS to  assess golden eagle 
occurrence throughout the area, and to evaluate effects of the DHSP. Future surveys will be scheduled 
to avoid duplication of effort and to minimize disturbance to golden eagles.  
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8.0 ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT 
enXco will implement adaptive management measures during the O&M project phase as appropriate to 
minimize risks to birds and bats. There is no available baseline data regarding bird or bat mortality at 
industrial scale PV solar plants in the California desert. enXco will coordinate with USFWS, BLM, and 
CDFG to review the project’s monitoring data and establish thresholds for implementation of adaptive 
management measures.  

The primary potential for risk to birds and bats during project O&M are likely to be mortality or injury by 
striking PV panels, and nest failure that may result if nests are built on project components (e.g., PV 
panel support structures) that become vulnerable to disturbance during maintenance or other project 
activities.  

Examples of potential adaptive management measures that may be taken include the following: 

 Installation of visual screening on the perimeter fence, to minimize that likelihood that shrubland 
birds and bats would be attracted into the facility; 

 Modifications to support structures or other facilities to exclude nesting birds (e.g., netting or 
shielding around framework; capping open pipes or tubing);  

 Seasonal modifications to panel washing and maintenance schedules, or pre-washing inspections, to 
prevent damage to bird nests; or 

 Visual or auditory deterrents to prevent birds or bats from accessing evaporation ponds or netting 
over the ponds.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

enXco proposes to develop the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) on 1,208 acres of public lands 
administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in unincorporated Riverside County, 
approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center, California (Figure 1; all figures are in Appendix A). The 
BLM and the County of Riverside are reviewing the Project, pursuant to the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) and California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (BLM 2011a).  

This Integrated Weed Management Plan (IWMP) describes the proposed DHSP Project activities and 
components that may facilitate weed infestations; summarizes baseline data regarding weeds in the 
project vicinity; assesses potential risks that weeds may pose to natural resources values on the project 
site and in the surrounding area that could result from project construction, operation, and 
decommissioning; and describes monitoring and control measures to be implemented to minimize those 
risks.  

Throughout this IWMP, the word “weed” is used to include any non-native plant that may interfere with 
natural resource values on the DHSP site or on surrounding lands. The most important effect of weeds 
on natural resources is invasion into natural habitats. Invasive weeds can displace native species, 
supplant food plants or other wildlife habitat elements (e.g., cover), alter natural habitat structure and 
ecological function, alter natural wildfire patterns, or displace special-status plant occurrences and 
habitat (Zouhar et al. 2008; Lovich and Bainbridge 1999).  Due to this damage to habitat and natural 
systems, these plants are considered “weeds” or “pest plants” when they invade natural landscapes 
(Bossard et al. 2000).  The spread of invasive plants is an important threat to biological resources in the 
California desert.  Human activities, including the proposed DHSP, can affect weed distribution and 
abundance in two ways: they can introduce new weed species to an area, and they can facilitate 
propagation and spread of weeds already present. 

Weeds and pest plants addressed in this IWMP will not be limited to “noxious weeds” as designated by 
federal and state agencies. Instead, weeds are defined here to include any species of non-native plants 
identified on the weed lists of the California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA), the California 
Invasive Plant Council (Cal IPC), or of special concern identified by BLM. In addition, any non-native 
species found on the site that has not been evaluated for its potential to invade or alter surrounding 
natural lands will be considered a weed for purposes of IWMP implementation.  

Numerous invasive weeds have already become widespread throughout the Colorado Desert and for 
some invasive species the prevention of further spread is impracticable.  Examples of these species 
include Mediterranean split grass (Schismus spp.), Russian thistle (Salsola tragus), and Saharan mustard 
(Brassica tournefortii).  Others (e.g., saltcedar, Tamarix ramosissima) are damaging to specific habitat 
types but pose little or no threat to widespread upland desert habitat. 

Within the project study area, the overall prevalence of invasive species is low, generally consistent with 
undisturbed desert bajadas and uplands throughout the region.  Invasive plant species that have been 
found on the solar facility site and in the surrounding areas include Mediterranean split grass, red brome 
(Bromus madritensis ssp. rubens), redstem filaree (Erodium cicutarium), Saharan mustard, London 
rocket (Sisymbrium irio), and Russian thistle. 

1.1 Integrated Weed Management Plan Objectives 

Weed management objectives for DHSP include the following: 
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Prevention. This IWMP seeks to prevent weeds already present on the site from becoming larger or 
more persistent infestations, and to prevent new weeds from becoming established on the site.  

Detection/identification. The monitoring measures described in this plan are designed to identify weed 
infestations for further control efforts.  

Control. Control strategies will be based on the potential threat of any given infestation. Control 
strategy will be based on the threat posed by a given weed species, and the location, abundance and 
extent of the infestation.  For each infestation, potential control strategies are: 

 Eradication. This control objective is to eliminate all individuals of a particular species within a 
specified area. This will be the goal for weed species that are new to the area (i.e., unknown threat) 
or known species posing (1) significant environmental concern; and (2) not already widespread in 
surrounding landscapes. 

 Suppression. This objective will be selected for weed species and populations already widespread 
throughout the region and common on disturbed soils. The objective will be to reduce infestation 
density and minimize seed production and the threat for off-site spread; but not necessarily to 
reduce the total area or boundary of the infestation. This strategy will apply to many widely 
distributed, high-density weeds where eradication is not feasible. 

 Containment. This objective will be aimed at preventing infestation expansion and spread, and may 
be conducted with or without any attempt to reduce infestation density. Containment focuses on 
halting spread until suppression or eradication can be implemented, and is practical only to the 
extent that the spread of seeds or vegetative propagules can be prevented. 

 

2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The proposed DHSP is a 150-megawatt solar photovoltaic (PV) renewable energy generating facility and 
associated generation interconnection (gen-tie) line. The DHSP solar generation facility would be located 
on BLM-administered land north of Desert Center in Riverside County, and the 12-mile gen-tie line 
would primarily be on BLM land, with approximately one mile total located on Metropolitan Water 
District land and Riverside County land. The DHSP has a minimum expected lifetime of 30 years, with an 
opportunity of 50 years or more with equipment replacement, repowering, and an extension of the 
applicable permits, approvals and authorizations for the DHSP. Detailed descriptions of the proposed 
DHSP and alternatives can be found in Chapter 2 of the project’s Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(DEIS). A detailed description of the habitats found at the site and along the proposed and alternative 
gen-tie routes can be found in Chapter 3.3 of the DEIS. Figure 2 identifies the project site, the proposed 
gen-tie (Alternative B) and alternative routes, and the vicinity of the project area. Figures 3 and 4 
identify the distribution of vegetation at the project site and gen-tie routes, respectively.  

 

3.0 KNOWN AND POTENTIAL WEED OCCURRENCES 

Within the project study area, the overall prevalence of invasive plant species is low, generally 
consistent with undisturbed desert bajadas and uplands throughout the region.  Invasive plant species 
that have been found on the solar facility site and in the surrounding areas include Mediterranean split 
grass, red brome, redstem filaree, Saharan mustard, London rocket, and Russian thistle. Appendix B 
contains a summary of the invasive plant species found on site, and treatment schedule, control options, 
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and impacts to native vegetation and wildlife for each species. These and other invasive species with 
potential of occurring on the site now or in the future are listed in Table 1.  

Table 1 presents threat rankings for each species as assigned by the CDFA and by Cal IPC (as applicable). 
Species were selected for inclusion in the table based on occurrence on or around the DHSP site and 
gen-tie alignments, or from comparable upland bajada habitats of the broader Colorado Desert region in 
California.   

Two CDFA Class C weeds (Russian thistle and Mediterranean split grass) occur on the site and 
throughout the local area. No CDFA Class A or Class B weeds have been documented on the site.  

BLM Risk Assessment guidelines recommend ranking risks according to (1) likelihood that a weed will 
spread to the project site, and (2) consequences of its establishment on the site.  

BLM’s recommended assessment of the first factor (likelihood of spread to the site) range from “none” 
to “high,” based on occurrence and abundance in the surrounding area. However, these guidelines do 
not account for potential weed introduction via vehicle traffic from outside a project the area, and 
therefore do not address the most likely vector for weed introduction onto the DHSP site. For most 
weed species below, the likelihood of spread to the project site from adjacent areas is low or none (the 
only exceptions are those species already occurring on the DHSP site). However, any of these species, as 
well as species of unknown threat, could be spread to the project area by vehicle traffic during project 
construction, operation, or decommissioning. The most likely vector would be via seed or rhizomes that 
may be caught in the undercarriages of construction equipment.  

Similarly, the BLM guidelines addressing consequences of establishment primarily refer to on-site 
consequences. These guidelines appear to address local habitat or range improvement projects, rather 
than land use conversions to renewable energy facilities. Whereas many weed infestations could 
degrade a range project, most weed infestations would have only minimal consequences for the solar 
facility. For the DHSP project, the most important consequences of any potential weed infestation is the 
likelihood that infestations may spread off the site and into surrounding natural landscapes, possibly 
including designated critical habitat for desert tortoise, or into Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP).   

Due to the general inapplicability of the BLM guidelines to renewable energy land use conversion, the 
descriptions of likelihood of occurrence at the DHSP and consequences of occurrence/spread in Table 1 
are based upon field experience on the site and throughout the Colorado Desert in California, rather 
than the BLM’s recommended risk assessment methodology.  

Human activities such as transportation and trade provide a constant source of new exotic species into 
California, including the Colorado Desert region, and serve to disperse exotic species already established 
into new areas. We cannot predict what new weed species might become problematic on the DHSP site 
or the surrounding area in coming decades. Therefore, the monitoring section of this IWMP includes 
measures to identify and control (generally by eradication) any non-native species new to the area that 
may be discovered on the site.   
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Table 1. Weeds of the Chuckwalla Valley Area.  

Weed Species 
Habitats, Range, and 
Control Notes  Rankings 

Likelihood of 
Occurrence at DHSP 

Consequences of 
occurrence/ spread 

Alhagi pseudalhagi 
Camel thorn 

Widespread in California, 
many habitats, generally 
controlled by eradication 
efforts but new infestation 
sources are abundant in 
surrounding states  

CDFA: A 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: B/B/B 

Currently low, but may be 
introduced via vehicles or 
other vectors from 
surrounding areas; 
potential to colonize and 
infest in periodically mesic 
places (e.g., evaporation 
pond margins, leaking 
tanks) 

Unknown likelihood of 
spread in arid bajada 
soils; high potential 
resource damage. 

Avena spp.  
Wild oat 

Widespread and abundant 
in W Calif.; less common 
in deserts; new 
introductions are probably 
chronic in region; spread 
limited in low desert by 
soils and climate 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: B/B/A 

High (generally in low 
numbers) 

Low likelihood for spread, 
low consequences from 
low-level infestations 

Brassica 
tournefortii 
Saharan mustard 

Widespread and abundant 
in Calif. deserts; common 
in interior valleys (e.g., W 
Riverside Co.); especially 
invasive in open sands 
and in disturbed soils 
(including natural 
disturbance) 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: High 
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: A/A/B 

Occurs on the site and 
throughout the region 

Minimal consequence for 
chronic low-density 
infestation; high-density 
infestation could cause 
further invasion in local 
naturally disturbed soils 
such as washes and 
windblown sand.  

Brassica spp., 
Other non-native 
mustards 

Widespread and abundant 
in W Calif.; less common 
in deserts; new 
introductions are probably 
chronic in region; spread 
limited in low desert by 
soils and climate 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate-
High 
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: vary by 
species 

High (generally in low 
numbers) 

Low likelihood for spread, 
low consequences from 
low-level infestations 

Bromus 
madritensis  ssp.  
rubens 
Red brome 

Ubiquitous and often 
abundant or dominant 
throughout region and 
throughout most of Calif.  

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: High 
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: A/B/A 

Occurs on the site and 
throughout the region 

Minimal consequence for 
chronic low-density 
infestation; high-density 
infestation could cause 
further invasion in 
surrounding habitat  

Bromus spp.  
Other non-native 
brome grasses 

Widespread and abundant 
in W Calif. or at higher 
elev. or latitude in deserts; 
new introductions are 
probably chronic in region; 
spread limited in low 
desert by soils and climate 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate-
High 
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: vary by 
species 

High (generally in low 
numbers) 

Low likelihood for spread, 
low consequences from 
low-level infestations 

Centaurea 
melitensis, C. 
solstitalis 
Annual star-thistles 

Widespread and abundant 
in W Calif.; new 
introductions are probably 
chronic in region; spread 
may be limited in low 
desert by soils and climate 

CDFA: varies  by 
species  
Cal IPC: Moderate-
High 
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: B/B/B 

Moderate (periodic 
introductions are likely; 
potential for localized 
establishment in low 
density infestations) 

Probably minimal 
consequence for low-
density infestation; high-
density infestation could 
cause further invasion in 
surrounding habitat 
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Table 1. Weeds of the Chuckwalla Valley Area.  

Weed Species 
Habitats, Range, and 
Control Notes  Rankings 

Likelihood of 
Occurrence at DHSP 

Consequences of 
occurrence/ spread 

Cynodon dactylon 
Bermuda grass 

Widespread and abundant 
in much of Calif.; new 
introductions are probably 
chronic in region; in 
deserts, requires mesic 
soil conditions  

CDFA: C 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: B/B/B 

Moderate (periodic 
introductions are likely; 
potential for localized 
establishment in 
periodically mesic places 
such as evaporation pond 
margins, leaking tanks) 

Potential for spread off-
site along road margins; 
spread limited by well-
drained soils and arid 
climate 

Erodium cicutarium 
Redstem filaree; 
crane’s bill 

Ubiquitous and often 
abundant or dominant 
throughout region and 
throughout most of S Calif. 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Limited  
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: C/C/A  

Occurs on the site and 
throughout the region 

Minimal consequence for 
chronic low-density 
infestation; high-density 
infestation could cause 
further invasion in 
surrounding habitat 

Halogeton 
glomeratus 
Halogeton 

Widspread in arid regions 
of Calif and other western 
states; apparently 
spreading; to date, 
generally not invasive on 
well-drained bajada soils 

CDFA: A 
Cal IPC: Moderate  
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: B/A/B 

Moderate (periodic 
introductions are likely; 
potential for localized 
establishment in 
periodically mesic places 
such as evaporation pond 
margins, leaking tanks) 

Potential for spread off-
site along road margins; 
spread limited by well-
drained soils and arid 
climate 

Hirschfeldia 
geniculata 
Summer mustard; 
short-pod mustard 

Widespread and often 
abundant throughout 
much of Calif., including 
deserts;  

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: B/B/A 
 
 

High (not reported on site, 
but expected in 
surrounding area and 
likely to be introduced to 
the site) 

Minimal consequence for 
low-density infestation; 
high-density infestation 
could cause further 
invasion in surrounding 
habitat 

Hordeum spp.  
Hare barley, 
Mediterranean 
barley 

Widespread and often 
abundant throughout 
much of Calif.; less 
invasive in well-drained 
desert bajadas 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate  
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: B/B/A 

High (periodic 
introductions are likely; 
potential for localized 
establishment on 
roadsides or periodically 
mesic places such as 
evaporation pond 
margins, leaking tanks) 

Potential for spread off-
site along road margins; 
spread limited by well-
drained soils and arid 
climate 

Pennisetum 
setaceum 
Fountain grass 

Widely planted as an 
ornamental, and spreading 
throughout S. Calif . in 
surrounding habitats 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate  
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: B/B/B  

High (periodic 
introductions are likely; 
ongoing potential for 
establishment on the site) 

High; actively spreading 
in low desert region 
surrounding areas of 
persistent sources, e.g., 
Coachella Valley  

Salsola spp.  
Russian thistle, 
tumbleweed 

Widespread and often 
abundant throughout 
much of Calif.; including 
deserts  

CDFA: C 
Cal IPC: Limited-
Moderate  
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: varies 
by species  

Occurs on the site and 
throughout the region 

Minimal consequence for 
chronic low-density 
infestation; high-density 
infestation could cause 
further invasion in 
surrounding habitat 

Schismus spp.  
Mediterranean 
grass, split grass 

Widespread and often 
abundant throughout 
much of Calif.; including 
deserts 

CDFA: C 
Cal IPC: Limited  
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: B/C/A  

Occurs on the site and 
throughout the region 

Minimal consequence for 
chronic low-density 
infestation; high-density 
infestation could cause 
further invasion in 
surrounding habitat 
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Table 1. Weeds of the Chuckwalla Valley Area.  

Weed Species 
Habitats, Range, and 
Control Notes  Rankings 

Likelihood of 
Occurrence at DHSP 

Consequences of 
occurrence/ spread 

Sisymbrium irio 
London rocket   

Widespread and often 
common throughout much 
of Calif.; less common in 
deserts, mainly in 
seasonally slightly mesic  
or shaded sites  

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate 
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: B/B/A 

Occurs on the site and 
throughout the region; 
shaded areas and 
increased moisture 
(through dust control, etc.) 
likely to cause increased 
densities 

Minimal consequence for 
chronic low-density 
infestation; high-density 
infestation could cause 
further invasion in 
surrounding habitat 

Stipa capensis 
(=Achnatherum 
capensis) 
Cape ricegrass, 
various other 
common names 

Established in western 
Coachella Valley, 
apparently spreading 
rapidly in that area 

CDFA: n/a 
Cal IPC: Moderate  
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: B/B/D 

High (periodic 
introductions are likely; 
ongoing potential for 
establishment on the site) 

High; actively spreading 
in low desert region) 

Tamarix spp.  
Tamarisk, 
saltcedar 

Widespread and strongly 
invasive in riparian 
habitats throughout 
California and 
southwestern desert 
regions 

CDFA: B 
Cal IPC: Limited-
High  
Impacts/ 
Invasiveness/ 
Distribution: varies 
by species 

High (seed introductions 
likely to be constant; 
potential for establishment 
in periodically mesic 
places such as 
evaporation pond 
margins, leaking tanks 

Moderate; already 
widespread in deserts, 
but any new persisting 
seed source can become 
source of further invasion 
into natural riparin 
habitats 

Tribulus terrestris 
Puncture vine 

Widespread, especially 
roadsides, disturbed sites, 
and agricultural lands 

CDFA: C 
Cal IPC: n/a   

High (periodic 
introductions are likely; 
ongoing potential for 
establishment on the site) 

Moderate; apparently 
adapted to regional 
soils/climate, though may 
require additional water 

California Department of Food and Agriculture ratings (CDFA 2011):  

A: Eradication, containment, rejection, or other holding action at the state-county level. Quarantine interceptions to be rejected or 
treated at any point in the state;  

B: Eradication, containment, control or other holding action at the discretion of the commissioner;  

C: State endorsed holding action and eradication only when found in nursery; action to retard spread outside of nurseries at the 
discretion of the commissioner—reject only when found in a crop seed for planting or at the discretion of the commissioner  

Cal-IPC ratings: (Cal-IPC 2006): 

High: These species have severe ecological impacts on physical processes, plant and animal communities, and vegetation 
structure. Their reproductive biology and other attributes are conducive to moderate to high rates of dispersal and establishment. 
Most are widely distributed. 

Moderate:  These species have substantial and apparent—but generally not severe—ecological impacts on physical processes, 
plant and animal communities, and vegetation structure. Their reproductive biology and other attributes are conducive to 
moderate to high rates of dispersal, although establishment is generally dependent on ecological disturbance. Ecological 
amplitude and distribution may range from limited to widespread. 

Limited: These species are invasive but their ecological impacts are minor on a statewide level or there was not enough 
information to justify a higher score. Their reproductive biology and other attributes result in low to moderate rates of 
invasiveness. Ecological amplitude and distribution are generally limited, but these species may be locally persistent and 
problematic. 
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4.0 DESIGNATED BIOLOGIST RESPONSIBILITIES 

The Designated Biologist, to be designated by the project owner (per Mitigation Measure [MM] Veg-1) 
will be responsible for managing and implementing weed monitoring and control efforts, as follows:  

 Scheduling all vehicle and weed monitoring for all project components; 

 Verify that vehicle inspections are conducted properly and completely; 

 Review planting materials, erosion control materials, and other materials to ensure weed-free 
certification; 

 Ensuring that each person assigned to monitoring for weeds is qualified in plant identification;  

 Managing weed monitoring data;  

 Prioritizing and implementing control efforts; 

 Communicating with the project owner and resource agencies regarding weed management 
needs and priorities; and 

 Preparing and submitting reports.  

 

5.0 PREVENTION 

Prevention or minimization of weed introduction and establishment will be implemented as follows:  

Project Design and Construction. The extent of soil disturbance will be limited to the fenced project 
area and the minimum necessary area at each gen-tie tower, pull site, or other work area (per MM VEG-
4).  

Worker Environmental Training. Weed management will be incorporated as a part of mandatory 
training for all contractors, subcontractors, inspection personnel, construction managers, construction 
personnel, groundskeepers, maintenance personnel, and all individuals bringing vehicles or equipment 
onto the site during construction, operations, and decommissioning phases of the project. Training will 
include an explanation of the importance of weed management for natural resource values; specific 
requirements for vehicle washing; and other applicable measures to prevent the introduction and 
spread of weeds. Training will be incorporated into the project’s Worker Environmental Awareness 
Program, as required by Mitigation Measure MM VEG-3.  

Project workers will be required to inspect their clothing, shoes, and personal equipment, before 
arriving on the site, and to remove and dispose of weed seed and plant parts. The material will be 
bagged for disposal in a landfill. 

Vehicle Wash Station. Vehicle ingress and egress will be limited to specific sites. All vehicles and heavy 
equipment entering the project area for the first time will be washed to eliminate or minimize 
introduction of weed seeds. In addition, any vehicle that has been operated off of paved roads or 
parking areas off the site (e.g., to shuttle workers or deliver materials and supplies) will be washed 
before re-entering the site. Vehicles delivering materials or personnel to a designated parking or 
laydown area will not require washing; however, these designated parking and laydown areas will be 
subject to weed monitoring and control (Sections 6 and 7, below).  
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An on-site wash station will be provided for most vehicle washing, near the entrance to the project site 
at Kaiser Road. Off-site washing may be acceptable only under the following conditions: 

 The driver certifies that the vehicle has been fully washed, including the undercarriage, tires, 
insides of fenders, and other areas where mud or debris may collect, and that the interior has 
been swept or vacuumed; 

 The driver provides a receipt or other verification of off-site washing; 

 The vehicle is inspected on-site by a Biological Monitor (MM VEG-1) to confirm no accumulated 
mud or debris, or other material.  

All vehicles arriving from off-site locations will be required to stop for inspection. Vehicles that have not 
been washed off-site will be washed before entering the site. Vehicles that were washed off-site but 
which appear to the inspector to have accumulations of mud or debris on the vehicle or equipment that 
could harbor weed seeds will be required to be washed again before entering the site. Heavy equipment 
entering the site on trailers must also be washed. The Biological Monitor will ensure that vehicles and 
equipment are free of soil and debris capable of transporting weed seeds, roots, or rhizomes before the 
vehicles and equipment are allowed to use access roads.  

The wash station will be constructed with either a concrete wash pad or a completely cleared and 
compacted soil or gravel pad. Silt fencing, weed-free certified hay bales, or other means of trapping 
wash water, sediment, seeds, and other debris will be installed around the perimeter of the wash 
station. The wash station’s location and proposed containment methods will be reviewed and approved 
by BLM prior to putting it into use.  

Vehicles will be washed with high-pressure water equipment, concentrating on tracks, tires, and the 
undercarriage, including axles, frame, cross members, motor mounts, and on undersides of fenders, 
steps, running boards, and front bumper/brush guard assemblies. Vehicle cabs will be swept or 
vacuumed and refuse will be disposed of in covered waste receptacles. Sediment accumulated from the 
washing area will be shoveled out regularly and placed in sealed containers for disposal in a landfill. If 
removal requirements exceed the capability of the wash station, equipment will be washed elsewhere 
before being allowed on the site. 

A current written log of on-site vehicle washing and verification/inspection of off-site vehicle washing 
will be kept on the project site throughout the construction, operations, and decommissioning project 
phases.  Electronic copies of the wash logs will be submitted with the annual reports (Section 8).  

Weed-Free Materials. Any plant materials (such as hay bales, wattles, or other erosion control 
materials) brought onto the site shall be certified weed free. Any seed used in revegetation efforts or for 
erosion control will be certified weed free, and will consist only of plant species native to the Chuckwalla 
Valley. Additional products such as gravel, sand bags, silt fences, and mulch may also carry weeds. Such 
products will be obtained from suppliers who can provide weed free certified materials. Where feasible, 
mulch used for erosion control will be generated from native vegetation cleared from the site itself. The 
Designated Biologist will be responsible for checking deliveries and confirming certification of all 
materials. 

Revegetation. enXco will reestablish soil stability and vegetation on temporarily disturbed sites by 
preparing and implementing a  Vegetation Resources Management Plan (described in MM VEG-5). 
Reclamation, revegetation, or restoration shall occur on all temporarily disturbed areas, including, but 
not limited to, temporary access roads, construction work temporary lay-down areas, and staging areas. 
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6.0 MONITORING 

6.1 Weed Identification, Mapping, and Data Management 

Effective monitoring for weed infestations necessitates accurate identifications of weeds, and accurate 
distinction among native and non-native species, during early growth (i.e., before the plants set seed, to 
allow for early control or eradication). All weed monitoring will be conducted by a biologist familiar with 
the regional flora and familiar with seedling and early vegetative growth forms of regional weeds (Table 
1) and common native species. All monitoring reports will include comprehensive species lists of all 
native and non-native species observed in the survey area. Any species not recognized in the field will be 
collected and identified using regional identification manuals (e.g., Baldwin et al 2002). Botanists will 
make pressed specimens of seedling, early-flowering, and mature samples of native and non-native 
species for further reference. Any species not readily identifiable using regional identification manuals 
will be preserved as a labeled specimen and forwarded to a recognized herbarium for identification by 
experts.   

For certain weed species already known from the project site, or that are ubiquitous in the region, 
infestations will be recorded where the density and extent is greater (based on visual estimation) than 
baseline abundance in the surrounding natural landscape. This will apply only to the following 5 species 
(see Table 1): 

 Saharan mustard 

 Red brome 

 Redstem filaree 

 Russian thistle (tumbleweed) 

 Mediterranean grass (split grass)  

Baseline abundance will vary from year to year, depending on rainfall. Surveys to date have not 
identified any infestations at the project site that exceed the density and extent of those on surrounding 
lands; however, because of the potential for baseline abundance to vary, the Designated Biologist and 
qualified monitors will develop brief guidelines to estimate baseline abundance for each seasonal 
monitoring period. For all other non-native species, every occurrence documented during monitoring 
efforts will be recorded and targeted for follow-up control.  

The locations of all weed infestations noted during monitoring efforts will be documented using hand-
held global positioning system (GPS) units, and short descriptions of the location, extent, abundance, 
and phenology of each weed species (if known) will be recorded. Locations of any species (other than 
the 5 above), including any species not previously known from the site will also be flagged in the field to 
enable precise control efforts or other follow-up measures (see Section 7). All monitoring data will be 
retained and managed by the Designated Biologist in a spreadsheet or other data management 
software, along with follow-up data regarding control efforts, and follow-up monitoring.   
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6.2 Scheduling and Field Methods 

Monitoring for weeds will be conducted throughout the entire project area, including the solar gene-
rator site (including all ancillary facilities, parking areas, administrative sites, and other related facilities); 
the off-site administration building and adjacent project-related facilities; all linear project components 
(gen-tie line; underground infrastructure connection between southern and northern PV generation 
fields); and throughout a 100-foot buffer area in any undisturbed lands adjacent to any project area.  

Monitoring will be conducted twice annually throughout the construction, operations, and decommis-
sioning phases of the project, and for a minimum 3-year period following decommissioning, or until any 
high-priority target weed species have been effectively controlled or eradicated. Complete weed-
monitoring surveys will be conducted once in early spring (February or March) to detect winter-
germinating species before they set seed; and once in late summer or early fall, to detect summer-
germinating species. Depending on timing and amount of annual rainfall on the site (per the data 
collected at the on-site meteorological station) survey schedules may be adjusted or suspended, based 
on recommendation of the Designated Biologist and written agreement of BLM, California Department 
of Fish and Game (CDFG), and US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS).  

Full-coverage weed monitoring of the project area will be conducted by walking over all access routes, 
parking areas, lay-down areas, or other disturbed areas (including internal roads throughout the site, 
the gen-tie line access route, the Kaiser Road right-of-way (ROW) on the underground infrastructure 
connection between the two solar generator areas, and the off-site administrative building) and 
throughout a 100-foot buffer in natural lands surrounding the sites.  Special emphasis will be given to 
areas vulnerable to colonization including: roadsides, soil stockpiles, wash stations; previously disturbed 
areas, areas of prior weed infestation, areas near known weed infestations, and all areas with disturbed 
soils.   

Along the project’s linear features, and in the buffer areas surrounding project areas, monitors will also 
record locations of special status plant occurrences or any other biological resources where herbicide 
application would be inappropriate.  

In addition, the Designated Biologist or other qualified Biological Monitor (per MM VEG-1) will 
periodically monitor all water sources or other wet areas on the site to check for water leaks and to 
determine if any weeds have become established. These areas will include, but will not be limited to:  

 Water tanks; 

 Storage and evaporation ponds;  

 Roadsides where dust control water may collect; 

 Water pipelines on the ground surface;  

 Wells and associated facilities; 

 Bathrooms, eating areas, wash stations, or any other sites where workers may use water.  

Monitoring of these sites will be conducted monthly at minimum, and records of each monitoring date 
and results will be maintained in the project data files.  
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7.0 WEED CONTROL 

7.1 Control Strategies and Prioritization 

Weeds will be controlled according to abundance and extent of infestations and potential threat to 
offsite habitat. The control strategy for weeds that are ubiquitous in the region (e.g., red brome, 
redstem filaree, and Saharan mustard) will be suppression, with the objective of maintaining densities 
and extent at or below baseline levels. Strategies for weeds that are actively spreading in the region 
(e.g., Cape ricegrass), species that are strongly invasive in riparian habitats (e.g., saltcedar), or species 
altogether new to the region will be immediate eradication if possible, and containment until eradica-
tion is complete.  

Infestation sites flagged during monitoring (Section 6, above) will be targeted for control as early as 
feasible, to prevent weeds from going to seed, reestablishing their seed bank, and spreading farther. 
Until control is implemented, the infestations will be surrounded by temporary orange vinyl 
construction fencing to prevent vehicles or pedestrians from entering the area and risking further 
spread of the targeted weeds. The Designated Biologist will be responsible for ensuring that temporary 
fencing is in place.  

Specific control measures will be planned and implemented for each infestation. The Designated 
Biologist will review and approve each control measure prior to its implementation.  

Weed infestations on linear project features; in high-traffic areas such as project staging areas, oper-
ating areas; and along access routes shall be high priority for control. Weeds that are common within 
the site and surrounding area will generally be given low priority where they occur in relatively low 
densities or in the interior of the area, distant from surrounding native vegetation. However, these 
infestations will be given higher priority if abundance is high enough to create a significant new 
propagule source that may increase weed infestation densities on adjacent lands.  

7.2 Mechanical Control  

Where weed infestations are small, or where they are adjacent to native vegetation or other sensitive 
biological resources (e.g., the site perimeter or in buffer areas), mechanical control methods will be 
implemented. Mechanical control may be appropriate for any of the three control strategies (suppress, 
contain, or eradicate), depending on the species and extent of the infestation.  

Mechanical control methods include hand pulling of weeds and the use of hand or power tools to 
uproot, girdle, or cut plants. Lever arm tools such as Weed Wrench™ and Root Jack™ may be used to 
pull out woody shrubs such as tamarisk. Hand removal by pulling is appropriate when the plants are 
large enough that they will not break and leave the roots in the soil, where they would be likely to 
resprout. For control of small numbers of rooted woody species, this is the most effective method.  

Hand pulling is less effective for weed species that spread via rhizomes or roots (e.g., Bermuda grass). 
Hoeing or other methods may be effective for these infestations, by carefully avoiding any adjacent 
native plants. Hoeing or other mechanical disturbance should not be used if weeds have set seed, to 
avoid further seed dispersal.  Hoeing works best on patches of small weeds and on weeds that have a 
single root mass. It is less effective on larger weeds that can regenerate from cut roots.  

Power weed-whips can be used for removal of tall annual species (such as Saharan mustard) but they 
should not be used on weeds approaching maturity, unless all cut material is carefully collected and 
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removed from the site. Even seeds that have not matured at the time of cutting can finish maturing on 
the cut material, and then propagate the infestation.  

Any plant material removed by mechanical control methods will be bagged and removed from the site, 
and transported to a landfill in a covered vehicle. No mulch or green waste from weed material will be 
stored or disposed of on the site.  

7.3 Overview of Chemical Control 

Where infestations are too large for effective mechanical control, and are not adjacent to native 
vegetation or other sensitive biological resources, herbicides generally will be used for control. 
Herbicides may be used for any of the three control strategies (suppress, contain, or eradicate), 
depending on the species and extent of the infestation.  

Only certain herbicides are approved for use by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and only 
a subset of these are approved for use on BLM public land in California (Appendix C). This section 
describes the permitting and regulatory requirements relevant for chemical control of invasive weeds, 
the types of herbicides available, general application and handling procedures, specific herbicide 
application methods for pre- and post-emergent control. 

PERMITTING AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS. Contractors applying herbicides must possess 
required permits from the state and Riverside County Agricultural Commissioner (as applicable). Permits 
may contain additional terms and conditions in addition to those described in this plan. Only a State of 
California and federally certified contractor will be permitted to perform herbicide applications. All 
herbicides will be applied in accordance with applicable laws, regulations, and permit stipulations. Only 
herbicides and adjuvants approved by the State of California and federal agency for use on public lands 
will be used within or adjacent to the project site. A list of approved herbicides and adjuvants is 
provided in Appendix C. 

Guidelines for the use of approved herbicides are presented in the Chemical Pest Control Manual (BLM, 
n.d.). These guidelines require submittal of a pesticide use proposal (PUP) and pesticide application 
records (PAR) for the use of herbicides on BLM lands. A sample form required for the submittal of a PUP 
is included in Appendix D and a sample PAR form is included in Appendix E. 

TYPES OF HERBICIDES. Herbicides can be characterized as pre-emergent, post-emergent, selective, and 
non-selective. A pre-emergent herbicide is one that generally controls un-germinated seeds by inhibiting 
germination. Post-emergent herbicides are generally lethal to plants after germination, but not to seeds. 
A few herbicides have both pre- and post-emergent activity. Herbicides can be selective or nonselective. 
If an herbicide is selective, it will affect some species of plants and not others, e.g., monocots (grasses) 
vs. dicots (broadleaf plants). A non-selective herbicide is one that is lethal to any plant species to which 
it is applied. 

Herbicides kill plants through contact or systemic action. Contact herbicides are most effective against 
annual weeds and kill only the plant parts to which the chemical is applied. Systemic herbicides are 
absorbed either by roots or foliar parts of a plant and are then translocated within the plant. Although 
systemic herbicides can be effective against annual and perennial weeds, they are particularly effective 
against established perennial weeds. Pre-emergent herbicides inhibit germination of annuals from seed, 
but generally do not control perennial plants that germinate from bulbs, corms, rhizomes, stolons, or 
other vegetative structures. Common herbicide classes include the following: 
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Dinitroaniline Type: Examples of this class are pendimethalin (Weedgrass™), trifluralin (Treflan™), 
benefin (Balan™), and combinations of these. These herbicides provide for pre-emergence control of 
annual grasses and other annuals. Some of these herbicides should not be applied in temperatures 
above 90 degrees Fahrenheit (°F). All of these herbicides need to be watered into the soil for proper 
activation. Some persist for several months. 

 Dithiopyr (Dimension™): A selective herbicide primarily used for pre-emergence annual grass control in 
established turfgrass. However, it can be used for post emergence control of young grass seedlings. 
Dithiopyr breaks down in soil due to chemical and microbial degradation. 

Glyphosates: The most commonly used post-emergent, non-selective herbicides are in a group called 
glyphosates. Glyphosate (e.g., Rodeo™, Roundup™, and Accord™) is a nonselective, systemic herbicide 
that is effective on many annual and perennial plants. Glyphosate is most effective if the entire plant is 
covered. Glyphosate should not be applied when the temperature exceeds 90°F. Glyphosate has a 
relatively low degree of oral and dermal acute toxicity (EPA 1993). It is considered to be immobile in soil 
and readily degrades by soil microbes. Glyphosate is minimally toxic to birds, fish, aquatic invertebrates, 
and honeybees (EPA 1993). 

APPLICATION AND HANDLING. It is the responsibility of the herbicide user to observe all directions, 
restrictions, and precautions on herbicide labels. Store all herbicides in original containers with labels 
intact and behind locked doors. Keep herbicides out of the reach of children. The following general 
precautions will be implemented for herbicide application: 

 Use herbicides at correct label application rates and intervals to avoid illegal residues or injury 
to plants and animals. 

 Use herbicides carefully to avoid drift or contamination of non-target areas. 

 Surplus herbicides and containers should be disposed of in accordance with label instructions to 
prevent contamination of water and other hazards. 

 Follow directions on the herbicide label regarding restrictions as required by state or federal 
laws and regulations. 

 Avoid any action that may threaten a rare, threatened, or endangered species or its habitat. 

LIMITATIONS. Herbicide applications must follow EPA label instructions. Application of herbicides will be 
suspended when any of the following conditions exists: 

 Wind velocity exceeds 6 miles per hour (mph) during application of liquids or 15 mph during 
application of granular herbicides. 

 Snow or ice covers the foliage of weeds. 

 Precipitation is occurring or is imminent. 

 Air temperatures exceed 90°F. 

TRANSPORT AND MIXING. Herbicides will be transported within the project site with the following 
provisions: 

 Only the quantity needed for that day’s work will be transported at any given time. 
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 Concentrate will be transported in approved containers only and in a manner that will prevent 
tipping or spilling, and in a location that is isolated from the vehicle’s driving compartment, 
food, clothing, and safety equipment. 

 Mixing will occur over a drip-catching device, and at a distance greater than 200 feet from open 
or flowing water, wetlands, or other sensitive resources. No herbicides will be applied at these 
areas unless authorized by appropriate regulatory agencies. 

 Herbicide equipment and containers will be inspected for leaks daily. Disposal of spent 
containers will be in accordance with the herbicide label. 

 During the operations phase of the project, herbicides will be stored only in cabinets of 
approved design and will be under lock and key. 

SPRAY METHODS. Vehicle-mounted sprayers (e.g., handgun, boom, and injector) will be used only in 
open areas that are readily accessible by vehicle. Hand application methods (e.g., backpack spraying) 
that target individual plants will be used to treat small or scattered weed populations or in rough 
terrain. Calibration checks of equipment will be conducted at the beginning of spraying and periodically 
throughout treatment to ensure proper application rates. 

HERBICIDE SPILLS AND CLEANUP. Reasonable precautions will be taken to avoid herbicide spills. In the 
event of a spill, immediate cleanup will be implemented. Contractors will keep spill kits in their vehicles 
and in herbicide storage areas to allow for quick and effective response to spills. The following items are 
to be included in the spill kit: 

 protective clothing and gloves 

 absorptive clay, “kitty litter,” or other commercial adsorbent 

 plastic bags and bucket 

 shovel 

 fiber brush and screw-in handle 

 dust pan 

 caution tape 

 highway flares (use on established roads only) 

 detergent 

Response to herbicide spills will vary with the size and location of the spill, but general procedures 
include the following: 

 traffic control 

 dressing the cleanup team in protective clothing 

 stopping the leaks 

 containing the spilled material 

 cleaning up and removing the spilled herbicide or contaminated adsorptive material and soil 

 transporting the spilled herbicide and contaminated material to an authorized disposal site 
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HERBICIDE APPLICATION METHODS BY PLANT TYPE. Controlling post-emergent herbaceous species:  

 Apply a foliar application of Round-up™ or Rodeo™ on each plant at a minimum rate of 2.5 
percent (plus 2 percent by volume [V/V] of nonionic surfactant). Apply Roundup™ in upland 
areas. Apply Rodeo™ in areas that are in immediate contact with wetlands and/or other water 
bodies. The Designated Biologist will determine the appropriate herbicide to use at each 
location. 

 Provide applications on a spray-to-wet basis with coverage uniform and complete. 

 Avoid contact with established native shrub and grass species. 

 Temporarily discontinue work in the event of gusty winds or winds in excess of 6 mph. 

 Temporarily discontinue in the event of rainfall. 

 Ensure applicators possess current pest control licenses valid in the State of California and wear 
gloves, masks, and long sleeves as protection from chemical injuries. 

 Leave sprayed vegetation undisturbed for 7 days until visible effects of herbicide application are 
present such as wilted and brown foliage. 

 If any seed reached maturity, remove all treated plant materials by placing all noxious weed 
material potentially containing propagules in durable bags. Bags shall be sealed prior to 
transport. Noxious weed material shall be disposed of by covered transport to an appropriate 
landfill. 

Controlling post-emergent woody species:  

 Cut sprouts or woody stems to a height of 12 inches or less above ground and remove all 
aboveground debris for disposal at a suitable landfill. 

 Apply Round-Up™ or Rodeo™ at a 100 percent rate to the cut sprouts or stems within 2 minutes 
of cutting. Use Round-up™ in upland areas. Use Rodeo™ in areas that are in immediate contact 
with wetlands and/or other water bodies. The Designated Biologist will determine the 
appropriate herbicide to use at each location. 

 Cover all loads with a tarpaulin to transport vegetation trimmings. 

 Apply follow-up foliar applications as described in the previous section to stem regrowth that 
occurs after initial control effort. 

 Continue monitoring cut stems for as long as necessary to ensure complete mortality. 

Controlling seed banks with pre-emergent herbicides: 

Pre-emergent herbicides may be used in areas that have repeated infestations of annual weeds, with 
evidence of a persisting seed bank. These areas will be sprayed with pre-emergent herbicides during 
appropriate pre-germination periods. Application will follow the spray application guidelines described 
above for post-emergent herbaceous species.  

7.4 Proposed Herbicide Application  

The primary use of herbicides at the DHSP will be for control of invasive annual herbaceous upland 
weeds expected to propagate on disturbed soils throughout all project facilities. The most common 
annual upland weeds are likely to be Saharan mustard, red brome, redstem filaree, and Mediterranean 
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grass. Herbicide treatment will be utilized within the solar generator site and related facilities, on 
disturbed soils at the gen-tie structures and other work sites (only as compatible with revegetation 
efforts). Herbicides will not be utilized within or adjacent to any undisturbed native vegetation, e.g., 
buffer areas beyond the perimeter of the DHSP site or disturbed work areas, or margins of work sites on 
the gen-tie line. Herbicide treatments conducted on the gen-tie line or at any other location outside the 
project’s desert tortoise exclusion fence would use only the herbicide Glyphosate, which has been 
shown to have low toxicity to test animals.  

The method of herbicide treatment for the control of upland weeds would not be expanded beyond 
those herbicides analyzed in the BLM’s 2007 Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on Bureau of Land 
Management Lands in 17 Western States Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS).  Under 
this alternative, ground applications of herbicides approved for use in California such as Glyphosate-, 
Imzazpyr- or Clopyralid-based herbicides would be used at application rates consistent with the label 
and the 2007 PEIS.  Application methods consistent with the label would be used to treat upland weeds.  
These methods would consist of using a hand held compression sprayer or backpack sprayer.  All 
treatments would be supervised or overseen by a certified pesticide applicator who is knowledgeable in 
plant identification and familiar with proper herbicide application techniques. 

Access to the treatment sites would be by existing roads or new roads to be constructed as a part of the 
DHSP. No additional access routes would be constructed for weed management, and there would be no 
vehicle access off established roads. Herbicide, equipment, and personnel would be brought to 
treatment sites by a truck, van, or car. 

All herbicide application would conform to requirements of DHSP DEIS MMs quoted below:  

Mitigation Measure HZ-1.5 (Use licensed herbicide applicator) requires that: 

“During the construction and operational phases of the project, the contractor or personnel 
applying herbicides shall have all the appropriate State and local herbicide applicator licenses 
and comply with all State and local regulations regarding herbicide use. Herbicides shall be 
mixed and applied in conformance with the product manufacturer’s directions. The herbicide 
applicator shall be equipped with splash protection clothing and gear, chemical resistant gloves, 
chemical spill/splash wash supplies, and material safety data sheets (MSDS) for all hazardous 
materials to be used. To minimize harm to wildlife, vegetation, and waterbodies, herbicides shall 
not be applied directly to wildlife, products identified as non-toxic to birds and small mammals 
shall be used if nests or dens are observed, and herbicides shall not be applied within 50 feet of 
any surface waterbody when water is present. Herbicides shall not be applied if it is raining at 
the site, rain is imminent, or the target area has puddles or standing water. Herbicides shall not 
be applied when wind velocity exceeds 10 miles per hour. If spray is observed to be drifting to a 
non-target location, spraying shall be discontinued until conditions causing the drift have 
abated. 

Prior to any herbicide application, the herbicide applicator shall contact the Environmental 
Monitor to show where work will be done and to receive information/ training about potentially 
sensitive biological resources that may be within the area to be sprayed and methods to apply to 
minimize those impacts. A Worker’s Training Manual shall be prepared and include a provision 
on herbicide application. Once facility operation commences, this Manual shall be given to any 
herbicide applicator to be reviewed prior to spraying. 

Monitoring: Compliance will be verified by onsite environmental monitor during construction, 
and by Operations Plant Manager. 
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Applicant Measure WR-1 (Manage Hazardous Materials and Use SPCC Plan) requires that the applicant 
or its agents will take numerous measures to manage hazardous materials:  

 Train construction staff in the management of hazardous materials and use of spill 
control and cleanup equipment; 

 Have a clear chain of command within the organizational structure with responsibility 
for implementing, monitoring, and correcting Best Management Practices (BMPs); 

 Cover and contain hazardous materials so that they are not in contact with 
precipitation or runoff; 

 Store hazardous materials in one or more central areas, and institute rules requiring all 
hazardous materials to be secured at the end of the day; 

 Maintain good inventory records; store hazardous liquids and dispensing equipment in 
secondary containment; 

 Maintain adequate quantities of spill containment and response equipment at readily 
accessible points throughout the site; 

 Identify the worst case and most likely spill scenarios, and provide spill response 
equipment adequate to respond to these scenarios; 

 Use chemicals presenting the least environmental hazard wherever possible; 

 Store the smallest quantities of hazardous materials possible on the site; 

 Maintain site security to reduce vandalism; 

 Require all contractors to abide by the program BMPs and to identify any hazardous 
materials and specific BMPs pertaining to their trade or activity. 

 The SPCC Plan for the site would address storage of mineral oil contained in 
transformers.  A SPCC Plan is required when 10,000 gallons or more of mineral oil in 
electrical equipment is contained on site, or when 1,320 gallons of petroleum is stored 
on the site, although an SPCC Plan can be voluntarily implemented for lesser 
quantities.  The SPCC Plan would address methods and procedures for managing these 
products, lighting, security, containment requirements, training requirements, staff 
responsibilities for inspecting storage and dispensing equipment; and equipment and 
procedures for responding to a spill or release of stored petroleum products. 

 Riprap increases surface roughness and slows runoff velocities, decreasing sediment 
transport, and increasing flow depth. Riprap would be used in conjunction with 
decompaction  of soil, as riprap would not mitigate flow or volume. 

 Check whether dams can be constructed to address specific post-development 
hydraulic characteristics, if needed. 

Mitigation Measure WAT-9 (Accidental Spill Control and Environmental Training) requires:  

“Prior to the onset of construction of the project, the following specifications must be provided 
by the Applicant to the BLM: define areas where hazardous materials would be stored, where 
trash would be placed, where rolling equipment would be parked, fueled and serviced, and 
where construction materials such as reinforcing bars and structural steel members would be 
stored. The Applicant shall also prescribe hazardous materials handling procedures for reducing 
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the potential for a spill during construction, and shall include an emergency response program to 
ensure quick and safe cleanup of accidental spills. These specifications may be included in the 
Surface Water Protection Plan (SWPP) described in MM WAT-4, or may be included as a separate 
plan. Compliance will be verified by the Environmental Monitor at the time of construction.” 

Mitigation Measure MM VEG-8 includes numerous measures for streambed protection, including the 
requirement that that “Mixing of herbicides and adjuvants in the field would be conducted outside of 
jurisdictional wash habitat and in areas that would not allow drainage to a water body in the case of a 
spill.  This is consistent with the SOP for water resources.”  

The mitigation measures quoted above are consistent with applicable Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs) and mitigation measures contained in the PEIS. If cases of any conflict between project mitigation 
measures and SOPs, the more restrictive of the two standards will apply.  

There are no riparian, wetland, or aquatic habitats on the project site, and mitigation measures require 
that water overflow from tanks, pumps, or other sources must be monitored and controlled. Therefore, 
there will be little opportunity for weeds that are invasive in these habitats to become established on 
the site. In the even that salt cedar or similar species colonize around project facilities, the weed 
monitoring program (Section 6) will identify these plants before they become significant infestations, 
and control will generally be by mechanical means (pulling). In the unlikely event that salt cedar 
becomes well-enough established that mechanical pulling is ineffective, then cut-stump treatment using 
Imazapyr or Triclopyr may be implemented, and only away from any open water. This IWMP does not 
propose to use herbicides in or around open water at any time.  

Table 2 provides an herbicide application matrix that outlines herbicides, application rate treat-
ment method(s), and treatment timeframe for a variety of weeds that could occur on site.  

Table 2. Herbicide Application Matrix 

Weed Species Treatment Timeframe Treatment Method(s) 
Active Ingredient / 
Application Rate 

Salt cedar (tamarisk) Year-around Cut stump or foliar Imazapyr (3 qt./ acre) or 
Triclopyr (2 gal./acre) 

Saharan mustard Early spring Foliar Glyphosate (4 qt./ acre) 

Camelthorn Spring or fall Foliar Imazapyr (3-4 pt./ acre) 

Russian thistle Early spring Foliar Imazapyr (2-3 pt./ acre) or 
Glyphosate (4 qt./ acre) 

Common annuals, including 
red brome, redstem filaree, 
and Mediterranean grass 

Spring Foliar Glyphosate (1 qt./ acre) 

7.5 Potential Effects of Herbicide Use 

Herbicides pose risks to terrestrial and aquatic vegetation. Most aquatic herbicides, and several 
terrestrial herbicides, are non-selective and could adversely impact non-target vegetation. Accidental 
spills and herbicide drift from treatment areas could be particularly damaging to non-target vegetation 
on BLM land, and crop plants or other vegetation found on privately-owned lands near treatment areas. 
Herbicides may also pose risks to terrestrial or aquatic animal species. Herbicides that persist on site 
could adversely affect animals that feed on target plants or are exposed to the herbicides (e.g., by 
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digging or rolling in treated soil). Accidental spills and herbicide drift from treatment areas could reach 
non-target vegetation or habitat on public or private lands near treatment areas. Section 7.4 includes 
specific measures to avoid application at project perimeters, in the vicinity of native vegetation or 
special-status plants, and to avoid overspray or spillage in any areas. In addition, Section 7.4 describes 
proposed usage and formulations of herbicides at the DHSP. Use of herbicides would be in accordance 
with the measures and standard operating procedures in the BLM’s Herbicide PEIS. As described in 
Chapter 1 of the DHSP DEIS, that document is tiered to the Herbicide PEIS. Complying with the measures 
and standard operating procedures in the Herbicide PEIS, MM PHS-9, as well as other limitations 
described above, would avoid potential adverse effects of herbicides to native vegetation and special-
status plants. Risks to vegetation from proposed herbicides would be similar to, or less than, risks from 
currently-available herbicides. Buffer zones would be used to reduce the risks to vegetation from 
herbicide treatments. 

 

8.0 REPORTING 

Throughout the construction, operation, and decommissioning phases, and for a minimum of 3 years 
following completion of decommissioning, the Designated Biologist will be responsible for providing 
annual Weed Management Reports to the BLM, CDFG, USFWS, and JTNP for review and approval. In 
addition, the Designated Biologists will be responsible for providing a short memo to each agency after 
completing each of the two annual monitoring efforts (early spring and late summer/early fall). These 
memos will simply summarize the results of monitoring and briefly describe planned (or completed) 
control efforts, and highlight any new or unexpected findings, particularly any weeds new to the site or 
to the area.  

Each annual report will include the following contents:  

 The location, species, extent, and density of weeds on the site. Data will include maps, text, 
tabular data, and photographs of any significant findings (previously unrecorded weed species, 
or any dense weed infestations resistant to control and threatening to spread off-site); 

 Management efforts, including date, location, type of treatment implemented, results, and 
ongoing evaluation of success of treatment; and  

 Information on implementation and success of preventative measures, including status of 
equipment wash facilities, list of workers that have completed the worker environmental 
training program, and copies of vehicle wash logs.  
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 Appendix B 
Summary of Invasive Plant Species within the DHSP Study Area and the potential effects of herbicide use on vegetation and wildlife.* 

 Saharan Mustard (Brassica tournefortii) 
Cal-IPC Rating: High 

Description DHSP Weed Occurrence 
and Potential Weed 

Impacts  

Treatment Schedule Control Options Potential Herbicide Impacts 
to Native Vegetation 

Potential Herbicide Impacts 
to Wildlife 

Prevention Physical Control Chemical Control 

Saharan mustard is an annual 
herb native to Mediterranean 
climates of North Africa, the 
Middle East, and southern Europe 
that has invaded the low elevation 
deserts of the southwest United 
States—southern Nevada, 
southern California, Arizona, New 
Mexico, and west Texas. It 
typically occurs in sandy or 
gravelly soil, although it is also 
able to grow on alluvial fans and 
rocky hillsides. Unlike many 
invasive plants it does not require 
disturbed soil to become 
established. 
 
Saharan mustard is a robust, fast-
growing annual with a basal 
rosette of leaves and densely 
branching stems with stinging 
hairs (University of Nevada 
Cooperative Extension [UNCE] 
2002). The basal rosette can grow 
to 3 feet in diameter. The erect 
stem can be 4–40 inches tall and 
highly branched, and forms a 
“tumbleweed” when the plant dries 
and the stem breaks off. Seeds 
germinate following the first winter 
rains;  the plants flower as early as 
December or January, and may 
set seed as early as February. 
The flowers are small and pale 
yellow.  Each long fruit pod can 
contain up to 9,000 1 millimeter-
wide seeds that have a very high 
germination rate.   

Saharan mustard was 
documented throughout the 
study area at low densities.  
Minimal consequence to native 
vegetation for chronic low-
density infestation; high-density 
infestation could cause further 
invasion in local naturally 
disturbed soils such as washes 
and windblown sand. Primary 
impacts to native vegetation 
would be competition for water 
and interference with native 
seed germination and 
establishment, should Saharan 
mustard densities become high. 
Saharan mustard forms dense 
stands that crowd out native 
annuals and shrub seedlings. It 
has a competitive edge due to 
its early phenology, which 
allows it to establish roots and 
collect soil moisture before 
later-germinating native 
species.. 
 
Low-density infestations likely 
have little impact on wildlife, but 
at higher densities Saharan 
mustard could compete with 
and reduce the productivity of 
native plants, thereby altering 
the availability of forage plants 
and the characteristics of their 
habitat structure. It also 
promotes the spread of fire. 
 
 

Winter: Locate areas of infestation. 
 
Mid-winter to late spring: Remove 
or treat all individuals prior to 
flowering. 

Minimize the creation of new 
disturbed areas.  Control of 
Saharan mustard along roadsides 
will help to prevent its spread to 
new areas. Avoid driving vehicles 
or walking through infested areas 
once this plant has gone to seed, 
especially following a rain event, 
as the mucilaginous coating on 
the seeds allow them to stick to 
objects and be transported. Clean 
vehicles and equipment before 
entering the project site.  Monitor 
yearly for new individuals. 
 

Hand-hoeing seedlings or digging 
out small plants is an effective 
means of controlling this species 
in areas where the infestation is 
small and contained.  It is 
especially effective if the invasion 
is new and a seed bank has not 
accumulated.  Any physical 
removal should be conducted prior 
to the plant’s producing seed.  Any 
vegetative material should be 
bagged, carried off-site, and 
disposed of in a responsible and 
legal manner to prevent the 
spread of weeds. Care should also 
be taken during transport of the 
materials to ensure they are 
secure (and do not, for example, 
fly out of the back of a truck). A 
site should be revisited in order to 
catch later-germinating plants, 
especially if there have been 
multiple rain events. Weed 
whipping is not recommended as 
the plants will simply continue to 
grow from the remaining portion of 
the plant (UNCE 2002).  
 
Plants growing in areas with lower 
mustard density often have more 
access to resources and 
subsequently produce a high 
number of seeds (Trader et al. 
2006); therefore, even areas of 
apparently light infestation should 
be treated, when possible. 

Glyphosate (4 qt./ acre 
maximum). Saharan mustard is 
often the first winter annual to 
germinate in an area, making 
effective herbicide treatment 
possible while minimizing impacts 
to non-target species. According 
to the National Park Service 
(NPS), Saharan mustard can be 
controlled with glyphosate (1.5 
lb/acre) (Mau–Crimmins et al. 
2005), which kills fewer native 
forbs than Triclopyr and 
Chlorsulfuron (Sahara Mustard 
Consortium). Application of post-
emergent herbicides should be 
done prior to the development of 
seed pods, which may still ripen 
following herbicide treatment 
(UNCE 2002). Refer to specific 
product labels for proper 
application rates and restrictions.  

Glyphosate is a non-selective 
systemic herbicide that can 
damage all plants to varying 
degrees. However, it has low 
residual activity, so it is not 
effective for an extended period of 
time. Exposure via direct spray 
poses a moderate to high risk to 
sensitive plant species and low to 
moderate risk to tolerant plant 
species; Low to moderate risk to 
sensitive species is predicted for 
ground broadcast and aerial 
applications at the maximum 
application rate, at off-site 
distances of 100 feet or less. Drift 
from ground broadcast applications 
at the typical application rate would 
pose a low risk to sensitive species 
within 25 feet. Drift also could 
affect lichens and bryophytes. If 
glyphosate was directly applied 
using a backpack sprayer, little if 
any damage due to drift would be 
anticipated. Plant species are not 
likely to be affected by runoff of 
glyphosate under any conditions. 
There is little indication that 
adverse effects to aquatic plants 
are plausible for typical 
applications of glyphosate (BLM 
2007). Potential impacts to native 
plants would be avoided or 
minimized through measures 
described in Section 7.4 of the 
IWMP.  

Direct glyphosate spray of a small 
animal and an insect, both 
assuming 100% absorption, poses 
a low risk at the typical application 
rate and a moderate risk at the 
maximum application rate. 
Consumption of vegetation 
contaminated by a spill poses a 
low risk to small mammals for 
scenarios involving for the 
maximum application rate only. A 
large mammal consuming 
contaminated vegetation would 
face low acute risk for 
scenarios involving the typical 
application rate, moderate acute 
risk, for scenarios involving the 
maximum application rate, and low 
chronic risk for scenarios involving 
the maximum application rate; a 
large bird consuming contaminated 
vegetation would face a low acute 
and chronic risk. Consumption of 
contaminated insects would pose a 
low risk to small mammals and 
small birds if the herbicide was 
applied at the typical application 
rate or a moderate risk if applied at 
the maximum rate. Acute risks 
from glyphosate exposure are low 
at the typical application rate under 
all scenarios, and there are no 
chronic risks. Exposure scenarios 
with the greatest risk are direct 
spray and acute consumption of 
contaminated vegetation and 
insects. Spot applications would 
have lower risks than broadcast 
applications, as fewer non-target 
areas would be impacted. Potential 
impacts to native plants would be 
avoided or minimized through 
measures described in Section 7.4 
of the IWMP. 
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 Red Brome (Bromus madritensis  ssp.  rubens) 
Cal IPC Rating: High 

Description DHSP Weed Occurrence 
and Potential Weed 

Impacts 

Treatment Schedule Control Options Potential Herbicide Impacts 
to Native Vegetation 

Potential Herbicide Impacts 
to Wildlife 

Prevention Physical Control Chemical Control 

Red brome is an annual grass 
native to southern Europe, 
northern Africa, and southwestern 
Asia; it is thought to have become 
established in California in the 
mid-1800s and have become 
naturalized by the late 1800’s 
(Brooks 2000). Its distinctive 
brush-like inflorescences are 
reddish purple at maturity. 
Because it is a prolific seed 
producer and colonizer,  It 
emerges in early winter following 
rainfall but remains inactive until 
spring when rainfall and warmer 
temperatures stimulate growth and 
flowering. Plants growing in dry 
conditions may be less robust and 
have a more open panicle.   
 
Red brome has become 
widespread in the Sonoran Desert 
(Van Devender 1997) and, 
although it is not typically a prolific 
invader in desert habitats, it can 
be abundant in slightly moist 
microhabitats such as beneath 
perennial shrubs, around rocky 
outcrops, and along margins of 
roads and washes (Brooks 2000). 

Red brome can negatively 
impact habitat in several ways, 
including competition with 
native species for moisture, 
nutrients, and light; conversion 
of native plant communities to 
non-native grasslands; 
promotion of wildfires and 
alteration of fire regimes; and 
injury to native and domestic 
animals (Brooks 2000).Low-
density infestations likely have 
little impact on wildlife. At high 
densities, red brome reduces 
ecosystem functioning by 
increasing the fire frequency, 
altering hydrology, lowering 
habitat value for wildlife, and 
displacing plants that are better 
forage for wildlife. 
 
 

Winter: Locate areas of infestation. 
 
Mid-winter to late spring: Remove 
or treat all individuals prior to 
flowering.   
 
 
 
 
 

Minimize the creation of new 
disturbed areas.  Control of this 
species along roadsides will help 
to prevent its spread to new 
areas. Avoid driving vehicles or 
walking through infested areas 
once this plant has gone to seed. 
Clean vehicles and equipment 
before entering the project site.  
Monitor yearly for new individuals. 
 

Because it is an annual plant, 
manual removal of plants through 
pulling or hoeing can be effective, 
if done before seeds mature.  This 
is most feasible with small 
infestations as it is labor intensive.  
 
Any cut or pulled vegetative 
material containing inflorescences 
should be bagged, carried off-site, 
and disposed of in a responsible 
and legal manner to prevent the 
spread of weeds. Care should also 
be taken during transport of the 
materials to ensure they are 
secure (and do not, for example, 
fly out of the back of a truck). 

Glyphosate (1 qt./ acre). Herbicide 
should only be applied prior to 
seed set. Glyphosate is an 
effective herbicide for reducing 
populations of red brome. Refer to 
specific product labels for proper 
application rates and restrictions. 
 

Glyphosate: see above. Glyphosate: see above. 

 Redstem Filaree (Erodium cicutarium) 
Cal IPC Rating: Limited  

Description DHSP Weed Occurrence 
and Potential Weed 

Impacts 

Treatment Schedule Control Options Potential Herbicide Impacts 
to Native Vegetation 

Potential Herbicide Impacts 
to Wildlife 

Prevention Physical Control Chemical Control 

Redstem filaree is a non-native 
annual forb native to the 
Mediterranean region.  It was 
likely introduced to California in 
the mid-1700’s. It favors well-
drained clay, loam, or sandy soils, 
and is a rapid colonizer of 
disturbed sites (Howard 1992). 
 
Redstem filareecan grow up to 20 
inches tall but is highly variable in 
size. It has hairy leaves with finely 
dissected, often toothed, lobes.  

Redstem filareeis is widely 
distributed, but apparently has 
limited impacts on most native 
vegetation.  If it spreads or 
increases in density, its 
negative effects on native plant 
establishment and growth 
would likely increase.  
Redstem filaree provides 
seasonal forage for rodents, 
desert tortoise, 
big game animals, and 
livestock.  The seeds are eaten 

Winter: Locate areas of infestation. 
 
Mid-winter to late spring: Remove 
or treat all individuals prior to 
flowering.   
 
 
 
 
 

Minimize the creation of new 
disturbed areas.  Clean vehicles 
and equipment before entering the 
project site.  Monitor yearly for 
new individuals. 
 

Hand pull or remove using hoes or 
other hand tools. 

Glyphosate (1 qt./ acre). Refer to 
specific product labels for proper 
application rates and restrictions. 

Glyphosate: see above. Glyphosate: see above. 
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The young leaves form a basal 
rosette, with older leaves growing 
up to 12 inches in height (Howard 
1992).  The plant has one main 
taproot, usually about 3 inches 
long.  The pink, 5-petaled flowers 
contain persistent flower styles, 
which are attached to the fruit at 
the base, are up to 2 inches long 
and coil at maturity.  When 
moistened, these styles uncoil and 
can push the sharp-pointed seed 
up to 1 inch into the soil.  Seeds 
can remain viable for many years, 
resulting in a potentially large seed 
bank (Howard 1992).  Redstem 
filaree germinates in late fall, 
slows growth during the colder 
winter months, then rapidly grows, 
flowers, and produces fruits once 
the weather warms (Howard 
1992). 

by upland game birds, 
songbirds, and rodents 
(Howard 1992). However, at 
high densities, it can compete 
with and reduce the productivity 
of native plants, thereby 
altering the availability of 
higher-quality forage plants and 
the characteristics of their 
habitat structure. 
 
 

 Russian Thistle (Salsola spp.) 
Cal IPC Rating: Limited-Moderate 

Description DHSP Weed Occurrence 
and Potential Weed 

Impacts 

Treatment Schedule Control Options Potential Herbicide Impacts 
to Native Vegetation 

Potential Herbicide Impacts 
to Wildlife 

Prevention Physical Control Chemical Control 

Russian thistle, also commonly 
called “tumbleweed,” is an 
invasive, bushy summer annual 
native to Eurasia and north Africa.  
It was introduced to the U.S. in the 
1870s.  It is frequent in agricultural 
areas, roadsides, and deserts; it 
highly favors disturbed sites.   
 
Russian thistle can grow to as 
much as 4 feet in height.  Upper 
leaves have sharp tips and each 
flower is subtended by 3 spine-
tipped leaves, making this a 
prickly plant to handle, especially 
as it matures and dries.  It is a 
prolific seed producer, with 1 plant 
having as many as 100,000 
seeds.  Russian thistle germinates 
and grows in several cycles, from 
late spring through summer, and 
flowers from mid-summer through 
early fall. When seeds mature, the 
entire plant breaks at ground level 
from its main taproot and ‘tumbles’ 
along the ground with the wind, 
dispersing seed.   

This species currently has 
limited impacts on native 
vegetation due to its low 
numbers.  If it spreads or 
increases in density, its 
negative effects on native plant 
establishment and growth 
would increase.  Primary 
impacts to native vegetation 
would be competition for water, 
interference with native seed 
germination and establishment, 
increased fire return intervals, 
and altered hydrology, should 
Russian thistle densities 
become high.   
At high densities, Russian 
thistle reduces ecosystem 
functioning by increasing the 
fire return interval, altering 
hydrology, and lowering habitat 
value for wildlife by changing 
habitat structure and displacing 
plants that are better forage for 
wildlife. 
 

Late spring: Locate areas of 
infestation. 
 
Late spring/summer: Manual and 
chemical control will need to be 
conducted several times as new 
plants germinate. 
 
 
 
 
 

Minimize the creation of new 
disturbed areas.  Clean vehicles 
and equipment before entering the 
project site.  Monitor yearly for 
new individuals. 
 

Before flowering, young plants can 
be removed at ground level and 
left to die in situ.  After flowering, 
plants should be broken off at the 
base of the plant, immediately 
bagged, and properly and legally 
disposed.  During transport, care 
should be taken to prevent the 
dispersal of seed or any 
vegetative portion of the plant.  
 

Imazapyr (2-3 pt./ acre) or 
Glyphosate (4 qt./ acre). Refer to 
specific product labels for proper 
application rates and restrictions.  

Glyphosate: see above. 
Off-site Imazapyr drift could cause 
damage to sensitive plant species 
at distances of less than 900 feet 
from the application site after both 
ground broadcast (low boom) at 
the typical application rate, and 
possibly at distances greater than 
900 feet after applications at the 
maximum application rate (low to 
moderate risk for ground 
applications at both application 
rates), depending on site-specific 
conditions. In addition, wind 
erosion of soil contaminated with 
imazapyr could lead to adverse 
effects to sensitive plants, 
particularly in relatively arid 
environments. In relatively arid 
areas in which microbial 
degradation may be the 
predominant factor in the decline of 
imazapyr residuals in soil, residual 
toxicity to sensitive plant species 
could last for several months to 
several years (estimated at 10 
months to 5.5 years. Effects to 

Glyphosate: see above. 
Direct spray of imazapic is not 
likely to pose a risk to 
terrestrial animals. Therefore, use 
of imazapic would primarily affect 
wildlife through habitat 
modification. Its use could benefit 
wildlife by controlling invasive plant 
species and promoting the 
establishment and growth of 
native plant species that provide 
more suitable wildlife habitat and 
forage (BLM 2007) 
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aquatic plants are also plausible 
and accidental spills pose a high 
risk to aquatic plants (BLM 2007). 
Potential impacts to native plants 
would be avoided or minimized 
through measures described in 
Section 7.4 of the IWMP. 

 Mediterranean Grass, Split Grass (Schismus spp. including S. barbatus) 
Cal IPC Rating: Limited  

Description DHSP Weed Occurrence 
and Potential Weed 

Impacts 

Treatment Schedule Control Options Potential Herbicide Impacts 
to Native Vegetation 

Potential Herbicide Impacts 
to Wildlife 

Prevention Physical Control Chemical Control 

Mediterranean grass (S. barbatus) 
and related species are annual 
grasses is native to Eurasia and 
Africa.  Mediterranean grass was 
first documented as introduced to 
Arizona in 1926, but has since 
become widely established in the 
southwestern United States.  It is 
particularly well adapted to sandy 
soils and rapidly establishes in 
roadsides, fields, and disturbed 
sites.  A study at Joshua Tree 
National Park found that its growth 
is enhanced by proximity to the 
common native desert shrub white 
bursage (Ambrosia dumosa) and 
that high density may decrease 
the ability of bursage seed to 
become established (Rodriquez-
Buritica and Miriti, 2009).   
 
Mediterranean grass grows in 
small, tufted clumps, up to 11 
inches tall. It has a shallow, 
fibrous root system.  Germination 
is in early winter, then growth may 
slow until triggered by increased 
rainfall or warmer temperatures .  
It plant can grow rapidly from a 
seedling to reproductive maturity 
in as little as 2 weeks. 
 

Widespread throughout the 
DHSP site at low densities. 
Current impacts are likely low; 
however, an increase in its 
abundance could result in 
competition for water and may 
affect native seed germination 
and establishment. At high 
density, Mediterranean grass 
also increases the fuel load and 
continuity, facilitating more-
frequent fires and subsequent 
type conversion to weedy areas 
as less fire-tolerant native 
plants are destroyed.  
 
Low-density infestations likely 
have little impact on wildlife. At 
high densities, Mediterranean 
grass reduces ecosystem 
functioning by increasing the 
fire return interval, altering 
hydrology, lowering habitat 
value for wildlife, and displacing 
plants that are better forage for 
wildlife. 
 

Winter: Locate areas of infestation. 
 
Mid-winter to late spring: Remove 
or treat all individuals prior to 
flowering.   
 
 
 
 
 

Minimize the creation of new 
disturbed areas.  Clean vehicles 
and equipment before entering the 
project site.  Monitor yearly for 
new individuals. 
 

Difficult to control manually 
because of its small size; 
however, manual removal, with 
immediate bagging of the entire 
plant, is the appropriate method 
for plants that are already in 
flower.  

Glyphosate (1 qt./ acre). Herbicide 
application results in high mortality 
if conducted prior to flowering. 
Refer to specific product labels for 
proper application rates and 
restrictions. 

Glyphosate: see above. Glyphosate: see above. 
 

 London Rocket (Sisymbrium irio) 
Cal IPC Rating: Moderate 

Description DHSP Weed Occurrence 
and Potential Weed 

Impacts 

Treatment Schedule Control Options Potential Herbicide Impacts 
to Native Vegetation 

Potential Herbicide Impacts 
to Wildlife 

Prevention Physical Control Chemical Control 

London rocket is an annual plant 
native to southern Europe. It was 
first reported from Los Angeles, 
California in the early 1900s. It is 

London rocket occurs at low 
density on the DHSP site and 
throughout the region. Shaded 
areas and increased moisture 

Winter: Locate areas of infestation. 
 
Mid-winter to late spring: Remove 
or treat all individuals prior to 

Minimize the creation of new 
disturbed areas.  Clean vehicles 
and equipment before entering the 
project site.  Monitor yearly for 

Hand-hoeing seedlings or 
pulling/digging out individual 
plants is an effective means of 
controlling this species in areas 

Glyphosate (4 qt./ acre 
maximum). Spray with post-
emergent herbicide; after 
senescence and if seed reached 

Glyphosate: see above. Glyphosate: see above. 
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naturalized in much of western 
North America and Mexico and is 
found in many habitats, such as 
abandoned fields, waste places, 
vacant lots, roadsides, orchards, 
off-highway vehicle staging areas, 
pastures and livestock watering 
sites, playas, and open deserts. In 
desert and semi-desert habitats, it 
is commonly found along washes 
in locally dense stands (Halvorson 
and Guertin, 2003). 
 
London rocket is an erect herb 
that grows to 20 inches tall or 
more, and is much-branched from 
near the base of the plant. It  has 
a coarse taproot. In California, 
germination occurs from October 
to March, with the plant maturing 
from April through May (Halvorson 
and Guertin, 2003). 
 

(through dust control, etc.) are 
likely to cause increased 
densities. There is minimal 
consequence to native 
vegetation for chronic low-
density infestation; high-density 
infestation could cause further 
invasion in surrounding habitat. 
Primary impacts to native 
vegetation would be 
competition for water and 
interference with native seed 
germination and establishment, 
should London rocket densities 
become high.  
Low-density infestations likely 
have little impact on wildlife, but 
at higher densities London 
rocket could compete with and 
reduce the productivity of native 
plants, thereby altering the 
availability of forage plants and 
the characteristics of their 
habitat structure. It also 
promotes the spread of fire.  

flowering. new individuals. where the infestation is small and 
contained.  Any physical removal 
should be conducted prior to the 
plant’s producing seed.  Care 
must be taken to remove the 
taproots to prevent regeneration. 
Any vegetative material should be 
bagged, carried off-site, and 
disposed of in a responsible and 
legal manner to prevent the 
spread of weeds. Site should be 
revisited in order to catch later-
germinating plants, especially if 
there have been multiple rain 
events. 

maturity, remove with flail mower 
and bag for disposal. Refer to 
specific product labels for proper 
application rates and restrictions. 

* No distinct populations of any weed species were mapped in the DHSP study area, because all 6 weed species that are present on site are broadly distributed across the site in low to very low densities. There were no areas with weeds dense enough to map as a discrete occurrence, or extensive 
enough to meet the minimum vegetation mapping unit (approximately 0.15 acre [6,500 square feet]). 
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Appendix C 
Example California BLM Pesticide Use Proposal 
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Appendix C
 

Example California BLM Pesticide Use Proposal
 

PROPOSAL NUMBER: 
REFERENCE NUMBER: 

FIELD OFFICE _________ COUNTY _________ 

LOCATION: 
____________________ 
DURATION OF PROPOSAL: 

I. PESTICIDE APPLICATION (including mixtures and surfactants): 

Trade Names 
Common 
Names 

EPA 
Registration 

No. 

Manufacturer 
Formulations 

(Liquid or 
Granular) 

Method of 
Application 

1 

2 

3 

MAXIMUM RATE OF APPLICATION: 

USE UNIT ON LABEL: POUNDS ACID EQUIVALENT/ACRE: 

1. 1. 

2. 2. 

INTENDED RATE OF APPLICATION: 

APPLICATION DATES: 

NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS: 

II. PEST (List specific pest(s) and reason(s) for application): 

III. MAJOR DESIRED PLANT SPECIES PRESENT: 

IV. TREATMENT SITE: (Describe land type or use, size, stage of growth of target species, slope and soil 
type). 
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Example California BLM Pesticide Use Proposal 

ESTIMATED ACRES 

V. SENSITIVE ASPECTS AND PRECAUTIONS: (Describe sensitive areas [e.g., marsh, endangered, 
threatened, candidate and sensitive species habitat] and distance to treatment site. List measures taken 
to avoid impact to sensitive areas). 

VI. NON-TARGET VEGETATION: (Describe the impacts, cumulative impacts, and mitigations to non-
target vegetation that will be lost as a result of this chemical application). 

VII. INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT: (Describe how this chemical application fits into your overall 
integrated pest management program for the treatment area.) 

Originator: 
Company Name: 
Phone: 

Date: 

Certified Pesticide Applicator: 

(Signature) 
Date: 

Field Office Pesticide/Noxious Weed Coordinator 

(Signature) 
APPROVALS: 

Date: 

Date: 

BLM Assistant Field Manager 
Renewable Resources 
(Signature) 

APPROVALS (State Office Use Only): 

BLM State Pesticide Coordinator 
(Signature) 

Deputy State Director, Natural Resources, 
Lands and Planning 
(Signature) 

Date: 

Date: 

CONCUR OR APPROVED 
NOT CONCUR OR DISAPPROVED 
CONCUR OR APPROVED WITH MODIFICATIONS 
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Example California BLM Pesticide Application 
Records Form 
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Appendix D
 
Example California BLM Pesticide Application Records Form
 

1. General Information 
a. Project Name: 
b. Operator: 
c. Pesticide Use Proposal Number: 
d. Reference Number: 

2. Name of Applicator or Employee(s) Applying the Pesticide: 

3. Date(s) of Application: 
(MONTH, DAY, YEAR) 

4. Time Frame of Application: 

5. Location of Application: T , R , and Sec. 
County 

6. Type of Equipment Used: 

7. Pesticide(s) Used: 
Company or Manufacturer's Name: 

Trade Name:
 

Type of Formulation: Liquid \____/ Granular \____/ 

8. Rate of Application Used: 
a. Active Ingredient per Acre 
b. Volume of Formulation per Acre 

9. Treatment Area 
a. Actual Area Treated: 
b. Total Project Area: 

10. Primary Pest(s) Involved: 

11. Stage of Pest Development: 

12. Site Treated: \____/ Native Vegetation \____/ Seeded Vegetation \____/ Other 

13. Weather Conditions: 
a. Wind velocity: b. Wind direction c. Temperature 

14.Monitoring Record (IF INSUFFICIENT SPACE-CONTINUE ON BACK): 
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This record is required and must be completed, except for monitoring within 24 hours after 
completion of application of pesticides. This record must be maintained for minimum of 10 
years. 
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Jurisdictional Determination
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5020  Chesebro Road, Suite 200,  Agoura Hills, CA 91301  
Tel. 818-597-3407, Fax 818-597-8001, www.aspeneg.com  

 

                                                                                                     Agoura Hills  San Francisco  Sacramento  Davis  Inland Empire  Las Vegas 

January 24, 2012 

Mr. Daniel Swenson
 
United States Army Corps of Engineers
 
Los Angeles District/Regulatory Division
 
915 Wilshire Blvd.
 
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3401
 

Subject:	 Request for jurisdictional determination, Desert Harvest Solar Project, Desert Center, 
Riverside County, California 

Dear Mr. Swenson, 

Aspen Environmental Group (Aspen) is contracted to the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and enXco 
to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for enXco’s proposed the Desert Harvest Solar 
Project (DHSP). The proposed project site is in Riverside County, California, in the upper Chuckwalla 
Valley. It is approximately 5 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center. Attachment 2 of this 
letter presents Draft EIS Figures 3.3-1 (project and vicinity map) and 3.3-3 (state jurisdictional 
streambeds). 

Project components would include a 150 megawatt photovoltaic solar generation facility, operations 
and maintenance facility, electrical collection system, overhead collection lines, meteorological 
station(s), an on-site substation and switchyard, and a 6 mile transmission line to interconnect to the 
regional grid. The total project area would be 1,208 acres. 

A similar, larger solar project (Desert Sunlight) has been approved by the BLM and now under 
construction immediately north of the proposed DHSP site (see Attachment 2). The Final EIS and Record 
of Decision for the Desert Sunlight project (BLM 2011a; 2011b) indicate that the US Army Corps of 
Engineers (Corps) determined that waters on the Desert Sunlight project site do not meet criteria as 
federally jurisdictional Waters of the U.S. That conclusion was based on an analysis by Ironwood 
Consulting and Huffmann Broadway Group (2010). 

The DHSP and Desert Sunlight sites are both within the closed basin that drains to Ford Dry Lake. 
Ephemeral channels flow generally from the west and northwest toward the east and southeast across 
both project areas, toward Pinto Wash. Channels on both project sites are usually dry, but channel 
morphology indicates that surface flow occurs during infrequent heavy rain storms. Most of the 
ephemeral desert dry washes on the DHSP site are common to both project sites (i.e., flow originates 
upstream from the Desert Sunlight site, crosses it, then crosses the DHSP site, and continues toward 
Pinto Wash). The remainder of the ephemeral washes on the DHSP site are also tributaries to the same 
system. 

There is no surface hydrologic connection between Pinto Wash and Ford Dry Lake due to intervening 
sand dunes, as shown on USGS 7.5-minute series topographic quadrangles for the area (i.e., East of 
Victory Pass [1987 Provisional Edition]; Palen Lake [1983 Provisional Edition]; Corn Springs [1986 
Provisional Edition]; and Sidewinder Well [1983 Provisional Edition]). In addition, the USGS 1:25K high 
resolution National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) shows this lack of surface hydrologic connection. The 
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absence of surface hydrologic connection applies to all the ephemeral desert dry washes on both 
project sites. 

Aspen has reviewed the Desert Sunlight FEIS and has completed a field survey of waters on the DHSP 
site. Based on our review and field investigations, Aspen believes that the analysis of the Desert Sunlight 
site is wholly applicable to the DHSP site. The ephemeral desert dry washes mapped within the DHSP are 
non-jurisdictional under the Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (Figure 3.3-3, Attachment 2), and there 
are no wetlands meeting the criteria of the 1987 USACE Wetland Delineation Manual and the 2008 
USACE Arid West Region Supplement (Version 2.0). 

We understand that the Corps' evaluation process for determining whether or not a Department of the 
Army permit is needed involves two tests. If both tests are met, then a permit is required. The first test 
determines whether or not the proposed project is located in a water of the United States (i.e., it is 
within the Corps' geographic jurisdiction). The second test determines whether or not the proposed 
project is a regulated activity under Section 10 of the River and Harbor Act or Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act. As part of the evaluation process, pertaining to the first test only, we believe that there are 
no waters of the United States on the project site. All the desert washes we have identified on the site 
are intrastate isolated waters with no apparent interstate or foreign commerce connection. 

Aspen is requesting that the Corps review the information and attachments herein, and provide a 
written jurisdictional determination for the DHSP site. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please call me at (818) 338-6715. 

Sincerely, 

Jared Varonin 
Biologist/Ecologist 
Certified Fisheries Professional 
Aspen Environmental Group 

cc. 	 Ian Black, enXco 
Lynnette Elser, Bureau of Land Management 
Ken Baez, Riverside County Transportation and Resource Management Agency 
Leslie McNair, California Department of Fish and Game 
Jay Mirpour, California Regional Water Quality Control Board Colorado River Basin Region - 7 

enc.	 Attachment 1 – References 
Attachment 2 – Figures 
Attachment 3 – Preliminary Jurisdictional Determination Form 
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PRELIMINARY JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATION FORM 


This preliminary JD finds that there "may be" waters of the United States on the subject project site, and identifies 

all aquatic features on the site that could be affected by the proposed activity, based on the following information: 


District Oftice ILos Angeles District File/ORM # I PJD Date: I 
State ICA City/County IDesert Center/Riverside Jared Varonin 

Name/ 
Aspen Environmental Group 

I 
Nearest Waterbody: IPalen Dry Lake Address of 


5020 Chesebro Road, Suite 200 

Person 

Agoura Hills, CA 91301 
Location: TRS, Requesting 

LatLong or UTM: PJD 
Consultant! Agent for Project Applicant 

Identify (Estimate) Amount of Waters in the Review Area: Name of Any Water Bodies Tidal: Inla 

Stream Flow: on the Site Identified as
.lS.Q.n-Wetland ~ 

Non-Tidal:Section 10 Waters: In/aro-- linear ft ro- width 10 acres IEphemeral 


r Office (Desk) Determination 

Cowardinacre(s) IRiverine !7 Field Determination: Date of Field Trip: IAug/Sep 20 II Class: 

SUPPORTING DATA: Data reviewed for preliminary JD (check all that apply - checkeilltems should be included in case file and, where checked 
and requested, appropriately reference sources below): 

!7 Maps, plans, plots or plat submitted by or on behalf of the applicant!consultant: /cDFG Jurisdictional Waters Map 

r Data sheets prepared/submitted by or on behalf of the applicant!consultant. 

r Oftice concurs with data sheets/delineation report. 

r Oftice does not concur with data sheets/delineation report. 


r Data sheets prepared by the COI'R;.::s'--_____________ 

r Corps navigable waters' study: I 

!7 U.S. Geological Survey Hydrologic Atlas: 


!7 USGS NHD data. 
r USGS 8 and 12 digit HUC maps. 


r U.S. Geological Survey map(s). Cite quad name: I 

r USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service Soil Survey. Citation: I 

r National wetlands inventory map(s). Cit,..e_n_a_m_e_:J.z.....___________ 

r State/Local wetland inventory map(s): I 


r--~-~-~-----------r FEMA/FIRM maps:!, 

r 100-year Floodplain Elevation is: I 

r Photographs: r Aerial (Name & Date):1 . 


r Other (Name & Date): '-1-------------- 

!7 Previous determination(s). File no. and date ot response letter: Ir-IO-e-se-'r-t-R-u-nl-ig-h-t-S-o-la-r-P-r-oj-ec-.t.-(-di-f~-e-re-.n-t-a-pp-l-ic-a-nt-)-
r Other information (please specifY): I " 


'M'"""T'",." """".,'00 ~,'.... "" fu,. 'u."• "'"__ri" ."'.... .,"":;p:r"" .....:",.m"""""... ,."." ....... 


Signature and Date of Regulatory Project Manager Siv'tIf and Date or~son Kequesting Preliminary JD 

(REQUIRED) ))ffiQll1RED, unless obtaining the signature is impracticable) 


EXPI.ANATION Of PRELIMINARV AND APPROVED .llJRISDICTIONAI. DETERMINATIONS: 

I, The Corps of Engineers believes that ,there may be jurisdictional waters of the United States on the SUbject site. and the pennit applicant or other affected party who requested this preliminary JD is 

hereby advised of his or her option to request and obtain an approved jurisdictional detemlination (JD) for that site, Nevertheless, the pennit applicant or other person who requested this preliminary JD 

has declined to exercise the option to obtain an approved JO in this instance and at this lime. . 

2. In any circumstance where a permit applicant obtains an individual pennit. or a Nationwide General Permit (NWP) or other general permit verification requiring "pl'econstruction notification" (peN). 
llT requests verilication for a non-reporting NWP or uther general pennit. and the permit applicant has not requested an approved JD for the activity. the pennit applicant is hereby made aware of the 
following: ( I) the pennit applicant has elected to seek a permit authorization based on a preliminary JD. which does not make an official determination of jurisdictional waters; (2) that the applicant has 
the option to request an approved JD bell>r. accepting the tenns and conditions of the permit authorization. and that basing a pennit authorization on an approved JD could possibly result in less 
compensatory mitigation being required or different special conditions; (3) that the applicant hasthe right to request an individual permit rather than accepting the terms and conditions of the NWP or 
other general pennit authorization; (4) that the applicant can accept a pennit authurization and thereby agree to comply with all the tenns and conditions of that pennit, including whatever mitigation 
requirements the Corps has deternlined to be necessary: (5) that undertaking any activiry in reliance upon the subject penn it authorization without requesting an approved JD constitutes the applicant's 
acceptance of the use of the preliminary JD. but that either lonn of JD will be processed as soon as is practicable; (6) accepting a pennit authorization (e,g" signing a proffered individual pennit) or 
unde,1aking any activity in reliance on any fonn of Corps permit authorization based on a preliminary JD constimtes agreement that all wetlands and other water bodies on the site affected in any way by 
that activity arc jurisdictional waters of the United States. and precludes any challenge to such jurisdiction in any administrative or judicial compliance or enforcement action, or in any administrative 
appeal or in any Federal court; and (7) whether the applicant elects to use either an approved JD or a preliminary JD. that JO will be processed as soon as is practicable. Further, an approved JD. a 
proffered individual pennit (and all tenns and conditions contained therein), or individual pennit denial can be administratively appealed pursuant to 33 C.F,R. Part 331. and that in any administrative 
appeal. jurisdictional issues can be raised (see 33 C.F.R. 331.5(a)(2)), If. during that administrative appeal. it becomes necessary to make an official determination whether CWAjurisdiction exists over a 
site. or to provide an ollicial delineation ofjurisdictional waters on the site. the C"tps willl'rovide an approved JD to accomplish that result. as 'oon as is practicable, 
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PRELIMINARY JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATION FORM 


This preliminary JD finds that there "may be" waters of the United States on the subject project site,and identifies all 
aquatic features on the site that could be affected by the proposed activity, based on the following information: 

Appendix A - Sites 

District Office ILOS Angeles District File/ORM # I PJD Date: I 
State P City/County IDesert Center/Riverside Person Requestinq PJD I 

Est. Amount of 
Site Aquatic Resource Class of 

Number 

11 

Latitude 

!33°47·42.61"N 

Longitude Cowardin Class 

!115°23·21.57"W IRiverine 

in Review Area Aquatic Resource 

285.5 acres non-wetland State waters r--·-----..--..-
I I I I I 
I I I I ! 

I I I I I 
I I I I I 
r I I I I 

Notes: 
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Prepared by: 
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August 2, 2012
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Jurisdictional Waters/Wetlands Delineation Report  

 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 

Riverside County, California 
 

 

The undersigned certify that this report is a complete and accurate account of the 

findings and conclusions of a jurisdictional determination and delineation for the above-

referenced project. 

 
            

Jared Varonin 

Associate Biologist/Ecologist 

Certified Fisheries Professional 

Aspen Environmental Group 

 

August 2, 2012 
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1.0 Introduction  

This report presents the findings of an investigation of jurisdictional features conducted by Aspen 
Environmental Group (Aspen) for the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP). The DHSP site is located in 
Riverside County, in the upper Chuckwalla Valley approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of 
Desert Center (Figures 1 and 2; all figures are located in  Appendix A).  The assessment of jurisdictional 
wetlands and other non-wetland Waters of the U.S. was conducted by Aspen Associate Biologist/
Ecologist Jared Varonin and Staff Biologists Justin Wood and Dustin Ray during September and October 
2011. This assessment determines the extent of resources under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers (USACE), State Water Resources Control Board Colorado River Basin Region (Water Board), 
and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG). These are the primary regulating agencies in 
California for activities within inland streams and wetlands.  

1.1 Project Description 

The DHSP will be a 150-megawatt solar photovoltaic (PV) generator.  The facility would consist primarily 
of a main generation area of 1,208 acres of BLM lands comprised of two separate parcels separated by 
Metropolitan Water District land.  The northern parcel consists of 1,053 acres and the southern parcel 
consists of 155 acres..  The project also includes a generator tie-line (gen-tie) transmission line to deliver 
power to the Red Bluff Substation, about 12 miles southwest of the DHSP site. This delineation report 
addresses the proposed solar facility and gen-tie alignment Alternatives B and C as described in the 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). 

Solar Facility: The proposed solar facility would consist of several main components, including solar PV 
arrays, electrical infrastructure, an operations and maintenance (O&M) facility, either on- or off-site, 
and security such as fencing and lighting. The solar PV arrays would cover the majority of the project 
area. 

enXco proposes to use site preparation techniques that would minimize the required volume of earth 
movement, including a “disc and roll” technique that uses farm tractors to till the soil over much of the 
solar facility site and then roll it level; as well as “micrograding” or “isolated cut and fill and roll” of other 
areas of the site to trim off high spots and use the material to fill in low spots. The entire solar field 
would be impacted by some form of soil disturbance, either from compaction, micro-grading, or disc-
and-roll grading. Panel foundations would permanently disturb 10 acres of on-site soils. Internal access 
roads would permanently disturb 210 acres. Installed panels would shade up to approximately 1,000 
acres.  

The rows of panels would be spaced to prevent shading of adjacent panel rows and to allow access 
between the rows for panel maintenance. Access roads 14 to 20 feet wide would run east to west, and 
14 foot wide roads would run north to south to allow fire and vehicular access for the maintenance of 
the electrical facilities. 

Vegetation would be allowed to re-grow within the solar panel field. It would not be allowed to grow 
above 18 inches underneath the panels, to minimize attraction to wildlife, prevent fire hazard, and 
prevent disruption of panel performance.  

O&M activities would require periodic access to the project components via the on-site road network. 
Roads would be maintained to minimize fugitive dust and prevent erosion. The access roads would be 
maintained free from significant vegetation through the use of targeted herbicide application, 
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occasional scarifying, or weeding to reduce fire hazard and allow access to the panel arrays. These 
activities are described in the Draft Integrated Weed Management Plan (DEIS Appendix C.10).  

The expected operational lifetime of the project is 30 years; however, the actual life of the project could 
be longer. Closure strategies may include temporary “mothballing”; removing old facilities and 
upgrading to newer solar technology; or complete removal of equipment and reclamation of the site to 
BLM-approved specifications. This Closure and Reclamation Plan is based on the presumption that the 
site would be fully decommissioned, including removal and demolition of above and below-ground 
structures; dismantling and removing concrete structures to a depth of 3 feet; removal of underground 
utilities within 3 feet of final grade; and excavation and removal of contaminated soils, if applicable. 

Gen-tie Line: The proposed gen-tie alignment is described here and in the EIS as Alternative B. The EIS 
also describes and adjacent gen-tie line, Alternative C, which would be immediately adjacent to the 
Alternative B alignment. Alternative B, if approved by the BLM, would be built on shared towers with the 
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) gen-tie line. Alternative C would be built on separate towers in an 
adjacent ROW. The alignments are shown on Figures 1 and 2. For either alignment, typical spans 
between poles would be approximately 900 to 1,100 feet. Approximately 73 transmission structures 
would be built. Ground disturbance would also take place at splicing locations and other work sites 
during construction. Permanent access roads would be constructed to provide access for maintenance 
of the gen-tie, as needed. Permanent disturbance for gen-tie construction, O&M, and decommissioning 
would total approximately 92 acres.  

Although the EIS and this Delineation Report conservatively assume construction of gen-tie line 
Alternative B by enXco under non–cumulative conditions, enXco’s proposed gen-tie line would be on a 
shared ROW with the approved DSSF gen-tie line under cumulative conditions, and would be 
constructed on the same poles.  Stringing of enXco’s gen-tie line would take place concurrently with 
construction of First Solar’s gen-tie line if feasible, and would require no additional equipment, 
personnel, or time beyond that already required and approved for First Solar’s gen-tie line.  The same 
access roads would be used for maintenance of both companies’ conductors, and the conductors would 
be maintained concurrently using the same maintenance service provider. Therefore, if the proposed 
gen-tie alignment Alternative B is adopted by the BLM in the project Record of Decision, there could be 
no additional ground disturbance for gen-tie construction (if conductors are strung concurrently). If 
construction is not concurrent, then disturbance would be limited to continued use of the permanent 
access road and re-disturbance at tower and pull sites.  

1.2 Contact Information 

Table 1-1 Applicant and Consultant Contact Information 

Applicant Contact Wetland and Biological Consultant 

enXco 
4000 Executive Parkway, Suite 100 

San Ramon, CA 94583 
 

Contact: 
Ian Black 

925.242.0168 
Ian.black@enxco.com 

Aspen Environmental Group 
5020 Chesebro Road, Suite 220 

Agoura Hills, CA 91301 
 

Contact: 

Jared Varonin 
818.338.6715 

jvaronin@aspeneg.com 
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1.3 Site Access 

Driving directions to the general area of the DHSP site are provided below: 

Table 1-2 Driving Directions to the Project Site 

From Interstate 10  

From I-10 E take Exit 192 for Desert Center Rice Road/CA-177 

Turn north onto CA-177 N/Desert Center Rice Road 

Take the 2nd left onto County Route R2/Kaiser Road 

Continue on County Route R2/Kaiser Road 

Travel approximately 6.0 miles, the southwest corner of the DHSP site is near this location. 

2.0 Regulatory Background 

Any project-related impacts to jurisdictional waters, wetlands, or riparian habitat could require 
authorization from the USACE, Water Board, or CDFG. The USACE Regulatory Program regulates 
activities pursuant to Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act (CWA); CDFG regulates activities under 
the Fish and Game Code Section 1600-1607; and the Water Board regulates activities under Section 401 
of the CWA and the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act. A summary of all three regulatory 
programs is provided below.  

2.1 Section 404 of the Clean Water Act 

Section 404 of the CWA regulates the discharge of dredged material, placement of fill material, or 
certain types of excavation within Waters of the U.S. (resulting in more than incidental fallback of 
material), and authorizes the Secretary of the Army, through the Chief of Engineers, to issue permits for 
such actions. Permits can be issued for individual projects (individual permits) or for general categories 
of projects (general permits). Waters of the U.S. are defined under the CWA as “rivers, creeks, streams, 
and lakes extending to their headwaters and any associated wetlands.” Wetlands are defined under the 
CWA as “areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration 
sufficient to support a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.” 
The USACE has adopted several revisions to their regulations in order to more clearly define Waters of 
the U.S. Until the beginning of 2001, Waters of the U.S. included, among other things, isolated wetlands 
and lakes, intermittent streams, prairie potholes, and other waters that are not part of a tributary 
system to interstate waters or to navigable waters.  

The jurisdictional extent of USACE regulation changed with the 2001 Solid Waste Agency of Northern 
Cook County ruling. The Court ruled that the CWA does not extend Federal regulatory jurisdiction over 
non-navigable, isolated, intra-state waters. However, the Court made it clear that non-navigable 
wetlands adjacent to navigable waters remain subject to USACE jurisdiction.  

Once the limits of USACE jurisdiction are determined and an application is submitted to the USACE, the 
USACE determines whether or not the proposed activity meets the terms and conditions a Nationwide 
Permit (NWP), issued by USACE Headquarters for nationwide application, or of a Regional General 
Permit (RGP), issued by USACE Districts or Divisions. If USACE concludes that a project qualifies under a 
NWP or a RGP (typically small projects with limited impacts) a letter may be issued verifying compliance 
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with the NWP Program or the applicable RGP. Verification of compliance may be conditioned with 
specific terms regarding construction protocol, use of best management practices, avoidance of 
endangered species habitat, and mitigation requirements to ensure that the project will have minimal 
individual or cumulative impacts to aquatic resources. If a project meets the general terms and 
conditions of a NWP or RGP, but will result in greater than minimal impacts to aquatic resources on an 
individual or cumulative basis, the District Engineer may take discretionary authority and require the 
project to be processed as a Standard Permit (SP). The review process for a NWP or RGP is generally less 
extensive than for an SP and can often be completed in 30 to 60 days; unless consultation with the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) is required for effects on federally listed species or designated critical 
habitat or with the State Historic Preservation Office or sovereign nation for cultural resources listed or 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.  

The SP process typically takes 120 days. The USACE decides whether to issue a SP based on an 
evaluation of the probable impacts, including cumulative impacts, of the proposed activity. According to 
USACE regulations, permits should not be issued for activities that will create “significant” degradation 
of the Waters of the U.S. or have “significantly adverse effects on wetlands values.”  

The evaluation process for an SP is based on guidelines established under Section 404(b)(1) of the CWA 
and on the “public interest review” procedures. The public interest review involves a broad, qualitative 
evaluation of a project’s benefits and detriments. USACE regulations have identified 21 factors that are 
relevant to permit review. These factors are conservation, economics, aesthetics, general environmental 
concerns, wetlands, historic properties, fish and wildlife values, flood hazards, flood plain values, land 
use, navigation, shore erosion and accretion, recreation, water supply and conservation, water quality, 
energy needs, safety, food and fiber production, mineral needs, consideration of property ownership, 
and the general needs and welfare of the people. The public interest review is facilitated by the issuance 
of a 15 to 30 day Public Notice soliciting comments from the public and from resource agencies such as 
the USFWS , U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and Water Board. A public hearing may be held for 
highly controversial projects.  

The Section 404(b)(1) guidelines are often considered the driving force in the USACE permit process. The 
404(b)(1) guidelines prohibit discharges of dredged or fill material if there is a less environmentally 
damaging practicable alternative. Practicability is determined based on technological, economic, social, 
and logistic considerations. If a project would have significant impacts, attempts must be made to avoid 
and minimize the impacts. Impacts that cannot be avoided must be mitigated to a level so that net 
impacts to Waters of the U.S. are not significant. In some cases, projects that would result in significant 
impacts may be permitted if they provide a substantial benefit to the public, such as projects affecting 
national security or considerable production of energy.  

The USACE must ensure that permitted projects comply with all other applicable federal resource 
protection laws such as the Endangered Species Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and the 
Coastal Zone Management Act. In addition, certification that the proposed activity will comply with all 
applicable effluent limitations and water quality standards of Section 401 of the CWA is needed prior to 
issuance of a Section 404 permit. The need for a Section 404 permit constitutes a federal action under 
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Therefore, during the review of a proposed project an 
Environmental Assessment is prepared according to NEPA guidelines. If the impacts of the proposed 
activity are determined to be significant according to NEPA, an Environmental Impact Statement must 
be prepared and reviewed according to all NEPA requirements.  

If a proposed project complies with all NEPA requirements, Section 404(b)(1) guidelines, is determined 
not to be contrary to the public interest, and does not violate any federal resource protection laws, the 
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USACE will issue an SP authorizing the proposed discharge of dredged or fill material into Waters of the 
U.S. or wetlands. If a proposed project would violate any of the above, then the USACE must deny the 
Section 404 permit. 

2.2 Section 401 of the CWA 

Section 401 of the CWA requires that: 
 

“any applicant for a Federal permit for activities that involve a discharge to ‘waters of 
the State,’ shall provide the Federal permitting agency a certification from the State in 
which the discharge is proposed that states that the discharge will comply with the 
applicable provisions under the Federal Clean Water Act.” 

Therefore, before the USACE will issue a Section 404 permit, an applicant must apply for and receive a 
Section 401 Water Quality Certification from the Water Board. Applications to the Water Board must 
include a California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) review of the project (e.g., Initial Study/Mitigated 
Negative Declaration). Processing of a water quality certification generally takes 60 days, but the USACE 
may grant the Water Board time extensions of up to one year. A 21-day public comment period is 
included in the processing of the Water Quality Certification. The Water Board may add conditions to 
their certification to remove or mitigate potential impacts to water quality standards. Such conditions 
must ultimately be included in the Federal Section 404 permit. The State Water Quality regulations 
contain an “aggrieved party provision” that allows any person or group who objects to the issuance of a 
Water Quality Certification to petition the Water Board to reconsider the Water Board decision within 
30 days of issuance.  

Under separate authorities granted by State law (i.e., the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act), a 
Water Board may choose to regulate discharges of dredge or fill materials by issuing Waste Discharge 
Requirements, a type of State discharge permit, instead of taking a Water Quality Certification action. 
Processing of a WDR is similar to that of a Section 401 certification; however, the Water Board has 
slightly more discretion to add conditions to a project under the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control 
Act than under the CWA.  

2.3 Section 1602 of the California Fish and Game Code 

Section 1602 of the California Fish and Game Code requires any person, State or local governmental 
agency, or public utility which proposes a project to notify the CDFG of the proposed project if it would 
substantially divert or obstruct the natural flow or substantially change the bed, channel, or bank of any 
river, stream, or lake, or use materials from a streambed, or result in the disposal or deposition of 
debris, waste, or other material containing crumbled, flaked, or ground pavement where it can pass into 
any river, stream, or lake. Notification is generally required for any project site in or in the vicinity of a 
river, stream, lake, or their tributaries. This includes rivers or streams that flow at least periodically or 
permanently through a bed or channel with banks that support fish or other aquatic life and 
watercourses having a surface or subsurface flow that support or have supported riparian vegetation. 
Based on the notification materials submitted, the CDFG will determine if the proposed project may 
impact fish or wildlife resources.  

If CDFG determines that a proposed project may substantially adversely affect existing fish or wildlife 
resources, a Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement (LSAA) will be required. A completed CEQA 
document must be submitted to the CDFG prior to issuance of a LSAA. The CDFG will propose measures 
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necessary to protect the fish or wildlife impacted within 60 days of receipt of a complete notification 
package. These measures may be the same as those included as part of the project and/or measures 
proposed by CDFG. The applicant has 14 days after receiving the proposed measures to provide written 
notification to CDG of its acceptance, unless the time period is extended by mutual agreement. If the 
measures are acceptable, the LSAA will be issued. If the measures are not acceptable, the applicant may 
request a meeting with the CDFG within seven days from the date the CDFG receives the response or by 
some other mutually agreed upon date for the purpose of developing measures that are acceptable to 
both the applicant and the CDFG. Once the applicant and CDFG accept or agree on measures necessary 
to protect fish or wildlife resources, CDFG will incorporate these measures into a draft SAA for review 
and signature.   

3.0 Existing Site Conditions 

3.1 Surrounding Land Uses  

The area in the vicinity of the DHSP site is largely vacant and undeveloped, and is located in the 
Chuckwalla Valley of the Sonoran Desert in eastern Riverside County.  The existing development in the 
surrounding area includes the rural community of Desert Center; Lake Tamarisk Desert Resort; the Eagle 
Mountain Mine; numerous agricultural land uses on private lands throughout the area; the Colorado 
River Aqueduct and MWD Eagle Mountain Pumping Station; and the DSSF project now under 
construction immediately north of the DHSP site. Joshua Tree National Park, which is managed by the 
National Park Service and is largely designated as wilderness, surrounds the upper Chuckwalla Valley to 
the west, north, and east of the DHSP site. 

3.2 Topography 

The proposed solar facility site is on the bajada downslope from Eagle Mountains and Coxcomb 
Mountains, at approximately 600 feet elevation. The northwestern Chuckwalla Valley is a broad alluvial 
(water transported) system, fed by numerous alluvial fans higher in the watershed. This system flows 
east and southeast across the site, as a series of many small, braided drainage channels. The site is 
within a closed basin draining to Palen and Ford Dry Lakes.  This is an isolated basin lacking hydrologic 
connectivity to navigable or interstate waters.  

3.3 Climate 

The Sonoran (or Colorado) Desert has a typical desert climate, with extreme daily temperature changes, 
low annual precipitation, strong seasonal winds, and mostly clear skies. The Colorado Desert 
experiences more summer precipitation than the northern deserts, and although annual precipitation is 
low overall, a substantial portion of it falls during August and September, usually as brief and intense 
thunderstorms.  Average annual rainfall recorded at the Eagle Mountain weather station (Station No. 
042598), located approximately 2.5 miles west of the solar facility site, is 3.68 inches (9.35 cm; WRCC, 
2012).  Average daily summer high temperatures are above 100 degrees Fahrenheit and average daily 
winter low temperatures are in the 40s.    

3.4 Geomorphology/Hydrology  

The California Interagency Watershed Mapping Committee has developed a system for naming and 
delineating watersheds and subunits in California, beginning with 10 Hydrologic Regions (HR) that each 
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covers millions of acres and which are progressively subdivided into Hydrologic Units (HU) and 
Hydrologic Areas (HA). The DHSP site is located in the Colorado HR, and entirely within the Palen HA 
subdivision of the Chuckwalla HU. The Chuckwalla HU encompasses 1,268,650 acres, and the Palen HA 
accounts for 419,660 of these acres, or approximately 33 percent of the larger HU. 

For planning and reporting purposes, the Colorado River Basin region is divided into seven major 
planning areas (Colorado River Basin RWQCB, 2006). The DHSP site is located within the Hayfield 
Planning Area, which lies primarily in Riverside County and covers approximately 1,190,400 acres 
(Colorado River Basin RWQCB, 2006).  

3.5 Soils  

A typical assessment of jurisdictional wetlands and other non-wetland Waters of the U.S. includes a 
review of historic soil data from the National Resource Conservation Society (NRCS) to determine if and 
where hydric soils could be present over the site. The DHSP site has not been surveyed by the NRCS so 
specific soil types are not mapped. Therefore, interpretation of soils on the DHSP site are based on field 
observations and on soils descriptions from the DSSF project, just north of the DHSP site. That analysis 
included a 2009 geotechnical study (BLM, 2011). It found that soils were generally uniform and sandy in 
texture. Soils encountered during the DSSF geotechnical survey of the surrounding area consist of sand 
dune deposit, younger alluvium, and older alluvium. The older alluvium was slightly moist, likely due to 
winter rain infiltration and in a medium dense to dense condition, while the sand dune deposits were 
generally soft and dry (BLM, 2011). Soils in the 2009 geotechnical study exhibited low to very severe 
resistivity and were classified as having a very low expansion potential (BLM, 2011). Soil textures and 
vegetation cover are similar on the DHSP site (BLM, 2012). 

The DHSP site contains desert pavement (BLM, 2012). Desert pavements are areas with rock fragments 
of pebble to cobble size that cover an underlying layer of sand, silt, or clay.  Desert pavement areas 
typically have little or no vegetation cover. The extent to which desert pavement reduces wind erosion 
and resulting fugitive dust depends on the density of the rock fragments covering the underlying soil. 

Desert pavements seem to form from two different processes (McAuliffe, 2011). On rocky alluvial fans, 
fine dust settling out of the air accumulates among the surface layer of rocks, eventually forming a thin 
silt and clay layer that separates the surface rocks from the main part of the alluvial fan.  Desert 
pavement also forms on sandy soils that contain significant amounts of gravel and rock fragments.  In 
such situations, wind and water erosion can remove most of the sand and fine sediments from the 
surface, leaving the remaining rock fragments as the predominant surface layer. 

3.6 Geology  

Regional Geology 

The DHSP site lies within the Mojave Desert geomorphic province (BLM, 2012), which is located in the 
westernmost part of the Basin and Range geomorphic province. This geomorphic province is a broad 
interior region of isolated mountain ranges separated by expanses of desert plains and is an interior 
enclosed drainage, with multiple playas (or dry lake basins). The topography is largely a result of fault 
trends.  Mountain ranges in the province are composed of complexly faulted and folded basement rocks 
that range in age from pre-Cambrian (more than 570 million years before present) to Mesozoic (66 to 
240 million years before present). Volcanic and sedimentary rocks deposited in the Cenozoic (less than 
66 million years before present to present) are also common.  The DHSP site is located in the eastern 
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half of the Mojave Desert geomorphic province where faulting is characterized by generally north- to 
northwest-trending normal faults associated with regional extension in the Basin and Range province. 

The DHSP site lies within the upper Chuckwalla Valley, which is bounded on the northwest by the Eagle 
Mountains, on the northeast by the Coxcomb Mountains, and on the south by the Chuckwalla 
Mountains. The Chuckwalla Valley contains a thick sequence of Quaternary sedimentary deposits 
including Pleistocene fan deposits, Holocene alluvium, and dune sand. The bordering mountains expose 
primarily Precambrian metamorphic and Mesozoic granitic rocks.  The nearest active faults are the 
north-northwest trending Blue Cut and Pinto Mountain Fault Zones, 11 and 29 miles from the solar 
facility site, respectively. The San Andreas Fault is approximately 38 miles southwest of the DHSP site 
(USGS, 2011). 

Local Geology 

The predominant geologic unit in the DHSP area is Quaternary alluvium and marine deposits (USGS, 
2005). No active faults are mapped in the footprint of the DHSP solar facility site or within the 
Chuckwalla Valley area. The Blue Cut Fault Zone is the closest active fault zone, located approximately 11 
miles north of the site (USGS, 2011). 

3.7 Vegetation 

Aspen biologists mapped vegetation on the DHSP site during September and October 2011. Vegetation 
on the gen-tie alignments was mapped by Ironwood Consulting for the DSSF Final EIS (FEIS, BLM 2011), 
and Aspen biologists field-checked that vegetation map as a basis for the DHSP Biological Resources 
Technical Report (see BLM 2012 Appendix C.6).  Two vegetation types cover the solar facility site and 
gen-tie alignment (Figures 3 and 4): Creosote Bush Scrub (Larrea tridentata Shrubland Alliance) and Blue 
Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Parkinsonia florida–Olneya tesota Woodland Alliance) as described in 
Sawyer et al. (2009). The Creosote Bush Scrub vegetation is a subset of the Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub 
as described by Holland (1986), and Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland is a subset of Holland’s 
description of “Desert Dry Wash Woodland.” There also are small areas where natural vegetation has 
been removed or disturbed for roads and other land uses but these areas are too small for mapping at 
this scale. 

Creosote Bush Scrub  

The Creosote Bush Scrub on the solar facility site is characterized by low diversity of shrub species with 
relatively wide spacing of shrubs and usually bare ground between the shrubs. The dominant species in 
this vegetation is creosote bush (Larrea tridentata).  Associated species include white bursage (Ambrosia 
dumosa), brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), and big galleta grass (Pleuraphis rigida). This vegetation type 
also supports a diverse assemblage of seasonal annuals, including desert sunflower (Geraea canescens), 
desert dandelion (Malacothrix glabrata), several pincushion species (Chaenactis spp.) and several 
species of cryptantha (Cryptantha spp.). The areas mapped as Creosote Bush Scrub also include areas of 
desert pavement with relatively sparse cover of low-statured creosote bush and seasonal annuals such 
as devil’s spineflower (Chorizanthe rigida), kidneyleaf buckwheat (Eriogonum reniforme), and Emory’s 
rock daisy (Perityle emoryi). 

Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland  

Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland occurs in patches throughout the DHSP site area, primarily in 
broad dry washes.  This vegetation type is characterized by the presence of desert ironwood (Olneya 
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tesota) and blue palo verde (Parkinsonia  floridum). Additional tree species such as smoketree (Psoro-
thamnus spinosus) and cat claw acacia (Acacia greggii) also occur but are uncommon. It is one of several 
communities included within broader vegetation types called desert wash woodland or microphyll 
woodland (Holland, 1986; Schoenherr and Burk, 2007). Vegetation in desert washes is generally taller, 
reaching up to approximately 9 meters (30 feet) in height in some areas, and denser than those of 
surrounding desert habitats, with the height of the wash vegetation proportional to the size of the 
arroyo (Laudenslayer, 1988). Understory vegetation within these woodlands is composed of species 
such as big galleta grass, cheesebush (Hymenoclea salsola), and desert lavender (Hyptis emoryi). Blue 
Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodlands on the site match the Desert Wash wildlife habitat described by 
Laudenslayer (1988). 

A complete list of all plant species observed within the DHSP site (including wetland indicator status) is 
presented in Appendix B. 

4.0 Waters/Wetlands Delineation 

Aspen biologists Jared Varonin, Justin Wood, and Dustin Ray visited the DHSP site during September and 
October 2011 to conduct a delineation of potentially jurisdictional waters utilizing the methodology 
described below. The jurisdictional delineation of the gen-tie alignments was completed by Ironwood 
Consulting for the DSSF FEIS (BLM 2011), and Aspen biologists field-checked that vegetation map as a 
basis for this Delineation Report and the Biological Resources Technical Report (see BLM 2012 Appendix 
C.6).   

4.1 Federal Delineation Methods: Non-Wetland Waters of the U.S. 

Due to the location of the DHSP project site within the closed Palen and Ford Dry Lakes basin and the 
absence of hydrologic connection to navigable or interstate waters, that the USACE determined that the 
site is not within the its jurisdiction under Section 404 of the CWA (USACE 2012; Appendix C). Pending 
receipt of jurisdictional determination from USACE, Aspen proceeded with the delineation of Waters of 
the U.S., below.  

Potential jurisdictional features were evaluated prior to conducting the field assessment by using the 
vegetation map and descriptions (above), a series of current aerial photographs, detailed topographic 
maps, the available soils information, and the local and state hydric soil list (NRCS 2011a, 2011b). 
Additionally, prior to conducting the field assessment, 17 transects (ranging from 0.15 to 1.5 miles in 
length) were drawn on a one-meter resolution aerial photograph. During the field assessment, points 
where these transects intercepted potentially jurisdictional waters were mapped on the aerial 
photographs or with a Trimble GeoXT GPS unit. Field maps were digitized using Geographic Information 
System (GIS) technology and the total area of jurisdictional features was calculated.  

Jurisdictional non-wetland “waters of the U.S.” were delineated based on the limits of the ordinary high 
water mark (OHWM) as determined by changes in physical and biological features, such as bank erosion, 
deposited vegetation or debris, and vegetation characteristics. Criteria used to aid in the determination 
of the limit and/or presence of the/an OHWM are presented below in Tables 4-1 and 4-2. 
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Table 4-1 Potential Geomorphic Indicators of Ordinary High Water Marks for the Arid West* 

Potential Geomorphic OHWM Indicators 

(A)  Below OHW (B)  At OHW (C)  Above OHW 
1.  In-stream dunes  
2.  Crested ripples  
3.  Flaser bedding  
4.  Harrow marks  
5.  Gravel sheets to rippled sands  
6.  Meander bars  
7.  Sand tongues  
8.  Muddy point bars  
9.  Long gravel bars  
10.  Cobble bars behind obstructions  
11.  Scour holes downstream of  

obstructions  
12.  Obstacle marks  
13.  Stepped-bed morphology in gravel  
14.  Narrow berms and levees  
15.  Streaming lineations  
16.  Dessication/mud cracks  
17.  Armored mud balls  
18.  Knick Points 

1.  Valley flat  
2.  Active floodplain  
3.  Benches: low, mid, most prominent  
4.  Highest surface of channel bars  
5.  Top of point bars  
6.  Break in bank slope  
7.  Upper limit of sand-sized particles  
8.  Change in particle size distribution  
9.  Staining of rocks  
10. Exposed root hairs below intact soil layer  
11. Silt deposits  
12.  Litter (organic debris, small twigs and leaves)  
13. Drift (organic debris, larger than twigs) 

1.  Desert pavement  
2.  Rock varnish  
3.  Clast weathering  
4.  Salt splitting  
5.  Carbonate etching  
6.  Depositional topography  
7.  Caliche rubble  
8.  Soil development  
9.  Surface color/tone  
10.  Drainage development  
11.  Surface relief  
12.  Surface rounding 

* Table adapted from Ironwood, 2010 

Table 4-2 Potential Vegetation Indicators of Ordinary High Water Marks for the Arid West* 

Potential Vegetation OHWM Indicators 

 
(D)  Below OHW (E)  At OHW (F)  Above OHW 

Hydroriparian  
indicators 

1.   Herbaceous marsh species  
2.   Pioneer tree seedlings  
3.   Sparse, low vegetation  
4.   Annual herbs, hydromesic          

ruderals  
5.   Perennial herbs, hydromesic 

clonals 

1.  Annual herbs, hydromesic 
ruderals  
2.  Perennial herbs,  hydromesic 
clonals  
3.  Pioneer tree seedlings  
4.  Pioneer tree saplings 

1.   Annual herbs, xeric  
ruderals  

2.   Perennial herbs, non-clonal  
3.   Perennial herbs, clonal and  

non-clonal co-dominant  
4.   Mature pioneer trees, no  

young trees  
5.   Mature pioneer trees  

w/upland species  
6.   Late-successional species 

Mesoriparian  
indicators 

6.   Pioneer tree seedlings  
7.   Sparse, low vegetation  
8.   Pioneer tree saplings  
9.   Xeroriparian species 

5.  Sparse, low vegetation  
Annual herbs, hydromesic  

6.  ruderals  
7.  Perennial herbs,  hydromesic 

clonals  
8.  Pioneer tree seedlings  
9.  Pioneer tree saplings  
10. Xeroriparian species  
 11. Annual herbs, xeric ruderals 

7.   Xeroriparian species  
8.   Annual herbs, xeric  

ruderals  
9.   Perennial herbs, non-clonal  
10. Perennial herbs, clonal and  

non-clonal codominent  
11. Mature pioneer trees, no  

young trees  
12. Mature pioneer trees, xeric  

understory  
13. Mature pioneer trees  

w/upland species  
14.  Late-successional species  
15.  Upland species 
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Potential Vegetation OHWM Indicators 

 
(D)  Below OHW (E)  At OHW (F)  Above OHW 

Xeroriparian  
indicators 
 

10.  Sparse, low  
vegetation  

11.  Xeroriparian species  
12.  Annual herbs, xeric  

Ruderals 

12. Sparse, low vegetation  
13. Xeroriparian species  
14. Annual herbs, xeric  

ruderals 

16. Annual herbs, xeric  
ruderals  

17. Mature pioneer trees  
w/upland species  

18. Upland species 

* Table adapted from Ironwood, 2010 

4.2 Federal Delineation Methods: Wetlands 

This jurisdictional wetland delineation used a routine determination according to the methods outlined 
in the USACE Wetland Delineation Manual (1987) and the Arid West Supplement (2008) based on three 
wetland parameters: dominant hydrophytic vegetation, wetland hydrology, and hydric soils. Data on 
vegetation, hydrology, and soils were collected using the methods described below and, when 
necessary, recorded on Wetland Determination Data Forms.  

4.2.1 Vegetation 

Plant species in each stratum (tree, sapling/shrub, herb, and woody vine) were ranked according to their 
canopy dominance (USACE 2008). Beginning with the species with the highest coverage, species that 
contributed to a cumulative coverage total of at least 50 percent and any species that comprised at least 
20 percent of the total coverage for each stratum were recorded on the Field Data Sheets (50/20 Rule). 
The wetland indicator status was assigned to each dominant species using the Region 7 (Southwest 
Region) and 8 (Intermountain Region) List of Plant Species that Occur in Wetlands and Summary of 
Wetland Indicator Status (Reed 1988) and the National National List of Vascular Plant Species That Occur 
In Wetlands (National Wetlands Inventory, 1996). If greater than 50 percent of the dominant species 
from all strata were Obligate, Facultative-wetland, or Facultative species, the criteria for wetland 
vegetation was considered to be met.  

Table 4-3 Summary of Wetland Indicator Status 

Category Probability 

Obligate Wetland OBL Almost always occur in wetlands (estimated probability of >99%) 

Facultative Wetland FACW Usually occur in wetlands (estimated probability of 67 to 99%) 

Facultative FAC Equally likely to occur in wetlands/non-wetlands (estimated probability of 34 to 66%) 

Facultative Upland FACU Usually occur in non-wetlands (estimated probability 67 to 99%) 

Obligate Upland UPL Almost always occur in non-wetlands (estimated probability >99%) 

Non-Indicator NI No indicator status has been assigned 

An asterisk (*) following the categories noted above indicates limited ecological information is available.  
Source:  Reed, 1988  
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4.2.2 Hydrology 

The potential presence of wetland hydrology was evaluated by recording the extent of observed primary 
and secondary indicators (USACE, 2008). Indicators such as, but not limited to, surface water or 
saturated soils (both Group A indicators) were recorded if observed. The Arid West Supplement includes 
two additional indicator groups that can be used during dry conditions or in areas where surface 
water/saturated soils are not present including Group B (evidence of recent inundation) and Group C 
(evidence of recent soil saturation) (USACE, 2008). The indicators are divided into two categories 
(primary and secondary indicators) and the presence of one primary indicator from any of the groups is 
considered evidence of wetland hydrology. These indicators are intended to be one-time observations 
of site conditions representing evidence of wetland hydrology when hydrophytic vegetation and hydric 
soils are present (USACE, 2008).  

Table 4-4 Wetland Hydrology Indicators * 

Primary Indicators Secondary Indicators 

Watermarks  Oxidized Rhizospheres Associated with Living Roots  

Water-Borne Sediment Deposits   FAC-Neutral Test 

Drift Lines   Water-Stained Leaves  

Drainage Patterns Within Wetlands   Local Soil Survey Data 

* Table adapted from Ironwood, 2010. (Based on 1987 USACE Manual and Related Guidance Documents) 

Table 4-5 Wetland Hydrology Indicators for the Arid West* 

 
Primary Indicator (any one indicator is 
sufficient to make a determination that 
wetland hydrology is present) 

Secondary Indicator (two or more indicators are 
required to make a determination that wetland 
hydrology is present) 

Group A – Observation of Surface Water or Saturated Soils 

A1 – Surface Water    X  
A2 – High Water Table   X  
A3 – Saturation   X  

Group B – Evidence of Recent Inundation 

B1 – Water Marks    X (Non-riverine) X (Riverine) 
B2 – Sediment 
Deposits  X (Non-riverine) X (Riverine) 
B3 – Drift Deposits    X (Non-riverine) X (Riverine) 
B6 – Surface Soil 
Cracks    X  
B7 – Inundation Visible 
on Aerial Imagery  X  
B9 –Water-Stained 
Leaves   X  
B10 – Drainage X X 
B11 – Salt Crust   X  
B12 – Biotic Crust   X  
B13 – Aquatic 
Invertebrates   X  
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Primary Indicator (any one indicator is 
sufficient to make a determination that 
wetland hydrology is present) 

Secondary Indicator (two or more indicators are 
required to make a determination that wetland 
hydrology is present) 

Group C – Evidence of Current or Recent Soil Saturation 

C1 – Hydrogen Sulfide 
Odor  X  
C2 – Dry-Season Water 
Table   X 
C3 – Oxidized 
Rhizospheres along 
Living Roots  

X  

C4 – Presence of 
Reduced Iron  X  
C6 – Recent Iron 
Reduction in Tilled Soils   X  
C7 – Thin Muck 
Surface  X  
C8 – Crayfish Burrows  X 
C9 – Saturation Visible 
on Aerial Imagery  X 

Group D – Evidence from other Site Conditions or Data 

D3 – Shallow Aquitard    X 
D5 – FAC-Neutral Test  X 
* Table adapted from Ironwood, 2010. (Based on Regional Supplement to the USACE Wetland Delineation Manual: Arid West Region, 

Version 2.0)) 

4.2.3 Soils 

The DHSP site has not been surveyed by the NRCS (mapped as “not completed”); therefore, specific soil 
types are not known.  Analysis for the DSSF just north of the DHSP site included a 2009 geotechnical 
study (BLM, 2011). On the DSSF site, soil pits were excavated to a depth of 20 inches where possible 
(USACE, 2008) to record soil texture, color, and any indicators of hydric soils. Data from this study and 
observations of on-site soil characteristics were used as the basis for evaluating whether hydric/wetland 
soils are present on the DHSP site. Aspen concludes that soils on the DHSP site are substantially similar 
to those on the DSSF site.  

Table 4-6 Field Indicators of Hydric Soil Conditions* 

1.  Indicators of Historical Hydric Soil Conditions: 2.  Indicators of Current Hydric Soil Conditions: 

a.  Histosols  
b.  Histic epipedons;  
c.  Soil colors (e.g., gleyed or low-chroma colors, soils 

with bright mottles (Redoximorphic features) and/or 
depleted soil matrix 

c.  Soil colors  
d.  High organic content in surface of sandy soils  
e.  Organic streaking in sandy soils   
f.  Iron and manganese concretions  
g.  Soil listed on county hydric soils list  

a.  Aquic or peraquic moisture regime (inundation and/or soil 
saturation for *7 continuous days) 

b.  Reducing soil conditions (inundation and/or soil saturation for * 7 
continuous days) 

c.  Sulfidic material (rotten egg smell) 

* Table adapted from Ironwood, 2010. (Based on 1987 USACE Manual and Related Guidance Documents) 
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Table 4-7  Hydric Soil Indicators for the Arid West* 

Hydric Soil Indicators 
Hydric Soil Indicators for 

Problem Soils** All Soils Sandy Soils Loamy and Clay Soils 

A1 – Histosol  S1 – Sandy Mucky Mineral  F1 – Loamy Mucky Mineral  A9 – 1 cm Muck 

A2 – Histic Epipedon  S4 – Sandy Gleyed Matrix  F2 – Loamy Gleyed Matrix  A10 – 2 cm Muck 

A3 – Black Histic   S5 – Sandy Redox   F3 – Depleted Matrix   F18 – Reduced Verti 

A4 – Hydrogen Sulfide   S6 – Stripped Matrix   F6 – Redox Dark Surface TF2 – Red Parent Material 

A5 – Stratified Layers -- F7 – Depleted Dark Surface 
Other (See Section 5 of the Regional 
Supplement, Version 2.0)-- 

A9 – 1 cm Muck   -- F8 – Redox Depressions -- 

A11 – Depleted Below Dark 
Surface 

-- F9 – Vernal Pools -- 

A12 – Thick Dark Surface -- -- -- 

* Table adapted from Ironwood, 2010. (Based on Regional Supplement to the USACE Wetland Delineation Manual: Arid West Region, 
Version 2.0) 

** Indicators of hydrophytic vegetation and wetland hydrology must be present 

4.3 CDFG Jurisdictional Waters 

State-jurisdictional streambeds were delineated in the field concurrently with the delineation of non-
wetland federal waters (Section 4.1, above). Prior to conducting field assessments, 17 transects (ranging 
from 0.15 to 1.5 miles in length) were drawn on a one-meter resolution aerial photograph. During the 
field assessment, points where these transects intercepted potentially jurisdictional waters were 
mapped on the aerial photographs or with a Trimble GeoXT GPS unit. Field maps were digitized using 
GIS technology and the total area of jurisdictional features was calculated.  

CDFG jurisdiction was delineated to the top of the banks of the channel and/or to the edge of the 
riparian canopy/riparian habitat. For portions of the DHSP site the CDFG jurisdictional boundary mirrors 
the OHWM. In some areas however the riparian canopy/riparian habitat extends beyond the OHWM. 
Therefore the total acreage of CDFG jurisdictional waters may be greater than the combined acreage of 
federal jurisdictional waters/wetlands.  

4.4 Results 

The only type of jurisdictional feature documented within the DHSP site was CDFG jurisdictional waters. 
Refer to Table 4-8 and Figure 5 for the locations, widths and acreages of jurisdictional features. Gen-tie 
line Alternative B (the proposed alternative) would cross similar state-jurisdictional waters, but would 
not affect wetlands or federally-jurisdictional Waters of the United States. Gen-tie line Alternative C is 
immediately adjacent to the Alternative B alignment; vegetation and hydrology are essentially the same 
on both alignments. Construction of either alignment would result in 9 acres of permanent impact to 
desert dry washes in Creosote desert scrub habitat and 37 acres of desert dry washes in Blue palo verde 
– Ironwood Woodland habitat (BLM 2011). See Table 4-9.   
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Table 4-8 – Acreage of Jurisdictional Waters, Wetlands, and CDFG Jurisdictional Habitat on 
DHSP Solar Facility Site 

 Total 

Length 

(ft) 

CDFG Jurisdictional Waters (Acres) USACE/Water Board Waters and Wetlands (Acres) 

Non-wetland CDFG 
Jurisdictional Waters 

Wetlands 
Non-wetland “Waters of 

U.S.” 
Wetlands 

Solar 

Facility  
540,278 285.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 

Table 4-9 – Acreage of Jurisdictional Waters, Wetlands, and CDFG Jurisdictional Habitat on 
Gen-tie Alignment Alternatives B and C 

 

Habitat Type 

CDFG Jurisdictional Waters (Acres) 
USACE/Water Board Waters and 

Wetlands (Acres) 

Non-wetland CDFG 
Jurisdictional Waters 

Wetlands 
Non-wetland 

“Waters of U.S.” 
Wetlands 

Gen-tie 
Alternatives 
B and C 

Desert Dry Wash – 
Creosote Bush Scrub 

9 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Desert Dry Wash - 
Woodland 

37 0 0 0 

 Total 46 0 0 0 

Table adapted from Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project Final EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment, 2011 

4.4.1 Federal Non-Wetland Waters of the U.S. 

Due to the location of the DHSP project site within the closed Palen and Ford Dry Lakes basin and the 
absence of hydrologic connection to navigable or interstate waters, Aspen believes that the site is not 
within the USACE jurisdiction under Section 404 of the CWA. The USACE has provided its written 
jurisdictional determination for the DHSP site (29 May 2012; Appendix C) agreeing that the site it 
outside federal jurisdiction under Section 404 of the CWA.  

4.4.2 Federal Wetlands 

Although the site is outside federal jurisdiction under Section 404 of the CWA, Aspen completed its 
evaluation of any potential wetlands or wetland indicators in order to inform the CDFG’s evaluation of 
the site and as a basis for evaluating impacts under NEPA and CEQA (BLM 2012).  

Vegetation 

Based on field observations, a dominance of wetland plant species or hydrophytes was not found; 
therefore, the criteria defined by the USACE Wetland Delineation Manual (1987) and the Arid West 
Supplement (2008) for wetland vegetation was not met.  

Soils 

Based on field observations, indicators of hydric soils were not observed; therefore, the criteria defined 
by the USACE Wetland Delineation Manual (1987) and the Arid West Supplement (2008) for hydric soils 
were not met. Observations of soils within the DHSP site did not reveal evidence of ponding or soil 
saturation. The lack of evidence of ponding or soils saturation correlates with the nature of the soils 
known to occur in the area.  
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Hydrology 

No wetland hydrology indicators were observed; therefore, the criteria defined by the USACE Wetland 
Delineation Manual (1987) and the Arid West Supplement (2008) for wetland hydrology were not met. 
The lack of evidence of ponding or soils saturation correlates with the nature of the soils occurring in the 
area. 

Based on assessment of hydrology, vegetation and soils during the field surveys and in Aspen’s 
professional opinion, none of the habitat within the DHSP site satisfies the criteria as wetlands pursuant 
to the USACE 1987 Manual and 2008 Regional Supplement. This conclusion is dependent on 
confirmation by the USACE.   

4.4.3 CDFG Jurisdictional Waters 

Construction of the DHSP solar facility would impact 113 acres of CDFG jurisdictional streambeds 
including 34.5 acres within Blue Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodland and 78.5 within Creosote Bush 
Scrub (see Figure 5). Construction would also impact 180 acres of the adjacent riparian vegetation (Blue 
Palo Verde–Desert Ironwood Woodlands; see Figure 3). Total impacts to CDFG jurisdictional areas are 
calculated as the sum of mapped woodlands (180 acres) plus the acreage of CDFG jurisdictional waters 
mapped outside those woodlands (78.5 acres), or 258.5 acres. For portions of the DHSP site, the CDFG 
jurisdictional boundary mirrors the OHWM. However, in most areas, the riparian canopy and/or riparian 
habitat extend beyond the OHWM. In addition, approximately 46 acres of state jurisdictional waters and 
adjacent riparian vegetation would be affected by construction of gen-tie Alternatives B or C. Based on 
assessment of hydrology, presence of bed and bank, extent of microphyll woodland (Blue Palo Verde–
Desert Ironwood Woodlands) vegetation, and in Aspen’s professional opinion, the total project impacts 
to CDFG jurisdictional waters and adjacent riparian vegetation as outlined in Sections 1600-1616 of the 
California Fish and Game Code would be 304.5 acres. This total includes 46 acres of gen-tie impacts that 
may not be disturbed by the DHSP, depending on the final project alternative identified in the BLM 
Record of Decision and on scheduling for gen-tie line construction.  

5.0 Summary and Conclusions 

All of the jurisdictional streambeds mapped within the DHSP site are characterized as ephemeral desert 
dry washes. These washes exhibited field indicators of active flow such as, but not limited to, water 
marks, linear deposits of sediment and/or plant debris, bank scour, and erosion. Aspen determined 
CDFG jurisdictional waters and adjacent riparian vegetation are found on the site, but that USACE 
Jurisdictional Waters of the U.S. and Water Board jurisdictional waters are not found on the DHSP site. 
Using a combination of vegetation mapping, bed/bank delineation, and other field observations 
approximately 258.5 acres of CDFG jurisdictional area were delineated within the DHSP site. Based on 
the DSSF FEIS (BLM 2011) an additional 46 acres of state-jurisdictional waters and adjacent riparian 
vegetation would be affected by construction of gen-tie line Alternatives B or C.  

No portion of the DHSP site supported hydrophytic vegetation, exhibited evidence of wetland 
hydrology, or hydric soils, and no portion of the site meets state or federal criteria as wetlands. Although 
evidence of hydrology or a discernible OHWM was visible within the mapped ephemeral desert dry 
washes, the site does not contain jurisdictional Waters of the U.S. as defined in 33 CFR Part 328. This 
determination was based on the site’s location within the closed Palen and Ford Dry Lakes basin and the 
absence of hydrologic connection to navigable or interstate waters, as confirmed by USACE (Appendix 
C).   
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The conclusions presented above represent Aspen’s professional opinion based on knowledge and 
experience with the USACE, Water Board and CDFG, including their regulatory guidance documents and 
manuals. However, the USACE, Water Board and CDFG have final authority in determining the status 
and presence of jurisdictional wetlands/waters and the extent of their boundaries.  
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Appendix B: Plant Species Observed on the Project Site 

Latin Name Common Name Abundance 

Wetland 
Indicator 
Status*** 

VASCULAR PLANTS     

AMARANTHACEAE AMARANTH FAMILY   

 Tidestromia oblongifolia  Honeysweet Uncommon -- 

   (T. suffriticosa var. oblongifolia)    

      

ASCLEPIADACEAE MILKWEED FAMILY   

 Asclepias erosa  Desert milkweed Uncommon -- 

 Asclepias subulata  Rush milkweed Uncommon -- 

# Cynanchum utahense    Utah milkvine Solitary -- 

    (Funastrum utahense)        

 Sarcostemma hirtellum  Rambling milkvine Scarce -- 

      

ASTERACEAE ASTER FAMILY   

 Ambrosia dumosa  White bursage, burrobush Common -- 

 Bebbia juncea  Sweetbush Uncommon -- 

 Calycoseris wrightii  White tackstem Scarce -- 

  Chaenactis carphoclina  Pincushion Uncommon -- 

  Chaenactis fremontii  Fremont pincushion Occasional -- 

 Chaenactis stevioides  Broad-flowered pincushion Uncommon -- 

 Encelia actoni  Acton brittlebush Uncommon -- 

 Encelia farinosa  Brittlebush Occasional -- 

 Encelia frutescens  Rayless encelia Occasional -- 

  Geraea canescens  Desert sunflower Uncommon -- 

 Hymenoclea salsola  Cheesebush Occasional UPL 

 Malacothrix glabrata  Desert dandelion Common -- 

  Monoptilon bellioides   Desert star Uncommon -- 

 Palafoxia arida  Spanish needles Common -- 

 Pectis papposa  Chinchweed Occasional -- 

 Perityle emoryi  Emory rock-daisy Occasional -- 

  Psathyrotes ramosissima  Velvet rosettes Uncommon -- 

  Rafinesquia neomexicana  Desert chicory Uncommon -- 

 Stephanomeria exigua  Small wreath-plant Scarce -- 

 Stephanomeria pauciflora  Desert straw Uncommon -- 

      

BORAGINACEAE BORAGE FAMILY   

 Amsinckia tessellata  Checker fiddleneck Uncommon -- 

 Cryptantha angustifolia  Narrowleaf cryptantha Occasional -- 

 Cryptantha barbigera  Bearded cryptantha Uncommon -- 

# Cryptantha dumetorum  Twining cryptantha   -- 

 Cryptantha maritima  White Haired Forget me not  Uncommon -- 

 Cryptantha nevadensis  Nevada cryptantha Uncommon -- 
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# Pectocarya platycarpa  Broad-fruited comb-bur   -- 

 Pectocarya recurvata  Recurved pectocarya Scarce -- 

 Tiquilia plicata (Coldenia plicata) Plicate tiquilia Scarce -- 

BRASSICACEAE MUSTARD FAMILY   

* Brassica tournefortii  Sahara mustard, wild turnip Uncommon -- 

 Dithyrea californica  California spectacle pod Scarce -- 

 Lepidium lasiocarpum   Sand peppergrass Uncommon -- 

* Sisymbrium irio  London rocket Scarce -- 

      

CACTACEAE CACTUS FAMILY   

 Ferocactus cylindraceus  California barrel cactus Scarce -- 

 Opuntia basilaris v. basilaris  Beavertail cactus Scarce -- 

 Cylindropuntia echinocarpa  Silver cholla Scarce -- 

 Cylindropuntia ramosissima  Pencil cholla Scarce -- 

      

CARYOPHYLLACEAE CARNATION FAMILY   

  Achyronychia cooperi  Onyx flower Scarce -- 

      

CHENOPODIACEAE GOOSEFOOT FAMILY   

# Chenopodium sp.  Unidentified goosefoot  -- 

      

CUCURBITACEAE GOURD FAMILY   

 Brandegea bigelovii  Brandegea Occasional -- 

      

CUSCUTACEAE DODDER FAMILY   

 Cuscuta denticulata  Dodder (parasite on creosote) Scarce -- 

      

EUPHORBIACEAE SPURGE FAMILY   

# Chamaesyce albomarginata  Rattlesnake spurge  -- 

   (Euphorbia albomarginata)     

 Chamaesyce micromera  Sonoran sandmat Occasional -- 

   (Euphorbia micromera)     

 Chamaesyce polycarpa  Sand mat Occasional -- 

   (Euphorbia polycarpa)     

 Croton californicus  California croton Uncommon -- 

  Ditaxis lanceolata  Narrow-leaved ditaxis Scarce -- 

 Ditaxis neomexicana  Common ditaxis Occasional -- 

 Ditaxis serrata  Yuma ditaxis Occasional -- 

   (Ditaxis serrata var. serrata)     

# Stillingia linearifolia  Linear-leaved stillingia   -- 

 Stillingia spinulosa  Annual stillingia Uncommon -- 

      

FABACEAE PEA FAMILY   

 Acacia greggii  Catclaw acacia Uncommon FACU 
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 Dalea mollissima   Rust dalea Occasional -- 

  Lupinus arizonicus  Arizona lupine Occasional -- 

# Lupinus sp.  Unid. annual lupine  -- 

  Marina parryi  Parry dalea Scarce -- 

 Olneya tesota  Desert ironwood Abundant -- 

 Parkinsonia florida  Blue palo verde Occasional UPL 

 Psorothamnus emoryi  Emory indigo-bush, dye-weed Uncommon -- 

   (Dalea emoryi)     

 Psorothamnus schottii  Indigo-bush Uncommon -- 

   (Dalea schottii)     

      

FOUQUIERIACEAE OCOTILLO FAMILY   

  Fouquieria splendens  Ocotillo Scarce -- 

      

HYDROPHYLLACEAE WATERLEAF FAMILY   

 Phacelia distans   Common heliotrope Uncommon -- 

 Phacelia crenulata  Helitrope phacelia Scarce -- 

      

KRAMERIACEAE KRAMERIA FAMILY   

 Krameria erecta  Pima rhatany, purple heather Uncommon -- 

   (K. parvifolia)     

 Krameria grayii  White rhatany Occasional -- 

      

LAMIACEAE MINT FAMILY   

 Hyptis emoryi  Desert lavender Scarce -- 

  Eremalche rotundifolia  Desert fivespot Scarce -- 

 Salvia columbariae  Chia Uncommon -- 

      

MARTYNIACEAE UNICORN PLANT FAMILY   

** Proboscidea althaeifolia   Unicorn plant Uncommon -- 

      

MOLLUGINACEAE CARPETWEED FAMILY   

* Mollugo cerviana  Carpet weed  Scarce NI 

      

NYCTAGINACEAE FOUR O'CLOCK FAMILY   

# Abronia villosa var. villosa  Sand verbena   -- 

 Allionia incarnata  Trailing windmills Scarce -- 

      

ONAGRACEAE EVENING PRIMROSE FAMILY   

 Camissonia boothii   Desert primrose Scarce -- 

   ssp. condensata     

 Camissonia boothii   Desert primrose Scarce -- 

   ssp. desertorum      

 Camissonia claviformis   Clavate evening primrose Scarce -- 
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PAPAVERACEAE POPPY FAMILY   

# Eschscholzia minutiflora  Small-flowered poppy   -- 

      

PLANTAGINACEAE PLANTAIN FAMILY   

 Plantago ovata  Desert plantain Uncommon FACU 

      

POLEMONIACEAE PHLOX FAMILY   

# Gilia latifolia  Broad-leaved gilia   -- 

 Gilia sp.  Unid. Gilia Uncommon -- 

  Loeseliastrum schottii  Schott's langloisia Scarce -- 

      

POLYGONACEAE BUCKWHEAT FAMILY   

  Chorizanthe brevicornu  Brittle spine-flower Uncommon -- 

# Chorizanthe corrugata  Wrinkled spineflower   -- 

 Chorizanthe rigida  Rigid spine-flower Occasional -- 

 Eriogonum deflexum  Skeleton weed Occasional -- 

 Eriogonum nidularium   Birdnest buckwheat Scarce -- 

 Eriogonum pusillum  Puny buckwheat Uncommon -- 

  Eriogonum reniforme  Kidney-leaved buckwheat Uncommon -- 

      

PORTULACACEAE PURSLANE FAMILY   

 Calyptridium monandrum  Common calyptridium Uncommon -- 

      

RESEDACEAE MIGNONETTE FAMILY   

# Oligomeris linifolia  Narrowleaf oligomeris   -- 

      

SIMAROUBACEAE     

** Castela emoryi   Crucifixion thorn Uncommon -- 

      

SOLANACEAE NIGHTSHADE FAMILY   

 Datura discolor  Jimsonweed, desert thorn-apple Occasional -- 

 Physalis crassifolia  Thick-leaf ground cherry Scarce -- 

      

VISCACEAE MISTLETOE FAMILY   

 Phoradendron californicum  Desert mistletoe Scarce -- 

      

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE CALTROP FAMILY   

  Fagonia laevis  Smooth-stem fagonia Uncommon -- 

# Fagonia pachyacantha  Glandular fagonia   -- 

 Kallstroemia californica  California caltrop Uncommon -- 

 Larrea tridentata  Creosote bush Abundant -- 

# Tribulus terrestris  Puncture vine   - 
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ARECACEAE PALM FAMILY   

 Phoenix dactylifera  Date palm Scarce - 

      

LILIACEAE LILY FAMILY   

# Calochortus sp.  Unid. Mariposa lily   -- 

  Hesperocallis undulata  Desert lily Uncommon -- 

      

POACEAE GRASS FAMILY   

 Aristida adscensionis  Six-weeks three-awn grass Scarce -- 

 Aristida californica  California three-awn Uncommon -- 

 Aristida purpurea  Three-awn grass Scarce -- 

 Bouteloua aristidoides  Needle grama Uncommon -- 

 
Pleuraphis rigida (Hilaria 
rigida)  Big galleta  Occasional -- 

* Schismus arabicus  Arabian schismus Uncommon -- 

* Schismus barbatus  Mediterranean schismus Uncommon -- 

* Alien species indicated by asterisk 
** Special status species indicated by two asterisks.  

*** Refer to Table 4-3 for a full description of the wetland indicator status categories.  
# These species were observed during botanical surveys conducted by AMEC in 2010; these species were not 

observed during Aspen’s survey in 2011.  
-- A wetland indicator status has not been assigned to these species. 

 

This list includes only species observed on the site. Others may have been overlooked or unidentifiable due 
to season (many plants are identifiable only in spring). Plants were identified using keys, descriptions, and 
illustrations in Baldwin et al. (2002), and Munz (1974). Taxonomy and nomenclature generally follow 
Baldwin et al. (2002). 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS 


RIVERSIDE FIELD OFFICE 


1451 RESEARCH PARK DRIVE, SUITE 100 

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92507-2154 


May 29,2012 

Regulatory Division 
I 

Jar=ed Varonin 
Aspen Environmental Group 
30423 Canwood Street, Suite 215 
Agoura Hills, California 91301 

SUBJECT: Approved Jurisdictional Determination regarding absence of geographic jurisdiction 
for Desert Harvest Solar Project (SPL-2012-00359-JEM), Desert Center, Riverside County, CA 

Dear Mr. Varonin: 

. Reference is made to your request (File No. SPL-2012-00359-JEM) dated January 24, 2012, 
for an approved Department of the Army jurisdictional determination (JD) for the Desert 
Harvest Solar Project, near Desert Center, Riverside County, California (location approximately 
ceJ~tered at -115.37687 Longitude 33.79784 Latitude, NAD 83). 

As you know, the Corps' evaluation process for determining whether or not a 
Department of the Army permit is needed involves two tests. If both tests are met, then a 
p~mit is required. The first test determines whether or not the proposed project is located in a 
W?i:er of the United States (i.e., it is within the Corps' geographic jurisdiction). The second test 
determines whether or not the proposed project is a regulated activity under Section 10 of the 
Ri~.er and Harbor Act or Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. As part of the evaluation process, 
peh_aining to the first test only, we have made the jurisdictional determination below. 

l, Based on available information, we have determined there are aquatic resources present 
atthe proposed project site, but there are no waters of the United States on the proposed 
pr~ect site. 

I 
The aquatic resources identified at the proposed location are intrastate isolated waters, 

with no apparent interstate or foreign commerce connection . As such, these waters are not 
currently regulated by the Corps of Engineers. This disclaimer of jurisdiction is only for 
Sepon 404 of the Clean Water Act. Other Federal, State, and local laws may apply to your 
ac!iJvities. In particular, you may need authorization from the California State Water Resources 
Cot).trol Board and/or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

This verification is valid for five years from the date of this letter, unless new mformation 
warrants revision of the determination before the expiration date. If you wish to submit new 
inlormation regarding the approved jurisdictional determination for this site, please submit 
this :information to me at the letterhead address by July 29, 2012. The Corps will consider ~y 
ne~ .information so submitted and respond within 60 days by either revising the prior ' 
de~rmination, if appropriate, or reissuing the prim determination. 
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11'\is determination has been conducted to identify the extent of the Corps' Clean Water 
Ac.': jurisdiction on the particular project site identified in your request. This determination 
may not be valid for the wetland conservation provisions of the Food Security Act of 1985. If 
yov or your tenant are USDA program participants, or anticipate participation in USDA 
pr'igrams, you should request a certified wetland determination from the local office of the 
Nat..ual Resources Conservation Service, prior to starting work. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at 951-276-6624 x 263 or via e-mail at 
Jantes. E.Mace@usace.arm y .mil. 

Please be advised that you can now comment on your experience with Regulatory 
Division by accessing the Corps web-based customer survey form at: 
h~f:Uper2.nwp.usace.army.mil/survey.html. 

Sincerely, 

James E. Mace 
Senior Project Manager 
Orange-ruverside Section 

I 

'·' 
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WILD~S 

TO: IanBlack,enJ(co 

FROM: Brian Monaghan, Wildland~ 
DATE: November 17,2011 

RE: Desert Harvest Solar Project, Riverside County 

Thank you for the opportunity to work with elL"Xco on providing a turnkey private lands 
habitat mitigation portfolio for the Desert Harvest solar project. Based on our current lands 
portfolio and knowledge of suitable private lands available, Wildlands is confident we can 
develop a Formal Mitigation Acquisition Proposal sufficient to meet the specific habitat 
mitigation permit conditions required by the natural resource agencies including but not 
limited to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Bureau of Land Management and California 
Department of Fish and Game. 

Wildlands is currendy working to develop a private lands mitigation portfolio for the project 
in anticipation of a formal purchase and sale agreement between Wildlands and elL"XCO. We 
look forward to finalizing an agreement and presenting elL"XCO with a full delivery solution in 
a timeframe that meets the conditions of the various Desert Harvest project permits. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to work with elL"XCO. 

\\'ILDLIJ\:DS .3855 .\ therton Road. Rocklm, c.\ 95165 • p: 916.435.3555 • f: 916.435.35, 8 
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Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard Uma scoparia Habitat Assessment 

enXco Desert Harvest Solar Energy Project 

Prepared for: 
 Aspen Environmental Group 

201 North First Ave., Suite 102, Upland CA 91786 

Prepared by: 
Robert Black 

11081 Cholla Ave., Morongo Valley CA 92256 

 

INTRODUCTION 

This report addresses the results of the Mojave fringed-toed lizard (MFTL) habitat assessment 

on the proposed Desert Harvest solar project site near Desert Center California.  Habitat within 

the project site boundaries and the solar footprint was observed to see what if any was suitable 

for the Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard.  

Mojave fringe-toed lizard   (Uma scoparia) 

Mojave fringe-toed lizards occur in the lower Sonoran life zones of the Mojave Desert and the 

northwestern reaches of the Sonoran desert (Hollingsworth and Beaman et al. 1999).  The 

Mojave fringe-toed lizard is found inn arid, sandy, sparsely vegetated habitats, within the 

broader matrix of creosote bush scrub, throughout much of its range (Norris 1958).  The most 

important factor in its habitat is the presence of fine sands, but it also uses surrounding desert 

habitat.  It is restricted to habitats where fine loose, aeolian (windlblown) sand, typically with 

grain size no coarser than 0.375 mm in diamater and at least a few inches deep, is abailable 

(Stebbins 1944; Turner et al. 1984).  They also may be found in surrounding habitat as far as at 

least 45 M from aeolian sand deposits (Norris 1958). 

Methodology 

As an experienced MFTL surveyor I conducted the habitat assessment with assistance from S. 

White and D. Ray  by walking and driving to precise coordinates to analyze and photograph the 

habitat of the project sites on 2/25/2011, 3/05/2011 and 3/12/2011. Starting at the larger 

northern project site coordinates were plotted north, south, east and west boundaries.  Alluvial 

fan desert scrub habitat was observed while walking.  Several washes that produced loose sand 

were checked for sand grain size consistency, sand depth and MFTL tracks and other sign. 
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Summary of Conclusions 

The Desert Harvest project site does not appear to provide suitable habitat for Mojave fringe-
toed lizard.  Ephemeral washes and channels throughout the site provide alluvial sand habitats 
but were often cemented or compacted, and the sand depth and coarse texture was not 
conducive for MFTL occupancy.  The few isolated areas where deeper, loose sand was present 
were not large enough to support MFTL occupancy.  No MFTL or their sign was observed 
throughout the field survey, though temperatures and times were suitable for their activity. 

Northern Project Site 

The Northern project site is primarily characterized by alluvial fan desert scrub with some 
Ironwood trees along its southern boundary.  Several moderate to light alluvial channels pass 
through it.  The exposed base substrate is largely a mix of cemented sand or gravel and where 
loose sand was present within the washes,  sand depth and consistency was not conducive for 
MFTL occupancy.   

3348095 N, 11524184 W, Point (1)  The northwestern boundary west of Kaiser Road.  This 

region has light alluvial braiding within its desert scrub makeup however none of these braids 

had any fine sand depth or conistency for MFTL occupancy.   

           
                                      Facing N                                                                               Facing E 

3348095 N, 11524058 W, Point (2) The northern boundary east of Kaiser Road.   This region is 
alluvial fan desert scrub with a mix of moderate and light alluvial braiding.   The moderate 
braids running northwest to southeast closer to Kaiser Road had some finer aeolian sand 
deposits but most of these were cemented and lacked the necessary depth conducive for MFTL 
occupancy. 
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                              Facing N                                                                                 Facing S 

3348095N, 11523377 W, Point (3)  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with several shallow 
and narrow alluvial braids.  Habitat between these shallow braids is course gravel and where 
fine aeolian sand deposits exist they lack enough depth  for MFTL occupancy.  
 

        
                                      Facing N                                                                                 Facing S 

3348095 N, 11523058 W, Point (4)  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with several faint 
alluvial braids.  Much of this region is peppered with a thin layer of aeolian sand and just below 
it is an exposed base substrate of gravel  This region is not conducive for MFTL occupancy. 

  

        
                                      Facing N                                                                                Facing S 
 

3348094 N, 11522343 W, Point (5)  This regions is alluvial fan desert scrub with a few wider 
washes, however, they lack any depth and the majority of the sand is too compacted for MFTL 
occupancy. 
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                                        Facing N                                                                                Facing S 
 

3348094 N, 11522031 W, Point (6) This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with much of the 
region having an exposed base substrate of gravel and cemented sands.  Very few alluvial 
braids were present.  This region is not conducive for  MFTL occupancy. 

 

        
                                       Facing N                                                                                Facing S 
 

3348093 N, 11521308 W, Point (7)   The northeastern boundary.  This region is alluvial fan 
desert scrub with very faint alluvial braiding.  This region is largely  made up of an exposed base 
substrate of gravel and cemented sands.  This region is not conducive for MFTL occupancy. 

 

        
                                        Facing N                                                                                 Facing S 
 

3347878 N, 11521312 W, Point (8)  The eastern boundary.  This region is alluvial fan desert 
scrub with very light alluvial braiding.  A few very narrow and shallow washes were examined 
for sand depth and conistency.  None were found to be conducive for MFTL occupancy.  
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                                Facing N                                                                                Facing S 
 

3347871 N, 11521566 W, Point (9)  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with very light 
braiding.  Only a few narrow and shallow washes in this region, which have compacted sands 

and are not conducive for MFTL occupancy.  
 

        
                                        Facing N                                                                               Facing S 
 

3347442 N,  11521570 W, Point (10)  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with very faint 
surface braiding. Fine sand deposits were extremely shallow. This region is not conducive for 
MFTL occupancy. 

 

        
                                       Facing N                                                                                 Facing S 
 

3347442 N, 11521318 W, Point (11)  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with an exposed 
base rock substrate.  Very light alluvial braiding is visible within this region and cannot support 
MFTL occupancy. 
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                                         Facing N                                                                               Facing S 
 

3347227 N, 11521318 W, Point (12) Southeast boundary.  This region is alluvial fan desert 
scrub.  A few narrow washes in the upper part of this region were examined for sand depth and 
consistency.  None had suitable depth for MFTL occupancy.  The southern end of this region 
crosses a dirt road and runs into an area of agriculture.   

 

        
                                       Facing N                                                                              Facing W 
 

3347228 N, 11522234 W, Point (13) Heading west along the southern boundary this region is 
alluvial fan desert scrub with many Ironwood trees mixed throughout the alluvial braids and 
washes.  There are isolated areas of fine sand but overall depth and consistency within these 
braided networks is not conducive for MFTL occupancy.  

 

        
                                       Facing N                                                                               Facing S 
 

3347336 N, 11522497 W, Point (14) Southern boundary.  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub 
with a mix of Ironwood trees throughout.  Several sand hummocks appear within this region, 
but upon examination the sand is too cemented and compacted for MFTL occupancy. 
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                                Facing N                                                                              Facing S 
 

3347443 N, 115 11522624 W, Point (15) Southern Boundary.  This region is alluvial fan desert 
scrub mixed with Ironwood trees throughout.  Several shallow washes were checked for sand 
grain size and consistency.  The sand was too cemented and compacted for MFTL occupancy. 

 

        
                                        Facing N                                                                               Facing S 
 

3347553 N, 11522753 W, Point (16) Heading west along the southern boundary this region is 
alluvial fan desert scrub mixed with Ironwood trees throughought several braided washes.  
Isolated pockets of aeolian sand were located but overall depth and consistency are not 
conducive for MFTL occupancy. 

 

        
                                        Facing N                                                                             Facing S 
 

3347663 N, 11523409 W, Point (17)  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with a few scattered 
Ironwood trees. The few shallow washes in this region are not conducive for MFTL occupancy. 
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                                        Facing N                                                                              Facing S 
 

3347770 N, 11523670 W, Point (18)  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with a few Ironwood 
trees. This area has minimal narrow and shallow washes separated by an exposed base 
substrate of course gravel.  This region is not conducive for  MFTL occupancy. 

 

        
                                       Facing N                                                                                Facing S 
 

3347877 N, 11523928 W, Point (19)  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with a few Ironwood 
trees present.  The majority of this area has an exposed base substrate of course gravel and 
cemented sands.  The few shallow and narrow washes here are not conducive for MFTL 
occupancy. 

 

         
                                        Facing N                                                                              Facing S 
 

3347986 N, 11524184 W, Point (20)  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with a few Ironwood 
trees with an exposed base substrate of coarse gravel.  The few small washes in this region 
were checked for sand depth and consistency.  None were conducive to for MFTL occupancy.  
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                                       Facing N                                                                                Facing S 
 

Results 

The habitat observed within the proposed Northern project site and its footprint is 
characterized as alluvial fan desert scrub with Ironwood trees present near its southern 
boundary.  Moderate to light alluvial braiding was documented however the sand within these 
braids and washes observed was either too cemented and compacted or not fine enough.  Sand 
depth where present throughout these braided networks is very shallow.  There were a few 
isolated areas within these braids that had finer loose sand however not enough to support 
MFTL occupancy.  No MFTL or their sign was observed while temperatures and times were 
conducive to their activity.  

Southern Project Site 

The Southern project site is primarily characterized by alluvial fan desert scrub with a mix of 

Ironwood trees throughout.  Several moderate to faint alluvial channels pass through it.  The 

exposed base substrate is largely a mix of cemented sand or gravel and where loose sand was 

present within the washes,  sand depth and consistency was not conducive for MFTL 

occupancy.  

3347659 N, 11525450 W, Point (21) Northwest boundary.  This region is alluvial fan desert 
scrub with an exposed base substrate of coarse gravel and rock.  Very minimal alluvial braiding 
that is not conducive for MFTL occupancy.   

 

        
                                     Facing N                                                                                Facing S 
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3347660 N, 11524188 W, Point (22)  Northern boundary.  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub 
with very light alluvial braids.  The with coarse rock and gravel exposed.  This area is not 
conducive for MFTL occupancy. 

 

        
                                       Facing N                                                                               Facing S 
 

3347552 N, 11524185 W,  Point (23) Northern boundary.  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub 
with minimal Ironwood trees present.  A few shallow washes were checked for sand depth and 
consistency.  None were found conducive for MFTL occupancy. 

 

        
                                       Facing N                                                                             Facing S 
 

3347553 N, 11523670 W, Point (24) Northern boundary.  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub 
with a few Ironwood trees mixed throughout.  This area showed light alluvial braiding however 
none of these braids were conducive for MFTL occupancy. 

 

        
                                         Facing N                                                                              Facing S 
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3347442 N, 11523417 W, Point (25) This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with Ironwood trees 
present.  Several small washes were present with small pockets of finer sand however none of 
these had enough sand depth for MFTL occupancy. 

 

        
                                       Facing N                                                                                Facing S 
 

3347337 N, 11523018 W, Point (26)  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with Ironwood trees 
present.  This area appeared to have more fine sand but on close examination the sand was to 
compacted and cemented to be conducive for  MFTL occupancy. 

 

        
                                        Facing N                                                                             Facing S 

 
3347227 N, 11523018 W, Point (27)  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with Ironwood trees 
present.  This area had light alluvial braiding that was dominated by  an exposed base substrate 
of coarse gravel that is not conducive for MFTL occupancy. 

 

         
                                        Facing N                                                                              Facing S 
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3347227 N, 11523540 W, Point (28)  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with Ironwood trees 
present.  This area had a few shallow and narrow washes that were not conducive for MFTL 
occupancy. 

 

        
                                       Facing N                                                                             Facing S 
 

3347224 N, 11524455 W, Point (29)  This region is alluvial fan desert scrub with a few Ironwood 
trees present.  This area has an exposed base substrate of coarse gravel and rock.  Alluvial 
braiding is extremely faint and not conducive for MFTL occupancy.    

 

        
                                       Facing N                                                                               Facing S 
 

Results 

The habitat observed within the southern project site and its footprint is characterized as 
alluvial fan desert scrub with Ironwood trees present throughout much of its ephemeral 
makeup.  Moderate to light alluvial braiding was documented however the sand within these 
braids and washes was either too compacted or not fine enough.  Sand depth where present 
throughout these braided networks is very shallow.  There were a few isolated areas within 
these braids that had some finer loose sand however not enough to support MFTL occupancy.  
No MFTL or their sign was observed while temperatures and times were conducive to their 
activity.  
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Lizard species observed at both project sites 

Scientific name   Common name 
Callisaurus draconoids  Zebra-tail lizard 
Cnemidophorus tigris   Western whiptail 
Disosaurus dorsalis   Desert Iguana 
Uta stansburiana   Side-blotched lizard 

 

                
                Zebra-tail lizard  Southern Site                                           Western whiptail  Southern Site 
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                 Desert Iguana  Northern Site                                           Side-blotched lizard  Northern Site 
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1.0 Introduction 

enXco proposes to develop the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) on 1,208 acres of public lands 
administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in unincorporated Riverside County, 
approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center, California (Figures 1 and 2). The BLM and the County of 
Riverside are reviewing the Project, pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (BLM 2012).  

The proposed DHSP is a 150-megawatt (MW) alternating current (AC) solar photovoltaic (PV) 
renewable energy generating facility and associated generation interconnection (gen-tie) line. The 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS; BLM 2012) analyzes the 
proposed solar facility and three alternative configurations. It also analyzes four gen-tie line 
alternatives (Alternatives B-E; Figure 2). Alternative B is the proposed gen-tie line. It shares towers 
with the approved Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) gen-tie line (BLM 2011). It would be 12 miles 
long, primarily on BLM land, with approximately one mile of the alignment located on Metropolitan 
Water District land and Riverside County land (Figure 2).The DHSP has a minimum expected lifetime 
of 30 years, with an opportunity of 50 years or more with equipment replacement, repowering, and 
an extension of the applicable permits, approvals and authorizations for the DHSP. Detailed 
descriptions of the proposed DHSP and alternatives can be found in Chapter Two of the Desert 
Harvest Solar Farm Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS; BLM 2012).  

The project area and surrounding vicinity support desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) and common 
raven (Corvus corax). Common ravens are the only raven species in the area; the terms “raven” and 
“common raven” are used interchangeably in this plan. Ravens are predators of juvenile desert 
tortoise and thrive in areas of human activity. In order to avoid unwanted indirect impacts to the 
resident desert tortoise population, Mitigation Measure WIL-8 of the DHSP DEIS requires specific 
measures to control ravens. This Raven Management Plan describes the measures for (1) 
preventing or minimizing raven subsidies or attractants at the site, (2) monitoring the prevention 
efforts and raven activity, and (3) adaptive management that enXco will implement during the pre-
construction, construction, operations and maintenance (O&M), and decommissioning phases of 
the project, with the intent of eliminating or minimizing subsidies that attract ravens to the 
maximum extent practicable. 

The purposes of this Common Raven Management Plan are to: 

 Identify all potential raven subsidies that are attributable to the proposed Project; 

 Describe measures that enXco will implement to minimize or reduce these subsidies; 

 Describe a long-term monitoring and reporting program that enXco will implement to track the 
effectiveness of the Common Raven Management efforts. 

1.1 Project Location and Site Description 

The DHSP site is located in the upper Chuckwalla Valley, approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center, 
California (Township 4 South, Range 15 East, Sections 25, 26, 27, USGS 7.5’ Victory Pass and East of 
Victory Pass quadrangles). The proposed solar facility would be on two non-contiguous parcels (Figures 
1 and 2). The total solar facility project area is approximately 1,208 acres, consisting of 1051 acres in the 
larger, northeastern parcel, and 157 acres in the smaller, southwestern one. Construction of the 
proposed gen-tie line would disturb about 92 acres. The alignment is on the west side of Kaiser Road 
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and parallel to it for about 5 miles, from the solar facility south toward Desert Center; from that point, 
the alignment continues east across BLM land and then south again, across the I-10 Freeway, to the 
substation location. This ground disturbance has been analyzed in the Final EIS for the adjacent DSSF 
project (BLM 2011) and has been authorized in the BLM’s Record of Decision and Right-of-Way Grant for 
that project.  

Gen-tie line Alternative C, if selected by BLM, would be on a new alignment parallel and adjacent to the 
Alternative B alignment, on new poles located 60 feet west of the Alternative B poles. It would result in 
about 92 acres of new ground disturbance. Construction of gen-tie line Alternatives D or E would disturb 
slightly fewer acreages (86 and 85 respectively), as described in Chapter 2 of the DEIS. All four 
alternative gen-tie alignments are shown on Figure 2.   

The DHSP solar facility site is now undeveloped, natural open space. The surrounding area consists 
primarily of public lands managed by the BLM, with scattered smaller private land parcels to the south 
and east. The Desert Sunlight Solar Project, now under construction, is located to the immediate north 
of the DHSP site, and will occupy 3,761 acres when fully built out (Figure 1). Public lands to the west of 
Kaiser Road, adjacent to the Desert Harvest site, are within a BLM Desert Wildlife Management Area 
(DWMA), designated in the Northern & Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO; 
BLM and CDFG 2002). The Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA), also designated in 
the NECO, is generally east of the site, but approximately 46 acres of the WHMA are within the project 
site (see Figure 2). Some of the private lands to the south and west have been developed as residential 
and agricultural lands. These include active and inactive jojoba fields, rural residential lands, and the 
community of Lake Tamarisk.  

The Chuckwalla DWMA and USFWS-designated Chuckwalla Critical Habitat Unit (CHU) for desert tortoise 
largely overlap one another (see Figure 3.4-1 of the DEIS). Gen-tie line Alternatives B and C are along the 
boundaries of designated desert tortoise critical habitat and the Chuckwalla DWMA (see Figure 3.4-1 
and Section 3.4 of the DEIS). Each alignment would cause ground disturbance to 35.7 acres of the 
Chuckwalla Critical Habitat Unit, including 1.5 acre that is also within the Chuckwalla DWMA.  

Gen-tie line Alternative D would largely follow an existing transmission line southeast across the Chuck-
walla Valley (Figure 2). It would affect 14.1 acres of the Chuckwalla Critical Habitat Unit, including 1.7 
acre that is also within the Chuckwalla DWMA. It also would affect 6.2 acres of the Palen-Ford WHMA.  

Gen-tie line Alternative E would generally follow Metropolitan Water District lands toward the south-
east, and then cross public BLM lands south to the Red Bluff Substation location (Figure 2). It would 
affect 4.3 acres of the Chuckwalla DWMA, including 1.8 acres that are also within the Chuckwalla Critical 
Habitat Unit. It also would affect 6.2 acres of the Palen-Ford WHMA.  

The upper Chuckwalla Valley is surrounded by the Eagle, Coxcomb, and Chuckwalla Mountains, and is 
underlain by alluvial sediments. The nearest National Park Service land, Joshua Tree National Park 
(JTNP), surrounds the upper Chuckwalla Valley on the north, east, and west. To the north, the JTNP 
boundary is about 7 miles from the northern boundary of the Desert Harvest ROW, and about 4.5 miles 
north of the approved Desert Sunlight project boundary. The Coxcomb Mountains, in the southeastern 
corner of JTNP, are located about 1.8 miles northeast of the northeastern corner of the Desert Harvest 
ROW. To the west, the JTNP boundary is about 3.5 miles from the western boundary of the Desert Harvest 
site, at Kaiser Road. 
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1.2 Vegetation and Habitat  

Two vegetation types cover the proposed solar facility site and gen-tie line Alternatives B, C, and D: 
Creosote Bush Scrub and Blue Palo Verde – Ironwood Woodland (Sawyer et al. 2009).  There also are 
small areas of Disturbed/Disused Agricultural Fields on the solar facility site and on gen-tie Alternative D 
alignment (BLM 2012). Gen-tie line Alternative E traverses sand dune and creosote bush-stabilized dune 
habitats on part of the alignment. Descriptions and maps of vegetation and the wildlife habitat functions 
on the project site can be found in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 of the DEIS.  

Common ravens and desert tortoises may use all habitats in the project area, though the area is 
generally modeled as low habitat value for desert tortoise (Nussear et al. 2009).  (the solar facility site is 
modeled as low habitat value; limited disturbance areas on the gen-tie alignment alternatives are 
modeled as moderate value). During construction, O&M, and decommissioning of the project site, the 
area will be disturbed by various human activities. Disturbed, ruderal, and non-vegetated areas provide 
habitat for ravens and other opportunistic wildlife species. Although these areas typically offer little 
cover or food resources for most wildlife species, ground-dwelling species may frequently cross them or 
incorporate them into their home-ranges. Common ravens regularly nest, roost, or perch on human 
structures, including buildings, fences, and the steel lattice towers of transmission lines. From these 
perches, they often feed opportunistically on road-killed animals or live prey such as reptiles and small 
mammals in open, disturbed areas.  

2.0 Background 

2.1 Regulatory Background 

This Raven Management Plan conforms to the requirements of Mitigation Measure WIL-8 (quoted in 
full, below) in the Draft DHSP EIS (BLM 2012) and current US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) guidance 
for raven management planning (USFWS 2010). At the direction of the BLM, USFWS, and California 
Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), it may be revised to  conform to requirements of (1) relevant 
provisions of the DHSP Project’s Final Environmental Impact Statement, (2) any USFWS Biological 
Opinion (BO) or CDFG Consistency Determination or Incidental Take Permit (ITP) issued for the DHSP 
Project, (3) any revisions to relevant mitigation measures that may be adopted in the BLM Record of 
Decision for the project, and (4) any further direction from the resource agencies. The common raven 
and other native birds are protected from most take under the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act and 
California Fish and Game Code §3503 and §3513. This Plan conforms to these statutes.  

MM WIL-8 Raven Monitoring, Management, and Control Plan. The project Owner shall contract a 
qualified biologist to prepare and implement a Raven Monitoring, Management, and Control Plan 
(Raven Plan) that shall be consistent with current USFWS raven management guidelines and that meets 
the approval of the BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG. The purpose of the Raven Plan shall be to 
minimize project-related predator subsidies and prevent any increases in raven numbers or activity 
during construction, O&M, and decommissioning. The Plan shall address all project components and 
their potential effects on raven numbers and activity. The threshold for implementation of raven control 
measures shall be any increases in raven numbers from baseline conditions, as detected by monitoring 
to be implemented pursuant to the Plan. Regardless of raven monitoring results, the project Owner shall 
be responsible for all other aspects of raven management described in the Plan, including avoidance and 
minimization of project-related trash, water sources, or perch/roost sites that could contribute to 
increased raven numbers, throughout the life of the project, including construction, O&M, and 
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decommissioning. In addition, to offset the cumulative contributions of the project to desert tortoise 
from increased raven numbers, the project Owner shall contribute to the USFWS Regional Raven 
Management Program. The project Owner shall do all of the following:  

1. Prepare and Implement a Raven Management Plan that shall include, but shall not be limited 
to the following components. The Plan shall be finalized and approved by BLM, Riverside 
County, USFWS, and CDFG prior to start of construction activities.  

a. Identify all potential project activities, structures, components, and other effects that could 
provide predator subsidies or attractants, including potential sources of food and water, as 
well as nest or perch sites. These will include but will not be limited to waste food material, 
road killed animals, water storage (including evaporation ponds and construction phase 
storage ponds), potential pooling from leaks, dust control, or waste water, and perch or 
roost sites on project facilities and infrastructure;  

b. Describe management practices to avoid or minimize conditions that might increase raven 

numbers and predatory activities; 

c. Specify a program to monitor raven presence in the project vicinity and detect any increase 
in numbers or activity;  

d. Specify raven activity thresholds for implementation of control measures;  

e. Describe control practices for ravens to be implemented as needed based on the monitoring 
results;  

f. Address monitoring and nest removal during construction and for the life of the project; and  

g. Describe reporting schedules and requirements. For the first year of reporting, the project 
Owner shall provide quarterly reports describing implementation of the Plan, thereafter the 
reports shall be submitted annually for the life of the project.  

2. Contribute to the USFWS Regional Raven Management Program. No later than 30 days prior to 
the start of construction, the project Owner shall submit payment to the project sub-account of 
the REAT Account held by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) to support the 
USFWS Regional Raven Management Program. The amount shall be a one-time payment of 
$105 per acre of long-term or permanent disturbance (totaling $136,500 for a disturbance area 
of 1,300 acres, to be adjusted according to final project footprint). 

2.2 Desert Tortoise  

The federally and state listed threatened desert tortoise occurs in the project vicinity. No live desert 
tortoises or recent sign were observed on the DHSP solar facility site or adjacent areas during the 2010 
and 2011 protocol-level field surveys (AMEC 2011a; 2011b). However, several desert tortoise burrows, 
designated as class 2 (good condition) and class 3 (deteriorated condition), and several disarticulated 
bone fragments, possibly originating from a desert tortoise, were located on the site. The occurrence of 
tortoise sign, even where no living tortoises are found during surveys, indicates desert tortoise presence 
(USFWS 2010). Desert tortoises are found throughout the region and are mobile during their active 
seasons between May and June, with a secondary activity period from September through October. 
Tortoises may also be active during periods of mild or rainy weather in summer and winter (Boarman 
2002a). Active desert tortoises and sign were located on the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) 
site and on the gen-tie alignment proposed for DSSF and DHSP (Ironwood and Woodard 2011).  

The DHSP site is within the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit as identified in the Revised Recovery 
Plan for the Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise (USFWS 2011a). The USFWS has concluded 
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that too few data are available to support a confident estimate of tortoise densities in the region, 
but that the ratio of carcasses to live animals found in recent range-wide sampling was low, which 
may indicate a relatively stable population. The current density estimate for the Colorado Desert 
Recovery Unit is 5.3 tortoises per square kilometer (USFWS 2011b). 

2.3 Common Raven Subsidized Predation 

Predation by ravens has become a major problem for some tortoise populations. Common raven 
populations in the California desert have increased in response to expanding human land uses, because 
ravens habituate to human activities and are subsidized by human-provided resources including food 
(e.g., trash, road killed animals), water (irrigation or dust control overspray), and perching, roosting, and 
nesting sites (transmission towers and other structures).  The increased raven population has caused the 
level of raven predation on juvenile desert tortoises to increase unnaturally (USFWS 2011a).   

Raven predation of juvenile tortoise has been evidenced in the Mojave Desert by the remains of tortoise 
carcasses under raven nests, direct observations, and carcasses with distinctive raven damage (Boarman 
1992). For example, there were 185 juvenile carcasses collected near one raven nest in 1987 near 
Kramer Hills attributed to raven predation (Boarman 2002a).  

Ravens may nest in native trees, large shrubs, on rock faces, or on other natural features. Anthropogenic 
features such as buildings, billboards, signs, utility poles, landscape trees, and other structures have 
introduced suitable raven nesting sites into areas where nest sites were otherwise very limited 
(Boarman 2002b). According to Boarman (2003), the majority of raven predation on tortoises can be 
expected during the spring (April and May) when tortoises are most active and ravens are feeding their 
young. Ravens feeding chicks spend most of their time foraging within 400 meters (1/4 mile) of their 
nest (Boarman 2002a). Therefore, the establishment of a new nest can have significant adverse effects 
on the local juvenile tortoise population. Although a nesting raven pair has the potential to prey on a 
large number of juvenile tortoises, nesting pairs actively defend their territories against intruding 
ravens; thereby, limiting the number of ravens within a given area during the breeding season. 

2.4 Existing and Potential Raven Subsidies in the Project Area 

There are numerous anthropogenic (human-caused) subsidies for ravens and other predators already 
present in the DHSP vicinity. Thus, tortoises may already be subject to elevated raven predation. Existing 
subsidies include:  

 Roads. There are multiple roads and highways in the upper Chuckwalla Valley, including Interstate 10 
(I-10) to the south, State Route 177 (SR-177) to the east, and Kaiser Road to the west. Maintained and 
unmaintained dirt roads also traverse the area surrounding the DHSP site. Road kill and food waste 
are common along roads, and these food sources subsidize ravens.   

 Lake Tamarisk Golf Club, housing development, and artificial lakes. Lake Tamarisk Resort is approx-
imately 2 miles south of the solar facility site and adjacent to a portion of Gen-tie Line Alternatives B 
and C. This member-owned resort has 60 members and 150 mobile home spaces, mobile home 
rentals, camping spaces, a heated pool, a clubhouse, and a nine-hole public golf course. This com-
munity, though small, provides subsidies that would not otherwise be available to ravens. The golf 
course, lakes, and pool provide water subsidies, and the camping and housing areas probably provide 
food subsidies such as uncovered trash and pet food. Further, the community is landscaped with trees 
that provide nest and roost sites.  
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 Eagle Mountain community. The inactive Eagle Mountain Mine was active from 1948 through the 
1980s, and there still is a small community near the inactive quarry. The former mining site and the 
present community continue to provide potential raven subsidies, such as nesting and roosting 
substrates on quarry rock faces; disused structures; and still active  housing, transmission lines, and 
school. Trash and irrigation water sources could also provide food and water subsidies for ravens.  

 Other local communities. A few buildings, including a café and a general store are present in the rural 
community of Desert Center. Much like the nearby community of Lake Tamarisk, Desert Center has a 
small population that provides subsidies for ravens, including nesting sites on structures and 
landscaped trees, water tanks that may provide a water source for ravens, and the potential for trash 
as a food source.  

 Desert Center Airport. The Desert Center Airport, southwest of the proposed solar facility, was 
previously owned and operated by Riverside County but is now privately owned. The airport consists 
of one paved 4,200-foot-long, 50–foot-wide runway, a pilot lounge, storage building, beacon tower, 
and hangar (BLM 2011). The airport has been redeveloped for use as a private, members-only 
automotive racetrack, with spaces for recreational vehicles (BLM 2011). Use of the facility could lead 
to trash or water subsidies, and structures on the site provide potential nest, roost, or perch sites. 

 Desert Sunlight Solar Farm. The DSSF is now under construction immediately north of the DHSP site. 
Its potential raven subsidies are similar to those described in Section 3.0 of this Raven Management 
Plan for the DHSP, and would be mitigated or minimized through similar measures, under mitigation 
described in the DSSF FEIS (BLM 2011).  

 Existing Utility Infrastructure and Transmission Lines. There are transmission lines and other utility 
infrastructure throughout the upper Chuckwalla Valley that provide nesting, roosting, and perching 
sites for ravens. SCE provides electric power service in the area. An existing SCE 161 kV transmission 
line crosses Eagle Mountain Road, Kaiser Road, and Desert Center Rice Road from the northwest to 
the southeast, from about 1 mile north of the Eagle Mountain Substation toward Blythe. The SCE 
Devers Palo Verde (DPV) transmission line crosses the valley parallel to the I-10 Freeway. The DPV2 
transmission line is now under construction parallel to the existing DPV transmission line (raven 
subsidies from the DPV2 project would be mitigated or minimized according to measures described in 
that project’s Biological Opinion). MWD operates the Eagle Mountain Substation west of the DHSP 
site, as well as the 230 kV transmission line and 33 kV distribution line along Powerline Road (BLM 
2011). The MWD’s Colorado River Aqueduct and its components may supply water subsidies to 
ravens. Other local utility infrastructure such as waste management and telecommunications may 
also subsidize ravens in the area.  

3.0 Potential Subsidies from Desert Harvest Solar Project 
Features, Construction, and Operation 

The following paragraphs describe the potential raven subsidies that could occur during all phases of the 
Desert Harvest Solar Project. These potential subsidies, along with enXco’s mitigation and monitoring 
measures, are summarized in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Raven Subsidy Management and Monitoring Summary  

Subsidy / 
Activity DEIS Measure Implementation summary Monitoring Project phase 

Food source: 
Trash and waste 
management 

WIL-1: Trash and 
food waste to be 
placed in self-
closing raven-proof 
trash receptacles.  

Section 4.1: enXco will implement as 
stated, except that waste may be kept 
within closed vehicles until the end of a 
shift. Self-closing containers will be 
available at multiple locations; checked 
daily and emptied regularly. Food waste 
temporarily stored on site will be within 
inaccessible dumpsters or similar 
containers. All waste will be regularly 
removed from the site and disposed of in a 
licensed landfill. All work vehicles will carry 
garbage bags for collection of any refuse 
found onsite.  

Daily 
inspection. 

Construction 
O&M 
Decommissioning 

Food source: 
Surface 
disturbance 
(dead or injured 
animals) 

VEG-2 and WIL-1: 
several measures to 
minimize injury and 
mortality to animals 
during all project 
phases. 

Section 4.1: enXco will implement as stated, 
by relocating wildlife from harm’s way as 
feasible during ground-disturbing activities, 
minimizing traffic and vehicle impacts, 
avoiding pitfalls or other traps to wildlife, 
reporting injured or dead animals and 
disposing of road-killed animals. In addition, 
enXco’s Designated Biologist and Biological 
Monitors will collect and dispose of any 
animal remains found in any part of the 
project area throughout the life of the project. 

Daily 
inspection. 

Construction 
O&M 
Decommissioning 

Food source: 
Road kill 
(access road) 

WIL-1: speed limits, 
reporting, and 
inspections to 
prevent injury or 
mortality to wildlife.  

Section 4.1: enXco will implement as 
stated, by limiting vehicle speeds,; checking 
beneath vehicles for wildlife, and reporting 
or disposing of dead or injured wildlife. In 
addition, enXco will limit vehicle traffic 
speeds to 15 mph throughout the solar 
facility and on gen-tie access roads during 
all phases of the project; direct all workers 
to report road-killed wildlife on access roads 
between I-10 and the solar field. The 
Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor 
will collect and dispose of these remains 
throughout the life of the project.  

Daily 
inspection. 

Construction 
O&M 
Decommissioning 

Ponding water: 
Vehicle wash 
station 

VEG-9: wash 
station to prevent 
weed introductions. 

Section 4.1: enXco will implement as 
stated. The wash station will collect, filter, 
and re-use wash water to minimize waste or 
ponding. It will be maintained in proper 
operating condition throughout its use, and 
its filters will be changed or rinsed as 
needed.   enXco will ensure that no ponded 
wash water persists at the wash station site. 

Daily 
inspection. 

Construction 
Decommissioning 
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Subsidy / 
Activity DEIS Measure Implementation summary Monitoring Project phase 

Ponding water: 
Dust abatement 

WIL-1: minimize 
water usage; 
identify and correct 
standing water 
conditions as 
needed 

Section 4.2: enXco will implement as 
stated.   
 

Daily 
inspection. 

Construction 
Decommissioning 

Ponding water: 
Evaporation 
pond  

MM WIL-1: requires 
covering the pond 
to prevent wildlife 
access. 

Section 4.2: enXco will implement as 
stated, and maintain the netting or cover 
material to prevent access.   
 

Daily 
inspection. 

O&M 

Ponding water: 
Leaks 

n/a Section 4.2: enXco will ensure that water 
tanks are sealed; that trucks are not 
overfilled; direct all workers to report leaks; 
leaks will be promptly repaired.  

Daily 
inspection. 

Construction 
O&M 
Decommissioning 

Ponding water: 
Landscaping / 
revegetation 

VEG-8: 
Reclamation, 
revegetation, or 
restoration of 
temporarily 
disturbed areas. 

Section 4.2: enXco will implement as stated 
If irrigation is used at any revegetation or 
landscaping site, it will be managed to use 
only the minimum amount of water needed, 
and no accumulation of standing surface 
water would be allowed to occur. 

Daily 
inspection. 

Construction 
O&M 
Decommissioning 

Ponding water: 
Panel washing 

n/a Section 4.2: Wash crews will use only the 
minimum amount of water needed for panel 
washing. enXco’s Designated Biologist and 
Biological Monitors will note any standing 
water resulting from panel washing, for 
inclusion in regular monitoring reports. 

Daily 
inspection. 

O&M 

Ponding water: 
Waste water 

n/a Section 4.2: O&M phase waste water will be 
disposed of in an on-site septic system. 
Construction and Decommissioning phase 
waste water from portable toilets will be 
trucked off-site for disposal at a licensed 
facility. No ponding or standing water is 
expected to result from domestic water use. 
enXco’s Designated Biologist and Biological 
Monitors will note any standing water 
around project facilities, for inclusion in 
regular monitoring reports. 

Daily 
inspection. 

Construction 
O&M 
Decommissioning 

Nest, roost, or 
perch sites: All 
facilities 

WIL-8: Raven 
Management Plan. 

Sections 4.3, 5.3: Gen-tie design ( steel 
monopoles); remove inactive nests; agency 
notification of any active raven nests; 
monitor nests to identify any evidence of 
predation on desert tortoises.       

Weekly 
breeding 
season nest 
inspection. 

Construction 
O&M 
Decommissioning 

3.1 Subsidy: Food Sources  

 Trash and Waste Management (Construction, O&M, Decommissioning). Food waste can become a 
raven subsidy if it is either left on the ground (i.e., litter) or left in accessible open containers. Food 
waste is a potential problem during all phases of the project, including operations when the work-
force would be small.  
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 Surface Disturbance (Construction, O&M, Decommissioning). Grading during site preparation, O&M, 
and decommissioning phases can injure or kill wildlife, especially small mammals and reptiles, and can 
unearth burrowing animals. These animals can provide a food subsidy for ravens. Grading and other 
earthwork will be most important during construction and decommissioning project phases. Grading 
activities during O&M will be minimal, generally limited to access route maintenance or repair.    

 Road kill on Access Roads (Construction, O&M, Decommissioning). The project will account for 
increased traffic along paved access routes between I-10 and the project site. The traffic increase will 
be greatest during construction and decommissioning phases, when the workforce and equipment 
and materials deliveries and pickups are greatest.  In addition, vehicle traffic on unpaved roads 
throughout the site may cause road kill during all phases of the project, but especially during 
construction and decommissioning phases due to higher vehicle traffic volume. Road killed wildlife, 
including small to medium-sized mammals, reptiles, and (uncommonly) birds, all may serve as raven 
food subsidies.   

3.2 Subsidy: Standing or Ponding Water 

Standing water on the project site could subsidize ravens. Several project-related activities could provide 
water subsidies, including:  

 Vehicle Wash Stations (weed prevention measure; Construction, Decommissioning) 

 Dust abatement (i.e., road watering; Construction O&M;, Decommissioning) 

 Evaporation ponds and temporary storage ponds (Construction, O&M, Decommissioning) 

 Leaking pumps, water lines, storage tanks (Construction, O&M, Decommissioning) 

 Irrigation for landscaping and revegetation (Construction, O&M, Decommissioning) 

 Solar panel washing (O&M)  

 Waste water (e.g., food preparation, restrooms, hand washing; Construction, O&M, Decommissioning) 

3.3 Subsidy: Nesting, and Roosting, and Perching Sites 

Project Facilities and Structures (Construction, O&M, Decommissioning). All project facilities, including 
gen-tie line towers, solar panels, fences, structures, and electrical infrastructure may provide nesting, 
roosting, or perching site subsidies throughout the life of the project.  

4.0 Subsidy Control Measures 

4.1 Subsidy: Food Sources and Attractants 

Trash and Waste Management (Construction, O&M, Decommissioning) 

Mitigation Measure WIL-1 (item 16) specifies handling of trash and food-related waste. enXco will 
implement the measure as recommended in the DEIS (BLM 2012) and updated if appropriate, pending 
any changes in the FEIS or ROD. enXco will ensure that all workers or visitors to the facility dispose of all 
food waste, wrappers, and any other trash that could subsidize or attract ravens, in self-closing raven-
proof containers. The only exception will be for temporary waste storage kept within closed vehicles 
until the end of a shift. No food or food waste will be combined with uncovered construction waste or 
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debris, and workers will not be permitted to dispose of food waste or trash in piles or containers of 
construction debris. At least one self-closing waste container will be located at any break area, any 
temporary or permanent building, and several containers will be located in parking areas and any other 
area where workers or visitors congregate. Waste containers will be checked daily and emptied 
regularly. Any food waste temporarily stored on site will be enclosed within inaccessible dumpsters or 
similar containers. All waste will be regularly removed from the site and disposed of in a licensed landfill. 
enXco will also ensure that all work vehicles will carry strong garbage bags for collection of any refuse 
found onsite. At the end of each day, staff will place bagged refuse into the large containers (above).  

Surface Disturbance (Construction, O&M, Decommissioning) 

Mitigation Measures VEG-2 and WIL-1 include several measures to minimize injury and mortality to 
animals during all project phases. enXco will implement these recommendations as stated in the DEIS 
(BLM 2012) and updated if appropriate, pending any changes in the FEIS or ROD. These include 
relocating wildlife from harm’s way as feasible during ground-disturbing activities (MM VEG-2), mini-
mizing traffic and vehicle impacts (MM WIL-1, items 3 and 10), avoiding pitfalls or other traps to wildlife 
(MM WIL-1, item 11), and reporting injured or dead animals and disposing of road-killed animals (MM 
WIL-1 items 13 and 14). In addition, enXco’s Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors will be directed 
to collect and dispose of any animal remains found in any part of the project area throughout the life of 
the project, following the procedure described in Mitigation Measure WIL-1, item 14.  

Road kill on Access Roads (Construction, O&M, Decommissioning) 

Mitigation measure WIL-1 recommends limiting vehicle speeds to 15 mph on any project-related roads 
where desert tortoise exclusion surveys have not been completed (item 3); checking beneath vehicles 
for wildlife (item 10), and reporting or disposing of dead or injured wildlife (items 13 and 14). enXco will 
implement these recommendations as stated in the DEIS (BLM 2012) and updated if appropriate, 
pending any changes in the FEIS or ROD. In addition, enXco will limit vehicle traffic speeds to 15 mph 
throughout the solar facility and on gen-tie access roads during all phases of the project. enXco will 
direct all workers to report any road-killed wildlife on access roads between I-10 and the solar field. The 
Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor will handle these remains following the procedure described 
in Mitigation Measure WIL-1, item 14.  

4.2 Subsidy: Ponding Water 

Vehicle Wash Stations (Construction, Decommissioning) 

Mitigation Measure VEG-9 requires vehicle washing to prevent introduction in invasive weeds to the 
project site. enXco will implement the recommendation as stated in the DEIS (BLM 2012) and updated if 
appropriate, pending any changes in the FEIS or ROD.  The wash station will collect, filter, and re-use 
wash water to minimize waste or ponding. It will be maintained in proper operating condition 
throughout its use, and its filters will be changed or rinsed as needed.   enXco will ensure that no 
ponded wash water persists at the wash station site.  

Dust Abatement (Construction, Decommissioning) 

Mitigation Measure WIL-1 (item 12) recommends minimizing water usage for dust control, and recom-
mends monitoring to identify and correct standing water conditions if needed. enXco will implement the 
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recommendation as stated in the DEIS (BLM 2012) and updated if appropriate, pending any changes in 
the FEIS or ROD.   

Evaporation Ponds and Temporary Storage Ponds (Construction, O&M, 
Decommissioning) 

Mitigation Measure MM WIL-1 (item 20) requires covering the evaporation pond to prevent wildlife 
from accessing it. enXco will implement the recommendation as stated in the DEIS (BLM 2012) and 
updated if appropriate, pending any changes in the FEIS or ROD.     

Leaking pumps, water lines, storage tanks (Construction, O&M, 
Decommissioning) 

enXco will ensure that water tanks are sealed and free of leaks at all times, and that trucks are not 
overfilled. enXco will direct all workers to report any water leaks. Any leak causing standing surface 
water that could be available to ravens leaks will be promptly repaired. enXco’s Designated Biologist and 
Biological Monitors will be directed to note any leaking or standing water, for inclusion in regular 
monitoring reports.  

Landscaping and Revegetation (Construction, O&M, Decommissioning) 

Mitigation Measure VEG-8 requires a Vegetation Resources Management Plan, to include reclamation, 
revegetation, or restoration of temporarily disturbed areas. enXco will implement the recommendation 
as stated in the DEIS (BLM 2012) and updated if appropriate, pending any changes in the FEIS or ROD. If 
irrigation is used at any revegetation or landscaping site, it will be managed to use only the minimum 
amount of water needed, and no accumulation of standing surface water would be allowed to occur. 

Solar Panel Washing (O&M) 

Panel washing will take place overnight. Maintenance crews will use only the minimum amount of water 
needed for panel washing. The wash water will be allowed to run off the panels to the ground below 
where it is expected to percolate into the soil. No ponding or standing water is expected to result from 
panel washing. enXco’s Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors will be directed to note any 
standing water resulting from panel washing, for inclusion in regular monitoring reports. 

Waste water (Construction, O&M, Decommissioning) 

Waste water from food preparation, rest rooms, hand washing, or other sources during the O&M phase 
would be treated and disposed of on-site, in a septic system to be constructed and licensed according to 
requirements of the Riverside County Health District. Waste water from portable toilets during 
construction and decommissioning project phases will be trucked off-site for disposal at a licensed 
treatment facility. No ponding or standing water is expected to result from domestic water use. enXco’s 
Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors will be directed to note any standing water around project 
facilities, for inclusion in regular monitoring reports. 
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4.3 Subsidy: Nesting, Roosting, and Perching Sites 

Project facilities and structures (Construction, O&M, Decommissioning) 

enXco will minimize the nest site subsidy by using steel monopoles (rather than steel lattice) for the gen-
tie line, removing inactive raven nests or other suitable stick nests, and by minimizing availability of food 
and water subsidies throughout the project facility. No nesting platforms or similar structures will be 
installed on the structures. However, ravens cannot be fully prevented from nesting, roosting, or 
perching on project facilities. In compliance with the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act and California 
Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513, enXco will not remove active bird nests at any time. 
Instead, the CDFG and USFWS will be notified of any active raven nests on project facilities, and the 
Project Biologist or Biological Monitors will monitor the nests to identify any evidence of predation on 
desert tortoises (see Section 5.3, below). 

5.0 Monitoring  

5.1 Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors 

enXco will appoint a Designated Biologist who will be responsible for implementing and managing the 
monitoring plan described below, and providing monitoring reports to enXco, CDFG, BLM, USFWS, and 
Riverside County. Many of the monitoring tasks may be completed by Biological Monitors, overseen by 
the Designated Biologist.   

5.2 Monitoring Tasks: Food and Water Subsidies 

The Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor will conduct daily monitoring inspections of project 
activities and potential subsidies (e.g., trash containers, water lines) throughout the solar facility site, 
during construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases of the project. In addition, they will inspect any 
project activities or potential raven subsidies on the gen-tie alignment during the construction and 
decommissioning phases, and during any O&M activities along the gen-tie alignment. Inspections may 
be skipped on holidays or weekends only if no project-related activities are scheduled; otherwise 
inspections will be made daily. The Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor will complete a daily 
monitoring report form, to confirm inspection of items listed below. A draft report form is provided 
(Attachment 1). Daily inspections will include the following: 

 Trash receptacles (locking lids; any exposed or overflowing trash);  

 Food waste or food-related trash on ground or open vehicle (any time or location); 

 Trash storage area (dumpsters); 

 Vehicle speed (vehicle description, license number or other ID, time and location); 

 Standing water (any time or location, including tanks, pumps, pipes, irrigation sites, trucks, road watering, 
and panel washing areas); 

 Evaporation pond netting and wildlife access prevention; 

 Dead or injured animal (any time or location); and 

 Raven observation (record time, date, location, number of ravens, and activity for each raven observation) 
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In addition to daily inspections the Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor will be responsible for the 
following activities to minimize food subsidies for ravens:  

 During all soil disturbing activities, attempt to relocate animals from the area prior to disturbance, 
and remove any dead or injured wildlife from the work area, according to requirements of Mitigation 
Measures VEG-1 and WIL-1;  

 Handle road killed or injured wildlife according to Mitigation Measure WIL-1. 

Daily monitoring logs will be submitted to the Site Supervisor each day upon completion of monitoring 
tasks. The log will include fields to confirm inspection of each facility. For any facility or condition in 
need of review or repair, the log will include fields to record the location, date and time of inspection, 
and any specific problem. The Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor will also highlight any condition 
or facility in need of correction for the Site Supervisor’s attention. Completed daily logs will be available 
to the Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors during follow-up monitoring visits. Follow-up daily 
inspections will document correction of the problem. All daily monitoring logs will be included as 
electronic attachments to the annual monitoring reports.  

Success criteria for all these daily tasks will be that each problem identified/reported will be corrected 
or resolved within 24 hr. or one full working day after the daily report is filed.  

5.3 Monitoring Tasks: Raven Nesting or Nest Availability 

Weekly monitoring. The Designated Biologist, Biological Monitor, or a qualified contractor shall inspect 
the gen-tie line and solar facility weekly during the raven nesting season (March through early July) to 
identify any courtship or nesting behavior, initiation of any stick nest construction (whether by raptors 
or ravens) on project facilities, and the progress and success of any stick nests on the structures. Other 
potential nesting sites within 0.25 mile of any project facility will also be monitored (including parallel 
transmission or distribution lines, the existing SCE transmission line crossing the southern portion of the 
solar facility site; and ornamental trees at Lake Tamarisk and Desert Center, near the gen-tie alignment).  

If ravens or raptors nest on any project facility or other site within 0.25 mile of the project facilities, the 
Designated Biologist, Biological Monitor, or a qualified contractor will document nesting progress, 
including success or failure, and inspect for any evidence of predation on desert tortoises, during each 
weekly monitoring visit throughout the nesting season. All nest monitoring data will be summarized in 
annual reports and the data itself will be provided in electronic format as an electronic appendix.  

The Designated Biologist will report any active raven nest to enXco, the USFWS, CDFG, and BLM. The 
Designated Biologist will also report any evidence of raven predation on desert tortoises to the agencies.  

Nest removal. After nesting activity has ceased at any stick nest on DHSP facilities suitable for future use 
by common ravens, the Designated Biologist will report the nest site to enXco maintenance staff, who 
will be responsible for removing it. Nest removal will be confirmed by the designated biologist and 
reported in the annual monitoring report.  

Baseline data and future raven nesting activity. During the first year of project construction, survey 
data on the nearby nest sites will serve as baseline data for comparison of raven nesting activity during 
project construction, O&M, and decommissioning. Evaluation of possible project-related increase in 
local raven nesting activity will be made by comparison with this baseline, as well as annual weather 
patterns, changes in local land use and human activity, and other potential influences on raven 
behavior, as appropriate.  
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5.4 Reporting 

enXco will submit monitoring reports to the CDFG, BLM, and USFWS no later than December 31 of each 
year. The annual monitoring reports will document raven management measures that have been 
implemented as well as track the effectiveness of the measures through the results of raven abundance. 
The raven management practices, such as employee education, trash containment, and reporting raven 
nests, will be implemented for the life of the solar facility. 

The annual report will include: 

 Summary of raven observations and behavior (from daily monitoring report forms); 

 Summary of annual nesting season monitoring, including locations and species for all observed stick 
nests on DHSP facilities and within 0.25 mile; 

 Documented raven nesting, roosting, and perching locations; 

 Number and locations of any stick nests removed from DHSP facilities; and 

 Recommendations by the Designated Biologist for improving raven management.  

Observations of active raven nests and evidence of raven predation on juvenile tortoises will be 
reported to the designated contacts at BLM, CDFG, and USFWS by an electronic mail message within 2 
days of the observation.  

All monitoring data will be provided electronically. The report itself will be brief, simply reviewing the 
monitoring requirements; describing any deviations (no monitoring on a certain date due to illness, etc.) 
and summarizing any problems and how they were corrected. For nest monitoring, reports will list dates 
of field work and map locations of all nests found; for each nest, name the species, the active dates, the 
eventual result of the nest, such as abandonment or fledged young. 

6.0 Adaptive Management 
Adaptive management measures may be necessary if the DHSP facilities and related activities provide 
significant unavoidable subsidies to ravens, or if a future increase in local raven nesting activity is attrib-
utable to the DHSP. Unavoidable subsidies will include nesting, roosting, or perching sites on project 
facilities, and may also include water at storage ponds or pump locations, if prevention of standing 
water proves infeasible. If raven monitoring data indicate a clear increase in local raven nesting activity 
attributed to the DHSP, then enXco and its Designated Biologist will confer with the USFWS, CDDFG, and 
BLM to develop and implement further raven control measures. Adaptive management measures may 
include additional worker education, more stringent restrictions on water use or trash disposal, installa-
tion of nest-prevention or roost-prevention devices on project facilities (depending on availability of 
effective devices), or specific measures to “haze” ravens from project facilities or subsidies.   

7.0 Education 
A Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP) is now in preparation. The WEAP will include the 
following specific instructions for on-site workers to prevent or minimize raven subsidies: 

 Review of raven biology, including desert tortoise predation and dependence on human subsidies;  

 Specific responsibilities and consequences for all workers;  

 Trash and food waste disposal and control; 

 Reporting road killed wildlife, water leaks, or other subsidies 
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Attachment 1: Desert Harvest Solar Project - Common Raven Management Plan 

Daily Monitoring Form 

Raven Observation (continue on back) 

Date and 
Time 

Location, 
GPS Coordinates 

Number 
observed 

Activities Observed 

    

    

    

 

General   Date:  

Location:    Surveyor:  

     

Checked? 
Y/N 

Task Compliance? 
Y/N 

If non-compliance,  
Issue and Location 

How was the issue 
Resolved?  

 Trash Receptacles 
(locking lids, exposed or 
overflowing trash) 

   

 Dumpsters (locking lids, 
exposed or overflowing 
trash) 

   

 Vehicle speed (limit on 
project roads: 15 mph; 
note vehicle number/ 
description) 

   

 Standing water (any 
time or location: tanks, 
pumps, pipes, irrigation 
sites, trucks, road 
watering, and panel 
washing areas) 

   

 Evaporation pond 
netting and wildlife 
access prevention 

   

 Dead or injured animals 
(list species; any time or 
location) 
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  1   

enXco’s Commitment 

enXco is committed to protecting all sensitive biological resources during construction, operation, and 
closure/decommissioning of the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DSHP). This Worker Environmental 
Awareness Program (WEAP) is required by the Applicant Proposed Measure AM-BIO-4 and Mitigation 
Measure VEG-3. 

The DHSP is a 150 megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic power plant located on about 1,200 acres east of 
Kaiser Road, about 5 miles north of Desert Center in Riverside County. This WEAP handbook includes an 
overview of the sensitive biological resources that may be encountered during construction and 
operation of the DHSP and includes guidelines for protecting these resources. The project has 
authorized specialists and monitors to support the monitoring effort. The Designated Biologist and 
onsite Biological Monitors are the onsite contact for all issues pertaining to biological resources. Please 
ask before you act! 

This WEAP will be administered to all on-site personnel and will be implemented during site pre-
construction, construction, operation, and closure/decommissioning. Please sign the training 
acknowledgement form (see Attachment 1) verifying that you received this training and shall abide by 
the guidelines provided. The training is valid for one year.  
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1. Contact Personnel 

[To be included] 
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2. Environmental Laws, Regulations, and Penalties 

The biological resources found on the DSHP site are protected by Applicant Proposed Measures, 
Mitigation Measures, and additional measures required by permits for the project. Many of the 
resources found in the project area are also protected by state and federal laws including but not limited 
to the following: 

 Federal Endangered Species Act: Provides protection for federally-listed threatened and endangered 
plant and animal species. It also prohibits the destruction of habitat critical to their recovery. 

 California Endangered Species Act: Similar to the federal act, it prohibits the take of state-listed 
endangered and threatened wildlife. Take is defined as to “hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill, or 
attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill.” 

 Migratory Bird Treaty Act: Prohibits the take of migratory birds. This includes eggs, nests, and 
feathers of any bird, which are fully protected. Raptors such as eagles, hawks, and owls are a special 
subset of birds covered under federal and state migratory bird laws. Raptors and their nests are 
protected.  

 Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act: Protects bald and golden eagles from any harassment that 
would interfere with its normal breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior.  Therefore, the 
requirements for guarding against impacts to eagles generally are more stringent than those required 
by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act alone. 

 California Fish and Game Code: Prohibits take of protected plants and animals in California; protects 
birds and birds’ nests (similar to federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act); protects streambeds, including dry 
desert washes. 

 Protected Furbearers: Protects all “fur-bearing” species, regardless of their federal or state status. 
This especially prohibits the take of desert kit fox (as above, defined as “hunt, pursue, catch, capture, 
or kill, or attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill”). 

 Noxious Weed Act: Provides for the control and management of noxious weeds that injure or have 
the potential to injure the interests of agriculture and commerce, wildlife resources, or the public 
health. 

The following agencies have regulatory authority in the area and will monitor construction activities. 
They could be on site at any time: 

 Bureau of Land Management 

 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

 California Department of Fish and Game 

 County Officials 

Stay out of exclusion zones. They protect sensitive habitats. Violation of state and/or federal environ-
mental laws can result in penalties including fines up to $100,000 and/or up to one year in jail. Viola-
tions can involve corporate and individual penalties. Violations can result in stop work orders and 
construction delays. 
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3. Biological Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

A variety of measures have been designed for the project to reduce impacts to vegetation and wildlife. 
One of the primary tools used to protect sensitive plants and animals is flagging. Prior to the start of 
construction, work areas (including staging areas, access roads, and sites for temporary placement of 
construction materials and spoils) will be delineated with highly visible and weather resistant 
fencing/flagging (e.g., orange construction fencing or staking) to clearly identify the limits of work. 
Fencing/staking will remain in place for the duration of construction. All disturbances, vehicles, and 
equipment will be confined to the fenced/flagged areas. 

In addition to respecting the flagged areas, each worker is responsible for making sure she or he abides 
by the mitigation measures for the project including the following: 

 Ensure open trenches have escape ramps for small animals including desert tortoise, or are covered 
completely. 

 Reduce the extent of temporary construction work areas and minimize impacts to native vegetation 
and habitat.  

 Best Management Practices will be used during construction at or near drainages. Water containing 
mud, silt, or pollutants will not enter drainages or be put in locations with high storm flows.  

 Raw cement/concrete, asphalt, paint, oil or other petroleum products, or any other substances that 
could be hazardous to vegetation or wildlife resources will be prevented from contaminating the soil 
and/or entering drainages. 

 No trash will be deposited within 150 feet of the high water mark of any drainage. All trash and food-
related waste shall be placed in self-closing containers and removed regularly from the site. 

 Do not feed wildlife or bring pets to the project site.  

 Do not harass or harm any wildlife on site including snakes, reptiles, or other wildlife.  

 Cleanup all spills immediately. Notify your supervisor immediately of any spills. Supervisors will be 
responsible for notifying the BLM, CDFG, or Riverside County as required.  

 The Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors will conduct clearance surveys prior to ground distur-
bance including clearly marking sensitive biological resource areas, and they will be present during all 
ground-disturbing activities. Construction work areas will be marked with highly visible and weather 
resistant fencing/flagging (e.g., orange construction fencing or staking) to clearly identify the limits of 
work to protect sensitive habitats. Be aware of your limits. 

 Inspect active construction and O&M activity areas where animals may become trapped prior to 
construction commencing each day.  

 Erosion control and revegetation will be implemented for the project according to approved plans. 

 At the end of each work day, inspect for the installation of structures that prevent entrapment or 
allow escape during periods of construction inactivity. 

 Report any injured or dead wildlife to the designated biologist and/or biological monitors immediately.  

 Abide by the fire prevention plan and make sure local fire agencies have 24-hour access to the project 
site. 

 Monitor for fire risks and report fires and fire risks immediately. 
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4. Designated Biologists and Biological Monitors 

The DHSP Designated Biologists are responsible for implementing the project’s Biological Resources mit-
igation measures and providing direct assistance to avoid impacts to natural resources. The Designated 
Biologists have the authority to halt work if project activities do not comply with mitigation measures 
incorporated into the Record of Decision or applicable permits for the project involving biological 
resources.  

4.1 Duties of the Designated Biologist 

The Designated Biologist has the following responsibilities and serves as a point of contact for all 
construction workers while in the field.  

 Notifies the BLM’s Authorized Officer, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies at least 14 calen-
dar days before initiation of ground-disturbing activities. Immediately notifies the project Owner, 
BLM’s Authorized Officer, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies in writing of any non-com-
pliance with any of the biological mitigation measures or permit conditions. Notifies these agencies of 
dead or injured special-status species within 24 hours of discovery. 

 Conducts continuous compliance inspections throughout the initial site preparation activities, includ-
ing construction of tortoise-exclusion fencing; pre-construction clearance surveys; and initial clearing, 
grubbing, and grading. Provides verbal and/or written updates to BLM, Riverside County, and Resource 
Agencies as required by mitigation measures.  

 Conducts monthly compliance inspections throughout the construction and decommissioning phases 
of the project, and provides weekly verbal or written updates to BLM, Riverside County, and, for any 
information pertinent to state or federal permits, to the Resource Agencies. Prepares and submits 
monthly compliance reports as required. 

 Conducts quarterly compliance inspections during operations of the project; conducts weed monitor-
ing and control; prepares and submits quarterly compliance reports and other reports as required 
under all adopted mitigation measures. 

 Supervises, conducts, and coordinates mitigation, monitoring, and other biological resources compli-
ance requirements, particularly in areas requiring avoidance or containing sensitive biological resources, 
such as special-status species or their habitat; and appoints a Biological Monitor as temporary contact 
at any time the Designated Biologist is unavailable. 

 Responds directly to inquiries of the BLM, Riverside County, the Resource Agencies, NPS, or any other 
agencies regarding biological resource issues.  

 Trains and supervises the Biological Monitors as appropriate, and ensures their familiarity with the 
Worker Environmental Awareness Program training, mitigation measures, conditions required by bio-
logical permits and agreements, and current USFWS guidelines on desert tortoise surveys and han-
dling procedures. 

 Approves fueling and servicing areas and is notified of any spills of hazardous materials. 

 Reports all special-status species observations to the CNDDB and includes copies of these reports in 
monthly or quarterly monitoring reports.  

The Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors will be on the site during mobilization activities, con-
struction-related ground disturbance, grading, boring, or trenching during all phases of the project and 
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will clear areas before any and all surface disturbance begins. The Designated Biologist has the authority 
to stop work if any violation of mitigation measures occurs in the project area. The Biological Moni-
tors have the authority to order any reasonable measure to avoid take of a listed species.  Mitigation 
measures for the project are described in the Record of Decision for the project and in the Mitigation 
Monitoring and Reporting Plan. A copy of all mitigation measures for the project will be keep onsite at 
[location to be determined]. 

4.2 Duties of the Biological Monitors 

The duties of the Biological Monitors include, but are not limited to, the following activities: 

 Conduct clearance surveys and monitoring of mobilization activities, construction-related ground 
disturbance, grading, boring, or trenching during all phases of the project. 

 Clearly mark sensitive biological resource areas, as appropriate, during construction, O&M, and 
decommissioning, and inspect these areas at appropriate intervals for compliance with regulatory 
terms and conditions. 

 Conduct pre-construction nest surveys for nesting birds prior to construction activities that will occur 
during the breeding period.  

 Verify that work areas are delineated with highly visible and weather resistant fencing/flagging (e.g., 
orange construction fencing or staking) to clearly identify the limits of work prior to ground-disturbing 
activities. 

 Inspect active construction or O&M activity areas where animals may have become trapped before 
beginning construction each day. At the end of each work day, inspect whether covers to prevent 
entrapment or ramps to allow escape have been used. Periodically inspect areas with high vehicle 
activity (e.g., parking lots) for animals in harm’s way and relocate them if necessary. 

 Present WEAP training to all project personnel and provide documentation to the BLM, Riverside 
County, and Resource Agencies (as applicable). 

5. Your Responsibility 

5.1 Wildlife Observation Form 

It is the responsibility of all personnel to complete a wildlife observation form (see Attachment 2) 
whenever they encounter an injured animal or any special status species or their sign (e.g., nest, burrow, 
or other sign) that could be disturbed by any project activity. These forms will be available in the 
Environmental Compliance Manager’s trailer and the safety training trailer. All wildlife sightings must be 
reported to the Biological Monitor. The monitor will assist you if you have any questions about com-
pleting these forms. 

5.2 Wildlife Practices 

You are responsible for making sure you abide by the following practices during construction, operation, 
and closure/decommissioning of the project: 

 All personnel, equipment, and vehicles are to remain inside fenced or staked areas.   

 Do not handle wildlife. 

 Do not feed or disturb wildlife. 
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 If wildlife is accidentally harmed, immediately notify the Designated Biologist or a Biological Monitor. 

 Notify the Designated Biologists or Biological Monitors if you observe any of the following: 

— Any injured, wounded, or dead animal. 

— Any animal that could be disturbed by any work activity (in harm’s way and needs moving). 

— Any breach or tear in tortoise fencing. 

— Any breach or tear in fencing surrounding protected rare plant areas. 

— A desert tortoise, snake, Mojave fringe-toed lizard, burrowing owl, nesting birds, or raptors foraging 
or nesting onsite. 

— Anyone not following the procedures set forth in this manual. 

5.3 Vegetation Practices 

 All personnel, equipment, and vehicles are to remain inside fenced or staked areas.   

 Do not operate vehicles or equipment in ponded or flowing water except as permitted 

 Minimize vegetation clearing; when feasible implement drive and crush instead of grading 

 Practice weed control methods; use weed-free straw or hay bales; control weeds in areas where dust 
control, irrigation, and solar panel washing occurs.  

5.4 General Work Practices 

 Use only approved access roads. 

 Inspect potential pitfalls (trenches, bores, excavations, etc.) for wildlife each morning before starting 
work. 

 Inspect all uncapped pipes and/or culverts for the presence of wildlife. If encountered the wildlife 
shall be allowed to escape unimpeded. 

 Do not litter. All general trash, food-related trash items (e.g., wrappers, cans, bottles, food scraps, 
cigarettes, etc.) and other human-generated debris should be stored in animal-proof containers 
and/or removed from the site each day. 

 No pets are ever allowed on the project site or in the project area. 

 Except for law enforcement personnel, no workers or visitors to the site shall bring firearms or 
weapons. 

 No fires allowed. Monitor for fires and immediately report any fire to supervisors. 

 Smoke only in posted and designated areas. Cigarette butts must be disposed of in the receptacles 
provided. 

 Clean up and report all hazardous material spills immediately. Keep spill clean-up materials and equip-
ment onsite and know their locations. Know the members of the team who are trained in spill response 
procedures.  

 Use silt fences along neighboring properties and main drainages for erosion control during storm 
events.  

 Report wildlife observations to the Designated Biologists or Biological Monitors. 
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 Report trapped, injured, or dead wildlife to the Designated Biologists or Biological Monitors immedi-
ately and record the specifics on a Wildlife Observation Form (see Attachment 2). Forms are available 
in the [to be designated]. 

 Report any road killed animals immediately to the Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors. 

 Maintain vehicles and equipment in proper working conditions. Use designated areas approved by the 
Designated Biologist for fueling and servicing. 

 Abide by all speed limits. The speed limit on unpaved roads is 15 mph.  

Remember, always ask before you act. 

6. Sensitive Biological Resources 

6.1 Habitat Types 

There are two primary habitat types within the project site and nearby vicinity. There are small areas 
within the project site where natural vegetation has been removed or disturbed for roads and other 
land uses.   

Creosote Bush Scrub 

Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) is characterized by low diversity of shrub species with rel-
atively wide spacing of shrubs, usually with bare ground between shrubs. The dominant species in this 
vegetation is creosote bush but also includes desert pavement and other species. It provides habitat for 
many types of animals including burrowing species such as kangaroo rates and pocket mice as well as 
many types of reptiles. Common birds observed within this vegetation community include the black-
throated sparrow, quail, common raven, red-tailed hawk and turkey vulture. 

Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland 

Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) occurs throughout the project study 
area, primarily in dry washes.  This vegetation type is characterized by the presence of desert ironwood 
and blue palo verde. Vegetation in desert washes is generally taller, up to 9 meters (30 feet) in height, 
and denser than that of surrounding desert habitats. This vegetation provides greater food, nesting, and 
cover, and wildlife diversity is generally greater than in the surrounding desert. 

6.2 Special Status Wildlife 

The DHSP site and vicinity include features that provide habitat for sensitive plants and wildlife. Of 
particular concern is the desert tortoise. 

Desert Tortoise 

The DHSP site and vicinity is habitat for the 
federally and state threatened desert tortoise. 
Desert tortoises are found throughout the 
region and are mobile during their active 
seasons between May and June, with a secon-
dary activity period from September through 
October. Any construction activity involving 

Photo Credit: USFWS, 2010 
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equipment or vehicle movement anywhere in the project site or vicinity is a potential threat to the 
desert tortoise. All construction activities, project vehicles, and equipment must stay within the fenced 
construction areas that biologists have identified and cleared of desert tortoises. All work areas are to 
be confined to the smallest practical area, considering topography, placement of facilities, public health 
and safety, and other limiting factors. Use previously disturbed areas to the extent feasible. 

What You Should Know About the Desert Tortoise 

The desert tortoise is the largest reptile in the 
southwestern United States. It is distinguished by 
a domed shell. Shell color is brownish, with yellow 
to tan centers. Adults can be over one foot long. 
Juveniles and hatchlings are smaller but resemble 
adults. Hatchlings can be as small as 1½ inches. 
Tortoise can live to be 50 to 100 years old and take 
15 to 20 years to reach sexual maturity. Although 
tortoises have existed for millions of years, the 
number of these animals is declining. The reasons 
for the drop in numbers includes loss of habitat 
through urban development, disease, roads, intro-
duction of exotic plants, increased predation by 
ravens, and collecting as pets. 

Legal Protection 

Desert tortoises are protected by the Federal and California Endangered Species Acts. Federal and state 
protection makes it illegal to “take” desert tortoises or destroy habitat without an exemption. Take 
means to “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to 
engage in any such conduct.” If you encounter a desert tortoise DO NOT TOUCH IT! Report the obser-
vation immediately to the Designated Biologist, or Biological Monitor, or the project office in the Con-
struction Logistics Area. 

You can be penalized for damaging tortoise habitat, if it is the result of unauthorized activity. An 
example is driving off designated roads. Maximum fines are $100,000 for an individual, $200,000 for an 
organization (such as a business or corporation) and up to one year in prison. You and your company 
are responsible for obeying the law. 

Where Desert Tortoises May be Found 

Desert tortoise could be encountered anywhere on the DHSP site. Be particularly watchful on roads. 
Desert tortoises may be found in burrows up to 30 feet in length. Burrows are difficult to detect and 
therefore driving and walking will be limited to designated roads and within the fence line of the project. 

Tortoises are most active from mid-February through late June and again during September and October. 
They may also be active during the summer, but usually don’t range far from their burrows when tem-
peratures are very hot. Tortoises are particularly active during or following rainfall. Tortoises may use 
parked vehicles and construction equipment for shade during the heat of the day. 

Juvenile and adult tortoises may be active throughout the year and at night; activity is seasonally var-
iable. Hatchling tortoises are about the size of a silver dollar and may be abundant in the fall. Speed 
limits must be observed because these small tortoises are hard to see. 

Photo Credit: BLM, 2007 
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What you must do 

 Stay within the fenced construction areas that have been cleared of tortoise and on existing roads. 
Travel outside of the fenced area is strictly prohibited. 

 Preconstruction tortoise clearance surveys must be conducted prior to all ground disturbances. Be 
sure that any work area has been cleared of desert tortoises and approved for ground-disturbing 
activities by the Designated Biologist before starting work. 

 The Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor shall be present at the site during all project activities 
that have potential to disturb soil, vegetation, or wildlife. 

 Staying on designated roads and within the staked project limits. The speed limit when traveling on 
dirt access routes within desert tortoise habitat shall not exceed 15 miles per hour. 

 Firearms and pets are prohibited on the job site. 

 Remove left-over food and garbage and place in self-closing animal-proof containers. Otherwise, this 
garbage could attract wildlife (e.g., ravens) and other predators that feed on young tortoises. At least 
one self-closing waste container will be located at any break area. You are responsible for making sure 
your waste is properly disposed of. If needed, waste may be kept in a closed vehicle until the end of a 
shift, and then placed in a raven-proof container.  

 Pick up any food, food wrappers, or other trash that could attract wildlife. Trash bags will be supplied 
in every vehicle.   

 Check under/around your vehicle and all equipment before moving it because a tortoise may be using 
it for shade. If one is observed, the tortoise must be allowed to move away on its own and immedi-
ately reported to the Designated Biologist. Only a Designated Biologist with a permit for this species 
can move the tortoise out of the construction area. Designated Biologists serve as additional contacts 
to report tortoise sightings or accidents. 

 If you encounter a desert tortoise DO NOT TOUCH IT AND NOTIFY THE DESIGNATED BIOLOGIST 
IMMEDIATELY. 

Mojave Fringe Toed Lizard 

The Mojave fringe-toed lizard is a medium-sized, white or 
grayish, black-spotted lizard. It has scaly hind toes that 
keep it from sinking into the sand and has been clocked 
at speeds of 23 miles per hour. Be careful, as this lizard 
may dart in front of your vehicle. The lizard also tends to 
plunge into the sand to hide from enemies. However, 
they do not burrow deep enough to be out of harm’s way 
from vehicles. 

The lizard lives in windblown sandy habitats, most notably 
sand dunes. There is no dune habitat within the project 
footprint but dune habitat is located east of the site and 
this lizard may wander up sandy washes into the DHSP 
site. Due to their coloring, the lizard may blend into the 
sand. Lizards could be harassed, crushed, buried, or stranded 
if they wander into the site during construction. 

Photo Credit: Robert Black, 2010 
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American Badger 

American badgers have stocky bodies with short, powerful legs 
and large foreclaws. Their heads are covered with coarse fur 
and have a distinctive black and white pattern on their faces. 
American badgers, a California Species of Special Concern, were 
once fairly widespread throughout open habitats of California. 
They are now uncommon, year-round residents throughout 
most of the state, with the exception of the northern North 
Coast area. They are most abundant in the drier open shrub, 
forest, and herbaceous habitats with friable soils (soils that 
allow burrowing). The American badger may den or forage in 
the vicinity of the project site. 

 

Desert Kit Fox 

Desert kit foxes have a “foxy” appearance 
with long ears, long legs, and a delicate body; 
they have fur on the soles of their feet form-
ing a “sand shoe”. The kit fox lives on the open 
desert, on creosote bush flats, and amongst 
the sand dunes. Kit foxes are primarily noc-
turnal and inhabit open, level areas with 
patchy vegetation cover. They also require 
friable soils for construction of dens. Their 
dens have several entrances and a kit fox will 
usually have several dens within its home 
range. Desert kit foxes can run at speeds of 25 miles per hour. Please follow all posted speed limits as kit 
foxes have been observed within the project area. 

Roosting Bats 

A number of bat species may either forage or roost within the 
project site. Bats often roost in rock crevices, tunnels, or caves and 
one species (western yellow bat) may roost in desert ironwood or 
palo verde trees. Bats life histories vary widely with some 
hibernating during winter, and others migrating south.  During the 
breeding season, bats generally roost during the day, either alone 
or in communal roost sites.  All special-status bats in the region eat 
insects and some forage over open shrublands such as found on 
the DHSP site. 

Photo credit: NPS, 2012. 
 

Photo Credit: USFWS, 2008 

Photo Credit: USFWS, 2011 
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Palm Springs Round-Tailed Ground Squirrels 

Round-tailed ground squirrels are relatively small in comparison to other 
ground squirrels. They have small rounded heads with small ears and large 
dark eyes. They are even in coloration and include gray, pinkish cinnamon, 
and pale cinnamon brown. Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel is a 
CDFG Species of Special Concern and a BLM Sensitive Species. Its primary 
habitat is mesquite hummocks and sand dunes and to a lesser degree 
dunes and hummocks associated with creosote bush. Ground squirrels 
have been observed near the gen-tie and on the project site.  

Nelson’s Bighorn Sheep 

Nelson’s bighorn sheep is 
a BLM Sensitive Species. 
The males can be recog-
nized by massive brown 
horns that curl back over their ears. The females are 
smaller than the males and have shorter, smaller horns. 
Current and/or historic populations are found in the 
mountain ranges in the general project region, includ-
ing near the Eagle, Coxcomb, Chuckwalla, Granite, and 
Northern Palen Mountains.  Nelson’s bighorn sheep 
are likely to use habitat on the site intermittently dur-
ing winter, especially as a movement corridor among 
regional mountain ranges. Threats to Nelson’s bighorn 

sheep include habitat loss or degradation, limited availability of water sources, barriers to local or 
regional movement, disease spread by domestic livestock, and natural predation by mountain lions in 
some populations.  

What You Must Do 

 Stay within the designated construction areas. 

 Avoid all undisturbed areas and preserve vegetation by staying on designated roads and within the staked 
project limits. 

 If you see a Species of Concern, report it to the Designated Biologist or Biological Monitors immediately. 

 Do not touch any wildlife. 

 Obey posted speed limit signs within the project site. 

Nesting and Foraging Birds  

The DHSP site and vicinity supports nesting habitat and foraging habitat for many native raptors (eagles, 
hawks, and owls) and songbirds. 

What you should know about Nesting and Foraging Birds 

Birds generally breed and nest between February 1st and September 1st. Except for a limited few, all 
birds, nests, eggs, and young are protected under California Fish and Game laws and by the Federal 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act. You may not harm native birds or damage a bird’s nest or eggs. An offense is 

Photo Credit: NPS, 2012 

Photo Credit: Gerald and Buff Corsi 
© 1999 California Academy of 
Sciences 
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considered criminal and can include substantial fines and possible jail time. Be mindful that not all nests 
are in trees — many species nest in shrubs, on the ground, or even on structures or construction 
equipment.  Some raptor species may nest in the mountains surrounding the project site to the north 
and south and some species may nest on the project site. The project site also provides foraging habitat 
for a number of raptor species.  

What you must do 

 Stay out of designated areas that are temporarily off limits because of nesting birds. Work areas will 
be surveyed for nesting birds prior to and during construction. If an active nest is found, the imme-
diate area will be temporarily off limits. Active nests will be cordoned off and monitored by the Desig-
nated Biologist who will also give approval to re-enter the area following fledging of nestling birds. 

 Respect the buffer zones established by the Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor.  

 If you see nests prior to or during construction, notify a Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor 
immediately. Nests may be found in trees, bushes, man-made structures (e.g., storage areas), non-
moving equipment, or on the ground in burrows (e.g., burrowing owls). 

Burrowing Owls 

The Western burrowing owl, a California Species of Special 
Concern, inhabits dry open grasslands and typically nests in 
small burrows that have been constructed and abandoned 
by burrowing mammals such as ground squirrels or badgers. 
Burrowing owls could nest onsite and may forage through-
out the project area. Burrowing owls may be found on the 
site at any time of year; their breeding season is late Febru-
ary through August. Juvenile and adult burrowing owls have 
been killed from destruction, plugging, and flooding of their 
burrows, collisions with motor vehicles and construction equip-
ment, predation by native and domestic animals, exposure to 
certain insecticides and rodenticides, and shooting.  

Golden Eagles 

The golden eagle is a BLM Sensitive Species, and considered a bird 
of conservation concern by the USFWS.  It is also Fully Protected 
in California, and is covered under the MBTA and California Fish 
and Game Code.  Golden eagles are year-round residents through-
out most of their range in the western United States.  In the south-
west, they are more common during winter when eagles that nest 
in Canada migrate south into the region.  They breed from late 
January through August, mainly during late winter and early 
spring in the California deserts.  In the desert, they generally nest 
in steep, rugged terrain, often on sites with overhanging ledges, 
cliffs or large trees that are used as cover.  Golden eagles are 
wide-ranging predators, especially outside of the nesting season, 
when they have no need to return daily to eggs or young at their 
nests.  Golden eagles nest in the mountain ranges surrounding the 
project and they may hunt on the project site Their main prey is 
rabbits and ground squirrels.  

Photo Credit: USFWS, 2010 

Photo Credit: USFWS, 
2009 
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6.3 Special-Status Plants 

Several public agencies and private entities maintain lists of plants of conservation concern.  The CDFG 
compiles these in its compendia of “Special Plants.”  These plants are treated here as “special-status 
species.”   

Crucifixion Thorn (Castela emoryi) 

Crucifixion thorn is found in the Sonoran and southern Mojave 
Deserts of the American southwest.  It is widely scattered in 
southwestern Arizona; its scattered occurrences in the 
California deserts are the western extent of its range. It also 
occurs at a few sites in northwestern Sonora, Mexico, and in 
northern Baja California.  Crucifixion thorn is a leafless shrub or 
small tree of washes, non-saline dry lakes, and other sites where 
water accumulates.  The plants are long-lived and densely 
thorny.  The stems are light gray-green, rigid, ascending (directed 
upward) with stout spine-tipped twigs.  Its flowers are inconspic-
uous and abundant.  The fruits, after maturing, remain on the 

plant for several years.  Young plants, prior to fruiting, do not have the characteristic clustered fruits of 
older plants.  Plants occur as scattered colonies, possibly clones, of fairly small size that do not extend far 
across the landscape. 

Utah vine milkweed (Cynanchum utahenses) 

Utah vine milkweed is an herb that lives for multiple 
years and dies back to the ground in the summer.  It is a 
small vine with a branched, twining stem that rarely 
grows beyond a meter in length. It has small narrow 
leaves a few centimeters long and bright yellow to 
orange flowers. It ranges from the California deserts to 
southwestern Utah.  Its habitat is desert washes and 
canyons. It was recorded on and near the project site.  

  

Photo Credit: BLM, 2011 

Photo Credit: © 2011, Justin M. Wood. 
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Desert unicorn-plant (Proboscidea althaefolia) 

Desert unicorn-plant, also called “devil’s claw,” is a long-lived herb 
that grows from a large roost stock.  It is dormant in spring, but sprouts 
in response to warm season rains.  It ranges throughout much of the 
Sonoran Desert, eastward to Texas and parts of mainland Mexico.  It is 
noticeable for its woody, hook-shaped fruits (pods), that are evidently 
dispersed by clinging to fur or hooves of large mammals.  Desert 
unicorn-plant was located at several sites near the project site. 

 

 

 

 

What you must do 

 Stay within the designated areas that are marked with highly visible and weather resistant fencing/
flagging (e.g., orange construction fencing or staking). 

 Respect the buffer zones established by the Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor.  

 When possible, use a drive and crush method rather than grading to minimize damage to the roots of 
desert plants. 

 Do not collect any plants onsite.  

 Avoid bringing in invasive and non-native weeds. 

7. Weed Avoidance and Control 

Under direction of the Bureau of Land Management, enXco has prepared a comprehensive Integrated 
Weed Management Plan to assure that construction activities, as well as operation of the DHSP, do not 
promote weed growth in the area, nor lead to the establishment of new weed species in the area. 
Weeds are usually annual plants that prefer disturbed soil conditions, and their seeds commonly hitch-
hike on the tires and undercarriage of heavy equipment as well as cars and trucks. They can have 
devastating effects to local ecosystems because a heavy growth of weeds promotes wildfires in vegeta-
tion not adapted to fire. Such a catastrophe could seriously affect the facility, and the surrounding 
native vegetation may never return after such a fire. The proliferation of certain weeds can potentially 
lead to the local extinction of native plant species. Therefore, for the safety of the facility as well as the 
health of the surrounding ecosystem, enXco has adopted strict weed-control measures that you are 
required to follow. 

These include the following: 

 Monitor materials onsite. Biological monitors will be present at the site and will closely monitor the 
types of materials brought onto the site. Only weed-free straw or hay bales used for sediment barrier 
installations. 

Photo Credit: © 2011 Neal Kramer 
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 Early Detection. The Designated Biologists, Biological Monitors, or Qualified Botanists may identify 
areas where weeds appear to be taking over. Weed infestations must be controlled or eradicated as 
soon as possible upon discovery, and before they go to seed, to prevent further expansion. 

 Limiting Disturbance. Because weeds thrive on recently disturbed soils, any vegetation and/or ground 
disturbance will be limited to the absolute minimum needed and entrance/exit of the site will be 
limited to designated routes. 
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Notes 
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[The Certificate of Completion will be printed on three-part paper and bound into the booklet.] 

 

Attachment 1: Certificate of Completion 
 

I certify that I have received training at a worker education session prior to beginning work on this 

project. During that session, I was provided information about the biology, habitat needs, status under 

the federal and state endangered species acts, and measures being taken for the protection of the 

threatened and endangered species that may occur in the project area. I also received instruction about 

the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. The training described the 

need to comply with conditions placed on the project by the Bureau of Land Management as well as 

state and federal agencies to protect other sensitive resources in the project area, including plants and 

animals that are not listed, cultural and paleontological resources, and human remains.  

 

I also understand that whenever I am at the jobsite, I am to have this worker education booklet with 

me, including the signed copy of this form documenting that I have received the training.  

 

I have read and understand the measures that I am personally responsible for following and I am aware 

that I may incur civil and/or criminal penalties if I do not conform to the required measures.  
 

 

Name (Please print)  

 

 

Signature  

 

 

Dates of Sessions  

 

Instructions: Fill out this form. Keep your copy in the booklet and give the other two to the class 

instructor. Add dates when you receive retraining. 
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Attachment 2 - WILDLIFE OBSERVATION FORM 
To Record Animals Found In the DHSP Area 

To be filled out by personnel who find active nest sites and burrows, dens, and dead or injured wildlife, 

or other biological resources during construction activities.  

 

Name of employee: 

 

Date: 

Location of observation: 

 

Wildlife species: 

Condition of wildlife:             Alive                     Dead 

Possible cause of injury or death: 

 

Where is the animal currently? 

 

Is the resource in danger of project (or other) impacts? 

 

Comments: 

 

 

 

Please contact the Designated Biologist for questions and to report any wildlife, nest, or den in the 

project area that could be disturbed. The Designated Biologist will advise personnel on measures 

required by California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) and United States Fish and Wildlife 

Service (USFWS) to protect fish, wildlife and vegetation from construction impacts.  
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PROJECT OVERVIEW 

The Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) site is located in the upper Chuckwalla Valley, in unincorporated 
Riverside County, approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center, California. The proposed project 
consists of a solar generator facility to be located on public lands administered by the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM), and a generator tie-line (gen-tie) to transmit electrical power to the Red Bluff 
Substation now under construction, about 5 miles east of Desert Center and south of the Interstate-10 
Freeway. The Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF), now under construction, is located to the immediate 
north of the Desert Harvest site (Figure 1) and the DHSP proposed gen-tie line would be on shared poles 
with that project’s gen-tie line.  Biological resources on the DHSP solar facility site, the proposed gen-tie 
line alignment, and two alternative gen-tie alignments, were described in a Biological Resources 
Technical Report (BRTR; Aspen and AMEC 2012), in the DHSP Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(DEIS; BLM 2012), and in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Final EIS (BLM 2011a).  

This BRTR Supplement addresses only alternative generator tie-line (gen-tie) E. The alignment is 11.4 
miles in length and is located on private lands owned by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California (MWD) and on public land managed by the BLM (Figures 1 and 2).  The alignment is now 
undeveloped, natural open space. The surrounding area consists primarily of MWD and BLM lands, with 
scattered smaller private land parcels throughout the upper Chuckwalla Valley. Some of the private 
lands adjacent to the alignment have been developed as residential and agricultural lands uses. These 
include active and inactive jojoba fields and rural residential lands. 

Portions of the alignment are within areas designated as special management areas for wildlife.  These 
include 4.3 acres in the Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA); 51.8 acres in the Palen-
Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA); and 1.8 acres in the desert tortoise Chuckwalla 
Critical Habitat Unit (CHU; this area overlaps with the Chuckwalla DWMA, above). These wildlife 
management areas are described in Section 3.4.1 of the DEIS and mapped on Figure 3 of this BRTR 
supplement.  

Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) surrounds the upper Chuckwalla Valley on the north, east, and west. 
To the north, the JTNP boundary is about 7 miles from the northern boundary of the Desert Harvest 
solar facility site and about 4.5 miles north of the approved Desert Sunlight project boundary. The 
Coxcomb Mountains, in the southeastern corner of JTNP, are located about 1.8 miles northeast of the 
northeastern corner of the Desert Harvest ROW. To the west, the JTNP boundary is about 3.5 miles from 
the western boundary of the Desert Harvest site, at Kaiser Road.  

SUMMARY OF FIELD SURVEYS 

This BRTR Supplement describes the methods and results of field surveys conducted by Aspen 
Environmental Group (Aspen) biologists on gen-tie alignment Alternative E, including prior field work 
described in the DHSP BRTR (Aspen and AMEC 2012) and new field work completed in 2012. The reports 
and field surveys summarized in this BRTR are listed below.  

 Streambed Delineation and Vegetation Map: Vegetation mapping of gen-tie alignment Alternative E 
was completed by Aspen biologists Justin Wood and Dustin Ray in October 2011, as described in the 
BRTR and summarized in this Supplement.  Delineation of jurisdictional streambeds on gen-tie 
alignment Alternative E was completed in 2012 by Aspen biologists Jared Varonin, Justin Wood, and 
Tracy Valentovich.  
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 Special-Status Plant Surveys:  Fall field surveys for special-status plants were conducted 2011 by Justin 
Wood and Dustin Ray.  Spring field surveys for special-status plants were completed in 2012 by Jared 
Varonin, Justin Wood, and Tracy Valentovich. 

 Desert Tortoise Surveys: Focused surveys for desert tortoise were conducted over 100% of the 
alignment during spring 2012 by Jared Varonin, Justin Wood, and Tracy Valentovich, in accordance 
with US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) survey protocol (2010a).   

 Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard Habitat Evaluation: Herpetologist Robert Black evaluated habitat suitability 
for Mojave fringe-toed lizard during spring 2012.  

In addition to these field surveys and reports, Aspen biologists reviewed the California Natural Diversity 
Data Base (CNDDB; California Department of Fish and Game, CDFG 2012) and California Native Plant 
Society (CNPS) Electronic Inventory (2012) to identify special-status plants, animals, and plant 
communities known from the area. The CNDDB report is included here as Attachment 1. We also 
reviewed applicable documents pertaining to the DHSP (BLM 2012) and DSSF (BLM 2011). All plant and 
animal species observed in the field were identified and recorded in field notes.  A list of all plant and 
animal species noted on the alignment is included here as Attachment 2. 

VEGETATION, HABITAT, AND JURISDICTIONAL STREAMBEDS 

Methods  

Aspen biologists Justin Wood, Dustin Ray, and Jared Varonin mapped vegetation on gen-tie alignment 
Alternative E during September and October 2011. Mapping of the streambeds along gen-tie alignment 
Alternative E was completed by Varonin, assisted by Wood and Tracy Valentovich, in April and May 2012 
(Table 1). All field surveys address the 400-foot wide corridor along the length of the alignment.  

Table 1. Vegetation, Habitat, and Jurisdictional Streambed Field Survey Staff and Field Dates.  

Date Field Staff 

4 Oct 2011 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Dustin Ray, Scott White 

5 Oct 2011 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin 

19 Apr 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

20 Apr 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

23 Apr 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

24 Apr 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

10 May 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

11 May 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

17 May 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

18 May 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

Vegetation 

Vegetation was mapped as Geographic Information System (GIS) shapefiles with a minimum mapping 
unit of about 0.15 acres (6,500 square feet) on aerial imagery (USDA 2009 and 2010 NAIP Imagery: 
http://datagateway.nrcs.usda.gov/GDGHome.aspx, resolution of 1 square meter). The vegetation map 
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(Figure 4) and text descriptions (below) were field verified in conjunction with the streambed 
delineation. All GIS information was digitized in the NAD 83 datum using the California State Plane Zone 
VI projection to ensure local accuracy when calculating area. 

Any vegetation map is subject to imprecision for several reasons:  

1. Vegetation types intergrade on the landscape so that there are no true boundaries in the 
vegetation itself. In these cases, a mapped boundary represents best professional judgment. 

2. The published nomenclature and descriptions tend to intergrade; that is, a given stand of 
vegetation may not match any named type in the classification scheme used. Each polygon is 
labeled according to the most applicable type in the classification, but there is often some 
ambiguity among the types. 

3. Vegetation tends to be patchy. Small patches of one type are often surrounded by another type. 
The size of these included patches varies, depending on the minimum mapping units and scale of 
available aerial imagery.  

4. Photo interpretation of visually similar vegetation types may be difficult.  

State Jurisdictional Streambed Delineation 

All streambeds or washes potentially meeting jurisdictional criteria as Waters of the State were 
delineated by walking the center line along the entire length of the alignment. The width of each 
potentially jurisdictional channels or wash was estimated and a GPS point was taken to record latitude 
and longitude.  The GPS data and channel widths were converted into a GIS shapefile. The total 
jurisdictional streambed acreage along the 400-foot wide and approximately 11.5 mile long alignment 
was calculated as the summed area of jurisdictional channels (i.e., summed length x width of all 
channels) plus the acreage of adjacent riparian vegetation.  Some drainages near the outer margins of 
the 400-foot wide alignment, not crossing the center of the alignment, may not have been recorded 
during the delineation.  

Results 

Vegetation 

Four vegetation and habitat types were mapped on the gen-tie alignment Alternative E (Figure 4): 
Creosote Bush Scrub, which is found on bajada surfaces and on partially stabilized aeolian sands; Blue 
Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland; and active dunes. The Creosote Bush Scrub vegetation is a subset of 
the Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub as described by Holland (1986), and Blue Palo-Verde-Ironwood 
Woodland is a subset of his description of Desert Dry Wash Woodland. There also are small areas on the 
alignment where natural vegetation has been removed or disturbed for roads and other land uses. In 
most cases (e.g., narrow roads), these areas are too small for mapping at this scale. However, we 
mapped 5 acres of roadways and disturbed areas on the 400-foot wide alignment.  

Creosote Bush Scrub (Bajada/Alluvial Landforms): Creosote Bush Scrub (Larrea tridentata 
Shrubland Alliance; Sawyer et al. 2009) on the alignment is characterized by low shrub species diversity 
and relatively wide spacing of shrubs, usually with bare ground between.  The dominant species in this 
vegetation is creosote bush (Larrea tridentata). Associated species include white bursage (Ambrosia 
dumosa), brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), cheesebush (Hymenoclea salsola), and big galleta (Pleuraphis 
rigida).  This vegetation also supports a diverse assemblage of seasonal annuals, including desert 
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sunflower (Geraea canescens), desert dandelion (Malacothrix glabrata), several pincushion species 
(Chaenactis spp.) and several species of cryptantha (Cryptantha spp.).  We mapped 32 acres of Creosote 
Bush Scrub on bajada/alluvial landforms on the 400-foot wide alignment. Creosote Bush Scrub has no 
California Department of Fish and Game special-status designation (CDFG 2010).  

Creosote Bush Scrub on the alignment matches the Desert Scrub wildlife habitat described by 
Laudenslayer and Boggs (1988).  It provides habitat for wildlife species typical of the California deserts, 
including burrowing species such as kangaroo rats (Dipodomys spp.), pocket mice (Perognathus and 
Chaetodipus spp.), and desert cottontail (Sylvilagus audubonii); and mesopredators such as desert kit fox 
(Vulpes macrotis arsipus) and coyote (Canis latrans). This community also serves as habitat for 
numerous species of reptiles including desert iguana (Dipsosaurus dorsalis), sidewinder (Crotalus 
cerastes), desert horned lizard (Phrynosoma platyrhinos), Great Basin whiptail (Aspidocelis tigris tigris) 
and zebra-tailed lizard (Callisaurus draconoides). Common birds observed within this vegetation 
included black-throated sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata), Gambel’s quail (Callipepla gambelii), common 
raven (Corvus corax), red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis), and turkey vulture (Cathartes aura). 

Creosote Bush Scrub (Partially Stabilized Sand Fields): Creosote Bush Scrub vegetation occurs on 
partially stabilized sand fields in the eastern portion of gen-tie Alternative E.  This area is located at the 
western margin of a much larger dune system associated with Pinto Wash, at the base of the Coxcomb 
Mountains. This vegetation matches the description of Creosote Bush Scrub, above, but the cover is 
much sparser and the substrate consists of partially stabilized sand fields with accumulations of sands 
mounded at the bases of the shrubs. This habitat type is suitable for a series of special-status plants and 
animals, including Mojave fringe-toed lizard (below). ).  We mapped 85 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub on 
partially stabilized sand field landforms on the 400-foot wide alignment. Acreage impacted by 
Alternative E would be dependent on the specific locations of access roads, transmission line structures, 
and work sites. 

Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland: Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland (Parkinsonia florida-
Olneya tesota Woodland Alliance; Sawyer et al. 2009) occurs throughout the project vicinity, primarily in 
dry washes, and is characterized by the presence of desert ironwood (Olneya tesota) and blue palo 
verde (Parkinsonia florida).  Additional tree species such as smoketree (Psorothamnus spinosus) and cat 
claw acacia (Acacia greggii) also occur but are uncommon. This vegetation is one of several communities 
included within broader vegetation types called desert wash woodland or microphyll woodland (Holland 
1986; Schoenherr and Burk 2007). Vegetation in desert washes is generally taller, up to approximately 
9m (30 ft) in height, and denser than in surrounding desert habitats, with the height of the wash 
vegetation proportional to the size of the arroyo (Laudenslayer 1988). Understory vegetation within 
these woodlands is composed of big galleta, cheesebush, desert lavender (Hyptis emoryi) and other 
shrubs and subshrubs.  

Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodlands on the site match the desert wash wildlife habitat described by 
Laudenslayer (1988). This habitat provides more food, nesting, and cover resources than the 
surrounding Creosote Bush Scrub, and wildlife diversity is generally greater than in the surrounding 
desert. Examples of species that depend in part on desert microphyll woodlands include vermilion 
flycatcher (Pyrocephalus rubinus), black-tailed gnatcatcher (Polioptila melanura), and burro deer 
(Odocoileus hemionus eremicus) (below). In addition, many of the species occupying the surrounding 
Creosote Bush Scrub are found in greater numbers in microphyll woodlands. This community is ranked 
by CDFG (2010) as a special-status vegetation type, with state rarity ranking of S3. We mapped 388 acres 
of Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland on the 400-foot wide alignment.  Acreage impacted by 
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Alternative E would be dependent on the specific locations of access roads, transmission line structures, 
and work sites. 

Active Sand Dunes: Active sand dunes are located at the western margin of the larger Pinto Wash / 
Coxcomb Mountains dune system.  This habitat type is characterized by fine aeolian (i.e., wind-blown) 
sands that support very little vegetation.  Vegetation on the dunes is sparse. Allscale (Atriplex polycarpa) 
is the dominant plant in the most active portions of the dunes, and the less active areas are dominated 
by creosote bush. Numerous native annuals and perennial are also present; these include freckled milk-
vetch (Astragalus lentiginosus var. variablis), dune primrose (Oenothera deltoides), desert lily 
(Hesperocallis undulata), Harwood’s woolly-star (Eriastrum harwoodii), and desert sand verbena 
(Abronia villosa var. villosa).  We mapped 47 acres of active sand dunes on the 400-foot wide alignment.  
Impacts acreage would be dependent on the specific locations of access roads, transmission line 
structures, and work sites. 

State Jurisdictional Streambed Delineation 

The CDFG regulates alterations to state-jurisdictional streambeds (“waters”) under Section 1600 et seq. 
of the California Fish and Game Code. Jurisdictional acreage is interpreted as the bed and banks of 
channels and adjacent riparian vegetation. In the Chuckwalla Valley area, the Blue Palo Verde - 
Ironwood Woodland (described above; see Figure 4) is the regional riparian vegetation type.  Due to the 
abundance and close spacing of braided channels throughout the area, all mapped Blue Palo Verde-
Ironwood Woodland is adjacent to one or more channels. The CDFG jurisdictional streambeds are 
mapped on Figure 5.  

Total acreage of jurisdictional areas within the 400-foot wide alignment is calculated as the sum of 
mapped Blue Palo Verde - Ironwood Woodland (388 acres) plus the acreage of any jurisdictional 
streambeds mapped outside those woodlands (less than one acre), totaling 388 acres within the 
alignment. Actual project impacts to jurisdictional areas would be much less than this, and would 
depend on the specific locations of access roads, transmission line structures, and work sites.  
Construction of an access road for gen-tie alignment Alternative E would likely impact state-
jurisdictional streambeds along the entire length of the alignment. Tower sites and other work areas 
could impact additional jurisdictional areas, depending on their specific locations.  

SPECIAL-STATUS SPECIES 

Methods 

Special-Status Plants 

Field surveys for special-status plants on the alignment were completed during fall 2011, concurrently 
with vegetation mapping field work, and during spring 2012, concurrently with field surveys for other 
resources, including desert tortoise. Field survey dates and personnel are listed below in Table 2.  

Table 2. Field Dates and Survey Staff  

Season / Project Component Date Field Staff 

Fall botanical surveys and 
vegetation mapping  

4 Oct 2011 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin 

5 Oct 2011 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin 

13 Oct 2011 Justin Wood, Dustin Ray  

14 Oct 2011 Justin Wood, Dustin Ray  
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Season / Project Component Date Field Staff 
Spring surveys (special-status 
plants, desert tortoise, desert kit fox, 
burrowing owl, and other resources) 

19 Apr 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

20 Apr 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

23 Apr 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

24 Apr 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

10 May 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

11 May 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

17 May 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

18 May 2012 Justin Wood, Jared Varonin, Tracy Valentovich 

Spring survey (Mojave fringe-toed 
lizard habitat delineation) 

25 Jun 2012 Tracy Valentovich, Robert Black 

The distribution and abundance of many fall-flowering species in the California desert is incompletely 
documented in literature due to a historic emphasis on spring, rather than fall, field work. Yet a 
significant proportion of the flora is made up of annual species that germinate in response to summer 
rains, or perennial herbs that may flower at any time of year, depending on rainfall (Shreve and Wiggins 
1964; Phillips and Comus 2000). Therefore, botanical surveys were conducted during both spring and 
fall, to find and identify as many species as possible and to maximize the likelihood that species not 
known from the area, or not included on a list of “target species” would be documented if they occur on 
the site. This approach to field work conforms to CDFG (2009) and BLM (2009) guidelines recommending 
“floristic” botanical surveys and provides the most thorough practicable botanical inventory of the 
alignment. 

Prior to field surveys, Aspen biologists reviewed available literature to identify special-status biological 
resources known from the vicinity of the project site.  The literature and databases listed below were 
reviewed.  

 CNDDB (CDFG 2012a) for the following 7½-minute USGS topographic quads: Victory Pass, East of 
Victory Pass, Desert Center, Corn Spring, , Palen Lake, and Sidewinder Well; 

 CNPS Electronic Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular Plants of California (CNPS 2012), for the 
same topographic quads; 

 NECO Plan (BLM and CDFG 2002); 

 List of California BLM Sensitive Plants (BLM 2010a); 

 Recent environmental documents for nearby projects including the adjacent Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm Project (BLM 2011b), the Palen Solar Power Project (BLM 2011c), the Genesis Solar Energy 
Project (BLM 2011d), and the Desert Harvest DEIS (BLM 2012).  

Based upon review of the literature and database above, a list of special-status plant species with 
potential to occur in the vicinity of the proposed project was compiled. Plant taxa were considered to be 
special-status species if they were classified as one or more of the following: 

 Listed, proposed for listing, or candidates for listing as threatened or endangered under the federal 
Endangered Species Act (ESA); 

 Listed as threatened or endangered, or candidates for listing under the California Endangered Species 
Act (CESA);  

 Designated by BLM as Sensitive Plants: “all plant species that are currently on List 1B of the CNPS 
Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants of California, are BLM sensitive species, along with others 
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that have been designated by the California State Director” (BLM 2009; note that the CNPS Lists are 
now known as California Rare Plant Ranks, or CRPR); 

 Listed as rare under the California Native Plant Protection Act; 

 Meet the definition of rare or endangered under CEQA §15380 (b) and (d).  

 Considered special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, such as the NECO 
Plan/EIS. 

Table 3 presents the special-status plant species known from the region and summarizes their natural 
history, agency status, and probability of occurrence on the project site.  

Table 3. Special-Status Plants of the Chuckwalla Valley Area. 

Special-Status Plant Species Habitat and Distribution 
Flower 
Season 

Conservation 
Status 

Occurrence 
Probability 

Abronia villosa var. aurita 
Chaparral sand verbena 

Annual or perennial herb; sand, about 
250-5300 ft. elev.; San Jacinto Mtns, 
Inland Empire, adj. Colorado Des, 
Orange & San Diego cos; mostly 
alluvial fans and benches in western 
Riverside Co; dunes in deserts; not 
rare in the deserts 

Feb. - 
July 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: S2 
CRPR: 1B.1 

High in 
aeolian sand; 
low in washes 
or roadsides; 
habitat 
suitable, but 
not seen 
during surveys 

Ammoselinium giganteum 
Desert sand-parsley 

Annual; only known Calif. location at 
Hayfields Dry Lake, about 1300 ft. 
elev.; heavy soils, beneath shrubs; 
also to AZ and Mainl. Northern Mexico 

March - 
April 

Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: SH 
CRPR: 2.3 

Minimal; no 
suitable dry 
lakebed 
habitat 

Androstephium breviflorum 
Pink funnel-lily, small-flowered 
androstephium 
 

Bulb; Mojave Des shrublands; 
stabilized dunes or sandfields, about 
700-5300 ft. elev.; scattered in Calif., N 
Ariz., S Nevada, to W Colorado 

March-
April 

Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S2/S3 
CRPR: 2.3 

Low in aeolian 
sand, 
otherwise not 
expected; not 
observed 
during field 
work 

Astragalus insularis var.  
harwoodii 
Harwood’s milk vetch 

Annual; sand, mainly dunes, also 
washes and slopes; below about 1200 
ft. elev.; SE Calif. to Ariz., Baja and 
Sonora  

Jan. - 
May 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO  
Calif: S2.2? 
CRPR: 2.2 

Moderate to 
high in aeolian 
sand; low in 
washes or 
roadsides; 
habitat 
suitable, but 
not seen 
during surveys 

Astragalus lentiginosus var. 
coachellae 
Coachella Valley milk-vetch 

Annual or perennial herb; open sand, 
gen. dunes but also wash margins; 
below about 2200 ft. elev.; endemic to 
Coachella Valley; formerly reported 
from Chuckwalla Valley, those 
populations now recognized as A. l. 
var. variabilis (speckled milk-vetch) 

Feb. - 
May 

Fed: END 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: S2.1 
CRPR: 1B.2 

Minimal; 
outside 
geographic 
range 
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Special-Status Plant Species Habitat and Distribution 
Flower 
Season 

Conservation 
Status 

Occurrence 
Probability 

Ayenia compacta 
Ayenia 

Perennial herb; desert shrubland, gen. 
rocky sites, washes and mountain 
slopes below about 3600 ft. elev.; W 
low desert margins, Chuckwalla Valley, 
and E Mojave; also Baja Calif. and 
Sonora (Mexico) 

March - 
April 

Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S3? 
CRPR: 2.3 

Low-
moderate; 
washes are 
marginally 
suitable; not 
seen during 
field surveys. 

Cassia – see Senna     

Castela emoryi 
Crucifixion thorn 
 

Shrub; widespread but rare, Calif. 
deserts to Ariz., Baja and Sonora; fine 
sand or silt, washes, plains, non-saline 
bottomlands, about 350-2100 ft. elev. 

June-
July 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO  
Calif: S2/S3 
CRPR: 2.3 

Low; not seen 
on alignment 
during field 
surveys; see 
text 

Chamaesyce abramsiana  
(Euphorbia abramsiana)  
Abrams’ spurge 

Annual; sandy flats; about sea level to 
3,000 ft. elev.; East Mojave desert, 
JTNP, and low desert, to Arizona and 
Mexico 

 Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S1.2 
CRPR: 2.2 

High in 
aeolian sand; 
low in washes 
or roadsides  

Colubrina californica 
Las Animas colubrina 
 

Shrub; scattered mtn ranges of the low 
desert, incl. JTNP, Eagle Mtns, 
Chuckwalla Mtns, etc.; about 1100-
3900 ft. elev.; rare in Calif., more 
common in Ariz. and Mexico  

April - 
May 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S2/S3.3 
CRPR: 2.3 

Low; field 
survey results 

Coryphantha alversonii (C. 
vivipara var. alversonii; 
Escobaria vivipara var. 
alversonii) 
Alverson's foxtail cactus 

Cactus; desert scrub, S Mojave and 
Sonoran Deserts, about 250-5000 ft. 
elev.; Riverside, San Bernardino, and 
Imperial cos., to Arizona 

May - 
June 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S3.2 
CRPR: 4.3 

Low; field 
survey results; 
bajada site 
may be 
unsuitable 
habitat 

Cryptantha costata 
Ribbed cryptantha  

Annual; windblown and stabilized sand,  
desert shrublands; E Mojave and 
Sonoran Deserts , to Arizona & Baja; 
below sea level to about 1650 ft. elev. 

Feb. – 
May  

Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S3.3 
CRPR: 4.3 

Occurs in 
dunes; low 
potential in 
washes or 
roadsides   

Cynanchum utahense 
(Funastrum utahense) 
Utah vine milkweed 
 

Climbing perennial herb; sandy or 
gravelly soils, E and S Mojave Des 
through JTNP and Anza-Borrego 
regions, to S Nevada, NW Ariz., and 
SW Utah; about 500 - 4700 ft. elev. 

April-
June 

Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S3.2 
CRPR: List 4.2 

High; suitable 
habitat 
throughout; 
not seen 
during field 
surveys 

Ditaxis claryana (D. 
adenophora) 
Glandular ditaxis 

Perennial herb. Conflicting info. in 
literature. Sandy soils below about 350 
ft. elev.; or rocky uplands & sandy 
washes to 3000 ft.; widely scattered, 
Sonoran Desert, Calif. to Ariz. and 
mainland Mexico 

conflic-
ting  lit. 
reports 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S1 
CRPR: 2.2 

Moderate; 
habitat may be 
suitable, but 
not seen 
during field 
surveys 

Ditaxis californica (D. serrata 
var. californica) 
California ditaxis 

Perennial herb; washes and canyons, 
low desert and adj. mtns.; La Quinta E 
to Desert Center, also Anza Borrego; 
about 100-3250 ft. elev. 

March - 
Dec 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S2 
CRPR: List 3.2 

Moderate; 
habitat is 
suitable, but 
not seen 
during field 
surveys 
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Special-Status Plant Species Habitat and Distribution 
Flower 
Season 

Conservation 
Status 

Occurrence 
Probability 

Eriastrum harwoodii 
Harwood’s wollystar 
 

Annual; partially stabilized desert 
dunes (San Bernardino, Riverside, and 
San Diego cos.); about 900 ft. to about 
1700 ft. elev. 

Mar-
June 

Fed: USFWS 
none BLM: 
Sensitive 
Calif: S2 
CRPR: 1B.2 

Occurs in 
dunes; low 
potential in 
washes or 
roadsides 

Escobaria – see Coryphantha     

Euphorbia – see Chamaesyce     

Grusonia parishii (Opuntia 
parishii) 
Parish’s club-cholla 

Stem-succulent; rocky desert 
shrublands, East Mojave Desert, 
JTNP, foothills above Coachella and 
Chuckwalla valleys; about 1000 – 5000 
ft. elev. 

May - 
July 

Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S2 
CRPR: 2.2 

Low; field 
survey results; 
bajada site 
may be 
unsuitable 
habitat 

Koeberlinia spinosa var. 
tenuispina 
Slender-spined allthorn 

Deciduous shrub; desert shrublands 
and washes, below about 1700 ft. 
elev.; central Sonoran Desert, Imperial 
and Riverside cos; reported on-site in 
CNDDB, apparently based on 
misidentified Castela emoryi 

May – 
July  

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S2.2 
CRPR: 2.2 

Low; not seen 
during field 
surveys; see 
text  

Matelea parvifolia 
Spearleaf 

Low twining vine; rocky sites in desert 
shrublands, central and eastern 
deserts and Anza-Borrego State Park; 
S Nev., Texas, and Baja; about 1400-
3600 ft. elev. 

March - 
May 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S2.2 
CRPR: 2.3 

Low; not seen 
during field 
surveys 

Mentzelia puburela 
Darlington’s blazing-star 

Perennial herb; sandy crevices of cliffs 
or rocky hillslopes; scattered locations 
throughout eastern Mojave and 
Colorado Deserts; about 300-4200 ft. 
elv. 

March - 
May 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: S2.2 
CRPR: 2.2 

Minimal; no 
suitable 
habitat 

Opuntia – also see Grusonia     

Opuntia wigginsi 
Wiggins cholla 

Cactus; doubtful taxon; probably a 
hybrid (O. ramisissima x  echinocarpa), 
desert shrubland about 100-3000 ft. 
elev., scattered  Colorado Des. sites, 
east to Arizona 

March Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S1? 
CRPR: 3.3 

Low; not seen 
during field 
surveys 

Penstemon pseudospectabilis 
subsp. pseudospectabilis 
Desert beardtongue 
 

Perennial herb; sandy washes and 
rocky slopes in canyons; about 300-
6400 ft. elev.; scattered locations, 
Mojave and Colo. Deserts in California 
and Arizona 

Jan - 
May 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: S3 
CRPR: 2.2 

Low-
moderate; 
habitat is 
suitable; not 
seen during 
field surveys.  

Proboscidea althaefolia 
Desert unicorn-plant 

Perennial herb; generally sandy soils, 
desert shrubland, about 500-3300 ft. 
elev.; Sonoran Desert to Arizona and 
Mexico 

May - 
Aug 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S3.3 
CRPR: 4.3 

Occurs  

Salvia greatae 
Orocopia sage 

Shrub; desert shrubland, washes and 
alluvial fans, about 100-2800 ft. elev.; 
Riverside & Imperial cos, endemic to 
Orocopia Mtns and Chocolate Mtns 
(doubtful report near Cadiz, San 
Bernardino Co) 

March - 
April 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: S2 
CRPR: 1B.3 

Low - 
moderate; 
habitat may be 
suitable but 
not seen 
during field 
surveys 
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Special-Status Plant Species Habitat and Distribution 
Flower 
Season 

Conservation 
Status 

Occurrence 
Probability 

Selaginella eremophila 
Desert spike-moss 

Perennial herb; mountainous or hillside 
rock outcrops and crevices, about 600 
- 3000 ft. elev.; lower desert-facing 
slopes of San Jacinto Mtns and adj. 
desert, to Texas and Baja 

n/a Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S 2.2? 
CRPR: 2.2 

Minimal; no 
suitable 
habitat 

Senna covesii (Cassia 
covesii) 
Coves’s cassia 

Low, mostly herbaceous perennial; 
desert washes below about 2000 ft. 
elev.; Colorado Des to Nevada, 
Arizona and Baja Calif. 

April - 
June 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S2 
CRPR: 2.2 

Low - 
moderate; 
habitat may be 
suitable but 
not seen 
during field 
surveys 

Stylocline sonorensis 
Mesquite neststraw 

Annual;  known from only one record, 
near Hayfields Dry Lake, now 
presumed extirpated; occurs in SE 
Arizona and mainl. Mexico 

April Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: SX 
CRPR: 1A 

Minimal; 
apparently 
extirpated in 
Calif. 

Teucrium cubense ssp. 
depressum 
Dwarf germander 

Annual or perennial herb; sandy 
alluvium, washes, etc., below about 
1300 ft. elev., scattered Sonoran 
Desert locations, to Texas and Baja 
Calif. 

March - 
May 

Fed: none 
BLM: none  
Calif: S2 
CRPR: 2.2 

Low - 
moderate; 
habitat may be 
suitable but 
not seen 
during field 
surveys 

Wislizenia refracta  ssp. 
palmeri 
Jackass-clover 

Perennial herb or subshrub; sand flats, 
washes, roadsides, saltbush scrub; 
scattered Calif. desert locations 
eastward to New Mexico, sea level to 
about 1000 ft. elev. 

April - 
Nov. 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S 2? 
CRPR: 2.2 

High in 
aeolian sand; 
low in washes 
or roadsides; 
otherwise not 
expected 

General references (botany): Baldwin et al. 2002; Calif. Dept. of Fish & Game 2012a, 2012b, Calif. Native Plant Society 2012; Consortium 
of California Herbaria 2012; Felger 2000; Munz 1974; Shreve and Wiggins 1964; Turner et al. 1995; USFWS  2011d. 
 
Conservation Status 
Federal designations: (federal ESA, USFWS).  
 END:  Federally listed, endangered. 
 THR:  Federally listed, threatened. 
Candidate: Sufficient data are available to support federal listing, but not yet listed. 
 Proposed: Formally proposed for federal status shown. 
Bureau of Land Management Designations:  
 Sensitive:  Species requiring special management consideration to promote their conservation and reduce the likelihood and need for 

future listing under the ESA. BLM Sensitive species also include all federal Candidate species and federal Delisted species 
which were so designated within the last 5 years, and CRPR 1B plant species that occur on BLM lands. 

 NECO: Special-status species addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS due to management concerns within the NECO Planning Area.   
State designations: (CESA, CDFG) 
 END: State listed, endangered. 
 THR:  State listed, threatened. 
 RARE: State listed as rare (applied only to certain plants). 
 SSC:  California species of special concern. Considered vulnerable to extinction due to declining numbers, limited geographic ranges, 

or ongoing threats. 
 FP: Fully protected. May not be taken or possessed without permit from CDFG. 
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Special-Status Plant Species Habitat and Distribution 
Flower 
Season 

Conservation 
Status 

Occurrence 
Probability 

CDFG Natural Diversity Data Base Designations: Applied to special-status plants and sensitive plant communities; where correct 
category is uncertain, CDFG uses two categories or question marks. 
 S1: Fewer than 6 occurrences or fewer than 1000 individuals or less than 2000 acres. 
   S1.1:  Very threatened 
 S1.2:  Threatened 
 S1.3:  No current threats known 
 S2: 6-20 occurrences or 1000-3000 individuals or 2000-10,000 acres (decimal suffixes same as above). 
 S3: 21-100 occurrences or 3000-10,000 individuals or 10,000-50,000 acres (decimal suffixes same as above). 
 S4: Apparently secure in California; this rank is clearly lower than S3 but factors exist to cause some concern, i.e., there is some 

threat or somewhat narrow habitat. No threat rank. 
 S5: Demonstrably secure or ineradicable in California. No threat rank.  
 SH: All California occurrences historical (i.e., no records in > 20 years). 
 SX: Presumed extirpated in California.  
California Native Plant Society (CNPS) Rare Plant Rank designations. Note: According to CNPS (http://www.cnps.org/cnps/rareplants/
ranking.php), plants ranked as CRPR 1A, 1B, and 2 meet definitions as threatened or endangered and are eligible for state listing. That 
interpretation of the state Endangered Species Act is not in general use. 
 1A: Plants presumed extinct in California. 
 1B: Plants rare and endangered in California and throughout their range. 
 2: Plants rare, threatened or endangered in California but more common elsewhere in their range. 
 3: Plants about which we need more information; a review list. 
 4: Plants of limited distribution; a watch list. 
California Rare Plant Rank Threat designations: 
.1  Seriously endangered in California (over 80% of occurrences threatened / high degree and immediacy of threat) 
.2  Fairly endangered in California (20-80% occurrences threatened) 
.3  Not very endangered in California (<20% of occurrences threatened or no current threats known) 
 
Definitions of occurrence probability: Estimated occurrence probabilities based literature sources cited earlier and field surveys and 
habitat analyses reported here. 
 Occurs: Observed on the site by qualified biologists. 
 Expected: Not observed or recorded on the site, but very likely present during at least a portion of the year. 
 High: Habitat is a type often utilized by the species and the site is within the known range of the species. 
 Moderate: Site is within the known range of the species and habitat on the site is a type occasionally used. 
 Low: Site is within the species’ known range but habitat is rarely used, or the species was not found during focused surveys 

covering less than 100% of potential habitat or completed in marginal seasons. 
 Minimal: No suitable habitat on the site; or well outside the species’ known elevational or geographic ranges; or a focused study 

covering 100% of all suitable habitat, completed during the appropriate season and during a year of appropriate rainfall, did 
not detect the species. 

 Unknown: No focused surveys have been performed in the region, and the species’ distribution and habitat are poorly known. 

Prior to the spring surveys, Aspen biologists visited reference populations of several special-status plants 
to confirm that they could be reliably located and identified. Prior to the 2011 fall season surveys, Aspen 
biologists visited reference populations of California ditaxis and slender-spined allthorn. Prior to the 
spring 2012 surveys, they visited Coachella Valley milk-vetch and Emory’s crucifixion thorn reference 
sites. Coachella Valley milk-vetch is the only listed threatened or endangered plant reported from the 
vicinity; California ditaxis is a late-season species reported from the area (BLM 2012); Emory’s crucifixion 
thorn is ranked as CRPR 2.3 and occurs on the DHSP solar facility site (BLM 2012). Slender-spined 
allthorn is ranked as CRPR 2.2 and is similar to non-reproductive Emory’s crucifixion thorn plants, so that 
field identifications of small plants should be confirmed.   

During all botanical surveys, all plant species observed were identified in the field or collected for later 
identification. Plants were identified using keys, descriptions, and illustrations in regional references 
such as Shreve and Wiggins (1964), Munz (1974), and Baldwin et al. (eds., 2002). All species noted in 
each survey area are listed in the attached species list. In conformance with CDFG guidelines (2009), 
surveys were (a) conducted during flowering seasons for the special-status plants known from the area, 
(b) floristic in nature, (c) consistent with conservation ethics, (d) systematically covered all habitat types 
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on the alignment, and (e) well documented, by this report and by voucher specimens to be deposited at 
Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden. Locations of special-status plants will be reported to the NDDB.  

Fall 2011 botanical surveys covered the entire alignment following the “intuitive controlled survey” 
methods, described by BLM (2009).  The primary target species for these field surveys were glandular 
ditaxis and California ditaxis, based on recommendations in AMEC (2011a).  Justin Wood, Dustin Ray, 
and Jared Varonin covered the entire alignment, by walking four intuitive-controlled transects (BLM 
2009) along each segment of the alignment. On each segment, two biologists walked from a starting 
point, to an ending point, and then back. They focused on washes and any low-lying areas where runoff 
from summer rains would have been most concentrated. Average annual summer precipitation 
recorded at the Eagle Mountain weather station is 1.32 inches (3.30 cm), while rainfall during summer 
2011 (July 1 through September 30) was 0.69 in (1.73 cm), about half of average.  However, this was 
heavier than in summer 2010, and numerous occurrences of one late-flowering species, desert unicorn-
plant, were recorded, and diversity of the summer-fall flora was greater than recorded in fall 2010 (BLM 
2012).  

Spring 2012 botanical surveys covered the entire 400-foot wide alignment according to the 100 percent 
coverage survey method described by BLM (2009). Justin Wood, Tracy Valentovich, and Jared Varonin 
Wood walked linear transects, spaced 10 meters (m) apart, over the entire ROW. Where special-status 
species were observed, the locations were recorded with hand-held global positioning system (GPS) 
devices. Average annual precipitation recorded at the Eagle Mountain weather station is 3.65 inches 
(9.12 cm), while the total rainfall for the 2011-2012 rainfall year (July 1 through June 30) was 1.74 in 
(4.35 cm), less than half of average. Diversity of the spring flora was lower than recorded during surveys 
nearby in spring 2010 (BLM 2012).  

Special-Status Wildlife  

Based upon the literature and database review described above, a list of special-status wildlife species 
with potential to occur in the vicinity of the proposed project was compiled. In addition to the literature 
sources listed above for botanical surveys, the literature review included the CNDDB’s Special Animals 
List (CDFG 2011b). Wildlife species were considered to be special-status species if they were classified as 
one or more of the following: 

 Listed, proposed for listing, or candidates for listing as threatened or endangered under the federal 
ESA; 

 Listed as threatened or endangered. or candidates for listing under CESA;  

 Designated by BLM as Sensitive Animals (BLM 2010b); 

 Meet the definition of rare or endangered under CEQA §15380(b) and (d).  

 Considered special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, such as the NECO 
Plan/EIS. 

All special-status wildlife species identified by this literature review, and others known from the general 
region, are included in Table 4, which summarizes the natural history, agency status, and occurrence 
probability on the site for each special status wildlife species known from the region.  
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Table 4. Special-Status Wildlife of the Chuckwalla Valley Area.  

Special-Status Wildlife Species Habitat and Distribution 
Activity 
Season 

Conservation 
Status 

Occurrence 
Probability 

AMPHIBIANS 

Scaphiopus couchi 
Couch’s spadefoot 

Breeds in seasonal rainpools 
following summer rains; burrows in 
sand remainder of year; eastern 
Colorado Desert, generally close to 
Colorado River 

Summer Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: SSC 
 

Minimal; no 
potential rainpool 
habitat; outside 
known 
geographic range  

REPTILES 

Gopherus agassizii  
(Xerobates agassizi) 
Desert tortoise  
 

Desert shrublands where soil suitable 
for burrows; Mojave and Sonoran 
des. (E Calif., S Nevada, W Ariz., and 
Sonora, Mexico)  

Spring - 
summer
  
 

Fed: THR 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: THR S2 

High; no recent 
sign, but near 
known 
occurrences (see 
text) 

Heloderma suspectum 
cinctum 
Banded Gila monster 

Rocky outcrops in desert shrubland; 
scarce in scattered eastern mountain 
ranges of Calif. deserts; to S Nevada, 
W Ariz., and Mainland Mexico 

warm 
seasons 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S1 
 

Minimal; outside 
known range and 
bajada habitat is 
poorly suitable  

Sauromalus obesus (S. ater) 
Common chuckwalla 

Rocky outcrops in desert shrubland; 
throughout deserts of Calif., S 
Nevada, W Ariz., and Baja Calif. 

warm 
seasons 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S4 

Low; no suitable 
bedrock outcrops  

Uma scoparia 
Mojave fringe toed lizard  
  
 

Sand, especially dunes, sandy 
hummocks, washes, stabilized sand 
flats; below sea level to about 3000 ft. 
elev.; Death Valley, SW to Antelope 
Valley and SE to W Arizona  

Warm 
season 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: SSC S3S4 

Occurs in aeolian 
sand; low on 
remainder of 
alignment (see 
text) 

Charina trivirgata  
(Lichanura trivirgata) 
Rosy boa 
 

Rocky chaparral and desert 
shrubland; gen below about 4500 ft. 
elev.; S Calif. through Baja Calif., SW 
Arizona, and western Sonora 

Spring - 
summer 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S3S4  
 

Low-moderate 
(marginally 
suitable habitat 
throughout) 

BIRDS 

Circus cyaneus 
Northern harrier 
 

Breeds colonially in grasslands and 
wetlands; forages over open terrain; 
N America and Eurasia 

Winter; 
rare in 
summer 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S3   
(nesting) 

Nesting: Minimal 
(no habitat) 
Foraging: 
Expected rarely, 
mainly winter 

Aquila chrysaetos 
Golden eagle 
 
 

Nests in remote trees and cliffs; 
forages over shrublands and grass-
lands; breeds throughout W N 
America, winters to E coast 

Year-
around 

Fed: Eagle 
Protection act 
(see text) 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: SSC S3 
fully protected 

Nesting: Minimal 
on-site, occurs in 
surrounding mtns 
Foraging: High 
(year-around) 

Pandion haliaetus 
Osprey 

Nests in northern N America and 
Mexican coastlines near large water 
bodies, preys primarily on fish; 
winters in central Calif to S America;  

Spring 
and fall 
migr. 
seasons 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: S3, watch 
list (nesting) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range; 
no suitable sites) 
Migration: 
Occurs, 
occasional 
flyover 
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Special-Status Wildlife Species Habitat and Distribution 
Activity 
Season 

Conservation 
Status 

Occurrence 
Probability 

Buteo swainsonii 
Swainson's hawk 

Breeds in trees in open habitats (e.g., 
grassland), Central Valley and W 
Mojave Des (Calif.) and east to cent. 
US, S. Canada, N. Mexico; winters in 
S America.  

Spring 
and fall 
migr. 
seasons 

Fed: none  
BLM: none 
Calif: S2, THR 
  

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range; 
no suitable sites) 
Migration: 
Occurs, 
occasional 
flyover 

Buteo regalis 
Ferruginous hawk 
 
 

Forages over grassland and shrub-
land; winters in W and SW N Amer. 
(breeds in Great Basin and N plains) 

Winter Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: SSC S3S4 
(wintering) 

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range) 
Winter: Expected 
(rarely)  

Accipiter striatus 
Sharp-shinned hawk 

Nests and hunts in forest & woodland 
mainly to N (may breed in S Calif. Mtn 
woodlands); also forages in open 
areas; regularly winters in S Calif.  

Winter  Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S3 
(nesting) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
(no habitat, 
outside range) 
Winter/Migration: 
Occurs  (Jan 
2011)  

Accipiter cooperii 
Cooper's hawk 

Nests and hunts in forest &woodland, 
also forages in open areas; most of 
US, Central and S America 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S3 
(nesting) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
(no habitat) 
Winter/Migration: 
Expected 

Falco columbaris 
Merlin 

Uncommon in winter in S Calif. desert 
and valleys (breeds in northern N 
America and Eurasia) 

Winter Fed:  none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S3 
(wintering) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range) 
Winter: Expected  

Falco mexicanus 
Prairie falcon 
 

Nests on high cliffs, forages primarily 
over open lands; occurs throughout 
arid western US and Mexico  

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S3 
(nesting) 
 

Nesting: Minimal 
on-site, occurs in 
surrounding mtns 
Foraging: Occurs 
(May 2012)  

Athene cunicularia (Speotyto 
cunicularia) 
Burrowing owl 

Nests mainly in rodent burrows, 
usually in open grassland or 
shrubland; forages in open habitat; in-
creasingly uncommon in S Calif.; 
occurs through W US and Mexico 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: SSC S2 
(burrow sites) 

High; suitable 
habitat 
throughout (see 
text) 

Asio flammeus 
Short-eared owl 

Breeds in marshes and densely 
vegetated wetlands, forages over 
open wetlands, ag fields, and 
grasslands; temperate N & S 
America, Eurasia 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: S3, SSC 
(nesting) 

Breeding: 
Minimal (no 
habitat)  
Winter: Minimal 
(but reported 
near Lake 
Tamarisk) 

Asio otus  
Long-eared owl 

Breed in riparian woodlands; forage 
(nocturnally) over open land; sea 
level to about 6000 ft. elev.; through 
N America and Eurasia 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: S3 SSC 
(nesting) 

Breeding: 
Minimal (no 
habitat)  
Winter: Minimal 
(but occurs rarely 
at Lake Tamarisk  
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Special-Status Wildlife Species Habitat and Distribution 
Activity 
Season 

Conservation 
Status 

Occurrence 
Probability 

Chaetura vauxi 
Vaux’s swift 

Breeds central Calif. and northward, 
in coastal and montane forests; 
winters in Central and S America 

Spring 
and fall 
migr. 
seasons 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S3 
(nesting) 

Nesting: Minimal 
(outside range) 
Migration: 
Occurs, 
occasional 
flyover 

Melanerpes uropygialis 
Gila woodpecker 
 

Saguaro woodlands, sometimes other 
woodlands; cavity nester mainly in 
cactus; SE Calif., S Ariz, W Mexico 
(incl. Baja) 

Year - 
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: END S1S2 

Nesting: Low in 
palo verde - 
ironwood 
woodlands (see 
text) 

Lanius ludovicianus 
Loggerhead shrike 
 

Woodlands, shrublands, open areas 
with scattered perch sites; not dense 
forest; widespread in N America; 
valley floors to about 7000 ft. elev. 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S4 
(nesting) 
 

Occurs  (suitable 
habitat 
throughout) 

Aphelocoma californica cana 
Scrub jay (Eagle Mtn 
population) 

Locally endemic year-around resident 
in pinyon woodlands in the Eagle 
Mountains; long-disjunct from other 
populations 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: CDFG 
watch list, S1S2  
 

High (observed 
nearby as 
transient, Oct 
2011; see text) 

Polioptila melanura 
Black-tailed gnatcatcher 

Desert shrublands, gen. nests in 
shrub thickets along washes; occas. 
in open scrub (esp. in winter); Calif. 
deserts, to W Texas, Baja, and 
central Mexico 

Year- 
around 

Fed: none 
Calif: S4 

Occurs (April 
2011) 

Toxostoma bendirei 
Bendire’s thrasher  

Joshua tree woodland, desert scrub; 
high cactus cover; mainly E Mojave 
Des in Calif. (scarce in W Mojave); 
American SW and mainl. Mexico; 
winters in S Arizona, New Mexico, 
and mainl. Mexico 

Spring-
summer 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif:  SSC S3 
 

Low-Moderate; 
marginal habitat 
throughout 

Toxostoma crissale 
Crissal thrasher    
 

Nests in dense, low, brushy thickets 
of mesquite or other desert riparian 
shrubs; Sonoran Des, E Mojave Des, 
to Texas, W mainland Mexico 

Year -
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif:  SSC S3 

Low-moderate; 
habitat 
marginally 
suitable 

Toxostoma lecontei 
LeConte's thrasher 

Calif. deserts, SW Central Val. & 
Owens Val., east to Utah, Arizona; 
open shrubland, often sandy or 
alkaline flats 

Year -
around 

Fed: none  
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S3 (SSC in 
San Joaquin Val) 

High; suitable 
habitat 
throughout 

Pyrocephalus rubinus 
Vermillion flycatcher  
  
 

Desert riparian woodlands and 
shrublands; SE Calif., east through S 
Texas, and S through Mexico; winters 
in Mexico 

spring - 
summer 

Fed: none 
Calif: SSC S2S3 
(nesting) 

Nesting: 
Moderate 
(suitable nesting 
habitat in 
ironwood stands) 
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Special-Status Wildlife Species Habitat and Distribution 
Activity 
Season 

Conservation 
Status 

Occurrence 
Probability 

Vermivora luciae 
Lucy’s warbler 

Cavity-nesting species; breeds in 
desert riparian woodlands through 
much of Arizona; winters on Pacific 
Coast of mainl. Mexico 

spring - 
summer 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S2S3 
(nesting) 

Nesting: 
Moderate 
(margin of known 
range; see text) 
Migration: 
Occurs in area 
(April 2011) 

MAMMALS 

Antrozous pallidus 
Pallid bat 

Rock outcrops of shrublands, mostly 
below about 6000 ft. elev.; Calif, SW 
N Amer through interior Oregon and 
Washington; hibernates in winter 

Warm 
season 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S3 
 

Roosting: low 
Foraging: high  

Corynorhinus (Plecotus) 
townsendii 
Townsend's big-eared bat 
(incl. “pale,” “western,” and 
other subspecies)  

Many habitats throughout Calif and W 
N Amer, scattered populations in E; 
day roosts in caves, tunnels, mines; 
feed primarily on moths 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC, S2S3 

Roosting: low 
Foraging: high 

Euderma maculatum 
Spotted bat    

Desert (cool seasons) to pine forest 
(summer), much of SW N Amer. but 
very rare; roosts in deep crevices in 
cliffs, feeds on moths captured over 
open water 

Not 
known 

Fed: none  
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S2S3 

Roosting: low 
Foraging: low 

Eumops perotis californicus 
California mastiff bat  

Lowlands (with rare exceptions); cent. 
and S Calif., S Ariz., NM, SW Tex., N 
Mexico; roost in deep rock crevices, 
forage over wide area 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: SSC S3? 

Roosting: low 
Foraging: high 

Lasiurus xanthinus (Nycteris 
ega xanthina) 
Western (Southern) yellow bat 

Mexico and Cent. Amer., to S AZ; 
Riv., Imperial and San Diego Cos.; 
riparian and wash habitats; roosts in 
trees; evidently migrates from Calif. 
during winter 

Spring- 
summer
? 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: S3 
 

Roosting: low 
Foraging: high 

Macrotus californicus 
(M. waterhousii) 
California leaf-nosed bat 

Arid lowlands, S Calif., S and W Ariz., 
Baja Calif. and Sonora, Mexico; roost 
in mineshafts, forage over open 
shrublands 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: SSC S2S3 

Roosting: low 
Foraging: high 

Nyctinomops macrotis 
(Tadarida molossa) 
Big free-tailed bat 
 

Roosts in crevices of rocky cliffs, 
scattered localities in W N. Amer. 
through Cent. Amer.; ranges widely 
from roost sites; often forages over 
water 

Year-
around 
(?)  
 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: SSC S2 
 

Roosting: low 
Foraging: high 

Nyctinomops femorosaccus 
(Tadarida femorosaccus) 
Pocketed free-tailed bat  

Deserts and arid lowlands, SW US, 
Baja Calif., mainland Mexico; Roost 
mainly in crevices of high cliffs; forage 
over water and open shrubland 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: SSC S2S3 
 

Roosting: low 
Foraging: high 

Xerospermophilus 
tereticaudus chlorus 
(Spermophilus t. c.) 
Palm Springs round- tailed 
ground squirrel (or Coachella 
Valley round-tailed ground 
squirrrel) 

Widespread in California deserts, 
Coachella Valley to Death Valley; 
formerly considered endemic to 
mesquite and sandy habitats in 
Coachella Valley 

Year - 
around 

Fed: none 
(former 
candidate) 
BLM: Sensitive 
Calif: SSC S2S3 

High; reported in 
area (BLM 
2011a) 
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Special-Status Wildlife Species Habitat and Distribution 
Activity 
Season 

Conservation 
Status 

Occurrence 
Probability 

Neotoma albigula venusta 
Colorado Valley woodrat  
 
 

Desert shrublands; SE Calif., SW 
Ariz., adj. Mexico, and southernmost 
Nevada; closely associated with 
beavertail or mesquite thickets 

Year- 
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: S1S2 

Low (habitat 
marginal) 

Taxidea taxus 
American badger 

Mountains, deserts, interior valleys 
where burrowing animals are avail as 
prey and soil permits digging; 
throughout cent and W N Amer 

Year-
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: none 
Calif: CSC S4 

High; expected in 
low numbers 
throughout area  

Vulpes macrotia arsipus 
Desert kit fox 

Widespread, open desert lands; 
constructs below-ground dens; 
requires soil suitable for burrowing; 
primarily nocturnal; preys on small 
mammals 

Year- 
around 

Federal: none 
BLM: none 
State: Calif. 
Code of Regs. 
Title 14 § 460 

Occurs; 
numerous 
burrows on-site 

Felis concolor browni 
Yuma mountain lion 

Low desert, JTNP, to Colorado River; 
primarily in dense riparian habitats of 
river and dense desert wash scrub of 
canyons, where water and prey are 
available 

Year- 
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: NECO 
Calif: SSC 

Expected in low 
numbers 
throughout area 

Odocoileus hemionus 
eremicus (O. h. crooki) 
Desert mule deer, burro deer  

Colorado desert, scattered mountains 
and bajadas, gen. near dependable 
water sources 

Year- 
around 

Federal: none 
BLM: NECO 
State: none 

Expected in low 
numbers 
throughout area 

Ovis canadensis nelsoni 
Nelson's bighorn sheep 

Open shrublands and conifer forest, 
remote mountains; scattered 
populations in desert mountains and 
surrounding ranges, incl. Transverse 
and Peninsular ranges 

Year - 
around 

Fed: none 
BLM: Sensitive, 
NECO 
Calif: S3, FP 
(selected 
populations) 

Expected in low 
numbers, mainly 
to move among 
mountain ranges  

General References: American Ornithologists Union 1998 (including supplements through 2011); Barbour and Davis 1969; Calif. Dept. of 
Fish & Game 2011, 2012a; Feldhammer et al. 2003; Garrett and Dunn 1981; Grinnell and Miller 1944; Hall 1981; Jennings and Hayes 
1994; Rosenberg, et al. 1991; Schuford and Gardali 2008; Stebbins 2003; USFWS 2011d; Wilson and Ruff 1999.  
Conservation Status and Occurrence Probability defined above (Table 3).  

Field surveys for special-status wildlife were conducted concurrently with the special-status plants and 
other wildlife surveys (Table 2).  

Focused surveys for desert tortoise were conducted over 100 percent of the alignment, in accordance 
with USFWS survey protocol (2010a).  Belt transects, spaced 10 m apart, were systematically walked 
over the length of the alignment. When observed, any potential desert tortoise sign (e.g., burrow) was 
documented on survey forms, photographed, and mapped using handheld GPS equipment.  Where 
present, desert woodrat (Neotoma lepida) middens and animal burrows of various kinds (e.g., desert kit 
fox, coyote, badger, ground squirrel, kangaroo rat) were carefully inspected for presence of desert 
tortoises or their sign.  In addition to desert tortoise burrows, any potential burrowing owl or desert kit 
fox burrows were mapped with hand-held GPS equipment.  General weather conditions were recorded 
at the start and end of each survey.  Temperatures and time of day were recorded at the start and end 
of each transect.   

Phase II (burrow surveys) for burrowing owls were conducted concurrently with desert tortoise surveys, 
consistent with California Burrowing Owl Consortium guidelines (1993). Each burrow encountered 
during the desert tortoise survey was examined for sign of desert tortoise activity, as well as burrowing 
owl activity.   
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Robert Black evaluated habitat suitability for Mojave fringe-toed lizard on 25 June 2012. 

Aspen biologists evaluated suitability for seasonal Couch’s spadefoot breeding habitat on the alignment, 
based on soils and topography observed during vegetation mapping and streambed delineation field 
work, described in Section 3.3.   

Results and Discussion 

Listed Threatened or Endangered Plants  

This section describes plant species reported from the region that are listed as threatened or 
endangered under the federal ESA or CESA. One listed threatened or endangered plant, Coachella Valley 
milk-vetch, has been reported in the Chuckwalla Valley, though that report is now discounted (see 
below). Other listed threatened or endangered species of the low desert region (e.g., triple-ribbed milk-
vetch, Peirson’s milk-vetch) occur well outside the area and are not addressed in this report.  No listed 
threatened or endangered plant species, or species proposed for listing, or candidate for listing, has 
been documented from the alignment or surrounding area. 

Coachella Valley milk-vetch (Astragalus lentiginosus var. coachellae): Coachella Valley milk-vetch 
is an annual or short-lived perennial endemic to the Coachella Valley. It is federally listed as endangered, 
a BLM sensitive species, and ranked as CRPR 1B. It is primarily found on loose aeolian (wind transported) 
sand or, less-often, in alluvial (water transported) sand, on dunes or flats and along disturbed margins of 
sandy washes. The easternmost known occurrences are near Indio, about 45 miles west of the Desert 
Harvest project area. All designated critical habitat for Coachella Valley milk-vetch is within the 
Coachella Valley, west of Indio (USFWS 2011a). Specimens resembling Coachella Valley milk-vetch have 
been collected from the Pinto Wash and Palen dune system, northeast of Desert Center. Similar 
specimens were collected by the Aspen field survey team on gen-tie alignment Alternative E during the 
field surveys described here. However, the USFWS (2009; 2011a) regards these as the related variety, 
speckled milk-vetch (A. lentiginosus var. variabilis), which has no special conservation status.  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: The only portion of the alignment offering suitable habitat for Coachella 
Valley milk-vetch is the dunes and partially stabilized aeolian sand habitat over part of its length. 
However, since the project area and vicinity are well outside the recognized geographic range, no 
project impacts to Coachella Valley milk-vetch would be expected.  

BLM Sensitive Plants  

The BLM (2010a) maintains a list of Sensitive Species, including species that are rare, declining, or 
dependent on specialized habitats. The list includes all plants ranked by CNPS and CDFG as CRPR 1B. The 
BLM manages sensitive species to provide protections comparable to species that may become listed as 
threatened or endangered (i.e., candidate species for federal listing). None of these species has been 
documented from the project site or gen-tie alternative alignments. Each BLM sensitive plant species 
known from the project vicinity is described briefly, below.  

Chaparral sand verbena (Abronia villosa var. aurita): Chaparral sand-verbena’s distribution and 
identification are unclear in published reference works, including Spellenberg (2002), CNPS (2012) and 
CNDDB (CDFG 2012a). It is a BLM sensitive species, and ranked as CRPR 1B. This plant was added to the 
CNPS Inventory based on recommendations by Andrew C. Sanders of the UC Riverside Herbarium. The 
primary conservation concern is for chaparral sand-verbena occurrences in western Riverside County 
and other locations outside the desert (see Roberts et al. 2004). These western plants appear to be 
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distinct from the very common desert sand verbena, Abronia villosa var. villosa. Plants in the low desert 
often match the characteristics of the western Riverside County populations, but they are not regionally 
rare.  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: There is a high probability that chaparral sand verbena could be found in 
sandy areas, particularly dunes and partially stabilized aeolian sand, along the alignment. It also could 
occur, with lower probability, along road or wash margins. If it occurs on the alignment, then gen-tie 
construction could impact individual plants, depending on the specific locations of project work areas 
and the plants themselves.  Temporary construction disturbance probably would not cause long-term 
habitat degradation to dunes or partially stabilized sand fields. Instead, habitat suitability for chaparral 
sand verbena on temporary construction sites would be expected to recover after the conclusion of 
construction. Habitat also may recover on roads and road margins across sand habitats, vehicle traffic is 
very high. Chaparral sand verbena seeds would likely disperse into recovered habitat in later years, and 
long-term impacts to its local population (if any) would be relatively minor.  

Harwood’s woolly-star (Eriastrum harwoodii): Harwood’s woolly-star is an annual species found in 
dunes and partially stabilized aeolian sand habitats in the deserts of eastern Riverside and San 
Bernardino counties (Gowen 2008) and San Diego County (DeGroot 2008). It is a BLM sensitive species, 
and ranked as CRPR 1B.  It flowers in early April.   

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Harwood’s woolly-star was documented at numerous locations along 
portions of the alignment crossing dunes and partially stabilized sand (Figure 4). Because it is an annual 
plant, the specific sites where it was mapped in 2012 do not reflect long-term locations. In future years, 
Harwood’s woolly-star plants could be found anywhere within the dunes or partially stabilized sand 
portions of the alignment. Gen-tie construction would likely impact individual plants, depending on the 
specific locations of project work areas and the plants themselves.  Temporary construction disturbance 
probably would not cause long-term habitat degradation to dunes or partially stabilized sand fields. 
Instead, habitat suitability on temporary construction sites would be expected to recover after the 
conclusion of construction. Habitat also may recover on roads and road margins across sand habitats, 
vehicle traffic is very high. Harwood’s woolly-star seeds would likely disperse into recovered habitat in 
later years, and long-term impacts to its local population would be relatively minor.  

Orocopia sage (Salvia greatae): Orocopia sage is a shrubby sage with spiny leaves and lavender 
flowers. It is a BLM sensitive species, and ranked as CRPR 1B. It is endemic to the Orocopia and 
Chocolate mountains, Riverside County, where it occurs in desert washes below about 2800 feet 
elevation. It also has been reported from the Mojave Desert in San Bernardino County, thought that 
report almost certainly refers to a misidentification of Death Valley sage (S. funerea) (A. Sanders, UC 
Riverside, pers. comm.).  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Habitat on the alignment appears to be suitable, but it is a few miles 
north of its known geographic range. It has not been located on the alignment or other DHSP project 
areas during field surveys, but there is a low probability that it may occur on the alignment.  

Mesquite neststraw (Stylocline sonorensis): Mesquite neststraw is known from southeastern 
Arizona and northeastern Sonora, Mexico. It has only been documented at one California location, near 
Hayfields Dry Lake, where it was collected in the 1930s. It is now presumed extirpated in California. It is 
ranked as CRPR 1A. Its habitat is reported as “grassy hillsides, sandy drainages, with mesquite” 
(Morefield 2006).  
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Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: The only potential habitat along the alignment is on drainage channels of 
the valley floor. Mesquite nest-straw was not located during field surveys and it is not expected to occur 
in the project area due to its apparent extirpation in California.  

Other Special-Status Plants  

In addition to the statutes and policies described above, several public agencies and private entities 
maintain lists of plants and animals of conservation concern. The CDFG compiles these in its compendia 
of “Special Plants” (CDFG 2012b). These plants are treated here as “special-status species.” All plants of 
the region that are included in CDFG and CNPS rankings as CRPR 2, 3, or 4 are included in Table 3, but 
only those species reported from the site are addressed below.  

Emory’s crucifixion thorn (Castela emoryi): Emory’s crucifixion thorn is endemic to the Sonoran and 
southern Mojave Deserts of the American southwest. It is widely scattered in southwestern Arizona; its 
scattered occurrences in the California deserts are the western extent of its range (Turner et al. 1995).  
The most well known stand is at the Crucifixion Thorn Natural Area (CTNA) in Imperial County, 
California. It also occurs at a few sites in northwestern Sonora, Mexico, and in northern Baja California 
immediately adjacent to the CTNA.  Emory’s crucifixion thorn is a leafless shrub or small tree of washes, 
non-saline dry lakes, and other sites where water accumulates.  The plants are long-lived and densely 
thorny. The stems are light gray-green, rigid, ascending (directed upward) with stout spine-tipped twigs. 
Its flowers are inconspicuous and abundant. The fruits, after maturing, remain on the plant for several 
years. Young plants, prior to fruiting, do not have the characteristic clustered fruits of older plants.  
Plants occur as scattered colonies, possibly clones, of fairly small size that do not extend far across the 
landscape (Shreve and Wiggins 1964).  Emory’s crucifixion thorn is assigned to CRPR 2.3 (rare, 
threatened, or endangered in California, but more common elsewhere). It is not managed by BLM as a 
sensitive species (BLM 2010a). 

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: One crucifixion thorn plant was located near the alignment (Figure 4), 
but none were located on the alignment itself. Crucifixion thorn is a large, conspicuous shrub, and it is 
unlikely that any additional plants may have been missed during field surveys.  Construction of gen-tie 
Alternative E would be unlikely to affect crucifixion thorn.  

Desert unicorn-plant (Proboscidea althaefolia): Desert unicorn-plant, also called “devil’s claw,” is a 
perennial herb that grows from a large rooststock. It is dormant in spring, but sprouts in response to 
summer rains. It ranges throughout much of the Sonoran Desert, eastward to Texas and parts of 
mainland Mexico.  It is conspicuous for its woody, hook-shaped fruits (pods), that are evidently 
dispersed by clinging to fur or hooves of large mammals. It is ranked as CRPR 4.3 (limited distribution, 
“watch list”). It is not managed by BLM as a sensitive species (BLM 2010a).  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Desert unicorn-plant was located at several sites on the alignment 
during fall 2011 (Figure 3). Gen-tie construction would be expected to impact an unknown number of 
plants, depending on the specific locations of project work areas and the plants themselves.  In some 
cases, depending on the specific nature of construction activities, these plants may recover by re-
sprouting from rootstocks. But in most cases, plants subject to significant soil disturbance or compaction 
would not be expected to recover.  

Ribbed cryptantha (Cryptantha costata): Ribbed cryptantha is an annual species found on 
windblown and stabilized sands, in the eastern Mojave and Sonoran Deserts in California, eastward into 
Arizona and south into Baja California. It flowers in spring. It is ranked as CRPR 4.3 (limited distribution, 
“watch list”). It is not managed by BLM as a sensitive species (BLM 2010a). 
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Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Ribbed cryptantha occurs throughout the dune habitat along the 
alignment (Figure 4). Because it is an annual plant, the specific sites where it was mapped in 2012 do not 
reflect long-term locations. In future years, it could be found anywhere within the dunes or partially 
stabilized sand portions of the alignment. Gen-tie construction would likely impact individual plants, 
depending on the specific locations of work areas and the plants themselves.  Temporary construction 
disturbance probably would not cause long-term habitat degradation to dunes or partially stabilized 
sand fields. Instead, habitat suitability on temporary construction sites would be expected to recover 
after the conclusion of construction. Habitat also may recover on roads and road margins across sand 
habitats, vehicle traffic is very high. Ribbed cryptantha seeds would likely disperse into recovered 
habitat in later years, and long-term impacts to its local population would be relatively minor. 

Listed Threatened or Endangered Wildlife  

This section includes species listed as threatened or endangered under CESA or ESA. One listed 
threatened or endangered species, the desert tortoise, occurs throughout the upper Chuckwalla Valley 
near the alignment. Two others (Gila woodpecker and Swainson’s hawk) have been observed near the 
alignment during migratory or wintering seasons, but are not expected to use the alignment for 
breeding.  Other listed species of the region are either limited to riparian and aquatic habitats (e.g., 
southwestern willow flycatcher, least Bell’s vireo, and desert pupfish) or occur well outside the area 
(e.g., Coachella Valley fringe-toed lizard).  

Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii): The desert tortoise is listed as threatened under CESA, and the 
Mojave population (i.e., west of the Colorado River) is listed as threatened under the federal ESA. 
Natural history, conservation status, and threats to the desert tortoise are reviewed in the DHSP BRTR 
(Aspen and AMEC 2012) and DEIS (BLM 2012), summarized in Table 4, and are not repeated here. 
Designated critical habitat and a Revised Recovery Plan for the desert tortoise have been published by 
USFWS (1994; 2011c).  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Portions of the gen-tie alignment Alternative E are within designated 
critical habitat for the desert tortoise, the Chuckwalla Critical Habitat Unit, west of Kaiser Road and near 
the I-10 Freeway (see Figure 3). The USFWS (2011c) identifies five recovery units for the desert tortoise 
based largely on geographic discontinuities or barriers that coincide with observed variation among 
tortoise populations. All DHSP components including the alignment are located in the Colorado Desert 
Recovery Unit.  

The nearest documented desert tortoise locations are on the Desert Sunlight project site, about 0.3 mile 
north of the DHSP site; on DHSP gen-tie alignment Alternatives B, C, and D; and at the Red Bluff 
Substation location (BLM 2011a; Ironwood Consulting 2010). In addition, a road-killed desert tortoise 
was observed at the Eagle Mountain off ramp on east-bound Interstate 10 approximately 7.5 miles 
southwest of the site (AMEC 2011a).  

No live desert tortoises or recent sign were observed on the alignment or adjacent areas during the field 
surveys. However, several desert tortoise burrows, designated as class 3 (deteriorated condition) were 
located on the alignment. None of the burrows exhibited any evidence of recent use or corroborating 
sign.  

The occurrence of tortoise sign, even where no living tortoises are found during surveys, indicates 
desert tortoise presence (USFWS 2010a). Desert tortoises are found throughout the region and are 
mobile during their active seasons. Based on the presence of active desert tortoises on the adjacent 
project site and gen-tie alignments, we conclude that the alignment may be occupied by desert tortoises 
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at any time, albeit only in low numbers. Project development would eliminate about 85 acres of habitat 
along the access road and at work sites, and could kill or injure desert tortoises. Project development 
will necessitate consultation between the BLM and USFWS per Section 7 of the ESA, and permitting from 
CDFG under Section 2080.1 or 2081 of the California Fish and Game Code.  

Gila woodpecker (Melanerpes uropygialis): The Gila woodpecker is listed as endangered under 
CESA but has no status under the federal ESA. It is a bird species of conservation concern (USFWS 2008). 
Its geographic range, natural history, and conservation are reviewed in the DHSP BRTR (Aspen and 
AMEC 2012) and DEIS (BLM 2012), summarized in Table 4, and are not repeated here.  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: A Gila woodpecker was observed in the southeastern part of the DHSP 
solar facility site in December 2010, but was not seen again during the BLM protocol winter season or 
breeding season avian point counts (AMEC 2011b) or during follow-up focused breeding season surveys 
in 2012 (AMEC, in prep.).  

The Desert Harvest site, including gen-tie alignment Alternative E is about 40 miles west of the Gila 
woodpecker’s published geographic range (McCreedy 2008), but unpublished observations have been 
reported from Corn Springs, about 11 miles south of the site and about five miles south of the southern 
end of the gen-tie alignments (C. McGaugh, AMEC, pers. obs.). There is a native palm grove at Corn 
Springs, and Gila woodpeckers may nest in the palm trees. Also, a Gila Woodpecker was reported on 
September 28, 2010 during field surveys for the Desert Sunlight project (AMEC 2011b).  It is possible 
that the Corn Springs and Desert Center areas support a small Gila woodpecker population, or that the 
two local observations in late 2010 were chance observations of an itinerant individual.  

Desert wash woodlands on the alignment may provide suitable nesting and foraging habitat for Gila 
woodpecker. The woodlands are dominated by desert ironwood trees, which apparently are too dense 
for next excavation (McCreedy 2008), and most of the blue palo verdes are too small for cavity nests. 
However, scattered larger blue palo verde trees are present in low numbers throughout the woodlands, 
and could serve as suitable nest trees.  

Gen-tie construction would eliminate about 60 acres of potential nesting and foraging habitat for Gila 
woodpecker. Habitat impacts on the gen-tie alignments would generally be limited to road construction, 
small areas around the transmission line structures, and increased human disturbance during 
construction, operations/maintenance, and decommissioning project phases.  

In addition to habitat impacts, the project could cause mortality or injury to a Gila woodpecker 
(including juvenile birds or eggs), if an active nest were damaged or disturbed during construction or 
other phases of the project. Potential project impacts would be comparable to those described for 
nesting birds, below. As a state-listed species, any take of Gila woodpecker would necessitate CESA 
permitting under § 2081 of the California Fish and Game Code. Avoidance of take, as defined by the Fish 
and Game Code, could be achieved by implementing measures to avoid all nesting birds (see Native 
Birds: Migratory Bird Treaty Act / California Fish and Game Code, below), as recommended in Mitigation 
Measure WIL-3 of the DEIS. 

Swainson's hawk (Buteo swainsoni): The Swainson's hawk is listed as a threatened species under 
CESA but has no federal listing status. It is a migratory raptor. It breeds in open plains and prairies in the 
Great Plains and relatively arid areas of western North America, including the Central Valley and the 
western Mojave Desert in California. It winters in South America, primarily in Argentina.  During the 
spring and fall migration seasons, Swainson’s hawks are observed regularly in southern California.  
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Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: A Swainson’s hawk was observed flying over the Desert Harvest project 
site during April 2011 (AMEC 2011b). The upper Chuckwalla Valley, including the alignment, may serve 
as incidental foraging habitat during migratory seasons, but otherwise would not support Swainson’s 
hawks, due to the distance from its breeding range. Project development would not affect nesting 
habitat and has little likelihood of adversely affecting Swainson’s hawk. 

Species Protected Under the Federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d; BGEPA) prohibits take of bald eagles 
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and golden eagles (Aquila chrysaetos). The BGEPA defines take to include 
“pursuing, shooting, shooting at, poisoning, wounding, killing, capturing, trapping, collecting, molesting, 
and disturbing.” The USFWS (2007) further defines disturb as “to agitate or bother a bald or golden 
eagle to a degree that causes, or is likely to cause, based on the best scientific information available, (1) 
injury to an eagle, (2) a decrease in its productivity, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, 
feeding, or sheltering behavior, or (3) nest abandonment, by substantially interfering with normal 
breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior.’’  

Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos): Golden eagle natural history, threats, and conservation status are 
reviewed in the DHSP BRTR (Aspen and AMEC 2012) and DEIS (BLM 2012), summarized in Table 4, and 
are not repeated here. In addition to its federal status under the BGEPA, the golden eagle is designated 
by the California Fish and Game Code as a fully protected species and by BLM as a sensitive species 
(below).  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: The mountain ranges surrounding the upper Chuckwalla Valley provide 
suitable golden eagle nesting and foraging habitat, and the valley floor is suitable as foraging habitat.  
Inactive golden eagle nests have been documented to the northwest, northeast, and south of the Desert 
Harvest site. One active but non-reproductive nest was reported during 2010 in the Coxcomb 
Mountains, about 5 miles northeast of the site (BLM 2011a). Nest activity, but no reproduction, also was 
reported at one site in 2012 (pers. comm., Dr. L.F. LaPre, Wildlife Biologist, BLM California Desert 
District). Golden eagle nests or territories that are inactive in a given year may be used in future years. 
Therefore, unoccupied nests or territories are considered potentially active in future years. 

The gen-tie line alignment is on the Chuckwalla Valley floor, and does not provide suitable golden eagle 
nesting habitat. No on-site impacts to nest sites are expected, but golden eagles are sensitive to human 
disturbances during the nesting season. If there is an active nest nearby, then human activity and noise 
during project construction could adversely affect golden eagle nesting success.    

The alignment provides suitable foraging habitat and golden eagles could forage there at any time of 
year. Foraging golden eagles could include mated pairs using the surrounding nesting territories. Or if 
the territories are inactive, unmated golden eagles or adult birds whose nests may have failed could 
forage over the site during breeding season. Foraging would probably be somewhat more common 
during winter and migration seasons due to larger numbers of golden eagles in the region and their 
larger winter foraging ranges. During a series of focused winter surveys in 2011-12, one golden eagle 
was observed within the 10-mile radius surrounding the DHSP project area (Bloom Biological 2012; 
Appendix C.7 of the DEIS).   

If the project would take golden eagles, as defined by the BGEPA and USFWS (2007), above, then 
consultation with the USFWS would be required. The USFWS recommends evaluating potential impacts 
to nesting and foraging golden eagles by evaluating eagle use of the area and inventorying golden eagle 
territories if suitable nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat are present on a proposed project site or 
within a 10-mile radius of the site (Pagel et al. 2010).  
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Gen-tie construction would eliminate about 85 acres of potential foraging habitat for golden eagles. 
Habitat impacts on the gen-tie alignments would generally be limited to road construction, small areas 
around the transmission line structures, and increased human disturbance during construction, 
operations/maintenance, and decommissioning project phases. The gen-tie line also could pose a 
collision or electrocution hazard to golden eagles, as described in Section 4.4 of the DEIS. However, 
these risks would be mitigated or minimized through Mitigation Measures WIL-3, WIL-5 and WIL-6 as 
recommended in the DEIS; implementation of the Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (Appendix C.9 of 
the DEIS). Based on the location and nature of the project, and on baseline information on golden eagle 
occurrence in the upper Chuckwalla Valley, enXco does not anticipate that the gen-tie line would take 
golden eagles. 

Wildlife Species Fully Protected Under the California Fish and Game Code 

Under the state Fish and Game Code, selected fish and wildlife species are designated as fully protected, 
prohibiting take except under permit for scientific purposes. Most of the designated fully protected 
species occur well outside the project vicinity, but several could occur in the area. These are: golden 
eagle (discussed above, Species Protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act), selected 
populations of Nelson’s bighorn sheep (discussed below, BLM Sensitive Wildlife Species), American 
peregrine falcon, and ring-tailed cat.  

Desert kit fox is not specifically designated as fully protected. However, take is prohibited under Title 14 
Section 460 of the California Code of Regulations. Thus, its legal status is similar to designated fully 
protected species, above.   

American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus): Peregrine falcons were formerly listed under CESA 
and ESA, but have been delisted under both Acts. They are found irregularly in the region, generally 
during migratory and winter seasons. They have not been known to nest in the region in recent decades, 
though they did nest in desert mountain ranges near the Colorado River historically (Rosenberg et al. 
1991; Patten et al. 2003). They feed primarily on birds captured during flight. Waterfowl and shorebirds 
make up a large proportion of their prey, and nest sites are often within foraging range of large water 
bodies.  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Project implementation would not affect nesting habitat and has little 
likelihood of adversely affecting foraging behavior.  

Ring-tailed cat (Bassariscus astutus): The ring-tailed cat, or ringtail (it is unrelated to true cats), 
occurs throughout much of California and southwestern North America, in many habitat types, including 
forests, woodlands, and deserts. In deserts, it generally is found in steep or rocky terrain, and uses rock 
piles and bedrock crevices for shelter. It also dens in burrows, tree cavities, or brush piles (Wilson and 
Ruff 1999).  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Habitat in the regional mountain ranges is suitable for ringtail, though 
habitat on the project site appears to be poorly suitable due to lack of suitable den sites and relatively 
low cover or shelter availability. The project is unlikely to cause take or other adverse impacts to 
ringtails.  

Desert kit fox (Vulpes macrotis arsipus): Desert kit fox is not ranked as a special-status species by 
the State of California or the USFWS, but it is protected under Title 14, Section 460, California Code of 
Regulations, which prohibits take.  This summary of kit fox biology is based on Cypher (2003).  Kit foxes 
are primarily nocturnal, and inhabit open level areas with patchy shrubs.  Friable soils are necessary for 
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the construction of dens, which are used throughout the year for cover, thermoregulation, water 
conservation, and rearing pups.  Their home ranges vary but average about 1,100 ha (2,700 acres) in 
California deserts.  They are not strongly territorial and home ranges can overlap.  Desert kit fox pairs 
and young may use one or several active den complexes.  Pairs raise one litter of about four pups per 
year, born between late January and March.  The pups emerge from the natal den four weeks after birth 
and begin to forage with the parents at age three to four months.  In early 2012, an outbreak of canine 
distemper virus was discovered in desert kit fox populations in eastern Riverside County, including the 
immediate vicinity of the proposed DHSP site (M. Massar and M. Rodriguez, pers. comm. with Scott D. 
White, March 2012).  The CDFG is currently assessing the extent of the outbreak and developing 
strategies for desert kit fox management to address the distemper outbreak and the habitat impacts of 
renewable energy projects.   

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: We identified 23 desert kit fox burrows or burrow complexes (dens with 
multiple openings at the surface) on the alignment, and suitable habitat occurs throughout the project 
study area. Project construction would eliminate about 85 acres of suitable habitat along the length of 
gen-tie alignment Alternative E. Depending on the specific locations of project components, 
construction also could destroy burrows. Take of desert kit foxes can be avoided through passive 
relocation measures, as recommended in Mitigation Measure WIL-7 of the DEIS.  

BLM Sensitive Wildlife Species 

The BLM maintains a list of Sensitive Wildlife Species, including species that are rare, declining, or 
dependent on specialized habitats (BLM 2010b). It manages sensitive species to provide protections 
comparable to species that may become listed as threatened or endangered (i.e., candidate species for 
federal listing). In addition to species addressed in this section of the BRTR, all listed threatened or 
endangered species (above) are managed as BLM sensitive species. 

Couch’s spadefoot (Scaphiopus couchi): Couch’s spadefoot natural history, threats, and conservation 
status are reviewed in the DHSP BRTR (Aspen and AMEC 2012) and DEIS (BLM 2012), and summarized in 
Table 4.  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Topography and drainage channel morphology on the alignment indicate 
that no suitable breeding pools would form or hold rain water long enough for spadefoot reproduction. 
Upland habitat may be suitable as winter dormancy/burrowing habitat, depending upon the project 
site’s proximity to breeding pools, the species’ movement distances between borrow and breeding sites, 
and any specific habitat requirements for burrowing sites. Project development would not be expected 
to impact Couch’s spadefoot breeding habitat and potential impacts to winter dormancy habitat appear 
to be minimal, based on lack of breeding pools in the area.  

Banded Gila monster (Heloderma suspectum cinctum): The Gila monster is rare in California, and 
more common in Arizona and northwestern Mexico. It is a large and distinct lizard, but is difficult to 
observe even in areas where its occurrence is known.  As a result, little is known about its distribution, 
population status, and life history in California. Most historical observations in California have been in 
riparian areas or at moderate elevations of the higher desert mountain ranges, in rocky, incised 
topography (Lovich and Beaman 2007). In California, the Gila monster is apparently confined to the 
eastern deserts (east of 116° longitude) where summer rainfall makes up 25 percent of average annual 
precipitation (Lovich and Beaman 2007). There has been only one report from farther west (the Mojave 
River). Throughout its range, the Gila monster appears to be most active during or following summer 
rains.  
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Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: The alignment may be west of the banded Gila monster’s range, and 
habitat on the alignment appears to be only marginally suitable. Project development is unlikely to 
affect banded Gila monster.   

Mojave fringe toed lizard (Uma scoparia): The Mojave fringe-toed lizard’s natural history, threats, 
and conservation status are reviewed in the DHSP BRTR (Aspen and AMEC 2012) and DEIS (BLM 2012), 
and summarized in Table 4.  It is primarily found in fine, loose, aeolian (windblown) sand habitat but will 
also use other substrates surrounding aeolian sands. Sand dunes are its primary habitat, although it also 
uses sands and surrounding habitats at the margins of dry lakebeds, washes, and isolated blowsand 
pockets against hillsides (BLM and CDFG 2002), and mixed habitat such as hummocks or pockets of soft 
sand interspersed with hard-packed sand (Cablk and Heaton 2002). Aeolian sand habitat is vulnerable to 
direct and indirect disturbances (Weaver 1981; Beatley 1994; Barrows 1996). Environmental changes 
that stabilize sand, affect sand sources, or block sand movement corridors will, in turn, affect Mojave 
fringe-toed lizard habitat and populations (Turner et al. 1984; Jennings and Hayes 1994). Dune habitat 
that is cut off from its sand source will degrade over time as finer sands are blown away, leaving behind 
smaller dunes composed of coarser-textured sand.  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects:  The portion of the alignment that crosses dunes is occupied by Mojave 
fringe-toed lizards (Figure4, Figure 7).  Development of the gen-tie line Alternative E would be likely to 
take habitat and possibly take individual lizards. The remainder of the alignment, on bajada and alluvial 
landforms, does not appear to provide suitable habitat. Ephemeral washes and channels on the bajada 
and alluvial surfaces provide patchy alluvial sand habitats but the sand was often cemented or 
compacted, and the sand depth and coarse texture were poorly suitable for Mojave fringe-toed lizard.  
In these landforms, the few isolated areas where deeper, loose sand was present were not large enough 
to support Mojave fringe-toed lizard.   

Aeolian sand in this area is within a sand transport corridor, originating upslope in JTNP, and continuing 
southeast to the Palen Dunes. The gen-tie line, if built, would be unlikely to interrupt sand transport 
through the system due to the wide spacing between towers.  

Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia): The burrowing owl’s natural history, threats, and conservation 
status are reviewed in the DHSP BRTR (Aspen and AMEC 2012) and DEIS (BLM 2012), and summarized in 
Table 4.  It is a BLM Sensitive Species and a CDFG Species of Special Concern. As a native bird, it is also 
protected by the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and the California Fish and Game Code 
(below). In the California deserts, burrowing owls generally occur in low numbers in scattered 
populations, but they can be found in much higher densities near agricultural lands where rodent and 
insect prey tend to be more abundant (Wilkerson and Siegel 2011). Burrowing owl nesting season, as 
recognized by the California Burrowing Owl Consortium (CBOC 1993), is 1 February through 31 August.   

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects:  No burrowing owls or their sign were observed on the 400-foot 
alignment during the field surveys described above. Incidental burrowing owl observations have been 
made on the DHSP site (Aspen and AMEC 2012) but no sign (e.g., whitewash, prey remains, or owl 
pellets) has been found on the solar facility site.  Based on these field surveys and incidental 
observations, we conclude that the alignment is suitable habitat for burrowing owls during winter or 
breeding seasons. Breeding burrowing owls could nest on the site in future years. During fall and winter, 
the site appears to serve as low-density seasonal burrowing owl habitat. In the event that burrowing 
owls may occupy work sites on the alignment, avoidance of take, as defined by the Fish and Game Code, 
could be achieved by implementing measures to avoid all nesting birds (see Native Birds: Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act / California Fish and Game Code, below), as recommended in Mitigation Measures WIL-3 and 
WIL-4 of the DEIS. 
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Bendire’s thrasher (Toxostoma bendirei):  Bendire’s thrasher is a BLM Sensitive Species and CDFG 
Species of Special Concern. It is also protected under the federal MBTA and California Fish and Game 
Code, described further below. California populations are migratory, though it is found year-around in 
more southern portions of its range, in southern Arizona and adjacent Mexico. The alignment is near the 
southern boundary of its breeding range in California. It breeds in open, upland desert shrublands of 
JTNP and surrounding area, and northward through several disjunct regions of the Mojave Desert 
(Sterling 2008). Its habitat requirements are poorly understood, but it is generally associated with Yucca 
(e.g., Joshua tree) and Opuntia (cholla cacti, also classified as Cylindropuntia) species on gently sloping 
terrain. Soil texture is apparently important to habitat suitability, perhaps because Bendire’s thrashers 
largely forage on ground-dwelling insects. Hard rocky soils (e.g., desert pavement) and loose sands (e.g., 
dry wash sands) are apparently less suitable than firmly packed, fine-textured soils.  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects:  Bendire’s thrashers were not observed on the alignment during the field 
surveys. Habitat throughout the alignment appears to be of marginal suitability, due to relatively low 
cover of Yucca and Opuntia species, and seemingly poorly-suitable soil texture. There is a low to 
moderate probability that Bendire’s thrasher may occur on the site.  

Lucy’s warbler (Vermivora luciae): Lucy’s warbler is a migratory songbird that breeds in desert 
riparian woodlands and winters on Pacific Coast of mainland Mexico. Its breeding range extends through 
much of Arizona, and parts of the eastern California deserts. It is a cavity-nesting species (i.e., it 
generally nests in unoccupied woodpecker nests or other cavities in trees), and also may nest in bark 
crevices of larger trees. Its primary nesting habitat is mesquite thickets, but also uses native riparian 
trees and saltcedar (Tamarix spp.).  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Lucy’s warblers were observed at the DHSP solar facility site during April 
2011 (AMEC 2011b), but were not observed later during the nesting season point counts (28 April survey 
date).  It is unknown whether either or both of these birds successfully established breeding territories 
in the area, or moved on to another site.  Suitable nesting sites may be available in large ironwood or 
blue palo verde trees on the alignment.  Lucy’s warblers may nest in desert wash woodlands on or near 
the alignment. 

Project development would eliminate about 60 acres of potential nesting and foraging habitat. In 
addition to habitat impacts, the project could cause mortality or injury to a Lucy’s warbler (including 
juvenile birds or eggs), if an active nest were damaged or disturbed during construction or other phases 
of the project. Potential project impacts would be comparable to those described for nesting birds, 
below. Avoidance of take, as defined by the Fish and Game Code, could be achieved by implementing 
measures to avoid all nesting birds (see Native Birds: Migratory Bird Treaty Act / California Fish and 
Game Code, below), as recommended in Mitigation Measure WIL-3 of the DEIS. 

Nelson’s bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni): Nelson’s bighorn sheep are known from the 
Transverse Ranges, California Desert Ranges, Nevada, northern Arizona, and Utah. Its populations in the 
Peninsular Ranges (the Santa Rosa and San Jacinto Mountains, and southward into Baja California) are 
federally listed as a threatened distinct vertebrate population segment. However, populations in eastern 
Riverside County have no CESA or ESA listing status. It is a BLM Sensitive Species and, except where 
designated otherwise by CDFG, is fully protected under the state Fish and Game Code. Threats to 
Nelson’s bighorn sheep include habitat loss or degradation; limited availability of water sources; barriers 
to local or regional movement (e.g., highways and aqueducts); disease spread by domestic livestock; and 
natural predation by mountain lions in some populations.  
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Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Habitat in the desert mountain ranges surrounding the upper 
Chuckwalla Valley is occupied by Nelson’s bighorn sheep, and they occasionally use the valley floor 
habitat. Ungulate tracks, from either Nelson’s bighorn sheep or burro deer, were observed on the DHSP 
solar facility site during 2011 (Aspen and AMEC 2012). Project construction would not cause habitat 
degradation in the mountains, though construction could cause noise and human disturbance as 
described above for golden eagle nesting territories. Bighorn sheep tend to acclimate to these activities 
in areas where such disturbances occur routinely (e.g., quarries; Jansen et al. 2009). Due to the gen-tie 
alignment’s location on the valley floor near sites with comparable land uses and human activity 
patterns, the project is not likely to affect bighorn sheep behavior or habitat use to any large extent.  

Bats: The BLM includes several bat species on its list of sensitive species. Most of the special status bats 
of the local area roost in rock crevices, tunnels, or caves; one species (western yellow bat, Lasiurus 
xanthinus) roosts in the foliage of riparian trees. Roost sites may be used seasonally (e.g., inactive cool 
seasons) or daily (day roosts, used during inactive daylight hours). Maternity roosts are particularly 
important overall for bat life histories. Knowledge of bat distributions and occurrences is sparse.  The 
majority of adverse impacts to bat populations in the region result from disturbance of roosting or 
hibernation sites, especially where large numbers of bats congregate; physical closures of old mine 
shafts, which eliminates roosting habitat; elimination of riparian or desert wash microphyll vegetation 
which is often productive foraging habitat; more general habitat loss or land use conversion; and 
agricultural pesticide use which may poison bats or eliminate their prey-base (Pierson & Rainey 1998; 
Gannon 2003). Bat life histories vary widely. Some species hibernate during winter, or migrate south. 
During the breeding season, bats generally roost during the day, either alone or in communal roost sites, 
depending on species. All special-status regional bats are insectivorous, catching their prey either on the 
wing or on the ground. Some species feed mainly over open water where insect production is especially 
high, but others forage over open shrublands such as found on the project site.   

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Gen-tie line construction is unlikely to affect special-status bat roost 
sites, but would eliminate about 85 acres of desert shrubland foraging habitat, including 60 acres of 
productive dry desert wash foraging habitat.  

Palm Springs round-tailed ground-squirrel (Xerospermophilus tereticaudus chlorus): Palm 
Springs round-tailed ground squirrel (also called Coachella Valley round-tailed ground squirrel) is a 
California Species of Special Concern, on the BLM Sensitive Species list, and was a candidate for federal 
listing as threatened or endangered prior to 2010, when it was removed from the list of candidates 
(USFWS 2010b). Until recently, it was believed to be limited in range to the Coachella Valley region. 
Recent research indicates that its range is substantially larger than previously understood, extending at 
least 150 miles northward to Hinkley Valley and Death Valley. Based on this range extension; the 
protected habitat in Death Valley National Park; and ongoing conservation efforts in the Coachella 
Valley, the USFWS concludes that it no longer warrants candidate status.  The expanded understanding 
of Palm Springs round-tailed ground-squirrel’s geographic range also seems to indicate that it uses a 
broader range of habitat than previously understood.  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel occurs in the general area 
(BLM 2011a) and on the DHSP site (Aspen and AMEC 2012), but was not noted on the alignment during 
surveys summarized in this BRTR supplement. Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel appears to 
occur at low densities throughout the area. Gen-tie line construction would eliminate about 85 acres of 
suitable habitat and could take individual animals, if occupied burrows are located at construction sites. 
Mitigation measures described in the DEIS would offset or minimize these impacts. 
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Other Special-Status Wildlife Species  

In addition to the statutes and policies described above, several public agencies and private entities 
maintain lists of wildlife species of conservation concern. The CDFG compiles these in its compendium of 
and “Special Animals.” These species are treated here as “special-status species.”  

Rosy boa (Charina trivirgata): The rosy boa occurs in rocky shrublands from sea level to about 6700 
feet elevation. In the coastal regions, it is found south and west of the major mountain chains, in the 
interior valleys and mountains of Los Angeles, Riverside, San Bernardino, and Orange counties, 
southward to the coast in San Diego County and Baja California. In the deserts, rosy boas range 
throughout most of the Mojave Desert and much of the Colorado Desert, eastward into Arizona. They 
are active during warm seasons, and are primarily nocturnal. The CDFG Natural Diversity Data Base 
considers rosy boa a “special animal” but it has no formal status under state or federal Endangered 
Species Acts.  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects:  Habitat on the alignment may be marginally suitable for rosy boa, but 
lacks the boulders or rock crevices of their primary habitat. The alignment is within their geographic 
range and could be occupied at low density.  

Raptors: In addition to raptors discussed above, several other special-status birds of prey are found 
seasonally, especially during winter, in the region. These include osprey (Pandion haliaetus), ferruginous 
hawk (Buteo regalis), Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperii), sharp-shinned hawk (A. striatus), northern 
harrier (Circus cyaneus), prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus), merlin (F. columbaris), short-eared owl (Asio 
flammeus), and long-eared owl (A. otus) (Table 4).  Osprey and sharp-shinned hawk were observed 
flying over the solar facility site during winter season point count surveys, but neither species would 
nest in the area (AMEC 2011b). A prairie falcon was observed over the alignment during spring 2012. 
Outside their breeding seasons, these raptors need not return to their nests to feed young or tend eggs. 
Thus, they are able to forage over wide areas, where they capture birds or small mammals. Suitable 
winter or migratory season foraging habitat for all of these raptors is widely available throughout the 
region.  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Potential project impacts to these species and their foraging habitat 
would be comparable to those discussed above for wintering golden eagles. In summary, construction of 
the gen-tie alignment Alternative E would eliminate 85 acres of suitable foraging habitat, cause 
increased noise and disturbance to adjacent habitat, and may present collision or electrocution hazards.  

Upland perching birds: Several upland perching bird species are included in the CDFG Special Animals 
compilation. These include loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus), Bendire’s thrasher (Toxostoma 
bendirei) LeConte’s thrasher (T. lecontei), Crissal thrasher (T. crissale), black-tailed gnatcatcher 
(Polioptila melanura), the Eagle Mountains scrub-jay population (Aphelocoma californica cana), and 
vermilion flycatcher (Pyrocephalus rubinus). In addition, a Vaux’s swift (Chaetura vauxi) was observed 
over the site during migration season (AMEC 2011b); this species occurs in the area only during 
migration; it nests well to the north, and project development would be unlikely to affect Vaux’s swift.  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Loggerhead shrikes were observed on the solar facility site throughout 
the winter and breeding season avian point count surveys (AMEC 2011b) and on the gen-tie alignment 
Alternative E during spring 2012. Black-tailed gnatcatcher was observed on gen-tie alignment Alternative 
E during spring 2012. Neither LeConte’s thrasher nor Crissal thrasher have been reported on the 
alignment, but habitat is suitable and either species could occur there. Project development would 
eliminate 85 acres of suitable habitat for these species. Vermilion flycatchers have not been reported 
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on-site, but nest in similar habitat to the south (AMEC 2011b) and could nest in ironwood woodlands on 
the alignment in future years.  Project development would eliminate 60 acres of suitable desert 
woodland habitat.  The Eagle Mountains scrub-jay population resides year-around in pinyon woodlands 
in the Eagle Mountains. It is disjunct from other scrub-jay populations, and is on CDFG’s “watch list” but 
has no other special conservation status.  A scrub-jay was observed on the DHSP solar facility site in 
October 2011; presumably, it was wandering or dispersing from habitat in the Eagle Mountains. 
However, this bird could have come from much farther away.  Scrub-jays of the Great Basin population 
can wander considerable distances. However, no suitable scrub-jay habitat is found on the alignment. 
Other potential impacts to these species would be similar to those discussed under the MBTA (below).  

Wide-ranging mammals: Several mammal species range widely through desert habitats, either among 
partially isolated mountain ranges (e.g., Nelson’s bighorn sheep, above) or more often in valleys. These 
include Yuma mountain lion (Felis concolor browni), burro deer, or desert mule deer (Odocoileus 
hemionus eremicus [= O. h. crooki]), American badger (Taxidea taxus), and desert kit fox (discussed 
above, under fully protected species).  

Gen-tie E occurrence or effects: Sign of American badger and desert kit fox, ungulate tracks from either 
Nelson’s bighorn sheep or desert mule deer, were located on the solar facility site during field surveys 
for desert tortoise and other resources (Aspen and AMEC 2012). The project would eliminate 
approximately 85 acres of habitat that is suitable for each of these species, though used only rarely by 
Nelson’s bighorn sheep, Yuma mountain lion, Nelson’s bighorn sheep, or desert mule deer.  

WILDLIFE MOVEMENT 

Gen-tie line construction would minimally and temporarily affect wildlife movement at each work site. 
Wildlife would likely avoid the work areas during active construction. However, due to the intermittent 
locations of construction activity and its temporary nature, wildlife would not be physically prevented 
from moving around project equipment in the gen-tie corridor.  Once construction is complete, the gen-
tie would not pose an important barrier to wildlife movement due to the wide spacing between towers.  

NATIVE BIRDS: MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT / CALIFORNIA FISH AND 
GAME CODE 

The federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503, 3503.5, 
and 3513 prohibit take of any migratory bird, including eggs or active nests, except as permitted by 
regulation (e.g., hunting waterfowl or upland game species).  “Migratory bird” is broadly defined to 
apply to most native bird species. With the exception of a few non-native birds such as European 
starling, the take of any birds or loss of active bird nests or young is regulated by these statutes. Most of 
these species have no other special conservation status as defined above.  

The entire alignment and surrounding area provides suitable nesting habitat for numerous resident and 
migratory bird species.  Many adult birds would flee from equipment during initial vegetation clearance 
for project construction.  However, nestlings and eggs would be vulnerable during project construction.  
If initial site grading or brush removal were to occur during nesting season, then it likely would destroy 
bird nests, including eggs or nestling birds.  For most birds, these impacts can be avoided by scheduling 
initial clearing and grading outside the nesting season. Or, if initial clearing and grading are undertaken 
during nesting season, work may be limited only to areas where no nesting birds are present, as 
documented by pre-construction nest surveys. One special-status species, the burrowing owl, is unlikely 
to flee the site during construction even outside the nesting season, due to its characteristic behavior of 
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taking cover in burrows.  Avoidance of burrowing owls during initial clearing and grading necessitates 
pre-construction surveys for active burrows, and follow-up measures to “passively relocate” the owls if 
they are present.   

Some birds will likely nest in the project area during construction, even after initial grading and clearing.  
Depending on the species, birds may nest on open ground; within the open metal framework of the 
panel support structures; on buildings, foundations, structures, or construction trailers; or on idle 
vehicles or construction equipment left overnight or during a long weekend.  In areas where 
construction is phased (e.g., footings or tower structures) birds may quickly use these features as nest 
sites.  The species most likely to nest in the project area during construction are common ravens, house 
finches (Carpodacus mexicanus), and mourning doves (Zenaida macroura), all of which are protected by 
the MBTA and Fish and Game Code §§ 3503 and 3513.  Due to the high probability that birds may nest 
on site during construction, regular monitoring is necessary throughout the breeding season.  In some 
cases, it may be necessary to reduce buffer areas or to remove or relocate a bird nest in coordination 
with the resource agencies to proceed safely with construction. 

Project impacts to migratory birds can be minimized through implementation of Mitigation Measures 
WIL-3, WIL-4, and WIL-6 as recommended in the DEIS.  
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Figure 8:enXco Desert Harvest Alternative Gen-tie E Photos 
 

 

Photo 1. Typical example of desert wash woodland in project area. 

 

 

Photo 2. Typical example of active sand dunes in project area. 
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Figure 8:enXco Desert Harvest Alternative Gen-tie E Photos 
 

 

Photo 3. Mojave fringe-toed lizard observed in project area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 4. Harwood’s eriastrum observed in project area. 
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California Department of Fish and Game 

Natural Diversity Database 

Selected Elements by Scientific Name - Portrait 

USGS Quads: Corn Spring, Desert Center, East of Victory Pass, Palen Lake, Sidewinder Valley, and Victory Pass 

CDFG or 
Scientific Name/Common Name Element Code Federal Status State Status GRank SRank CNPS 

1 Antrozous pallidus
 

pallid bat
 

2 Astragalus insularis var. harwoodii 
Harwood's milk-vetch 

3 Athene cunicularia
 

burrowing owl
 

4 Ayenia compacta
 

California ayenia
 

5 Castela emoryi
 
Emory's crucifixion-thorn
 

6 Colubrina californica
 

Las Animas colubrina
 

7 Coryphantha alversonii
 
Alverson's foxtail cactus
 

8 Desert Fan Palm Oasis Woodland 

9 Ditaxis claryana
 

glandular ditaxis
 

10 Ditaxis serrata var. californica 
California ditaxis 

11 Eriastrum harwoodii 
Harwood's eriastrum 

12 Eumops perotis californicus 
western mastiff bat 

13 Falco mexicanus 
prairie falcon 

14 Gopherus agassizii 
desert tortoise 

15 Koeberlinia spinosa ssp. tenuispina 
slender-spined all-thorn 

16 Macrotus californicus 
California leaf-nosed bat 

17 Matelea parvifolia 
spear-leaf matelea 

18 Mentzelia puberula 
Darlington's blazing star 

19 Neotoma albigula venusta 
Colorado Valley woodrat 

20 Ovis canadensis nelsoni 
Nelson's bighorn sheep 

21	 Penstemon pseudospectabilis ssp. 
pseudospectabilis 

desert beardtongue 

22 Selaginella eremophila 
desert spike-moss 

23 Senna covesii 
Cove's cassia 

AMACC10010 	 G5 

PDFAB0F491 G5T3 

ABNSB10010 G4 

PDSTE01020 G4 

PDSIM03030 G4 

PDRHA05030 G4 
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SCToxostoma bendirei 
Bendire's thrasher 

ABPBK06050 S3G4G524 

Commercial Version -- Dated June 01, 2012 -- Biogeographic Data Branch Page 1 

Report Printed on Monday, July 02, 2012 Information Expires 12/01/2012 
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California Department of Fish and Game 

Natural Diversity Database 

Selected Elements by Scientific Name - Portrait 

USGS Quads: Corn Spring, Desert Center, East of Victory Pass, Palen Lake, Sidewinder Valley, and Victory Pass 

Scientific Name/Common Name Element Code Federal Status State Status GRank SRank 
CDFG or 
CNPS 

Toxostoma lecontei 
Le Conte's thrasher 

25 ABPBK06100 G3 S3 SC 

Wislizenia refracta ssp. palmeri 
Palmer's jackass clover 

26 PDCPP09015 G5T2T4 S2? 2.2 

Commercial Version -- Dated June 01, 2012 -- Biogeographic Data Branch Page 2 

Report Printed on Monday, July 02, 2012 Information Expires 12/01/2012 
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Attachment 1: enXco Desert Harvest Solar Project: Gen-tie Alternative E 

Latin Name Common Name 
VASCULAR PLANTS Abundance Voucher 
AMARANTHACEAE AMARANTH FAMILY 

Amaranthus blitoides Prostrate pigweed Scarce 
Amaranthus fimbriatus Fringed amaranth Sarce 4554 
Tidestromia oblongifolia Honeysweet Uncommon 4549
  (T. suffriticosa var. oblongifolia) 

ASCLEPIADACEAE MILKWEED FAMILY 
Asclepias erosa Desert milkweed Uncommon 
Asclepias subulata Rush milkweed Uncommon 
Sarcostemma hirtellum Rambling milkvine Scarce 

ASTERACEAE ASTER FAMILY 
Ambrosia dumosa White bursage, burrobush Common 
Ambrosia ilicifolia Holly leaved bursage Scarce 4550 
Bebbia juncea Sweetbush Uncommon 
Chaenactis carphoclina Pincushion Uncommon 
Chaenactis fremontii Fremont pincushion Uncommon 
Chaenactis stevioides Broad-flowered pincushion Uncommon 4686 
Encelia farinosa Brittlebush Uncommon 
Encelia frutescens Rayless encelia Occasional 
Geraea canescens Desert sunflower Occasional 
Hymenoclea salsola Cheesebush Occasional 
Malacothrix glabrata Desert dandelion Occasional 
Palafoxia arida Spanish needles Common 
Pectis papposa Chinchweed Occasional 4545 
Perityle emoryi Emory rock-daisy Uncommon 
Psathyrotes ramosissima Velvet rosettes Occasional 
Stephanomeria pauciflora Desert straw Uncommon 
Trixis californica American threefold Scarce 4551 

BORAGINACEAE BORAGE FAMILY 
Amsinckia tessellata Checker fiddleneck Uncommon 
Cryptantha angustifolia Narrowleaf cryptantha Occasional 4688 
Cryptantha barbigera Bearded cryptantha Uncommon 

** Cryptantha costata Ribbed cryptantha Uncommon 4682 
Cryptantha maritima White Haired Forget me not Uncommon 
Cryptantha nevadensis Nevada cryptantha Uncommon 
Tiquilia plicata (Coldenia plicata) Plicate tiquilia Scarce 4690 

BRASSICACEAE MUSTARD FAMILY 
* Brassica tournefortii Sahara mustard, wild turnip Uncommon 

Dithyrea californica California spectacle pod Scarce 4684 
Lepidium lasiocarpum Sand peppergrass Scarce 

CACTACEAE CACTUS FAMILY 
Mamillaria tetrancistra Fish-hook cactus Scarce 
Opuntia basilaris v. basilaris Beavertail cactus Scarce 
Cylindropuntia echinocarpa Silver cholla Scarce 
Cylindropuntia ramosissima Pencil cholla Scarce 

CARYOPHYLLACEAE CARNATION FAMILY 
Achyronychia cooperi Onyx flower Scarce 4691 

Alien species indicated by asterisk, special status species indicated by two asterisks. This list includes only
species observed on the site by Aspen. Others may have been overlooked or unidentifiable due to season 
(amphibians are active during rains, reptiles during summer, some birds (and bats) migrate out of the area for
summer or winter, some mammals hibernate etc.). Plants were identified using keys, descriptions, and 
illustrations in Baldwin et al. (2002), and Munz (1974). Taxonomy and nomenclature generally follow Baldwin 
et al. (2002) for plants, Stebbins (2003) for amphibians and reptiles, AOU (1998) for birds, and Jones et al. 
(1992) for mammals..  Vouchered plant specimens donated to the UC Riverside Herbarium or Rancho Santa 
Ana Botanic Garden are indicated by Justin Wood's collection numbers, at right. 
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Attachment 1: enXco Desert Harvest Solar Project: Gen-tie Alternative E 

Latin Name Common Name 
CHENOPODIACEAE GOOSEFOOT FAMILY 

Atriplex polycarpa Allscale Common 
* Salsola tragus Russian thistle Occasional 4559 
CUCURBITACEAE GOURD FAMILY 

Brandegea bigelovii Brandegea Uncommon 
Cucurbita palmata Coyote melon Scarce 

EUPHORBIACEAE SPURGE FAMILY 
Chamaesyce micromera Sonoran sandmat Occasional
  (Euphorbia micromera) 
Chamaesyce polycarpa Sand mat Occasional
  (Euphorbia polycarpa) 
Chamaesyce setiloba Yuma spurge Occasional 4558
  (Euphorbia setiloba) 
Croton californicus California croton Uncommon 
Ditaxis lanceolata Narrow-leaved ditaxis Scarce 4555 
Ditaxis neomexicana Common ditaxis Uncommon 4547 
Ditaxis serrata Yuma ditaxis Uncommon
  (Ditaxis serrata var. serrata) 
Stillingia spinulosa Annual stillingia Uncommon 

FABACEAE PEA FAMILY 
Acacia greggii Catclaw acacia Uncommon 
Astragalus aridus Annual desert milk-vetch Occasional 4681 
Astragalus lentiginosus var. variabilis Freckled milk-vetch Occasional 4692 
Dalea mollis Silky dalea Occasional 4687 
Dalea mollissima Rust dalea Occasional 
Lupinus arizonicus Arizona lupine Occasional 
Marina parryi Parry dalea Scarce 
Olneya tesota Desert ironwood Abundant 
Parkinsonia florida Blue palo verde Occasional 
Prosopis glandulosa Mesquite Uncommon 4561 
Psorothamnus emoryi Emory indigo-bush, dye-weed Uncommon
  (Dalea emoryi) 
Psorothamnus schottii Indigo-bush Uncommon
  (Dalea schottii) 
Psorothamnus spinosus Smoke tree Uncommon
  (Dalea spinosa) 

FOUQUIERIACEAE OCOTILLO FAMILY 
Fouquieria splendens Ocotillo Scarce 

HYDROPHYLLACEAE WATERLEAF FAMILY 
Nama demissum Purple mat Scarce 
Phacelia distans Common heliotrope Uncommon 

KRAMERIACEAE KRAMERIA FAMILY 
Krameria grayii White rhatany Occasional 

LAMIACEAE MINT FAMILY 
Hyptis emoryi Desert lavender Scarce 
Eremalche rotundifolia Desert fivespot Scarce 
Salvia columbariae Chia Uncommon 

MARTYNIACEAE UNICORN PLANT FAMILY 
** Proboscidea althaeifolia Unicorn plant Uncommon 4541 
MOLLUGINACEAE CARPETWEED FAMILY 
* Mollugo cerviana Carpet weed Scarce 4542 
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Attachment 1: enXco Desert Harvest Solar Project: Gen-tie Alternative E 

Latin Name Common Name 
NYCTAGINACEAE FOUR O'CLOCK FAMILY 

Abronia villosa var. villosa Sand verbena Occasional 4685 
Allionia incarnata Trailing windmills Scarce 
Boerhavea coccinea Red ringstem Scarce 
Boerhavea wrightii Wright's boerhavia Occasional 4540 

ONAGRACEAE EVENING PRIMROSE FAMILY 
Camissonia claviformis Clavate evening primrose Scarce 
Oenothera deltoides Dune primrose Occasional 

PAPAVERACEAE POPPY FAMILY 
Argemone corymbosa Mojave prickly poppy Scarce 
Eschscholzia minutiflora Small-flowered poppy Uncommon 

PLANTAGINACEAE PLANTAIN FAMILY 
Plantago ovata Desert plantain Uncommon 

POLEMONIACEAE PHLOX FAMILY 
** Eriastrum harwoodii Harwood's eriastrum Uncommon 4683 
POLYGONACEAE BUCKWHEAT FAMILY 

Eriogonum deflexum Skeleton weed Occasional 
Eriogonum pusillum Puny buckwheat Uncommon 
Eriogonum reniforme Kidney-leaved buckwheat Uncommon 

RESEDACEAE MIGNONETTE FAMILY 
Oligomeris linifolia Narrowleaf oligomeris 

SIMMONDSIACEAE JOJOBA FAMILY 
Simmondsia chinensis Jojoba Scarce 

SIMAROUBACEAE 
** Castela emoryi Crucifixion thorn Uncommon 

( Single individual located just outside of the alignment) 
SOLANACEAE NIGHTSHADE FAMILY 

Datura discolor Jimsonweed, desert thorn-apple Occasional 
Lycium andersonii Anderson thornbush Scarce 
Physalis crassifolia Thick-leaf ground cherry Scarce 

VISCACEAE MISTLETOE FAMILY 
Phoradendron californicum Desert mistletoe Scarce 4560 

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE CALTROP FAMILY 
Fagonia laevis Smooth-stem fagonia Uncommon 
Kallstroemia californica California caltrop Uncommon 
Larrea tridentata Creosote bush Abundant 

LILIACEAE LILY FAMILY 
Hesperocallis undulata Desert lily Uncommon 4689 

POACEAE GRASS FAMILY 
Aristida californica California three-awn Uncommon 
Bouteloua aristidoides Needle grama Uncommon 
Bouteloua barbata Sixweeks grama Scarce 
Pleuraphis rigida (Hilaria rigida) Big galleta Occasional 

* Schismus barbatus Mediterranean schismus Uncommon 

VERTEBRATE ANIMALS 
REPTILIA REPTILES 
TESTUDINIDAE LAND TORTOISES 
** Gopherus agassizii Desert tortoise Inactive, degraded burrows

   (Xerobates agassizi) 
IGUANIDAE IGUANID LIZARDS 

Dipsosaurus dorsalis Desert iguana 
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Attachment 1: enXco Desert Harvest Solar Project: Gen-tie Alternative E 

Latin Name Common Name 
PHRYNOSOMATIDAE SPINY LIZARDS AND RELATIVES 

Callisaurus draconoides Zebra-tailed lizard 
** Uma scoparia Mojave fringe-toed lizard 

Uta stansburiana Side-blotched lizard 
Urosaurus graciosus Long-tailed brush lizard 
Phrynosoma platyrhinos Desert horned lizard 

TEIIDAE WHIPTAILS 
Cnemidophorus tigris Western whiptail 

AVES	 BIRDS 
CATHARTIDAE VULTURES 

Cathartes aura Turkey vulture 
ACCIPITRIDAE HAWKS, EAGLES, HARRIERS 

Buteo jamaicensis Red-tailed hawk 
FALCONIDAE FALCONS 
** Falco mexicanus	 Prairie falcon 

Falco sparverius American kestrel 
PHASIANIDAE GROUSE AND QUAIL 

Callipepla gambelii Gambel's quail 
COLUMBIDAE PIGEONS AND DOVES 
*	 Streptopelia decaocto Eurasian collared-dove 

Zenaida asiatica White-winged dove 
Zenaida macroura Mourning dove 

CUCULIDAE CUCKOOS 
Geococcyx californianus Greater roadrunner 

CAMPRIMULGIDAE NIGHTJARS 
Chordeiles acutipennis Lesser nighthawk 

TROCHILIDAE HUMMINGBIRDS 
Calypte anna Anna's hummingbird 
Calypte costae Costa's hummingbird 

PICIDAE WOODPECKERS 
Picoides scalaris Ladder-backed woodpecker 

TYRANNIDAE TYRANT FLYCATCHERS 
Sayornis saya Say's phoebe 
Myiarchus cinerascens Ash-throated flycatcher 

HIRUNDINIDAE SWALLOWS 
Hirundo rustica Barn swallow 

CORVIDAE CROWS AND JAYS 
Corvus brachyrhynchos American crow 
Corvus corax Common raven 

REMIZIDAE	 VERDINS 
Auriparus flavipes Verdin 

TROGLODYTIDAE WRENS 
Thryomanes bewickii Bewick's wren 

MUSCICAPIDAE THRUSHES AND ALLIES 
** Polioptila melanura Black-tailed gnatcatcher 
MIMIDAE MOCKINGBIRDS AND THRASHERS 

Mimus polyglottos Northern mockingbird 
PTILOGONATIDAE SILKY FLYCATCHERS 

Phainopepla nitens Phainopepla 
LANIIDAE SHRIKES 
** Lanius ludovicianus	 Loggerhead shrike 
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Attachment 1: enXco Desert Harvest Solar Project: Gen-tie Alternative E 

Latin Name Common Name 
EMBERIZIDAE 

Chondestes grammacus 
Amphispiza bilineata 
Zonotrichia leucophrys 
Icterus bullockii 

FRINGILLIDAE 
Carpodacus mexicanus 
Carduelis psaltria 

MAMMALIA 
LEPORIDAE 

Lepus californicus 
SCIURIDAE 

Citellus tereticaudis 
HETEROMYIDAE 

Dipodomys sp. 
CRICETIDAE 

Neotoma lepida 
CANIDAE 

Canis latrans 
Vulpes macrotis arsipus 

CERVIDAE 
Odocoileus hemionus 

SPARROWS, WARBLERS, TANAGERS 
Lark sparrow 
Black-throated sparrow 
White-crowned sparrow 
Bullock's oriole 

FINCHES 
House finch 
Lesser goldfinch 

MAMMALS 
HARES AND RABBITS 

Black-tailed hare 
SQUIRRELS 

Round-tailed ground squirrel 
POCKET MICE 

Kangaroo rat Burrows 
RATS AND MICE 

Desert wood rat 
FOXES, WOLVES AND COYOTES 

Coyote Tracks, scat 
Kit fox Burrows 

ELKS, MOOSE, CARIBOU, DEER 
Mule deer Tracks 
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Mail to: 
For Office Use Only 

Source Code --------- Quad Code 

California Natural Diversity Database 
Department of Fish and Game 

1807 13'n Street, Suite 202 
Sacramento, CA 95811 

Fax: (916) 324-0475 email: CNDDB@dfg.ca.gov Elm Code Occ.No. ---------------

Date of Field Work (mm/ddlyyyy): 04/23/2012 EO Index No. --------------- Map Index No. -------

California Native Species Field Survey Form 
Scientific Name: Eriastrum harwoodii 

Common Name: Harwood's eriastrum 

Species Found? 0 D 
Yes No 

Total No. Individuals 50+ Subsequent Visit? Dyes 0 no 

Is this an existing NDDB occurrence? D no 0 unk. 

Collection? If yes: 4683 

Number 

Yes,Occ.# 
RSA-POM 

Museum I Herbartum 

Reporter: Justin M. Wood 

201 North First Ave. No. 102 

E-mail Address: Jwood@aspeneg.com 

Phone: 568-5235 

Plant Information Anima/Information 

_j_QQ_% _o __ % 

flowering fruiting 
Phenology: #juveniles #larvae #egg masses adults 

vegetative 

D D D D 0 
wintering breeding nesting rookery burrow site 

unknown 

D 
other 

Location Description (please attach map AND/OR fill out your choice of coordinates, below) 
Chuckwalla Valley, 3.5 miles due east of Rice Hwy (177) and 4.5 miles due north ofinterstate 10. Western edge of the much larger Palen Dry Lake 
Dune System. Plants observed along a roughly l mile long transect extending to the northwest. 

landowner I Mgr.: -------------------
Elevation: 490 ft. 

T2_ R 16E __ Y-lof ___ Y-1, Meridian: HO MD SO Source of Coordinates (GPS, topo. map & type):...;;;..;..;;;;._ __ _ 

T2_ R~ Sec_l_l_, __ Y-lof _____ Y-1, Meridian: HCJ MD SO GPS Make & Model ...;T:..:.n..:.:· m.:.:.b:::.;e:.:.I..::.J.::un:.:;o"-----------------
DATUM: NAD27 0 NAD83 0 
Coordinate System: UTM Zone 10 D 

Coordinates: 33 45' 30" N 115 17' 01" W 

WGSS40 
UTM Zone 11 D OR 

Horizontal Accuracy .::3:...:m=e.::::te~rs"----------- meters/feet 
Geographic (latitude & Longitude) 0 

Habitat Description (plants & animals) plant communities, dominants, associates, substrates/soils, aspects/slope: 

Animal Behavior (Describe observed behavior, such as territoriality, foraging, singing, calling, copulating, perching, roosting, etc., especially for avifauna): 

Active dune system with fine wind-blown sands. Tallest dunes roughly ten feet in height. Growing with Astragalus aridus, Astragalus 
lentiginosus, Oenother deltoides, Cryptantha costata, etc. 

Please fill out separate form for other rare taxa seen at this site. Cryptantha costata and Uma scoparia 

Site Information Overall site/occurrence quality/viability (site+ population): 0 Excellent 0Good DFair DPoor 

Immediate AND surrounding land use: Open space 

Visible disturbances: Some non-native annuals such as Salsola, but do not seem to be affecting the dune function. 

Threats: Alternative transmission line possible in vicinity, not likely to be built. 

Comments: 

Determination: (check one or more, and f/11/n blanks) 

1Z1 Keyed (cite reference): -"J7eo"'so"'n"-1"':9""93":----------------
D Compared with specimen housed at: 
IZI Compared with photo f drawing in: _,.c""alu:.PJ.!!ho""to.,.,s'-------------
0 By another person (name): ------------------
0 Other: 

Photographs: (check one or more) 
Plant f animal 
Habitat 
Diagnostic feature 

Slide 
D 
D 
D 

May we obtain duplicates at our expense? yes 0 noD 
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Mail to: 
California Natural Diversity Database For Office Use Only 

Department of Fish and Game Quad Code 
18071:!' Street, Suite 202 Source Code ---------

Sacramento, CA 95811 Elm Code o~.No. Fax: (916) 324-0475 email: CNDDB@dfg.ca.gov ----------------

I EO Index No. --------Date of Field Work (mm!ddlyyyy): 04i23/20 12 

California Native Species Field Survey Form 

Scientific Name: Cryptantha costata 

Common Name: Ribbed cryptantha 

M. Species Found? 1Zl D Reporter: Justin Wood 
Yes No If not, why? 201 North First Ave. No. 102 

Total No. Individuals 100+ Subsequent Visit? Dyes [2] no 

Is this an existing NDDB occurrence? D no 0 unk. 
Yes, Occ.# E-mail Address: Jwood@aspeneg.com 

Collection? If yes: 4682 RSA-POM Phone: (909) 568-5235 
Number Museum I Herbarium 

Plant Information Anima/Information 

Phenology: __ o __ % __]J_% ~% #adults, #juveniles larvae #egg masses unknown 
vegetative flowering fruiting 

D D D D D D 
wintering breeding nesting rookery burrow site other 

Location Description (please attach map AND/OR fill out your choice of coordinates, below) 
Chuckwalla Valley, 3.5 miles due east of Rice Hwy (177) and 4.5 miles due north oflnterstate 10. Western edge of the much larger Palen Dty Lake 
Dune System. Plants observed along a roughly l mile long transect extending to the northwest. 

County:~~~=----------------------------- Landowner I Mgr.: -------------------
Quad Name: East of Victo1y Pass Elevation: 490ft. 
T ___:::___ R~ Sec __ V.. of ____ V.., Meridian: HO MD SO Source of Coordinates (GPS, topo. map & type):..;;;;;.;;...:;;__ ___ _ 
T ___:::___ R~ Sec __ V.. of ___ V.., Meridian: HD MD SO GPS Make & Model ...:T:.:.n.:.:.·rn:;:;b::..:e:.:.l..::.Ju=n::..:o"-------------
DATUM: NAD27 0 NAD83 0 WGS840 Horizontal Accuracy ..:3...;m=ctc~rs;:._ ________ meters/feet 

Coordinate System: UTM Zone 10 D UTM Zone 11 D OR Geographic (Latitude & Longitude) 1Z1 
Coordinates: 33 45' 30" N 115 17' 01" W 

Habitat Description (plants & animals) plant communities, dominants, associates, substrates/soils, aspects/slope: 

Animal Behavior (Describe observed behavior, such as territoriality, foraging, singing, calling, copulating, perching, roosting, etc., especially for avifauna): 

Active dune system with fine wind-blown sands. Tallest dunes roughly ten feet in height. Growing with Astragalus aridus, Astragalus 
lentiginosus, Oenother deltoides, Eriastrum harwoodii, etc. 

Please fill out separate form for other rare taxa seen at this site. Eriastrum harwoodii and Uma scoparia 

Site Information Overall site/o~urrence quality/viability (site + population): IZl Excellent 0Good 0Fair DPoor 
Immediate AND surrounding land use: Open space 

Visible disturbances: Some 11on-native annuals such as Salsola, but do not seem to be affecting the dune function. 

Threats: Alternative transmission line possible in vicinity, not likely to be built. 

Comments: 

Determination: (check one or more, and fill in blanks) Photographs: (check one or more) Slide 
1Z1 Keyed (cite reference): ..;.Je'?n""so::.;;n:...;l""9""'93'---------------- Plant I animal D 
D Compared with specimen housed at: Habitat D 
121 Compared with photo I drawing in: .,c.,.·aJ.._P,.,ho""to....,s,__ __________ _ Diagnostic feature D 
0 By another person (name): ------------------
0 Other: May we obtain duplicates at our expense? yesiZJ noD 
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Mail to: 
For Office Use Only 

Source Code --------- Quad Code 

California Natural Diversity Database 
Department of Fish and Game 

180713"' Street, Suite 202 
Sacramento, CA 95811 

Fax: (916) 324-Q475 email: CNDDB@dfg.ca.gov 
Elm Code Occ.No. ----------

EO Index No. --------

California Native Species Field Survey Form 
Scientific Name: Cas tela emoryi 

Common Name: Crucifixion thorn 

Species Found? 0 0 
Yes No 

Total No. Individuals Subsequent Visit? Dyes 0 no 

Is this an existing NDDB occurrence? 0 no 0 unk. 
Yes,Occ.# 

Collection? If yes: 
Number Museum I Herbarium 

Reporter: Justin M. Wood 

Address: 201 North First Ave. No. 102 

Upland, CA 91786 

E-mail Address: Jwood@aspeneg.com 

Phone: (909) 568-5235 

Plant Information Anima/Information 

Phenology: __lQQ_% 
vegetative 

___ % ___ % 

flowering fruiting 
#adults #juveniles #larvae #egg masses 

D 0 D D D 

#unknown 

D 
wintering breeding nesting rookery burrow site other 

Location Description (please attach map AND/OR fill out your choice of coordinates, below) 
Chuckwaila Valley, 5.9 miles due east of Rice Hwy (I 77) and 2.3 miles due north ofTnterstate 10. Just southeast of abandoned Jojoba fann. 

Landowner I Mgr.: -------------------

T ~ NW Y, of ~ Y.., Meridian: HD MD SO 
T __ R __ Sec ___ , ___ Y, of ___ Y,, Meridian: HD MCJ SO 

DATUM: NAD27 0 NAD83 0 WGS84 0 

Coordinate System: UTM Zone 10 D UTM Zone 11 D OR 

Coordinates: 33 43' 33.5" N 115 16' 48.2" W 

Elevation:----=::..__ __ _ 

Source of Coordinates (GPS, topo. map & type): ..;;;G::.:P...::S:..._ ___ 

GPS Make & Model ...:..:..:.:..::.:::==~---------
Horizontal Accuracy ..:3~r~n~e.:::te::.rs;:__ _______ meters/feet 

Geographic (Latitude & Longitude) 0 

Habitat Description (plants & animals) plant communities, dominants, associates, substrates/soils, aspects/slope: 

Animal Behavior (Describe observed behavior, such as territoriality, foraging, singing, calling, copulating, perching, roosting, etc., especially for avifauna): 

Open desert dry wash woodland dominated by desert ironwood. 

Please fill out separate form for other rare taxa seen at this site. 

Site Information Overall site/occurrence quality/viability (site+ population): OExcellent 0Good 0Fair 0Poor 
Immediate AND surrounding land use: Open space, abandoned agriculture. 

Visible disturbances: 

Threats: 

Comments: Single individual, appears stressed possibly from drought. 

Determination: (check one or more, and fill in blanks) 

0 Keyed (cite reference): -..,.------------------
0 Compared with specimen housed at: 
0 Compared with photo I drawing in: 
0 By another person (name): ------------------
0 Other: 

Photographs: (check one or more) 
Plant { animal 
Habitat 
Diagnostic feature 

Slide 
D 
D 
D 

May we obtain duplicates at our expense? yes 0 no 0 
DFG/SDB/1747 Rev. 6116109 
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Mail to: 
For Office Use Only 

Source Code ------------ Quad Code 

California Natural Diversity Database 
Department of Fish and Game 

1807 13'h Street, Suite 202 
Sacramento, CA 95811 

Fax: (916) 324-0475 email: CNDDB@dfg.ca.gov 
Elm Code Occ.No. ------------------

EO Index No. ------------

California Native Species Field Survey Form 
Scientific Name: Uma scoparia 

Common Name: Mohave fringe-toed lizard 

Species Found? 0 D. 
Yes No If not, why? 

Total No. Individuals 32 Subsequent Visit? Dyes 

Is this an existing NDDB occurrence? D no 
Yes, Occ. # 

Collection? If yes: 
Number Museum I Herbarium 

[2]no 

0 unk. 

Reporter: Justin M. Wood 

Address: 201 North First Ave. No. l 02 

Upland, CA 91786 

E-mail Address: Jwood@aspeneg.com 

Phone: (909) 568-5235 

Plant Information Animal Information 
32 

Phenology: _____ % 
vegetative 

_____ % _____ % 

flowering fruiting 
#adults 

D 
wintering 

#juveniles 

D 
breeding 

#larvae #egg masses 

D D D 
nesting rookery burrow site 

#unknown 

D 
other 

Location Description (please attach map AND/OR fill out your choice of coordinates, below) 
Chuckwalla Valley, 3.5 miles due east of Rice Hwy (177) and 4.5 miles due north ofinterstate 10. Western edge of the much larger Palen Dry Lake 
Dune System. See <}ttached map for location of the occurrences. 

County: Riverside Landowner I Mgr.: ---------------------
Quad Name: East of Victory Pass Elevation: ±490 ft. 

T~ R~ Sec~, __ Y..of _____ Y.., Meridian: HD MD SO Source of Coordinates (GPS, topo. map & type): ...::G::..:P....::S:._ __ _ 

T~ R~ Sec_l_l_, __ Y..of ___ Y,, Meridian: HD MD SO 

WGSS40 

GPS Make & Model ...;T~r.:..:im.:.:.b:::.:e::..:.l..::J.::cun:::.;o~---------------
DATUM: NAD27 0 NAD83 0 Horizontal Accuracy ..;3:;...::m::.:e:..:;te"'r"'s _________ meters/feet 

Coordinate System: UTM Zone 1 0 0 

Coordinates: 33 45' 30" N 115 17' 01" W 

UTM Zone 110 OR Geographic (Latitude & Longitude) 0 

Habitat Description (plants & animals) plant communities, dominants, associates, substrates/soils, aspects/slope: 

Animal Behavior (Describe observed behavior, such as territoriality, foraging, singing, calling, copulating, perching, roosting, etc., especially for avifauna): 

Active dune system with tine wind-blown sands. Tallest dunes roughly ten feet in height. Vegetation consists of Larrea tridentata and 
A triplex po1ycarpa at dune margins and Astragalus aridus. Astragalus lentiginosus, Oenother deltoides, Eriastmm harwoodii, Cryptantha 
costata in the most active portions of the dunes. 

Please fill out separate form for other rare taxa seen at this site. Eriastmm harwoodii and Cryptantha costata 

Site Information Overall site/occurrence quality/viability (site+ population): 0 Excellent 0Good 0Fair 
Immediate AND surrounding land use: Open space 

Visible disturbances: Some non-native annuals such as Salsola, but do not seem to be affecting the dune function. 

Threats: Altemativc h·ansmission line possible in vicinity, not likely to be built. 

Comments: 

Determination: (check one or more, and fill in blanks) 

D Keyed (cite reference): 
0 Compared with specime-n-:-h_o_u-se-d:-a-:t-: -----+-----------
0 Compared with photo I drawing in: 
D By another person (name): -------......l-----------
0 Other: 

Photographs: (check one or more) Slide 
Plant I animal D 
Habitat 0 
Diagnostic feature D 

May we obtain duplicates at our expense? 

0Poor 

yesO noD 
DFG/BDBf1747 Rev. 6116109 
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Mail to: 
For Office Use Only 

Quad Code 
California Natural Diversity Database 

Department of Fish and Game 
1807131

h Street, Suite 202 
Sacramento, CA 95811 

Fax: (916) 324-0475 email: CNDDB@dfg.ca.gov 

So~rce Code --------

Elm Code Occ.No. ----------------

Date of Field Work (mm/dd/yyyy): 10/05/2011 EO Index No.------------- Map Index No. -------

California Native Species Field Survey Form 

Scientific Name: Proboscidea althae(folia 

Common Name: desert unicorn plant 

Species Found? 0 0 
Yes No If not, why? 

Total No. Individuals i6 Subsequent Visit? Dyes [2] no 

Is this an existing NDDB occurrence? D no 0 unk. 

Collection? If yes: 4541 

Number 

Yes, Occ. # 
RSA-POM 

Museum I Herbarium 

Reporter: Justin M. Wood 

Address: 201 North First Ave. No. 102 

Upland, CA 91786 

E-mail Address: Jwood(Qjaspeneg.com 

Phone: (909) 568-5235 

Plant Information Anima/Information 

Phenology: ___ o_% 
vegetative 

___!QQ_% 
flowering 

___ 0 __ % 

fruiting 
#adults 

D 
breeding 

#juveniles #larvae #egg masses 

D D D D 
wintering burrow site rookery nesting 

Location Description (please attach map AND/OR fill out your choice of coordinates, below) 
sec attached map 

County: Riverside L,andowner 1 Mgr.: Private, MWD, & State of California 

#unknown 

D 
other 

Quad Name: _V.:..ct:.::.c..::to:::...J...-=P-=a=s=-s -------------------------- Elevation: 205 m 
T~ R~ Sec..22.._, SE Y..of ___ Y.., Meridian: HD MD SO 

Meridian: HD MD SO 

WGS840 

Source of Coordinates (GPS, topo. map & type): ....:G::..:P:....:S::__ __ _ 
T __ R __ Sec __ , __ Y.. of ___ Y.., GPS Make & Model Gannin 60CSx 

~~~~~~---------
DATUM: NAD27 0 NAD83 0 
Coordinate System: UTM Zone 10 D 
Coordinates: 

UTM Zone 11 D OR 
Horizontal Accuracy _±...:1;..;;.5-"-ft'----------- meters/feet 

Geographic (Latitude & Longitude) 0 

Habitat Description (plant communities, dominants, associates, substrates/soils, aspects/slope): 

Creosote scmb with intermittent sandy washes throughout. Vegetation in sandy washes composed of desert ironwood and blue palo 
verde. 

Other rare taxa seen at THIS site on THIS date: 
(separate form preferred) 

Site Information Overall site/occurrence quality/viability (site + population): D Excellent 0Good 0Fair 

Immediate AND surrounding land use: Mostly natural with a few private residences and abandoned aglicultural fields 

Visible disturbances: . 

Threats: In vicinity of proposed solar project and transmission line alignment. 

Comments: 

Determination: (check one or more, and fill in blanks) 
0 Keyed (cite reference): ..:..H=::..;ic:.::·k""m:::.m:.:.,1.:..;19;..;.9.:;..3 ______________ _ 

D Compared with specimen housed at: 
D Compared with photo I drawing in: 
0 By another person (name): ------------------
0 Other: 

Photographs: (check one or more) Slide 
Plant I animal 0 
Habitat D 
Diagnostic feature 0 

May we obtain duplicates at our expense? 

D Poor 

yesO noD 
DFGIBDB/1747 Rev. 5/14/08 
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Vegetation Resources Management Plan 

DESERT HARVEST SOLAR PROJECT 

 

 
July 2012 1 Aspen Environmental Group 

1.0 Introduction  
enXco proposes to develop the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) on 1,208 acres of public lands 
administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in unincorporated Riverside County, 
approximately 5 miles north of Desert Center, California. The BLM and the County of Riverside are 
reviewing the Project, pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (BLM 2012).  

This Vegetation Resources Management Plan was prepared to conform to Applicant measures AM BIO-3 
and AM BIO-5, and Mitigation Measure MM VEG-5, of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS; 
BLM 2012). It describes enXco’s strategy to minimize adverse effects of the project to native vegetation, 
soils, and habitat, while recognizing that the primary mitigation for these impacts is the acquisition and 
long-term protection of off-site vegetation and habitat, described in Mitigation Measure MM VEG-6 of 
the DEIS. This Plan addresses the revegetation of sites to be temporarily disturbed during construction 
or other project activities; salvage of native cactus from the site prior to construction; and on-site 
vegetation management during project O&M.  

Mitigation Measure MM VEG-5 of the DEIS directs enXco to reclaim, revegetate, or restore all 
temporarily disturbed areas, such as temporary access roads, construction work areas, temporary lay-
down areas, and staging areas (the full text of the measure appears Section 3.0 of this Plan). Most of the 
project’s temporary disturbance will be within the solar facility, where disturbed areas will largely be 
beneath solar panels. In these areas, this Vegetation Management Plan is intended to minimize dust, 
erosion, weed invasion, and fire hazard throughout the solar facility to the extent feasible. In addition, 
this Plan is intended to prevent or minimize conditions that could attract wildlife into the site, where 
they likely would be at risk due to project construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), or 
decommissioning activities.  

enXco’s proposed generator transmission line (gen-tie line) to the Red Bluff Substation would be 
constructed on shared poles with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) gen-tie line. The DSSF Project, 
now under construction, is located to the immediate north of the DHSP site (Figure 2). The DSSF was 
recently approved (BLM 2011a; 2011b) and will occupy 3,761 acres when fully built out.  If the proposed 
gen-tie alternative is selected, and if construction of the two gen-tie conductors is concurrent, then 
vegetation management on the shared gen-tie line will be according to requirements of the DSSF Final 
EIS (BLM 2011a). For purposes of environmental impact review, the Desert Harvest EIS conservatively 
assumes the enXco would construct the entire gen-tie line under non-cumulative conditions, but would 
share the poles of the DSSF gen-tie line under cumulative conditions. 

enXco has also prepared a Draft Integrated Weed Management Plan (IWMP; Appendix C.9 of the DEIS) 
and is now preparing a Closure and Reclamation Plan. Those two plans and this Vegetation Resources 
Management Plan are intended to supplement one another. Together, they describe the overall 
approach to vegetation management, weed management, and site closure and reclamation to be 
implemented over the life of the DHSP.  
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2.0 Project Description 

2.1 Site Description 

The DHSP site is located in the upper Chuckwalla Valley, on public lands administered by the BLM in 
unincorporated Riverside County, approximately 5 miles north of Desert Center, California (Township 4 
South, Range 15 East, Sections 25, 26, 27, USGS 7.5’ Victory Pass and East of Victory Pass quadrangles). 
The Right-of-Way (ROW) Application consists of two non-contiguous parcels (Figures 1 and 2).  The total 
solar facility project area is approximately 1,208 acres, consisting of 1,051 acres in the larger parcel, and 
157 acres in the smaller one. The DEIS analyzes 4 solar project alternatives and 4 gen-tie line 
alternatives. This section of the Vegetation Management Plan briefly summarizes aspects of the 
applicant’s proposed project and the alternatives that may be relevant to vegetation management. 
More complete descriptions of the Project and alternatives may be found in Chapter 2 of the DEIS.  

The site is now undeveloped, natural open space. The surrounding area consists primarily of public lands 
managed by the BLM, with scattered smaller private land parcels to the south and east. Public lands to 
the west of Kaiser Road, adjacent to the Desert Harvest site, are within a BLM Desert Wildlife 
Management Area (DWMA), designated in the Northern & Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated 
Management Plan (NECO; BLM and CDFG 2002). The Palen-Ford WHMA, also designated in the NECO, is 
generally east of the site, but approximately 46 acres of the WHMA are within the project site (see 
Figure 3).   Some of the private lands to the south and west have been developed as residential and 
agricultural lands uses. These include active and inactive jojoba fields, rural residential lands, and the 
community of Lake Tamarisk.  

Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) surrounds the upper Chuckwalla Valley on the north, east, and west. 
To the north, the JTNP boundary is about 7 miles from the northern boundary of the Desert Harvest 
ROW, and about 4.5 miles north of the approved Desert Sunlight project boundary. The Coxcomb 
Mountains, in the southeastern corner of JTNP, are located about 1.8 miles northeast of the 
northeastern corner of the Desert Harvest ROW. To the west, the JTNP boundary is about 3.5 miles from 
the western boundary of the Desert Harvest site. 

Two vegetation types cover the proposed solar generator site and generator tie-line Alternatives B, C, 
and D (Figures 4 and 5): Creosote Bush Scrub and Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland (also described 
as Desert Dry Wash Woodland or as Microphyll Woodland in other references). These two vegetation 
types are described in Section 3.3 of the DEIS. There also are additional disturbed areas along the 
generator tie-line alignments, particularly alignment Alternative D, which crosses disused agricultural 
lands over part of its length.  Generator tie-line alignment Alternative E, located farther to the east, 
crosses two additional vegetation or habitat types: active sand dunes and creosote bush scrub on 
partially stabilized sand fields (Figure 5).  
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2.2 Structures and Facilities 

2.2.1 Solar Facility  

The proposed solar facility would consist of several main components, including the solar arrays, 
electrical infrastructure, an operations and maintenance (O&M) facility, either on or off-site, and 
security such as fencing and lighting. The solar arrays would cover the majority of the project area. 

enXco proposes to use site preparation techniques that would minimize the required volume of earth 
movement, including a “disc and roll” technique that uses farm tractors to till the soil over much of the 
solar facility site and then roll it level; as well as “micrograding” or “isolated cut and fill and roll” of other 
areas of the site to trim off high spots and use the material to fill in low spots.  The entire solar field 
would be impacted by some form of soil disturbance, either from compaction, micro-grading, or disc-
and-roll grading.  Panel foundations would permanently disturb 10 acres of on-site soils.  Internal access 
roads would permanently disturb 210 acres.  Installed panels would shade up to approximately 1,000 
acres.   

The rows of panels would be spaced to prevent shading of adjacent panel rows and to allow access 
between the rows for panel maintenance.  Access roads 14 to 20 feet wide would run east to west, and 
14 foot wide roads would run north to south to allow fire and vehicular access for the maintenance of 
the electrical facilities. 

Vegetation would be allowed to re-grow within the solar panel field.  It would not be allowed to grow 
above 18 inches underneath the panels, to minimize attraction to wildlife, prevent fire hazard, and 
prevent disruption of panel performance.   

O&M activities would require periodic access to the project components via the on-site road network. 
Roads would be maintained to minimize fugitive dust and prevent erosion.  The access roads would be 
maintained free from significant vegetation through the use of targeted herbicide application, 
occasional scarifying, or weeding to reduce fire hazard and allow access to the panel arrays. These 
activities are described in the Draft IWMP (DEIS Appendix C.10).  

The expected operational lifetime of the project is 30 years; however, the actual life of the project could 
be as long as 50 years. A Decommissioning and Reclamation Plan is now in preparation, to be 
implemented when permanent facility closure is appropriate.  Closure strategies may include temporary 
“mothballing”; removing old facilities and upgrading to newer solar technology; or complete removal of 
equipment and reclamation of the site to BLM-approved specifications.  Fully decommissioning the site 
would involve removal and demolition of above and below-ground structures; dismantling and removing 
concrete structures to a depth of 3 feet; removal of underground utilities within 3 feet of final grade; 
and excavation and removal of contaminated soils, if applicable. 

2.2.2 Gen-tie Line 

The proposed gen-tie alignment is described here and in the EIS as Alternative B. The proposed 
alignment is shown on Figures 1 and 2. Typical spans between poles would be approximately 900 to 
1,100 feet.  Approximately 73 transmission structures would be built. Ground disturbance would also 
take place at splicing locations and other work sites during construction.  Permanent access roads would 
be constructed to provide access for maintenance of the gen-tie, as needed.  Permanent disturbance for 
gen-tie construction, O&M, and decommissioning would total approximately 92 acres. 
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Although the EIS conservatively assumes construction of the gen-tie line by enXco under non–
cumulative conditions, enXco’s proposed gen-tie line would be on a shared ROW with the approved 
DSSF gen-tie line under cumulative conditions, and would be constructed on the same poles.  Stringing 
of enXco’s gen-tie line would take place concurrently with construction of First Solar’s gen-tie line if 
feasible, and would require no additional equipment, personnel, or time beyond that already required 
and approved for First Solar’s gen-tie line.  The same access roads would be used for maintenance of 
both companies’ conductors, and the conductors would be maintained concurrently using the same 
maintenance service provider. 

If construction for both gen-tie conductors is concurrent, then DHSP gen-tie construction would result in 
no ground disturbance beyond areas to be disturbed for the approved DSSF. Any remediation, 
revegetation or reclamation of work sites would be completed according to requirements of the 
approved DSSF project.  

If the DHSP gen-tie line is constructed on a different alignment (Alternatives C, D, or E as analyzed in the 
DEIS) or if the DHSP conductor stringing takes place on Alignment B after DSSF construction is 
completed, then enXco will implement gen-tie line revegetation as described in this Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan.  

During gen-tie line construction, access roads and work areas at each structure location would be 
cleared and graded.  Clearing and grading would also be needed for conductor pulling and tensioning 
sites and temporary guard structure sites at road or utility crossings.  Laydown yards would all be within 
the project footprint and would not require any additional ground disturbance.   

3.0 Applicable Mitigation Measures  
This Vegetation Management Plan was prepared to ensure project compliance with Applicant Measures 
AM BIO-3 and AM BIO-5, and Mitigation Measure MM VEG-5, of the DHSP DEIS. Note that the DEIS 
adopts the Applicant Measures (indicated by the prefix AM) by incorporating them into project-specific 
mitigation measures (indicated by the prefix MM) as appropriate. Mitigation measures proposed in the 
DEIS encompass the substance and intent of the AMs, but clarify or expand on reporting requirements, 
timing of implementation, or other details where appropriate. Where there is a conflict between AMs 
and MMs the mitigation measures take precedence.  

Applicant Proposed Measure and Mitigation Measure VEG-9 of the DEIS (both quoted in full, below) 
require the applicant to locate special-status plants intended for salvage, and to prepare and implement 
an IWMP. DEIS Mitigation Measure MM VEG-5 expands and clarifies those measures. DEIS Mitigation 
Measure MM VEG-7 identifies mitigation strategies for special-status plants that may be impacted by 
the project.  

AM BIO-3:  Pre-construction Surveys for Special-Status Plant Species and Cacti. Before 
construction, the Applicant will stake and flag the construction area boundaries, 
including the construction areas for the solar farm site and gen-tie line; construction 
laydown, parking, and work areas; and the boundaries of all temporary and permanent 
access roads. A BLM-approved biologist will then survey all areas of proposed ground 
disturbance for special-status plant species and cacti during the appropriate blooming 
period for those species having the potential to occur in the construction areas. All 
special-status plant species and cacti observed will be flagged for transplantation. All 
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cacti observed will be flagged for transplantation and special-status plant species 
observed will be flagged for salvage. 

AM BIO-5:  Vegetation Resources Management Plan. The Applicant will prepare and implement a 
Vegetation Resources Management Plan that contains the following components: 

• A Vegetation Salvage Plan which discusses the methods that will be used to 
transplant cacti present within the project locations following BLM’s standard 
operating procedures, as well as methods that will be used to transplant special-
status plant species that occur in the project locations if feasible. 

• A Restoration Plan which discusses the methods that will be used to restore 
Creosote Bush Scrub and Desert Dry Wash Woodland Habitat that is temporarily 
disturbed by construction activities. 

• The Vegetation Salvage Plan and Restoration Plan will specify success criteria and 
performance standards. BLM will be responsible for reviewing and approving the 
plan and for ensuring that the Applicant implements the plan including maintenance 
and monitoring required in the plan. 

MM VEG-5 Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Resources Management Plan. This mitigation 
measure provides further detail and specificity to the Pre-construction Surveys for 
Special-Status Plant Species and Cacti provided in AM BIO-3, and the Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan described in AM-BIO-5. The project Owner will contract a 
qualified botanist to prepare and implement a Vegetation Resources Management Plan, 
to be reviewed and approved by BLM, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies. The 
Vegetation Resources Management Plan must be approved in writing prior to the 
initiation of any vegetation disturbing activities. The Plan’s goal will be to prevent 
further degradation of disturbed sites, but not necessarily to restore pre-disturbance 
habitat values, due to off-site compensation requirements (MM VEG-6). The Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan will detail the methods for revegetation of temporarily 
impacted sites; salvage of cacti and special-status plants from the project footprint; and 
long-term management of vegetation within the solar facility during its operations. The 
Vegetation Resources Management Plan will include the following components: 

1. Reclamation, revegetation, or restoration of temporarily impacted sites. 
Temporary project disturbances to soils and vegetation (e.g., staging areas, 
materials and equipment, lay-down areas, temporary work areas and access routes 
along the gen-tie line) are analyzed as long-term disturbance, and habitat 
compensation lands are required to mitigate those long-term impacts (MM VEG-6). 
In order to avoid further degradation of these sites, the project Owner will prepare 
and implement a plan to revegetate and restore the sites. The objectives will be to 
prevent or minimize further site degradation; stabilize soils; maximize the likelihood 
of vegetation recovery over time; and minimize soil erosion, dust generation, and 
weed invasions. The nature of site reclamation, revegetation, or restoration will vary 
according to each site, its pre-disturbance condition, and the nature of the 
construction disturbance (e.g., drive and crush, vs. blading). 

2. Implementation: The Plan will include at minimum: (a) soil preparation measures, 
including locations of recontouring, decompacting, imprinting, or other treatments; 
(b) details for top soil storage, as applicable; (c) plant material collection and 
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acquisition guidelines, including guidelines for salvaging, storing, and handling 
plants from the project site, as well as obtaining plants from elsewhere; (d) a plan 
view drawing or schematic depicting the temporary disturbance areas (drawing of 
“typical” gen-tie structure sites will be appropriate); (e) time of year that the 
planting or seeding will occur and the methodology of the planting; (f) a description 
of the irrigation, if used; (g) a statement that the Integrated Weed Management 
Plan (MM VEG-9) will be implemented, or alternate measures to control invasive 
weeds, as appropriate; (h) success criteria; and (i) a detailed monitoring program, 
commensurate with the Plan’s goals. This Plan will also contain contingency 
measures for failed revegetation and restoration efforts (efforts not meeting 
success criteria). 

3. Seed and Nursery Stock. Only seed or potted nursery stock of locally occurring 
native species from a local source will be used for revegetation. Seeding and 
planting will be conducted as described in Chapter 5 of Rehabilitation of Disturbed 
Lands in California (Newton and Claassen 2003). The list of plants observed during 
botanical surveys of the project area will be used as a guide to site-specific plant 
selection for revegetation. 

4. Monitoring Requirement and Success Criteria. The Plan will include objective 
success criteria, commensurate with the goals of the Plan. Monitoring of the 
reclamation, revegetation, or restoration sites will continue annually for 3 years or 
until the defined success criteria are achieved. The project Owner will be 
responsible for implementing remediation measures as needed. Following 
remediation work, the site will be subject to the success criteria and monitoring 
period as required for the initial reclamation, revegetation, or restoration. 

5. Cactus Salvage. In conformance with BLM policy, the project Owner will include 
salvaged or nursery stock yucca (all species), and cacti (excluding cholla species, 
genus Cylindropuntia), in revegetation plans and implementation affecting BLM 
lands. The Plan will include methods to salvage and replant cacti, yucca, or other 
native species found on the site, prior to disturbance. It will include descriptions of 
pre-project field surveys to locate and identify specimens suitable for salvage; 
season for salvaging the plants; methods for salvage, storage, and re-planting them; 
locations for re-planting; and appropriate monitoring and success criteria for the 
salvage work. 

6. Operations Phase On-Site Vegetation Management: The Plan will include methods 
and scheduling for on-site vegetation management throughout the operations 
phase, describing mowing or other vegetation treatments to be implemented, 
disposal of mown material, and incorporating all applicable components of the 
Integrated Weed Management Plan, including any proposed herbicide usage. 

7. Decommissioning Phase Plan Supplement. Prior to closing and decommissioning 
the project, the project Owner will contract a qualified botanist to prepare a 
supplement to the Vegetation Resources Management Plan, to describe all 
proposed vegetation management activities, and to be consistent with the site’s 
proposed reuse. The supplement will describe any proposed reclamation, 
revegetation, or restoration of the site, to be consistent with Section 1 of this 
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measure, above, as well as weed management and post-decommissioning 
monitoring requirements and success criteria. 

8. Reporting. Within 90 days after completion of each year of project construction, the 
project Owner will provide to the BLM and Riverside County verification of the total 
vegetation acreage subject to temporary and permanent disturbance and a written 
report identifying which items of the Vegetation Resources Management Plan have 
been completed, a summary of all modifications to mitigation measures made 
during the project’s construction and decommissioning phases, and which items are 
still outstanding. The annual reports will also include a summary of the reclamation, 
revegetation, or restoration activities for the year, a discussion of whether 
performance standards for the year were met, any remedial actions conducted and 
recommendations for remedial action, if warranted, that are planned for the 
upcoming year. 

MM VEG-7  Mitigate Direct Impacts to Special-Status Plants. This mitigation measure provides 
further detail and specificity to the Pre-construction Surveys for Special-Status Plant 
Species and Cacti provided in AM BIO-3. The project Owner will mitigate impacts to 
Emory’s crucifixion thorn on the solar generator site and direct impacts to any other 
CRPR 2 ranked plants that may be impacted by gen-tie line construction, including plants 
that may be discovered during spring 2012 field surveys of gen-tie Alternative E, through 
one or a combination of the following strategies. No CRPR Rank 1 plants have been 
reported from the site or are expected to occur (Section 3.3) but if a CRPR Rank 1 
species is located during future field work, the Designated Biologist will coordinate with 
BLM botanists to determine appropriate mitigation, commensurate with the measures 
described below. 

1. Avoidance. Project design will avoid at minimum 75percent of the Emory’s crucifixion 
thorn and other CRPR 2 ranked plants occurrences within the project boundaries or 
other work areas, including the gen-tie line, and will provide a minimum 250-foot buffer 
area surrounding each avoided occurrence, where no project activities will take place. 

2. Off-site compensation. The project Owner will provide compensation lands consisting 
of occupied Emory’s crucifixion thorn, or other CRPR 1 or 2 ranked plants, habitat at a 
1:1 ratio for any occupied habitat affected by the project, according to the terms 
described in MM VEG-6. Occupied habitat will be calculate on the project site and on 
the compensation lands as including each special status plant occurrence and a 
surrounding 250-foot buffer area. Off-site compensation will be incorporated into the 
project’s Habitat Compensation Plan, for review and approval by the BLM, Riverside 
County, and the Resource Agencies. 

3. Salvage. It is not known whether salvage is a feasible mitigation strategy for Emory’s 
crucifixion thorn or most other special-status plants. For Emory’s crucifixion thorn, the 
project Owner will consult with Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden (RSABG) regarding 
the success of salvage efforts for this species at the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project 
site. If the strategy has been shown to be feasible, then the project Owner will prepare 
and implement an Emory’s Crucifixion Thorn Salvage and Relocation Plan, to be 
reviewed and approved by the BLM, Riverside County EPD, and the Resource Agencies, 
prior to disturbance of any occupied Emory’s crucifixion thorn habitat. The project 
Owner will contract with RSABG or another entity with comparable experience and 
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qualifications, to salvage at minimum 75 percent of Emory’s crucifixion thorn individuals 
from the proposed project site and transfer them to a suitable off-site location 
approved by BLM. If special-status plants are salvaged from non-BLM land, then all 
salvage planning and activities will be subject to review and approval by Riverside 
County EPD. For other special-status plants (i.e., on gen-tie Alternative E, if they occur), 
the project owner will consult with the BLM botanist and/or Riverside County (as 
applicable), along with RSABG or another qualified entity, to develop an appropriate 
experimental salvage and relocation strategy, based on the life history of the species 
affected. The Plan will include at minimum: (a) collection/salvage measures for plants or 
seed banks, to retain intact soil conditions and maximize success likelihood; (b) details 
regarding storage of plants or seed banks; (c) location of the proposed recipient site, 
and detailed site preparation and plant introduction techniques details for top soil 
storage, as applicable; (d); time of year that the salvage and replanting or seeding will 
occur and the methodology of the replanting; (e) a description of the irrigation, if used; 
(f) success criteria; and (g) a detailed monitoring program, commensurate with the 
Plan’s goals. 

4. Horticultural propagation and off-site introduction. If salvage and relocation is not 
believed to be feasible for Emory’s crucifixion thorn or other special-status plants, then 
the project Owner will consult with RSABG or another qualified entity, to develop an 
appropriate experimental propagation and relocation strategy, based on the life history 
of the species affected. The Plan will include at minimum: (a) collection/salvage 
measures for plant materials or seed banks, to retain intact soil conditions and maximize 
success likelihood; (b) details regarding storage of plant, plant materials, or seed banks; 
(c) location of the proposed propagation facility, and proposed methods; (d); time of 
year that the salvage and other practices will occur; (e) success criteria; and (f) a 
detailed monitoring program, commensurate with the Plan’s goals. 

4.0 Cactus and Special-Status Plant Salvage 

4.1 Pre-Construction Survey 

Prior to any grading or clearing activity, any given work site (including the entire solar facility site; gen-
tie line work areas; all construction laydown, parking, and work areas; and all temporary and permanent 
access roads) will be surveyed by qualified biologists for several special-status biological resources, in 
conformance with several mitigation measures in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 of the DEIS. These pre-
construction clearance surveys will be completed prior to any ground-disturbing activity, including fence 
construction or any grading or clearing for small parking or logistics sites. For any off-road vehicle access 
to the project area before pre-construction clearance surveys (e.g., for survey staking or soil testing), a 
biological monitor will accompany the vehicle to ensure that no special-status biological resources are 
disturbed. During all pre-construction clearance surveys, any special-status plants or cactus (excluding 
cholla species) located will be flagged and their locations will be recorded using hand-held GPS units. 
These plants will be either salvaged from the site or, if specific work areas can be adjusted, the sites and 
a suitable buffer area will be avoided. The project’s Designated Biologist will be responsible for 
determining the buffer distance, flagging the avoidance area, and maintaining and inspecting the 
location throughout the construction phase of the project.   
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In addition to cacti, the project owner will be responsible for flagging all CRPR 1 and 2 plants located 
within the project area. One or more qualified botanists will conduct pre-construction surveys 
throughout all areas to be disturbed, either concurrently with the wildlife crew(s) or during separate 
survey(s). Survey season requirements are summarized in Table 1. All cacti and Emory’s crucifixion thorn 
(Castela emoryi) can be identified year-around. No other CRPR 1 or 2 ranked species are known from the 
proposed solar facility site, though one CRPR 1B species, Harwood’s woollystar, was reported on the 
gen-tie alignment Alternative E (Aspen 2012).  

The analysis of impacts to special-status plants in Section 4.3.7 of the DEIS recommends mitigation for 
plants ranked as CRPR 1 and 2, but that salvage or other mitigation for CRPR 3 and 4 plants is not 
warranted. Based on those recommendations, and on the DEIS statement that “Where there is a conflict 
between AMs and MMs the mitigation measures take precedence,” enXco does not propose to salvage 
CRPR 3 or 4 plants from the solar facility site or gen-tie alignment work areas.  

Table 1: Pre-construction cactus and special-status plant survey schedule 

Species 
Pre-construction 
survey season Locations 

Cacti (excluding cholla species) Year-around All disturbance areas 

Emery’s crucifixion thorn Year-around Mapped locations (BLM 
2012) 

Harwood’s woollystar Spring Dune habitat, Alternative E 
only (Aspen 2012) 

4.2 Replanting Locations  

All salvaged plants will be transplanted onto BLM lands within the project’s ROW grant, adjacent to and 
as near as is feasible to the salvage locations, within the gen-tie ROW. Planting sites may be in 
revegetation areas on temporarily disturbed work sites, or elsewhere on the ROW, away from 
disturbance sites.  

4.3 Cactus Salvage  

BLM policy and the DEIS mitigation measures cited above require salvage and transplantation of Yucca 
and most cacti, but not cholla cacti. No Yucca species (e.g., Joshua tree, or Mojave yucca) were located 
on the project site, and enXco does not anticipate any need to salvage or relocate Yuccas. Excluding 
cholla species, three cactus species were located on the DHSP solar facility site or on the proposed or 
alternative gen-tie alignments. These are: California barrel cactus (Ferocactus cylindraceus), fish-hook 
cactus (Mamillaria tetrancistra), and beavertail cactus (Opuntia basilaris var. basilaris) (BLM 2012, 
Appendix C.6). All three were scarce in their respective habitats. Fish-hook cactus was located only on 
gen-tie alternative alignment E, but not on the proposed solar facility site. In addition, foxtail cactus 
(Coryphantha vivipara), cottontop cactus (Echinocactus polycephalus), and hedgehog cactus 
(Echinocereus engelmannii) were reported within the study area described in the DSSF FEIS (BLM 2011a, 
Appendix H). Any of these cactus species could be found on the DHSP solar facility site or gen-tie 
alignment during pre-construction clearance surveys and, if found, will be salvaged for relocation 
according to the following methods.   
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4.3.1 Cactus Salvage Procedure  

No large cacti (excluding cholla species) have been located on the site. Therefore, cactus salvage will be 
completed using hand tools, without need for tractors or other specialized equipment. Access and 
transport will be via pickup truck, SUV, or a similar vehicle. The work crew will drive on existing roads as 
near as possible to each recorded cactus location. Depending on distance or other logistics, the crew 
may drive off-road to the cactus location, only with biological monitoring as needed to ensure that no 
special-status resources of any kind are disturbed by driving. The cactus will be salvaged as follows:  

1. To the extent feasible, cactus plants will be salvaged during fall or winter to minimize 
transplantation stress during the early spring active growth season, or during extreme summer heat. 

2. The north-facing side of each plant will be marked by securely tying a tag or colored flagging to the 
spines. In addition, each plant will be assigned a unique identification number, also affixed to the 
plant.  

3. For each salvaged plant, a brief plant-specific description and microsite description will be recorded, 
including short descriptions of root depth, depth of the stem in the soil, topography, hydrology, 
shade, and soil texture at the salvage site.  

4. Each plant will be dug out carefully, to avoid root damage. Salvage crews will begin digging no closer 
than 6 inches to the base of the plant, and farther from the base, depending on plant size. 

5. The cacti will be carefully excavated with a shovel just below the root depth of the plant, generally 4 
to 8 inches below the soil surface. 

6. The plants will be lifted out with a shovel, heavy gloves, or other equipment as needed to avoid 
damaging the plants. 

7. Any damaged roots will be trimmed, using scissors or a knife disinfected in a 10 percent bleach 
solution. Undamaged roots will not be trimmed. Cutting tools will be disinfected prior to trimming 
any individual plant’s roots. 

8. Fungicide or sulfur will be applied to roots to decrease the risk of infection and to improve callusing. 

9. Roots will be allowed to dry (or callus) for 3 days to 2 weeks. They will be held within a shade 
structure and protected from overheating or strong wind during the callus period. 

10. Following the root callus period, cacti will be transported to the replanting location and replanted. 
Cacti salvaged during spring or summer may be held over in the shade structure and protected from 
wind and heat until fall for transplantation.  

4.3.2 Cactus Planting and Maintenance  

Specific replanting relocations will be identified within the gen-tie ROW, away from any disturbance 
areas (above). Each cactus will be replanted in a microsite selected to resemble its salvage site, as 
described in the plant-specific notes (above). The location of each planting will be recorded with a hand-
held GPS unit. Cacti will be replanted in the same north-orientation as marked on each plant. They will 
be planted in holes somewhat deeper than the original root system, and the remaining roots will be 
spread across the bottom of the hole. Soil will be replaced over the roots, so that the plant itself is held 
in place at its original stem soil depth. Soil will be tamped around the plant so that there are no air 
pockets around the roots, and formed into a small basin to hold irrigation or rainwater. If cacti must be 
planted during spring or summer, shade structures or “vertical mulch” (branches cleared from the work 
sites) will be provided as shelter from sun and wind.  The plants will be well watered when they are 
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planted, and watering will continue regularly for 60 days following the planting, to allow new root 
systems to develop. The watering schedule will be based on planting season and natural rainfall (if any). 
Plants salvaged and transplanted during fall or winter (as recommended) will be watered weekly over a 
60-day period to facilitate their establishment and survival. If plants must be transplanted in spring 
(while they are metabolically active), the watering schedule will be weekly at minimum, and it will be 
adjusted according to temperature and rainfall (if any). For cacti planted during summer, watering may 
be postponed until the following fall to avoid overwatering during the dormant season.  Following the 
establishment period, transplanted cacti may be watered regularly during normal rainfall seasons for the 
area (i.e., August through April) at reduced frequency to facilitate establishment and growth, for a 
period of two years. The irrigation schedule will vary according to natural rainfall. If natural rainfall is 
well above average, then no irrigation will be necessary. If natural rainfall is average or below average, 
then irrigation will be scheduled to mimic a year of above-average rainfall. Irrigation may use any 
appropriate method, either by directly watering the plants by hand or by using methods described by 
Bainbridge (2007).  

Table 2. Cactus salvage, planting, and maintenance schedule.  

Salvage Season Transplantation Season  Watering and Maintenance 

Fall or winter 
(preferred)  

Fall or winter Weekly for 60 days; regular (to mimic high-
rainfall patterns) for up to 2 years 

Spring  Spring Weekly for 60 days; regular (to mimic high-
rainfall patterns) for up to 2 years 

Summer Summer or hold until 
following fall  

Planting date and irrigation to be determined, 
based on professional opinion of the 
designated biologist 

4.3.3 Cactus Salvage Success Criteria and Monitoring  

Transplanted cacti will be monitored at least monthly through the first three months following 
transplantation to record qualitative observations including survival, any need for additional water, 
shade, wind shelter, or protection from animals or erosion. Overall survival and any monitoring 
recommendations will be recorded at each monitoring visit and submitted to the Designated Biologist 
for inclusion in annual monitoring reports.  Following the three-month period, monitoring visits may be 
reduced to quarterly for 3 years.  

The cactus transplantation success criterion will be 75 percent survival after 3 years. If this criterion is 
not met, then the project owner will implement one of the measures below, as remediation:  

 Plant additional cacti or other salvaged plants from an off-site location in the Chuckwalla Valley, if 
such plants become available through another project (including renewable energy projects or any 
other project on private or public land that may cause removal of cacti). The additional plantings will 
offset any discrepancy between 3-year monitoring results and success criteria at a 2:1 ratio.  

 Increase native vegetation cover and diversity at one or more temporary disturbance site. The 
enhanced cover and diversity standard will apply to one acre of revegetation area for each 5 percent 
shortfall from the 3-year success criteria.  
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4.4 Special-Status Plant Salvage  

No listed threatened or endangered species, and no BLM-designated sensitive species, were located on 
the site during BLM-protocol botanical surveys conducted in 2010 and 2011 (BLM 2012), or on the gen-
tie alignment Alternatives B, C, or D (BLM 2011a).  Emory’s crucifixion thorn is the only special-status 
plant meeting the DEIS criteria for salvage or other mitigation that has been located on the project site.  
In addition, Alternative gen-tie alignment E supports several special-status plants of aeolian sand 
habitat, including Harwood’s woollystar (CRPR 1B). These are annual species not suitable for 
translocation, but probably suitable for seed salvage and either replanting or long-term seed banking. 
The project owner will implement an experimental salvage effort for any CRPR 1 or 2 species found 
during pre-construction surveys (Section 4.1, above), recognizing that probability of success is unknown. 
There will be no quantitative success criteria for the experimental salvage program. However, 
monitoring data will be provided to the BLM and other resource agencies to help inform future 
mitigation planning for these species. The project owner will contact Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden 
(RSABG) to develop salvage plans for any of these species, in coordination with BLM and other resource 
agencies.  

The analysis of impacts to special-status plants in Section 4.3.7 of the DEIS recommends mitigation for 
plants ranked as CRPR 1 and 2, but that salvage or other mitigation for CRPR 3 and 4 plants is not 
warranted. Based on those recommendations, enXco will salvage or implement other measures for the 
following plants that may be located on the solar facility site or gen-tie alignment work areas.  

 Emory’s crucifixion thorn.  enXco understands that RSABG salvaged Emory’s crucifixion thorn 
specimens from the Desert Sunrise project site, and enXco will implement similar measures on the 
DHSP site.  

 Aeolian sand species. If gen-tie Alternative E is authorized, and if Harwood’s woollystar or  any other 
CRPR 1 or 2 ranked species are located at work sites along the alignment, then enXco will work with 
RSABG to salvage seed or surface soil containing seed, for transfer to RSABG’s curated collection or 
to suitable locations in the gen-tie ROW.  

5.0 Reclamation / Revegetation 
The temporary impacts of some construction work (e.g., at gen-tie tower sites, and throughout the solar 
facility, after panels are installed) are analyzed as long-term impacts to vegetation and habitat in the 
DEIS. The DHSP’s long-term and permanent impacts to native vegetation and habitat will be mitigated 
mainly through off-site acquisition and preservation of habitat. The goal of this reclamation / 
revegetation effort will be to prevent further degradation of disturbed sites, but not to restore pre-
disturbance habitat values. The temporary disturbance sites will be revegetated to stabilize soils; 
maximize the likelihood of vegetation recovery over time; and minimize soil erosion, dust generation, 
and weed invasions, according to Mitigation Measure VEG-5. This section of the Vegetation Resources 
Management Plan conforms to those requirements.  

The project owner will contract with a qualified Reclamation Specialist to evaluate and prescribe specific 
reclamation measures at each work site. The Reclamation Specialist will coordinate with the project 
Designated Biologist and with the project owner to ensure that the prescriptions are implemented as 
written.  
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5.1 Site Preparation    

enXco does not anticipate substantial grading or soil removal at any temporary disturbance site. 
Therefore, this Plan does not include measures for topsoil salvage, storage, or replacement. Temporary 
disturbance will generally result from “disc and roll,” “micrograding,” isolated “cut and fill and roll,” or 
“scarifying” work areas (blading without substantial soil movement). In some cases, disturbance may 
consist of simply crushing vegetation in place and driving over the work area. These site treatments will 
cause soil compaction and either degradation or elimination of native vegetation.  

Site preparation measures prior to reclamation work will be determined on a site-by-site basis, based on 
the advantages and disadvantages of soil treatment or site preparation methods to restore natural 
contours, protect the site from erosion damage by wind or water, and maximize likelihood of vegetation 
recovery.  

Soil decompaction can increase soil vulnerability to weeds or erosion, increase dust, or cause further 
damage to surviving rootstocks that may be present. The Reclamation Specialist will evaluate soil 
compaction and prescribe either no treatment, limited treatment using hand tools, light harrowing or 
disking with a tractor, or deeper disking or ripping, depending on specific circumstances. Where soil 
decompaction is implemented, follow-up measures to control dust and erosion will also be prescribed.  

Where construction disturbance causes alterations to natural channel morphology or runoff patterns, 
the Reclamation Specialist will prescribe recontouring or other measures such as hay bales, straw 
wattles, or other erosion control materials. Consistent with the Integrated Weed Management Plan, any 
such materials to be used at any project work site shall be certified weed free.  

Where feasible, mulch used for erosion control will be produced from native vegetation cleared from 
the site itself. The Reclamation Specialist may recommend stockpiling the vegetation removed during 
construction, for replacement onto the site either as crushed mulch, or as “vertical mulch” to reduce sun 
and wind exposure to the soil surface and germinating plants. enXco anticipates that the temporary 
disturbance sites will be too small to warrant soil imprinting (e.g., at gen-tie structures) or inaccessible 
to equipment (temporary disturbance within the solar field).  

5.2 Plant Materials 

enXco may re-seed temporarily disturbed areas with a native seed mix. The determination whether to 
re-seed and, if so, seeding rates (i.e., pounds per acre) will be made by the Reclamation Specialist, based 
on the nature of disturbance and condition of soils and evidence (if any) of re-sprouting from remaining 
rootstocks. The seed mix will consist primarily or exclusively of native early-successional species, listed 
below. There will be no re-seeding on sites where construction-phase vegetation and soil disturbance 
are limited by mowing or to “drive and crush,” unless these areas show inadequate natural recovery 
(e.g., re-sprouting rootstocks) or excessive soil compaction that may inhibit seed germination (see site 
preparation, above).   

enXco will arrange for adequate seed supplies well in advance of scheduled seeding for each temporarily 
disturbed site. Due to the unpredictable rainfall and drought conditions throughout the Sonoran Desert 
region, seed cannot be reliably collected or acquired in any given year. Immediately following the Notice 
to Proceed, the Reclamation Specialist or Designated Biologist will estimate the total number of acres to 
be reseeded, and determine quantities of seed needed. enXco will collect seed, or will contract with 
suppliers or collectors, to acquire and store enough seed for all projected reseeding work. The 
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Reclamation Specialist will be responsible for maintaining a seed inventory, based on the sample format 
shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Sample seed inventory management format.  
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The seed mix will consist of the following species, all of which are characteristic early-successional 
species in the Sonoran desert. 

 Desert needlegrass (Stipa [Achnatherum] speciosa)  

 Brittlebush (Encelia farinosa)  

 Cheesebush (Hymenoclea [Ambrosia] salsola) 

 Burrobush (Ambrosia dumosa)  

Total seeding rate will be no less than 20 pounds per acre. Specific proportions will be based upon seed 
availability and recommendations of the Reclamation Specialist. Depending on seed availability, other 
native species occurring on the site or nearby at similar exposure and elevation may be selected to 
replace those above. Any plant material used in revegetation must be locally native, and must occur on 
or near the project site. All seed to be used in revegetation will originate from the Sonoran Desert region 
of California, between approximately sea level and 2,500 feet elevation. Any seed from vendors or 
contracted collectors will be certified weed free. The project owner may collect seed on-site from 
project areas to be mown or graded. The collection of adequate seed supplies will likely necessitate 
repeated visits to any given collection area, depending on seasonality and annual productivity of the 
target plants. If seed is purchased from a vendor or contract seed collector, enXco will require the 
supplier to provide location and elevation for each seed lot, and will not purchase or use seed 
originating outside these geographic and elevational bounds. The project owner will be responsible for 
acquiring adequate seed to implement this plan. Seed collections by the project owner or its contractors 
or vendors will be made according to the following guidelines.  

 Seed collection from plants to be removed or mown for project construction will be unrestricted. 
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 No seed will be collected from designated Wilderness Areas, DWMAs, WHMAs, or critical habitat, 
except within any approved project disturbance areas (i.e., gen-tie work sites or the 47-acre WHMA 
area within the solar facility site).  

 Any seed collection on public lands will be done only under authorization from the BLM.  

 No more than 40 percent of seeding plants in any collection area (excluding project disturbance 
areas) will be harvested. No more than 10 percent of mature seed on any single plant will be 
harvested.  

 Access to collection areas will be via open, designated routes, or on foot; there will be no cross-
county vehicle travel. 

 Collectors will record and track seed lots, including collection date, collection location, elevation, 
dominant species at location, stand conditions, test data, bulk weight, and net weight (as pure live 
seed). 

5.3 Seeding Methods And Schedule 

The DHSP’s temporary disturbance areas will generally be small, or inaccessible to equipment (such as 
seed drill or hydroseeding equipment).  Therefore, seed will be broadcast using manually operated 
cyclone-type bucket spreaders, mechanical seed spreaders, blowers, or rubber-tired all-terrain vehicles 
equipped with mechanical broadcast spreaders. Seed in the spreader hoppers will be mixed to 
discourage separation of the component seed types. Where broadcast seeding is employed, seeded 
areas may be raked or harrowed to cover the seed, at the direction of the project Reclamation 
Specialist.  

Re-seeding will be scheduled to minimize potential seed loss to granivorous birds and small mammals 
and maximize exposure to seasonal rainfall. Seeding will be done in late summer or early fall, to ensure 
that seed is in place prior to the onset of seasonal rain in late fall or early winter. Later seeding is likely 
to result in failed germination due to inadequate moisture availability.  

Due to the arid climate and variable rainfall, germination and establishment success of seeded plants is 
not predictable. Low germination success in the first year following re-seeding may be consistent with 
the goal of this plan (i.e., to prevent or minimize further site degradation) during dry years, when 
erosion and weed cover are not problematic. However, enXco may need to take additional measures to 
minimize dust generation from sites where adequate plant cover does not re-establish (see monitoring 
and remediation measures below).   

5.4 Reclamation / Revegetation Site Maintenance 

Reclamation and revegetation sites will not be irrigated. The sites will be monitored for weed presence 
and abundance, and weed control will be implemented as needed, according to the project Integrated 
Weed Management Plan. Additional maintenance activities will consist of erosion control, soil 
stabilization, or other measures as needed, to be based on the results of monitoring.  

5.5 Success Criteria  

If the following success criteria have not been met within three years of project construction, the project 
owner will be responsible for implementing remediation measures as needed. Following remediation 
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work, the site will be subject to the success criteria and monitoring period as required for the initial 
reclamation, revegetation, or restoration. 

1. At temporarily disturbed areas treated by drive and crush or similar disturbance, at least 80 percent 
of the species observed within the area will be native species that naturally occur in local desert 
scrub habitats.  

2. At temporarily disturbed areas treated by grading or scarification, so that native soils and rootstocks 
were lost, at least 60 percent of the species observed within the area will be native species that 
naturally occur in local desert scrub habitats.  

3. Cover and density of non-native plant species within the temporarily disturbed areas will be no 
more than twice (2x) their cover and density in comparable adjacent lands that have not been 
disturbed by the project.  

4. Soil stability and potential for erosion or dust source will be comparable to adjacent lands that have 
not been disturbed by the project.  

5.6 Monitoring, Remediation, and Reporting 

Following implementation of reclamation or revegetation measures, each temporarily disturbed site will 
be monitored annually to evaluate success, in terms of the success criteria above. Monitoring will 
continue for a period of no less than two years or until the defined success criteria are achieved. 
Remediation activities (such as additional planting, removal of non-native invasive species, or erosion 
control) will be taken during the 2-year period if necessary to ensure the success of the reclamation 
effort. If the mitigation fails to meet the established performance criteria after the 2-year maintenance 
and monitoring period, monitoring and remedial activities will extend beyond the 2-year period until the 
criteria are met.  

If a fire or flood damages a reclamation site within the 2-year monitoring period, the project owner will 
be responsible for a one-time replacement. If a second fire or flood occurs, no replanting will be 
required, unless the damage is caused by the project owner’s activity (as determined by BLM or other 
firefighting agency investigation). 

Throughout the construction, operation, and decommissioning phases, and for a minimum of 3 years 
following completion of decommissioning, the Designated Biologist and Reclamation Specialist will be 
responsible for providing annual Vegetation Management Progress Reports to the BLM, CDFG, USFWS, 
and JTNP for review and approval. Each annual report will include the following contents:  

 Brief summary of project construction, O&M, or decommissioning status, with a list of all 
temporarily disturbed sites treated or monitored during the preceding year  

 Summary of reclamation or revegetation progress and results since previous report, including a map 
of all reclamation or revegetation activity since previous report. 

 Seed inventory: accounting of materials acquired or used since previous report; and materials 
needed for coming 5 year period. 

 Monitoring results: Summarize monitoring results and completion status for all sites.  

 Recommendations as applicable for remedial work such as reseeding, erosion control, weed control, 
or other maintenance activity. 

 Representative site photographs.  

 Notation of any other pertinent concerns (e.g., vehicle trespass, etc.).  
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6.0 Operations and Decommissioning Phases  
Throughout the operations and maintenance phase, on-site vegetation management will consist of 
vegetation control (e.g., mowing) to maintain shrub height below 18 inches in order to prevent 
interference with solar panels, minimize fire hazard, and minimize wildlife attraction.  The Designated 
Biologist will inspect vegetation throughout the project area and along the gen-tie line annually to 
identify hazardous vegetation or barren areas that may be susceptible to erosion or other damage. All 
mown or cut plant material will be collected and transported to a licensed solid waste or composting 
facility. Weed control during the project O&M phase will be conducted as described in the Integrated 
Weed Management Plan. Vegetation management during project decommissioning will be completed 
according to the Closure and Reclamation Plan, to be provided separately.  

7.0 Designated Biologist and Reclamation Specialist 
Responsibilities 

7.1 Designated Biologist 

The Designated Biologist, to be designated by the project owner (per Mitigation Measure MM-Veg-1) 
will be responsible for managing and implementing this Vegetation Resources Management Plan, as 
follows:  

 Ensure that no off-road vehicle access occurs on the site until pre-construction surveys and special-
status plant salvage, desert tortoise clearance, and other special-status species clearance or 
exclusion, have been completed;  

 Ensure that no off-road vehicle access occurs off-site for seed collection or other project-related 
activities, except as specifically authorized according to final BLM project authorization; 

 Scheduling all pre-construction clearance surveys for all project components, to include seasonal 
surveys for all special-status plants in the areas where they have been previously documented; 

 Ensuring that each person assigned to survey, salvage, transplantation, seed collection, reseeding, 
monitoring, or any other aspect of this Plan is qualified for each task; for example, botanists 
conducting pre-construction surveys and seed collection must be qualified in locating and 
identifying plants of the area; workers responsible for salvage, transplantation, seeding, and 
maintenance must be qualified in nursery or landscaping practice;  

 For special-status plant locations to be avoided by adjusting work area, the Designated Biologist will 
designate and mark a buffer area surrounding the location and will be responsible for monitoring 
the site throughout the construction phase of the project; 

 Review the qualifications and recommendations of the contracted Reclamation Specialist, and 
support coordination among the Reclamation Specialist, resource agencies, and project owner.  

 Review plans and recommendations made by the Reclamation Specialist;  

 Review planting materials, erosion control materials, and other materials to ensure weed-free 
certification; 

 Communicating with the project owner and resource agencies regarding reclamation and 
revegetation activities;  
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 Coordinating reclamation activities with other project activities including construction and 
maintenance work as well as mitigation and compliance requirements such as implementing the 
Integrated Weed Management Plan; 

 Annual O&M phase inspection to identify accumulated dead vegetation, wildlife attractants, barren 
soils or other areas susceptible to erosion or likely dust sources; coordinate with Reclamation 
Specialist to implement site treatment as needed   

 Prepare and submitting monitoring reports.  

7.2 Reclamation Specialist 

The Reclamation Specialist, to be designated by the project owner in coordination with the Designated 
Biologist, will be responsible for site-specific reclamation activities and for supporting the Designated 
Biologist in managing and implementing this Vegetation Resources Management Plan, as follows:  

 Review all temporary disturbance sites to evaluate soil compaction, vegetation condition, 
susceptibility to erosion, weed invasion, or as dust sources, and specify site-specific treatments such 
as erosion control, soil treatment, decompaction, mulch application, or reseeding for each site; 

 During O&M phase, review barren soils or other areas identified by the Designated Biologist to 
evaluate soil compaction, vegetation condition, susceptibility to erosion, weed invasion, or as dust 
sources, and specify site-specific treatments such as erosion control, soil treatment, decompaction, 
mulch application, or reseeding for each site;  

 Estimate overall project seed requirements; update estimates as needed; and coordinate with the 
Designated Biologist and project owner to obtain and maintain seed inventory;  

 Oversee and manage site treatments, including soils, erosion control, reseeding, and other 
requirements;  

 Oversee monitoring and evaluate success at each reclamation or revegetation site;  

 Plan and direct follow-up remedial work as needed to meet success criteria; 

 Prepare and submit annual reports to the project owner and resource agencies in coordination with 
the Designated Biologist.  
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1.0 Introduction  

enXco proposes to develop the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) on 1,208 acres of public lands 
administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in unincorporated Riverside County, 
approximately 5 miles north of Desert Center, California. The BLM and the County of Riverside are 
reviewing the Project, pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (BLM 2012).  

This Closure and Reclamation Plan was prepared as an appendix to the DHSP Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS). It describes enXco’s reclamation strategy for the project area after closure of the solar 
generating facility. This reclamation strategy is intended to minimize adverse long-term effects to native 
vegetation, soils, and habitat, while recognizing that the primary mitigation for these impacts is the 
acquisition and long-term protection of off-site vegetation and habitat, described in Mitigation Measure 
MM VEG-6 of the DEIS (BLM 2012). This plan addresses the revegetation of sites to be disturbed for the 
life of the project. Reclamation and revegetation of areas to be temporarily disturbed during 
construction activities are addressed in a separate Vegetation Resources Management Plan (VRMP; 
Aspen 2012a). In addition, invasive weeds in the project area will be controlled throughout the life of 
the project according to the DHSP Integrated Weed Management Plan (IWMP; Appendix C.9 of the 
DEIS). This plan supplements both the VRMP and IWMP. Together, they describe the overall approach to 
vegetation management, weed management, and site closure and reclamation to be implemented over 
the life of the DHSP.  

The objective of project decommissioning and reclamation is to remove the installed power generation 
equipment and return the site to a condition that would maximize vegetation recovery over time. The 
disturbance sites will be revegetated to stabilize soils; maximize the likelihood of vegetation recovery 
over time; and minimize soil erosion, dust generation, and weed invasions.  

Most of the project’s disturbance will be within the solar facility site; disturbed areas include access 
roads and other project facilities, summarized below and described in Chapter 2 of the EIS. enXco’s 
proposed generator transmission line (gen-tie line) to the Red Bluff Substation would be constructed on 
poles shared with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) gen-tie line. For purposes of environmental 
impact review, the Desert Harvest EIS conservatively assumes the enXco would construct the entire gen-
tie line under non-cumulative conditions, but would share the poles of the DSSF gen-tie line under 
cumulative conditions. The DSSF Project, now under construction, is located to the immediate north of 
the DHSP site (Figures 1 and 2). The DSSF was approved in August 2011 (BLM 2011a; 2011b) and will 
occupy 3,761 acres when completed.  

2.0 Project Description 

2.1 Site Location 

The DHSP site is located in the upper Chuckwalla Valley, on public lands administered by the BLM in 
unincorporated Riverside County, approximately 5 miles north of Desert Center, California (Township 4 
South, Range 15 East, Sections 25, 26, 27, USGS 7.5’ Victory Pass and East of Victory Pass quadrangles). 
The Right-of-Way (ROW) Application consists of two non-contiguous parcels (Figures 1 and 2). The total 
solar facility project area is 1,208 acres, consisting of 1,053 acres in the larger parcel, and 155 acres in 
the smaller one. The DEIS analyzes 4 solar project alternatives, including the proposed project, and 4 
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gen-tie line alternatives. This section of the Closure and Reclamation Plan briefly summarizes the 
proposed project and the alternatives.  

The site is undeveloped, natural open space. The surrounding area consists primarily of public lands 
managed by the BLM, with scattered smaller private land parcels to the south and east. Public lands to 
the west of Kaiser Road, west of the Desert Harvest site, are within a BLM Desert Wildlife Management 
Area (DWMA), designated in the Northern & Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan 
(NECO; BLM and CDFG 2002). The Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA), also 
designated in the NECO, is generally east of the site, but 47 acres of the WHMA are within the project 
site (see Figure 3).  Some of the private lands to the south and west have been developed as residential 
and agricultural lands uses. These include active and inactive jojoba fields, rural residential lands, and 
the community of Lake Tamarisk.  

Two vegetation types cover the proposed solar facility site and generator tie-line Alternatives B, C, and D 
(Figures 4 and 5): Creosote Bush Scrub and Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland (also described as 
Desert Dry Wash Woodland or as Microphyll Woodland in other references). These two vegetation types 
are described in Section 3.3 of the EIS. There also are additional disturbed areas along the generator tie-
line alignments, particularly alignment Alternative D, which crosses disused agricultural lands over part 
of its length. Generator tie-line alignment Alternative E, located farther to the east, crosses two 
additional vegetation or habitat types: active sand dunes and creosote bush scrub on partially stabilized 
sand fields (Figure 5). These vegetation types are also described in Section 3.3 of the EIS. 

2.2 Structures and Facilities 

Solar Facility  

The proposed solar facility would consist of several main components, including solar PV arrays, 
electrical infrastructure, an operations and maintenance (O&M) facility, either on- or off-site, and 
security such as fencing and lighting. The solar PV arrays would cover the majority of the project area. 

enXco proposes to use site preparation techniques that would minimize the required volume of earth 
movement, including a “disc and roll” technique that uses farm tractors to till the soil over much of the 
solar facility site and then roll it level; as well as “micrograding” or “isolated cut and fill and roll” of other 
areas of the site to trim off high spots and use the material to fill in low spots. The entire solar field 
would be impacted by some form of soil disturbance, either from compaction, micro-grading, or disc-
and-roll grading. Panel foundations would permanently disturb 10 acres of on-site soils. Internal access 
roads would permanently disturb 210 acres. Installed panels would shade up to approximately 1,000 
acres.  

The rows of panels would be spaced to prevent shading of adjacent panel rows and to allow access 
between the rows for panel maintenance. Access roads 14 to 20 feet wide would run east to west, and 
14 foot wide roads would run north to south to allow fire and vehicular access for the maintenance of 
the electrical facilities. 

Vegetation would be allowed to re-grow within the solar panel field. It would not be allowed to grow 
above 18 inches underneath the panels, to minimize attraction to wildlife, prevent fire hazard, and 
prevent disruption of panel performance.  

O&M activities would require periodic access to the project components via the on-site road network. 
Roads would be maintained to minimize fugitive dust and prevent erosion. The access roads would be 
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maintained free from significant vegetation through the use of targeted herbicide application, 
occasional scarifying, or weeding to reduce fire hazard and allow access to the panel arrays. These 
activities are described in the Draft IWMP (DEIS Appendix C.10).  

The expected operational lifetime of the project is 30 years; however, the actual life of the project could 
be longer. Closure strategies may include temporary “mothballing”; removing old facilities and 
upgrading to newer solar technology; or complete removal of equipment and reclamation of the site to 
BLM-approved specifications. This Closure and Reclamation Plan is based on the presumption that the 
site would be fully decommissioned, including removal and demolition of above and below-ground 
structures; dismantling and removing concrete structures to a depth of 3 feet; removal of underground 
utilities within 3 feet of final grade; and excavation and removal of contaminated soils, if applicable. 

Gen-tie Line 

The proposed gen-tie alignment is described here and in the EIS as Alternative B. The proposed 
alignment is shown on Figures 1 and 2. Typical spans between poles would be approximately 900 to 
1,100 feet. Approximately 73 transmission structures would be built. Ground disturbance would also 
take place at splicing locations and other work sites during construction. Permanent access roads would 
be constructed to provide access for maintenance of the gen-tie, as needed. Permanent disturbance for 
gen-tie construction, O&M, and decommissioning would total approximately 92 acres. 

Although the EIS conservatively assumes construction of the gen-tie line by enXco under non–
cumulative conditions, enXco’s proposed gen-tie line would be on a shared ROW with the approved 
DSSF gen-tie line under cumulative conditions, and would be constructed on the same poles.  Stringing 
of enXco’s gen-tie line would take place concurrently with construction of First Solar’s gen-tie line if 
feasible, and would require no additional equipment, personnel, or time beyond that already required 
and approved for First Solar’s gen-tie line.  The same access roads would be used for maintenance of 
both companies’ conductors, and the conductors would be maintained concurrently using the same 
maintenance service provider.  

If decommissioning for both gen-tie conductors is concurrent, then DHSP gen-tie construction would 
result in no ground disturbance beyond areas to be disturbed for the approved DSSF. Any remediation, 
revegetation or reclamation of work sites would be completed according to requirements of the 
approved DSSF project. If the DHSP gen-tie line is constructed on a different alignment (Alternatives C, 
D, or E as analyzed in the EIS) or if the DHSP gen-tie conductors are decommissioned separately from 
the DSSF gen-tie, then enXco will implement reclamation and revegetation as described in this Closure 
and Decommissioning Plan.  

3.0 Existing Site Conditions 

3.1 Surrounding Land Uses  

The area in the immediate vicinity of the Project site is largely vacant and undeveloped. The existing 
development in the surrounding area includes the rural community of Desert Center, California; Lake 
Tamarisk Desert Resort; the Eagle Mountain Mine; and DSSF, an approved neighboring solar project 
currently under construction. Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) surrounds the upper Chuckwalla Valley 
on the north, east, and west. To the north, the JTNP boundary is about 7 miles from the northern 
boundary of the Desert Harvest ROW, and about 4.5 miles north of the approved Desert Sunlight project 
boundary. The Coxcomb Mountains, in the southeastern corner of JTNP, are located about 1.8 miles 
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northeast of the northeastern corner of the Desert Harvest ROW. To the west, the JTNP boundary is 
about 3.5 miles from the western boundary of the Desert Harvest site. 

3.2 Topography 

The proposed solar facility site is on the bajada downslope from Eagle Mountains and Coxcomb 
Mountains, at approximately 600 feet elevation. The northwestern Chuckwalla Valley is a broad alluvial 
(water transported) system, fed by numerous alluvial fans higher in the watershed. This system flows 
east and southeast across the site, as a series of many small, braided drainage channels. The site is 
within a closed basin draining to Palen Dry Lake.  The DHSP site is located within the Hayfield Planning 
Area of the Colorado River Basin region (Colorado River Basin RWQCB, 2006). 

3.3 Climate 

The Sonoran (or Colorado) Desert has a typical desert climate, having extreme daily temperature 
changes, low annual precipitation, strong seasonal winds, and mostly clear skies. The Colorado Desert 
experiences more summer precipitation than the northern deserts, and although annual precipitation is 
low overall, a substantial portion of it falls during August and September, usually as brief and intense 
thunderstorms.  Average annual rainfall recorded at the Eagle Mountain weather station (Station No. 
042598), located approximately 2.5 miles west of the solar facility site, is 3.68 inches (9.35 cm; WRCC, 
2012).  Average daily summer high temperatures are above 100 degrees Fahrenheit and average daily 
winter low temperatures are in the 40s.    

3.4 Soils  

The DHSP site has not been surveyed by the Natural Resource Conservation Service. Therefore, 
interpretation of soils on the DHSP site are based on field observations and on soils descriptions from 
the DSSF project, just north of the DHSP site. That analysis included a 2009 geotechnical study (BLM, 
2011a). It found that soils were generally uniform and sandy in texture. Soils encountered during the 
DSSF geotechnical survey of the surrounding area consist of sand dune deposit, younger alluvium, and 
older alluvium. The older alluvium was slightly moist, likely due to winter rain infiltration and in a 
medium dense to dense condition, while the sand dune deposits were generally soft and dry (BLM, 
2011a). Soils in the 2009 geotechnical study exhibited low to very severe resistivity and were classified 
as having a very low expansion potential (BLM, 2011). Soil textures and vegetation cover are similar on 
the DHSP site (BLM, 2012). The DHSP site also contains desert pavement (BLM, 2012). Desert pavements 
are areas with rock fragments of pebble to cobble size that cover an underlying layer of sand, silt, or 
clay.  Desert pavement areas typically have little or no vegetation cover. The extent to which desert 
pavement reduces wind erosion and resulting fugitive dust depends on the density of the rock 
fragments covering the underlying soil. 

3.5 Vegetation 

Aspen biologists mapped vegetation on the Project site during September and October 2011. Two 
vegetation types cover the Project site (Figure 3): Creosote Bush Scrub (Larrea tridentata Shrubland Alli-
ance) and Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Parkinsonia floridum–Olneya tesota Woodland 
Alliance) as described in Sawyer et al., 2009. The Creosote Bush Scrub vegetation is a subset of the 
Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub as described by Holland (1986), and Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland 
is a subset of Holland’s description of “Desert Dry Wash Woodland.” There are small areas where 
natural vegetation has been removed or disturbed for roads and other land uses. 
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Creosote Bush Scrub (Bajada/Alluvial Landforms) 

The Creosote Bush Scrub on the solar facility site is characterized by low diversity of shrub species with 
relatively wide spacing of shrubs and usually bare ground between the shrubs. The dominant species in 
this vegetation is creosote bush (Larrea tridentata). Associated species include white bursage (Ambrosia 
dumosa), brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), and big galleta grass (Pleuraphis rigida). This vegetation type 
also supports a diverse assemblage of seasonal annuals, including desert sunflower (Geraea canescens), 
desert dandelion (Malacothrix glabrata), several pincushion species (Chaenactis spp.) and several 
species of cryptantha (Cryptantha spp.). The areas mapped as Creosote Bush Scrub also include areas of 
desert pavement with relatively sparse cover of low-statured creosote bush and seasonal annuals such 
as devil’s spineflower (Chorizanthe rigida), kidneyleaf buckwheat (Eriogonum reniforme), and Emory’s 
rock daisy (Perityle emoryi). 

Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland (Dry Wash Landforms) 

Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland occurs throughout the Project area, primarily in dry washes. This 
vegetation type is characterized by the presence of desert ironwood (Olneya tesota) and blue palo verde 
(Parkinsonia floridum). Additional tree species such as smoketree (Psorothamnus spinosus) and cat claw 
acacia (Acacia greggii) also occur but are uncommon. Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland is one of 
several communities included within broader vegetation types called desert wash woodland or 
microphyll woodland (Holland, 1986; Schoenherr and Burk, 2007). Vegetation in desert washes are 
generally taller, up to approximately 9 meters (30 feet) in height, and denser than those of surrounding 
desert habitats, with the height of the wash vegetation proportional to the size of the arroyo 
(Laudenslayer, 1988). Understory vegetation within these woodlands is composed of species such as big 
galleta grass, cheesebush (Ambrosia salsola), and desert lavender (Hyptis emoryi). Blue Palo Verde–
Ironwood Woodlands on the site match the Desert Wash wildlife habitat described by Laudenslayer 
(1988). 

The temporary impacts of some construction work (e.g., at gen-tie tower sites and throughout the solar 
facility, after panels are installed) are analyzed as long-term impacts to vegetation and habitat in the EIS. 
The DHSP’s long-term and permanent impacts to native vegetation and habitat will be mitigated mainly 
through off-site acquisition and preservation of habitat. Therefore, the goal of this reclamation/
revegetation effort will be to prevent further degradation of disturbed sites, but not to restore pre-
disturbance habitat values. The disturbance sites will be revegetated to stabilize soils; maximize the 
likelihood of vegetation recovery over time; and minimize soil erosion, dust generation, and weed 
invasions, according to Mitigation Measure VEG-5. This section of the Closure and Reclamation Plan 
conforms to those requirements.  

4.0 Decommissioning and Reclamation 

The life of the Project is expected to be at least 30 years. When the Project has reached the limit of 
utility, it will be decommissioned and project sites will be reclaimed. Reclamation will be according to 
methods described in Section 5.0 and modified by lessons learned during the 30-year period between 
initial commercial operations and decommissioning (adaptive management). Decommissioning of the 
Project will be coordinated with the BLM. Decommissioned and reclaimed material will be sold to offset 
the costs of reclamation. 

The overall decommissioning strategy will include the following major elements:  
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 Recycling of as much material as is feasible at that time. Removing all structures and facilities as 
specified below.  

 Foundations will be removed to a depth of 3 feet below grade. Removed foundation material will be 
demolished and hauled to a permitted facility for disposal or become property of the demolition 
contractor. Demolition contractors will be required to remove materials of which they may choose to 
take ownership otherwise the materials will be disposed of at permitted facilities.  

 Foundations deeper than 3 feet below grade will be abandoned in place.  

 Solar array rack posts will be removed and salvaged.  

 Voids created by foundation or post removal will be filled with surrounding soil.  

 Crushed rock surfacing will be spread during recontouring of the surface to reestablish drainage 
patterns.  

 Any fuel, lubricant or hazardous material spill will be remediated to current regulatory standards.  

 For the modules, a take back or recycling program will be in place which will collect and recycle the 
solar modules at the end of their useful life. In general, the project owner will dismantle the arrays 
carefully to avoid breakage of the panels and ship the panels to the manufacturer’s nearest storage 
facility to be re-used or recycled.  

 The site will be re-contoured using standard grading equipment to maximize the likelihood of 
vegetation recovery over time; and minimize soil erosion, dust generation, and weed invasions.  

The project owner will document implementation of the plan and compliance with environmental 
requirements. Monitoring of the site will continue for five years following the completion of 
decommissioning in order to assess achievement of the success criteria. 

5.0 Reclamation Methods 

Prior to initiating decommissioning activities, the project owner will contract with a qualified 
Reclamation Specialist to evaluate and prescribe specific reclamation measures throughout the project 
area. The Reclamation Specialist will coordinate with the project Designated Biologist and with the 
project owner to ensure that the prescriptions are implemented as written. 

5.1 Site Preparation 

enXco does not anticipate substantial grading or soil removal. Therefore, this Plan does not include 
measures for topsoil salvage, storage, or replacement. Any trenches, bores, or other excavations created 
during decommissioning activities will be filled to natural grade using local soils.  

Reclamation work will be determined on a site-by-site basis, based on the advantages and 
disadvantages of soil treatment or site preparation methods to restore natural contours, protect the site 
from erosion damage by wind or water, and maximize likelihood of vegetation recovery. The specific site 
preparation measures will be determined prior to the start of the reclamation work in coordination with 
the BLM reclamation staff. 

Soil decompaction can increase soil vulnerability to weeds or erosion, increase dust, or cause further 
damage to surviving rootstocks that may be present. The Reclamation Specialist will evaluate soil 
compaction and prescribe either no treatment, limited treatment using hand tools, light harrowing or 
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disking with a tractor, or deeper disking or ripping, depending on specific circumstances. Where soil 
decompaction is implemented, follow-up measures to control dust and erosion will also be prescribed. 
Surface treatment such as soil imprinting may be prescribed, based on the extent of areas to be 
reseeded, soil condition, and availability of imprinting or similar equipment.  

Where decommissioning or prior project-related disturbance causes alterations to natural channel 
morphology or runoff patterns, the Reclamation Specialist will prescribe recontouring or other measures 
such as hay bales, straw wattles, or other erosion control materials. Consistent with the IWMP, any such 
materials to be used at any project work site shall be certified weed free.  

Where feasible, mulch used for erosion control will be produced from native vegetation cleared from 
the site. The Reclamation Specialist may recommend stockpiling the vegetation removed during 
decommissioning, for replacement onto the site either as crushed mulch, or as “vertical mulch” to 
reduce sun and wind exposure to the soil surface and germinating plants.  

5.2 Plant Materials 

enXco may re-seed reclamation areas with a native seed mix. The determination whether to re-seed 
and, if so, seeding rates (i.e., pounds per acre) will be made by the Reclamation Specialist, based on the 
nature of disturbance and condition of soils and evidence (if any) of re-sprouting from remaining 
rootstocks. The seed mix will consist primarily or exclusively of native early-successional species, listed 
below. There will be no re-seeding on sites where decommissioning and prior project activities left 
sufficient native vegetation in place, or where vegetation has recovered to meet the success criteria 
listed below (Section 5.5).  

enXco will arrange for adequate seed supplies well in advance of scheduled seeding for each disturbed 
site. Due to the unpredictable rainfall and drought conditions throughout the Sonoran Desert region, 
seed cannot be reliably collected or acquired in any given year. Immediately following notification to 
BLM of planned closure, the Reclamation Specialist or Designated Biologist will estimate the total 
number of acres to be reseeded, and determine quantities of seed needed. enXco will collect seed, or 
will contract with suppliers or collectors, to acquire and store enough seed for all projected reseeding 
work. The Reclamation Specialist will be responsible for maintain a seed inventory based on the sample 
format shown in Table 1.  

Table 1: Sample seed inventory management format.  
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The seed mix will consist of the following species, all of which are characteristic early-successional 
species in the Sonoran desert. 

 Desert needlegrass (Stipa [Achnatherum] speciosa)  

 Brittlebush (Encelia farinosa)  

 Cheesebush (Hymenoclea [Ambrosia] salsola) 

 Burrobush (Ambrosia dumosa)  

Total seeding rate will be no less than 20 pounds per acre. Specific proportions will be based upon seed 
availability and recommendations of the Reclamation Specialist. Depending on seed availability, other 
native species occurring on the site or nearby at similar exposure and elevation may be selected to 
replace those above. Any plant material used in revegetation must be locally native, and must occur on 
or near the project site. All seed to be used in revegetation will originate from the Sonoran Desert region 
of California, between approximately sea level and 2,500 feet elevation. enXco will require the supplier 
to provide location and elevation for each seed lot, and will not purchase or use seed originating outside 
these geographic and elevational bounds. Any seed from vendors or contracted collectors will be 
certified weed free. The project owner may collect seed on-site from remnant native vegetation. The 
collection of adequate seed supplies will likely necessitate repeated visits to any given collection area, 
depending on seasonality and annual productivity of the target plants. The project owner will be 
responsible for acquiring adequate seed to implement this plan. Seed collections by the project owner 
or its contractors or vendors will be made according to the following guidelines.  

 Seed collection from plants to be removed or mown for project construction will be unrestricted. 

 No seed will be collected from designated Wilderness Areas, DWMAs, WHMAs, or critical habitat, 
except within any approved project disturbance areas (i.e., gen-tie work sites or the 47-acre WHMA 
area within the solar facility site).  

 Any seed collection on public lands other than the proposed Project site will be done under 
authorization from the BLM.  

 No more than 40 percent of seeding plants in any collection area (excluding project disturbance areas) 
will be harvested. No more than 10 percent of mature seed on any single plant will be harvested.  

 Access to collection areas will be via open, designated routes, or on foot; there will be no cross-
county vehicle travel. 

 Collectors will record and track seed lots, including collection date, collection location, elevation, 
dominant species at location, stand conditions, test data, bulk weight, and net weight (as pure live 
seed). 

5.3 Seeding Methods and Schedule 

Seeding methods and schedule will be prescribed by the Reclamation Specialist on a site by site basis, in 
coordination with BLM. Seeding methods may employ equipment (such as seed drill or hydroseeding 
equipment) for large areas. Some reclamation sites may be small or inaccessible to equipment. In these 
areas, seed will be broadcast using manually operated cyclone-type bucket spreaders, mechanical seed 
spreaders, blowers, or rubber-tired all-terrain vehicles equipped with mechanical broadcast spreaders. 
Seed in the spreader hoppers will be mixed to discourage separation of the component seed types. 
Where broadcast seeding is employed, seeded areas may be raked or harrowed to cover the seed, at the 
direction of the project Reclamation Specialist.  
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Re-seeding will be scheduled to minimize potential seed loss to granivorous birds and small mammals 
and maximize exposure to seasonal rainfall. Seeding will be done in late summer or early fall, to ensure 
that seed is in place prior to the onset of seasonal rain in late fall or early winter. Later seeding is likely 
to result in failed germination due to inadequate moisture availability.  

Due to the arid climate and variable rainfall, germination and establishment success of seeded plants is 
not predictable. Low germination success in the first year following re-seeding may be consistent with 
the goal of this plan (i.e., to prevent or minimize further site degradation) during dry years, when 
erosion and weed cover are not problematic. However, enXco may need to take additional measures to 
minimize dust generation from sites where adequate plant cover does not re-establish (see monitoring 
and remediation measures below).  

5.4 Reclamation and Revegetation Site Maintenance  

Reclamation and revegetation sites will not be irrigated. The sites will be monitored for weed presence 
and abundance, and weed control will be implemented as needed, according to the project IWMP. 
Additional maintenance activities will consist of erosion control, soil stabilization, or other measures as 
needed, to be based on the results of monitoring.  

5.5 Success Criteria  

If the following success criteria have not been met within three years following recontouring and other 
reclamation activities, the project owner will be responsible for implementing remediation measures as 
needed. Following remediation work, the site will be subject to the success criteria and monitoring 
period as required for the initial reclamation, revegetation, or restoration. 

1. At least 60 percent of the species observed within the reclamation areas will be native species that 
naturally occur in local desert scrub habitats.  

2. Cover and density of non-native plant species within the reclamation areas will be no more than 
twice (2x) their cover and density in comparable adjacent lands that have not been disturbed by the 
project.  

3. Soil stability and potential for erosion or dust source will be comparable to adjacent lands that have 
not been disturbed by the project.  

5.6 Monitoring, Remediation, and Reporting  

Following implementation of reclamation and/or revegetation measures, each temporarily disturbed 
site will be monitored annually to evaluate success, in terms of the success criteria above. Monitoring 
will continue for a period of no less than three years or until the defined success criteria are achieved. 
Remediation activities (such as additional planting, removal of non-native invasive species, or erosion 
control) will be taken during the 3-year period if necessary to ensure the success of the reclamation 
effort. If the site fails to meet the performance criteria after the 3-year maintenance and monitoring 
period, monitoring and remedial activities will continue on a yearly basis until the criteria are met.  

If a fire or flood damages a reclamation site within the monitoring period, the project owner will be 
responsible for a one-time replacement. If a second fire or flood occurs, no replanting will be required 
unless the damage is caused by the project owner’s activity (as determined by BLM or other firefighting 
agency investigation). 
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Throughout the decommissioning phase and for a minimum of 3 years following completion of 
decommissioning, the Designated Biologist and Reclamation Specialist will be responsible for providing 
annual Closure and Reclamation Progress Reports to the BLM, CDFG, USFWS, and JTNP for review and 
approval. Each annual report will include the following contents:  

 Brief summary of decommissioning status, with a list of all sites treated or monitored during the 
preceding year  

 Summary of reclamation progress and results since previous report, including a map of all reclamation 
activity since previous report. 

 Seed inventory: accounting of materials acquired or used since previous report and materials needed 
for coming 5 year period. 

 Monitoring results: Summarize monitoring results and completion status for all sites.  

 Recommendations as applicable for remedial work such as reseeding, erosion control, weed control, 
or other maintenance activity. 

 Representative site photographs.  

 Notation of any other pertinent concerns (e.g., vehicle trespass, etc.).  

 A comparison of annual success criteria with field conditions, identify any shortcomings, and 
recommend remedial measures necessary for the success of the Plan.  

5.7 Adaptive Management 

Adaptive management will be implemented in the event of unforeseen or probable but unpredictable 
circumstances. Adaptive management is defined for the purposes of this plan as a flexible, iterative 
approach to the long-term management of the site. It will be directed over time by the results of 
ongoing monitoring activities and direct observation of environmental stressors that are producing 
adverse results within the site. Adaptive management will include use of monitoring data gathered in 
the field during the plan to assess the health and vigor of the reclamation sites. Following an event that 
causes damage to all or part of the site, these data will be used in part to drive management con-
siderations for repair of the damaged areas. Individual environmental stressors such as flooding or 
prolonged drought could require additional measures be conducted to ensure success. 

6.0 Financing of Decommissioning and Reclamation 

enXco affirms its obligation to decommission and restore this site as described in Section 4.0 of this 
document. enXco will purchase a performance bond or similar security to be issued by an insurance 
company or financial institution to guarantee the satisfactory decommissioning and reclamation of the 
project site. The bond will be obtained prior to the start of construction and will be structured such that 
the security will be returned to the project owner upon completion of the decommissioning and 
reclamation activities (with an amount held in reserve until the reclamation monitoring is complete).  
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To: District Manager, California Desert District, Bureau of Land Management, 
Moreno Valley, California 
~ttention: Kim Marsden, Wildlife Biologist 

From: t\..~istant Field Supervisor, 
ff Palm Springs, California 

a 

United States Department ofthe Interior 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Ecological Services 


Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office 
777 East Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite 208 

Palm Springs, California 92262 
In Reply Refer To: 
FWS-ERIV-1 OB0593-12T A403 

JUN 1 3 2012 

Memorandum: 

Subject: 	 Request for Initiation of Formal Section 7 Consultation on the Proposed Desert 
Harvest Solar Power Project, Riverside County, California 

This memorandum acknowledges that we received on May 10, 2012, the initiation request for 
formal consultation, dated May 8, 2012, pursuant to section 7 of the Endangered Species Act 
(Act) of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
proposes to issue a right-of-way grant to enXco, a subsidiary ofEDF Energies Nouvelles, for the 
Desert Harvest Solar Project, to construct, operate, maintain, and decommission a !50-megawatt 
photovoltaic solar energy facility and related infrastructure in unincorporated Riverside County, 
California. The BLM determined that the proposed project is likely to adversely affect the 
threatened Mojave desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii). 

The biological assessment (BA) has sufficient biological information for us to initiate 
consultation but does not include enough information for us to complete consultation with a 
comprehensive analysis of impacts for the entire project. To complete our analysis we will need 
clarification on several components of the project description. Communications from your staff 
indicate the applicant is considering the construction of an operations and maintenance (0 & M) 
facility within the vicinity of the proposed solar energy facility. The BA discusses two options 
for the proposed 0 & M facility: either onsite at the northwest corner of the proposed project site 
or using an unidentified existing commercial building within 10 miles of the proposed project 
site. To define the action area and assess project impacts, we will need to know the exact 
location of the 0 & M facility. Ifthe applicant intends to construct an off-site 0 & M facility, 
then please ensure that both the BA and draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) are updated 
and the documents include any relevant information needed for analysis, including pre-project 
surveys for listed species. 

It is our understanding that we are consulting on the project description in the BA and not the 
preferred alternative in the draft EIS. However, it is unclear how the Federal Energy Regulatory 
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Commission land withdrawal affects potential development on the disjunct southwestern parcel, 
and if developed, the means of electrical interconnection. Please clarify how the land withdrawal 
affects the availability of this parcel for development and the electrical method (above-ground or 
underground) of transmission, if developed. Lastly, the BA is ambiguous on many aspects of the 
project description, such as water source (trucking or on-site wells), concrete (trucking or on-site 
batch plant), and gravel supply (trucking or on-site source). Due to the adjacency ofthe 
proposed project to designated critical habitat along Kaiser Road, the number off-site vehicle 
trips is a necessary component for the analysis of vehicle traffic and associated mortality of 
desert tortoise. 

Section 7 allows the Service up to 90 calendar days to conclude formal consultation with your 
agency and an additional 45 calendar days to prepare our biological opinion. Assuming that all 
necessary project information is provided to the Service in a timely manner, we expect to provide 
you with our biological opinion no later than September 22, 2012. If we do not receive the 
additional information by August 8, 2012, this letter also functions as a request for your 
concurrence with a 60-day time extension, which would begin upon our receipt of the requested 
information, so that we will have adequate time to conduct a comprehensive impact analysis for 
the entire project. During the consultation process, we will continue to work cooperatively with 
your agency and the applicant to identify conservation measures to avoid and minimize impacts 
to desert tortoise and its habitat. 

As a reminder, the Act requires that after initiation of formal consultation, the Federal action 
agency may not make any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources that limits future 
options (50 CFR § 402.09). This practice insures agency actions do not preclude the formulation 
or implementation of reasonable and prudent alternatives that avoid jeopardizing the continued 
existence of endangered or threatened species or destroying or modifying their critical habitats. 

If you have any questions about this consultation or the consultation process in general, please 
contact Tera Baird of my staff at (760) 322-2070, extension 217. 
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Gila Woodpecker Focused Survey Report
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC) was contracted by Aspen Environmental Group 
(Aspen) to conduct focused surveys for the Gila Woodpecker (Melanerpes uropygialis) during 
the nesting season of 2012 for the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP), located in 
unincorporated Riverside County California.  The proposed project consists of the development 
of a 100-150 mega-watt photovoltaic panel solar power plant.   
 
On 27 December 2010, a Gila Woodpecker was observed by Chet McGaugh and Stephen J. 
Myers during setup of avian point count stations for DHSP.  This bird was seen in desert 
ironwood trees near the project site’s southeastern corner (see Aspen and AMEC 2012, Figures 
1 - 3).  No other observations of this species were made during the AMEC point count study, or 
during surveys for the Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) during spring 2010 and 2011 
(AMEC 2011a, 2011b, 2011c).   A sighting of Gila Woodpecker was reported on 28 September 
2010, approximately 2 miles west of the Desert Harvest site during field surveys for from the 
Desert Sunlight Project (eBird data).  Due to these sightings, the focused survey for the Gila 
Woodpecker was conducted to determine the presence or absence of the woodpecker during 
the nesting season. 
 
Gila Woodpecker Natural History Summary 
The Gila Woodpecker occurs in the southwestern United States and northwestern Mexico.  
Most Gila Woodpeckers in the U.S. occur in southern Arizona, with peripheral populations in 
extreme southeast California, extreme southern Nevada, and extreme southwestern New 
Mexico.  In California they are primarily known from the Lower Colorado River Valley and the 
Imperial Valley (Edwards and Schnell 2000).  They have also been found intermittently 
(presumably nesting) at Corn Springs, which is approximately 11 miles south-southeast of the 
DHSP site.  They were observed at Corn Springs during May 2012 (eBird data). 
 
Gila Woodpeckers are most often associated with saguaro cactus (Carnegiea gigantea), but 
also can occur in habitats with trees such as Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii), willow 
(Salix spp.), fan palm (Washingtonia spp.), mesquite (Prosopis spp.), blue palo verdes 
(Parkinsonia florida), and desert ironwood (Olneya tesota) (Grinnell and Miller 1944, Edwards 
and Schnell 2000). 
 
Gila Woodpeckers forage on a wide variety of insects, as well as fruits and berries of species 
such as saguaro, mistletoe (Phoradendron spp.), and box-thorn (Lycium spp.).  As with other 
species of woodpeckers, nesting is in cavities, and both sexes work on the excavations.  
Clutches of 4 to 5 eggs are laid, and the species has between one and three clutches per year.  
 
Early Californian ornithologists believed that the Gila Woodpecker was expanding its range 
northward from the Colorado River Valley in the 1930s and 1940s, but more recently it has 
declined in the state (Grinnell and Miller 1944, Garrett and Dunn 1981, Edwards and Schnell 
2000).  The California Fish and Game Commission listed it as Endangered in March 1988. 
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2.0 PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION 

The DHSP site is located on public lands administered by the BLM in unincorporated Riverside 
County, approximately 6 miles north of Desert Center, California (Township 4 South, Range 15 
East, Sections 25, 26, 27, USGS 7.5’ Victory Pass & East of Victory Pass quadrangles) (see 
Aspen and AMEC 2012, Figures 1 - 3).  The applicant, enXco Development Corporation (enXco) 
proposes to build a 100 -150 mega-watt photovoltaic solar power generating plant.  The Right of 
Way Application consists of two non-contiguous parcels. The northeastern parcel is 1,051 acres 
and the southwestern parcel is 157 acres. There are 180 acres of Blue Palo Verde –Ironwood 
Woodland (Sawyer et. al. 2009) on the DHSP project site. This habitat provides large blue palo 
verde trees and perhaps desert ironwoods suitable for Gila woodpecker nest excavation (Aspen 
and AMEC 2012).  
 
Site topography is mostly flat with elevations ranging from 583 to 675 feet above sea level.  
Soils vary from sandy alluvium to hard packed desert pavement. Onsite ephemeral drainages 
flow southeasterly towards Desert Center at a slope of less that 1%.   
 
Surrounding land uses include undeveloped natural open space to the west, north and south.  
Some of the lands to the southeast of the site were converted to agricultural uses (jojoba 
[Simmondsia chinensis] farming) in the past but now appear to be abandoned. 
 
3.0 METHODS 

No “official” survey protocol exists for the Gila Woodpecker.  AMEC ornithologists decided that a 
full coverage walking survey, utilizing vocalization playback, was the best strategy.  AMEC also 
determined that five survey visits to the project site, spaced at least two weeks apart, were 
adequate to locate Gila woopeckers if they were breeding on the site during the 2012 nesting 
season.  During each survey, the ornithologist walked all suitable habitat on the site (i.e., areas 
supporting potential nesting trees; primarily desert ironwood, with lesser numbers of blue palo 
verde).  Recorded Gila Woodpecker calls were played at spatial intervals of approximately 100 
meters, and care was taken to broadcast calls within 100 meters of all suitable habitat on the 
site.  During each period of playback, the biologist played approximately 2 minutes of calls, 
followed by 2-3 minutes of listening for responses.  The five surveys were conducted from late 
March through May, which is the peak period of breeding in southern California (Edwards and 
Schnell 2000). 
 
Prior to the field surveys, Myers consulted with Dr. Lawrence F. LaPré of the BLM to assure that 
this methodology was acceptable.  Dr. LaPré agreed that the methodology would allow for a 
thorough survey for Gila woodpecker at the project site. 
 
Table 1 includes the surveyors, survey dates, times, and weather variables. 
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Table 1.  
Desert Harvest Solar Project Focused Gila Woodpecker 2012 Survey Data 

Date Surveyor Time 
Temperature 

(°F) 

Cloud 

Cover (%) 

Wind Speed 

(mph) 

27 March CM 0815-1300 63-83 0 0-3 
9 April SJM  0530-1100 66-94 0 0-3 

23 April JFG 0620-1235 71-98 0 0-7 
10 May CM 0720-1230 82-97 0 0-4 
24 May SJM 0510-1025 73-93 0 0-10 

             Key to Surveyors: JFG = John F. Green, CM = Chet McGaugh, SJM = Stephen J. Myers 

 
A complete list of bird species detected during this study is included as Appendix 2.   
 
4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

No Gila Woodpeckers were detected during the focused surveys.  Based on the collective 
experience of the observers and published literature (Edwards and Schnell 2000, Garrett and 
Dunn 1981, Grinnell and Miller 1944), the site provides suitable habitat, though probably 
marginally so.  Most blue palo verde trees on the site are relatively small, but there are 
occasional trees large enough for woodpeckers to excavate cavities.  Decadent desert 
ironwoods, with large rotting trunks and branches may also be suitable for nesting cavity 
excavation.  Ash-throated Flycatchers (Myiarchus cinerascens) were observed using such 
cavities as nest sites in 2012 at a nearby project site. 
 
A total of 39 bird species was detected during the surveys (see Appendix 2). 
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APPENDIX A 

BIRD SPECIES LIST 

BIRDS AVES 

 
New World Quail Odontophoridae 

Gambel’s Quail Callipepla gambelii 
 
Cormorants Phalacrocoracidae 
     Double-crested Cormorant Phalacrocorax auritus 

 

New World Vultures Cathartidae 
Turkey Vulture Cathartes aura 

 
Ospreys Pandionidae 

Osprey Pandion haliaetus 

 

Hawks, Harriers, & Eagles Accipitridae 

Cooper’s Hawk Accipiter cooperii 

Swainson’s Hawk Buteo swainsoni 

Red-tailed Hawk Buteo jamaicensis 

 

Pigeons & Doves Columbidae 

Eurasian Collared-Dove (nonnative) Streptopelia decaocto 

White-winged Dove Zenaida asiatica 

Mourning Dove Zenaida macroura 
 
Cuckoos & Allies Cuculidae 

Greater Roadrunner Geococcyx californianus 
 
Goatsuckers Caprimulgidae 
      Lesser Nighthawk Chordeiles acutipennis 

      Common Poorwill Phalaenoptilus nuttallii 

 

Hummingbirds Trochilidae 
Anna’s Hummingbird Calypte anna 

Costa’s Hummingbird Calypte costae 
 
Woodpeckers Picidae 

Northern Flicker Colaptes auratus 
 

Tyrant Flycatchers Tyrannidae 

Hammond’s Flycatcher Empidonax hammondii 

Say’s Phoebe Sayornis saya 
Ash-throated Flycatcher  Myiarchus cinerascens 
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Shrikes Laniidae 

Loggerhead Shrike  Lanius ludovicianus 
 
Jays, Magpies, & Crows Corvidae 

Western Scrub-Jay Aphelocoma californica 
Common Raven  Corvus corax 

 
Swallows Hirundinidae 

Tree Swallow  Tachycineta bicolor 
Barn Swallow  Hirunda rustica 

 
Penduline Tits & Verdins Remizidae 

Verdin  Auriparus flaviceps 
 
Old World Warblers & Gnatcatchers Sylviidae 

Black-tailed Gnatcatcher  Polioptila melanura 

 
Mockingbirds, Thrashers, & Allies Mimidae 

Northern Mockingbird Mimus polyglottos 
 
Silky-Flycatchers Ptilogonatidae 

Phainopepla  Phainopepla nitens 
 
Parulidae Wood-Warblers 

Orange-crowned Warbler Oreothlypis celata 

Lucy’s Warbler Oreothlypis luciae 
Yellow-rumped Warbler  Setophaga coronate 

      Wilson’s Warbler Cardellina pusilla  

 

Emberizids Emberizidae 
Brewer’s Sparrow Spizella breweri 
Black-throated Sparrow  Amphispiza bilineata 

White-crowned Sparrow  Zonotrichia leucophrys 
 
Cardinals and Allies Cardinalidae  
      Western Tanager Piranga ludoviciana 
      Lazuli Bunting Passerina amoena 

 

Blackbirds & Allies Icteridae 
Bullock’s Oriole Icterus bullockii 

 
Finches Fringillidae 

House Finch  Carpodacus mexicanus 
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CalEEMod Version: CalEEMod.2011.1.1 Date: 11/9/2011 

Desert Harvest 
Riverside-Mojave Desert SCAQMD County, Annual 

1.0 Project Characteristics 

1.1 Land Usage 

Land Uses Size Metric 

General Light Industry 52620.5 1000sqft 

Industrial Park 130.7 1000sqft 

1.2 Other Project Characteristics 
Urbanization Rural Wind Speed (m/s) 2.6 Utility Company Southern California Edison 

Climate Zone 10 Precipitation Freq (Days) 28 

1.3 User Entered Comments 

Project Characteristics - 

Land Use - 1208 acres for entire construction, 3 acres for O&M Facility 

Construction Phase - Entire Construction Period, Phase 1 and Phase 2 

Off-road Equipment - Average daily usage calculated based on equipment provided by the applicant 

Off-road Equipment - Pump - Hydraulic Ram, Bore/Drill Rig - Pile Driver, Others - ATV, Power Screener, Cable Plow 

Trips and VMT - Average employee trips - 100, Truck Deliveries - 56, Vendor Trips - 3 water trucks*8 hours and 30 pickup trucks*12 hours, 15 mph each 

1 of 20 
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On-road Fugitive Dust - estimation 

Grading - 35,000 tons of equipment and materials, 1208 acres for two-year constructions 

Vehicle Trips - 16 employee commuting trips, 4 onsite pickup trucks, 3 water truck trips 

Vechicle Emission Factors - passenger 86%, pick up truck 12%, water truck 2% 

Vechicle Emission Factors - passenger 86%, pick up truck 12%, water truck 2% 

Vechicle Emission Factors - passenger 86%, pick up truck 12%, water truck 2% 

Road Dust - 160 mile / 7660 mile 

Consumer Products - lowest EF possible 

Area Coating - 250*(3/1211) 

Landscape Equipment - 

Energy Use - no operation for 1208 acres 

Water And Wastewater - no operation for 1208 acres 

Solid Waste - no operation for 1208 acres 

Construction Off-road Equipment Mitigation - 

Mobile Land Use Mitigation - 

Area Mitigation - 

Energy Mitigation - 

Water Mitigation - 

2.0 Emissions Summary 
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2.1 Overall Construction 

Unmitigated Construction 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Year tons/yr MT/yr 

2012 5.95 31.42 28.20 0.05 27.02 1.77 28.79 2.85 1.77 4.62 0.00 4,177.16 4,177.16 0.46 0.00 4,186.84 

2013 16.99 112.40 90.58 0.16 79.45 6.10 85.56 7.68 6.10 13.78 0.00 14,254.80 14,254.80 1.34 0.00 14,282.87 

2014 10.32 68.82 57.33 0.11 52.67 3.66 56.32 5.09 3.66 8.75 0.00 9,418.10 9,418.10 0.82 0.00 9,435.31 

Total 33.26 212.64 176.11 0.32 159.14 11.53 170.67 15.62 11.53 27.15 0.00 27,850.06 27,850.06 2.62 0.00 27,905.02 

Mitigated Construction 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Year tons/yr MT/yr 

2012 4.62 15.27 27.66 0.05 9.63 1.11 10.74 0.97 1.11 2.08 0.00 4,177.16 4,177.16 0.46 0.00 4,186.84 

2013 11.84 45.80 95.93 0.16 28.23 3.61 31.84 2.57 3.61 6.18 0.00 14,254.80 14,254.80 1.34 0.00 14,282.87 

2014 7.52 29.21 61.39 0.11 18.71 2.36 21.07 1.70 2.36 4.06 0.00 9,418.10 9,418.10 0.82 0.00 9,435.31 

Total 23.98 90.28 184.98 0.32 56.57 7.08 63.65 5.24 7.08 12.32 0.00 27,850.06 27,850.06 2.62 0.00 27,905.02 
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2.2 Overall Operational 

Unmitigated Operational 

Waste 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 326.54 0.00 326.54 19.30 0.00 731.79 

Mobile 0.42 0.46 4.55 0.01 8.94 0.03 8.97 0.85 0.03 0.88 0.00 549.34 549.34 0.04 0.00 550.12 

Area 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Energy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 406.40 406.40 0.02 0.01 408.95 

Water 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 1.53 0.46 4.55 0.01 8.94 0.03 8.97 0.85 0.03 0.88 326.54 955.74 1,282.28 19.36 0.01 1,690.86 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 
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2.2 Overall Operational 

Mitigated Operational 

Waste 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 326.54 0.00 326.54 19.30 0.00 731.79 

Mobile 0.42 0.46 4.55 0.01 8.94 0.03 8.97 0.85 0.03 0.88 0.00 549.34 549.34 0.04 0.00 550.12 

Area 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Energy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Water 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 1.53 0.46 4.55 0.01 8.94 0.03 8.97 0.85 0.03 0.88 326.54 549.34 875.88 19.34 0.00 1,281.91 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 

3.0 Construction Detail 

3.1 Mitigation Measures Construction 

Use Cleaner Engines for Construction Equipment 

Use DPF for Construction Equipment 

Use Oxidation Catalyst for Construction Equipment 

Use Soil Stabilizer 

Water Exposed Area 
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3.2 Material - 2012 

Unmitigated Construction On-Site 

Off-Road 4.54 25.46 16.36 0.03 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55 0.00 2,586.58 2,586.58 0.37 0.00 2,594.35 

Fugitive Dust 0.84 0.00 0.84 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 4.54 25.46 16.36 0.03 0.84 1.55 2.39 0.32 1.55 1.87 0.00 2,586.58 2,586.58 0.37 0.00 2,594.35 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 

Unmitigated Construction Off-Site 

Vendor 0.55 5.02 2.71 0.01 10.37 0.17 10.54 1.03 0.17 1.20 0.00 827.77 827.77 0.02 0.00 828.14 

Worker 0.85 0.84 9.09 0.01 0.71 0.05 0.76 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.00 747.39 747.39 0.07 0.00 748.93 

Hauling 0.01 0.10 0.03 0.00 15.10 0.00 15.10 1.47 0.00 1.47 0.00 15.42 15.42 0.00 0.00 15.43 

Total 1.41 5.96 11.83 0.02 26.18 0.22 26.40 2.53 0.22 2.75 0.00 1,590.58 1,590.58 0.09 0.00 1,592.50 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 
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3.2 Material - 2012 

Mitigated Construction On-Site 

Off-Road 3.21 9.32 15.82 0.03 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.00 2,586.58 2,586.58 0.37 0.00 2,594.35 

Fugitive Dust 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 3.21 9.32 15.82 0.03 0.33 0.89 1.22 0.12 0.89 1.01 0.00 2,586.58 2,586.58 0.37 0.00 2,594.35 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 

Mitigated Construction Off-Site 

Vendor 0.55 5.02 2.71 0.01 3.51 0.17 3.68 0.35 0.17 0.52 0.00 827.77 827.77 0.02 0.00 828.14 

Worker 0.85 0.84 9.09 0.01 0.71 0.05 0.76 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.00 747.39 747.39 0.07 0.00 748.93 

Hauling 0.01 0.10 0.03 0.00 5.08 0.00 5.09 0.47 0.00 0.47 0.00 15.42 15.42 0.00 0.00 15.43 

Total 1.41 5.96 11.83 0.02 9.30 0.22 9.53 0.85 0.22 1.07 0.00 1,590.58 1,590.58 0.09 0.00 1,592.50 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 
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3.3 Building Construction - 2013 

Unmitigated Construction On-Site 

Off-Road 13.32 96.53 58.59 0.11 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 0.00 9,513.40 9,513.40 1.08 0.00 9,536.14 

Total 13.32 96.53 58.59 0.11 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 0.00 9,513.40 9,513.40 1.08 0.00 9,536.14 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 

Unmitigated Construction Off-Site 

Vendor 1.32 13.48 6.77 0.03 31.49 0.45 31.94 3.13 0.45 3.58 0.00 2,509.90 2,509.90 0.05 0.00 2,510.89 

Worker 2.35 2.34 25.21 0.03 2.16 0.15 2.30 0.09 0.15 0.24 0.00 2,222.24 2,222.24 0.21 0.00 2,226.58 

Hauling 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.00 45.81 0.00 45.81 4.46 0.00 4.46 0.00 9.27 9.27 0.00 0.00 9.27 

Total 3.67 15.87 32.00 0.06 79.46 0.60 80.05 7.68 0.60 8.28 0.00 4,741.41 4,741.41 0.26 0.00 4,746.74 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 
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3.3 Building Construction - 2013 

Mitigated Construction On-Site 

Off-Road 8.17 29.93 63.93 0.11 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 0.00 9,513.40 9,513.40 1.08 0.00 9,536.14 

Total 8.17 29.93 63.93 0.11 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 0.00 9,513.40 9,513.40 1.08 0.00 9,536.14 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 

Mitigated Construction Off-Site 

Vendor 1.32 13.48 6.77 0.03 10.65 0.45 11.10 1.05 0.45 1.50 0.00 2,509.90 2,509.90 0.05 0.00 2,510.89 

Worker 2.35 2.34 25.21 0.03 2.16 0.15 2.30 0.09 0.15 0.24 0.00 2,222.24 2,222.24 0.21 0.00 2,226.58 

Hauling 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.00 15.42 0.00 15.43 1.43 0.00 1.43 0.00 9.27 9.27 0.00 0.00 9.27 

Total 3.67 15.87 32.00 0.06 28.23 0.60 28.83 2.57 0.60 3.17 0.00 4,741.41 4,741.41 0.26 0.00 4,746.74 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 
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3.3 Building Construction - 2014 

Unmitigated Construction On-Site 

Off-Road 8.22 59.46 38.32 0.07 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 0.00 6,305.81 6,305.81 0.66 0.00 6,319.77 

Total 8.22 59.46 38.32 0.07 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.30 0.00 6,305.81 6,305.81 0.66 0.00 6,319.77 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 

Unmitigated Construction Off-Site 

Vendor 0.67 7.90 3.69 0.02 20.87 0.26 21.13 2.08 0.26 2.34 0.00 1,662.15 1,662.15 0.03 0.00 1,662.71 

Worker 1.43 1.43 15.31 0.02 1.43 0.10 1.53 0.06 0.10 0.16 0.00 1,444.00 1,444.00 0.13 0.00 1,446.69 

Hauling 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 30.37 0.00 30.37 2.96 0.00 2.96 0.00 6.14 6.14 0.00 0.00 6.14 

Total 2.10 9.36 19.01 0.04 52.67 0.36 53.03 5.10 0.36 5.46 0.00 3,112.29 3,112.29 0.16 0.00 3,115.54 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 
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3.3 Building Construction - 2014 

Mitigated Construction On-Site 

Off-Road 5.42 19.84 42.38 0.07 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 6,305.81 6,305.81 0.66 0.00 6,319.77 

Total 5.42 19.84 42.38 0.07 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 0.00 6,305.81 6,305.81 0.66 0.00 6,319.77 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 

Mitigated Construction Off-Site 

Vendor 0.67 7.90 3.69 0.02 7.06 0.26 7.32 0.70 0.26 0.96 0.00 1,662.15 1,662.15 0.03 0.00 1,662.71 

Worker 1.43 1.43 15.31 0.02 1.43 0.10 1.53 0.06 0.10 0.16 0.00 1,444.00 1,444.00 0.13 0.00 1,446.69 

Hauling 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 10.22 0.00 10.22 0.95 0.00 0.95 0.00 6.14 6.14 0.00 0.00 6.14 

Total 2.10 9.36 19.01 0.04 18.71 0.36 19.07 1.71 0.36 2.07 0.00 3,112.29 3,112.29 0.16 0.00 3,115.54 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 

4.0 Mobile Detail 

4.1 Mitigation Measures Mobile 
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Unmitigated 0.42 0.46 4.55 0.01 8.94 0.03 8.97 0.85 0.03 0.88 0.00 549.34 549.34 0.04 0.00 550.12 

Mitigated 0.42 0.46 4.55 0.01 8.94 0.03 8.97 0.85 0.03 0.88 0.00 549.34 549.34 0.04 0.00 550.12 

Total NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 

4.2 Trip Summary Information
 

Industrial Park 78.42 78.42 78.42 1,070,433 1,070,433 

General Light Industry 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 78.42 78.42 78.42 1,070,433 1,070,433 

Average Daily Trip Rate Unmitigated Mitigated 

Land Use Weekday Saturday Sunday Annual VMT Annual VMT 

4.3 Trip Type Information
 

General Light Industry 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 

Industrial Park 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 

Miles Trip % 

Land Use H-W or C-W H-S or C-C H-O or C-NW H-W or C-W H-S or C-C H-O or C-NW 

5.0 Energy Detail
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5.1 Mitigation Measures Energy 

Install High Efficiency Lighting 

Percent of Electricity Use Generated with Renewable Energy 

Electricity 
Mitigated 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

NaturalGas 
Mitigated 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Electricity 
Unmitigated 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 406.40 406.40 0.02 0.01 408.95 

NaturalGas 
Unmitigated 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 
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5.2 Energy by Land Use - NaturalGas 

Unmitigated 

Industrial Park 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

General Light 
Industry 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

NaturalGas Use ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Land Use kBTU tons/yr MT/yr 

Mitigated 

Industrial Park 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

General Light 
Industry 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

NaturalGas Use ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Land Use kBTU tons/yr MT/yr 
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5.3 Energy by Land Use - Electricity 

Unmitigated 

Industrial Park 1.39718e+006 406.40 0.02 0.01 408.95 

General Light 
Industry 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 406.40 0.02 0.01 408.95 

Electricity Use ROG NOx CO SO2 Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Land Use kWh tons/yr MT/yr 

Mitigated 

Industrial Park 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

General Light 
Industry 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Electricity Use ROG NOx CO SO2 Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Land Use kWh tons/yr MT/yr 

6.0 Area Detail 

6.1 Mitigation Measures Area 

Use Low VOC Paint - Residential Interior 
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Use Low VOC Paint - Residential Exterior 

Use Low VOC Paint - Non-Residential Interior 

Use Low VOC Paint - Non-Residential Exterior 

No Hearths Installed 

Unmitigated 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Mitigated 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 
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6.2 Area by SubCategory 

Unmitigated 

Consumer 
Products 

0.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Landscaping 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Architectural 
Coating 

0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

SubCategory tons/yr MT/yr 

Mitigated 

Consumer 
Products 

0.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Landscaping 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Architectural 
Coating 

0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

SubCategory tons/yr MT/yr 

7.0 Water Detail 
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7.1 Mitigation Measures Water 

Apply Water Conservation Strategy 

Use Reclaimed Water 

Unmitigated 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Mitigated 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category tons/yr MT/yr 

7.2 Water by Land Use 

Unmitigated 

Industrial Park 0 / 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

General Light 
Industry 

0 / 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Indoor/Outdoor 
Use 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Land Use Mgal tons/yr MT/yr 
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7.2 Water by Land Use 

Mitigated 

Industrial Park 0 / 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

General Light 
Industry 

0 / 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Indoor/Outdoor 
Use 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Land Use Mgal tons/yr MT/yr 

8.0 Waste Detail 

8.1 Mitigation Measures Waste 

Category/Year 

Unmitigated 326.54 19.30 0.00 731.79 

Mitigated 326.54 19.30 0.00 731.79 

Total NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

tons/yr MT/yr 
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8.2 Waste by Land Use 

Unmitigated 

Industrial Park 1608.62 326.54 19.30 0.00 731.79 

General Light 
Industry 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 326.54 19.30 0.00 731.79 

Waste 
Disposed 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Land Use tons tons/yr MT/yr 

Mitigated 

Industrial Park 1608.62 326.54 19.30 0.00 731.79 

General Light 
Industry 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 326.54 19.30 0.00 731.79 

Waste 
Disposed 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Land Use tons tons/yr MT/yr 

9.0 Vegetation 
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CalEEMod Version: CalEEMod.2011.1.1 Date: 11/9/2011 

Desert Harvest 
Riverside-Mojave Desert SCAQMD County, Summer 

1.0 Project Characteristics 

1.1 Land Usage 

Industrial Park 130.7 1000sqft 

General Light Industry 52620.5 1000sqft 

Land Uses Size Metric 

1.2 Other Project Characteristics 
Urbanization Rural Wind Speed (m/s) 2.6 Utility Company Southern California Edison 

Climate Zone 10 Precipitation Freq (Days) 28 

1.3 User Entered Comments 

Project Characteristics - 

Land Use - 1208 acres for entire construction, 3 acres for O&M Facility 

Construction Phase - Entire Construction Period, Phase 1 and Phase 2 

Off-road Equipment - Average daily usage calculated based on equipment provided by the applicant 

Off-road Equipment - Pump - Hydraulic Ram, Bore/Drill Rig - Pile Driver, Others - ATV, Power Screener, Cable Plow 

Trips and VMT - Average employee trips - 100, Truck Deliveries - 56, Vendor Trips - 3 water trucks*8 hours and 30 pickup trucks*12 hours, 15 mph each 
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On-road Fugitive Dust - estimation 

Grading - 35,000 tons of equipment and materials, 1208 acres for two-year constructions 

Vehicle Trips - 16 employee commuting trips, 4 onsite pickup trucks, 3 water truck trips 

Vechicle Emission Factors - passenger 86%, pick up truck 12%, water truck 2% 

Vechicle Emission Factors - passenger 86%, pick up truck 12%, water truck 2% 

Vechicle Emission Factors - passenger 86%, pick up truck 12%, water truck 2% 

Road Dust - 160 mile / 7660 mile 

Consumer Products - lowest EF possible 

Area Coating - 250*(3/1211) 

Landscape Equipment - 

Energy Use - no operation for 1208 acres 

Water And Wastewater - no operation for 1208 acres 

Solid Waste - no operation for 1208 acres 

Construction Off-road Equipment Mitigation - 

Mobile Land Use Mitigation - 

Area Mitigation - 

Energy Mitigation - 

Water Mitigation - 

2.0 Emissions Summary 
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2.1 Overall Construction (Maximum Daily Emission) 

Unmitigated Construction 

2013 133.72 865.08 742.11 1.23 659.89 46.76 706.65 63.62 46.76 110.39 0.00 120,878.8 
6 

0.00 11.46 0.00 121,119.4 
7 

2014 122.54 799.15 704.92 1.23 659.89 42.30 702.18 63.62 42.30 105.92 0.00 120,484.0 
6 

0.00 10.61 0.00 120,706.8 
1 

2012 142.19 734.73 710.65 1.06 679.43 41.16 720.60 70.26 41.16 111.43 0.00 107,555.6 
5 

0.00 12.00 0.00 107,807.6 
3 

Total NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Year lb/day lb/day 

Mitigated Construction 

2013 94.27 354.63 783.09 1.23 234.74 27.67 262.41 21.20 27.67 48.88 0.00 120,878.8 
6 

0.00 11.46 0.00 121,119.4 
7 

2014 90.16 341.02 751.84 1.23 234.74 27.26 262.00 21.20 27.26 48.46 0.00 120,484.0 
6 

0.00 10.61 0.00 120,706.8 
1 

2012 111.29 359.15 698.13 1.06 242.37 25.84 268.21 23.80 25.84 49.64 0.00 107,555.6 
5 

0.00 12.00 0.00 107,807.6 
3 

Total NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Year lb/day lb/day 
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2.2 Overall Operational 

Unmitigated Operational 

Energy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Mobile 2.89 3.50 30.68 0.04 49.44 0.18 49.62 4.70 0.18 4.88 3,461.62 0.24 3,466.61 

Area 6.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 9.00 3.50 30.68 0.04 49.44 0.18 49.62 4.70 0.18 4.88 3,461.62 0.24 0.00 3,466.61 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 

Mitigated Operational 

Energy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Mobile 2.89 3.50 30.68 0.04 49.44 0.18 49.62 4.70 0.18 4.88 3,461.62 0.24 3,466.61 

Area 6.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 9.00 3.50 30.68 0.04 49.44 0.18 49.62 4.70 0.18 4.88 3,461.62 0.24 0.00 3,466.61 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 

3.0 Construction Detail 
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3.1 Mitigation Measures Construction 

Use Cleaner Engines for Construction Equipment 

Use DPF for Construction Equipment 

Use Oxidation Catalyst for Construction Equipment 

Use Soil Stabilizer 

Water Exposed Area 

3.2 Material - 2012 

Unmitigated Construction On-Site 

Off-Road 105.52 592.31 380.48 0.66 36.03 36.03 36.03 36.03 66,325.41 9.48 66,524.56 

Fugitive Dust 19.54 0.00 19.54 6.63 0.00 6.63 0.00 

Total 105.52 592.31 380.48 0.66 19.54 36.03 55.57 6.63 36.03 42.66 66,325.41 9.48 66,524.56 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 
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3.2 Material - 2012 

Unmitigated Construction Off-Site 

Vendor 12.90 118.31 67.44 0.20 261.39 3.90 265.29 25.94 3.90 29.84 21,270.14 0.45 21,279.60 

Worker 23.59 21.65 261.99 0.20 18.13 1.14 19.27 0.68 1.14 1.82 19,564.65 2.06 19,607.86 

Hauling 0.17 2.46 0.75 0.00 380.38 0.09 380.47 37.02 0.09 37.11 395.44 0.01 395.62 

Total 36.66 142.42 330.18 0.40 659.90 5.13 665.03 63.64 5.13 68.77 41,230.23 2.52 41,283.08 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 

Mitigated Construction On-Site 

Off-Road 74.62 216.73 367.96 0.66 20.71 20.71 20.71 20.71 0.00 66,325.41 9.48 66,524.56 

Fugitive Dust 7.62 0.00 7.62 2.58 0.00 2.58 0.00 

Total 74.62 216.73 367.96 0.66 7.62 20.71 28.33 2.58 20.71 23.29 0.00 66,325.41 9.48 66,524.56 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 
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3.2 Material - 2012
 

Mitigated Construction Off-Site 

Vendor 12.90 118.31 67.44 0.20 88.44 3.90 92.35 8.68 3.90 12.58 21,270.14 0.45 21,279.60 

Worker 23.59 21.65 261.99 0.20 18.13 1.14 19.27 0.68 1.14 1.82 19,564.65 2.06 19,607.86 

Hauling 0.17 2.46 0.75 0.00 128.18 0.09 128.27 11.86 0.09 11.95 395.44 0.01 395.62 

Total 36.66 142.42 330.18 0.40 234.75 5.13 239.89 21.22 5.13 26.35 41,230.23 2.52 41,283.08 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 

3.3 Building Construction - 2013
 

Unmitigated Construction On-Site
 

Off-Road 102.08 739.89 449.05 0.82 42.17 42.17 42.17 42.17 80,379.94 9.15 80,572.07 

Total 102.08 739.89 449.05 0.82 42.17 42.17 42.17 42.17 80,379.94 9.15 80,572.07 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 
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3.3 Building Construction - 2013 

Unmitigated Construction Off-Site 

Vendor 10.07 104.82 53.99 0.20 261.39 3.44 264.83 25.94 3.44 29.38 21,250.54 0.39 21,258.71 

Worker 21.53 19.94 238.93 0.20 18.13 1.14 19.27 0.68 1.14 1.82 19,170.07 1.92 19,210.34 

Hauling 0.03 0.43 0.14 0.00 380.37 0.02 380.39 37.01 0.02 37.03 78.32 0.00 78.35 

Total 31.63 125.19 293.06 0.40 659.89 4.60 664.49 63.63 4.60 68.23 40,498.93 2.31 40,547.40 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 

Mitigated Construction On-Site 

Off-Road 62.64 229.45 490.03 0.82 23.08 23.08 23.08 23.08 0.00 80,379.94 9.15 80,572.07 

Total 62.64 229.45 490.03 0.82 23.08 23.08 23.08 23.08 0.00 80,379.94 9.15 80,572.07 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 
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3.3 Building Construction - 2013
 

Mitigated Construction Off-Site 

Vendor 10.07 104.82 53.99 0.20 88.44 3.44 91.89 8.68 3.44 12.12 21,250.54 0.39 21,258.71 

Worker 21.53 19.94 238.93 0.20 18.13 1.14 19.27 0.68 1.14 1.82 19,170.07 1.92 19,210.34 

Hauling 0.03 0.43 0.14 0.00 128.17 0.02 128.18 11.85 0.02 11.86 78.32 0.00 78.35 

Total 31.63 125.19 293.06 0.40 234.74 4.60 239.34 21.21 4.60 25.80 40,498.93 2.31 40,547.40 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 

3.3 Building Construction - 2014
 

Unmitigated Construction On-Site
 

Off-Road 95.01 687.57 443.11 0.82 38.12 38.12 38.12 38.12 80,379.84 8.48 80,557.84 

Total 95.01 687.57 443.11 0.82 38.12 38.12 38.12 38.12 80,379.84 8.48 80,557.84 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 
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3.3 Building Construction - 2014 

Unmitigated Construction Off-Site 

Vendor 7.76 92.79 43.02 0.20 261.39 3.03 264.41 25.94 3.03 28.97 21,231.01 0.33 21,238.04 

Worker 19.74 18.42 218.67 0.20 18.13 1.14 19.27 0.68 1.14 1.82 18,794.93 1.79 18,832.62 

Hauling 0.03 0.37 0.12 0.00 380.37 0.01 380.39 37.01 0.01 37.02 78.28 0.00 78.31 

Total 27.53 111.58 261.81 0.40 659.89 4.18 664.07 63.63 4.18 67.81 40,104.22 2.12 40,148.97 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 

Mitigated Construction On-Site 

Off-Road 62.64 229.45 490.03 0.82 23.08 23.08 23.08 23.08 0.00 80,379.84 8.48 80,557.84 

Total 62.64 229.45 490.03 0.82 23.08 23.08 23.08 23.08 0.00 80,379.84 8.48 80,557.84 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 
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3.3 Building Construction - 2014 

Mitigated Construction Off-Site 

Vendor 7.76 92.79 43.02 0.20 88.44 3.03 91.47 8.68 3.03 11.71 21,231.01 0.33 21,238.04 

Worker 19.74 18.42 218.67 0.20 18.13 1.14 19.27 0.68 1.14 1.82 18,794.93 1.79 18,832.62 

Hauling 0.03 0.37 0.12 0.00 128.17 0.01 128.18 11.85 0.01 11.86 78.28 0.00 78.31 

Total 27.53 111.58 261.81 0.40 234.74 4.18 238.92 21.21 4.18 25.39 40,104.22 2.12 40,148.97 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 

4.0 Mobile Detail 

4.1 Mitigation Measures Mobile 
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Unmitigated 2.89 3.50 30.68 0.04 49.44 0.18 49.62 4.70 0.18 4.88 3,461.62 0.24 3,466.61 

Mitigated 2.89 3.50 30.68 0.04 49.44 0.18 49.62 4.70 0.18 4.88 3,461.62 0.24 3,466.61 

Total NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 

4.2 Trip Summary Information
 

Industrial Park 78.42 78.42 78.42 1,070,433 1,070,433 

General Light Industry 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 78.42 78.42 78.42 1,070,433 1,070,433 

Average Daily Trip Rate Unmitigated Mitigated 

Land Use Weekday Saturday Sunday Annual VMT Annual VMT 

4.3 Trip Type Information
 

General Light Industry 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 

Industrial Park 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 

Miles Trip % 

Land Use H-W or C-W H-S or C-C H-O or C-NW H-W or C-W H-S or C-C H-O or C-NW 

5.0 Energy Detail
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5.1 Mitigation Measures Energy 

Install High Efficiency Lighting 

Percent of Electricity Use Generated with Renewable Energy 

NaturalGas 
Unmitigated 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

NaturalGas 
Mitigated 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 

5.2 Energy by Land Use - NaturalGas 

Unmitigated 

Industrial Park 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

General Light 
Industry 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

NaturalGas Use ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Land Use kBTU lb/day lb/day 
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5.2 Energy by Land Use - NaturalGas 

Mitigated 

Industrial Park 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

General Light 
Industry 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

NaturalGas Use ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Land Use kBTU lb/day lb/day 

6.0 Area Detail 

6.1 Mitigation Measures Area 

Use Low VOC Paint - Residential Interior 

Use Low VOC Paint - Residential Exterior 

Use Low VOC Paint - Non-Residential Interior 

Use Low VOC Paint - Non-Residential Exterior 

No Hearths Installed 
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Unmitigated 6.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Mitigated 6.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

Category lb/day lb/day 

6.2 Area by SubCategory 

Unmitigated 

Consumer 
Products 

5.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Landscaping 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Architectural 
Coating 

0.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 6.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

SubCategory lb/day lb/day 
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6.2 Area by SubCategory
 

Mitigated
 

Consumer 
Products 

5.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Landscaping 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Architectural 
Coating 

0.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 6.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ROG NOx CO SO2 Fugitive 
PM10 

Exhaust 
PM10 

PM10 
Total 

Fugitive 
PM2.5 

Exhaust 
PM2.5 

PM2.5 
Total 

Bio- CO2 NBio-
CO2 

Total CO2 CH4 N2O CO2e 

SubCategory lb/day lb/day 

7.0 Water Detail
 

7.1 Mitigation Measures Water
 

Apply Water Conservation Strategy 

Use Reclaimed Water 

8.0 Waste Detail
 

8.1 Mitigation Measures Waste
 

9.0 Vegetation
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WATER SUPPLY ASSESSMENT 

 

 
October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Final EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment WSA-2 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Senate Bill 610 (SB 610) was passed on January 1, 2002, amending California Water Code to 
require detailed analysis of water supply availability for certain types of development projects. 
The primary purpose of SB 610 is to improve the linkage between water and land use planning 
by ensuring greater communication between water providers and local planning agencies, and 
ensuring that land use decisions for certain large development projects are fully informed as to 
whether sufficient water supplies are available to meet project demands. SB 610 requires the 
preparation of a Water Supply Assessment (WSA) for a project that is subject to CEQA and 
meets certain requirements; each of which is discussed in detail in Section 4 of this WSA. 

When a WSA is required per SB 610, it must examine the availability of an identified water sup-
ply under normal-year, single-dry-year, and multiple-dry-year conditions over a 20-year proj-
ection, accounting for the projected water demand of the proposed project in addition to other 
existing and planned future uses of the identified water supply, including agricultural and 
manufacturing uses. 

SB 610 was not originally clear on whether renewable energy developments such as the pro-
posed project are subject to SB 610 and require the preparation of a WSA. However, Senate Bill 
267 (SB 267) was signed into law by California’s Governor Brown on October 8, 2011, 
amending California’s Water Law to revise the definition of “project” specified in SB 610. 
Under SB 267, wind and photovoltaic projects which consume less than 75 acre-feet per year 
(afy) of water are not considered to be a “project” under SB 610; subsequently, a WSA would 
not be required for this type of project. SB 267 does not state that renewable energy projects 
which use more than 75 afy are subject to SB 610 and must prepare a WSA; rather, it clarifies 
that those renewable projects which use less than 75 afy are not subject to such requirements. SB 
267 also does not state that the 75-afy threshold cannot be interpreted to mean the average annual 
water usage over the lifetime of a project; however, for the purposes of this WSA, the most 
literal interpretation of SB 267 is utilized and it is therefore assumed that the 75-afy threshold 
refers to the quantity of water consumed during any 12-month period of a project. 

Water requirements associated with the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP, or “proposed proj-
ect”) are described in Tables WSA-1 (Construction Water Requirements) and WSA-2 (Opera-
tional Water Requirements); as noted in Table WSA-1, the proposed project would consume 
more than 75 afy of water during construction. Therefore, the proposed project is considered a 
“project” under SB 610, as clarified by SB 267.  The proposed DHSP site overlies the Chuck-
walla Valley Groundwater Basin (CVGB), which is proposed as a potential water supply for con-
struction and operation of the project. Mitigation measures identified in Section 4.22 of the Envi-
ronmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the proposed project require alternative water source(s) to 
be used where use of CVGB water would result in adverse environmental effects; however, in an 
effort to make conservative estimates regarding potential impacts of the proposed DHSP, this 
WSA assesses the CVGB as the project’s primary water supply. Mitigation measures associated 
with the proposed project; as relevant to water supply reliability, are further discussed in Section 
4.6 of this WSA (see “Supply Reliability Considerations”). 

This WSA has been prepared in compliance with California Water Code, as amended by SB 610 
and SB 267. Water supply availability projections are provided in Section 4 (Water Supply Plan-
ning), under “Groundwater Supply Availability.”  There is no existing Urban Water Management 
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WATER SUPPLY ASSESSMENT 

 

 
October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Final EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment WSA-3 

Plan (UWMP) or Integrated Regional Water Management Plan (IRWMP) which accounts for the 
proposed DHSP site and underlying groundwater resources (see Section 4.4); therefore, the water 
availability projections provided in this WSA rely on other available data sources and a series of 
reasonable assumptions, which are listed in Section 4.6. The steps followed to ensure compliance 
of this WSA with California Water Code are described in Attachment A (DWR Guidebook for 
Implementation of Senate Bill 610 and Senate Bill 221). 

2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The proposed DHSP would be a 150-megawatt (MW) nominal capacity, alternating current (AC) 
solar photovoltaic (PV) energy-generating project. Primary components of the proposed project 
include a main generation area, operations and maintenance (O&M) facility, on-site substation, 
switchyard, and site security. The project would be located on lands administered by the U.S. 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Palm Springs–South Coast Field Office in Riverside 
County, approximately 5 miles north of Desert Center. The project would be located on 1,208 
acres. Estimated construction water requirements for the proposed DHSP are provided below, in 
Table WSA-1. 

Table WSA-1. Construction Water Requirements 

Construction Component Acre-Feet per Year Total Acre-Feet 

Dust Suppression 400 – 500 800 – 1,000 

Concrete Batching1 0.51 1.02 

Total 400.51 – 500.51 801.02 – 1,001.02 

1   The project would require 165 concrete truck deliveries during construction. Assuming that each truck would carry approximately 10 cubic yards 
of concrete, total concrete for the project is approximately 1,650 cubic yards. Per the 1997 Uniform Building Code (UBC 1997), the maxi-
mum water-to-concrete ratio should be no more than 0.5 (see Tables 19-A-2 and 19-A-4, “Maximum Water-Cementitious Materials Ratio, 
By Weight, Normal-Weight Aggregate Concrete” of (UBC 1997)). Assuming the weight of concrete is 150 pounds per cubic foot and the 
weight of water is 62.4 pounds per cubic foot, the total water required for concrete is 22,275 cubic feet, or approximately 0.51 acre-foot. 

As shown in Table WSA-1, construction of the project would require an estimated 400.51 to 
500.51 afy of water over the 24-month construction period, for a total of 801.02 to 1,001.02 acre-
feet. In order to be conservative for the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that construction 
of the proposed project would require 500.51 afy of water. 

During operation and maintenance of the project, a double-pass reverse osmosis (RO) system 
and demineralization evaporation pond would be used to treat groundwater by decreasing con-
centrations of total dissolved solids (TDS) to a level acceptable for application on the panels. The 
RO system would produce up to approximately 20 gallons per minute (gpm) of low-TDS water, 
as well as approximately nine gpm of “reject water,” or brine water that is too high in TDS 
content to be applied to the PV panels during washing activities. As such, approximately 45 per-
cent of water produced by the RO system would be reject water. The reject water would be piped 
to an evaporation pond encompassing approximately one acre, where the liquid would evaporate, 
leaving salts and minerals that would be cleaned out and disposed of at an appropriate facility as 
needed. Estimated operational water requirements associated with the proposed DHSP are pro-
vided below, in Table WSA-2. 
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Table WSA-2. Operational Water Requirements 

Project Component Acre-Feet per Year 

Panel Washing 18 – 27 

Reverse Osmosis Reject Water 8 – 12 

O&M Facilities and Fire-Fighting  0.021 

Total 26.02 – 39.02 

1 - One permanent, above-ground 5,000-gallon water storage tank would be used for O&M tasks and facilities, including on-site fire-fighting; 
5,000 gallons converts to approximately 0.02 acre-feet. It is anticipated that the storage tank would need to be re-filled on an annual basis. 

As shown in Table WSA-2, operation and maintenance of the project would require an estimated 
26.02 to 39.02 afy. In order to be conservative for the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that 
operation and maintenance of the proposed project would require 39.02 afy of water. 

As discussed in the introduction provided in Section 1, this WSA assesses water supply availa-
bility in the CVGB. Section 3 of this WSA provides a detailed discussion of CVGB character-
istics and water balance, while Section 4 provides assessment of the CVGB supplies per matrices 
identified in SB 610, including analysis of water supply availability over 20 years (see Section 
4.6). Conclusions of this WSA are provided in Section 5. 

3. CHUCKWALLA VALLEY GROUNDWATER BASIN 
The Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin (CVGB) is located in eastern Riverside County, and 
encompasses an area of approximately 605,000 acres, or 904 square miles. 

Climate in this area is characterized by high aridity and low precipitation. The region experi-
ences a wide variation in temperature, with very hot summer months with an average maximum 
temperature of 108 degrees Fahrenheit (ºF) in July and cold dry winters with an average mini-
mum temperature of 66.7 ºF in December (BLM 2011a). 

Table WSA-3. Precipitation Data for Blythe Airport, California (1913–2008) 

Month 

Rainfall (inches) 1913 – 2008 

Mean Highest Month Lowest Month 

January 0.47 2.48 0 

February 0.44 3.03 0 

March 0.36 2.15 0 

April 0.16 3.00 0 

May 0.02 0.22 0 

June 0.02 0.91 0 

July 0.24 2.44 0 

August 0.64 5.92 0 

September 0.37 2.14 0 

October 0.27 1.89 0 

November 0.2 1.84 0 

December 0.39 3.33 0 

Total 3.59 n/a1 — 
Source: BLM 2011a 
1 - Annual totals for the lowest and highest rainfall months are not available because these extreme months were not recorded in the same year. 
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Average annual precipitation measures at Blythe Airport, west of the proposed DHSP site, is 
approximately 3.6 inches, with most rainfall occurring during the winter months or in association 
with summer tropical storms (BLM 2011a). Recharge to the CVGB from precipitation is dis-
cussed below, under “Safe Yield / Budget” (see “Recharge from Precipitation”). 

3.1 Basin Characteristics 

The CVGB is located within the jurisdiction of the Colorado River Basin Regional Water 
Quality Control Board (RWQCB), and is subject to management direction of the Water Quality 
Control Plan (Basin Plan) for the Colorado River Basin (Region 7). For planning and reporting 
purposes, the Basin Plan divides Region 7 into seven major planning areas, on the basis of differ-
ent economic and hydrologic characteristics (Colorado River Basin RWQCB 2006); the CVGB 
is located within the Hayfield Planning Area. 

The CVGB is bounded by consolidated rocks of the Chuckwalla, Little Chuckwalla, and Mule 
Mountains on the south, of the Eagle Mountains on the west, and of the Mule and McCoy Moun-
tains on the east. Rocks of the Coxcomb, Granite, Palen, and Little Maria Mountains bound the 
valley on the north. The presence of seismic faults is considered likely in some parts of the 
CVGB, but no barriers to groundwater flow have been identified. (DWR 2004a) 

Water-bearing Features 

Water-bearing formations in this groundwater basin include Pliocene to Quaternary age 
continental deposits divided into Quaternary alluvium, the Pinto Formation, and the Bouse 
Formation.  These sediments are typical of basin fill deposits in the region, often containing 
layers of fine materials (clays and silts) central to the basin and away from the mountain fronts.  
Conversely, sediments tend to coarsen (sands and gravels with cobbles) around the basin edges.  
The maximum thickness of these deposits is about 1,200 feet, thinning toward the edges and to 
the western end of the basin.  These deposits are generally considered unconfined, but some por-
tions of the aquifer may be semi-confined in central areas of the basin due to the abundance of 
clay materials.  All of the sediments filling this basin are considered part of the same aquifer. 

The average specific yield of the upper 500 feet of unconsolidated sediments is estimated (in 
1979) to be 10 percent (DWR 2004a).  “Specific yield” is the ratio of the volume of water that 
saturated rock or soil will yield by gravity drainage to the total volume of the rock or soil (DWR 
2011a).  Specific yield is an important factor in water availability and is the factor that is used to 
convert saturated thickness (water table elevation) to the actual volume of water available.  
Although the porosity of a formation will remain relatively constant, factors which vary with 
changes in saturated thickness include specific yield, average local porosity, and the volume of 
water in storage (Buddemeier and Schloss 2000). 

Recharge and Connectivity 

The CVGB is recharged by percolation of runoff from the surrounding mountains, percolation of 
precipitation to the valley floor, groundwater inflow from the Pinto Valley, and groundwater 
inflow from the eastern portion of the Orocopia Valley (DWR 2004a; BLM 2011a).  The Cali-
fornia DWR’s Bulletin 118 states that the CVGB also receives subsurface flows from the Cadiz 
Valley Groundwater Basin. However, hydrogeology experts disagree with this connection; due 
to a general lack of data to characterize this connection, the current consensus is that there is no 
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hydrologic connection between the CVGB and the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin (Godfrey et 
al. 2012). Geologically or hydrologically connected groundwater basins are summarized below. 
The connection of each of these groundwater basins to the CVGB is described below and consid-
ered throughout the impact analysis presented in Section 4.20 of the EIS for the proposed 
project. 

 Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin.  Recharge to the Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin occurs 
through percolation of runoff from the surrounding mountains and precipitation to the valley 
floor and by underflow (DWR 2004b).  The water that infiltrates the ground and reaches the 
water table percolates through the pore spaces in the water-bearing formations from points of 
replenishment toward points of discharge (USGS 2007).  Under natural conditions, the only 
discharge from the Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin is underflow to the CVGB through 
unconsolidated deposits between exposures of consolidated rock of the Eagle and Coxcomb 
Mountains (USGS 2007).  The water table in the Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin is deep 
enough that groundwater discharge from the transpiration of plants does not occur (USGS 
2007).  This basin is identified as Basin 7-6 by the California DWR. 

 Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin.  This basin underlies the Orocopia Valley in central 
Riverside County, northeast of the Salton Sea.  The western portion of the valley drains south 
and westward toward the Salton Sea, while the eastern portion of the basin drains eastward 
toward Hayfield Dry Lake and the CVGB.  East-trending faults are located along the northern 
and southern boundaries of the Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin; the North Chiriaco fault 
is inferred to extend eastward into Chuckwalla Valley and is known to be a partial barrier to 
groundwater movement in the Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin.  Natural recharge in this 
basin occurs from subsurface inflow and infiltration of runoff from the surrounding mountains 
and rainfall to the valley floor (DWR 2004d).  This basin is identified as Basin 7-31 by the 
California DWR. 

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) has initiated a demonstration 
aquifer storage project in the Hayfield Dry Lake area, which is underlain by the Orocopia 
Valley Groundwater Basin.  Nearly 60,000 acre-feet of Colorado River water have been placed 
in storage at this location.  Work has been ongoing to develop production wells for water 
retrieval and to monitor aquifer conditions.  This project is not fully active at this time. MWD 
has also studied a companion aquifer storage project in the northern and northeastern portions 
of the CVGB that are adjacent to the Colorado River Aqueduct.  This project has not yet been 
implemented. 

 Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin.  Sediments of the Cadiz Valley and the CVGB are in 
contact at the northern edge of the CVG,B between the Coxcomb and the Granite Mountains.  
Although the DWR has reported that Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin contributes subsurface 
flow to CVGB, more recent work has reportedly confirmed that the Cadiz Valley Groundwater 
Basin does not contribute inflow to the CVGB (CEC 2009).  Based on expert opinion and the 
most recent available data, for the purposes of this analysis it is assumed that the Cadiz Valley 
Groundwater Basin is not hydrologically connected to the CVGB. 

 Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin.  The Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin is in 
eastern Riverside County to the east of the McCoy and Mule Mountains. This basin is made up 
of alluvial deposits and Colorado River terraces.  Natural recharge to this basin occurs from 
percolation of runoff from the surrounding mountains, percolation of precipitation to the valley 
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floor, groundwater inflow from the CVGB, and groundwater inflow from the Colorado River 
through its floodplain sediments (Palo Verde Valley Groundwater Basin).  Groundwater 
movement is south and southeasterly into the Palo Verde Valley Groundwater Basin and the 
Colorado River.  (DWR 2004e) 

Groundwater Level Trends 

Groundwater levels in the Hayfield Planning Area range from the ground surface to 400 feet 
below ground surface (bgs) (Colorado River Basin RWQCB 2006b).  Specific to the CVGB, data 
show stable groundwater levels in the basin in 1963, and groundwater contours in 1979 indicate 
that groundwater moves from the north and west toward the gap between the Mule and McCoy 
Mountains at the southeastern end of the valley (DWR 2004a).  The direction of groundwater 
movement is not anticipated to have changed since the aforementioned 1979 data; however, 
groundwater level trends may have changed substantially since 1963, due to development of the 
area and expanded groundwater uses. For example, data from wells within the Desert Center area 
show a period of water level decline from the mid-1980s through the early 1990s during periods 
of expanded agricultural operations when combined pumping exceeded 20,000 afy, well above 
historic water usage for the western portion of the basin (AECOM 2011).  Since the mid-1990s, 
agricultural use of groundwater has declined and groundwater levels have partially recovered, at 
least in the western portion of the CVGB (AECOM 2011). 

Groundwater level trends in the CVGB have been discussed in recent environmental analyses for 
other projects that could affect the basin. In comments provided on the Draft EIS for the Eagle 
Crest Pumped Storage Hydroelectric Project (Eagle Crest), the National Park Service (NPS), 
Joshua Tree National Park, has expressed concerns regarding the estimated budget for the 
CVGB, and the methodologies used in characterizing that budget (NPS 2010).  The proposed 
DHSP is in the same groundwater basin as Eagle Crest, and the estimated groundwater budget 
used for the Eagle Crest analysis is used in part for the purposes of this analysis; therefore, the 
NPS’ concerns regarding the estimated budget for the CVGB are addressed in this analysis. 

The NPS notes that in general, groundwater levels in the CVGB appear to have been trending 
downwards for several decades. Most wells in the CVGB have not been used for monitoring data 
such as groundwater level trends since the 1980s; however, several wells have been used to 
collect groundwater data for the past 25 years, and this data show that groundwater level trends 
have either been fairly stable (for the eastern CVGB), dropping slowly but steadily (central 
CVGB), or rising slowly back towards pre-pumping groundwater levels (for the western CVGB). 
The proposed DHSP site is located in the western portion of the CVGB, where groundwater 
monitoring data suggests that groundwater levels have been recovering. It is noteworthy that 
most of the long-term monitoring wells in the CVGB are situated within agricultural or prison 
operations, complicating extrapolation of any drawdowns shown in those data to the CVGB as a 
whole due to the site-specificity of those wells’ cones of depression (a “cone of depression” 
refers to drawdown which occurs in a well when it is pumped, causing a conical-shaped gradient 
in the surrounding aquifer that results from water flowing from areas of high to low pressure; 
when two or more cones of depression intersect each other, the effect on drawdown (increasing 
depth to groundwater) is combined and water table levels drop substantially). (NPS 2010) 

Due to the site-specific effects that cones of depression have on groundwater monitoring efforts, 
and the lack of data from non-pumping wells in the CVGB, existing groundwater data is not suf-
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ficient to characterize groundwater level trends throughout the CVGB.  For these same reasons, 
existing data is not sufficient to determine with certainty that groundwater level trends in the 
CVGB, or in a portion of the CVGB, have recovered substantially since the cessation of large-
scale agricultural pumping in the late 1980s. Therefore, although recent data indicates that 
groundwater level trends may be recovering in the vicinity of the proposed DHSP site, as noted 
by the NPS and discussed above, it is conservatively assumed that groundwater trend analyses 
are inconclusive. 

Storage Characteristics 

The California DWR reports that in 1975 that the total storage capacity of the CVGB was 
understood to be 9,100,000 acre-feet, and that in 1979 the recoverable storage of this basin was 
understood to be 15,000,000 acre-feet (DWR 2004a). It is important to note that “storage 
capacity” does not reflect the actual amount of groundwater in storage, or the available ground-
water supply, but rather is a function of the porosity of subsurface materials and the quantity of 
water that could theoretically be contained in the subsurface, based on this porosity. According 
to the DWR, the upper 100 feet of saturated sediments in the CVGB may have 900,000 acre-feet 
of groundwater in storage (DWR 2004a). 

Safe Yield and Water Budget 

The definitions of several terms which are critical to the analysis of groundwater conditions are 
listed below, as these terms are used throughout the following section. 

 Safe Yield refers to the quantity of groundwater that can be withdrawn from a source or sup-
ply over a period of years without resulting in adverse effects such as depleting that source 
beyond its ability to be replenished annually, or impairing the native groundwater quality 
(SWRCB 2012). The safe yield may also be referred to as the “perennial yield.” 

 Water Budget refers to the annual difference in quantity between all inflows to a groundwater 
basin and all outflows from that basin, accounting for both natural and human-related sources 
and uses. 

 Overdraft refers to the condition where a groundwater basin is drawn down beyond its ability 
to be replenished annually, or where the total production or outflow of water from all sources 
within a particular basin is less than the total recharge of water from all sources into that basin. 
Overdraft may occur on the short-term, where a groundwater basin recovers over a period of 
months or years, or it may be long-term and persistent, where a groundwater basin is consis-
tently over-used and not provided the opportunity to recover. Overdraft conditions are not 
sustainable and can cause permanent harm to a groundwater resource; overdraft it is consid-
ered an adverse effect and is closely considered in this analysis. 

There is currently a lack of long-term consistent groundwater monitoring data from throughout 
the CVGB, such as would be required to calculate safe yield, water budget, and overdraft (if 
present in the basin). Therefore, it is necessary to make reasonable assumptions in characterizing 
these aspects of the CVGB. A series of environmental analyses associated with other projects 
proposed for construction in this area have included estimates of safe yield and budget in the 
CVGB; the Draft EIS for the proposed DHSP included assumptions based on data and 
conclusions drawn from several of these analyses. In recent years, federal agencies including the 
NPS, the USGS, and the BLM have generated their own studies and analyses of the CVGB, 
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some of this draw conclusions contrary to those used in the Draft EIS for the proposed DHSP. 
Therefore, this section has been revised to include discussion of all known professional opinions 
and conclusions regarding the current condition of the CVGB. 

The DWR reports that in 1952, extractions from the CVGB totaled 11 acre-feet, increasing to 
9,100 acre-feet in 1966, representing an increase of 82,627 percent over 14 years (DWR 2004a).  
As described under “Groundwater Level Trends,” the DWR also reports stable groundwater 
levels in wells within the basin in 1963, suggesting that water use was being sustained by basin 
capacity at that time.  The DWR reports no more recent estimates of safe yield for the CVGB. 
However, analyses of groundwater conditions in the CVGB have been prepared for other projects 
proposed in this area.  In 1992, a safe yield amount of 12,200 afy was adopted in the EIS for the 
Eagle Crest Landfill Project. That estimate of safe yield is considered low because the calcula-
tion appears to have used an amount of recharge from precipitation that was based on recharge to 
only a portion of the basin (BLM 2011a).  In 2011, a revised water budget was adopted in the 
EIS for the Palen Solar Power Project, based on a wider array of available data than the 1992 
Eagle Crest EIS, including but not limited to: published literature, water budget information from 
the DWR, data compiled by the California State Prison Authority, and other available informa-
tion, as discussed below (BLM 2011a). Table WSA-4 provides an estimated groundwater budget 
for the CVGB, based on data provided in studies prepared for other projects in the DHSP area, 
such as the Palen Project. 

Table WSA-4. Estimated Budget for the CVGB, Based on Other Studies in the DHSP Area 

Budget Components 
Acre-Feet 
per Year 

Inflow  

Recharge from Precipitation 9,448 

Underflow from Pinto Valley and Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basins1 3,500 

Irrigation Return Flow 800 

Wastewater Return Flow 636 

Total Inflow 14,384 

Outflow   

Groundwater Extraction –10,361 

Underflow to Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin –400 

Evapotranspiration at Palen Dry Lake –350 

Construction of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project –6502 

Total Outflow –12,361 

Budget Balance (Inflow – Outflow) 2,623 

Source: BLM 2011a; BLM 2011b; CEC 2009. 
1 - As described under “Recharge and Connectivity,” the DWR identifies that the CVGB receives underflow from the Pinto Valley and Cadiz 

Valley Groundwater Basins (DWR 2004a), while the BLM identifies that the CVGB receives underflow from the Pinto Valley and Orocoipa 
Valley Groundwater Basins (BLM 2011a).  The DWR has not prepared a hydrologic budget for the CVGB or identified the quantity of 
underflow contributed to the CVGB from the Pinto and Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basins, whereas the BLM has prepared a hydrologic 
budget for the CVGB and identified the quantity of underflow contributed to the CVGB from the Pinto and Orocopia Valley Groundwater 
Basins.  Therefore, due to the availability of quantitative data, this groundwater budget characterizes underflow from the Pinto and Orocopia 
Valley Groundwater Basins, but not the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin. 

2 - Environmental baseline conditions are defined as the existing physical conditions at the time of publication of the Notice of Intent for the 
Desert Harvest Solar Project (September 15, 2011).  The solar field associated with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project was under con-
struction at the time of preparation of the Notice of Intent.  Table 2.2-2 of the Final EIS prepared for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project 
(BLM 2011b) indicates that construction of the solar field requires a total water supply of 1,200 to 1,300 acre-feet, over a 26-month con-
struction period, or roughly 600to 650 afy.  In order to be conservative, an outflow of 650 afy associated with the Desert Sunlight solar field 
has been incorporated into the current groundwater budget for the CVGB to characterize baseline conditions. 
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Recharge associated with the potential Chuckwalla Groundwater Storage Program, described 
above in the discussion of “Recharge and Connectivity,” is not accounted for in the groundwater 
budget summarized in Table WSA-4 because at the time of preparation of the Draft EIS, this 
program has not been implemented. Table WSA-4 indicates that the current total inflow to the 
CVGB is 14,384 afy and the current total outflow is 12,361 afy, resulting in a groundwater 
budget balance, or total outflow subtracted from total inflow, of 2,623 afy.  This positive 
hydrologic budget balance indicates that, according to the assumptions used in constructing the 
balance shown in Table WSA-4, the CVGB is not currently affected by long-term overdraft 
conditions. 

It is important to note that the estimates provided in Table WSA-4 are based on information and 
assumptions contained in studies conducted for other projects in the vicinity of the proposed 
DHSP.  Independent analyses of the CVGB conducted in recent years have drawn conclusions 
which are contrary to the budget presented in Table WSA-4, particularly with regards to the rate 
of groundwater recharge. Therefore, the groundwater budget presented below in Table WSA-5 is 
based on conclusions drawn by the NPS and USGS in their independent analysis of the CVGB 
and surrounding basins.  

Table WSA-5. Estimated Budget for the CVGB, Based on NPS and USGS Conclusions 

Budget Components 
Acre-Feet 
per Year 

Inflow  

Recharge from Precipitation 2,060 – 6,125 

Underflow from Pinto Valley and Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basins 953 – 1,906 

Irrigation Return Flow 800 

Wastewater Return Flow 636 

Total Inflow 4,449 – 9,467 

Outflow   

Groundwater Extraction –10,361 

Underflow to Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin –400 

Evapotranspiration at Palen Dry Lake –350 

Construction of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project –650 

Total Outflow –12,361 

Budget Balance (Inflow – Outflow) –2,894 – –7,912 

Source: NPS 2010; BLM 2012 

Table WSA-5 indicates that the current total inflow to the CVGB ranges between 4,449 and 
9,467 afy, while the current total outflow rate for the CVGB is 12,361 afy. The resulting balance 
shown in Table WSA-5 is negative, indicating groundwater overdraft conditions ranging 
between 2,894 and 7,912 afy. 

A comparison of Tables WSA-4 and WSA-5 shows that the main differences in these water 
budget calculations occurs in the estimates of recharge from precipitation and recharge from 
underflow. Due to variability in expert opinion and associated estimations and conclusions, it is 
important to assess each component of the budget presented in Tables WSA-4 and WSA-5 in 
detail. Therefore, each component of the water budgets presented above is discussed in the fol-
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lowing sections, and assumptions used to define the water budget components associated with 
both budgets provided above (Tables WSA-4 and WSA-5) are thoroughly defined in the follow-
ing discussions. This WSA includes water supply availability projections for all water budget 
scenarios listed above in Tables WSA-4 and WSA-5. 

Precipitation and Underflow 

The California DWR has not published an estimated rate of recharge from precipitation to the 
CVGB, and estimates of recharge from precipitation that have been prepared in support of other 
projects in the area have had variable results. Similarly, there is also variability in estimates of 
recharge to the CVGB associated with underflow from the Pinto and Orocopia Valley Ground-
water Basins, also as identified in environmental analyses for other projects in the area. Table 
WSA-6, below, shows the discrepancies in recharge quantities identified in the environmental 
analyses prepared for various other projects in the DHSP area, specifically as related to recharge 
from precipitation and from hydrologically connected groundwater basins (noting that the CVGB 
also receives recharge from irrigation and wastewater return flow, which are described below). 

Table WSA-6. Comparison of Natural Recharge Estimates from Various Studies 

Study 
Recharge from  

Precipitation (afy) 
Underflow from Pinto and 

Orocopia Basins (afy) 
Total Recharge from 

Precipitation and Underflow 

Genesis Solar Project EIS1  9,448 3,500 12,948 

Eagle Mountain Draft EIR2  5,500 6,700 12,200 

Palen Solar Project EIS3  8,588 3,500 12,088 

Eagle Mountain Draft EIS4  6,125 6,575 12,700 

Low – High (Average) 5,500 – 9,448 (7,042) 3,500 – 6,700 (5,395) 12,088 – 12,948 (12,437) 

1 - Source: CEC 2009 
2 - Source: SWRCB 2010 
3 - Source: BLM 2011b 
4 - Source: FERC 2010 

As shown in Table WSA-6, estimates of recharge from precipitation and underflow that have 
been presented in other environmental analyses in the area range between 12,088 and 12,948 afy; 
this is a total difference of 860 afy, although the difference in precipitation estimates is 3,948 afy 
and the difference in underflow estimates is 3,200 afy. 

Recharge from precipitation is estimated as a percentage of total precipitation in the Chuckwalla 
Valley. For instance, both the Palen and Genesis analyses assessed the quantity of recharge from 
precipitation by overlaying isohyetal maps over the Chuckwalla watershed boundaries and 
calculating the volume of average annual precipitation across the valley and bedrock portions of 
the watershed.  Both analyses describe the Chuckwalla Valley watershed as being comprised of 
the Palen sub-watershed and the Ford sub-watershed, which receive total precipitation in the 
amounts of 156,000 afy and 159,000 afy, respectively; therefore, the Chuckwalla Valley water-
shed receives a total precipitation amount of 315,000 afy. (CEC 2009; BLM 2011b) 

The Palen analysis estimated recharge from precipitation as 3, 5, and 7 percent of total incident 
precipitation in the watershed, noting that this equates to 8,588, 14,313, and 20,038 afy, respec-
tively (BLM 2011b). The Genesis analysis estimated recharge from precipitation as a fraction of 
2, 3, 5 and 10 percent of total incident precipitation in the watershed, noting that this equates to 
6,300, 9,448, 15,750 and 31,500 afy, respectively (CEC 2009).  Both analyses note that studies 
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published by the USGS report 7 to 8 percent of precipitation falling on bedrock mountains in 
other arid basins goes to mountain front recharge, which would equate to 3 percent of the total 
precipitation that falls in the Chuckwalla Valley watershed; therefore, both analyses determine 
that 3 percent of total precipitation falling on the Chuckwalla Valley watershed is the lower 
estimate of recharge to the CVGB from precipitation.  As noted above, total precipitation in the 
Chuckwalla Valley watershed equates to 315,000 afy; 3 percent of this estimate is approximately 
9,450 afy.  (CEC 2009; BLM 2011b) 

Table WSA-6 also notes rates of precipitation and underflow recharge that were identified in the 
EIR and EIS for the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project. The EIS and EIR for the Eagle 
Mountain Pumped Storage Project, upon which the NPS’ original comments regarding natural 
recharge were made, were produced by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and 
the California State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB), respectively (FERC 2010; 
SWRCB 2010). In the EIS and EIR analyses, the FERC and SWRCB relied upon analysis of the 
CVGB conducted by GEI Consultants and presented in a Technical Memorandum included as an 
appendix to both the EIS and EIR (FERC 2010; SWRCB 2010). The GEI Technical 
Memorandum discusses two methods of calculating recharge to the CVGB: 

 The Maxey-Eakin method of modeling natural groundwater recharge rates and patterns was 
applied to the CVGB, and produced a range of between 600 and 3,100 afy; and 

 The MWD Review Panel method cited in a study of the Fenner Basin, north of the CVGB, 
indicates a recharge range of 7,600 to 17,700 afy for the CVGB (NPS 2010). 

GEI Consultants selected the MWD Review Panel method for assessing recharge rates to the 
CVGB. As noted throughout this section, professional opinions often conflict regarding the char-
acterization of groundwater resources. In this case, GEI Consultants determined that the MWD 
Review Panel was an appropriate method to use in characterizing the CVGB, while the NPS 
contended in comments on the Eagle Mountain EIS and EIR that the MWD Review Panel is 
unrealistic (NPS 2010); NPS concerns are discussed further below. 

As shown in Table WSA-6, the Eagle Mountain EIS (FERC) and EIR (SWRCB) identified 
recharge from precipitation as 6,125 afy and 5,500 afy, respectively, and recharge from 
underflow as 6,575 afy and 6,700 afy, respectively. As noted in Table WSA-4, the Draft EIS for 
the proposed DHSP identified recharge from precipitation as 9,448 afy (based on data from the 
Genesis Solar Project EIS), and recharge from underflow as 3,500 afy (based on data from the 
Genesis EIS and the Palen EIS). As shown in Table WSA-6, 9,448 afy is the highest value for 
recharge from precipitation identified among the four listed analyses, while 3,500 afy is the 
lowest value for recharge from underflow. 

According to the Genesis EIS and the Palen EIS, inflow to the CVGB from the Pinto Valley 
Groundwater Basin was estimated to be 3,173 afy, while inflow from the Orocopia Valley 
Groundwater Basin was estimated to be 1,700 afy (BLM 2011b; CEC 2009). Other studies indi-
cate that subsurface flow to the CVGB from Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin could be as 
low as several hundred afy (BLM 2011a).  In order to account for this uncertainty, a combined 
subsurface inflow rate of 3,500 afy was assumed for both basins in the Draft EIS for the pro-
posed DHSP. As shown in Table WSA-6 and noted above, 3,500 afy is the lowest value for 
recharge from underflow identified among the four listed analyses. In addition, although the 
DWR has reported that Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin contributes subsurface flow to CVGB, 
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more recent work indicates that the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin does not contribute inflow 
to the CVGB (CEC 2009).  Therefore, for the purposes of this EIS, safe yield for the CVGB is 
assumed to include subsurface flow from the Pinto Valley and Orocopia Valley Groundwater 
Basins but not the Cadiz Basin. In total, the Draft EIS for the proposed DHSP assumed recharge 
from precipitation and underflow to be 12,948 afy, as listed in Table WSA-4. 

As previously noted, there is substantial variation in expert opinion regarding the realistic rate of 
recharge to the CVGB from precipitation and underflow. In 2010, the NPS provided extensive 
comments on the EIS for the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project, listed in WSA-6 as iden-
tifying recharge from precipitation at 6,125 afy and recharge from underflow at 6,575 afy, for a 
total quantity of natural recharge at 12,700 afy, a quantity that is similar to that used in the Draft 
EIS for the proposed DHSP (12,948 afy). In their comments, the NPS identified substantially 
lower estimates of recharge from precipitation, and contended that the budget for the CVGB is 
actually negative, indicating that the basin is in a state of overdraft. 

The NPS’ conclusions regarding the CVGB water budget are based on research conducted by the 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) on groundwater basins around the town of Joshua Tree. Spe-
cifically, the principal areas of interest for the USGS study were the Warren, Joshua Tree, and 
Copper Mountain Groundwater Basins (USGS 2004). None of these groundwater basins is adja-
cent to the CVGB, and neither the USGS nor the NPS conducted groundwater monitoring in the 
CVGB, the Orocopia Valley Basin, or the Pinto Valley Basin in support of this study. Rather, the 
NPS draws conclusions about recharge in the CVGB, Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin, and 
Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin using the USGS methodologies and conclusions in 
assessing the Warren, Joshua Tree, and Copper Mountain Groundwater Basins, and extrapolating 
data for applicability to the proposed DHSP area (NPS 2010). 

The USGS study involved collection of groundwater monitoring data from wells in the Warren, 
Joshua Tree, and Copper Mountain Groundwater Basins, and analysis of this data using a 
groundwater modeling program called INFILv3 (USGS 2004). As described in the USGS study 
(page 61), the INFILv3 watershed model results can have high uncertainty associated with the 
simplification of assumptions and uncertainty in model inputs, but was selected because it 
accounts for factors including climate, surface flows, and hydrologic processes in the upper 
unsaturated zone (the root zone), as well as physical characteristics of the drainage basin such as 
topography, surficial geology, soils, and vegetation; the INFILv3 model was considered by the 
USGS to have greater advantages than other methods of estimating recharge, such as empirical 
methods or geochemistry, because it accounts for a wide variety of natural factors (USGS 2004). 

The results of the USGS study suggest that present-day groundwater recharge to basins “in the 
region of the Mojave Desert” is very limited, and that the majority of recharge to basins in this 
region may be coming from existing groundwater storage, not from natural replenishment (NPS 
2010). Key results from the USGS study include the following: 

 Sources of natural recharge to the Warren, Joshua Tree, and Copper Mountain Groundwater 
Basins are limited to infiltration of channelized stormflow runoff, groundwater underflow 
from neighboring basins, and septage infiltration; 

 Infiltration of precipitation to depths below the root zone and subsequent groundwater 
recharge did not occur in the Joshua Tree area (to the west-northwest of the CVGB); 
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 Winter precipitation is the predominant source of groundwater recharge, based on Oxygen-18 
and deuterium data collected in the Warren, Joshua Tree, and Copper Mountain Basins; 

 Minimal recharge has reached the water table (associated with the Warren, Joshua Tree, and 
Copper Mountain Basins) since 1952, based on Carbon-14 data; 

 Most recharge to the Warren, Joshua Tree, and Copper Mountain Basins likely occurs during 
unusually wet periods or isolated occurrences of extreme storms that are separated by rela-
tively long (multi-year to multi-decade) periods of negligible recharge; and 

 The vast majority of groundwater pumped from the Warren, Joshua Tree, and Copper Moun-
tain Basins between 1958 and 2001 was removed from groundwater storage (as opposed to 
drawing on recharge), resulting in a 35-foot decline in measured groundwater levels in these 
basins (NPS 2010; USGS 2004). 

As noted, the NPS extrapolated data and conclusions of the USGS study for applicability to the 
CVGB and contributing basins (Pinto Valley and Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basins), 
contending that the MWD Review Panel method used by GEI Consultants in support of the 
Eagle Mountain EIS and EIR grossly under-estimated recharge quantities, and the Maxey-Eakin 
methodology rejected by the GEI assessment provided a more realistic estimate of recharge. As 
previously noted, the Maxey-Eakin method identified recharge rates to the CVGB as a range of 
600 to 3,100 afy, while the MWD Review Panel method identified a range of 7,600 to 17,700 
afy. The NPS used results of the USGS study to derive a range of recharge coefficients, which 
were then applied to the Project study area basins (CVGB, Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin, 
Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin), to identify an estimated range of total recharge of 3,300 to 
6,000 afy; the NPS notes that this estimate is consistent with the upper range of the Maxey-Eakin 
approach, suggesting that the Maxey-Eakin method is more realistic than the MWD Review 
Panel method used in the Eagle Mountain analysis (NPS 2010). 

The NPS’s recharge coefficients were derived by taking the total annual recharge estimates for 
the whole Joshua Tree study area (1,090 acre-feet) and the basins located west of the Pinto 
Valley (sub-basin CM18, 244 acre-feet), and dividing them by their respective basin areas 
(159,801 acres and 64,994 acres), to produce recharge coefficients of 0.0068 acre-feet/acre and 
0.0038 acre-feet/acre, respectively. The NPS applied these extrapolated recharge coefficients to 
the CVGB, the Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin, and the Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin to 
identify estimated ranges of recharge to each of those basins, and to estimate rates of flow from 
the Pinto and Orocopia Valley Basins into the CVGB. The NPS’ recharge estimates for the 
CVGB are provided below, in Table WSA-7. 

Table WSA-7. Natural Recharge Estimates Proposed by the NPS, Extrapolated from USGS Data 

Source of Recharge to the CVGB Estimated Quantity (afy) 

Precipitation (Within the CVGB) 2,060 – 6,125 

Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin 624 – 1,248 

Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin 329 – 658 

Total Recharge from Precipitation and Underflow 3,013 – 8,031 

Source: NPS 2010; BLM 2012; Godfrey et al. 2012 

As described in the table above, the NPS’ approach of extrapolating USGS data to estimate the 
rate of groundwater recharge to the CVGB indicates that the CVGB receives between 3,013 and 
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8,031 afy of recharge from in-basin precipitation and from underflow associated with the Pinto 
Valley and Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basins. The NPS further notes that the total annual 
streamflow recharge rates simulated by the USGS may be two to ten times greater than the mea-
sured total annual stream flow, suggesting that the recharge values estimated by the INFILv3 
model described in the 2004 USGS study may also be high by a factor of two to ten (NPS 2010). 
If it is true that the USGS model is skewed by a factor of two to ten, total annual recharge to the 
CVGB and the Pinto Valley and Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basins could be as low as 300 to 
3,000 afy; this range is nearly identical to the range predicted by the Maxey-Eakin method, 
which is the method preferred by the NPS (NPS 2010). However, assuming that the USGS 
simulated streamflow recharge rates are reasonable, the NPS also adopts the groundwater 
recharge rates shown in Table WSA-7 as reasonable. 

The range for groundwater recharge shown in Table WSA-7 is substantially lower than the 
values shown in Table WSA-6 (Comparison of Natural Recharge Estimates from Various 
Studies), which is why the water budget shown in Table WSA-4, which was used in the Draft 
EIS analysis for the proposed DHSP, is so different from the water budget shown in Table WSA-
5, which has been incorporated to this analysis for the purposes of the Final EIS for the proposed 
DHSP. Table WSA-8, below, provides a side-by-side comparison of the recharge ranges identi-
fied by other studies in the DHSP area and by the NPS (based on the USGS 2004 analysis). 

Table WSA-8. Comparison of Natural Recharge Estimates 

Source of Estimate Identified Range (afy) Average (afy) 

Other Studies in the DHSP Area 12,088 – 12,948 12,437 

NPS Study (based on USGS) 3,013 – 8,031 5,522 

Difference Between Expert Opinions 9,075 – 4,917 6,915 

Table WSA-8 indicates vast differences in estimated rates of recharge to the CVGB from natural 
sources (precipitation and underflow). These differences are the result of several factors, includ-
ing but not limited to the following: widely varying expert opinion on the subject of groundwater 
recharge, uncertainties inherent in the use of computer models to simulate groundwater behavior 
and characteristics, and a general lack of long-term groundwater monitoring data. In order to 
address the discrepancy shown in Table WSA-8 and appropriately characterize potential condi-
tions in the CVGB, while presenting a full range of possible outcomes and consequences associ-
ated with the proposed DHSP, this Final EIS incorporates discussion of all expert opinions 
regarding the rate of natural recharge to the CVGB, and the effect that this value has on the over-
all water budget. 

In further analysis of recharge to the CVGB, the NPS constructed comparative water balances 
for the CVGB over 60 years of historical pumping in the basin, using the recharge estimate iden-
tified by GEI Consultants for the Eagle Mountain analyses of 12,700 afy, in comparison to mean 
extrapolated lower recharge estimate of 3,013 afy identified by the NPS in aforementioned com-
ments on the Eagle Mountain analyses. The NPS constructed these historic water balances using 
information presented in the Eagle Mountain EIS (FERC) and EIR (SWRCB). Through this 
comparative analysis, the NPS concluded that if the estimates of water stored in the CVGB iden-
tified in the Eagle Mountain analyses were true, the volume of water in storage in the CVGB 
should have increased between 1948 and 2007 by approximately 267,000 acre-feet, equating to a 
rate of 4,450 afy (NPS 2010). According to the NPS, such an increase would only be possible if 
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one of the following occurred: average water level rise of approximately 18 feet across the basin; 
increased discharge by ET, and/or increased subsurface outflow from the CVGB.  The NPS 
determined that none of these three indicators is evident in the CVGB, based on the best avail-
able information. (NPS 2010; Godfrey et al. 2012) 

Conversely, using the NPS estimates for recharge to the CVGB, the volume of water in storage 
should have decreased between 1948 and 2007 by approximately 314,000 acre-feet, which 
roughly equates to an average water level decline of 21 feet across the basin.  The NPS further 
justifies their adopted lower recharge estimates by citing what appear to be generally declining 
water levels across most of the CVGB over the last 60 years, coinciding with the conclusions of 
their historic analysis.  The NPS concludes that their historical water balance analysis suggests 
that (1) recharge of 12,700 afy for the CVGB is likely too high, and (2) the CVGB overall may 
have been in an ongoing state of overdraft for several decades. (Godfrey et al. 2012) 

As described throughout this section, there is a general lack of agreement among experts regard-
ing the rate of groundwater recharge to the CVGB and connected groundwater basins. In the 
absence of comprehensive, long-term groundwater monitoring data collected throughout the 
CVGB, it is expected that there will continue to be academic disagreement on what the annual 
recharge rates and perennial yields are in the CVGB. Considering analysis produced by the NPS 
and based on USGS research, it is possible that annual recharge to the CVGB may be much 
lower than the recharge estimates identified in the Draft EIS for the proposed DHSP, and used in 
characterizing potential impacts associated with implementation of the DHSP. Therefore, the 
analysis of groundwater recharge and potential effects of the proposed DHSP on groundwater 
has been expanded to address all known professional opinions regarding groundwater recharge. 

Irrigation Return Flow 

The amount of applied irrigation water that returns to recharge a groundwater basin depends on 
the soil, crop type, amount and method of irrigation, and climatic factors. In water budget 
calculations for the Chuckwalla Planning Area in support of California Water Plan updates, an 
irrigation return flow of 9 to 11 percent was calculated for 1998, 2000, and 2001, respectively. A 
10 percent return flow is therefore considered reasonable for deep percolation from irrigation. 
Current pumpage associated with irrigation return flow is estimated to be approximately 7,700 
afy in the CVGB, accounting for 6,400 afy from agriculture, 215 afy from aquaculture pumping, 
and 1,090 afy from Tamarisk Lake. Therefore, return flows calculated using the 10 percent factor 
is approximately 800 afy. (BLM 2011a) 

Wastewater Return Flow 

Wastewater return flows from the Chuckwalla and Ironwood State Prisons contribute to the 
CVGB budget, as well as residential use particularly in the Lake Tamarisk development near 
Desert Center (BLM 2011a). Chuckwalla State Prison was constructed in 1988, and Ironwood 
State Prison became operational in 1994. These prisons use an unlined pond to dispose of treated 
wastewater, a large percentage of which is reported to infiltrate into the subsurface and recharge 
the CVGB (BLM 2011a). For the years 1998 through 2001, the California DWR Division of 
Planning and Local Assistance (CDWR-DPLA) reported that deep percolation of applied urban 
water in the Chuckwalla Planning Area (assumed to be wastewater return flow) was 500 to 800 
afy. According to authorities at the State prison complex, approximately 600 afy of treated 
effluent recharges the CVGB. Water budget information for the proposed Eagle Crest Pumped 
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Storage Project indicates 795 afy of treated effluent are recharged by the prisons, but that popula-
tions at the prisons are projected to reduce by about 35 percent in order to alleviate over-
crowding, and that associated recharge to the CVGB would also reduce to 600 afy (ECE 2008; 
FERC 2010). In order to be conservative for the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that 
wastewater return flows from the prisons is approximately 600 afy, accounting for a reduction in 
prisoner population that could occur during implementation of the proposed project. An addi-
tional source of wastewater return flow in the basin is approximately 36 afy from the Lake 
Tamarisk development near Desert Center (BLM 2011a). With consideration to the Chuckwalla 
and Ironwood State Prisons, as well as the Lake Tamarisk development, total wastewater return 
flow to the CVGB is estimated to be 636 afy. 

Groundwater Extraction 

Groundwater pumping in the CVGB includes agricultural water demand, pumping for Chuck-
walla and Ironwood State prisons, pumping for the Tamarisk Lake development and golf course, 
domestic pumping, and a minor amount of pumping by Southern California Gas Company. Most 
of the current groundwater pumping in the CVGB occurs in the western portion of the basin, 
near the community of Desert Center. Current groundwater pumping rates are estimated to be 
approximately 7,900 afy in the western CVGB and 2,605 afy in the eastern basin. Agricultural 
production is limited to the western portion of the basin, with the exception of a relatively lim-
ited amount of acreage that is associated with the State prisons. (BLM 2011a) 

As described in a footnote to Table WSA-4, baseline environmental conditions relevant to the 
CVGB water budget include groundwater extractions associated with construction of the solar 
field for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project. Water demands associated with renewable 
energy projects which have been approved but are not yet under construction (at the time of 
preparation of this WSA) are identified under existing groundwater extractions because these 
projects have not yet initiated groundwater pumping and consumption. One exception to this is 
the Genesis Solar Energy Project, which was issued a Notice to Proceed on August 24, 2011, and 
therefore could have been under active construction by September 15, when the NOI for the 
DHSP was published. The first month of construction of the Genesis project would entail site 
preparation, which includes detailed construction surveys, mobilization of construction staff, 
grading, and preparation of drainage features (BLM 2010). It is reasonably assumed that if con-
struction of the Genesis project initiated immediately upon issuance of the Notice to Proceed, 
construction activities requiring the project’s full water requirement of 1,368 afy would not have 
initiated within a few days due to the need to complete site preparation activities (noted above) 
which would not require a water source. Water demands associated with the Genesis project as 
well as other reasonably foreseeable projects in the CVGB are addressed in the water availability 
projections discussed in Section 4 of this WSA. 

Underflow to Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin 

As described above in the discussion of “Recharge and Connectivity,” the CVGB contributes 
subsurface flow to the Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin. Subsurface outflow to the Palo 
Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin was estimated in 1973 to be 400 afy, based on a cross sectional 
profile of the boundary between the Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin and the CVGB which 
was derived using geophysical methods and regional data regarding groundwater gradients and 
hydraulic conductivity. This estimate was revised in 1986 based on the results of pump testing at 
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Chuckwalla State Prison, resulting in estimated outflow of approximately 870 afy. In 1990, 
outflow was estimated to be 1,162 afy based on return flow from prison wastewater disposal; 
however, the rationale for this adjustment was not provided. In 1994, gravity data was used to 
determine that the area through which discharge occurs is significantly more limited than previ-
ously thought due to the presence of a buried bedrock ridge. Therefore, for the purposes of this 
current estimate of groundwater budget for the CVGB, the most recent available outflow rate is 
considered to be 400 afy. (BLM 2011a) 

Evapotranspiration at Palen Dry Lake 

Groundwater elevation contour mapping suggests that groundwater may occur near the surface 
beneath approximately the northwestern 25 percent of Palen Lake. Therefore it is considered 
possible that a portion of Palen Lake is operating as a wet playa. Groundwater levels beneath the 
southeastern portions of Palen Lake, and a small ancillary playa located approximately one mile 
southeast of Palen Lake, were reported as being 20 to 30 feet bgs in 1979, suggesting that Palen 
Lake would be a dry playa at various times. (BLM 2011a) 

Groundwater levels in a well located approximately 2 miles north of Palen Lake were reported to 
be approximately 20 to 25 feet bgs between 1932 and 1984. Surface elevation at Palen Lake 2 
miles to the south of this well is approximately 460 feet above mean sea level (amsl), or 40 feet 
lower; it therefore appears possible that groundwater levels are very close to the ground surface 
beneath the northern portion of the playa. It is possible that an area in the northern portion of 
Palen Lake is discharging groundwater by evaporation as a wet playa. (BLM 2011a) 

Field work conducted in December of 2009 included the implementation of borings to approxi-
mately 10 feet bgs in an identified salt pan area in the northwest portion of Palen Dry Lake. The 
moisture content of the soil was observed to increase with depth in both borings, and free 
groundwater was encountered at a depth of approximately 8 feet bgs in one of the borings. A 
depth of 6 to 10 feet bgs is generally the maximum depth of free water documented beneath 
discharging playas, suggesting that local groundwater could be shallow enough to discharge at 
the surface by capillary rise and evaporation. (BLM 2011a) 

Groundwater discharge rates were estimated based on reported groundwater discharge rates at 
other playas, the area of identified salt accumulation in Palen Lake, and an evident episodic or 
intermittent nature of salt accumulation. Measured evapotranspiration rates at Franklin Lake 
Playa were used to form a basis for this estimate, calculated to be 38 to 41 cm/year (1.3 to 1.4 
feet/year) based on the Energy-Balance Eddy-Correlation method, which is reported to be the 
most reliable method by the USGS. These rates are considered a conservative measure of 
evapotranspiration for active wet playa areas at Palen Lake. (BLM 2011a) 

The total area of potential groundwater discharge at Palen Lake is estimated to be approximately 
2,000 acres, with salt pan occupying approximately 700 acres of this total. Due to differences 
between Palen Lake and Franklin Lake Playa, a groundwater discharge rate that is approximately 
half that at Franklin Lake Playa was adopted for Palen Lake (approximately 0.0583 
feet/acre/month of water), equating to approximately 350 afy over an area of 2,000 acres for 
three months of the year. (BLM 2011a) 
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3.2 Water Rights and Adjudication 

The state of California does not have a comprehensive groundwater permit process to regulate 
the withdrawal of groundwater resources. Groundwater basins may be adjudicated by court 
decision, wherein a court determines the quantity of groundwater allotted to each landowner with 
respective rights to the underlying resource. Most groundwater basins in California are not 
adjudicated, which means that landowners may extract groundwater underlying their property 
without a permit process for regulation of groundwater use. Groundwater basins that have been 
adjudicated by court decision, of which there are 22 such basins in California, are subject to 
management by a court-designated Watermaster. 

The CVGB is not an adjudicated basin, which means that overlying land owners may use the 
groundwater on an “equal and correlative” basis, such that all property owners above a common 
aquifer possess a shared right to reasonable use of the aquifer, and a user cannot take unlimited 
quantities without regard to the needs of other users (BLM 2001). Surplus groundwater may be 
appropriated for use on non-overlying lands, provided such use will not create overdraft condi-
tions; permits are not required for the use of underlying groundwater, but the appropriation of 
surplus groundwater is subordinate to the correlative rights of overlying users (BLM 2001). 

As noted above, there have been no court actions involving water rights or water use in the 
CVGB. In accordance with a 2003 decision by the SWRCB identified as Water Rights Order 
(WRO) 2003-0004, which provided interpretation of California Water Code §1200, State juris-
dictional waters include those which meet the following criteria: (1) A subsurface channel is 
present; (2) The channel has relatively impermeable bed and banks; (3) The course of the 
channel is known or may be determined by reasonable inference; and (4) Groundwater is flowing 
within the channel (SWRCB 2003). Waters that are identified as State jurisdictional waters are 
appropriated for use by state-issued permits. If it is determined that groundwater in the CVGB is 
State jurisdictional, such as if it is considered a subsurface channel as described in WRO 2003-
0004, the CVGB would be managed by the SWRCB and use of groundwater from the CVGB 
would be determined through appropriation.  Until determination of State jurisdiction is made, 
the CVGB will be governed by the equal and correlative doctrine described above. 

3.3 Groundwater Management 

No comprehensive groundwater management plan currently exists for the Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Basin. However, plans and actions have been proposed and/or implemented in the 
area to address groundwater management and supply reliability are discussed in this section. 

Riverside County General Plan 

The Riverside County General Plan includes policies to facilitate groundwater recharge. As 
described in the General Plan, most groundwater basins within Riverside County store local and 
imported water for later use to meet seasonal and drought-year demands. Under these ground-
water recharge programs, groundwater is artificially replenished in wet years with surplus 
imported water. Water is then extracted during drought years or during emergency situations. In 
order to facilitate groundwater recharge, the policies listed below are identified in the General 
Plan. (Riverside County 2008) 
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 OS 4.1  Support efforts to create additional water storage where needed, in cooperation with 
federal, state, and local water authorities. Additionally, support and/or engage in 
water banking in conjunction with these agencies where appropriate, as needed. 

 OS 4.2  Participate in the development, implementation, and maintenance of a program to 
recharge the aquifers underlying the County. The program shall make use of flood 
and other waters to offset existing and future groundwater pumping, except where: 

a) groundwater quality would be reduced; 

b) available groundwater aquifers are full; or 

c) rising water tables threaten the stability of existing structures. 

 OS 4.3  Ensure that adequate aquifer water recharge areas are preserved and protected. 

 OS 4.4  Incorporate natural drainage systems into developments where appropriate and 
feasible. 

 OS 4.5  Retain storm water at or near the site of generation for percolation into the ground-
water to conserve it for future uses and to mitigate adjacent flooding. 

 OS 4.6  Use natural approaches to managing streams, to the maximum extent possible, where 
groundwater recharge is likely to occur. 

Also as described in the General Plan for Riverside County, groundwater banking is a key factor 
for meeting future water supply needs in southern California. Historically, groundwater 
extractions have exceeded natural recharge in this region, resulting in declining water levels and 
water quality. Using groundwater basins for water banking during wet periods will help alleviate 
southern California’s water supply problems. (Riverside County 2008) 

Chuckwalla Groundwater Storage Program 

“Conjunctive use” refers to the deliberate combined use of groundwater and surface water; 
conjunctive use means actively managing groundwater resources as an underground reservoir. 
During wet years, surface water is stored underground by recharging the aquifers with surplus 
surface water and during dry years, the stored water is available in the aquifer system to supple-
ment or replace diminished surface water supplies. (DWR 2011b) 

The Draft Colorado River Water Use Plan describes that the MWD has studied a groundwater 
storage project in the CVGB called the Chuckwalla Groundwater Storage Program as part of an 
effort to increase its reliable water supply; this plan would store Colorado River water in years 
when water is available and delivering it to water demand areas when needed (CRBC 2000). The 
Chuckwalla Valley is adjacent to the Hayfield Valley and has the capacity to store up to 1.2 
million acre-feet of water in the northern portion of the valley (CRBC 2000). The Chuckwalla 
Groundwater Storage Program is anticipated to deliver up to 150,000 afy in additional water 
supplies (Moute & Polyzoides Architects and Urbanists et al. 2008). 

Cadiz Valley Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project 

As described in Section 3.1 (see “Recharge and Connectivity”), the CVGB receives subsurface 
inflow from the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin (DWR 2004a). The Cadiz Valley Water Con-
servation, Recovery, and Storage Project (Cadiz Water Project) is designed to actively manage 
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the groundwater basin underlying a portion of the Cadiz and Fenner Valleys in order to maxi-
mize long-term water supply reliability. The Cadiz Water Project would be developed in two 
phases: 1) the Conservation and Recovery Component, and 2) the Imported Water Storage Com-
ponent. The Santa Margarita Water District (SMWD), along with other Project Participants, 
would implement the Project in partnership with Cadiz Inc. (Cadiz), a Delaware corporation that 
owns approximately 34,000 contiguous acres of land in the Cadiz and Fenner Valleys, and the 
Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company (FVMWC), a non-profit California mutual water com-
pany that would be formed to deliver water to its shareholders which are comprised of the Proj-
ect Participants. The Cadiz Water Project would intercept groundwater which would otherwise 
flow to Bristol and Cadiz Dry Lakes, where it mixes with a highly saline groundwater zone and 
eventually evaporates; the Cadiz Water Project would extract this groundwater for beneficial 
uses, preventing up to two million acre-feet from mixing with the brine and evaporating over 50 
years of pumping an annual average of 50,000 acre feet. (ESA 2011) 

4. WATER SUPPLY PLANNING 
SB 610 was passed in 2002 and amended the California Water Code by requiring a WSA to be 
completed for certain projects subject to CEQA, as discussed below in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Cal-
ifornia Water Code, as amended by SB 610, requires that when a WSA is required it must 
address the following questions: Is there a public water system that will service the proposed 
project (Section 4.3); Is there a current UWMP that accounts for the project demand (Section 
4.4); Is groundwater a component of the supplies for the project (Section 4.5); and are there suf-
ficient supplies to serve the project over the next twenty years (Section 4.6). The primary ques-
tion to be answered in a WSA is: 

Will the total projected water supplies available during normal, single dry, and multiple 

dry water years during a 20-year projection meet the projected water demand of the pro-

posed project, in addition to existing and planned future uses of the identified water 

supplies, including agricultural and manufacturing uses? 

The following sections address the SB 610 WSA questions as they relate to the proposed Desert 
Harvest Solar Project. Conclusions are provided in Section 5 of this WSA. Attachment A to this 
WSA provides a detailed discussion of the steps followed in preparation of this WSA to ensure 
compliance with SB 610 and California Water Code. 

4.1 Is the proposed project subject to CEQA? 

California Water Code Section 10910(a) states that any city or county that determines that a proj-
ect, as defined in Section 10912, is subject to CEQA, which applies to projects requiring an issu-
ance of a permit by a public agency, projects undertaken by a public agency, or projects funded 
by a public agency. The proposed DHSP requires issuance of permits by a public agency and is, 
therefore, subject to CEQA. 

4.2 Is the proposed project a “project” under SB 610? 

California Water Code Section 10912(a) states that any proposed action which meets the 
definition of “project” under SB 610 is required to prepare a WSA to demonstrate whether suffi-
cient water supplies are available to meet requirements of the proposed project under normal and 
drought conditions. SB 610 defines a “project” as any one of six different development types 
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with certain water use requirements, as specified in the Water Code revised by SB 610. Each 
identified development type and associated water requirements are addressed below. Any mixed-
use project which incorporates one of the six development types described below is also defined 
as a “project” under SB 610. 

Residential Development 

A proposed residential development of more than 500 dwelling units is defined as a “project” 
under SB 610. The proposed DHSP is not a residential development. 

Shopping Center or Business Establishment 

A proposed shopping center or business establishment employing more than 1,000 persons or 
having more than 500,000 square feet of floor space is defined as a “project” under SB 610. The 
proposed DHSP is not a shopping center or residential development. 

Commercial Office Building 

A proposed commercial office building employing more than 1,000 persons or having more than 
250,000 square feet of floor space is defined as a “project” under SB 610. The proposed DHSP is 
not a commercial office building. 

Hotel or Motel 

A proposed hotel or motel, or both, having more than 500 rooms is defined as a “project” under 
SB 610. The proposed DHSP is not a hotel or motel. 

Industrial, Manufacturing, or Processing Plant or Industrial Park 

A proposed industrial, manufacturing, or processing plant, or industrial park planned to house 
more than 1,000 persons, occupying more than 40 acres of land, or having more than 650,000 
square feet of floor area is defined as a “project” under SB 610. 

The proposed DHSP is not a manufacturing plant, processing plant, or industrial park. The 
language of SB 610 is not clear on whether renewable energy projects such as the proposed 
DHSP should be considered an “industrial plant.”  If the proposed DHSP is considered to be an 
industrial plant, it should also be considered a “project” under SB 610 because it would occupy 
more than 40 acres of land. However, the passing of SB 267 on October 11, 2011 clarified that 
renewable energy projects are subject to the requirements of SB 610 by amending California 
Water Law to revise the definition of “project” specified in SB 610. Under SB 267, wind and 
photovoltaic projects which consume less than 75 afy of water are not considered to be a “proj-
ect” under SB 610; subsequently, a WSA would not be required for this type of project. SB 267 
does not state that renewable energy projects which use more than 75 afy, such as the proposed 
DHSP, are subject to SB 610 and must prepare a WSA; rather, it clarifies that those renewable 
projects which use less than 75 afy are not subject to such requirements. Construction of the 
project would require 400.51 to 500.51 afy of water over the 24-month construction period, 
while operation of the project would require 26.02 to 39.02 afy. Due to the construction water 
requirements associated with the proposed project, it has been determined that the DHSP is con-
sidered a “project” per SB 610, as clarified by SB 267. Therefore, this WSA has been prepared to 
satisfy the requirements of SB 610. 
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4.3 Is there a public water system that will serve the proposed project? 

United States Code Title 42 Section 300f(4) describes that the term “public water system” refers 
to a system for the provision to the public of water for human consumption through pipes or 
other constructed conveyances, if such system has at least fifteen service connections or 
regularly serves at least twenty five individuals (42 U.S.C. Sec. 300f(4)). The proposed DHSP 
would not be serviced by a public water system. As described in Section 2, water required during 
construction and operation of the project would be obtained from groundwater well(s) located 
on- and/or off-site, and would pump water from the CVGB. 

4.4 Is there a current UWMP that accounts for the project demand? 

There are a number of UWMPs in Riverside County, including the following: City of Riverside 
UWMP, Coachella Valley Water District UWMP, Desert Water Agency UWMP, Eastern 
Municipal Water District UWMP, Riverside Highland Water Company UWMP, and Western 
Municipal Water District UWMP. None of these UWMPs address the proposed DHSP site; there 
is not a current UWMP that accounts for the project’s water demands. 

4.5 Is groundwater a component of the supplies for the project? 

Yes, water supply requirements for the proposed DHSP would be met using water pumped from 
the CVGB. During the 24-month construction period for the Project, approximately 400.51 to 
500.51 afy of water would be used for fugitive dust control and concrete batching, for a total 
construction water demand of 801.02 to 1,001.02 acre-feet. Local groundwater would also be 
used to meet the project’s operational water requirements of 26.02 to 39.02 afy for panel 
washing and use at the O&M building. As previously described, the project’s water supply 
would be pumped from the CVGB. 

4.6 Are there sufficient supplies to serve the project over the next twenty years? 

In order to determine whether there are sufficient supplies to serve the project over the next 
twenty years, the data and discussions provided in this section assess project-related water 
demands and non-project water demands over a twenty-year future projection, including with 
consideration to average-year, single-dry year, and multiple-dry year (drought) conditions. As 
discussed under “Safe Yield and Water Budget,” there is a wide variation in expert opinion as to 
what the current water budget of the CVGB is. In order to address this discrepancy and account 
for all potential impacts of the project, this WSA includes assessment of water supply availa-
bility under each of the potential water budget scenarios identified in Tables WSA-4 and WSA-
5. A number of assumptions have been made to facilitate the water availability projections pre-
sented in this section. These assumptions are listed below. 

 Estimates of recharge from precipitation during single-dry year and multiple-dry year condi-
tions are discussed below under “Groundwater Supply Availability Projections” and presented 
in Tables WSA-12a through 12c, one table for each of the precipitation scenarios identified in 
Tables WSA-4 and WSA-5. As shown in each of the WSA-12 tables, it is assumed that a 
single-dry year would result in 25 percent less recharge from precipitation, while multiple-dry 
years would result in 15 percent, 30 percent, and 45 percent less recharge from precipitation 
over a three-year period; these estimates are highly subjective and were selected as a conserva-
tive reflection of potential drought conditions. Actual recharge from precipitation during drought 
years could be substantially more than shown in Tables WSA-12a through WSA-12c. 
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 Inflow to the CVGB from the Pinto Valley Groundwater Basin (estimated to be 3,173 afy) and 
the Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basin (estimated to be 1,700 afy) would remain constant 
over the 20-year projection and under varying climatic scenarios. Actual inflow from these 
basins may vary, depending upon groundwater usage in those basins, as well as conservation 
and management efforts. 

 Inflow to the CVGB from the Cadiz Valley Groundwater Basin has not been quantified due to 
a lack of available data, although this basin has been identified by the DWR as being 
hydrologically connected to the CVGB (DWR 2004a) and may actually contribute inflow to 
the CVGB. 

 Irrigation return flow to the CVGB would remain constant over the 20-year projection and 
under varying climatic scenarios. Actual return flow from irrigation may vary, depending upon 
agricultural practices and climatic variations. 

 Wastewater return flow to the CVGB from the Chuckwalla and Ironwood State Prisons would 
reduce from approximately 800 afy under existing conditions to 600 afy over the lifetime of 
the project, accounting for a potential 35 percent reduction in prisoner populations. It is pos-
sible that the populations of Chuckwalla and Ironwood State Prisons would not reduce over 
the lifetime of the project, or may increase depending upon the needs of the State and the 
availability of other prison resources. 

 Domestic and agricultural pumping would remain constant at 10,361 afy over the 20-year proj-
ection and under varying climatic scenarios. Most of the current groundwater pumping in the 
CVGB occurs in the western portion of the basin, near the town of Desert Center (BLM 
2011a). The population of Desert Center decreased by nine percent between 2000 and 2011 
(AmericanTowns 2011); it is not anticipated that the population of Desert Center would 
increase substantially over the 20-year projections such that domestic groundwater pumping 
would be affected. It is possible that actual domestic pumping rates could decrease, if the 
negative population trend of Desert Center continues. 

 Evapotranspiration at Palen Dry Lake would remain constant at 350 afy over the 20-year proj-
ection and under varying climatic scenarios. The actual rate of groundwater discharge at Palen 
Dry Lake may vary depending on groundwater pumping and climatic conditions. 

 Construction and operational water requirements for the proposed DHSP were assumed to be 
the maximum of the identified ranges. As such, 515 afy would be required during construction, 
and 39 afy would be required during operation of the project. Construction and operational 
water usage may be substantially less, particularly depending on climatic conditions; for 
instance, less water would be needed for construction-related dust suppression or for opera-
tional panel-washing during higher-precipitation years. 

 All cumulative water uses described in Tables WSA-6 and WSA-7 would occur at the same 
time as the proposed DHSP. Not all of these uses have been approved or issued final environ-
mental analyses, including the Eagle Creek Pumped Storage Project, which has a notable con-
struction water requirement of 2,380 to 8,066 afy; however, in order to be conservative in 
water availability projections, all potential water uses are considered. 

 All reasonably foreseeable projects identified in Tables WSA-6 and WSA-7 would meet their 
water supply requirements with groundwater pumped from the CVGB. It is possible that some 
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of these projects may obtain their required water supply from an alternative water source, such 
as imported water purchased from a local purveyor. 

The water balance projections listed in Tables WSA-9 through WSA-15 would be directly 
affected if the assumptions summarized above are not met. However, these assumptions reflect 
the worst-case scenario and have therefore been applied to the water availability projections in 
order to be as conservative as possible for the purposes of this analysis. 

Project and Non-Project Water Demands 

Water demands of the proposed project and other projects which are anticipated to utilize the 
Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin are described below, in order to characterize water sup-
ply availability. 

Project Demands 

During the project’s 24-month (2-year) construction period, approximately 400.51 to 500.51 afy 
of water would be required, for a total construction water use of 801.02 to 1,001.02 acre-feet. 
Construction water would be used for dust suppression, concrete manufacturing, fire safety, and 
the implementation of mitigation measures. Following the completion of construction, the pro-
posed project would require 26.02 to 39.02 afy for operations and maintenance activities, includ-
ing panel-washing activities. As described above, in order to be conservative for the purposes of 
this WSA, it is assumed that the upper estimates of water supply requirements would occur under 
the proposed project, or 500.51 afy during construction and 39.02 afy during operation and main-
tenance. Table WSA-9 identifies the proposed project’s annual water requirements over a 20-
year projection. 

Table WSA-9. Proposed DHSP – 20-year Water Use Projections  

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Acre-feet1 500.51 500.51 39.02 39.02 39.02 39.02 39.02 39.02 39.02 39.02 

5-year average — — — — 183.62 — — — — 39.02 

Total 500.51 1,001.02 1,040.04 1,079.06 1,118.08 1,157.10 1,196.12 1,235.14 1,274.16 1,313.18 

Year 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Acre-feet 39.02 39.02 39.02 39.02 39.02 39.02 39.02 39.02 39.02 39.02 

5-year average — — — — 39.02 — — — — 39.02 

Total 1,352 1,391.22 1,430.24 1,469.26 1,508.28 1,547.30 1,586.32 1,625.34 1,664.36 1,703.38 

1 - As described above, the proposed DHSP would require approximately 400.51 to 500.51 afy of water during construction and 26.02 to 39.02 
afy of water during operations; in order to be conservative for the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that the upper estimates for con-
struction and operational water requirements would occur. 

Table WSA-9 indicates that the project’s water demand would be greatest during the 24-month 
construction period, and that the highest water demand would occur during the first five years of 
the project. Over a 20-year projection, overall water use associated with the proposed DHSP 
would be approximately 1,703.38 acre-feet. 
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Non-Project Demands 

A variety of existing and anticipated non-project water demands utilize the Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Basin as a water supply source. As described above in Section 4.4, there is no cur-
rent UWMP which accounts for water demand associated with use of the CVGB. In addition, the 
DWR does not identify any groundwater management efforts or public or private water agencies 
within the CVGB (DWR 2004a), which could provide information on other uses of CVGB ground-
water. Projections of non-project water demands have been made using available data, as refer-
enced throughout this section. Table WSA-4 (Estimated Budget for the Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Basin) indicates that non-project extractions and outflow from the CVGB include 
ongoing pumping for agricultural and domestic purposes (10,361 afy), underflow to Palo Verde 
Mesa Groundwater Basin (400 afy), and evapotranspiration at Palen Dry Lake (350 afy). In addi-
tion, other reasonably foreseeable projects in the area are anticipated to use the CVGB as a water 
supply source. Tables WSA-10 and WSA-11 include water usage information for other projects 
in the CVGB. 

Table WSA-10. Cumulative Projects – Water Use Summary 

Project Name 
Construction Duration 

(years) 
Annual Construction 

Water Use (afy) 
Annual Operational 

Water Use (afy) 

Palen Solar Power Project 3 426 300 

First Solar Desert Sunlight Solar Farm1 2.2 600 - 650 0.3 

Red Bluff Substation 2.2 150 — 

Gen-tie line 1 6.25 — 

Devers-Palo Verde No. 2 Transmission Line Project 3 4 — 

Colorado River Substation Expansion 2 66 - 215 — 

Blythe Energy Project Transmission Line 2 4 — 

Desert Southwest Transmission Line 2 0.6 — 

Eagle Crest Pumped Storage Project 4 2,380 – 8,066 1,628 

Genesis Solar Energy Project 3 616 – 1,368 1,644 

Devers-Palo Verdi II Transmission — 2 — 

Blythe Energy Transmission Line — 2 — 

Desert SW Transmission — 0.3 — 

Source:  BLM 2011a; BLM 2011b 
1 - As described in Table WSA-4 (Estimated Budget for the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin), water use associated with the Desert 

Sunlight Solar Farm is accounted for in the current estimated budget for the CVGB; for the purpose of evaluating other known and antici-
pated uses in the CVGB, Desert Sunlight water requirements are considered a cumulative use, as indicated in Table WSA-6. 

The following Table WSA-11 provides an extrapolation of the construction and operational water 
requirements indicated above over a future 20-year period. The water use totals provided in 
Table WSA-11 are used in calculating the water availability projections which are presented in 
Tables WSA-13a through WSA-19c. 
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Table WSA-11. Cumulative Projects – Water Use Projections (afy) 

Cumulative Projects1 Const. O&M 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 
2019– 
2043 

Western Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin 

Palen Solar Power Project 436 300 0 426 426 436 300 300 300 300 300 300 

First Solar Desert Sunlight2 600–650 0.3  0 [650]2 [650]2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Red Bluff Substation 300 0 0 0 150 150 0 0 0 0 0  

Gen-Tie Line 6.25 0 0 0 0 6.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Devers-Palo Verde II 
Transmission 

2  0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Colorado River Substation 
Expansion3 

66–215  0 0 215 66 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Blythe Energy 
Transmission Line 

2  2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Desert Southwest 
Transmission Line 

0.3  0 0 0 0.3 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 

Eagle Crest Pumped 
Storage Startup 

2,380– 
8,066 

1,628 0 0 0 0 8,066 8,066 8,066 8,066 2,380 1,628 

Total WESTERN SUB-BASIN DEMAND 2 430 7932 660.552 8, 366.6 8,366.3 8,366.3 8,366.3 2,680.3 1,928.3 

Eastern Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin 

Genesis Solar Energy 
Project4 

616 - 1,368 1,644 616 1,368 616 616 1,644 1,644 1,644 1,644 1,644 1,644 

Devers-Palo Verde II 
Transmission 

2  0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Blythe Energy 
Transmission Line 

2  2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Desert SW Transmission 0.3  0 0 0 0.3 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 

Total EASTERN SUB-BASIN DEMAND 618 1,372 618 618.3 1,644.3 1,644 1,644 1,644 1,644 1,644 

Combined Western and Eastern Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin 

TOTAL CVGB DEMAND 620 1,802 1,4112 1,278.852 10,010.9 10,010.3 10,010.3 10,010.3 4,324.3 3,572.3 
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Notes for Table WSA-11 

1 - Status of cumulative projects listed in this table: 
- Gen-Tie Line construction would being in the 3rd or 4th quarter of 2012 and would last for an estimated 12 months; due to the late-2012 

construction start, it is anticipated that most water use associated with the gen-tie line would occur in 2013. 
- Palen Solar Energy Project was approved by the CEC in December of 2010, Final EIS published in May of 2011, proposed to be online in 

2012 
- First Solar Desert Sunlight was approved in August of 2011 and was under construction at the time of publication of the Notice of Intent for 

DHSP (September 15, 2011). 
- Devers-Palo Verde II Transmission Line Project: BLM issued Record of Decision in July of 2011 
- Colorado River Substation Expansion: Construction anticipated to initiate in December of 2011. 
- Blythe Energy Transmission Line: Existing. 
- Desert Southwest Transmission Line: Approved by BLM in 2006. 
- Eagle Crest Pumped Storage: FERC Draft EIS published in December of 2010. 
- Genesis Solar Energy Project: Currently under construction. 

2 - The First Solar Desert Sunlight Project would require 650 afy of water for construction in 2012 and 2013; as discussed in Section 3.20, 
these construction water requirements were accounted for in the safe yield estimates provided in Table 3.20 2 (Estimated Budget for the 
Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin), because construction of the Desert Sunlight Project was ongoing at the time of publication of the 
Notice of Intent for the proposed project and construction water use is therefore considered part of baseline conditions. This table shows the 
Desert Sunlight construction water usage, but does not include this quantity in the total water balance values, in order to avoid calculating 
for this amount twice – once in the safe yield estimate and once in the cumulative balance calculations. Operational water requirements of 
0.3 afy for the Desert Sunlight Project are included in the totals because this amount was not previously accounted for in the safe yield 
estimates. 

3 - The Colorado River Substation Expansion project would pump 300,000 gallons per day (gpd) over the first four to six months, or a total of 
110.5 to 165.7 acre-feet, and 120,000 gpd over the following 18 months, or 198.9; in total, this project is anticipated to pump 309.3 to 364.6 
acre-feet over 22 to 24 months, or an average annual rate of 215 afy during the first full year (2012) and 66 afy during the second year. No 
operational water use has been identified. 

4 - The Genesis analysis noted that the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project would pump 27 afy of groundwater during the construction period 
and 3.8 afy during the operational period; however, the Final EIS for Desert Sunlight indicates that this project would pump an average of 
1,556 afy during construction and less than 0.3 afy during operation. For the purposes of this analysis, the quantities indicated in the Desert 
Sunlight Final EIS are used. 

Source: CEC 2009; CEC 2010; CPUC 2011; WorleyParsons 2009 
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As noted above, the Eagle Crest Pumped Storage Project is anticipated to consume substantially 
more water than other uses of the CVGB, with construction water requirements ranging from 
2,380 to 8,066 afy. The Draft EIS (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) and EIR (State 
Water Resources Control Board) for the Eagle Crest Project were published in 2010, and the 
Final EIS was published in January of 2012. At the time of preparation of this WSA, no decision 
has been made on the Eagle Crest project; however, in order to be conservative in water supply 
availability projections, it is assumed that all projects identified in  the cumulative scenario 
would be implemented at the same time as the proposed DHSP, including the Eagle Crest 
Pumped Storage Project. Although the Eagle Crest project would require a substantial water sup-
ply, some amount of groundwater is also anticipated to be returned to the CVGB through infiltra-
tion from reservoir systems proposed under this project. This infiltration, or seepage, is discussed 
below, under “Supply Reliability Considerations.” 

Groundwater Supply Availability Projections 

This section considers groundwater supply availability under varying climatic conditions, includ-
ing normal-year, single-dry-year, and multiple-dry-year. As described in Section 3.1 (Basin 
Characteristics), there is variation in expert opinion regarding the quantity of recharge from pre-
cipitation to the CVGB under present conditions; Tables WSA-4 and WSA-5 present three dif-
ferent scenarios of precipitation recharge quantities, each of which is assessed here. 

Table WSA-3 shows that in an average year, the Chuckwalla Valley area receives 3.6 inches of 
precipitation, while high- and low-precipitation months between 1913 and 2008 have been 
recorded at 5.92 inches and zero inches, respectively. This precipitation data was measured at 
Blythe Airport, and does not reflect precipitation across the watershed under single-dry year and 
multiple-dry year scenarios; therefore, assumptions have been made to reflect these conditions, 
as shown below in Tables WSA-12a through WSA-12c. 

Table WSA-12a estimates recharge from precipitation assuming that under normal-year condi-
tions, the CVGB receives 9,448 afy in recharge from precipitation, while Table WSA-12b 
assumes 2,060 afy, and Table WSA-12c assumes 6,125, where the first value is identified in the 
budget in Table WSA-4 and the second and third values are identified in the budget in Table 
WSA-5. The estimates provided in Tables WSA-12a through WSA-12c indicate that, for the pur-
poses of this analysis, it is assumed that under single-dry year conditions, the CVGB would 
receive 25 percent less recharge from precipitation than under a normal water year, and that 
under multiple-dry year conditions, the CVGB would receive 15 percent, 30 percent, and 45 per-
cent less recharge from precipitation during each of the three years comprising multiple-dry year 
conditions. It is important to note that these values are highly subjective and actual precipitation 
rates may vary greatly under varying climatic conditions. 

Table WSA-12a (9,448 afy normal year). Recharge from Precipitation in Varying Climatic Scenarios  

Climate Scenario Recharge from Precipitation (afy) Percent of Normal-Year 

Normal Water Year 9,448 100% 

Single-Dry Water Year 7,086 75% 

Multiple-Dry Water Year: Year 1 8,031 85% 

 Year 2 6,614 70% 

 Year 3 5,196 55% 
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Table WSA-12b (2,060 afy normal year). Recharge from Precipitation in Varying Climatic Scenarios  

Climate Scenario Recharge from Precipitation (afy) Percent of Normal-Year 

Normal Water Year 2,060 100% 

Single-Dry Water Year 1,545 75% 

Multiple-Dry Water Year: Year 1 1,751 85% 

 Year 2 1,442 70% 

 Year 3 1,133 55% 

 
Table WSA-12c (6,125 afy normal year). Recharge from Precipitation in Varying Climatic Scenarios  

Climate Scenario Recharge from Precipitation (afy) Percent of Normal-Year 

Normal Water Year 6.125 100% 

Single-Dry Water Year 4,594 75% 

Multiple-Dry Water Year: Year 1 5,206 85% 

 Year 2 4,288 70% 

 Year 3 3,369 55% 

The following tables provide water supply availability projections under each of the climatic 
scenarios described above, across a future projection of 20 years. In order to simplify this tabular 
presentation, supply availability projections are presented in five-year increments, with each 
scenario presented in a separate table. 

As previously discussed, there is varied expert opinion regarding the water budget of the CVGB, 
and this WSA assesses several potential scenarios for the existing water budget, shown in Tables 
WSA-4 and WSA-5. Therefore, for each year of the water availability projections shown below, 
three tables are provided, one to represent the budget shown in Table WSA-4, one to represent 
the low end of the budget range shown in Table WSA-5, and one to represent the high end of the 
budget range shown in Table WSA-5; these tables are labeled “a”, “b”, and “c”, respectively. In 
addition, in order to portray the low and high ends of the range shown in Table WSA-5, the fol-
lowing tables assume that when normal-water-year conditions provide recharge from precipita-
tion in the amount of 2,060 afy, recharge from underflow (from Pinto and Orocopia Valley 
Basins) would be 953 afy, and when normal-water-year conditions provide recharge from precip-
itation in the amount of 6,125 afy, recharge from underflow would be 1,906 afy; this approach is 
considered appropriate to characterize the range of values shown for the budget estimated in 
Table WSA-5. 

Tables WSA-13a through WSA-13c show water availability projections for the year 2013, 
assuming recharge from precipitation of 9,448 afy, 2,060 afy, and 6,125 afy, respectively, and 
recharge from underflow of 3,500 afy, 953 afy, and 1,906 afy, respectively. The footnotes to 
Table WSA-13a describe calculation inputs; these inputs are the same for all subsequent proj-
ection tables and are therefore not repeated. 
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Table WSA-13a (9,449 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 1 – 2013, in acre-feet per year* 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge 

from Precip 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  

Total 
Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 9,448 14,384 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 1,505.64 

Single Dry Year 7,086 12,022 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 –856.36 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 8,031 12,967 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 88.64 

 Year 2 6,614 11,745 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 –1,133.36 

 Year 3 5,196 10,327 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 –2,551.36 

* Each element of the groundwater availability projections presented in Tables WSA-9 through WSA-15 are described below. 
 Climate Scenario / Recharge from Precipitation. The climate scenarios considered in this WSA are described in Table WSA-8 (Recharge to CVGB from Precipitation in Varying Climatic 

Scenarios) and associated text. 
 Available Supply. Available supply is the total of all predicted inputs to the CVGB, including recharge from precipitation, underflow from Pinto Valley and Orocopia Valley Groundwater Basins, 

irrigation return flow, and wastewater return flow. 
 Existing Pumping. Existing pumping is the ongoing rate of groundwater extraction noted in Table WSA-4 (Estimated Budget for the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin). 
 Cumulative Projects Pumping. Cumulative projects pumping is the quantity of groundwater pumped by other reasonably foreseeable projects within the CVGB for this particular year; source data 

is shown in Table WSA-7 (Cumulative Projects – Water Use Projections) and in Table 4.20-5 (Estimated Cumulative Budget for the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin) presented in Section 
4.20.15 of the EIS. 

 DHSP Pumping. DHSP pumping is the quantity of water anticipated to be pumped for the proposed project in this particular year; source data is shown in Table WSA-5 (Proposed DHSP – Water 
Use Projections). 

 Flow to PVMGB. Estimated outflow to the Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin (PVMGB) via subsurface flow from the eastern portion of the CVGB varies per year depending upon pumping 
rates in the eastern portion of the CVGB; the proposed DHSP is located in the western portion of the CVGB and is not anticipated to have an appreciable effect on underflow rates from the 
eastern portion of the CVGB into the PVMGB. (WorleyParsons 2009) 

 Palen Lake Evapotranspiration. Evapotranspiration is the amount of plant transpiration and evaporation of subsurface waters which occurs at Palen Dry Lake. (WorleyParsons 2009) 
 Total Demand. Total demand is the sum of Existing Pumping, Cumulative Projects Pumping, DHSP Pumping, and Other Demands. 
 Balance. The groundwater balance reflects the quantity of water remaining after Total Demand is subtracted from Available Supply; a negative balance reflects overdraft conditions. 

 
Table WSA-13b (2,060 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 1 – 2013, in acre-feet per year  

Climate Scenario 
Recharge 

from Precip 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 2,060 4,449 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 –8,429.36 

Single Dry Year 1,545 3,934 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 –8,944.36 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 1,751 4,140 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 –8,738.36 

 Year 2 1,442 3,831 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 –9,047.36 

 Year 3 1,133 3,522 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 –9,356.36 
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Table WSA-13c (6,125 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 1 – 2013, in acre-feet per year  

Climate Scenario 
Recharge 

from Precip 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 6,125 9,467 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 –3,411.36 

Single Dry Year 4,594 7,936 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 –4,942.61 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 5,206 8,548 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 –4,330.11 

 Year 2 4,288 7,630 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 –5,248.86 

 Year 3 3,369 6,711 388 350 10,361 1,278.85 500.51 12,878.36 –6,167.61 

 
Table WSA-14a (9,448 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Years 4 and 5 – 2017 and 2018 in acre-feet per year* 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 

Precip 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Year 4 – 2017 (Palen, Genesis, and Eagle Crest projects predicted to consume maximum construction water in 2017) 

Normal Year 9,448 14,384 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –6,710.82 

Single Dry Year 7,086 12,022 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –9,072.82 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 8,031 12,967 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –8,127.82 

 Year 2 6,614 11,745 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –9,349.82 

 Year 3 5,196 10,327 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –10,767.82 

Year 5 – 2018 (Eagle Crest construction water uses predicted to reduce by 109 percent in 2018) 

Normal Year 9,448 14,384 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –1,012.32 

Single Dry Year 7,086 12,022 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –3,374.32 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 8,031 12,967 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –2,429.32 

 Year 2 6,614 11,745 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –3,651.32 

 Year 3 5,196 10,327 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –5,069.32 

* Tables WSA-14a through WSA-14-c include projections for both years 2017 and 2018, years 4 and 5 of the project, because groundwater pumping associated with cumulative projects is substan-
tially higher in 2017 than in other 5-year increment years. The estimates provided in the following tables are discussed below, after Table WSA-19. 
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Table WSA-14b (2,060 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Years 4 and 5 – 2017 and 2018 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 

Precip 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Year 4 – 2017 (Palen, Genesis, and Eagle Crest projects predicted to consume maximum construction water in 2017) 

Normal Year 2,060 4,449 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –16,645.82 

Single Dry Year 1,545 3,934 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –17,160.82 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 1,751 4,140 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –16,954.82 

 Year 2 1,442 3,831 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –17,263.82 

 Year 3 1,133 3,522 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –17,572.82 

Year 5 – 2018 (Eagle Crest construction water uses predicted to reduce by 109 percent in 2018) 

Normal Year 2,060 4,449 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –10,947.32 

Single Dry Year 1,545 3,934 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –11,462.32 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 1,751 4,140 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –11,256.32 

 Year 2 1,442 3,831 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –11,565.32 

 Year 3 1,133 3,522 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –11,874.32 

 
Table WSA-14c (6,125 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Years 4 and 5 – 2017 and 2018 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 

Precip 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Year 4 – 2017 (Palen, Genesis, and Eagle Crest projects predicted to consume maximum construction water in 2017) 

Normal Year 6,125 9,467 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –11,627.82 

Single Dry Year 4,594 7,936 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –13,159.07 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 5,206 8,548 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –12,546.57 

 Year 2 4,288 7,630 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –13,465.32 

 Year 3 3,369 6,711 334.5 350 10,361 10,010.30 39.02 21,094.82 –14,384.07 

Year 5 – 2018 (Eagle Crest construction water uses predicted to reduce by 109 percent in 2018) 

Normal Year 6,125 9,467 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –5,929.32 

Single Dry Year 4,594 7,936 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –7,460.57 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 5,206 8,548 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –6,848.07 

 Year 2 4,288 7,630 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –7,766.82 

 Year 3 3,369 6,711 322 350 10,361 4,324.30 39.02 15,396.32 –8,685.57 
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Table WSA-15a (9,448 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 10 – 2023 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 9,448 14,384 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –194.82 

Single Dry Year 7,086 12,022 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –2,556.82 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 8,031 12,967 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –1,611.82 

 Year 2 6,614 11,745 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –2,833.82 

 Year 3 5,196 10,327 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –4,251.82 

 
Table WSA-15b (2,060 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 10 – 2023 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 2,060 4,449 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –10,129.82 

Single Dry Year 1,545 3,934 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –10,644.82 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 1,751 4,140 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –10,438.82 

 Year 2 1,442 3,831 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –10,747.82 

 Year 3 1,133 3,522 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –11,056.82 

 
Table WSA-15c (6,125 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 10 – 2023 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 6,125 9,467 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –5,111.82 

Single Dry Year 4,594 7,936 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –6,643.07 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 5,206 8,548 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –6,030.57 

 Year 2 4,288 7,630 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –6,949.32 

 Year 3 3,369 6,711 256.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,578.82 –7,868.07 
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Table WSA-16a (9,448 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 15 – 2028 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 9,448 14,384 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –137.82 

Single Dry Year 7,086 12,022 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –2,499.82 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 8,031 12,967 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –1,554.82 

 Year 2 6,614 11,745 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –2,776.82 

 Year 3 5,196 10,327 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –4,194.82 

 
Table WSA-16b (2,060 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 15 – 2028 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 2,060 4,449 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –10,072.82 

Single Dry Year 1,545 3,934 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –10,587.82 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 1,751 4,140 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –10,381.82 

 Year 2 1,442 3,831 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –10,690.82 

 Year 3 1,133 3,522 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –10,999.82 

 
Table WSA-16c (6,125 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 15 – 2028 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 6,125 9,467 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –5,054.82 

Single Dry Year 4,594 7,936 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –6,586.07 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 5,206 8,548 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –5,973.57 

 Year 2 4,288 7,630 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –6,892.32 

 Year 3 3,369 6,711 199.5 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,521.82 –7,811.07 
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Table WSA-17a (9,448 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 20 – 2033 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 9,448 14,384 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –88.32 

Single Dry Year 7,086 12,022 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –2,450.32 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 8,031 12,967 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –1,505.32 

 Year 2 6,614 11,745 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –2,727.32 

 Year 3 5,196 10,327 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –4,145.32 

 
Table WSA-17b (2,060 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 20 – 2033 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 2,060 4,449 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –10,023.32 

Single Dry Year 1,545 3,934 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –10,538.32 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 1,751 4,140 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –10,332.32 

 Year 2 1,442 3,831 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –10,641.32 

 Year 3 1,133 3,522 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –10,950.32 

 
Table WSA-17c (6,125 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 20 – 2033 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 6,125 9,467 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –5,005.32 

Single Dry Year 4,594 7,936 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –6,536.57 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 5,206 8,548 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –5,924.07 

 Year 2 4,288 7,630 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –6,842.82 

 Year 3 3,369 6,711 150 350 10,361 3,572.30 39 14,472.32 –7,761.57 
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Table WSA-18a (9,448 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 1 – 2038 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 9,448 14,384 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –44.32 

Single Dry Year 7,086 12,022 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –2,406.32 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 8,031 12,967 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –1,461.32 

 Year 2 6,614 11,745 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –2,683.32 

 Year 3 5,196 10,327 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –4,101.32 

 
Table WSA-18b (2,060 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 1 – 2038 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 2,060 4,449 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –9,979.32 

Single Dry Year 1,545 3,934 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –10,494.32 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 1,751 4,140 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –10,288.32 

 Year 2 1,442 3,831 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –10,597.32 

 Year 3 1,133 3,522 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –10,906.32 

 
Table WSA-18c (6,125 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 1 – 2038 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 6,125 9,467 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –4,961.32 

Single Dry Year 4,594 7,936 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –6,492.57 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 5,206 8,548 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –5,880.07 

 Year 2 4,288 7,630 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –6,798.82 

 Year 3 3,369 6,711 106 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,428.32 –7,717.57 
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Table WSA-19a (9,448 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 1 – 2043 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 9,448 14,384 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 –9.32 

Single Dry Year 7,086 12,022 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 –2,371.32 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 8,031 12,967 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 –1,426.32 

 Year 2 6,614 11,745 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 –2,648.32 

 Year 3 5,196 10,327 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 –4,066.32 

 
Table WSA-19b (2,060 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 1 – 2043 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 2,060 4,449 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 –9,944.32 

Single Dry Year 1,545 3,934 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 –10,459.32 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 1,751 4,140 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 -10,253.32 

 Year 2 1,442 3,831 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 -10,562.32 

 Year 3 1,133 3,522 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 -10,871.32 

 
Table WSA-19c (6.125 afy normal year). Groundwater Availability Projections for Year 1 – 2043 in acre-feet per year 

Climate Scenario 
Recharge from 
Precipitation 

Available 
Supply  

Flow to 
PVMGB 

Palen 
Lake 
Evap 

Existing 
Pumping  

Cumulative 
Projects 
Pumping  

DHSP 
Pumping  Total Demand  Balance  

Normal Year 6,125 9,467 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 -4,926.32 

Single Dry Year 4,594 7,936 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 -6,457.57 

Multi-Dry Year: Year 1 5,206 8,548 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 -5,845.07 

 Year 2 4,288 7,630 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 -6,763.82 

 Year 3 3,369 6,711 71 350 10,361 3,572.30 39.02 14,393.32 -7,682.57 
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It is important to note the assumptions used in calculating the projections shown above. For 
instance, the estimates shown in Tables WSA-12 through WSA-19 assume that all of the cumu-
lative projects shown in Tables WSA-10 and WSA-11 would be under construction in the years 
noted. Some projects are anticipated to consume more water than others, and if not all projects 
are constructed per the schedules shown in Table WSA-11, the CVGB water balance could be 
substantially affected. For instance, the Eagle Crest Pumped Storage Project is noted as requiring 
8,066 afy in years 2014 through 2017. If the Eagle Crest Pumped Storage Project is not con-
structed and the associated water requirement is not implemented, the water balance of the 
CVGB shown above in Table WSA-14a would only be negative during drought years in 2017.  
Following is a summary of the tables shown above. 

 Table WSA-13a indicates that under the water budget shown in Table WSA-4 (9,448 afy 
normal-water-year recharge from precipitation), the CVGB would have a positive balance of 
1,505.64 acre-feet during the first year of the project under normal water-year conditions, and 
a positive balance of 88.64 acre-feet during the first drought year in a multiple-dry-year 
scenario, while the balance would be negative under other dry-year scenarios, ranging from a 
projected deficit of 856.36 to 2,551.36 acre-feet. Tables WSA-13b and WSA-13c indicate that 
under the water budget shown in Table WSA-5 (2,060 – 6,125 afy normal-water-year recharge 
from precipitation), the CVGB would have a negative water balance of between 3,411.36 and 
9,356.36 afy, depending on climatic conditions and actual recharge from precipitation and 
underflow; in other words, the CVGB would be overdrafted under all scenarios shown in 
Tables WSA-13c and WSA-13c. This is the anticipated result, as the budget shown in Table 
WSA-5, upon which these projections are based, is also a negative balance. 

 Table WSA-14a indicates that based on the budget in Table WSA-4, the CVGB would have an 
estimated negative balance ranging from 6,710.82 to 10,767.82 acre-feet in 2017 and an esti-
mated negative balance ranging from 1,012.32 to 5,069.32 acre-feet in 2018, depending on 
climatic conditions. Tables WSA-14b and WSA-14c also indicate increasing severity of 
overdraft conditions, ranging from a low of 5,929.32 acre-feet in 2018 with 6,125 afy recharge 
from precipitation, to a high of 17,572.82 afy in 2017, in the third of three consecutive drought 
years, and with 1,133 acre-feet recharge from precipitation. 

 Table WSA-15a indicates that based on the budget in Table WSA-4, the CVGB would have an 
estimated negative balance ranging from 194.82 to 4,251.82 acre-feet in 2023, depending on 
climatic conditions. The deficits noted in Table WSA-15a are substantially less than the 
deficits noted in Tables WSA-13a and WSA-13b for the first, fourth, and fifth years of this 
analysis, indicating that overdraft conditions are temporary and respond directly to changes in 
the rates of groundwater pumping. Tables WSA-15b and WSA-15c continue to show substan-
tial overdraft conditions of more than 10,000 acre-feet for the 2,060 afy recharge from precipi-
tation (normal-year) conditions, and overdraft ranging between 5,111.82 and 7,868.82 afy for 
the 6.125 afy recharge from precipitation (normal-year) conditions. As with the projections 
shown in Table WSA-15a, although these estimates project overdraft in the CVGB, the 
severity of overdraft is decreasing. 

 Table WSA-16a indicates that based on the budget in Table WSA-4, the CVGB would have an 
estimated negative balance ranging from 137.82 to 4,194.82 acre-feet in 2028, depending on 
climatic conditions. Tables WSA-16b and WSA-16c indicated that based on the budget in 
Table WSA-5, the CVGB would have an estimated negative balance ranging from 5,054.82 
acre-feet in 2028, assuming normal-water-year recharge from precipitation in the amount of 
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6,125 acre-feet, and 10,999.82 acre-feet during the third consecutive drought year, with 1,133 
acre-feet of recharge from precipitation. Again, the deficits noted in the Table WSA-16 series 
are substantially less than the deficits noted in preceding projections, indicating that overdraft 
conditions are temporary and respond to changes in the rates of groundwater pumping. 

 Table WSA-17a indicates that the CVGB would have an estimated negative balance ranging 
from 88.32 to 4,145.32 acre-feet in 2033, assuming 9,448 afy recharge from precipitation 
under normal-water-year conditions, and depending on climatic conditions. Tables WSA-17b 
and WSA-17c continue to show substantial overdraft, ranging from 5,005.32 acre-feet assuming 
normal-water year conditions and 6,125 acre-feet recharge from precipitation, and 10,950.32 
acre-feet during the third consecutive drought year and assuming 1,133 acre-feet recharge 
from precipitation. Consistent with the estimates and discussion provided for previous tables, 
the deficits noted in the Table WSA-17 series continue to indicate that overdraft conditions are 
temporary, and that overdraft conditions projected to occur during implementation of the 
project would recover over time. 

As described in Section 1 of this WSA, SB 610 requires than a WSA examine water supply 
availability over a 20-year projection. The 20-year projections of the proposed project’s use of 
CVGB water is provided in Tables WSA-13 through WSA-17, above. In addition, this WSA 
includes another 10 years of projections, in order to account for the proposed project’s antici-
pated 30-year lifespan. These projections, presented in Tables WSA-18 and WSA-19, are sum-
marized below. 

 Table WSA-18a indicates that during the twenty-fifth year of water availability projections, 
and assuming normal-water-year recharge from precipitation in the amount of 9,448 acre-feet, 
the CVGB would continue to recover from projected overdraft conditions, with an estimated 
negative balance ranging from 44.32 to 4,101.32 acre-feet in 2038, depending on climatic con-
ditions. Tables WSA-18b and WSA-18c indicate that projected overdraft conditions range 
from 4,961.32 acre-feet assuming 6,125 acre-feet of recharge from precipitation, to 10,906.32 
acre-feet during the third consecutive drought year, assuming 1,133 acre-feet of recharge from 
precipitation. As with the preceding tables, although these projections indicate overdraft condi-
tions, the severity of overdraft continues to decrease with time, and depending on climatic 
conditions. 

 Table WSA-19a indicates that during the thirtieth year of water availability projections, and 
assuming 9,448 acre-feet of recharge from precipitation, as shown in Table WSA-4, the CVGB 
would continue to recover from projected overdraft conditions, with an estimated negative 
balance ranging from 9.32 to 4,066.32 acre-feet in 2043, depending on climatic conditions. 
Tables WSA-19b and WSA-19c also continue to show projected overdraft conditions with 
decreasing severity, ranging from 4,926.32 assuming 6,125 acre-feet of recharge from precipi-
tation, to 10,871.32 acre-feet during the third consecutive drought year, assuming 1,133 acre-
feet of recharge from precipitation. 

A comparison of the groundwater availability projections presented above in Tables WSA-13a 
through WSA-19c is provided below, in Tables WSA-20a through WSA-20c. 
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Table WSA-20a (9,448 afy normal year). Comparison of Groundwater Availability Projections 

Year Project Year 
Normal Water 

Year 
Single 

Drought Year 

Multi-Year Drought 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

2013 1 1,505.64 –856.36 88.64 –1,133.36 –2,551.36 

2017 4 –6,710.82 –9,072.82 –8,127.82 –9,349.82 –10,767.82 

2018 5 –1,012.32 –3,374.32 –2,429.32 –3,651.32 –5,069.32 

2023 10 –194.82 –2,556.82 –1,611.82 –2,833.82 –4,251.82 

2028 15 –137.82 –2,499.82 –1,554.82 –2,776.82 –4,194.82 

2033 20 –88.32 –2,450.32 –1,505.32 –2,727.32 –4,145.32 

2038 25 –44.32 –2,406.32 –1,461.32 –2,683.32 –4,101.32 

2043 30 –9.32 –2,371.32 –1,426.32 –2,648.32 –4,066.32 

 
Table WSA-20b (2,060 afy normal year). Comparison of Groundwater Availability Projections 

Year Project Year 
Normal Water 

Year 
Single 

Drought Year 

Multi-Year Drought 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

2013 1 –8,429.36 –8,944.36 –8,738.36 –9,047.36 –9,356.36 

2017 4 –16,645.82 –17,160.82 –16,954.82 17,263.82 –17,572.82 

2018 5 –10,947.32 –11,462.32 –11,256.32 –11,565.32 –11,874.32 

2023 10 –10,129.82 –10,644.82 –10,438.82 –10,747.82 –11,056.82 

2028 15 –10,072.82 –10,587.82 –10,381.82 –10,690.82 –10,999.82 

2033 20 –10,023.32 –10,538.32 –10,332.32 –10,641.32 –10,950.32 

2038 25 –9,979.32 –10,494.32 –10,288.32 –10,597.32 –10,906.32 

2043 30 –9,944.32 –10,459.32 –10,253.32 –10,562.32 –10,871.32 

 
Table WSA-20a (6,125 afy normal year). Comparison of Groundwater Availability Projections 

Year Project Year 
Normal Water 

Year 
Single 

Drought Year 

Multi-Year Drought 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

2013 1 –3,411.36 –4,942.61 –4,330.11 –5,248.86 –6,167.61 

2017 4 –11,627.82 –13,159.07 –12,546.57 –13,465.32 –14,384.07 

2018 5 –5,929.32 –7,460.57 –6,848.07 –7,766.82 –8,685.57 

2023 10 –5,111.82 –6,643.07 –6,030.57 –6,949.32 –7,868.07 

2028 15 –5,054.82 –6,586.07 –5,973.57 –6,892.32 –7,811.07 

2033 20 –5,005.32 –6,536.57 –5,924.07 –6,842.82 –7,761.57 

2038 25 –4,961.32 –6,492.57 –5,880.07 –6,798.82 –7,717.57 

2043 30 –4,926.32 –6,457.57 –5,845.07 –6,763.82 –7,682.57 

It is important to consider that the estimates of groundwater balance and overdraft provided in 
the preceding tables assumes worst-case conditions, in terms of the quantity of water that will be 
required for the proposed project and for cumulative projects. Further interpretation of the water 
availability projections presented above in Tables WSA-13a through WSA-19c and summarized 
in Tables WSA-20a through WSA-20c is provided below, in Section 5 (Conclusions). 
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Supply Reliability Considerations 

As described at the beginning of this section, a number of assumptions and estimates were 
applied in order to generate the groundwater supply availability projections shown in Tables 
WSA-13a through WSA-19c. Assumptions listed at the beginning of Section 4.6 include the 
assumption that all reasonably foreseeable projects identified in Tables WSA-10 and WSA-11 
would meet their water supply requirements with groundwater pumped from the CVGB. In 
actuality, other projects’ water supply requirements may be met using alternative source(s). For 
instance, water for the Eagle Crest Pumped Storage Project may be pumped from the CVGB, 
and/or it may be contracted under a water transfer agreement from MWD’s canal system (ECE 
2008). The use of MWD-contracted water instead of CVGB water under this and/or other proj-
ects in the cumulative scenario could have a substantial effect on the water availability proj-
ections presented above, and could avoid the estimated drought-year groundwater deficits. 

The projections shown in Tables WSA-13a through WSA-19c also do not account for ground-
water management policies and proposed programs such as described in Section 3.3 (Ground-
water Management), which are anticipated to positively influence supply availability. Such poli-
cies and programs include conjunctive use programs and groundwater seepage from the Eagle 
Crest Pumped Storage Project. These and other factors which would positively affect supply 
availability in the CVGB are summarized below, in Table WSA-21. 

Table WSA-21. Water Supply Reliability Considerations 

Supply Reliability Factors Description Effect on Water Supply 

Riverside County General 
Plan 

Policies OS 4.1 through OS 4.6 encourage supply 
reliability efforts including but not limited to coordination 
with agencies to implement groundwater banking and 
conjunctive use programs, develop aquifer recharge 
programs, preserve drainage and recharge areas. 

n/a 

Chuckwalla Groundwater 
Storage Program 

This is a conjunctive use program under consideration by 
MWD that would recharge the CVGB with Colorado 
River water for storage in years when water is available 
then extract and deliver this water to demand areas 
when needed (CRBC 2000).  

Up to an additional 150,000 afy 
would be stored in the CVGB. 

Cadiz Valley Water 
Conservation, Recovery, 
and Storage Project 

Similar to the Chuckwalla program, this is also a 
proposed conjunctive use project that would be 
implemented by the Santa Margarita Water District in 
partnership with Project Participants, Cadiz Inc., and the 
Fenner Valley Mutual Water Company. The Cadiz 
Groundwater Basin may be hydrologically connected to 
the CVGB, and this project could increase supply 
available to Project Participants within the CVGB. 

Up to an additional 50,000 afy of 
groundwater  that would otherwise 
evaporate at existing dry lakes 
would be produced from the Cadiz 
basin; Project Participants would 
have the opportunity to increase 
water supply available and water 
supply reliability over the project’s 
50-year life. 

Eagle Crest Pumped 
Storage Project  

This proposed project is a hydroelectric pumped storage 
project that would use off-peak energy to pump water 
from a lower reservoir to an upper reservoir. Surface 
water is currently not stored at the project site; the 
introduction of surface water in the proposed reservoirs 
would also recharge the CVGB through infiltration. 

600 afy would infiltrate from the 
pumped storage project’s reservoirs 
to the underlying CVGB (ECE 2008). 
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Table WSA-21. Water Supply Reliability Considerations 

Supply Reliability Factors Description Effect on Water Supply 

BLM Long-Range Study of 
the Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Basin  

In response to concerns that the CVGB is affected by 
long-term overdraft conditions, the BLM, in conjunction 
with Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and Penn-
sylvania State University, the USGS, and the NRCS, has 
initiated a four-pronged research agenda to assess and 
help address the impacts of solar energy development 
on the desert aquifers of southern California; this 
research is inclusive of the following: 1) consolidating 
existing groundwater monitoring programs to develop a 
basin network for hydrology study, 2) the creation of a 
centralized database, 3) the development of a numeric 
groundwater model for this basin, and 4) the development 
of a tool with broad applicability for land management 
decisions related to solar energy development (Godfrey 
et al. 2012).  This effort will benefit groundwater supply 
reliability through understanding of the basin character-
istics, and clarification of present uncertainties, such as 
the quantity of recharge from precipitation and underflow. 

n/a 

In addition to the above, the EIS/EIR for the proposed DHSP identifies several mitigation mea-
sures that would avoid adverse impacts to water supply under the proposed project, and ensure 
water supply reliability during project implementation. These measures are discussed below in 
Table WSA-22.  

Table WSA-22. DHSP Mitigation Measures that Address Water Supply Reliability  

Mitigation Number and Title Summary Effect(s) on Water Supply Reliability 

WAT-2: Alternative Water 
Source and Groundwater 
Offsets 

This measure requires that the project would not 
produce groundwater from the CVGB during any year 
it is projected that overdraft conditions would be 
present in the basin, with the exception that if CVGB 
water is consumed during overdraft year(s) it will be 
“replaced” through the implementation of water offsets 
within the basin. This measure also specifies that an 
out-of-basin water source(s) may be used to avoid the 
consumption of CVGB water.  

The project would not perpetuate 
existing or projected overdraft 
conditions, if present. Through use of 
alternative water source(s) and imple-
mentation of groundwater offsets 
during overdraft years, the project 
would avoid contributions to cumula-
tive overdraft conditions in the Chuck-
walla Valley Groundwater Basin.  

WAT-3: Groundwater 
Drawdown Monitoring and 
Reporting Plan 

This measure specifies detailed groundwater monitor-
ing, reporting, and coordination with agencies to occur 
during construction and operation of the project, and 
requires that project-related pumping would be 
reduced or ceased if local drawdown of more than 5 
feet is detected.  

Groundwater monitoring and reporting 
would ensure that if overdraft and/or 
drawdown effects occur during 
project-related pumping, actions 
would be taken to reduce associated 
adverse effects. 

WAT-6: Drought Water 
Management and Water 
Conservation Education 
Programs 

This measure requires the analysis of “severe” drought 
years per NOAA Palmer Drought Severity methods, 
and implementation of water conservation and 
education programs to address such conditions. 

Project-related water use would be 
reduced as much as feasible during 
drought years. 

WAT-7: Colorado River 
Water Supply Plan 

This measure requires groundwater monitoring to 
determine if the project pumps any water from below 
the Colorado River accounting surface; if pumping 
draws water from below 234 feet below ground 
surface, water conservation measures would be 
implemented to “replace” the full quantity of such 
water. 

Water conservation measures would 
be implemented to “replace” any 
Colorado River water pumped from 
the CVGB. 
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The water supply reliability considerations summarized in Table WSA-21 and the DHSP-spe-
cific mitigation measures discussed in Table WSA-22 would positively affect groundwater avail-
ability in the CVGB, and avoid adverse impacts to groundwater supply during implementation of 
the proposed DHSP. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
It is anticipated that the CVGB would be affected by overdraft conditions during implementation 
of the proposed DHSP. Such conditions would occur regardless of the proposed project, as the 
project’s maximum operational pumping requirement is approximately 39.02 afy, while the 
negative groundwater budget projections identified in Tables WSA-13a through WSA-19c are 
substantially greater than 39.02 acre-feet. Tables WSA-13a through WSA-19c show that proj-
ected groundwater deficits would decrease over time, including under single-year and multiple-
year drought conditions. This indicates that overdraft conditions would be temporary, and that 
the CVGB would eventually recover from the projected negative water balance years, including 
under all cumulative water uses identified in Tables WSA-10 and WSA-11. 

Groundwater management efforts described in Section 3.3 and in Table WSA-21 would 
contribute to additional supply in the CVGB, and could avoid the projected groundwater deficits 
noted in Tables WSA-13a through WSA-19c. Mitigation measures and/or alternative water 
sources associated with other reasonably foreseeable projects in the area would also have the 
potential to avoid the projected groundwater deficits during drought years. Mitigation measures 
included under the proposed DHSP ensure that the proposed project would not contribute to 
overdraft conditions in the CVGB, and that the project would not result in adverse impacts 
associated with groundwater supply or water supply reliability. 

In conclusion, sufficient water is available for the proposed DHSP under normal-year, single-dry 
year, and multiple-dry year conditions due to the following: 

1) Projected overdraft conditions in the CVGB are temporary, and recover with time; 

2) Groundwater supply management in the CVGB contributes to supply reliability; and 

3) Project-specific mitigation measures ensure that the proposed DHSP would not contribute 
to overdraft conditions in the CVGB (Mitigation Measure WAT-2: Alternative Water 
Source and Groundwater Offsets). 

This WSA has been prepared in compliance with California Water Code, as amended by SB 610. 
Attachment A provides a detailed description of the steps followed to prepare this WSA. 
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WATER SUPPLY ASSESSMENT 

 

 
October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Final EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment WSA-48 

ATTACHMENT A 

DWR Guidebook for Implementation of Senate Bill 610 
The Water Supply Assessment (WSA) for the proposed Desert Harvest Solar Project (“proposed 
project”) was prepared using guidance contained in the California Department of Water 
Resources’ (DWR) Guidebook for Implementation of Senate Bill 610 and Senate Bill 221 of 

2001 (DWR Guidebook). The California DWR prepared the Guidebook to assist water suppliers 
in preparation of the water assessments and the written verification of water supply availability 
required by Senate Bill 610 and SB 221; the DWR has no regulatory or permitting approval 
authority concerning water assessments or verifications of sufficient water supply, and provides 
the Guidebook purely as an assistance tool (DWR 2003). The following table provides a detailed 
description of how the DWR Guidebook was used in preparing the proposed project’s WSA.  

Table WSA-A1. DHSP WSA Consistency with DWR Guidelines  

Guidelines Section Number and 
Title (DWR 2003) Guidelines Direction 

Relevant WSA Section and 
Response 

Section 1 (page 2). Does SB 610 or 
SB 221 apply to the proposed project? 

Is the project subject to SB 610? 

Is the project subject to CEQA (Water 
Code §10910(a))? If yes, continue. 

WSA Section 4.1 

Yes, the project is subject to CEQA.  

Is it a “Project” as defined by Water 
Code §10912(a) or (b)? If yes, to 
comply with SB 610 go to Section 2, 
page 4. 

WSA Section 4.2 

Yes, the proposed project is considered 
to meet the definition of “project” per 
Water Code §10912(a) or (b).  

Is the project subject to SB 221? 

Does the tentative map include a 
“subdivision” as defined by Govern-
ment Code §66473.7(a)(1)? If no, 
stop. 

No, the proposed project does not 
include a “subdivision;” SB 221 does 
not apply to the proposed project, and 
no further action relevant to SB 221 is 
required. 

Section 2 (page 4). Who will prepare 
the SB 610 analysis? 

Is there a public water system (“water 
supplier”) for the project (Water Code 
§10910(b))? If no, go to Section 3, 
page 6. 

WSA Section 4.3 

No, there is no public water system 
present that would be used to meet the 
proposed project’s water supply 
requirements. 

Section 3 (page 6). Has an 
assessment already been prepared 
that includes this project? 

Has this project already been the subject 
of an assessment (Water Code §10910(h))? 
If no, go to Section 4, page 8. 

No, the proposed project has not been 
the subject of an assessment. 

 

Section 4 (page 8). Is there a current 
Urban Water Management Plan?  

Is there an adopted urban water 
management plan (Water Code 
§10910(c))? If yes, continue. 

If yes, information from the UWMP 
related to the proposed water demand 
for the project may also be used for 
carrying out Section 5, Steps 1 and 2, 
and Section 7; proceed to Section 5, 
page 10 of the Guidelines. 

WSA Section 4.4 

The proposed project site is not 
addressed in an existing UWMP.  
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Final EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment WSA-49 

Table WSA-A1. DHSP WSA Consistency with DWR Guidelines  

Guidelines Section Number and 
Title (DWR 2003) Guidelines Direction 

Relevant WSA Section and 
Response 

Is the projected water demand for the 
project accounted for in the most recent 
UWMP (Water Code §10910(c)(2))? If 
no, go to Section 5, page 10. 

WSA Section 4.4 

The proposed project site is not 
addressed in an existing UWMP. 

Section 5 (page 10). What information 
should be included in an assessment?  

Step One (page 13). Documenting 
wholesale water supplies.  

The proposed project does not include 
the use of any wholesale water supplies.  

Step Two (page 17). Documenting 
Supply if Groundwater is a Source*.  

The Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater 
Basin is a proposed water supply. 

a) Specify if a groundwater manage-
ment plan or any other specific 
authorization for groundwater 
management for the basin has 
been adopted and how it affects 
the water supplier’s use of the 
basin. 

WSA Section 3.3 

No comprehensive groundwater 
management plan currently exists for 
the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater 
Basin.  

b) The description of the groundwater 
basin may be excerpted from the 
groundwater management plan, 
from DWR Bulletin 118, California’s 
Ground Water, or from some other 
document that has been published 
and that discusses the basin boun-
daries, type of rock that constitutes 
the aquifer, variability of the aquifer 
material, and total groundwater in 
storage (average specific yield 
times the volume of the aquifer). 

WSA Chapter 3 of the WSA provides a 
description of the groundwater basin 
characteristics using all available 
resources, including DWR Bulletin 118. 

c) In an adjudicated basin the amount 
of water the urban supplier has the 
legal right to pump should be 
enumerated in the court decision. 

WSA Chapter 3 

The Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater 
Basin is not adjudicated.  

d) The Department of Water 
Resources has projected estimates 
of overdraft, or “water shortage,” 
based on projected amounts of 
water supply and demand (basin 
management), at the hydrologic 
region level in Bulletin 160, 
California Water Plan Update. 
Estimates at the basin or subbasin 
level will be projected for some 
basins in Bulletin 118. If the basin 
has not been evaluated by DWR, 
data that indicate groundwater 
level trends over a period of time 
should be collected and evaluated. 

WSA Section 3.1 

DWR Bulletin 118 has not projected 
estimates of overdraft specific to the 
Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin. 
Groundwater level trends are discussed 
in WSA Section 3.1.   
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Table WSA-A1. DHSP WSA Consistency with DWR Guidelines  

Guidelines Section Number and 
Title (DWR 2003) Guidelines Direction 

Relevant WSA Section and 
Response 

e) If the evaluation indicates an 
overdraft due to existing ground-
water extraction, or projected 
increases in groundwater extrac-
tion, describe actions and/or 
program designed to eliminate the 
long term overdraft condition  

WSA Section 4.6 

The evaluation does indicate projected 
overdraft conditions. Actions and 
programs that would minimize or avoid 
overdraft conditions are discussed in 
WSA Section 4.6 and Chapter 5. 

f) If water supplier wells are plotted 
on a map, or are available from a 
geographic information system, 
the amount of water extracted by 
the water supplier for the past five 
years can be obtained from the 
Department of Health Services, 
Office of Drinking Water and 
Environmental Management.  

Water pumping on the project site for 
the proposed project would not initiate 
until the onset of construction activities; 
site-specific historical records are not 
available. 

g) Description and analysis of the 
amount and location of ground-
water pumped by the water 
supplier for the past five years. 
Include information on proposed 
pumping locations and quantities. 
The description and analysis is to 
be based on information that is 
reasonably available, including, 
but not limited to, historic use 
records from DWR. 

WSA Chapter 2 (Project Description) of 
the WSA provides a description of the 
amount and location of groundwater to 
be pumped for the proposed project. 
Section 4.6 (see “Project Demands”) of 
the WSA further addresses the 
proposed project’s pumping 
requirements. Historic groundwater 
trends are described in WSA Section 
3.1.  

h) Analysis of the location, amount, 
and sufficiency of groundwater 
that is projected to be pumped by 
the water supplier. 

WSA Chapter 2 and Section 3.1 

Water from the Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Basin would be treated 
through an on-site reverse osmosis 
system prior to use for panel washing 
under the proposed project. 

Step 3 (page 21). Documenting project 
demand (Project Demand Analysis).  

WSA Section 4.6 

Construction of the proposed project 
would require 400.51 to 500.51 afy, 
while operation would require 26.02 to 
39.02 afy. 

Step 4 (page 26). Documenting dry 
year(s) supply.  

WSA Section 4.6, see “Groundwater 
Supply Availability Projections” and 
Tables WSA-9 through WSA-15. 

Step 5 (page 31). Documenting dry 
year(s) demand.  

WSA Section 4.6, see “Groundwater 
Supply Availability Projections” and 
Tables WSA-9 through WSA-15. 

Section 6 (page 33). Is the projected 
water supply sufficient or insufficient for 
the proposed project? 

 WSA Chapter 5 (Conclusions) 

Overdraft conditions are projected to 
occur during implementation of the 
proposed project, but sufficient water 
supplies are available in the are to meet 
the proposed project’s water 
requirements. 
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Table WSA-A1. DHSP WSA Consistency with DWR Guidelines  

Guidelines Section Number and 
Title (DWR 2003) Guidelines Direction 

Relevant WSA Section and 
Response 

Section 7 (page 35). If the projected 
supply is determined to be insufficient. 

Does the assessment conclude that 
supply is “sufficient”? If no, continue. 

WSA Section 4.6 and Chapter 5 

Sufficient water supplies are available 
for the proposed project. 

Section 8 (page 38). Final SB 610 
assessment actions by lead agencies. 

The lead agency shall review the WSA 
and must decide whether additional 
water supply information is needed for 
its consideration of the proposed project. 
The lead agency “shall determine, 
based on the entire record, whether 
projected water supplies will be 
sufficient to satisfy the demands of the 
project, in addition to existing and 
planned future uses.”   

The WSA for the proposed project will 
be included as part of the Draft EIS for 
the proposed project.  Per SB 610, the 
lead agency will approve or disapprove 
a project based on a number of factors, 
including but not limited to the water 
supply assessment. 
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Scott White 

From: Jay Mirpour <JMirpour@waterboards.ca.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2012 10:48 AM 
To: Jared Varonin 
Cc: lcox@s37consultants.com; John Carmona 
Subject: RE: 401 Water Quality Certification Question - Desert Center, CA 

Hello Mr. Varonin: 

Based on the following information that you provided on 6/22/2012, it appears that neither a 401 Water Quality 
Certification nor waste discharge requirements is necessary: 

a) USACE's letter dated May 29, 2012 stating that no "Waters of the U.S." occur within the project boundaries. 
b) CDFG will take jurisdiction over all on‐site drainages/washes. 

Thank you 

Jay Mirpour 

>>> Jared Varonin <Jvaronin@aspeneg.com> 6/22/2012 2:00 PM >>> 
Mr. Mirpour, 

In our last correspondence this past December (2011) you had indicated that prior to determining whether or not the 
Desert Harvest project was exempt from obtaining a 401 and /or WDR you needed to first find out whether or not CDFG 
and/or the USACE would be asserting jurisdiction over the on‐site desert washes. We have completed that process with 
the USACE and attached to this email is a letter from the USACE stating that no "Waters of the U.S." occur within the 
project boundaries. While we have not yet completed the permitting process with CDFG they have indicated that they 
will be taken jurisdiction over all on‐site drainages/washes. Is this information sufficient for you to determining whether 
or not the Desert Harvest project is exempt from the 401 and /or WDR process? Please let me know if you have any 
questions or need additional information. 

Thanks, 

Jared 

Jared Varonin 
Biologist/Ecologist 
Certified Fisheries Professional 
Aspen Environmental Group 
5020 Chesebro Road, Suite 200 
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

Phone: 818.338.6715 
Cell: 805.302.8195 
Fax: 818.597.8001 
jvaronin@aspeneg.com 
www.aspeneg.com 
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‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Jay Mirpour [mailto:JMirpour@waterboards.ca.gov] 
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2011 1:54 PM 
To: jared varonin 
Cc: John Carmona 
Subject: RE: 401 Water Quality Certification Question ‐ Desert Center, CA 

Thank you Mr. Varonin: 

It is very difficult to exempt a project not reviewing the application and supplemental information. 

Once you receive answers from both agencies, please contact us and we'll see whether you will need to submit an 
application or provided information will be sufficient to determine that 401 or WDR required. 

Thanks 

Jay 

Jay J. Mirpour 
Water Resources Control Engineer 
California Regional Water Quality Control Board Colorado River Basin Region ‐ 7 
73‐720 Fred Waring Drive, Suite 100 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
Ph: (760) 776‐8981 
Fax: (760) 341‐6820 
E‐mail: jmirpour@waterboards.ca.gov 

>>> jared varonin <JVaronin@aspeneg.com> 12/2/2011 1:36 PM >>> 
Thank you for such a quick response. We are currently seeking written confirmation from the Corps as to on‐site 
drainages. Given the fact the same drainages occurring on the adjacent project flow through our site, and the Corps 
determined that those drainages were not federal jurisdictional waters, we are expecting the same result for our 
request. We have mapped all the drainages on‐site and they do qualify as Waters of the State so we will be seeking 
permit from CDFG. CDFG will be involved in the development of the mitigation plan for the project. 

Once we have confirmation from the USACE that the waters are not federally jurisdictional, would we still need to 
complete a 401 application for your review or could we send you a written request for confirmation that a 401 will not 
be required, with the Corps letter attached? 

Thanks, 

Jared 

Jared Varonin 
Biologist/Ecologist 
Certified Fisheries Professional 
Aspen Environmental Group 
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5020 Chesebro Road, Suite 200 
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

Phone: 818.338.6715 
Cell: 805.302.8195 
Fax: 818.597.8001 
jvaronin@aspeneg.com 
www.aspeneg.com 

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Jay Mirpour [mailto:JMirpour@waterboards.ca.gov] 
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2011 1:30 PM 
To: jared varonin 
Cc: John Carmona 
Subject: Re: 401 Water Quality Certification Question ‐ Desert Center, CA 

Hello Mr. Varonin: 

Have you contacted the US Army Corps of Engineers? If they require you to get a 404, then you will need to receive a 
401 from our office. 

Have you also contacted the CA dept. of Fish & Game? If only the Waters of State is impacted (means no 404 required) 
and you have addressed your mitigation plans and they have approved it, then there may be no need to receive a 401 or 
WDR from us. 

The best way to approach your project is first to contact the US Army Corps of Engineers and then submit a 401 
application to us to review. 

Thanks 

Jay 

Jay J. Mirpour 
Water Resources Control Engineer 
California Regional Water Quality Control Board 
Colorado River Basin Region ‐ 7 
73‐720 Fred Waring Drive, Suite 100 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
Ph: (760) 776‐8981 
Fax: (760) 341‐6820 
E‐mail: jmirpour@waterboards.ca.gov 

>>> jared varonin <JVaronin@aspeneg.com> 12/2/2011 11:18 AM >>> 
Dear Mr. Mirpour, 

I left you a voice mail yesterday but thought it might be easier/quicker for you to respond via email. I am working on a 
solar project in the Desert Center area west of Blythe going by the name of "Desert Harvest." This project is located 
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adjacent to another solar project currently under construction by the name of "Desert Sunlight." The Final Record of 
Decision for the Desert Sunlight project determined/stated that "In the absence of Waters of the U.S., a CWA Section 
401 Certification from the Colorado Basin Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) will not be required." The footprint for 
the new Desert Harvest project is considerably smaller than Desert Sunlight and lies within the same watershed that 
drains to Palen Dry Lake. We have completed a delineation of all potentially jurisdictional waters on‐site and, like with 
the findings of the Desert Sunlight project, have determined that the ephemeral desert dry washes present within the 
project site would be considered non‐jurisdictional under the Clean Water Act. 

I wanted to confirm with you that, as with the Desert Sunlight project, the Desert Harvest project would not be required 
to obtain a 401 Water Quality Certification from the water board. I have attached a PDF of one of the figures from the 
FEIS for Desert Sunlight. The DEIS for Desert Harvest is not out yet so I can't release any project specific figures at this 
time. On the figure you will see the Desert Sunlight study area in the top left corner. I drew a red ellipse just below this 
area to indicate the location of the Desert Harvest project. The northern extent of the project runs along the fence line 
of the Desert Sunlight projects southwest corner but does not extend as far east as Desert Sunlight. 

If you could just confirm for me that, as with Desert Sunlight, Desert Harvest would not be required to obtain a 401 
Water Quality Certification I would greatly appreciate it. Please call me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Jared Varonin 

Jared Varonin 
Biologist/Ecologist 
Certified Fisheries Professional 
Aspen Environmental Group 
5020 Chesebro Road, Suite 200 
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

Phone: 818.338.6715 
Cell: 805.302.8195 
Fax: 818.597.8001 
jvaronin@aspeneg.com<mailto:jvaronin@aspeneg.com> 
www.aspeneg.com<http://www.aspeneg.com/> 

[cid:image001.png@01CCB0D8.5B36BC00] 
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California Vehicle Noise Calculation: Construction Traffic (ALL)	 Source: Desert Sunlight Data, Table E2-1 

Project Number: 3133.002 I-10 West of SR-177 Existing DS Alt 1&2 2012 Delta 

Project Name: Desert Harvest Solar Project ADT 23000 23157 157 

Model Description: Reference Energy Mean Emission Levels (REMEL) for California Vehicle Noise, Caltrans Technical Noise Supplement (11/09): Figure 5-9 MD-Truck % of ADT 5.16% 5.50% 

Model Assumptions: no shielding, no barrier, no traffic flow adjustment (result : highest noise); uniform vehicle class mix HD-Truck % of ADT 34.29% 35.40% 

Scenarios: Leq(h) from hour vph; CNEL from ADT vpd-distributed per time fractions MD-Trucks 1187 1274 87 

HD-Trucks 7887 8198 311 

Existing Conditions I-10 West of Highway 177 Vehicle Distribution Fractions Number of Hours: (hrs) Autos 13927 13686 -241 ODD 

HD Tks MD Tks Autos 7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am 

Distance: >15m Ref: 15.0 (m) 34.29 5.16 60.55 Fraction 12 3 9 

Drop-off (alpha 0.5=soft, 0=hard): 0.00 (alpha) 85.2 81.9 75.5 REMEL (dBA) Backgd Traffic: (%) 

Speed: 65 (mph) 7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am 

105 (kph) 91 4.7 4.3 

65 60 55 
Autos Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Contour Contour Contour 
Count Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr CNEL XX CNEL YY CNEL ZZ CNEL 

SEGMENT/CONDITION (vpd) (vph) (vph) (vph) (vph) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (ft) (ft) (ft) 
I-10 west of Highway 177 23000 2300.0 1744.2 360.3 109.9 81.72 80.52 73.67 68.51 79.6 466.0 1004.1 2163.2 

I-10 West of SR-177 Existing Project E+P 

Source: Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project Final EIS (April 2011) Appendix E, Noise Analysis, Tables E2-1 and E2-2. MD-Trucks 1187 0 1187
 
HD-Trucks 7887 104 7991
 

Autos 13926 446 14372
 
Existing + DHSP: I-10 West of Highway 177 Vehicle Distribution Fractions Number of Hours: (hrs) TOTAL 23000 550 23550
 

HD Tks MD Tks Autos 7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am MD-Truck % of ADT 5.04%
 
Distance: >15m Ref: 15.0 (m) 33.93 5.04 61.03 Fraction 12 3 9 HD-Truck % of ADT 33.93%
 

Drop-off (alpha 0.5=soft, 0=hard): 0.00 (alpha) 85.2 81.9 75.5 REMEL (dBA) Backgd Traffic: (%) Auto % of ADT 61.03%
 
Speed: 65 (mph) 7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am check 100.00%
 

105 (kph) 90.4 4.6 5.0 

Traffic Hours Existing Project E+P Traffic % 

65 60 55 7am-7pm 20930 362 21292 90.4 

Autos Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Contour Contour Contour 7pm-10pm 1081 9 1090 4.6 

Count Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr CNEL XX CNEL YY CNEL ZZ CNEL 10pm-7am 989 179 1168 5.0 

SEGMENT/CONDITION	 (vpd) (vph) (vph) (vph) (vph) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (ft) (ft) (ft) check 23000 550 23550 100 

I-10 west of Highway 177 23550 2355.0 1774.3 363.3 129.8 81.79 80.56 73.67 69.20 79.9 482.9 1040.4 2241.5	 Basis: Traffic Study, Appendix B (1/19/2012). Peak of 250 workers. 54 people in Normal Crew carpool. 

Employee trips 446 total. 10pm-7am=155 (34.8%); 7am-7pm=286 (64.1%); 7-10pm = 5 (1.1%) trips. 

Basis for Equipment: Traffic Study, Distribution of Construction Traffic by Time of Day (1/19/2012). 

Concrete truck PCE = 180/3 = 60 HD trips/day; Large Equipment PCE = 131/3 = 44 HD trips/day (Total 104). 

Source: Desert Sunlight Data, Table E2-1 

Existing Conditions I-10 East of Highway 177 Vehicle Distribution Fractions Number of Hours: (hrs) I-10 East of SR-177 Existing Conditions DS Alt 1&2 2012 Delta 

HD Tks MD Tks Autos 7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am ADT 21400 21485 85 

Distance: >15m Ref: 15.0 (m) 37.79 5.61 56.60 Fraction 12 3 9 MD-Truck % of ADT 5.61% 6.0% 

Drop-off (alpha 0.5=soft, 0=hard): 0.00 (alpha) 85.2 81.9 75.5 REMEL (dBA) Backgd Traffic: (%) HD-Truck % of ADT 37.79% 40.3% 

Speed: 65 (mph) 7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am MD-Trucks 1201 1289 89 

105 (kph) 91 4.7 4.3 HD-Trucks 8087 8658 571 

Autos 12112 11537 -575 ODD 

65 60 55 
Autos Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Contour Contour Contour 
Count Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr CNEL XX CNEL YY CNEL ZZ CNEL 

SEGMENT/CONDITION (vpd) (vph) (vph) (vph) (vph) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (ft) (ft) (ft) 
I-10 east of Highway 177 21400 2140.0 1622.8 335.3 102.2 81.73 80.52 73.68 68.52 79.7 466.4 1004.8 2164.8 

I-10 East of SR-177 Existing Project E+P 

Source: Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project Final EIS (April 2011) Appendix E, Noise Analysis, Tables E2-1 and E2-3.	 MD-Trucks 1201 0 1201 

HD-Trucks 8087 104 8191 
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Existing + DHSP: I-10 East of Highway 177 Vehicle Distribution Fractions Number of Hours: (hrs) Autos 12112 446 12558
 
HD Tks MD Tks Autos 7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am TOTAL 21400 550 21950
 

Distance: >15m Ref: 15.0 (m) 37.32 5.47 57.21 Fraction 12 3 9 MD-Truck % of ADT 5.47%
 
Drop-off (alpha 0.5=soft, 0=hard): 0.00 (alpha) 85.2 81.9 75.5 REMEL (dBA) Backgd Traffic: (%) HD-Truck % of ADT 37.32%
 

Speed: 65 (mph) 7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am Auto % of ADT 57.21%
 
105 (kph) 90.4 4.6 5.0 check 100.00%
 

65 60 55 Traffic Hours Existing Project E+P Traffic % 

Autos Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Contour Contour Contour 7am-7pm 19474 362 19836 90.4 

Count Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr CNEL XX CNEL YY CNEL ZZ CNEL 7pm-10pm 1006 9 1015 4.6 

SEGMENT/CONDITION (vpd) (vph) (vph) (vph) (vph) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (ft) (ft) (ft) 10pm-7am 920 179 1099 5.0 

I-10 east of Highway 177 21950 2195.0 1653.0 338.3 122.1 81.79 80.56 73.67 69.25 79.9 484.1 1043.0 2247.1 check 21400 550 21950 100 

Basis: Traffic Study, Appendix B (1/19/2012). Peak of 250 workers. 54 people in Normal Crew carpool. 

Employee trips 446 total. 10pm-7am=155 (34.8%); 7am-7pm=286 (64.1%); 7-10pm = 5 (1.1%) trips. 

Basis for Equipment: Traffic Study, Distribution of Construction Traffic by Time of Day (1/19/2012). 

Concrete truck PCE = 180/3 = 60 HD trips/day; Large Equipment PCE = 131/3 = 44 HD trips/day (Total 104). 

Source: Desert Sunlight Data, Table E2-1 

Existing Conditions Highway 177 South of Kaiser Road Vehicle Distribution Fractions Number of Hours: (hrs) SR-177 s.o. Kaiser Rd. Existing Conditions DS Alt 1&2 2012 Delta 

HD Tks MD Tks Autos 7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am ADT 2250 2475 225 

Distance: >15m Ref: 15.0 (m) 27.5 10.9 61.6 Fraction 12 3 9 MD-Truck % of ADT 4.40% 5.7% 

Drop-off (alpha 0.5=soft, 0=hard): 0.00 (alpha) 83.0 79.0 71.1 REMEL (dBA) Backgd Traffic: (%) HD-Truck % of ADT 9.60% 9.5% 

Speed: 50 (mph) 7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am MD-Trucks 99 141 42 

80 (kph) 70.60 8.48 20.92 HD-Trucks 216 235 19 

Autos 1935 2099 164 

65 60 55 
Autos Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Contour Contour Contour 
Count Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr CNEL XX CNEL YY CNEL ZZ CNEL 

SEGMENT/CONDITION (vpd) (vph) (vph) (vph) (vph) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (ft) (ft) (ft) 
Highway 177 south of Kaiser Road 2925 292.5 172.1 82.7 68.0 70.90 68.59 65.41 64.56 72.0 143.2 308.5 664.6 EXISTING TRAFFIC COUNTS 22-Nov-11 (SR-177 between I-10 WB ramp and Kaiser Rd.) 

SR-177 s.o. Kaiser Rd. Existing Project E+P 

Source: Desert Harvest Traffic Study (Dec 2011), Appendix B, Traffic Counts. MD-Trucks 318 0 318
 
HD-Trucks 804 104 908
 

Existing + DHSP: Highway 177 South of Kaiser Road Vehicle Distribution Fractions Number of Hours: (hrs) Autos 1803 446 2249
 
HD Tks MD Tks Autos 7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am TOTAL 2925 550 3475
 

Distance: >15m Ref: 15.0 (m) 26.13 9.15 64.72 Fraction 12 3 9 MD-Truck % of ADT 9.2%
 
Drop-off (alpha 0.5=soft, 0=hard): 0.00 (alpha) 83.0 79.0 71.1 REMEL (dBA) Backgd Traffic: (%) HD-Truck % of ADT 26.1%
 

Speed: 50 (mph) 7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am Auto % of ADT 64.7%
 
80 (kph) 69.8 7.4 22.8 check 100.0%
 

65 60 55 Traffic Hours Existing Project E+P Traffic % 

Autos Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Contour Contour Contour 7am-7pm 2065 362 2427 69.8 

Count Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr CNEL XX CNEL YY CNEL ZZ CNEL 7pm-10pm 248 9 257 7.4 

SEGMENT/CONDITION (vpd) (vph) (vph) (vph) (vph) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (ft) (ft) (ft) 10pm-7am 612 179 791 22.8 

Highway 177 south of Kaiser Road 3475 347.5 202.3 85.7 87.9 71.41 69.06 65.33 65.44 72.7 159.8 344.2 741.6 check 2925 550 3475 100 

Basis: Traffic Study, Appendix B (1/19/2012). Peak of 250 workers. 54 people in Normal Crew carpool. 

Employee trips 446 total. 10pm-7am=155 (34.8%); 7am-7pm=286 (64.1%); 7-10pm = 5 (1.1%) trips. 

Basis for Equipment: Traffic Study, Distribution of Construction Traffic by Time of Day (1/19/2012). 

Concrete truck PCE = 180/3 = 60 HD trips/day; Large Equipment PCE = 131/3 = 44 HD trips/day (Total 104). 
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Existing + DHSP + DS: Highway 177 South of Kaiser Road 

Distance: >15m Ref: 15.0 (m) 

Vehicle Distribution Fractions 

HD Tks MD Tks Autos 

25.05 9.73 65.22 Fraction 

Number of Hours: (hrs) 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 

12 3 

10pm-7am 

9 

CUMULATIVE 

SR-177 s.o. Kaiser Rd. 

MD-Trucks 

E+P 

318 

Desert Sunlight 

42 

E+P+DS 

360 

Drop-off (alpha 0.5=soft, 0=hard): 

Speed: 

0.00 (alpha) 

50 (mph) 

80 (kph) 

83.0 79.0 71.1 REMEL (dBA) Backgd Traffic: (%) 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 

68.9 6.9 

10pm-7am 

24.2 

HD-Trucks 

Autos 

TOTAL 

908 

2249 

3475 

19 

164 

225 

927 

2413 

3700 

MD-Truck % of ADT 9.73% 

65 60 55 HD-Truck % of ADT 25.05% 

Autos Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Contour Contour Contour Auto % of ADT 65.22% 

Count Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr CNEL XX CNEL YY CNEL ZZ CNEL check 100.00% 

SEGMENT/CONDITION 

Highway 177 south of Kaiser Road 

(vpd) 

3700 

(vph) 

370.0 

(vph) 

212.4 

(vph) 

85.7 

(vph) 

99.3 

(dBA) 

71.58 

(dBA) 

69.17 

(dBA) 

65.22 

(dBA) 

65.87 

(dBA) 

73.0 

(ft) 
167.8 

(ft) 
361.6 

(ft) 
779.1 Traffic Hours 

7am-7pm 

E+P 

2427 

Desert Sunlight 

122 

E+P+DS 

2549 

Traffic % 

68.9 

7pm-10pm 257 0 257 6.9 

10pm-7am 791 103 894 24.2 

check 3475 225 3700 100 

Basis: Desert Sunlight FEIS, Section 4.10 "Construction truck traffic was assumed to be all heavy trucks, 

and to occur between 7:00 AM and 3:00 PM. Construction-related worker commute traffic was assumed 

to be a mix of light duty vehicles and medium trucks (shuttle buses). All arriving worker commute traffic 

was assumed to occur between 6:00 AM and 7:00 AM, and to depart between 3:00 PM and 4:00 PM. 

Source: Desert Sunlight Data, Table E2-1 

Existing Conditions Kaiser Road South of Lake Tamarisk 

Distance: >15m Ref: 15.0 (m) 

Vehicle Distribution Fractions 

HD Tks MD Tks Autos 

17.30 14.40 68.40 Fraction 

Number of Hours: (hrs) 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am 

12 3 9 

Kaiser Rd. s.o. Tamarisk Lake 

ADT 

MD-Truck % of ADT 

Existing Conditions 

150 

20.40% 

Alt 1&2 2012 

372 

24.8% 

Delta 

222 

Drop-off (alpha 0.5=soft, 0=hard): 

Speed: 

0.00 (alpha) 

45 (mph) 

72 (kph) 

82.1 77.8 69.3 REMEL (dBA) Backgd Traffic: (%) 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am 

79.68 4.14 16.19 

HD-Truck % of ADT 

MD-Trucks 

HD-Trucks 

6.50% 

30 

10 

21.5% 

92 

80 

62 

70 

Autos 110 200 90 

65 60 55 
Autos Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Contour Contour Contour 
Count Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr CNEL XX CNEL YY CNEL ZZ CNEL 

SEGMENT/CONDITION 

Kaiser Road south of Lake Tamarisk 

(vpd) 

556 

(vph) 

55.6 

(vph) 

36.9 

(vph) 

7.7 

(vph) 

10.0 

(dBA) 

61.91 

(dBA) 

60.13 

(dBA) 

53.31 

(dBA) 

54.46 

(dBA) 

62.2 

(ft) 
31.9 

(ft) 
68.6 

(ft) 
147.9 EXISTING TRAFFIC COUNTS 22-Nov-11 

Source: Desert Harvest Traffic Study (Dec 2011), Appendix B, Traffic Counts. 

Kaiser Rd. s.o. Tamarisk Lake Existing 

MD-Trucks 80 

Project 

0 

E+P 

80  

HD-Trucks 96 104 200 

Existing + DHSP: Kaiser Road South of Lake Tamarisk 

Distance: >15m Ref: 15.0 (m) 

Vehicle Distribution Fractions 

HD Tks MD Tks Autos 

18.08 7.23 74.68 Fraction 

Number of Hours: (hrs) 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am 

12 3 9 

Autos 

TOTAL 

380 

556 

446 

550 

MD-Truck % of ADT 

826 

1106 

7.23% 

Drop-off (alpha 0.5=soft, 0=hard): 

Speed: 

0.00 (alpha) 

45 (mph) 

72 (kph) 

82.1 77.8 69.3 REMEL (dBA) Backgd Traffic: (%) 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am 

72.8 2.9 24.3 

HD-Truck % of ADT 

Auto % of ADT 

check 

18.08% 

74.68% 

100.00% 

65 60 55 Traffic Hours Existing Project E+P Traffic % 

Autos Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Contour Contour Contour 7am-7pm 443 362 805 72.8 

Count Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr CNEL XX CNEL YY CNEL ZZ CNEL 7pm-10pm 23 9 32 2.9 

SEGMENT/CONDITION 

Kaiser Road south of Lake Tamarisk 

(vpd) 

1106 

(vph) 

110.6 

(vph) 

67.1 

(vph) 

10.7 

(vph) 

29.9 

(dBA) 

64.64 

(dBA) 

62.47 

(dBA) 

54.48 

(dBA) 

58.95 

(dBA) 

66.0 

(ft) 
57.0 

(ft) 
122.7 

(ft) 
264.4 

10pm-7am 

check 

90 

556 

179 

550 

269 

1106 

24.3 

100 

Basis: Traffic Study, Appendix B (1/19/2012). Peak of 250 workers. 54 people in Normal Crew carpool. 

Employee trips 446 total. 10pm-7am=155 (34.8%); 7am-7pm=286 (64.1%); 7-10pm = 5 (1.1%) trips. 

Basis for Equipment: Traffic Study, Distribution of Construction Traffic by Time of Day (1/19/2012). 

Concrete truck PCE = 180/3 = 60 HD trips/day; Large Equipment PCE = 131/3 = 44 HD trips/day (Total 104).
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Existing + DHSP + DS: Kaiser Road South of Lake Tamarisk 

Distance: >15m Ref: 15.0 (m) 

Vehicle Distribution Fractions 

HD Tks MD Tks Autos 

20.33 10.69 68.98 Fraction 

Number of Hours: (hrs) 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 

12 3 

10pm-7am 

9 

CUMULATIVE 

Kaiser Rd. s.o. Tamarisk Lake 

MD-Trucks 

E+P 

80 

Desert Sunlight 

62 

E+P+DS 

142 

Drop-off (alpha 0.5=soft, 0=hard): 

Speed: 

0.00 (alpha) 

45 (mph) 

72 (kph) 

82.1 77.8 69.3 REMEL (dBA) Backgd Traffic: (%) 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 

71.6 2.4 

10pm-7am 

26.0 

HD-Trucks 

Autos 

TOTAL 

200 

826 

1106 

70 

90 

222 

270 

916 

1328 

MD-Truck % of ADT 10.7% 

65 60 55 HD-Truck % of ADT 20.3% 

Autos Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Contour Contour Contour Auto % of ADT 69.0% 

Count Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr CNEL XX CNEL YY CNEL ZZ CNEL check 100.0% 

SEGMENT/CONDITION 

Kaiser Road south of Lake Tamarisk 

(vpd) 

1328 

(vph) 

132.8 

(vph) 

79.3 

(vph) 

10.7 

(vph) 

38.3 

(dBA) 

65.96 

(dBA) 

63.72 

(dBA) 

55.01 

(dBA) 

60.57 

(dBA) 

67.5 

(ft) 
71.8 

(ft) 
154.8 

(ft) 
333.4 Traffic Hours E+P Desert Sunlight E+P+DS Traffic % 

7am-7pm 805 146 951 71.6 

7pm-10pm 32 0 32 2.4 

10pm-7am 269 76 345 26.0 

check 1106 222 1328 100 

Basis: Desert Sunlight FEIS, Section 4.10 "Construction truck traffic was assumed to be all heavy trucks, 

and to occur between 7:00 AM and 3:00 PM. Construction-related worker commute traffic was assumed 

to be a mix of light duty vehicles and medium trucks (shuttle buses). All arriving worker commute traffic 

was assumed to occur between 6:00 AM and 7:00 AM, and to depart between 3:00 PM and 4:00 PM. 

Source: Desert Sunlight Data, Table E2-1 

Existing Conditions Kaiser Road North of Lake Tamarisk 

Distance: >15m Ref: 15.0 (m) 

Vehicle Distribution Fractions 

HD Tks MD Tks Autos 

2.50 19.30 78.20 Fraction 

Number of Hours: (hrs) 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am 

12 3 9 

Kaiser Rd. n.o. Tamarisk Lake 

ADT 

MD-Truck % of ADT 

Existing Conditions 

108 

20.4% 

Alt 1&2 2012 

330 

24.8% 

Delta 

222 

Drop-off (alpha 0.5=soft, 0=hard): 

Speed: 

0.00 (alpha) 

45 (mph) 

72 (kph) 

82.1 77.8 69.3 REMEL (dBA) Backgd Traffic: (%) 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am 

82.35 3.36 14.29 

HD-Truck % of ADT 

MD-Trucks 

HD-Trucks 

6.5% 

22 

7 

21.5% 

82 

71 

60 

64 

Autos 79 177 98 

65 60 55 
Autos Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Contour Contour Contour 
Count Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr CNEL XX CNEL YY CNEL ZZ CNEL 

SEGMENT/CONDITION 

Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk 

(vpd) 

119 

(vph) 

11.9 

(vph) 

8.2 

(vph) 

1.3 

(vph) 

1.9 

(dBA) 

52.41 

(dBA) 

50.78 

(dBA) 

42.90 

(dBA) 

44.42 

(dBA) 

52.3 

(ft) 
7.0 

(ft) 
15.2 

(ft) 
32.7 EXISTING TRAFFIC COUNTS 22-Nov-11 

Source: Desert Harvest Traffic Study (Dec 2011), Appendix B, Traffic Counts. 

Kaiser Rd. n.o. Tamarisk Lake Existing 

MD-Trucks 23 

Project 

0 

E+P 

23  

HD-Trucks 3 104 107 

Existing + DHSP: Kaiser Road North of Lake Tamarisk 

Distance: >15m Ref: 15.0 (m) 

Vehicle Distribution Fractions 

HD Tks MD Tks Autos 

15.99 3.44 80.57 Fraction 

Number of Hours: (hrs) 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am 

12 3 9 

Autos 

TOTAL 

93 

119 

446 

550 

MD-Truck % of ADT 

539 

669 

3.4% 

Drop-off (alpha 0.5=soft, 0=hard): 

Speed: 

0.00 (alpha) 

45 (mph) 

72 (kph) 

82.1 77.8 69.3 REMEL (dBA) Backgd Traffic: (%) 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am 

68.8 1.9 29.3 

HD-Truck % of ADT 

Auto % of ADT 

check 

16.0% 

80.6% 

100.0% 

65 60 55 Traffic Hours Existing Project E+P Traffic % 

Autos Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Contour Contour Contour 7am-7pm 98 362 460 68.8 

Count Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr CNEL XX CNEL YY CNEL ZZ CNEL 7pm-10pm 4 9 13 1.9 

SEGMENT/CONDITION 

Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk 

(vpd) 

669 

(vph) 

66.9 

(vph) 

38.3 

(vph) 

4.3 

(vph) 

21.8 

(dBA) 

61.85 

(dBA) 

59.44 

(dBA) 

49.97 

(dBA) 

56.98 

(dBA) 

63.7 

(ft) 
40.4 

(ft) 
86.9 

(ft) 
187.3 

10pm-7am 

check 

17 

119 

179 

550 

196 

669 

29.3 

100 

Basis: Traffic Study, Appendix B (1/19/2012). Peak of 250 workers. 54 people in Normal Crew carpool. 

Employee trips 446 total. 10pm-7am=155 (34.8%); 7am-7pm=286 (64.1%); 7-10pm = 5 (1.1%) trips. 

Basis for Equipment: Traffic Study, Distribution of Construction Traffic by Time of Day (1/19/2012). 

Concrete truck PCE = 180/3 = 60 HD trips/day; Large Equipment PCE = 131/3 = 44 HD trips/day (Total 104).
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Existing + DHSP + DS: Kaiser Road North of Lake Tamarisk Vehicle Distribution Fractions Number of Hours: (hrs) CUMULATIVE 

Distance: >15m Ref: 15.0 (m) 

HD Tks 

19.19 

MD Tks 

9.32 

Autos 

71.49 Fraction 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am 

12 3 9 

Kaiser Rd. n.o. Tamarisk Lake E+P 

MD-Trucks 

Desert Sunlight E+P+DS 

23 60 83 

Drop-off (alpha 0.5=soft, 0=hard): 

Speed: 

0.00 (alpha) 

45 (mph) 

72 (kph) 

82.1 77.8 69.3 REMEL (dBA) Backgd Traffic: (%) 

7am-7pm 7pm-10pm 10pm-7am 

67.7 1.5 30.9 

HD-Trucks 

Autos 

TOTAL 

107 

539 

669 

64 

98 

222 

171 

637 

891 

MD-Truck % of ADT 9.3% 

65 60 55 HD-Truck % of ADT 19.2% 

Autos Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Leq(h) Contour Contour Contour Auto % of ADT 71.5% 

Count Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr Peak Av Day Hr Av Eve Hr Av Nite Hr CNEL XX CNEL YY CNEL ZZ CNEL check 100.0% 

SEGMENT/CONDITION 

Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk 

(vpd) 

891 

(vph) 

89.1 

(vph) 

50.3 

(vph) 

4.3 

(vph) 

30.6 

(dBA) 

63.99 

(dBA) 

61.50 

(dBA) 

50.86 

(dBA) 

59.34 

(dBA) 

66.0 

(ft) 
57.3 

(ft) 
123.5 

(ft) 
266.1 Traffic Hours E+P Desert Sunlight E+P+DS Traffic % 

7am-7pm 460 143 603 67.7 

7pm-10pm 13 0 13 1.5 

10pm-7am 196 79 275 30.9 

check 669 222 891 100 

Basis: Desert Sunlight FEIS, Section 4.10 "Construction truck traffic was assumed to be all heavy trucks, 

and to occur between 7:00 AM and 3:00 PM. Construction-related worker commute traffic was assumed 

to be a mix of light duty vehicles and medium trucks (shuttle buses). All arriving worker commute traffic 

was assumed to occur between 6:00 AM and 7:00 AM, and to depart between 3:00 PM and 4:00 PM. 
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 G-1-1 April 2012 

Appendix G-1 

SECTION 1 - Approach to Baseline Analysis Under the BLM Visual Resource 
Management (VRM) System 

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) identifies scenic resources as one of the 

resources for which public lands should be managed.  In order to satisfy its responsibilities with respect to 

scenic resources, the BLM’s Visual Resource Management (VRM) Policy establishes a visual assessment 

methodology to inventory and manage scenic values on lands under its jurisdiction. The BLM manual M-

8400 (Visual Resource Management), Handbook H-8410 (Visual Resource Inventory), Handbook H-8431 

(Visual Resource Contrast Rating), and Instruction Memorandum 2009-167 (Application of the VRM 

Program to Renewable Energy) set forth the policies and procedures for determining visual resource 

values, establishing management objectives, and evaluating proposed actions for conformance with 

established objectives for BLM administered public lands.  

The three primary elements of the BLM’s VRM Policy are: (1) determining resource values, (2) 

establishing management objectives, and (3) evaluating the conformance of proposed actions with those 

objectives (each of which is described briefly below). 

 Determining Resource Values: The primary means to establish visual resource values is through 

a Visual Resource Inventory (VRI) that results in the assignment of one of four VRI Classes (I to 

IV) to represent the relative visual value of an area. VRI Class I has the highest value and VRI 

Class IV has the lowest. VRI Class I is reserved for special congressional designations or 

administrative decisions such as Wilderness Areas, visually sensitive ACECs, or Wild and Scenic 

Rivers, etc. VRI Classes II through IV are determined through a systematic process that 

documents the landscape’s scenic quality, public sensitivity and visibility.  Rating units for each 

of the three factors are mapped individually, evaluated, and then combined through an over-

layering analysis. The three factors contributing to the VRI Class determination are described 

below. The combined factors are then cross-referenced with the VRI Matrix to determine the 

applicable VRI Class.  VRI classes are informational in nature and provide a baseline for existing 

conditions. They do not establish management direction and should not be used as a basis for 

constraining or encouraging surface disturbing activities. They provide the baseline data for 

existing conditions. 

 Establishing Management Objectives: VRM Classes (defined below) are determined through 

careful consideration of VRI Class designations (visual values), land use and demands, and the 

resource allocations and/or management decisions made in the applicable land use plan for a 

given area.  VRM Class designations set the level of visual change to the landscape that may be 

permitted for any surface-disturbing activity. The objective of VRM Class I is to preserve the 

character of the landscape, whereas VRM Class IV provides for activities that require major 

modification to the landscape.  VRI Classes are not intended to automatically become VRM Class 

designations.  VRM Classes may be different then the VRI Classes assigned during the inventory, 

as the former should reflect a balance between the protection of visual values and other resource 

use needs.  For example, an area with a VRI Class II designation may be assigned a VRM Class 

IV designation, based on its overriding value for mineral resource extraction or its designation as 

a utility corridor.  
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 Evaluating Conformance: Finally, proposed plans of development are evaluated for conformance 

to the VRM Class objectives through the use of the Visual Resource Contrast Rating process set 

forth within BLM Handbook H-8431-1. 

Factors Contributing to VRI Class Determination 

VRI Class determination is based on an assessment of scenic quality, viewer sensitivity, and viewing 

distance zones.  The following paragraphs address each of these contributing factors. 

Scenic Quality is a measure of the overall impression or appeal of an area created by the physical features 

of the landscape, such as natural features (landforms, vegetation, water, color, adjacent scenery, and scarcity) 

and built features (roads, buildings, railroads, agricultural patterns, and utility lines).  These features 

create the distinguishable form, line, color, and texture of the landscape composition that can be judged 

for scenic quality using criteria such as distinctiveness, contrast, variety, harmony, and balance.  Table 

G-1-1 presents the scenic quality rating components that are evaluated to arrive at one of three scenic 

quality ratings (A, B, or C) for a given landscape.  Each landscape component is scored, and a score of 

19 or higher results in a Class A scenic quality rating.  A score of 12 to 18 results in a Class B scenic 

quality rating, while a score of 11 or less results in a Class C scenic quality rating.  The three scenic 

quality classes are described as follows: 

 Scenic Quality Class A – Landscapes that combine the most outstanding characteristics of the region. 

 Scenic Quality Class B – Landscapes that exhibit a combination of outstanding and common features. 

 Scenic Quality Class C – Landscapes that have features that are common to the region. 

Viewer Sensitivity is a factor used to represent the value of the visual landscape to the viewing public, 

including the extent to which the landscape is viewed.  For example, a landscape may have high scenic 

qualities but be remotely located and, therefore, seldom viewed.  Sensitivity considers such factors as 

visual access (including duration and frequency of view), type and amount of use (See Table G-1-2), 

public interest, adjacent land uses, and whether the landscape is part of a special area (e.g., California 

Desert Conservation Area [CDCA] or Area of Critical Environmental Concern).  The three levels of 

viewer sensitivity can generally be defined as follows. 

 High Sensitivity.  Areas that are either designated for scenic resources protection or receive a high 

degree of use (includes areas visible from roads and highways receiving more than 45,000 visits [vehicles] 

per year).  Typically within the foreground/middleground (f/m) viewing distance (see Table G-1-3). 

 Medium Sensitivity.  Areas lacking specific, or designated, scenic resources protection but are located 

in sufficiently close proximity to be within the viewshed of the protected area.  Includes areas that are 

visible from roads and highways receiving 5,000 to 45,000 visits (vehicles) per year.  Typically within 

the background (b) viewing distance (see Table G-1-3). 

 Low Sensitivity.  Areas that are remote from populated areas, major roadways, and protected areas 

or are severely degraded visually.  Includes areas that are visible from roads and highways receiv-

ing less than 5,000 visits (vehicles) per year. 

All of the BLM lands in the vicinity of the proposed project and alternatives are located within the CDCA.  

Because of the public importance imparted by this designation, BLM lands within the CDCA are 

generally assigned a High rating for Viewer Sensitivity. 

Viewing Distance Zones.  Landscapes are generally subdivided into three distance zones based on relative 

visibility from travel routes or observation points (see Table G-1-3).  The f/m zone includes areas that are 

less than three to five miles from the viewing location.  The f/m zone defines the area in which landscape 
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details transition from readily perceived to outlines and patterns.  The b zone is generally greater 

than five, but less than 15, miles from the viewing location.  The b zone includes areas where landforms 

are the most dominant element in the landscape, and color and texture become subordinate.  In order to be 

included within this distance zone, vegetation should be visible at least as patterns of light and dark.  The 

seldom-seen (s/s) zone includes areas that are usually hidden from view as a result of topographic or 

vegetative screening or atmospheric conditions.  In some cases, atmospheric and lighting conditions can 

reduce visibility and shorten the distances normally covered by each zone (BLM 1986b). 

 

Table G-1-1. Scenic Quality Rating 

Component Scenic Quality Rating 

Landform High vertical relief (prominent cliffs, 
spires, or massive rock outcrops); 
severe surface variation; highly 
eroded formations (major badlands 
or dune systems); detail features 
dominant and exceptionally 
striking/intriguing. 5 

Steep canyons, mesas, buttes, cinder 
cones, and drumlins; interesting 
erosional patterns or variety in size 
and shape of landforms; or detail 
features, which are interesting though 
not dominant or exceptional. 
 3 

Low rolling hills, foothills, or flat valley 
bottoms or few or no interesting 
landscape features. 
 
 
  

1
 

Vegetation A variety of vegetative types as 
expressed in interesting forms, 
textures, and patterns. 5 

Some variety of vegetation but only 
one or two major types.  

3
 

Little or no variety or contrast in 
vegetation.  

1
 

Water Clear and clean appearing, still, or 
cascading white water, any of 
which are a dominant factor in the 
landscape. 5 

Flowing, or still, but not dominant in 
the landscape. 
  

3
 

Absent or present but not noticeable. 
 
  

0
 

Color Rich color combinations; variety or 
vivid color; or pleasing contrasts in 
the soil, rock, vegetation, water, or 
snow fields. 5 

Some intensity or variety in colors 
and contrast of the soil, rock, and 
vegetation but not a dominant scenic 
element. 3 

Subtle color variations, contrast, or 
interest; generally muted tones. 
  

1
 

Influence of 
Adjacent 
Scenery 

Adjacent scenery greatly enhances 
visual quality. 
  

5
 

Adjacent scenery moderately 
enhances overall visual quality. 
 
 3 

Adjacent scenery has little or no 
influence on overall visual quality. 
  

0
 

Scarcity One of a kind, unusually 
memorable, or very rare within region. 
Consistent chance for exceptional 
wildlife or wildflower viewing, etc.
 5+* 

Distinctive, though somewhat similar 
to others within the region. 
  

3
 

Interesting within its setting but fairly 
common within the region. 
  

1
 

Cultural Modi-
fications 

Modifications add favorably to visual 
variety while promoting visual 
harmony. 2 

Modifications add little or no visual 
variety to the area and introduce no 
discordant elements. 0 

Modifications add variety but are 
very discordant and promote strong 
disharmony. - 4 

Scenic Quality Rating: A = 19 or more B = 12 to 18 C = 11 or less 

* A rating of greater than 5 can be given but must be supported by written justification 

 

 

Table G-1-2.  Amount of Use Classifications 

Type Area High Moderate Low 

Roads & Highways More than 45,000 visits/yr 5,000 to 45,000 visits/yr Less than 5,000 visits/yr 

Rivers & Trails More than 20,000 visits/yr 2,000-20,000 visits/yr Less than 2,000 visits/yr 

Recreation Sites More than 10,000 visitor-days/yr 2,000-10,000 visitor-days/yr Less than 2,000 visitor-days/yr 
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Visual Resource Inventory Classes.  The VRI class for a given area is typically arrived at through the 

use of a classification matrix similar to that presented in Table G-1-4.  By comparing the scenic quality, 

visual sensitivity, and distance zone, the specific VRI class can be determined.  The exception to this 

process is the Class I designation, which is placed on special areas where management activities are 

restricted (e.g., wilderness areas). 

Table G-1-4.  Visual Resource Inventory (VRI) Classification Matrix 

Visual Sensitivity Levels High Medium Low 

Special Areas I I I I I I I 

Scenic Quality 

A II II II II II II II 

B II III 
III* 

III IV IV IV 
IV* 

C III IV IV IV IV IV IV 

Distance Zones f/m b s/s f/m b s/s s/s 

* If adjacent areas are Class III or lower, assign Class III; if higher, assign Class IV. 

The objectives of each VRI classification as stated in the BLM Visual Resource Inventory Manual are as 

follows. 

 VRI Class I.  The objective is to preserve the existing character of the landscape.  This class provides for 

natural ecological changes; however, it does not preclude very limited management activity.  The level of 

change to the characteristic landscape should be very low and must not attract attention. 

 VRI Class II.  The objective is to retain the existing character of the landscape.  The level of change to the 

characteristic landscape should be low.  Management activities may be seen but should not attract the 

attention of the casual observer.  Any changes must repeat the basic elements of form, line, color, and texture 

found in the predominant natural features of the characteristic landscape. 

 VRI Class III.  The objective is to partially retain the existing character of the landscape.  The level of change 

to the characteristic landscape should be moderate or lower.  Management activities may attract attention but 

should not dominate the view of the casual observer.  Changes should repeat the basic elements found in the 

predominant natural features of the characteristic landscape. 

 VRI Class IV.  The objective is to provide for management activities, which require major modification of 

the existing character of the landscape.  The level of change to the characteristic landscape can be high.  

These management activities may dominate the view and be the major focus of viewer attention.  However, 

every attempt should be made to minimize the impact of these activities through careful location, minimal 

disturbance, and repeating the basic elements in the predominant natural features of the characteristic 

landscape.  

Approach Under the CDCA Plan 

According to BLM policy (BLM Manual H-8410-1) Interim Visual Resource Management (VRM) 

classes are established where a project is proposed and there are no approved VRM objectives in the 

applicable land use plan, as is the case for the DHSP project site which is governed by the CDCA Plan.  

These interim classes must 1) consider the area’s visual values as summarized in the latest visual 

resource inventory results and 2) be consistent with the multiple-use objectives and use allocations set 

Table G-1-3.  Distance Zones 

f/m (foreground/middleground) ......  
b (background) ..............................  
s/s..................................................  

0 to 3–5 miles 
5-15 miles 
seldom seen areas 
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forth in the plan which covers the project area.  While a comprehensive plan amendment is underway 

(Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan) which will establish long-term VRM classifications for 

the entire CDCA Plan area, the CDCA Plan currently does not have established VRM objectives.  

Therefore, until this landscape-level plan amendment is completed the BLM is establishing interim 

VRM classes consistent with H-8410-1 for project level actions within the CDCA planning area, such 

as the DHSP. 

An analysis of scenic quality, viewer sensitivity and distance zones in the most recent Visual Resource 

Inventory (VRI) for the project area concluded that the inventory class is VRI II (see above for a 

complete discussion of VRI).  The CDCA plan allocation for the project area is Multiple Use Class 

(MUC) M, which allows for solar electric facilities.  Specific projects must be evaluated through a plan 

amendment to ensure consistency with all goals and objectives for this class.  The conformity of the 

Proposed Action with the CDCA Plan’s Energy Production and Utility Corridors Element Decision 

Criteria is shown in Table 3.22-2. 

Mitigation measures VR-1 through VR-5 will be implemented to minimize the visual impacts of the 

project.  However, the level of contrast with the surrounding landscape will still be high when viewed 

from a variety of vantage points including elevated viewpoints in surrounding wilderness areas and 

along I-10.  Taking the inventory class into consideration, recent developments that have been 

undertaken and/or approved in the project area, the employment of mitigation measures, and the 

project’s consistency with the MUC, an interim VRM Class IV has been established for the project 

area.  The objective of this class is “to provide for management activities which require major 

modifications of the existing character of the landscape.  The level of change to the characteristic 

landscape can be high.  These management activities may dominate the view and be the major focus of 

viewer attention.  However, every attempt should be made to minimize the impact of these activities 

through careful location, minimal disturbance, and repeating the basic visual elements. 

SECTION 2 - Approach to Impact Analysis Under the VRM System 

The factors considered in determining impacts on visual resources included: (1) scenic quality of the 

project site and vicinity; (2) available visual access and visibility, and frequency and duration that the 

landscape is viewed; (3) viewing distance and degree to which project components would dominate the view of the 

observer; (4) resulting contrast of the project components or activities with existing landscape 

characteristics; (5) the extent to which project features or activities would block views of higher value 

landscape features; and (6) the level of public interest in the existing landscape characteristics and concern 

over potential changes. 

An adverse visual impact occurs within public view when: (1) an action perceptibly changes existing 

features of the physical environment so that they no longer appear to be characteristic of the subject 

locality or region; (2) an action introduces new features to the physical environment that are perceptibly 

uncharacteristic of the region and/or locale; or (3) aesthetic features of the landscape become less visible 

(e.g., partially or totally blocked from view) or are removed.  Changes that seem uncharacteristic are 

those that appear out of place, discordant, or distracting.  The degree of the visual impact depends upon 

how noticeable the adverse change may be.  The noticeability of a visual impact is a function of project 

features, context, and viewing conditions (angle of view, distance, primary viewing directions, and 

duration of view). 

Impacts on visual resources within the study area could result from various activities including structure 

and line construction, substation construction, establishment of construction staging areas and access roads, 

and project operation or presence of the built facilities.  
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CONTRAST ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 

Under the BLM’s VRM methodology, the proposed project and alternatives were analyzed for their 

effects on visual resources using an assessment of the visual contrast within the landscape created by 

components of the project.  Impacts to the inventoried visual resource values and conformance with 

Interim VRM Class Objectives are evaluated through a contrast rating process described below.  The 

degree to which the proposed action and alternatives adversely affect the visual quality of a landscape is 

directly related to the amount of visual contrast between the alternative and the existing landscape 

character.  Visual Contrast Ratings were conducted using the BLM’s VRM System manuals (BLM 1984, 

1986a).  The Visual Contrast Rating Forms are provided in Appendix G-4.  Under the VRM System, the 

degree to which a project or activity affects the visual quality of a landscape depends on the visual 

contrast created between the project components and the major features, or predominant qualities, in the 

existing landscape.  Visual contrast evaluates a project’s consistency with the visual elements of form, line 

color, and texture already established in the viewshed.  In a sense, visual contrast indirectly indicates a 

particular landscape’s ability to absorb a project’s components and location without resulting in an 

uncharacteristic appearance.  Other elements that are considered in evaluating visual contrast include the 

degree of natural screening by vegetation and landforms; placement of structures relative to existing 

vegetation, landforms and other structures; distance from the point of observation; and relative size or 

scale of a project.  Once the degree of anticipated contrast is determined (ranging from none to strong), a 

conclusion on the overall level of change is made (ranging from very low to high) and compared to the 

applicable VRM class objective for a determination of conformance with the Interim VRM Class 

objectives. 

For the DHSP, the applicable Interim VRM Class is VRM Class IV.  The management objective for 

VRM Class IV (as previously noted) is as follows:   

 VRM Class IV. The objective is to provide for management activities, which require major modification of 

the existing character of the landscape. The level of change to the characteristic landscape can be high. These 

management activities may dominate the view and be the major focus of viewer attention. However, every 

attempt should be made to minimize the impact of these activities through careful location, minimal 

disturbance, and repeating the basic elements in the predominant natural features of the characteristic 

landscape. 

BLM’s VRM Policy does not require VRM Classes to be used as a method to preclude all other 

resource development.  However, it does require that visual values be considered and that those 

considerations be documented as part of the decision-making process, and that if resource 

development/extraction is approved, a reasonable attempt must be made to meet the VRM objectives 

for the area in question and to minimize the visual impacts of the proposal.  Because the CDCA Plan 

does not have Resource Management Plan-approved VRM objectives, a land use plan amendment is not 

necessarily required to address instances of non-conformance.  Nevertheless, the overall goal remains 

minimizing visual impacts through mitigation measures.  In addition to the permanent visual contrast 

created in the landscape, the proposed action and alternatives are analyzed for adverse effects due to 

lighting and glare, visible dust plumes, as well as temporary construction-related disturbances.  

VISUAL SIMULATIONS 

To prepare the visual simulations for each KOP, appropriately scaled polygons were first constructed in 

Google Earth at each structure location.  A Google Earth perspective view was then achieved to match a 

KOP existing view photograph.  The perspective view image was then layered with the existing view 

image and the constructed polygons were used as guides for appropriately scaling and placing individual 
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wind turbine images into the existing view photograph, which was then saved as the simulation image.  A 

similar process was used for the access roads. 

MITIGATION APPROACH 

Mitigation for visual resources impacts resulting from energy infrastructure and similar types of industrial 

facilities typically focuses on methods to minimize the visibility of the resulting visual change either by 

screening the change from view or by blending the change with the background (by selective use of 

coloration and/or screening).  By their very nature, transmission structures tend to be large and exposed, 

and thus, difficult to either hide from view or blend into the background.  Also problematic is the grading 

associated with the solar facility construction, and construction of permanent access and structure spur 

roads and “temporary” cleared areas that become persistent in arid and semi-arid landscapes where 

vegetation recruitment and growth are slow. These features often cause unnatural and discordant 

demarcations in the vegetation landscape that increase the visual contrast of project activities. 

However, in some cases there are techniques that can reduce the prominence of land scarring and 

vegetation changes though they may not reduce the impact.  The following techniques were considered 

where appropriate for the proposed project and alternatives: 

 Require revegetation and restoration efforts to mitigate the unnatural demarcation in vegetation landscapes 

caused by removal of or changes in the vegetation within the project area as a result of clearing and 

maintenance. 

 Consider alternative low-impact construction techniques to minimize prominent land scarring visible to 

sensitive viewpoints. 

For each of the visual impacts identified, the mitigation approaches discussed above were evaluated for 

applicability and likelihood of success. In almost all cases, the combination of existing landscape 

characteristics and structure prominence and visibility resulted in impacts that could not be mitigated. 

However, where mitigation opportunities were identified, they are discussed. 
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1. TRUESCAPE CREDENTIALS 

1.1 Truescape has over 16 years of experience working in the 3D Photo and 

Video Simulations industry.  Truescape has completed a wide range of 

different visualisation projects from photo-simulations for simple projects 

to full computer generated 3D video simulations for complex projects.  

Truescape’s client base spans many industry sectors such as solar, wind, 

transmission and generation across New Zealand, Australia, and the US. 

1.2 Truescape adopts a team approach for project completion as each type 

and phase of a project calls for a different mix of specialised skill sets. This 

expertise spans many disciplines including photography, engineering, 

architecture, surveying, landscape architecture, 3D computer modelling, 

evidence preparation and presenting evidence as expert witnesses. All 

members of our staff have either formal qualifications or have undergone 

professional training and have direct experience working in each these 

specialised areas. 

1.3 Truescape simulations have been produced as evidence in forums such as 

the New Zealand Environment and High Courts, Australia’s Victorian Civil 

and Administrative Tribunal, the Supreme Court and the Connecticut Siting 

Council.  Members of Truescape’s staff have presented evidence as expert 

witnesses in these Courts, where our work has been subjected to cross-

examination and accepted as evidence. 

1.4 Truescape has assisted in providing survey controlled simulations for the 

following developments: 

 2003 – Meridian Energy, Te Apiti Farm, Council Hearing;  

 2004 – Meridian Energy, White Hill Farm, Council Hearing; 

 2004 – Southern Hydro, Dollar Wind Farm South Australia,  

Panel Hearing; 

 2005 – Genesis Energy, Awhitu Wind Farm, Environment Court; 

 2005 – Unison Energy, Hawkes Bay Wind Farm, Environment Court; 

 2006 – Meridian Energy, Project West Wind, Environment Court; 

 2006 – Acciona Energy, Wind Farm South Australia, Panel Hearing; 

 2007 – Invenergy, Moresville Wind Energy Park, New York; USA 

Permitting Hearing; 
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 2008 – Bluewater Wind, Offshore Wind Farm, Maryland, USA; 

Permitting Hearing; 

 2008 – Bluewater Wind, Offshore Wind Farm, New Jersey, USA; 

Permitting Hearing 

 2008 – BP Alternative Energy – White Pines Project, Michigan, USA; 

Permitting 

 2008 - Meridian Energy, Project Mill Creek, Council Hearing 

 2008 – Meridian Energy, Project Hayes, Environment Court; 

 2009 – Meridian Energy; Project Central Wind; Environment Court 

 2010 – WestWind Energy, Australia, Permit Application; 

 2010 – Pacific Hydro; Australia, Panel Hearing; 

 2011 – AltaLink, Heartland Transmission Project; Alberta Utilities 

Commission (AUC) Hearing, Alberta Canada 
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2. SCOPE OF STATEMENT 

2.1 enXco engaged Truescape in June 2012 to provide: 

 Three animated time-lapse simulations from three pre-determined Key 

Observation Points (KOP) depicting how the proposed “Desert Harvest 

Solar Farm” would look under the climatic conditions that were 

experienced when capturing the photography. First Solar’s 

neighbouring “Desert Sunlight Solar Farm” was modelled and shown in 

the simulations at its stage of completion. 

 Truescape spent a considerable amount of time on site to capture 

photography for this project. The atmospheric conditions over several 

days however did not allow Truescape to capture photography of high 

enough clarity suitable to simulate potential glare of the solar farm 

from a third KOP at a distance of approx. 8 miles from the project. The 

timeframe did not allow Truescape to capture and prepare a third time-

lapse simulation from this point to support the visual assessment. 

Truescape focussed on completing the two KOPs from approx. 4 miles 

and approx. 5 miles distance to the project (see KOP map on page 5). 

2.2 The scope of Truescape’s work does not extend to the assessment or 

interpretation of the simulations.  

2.3 Page 4 provides validation of our methodology with post construction 

analysis of Project West Wind, a wind farm project in New Zealand. 

2.4 We have set out the following in Appendix A 

 Key Observation Point Locations; (Page 5)  

 Deliverables; (Page 6) 

 An overview of the animated Time-lapse Simulation; (Page 7) 

 Methodology; (Pages 8 -12) 

 Model Input Data used to create the simulations; (Pages 13-17) 

 

 

3 SUMARY AND CONCLUSION 

3.1 The Time-lapse Simulations have been created using a robust 

methodology. The time-lapses depict how the proposed project will be 

experienced during the course of an entire day and accurately reflect the 

correct sunlight and climatic conditions experienced at the time of 

photography. 
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VALIDATION OF THE TRUESCAPE METHODOLOGY 

4.1 We have attached below some post construction analysis of the Project 

West Wind wind farm that compared a simulation against the completed 

project. This comparison demonstrates the accuracy of the TrueView 

methodology. In particular, it can be seen that the size and placement of 

the turbines in this simulation is identical to the wind farm that was 

constructed. It should be noted that the turbines in the simulation seem 

more obvious than the actual turbines in the photograph due to the 

atmospheric conditions experienced on the day the photograph was taken. 

4.2 The simulation and photograph were produced 2 years and 7 days apart 

and both are taken at the same time of day so as to produce the same 

lighting and shadow conditions.  

 

 

 

4.3 The methodology by which the enXco “Desert Harvest Solar Farm” Time-

lapse Simulations were created is based upon the same survey accurate 

technology that was used to create the simulation above.  

SIMULATION OF PROJECT WEST WIND PRE CONSTRUCTION (February 2008) 

PHOTOGRAPH OF PROJECT WEST WIND POST CONSTRUCTION (February 2010) 
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APPENDIX A 

KEY OBSERVATION POINT LOCATIONS  
 

 Location map depicting key observation point (KOP) locations and orientation 

of view (orange cones) used for the animated time-lapse simulations.  

 

 To provide overall project context, First Solar’s “Desert Sunlight Solar Farm” is 

depicted as well. 

 

 

 
 

 KOP 02 – Coxcomb Mountains – looking South-West 

 KOP 09 – Eagle Mountains – looking North-East 
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DELIVERABLES 
 

Digital Windows-Media-Video (WMV) files of the animated time-lapse simulations 

were delivered for each of the Key Observation Points (KOP). The images below 

are still images from the final animated time-lapse simulations, each representing 

4 different moments during the course of a day. 

 

 
 

 KOP 02 – Coxcomb Mountains – looking South-West 

 

 

 KOP 09 – Eagle Mountains – looking North-East 

 

As outlined under paragraph 2.1 on page 3, a time-lapse simulation from a third 

KOP could not be completed due to time and weather constraints. 
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TIME-LAPSE SIMULATION 

 

 A Time-lapse Simulation depicts how a proposed project will be experienced 

during the course of an entire day, and accurately reflects the exact sunlight 

and climatic conditions experienced at the time of photography. 

 

 Capturing a photograph every 15 sec during the course of an entire day allows 

differing light and climatic conditions to be accurately communicated.  

 

 First Solar’s neighbouring “Desert Sunlight Solar Farm” – currently under 

construction – is simulated at its state of completion. 

 

 
 

 An occasional colour overlay of project boundaries and labelling allows 

distinguishing between the two projects depicted. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The Site Visit 

 

 

 The site visit is undertaken to capture the necessary photographs and ground 

mark the photo point position and identify additional reference points to 

enable the surveyor to survey fix the exact location of the camera. 

 A digital SLR 1:1 21 mega pixel camera is used to take the photography. This 

camera produces photographs at a resolution and clarity as good as current 

technology will allow when generating simulations. 
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METHODOLOGY  

Capturing the surveyed reference points 

 

 To accurately create an animated time-lapse video simulation the exact 

position of the camera is survey fixed by a registered surveyor.  

 Additional reference points are identified during the site visit so that the 3D 

model can be accurately placed into the photo stream. These reference points 

include things like fences, vegetation, or temporary markers placed in the 

scene. The surveyor is directed to each of these points. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Aligning the surveyed reference points 

 

 
 

 The next step is to construct the 3D computer model. Using Autodesk® 3ds 

Max® 3D computer simulation software the survey fixed photo and reference 

points are imported into the 3D model. A “computer camera” is created to 

simulate the camera that captured the original photographs, including 

matching the focal length. The simulated “computer camera” is then 

positioned at the same survey coordinates as the physical observation point 

position.  

 The photographs are then incorporated into the computer model. This is done 

by correctly aligning the “computer camera” to match the surveyed reference 

points to the reference objects, and to the terrain if required. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Building the proposed project in 3D 

 

 The proposed project is then modelled in 3D in accordance with all 

dimensions, site layouts, colours and textures.  

 

 

 Elevated close-up view of 3D-model of the High Profile 15 foot tracking 

solar panels, power converter station unit and Gen-Tie transmission line 

structures. 
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METHODOLOGY  

Building the proposed project in 3D 

 

 

 The 3D terrain model of the site has been generated using the land contour 

data. The proposed project components have now been modelled in 3D and 

are imported and positioned accurately into the scene. 

 The simulation software allows the sun to be simulated for the precise period 

of time the original photography was captured for. This ensures the lighting of 

the solar panels as well as the shadows they cast are an accurate depiction of 

how the proposed “Desert Harvest Solar Farm” would appear in the photo-

stream during the course of that day and reflecting the same climatic 

conditions as those experienced at the time the photographs were taken.  

 In order to correctly place existing objects that are in front of the 3D model of 

the development, these foreground objects are overlaid from the original 

photographs onto the computer generated image using AfterEffects software. 
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MODEL INPUT DATA 

 

All data including solar panel layout, dimensions and array placement as well as 

Gen-Tie transmission structure design were provided by enXco. 

 

 Above screenshot depicts AutoCAD drawing specifying solar array layout, 

location of substation, O&M facilities as well as project boundaries. 

 

 
 

 Above screenshot depicts dimensions and spacing of the high-Profile 15 foot 

tracking panels as well as details of the security fence. 
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MODEL INPUT DATA 

 

 

 
 

 Above screenshot depicts terrain data sourced from GIS data bases.  

The red line depicts the project boundaries of the “Desert Harvest Solar Farm” 

project. 
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MODEL INPUT DATA 

 

 

 
 
 Above drawing depicts type and typical height of the proposed Gen-Tie 

transmission structures. 
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MODEL INPUT DATA 
 

The images below represent alignment of the digital terrain (depicted by red 

overlay) and 3D-model to the real world photography.  

Camera locations including individual reference points where surveyed by:  

Section Thirty Seven Consultants. 

 

 
 

 
 

 Using “KOP 09 - Eagle Mountains – looking North-East” as an example these 

images show reference points depicted by coloured lines which have been 

requested (yellow arrows), survey fixed (bottom of black cylinders) and were 

used to accurately position the 3D model of the proposed “Desert Harvest 

Solar Farm” into the photographs. 
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Two representative still images of the final animated time-lapse simulation for 
this Key Observation Point are depicted below. 
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Summary of Key Observation Point Analyses
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APPENDIX G-2 
DESERT HARVEST SOLAR FARM PROJECT EIS/CDCA PLAN AMENDMENT:  VISUAL RESOURCES – SUMMARY OF KEY OBSERVATION POINT ANALYSES 

 

    
ALTERNATIVE  4 - PROPOSED SOLAR PROJECT 

VIEWPOINT   BLM - EXISTING  VISUAL  SETTING BLM - VISUAL CONTRAST ANALYSIS  CEQA IMPACT  
SIGNIFICANCE 

Key 
Observation 
Point  (KOP) 

Description Scenic Quality Classification Viewer 
Sensitivity 

VRM Class Level of Change 
(See Appendix G4 

Contrast Rating Worksheets) 
VRM Consistency 

Before   
Mitigation 

 
After 

Mitigation 

Mitigation 

Status Rating Management Objective 

KOP 1 
Joshua Tree 
Wilderness – 

Eagle 
Mountains 

 
 

Proposed 
Project 

 
 

Figures 4.19-
1A / 1B 

View to the 
south from a 
low ridge at 

the northeast 
extent of the 

Eagle 
Mountains, at 
the north end 
of Chuckwalla 

Valley. 

Class C 

This panoramic vista encompasses the open expanse of the 
northern Chuckwalla Valley, backdropped by the Chuckwalla 
Mountains to the south and the Eagle Mountains to the west. 
This area includes a foreground to middleground flat desert 

landscape that supports a sparse and irregular, to more 
uniform at distance, distribution of short grasses and shrubs 

of subdued color consisting of tans, browns, and muted 
greens. Although the rugged and visually interesting 
landforms of the Eagle and more distant Chuckwalla 

Mountains provide a backdrop of visual interest, the desert 
basin landscape is relatively non-descript and common to 

much of the Chuckwalla Valley. 

High 

These lands are 
within the 
California 

Desert 
Conservation 
Area and are 

within the 
foreground/ 

middleground 
viewsheds of 
Kaiser Road, 
SR 177 (Rice 
Road), Desert 
Lily Sanctuary 

ACEC, and 
Joshua Tree 
Wilderness in 
both the Eagle 
and Coxcomb 

Mountains.  
This location is 
near an access 
point to JNP. 

Interim IV 

To provide for management activities that 
require major modification of the landscape 

character.  The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape can be high.  

Management activities may dominate the 
view and be the major focus of viewer 

attention.  However, every attempt should 
be made to minimize the impact of these 

activities through careful location, minimal 
disturbance, and repetition of the basic 

landscape elements. 

Low 
The Proposed project would result in 
the introduction of barely discernible 

built structures that, at an 
approximately eight-mile viewing 
distance, would appear as a low, 

narrow, light-colored, horizontal line 
along the valley floor (solar farm), and 

faintly visible, vertical structural 
elements.  The resulting structural 
visual contrast for form, line, color, 

and texture would be weak (relative to 
the natural character of the existing 

landscape). Also, view impairment of 
the valley floor or other background 

landforms would be minimal. 

Consistent 
The low level of change would be 
allowed under the VRM Class IV 

management objective. 

BEFORE: 
Less than 
Significant 
(Class III) 

 
AFTER: 
Same 

 

VR-1 
through 

VR-6 

KOP 2 
Joshua Tree 
Wilderness – 

Coxcomb 
Mountains 

 
 

Proposed 
Project 

 
 

Figures 4.19-
2A / 2B  

View to the 
southwest 

from an 
elevated 

vantage point 
along the 

western flank 
of the 

Coxcomb 
Mountains, 
northeast of 
the project 

site. 

Class C 

This panoramic vista and elevated overlook of the northern 
Chuckwalla Valley also encompasses the Chuckwalla 

Mountains to the south and the Eagle Mountains to the west.  
This elevated view captures the variety of colors that are 
manifested in the soils, rocks, vegetation, and erosional 

patterns of the Chuckwalla Valley floor.  The angular to low 
horizontal and rugged forms of the background Chuckwalla 
and Eagle Mountains provide features of additional visual 

interest.  While some localized areas of ground disturbance 
are noticeable at this middleground viewing distance, they 

are not prominent features and the landscape is 
predominantly natural in appearance, though relatively non-

descript and common to much of the Chuckwalla Valley. 

High 

These lands are 
within the 
California 

Desert 
Conservation 
Area and are 

within the 
foreground/ 

middleground 
viewsheds of 
Kaiser Road, 
SR 177 (Rice 
Road), Desert 
Lily Sanctuary 

ACEC, and 
Joshua Tree 
Wilderness in 
both the Eagle 
and Coxcomb 

Mountains. 

Interim IV 

To provide for management activities that 
require major modification of the landscape 

character.  The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape can be high.  

Management activities may dominate the 
view and be the major focus of viewer 

attention.  However, every attempt should 
be made to minimize the impact of these 

activities through careful location, minimal 
disturbance, and repetition of the basic 

landscape elements. 

Moderate to High 
The Proposed project would result in 

the introduction of a large-scale 
complex of built structures and graded 

surfaces forming a spatially and 
visually prominent series of geometric 
patterns on the valley floor, that would 

contrast with the predominantly 
natural appearance of the northern 
Chuckwalla Valley landscape and 
background Chuckwalla and Eagle 
Mountains.  The color and reflective 
characteristics of the panel support 
structures would contribute to the 
noticeable contrast with existing 

earthtone colors. 

Consistent 
The moderate to high level of change 

would be allowed under the VRM Class 
IV management objective. 

BEFORE: 
Significant 

(Class I) 
 

AFTER: 
Same 

 

VR-1 
through 

VR-6 
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APPENDIX G-2 
DESERT HARVEST SOLAR FARM PROJECT EIS/CDCA PLAN AMENDMENT:  VISUAL RESOURCES – SUMMARY OF KEY OBSERVATION POINT ANALYSES 

 

    
ALTERNATIVE  4 - PROPOSED SOLAR PROJECT (continued) 

VIEWPOINT   BLM - EXISTING  VISUAL  SETTING BLM - VISUAL CONTRAST ANALYSIS  CEQA IMPACT  
SIGNIFICANCE 

Key 
Observation 
Point  (KOP) 

Description Scenic Quality Classification Viewer 
Sensitivity 

VRM Class Level of Change 
(See Appendix G4 

Contrast Rating Worksheets) 
VRM Consistency 

Before   
Mitigation 

 
After 

Mitigation 

Mitigation 

Status Rating Management Objective 

KOP 3 
Kaiser Road in 
the Immediate 
Project Vicinity 

 
 

Proposed 
Project 

 
 

Figures 4.19-
3A / 3B 

View to the 
east from 

Kaiser Road, 
in the 

immediate 
vicinity of the 
project site. 

Class C 

This view encompasses the open expanse of a central 
portion of the Chuckwalla Valley, backdropped by the 

southern extent of the Coxcomb Mountains and the more 
distant Palen Mountains. This area includes a foreground to 
middleground flat desert landscape that supports a sparse 
and irregular, to more uniform at distance, distribution of 

short grasses and shrubs of subdued color consisting of tans, 
browns, and muted greens. Although the rugged and visually 
interesting landforms of the nearby Coxcomb Mountains and 
more distant Palen Mountains provide a backdrop of visual 

interest, the desert basin landscape is relatively non-descript 
and common to much of the Chuckwalla Valley. 

High 

These lands are 
within the 
California 

Desert 
Conservation 
Area and are 

within the 
foreground/ 

middleground 
viewsheds of 
Kaiser Road, 
SR 177 (Rice 
Road), Desert 
Lily Sanctuary 

ACEC, and 
Joshua Tree 
Wilderness in 
both the Eagle 
and Coxcomb 

Mountains. 

Interim IV 

To provide for management activities that 
require major modification of the landscape 

character.  The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape can be high.  

Management activities may dominate the 
view and be the major focus of viewer 

attention.  However, every attempt should 
be made to minimize the impact of these 

activities through careful location, minimal 
disturbance, and repetition of the basic 

landscape elements. 

Moderate to High 
The Proposed Action would result in 
the introduction of visually prominent 

built structures into a landscape 
generally lacking similar built features 

of industrial or technological 
character.  The solar farm would 

appear as prominent horizontal and 
geometric features with prominent 

horizontal lines associated with 
specific panel arrays, development 

units, and demarcations from graded 
surfaces. The resulting form and line 
contrast of the solar panels would be 

moderate to strong (relative to the 
natural character of the existing 

landscape).  The color and texture of 
the solar panels would result in 

moderate degrees of visual contrast. 
Also, the solar panels would cause 

partial view blockage of the 
Chuckwalla Valley floor. 

Consistent 
The moderate-to-high level of change 

would be allowed under the VRM Class 
IV management objective. 

BEFORE: 
Significant 
(Class II) 

 
AFTER: 

Less than 
Significant 

 

VR-1 
through 

VR-6 

KOP 4 
Desert Lily 
Sanctuary 

ACEC 
 
 

Proposed 
Project 

 
 

Figures 4.19-
4A / 4B 

View to the 
west from the 

Desert Lily 
Sanctuary 
ACEC, just 
east of SR 

177. 

Class C 

This view encompasses a central portion of the Chuckwalla 
Valley, backdropped by the Eagle Mountains to the west. 

This area includes a foreground to middleground flat desert 
landscape that supports a sparse and irregular, to more 

uniform at distance, distribution of short grasses and shrubs 
of subdued color consisting of tans, browns, and greens.  

Also visible is a wood-pole utility line. Although the rugged 
and visually interesting landforms of the Eagle Mountains 

provide a backdrop of visual interest, the desert basin 
landscape is relatively non-descript and common to much of 

the Chuckwalla Valley. 

High 

These lands are 
within the 
California 

Desert 
Conservation 
Area and are 

within the 
foreground/ 

middleground 
viewsheds of 
Kaiser Road, 
SR 177 (Rice 
Road), Desert 
Lily Sanctuary 

ACEC, and 
Joshua Tree 
Wilderness in 
both the Eagle 
and Coxcomb 

Mountains. 

Interim IV 

To provide for management activities that 
require major modification of the landscape 

character.  The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape can be high.  

Management activities may dominate the 
view and be the major focus of viewer 

attention.  However, every attempt should 
be made to minimize the impact of these 

activities through careful location, minimal 
disturbance, and repetition of the basic 

landscape elements. 

Very Low 
The Proposed Action would result in 
the introduction of barely discernible 

built structures that, at an 
approximately 5.5 mile viewing 
distance, and the presence of 

substantial intervening vegetation, 
would be barely noticeable along the 

valley floor.  Neither the solar farm nor 
the transmission line structures would 
be perceived as prominent features in 
the landscape, and view impairment of 

the valley floor or other background 
landforms would be minimal.  The 
resulting structural form and line 

contrast would be weak, and there 
would be no discernible color or 

texture contrast, when viewed from 
the Desert Lily Sanctuary ACEC. 

Consistent 
The very low level of change would be 

allowed under the VRM Class IV 
management objective. 

BEFORE: 
Less than 
Significant 
(Class III) 

 
AFTER: 
Same 

 

VR-1 
through 

VR-6 
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APPENDIX G-2 
DESERT HARVEST SOLAR FARM PROJECT EIS/CDCA PLAN AMENDMENT:  VISUAL RESOURCES – SUMMARY OF KEY OBSERVATION POINT ANALYSES 

 

    
ALTERNATIVE  7 – HIGH PROFILE REDUCED FOOTPRINT 

VIEWPOINT   BLM - EXISTING  VISUAL  SETTING BLM - VISUAL CONTRAST ANALYSIS  CEQA IMPACT  
SIGNIFICANCE 

Key 
Observation 
Point  (KOP) 

Description Scenic Quality Classification Viewer 
Sensitivity 

VRM Class Level of Change 
(See Appendix G4 

Contrast Rating Worksheets) 
VRM Consistency 

Before   
Mitigation 

 
After 

Mitigation 

Mitigation 

Status Rating Management Objective 

KOP 1A 
Joshua Tree 
Wilderness – 

Eagle 
Mountains 

 
 

Alternative 7 
High-Profile 
Solar Project 

 
 

Figures 4.19-
1A / 1C 

View to the 
south from a 
low ridge at 

the northeast 
extent of the 

Eagle 
Mountains, at 
the north end 
of Chuckwalla 

Valley. 

Class C 

This panoramic vista encompasses the open expanse of the 
northern Chuckwalla Valley, backdropped by the Chuckwalla 
Mountains to the south and the Eagle Mountains to the west. 
This area includes a foreground to middleground flat desert 

landscape that supports a sparse and irregular, to more 
uniform at distance, distribution of short grasses and shrubs 

of subdued color consisting of tans, browns, and muted 
greens. Although the rugged and visually interesting 
landforms of the Eagle and more distant Chuckwalla 

Mountains provide a backdrop of visual interest, the desert 
basin landscape is relatively non-descript and common to 

much of the Chuckwalla Valley. 

High 

These lands are 
within the 
California 

Desert 
Conservation 
Area and are 

within the 
foreground/ 

middleground 
viewsheds of 
Kaiser Road, 
SR 177 (Rice 
Road), Desert 
Lily Sanctuary 

ACEC, and 
Joshua Tree 
Wilderness in 
both the Eagle 
and Coxcomb 

Mountains.  
This location is 
near an access 
point to JTNP. 

Interim IV 

To provide for management activities that 
require major modification of the landscape 

character.  The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape can be high.  

Management activities may dominate the 
view and be the major focus of viewer 

attention.  However, every attempt should 
be made to minimize the impact of these 

activities through careful location, minimal 
disturbance, and repetition of the basic 

landscape elements. 

Low 
Alternative 7 would result in the 

introduction of a noticeable horizontal, 
built feature, which, at an 

approximately eight-mile viewing 
distance, would appear as a low, 

narrow, variably-colored, horizontal 
line along the valley floor (solar farm), 
and faintly visible, vertical structural 

elements (gen-tie line).  The resulting 
structural visual contrast for form and 
texture would be weak.  For line and 

color, the resulting visual contrast 
would be weak to moderate (relative 

to the natural character of the existing 
landscape). Also, view impairment of 
the valley floor or other background 

landforms would be minimal. 

Consistent 
The low level of change would be 
allowed under the VRM Class IV 

management objective. 

BEFORE: 
Less than 
Significant 
(Class III) 

 
AFTER: 
Same 

 

VR-1 
through 

VR-6 

KOP 3A 
Kaiser Road in 
the Immediate 
Project Vicinity 

 
 

Alternative 7 
High-Profile 
Solar Project 

 
 

Figures 4.19-
3C / 3D 

View to the 
northeast 

from Kaiser 
Road, in the 
immediate 

vicinity of the 
project site. 

Class C 

This view encompasses the open expanse of a central 
portion of the Chuckwalla Valley, backdropped by the 

Coxcomb Mountains. This area includes a foreground to 
middleground flat desert landscape that supports a sparse 
and irregular, to more uniform at distance, distribution of 

short grasses and shrubs of subdued color consisting of tans, 
browns, and muted greens. Although the rugged and visually 
interesting landforms of the nearby Coxcomb Mountains and 
more distant Palen Mountains provide a backdrop of visual 

interest, the desert basin landscape is relatively non-descript 
and common to much of the Chuckwalla Valley. 

High 

These lands are 
within the 
California 

Desert 
Conservation 
Area and are 

within the 
foreground/ 

middleground 
viewsheds of 
Kaiser Road, 
SR 177 (Rice 
Road), Desert 
Lily Sanctuary 

ACEC, and 
Joshua Tree 
Wilderness in 
both the Eagle 
and Coxcomb 

Mountains. 

Interim IV 

To provide for management activities, that 
require major modification of the landscape 

character.  The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape can be high.  

Management activities may dominate the 
view and be the major focus of viewer 

attention.  However, every attempt should 
be made to minimize the impact of these 

activities through careful location, minimal 
disturbance, and repetition of the basic 

landscape elements. 

High 
Alternative 7 would result in the 

introduction of visually prominent built 
structures into a landscape generally 

lacking similar built features of 
industrial or technological character.  

The solar farm would appear as 
prominent horizontal and geometric 
features with prominent horizontal 
lines associated with specific panel 

arrays, development units, and 
demarcations from graded surfaces. 

The resulting form and color contrasts 
of the solar panels would be moderate 

to strong (relative to the natural 
character of the existing landscape).  
The line contrast of the solar panels 

would be strong and the texture 
contrast would be moderate. Also, the 
solar panels would cause partial view 

blockage of the Chuckwalla Valley 
floor and background Coxcomb and 

Palen Mountains. 

Consistent 
The high level of change would be 
allowed under the VRM Class IV 

management objective. 

BEFORE: 
Significant 

(Class I) 
 

AFTER: 
Same 

 

VR-1 
through 

VR-6 
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APPENDIX G-2 
DESERT HARVEST SOLAR FARM PROJECT EIS/CDCA PLAN AMENDMENT:  VISUAL RESOURCES – SUMMARY OF KEY OBSERVATION POINT ANALYSES 

 

    
ALTERNATIVE  7 – HIGH PROFILE REDUCED FOOTPRINT (continued) 

VIEWPOINT   BLM - EXISTING  VISUAL  SETTING BLM - VISUAL CONTRAST ANALYSIS  CEQA IMPACT  
SIGNIFICANCE 

Key 
Observation 
Point  (KOP) 

Description Scenic Quality Classification Viewer 
Sensitivity 

VRM Class Level of Change 
(See Appendix G4 

Contrast Rating Worksheets) 
VRM Consistency 

Before   
Mitigation 

 
After 

Mitigation 

Mitigation 

Status Rating Management Objective 

KOP 8A 
Westbound 

I-10 
 

 
Alternative 7 
High-Profile 
Solar Project 

 
 
 

Figures 4.19-
8C / 8D 

View to the 
northwest 

from 
westbound I-
10, north of 

the proposed 
Red Bluff 

Substation 
site, 

approximately 
5.75 miles 

east of Desert 
Center, and 

approximately 
0.2 mile east 

of the 
Alternative E 
Gen-Tie route 
span of I-10. 

Class C 

This view to the north captures a central portion of the 
northern Chuckwalla Valley.  The open expanse of the valley 

floor includes a foreground to middleground flat desert 
landscape that is generally natural appearing and supports a 
sparse and irregular, to more uniform at distance, distribution 

of short grasses and shrubs of subdued color consisting of 
muted yellows, tans, browns, and greens.  Although the 

rugged and visually interesting landforms of the Eagle and 
Coxcomb Mountains provide a backdrop of visual interest, 
the desert basin landscape is relatively non-descript and 

common to much of the Chuckwalla Valley. 

High 

These lands are 
within the 
California 

Desert 
Conservation 
Area and are 

within the 
foreground/ 

middleground 
viewsheds of I-

10, SR 177 
(Rice Road), the 

Desert Lily 
Sanctuary 
ACEC, the 

Alligator Rock 
ACEC, and the 

Chuckwalla 
Mountains 

Wilderness. 

Interim IV 

To provide for management activities that 
require major modification of the landscape 

character.  The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape can be high.  

Management activities may dominate the 
view and be the major focus of viewer 

attention.  However, every attempt should 
be made to minimize the impact of these 

activities through careful location, minimal 
disturbance, and repetition of the basic 

landscape elements. 

Moderate to High 
This Alternative would result in the 
introduction of numerous visually 

noticeable to prominent built 
structures into a landscape generally 

lacking similar built features of 
industrial or technological character. 
The solar array, tubular steel poles, 

and curvilinear conductors would 
result in moderate-to-strong levels of 
form and line contrast relative to the 

natural character of the existing 
landscape.  Color contrast would be 

moderate (notably the variable colors 
of the solar array depending on time 

of day, orientation of the tracking 
panels, and characteristics of the 

reflected sky).  Texture contrast would 
be weak.    Also, the solar array and 

transmission line would cause 
noticeable view blockage of the 

background Chuckwalla Valley floor 
and Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains. 

Consistent 
The moderate-to-high level of change 

would be allowed under the VRM Class 
IV management objective. 

BEFORE: 
Significant 

(Class I) 
 

AFTER: 
Same 

 

VR-1 
through 

VR-6 

ALTERNATIVES  B  AND  C  GEN-TIE ROUTES 

KOP 5 
Northbound 
Kaiser Road 
Near Lake 
Tamarisk 

 
 

Alternative 
B and C 
Gen-Tie 
Routes 

 
 
 

Figures 4.19-
5A / 5B 

View to the 
north-

northwest 
from 

northbound 
Kaiser Road, 

near the 
community of 

Lake 
Tamarisk. 

Class C 

This view toward the open expanse of Chuckwalla Valley 
west of Kaiser Road and the Eagle Mountains beyond, is 

partially obscured by roadside vegetation.  This area includes 
a foreground to middleground flat desert landscape that 

supports a sparse and irregular, to more uniform at distance, 
distribution of short grasses and shrubs of subdued color 
consisting of muted yellows, tans, browns, and greens. 

Although the rugged and visually interesting landforms of the 
Eagle Mountains provide a backdrop of visual interest, the 

desert basin landscape is relatively non-descript and 
common to much of the Chuckwalla Valley. 

High 

These lands are 
within the 
California 

Desert 
Conservation 
Area and are 

within the 
foreground/ 

middleground 
viewsheds of I-

10, Kaiser 
Road, SR 177 
(Rice Road), 

Alligator Rock 
ACEC, and 
Joshua Tree 
Wilderness in 

the Eagle  
Mountains. 

Interim IV 

To provide for management activities that 
require major modification of the landscape 

character.  The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape can be high.  

Management activities may dominate the 
view and be the major focus of viewer 

attention.  However, every attempt should 
be made to minimize the impact of these 

activities through careful location, minimal 
disturbance, and repetition of the basic 

landscape elements. 

High 
This Alternative would result in the 

introduction of visually prominent built 
structures into a landscape generally 

lacking similar built features of 
industrial or technological character. 

The tubular steel poles and curvilinear 
conductors would result in strong 

levels of form and line contrast relative 
to the natural character of the existing 
landscape.  Color contrast would be 
moderate and texture contrast would 

be weak to moderate.    Also, the 
transmission line would cause 

substantial view blockage of the 
background Eagle Mountains. 

Consistent 
The high level of change would be 
allowed under the VRM Class IV 

management objective. 

BEFORE: 
Significant 

(Class I) 
 

AFTER: 
Same 

 

VR-3 and 
VR-4 
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APPENDIX G-2 
DESERT HARVEST SOLAR FARM PROJECT EIS/CDCA PLAN AMENDMENT:  VISUAL RESOURCES – SUMMARY OF KEY OBSERVATION POINT ANALYSES 

 

    
ALTERNATIVE  D  GEN-TIE ROUTE 

VIEWPOINT   BLM – EXISTING  VISUAL  SETTING BLM - VISUAL CONTRAST ANALYSIS  CEQA IMPACT 
SIGNIFICANCE 

Key 
Observation 
Point  (KOP) 

Description Scenic Quality Classification Viewer 
Sensitivity 

VRM Class Level of Change 
(See Appendix G4 

Contrast Rating Worksheets) 
VRM Consistency 

Before   
Mitigation 

 
After 

Mitigation 

Mitigation 

Status Rating Management Objective 

KOP 6 
Eastbound I-10 

East of 
Desert Center 

 
 
 

Alternative D 
Gen-Tie Route 

 
 
 

Figures 4.19-
6A / 6B 

View to the 
northeast 

from 
eastbound 

I-10, east of 
Desert Center 

and 
approximately 
0.8 mile west 

of the 
Alternative D 
Gen-Tie route 
span of I-10.  

Class C 

This view toward the open expanse of Chuckwalla Valley 
north of I-10, includes a foreground to middleground flat 
desert landscape that supports a sparse and irregular, to 

more uniform at distance, distribution of short grasses and 
shrubs of subdued color consisting of muted yellows, tans, 

browns, and greens. Although the rugged and visually 
interesting landforms of the Palen Mountains provide a 

backdrop of visual interest, the desert basin landscape is 
relatively non-descript and common to much of the 

Chuckwalla Valley. 

High 

These lands are 
within the 
California 

Desert 
Conservation 
Area and are 

within the 
foreground/ 

middleground 
viewsheds of I-

10, Kaiser 
Road, SR 177 
(Rice Road), 

Alligator Rock 
ACEC, and 
Chuckwalla 
Mountains 

Wilderness. 

Interim IV 

To provide for management activities that 
require major modification of the landscape 

character.  The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape can be high.  

Management activities may dominate the 
view and be the major focus of viewer 

attention.  However, every attempt should 
be made to minimize the impact of these 

activities through careful location, minimal 
disturbance, and repetition of the basic 

landscape elements. 

High 
This Alternative would result in the 

introduction of visually prominent built 
structures into a landscape generally 

lacking similar built features of 
industrial or technological character. 

The tubular steel poles and curvilinear 
conductors would result in strong 

levels of form and line contrast relative 
to the natural character of the existing 

landscape.  Color and texture 
contrasts would be weak to moderate.    

Also, the transmission line would 
cause substantial view blockage of the 

background Palen Mountains. 

Consistent 
The high level of change would be 
allowed under the VRM Class IV 

management objective. 

BEFORE: 
Significant 

(Class I) 
 

AFTER: 
Same 

 

VR-3 and 
VR-4 

ALTERNATIVE  E  GEN-TIE ROUTE 

KOP 7 
Northbound 

SR 177 
 
 
 

Alternative E 
Gen-Tie 
Route 

 
 
 

Figures 4.19-
7A / 7B 

View to the 
northeast 

from 
northbound 

SR 177, 
approximately 

0.3 mile 
southwest of 

the Alternative 
E Gen-Tie 

route span of 
SR 177. 

Class C 

This view toward the Alternative E Gen-Tie route, SR 177 
span location, captures a central portion of the northern 

Chuckwalla Valley where it is bisected by SR 177.  The open 
expanse of valley floor is partially obscured by roadside 

vegetation.  This area includes a foreground to middleground 
flat desert landscape that supports a sparse and irregular, to 
more uniform at distance, distribution of short grasses and 
shrubs of subdued color consisting of muted yellows, tans, 

browns, and greens. Although the rugged and visually 
interesting landforms of the Coxcomb and more distant Palen 

Mountains provide a backdrop of visual interest, the desert 
basin landscape is relatively non-descript and common to 

much of the Chuckwalla Valley. 

High 

These lands are 
within the 
California 

Desert 
Conservation 
Area and are 

within the 
foreground/ 

middleground 
viewsheds of I-

10, Kaiser 
Road, SR 177 
(Rice Road), 
and Joshua 

Tree Wilderness 
in the Coxcomb  

Mountains. 

Interim IV 

To provide for management activities that 
require major modification of the landscape 

character.  The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape can be high.  

Management activities may dominate the 
view and be the major focus of viewer 

attention.  However, every attempt should 
be made to minimize the impact of these 

activities through careful location, minimal 
disturbance, and repetition of the basic 

landscape elements. 

Moderate to High 
This Alternative would result in the 

introduction of visually prominent built 
structures into a landscape generally 
lacking structures of similar scale and 
industrial or technological character. 
The associated moderate to strong 
visual contrast of the tubular steel 
poles and curvilinear conductors is 
somewhat moderated by the linear 

forms and vertical lines of an existing 
wood-pole utility line adjacent to SR 

177.  Color contrast would be 
moderate and texture contrast would 

be weak to moderate.    Also, the 
transmission line would cause 

considerable view blockage of the 
background Coxcomb and Palen 

Mountains. 

Consistent 
The moderate-to-high level of change 

would be allowed under the VRM Class 
IV management objective. 

BEFORE: 
Significant 

(Class I) 
 

AFTER: 
Same 

 

VR-3 and 
VR-4 
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Michael Clayton & Associates Visual Resources 

APPENDIX G-2 
DESERT HARVEST SOLAR FARM PROJECT EIS/CDCA PLAN AMENDMENT:  VISUAL RESOURCES – SUMMARY OF KEY OBSERVATION POINT ANALYSES 

 

    
ALTERNATIVE  E  GEN-TIE ROUTE (continued) 

VIEWPOINT   BLM - EXISTING  VISUAL  SETTING BLM - VISUAL CONTRAST ANALYSIS  CEQA IMPACT 
SIGNIFICANCE 

Key 
Observation 
Point  (KOP) 

Description Scenic Quality Classification Viewer 
Sensitivity 

VRM Class Level of Change 
(See Appendix G4 

Contrast Rating Worksheets) 
VRM Consistency 

Before   
Mitigation 

 
After 

Mitigation 

Mitigation 

Status Rating Management Objective 

KOP 8 
Westbound 

I-10 
 
 
 

Alternative E 
Gen-Tie 
Route 

 
 
 

Figures 4.19-
8A / 8B 

View to the 
north from 

westbound I-
10, north of 

the proposed 
Red Bluff 

Substation 
site, 

approximately 
5.75 miles 

east of Desert 
Center, and 

approximately 
0.2 mile east 

of the 
Alternative E 
Gen-Tie route 
span of I-10. 

Class C 

This view to the north captures a central portion of the 
northern Chuckwalla Valley.  The open expanse of the valley 

floor includes a foreground to middleground flat desert 
landscape that is generally natural appearing and supports a 
sparse and irregular, to more uniform at distance, distribution 

of short grasses and shrubs of subdued color consisting of 
muted yellows, tans, browns, and greens.  Although the 

rugged and visually interesting landforms of the Coxcomb 
Mountains and more distant Palen Mountains provide a 

backdrop of visual interest, the desert basin landscape is 
relatively non-descript and common to much of the 

Chuckwalla Valley. 

High 

These lands are 
within the 
California 

Desert 
Conservation 
Area and are 

within the 
foreground/ 

middleground 
viewsheds of I-

10, SR 177 
(Rice Road), the 

Desert Lily 
Sanctuary 
ACEC, the 

Alligator Rock 
ACEC, and the 

Chuckwalla 
Mountains 

Wilderness. 

Interim IV 

To provide for management activities that 
require major modification of the landscape 

character.  The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape can be high.  

Management activities may dominate the 
view and be the major focus of viewer 

attention.  However, every attempt should 
be made to minimize the impact of these 

activities through careful location, minimal 
disturbance, and repetition of the basic 

landscape elements. 

Moderate to High 
This Alternative would result in the 
introduction of numerous visually 

noticeable to prominent built 
structures into a landscape generally 

lacking similar built features of 
industrial or technological character. 

The tubular steel poles and curvilinear 
conductors would result in moderate-

to-strong levels of form and line 
contrast relative to the natural 

character of the existing landscape.  
Color contrast would be weak to 

moderate and texture contrast would 
be weak to moderate.    Also, the 

transmission line would cause 
noticeable view blockage of the 

background Chuckwalla Valley floor 
and Coxcomb and Palen Mountains. 

Consistent 
The moderate-to-high level of change 

would be allowed under the VRM Class 
IV management objective. 

BEFORE: 
Significant 

(Class I) 
 

AFTER: 
Same 

 

VR-3 and 
VR-4 
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Appendix G.3
 
Scenic Quality Field Inventory
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Form 8400-1 
(September 1985) 
(Format Modified 2008) 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 


Field Office: Palm Springs D06000 Date: 10/6/2009 

Scenic Quality Rating Unit: Chuckwalla Valley Time (24hr format): 11:50 

Unit Number: 21 

1. Evaluators: CBrandt GLong 

2. LANDSCAPE CHARACTER (Features) 

A. LandformlWater B. Vegetation C. Structures 

S ... 
0... 

Broad valley; flat to gentle 
slopes; very gently rolling 

Rounded, clumpy, mottled form Roads, settlements, substations, 
power lines, tall cylindrical 
poles; geometric 

" = ;:i 

Horizontal landscape; vast 
open space 

Rounded, horizontally aligned Vertical poles, buildings 

... 
0 

"0 
U 

Light brown to buff-colored 
soils and rock 

Brownish-green White, beige, desert brown, 
silver, brown 

" ... = 
~ 
"f-< 

Smooth valley floor Mottled; medium to coarse 
vegetation 

Smooth surfaces 

3. Narrative: 

A broad, enclosed landscape surrounded on most sides by dramatic mountain ranges. Vast, natural-appearing. 
Vegetation is somewhat visually dominant. 

AppendixA: Scenic Quality Ratings· Page A-66 
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Scenic Quality Rating Unit: Chuckwalla Valley 

4. SCORE 

SCENIC QUALITY 
CLASSIFICATION 

(check one) 

D A-190r more 

~ B-12-18 

D C-ll or less 

Rating EXPLANATION OR RATIONALE 

a. Landform 1 
Vast, low, gently rolling valley bottom 

b. Vegetation 3 
Some variety of vegetation; one or two maj or types 

c. Water 0 None present 

d. Color 2 
Subtle variation; some contmst in soil, vegetation 

e. Adjacent 
Scenery 4 

Dramatic mOlllltains surrounding area 

f. Scarcity 2 
Fairly distinctive but not unusual D Rehab 

D Special Area
g. Cultural 

Modification 0 
Some cultural modification but overall natural-appearing 

TOTAL 12 

Comments: 

The valley is a vast area, homogenous in terms of landform and vegetation with no line or break to suggest 
subdividing into smaller units. Adjacent scenery is dramatic from all lOPs. 

EI CENTRO FIELD OFFICE 

SQRU Locator • lOP Location 

PageA-67 ELM Palm Spring> - South Coast Field Office· Visual Resource lnvmtory 
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Appendix G.4
 
Visual Contrast Rating Data Sheets
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Visual Contrast Rating Data Sheet 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm EIS 

 
KEY VIEWPOINT DESCRIPTION 

 

Key Observation Point  
1 – Proposed Project 

 

Location 
JT Wilderness – lower elevation view at the 
northeast end of the Eagle Mountains and 
north end of Chuckwalla Valley, viewing south. 

VRM Class 

IV 
Analyst 

Michael Clayton 

Date 
October 13, 2011 

 

CHARACTERISTIC LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Horizontal valley floor with horizontal to 

slightly angular mountain ranges 
Fairly even distribution with some 
patchiness  

Linear form of aqueduct 

Line Horizontal to irregular 
Curvilinear as defined by drainage and 
aqueduct to horizontal (valley floor) 

Curvilinear 

Color Tan to bluish hues at distance 
Tans and pale to golden yellow grasses, 
muted to medium greens for shrubs 

Bluish (water) 

Texture Smooth to matte Matte Smooth 

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Same Same Simple linear 

Line Same 
Barely noticeable horizontal 

demarcation as defined by graded areas 
Horizontal to vertical though barely 
discernible 

Color Same Same Light gray 

Texture Same Same Smooth 

 

DEGREE OF CONTRAST 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
 NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG 

Form             

Line             

Color             

Texture             

 

LEVEL OF CHANGE & VRM CLASS CONSISTENCY 

Term:  Short  Long Level of Change:  Very Low  Low  Moderate  High 

Does the Project Design Meet VRM Objectives?  Yes  No 
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Visual Contrast Rating Data Sheet 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm EIS 

 
KEY VIEWPOINT DESCRIPTION 

 

Key Observation Point  
1A – Alternative 7 

 

Location 
JT Wilderness – lower elevation view at the 
northeast end of the Eagle Mountains and 
north end of Chuckwalla Valley, viewing south. 

VRM Class 

IV 
Analyst 

Michael Clayton 

Date 
January 16, 2012 

 

CHARACTERISTIC LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Horizontal valley floor with horizontal to 

slightly angular mountain ranges 
Fairly even distribution with some 
patchiness  

Linear form of aqueduct 

Line Horizontal to irregular 
Curvilinear as defined by drainage and 
aqueduct to horizontal (valley floor) 

Curvilinear 

Color Tan to bluish hues at distance 
Tans and pale to golden yellow grasses, 
muted to medium greens for shrubs 

Bluish (water) 

Texture Smooth to matte Matte Smooth 

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Same Same Simple linear 

Line Same 
Slightly noticeable horizontal 
demarcation due to grading/structures 

Horizontal solar field and barely discernible 
vertical transmission structures 

Color Same Same 
Light blue to light and dark grays depending 
on panel orientation and sun angle 

Texture Same Same Smooth 

 

DEGREE OF CONTRAST 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
 NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG 

Form             

Line             

Color             

Texture             

 

LEVEL OF CHANGE & VRM CLASS CONSISTENCY 

Term:  Short  Long Level of Change:  Very Low  Low  Moderate  High 

Does the Project Design Meet VRM Objectives?  Yes  No 
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Visual Contrast Rating Data Sheet 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm EIS 

 
KEY VIEWPOINT DESCRIPTION 

 

Key Observation Point  
2 – Proposed Solar Project 

 

Location 
JT Wilderness – higher elevation view along 
the western flank of the Coxcomb Mountains, 
viewing southwest over Chuckwalla Valley. 

VRM Class 

IV 
Analyst 

Michael Clayton 

Date 
January 16, 2012 

 

CHARACTERISTIC LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Horizontal valley floor with horizontal to 

angular and irregular mountain ranges 
Fairly even distribution with some linear 
patchiness defined by drainage 

None readily apparent 

Line Horizontal to irregular and diagonal 
Curvilinear as defined by drainage to 
horizontal as defined by valley floor 

None readily apparent 

Color Tan to bluish hues at distance 
Tans and pale to golden yellow grasses, 
muted to medium greens for shrubs 

None readily apparent 

Texture Smooth to matte Matte None readily apparent 

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Same Same 

Prominent geometric patterns and faintly 
noticeable verticals 

Line Same 
Prominent horizontal to diagonal 

demarcations as defined by graded 
areas 

Prominent horizontal to diagonal with barely 
discernible verticals 

Color Tan to bluish hues at distance with 
lighter tans of disturbed soils 

Same Light to medium gray 

Texture Same Same Smooth 

 

DEGREE OF CONTRAST 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
 NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG 

Form             

Line             

Color             

Texture             

 

LEVEL OF CHANGE & VRM CLASS CONSISTENCY 

Term:  Short  Long Level of Change:  Very Low  Low  Moderate  High 

Does the Project Design Meet VRM Objectives?  Yes  No 
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Visual Contrast Rating Data Sheet 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm EIS 

 
KEY VIEWPOINT DESCRIPTION 

 

Key Observation Point  
3 – Proposed Solar Project 

 

Location 
Kaiser Road in the immediate project vicinity, 
viewing east. 

VRM Class 

IV 
Analyst 

Michael Clayton 

Date 
October 26, 2011 

 

CHARACTERISTIC LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Horizontal valley floor with horizontal to 

slightly angular mountain ranges 
Patchy clumps to irregular and 
continuous at distance 

None apparent 

Line Horizontal to diagonal and irregular 
Irregular and indistinct to horizontal as 
defined by valley floor 

None apparent 

Color Tan to lavender and bluish hues at 
distance 

Tans and pale to golden yellow grasses, 
muted to dark greens for shrubs 

None apparent 

Texture Smooth to granular and coarse Matte None apparent 

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Same Same Geometric to simple linear 

Line Same 
Noticeable horizontal to diagonal lines of 
demarcation as defined by graded areas 

Vertical and diagonal to prominent horizontal 

Color Same Same 
Light to dark gray to bluish hue depending 
on angle of view and weather conditions. 

Texture Same Same Smooth 

 

DEGREE OF CONTRAST 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
 NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG 

Form             

Line             

Color             

Texture             

 

LEVEL OF CHANGE & VRM CLASS CONSISTENCY 

Term:  Short  Long Level of Change:  Very Low  Low  Moderate  High 

Does the Project Design Meet VRM Objectives?  Yes  No 
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Visual Contrast Rating Data Sheet 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm EIS 

 
KEY VIEWPOINT DESCRIPTION 

 

Key Observation Point  
3A – Alternative 7 

 

Location 
Kaiser Road in the immediate project vicinity, 
viewing northeast. 

VRM Class 

IV 
Analyst 

Michael Clayton 

Date 
March 23, 2012 

 

CHARACTERISTIC LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Horizontal valley floor with horizontal to 

slightly angular mountain ranges 
Patchy clumps to irregular and 
continuous at distance 

None apparent 

Line Horizontal to diagonal and irregular 
Irregular and indistinct to horizontal as 
defined by valley floor 

None apparent 

Color Tan to lavender and bluish hues at 
distance 

Tans and pale to golden yellow grasses, 
muted to dark greens for shrubs 

None apparent 

Texture Smooth to granular and coarse Matte None apparent 

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Same Same Geometric to simple linear 

Line Same 
Noticeable horizontal to diagonal lines of 
demarcation as defined by graded areas 

Vertical and diagonal to prominent horizontal 

Color Same Same 
Tan, medium to dark gray to black, to bluish 
hue depending on panel orientation/weather 

Texture Same Same Smooth 

 

DEGREE OF CONTRAST 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
 NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG 

Form             

Line             

Color             

Texture             

 

LEVEL OF CHANGE & VRM CLASS CONSISTENCY 

Term:  Short  Long Level of Change:  Very Low  Low  Moderate  High 

Does the Project Design Meet VRM Objectives?  Yes  No 
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Visual Contrast Rating Data Sheet 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm EIS 

 
KEY VIEWPOINT DESCRIPTION 

 

Key Observation Point  
4 – Proposed Project 

 

Location 
Near the western perimeter of the Desert Lily 
Sanctuary ACEC, just east of SR 177. 

VRM Class 

IV 
Analyst 

Michael Clayton 

Date 
October 26, 2011 

 

CHARACTERISTIC LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Horizontal valley floor to horizontal and 

slightly rounded to irregular mountains 
Patchy clumps to irregular and 
continuous at distance 

Simple linear 

Line Horizontal to irregular and angular 
Irregular and indistinct to horizontal as 
defined by valley floor 

Vertical 

Color Tan to lavender and bluish hues at 
distance 

Tans and pale to golden yellow grasses, 
muted to dark greens for shrubs 

Dark brown 

Texture Smooth to granular and coarse Matte Smooth 

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Same Same 

Indistinct simple linear of gen-tie 
transmission line 

Line Same Same Indistinct vertical 

Color Same Same Indistinct light gray 

Texture Same Same Indistinct smooth 

 

DEGREE OF CONTRAST 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
 NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG 

Form             

Line             

Color             

Texture             

 

LEVEL OF CHANGE & VRM CLASS CONSISTENCY 

Term:  Short  Long Level of Change:  Very Low  Low  Moderate  High 

Does the Project Design Meet VRM Objectives?  Yes  No 
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Visual Contrast Rating Data Sheet 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm EIS 

 
KEY VIEWPOINT DESCRIPTION 

 

Key Observation Point  
5 – Alternatives B and C 

 

Location 
Northbound Kaiser Road in the immediate 
vicinity of the Lake Tamarisk residential 
development. 

VRM Class 

IV 
Analyst 

Michael Clayton 

Date 
October 12, 2011 

 

CHARACTERISTIC LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Horizontal valley floor with horizontal to 

slightly angular and rounded mountains  
Patchy to sequential clumps to irregular 
and continuous at distance 

Linear road 

Line Horizontal to diagonal and irregular 
Irregular and indistinct to horizontal and 
diagonal as defined by valley floor/road 

Diagonal 

Color Tan to lavender and bluish hues at 
distance 

Tans and pale to golden yellow grasses, 
muted to dark greens for shrubs 

Light gray 

Texture Smooth to granular and coarse Matte Smooth to matte 

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Same Same Geometric to simple linear 

Line Same Same 
Prominent vertical and horizontal (poles) to 
curvilinear (conductors) 

Color Same Same Light to dark gray  

Texture Same Same Smooth 

 

DEGREE OF CONTRAST 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
 NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG 

Form             

Line             

Color             

Texture             

 

LEVEL OF CHANGE & VRM CLASS CONSISTENCY 

Term:  Short  Long Level of Change:  Very Low  Low  Moderate  High 

Does the Project Design Meet VRM Objectives?  Yes  No 
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Visual Contrast Rating Data Sheet 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm EIS 

 
KEY VIEWPOINT DESCRIPTION 

 

Key Observation Point  
6 – Alternative D 

 

Location 
Eastbound I-10, approximately 0.8 mile west 
of the I-10 span, viewing to the northeast. 

VRM Class 

IV 
Analyst 

Michael Clayton 

Date 
October 26, 2011 

 

CHARACTERISTIC LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Horizontal valley floor to rugged angular 

background mountains 
Patchy clumps to irregular and 
continuous at distance 

Linear road 

Line Horizontal to diagonal and irregular 
Irregular and indistinct to horizontal as 
defined by valley floor 

Diagonal 

Color Tan to lavender and bluish hues at 
distance 

Tans and pale to golden yellow grasses, 
muted to dark greens for shrubs 

Light gray 

Texture Smooth to granular and coarse Matte Smooth to matte 

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Same Same Geometric to simple linear 

Line Same 
Prominent horizontal to diagonal lines of 
demarcation as defined by graded areas 

Prominent vertical (poles) to curvilinear 
(conductors) 

Color Same Same Light to dark gray  

Texture Same Same Smooth 

 

DEGREE OF CONTRAST 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
 NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG 

Form             

Line             

Color             

Texture             

 

LEVEL OF CHANGE & VRM CLASS CONSISTENCY 

Term:  Short  Long Level of Change:  Very Low  Low  Moderate  High 

Does the Project Design Meet VRM Objectives?  Yes  No 
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Visual Contrast Rating Data Sheet 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm EIS 

 
KEY VIEWPOINT DESCRIPTION 

 

Key Observation Point  
7 – Alternative E 

 

Location 
Northbound SR 177, approximately 0.3 mile 
southwest of the span, viewing to the 
northeast. 

VRM Class 

IV 
Analyst 

Michael Clayton 

Date 
October 12, 2011 

 

CHARACTERISTIC LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Horizontal valley floor with horizontal to 

slightly angular and rounded mountains  
Patchy to sequential clumps to irregular 
and continuous at distance 

Linear road and utility poles 

Line Horizontal to diagonal and irregular 
Irregular and indistinct to horizontal and 
diagonal as defined by valley floor/road 

Diagonal to vertical 

Color Tan to lavender and bluish hues at 
distance 

Tans and pale to golden yellow grasses, 
muted to dark greens for shrubs 

Light to medium gray (road), dark brown 
(poles) 

Texture Smooth to granular and coarse Matte Smooth to matte 

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Same Same Geometric to simple linear 

Line Same Same 
Prominent vertical and horizontal (poles) to 
curvilinear (conductors) 

Color Same Same Light to dark gray  

Texture Same Same Smooth 

 

DEGREE OF CONTRAST 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
 NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG 

Form             

Line             

Color             

Texture             

 

LEVEL OF CHANGE & VRM CLASS CONSISTENCY 

Term:  Short  Long Level of Change:  Very Low  Low  Moderate  High 

Does the Project Design Meet VRM Objectives?  Yes  No 
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Visual Contrast Rating Data Sheet 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm EIS 

 
KEY VIEWPOINT DESCRIPTION 

 

Key Observation Point  
8 – Alternative E 

 

Location 
Westbound I-10, approximately 5.75 miles 
east of Desert Center, viewing north. 

VRM Class 

IV 
Analyst 

Michael Clayton 

Date 
October 13, 2011 

 

CHARACTERISTIC LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Horizontal valley floor, horizontal to 

angular mountains 
Patchy clumps to irregular and 
continuous at distance 

None apparent 

Line Horizontal to diagonal and irregular 
Irregular and indistinct to horizontal as 
defined by valley floor 

None apparent 

Color Tan to lavender and bluish hues at 
distance 

Tans and muted to dark greens for 
shrubs 

None apparent 

Texture Smooth to granular and coarse Matte None apparent 

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Same Same Geometric to simple linear 

Line Same Same 
Prominent vertical (poles) to less distinct 
curvilinear (conductors) 

Color Same Same Light gray  

Texture Same Same Smooth 

 

DEGREE OF CONTRAST 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
 NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG 

Form             

Line             

Color             

Texture             

 

LEVEL OF CHANGE & VRM CLASS CONSISTENCY 

Term:  Short  Long Level of Change:  Very Low  Low  Moderate  High 

Does the Project Design Meet VRM Objectives?  Yes  No 
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Visual Contrast Rating Data Sheet 
Desert Harvest Solar Farm EIS 

 
KEY VIEWPOINT DESCRIPTION 

 

Key Observation Point  
8A – Alternative 7 

 

Location 
Westbound I-10, approximately 5.75 miles 
east of Desert Center, viewing northwest. 

VRM Class 

IV 
Analyst 

Michael Clayton 

Date 
March 23, 2012 

 

CHARACTERISTIC LANDSCAPE DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Horizontal valley floor, horizontal to 

angular mountains 
Patchy clumps to irregular and 
continuous at distance 

None apparent 

Line Horizontal to diagonal and irregular 
Irregular and indistinct to horizontal as 
defined by valley floor 

None apparent 

Color Tan to lavender and bluish hues at 
distance 

Tans and muted to dark greens for 
shrubs 

None apparent 

Texture Smooth to granular and coarse Matte None apparent 

 

PROPOSED ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
Form Same Same Geometric to simple linear 

Line Same Same 
Prominent vertical (poles) and noticeable 
horizontal (solar field) 

Color Same Same 
Light to dark grays to bluish hew (solar 
arrays) depending on view angle/weather. 

Texture Same Same Smooth 

 

DEGREE OF CONTRAST 
 

 LANDFORM / WATER VEGETATION STRUCTURES 
 NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG NONE WEAK MODERATE STRONG 

Form             

Line             

Color             

Texture             

 

LEVEL OF CHANGE & VRM CLASS CONSISTENCY 

Term:  Short  Long Level of Change:  Very Low  Low  Moderate  High 

Does the Project Design Meet VRM Objectives?  Yes  No 
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Appendix G.5
 
Time-Lapse Visual Simulations
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Appendix H
 
Traffic Impact Study
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I. Introduction 
A. Purpose of the TIA and Study Objectives 

This analysis was prepared to identify traffic impacts and, if needed, propose 
mitigation of impacts, due to the construction of the Desert Harvest Solar Project 
(Project) proposed by enXco Development Corporation (enXco or Applicant). The 
Project includes a solar farm producing up to 150 MW of electrical power and the 
transmission line to carry the power to the soon to be constructed Red Bluff 
Substation. The Project will be located north of Desert Center in the unincorporated 
area of Riverside Countyi. 

This traffic study was completed with generally accepted procedures and reflects 
the opinions of Hernandez, Kroone & Associates (HKA). The methods used were 
based on the Highway Capacity Manual. The traffic study follows the outline in the 
Riverside County Transportation Department “Traffic Impact Analysis Preparation 
Guide”, dated April 2008.  

Measure of Impacts - The existing condition and the future conditions without 
project traffic is the yardstick to determine the magnitude of the project and its 
traffic impacts. The operation of the traffic without the project is compared to the 
operation of the traffic with the project. The measure used to compare the operation 
of the intersections or roads is called Level of Service. 

Level of Service (LOS) is a measure of the effectiveness of an intersection or road. 
It rates intersections by the length of delay or road segments by a volume to 
capacity ratio. 

A LOS of A means that the intersection has little delay. A LOS of F means the 
intersection has delays of over a minute. The magnitude of change in the LOS 
when the project trips are added to the intersection indicates the magnitude of the 
project’s impact. 

The LOS measure of effectiveness for a road is based on the ratio of the volume of 
traffic using the road segments to the capacity of the road segments. The traffic on 
a road operating at LOS A would move freely. The traffic on a road operating at 
LOS F would be traveling significantly less than the posted speed limit in stop / go 
congestions.  

Appendix A has tables showing the ranges of delay for intersections and the 
volume to capacity (v/c) ratios for road segments for the various LOS categories. 

In the County of Riverside, if the LOS decreases to below an LOS of C with the 
addition of the traffic generated by the proposed project (project traffic), it is 
considered to have an impact and mitigation may be required. Intersections under 
joint jurisdiction with Caltrans may operate at an LOS of E. 

Intersections or road segments are selected for analysis based on the project traffic 
distribution anticipated. The study intersections were analyzed for delay and level of 
service (LOS) using HCS on the unsignalized intersections. The HCS software 
uses the Highway Capacity Manual 2000 methodology (HCM) for solving for LOS 
and delay. 
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The HCM analysis procedures include mathematically applied adjustment factors 
as part of the process in calculating the final LOS rating of an intersection. One of 
these adjustment factors is called the peak hour factor (PHF). This helps factor in 
the differences between an hourly volume and variations in minute increments 
within an hour. The PHF is defined by the Highway Capacity Manual as “...the ratio 
of total hourly volume to the peak rate of flow within the hour...” The traffic volume 
is divided by the PHF to adjust it to the maximum flow through the intersection. 

HKA would like to acknowledge enXco Development Corporation and Aspen 
Environmental Group who provided several of the attached figures. 

B. Site 	Location and Study Area (See Figure 1, AKA Draft 
Administrative EIS Figure 2-1) 
The Project will be located near Desert Center, California, in the eastern portion of 
Riverside County, near the Joshua Tree National Park. The nearest communities 
are Eagle Mountain, Lake Tamarisk, and Desert Center. The solar panels will be 
constructed and operated at the “solar farm”, approximately 5 miles north of 
Interstate 10 (I-10) along Kaiser Road. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
administers the majority of the land in the area. 

The State Route 177 / I-10 interchange is the nearest interchange. The interchange 
is approximately 50 miles east of Indio, California and 50 miles west of Blythe, 
California. 

C. Development Project	 Identification - Riverside County Case 
Number and Related Cases 
Not Applicable  

D. Development Project Description 
1) Project 	Size and Description (See Figure 2, AKA Draft 

Administrative EIS Figure 2-2) 
� 

The several alternatives to the projects are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Desert Harvest Solar Project Alternatives 

Alternative: Brief Description: 
1 No Action (No Plan Amendment) 
2 No Development Action (with Plan amendment) 
3 Proposed Solar Project – 150 MW Facility 
4 Solar Project Excluding Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area 
5 Reduced Footprint Solar Project 
A No Gen-Tie 
B Proposed Gen-Tie (Shared Towers) 
C Separate Transmission Towers within same Right-of-Way 
D Cross-Valley Alignment for Gen-Tie 
E New Cross-Valley Alignment for Gen-Tie 
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This traffic study analyzed the traffic impacts of Alternative 3 Proposed Solar 
Project. This alternative is the most likely to be completed. It is also the largest 
acreage of solar facilities and will require the largest construction crew and 
probably create the most traffic impacts. 

In order to demonstrate the traffic impacts of Alternative 3, traffic impacts of the 
existing or “No Action” Alternative will be developed. The difference in the traffic 
impacts between the “No Action” and “Proposed Solar Project” alternatives are 
the traffic impacts due to the project. 

The components of Alternative 3 Proposed Solar Project are as described as: 
“… a 150 MW nominal capacity, alternating current (AC) solar photovoltaic (PV) 
energy-generating project. The project would consist of a main generation area, 
operations and maintenance (O&M) facility (either on or off site), on-site 
substation, switchyard, and site security. The project would be located on lands 
administered by the BLM, Palm Springs-South Coast Field Office in Riverside 
County, approximately 5 miles north of Desert Center. The project would be 
located on 1,208 acres, and would be comprised of two separate parcels 
separated by a desert wash. The northern parcel consists of 1,053 acres and 
the southern parcel consists of 155 acres.”ii 

Construction facilities will include PV arrays, switchyard, inverters, overhead 
lines, access corridors (maintenance roads), and on-site substation. The O&M 
facility may be built on site or it may be a remodel facility that is within 10 miles 
of the solar project. Site security includes a guard building, fencing and lighting. 

The solar project will have little manpower requirements once it is constructed 
and connected. The O&M Facility will be manned during operation of the 
Project. The guard shack will be manned 24 hours a day during the construction 
and operation of the Solar Farm. 

It is anticipated that approximately 10 people will arrive and leave the site daily 
for operation and maintenance. The majority of the staff will be at the site during 
daylight hours but occasionally testing or maintenance work will require night 
work. 

It is assumed that 10 people will arrive and leave the site daily for guard duty. 
Their shifts are assumed to be 12 hours long, with 5 working each shift. 

Analysis of the traffic impacts of the Gen-tie Line Alternatives was not part of 
this traffic study. The following paragraph is being included as information. 

A transmission line (Gen-Tie Line) will be needed to transport the power 
generated by the Desert Harvest Solar Project to the Red Bluff Substation near 
the I-10. There are several alternatives for the routing of this above ground 
transmission line. Four alternatives are proposed and shown on exhibits in 
Appendix A. Two of the alternatives will use the same right-of-way that will be 
used by the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm. Alternative B has the two solar facilities 
sharing the same towers.  
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The Red Bluff Substation was not part of the Desert Harvest Solar Project. Its 
traffic impacts were not analyzed in this traffic study, but it is being built in this 
area. The following paragraph is included for information. � 

� 
The Red Bluff Substation is being construction by Southern California Edison 
(SCE) near the I-10. It will connect the Gen-Tie transmission line from the 
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm and the Desert Harvest Solar Project to the existing 
Devers-Palo Verde (DSPV) transmission line. Its components include: 

x Red Bluff Substation: 500/220 kV substation on approximately 90 acres 
x	 Transmission Lines: Approximately 2,000 feet of new transmission lines 

(two lines of approximately 1,000 feet each), to connect to the existing 
DSPV transmission line 

x	 Generation Tie Line Connection: Connect the TRANSMISSION LINE to 
the Red Bluff Substation 

x Modification of existing 220 kV structures 
x Distribution Line for Substation Light and Power: Approximately 300 feet 

of 12 kV overhead distribution line and approximately 1,000 feet of 
underground distribution line (to provide substation light and power) 

x Telecommunications Facilities: Install optical ground wire (OPGW) on 
the DSPV interconnection generation tie-line � 

2) Existing Land Use and Zoning 
The Project will be located on land within the BLM’s charge. The land use is open 
space. The Desert Center Area Land Use map from the County of Riverside 
General Plan is included in Appendix A. 

3) Proposed Land Use and Zoning 
No zoning changes are proposed by the Project’s Plan of Development (POD). 
Renewable energy generation or transmission facilities are not expressly allowed 
nor prohibited under the zoning ordinances but permitting may be required by 
County of Riverside for the use of private property in this manner.  

The Project component will require buildings, fencing and arrays on approximately 
1,200 acres of BLM land.  

� 
4) Site Plan of Proposed Project (reduced) Figure 2 
� 
5) Proposed Project Opening Year – 2014 
� 
6) Any Proposed Project Phasing – No project phasing is planned but the 
construction work will be so that limited areas of soil will be disturbed at a time.  

� 
7) Indicate if Project is within a City Sphere of Influence –  
The project is not within the sphere of influence of any city.  
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II. Area Conditions 
A. Identify Study Area and Intersections (Figures 3 and 4) 

Access to the Project is provided by Kaiser Road, a major road with 118 feet of 
right of way. It is predominately a north-south paved road that ends at State Route 
177 (SR-177) at the south and at Eagle Mountain Landfill at the north end. It is one 
lane in each direction. It is mostly traveled by local residents. During a two hour 
period on a typical weekday, HKA observed three vehicles on the road north of its 
intersection with SR-177. 
� 
SR-177 is predominantly a north-south road that provides access for Kaiser Road 
from the I-10. According to the Desert Center Area Plan by the County of Riverside, 
it is a Mountain Arterial with 110 feet of right of way.iii It connects I-10 to SR 62, 
another east-west route in eastern Riverside County, approximately 30 miles north 
of Desert Center. SR-177 is one lane in each direction with centerline and edge of 
pavement markings. 

The I-10 is an east-west interstate starting in Santa Monica, CA and ending in 
Florida. At this location it is two lanes in each direction. 

There is an east-west road named Ragsdale Road between the I-10 and the SR-
177 / Kaiser Road intersection that was not studied or counted. At the time the 
background counts were taken, the road appeared be a frontage road between the 
Eagle Mountain / I-10 interchange and the SR-177 / I-10 interchange. It dead ends 
east of the SR-177.  

Intersections were selected based on project trips, proposed distribution and the 
anticipated use of the SR-177 interchange to reach the Project site. 

Intersections to be analyzed are:  

x SR-177 / I-10 EB Ramp 

x SR-177 / 1-10 WB Ramp 

x SR-177 / Kaiser Road
 

B. Existing Traffic Controls and Intersection Geometrics (Figure 5)
SR-177 is the main road and is not stop controlled. The intersecting roads with SR-177 
are stop controlled. The geometrics of the intersections are shown in Figure 5 and in 
Table 2. 

Table 2: Existing Geometrics 

Intersections 
NB SB EB WB 

L T R L T R L T R L T R 
SR-177 / I-10 EB Ramp - 1 S S 1 - 1 1 Y - - -
SR-177 / I-10 WB Ramp S 1 - - 1 S - - S 1 S 
SR-177 / Kaiser Road S 1 - - 1 S S - S - - -

S – Turning Movement is shared with adjacent movement.  

Y – Turning movement must yield but is not stopped controlled. Has a separate lane.  
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C. Existing Traffic Volumes - AM and PM Peak Hour Turning 
Movements and Roadway Links) (Figure 6A - AM and Figure 6B -
PM) 
Turning movement counts and a 24 hour classification count were taken by Counts  
Unlimited (See Appendix B) on November 22, 2011. Only 119 vehicles used Kaiser  
Road north of Lake Tamarisk Resort during the 24 hour period counted.  

The volumes shown on Figures 6A and 6B are in passenger car equivalents  
(PCEs). Large trucks move through surface streets and intersections more slowly  
than cars and take more time to move through intersections. Since the analysis 
procedures are based on the number of passenger cars, the trucks must be 
converted to an equivalent number of cars. The existing truck trips were converted 
to passenger car equivalents (PCEs) by using the following factors:  

Classification Passenger Car Equivalents 

Cars 1 

Large 2-axle Vehicles 1.5 

3-axle Vehicles 2 

4 or more axle Vehicles 3 

The calculations of the PCEs are included in Appendix B. 

Data on the volume of the I-10 in the project area was obtained from the Caltrans 
2010 Annual Average Day Traffic Data (Appendix A). The peak hour volume on the  
I-10 near the SR-177 interchange is in the 2,500 to 2,700 range.  

D. Existing Delay and Level of Service (LOS) at Study Intersections / 
Roadway Links 
Using the existing peak hour volumes and geometrics, the following LOS resulted  
at the study intersections. The detailed printouts are in Appendix C.  

Table 3: LOS Summary for Existing Conditions and Traffic Volumes  

Intersection Control AM Peak Period PM Peak Period 

Delay, sec LOS Delay, sec LOS 

SR-177 / I-10 EB EB Off Ramp Stops 9.0 A 9.3 A 

SR-177 / I-10 WB WB Off Ramp Stops 9.1 A 9.7 A 

SR-177 / Kaiser RD SB Kaiser RD Stops 8.5 A 8.8 A 

Since SR-177 is not controlled, traffic movements on SR-177 will maintain an LOS 
A. The movements of concern are those at the stop-controlled approach, as they 
must yield to the traffic on SR-177. Furthermore adequate gaps in the traffic stream 
or queues need to be available to left and right turning vehicles as shown above. 
The existing traffic volumes operate at an acceptable LOS in both the AM and PM 
Peak Periods. 
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E. Provide Copy of General Plan Circulation Element in the Project 
Vicinity (Figure 7) 

� 
F. Indicate if Transit Service is Available in the Area and Along 

which Routes (Appendix A)
There is no public transportation along SR-177. Greyhound Bus Service and 
perhaps other commercial bus lines travel east and west along I-10 without 
designated stations at SR-177.  

III. Projected Future Traffic 
A. Project Traffic and Project Phasing (each study year) 


1) Ambient Growth Rate 

The desert cities of the County of Riverside experienced rapid growth in the 
recent boom period. Table 4 shows the growth of the two nearest cities based 
on numbers from the U.S Census Bureau website.  

Table 4: Population Growth at I-10 Communities 

City Population 
1990 2000 2009 Growth Rate, % 

Blythe, CA 8,448 20,465 21,329 152 
Indio, CA 36,850 49,116 82,230 123 

The I-10 communities in the area have shown an approximately 135% growth 
rate over that 19 year span. However the unincorporated areas have not grown 
as rapidly. Table 5 shows rates of growth of about 45% over the same period in 
the unincorporated areas. 

Table 5: Population Growth in Unincorporated County of Riverside 

Population 
1990 2000 2009 Growth Rate, % 

Balance of County 385,384 420,721 558,214 45 

Caltrans provides a history of annual average daily traffic counts at 
interchanges throughout the state. The difference between volume of traffic 
west of the interchange and the volume of traffic east of the interchange is the 
net traffic exiting and entering at the interchange. An increase in traffic indicates 
an increase in the population or employment activity near that location. 

Comparing the net traffic, the difference in the traffic on either side of the 
interchange as an indication of the traffic accessing the Desert Center area, 
shows a slower rate of growth. During the 1998 – 2008 time period, the growth 
in net traffic at the SR-177 ramp was 14%, an average rate of about 1.5% per 
year in net change. This is probably a more accurate number for the anticipated 
growth in the area. For the purposes of this analysis, a 3% total growth in the 
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background traffic during the construction period was used. That would be an 
annual growth rate of 1.5% over a 2 year period.   

Table 6: Caltrans Annual Average Daily Traffic Counts at SR-177 / I-10 Interchange 

1998 2008 Growth 
Rate of 

Net 
Traffic, % 

West of 
Interchange 

East of 
Interchange 

Net 
Traffic 

West of 
Interchange 

East of 
Interchange 

Net 
Traffic 

15,100 13,700 1,400 23,000 21,400 1,600 14 

2) Project Trip Generation 
Project trips are the volume of traffic that will be added to the road system 
because of the development of the project. Since this land is currently 
undeveloped, all trips that will be generated by the project are considered to be 
project trips for the purposes of this study.  

There are several ways to estimate the trips generated by a project. One way is 
to use data collected from a large number of similar projects. Such data has 
been compiled by the Institute of Transportation Engineers, “ITE Trip 
Generation Handbook.” These data points have been plotted and best fit curves 
through these data points have been developed. However, the construction of a 
solar farm, substation, and transmission lines or the operation of these facilities 
is not identified in the ITE Trip Generation Handbook. 

Therefore, an analysis of individual site activities including employment, 
deliveries of construction materials and equipment, the construction schedule, 
and future operational activities and resulting trips needs to be studied 
individually to identify the trips generated at varying phases of project 
development.  

Furthermore, these trips need to be identified as to those trips occurring during 
the hours of expected peak traffic on the road. Generally there are two times 
when the existing traffic volume is highest: between 0600-0900 and 1600-1800 
on a normal week day. The impacts of the traffic are studied for the peak one 
hour period during each of those two periods. The discussion that follows 
describes how the estimate the project trips of concern for both the AM and PM 
Peak Periods was generated.  

Opening Day Project Trips - The project trips for the operation and maintenance 
of the Desert Harvest Solar Project will be low. 

Given an Operation and Maintenance staff of 10 per shift, it is anticipated 
approximately 1 round trip by each will be made to the project site. About 5 
delivery trips per weekday are anticipated. Table 7 shows an anticipated 
schedule of the trips to and from the site each day. 
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Table 7: Operation and Maintenance Project Trips 

Buildings Staff per 
shift 

Shifts ADT Trips 
(one-way) 

AM Peak 
Period 

PM Peak 
Period 

IN OUT IN OUT 
O&M, etc. 10 0600 – 1800 20 - - - -

10 1800 – 0600 20 10 10 -
Guard Shack 5 0600 – 1800 10 - - - -

5 1800 – 0600 10 - 5 5 -
Deliveries 0800 – 1700 10 1 1 1 1 

Total 70 1 16 16 1 
� 

This results in total Opening Day project trips of 17 trips during the AM and PM 
Peak Periods. An increase of 17 trips during the peak hour does not impact the 
intersections or roadway. The existing intersections and roadways have 
sufficient capacity to absorb these 17 trips without a decrease in LOS or 
operation. There is no concern for impacts to the study roads or intersection 
and no need for mitigation due to the operation and maintenance project trips 
for the Project. 

A future analysis (20 year scenario) with these 17 trips was not performed. The 
project trips are not anticipated to change since the activity which generated the 
trips is not likely to change. The future background intersection volumes will 
increase based upon growth rates established earlier. However traffic 
forecasting for a 20 year scenario is not an exact science. The volumes 
forecasted will have a variance of more than these 17 project trips. Therefore, a 
future LOS was not performed. 

Additionally the Riverside County Transportation Department Traffic Impact 
Analysis Preparation Guide does not require the analysis of intersections that 
receive less than 50 Peak Period project trips. The Project does not generate at 
least 50 Peak Period project trips during the operation and maintenance of its 
components after construction. The Project will generate at least 50 Peak 
Period project trips during the construction of its components. Construction 
traffic impacts will be analyzed. 

Construction Traffic Project Trips- Frequently the impacts of the project trips 
during construction are ignored due to the limited duration and temporary 
nature of the impacts. The construction period of this project is expected to take 
from 2012 through 2014 or a little over 2 years. The number of project trips 
identified for Opening Day and the 20 year future scenario are too low to be 
significant. Therefore, the project trips from the construction activities were 
selected for impact analysis. 

Construction Worker Project Trips – 
Solar Project – The construction and management workers required are 
expected to peak at about 250 employees. Construction workers are expected 
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to be on site between 0700 – 1900. The hours may be adjusted for particular 
construction efforts (concrete pours) or to avoid the worst of the summer heat. 

The project trips for the construction workers are shown in the following table. 
The calculations and assumptions leading to this table are given in more detail 
in Appendix B. 

Table 8: Project Trips during Construction 

Component Daily Trips, PCEs AM Peak Period PM Peak Period 
IN OUT IN OUT 

Solar Project 426 125 0 - 125 
Guard Crew 20 0 5 - 0 
Total 446 125 5 - 125 

Construction Equipment Project Trips - The “Desert Harvest Solar Project Draft 
EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment”, by Aspen Environmental Group November 
2011 provided a great deal of information regarding quantities and types of 
vehicles that will be used for the construction of the Project and the materials 
that will be hauled to the construction site. It is anticipated that approximately 
600 loads will be brought to the site over the course of the construction effort. 
The majority of the equipment and materials will be brought to the site via 
oversized vehicles. 

Since access to the site requires driving the oversized vehicles on state 
controlled roads (I-10, SR-177, etc), permits from Caltrans are required. Those 
permits require the oversized vehicles to access the State’s roads outside of the 
peak traffic periods.  

The equipment will be brought to the site as needed and will not impact the 
public roads again until they depart. Most of this equipment will be brought to 
the site prior to the maximum level in construction worker traffic. 

It is anticipated that an average of about 20 large vehicles will deliver 
equipment or material each day. Even though there may be several deliveries of 
materials a day for most of the construction period, most of these vehicles are 
not expected to move during the peak traffic periods. The only exception to this 
norm will be when concrete is being poured.  

A concrete batch plant may be set up on site but if not concrete will be delivered 
in 10 cubic yard mixers to the project site from communities to the east. These 
vehicles have 3 axles on the road and move during all hours of the day.  

Since concrete needs to be poured in cooler temperatures, the concrete trucks 
frequently move during the AM Peak Period. When the pouring sites are set up 
efficiently, up to 3 mixers can arrive, be unloaded and leave in an hour. For the 
purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that concrete is being poured in two 
sites at one time and that 6 mixers will arrive at the site and 5 mixers will leave 
the site in an hour’s time during the AM Peak Period.  
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For the concrete to be unloaded effectively, the site needs to be set up and 
ready to go. This normally means that part of the construction crew has arrived 
earlier to set up the site. Approximately 10% of the workers were estimated to 
arrive earlier to set up the site. 

Large trucks move through surface streets and intersections more slowly than 
cars and take more time to move through intersections. Since the analysis 
procedures are based on the number of passenger cars, the concrete mixer 
must be converted to an equivalent number of cars. The project truck trips were 
converted to passenger car equivalents (PCEs) by using a factor of 3. Using a 
PCE of 3 per concrete mixer, the number of project trips due to concrete mixers 
is 18 PCEs arriving and 15 PCEs leaving the AM Peak Period. 

Concrete will not be poured during all peak traffic periods during the 
construction. But since the deliveries of large loads that are not oversized could 
happen during the peak periods, the inclusion of almost a third of the daily 
deliveries during the AM Peak Period results in a conservative estimate for the 
analysis. 

Table 9: Construction Project Trips, PCEs 

Component Daily Trips, PCEs AM Peak Period PM Peak Period 
IN OUT IN OUT 

Solar Project 426 125 0 0 125 
Guards 20 0 5 0 0 
Personnel Subtotal 446 125 5 0 125 
Deliveries, Concrete, 
Equipment 

Varies 18 15 0 0 

Total - 143 20 0 125 

3) Project Trip Distribution and Assignment (Figures 8 and 9) 
Access to the site will be primarily from I-10 via SR-177 and Kaiser Road. The 
majority of the construction workers will be assigned to the SOLAR FARM off 
Kaiser Road. 

Construction Workers Distribution – The construction workers will access the 
site via the SR-177 / I-10 interchange. Those working at the Project will turn 
north at the interchange and travel on SR-177 to Kaiser Road to the site. 

Given the low population density in the area it was assumed that only about 6% 
of the workers would come from the local area. The distribution assigned  half 
of them as arriving from Eagle Mountain, a community north of the Project site 
and the other half arriving from the northeast using SR-177. 

The remainder of the employees was distributed to arrive via I-10. The 
population centers, with available workers, are primarily west of the SR-177 / I-
10 interchange. Due to the difference in population densities, the remaining 
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construction worker traffic was divided approximately 70% - 30% west and east 
of the interchange. 

Concrete Trucks – The project distribution has all concrete trucks arriving and 
leaving to the east from Blythe. A plant may be set up on site but concrete 
deliveries were included for this analysis.  

Figure 8 shows the inbound project trip distribution in terms of percentage. The 
outbound distribution of project trips would be the opposite of the inbound 
distribution. Figure 9 shows the project trips distribution in terms of PCEs. 

4) Other Factors Affecting Trip Generation (identify any factors used 
to adjust trip generation, such as pass-by trips, internal trips, or 
modal choice. 
The Project is a destination that does not lend itself to pass-by trips, internal 
trips, or modal choice. 

� 
5) Construction Project Peak Hour Turning Movement Traffic 
See Figures 8 and 9 discussed above.  

6) Project Completion or Phase Completion Traffic Volumes 
See Section III. A. 2. The construction worker traffic exceeds traffic generated 
by operation and maintenance activities and as such is the only traffic that 
needs to be considered in this traffic study.   

C. Cumulative Traffic (background)

1) Ambient Growth Rate 


See section III.A.1. 

2) Identify Location of Other Approved or Proposed Development 
Projects 
Cumulative traffic impacts are a concern when new projects have been 
approved, are funded for construction, but are currently not opened. In the near 
future, these projects would generate additional traffic trips throughout the study 
area. At the time of the data collection for existing traffic volumes, these 
cumulative project trips cannot be collected and must be estimated. 

The Riverside County staff was contacted for the names and status of projects 
in the area. At this time none were identified that would used the intersections 
other than the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm and the Red Bluff Substation. The 
Farm and the Red Bluff Substation are under construction but are not 
contributing large numbers of vehicles on the road at this time. 
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3) Trip generation from Other Approved Projects – The Desert Sunlight 
Solar Farm is under construction. The Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Transmission 
line will soon be under construction. The Red Bluff Substation is or will be under 
construction soon. The counts taken in November did not show a high level of 
construction traffic at the time.  

The highest months of construction traffic for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
were anticipated to be the 5th and 6th months of construction. That period will be 
over before the Desert Harvest Solar Project begins construction. 

� 
To conservatively account for the construction traffic generated by the Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm Project, half of its projected traffic for the Farm 
construction, the transmission line and Red Bluff Substation construction trips 
were included. Trips were included in the construction year scenario. The trip 
estimates and distribution for Desert Sunlight Farm Project are shown in Table 
10 and diagramed on Figure 11. Details of how the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
project trips were developed are in Appendix B.iv 

Table 10: Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
Construction Project Trips, PCEs 

Component Daily Trips, PCEs AM Peak Period PM Peak Period 

IN OUT IN OUT 

SOLAR FARM & 
TRANSMISSION LINE 

204 88 2 - 10 

RED BLUFF SUBSTATION 108 46 - - 8 

Visitors, etc. 10 - - - -

Personnel Subtotal 322 134 2 - 18 

Deliveries, Concrete, 
Equipment 

- 18 15 - -

Total - 152 17 - 18 

� 
4) Trip Distribution and Assignment of Other Approved 
Development Projects - Not Applicable. 
� 
5) Total Background Peak Hour Turning Movement Volumes 
(Figures 10A and 10B)
The background traffic counted at the site was increased by 3% to project the 
background traffic expected during the construction period. To conservatively 
account for the construction traffic generated by the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
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Project, half of its projected traffic for the Farm construction, the transmission 
line and Red Bluff Substation construction trips were included. 

IV. Traffic Analysis 
A. Capacity, Level of Service and Improvement Analysis - 

Intersections 
1) Delay and LOS for Existing Conditions 
See Section II. D. LOS printouts are in Appendix C.  

Table 11: LOS Summary for Existing Conditions and Traffic Volumes 

Intersection Control AM Peak Period PM Peak Period 

Delay, sec LOS Delay, sec LOS 

SR-177 / I-10 EB EB Off Ramp Stops 9.0 A 9.3 A 

SR-177 / I-10 WB WB Off Ramp Stops 9.1 A 9.7 A 

SR-177 / Kaiser RD SB Kaiser RD Stops 8.5 A 8.8 A 

2) Delay and LOS for Project Conditions 
For this project, the only activity which generates a traffic concern is the 
construction work. Normally construction impacts are not of concern as they are of 
short duration and temporary. Typically, the project trips are added to the opening 
day and future year scenario background traffic and it is the combination of those 
two volumes which generate a traffic impact. However, in this situation the existing 
ADT of the streets is in the 100 ADT range. The project trips added by the Project 
for Opening Day don’t generate enough traffic volume warranting an evaluation or 
creating an impact. 

In this situation the construction period will continue for more than 2 years and the 
number of vehicles used during construction will be substantially more than the 
anticipated volumes of traffic during the operation and maintenance of the Project. 
The construction traffic impacts were analyzed. More detailed LOS analysis 
printouts can be found in Appendix C.  

� 
Table 12: LOS Summary for Construction Period 

Intersection Control Without Project With Project 

AM Peak Period Delay, sec LOS Delay, sec LOS 

SR-177 / I-10 EB EB Off Ramp Stops 9.1 A 10.0 B 

SR-177 / I-10 WB WB Off Ramp Stops 9.1 A 9.9 A 

SR-177 / Kaiser RD SB Kaiser RD Stops 8.5 A 8.6 A 
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Intersection Control Without Project With Project 

PM Peak Period Delay, sec LOS Delay, sec LOS 

SR-177 / I-10 EB EB Off Ramp Stops 9.3 A 9.8 A 

SR-177 / I-10 WB WB Off Ramp Stops 9.7 A 10.1 B 

SR-177 / Kaiser RD SB Kaiser RD Stops 8.8 A 9.6 A 

To summarize the information in Table 12, the impact of the construction traffic to 
the background traffic expected during the construction period increased the delay 
at all intersections by less than one second. The construction traffic for this Project 
had no significant traffic impact at the intersections. 

3) Delay and LOS under Cumulative Conditions 
The construction period for both the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm and the Desert 
Harvest Solar Project will overlap. To conservatively account for the construction 
traffic generated by the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project, half of its projected 
traffic for the Farm construction, the transmission line and Red Bluff Substation 
construction trips were included as cumulative trips. The LOS of the anticipated 
background traffic and the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project and the Project traffic 
are included in Table 13. More detailed LOS analysis printouts can be found in 
Appendix C. 

Table 13: LOS Summary for Cumulative Conditions  

Intersection Control Without Project With Project 

AM Peak Period Delay, sec LOS Delay, sec LOS 

SR-177 / I-10 EB EB Off Ramp Stops 9.4 A 10.6 B 

SR-177 / I-10 WB WB Off Ramp Stops 9.4 A 10.5 B 

SR-177 / Kaiser RD SB Kaiser RD Stops 8.6 A 8.7 A 

PM Peak Period Delay, sec LOS Delay, sec LOS 

SR-177 / I-10 EB EB Off Ramp Stops 9.3 A 9.9 A 

SR-177 / I-10 WB WB Off Ramp Stops 9.7 A 10.1 B 

SR-177 / Kaiser RD SB Kaiser RD Stops 8.8 A 9.6 A 

To summarize the information in Table 13, the impact of the construction traffic plus 
the anticipated background traffic and cumulative traffic volumes expected during 
the construction period increased the delay at all intersections by less than two 
seconds. The LOS did not deteriorate at the intersection of SR 177 / Kaiser Road. 
The LOS was lowered at the other intersections, but the impact was negligible. 
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The construction traffic for this Project had no significant traffic impact at the 
intersections.  

V. Findings and Recommendations 
A. Traffic Impacts and Level of Service Analysis 

This analysis was prepared to identify traffic impacts and, if needed, propose 
mitigation of impacts, due to the construction of the Desert Harvest Solar Project 
(Project) proposed by enXco Development Corporation (enXco or Applicant). The 
Project includes a solar farm producing up to 150 MW of electrical power and the 
transmission line to carry the power to the soon to be constructed Red Bluff 
Substation. The Project will be located north of Desert Center in the unincorporated 
area of Riverside Countyv. 

This traffic study was completed with generally accepted procedures and reflects 
the opinions of Hernandez, Kroone & Associates (HKA). The methods used are 
based on the Highway Capacity Manual. The traffic study follows the outline in the 
Riverside County Transportation Department “Traffic Impact Analysis Preparation 
Guide”, dated April 2008. 

The project trips were generated and distributed. The Project will generate less 
than 20 trips per peak traffic period after construction is completed. As analysis is 
not required at intersections with less than 50 peak hour trips, an Opening Day and 
Future Year (20 year scenario) was not completed. 

However due to the length of the construction period, the construction traffic 
impacts were evaluated. Based on the construction trips and the distribution of 
those trips the following intersections were selected for analysis: 

x SR-177 / I-10 EB Ramp 

x SR-177 / 1-10 WB Ramp 

x SR-177 / Kaiser Road 


As noted before, the future conditions without project traffic is the yardstick to 
determine the magnitude of the project and its traffic impacts. The operation of the 
traffic without the project is compared to the operation of the traffic with the project 
to identify the traffic impacts. The measure of the operation of the traffic is called 
the Level of Service (LOS). 

The study intersections were analyzed for the AM and PM peak traffic periods for 
the without project condition and the with project condition during the construction 
period. Counts were taken at these intersections, those volumes were increased by 
3% to account for the increase in background traffic over the next two years to 
model the without project condition. The project trips were added to model the with 
project condition. 

The Highway Capacity Software was used to calculate the LOS. Table 11 is a 
summary of the current operation of the intersections. All intersections currently 
operate at a LOS of A. 
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anticipated construction traffic does not degrade the LOS.  

 

 
 
 

 

  
  

 

 

 

 
 

Table 12 summarizes the operation of the intersections during the construction time 
period. The 

Table 13 summarizes the operation of the intersection during the construction time 
period with the addition of the cumulative traffic volumes. Under these conditions 
the delay at all intersections increased by less than two seconds. The LOS did not 
deteriorate at the intersection of SR 177 / Kaiser Road. The LOS was lowered at 
the other intersections but it did not show a significant impact. The construction 
traffic for this Project had no significant traffic impact at the intersections.  

The Project has no traffic impacts at the study intersections and no mitigation is 
required. 

The construction traffic will add a number of large vehicles to the local roads. Being 
a “good neighbor” during construction might include the following efforts: 
x Sweeping the paved roads periodically to cut down on dust picked up by 

the construction vehicles 
x	 Documenting the current state of the roads (video and pavement coring) to 

be used during construction and returning the roads to the current level 
after construction. 

B. Traffic Signal Warrant Analysis  
No traffic signal warrant analysis is needed.  

C. Circulation requirements 
No on-site or area wide circulation improvements are needed. 

Figure 1 – Aspen Environmental Group Figure 2-1 Project Overview (Vicinity Map) 
Figure 2 – Aspen Environmental Group Figure 2-2 Alternative 3 Proposed Solar Project  
Figure 3 – Photos of Intersections 
Figure 4 – Photos of Intersections 
Figure 5 – Existing Lane Configurations 
Figure 6A – AM Existing Traffic in PCEs  
Figure 6B – PM Existing Traffic in PCEs  
Figure 7 – General Plan Circulation Element  
Figure 8 - Project Trip Distribution, % 
Figure 9 - Project Trip Distribution, PCEs 
Figure 10A – AM Background Traffic Adjusted for Construction Period w/o Project 
Figure 10B – PM Background Traffic Adjusted for Construction Period w/o Project 
Figure 11 – Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project Trips 
Figure 12A – AM Background with Cumulative Traffic Volumes, in PCEs 
Figure 12B – PM Background with Cumulative Traffic Volumes, in PCEs 
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i Aspen Environmental Group, “Desert Harvest Solar Project Draft EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment”, 

November 2011, page 2-1.

ii Aspen Environmental Group, “Desert Harvest Solar Project Draft EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment”, 

November 2011, page 2-4 and page 2-5.

iii Riverside County Integrated Project, Desert Center Area Plan Circulation, Figure 6.  

iv Hernandez, Kroone & Associates, Traffic Study for “Desert Sunlight Solar Farm”, June 2010. 

v Aspen Environmental Group, “Desert Harvest Solar Project Draft EIS and CDCA Plan Amendment”, 

November 2011, page 2-1.
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 Appendix A. Figures 
Desert Harvest Solar Project 
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 Appendix A. Figures 
Desert Harvest Solar Project 
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Figure 2-2 

Alternative 3: 
Proposed Solar Project 
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Kaiser Road & SR-177 Looking South East 

Kaiser Road - One Mile North of SR-177 
Looking North 

Photos by HKA
 
Figure 3
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Kaiser Road at Project Location 
  Looking North 

I-10 East Bound Off Ramp and SR-177 
  Looking North West 

Photos by HKA 
Figure � 
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Appendix C 
LOS Analysis 

 Existing – AM & PM 
 Construction Years without Project - AM & PM 
 Construction Years with Project - AM & PM 
 Construction and Cumulative Project without Project - AM & PM 
 Construction and Cumulative Project with Project - AM & PM 

Hernandez, Kroone & Associates Desert Harvest Solar Project 
11-1027 – January 2012 Draft Traffic Study 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst  NJC 

Intersection SR-177 / I-10 EB Off Ramp Hernandez, Kroone & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

Associates  Analysis Year Existing 
Date Performed  1/23/2012    Analysis Time Period AM 
Project Description      11-1027 

 East/West Street:    I-10 EB Off Ramp North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

 Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments 
Major Street Northbound  Southbound 
Movement 1  2 3 4  5 6 
  L T R L  T R 
Volume 0 2 6 22 0 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 2 7 26 0 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0  -- -- 0  -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration   TR LT   
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound  Eastbound 
Movement  7 8 9 10  11 12 

  L T R L  T R 
Volume 0 0 0  54 3 9 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0  65 3  10 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    1 

Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Configuration    L T R 

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach  NB SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement  1 4 7 8 9  10 11 12 

Lane Configuration  LT    L T R 

v (vph)  26     65 3 10 

C (m) (vph)  1624    939 821 1091 

v/c  0.02    0.07 0.00  0.01 

95% queue length  0.05    0.22 0.01  0.03 

Control Delay  7.3    9.1 9.4 8.3 

LOS  A    A A A 

Approach Delay -- --  9.0 

Approach LOS -- --  A 

 Rights Reserved 
 HCS2000TM  Copyright © 2003 University of Florida, All Rights Reserved Version 4.1f 

Version 4.1f 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst  NJC 

Intersection SR-177 / I-10 EB Off Ramp Hernandez, Kroone & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

Associates  Analysis Year Existing 
Date Performed  1/23/2012    Analysis Time Period PM 
Project Description      11-1027 

 East/West Street:    I-10 EB Off Ramp North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

 Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments 
Major Street Northbound  Southbound 
Movement 1  2 3 4  5 6 
  L T R L  T R 
Volume 0 6 1 26 3 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 6 1 26 3 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0  -- -- 0  -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration   TR LT   
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound  Eastbound 
Movement  7 8 9 10  11 12 

  L T R L  T R 
Volume 0 0 0  90  10 3 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0  92  10 3 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    1 

Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Configuration    L T R 

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach  NB SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement  1 4 7 8 9  10 11 12 

Lane Configuration  LT    L T R 

v (vph)  26     92  10 3 

C (m) (vph)  1627    935 820 1087 

v/c  0.02    0.10 0.01  0.00 

95% queue length  0.05    0.33 0.04  0.01 

Control Delay  7.2    9.3 9.4 8.3 

LOS  A    A A A 

Approach Delay -- --  9.3 

Approach LOS -- --  A 

 Rights Reserved 
 HCS2000TM  Copyright © 2003 University of Florida, All Rights Reserved Version 4.1f 

Version 4.1f 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  SR-177 / I-10 WB OFF 

Intersection HERNANDEZ KROONE &  RAMP 
Agency/Co. ASSOCIATES Jurisdiction  
Date Performed 1/23/2012  Analysis Year EXISTING  
Analysis Time Period  AM   
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:    I-10 WB OFF RAMP  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 56 0 0 22 69 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 69 0 0 27 85 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT     TR 
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 8 25  0 0 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 9 30  0 0 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Configuration  LTR     

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT   LTR     

v (vph) 0   39      

C (m) (vph) 1490   917     

v/c 0.00   0.04     

95% queue length 0.00   0.13     

Control Delay 7.4   9.1     

LOS A   A     

Approach Delay -- -- 9.1  

Approach LOS -- -- A  
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  SR-177 / I-10 WB OFF Intersection HERNANDEZ KROONE & RAMP Agency/Co. ASSOCIATES Jurisdiction  
Date Performed 1/23/2012 Analysis Year EXISTING 
Analysis Time Period PM  
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   I-10  WB OFF  RAMP  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:    North-South Study Period (hrs): 0.25  

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments 
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 3 94 0 0 28 96 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 3 110 0 0 32 112 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type    Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT      TR 
Upstream Signal  0   0  

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 3 14  31  0 0 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 3 16  36  0 0 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Configuration  LTR     

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT    LTR     

v (vph) 3   55      

C (m) (vph) 1451   827      

v/c 0.00    0.07      

95% queue length 0.01    0.21      

Control Delay 7.5   9.7      

LOS A   A     

Approach Delay -- -- 9.7  

Approach LOS -- -- A  
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / KAISER ROAD HERNANDEZ, KROONE & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

ASSOCIATES Analysis Year Existing 
Date Performed 1/23/2012    Analysis Time Period  AM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   KAISER ROAD  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 12 40 0 0 24 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 13 44 0 0 26 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT     TR 
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 0 0 34  
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 0 0 37  
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Configuration     LR  

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT      LR  

v (vph) 13       37   

C (m) (vph) 1601      1056  

v/c 0.01      0.04  

95% queue length 0.02      0.11  

Control Delay 7.3      8.5  

LOS A      A  

Approach Delay -- --  8.5 

Approach LOS -- --  A 

Rights Reserved  
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / KAISER ROAD HERNANDEZ, KROONE & Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  ASSOCIATES Analysis Year EXISTING 
Date Performed 1/23/2012  
Analysis Time Period PM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   KAISER ROAD North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:    North-South Study Period (hrs): 0.25  

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments 
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 10 91 0 0 60 2 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 13 121 0 0 80 2 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type    Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT      TR 
Upstream Signal  0   0  

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 0 0 25  
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 0 0 33  
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Configuration     LR   

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT       LR   

v (vph) 13       33   

C (m) (vph) 1528      985   

v/c 0.01       0.03   

95% queue length 0.03       0.10   

Control Delay 7.4      8.8   

LOS A      A  

Approach Delay -- --  8.8 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / I-10 EB Off Ramp Hernandez, Kroone & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

Associates  Analysis Year Const w/o Project 
Date Performed 12/2/2011    Analysis Time Period  AM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:    I-10 EB Off  Ramp North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 2 6 23 0 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 2 7 27 0 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration   TR LT   
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 56  3 9 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 67  3 10  
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    1 

Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Configuration    L T R 

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration  LT    L T R 

v (vph)  27    67  3 10 

C (m) (vph)  1624    936 818 1091 

v/c  0.02    0.07 0.00 0.01  

95% queue length  0.05    0.23 0.01 0.03  

Control Delay  7.3    9.1 9.4 8.3 

LOS  A    A A A 

Approach Delay -- --  9.1 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / I-10 EB Off Ramp Hernandez, Kroone & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

Associates  Analysis Year Construction w/o Project 
Date Performed 12/2/2011    Analysis Time Period  PM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:    I-10 EB Off  Ramp North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 6 1 27 3 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 6 1 27 3 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration   TR LT   
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 93  10  3 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 95  10  3 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    1 

Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Configuration    L T R 

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration  LT    L T R 

v (vph)  27    95  10  3 

C (m) (vph)  1627    932 817 1087 

v/c  0.02    0.10 0.01 0.00  

95% queue length  0.05    0.34 0.04 0.01  

Control Delay  7.2    9.3 9.5 8.3 

LOS  A    A A A 

Approach Delay -- --  9.3 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  SR-177 / I-10 WB OFF 

Intersection HERNANDEZ KROONE &  RAMP 
Agency/Co. ASSOCIATES Jurisdiction  
Date Performed 12/2/2011  Analysis Year Const wo Project Trips 
Analysis Time Period  AM   
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:    I-10 WB OFF RAMP  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 58 0 0 23 71 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 71 0 0 28 87 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT     TR 
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 8 26  0 0 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 9 32  0 0 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Configuration  LTR     

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT   LTR     

v (vph) 0   41      

C (m) (vph) 1487   916     

v/c 0.00   0.04     

95% queue length 0.00   0.14     

Control Delay 7.4   9.1     

LOS A   A     

Approach Delay -- -- 9.1  

Approach LOS -- -- A  
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  SR-177 / I-10 WB OFF 

Intersection HERNANDEZ KROONE &  RAMP 
Agency/Co. ASSOCIATES Jurisdiction  
Date Performed 12/2/2011  Analysis Year Construction wo Project 
Analysis Time Period  PM   
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:    I-10 WB OFF RAMP  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 3 97 0 0 29 99 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 3 114 0 0 34 116 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT     TR 
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 3 14 32  0 0 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 3 16 37  0 0 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Configuration  LTR     

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT   LTR     

v (vph) 3   56      

C (m) (vph) 1444   822     

v/c 0.00   0.07     

95% queue length 0.01   0.22     

Control Delay 7.5   9.7     

LOS A   A     

Approach Delay -- -- 9.7  

Approach LOS -- -- A  
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / KAISER ROAD HERNANDEZ, KROONE & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

ASSOCIATES Analysis Year Const wo Project 
Date Performed 12/2/2011    Analysis Time Period  AM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   KAISER ROAD  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 12 41 0 0 25 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 13 45 0 0 27 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT     TR 
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 0 0 35  
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 0 0 38  
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Configuration     LR  

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT      LR  

v (vph) 13       38   

C (m) (vph) 1600      1054  

v/c 0.01      0.04  

95% queue length 0.02      0.11  

Control Delay 7.3      8.5  

LOS A      A  

Approach Delay -- --  8.5 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / KAISER ROAD HERNANDEZ, KROONE & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

ASSOCIATES Analysis Year Construction wo Project 
Date Performed 12/2/2011    Analysis Time Period  PM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   KAISER ROAD  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 10 94 0 0 62 2 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 13 125 0 0 82 2 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT     TR 
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 0 0 26  
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 0 0 34  
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Configuration     LR  

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT      LR  

v (vph) 13       34   

C (m) (vph) 1526      982  

v/c 0.01      0.03  

95% queue length 0.03      0.11  

Control Delay 7.4      8.8  

LOS A      A  

Approach Delay -- --  8.8 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / I-10 EB Off Ramp Hernandez, Kroone & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

Associates  Analysis Year Const with Project 
Date Performed 1/23/2012    Analysis Time Period  AM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:    I-10 EB Off  Ramp North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 2 6 41 0 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 2 7 49 0 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration   TR LT   
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 140 3 9 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 168 3 10  
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    1 

Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Configuration    L T R 

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration  LT    L T R 

v (vph)  49    168 3 10 

C (m) (vph)  1624    872 763 1091 

v/c  0.03    0.19 0.00 0.01  

95% queue length  0.09    0.71 0.01 0.03  

Control Delay  7.3    10.1 9.7 8.3 

LOS  A    B A A 

Approach Delay -- --  10.0 

Approach LOS -- --  B 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / I-10 EB Off Ramp Hernandez, Kroone & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

Associates  Analysis Year Construction w Project 
Date Performed 1/23/2012    Analysis Time Period  PM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:    I-10 EB Off  Ramp North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 6 1 61 3 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 6 1 62 3 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration   TR LT   
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 93  10  3 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 95  10  3 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    1 

Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Configuration    L T R 

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration  LT    L T R 

v (vph)  62    95  10  3 

C (m) (vph)  1627    833 731 1087 

v/c  0.04    0.11 0.01 0.00  

95% queue length  0.12    0.38 0.04 0.01  

Control Delay  7.3    9.9 10.0 8.3 

LOS  A    A A A 

Approach Delay -- --  9.8 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  SR-177 / I-10 WB OFF Intersection HERNANDEZ KROONE & RAMP Agency/Co. ASSOCIATES Jurisdiction  
Date Performed 1/23/2012 Analysis Year Const w Project Trips 
Analysis Time Period AM  
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   I-10  WB OFF  RAMP  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:    North-South Study Period (hrs): 0.25  

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments 
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 142 0 0 41 75 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.81  0.81  0.81  0.81  0.81  0.81  
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 175 0 0 50 92 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type    Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT      TR 
Upstream Signal  0   0  

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 8 78  0 0 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.81  0.81  0.81  0.81  0.81  0.81  
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 9 96  0 0 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Configuration  LTR     

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT    LTR     

v (vph) 0   105      

C (m) (vph) 1453   841      

v/c 0.00    0.12      

95% queue length 0.00    0.43      

Control Delay 7.5   9.9      

LOS A   A     

Approach Delay -- -- 9.9  

Approach LOS -- -- A  
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  SR-177 / I-10 WB OFF Intersection HERNANDEZ KROONE & RAMP Agency/Co. ASSOCIATES Jurisdiction  
Date Performed 1/23/2012 Analysis Year Construction w Project 
Analysis Time Period PM  
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   I-10  WB OFF  RAMP  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:    North-South Study Period (hrs): 0.25  

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments 
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 3 97 0 0 63 183 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 3 114 0 0 74 215 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type    Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT      TR 
Upstream Signal  0   0  

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 3 14  32  0 0 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 3 16  37  0 0 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Configuration  LTR     

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT    LTR     

v (vph) 3   56      

C (m) (vph) 1284   762      

v/c 0.00    0.07      

95% queue length 0.01    0.24      

Control Delay 7.8   10.1      

LOS A   B     

Approach Delay -- -- 10.1   

Approach LOS -- -- B  
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / KAISER ROAD HERNANDEZ, KROONE & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

ASSOCIATES Analysis Year Construction w Project 
Date Performed 1/23/2012    Analysis Time Period  AM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   KAISER ROAD  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 148 41 0 0 25 4 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 164 45 0 0 27 4 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT     TR 
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 0 0 55  
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 0 0 61  
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Configuration     LR  

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT      LR  

v (vph) 164      61   

C (m) (vph) 1595      1052  

v/c 0.10      0.06  

95% queue length 0.34      0.18  

Control Delay 7.5      8.6  

LOS A      A  

Approach Delay -- --  8.6 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / KAISER ROAD HERNANDEZ, KROONE & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

ASSOCIATES Analysis Year Construction w Project 
Date Performed 1/23/2012    Analysis Time Period  PM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   KAISER ROAD  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 10 94 0 0 62 2 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 13 125 0 0 82 2 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT     TR 
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 4 0 144 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 5 0 192 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Configuration     LR  

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT      LR  

v (vph) 13       197  

C (m) (vph) 1526      974  

v/c 0.01      0.20  

95% queue length 0.03      0.75  

Control Delay 7.4      9.6  

LOS A      A  

Approach Delay -- --  9.6 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  Intersection SR-177 / I-10 EB Off Ramp 

Hernandez, Kroone & Jurisdiction  
Agency/Co. Associates  Const&Cumulative wo  Analysis Year 
Date Performed 1/24/2012  Project 
Analysis Time Period  AM   
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:    I-10 EB Off  Ramp North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 2 6 39 7 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 2 7 46 8 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration   TR LT   
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 85  3 25  
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 102 3 30  
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    1 

Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Configuration    L T R 

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration  LT    L T R 

v (vph)  46    102 3 30 

C (m) (vph)  1624    872 763 1080 

v/c  0.03    0.12 0.00 0.03  

95% queue length  0.09    0.40 0.01 0.09  

Control Delay  7.3    9.7 9.7 8.4 

LOS  A    A A A 

Approach Delay -- --  9.4 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  Intersection SR-177 / I-10 EB Off Ramp 

Hernandez, Kroone & Jurisdiction  
Agency/Co. Associates  Const&Cumulative wo  Analysis Year 
Date Performed 12/2/2011  Project 
Analysis Time Period  PM   
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:    I-10 EB Off  Ramp North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 9 2 29 3 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 9 2 29 3 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration   TR LT   
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 93  10  3 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 95  10  3 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    1 

Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Configuration    L T R 

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration  LT    L T R 

v (vph)  29    95  10  3 

C (m) (vph)  1621    921 807 1087 

v/c  0.02    0.10 0.01 0.00  

95% queue length  0.05    0.34 0.04 0.01  

Control Delay  7.3    9.4 9.5 8.3 

LOS  A    A A A 

Approach Delay -- --  9.3 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
SR-177 / I-10 WB OFF 

Analyst NJC  Intersection RAMP 
HERNANDEZ KROONE & Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  ASSOCIATES 

Const&Cumulative wo Date Performed 1/24/2012 Analysis Year Project 
Analysis Time Period AM   
Project Description    11-1027 
East/West Street:   I-10 WB OFF RAMP North/South Street: SR-177 
Intersection Orientation: North-South Study Period (hrs): 0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 87 0 0 39 71 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 107 0 0 48 87 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type    Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT     TR 
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 7 8 56 0 0 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 8 9 69 0 0 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Configuration  LTR     

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT   LTR     

v (vph) 0   86     

C (m) (vph) 1462   895     

v/c 0.00   0.10     

95% queue length 0.00   0.32     

Control Delay 7.5   9.4     

LOS A   A     

Approach Delay -- -- 9.4  

Approach LOS -- -- A  
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TWO-WAY STOP  CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
SR-177 / I-10 WB OFF   Analyst NJC  Intersection 
RAMP 

HERNANDEZ KROONE &  Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  ASSOCIATES  Const&Cumulative wo  Date Performed 1/23/2012  Analysis Year 
Project 

Analysis Time Period PM 
 

Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   I-10 WB OFF RAMP North/South Street:   SR-177  
Intersection Orientation:    North-South Study Period (hrs):   0.25  

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments 
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 6 97 0 0 31 103 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 7 114 0 0 36 121 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type    Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT      TR 
Upstream Signal  0  0  

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 3 14  32  0 0 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 3 16  37  0 0 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Configuration  LTR     

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of  Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT   LTR     

v (vph) 7   56      

C (m) (vph) 1435   815     

v/c 0.00    0.07      

95% queue length 0.01    0.22      

Control Delay 7.5   9.7     

LOS A   A     

Approach Delay -- -- 9.7   

Approach LOS -- -- A  
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  Intersection SR-177 / KAISER ROAD 

HERNANDEZ, KROONE & Jurisdiction  
Agency/Co. ASSOCIATES Const&Cumulative wo  Analysis Year 
Date Performed 1/25/2012  Project 
Analysis Time Period  AM   
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   KAISER ROAD  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 71 41 0 0 25 2 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 78 45 0 0 27 2 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT     TR 
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 0 0 51  
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 0 0 56  
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Configuration     LR  

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT      LR  

v (vph) 78       56   

C (m) (vph) 1597      1053  

v/c 0.05      0.05  

95% queue length 0.15      0.17  

Control Delay 7.4      8.6  

LOS A      A  

Approach Delay -- --  8.6 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  Intersection SR-177 / KAISER ROAD 

HERNANDEZ, KROONE & Jurisdiction  Agency/Co. ASSOCIATES Const&Cumulative wo Analysis Year 
Date Performed 1/25/2012 Project  
Analysis Time Period PM  
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   KAISER ROAD North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:    North-South Study Period (hrs): 0.25  

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments 
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 10 94 0 0 62 2 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 13 125 0 0 82 2 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type    Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT      TR 
Upstream Signal  0   0  

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 0 0 26  
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 0 0 34  
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Configuration     LR   

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT       LR   

v (vph) 13       34   

C (m) (vph) 1526      982   

v/c 0.01       0.03   

95% queue length 0.03       0.11   

Control Delay 7.4      8.8   

LOS A      A  

Approach Delay -- --  8.8 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / I-10 EB Off Ramp Hernandez, Kroone & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

Associates  Analysis Year Const&Cumulative w Project 
Date Performed 1/24/2012    Analysis Time Period  AM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:    I-10 EB Off  Ramp North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 2 6 57 7 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 2 7 68 8 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration   TR LT   
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 169 3 25  
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 203 3 30  
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    1 

Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Configuration    L T R 

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration  LT    L T R 

v (vph)  68    203 3 30 

C (m) (vph)  1624    812 711 1080 

v/c  0.04    0.25 0.00 0.03  

95% queue length  0.13    0.99 0.01 0.09  

Control Delay  7.3    10.9 10.1 8.4 

LOS  A    B B A 

Approach Delay -- --  10.6 

Approach LOS -- --  B 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / I-10 EB Off Ramp Hernandez, Kroone & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

Associates  Analysis Year Const&Cumulative w Project 
Date Performed 1/24/2012    Analysis Time Period  PM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:    I-10 EB Off  Ramp North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 9 2 63 3 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 9 2 64 3 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration   TR LT   
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 93  10  3 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 95  10  3 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    1 

Lanes 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Configuration    L T R 

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration  LT    L T R 

v (vph)  64    95  10  3 

C (m) (vph)  1621    823 723 1087 

v/c  0.04    0.12 0.01 0.00  

95% queue length  0.12    0.39 0.04 0.01  

Control Delay  7.3    9.9 10.0 8.3 

LOS  A    A B A 

Approach Delay -- --  9.9 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  SR-177 / I-10 WB OFF 

Intersection 
HERNANDEZ KROONE & RAMP 

Agency/Co. ASSOCIATES Jurisdiction  
Date Performed 1/24/2012 Analysis Year Const&Cumulative w Project 
Analysis Time Period AM  
Project Description    11-1027 
East/West Street:   I-10 WB OFF RAMP North/South Street: SR-177 
Intersection Orientation: North-South Study Period (hrs): 0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 171 0 0 57 75 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 211 0 0 70 92 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type    Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT     TR 
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 7 8 108 0 0 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 8 9 133 0 0 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Configuration  LTR     

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT   LTR     

v (vph) 0   150     

C (m) (vph) 1429   800     

v/c 0.00   0.19     

95% queue length 0.00   0.69     

Control Delay 7.5   10.5     

LOS A   B     

Approach Delay -- -- 10.5  

Approach LOS -- -- B  
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TWO-WAY STOP  CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
SR-177 / I-10 WB OFF   Analyst NJC  Intersection 
RAMP 

HERNANDEZ KROONE &  Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  ASSOCIATES  Const&Cumulative w  Date Performed 1/24/2012  Analysis Year 
Project 

Analysis Time Period PM 
 

Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   I-10 WB OFF RAMP North/South Street:   SR-177  
Intersection Orientation:    North-South Study Period (hrs):   0.25  

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments 
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 6 97 0 0 65 187 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 7 114 0 0 76 219 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type    Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT      TR 
Upstream Signal  0  0  

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 3 14  32  0 0 0 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  0.85  
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 3 16  37  0 0 0 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Configuration  LTR     

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of  Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT   LTR     

v (vph) 7   56      

C (m) (vph) 1278   755     

v/c 0.01    0.07      

95% queue length 0.02    0.24      

Control Delay 7.8   10.1      

LOS A   B     

Approach Delay -- -- 10.1  

Approach LOS -- -- B  
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / KAISER ROAD HERNANDEZ, KROONE & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

ASSOCIATES Analysis Year Const&Cumulative w Project 
Date Performed 1/24/2012    Analysis Time Period  AM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   KAISER ROAD  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 207 41 0 0 25 6 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 230 45 0 0 27 6 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT     TR 
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 0 0 71  
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 0 0 78  
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Configuration     LR  

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT      LR  

v (vph) 230      78   

C (m) (vph) 1592      1050  

v/c 0.14      0.07  

95% queue length 0.51      0.24  

Control Delay 7.6      8.7  

LOS A      A  

Approach Delay -- --  8.7 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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TWO-WAY STOP CONTROL SUMMARY  

General Information Site Information 
Analyst NJC  

Intersection SR-177 / KAISER ROAD HERNANDEZ, KROONE & 
Agency/Co. Jurisdiction  

ASSOCIATES Analysis Year Const&Cumulative w Project 
Date Performed 1/24/2012    Analysis Time Period  PM 
Project Description     11-1027  
East/West Street:   KAISER ROAD  North/South Street:  SR-177 
Intersection Orientation:  North-South Study Period (hrs):  0.25 

Vehicle Volumes and Adjustments  
Major Street Northbound Southbound  
Movement 1  2 3 4 5  6 
 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 10 94 0 0 62 2 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 13 125 0 0 82 2 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 
Median Type   Undivided  
RT Channelized   0   0 
Lanes 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Configuration LT     TR 
Upstream Signal  0     0    

Minor Street Westbound Eastbound  
Movement 7  8 9 10 11  12 

 L  T R L T  R 
Volume 0 0 0 4 0 144 
Peak-Hour Factor, PHF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 
Hourly Flow Rate, HFR 0 0 0 5 0 192 
Percent Heavy Vehicles 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent Grade (%)  0 0 

Flared Approach  N N 

Storage  0 0 

RT Channelized     0    0 

Lanes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Configuration     LR  

Delay, Queue Length, and Level of Service 
Approach NB  SB Westbound Eastbound 

Movement 1  4 7 8 9 10  11 12 

Lane Configuration LT      LR  

v (vph) 13       197  

C (m) (vph) 1526      974  

v/c 0.01      0.20  

95% queue length 0.03      0.75  

Control Delay 7.4      9.6  

LOS A      A  

Approach Delay -- --  9.6 

Approach LOS -- --  A 
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Appendix I
 
Cultural Resources – Tribal Contact List
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Richard	Milanovich,	Chairman
Agua	Caliente	Band 	of	Cahuilla	Indians
5401	Dinah	Shore	Drive	
Palm	Springs,	CA	92264 

Charles	 Wood,	Chairman
Chemehuevi	Indian	Tribe
P.O.	Box	1976	
Havasu	Lake,	CA	92363 

Timothy	Williams,	Chairman	
Fort 	Mojave	Indian	Tribe
500	Merriman	Avenue	
Needles,	CA	92363 

Mary	Resvaloso,	Chairwoman
Torres‐Martinez	Desert Cahuilla 	Indians	 
P.O.	Box	1160	
Thermal,	CA	92274 

Desert	Harvest	Tribal	Contact	List	 

Mary	Ann 	Green,	Chairwoman
Augustine	Band	of	 Cahuilla	Indians	
P.O.	Box	846	
Coachella,	CA	92236 

Sherry	Cordova,	Chairwoman
Cocopah	Indian	Tribe	
14515	S.	Veterans	Dr	
Somerton,	AZ	85350 

Keeny	Escalanti,	Sr.,	President	 
Fort 	Yuma	Quechan	Tribe
P.O.	Box	1899	
Yuma,	AZ	85366‐1899 

Darrell	Mike,	Spokesman
Twenty‐nine	Palms	 Band of	Mission	
Indians	
46‐200	Harrison	Place
Coachella,	CA	92236 

David	Roosevelt,	Chairman
Cabazon	Band 	of	Mission	Indians
84‐245	Indio	Springs	Parkway	
Indio,	CA	92203‐3449 

Eldred Enas, 	Chairman	
Colorado	River	Indian	Tribes	
26600	Mohave	Road	
Parker,	AZ	85344 

Robert 	Martin,	Chairman	
Morongo	 Band of Mission Indians	 
12700	Pumarra Rd.	
Banning,	CA	92220 
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Appendix J
 
Memorandum of Understanding between BLM 

and the National Park Service 
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February 24, 2011 

Area where NPS and BLM are in complete agreement. 

1. 	 Scale back the footprint of the Desert Sunlight project to 4000 acres or less. Should Desert 
Sunlight or enXco Eagle Mtn Soliel not be developed, these areas will be withdrawn from 
future development. 

2. 	 Require First Solar (Desert Sunlight) to mitigate impacts to the park from its facility, 
including impacts to viewshed, air quality, natural sounds, wildlife, dark night skies, in close 
coordination with the NPS. Mitigation agreed on with the NPS will be included in the ROD. 

3. 	 Transfer the following BLM lands to the NPS: 1) the key hole at Mojave (i.e., the Viceroy 
Mine), 2) the "bowling alley" between Death Valley and Fort Irwin inCA (i.e., this is a 
narrow strip between the park and the military base and contains metal fragments from past 
bombing operations and the agencies will assure that liability issues are addressed), 3) the 
"saddle area" of Joshua Tree NP. 

4. 	 Companies seeking to site projects and any associated ancillary facilities within the viewshed 
or that could affect other resources or values of a unit of the National Park System will be 
deemed high conflict projects in accordance with the BLM pre-application and screening 
criteria set forth in the IMs. During the pre-application and screening process, the NPS will 
provide expertise and documentation of adverse impacts to park resources and values and in 
development or review of mitigation measures. If a proposal does not avoid areas where 
development would cause significant impacts to sensitive resources and values that are the 
basis of special designations or protections, the BLM may exercise its discretion to not 
accept and to reject the application. 

5. 	 Require a dedicated section in all renewable energy and transmission NEPA documents that 
addresses direct, indirect and cumulative impacts on units ofNational Park System or other 
areas under NPS management (like a national trail). 

6. 	 Companies seeking to site projects and any associated ancillary facilities in areas proposed 
for transfer to the NPS in the Feinstein legislation will be deemed high conflict projects in 
accordance with the BLM screening criteria set forth in the IMs. BLM will advise current 
wind testing row grant holders that any subsequent testing or development application would 
be treated as a high conflict application. If a proposal does not avoid areas where 
development would cause significant impacts to sensitive resources and values that are the 
basis of special designations or protections, the BLM may exercise its discretion to not 
accept and to reject the application. 

7. 	 In the Solar PElS, preclude any additional renewable energy development projects on those 
lands excluded from the Desert Sunlight and enXco Eagle Mtn Soliel application footprints. 

8. 	 In the Solar PElS reconfigure SEZs boundaries to exclude land near National Park Service 
units, including Joshua Tree NP. NPS and BLM will work together to determine these 
exclusion areas. 
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February 24, 2011 

9. 	 With respect to the Eagle Crest Energy Pumped Storage Project, agree to file an Intervention 
on the project in order to protect Joshua Tree NP. 

Areas where BLM and NPS will continue to work closely together to protect park 
resources 

1. 	 Jointly address any new transmission line applications across Joshua Tree NP. The NPS 
understands that the Metropolitan Water Authority may have legislated rights on that ROW 
that may supercede any NPS or BLM authority. 

2. 	 Work closely with NPS to mitigate, move, or deny new transmission lines visible from key 
observations points as identified by the NPS with the exception of nationally designated 
corridors. 

3. 	 BLM will continue to work closely with the NPS to eliminate groundwater use within the 
Amargosa Valley through dry technology project requirements, advocating acquisition and 
retiring of existing groundwater allocations within the basin or other activities to eliminate 
water use in projects in the Amargosa Valley. 

4. 	 Understanding that the Eagle Mountain landfill on BLM lands near Joshua Tree NP is 
currently in litigation, once that litigation is settled, work closely with NPS to protect the 
resources ofpark. 
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Appendix K
 
Cabazon Band Consultation Letter
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June 15, 2012 

Tiffany Thomas, Archaeologist 

Bureau of Land Management 

Renewable Energy Coordination Office 

22835 Calle San Juan de los Lagos 

Moreno Valley, CA 92553 


Re.: 	 Native American Consultation for EnXco Development Corporation's Desert Harvest 
Solar Farm Project and Transmission Line, Riverside County, California 
LLCAD06000 
CACA-49491/2800(P) 

Dear Ms. Thomas: 

Thank you for contacting the Cabazon Band of Mission Indians regarding the above 

referenced project. 


We remain an interested party and do appreciate the offer to consult on a Government-to
Government basis at any time in the future on this project. 

We look forward to continued collaboration in the preservation of cultural resources or 

areas of traditional cultural importance. 


Sincerely, 

~~ 
Judy Stapp 

Director of Cultural Affairs 


Cc: 	 David Roosevelt, Chairman 

Cabazon Band of Mission Indians 


John R. Kalish, Field Manager 

Bureau of Land Management 


w~~w~~~~~~'!lf13¥'&'f•~w•~'!l 

84-245 INDIO SPRINGS PARKWAY • "INDIO, CALIFORNIA 92203-3499 • (760) 342-2593 FAX (760) 347-7880 
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Appendix L
 
Memorandum of Understanding between BLM 

and the County of Riverside 
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SUBMITTAL TO THE BOARD OF'SUPERVISORS 
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA (\0\ 

FROM: Planning Department SUBMITTAL DATE: 
April12; 2012 

SUBJECT: Memorandum of Understanding between the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
and County of Riverside regarding coordinated environmental review for the Desert Harvest 
Solar Project. 

RECOMMENDED MOTION: 
1. 	 Approve the Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") between the Bureau of Land 

Management (BLM) and County of Riverside regarding coordinated environmental 
review for the Desert Harvest Solar Project. 

2. 	 Authorize the Chairman of the Board to execute the attached Memorandum of 
Understanding. 

(Continued on attached page) 
Current F.Y. Total Cost: $ N/A In Current Year Budget: YES

FINANCIAL Current F.Y. Net County Cost: $ N/A Budget Adjustment: NO
DATA Annual Net County Cost: 	 $ N/A For Fiscal Year: 2011/2012 

Positions To BeSOURCE OF FUNDS: Deposit-based fees. 0Deleted Per A-30 

Requires 4/5 Vote 0 
C.E.O. RECOMMENDATION: Approve as presented without the referenced 
schedule 	of deadlines. 

• 

Coun Executive Office Si nature 

: Denise C. \'\arden 

MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

On motion of Supervisor Tavaglione, seconded by Supervisor Benoit and duly 
carried by unanimous vote, IT WAS ORDERED that the above matter is approved as 
recommended and IT WAS FURTHER ORDERED that the Executive Office's E E 

w ., recommendation is incorporated herein. "' "' 
8 
~ 

8 
~ 

0 0 
Buster, 
None 

Tavaglione, Stone, Benoit and Ashley 
Kecia Harper-lhem 

Ayes: 
Nays: 

c
• 	 s Absent: None 

0 
·u 	

.5 
d Date: June 5, 2012 ~~~~~ 

a::"' " DeputyX 	 Planningw xc: 

0 " a. " Prev. Agn. Ref. lDistrict: 4/4 IAgenda Number: 


ATTACHMENTS FILED 

b. 	

3.49 
Revised 212A4~TH THE CLERK OF THE BOARD 
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The Honorable Board of Supervisors . 

RE: Memorandum of Understanding be~een the Bureau of Land Management and County of 

Riverside for coordinated environmental review for the Desert Harvest Solar Project. 

Page2 of2 


BACKGROUND: 

enXco Development Corporation ("enXco") proposes to construct and operate a 150 megawatt 
(MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) energy-generating project known as the Desert Harvest Project 
("Project"). The majority of the Project, including the solar power plant, will be located on 
Federal land managed by BLM. The solar power plant is not within the County's jurisdiction. 
The Project includes construction of a 12 mile generation transmission intertie line ("Gen-Tie") 
connecting the electrical output of the solar power plant to Southern California Edison's 
proposed Red Bluff Substation. A portion of the Gen-Tie will run under, along, across or upon 
the Kaiser Road rights-of-way and other areas within the County's jurisdiction. 

enXco has applied for a Public Use Permit (PUP 914) pursuant to Ordinance No. 348. Other 
discretionary approvals by the County required for the Project include an encroachment permit 
and franchise pursuant to Ordinance No. 499 for the parts of the Project within the County's 
jurisdiction. Ordinance No. 499 provides that an encroachment permit may be issued if the 
applicant holds a current County franchise. The County is authorized to grant a franchise 
pursuant to Article 11, Section 7, of the California Constitution and Government Code Section 
26001. The Project is also subject to the requirements of Board of Supervisors Policy B-29. 

The Project requires environmental review under both the federal National Environmental Policy 
Act ("NEPA") and the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). The purpose of the MOU 
is to provide a framework for cooperation between the BLM and the County to work together in 
preparing and completing a joint environmental analysis and document that complies with NEPA 
and CEQA and to ensure the County's concerns are incorporated into the Project review. 

FISCAL: 
There are no financial impacts to the County associated with this item, as any applicable costs 
will be fully funded by the Project applicant. 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

between 


THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

and 


COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE 


This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU) is hereby entered into between the Bureau of 
Land Management, hereinafter referred to as the BLM, and the County of Riverside, hereinafter referred 
to as the County. The BLM and County are hereinafter referred together as the Parties. 

A. INTRODUCTION and PURPOSE: 

enXco Development Corporation ( enXco) is proposing to build the 150 megawatt (MW) Desert Harvest 
Project, a solar photovoltaic energy generating facility including a 12 mile generation transmission 
intertie (Gen-Tie) line to the Red Bluff Substation (hereinafter referred to as "Project"). The 150 MW 
solar power plant site is entirely on federal land but the Gen-Tie would be within County road rights-of
way and other areas within the County's jurisdiction. The federal lands are subject to BLM jurisdiction, 
and enXco has applied for rights-of-way associated with the relevant federal lands pursuant to BLM 
regulations. 

Because the County is required to make discretionary decisions to determine if enXco can construct the 
Gen-Tie, in accordance with California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) guidelines, CEQA is 
triggered. Such discretionary decisions include a public use permit, franchise agreement or other similar 
development agreement, and encroachment permits. The BLM will begin preparing an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) in September 2011 in compliance with 1508.11 of the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), CEQA Statutes Section 21061 and CEQA Guidelines Sections 15120 to 
15132, 15221, and all other applicable laws, executive orders, regulations, and direction. The BLM 
personnel will work with County staff to include discussion of the Gen-Tie elements, and write the EIS in 
a manner that complies with both CEQA and NEPA. 

The purpose of this MOU is to provide a framework for cooperation between the BLM and the County to 
work together as lead agency and cooperating agency, in that order, in preparing and completing a joint 
environmental analysis and document that is in compliance with NEPA, CEQA, and all applicable laws, 
executive orders, regulations, direction, and guidelines. Work would include, but is not limited to, 
environmental and technical information collection, analysis and reporting. This Memorandum of 

~ 

Understanding includes meetings and/or conference calls as necessary for planning, information sharing, 
gathering and incorporating comments to the draft EIS to ensure CEQA compliance. Should the decision 
be made to authorize the Project, this Memorandum of Understanding continues the cooperation during 
construction of the Project, applying in particular to the Gen-Tie, and including the implementation of the 
mitigation measures and monitoring developed through the NEPA process. This cooperation serves the 
mutual interest of the Parties and the public. 

B. STATEMENT OF MUTUAL BENEFIT AND INTERESTS: 

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations (40 CFR 1506.2) direct federal agencies to 
cooperate with State and local agencies to theji.tllest extent possible to reduce duplication between NEPA 
and State and local requirements, including joint planning processes, environmental research and studies, 
public hearings, and environmental impact statements. The CEQ regulations ( 40 CFR 1501.6) provide for 
and describe both lead and cooperating agency status, and emphasize agency cooperation early in the 
NEPA process. For the purposes of this effort, BLM will be the lead agency developing one document in 
coordination with the County acting as Cooperating Agency. County will retain its approval authority for 
all aspects of the project within its jurisdiction. CEQA Statutes Section 21083.7 and CEQA Guidelines 
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Sections 1522land 15226 encourage similar cooperation by state and local agencies with federal agencies 
when environmental review is required under both CEQA and NEPA. 

This MOU meets the intent of these regulations and provides guidance on the roles each agency will take. 
In consideration of the above premises, the Parties agree as follows: 

C. BLM SHALL: 

I. As lead Federal agency, be responsible for ensuring compliance with the requirements of NEPA, and 
the CEQ, and BLM regulations implementing NEPA, along with all applicable federal laws, executive 
orders, regulations and direction, and shall be responsible for the EIS and the scope and content of the 
portion of the EIS that relates to all necessary federal law and regulatory requirements; 

2. Provide to the County for review and comment a draft of the Project Description and Alternatives 
section as soon as they are available to ensure that adequate detail is included to support County's review, 
analysis, and decisions; 

3. Provide the administrative draft of the EIS to the County for its review and comment prior to the 
release of the public draft; 

4. Schedule meetings as necessary with the County to discuss status updates, related findings, schedules 
and planning associated with the EIS; 

5. Ensure that the BLM approved EIS contractor will complete the environmental analysis and prepare the 
EIS in a form and in substance that is consistent with this MOU and agreeable to the Parties; 

6. Act as the intermediary, when necessary, for communications between the County and the EIS 
contractor related to the EIS; 

7. Provide updated mailing lists to the EIS contractor for distributing the public notice of availability of 
the EIS to the public and to other Federal, State, and local agencies as required by law. The BLM shall 
provide updated mailing lists of the EIS, and Record of Decision to the public and to other Federal, State, 
and local agencies as required by law; 

8. Publish the Notice of Intent (NO!) in the Federal Register and work with the EIS contractor to develop 
other public notices, and Notice of Availability of the document and ensure publication in appropriate 
periodicals; • 

9. Ensure that the contract with the EIS contractor incorporates the condition that the contractor will 
provide all graphic handouts and presentations for public meetings/hearings. The EIS contractor shall 
submit any such graphic presentations and/or handouts to the BLM for approval prior to distributing them 
at public meetings/hearings; 

10. Be responsible for conducting public meetings and provide County with sufficient advanced noticed 
of these hearings so that the County can attend in a cooperating role; 

II. Use its best efforts to ensure that the contract with the EIS contractor incorporates all of the following 
conditions: 

(a) The EIS contractor agrees to defend, hold harmless and indemnity the BLM and County with respect 
to any and all claims, demands, cause(s) of action, and liabilities which may arise from the contractor's 
performance, purchases, or services utilized in the preparation of the EIS. 

(b) The EIS contractor will sign a disclosure statement specifYing that they have no financial or other 
interest in the outcome ofthe Project. 
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(c) The EIS contractor shall cooperate in defense of any appeal and/or suit involving the legality or 
adequacy of the BLM's or County's compliance with NEPA or CEQA with regard to this EIS. 

(d) The EIS contractor will be responsible for all stenographic, clerical, graphics, layout, printing, and like 
work. 

(f) The EIS contractor shall produce an internal administrative Draft EIS for review by the BLM and 
County prior to publication of the Draft EIS. The administrative draft shall include all text, maps, 
appendices, tables, charts, and other materials that will be incorporated in the Draft EIS for publication. 
As determined by both the BLM and County, the contractor shall provide a reasonable number of copies 
to each party to meet internal review needs. 

(g) The Draft EIS will include evaluation of potential Gen-Tie routes, alternative designs, and impacts. 
The Draft and Final EIS will apply whichever NEPA and CEQA requirement is more stringent in the 
analysis. The Draft and Final EIS will describe any inconsistencies between Federal plans or laws as they 
pertain to the proposed action and describe the extent to which the BLM would reconcile the proposed 
action with the plan or law. 

(h) Subject to Parties' comments during the environmental analysis and responses to the administrative 
Draft and Final EIS, the EIS contractor shall have primary responsibility for writing and rewriting all 
sections, parts, and chapters of the EIS. 

(i) The County is a third-party beneficiary to the contract with the EIS contractor with the right to enforce 
contract provisions affecting the County's interests. 

12. Provide oversight to the EIS contractor in filing the Draft and Final EIS with the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (US EPA). 

13. Reserve the right to prepare, at its option, selected sections of the Administrative Draft and/or Final 
EIS; as appropriate, the BLM will provide such prepared material in a time and manner consistent; 

14. Be responsible for consulting with the United. States Fish and Wildlife Service for a Section 7 
Consultation and the California State Historic Preservation Officer for a Section I06 Consultation 
regarding proposed federal action; at the discretion of the BLM, the consultant shall furnish such data or 
information required to accomplish such consultation; the BLM shall include County staff in these 
meetings and discussions; act as the lead for Native American consultation; 

15. As required, the BLM will be responsible for consulting with the California Department of Fish and 
Game; 

16. Should the decision be made to authorize the Project, BLM and the County will jointly define 
appropriate field inspection responsibilities for ensuring implementation of the mitigation and monitoring 
activities adopted in the Record ofDecision for the Gen-Tie portion of the project; and, 

17. To the extent that CEQA or NEPA guidelines may preclude, or are potentially inconsistent with, 
construction of the proposed Project that is the subject of this MOU, the BLM will identifY such potential 
inconsistencies at the beginning of the EIS process, and shall collaborate with the County and the 
contractor to ensure that sufficient information is collected during the course of the environmental 
assessment process to allow the BLM to begin an EIS for the Project to remove such inconsistencies and 
allow the Project to be carried forward. 

D. COUNTY SHALL: 

I. As the cooperating CEQA agency, be responsible to ensure that the EIS is in compliance with all 
requirements of CEQA and shall be responsible for the scope and content of the EIS that relates to all 
necessary aspects of CEQ A. 
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2. Should the level of detail in the EIS be insufficient in meeting CEQA standards, the BLM will continue 
the EIS development, and the County will perform a Environmental Impact Report or Mitigated Negative 
Declaration (whichever is required) separately, hiring its own consultants. 

E. IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED AND UNDERSTOOD BY ALL PARTIES THAT: 

1. Schedule of Deadlines. The BLM intends to make a decision on the Final EIS by August 6, 2012. Both 
Parties will attempt to meet this timeframe. Attached to this MOU is a draft detailed schedule, which the 
Parties intend to serve as a template for the actual schedule of deadlines that they intend to adhere to in 
completing the environmental review that is the subject of this MOU. The parties agree to modify and 
reach final agreement on the details of this draft schedule, which will include specific dates establishing 
the deadlines for expected deliverables from the ELM/project proponent's contractor, as well as deadlines 
for the BLM and the County to respond to all materials provided by the ELM/project proponent's 
contractor, within one month. Once the details of this schedule are agreed to, the Parties shall undertake 
their best efforts to comply with all deadlines set forth in said schedule. 

2. Contractor Selection. The project proponent's EIS contractor, Aspen Environmental Group, will be 
used for the preparation of the EIS. Aspen Enviromnental Group is on the County's list of qualified 
Environmental Impact Report consulting firms. 

3. Agency Project Representatives. For the purpose of coordinating the responsibilities of the Parties for 
the preparation of the EIS on the Project, the persons listed below are the designated Agency Project 
Representatives of the Parties. Actual delivery of written notice to the following representatives, or such 
substitute representatives as the respective Parties may hereinafter designate, shall constitute notice to that 
organization. The principal contacts for this instrument are: 

BLM County Representative 
Name: Lynnette A. Elser Name: Greg Neal, Deputy Planning Director 
Title: Project Manager Agency: Planning Department, County ofRiverside 
Address: 22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos Address: 4080 Lemon Street, 12th Fir. 
Address: Moreno Valley, CA 92553 Address: PO Box 1409, Riverside, CA 92501 
Phone: (951) 697- 5387 Phone: (951) 955-3200 
FAX: (951) 697-5299 FAX: (951) 955-1817 
E-Mail: lelser@blm.gov E-Mail: GNEAL@rctlma.org 

4. Regular Consultation between Parties. The successful preparation of the EIS requires complete and 
full communication between all Parties involved. It is the duty of the Agency Project Representatives to 
ensure close consultation throughout the document preparation and review process. Accordingly: 

(a) The Agency Project Representatives shall keep each other advised of the developments affecting the 
preparation of the Draft EIS. Toward this end, and to ensure close consultation and coordination, the 
Agency Project Representatives shall conduct conference calls as necessary and shall meet face-to-face at 
least once every two months or as deemed necessary. 

(b) In the event that either Agency Project Representative is unable to participate in any such regularly 
scheduled conference call or meeting, an alternate shall be delegated to represent that Agency Project 
Representative's party in said call or meeting. 

(c) The BLM recognizes the need for the County to work directly with the EIS contractor with regard to 
the Gen-Tie and CEQA requirements. The County will keep the BLM informed of these discussions and 
will involve the BLM when appropriate. 

(d) Consistent with existing laws and regulations, the Parties agree to share all relevant information. 
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(e) Any and all media releases and/or public mail-outs shall be made with the joint approval and at the 
direction of the BLM and the County. 

· 5. Scope and Content of the EIS. The BLM and the EIS contractor shall schedule and conduct scoping 
meetings at the beginning of the process. These meetings will be held to determine the areas of public and 
agency concerns pertaining to the proposed Project, and guide the Parties in scoping the EIS. The BLM in 
coordination with the County as a cooperating agency shall determine the final scope of the EIS. The 
Agency Project Representatives shall determine (with approval, if necessary, from the signatories to this 
MOU or their delegates): 

(a) The scope and content of the EIS for the Project to ensure that the requirements of the various federal 
and state statutes (i.e. - NEPA, CEQA, County standards and policies) are met and that the statutory 
findings required of the BLM and County for their respective decisions on the Project can be made; 

(b) Whether the work performed by the EIS contractor is satisfactory, and if not, how best to correct the 
deficiencies in the work; and 

(c) The division of responsibilities among lead agencies and cooperating agencies. 

6. County Revisions. County may request revision of the administrative draft with further agency review. 

7. Consultation with Other Agencies. The BLM and County reserve the right to consult directly, 
without notice or report, with other Federal, State, and local officials regarding their areas of specific 
responsibility outlined in Section C and D above during the preparation of the EIS to ensure objectivity 
and compliance with NEPA and CEQA. The Parties will immediately notifY each other and the contractor 
if matters discussed at any such consultation will require significant changes in the development of the 
EIS or require significant costs pursuant to this Memorandum of Understanding. 

8. Privileged and Confidential Information. The BLM and the EIS contractor will, upon request, 
provide County with procedures and underlying data nsed in developing submitted sections of the Draft 
and/or Final EIS including, but not limited to, final reports, subcontractor reports, and interviews with 
concerned private and public parties, whether or not such information is contained in the working papers 
or the Draft or Final EIS. The Parties intend that information that is otherwise protected from disclosure 
under the attorney-client privilege, work-product privilege, and deliberative process privilege and/or any 
other applicable privilege may be exchanged without waiving or compromising such privileges or 
doctrines. The Parties agree that privileged information received from the other party shall be treated and 
maintained as confidential to the extent allowed by federal and state laws, regulations and policies. Parties 
agree to label as "Confidential" documents that they believe are privileged and should not be disclosed. 
Neither Party will disclose privileged information received from the other Party, regardless of whether it 
is labeled "Confidential," without first notifYing other Party. The BLM will obtain information that they 
maintain is confidential directly from BLM. 

9. Freedom of Information Act. Any information furnished to the BLM under this Memorandum of 
Und~rstanding is subject to the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S. C. 552). 

10. Effective Dates. This MOU is executed as of the date of the last signature and is effective through, or 
the date on which all mitigation measures required in connection with approval of the Project have been 
fully implemented, whichever date is earlier, at which time it will expire unless extended. 

11. Modification. Modifications to this MOU shall be made only by mutual written consent of the 
Parties, by the issuance ofa written instrument, signed and dated by all Parties. 

12. Termination. Either of the Parties, in writing, may terminate this MOU in whole, or in part, at any 
time before the date of expiration npon 30 days written notice to the other party. During any such 30·day 
waiting period, the Parties will actively attempt to resolve any disagreement between them. In the event of 
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termination of this MOU, both the BLM and County shall have access to all documentation, reports, 
analyses, and data developed by the contractor. 

13. Rights and Responsibilities of Parties. This MOU sets forth the Parties' rights and responsibilities 
for preparing the EIS, and for subsequent activities related to the document. This MOU in no way restricts 
the BLM or the County from participating in similar activities with other public or private agencies, 
organizations, and individuals. This MOU does not authorize the transfer of funds between parties. Each 
Party is responsible for its own acts and omissions in collection with activities undertaken pursuant to this 
MOU. 

THE PARTIES HERETO have executed this instrument 

Bureau of Land Management 

Date ' I 

ATTE:::n; 

K~RPER-IHEM Clerk 
B ('; Q£f0i.

DEPUTY 
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October 2012  Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment  M-1 

APPENDIX M – PUBLIC COMMENT LETTERS 

This appendix of the Desert Harvest Solar Project Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment 
includes the full text of comments received on the Draft EIS.  Each comment letter is bracketed 
with an alphanumeric code to delineate discrete comments or concepts.  Each bracketed com-
ment has received an individual response in this Final EIS.  Appendix N provides responses to 
all comments. 

Table M-1. Comments Received on the Draft EIS 

Comment 
Number Date Commenter 

 A – Public Agencies 

A001 5/18/12 Jim Porter, Public Land Management Specialist 
California State Lands Commission 

A002 5/18/12 Rafiq Ahmed, Project Manager  
Brownfields & Environmental Restoration Program 
California Department of Toxic Substances Control 

A003 7/1/12 Jason Neuman  
Captain, Strategic Planning Bureau 
Riverside County Fire Department  

A004 7/9/12 Christine S. Lehnertz 
Regional Director, Pacific West Region 
National Park Service 

A005 7/18/12 Jay Olivas, Planner IV 
Riverside County Planning Department Traffic Division 

A006 7/13/12 Christopher S. Harris, Acting Executive Director  
Colorado River Board of California 

A007 7/13/12 J. C. Jay Chen, Supervising Hydraulic Engineer 
Colorado River Board of California 

A008 7/12/12 Assistant Field Supervisor 
U.S. Department of the Interior – Fish & Wildlife Service 

A009 7/12/12 Deirdre West, Manager, Environmental Planning Team 
Metropolitan Water District of So Calif 

A010 7/13/12 Enrique Manzanilla, Director Communities & Ecosystems Division 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

A011 7/17/12 Tiffany N. North, Deputy County Counsel 
Office of Riverside County Counsel 

A012 7/13/12 Magdalena Rodriguez 
California Department of Fish and Game 

 B – Groups & Organizations & Companies 

B001 5/9/12  Donna Charpied, Desert Protection Society 

B002 5/9/12  Kevin Emmerich, Basin & Range Watch 

B003 5/21/12 Robert R. Clark, National Account Manager, FreightCenter.com 
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APPENDIX M.  RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIS 

 

 
October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-2 

Table M-1. Comments Received on the Draft EIS 

Comment 
Number Date Commenter 

B004 7/16/12 Richard Drury, Laborers Intl Union of North America, Local Union 1184 

B005 7/2/12 Seth Shteir, California Desert Field Representative, National Parks Conservation Association  

B006 7/12/12 Ileene Anderson, Biologist/Desert Program Director  
Lisa T. Belenky, Senior Attorney 
Center for Biological Diversity 

B007 7/13/12 Ernest Goitein, People for Land and Nature (PLAN) 

B008 7/17/12 Donna Charpied, Desert Protection Society; and Kevin Emmerich, Basin & Range Watch 

B009 7/17/12 Jeff Aardahl, Calif Representative, Defenders of Wildlife 
Johanna Wald, Senior Counselor, Natural Resources Defense Council;  
Barbara Boyle, Senior Representative, Beyond Coal Campaign, Sierra Club;  
Sally Miller, Senior Regional Conservation Representative, The Wilderness Society 

B010 7/17/12 Kenneth Stein, Environmental Manager, Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC 

B011 7/17/12 Mekaela M. Gladden, Briggs Law Corporation, representing Californians for Renewable 
Energy (CARE) and La Cuna de Aztlan Sacred Sites Protection Circle Advisory Committee 

 C – Tribal Governments 

C001 6/15/12 Judy Stapp, Director of Cultural Affairs, Cabazon Band of Mission Indians 

C002 7/13/12  Mary Ann Green, Tribal Chairperson, Augustine Band of Cahuila Indians 

C003 7/17/12 Shute Mihaly & Weinberger LLP, representing Colorado Indian Tribes 

 D – Public Hearings 

D001 5/14/12 Afternoon session: 
 Alfredo Figueroa (Chemehuevi Tribe) 
 Lloyd Gunn (Desert Committee) 
 Matthew Johnson 

D002 5/24/12 Evening session:  
 Seth Shteir (National Parks Conservation Association) 

 E – Private CItizens 

E001 4/13/12 Howard Wilshire, Ph.D. 

E002 4/18/12 Paul Friesema 

E003 4/27/12 Donna & Larry Charpied 

E004 5/01/12 George Hepker 

E005 5/14/12 Ruth Lindemann 

E006 5/24/12 Sandra Fairchild 

E007 6/22/12 Yanbao Ma, Assistant Professor, UC-Merced School of Engineering 

E008 7/16/12 Philip M. Klasky 

 F – The Applicant 

F001 7/13/12 Ian Black, Solar Development, enXco 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-3 

COMMENT SET A001  
CALIFORNIA STATE LANDS COMMISSION 

  

A001-1 
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COMMENT SET A002  
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL 

 
  

A002-1 
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COMMENT SET A002, CONT.  
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL 

 
  

A002-1 Cont. 

A002-2 
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COMMENT SET A003  
RIVERSIDE COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT 

 

A003-1 
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COMMENT SET A003, CONT.  
RIVERSIDE COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT 

 
  

A003-1 Cont. 

A003-2 

A003-3 

A003-4 

A003-5 
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COMMENT SET A003, CONT.  
RIVERSIDE COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT 

 
  

A003-5 Cont. 

A003-6 

A003-7 

`A003-8 
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COMMENT SET A003, CONT.  
RIVERSIDE COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT 

 
  

A003-8 Cont. 
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COMMENT SET A004  
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

 
  

A004-1 
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COMMENT SET A004, CONT.  
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

  

A004-2 

A004-3 

A004-4 

A004-5 
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COMMENT SET A004, CONT.  
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

 

A004-5 Cont. 

A004-6 

A004-7 

A004-8 

A004-9 
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COMMENT SET A004, CONT.  
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

 

A004-9 Cont. 

A004-10 

A004-11 

A004-12 

A004-13 

A004-14 

A004-15 
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COMMENT SET A004, CONT.  
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

 

A004-15 Cont. 

A004-16 

A004-17 

A004-18 

A004-19 

A004-20 
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COMMENT SET A004, CONT.  
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

A004-20 Cont. 
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COMMENT SET A004, CONT.  
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

  

A004-21 

A004-22 

A004-23 

A004-24 

A004-25 

A004-26 

A004-27 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-17 

COMMENT SET A004, CONT.  
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

  

A004-27 Cont. 

A004-28 

A004-29 

A004-30 

A004-31 

A004-32 

A004-33 

A004-34 

A004-35 

A004-36 

A004-37 
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COMMENT SET A004, CONT.  
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

 

A004-38 

A004-39 

A004-40 

A004-41 

A004-42 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-19 

COMMENT SET A005  
RIVERSIDE COUNTY PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

 

A005-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-20 

COMMENT SET A006  
COLORADO RIVER BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 

 

A006-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-21 

COMMENT SET A006, CONT.  
COLORADO RIVER BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 

 

A006-1 cont. 

A006-2 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-22 

COMMENT SET A006, CONT.  
COLORADO RIVER BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-23 

COMMENT SET A007  
COLORADO RIVER BOARD OF CALIFORNIA 

 

A007-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-24 

COMMENT SET A008  
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE 

 

A008-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-25 

COMMENT SET A008, CONT.  
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE 

 

A008-1 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-26 

COMMENT SET A008, CONT.  
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE 

 

A008-1 cont. 

A008-2 

A008-3 

A008-4 

A008-5 

A008-6 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-27 

COMMENT SET A008, CONT.  
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE 

 

A008-6 cont. 

A008-7 

A008-8 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-28 

COMMENT SET A008, CONT.  
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE 

 

A008-8 cont. 

A008-9 

A008-10 

A008-11 

A008-12 

A008-13 

A008-14 

A008-15 

A008-16 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-29 

COMMENT SET A008, CONT.  
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE 

 

A008-16 cont. 

A008-17 

A008-18 

A008-19 

A008-20 

A008-21 

A008-22 

A008-23 

A008-24 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-30 

COMMENT SET A008, CONT.  
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE 

 

A008-24 cont. 

A008-25 

A008-26 

A008-27 

A008-28 

A008-29 

A008-30 

A008-31 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-31 

COMMENT SET A008, CONT.  
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE 

 

A008-32 

A008-33 

A008-34 

A008-35 

A008-36 

A008-37 

A008-38 

A008-39 

A008-40 

A008-41 

A008-42 

A008-43 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-32 

COMMENT SET A008, CONT.  
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE 

 

A008-44 

A008-45 

A008-46 

A008-47 

A008-48 

A008-49 

A008-50 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-33 

COMMENT SET A008, CONT.  
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE 

 

A008-51 

A008-52 

A008-53 

A008-54 

A008-55 

A008-56 

A008-57 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-34 

COMMENT SET A008, CONT.  
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE 

 

A008-57 cont. 

A008-58 

A008-59 

A008-60 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-35 

COMMENT SET A009  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-36 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-1 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-37 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-1 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-38 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-1 cont. 

A009-2 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-39 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-2 cont. 

A009-3 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-40 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-4 

A009-5 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-41 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-6 

A009-7 

A009-8 

A009-9 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-42 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-9 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-43 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-9 cont. 

A009-10 

A009-11 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-44 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-11 cont. 

A009-12 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-45 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-12 cont. 

A009-13 

A009-14 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-46 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-14 cont. 

A009-15 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-47 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-15 cont. 

A009-16 

A009-17 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-48 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-17 cont. 

A009-18 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-49 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-18 cont. 

A009-19 

A009-20 

A009-21 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-50 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-21 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-51 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-21 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-52 

COMMENT SET A009, CONT.  
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

 

A009-21 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-53 

COMMENT SET A010  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-1 

A010-2 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-54 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-2 cont. 

A010-3 

A010-4 

A010-5 

A010-6 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-55 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-56 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-7 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-57 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-7 cont. 

A010-8 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-58 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-8 cont. 

A010-9 

A010-10 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-59 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-10 cont. 

A010-11 

A010-12 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-60 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-13 

A010-14 

A010-15 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-61 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-16 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-62 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-16 cont. 

A010-17 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-63 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-17 cont. 

A010-18 

A010-19 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-64 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-19 cont. 

A010-20 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-65 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-20 cont. 

A010-21 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-66 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-21 cont. 

A010-22 

A010-23 

A010-24 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-67 

COMMENT SET A010, CONT.  
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

A010-24 cont. 

A010-25 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-68 

COMMENT SET A011  
OFFICE OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY COUNSEL 

 

A011-1 

A011-2 

A011-3 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-69 

COMMENT SET A011, CONT.  
OFFICE OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY COUNSEL 

 

A011-3 cont. 

A011-4 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-70 

COMMENT SET A011, CONT.  
OFFICE OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY COUNSEL 

 

A011-4 cont. 

A011-5 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-71 

COMMENT SET A012  
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 

 

A012-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-72 

COMMENT SET A012, CONT.  
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 

 

A012-1 cont. 

A012-2 

A012-3 

A012-4 

A012-5 

A012-6 

A012-7 

A012-8 

A012-9 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-73 

COMMENT SET A012, CONT.  
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 

 

A012-10 

A012-11 

A012-12 

A012-13 

A012-14 

A012-15 

A012-16 

A012-17 

A012-18 

A012-19 

A12-20 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-74 

COMMENT SET A012, CONT.  
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-75 

COMMENT SET B001  
DESERT PROTECTION SOCIETY 

 

B001-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-76 

COMMENT SET B002  
BASIN & RANGE WATCH 

 
 

B002-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-77 

COMMENT SET B003  
FREIGHTCENTER.COM 

 
 

B003-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-78 

COMMENT SET B003, CONT.  
FREIGHTCENTER.COM 
 
Attachment Description  

Descriptive pamphlet for FreightCenter.com 

 

B003-1 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-79 

COMMENT SET B004  
LABORERS INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA 

 

B004-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-80 

COMMENT SET B004, CONT.  
LABORERS INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA 

 

B004-1 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-81 

COMMENT SET B004, CONT.  
LABORERS INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NORTH AMERICA 

 

B004-1 cont. 

B004-2 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-82 

COMMENT SET B005  
NATIONAL PARKS CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 

 

B005-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-83 

COMMENT SET B005, CONT.  
NATIONAL PARKS CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 

 

B005-1 cont. 

B005-2 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-84 

COMMENT SET B005, CONT.  
NATIONAL PARKS CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 

 

B005-2 cont. 

B005-3 

B005-4 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-85 

COMMENT SET B005, CONT.  
NATIONAL PARKS CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 

 

B005-5 

B005-6 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-86 

COMMENT SET B005, CONT.  
NATIONAL PARKS CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION 

 

B005-6 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-87 

COMMENT SET B006  
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY 

 

B006-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-88 

COMMENT SET B006, CONT.  
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY 

 

B006-1 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-89 

COMMENT SET B006, CONT.  
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY 

 

B006-1 cont. 

B006-2 

B006-3 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-90 

COMMENT SET B006, CONT.  
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY 

 

B006-3 cont. 

B006-4 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-91 

COMMENT SET B006, CONT.  
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY 

 

B006-4 cont. 

B006-5 

B006-6 

B006-7 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-164 

COMMENT SET B011, CONT.  
BRIGGS LAW CORPORATION, REPRESENTING CARE AND LA CUNA DE AZATLAN SACRED 
SITES PROTECTION CIRCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

 

B011-17 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-165 

COMMENT SET B011, CONT.  
BRIGGS LAW CORPORATION, REPRESENTING CARE AND LA CUNA DE AZATLAN SACRED 
SITES PROTECTION CIRCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

 

B011-17 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-166 

COMMENT SET B011, CONT.  
BRIGGS LAW CORPORATION, REPRESENTING CARE AND LA CUNA DE AZATLAN SACRED 
SITES PROTECTION CIRCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

 

B011-18 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-167 

COMMENT SET B011, CONT.  
BRIGGS LAW CORPORATION, REPRESENTING CARE AND LA CUNA DE AZATLAN SACRED 
SITES PROTECTION CIRCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

 

B011-18 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-168 

COMMENT SET B011, CONT.  
BRIGGS LAW CORPORATION, REPRESENTING CARE AND LA CUNA DE AZATLAN SACRED 
SITES PROTECTION CIRCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

 

B011-18 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-169 

COMMENT SET B011, CONT.  
BRIGGS LAW CORPORATION, REPRESENTING CARE AND LA CUNA DE AZATLAN SACRED 
SITES PROTECTION CIRCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

 

B011-18 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-170 

COMMENT SET B011, CONT.  
BRIGGS LAW CORPORATION, REPRESENTING CARE AND LA CUNA DE AZATLAN SACRED 
SITES PROTECTION CIRCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

 

B011-18 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-171 

COMMENT SET B011, CONT.  
BRIGGS LAW CORPORATION, REPRESENTING CARE AND LA CUNA DE AZATLAN SACRED 
SITES PROTECTION CIRCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

 

B011-18 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-172 

COMMENT SET B011, CONT.  
BRIGGS LAW CORPORATION, REPRESENTING CARE AND LA CUNA DE AZATLAN SACRED 
SITES PROTECTION CIRCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

 

B011-18 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-173 

COMMENT SET B011, CONT.  
BRIGGS LAW CORPORATION, REPRESENTING CARE AND LA CUNA DE AZATLAN SACRED 
SITES PROTECTION CIRCLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
 

Attachment Description  

Bill Powers, “Federal Government Betting on the Wrong Solar Horse,” Natural Gas & 

Electricity, December 2010. 
 

B011-19 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-174 

COMMENT SET C001  
CABAZON BAND OF MISSION INDIANS 

 

C001-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-175 

COMMENT SET C002  
AUGUSTINE BAND OF CAHUILA INDIANS 

 

C002-1 

C002-2 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-176 

COMMENT SET C002, CONT.  
AUGUSTINE BAND OF CAHUILA INDIANS 

 

C002-2 Cont. 

C002-3 

C002-4 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-177 

COMMENT SET C002, CONT.  
AUGUSTINE BAND OF CAHUILA INDIANS 

 

C002-4 Cont. 

C002-5 

C002-6 

C002-7 

C002-8 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-178 

COMMENT SET C002, CONT.  
AUGUSTINE BAND OF CAHUILA INDIANS 

 

C002-8 Cont. 

C002-9 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-179 

COMMENT SET C002, CONT.  
AUGUSTINE BAND OF CAHUILA INDIANS 

 

C002-9 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-180 

COMMENT SET C003  
SHUTE MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP, REPRESENTING COLORADO INDIAN TRIBES 

 

C003-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-181 

COMMENT SET C003, CONT.  
SHUTE MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP, REPRESENTING COLORADO INDIAN TRIBES 

 

C003-1 cont. 

C003-2 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-182 

COMMENT SET C003, CONT.  
SHUTE MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP, REPRESENTING COLORADO INDIAN TRIBES 

 

C003-2 cont. 

C003-3 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-183 

COMMENT SET C003, CONT.  
SHUTE MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP, REPRESENTING COLORADO INDIAN TRIBES 

 

C003-4 
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APPENDIX M.  COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIS 

 

 
October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-184 

COMMENT SET C003, CONT.  
SHUTE MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP, REPRESENTING COLORADO INDIAN TRIBES 

 

C003-4 cont. 

C003-5 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-185 

COMMENT SET C003, CONT.  
SHUTE MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP, REPRESENTING COLORADO INDIAN TRIBES 

 

C003-5 cont. 

C003-6 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-186 

COMMENT SET C003, CONT.  
SHUTE MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP, REPRESENTING COLORADO INDIAN TRIBES 

 

C003-6 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-187 

COMMENT SET C003, CONT.  
SHUTE MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP, REPRESENTING COLORADO INDIAN TRIBES 

 

C003-7 

C003-8 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-188 

COMMENT SET C003, CONT.  
SHUTE MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP, REPRESENTING COLORADO INDIAN TRIBES 

 

C003-8 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-189 

COMMENT SET D001  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - AFTERNOON 

 

D001-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-190 

COMMENT SET D001, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - AFTERNOON 

 
 

D001-1 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-191 

COMMENT SET D001, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - AFTERNOON 

 
 

D001-1 Cont. 
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APPENDIX M.  COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIS 

 

 
October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-192 

COMMENT SET D001, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - AFTERNOON 

 
 

D001-1 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-193 

COMMENT SET D001, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - AFTERNOON 

 
 

D001-1 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-194 

COMMENT SET D001, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - AFTERNOON 

 
 

D001-1 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-195 

COMMENT SET D001, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - AFTERNOON 

 
 

D001-1 Cont. 

D001-2 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-196 

COMMENT SET D001, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - AFTERNOON 

 
 

D001-2 Cont. 

D001-3 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-197 

COMMENT SET D001, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - AFTERNOON 

 
 

D001-3 Cont. 

D001-4 

D001-5 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-198 

COMMENT SET D001, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - AFTERNOON 

 
 

D001-5 Cont. 

D001-6 

D001-7 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-199 

COMMENT SET D001, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - AFTERNOON 

 
 

D001-7 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-200 

COMMENT SET D001, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - AFTERNOON 

 
 

D001-7 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-201 

COMMENT SET D002  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-202 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-1 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-203 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-1 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-204 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-1 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-205 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-1 Cont. 

D002-2 
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APPENDIX M.  COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIS 

 

 
October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-206 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-2 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-207 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-2 Cont. 

D002-3 

D002-4 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-208 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-4 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-209 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-4 Cont. 

D002-5 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-210 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-5 Cont. 

D002-6 

D002-7 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-211 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-7 Cont. 

D002-8 

D002-9 

D002-10 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-212 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-10 Cont. 

D002-11 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-213 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-11 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-214 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 
 

D002-11 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-215 

COMMENT SET D002, CONT.  
PUBLIC MEETING OF MAY 14, 2012 - EVENING 

 

D002-11 Cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-216 

COMMENT SET E001  
HOWARD WILSHIRE PH.D. 

 

E001-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-217 

COMMENT SET E002  
PAUL FRIESEMA 
 

 
 

E002-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-218 

COMMENT SET E003  
DONNA AND LARRY CHARPIED 

 
 

E003-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-219 

COMMENT SET E004  
GEORGE HEPKER 

 
 

E004-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-220 

COMMENT SET E005  
RUTH LINDEMANN 

 
 

E005-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-221 

COMMENT SET E006  
SANDRA FAIRCHILD 

 
 

E006-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-222 

COMMENT SET E007  
YANBAO MA 

 

E007-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-223 

COMMENT SET E007, CONT.  
YANBAO MA 

 

E007-2 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-224 

COMMENT SET E008  
PHILIP M. KLASKY 

 

E008-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-225 

COMMENT SET E008, CONT.  
PHILIP M. KLASKY 

 

E008-1 cont. 

E008-2 

E008-3 

E008-4 

E008-5 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-226 

COMMENT SET F001  
ENXCO 

 
 

F001-1 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-227 

COMMENT SET F001, CONT.  
ENXCO 

 
 

F001-1 cont. 

F001-2 

F001-3 

F001-4 

F001-5 
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APPENDIX M.  COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIS 

 

 
October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-228 

COMMENT SET F001, CONT.  
ENXCO 

 

F001-5 cont. 

F001-6 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-229 

COMMENT SET F001, CONT.  
ENXCO 

 

F001-6 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-230 

COMMENT SET F001, CONT.  
ENXCO 

 

F001-6 cont. 

F001-7 

F001-8 

F001-9 

F001-10 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-231 

COMMENT SET F001, CONT.  
ENXCO 

 

F001-10 cont. 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-232 

COMMENT SET F001, CONT.  
ENXCO 

 

F001-10 cont. 

F001-11 

F001-12 

F001-13 

F001-14 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-233 

COMMENT SET F001, CONT.  
ENXCO 

 

F001-14 cont. 

F001-15 
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APPENDIX M.  COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIS 

 

 
October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-234 

COMMENT SET F001, CONT.  
ENXCO 

 

F001-15 cont. 

F001-16 

F001-17 

F001-18 

F001-19 
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APPENDIX M.  COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIS 

 

 
October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-235 

COMMENT SET F001, CONT.  
ENXCO 

 

F001-19 cont. 

F001-20 

F001-21 

F001-22 

F001-23 

F001-24 
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APPENDIX M.  COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIS 

 

 
October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-236 

COMMENT SET F001, CONT.  
ENXCO 

 

F001-24 cont. 

F001-25 
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October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-237 

COMMENT SET F001, CONT.  
ENXCO 

 

F001-25 cont. 

F001-26 

F001-27 

F001-28 

F001-29 

F001-30 

F001-31 
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APPENDIX M.  COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIS 

 

 
October 2012 Desert Harvest Solar Project Administrative Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment M-238 

COMMENT SET F001, CONT.  
ENXCO 

 

F001-31 cont. 

F001-32 
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November 2012  Desert Harvest Solar Project Final EIS and Proposed CDCA Plan Amendment N-1 

This appendix provides comprehensive responses to all comments received by the BLM on the 
Draft EIS.  The alphanumerical codes below correspond to the codes found in the letters in 
Appendix M.  The comment responses that follow are organized by resource.  

AIR RESOURCES 

A004-10 The commenter states that either Draft EIS Table 3.2-4 or the preceding para-
graph (page 3.2-12) is in accurate because the table shows an exceedance of the 
federal 8-hour ozone standard and the paragraph states that there are no federal 
exceedances. 

The Final EIS includes revisions to Table 3.2-4 and the preceding text to update 
the data based on records available from the California Air Resources Board 
(CARB) website, and to identify the measurements over the Federal ozone stand-
ard.  An exceedance is not necessarily related to a violation of the standard or a 
nonattainment condition.  The attainment designations that are established by the 
(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) in Table 3.2-5 are unaffected by 
the revision. 

A004-17 The commenter questions whether the regional and local “significance” thresh-
olds in Draft EIS page 4.2-7 are based on project emissions before or after mitiga-
tion measures are applied? The decommissioning section states that the area will 
be returned to its original condition; commenter states that this is unlikely and 
would take hundreds of years and recommends that this section be rewritten. 

Significance thresholds shown in Table 4.2-1 and Table 4.2-2 are levels indicating 
a need for mitigating action under CEQA, and the discussion of the CEQA Signif-
icance Determination notes where emission levels after mitigation would exceed 
the thresholds. 

The discussion of impacts of decommissioning in Section 4.2 is related solely to 
Air Resources.  From an Air Resources emissions perspective, the site would be 
returned to its original condition after emissions from decommissioning activities 
cease.  Long-term visual and biological effects are described in Sections 4.19, 4.2, 
and 4.3 of the Draft EIS.  No changes to the EIS are warranted as a result of this 
comment. 

A004-25 The commenter notes a possible inconsistency in an air quality table in the Draft 
EIS. 

See response to Comment A004-10. 

A004-33 The commenter questions the Draft EIS's discussion of air quality thresholds. 

See response to Comment A004-17. 

A004-34 The commenter questions the origin of the wind speed numbers in MM AIR-1 
(Draft EIS page 4.2-8), noting that wind speeds of 25 to 30 mph seems to be a 
high threshold to trigger action. 
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Wind speeds under 25 mph would not be as likely to cause excessive dust, and 25 
mph is a wind speed that serves as a typical action level, as found in Southern 
California Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 403 (a “high wind 
condition”) and in the Western Regional Air Partnership Fugitive Dust Handbook 
(2006). 

A004-35 The commenter requests that MM AIR-1 include a requirement for the project 
owner to install PM10 dust monitoring equipment where data trigger a response 
when particulate standards are exceeded, and requests that real-time data be made 
available via the Internet for offsite monitoring.  The commenter requests that 
monitoring and dust abatement be continued through the weekend and holidays. 

The requested change has been incorporated into the Final EIS. 

A004-36 The commenter states that MM AIR-2 should state the maximum idling time 
allowed, and recommends less than one minute or no idling. 

The mitigation would limit idling, allowing for operator discretion on when safety 
or other considerations warrant some idling.  In addition to the mitigation, heavy-
duty vehicles would be subject to CARB requirements limiting idling generally to 
five minutes. 

A004-37 The commenter questions whether pavement is necessary, and whether more 
paved roads or more dust is “worse,” in regard to Mitigation Measure MM AIR-3. 

The mitigation would ensure pavement is used for the most heavily-traveled 
access road, and this would ensure that the most frequent and routine travel is 
confined to a paved area.  Other areas would be treated with water or soil 
stabilizers to minimize unnecessarily large new areas of pavement. 

A004-38 The commenter states that the last sentence on Draft EIS page 4.2-10 has a typo; 
it should be Alternative 4 not 5. 

The requested change has been incorporated into the Final EIS. 

A008-13 The commenter suggests using phased grading to minimize impacts from fugitive 
dust (Draft EIS at page 4.2-8). 

Section 4.2 (Air Quality) in the EIS includes the following Applicant Measure 
(AM) AQ-4: “Construction activity will be phased across the Solar Project site in 
a manner that would minimize the area disturbed on any single day.”  This would 
minimize fugitive dust. 

A010-3 The commenter, EPA, recommends more stringent air quality mitigation mea-
sures, phased construction, and early coordination among multiple renewable 
energy project construction schedules to minimize adverse air quality impacts in 
the region. 

Mitigation measures have been incorporated into the EIS to ensure minimization 
and avoidance of effects to air resources, including cumulative effects.  No 
changes to the EIS are warranted as a result of this comment. 
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A010-16 EPA states concern for direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of construction 
and fugitive dust emissions associated with the project, even after mitigation mea-
sures have been taken into account.  EPA states that the project's characteristics 
and the surrounding projects necessitate that all feasible measures should be 
implemented to reduce and mitigate air quality impacts to the greatest extent pos-
sible.  EPA makes recommendations for additional mitigation measures (MMs) to 
be included in the Final EIS including a MM enforcement schedule, a considera-
tion of reduced vegetation clearing in Alternative 7, use of local distribution line 
rather than mobile generators, emissions tables for on-road and non-road engines, 
expected availability of Tier 3 and 4 engines and a commitment to Tier 4 stand-
ards when possible, and implementation of mobile source and administrative con-
trols on emissions. 

The comment provides suggestions to minimize construction equipment emis-
sions.  Equipment using large engines (over 750 hp) meeting Tier 4 would only be 
available for model year 2011 or later.  The Final EIS considers the suggested 
controls and includes additional detailed mitigation to ensure that construction 
contracts would include the best available emission control technologies to mini-
mize these impacts. 

A010-17 EPA states that the Draft EIS does not analyze the combined emissions that would 
result from concurrent construction with other projects, including Desert Sunlight 
and Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage.  EPA recommends including this analysis 
and be used to develop a phased construction schedule to reduce construction 
overlap across projects and not exceed air quality standards.  EPA requests that 
the Final EIS provide technical justification for any determination that a projects 
is too far from the proposed project to contribute to cumulative air quality impacts 
and discuss additional mitigation measures necessary based on the evaluation of 
cumulative emissions. 

The schedules of the cumulative projects are not known at this time, and develop-
ing an analysis of the combined emissions would require speculation of construc-
tion schedules that are beyond the control of BLM.  Generally, other projects 
would not overlap.  The Draft EIS describes that construction emissions occur 
near the ground level.  The Draft EIS considers that other cumulative construction 
projects could involve various construction sources that would be mobile and the 
release heights of the mobile sources would near enough to the ground that addi-
tional technical detail would not be necessary to support the Draft EIS conclusion 
that temporary significant and unavoidable impacts would occur.  The Final EIS 
includes additional detailed mitigation to ensure that construction contracts would 
include the best available emission control technologies to minimize these 
impacts. 

A012-6 The commenter recommends that the project implement phased grading (grading 
only portions of the project site scheduled for immediate construction) to mini-
mize fugitive dust. 

Please see response to Comment A008-13. 
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B005-5 The commenter requests that the project owner develop air quality monitoring sta-
tions or share responsibility with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF) project.  
The commenter further critiques the geographic scope of cumulative analysis for 
air resources as presented in the Draft EIS. 

The air resources effects of the DHSP are almost strictly during construction.  
Construction activities cause emissions that are released near the ground and at 
low vertical velocities (meaning that the construction-phase impacts are greatest 
near the fence-line because the pollutants are not sent high aloft.  Compared to a 
fossil-fueled power plant that sends operational emissions in a plume high above 
the ground (year after year), this project would have a lower elevation and smaller 
geographic impact, with little or no effects beyond six miles.  Therefore, a 6-mile 
radius is a reasonable geographic scope of analysis.  In addition, the Final EIS 
includes clarification of mitigation that will ensure dust monitoring stations are 
provided and that there would be no net increase in ambient dust conditions in the 
Park as a result of the project (see Final EIS Section 4.2.6 under the heading “Mit-
igation Measures”). 

B008-14 The commenter states that the viewsheds in the project area historically have been 
pristine with in frequent dust storms.  The commenter states that dust events are 
now frequent due to the Desert Sunlight project, and airborne dust is constant 
despite good faith efforts by Desert Sunlight.  The commenter states that Desert 
Sunlight's clearing of large swaths (1000 acres) at a time has helped create this 
dust problem, and the project owner should construct the project in 100-acre 
chunks to avoid the same issues.  The commenter requests that DHSP install air 
quality monitoring for a variety of pollutants prior to construction.  The com-
menter states that the Charpied (commenter's) jojoba farm will be ruined by 
increased dust issues, which introduce spider mites and create aborted jojoba 
seeds, and states that this represents illegal action by the BLM that could result in 
litigation. 

See response to Comment A008-13. 

B010-3 The commenter recommends mitigation to prevent dust plumes to migrate across 
the project site to the Desert Sunlight site. 

Mitigation Measure MM AIR-1 requires a fugitive dust control plan that will min-
imize dust to below specific performance thresholds.  There may be dust that 
migrates to the adjacent project site, but project dust will be required to have no 
effect to baseline conditions in Joshua Tree National Park, located 1.7 miles 
away.  No changes to the EIS are warranted as a result of this comment. 

D002-5 The commenter states that ozone, PM10, and PM2.5 levels in the Park are in a 
state of non-attainment.  The commenter further states that the DHSP will exacer-
bate these conditions. 

A full analysis of air resources effects is presented in Section 4.2.  An analysis of 
air resources effects to the Park are presented in Section 4.17.  No changes to the 
EIS are warranted as a result of this comment. 
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D002-6 The commenter states that the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project construction 
mitigation has not been effective at controlling dust and should be improved for 
the Desert Harvest Solar Project. 

Mitigation Measures in the EIS will ensure that air resources effects are mini-
mized.  Implementation of dust monitoring required in MM AIR-1 will ensure 
that dust conditions are improved. 

E007-1 The commenter states that dust emissions in arid areas are a significant source of 
PM10 pollution, and recommends a study of dust generated by wind striking the 
solar panels at a particular angle. 

The solar arrays would introduce structures to the landscape that would be up to 
15 feet tall and would allow for wind flow around and below the panels.  The 
wind that travels over and through the panel arrays would experience a reduction 
in overall energy as it would be obstructed by the arrays.  Due to the limited 
height of the panels, changes in the micro-meteorology would be limited to areas 
only very near the structures.  Structures that are fixed to the ground with no sur-
face wind flow underneath can affect the aerodynamic turbulence levels near the 
structure and downwind, but these effects occur generally within 10 x of the 
height of the structure, and no more than 30 x of the height of the structure (R. N.  
Meroney in Engineering Meteorology, Turbulent Diffusion Near Buildings, 
1982).  For the proposed arrays of panels (at up to 15 feet), surface winds would 
not be affected at any location greater than 450 feet from the array meaning that 
these effects would be confined to the site and its boundaries.  Wind erosion from 
the site would be subject to control under the recommended mitigation (MM 
AIR-3).  No changes to the EIS are warranted as a result of this comment. 

F001-1 The commenter states that in some instances, the CEQA significance determina-
tion in Table ES-1 does not correspond with conclusions in Chapter 4.  The com-
menter states that Impact Criterion AR-2 does not pertain solely to emissions that 
would have residual impacts but rather directs the analysis to consider whether 
project emissions contribute to an existing or projected air quality violation.  As 
such, the Applicant states that the CEQA Significance Determination concludes 
that the proposed project would have temporary significant and unavoidable NOx 
and PM10 impacts during construction [Draft EIS at page 4.2-26]; VOC and CO 
should be deleted from Tables ES-1 and 4.24-2. 

The Executive Summary of the EIS has been clarified to show that AR-2 and 
AR-3 describe significant unavoidable impacts for the various pollutants identi-
fied in Section 4.2. 

ALTERNATIVES 

A004-21 The commenter states that the National Park Service (NPS) fully supports the use 
of low-height tracking systems. 

The Draft EIS evaluates 3 alternatives that use low-height tracking systems as 
described in Chapter 2.  All comments will be considered by the decision-maker 
prior to making a decision.  In addition, see response to Comment A004-5. 
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A010-11 EPA recommends that for Alternative 7, BLM evaluate and quantify the potential 
to design panels such that the need for grading and clearing of the site is reduced, 
thus reducing impacts related to vegetation, drainage, and dust.  EPA recommends 
comparing these results to existing alternatives and integrating them into the rest 
of the document. 

BLM has evaluated 2 panel design options proposed by the Applicant.  Evaluation 
of further panel design options is not warranted. 

B005-2 The commenter does not support the project in its current location, less than 2 
miles from the Park.  The commenter cites effects on Park resources, including 
glare from articulating panels and night lighting from on-site lights. 

See response to Comment A004-5.  All comments will be considered by the 
decision-maker when making a decision on the project. 

B006-36 The commenter states that if BLM rejects an alternative from consideration, it 
must explain why a particular option is not feasible and was therefore eliminated 
from further consideration.  The commenter states that in the Draft EIS BLM too 
narrowly construed the project purpose and need such that the Draft EIS did not 
consider an adequate range of alternatives to the proposed project, and that addi-
tional feasible alternatives should be considered which would avoid all desert tor-
toise habitat, phase construction, and site the project on degraded land. 

Both private land alternatives and contaminated land alternatives were considered 
in the EIS, and both were rejected as infeasible, with a complete rationale pro-
vided for each.  The private land described on page 2-69 of the Draft EIS would 
have the technical potential to be developed for solar energy.  However, the pri-
vate land alternative would require use of semi-contiguous parcels and the aggre-
gation of numerous parcels owned by numerous separate individuals.  Due to the 
small parcels and scattered ownership, it would be difficult and expensive, if not 
impossible, to acquire sufficient contiguous acreage for the project, making a pri-
vate land alternative technically and economically infeasible.  In addition, under 
NEPA a private land alternative does not respond to BLM’s purpose of and need 
for the proposed project, namely, to consider an application for the authorized use 
of public lands for a solar facility, which could include requesting modifications 
to the proposal that are within BLM’s jurisdiction.  As with the private land alter-
natives described above, it would be technically possible to develop solar energy 
on the contaminated sites (see page 2-70 of the Draft EIS).  However, the 
aggregated sites would not be sufficiently large for a 150 MW project.  Due to the 
limited number of contaminated parcels near the Devers–Palo Verde Corridor, it 
would be impossible to acquire sufficient contiguous or semi-contiguous contami-
nated acreage for the project, making a contaminated land alternative technically 
and economically infeasible. 

B006-37 The commenter states that alternative siting on previously degraded lands, distrib-
uted solar alternatives, and other alternatives that could avoid impacts of the pro-
posed project as well as impacts of the associated transmission line gen-tie and 
the new substation were not considered in the Draft EIS.  The commenter adds 
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that the BLM should have looked at alternatives for construction and operations 
that would reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions through offsets or other 
means. 

See response to Comment B006-36.  With regard to alternative methods of GHG 
reduction or offsets, pages 2-74 and 2-75 evaluated a conservation and demand-
side management alternative, which are two GHG management strategies.  Con-
servation and demand-side management were eliminated from detailed discussion 
because they would be too great a departure from the application to be considered 
a modification of the Applicant’s proposal, and so are ineffective under NEPA.  
This alternative would not respond to the BLM’s purpose and need for the Pro-
posed Action, which is to respond to the application for a right-of-way (ROW) 
grant to construct, operate, and decommission a solar photovoltaic facility on pub-
lic lands in compliance with the Federal Land Policy and Management Act 
(FLPMA), BLM ROW regulations, and other federal applicable laws.  Conserva-
tion and demand-side management would also not respond to the purpose and 
need to address the Energy Policy Act of 2005’s goal for the Secretary of the 
Interior to approve 10,000 MW of non-hydropower renewable energy projects 
located on public lands.  Additionally, the BLM has no jurisdiction over conserva-
tion and demand-side management programs.  With population growth and 
increasing demand for energy, there is no evidence that conservation and demand-
management alone would be sufficient to address all of California’s energy needs.  
Further, affecting consumer choice to the extent necessary for a conservation and 
demand-side management solution is beyond the BLM’s or the project owner’s 
control. 

B006-38 The commenter states that the Draft EIS failed to consider any off-site alternative 
that would significantly reduce the impacts to biological resources including 
desert tortoise habitat, key movement corridors, golden eagles, occupied desert kit 
fox habitat, crucifixion thorn and others.  The commenter states that because such 
alternatives are feasible, on this basis and other the range of alternatives is inade-
quate, and the commenter urges the BLM to re-circulate a revised or supplemental 
Draft EIS for public comment or reject the ROW application and plan amendment. 

The Draft EIS considers several alternatives that would significantly reduce 
impacts to biological resources, including those mentioned in the comment.  Sec-
tion 2.17.1 (page 2-68) specifically addressed an alternative to reduce wildlife 
movement.  Section 2.17.2 (page 2-69) considered a contaminated sites alterna-
tive.  Section 2.17.4 (page 2-71) considered distributed and rooftop photovoltaics.  
Section 2.17.7 (page 2-74) considered a conservation and demand-side manage-
ment.  The latter three of these would significantly reduce effects to biological 
resources, but were determined to be infeasible.  The wildlife movement alterna-
tive would not provide benefits to wildlife movement, and was therefore not 
carried forward for detailed analysis.  Recirculation of the document is not 
warranted as a result of this comment. 

B007-1 The commenter states that as an agency in the executive branch of the Federal 
Government, the BLM must implement NEPA's procedural requirements, includ-
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ing consideration of alternatives to the DHSP.  The commenter points out that 
other energy generation systems, including distributed generation, the No Project 
alternative, and alternate solar sites closer to load centers must be considered on 
the basis of environmental, reliability, and national security concerns. 

Chapter 2, Project Description, provides a description of project alternatives con-
sidered, including alternatives eliminated from detailed consideration.  Distributed 
generation and rooftop photovoltaic alternatives are discussed specifically in Sec-
tion 2.17.4.  The feasibility of such alternatives is considered, but ultimately 
“alternatives involving distributed generation were eliminated from detailed 
analysis because it does not respond to the BLM’s purpose and need for the Pro-
posed Action.”  Section 2.17.2 describes BLM's consideration of alternate sites on 
both BLM and private land, ultimately dismissed due to technical, logistical, or 
economic infeasibility.  In eliminating these alternatives, BLM has conducted its 
review in compliance with NEPA and other relevant federal laws, as further 
described in the respective sections. 

The merits and potential impacts of the No Project alternative are considered in 
each section of Chapter 4, along with the retained action alternatives.  No changes 
have been made to the document. 

B007-2 The commenter states that BLM should consider an array of topics in comparing 
alternatives, including transmission losses, corona effects of high voltage trans-
mission lines, increased raven roosting and subsequent desert tortoise predation 
associated with transmission towers, vegetation clearance beneath transmission 
towers, Sulfur Hexafluoride (SF6) leakage and GHG emissions, and relocation of 
desert tortoise at the project site. 

BLM analyzes a variety of environmental effects, including those listed by the 
commenter, of retained alternatives in Chapter 4, pursuant to NEPA.  These 
chapters provide mitigation measures to reduce environmental effects, such as 
those identified by the commenter, to the fullest extent possible.  BLM is not 
required to analyze the environmental effects of alternatives eliminated from con-
sideration.  Section 2.17 provides rationale for the elimination of several alterna-
tives identified by the commenter.  Distributed Generation was considered but 
eliminated from analysis as described in Section 2.17.4.  It was eliminated due to 
its potential inability to meet RPS within the required time frame, its inability to 
meet future U.S. energy needs without additional energy from large-scale proj-
ects, and because it does not respond to the project's purpose and need, the 
importance of which is described in the introduction of Section 2.17.  The intro-
duction of Section 2.17 provides further information on the laws and regulations 
that guide elimination and adoption of alternatives.  No changes have been made 
to the document. 

B007-3 The commenter states that BLM should consider the many effects of construction 
when comparing alternatives, including the destruction of Desert Varnish, GHG 
emissions associated with a commuting workforce, ravens and subsequent desert 
tortoise predation associated with increased garbage, increased offsite vehicle 
road trips, a project batch plant and water and concrete trucking, and increased 
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Off-Road Vehicles (ORV) use.  The commenter states that the impacts listed in 
this comment and Comment B007-2 can be avoided through the use of distributed 
energy generation, and that a distributed energy generation alternative must be 
evaluated in detail. 

See response to Comment B007-2.  Project scientists have not identified desert 
varnish as a significant source of carbon sequestration or habitat element for 
plants and wildlife.  Section 3.5.2: Ecosystem Carbon Storage, describes BLM's 
rationale in considering desert soil in the project area to have a minor capacity for 
carbon storage and climate change buffering.  Special status plants, wildlife, habi-
tats, and communities are identified and analyzed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.  No 
changes to the document have been made. 

B007-4 The commenter states that the alternatives should be compared in terms of their 
vulnerability to natural disasters, vandalism and theft, sabotage, and the 
Carrington Effect (solar storms).  The commenter states that distributed energy's 
exposure to these risks is considerably lower, and its installation must be 
evaluated. 

See response to Comment B007-2.  The Carrington Effect and solar storms are 
not considered in the Final EIS.  While such events have the potential to affect the 
project, a major solar storm is expected to have non-localized, grid-wide effects.  
The likelihood of such a major storm affecting the project remains small given the 
finite life of the project, and must be weighed against the legislated and imminent 
need to increase renewable generation in California.  No changes have been made 
to the document (National Research Council 2008). 

B008-1 The commenter provides background information on the Desert Protection 
Society (DPS) and Basin and Range Watch (BRW).  The commenter states, in 
response to the BLM purpose and need provided in the Final EIS, that the BLM 
must provide a distinct purpose and need statement from the Applicant as required 
by law.  The commenter states that BLM's definition of purpose and need will 
affect the range of project alternatives. 

BLM agrees with the commenter that the purpose and need helps determine the 
alternatives.  BLM's purpose and need in the Draft EIS is clearly defined and 
addresses relevant laws and goals that guide BLM management.  In Section 1.2: 
BLM Purpose and Need, the BLM describes its purpose and need for the Draft 
EIS, specifically referencing legislated management goals that the project would 
help achieve, including goals identified in The Energy Policy Act 2005, Executive 
Order 13212, and Secretarial Order 3285A1.  The BLM specifically describes its 
response to an application to “construct, operate, maintain, and decommission a 
solar energy–generating facility and associated infrastructure on public lands 
administered by the BLM in compliance with FLPMA, BLM ROW regulations, 
and other applicable federal laws and policies.” 

B008-2 The commenter states that the Draft EIS violates NEPA by failing to consider a 
full range of alternatives.  The commenter states that according to prior case law, 
a federal agency may not employ criteria derived from the agency's preferred 
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alternative to reject other reasonable alternatives and may not define alternatives 
in unnecessarily narrow terms.  The commenter states a preference for a No 
Action Alternative that designates conservation status to the project site and des-
ignates the site inappropriate for solar energy development. 

A full range of alternatives was considered in the Draft EIS.  Certain alternatives 
were not carried forward for full analysis because they were shown to be infea-
sible, and/or they did not respond to the BLM's purpose and need for the project.  
Also, please see responses to Comments B006-36 and -37.  The BLM did not con-
sider an alternative that applies conservation status to the project site, as this 
action would require a land use plan amendment, and this option was not pro-
posed by the Applicant so BLM has no authority to act on such a proposal at this 
time.  Such an alternative would not meet the BLM's purpose and need.  How-
ever, mitigation measure VEG-6 would require off-site compensation of habitat at 
a ratio of up to 3:1 for loss of special-status species habitat.  The decision-maker 
will consider all comments regarding alternative preference in making a final 
decision. 

B008-4 The commenter reiterates comments B008-1 and B008-2, stating that BLM must 
distinguish its purpose and need from the agency preferred alternative and that the 
Draft EIS fails to consider a reasonable range of alternatives.  The commenter rec-
ommends consideration of jojoba as a renewable energy source, given its 
inclusion in the Congressional Critical Agricultural Materials List.  The com-
menter offers the expertise of the Department of Public Safety (DPS) in this 
matter and states that previous efforts have made the project area an ideal site for 
jojoba cultivation.  The commenter notes that unlike jojoba, the project will remove 
vegetation and create more environmental impacts. 

Regarding the range and purpose of BLM alternatives, please see response to 
Comment B008-2.  Regarding a jojoba alternative, the BLM has analyzed a 
variety of alternative renewable energy technologies in the Draft EIS, including 
wind, geothermal, and biomass energy.  Jojoba would provide a specific form of 
biomass energy.  Section 2.17.5: Biomass Energy states that “Biomass facilities 
do not require the extensive amount of land required by the other renewable 
energy sources discussed, but they generate much smaller amounts of electricity.  
Most biomass plant capacities are in the 3 to 10 MW range.”  This energy output 
would be too small to meet the project needs.  Additionally, while the BLM rec-
ognizes jojoba's listing as a Critical Agricultural Material, jojoba is not a proven 
energy resource at the utility scale. 

B008-5 The commenter states that distributed generation in the built environment should 
be fully analyzed as a viable alternative.  The commenter states that this alterna-
tive would be as functional and feasible as the proposed project but with reduced 
environmental consequences to the carbon-storing ability of healthy desert 
ecosystems, to biological soil crusts, and to existing unfragmented habitats of pro-
tected, sensitive, and rare species.  The commenter recommends identifying dis-
tributed generation sites nearer to load centers to maximize efficiency across the 
state. 
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Section 2.17.4 (page 2-71) describes distributed generation as an alternative iden-
tified but eliminated from detailed analysis.  The alternative was eliminated 
because distributed generation would not provide enough generation to meet Cali-
fornia's RPS standard at the current rate of installation.  The Draft EIS also states 
that “current research indicates that development of both distributed generation 
and utility-scale solar power will be needed to meet future energy needs in the 
United States.”  Additionally, the Energy Policy Act of 2005 established a goal 
for the Secretary of the Interior to approve 10,000 MW of non-hydropower 
renewable energy projects located on public lands by 2015; this level of renew-
able energy generation cannot be achieved on that timetable through distributed 
generation systems.  BLM's purpose in considering this project is an effort to 
contribute to statewide renewable energy goals rather than only site-specific 
criteria. 

B008-6 The commenter states that a master comprehensive plan that analyzes the 
spectrum of Colorado Desert resources, potential energy sources and technol-
ogies, energy load demands and grid integration, and energy output size should 
exist prior to siting of solar plants in wildlands; currently there is no such plan at 
any jurisdictional level, resulting in construction of large-scale energy projects 
distant from load centers without full consideration of impacts.  The commenter 
recommends incentivizing distributed generation in load centers to avoid environ-
mental impacts and the construction of additional gas baseload and peaker plants.  
The commenter states that further impacts could be avoided through full consider-
ation of viable alternatives. 

Consideration of development of new management plans is outside the scope of 
this document.  However, the Final EIS does incorporate and consider all existing 
planning documents throughout its text.  Regarding distributed generation, see 
response to Comment B008-5.  Additionally, consideration of broad-scale incen-
tives for certain technologies is beyond the scope of this document.  The Final 
EIS considers a reasonable range of alternatives designed to avoid or minimize 
impacts, such as those mentioned by the commenter, throughout Chapter 4. 

B009-3 The commenter clarifies the statutory requirements of NEPA to consider a range 
of alternatives, and the commenter appreciates inclusion of two reduced acreage 
alternatives; however, the commenter questions the mutual exclusivity of Alterna-
tives 5 and 6. 

While the Final EIS provides a range of developed alternatives, the decision-
maker may choose elements of each alternative to approve.  Alternative 5 and 6 
are considered separately in the document, but elements of each alternative could 
be approved by the decision-maker. 

B009-7 The commenter notes that some solar developers have signed Power Purchase 
Agreements, which influences BLM not to consider meaningful alternatives.  The 
commenter recommends that the EIS include alternatives which minimize actual 
resource conflicts. 
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The Applicant has not signed a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA), and a PPA is 
consequently not considered by the BLM in the Final EIS.  BLM abides by the 
requirements of NEPA in developing EIS documents.  A central element of these 
documents is the provision of a reasonable range of alternatives and mitigation 
measures, which are developed to ensure thorough analysis and the minimization 
of environmental impacts to the greatest extent possible.  The existence of PPAs 
is not considered or influential in the development of alternatives and mitigation 
measures.  In the DHSP Final EIS, a range of alternatives and mitigation mea-
sures have been designed to minimize resource conflicts.  A number of the alter-
natives suggested by the commenter (e.g., a private or degraded land alternative) 
are considered in the EIS in Section 2.17, but ultimately were eliminated from 
consideration due to technological, economic, or logistical infeasibility to meet 
the BLM's purpose and need for the project. 

B009-8 The commenter states that identification, consideration, and analysis of alterna-
tives by the BLM are arbitrarily limited to reflect the needs of the Applicant and 
pre-existing PPAs.  The commenter states that BLM's assumption that a private 
land alternative would be infeasible due to the difficulty in aggregating parcels is 
questionable, as it has been accomplished by nearby solar projects. 

Regarding PPAs and alternatives analysis, see response to Comment B009-7.  
Regarding private land, BLM identified three potential sites, as described in Sec-
tion 2.17.2: Private Land within the Chuckwalla Valley.  The sites identified 
consisted of semi-contiguous, small parcels owned by numerous landowners.  
Though other projects may have successfully aggregated private lands, this 
acquisition is project specific; parcel sizes, costs, willingness to sell, and 
contiguity may all vary widely from project to project.  The sites identified by the 
BLM were determined to be technologically and economically infeasible to sup-
port the proposed utility-scale solar project.  Additionally, as stated in Section 
2.17.2, a private land alternative would not respond to the BLM's “purpose of and 
need for the proposed project, namely, to consider an application for the author-
ized use of public lands for a solar facility, which could include requesting modi-
fications to the proposal that are within BLM’s jurisdiction.”  Further information 
about the importance of BLM's purpose and need to the selection of alternatives is 
provided in the introduction to Section 2.17 in the Final EIS. 

B009-14 The commenter states a preference for Alternative B, which would maximize 
opportunities for co-locating gen-tie facilities with the DSSF and would minimize 
duplication of facilities. 

The decision-maker will consider the comment in making a final decision. 

B011-3 The commenter states that the EIS fails to evaluate a reasonable range of alterna-
tives, citing the Code of Federal Regulations to argue that a distributed generation 
alternative should not be rejected solely because it is outside of the agency's juris-
diction.  The commenter further notes that 10,000 MW of distributed electricity 
could be achieved by 2015, meeting the purpose and need of the Energy Policy 
Act (EPAct). 
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The EIS cites substantial limits on immediate penetration of distributed resources 
into the grid, high costs, lack of electricity storage in most systems, and continued 
dependency of buildings on grid-supplied power (page 2-72) as viable reasons 
why a BLM-supported program of distributed generation could not achieve 
10,000 MW by 2015.  BLM supports the California Energy Commission and Cal-
ifornia Public Utilities Commission in their efforts to ensure that these substantial 
barriers to immediate development of distributed generation resources are 
removed in the near future.  The EIS appropriately eliminated the Distributed and 
Rooftop Photovoltaics Alternative for detailed consideration. 

B011-4 The commenter states that conservation and demand-side management is a viable 
alternative, even if it is outside the BLM's jurisdiction. 

The conservation and demand-side management alternative was not rejected 
solely because it is outside of BLM's jurisdiction.  It would also be too great a 
departure from the application to be considered a modification of the Applicant’s 
proposal, and so is ineffective under NEPA. 

B011-5 The commenter states that the rationale for rejecting other federal, state, or private 
land as alternative sites for the proposed project is not supported with evidence. 

To the contrary, the EIS cites the number of parcels and the number of land-
owners that would require involvement to make a private land alternative possible 
along the Devers–Palo Verde (DPV) corridor (page 2-69).  Aggregating hundreds 
of parcels owned by hundreds of unique landowners is a multi-year process, and 
is often unsuccessful.  In addition, a private land alternative does not respond to 
BLM's purpose and need for this project.  Alternative BLM land has numerous 
other applicants in queue for ROWs, as described on page 2-70.  Additionally, 
should BLM-administered land along the I-10 corridor be available, it could 
require a different interconnection point to the California grid from the proposed 
project, and therefore an alternative location would require a new interconnection 
application, which would re-start the California Independent System Operator 
(CAISO) interconnection process; delaying the project for several years.  These 
factors mean that an alternative location on BLM-administered lands would not 
be economically feasible.  No changes to the alternatives considered in the EIS 
are warranted. 

B011-6 The commenter states that the project proposes to use solar thermal technology. 

This statement is incorrect.  The project proposes to use photovoltaic technology. 

D002-1 The commenter provides an introduction and states support for Alternatives 1 
or 3. 

The decision-maker will consider all comments in making a final decision on the 
project and issuing a decision. 

E005-1 The commenter cites a previously published letter, written by the commenter, in 
the Desert Sun regarding solar panels on rooftops.  The commenter states that 
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rooftop solar would provide the benefits of solar energy while preserving the 
environment of the desert and the Chuckwalla Valley 

Section 2.17.4 (page 2-71) describes rooftop solar as an alternative identified but 
eliminated from detailed analysis.  The alternative was eliminated because rooftop 
solar would not provide enough generation to meet California's RPS standard at 
the current rate of installation.  The Draft EIS also states that “current research 
indicates that development of both distributed generation and utility-scale solar 
power will be needed to meet future energy needs in the United States.”  The 
Draft EIS concludes that “alternatives involving distributed generation were 
eliminated from detailed analysis because it does not respond to the BLM’s pur-
pose and need for the Proposed Action, which is to respond to the Applicant’s 
application for a ROW grant to construct, operate, and decommission a solar 
photovoltaic facility on public lands in compliance with FLPMA, BLM ROW 
regulations, and other federal applicable laws.  Additionally, the Energy Policy 
Act of 2005 established a goal for the Secretary of the Interior to approve 10,000 
MW of non-hydropower renewable energy projects located on public lands by 
2015; this level of renewable energy generation cannot be achieved on that 
timetable through distributed generation systems.” 

F001-10 The commenter states that while Chapter 2 of the Draft EIS describes the pro-
posed project as using “either high-profile or low-profile trackers”(page 2-6), the 
Applicant proposes to develop both parcels of the proposed project only with 
high-profile trackers in the configuration of Alternative 4.  The commenter states 
that this proposal is more efficient, better meets BLM goals, and is essentially 
similar to Alternative 4 as analyzed in the Draft EIS with regard to geography and 
resource conditions. 

The BLM analyzed Alternative 4 as the project that was proposed in the Appli-
cant’s Plan of Development, which included low-profile panels.  It is noted that 
the decision-maker could choose any of the alternatives, including an alternative 
with attributes of two different alternatives, such as the Alternative 4 development 
footprint with the Alternative 7 panels as suggested by the commenter. 

F001-11 The commenter states that using high-profile trackers in the footprint of Alterna-
tive 4 is within the range of alternatives evaluated in the Draft EIS, and that envi-
ronmental impacts of this action would not change. 

BLM agrees with the commenter’s statement.  Please see response to Comment 
F001-10. 

F001-12 The commenter states that using high-profile trackers in the footprint of Alterna-
tive 4 is valid in light of the lack of new information or circumstances regarding 
the project since publication of the Draft EIS in April 2012. 

BLM agrees with the commenter’s statement.  Please see response to Comment 
F001-10. 

F001-13 The commenter states that using high-profile trackers in the footprint of Alterna-
tive 4 would not change direct, indirect, and cumulative effects evaluated in the 
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Draft EIS because the project footprint would not increase beyond what is 
analyzed in Alternative 4 and the conclusion that all alternatives would have 
unavoidable adverse visual impacts would not change. 

BLM agrees with the commenter’s statement.  Please see response to Comment 
F001-10. 

F001-14 The commenter states that using high-profile trackers in the footprint of Alterna-
tive 4 would not change the adequacy of the public involvement and interagency 
review associated with the Draft EIS, as previous comments on Alternatives 4, 6, 
and 7 will meaningfully inform the BLM of the public's attitude toward a high-
profile version of Alternative 4.  The commenter states that additional public 
comments will be available after publication of the Final EIS and addressed in the 
Record of Decision. 

BLM agrees with the commenter’s statement.  Please see response to Comment 
F001-10. 

F001-25 The commenter states that the assertion on page 2-65, Section 2.15, that Alterna-
tive 7 would have a nominal capacity of 150 MW is incorrect; the nominal 
capacity would be 125-135 MW.  The commenter states that, as noted in the 
Applicant's 7 May 2012 submission to BLM, a fifteen-foot racking system has a 
higher efficiency rating and produces more energy per acre than a six-foot racking 
system, and the financial viability of the project will depend on the use of the 
more efficient fifteen-foot system.  The commenter notes that if Alternative 4 
used the fifteen-foot system, its maximum annual MWh would exceed any other 
alternative, and would therefore be the best alternative to help BLM meet its 
national energy policy goals. 

The requested changes have been made to the Final EIS.  The decision-maker will 
consider all comments in making a final decision. 

F001-26 The commenter requests that page 2-68, “Private Land within Chuckwalla 
Valley” state that a private lands alternative would have substantially similar 
effects to a public lands project. 

The requested change has not been made to the document.  The Final EIS pro-
vides sufficient rationale for the exclusion of a private lands alternative.  Without 
further analysis, the commenter's conclusion that “a private lands alternative 
would have substantially similar effects to a public lands project” cannot be 
asserted.  Furthermore, many effects are highly site-specific, and a general 
conclusion of this nature cannot be validated. 

F001-27 The commenter states that page 2-70, “Alternative BLM-Administered Land,” 
should add that the use of alternative BLM-administered land would have sub-
stantially similar effects, or possibly greater effects, than the proposed land due to 
the decreased potential for shared ancillary facilities. 

The requested change has not been made to the document.  The Final EIS pro-
vides sufficient rationale for the exclusion of alternative BLM lands.  Without 
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further analysis, the commenter's conclusion that “use of alternative BLM-
administered land would have substantially similar effects, or possibly greater 
effects, than the proposed land due to the decreased potential for shared ancillary 
facilities” cannot be asserted.  Furthermore, many effects are highly site-specific, 
and a general conclusion of this nature cannot be validated. 

F001-28 The commenter states that page 2-72 be revised to show that the project site is 
economically infeasible for wind development, as shown in BLM's 2005 Pro-
grammatic EIS on Wind Energy Development and other wind assessments in the 
area. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES – GENERAL 

A008-7 The commenter notes that the Draft EIS contains an incomplete definition of 
“take” from Section 3 of the federal Endangered Species Act on page 3.3-1. 

The Final EIS has been revised to include the full definition of take under the 
description of Endangered Species Act (ESA) Section 9 in Section 3.3 (Biological 
Resources – Vegetation). 

A008-14 The commenter requests clarification of how often the Designated Biologist 
(specified in Mitigation Measure MM Veg-1 on page 4.3-13 of the Draft EIS) 
would conduct on-site inspections.  The commenter suggests that Designated 
Biologist should be on-site more frequently than once per month for compliance 
inspections. 

Mitigation Measure MM Veg-1 in the Draft EIS specifies that in general the Bio-
logical Monitor's responsibilities will include (but not be limited to) those listed 
on page 4.3-13.  This measure has been updated to state that “Biological Monitor 
will conduct inspections daily or weekly as necessary during construction and 
decommissioning in order to provide these weekly updates.” 

A008-21 The commenter notes that the final project compensation requirements should 
reflect final design and (not or) the final alternative selected as is implied by the 
text in the main paragraph of Mitigation Measure MM Veg-6 on page 4.3-21 of 
the Draft EIS. 

Mitigation Measure MM Veg-6 has been revised to reflect that final compensa-
tion requirements will reflect “final alternative selected, final design, and as-built 
project footprint.” 

A008-22 The commenter states that the Final EIS should clarify whether the Renewable 
Energy Action Team process would be used for reviewing and approving project 
mitigation.  The commenter states that items 4 and 5 in Mitigation Measure MM 
Veg-6 (“Review and Approval of Compensation Lands Prior to Acquisition” and 
“Management Plan”) should specify that mitigation lands and the associated man-
agement plan should be explicitly approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) and California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), not only by 
BLM and Riverside County in consultation with USFWS and CDFG. 
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Mitigation Measure MM Veg-6 (item 4) in the Final EIS has been revised to 
reflect that USFWS and CDFG (in addition to BLM and Riverside County) must 
review and approve compensation lands prior to acquisition.  USFWS and CDFG 
will also need to approve the management plan for these lands. 

A008-23 The commenter states that the Property Analysis Record for compensation lands 
(subitem d in item 4 of Mitigation Measure MM Veg-6) should be explicitly 
approved by the USFWS and CDFG, not only by BLM and Riverside County in 
consultation with USFWS and CDFG. 

The discussion of the Property Analysis Record for compensation lands in 
subitem d, item 4 of Mitigation Measure MM Veg-6 has been revised to state that 
USFWS and CDFG approval would be required. 

A008-33 The commenter states that measures intended to reduce standing water are not 
limited to reducing water used for dust control.  The commenter further states that 
measures to reduce standing water (per Mitigation Measure MM Wil-1 [item 12] 
on page 4.4-26 of the Draft EIS) should be implemented by or in coordination 
with the BLM. 

In the Final EIS Mitigation Measure MM Wil-1  (item 12) has been revised to 
clarify that “Appropriate actions to minimize standing water shall be implemented 
by BLM or by the Biological Monitor in coordination with BLM.” 

A010-21 EPA states that in light of the numerous renewable energy projects in the vicinity, 
the availability of compensation land may serve as a limiting factor for develop-
ment.  EPA recommends that the Final EIS identify compensatory mitigation 
lands for the DHSP and other reasonably foreseeable projects in the Riverside 
East Solar Energy Zone (SEZ), demonstrate that adequate compensation lands are 
available, clarify the rationale for 1:1 mitigation ratio for desert tortoise habitat in 
the context of higher ratios used in other projects, specify a timetable for 
compensatory mitigation, and discuss mechanisms to ensure protection of com-
pensation lands and non-developed project ROW in perpetuity. 

As described in Section 4.4.7 of the EIS, the Applicant is currently working with 
Wildlands Inc. to develop a suitable compensation strategy addressing the 
resources and ratios described in MM VEG 6 (see Appendix C of the Draft EIS).  
Specific compensation land availability cannot be identified or quantified at this 
time.  Wildlands Inc. provided a review of private land availability in the area 
during a meeting with resource agencies on March 2, 2012, indicating that 
acquisition of the requisite acreage of suitable compensation lands to mitigate 
desert tortoise habitat loss is feasible.  The 1:1 compensation ratio for desert tor-
toise is a minimum; the entire project site and gen-tie are considered occupied tor-
toise habitat.  As detailed in Mitigation Measure VEG-6, compensation ratios 
depend on vegetation community as well as designation as a special management 
area, and range from 1:1 to 5:1.  The 1:1 compensation ratio applies to impacts to 
Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub), excluding state-jurisdictional 
streambeds mapped within Creosote Bush Scrub habitat (includes acreage within 
Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA); excludes Desert Wild-
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life Management Area [DWMA] and Critical Habitat Unit [CHU]).  This compen-
sation ratio is consistent with the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordi-
nated Management Plan (NECO).  A timetable for compensatory mitigation is 
stated in Mitigation Measure VEG-6: The entire Habitat Compensation Plan must 
be approved by the BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG prior to the 
commencement of construction.  No fewer than 30 days prior to ground distur-
bance, the project Owner will provide financial assurances to the BLM and River-
side County to guarantee that an adequate level of funding is available to imple-
ment the mitigation measures required by this condition that are not completed 
prior to the start of ground-disturbing project activities.  Mechanisms to protect 
compensation lands are described in Mitigation Measure VEG-6, item 6 (e). 

A012-8 The commenter states that BLM should include verbal or written weekly updates 
to CDFG and USFWS as one of the Designated Biologist's responsibilities.  The 
commenter states that BLM should develop a work schedule indicating when the 
Designated Biologist is required to be on site, including a discussion of how 
weekly updates will be prepared without a corresponding on-site inspection. 

Please see response to Comment A008-14.  In addition, Mitigation Measure 
VEG-1 has been revised to clearly state that CDFG and USFWS will also receive 
the Designated Biologist’s weekly updates during the construction and decommis-
sioning phases of the project. 

B006-23 The commenter states that the construction of the proposed project increases 
emissions of PM10 because of the potential disruption and elimination of 
thousands of acres of cryptobiotic soil crusts that are an essential ecological com-
ponent in arid lands.  The commenter states that the Draft EIS does not describe 
the on-site cryptobiotic soil crusts and would cause an unidentified portion of 
these crusts to lose their capacity to stabilize soils and trap moisture.  The com-
menter states that the Draft EIS fails to provide a map of the soil crusts over the 
project site, and to present any avoidance or minimization measures; a revised or 
supplemental EIS must identify the extent of the cryptobiotic soils on site and 
analyze the potential impacts.  The commenter states that quantitative and impact 
analysis related to desert pavement is also not analyzed/ 

The analysis of loss of vegetation and habitat presented in Sections 4.3 (Biolog-
ical Resources – Vegetation) and 4.4 (Biological Resources – Wildlife) assume 
total loss of all acreage within the solar field site because, even though some veg-
etation would remain between solar arrays, this vegetation would be altered, and 
the site would be subject to impacts such as those described by the commenter 
(loss of cryptobiotic soil crusts).  Therefore, the function of the habitat on site will 
be so severely degraded that the entire site is considered permanently disturbed.  
Therefore, mitigation in the form of habitat compensation is required (see Mitiga-
tion Measure VEG-6).  Because of the assumption of permanent impacts to the 
entire solar field, the level of detail requested by the commenter is not required. 

B006-25 The commenter states that while the Draft EIS references numerous plans that are 
key to minimizing and mitigating impacts to environmental resources, Appendix 
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C provides only three draft plans.  The commenter provides additional plans that 
should be included in the Appendix for public and decision-maker review. 

The Final EIS includes numerous draft plans, including Draft Desert Tortoise 
Translocation Plan (Appendix C8), Integrated Weed Management Plan (Appendix 
C10), Raven Management Plan  (Appendix C14), Worker Environmental Aware-
ness Plan  (Appendix C15), Vegetation Management Plan  (Appendix C17), and 
Closure and Reclamation Plan (Appendix C18).  The habitat compensation plan is 
in active review and must be completed prior to a notice to proceed, if the project 
is authorized. 

B008-11 The commenter describes cryptogamic covers and their potential to sequester 
CO2, and provides a results of a study that cryptogamic cover provide approxi-
mately 7% of global terrestrial net primary productivity and half of total terrestrial 
biological nitrogen fixation.  The study further describes Biological Soil Crust 
(BSC). 

The commenter expresses concern that removal of desert cryptogamic covers will 
result in loss of carbon sequestering potential.  The carbon sequestration capacity 
of desert soils in the vicinity of the project are discussed in Section 3.5.2, Ecosys-
tem Carbon Storage, in regard to greenhouse gas emissions and climate change.  
As discussed therein, current estimates of desert soil carbon sequestration poten-
tial are controversial, and it is likely that soil carbon storage at the project site is 
low.  For additional discussion, please refer to Section 3.5.2, Ecosystem Carbon 
Storage. 

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES – VEGETATION 

A004-24 The NPS would like to review the integrated weed management plan prior to 
implementation. 

As requested by the commenter, the NPS has been added as a reviewer to the Inte-
grated Weed Management Plan required in MM VEG-9. 

A004-39 NPS requests to review the habitat compensation, integrated weed management 
plan, and other plans identified in Applicant Measures. 

As requested by the commenter, the NPS has been added as a reviewer to the hab-
itat compensation, integrated weed management plan, and other plans identified in 
the mitigation measures proposed in the EIS.  Applicant Measures have been 
adopted where applicable and have not been revised in the Final EIS. 

A008-18 The commenter requests that Mitigation Measure MM Veg-5  (item 5) on page 
4.3-18 of the Draft EIS be revised to clarify that monitoring of reclamation, 
revegetation, or restoration sites should continue for 3 years or until the defined 
success criteria are achieved, whichever is later. 

The requested revision has been made to Mitigation Measure MM Veg-5 (item 5) 
in the Final EIS. 
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A008-26 The commenter requests that the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage project be 
included in the discussion of cumulative effects on vegetation (Draft EIS at page 
4.3-60). 

Please see response to Comment A008-25. 

A010-5 EPA recommends early analysis of key resource areas be completed as early as 
possible, and states that such analyses were not included in the Draft EIS.  The 
commenter states that while not federally jurisdictional, on-site drainages are 
important features of the desert ecosystem and recommends avoidance of drain-
ages and desert dry wash woodlands be maximized through project redesign.  The 
commenter suggests that vegetation may be able to be maintained under the high 
profile tracking system (Alternative 7) compared with the lower profile system 
(Alternatives 4 through 6), which would minimize disruption of the site's 
hydrology. 

The Draft EIS (Section 2.17.10, pages 2-77 and 2-88) considered a higher 
mounted panels alternative, as requested by the commenter.  While mitigation to 
protect, maintain, and restore native vegetation is described in Section 4.3 of the 
Draft EIS, no alternative photovoltaic (PV) technology, mounting system, or 
mounting height was identified by the EIS preparers that could achieve perma-
nence of appreciable amounts of native vegetation on the solar project site.  Even 
with PV panels mounted at a height to eliminate vegetation clearing, they would 
impact the desert environment due to shading — nearly 100 percent of the solar 
facility site would be shaded for a large portion of the day. 

A010-10 EPA describes the many functions of and potential impacts to natural washes, 
including Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland, and recommends that BLM do 
the following in the Final EIS: demonstrate that downstream flows would not be 
adversely impacted due to proposed changes to natural washes and on-site disc-
and-roll grading and include the finalized drainage plan to facilitate analysis.  To 
avoid and minimize impacts to desert washes, EPA recommends that BLM adopt 
Alternative 6 or 7 and take other opportunities to reduce the project footprint, dis-
tribute PV panels and other project elements (including road crossings) to avoid 
or minimize use of desert dry wash woodlands and ephemeral washes, utilize 
existing natural drainage features on site, and maintain natural washes and include 
adequate flood control buffers. 

As described in Section 4.20.6 of the Draft EIS (page 4.20-25) project effects on 
downstream flows would be minimized through mitigation measure MM WAT-4.  
In addition, because the main portion of the ephemeral wash that passes through 
the solar field area is located within a non-development area as shown on Figure 
3.20-1, downstream flows would not be substantially affected by project develop-
ment.  The decision-maker will consider all preferences for alternatives in issuing 
a final decision on the project. 

A012-11 The commenter states that BLM should require that in the monitoring plan for 
reclamation, re-vegetation, or restoration of the site, these activities should con-
tinue until the defined success criteria are achieved. 
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Please see response to Comment A008-18. 

A012-19 The commenter states that BLM should require that the vegetation restoration 
plan include a discussion on seed collection and preservation. 

Seed collection and storage measures for special-status plant species are a 
required component of the Vegetation Resources Management Plan required by 
Mitigation Measure VEG-7 (Mitigate Direct Impacts to Special-Status Plants).  
Seed of non-special-status species included in the seed mix(es) for general reveg-
etation required by Mitigation Measure VEG-5 (Prepare and Implement a Vegeta-
tion Resources Management Plan) may be obtained from local commercial 
sources, and therefore the collection and storage methods may vary.  Seed collec-
tion and handling is addressed in the project’s Draft Vegetation Resources Man-
agement Plan in Appendix C-17 of this Final EIS. 

B006-27 The commenter states that the Draft EIS chiefly relies upon off-site compensation 
for impacts to vegetation but also allows for nesting of mitigation without calling 
out that the vegetation resources must be present on the compensation lands in 
order for it to count.  The commenter states that the Draft EIS fails to analyze the 
impacts of the project on microphyll woodlands and does not clarify where NECO 
Plan microphyll woodlands occur on the project or cumulative sites.  The com-
menter states that the Draft EIS should protect new-to-science discoveries of 
crucifixion thorn through designation of an Area of Critical Environmental Con-
cern (ACEC).  The commenter states that the Draft EIS fails to adequately evalu-
ate the rare plants on the project site due to reliance on a single year survey.  The 
commenter states that all of the above incomplete data sets preclude evaluation 
and avoidance/minimization of impacts and require a supplemental Draft EIS. 

Please see Mitigation Measure VEG-6 for a clear discussion of the compensation 
strategy for the proposed project.  As described therein, compensation lands 
acquired to provide mitigation for impacts to vegetation communities must sup-
port the same vegetation communities present on the affected lands in the required 
ratios (1:1, 3:1, or 5:1, depending on vegetation community and impacts within 
wildlife habitat management areas).  As described in item 1 of that measure, 
nesting refers to habitat compensation requirements for species.  There, a com-
pensation land parcel that supports creosote bush scrub would satisfy require-
ments for mitigation of creosote bush scrub, but may also satisfy requirements for 
impacted species that occur in creosote bush scrub if addition species-specific 
requirements are also met.  It would not “count” for any other vegetation commu-
nity, however.  No changes have been made to the Final EIS.  As described in 
Sections 3.3 and 4.3 of the EIS, microphyll woodlands on site were classified spe-
cifically as Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland, which corresponds to Desert 
Dry Wash Woodland as mapped in the NECO Plan.  Impacts to microphyll wood-
lands from the proposed project are addressed in Section 4.3.7 and 4.3.12.  Cumu-
lative impacts to microphyll woodlands are addressed in Section 4.3.16.  Regard-
ing the comment that the EIS should identify an alternative that provides protec-
tion for crucifixion thorn occurrences through designation of an ACEC, both 
Alternatives 6 and 7 would avoid these occurrences; however, the designation of 
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lands as an ACEC is beyond the scope of this project-specific EIS.  Regarding the 
comment that the Draft EIS fails to adequately evaluate rare plants, surveys were 
conducted and the potential for several annuals that could occur, but were not 
detected, is disclosed and analyzed.  Mitigation Measure VEG-7 (Mitigate Direct 
Impacts to Special-Status Plants) provides a comprehensive strategy to mitigate 
impacts to known populations of rare plants as well as any additional occurrences 
that could be discovered during the required pre-construction surveys.  No 
changes have been made to the Final EIS. 

B009-5 The commenter notes that Alternatives 6 and 7 would avoid impacts to portions of 
Big Wash and desert dry wash vegetation, and notes that avoidance is the most 
appropriate form of mitigation for impacts to this plant community. 

The decision-maker will consider all comments in making a final decision on the 
project and issuing a decision. 

B009-9 The commenter states there is a discrepancy in the mapped location of Microphyll 
Woodland, also referred to as Dry Desert Wash Woodland in the NECO Plan, in 
the Draft EIS and in the NECO Plan.  The commenter requests resolution to this 
discrepancy through further study and analysis of Microphyll Woodland impacted 
by the DHSP, with results included in the Final EIS, especially given the Biolog-
ical Resources Technical Report (BRTR) states that Dry Desert Wash Woodlands 
occur throughout the project area primarily in dry washes.  The commenter states 
that the full extent of this community needs to be accounted for and addressed in 
the habitat compensation plan. 

Blue Palo-Verde Ironwood Woodland, mapped in the Final EIS in figure 3.3-1a, 
is a subset of Desert Dry Wash Woodland as described in the NECO Plan.  In the 
Final EIS, Section 3.3.5: Vegetation Communities states that “Blue Palo Verde–
Ironwood Woodland is a subset of Holland’s description of 'Desert Dry Wash 
Woodland;'“ Desert Dry Wash Woodland is covered broadly in the NECO plan, 
and Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland is described in detail in the Final EIS 
as a special status plant community in Section 3.3.5: Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood 
Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland).  Section 4.3 describes a 3:1 ratio for 
compensatory land for impacts to Blue Palo Verde–Ironwood Woodland.  Thus 
this vegetation community is fully considered in the Final EIS. 

Additionally, project-specific mapping of vegetation communities was conducted 
for the Final EIS, providing a much more fine-grained delineation of vegetation 
types in the area than that provided in the NECO Plan, which relied more heavily 
on aerial photos and older data and used a much larger minimum mapping unit 
(see NECO Plan Appendix H: Natural Communities regarding methodology).  
Discrepancies between the NECO Plan map and the DHSP map thus represent 
completion of the substance of the commenter's request, in that the Final EIS has 
further researched microphyll woodlands by identifying more specific community 
types, implementing project-specific methodologies, and utilizing updated data 
sources and surveys.  Discrepancies between the two documents do not represent 
oversight of important vegetation communities by the Final EIS.  The impacted 
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areas of vegetation communities are fully considered in Section 4.3 of the Final 
EIS, and compensatory mitigation is required by MM VEG-6. 

B009-10 The commenter states that Dry Desert Wash Woodland may be underestimated in 
the Final EIS, and points out that the proposed gen-tie line would impact an addi-
tional 51 acres of the vegetation community.  The commenter states that MM 
VEG-1 through VEG-5 are more appropriately characterized as project manage-
ment, not mitigation, and that MM VEG-6 alone represents a mitigation measure 
by requiring preparation and implementation of a habitat compensation plan; the 
commenter requests inclusion of this plan in the document.  The commenter states 
that compensatory habitat will still result in a net loss, and states concern over the 
availability of suitable compensatory lands, which should be specifically identi-
fied, along with enhancement measures and a time frame, by the compensation 
plan. 

Regarding the estimation of Dry Desert Wash Woodland impacts, see response to 
Comment B009-9.  The Final EIS notes the 51 acres of impacted Blue Palo 
Verde-Ironwood Woodland in Table 4.3-2, as well as in Section 4.3.12: Direct of 
Effects of Construction of Alternative B. 

While MM VEG-1 through VEG-5 help direct project management, they also mit-
igate potential impacts to biological resources; their requirements are thus 
itemized as mitigation measures. 

Regarding the project Habitat Compensation Plan and availability of compensa-
tion lands, please see response to Comment A010-21. 

Regarding the net loss of habitat in spite of compensatory mitigation lands, Sec-
tion 4.3.7: Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects acknowledges this 
impact, stating “Even with off-site compensation at recommended ratios, there 
would be a net loss of the native vegetation and related resources (including habi-
tat and streambed values) of 1,208 acres.” 

Additionally, for CEQA, The threshold of significance used in this document for 
loss of habitat is not a “no net loss” standard, and “fully offsetting the loss of nat-
ural communities” is not possible, as described above.  CEQA significance crite-
ria are outlined in Section 4.3.17.  The EIS states that the project would have a 
significant effect if it would “Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or 
through habitat modifications, on any plant species identified as a candidate, sen-
sitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, 
or by the CDFG or USFWS” or if it would “Have a substantial adverse effect on 
any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community identified in local or 
regional plans, policies, regulations or by the CDFG or USFWS.” 

D002-8 The commenter requests that figures be included in the Final EIS that show areas 
of offsite desert dry wash woodland that could be affected by alterations in water 
quality or surface hydrology from project construction and operation. 

The requested data are not available for mapping or quantification, as obtaining 
full survey data of the entire Chuckwalla Valley would be beyond the scope of 
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this project's EIS; however, the Draft EIS includes a mitigation measure (MM 
VEG-10, page 4.3-35) that would require a desert dry wash woodland monitoring 
and reporting plan, which is an adaptive management plan to monitor off-site 
effects of water table drawdown on vegetation, and to minimize and compensate 
for losses that do occur. 

D002-9 The commenter notes that the Draft EIS states that cumulative projects would 
impact over 35,000 acres of desert dry wash woodland in extremely rare habitat, 
and recommends compensatory habitat mitigation. 

The Draft EIS includes a mitigation measure (MM VEG-6) to compensate for loss 
of desert dry wash woodland at a ratio of 3:1 (see Section 4.3, page 4.3-22).  Loss 
of this vegetation type as a result of other projects in the cumulative scenario 
would be mitigated through each individual decision process. 

F001-2 The commenter states that in Table ES-1, Significance Criterion VEG-1 
understates the mitigation value of off-site compensation by failing to note that it 
offsets a net loss of habitat by permanently preserving otherwise unprotected hab-
itat.  The Applicant references Comment F1-90 for further information. 

Significance Criteria VEG-1 does consider the value of off-site habitat compensa-
tion to reduce the adverse effects of the Proposed Action.  However, the 
functional loss of this habitat remains and while mitigated for the purposes of 
CEQA, this habitat loss contributes to the loss of habitat in the region.  No 
changes to the document have been with regard to this comment. 

F001-23 The commenter states that the proposed project's site plan avoids almost all 
effects to Emory's crucifixion thorn by virtue of most of the plants being located 
within a setback from the Southern California Edison (SCE) 161kV line transect-
ing the southern parcel, and minor adjustments to the site plan with a setback of 
100 feet could avoid all remaining plants.  The Applicant recommends that Table 
2-11 and Section 4.3 of the Draft EIS be revised to indicate that the proposed 
project design will for the most part avoid all identified Emory's crucifixion thorn, 
with implementation of Mitigation Measure MM VEG-7 requiring mitigation for 
any project impacts to Emory's crucifixion thorn that could not be avoided. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-30 The commenter recommends that BLM update language on page 3.3-8, Section 
3.3.3, to indicate that vegetation mapping and jurisdictional delineation of gen-tie 
Alternative E has been completed in the spring of 2012. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-31 The commenter recommends that BLM update language on page 3.3-9, Section 
3.3.3, to indicate that botanical surveys of gen-tie Alternative E have been com-
pleted in the spring of 2012. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 
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F001-32 The commenter recommends that BLM update language on page 3.3-12, Section 
3.3.3, to indicate that spring surveys were completed in 2012, with details avail-
able in Appendix C. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-33 The commenter recommends that BLM update language on page 3.3-14, Section 
3.3.5, by omitting a reference to the association between Creosote Bush Scrub on 
Partially Stabilized Sand Fields with the Pinto Wash. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-34 The commenter recommends that BLM update language on page 3.3-15, Section 
3.3.5, by omitting a reference to the association between active sand dunes with 
the Pinto Wash/Coxcomb Mountains. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-35 The commenter requests that BLM update special-status plant occurrences on 
gen-tie alignment alternative E in Table 3.3-2 according to the BRTR Supple-
ment; the commenter requests that Cryptantha costata be added to the table. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-36 The commenter requests that Section 3.3.7, Special Status Plant Species (page 
3.3-21), be updated to state that “Speckled milk-vetch occurs on the Alternative E 
alignment (Appendix C.  [BRTR Supplement]),” and that “Coachella Valley milk-
vetch is not expected to occur in the project area.” 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-37 The commenter requests that  Section 3.3.7, Special Status Plant Species (page 
3.3-21), be updated to state that “On gen-tie alignment Alternative E, there is a 
high probability that chaparral sand verbena could be found in sandy areas, partic-
ularly dunes and partially stabilized aeolian sand, along the alignment.  It also 
could occur, with lower probability, along road or wash margins on the alignment.” 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-38 The commenter requests that  Section 3.3.7, Special Status Plant Species (page 
3.3-21), be updated to state that “Harwood’s woolly-star was documented at 
multiple locations along portions of gen-tie alignment Alternative E crossing 
dunes and partially stabilized sand (see Figure 4 of Appendix C16 [BRTR Supple-
ment]).  Because it is an annual plant, Harwood’s woolly-star plants could be found 
in future years in other locations within the dunes or partially stabilized sand por-
tions of the alignment” instead of the current text on Harwood's woolly-star. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-39 The commenter recommends that BLM revise page 3.3-22, Section 3.3.7 to state 
that Mesquite neststraw was not located during field surveys of gen-tie alignment 
Alternative E. 
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The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-40 The commenter requests that  Section 3.3.7, Special Status Plant Species (page 
3.3-23), be updated to state that “Ribbed cryptantha (Cryptantha costata): Ribbed 
cryptantha is an annual species found on windblown and stabilized sands, in the 
eastern Mojave and Sonoran Deserts in California, eastward into Arizona and 
south into Baja California.  It flowers in spring.  It is ranked as California Rare 
Plant Rank (CRPR) 4.3 (limited distribution, “watch list”).  It is not managed by 
BLM as a sensitive species (BLM 2010a).  It occurs throughout the dune habitat 
along gen-tie alignment alternative E (see Figure 4 of Appendix C.  [BRTR 
Supplement]).  In addition to these dunes, small patches of marginal habitat are 
present throughout the project study area on roadsides, washes, and other sandy 
areas.  However, it has not been located on the proposed solar facility site or on 
gen-tie alignment Alternatives B, C, or D.  Because it is an annual plant, ribbed 
cryptantha plants could be found in future years in other locations within the 
dunes or partially stabilized sand portions of the alignment.” 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-41 The commenter recommends that BLM revise page 3.3-24, Section 3.3.9 to state 
that stream channels in the Palen Dry Lake drainage basin area do not fall within 
the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), and that Appen-
dix C notes USACE's confirmation of this at the DHSP site. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-76 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 4.3-4, Section 4.3.7, to 
state that most construction impacts to vegetation resources would occur during 
Phases 2 and 3 (September 2013 through May 2015).  The commenter recom-
mends omitting the size designation (800 acres) of the site grading and prepara-
tion in area in the context of this change. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-77 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 4.3-7, to reflect USACE's 
29 May 2012 Jurisdictional Determination that the DHSP site has no waters of the 
United States, and that the Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality Control 
Board (Region 7) has indicated that 401 Water Quality Certification is not 
necessary. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-78 The commenter recommends including the following text at the end of the first 
paragraph of MM VEG-1: “Minimum qualifications shall be as follows:” 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-80 The commenter requests that on page 4.3-21, MM VEG-6, BLM reconcile 
acreage discrepancies between the text and table. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 
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F001-81 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 4.3-23, including the fol-
lowing addition regarding mitigation land: “If acquisition of sufficient acreage 
within the I-10 corridor is not feasible, then the Project Owner will coordinate 
with Resource Agencies to identify other suitable lands to compensate for the 
project’s impacts to desert tortoise habitat connectivity.” 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-84 The commenter states, in reference to the Draft EIS discussion of Emory's 
crucifixion thorn on page 4.3-30, that Alternatives 6 and 7 would easily avoid the 
plant, and the Applicant does not believe that the crucifixion thorn occurrences or 
the project’s anticipated impacts to these plants are sufficient grounds for either of 
these project area reductions.  The commenter notes that the crucifixion thorn is 
not a sensitive, threatened, or endangered species and that it could be appropri-
ately mitigated to less-than-significant levels, and that the impacts of Alternative 
4 (the Applicant's preferred ROW configuration, but with the use of high-profile 
solar panels analyzed in Alternative 7) are overestimated in the Draft EIS.  The 
Applicant states that if project design cannot effectively avoid 75 percent of the 
plants, then the Applicant is prepared to implement one or more of the other strat-
egies recommended in the Draft EIS. 

The BLM considers a variety of environmental factors in the development of proj-
ect alternatives to support the NEPA process.  For biological resources, the avoid-
ance of these areas would not only reduce or avoid impacts to Emory's crucifixion 
thorn but would also minimize habitat loss in areas surrounding these 
occurrences.  Emory's crucifixion thorn, while not State or federally listed, is con-
sidered a plant of limited distribution in California and was addressed in the 
NECO planning document.  No changes to the document have been made with 
regard to this comment. 

F001-85 The commenter states that Section 2.7 of the Draft EIS describing the 9-acre 
avoidance area for Alternative 6 does not provide the BLM's rationale for 
delineating the avoidance area shown on Figure 2-10; and that this alternative is 
effectively redundant with the provision of MM VEG-7, which requires a 
250-foot avoidance buffer around Emory's crucifixion thorn.  The commenter 
believes that a smaller buffer area of 100 feet may be suitable to protect this spe-
cies through careful avoidance of edge effects through Applicant Measures and 
Mitigation Measures contained in the Draft EIS. 

The 9-acre avoidance area was drawn to avoid a population of crucifixion thorn 
with enough of a buffer area to avoid edge effects to the plants.  However, BLM 
concurs that edge effects can be minimized through careful implementation of 
mitigation measures in the EIS.  The commenter's suggested revisions regarding 
reducing the 250-foot buffer to 100 feet have been adopted in the Final EIS. 

F001-86 The commenter recommends revisions to Mitigation Measure MM VEG-7 on 
Draft EIS page 4.3-30 be modified to include Harwood's woollystar and other 
revisions. 
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The commenter's suggested revisions have been adopted in the Final EIS. 

F001-88 The commenter recommends specific revisions to the second numbered paragraph 
of MM VEG-10 on page 4.3-35, including “other appropriate indicators of water 
stress” in addition to pre-dawn water potential. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-89 The commenter recommends specific revisions to MM VEG-10 on page 4.3-36, 
acknowledging two rather than four groundwater dependent plant species. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-90 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 4.3-36, Alternative 4 
Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects, to be consistent with text on 
pages 4.3-63 and 4.3-67 of the Draft EIS.  The commenter suggests stating that 
“The net loss of native vegetation and related resources (including habitat and 
streambed values) would be reduced over time through habitat compensation, 
which is expected to prevent future losses of habitat by placing a permanent con-
servation easement and deed restrictions on private lands that could otherwise be 
converted for urban, agricultural, or energy development.” 

The revision has not been adopted in the Final EIS because, even with compensa-
tion, development of the project would result in a net loss of habitat.  . 

F001-92 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 4.3-45, Alternative B 
Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects, including the following text: 
“The net loss of the native vegetation and related resources (including habitat and 
streambed values) would be reduced over time through habitat compensation, 
which is expected to prevent future losses of habitat by placing a permanent con-
servation easement and deed restrictions on private lands that could otherwise be 
converted for urban, agricultural, or energy development.” 

See response to comment F001-90. 

F001-93 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 4.3-47, Alternative C 
Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects, including the following text: 
“The net loss of the native vegetation and related resources (including habitat and 
streambed values) would be reduced over time through habitat compensation, 
which is expected to prevent future losses of habitat by placing a permanent con-
servation easement and deed restrictions on private lands that could otherwise be 
converted for urban, agricultural, or energy development.” 

See response to comment F001-90. 

F001-94 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 4.3-51, Alternative D 
Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects, including the following text: 
“The net loss of the native vegetation and related resources (including habitat and 
streambed values) would be reduced over time through habitat compensation, 
which is expected to prevent future losses of habitat by placing a permanent con-
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servation easement and deed restrictions on private lands that could otherwise be 
converted for urban, agricultural, or energy development.” 

See response to comment F001-90. 

F001-95 The commenter requests that pages 4.3-51 through 4.3-52 be updated to reflect 
results of the Applicant's 2012 rare plant surveys for Alternative E, and provides 
specific revisions within the text. 

The majority of the requested changes have been made in the Final EIS.  The 
revision regarding Harwood's woollystar was rejected, as no rationale is provided 
for including only that one species in the mitigation requirements. 

F001-96 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 4.3-56, Alternative E 
Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects, including the following text: 
“The net loss of the native vegetation and related resources (including habitat and 
streambed values) would be reduced over time through habitat compensation, 
which is expected to prevent future losses of habitat by placing a permanent con-
servation easement and deed restrictions on private lands that could otherwise be 
converted for urban, agricultural, or energy development.” 

See response to comment F001-90. 

F001-97 The commenter provides specific revisions to the size of existing and foreseeable 
project impacts on Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub and Desert Dry Wash Woodland 
(172,551 and 44,300 acres respectively) as well as the percentage contribution to 
these impacts of the proposed project (0.4% and 0.9 to 1.2% respectively). 

No rationale is provided by the commenter justifying why up to 0.4 percent loss 
of Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub and up to 1.2 percent loss of Desert Dry Wash 
Woodland does not represent a substantial contribution to an adverse effect.  
Furthermore, under NEPA, a cumulative impact is appropriately analyzed as 
“...the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of 
the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
actions” (40 CFR 1508.7).  Therefore, the total cumulative effect on the environ-
ment of all cumulative actions is of concern in the NEPA analysis (i.e., 172,551 
acres of Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub [or 4.5 percent of this plant community] 
and 44,300 acres of Desert Dry Wash Woodland [or 6.5 percent of this plant com-
munity] in the NECO planning area), not merely whether the project's incremental 
effect represents a substantial contribution to that effect.  CEQA, rather, is con-
cerned with the magnitude of a project's contribution toward a cumulative effect 
in determining significance.  Nonetheless, from a CEQA perspective, relying on 
the argument that 0.4 percent (or any percent) loss of a vegetation type is small, as 
compared to the whole, to justify the conclusion that the cumulative contribution 
is less than significant is known as the “ratio theory” and was explicitly rejected 
in Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692 
[EIR improperly concluded a proposed cogeneration plant's air emissions were 
not a significant cumulative impact, based on a determination that the plant's 
emissions would be less than 1 percent of area emissions of the relevant pollut-
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ants] and Los Angeles Unified School Dist. v. City of Los Angeles (1997) 58 
Cal.App.4th 1019.  The Final EIS has been modified to include the cumulative 
total loss of these two plant communities and the percentage of the cumulative 
loss, but not to disclose the magnitude of the project's contribution to the cumula-
tive effect, as this is does not contribute appropriately to the analysis under either 
NEPA or CEQA. 

F001-99 The commenter recommends revisions to Draft EIS page 4.3-65 to include Har-
wood's woollystar and ribbed cryptantha. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-199 The commenter states that Table 4.24-1, Off-site dust, refers to dust and erosion 
during construction and operation of the project, but the analysis in Section 4.3.7 
of the Draft EIS refers to off-site dust during construction and decommissioning. 

Section 4.3.7, Operation and Maintenance, refers to the potential for O&M dust to 
affect vegetation, special-status plants, and jurisdictional resources due to dust 
and other soil disturbances.  Decommissioning has been included in Table 4.24-1: 
Off-site dust, but Operation and Maintenance has not been removed. 

F001-200 The commenter states that Table 4.24-1, State jurisdictional streambeds, refers to 
unavoidable adverse offsite impacts to state jurisdictional streambeds, but the 
analysis in Section 4.3.7 states that impacts to state jurisdictional streambeds are 
only a potential impact. 

Section 4.3.7 identifies both direct and indirect effects of construction, operation 
and maintenance, and decommissioning to state jurisdictional streambeds both on 
and off the project site.  For example, the section states that “Altered surface 
flows may affect downstream vegetation by altering water or sediment availa-
bility,” and MM VEG-8 is designed to “minimize adverse effects of construction 
activities to jurisdictional streambeds both on site and off site.”  No changes have 
been made to the document. 

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES – WILDLIFE 

A004-40 The commenter requests that MM WIL-5 be modified to add the requirement that 
copies of trip reports and annual reports be forwarded to NPS as soon as available. 

As requested by the commenter, the mitigation measure has been revised to 
require monthly reporting if data is collected. 

A008-1 The commenter states that the project owner should consider burying the 34.5 kV 
collection system between the switchgear and the substation (described on page 
2-8 of the Draft EIS) because this would minimize potential avian impacts with-
out additional ground disturbance. 

Pages 2-75 through 2-77 of the Draft EIS address the challenges of underground-
ing transmission lines; undergrounding collector lines would pose the same chal-
lenges, especially with regard to ground disturbance and air quality and noise 
impacts from trenching equipment.  Mitigation Measure MM Wil-1 (Wildlife 
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Impact Avoidance and Minimization) item 6 requires transmission lines and all 
electrical components to be designed, installed, and maintained in accordance 
with the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee's (APLIC) Suggested Practices 
for Avian Protection on Power Lines.  No changes to the Draft EIS are warranted 
as a result of this comment. 

A008-3 The commenter requests clarification of whether the meteorological station would 
be free-standing or would require guy wires (see page 2-8 of the Draft EIS).  The 
commenter requests that if guy wires are used that they be outfitted with bird 
deterrence devices in accordance with the APLIC guidelines. 

As stated on page 2-8 of the Draft EIS, the meteorological station(s) would be 6 
feet in height and would be set on a stainless-steel tripod base (approximately 10 
feet by 10 feet).  A structure this size would not require guy wires for stability.  
Any wires associated with the meteorological station(s) would be for security pur-
poses and would pose minimal, if any, risk to birds. 

A008-4 The commenter states that a security fence (see page 2-9 of the Draft EIS) should 
be installed contiguous to the permanent desert tortoise exclusion fence to mini-
mize the probability that animals will enter the site by jumping over the exclusion 
fence and burrowing under the security fence. 

Mitigation Measure MM WIL-2 has been revised for the Final EIS to specify that 
“Security fencing would be installed as near as is feasible to permanent desert tor-
toise exclusion fencing in order to prevent animals from being trapped between 
the two fences.” 

A008-5 The commenter requests that if the O&M facility is off-site the project owner use 
a monopole structure to support necessary telecommunications equipment in 
order to deter bird nesting and use by ravens (see page 2-11 of the Draft EIS). 

For the Final EIS, Mitigation MM WIL-6 has been revised to specify that “if the 
O&M facility is developed off-site, a monopole structure will be used to support 
telecommunications equipment in order to deter bird nesting and use by ravens.” 

A008-6 The commenter states that the western Chuckwalla Valley, including the proposed 
project site, is a critical linkage area between the Mojave and Colorado/Sonoran 
deserts for numerous species, particularly desert tortoise.  The commenter also 
states that connectivity studies by BLM and CDFG support that the project 
vicinity, especially the area west of Kaiser Road, is important for desert tortoise 
connectivity.  The commenter argues that the Cottonwood Pass is not as suitable 
for connectivity because of the road entrance to Joshua Tree National Park.  The 
commenter notes that the project site and areas to the east of the project site con-
tain suitable desert tortoise habitat.  The commenter suggests aligning the eastern 
boundary of the proposed project with the DSSF boundary, which would leave a 
0.5-mile corridor rather than a 0.2-mile-wide corridor (USFWS-proposed alterna-
tive).  [page 2-68] 

As described in Section 4.4.7 of the EIS, the proposed project site provides only 
marginal habitat for desert tortoises.  The Final EIS has been revised to provide 
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additional detail regarding habitat modeling for the project site (USGS Desert 
Tortoise Habitat Model, Nussear et al. 2009).  The USFWS recommends a project 
alternative that would remove the two farthest east 40-acre parcels of BLM land 
from the project site and would create conservation easements in this area in order 
to preserve a wider corridor for tortoise movement.  BLM disagrees that this 
would substantially increase wildlife movement, particularly desert tortoise move-
ment, east of the project site.  As noted in Section 2.17.1 (Alternative to Facilitate 
Wildlife Movement), this alternative was rejected because BLM considers the 
critical connectivity area for desert tortoise to be west of the project. 

A008-8 The commenter requests that the Final EIS include additional detail on desert tor-
toise occurrences in the vicinity of the proposed project, in particular the area 
between Kaiser Road and Eagle Mountain Road (Draft EIS at page 3.4-18). 

The Final EIS includes the results of protocol-level surveys for desert tortoise on 
the project site.  Additional detail regarding occurrences in the project area is 
available in the technical report for the DSSF project.  Figure 16 on page 38 of 
Appendix H of the DSSF Final EIS shows several tortoise occurrences between 
Kaiser Road and Eagle Mountain Road. 

A008-9 The commenter requests clarification regarding seasonal foraging by golden 
eagles on the project site, including the types of eagles (floaters, juveniles, 
subadults, resident adults) using the site throughout the year (Draft EIS at page 
3.4-22. 

The Draft EIS acknowledges that the project site contains potential foraging habi-
tat for golden eagles.  Subsequent studies (per Mitigation Measure MM Wil-5) 
will supplement existing studies and further establish whether active nests are 
present within a 10-mile radius of the project site and gen-tie alignment.  Mitiga-
tion Measure MM Veg-6 (Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegeta-
tion and Habitat) requires 1:1 compensatory habitat acquisition for impacts to 
golden eagle foraging habitat.  BLM does not believe that more detailed analysis 
of year-round foraging by golden eagles than is required in MM WIL-5 is neces-
sary in order minimize impacts on foraging habitat. 

A008-10 The commenter requests citations or survey results to support the conclusion on 
page 3.4-22 of the Draft EIS that golden eagle foraging would likely be more 
common during winter and migration seasons. 

The sentence referenced by the commenter has been removed from the Final EIS. 

A008-11 The commenter requests the date of the unpublished observations of Gila 
woodpecker referenced on page 3.4-22 of the Draft EIS in order to help determine 
whether the birds were using the site for breeding, migration, or wintering habitat. 

The discussion of Gila woodpecker in Section 3.4.5 (Special-Status Wildlife) in 
the Final EIS has been revised to include an updated citation for Gila woodpecker 
surveys.  Surveys in 2012 were conducted in late March through May.  The 2010 
observation of a Gila woodpecker was in December (as noted in the text of the 
Draft EIS). 
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A008-16 The commenter requests revision of Mitigation Measure MM Veg-2 to reflect that 
it would likely not be possible to relocate all animals outside of the project site 
and still within 500 meters of their original locations.  The commenter further 
notes that translocation of desert tortoises should be conducted according to 
USFWS's most recent guidance (Draft EIS at page 4.3-15). 

Mitigation Measure MM Veg-2 has been revised in the Final EIS to reflect that 
animals will be relocated outside the project footprint in a suitable location that is 
“within 500 meters of the animal’s original location, if feasible.”  The measure 
has also been updated to note that any translocation of desert tortoises will be 
done according to USFWS's most recent guidance. 

A008-17 The commenter states that any person who handles desert tortoises must be 
approved (in advance) by USFWS as an Authorized Biologist, including the Des-
ignated Biologist and any Biological Monitors who might handle tortoises (Draft 
EIS at page 4.3-15). 

Mitigation Measure MM Veg-2 has been revised for the Final EIS to reflect that 
“any biologists who handle tortoises will be authorized to do so in advance by 
USFWS.” 

A008-19 The commenter requests clarification regarding potential habitat compensation 
requirements for burrowing owls.  The commenter notes that Mitigation Measure 
MM Veg-6 on page 4.3-21 does not specify whether compensation would be 
required for incidental observations or owls observed during clearance surveys.  
The commenter also notes that if owls are encountered during clearance surveys, 
a burrowing owl plan would need to be prepared and their removal would need to 
be conducted in accordance with CDFG requirements. 

Mitigation Measure VEG-6 has been revised to clarify that owls detected during 
focused or clearance surveys, as well as observed incidentally, shall be subject to 
the compensation requirements identified in the measure.  Mitigation Measure 
MM WIL-4 identifies surveys and compensation for burrowing owls and identi-
fies protocol for implementing buffers around active nests, and the development 
and implementation of a Burrowing Owl Passive Relocation Plan for the proposed 
relocation of any owls (outside of the breeding season only). 

A008-20 The commenter notes that a bullet in Mitigation Measure MM Veg-6 identifies a 
minimum compensation ratio of 1:1 for desert tortoise habitat and habitat linkages 
while subsequent text cites minimum acreages of occupied habitat.  The com-
menter requests clarification of whether a minimum ratio or acreage is being used 
and whether suitable, but unoccupied, desert tortoise habitat could be used for 
compensation. 

Mitigation Measure MM Veg-6 has been revised for the Final EIS to reflect that 
“Final compensatory habitat acreages will be based on the final alternative 
selected and final project design.”  Suitable but unoccupied desert tortoise habitat 
may be appropriate for compensatory mitigation if it meets the other standards in 
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Mitigation Measure MM Veg-6.  BLM, USFWS, and CDFG would all need to 
approve mitigation lands. 

A008-27 The commenter requests clarification regarding the statement on page 4.4-17 (end 
of the second paragraph) in the Draft EIS that “The project description does not 
propose to specify or designate wildlife corridors.” 

This statement has been removed from the Final EIS.  The paragraph has been 
revised to state the following: “Project construction would further limit con-
nectivity by eliminating movement opportunities across the site for most wildlife 
species, but the actual consequence to wildlife movement would be minor due to 
the land uses and movement barriers described above.  Intermountain movements 
are more likely to occur in the less disturbed northern reaches of the Chuckwalla 
Valley.  The limited wildlife connectivity value of the project site is also 
explained in Section 2.17, which assesses a proposal to specify or designate a 
wildlife movement route through the abovementioned small corridor to the east of 
the proposed solar facility site.” 

A008-28 The commenter states that the Draft EIS does not address impacts on desert tor-
toise connectivity form an increased volume of traffic on Kaiser Road, particu-
larly during construction.  The commenter disagrees with the conclusion on page 
4.4-18 of the Draft EIS that the proposed project would not substantially affect 
desert tortoise connectivity.  The commenter also states that it is necessary to 
know how much traffic would be generated by an off-site O&M facility and how 
many construction and water vehicles would use Kaiser Road in order to assess 
impacts on desert tortoise.  The commenter recommends reducing traffic by using 
an on-site O&M facility. 

As described in the Final EIS (Section 4.20.6 under the heading “Mitigation Mea-
sures”), an estimated 10 to 50 round truck trips per day during construction and 2 
to 3 truck trips per day during operations would increase the potential for direct 
injury or mortality of wildlife by vehicles, particularly the federally and state-
listed desert tortoise.  Designated critical habitat for the desert tortoise occurs 
adjacent to the west side of Kaiser Road.  However, the projected increase in 
truck trips during construction would not result in a substantial hourly increase in 
overall traffic (hourly increase of 1 to 6 round trips), and would therefore not 
constitute a substantial increase in effects to wildlife analyzed in Section 4.4 (Bio-
logical Resources – Wildlife).  Similarly, an additional 2 to 3 truck trips per day 
during operations would not substantially increase traffic effects to wildlife 
(including desert tortoise). 

A008-29 The commenter states that the wildlife displacement discussed in Section 4.4.7 on 
page 4.4-19 of the Draft EIS, when combined with increased traffic from the proj-
ects, would lead to increased vehicle collisions with wildlife.  The commenter 
requests inclusion of traffic-related wildlife mortality in project impacts. 

For the Final EIS, the paragraph addressing wildlife displacement in Section 4.4.7 
has been revised to reflect the risk of wildlife mortality from vehicle collisions 
when animals are flushed from the project site. 
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A008-30 The commenter states that construction activities outside of desert tortoise 
exclusion fencing, including access roads, pulling and tensioning sites, and stor-
age and parking areas, should be limited to disturbance areas flagged according to 
Mitigation Measure MM Wil-1, item 1 on page 4.4-23 of the Draft EIS. 

This comment is noted.  All areas subject to project-related disturbance would be 
covered by the requirements in Mitigation Measure MM Wil-1, item 1. 

A008-31 The commenter requests explanation of why Mitigation Measure MM Wil-1 
(item 10) requires vehicle parking and storage inside areas enclosed by desert tor-
toise exclusion fencing only “to the extent feasible.” 

According to the Applicant’s proposal, only gen-tie line construction and mainte-
nance would occur outside of desert tortoise fencing.  In addition, parking could 
occur at the offsite O&M facility outside of desert tortoise fencing should that 
option be selected.  Mitigation Measure MM WIL-1 recognizes the need for park-
ing along the transmission access road and at the off-site O&M facility. 

A008-32 The commenter requests clarification of which facilities and work areas may be 
sited outside of desert tortoise exclusion fencing (per Mitigation Measure MM 
Wil-1 [item 10]).  The commenter asks whether access roads outside of exclusion 
fencing would be associated with linear project components. 

In response, only gen-tie line construction and maintenance would occur outside 
desert tortoise exclusion fencing. 

A008-34 The commenter notes that if injured wildlife are found during project activities, 
CDFG should be notified immediately. 

For the Final EIS, Mitigation Measure MM Wil-1 (item 13) has been revised to 
reflect that CDFG (or a CDFG-approved) veterinary facility will be contacted 
immediately if injured wildlife are found. 

A008-35 The commenter requests clarification in Chapter 2 (Project Description) regarding 
what activities would occur outside of desert tortoise exclusion fencing. 

In response, only gen-tie line construction and maintenance would occur outside 
desert tortoise exclusion fencing. 

A008-36 The commenter states mitigation measures related to evaporation and construction 
storage ponds (such as Mitigation Measure MM Wil-1 [item 20]) should be spe-
cifically addressed in the project's Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy. 

The Draft Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy is included as Appendix C9 in the 
Final EIS.  Evaporation and construction storage ponds are included in Section 
5.8 of Appendix C9. 

A008-37 The commenter states that netting to cover evaporation ponds (see Mitigation 
Measure MM Wil-1 [item 20]) should be 2 centimeters square, should be installed 
to prevent sagging, and should be a minimum of 5 feet above the water surface. 
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In the Final EIS Mitigation Measure MM Wil-1 (item 20, “Cover Evaporation 
Ponds”) has been revised to state the following: “Mesh shall be 2 cm square or 
smaller, shall be installed to prevent sagging, and shall be a minimum of 5 feet 
above the surface of the water.  Netting with another mesh size or a smaller dis-
tance above the water may be installed if approved by the BLM in consultation 
with CDFG and USFWS.” 

A008-38 The commenter requests clarification of the types of visual deterrents that would 
be installed to prevent avian use of evaporation ponds (see Mitigation Measure 
MM Wil-1 [item 20]).  The commenter requests additional information on how 
these deterrents would supplement exclusionary netting. 

Mitigation Measure MM WIL-1 (Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization) 
item 20 (Cover Evaporation Ponds) has been revised to include the following 
sentence: “Visual deterrents (e.g., flagging, reflecting tape, or hawk-shaped kites) 
shall also be used in addition to netting.” 

A008-39 The commenter requests that the same measures that are used to exclude ravens 
and other birds and wildlife from evaporation ponds (see Mitigation Measure MM 
Wil-1 [item 20]) be used for construction water ponds as well. 

In the Final EIS Mitigation Measure MM Wil-1 (item 20, “Cover Evaporation 
Ponds”) has been revised to state that “As appropriate, these measures shall also 
be applied to construction water ponds.” 

A008-40 The commenter notes that in addition to complying with a Biological Opinion 
from USFWS, the project would need to comply with the terms and conditions in 
an incidental take permit from CDFG (see Mitigation Measure MM Wil-2). 

In the Final EIS, the first paragraph of Mitigation Measure MM Wil-2 (Desert 
Tortoise Clearance Surveys, Exclusion Fencing, and Translocation) has been 
revised to specify that the Project Owner will implement all terms and conditions 
in an Incidental Take Permit from CDFG. 

A008-41 The commenter requests clarification on when desert tortoises would be placed in 
holding facilities (mentioned on page 4.4-29 of the Draft EIS in Mitigation Mea-
sure MM Wil-2 [item 1]) instead of being relocated to a new site. 

As described in Section 7 of the Draft Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan for the 
project (located in Appendix C8 of the Draft EIS), current USFWS guidelines 
(2011) include a provision that if 5 or fewer tortoises are located on a site, they 
may be removed from the wild and placed with a USFWS and State-approved 
program. 

A008-42 The commenter states that the fence perimeter should be inspected for tortoises 
pacing outside the boundary of the fence. 

Mitigation Measure MM Wil-2 (item 5, Monitoring Following Clearing) has been 
revised to reflect this monitoring requirement. 
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A008-43 The commenter states that project construction activities outside of tortoise 
exclusion fencing only occur when a Biological Monitor is present. 

On page 4.4-30 of the Draft EIS, Mitigation Measure MM Wil-1 states “Any proj-
ect activities during construction, O&M, or decommissioning that take place 
outside of the permanently fenced site within desert tortoise habitat, and have the 
potential to disturb native soils or vegetation, shall be subject to fencing and 
preconstruction clearing survey requirements, or shall take place only while a 
Biological Monitor is on-site.” 

A008-44 The commenter states that a pre-construction nesting bird survey (Mitigation 
Measure MM Wil-3) should be conducted a maximum of 2-3 days before the start 
of construction because 2 to 3 days reflects the amount of time necessary to build 
a nest. 

In the Final EIS, Mitigation Measure MM Wil-3 (item 2) has been revised to 
reflect that a second pre-construction survey for nesting birds will be required 2 to 
3 days prior to the start of construction activity. 

A008-45 The commenter suggests that the nest monitoring plan (Mitigation Measure MM 
Wil-3 [item 4]) should be prepared as part of the project's Bird and Bat Conserva-
tion Strategy (BBCS) rather than as a separate plan. 

In the Final EIS, Mitigation Measure MM Wil-3 (Pre-construction Nest Surveys 
and Impact Avoidance Measures for Migratory and Nesting Birds) has been 
revised to clarify that a Nesting Bird Management Plan will be prepared by the 
project owner (including the monitoring plan mentioned in item 4).  This plan 
may be incorporated into the BBCS as a separate chapter. 

A008-46 The commenter states that reports of pre-construction nest surveys (per Mitigation 
Measure MM Wil-3 [item 5]) should include documentation of delineation of 
avoidance zones, including location information, photographs, and descriptions of 
the method used to delineate avoidance zones. 

For the Final EIS, Mitigation Measure MM Wil-1 (item 5) has been revised to 
specify that “If active nests are detected during the surveys, the report shall 
include descriptions of avoidance zones and methods used to determine avoidance 
zones and a maps or aerial photos identifying the nest locations and the boun-
daries of no-disturbance buffer zones.” 

A008-47 The commenter notes that removal or relocation of an active nest (per Mitigation 
Measure MM Wil-3 [item 7]) would require a permit under the Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act (MBTA), and relocation of any eagle nests (either active or inactive) 
would also require a permit. 

Removal or relocation of an active nest would constitute take of the nest, which is 
not permissible under the MBTA in this context.  Although permits may be obtained 
to import migratory birds, collect such birds for scientific purposes, or destroy 
depredating migratory birds, permits are not generally available under the MBTA 
for incidental take of migratory birds or their nests caused by industrial opera-
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tions, such as construction of the proposed project.  The Bald and Golden Eagle 
Act permits take of eagles only with a permit obtained through consultation with 
the USFWS.  No changes have been made to the EIS in response to this comment. 

A008-48 The commenter requests data from winter 2011-2012 golden eagle surveys (con-
ducted per Mitigation Measure MM Wil-5 [item 1]). 

These data are provided in Appendix C7 of the Final EIS (Winter Golden Eagle 
Report).  During winter surveys, one adult golden eagle was observed soaring just 
north of Interstate 10 near the southeastern boundary of the 10-mile radius study 
area (on January 10, 2012).  Eight golden eagle nests or probable nests were 
detected as well, but none appeared to have been active recently. 

A008-49 The commenter suggests that nesting surveys for golden eagle should determine 
nesting productivity and chronology, in addition to occupancy. 

For the Final EIS, Mitigation Measure MM Wil-5 (Golden Eagle Pre-construction 
and Construction Phase Surveys) has been revised to specify that “Nesting season 
surveys will determine occupancy, productivity, and chronology of known or 
newly discovered nesting territories within the 10-mile radius.” 

A008-50 The commenter states that determining winter season habitat use by golden eagles 
would require much more rigorous survey methods than have been used to date 
by the Applicant.  The commenter recommends reviewing records from the 
March 2, 2012 meeting between USFWS, BLM, NPS, and the Applicant for more 
detail regarding survey methods. 

Winter season surveys were conducted by Bloom Biological between Decem-
ber 22, 2011 and February 7, 2012.  Survey results are included as Appendix C7 
in the Final EIS.  BLM considers these surveys to have been adequately rigorous. 

A008-51 The commenter states that migrating eagles may use the project site during 
winter, spring, and fall, and that floater eagles may be present any time of year; 
therefore, eagle use (and potential impacts on eagles) cannot be adequately 
assessed without data collected throughout the year. 

As noted in Appendix C9 of the Final EIS (Draft Bird and Bat Conservation 
Strategy), USFWS has previously recommended that the project Owner obtain 
three years of nesting season and winter season golden eagle activity data for a 
10-mile radius surrounding the project site.  The Draft EIS contains 2010 breed-
ing season data in the area from the Desert Sunlight EIS (BLM 2011b) and sup-
porting documents.  No winter or breeding season data on golden eagle activity 
were collected in the area during 2011.  The Desert Sunlight project owner is 
required by Mitigation Measure WIL-6 of the Desert Sunlight Final EIS, to obtain 
breeding season golden eagle activity over the same area each year throughout the 
active construction phase for that project.  These data sets will provide breeding 
season golden eagle activity for the 2012 and 2013 breeding season throughout 
the recommended 10-mile radius surrounding the project site.  The project Owner 
will coordinate with USFWS and with other project applicants in the area in order 
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to assess golden eagle occurrence throughout the area without duplicating the 
efforts of other project owners. 

A008-52 The commenter suggests adding number of observation minutes and nest status to 
the minimum data gathered during winter season golden eagle surveys. 

Mitigation Measure MM Wil-5 (item 2) has been revised as requested for the 
Final EIS. 

A008-53 The commenter states that the Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan for 
golden eagle surveys (per Mitigation Measure MM Wil-5 [item 5]) should be 
approved by BLM in consultation with USFWS, not vice versa. 

Mitigation Measure MM Wil-5 (item 5) has been revised as requested for the 
Final EIS. 

A008-54 The commenter states that the Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan for 
golden eagle surveys (per Mitigation Measure MM Wil-5 [item 5]) should be 
developed prior to the start of construction activities. 

This suggestion is acknowledged; however, Mitigation Measure MM Wil-5 has 
not been revised to reflect this requirement.  As stated in MM Wil-5 in the Draft 
EIS, a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared and 
implement if an occupied nest is detected within 10 miles of the project site or 
gen-tie line alignment. 

A008-55 The commenter states that the survey protocols that have previously been con-
ducted for the project have not been adequate to meet the requirements of bullets 
2 and 5 in Mitigation Measure MM Wil-6 (Bird and Bat Conservation Plan).  The 
commenter expresses particular concern about lack of surveys during migration 
season and lack of on-site unlimited distance long sit point counts.  The com-
menter states that bird point counts do not provide adequate information about 
birds migrating through the site or using microphyll woodland on the site. 

Section 7.2 of the Draft Bird and Bat Conservation Plan (Appendix C9 in the 
Final EIS) includes additional information on the project's approach to meeting 
mitigation requirements related to bird monitoring.  BLM considers the approach 
outlined in Appendix C9 adequate to meet the requirements in Mitigation Mea-
sure MM WIL-6. 

A008-56 The commenter states that documentation for the Bird and Bat Conservation Plan 
(per Mitigation Measure MM Wil-6) should also include raw data sheets from 
bird surveys. 

For the Final EIS, Mitigation Measure MM WIL-6 has been revised to reflect that 
documentation for the Bird and Bat conservation Plan will include raw data sheets 
from bird surveys. 

A008-57 The commenter notes that no take is permitted under the Migratory Bird Treaty 
Act, but that USFWS provides recommendations and feedback on measures pro-
posed to minimize impacts on birds and take into account documented efforts to 
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adopt such measures when deciding whether or not to prosecute for any take of 
migratory birds. 

This comment is acknowledged.  No further response is warranted. 

A008-58 The commenter states that baseline surveys of raven abundance (per Mitigation 
Measure MM Wil-8) should be conducted immediately to ascertain pre-project 
numbers. 

The project's Raven Management Plan is included as Appendix C14 in the Final 
EIS.  Baseline data for raven nesting activity will be collected during the first year 
of project construction. 

A008-59 The commenter requests adding “nest” to “perch/roost/nest” sites in the first para-
graph of Mitigation Measure MM Wil-8 (Raven Monitoring, Management, and 
Control Plan). 

For the Final EIS, Mitigation Measure MM Wil-8 has been revised as suggested. 

A010-4 The commenter notes that the upper Chuckwalla Valley is an important habitat 
linkage and recommends that the BLM work closely with the USFWS to protect 
habitat connectivity for special status species, including the desert tortoise.  The 
commenter further recommends that the Final EIS identify sufficient lands for 
habitat compensation. 

Please see responses to Comments A008-6 and A010-21. 

A010-19 EPA requests that the Final EIS update the consultation process and include the 
Biological Opinion (BO) as an appendix.  EPA recommends updating mitigation 
measures based on the BO, explaining how the reduced footprint Alternatives 6 
and 7 differentially affect the Palen-Ford WHMA, identifying specific measures 
to reduce impacts to eagles and comply with the MBTA and Bald and Golden 
Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), discussing the applicability of the recent Eagle 
Conservation Plan Guidelines to the proposed project, describing as necessary 
compensatory mitigation to reduce the effect of permitted mortality to a no-net-
loss standard, and including design practices to minimize bird collisions with 
power lines. 

The BLM is currently undergoing consultation with the USFWS under Section 7 
of the Endangered Species Act, and a Biological Opinion (BO) has not yet been 
issued.  The BO is not expected to be completed in time for inclusion in the Final 
EIS.  Measures to reduce or avoid impacts to biological resources are identified in 
the Final EIS to mitigate impacts in satisfaction of NEPA.  The project owner will 
be required to implement all measures adopted in the BLM's Record of Decision 
(ROD) as well as all additional conditions included in the BO.  Measures to 
reduce or avoid impacts to desert tortoise, burrowing owl, golden eagles, and 
Nelson's bighorn sheep are included in Sections 4-3 and 4.4 of the Final EIS.  
Alternatives 6 and 7 have the same project boundaries, and would impact the 
Palen-Ford WHMA in the same way (46 acres).  Table 4.4-1 has been revised to 
reflect this.  Specific measures to reduce impacts to eagles are included in MM 
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Wil-5, and eagles are also addressed in the project's Draft Bird and Bat Conserva-
tion Strategy (Appendix C.9 of the Draft EIS).  Mitigation Measure WIL-1, 
item 6, requires the project owner to design, install, and maintain all transmission 
lines and electrical components in accordance with the Avian Power Line 
Interaction Committee’s (APLIC’s) Suggested Practices for Avian Protection on 
Power Lines (APLIC 2006) and Mitigating Bird Collisions with Power Lines 
(APLIC 1994) to minimize the likelihood of bird electrocutions and collisions.  
The BBCS is in draft form and is being developed in consultation with the 
USFWS using the most current guidance. 

A010-20 EPA states that to support desert tortoise habitat connectivity, the DHSP should 
not extend its eastern border beyond that of Desert Sunlight.  EPA states that the 
Final EIS should confirm its conclusions regarding habitat connectivity with the 
USFWS, should consider habitat connectivity under various climate change 
scenarios, and address these issues and related research in the project analysis. 

Please see response to Comment A008-6. 

A012-1 The commenter summarizes the DHSP.  The commenter states that the Western 
Chuckwalla Valley, including the proposed ROW, is a critical linkage area for 
desert tortoise and numerous other species between populations in the Mojave and 
Colorado/Sonoran deserts, and one of the few areas between northern and south-
ern tortoise populations where topographic and climatic features minimally 
constrain desert tortoise habitat suitability.  The commenter states that the area 
between Kaiser Road and Eagle Mountain Road supports some of the highest 
densities of desert tortoises, and the vicinity of the proposed project, particularly 
west of Kaiser road, is important for tortoise connectivity.  The commenter 
requests that the Final EIS analyze the impacts that the project will have on con-
nectivity to the desert tortoise and how this impact will be minimized or 
mitigated. 

Please see response to Comment A008-6. 

A012-2 The commenter does not recommend placing animals in holding facilities except 
under rare and project specific conditions.  The commenter requests that the BLM 
clarify under what conditions the project owner would consider this method 
instead of translocation of tortoises to a recipient site. 

Please see response to Comment A008-41. 

A012-3 The commenter states that project activities outside of tortoise exclusion fencing 
should only occur when a Biological Monitor is on site and monitoring activities. 

Please see response to Comment A008-43. 

A012-4 The commenter states that security fencing should be installed contiguous to per-
manent desert tortoise exclusion fencing to minimize risk of wildlife jumping 
over desert tortoise exclusion fencing (or burrowing under security fencing). 

Please see response to Comment A008-4. 
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A012-5 The commenter requests that BLM follow the new CDFG 2012 staff report on 
burrowing owl mitigation to describe habitat compensation for burrowing owls. 

As stated in the 2012 CDFG Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation, the cur-
rent scientific literature supports the conclusion that mitigation for permanent 
habitat loss necessitates replacement with an equivalent or greater habitat area for 
breeding, foraging, wintering, dispersal, presence of burrows, burrow surrogates, 
presence of fossorial mammal dens, well drained soils, and abundant and avail-
able prey within close proximity to the burrow.  Mitigation Measure WIL-4 (Bur-
rowing Owl Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Compensation Mea-sures) 
requires 19.5 acres of habitat compensation land for each single burrowing owl or 
breeding pair of burrowing owls that is displaced by construction of the project.  
If burrowing owls are observed to occupy the compensation lands, then the 
replacement ratio will be 13.0 acres per pair or single bird.  However, the require-
ments for habitat compensation for all biological resources outlined in Mitigation 
Measure VEG-6 would require the project owner to acquire and preserve in 
perpetuity lands at a ratio of 1:1, 3:1, or 5:1 depending on vegetation community 
and whether impacts are within a wildlife management area.  Therefore, total 
acreages acquired for this project would greatly exceed that required by WIL-4 
specifically for burrowing owls.  Because of the location and habitat requirements 
set forth in Mitigation Measure VEG-6, compensation lands would also benefit 
burrowing owls.  Therefore, the overall compensation strategy for the DHSP 
would adequately mitigate for impacts to burrowing owl habitat, and would be 
consistent with CDFG’s current recommendations. 

A012-9 The commenter states that BLM should work with the project owner to route high 
energy transmission lines (34.5 kV lines between the switchgear and substation) 
underground. 

Please see response to Comment A008-1. 

A012-10 The commenter states that BLM should require any guy wires to be outfitted with 
bird deterrence devices in accordance with the Avian Power Line Interaction 
Committee guidelines. 

Please see response to Comment A008-3.  No guy wires would be required for 
any project features. 

A012-14 The commenter states that BLM should include an analysis of the wildlife 
mortality risk from road traffic in the discussion of project impacts. 

Please see response to Comment A008-29. 

A012-15 The commenter requests that BLM notify CDFG immediately upon the discovery 
of injured or dead wildlife on the project site. 

The commenter’s request is already required by Mitigation Measure WIL-1, items 
13 and 14. 

A012-16 The commenter states that BLM should require netting used to cover evaporation 
ponds to be 2 centimeters square or smaller (to prevent bird entanglement), not 
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1.5 inches square.  The commenter states that netting should be installed to pre-
vent sagging and should be a minimum of 5 feet above the water surface. 

Please see response to Comment A008-37. 

A012-17 The commenter requests that BLM clarify what types of visual deterrents would 
be installed to dissuade avian use of evaporation ponds, as well as the specific 
goals of such deterrents and how their use supplements exclusionary netting. 

Please see response to Comment A008-38. 

A012-18 The commenter states that BLM should require that any kit fox burrow excavation 
should occur only by hand, not with mechanized equipment. 

Mitigation Measure WIL-7 (Desert Kit Fox and American Badger Avoidance) has 
been revised to require burrow excavation by hand only and not by mechanized 
equipment. 

B005-6 The commenter notes that Table 4.4-4 of the Draft EIS describes in increase of 
270,000 acres of impacts to desert tortoise habitat compared to impacts of existing 
projects (132,000 acres).  The commenter questions whether recovery of the 
desert tortoise can occur with this level of intensity of regional development. 

For reference, of the total habitat within the Colorado Desert Recovery Unit 
(approximately 7.6 million acres), existing development accounts for 1.8% of that 
area and future proposed development accounts for 3.5% of that area, for a total 
loss of 5.3% of the habitat within the recovery unit (see Section 4.4.16).  How-
ever, as described in that section, the contribution of the proposed project or its 
alternatives to cumulative habitat loss in connection with other reasonably fore-
seeable future projects, even for moderate to low-quality desert tortoise habitat, is 
considered substantial, given the species’ decline and the present and future 
threats. 

B006-17 The commenter states that while the Draft EIS recognizes the desert kit fox is pro-
tected under CCR Title 14 Section 60 and occurs on site, no surveys were done to 
quantify the density of desert kit fox that will be displaced and “taken” by the pro-
posed project.  The commenter states that the neighboring Genesis project 
required take permits from the CDFG, which BLM states are not necessary; the 
commenter requests these permits be sought for DHSP, especially since canine 
distemper broke out among foxes near Genesis, likely resulting from habitat dis-
turbance.  The commenter states that a revised or supplemental Draft EIS should 
more carefully survey kit fox territories, analyze impacts, and provide mitigation 
to protect this rare and declining species. 

Please see Section 4.4-7 and Mitigation Measure WIL-7 for a discussion of 
impacts and mitigation strategy for the desert kit fox. 

B006-18 The commenter states that the desert tortoise, an in-decline and protected species, 
recovery unit occurring at the project site is genetically unique and in a high rate 
of decline; the Draft EIS does not identify and consider the localized impact to 
this recovery unit.  The commenter states that the methodologies in the Draft EIS 
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may underestimate the number of and impacts to desert tortoise, noting this in 
similar projects and providing specific methodological criticism.  The commenter 
states that a 1:1 mitigation ratio is not robust enough and still represents net loss, 
that mitigation lands need to be conserved in perpetuity and that translocation 
depends on a draft, not final, translocation plan that violates Independent Science 
Advisors (ISA) recommendations and could lead to high mortality rates.  The 
commenter recommends a minimum 5:1 mitigation ratio for tortoise habitat, 
relocation only to areas secured for conservation in perpetuity, and an analysis of 
the significance of desert tortoise impacts. 

As described in the Final EIS (Section 4.4.7 under the heading “Direct Effects – 
Desert Tortoise”), the proposed solar facility site and surrounding area is modeled 
as relatively low value habitat for desert tortoise, rendering a 1:1 mitigation ratio 
for loss of habitat reasonable for this project.  The U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) Desert Tortoise Habitat Model (Nussear et al. 2009), using a scale of 0.0 
to 1.0, assigns a value of 0 to 718.6 acres of the proposed project’s solar field, a 
value of 0.1 to 484 acres of the proposed project’s solar field, and a value of 0.2 to 
the remaining 4.6 acres of the solar field.  Field surveys of the habitat value and 
tortoise presence confirmed these modeling results for the DHSP site.  BLM 
recognizes the importance of genetic uniqueness of the population of desert tor-
toise in the recovery unit, and Mitigation Measure MM VEG-6 requires that the 
compensation lands for impacts to desert tortoise shall be within the Colorado 
Desert Tortoise Recovery Unit.  MM VEG-6 includes an estimate of total cost to 
acquire and manage compensation lands, based on current estimates of land 
values, evaluation and transaction costs, habitat improvements, and long-term 
management.  According to MM VEG-6, the project Owner would be required to 
provide the compensation lands, or to provide financial assurance sufficient to 
carry out the habitat acquisition and management, no later than 30 days prior to 
initiation of ground disturbance.  The Applicant is currently working with 
Wildlands Inc. to develop a suitable compensation strategy addressing the 
resources and ratios described in MM VEG-6 (see Appendix C12). 

The “significance” of desert tortoise (and other listed wildlife species) impacts 
from a CEQA perspective in section 4.4.17 (Draft EIS page 4.4-64) and are deter-
mined to be significant and unavoidable.  Please note that this conclusion is pro-
vided for future CEQA decision-making and is not required under NEPA. 

B006-19 The commenter states that the Draft EIS fails to mention the fatalities that have 
been documented to occur from birds running into reflective surfaces, has not 
conducted adequate bird surveys, fails to quantify the number of birds (rare, 
migratory, or otherwise) that use/traverse the project site, and does not evaluate 
impacts to birds.  The commenter states that failure to provide baseline data 
violates NEPA and potentially the MBTA.  The commenter states that the draft 
Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy in Appendix C.9 is highly inadequate, provid-
ing only BMPs without avian or bat specific compensation; the Final EIS should 
require clear language requiring that mitigation lands support habitat for impacted 
these species.  The commenter states that a revised or supplemental Draft EIS 
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needs to adequately identify the migratory bird issues on site and evaluate the 
impact to those species in light of the guidance in Executive Order 13186. 

To the contrary, direct and cumulative effects to birds from construction, opera-
tion, and decommissioning of both the solar field alternatives and gen-tie alterna-
tives are described in detail in Section 4.4 of the Draft EIS (pages 4.4-6, 4.4-11 
through 4.4-15).  Solar panel light, glare, and collision risk are described in detail 
on page 4.4-21.  Appendix C-4 of this Final EIS presents survey results for avian 
point counts conducted in 2011, which quantifies bird use of the project site.  
Appendix C-20 presents a Gila woodpecker focused survey report.  Appendix C-7 
presents golden eagle survey results.  The commenter does not specify any spe-
cific deficiency in the Applicant’s draft Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy 
(Appendix C-9); however, it is noted that the strategy requires review and 
approval by USFWS and CDFG (see MM WIL-6 on Draft EIS page 4.4-36. 

B006-20 The commenter states that because of declines, the burrowing owls on the project 
site are important to conservation efforts, and a revised or supplemental Draft EIS 
should discuss their significance to regional distributions.  The commenter states 
that proposed compensation land for burrowing owls is too low, should be based 
on foraging territory and number of owls rather than burrow data, and should 
require use of native habitats on undisturbed lands protected in perpetuity.  The 
commenter states that passive relocation may reduce owl habitat, create 
competition, and result in “take.”  The commenter states that no monitoring for 
passive relocation is identified in the Draft EIS, and mitigation should be required 
to construct two burrows for each burrow destroyed. 

Refer to response to Comment A012-5 regarding habitat compensation.  With 
regard to the comment about replacement burrows, the commenter is referred to 
Mitigation Measure WIL-4 (Burrowing Owl Impact Avoidance, Minimization, 
and Compensation Measures), item 5 (b), which describes the requirements for 
the construction of at least two replacement burrows within or near the project 
area if fewer than two suitable unoccupied burrows are available in the area.  Item 
5 (d) of this measure describes the monitoring and reporting required for passively 
relocated owls. 

B006-21 The commenter states that the Draft EIS Section 3.4 is inconsistent with Appen-
dix C.7 regarding the number of golden eagle nests near the project and that it is 
unclear how territorial boundaries were identified and quantified.  The commenter 
states that the Draft EIS fails to present how to mitigate the loss of a substantial 
amount of foraging habitat (potentially enough to prevent support of a nesting 
pair) from this project and other proposed projects.  The commenter states that the 
Draft EIS does not clearly analyze the impacts to and mitigations for the golden 
eagle under the Bald Eagle and Golden Eagle Protection Act, which prohibits, 
except under certain specified conditions, the take, possession, and commerce of 
such birds. 

Please see the response to Comment A008-9 regarding golden eagle mitigation 
and the response to Comment F001-108 for updated information regarding golden 
eagle occurrence in the region.  Please also note that the nests located on utility 
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poles during the Winter 2012 study were probable nests but current use and the 
species associated with the nests have not been confirmed at this time.  None of 
the nests appeared to be recently active at the time of the surveys. 

B006-22 The commenter states that the Draft EIS fails to quantify the number of badgers 
that would be affected by the proposed project, and that based on home range 
sizes, the project could displace at least one badger territory.  The commenter 
states that passive relocation of badgers into suitable habitat may result in “take,” 
that excluding badger from the site is likely to generate competition, and that the 
recirculated or supplemental Draft EIS needs to include an actual analysis of 
impacts to badgers from the proposed project. 

Impacts to American badger are adequately addressed in Section 4.4.7 of the EIS, 
and Mitigation Measures VEG-6 (providing a minimum of 1:1 habitat compensa-
tion) and WIL-7 (Desert Kit Fox and American Badger Impact Avoidance) would 
minimize impacts to this species.  No changes have been made to the Final EIS in 
response to this comment. 

B006-24 The commenter states that the Draft EIS fails to address insects on the project site, 
providing no surveys or evaluations, despite the frequency of rare and endemic 
species in deserts.  The commenter states that a revised or supplemental Draft EIS 
must include an analysis of rare insects on the proposed project site and must 
incorporate recent research on the impacts of solar panels on invertebrates. 

While the BLM recognizes that numerous species can and do occur on the project 
site (including the desert leaf-cutting ant addressed in Section 3.4.5), an 
exhaustive inventory is neither required by NEPA nor would it change the 
conclusions of the analysis.  Under federal and state environmental regulations, 
the assessment of impacts to species focuses on special-status species.  As 
described in Section 3.4, no special-status invertebrates (as designated by BLM, 
USFWS, CDFG, or Riverside County) are known from the project area.  While it 
is likely that populations of invertebrates inhabit the site, there are no large-scale 
studies or peer-reviewed datasets that would suggest any species could occur that 
would rise to the level of special-status species warranting separate analysis and 
mitigation under NEPA or CEQA.  Regarding the comment and referenced 
studies about the effects of solar photovoltaic (PV) panels on invertebrates, the 
referenced studies focus primarily on aquatic insects that use polarized light to 
orient to water, and that can therefore mistake polarized light reflected by PV 
panels for light reflected by water and will lay eggs on them.  The panels can then 
constitute “ecological traps.”  However, large populations of aquatic insects are 
not expected to occur at or near the solar field site, and the nearest body of water 
is Lake Tamarisk which is located over 3 miles south of the site.  Therefore, the 
solar field site is not expected to have any measurable impact on regional aquatic 
insect populations, or contribute to a trend toward federal listing. 

B006-26 The commenter states that while the Draft EIS recognizes impacts to habitat con-
nectivity, it does not identify minimization or mitigation for this impact and notes 
that the whole project site is located within an area identified as an “essential con-
nectivity area” for wildlife identified by the California Essential Habitat Con-
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nectivity Project.  The commenter states that additional analysis should be 
included in a revised or supplemental Draft EIS. 

Please see response to Comment A008-6. 

B008-21 The commenter states that the proposed project site will remove 1200 acres of a 
desert tortoise connectivity corridor that connects designated recovery units and 
management areas; this connectivity currently helps support gene flow and 
genetic variation that help maintain population health.  The commenter cites the 
effects of fragmentation and climate change on desert tortoise populations, which 
further supports the need for habitat connectivity.  The commenter states that tor-
toise translocation can result in up to 50% mortality and requests that the project 
not be sited adjacent to desert tortoise critical habitat. 

Please see response to Comment A008-6. 

B008-22 The commenter states that the Applicant should be required to conduct golden 
eagle nest surveys instead of relying on data from other projects that may be out-
dated.  The commenter notes that loss of foraging habitat is considered “take” 
under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, and that there are six golden 
eagle nests within 20 miles of the project site, including active territory within 1.5 
miles of the site. 

Please see the responses to Comments A008-9, A008-48, A008-49, A008-50, 
A008-51, A008-52, F001-44, F001-50, F001-101, and F001-108. 

B009-6 The commenters state that the Final EIS should include the USFWS-recommended 
alternative (which would remove two 40-acre parcels on the eastern border of the 
proposed project from development) in order to preserve habitat connectivity.  
The commenters state that the Penrod et al. (2012) study cited in rejecting the 
USFWS alternative was intended primarily to identify probably least cost 
pathways between protected landscape blocks only.  The commenters contend 
that the study does not reflect actual or probable movements of desert tortoise 
over larger areas of natural habitat.  In addition, the commenters note that Figure 
58 of the Penrod et al. (2012) report shows the proposed project in an area of 
desert tortoise movement and potential core habitat. 

Figure 58 in the Penrod et al. 2012 report (A Linkage Network for the California 
Desert) is based on the USGS desert tortoise habitat model (Nussear et al. 2009).  
See page 134 of Penrod et al. (2012).  BLM contends that the USGS desert tor-
toise habitat model supports the view that the area to the east of the DHSP site is 
marginal desert tortoise habitat and is not critical for connectivity.  In addition, 
please see response to Comment A008-6. 

B009-11 The commenter states that the impact analysis on wildlife movement was based 
on the assumption that only a small portion of the DSSF to the north would be 
constructed.  The commenter requests an explanation of this assumption and its 
effects on cumulative impact analysis. 
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The DHSP impact analysis considers existing conditions at the time of initiation 
of analysis (September 2011); at this time, the Desert Sunlight Solar Field was 
partially constructed.  However, cumulative analysis of the project includes both 
existing and reasonably foreseeable projects.  As stated in Section 2.1.2: Con-
nected or Cumulative Actions, “The approved gen-tie for the Desert Sunlight 
Solar Farm project and the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm itself (see Figure 4.1-1 in 
Appendix A) are considered foreseeable actions for the purposes of this analysis 
and are addressed as cumulative actions.”  The cumulative analyses throughout 
the sections of Chapter 4 consider the DSSF at full buildout, not partially con-
structed.  Section 4.4.16: Cumulative Effects to Wildlife, specifically states “The 
analysis of cumulative impacts to wildlife movement and habitat connectivity 
(below) expands on the analysis presented in Section 4.4.7, by considering the 
cumulative impacts of the proposed project, the Desert Sunlight project, and other 
projects in the area.”  The Wildlife Movement and Habitat Connectivity subsec-
tion of Section 4.4.16 states that “Desert Sunlight, now under construction, would 
largely prevent movement from the DHSP site northward and would eliminate 
much of the suitable movement habitat north of the DHSP.”  This section and 
other cumulative analysis sections in Chapter 4 thus consider the full buildout of 
the DSSF, not a small portion of it. 

B009-12 The commenter does not believe that compensatory habitat will offset effects on 
wildlife movement, and recommends that the EIS consider the USFWS-
recommended alternative described in B009-6.  The commenter further recom-
mends that the private parcel between the two BLM parcels to be eliminated 
under this alternative should be acquired for conservation. 

Please see responses to Comments A008-6 and B009-6. 

B011-9 The commenter states that the EIS fails to analyze and mitigate impacts to desert 
tortoises. 

See response to Comment B006-18. 

B011-10 The commenter states that the EIS fails to adequately analyze and mitigate 
impacts to kit foxes. 

To the contrary, the EIS analyzes the potential spread of canine distemper virus 
amongst desert kit fox as a result of the project, and requires mitigation to ensure 
testing, vaccination, and monitoring of kit foxes for distemper (see MM WIL-7). 

B011-11 The commenter states that the EIS fails to adequately analyze and mitigate 
impacts to desert dry wash woodlands, suggesting that alternatives that avoid this 
plant community should be evaluated. 

To the contrary, the EIS carefully and quantitatively evaluates the project’s effects 
on desert dry wash woodland.  Alternatives 6 and 7 avoid substantial portions of 
desert dry wash woodland that would be affected by Alternatives 4 and 5, and 
mitigation to this plant community is required per the provisions of the NECO 
plan. 
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D002-10 The commenter notes that the Draft EIS shows that a cumulative total of almost 
400,000 acres of desert tortoise habitat would be lost under the cumulative project 
scenario.  The commenter questions whether there is enough offsite compensatory 
habitat to mitigate this overall loss. 

Please see response to Comment A010-21.  Mitigation Measure VEG-6 would 
compensate for losses to desert tortoise habitat as a result of the project; other 
projects in the cumulative scenario would compensate for losses to tortoise habitat 
through their own decision processes.  It is not currently known whether enough 
off-site compensatory habitat exists, but the Applicant and other solar developers 
along the I-10 corridor are working with Wildlands, Inc. and other habitat man-
agement groups to secure appropriate lands to mitigate anticipated effects. 

F001-3 The commenter states that in Table ES-1, Significance Criterion WIL-2 does not 
correspond with the cumulative analysis in Section 4.4.16 which concludes that 
because the DHSP project site is modeled as low habitat value and has low 
density of tortoises and their sign, “ … the contribution of the proposed project or 
its alternatives would be relatively minor.”  [Draft EIS at 4.4.62].  The Applicant 
references Comment F1-128 for further information. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-42 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 3.4-1, Section 3.4.1, 
including the addition of BGEPA definitions of “take” and “disturb,” and USFWS 
regulations regarding take and disturbance authorization. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-43 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 3.4-8, Section 3.4.3, 
including the completion of biological resource surveys for Alternative E in 
spring 2012, the inclusion of Alternatives B, C, and D in DSSF biological sur-
veys, and the addition of the completed BRTR supplement for Alternative E 
included in appendix C. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-44 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 3.4-9, Section 3.4.3, 
including the completion of desert tortoise, Mojave fringe-toed lizard surveys for 
Alternative E in spring 2012, focused breeding season surveys for Gila 
woodpeckers on the solar facility site in spring 2012, and the addition of new 
winter 2011-12 surveys for golden eagles. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-45 The commenter requests that in Section 3.4.5, Special Status Wildlife Species 
(page 3.4-11), BLM update special-status wildlife occurrences on gen-tie align-
ment Alternative E according to the BRTR Supplement, and add black-tailed 
gnatcatcher. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 
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F001-46 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 3.4-18, Section 3.4.5, to 
state that the nearest documented desert tortoise locations are on the DSSF Solar 
Farm project site, north of the proposed DHSP solar facility site, and at the Red 
Bluff Substation site. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-47 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 3.4-19, Section 3.4.5, to 
state that no live desert tortoises or recent sign were observed within the survey 
area for gen-tie Alternative E. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-48 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 3.4-21, Section 3.4.5, to 
omit the statement that surveys for Mojave fringe-toed lizards were not completed 
in this area, and to cite Appendix C BRTR for field survey details. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-49 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 3.4-21, Section 3.4.5, to 
include gen-tie alignment alternatives and project area as suitable for the rosy boa. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-50 The commenter requests that  Section 3.4.5, Special Status Wildlife Species (page 
3.4-21), be updated to state that Golden Eagle nesting behavior may include “nest 
decorating,” that eagles may abandon nests without “laying eggs,” that inactive 
nests in the DHSP area were documented in the DSSF EIS and its appendices, 
that updated BLM records indicate a total of 10 nests within a 10-mile radius of 
the DHSP solar facility site, and that there was early breeding season activity at 
one of these nests in 2012 but there was no reproduction and no golden activity 
there by late May, 2012. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-51 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 3.4-22 to 3.4-23, Section 
3.4.5, to include gen-tie Alternative E desert tortoise surveys conducted in 2012, 
to specify burrowing owl observation locations as on the solar facility site and not 
Alternative E, and to state that the project study area provides suitable habitat for 
burrowing owls. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-52 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 3.4-24, Section 3.4.5, to 
state that in spring 2012, all desert dry wash woodland habitat was surveyed to 
determine presence or absence of breeding Gila woodpeckers, but no further Gila 
woodpecker observations were recorded (according to a report in preparation) 
during protocol point counts of focused breeding season surveys. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 
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F001-53 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 3.4-25, Section 3.4.5, to 
include the black-tailed gnatcatcher among special status birds present or poten-
tially occurring in the project area.  The commenter adds that loggerhead shrikes 
and black-tailed gnatcatchers were observed in Alternative E in spring 2012. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-54 The commenter requests that  Section 3.4.5, Special Status Wildlife Species (page 
3.4-21), be updated to state that the Coachella Valley round-tailed ground squirrel 
“was not observed on the Gen-Tie Alternative E alignment during field surveys in 
spring 2012,” and that primary habitat would only be intersected by Alternative E 
over “the portion of its length crossing Aeolian sands.” 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-55 The commenter recommends specific revisions to page 3.4-27, Section 3.4.5, to 
state that desert kit fox burrows were recorded on Alternative E, and that suitable 
habitat occurs on all gen-tie alternative alignments. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-56 On page 3.4-30, Section 3.4.5, the commenter recommends updating the publica-
tion date of the BLM connectivity research report, and providing a citation if 
available. 

The report is not yet available, and the last sentence of the paragraph was deleted. 

F001-79 The commenter recommends specific revisions to pages 4.3-14 and 4.3-15, Sec-
tion 4.3.7, MM VEG-2, including omission of the specific distance designation 
(500 m) for tortoise relocation and a statement that “desert tortoises will only be 
handled according to provisions approved by USFWS and CDFG, to be specified 
in the Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan.” 

Revisions to Mitigation Measure VEG-2 have been made, consistent with the 
commenter's recommended edits. 

F001-98 The commenter requests that the Final EIS reconciles the statement on Draft EIS 
page 4.4-65 that Alternatives 4 through 7 would “contribute considerably to the 
cumulatively significant impacts of habitat loss for special-status wildlife species 
in the NECO planning area, and reduced wildlife movement and connectivity in 
the upper Chuckwalla Valley” with the statement on page 4.4-63 that “the con-
tribution of the proposed project or its alternatives would be relatively minor.” 

The conclusions provided to address CEQA significance in the Draft EIS include 
the loss of habitat for special-status wildlife in addition to loss of movement for 
wildlife.  The BLM considers this loss separately for impacts to wildlife move-
ment alone for the purposes of NEPA.  No changes to the document have been 
with regard to this comment. 

F001-101 The commenter requests that BLM update the first paragraph of page 4.4-1 to 
reflect the Applicant's 2011-2012 golden eagle surveys, 2012 nesting surveys for 
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Gila woodpecker, and 2012 surveys of gen-tie Alt E for desert tortoise, burrowing 
owl, desert kit fox, and Mojave fringe-toed lizard, and provides specific revisions. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-103 The commenter states that the last paragraph of page 4.4-5 should state that wild-
life mortality “could” (not “would”) be substantial. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-104 The commenter requests that the Final EIS qualify the analysis on Draft EIS page 
4.4-7 of potential desert tortoise impacts by summarizing the low habitat quality 
values assigned to the project site by the 2009 USGS Desert Tortoise Habitat 
Model.  The commenter recommends specific text revisions. 

The commenter's suggested revisions have been partially adopted in the Final EIS 
.  Despite the presence of habitat mapped as low value by the USGS model, the 
site supports relatively intact habitat, and desert tortoise sign was detected during 
surveys conducted by the Applicant. 

F001-105 The commenter states that the first paragraph of page 4.4-8 should state that tor-
toise eggs “could” (not “would”) be overlooked. 

The suggested change has not been incorporated into the Final EIS, as the change 
does not substantially change the meaning of the sentence. 

F001-106 The commenter states that page 4.4-10 should mention a Consistency Determina-
tion from CDFG in addition to an Incidental Take Permit from the USFWS. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-107 The commenter recommends revisions to the Mojave fringe-toed lizard discussion 
on Draft EIS page 4.4-10 to better explain why the project site does not provide 
suitable habitat for this species. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-108 The commenter recommends revision of the golden eagle discussion on Draft EIS 
pages 4.4-12 thought 4.4-13 to reflect nesting data obtained since publication of 
the Draft EIS. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-109 The commenter recommends revisions to the second full paragraph of page 4.4-14 
to incorporate additional winter and spring surveys for wildlife. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-110 The commenter recommends a revision to the first paragraph of the “Wildlife 
Movement” section of page 4.4-17 to state that the commencement of analysis for 
the EIS began in September 2011. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 
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F001-111 The commenter recommends revisions to Draft EIS page 4.4-17 to further sub-
stantiate the project's limited effect on wildlife movement. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-112 The commenter requests supplementation of the Wildlife Management Area dis-
cussion in Draft EIS page 4.4-8 with language explaining that, which the Palen-
Ford WHMA does not overlap the northeastern parcel of the project site, the 
WHMA was specifically established to protect dunes and playas (BLM and CDFG 
2002), features which — along with the Mojave fringe-toed lizard they support — 
do not exist on the project site, and that the project does not affect resources 
within the WHMA for which the WHMA was designated. 

The requested changes have been partially incorporated into the Final EIS.  The 
Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO) 
(BLM and CDFG 2002) describes the establishment of multi-species WHMAs in 
the area, including Palen-Ford.  The document describes the protection of Palen 
Dunes, Palen Dry Lake, and the Mojave Fringe-Toed lizard, but does not spe-
cifically state that these resources are the sole reason for establishing the Palen-
Ford WHMA; the WHMA is not referenced in relation to these resources.  
Appendix H of the document describes the process for designating multi-species 
WHMAs, like Palen-Ford, in the planning area.  The method “adapt[s] a method 
outlined in Bedward et al. 1992...[taking] into account unsuitable areas, land pro-
tection “costs,” species/feature protection targets, and existing protected areas.”  
The appendix describes a complex step-by-step process for determining WHMA 
boundaries that considers more factors than the resources highlighted by the 
commenter. 

The commenter's recommendations have been partially incorporated into the Final 
EIS.  While development of the proposed project solar field site, including the 
portion of the Palen-Ford WHMA that overlaps the proposed site, does not reduce 
the WHMA's functionality in the context of the management area as a whole, this 
functionality is not founded entirely on the presence or absence of the resources 
described above.  The document has been revised to reflect these points. 

F001-113 The commenter recommends that the Final EIS should distinguish between the 
potential glare effects of heliostats (mirrors) and solar PV panels, which have a 
reflectivity substantially lower than that of window glass, as discussed on Draft 
EIS page 4.4-21. 

The BLM acknowledges the different reflectivity associated with the technologies 
required to support solar thermal versus photovoltaic power plants.  Nonetheless, 
glare is associated with the proposed technology, and there remains limited data 
on how wildlife, especially birds, will respond to this effect.  The commenter's 
suggested revisions in addition to additional text provided by the BLM have been 
adopted in the Final EIS. 
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F001-114 The commenter recommends revisions to page 4.4-22 that identify effects from 
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) rather than decommissioning and that omit 
specification of the construction period for listed effects. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-115 The commenter expresses concern that the 65 dBA threshold in MM WIL-1, para-
graph 9, on Draft EIS page 4.4-26 would limit scheduling construction to the 
point of project infeasibility.  The commenter recommends managing noise 
according to the wildlife species affected, and makes specific requests for revision 
to the mitigation measure. 

The BLM acknowledges that nesting birds pose a concern with the implementa-
tion of project construction.  However, as a matter of law, the project owner is 
required to comply with the provisions of the MBTA and other relevant laws pro-
tecting nesting birds.  The commenter's suggestion to revise the noise thresholds 
and develop a nesting bird management plan have been adopted in the Final EIS.  
No changes have been made to MM WIL-1 item 11 (a) (Avoid Wildlife Pitfalls: 
Backfill Trenches) as there is adequate flexibility in the existing measure. 

F001-116 The commenter expresses concern that the buffer distances surrounding bird nests 
set forth in MM WIL-1 on Draft EIS page 4.4-31 would limit scheduling con-
struction to the point of project infeasibility.  The commenter recommends 
managing construction disturbance impacts according to the species affected, its 
tolerance of human activities, its conservation status, and the timing and nature of 
specific construction activities and makes specific text revision recommendations. 

The BLM contends that the existing measure addresses and provides flexibility to 
allow construction to occur in compliance with State and Federal laws protecting 
nesting birds.  Nonetheless the BLM concurs with the development of a nesting 
bird management plan to provide a mechanism to protect nesting birds during 
construction of the proposed project.  Portions of the commenter's suggested 
revisions, in addition to text provided by the BLM, have been adopted in the Final 
EIS. 

F001-117 The commenter does not believe that the project has the potential to “take” or 
“disturb” golden eagles as those terms are defined by the USFWS, and recom-
mends revisions to MM WIL-5 on Draft EIS page 4.4-35. 

The BLM and the guiding documents regarding take of golden eagles consider the 
large scale loss of foraging habitat to have the potential to constitute take of 
golden eagles.  In addition the request to remove the requirement for winter sur-
veys is not warranted considering the territorial use of the area.  However, to pro-
vide flexibility in the survey schedule the Final EIS has been revised to accommo-
date agency discretion on survey schedule and data collection. 

F001-118 The commenter recommends specific revisions to the first partial paragraph of 
page 4.4-37, MM WIL-7, to reflect that neither the Desert Kit Fox nor the Ameri-
can Badger is designated as special status by the USFWS. 
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The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-120 The commenter recommends specific additional text for pages 4.4-48 and 49 to 
reference the mitigating effects of MM WIL-6, using the first paragraph of page 
4.4-22 as a model: “Mitigation Measure MM WIL-6 (Bird and Bat Conservation 
Plan) would require an evaluation of potential project hazards to birds and bats, 
and implementation of adaptive management measures as appropriate to address 
them.  This measure is expected to mitigate this potential risk to the extent fea-
sible, but an unknown residual risk to birds may remain, even with implementa-
tion of the Bird and Bat Conservation Plan.” 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-122 The commenter recommends replacing the language contained in the “Residual 
Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects” subsection of pages 4.4-51 and 52 
with the following: “With the implementation of Mitigation Measures MM VEG1 
rough VEG-8 and MM WIL-1 through MM WIL-8, the residual impacts to wild-
life resources under Alternative D would be the same as those for Alternative B.” 

The existing language in the document provides a clear and concise explanation 
of the effects of the Alternatives.  No changes have been made to the Final EIS. 

F001-123 The commenter recommends specific revisions in the third full paragraph of page 
4.4-52 regarding the location of suitable and occupied habitat for the Mojave 
Fringe-toed Lizard and Palm Springs Round-Tailed Ground Squirrel. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-124 The commenter suggests amending the first full paragraph on page 4.4-55 to state 
that the project site supports habitat for, and in some instances populations of, 
numerous special-status wildlife species. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-126 The commenter recommends revisions to page 4.4-57 to ensure that the last para-
graph of the page is not misread to state that the USGS Desert Tortoise Habitat 
Model identifies the project area – as opposed to the Colorado Desert Recovery 
Unit – as medium to high quality desert tortoise habitat (0.4-0.9). 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-127 The commenter requests that BLM insert language in the “Wildlife Management 
Areas” paragraph of page 4.4-63 explaining that the contribution of the proposed 
project to cumulative effects on the Palen-Ford WHMA would not be substantial 
because, while the proposed project may affect the map depicting the Palen-Ford 
WHMA boundary, the proposed project does not affect the resources the Palen-
Ford WHMA was created to protect. 

The commenter's recommendations have been partially incorporated into the Final 
EIS.  See response to Comment F001-112. 
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F001-128 The commenter recommends revisions to the CEQA cumulative analysis on Draft 
EIS page 4.4-65 to clarify that while the project construction to reduced wildlife 
movement connectivity is individually minor, it would make a cumulatively con-
siderable contribution to habitat loss for special-status wildlife species in the 
NECO planning area, and reduced wildlife movement and connectivity in the 
upper Chuckwalla Valley.  Specific revisions are requested. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-146 The commenter requests that in the “Habitat Conservation Areas” paragraph of 
page 4.11-3, BLM cross-reference Section 4.4 and note that the effect on manage-
ment of the WHMA as a whole is minimal because, while the proposed project 
may affect the map depicting the Palen-Ford WHMA boundary, the proposed 
project does not affect the resources the Palen-Ford WHMA was created to 
protect. 

The section of the Final EIS addresses the shape and connectivity of the portion of 
the Palen-Ford WHMA that overlaps the proposed project.  Response to Com-
ment F001-112 addresses the commenter's statements regarding the resources the 
WHMA was established to protect.  The requested reference to Section 4.4 has 
been included in the Final EIS; no other changes have been made to the document. 

F001-166 The commenter believes that Draft EIS statements made on page 4.17-23 about 
intermountain and foraging habitat loss overstate the effects of the proposed proj-
ect, which would occupy 0.6 percent of the Chuckwalla Valley identified as low-
quality desert tortoise habitat by the 2009 USGS Desert Tortoise Habitat Model. 

The Draft EIS provides a description of the potential indirect effects of the Pro-
posed Action as required by NEPA.  The placement of perimeter fencing and the 
solar farm would decrease access for wildlife in the region and would contribute 
the reduction of movement for wildlife in general.  The Draft EIS acknowledges 
this area is unlikely to function as a critical linkage area; however, the area still 
provides thousands of acres of relatively intact habitat despite the value identified 
by the USGS Desert Tortoise Habitat Suitability Model.  No changes to the docu-
ment have been with regard to this comment. 

F001-201 The commenter states that Section 4.4.7, Wildlife Habitat (Draft EIS at page 
4.4-5) notes that the mitigation measures proposed for the project are expected to 
effectively mitigate the majority of the project’s adverse impacts to wildlife habi-
tat, although some residual impacts would remain; Table 4.24-1, On-site habitat 
loss, should be revised to better reflect this analysis. 

The commenter's recommendations have been incorporated into the Final EIS. 

F001-202 The commenter states that Section 4.4.7, Wildlife Movement and Habitat Con-
nectivity [Draft EIS at 4.4-18] notes that mitigation measures for the project 
would require habitat acquisition in the I-10 corridor and that the habitat at the 
DHSP project site is modeled as low habitat value, and that much of the local hab-
itat has been disturbed and fragmented and that therefore the DHSP would not 
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substantially alter desert tortoise connectivity; Table 4.24-1, Habitat fragmenta-
tion, should be revised to reflect this analysis. 

The commenter's recommendations provide more detail than Table 4.24-1, which 
summarizes unavoidable impacts, is intended to provide.  The summary in the 
table provides an accurate reflection of the unavoidable impacts related to habitat 
fragmentation.  The additional details discussed by the commenter are available in 
Section 4.4.7, and do not change the conclusion that the project would further 
fragment local habitat.  In summarizing residual impacts, Section 4.4.7 makes a 
substantially similar statement as the Table 4.24-1, citing “the fragmentation and 
impaired connectivity of wildlife habitat in the upper Chuckwalla Valley over the 
life of the Project” as a residual impact.  The commenter's recommendations have 
been partially incorporated into the document. 

F001-203 The commenter states that Table 4.24-1, Potential loss of birds during O&M, and 
Section 4.4.7, Solar Panel Light, Glare, and Collision Risk, (Draft EIS at 4.4-21) 
note that there is a potential risk of collision with the panels.  The commenter 
requests that BLM revise the discussion on the loss to reflect the potential nature 
of the impact. 

The requested revisions have been made to the Final EIS. 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

A010-18 EPA recommends including additional requirements in the Final EIS and ROD 
pertaining to soliciting future contracts for project construction, including use of 
energy- and fuel efficient fleets, utilization of grid-based or on-site renewable 
power, use of alternative or zero emissions vehicles, use of energy efficient light-
ing technology, use of minimum GHG emitting construction materials, use of 
lighter colored pavement, and recycling construction debris. 

It would not be necessary for the Final EIS or ROD to impose additional require-
ments to minimize GHG emissions.  However, the suggestions would be consid-
ered by the Applicant, and if found feasible by the Applicant would become 
Applicant Measures (see Section 4.5.2). 

A010-22 EPA states that the Draft EIS does not include a discussion of the potential 
impacts of climate change on the project.  EPA recommends that given the project 
lifespan, this discussion should be included, particularly regarding groundwater 
sourcing, post-project restoration, and sensitive species. 

The Draft EIS (page 4.5-15) describes the anticipated effects of climate change 
that have the potential to affect the project, including a decrease in snowpack, sea 
level rise, more extreme heat days per year, more high ozone days, increased fre-
quency and intensity of wildfires, and more drought years, with impacts on agri-
culture, water resources, changes in disease vectors, and changes in habitat and 
biodiversity.  The EIS’s water resources discussion (Section 4.20) and the Water 
Supply Assessment (Appendix E1) both take into account water supply under the 
conditions of multiple years of drought over a 20-year time horizon.  This 
effectively captures the water supply conditions of the project under the most 
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conservative potential local effects of global climate change.  Similarly, the 
effects of the project under the local conditions of climate change are described 
for biological resources, including desert tortoise, on pages 4.3-63 and 4.4-59. 

B006-13 The commenter states that the Draft EIS fails to address risks associated with 
global climate change in terms of mitigation and adaption strategies.  The com-
menter states that biological resource impacts may run contrary to an effective cli-
mate change adaptation strategy, and that impacts at the proposed location could 
undermine a meaningful climate change adaptation strategy with a poorly 
executed climate change mitigation strategy.  The commenter also notes that proj-
ect itself will emit greenhouse gases during construction and manufacturing in 
particular and the Draft EIS contains no discussion of ways to avoid, minimize or 
off-set these emissions although such mitigation is clearly necessary. 

See response to Comment A010-22.  Mitigation Measure MM WAT-2 requires 
adaptive mitigation to changes in groundwater supply caused under multiple years 
of drought conditions.  In addition, as described in the EIS (Draft EIS at 4.5-4) the 
project would result in avoided GHG emissions associated with displaced fossil 
fuel power generation, and GHG emissions associated with facility construction 
and operations would not cause adverse effects.  Accordingly, no climate 
change/GHG emissions mitigation measures are required. 

B006-32 The commenter states that as required by NEPA, BLM should quantify and evalu-
ate all direct and indirect GHG and GHG-precursor emissions and impacts associ-
ated with construction, electricity use, fossil fuel use, water consumption, waste 
disposal, transportation, the manufacture of building materials (lifecycle analysis), 
and land conversion, and consider the destruction of carbon sinks in desert soils.  
The commenter states that the EIS does not discuss reducing construction GHG 
emissions through use of more efficient vehicles, and fails to consider any alterna-
tives to reduce GHG emissions in the near-term, regardless of long-term reduc-
tions, thus violating NEPA.  The commenter states that mitigation measures for 
PM10 emissions are not specific and enforceable because the extent of the impact 
has not been adequately addressed initially. 

The comment notes that NEPA requires consideration of GHG emissions, notably 
indirect emissions (including manufacture and lifecycle emissions) and the poten-
tial for land conversion to reduce the value of carbon sinks (i.e., changing the 
ecosystem storage potential of the site.  The comment notes that GHG emissions 
attributable to fossil fuel use and other resource use (water or solid waste 
disposal) during manufacturing emissions would be far-reaching, and BLM 
agrees.  These emissions could vary widely depending on the local conditions at 
the point of manufacture, which is likely to be far removed from the project site 
and beyond the control of the action contemplated by BLM.  Nothing in NEPA 
requires quantification of a specific project’s lifecycle emissions.  For this case, 
the project’s production of renewable electricity would displace its lifecycle GHG 
emissions.  The Draft EIS (Chapter 3.5, Affected Environment, Climate Change) 
describes the limited existing storage potential of the setting and the limited 
potential of the project to affect carbon sinks.  The comment also notes that wind 
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erosion and equipment use would affect air quality, but the comment does not 
offer ways to improve the enforceability of the mitigation. 

B008-10 The commenter states that new transmission facilities and upgrades may increase 
emissions of SF6, a highly potent GHG.  The commenter requests a more detailed 
and quantitative analysis of SF6 emissions related to the project.  Additionally, 
the commenter requests analysis of GHG emissions associated with a commuting 
labor force over the life of the project and with removal plants, soils, and biotic 
features that store carbon. 

The comment notes that GHG emissions attributable to fossil fuel use associated 
with construction and maintenance would be far-reaching, and BLM agrees.  
These emissions could vary widely depending on the local conditions at the point 
of manufacture, which is likely to be far removed from the project site and 
beyond the control of the action contemplated by BLM.  Nothing in NEPA 
requires quantification of a specific project’s lifecycle emissions.  For this case, 
the project’s production of renewable electricity would displace its lifecycle GHG 
emissions.  The Draft EIS (Chapter 3.5, Affected Environment, Climate Change) 
describes the limited existing storage potential of the setting and the limited 
potential of the project to affect carbon sinks. 

B009-13 The commenter notes that the Draft EIS evaluates the GHG emissions from the 
project, but recommends that the EIS evaluate the impacts of climate change on 
the project, and how the project's effects would combine with the anticipated 
effects of climate change. 

Local effects of climate change are not and cannot be known in detail.  None-
theless, the Draft EIS evaluates the effects of the project in combination with the 
anticipated effects of climate change on species and habitats.  Draft EIS page 
4.3-63 states that climate change is expected to exacerbate the effects of drought 
and noxious weed spread and evaluates the effects of the project within this 
context.  Similarly, page 4.4-59 evaluates the effects of the project on desert tor-
toise in the context of how climate change is expected to affect desert tortoise 
habitat.  No changes to the EIS are warranted as a result of this comment. 

CONSULTATION, COORDINATION, AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

A007-1 The commenter notes that there are two conflicting due dates for Draft EIS com-
ments on the BLM's website. 

Comments on the Draft EIS were received through July 18, 2012 by the BLM.  
All comments received were accepted, and responses to each comment are included 
herein. 

A010-25 EPA states that it has identified and notified 9 additional tribes that are not geo-
graphically near the project, but have historically lived in the area.  EPA recom-
mends BLM contact these additional tribes to ensure they have been provided the 
opportunity to participate in the ongoing government-to-government consultation 
for the project. 
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BLM has contacted the recommended tribes. 

B001-1 The commenter states that the public meetings for DHSP are described as 
“workshops,” but that BLM should comply with its instructional memo guiding 
public hearings.  The commenter states that meetings should allow public 
testimony with a court reporter to take transcripts, and that allowing only group 
discussion is disrespectful to the public. 

BLM agrees with the commenter regarding the importance of soliciting public 
opinion at meetings, which the BLM terms “workshops.”  All BLM public 
meetings for the DHSP have provided the opportunity for both written comments 
and oral comments, with a court reporter present to transcribe oral comments.  
Meetings have also been staffed by BLM and Applicant representatives to answer 
additional informal questions, provide specific project details, and give the public 
adequate background to comment on the Draft EIS.  A full description of the pub-
lic participation process can be found in Chapter 5: Consultation, Coordination, 
and Public Participation. 

B002-1 The commenter states that the BLM should accept public comments at the DHSP 
public meetings, citing previous public meetings for solar projects in which only 
the Applicant was permitted to speak.  The commenter states that allowing only 
written comments is potentially negligent toward people with disabilities or those 
who are not interested in submitting written comments; allowing only the Appli-
cant to speak shows favoritism to the Applicant, and potentially represents 
discrimination. 

See response to Comment B001-1. 

B011-15 The commenter states that the project site is near several significant Chemehuevi 
and Fort Mojave resources, but that there has been insufficient consultation with 
Native American tribes.  The commenter also states that the project will restrict 
access to religious and culturally-significant sites in violation of the Religious 
Freedom Restoration Act.  The commenter further states that the EIS does not 
adequately address the project's impacts on Native American sacred sites and 
culturally significant sites and artifacts. 

An indirect effects report was prepared for the Final EIS, and the cultural 
resources section has been updated for the Final EIS.  The resources described by 
the commenter have not been identified in the report. 

C001-1 The commenter states that the Cabazon Band of Mission Indians remains an inter-
ested party in the DHSP, and appreciates the offer to consult on a Government-to-
Government basis in the future.  The commenter states an interest in continued 
collaboration in the preservation of cultural resources and areas of traditional cul-
tural importance. 

BLM is engaged in ongoing consultation with Native American groups, as 
described in Chapter 5, to ensure complete consideration of cultural resources. 
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D001-5 The commenter states that as a landowner and developer in the Desert Center 
area, the level of community outreach conducted by the Applicant has been 
appreciated. 

The BLM is engaged in ongoing consultation with the public, as described in 
Chapter 5. 

CULTURAL RESOURCES 

A004-41 The commenter agrees that the project area should have a complete Class III 
inventory to identifiy cultural resources and requests that a copy of the reports be 
made available to the NPS.  The commenter is concerned about completion of a 
full inventory and recordation of cultural reources and determinations of 
eligibility for the National Register of Historic Place be made for the Final EIS.  
Of particular interest to Joshua Tree National Park is: 1. prehistoric and historic 
transportation corridors that might lead into the park; 2. information on prehistoric 
lithic quarries; 3. information on rock art; 4. habitation sites with midden deposits; 
5. early Holocene Pinto sites; Patton WWII Desert Training Center sites within 
the Park; and, 7.  California Aqueduct related sites. 

Some of the noted resources were identified either in the area of potential effects 
(APE) for direct effects or the APE for indirect effects.  These include a prehis-
toric transportation corridor (Coco-Maricopa Trail CA-Riv-0053T), a prehistoric 
lithic quarry (North Chuckwalla Mountains Quarry District), a prehistoric rock art 
site (North Chuckwalla Mountains Petroglyph District), some prehistoric sites 
which may date to the early Holocene (6000 BC to AD 500), some WWII era 
sites, and three built environment resources associated with the Colorado River 
Aqueduct. 

A004-42 The commenter states that no studies regarding prehistoric or historic cultural 
landscapes have been done in the eastern half of the Park and the impact of the 
project on the viewshed or other indirect impacts therefore cannot be assessed, but 
is of concern to the Park.  The commenter further states that no studies regarding 
traditional cultural properties have been done in the Park, and the impact of this 
project on the viewshed or other indirect impacts therefore cannot be assessed, but 
are of concern to the Park. 

The area of potential effect (APE) for indirect effects was defined as the area 
within 5 miles of the proposed project and alternatives, which includes a portion 
of the Park.  Indirect adverse effects associated with the proposed project were 
identified for the North Chuckwalla Mountains Petroglyph District and for 
Patton’s World War II Desert Training Center California-Arizona Maneuver Area 
(DTC/C-AMA) historic district.  However, none of the affected resources are 
located within the Park. 

A010-24 EPA states that the Draft EIS describes cultural resources impacts and subsequent 
mitigation as unknown due to incomplete identification efforts.  EPA recom-
mends that the Final EIS describe the process and outcome of government to gov-
ernment consultation, discuss issues raised by this consultation and how they are 
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addressed, describe how impacts to tribal or cultural resources will be avoided or 
mitigated, include NRHP eligibility determinations and the results of indirect 
effects studies, and update the analysis and cumulatives sections to reflect tribal 
concerns. 

BLM is engaged in ongoing consultation with Native American groups.  The 
details of this process are described in Chapter 5.  The Final EIS includes detailed 
analysis of impacts to cultural resources and provides mitigation measures to 
reduce these impacts to the greatest extent feasible. 

C002-1 The Augustine Band of Cahuilla Indians (Tribe) states support for increasing the 
development of renewable energy resources through appropriately sited large-
scale projects that avoid impacts to Native American cultural resources; appropri-
ate siting is of paramount importance, and none of the federal mandates sup-
porting solar power have waived environmental protection.  The Tribe states that 
it is critical that renewable energy objectives be attained in an environmentally 
responsible manner. 

BLM is engaged in ongoing consultation with Native American groups, as 
described in Chapter 5, to ensure complete consideration of cultural resources.  
The Final EIS includes detailed analysis of impacts to cultural resources and pro-
vides mitigation measures to reduce these impacts to the greatest extent feasible.  
BLM concurs that renewable energy objectives must be attained in an environ-
mentally responsible manner, and has drafted the Final EIS in compliance with 
relevant federal regulations pertaining to cultural resources, including the 
National Historic Preservation Act. 

C002-2 The Tribe states that the DHSP Draft EIS may have been released prematurely, as 
the full extent of potential impacts to Native American cultural resources has not 
been fully researched, evaluated, and documented. 

The Final EIS provides additional information regarding cultural and archaeolog-
ical resources to fully examine, evaluate, and document potential impacts.  Please 
refer to Sections 3.6 and 4.6 of the Final EIS. 

C002-3 The Tribe states that the Draft EIS contains many incomplete studies regarding 
cultural resources, properties, and that tribal consultation has not been 
satisfactorily completed.  The Tribe states that BLM has proceeded with the pub-
lication of the Draft EIS in spite of these incomplete considerations, and in spite 
of similar concerns at the neighboring Desert Sunlight Solar Farm; given this, the 
Draft EIS does not provide a full and fair discussion of significant impacts to 
cultural resourves and is not a useful tool in informing decision makers and the 
public of the appropriate actions that should be taken to protect these resources or 
reasonable alternatives to avoid or minimize impacts. 

The Final EIS provides additional studies and surveys regarding cultural resources 
to fully examine, evaluate, and document potential impacts.  Please see response 
to comment C002-2. 
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C002-4 The Tribe states that additional studies, including an ethnographic study and a 
cultural landscape study, were repeatedly requested to be conducted early in the 
project and should have been included in the Draft EIS to more fully understand 
the significance of Native American cultural resources that exist within the proj-
ect site and the region as a whole.  The Tribe states that different conclusions 
regarding cultural resources on the project site may have been reached had these 
studies been conducted, and that these results may have changed conclusions 
about project feasibility, mitigation measures, and impact significance. 

The Final EIS provides additional studies and surveys regarding cultural resources 
to fully examine, evaluate, and document potential impacts.  This includes a sup-
plemental literature review compiled by Earle and Associates entitled “Ethno-
graphic and Ethnohistoric Information on Chuckwalla Valley and Vicinity.”  
Please refer to Sections 3.6 and 4.6 of the Final EIS. 

C002-5 The Tribe states that MM CUL-1 provides for the future preparation of a cultural 
resources Monitoring and Treatment Plan.  The Tribe asks why this study was not 
completed prior to the issuance of the Draft EIS, and how impacts and reductions 
can be assessed prior to completion of this study. 

Mitigation Measure MM CUL-2 requires the development and submission of a 
cultural resources Monitoring and Treatment Plan  prior to receiving a BLM 
Notice to Proceed.  This Plan would incorporate the details of the mitigation mea-
sures outlined in the Final EIS as well as the conditions in the final MOA.  There-
fore the Plan cannot be completed until the MOA has been finalized.  The Plan 
would incorporate all of the cultural resource mitigation measures (MM CUL-1 
through CUL-9) and must comply with BLM and Riverside County regulatory 
requirements. 

C002-6 The Tribe states that a lack of surface evidence does not preclude subsurface 
existence of archaeological resources and that subsurface testing is necessary to 
fully determine potential impacts.  The Tribe states that postponing subsurface 
investigations until after construction has begun may result in permanent damage 
or destruction of cultural resources during construction. 

Mitigation Measure MM CUL-9 (Pre-construction Geoarchaeological Subsurface 
Excavation) requires a geoarchaeological study prior to construction.  The results 
of this study will be used to refine the Monitoring and Treatment Plan so as to 
better avoid inadvertent damage of cultural resources during construction. 

C002-7 The Tribe states that according to 40 CFR 1502.25, the Draft EIS must "to the 
fullest extent possible" integrate all  "surveys and studies" necessary to avoid 
destruction of and impacts to valuable resources.  The Tribe states that presenting 
the Draft EIS prior to completion of important surveys and studies is counter to 
the basic disclosure purposes of the Draft EIS, and makes complete identification 
of the affected environments, adverse impacts, and mitigation impossible. 
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The Final EIS provides additional studies and surveys regarding cultural resources 
to fully examine, evaluate, and document potential impacts.  Please see response 
to comment C002-2. 

C002-8 The Tribe states that the cumulative analysis is flawed because it estimates the 
number of cultural resources that will be significant and that will be destroyed by 
extrapolating from previous projects.  The Tribe states the cumulative analysis 
should instead focus on the "big picture" by viewing each cultural resource as a 
piece of a larger regional puzzle and considering the overall significance at the 
regional scale, rather than at the project scale.  The Tribe states that because of the 
flawed cumulative analysis, the conclusion that impacts would be small is also 
flawed, and that a regional approach to cultural resources is necessary to deter-
mine impacts and significance. 

The Final EIS addresses the cumulative impact of projects in the Desert Center 
area using the best data available given the scope of the project.  The pro-
grammatic level of analysis suggested is beyond the scope of this project-level 
EIS. 

C002-9 The Tribe states that the Draft EIS does not adequately examine the cumulative 
impact to cultural resources of the numerous proposed and approved projects in 
the area, and the relationship of these impacts to the proposed project.  The Tribe 
states that a more detailed, regional-scale examination of cumulative impacts of 
all proposed and approved projects is needed to adequately address cumulative 
impacts. 

Please see response to comment C002-8. 

C003-1 The commenter, the Colorado Indian Tribes or CRIT, states that the project will 
have significant impacts on CRIT’s culture, history, and traditions, and that the 
Draft EIS does not disclose these impacts because surveys have not been con-
ducted.  The commenter further states that the Draft EIS defers development of 
mitigation measures until after project approval, in violation of NEPA, NHPA, 
and CEQA.  The commenter recommends that the Draft EIS be recirculated for 
public review on these grounds. 

The Final EIS provides additional studies and surveys regarding cultural resources 
to fully examine, evaluate, and document potential impacts.  Please see response 
to comment C002-2.  BLM Class III cultural resource inventories of about 96% of 
the DHSP APE have been completed.  Portions of Alternative D and Alternative 
E that are located on privately owned land have not yet been surveyed due to site 
access restrictions (105.3 acres).  Site access restrictions are an allowable reason 
to forego Class III surveys under both NEPA and CEQA.  In addition, the public 
is being provided an opportunity to review the results of these surveys and pro-
vide comments on the findings during the 30-day public circulation period pro-
vided for a Final EIS under NEPA.  In addition, mitigation measures have been 
added and clarified.  Mitigation measures are not inappropriately deferred. 
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In addition, BLM’s responsibilities under Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservaton Act will be satisfied when a binding commitment to the mitigation 
measures proposed in the Final EIS is incoroprated into the ROD or an MOA is 
drafted (36 CFR 800.8 (4)). 

C003-2 CRIT states that the BLM has not completed surveys for the EIS, resulting in 
inappropriate deferral of mitigation, stating that the Draft EIS mist include infor-
mation about the degree to which the action may adversely affect districts, sites, 
highways, structures, or objects listed in or eligible for listing in the NRHP or 
may cause loss or destruction of significant scientific, cultural, or historical 
resources.  The commenter further states that the Draft EIS does not offer any 
explanation for why BLM or Riverside County did not complete surveys prior to 
the release of the Draft EIS. 

The Final EIS provides additional studies and surveys regarding cultural resources 
to fully examine, evaluate, and document potential impacts.  In addition, mitiga-
tion measures have been added and clarified.  Mitigation measures are not 
inappropriately deferred.  Please see response to comment C002-2. 

C003-3 CRIT claims that the Draft EIS focuses almost entirely on cultural resources that 
are archeological in nature, and underemphasizes traditional cultural properties 
(e.g., Salt Songs of the Chemehuevi).  The commenter recommends consultation 
with Tribes. 

BLM is engaged in ongoing consultation with Native American groups.  The 
details of this process and a summary of the comments received are described in 
Chapter 5 of the Final EIS. 

C003-4 CRIT states that the Draft EIS improperly defers development of mitigation for 
cultural resources impacts as a result of not completing surveys by the time the 
Draft EIS was released.  The commenter states that the NHPA and the proposed 
Monitoring and Treatment Plan contemplate avoidance of resources, but notes 
that avoidance is not possible if survey and analysis is not performed prior to proj-
ect approval, citing the Genesis Solar Energy Project as an example.  The com-
menter states that deferral of mitigation is strictly prohibited under CEQA, citing 
case law, and noting that under CEQA, the significance of impacts is not 
disclosed. 

Please see response to comment C003-1. 

C003-5 CRIT states that the Draft EIS fails to include information regarding BLM’s 
ongoing obligation to consult with the Tribes.  The commenter requests that BLM 
provide CRIT with specific procedures that the agency will follow to fulfill its 
ongoing obligation to consult.  CRIT requests to be included in surveys of the 
area that are conducted during the process to gather information or prepare the 
MOA and HPTP. 

BLM is engaged in ongoing consultation with Native American groups.  The 
details of this process are described in Chapter 5. 
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C003-6 The commenter notes that the Draft EIS bases its cumulative effects analysis on 
the assumtion that any project in the area will unearth on average 0.019 cultural 
resources per acre and 0.002 potentially eligible resources per acre; however, the 
commenter states that this methology is flawed, particularly given the example of 
the Devers-Palo Verde transmission project, where human remains were dis-
covered.  The commenter notes that disturbance of these remains is a significant 
impact to CRIT's member tribes.  The commenter provides another example, the 
Genesis Solar Energy Project, where hundreds of cultural resources have been 
uncovered in a 100-acre area, far exceeding the average density calculation.  The 
commenter requests that BLM reevaluate the cumulative effects of the project to 
consider the fact that projects in the area will continue to unearth, damage, and 
destroy concentrated areas of cultural resources. 

The Final EIS addresses the cumulative impact of projects in the Desert Center 
area using the best data available given the scope of the project.  The emphasis on 
quantitative data (average cultural resources per acre) is based on the NEPA 
requirement to use quantititative data when available.  Cumulative analyses are 
useful tools for describing regional trends, but are not the appropriate methods for 
predicting the presence of buried resources in specific locations such as those 
identified during construction of Devers to Palo Verde 2 and the Genesis Solar 
Energy Project. 

C003-7 The commenter states that the Draft EIS does not discuss the impact to plants as a 
cultural resource impact, particularly with respect to creosote brush scrub's 
medicial and aesthetic values. 

An ethnographic literature review carried out for the Final EIS did not identify 
creosote as an individually important plant.  Please see Sections 3.6 and 4.6 for 
further discussion of the findings of the ethnographic literature review. 

D001-1 The commenter states that the I-10 corridor surrounding the DHSP site is "the 
most sacred place there is" and that the Chemehuevi tribe opposes the siting of the 
DHSP and other power plants in the area for making a mockery out of U.S. 
citizens and indigenous Uto-Aztecan people, who relate the sites to the Aztec 
calendar. 

BLM is engaged in ongoing consultation with Native American groups.  The 
details of this process are described in Chapter 5.  Although indirect impacts to 
cultural resources have been identified, Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through 
CUL-9 and the additional measures developed in the  MOA will reduce project-
related impacts to cultural resources.  Please see Section 4.6 for further detail 
regarding the mitigaiton measures.  A draft MOA is included as Appendix O. 

D001-2 The commenter describes the geography of the project area and surrounding areas 
in terms of their significance to the indigenous people of the area, including being 
important as the basis of the Aztec Calendar.  The commenter cites the MOU 
between the tribe and the BLM, and states that the tribe has previously informed 
BLM of the significance of these sites. 
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The BLM is engaged in ongoing consultation with Native American groups and 
other interested parties, described in Chapter 5, to ensure that cultural resources 
are appropriately considered and impacts mitigated to the fullest extent possible. 

D001-3 The commenter states that another project broke ground in Blythe after touring 
only part of the Aztec Calendar area. 

While projects in the Blythe vicinity are included in the cumulative analysis, a 
detailed discussion of the impacts associated with other projects is beyond the 
scope of this document. 

F001-4 The commenter states that Tables ES-1, CR-1, and CR-2 be revised to reflect the 
NRHP status of each resource and include only those that are NRHP-eligible or 
unevaluated in the analysis of project effects.  The commenter further requests 
clarification on whether mitigation measures MM CUL-8 and CUL-9 are included 
or have been eliminated. 

The Final EIS provides revised tables which provide standard cultural resources 
information regarding the presence of resources within the APE and their 
eligiblity status.  In addition, two new mitigation measures have been added, 
making a total of nine. 

F001-57 The commenter states that language in Section 3.6, Cultural Resources, of the 
Draft EIS suggests that large portions of the project had not been investigated and 
that, after circulation of the Draft EIS, the potential to discover significant historic 
properties that would be affected adversely was high.  The commenter states that 
at the time of the Draft EIS circulation, only small portions of the gen-tie alterna-
tive corridors remained to be surveyed because of denied access.  The commenter 
states that the Draft EIS also overstates the likelihood of finding significant 
cultural resources during subsequent surveys, as previous surveys did not discover 
significant resources eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), 
and that geomorphological research suggests the area may not be universally sen-
sitive for undiscovered resources as stated in the Draft EIS.  The commenter rec-
ommends revisions to this section to incorporate data in two BLM reports from 
June 2012 that have confirmed the paucity of archaeological resources and the 
limited potential for their discovery within the project area. 

The Final EIS incorporates the results of all additional studies and surveys that 
have been required by BLM for the completion of the document.  Please refer to 
Sections 3.6 nd 4.6 of this Final EIS. 

F001-58 The commenter requests that information be added to Section 3.6, Cultural 
Resources, indicating that the BLM has initiated Section 106 consultation with 
Native Americans regarding potential effects of the project on historic properties, 
and that progress and results of that consultation should be incorporated into this 
chapter. 

The section has been revised to direct readers to Chapter 5 for additional 
information. 
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F001-59 The commenter states that on Draft EIS pg.  3.6-2, Section 3.6.1, the paragraph 
discussing requirements of treatment of human remains under the NAGPRA does 
not clearly state that no human remains have been discovered in the project area 
and that no prehistoric sites of the type that would contain human remains have 
been identified. 

The requested information is presented in Section 3.6.2 of the Final EIS (under 
the heading “Resources Identified within DHSP Components and in the 
Vicinity”). 

F001-60 The commenter states that on pg.  3.6-4, Section 3.6.1, it should be noted that 
under provisions of Public Resources Code Section 5097.98 only one Most Likely 
Descendant (MLD) would be identified by the Native American Heritage Com-
mission, and that it should be stated there has been no discovery of human 
remains in the Project area. 

Public Resources Code Section 5097.98 states that the Native American Heritage 
Commission “shall immediately notify those persons it believes to be most likely 
descended from the deceased Native American.”  The requested information 
related to human remains in the APE is presented in Section 3.6.2 of the Final 
EIS. 

F001-61 The commenter states that Section 3.6.2, Cultural Resources: Existing Conditions 
(Draft EIS pg.  3.6-6), should be updated to reflect the geomorphology study 
carried out specifically for the DHSP and reported in a BLM Class III Archaeo-
logical Resources Inventory  (Chambers Group and Applied EarthWorks 2012).  
The Applicant states that this study is in contradiction to the Draft EIS' statement 
that it is likely that significant archaeological deposits are buried in the project 
area.  The commenter cites additional evidence in opposition to the statement in 
the Draft EIS. 

The Final EIS incorporates the results of the above mentioned geomorphology 
study.  Mitigation Measure MM CUL-9 (Pre-construction Geoarchaeological 
Subsurface Excavation), responding to the moderate sensitivity identified by this 
study, requires geoarchaeological field work prior to construction.  The results 
will be used to refine the Monitoring and Treatment Plan so as to better avoid 
inadvertent damage of cultural resources during construction. 

F001-62 The commenter states that Section 3.6.2, Cultural Resources: Existing Conditions 
(pg.  3.6-28) should include more detail regarding the types and age of the 352 
cultural resources that are reported within a mile of the project site.  The Appli-
cant states that the majority of these are from the historic era and the vast majority 
are isolated artifacts, not archaeological sites.  Isolated artifacts rarely qualify for 
management consideration under Section 106 because of a lack of context and no 
significant data potential. 

The requested details are part of the cultural resources technical reports for this 
project.  The technical reports are a part of the administrative record, and can be 
veiwed at the Palm Springs-South Coast Field office. 
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F001-63 The commenter states that Section 3.6.2, pg.  3.6-28, provides little detail of the 
types and age of the 352 cultural resources that are reported.  The commenter 
states that the majority of these are from the historic era and the vast majority are 
isolated artifacts, not archaeological sites; isolated artifacts rarely qualify for man-
agement consideration under Section 106 because of a lack of context and no sig-
nificant data potential. 

Please see response to comment F001-62. 

F001-64 The commenter requests that BLM add a statement to Section 3.6.2, Cultural 
Resources: Existing Conditions (pg.  3.6-29) that archaeological sites themselves 
found not eligible for the NRHP do not qualify for further management considera-
tion under Section 106.  The commenter adds that the North Chuckwalla Moun-
tains Quarry District is listed on the NRHP, under Criterion D for its research 
value, but that research values are not NRHP qualities that are subject to indirect 
visual, auditory, or atmospheric effects; therefore, the DHSP would have no 
adverse effect to that resource. 

The requested revision regarding site eligibility is presented in Section 3.6.2 of 
the Final EIS.  In the case of the North Chuckwalla Mountains Quarry District, 
BLM did not identify an adverse effect to this resource as a result of the proposed 
project or alternatives. 

F001-65 The commenter states that in Section 3.6.2, Cultural Resources: Existing Condi-
tions (pg.  3.6-29), while the Draft EIS notes that all project components are 
within the boundaries of two potential historic districts currently being studied, 
neither historic district has been found eligible for the NRHP, and thus they have 
no legal standing.  The commenter states that these sites must be evaluated in the 
context of an earlier evaluation of a discontiguous district (Bischoff 2000) and 
must be evaluated individually, not as contributing elements of a proposed 
district. 

The Final EIS identifies the Desert Training Center California-Arizona Maneuver 
Area (DTC/C-AMA) as a historic district eligible for the NRHP.  Supporting doc-
umentation in the administrative record (Kalish 2012) identifies this resource as 
eligible under Criteria A, B, C, and D.  Although the Final EIS mentions the 
Prehistoric Trails Network Cultural Landscape as a prehistoric district currently 
under evaluation by the California Energy Commission, no resources with the 
project APE are identified as contributors to this district. 

F001-66 The commenter states that Section 3.6.2, Cultural Resources: Existing Conditions 
(pg.  3.6-29), should be updated to indicate that none of the archaeological 
resources in the 1208-acre solar farm, including the “pot drop,” appear to be 
eligible for the NRHP.  The commenter recommends that BLM state that the 
entire solar farm has been surveyed intensively. 

The Final EIS has been revised to include the requested changes. 

F001-67 The commenter (the project Applicant) states that in Section 3.6.2, Cultural 
Resources: Existing Conditions (pg.  3.6-30), the summary of the number of sites 
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and their NRHP eligibility in this section and Table 3.6-1 should be updated using 
revised data from the Class III archaeological inventory report (Chambers Group 
and Applied EarthWorks 2012).  The Applicant states that because of previous 
inaccuracies in mapping and analysis, the Draft EIS overstates the number of 
cultural resources within each alternative corridor and the portion of each alterna-
tive that has been intensively surveyed.  The Applicant notes that Alternative B/C 
includes only 18 archaeological sites, with only determined to be eligible for the 
NRHP under surveys for the Desert Sunlight Project. 

The Final EIS incorporates the results of all additional studies and surveys that 
have been required by BLM for the completion of the document.  Please refer to 
Sections 3.6 and 4.6 of this Final EIS. 

F001-68 The commenter states that in Section 3.6.2, Cultural Resources: Existing Condi-
tions (pg.  3.6-30), only eight archaeological sites, including one determined to be 
eligible for the NRHP, occur in the Alternative D area, and only 98.3 acres of the 
area have not been surveyed due to private acess constraints. 

The Final EIS incorporates the results of all additional studies and surveys that 
have been required by BLM for the completion of the document. 

F001-69 The commenter states that in Section 3.6.2, Cultural Resources: Existing Condi-
tions (pg.  3.6-30), only seven archaeological sites, with none determined to be 
eligible for the NRHP, occur in the Alternative E area, with the whole area having 
been surveyed. 

The Final EIS incorporates the results of all additional studies and surveys that 
have been required by BLM for the completion of the document. 

F001-70 The commenter states that in Table 3.6-1 (pg.  3.6-30), the location of the final 
two entries should be clarified because they are not within the area of direct 
effects and the Red Bluff Substation is not being evaluated in this Draft EIS. 

These two resources in the vicinity of the Red Bluff Substation are with the indi-
rect effects APE which has been defined as the area within 5 miles of the pro-
posed project and alternatives. 

F001-131 The commenter states that in paragraph three of pg.  4.6-1, the five steps should 
be revised to indicate that inventory provides a list of potential historic properties 
and that a resource achieves “historic property” status only if it is found to be 
eligible for the NRHP.  The commenter also requests that BLM revise the para-
graph to indicate that only adverse effects to historic properties must be resolved. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-132 The commenter states that in Section 4.6.1, Archaeological Resources Inventory 
(pg.  4.6-2), the status of the archaeological surveys should be revised to show 
that only 98.3 acres of Alternative D Gen-tie (4 percent of the project and alterna-
tive gen-ties) have not been subjected to intensive survey because of denial of 
access by private landowners. 
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The Final EIS incorporates the results of all additional studies and surveys that 
have been required by BLM for the completion of the document.  Please refer to 
Sections 3.6 and 4.6 of this Final EIS. 

F001-133 The commenter states that in Section 4.6.2, Applicant Measures (pg.  4.6-3), 
although only one Applicant Measure has been proposed for cultural resources, it 
should be characterized as a comprehensive plan that will ensure resolution of any 
adverse effects and discovery and proper treatment of historic properties during 
project development, operation, and decommissioning, in accordance with all 
existing laws and regulations, and in consultation with regulatory agencies and all 
interested parties. 

BLM adopted the Applicant Measure by incorporating it into project-specific mit-
igation measures, as appropriate, to minimize adverse effects to the extent 
feasible. 

F001-134 The commenter recommends that section 4.6.6 (Draft EIS pg.  4.6-4) and all sub-
sequent sections be reviewd to indicate that no NRHP-eligible properties have 
been identified within the solar facility site during intensive surveys of 100 per-
cent of the APE. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-135 The commenter states that in Section 4.6.6, Alternative 4 (Proposed Solar Project) 
(Draft EIS pg.  4.6-5), the statement regarding potential for buried archaeological 
sites within the solar farm should be revised to indicate that sediments within the 
project vary widely in their potential for having been used for prehistoric activi-
ties and then for burying artifacts and features in a manner that their context and 
integrity would be retained. 

The Final EIS incorporates the results of a geomorphology study completed spe-
cifically for DHSP.  Mitigation Measure MM CUL-9 (Pre-construction 
Geoarchaeological Subsurface Excavation), responding to the moderate sensi-
tivity identified by this study, requires geoarchaeological field work prior to con-
struction.  The results will be used to refine the Monitoring and Treatment Plan so 
as to better avoid inadvertent damage of cultural resources during construction. 

F001-136 The commenter requests that statements regarding the impacts of construction on 
Draft EIS pg.  4.6-5 be revied, as there will be no direct effects to any built envi-
ronment resources and proposed historic landscapes have no standing until such 
time as one or both are determined eligible for the NRHP.  Specific revisions are 
recommended. 

BLM has not identified direct effects to any built environment resources.  How-
ever, adverse indirect effects have been identified for the Desert Training Center 
California-Arizona Maneuver Area (DTC/C-AMA), a historic district which BLM 
has determined eligible for the NRHP (Kalish 2012). 

F001-137 The commenter states that in MM CUL-4 (pg.  4.6-9), the third sentence should 
be revised to require WEAP training for cultural resources, not paleontology. 
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The requested changes have been made to the document. 

F001-138 The commenter states that MM CUL-5 on pg.  4.6-9 should be revised to clarify 
that the Monitoring and Treatment Plan (MM CUL-2) plan would factor in 
geomorphological conditions across the project and would require monitoring in 
areas of high potential for significant and intact buried cultural deposits. 

The Final EIS has been revised to include a new mitigation measure, MM CUL-9 
(Pre-construction Geoarchaeological Subsurface Excavation), which requires 
geoarchaeological field work prior to construction.  The results of this study will 
be used to refine the Monitoring and Treatment Plan so as to better avoid 
inadvertent damage of cultural resources during construction. 

F001-139 The commenter requests that analysis in Draft EIS pg.  4.6-13 and subsequent 
gen-tie analyses acknowledge the real potential for avoiding and protecting his-
toric properties even if they are within the APE, as widely spaced transmission 
poles can often be designed and constructed to avoid direct impacts to identified 
resources. 

Mitigation measures developed to address adverse effects to specific resources 
will be presented in the draft MOA, which is in Appendix O of this Final EIS. 

F001-140 The commenter requests revision of Draft EIS pg.  4.6-26 to reflect the current 
inventory of nistoric properties that would actually be affected by the project, and 
states tthat the solar facility would not have direct impacts, and Gen-Tie Alterna-
tives B and C would have the greatest potential for direct effects on historic prop-
erties.  The commenter suggests that through project design, impacts to all but the 
single known NRHP-eligible site could likely be avoided. 

The requested changes, in the form of Table 4.6-1, have been made in the Final 
EIS. 

F001-141 The commenter states that in section 4.6.16, CEQA Considerations for Alterna-
tive 4 (pg.  4.6-28), MM CUL-8 and CUL-9 are introduced for the first time and 
are presumed to have been eliminated.  The commenter states that none of the 
other Mitigation Measures discusses an MOA or HPTP, but perhaps should, given 
that typically if a project is determined under Section 106 to have an adverse 
effect on historic properties, the resolution of adverse effects is memorialized in 
an MOA document and treatments are detailed in an HPTP.  The commenter 
states that if the BLM anticipates a Finding of Adverse Effect for the project, ref-
erence to the agreement and treatment documents should be made within MM 
CUL-2. 

The Final EIS has been revised to include two new mitigation measures, for a 
total of nine.  In addition, the need for an MOA is discussed in Section 3.6.1.  The 
draft MOA is provided in Appendix O of this Final EIS. 

F001-204 The commenter requests that BLM conform the description of cultural resources 
mitigation measures in the "Cultural" row of Table 4.24-2 with the mitigation 
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measures of Section 4.6 of the DEIS.  The requested changes have been made in 
the Final EIS. 

CUMULATIVE SCENARIO AND CUMULATIVE EFFECTS 

A008-24 The commenter states that there is insufficient information to consider what proj-
ects/activities are reasonably foreseeable (for cumulative analysis) over the more 
than 30 years spanned by project construction, operations, and decommissioning.  
The commenter requests additional discussion of the potential projects during the 
more than 30 years (not only those with existing BLM and California Energy 
Commission [CEC] applications).  The commenter also requests a discussion of 
where development may be precluded.  [page 4.3-56] 

Please see Section 4.1.4 for a full explanation of the cumulative scenario used in 
the EIS analysis.  The inclusion of projects that do not have existing BLM and 
CEC applications would be speculative and beyond the scope of NEPA. 

A008-25 The commenter requests the inclusion of the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage 
Hydroelectric project in Table 4.3-5 (Cumulative Projects within the Geographic 
Scope of Cumulative Analysis) on page 4.3-57 of the Draft EIS. 

The Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project was included in Table 4.1-2 (Fore-
seeable Projects along the I-10 Corridor – Eastern Riverside County) in the Draft 
EIS.  Table 4.3-5 notes that all projects within the NECO planning area listed in 
Table 4.1-1 and Table 4.1-2 are considered cumulative projects for impacts on 
vegetation.  Table 4.3-5 only lists the projects closest to the DHSP site.  No 
changes have been made to the Final EIS in response to this comment. 

A008-60 The commenter states that there is insufficient information to consider what proj-
ects/activities are reasonably foreseeable (for cumulative analysis) over the more 
than 30 years spanned by project construction, operations, and decommissioning.  
The commenter requests additional discussion of the potential projects during the 
more than 30 years (not only those with existing BLM and CEC applications).  
The commenter also requests a discussion of where development may be pre-
cluded.  The commenter requests the inclusion of the Eagle Mountain Pumped 
Storage Hydroelectric project in Table 4.4-3 (Cumulative Projects within the Geo-
graphic Scope of Cumulative Analysis) of the Draft EIS. 

Please see response to Comment A008-25. 

A012-12 The commenter states that BLM should include the Solar Energy Development 
Programmatic EIS and Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) in 
the cumulative effects analysis. 

The Riverside East SEZ as described in the Solar Energy Development Pro-
grammatic EIS was considered in the discussion of cumulative impacts in Sec-
tions 4.3.16 and 4.4.16.  With regard to the Final Solar Programmatic EIS (PEIS) 
and the DRECP, see responses to Comments A010-1 and B005-3. 

A012-13 The commenter states that BLM should include the Eagle Mountain Pumped Stor-
age Hydroelectric project in the analysis of cumulative effects. 
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Please see response to Comment A008-25. 

B005-3 The commenter states that the cumulative effects analysis must be expanded to 
include the Glorious Land Company's proposed Paradise Valley Development and 
the Riverside East SEZ. 

The cumulative effects analysis for groundwater resources appropriately consid-
ered only those projects that would affect the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater 
Basin, within which the DHSP is situated.  The Paradise Valley project is outside 
of this groundwater basin.  In addition, according to the notice of preparation of 
an Environmental Impact Report for the Paradise Valley Project (Riverside 
County 2005), the local aquifer will be recharged through water transfer agree-
ments under the management of Coachella Valley Water District (CVWD).  With 
the agreement already under contract, the project will utilize imported ground-
water purchased from Rosedale-Rio Bravo Water Storage District (RRBWSD).  
The re-charge water will be supplied by the Metropolitan Water District of South-
ern California’s Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA), which passes through the prop-
erty.  The underground alluvial aquifer system will be augmented by this source 
on an equal exchange basis.  The project will also utilize tertiary treated 
wastewater as recycled water for irrigation of golf courses, parks and other land-
scaped areas.  Therefore, the Paradise Valley project is outside of the cumulative 
geographic scope of groundwater analysis for the DHSP and would not contribute 
to cumulative groundwater effects. 

The project is within the cumulative geographic scope for cultural resources, pale-
ontological resources, fire and fuels management, public health and safety, social 
and economics, and solid and hazardous wastes, as described in Table 4.1-3 on 
pages 4.1-16 through 4.1-22 of the Draft EIS.  The Paradise Valley project is con-
sidered in combination with the DHSP and other regional projects in the cumula-
tive effects analysis in the EIS. 

The Final PEIS for Solar Development in the West had not been released as of the 
date of publication of the DHSP Draft EIS.  The Final PEIS was published on 
July 27, 2012 and the final boundaries of the Riverside East SEZ and its antici-
pated percentage development has been updated in the Final EIS (see Figure 1-3 
in Appendix A) 

B005-4 The commenter states that Solar PEIS should be evaluated in the cumulative 
analysis for the DHSP EIS. 

See response to Comment B005-3. 

B006-33 The commenter cites case law to support the claim that the Draft EIS does not 
meaningfully analyze the cumulative impacts from the many identified proposed 
projects.  The commenter states that because the initial identification and analysis 
of impacts is unfinished, the cumulative impacts analysis cannot be complete. 

Complete surveys were carried out for all resource areas for the Draft EIS, with 
the exception of cultural and paleontological resources (for Gen-Tie Alternative E 
only) and visual resources (for which still photography and simulations were pre-
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pared for all key observation points [KOPs]).  The Final EIS presents further 
detail about the cultural and paleontological resources for Gen-Tie Alternative E, 
and more detail regarding indirect effects and incidental new cultural resources 
identified on the Gen-Tie Alternatives B and C alignment.  However, this infor-
mation is not substantially new, and does not change the conclusions presented in 
the Draft EIS.  In addition, time-lapse video simulations of the DHSP and DSSF 
are presented in the Final EIS for two KOPs, including one new KOP that was 
requested to be added by Joshua Tree National Park.  The conclusions on the 
severity and magnitude of impacts have not changed in the Final EIS.  The cumu-
lative analyses for cultural, paleontological, and visual resources has not been 
affected by this clarification of information between the Draft and Final EIS. 

B006-34 The commenter states that the Draft EIS fails to consider all reasonably foresee-
able impacts in the context of the cumulative impacts analysis and fails to provide 
the needed analysis of how the impacts might combine or synergistically interact 
to affect the environment in this valley or region.  The commenter cites case law 
supporting these claims. 

Sections 4.X.15 of the EIS present comprehensive, and in many cases a quantita-
tive, analysis of cumulative effects for every resource.  Synergistic interactions 
and combinations of effects are specifically addressed, where applicable.  Because 
the commenter does not provide specific examples of any deficiency, this com-
ment cannot be addressed further.  No changes to the EIS are warranted. 

B006-35 The commenter states that under NEPA, the Draft EIS must fully analyze indirect 
effects, including changes to land use patterns and induced growth.  The com-
menter states that among the cumulative impacts to resources that have not been 
fully analyzed are impacts to desert tortoise, impacts to sand transport systems 
and down-wind Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat, impacts to golden eagles, and 
impacts to water resources; in general the commenter states that the cumulative 
impacts to the resources of the California deserts has not been fully identified or 
analyzed, and mitigation measures have not been fully analyzed as well. 

Cumulative and indirect impacts have been adequately addressed.  Please see Sec-
tion 4.4.16 for the analysis of cumulative impacts to desert tortoise, sand transport 
and Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat, and golden eagle.  Please see Section 
4.20.15 for the analysis of cumulative impacts to water resources.  The cumula-
tive analyses contained in the EIS are consistent with statutory regulations and 
guidance resulting from case history, as described by the commenter.  No changes 
have been made to the text. 

B011-13 The commenter states that the EIS fails to adequately analyze cumulative impacts, 
stating that the EIS should have included other solar projects within the CDCA in 
the cumulative scenario. 

The EIS does, in fact, consider numerous solar energy and other projects in the 
CDCA planning area.  See Section 4.1, Tables 4.1-2, 4.1-2, and 4.1-3 (Draft EIS 
pages 4.1-6 through -22). 
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D002-4 The commenter questions whether the Riverside East Solar Energy Zone and the 
Paradise Valley development were considered in the cumulative analysis for the 
Draft EIS.  The commenter questions the geographic range of cumulative analysis 
for air resources in the Draft EIS. 

See responses to Comments B005-3 and -5. 

F001-75 The commenter states that on page 4.2-26, the “Past, Present, and Reasonably 
Foreseeable Future Projects” section lists “projects under development,” and this 
listing should distinguish between cumulative projects that are actually approved 
and under construction and cumulative projects that are undergoing environmen-
tal impact review. 

The cumulative effects analysis considers existing, approved, and reasonably 
foreseeable projects in its analysis.  Distinguishing between these project types as 
requested by the commenter would not meaningfully change the analysis or 
conclusions of the section.  No changes have been made to the document. 

ENERGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES 

B008-19 The commenter states that if the project plans to mine for aggregate/rip-rap, 
impacts analysis of mining and agency review should be conducted.  The com-
menter requests the source of aggregate/rip-rap, stating that if it comes from the 
closed Kaiser Mine additional NEPA/CEQA analysis would be required before 
restarting the mine.  The commenter describes the “Give It Back!” campaign to 
restore the Kaiser Mine area to Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) as legally 
required. 

As stated in Section 2.5.5, aggregate would be sifted from on-site soil or trucked 
to the site from a BLM-approved commercial mine located 6 miles from the proj-
ect site.  Environmental review of this separate aggregate source has been con-
ducted for that project, and is outside the scope of the Final EIS.  Consideration of 
the Kaiser Mine restoration and its relationship to JTNP is also outside the scope 
of this document. 

F001-145 The commenter requests that BLM supplement Section 4.10, Energy and Mineral 
Resources, with information regarding BLM's 2-year segregation of the Riverside 
East SEZ from mineral entry on 30 June 2009 and renewal of same on 30 June 
2011.  The commenter also requests that BLM explain that, while the proposed 
project would be consistent with the Solar Energy Zone, because its Form 299 
was filed and accepted by BLM prior to 30 June 2009, the project qualifies as a 
“pending project” under the terms of the Supplement to the Draft Solar Pro-
grammatic EIS and therefore would not be subject to its terms if the Pro-
grammatic EIS is adopted in its current form. 

The requested changes have been incorporated into the Final EIS. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 

B008-20 The commenter describes Environmental Justice and cites a 1984 report by 
Cerrell and Associates that identifies communities least likely to resist siting of 
polluting facilities.  The commenter states that the project area fits the description 
in the Cerrell and Associates Report, especially in that it is not economically 
poised to oppose unwanted projects.  The commenter states that current energy 
laws regulating both coal and renewable energy disproportionately affect low-
wage earners by increasing rates, creating a morally and politically inequitable 
circumstance. 

Section 3.16 describes the federal laws guiding analysis of environmental justice 
and provides background on the ethnic and income profiles of the project area.  
Section 4.16 analyzes the area for disproportionate impacts to these groups, and 
concludes that impacts would be unlikely, and there would be no unavoidable sig-
nificant environmental justice effects.  As stated in Section 4.16.6, “the popula-
tion in the vicinity of the proposed project is well below the 50 percent threshold 
for poverty...  having 4.3 percent of the population below the poverty level.”  A 
broader discussion of environmental justice in the context of energy laws and pol-
icy is outside the scope of this document. 

C003-8 The commenter states that the analysis of environmental justice impacts in the 
Draft EIS is too narrow and fails to capture the disproportionate impacts felt by 
Native Americans, such as Colorado River Indian Tribes (CRIT) members, affili-
ated with the impacted cultural resources, citing Federal laws guiding analysis.  
The commenter states that the determination that an Indian tribe will experience 
disproportionate and adverse effects is sufficient to demonstrate an adverse envi-
ronmental justice impact, and that Native Americans in the Project area feel a 
disproportionate effect caused by the damage and destruction of Tribal cultural 
resources because of their past and present connection to those resources.  The 
commenter states that a “disproportionate and adverse effect” may be a cultural 
impact, the Draft EIS must be revised to acknowledge and mitigate for this envi-
ronmental justice harm. 

The Final EIS uses the  “Final Guidance for Incorporating Environmental Justice 
Concerns in EPA’s NEPA Compliance Analyses” to define minority and low-
income populations protected by Executive Order 12898.  This document identi-
fies minority or low-income populations in one of two ways, as stated in Section 
3.16.2 in the Final EIS: The minority or low-income population of the affected 
area is greater than 50 percent of the affected area’s general population; or the 
minority or low-income population percentage of the affected area is meaning-
fully greater (50 percent or greater) than the minority or low-income population 
percentage in the general population of the jurisdiction or other appropriate unit of 
geographic analysis (i.e., County, State, or Native American reservation) where 
the affected area is located.  Given these definitions, the analysis of environmental 
justice provided in the Final EIS follows an appropriate methodology for con-
sideration of environmental justice impacts, and its conclusions regarding these 
impacts are supported by the analysis. 
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F001-160 The commenter states that Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines does not 
provide a definitive list of environmental categories and significance criteria by 
which environmental analysis must be conducted under CEQA, and environmen-
tal justice effects, as discussed on page 4.16-13, are not physical effects on the 
environment and therefore are not per se within the scope of CEQA.  The com-
menter requests that BLM replace the current language with an explanation con-
sistent with F1-159. 

While CEQA only analyzes physical effects on the environment, it also considers 
people as part of the environment.  For example, if glare from solar panels were to 
disproportionately affect minority populations in the area, this would be a 
physical effect under CEQA, despite its effect only on people.  However, because 
no significance criteria for environmental justice are provided under CEQA, a sig-
nificance determination was not made in this document.  No changes have been 
made to the document. 

FIRE AND FUELS MANAGEMENT 

A003-1 Riverside County Fire Department (RCFD) states that due to remote location and 
climate conditions, a fire or emergency event at DHSP would require multiple fire 
units to respond, requiring back fill at other stations to support regional demands. 

The Draft EIS addresses the cumulative impacts of the DHSP on fire and fuels 
management in Section 4.8.15.  On page 4.8-14, the Draft EIS states that while 
there would be a cumulative increase in fire impacts as a result of the proposed 
project, the document determines that the increase related to Alternatives 4-7 
would not be cumulatively considerable, and with “implementation of MM 
FIRE-1 (a project-specific Fire Prevention Plan), which would ensure personnel 
are trained in emergency firefighting techniques, and that fire-protection equip-
ment is available at the DHSP project site, the incremental increase in wildfire 
frequency and demands on emergency services of Alternatives C through E would 
be minimal.” 

A003-2 RCFD states that onsite conditions create a high risk potential for a technical 
rescue and/or hazardous materials incident, which would require specialized 
equipment and trained staff.  This would result in extended response times to the 
project area. 

While the impacts and risks associated with fires related to the DHSP cannot be 
eliminated, several mitigation measures are required that greatly reduce fire risk 
and facilitate emergency response efforts.  MM FIRE-1 (pages 4.8-4 and 4.8-5) 
includes several measures to mitigate fire risk, but also requires a wildfire traffic 
control plan and the minimization of conflict with aerial fire crews to improve 
emergency response time and efficacy to the project area.  MM PHS-5 (page 
4.13-11) requires the development of an Emergency Response and Inventory 
Plan, including “special arrangements with emergency responders” and “relevant 
emergency procedures” to further facilitate emergency response. 
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A003-3 RCFD states that all water mains and fire hydrants providing required fire flows 
must be constructed in accordance with local laws, ordinances, regulations and 
standards, as well as the California Building and Fire Codes and relevant River-
side County Ordinances, and are subject to review by the RCFD.  The commenter 
states that above ground storage tanks are also subject to review and approval by 
the RCFD Fire Marshall. 

Section 3.8.1 describes the California Fire and Building Codes with regard to the 
proposed project (page 3.8-3).  The remaining regulatory documents are included 
in the Final EIS, and the project owner will work with the fire marshal for review 
and approval of mains, hydrants, and storage tanks.  AM HAZ-7 and HAZ-8 both 
require the project owner to comply with relevant BLM and Riverside County fire 
requirements, including development of a project-specific fire prevention plan.  
Section 4.8.6 (page 4.8-2) also states: “To reduce the risk of wildfire and ensure 
adequate response to potential wildfires, Mitigation Measures MM FIRE-1 (a 
project-specific Fire Prevention Plan), MM PHS-5 (a project-specific Emergency 
Response and Inventory Plan), and MM PHS-7 (a project-specific fire services 
agreement with Riverside County and BLM) would be implemented.” 

A003-4 RCFD states that as partial mitigation for the cumulative adverse impacts on the 
RCFD, the project owner will be required to participate in the County's Develop-
ment Impact Fee Program (Ordinance No. 659).  RCFD also requests that the 
project owner provide a training prop at two of the regional centers to help pre-
pare emergency responders, as well as on-site training for emergency responders.  
RCFD states that they reserve the right to negotiate agreements with the project 
owner to ensure service demands are met. 

The U.S. Supreme Court holding in Nollan v. California Coastal Commission 
(1987) 107 S.Ct. 3141 has established that the power to impose development 
impact fees requires the government establish the existence of a “nexus” or link 
between the fee and the state interest being advanced by the fee.  Once the 
adverse impacts of a project have been quantified, the local government must then 
document the relationship between the project and the need for the conditions 
which mitigate those impacts.  RCFD has not made a clear case that a nexus exists 
between the requested development impact fee and the adverse impacts of the 
project, i.e., it must be established that the fees proposed to be collected would 
mitigate the impacts of the project, and not impacts of other projects or of changes 
in natural conditions of the environment not caused by the project (e.g., drought).  
On the other hand, a training prop would directly serve to enhance existing miti-
gation for project impacts, as would training for emergency responders.  Mitiga-
tion Measure MM FIRE-1 (subitem 13) has been added to the Final EIS. 

A003-6 RCFD states that additional personnel will be necessary for staffing in the event 
of an emergency and in post-emergency investigation, including Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and Riverside County incident reports. 

See response to Comment A003-1. 
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A003-7 RCFD states that new facilities may be needed to accommodate storage and main-
tenance of additional staffing and fire rescue apparatus. 

The project owner will coordinate with the RCFD as required by mitigation mea-
sures and Applicant Measures.  New facilities may be required as part of this 
coordination, but are not required to be specified within the Final EIS. 

A003-8 RCFD states that it is premature to determine that the DHSP will not result in 
fire/fuels management impacts, as stated in the Draft EIS, as there will always be 
a risk from accidental and natural fires in the project area, regardless of manage-
ment and mitigation efforts. 

The Draft EIS states that the project may increase fire risk in the area (pages 4.8-2 
through 4.8-4; pages 4.8-9 through 4.8-10), but that these effects can be mitigated 
to a less-than-significant level by implementing the mitigation measures described 
in Section 4.8. 

B008-18 The commenter states that the project's remote location makes it susceptible to 
fire hazards, especially as the nearest fire station is not equipped for large indus-
trial fires, no fire hydrants are nearby, and fire trucks would have to drive 10 
miles each way to fill with water.  The commenter requests information on how 
DHSP plans for a worst-case fire scenario, and suggests a mitigation measure to 
construct a firehouse with a water source closer to the site. 

Section 4.8.6 describes the direct and indirect effects of the project to fire related 
impacts.  The project is located in an area of low to moderate fire susceptibility, 
but as noted by the commenter, its construction would increase the likelihood of 
fire ignition in the area.  Mitigation Measures described in this section, including 
a project-specific Fire Prevention Plan (MM FIRE-1) and Emergency Response 
and Inventory Plan (MM PHS-5).  The project owner would also develop and 
implement fire services agreement with Riverside County Fire Department and 
BLM to further increase fire preparedness and responsiveness (MM PHS-7).  
Regarding the commenter's suggested mitigation, all comments will be considered 
by the decision-maker in making a final decision. 

F001-143 The commenter states that on page 4.8-4.  MM FIRE-1 requires cessation of con-
struction during “severe fire weather.”  The commenter requests modification of 
the measure to require conferral with the local CAL FIRE office upon a “severe 
fire weather” declaration to determine whether work needs to stop. 

The commenter's suggestion has been partially integrated into the document to 
reflect that work will be stopped during severe fire weather, but may be resumed 
if approved by the local CAL FIRE office. 

GENERAL 

A001-1 The commenter requests the section, township, and range description for the proj-
ect site. 

The project site is located in Sections 25, 26, and 27, Township 4 S and Range 
15 E. 
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A004-19 The NPS requests to be removed from the List of Preparers. 

This change has been made in the Final EIS. 

A004-20 The NPS states that the Draft EIS fails to fully analyze impacts to protected park 
resources and values adjacent to the proposed project.  The NPS further requests 
that requiring the project owner to enter into a cost recovery agreement with the 
NPS should be made a condition of the ROW grant and entered into the Record of 
Decision. 

See response to Comment A004-1.  With regard to the requested ROD condition, 
BLM will ensure that this provision is included in the ROD. 

A004-29 The commenter notes that on the printed version of the Draft EIS distributed to 
the NPS, Section 3.19 was misprinted as Special Designations section instead of 
the Visual Resources section. 

Please note that only certain printed copies were affected this way, and that the 
CD files and web-based files of the Draft EIS were distributed correctly, with 
Section 3.19 as the Visual Resources section. 

A004-30 The commenter notes a discrepancy in distances from the Park reported in the 
Draft EIS. 

See response to Comment A004-14. 

A008-2 The commenter requests that the Final EIS specify which option will be used to 
connect the southwestern parcel with the on-site substation under Alternatives 4 
and 5 (see page 2-8 of the Draft EIS). 

The southern parcel may be connected to the on-site substation through either an 
underground or overhead connection covering 3,000 feet between the electrical 
power conversion stations on the southern and northern parcels.  The discussion 
of electrical collection system in Section 2.5.4 (Structures and Facilities) provides 
more detail regarding these options; however, the final option has not yet been 
selected. 

B006-39 The commenter provides several attachments to the comment letter, which have 
been indexed by BLM.  Attachments are available for review at the Palm Springs 
Field Office. 

B009-1 The Conservation Groups (Defenders of Wildlife, National Resource Defense 
Council, Sierra Club, and the Wilderness Society) state that it is important to tran-
sition to a renewable energy future that balances the needs of protected species 
and other environmental impacts associated with large scale solar developments.  
The Conservation Groups further note that large-scale energy development in 
largely undisturbed lands within the CDCA is not the only or best way to achieve 
energy independence, recommending instead disturbed agricultural sites, indus-
trial sites, and other areas that don't support threatened or endangered species.  
The Conservation Groups acknowledge that the DHSP has fewer biological 
resource concerns than many other large-scale solar projects in the CDCA. 
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The BLM's multiple use mandate requires the agency to balance productive, rec-
reation, and conservation uses on its lands, and the agency seeks to do this while 
minimizing impacts.  Furthermore, as part of the Agency’s responsibilities under 
Title V of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA; 43 U.S.C. 
1761), the BLM must respond to the application for a ROW grant to construct, 
operate, maintain, and decommission a solar energy facility on public lands in 
compliance with FLPMA, BLM ROW regulations, and other applicable federal 
laws.  The BLM agrees that a renewable energy future includes striking a balance 
between renewable energy development and the needs of threatened and endan-
gered species.  The Draft EIS includes no fewer than 28 alternatives, including 12 
alternatives evaluated in detail.  Several measures eliminated from analysis 
included consideration of private and contaminated sites (see Section 2.17.2).  
These sites were eliminated from consideration because of technological, 
logistical, or economic infeasibility to meet the BLM's purpose and need.  The 
Final EIS also includes 71 mitigation measures, 20 of which work directly to min-
imize, avoid, or compensate for effects to special status species.  No changes to 
the EIS are warranted as a result of this comment. 

B009-15 The commenter provides several attachments to the comment letter, which have 
been indexed by BLM.  Attachments are available for review at the Palm Springs 
Field Office. 

B010-1 The commenter states that the Draft EIS does not adequately assess the effects of 
the project on the neighboring Desert Sunlight project including panel shading, 
dust, groundwater, and weeds. 

See responses to Comments B010-1 through -4. 

B011-2 The commenter states that the purpose and need reflects the Applicant's purpose 
and need, not the agency's purpose and need.  The commenter states that the 
agency's purpose and need statement is inappropriately narrow, and that the 
EPAct encourages renewable energy development on public lands of 10,000 MW 
by 2015, and that Secretarial Order 3285A1 calls for identification and prioritiza-
tion of renewable energy zones on public lands, none of which is narrow enough 
to require siting of utility-scale solar energy projects on public lands. 

The project-level purpose and need for the proposed project is appropriately 
narrow as responding to the application before the BLM by the Applicant.  This is 
not a planning-level document, for which the purpose and need would be far 
broader.  The Solar PEIS has been prepared by the BLM to respond more gene-
rally to the EPAct and Secretarial Order 3285A1, and it is noted that the Desert 
Harvest Solar Project is located in the Riverside East Solar Energy Zone (BLM 
2012).  The SEZs have been identified as areas that are appropriate for utility-
scale solar development in the Solar PEIS.  The BLM's purpose and need is not 
inappropriately narrow for this project-level EIS, as it allowed the consideration 
of numerous alternatives, including alternate solar technologies (page 2-70) and 
alternate renewable technologies (page 2-72), in addition to offsite alternatives 
such as a contaminated sites alternative (page 2-69). 
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B011-7 The commenter states that the alternatives requiring a plan amendment should 
discuss the BLM's desert-wide obligation to achieve and maintain a balance 
between resource use and resource protection. 

The multiple use mandate of the BLM's CDCA Plan is described on Draft EIS 
page 3.22-1.  As explained, a majority of the project and alternatives would be 
sited on land classified as Multiple-Use Class M, which are managed to provide 
for a wide variety of present and future uses such as mining, livestock grazing, 
recreation, energy, and utility development, while simultaneously conserving 
desert resources and mitigating damages to the resources which permitted 
resource uses may cause.  This EIS appropriately mitigates resource use effects of 
the proposed project and alternatives, consistent with the multiple use mandate in 
the CDCA Plan. 

B011-18 The commenter provides an index of attachments and multiple attachments to the 
comment letter. 

The attachments are available for review at the Palm Springs Field Office. 

B011-19 The commenter provides several attachments to the comment letter, which have 
been indexed by BLM.  Attachments are available for review at the Palm Springs 
Field Office. 

D001-4 The commenter states that in his experience in the area over the last 25 years, 
BLM employees have stated that they are not given adequate time to complete 
environmental review of projects.  The commenter states that the fast-track pro-
cess is not legitimate, and that project approval should be more genuine in the 
future. 

The decision maker will consider all public comments when making a final 
decision. 

D002-3 The commenter states that the project will have unavoidable adverse effects to air 
quality, vegetation, wildlife, night skies, wilderness, and recreation. 

The Draft EIS summarizes unavoidable adverse effects on page ES-6 in the 
Executive Summary.  The decision-maker will consider the entirety of the EIS, 
including all comments, in making a final decision on the project and in issuing a 
ROD. 

E004-1 The commenter states strong support for the project as a property owner in the 
area since 1971.  The commenter states that the area has been struggling due to 
the closure of Kaiser Mine and unrealized agricultural potential, but that solar 
power will provide a lasting business and a resource that will allow for energy 
independence, global warming mitigation, and reduced conflict over energy 
resources. 

The decision maker will consider all public comments when making a final 
decision. 
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F001-8 The commenter revises the date listed for Secretarial Order 3285A1, listed on 
page 1-4, to read March 11, 2009, and suggests another minor editorial revision 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-9 The commenter requests that BLM correct the Applicant objectives list on page 
1-5 as follows in order to render it consistent with the version submitted to BLM 
by the Applicant on 13 February 2012: “To maximize operational efficiency and 
provide low-cost renewable energy by locating the project on contiguous lands 
with high solar insolation values.” 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-15 The commenter provides a series of specific revisions to the construction sched-
ule, size of construction phases, and actions specific to project phases and 
locations. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-16 The commenter suggests specific revision to page 2-12, “Site Access and Circula-
tion,” stating that the Kaiser Mine Road would provide access to the northern and 
southern portions of the project area and would include a lane for truck turn-off. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-17 The commenter suggests specific revision to page 2-12, “Construction Work-
force,” stating that the project workforce would be recruited from San Bernardino, 
in addition to Riverside, County. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-18 The commenter suggests specific revision to page 2-14, “Site Preparation, Sur-
veying, and Staking,” stating that security fencing will be put in place in sequence 
with project phasing, rather than prior to the beginning of construction. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-19 The commenter suggests specific revision to page 2-14, “Vegetation Removal and 
Treatment,” stating that the herbicide will include non-brand specific common 
formulations of BLM-accepted glyphosphate.  The commenter also states that dis-
turbance outside of internal engineering berms is not expected. 

The requested changes have been partially incorporated in the Final EIS, with 
specific language revisions regarding the herbicide used made for clarity. 

F001-20 The commenter suggests specific revision to page 2-14, “Solar Array Assembly 
and Construction,” stating that the laydown area shown Figure 2-3 in Appen-
dix A, is for Phase 1. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 
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F001-21 The commenter states that the assertion on page 2-25, Section 2.8, that Alterna-
tive 7 would have a nominal capacity of 150 MW is incorrect; the nominal 
capacity would be 125-135 MW. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-22 The commenter requests that BLM clarify that in the first paragraph of Section 
2.11.1, the 60-foot extension of the Alternative C ROW into the adjacent Chuck-
walla DWMA is required solely to accommodate intermittent “wind sway” of 
overhanging conductors over the DWMA boundary. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-29 The commenter suggests specific revisions to page 2-75, by eliminating a refer-
ence to the total mileage of gen-tie line Alternatives 

BLM has clarified the text identified by the commenter, but has not omitted the 
total mileage of all gen-tie line alternatives, as this provides useful context. 

F001-82 The commenter notes a typographical error in paragraph “h” of page 4.3-29, rec-
ommending deletion of the phrase “by funding.” 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-83 The commenter requests that BLM replace references to “SB 34” in paragraph “j” 
of MM VEG-6 with “AB 13;” AB 13 superseded SB 34 on 29 August 2011. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-91 The commenter states that the second sentence of the first paragraph of Section 
4.3.12 should state that analysis for the EIS commenced upon publication of the 
Notice of Intent (NOI) on 15 September 2011 to be consistent with the rest of the 
EIS. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-100 The commenter states that the last sentence of the “Alternative 3” paragraph on 
page 4.3-67 inadvertently refers to Alternative 2, and should be revised. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-102 The commenter states that the fourth paragraph of page 4.4-1 should refer to 
Alternative 4 (not Alternative 3), and should not be considered the Applicant pro-
posed solar project. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-119 The commenter recommends a revision to the first paragraph of Section 4.4.12 on 
page 4.4-42 to state that the commencement of analysis for the EIS began in Sep-
tember 2011. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 
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F001-121 The commenter recommends specific additional text for page 4.4-50 to clarify 
that the 60-foot extension of the Alternative C ROW into the adjacent Chuckwalla 
DWMA is required solely to accommodate intermittent “wind sway” of overhang-
ing conductors over the DWMA boundary. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-125 The commenter recommends replacing the word “vegetation” with “wildlife” in 
the first paragraph of page 4.4-56 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-129 The commenter recommends replacing the word “vegetation” with “wildlife” in 
the second full paragraph of page 4.4-66 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-130 The commenter states that Section 4.6, Cultural Resources, refers in several 
places to a “pipeline” as a component of the proposed project; no pipeline is part 
of the proposed project.  The commenter requests that BLM delete all pipeline 
references. 

The requested changes regarding the pipeline have been made to the document. 

F001-148 The commenter requests that BLM clarify that in the first paragraph of Section 
4.11.12, the 60-foot extension of the Alternative C ROW into the adjacent Chuck-
walla DWMA is required solely to accommodate intermittent “wind sway” of 
overhanging conductors over the DWMA boundary. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-152 The commenter states that project operation and maintenance will require 8 full-
time employees, not 16 as stated on page 4.12-12 in the first paragraph of “Opera-
tion and Maintenance.” 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-153 The commenter requests that BLM change the reference to Alternative “C” in the 
first sentence of the “Noise from Decommissioning Activities” paragraph on page 
4.12-24 to Alternative “B.” 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-155 The commenter states that the second sentence of the “Indirect Effects” paragraph 
on page 4.14-2 states that the project should be revised to describe a peak con-
struction workforce of up to “250” workers, consistent with the fourth sentence of 
the same paragraph and the construction workforce estimates of page 2-12 of the 
Draft EIS. 

The document states that the peak workforce could be 315 workers, which repre-
sents the combined peak workforces for the solar facility (250) and the gen-tie 
line (65).  The paragraph has been revised accordingly. 
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F001-157 The commenter requests that BLM delete the inadvertent references to “energy 
and mineral resources” on page 4.14-5 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-165 The commenter recommends revising the fourth sentence of the first paragraph of 
Section 4.17.11 (page 4.17-11) because it is incorrectly premised upon the cumu-
lative projects baseline instead of the project-specific baseline, which presumes 
construction of Alternative B by the project owner. 

The referenced sentence was included in error.  The recommended revisions have 
been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-174 The commenter recommends deleting the second and third sentences of the first 
paragraph of MM VR-5 on page 4.19-18 because they are already appear in the 
Alternative 4 effects analysis (page 4.19-11) and recommends that BLM explain 
rather than describe the mitigation measure.  The commenter recommends that 
BLM replace the deleted sentences with the specific language to allow for 
strategic placement of intervening vegetation if approved by BLM, Riverside 
County and the Resource Agencies as part of the project's Vegetation Resources 
Management Plan. 

Regarding the text of MM VR-5, the document provides the full text of the 
requirements of the measure under the heading of the measure.  Although these 
requirements are previously described, they appear in full under the heading of 
the measure to ensure that the measure's requirements are fully understood by the 
public and complied with by the project owner.  No changes have been made to 
the document. 

LANDS AND REALTY 

A003-5 RCFD states that the DHSP is subject to Board of Supervisor's Policy B-29, Gen-
eral Plan Amendment No. 1080, and Ordinance 348.4705 requiring an annual 
payment of $450 to the County for each acre involved in the power production 
process and a term requiring the solar power plant owner to secure the payment of 
sales and use taxes.  RCFD states that because DHSP proposes to use County road 
ROW, these agreements are required 

Pending ongoing litigation regarding Policy B-29, the BLM acknowledges the 
$450 per acre payment to the County required by Policy B-29. 

A008-12 The commenter requests that Table 3.11-2 on page 3.11-7 of the Draft EIS 
include a description of the proposed water and transmission line ROWs and the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) withdrawal associated with the 
proposed Eagle Mountain Hydroelectric Pumped Storage Project.  The com-
menter further requests consideration of the effects of that project on gen-tie alter-
native routes, the southwestern parcel of the proposed project, and any transmis-
sion necessary under Alternatives 4 and 5 to connect the two areas of the pro-
posed solar project. 
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The Final EIS describes the water pipeline and FERC withdrawal area associated 
with the proposed Eagle Mountain Hydroelectric Pumped Storage Project in 
Chapter 2 (Section 2.5.5) and are shown in Figure 2-3a in Appendix A.  Sections 
3.11 and 4.11 have also been updated to address this encumbrance. 

A010-1 The commenter states support for increasing the development of renewable 
energy resources in an expeditious and well planned manner to help the nation 
meet energy requirements while reducing GHG emissions and encourages long-
term sustainable balance between available energy supplies, energy demand, and 
protection of ecosystems and human health.  The commenter references extensive 
formal scoping comments previously provided in October 2011.  The commenter 
states that the because the project is located within the DRECP study area and the 
Riverside East Solar Energy Zone defined in the Solar Programmatic Draft EIS, 
the project should integrate analyses from and consistency with these documents. 

The DRECP has not yet been published, and is a working planning process.  
Therefore, the Final EIS cannot, and is not required to, demonstrate the project's 
consistency with the DRECP.  However, according to the DRECP starting point 
map (http://www.drecp.org/maps/Starting_Point_Maps.pdf), the Desert Harvest 
Solar Project and all action alternatives are located within the “Renewable Energy 
Areas” and outside of the “Conservation Opportunity” areas.  The project would 
appear to be consistent with the initial stages of the DRECP planning process.  
Similarly, the Final Solar PEIS was not available as of the date of publication of 
the Desert Harvest Solar Project Draft EIS.  Furthermore, the Solar PEIS is not 
intended to cover “pending applications,” which includes the DHSP.  Therefore, 
the EIS is not required to show compatibility with the Solar PEIS.  Nevertheless, 
it should be noted that the EIS does include 73 mitigation measures to minimize, 
mitigate, and compensate for adverse effects of the DHSP.  The DHSP is not 
inconsistent with any element of the Final PEIS. 

A010-23 EPA recommends that the Final EIS elaborate on the DRECP and Solar PEIS, and 
include up-to-date maps illustrating the current boundaries and conceptual alter-
natives that are relevant to the proposed project.  EPA recommends that BLM 
discuss whether the site is expected to be included within the Riverside East Solar 
Energy Zone and acknowledge that additional requirements and/or conditions 
may apply upon approval of the DRECP and/or the Solar PEIS. 

See response to Comment A010-1. 

B006-1 The commenter provides an introduction to the detailed comments that follow, 
and state that the BLM's analysis fails to comply with FLPMA, stating that the 
Draft EIS does not provide the specific language of the CDCA Plan amendment.  
The commenter suggests that, given the multiple use mandate of the BLM and the 
varied resource impacts of the project, the BLM may need to consider other 
CDCA plan amendments besides the one that would cover the project site; given 
this, the commenter suggests that the BLM should have potentially considered 
other Plan Amendment alternatives in the EIS. 
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The Final EIS includes the specific language and map revisions to the CDCA Plan 
in Chapter 2 (Section 2.5.2). 

B006-2 The commenter states that BLM has not taken a comprehensive look at the pro-
posed plan amendment for the ROW to determine: 1) whether industrial scale 
projects are appropriate for any public lands in this area; 2) if so, how much of the 
public lands are suitable for such industrial uses given the need to balance other 
management goals including preservation of habitat and water resources; and 3) 
the location of the public lands suitable for such uses.  The commenter further 
states that BLM has not addressed how the EIS intersects with the Solar PEIS and 
the DRECP being prepared in part by BLM.  The commenter is concerned that 
this is piecemeal approach to project review, which violates the bioregional 
approach in the CDCA Plan and the planning principles of FLPMA. 

The suggested revisions are appropriate for a planning-level EIS to adopt an 
update to the CDCA Plan as a whole, and are beyond the scope of this project-
level EIS.  The required determinations for a land use plan amendment are 
disclosed in the EIS in Table 3.22-1 on pages 3.22-5 and 3.22-6.  With regard to 
the Solar PEIS and DRECP, see response to Comment A010-1 and B005-3. 

B006-3 The commenter states that the Draft EIS does not consider the impacts of the proj-
ect and plan amendment in the context of the FLPMA and the CDCA Plan, pro-
viding specific citations from both. 

The required determinations for a land use plan amendment are disclosed in the 
EIS in Table 3.22-1 on pages 3.22-5 and 3.22-6. 

B006-4 The commenter acknowledges that the CDCA Plan anticipated multiple amend-
ments over the life of the plan, noting that one of the requirements for analysis of 
plan amendments is to determine whether alternative locations are available 
within the CDCA that would meet the Applicant's needs without requiring a 
change in the Plan's classification or an amendment to any Plan element.  The 
commenter states that BLM has a further obligation under the plan amendment 
process to determine how the proposed amendment will affect desert-wide 
resource protection. 

As described in Table 3.22-1 on page 3.22-5 of the Draft EIS, the CDCA Plan 
does not currently identify any sites as solar generating facilities.  Therefore, there 
is no other location on public land within the CDCA which could serve as an 
alternative location without requiring a Plan Amendment.  The solar facility does 
not require a change in the Multiple-Use Class classification. 

As further described in this table, the EIS evaluates the balance between resource 
use and resource protection desert-wide.  Title VI of the FLPMA, under Cali-
fornia Desert Conservation Area, provides for the immediate and future protection 
and administration of the public lands in the California desert within the 
framework of a program of multiple use and sustained yield, and maintenance of 
environmental quality.  Multiple use includes the use of renewable energy 
resources, and through Title V of FLPMA, the BLM is authorized to grant rights-
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of-way for generation and transmission of electric energy.  The acceptability of 
use of public lands within the CDCA for this purpose is recognized through the 
Plan’s approval of solar generating facilities within Multiple-Use Class M.  The 
purpose of the EIS is to identify resources which may be adversely impacted by 
approval of the proposed project, evaluate alternative actions which may accom-
plish the purpose and need with a lesser degree of resource impacts, and identify 
mitigation measures and Best Management Practices (BMPs) which, when imple-
mented, would reduce the extent and magnitude of the impacts and provide a 
greater degree of resource protection.  These resources are evaluated on a cumula-
tive basis in the EIS, allowing the public and the BLM decision-maker to consider 
how the DHSP affects desert-wide resources. 

B006-5 The commenter states that the Draft EIS did not consider landscape-level issues 
and management objectives or alternatives to the proposed plan amendment. 

See response to Comment B006-4. 

B006-6 The commenter states that BLM should have considered the impacts to existing 
land use plans for public lands across several scales including the Chuckwalla 
Valley, the Colorado Desert, and the CDCA Planning Area. 

See response to Comment B006-2. 

B006-7 The commenter states that the Draft EIS does not address impacts to MUC M 
lands and loss of multiple use in favor of a single use for industrial purposes. 

The project would not result in a loss of multiple use in favor of a single use on 
MUC lands as argued.  The project’s expected lifetime is 30 to 50 years, after 
which time, the land is expected to be returned to its existing condition. 

B006-9 The commenter states that the Draft EIS does not address other ongoing planning 
efforts including the Solar PEIS and the DRECP. 

See responses to Comments A010-1 and B005-3. 

B008-3 The commenters state that the DRECP, currently under development, has the 
authority to designate and amend public land uses.  The commenter recommends 
that the DRECP consider the conservation alternative proposed in Comment 
B008-2, with the amendment of the Imperial 2 Solar Project land use designation 
as an example. 

Consideration of amendments to the DRECP is outside the scope of this 
document. 

B011-17 The commenter states that the project violates FLPMA because the BLM did not 
analyze the required criteria for making a CDCA Plan Amendment.  The com-
menter further states that the BLM did not consider alternatives that avoid impacts 
to cultural resources including Native American remains. 

The EIS does not violate FLPMA and the required disclosures have been made in 
the Final EIS.  See response to Comment B006-3.  No Native American remains 
have been identified on the site of the proposed project or any alternative. 
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D002-11 The commenter rhetorically questions whether, given Comment D002-10, we are 
making good decisions with our land use planning efforts. 

The decision-maker will consider all comments in making a final decision on the 
project. 

F001-147 The Applicant requests that BLM revise the second sentence of the second para-
graph of “Applicable Land Use Plans, Policies, or Regulations” on page 4.11-8 to 
show that the private parcel referenced is in fact owned in fee by Riverside 
County. 

The requested revisions have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-149 The commenter states that the cumulative effects analysis of Alternative 4 on 
page 4.11-18 should take into consideration that a loss of access to lands managed 
by BLM for multiple-use as a result of energy development projects is not neces-
sarily an adverse effect to lands and realty, as energy development is consistent 
with the multiple-use mandate of FLPMA, particularly where, as here, the lands 
in question have already been segregated as part of the proposed Riverside East 
Solar Energy Zone, and identified as among the BLM-administered lands best 
suited for solar development.  The commenter adds that the last paragraph of the 
Alternative 4 analysis should also take into account that most of the project study 
area is BLM-administered land that (i) is segregated from entry as part of the pro-
posed withdrawal of the Riverside East Solar Energy Zone; and (ii) is subject to 
the primary land use authority of the federal government, rather than state or local 
government. 

The record of decision for the Solar PEIS has not yet been signed.  The EIS evalu-
ates effects to land use based on existing laws and policy at the time of the com-
mencement of environmental analysis (September 2011).  No changes to the EIS 
are warranted as a result of this comment. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 

A008-15 The commenter states that all employees, contractors, and on-site personnel 
should receive the Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP) training 
(page 4.3-14). 

The final section of Mitigation Measure MM Veg-1 has been updated in the Final 
EIS to reflect that “all project employees, contractors, and on-site personnel” will 
receive the WEAP training. 

A010-6 EPA recommends that BLM commit, in the Final EIS and ROD, to measures for 
this project similar to those adopted for the Desert Sunlight Solar Project to pro-
tect portions of the right-of-way that were avoided due to resource impacts, and 
encourages BLM to consider such a land use policy modification through the 
development of the DRECP.  The commenter states that the Final EIS should 
update discussions of, and demonstrate consistency with, the DRECP and the 
Solar PEIS. 
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Mitigation measures similar to those required for the Desert Sunlight project have 
been adopted for the Desert Harvest Solar Project.  A portion of the Desert 
Sunlight ROW application area included excellent quality desert tortoise habitat, 
and numerous live tortoises were found on the northern portion of the original 
ROW application area.  The DHSP site is very different, in that it provides only 
low-quality desert tortoise habitat and no live tortoises were found during proto-
col surveys.  Eliminating a portion of the ROW for DHSP development would not 
be appropriate in this case.  Also, see response to Comment A010-1. 

A012-7 The commenter states that BLM should require all employees, contractors, and 
onsite personnel to receive WEAP training. 

Please see response to Comment A008-15. 

B006-15 The commenter states that the EIS fails to adequately analyze the direct, indirect, 
and cumulative impacts of the proposed project on the environment.  The com-
menter states that the BLM fails to look at reasonable mitigation measures to 
avoid impacts; even in those cases where the extent of impacts may be somewhat 
uncertain due to the complexity of the issues, BLM is not relieved of its responsi-
bility under NEPA to discuss mitigation of reasonably likely impacts at the outset.  
The commenter states that the lack of comprehensive surveys does not allow the 
project to avoid and minimize impacts and define and quantify appropriate miti-
gation, and thus the Draft EIS fails to provide information necessary for decision-
makers and the public to adequately review the proposed project.  The commenter 
states that these insufficiencies necessitate a supplemental or revised Draft EIS 
that provides additional alternatives avoiding or reducing biological resource 
impacts. 

A supplemental or revised Draft EIS is not warranted. 

B006-16 The commenter states that the recirculated Supplemental Draft EIS (described in 
Comment B006-15) should consider and include the final recommendations of the 
Independent Science Advisors (ISA) that was convened by the Desert Renewable 
Energy Conservation Plan, which are currently not followed in the Draft EIS.  
These recommendations include “Maximize Use of Already Disturbed Lands,” 
“Avoid Soil Disturbance,” “Avoid Disrupting Geological Processes,” and avoid 
transplantation and relocation of wildlife except as a last resort (never as full 
mitigation). 

See responses to Comments A010-1 and B005-3. 

B006-28 The commenter states that because the Draft EIS fails to provide adequate identi-
fication and analysis of impacts, it also fails to identify adequate mitigation mea-
sures for the project’s environmental impacts, citing case law regarding the need 
for detailed mitigation measures.  The commenter states that because the Draft 
EIS does not provide a full analysis of possible mitigation measures, BLM cannot 
properly assess the likelihood that such measures would actually avoid the 
impacts of the proposed project. 

See response to Comment B006-10. 
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B010-4 The commenter states that effects related to groundwater, vegetation, and weeds 
should be able to be distinguished from those of the Desert Sunlight project. 

Mitigation measures are set forth in the water resources and biological resources 
section of the EIS to ensure that the project’s effects on groundwater and ground-
water-dependent vegetation and weeds are monitored.  The burden of proof is on 
the project owner to demonstrate that the effects are due to an adjacent project.  
Additional mitigation is not warranted. 

B011-16 The commenter states that the project proposes the use of solar thermal 
technology and the EIS should include a photovoltaic alternative. 

The commenter is mistaken.  The project proposes to use solar photovoltaic 
technology. 

F001-74 The commenter states that Section 4.1, Environmental Consequences, should 
include a general provision specifying that the project owner shall be copied on 
all third party (e.g., biological monitor) agency reporting requirements established 
by the mitigation measures of the Draft EIS. 

The requested changes have been incorporated into the Final EIS and the Mitiga-
tion Monitoring and Reporting Plan. 

NEPA/CEQA REQUIREMENTS 

B004-1 The commenter requests notice from the County of Riverside for all notices 
issued under CEQA related to the DHSP. 

The BLM is not responsible for any separate noticing that may be required of Riv-
erside County as the CEQA Lead Agency, but the request has been forwarded to 
Riverside County by BLM.  In addition, the reader is directed to page 1-12 in 
Chapter 1 of the Draft EIS, which describes the means by which public notice for 
the EIS was performed in compliance with all CEQA requirements. 

B004-2 The commenter states that the requirements of CEQA differ in several respects 
from the requirements of NEPA, and claims that a separate CEQA review and 
comment process will be required in addition to the NEPA review that is currently 
underway. 

The commenter is directed to Section 1.8 (beginning on page 1-10 of the Draft 
EIS).  This “CEQA Readers' Guide” describes the differences between CEQA and 
NEPA, and details the means by which the EIS meets all of the unique CEQA 
requirements pursuant to Section 15221 of the CEQA Guidelines.  Public 
Resources Code (P.R.C.)  Section 21083.7 provides that a CEQA Lead Agency 
“shall, whenever possible” use an EIS as an Environmental Impact Report.  This 
EIS has been prepared to a CEQA-equivalent standard pursuant to P.R.C.  Section 
21083.7 and Section 15221 of the CEQA Guidelines.  The CEQA Readers' Guide 
summarizes information in the EIS that has been included to ensure it is a CEQA-
equivalent document.  Table 1-3 in the Draft EIS (page 1-11) shows where 
readers may find specific CEQA-relevant information.  A separate CEQA docu-
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ment and comment process are not anticipated because the EIS fulfills CEQA 
obligations. 

B006-10 The commenter states, citing case law, that BLM should not approve a manage-
ment plan amendment based on outdated and inadequate inventories of affected 
resources on public lands.  The commenter states that BLM failed to compile an 
adequate inventory of the resources of the public lands that could be affected by 
the proposed project before preparing the Draft EIS (including, e.g., desert tor-
toise densities, rare plants, golden eagle surveys, and other biological resources) 
which is necessary in order to adequately assess the impacts to resources of these 
public lands in light of the proposed plan amendment, and that BLM has also 
failed to adequately analyze impacts on known resources.  The commenter pro-
vides specific examples in support of this point and states that revised Draft EIS 
or supplemental Draft EIS must be prepared to include several categories of new 
information including new survey data about the resources of the site and poten-
tial impacts of the project on resources of our public land and water, and that doc-
ument must be circulated for public review and comment. 

The requested inventories have been carried out and effects fully disclosed in the 
EIS.  Please see Appendix C (Biological Resources) of the Final EIS.  In addition, 
supplemental archaeological resources, indirect built environment effects, and 
paleontological resources studies have been incorporated into the EIS.  See Sec-
tions 3.6, 3.7, 4.6, and 4.7 of the Final EIS.  Additional survey data are not 
warranted. 

B006-11 The commenter states that BLM's failure to provide an adequate current inventory 
of resources and environmental review undermines BLM’s ability to protect and 
manage these lands in accordance with statutory directives.  The commenter states 
that BLM has failed to properly identify and analyze impacts to the resources 
including the impacts from all of the project components, thus violating NEPA by 
not ensuring that the proposal does not cause unnecessary and undue degradation 
of public lands.  The commenter cites case law in support of these points. 

The EIS complies fully with NEPA.  See also response to Comment B006-10. 

B006-12 The commenter states that NEPA requires an EIS to analyze specific direct, indi-
rect, and cumulative impacts (not just provide general or conclusory statements) 
and to ensure the scientific integrity and accuracy of the information provided.  
The commenter states that the Draft EIS is missing such information and that it 
(or worst-case scenario data) should be provided in an additional, revised, or sup-
plemental EIS.  The commenter states that agencies cannot narrow the purpose 
and need statement to fit only the proposed project, and that the DHSP purpose 
and need is impermissibly narrow, requiring revision and recirculation of the 
Draft EIS.  Additionally, the commenter states that the Draft EIS does not clearly 
identify the amendment to the CDCA Plan as part of the project or describe the 
amendment. 
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A revised or supplemental EIS is not warranted.  The Final EIS fully analyzes all 
potential direct, indirect, and cumulative resource effects in depth and at an equal 
level of detail for all alternatives. 

B006-14 The commenter states that the Draft EIS fails to provide NEPA-required adequate 
baseline information and descriptions of the environmental setting in many areas 
because of inadequate survey information.  The commenter states that impact 
analysis is difficult without adequate baseline information and that a supplemental 
document is required to fully identify the baseline conditions of the site. 

See response to Comment B006-10. 

B009-2 The commenter states that the Draft EIS does not state whether the National Park 
Service acted in the capacity of a Cooperating Agency in the preparation of the 
Draft EIS.  The commenter further states that although the EIS is intended to 
satisfy CEQA requirements, it does not appear that local agencies are participat-
ing in the Draft EIS.  The commenter requests a discussion of how NEPA and 
CEQA requirements are being coordinated.  The commenter questions whether 
any special provisions of CEQA, such as fully mitigating impacts to state 
resources, are included in the mitigation measures in the EIS.  Finally, the com-
menter recommends that a joint EIS/EIR would be the most efficient way to 
achieve the multiple stated goals. 

Section ES.2 of the Draft and Final EIS discuss the NPS’s role as a Cooperating 
Agency, stating “The National Park Service has actively engaged in EIS planning 
and reviewing documentation relating to the proposed project and alternatives.  
The introduction to Chapter 1 further defines the role of the NPS as a cooperating 
agency, stating “although the NPS does not have the jurisdiction to issue any 
permits for the proposed project or alternatives, the BLM has requested that the 
NPS provide its technical expertise in the evaluation of impacts in this EIS.”  
Further information is available in the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
signed by the BLM and NPS defining their relationship (Section ES.2 of the Draft 
and Final EIS also identifies Riverside County as a cooperating agency.  Section 
1.6.2 states that “The County of Riverside and BLM have signed an MOU that 
defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies the County of River-
side as a Cooperating Agency with the BLM.”  This MOU is included in Appen-
dix L of the Final EIS. 

Regarding CEQA, Section ES.2 of the Draft and Final EIS defines Riverside 
County as the Lead Agency under CEQA.  The section states that the “County of 
Riverside... intends to determine whether this EIS complies with the requirements 
of CEQA, and if so, to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required 
for its decision regarding the approval of a gen-tie action alternative under 
CEQA.”  Section 1.8: CEQA Reader's Guide provides extensive information on 
the document's fulfillment of CEQA, and states that “This EIS has been prepared 
to a CEQA-equivalent standard pursuant to Public Resources Code (P.R.C.)  Sec-
tion 21083.7 and Section 15221 of the CEQA Guidelines.”  Each issue area 
described in Chapter 4 discusses the project's effects and significance under 
CEQA in addition to NEPA. 
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B011-1 The commenter provides an introduction to NEPA as it relates to renewable 
energy projects, and states that the Draft EIS is too long and convoluted, failing to 
properly inform the public of the nature and consequences of the project. 

The length of the document is considered necessary to evaluate this especially 
complex project, which has numerous resource protection challenges and no 
fewer than 12 alternatives evaluated at an equal level of detail.  The executive 
summary provides a full disclosure of all of the anticipated environmental effects, 
and provides a guide for readers to follow if they wish to engage with the EIS 
more deeply on any given topic.  No changes to the EIS are warranted. 

B011-14 The commenter states that a programmatic EIS should have been prepared given 
the large number of solar projects. 

The BLM did prepare a programmatic EIS for solar development in the west (see 
http://solareis.anl.gov/).  In order to further the renewable energy goals provided 
for in the BLM’s purpose and need for this and other pending solar projects, 
certain projects, including the DHSP, were exempted from the programmatic 
planning process.  See response to Comments A010-1 and B005-3. 

F001-159 The commenter states that unlike NEPA, CEQA pertains solely to physical effects 
on the environment.  With regard to Section 4.15.16 of the Draft EIS, the com-
menter notes that 14 CCR 15064 and 15382 provide that social and economic 
changes per se may not be treated as significant effects on the environment under 
CEQA. 

The CEQA significance criteria listed in Section 4.15.16: CEQA Considerations, 
are taken from Appendix G of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).  
These criteria reference physical effects, such as generation of waste and disrup-
tion of the utility systems, and are stated in full in the document.  The analysis 
provided in the Final EIS analyzes each of these significance criteria individually.  
No changes have been made to the document. 

NOISE AND VIBRATION 

A004-11 The commenter states that Section 3.12.2 (Existing Conditions, Noise) does not 
address the Wilderness Areas of Joshua Tree National Park, and requests that a 
discussion of the natural ambient sound level in the Wilderness should be added.  
The commenter further states that many units of the National Park System have 
natural ambient sound levels well below the 45 dBA Leq referenced as the rural 
noise standard for solar energy development in Riverside County, and that appli-
cations of this standard in areas adjacent to Park wilderness could adversely effect 
the Park.  The commenter requests that ambient natural sound levels be main-
tained during construction and operations (i.e., no increase in ambient sound as a 
result of the project). 

Sections 3.12 and 4.12 of the Final EIS has been updated to incorporate the com-
menter's recommendations. 
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A004-18 The commenter notes that Draft EIS page 4.12-9 (Noise and Vibration) states that 
noise on Kaiser Road south of Lake Tamarisk will increase between 9.5 dBA 
(1-hour Leq) and 11.4 dBA (CNEL); and when the cumulative effects of the 
Desert Sunlight project area added the noise in this area increases from 11.6 (Leq) 
to 13.6 (CNEL).  The commenter states that a 10 dBA increase is generally per-
ceived as a doubling of the loudness. 

The quoted noise levels are for Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk, as shown in 
Tables 4.12-3 and 4.12-8 (cumulative).  As stated in the paragraph immediately 
following Table 4.12-3, “A 10 dBA noise level increase represents a doubling of 
perceived noise levels.”  The noise level increase along Kaiser Road north of 
Lake Tamarisk is stated as being “substantial.” 

A004-26 The NPS requests that NPS management policies be added to the Final EIS and 
notes that these policies address noise impacts in Sections 4.9 and 8.2.3, stating 
“natural ambient sound level — that is, the environment of sound that exists in the 
absence of human-caused noise — is the baseline condition, and the standard 
against which current conditions in a soundscape will be measured and evalu-
ated.”  The commenter notes that further guidance can be found in NPS Director's 
Order #47. 

As requested by the commenter, information regarding the NPS management pol-
icies has been added to Section 3.12.1, Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regula-
tions.”  The National Park Service's performance standard for noise mitigation, 
which is to limit noise levels at the Joshua Tree National Park boundary from the 
project to 35 dBA, has been addressed in the revised impact discussion in Final 
EIS Section 4.12. 

A004-27 The commenter states that the discussion of noise-sensitive land uses does not 
include a discussion of the wilderness areas of Joshua Tree National Park, and 
recommends that a discussion of Wilderness Areas and the ambient sound level 
should be included.  The commenter notes that National Park Service Manage-
ment Policies require all acoustic conditions to be evaluated against the natural 
ambient sound level. 

Section 3.12.2, Existing Conditions, includes a discussion of existing noise-sensi-
tive land uses.  Within this section it is stated that “Joshua Tree National Park 
encompasses the project area, and is located 1.8 miles to the northeast, 3.5 miles 
to the west, and over 7 miles to the north (see Figure 3.12 1 in Appendix A).”  
Furthermore, the revised impact discussion in Final EIS Section 4.12 includes 
analysis of impacts on Joshua Tree National Park. 

B008-12 The commenter states that project construction would bring hundreds of new 
people to the area, in addition to the 300-400 employees working at Desert 
Sunlight, resulting in law enforcement issues.  The commenter states that local 
residents will be exposed to noise (transformer hum, tracking panel squeal) that 
will be in contrast to the quiet desert setting and will create serious mental stress, 
as analyzed in other projects.  The commenter states that construction noise from 
Desert Sunlight is sometimes unbearable, will be compounded by the DHSP, will 
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impact neighboring wilderness and JTNP, and should be limited to hours between 
6:00 am and 6:00 pm.  The commenter cites additional health issues related to low 
frequency and infrasonic noise, and requests mitigation for these impacts, stating 
that previous projects have not adequately mitigated noise. 

Section 4.12 provides a detailed discussion of noise impacts and mitigation mea-
sures associated with the project.  The project would abide by relevant noise laws 
and standards, and mitigation measures ensure that noise would not exceed these 
levels.  Construction time would be limited when occurring near residences, as 
described in MM NOI-1, and MM NOI-2 necessitates that the project will not 
create a net increase to ambient noise in Joshua Tree National Park.  The 
decision-maker will consider all comments when making a final decision. 

F001-5 The commenter states that in Table ES-1, Significance Criterion NZ-4 threshold 
of significance is specific to “long-term impacts on noise sensitive land uses by 
increasing long-term ambient Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) levels 
by 10dBA or more.”  The Applicant states that as a physical matter, this standard 
should not trigger a significant and unmitigable impact north of Lake Tamarisk 
Road because there are no sensitive receptors located north of Lake Tamarisk 
Road where the short-term impact (two years during construction) would occur; 
the description of the threshold should note that this is a conservative conclusion 
based on the 10 dBA standard rather than on actual sensitive receptors. 

As identified in Figure 3.12-1, sensitive receptors are located along Kaiser Road 
north of the community of Lake Tamarisk.  The increase in ambient noise levels 
along Kaiser Road during the two years of construction would result in a signifi-
cant and unavoidable impact, as stated.  No changes to the EIS are required. 

F001-150 The commenter requests that BLM consider revising Table 4.12-1 by deleting the 
“substation column” (which is not a feature of the Desert Harvest Solar Project) 
and by condensing the “Solar Facility” and “Gen-Tie Transmission Line” 
columns into a single column entitled “Distance to Closest Existing Residence” 
with the same 6,500-foot value for Alternatives 4 through 6 and the values of 500, 
500, 1,450 and 900 feet for Alternatives B through E, respectively.  The com-
menter also requests that BLM delete the “Alternative A – No Gen-Tie” row from 
the table. 

An onsite substation is a feature of the proposed project, as described in Section 
2.5.4: On-Site Substation; this column has been maintained in the Final EIS.  
Columns for Solar Facility and Gen-Tie Line Alternatives have been merged in 
the Final EIS, and the row for Alternative A has been removed. 

F001-151 The commenter recommends a specific revision to clarify the noise analysis on 
Draft EIS page 4.12-5. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-154 The commenter requests that BLM revise the last sentence of the second para-
graph of page 4.12-40 to reflect the non-cumulative baseline of the Draft EIS, 
under which the project owner would construct Alternative B. 
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The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-205 The commenter states that Table 4.24-1, Noise and Vibration, notes that the 
traffic would result in a substantial increase in noise levels north of Lake 
Tamarisk Road, but Section 4.12.6 notes that this level of noise at 50 feet would 
be within Riverside County’s conditionally acceptable range for rural residential 
land uses and within 180 feet would be back within the normally acceptable range 
for rural residential land uses. 

Section 4.12.6: Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects states that 
“Implementation of Alternative 4 would result in a substantial increase (>10 dBA) 
in traffic noise levels above existing ambient noise levels along Kaiser Road north 
of Lake Tamarisk Road during construction and decommissioning, which would 
result in an unavoidable adverse effect.”  This conclusion is accurately restated in 
Table 4.24-1.  No changes have been made to the document. 

PALEONTOLOGY 

F001-142 The commenter states that the fourth sentence of the "Indirect Effects" paragraph 
of pg.  4.7-3 should be comparative, not absolute: "Therefore, the potential for 
adverse indirect effects on paleontological resources is higher." 

The document provides effects analysis based on supporting evidence, drawing 
the conclusion that there is a high potential for adverse indirect effects on paleon-
tological resources based on the evidence provided, including that "geologic units 
present at the site have a high potential to contain vertebrate fossils and other 
scientifically valuable paleontological resources." The conclusion drawn in this 
section does not state that effects would be large, but rather considers the potential 
for effects.  The commenter's recommended language, suggesting the use of a 
comparative statement, does not state what the effects would be compared to and 
does not substantially change the meaning of the existing text.  No changes to the 
document have been made. 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY 

A003-9 RCFD states that damaged PV panels may release emissions that create a toxic 
environment for plant workers and emergency personnel, and that the Fire Chief 
will enforce California Fire Code safety, health, and welfare standards. 

The Draft EIS discusses the risk of toxic material release due to fire on page 
4.13-4.  The final PV technology and the potential for toxic chemical release have 
not yet been determined.  The analysis in the document concludes that with miti-
gation incorporated, this impact would not be significant, regardless of the chosen 
technology: “The DHSP may use a variety of PV technologies, including copper 
indium gallium cyanide panels, which are manufactured using the toxic elemental 
metal cadmium.  Chemicals within PV modules are highly stable; even if the 
modules become broken or damaged during construction, these substances would 
not mobilize into the environment except under extremely rare conditions.  A fire 
at the Alternative 4 site during construction could release chemicals from installed 
PV panels; however, fires are unlikely to occur because of the lack of fuel to sup-
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port a sustained wildfire.  Grass fires are the most likely fire exposure for ground-
mounted PV systems, and these fires tend to be short-lived.  As a result, these 
fires are unlikely to expose PV modules to prolonged fire conditions or to temper-
atures high enough to volatilize panel constituents.  Mitigation Measure (MM) 
FIRE-1 would also reduce potential effects from related fire risks....Therefore, the 
use of PV panels and other project components would not have any adverse, 
unavoidable effects on public health and safety.” 

B008-13 The commenter cites research on the impacts of electromagnetic fields (EMF), 
which states that most twentieth century diseases of civilization, including cancer 
and cardiovascular disease, are caused by EMF exposure.  The commenter states 
that the study's author assessed EMF levels around the commenter's property and 
in the project area are extremely high due to transmission lines; increased trans-
mission in the area will further threaten the health and life of the commenter and 
others in the area 

As stated in the Draft EIS, Section 4.13, generation of EMF is not considered a 
NEPA or CEQA issue and no impact significance is presented because: 1) there is 
no agreement among scientists that EMF does create a potential health risk; 
and 2) there are no adopted NEPA or CEQA standards for defining health risks 
from EMF.  However, as indicated and discussed at length in Chapter 3.13, the 
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has undertaken an investigation 
to consider its role in mitigating the health effects, if any, of EMF from utility 
facilities and power lines, stating “at this time we are unable to determine whether 
there is a significant scientifically verifiable relationship between EMF exposure 
and negative health consequences.”  In addition, as also stated in Chapter 3.13, 
EMF levels can be reduced through shielding, field cancellation or increasing the 
distance from the source.  The transmission lines would be approximately 135 
feet high which has proven effective in reducing exposure because the reduction 
of the field strength drops rapidly with distance.  The Project would locate the 
Gen-Tie lines in existing transmission corridors where possible.  The Project area 
is predominantly undeveloped and no residences are located within approximately 
a quarter-mile of any Project component. 

RECREATION 

A004-3 The commenter notes some incorrect distances to Wilderness Areas identified in 
the Recreation discussion of the Draft EIS (page 3.17-5). 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

A004-4 The commenter refers to a visitor survey carried out for the Park, citing the 
resource values for which Park patrons make recreational visits to the Park. 

Data from the cited survey have been added to Section 3.14, 3.17, 4.14, and 4.17. 

A004-12 The commenter states that Section 3.14.1 (Recreation) of the Draft EIS should 
reference the Palen/McCoy Wilderness in the discussion of the Wilderness Act of 
1964. 
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The requested change has been incorporated into the Final EIS. 

A004-28 The commenter notes an incorrect distance to JTNP in the Draft EIS. 

See response to Comment A004-3. 

A012-20 The commenter states that the Final EIS should include an analysis of the project's 
potential impact on hunting opportunities for game species within and surround-
ing the project. 

Section 3.14.2: General Project Study Area Recreation Use describes current rec-
reational uses of the project site.  The section states “Some hiking, photography, 
target shooting, and limited hunting is assumed to occur in the general area, but 
not on the solar facility site.”  The project is thus not expected to disturb hunting 
activities or game species in the project area.  Additionally, the project is within a 
designated Solar Energy Zone (the Riverside East SEZ) and production of solar 
energy at the site fits within BLM's multiple use goals for the area. 

D001-7 The commenter states that there was a road in the area that was once paved and 
provided access to Joshua Tree National Park that has been closed in conjunction 
with a wilderness designation.  The commenter states support for re-opening the 
road to make Desert Center area an access point for the Park. 

Consideration of expanding Joshua Tree National Park access is outside the scope 
of this document, thus no changes to the document have been made. 

F001-156 The commenter notes that in the “Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse 
Effects” section of page 4.14-3, only a small number of visitors frequent the por-
tions of JTNP surrounding the Chuckwalla Valley because (as stated in the Draft 
Solar Programmatic EIS and National Park Service comments on DSSF) due to 
lack of facilities, access, and recreational opportunities.  The commenter notes 
that because of their isolation, activities in this portion of JTNP most likely 
consist primarily of overnight backcountry camping, and that backpacking over-
night is the least common activity in the park: 2 percent of visitors engage in it, 
and 5 percent of visitors actually sleep in the backcountry. 

Although few visitors make use of the portion of JTNP surrounding the Chuck-
walla Valley, this may in fact work to enhance the wilderness experience avail-
able in the area and does not diminish the effects of the project on wilderness 
experience.  No changes have been made to the document. 

F001-158 The commenter states that the references to the CDCA in the second full para-
graph of page 4.14-12 should be contextualized by explaining that the CDCA is a 
25-million acre area of which 10-million acres are administered by BLM under 
the multiple-use mandate of FLPMA, rather than under the recreational limita-
tions of wilderness and/or national park designations. 

The paragraph referenced by the commenter does not refer to the CDCA, the Cali-
fornia Desert Conservation Area, as stated by the commenter.  The CDCA is 
accurately described by the commenter as a 25-million acre area, but the docu-
ment refers to the 11-million acre California Desert District (CDD) of the BLM, 
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referenced in the document as the “larger CDD area.”  The text of the paragraph 
focuses on the potential effects of the project in terms of lost acreage to recrea-
tion.  Stating the total acreage of BLM land in the CDD area, not all of which is 
available for recreation, would not appropriately contextualize these effects.  No 
changes have been made to the document. 

REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION 

B003-1 The commenter states that U.S. solar companies should reduce freight costs to 
remain economically competitive, and provides service options to this end. 

Consideration of specific firms and contractors is outside the scope of the Final 
EIS, thus no changes to the document have been made. 

E001-1 The commenter requests a CD of the DHSP Draft EIS. 

The requested documents have been provided.  No changes to the document have 
been with regard to this comment. 

E002-1 The commenter requests a paper copy of the DHSP Draft EIS 

The requested documents have been provided.  No changes to the document have 
been with regard to this comment. 

E003-1 The commenter requests that a copy of the Draft EIS and appendices be places in 
the Lake Tamarisk library, since Lake Tamarisk is the host community. 

The requested documents have been provided.  No changes to the document have 
been with regard to this comment. 

E006-1 The commenter requests to be added to the DHSP mailing list and to receive a CD 
of the Draft EIS. 

The requested documents have been provided.  No changes to the document have 
been with regard to this comment. 

SHORT TERM VS. LONG TERM PRODUCTIVITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

F001-198 The commenter states that the third sentence of the second paragraph of page 
4.23-1 states that a long-term impact of the project is “permanent” damage to 
desert habitats; the commenter is of the opinion that the impact is not “perma-
nent” in the common sense of the word (as opposed to BLM's technical treatment 
of “temporary” impacts to desert habitat as “permanent” under NEPA terminol-
ogy).  The commenter states that “long term” is a more appropriate phrase that 
already appears in the sentence and therefore requests deletion of “permanent” 
from the sentence. 

As noted by the commenter, “permanent” has a technical definition under NEPA, 
and the impacts described fit within this definition.  Use of the word “permanent” 
specifies a type of long-term impact and is an important descriptor in the context 
of the section.  No changes have been made to the Final EIS. 
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC 

B005-1 The commenter states that the Final EIS is required to contain an economic analy-
sis to determine how the project will affect the economics of recreation for Joshua 
Tree National Park. 

 The Final EIS analyzes potential effects to the use of Joshua Tree National Park in 
Section 4.14, Recreation, and notes that the project could result in “a substantial 
adverse effect on the wilderness experience of dispersed and occasional visitors to 
the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area.”  Based on the results of a 2010 survey, the 
most important concerns for park visitors would be an increase in noise levels or 
degradation of views, particularly of the night sky.  These effects are discussed in 
detail in section 4.12 and 4.19 respectively.  The discussion notes that the area of 
the park affected by the project would be very small, at less than 5 percent of the 
total park area.  This portion of the park is infrequently visited due to the 
difficulty of access, and as stated “construction of the project is not expected to 
reduce visitation to the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area.”  Without more specific 
information regarding the distribution of park visitors and uses within the portion 
of the park affected by the project, a detailed economic analysis as requested is 
not possible.  This document uses the best available information in its determina-
tion that construction of the project would not constitute a significant economic 
impact with respect to the park.  Mitigation measures have been included to 
reduce potential impacts to park resources, and the BLM has worked closely with 
the National Park Service to ensure that these resources are fully addressed in the 
Final EIS. 

B007-5 The commenter states that the document must consider the full economic and 
environmental impacts of the DHSP in comparison to distributed energy, includ-
ing costs of construction, maintenance, decommissioning, and restoration; and 
cost of a performance and guarantee bond to ensure that the project performs as 
proposed and that funds for are available damage reimbursement for health effects 
from dust, groundwater depletion, damage from increased dust storms, damage to 
crops, effects on livestock and grazing, and reduced income resulting from 
reduced tourism. 

See responses to Comments B007-2 and B007-3. 

B008-16 The commenter states that housing in the project area is inadequate to support the 
required construction workforce, which outnumbers local residents, and requests 
additional information about worker housing, commuting, and parking for the 
project.  The commenter states that long distance commuting could represent a 
major increase in GHG emissions, potentially offsetting the reductions provided 
by the project's renewable energy. 

As described in Section 4.15.6: Changes to Local Employment and Labor Force, 
the workforce for the project will be recruited from Riverside and neighboring 
San Bernardino Counties.  In-migration of the construction workforce could be 
accommodated within the available hotel rooms and housing vacancies in the 
nearby cities of Blythe and Indio; because of this availability of nearby housing, 
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few, if any, workers are expected to relocate to the project area permanently for 
construction.  The Section also states that the majority of these temporarily 
relocated workers likely would commute on a daily basis between home and the 
project study area.  It is unlikely that they would relocate their families for the 
duration of construction.  Section 2.5.5 states that the a parking area will be part 
of the construction plan, and additional details regarding expected traffic and 
commute volume are provided in Section 4.18 and Appendix H: Traffic Study.  
Analysis in Section 4.18 shows that even if all construction workers commuted 
during peak hours, resulting delays would be less than one second (Section 4.18.6 
and Table 4.18-2).  Regarding climate change, Section 4.5.6 includes an analysis 
of the contribution of on-road vehicles, including commuting construction 
workers, to GHG emissions (Section 4.5.6 and Table 4.5-1).  Even in considera-
tion of these emissions, the section concludes that the GHG emission reductions 
achieved by the project would greatly outstrip the emissions required for con-
struction, maintenance, and decommissioning. 

B008-17 The commenter states that the construction workforce could impact effective law 
enforcement, as the nearest Sheriff station is 50 miles from the project area.  The 
commenter states that the area could become a haven for illegal activity and 
would have an economic impact to commuting law enforcement.  The commenter 
states that there are inadequate medical facilities in case of a serious accident.  
The commenter states that illegal off-roading, including in wilderness areas, could 
become a serious problem, affecting special designations and wildlife.  The com-
menter inquires whether employees will be educated on off-roading issues. 

The commenter is concerned about impacts to law enforcement with the influx of 
construction workers.  Construction activities would be temporary.  As discussed 
in Section 4.15.6: Quality of Life, the majority of construction workers for the 
project would be expected to commute daily to the site from neighboring commu-
nities.  Because most workers would travel to the site from their homes, local resi-
dents may have little daily interaction with the workers, and the workers are 
unlikely to result in law enforcement problems or result in an increase in the use 
of existing infrastructure and are not expected to be a significant impact to law 
enforcement resources.  Given the limited number of construction workers 
expected to stay in the local area during the work week, the presence of these 
individuals would not be expected to result in substantial or long-term adverse 
effects to the local area’s social composition and character.  Further, workers 
would go through extensive training to minimize impacts to the local wilderness 
areas from illegal off-road travel.  With regard to law enforcement surrounding 
the project site, on-site security, including fencing, lighting, motion detectors, and 
cameras in key locations would minimize increased demand on law enforcement. 

B010-2 The commenter states that the project could shade the adjacent Desert Sunlight 
panels. 

A discussion of panel shading and mitigation measure to ensure no adjacent panel 
shading have been added to Section 4.11 of the Final EIS. 
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B011-8 The commenter states that the EIS fails to address how utility bills of ratepayers 
would be affected by the project, stating that there is growing evidence that the 
cost of mandating renewable energy sources and providing transmission may 
outweigh environmental benefits, electricity prices, and reduce jobs. 

The purpose of the EIS is not to evaluate the economic merits of the state and fed-
eral renewable energy policies and objectives, but rather to evaluate the environ-
mental effects of the proposed project and viable alternatives to the project.  It is 
not possible to ascribe a particular economic effect to individual ratepayers in the 
region as a result of the DHSP.  Electric utility rates are regulated by the CPUC, 
and power purchase agreements are approved by the CPUC — these agreements 
are confidential.  The project does not yet have a power purchase agreement.  
Furthermore, the project is proposed to use existing and approved transmission 
facilities, thereby minimizing effects related to new transmission infrastructure. 

D001-6 The commenter states that he supports timely approval of the project because of 
the importance of jobs to the Desert Center area and its residents. 

The decision maker will consider all public comments when making a final 
decision. 

D002-2 The commenter provides some history of Joshua Tree National Park, and cites an 
economic study prepared by Professor Daniel Stein of Michigan State University 
which found that visitors to the Park contributed $64 million to gateway commu-
nities and communities within a 30-mile radius of the Park, and the most recent 
visitor use survey of the Park. 

With regard to the visitor use survey, please see response to Comment A004-4.  
With regard to an economic study, please see response to Comment B005-1. 

SOILS AND GEOLOGY 

F001-144 The commenter requests deletion of AM GEO-1 on page 4.9-1 (and throughout 
the document) and its replacement with the following language: “Design Plan.  
Project structures shall be built in accordance with the design-basis recommenda-
tions in the project-specific geotechnical investigation report.  Structure designs 
must meet the requirements of all applicable federal, state, and county permits and 
building codes.” 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

SOLID AND HAZARDOUS WASTES 

A002-1 Please see DTSC's scoping letter comments, dated October 20, 2011, in Appen-
dix B. 

1.  The commenter states that the EIS should evaluate whether conditions within 
the Project area may pose a threat to human health or the environment.  The com-
menter provides databases of some of the regulatory agencies. 
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2.  The commenter states that the EIS should identify the mechanism to initiate 
any required investigation and/or remediation for any site within the proposed 
Project area that may be contaminated, and the government agency to provide 
appropriate regulatory oversight.  If necessary, the Department of Toxic Sub-
stances Control (DTSC) states that it would require an oversight agreement in 
order to review such documents. 

3.  The commenter states that any environmental investigations, sampling and/or 
remediation for a site should be conducted under a Workplan approved and over-
seen by a regulatory agency that has jurisdiction to oversee hazardous substance 
cleanup.  DTSC states that the findings of any investigations, including any Phase 
I or II Environmental Site Assessment Investigations should be summarized in the 
document and that all sampling results in which hazardous substances were found 
above regulatory standards should be clearly summarized in a table.  DTSC states 
that all closure, certification or remediation approval reports by regulatory 
agencies should be included in the EIS. 

4.  The commenter states that if buildings, other structures, asphalt or concrete-
paved surface areas are being planned to be demolished, an investigation should 
be conducted for the presence of hazardous chemicals, mercury, and asbestos 
paints (LPB) or products, mercury or ACMs are identified, proper precautions 
should be taken during demolition activities.  Additionally, DTSC states that the 
contaminants should be remediated in compliance with California environmental 
regulations and policies. 

5.  The commenter states that future project construction may require soil excava-
tion or filling in certain areas and that sampling may be required.  DTSC states 
that if soil is contaminated, it must be properly disposed and not simply placed in 
another location onsite.  DTSC states that Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) may 
be applicable to such soils, and that if the project proposes to import soil to 
backfill the areas excavated, sampling should be conducted to ensure that the 
imported soil is free of contamination. 

6.  The commenter states that human health and the environment of sensitive 
receptors should be protected during any construction or demolition activities and 
that if necessary, a health risk assessment overseen and approved by the appropri-
ate government agency should be conducted by a qualified health risk assessor to 
determine if there are, have been, or will be, any releases of hazardous materials 
that may pose a risk to human health or the environment. 

7.  The commenter states that if the site was used for agricultural, livestock or 
related activities, onsite soils and groundwater might contain pesticides, agricul-
tural chemical, organic waste or other related residue.  DTSC states that proper 
investigation, and remedial actions, if necessary, should be conducted under the 
oversight of and approved by a government agency at the site prior to construc-
tion of the project. 

8.  The commenter states that if it is determined that hazardous wastes are, or 
will be, generated by the proposed operations, the wastes must be managed in 
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accordance with the California Hazardous Waste Control Law (California Health 
and Safety Code, Division 20, Chapter 6.5) and the Hazardous Waste control 
Regulations (California Code of Regulations, Title 22, Division 4.5).  DTSC 
states that if it is determined that hazardous wastes will be generated, the facility 
should also obtain a United States EPA Identification Number and that certain 
hazardous waste treatment processes of hazardous materials, handling, storage or 
uses may require authorization from the local Certified Unified Program Agency 
(CUPA). 

1.  As stated in Section 3.13.2, Database Review, “A hazardous materials storage 
and contaminated sites database search was conducted for the project study area 
in 2010 as a part of the EIS for the DSSF project, located immediately adjacent to 
the DHSP and within the proposed project study area.”  This section summarizes 
the results of this review, which includes a search of the databases listed in the 
scoping comment and a field visit as a part of a Phase 1 Environmental Site 
Assessment.  Page 4.13-5, under “Existing Contamination,” further states that 
“Alternative 4 would not mobilize existing contaminants in groundwater or soil, 
or expose workers to contaminated or hazardous materials at levels in excess of 
those permitted by federal and state law.  There are no known previously contami-
nated sites of concern located in the project study area.”  Other alternatives would 
have similar or reduced effects.  CEQA criterion H-4 asks whether the project “Is 
located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled 
pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 (i.e., the Cortese List) that would 
create a significant hazard to the public or environment?” Page 4.13-22 states 
“With regard to Criterion H-4, based on the Phase I Environmental Site Assess-
ment (ESA) conducted for the DSSF project, the DHSP site and the gen-tie line 
routes do not contain any hazardous materials sites pursuant to Government Code 
Section 65962.5.  Therefore, the project would have no impact related to Signifi-
cance Criterion H-4.  With the adoption of Applicant Proposed Measures and Mit-
igation Measures described in Section 4.13, Public Health and Safety, conditions 
at the Project area would not pose a threat to human health or the environment 
through hazardous wastes. 

2.  Section 3.13.1, Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations, describes the fede-
ral, state, and local laws by which the project would abide and the agencies 
administering these laws (3.13-1 through 3.13-3), which includes provisions for 
responding to spills and remediation.  The EIS describes several mitigation mea-
sures that address hazardous material spills, discovery, and emergency response.  
MM PHS-1 requires development of a hazardous materials management plan, 
which includes an emergency response contingency plan.  MM PHS-2 requires 
the implementation of BMPs for hazardous materials, including routine inspec-
tions, maintenance, and training.  MM PHS-3 requires a Spill Prevention Control 
and Countermeasures Plan that “identifies primary and secondary containment for 
oil products and other hazardous materials stored on site as well as training in 
spill management in the event of an unexpected release.”  Pages 4.13-9 through 
4.13-10 specify response procedures in this plan.  MM PHS-4 Requires an Envi-
ronmental Health and Safety Plan, including spill containment, decontamination, 
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and emergency response.  This plan also “ensures [that the project] includes all 
activities and compliance with all local, state and federal regulatory require-
ments.”  MM PHS-5 requires a more detailed project-specific Emergency Response 
and Inventory Plan. 

3.  Section 3.13.1, Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations, describes the fede-
ral, state, and local laws by which the project would abide and the agencies 
administering these laws (3.13-1 through 3.13-3).  Mitigation Measures PHS-1 
through PHS-5 provide additional detail on investigation, sampling, and cleanup 
related to hazardous materials.  A Phase I Environmental Site Assessment was 
conducted for the project area in 2010 for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm.  The 
results of this Assessment as related to Desert Harvest Solar Project are summa-
rized in Section 4.13.6 under “Existing Contamination” (4.13-5).  The section 
states that “There are no known previously contaminated sites of concern located 
in the project study area.”  Neither a Phase II nor site sampling are warranted.  
The site has not been contaminated, so closure, certification, and remediation 
approval reports are not applicable.  The site is a greenfield site. 

4.  No buildings, other structures, asphalt or concrete-paved surface areas would 
be demolished as a part of the proposed project.  The project is on an undevel-
oped, greenfield site. 

5.  Section 2.5.4 describes that only clean fill or native soil would be used to 
backfill excavations.  Section 4.13.6, Existing Contamination states “Alternative 4 
would not mobilize existing contaminants in groundwater or soil, or expose 
workers to contaminated or hazardous materials at levels in excess of those per-
mitted by federal and state law” (page 4.13-5).  Other alternatives would have 
similar or reduced effects.  Section 4.13.16 also states that “Any previously 
unknown contaminated soils that may be encountered would be treated and 
disposed of in accordance with applicable regulations” (page 4.13-21).  As stated 
in Section 4.13.6, Hazardous Materials, “the project operator would be required to 
strictly adhere to all relevant regulations regarding handling hazardous or poten-
tially hazardous materials.  In addition, MM PHS‑6 (proper disposal or recycling 
of PV panels and other infrastructure) would ensure that project components are 
disposed of in a manner that does not pose risks to human health or the environ-
ment” (pages 4.13-4 through 4.13-5).  Mitigation Measure PHS-3 states that “The 
site superintendent shall perform routine inspections to ensure that all materials 
onsite are being stored and disposed of in an appropriate fashion” (page 4.13-9).  
Section 2.5.4 states that the project will require soil backfill, and will use clean fill 
from native soils.  This section also states that “Gravel would be required for the 
north-south access roads (not for the less often used east-west routes) within the 
project area and would be sifted from on-site soil or trucked to the site from a 
BLM-approved commercial mine located 6 miles from the project site” (page 
4.13-16). 

6.  According to the 2010 database review and Phase I ESA covering the project 
area (conducted for DSSF), the project “would not mobilize existing contaminants 
in groundwater or soil, or expose workers to contaminated or hazardous materials 
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at levels in excess of those permitted by federal and state law.  There are no 
known previously contaminated sites of concern located in the project study area” 
(page 4.13-5).  However, construction of the project would require the use, stor-
age, and disposal of some hazardous and potentially hazardous materials, such as 
those shown in Table 4.13-1.  Additionally, the DHSP may use a variety of PV 
technologies, including copper indium gallium cyanide panels, which are manu-
factured using the toxic elemental metal cadmium.  The risks and impacts from 
these hazardous materials are fully analyzed in Section 4.13.  Mitigation measures 
are provided to ensure that effects to the environment and sensitive receptors will 
be less than significant.  A health risk assessment is not warranted. 

As described in Section 4.13.6, the entire Chuckwalla Valley area was historically 
used as a military training facility, and there is potential for munitions and 
explosives of concern (MEC) to be present on portions of the site.  Project con-
struction personnel could sustain injuries if MECs were encountered on the proj-
ect site during construction.  Mitigation Measure PHS-8 (munitions plan) would 
reduce impacts from personnel encountering MEC during construction by requir-
ing the Applicant to gather available information on potential onsite MECs and 
ensuring that all construction workers receive MEC-related safety training. 

7.  The site has not been used for agricultural, livestock, or related activities.  A 
database review and Phase I ESA for the area conducted in 2010 for the Desert 
Sunlight Solar Farm show no evidence of pesticides, agricultural chemical, 
organic waste or other related residue. 

8.  Section 3.21.1, Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations, describes the Cali-
fornia Hazardous Waste Control Law and Title 22 of the California Code of Reg-
ulations.  Section 3.13.1, Applicable Plans, Policies, and Regulations, discusses 
both the California Hazardous Waste Control Law, as administered by the DTSC 
(page 3.13-2), as well as Riverside County Department of Environmental Health's 
responsibility as the local CUPA for the Project Area (page 3.13-3, 3.13-5).  Miti-
gation Measures, particularly MM PHS-4, require compliance with applicable 
state, federal, and local regulations. 

A002-2 DTSC can provide cleanup oversight through an Environmental Oversight Agree-
ment (EOA) for government agencies that are not responsible parties, or a 
Voluntary Cleanup Agreement (VCA) for private parties. 

The site is not a brownfield site and does not require and EOA or VCA. 

A011-1 The commenter states that Section ES.2 references a unified program facility 
permit, and recommends revisions to the EIS to clarify Riverside County 
requirements. 

The requested revisions have been incorporated into the Final EIS. 
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SPECIAL DESIGNATIONS 

A004-1 The commenter believes that the Draft EIS fails to adequately analyze some fore-
seeable environmental consequences and cumulative impacts of the proposed 
project on the resources and values of Joshua Tree National Park. 

The National Park Service – Joshua Tree National Park is a cooperating agency 
for preparation of the EIS, and BLM has made every effort to incorporate the 
Park's concerns.  To this end, two additional time-lapse visual simulations have 
been added for the Final EIS to simulate visual conditions within the Park after 
construction of the project.  In addition, the discussion of dark skies within the 
Park has been supplemented.  Please refer to changes in Sections 3.17, 3.19 4.17, 
and 4.19, and the new Appendix G5 in this Final EIS. 

A004-2 The commenter states that the Draft EIS is unclear about the type of technology 
that will be erected and how tracking technology will effect visual resources in 
the Park.  In addition, the commenter states that visual resources, natural sounds, 
night skies, and effects on Wilderness are understated in the Draft EIS. 

Discussions of ambient noise conditions within the Park have been added to Sec-
tions 3.12 and 4.12 in the Final EIS.  Park thresholds for air quality and nighttime 
darkness have been included in Sections 4.2 and 4.19, respectively.  In addition, 
mitigation measures have been clarified to ensure that project effects will not 
contribute to net reduction in air quality, quietness, or nighttime darkness within 
the Park boundaries. 

A004-13 The commenter states that Section 3.17 (Special Designations) of the Draft EIS 
should include a map showing the proximity of all Wilderness Areas to the proj-
ect site.  The commenter also requests that the first paragraph under the Wilder-
ness section (page 3.17-5) should reflect the Big Wash Trail, which is located 8.5 
miles west of the project site. 

The requested change has been incorporated into the Final EIS. 

B008-23 The commenter provides history on JTNP and describes its economic benefits in 
the region.  The commenter states that the project would be constructed very close 
to JTNP and that the industrial cumulative impacts of major solar projects in the 
area could permanently change the character of the park and impact tourism 
potential.  The commenter cites the JTNP General Management Plan regarding 
potential impacts from development adjacent to the park. 

Sections 4.14 (Recreation) and 4.17 (Special Designations) describe impacts of 
the Project on Joshua Tree National Park, some of which cannot be mitigated to 
less-than-significant levels.  The portion of the park that would be affected by the 
project would be very small, however, and is infrequently visited; thus the solar 
project is unlikely to change the overall character of the park or visitor volume.  
The BLM has worked closely with JTNP and with the NPS as a cooperating 
agency to avoid and minimize impacts to the park. 
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B009-4 The commenter suggests that Alternative 5, which excludes the 47-acre portion of 
the project site within the Palen-Ford WHMA does not provide enough mitiga-
tion, and recommends that habitat compensation be replaced at a ratio of 3:1. 

Section 4.17.6, Special Designations: Direct Effects of Construction, describes the 
reduced functionality of the 47-acre portion of the Palen-Ford WHMA.  While 
this area still enjoys a protected designation, the value of the habitat present deter-
mines the compensatory mitigation ratio, as described in MM VEG-6.  The area 
does not protect key WHMA resources, such as dune or dry lake habitat, and is 
disconnected from important habitats that exist east of the project.  Special status 
plants and wildlife, such as the Mojave fringe-toed lizard protected elsewhere in 
the WHMA, are not found in the area.  Impacts to the area would be further 
reduced through implementation of mitigation measures VEG-1 through VEG-10.  
In general, while the project affects the mapped boundary of the WHMA, it would 
not affect the key species and habitats of the WHMA, and so a higher compensa-
tion ratio than what is currently described is not required in the Final EIS. 

F001-161 The commenter states that the second sentence of the direct effects analysis of 
Alternative 4 incorrectly states that 78.5 acres of CDFG jurisdictional streambeds 
and 976.5 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub habitat lie within the Palen-Ford WHMA 
portion of the proposed project.  The commenter states that the impact totals 
above are for the entire proposed project, of which only 47 acres lie within the 
Palen-Ford WHMA.  The commenter requests that BLM revise these figures and 
the remainder of the direct effects analysis to reflect that, while the proposed proj-
ect may affect the map depicting the Palen-Ford WHMA boundary, the proposed 
project does not affect the resources the Palen-Ford WHMA was created to 
protect. 

The acreages of impact have been updated in the Final EIS.  Regarding the 
resources the Palen-Ford WHMA was established to protect, see response to 
Comment F001-112; the commenter's recommendations have been partially incor-
porated into the document. 

F001-162 The commenter requests that the direct effects analysis under Operations and 
Maintenance on page 4.17-3 be conformed to the conclusion of the Draft EIS that 
the proposed project would not be visible from the Desert Lily Preserve ACEC as 
illustrated in Figure 4.19-4B. 

The Direct Effects section starting on page 4.17-3 and continuing to page 4.17-4 
has been changed to remove the reference to the Desert Lily Preserve ACEC. 

F001-163 The commenter requests that BLM explain in the cumulative effects analysis on 
page 4.17-32 that the proposed project's incremental contribution to effects on the 
Palen-Ford WHMA are insubstantial because of the severance of the DHSP por-
tion as a result of construction of the Desert Sunlight project immediately to the 
north and because, while the proposed project may affect the map depicting the 
Palen-Ford WHMA boundary, the proposed project does not affect the resources 
the Palen-Ford WHMA was created to protect. 
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In Sections 4.17.11 through 4.17.14, the Final EIS describes the impacts of Alter-
natives B through E.  These gen-tie line alternatives have potential impacts to the 
Palen-Ford WHMA that are not related to the direct impacts of Solar Facility 
Alternatives 4, 6, and 7 referenced in the comment.  In describing cumulative 
effects in section 4.17.16, the document analyzes Alternatives 4 through 7 and C 
through E together, rather than individually.  The commenter's requested changes 
only refer to effects of Solar Facility Alternatives 4, 6, and 7, not the impacts of 
Alternatives C through E, to the Palen-Ford WHMA.  Because Alternatives C 
through E have potential effects that are not considered in the comment, and 
because the requested changes have been addressed in specific Alternatives sec-
tions, no changes have been made to the document. 

F001-164 The commenter requests that BLM conform the conclusions of the first paragraph 
of the “Residual Impacts and Unavoidable Adverse Effects” paragraph on page 
4.17-6 with comments F001-112 and F001-90, which demonstrate why there are 
no residual impacts and unavoidable adverse effects with regard to the resources 
they discuss.  The commenter states that the project does not directly impact vege-
tation resources within the Desert Lily ACEC. 

The commenter's recommendations have been partially incorporated into the Final 
EIS.  See response to Comment F001-112 regarding the Palen-Ford WHMA.  
Impacts to the Palen-Ford WHMA are considered in detail in Section 4.17.6: Con-
struction and summarized in Section 4.17.6: Residual Impacts and Unavoidable 
Adverse Effects.”  The relevant text related to Comment F001-90 has been incor-
porated into the document.  Sections 4.17.1: Methodology for Analysis and 
4.17.6: Direct Effects of Construction describe direct effects of the project on the 
Desert Lily ACEC. 

F001-168 With regard to the Draft EIS' analyses of indirect and cumulative effects on recre-
ational values at JTNP on pages 4.17-26 and 27, the commenter requests that 
BLM refer to the Applicant’s Comment F1-156, above. 

See response to Comment F001-156. 

F001-206 The commenter states that the “Special Designations” row of Table 4.24-2 states 
that there are no significant and unavoidable impacts.  The commenter states that 
the Special Designations Section is largely a conglomerate of other environmental 
disciplines studied in the Draft EIS and thus suggests stating that there are no sig-
nificant and unavoidable impacts separate from those identified among the other 
environmental disciplines considered in the Draft EIS. 

The requested changes have been incorporated into the Final EIS. 

TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC ACCESS 

A005-1 The commenter notes that one of the assumptions made in the traffic study was 
that deliveries from large trucks would typically occur during off-peak hours.  
The commenter states that the only heavy vehicles included in the trip generation 
analysis were concrete truck mixers which would arrive and depart during all 
periods of the day.  The commenter states that if this is to be true, the approval of 
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the project permit should include provisions which require deliveries from 
large/heavy vehicles, except concrete truck mixers, to be made during off-peak 
periods. 

The Traffic Study, included in Appendix H in the Final EIS, states that “Even 
though there may be several deliveries of materials a day for most of the construc-
tion period, most [heavy] vehicles are not expected to move during the peak 
traffic periods.  The only exception to this norm will be when concrete is being 
poured.”  Since the trip generation analysis only considers peak period trips, con-
crete mixers are included in this analysis, conservatively estimating that 1/3 of 
daily deliveries would be concrete deliveries in the AM peak period, when tem-
peratures are cool enough to accommodate concrete pouring.  The impacts of 
heavy vehicle trips during peak hours are thus fully described and examined in the 
Traffic Study.  The commenter's recommendation that large/heavy vehicles, 
except concrete truck mixers, make deliveries outside peak hours is currently an 
assumption of the project.  Recommending project permit provisions is outside 
the scope of this document, and the decision-maker will consider all comments. 

A005-2 The commenter recommends that traffic counts not be conducted during atypical 
traffic conditions, noting that in this case counts were conducted during the week 
which included Thanksgiving holiday.  The commenter further requests that the 
raw count sheets be included in the EIS. 

The raw traffic count sheets are presented beginning on page 36 of Appendix H in 
the Draft EIS.  The traffic counts conducted during a week containing a holiday 
for DHSP show effectively no difference compared with the traffic counts per-
formed for the Desert Sunlight Project Traffic Analysis (DSSF Final EIS Appen-
dix I).  This is seen as substantial evidence that the holiday week had no effect on 
the traffic or the traffic analysis presented in the Draft EIS. 

B006-8 The commenter claims that the Draft EIS does not consider whether and how new 
access roads created for the project may increase off-road vehicle use in the area 
and the consequent impacts on habitats and species. 

Access roads for the solar facility are proposed to be entirely on site within the 
proposed fenceline.  These access roads would not be accessible to the public and 
would not increase off-highway vehicle (OHV) use. 

B011-12 The commenter states that the EIS fails to consider the indirect impacts of new 
roads. 

See response to Comment B006-8. 

F001-169 The commenter states that the first sentence of the first paragraph following Table 
4.18-2 on page 4.18-5 incorrectly states that MM WAT-2 would require trans-
portation of water needed for Alternative 4 by truck.  The commenter states that 
as drafted, MM WAT-2 requires identification of an alternate water source prior 
to construction. 
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The section has been revised to reflect changes to MM WAT-2.  The commenter's 
specific language recommendations no longer apply to the revised text of MM 
WAT-2. 

F001-170 The commenter requests that BLM correct the sentence immediately preceding 
the “CEQA Significance Determination” section of page 4.18-22, as follows: 
“The proposed project and alternatives would not include a design feature or 
incompatible uses that would result in an increase in hazards; therefore, there 
would be no impact.” 

The requested changes have been made to the Final EIS. 

VISUAL RESOURCES 

A004-5 The commenter states the Park's concern for the visual contrast between the 
Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project and the Desert Harvest Solar Project from 
within the Park, particularly with the use of high-profile tracking panels by the 
DHSP. 

Two time-lapse visual simulations have been added to simulate the contrast 
between the two projects in Appendix G5 of this Final EIS.  As is demonstrated in 
the simulations, the height and articulation of the panels is barely discernible in 
the background distance from vantage-points within the Park.  While the Desert 
Sunlight Solar Project can be seen to have fairly high contrast and glare, the 
Desert Harvest Solar Project effectively blends into the natural environment, 
resulting in little to no contrast.  Please refer to the additional analysis presented 
in Section 4.19. 

A004-6 The commenter states support for any alternative that is less visually intrusive, 
particularly low-profile panels. 

As is demonstrated by the time-lapse visual simulations (Appendix G-5) from 
vantagepoints within the Park, high-profile tracking panels present very little 
visual contrast.  Although the high profile solar panels would increase the visi-
bility and visual contrast of the development area when viewed from foreground 
viewing opportunities, the solar field would have visual characteristics similar to 
the low profile arrays when viewed from more distant vantage points including 
Joshua Tree National Park.  The decision-maker will consider all comments and 
alternative preferences when making a decision on the project. 

A004-7 The commenter notes that the project would be located in an area with high night 
sky quality, and requests that night sky conditions be maintained at the current 
natural ambient level. 

Mitigation Measure MM VR-6, as presented in Section 4.19 of the Draft EIS 
(pages 4.19-18 and 4.19-19) includes stringent requirements and performance 
standards to ensure that project lighting is not perceptible within the Park 
boundary. 

A004-8 The commenter states that best management practices related to night sky in 
Table 2.5 (Applicant Measures) are omitted from this table.  The commenter 
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further states that the Final EIS should include mitigation or Applicant Measures 
that require “full cut-off luminaries,” because the words “shielded” and “full cut-
off” are erroneously used interchangeably.  The commenter requests that this 
wording should be changed in the Site Security, Fencing, and Lighting section of 
Chapter 2.5.4 of the Draft EIS (page 2-9). 

Table 2.5 in the Draft EIS (pages 2-20 through 2-24) lists only the measures pro-
posed by the project Applicant.  No changes to this table have been made, as the 
project Applicant has not proposed best management practices related to night 
skies.  In addition, the reference to the proposed lighting plan has not been 
changed in Section 2.5.4, because this section describes the proposal by the 
Applicant, which BLM has no authority to modify.  Please note that Mitigation 
Measure MM VR-6 (Night Lighting Control) (Draft EIS page 4.19-18) requires 
that only a “fully shielded, full cutoff light fixture” be used at the facility, in addi-
tion to numerous other requirements to maintain dark skies.  No changes to the 
Draft EIS are warranted based on this comment. 

A004-9 The commenter states that limited nighttime construction activity should be 
included as an Applicant Measure, such that white lighting (e.g., metal halide) 
lights are only used when necessary for work tasks, and should not be used for 
general security of dusk-to-dawn lighting.  The commenter states that these lights 
should be less than 3500 Kelvin color temperature (warm white) to reduce 
impacts. 

Table 2.5 in the Draft EIS (pages 2-20 through 2-24) lists only the measures pro-
posed by the project Applicant.  No changes to this table have been made, as the 
project Applicant has not proposed measures related to night skies.  MM VR-6 
requires mitigation to reduce impacts from night lighting addressing the com-
menter's recommendations. 

A004-14 The commenter requests the addition of a KOP from which a visual analysis of 
the newly proposed “tracking system technology” can be modeled from, and pro-
vides coordinates and access directions for the proposed KOP, which serves as an 
easy ingress/egress staging area for night sky activity in JTNP. 

As requested by the commenter, a time-lapse visual simulation at the newly rec-
ommended KOP has been included in the Final EIS.  This time-lapse visual simu-
lation and two others are presented in Appendix G-5 of the Final EIS.  As shown 
in the simulation, the Desert Harvest panels track the sun throughout the day and 
there is no noticeable glare or glint off the panels that is visible from KOP 9.  
During the morning hours, the brighter band of color that creates a “lake effect” 
and the relatively brief episode of reflected sun that does occur (approximately 26 
seconds into the video) is actually from the adjacent Desert Sunlight fixed tilt 
solar panels.  Up until just before midday, the view from KOP 9 is capturing the 
backside of the Desert Harvest tracking panels, which is why they appear darker 
relative to the Desert Sunlight solar field.  At approximately mid-day, the Desert 
Harvest panels are in an approximate horizontal position and the sun has already 
reached its position due south (to the right out of the field of view).  In the after-
noon and evening when the front of the Desert Harvest solar panels would be 
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visible from KOP 9, the panels are essentially reflecting the color hues of the 
background mountains and sky.  What the time-lapse simulation shows is that the 
Desert Harvest tracking panels would exhibit minimal to no perceptible glare or 
glint as viewed from KOP 9. 

A004-15 The commenter states that the affected visual environment analysis process does 
not mention the impact of light pollution (glare and skyglow).  The commenter 
further states that the omission of dark night skies and the impacts associated with 
light pollution understates the value of this critical resource; and the commenter 
recommends that a section relating to night sky be included in the Affected Envi-
ronment section for Visual Resources.  The commenter states that data taken from 
Pinto Wells, located 7 miles north of the project site in the Park, is monitored by 
the NPS and is measured as the darkest area of the Park. 

A discussion of glare and skyglow has been included in the Final EIS in Section 
4.19. 

A004-16 The commenter states that Section 4.2.3 (page 4.2-6) addresses night sky visibility 
and notes that dust would not be present at night; the commenter recommends that 
this section also address impairment of night sky visibility due to light pollution 
during construction and operation activities. 

Section 4.2.3 is focused particularly on Air Resources.  Impacts to night sky visi-
bility from light pollution are addressed in Section 4.19.  No changes to the EIS 
are warranted as a result of this comment. 

A004-22 The commenter notes that the project is located in an area of night sky quality and 
requests that night sky conditions be maintained, requesting specific revisions to 
the Draft EIS. 

See responses to Comments A004-8 and A004-9. 

A004-23 The commenter requests revising Applicant Measures as presented in the Draft 
EIS. 

See responses to Comments A004-8 and A004-9. 

A004-31 The commenter states that the affected visual environment does not include a dis-
cussion of light pollution (glare and skyglow). 

See response to Comment A004-15. 

A004-32 The commenter requests a revision related to night sky visibility impairment from 
light pollution during construction and operation. 

See response to Comment A004-16. 

B008-15 The commenter states that the visual impacts of the proposed project will be 
severe to the project area and surrounding special designations.  The commenter 
requests underground transmission lines to reduce visual and other impacts, as 
Desert Sunlight has agreed to do. 
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Regarding visual impacts to Joshua Tree, Section 4.19.6: Effects Context for 
Joshua Tree Wilderness and National Park discusses the potential visual impacts 
and mitigation measures, including impacts to the park.  As described in this sec-
tion, a very small percentage of the park viewshed would be affected by the proj-
ect.  Simulations from KOPs within JTNP and mitigation measures have been 
included to ensure that impacts to the park are avoided or minimized, and BLM 
has worked closely with JTNP staff to further minimize impacts to park visual 
resources and wilderness experience.  Regarding underground transmission lines, 
Section 2.17.8 discusses undergrounding the gen-tie line as a project alternative.  
This alternative was ultimately eliminated from detailed consideration because 
“While underground lines would reduce the visual effects of the transmission 
lines, they have several disadvantages with respect to the environmental impacts 
that would occur during construction.”  Additionally, the cost of undergrounding 
would be economically infeasible, undergrounding would limit interconnection 
with future circuits, and maintenance would be much more challenging.  The sec-
tion concludes that undergrounding would thus not be a feasible project alterna-
tive, and that the additional impacts could outweigh the benefits to visual 
resources. 

B008-24 The commenter states that the project area possesses notable, though sensitive, 
night sky quality.  The commenter states that the Draft EIS does not adequately 
describe the affected environment or potential impacts to this resource and should 
include appropriate mitigation measures, including an Outdoor Lighting Plan (as 
required for Desert Sunlight).  The commenter states that outdoor lighting should 
be located only at offices, lighting should not exceed 2700 Kelvin color tempera-
ture (warm white), no continuous roadway lighting should be installed, no 
vehicles should use strobe lights or high beams, and white lighting (metal halide) 
should only be used temporarily when required by work and not for general 
security or dusk-to-dawn lighting.  The commenter states that the project should 
be denied, but recommends a series of mitigation measures if approved. 

KOP 1/1A was established in the Joshua Tree Wilderness; its location was in part 
determined by the area's popularity among night sky enthusiasts (Section 3.19.2: 
KOP 1 and 1A).  Section 3.19.2: Regional Setting states that “One of the 
attractions for residents in less developed areas of the county is the brilliance of 
the nighttime sky on clear nights, unencumbered by lighting scattered over a large 
urban area.”  Section 4.19 of the Final EIS describes visual impacts, including 
those to night skies.  Section 4.19.6: Effects Context for Joshua Tree Wilderness 
and National Park further describes the importance of night skies to JTNP and 
surrounding communities.  Mitigation Measure VR-6 requires specific actions to 
minimize the impact of the project on night skies, including a Night Lighting 
Management Plan, as requested by the commenter.  Other measures include a cap 
on Kelvin color temperature of night lights (3500, which represents warm white), 
limitations on lighting locations, coordination of night work with JTNP, use of 
metal halide lighting only when required for work, and numerous other actions to 
minimize impacts to night skies. 
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F001-6 The commenter states that Significance Criterion V-5 for Visual Resources should 
be stricken from Table ES-1 and Table 4.24-2, because, as noted in the Draft EIS 
[Draft EIS at page 4.19-44], “The low-to-high degrees of visual change that 
would be caused by Alternative 4 would be allowed under the applicable Interim 
Visual Resource Management (VRM) Class IV management objective.…  There-
fore, the resulting visual impact would be less than significant under this 
criterion.” 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-24 The commenter states that the values shown in Table 2-13 for visual effects do 
not reflect the conclusions drawn in Tables 2-11 and 2-12 and consequently 
overstate the visual impacts of Alternative 7.  The Applicant recommends specific 
revisions to conform Table 2-13 to Tables 2-11 and 2-12 and to be consistent with 
conclusions in the Draft EIS. 

The numeric codes in Table 2-13 do not indicate severity of impacts on an 
absolute scale, but are rather used as a relative means of comparing impacts 
within each row.  The table notes at the bottom of the table have been updated to 
clarify this point in the Final EIS.  Factors that contribute to the ranking of alter-
native configurations (solar array and transmission line) include (a) visibility of 
the solar field, which is affected by panel height; (b) addition and visibility of a 
new transmission line; and (c) the proliferation of facilities across the landscape, 
which contributes to heightened perceptions of industrialization of a predomi-
nantly natural appearing landscape.  Combining these various factors to determine 
the least and most visually impacting development scenarios leads to the follow-
ing revised ranking of alternative configurations, which have been incorporated 
into Table 2-13 in Section 2.  Rank 1: 6B.  Configuration 6B was ranked first and 
preferred overall because it incorporates the lower height/lower visibility (low 
profile) solar panels in a reduced development footprint that would reduce visual 
impacts on viewers in the immediate project vicinity and specifically Kaiser Road 
in the vicinity of the development area.  This configuration also would co-locate 
transmission conductors on the existing Desert Sunlight transmission structures, 
which would mean that construction of an additional transmission line would be 
avoided.  Rank 2: 4B/5B.  Configurations 4B and 5B would utilize the lower 
profile/visibility solar panels similar to 6B but with a slightly larger solar develop-
ment area (footprint).  These configurations would also include the co-location of 
transmission conductors with Desert Sunlight.  Because of the slightly larger solar 
footprint, these configurations are less preferable to Configuration 6B. 

Rank 3: 7B.  Configuration 7B would utilize the more visible high profile solar 
panels, which would increase the visibility and visual contrast of the development 
area when viewed from foreground viewing opportunities, predominantly along 
Kaiser Road in the immediate project vicinity.  Although the solar field would be 
more visible from foreground viewing locations, it would have visual character-
istics similar to the low profile arrays when viewed from more distant vantage 
points including Lake Tamarisk, Desert Center, State Highway (SR) 177, I-10, 
and Joshua Tree National Park.  7B would also include the co-location of trans-
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mission conductors with Desert Sunlight.  However, due to the more visible solar 
arrays, 7B is less preferable to 6B, 4B, or 5B.  Rank 4: 6C.  Configuration 6C 
incorporates the lower profile solar panels, with a reduced solar development 
footprint, but with a second transmission line parallel to the Desert Sunlight trans-
mission line.  While this transmission line configuration is less desirable than co-
location of conductors on a single set of transmission line structures (it is less 
preferable 5 than any of the “B” configurations), it is preferable to locating the 
second transmission line in a different right-of-way that results in the proliferation 
of multiple, distinct lines across the landscape. 

Rank 5: 4C/5C.  Similar to Configuration 6C, Configurations 4C and 5C would 
also incorporate the lower profile solar panels and install a second parallel trans-
mission line in a single corridor but with slightly larger solar development 
footprints.  Thus, they are slightly less preferable to Configuration 6C.  Rank 
6: 7C.  Similar to Configurations 4C and 5C, Configuration 7C would have the 
slightly larger solar development footprint, and it would also install a second 
parallel transmission line in a single corridor.  However, 7C would incorporate the 
taller solar panels, which would be more visible to foreground viewers.  Thus, 
Configuration 7C is less preferable to Configurations 4C and 5C. 

Rank 7: 6D.  Although Configuration 6D would utilize the lower profile solar 
panels with a reduced development footprint, the Gen-Tie D transmission line 
route would result in the location of the second transmission line in a separate cor-
ridor that would contribute to the proliferation of industrial facilities and character 
across the landscape that would also be prominently visible from I-10.  Therefore, 
Configuration 6D is less preferable than 7C.  Rank 8: 4D/5D.  Similar to Config-
uration 6D, Configurations 4D and 5D would also incorporate the lower profile 
solar panels and install a second transmission line in a separate transmission cor-
ridor.  However, 4D and 5D would have slightly larger solar development 
footprints.  Therefore, they are slightly less preferable to Configuration 6D. 

Rank 9: 6E.  Configuration 6E would utilize the lower profile solar panels with a 
reduced development footprint and a separate transmission line corridor.  How-
ever, the Gen-Tie “E” transmission line route would follow an even more circ-
uitous path through the valley, resulting in a longer line with more structures and 
greater associated visual impact.  Therefore, Configuration 6E is less preferable to 
Configurations 4D and 5D.  Rank 10: 4E/5E.  Similar to Configuration 6E, Con-
figurations 4E and 5E would utilize the lower profile solar panels and the more 
circuitous and visually impacting Gen-Tie E transmission line route.  However, 
4E and 5E would also have slightly larger solar development footprints.  There-
fore, Configurations 4E and 5E are less preferable than Configuration 6E. 

Rank 11: 7D.  Configuration 7D would have a solar development footprint similar 
to 4D/E and 5D/E and would utilize the separate Gen-Tie D transmission line 
route.  However, 7D would also require the high profile solar panels, which would 
be more visually impacting in foreground views.  Therefore, although 7D would 
utilize the more preferable Gen-Tie D transmission route (compared to the E 
route), it would also utilize the higher profile and more visually impacting solar 
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panels, which would slightly more than offset the visual preference of the D route 
over the E route.  For that reason 7D is less preferable than 4E and 5E.  Rank 
12: 7E.  Configuration 7E would utilize the most visually impacting panel profile, 
development footprint, and Gen-Tie E route.  As a result, Configuration 7E would 
be the most visually impacting of all the development configurations and would 
be least preferred overall. 

F001-171 The commenter states that because the Draft EIS applies an Interim VRM Class 
IV management class to the proposed project site, the parenthetical of the third 
sentence of the third complete paragraph page 4.19-3 should be revised to state 
“(Commensurate with Class IV VRM objectives).” 

The requested change has been incorporated in the Final EIS. 

F001-172 The commenter requests that Figure 4.19-3B be revised to depict fencing and 
collector poles as they would appear from KOP 3 and as they appear in Figure 
4.19-3D.  The commenter further requests that the transmission line should be 
included if this would be visible from KOP 3.  The commenter notes that while 
both KOP 3 and KOP 3A are illustrative of viewpoints along northbound Kaiser 
Road, KOP 3A is between 0.15 and 0.65 miles closer to the project and renders 
the project more noticeable to the viewer. 

At the time that Figure 4.19-3B (KOP 3) was prepared, collector pole information 
was not available.  However, at the time that the simulation of Alternative 7 was 
prepared (Figure 4.19-3D, KOP 3A), the pole and fencing information was avail-
able, and those features were included in the simulation.  The view presented in 
Figure 4.19-3B (KOP 3) encompasses a more distant portion of the development 
area compared to the closer portion captured in Figure 4.19-3D (KOP 3A).  As a 
result, the collector poles and fencing would appear as barely discernible features 
in the KOP 3A simulation and would not affect the characterization of the impact, 
the viewpoint's contrast assessment, the impact's overall significance classifica-
tion, or the project's consistency with the applicable VRM Classification.  For 
these reasons, the fence and collector poles were not added to the KOP 3 simula-
tion presented as Figure 4.19-3B. 

F001-173 The commenter recommends deleting the sentence “Bury all or part of the struc-
ture” from the third bullet point of MM VR-3 on page 4.19-17 to reflect the 
conclusion of Chapter 2 of the Draft EIS that undergrounding of the proposed 
project's gen-tie lines is infeasible. 

The requested change has been incorporated in the Final EIS. 

F001-175 The commenter requests that BLM delete the parenthetical requirement for on-
demand, audio-visual warning system mitigation in clause “c)” of the central par-
agraph of page 4.19-19, as The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has not 
yet incorporated Audio Visual Warning System (AVWS) into its Part 77 
obstruction marking and lighting circular as an approved technology, and, in any 
event, it is the FAA, not the BLM or the Applicant, that determines appropriate 
marking and lighting arrangements for projects within its Part 77 purview. 
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The mitigation measure has been revised to require that the on-demand, audio-
visual warning system that is triggered by radar technology shall be implemented 
if technically and economically feasible, and if allowed by the FAA. 

F001-176 The commenter notes that the difference in perspective between figures 4.19-3B 
and 4.19-3D increases the contrast of Alternative 7 relative to the depiction of 
Alternative 4, making Alternative 7 appear disproportionately larger and 
decreasing the screening effect of vegetation. 

It is acknowledged that the perspective provided in Figure 4.19-3B is of a more 
distant portion of the project development area and simulates the lower height 
panels.  The perspective provided in Figure 4.19-3D is more northerly and encom-
passes a closer portion of the project development area.  The 4.19-3D simulation 
is of the taller panels.  For these reasons, the panels in Figure 4.19-3D appear 
larger than the panels in Figure 4.19-3B.  It is also true that the intervening vege-
tation would be more effective in screening the shorter panels of Figure 4.19-3B 
than it would be in screening the taller panels of Figure 4.19-3D. 

F001-177 The commenter suggests that a simulation of Alternative 4 from the vantage point 
represented in KOP 8A would result in no discernible difference between Alterna-
tives 4 and 7.  The Applicant requests inclusion of language to this effect at the 
end of the KOP 8A analysis of Alternative 7 on Draft EIS page 4.19-26. 

A paragraph addressing the similarities of Alternatives 4 and 7 as viewed from 
KOP 8A has been added at the end of the discussion of KOP 8A on page 4.19-26. 

F001-178 The commenter states that Draft EIS page 4.19-38 asserts that Alternative C 
would have a larger cumulative effect compared to Alternatives D and E because 
it would site one gen-tie line directly adjacent to another.  The Applicant 
disagrees with this conclusion and cites specific examples. 

The “slightly larger adverse cumulative effect” described on page 4.19-38 refers 
to the specific viewing opportunities along Kaiser Road and in the immediate 
vicinity of Desert Center and Lake Tamarisk where specific local views would 
encompass two transmission lines in the immediate foreground as opposed to one 
transmission line.  It is true that from certain viewing locations, both the Desert 
Sunlight transmission line and either the Alternative D or E transmission lines 
may be visible in the same field of view, but they would not both be in the 
immediate foreground of the view.  If they were, that would effectively double the 
structural prominence, complexity, contrast, and view blockage.  However, rela-
tive to Alternatives D and E, Alternative C would avoid the proliferation of 
multiple transmission lines across the landscape that would result from either 
Alternative D or E.  As a result, Alternative C would be preferred over either 
Alternative D or Alternative E.  This relative ranking has been added to the com-
parison of gen-tie action alternatives in Table 2-12 of Section 2. 

F001-179 The commenter states that the first full paragraph of page 4.19-40 asserts that 
Alternative C would have a larger cumulative effect compared to Alternatives D 
and E because it would site one gen-tie line directly adjacent to another.  The 
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commenter disagrees and draws the opposite conclusion for the reasons described 
in Comment F1-178. 

See response to Comment F001-178. 

F001-180 The commenter states that the first full paragraph of page 4.19-41 asserts that 
Alternative C would have a larger cumulative effect compared to Alternatives D 
and E because it would site one gen-tie line directly adjacent to another.  The 
commenter disagrees and draws the opposite conclusion for the reasons described 
in Comment F1-178. 

See response to Comment F001-178. 

F001-181 The commenter states that significance criterion V-7 sets a lower threshold than 
CEQA requires for incremental contributions to significant cumulative impacts, 
and therefore its content should be revised as follows: “The presence of DHSP 
would constitute a cumulatively considerable contribution to a significant cumula-
tive visual impact to a cumulative visual alteration.” 

The requested revisions have been substantially made in Section 4.19 under in 
Section 4.19.6. 

F001-182 The commenter states that the Draft EIS's conclusion on pages 4.19-44 and 
4.19-45 that high-profile panels would substantially degrade views from Kaiser 
Road even with a 200-foot buffer in place is erroneous.  T feels that, after taking 
into consideration a 200-foot buffer distance, views of high-profile and low-
profile panels would be comparable and less than significant under the “substan-
tially degrade” standard of significance criterion V-3. 

It should be noted that although a 200-foot vegetation buffer is required, it would 
not be absolutely effective.  The existing vegetation is not continuous, overlap-
ping, or dense.  To the contrary, there are numerous breaks in the vegetative line 
along Kaiser Road, much of the vegetation is sparse and low growing, and there 
are numerous expanses of terrain that have very limited vegetation at all.  So the 
resulting view corridors to the project arrays, combined with the taller solar 
panels of Alternative 7 (at least 10 to 11 feet taller than the low-profile panels of 
Alternative 4), create the increased visibility of Alternative 7 that causes the sig-
nificant impact on views from Kaiser Road.  The vegetation buffer will help 
reduce visibility of the project from Kaiser Road but not eliminate it. 

F001-183 The commenter states that the “Alternative C' paragraph on page 4.19-48 asserts 
that Alternative C would have a larger cumulative effect compared to Alternatives 
D and E because it would site one gen-tie line directly adjacent to another.  The 
commenter disagrees and draws the opposite conclusion for the reasons described 
in Comment F001-178. 

See response to Comment F001-178. 

F001-207 The commenter states that the “Inconsistency with public policy” row of the 
“Visual Resources” category of Table 4.24-1 is incorrect.  The commenter 
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requests that BLM conform the row to the VRM Class IV consistency determina-
tion of Section 4.19. 

The requested changes have been incorporated into the Final EIS. 

WATER RESOURCES 

A006-1 The commenter states that page 3.20-6 of the Draft EIS indicates that total esti-
mated water requirements would be approximately 400 to 500 acre-feet per year 
(afy), that operations would require 25 to 40 afy, and that with a total expected 
lifetime of 30 to 50 years, up to 2,200 to 3,000 af will be needed for the project, 
which would come from groundwater wells on- and off-site.  The commenter 
further notes that the project area is within the accounting surface area of the 
Colorado River, meaning that the underlying aquifer is hydraulically connected to 
the Colorado River, and that groundwater withdrawn from the wells located here 
would be replaced by Colorado River water, in part or in total.  The commenter 
states that consumptive use of Colorado River Water needs to be accounted for by 
the Secretary of the Interior.  The commenter further states that according to the 
Supreme Court in Arizona v. California et al. (547 U.S. 150, 2006), consumptive 
use means diversion from the stream, and includes all consumptive uses including 
underground pumping. 

Consumptive use of Colorado River water is addressed in both Sections 3.20 and 
4.20, and potential impacts associated with use of appropriated river water result-
ing from groundwater production from below the Colorado River Accounting 
Surface is addressed in Mitigation Measure WAT-7, as revised for the Final EIS. 

A006-2 The commenter states that no additional Colorado River water is available for 
new project proponents under any conditions, except through an agreement with 
an existing Boulder Canyon Project Act (BCPA) contract holder through an 
exchange of non-Colorado River water for Colorado River water.  The commenter 
suggests that a mechanism exists for obtaining a legally authorized and reliable 
water supply for the Interstate 10 area solar projects by obtaining water through 
the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. 

Text has been revised to clarify that no use of Colorado River water without 
entitlement to such water would be lawful.  Mitigation Measure WAT-7 has been 
revised to more clearly address this potential impact. 

A009-1 The commenter, Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD), pro-
vides a summary of the proposed project and of MWD's role relevant to the proj-
ect.  With regard to land use issues and potential impacts on MWD facilities, the 
commenter states that MWD has not yet identified any direct impacts from the 
project to MWD facilities, including where the solar facility is adjacent to MWD 
ROW, although there are impacts from Alternatives B, D, and E where the gen-tie 
line crosses MWD lands.  MWD provides a map of the project location relative to 
MWD facilities, including real estate interests and fee-owned ROWs, easements, 
and other properties that are part of MWD's supplemental water conveyance sys-
tem, and requests that the Final EIS for the proposed project includes an assess-
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ment of potential impacts to MWD facilities with identification of measures to 
avoid or mitigate adverse effects, consistent with the land use mitigation measures 
identified in the Draft EIS.  The commenter also states that MWD is concerned 
about conflicts arising from situating solar developments near MWD electrical 
transmission infrastructure, and states that the proposed project should not impede 
or increase the cost of any electrical operation or maintenance activities associ-
ated with MWD's electrical transmission system, and requests that the Final EIS 
includes an assessment of potential impacts of the project to MWD's transmission 
system. 

Section 4.11 of the Final EIS has been updated to describe potential conflicts with 
existing land uses and to include mitigation to resolve those conflicts. 

A009-2 The commenter states that MWD is concerned about the proposed project's poten-
tial direct and cumulative impacts on water supply, specifically related to 
Colorado River water and local groundwater.  The commenter describes that the 
Colorado River is fully allocated, and that users of this water must hold entitle-
ment to do so, and cites the case of Arizona v. California, which includes a 
Consolidated Decree which is also referenced on page 3.20-4 of the Draft EIS.  
The commenter notes that Mitigation Measure WAT-7, identified in the Draft 
EIS, addresses the aforementioned concerns regarding use of allocated Colorado 
River water, and states that the project proponent would need to obtain imported 
water supplies from an existing contract holder or other non-Colorado River 
resource.  Finally, the commenter states that several alternatives identified in the 
Draft EIS are not feasible because most of the identified water sources are already 
fully allocated (this issue is also addressed under comment 32). 

Mitigation Measure WAT-7 has been extensively revised to address the infeasi-
bility of the conservation measures noted by the commenter.  Text has also been 
added to describe that MWD would be willing to enter into an agreement for 
water provision to the project owner. 

A009-3 The commenter states that MWD is willing to consider terms and conditions of a 
water sale agreement to furnish supplemental water to the project proponent, if 
there is evidence of adverse impacts to local water supplies per Mitigation Mea-
sure WAT-7.  The commenter notes that Section 131(b) of the MWD Act pro-
vides MWD the authority to execute an agreement such as would be required for 
the proponent to purchase water from MWD for the project.  Such an agreement 
would represent an exchange of non-Colorado River water available to MWD for 
Colorado River water available to MWD. 

Text has been added to clarify that MWD would be willing to enter into an agree-
ment to provide water for the project. 

A009-4 The commenter requests that the Final EIS address the proponent's proposed 
method for offsetting use of local groundwater pumped from below the Colorado 
River Accounting Surface, as required per Mitigation Measure WAT-3, and 
address any potential impacts associated with such offset(s). 
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Mitigation Measure WAT-3 has been revised to more clearly address potential 
impacts.  Text following MM WAT-3 describes potential impacts that could occur 
as a result of implementing this measure. 

A009-5 The commenter requests that MWD be copied on all groundwater monitoring and 
reports for the project because of the potential impacts to MWD's supplies from 
use of water pumped from below the Colorado River Accounting Surface. 

Mitigation Measure WAT-7, which requires the Colorado River Water Supply 
Plan, has been revised to require coordination with and reporting to the MWD. 

A009-6 MWD requests that the following phrase is deleted from page ES-9 of the Draft 
EIS, in reference to access during paleontological surveys, because MWD has 
provided access to its land: “…land owned by Metropolitan Water District of 
Southern California…” 

The requested change has been incorporated into the Final EIS. 

A009-7 The commenter requests several editorial revisions to pages 2-38, 2-65, 3.20-4, 
and 3.20-6 of the Draft EIS. 

Revisions on page 2 not incorporated — need active draft.  Revisions to Section 
3.20 incorporated. 

A009-8 The commenter states that the MWD's Board of Directors voted on October 8 of 
2002 not to proceed with the Cadiz Groundwater Storage and Dry-Year Supply 
Program, and requests that text discussing this program be deleted from page 
3.20-15 of the Draft EIS.  The commenter notes that the Santa Margarita Water 
District (SMWD) has a program in the same area, referred to as the Cadiz Valley 
Water Conservation, Recovery, and Storage Project, and provides two internet 
links for information on this SMWD project, for incorporation into the proposed 
project's EIS, as appropriate. 

Requested revisions have been incorporated, and new text has been developed to 
describe the SMWD program. 

A009-9 The commenter requests minor revisions to text provided on the following pages 
of the Draft EIS: 3.20-6, 3.20-20, and 3.20-21. 

Requested revisions have been incorporated. 

A009-10 The commenter requests revisions to text provided on page 3.20-21 of the Draft 
EIS regarding appropriation of Colorado River water. 

Requested revisions have been incorporated. 

A009-11 The commenter requests revisions to text provided on pages 4.1-6, 4.1-17, 4.11-8, 
and 4.18-5 of the Draft EIS, based on text in the second paragraph on page 5 and 
the first paragraph on page 6 of the USGS' Scientific Investigations Report 
2008-5113. 
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Revisions to Sections 4.1 and 4.11 not yet incorporated — need active file.  
Revisions to Section 4.20 incorporated. 

A009-12 The commenter requests revisions to text provided on pages 4.20-8 and 4.20-9 of 
the Draft EIS. 

Requested revisions have been incorporated. 

A009-13 The commenter notes that page 4.20-15 incorrectly states that the project's opera-
tional water requirements are 176 percent lower than the project's construction 
requirements, where the identified ranges are actually 92.2 percent lower for oper-
ation than construction. 

Text has been revised to reflect the correct figure of 92.2 percent. 

A009-14 The commenter requests revisions to text provided on pages 4.20-15, 4.20-16, and 
4.20-18 of the Draft EIS. 

Requested revisions have been incorporated. 

A009-15 The commenter requests revisions to text provided on pages 4.20-22 and 4.20-23 
of the Draft EIS. 

Requested revisions have been incorporated. 

A009-16 The commenter states, with regards to text provided on page 4.20-23 of the Draft 
EIS, that potential effects associated with water purchased from MWD would be 
determined by the method of water delivery. 

Potential effects associated with water delivery are discussed following the miti-
gation measure. 

A009-17 The commenter requests revisions to text provided on pages 4.20-26, 4.20-27, and 
4.20-28 of the Draft EIS. 

Requested revisions have been incorporated. 

A009-18 The commenter states that some of the water conservation measures identified on 
page 4.20-28 of the Draft EIS are not feasible because the identified supplies are 
already fully allocated, including irrigation improvements in the Palo Verde 
Irrigation District.  The commenter also states that implementation of conserva-
tion programs to conserve Colorado River water in the floodplain communities 
would not make Colorado River water available for use on the proposed project, 
as any unused water by holders of higher priorities would become available to 
MWD (not to the project) in accordance with water delivery contracts executed by 
the U.S. Department of the Interior.  The commenter further states that participa-
tion (by the project proponent) in the BLM's Tamarisk Removal Program would 
not make Colorado River water available for the proposed project because water 
consumed by phreatophytes (such as tamarisk) is not charged as a use of water for 
U.S. Supreme Court Decree accounting purposes by the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation. 
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The EIS has been revised to describe that it would not be possible for the project 
proponent's participation in the conservation programs noted by the commenter to 
result in the replacement of an water consumed from below the Colorado River 
Accounting Surface to meet the project's water supply requirements.  Mitigation 
Measure WAT-7 has been revised to require that the project owner identify water 
conservation / offset measures through coordination with the BLM, the Regional 
Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), and the MWD. 

A009-19 In reference to text provided on page 4.20-28 of the Draft EIS, the commenter 
states that the filing of an application by the project proponent with the U.S. 
Bureau of Reclamation for an allocation of Colorado River water would not 
guarantee the issuance of such allocation, as all of California's apportionment to 
use of Colorado River water has already been allocated by the U.S. Department of 
the Interior. 

The EIS has been revised to clarify that the filing of an application for allocation 
of Colorado River water does not guarantee that such an allocation will be issued, 
and that the project proponent should not assume that an allocation will be 
obtained.  As such, the project proponent would be required to purchase off-site 
water from a non-Colorado River water source, if at any time it is determined that 
water for the proposed project is pumped from below the Colorado River Account-
ing Surface. 

A009-20 The commenter requests revisions to text provided on page 4.20-28 of the Draft 
EIS regarding how it would be determined whether the project is pumping water 
from below the Colorado River Accounting Surface. 

Requested revisions have been incorporated. 

A009-21 The commenter requests editorial revisions to text provided on pages 4.20-30, 
4.20-31, 4.20-33, 4.20-37, 4.20-43, 4.20-44, 4.20-48, and 4.20-51 of the Draft EIS. 

All suggested revisions have been incorporated. 

A010-2 The commenter encourages the BLM and the project owner to consider 
eliminating water use for panel washing, similar to what Desert Sunlight has 
agreed to do.  The commenter also requests that the Final EIS include confirma-
tion of an alternative water supply and conditions for its use. 

Different panel technologies can tolerate lack of panel washing differently; the 
Desert Sunlight panels are very high efficiency, so don't need to be clean to 
produce sufficient power to meet the obligations of that project's PPA.  The 
panels being proposed by the Applicant for the Desert Harvest Solar Project range 
from a variety of panel types, and they are conservatively assumed to require 
washing to maintain a level of efficiency required for the project to maintain its 
desired level of output.  Reducing panel washing frequency may occur by the 
project owner once the project is constructed if conditions warrant less panel 
washing.  However, the EIS conservatively estimates the maximum potential use 
of water for washing panels. 
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The Final EIS does not identify an alternative water source and conditions for its 
use because the Applicant has not yet secured an alternative water source.  How-
ever, mitigation measures presented in the EIS in Chapter 4 (page 4.XXXX) 
require the project owner to secure a viable alternative water source prior to 
construction. 

A010-7 EPA provides a summary of their rating definitions.  EPA states concern over 
potential significant groundwater drawdown and cumulative impacts to the 
Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin (CVGB) from the project and reasonably 
foreseeable projects in the vicinity, given that overdraft conditions are expected 
during each year of project operations.  EPA states there does not appear to be a 
requirement or trigger event for implementation of MM WAT-2 to mitigate 
groundwater effects, and recommends that the Final EIS do the following: iden-
tify the alternative non-CVGB water source, as recommended by MM WAT-2, 
and analyze potential impacts that may result; clarify the circumstances under 
which this alternative water supply would be used; address mitigation measures 
that would be taken should groundwater resources become overextended; and 
reconcile statements from Chapter 3 that sufficient water supply is available in the 
CVGB with Chapter 4 statements regarding expected overdraft. 

Mitigation Measure WAT-2 has been revised in the Final EIS as recommended. 

A010-8 EPA states that previous projects have stated that groundwater drawdown could 
exceed thresholds of impacts to vegetation, wells, and the water table level.  EPA 
states that the EIS does not discuss the likelihood of water level drawdown to 
levels that trigger MM VEG-10 and MM WAT-3.  EPA recommends including a 
numerical analysis in Section 4.20 of the anticipated drop in groundwater levels 
and associated impacts to groundwater-dependent vegetation and woodlands, and 
an evaluation of whether operations of all reasonably foreseeable projects could 
affect the Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin by inducing underflow. 

To clarify, MM WAT-3 includes a numerical threshold by requiring that draw-
down of five feet would trigger mitigation.  Regarding the commenter's request 
for the Final EIS to include a numerical analysis of overdraft conditions and cum-
ulative effects, in order to produce such an analysis, it would be necessary to gen-
erate a computer model of groundwater flow and behaviors, which is considered 
beyond the scope of analysis required per NEPA to reasonably characterize poten-
tial impacts of the project and identify effective mitigation measures.  Discussion 
of groundwater-dependent vegetation and woodlands, and potential adverse 
effects that could result from a temporary lowering of groundwater levels is pro-
vided in Section 3.3.9 of the Final EIS.  Hydrologic connectivity between the 
Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin and the Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater 
Basin is discussed throughout Section 3.20, and existing text in Section 4.20.6 
(see the first bullet under “Indirect Effects”) describes that groundwater pumping 
would decrease outflow from the Chuckwalla Valley Basin to hydrologically con-
nected basins, resulting in decreased water availability in affected basin(s). 

A010-9 EPA recommends that in light of the overdraft conditions of the CVGB, and the 
technical feasibility of eliminating periodic washing of solar panels, BLM should 
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consider adopting, as a condition of certification in the Final EIS and ROD, that 
water will not be used for panel washing.  EPA states that Desert Sunlight and a 
First Solar project in Nevada have made a similar agreement. 

See response to Comment A010-2. 

A010-12 EPA states that the EIS contains conflicting language regarding the effects of the 
Desert Sunlight earthen berm on hydrology and habitat on the DHSP site.  EPA 
recommends that the Final EIS clarify these short and long-term effects. 

The EIS is not intended to address direct effects on the Desert Sunlight project. 

A010-13 EPA states that the conclusion that “no unavoidable adverse effects to water 
resources would result from implementation” appears inaccurate, as the project 
would result in a net loss of desert wash resource functions.  In addition to the 
requirements of MM VEG-6 to provide off-site compensation land, EPA recom-
mends that BLM consider whether opportunities are available to restore or 
enhance other lands within the Chuckwalla Valley watershed to replace desert 
wash functions lost on the project site. 

MM VEG-6 has been revised to clarify that final compensatory habitat acreages 
will be based on the final alternative selected and final project design, in order to 
fully account for potential impacts of the project. 

A010-14 EPA states that the Draft EIS does not provide information about fencing or the 
effects of fencing on drainage systems, and that fence design should address 
hydrologic criteria, not just security performance.  EPA recommends that in the 
Final EIS, BLM should describe where permanent fencing will be used and the 
potential effects of fencing on drainage systems, ensure that fencing will meet 
hydrologic performance standards, review the National Park Service's published 
article on the effects of the international boundary pedestrian fence on drainage 
systems and infrastructure, and ensure that such issues are adequately addressed 
with this project. 

Section 2.5.2 of the Final EIS states that each solar farm alternative would include 
the installation of fencing around the perimeter of the site.  Section 2.5.4 includes 
a subheading titled “Site Security, Fencing, and Lighting,” under which it is 
described that a permanent security fence would be installed around the solar 
plant site boundary, and that the fence would be eight feet tall, with posts set in 
concrete, and would include bottom tension wire; it is anticipated that the fencing 
would be made of chain link.  In comparison, the fencing described in the NPS 
study noted by the commenter (available online: National Park Service study 
referred to by the commenter is available online (http://www.nps.gov/orpi/
naturescience/upload/FloodReport_July2008_final.pdf) was made of wire mesh, 
with panels at drainage crossings where grates were installed to accommodate 
flood flows, where the grate openings were six inches high, 24 inches wide, and 
separated by one-inch by three-inch bars.  It is important to note that the design of 
fence described in the NPS report was substantially different than the design of 
the fence associated with the proposed project; although both fences are designed 
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to impede pedestrian movement, the Desert Harvest Solar Project site is not 
located in a highly trafficked area or an area with highly controversial pedestrian 
movement, as is the international border between the U.S. and Mexico. 

The NPS study recommends that the international pedestrian fence should be re-
designed to properly convey debris-laden flood flows and avoid significant 
pooling, lateral flows, and scour while maintaining structural integrity.  The Final 
EIS for the proposed project includes Mitigation Measure (MM) WAT-4 (Surface 
Water Protection Plan and Drainage Design Specifications), presented under 
“Mitigation Measures” in Section 4.20.6, which states, “A Surface Water Protec-
tion Plan (SWPP) shall be developed for the project and shall include BMPs to 
ensure that drainage design at the project site would minimize potential adverse 
effects associated with groundwater recharge, drainage pattern alterations, and 
water quality…The SWPP shall be adhered to during construction and operation 
of the project, as applicable.”  MM WAT-4 includes a list of minimum require-
ments that must be included in the SWPP, including the following which are 
applicable to the avoidance of adverse effects associated with drainage pattern 
alterations: 

- Downstream drainage discharge points shall be provided with erosion protection 
and designed such that flow hydraulics exiting the site mimic the natural condi-
tion as much as possible; 

- Drainage from impervious surfaces such as roads, driveways, and buildings shall 
be directed into channel(s), drainage basin(s), or depression(s), as applicable to 
perpetuate the natural drainage patterns as much as possible; and 

- Mass grading and contouring shall be done in a way to direct surface runoff 
towards the above-referenced basin(s) and/or depression(s). 

In order to ensure that the security fence to be installed around the perimeter of 
the project site meets comparable recommendations as those provided by the NPS 
report, towards the purpose of avoiding significant adverse drainage pattern 
alterations associated with the perimeter fence, the following requirement has 
been added to MM WAT-4: “During construction and operation of the project, the 
perimeter fence shall be inspected on a regular basis and cleared of debris, at 
intervals determined by the Environmental Monitor to be appropriate to ensure 
that debris does not collect along the fence such that flood flows would be impeded.” 

A010-15 EPA describes legal requirements for assessing and avoiding floodplains and 
flood hazards and recommends that BLM describe how its review of floodplains 
is consistent with these legal criteria.  EPA states that BLM should also provide a 
detailed description of the current Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) floodplain in the project area, and include results of consultation with 
FEMA, if appropriate. 

Executive Order 11988 is discussed in Section 3.20.1 of the Draft EIS, under a 
subheading titled “Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management.”  Additional 
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text has been incorporated under this subheading to describe how BLM has con-
sidered the proposed project's consistency with this executive order. 

B006-29 The commenter states that the impacts on soils, particularly in washes, have not 
been adequately addressed in the Draft EIS.  The commenter states that the Draft 
EIS fails to evaluate impacts to Waters of the State, which is necessary if the doc-
ument is to be used in a CEQA process.  The commenter states that despite their 
importance, the Draft EIS fails to evaluate the impact of the proposed project on 
the ephemeral and intermittent streams and the ecosystem processes that they pro-
vide both on and off of the proposed project site.  The commenter states that a 
revised or supplement Draft EIS will need to include an analysis of these issues. 

Sections 4.3 and 4.20 of the EIS analyzes effects to state jurisdictional resources 
(Draft EIS at pages 4.3-64 and -65 and pages 4.20-11 and -12).  Effects on soils 
and ephemeral streams are analyzed in Section 4.20-9 through -11). 

B006-30 The commenter states that the California Desert Protection Act (CDPA) reserves 
water rights for wildernesses created under the Act, and thus the BLM must 
ensure that use of water for the proposed project (and cumulative projects) over 
the life of the proposed projects will not impair those values in the wilderness that 
depend on water resources.  The commenter states that although no express reser-
vation of rights has been made for many of the other public lands in the CDCA, 
the Draft EIS should have addressed the federal reserved water rights afforded to 
the public to protect surface water sources on all public lands affected by the pro-
posed project, pursuant to Public Water Reserve (PWR) 107; this examination 
must include a survey of the any water sources potentially affected by the pro-
posed project.  The commenter states that because PWR 107 also protects the 
public lands on which protected water sources exist, BLM should also consider 
the direct and indirect impacts of the proposed project on the surrounding lands as 
well as impacts to the ecosystem as a whole. 

Mitigation Measure MM WAT-2 provides for replacement of groundwater 
resources during basin overdraft conditions and MM WAT-3 requires monitoring 
and minimizing the effects of local groundwater drawdown.  Implementation of 
these measures will ensure that wilderness values are not affected by groundwater 
effects of the project. 

B006-31 The commenter states that the Draft EIS fails to address any potential water rights 
that could arguably be created from use of groundwater by the proposed project 
on public lands.  The commenter states that despite legal complexity, BLM must 
address this question and either require the project proponent to agree that no 
water rights will be created or to otherwise ensure that any water rights that could 
arguably be created will be conveyed back to the BLM owner and run with the 
land at the end of the proposed project ROW term. 

See response to Comment B008-9. 

B008-7 The commenter states that precipitation records from the project area show low 
rainfall and two major droughts since 1990.  The commenter states that precipita-
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tion records used in the Draft EIS are from Blythe, 50 miles from the project area.  
The commenter states that conversations with the USGS identified the ground-
water as thousands of years old, but that no analysis was conducted in the EIS to 
assess the age or recharge rate of groundwater.  The commenter states that the EIS 
does not state the project water source and construction water requirements, that 
no public water system is available, and that groundwater must consequently 
come from wells tapping the CVGB. 

As stated in Section 3.20.2: Water Resources Existing Conditions, average precip-
itation data from both Blythe and Eagle Mountain were used to estimate precipita-
tion in the Chuckwalla Valley.  The reference provided by the commenter shows 
data for the month of January only; when all months are considered the average 
precipitation data reported in the Final EIS is correct at approximately 3.6 inches 
per year.  Regarding tritium, because of spatial and temporal variation in concen-
trations, tritium is not reliable as a sole measurement of groundwater age, and 
nearby precipitation values should be used to help calibrate measurements. 

B008-8 The commenter states that private well owners in the project area must be pro-
tected and wells adequately monitored to ensure groundwater levels are main-
tained.  The commenter states that groundwater levels have dropped due to exist-
ing local projects, such as Desert Sunlight, and that future projects could create a 
significant drop in groundwater level that could impact local businesses and agri-
culture, including the commenter's. 

Mitigation Measure WAT-2 addresses the use of groundwater in the CVGB by 
requiring the project to identify and utilize either an off-site water source or water 
conservation measures for years in which the CVGB is projected to be in 
overdraft conditions.  This measure would ensure that impacts to groundwater 
resources are avoided or minimized, and would help protect local water supplies 
and businesses. 

B008-9 The commenter states that the CDPA reserves water rights for wilderness areas 
created under the Act.  The commenter states that at minimum, BLM must ensure 
that use of water for the proposed and cumulative projects, over the life of the 
projects, will not impair wilderness values and resources identified in the CDPA 
that depend on water resources.  The commenter states that BLM must either 
create no new water rights for the project owner or convey water rights back to 
the project owner at the end of the proposed project term, and that no rights must 
be sold to any third party or used off-site for any purpose.  The commenter 
reiterates Comment B008-7 regarding use of a public water system. 

Regarding the CDPA, see response to Comment B006-30.  Regarding water 
rights, BLM cannot create new water rights or convey them back.  As a land-
owner in a groundwater basin, the project owner has a right to consume ground-
water underlying the property.  Such use is required to occur on an “equal and 
correlative” basis by all landowners within a basin.  Response to Comment 
F001-190 provides additional information on equal and correlative use in a 
groundwater basin, and the project's relationship to such use.  Mitigation Measure 
WAT-2 requires the project to use water outside the basin or institute conserva-
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tion measures in projected overdraft years in the CVGB.  Regarding use of a pub-
lic water system, see response to Comment B008-7. 

D002-7 The commenter states that there is concern about groundwater overdraft in the 
CVGB. 

The Draft EIS fully considers the project's effect on overdraft conditions, includ-
ing cumulative conditions, in Section 4.20 and Appendix E1.  Mitigation Measure 
MM WAT-2 requires the provision of water from an alternative source and/or 
groundwater offsets. 

F001-7 The commenter suggests that, with regard to a mitigation measure for ground-
water resources that would protect the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin 
from overdraft conditions attributed to the DHSP (page ES-9), such a measure 
“could” (as opposed to “would”) contribute to unavoidable adverse air quality 
effects and adverse effects on noise and traffic. 

As described in Section 4.20.6 under MM WAT-2, adoption of this mitigation 
measure would result in the adverse effects described on page ES-9.  The measure 
may or may not be adopted, but this does not change the impacts that would result 
from its adoption.  No changes have been made to the document. 

F001-71 The commenter states that in section 3.20, Water Resources (pages 3.20-6 and 
3.20-7), the Draft EIS inappropriately asserts that the DHSP would not be subject 
to SB 267's wind and solar exemption because the project exceeds 75 acre-feet of 
water per year during construction.  The commenter construes the term annually 
to refer to the life of the project, which would reduce project water usage to less 
than 75 acre-feet per year and would be consistent with SB 610.  However, the 
commenter asserts it respects the discretion of Riverside County to require a water 
supply assessment as a cooperating agency under NEPA and as lead agency under 
CEQA. 

SB 267 does not provide the interpretation of annual water usage offered by the 
commenter, although it does specify that a solar PV development requiring more 
than 75 acre-feet of water per year is considered a “project” under SB 610; the 
most literal interpretation of this definition is the quantity of water used by a proj-
ect during any 12-month period and therefore, for the sake of being conservative, 
this is the definition used in the analysis.  Text has been added to Section 3.20 to 
describe the commenter's opinion. 

F001-72 The commenter recommends including the following example on page 3.20-16 
with regard to Groundwater Level Trends: “For example, data from wells within 
the Desert Center area show a period of water level decline in the mid-1980s dur-
ing periods of expanded agricultural operations when combined pumping exceeded 
20,000 afy.  Agriculture operations were reduced during the late 1980s and more 
recently (2000) water levels in the Desert Center have been measured at levels 
similar to the 1960s (AECOM 2011).  Accounting Surface Technical Memo-
randum  Appendix O to the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm EIS is attached.” 
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Revisions have been incorporated, and a new reference to the noted Desert 
Sunlight memorandum produced by AECOM has been added. 

F001-73 The Applicant disagrees with and requests deletion of the opinion expressed on 
page 3.20-23 under “Colorado River Accounting Surface” that “Due to the 
hydrologic connection between the CVGB and the Colorado River, all ground-
water production at the DHSP site could be considered Colorado River water.”  
Deletion of this sentence is appropriate because it ignores the Colorado River 
Accounting Surface Standard developed by USGS. 

Text has been revised to clarify that any groundwater production from below the 
USGS Colorado River Accounting Surface Standard is considered Colorado River 
Water.  Text describing hydrologic connectivity of groundwater at the project site 
to surface water in the Colorado River has been retained, as this is a physical fact 
and not a statement of opinion. 

F001-87 The commenter states that BMP 3 of page 4.3-32 should be revised to state that 
the project proponent “shall prevent” rather than “will not allow” water contain-
ing pollutants from entering ephemeral drainages or being placed in high storm 
flow locations, in the off-chance spills occur even after good faith best efforts. 

The requested revisions have been made to the Final EIS. 

F001-167 The commenter states that the last sentence of page 4.17-25 incorrectly states that 
MM WAT-2 would require use of an alternate water source for the project.  The 
commenter states that as drafted, MM WAT-2 requires identification of an alter-
nate water source prior to construction. 

The Section has been revised to reflect changes to MM WAT-2.  The com-
menter's specific language recommendations no longer apply to the revised text of 
MM WAT-2. 

F001-184 The commenter requests that MM WAT-2, if retained, be revised to state on page 
4.20-5 “MM WAT-2 (Alternative Water Source and Groundwater Offsets) would 
ensure that the project does not perpetuate overdraft conditions.” 

MM WAT-2 has been revised in the Final EIS.  The substance of these changes 
are in line with the commenter's recommendation, but revisions include many 
additional details. 

F001-185 The commenter requests that MM WAT-2, if retained, be revised to state on page 
4.20-7 “MM WAT-2 (Alternative Water Source and Groundwater Offsets) would 
ensure that the project does not perpetuate overdraft conditions.” 

MM WAT-2 has been revised in the Final EIS.  The substance of these changes 
are in line with the commenter's recommendation, but revisions include many 
additional details. 

F001-186 The Applicant disagrees with the approach taken to the analysis of the Colorado 
River Accounting Surface, and particularly with the data and references used to 
describe depth to groundwater and groundwater level trends.  The Applicant 
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suggests revisions to this analysis which include discussion of historic ground-
water level trends in the area, and a conclusion that there is not potential for 
groundwater pumping associated with the project to draw on Colorado River 
water; based on this conclusion, the Applicant also suggests deleting Mitigation 
Measure WAT-7 (Colorado River Water Supply Plan). 

Text has been revised to include discussion of the groundwater elevation data and 
resources described by the Applicant, and a new reference to the noted Desert 
Sunlight technical memorandum produced by AECOM has been added to both 
the environmental setting and the impacts analysis sections.  However, these 
resources do not prove that there is no potential for the project to encounter 
Colorado River water and therefore, the conclusions have not been revised and 
MM WAT-7 has been retained.  MM WAT-7 has been revised to allow the proj-
ect owner more flexibility in its implementation. 

F001-187 The commenter notes that decommissioning of the proposed project would likely 
require substantially less water than construction. 

The requested changes have been made in the Final EIS. 

F001-188 The Applicant disagreed with the need for Mitigation Measure WAT-2, which 
requires identification of an alternative water source during projected years of 
overdraft.  The Applicant suggests deletion of this measure.  The Applicant notes 
that the CVGB would experience overdraft conditions regardless of the proposed 
project, and suggests that the impact analysis should use the same approach used 
in Desert Sunlight, which was to conclude that the project's contribution to cumu-
lative overdraft conditions would be temporary and less than significant. 

MM WAT-2 has been revised to provide the project owner more flexibility in 
implementation, such as, the project owner may revise projections of overdraft 
and, per approval of BLM, also revise implementation of this MM. 

The Applicant is correct in noting that the Draft EIS states that overdraft would 
occur regardless of the project — this does not mean that a contribution of the 
project to overdraft would not be significant.  Mitigation included in the EIS only 
requires the project owner to mitigate for the DHSP's contribution to overdraft 
conditions and therefore does not place undue burden on the project owner. 

The fact that the percentage of outflow from the CVGB represented by the proj-
ect's operational water requirements is very small does not negate the fact that the 
project would contribute to overdraft conditions.  The fact that analyses for other 
projects such as Desert Sunlight have used such a comparison to justify impact 
determinations of less than significant does not mandate that this analysis for 
DHSP use the same justification, and does not mean that such a justification is 
scientifically sound or reasonable.  The BLM will make project decisions on a 
case-by-case basis. 

The Applicant states that DHSP would not “force CVGB past an overdraft 
'tipping point' it otherwise would not have reached” — this fact is also reflected in 
the EIS, that overdraft conditions would occur in the CVGB regardless of the 
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project — as stated above, this does not mean that DHSP would not contribute to 
said overdraft conditions.  If overdraft is present, and DHSP pumps groundwater 
from the basin, DHSP is contributing to overdraft conditions. 

Agreed that overdraft conditions would be “temporary,” but could be temporary 
over a period of 30+ years and therefore mitigation for the project's contributions 
to overdraft conditions are both justifiable and reasonable. 

F001-189 The Applicant states that if BLM decides to retain MM WAT-2, revisions to the 
measure should be incorporated to tie action items to actual physical conditions 
rather than projected (overdraft) conditions.  The Applicant also notes that many 
projects in the cumulative scenario may not occur, or may occur using less water-
consumptive technologies than identified. 

Agreed that there are a number of assumptions used in the cumulative impacts 
analysis, including the assumption that all identified projects will move forward 
and will occur at the same time as the proposed project.  Although it is possible 
that some cumulative projects will not move forward, or will be revised, at this 
time it is not possible to identify those changes with certainty.  Therefore, in order 
to be conservative in this analysis, it must be assumed that all cumulative projects 
will move forward as described in cumulative projects scenario.  Regarding the 
Applicant's suggestion to tie MM WAT-2 to actual overdraft conditions, text has 
been revised to provide the Applicant with greater flexibility in implementing this 
measure.  Text has also been added to clarify that identification of the physical 
presence of overdraft conditions requires long-term groundwater level monitor-
ing, and interpretation of monitoring results — the BLM is currently undertaking 
such an effort, but usable results will not be available for several years, and there-
fore for the purposes of this analysis and the identification of effective mitigation 
measures, it is necessary to make certain assumptions about when and how 
overdraft conditions may occur. 

F001-190 The Applicant describes that groundwater use at the project site is subject to Cali-
fornia state water law, which allows overlying landowners correlative rights to 
local groundwater supply, and that offsets or out-of-basin water use would only 
be required where a landowner's correlative proportion of water is exceeded in 
use.  The Applicant suggests that this principle of correlative use should be incor-
porated into Mitigation Measure WAT-2 so that the proposed project does not 
disproportionately bear a burden for mitigation that should be shared by all water 
users in the groundwater basin. 

The commenter is correct in describing the principles of correlative groundwater 
use.  However, California state water law is also directed by case law, and the 
principles of correlative use are only implemented by law when a groundwater 
basin has been adjudicated by the courts.  Adjudication occurs through a legal 
process whereby a law suit is drawn by (typically) one or more landowners within 
a basin, against other (typically disproportionately large) water users / landowners 
in the basin.  Through this legal process, the court determines how much water is 
appropriate to allocate to each landowner in the basin, and appoints a “Water-
master” to administer this decision, such that each landowner only consumes their 
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fair share of groundwater.  The Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin is not cur-
rently managed under court adjudication.  Although it is correct that landowners 
should each use only a proportionate quantity of water, the only legal tool avail-
able to implement this proportionality is adjudication.  In the absence of adjudica-
tion in this basin, the BLM has determined to avoid contribution to overdraft con-
ditions where possible, and therefore MM WAT-2 has been retained. 

F001-191 The Applicant states that the securing of our-of-basin water right prior to con-
struction poses a substantial financial, practical, and transactional burden that may 
be unnecessary, and notes that state law already requires an overlying pumper to 
seek an out-of-basin source to the extent it exceeds its correlative share without a 
corresponding in-basin offset. 

As described in the response to Comment F001-190, although it is correct that 
state law describes a principle of correlative groundwater use, such principles are 
only enforced through the legal process of adjudication and at this time, the 
Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin is not adjudicated.  Text has been revised 
to allow the project owner more flexibility in implementing MM WAT-2, such as 
recalculating cumulative overdraft conditions in response to changes in the cumu-
lative scenario, and adjusting implementation of mitigation requirements accord-
ingly, subject to BLM approval.  However, BLM maintains that it is appropriate 
to retain MM WAT-2 requiring an alternative water source during overdraft years. 

F001-192 The Applicant recommends revisions to Mitigation Measure WAT-2, such that 
water off-sets would only be required if the project's water use exceeds the land-
owner's correlative rights to underlying groundwater, and revisions to cumulative 
overdraft projections requiring that actual cumulative conditions are calculated on 
a quarterly basis from issuance of the ROW grant, and that the implementation of 
water off-sets required per MM WAT-2 is adjusted according to quarterly 
overdraft calculations, not according to projections made in the EIS for the proj-
ect.  The Applicant also identifies MWD's Hayfield Lake / Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Conjunctive Use Project facilities as a water offset source for the 
proposed project, noting that the Hayfield Valley aquifer is part of the Orocopia 
Valley Groundwater Basin, which provides inflow to the Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Basin. 

MM WAT-2 has been revised to allow the project owner more flexibility in 
implementing water offset requirements, such that if cumulative conditions are re-
calculated during the lifetime of the project to reflect that no overdraft conditions 
are present, pending BLM approval, offset requirements of MM WAT-2 may be 
waived.  Text has also been added to state that MWD's Hayfield Lake Ground-
water Storage Project may be used to obtain water offsets for the DHSP, pending 
written confirmation from MWD; although groundwater from the Hayfield area 
could be considered CVGB water because this area provides inflow to the CVGB, 
it is not considered the same as direct withdrawal of CVGB because the Hayfield 
water would be obtained through a groundwater management program imple-
mented by MWD.  The Applicant's suggested deletion of text describing the 
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overdraft projections contained in the project's water supply assessment (WSA) 
and cumulative analysis have not been incorporated. 

The Hayfield Lake Conjunctive Use Project may be used as a water source for the 
project, but may not be used towards the purpose of securing water offsets for the 
project, because it cannot be guaranteed that offsets applied to the Hayfield Lake 
would replenish the CVGB on an acre-foot by acre-foot basis. 

F001-193 The Applicant suggests revisions to Mitigation Measure WAT-3 (Groundwater 
Drawdown Monitoring and Reporting Plan), based on mitigation provided in the 
Desert Sunlight EIS, to increase specificity regarding how private groundwater 
well owners would be compensated if project pumping results in impacts to pri-
vate wells, and how the Applicant would be held responsible for adverse ground-
water level trends in the project area during project pumping. 

Revisions to Mitigation Measure MM WAT-3 suggested by the Applicant have 
been incorporated where considered reasonable and feasible. 

F001-194 The Applicant states that Mitigation Measure WAT-7 would place an undue 
burden on the Applicant by requiring that Colorado River water offsets are 
secured prior to the onset of construction, and the Applicant suggests the deletion 
of this measure; if not deleted, the Applicant suggests revisions to clarify when 
and how the MM requirements are triggered. 

MM WAT-7 has been revised to state that offsets do not need to be secured prior 
to the start of construction, but that if at any point during the construction process 
it is determined that project pumping is drawing water from below the Colorado 
River Accounting Surface, all water-use activities associated with the project will 
halt, effectively halting project construction, until water offsets are secured.  MM 
WAT-7 has not been deleted as suggested because there remains a need to offset 
use of Colorado River water, if such use occurs as a result of depth to ground-
water.  Suggested revisions regarding the triggering of MM WAT-7 and cross-
referencing WAT-7 to MM WAT-3 have also been incorporated. 

F001-195 The commenter notes a typo in Table 4.20-4, and requests recalculation and 
confirmation of all totals contained in this table and throughout the WSA. 

The noted typo in Table 4.20-4 has been corrected, and associated revisions have 
been implemented throughout the WSA and the EIS sections.  Other revisions 
have also been incorporated into the WSA and the EIS to reflect changes to proj-
ects in the cumulative scenario. 

F001-196 The Applicant reiterates comment 195, and again requests recalculation of the 
WSA projections.  The Applicant also states that in Table 4.20-5, Desert Sunlight 
construction water may be accounted for in both the “Total Outflow” and the 
“Balance” columns, and that this quantity should only be accounted for in one 
column. 

Construction water requirements associated with the Desert Sunlight Project were 
incorrectly accounted for twice — once in the safe yield estimates, and once in 
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the cumulative water balance calculations.  Table 4.20-5 has been revised so that 
Desert Sunlight construction water is not accounted for in the cumulative balance 
because it is already accounted for in the safe yield estimate.  A new footnote has 
been added to describe this approach.  Values have been updated throughout the 
sections to reflect these corrections. 

F001-197 The commenter requests that BLM revise the following clause from the first para-
graph of page 4.20-46 to reflect the Applicant comments F001-188 through 
F001-192 by stating that groundwater pumping associated with the proposed proj-
ect or an alternative would be “proportionately curtailed” rather than “subse-
quently ceased.” 

Consistent with revisions to MM WAT-2 and MM WAT-3 in the Final EIS, the 
commenter's recommendations have not been incorporated into the Final EIS.  No 
changes have been made to the document. 

F001-208 The Applicant appends the Desert Sunlight “Accounting Surface Technical 
Memorandum,” which was included as Appendix O to the Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm EIS. 

The Applicant does not provide further comment on this document beyond pre-
vious statements that are addressed in the responses to Comments F001-72, -73, 
and -186.  See responses to Comments F001-72, -73, and -186. 
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SUBMITTAL TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA 1 \o~ 

FROM: TLMA :-- Planning Department SUBMITTAL DATE: 
June 5, 2014 

SUBJECT: Desert Harvest Solar Project: Adoption of Resolution 2014-146 Certifying the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Desert Harvest Solar Project as a CEQA equivalent 
Environmental Impact Report, Adopting Environmental Findings Pursuant to CEQA, Approving a Water 
Supply Assessment, Adopting a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan, and Adopting a Statement of 
Overriding Considerations; Approval of Public Use Permit No. 914, and Adoption of Ordinance No. 922 
Granting to Desert Harvest, LLC a Franchise to Construct and Use an Electrical Transmission Line Under, 
Along, Across, or Upon the Kaiser Road Rights-Of-Way in Eastern Riverside County - Fast Track 
Authorization 2013-04 - Applicant: Desert Harvest, LLC - Engineer/Representative: Section Thirty Seven 
Consultants, LLC - Chuckwalla Zoning Area - Desert Center Area Plan - Location: Northerly of Interstate 
10, westerly of Desert Center Rice Road (State Highway 177) within portions of Kaiser Road rights-of-

.·~ way, 4th/4th District. [$0] 
•· 

.·: RECOMMENDED MOTION: That the Board of Supervisors open the public hearing and at the close of 
. the public hearing: 

1. CONSIDER the environmental effects of the Project as shown in the " esert Harvest Solar Farm 
Project Final Environmental Impact Statement and California Desert Con rvation Plan Amendment" 

~Z prepared and approved by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in the R rd of Decision; and, 
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(continued on page 2) 

POLICYICONSENT FINANCIAL DATA Current Fiscal Year: Next Fiscal Year: Total Cost: Ongoing Cost er Exec. Office) 

COST $ N/A $ N/A $ N/A $ N/A ~ 
t-N-E_T_C_O_U_N_TY_C-OS-T-+$-----N-/A-+-$-----N-/A+-:-$----N-/A-t-$----N-/A-; Consent D Policy 

SOURCE OF FUNDS: NIA Budget Adjustment: N/A 

For Fiscal Year: NIA 

C.E.O. RECOMMENDATION: 

Coun Executive Office Si nature 

MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

. On motion of Supervisor Benoit, seconded by Supervisor Ashley and duly carried by 
unanimous vote, IT WAS ORDERED that the above matter is approved as recommended 
and that the above ordinance is approved as introduced with waiver of reading. 

Ayes: 
Nays: 
Absent 

··oate: . 
xc: 

Jeffries, Tavaglione, Stone, Benoit and Ashley 
None 
.Non~--
:.h.inE:ff7, 2014 
Planning, Applicant , COB, Recorder 

Prev. Agn. Ref.: 3-21 of 4/29/14 District: 4/4 Agenda Number: 16-1 
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SUBMITTAL TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
FORM 11: Desert Harvest Solar Project- Resolution No. 2014-146, Public Use Permit No. 914 and 
Ordinance No. 922 
DATE: June 5, 2014 
PAGE: 2of4 

2. ADOPT RESOLUTION NO. 2014-146 Certifying the Final Environmental Impact Statement forthe 
Desert Harvest Solar Project as a CEQA equivalent Environmental Impact Report, Approving a Water Supply 
Assessment, Adopting Environmental Findings Pursuant to CEQA, Adopting a Mitigation Monitoring and 
Reporting Plan, and Adopting a Statement of Overriding Considerations; and 

3. APPROVE PUBLIC USE PERMIT NO. 914, subject to the attached conditions of approval and based 
upon the findings and conclusions incorporated in the attached staff report and in Resolution No. 2014-146; 
and 

4. INTRODUCE and ADOPT on successive weeks ORDINANCE NO. 922, Granting to Desert Harvest, 
LLC, A Delaware Limited Liability Company, and its Lawful Successors and Assigns, in whole or in part, a 
Franchise to Construct and Use an Electrical Transmission Line, Under, Along, Across, or Upon the Kaiser 
Road Rights-of-Way in Eastern Riverside County, subject to the attached conditions of approval, and based 
upon the findings and conclusions incorporated in the attached staff report and in Resolution No. 2014-146; 
and · 

5. DIRECT the Clerk of the Board to file the Notice of Determination with the County Clerk within five (5) 
days of approval of the project. 

BACKGROUND: 
The applicant, Desert Harvest, LLC, ("Desert Harvest") proposes to construct and operate a 150 megawatt 
(MW) photovoltaic (PV) solar power plant known as the Desert Harvest Solar Project ("Project"). The overall 
Project involves two main components: (1) a solar array field and (2) a 220 kilovolt ("kV'') transmission line 
("Gen-Tie Line"). The majority of the Project, including the solar array field, where the power would be 
generated, consists of 1,208 acres of SLM-administered public lands located immediately adjacent to the site 
of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project. The solar array field would consist of a generation area including 
fifteen-foot tall PV arrays, a switchyard, inverters, overhead lines, and access roads; an operations and 
maintenance facility; an on-site substation and switchgear; and site security, fencing and lighting. The solar 
array field is not within the County's land use jurisdiction. A Record of Decision approving the Project was 
issued by the U.S. Department of the Interior in March 2013. 

The Gen-Tie Line will connect the electrical output of solar power plant to Southern California Edison's Red 
Bluff Substation where the power would feed into SCE's existing Devers Palo Verde No. 1 500-kV 
interconnection line. The Gen-Tie line is proposed to exit the northwest portion of the Project site, run south 
along the west side of Kaiser Road, turn east just north of Desert Center, and then run south across Interstate 
10 to the Red Bluff Substation. The entire Gen-Tie line would be 12.1 miles long. A portion of the Gen-Tie 
Line will run under, along, across or upon the County of Riverside's Kaiser Road rights-of-way (a total distance 
of approximately 5.8 miles) requiring an encroachment permit and a franchise agreement with the County for 
use of road rights-of-way for placement of the transmission poles and lines. Two (2) portions of the Gen Tie 
Line are proposed to cross private land under the jurisdiction of the County, which requires the Applicant to 
also obtain a Public Use Permit (PUP) pursuant to Riverside County Ordinance No. 348, Section 18.29. These 
two (2) PUP portions are adjacent to Assessor's Parcel Numbers 807-171-005 and 808-161-001 and comprise 
a total area of 1.1 miles and approximately 22 acres under County land use jurisdiction. The Gen-Tie line will 
either share steel monopoles with the approved Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project gen-tie line presently under 
construction or construct a separate, stand-alone Gen-Tie Line running parallel with the Desert Sunlight gen-tie 
line. 

Desert Harvest applied for a Public Use Permit (PUP 914) pursuant to Ordinance No. 348 and an 
encroachment permit pursuant to Ordinance No. 499 for the portions of the Project within the County's land 
use jurisdiction. PUP 914 is a fast track case. The Transportation Department is considering the 
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encroachment permit application. Board of Supervisors Policy No. 8-29 states, "No encroachment permit shall 
be issued for a solar power plant unless the Board first grants a franchise to the solar power plant owner." The 
County is authorized to grant a franchise pursuant to Article 11, Section 7, of the California Constitution and 
Government Code section 26001. A franchise agreement is adopted by ordinance. Here, the franchise 
agreement (Ordinance No. 922) would allow Desert Harvest to construct and use the Gen-Tie Line under, 
along, across or upon the Kaiser Road rights-of-way and would compensate the County for such construction 
and use. In 2011, the Board granted a similar franchise for the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project in 
Ordinance No. 909. 

Desert Harvest and County staff have reached an agreement on the terms of the franchise agreement which 
shall be for 30 years. As set forth in proposed Ordinance No. 922 and consistent with Board Policy No. B-29, 
Desert Harvest will submit annual payments of $150 per acre, increased annually by 2% from and after 2013 
(currently $153 per acre in 2014), based on the solar power plant net acreage amount of 1,208 acres at full 
build out. The total "net acreage", agreed upon by Desert Harvest, was calculated using the definition in Board 
Policy No. B-29. The Project is scheduled to be built in phases and the annual payments will based on the net 
acreage included in each phase until complete build out. As currently contemplated by Desert Harvest, the 
first phase will include a net acreage of 10 acres. The first phase consists of pre-construction surveys, desert 
tortoise exclusion fencing, and other preconstruction activities. The second phase will include a net acreage of 
1,043 acres. The third phase will include a net acreage of 155 acres. The Gen-Tie Line is planned for 
construction during the second phase. Desert Harvest will also take agreed upon actions to ensure that local 
sales and use taxes are directly allocated to the County to the maximum extent possible under the law. 
Further, the franchise agreement also requires Desert Harvest to defend, indemnify and hold harmless the 
County and requires insurance coverage. 

Approval and use of Public Use Permit No. 914 is conditioned upon the franchise agreement being entered 
into and effective. 

Impact on Citizens and Businesses 
An Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS") prepared by the SLM studied the overall Desert Harvest Solar 
Project and its impacts. Public Resources Code section 21083.7 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15221 state 
that when an EIS has been prepared, all or parts of the EIS may be submitted instead of an Environmental 
Impact Report ("EIR"), if the EIS complies with the requirements of CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. As 
explained in Resolution No. 2014-146 and in the Planning Department Staff Report, both attached hereto, the 
County intends to rely upon the EIS to satisfy CEQA for this Project. The EIS identified the following significant 
and unavoidable impacts of the Project: Air Resources, Biological Resources, Cultural Resources, Noise and 
Vibration, Recreation, and Visual Resources. Resolution No. 2014-146, contains findings required by CEQA 
including mitigation measures for the Project, as well as a statement of overriding considerations. In addition, 
the EIS includes a Water Supply Assessment prepared in accordance with Water Code Section 10910 et seq. 
Since the Project area is not served by a Public Water System, the Board of Supervisors must make findings 
regarding the adequacy of the water supply which are contained in Resolution No. 2014-146 and find the water 
supply will be sufficient to satisfy the demands of the Project, as well as other existing.and planned uses. 

The Project will aid in the transmission of renewable energy to the power grid. The Project will also increase 
local short-term and long-term employment opportunities, as well as boost local business activity during 
construction. The maximum number of onsite personnel during construction at any one time is 250 workers. 
An average workforce of 100 is anticipated. Over a 12-month construction period, the transmission line 
workforce would average 30 employees and no more than 65 employees at any one point. Therefore, the total 
peak workforce on the Project would be 315 construction workers. The Project would employ 8 fulltime staff 
during operations. 
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SUBMITTAL TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
FORM 11: Desert Harvest Solar Project- Resolution No. 2014-146, Public Use Permit No. 914 and 
Ordinance No. 922 
DATE: June 5, 2014 
PAGE: 4of4 

SUPPLEMENTAL: 

Additional Fiscal Information 
As stated above, the applicant and County staff have reached an agreement on the provisions of franchise 
agreement. Under Ordinance No. 922, the applicant will submit annual public benefit payments of $150 per 
acre, increased annually by 2% from and after 2013, based on the solar power plant net acre amount of 1,208 
acres at full build out. The project is scheduled to be built in phases and the initial annual public benefit 
payments will based on the solar power plant net acreage included in each phase until complete build out. The 
applicant will also take agreed upon actions to ensure that local sales and use taxes are directly allocated to 
the County to the maximum extent possible under the law. 

Staff labor and expenses to process the Project have been paid directly through Desert Harvest's deposit 
based fees. 

Contract History and Price Reasonableness 
NIA 

Attachments: 
1. Planning Department Staff Report 
2. Resolution No. 2014-146 Certifying the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Desert Harvest 

Solar Project as a CEQA equivalent Environmental Impact Report, Approving a Water Supply 
Assessment, Adopting Environmental Findings Pursuant· to CEQA, Adopting a Mitigation Monitoring 
and Reporting Plan, and Adopting a Statement of Overriding Considerations 

3. Ordinance No. 922 - An Ordinance of the County of Riverside Granting to Desert Harvest, LLC, A 
Delaware Limited Liability Company, and its Lawful Successors and Assigns, in whole or in part, a 
Franchise to Construct and Use an Electrical Transmission Line, Under, Along, Across, or Upon the 
Kaiser Road Rights-of-Way in Eastern Riverside County 

4. Conditions of Approval for PUP 914 
5. Notice of Determination 
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Board of Supervisors County of Riverside 

RESOLUTION NO. 2014-146 

CERTIFYING THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT AS A CEQA

EQUIV ALENT FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT; ADOPTING ENVIRONMENTAL 

FINDINGS PURSUANT TO THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT, APPROVING 

A WATER SUPPLY ASSESSMENT, ADOPTING A MITIGATION MONITORING AND 

REPORTING PROGRAM, ADOPTING A STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS, 

AND APPROVING THE DESERT HARVEST SOLAR PROJECT 

WHEREAS, Desert Harvest, LLC (the Applicant) filed an Application for Land Use and 

Development with the Riverside County Planning Department seeking a Public Use Permit (PUP No. 

914), an encroachment permit, and has proposed to enter into a franchise agreement (RCO No. 922) with 

the County of Riverside (the County) for portions of a 12.1-mile long 220 kilovolt ("kV") electrical 

transmission line ("Gen-Tie Line"), which is a project component of the Desert Harvest Solar Project 

("Project" or "DHSP"), that traverses lands under the jurisdiction of Riverside County ("County"); and 

WHEREAS, the Project includes two main components: 1) a 150-megawatt ("MW") solar 

photovoltaic ("PV") energy-generating facility, project substation and switchyard ("Solar Field"), on 

public lands administered by the United States Department of Interior Bureau of Land Management 

("BLM"); and 2) the Gen-Tie Line on public lands administered by the BLM, private lands, and lands 

owned by the County; and 

WHEREAS, the Solar Field, where the power would be generated, consists of a northern parcel 

of 1,053 acres and a southern parcel of 155 acres, together 1,208 acres located immediately adjacent to the 

site of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project. The Solar Field would consist of several components: a 

generation area including PV arrays (also referred to herein as "panels"), a switchyard, inverters, 

overhead lines, and access roads, an operations and maintenance facility; an on-site substation and 

switchgear; and site security, fencing, and lighting; and 

WHEREAS, the Gen-Tie Line will connect the electrical output of solar power plant to Southern 

JUN 1 7 2014 I (o - I 
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1 California Edison's Red Bluff Substation where the power would feed into the existing Devers Palo 

2 Verde No. 1 500-kV interconnection line. The entire Gen-Tie Line would be 12.1 miles long. A portion 

3 of the Gen-Tie Line will run under, along, across or upon the County of Riverside's Kaiser Road rights-

4 of-way (a total distance of approximately 5.8 miles) requiring an encroachment permit and a franchise 

5 agreement with the County. Two (2) portions of the Gen-Tie Line are proposed to cross non-federal lands 

6 under the jurisdiction of the County, which requires the Applicant to obtain a Public Use Permit ("PUP") 

7 pursuant to Riverside County Ordinance No. 348, Section 18.29. These two (2) PUP portions are 

8 adjacent to Assessor's Parcel Numbers 807-171-005 and 808-161-001 and comprise a total area of 

9 approximately 22 acres under County land use jurisdiction. The Gen-Tie Line would eitl~er share steel 

10 monopoles with the approved Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project gen-tie line presently under construction 

11 or construct a separate, stand-alone Gen-Tie Line running parallel with the Desert Sunlight gen-tie line. 

12 The Gen-Tie Line is proposed to exit the northwest portion of the solar farm site, run south along the west 

13 side of Kaiser Road, tum east just north of Desert Center, and then run south across Interstate 10 to the 

14 Red Bluff Substation; and 

15 WHEREAS, the PUP, encroachment permit, and the franchise agreement are discretionary 

16 approvals required by the County in order for the Applicant to construct, operate and maintain the 

17 portions of the Gen-Tie Line on lands under the County's jurisdiction; and 

18 WHEREAS, the Project constitutes a "project" under the California Environmental Quality Act 

19 ("CEQA") Guidelines section 15378 as a result of such discretionary approvals; and 

20 WHEREAS, the County is the lead agency under CEQA for the evaluation of the Project's 

21 potential impacts to the physical environment; and 

22 WHEREAS, on March 13, 2013 the BLM, acting as the lead agency under the National 

23 Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), adopted a Record of Decision ("ROD") approving the issuance of a 

24 Right of Way ("ROW") Grant to the Applicant for the Project, amendments to the California Desert 

25 Conservation Area Plan ("COCA"), and a Final Environmental Impact Statement ("FEIS"), subject to the 

26 terms, conditions, stipulations, Plan of Development, and environmental protection measures developed 

27 by the BLM and reflected in the Record of Decision; and 

28 

2 
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1 WHEREAS, the FEIS contains a Water Supply Assessment prepared in accordance with the 

2 requirements of Water Code Section 10910 et seq.; and 

3 WHEREAS, the Water Supply Assessment determines water supplies will be sufficient to satisfy 

4 the demands of the Selected Project, in addition to existing and planned uses; and 

5 WHEREAS, the County has reviewed the Water Supply Assessment, concurred in its analysis 

6 and conclusions, and found that the Water Supply Assessment's content and conclusions are consistent 

7 with the adopted plans and policies of the County; and 

8 WHEREAS, Public Resources Code Section 21083.7 provides that a CEQA lead agency "shall, 

9 whenever possible" use an Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS") as an Environmental Impact Report 

10 ("EIR"), provided the EIS meets the provisions of Public Resources Code Section 21083.7 and sections 

11 15221 and 15225 of the CEQA Guidelines; and 

12 WHEREAS, on May 14, 2014, the County issued a Notice oflntent to Use the EIS as the EIR for 

13 the Project pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15225 and such Notice of Intent was also published on 

14 May 17, 2014; and 

15 WHEREAS, the Board, acting as the decision-making body for the County under CEQA has 

16 reviewed and considered the FEIS and the proposed Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

17 ("MMRP") in evaluating the potential environmental impacts of the Project; and 

18 WHEREAS, the County has not received any comments or information that produced substantial 

19 new information requiring recirculation under Public Resources Code section 21092.1 and CEQA 

20 Guidelines section 15088.5; and 

21 WHEREAS, as contained herein, the County has endeavored in good faith to set forth the basis 

22 for its decision on the Project; and 

23 WHEREAS, all provisions of CEQA and Riverside County CEQA implementing procedures 

24 have been satisfied in the FEIS, which is sufficiently detailed so that all of the potentially significant 

25 environmental effects of the Project, as well as feasible alternatives and mitigation measures, have been 

26 adequately evaluated; and 

27 WHEREAS, the FEIS prepared in connection with the Project sufficiently analyzes both the 

28 feasible mitigation measures necessary to avoid or substantially lessen the Project's potential 

3 
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1 environmental impacts and a range of feasible alternatives capable of eliminating or reducing these effects 

2 in accordance with the Public Resources Code and the CEQA Guidelines; and 

3 WHEREAS, all of the findings and conclusions made by the Board of Supervisors pursuant to 

4 this Resolution are based upon oral and written evidence presented to it as a whole and not based solely 

5 on the information provided in this Resolution; and 

6 WHEREAS, the Proposed Project is described in Section II below; and 

7 WHEREAS, the Selected Project is described in Section III below; and 

8 WHEREAS, the public review process is described in Section IV below; and 

9 WHEREAS, the findings demonstrating why recirculation is not required are set forth in Section 

10 V below; and 

11 WHEREAS, the findings for alternatives evaluated in the FEIS are set forth in Section VI below; 

12 and 

13 WHEREAS, the findings regarding significant environmental impacts of the Selected Project are 

14 set forth in Section VII; and 

15 WHEREAS, the findings regarding energy consumption are set forth in Section VIII; and 

16 WHEREAS, the findings regarding growth-inducing impacts are set forth in Section IX; and 

17 WHEREAS, the findings regarding the Water Supply Assessment are set forth in Section X; and 

18 WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors has determined that the benefits of the Project outweigh its 

19 potential significant effects, and the basis for that determination is set forth in the Statement of Overriding 

20 Considerations included in Section XI below; and 

21 WHEREAS, the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program ("MMRP"), required to be 

22 adopted by this Board upon approval of the Project pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15091, 

23 subsection ( d), sets forth the mitigation measures that the County shall require as binding obligations of 

24 the Applicant in connection with any part of the Project on land under County jurisdiction, is adopted in 

25 Section XII below, and is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by reference; and 

26 WHEREAS, the General Plan Consistency Determination is set forth in Section XIII 

27 WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors' certification of the FEIS as a CEQA-Equivalent EIR, 

28 including findings regarding same, is set forth in Section XIV; and 

4 
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1 WHEREAS, on June 17, 2014 the Board of Supervisors conducted a duly noticed hearing on the 

2 Project, at which time all persons wishing to testify were heard, and the Board considered the Project, the 

3 FEIS, all public testimony, relevant exhibits and recommendations of staff; and 

4 WHEREAS, the FEIS and the Staff Report are incorporated herein by this reference in their 

5 entirety; and, 

6 WHEREAS, the FEIS reflects the independent judgment and analysis of the Board of Supervisors 

7 and is deemed adequate for purposes of making decisions on the merits of the Project; and 

8 WHEREAS, all other legal prerequisites to the adoption of this Resolution have occurred; and 

9 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, FOUND, DETERMINED AND ORDERED by 

10 the Board of Supervisors of the County of Riverside, in regular session assembled on _____ _ 

11 2014, that: 

12 I. INTRODUCTION 

13 The Applicant proposes to construct, operate, maintain, and decommission a 1,208-acre, 150-MW 

14 solar energy project and 220-kV Gen-Tie Line primarily located on public lands administered by the 

15 BLM in the County. 

16 BLM is the NEPA lead agency for the project. The County is the CEQA lead agency due to a 

17 County Public Use Permit, encroachment permit, and franchise agreement required for the Project's Gen-

18 Tie Line. BLM and the County entered into a Memorandum of Agreement on June 5, 2012, for the 

19 preparation of a CEQA-equivalent EIS under NEPA pursuant to the mandate of Public Resources Code 

20 Section 21083.7 that a CEQA lead agency "shall, whenever possible" use an EIS as an EIR under CEQA. 

21 Pursuant to the Memorandum of Agreement, the County engaged in the preparation of the DEIS and FEIS 

22 from the date of the Notice of Intent as a Cooperating Agency under NEPA to ensure that the DEIS, FEIS, 

23 and applicable noticing procedures complied with CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. As a result, the FEIS 

24 was prepared to a CEQA-equivalent standard pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21083.7 and 

25 Sections 15221 and 15225 of the CEQA Guidelines. 

26 Pursuant to Section 15091 of the CEQA Guidelines and Public Resources Code Section 21081, the 

27 County may only approve or carry out a project for which an EIR has been completed that identifies any 

28 significant environmental effects ifthe County makes one or more of the following written finding(s) for 

5 
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1 each of those significant effects accompanied by a brief explanation of the rationale for each finding: 

2 1. Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which will avoid 

3 or substantially lessen the significant environmental impact as identified in the EIR; or 

4 2. Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of a public agency 

5 other than the County, and such changes have been adopted by such other agency, or can and 

6 should be adopted by such other agency; or 

7 3. Specific economic, social, legal or other considerations make infeasible the mitigation 

8 measures or project alternatives identified in the EIR. 

9 Notably, Public Resources Code section 21002 requires an agency to "substantially lessen or 

10 avoid" significant adverse environmental impacts. Thus, mitigation measures that "substantially lessen" 

11 significant environmental impacts, even if not completely avoided, satisfy section 21002's mandate. 

12 (Laurel Hills Homeowners Association v. City Council (1978) 83 Cal.App.3d 515, 521 ("CEQA does not 

13 mandate the choice of the environmentally best feasible project if through the imposition of feasible 

14 mitigation measures alone the appropriate public agency has reduced environmental damage from a 

15 project to an acceptable level"); Las Virgenes Homeowners Federation, Inc. v. County of Los Angeles 

16 (1986) 177 Cal. App. 3d 300, 309 ("[t]here is no requirement that adverse impacts of a project be avoided 

17 completely or reduced to a level of insignificance ... if such would render the project unfeasible").) 

18 The Public Resources Code requires that lead agencies adopt feasible mitigation measures or 

19 alternatives to substantially lessen or avoid significant environmental impacts. An agency need not, 

20 however, adopt infeasible mitigation measures or alternatives. (CEQA Guidelines §15091(a), (b).) Public 

21 Resources Code section 21061.1 defines "feasible" to mean "capable of being accomplished in a 

22 successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, environmental, 

23 social, and technological factors." CEQA Guidelines section 15091 adds "legal" considerations as another 

24 indicia of feasibility. (See also Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 

25 565.) Project objectives also inform the determination of "feasibility." (City of Del Mar v. City of San 

26 Diego (1982) 133 Cal.App.3d 401, 417.) '"[F]easibility' under CEQA encompasses 'desirability' to the 

27 extent that desirability is based on a reasonable balancing of the relevant economic, environmental, social, 

28 and technological factors." (Id.; see also Sequoyah Hills Homeowners Assn. v. City of Oakland (1993) 23 

6 
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1 Cal.App.4th 704, 715.) 

2 Environmental impacts that are less than significant do not require the imposition of mitigation 

3 measures. (Leonoff v. Monterey County Board of Supervisors (1990) 222 Cal.App.3d 1337, 1347.) 

4 The California. Supreme Court has stated, "[t]he wisdom of approving ... any development 

5 project, a delicate task which requires a balancing of interests, is necessarily left to the sound discretion of 

6 the local officials and their constituents who are responsible for such decisions. The law as we interpret 

7 and apply it simply requires that those decisions be informed, and therefore balanced." (Citizens of Goleta 

8 Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 576.) In addition, perfection in a project or a 

9 project's environmental alternatives is not required; rather, the requirement is that sufficient information 

10 be produced "to permit a reasonable choice of alternatives so far as environmental aspects, are concerned." 

11 Outside agencies (including courts) are not to "impose unreasonable extremes or to interject [themselves] 

12 within the area of discretion as to the choice of the action to be taken." (Residents Ad Hoc Stadium Com. 

13 v. Board o{Trustees (1979) 89 Cal.App.3d 274, 287.) 

14 In addition to making a finding for each potentially significant impact, if the lead agency approves 

15 a project without mitigating all of the significant impacts, it must prepare a statement of overriding 

16 considerations, in which it balances the benefits of the project against the unavoidable environmental 

17 risks. The statement of overriding considerations must explain the social, economic, or other reasons for 

18 approving the project despite its environmental impacts. (CEQA Guidelines§ 15093, Pub. Res. Code§ 

19 21081). 

20 This Resolution contains the findings and statement of overriding considerations based on the 

21 FEIS and administrative record for the approval of a combination of several alternatives to the proposed 

22 project considered in the FEIS and reflects the County's independent judgment and analysis. 

23 II. PROPOSED PROJECT 

24 The FEIS analyzed the proposed project and multiple alternatives to the proposed project. The 

25 proposed project consists of two main components associated with generating and delivering electricity -

26 the Solar Field and the Gen-Tie Line. The Solar Field, where the power would be generated, would 

27 consist of a northern parcel of 1,053 acres and a southern parcel of 155 acres, together encompassing 

28 1,208 acres of BLM-managed public lands. The proposed project is located immediately adjacent to the 

7 
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1 site of the approved Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project ("Desert Sunlight Project"), for which a Final EIS 

2 was issued in April of 2011 and a Record of Decision ("ROD") issued in August of 2011 and for which 

3 the County approved Public Use Permit No. 909 and Ordinance No. 909. The Solar Field would consist 

4 of several components: a main generation area including six-foot tall PV arrays, a switchyard, inverters, 

5 overhead lines, and access roads; an operations and maintenance ("O&M") facility; an on-site substation 

6 and switchgear; and site security, fencing, and lighting. The Gen-Tie Line would transmit the electricity 

7 generated at the proposed solar facility to the regional transmission system, through the Red Bluff 

8 Substation where the power from the proposed solar facility would feed into the Southern California 

9 Edison's ("SCE") existing Devers Palo Verde No. 1 500-kV interconnection line. The Gen-Tie Line 

10 would be 12.1 miles long, encompassing up to 256 acres of ROW (92 acres of permanent disturbance). 

11 The Gen-Tie Line would share steel monopoles included as part of the approved Desert Sunlight Project 

12 gen-tie line presently under construction. 

13 III. SELECTED PROJECT 

14 The County is now considering the adoption of a modified version of the proposed project that 

15 includes 15-foot tall PV arrays (instead of 6-foot tall arrays) as well as a second, additional and alternate 

16 Gen-Tie Line alignment parallel and next to the Desert Sunlight Project gen-tie line (Alternative C of the 

17 FEIS) in the event a shared gen-tie pole agreement cannot be achieved between the Applicant and the 

18 owners of the Desert Sunlight Project (Alternative B of the FEIS). Alternative B contemplates the 

19 Project's Gen-Tie Line sharing the gen-tie poles of the Desert Sunlight Project. Under the Selected 

20 Project, in the event a shared use agreement between the Applicant and the owners of the Desert Sunlight 

21 Project cannot be achieved to implement Alternative B, the Applicant would be authorized to implement 

22 Alternative C, which contemplates construction of a separate, stand-alone gen-tie transmission line 

23 parallel to the Desert Sunlight Project's gen-tie line. To effectuate Alternative C, the Applicant must 

24 provide: documentation detailing the inability to reach a shared use agreement for Alternative B; a 

25 financial, technical, and environmental feasibility analysis on all potential gen-tie locations; and any other 

26 documentation deemed necessary. 

27 This modified project is referred to in these CEQA findings as the "Selected Project", as opposed 

28 to the "proposed project" and "preferred project" of the FEIS. All impacts of the Selected Project have 

8 
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1 been analyzed in the FEIS because it is a combination of the facility footprint analyzed under Alternative 

2 4, the high-profile PV arrays analyzed under Alternative 7, and the Gen-Tie Line routes analyzed under 

3 Alternative B and Alternative C of the FEIS. The Selected Project is superior to the proposed project 

4 because it generates more electricity than the proposed project without requiring additional land or 

5 additional environmental impacts. Specifically, while both the preferred project and the Selected Project 

6 share a nameplate rating of 150 MW, the Selected Project would generate approximately 30 percent more 

7 electricity because the high-profile PV arrays it contemplates have a power efficiency of 22-26 percent, 

8 resulting in generation of 341,000 MWh/year or more. In contrast, the low-profile PV arrays of the 

9 proposed project have a power efficiency of 16-18 percent, resulting in generation of less than 236,000 

10 MWh/year. The Selected Project also provides more flexibility by authorizing stand-alone, parallel Gen-

11 Tie Line poles within the same right-of-way alignment as the Desert Sunlight Project's gen-tie alignment 

12 in the event a shared gen-tie pole arrangement cannot be made between Desert Harvest and Desert 

13 Sunlight. 

14 IV. PUBLIC REVIEW PROCESS 

15 A Notice of Intent (''NOI") to prepare the EIS was published in the Federal Register on September 

16 15, 2011 and received by the State Clearinghouse on September 29, 2011. The Project was assigned State 

17 Clearinghouse #2011094004. The NOI was prepared pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15082 

18 requirements for a notice of preparation under CEQA. The NOI was circulated to the following state 

19 agencies: Department of Conservation; California Energy Commission; California Highway Patrol; 

20 Native American Heritage Commission; Department of Parks and Recreation; Public Utilities 

21 Commission; Resources Agency; State Lands Commission; Resources, Recycling and Recovery; 

22 Department of Water Resources; Caltrans, District 8; Regional Water Quality Control Board, Region 7; 

23 Department of Toxic Substances Control; Department of Fish and Wildlife, Region 6. The U.S. Fish and 

24 Wildlife Service and other federal agencies also received the NOL 

25 The federal scoping period was September 15, 2011 to October 17, 2011. The review period listed 

26 by the State Clearinghouse was September 29, 2011 through October 28, 2011, and scoping comments 

27 were accepted through this period. Therefore, the scoping comment period lasted more than 30 days, 

28 which is the duration required for review of a notice of preparation of an EIR under CEQA Guidelines 

9 
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1 Section 15082. Two public scoping meetings were held on October 3, 2011 and one was held on October 

2 6, 2011. Notification of the public Scoping Meetings was posted on the BLM's website. In addition, 

3 notices of the Scoping Meetings were sent to Responsible and Trustee Agencies under CEQA, all 

4 landowners within 300 feet of the Project boundary, and other interested parties. 

5 A Notice of Availability of the Draft EIS ("DEIS") was published on April 13, 2012 in 

6 compliance with the requirements of CEQA Guidelines Sections 15225 and 15087, including publishing 

7 in a newspaper of general circulation in the area potentially affected by the project. In addition, the DEIS 

8 was filed with the Riverside County Clerk and the State Clearinghouse, and the notice was posted in the 

9 office of the County Clerk for 30 days. The DEIS was made available for public review for 90 days, as 

10 provided under Public Resources Code section 21091, and public notice of that fact has been given 

11 pursuant to Section 21092. The FEIS was also made available for public review for 30 days after 

12 publication of a Notice of Availability on November 2, 2012. Both the· DEIS and the FEIS disclosed the 

13 intent of the County to use the FEIS as an EIR equivalent under CEQA. Section 15225 of the CEQA 

14 Guidelines directs that, where the EIS was circulated for public review as broadly as state and local law 

15 may require and notice was given that met the standards in section 15087(a) of the CEQA Guidelines, the 

16 lead agency may use the EIS in place of an EIR without recirculating the EIS for public review. On May 

17 14, 2014 the County issued a Notice of Intent to use the FEIS as the EIR for the Project and such Notice 

18 oflntent was also published on May 17, 2014. 

19 V. FINDINGS DEMONSTRATING WHY RECIRCULATION IS NOT REQUIRED 

20 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED by the Board that after reviewing the public record, the Board 

21 hereby makes the following findings regarding why recirculation is not required: 

22 CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 requires a lead agency to recirculate an EIR for further review 

23 and comment when significant new information is added to the EIR after public notice is given of the 

24 availability of the Draft EIR but before certification. New information includes (i) changes to the project; 

25 (ii) changes in the environmental setting; or (iii) additional data or other information. Section 15088.5 

26 further provides that "[n]ew information added to an EIR is not significant unless the EIR is changed in a 

27 way that deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse 

28 environmental effect of the project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect including a 

10 
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1 feasible project alternative that the project's proponents have declined to implement." This standard is 

2 not, however, "intend[ ed] to promote endless rounds of revision and recirculation of EIRs. Recirculation 

3 is intended to be the exception, rather than the general rule." (Laurel Heights Improwement Assn. v. 

4 Regents of the Univ. of California (1993) 6 Cal.4th 1112, 1132.) The following lists new information 

5 discovered since publication of the DEIS. 

6 

7 
A. New Project Alternative 

8 The Selected Project includes both the north and south parcels of the Solar Field analyzed in 

9 Alternative 4, but also includes the high-profile (15-foot) array trackers analyzed in Alterative 7. The 

10 Selected Project also includes two Gen-Tie Line alignment alternatives, Alternatives B and C in the EIS. 

11 Alternative B contemplates the Project's Gen-Tie Line sharing the gen-tie poles of the Desert Sunlight 

12 Solar Farm Project. In the event a shared use agreement between the Applicant and the owners of the 

13 Desert Sunlight project cannot be achieved to implement Alternative B, the Applicant would be 

14 authorized to implement Alternative C, which contemplates construction of a separate, stand-alone Gen-

15 Tie transmission line parallel to the Desert Sunlight Project's gen-tie line. To effectuate Alternative C, 

16 the Applicant would be required to provide: documentation detailing the inability to reach a shared use 

17 agreement for Alternative B; a financial, technical, and environmental feasibility analysis on all potential 

18 gen-tie locations; and any other documentation deemed necessary. 

19 . While the Selected Project was not analyzed as a separate alternative in the FEIS, it does not 

20 trigger recirculation under CEQA because the Selected Project is within the spectrum of alternatives 

21 analyzed in the FEIS and will not result in any new, or substantially more severe, significant impacts 

22 beyond those already analyzed in the FEIS. 

23 All of the environmental impacts of the Selected Project are substantially similar to those analyzed 

24 for the proposed project (Alternative 4). The only area where the Selected Project and the proposed 

25 project (Alternative 4) differ is with respect to the height of the panels. Alternative 4 contemplated low-

26 profile panels on the southern and northern parcels. The Selected Project contemplates high-profile 

27 panels on both parcels. The FEIS assessed the effects of high-profile panels in Alternative 7, which 

28 contemplated no panels on the southern parcel and high-profile panels on the northern parcel. 

11 
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1 Installing high-profile panels on the southern parcel does not constitute significant new 

2 information because the impacts of doing so do not substantially increase the severity of the visual 

3 impacts identified in the FEIS analysis of Alternative 4 and Alternative 7. As documented in the EIS, the 

4 visual impact of the higher profile panels from Joshua Tree National Park is indistinct from the visual 

5 impact of the shorter panels proposed for Alternative 4 (see Figure 4.19-1 B compared with Figure 4.19-

6 1 C in Appendix A of the FEIS). Adding the southern parcel to Figure 4.19-1 C would not substantially 

7 alter this result. As shown in Figures 3.19-lA (Alternative 4 viewshed impacts) and 3.19-lC (Alternative 

8 7 viewshed impacts, which notably includes high-profile trackers on the southern parcel) of the FEIS, the 

9 high-profile panels can be viewed at a very small number of additional locations compared with the low-

10 profile panels - the relevant viewsheds are substantially similar. From Kaiser Road (KOP 3 in the EIS) 

11 the high-profile panels (see Figure 4. l 9-3D) would be more evident in the foreground compared with the 

12 lower profile panels (Figure 4.19-3B), but it should be observed that the low-profile rendering is 0.15 

13 miles further from the viewer than the high-profile rendering and does not depict fencing or overhead 

14 lines that would also be installed with low-profile panels, thereby understating its impact relative to the 

15 Alternative 7 simulation. In addition, viewership from this location is very low. Moreover, while the 

16 southern parcel was not specifically simulated with Alternative Ts high-profile panels from Key 

17 Observation Point ("KOP") 3, it was not specifically simulated with Alternative 4's low-profile panels 

18 from KOP 3, either. Instead, simulations of the northern parcel under Alternative 4 were relied upon as 

19 an example of visual impacts from Kaiser Road in the immediate vicinity of the project, whether viewing 

20 the northern parcel or the southern parcel. Therefore, as with simulations prepared for Alternative 4, the 

21 simulation of the visual impacts of the higher profile panels from KOP 7 (Figure 4.19-3D) provides an 

22 appropriate proxy for the visual impacts of the higher profile panels on the southern parcel as well, even 

23 though that specific scenario was not simulated. Approving higher profile panels on the southern parcel 

24 as well as the northern parcel therefore would not raise any new, or substantially intensify any previously 

25 identified, significant effect beyond the four comers of the FEIS. 

26 Adopting Alternative C contingent upon the inability of the Applicant to implement Alternative B 

27 would not raise any new, or intensify any previously identified, significant effects because both 

28 Alternatives are fully assessed in the FEIS. 
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Finally, the BLM approved variances for the Desert Sunlight Project's gen-tie ROW consistent 

with the Desert Sunlight Project ROD, Memorandum of Agreement executed on June 21, 2011 and other 

applicable requirements, including NEPA. . These approved variances alter the ro\ilte that would be 

followed by the Selected Project gen-tie under Alternatives B and C, as those Alternatives utilize the 

Desert Sunlight project line's route. The approved variances to the Desert Sunlight line have served to 

reduce impacts to cultural resources identified in preconstruction surveys and do not introduce any new, 

or intensify any previously identified, significant impacts of the FEIS. These approved variances 

associated with the Desert Sunlight line include moving a previously approved access road for the gen-tie 

line along an existing access road, which prevents a new, parallel access road, reduces direct impacts to 

desert tortoise critical habitat, and minimizes project impacts to cultural properties. 

B. Changes in the Environmental Setting. 

Construction of the Desert Sunlight project has changed the immediate, non-cumulative 

environmental setting of the Selected Project, particularly with regard to the impacts of Alternative B and 

Alternative C. The non-cumulative impacts of Alternative B disclosed in the FEIS were premised on an 

environmental baseline as of the publication of the NOi in September 2011, at which time only partial 

grading of the Desert Sunlight project had begun. The FEIS's non-cumulative analyses of Alternative B 

and Alternative C were therefore premised on the absence of the Desert Sunlight gen-tie line. For 

example, while Alternative B contemplates co-locating with existing Desert Sunlight gen-tie 

infrastructure, the non-cumulative analysis of the FEIS had to analyze Alternative B as though it were a 

stand-alone gen-tie project because the Desert Sunlight project was not included in the environmental 

baseline, thereby overstating the impacts of Alternative B as a consequence. A substantial portion of the 

Desert Sunlight project has been constructed since publication of the NOi, including its gen-tie poles. As 

such, the cumulative impact analyses of Alternative B and Alternative C conducted by the FEIS - which 

focused primarily on the presence of the Desert Sunlight gen-tie line - better represent the impacts of 

Alternative Band Cat the non-cumulative level under current conditions. The same generally holds for 

the entire Selected Project, as well. The impacts of this change in the environmental setting has been 

assessed by the FEIS at the cumulative level and does not create any new, or substantially intensify any 
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1 previously identified, significant impacts beyond those analyzed in the FEIS. 

2 Furthermore, the presence of the Desert Sunlight gen-tie poles under current conditions 

3 substantially reduces the impacts of Alternative B and Alternative C relative to their non-cumulative 

4 analyses in the FEIS because the Desert Sunlight gen-tie poles are now part of the environmental baseline 

5 of current existing conditions. This effectively removes the effects of gen-tie pole installation from the 

6 non-cumulative analysis of Alternative B. It also reduces the non-cumulative effects of Alternative C 

7 because many of them are overlapped and subsumed by the effects of the adjacent Desert Sunlight gen-tie 

8 poles - visual effects in particular - as a consequence of co-locating both gen-ties within the same ROW. 

9 In short, substantial development of the Desert Sunlight project since publication of the NOI has 

10 effectively incorporated many of its impacts into current local baseline environmental conditions. As a 

11 result, the increment between existing baseline conditions and the effects of the Desert Harvest project is 

12 now smaller than analyzed in the FEIS. This change in environmental conditions therefore reduces rather 

13 than intensifies the non-cumulative effects of the Desert Harvest project. On the other hand, the 

14 cumulative effects of the Desert Harvest Project remain the same as analyzed in the FEIS because the 

15 FEIS assumed completion of the Desert Sunlight project under cumulative conditions. 

16 On January 17, 2014, Governor Jerry Brown declared a Drought State of Emergency for the State 

17 of California. The January 17, 2014 declaration of a Drought State of Emergency for the State of 

18 California and associated drought conditions within Riverside County are circumstances that were 

19 anticipated by the FEIS and addressed by Mitigation Measure ("MM") WAT-2 (Alternative Water Source 

20 and Groundwater Offsets), MM WAT-3 (Groundwater Drawdown Monitoring and Reporting Plan), MM 

21 WAT-6 (Drought Water Management and Water Conservation Education Program) and MM WAT-7 

22 (Colorado River Water Supply Plan). In addition, although not required for a solar energy project 

23 consuming less than 75 acre-feet annually over the life of the project, a Senate Bill 610 Water Supply 

24 Assessment prepared for the project and included in Appendix E of the EIS determined that sufficient 

25 water supplies exist to serve the Project in normal-year, single-dry year and multiple-dry year conditions. 

26 The declaration of a Drought State of Emergency and associated drought conditions therefore do not 

27 constitute significant new information and do not implicate any new or more intense significant impacts 

28 above and beyond those already analyzed in the EIS. 
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1 C. Additional Data or Other Information. 

2 The following new information has become available since publication of the FEIS: 

3 • A location of the off-site operations and maintenance facility was identified (see Figure ROD-

4 1, attached to the BLM's ROD for the Project). 

5 • The Applicant provided information that 150 MW was the minimum target capacity required 

6 for a PV generating facility to be economically feasible on the Project site. 

7 • The Applicant demonstrated that the taller, high-profile panels would be capable of meeting 

8 the Project's generation needs. The taller, high-profile, panels will supply greater energy 

9 generation efficiency within the same footprint and with substantially similar impacts. The 

10 taller panels would produce 150 MW target capacity, but would be far more efficient in 

11 providing renewable energy to the electrical grid, yielding 341,000 MW,..hours per year 

12 (MWh/y). The shorter panels, on the other hand, would allow for a capacity of 150 MW, but 

13 would be substantially less efficient, yielding only 240,000 MWh/y. According to the 

14 Applicant's statements, the higher efficiency, high-profile panels are needed to meet in-

15 progress contractual obligations of a pending Power Purchase Agreement for the Project, and 

16 according to the Applicant, are critical to ensuring the Project's technical and economic 

17 feasibility. 

18 • The United States Fish & Wildlife Service issued a Final Biological Opinion for the Project on 

19 January 16, 2013, which identifies the BLM's obligations for the Project under Section 7 of 

20 the Endangered Species Act. 

21 • A Memorandum of Agreement ("MOA") among the BLM, EDF, and the State Historic 

22 Preservation Officer ("SHPO") executed on February 20, 2013, by all three parties, concluded 

23 BLM's obligations under Section 106 of the NHPA have been met with respect to the Project. 

24 • On February 22, 2013, Aspen Environmental Group submitted a memorandum to the BLM 

25 and the administrative record demonstrating that the EIS applies all feasible mitigation 

26 measures to reduce the air quality impacts of the project ("Air Quality Memorandum"). 

27 • After the BLM's issuance of the FEIS, the Natural Resources Defense Council ("NRDC"), 

28 Defenders of Wildlife ("DOW"), and the Sierra Club, pursuant to 43 C.F.R. § 1610.5-2,jointly 
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initiated a formal protest of the CDCA Plan Amendment and FEIS in a letter addressed to the 

BLM. The letter addressed the impact of the CDCA Plan Amendment and the Project on the 

wildlife and natural resources of the Project area. NRDC, DOW and Sierra Club met with the 

Applicant and agreed to withdraw their joint protest based on the terms provided in an 

agreement entitled the Desert Harvest Protest Resolution, which imposes additional mitigation 

measures on the Project with regard to American badger and desert kit fox management, soil 

treatment, compensatory Wildlife Habitat Management Area ("WHMA") mitigation, 

8 compensatory mitigation for wildlife connectivity effects, water rights, and project monitoring. 

9 • On March 11, 2013, the National Park Service ("NPS") and the Applicant finalized a 

10 Cooperative Agreement to implement Mitigation Measures SD-I, SD-2, and SD-3 requiring 

11 the Applicant to coordinate mitigation measures with NPS and to enter into an agreement with 

12 the NPS to carry out certain mitigation measures. 

13 • The BLM issued a ROD approving the Selected Project on March 13, 2013. The County 

14 hereby incorporates into these findings by reference the ROD and the entirety of BLM's 

15 administrative record for the Project through issuance of the ROD. 

16 • The California Department of Fish and Wildlife ("CDFW") issued a Consistency 

17 Determination for the Project on April 3, 2013, confirming that the January 16, 2013 

18 Biological Opinion and Incidental Take Statement satisfy the requirements of the California 

19 Endangered Species Act. 

20 • On August 30, 2013, Aspen Environmental Group submitted to the administrative record a 

21 

22 

23 

memorandum to the County concerning the potential for soils in the project area to harbor the 

fungus that causes coccidioidomycosis, known as Valley Fever, and the existing mitigation 

measures of the EIS that address Valley Fever ("Valley Fever Memorandum"). 

24 • On May 28, 2014 Aspen Environmental Group submitted a memorandum to the administrative 

25 record and to the County regarding recent avian mortality data gathered for the Desert 

26 Sunlight, Genesis and Ivanpah Solar Electric Generating System projects in Riverside and San 

27 Bernardino counties ("Avian Memorandum"). 

28 None of the above constitutes significant new information because it does not change the analysis 
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1 in, or conclusions of, the FEIS. The O&M Facility would be located in an existing building, and access to 

2 the site would be via existing paved roads. The O&M Facility was analyzed as a component of the 

3 proposed project and alternatives in the FEIS. While the precise location of the O&M Facility was not 

4 identified in the FEIS, the FEIS evaluated the effects of both an onsite O&M Facility and one located off-

5 site within a 10-mile radius of the solar generation site. As a result of this assumption, vehicle trips 

6 related to an off-site O&M location were included in traffic and noise projections in the EIS, and an off-

7 site O&M location was considered by BLM and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service ("USFWS") 

8 for its contribution to potential desert tortoise mortality. 

9 The Air Quality Memorandum demonstrates that the EIS applies all feasible mitigation measures 

10 to reduce the air quality impacts of the project without any changes. to the project or EIS and therefore 

11 presents no new significant information. 

12 The Valley Fever Memorandum indicates that the Center for Disease Control has determined the 

13 County to be in the lowest category of areas endemic to Valley Fever and demonstrates that the EIS 

14 already requires dust control measures and public health and safety plans that will prevent and mitigate 

15 the risk of Valley Fever due to the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the 

16 project. The Valley Fever Memorandum also clarifies how implementation of the Environmental Health 

17 and Safety Plan required Mitigation Measure PHS-4 will specifically address Valley Fever, which, for 

18 clarity, the County has decided to add directly to the text of Mitigation Measure PHS-4, as detaUed in 

19 Exhibit B, attached hereto. Such changes implement and add specificity to the existing mitigation 

20 measure without implicating a new or more intense environmental impact beyond those already 

21 considered in the EIS. 

22 The Avian Memorandum explains why new utility-scale solar avian mortality data speak to 

23 impacts that have already been analyzed and addressed in the EIS rather than to new or more intense 

24 significant impacts. The Avian Memorandum also explains why changes to Mitigation Measure WIL-6 to 

25 ensure the project's Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy keeps pace with the latest research and methods 

26 with accountability (and enforceability) serve only to amplify and lend greater specificity to principles 

27 already laid down in the original mitigation measure, as informed by new information developed since 

28 preparation of the EIS, and do not implicate any new or more intense significant impacts above and 
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1 beyond those already analyzed in the EIS. The Board hereby determines the changes to MM WIL-6 

2 recommended by the Avian Memorandum to be feasible and hereby adopts them, as those changes are 

3 detailed in Exhibit B, attached hereto. 

4 New Applicant information regarding the minimum target capacity and technological preferences 

5 for the Project substantiate the Applicant's preferences and do not affect the significance conclusions of 

6 the EIS. 

7 The ROD, MOA, Biological Opinion, Consistency Determination, protest resolution agreement, 

8 National Park Service Cooperative Agreement, Valley Fever Memorandum, and Avian Memorandum 

9 implement, clarify and/or amplify mitigation measures already identified in the FEIS and/or impose new 

10 mitigation measures similar to those previously identified in the FEIS, all of which the Applicant has 

11 consented to. No new mitigation measures have caused new or more intense significant environmental 

12 impacts beyond those already identified in the EIS. 

13 Based on the foregoing, and having reviewed the information contained in the FEIS and in the 

14 documents comprising the Project administrative record of both the County and the BLM, the Board 

15 hereby finds, based on the standards provided in Public Resources Code Section 21092.1 and Section 

16 15088.5 of the CEQA Guidelines, that no significant new information has been added since public notice 

17 was given of the availability of the DEIS that would require recirculation of the FEIS prior to the 

18 County's certification of the FEIS as an EIR equivalent document. 

19 
VI. FINDINGS FOR ALTERNATIVES EVALUATED IN THE EIS. 

20 

21 Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines requires EIRs to consider and discuss a reasonable range 

22 of alternatives to a project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic 

23 project objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of 

24 the project, and to evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives. However, an EIR "need not 

25 consider every conceivable alternative to a project" and need not consider "alternatives that are 

26 infeasible." (CEQA Guidelines, § 15126.6(a).) Instead, an EIR must only "consider a reasonable range 

27 of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed decision-making and public participation." 

28 
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1 (Ibid.) The consideration of alternatives is to be judged against a "rule of reason." (CEQA Guidelines,§ 

2 15126.6(f).) 

3 CEQA also requires that the EIR identify the environmentally superior alternative of a project 

4 other than the No Project Alternative. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15126.6(e)(2).) The lead agency is not 

5 required to choose the "environmentally superior" alternative identified in the EIR if the alternative 

6 specific, legal, social, economic, technological or other considerations make the alternative infeasible. 

7 (Pub. Res. Code,§ 21080(a)(3); CEQA Guidelines§ 1509l(a)(3).) 

8 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED by the Board that after reviewing the public record, the Board 

9 hereby makes the following findings regarding alternatives to the Selected Project evaluated in the FEIS: 

10 A. Alternatives Evaluated in the FEIS 

11 The FEIS evaluated the proposed project and multiple alternatives to the proposed project. A 

12 description and a finding for each alternative, other than Alternative B and Alternative C (which have 

13 been incorporated into the Selected Project), are presented below. For the reasons stated below, it is the 

14 finding of the County that there is no feasible environmentally superior alternative to the Selected Project. 

15 Alternative 1: No Action (No Plan Amendment) 

16 Description: Under Alternative 1, the proposed project would not be approved (all components 

17 of the Project would be denied), no ROW grant would be issued, and no CDCA Plan Amendment would 

18 be approved to make the land available for large-scale solar development. 

19 Finding: Infeasible 

20 Based on the whole record, the County finds that Alternative 1 would result in fewer 

21 environmental impacts than the Selected Project. However, the County finds that Alternative 1 is 

22 infeasible because it would not meet any of the Project objectives. 

23 Alternative 2: No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 

24 Suitable for Solar Energy Development) 

25 Description: Under Alternative 2, the proposed project would not be approved (all components 

26 of the proposed project denied), no ROW grant would be issued to the Applicant, and the CDCA Plan 

27 would be amended to find the project area, or based on resource conflict, only a portion of it, suitable for 

28 solar energy development. 
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1 Finding: Infeasible 

2 Based on the whole record, the County finds that Alternative 2 would result in fewer 

3 environmental impacts than the Selected Project. The County also finds, however, that Alternative 1 is 

4 infeasible because it would not meet any of the Project objectives. 

5 Alternative 3: No Project Alternative (with Plan Amendment to Find the Site 

6 Unsuitable for Solar Energy Development) 

7 Description: Under Alternative 3, the proposed project would not be approved (all components 

8 of the proposed project denied), no ROW grant would be issued to the Applicant, and the CDCA Plan 

9 would be amended to find the project area unsuitable and unavailable for large-scale solar energy 

10 development. 

11 
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Finding: Infeasible 

Based on the whole record, the County finds that Alternative 3 would result in fewer 

environmental impacts than the Selected Project. The County also finds that Alternative 3 is infeasible 

because it would not meet any of the Project objectives and would be inconsistent with BLM's 

prioritization of the Project area for solar development within the Riverside East Solar Energy Zone of the 

BLM's Solar Energy Development Program. 

Alternative 4: Proposed Project 

Description: Alternative 4 would include the northern and southern parcels for a total of 1,208 

acres of solar field development. Alternative 4 would use low-profile panels of up to six feet in height. 

Finding: Infeasible 

Based on the whole record, the County finds that Alternative 4 is infeasible because it would not 

meet the core Project objective of constructing a cost-competitive solar project of 150 MW of nameplate 

capacity required to render the Project economically feasible. Less renewable energy would be produced 

by the less efficient low-profile panels of Alternative 4 (236,000 MWh/year at a power efficiency of 16-

18%) than by the more efficient high-profile panels of the Selected Project (341,000 MWh/year at a 

power efficiency of 22-26%). Alternative 4 therefore would be 31 percent less cost-effective, and 

therefore substantially less cost-competitive, because the price of power per MWh sought from an off

taker would have to be substantially higher in order for the Project to be financially feasible. 
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Alternative 5: Solar Project Excluding WHMA 

Description: Alternative 5 would be constructed within the same Project boundaries as the 

proposed project, except that it would exclude the 47-acre portion of the site which is within the Palen

Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA). Alternative 5 would encompass an estimated 1,161 

acres and the areas cleared of vegetation would be the same as for the Project (107 acres). Alternative 5 

would use the same low-profile PV panels as Alternative 4 and would be an estimated 145 MW nominal 

capacity project, which would generate approximately 230,000 MWh/y with a power efficiency of 16 to 

18 percent. The area permanently covered by at-grade items would also remain the same as with 

Alternative 4: 10 acres. 

Finding: Infeasible 

Based on the whole record, the County finds Alternative 5 infeasible because its intent - the 

protection of WHMA resource values - cannot be accomplished in a successful manner due to 

environmental factors. When the adjacent Desert Sunlight Project was approved by the BLM in August 

of 2011, a portion of the Palen-Ford WHMA was approved for use as a solar facility, resulting in the 

creation of a 47-acre island of WHMA between an approved solar project and a the proposed project (see 

Figure 3 of the BLM ROD). A preserved 47-acre island of WHMA lands within the Selected Project 

footprint would, in addition to being cut off from the rest of the Palen Ford WHMA, become a small 

island of undeveloped land in the midst of two adjacent solar projects, with a resulting steep reduction in 

its habitat value. In addition, the identified 4 7-acre segment of the WHMA does not exhibit the dune, 

playa and Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat characteristics that the Palen-Ford WHMA was established to 

protect. (FEIS at p. 3 .4-12). Alternative 5 is infeasible because it will not protect the resource values it 

was designed to protect. 

The County finds that Alternative 5 is also infeasible because it would not meet the core Project 

objective of constructing a cost-competitive solar project of 150 MW of nameplate capacity required to 

render the Project economically feasible. Alternative 5 would accommodate 5 fewer MWs of nameplate 

capacity. In addition, less renewable energy would be produced by the less efficient low-profile panels of 

Alternative 5 (228,000 MWh/year at a power efficiency of 16-18%) than by the more efficient high

profile panels of the Selected Project (341,000 MWh/year at a power efficiency of 22-26% ), resulting in 
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MWh/acre rate of 196.4 for Alternative 5 versus 282.3 MWH/acre generation rate for the Selected 

Project. Alternative 5 therefore would be 30 percent less cost-effective, and therefore substantially less 

cost-competitive, because the price of power per MWh sought from an off-taker would have to be 

substantially higher in order for the Project to be financially feasible. 

Alternative 6: Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

Description: Alternative 6 would be constructed with the same low-profile panels as the 

proposed project, but within a smaller footprint that would exclude the 155-acre southern parcel of the 

project and a small (9-acre) portion of the northern parcel that contains a sensitive plant species, 

crucifixion thorn. Alternative 6 would not exclude the portion of the site that is within the Palen-Ford 

WHMA. Alternative 6 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 125 to 135 

MW nominal capacity project, which would generate approximately 200,000 MWh/y with a power 

efficiency of 16 to 18 percent. The areas cleared of vegetation would be slightly less than for the 

proposed project, an estimated 100 acres. The area permanently covered by at-grade items would also be 

slightly reduced from the proposed project, less than 10 acres. Because Alternative 6 would not require 

use of two separate parcels of land, the alternative would not require an under-ground electrical 

connection. 

Finding: Infeasible 

Based on the whole record, the County finds that Alternative 6 would result in only marginally 

fewer environmental impacts than the Selected Project. As stated in BLM's ROD for the project, 

potential direct and indirect impacts to crucifixion thorn prompted the development of Alternative 6, 

which considers the elimination of the entire 155-acre southern parcel and a 9-acre portion of the northern 

parcel to avoid crucifixion thorn plants. However, BLM has found those impacts to be mitigated fully 

through the adoption of buffers (MM VEG-7) to mitigate impacts to crucifixion thorn plants on the 

northern and southern parcels without recourse to footprint redesign. Based on its review, BLM 

determined that it could safely and completely mitigate all adverse impacts to this plant through 

mitigation buffers without footprint redesign, and therefore could approve development of the southern 

parcel. The County concurs with BLM's determination that the mitigation buffers of MM VEG-7 obviate 
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1 elimination of the entire 155-acre parcel and a 9-acre portion of the northern parcel and therefore finds 

2 Alternative 6 to be marginally environmentally superior to the Selected Project. 

3 The County also finds that Alternative 6 is infeasible because it would not meet the core Project 

4 objective of constructing a cost-competitive solar project of 150 MW of nameplate capacity required to 

5 render the Project economically feasible. Alternative 6 would accommodate 15 to 25 fewer MWs of 

6 nameplate capacity. In addition, less renewable energy would be produced by the less efficient low-

7 profile panels of Alternative 5 (200,000 MWh/year at a power efficiency of 16-18%) than by the more 

8 efficient high-profile panels of the Selected Project (341,000 MWh/year at a power efficiency of22-26%), 

9 resulting in MWh/acre generation rate of 191.6 for Alternative 6 versus 282.3 MWH/acre generation rate 

10 for the Selected Project. Alternative 6 therefore would be 32 percent less cost-effective, and therefore 

11 substantially less cost-competitive, because the price of power per MWh sought from an off-taker would 

12 have to be substantially higher in order for the Project to be financially feasible. 

13 Alternative 7: High-Profile Reduced Footprint Solar Project 

14 Description: Alternative 7 would be constructed within the same project boundaries as 

15 Alternative 6. Alternative 7 would encompass an estimated 1,044 acres and would be an estimated 125-

16 135 MW nominal capacity project, which would generate a minimum of 260,000 MWh/y with a power 

17 efficiency or 22 to 26 percent. Alternative 7 would use high-profile single-axis tracking panels that would 

18 have a total height of 15 feet. Because Alternative 7 would not require use of two separate parcels of land, 

19 the alternative would not require an under-ground electrical connection. 

20 Finding: Infeasible 

21 Based on the whole record, the County finds that Alternative 7 would result in only marginally 

22 fewer environmental impacts than under the Selected Project, for the same reasons as stated in the 

23 County's findings regarding Alternative 6, above. The County also finds that Alternative 7 is infeasible 

24 because it would generate 15-25 MW less than the Selected Project and therefore would not meet the core 

25 Project objective of constructing a cost-competitive solar project of 150 MW of nameplate capacity. It 

26 also would not meet the renewable energy goals of AB 32 to the same extent as the Selected Project. 

27 

28 

Alternative A: No Gen-Tie 
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I Description: This No Gen-Tie Alternative defines the scenario that would exist if the Gen-Tie 

2 Line were not constructed and no new or additional plan amendment was issued. If this No Gen-Tie 

3 Alternative is selected, the construction and operational impacts of the Gen-Tie Line would not occur. 

4 There would be no disturbance of the ground at the tower locations and pull sites, no disturbance of desert 

5 vegetation and habitat, and no installation of transmission equipment. This No Gen-Tie Alternative 

6 would also eliminate any contributions to cumulative impacts on environmental resources. This No Gen-

7 Tie Alternative is inherent in the solar project no action and no project alternatives (Alternatives 1 through 

8 3), but is introduced to provide a no action baseline for evaluating the potential environmental impacts of 

9 the gen-tie action Alternatives B through E. 

10 Finding: Infeasible 

11 Based on the whole record, the County finds that Alternative A would result in fewer 

12 environmental impacts than the Selected Project. However, the County also finds that Alternative A is 

13 infeasible because it would prevent the Project from meeting any of the Project objectives. 

14 Alternative D: Cross-Valley Alignment 

15 Description: Alternative D would parallel the approved Desert Sunlight Project gen-tie line for 

16 2,400 feet along the east side of Kaiser Road until intersecting with the existing SCE transmission line 

17 ROW. Alternative D would turn southeast and run parallel to the existing transmission ROW for 7.2 

18 miles, then turn south for 0.6 miles, continuing due west for 0.5 miles until it turns south across 1-10 and 

19 continues 1,000 feet (not along any existing feature) to Red Bluff Substation. 

20 Finding: Infeasible 

21 Based on the whole record, the County finds that Alternative D could have fewer vegetation and 

22 wildlife impacts than the Selected Project because it traverses a substantial amount of disturbed 

23 agricultural land. However, Alternative D's vegetation and wildlife effects still may be greater because it 

24 would not use the same transmission towers as the Desert Sunlight Project or co-locate within the same 

25 ROW being used by the Desert Sunlight Project if the use of shared towers becomes infeasible. Further, 

26 Alternative D could have a greater visual effect by developing a new, second gen-tie ROW alignment 

27 within the Chuckwalla Valley instead of consolidating with the previously approved Desert Sunlight 

28 Project gen-tie ROW alignment. 

24 
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1 The County also finds that Alternative D is infeasible because the Applicant would have to obtain 

2 site control over twenty-one (21) private parcels required for Alternative D without the consent of all 

3 property owners. Because the Applicant sought but did not obtain consent from all 21 property owners, it 

4 lacks the necessary site control to build Alternative D. Without that site control, it is legally infeasible for 

5 this alternative to be approved. This alternative is also rejected because it will permanently preclude use 

6 of 185 acres of cultivated lands. Alternative D is also infeasible because it would not meet the co-location 

7 Project objectives of the Selected Project because the Gen-Tie Line under Alternative D could not be co-

8 located with the gen-ties of other nearby projects. 

9 Alternative E: New Cross-Valley Alignment 

10 Description: Alternative E would exit the south end of the solar facility site at a point 0.8 miles 

11 from its southeast comer at a substation location. It would travel southeast for 1.8 miles across properties 

12 owned in fee by MWD then tum east for 0.5 miles across MWD and BLM land, then run south for 0.25 

13 miles until just before Highway 177. Alternative E would then tum southeast for 0.3 Uliles crossing over 

14 Highway 177 then travel due east for 1. 75 miles over the MWD property and BLM land. It would then 

15 turn southeast for 1.3 miles, then due south for 3.8 miles. Alternative E would then turn west for 1.75 

16 miles crossing the I-10 to reach the Red Bluff Substation. 

17 Finding: Infeasible 

18 Based on the whole record, the County finds that Alternative E would result in the same or slightly 

19 greater environmental impacts than under the Selected Project because, in addition to causing impacts 

20 similar to the Selected Project, Alternative E would also affect aeolian sand habitat and associated special-

21 status species including Mojave fringe-toed lizard and Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrel. 

22 Vegetation and wildlife impacts also may be greater because Alternative E would not use the same 

23 transmission towers as the Desert Sunlight Project or co-locate within the same ROW being used by the 

24 Desert Sunlight Project if the use of shared towers becomes infeasible. Further, Alternative D could have 

25 a greater visual effect by developing a new, second gen-tie ROW alignment within the Chuckwalla Valley 

26 instead of consolidating with the previously approved Desert Sunlight Project gen-tie ROW alignment. 

27 
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1 The County also finds the alignment to be infeasible because it would not meet the co-location 

2 project objectives of the Selected Project because the Gen-Tie Line under Alternative E could not be co-

3 located with the gen-ties of other nearby projects. 

4 

5 
B. The Environmentally Superior Action Alternative is Alternative 6 and Alternative B 

6 CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(e)(2) requires that an environmental document identify the 

7 environmentally superior alternative. However, where the environmentally superior alternative is the "no 

8 project" alternative, an EIR must also identify an environmentally superior alternative among the other 

9 alternatives. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15126.6(e)(2).) As demonstrated in Section 2.17.3 of the FEIS, the 

10 overall environmentally superior alternative is combined Alternative 1-A (No Action Alternative/No Gen-

11 Tie Alternative combination). Among the action alternatives, the combination of solar facility Alternative 

12 6 (Reduced Footprint Alternative) and Gen-Tie Alternative B (Proposed Gen-Tie Line [Shared Towers]) 

13 would result in the fewest and least severe adverse environmental effects overall, although it still would 

14 result in predictable unavoidable adverse direct, indirect, and cumulative effects on environmental 

15 resources in the Chuckwalla Valley and within the project study area. 

16 Finding: The County finds that the combination of Alternative 1 and Alternative A is the overall 

17 environmentally superior alternative and the combination of Alternative 6 and Alternative B is the 

18 environmentally superior action alternative. However, as described in Section VI.A of this Resolution, 

19 this alternative would not meet Project objectives, and would lead to environmental impacts elsewhere. 

20 As such, the combination of Alternative 6 and Alternative B, while the environmentally superior action 

21 alternative, is not feasible. 

22 
VII. FINDINGS REGARDING SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENT AL IMP ACTS IDENTIFIED 

23 IN THE EIS 

24 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED by the Board that after reviewing the public record, the Board 

25 hereby incorporates all Applicant measures/design features described in the FEIS as part of the Selected 

26 Project and makes the following findings regarding the significant effects of the Selected Project, 

27 pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21081 and Section 15091 of the State CEQA Guidelines: 

28 
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1. Air Quality 
a. Impact AR-1. Whether the Project would c01'iflict with or obstruct implementation 

b. 

of the applicable air quality plan. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

Project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The. Selected Project site area is in attainment for all 

federal air quality standards, however, this area is also non-attainment for state 

ozone and PMIO standards. With regard to construction related impacts, the 

Selected Project would implement MM AIR-2 to mitigate NOx emissions in 

conformance with the South Coast Air Quality Management District ("SCAQMD") 

ozone plan, and implementation of mitigation measures AIR-2 would ensure that 

the Selected Project conforms to the SCAQMD Air Management Plan. Therefore, 

the Selected Project would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the 

SCAQMD air quality plans. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measure MM AIR-2 as described in Exhibit B 

attached hereto, is hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

Impact AR-2: Whether the Project would violate any air quality standard or 

contribute to an existing or projected air quality violation. 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. 

This impact is overridden by Project benefits as set forth in the statement of 

overriding considerations. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Construction emissions of VOC, CO, NOx, PMIO 

and PM2.5 during construction would exceed the SCAQMD thresholds even after 

implementing Mitigation Measures AIR-I, AIR-2, AIR-3 and AIR-4, and these 

emission levels could cause localized exceedances, or contribute significantly to 
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c. 

existing exceedances, of the State or federal air quality standards. Therefore, the 

Selected Project would have temporary significant and unavoidable VOC, CO, 

NOx, PMl 0 and PM 2.5 impacts during construction. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM AIR-I, MM AIR-2, MM AIR-3 

and MM AIR-4 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated 

by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Significant and 

unavoidable. 

Impact AR-3: Whether the Project would result in a cumulatively considerable 

net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the project region is in non

attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard 

(including releasing emissions that exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone 

precursors). 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less than cumulatively 

considerable level. This impact is overridden by Project benefits as set forth in the 

statement of overriding considerations. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Implementation of Mitigation Measures AIR-1 and 

AIR-2 would reduce fugitive dust emissions and engine NOx emissions; however, 

the daily construction pollutants NOx, and PMl 0 emissions would still exceed the 

SCAQMD thresholds after mitigation, resulting in a cumulatively considerable net 

increase of NOx and PMlO during project construction because ozone and PMlO 

are currently in non-attainment under state standards. Therefore, the Selected 

Project would have temporary, cumulatively considerable NOx and PMIO impacts 

during construction. The Selected Project would also exceed SCAQMD thresholds 

for VOC, CO and PM 2.5 after mitigation. This, in conjunction with similar 

exceedances caused by the adjacent Desert Sunlight Project, could constitute a 

cumulatively considerable net increase of nonattainment status criteria pollutants. 
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2. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM AIR-1 through MM AIR-4 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Significant and 

unavoidable. 

VEGETATION (BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES) 

a. Impact VEG-1: Whether the Project would have a substantial adverse effect, 

either directly or through habitat modifications, on any plant species identified as a 

candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, 

or regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Construction of the Selected Project would 

adversely affect special-status plants. Impacts to vegetation resources during the 

construction, operational and decommissioning phases of the Selected Project 

would be mitigated to less than significant levels with implementation of mitigation 

measures VEG-1 through VEG- I 0 by minimizing vegetation impacts to the extent 

practicable; mitigating direct impacts to special-status plants; revegetating 

disturbed areas; controlling invasive weeds and preventing infestations by newly 

introduced weeds; and providing for long-term conservation and management of 

native vegetation on compensation lands. In particular, MM VEG-7 is specifically 

designed to mitigate direct impacts to special-status plants through avoidance, 

offsite compensation, salvage, horticultural propagation and off-site introduction. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM-VEG-I through MM-VEG-10 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 
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b. Impact VEG-2: Whether the Project would have a substantial adverse effect on 

any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community identified in local or 

regional plans, policies, regulations or by the CDFW or USFWS. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Construction of the Selected Project would 

adversely affect riparian habitat in state jurisdictional streambeds. Impacts to 

vegetation resources during the construction, operational and decommissioning 

phases of the Selected Project would be mitigated to less than significant levels 

with implementation of mitigation measures VEG- I through VEG- I 0 by 

minimizing vegetation impacts to the extent practicable; mitigating direct impacts 

to special-status plants; revegetating disturbed areas; controlling invasive weeds 

and preventing infestations by newly introduced weeds; and providing for long

term conservation and management of native vegetation on compensation lands. In 

particular, MM VEG-6 requires off-site compensation at a 3:1 ratio for state 

jurisdictional streambeds and Blue Palo Verde Ironwood woodland while MM 

VEG-8 requires implementation of Best Management Practices ("BMPs") to 

minimize impacts to state jurisdictional streambeds. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM VEG- I through MM VEG- I 0, as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

3. WILDLIFE (BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES) 

a. Impact WIL-1: Whether the Project would have a substantial adverse effect, 

either directly or through habitat modifications, on any species identified as a 

candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, 

or regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS. 
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Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Construction, operation and decommissioning of 

the Selected Project would result in significant impacts to special-status wildlife 

and habitat including listed threatened or endangered species. With 

implementation of (1) the desert tortoise biological opinion issued for the Project 

by USFWS on January 15, 2013, (2) the consistency determination issued for the 

Project by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife on April 4, 2013, and (3) 

Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-9 and MM WIL-1 through MM 

WIL-8, these impacts to wildlife resources would be mitigated to less-than

significant levels by minimizing habitat impacts to the extent practicable, 

mitigating direct impacts to special-status wildlife, avoiding impacts to nesting and 

migratory birds, controlling potential subsidies for ravens or other predators, 

minimizing and mitigating avian impacts due to reflection or glare from PV solar 

technology, and providing for long-term conservation and management of native 

habitat on compensation lands. In addition, a protest resolution agreement among 

the Project Applicant, Defenders of Wildlife and the Natural Resources Defense 

Council requires the Applicant to acquire 1,800 acres of compensatory mitigation 

lands within the I-10 corridor (500 acres more than required by the Selected 

Project's biological opinion), as well as best efforts to acquire any mitigation lands 

beyond 1,800 acres in Priority 1 or 2 desert tortoise connectivity lands within the 

Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan ("NECO") 

planning area. 

Mitigation Measures: The protest resolution agreement among the Project 

Applicant, Defenders of Wildlife and the Natural Resources Defense Council, the 

desert tortoise biological opinion issued for the Project by USFWS on January 15, 

2013, the consistency determination issued for the Project by the CDFW on April 
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b. 

4, 2013, Mitigation Measures MM-VEG-1 through MM-VEG-9, and MM-WIL-1 

through MM-WIL-8 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby 

incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

Impact WIL-2: Whether the Project would interfere substantially with the 

movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with 

established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of 

native wildlife nursery sites. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Construction, operation and decommissioning of 

the Selected Project would result in significant impacts with regard to the 

movement of wildlife. With implementation of Mitigation Measures VEG-1 

through MM VEG-9 and MM WIL-1 through MM WIL-8, these impacts to 

wildlife resources would be mitigated to less-than-significant levels by minimizing 

habitat impacts to the extent practicable, mitigating direct impacts to special-status 

wildlife, avoiding impacts to nesting and migratory birds, controlling potential 

subsidies for ravens or other predators, minimizing and mitigating avian impacts 

due to reflection or glare from PV solar technology, and providing for long-term 

conservation and management of native habitat on compensation lands. In 

addition, a protest resolution agreement among the Project Applicant, Defenders of 

Wildlife and the Natural Resources Defense Council requires the Applicant to 

acquire 1,800 acres of compensatory mitigation lands within the I-10 corridor (500 

acres more than required by the Selected Project's biological opinion), as well as 

best efforts to acquire any mitigation lands beyond 1,800 acres in Priority 1 or 2 

desert tortoise connectivity lands within the NECO planning area. 
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Mitigation Measures: The protest resolution agreement among the Project 

Applicant, Defenders of Wildlife and the Natural Resources Defense Council, the 

desert tortoise biological opinion issued for the Project by USFWS on January 15, 

2013, the consistency determination issued for the Project by CDFW on April 4, 

2013, Mitigation Measures MM-VEG-1 through MM-VEG-9, and MM-WIL-1 

through MM-WIL-8 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby 

incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

4. CULTURAL RESOURCES 

a. Impact CR-1: Whether the Project would cause a substantial adverse change in 

the significance of a historical resource. 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. 

This impact is overridden by Project benefits as set forth in the statement of 

overriding considerations. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Construction, operation and decommissioning of 

the Selected Project would result in potentially significant impacts with regard to 

adverse change to the significance of historic resources. With implementation of 

Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-11, these impacts to cultural 

resources would be reduced by: implementing the MOA under Section 106 of the 

National Historic Preservation Act that will govern the resolution of any adverse 

effects on historic properties, implementing a monitoring and treatment plan that 

will guide all project cultural resources work, retaining a qualified cultural 

resources specialist to prepare the monitoring and treatment and implement it, 

training for all construction personnel, requiring expert monitoring of all ground 

disturbance, ensuring that cultural resources specialists have the authority to halt 

construction in the event of a discovery, treating inadvertent discoveries using the 
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b. 

guidance of the MOA, requiring documentation of interim results of the 

construction monitoring program, requiring final documentation of all discoveries 

during construction, requiring curation for any cultural resources finds, and 

avoiding known resources. However, some impacts, particularly to the setting of 

the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-RIV-1383, NRHP-listed) and the 

Coco-Maricopa trail segments (CA RIV-00053T, determined eligible), would 

remain significant and unavoidable. 

Mitigation Measures: The MOA and Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through 

MM CUL-11 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by 

reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Significant and 

unavoidable. 

Impact CR-2: Whether the Project would cause a substantial adverse change in 

the significance of an archaeological resource. 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. 

This impact is overridden by Project benefits as set forth in the statement of 

overriding considerations. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Construction, operation and decommissioning of 

the Selected Project would result in potentially significant impacts with regard to 

adverse change to the significance of archaeological resources. With 

implementation of Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-11, these 

impacts to cultural resources would be reduced by: implementing the MOA under 

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act that will govern the 

resolution of any adverse effects on historic properties, implementing a monitoring 

and treatment plan that will guide all project cultural resources work, retaining a 

qualified cultural resources specialist to prepare the monitoring and treatment plan 

and implement it, training for all construction personnel, requiring expert 
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monitoring of all ground disturbance, ensuring that cultural resources specialists 

have the authority to halt construction in the event of a discovery, treating 

inadvertent discoveries using the guidance of the MOA, requiring documentation of 

interim results of the construction monitoring program, requiring final 

documentation of all discoveries during construction, requiring curation for any 

cultural resources finds, and avoiding known resources. However, some impacts, 

particularly to the setting of the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-RIV-

1383, NRHP-listed) and the Coco-Maricopa trail segments (CA RIV-00053T, 

determined eligible), would remain significant and unavoidable. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-11 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Significant and 

unavoidable. 

5. PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

a. Impact PAL-1: Whether the Project would damage or destroy fossils or other 

unique paleonto/ogica/ resources. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, 'Of incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The geologic units present at the Selected Project 

site have a high potential to contain vertebrate fossils and other scientifically 

valuable paleontological resources. The construction, operation and 

decommissioning of the Selected Project could result in significant impacts related 

to damage or destruction of fossils or other unique paleontological resources. With 

the implementation of Mitigation Measures MM P AL-1 through MM P AL-8, the 

significant impacts would be reduced to a less than significant level by retaining a 

paleontologist, preparing a paleontological resource management plan, pre-
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b. 

construction monitoring of geotechnical testing, development of a worker 

environmental awareness program, construction monitoring, recovery and testing 

of resources, submission of monthly progress reports, sample analysis, preparation 

of a final report, and the curation of collections and documents. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PAL-I through MM PAL-8 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

Impact P AL-2: Whether the Project would directly or indirectly destroy a unique 

geologic feature associated with paleontological resources. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The geologic units present at the Selected Project 

site have a high potential to contain vertebrate fossils and other scientifically 

valuable paleontological resources. The construction, operation and 

decommissioning of the Selected Project could result in significant impacts related 

to damage or destruction a unique geologic feature associated with paleontological 

resources. With the implementation of Mitigation Measures MM P AL-1 through 

MM P AL-8, the significant impacts would be reduced to a less than significant 

level by retaining a paleontologist, preparing a paleontological resource 

management plan, pre-construction monitoring of geotechnical testing, 

development of a worker environmental awareness program, construction 

monitoring, recovery and testing of resources, submission of monthly progress 

reports, sample analysis, preparation of a final report, and the curation of 

collections and documents. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 
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6. 

c. Impact PAL-3: Whether the Project would cause the loss of valuable scientific 

information by disturbing the geology in which fossils are found 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Due to the geology of the site, the physical 

disturbance of the geologic units present at the site during construction, operation 

and decommission of the Selected Project could directly impact (i.e., damage or 

destroy) any fossils that might be present, including valuable scientific information. 

With the implementation of Mitigation Measures MM PAL- I through MM P AL-8, 

the significant impacts would be reduced to a less than significant level by retaining 

a paleontologist, preparing a paleontological resource management plan, pre

construction monitoring of geotechnical testing, development of a worker 

environmental awareness program, construction monitoring, recovery and testing 

of resources, submission of monthly progress reports, sample analysis, preparation 

of a final report, and the curation of collections and documents. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PAL-I through MM PAL-8 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

FIRE AND FUELS MANAGEMENT 

a. Impact Fire-1: Whether the Project would expose people or structures to a 

significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wild/and fires, including where 

wild/ands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed with 

wild/ands. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 
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/II 

Facts in Support of Finding: During construction, operation and maintenance, 

and decommissioning of the Selected Project, risk of wildfires would be increased 

by combustion of native materials, smoking, and refueling and operating vehicles 

and other equipment and hazardous materials off road, introduction of non-native 

plants and restriction of access to the site. MM FIRE-1 (a project-specific Fire 

Prevention Plan) establishes standards and practices that would minimize the risk 

of a wildfire and, in the event of fire, provide for immediate suppression and 

notification. MM PHS-5 (a project-specific Emergency Response and Inventory 

Plan) and MM PHS-7 (a project-specific fire services agreement with Riverside 

County and BLM) provide additional requirements related to emergency response. 

The Selected Project could also indirectly increase wildfire risks by restricting 

access to the project site, and with regard to the Gen-Tie Line, creating new 

overhead structures that interfere with aerial firefighting. To reduce risks related to 

restricted site access and aerial fire-fighting, MM FIRE-1 (a project-specific Fire 

Prevention Plan), which includes 24-hour site access for fire agencies and a 

wildfire traffic management plan, would be implemented. To reduce the risk of 

invasion of non-native plants that increase the risk of wildfire, and to control any 

introductions of non-native species on an ongoing basis, Mitigation Measure VEG-

9 (Integrated Weed Management Plan) would be implemented. With the 

implementation of these mitigation measures, potential impacts from wildfire 

would be less than significant. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM FIRE-1, MM PHS-5, MM PHS-7 

and MM VEG-9 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated 

by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 
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7. GEOLOGY AND SOILS 

a. 

b. 

Impact GS-1: Whether the Project would expose people or structures to potential 

substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury or death involving 

geologic hazards. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The construction, operation and maintenance, and 

decommissioning of the Selected Project in a region prone to seismic events could 

result in impacts to on-site workers and facilities. AM GEO-I requires structural 

designs to meet the requirements of all applicable federal, state and county permits 

and building codes (such as the California Building Code), thereby reducing 

seismic effects. In addition, implementation of MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response 

Plan) would ensure that emergency response is organized and coordinated at the 

Selected Project site in the event of a seismic or geologic hazard. With the 

implementation of MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response Plan), impacts related to 

seismic events would be less than significant. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measure MM PHS-5 as described in Exhibit B 

attached hereto, is hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

Impact GS-2: Whether the Project would allow people or structures to be subject 

to strong seismic shaking. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The construction, operation and maintenance, and 

decommissioning of the Selected Project in a region prone to seismic events could 
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result in impacts to on-site workers and facilities. AM GE0-1 requires structural 

designs to meet the requirements of all applicable federal, state and county permits 

and building codes (such as the California Building Code), thereby reducing 

seismic effects. In addition, implementation of MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response 

Plan) would ensure that emergency response is organized and coordinated at the 

Selected Project site in the event of a seismic or geologic hazard. With the 

implementation of MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response Plan), impacts related to 

seismic events would be less than significant. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measure MM PHS-5 as described in Exhibit B 

attached hereto, is hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

Impact GS-4: Whether the Project would be located where landslides could cause 

substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil or disturb any human remains 

including those interred outside of formal cemeteries. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Because the Selected Project has nearly flat 

topography, the potential for large-scale landslides is negligible. However, local 

surface failures and debris flows within and along incised drainage channels could 

happen if strong ground shaking occurs. Soils at the Selected Project site would be 

susceptible to erosion, especially once soil crusts are disturbed. Implementation of 

MM AIR-1 (Fugitive Dust Control Plan) would increase soil stabilization and 

minimize wind erosion/fugitive dust. AM GE0-2 (design features) identifies BMPs 

that would be used to minimize erosion. This measure would be supplemented by 

MM WAT-1 (demonstrate compliance with water quality permits) and MM WAT-

4 (drainage design specifications). A protest resolution agreement among the 

Project Applicant, Defenders of Wildlife, the Natural Resources Defense Council 
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and the Sierra Club further reduces potential soil erosion by requiring the Applicant 

to minimize grading and vegetation removal for the Project. With the 

implementation of these measures, impacts related to landslides and soil erosion 

would be less than significant. No human remains are known to exist in the 

Selected Project area; MM CUL-I through MM CUL-11 would address the 

unanticipated discovery of human remains. 

Mitigation Measures: The protest resolution agreement among the Project 

Applicant, Defenders of Wildlife, the Natural Resources Defense Council and the 

Sierra Club, Mitigation Measures MM AIR-1, MM WAT-I and MM WAT-4 and 

MM CUL-I through MM CUL-11 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are 

hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

Impact GS-5: Whether the Project would be located on expansive soils as defined 

in Table 18-JB of the Uniform Building Code (1987) that is based in part on the 

International Building Code that would create substantial risks to life or property. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Soils in the vicinity of the Selected Project site have 

been identified as non-expansive. In addition, any potential risks to life or property 

as a result of expansive soils are substantially lessened by AM GEO-I requiring 

structural designs consistent with all applicable federal, state and local permits and 

building codes. MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response Plan) would ensure that 

emergency response is organized and coordinated at the Selected Project site in the 

event of a seismic or geologic hazard. With the implementation of MM PHS-5 

(Emergency Response Plan), impacts related to seismic events would be less than 

significant. 
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f. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measure MM PHS-5 as described in Exhibit B 

attached hereto, is hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

Impact GS-6: Whether the Project would be located on a geologic unit or soil that 

is unstable, or would become unstable as a result of the project and potentially 

result in on-site or off-site landside, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or 

collapse. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Liquefaction of soils within the Selected Project 

area is unlikely because ground water levels are well over 50 feet below the 

surface. Soils in the vicinity of the Selected Project site are identified as 

susceptible to subsidence during a seismic event. Due to the location of the 

Selected Project on flat topography, there would be no potential impacts related to 

slope instability resulting from a seismic event. Lateral spreading is unlikely due to 

flat topography and low liquefaction potential. Implementation of MM PHS-5 

would reduce this impact to a less than significant level. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measure MM PHS-5 as described in Exhibit B 

attached hereto, is hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

Impact GS-7: Whether the Project would result in the physical alteration of or 

damage to geologic features. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The Selected Project would not substantially affect 

or damage geologic features because of the limited nature of subsurface disturbance 
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required to install solar panels and transmission poles. However, the Selected 

Project could still have the potential to destroy unique geological features 

associated with paleontological resources, an impact assessed by Impact P AL-1, 

PAL-2 and P AL-3, above, and mitigated to a less than significant level by MM 

PAL-I through MM PAL-8. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PAL- I through MM P AL-8 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant 

g. Impact GS-8: Whether the Project would result in substantial soil erosion or loss 

of topsoil. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Soils at the Selected Project site would be 

susceptible to erosion, especially once soil crusts are disturbed. Implementation of 

MM AIR-I (Fugitive Dust Control Plan) would increase soil stabilization and 

minimize wind erosion/fugitive dust. AM GE0-2 (design features) identifies 

BMPs that would be used to ensure that water used for dust suppression would be 

contained within the construction area. This measure would be supplemented by 

MM WAT- I (demonstrate compliance with water quality permits) and MM WAT-

4 (drainage design specifications). With the implementation of these measures, 

impacts related to soil erosion would be less than significant. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM AIR-I, MM WAT-I and MM 

WA T-4 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by 

reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 
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9. 

LANDS AND REALTY (LAND USE AND PLANNING) 

a. Impact LU-1: Whether the Project would conflict with existing or planned land 

uses on or around the site. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The lands that would be used by the Selected 

Project are currently undeveloped and no specific planned uses have been 

identified, other than designation of the Selected Project vicinity as a Solar Energy 

Zone suitable for solar development by the BLM pursuant to its Solar Energy 

Development Programmatic EIS (from which the Selected Project is exempt) and a 

proposed 500 kV transmission line and water pipeline proposed by the Eagle 

Mountain Pumped Storage Project along the existing SCE transmission line 

running through the middle of the Selected Project's southern parcel. The Selected 

Project would overlap several existing uses including roads and transmission lines 

and would be located next to (and or co-located with components of) the Desert 

Sunlight Project; Implementing AM LU-1 (notification), MM LR-1 (Prior ROW 

Coordination), MM LR-2 (FERC Withdrawal Compatibility) and MM LR-3 

(Eliminate Panel Shading) would reduce impacts related to existing and planned 

uses less than significant. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM LR-1 through LR-3 as described 

in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

NOISE AND VIDRA TION 

a. Impact NZ-4: Whether the Project would create a long-term impact on noise

sensitive land uses by increasing long-term ambient CNEL levels by 10 dBA or 
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more, even if the resulting noise level is below applicable land use compatibility 

standards. 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. 

This impact is overridden by Project benefits as set forth in the statement of 

overriding considerations. 

Facts in support of Finding: Construction-related traffic would increase CNEL 

levels along Kaiser Road for a period of about two years. CNEL levels relating to 

the Selected Project would be increased by up to 11.5 dBA along Kaiser Road 

north of Lake Tamarisk Road, which would be a significant increase over ambient 

noise conditions resulting in a significant impact. AM N-1 (construction schedule), 

MM NOI-1 (limit construction hours) and MM NOI-2 (no net increase in ambient 

noise within Joshua Tree National Park) would reduce this impact on residences 

and the Joshua Tree National Park ("JTNP") to less than significant, but will not 

reduce the project-induced ambient CNEL increase below 10 dBA. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM NOI-1 and MM NOI-2 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, is hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Significant and 

unavoidable. 

Impact NZ-5: Whether the Project would Generate noise levels that exceed 

standards established by local ordinances or by State or federal agency. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts: Construction and decommissioning activities for the Selected Project, when 

located near inhabited dwellings would be limited to daytime hours pursuant to 

Mitigation Measure NOI-1 and consistent with the Riverside County noise 

ordinance (beginning at 7:00 a.m. during most of the year, and perhaps starting as 
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early as 6:00 a.m. during the summer months, and ending no later than 6:00 p.m.). 

Consequently, construction and decommissioning activities would be exempt from 

the Riverside County noise ordinance, and noise from construction activity at the 

solar facility site would be a less-than-significant impact after mitigation. JTNP 

has established a goal to preserve pre-project ambient noise levels of 35 dBA Leq 

within the park. Construction traffic for the Selected Project would increase 

ambient noise levels at the park boundary by 3-4 dBA. Implementation of MM 

NOI-2 requiring the Selected Project to ensure that on-site project construction 

activities do not result in noise levels above 35 dBA Leq (I-hour) within the 

boundary of the park, along with implementation of the March 2013 Cooperative 

Agreement with JTNP will reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level. 

Mitigation Measures: The March 2013 Cooperative Agreement with JTNP and 

Mitigation Measures MM NOI-1 and MM NOI-2 as described in Exhibit B 

attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY (HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS) 

a. Impact H-2: Whether the Project increases significant hazard to the public or the 

environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Findings: Hazardous materials that would be transported, 

used, or disposed of during construction, operation, and decommissioning of the 

Selected Project could increase significant hazards to the public or environment if 

left unregulated. With the implementation of Mitigation Measures PHS-1 through 

PHS-6 and compliance with applicable regulatory requirements, impacts would be 

less than significant. 
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c. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PHS-1 through MM PHS-6 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

Impact H-3: Whether the Project creates a significant hazard to the public or the 

environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and accidental conditions 

involving the releas~ of hazardous materials into the environment. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Findings: Hazardous materials that would be transported, 

used, or disposed of during construction, operation, and decommissioning of the 

Selected Project could create a significant hazard to the public or environment if 

left unregulated. Mitigation Measure PHS-3 specifically addresses the components 

of the required Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure ("SPCC") Plan, and 

Mitigation Measure PHS-8 specifically addresses potential hazards related to 

munitions and explosives of concern ("MEC") that could be found in the area of 

the Selected Project. MM PHS-9 requires the use of a licensed herbicide applicator 

and limits the timing and location of herbicide use to protect flora, fauna and water 

resources. With the implementation of Mitigation Measures PHS-1 through PHS-

6, PHS-8 and PHS-9, and compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements, 

impacts would be less than significant. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PHS-1 through MM PHS-6, MM 

PHS-8 and MM PHS-9 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby 

incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

Impact H-5: Whether the Project impairs implementation of or physically 

interferes with an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan. 
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Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Findings: The Selected Project could potentially impact the 

implementation of emergency response plans; however, with the implementation of 

Mitigation Measures PHS-4 (Environmental Health and Safety Plan) and PHS-5 

(Emergency Response and Inventory Plan), this impact would be less than 

significant. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PHS-4 and MM PHS-5 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

Impact H-7: Whether the Project exposes workers to contaminated or hazardous 

materials at levels in excess of those permitted by the Federal Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration (OSHA) in CFR 29, Part 1910, and the California 

Occupational Safety and Health Agency (Cal/OSHA) in California Code of 

Regulations (CCR) Title 8, or expose members of the public to direct or indirect 

contact with hazardous materials from proposed project construction qr 

operations. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Findings: Hazardous materials that would be transported, 

used, or disposed of during construction, operation, and decommissioning of the 

Selected Project could create a significant hazard to workers if left unregulated. 

Mitigation Measure PHS-3 specifically addresses the components of the required 

SPCC Plan, and Mitigation Measure PHS-8 specifically addresses potential hazards 

related to MEC that could be found in the area of the Selected Project. MM PHS-9 

requires the use of a licensed herbicide applicator and limits the timing and location 
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of herbicide use to protect flora, fauna and water resources. Valley Fever risks for 

Project workers would be mitigated to a less than significant level by MM PHS-4 

(Environmental Health and Safety Plan) which would include Valley Fever-specific 

training requirements and California Department of Public Health recommended 

protective equipment. With the implementation of Mitigation Measures PHS-1 

through PHS-6, PHS-8 and PHS-9, and compliance with all applicable regulatory 

requirements, impacts would be less than significant. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PHS-1 through MM PHS-6, MM 

PHS-8 and MM PHS-9 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby 

incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

Impact H-8: Whether the Project exposes people or structures to a significant risk 

of loss, injury, or death involving electrocution or cause excessive exposure to 

wild/and fires, including where wild/ands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where 

residences are intermixed with wild/ands. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Findings: The Selected Project could increase the risk of 

wildfire because vehicles used for the Selected Project could cause combustion of 

dry vegetation. With the implementation of Mitigation Measure MM-FIRE-1 (Fire 

prevention plan), MM-PHS-5 (Emergency response plan), and MM-VEG-9 

(Prepare Integrated Weed Management Plan), impacts would be less than 

significant. Electrocution risks for Project workers would be mitigated to a less 

than significant level by MM PHS-4 (Environmental Health and Safety Plan) which 

would include a job hazard analysis, training requirements and emergency response 

measures, as well as by MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response and Inventory Plan), 

which would ensure timely emergency response. The risk of electrocution to 
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members of the public would be less than significant because the solar field will be 

fenced and surrounded by motion sensors that would alert 24-hour on-site security 

personnel of potential intruders and the Gen-Tie Line would conform to industry 

safety standards. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PHS-4, MM PHS-5, MM FIRE-

1 and MM VEG-9 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby 

incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

Impact H-10: Whether the Project exposes people to significant hazards or 

structures to loss as a result of intentionally destructive acts. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The Selected Project would introduce facilitfes that 

could be subject to intentionally destructive acts, however, because the Selected 

Project's solar field would be fenced and monitored by motion sensors and 24 hour 

on-site security personnel and MM-PHS-5 (Emergency Response and Inventory 

Plan) would ensure timely emergency response, impacts would be less than 

significant. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measure MM PHS-5 as described in Exhibit B 

attached hereto, is hereby incorporated by reference. 

Impact Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than Significant. 

VISUAL RESOURCES (AESTHETICS) 

a. Impact V-1: Whether Project construction or the long-term presence of Project 

components would cause a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista. 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. 
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This impact is overridden by· Project benefits as set forth in the statement of 

overriding considerations. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Although no designated scenic vistas were identified 

in the study area, panoramic and highly scenic vistas are available to backcountry 

recreationists that access the Joshua Tree Wilderness and Chuckwalla Mountains 

Wilderness. The Solar Facility would be prominently visible from elevated 

vantage points in the area, and the introduction of industrial character and structural 

visual. contrast would result in substantial adverse effects on these views. 

Mitigation Measures MM VR-1 through MM VR-4 and MM VR-6 reduce the 

visual impact to the extent feasible; however the resulting visual impact from the 

Solar Facility would be significant and unavoidable. The visual impact from the 

Gen-Tie Line component of the Selected Project would be less than significant due 

to extended viewing distances from potential scenic vista locations in the 

surrounding wilderness areas. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measure MM VR-1 through MM VR-4 and 

MM VR-6 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by 

reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Significant and 

unavoidable. 

Impact V-3: Whether Project construction or the long-term presence of Project 

components would substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of 

the site and its surrounding landscape. 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. 

This impact is overridden by Project benefits as set forth in the statement of 

overriding considerations. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The Selected Project would introduce a prominent 

built facility with high-profile solar panels that brings considerable industrial 
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character into the landscape, causing a substantial degradation of the existing visual 

character or quality of the site and its surrounding landscape when viewed from 

elevated viewpoints as demonstrated by Key Observation Point (KOP")-2, from 

close-proximity, at-grade views along Kaiser Road and the Lake Tamarisk 

residential development, as demonstrated by KOP 3A and KOP 5, from adjacent 

BLM lands, and from InterstatelO (1-10) as demonstrated by KOP 8A. The 

resulting visual impacts would be significant and unavoidable. More distant at

grade views, such as those at KOP 1 and KOP 4 would not experience substantial 

degradation of the existing visual character or quality of the landscape because of 

the apparent small scale of the Selected Project elements at those considerable 

viewing distances (KOP 1) and/or the presence of intervening screening vegetation 

(KOP 4). The resulting visual impact in those circumstances would be adverse but 

less than significant. Views of the Selected Project from linear viewpoints 

including Kaiser Road, State Route 177, and 1-10 would experience a range of 

visual impact. Some road segments and travel directions would typically 

experience significant visual impacts, with close proximity view opportunities 

typically experiencing significant and unavoidable impacts. In some cases, the 

impact might be mitigable if the strategic planting of sufficient intervening 

vegetation to intersect sightlines to the project were feasible, but others would not 

be reduced to a less than significant level. Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6 

are required to reduce visual impacts to the extent feasible. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measure MM VR-1 through MM VR-6 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level. of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Significant and 

unavoidable. 

Impact V-4: Whether Project construction or the long-term presence of a project 

would create a new source of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect 

day or nighttime views in the area or be hazardous to motorists or pedestrians. 
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Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: JTNP is known throughout the National Park 

System for its significant dark sky resource. The Selected Project has the potential 

to introduce a new source of substantial light that would adversely affect nighttime 

views in the area. The resulting visual impact would be significant, but it is 

mitigable to a less than significant level with strict and effective implementation of 

Mitigation Measure VR-6 (Night Lighting Control). MM VR-4 (Surface treatment 

of project structures and buildings) would reduce potential glare impacts to a less 

than significant level by requiring all Project structures and buildings to be non

reflective. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM VR-4 and MM VR-6 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Less than significant. 

Impact V-6: Whether construction of the Project or the presence of project 

components would result in an inconsistency with local regulations, plans, and 

standards applicable to the protection of visual resources. 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. 

This impact is overridden by Project benefits as set forth in the statement of 

overriding considerations. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The entire Selected Project is governed by BLM 

land use regulations, with the exception of a 0.6-mile segment and a 0.5-mile 

segment of the Gen-Tie Line, both of which are instead subject to the Riverside 

County General Plan. In addition, the approximately 5.8 -mile segment of the 

Gen-Tie Line within the County's Kaiser Road right of way over public and private 

lands is also subject to County jurisdiction The moderate-to-high degree of visual 
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change that would be caused by the Selected Project is consistent with BLM's 

VRM Class IV designation for the Selected Project. The segments of the Gen-Tie 

Line subject to the Riverside County General Plan implicate the following General 

Plan Land Use Element policies involving visual resources: 

• LU 4.1 requires that new developments be located and designed to visually 
enhance, not degrade, the character of the surrounding area. Consideration 
should be given to preserving natural features such as unique natural terrain, 
drainage ways, and native vegetation wherever possible, particularly where they 
provide continuity with more extensive regional systems. 

Project compatibility: Generally consistent. Natural features would be preserved 
wherever possible by sharing Desert Sunlight Project transmission poles under 
Alternative B or, if necessary, by constructing a stand-alone Gen-Tie Line next to 
the Desert Sunlight Project gen-tie line within the same County ROW under 
Alternative C. Adding conductors to Desert Sunlight Project transmission poles 
under Alternative B would not enhance but also would not degrade the existing 
character of the surrounding area. Constructing a stand-alone Gen-Tie line next to 
the Desert Sunlight Project gen-tie line would not enhance the character of the 
surrounding area. However, by locating close to the Desert Sunlight Project line 
and incorporating the design treatment requirements of MM VR-3 and MM VR-4, 
additional degradation of the visual character of the surrounding area would be 
reduced to a minimum. 

• LU 13.1 preserves and protects outstanding scenic vistas and visual features for 
the enjoyment of the traveling public. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. The Gen-Tie Line segments in question would 
not be readily visible from the I-10 freeway. In addition, co-location under 
Alternative B or, if necessary, parallel construction under Alternative C would 
preserve existing views. 

• LU 13.3 ensures that the design and appearance of new landscaping, structures, 
equipment, signs, or grading within designated and eligible state and county 
scenic highway corridors are compatible with the surrounding scenic setting or 
environment. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. The Gen-Tie Line segments in question are not 
located within designated or eligible state and county scenic highway corridors. 

• LU 13.5 requires new or relocated electric or communication distribution lines, 
which would be visible from designated and eligible state and county scenic 
highways, to be placed underground. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. The Gen-Tie Line segments in question are not 
visible from designated or eligible state and county scenic highway highways. 

• LU 13.8 seeks to avoid the blocking of public views by solid walls. 
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Project compatibility: Consistent. The Gen-Tie Line does not involve the 
construction of solid walls. 

• LU 20.1 requires that structures be designed to maintain the environmental 
character in which they are located. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. Mitigation measures VM-3 and VM-4 require 
the Gen-Tie Line to be designed to reduce visual contrast with· the surrounding 
landscape and both Alternative B and Alternative C would maintain the 
environmental character in which they are located by collocating with or locating 
next to the pre-existing Desert Sunlight Project gen-tie line. 

• LU 20.2 requires that development be designed to blend with undeveloped 
natural contours of the site and avoid an unvaried, unnatural, or manufactured 
appearance. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. Mitigation measures MM VM-3 and MM VM-4 
require the Gen-Tie Line to be designed to reduce visual contrast with the 
surrounding landscape. 

• LU 20.4 ensures that development does not adversely impact the open space 
and rural character of the surrounding area. 

Project compatibility: Generally consistent. Alternative B would conform to this 
policy by sharing existing infrastructure. Alternative C would generally conform to 
this policy by "shadowing" the Desert Sunlight Project gen-tie line within the same 
County ROW and by adhering to the visual treatment requirements of mitigation 
measures MM VM-3 and MM VM-4. 

The Desert Center Area Plan (DCAP) contains the following policies involving 

visual resources that are applicable to the project study area (Riverside County 

2003): 

• DCAP 2.3 assures that the design of new land uses subject to discretionary 
review visually enhances, and does not degrade, the character of the Desert 
Center region. 

Project compatibility: Generally Compatible. See Policy LU 4.1, above. 

• DCAP 5.1 requires that outdoor lighting use fixtures that minimize effects on 
the nighttime sky and wildlife habitat areas, except as necessary for security 
reasons. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. See finding for Impact V-4, above. 

• DCAP 9.1 protects the scenic highways within the DCAP from change that 
would diminish the aesthetic value of adjacent properties through adherence to 
the policies found in the Scenic Corridors sections of the General Plan Land 
Use, Multipurpose Open Space, and Circulation Elements. 
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e. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. The Gen-Tie Line segments in question are not 
located within designated or eligible state and county scenic highway corridors. 

• DCAP 9.2 supports the designation of I-10 as an eligible, and subsequently, 
official scenic highway, in accordance with the California State Scemc 
Highway Program. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. The Gen-Tie Line segments in question would 
not be readily visible from the I-10 freeway. 

• DCAP 10.1 encourages clustering of development for the preservation of 
contiguous open space. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. Alternative B would cluster Project conductors 
on existing Desert Sunlight Project transmission poles. Alternative C would cluster 
Project Gen-Tie Line poles next to existing Desert Sunlight Project transmission 
poles. 

The Selected Project is consistent with the visual resource policies of the Land Use 

Element of Riverside County General Plan insofar as the planning and zoning 

authority of the County applies to the Selected Project (i.e., 0.5-mile, 0.6-mile and 

5.8-mile Gen-Tie Line segments subject to the Public Use Permit and/or the 

Encroachment Permit). However, jurisdictional boundaries aside, the Selected 

Project as a whole would not be consistent with some of the Riverside County 

policies listed above, resulting in a significant and unavoidable adverse impact to 

visual resources after application of Mitigation Measures VR-1 through VR-6. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measure MM VR-1 through MM VR-6 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation: Significant and 

unavoidable. 

Impact V-7: Whether the presence of the Desert Harvest Solar Project would add 

to a cumulative visual alteration. 

The finding, facts in support, and mitigation measures for this significant and 

unavoidable impact are addressed in the visual resources section of the cumulative 

impacts findings below. 
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12. WATER RESOURCES (HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY) 

a. Impact W AT-1: Whether the Project would violate any water quality standards 

or waste discharge requirements. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The Selected Project will comply with all applicable 

water quality standards and waste discharge requirements. Mitigation Measure 

WAT-I (Demonstrate Compliance with Water Quality Permits) will ensure that the 

Selected Project shall comply with all applicable water quality permits and waste 

discharge requirements associated with construction, operation, and 

decommissioning activities; potential impacts would be less than significant with 

mitigation. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measure MM W AT-1 as described in Exhibit B 

attached hereto, is hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: Less than 

Significant. 

b. Impact WAT-2: Whether the Project would substantially deplete groundwater 

supplies or interfere substantially with ground-water recharge such that there 

would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local groundwater 

table level (e.g., the production rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a 

level which would not support existing land uses or planned uses for which permits 

have been granted). 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 
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c. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Construction, operation and maintenance, and 

decommissioning of the Selected Project would require a water source, and would 

meet project water requirements by pumping groundwater. Incorporated mitigation 

measures would include the implementation of an Alternative Water Source and 

Groundwater Offsets (MM WAT-2) to avoid drawdown in excess of aquifer safe

yield, and a Groundwater Drawdown Monitoring and Reporting Plan (MM WAT-

3) to address potential well interference effects. Implementation of the Drought 

Water Management and Water Conservation Education Programs required per MM 

WAT-6 and the Colorado River Water Supply Plan required per MM WAT-7 

would also minimize potential impacts to groundwater supply and recharge. 

Potential impacts would be less than significant with mitigation. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM WAT-2, MM WAT-3, MM

WAT-6 and MM WAT-7 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby 

incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: Less than 

significant. 

Impact W AT-3: Whether the Project would substantially alter the existing 

drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the alteration of the course 

of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in substantial erosion or 

siltation on- or off-site. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The Selected Project would alter existing drainage 

patterns on the site, but would not alter the course of any stream or river. A 

project-specific Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan ("SWPPP") would be 

developed and implemented, and would include BMPs specified in MM W AT-4 to 

minimize or avoid potential impacts associated with erosion, siltation, and flooding. 
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d. 

e. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measure MM W AT-4 as described in Exhibit B 

attached hereto, is hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: Less than 

significant. 

Impact W AT-4: Whether the project would substantially alter the existing 

drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the alteration of the course 

of a stream or river, or substantially increase the rate or amount of surface runoff 

in a manner which would result in flooding on- or off-site. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The Selected Project would not alter surface runoff 

such that substantial erosion, siltation, or flooding would occur on or off site; 

impacts would be less than significant with mitigation. A project-specific SWPPP 

would be developed and implemented, and would include BMPs specified in MM 

WA T-4 to minimize or avoid potential impacts associated with erosion, siltation, 

and flooding. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measure MM W AT-4 as described in Exhibit B 

attached hereto, is hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: Less than 

significant. 

Impact W AT-5: Whether the Project would create or contribute runoff water 

which would exceed the capacity of existing or planned stormwater drainage 

systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 
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f. 

Facts in Support of Finding: There is no existing stormwater drainage system(s) 

in the area of the Selected Project. However, construction of the Selected Project 

would result in ground-disturbing activities and the handling and storage of 

potentially hazardous materials that would have the potential to leak or be 

accidentally released, resulting in polluted stormwater runoff. With 

implementation of the BMPs specified in MM W AT-4 and the accidental spill 

control and environmental training measures required per MM WA T-9, potential 

impacts associated with the contribution of polluted runoff would be less than 

significant. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM WAT-4 and MM WAT-9 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: Less than 

significant. 

Impact W AT-6: Whether the Project would expose people or structures to a 

significant risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding, including flooding as a 

result of the failure of a levee or dam. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The Selected Project site and surrounding parcels 

are designated as Flood Zone D, indicating that 100-year floods have not been 

assessed for this area. Hydrologic analysis conducted in support of the Selected 

Project indicates that I 00-year flood depth on the site is anticipated to be three to 

five feet in depth. In accordance with MM W AT-8, all features constructed for the 

Selected Project would be designed and maintained to withstand flood flows on the 

site, and potential impacts associated with risks associated with flooding would be 

less than significant. 
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13. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM WAT-8, as described in Exhibit 

B attached hereto, is hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: Less than 

significant. 

SOLID AND HAZARDOUS WASTES (SERVICE SYSTEMS) 

a. Impact WAST-1: Whether the project would be served by a landfill with sufficient 

permitted capacity to accommodate the project's solid waste disposal needs. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Findings: Wastes generated by the Selected Project would be 

disposed of through Riverside County Waste Management Department 

("RCWMD") facilities. These facilities ensure that Riverside County has a 

minimum of 15 years of capacity, at any time, for future landfill disposal 

(RCWMD 2011 ). MM PHS-6 specifically addresses proper recycling or disposal of 

project infrastructure. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PHS-1 through MM PHS-6 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: Less than 

significant. 

b. Impact W AST-2: Whether the Project would comply with federal, state, and local 

statutes and regulations related to solid waste. 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects on the 

environment. 

Facts in Support of Findings: Construction, operation and maintenance, and 

decommissioning of the Selected Project would occur in compliance with laws and 
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14. 

regulations, and BMPs relevant to the handling of solid wastes. The septic system 

and leach field used for wastewater disposal would be in compliance with County 

and Regional Water Quality Control Board ("RWQCB") permitting requirements. 

Impacts related to hazardous wastes would be minimized by MM PHS-1 through 

MM PHS-6 (Hazardous Materials Management Plan, BMPs for hazardous 

materials, SPCC Plan, Environmental Health and Safety Plan, Emergency 

Response and Inventory Plan, Recycling and Disposal of Panels). Therefore, 

impacts related to the Selected Project would be less than significant. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PHS-1 through MM PHS-6 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: Less than 

significant. 

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

a. Biological Resources - Vegetation 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less than cumulatively 

·considerable level. This impact is overridden by Project benefits as set forth in the 

statement of overriding considerations. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Construction of the Selected Project would result in 

permanent and long-term impacts to 1,206 acres of natural vegetation, including 

1,026 acres of Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) and 180 acres of Blue 

Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland). In addition to the 

direct impacts to vegetation, construction of the Selected Project would have 

several indirect impacts to native vegetation, special-status plants, and 

jurisdictional streambeds off site, including introduction or spread of invasive 

weeds and, potentially, depletion of ground water and diversion of surface water 

flows and subsequent effects to groundwater-dependent vegetation. A protest 

resolution agreement among the Project Applicant, Defenders of Wildlife, the 
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b. 

Natural Resources Defense Council and the Sierra Club further reduces potential 

soil erosion by requiring the Applicant to minimize grading and vegetation removal 

for the Project. Even with implementation of the protest resolution agreement and 

Mitigation Measures VEG-1 through MM VEG-10, the Selected Project would 

introduce a considerable contribution to the cumulatively significant regional 

impacts to sensitive natural communities and state-jurisdictional streambeds under 

Impacts VEG-1 and VEG-2. 

Mitigation Measures: The protest resolution agreement, Mitigation Measures 

MM-VEG-1 through MM-VEG-10 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are 

hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: 

Cumulatively Considerable. 

Biological Resources - Wildlife 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less than cumulatively 

considerable level. This impact is overridden by Project benefits as set forth in the 

statement of overriding considerations. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Construction, operation and decommissioning 

activities associated with the Selected Project would affect wildlife in a number of 

ways, including the long-term and permanent loss of habitat, disturbance from 

noise and human activity, injury or mortality of animals, and interference with 

wildlife movement. The cumulative impacts of existing and reasonably foreseeable 

development to special-status wildlife and habitat (including listed threatened or 

endangered species), and wildlife movement, are significant within the region. The 

individual contributions of the Selected Project to these cumulative effects would 

be minor and mitigated in part through mitigation measures, particularly Mitigation 

Measures VEG-6 (Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and 

Habitat). In addition, a protest resolution agreement among the Project Applicant, 
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c. 

Defenders of Wildlife, the Natural Resources Defense Council, and the Sierra Club 

requires the Applicant to acquire 1,800 acres of compensatory mitigation lands 

within the I-10 corridor (500 acres more than required by the Project's biological 

opinion), as well as best efforts to acquire any mitigation lands beyond 1,800 acres 

in Priority 1 or 2 desert tortoise connectivity lands within the NECO planning area. 

However, even with implementation of the protest resolution agreement and 

mitigation, the residual impacts of the Selected Project would have a cumulatively 

considerable contribution to significant habitat loss for special-status wildlife 

species in the NECO planning area, and reduced wildlife movement and 

connectivity in the upper Chuckwalla Valley. Therefore, cumulative impacts would 

remain significant and unavoidable under impacts WIL-1 and WIL-2. 

Mitigation Measures: The protest resolution agreement, mitigation Measures 

MM-VEG-I through MM-VEG-10 and Mitigation Measures WIL-1 through MM 

WIL-8 as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by 

reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: 

Cumulatively Considerable. 

Cultural Resources 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less than cumulatively 

considerable level. This impact is overridden by Project benefits as set forth in the 

statement of overriding considerations. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The construction impacts of the Selected Project, 

when combined with impacts from past, present, and reasonably foreseeable 

projects, contribute in a small but considerable way to the cumulatively significant 

adverse impacts for cultural resources at both the local I-10 Corridor and regional 

levels. Implementation of Mitigation Measures CUL-1 through CUL-9, and 

Mitigation Measure CUL-10 (Radio Program) would reduce indirect and 
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d. 

cumulative impacts to the North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District [CA-RIV-1383, 

NRHP-listed], the Coco-Maricopa trail segments [CA-RIV-0053T] (determined 

eligible), the proposed DTC/C-AMA historic district (determined NRHP eligible) 

and WWII era archaeological site P-33-18392 (determined NRHP eligible). 

However, even after mitigation, the Selected Project would still make a small but 

cumulatively considerable contribution to significant cumulative impacts at both 

the local I-10 corridor and regional levels. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM CUL-I through MM CUL-11 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: 

Cumulatively Considerable. 

Paleontological Resources 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which substantially lessen the significant effects on the environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Paleontological resources have been documented in 

the general area of the Selected Project, and significant fossils are likely to continue 

to be unearthed during construction of the Selected Project plus the other major 

ongoing and foreseeable solar and energy infrastructure projects along the 

Interstate- IO corridor (Section 3 .16). Mitigation Measures MM P AL-1 through 

MM P AL-8 and similar monitoring, curation, and reporting measures being 

required and implemented on other major infrastructure projects would minimize 

cumulative impacts to paleontological resources. It is anticipated that other 

foreseeable projects will follow similar procedures. Overall, if significant fossils 

are uncovered and appropriately documented and curated during construction of 

these major infrastructure projects, there could be an overall net gain to the science 

of paleontology by allowing fossils that would not otherwise have been found to be 

recovered, identified, studied, and preserved. 
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e. 

g. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM P AL-1 through MM P AL-8 as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: This 

impact is not cumulatively considerable. 

Fire and Fuels Management 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which substantially lessen the significant effects on the environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The effects of the Selected Project in combination 

with surrounding projects on emergency response to fire could be cumulatively 

considerable. The likelihood of simultaneous fires at more than one project site is 

low, but such a circumstance could strain local emergency response capacity. With 

implementation of mitigation measures to minimize weed introduction and ignition 

sources and to ensure personnel are trained in emergency response as described in 

Mitigation Measures FIRE-I (a project-specific Fire Prevention Plan), MM PHS-5 

(a project-specific Emergency Response and Inventory Plan), MM PHS-7 (a 

project-specific fire services agreement with Riverside County and BLM), and MM 

VEG-9 (Integrated Weed Management Plan), the contribution of the Selected 

Project to an increase in regional fire risk would not be cumulatively considerable. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM FIRE-I, MM PHS-5, MM PHS-

7 and MM VEG-9, as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby 

incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: This 

impact is not cumulatively considerable. 

Soils and Geology 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which substantially lessen the significant effects on the environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Past, present, and future projects in the cumulative 

analysis area would all be susceptible to similar risks from seismic events. The 
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Selected Project would implement MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response Plan), and 

other projects would likely require similar measures. Appropriate engineering and 

mitigation would minimize both the incremental risk related to the Selected Project 

and the overall cumulative effects. The Selected Project together with other past, 

present, and reasonably foreseeable projects have the potential to have adverse 

cumulative effects related to soil erosion. Any disturbance to surface soils could 

expose soils to the effects of wind and water. Activities including grading, 

compaction, drilling, back-filling, and driving on unpaved roadways could disturb 

soils at any work site, regardless of the type of project. There could potentially be 

cumulatively additive effects related to wind and water erosion for projects that are 

in very close proximity and that are undergoing ground disturbing activities at the 

same time, such as the Desert Sunlight Project and Silverado Power project. 

Effects of more distant projects would not be cumulatively additive. However, the 

incremental effects of the Selected Project would be minimal because the project 

owner would be required to adhere to regulatory requirements and implement AM 

GE0-2, MM AIR-I, MM AIR-3, MM WAT-1, and MM WAT-4, which would 

minimize erosion. Similarly, other existing and reasonably foreseeable projects 

would be required to implement comparable erosion control measures. Cumulative 

impacts to geologic features associated with paleontological resources are 

separately addressed under Paleontological Resources, above. With the 

implementation of mitigation, the Selected Project would have minimal impacts 

related to geologic hazards and soil erosion. Other cumulative projects would face 

similar mitigation requirements with similar results. Therefore, the Selected 

Project would not represent a considerable contribution to any cumulative impacts. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PHS-5, MM AIR-I, MM AIR-3, 

MM WAT-1, and MM WAT-4, as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are 

hereby incorporated by reference. 
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h. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: This 

impact is not cumulatively considerable. 

Lands and Realty 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which substantially lessen the significant effects on the environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Construction of multiple projects within the same 

area could create a substantial adverse cumulative effect to surrounding land and 

realty uses if the projects were built on or adjacent to areas with planned land and 

realty uses or with existing easements of ROW. The incremental contribution of 

the Selected Project to cumulative effects would be small because of the size of the 

Selected Project and because no development is planned on the Selected Project 

site except for a transmission line and water pipeline proposed for the Eagle 

Mountain Pumped Storage project. The Selected Project would overlap several 

existing uses including roads and transmission lines and would be located next to 

(and or co-located with components of) the Desert Sunlight Project. 

Implementation of AM LU-1 (Notification), MM LR-l(Prior ROW coordination), 

MM LR-2 (FERC withdrawal compatibility) and MM LR-3 (Eliminate panel 

shading) would reduce impacts related to existing and planned uses less than 

cumulatively considerable. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation measures MM LR-1 through MM LR-3, as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: This 

impact is not Cumulatively Considerable. 

Noise and Vibration 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less than cumulatively 

considerable level. This impact is overridden by Project benefits as set forth in the 

statement of overriding considerations. 
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Facts in Support of Finding: On-site construction noise from the Selected Project 

would not be cumulatively considerable; however, off-site (traffic) construction 

noise would be, and when combined with the Desert Sunlight Project would result 

in a cumulatively significant and unavoidable impact. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM NOI-1 and MM NOI-2, as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: 

cumulatively considerable. 

Public Health and Safety 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which substantially lessen the significant effects on the environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The Selected Project would pose potential risks to 

public health and safety related to use and disposal of hazardous materials. MM 

PHS-1 through MM PHS-6, MM PHS-8 and MM PHS-9 would minimize these 

impacts, and the impacts would be site-specific and would not combine with 

similar effects from other projects to produce cumulative impacts. Therefore, the 

Selected Project would not represent a considerable contribution to any cumulative 

impacts to public health and safety related to hazardous materials. The Selected 

Project could potentially contribute to overburdening emergency response 

resources; however, implementation of MM PHS-4 (Environmental Health and 

Safety Plan), MM PHS-5 (Emergency Response and Inventory Plan), and MM 

FIRE-1 (Fire Prevention Plan) would ensure that Project personnel are trained to 

appropriately report and respond to emergencies. MM PHS-7 (fire services 

agreement) would ensure that there are adequate staff/volunteers to respond to 

emergencies. With these measures the Selected Project would not represent a 

considerable contribution to cumulative impacts related to emergency response. 
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j. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PHS-1 through MM PHS-9, and 

MM FIRE-1, as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by 

reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: This 

impact is not cumulatively considerable. 

Recreation 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less than cumulatively 

considerable level. This impact is overridden by Project benefits as set forth in the 

statement of overriding considerations. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The Selected Project may affect surrounding 

recreational uses as a result of the altered viewshed, including effects on the 

wilderness experience of dispersed and occasional visitors to the Joshua Tree 

Wilderness Area. The recreation effects of the Selected Project in combination 

with past, present, and proposed and reasonably foreseeable projects in eastern 

Riverside County could substantially impact the recreation opportunities and 

experiences of users, communities, and regional populations. The contribution of 

the Selected Project to cumulative impacts would be considerable because it would 

change the existing character of the Selected Project study area and result in a 

diminished wilderness experience in proximal locations within the Coxcomb 

Mountains. Air quality and visual resources mitigation measures applied to the 

Selected Project would reduce this effect, but not to a less than cumulatively 

considerable level. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM AIR-1, MM AIR-3, MM AIR-4, 

MM NOI-2, MM VR-1, MM VR-2, MM VR-3, MM VR-4, MM VR-5, and MM 

VR-6, as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by 

reference. 
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k. 

1. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: 

cumulatively considerable. 

Visual Resources 

Finding: This impact is significant. The mitigation measures listed below have 

been adopted and will reduce this impact, but not to a less than cumulatively 

considerable level. This impact is overridden by Project benefits as set forth in the 

statement of overriding considerations. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The Selected Project, along with the Desert 

Sunlight Project and other identified cumulative projects, would be prominently 

visible from elevated vantage points in the area, and the industrial character and 

structural visual contrast introduced by them would result in substantial adverse 

effects on these views. MM VR-1 through MM VR-6 would reduce the Selected 

Project's visual impacts to the extent feasible, but not to a less than cumulatively 

considerable level. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM VR-1 through MM VR-6, as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: 

cumulatively considerable 

Water Resources 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which substantially lessen the significant effects on the environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: The Selected Project would contribute to 

cumulative water supply impacts associated with the use of the Coachella Valley 

Groundwater Basin to meet the project's water requirements; however, 

implementation of Mitigation Measures WAT-2 (Alternative Water Source and 

Groundwater Offsets) and WA T-3 (Groundwater Drawdown Monitoring and 

Reporting Plan) MM WAT-5 (Construction Site Dewatering Management) and 

WA T-6 (Drought Water Management and Water Conservation Education Program) 
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would minimize or avoid the Selected Project's potential to affect water supply. 

MM WAT-I (Demonstrate Compliance with Water Quality Permits) and MM 

W AT-9 (Accidental Spill Control and Environmental Training) would ensure the 

Selected Project complies with all applicable water quality permits and waste 

discharge requirements. MM WAT-7 would ensure that the Selected Project's 

contribution to cumulative Colorado River impacts would be less than cumulatively 

considerable. Mitigation measures would also reduce potential drainage and flood 

water impacts to a less than considerable level (MM WA T-4 (Surface Water 

Protection Plan and Drainage Design Specifications), MM W AT-8 (Flood and 

Erosion Structure Damage Protection)). With implementation of these mitigation 

measures, the Selected Project's contribution to cumulative water supply impacts 

would be less than cumulatively considerable. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM WAT-I through MM WAT-9, as 

described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby incorporated by reference. 

Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: This 

impact is not cumulatively considerable. 

Solid and Hazardous Wastes 

Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the 

project which substantially lessen the significant effects on the environment. 

Facts in Support of Finding: Due to adequate available disposal capacity, 

compliance with applicable regulations, and the implementation of mitigation 

measures addressing hazardous wastes, the Selected Project would not represent a 

considerable contribution to any cumulative impacts related to solid and hazardous 

wastes. 

Mitigation Measures: Mitigation Measures MM PHS-1 through MM PHS-6 and 

MM PHS-8 and MM PHS-9, as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby 

incorporated by reference. 
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Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: This 

impact is not cumulatively considerable. 

VIII. FINDINGS REGARDING ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

5 CEQA requires discussion of measures to reduce the wasteful, inefficient, and unnecessary 

6 coQsumption of energy. (Public Resources Code, § 21100(b)(3).) Under Appendix F of the CEQA 

7 Guidelines, the goal of conserving energy implies the wise and efficient use of energy including: (1) 

8 decreasing overall per capita energy consumption; (2) decreasing reliance on fossil fuels; and (3) 

9 increasing reliance on renewable energy sources. 

10 Finding: Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which 

11 substantially lessen the significant effects on the environment. 

12 Facts in Support of Finding: The Selected Project itself would help achieve the goals of reducing 

13 inefficient, wasteful, and unnecessary consumption of energy since it would develop a renewable 

14 source of power, helping to offset the use of nonrenewable resources and contribute to an overall 

15 reduction of nonrenewable resources currently used to generate electricity. Specific design 

16 features included by the Applicant would conserve energy, including the requirement that 

17 contractors submit and implement a transportation plan (Applicant Measure AQ-4); and 

18 commitment to recycling components from the solar facility after decommissioning (Applicant 

19 Measure HAZ-10, Decommissioning Plan). In addition, specific mitigation measures would 

20 conserve energy, including the requirement that on-site emissions be controlled (MM AIR-2) and 

21 equipment efficiency be increased (MM AIR-4), the requirement that the project owner recycle 

22 photovoltaic panels and other infrastructure (MM PHS-6); and the requirement that the project 

23 owner develop a master Drought Water Management Program and a master Water Conservation 

24 Education Program (MM WA T-6). With implementation of the above Applicant Measures and 

25 Mitigation Measures, the Selected Project will have less than significant impacts associated with 

26 the inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary consumption of energy. 

27 Mitigation Measures: Applicant Measures AQ-4 and HAZ-10, Mitigation Measures MM AIR-2, 

28 AIR-3, AIR-4, PHS-6, and WAT-6, as described in Exhibit B attached hereto, are hereby 
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1 incorporated by reference. 

2 Level of Significance after Implementation of Mitigation Measures: Less than significant. 

3 

4 
IX. FINDINGS REGARDING GROWTH-INDUCING IMPACTS 

5 An EIR must identify and describe the significant indirect environmental impacts that will result 

6 from the project, which can include growth-inducing effects. (CEQA Guidelines,§ 15126.2(a), (d).) 

7 Pursuant to Sections 15126( d) and 15126.2( d) of the CEQA Guidelines, this section is provided to 

8 examine ways in which the Project could foster economic or population growth or the construction of 

9 additional development, either directly or indirectly, in the surrounding environment. Potential growth-

10 inducing components of the Selected Project relate to employment and potential local population growth, 

11 and increased power generation and potential regional population growth. 

12 Implementation of the Selected Project would involve the construction, operation and 

13 maintenance, and decommissioning of a solar PV plant with a capacity of a 150 MW. The Selected 

14 Project consists of a main generation area, O&M facility, on-site substation, switchyard, site security, and 

15 a 220 kV gen-tie line. The Selected Project would have a peak construction workforce of approximately 

16 315 and an average of approximately 130. (FEIS, 3.15-5.) During operation and maintenance, it would 

17 employ up to 8 full-time employees. (FEIS, 2-17.) The Selected Project would produce electricity and 

18 would connect to the regional electric grid via the Red Bluff Substation, where the power from the 

19 proposed solar facility would feed into the Southern California Edison's existing Devers Palo Verde No. 

20 1. 

21 The County finds that the Selected Project would not induce growth for the following reasons: 

22 1. Construction workers are expected to be hired primarily from Riverside County, San 

23 Bernardino County, and some from adjacent counties, with the majority of the workforce 

24 anticipated from Palm Springs, Desert Center, and Blythe. The vacancy rate and the 

25 availability of temporary accommodation in the project study area indicate that the area has 

26 the capacity to temporarily house this workforce. (FEIS, p. 3.5-5.) Because the project 

27 study area has sufficient available hotel and housing vacancies, temporary direct and 

28 indirect population growth impacts would not result from worker relocation. 
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As shown in the 2008 employment profile of the project study area, Riverside County has 

a construction labor force of 62, 194 workers, and San Bernardino County has a 

construction labor force of 53,914, a combined total workforce of 116,108. (FEIS, p. 3-

15.6) A maximum of 315 workers hired from these two counties would represent 0.27 

percent of the total construction labor force of the two counties. While a single project 

utilizing 0.27 percent of the total construction labor force of the project study area would 

be considered a substantial demand, considering the high unemployment rate in the area, 

this would be a beneficial impact in the Project study area. As a temporary component, the 

Selected Project's construction phase would not trigger additional population growth in the 

area. 

The Selected Project would not develop additional housing or result in direct population 

growth. The number of employees (up to 8) would not have a significant population 

growth-inducing impact. These 8 employees are expected to be drawn from the labor force 

within Riverside or San Bernardino County. While it is speculative to determine where the 

full-time staff would choose to live, if the entire staff of 8 were hired from outside the 

Project study area, up to 8 households could potentially relocate to the area, representing a 

population increase of an estimated 23 individuals or a 0.001 percent increase in Riverside 

County's population. Considering the less-than-2-hour drive between Desert Center and 

Palm Springs, Indio, and Blythe, it is anticipated that few workers would relocate to the 

area permanently. 

The Selected Project is not intended to supply power related to growth for any particular 

development either directly or indirectly, and would not result in direct growth-inducing 

impacts. The Project would not facilitate growth indirectly through the additional 

generation of electric power in the Southern California region because it is intended to 

replace the existing use of fossil fuel-based energy. Development of the Selected Project is 

a response to the State's need for renewable energy to meet its 33-percent-by-2020 

Renewable Portfolio Standard and its AB 32 GHG emissions reductions requirements. 

(FEIS, p. 1-5.) Unlike a gas-fired power plant, the Selected Project is not being developed 
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as a source of base-load power that would typically be developed to support a growth in 

demand for electricity. The power generated would be added to the State's electricity grid, 

with the intent that it would displace fossil fuel fired power plants and their associated 

greenhouse gas emissions. The Project is consistent with the County's planning 

documents, which permit and anticipate a certain level of growth, along with attendant 

growth in energy demand. 

FINDINGS REGARDING WATER SUPPLY ASSESSMENT 

8 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED by the Board that the Water Supply Assessment contained in the 

9 FEIS was prepared in accordance with the requirements of Water Code Section 10910 et seq., and, based 

10 on the whole record, the Water Supply Assessment demonstrates with substantial evidence and reasonable 

11 analysis that water supplies will be sufficient to satisfy the demands of the Selected Project, in addition to 

12 existing and planned uses and is consistent with the adopted plans and policies of the County. The Board 

13 hereby approves the Water Supply Assessment. 

14 XI. STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS 

15 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED by the Board that after reviewing the public record, the Board 

16 hereby adopts the following statement of overriding conditions: 

17 The County has determined to approve the Selected Project, which includes both the north and 

18 south parcels analyzed in Alternative 4, but with high profile (15-foot) trackers as analyzed in Alterative 

19 7. The Selected Project would authorize the collocation of the Gen-Tie Line with the Desert Sunlight 

20 Project's gen-tie line (Alternative B), and, if collocation were unattainable, construction of transmission 

21 facilities parallel to the Desert Sunlight Project's gen-tie line (Alternative C). 

22 The County has determined that the Selected Project best minimizes environmental impacts while 

23 also maximizing the renewable energy production potential of the Project site. The Selected Project 

24 provides for the generation of more renewable energy and the displacement of more greenhouse gas 

25 emissions than any alternative identified in the FEIS without substantially increasing or adding to the 

26 environmental effects identified in the FEIS. 

27 

28 
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1 This statement of overriding considerations presents the County's determination that the Selected 

2 Project's substantial benefits, provided below, outweigh the anticipated significant and unavoidable 

3 environmental impacts of the project, as identified in these CEQA Findings and the FEIS. 

4 

5 
A. Significant and Unavoidable Environmental Impacts of the Selected Project 

6 The CEQA Findings and the EIS identify the following significant and unavoidable impacts of the 

7 Selected Project: 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

B. 

Air Resources -Temporary emission impacts during construction . 

Biological Resources - Cumulative impacts to sensitive natural communities, jurisdictional 
streambeds, special-status species, and wildlife movement. 

Cultural Resources - Indirect impacts, with particular regard to the setting of the North 
Chuckwalla Petroglyph District and Coco-Maricopa trail segments, and cumulative 
impacts within the local 1-10 corridor and surrounding region. 

Noise and Vibration - The project would result in a direct temporary, 11.5 dBA increase in 
noise levels along Kaiser Road north of Lake Tamarisk Road during construction that 
would exceed a significance threshold of 10 dBA and cumulative off-site construction 
traffic impacts. 

Recreation - Cumulative impacts on the recreation opportunities and experiences of users, 
communities, and regional populations due to changes in the existing character of the 
Project study area and a diminished wilderness experience in proximal locations within the 
Coxcomb Mountains. 

Visual Resources - Direct and cumulative impacts to views of the Chuckwalla Valley from 
elevated vantage points and inconsistency with the visual resource policies of the land use 
element of the County General plan if they were to apply beyond the County's scope of 
land use jurisdiction. 

Required Statement of Overriding Considerations 

22 The County will mitigate the significant and unavoidable impacts described above to the extent 

23 feasible. However, these measures will not reduce the above impacts to less-than-significant levels. 

24 The County has examined reasonable project alternatives, including the proposed project. The 

25 proposed project and each of the action alternatives have the same significant and unavoidable impacts. 

26 The County has determined that the three no-action alternatives (Alternatives 1, 2 and 3) the four action 

27 alternatives (Alternatives 4, 5, 6 and 7), as well as the remaining Gen-Tie alternatives (Alternatives A, D, 

28 and E) would not achieve the core project objectives, are infeasible, and/or would not significantly reduce 
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1 the significant and unavoidable impacts identified for the Selected Project. Each alternative has been 

2 discussed above. 

3 The County has determined to approve the Selected Project. In preparing this statement of 

4 overriding considerations the County has balanced the benefits of the Selected Project against its 

5 unavoidable environmental impacts. While implementation of the Selected Project would result in 
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significant and unavoidable impacts related to air resources, biological resources, cultural resources, 

noise, recreational and visual resources, the County finds that the benefits of the project are overriding 

considerations when weighed against the environmental impacts listed above. The Selected Project, if 

approved, would provide the following benefits, which the County finds outweigh the environmental risks 

of the Selected Project: 

• Produce 150 MW of installed electrical capacity generating up to 341,000 MWh/year for delivery 
to the regional power grid in accordance with the California Renewables Portfolio Standard goals; 

• Energy produced by the Project would assist the State of California in complying with the 
mandates established by Executive Order S-14-08 requiring investor-owned utilities to purchase 
33 percent of their energy portfolio from renewable energy sources by 2020, as well as 
achievement of the President's Climate Action Plan goal of 20,000 MW of renewable energy 
production authorized on public lands by 2020; 

• The production of energy from solar facilities like the Project has the added benefit of reducing air 
quality impacts and GHG emissions that would be produced by fossil-fuel based generation 
facilities. Specifically, the Selected Project would Displace up to 105,334 metric tons of carbon 
dioxide equivalents per year (MTC02e/year) that may otherwise be emitted by power plants 
currently generating electricity for the California system; this displacement of fossil fuel use 
would occur if the intermittent solar energy produced by the Project were fully integrated into the 
region-wide electrical grid and used to offset generation from higher polluting power plants; 

• The Project would use a reliable and proven solar technology (PV) with minimal disturbance to or 
depletion of natural resources as compared to alternative types of development (including solar 
thermal trough, which would require extensive grading). Once operational, PV solar panels use no 
fuel source other than the energy from the sun, as opposed to natural gas or coal. 

• Increase local short-term and long-term employment opportunities: the maximum number of 
onsite personnel during construction at any one time is 250 workers. An average workforce of 
130 is anticipated. Over a 12-month construction period, the transmission line work force would 
average 30 employees and no more than 65 employees at any one time. The total peak workforce 
on the Selected Project would be 315 construction workers. The Selected Project would employ 8 
fulltime staff during operations; 

28 • Boost local business activity during construction and operation and provide economic benefits for 
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local businesses in Desert Center; 

• The Selected Project would provide other important benefits to the local and regional economy 
from the purchase of equipment and supplies, increased sales and use tax revenue as agreed upon 
in the terms of the franchise agreement (Ordinance No. 922), property taxes, annual franchise 
payments and increases as agreed upon in the terms of Ordinance No. 922 for thirty years, and 
benefits to local motels, hotels, and other purveyors of temporary housing. 

• The Selected Project is located in BLM's Riverside Solar Energy Zone, considered by BLM to be 
a preferred location for solar energy projects in Southern California. 

7 XII. ADOPTION OF MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM 
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Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21081, the County hereby adopts the Mitigation 

Monitoring and Reporting Program attached to this Resolution as Exhibit "A" with the full text of all 

mitigation measures attached to this Resolution as Exhibit "B". Implementation of the mitigation 

measures contained in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program is hereby made a condition of 

approval of the Selected Project. In the event of any inconsistencies between the mitigation measures as 

set forth herein and the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan, the Mitigation Monitoring and 

Reporting Program shall control. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED by the Board that where the Mitigation Monitoring and 

Reporting Program indicates that the enforcement agency for a Mitigation Measure is other than the 

County, one of its agencies and/or Applicant, the Board has determined that that other entity has 

concurrent Jurisdiction with the County to monitor and/or enforce the Mitigation Measure. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED by the Board that it has determined that there are no mitigation 

measures or alternatives that would avoid or lessen significant impacts and that are within the jurisdiction 

of the County other than those rejected herein and described in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting 

Program. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED by the Board that the findings set forth and referenced herein 

are hereby adopted. 

XIII. GENERAL PLAN CONSISTENCY 

The entire Selected Project is governed by BLM land use regulations, with the exception of a 0.6-

mile segment and a 0.5-mile segment of the Gen-Tie Line, both of which are instead subject to the 

Riverside County General Plan. In addition, an approximately 5.8-mile segment of the Gen-Tie Line over 
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1 public and private lands requires an encroachment permit from the County because the segment lies 

2 within the County's Kaiser Road right-of-way. General Plan land use designations do not apply directly 

3 to these segments of the Gen-Tie-Line because they occur within a County right-of-way. However, the 

4 segments are adjacent to Open Space - Rural (OS-RUR) (20 Acre Minimum), Rural Residential (R-R) (5 

5 Acre Minimum), and Open-Space-Recreation (OS-R) land use designations of the Riverside County 

6 General Plan. 

7 The Gen-Tie Line is consistent with relevant land use policies of the General Plan for Rural 

8 Residential (R-R): 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

• LU 17 .1 - Require that grading be designed to blend with undeveloped natural contours of the site 
and avoid an unvaried, unnatural, or manufactured appearance. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. Mitigation Measure MM VR-1 requires minimization of 
vegetation removal and reduction of visible land-scarring associated with construction of the Gen
Tie Line. See also response to "Policy LU 20.1," below. 

• LU 17.2 - Require that adequate and available circulation facilities, water resources, sewer 
facilities and/or septic capacity exist to meet the demands of the proposed land use. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. Operation of the Gen-Tie Line will not affect the availability of 
15 circulation facilities, water resources, sewer facilities, or septic capacity. Adequate water resources 

are available for construction of the Gen-Tie Line, as demonstrated in the EIS and the WSA 
16 prepared for the Project 

17 • LU 17.3 - Ensure that development does not adversely impact the open space and rural character 
of the surrounding area. 

18 
Project compatibility: Generally consistent. Alternative B would conform to this policy by 

19 sharing existing infrastructure. Alternative C would generally conform to this policy by 
"shadowing" the Desert Sunlight Project gen-tie line within the same County ROW and by 

20 adhering to the visual treatment requirements of mitigation measures MM VM-3 and MM VM-4. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

• LU 17.4 - Encourage clustered development where appropriate on lots smaller than the underlying 
land use designation would allow. While lot sizes may vary, the overall project density must not 
exceed that of the underlying land use designation unless associated with an incentive program. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. Both Alternative B and Alternative C would facilitate clustered 
development by collocating with or locating next to the pre-existing Desert Sunlight Project gen
tie line. 

The Gen-Tie Line is consistent with relevant land use policies of the General Plan for Open Space 

Rural (OS-RUR): 

• LU 20.1 - Require that structures be designed to maintain the environmental character in which 
they are located. 
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Project compatibility: Consistent. Mitigation measures VM-3 and VM-4 require the Gen-Tie Line 
to be designed to reduce visual contrast with the surrounding landscape and both Alternative B 
and Alternative C would maintain the environmental character in which they are located by 
collocating with or locating next to the pre-existing Desert Sunlight Project gen-tie line. 

• LU 20.2 - Require that development be designed to blend with undeveloped natural contours of 
the site and avoid an unvaried, unnatural, or manufactured appearance. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. Mitigation measures MM VM-3 and MM VM-4 require the 

Gen-Tie Line to be designed to reduce visual contrast with the surrounding landscape. 

• LU 20.3 - Require that adequate and available circulation facilities, water resources, sewer 
facilities, and/or septic capacity exist to meet the demands of the proposed land use. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. See "LU 17.2," above. 

• LU 20.4 - Ensure that development does not adversely impact the open space and rural character 
of the surrounding area. 

Project compatibility: Generally consistent. See "LU 17.3," above. 

The Gen-Tie Line is consistent with relevant land use policies of the General Plan for Open

Space-Recreation (OS-R): 

• LU 19 .3 - Require that park facilities be accessible to the community, regardless of age, physical 
limitation or income level. 

Project compatibility: Consistent. Development of the Gen-Tie Line within the Kaiser Road right
of-way will not interfere with existing public access routes to park facilities to the east of the 
Kaiser Road right-of-way. 

• LU 19.4- Encourage that structures be designed to maintain the environmental character in which 
they are located. (AI 3) 

Project compatibility: Consistent. See "LU-20.1," above. 

Section VII.11.d of these Findings demonstrates the Gen-Tie Line's consistency with applicable 

visual resources policies of the County General Plan. 

The Selected Project is also consistent with County-wide policies specific to solar energy 

generation. General Plan Policy LU 15 .15 states: "Permit and encourage, in an environmentally and 

fiscally responsible manner, the development of renewable energy resources and related infrastructure, 

including but not limited to, the development of solar power plants in the County of Riverside." The 

segments of the Gen-Tie Line subject to County authority constitute "related infrastructure" under 

General Plan Policy LU 15.15 and are therefore consistent with that policy. 
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1 Based upon the above and the entire administrative record, the Board of Supervisors hereby 

2 determines the Selected Project to be consistent with the Riverside County General Plan insofar as the 

3 planning and zoning authority of the County applies to the Selected Project. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

XIV. CERTIFICATION OF FINAL EIS AS CEQA-EQUIV ALENT FINAL EIR 

Where an EIS will be prepared for a project pursuant to NEPA prior to the preparation of an EIR, 

CEQA requires lead agencies to use the EIS rather than preparing an EIR so long as the EIS complies 

with the Public Resources Code and the CEQA Guidelines. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15221.) As provided 

in Section IV, the BLM prepared the EIS for the Project before an EIR would otherwise have been 

prepared by the County for the Project and the County engaged in the development of the DEIS and FEIS 

from the date of the NOI as a Cooperating Agency under NEPA to ensure that the DEIS, FEIS and 

applicable noticing procedures complied with CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. The County finds that it 

has reviewed and considered the EIS in evaluating the Project, that the EIS is an accurate and objective 

statement that fully complies with the Public Resources Code and the CEQA Guidelines and that the EIS 

reflects the independent judgment and analysis of the Board of Supervisors. The Board of Supervisors 

declares that no new significant information as defined by CEQA Guidelines 15088.5 has been received 

after circulation of the Draft EIS nor added to the EIS that would require circulation. 

NOW, THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS FOR THE COUNTY OF 

RIVERSIDE HEREBY CERTIFIES THAT: 

1. The FEIS was presented to the County Board of Supervisors, which reviewed and 

21 considered the information contained in the FEIS before taking any action to approve the Project. 

22 2. The FEIS is an accurate and objective statement that fully complies with the Public 

23 Resources Code and the CEQA Guidelines. 

24 3. The FEIS reflects the County's independent judgment and analysis. 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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23 
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25 

26 

27 

28 

xv. 

4. All significant environmental impacts from the implementation of the Project have been 

identified in the FEIR and, with implementation of the identified mitigation measures 

impacts will be mitigated to a less than significant level, except for the impacts listed in 

Section XI of this Resolution. 

5. Environmental, economic, social and other considerations and benefits derived from the 

Project override and make infeasible mitigation measures beyond those incorporated into 

the Project. 

6. Other reasonable alternatives to the Project that could feasibly achieve the basic goals and 

objectives of the proposed Project have been considered and rejected in favor of the 

Project. 

PROJECT APPROVAL 

Based upon the entire administrative record before the Board of Supervisors, including the above 

findings and all written and oral evidence presented during the administrative process, the Board of 

Supervisors hereby approves the Selected Project version of the Desert Harvest Solar Project. 

XVI. CUSTODIAN OF RECORD 

The custodians of the documents and materials that constitute the record of proceedings on which 

this decision is based are the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors and the County Planning Department. 

These documents and materials are located at 4080 Lemon Street, Riverside, California. This information 

is provided in compliance with Public Resources Code section 21081.6. 

II I 

II I 

I II 
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I XVII. STAFF DIRECTION 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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8 
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19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

The Board of Supervisors hereby directs staff to prepare, execute, and file a Notice of 

Determination with the Riverside County Clerk's Office and the Office of Planning and Research within 

five (5) working days of adoption of this Resolution. 

PASSED, APPROVED, AND ADOPTED at a regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors held 

on the 17tlday of June , 2014. 
~=~--

ROLL CALL: 

Ayes: 
Nays: 
Absent: 

Jeffries, Tavaglione, Stone, Benoit and Ashley 
None 
None 

The foregoing is certified to be a true copy of a resolution duly 
adopted by said Board of Supervisors on the date therein set forth. 

Board 
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Exhibit A 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MmGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan - Desert Harvest Solar Project 

The California Environmental Quality Act CEQA requires that a Lead Agency establish a program to monitor and 
report on mitigation measures adopted as part of the environmental review process to avoid or reduce the 
severity and magnitude of potentially significant environmental impacts associated with project implementation. 
CEQA (Pub. Res. Code §21081.6(a)(1) requires that a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) be 
adopted at the time that the agency determines to carry out a project for which an EIR has been prepared, to 
ensure that mitigation measures identified in the EIR are fully implemented. 

This document describes a preliminary MMRP for ensuring the effective implementation of the mitigation 
measures that are recommended in the CEQA-equivalent EIS for Riverside County's approval of Desert Harvest 
LLC's Public Use Permit (PUP) application (PUP No. 914) and related documents, including Ordinance No. 922, to 
construct operate maintain and decommission segments of the 220 kilovolt electrical transmission line (Gen-Tie) 
required for the Project. Current versions of all mitigation measures as of the publication of the Final EIS and 
approval of the Record of Decision of the BLM are presented in Exhibit B of the County's CEQA findings. Table A-1, 
attached hereto, identifies reporting actions, timing and agency responsibilities for each mitigation measure listed 
in Exhibit B of the County's CEQA findings. 

Riverside County would only implement/enforce the MMRP as it applies to land under County jurisdiction e.g., the 
22 acres of private land and 5.8 miles of County road right-of-way within the Project's Gen-Tie alignment. The BLM 
would be responsible for implementing/enforcing mitigation measures on BLM land pursuant to the BLM Record 
of Decision and Right of Way Grant issued to the Project. 

The MMRP is a working guide to facilitate not only the implementation of mitigation measures by the Applicant, 
but also the monitoring, compliance, and reporting activities of the County and any monitors it may designate. If 
the CEQA-equivalent EIS is certified and the Project is approved this MMRP would be updated to reflect the final 
(approved) mitigation measures and thereafter would serve as a self-contained general reference for the MMRP 
adopted by the County for the Project. 

If the County approves PUP No. 914 and Ordinance No. 922 for the Project, the Applicant would be responsible for 
implementation of any mitigation measures and other commitments governing the construction, operation, 
maintenance, and decommissioning of the Project. The County would act as the lead agency for monitoring 
compliance with all mitigation measures relating to the segments of the Gen-Tie under County jurisdiction. All 
approvals and permits obtained from the County by the Applicant would be submitted to the County for mitigation 
compliance prior to commencing the activity for which the permits and approvals were obtained. 

The MMRP describes implementation and monitoring procedural guidance, responsibilities, and timing for each 
mitigation measure identified in the EIR, including: 

Mitigation Measure Title: 

Reporting Action: 

Timing: 

Responsible Agency 
for Review, Approval, 
or Implementation: 

Identifies the mitigation measure number and title from the EIS. 

Specifies procedures for documenting and reporting mitigation 
implementation. 

Identifies the stage of the Project during which the mitigation action will be 
taken. 

Designates agency responsibility for oversight/enforcement of 
implementation of the mitigation action. 

The responsibilities of mitigation implementation, monitoring and reporting extend to several County 
departments. The manager or department lead of the identified unit or department will be directly responsible for 
ensuring the Applicant complies with the mitigation. The Planning Department is responsible for the overall 

June 2014 Ap.4-1 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

administration of the program and for assisting relevant departments and project managers in their oversight and 
reporting responsibilities. 

As a condition of approval of the Bureau of land Management's (BLM) Right of Way (ROW) grant for the Desert 
Harvest Solar Project (DHSP) and the County of Riverside Public Use Permit (PUP) for the DHSP generation intertie 
transmission line (gen-tie line), the adopted mitigation measures shall be implemented as specified below in this 
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan (MMRP). The Applicant, or its successors in interest, shall be responsible 
for funding implementation of the Mitigation Measures and Applicant Measures (AMs) identified in the Final Environ
mental Impact Statement, which was prepared to a California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)-equivalent standard, 
and the Final BO, Final MOA, and any other authorizing instrument. The MMRP has been developed in compliance 
with CEQA Guidelines Section 15097, which states, "In order to ensure that the mitigation measures and project 
revisions identified in the EIR or negative declaration are implemented, the public agency shall adopt a program for 
monitoring or reporting on the revisions which it has required in the project and the measures it has imposed to 
mitigate or avoid significant environmental effects." 

This MMRP for the Desert Harvest Solar Project will be in place through all phases of the project, including design 
and construction, and will help ensure that project objectives are achieved. The BLM will be responsible for 
administering the mitigation measure compliance and monitoring program and ensuring that all parties comply 
with their provisions; however, as the CEQA Lead Agency, Riverside County is responsible for verifying that the 
provisions of the MMRP are carried out, pursuant to Section 15097(a) of the CEQA Guidelines. In the MMRP, the 
official indicated as responsible for ensuring all mitigation measures (including selection of all monitoring 
contractors) and AMs are implemented is the BLM authorized officer (AO); however, the BLM AO may delegate 
various monitoring activities to staff, consultants, other officials, or contractors. In addition, Riverside County may 
assign an environmental liaison to coordinate with the BLM AO. The BLM, jointly with Riverside County, will ensure 
that monitoring is documented through periodic reports and that deficiencies are promptly corrected. The 
designated environmental monitor will track and document compliance with mitigation measures, note any 
problems that may result, and take appropriate action to rectify problems, including, but not limited to revocation 
of the approved authorizations. 

This MMRP was prepared and is accompanied by the associated report forms used to verify compliance with 
individual mitigation measures. This MMRP identifies each mitigation measure by discipline, the entity 
(organization) responsible for its implementation, the report/permit/certification required for each measure, and 
an accompanying BLM form used to certify completion. Certain inspections and reports may require preparation 
by qualified individuals, and these are specified as needed. The timing and method of verification for each measure 
is also specified. 

BLM's authority under this MMRP is inclusive of management of a compliance monitoring contractor for 
development, management, and implementation of the project's component of a BLM monitoring database, 
standardized data collection formats and reporting protocols for all programs, using BLM-approved reporting 
formats and schedules. 

June2014 Ap.4-2 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

AIR-1 Fugitive Dust Control Plan as • Develop and implement Fugitive Dust Control Plan. Prior to issuance of construction 
identified in the Final EIS 1 permits 

• During construction and 
decommissioning 

AIR-2 Control On-Site Emissions as • Implement on-site emissions control measures • During use of on-site off-road 
identified in the Final EIS listed in mitigation measure construction equipment 

• Primarily during construction, but 
also when applicable during 
operation and decommissioning 

AIR-3 Control Operational Fugitive Dust • Implement all dust control measures listed in • During operation 
as identified in the Final EIS mitigation measure 

AIR-4 Control Equipment Emissions • Implement all emissions control measures listed in • During operation 
as identified in the Final EIS mitigation measure 

VEG-1 Assign a Designated Biologist • Appoint qualified Designated Biologist • Prior to ground-disturbing activities 
and Biological Monitors as • Designated Biologist must fulfill all assigned duties• During construction, operation, and 
identified in the Final EIS found in mitigation measure decommissioning 

VEG-2 Conduct Biological Monitoring • Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors • During mobilization activities, 
and Reporting during Project implement all assigned duties found in mitigation construction, operations, and 
Construction, Operations, and measure decommissioning 
Decommissioning as identified • Submit monthly compliance reports throughout the 
in the Final EIS construction and decommissioning phases of the 

project 

x 

x 

x 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PlAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

lmolementation 

x x • SCAQMD (Rule 403) 
• BLM 

x x x • SCAQMD 
• BLM 

x • SCAQMD 
• BLM 

x • SCAQMD 
• BLM 

x x x • BLM (Approval) 
• Riverside County (Approval) 
• USFWS (Approval) 
• CDFW (Approval) 
• NPS 

x x x • BLM 
• Riverside County 
• USFWS 
• CDFW 
• NPS 

1 
"Final EIS" refers to the Desert Harvest Solar Project Final Environmental Impact Statement and Proposed California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment, issued 

November 2012, CACA-49491, Publication Index# BLM/CA/ES-2013-003+1793, DOl-BLM-CA-0000-2012-0004-EIS. 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitigation Measure Title Reporting Action Timing PC . _C 0 D Implementation 
VEG-3 Prepare and Implement a • Implement project-specific WEAP • During pre-construction (Approval) x x x • BLM (Approval) 

VEG-4 

VEG-5 

VEG-6 

VEG-7 

Worker Environmental • During construction and • Riverside County (Approval) 
Awareness Program (WEAP) as decommissioning (Training) • USFWS (Consultation) 
identified in the Final EIS • CDFW (Consultation) 

Minimize Construction-Related 
Impacts as identified in the Final 
EIS and modified by Appendix 7 
of the ROD2 

Prepare and Implement a 
Vegetation Resources 
Management Plan as identified 
in the Final EIS 

Provide Off-Site Compensation 
for Impacts to Vegetation and 
Habitat as identified in the Final 
EIS and modified by Appendix 7 
of the ROD 

Mitigate Direct Impacts to 
Special-Status Plants as 
identified in the Final EIS 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • Prior to start of construction 
(Fencing/delineation) 

• During construction activities 

• Implement Vegetation Resources Management • Prior to the initiation of any 
Plan. vegetation-disturbing activities 

(Plan approval} 

• Implement Habitat Compensation Plan 

• During construction, operations, 
and decommissioning 

• Prior to commencement for 
construction (Plan approval) 

• During construction (Avoidance) 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • During pre-construction surveys 

x x 

x x x 

x x 

x 

• BLM 

x • BLM (ApprovaQ 
• Riverside County (Approval} 
• USFWS (Approval) 
• CDFW (Approval} 

• BLM (Approval) 
• Riverside County (Approval) 
• USFWS (Approval) 
• CDFW (Approval) 
• Potential third party other 

than NFWF (Responsibility 
for acquisition of 
compensation lands) 

• BLM (Coordination) 
• Rancho Santa Ana Botanic 

Garden (Consultation) 
• BLM, Riverside County 

EPD, USFWS, and CDFW 
(Approval for Emory's 
Crucifixion Thom Salvage 
and Relocation Plan) 

2 "ROD" refers to the Record of Decision issued March 6, 2013. 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitigation Measure Title Reporting Action Timing PC C 0 D Implementation 
VEG-8 Implement Best Management 

Practices to Minimize Impacts to 
Jurisdictional Areas as identified 
in the Final EIS 

• Implement all Best Management Practices listed in • During construction, operations, and 
mitigation measure decommissioning 

VEG-9 

VEG-10 

Prepare and Implement an 
Integrated Weed Management 
Plan as identified in the Final 
EIS 

Prepare and Implement a 
Desert Dry Wash Woodland 
Monitoring and Reporting Plan 
as identified in the Final EIS 

• Implement Weed Management Plan 
• Include in Plan the Best Management Practices 

listed in mitigation measure 

• Finalize Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring 
and Reporting Plan 

• Implement sampling protocol 
• Submit monthly monitoring and annual summary 

memos and maps 
•Also see MM WAT-3 

VEG-1 Assign a Designated Biologist • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
and Biological Monitors as 
identified in the Final EIS 

VEG-2 Conduct Biological Monitoring • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
and Reporting during Project 
Construction, Operations, and 
Decommissioning as identified 
in the Final EIS 

VEG-3 Prepare and Implement a • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
Worker Environmental 
Awareness Program (WEAP} as 
identified in the Final EIS 

VEG-4 Minimize Construction-Related • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
Impacts as identified in the Final 
EIS 

• Prior to initial ground disturbance x 
(Plan approval} 

• During construction and throughout 
life of project 

• Prior to commencing project-related x 
pumping activities (Plan approval} 

• During construction and at least 3 
years following 

• Extension past 3 year requirement 
(through operation and 
decommissioning) will be 
determined at that time 

June 2014 Ap.4-5 

x 

x 

x 

x x • USFWS 
• CDFW 
• BLM and Riverside County 

(Notification of spills} 

x x • BLM (Approval} 
• Riverside County EPD 

(Approval} 
• CDFW (Consultation} 
• USFWS (Consultation} 

(x) (x) • BLM (Approval) 
• Riverside County (Approval} 
• CDFW (Approval) 
• USFWS (Approval} 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitigation ME!!~UJe Title Reporting Action Timing PC C Q 0 H _lmplementation 
VEG-5 Prepare and Implement a • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 

Vegetation Resources 
Management Plan as identified 
in the Final EIS 

VEG-6 Provide Off-Site Compensation • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
for Impacts to Vegetation and 
Habitat as identified in the Final 
EIS and modified by Appendix 7 
of the ROD 

VEG-9 Prepare and Implement an • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
Integrated Weed Management 
Plan as identified in the Final 
EIS 

WIL-1 Wildlife Impact Avoidance and 
Minimization as identified in the 
Final EIS 

• Implement all wildlife avoidance and minimization • During construction and operation, 
measures listed in mitigation measure and decommissioning 

WIL-2 Desert Tortoise Clearance 
Surveys, Exclusion Fencing, 
and Translocation as identified 
in the Final EIS 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • Prior to construction (Off-site tortoise x 

WIL-3 Nesting Bird Management Plan, 
Pre-Construction Nest Surveys 
and Impact Avoidance 
Measures for Migratory and 
Nesting Birds as identified in the 
Final EIS 

WIL-4 Burrowing Owl Impact 
Avoidance, Minimization, and 
Compensation Measures as 
identified in the Final EIS 

• Include methods and results for desert tortoise relocation) 
activities in monthly compliance reports • During construction, operation, and 

decommissioning (Avoidance and 
minimization of impacts) 

• Prepare and implement all components of • During pre-construction (Nest 
mitigation measures surveys) 

• Describe nests, buffer areas, and project activities • During construction, operation, and 
in the vicinity of nests in regular monitoring and decommissioning 
compliance reports 

• Prepare and implement all components of • Pre-construction surveys 
mitigation measure • During construction, operation, and 

decommissioning 
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x 

x 

x x x • BLM 
• Riverside County 
• USFWS 
• CDFW 

x x x •SLM - • Riverside County 
• USFWS 
• CDFW 

x x x • BLM 
• Riverside County 
• USFWS 
• CDFW 

x x x • BLM 
• Riverside County 
• USFWS 
• CDFW 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitigation Measure Title Reporting Action Timing PC C 0 D Implementation 
WIL-5 Golden Eagle Pre-construction • Implement all components of mitigation measure • Beginning in winter 2011-12, and x x • • BLM 

WIL-6 

WIL-7 

WIL-8 

416~~\Jtt 
,,1 ' 

CUL-1 

CUL-2 

June 2014 

and Construction Phase • Prepare Golden Eagle Monitoring and continuing throughout the • Riverside County 
Surveys as identified in the management Plan {if required) construction phase of the project • USFWS 
Final EIS {Annual winter and nesting season • CDFW 

surveys) 

Bird and Bat Conservation Plan 
as identified in the Final EIS and 
modified by Riverside County 

Desert Kit Fox and American 
Badger Impact Avoidance as 
identified in the Final EIS and 
modified by Appendix 7 of the 
ROD 

Raven Monitoring, 
Management, and Control Plan 
as identified in the Final EIS 

None 

Memorandum of Agreement 
(MOA) as identified in the Final 
EIS 

Project Cultural Resources Staff 
as identified in the Final EIS 

• Implement Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy 

• Conduct Baseline Census and Population Health 
Study 

• Prepare and implement Desert Kit Fox 
Management Plan 

• Implement Raven Monitoring, Management, and 
Control Plan (Raven Plan) 

• Prepare MOA in consultation with the SHPO, 
Indian tribes, and other interested parties 

• Appoint a qualified Project Cultural Resources 
Specialist and additional cultural resources staff 

• Duration of construction {Golden 
Eagle Monitoring and Management 
Plan - if required) 

• Pre-construction {Approval) 
• Ongoing during construction, 

operation, and decommissioning 

• Prior to construction {Surveys and 
approval) 

• Primarily during construction, but 
also when applicable during 
operation and decommissioning 

• Prior to construction {Approval) 
• During construction, operation, and 

decommissioning 

• Prior to BLM's approval of the 
Record of Decision 

x 

x 

x 

x 

• Primarily during construction, as well x 
as any operation or 
decommissioning excavation activity 

Ap.4-7 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x • USFWS {Approval) 
• BLM {Consultation) 
• Riverside County 

(Consultation) 
• CDFW {Consultation) 
• Joshua Tree National Park 

(Consultation) 

x • CDFW (Approval) 
• BLM (Approval) 
• USFWS {Approval) 

x • SLM {Approval) 
• Riverside County {Approval) 
• CDFW {Approval) 
• USFWS (Approval) 

• BLM 

x • BLM 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

MM# Mitigation Measure Title Reeorting Action Timing PC 
CUL-3 Monitoring and Treatment Plan • Implement Monitoring and Treatment Plan • Prior to issuance of Notice to x 

as identified in the Final EIS · Proceed (Plan approval) 
• Prior to and during construction 

CUL-4 Authority to Halt Construction as • Comply with all components of mitigation measure • Primarily during construction, as well 
identified in the Final EIS as construction activities during 

operation and decommissioning 

CUL-5 Cultural Resources Worker • Train construction supervisors and crew • Prior to SLM notice to proceed x 
Awareness Program (WEAP) as • Required for construction and 
identified in the Final EIS decommissioning personnel 

CUL-6 Monitoring for Cultural • Monitor in association with ground-disturbing • During construction, operation, and 
Resources as identified in the activities decommissioning 
Final EIS 

CUL-7 Cultural Resources Reporting • Submit daily, weekly, or monthly progress reports • During construction 
as identified in the Final EIS as necessary 

• Submit final cultural resources report 

CUL-8 Curation of Cultural Resources • Comply with all components of mitigation measure • Following archaeological 
Collections as identified in the 
Final EIS 

investigations 

CUL-9 Pre-construction • Submit Pre-construction Geoarchaeological • Prior to SLM notice to proceed x 
Geoarchaeological Subsurface Subsurface Excavation Plan • Implementation of the Plan shall be 
Excavation as identified in the • Ensure that subsurface excavations occur at a complete prior to the completion of 
Final EIS minimum of 10 locations within the project area the Monitoring and Treatment Plan 

• Results shall be incorporated into the Monitoring (CUL-3) 
and Treatment Plan 

CUL-10 Radio Program as identified in • Implement an appropriate radio program or • Broadcast shall be maintained for 
the Final EIS and modified by alternative per the ROD the life of the project, and updated 
Appendix 7 of the ROD with relevant new information every 

five years 

CUL-11 Avoid Known Resources as • Avoid flagged resources • Primarily during construction, as well x 
identified in the Final EIS as activities during operation and 

decommissioning 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

c 0 D lmelementation 
x • SLM (Approval) 

• Riverside County 

x x x •SLM 

x x • SLM (Approval) 

x x x • SLM (Approval) 
• Indian Tribes (Consultation) 

x •SLM 
• State regulatory agency 

x •SLM 
• California State Historical 

Resources Commissions· 
(Guidelines) 

• SLM (Approval) 
• Riverside County (Approval) 

x x • BLM 

x •SLM 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

PAL-1 Project Paleontological Staff as • Appoint qualified paleontologist • Prior to and during construction 
identified in the Final EIS • During operation and 

decommissioning, when applicable 

PAL-2 Paleontological Mitigation and • Complete PMMP • Prior to issuance of a Notice to 
Monitoring Plan (PMMP) as • Implement all measures of PMMP Proceed (Plan approval) 
identified in the Final EIS • Submit monitoring reports • Primarily during construction 

• During operation and 
decommissioning, when applicable 

PAL-3 Authority to Halt Ground • Comply with all components of mitigation measure • Primarily during construction (but 
Disturbance as identified in the also applicable to ground disturbing 
Final EIS activities during operation and 

decommissioning) 

PAL-4 Paleontological Worker • Perform WEAP training • Required for construction and 
Environmental Awareness decommissioning personnel 
Program (WEAP) as identified 
in the Final EIS 

PAL-5 Construction Monitoring for • Implement all construction monitoring mitigation • Primarily during construction (but 
Paleontological Resources as measures also applicable to ground disturbing 
identified in the Final EIS activities during operation) 

• During decommissioning (Spot-
checking) 

PAL-6 Paleontological Reporting as • Submit daily, monthly and final monitoring reports • During construction 
identified in the Final EIS • During decommissioning if any new 

fossils are identified during 
monitoring of decommissioning 
activities 

June2014 Ap.4-9 

x 

x 

x 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing 

x x x • Riverside County 
(Paleontological permit) 

• BLM (Paleontological 
resource permit) 

• BLM 

x x x • BLM (Approval) 
• Riverside County 

x x x • BLM 

x x • BLM 

x x x • BLM 

x x • BLM 
• Riverside County 
• State regulatory agency 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitigation Measure Title Reporting Action Timing _ PC C 0 D Implementation 

PAL-7 Curation of Paleontological • Comply with mitigation measure • Prior to issuance of Notice to x x x • BLM 
Materials as identified in the Proceed 
Final EIS • Within 90 days from completion of 

monitoring (Final Paleontological 
Resource Recovery Report) 

• During construction and 
decommissioning 

PAL-8 Pre-construction Paleontological • Submit a Pre-construction Paleontological • Prior to BLM notice to proceed x • BLM (Approval) 
Subsurface Excavation as Subsurface Excavation Plan • Implementation of the Plan shall be • Riverside County (Approval) 
identified in the Final EIS • Perform subsurface excavations at a minimum of complete prior to the completion of 

10 locations within the project area the PMMP 

~t)t~:itid:&l(tjij; 

FIRE-1 A project-specific Fire Prevention 
Plan shall be developed and 
implemented as identified in the 
Final EIS 

• Results shall be incorporated into the PMMP 

• Submit Fire Prevention Plan 
• Comply with plan 

PHS-5 A project-specific Emergency • Please see Public Health and Safety 
Response and Inventory Plan 
shall be prepared as identified in 
the Final EIS 

PHS-7 Develop and implement fire • Please see Public Health and Safety 
services agreement with 
Riverside County Fire 
Department and BLM as 
identified in the Final EIS 

VEG-9 Prepare and implement an • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
Integrated Weed Management 
Plan as identified in the Final 
EIS 

• Prior to construction x 
• During construction, operation, and 

decommissioning 

June 2014 Ap.4-10 

x x x • County of Riverside 
• BLM- Fire Management 

Officer (Coordination) 
• Local fire department in the 

Chuckwalla Valley at 
T amarisk Park 
(Coordination) 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

AIR-1 

AIR-3 

WAT-1 

WAT-4 

PHS-5 

LR-1 

LR-2 

LR-3 

June 2014 

Fugitive Dust Control Plan as 
identified in the Final EIS 

Control On-Site Emissions as 
identified in the Final EIS 

Demonstrate compliance with 
water quality permits as 
identified in the Final EIS 

Surface Water Protection Plan 
and Drainage Design 
Specifications as identified in 
the Final EIS 

A project-specific Emergency 
Response and Inventory Plan 
shall be prepared as identified 
in the Final EIS 

None 

Prior ROW Coordination as 
identified in the Final EIS 

FERC Withdrawal Compatibility 
as identified in the Final EIS 

Eliminate DSSF Panel Shading 
as identified in the Final EIS 

• Please see Air Resources 

• Please see Air Resources 

• Please see Water Resources 

• Please see Water Resources 

• Please see Public Health and Safety 

• Coordinate with prior ROW holders and • Prior to and during construction x x 
implementation of all components of mitigation 
measure 

• Comply with all components of mitigation measure • Prior to construction x 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • Prior to BLM's issuance of a notice x 
to proceed 

Ap.4-11 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing 

• BLM 

• BLM 

• BLM (Approval) 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

MM# 
4~;1«2;m~I~' 
>,",,i ,,:::t,,,,:Jr1<»,~ 

NOl-1 

NOl-2 

PHS-1 

PHS-2 

PHS-3 

PHS-4 

PHS-5 

PHS-6 

June 2014 

Limit Construction Hours When 
Occurring Near Occupied 
Residences as identified in the 
Final EIS 

No Net Increase in Ambient 
Noise within JTNP as identified 
in the Final EIS 

A Hazardous Materials 
Management Plan shall be 
prepared as identified in the 
Final EIS 

Best Management Practices 
(BMPs) for hazardous materials 
shall be implemented as 
identified in the Final EIS 

A Spill Prevention Control and 
Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan 
shall be prepared as identified 
in the Final EIS 

An Environmental Health and 
Safety Plan shall be prepared 
as identified in the Final EIS and 
modified by Riverside County 

A project-specific Emergency 
Response and Inventory Plan 
shall be prepared as identified 
in the Final EIS 

Ensure proper disposal or 
recycling of photovoltaic panels 
and other infrastructure as 
identified in the Final EIS 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • During construction 

• Comply with all components of mitigation measure • During construction 

• Submit a Hazardous Materials Management Plan • Prior to issuance of a construction 
• Comply with plan permit 

• Throughout duration of project 

• Implement all BMPs listed in mitigation measure • During construction of the solar 
facility and gen-tie line 

• Throughout duration of project 

• Submit SPCC Plan • Prior to issuance of a construction 
• Comply with plan permit 

• Throughout duration of project 

• Submit Environmental Health and Safety Plan • Prior to issuance of a construction 
• Comply with plan permit 

• Throughout duration of project 

• Submit an Emergency Response and Inventory • Prior to issuance of construction 
Plan permit 

• Comply with plan • During construction, operation, and 
decommissioning 

• Develop recycling and disposal plan • Construction or operation (If panels 
or other components are damaged) 

• During decommissioning 
(Implementation) 

Ap.4-12 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

lmolementation 

x 

x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

• Riverside County (Noise 
ordinance) 

• BLM 

• BLM 

x • BLM (Approval) 
• Riverside County 

(Consultation) 

x • BLM 

x • BLM (Approval) 

x • BLM (Approval) 

x • Riverside County 
(Consultation) 

• BLM (Approval) 

x • Riverside County 
Department of Planning and 
Building 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitigation Measure Title ___ -H-~- Reporting Action Timing PC C 0 0 Implementation 
PHS-7 Develop and implement fire 

services agreement with 
Riverside County Fire 
Department and BLM as 
identified in the Final EIS 

PHS-8 Develop and implement plan to 
address munitions and 
explosives of concern (MEC) as 
identified in the Final EIS and 
modified by Appendix 7 of the 
ROD 

• Implement fire service agreement 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure 
• Provide appropriate MEC health and safety 

awareness training to personnel 

• Prior to issuance of construction 
permit 

• During construction, operation, and 
decommissioning 

• Prior to issuance of construction 
permit 

• During construction 

PHS-9 Use Licensed Herbicide 
Applicator as identified in the 
Final EIS 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • During construction and operation 
• Herbicide applicator must contact BLM prior to any 

herbicide application 

FIRE-1 A project-specific Fire • Please see Fire and Fuels Management 
Prevention Plan shall be 
developed and implemented as 
identified in the Final EIS 

VR-1 Reduce Construction Related • Please see Visual Resources 
Impacts as identified in the Final 
EIS 

VR-2 Revegetation as identified in the • Please see Visual Resources 
Final EIS 

VR-3 Project Design to Reduce Visual • Please see Visual Resources 
Contrast as identified in the 
Final EIS 

VR-4 Surface Treatment of Project • Please see Visual Resources 
Structures/Buildings as 
identified in the Final EIS 

VR-5 Screening Vegetation Buffer as • Please see Visual Resources 
identified in the Final EIS 

June2014 Ap.4-13 

x x x x • Riverside County Fire 
Department/CAL FIRE 

• BLM 

x x • Department of Defense 
(Consultation) 

• BLM (Direction) 

x x • BLM 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitigation Measure Title Reporting Action Iiming ___ PC C 0 D ... ~_lmi>.lementation 
VR-6 Night Light Control as identified • Please see Visual Resources 

in the Final EIS 

4A5':• S~¢i~l'~~~t~~~lj~~td''~'~1';1!~~F{'. ''·'· 
None 

None 

4~t7;~~~i.if~~~·~~~~~;\ 
SD-1 The NPS reviews and 

comments on pre-construction 
plans as identified in the Final 
EIS 

SD-2 

SD-3 

Project owner enters into a 
funding agreement as identified 
in the Final EIS 

The project owner develops a 
Signage and Guidance Plan as 
identified in the Final EIS 

MM AIR-1 Fugitive Dust Control Plan as 
identified in the Final EIS 

MM AIR-3 Control Operational Fugitive 
Dust as identified in the Final 
EIS 

MM AIR-4 Control Equipment Emissions 
as identified in the Final EIS 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • Review and comment by the NPS x 
must be within time frames specified 
by the BLM 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • Funding agreement may be included x 
in the ROD 

• Monitoring costs would be assessed 
during the construction period 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • Review and approval by both the x 
NPS and the BLM shall occur prior 
to the start of construction 

• Please see Air Resources 

• Please see Air Resources 

• Please see Air Resources 

MM NOl-2 No Net Increase in Ambient • Please see Noise 
Noise within Joshua Tree 
National Park as identified in the 
Final EIS 

June 2014 Ap.4-14 

• NPS 
• BLM 

x • NPS 
• BLM 

• NPS (Approval) 
• BLM (Approval) 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitigation Measure Title Reporting Action Timing _____ PC C 0 D Implementation 

MM VEG-1 Assign a Designated Biologist • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
and Biological Monitors as 
identified in the Final EIS 

MM VEG-2 Conduct Biological Monitoring • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
and Reporting during Project 
Construction, Operations, and 
Decommissioning as identified 
in the Final EIS 

MM VEG-3 Prepare and Implement a • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
Worker Environmental 
Awareness Program (WEAP) as 
identified in the Final EIS 

MM VEG-4 Minimize Construction-Related • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
Impacts as identified in the Final 
EIS and modified by Appendix 7 
of the ROD 

MM VEG-5 Prepare and Implement a • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
Vegetation Resources 
Management Plan as identified 
in the Final EIS 

MM VEG-6 Provide Off-Site Compensation • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
for Impacts to Vegetation and 
Habitat as identified in the Final 
EIS and modified by Appendix 7 
of the ROD 

MM VEG-8 Implement Best Management • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
Practices to Minimize Impacts to 
Jurisdictional Areas as identified 
in the Final EIS 

MM VEG-9 Prepare and Implement an • Please see Biological Resources - Vegetation 
Integrated Weed Management 
Plan as identified in the Final 
EIS 

June 2014 Ap.4-15 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM# Mitigation Measure Title Reporting Action Timing PC C 0 D Implementation 
MM VR-1 Reduce Construction Related • Please see Visual Resources 

Impacts as identified in the Final 
EIS 

MM VR-2 Revegetation as identified in the • Please see Visual Resources 
Final EIS 

MM VR-3 Project Design to Reduce Visual • Please see Visual Resources 
Contrast as identified in the 
Final EIS 

MM VR-4 Surface Treatment of Project • Please see Visual Resources 
Structures/Buildings as 
identified in the Final EIS 

MM VR-5 Screening Vegetation Buffer as • Please see Visual Resources 
identified in the Final EIS 

TRAN-1 Limit Water Truck Deliveries as • Implement all components of mitigation measure • During construction and operation 
identified in the Final EIS 

x 

TRAN-2 Restore Local Roads as 
identified in the Final EIS 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • Prior to and at the end of project x x 

VR-1 Reduce Construction Related 
Impacts as identified in the Final 
EIS 

VR-2 

June 2014 

Revegetation as identified in the 
Final EIS 

construction and decommissioning 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • Prior to and during construction x x 

• Prepare revegetation plan 
• Implement all components of mitigation measure 

• Approved plan must be submitted no x 
more than 30 days following the 
publication of the BLM's Record of 
Decision/ROW Issuance, whichever 
comes first 

• Through decommissioning 

Ap.4-16 

x 

x 

x 

• BLM 
• Riverside County (LOS 

standards) 

x • Riverside County 
• BLM 

•SLM 

x • SLM (Approval) 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitiga_!iQ11_Measure Title Reporting Action Timing PC C 0 D Implementation 
VR-3 Project Design to Reduce Visual • Prepare Project Design Plan • Draft plan must be submitted to x x • BLM (Approval) 

Contrast as identified in the • Implement all components of mitigation measure BLM for approval at least 30 days 
Final EIS prior to (a) ordering the first 

structures that are to be color
treated during manufacture, or prior 
to construction of any of the facility 
components, whichever comes 
first. 

VR-4 Surface Treatment of Project • Prepare Surface Treatment Plan • Draft plan must be submitted to x x • BLM (Approval) 
Structures/Buildings as • Implement all components of mitigation measure BLM for approval at least 30 days 
identified in the Final EIS prior to (a) ordering the first 

structures that are to be color
treated during manufacture, or prior 
to construction of any of the facility 
components, whichever comes 
first. 

• Construction activities shall not 
start until the BLM's approval of the 
plan has been received 

• During construction 

VR-5 Screening Vegetation Buffer as • Prepare Screening Plan • Draft plan must be submitted no x x x • BLM (Approval) 
identified in the Final EIS • Implement vegetated buffer fewer than 30 days prior to the start 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure of construction 
• Final screen planning must be 

submitted following the BLM's 
review and comment period, and no 
fewer than 15 days prior to the start 
of construction 

• During construction and maintained 
throughout operation 

June 2014 Ap.4-17 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitigation Mea~l!re Title_ Reporting Action Timing PC C 0 D Implementation 
VR-6 Night Lighting Control as • Prepare and implement Night Lighting • Draft plan must be submitted no x x x • BLM (Approval) 

~:ca~!ii~ ,:~',t'..,i~:-::, 

WAT-1 

WAT-2 

WAT-3 

WAT-4 

June 2014 

identified in the Final EIS Management Plan fewer than 30 days prior to the start • NPS- Joshua Tree National 

Demonstrate compliance with 
water quality permits as 
identified in the Final EIS 

Alternative Water Source and 
Groundwater Offsets as 
identified in the Final EIS and 
modified by Appendix 7 of the 
ROD 

Groundwater Drawdown 
Monitoring and Reporting Plan 
as identified in the Final EIS 

Surface Water Protection Plan 
and Drainage Design 
Specifications as identified in 
the Final EIS 

• Coordinate with the NPS Night Sky Program of construction Park (Approval) 
Manager • Final plan must be submitted 

• Secure all applicable permits prior to construction 
• Comply with all permits 

following BLM's and NPS' review, 
and no fewer than 15 days prior to 
the start of construction 

. • During construction and operation 

• Prior to construction, demonstrate 
that all applicable agencies have 
been contacted 

• During construction and operation 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • Identify alternative water source 
prior to the onset of construction 

• Prepare and implement Groundwater Monitoring 
and Reporting Plan 

• Submit quarterly and annual data reports 

• Comply with BMPs required by the SWPP 

• During construction and operation 

• Prior to onset of construction 
• Reporting during first five years of 

project, including construction 

• Prior to construction 
• During construction, operation, and 

decommissioning 

Ap.4-18 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x x 

x • BLM 
• Riverside County 

Department of Planning and 
Building 

• CDFW; U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers; SWRCB I 
Colorado River Basin 
RWQCB (Jurisdiction for 
potential water quality 
permits) 

• BLM 
• Water district in project-area 

(Administration of 
Forbearance and Fallowing 
Program) 

• BLM (Approval) 
• Colorado River Basin 

RWQCB (Consultation) 

x • SWRCB I Colorado River 
Basin RWQCB (filing of 
NOi) 

• BLM 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM# Mitigation Measure Title Reporting Action Timing PC C 0 D Implementation 

WAT-5 Construction Site Dewatering • Implement all components of mitigation measure • If groundwater is encountered during x x x • SLM (Notification) 
Management as identified in the construction, operation, or • Colorado River Basin 
Final EIS decommissioning RWQCB (Notification) 

WAT-6 

WAT-7 

WAT-8 

WAT-9 

Drought Water Management 
and Water Conservation 
Education Programs as 
identified in the Final EIS 

Colorado River Water Supply 
Plan as identified in the Final 
EIS 

Flood and Erosion Structure 
Damage Protection as identified 
in the Final EIS 

Accidental Spill Control and 
Environmental Training as 
identified in the Final EIS 

• Implement Drought Water Management Program • Prior to onset of construction 
and Water Conservation Education Program • Implemented throughout 

• Implement Colorado River Water Supply Plan 
• Implement all components of mitigation measure 

construction and operation 

• Approval prior to onset of 
groundwater pumping 

• During construction and operations 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • Prior to and during construction 
• Maintenance during operation 

• Implement all components of mitigation measure • Prior to and during construction 

PHS-1 A Hazardous Materials • Please see Public Health and Safety 
Management Plan shall be 
prepared as identified in the 
Final EIS 

PHS-2 Best Management Practices • Please see Public Health and Safety 
(BMPs) for hazardous materials 
shall be implemented as 
identified in the Final EIS 

PHS-3 A Spill Prevention Control and • Please see Public Health and Safety 
Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan 
shall be prepared as identified 
in the Final EIS 

June 2014 Ap.4-19 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x 

• Environmental Monitor 

• SLM (Approval) 

• BLM (Approval) 
• Colorado River Basin 

RWQCB (Approval) 
• Environmental Monitor 

• Environmental Monitor 

•SLM 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitigation PA_e~sure Titl.e Reporting Action _Jiming ·- _ PC C O D . _. J_mplementation 

PHS-4 An Environmental Health and • Please see Public Health and Safety 
Safety Plan shall be prepared 
as identified in the Final EIS 

PHS-5 A project-specific Emergency • Please see Public Health and Safety 
Response and Inventory Plan 
shall be prepared as identified 
in the Final EIS 

PHS-6 Ensure proper disposal or • Please see Public Health and Safety 
recycling of photovoltaic panels 
and other infrastructure as 
identified in the Final EIS 

AMAQ-1 Dust Control Plan as identified • Comply with MM AIR-1 
in the Final EIS 

AMAQ-2 Phased construction activity as • Phase construction activity across the site to minimize• During construction 
identified in the Final EIS 

AMAQ-3 Minimize Emissions from 
grading as identified in the Final 
EIS 

AMAQ-4 Transportation plan as identified 
in the Final EIS 

AM 810-1 Habitat Compensation Plan as 
identified in the Final EIS 

AM 810-2 Integrated Weed Management 
Plan as identified in the Final 
EIS 

June2014 

the area disturbed on any single day 

• Balance cut and fill • During construction 

• Bidders for construction contract submit • Prior to issuance of construction 
transportation plans permits 

• Comply with requirements of MM VEG-6 

• Comply with requirements of MM VEG-9 

Ap.4-20 

x •SLM 

x •SLM 

x •SLM 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PlAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitigation Measure Title Reporting Action Timing PC C 0 D Implementation 
AM BI0-3 Pre-construction Surveys for • Comply with requirements of MM VEG-7 

Special-Status Plant Species 
and Cacti as identified in the 
Final EIS 

AM BI0-4 Worker Environmental • Comply with requirements of MM VEG-3 
Awareness Program (WEAP) as 
identified in the Final EIS 

AM BI0-5 Vegetation Resources • Comply with requirements of MM VEG-5 
Management Plan as identified 
in the Final EIS 

AM BI0-6 Desert Tortoise Translocation • Comply with requirements of MM WIL-2 
Plan as identified in the Final 
EIS 

AM BI0-7 Avian and Bat Protection Plan • Comply with requirements of MM WIL-6 
as identified in the Final EIS 

AM BI0-8 Construction Water Storage • Construct water ponds in accordance with migratory • During construction x • BLM 
Pond Design as identified in the waterfowl and raven management standards 
Final EIS 

AM PAL-1 Paleontological Measures as 
identified in the Final EIS 

• Comply with MM PAL-1 through MM PAL-8 

AM HAZ-7 Fire protection measures shall • Comply with FIRE-1 
be implemented as identified in 
the Final EIS 

AM HAZ-8 Fire Prevention Plan as • Comply with FIRE-1 
identified in the Final EIS 

AM HAZ-9 Emergency Response Plan as • Comply with MM PHS-5 
identified in the Final EIS 

June 2014 Ap.4-21 
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MM# 
~-_, ,.,,~,~:~ '1' -~Ahtftt~~ 
<i1~, SOds • · > : "A' ::~-~~ /,: >t_«w,,i 

-,-

AM GE0-1 Design Plan as identified in the • Include mitigation measures provided by upcoming • Prior to and during construction 
Final EIS geotechnical survey in construction design plans for 

project 

AM GE0-2 Design Features as identified in •Comply with AIR-1, WAT-1, WAT-4 
the Final EIS 

AM LU-1 Notification as identified in the 
Final EIS 

AM N-1 

"' ', 

AM HAZ-1 Spill containment and clean-up 
kits as identified in the Final EIS 

AM HAZ-2 Hazardous Materials 
Management Plan as identified 
in the Final EIS 

AM HAZ-3 Best Management Practices 
(BMPs) for hazardous materials 
as identified in the Final EIS 

AM HAZ-4 Spill Prevention Control and 
Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan 
as identified in the Final EIS 

AM HAZ-5 Environmental Health and 
Safety Plan as identified in the 
Final EIS 

• Notify property owners within 300 feet of all rnajor 
project construction milestones 

• Comply with MM NOl-1 

• Keep spill containment and clean-up kits on site 
• Also see MM PHS-3 for Spill Prevention Control and 

Countermeasures 

• Comply with MM PHS-1 

• Comply with MM PHS-2 

• Comply with MM PHS-3 

• Comply with MM PHS-4 

• At least 30 days before start of 
construction 

• During construction 

• 

June 2014 Ap.4-22 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing 

x x • BLM 

x x • BLM 

x x • BLM 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitigation Measure Title Reporting Action Timing PC C 0 D Implementation 
AM HAZ-6 Emergency Response and • Comply with MM PHS-5 

Inventory Plan as identified in 
the Final EIS 

AM HAZ-7 Fire Protection and other • Comply with FIRE-1 
requirements as identified in the 
Final EIS 

AM HAZ-8 Fire Prevention Plan as • Comply with FIRE-1 
identified in the Final EIS 

AM HAZ-9 Emergency Response Plan as • Comply with MM PHS-5 
identified in the Final EIS 

AM HAZ-10 Decommissioning Plan as 
identified in the Final EIS 

• If permanent closure is appropriate, develop 
decommissioning plan and submit to SLM for review 
and approval 

• Also see PHS-6 for recycling 
:,'S ii'°'<'''~ '·'"-•v 

AMS-1 Notification as identified in the 
Final EIS 

• Notify public of project activities and scheduling • Prior to construction x x 

AM S-2 Minimize Visual Impacts of Gen- • Comply with MM VR-3 
Tie as identified in the Final EIS 

~'1~~~1r~Jl>~~~ji~n'~~~"f\ ., .. , .. "". 

• Any activities during project lifetime 

AM TR-1 Construction Traffic Control • Prepare Traffic Control Plan 
Plan as identified in the Final 

• Prior to construction x x 

EIS 

AM TR-2 Document road conditions as 
identified in the Final EIS 

AM TR-3 Share project information with 
airport owners as identified in 
the Final EIS 

AM TR-4 Coordinate with DoD as 
identified in the Final EIS 

June2014 

• During construction and operations 

• Comply with MM TRAN-2 

• Share project information with airport owners if a • Prior to construction x 
transmission line alternative that runs near the former 
Desert Center Airport runway is selected 

• Coordinate with DoD regarding low-level flight • Prior to and during construction x x 
operations 

Ap.4-23 

x 

x 

•SLM 

x •SLM 

• Riverside County and/or 
Caltrans (Coordination) 

•SLM 

•SLM 
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n/a Equipment other than the solar • Comply with VR-3 and VR-4 
panels will have a non-reflective 
surface and neutral colors to 
minimize their visual impacts to 
the extent practical as identified 
in the Final EIS 

n/a A paint color acceptable to the • Comply with VR-4 
BLM will be used on all facilities 
that can be painted to blend the 
facility with the existing 
surroundings as identified in the 
Final EIS 

n/a Nighttime lighting will be limited • Comply with VR-6 
to areas required for operation, 
safety, or security, and will be 
directed or shielded from major 
roadways or possible outside 
observers as identified in the 
Final EIS 

n/a Lighting at high illumination • Comply with VR-6 
areas not required on a 
continuous basis will be 
controlled by switches, motion 
detectors, etc., to light the areas 
only when required as identified 
in the Final EIS 

n/a Exterior lights will be hooded • Comply with VR-6 
and lights will be directed onsite 
so that light or glare will be 
minimized as identified in the 
Final EIS 

June 2014 Ap.4-24 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

lmolementation 
'""'~''.''.-.;:m,,-,,,,.,,,1;/<;;~ 
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PLAN 

Timing Responsible Agency for 
Review, Approval, or 

MM # Mitigation Measure Title Reporting Action Timing PC C 0 D Implementation 
n/a Low-pressure sodium lamps • Comply with VR-6 

and fixtures of a non-glare type 
will be specified as identified in 
the Final EIS 

~~~.,...,~,:~~rw-:~-J-'~;~,~ 
AM WR-1 Manage Hazardous Materials • Comply with PHS-3 

and Use SPCC Plan as identified 
in the Final EIS 

.. 
June 2014 Ap.4-25 
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EXHIBITB 

FULL TEXT OF MITIGATION MEASURES AND APPLICANT MEASURES 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
Full Text of Mitigation Measures 

Full Text of Mitigation Measures and Applicant Measures 

Air Resources 

AMAQ-1 

AMAQ-2 

AMAQ-3 

AMAQ-4 

MMAIR-1 

June 2014 

Dust Control Plan. Applicant will develop and implement a dust control plan that 
includes the use of dust palliatives to ensure compliance with SCAQMD Rule 403. The 
dust control plan is expected to focus on reducing fugitive dust from construction 
activities. 

Phased construction activity. Construction activity will be phased across the Solar 
Project site in a manner that would minimize the area disturbed on any single day. 

Minimize emissions from grading. Cut and fill quantities will be balanced across the 
Solar Project site to minimize emissions from grading and to avoid the need to import fill 
materials or to remove excess soil. 

Transportation Plan. Applicant would require bidders for the construction contract to 
submit a transportation plan describing how workers would travel to the project site 
and how to encourage carpooling and alternative forms of transportation. 

Fugitive Dust Control Plan. The project owner shall develop a Fugitive Dust Control Plan 
in compliance with SCAQMD Rule 403 to reduce PM10 and PM2.5 emissions during 
construction. The Fugitive Dust Control Plan shall include: 

• Name{s), address{ es), and phone number(s) of person(s) responsible for the prepa-
ration, submission, and implementation of the plan; 

• Description and location of construction activities; and 

• Listing of all fugitive dust emissions sources included in the construction activities. 

• The following dust control measures shall be implemented: 

The road leading to the operations and maintenance facility shall be paved as early 
as practical during construction. 

All other onsite unpaved roads shall be effectively stabilized using soil stabilizers 
that can be determined to be as efficient as or more efficient for fugitive dust 
control than California Air Resources Board approved soil stabilizers, and that shall 
not increase any other environmental impacts including loss of vegetation. 

All material excavated or graded will be sufficiently watered to prevent excessive 
dust. Watering will occur as needed with complete coverage of disturbed areas. The 
excavated soil piles are watered hourly for the duration of construction or covered 
with temporary coverings. 

Construction activities that occur on unpaved surfaces will be discontinued during 
windy conditions when winds exceed 25 miles per hour and when those activities 
cause visible dust plumes. All grading activities shall be suspended when wind 
speeds are greater than 30 miles per hour. 

County of Riverside CEQA Findings 1 
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MMAIR-2 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
Full Text of Mitigation Measures 

Track-out shall not extend 25 feet or more from an active operation and track-out 
shall be removed at the conclusion of each workday. 

A wheel-washing system shall be installed and used to remove bulk material from 
tires and vehicle undercarriages before vehicles exit the project property. 

All hauling materials should be moist while being loaded into dump trucks. All haul 
trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose materials shall be covered (e.g., with tarps 
or other enclosures that would reduce fugitive dust emissions). 

Soil loads should be kept below 18 inches or the freeboard of the truck. 

Drop heights should be minimized when loaders dump soil into trucks. 

Gate seals should be tight on dump trucks. 

Traffic speeds on unpaved roads shall be limited to 15 miles per hour. 

Other fugitive dust control measures as necessary to comply with South Coast Air 
Pollution Control District Rules and Regulations. 

Disturbed areas should be minimized. 

Disturbed areas should be revegetated as soon as possible after disturbance. 

• For JTNP, the project shall not result in an increase in ambient dust conditions 
within the Park boundaries during construction. During construction, the project 
owner shall contribute fair-share funding for operation of existing dust monitoring 
stations associated with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project. Fair-share funding 
shall be negotiated with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm project and approved by 
JTNP. The project owner shall provide access to real-time dust monitoring data to 
Park staff to the extent feasible, and shall immediately address non-compliance with 
Park dust standards with Park staff. The burden of proof of infeasibility of real-time 
monitoring shall rest with the project owner. 

• The project owner shall provide an on-site dust monitor on weekend days {Saturday 
and Sunday) and holidays during the construction period (i.e., during non-working 
daytime hours) to ensure that fugitive dust conditions from destabilized soils are 
immediately detected. The on-site dust monitor shall immediately respond to 
fugitive dust conditions at the project site by mobilizing project personnel to apply 
water or other approved dust palliatives to destabilized soils in authorized work 
zones. The monitor shall document all dust palliative compliance events in a log to 
be submitted to the National Park Service and the BLM within one week after the 
occurrence of each non-compliance event. Both the duration of the event and a 
description of the response shall be documented in the log. 

Control On-Site Emissions. The project owner shall control emissions from the on-site 
off-road construction equipment by implementing the following: 

• All off-road construction diesel engines not registered under California Air 
Resources Board's Statewide Portable Equipment Registration Program, which have 
a rating of 50 horsepower to 750 horsepower, shall meet, at a minimum, the Tier 3 

June 2014 County of Riverside CEQA Findings 2 
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MMAIR-3 

MMAIR-4 

June 2014 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
Full Text of Mitigation Measures 

California Emission Standards for Off-road Compression-Ignition Engines as specified 
in California Code of Regulations, Title 13, section 2423(b)(1) unless that such engine 
is not available for a particular item of equipment. In the event a Tier 3 or Tier 4 
engine is not available for any off-road engine larger than 100 horsepower and 
smaller than 750 horsepower, that engine shall be equipped with retrofit controls 
that would provide nitrogen oxides and particulate matter emissions that are 
equivalent to Tier 3 engine. Off-road equipment with diesel engines larger than 750 
horsepower shall meet Tier 2 or Tier 3 California Emission Standards. 

• All equipment shall be turned off when not in use. Engine idling of all equipment 
shall be minimized. 

• All equipment engines shall be maintained in good operating condition and in 
proposed tune per manufacturers' specification. 

• Where appropriate, use alternatively fueled construction equipment, and utilize 
grid-based electricity and/or onsite renewable electricity generation rather than 
diesel and/or gasoline powered generators. 

• Construction contracts shall incorporate the following controls to ensure effective 
implementation of the emission reductions: employ periodic unscheduled 
inspections to limit unnecessary idling and to ensure that construction equipment is 
properly maintained and tuned; prohibit any tampering with engines; identify where 
implementation of mitigation measures is rejected based on economic infeasibility. 

Control Operational Fugitive Oust. The project owner shall control fugitive dust from 
the unpaved roads on the site during operation using the following methods: 

• The main access road for employees and deliveries to the maintenance complex 
shall be paved as early during construction as practical. 

• The other unpaved roads at the site shall be stabilized using water or soil stabilizers 
so that vehicle travel on these roads does not cause visible dust plumes. 

• Traffic speeds on unpaved roads shall be limited to no more than 15 miles per hour. 
Traffic speed signs shall be displayed prominently at all site entrances and at egress 
point(s) from the central maintenance complex. 

• For JTNP, the project shall not result in an increas~ in ambient dust conditions 
within the Park boundaries during operation. Over the operational life of the 
project, the project owner shall contribute fair-share funding for operation of 
existing dust monitoring stations associated with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
project. Fair-share funding shall be negotiated with the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm 
project and approved by JTNP. The project owner shall provide access to real-time 
dust monitoring data to Park staff to the extent feasible, and shall immediately 
address non-compliance with Park dust standards with Park staff. The burden of 
proof of infeasibility of real-time monitoring shall rest with the project owner. 

Control Equipment Emissions. The project owner shall control emissions from the 
on-site dedicated equipment (i.e., equipment that would remain on site each day) by 
implementing the following: 

County of Riverside CEQA Findings 3 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
Full Text of Mitigation Measures 

• All on-site on-road vehicles for operation/maintenance shall be new equipment that 
meets the recent California Air Resources Board engine emission standards or alter
natively fueled construction equipment, such as compressed natural gas, liquefied 
natural gas, or electric, as appropriate. 

• All equipment shall be turned off when not in use. Engine idling of all equipment 
shall be minimized. 

Biological Resources - Vegetation 

AM 810-1 

AM 810-2 

AM810-3 

AM 810-4 

June 2014 

Habitat Compensation Plan. A Habitat Compensation Plan is being prepared and will be 
implemented by the Applicant to compensate for the loss of creosote desert scrub, 
desert dry wash woodland, and jurisdictional resources. Compensation will be accom
plished by acquisition of mitigation land or conservation easements or by providing 
funding for specific land acquisition, endowment, restoration, and management actions 
under one of several programs, such as the recently approved mitigation program 
created by AB 13. The Habitat Compensation Plan will be reviewed and approved by 
BLM, United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and the California Department of 
Fish and Game (CDFG). The precise details of the mitigation, including mitigation ratios, 
will be established in the BLM Right-of-Way (ROW) grant, USFWS Biological Opinion, and 
any CDFG 2081 Incidental Take Permit or CDFG 2080.1 Consistency Determination. 

Integrated Weed Management Plan. A Draft Integrated Weed Management Plan 
(IWMP) will be prepared pursuant to BLM's Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on 
BLM Lands in 17 Western States (BLM 2007) and the National Invasive Species 
Management Plan (NISC 2008), and will be implemented by the Applicant to reduce the 
potential for the introduction of invasive species during construction, operation and 
maintenance, and decommissioning of the project. The draft plan will be reviewed and 
approved by the BLM. 

Pre-construction Surveys for Special-Status Plant Species and Cacti. Before 
construction, the Applicant will stake and flag the construction area boundaries, 
including the construetion areas for the solar farm site and gen-tie line; construction 
laydown, parking, and work areas; and the boundaries of all temporary and permanent 
access roads. A SLM-approved biologist will then survey all areas of proposed ground 
disturbance for special-status plant species and cacti during the appropriate blooming 
period for those species having the potential to occur in the construction areas. All 
special-status plant species and cacti observed will be flagged for transplantation. All 
cacti observed will be flagged for transplantation and special-status plant species 
observed will be flagged for salvage. 

Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP). The Applicant will implement a 
WEAP to educate on-site workers about sensitive environmental issues associated with 
the project. The WEAP will be administered to all on-site personnel including surveyors, 
construction engineers, employees, contractors, contractor's employees, supervisors, 
inspectors, subcontractors, and delivery personnel. The program will be implemented 
during site mobilization, ground disturbance, grading, construction, operation, and 
closure. BLM will be responsible for ensuring that each construction worker at the site, 
throughout the duration of construction activities, receives the above training. 
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AM BI0-5 

MM VEG-1 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
Full Text of Mitigation Measures 

Vegetation Resources Management Plan. The Applicant will prepare and implement a 
Vegetation Resources Management Plan that contains the following components: 

• A Vegetation Salvage Plan which discusses the methods that will be used to 
transplant cacti present within the project locations following BLM's standard 
operating procedures, as well as methods that will be used to transplant 
special-status plant species that occur in the project locations if feasible. 

• A Restoration Plan which discusses the methods that will be used to restore 
Creosote Bush Scrub and Desert Dry Wash Woodland Habitat that is temporarily 
disturbed by construction activities. 

• The Vegetation Salvage Plan and Restoration Plan will specify success criteria and 
performance standards. BLM will be responsible for reviewing and approving the 
plan and for ensuring that the Applicant implements the plan including maintenance 
and monitoring required in the plan. 

Assign a Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors. Prior to ground-disturbing 
activities, an individual will be designated by the project owner and approved by the 
BLM, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies (USFWS and CDFG) as a Designated 
Biologist (i.e., field contact representative). The project owner will appoint a Designated 
Biologist throughout the construction, O&M, and post-project decommissioning phases, 
and any subsequent monitoring/reporting period. For the construction and 
decommissioning phases of the project, and subsequent monitoring and reporting, the 
Designated Biologist's qualifications will be as listed below. These requirements may be 
adjusted over the life of the project depending on specific agency policies and status of 
special-status species in the vicinity, and the nature of project operational activities by 
agreement among the BLM, Riverside County, and Resource Agencies. Minimum 
qualifications shall be as follows: 

• Bachelor's degree in biological sciences, zoology, botany, ecology, or a closely 
related field; 

• At least three years of experience in field biology or current certification of a 
nationally recognized biological society, such as The Ecological Society of America or 
The Wildlife Society; 

• At least one year of direct field experience with biological resources found in or near 
the project area, including desert tortoise; 

• Meet the current USFWS Authorized Biologist qualifications criteria 
(http://.fws.gov/ventura/ species _information/ protocols _guidelines/index. ht 
ml), demonstrate familiarity with protocols and guidelines for the desert tortoise, 
and be approved by the USFWS (note that biologists who meet earlier USFWS 
criteria may not meet current criteria due to requirements td assess health and 
draw blood; biologists must obtain training such as that offered through the Desert 
Tortoise Conservation Center in Las Vegas); and 

• Possess a california Endangered Species Act Memorandum of Understanding 
pursuant to Section 2081(a) for desert tortoise. 
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June 2014 

Desert Harvest Solar. Project 
Full Text of Mitigation Measures 

The Designated Biologist duties will vary during the construction, O&M, and 
decommissioning phases. In general, the duties will include, but will not be limited to 
those listed below: 

• Notify the BLM's Authorized Officer, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies at 
least 14 calendar days before initiation of ground-disturbing activities. 

• Immediately notify the project owner, BLM's Authorized Officer, Riverside County, 
and the Resource Agencies (as applicable) in writing of any non-compliance with any 
of the biological mitigation measures or permit conditions. 

• Conduct continuous compliance inspections throughout the initial site preparation 
activities, including the construction of tortoise-exclusion fencing; pre-construction 
clearance surveys; and initial clearing, grubbing, and grading. Provide weekly verbal 
or written updates to BLM, Riverside County, and, for any information pertinent to 
state or federal permits, to the Resource Agencies. 

• After the initial clearance and construction activities are complete, conduct monthly 
compliance inspections throughout the construction and decommissioning phases 
of the project, and provide weekly verbal or written updates to BLM, Riverside 
County, CDFG, and USFWS. The Biological Monitor will conduct inspections daily or 
weekly as necessary during construction and decommissioning to provide these 
weekly updates. Prepare and submit monthly compliance reports as required in MM 
VEG-2, and other reports as required under all applicable mitigation measures. A 
copy of the monthly .compliance reports will also be provided to Joshua Tree 
National Park (JTNP). 

• During the operations phase of the project, conduct quarterly compliance 
inspections; conduct weed monitoring and control (as required in MM VEG-9); 
prepare and submit quarterly compliance reports and other reports as required 
under all adopted mitigation measures. 

• Be available to supervise, conduct, and coordinate mitigation, monitoring, and other 
biological resources compliance requirements, particularly in areas requiring 
avoidance or containing sensitive biological resources, such as special-status species 
or their habitat; and to appoint a Biological Monitor as temporary contact at any 
time the Designated Biologist will be unavailable. 

• Respond directly to inquiries of the BLM, Riverside County, the Resource Agencies, 
NPS, or any other agencies regarding biological resource issues. 

• Train and supervise the Biological Monitors as appropriate, and ensure their 
familiarity with the Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP) training, 
mitigation measures, conditions required by biological permits and agreements, and 
current USFWS guidelines on desert tortoise surveys and handling procedures. 

• Maintain the ability to be in regular, direct communication with representatives of 
the BLM, Riverside County, the Resource Agencies, and JTNP, including notifying 
these agencies of dead or injured special-status species. 

The project owner and Designated Biologist will appoint Biological Monitors as needed 
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June 2014 

Desert Harvest Solar Project 
Full Text of Mitigation Measures 

for the construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases of the project. During the 
operations phase, a Biological Monitor may assume most of the on-site duties, so long 
as a qualified Designated Biologist is available as needed. The Designated Biologist will 
submit the resume, at least three (3) references, and contact information of each of the 
proposed Biological Monitors to the BLM's Authorized Officer, Riverside County, and the 
Resource Agencies. The resume will demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the BLM's 
Authorized Officer and Riverside County, the appropriate education and experience to 
accomplish the assigned biological resources tasks. The responsibilities, qualifications, 
and authority of each Biological Monitor will be the equivalent of the USFWS designated 
Desert Tortoise Monitor {http://www.fws.gov/ventura/species information/protocols 
guidelines/.). 

The Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors will conduct clearance surveys and 
monitoring duties as defined in all adopted mitigation measures. In addition, they will: 

• Clearly mark sensitive biological resource areas, as appropriate, during construction, 
O&M, and decommissioning, and inspect these areas at appropriate intervals for 
compliance with regulatory terms and conditions. 

• Inspect active construction or O&M activity areas where animals may have become 
trapped prior to construction commencing each day. At the end of each work day, 
inspect for the installation of structures that prevent entrapment or allow escape 
during periods of construction inactivity. Periodically inspect areas with high vehicle 
activity (e.g., parking lots) for animals in harm's way and relocate them if necessary. 

• Present WEAP training to all project employees, contractors, and on-site personnel 
and provide documentation to the BLM, Riverside County, and Resource Agencies 
(as applicable), as defined in MM VEG-3. 

Conduct Biological Monitoring and Reporting during Project Construction, Operations, 
and Decommissioning. The Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors will conduct 
surveys and monitoring of mobilization activities, construction-related ground 
disturbance, grading, boring, or trenching during all phases of the project. The 
Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors will ensure that construction activities are 
contained within the staked and flagged construction areas at all times. The Designated 
Biologist or a Biological Monitor will be present during all ground-disturbing activities 
and, to the extent practicable, will actively or passively (i.e., without handling the 
animals) relocate wildlife out of harm's way. Relocated animals will be moved to a 
suitable location on BLM lands outside of the project footprint. This location will be 
within 500 meters of the animal's original location, if feasible. Desert tortoises will only 
be handled in accordance with the project Biological Opinion and Incidental Take Permit 
issued by USFWS and CDFG, respectively. Provisions for handling desert tortoises will be 
specified in the Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan (see MM WIL-2). 

The Designated Biologist will have the authority and responsibility to immediately halt 
any project activities that are not in compliance with mitigation measures incorporated 
into the BLM Record of Decision or Riverside County's Conditional Use Permit or any 
Conditions of Approval, any requirements of the USFWS Biological Opinion, the CDFG 
2081 Incidental Take Permit or 2080.1 Consistency Determination, the CDFG 1600 
Streambed Alteration Agreement, or any other applicable permit or agreement for the 
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June 2014 

project involving biological resources. 

De5ert Harvest Solar Project 
Full Text of Mitigation Measures 

The Designated Biologist and the Biological Monitors will also have the authority to 
order any reasonable measure to avoid take of a listed species. If required by the 
Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor(s), the project owner's 
construction/operation manager will halt any site mobilization, ground disturbance, 
grading, boring, trenching, or operation activities in areas specified by the Designated 
Biologist. The Designated Biologist will: 

1. Require a halt to any activities in any area if it is determined that the activity, if 
continued, would cause an unauthorized adverse impact to biological resources; 

2. Inform the project owner and the construction/operation manager when activities 
may resume; 

3. Notify the BLM, Riverside County, and Resource Agencies (as applicable) no later 
than the following morning (or Monday morning in the case of a weekend) of a halt 
of any activities, and any corrective actions already taken or to be taken as a result 
of the work stoppage; 

4. If the Designated Biologist is unavailable for direct consultation, an appointed 
Biological Monitor will act on behalf of the Designated Biologist; and 

5. Report all special-status species observations to the CNDDB and include copes of 
these reports in monthly or quarterly monitoring reports, and immediately report 
any dead or injured listed threatened or endangered species to the Resource 
Agencies. 

Any translocation of desert tortoises will be done in accordance with the project 
Biological Opinion issued by the USFWS, and any biologists who handle tortoises will be 
authorized to do so in advance by USFWS. 

Throughout the construction and decommissioning phases of the project, the 
Designated Biologist will submit a monthly compliance report to the project owner, 
BLM's Authorized Officer, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies. Copies of the 
monthly compliance reports will also be provided to the NPS. After construction has 
been completed, and again when decommissioning is complete, the Designated 
Biologist will provide the project owner, Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Riverside 
County, and JTNP with final construction-phase and decommissioning-phase monitoring 
reports. The Biological Monitor will also provide BLM with brief weekly updates on the 
status of construction and monitoring efforts throughout the construction and 
decommissioning phases. During the O&M phase, the reporting schedule will be 
quarterly rather than monthly. The project owner will be responsible for ensuring that 
construction monitoring is conducted during all project phases. 

Prepare and Implement a Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP). This 
mitigation measure provides further detail and specificity to the WEAP requirements 
described in AM BI0-4. The project owner will prepare and. implement a project-specific 
WEAP that will be available in English and Spanish. The project owner will secure 
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Desert Harvest Solar Project 
Full Text of Mitigation Measures 

approval for the WEAP from the BLM and Riverside County in consultation with the 
USFWS and CDFG. The WEAP will be provided to the JTNP for review and comment. The 
project owner will be responsible for ensuring that all workers at the site receive this 
training prior to beginning work on ·the project and throughout the construction, 
operations, and decommissioning phases. The WEAP will be administered to all on-site 
personnel including surveyors, construction engineers, employees, contractors, 
contractor's employees, supervisors, inspectors, subcontractors, and delivery personnel. 
The WEAP will be implemented during site pre-construction, construction, operation, 
and closure/decommissioning. The WEAP will: 

1. Be developed by or in consultation with the Designated Biologist and consist of an 
on-site or training center presentation in which supporting written material and 
electronic media, including photographs of protected species, is made available to 
all participants; 

2. Provide an explanation of the function of flagging that designates authorized work 
areas; 

3. Discuss general safety protocols such as hazardous substance spill prevention and 
containment measures and fire prevention and protection measures; 

4. Provide a review of mitigation and biological permit requirements; 

5. Provide an explanation of the sensitivity of the vegetation and habitat within and 
adjacent to work areas, and proper identification of these resources; 

6. Provide a discussion of the federal and State Endangered Species Acts, Bald and 
Golden Eagle Protection Act, and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and the conse
quences of non-compliance with these acts; 

7. Discuss the locations and types of sensitive biological resources on the project site 
and adjacent areas, and explain the reasons for protecting these resources; 

8. Inform participants that no snakes, other reptiles, birds, bats, or any other wildlife 
will be harmed or harassed; 

9. Place special emphasis on species known or likely to occur on the project site and/or 
gen-tie alignment, including special-status plants, desert tortoise, Mojave 
fringe-toed lizard, burrowing owl, golden eagle, nesting birds, desert kit fox, Palm 
Springs round-tailed ground squirrel, American badger, and Nelson's bighorn sheep, 
including information on physical characteristics, distribution, behavior, ecology, 
sensitivity to human activities, legal protection, penalties for violations, reporting 
requirements, and protection measures; 

10. Describe the temporary and permanent habitat protection measures to be 
implemented at the project site; 

11. Discuss the importance of avoiding the introduction of invasive weeds onto the 
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project site and surrounding areas, describe the Integrated Weed Management Plan 
(MM VEG-9) and applicable compliance requirements for workers on the site; 

12. Provide contact information for the Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors to 
handle late comments and questions about the material discussed in the program, 
as well as notification of any dead or injured wildlife species encountered during 
project-related activities; 

13. Include printed training materials, including photographs and brief descriptions of 
Emory's crucifixion thorn and other special-status plants that may be encountered, 
desert tortoises, Mojave fringe-toed lizards, burrowing owls, golden eagles, nesting 
birds covered under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, desert kit fox, roosting bats, 
Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrels, Nelson's bighorn sheep, and American 
badger, including behavior, ecology, sensitivity to human activities, legal protection, 
penalties for violations, reporting requirements, and protection measures; 

14. Prominently display posters and descriptions in offices, conference rooms, 
employee break rooms, and other areas where employees may congregate, of 
Emory's crucifixion thorn and other special-status plants that may be encountered, 
desert tortoises, Mojave fringe-toed lizards, burrowing owls, golden eagles, nesting 
birds, desert kit fox, roosting bats, Palm Springs round-tailed ground squirrels, 
Nelson's bighorn sheep, and American badger, including behavior, ecology, 
sensitivity to human activities, legal protection, penalties for violations, reporting 
requirements, and protection measures; 

15. Direct all WEAP trainees to report all observations of listed species and their sign to 
the Designated Biologist for inclusion in the monthly compliance report; and 

16. Include a training acknowledgment form to be signed by each worker indicating that 
they received training and will abide by the guidelines. 

The specific program can be administered by a competent individual(s) acceptable to 
the Designated Biologist. The project owner will be responsible for ensuring that each 
construction worker at the site and gen-tie, throughout the duration of construction and 
decommissioning activities, receives the above training. 

Minimize Construction-Related Impacts. Final engineering of the project will reduce the 
extent of the temporary construction work areas to the extent feasible and minimize 
the impacts to native vegetation and habitat. Prior to the start of construction, work 
areas (including, but not limited to, staging areas, access roads, and sites for temporary 
placement of construction materials and spoils) will be delineated with orange 
construction fencing or staking to clearly identify the limits of work and will be verified 
by the Designated Biologist or the Biological Monitor (MM VEG-1) prior to 
ground-disturbing activities. Fencing/staking will remain in place for the duration of 
construction. Spoils will be stockpiled in disturbed areas lacking native vegetation or 
where habitat quality is poor. To the extent possible, disturbance of shrubs and surface 
soils due to stockpiling will be minimized. All disturbances, vehicles, and equipment will 
be confined to the fenced/flagged areas. 
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Spoils and topsoil will be stockpiled in areas already disturbed or to be disturbed by 
construction, so that stockpile sites do not add to total disturbance footprint. 

When feasible, construction activities will implement drive and crush rather than 
grading. Construction equipment would drive over and crush native plants to minimize 
impacts to the roots of desert shrubs. Drive and crush is expected to reduce the 
recovery time of desert shrubs within the temporary construction areas. 

Site grading within the project site shall be localized in nature and limited to major 
access roads, inverter pad locations, lay down areas, tracker locations and ancillary 
facilities (including parking area, material storage, operations and maintenance building 
and switchyard). 

With regard to CDFW jurisdictional streams, localized grading will be required to allow 
vehicle access when the slope is greater than 1 percent at the boundaries of delineated 
CDFW jurisdictional streambeds and the streambed is deeper than 12 inches (i.e., too 
steep for vehicles to traverse unassisted). Additionally, localized grading will be used 
where foundations or roads must be sited within streambeds. In all other instances, 
grading within CDFW jurisdictional streambeds shall be only occur when no other 
equally-sound method of engineering will allow development of the project at an equal 
or lesser cost than grading. 

Excavation shall be limited to trenches for electrical conductors that connect the PV 
modules and the inverters to the switchyard. The PV modules. would be electrically 
connected by wire harnesses and combiner boxes that would collect power from several 
rows of modules and feed the project's power conversion stations via direct current 
(DC) cables placed in underground covered trenches of an estimated 3 feet deep and 
from 1.5 to 2.5 feet wide. 

Temporarily disturbed areas shall be revegetated. 

Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Resources Management Plan. This mitigation 
measure provides further detail and specifi.city to the Pre-construction Surveys for 
Special-Status Plant Species and Cacti provided in AM BI0-3, and the Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan described in AM BI0-5. The project owner will contract a 
qualified botanist to prepare and implement a Vegetation Resources Management Plan, 
to be reviewed and approved by BLM, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies. The 
Resources Management Plan will be provided to the JTNP for review and comment. The 
Vegetation Resources Management Plan must be approved in writing prior to the 
initiation of any vegetation-disturbing activities. The Plan's goal will be to prevent 
further degradation of disturbed sites, but not necessarily to restore pre-disturbance 
habitat values, due to off-site compensation requirements (MM VEG-6). The Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan will detail the methods for revegetation of temporarily 
impacted sites; salvage of cacti and special-status plants from the project footprint; and 
long-term management of vegetation within the solar facility during its operations. The 
Vegetation Resources Management Plan· will be supplemented prior to decommis
sioning to provide a framework for vegetation management and post-decommissioning 
restoration/reclamation. The Vegetation Resources Management Plan will include the 
following components: 
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1. Reclamation, revegetation, or restoration of temporarily impacted sites. Tempo
rary project disturbances to soils and vegetation (e.g., staging areas, materials and 
equipment, lay-down areas, temporary work areas and access routes along the gen
tie line) are analyzed as long-term disturbance, and habitat compensation lands are 
required to mitigate those long-term impacts (MM VEG-6). In order to avoid further 
degradation of these sites, the project owner will prepare and implement a plan to 
revegetate or restore the sites. The objectives will be to prevent or minimize further 
site degradation; stabilize soils; maximize the likelihood of vegetation recovery over 
time; and minimize soil erosion, dust generation, and weed invasions. The nature of 
site reclamation, revegetation, or restoration at each site will differ according to its 
pre-disturbance condition and the nature of the construction disturbance (e.g., 
drive and crush, vs. blading). 

2. Implementation: The Plan will include at minimum: (a) soil preparation measures, 
including locations of recontouring, decompacting, imprinting, or other treatments; 
(b) details for topsoil storage, as applicable; (c) plant material collection and 
acquisition guidelines, including guidelines for salvaging, storing, and handling 
plants from the project site, as well as obtaining replacement plants from outside 
the project area; (d) a plan view drawing or schematic depicting the temporary 
disturbance areas (drawing of "typical" gen-tie structure sites will be appropriate); 
(e) time of year that the planting or seeding will occur and the methodology of the 
planting; (f) a description of the irrigation, if used; (g) a statement that the 
Integrated Weed Management Plan (MM VEG-9) will be implemented, or alternate 
measures to control invasive weeds undertaken, as appropriate to site conditions; 
(h) quantitative success criteria; and (i) a detailed monitoring program to measure 
the success criteria, commensurate with the Plan goals. This Plan will also contain 
contingency measures for failed revegetation or restoration efforts (efforts not 
meeting success criteria). 

3. Seed and Nursery Stock. Only seed or potted nursery stock of locally occurring 
native species from a local source will be used for revegetation. Seeding and 
planting will be conducted as described in Chapter 5 of Rehabilitation of Disturbed 
Lands in California (Newton and Claassen 2003). The list of plants observed during 
botanical surveys of the project area will be used as a guide to site-specific plant 
selection for revegetation. 

4. Monitoring Requirement and Success Criteria. The Plan will include objective, 
quantifiable success criteria, commensurate with the goals of the Plan. Monitoring 
of the reclamation, revegetation, or restoration sites will continue annually for 3 
years or until the defined success criteria are achieved, whichever is later. The proj
ect owner will be responsible for implementing remediation measures as needed. 
Following remediation work, the site will be subject to the success criteria and 
monitoring period as required for the initial reclamation, revegetation, or 
restoration. 

5. Cactus Salvage. In conformance with BLM policy, the project owner will include 
salvaged or nursery stock yuccas (all species), and cacti (excluding cholla species, 
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genus Cylindropuntia), in revegetation plans and implementation affecting SLM 
lands. The Plan will include methods to salvage and replant cacti, yucca, or other 
native species found on the site, prior to disturbance. It will include descriptions of 
pre-project field surveys to locate and identify specimens suitable for salvage; 
season for salvaging the plants; methods for salvage, storage, and re-planting them; 
locations for re-planting; and appropriate monitoring and success criteria for the 
salvage work. 

6. Operations Phase On-Site Vegetation Management: The Plan will include methods 
and scheduling for on-site vegetation management throughout the operations 
phase, describing mowing or other vegetation treatments to be implemented, 
disposal of mown material, and incorporating all applicable components of the 
Integrated Weed Management Plan, including any proposed herbicide usage. 

7. Decommissioning Phase Plan Supplement. Prior to closing and decommissioning 
the project, the project owner will contract a qualified botanist to prepare a 
supplement to the Vegetation Resources Management Plan, to describe all pro
posed vegetation management activities, and to be consistent with the site's pro
posed reuse. The supplement will describe any proposed reclamation, revegetation, 
or restoration of the site, to be consistent with Section 1 of this measure, above, as 
well as weed management and post-decommissioning monitoring requirements and 
success criteria. 

8. Reporting. Within 90 days after completion of each year of project construction, the 
project owner will provide to the BLM and Riverside County verification of the total 
vegetation acreage subject to temporary and permanent disturbance and a written 
report identifying which items of the Vegetation Resources Management Plan have 
been completed, a summary of all modifications to mitigation measures made 
during the project's construction and decommissioning phases, and which items are 
still outstanding. The annual reports will also include a summary of the reclamation, 
revegetation, or restoration activities for the year, a discussion of whether 
performance standards for the year were met, any remedial actions conducted and 
recommendations for remedial action, if warranted, that are planned for the 
upcoming year. 

Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat. This mitigation 
measure provides further detail and specificity to the habitat compensation require
ments described in AM BI0-1. In addition to compensating for impacts to vegetation 
resources, this measure also compensates for wildlife habitat resources. The Habitat 
Compensation Plan will compensate for acreages and habitat types as defined herein. 
The Plan will be submitted for approval to the BLM, Riverside County, and Resource 
Agencies prior to the commencement of construction. The Habitat Compensation Plan 
will be provided to the JTNP for review and comment. 

The project owner will acquire and protect, in perpetuity, compensation habitat to 
mitigate impacts to biological resources as detailed below. The compensation lands will 
be placed under conservation management to be funded through the terms described 
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herein. The acreages and ratios will be based upon final calculation of impacted acreage 
for each resource and on ratios set forth in this measure, or in the USFWS Biological 
Opinion, the CDFG Streambed Alteration Agreement, the CDFG Incidental Take Permit, 
or the Consistency Determination, whichever presents a higher ratio. Acreages of 
anticipated compensation requirements as summarized throughout this measure are 
based on impacts analysis of Alternatives 4 and B (proposed project) in Sections 4.3 and 
4.4 and ratios described below. Acreages will be adjusted as appropriate for other 
alternatives or future modifications during implementation. 

Compensation will be provided for impacts to the following resources, at the specified 
ratios (acres acquired and preserved to acres impacted): 

• Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland (Desert Dry Wash Woodland) (3:1) 

• Dune and partially stabilized sandfield habitat (applicable only to Alternative E, all 

within the Palen-Ford WHMA; 5:1) 

• Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) (1:1) 

• State-jurisdictional streambeds (3:1) 

• Occupied habitat for special-status plants (1:1; see MM VEG-7) 

• Occupied or suitable desert tortoise habitat and habitat linkages (minimum 1:1) 

• Occupied and suitable Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat (only applicable to 

Alternative E, all within the Palen-Ford WHMA; 5:1) 

• Occupied or suitable habitat for breeding or wintering burrowing owls (13 acres for 

each single burrowing owl or breeding pair if owls occur on compensation lands; 

19.5 acres per single burrowing owl or breeding pair if there is no evidence that the 

compensation lands are currently occupied by burrowing owls). Note that 

compensation will be required if owls are observed during preconstruction or 

clearance surveys, or during other incidental observations. 

• Golden eagle foraging habitat (1:1) 

• Nelson's bighorn sheep movement habitat (1:1) 

• General wildlife movement corridors/habitat linkages (1:1) 

• Habitat for other special-status wildlife species and nesting birds (1:1) 

• Chuckwalla Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA) (5:1) 
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• Chuckwalla Desert Tortoise Critical Habitat Unit (CHU) (5:1) 

• Palen-Ford Wildlife Habitat Management Area (WHMA) {2:1) 

Under the proposed project, a total of 1,300 acres would be impacted {1,208 acres at 
the project site, and 92 acres along gen-tie Alternative B). Based on the proposed 
project, total habitat compensation lands would be no fewer than 2,083.5 acres, 
including, at minimum, 1,300 acres of desert tortoise habitat and 928.5 acres of 
state-jurisdictional streambeds {including at least 693 acres of Blue Palo Verde
Ironwood Woodland, or Desert Dry Wash Woodland). Final compensatory habitat 
acreages will be based on the final alternative selected and final project design. Table 
4.3-3 details the minimum acres of habitat compensation lands for the proposed 
project, assuming maximum nesting of compensation lands {see discussion of "nesting" 
in Item 1 below Table 4.3-3). Final compensation requirements will be adjusted to 
account for any deviations in project disturbance, according to the final alternative 
selected, final design, and as-built project footprint. If the project shares gen-tie 
infrastructure with DSSF as proposed under Alternative B, the DHSP project owner will 
be responsible only for its proportion of compensation acreage to be acquired as 
mitigation for impacts of the shared facilities {i.e., 50 percent of compensation land 
requirements for construction-related impacts for shared infrastructure). The total 
amount of compensation mitigation lands required under this measure may exceed the 
acreages identified in Table 4.3-3, in order to provide mitigation for all of the resources 
identified in this measure. 

1. Nesting Compensation Lands. Compensation lands for biological resources may be 
"nested." For example, compensation for impacts to burrowing owls could be 
entirely or partially fulfilled by the acquisition of Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran 
Desert Scrub) compensation lands, provided those lands also contain suitable or 
occupied burrowing owl habitat and the acreage of compensation lands for burrow
ing owls is met. Thus, compensation for burrowing owls or other resources {desert 
tortoise, rare plants, golden eagle, etc.) may be fully nested within other compen
sation requirements. 

2. Compensation Ratios. Where impacted habitats meet criteria as two (2) or more 
compensation ratios, the highest ratio will apply. For example, impacts to occupied 
desert tortoise habitat in Creosote Bush Scrub (Sonoran Desert Scrub) within the 
Chuckwalla DWMA would require mitigation at a 5:1 ratio. 

3. Compensation Land Selection Criteria. Criteria for the acquisition, initial protection 
and habitat improvement, and long-term maintenance and management of com
pensation lands for impacts to biological resources will include all of the following: 

a. Compensation lands selected for acquisition to meet BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and 
Riverside County requirements will provide habitat value that is equal to or 
better than the quality and function of the habitat impacted, to be determined 
by BLM, CDFG, and USFWS biologist, taking into consideration soils, vegetation, 
topography, human-related disturbance, wildlife movement opportunity, 
proximity to other protected lands, management feasibility, and other habitat 
values; 
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b. To the extent that proposed compensation habitat may have been degraded by 
previous uses or activities, the site quality and nature of degradation must 
support the expectation that it will regenerate naturally when disturbances are 
removed; 

c. Be near larger blocks of lands that are either already protected or planned for 
protection, or which could feasibly be protected long-term by a public resource 
agency or a non-governmental organization dedicated to habitat preservation; 

d. Not have a history of intensive recreational use or other disturbance that might 
cause future erosion or other habitat damage, and make habitat recovery and 
restoration infeasible; 

e. Not be characterized by high densities of invasive species, either on or imme
diately adjacent to the parcels under consideration, that might jeopardize 
habitat recovery and restoration; 

f. Not contain hazardous wastes that cannot be removed to the extent that the 
site could not provide suitable habitat; 

g. Must provide wildlife movement value equal to that on the project site, to be 
determined by BLM, CDFG, and USFWS, based on topography, presence and 
nature of movement barriers or crossing points, location in relationship to other 
habitat areas, management feasibility, and other habitat values; and 

h. Have water and mineral rights included as part of the acquisition, unless the 
BLM and Riverside County, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, agree in 
writing to the acceptability of land without these rights. 

i. Additional selection criteria for desert tortoise compensation lands: 

i. Compensation lands for impacts to desert tortoise will be within the 
Colorado Desert Tortoise Recovery Unit; 

ii. Will be contiguous and biologically connected to lands currently occupied by 
desert tortoise, ideally with populations that are stable, recovering, or likely 
to recover (for lands proposed as desert tortoise habitat compensation; and 

iii. Will contribute to wildlife movement and desert tortoise population 
connectivity value at least equal to that on the project site, by contributing 
to linkages between desert tortoise designated critical habitat, known 
populations of desert tortoise, and other lands allocated for conservation. 
The primary focus area for acquiring parcels to maintain/improve 
connectivity will be along the 1-10 corridor between Desert Center and 
Cactus City with a priority on parcels that connect conserved lands on either 
side of the 1-10 through large culverts or bridges; the habitat compensation 
ratio for mitigation lands along the 1-10 corridor will be 1:1 for each acre of 
total long-term and permanent disturbance. If acquisition of sufficient 
acreage within the 1-10 corridor is not feasible, then the project owner will 
coordinate with Resource Agencies to identify other suitable lands to 
compensate for the project's impacts to desert tortoise habitat connectivity. 
The applicant shall use best efforts to acquire and restore lands within the 
Chuckwalla Valley to help maintain a connectivity corridor that is accessible 
to wildlife, and will support desert tortoise movement and occupancy. 
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iv. Located within the 1-10 connectivity corrido·r (as identified in the Biological 
Opinion for the project) that constitute either (i) 1,800 acres, or (ii) if BLM 
approves a Project that requires less than 1,800 acres of compensatory 
mitigation lands, 100 percent of what is required under the Biological 
Opinion as adjusted for the smaller project. If the Project requires more 
than 1,800 total acres of mitigation land, the applicant agrees to use best 
efforts to acquire lands within Priority 1 or 2 desert tortoise connectivity 
lands within the NECO planning area, as identified in the Solar Energy 
Development PEIS, provided USFWS and CDFW confirm such lands satisfy 
the compensatory mitigation standards set forth in the Biological Opinion. 

j. Additional selection criteria for special-status plant compensation lands. The 
compensation lands selected for acquisition for impacts to special-status plants 
will include at least one of the following categories: 

i. Occupied Habitat, No Habitat Threats. The compensation lands selected for 
acquisition will be occupied by the target plant population and will be 
characterized by site integrity and habitat quality that are required to 
support the target species, and will be of equal or better habitat quality 
than that of the affected occurrence. The occurrence of the target 
special-status plant on the proposed acquisition lands should be viable, 
stable or increasing (in size and reproduction). 

ii. Unoccupied but Adjacent. The project owner may also acquire habitat for 
which occupancy by the target species has not been documented, if the 
proposed acquisition lands are adjacent to occupied habitat. The project 
owner will provide evidence that acquisition of such unoccupied lands 
would improve the defensibility and long-term sustainability of the occupied 
habitat by providing a protective buffer around the occurrence and by 
enhancing connectivity with undisturbed habitat. 

k. If all or any portion of the acquired compensation lands meets the habitat occu
pancy or suitability requirement for more than one of the resources listed 
above, that portion of those compensation lands may also be used to fulfill that 
portion of the obligation to acquire compensation lands to mitigate impacts to 
those resources. 

4. Review and Approval of Compensation Lands Prior to Acquisition. The project 
owner will submit a formal acquisition proposal to the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and 
Riverside County describing the parcel(s) intended for purchase. This acquisition 
proposal will discuss the suitability of the proposed parcel(s) as compensation lands 
in relation to the selection criteria listed above, and must be approved by the BLM, 
CDFG, USFWS, and Riverside County in. The project owner will submit the formal 
acquisition proposal to the JTNP for review and comment. 

5. Management Plan. The project owner or approved third party will prepare a 
management plan for the compensation lands in consultation with the entity that 
will be managing the lands. The goal of the management plan will be to support and 
enhance the long-term viability of the biological resources. The Management Plan 
will be submitted for review and approval to the BLM, CDFG, USFWS, and Riverside 
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County, in consultation with the JTNP. A copy of the final Management Plan will be 
provided to the JTNP. 

6. Compensation Lands Acquisition Requirements. The project owner will comply 
with the following requirements relating to acquisition of the compensation lands 
after the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County have approved the proposed 
compensation lands: 

a. Preliminary Report. The project owner, or an approved third party, will provide 
a recent preliminary title report, initial hazardous materials survey report, 
biological analysis, and other necessary or requested documents for the 
proposed compensation land to the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County. 
All documents conveying or conserving compensation lands and all conditions of 
title are subject to review and approval by the BLM and Riverside County. For 
conveyances to the State, approval may also be required from the California 
Department of General Services, the Fish and Game Commission, and the 
Wildlife Conservation Board. 

b. Title/Conveyance. The project owner will acquire and transfer fee title to the 
compensation lands, a conservation easement over the lands, or both fee title 
and conservation easement, as required by the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and 
Riverside County. Any transfer of a conservation easement or fee title must be 
to CDFG, to a non-profit organization qualified to hold title to and manage 
compensation lands (pursuant to California Government Code section 65965), 
or to BLM or other public agency approved by the BLM and Riverside County. If 
an approved non-profit organization holds fee title to the compensation lands, a 
conservation easement will be recorded in favor of CDFG or another entity 
approved by the BLM and Riverside County. If an entity other than CDFG holds a 
conservation easement over the compensation lands, the BLM and Riverside 
County may require that CDFG or another entity approved by the BLM, USFWS, 
and Riverside County, in consultation with CDFG, be named a third party 
beneficiary of the conservation easement. The project owner will obtain 
approval of the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County of the terms of any 
transfer of fee title or conservation easement to the compensation lands. 

c. Initial Protection and Habitat Improvement. The project owner will fund 
activities that the BLM and Riverside County require for the initial protection 
and habitat improvement of the compensation lands. These activities will vary 
depending on the condition and location of the land acquired, but may include 
trash removal, construction and repair of fences, invasive plant removal, and 
similar measures to protect habitat and improve habitat quality on the 
compensation lands. The costs of these activities are estimated to be $330 per 
acre of compensation land, but actual costs will vary depending on the mea
sures that are required for the compensation lands. A non-profit organization, 
CDFG or another public agency may hold and expend the habitat improvement 
funds if it is qualified to manage the compensation lands (pursuant to California 
Government Code section 65965), if it meets the approval of the BLM and 
Riverside County in consultation with USFWS and CDFG, and if it is authorized to 
participate in implementing the required activities on the compensation lands. If 
CDFG takes fee title to the compensation lands, the habitat improvement fund 
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d. Property Analysis Record. Upon identification of the compensation lands, the 
project owner will conduct a Property Analysis Record (PAR; Center for Natural 
Lands Management 2012) or PAR-like analysis to establish the appropriate 
amount of the long-term maintenance and management fund to pay the 
in-perpetuity management of the compensation lands. The PAR or PAR-like 
analysis must be approved by the BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG 
before it can be used to establish funding levels or management activities for 
the compensation lands. 

e. Long-term Maintenance and Management Funding. The project owner will 
provide money to establish an account with non-wasting capital that will be 
used to fund the long-term maintenance and management of the compensation 
lands. The amount of money to be paid will be determined through an approved 
PAR or PAR-like analysis conducted for the compensation lands. Until an 
approved PAR or PAR-like analysis is conducted for the compensation lands, the 
amount of required funding is initially estimated to be $1,450 for every acre of 
compensation lands. If compensation lands will not be identified and a PAR or 
PAR-like analysis completed within the time period specified for this payment, 
the project owner will either: (i) provide initial payment equal to the amount of 
$1,450 multiplied by the number of acres the project owner proposes to acquire 
for compensatory mitigation; or (ii) provide security to the BLM and Riverside 
County under subsection (g), "Mitigation Security," below, in an amount equal 
to $1,450 multiplied by the number of acres the project owner proposes to 
acquire for compensatory mitigation. The amount of the required initial 
payment or security for this item will be adjusted for any change in the project 
Disturbance Area. If an initial payment is made based on the estimated per-acre 
costs, the project owner will deposit additional money as may be needed to 
provide the full amount of long-term maintenance and management funding 
indicated by a PAR or PAR-like analysis, once the analysis is completed and 
approved. If the approved analysis indicates less than $1,450 per acquired acre 
will be required for long-term maintenance and management, the excess paid 
will be returned to the project owner. The project owner must obtain the BLM 
and Riverside County's approval of the entity that will receive and hold the 
long-term maintenance and management fund for the compensation lands. The 
BLM and Riverside County will consult with USFWS and CDFG before deciding 
whether to approve an entity to hold the project's long-term maintenance and 
management funds. 

The project owner will ensure that an agreement is in place with the long-term 
maintenance and management fund holder/manager to ensure the following 
requirements are met: 

i. Interest. Interest generated from the initial capital long-term maintenance 
and management fund will be available for reinvestment into the principal 
and for the long-term operation, management, and protection of the 
approved compensation lands, including reasonable administrative over
head, biological monitoring, improvements to carrying capacity, law 
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enforcement measures, and any other action that is approved by the BLM 
and Riverside County and is designed to protect or improve the habitat 
values of the compensation lands. 

ii. Withdrawal of Principal. The long-term maintenance and management 
fund principal will not be drawn upon unless such withdrawal is deemed 
necessary by the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County or by the 
approved third-party long-term maintenance and management fund man
ager, to ensure the continued viability of the species on the compensation 
lands. 

iii. Pooling long-Term Maintenance and Management Funds. An entity 
approved to hold long-term maintenance and management funds for the 
project may pool those funds with similar non-wasting funds that it holds 
from other projects for long-term maintenance and management of 
compensation lands. However, for reporting purposes, the long-term 
maintenance and management funds for this project must be tracked and 
reported individually to the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County. 

f. Other Expenses. In addition to the costs listed above, the project owner will be 
responsible for all other costs related to acquisition of compensation lands and 
conservation easements, including but not limited to the title and document 
review costs incurred from other state agency reviews, overhead related to 
providing compensation lands to CDFG or an approved third party, escrow fees 
or costs, environmental contaminants clearance, and other site cleanup 
measures. 

g. Mitigation Security. No fewer than 30 days prior to ground disturbance, the 
project owner will provide financial assurances to the BLM and Riverside County 
to guarantee that an adequate level of funding is available to implement any of 
the mitigation measures required by this condition that are not completed prior 
to the start of ground-disturbing project activities. Financial assurances will be 
provided to the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County in the form of an 
irrevocable letter of credit, a pledged savings account or another form of 
security ("Security") approved by the BLM, USFWS, COFG, and Riverside County. 
The actual costs to comply with this condition will vary depending on the actual 
costs of acquiring compensation habitat, the costs of initially improving the 
habitat, and the actual costs of long-term management as determined by a PAR 
report. Prior to submitting the Security to the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside 
County, the project owner will obtain the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside 
County's approval of the form of the Security. The BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and 
Riverside County may draw on the Security if the BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and 
Riverside County determine the project owner has failed to comply with the 
requirements specified in this condition. The BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside 
County may use money from the Security solely for implementation of the 
requirements of this condition. The BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County's 
use of the Security to implement measures in this condition may not fully satisfy 
the project owner's obligations under this condition, and the project owner 
remains responsible for satisfying the obligations under this condition if the 
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Security is insufficient. The unused Security will be returned to the project 
owner in whole or in part upon successful completion of the associated 
requirements in this condition. 

Security for the requirements of this condition will be calculated as shown in 
Table 4.3-4. However, regardless of the amount of the security or actual cost of 
implementation, the project owner will be responsible for implementing all 
aspects of this condition, including acquisition and protection of additional 
habitat acreage if necessary to compensate for all impacts listed in this 
mitigation measure. 

h. The project owner may elect to comply with the requirements in this condition 
for acquisition of compensation lands, initial protection and habitat 
improvement on the compensation lands, or long-term maintenance and 
management of the compensation lands, or any combination of these three 
requirements, by providing funds to implement those measures into the 
Renewable Energy Action Team (REAT) Account established with the National 
Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF). To use this option, the project owner must 
make an initial deposit to the REAT Account in an amount equal to the 
estimated costs (as set forth in the Security section of this condition) of 
implementing the requirement and additional fees, management funds, and 
other costs associated with the NFWF account. If the actual cost of the 
acquisition, initial protection and habitat improvements, or long-term funding is 
more than the estimated amount initially paid by the project owner, the project 
owner will make an additional deposit into the REAT Account sufficient to cover 
the actual acquisition costs, the actual costs of initial protection and habitat 
improvement on the compensation lands, and the long-term funding 
requirements as established in an approved PAR or PAR-like analysis. If those 
actual costs or PAR projections are less than the amount initially transferred by 
the Applicant, the remaining balance will be returned to the project owner. 

i. The responsibility for acquisition of compensation lands may be delegated to a 
third party other than NFWF, such as a non-governmental organization sup
portive of desert habitat conservation, by written agreement of the BLM, 
USFWS, CDFG, and Riverside County. Such delegation will be subject to approval 
by the BLM and Riverside County, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, prior 
to land acquisition, enhancement or management activities. Agreements to 
delegate land acquisition to an approved third party, or to manage compen
sation lands, will be executed and implemented within 18 months of the BLM 
and Riverside County's certification of the project. 

j. The project owner may choose to compensate and mitigate for impacts to 
state-listed endangered species pursuant to §2081 of the California Endangered 
Species Act using one or both of the "in-lieu fee" or "advance mitigation" 
mechanisms set forth in AB 13. Compensation lands acquired through AB 13 
may in whole or in part satisfy the compensation habitat requirements set forth 
in this mitigation measure, only to the extent that they do in fact provide 
habitat values and mitigation for significant impacts to the species and 
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biological resources identified above, and are consistent with the selection 
criteria described above. 

Mitigate Direct Impacts to Special-Status Plants. This mitigation measure provides 
further detail and specificity to the Pre-construction Surveys for Special-Status Plant 
Species and Cacti provided in AM BI0-3. The project owner will mitigate impacts to 
Emory's crucifixion thorn (CRPR 2) on the solar generator site and direct impacts to any 
other CRPR 1 or 2 ranked plants that may be impacted by gen-tie line construction, 
including impacts to Harwood's woollystar (CRPR 1) on gen-tie Alternative E, through 
one or a combination of the following strategies. 

1. Avoidance. Project design will avoid at minimum 75 percent of the Emory's 
crucifixion thorn, Harwood's woollystar, and other CRPR 1 or 2 ranked plants 
occurrences within the project boundaries or other work areas, including the gen-tie 
line, and will provide a minimum 100-foot buffer area surrounding each avoided 
occurrence, where no project activities will take place. 

2. Off-site compensation. The project owner will provide compensation lands 
consisting of occupied Emory's crucifixion thorn, Harwood's woollystar or other 
CRPR 1or2 ranked plants, habitat at a 1:1 ratio for any occupied habitat affected by 
the project, according to the terms described in MM VEG-6. Occupied habitat will be 
calculate on the project site and on the compensation lands as including each 
special status plant occurrence and a surrounding 100-foot buffer area. Off-site 
compensation will be incorporated into the project's Habitat Compensation Plan, for 
review and approval by the BLM, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies. 

3. Salvage. It is not known whether salvage is a feasible mitigation strategy for Emory's 
crucifixion thorn or most other special-status plants. For Emory's crucifixion thorn, 
the project owner will consult with Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden (RSABG) 
regarding the success of salvage efforts for this species at the Desert Sunlight Solar 
Farm Project site. If the strategy has been shown to be feasible, then the project 
owner will prepare and implement an Emory's Crucifixion Thorn Salvage and 
Relocation Plan, to be reviewed and approved by the BLM, Riverside County EPD, 
and the Resource Agencies, prior to disturbance of any occupied Emory's crucifixion 
thorn habitat. Emory's crucifixion thorn on private lands may also be subject to the 
provisions of the California Desert Native Plants Act. The project owner will contract 
with RSABG or another entity with comparable experience and qualifications, to 
salvage at minimum 75 percent of Emory's crucifixion thorn individuals from the 
proposed project site and transfer them to a suitable off-site location approved by 
BLM. If special-status plants are salvaged from non-BLM land, then all salvage 
planning and activities will be subject to review and approval by Riverside County 
EPD. For other special-status plants (i.e., on gen-tie Alternative E, if they occur), the 
project owner will consult with the BLM botanist and/or Riverside County (as 
applicable), along with RSABG or another qualified entity, to develop an appropriate 
experimental salvage and relocation strategy, based on the life history of the 
species affected. The Plan will include at minimum: (a) collection/salvage measures 
for plants or seed banks, to retain intact soil conditions and maximize success 
likelihood; (b) details regarding storage of plants or seed banks; (c) location of the 
proposed recipient site, and detailed site preparation and plant introduction 
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techniques details for top soil storage, as applicable; (d); time of year that the 
salvage and replanting or seeding will occur and the methodology of the replanting; 
( e) a description of the irrigation, if used; (f) success criteria; and (g) a detailed 
monitoring program, commensurate with the Plan's goals. 

4. Horticultural propagation and off-site introduction. If salvage and relocation is not 
believed to be feasible for Emory's crucifixion thorn or other special-status plants, 
then the project owner will consult with RSABG or another qualified entity, to 
develop an appropriate experimental propagation and relocation strategy, based on 
the life history of the species affected. The Plan will include at minimum: (a) 
collection/salvage measures for plant materials or seed banks, to retain intact soil 
conditions and maximize success likelihood; (b) details regarding storage of plant, 
plant materials, or seed banks; ( c) location of the proposed propagation facility, and 
proposed methods; (d); time of year that the salvage and other practices will occur; 
(e) success criteria; and (f) a detailed monitoring program, commensurate with the 
Plan's goals. 

Implement Best Management Practices to Minimize Impacts to Jurisdictional Areas. 
The project owner will implement all mitigation measures and conditions contained 
within the Streambed Alteration Agreement obtained from the California Department of 
Fish and Game for impacts to jurisdictional areas, as well as any requirements of the 
Regional Water Quality Control Board or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, upon 
determination of jurisdiction and permit issuance by all three agencies (see MM WATl). 
In addition, the following Best Management Practices will be implemented during all 
construction activity in or near ephemeral drainages: 

1. Vehicles and equipment will not operate in ponded or flowing water except as 
described in the Streambed Alteration Agreement. 

2. The project Proponent will minimize road building, construction activities, and 
vegetation clearing within ephemeral drainages to the extent feasible. 

3. The project Proponent shall prevent water containing mud, silt, or other pollutants 
from grading or other activities to enter ephemeral drainages or be placed in 
locations that may be subjected to high storm flows. 

4. Spoil sites will not be located within 30 feet from the boundaries of drainages or in 
locations that may be subjected to high storm flows, where spoils might be washed 
back into drainages. 

5. Raw cement/concrete or washings thereof, asphalt, paint or other coating material, 
oil or other petroleum products, or any other substances that could be hazardous to 
vegetation or wildlife resources, resulting from project-related activities, will not 
contaminate the soil and/or entering ephemeral drainages. The project owner shall 
ensure that safety precautions specified by this measure, as well as all other safety 
requirements of other measures and permit conditions are followed during all 
phases of the project. 

6. When operations are completed, any excess materials or debris will be removed 
from the work area. No rubbish will be deposited within 150 feet of the high water 
mark of any drainage during construction, operation, and decommissioning the 
project. 
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7. No equipment maintenance will occur within 150 feet of any category 3, 4, or 5 
streambed or any streambed greater than 10 feet wide and no petroleum products 
or other pollutants from the equipment will be allowed to enter these areas or 
enter any off-site state-jurisdictional waters under any flow. 

8. With the exception of the drainage control system installed for the project, the 
installation of bridges, culverts, or other structures will be such that water flow 
(velocity and low flow channel width) is not impaired. Bottoms of temporary 
culverts will be placed at or below stream channel grade. 

9. No broken concrete, debris, soil, silt, sand, bark, slash, sawdust, rubbish, or other 
organic or earthen material from any construction or associated activity of whatever 
nature will be allowed to enter into, or placed where it may be washed by rainfall or 
runoff into, off-site state-jurisdictional waters. 

10. Stationary equipment such as motors, pumps, generators, and welders, located 
within or adjacent to a drainage, will be positioned over drip pans. Stationary heavy 
equipment will have suitable containment to handle a catastrophic spill/leak. Clean 
up equipment such as brooms, absorbent pads, and skimmers will be on site prior to 
the start of construction. 

11. The cleanup of all spills will begin immediately. The BLM, the State of California 
Department of Toxic Substances Control, and Riverside County will be notified 
immediately by the project owner of any spills and will be consulted regarding 
clean-up procedures. 

12. Non-Native Vegetation Removal. The project owner will remove any non-native 
vegetation (consistent with the Integrated Weed Management Plan, MM VEG-9) 
from any drainage on the project site that requires the placement of a bridge, 
culvert, or other structure. Removal will be done at least twice annually 
(spring/summer) throughout the life of the project. 

Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan. This mitigation mea~ 
sure provides further detail and specificity to the Integrated Weed Management Plan 
described in AM BI0-2. The project owner will contract a qualified biologist to prepare 
and implement a Weed Management Plan that meets the approval of the BLM and 
Riverside County EPD, in consultation with the JTNP, CDFG, and USFWS. The Weed 
Management Plan will be approved prior to in_itial ground disturbance. At minimum, the 
Weed Management Plan will include the following: 

1. An assessment of nonnative and invasive weeds occurring onsite prior to 
construction activities; 

2. An assessment of nonnative and invasive weeds that could be introduced into the 
project area; 

3. A description of methods to be used to survey for the presence of introduced weeds 
during construction and operation; 

4. Monitoring and weed control methods to be employed during operation, consistent 
with BLM's Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Lands in 17 Western 
States (BLM 2007) and the National Invasive Species Management Plan (NISC 2008); 
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5. Specific and detailed guidelines for herbicide use to prevent overspray onto 
surrounding areas where it would adversely affect wildlife or native plants; and 

6. Reporting requirements. 

The final plan will only include weed control measures with a demonstrated record of 
success for target weeds, based on the best available information from sources such as: 
The Nature Conservancy's The Global Invasive Species Team, Cooperative Extension, 
California Invasive Plant Council: http://www.cal-ipc.org/plant profiles/index.php, and 
the California Department of Food & Agriculture Encyclopedia: http://www.cdfa.ca.gov/ 
phpps/ipc/ hp. The methods will meet the following criteria: 

1. Manual. Well-timed removal of plants or seed heads with hand tools; seed heads 
and plants must be disposed of in accordance with guidelines from the Riverside 
County Agricultural Commissioner. 

2. Chemical. Herbicides known to have residual toxicity, such as pre-emergents and 
pelts, will not be used in natural areas or within channels (engineered or not) where 
they could run off into downstream areas. Only the following application methods 
may be used: wick (wiping onto leaves); inner bark injection; cut stump; frill or hack 
& squirt (into cuts in the trunk); basal bark girdling; foliar spot spraying with back
pack sprayers or pump sprayers at low pressure or with a shield attachment to con
trol drift, and only on windless days, or with a squeeze bottle for small infestations 

In addition to describing weed eradication and control methods, and a reporting plan 
for weed management during and after construction, the final Weed Management Plan 
will include at minimum the following Best Management Practices to prevent the spread 
and propagation of weeds: 

a. Limit the extent of any vegetation and/or ground disturbance to the absolute 
minimum needed, and limit ingress and egress to defined routes. 

b. Install and maintain vehicle wash and inspection stations and closely monitor the 
types of materials brought onto the site. 

c. Reestablish soil stability and vegetation on temporarily disturbed sites (measures 
and performance standards to be consistent with the Vegetation Resources 
Management Plan, described in MM VEG-5). 

d. Monitoring and timely implementation of control measures to ensure early detec
tion and eradication for weed invasions. Weed infestations must be controlled or 
eradicated as soon as possible upon discovery, and before they go to seed, to 
prevent further expansion. 

e. Use only certified weed-free straw or hay bales used for sediment barrier instal
lations, and certified weed-free seed. 

f. Reclamation, revegetation, or restoration will occur on all temporarily disturbed 
areas, including, but not limited to, temporary access roads, construction work 
temporary lay-down areas, and staging areas (consistent with MM VEG-5). 

g. Control weeds in areas where dust control, irrigation, and solar panel washing take 
place. 

h. Prohibit on-site storage or disposal of mulch or green waste from weed material to 
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prevent inadvertent introduction and spread of invasive plants beyond the 
immediate vicinity of the project area and possibly into rare plant populations 
off-site. Mulch or green waste will be removed from the site in a covered vehicle to 
prevent seed dispersal, and transported to a licensed landfill or composting facility. 

i. Indicate where herbicides may be used, which herbicides, and specify techniques to 
be used to avoid chemical drift or residual toxicity to special-status plants, con
sistent with consistent with BLM's Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM 
Lands in 17 Western States (BLM 2007) and guidelines provided by the Nature 
Conservancy's The Global Invasive Species Team: http://www.invasive.org/gist/ 
products.html. 

j. Avoid herbicide use or other control methods in or around any environmentally 
sensitive areas identified within or adjacent to the project site. 

Nonnative and invasive weed infestations will be flagged by the Designated Biologist or 
Biological Monitor and controlled, using either mechanical (hand pulling, mowing) or 
chemical methods as approved by the BLM and, as appropriate, Riverside County. Only 
state and SLM-approved herbicides will be used, and all herbicide applicators will 
possess a qualified herbicide applicator license from the state. All herbicide applications 
will follow U.S. Environmental Protection Agency label instructions and be performed in 
accordance with federal, state, and local laws and regulations. 

From the time construction begins and throughout the life of the project, surveying for 
new invasive weed populations and the monitoring of identified and treated 
populations will be required within the project area. Surveying and monitoring for weed 
infestations will occur at least two times per year (timed to occur early and late in the 
growing season). Treatment of all identified weed populations will occur at a minimum 
of once annually. When no new seedlings or re-sprouts are observed at treated sites for 
three consecutive, normal rainfall years, the weed population can be considered 
eradicated and weed control efforts may cease for that impact site. 

MM VEG-10 Prepare and Implement a Desert Ory Wash Woodland Monitoring and Reporting Plan. 

June 2014 

The project owner will contract a qualified biologist to prepare and submit a Desert Dry 
Wash Woodland Monitoring and Reporting Plan to BLM, Riverside County, and the 
Resource Agencies for review and approval and to the JTNP for review and comment 
prior to commencing project-related pumping activities. Upon approval, the project 
owner will finalize and implement the Plan. The Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring 
and Reporting Plan will outline the following information and actions: 

1. Prior to project operations, the baseline health and vigor of groundwater
dependent plant species (principally desert ironwood and blue palo verde but also 
other species such as smoke tree and crucifixion thorn would be included) will be 
recorded within four zones: immediately off-site at the project boundary, and at 
}{-mile, Yi-mile and 1-mile distances from proposed project groundwater supply well 
locations. At least one "control" site, at least 2 miles from the project site, will also 
be sampled. The number of individuals for each of the target species to be sampled 
at each site will be large enough to provide valid comparison of data among sites. 

2. A qualified botanist or plant physiologist will develop or adapt a sampling protocol 
to be carried out in desert dry wash woodland at each sampling zone (above) and 
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the control site to monitor stress and mortality of target plants once operations 
begin. The protocol will include a measure of pre-dawn water potential or other 
appropriate indictor or water stress, as measured by standard plant physiology 
techniques. 

3. The Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring and Reporting Plan will identify what 
constitutes a significant difference in plant stress or mortality under this mitigation 
measure. If a significant difference in plant stress or mortality is shown at one or 
more sample locations in comparison to the control site, the project owner will 
coordinate with BLM, Riverside County, and CDFG to interpret the results. The 
sample site and control site data will be evaluated in terms of the project's 
groundwater usage, climate factors, and groundwater monitoring data collected 
under MM WAT-3. If plant stress or mortality is determined to be related to project 
activities, then the project owner will either refrain from pumping, reduce 
groundwater pumping to allow for recovery of the groundwater table, or provide 
additional habitat compensation as described below. 

Monthly Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring summary memos will be submitted to 
BLM, CDFG, and Riverside County during the construction period of the project. In 
addition, annual Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring reports will be submitted for at 
least the first 3 years following completion of construction of the project or until the 
defined success criteria are achieved, whichever is later. The summary memos will 
contain the monitoring data required as part of the monitoring .program requirements 
under MM WAT-3. In addition, each Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring Report will 
provide maps and text discussion of each study site, changes in plant health and vigor, 
changes in groundwater levels in the production wells, and the year's monitoring data. 

If results of the groundwater monitoring program under MM WAT-3 indicate that the 
project pumping has resulted in water level decline of 1 foot or more below the baseline 
trend, and vegetation monitoring for plant stress, mortality, and water potential have 
documented one or more of the sampling sites for the two groundwater-dependent 
plant species as reaching the threshold (above), the project owner will reduce 
groundwater pumping until water levels stabilize or recover, provide for temporary 
supplemental watering, or compensate for additional impacts to desert dry wash 
woodland (Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland) at the ratio of 3:1, consistent with 
MM VEG-6. Estimated acreage of additional dry wash woodland impacts will be 
submitted to BLM, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies for approval. Upon 
approval, the project owner will initiate compensation according to the requirements 
and conditions for habitat compensation as described in MM VEG-6. 

At the conclusion of the three-year monitoring period or until the defined success 
criteria are achieved, whichever is later, for Desert Dry Wash Woodland following com
pletion of project construction, the project owner, Riverside County, and BLM will jointly 
evaluate the effectiveness of the Desert Dry Wash Woodland Monitoring and Reporting 
Plan and determine if monitoring frequencies or procedures should be revised, 
extended to the operation and decommissioning periods, or eliminated. Should 
additional data be forthcoming to demonstrate that this potential impact is not verifi-
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able or attributable to this specific project or found inconsistent with state or federal 
statute, it may be modified or eliminated. 

Biological Resources - Wildlife 

AM-810-6 

AM-810-7 

AM-810-8 

MMWIL-1 

June 2014 

A Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan will be prepared for the project and will be 
implemented by the Applicant to ensure that construction monitoring will be conducted 
by BLM-, USFWS-, and CDFG-approved biologists during all construction activities, and 
that any desert tortoise found with the construction zone will be translocated to a 
suitable location outside of the project footprint. The Final Plan will conform to the 2010 
USFWS desert tortoise relocation guidelines entitled Translocation of Desert Tortoise 
(Mojave Population) From Project Sites: Plan Development Guidance (unpublished 
report dated August 2010). 

The Applicant shall contribute to the USFWS Regional Raven Management Program by 
making a one-time payment of $105 per acre of project disturbance to the National Fish 
and Wildlife Federation Renewable Energy Action Team raven control account. An Avian 
and Bat Protection Plan will be prepared and will be implemented by the Applicant to 
specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species, including 
burrowing owls, nesting birds, and roosting bats. The Draft Plan will be reviewed and 
approved by BLM. The Final Plan will conform to the 2010 USFWS avian and bat guidel
ines entitled Considerations for Avian and Bat Protection Plans U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service White Paper. 

Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds 
shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regula
tory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of 
migratory waterfowl, and raven management. 

Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Minimization. The project owner shall undertake the 
following measures during the construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases (as 
applicable) of the project and related facilities in a manner to avoid or minimize impacts 
to biological resources. Implementation of all measures shall be subject to review and 
approval by the BLM, Riverside County, and the Resource Agencies (CDFG and USFWS). 

1. Limit Disturbance Areas and Perimeter Fencing. The boundaries of all areas to be 
disturbed (including staging areas, access roads, and sites for temporary placement 
of spoils) shall be delineated with stakes and flagging prior to disturbance, in 
consultation with the Designated Biologist. Spoils and topsoil shall be stockpiled in 
areas already disturbed or to be disturbed by construction, so that stockpile sites do 
not add to total disturbance footprint. All disturbances, project vehicles, and 
equipment shall be confined to the flagged areas. Parking areas, staging and 
disposal site locations shall similarly be located in areas without native vegetation or 
special-status species habitat. 

2. Minimize Road Impacts. New and existing roads, road widening, or other road 
improvements shall not extend beyond the flagged impact area. All vehicles passing 
or turning around would do so within the flagged impact area or in previously 
disturbed areas. Where new access is required, the route shall be clearly marked 
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(i.e., flagged and/or staked) prior to the onset of construction. 

3. Minimize Traffic Impacts. Vehicular traffic shall be confined to existing designated 
routes of travel to and from the project site, and cross-country vehicle and 
equipment use outside designated work areas shall be prohibited. The speed limit 
shall not exceed 15 miles per hour within any part of the project area, maintenance 
roads for linear facilities, or unpaved access roads to the project site where desert 
tortoise clearance surveys and translocations have not been completed. 

4. Monitor During All Soil or Vegetation Disturbance. Due to the possibility that 
desert tortoises, especially juveniles, may be found on the site after desert tortoise 
clearance surveys are completed and exclusion fencing is installed, the Designated 
Biologist or Biological Monitor shall be present at the site during all project activities 
that have potential to disturb soil, vegetation, or wildlife. The Designated Biologist 
or Biological Monitor shall walk immediately ahead of equipment during brushing 
and grading activities. Any ground-disturbing activities occurring prior to construc
tion site mobilization (e.g., for geotechnical borings or hazardous waste evaluations) 
shall be monitored by a Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor. During all 
monitoring activities, the Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor will, to the 
extent practicable, actively or passively relocate wildlife out of harm's way, where 
consistent with all adopted mitigation measures and other project requirements. 

5. Minimize Impacts of Transmission/Pipeline Alignments, Roads, and Staging Areas. 
Staging areas, materials laydown areas, and other ancillary or temporary distur
bance areas shall be restricted to areas where desert tortoise clearance surveys 
have been completed and that have been enclosed within desert tortoise exclusion 
fencing. For transmission line construction or other activities outside of the fenced 
solar generator site, access roads, pulling sites and storage and parking areas shall 
be designed, installed, and maintained with the goal of minimizing impacts to native 
plant communities and sensitive biological resources. The Designated Biologist or 
Biological Monitor shall evaluate potential for special-status plants or wildlife at 
every potential disturbance site along the lengths of the gen-tie line prior to any 
construction-related disturbance, including access improvements. Specifically, site 
selection of any area to be permanently or temporarily disturbed for gen-tie line 
construction shall avoid any desert wash, desert microphyll woodland species (blue 
palo verde or desert ironwood), and any aeolian sand habitat wherever feasible. 
Where these sites cannot feasibly be avoided, the Designated Biologist shall outline 
site-specific requirements to minimize impacts to habitat and wildlife. These 
requirements shall include, but will not be limited to, pre-construction clearance 
surveys, exclusion fencing (e.g., for desert tortoise or Mojave fringe-toed lizard), 
on-site monitoring, and post-construction remediation. 

6. Implement APLIC Guidelines. Transmission lines and all electrical components shall 
be designed, installed, and maintained in accordance with the Avian Power line 
Interaction Committee's (APLIC's) Suggested Practices for Avian Protection on 
Power lines (APLIC 2006) and Mitigating Bird Collisions with Power lines (APLIC 
1994) to minimize the likelihood of large bird electrocutions and collisions. 
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7. Avoid Use of Toxic Substances. Soil bonding and weighting agents used on unpaved 
surfaces shall be non-toxic to wildlife and plants. 

8. Minimize Lighting Impacts. Facility lighting shall be designed, installed, and 
maintained to prevent side casting of light towards surrounding wildlife habitat. To 
minimize risk of avian collisions with project features, only flashing or strobe lights 
shall be installed on features requiring safety lighting per FAA requirements; 

9. Minimize Noise Impacts. To minimize disturbance to wildlife nesting or breeding 
activities in surrounding habitat, loud construction activities (e.g., pile driving) shall 
be avoided to the extent feasible from February 1 to August 31. Loud construction 
activities may be permitted from February 1 to August 31 only according to the 
provisions of the Nesting Bird Management Plan described in MM Wll-3. 

10. Avoid Vehicle Impacts to Wildlife. Vehicle parking and storage shall be permitted 
only within the area enclosed by desert tortoise exclusion fencing to the extent 
feasible. No vehicles or construction equipment shall be moved prior to an 
inspection of the ground beneath the vehicle for the presence of desert tortoise or 
other wildlife. If a desert tortoise is observed, it shall be left to move on its own. If it 
does not move within 15 minutes, a Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor 
under the Designated Biologist's direct supervision may remove and relocate the 
animal to a safe location if temperatures are within the range described in the 
Desert Tortoise Field Manual (USFWS 2009: http:Uwww.fws.gov/ventura/species 
information/protocols guidelines/} and in accordance with the Biological Opinion 
for the project. In order to minimize road strikes for all wildlife species, all access 
roads outside of the fenced project footprint shall be delineated with temporary 
desert tortoise exclusion fencing on either side of the access road, unless otherwise 
authorized by the BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG. This protocol to avoid 
vehicle impacts to wildlife, including desert tortoises, shall be emphasized in the 
WEAP training (MM VEG-3). 

11. Avoid Wildlife Pitfalls: 

a. Backfill Trenches. At the end of each work day, the Designated Biologist shall 
ensure that all potential wildlife pitfalls (trenches, bores, temporary detention 
basins, and other excavations) have been backfilled. If backfilling is not feasible, 
all trenches, bores, temporary detention basins, and other excavations shall be 
sloped at a 3:1 ratio at the ends to provide wildlife escape ramps, or covered 
completely to prevent wildlife access, or fully enclosed with desert 
tortoise-exclusion fencing. All potential pitfalls (trenches, bores, temporary 
detention basins, storage ponds, and other excavations) outside the fenced 
areas shall be inspected periodically, but no less than three times, throughout 
the day and at the end of each workday by the Designated Biologist or a 
Biological Monitor. Within the fenced area, potential pitfalls, including storage 
ponds, shall be inspected daily. Should a desert tortoise or other wildlife 
become trapped, the Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor shall remove 
and, if applicable, relocate it as described in the Desert Tortoise Translocation 
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Plan. Any wildlife encountered shall be allowed to leave the area unharmed. 

b. Avoid Entrapment of Desert Tortoise. Any construction pipe, culvert, or similar 
structure with a diameter greater than 3 inches, stored less than 8 inches 
aboveground for one or more nights, shall be inspected for tortoises before the 
material is moved, buried, or capped. As an alternative, all such structures may 
be capped before being stored outside the fenced area, or placed on pipe racks. 

c. Avoid Entrapment of Nesting or Migratory Birds. All pipes or other construction 
materials or supplies will be covered or capped in storage or laydown areas and 
at the end of each work day in the solar field or gen-tie line during construction, 
O&M, and decommissioning phases. No pipes or tubing of sizes or inside 
diameters ranging from 1 to 10 inches will be left open either temporarily or 
permanently. 

12. Minimize Standing Water. Water applied to dirt roads and construction areas 
(trenches or spoil piles) for dust abatement shall use the minimal amount needed to 
meet safety and air quality standards in an effort to prevent the formation of 
puddles, which could attract desert tortoises and common ravens to construction 
sites. A Biological Monitor shall patrol these areas to ensure water does not puddle. 
Appropriate actions to minimize standing water shall be implemented by the project 
owner or by the Biological Monitor in coordination with BLM. 

13. Injured Wildlife. Any injured or dead wildlife encountered during project-related 
activities (constriction, O&M, and decommissioning) shall be reported to the 
Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor(s) immediately. The Designated Biologist 
or Biological Monitor will contact CDFG or a CDFG-approved veterinary facility 
immediately to report the observation and determine the best course of action. For 
special-status species, the Designated Biologist shall notify the BLM, USFWS, and/or 
CDFG, as appropriate, within 24 hours of the discovery. 

14. Dispose of Road-Killed Animals. Road-killed animals or other carcasses detected 
on roads near the project area shall be picked up immediately and delivered to 
the Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor. For all road-killed animals, the 
Designated Biologist shall retain the carcass in a freezer on site and contact CDFG 
within 30 working days for guidance on disposal, storage, or curation. For any 
road-killed special-status species, the Biological Monitor shall contact CDFG and 
USFWS (for golden eagle or federally-listed species, including desert tortoise) 
within one working day of receipt of the carcass for guidance on disposal, storage, 
or curation of the carcass. The Biological Monitor shall report the special-status 
species observations as described in MM VEG-1. 

15. Minimize Spills of Hazardous Materials. All vehicles and equipment shall be 
maintained in proper working condition to minimize the potential for fugitive 
emissions of motor oil, antifreeze, hydraulic fluid, grease, or other hazardous 
materials. The Designated Biologist shall be informed of any hazardous spills 
immediately as directed in the project Hazardous Materials Management Plan. 
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Hazardous spills shall be immediately cleaned up and the contaminated soil 
properly disposed of at a licensed facility. Fueling and servicing of construction 
equipment shall take place only at a designated area approved by the Designated 
Biologist. Service/maintenance vehicles shall carry a bucket and pads to absorb 
leaks or spills. 

16. Worker Guidelines. All trash and food-related waste shall be placed in self-closing 
raven-proof containers and removed regularly from the site to prevent overflow. 
Workers shall not feed wildlife or bring pets to the project site, including the 
logistics, parking, and other ancillary areas. Except for law enforcement personnel, 
no workers or visitors to the site shall bring firearms or weapons. Vehicular traffic 
shall be confined to existing routes of travel to and from the project site, and 
cross-country vehicle and equipment use outside designated work areas shall be 
prohibited. The speed limit when traveling on dirt access routes within desert 
tortoise habitat shall not exceed 15 miles per hour. 

17. Implement Erosion Control Measures. Standard erosion control measures shall 
be implemented for all phases of construction and O&M to prevent any sediment 
runoff from exposed slopes from entering state-jurisdictional streambeds within 
or outside the project site or work areas along the gen-tie line. Sediment and 
other flow-restricting materials shall be moved to a location where they shall not 
be washed back into the stream. All disturbed soils and roads within the project 
site shall be stabilized to reduce erosion potential, both during and following 
construction, except that soil stabilizer use may be limited in portions of roads 
crossing washes or stream channels consistent with applicable water quality 
requirements. 

18. Remove Unused Material and Equipment. All unused material and equipment, 
including soil and rock piles, will be removed upon completion of any activities 
located outside the permanently fenced area. 

19. Control and Regulate Fugitive Dust. To reduce the potential for the transmission 
of fugitive dust, the project owner shall implement dust control measures as 
described in mitigation measures defined in the Air Quality section. In addition, 
reverse osmosis brine or sediment shall be promptly removed at regular intervals 
and disposed at an approved waste facility. A log documenting all brine or 
sediment removal shall be kept at the Operations & Maintenance facility at all 
times. 

20. Cover Evaporation Ponds. Prior to any discharge in the evaporation ponds, the 
project owner shall cover the ponds with netting designed to exclude birds and 
other wildlife from drinking or landing on the pond surfaces. Mesh shall be 2 cm 
square or smaller, shall be installed to prevent sagging, and shall be a minimum of 
5 feet above the surface of the water. Netting with another mesh size or a smaller 
distance above the water may be installed if approved by the BLM in consultation 
with CDFG and USFWS. The netted ponds shall be monitored regularly to verify 
that the netting is intact; fulfilling its function in excluding birds and other wildlife; 
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and does not pose an entanglement threat to wildlife. Visual deterrents (e.g., 
flagging, reflecting tape, or hawk-shaped kites) shall also be used in addition to 
netting. As appropriate, these measures shall also be applied to construction 
water ponds. 

Desert Tortoise Clearance Surveys, Exclusion Fencing, and Translocation. The project 
owner shall avoid and minimize impacts to desert tortoises on the project site, by (1) 
fencing the project site to prevent tortoises from entering it during construction, O&M, 
or decommissioning; (2) removing all tortoises from the site prior to initiating 
construction; and (3) relocating or translocating tortoises to an appropriate off-site 
location, to be identified in a Translocation Plan. Methods for clearance surveys, fence 
specification and installation, tortoise handling, artificial burrow construction, egg 
handling, and other procedures shall be consistent with those described in the USFWS 
(2009) Desert Tortoise Field Manual (http://www.fws.gov/ventura/species information/ 
protocols guidelines) or more current guidance provided by CDFG and USFWS. The 
project owner shall also implement all terms and conditions described in the Biological 
Opinion for the project, to be prepared by USFWS and all terms and conditions in an 
Incidental Take Permit from CDFG. Applicable conditions and requirements include, but 
are not limited to, the following: 

1. Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan. The project owner shall contract a qualified 
biologist to prepare and implement a Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan in 
conformance with standards and guidelines described in Translocation of Desert 
Tortoises (Mojave Population) From Project Sites: Plan Development Guidance 
(USFWS 2010b) or more current guidance or recommendations as available from 
CDFG and/or USFWS, and meets the approval of the BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, 
and CDFG. The Plan will be provided to the Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) for 
review and comment. The goal of the Plan shall be to safely exclude desert tortoises 
from within the project area, translocate them to appropriate locations off site, and 
minimize stress and potential for disease transmission. For tortoises that may be 
found along the gen-tie line, the Plan's goal will be to avoid impacts through 
construction monitoring, allowing the tortoise to leave the work area, moving it out 
of harm's way if required and as permitted by the Biological Opinion, and avoiding 
disturbance to tortoise burrows through re-siting work sites and structures. The 
Plan shall include all protocols for handling desert tortoises, evaluating tortoise 
health, translocation locations and procedures, monitoring methods for 
trans-located tortoises, reporting, and contingency planning (e.g., handling an 
injured or diseased tortoise). In addition, as an alternative to translocation, the Plan 
will identify a strategy to remove desert tortoises on the project site from the wild 
and place them permanently in facilities approved by USFWS and CDFG, to be fully 
funded by the project owner. Suitable care or holding facilities for desert tortoises, 
and their capacity to accommodate desert tortoises, shall be identified. The BLM 
and Riverside County will not accepted the plan as "final" until it has been reviewed 
and approved by the USFWS and CDFG. Any modifications to the approved final Plan 
shall be made only with written approval by the BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, and 
CDFG. A copy of the approved plan will be provided to JTNP. 

2. Handling of Desert Tortoises. Any desert tortoise located during any phase of the 
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project shall be handled only by the Designated Biologist or Authorized Biological 
Monitor in accordance with the USFWS (2009) Desert Tortoise Field Manual and the 
project's Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan, and any other applicable conditions 
made by the USFWS or CDFG. Any time a tortoise is handled, the Designated 
Biologist shall record and report pertinent data, in accordance with the final Desert 
Tortoise Translocation Plan. Monitoring of translocated desert shall be in accord
ance with the Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan and USFWS (2010b) guidance. 

3. Desert Tortoise Exclusion Fence Installation. Permanent desert tortoise exclusion 
fencing shall be installed around the project site. The alignments for all desert 
tortoise exclusion fencing shall be flagged and surveyed for desert tortoise by the 
Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors no more than 24 hours prior to the 
initiation of fence construction. The fence alignment surveys shall be conducted 
using techniques approved by the USFWS and CDFG and may be conducted in any 
season with USFWS and CDFG approval. The fence alignment clearance surveys shall 
provide 100 percent coverage of all areas to be disturbed and an additional buffer 
90 feet wide centered on the fence alignment (i.e., 45 feet along each side of the 
fence line). Survey transects shall be no greater than 15 feet apart. All potential 
desert tortoise burrows shall be examined to assess occupancy by desert tortoises. 
Security fencing will be installed as near as is feasible to permanent desert tortoise 
exclusion fencing in order to prevent animals from being trapped between the two 
fences. 

a. Timing of Fence Installation. The exclusion fencing shall be installed prior to the 
pre-construction clearance surveys. No ground-disturbing activity will be 
permitted within the fenced area until completion of the pre-construction 
clearance surveys. 

b. Fence Material and Installation. The exclusion fencing shall be constructed in 
accordance with the USFWS (2009) Desert Tortoise Field Manual (Chapter 8 -
Desert Tortoise Exclusion Fence). 

c. Security Gates. Security gates shall be designed with minimal ground clearance 
to prevent entry by tortoises. The gates should be electronically activated to 
open and close immediately after the vehicle(s) have entered or exited to 
prevent the gates from being kept open for long periods of time. Cattle grating 
designed to safely exclude desert tortoise may be installed at the gated entries 
to discourage tortoises from gaining entry (to be determined by the BLM in 
consultation with CDFG and USFWS). 

d. Fence Inspections. The exclusion fencing shall be regularly inspected during 
project construction and operation. If tortoises were moved out of harm's way 
during fence construction, fencing in that area shall be inspected at least twice 
daily for a minimum of 7 days after moving the animal to ensure that the 
recently moved tortoise has not been trapped in the fence. Thereafter, 
permanent fencing shall be inspected monthly and within 24 hours following all 
major rains. Major rains are defined as a storm(s) for which surface flow is 
detectable within the fenced drainages. Any damage to the fencing shall be 
temporarily repaired immediately to keep tortoises from entering the site, and 
permanently repaired within 48 hours of observing damage. Monthly and 
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post-rainfall inspections of permanent site fencing shall continue throughout 
the construction, O&M, and decommissioning of the project. Temporary fencing 
shall be inspected weekly and, where drainages intersect the fencing, during 
and within 24 hours following major rains. All temporary fencing shall be 
repaired immediately upon discovery of damage, and the Designated Biologist 
or Authorized Biological Monitor shall inspect the area to determine whether 
the damage may have permitted tortoise entry. 

e. Temporary Exclusion Fencing. Any project activities during construction, O&M, 
or decommissioning that take place outside of the permanently fenced site 
within desert tortoise habitat, and have the potential to disturb native soils or 
vegetation, shall be subject to fencing and pre-construction clearing survey 
requirements, or shall take place only while a Biological Monitor is on-site. 
Temporary tortoise exclusion fencing may be placed on access roads or other 
work sites, including gen-tie line construction sites, in accordance with direction 
from BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG. The fence installation shall be 
supervised by the Designated Biologist and monitored by the Biological 
Monitors to ensure the safety of any tortoise present. 

4. Desert Tortoise Clearance Surveys. Following construction of the tortoise exclusion 
fencing, the fenced area (including permanent and temporarily fenced areas) shall 
be cleared of tortoises by the Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors. Clear
ance surveys shall be conducted in accordance with the USFWS 2009 Desert Tortoise 
Field Manual (Chapter 6 - Clearance Survey Protocol for the Desert Tortoise -
Mojave Population) and shall consist of at least two surveys covering 100 percent of 
the enclosed area by walking transects no more than 15 feet apart. Surveys shall be 
repeated until two consecutive 100%-coverage surveys are completed without find
ing live tortoises. Any tortoise located during clearance surveys shall be relocated 
and monitored in accordance with the Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan. The fence 
perimeter shall also be inspected for any tortoises pacing outside the fence. 

5. Monitoring Following Clearing. Following the desert tortoise clearance surveys, the 
Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors shall monitor initial clearing and grad
ing activities to find and translocate any tortoises which may have been missed dur
ing the clearance survey. Should a tortoise be discovered, it shall be translocated as 
described in the Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan to an area approved by the 
Designated Biologist. Any time over the life of the project that a desert tortoise is 
found within the exclusion fencing, the Designated Biologist shall immediately con
tact the BLM, Riverside County, CDFG, and USFWS; monitor the tortoise's location 
and activities; and implement translocation of the animal in accordance with and 
the approved Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan and in consultation with the BLM, 
Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG. 

6. Relocation of Other Special-Status Species. Wherever feasible and safe, any 
special-status mammal or reptile incidentally encountered during desert tortoise 
clearance surveys or monitoring shall be actively or passively relocated outside the 
exclusion fencing. 

7. Reporting. Methods and results of all activities described in this mitigation measure 
shall be reported by the Designated Biologist in the Monthly Compliance Reports. 
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Within 30 days after completion of desert tortoise clearance surveys and 
translocation, the Designated Biologist shall submit a Desert Tortoise Clearance 
Survey, Exclusion Fencing, and Translocation Report to the BLM, Riverside County, 
USFWS, CDFG, and JTNP describing methods and results of the fencing, clearance 
surveys, and translocation (if any). The report will also document any other animals 
relocated during the clearance surveys. 

Nesting Bird Management Plan, Pre-Construction Nest Surveys, and Impact Avoidance 
Measures for Migratory and Nesting Birds. The project owner will prepare a draft 
Nesting Bird Management Plan, describing measures to detect native birds that may 
nest on and adjacent to the project site or facilities and to avoid impacts to or take of 
those birds or their nests during all project phases. The draft Nesting Bird Management 
Plan will be submitted to the BLM for review and approval and the CDFG, USFWS, JTNP, 
and Riverside County for review and comment, and will be finalized by the project 
owner prior to issuance of BLM's Notification to Proceed. The Nesting Bird Management 
Plan will describe avoidance measures, such as buffer distances from active nests, based 
on the specific nature of project activities, noise or other disturbance of those activities, 
the bird species and conservation status, and other pertinent factors. The Plan will 
specify 330 feet as a standard buffer distance, and 500 feet for raptor species. The Plan 
will also identify bird species (or groups of species) that are relatively tolerant or 
intolerant of human activities and specify smaller or larger buffer distances as appro
priate for those species. Additionally, the Plan will list all project construction activities 
and rank them in terms of noise and other potential disturbance to nesting birds, and 
specify any modifications to buffer areas as appropriate to each activity. The Plan will 
also identify specific measures (if any) to prevent or reduce bird nesting activity on 
project facilities. The Plan will include specific monitoring measures to track any active 
bird nest within or adjacent to the project site, bird nesting activity, project-related 
disturbance, and fate of each nest. The Nesting Bird Management Plan may be 
incorporated into the Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (MM Wll-6) as a separate 
chapter. Pre-construction nest surveys for nesting birds shall be conducted prior to any 
construction activities that will occur during the breeding period (from February 1 
through August 31). The project owner shall take measures to avoid impacts to any 
active bird nest within or adjacent to a work area. The Designated Biologist or Biological 
Monitors conducting the surveys shall be experienced bird surveyors and familiar with 
standard nest-locating techniques such as those described in Martin and Guepel (1993). 
Surveys shall be conducted in accordance with the following guidel.ines. Nothing in this 
measure requires the project owner to conduct nesting bird surveys by entering private 
lands adjacent to the project site when the project owner has made reasonable 
attempts to obtain permission to enter the property for survey work but was unable to 
obtain such permission. In this situation only, the project owner may substitute 
binocular surveys for protocol field surveys. Burrowing owl surveys are addressed in 
MM Wll-4; this measure applies to other birds. 

1. Surveys shall cover all potential nesting habitat within the project site or other work 
areas and within a 500-foot buffer of these areas; 

2. At least two pre-construction surveys shall be conducted, separated by a minimum 
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10-day interval. The second pre-construction survey shall be conducted no more 
than 2-3 days prior to the start of construction activity. Additional follow-up surveys 
may be required if periods of construction inactivity exceed one week in any given 
area (an interval during which birds may establish a nesting territory and initiate egg 
laying and incubation); 

3. If active nests are detected during the survey, the project owner will implement 
avoidance measures identified in the Nesting Bird Management Plan, and the 
Designated Biologist will be responsible for monitoring the implementation, 
conformance, and efficacy of those measures, according to the monitoring 
requirements of the Nesting Bird Management Plan. 

4. A monitoring plan shall be prepared and implemented as part of the Nesting Bird 
Management Plan to ensure no disturbance to active nests present within or 
adjacent to the work area takes place; the plan shall be reviewed and approved by 
BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG prior to the initiation of ground-disturbing 
activities; 

5. Prior to the start of any project-related ground disturbance activities, the Desig
nated Biologist shalt provide the BLM, Riverside County, CDFG, USFWS, and JTNP a 
report or memorandum describing the findings of the pre-construction nest surveys, 
including the time, date, and duration of the survey; identity and qualifications of 
the surveyor(s); and a list of species observed. If active nests are detected during 
the surveys, the report shall include descriptions of avoidance zones and methods 
used to determine avoidance zones and maps or aerial photos identifying nest 
locations and the boundaries of no-disturbance buffer zones; 

6. The Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor shalt monitor the nest until nestlings 
have fledged and dispersed. Activities that might, in the opinion of the Designated 
Biologist, disturb nesting activities shall be prohibited within the buffer zone until 
such a determination is made; 

7. The Designated Biologist or Biological Monitor shall monitor work areas, including 
active work areas, throughout the breeding season each year, throughout the 
construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases of the project; and 

8. Throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases of the project, 
nest locations, project activities in the vicinity of nests, and any adjustments to 
buffer areas shall be described and reported in regular monitoring and compliance 
reports described in MM VEG-2. 

Burrowing Owl Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Compensation Measures. 
Pre-construction surveys for burrowing owls shall be conducted prior to any 
construction activities, at any time of year. The project owner shall take measures to 
avoid impacts to any active burrowing owl burrow within or adjacent to a work area. 
Nothing in this condition requires the project owner to conduct burrowing owl surveys 
by entering private lands adjacent to the project site when the project owner has made 
reasonable attempts to obtain permission to enter the property for survey work but was 
unable to obtain such permission. In this situation only, the project owner may 
substitute binocular surveys for protocol field surveys. 
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1. Pre-Construction Surveys. The Designated Biologist shall conduct pre-construction 
surveys for burrowing owls, no more than 30 days prior to the start of ground-dis
turbing activities in any part of the project area. Surveys shall be conducted within 
the project site and along all linear facilities in accordance with the most current 
CDFG guidelines (CDFG 2012or updated guidelines as they become available). Phase 
2 surveys consistent with those guidelines may be conducted concurrently with 
desert tortoise clearance surveys. Burrowing owl surveys shall also be completed 
within all suitable habitat within 500 feet of all project disturbance areas. 

2. Avoidance Measures. If an active burrowing owl burrow is detected within any 
project disturbance area, or within a 500-foot buffer of the disturbance area(s), the 
following avoidance and minimization measures shall be implemented: 

a. A330-foot radius buffer zone surrounding the burrow shall be flagged, and no 
impacts to soils or vegetation or noise levels above 65 dBA will be permitted 
while the burrow remains active or occupied. Disturbance-free buffers may be 
modified based on site-specific conditions in consultation with the California 
Department of Fish and Game. 

b. Monitoring and reporting the burrowing owl burrow and surrounding activities 
shall be as described for active bird nests (MM WIL-3). 

3. Document Activity. Burrowing owl burrows may only be destroyed after the Desig
nated Biologist has determined that the burrows are no longer occupied or active. 

4. Habitat Compensation. If known burrowing owl burrows are destroyed during the 
course of the project, then the project owner shall mitigate this impact by 
acquisition and protection of compensatory mitigation lands for burrowing owls, 
according to the requirements described in Mitigation Measure VEG-6 (Provide 
Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat). The project owner 
shall provide for the management and protection, in perpetuity, of 19.5 acres of 
land for each single burrowing owl or breeding pair of burrowing owls that is 
displaced by construction of the project. This compensation acreage of 19.S acres 
per single bird or pair of nesting owls assumes that there is no evidence that the 
compensation lands are occupied by burrowing owls. If burrowing owls are 
observed to occupy the compensation lands, then the replacement ratio will be 13.0 
acres per pair or single bird. This off-site burrowing owl habitat may be "nested" 
within habitat acreage designated as compensation for other biological resources, 
so long as it provides sufficient acreage of suitable burrowing owl habitat (see MM 
VEG-6). 

5. Passive Relocation. If active burrowing owl burrows are located within the project 
site or any work area, the project owner may contract a qualified biologist to 
passively relocate the owls, outside the nesting season only, by preparing and 
implementing a Burrowing Owl Passive Relocation Plan, as described below. No 
relocation of burrowing owls will be permitted during breeding season, unless the 
Designated Biologist determines that an occupied burrow is not occupied by a 
mated pair. The Plan shall include, but not be limited to, the following elements: 

a. Assessment of Suitable Burrow Availability. The Plan shall include an inventory 
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the availability of existing, suitable, and unoccupied burrow sites within 100 meters 
(330 feet) of the project area or work site. Suitable burrows will include inactive 
desert kit fox, ground squirrel, or desert tortoise burrows that are deep enough to 
provide suitable burrowing owl nesting sites (as determined by the Designated 
Biologist or other biologist authorized by the Resource Agencies and BLM). If two or 
more suitable and unoccupied burrows are present in the area for each burrowing 
owl that will be passively relocated, then no replacement burrows will need to be 
built. 

b. Replacement Burrows. For each burrowing owl that will be passively relocated, 
if fewer than two suitable unoccupied burrows are available in the area, then the 
project owner shall construct at least two replacement burrows within or near the 
project area. Burrow replacement sites shall be in areas of suitable habitat for 
burrowing owl nesting, and be characterized by minimal human disturbance and 
access. Relative cover of non-native plants within the proposed relocation sites shall 
not exceed the relative cover of non-native plants in the adjacent habitats; and the 
Plan shall describe measures to ensure that burrow installation or improvements 
would not affect sensitive species habitat or any burrowing owls already present in 
the relocation area. The Plan shall provide guidelines for creation or enhancement 
of at least two natural or artificial burrows for each active burrow within the project 
disturbance area, including a discussion of timing of burrow improvements, specific 
location of burrow installation, and burrow design. Design of the artificial burrows 
shall be consistent with CDFG guidelines (CDFG 2012 or more current guidance as it 
becomes available) and shall be approved by the BLM, Riverside County, CDFG, and 
USFWS. 

c. Methods. Provide detailed methods and guidance for passive relocation of 
burrowing owls, outside the breeding season. Occupied burrows may not be 
disturbed during the nesting season (February 1 to August 31) to avoid "take" under 
the MBTA and Fish and Game codes, unless the Designated Biologist determines it is 
not occupied by a mated pair. 

d. Monitoring and Reporting. Describe monitoring and management of the 
replacement burrow site(s), and provide a reporting plan. The objective shall be to 
manage the relocation area for the benefit of burrowing owls, with the specific goal 
of maintaining the functionality of the burrows for a minimum of two years. 

Golden Eagle Pre-construction and Construction Phase Surveys. The project owner 
shall implement the following measures to document golden eagle occurrence in the 
project area and surrounding mountains. Survey schedule and requirements will be as 
identified below unless otherwise authorized by the BLM in consultation with the 
USFWS and CDFG. 

1. Annual Winter and Nesting Season Surveys. Beginning in winter 2011-12, and 
continuing throughout the construction phase of the project, the project owner 
shall contract with a qualified ornithologist to conduct winter season and nesting 
season surveys of golden eagle habitat use in Chuckwalla Valley and surrounding 
mountains within a 10-mile radius of the project site and gen-tie alignment. Nesting 
season surveys will determine occupancy, productivity, and chronology of known or 
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newly discovered nesting territories within the 10-mile radius. Survey methods for 
the inventory shall be either ground-based or helicopter-based, as described in the 
Golden Eagle Technical Guidance (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from 
the USFWS. Winter surveys will evaluate golden eagle occurrence and habitat use 
within the 10-mile radius during winter. 

2. Winter Season Survey Data. Data collected during winter season surveys shall 
include dates, times, locations, observation minutes, nest status, and weather 
conditions during field surveys; panoramic photographs from the survey locations, 
indicating areas viewed; and compilations of all golden eagle and other raptor 
observations for each survey date. 

3. Nesting Season Inventory Data. Data collected during the nesting season surveys 
shall include at least the following: territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, 
breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful); nest location, nest elevation; age class 
of golden eagles observed; nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 
photographs; and substrate upon which nest is placed. 

4. Determination of Unoccupied Territory Status. A nesting territory or inventoried 
habitat shall be considered unoccupied by golden eagles only after completing at 
least two full surveys in a single breeding season. 

5. Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan. If an occupied nest (as defined by 
Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of the project site or gen-tie line 
alignment, the project owner shall contract a qualified biologist to prepare and 
implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of 
construction to ensure that project construction activities do not result in injury or 
disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with 
those described in the Golden Eagle Technical Guidance (Pagel et al. 2010) or more 
current guidance from the USFWS. The Monitoring and Management Plan shall be 
implemented upon its approval by BLM, in consultation with USFWS, Riverside 
County, and CDFG. A copy shall be provided to JTNP for review and comment. 
Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of project-related 
disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior 
(displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; 
changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The 
Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive manage
ment actions, to include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities 
that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle 
disturbance. 

6. Reporting. Golden eagle survey data and, if applicable, nest activity monitoring 
results and any adaptive management actions taken, will be provided to BLM, 
Riverside County, CDFG, USFWS, and JTNP in monthly monitoring reports, as 
seasonal data becomes available and if specific nest monitoring or any adaptive 
management actions are taken, and summarized in annual project monitoring 
reports. 

MM WIL-6 Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy. The project owner shall contract a qualified biologist 
to prepare and implement a Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy (formerly titled Avian 
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and Bat Protection Plan) in consultation with the USFWS. The objective of the Bird and 
Bat Conservation Strategy will be to avoid, minimize, and if necessary, offset, death, 
injury, or other adverse effects to birds or bats, including potential for take of golden 
eagles, from project disturbance or from collisions with facility features, including 
power plant structures, gen-tie lines or towers, evaporation ponds, and other 
facilities. 

General Requirements. 

The BBCS will be subject to approval by the USFWS, in consultation with BLM, 
Riverside County, CDFW, and JTNP. The BBCS shall prevent substantial adverse effects 
to special status species through implementation of the approach for conserving 
species of concern outlined in the USFWS Land-Based Wind Energy Guidelines (or 
more current guidelines, if available), as appropriate for solar PV, in conjunction with 
any measures required after consultation with USFWS and/or CDFW under the ESA. 
CESA, or BGEPA, if applicable. The BBCS shall be structured around the following core 
requirements: 

1. The Project owner will survey and monitor on site avian and bat behavior to 
document avian and bat reactions to the project and to infer causal factors, if 
any, to project impacts. The Project owner shall submit all data gathered onsite 
to the USFWS as specified herein, or as requested by the USFWS, and also 
shall make consulting biologists available to answer USFWS inquiries. 

2. Monitoring shall occur pursuant to a scientifically defensible avian and bat 
mortality and injury monitoring program designed to accurately estimate the 
rates of collision-caused fatalities and injuries and to enable comparisons of 
project impacts through time and to other projects that are also monitored for 
collision-caused fatalities. 

3. The Project owner shall implement an adaptive management and decision
making framework for reviewing, characterizing, and responding to 
monitoring results. The program shall describe all design and operational 
features incorporated to minimize potential effects, and identify additional 
adaptive management measures to be implemented as needed. 

4. The Project owner shall identify specific conservation measures and/or 
programs to avoid, minimize, rectify, reduce, or offset project-caused avian 
injury or mortality over time and will evaluate the effectiveness of those 
measures (e.g., visual screening on the perimeter fence to minimize bird and 
bat access into the facility; modifications such as netting or shielding to exclude 
nesting birds from facilities; seasonal modifications to panel washing, 
maintenance or inspection schedules to prevent damage to bird nests, or 
deterrents to prevent birds or bats from accessing facilities). 

5. The Project owner shall prepare a reporting schedule for all actions taken 
during project construction, operation and maintenance, and decommissioning. 
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1. A summary of Avian Point Count data (and raw data sheets from bird 
surveys). 
2. All available biological information about golden eagles that breed, feed, 

shelter and/or migrate in a 10-mile buffer of the project site. 
3. A detailed description of ongoing and future golden eagle surveying, nest 

activity monitoring, and monitoring plan (see MM WIL-5). 
4. A cumulative effects analysis of regional impacts to golden eagle foraging 

habitat. 

Avian and Bat Mortality and Injury Monitoring Program. 

The BBCS shall include an Avian and Bat Mortality and lniury Monitoring Program to 
be approved by USFWS in consultation with CDFW. The program shall be initiated pre
construction and continue for at least one year following commercial operation (and 
potentially up to three years if determined necessary and appropriate by USFWS) and 
shall include, at a minimum, the following provisions: 

1. A description and summary of the baseline survey methods, raw data, and results. 
2. Full survey methodology and field documentation, identification of appropriate 

survey locations, control sites, and seasonal considerations. 
3. Avian and bat mortality and injury monitoring that includes: 

a. Onsite monitoring that will periodically survey representative locations within 
the facility, and, in combination with an integrated carcass detection trial, will 
produce accurate project-wide impact estimates. 

b. Low-visibility and high-wind weather event monitoring to document potential 
weather-related collision risks, including foggy, highly overcast, or rainy night
time weather typically associated with an advancing frontal system, and high 
wind events (40 miles per hour winds) that are sustained for longer than 4 
hours. The monitoring report shall specify a study design (including integrated 
detection trials), search frequency, search locations and field methods. 

c. Statistical methods used to generate facility estimates of potential avian and 
bat impacts based on the observed number of detections during standardized 
searches and adjusted by integrated detection trials. 

d. Field detection and mortality or injury identification, cause attribution, 
handling and reporting requirements. 

e. Detailed specifications on data and carcass collection protocols and a rationale 
justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches. 

4. All post-construction monitoring studies included in the program shall be 
conducted by a third party contractor for one year and up to three years following 
commercial operation and approval of program by the USFWS. All surveys and 
monitoring studies included in the program shall be conducted during 
construction and commercial operation. At the end of the one year period, the 
·usFWS shall determine whether the survey program shall be continued. 
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5. Monitor the death and injury of birds and bats from collisions with facility 
features. The monitoring data shall be used to inform an adaptive management 
program that would avoid, minimize and off-set Project related avian and bat 
impacts. 

Adaptive Management Program. 

The BBCS shall include an adaptive management program to identify and implement 

reasonable and feasible measures to reduce levels of avian or bat mortality or injury 

attributable to the Project. The adaptive management program shall include (i) 

reasonable measures for characterizing the extent and importance of detected 

mortality and injuries clearly attributable to the Project; and (ii) potential measures 

that the Project owner could implement to adaptively respond to detected mortality 

and injuries attributable to the Project. Adaptive actions undertaken will be discussed 

and evaluated in survey reports. 

Any impact reduction measures must be commensurate (in terms of factors that 
include geographic scope, costs, and scale of effort) with the level of avian or bat 
mortality or injury that is specifically and clearly attributable to the Project facilities, 
consistent with the proportionality requirements of California statutory and 
constitutional law and of U.S. constitutional law. 

Performance Standards. 

Appropriate performance standards for mitigation of impacts to any species regulated 
by BGEPA, ESA, and CESA exist through required consultation with USFWS and CDFW 
under their respective regulatory and permitting frameworks, as specified in Tier 1 
Measures, below. For impacts to all other special status avian and bat species, 
mitigation measures must reduce or offset mortalities caused by the Project to a level 
that avoids a substantial, long-term reduction in the demographic viability of the local 
population of the species in question, as estimated through implementation of a 
USFWS-approved BBCS and monitoring program that employs the structured 
approach of the Land-BasedWind Energy Guidelines, as defined in this mitigation 
measure. 

Impact Reduction Measures. 

Tier 1 Measures. 

In addition to the monitoring requirements described herein, the following measures 
shall be implemented to achieve the above performance standards: 

1. The applicant shall initiate consultation with USFWS and CDFW if there is project
attributed injury or mortality to any species regulated by BGEPA, ESA or CESA. 
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2. MM VEG-1 Assign a Designated Biologist and Biological Monitors. 
3. MM VEG-2 Conduct Biological Monitoring and Reporting During Project 

Construction, Operations, and Decommissioning. 
4. MM VEG-3 Prepare and Implement a Worker Environmental Awareness Program. 
5. MM VEG-4 Minimize Construction-Related Impacts. 
6. MM VEG-5 Prepare and Implement a Vegetation Resources Management Plan. 
7. MM VEG-6 Provide Off-Site Compensation for Impacts to Vegetation and Habitat. 
8. MM VEG-9 Prepare and Implement an Integrated Weed Management Plan. 
9. MM WIL-1 Wildlife Impact Avoidance and Mitigation (e.g., 6. Implement APLIC 

guidelines; 8. Minimize Lighting Impacts; 9. Minimize Noise Impacts; 11(c) Avoid 
Entrapment of Nesting or Migratory Birds; 12. Minimize Standing Water; 13. 
Injured Wildlife Reporting; 16. Worker Guidelines (e.g., trash management, no 
pets); 20. Cover Evaporation Ponds (revised to requires 2cm mesh netting (or 
alternate cover systems) and visual deterrents for both evaporation and 
construction ponds.). 

10. MM WIL-3 Nesting Bird Management Plan, Pre-Construction Nest Surveys, and 
Impact Avoidance Measures for Migratory and Nesting Birds. 

11. MM WIL-4 Burrowing Owl Impact Avoidance, Minimization, and Compensation 
Measures. 

12. MM WIL-5 Golden Eagle Pre-Construction and Construction Phase Surveys. 
13. MM WIL-8 Raven Monitoring, Management and Control Plan. 
14. If the O&M facility is developed off-site, a monopole structure will be used to 

support telecommunications equipment in order to deter bird nesting and use by 
ravens. 

Tier 2 Measures. 

If Tier 1 measures do not achieve the performance standards described above, the 
monitoring results of the Project, as well as those of other PV projects and the results 
of their respective impact reduction efforts, will be analyzed to formulate additional 
impact reduction measures to achieve the performance standards. Such measures 
may include, but not be limited to: 

1. Use of floating, high-density plastic balls to cover construction and evaporation 
ponds, as recommended by the Federal Avian Administration's "Wildlife Hazard 
Management at Airports" manual. 

2. Temporarily store reverse osmosis reject brine in an on-site tank for periodic 
trucking off site instead of storing brine in an evaporation pond. The tank shall be 
undergrounded in the same location as the proposed evaporation pond. 

3. Passive avian diverter installations along the perimeter or at other locations 
within the Project to reduce or minimize bird use of the site. 

4. The use of sound, light or other means to discourage site use consistent with 
applicable legal requirements. 

5. Onsite habitat management or prey control measures consistent with applicable 
legal requirements. 

6. Modifications to support structures or other facilities to exclude nesting birds 
(e.g., netting or shielding around framework; capping open pipes or tubing). 
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7. Incorporation of visual cues to panels, such as UV-reflective or solid contrasting 
bands if proven to be effective and economically and technically feasible. 

8. Such other reasonable, feasible measures required by USFWS or CDFW under their 
respective regulatory regimes applicable to special status avian and bat species. 

Tier 3 Measures. 

In the event Tier 1 and Tier 2 avoidance and minimization measures do not meet the 
above performance standards, or upon election of the Project owner, the Project 
owner shall implement compensatory mitigation on terms and at ratios deemed 
appropriate by USFWS and/or CDFW to meet the performance standard applicable 
to the species in question. Such measures shall be approved by USFWS and/or 
CDFW and may include, but not be limited to: 

1. Restoration of degraded off-site habitat with native vegetation. 
2. Restoration of off-site agricultural fields to bird habitat. 
3. Management of off-site agricultural fields to enhance bird populations. 
4. Retrofitting of structures to minimize collisions. 
5. Support for avian and bat research and/or management efforts conducted by 

entities approved by the USFWS and CDFW within the Project's mitigation 
lands or other approved locations. 

6. Funding efforts to address avian diseases or depredation due to the expansion of 
predators in response to anthropomorphic subsidies that may adversely affect 
birds that use the mitigation lands or other approved locations. 

7. Contributions to the Migratory Bird Conservation Fund managed by the 
Migratory Bird Conservation Commission. 

Bird and Bat Censervatien Plan. The project owner shall contract a ftl:lalified biologist to 
prepare and implement a Bird and Bat Conservation Plan (formerl•t titled Avian and Bat 
Protection Plan) in cons1:1ltation with the usi:ws. The objective of the Bird and Bat 
Conservation Plan will be to minimize deatl=I, injt:iry, or otl=ler ad·.ierse effects to birds or 
bats, including potential for take of golden eagles, from project disturbance or from 
collisions with facility features including power plant structures, gen tie lines or towers, 
evaporation ponds, and otl=ler facilities. The Plan will provide: 

• A summary of Avian Point Count data (and raw data sheets from bird surveys); 

• All available biological information about golden eagles that breed, feed, shelter 
and/or migrate in a 10 mile buffer of the project site; 

• A detailed description of ongoing and future golden eagle surveying, nest activity 
monitoring, and monitoring plan (see MM WIL S); 

• A cumulati'1e effects analysis of regional impacts to golden eagle foraging habitat; 

• An assessment of the project's potential risks to birds and bats. 

The Bird and Bat Conservation Plan shall conform to the recommendations of the 
usi:ws (2010c) or more current guidelines if available. It shall describe all project 
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facilities tf:\at have the potential to affect birds or bats (incl1:1ding collisions or effects of 
polarized light from the solar panels); describe all design and operational feat1:1res 
incorporated to rninimize potential effects, and identify additional adaptive manage 
ment meas1:1res to be implemented as needed (e.g., vis1:1al screening on the perimeter 
fence to rninimize bird and bat access into the facilit'/; modifications s1:1ch as netting or 
shielding to excl1:1de nesting birds from facilities; seasonal modifications to panel 
'Nashing, maintenance or inspection sched1:1les to prevent damage to bird nests, or 
deterrents to prevent birds or bats from accessing facilities). In addition, if the O&M 
facility is developed off site, a monopole str1:1ct1::1re will be 1:1sed to s1:1pport telecomrn1:1 
nications eq1;1iprnent in order to deter bird nesting and 1;1se by ravens. The Plan also shall 
provide a reporting sched1:;1le for all actions taken d1:1ring project construction, O&M, and 
decommissioning. The Plan will be s1:1bject to approval by the USP.VS, in cons1:;1ltation 
v«ith BLM, Ri•1erside Cot:Jnt~·, CDFG, and JTNP. 

Desert Kit Fox and American Badger Impact Avoidance. The project owner shall 

contract a qualified biologist to conduct a baseline kit fox census and population health 

survey and prepare and implement a Desert Kit Fox Management Plan. 

1. Baseline Kit Fox Census and Population Health Survey: A qualified biologist with 

demonstrated mammal experience shall complete a baseline study of desert kit fox 

populations on the project site and the anticipated dispersal areas for passive 

relocation at least 60 days prior to initiation of construction activities. The 

anticipated dispersal areas shall be defined as all suitable desert kit fox habitat 

within 500 meters of the western, southern, and eastern project boundaries. The 

study shall characterize the demographics (e.g., size, structure, and distribution) of 

the kit foxes on the site and anticipated dispersal areas. The baseline study shall 

include the following components: 

a. An inventory and mapped locations of desert kit fox burrows on the project site 
and in the anticipated dispersal areas, and an evaluation whether each burrow 
is occupied, and reproductive status of kit foxes (single animal, mated pair, or 
family group with young). See Pre-Construction Surveys below. 

b. Health screening of each animal to determine exposure to canine distemper 
virus or other conditions, as recommended by federal or State wildlife health 
officials [e.g., the CDFW [formerly CDFG] Wildlife Investigations Lab (WIL)]. All 
capturing or handling of desert kit foxes shall be under the immediate 
supervision of WIL staff. The Applicant will coordinate with WIL and fund the 
health studies to establish baseline health conditions. 

c. Reporting: The Applicant shall provide a draft Summary Report of the Baseline 
Kit Fox Census and Population Health Survey to BLM for review in consultation 
with CDFW and USFWS. The Applicant shall not implement the Desert Kit Fox 
Management Plan (below) until receiving BLM's written approval of the 
Summary Report. 

2. Prepare Desert Kit Fox Management Plan: At least 45 days prior to construction, 

the Applicant shall submit a draft Desert Kit Fox Management Plan to BLM for 
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review and approval in consultation with CDFW and USFWS. The Desert Kit Fox 
Management Plan shall 1) incorporate baseline desert kit fox census and health 

survey findings into a cohesive management strategy that minimizes disease risk to 
kit foxes; 2) specify a cost and funding mechanism (e.g., NFWF Account) to fund 

CDFW for tagging, radio-tracking and monitoring of a subset of displaced kit foxes 
during the entire project construction phase to understand how displacement 
affects regional kit fox populations; 3) specifically identify preconstruction survey 

methods for kit foxes and large carnivores (e.g., badgers) in the project area; 4) 
describe a specific protocol for evaluating occupancy or activity of desert kit fox or 

American badger at each burrow or den; S) describe preconstruction and 
construction-phase passive relocation methods from the site; 6) specify the 

coordination of survey findings prior to and during construction to meet the 

information needs of wildlife health officials in monitoring the health of kit foxes on 
the site and in surrounding anticipated dispersal areas; 7) specify communications 

and reporting protocols for plan implementation, all observations of injured, ill, or 
dead kit foxes or badgers, and handling protocols for kit fox or badger carcasses; 

and 8) identify reporting procedures, including specification of dates and contents 
of all implementation reports, who they will be submitted to, and any required 
review/approval process. The Plan shall include contingency measures to be 

performed if canine distemper is documented in the project area or anticipated 
dispersal areas adjacent to the project site, and measures to address potential kit 
fox re-occupancy of the site (such as was documented at the Genesis site). The 
contents and requirements of the Plan shall be subject to review and approval by 
the BLM and CDFW. The Applicant shall not implement the Desert Kit Fox 
Management Plan (below) until receiving BLM's written approval of the Summary 
Report. 

3. Implement Desert Kit Fox Management Plan: If canine distemper is not identified in 

the project area or relocation areas during baseline surveys, the mitigation strategy 
may utilize passive means to relocate kit foxes from the site, with appropriate CDFW 
authorization. The approach below assumes that canine distemper is not detected 

during baseline surveys. If canine distemper is detected among desert kit foxes on 
the site or surrounding areas, then the Applicant will coordinate with BLM and 
CDFW to identify appropriate actions prior to continuing with Plan implementation. 

a. Pre-Construction Surveys: Biological Monitors shall conduct pre-construction 
surveys for desert kit fox and American badger no more than 30 days prior to 
initiation of construction activities. Surveys shall identify and record the 
locations of all potential dens throughout the project site (or phase or 
component, as applicable) and within 100 feet of the project boundary 
(including utility corridors and access roads) and shall be performed for each 
phase of construction. If dens are detected, each den shall then be further 
classified as inactive non-natal, inactive natal, potentially active, definitely active 
non-natal, or active natal den. 
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b. Inactive non-natal and inactive natal dens. Inactive dens are burrows that are 
mostly or completely silted in and the end of the burrow is clearly visible. 
Inactive non-natal and inactive natal dens that would be directly impacted by 
construction activities shall be excavated by hand and backfilled to prevent 
reuse by badgers or kit fox. 

c. Potentially active and definitely active non-natal dens. Potentially and definitely 
active non-natal dens that would be directly impacted by construction activities 
shall be monitored by the Biological Monitor for three consecutive nights using 
a tracking medium (such as diatomaceous earth or fire clay) and/or infrared 
camera stations at the entrance. If no tracks are observed in the tracking 
medium or no photos of the target species are captured after three nights, the 
den shall be excavated and backfilled by hand. If tracks are observed, the den 
shall be progressively blocked with natural materials (rocks, dirt, sticks, and 
vegetation piled in front of the entrance) for the next three to five nights to 
discourage the badger or kit fox from continued use. After verification that the 
den is unoccupied it shall then be excavated and backfilled by hand to ensure 
that no badgers or kit fox are trapped in the den. BLM approval may be required 
prior to release of badgers on public lands. 

d. Active natal dens. Active natal or pupping dens (any den with pups) will not be 
excavated or passively relocated. The pupping season is generally from January 
15 through July 31. A 500-foot no-disturbance buffer shall be maintained 
around all active dens. Discovery of an active natal den that could be impacted 
by the project shall be reported to the BLM and CDFW within 24 hours of the 
discovery. A detailed description outlining the types and methods of monitoring 
must be included in the plan. The den location shall be mapped and submitted 
along with a report stating the survey results to the BLM and CDFW. The 
Designated Biologist shall monitor the natal den until he or she determines that 
the pups have dispersed. No disturbance will be allowed for any animal 
associated with a natal den and any activities that might disturb denning 
activities shall be prohibited within the buffer zone. Once the pups have 
dispersed, various passive hazing methods may be used to discourage den 
reuse. A detailed description of the types of passive hazing to be used must be 
included in the plan; however, approval must be granted by the BLM, in 
consultation with CDFW prior to implementation. After verification that the den 
is unoccupied, it shall then be excavated by hand and backfilled to ensure that, 
no badgers or kit. fox are trapped in the den. 

e. Exception for American badger. In the event that passive relocation techniques 
fail for badgers, the project owner will contact the BLM and CDFW to explore 
other relocation options. 

f. The following measures shall be taken to reduce the likelihood of distemper 
transmission: 

i. No pets shall be allowed on the site prior to or during construction, 
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operation, and decommissioning, with the possible exception of vaccinated 
kit fox scat detection dogs during preconstruction surveys, and then only 
with prior CDFW approval; 

ii. Any hazing activities that include the use of chemical or other repellents (e.g. 
ultrasonic noise makers, or non-animal-based chemical repellents) must be 
cleared through CDFW prior to use. The use of animal tissue or excretion 
based repellents (e.g. coyote urine, anal gland products) is not permitted. 

iii. Any sick or diseased kit fox, or documented kit fox mortality shall be reported 
to CDFW and the BLM AO within 8 hours of identification. If a dead kit fox is 
observed, it shall be collected and stored according to established protocols 
distributed by CDFW WIL, and the WIL shall be contacted to determine 
carcass suitability for necropsy. 

Raven Monitoring, Management, and Control Plan. The project owner shall contract a 
qualified biologist to prepare and implement a Raven Monitoring, Management, and 
Control Plan (Raven Plan) that shall be consistent with current USFWS raven 
management guidelines and that meets the approval of the BLM, Riverside County, 
USFWS, and CDFG. The purpose of the Raven Plan shall be to minimize project-related 
predator subsidies and prevent any increases in raven numbers or activity during 
construction, O&M, and decommissioning. The Plan shall address all project 
components and their potential effects on raven numbers and activity. The threshold for 
implementation of raven control measures shall be any increases in raven numbers from 
baseline conditions, as detected by monitoring to be implemented pursuant to the Plan. 
Regardless of raven monitoring results, the project owner shall be responsible for all 
other aspects of raven management described in the Plan, including avoidance and 
minimization of project-related trash, water sources, or perch/roost/nest sites that 
could contribute to increased raven numbers, throughout the life of the project, 
including construction, O&M, and decommissioning. In addition, to offset the 
cumulative contributions of the project to desert tortoise from increased raven 
numbers, the project owner shall contribute to the USFWS Regional Raven Management 
Program. The project owner shall do all of the following: 

1. Prepare and Implement a Raven Management Plan that shall include, but shall not 
be limited to the following components. The Plan shall be finalized and approved by 
BLM, Riverside County, USFWS, and CDFG and provided to the JTNP for review and 
comment prior to the start of construction activities. 

a. Identify all potential project activities, structures, components, and other 
effects that could provide predator subsidies or attractants, including potential 
sources of food and water, as well as nest or perch sites. These will include but 
will not be limited to waste food material, road killed animals, water storage 
(including evaporation ponds and construction phase storage ponds), potential 
pooling from leaks, dust control, or waste water, and perch or roost sites on 
project facilities and infrastructure; 

b. Describe management practices to avoid or minimize conditions that might 
increase raven numbers and predatory activities; 
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c. Specify a program to monitor raven presence in the project vicinity and detect 
any increase in numbers or activity; 

d. Specify raven activity thresholds for implementation of control measures; 

e. Describe control practices for ravens to be implemented as needed based on 
the monitoring results; 

f. Address monitoring and nest removal during construction and for the life of the 
project; and 

g. Describe reporting schedules and requirements. For the first year of reporting, 
the project owner shall provide quarterly reports describing implementation of 
the Plan, thereafter the reports shall be submitted annually for the life of the 
project. 

2. Contribute to the USFWS Regional Raven Management Program. No later than 30 
days prior to the start of construction, the project owner shall submit payment to 
the project sub-account of the REAT Account held by the National Fish and Wildlife 
Foundation (NFWF) to support the USFWS Regional Raven Management Program. 
The amount shall be a one-time payment of $105 per acre of long-term or 
permanent disturbance (totaling $136,500 for a disturbance area of 1,300 acres, to 
be adjusted according to final project footprint). 

Cultural Resources 

AM CULT-1 

MM CUL-1 

MM CUL-2 

June 2014 

Monitoring and Mitigation Plan. A cultural resources monitoring and mitigation plan 
will be prepared for the project. The plan will include a description of areas to be 
monitored during construction, a discovery plan that will address unanticipated cultural 
resources, and provisions for the education of construction workers. Responsible parties 
for mitigation measures will be identified. 

Memorandum of Agreement. 

The BLM shall prepare a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) in consultation with the 
SHPO, Indian tribes, and other interested parties. The MOA will govern the resolution of 
any adverse effects on historic properties (listed on or eligible for the NRHP) that may 
result from the proposed or alternative actions. It shall also govern MM CUL-2 through 
CUL-9, below. The MOA shall be executed prior to BLM's approval of the Record of 
Decision. 

Project Cultural Resources Staff. 

Project Cultural Resources Specialist. Prior to the issuance of a Notice to Proceed by 
BLM, a cultural resources specialist whose training and background conforms to the U.S. 
Secretar:y of Interior's Professional Qualifications Standards, as published in Title 36, 
Code of Federal Regulations, part 61 (36 C.F.R., part 61) shall be retained by the project 
owner and approved by the BLM to supervise monitoring of construction excavations 
and to produce a Monitoring and Treatment Plan for the approved project. Their 
qualifications shall be appropriate to the needs of the project and shall include a 
background in anthropology, archaeology, history, architectural history, or a related 
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field. The Monitoring and Treatment Plan will be prepared and implemented under the 
direction of the cultural resources specialist and will address and incorporate MM CUL-1 
through MM CUL-9. 

Additional Cultural Resources Staff 
The Project Cultural Resources Specialist may obtain the services of Cultural Resources 
Monitors and Field Crew if needed, to assist in mitigation, monitoring, and curation 
activities. These individuals must meet BLM qualifications and their resumes must be 
reviewed and approved by BLM prior to beginning work. 

Monitoring and Treatment Plan. Prior to the issuance of a Notice to Proceed by BLM, 
the Project Cultural Resources Specialist shall submit a Monitoring and Treatment Plan 
for the project to the BLM for review and approval. The Monitoring and Treatment Plan 
shall be prepared and implemented under the direction of the Project Cultural 
Resources Specialist and shall address and incorporate MM CUL-1 through MM CUL-9. 
The Monitoring and Treatment Plan shall be prepared at the sole expense of the of the 
project proponent, and shall meet all BLM and Riverside County regulatory require
ments. A monitoring plan indicates the avoidance or treatments recommended for the 
area of the proposed disturbance and must minimally address the following: 

1. The duties of the Project Cultural Resources Specialist shall be fully discussed, 
including oversight/management duties with respect to site evaluation, data 
collection, monitoring, and reporting at both known prehistoric and historic-period 
archaeological sites and any NRHP and CRHR-eligible prehistoric and historic-period 
archaeological sites discovered during construction; 

2. A general research design shall be developed that: 

a. Charts a timeline of all research activities; 

b. Recapitulates any existing paleoenvironmental, prehistoric, ethnohistoric, 
ethnographic, and historic contexts to create a comprehensive historic context 
for the project vicinity; 

c. Poses archaeological research questions and testable hypotheses specifically 
applicable to the archaeological resource types known for the project vicinity; 
and 

d. Clearly articulates why it is in the public interest to address the research ques
tions that it poses. 

3. Artifact collection, retention/disposal, and curation policies shall be discussed, as 
related to the research questions formulated in the research design. These policies 
shall apply to cultural resources materials and documentation resulting from 
evaluation and data recovery at both known prehistoric and historic-period 
archaeological sites and any NRHP or CRHR-eligible prehistoric and historic-period 
archaeological sites discovered during construction. 

4. The implementation sequence and the estimated time frames needed to accomplish 
all project-related tasks during the ground-disturbance and post-ground-distur
bance analysis phases of the project shall be specified. 
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5. Person(s) expected to perform each of the tasks, their responsibilities, and the 
reporting relationships between project construction management and the mitiga
tion and monitoring team shall be identified. 

6. The manner in which Native American observers or monitors will be included, the 
procedures to be used to select them, and their roles and responsibilities shall be 
described. 

7. All impact-avoidance measures (such as flagging or fencing) to prohibit or otherwise 
restrict access to sensitive resource areas that are to be avoided during ground 
disturbance, construction, and/or operation shall be described. Any areas where 
these measures are to be implemented shall be identified. The description shall 
address how these measures would be implemented prior to the start of ground 
disturbance and how long they would be needed to protect the resources from 
project-related impacts. 

8. The commitment to record on Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 523 
forms, to map, and to photograph all encountered cultural resources over SO years 
of age shall be stated. In addition, the commitment to curate all archaeological 
materials retained as a result of the archaeological investigations (survey, testing, 
data recovery), in accordance with the BLM requirements and the California State 
Historical Resources Commission's Guidelines for the Curation of Archaeological 
Collections, into a retrievable storage collection in a public repository or museum 
shall be stated. 

9. The commitment of the project owner to pay all curation fees for artifacts 
recovered and for related documentation produced during cultural resources inves
tigations conducted for the project shall be stated. The project owner shall identify a 
curation facility that could accept cultural resources materials resulting from DHSP 
cultural resources investigations. 

10. The contents, format, and review and approval process of the final Cultural 
Resource Report (CRR) shall be described and shall meet BLM and Riverside County 
guidelines. 

Authority to Halt Construction. The project owner shall grant authority to halt 
construction-related ground disturbance to the Project Cultural Resources Specialist and 
cultural resources monitors in the event of a discovery. Redirection of 
construction-related ground disturbance shall be accomplished under the direction of 
the construction supervisor in consultation with the cultural resources specialist. The 
details of this agreement shall be stipulated in the Monitoring and Treatment Plan 
Mitigation Measure CUL-3. 

Cultural Resources Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP). Prior to issuing 
a BLM Notice to Proceed, the project proponent shall submit evidence of that WEAP 
training has been provided to construction supervisors and crew to ensure their 
awareness of requirements regarding the protection of historic properties and proce
dures to be implemented in the event that archaeological sites are encountered by 
ground-disturbing activities. This training will be prepared by the Project Cultural 
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Resources Specialist (MM CUL-2), reviewed and approved by the BLM, and presented by 
a qualified cultural resources specialist. All construction supervisors and crewmembers 
shall be required to undergo archaeological WEAP training prior to commencement of 
ground-disturbing activities or prior to beginning work on the project site. WEAP 
training shall also be required for decommissioning personnel. 

Monitoring for Cultural Resources. Ground-disturbing activities related to construction, 
operation, maintenance, and decommissioning shall be monitored by a cultural 
resources monitor. The personnel involved in monitoring, the qualifications of those 
personnel, and the monitoring intensity shall be shall be stipulated in the Monitoring 
and Treatment Plan Mitigation Measure CUL-3. However, at a minimum monitoring 
shall be conducted by a qualified archaeologist familiar with the types of historical and 
prehistoric resources that could be encountered within the approved project area, and 
under direct supervision of a principal archaeologist. All cultural resources personnel 
will be approved by the BLM through the agency's Cultural Resource Use Permitting 
process. A Native American monitor may be required at culturally sensitive locations 
specified by the BLM following government-to-government consultation with Indian 
Tribes. The Monitoring and Treatment Plan (MM CUL-3) shall indicate the types of 
locations where Native American monitors will be required and shall specify the tribal 
affiliation of the required Native American monitor for each location. The project owner 
shall retain and schedule any required Native American monitors. If cultural resources 
are encountered during construction or decommissioning, treatment shall occur per 
Mitigation Measure CUL-3 (Monitoring and Treatment Plan. At a minimum, this 
treatment will include stop work orders in the vicinity of the find, recordation and 
evaluation of the find by a qualified cultural resources specialist, notification of the find 
to BLM and the appropriate state regulatory agency, and appropriate treatment 
measures, possibly including data recovery or avoidance. 

Cultural Resources Reporting. The project Cultural Resources Specialist shall document 
interim results of the construction monitoring program with daily, weekly, or monthly 
progress reports as necessary to the project owner, state regulatory agency and the 
BLM. The contents of these reports shall be stipulated in the Monitoring and Treatment 
Plan per Mitigation Measure CUL-3. 

The final cultural resources report shall be written by or under the direction of the proj
ect cultural resources specialist and shall be provided in the State of California Archae
ological Resource Management Report and appropriate BLM report format. The final 
document shall report on all field activities including dates, times and locations, results, 
samplings, and analyses. All survey reports, Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 
523 forms, data recovery reports, and any additional research reports not previously 
submitted to the California Historical Resource Information System (CHRIS) and the 
State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) shall be included as appendices. Additional 
reporting requirements may be specified in the Monitoring and Treatment Plan per 
Mitigation Measure CUL-3. 

Curation of Cultural Resources Collections. All archaeological materials retained as a 
result of the archaeological investigations (survey, testing, data recovery) shall be 
curated in accordance with BLM requirements and the California State Historical 
Resources Commission's Guidelines for the Curation of Archaeological Collections, into a 
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retrievable storage collection in a public repository or museum. Additional curation 
requirements may be specified in the Monitoring and Treatment Plan per Mitigation 
Measure CUL-3. 

MM CUL-9 Pre-construction Geoarchaeological Subsurface Excavation. Prior to issuing a BLM 
Notice to Proceed, the Project Cultural Resources Specialist with the assistance of a 
qualified geoarchaeologist, shall submit a Pre-construction Geoarchaeological 
Subsurface Excavation Plan for the project to the BLM for review and approval. The Plan 
shall be prepared and implemented by a qualified geoarchaeologist under the direction 
of the Project Cultural Resources Specialist. Implementation of the Plan shall be 
complete prior to the completion of the Monitoring and Treatment Plan (CUL-3) so that 
the resulting information can guide the project mitigation and monitoring strategy. The 
Plan shall be prepared and implemented at the sole expense of the project proponent, 
and meet all BLM and Riverside County regulatory requirements. The geoarchaeological 
plan is intended guide the investigation of landforms in the project area to develop an 
understanding of their age and origin, relative to the physical contexts of surface and 
subsurface archaeological deposits on the proposed project area. Subsurface excavation 
shall take place in a minimum of 10 locations within the project area, one each in each 
proposed solar fields, and the remainder placed along the chosen gen-tie line alterna
tive at the discretion of a qualified geoarchaeologist. Trench walls shall be examined and 
documented by a qualified geoarchaeologist. Small samples from each trench shall be 
screened through mesh fine enough to collect micro-vertebrate fossils. A minimum of 
10 charcoal or soil humate samples, as appropriate, shall be collected and shall be 
subjected to AMS radiocarbon dating. Upon completion of all field work and laboratory 
analysis, a letter report describing the results of the geoarchaeological study must be 
submitted to the BLM and the County of Riverside Planning Department for review and 
approval. The results shall be incorporated into the Monitoring and Treatment Plan. 

MM CUL-10 Radio Program. A continuous loop radio program or interpretive program focused on 
motorists on 1-10, an appropriate broadcasting location, and associated signage in 
Desert Center and on 1-10 near Desert Center shall be developed, broadcast and 
installed per the project's MOA. The radio program shall provide information about the 
North Chuckwalla Petroglyph District (CA-RIV-1383, NRHP-listed), the Coco-Maricopa 
trail segments (CA-RIV-0053T, determined eligible), and Native American values 
associated with these sites. Content shall be developed in consultation with all 
interested tribes. In addition, the program shall provide information about the DTC/C
AMA in general, archaeological site P-33-18392 in particular, and other details about 
Desert Training Center activities in the Desert Center vicinity. The broadcast or 
interpretive program shall be maintained for the life of the project, and updated with 
relevant new information every five years. 

MM CUL-11 Avoid Known Resources. Known historical resources (eligible for CRHR) and unevalu
ated cultural resources (potentially eligible for the CRHR) shall be flagged and avoided. 
In addition, at any known historical resource within 165 feet (50 meters) of the project 
area, the limits of the project area near the resource shall be marked with visible flag
ging tape prior to construction. The construction crews shall be instructed that no 
vehicle access, travel, equipment staging, storage, or other construction-related work 
shall occur outside the flagged areas to ensure that known historic resources are not 
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inadvertently damaged during implementation of the project. Within the boundaries of 
the Desert Center Town Dump (CA-Riv-9385} the limits of the project area shall be 
marked as described above, ensuring that no construction-related work shall occur 
within site boundaries other than strictly within the marked project area. 

Paleontology 

MM PAL-1 

MM PAL-2 

June 2014 

Project Paleontological Staff. 

Project Paleontologist - Prior to the issuance of a Notice to Proceed by BLM, a qualified 
paleontologist approved by the BLM to serve as Project Paleontologist shall be retained 
by the project owner. This individual shall retain a BLM paleontological resource use 
permit for the project and a paleontological permit from the County of Riverside. To do 
so this individual shall have the following qualifications as stipulated in BLM Manual 
8270-1: 

a. Professional instruction in a field of paleontology relevant to the work proposed 
(vertebrate, invertebrate, trace, paleobotany, etc.), obtained through: 

1) Formal education resulting in a graduate degree from an accredited institution 
in paleontology, or in geology, biology, botany, zoology or anthropology if the 
major emphasis is in paleontology; OR 

2) Equivalent paleontological training and experience including at least 24 months 
under the guidance of a professional paleontologist who meets qualification 
above that provided increased responsibility leading to professional duties 
similar to those in qualification above; and 

b. Demonstrated experience in collecting, analyzing, and reporting paleontological 
data, similar to the type and scope of work proposed in the application; 

c. Demonstrated experience in planning, equipping, staffing, organizing, and supervis
ing crews performing the work proposed in the application; 

d. Demonstrated experience in carrying paleontological projects to completion as evi
denced by timely completion and/or publication of theses, research reports, scien
tific papers and similar documents. 

The resume of the proposed Project Paleontologist will be submitted to BLM, in con
sultation with the BLM regional paleontologist, for review and approval. 

As described in BLM IM 2009-011, the Project Paleontologist will serve as the Principal 
Investigator {Pl} under the BLM permit and is responsible for all actions under the 
permit, for meeting all permit terms and conditions, and for the performance of all 
other personnel. This person is also the contact person for the project proponent and 
the BLM. 

Additional Paleontological Staff - The Project Paleontologist may obtain the services of 
Paleontological Field Agents, Field Monitors, and Field Assistants, if needed, to assist in 
mitigation, monitoring, and curation activities. These individuals must meet the qualifi
cations described in BLM IM 2009-011, and their resumes must be reviewed and 
approved by BLM prior to beginning work. 

Paleontological Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (PMMP). Prior to the issuance of a 
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Notice to Proceed by BLM, the Project Paleontologist shall submit a Paleontological Mit
igation and Monitoring Plan (PMMP) for the project to the SLM for review and approval. 
The appropriate Paleontology Lead or Regional Paleontologist shall review the plan for 
sufficiency prior to acceptance. The PMMP shall be prepared and implemented under 
the direction of the Project Paleontologist and shall address and incorporate MM PAL-1 
through MM PAL-8. The PMMP shall be prepared at the sole expense of the project 
proponent, and be based on Society of Vertebrate Paleontology (SVP) assessment and 
mitigation guidelines and meet all BLM and Riverside County regulatory requirements. A 
monitoring plan indicates the avoidance or treatments recommended for the area of 
the proposed disturbance and must minimally address the following: 

1. Identification and mapping of impact areas of high sensitivity that will be monitored 
during construction; 

2. A coordination strategy to ensure that a qualified paleontologist (MM PAL-1) will 
conduct monitoring at the appropriate locations at the appropriate intensity; 

3. The significance criteria to be used to determine which resources will be avoided or 
recovered for their data potential; 

4. Procedures for the discovery, recovery, preparation, and analysis of paleontological 
resources encountered during construction, in accordance with standards for 
recovery established by the SVP and the BLM; 

5. Provisions for verification that the project proponent has an agreement with a 
recognized museum repository, for the disposition of recovered fossils and that the 
fossils shall be prepared prior to submittal to the repository as required by the 
repository (e.g., prepared, analyzed at a laboratory, curated, or cataloged); 

6. Specifications that all paleontological work undertaken by the project proponent on 
public land shall be carried out by qualified paleontologists with appropriate current 
permits (MM PAL-1), including but not limited to a Paleontological Resources Use 
Permit (for work on public lands administered by BLM) and a Riverside County 
permit (for work on lands administered by the County of Riverside); 

7. Description of monitoring reports that will be prepared which shall include daily 
logs, monthly reports, and a final monitoring report with an itemized list of 
specimens found to be submitted to the BLM, the Riverside County Planning Depart
ment, the project proponent and the designated repository within 90 days of the 
completion of monitoring; 

8. The implementation sequence and the estimated time frames needed to accomplish 
all project-related tasks during the ground-disturbance and post-ground-distur
bance analysis phases of the project shall be specified; and 

9. Person(s) expected to perform each of the tasks, their responsibilities, and the 
reporting relationships between project construction management and the miti
gation and monitoring team shall be identified. 

10. All impact-avoidance measures (such as flagging or fencing) to prohibit or otherwise 
restrict access to sensitive resource areas that are to be avoided during ground 
disturbance, construction, and/or operation shall be described. Any areas where 
these measures are to be implemented shall be identified. The description shall 
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address how these measures would be implemented prior to the start of ground 
disturbance and how long they would be needed to protect the resources from 
project-related impacts. 

Authority to Halt Ground Disturbance. As specified in BLM IM 2009~011, if significant 
fossil material is discovered during construction activities, the Project Paleontologist, 
Field Agents, and Field Monitors have the authority to temporarily halt surface dis
turbing actions until an assessment of the find is completed and appropriate protection 
measures taken. The length of time ground disturbance will be halted, the size of the 
area where work is halted, and the details of the assessments and treatments are 
described in detail in the PMMP (MM PAL-2). Work may not resume until approval is 
granted from both the Project Paleontologist and the BLM Authorized Officer. 

Paleontological Worker Environmental Awareness Program (WEAP). Prior to issuing a 
BLM Notice to Proceed, the project proponent shall submit evidence of that WEAP 
training has been provided to construction supervisors and crew to ensure their 
awareness of requirements regarding the protection of paleontological resources and 
procedures to be implemented in the event fossil remains are encountered by 
ground-disturbing activities. This training will be prepared by the Project Paleontologist 
(MM PAL-1), reviewed and approved by the BLM, and presented by a qualified 
paleontologist. All construction supervisors and crewmembers shall be required to 
undergo paleontological WEAP training prior to commencement of ground-disturbing 
activities or prior to beginning work on the project site. WEAP training shall also be 
required for decommissioning personnel. 

Construction Monitoring for Paleontological Resources. The pr9ject proponent shall 
continuously comply with the following during all ground disturbing activities during 
project construction and operations: 

1. If project ground-disturbing activities will affect previously undisturbed strata in 
rock units of high potential (Class 4 or higher), specifically Quaternary Alluvium, 
Quaternary Sand, Quaternary Nonmarine Sediments, Quaternary Lake Deposits, and 
Quaternary-Tertiary Lake Deposits, full time monitoring by the Project 
Paleontologist or other qualified paleontologist will be required. 

2. Construction activities shall be diverted when data recovery of significant fossils is 
warranted, as determined by the Project Paleontologist. Monitoring shall be 
conducted as follows: 

a. Monitoring of ground disturbance shall consist of the surface collection of 
visible vertebrate and significant invertebrate fossils within the project site. 
Upon discovery of paleontological resources by paleontologists or construction 
personnel, work in the immediate area of the find shall be halted and diverted 
and the Project Paleontologist shall be notified. Once the find has been 
inspected and a preliminary assessment has been made, the Project 
Paleontologist will notify the BLM and the County of Riverside Planning 
Department of the discovery within 24 hours. If recovery of a large or unusually 
productive fossil occurrence is warranted, earthmoving activities shall be 
diverted temporarily around the fossil locality, and a recovery crew shall be 
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mobilized to remove the material as quickly as possible. The monitor shall be 
permitted to photograph and/or draw stratigraphic profiles of cut surfaces and 
take samples for analysis of microfossils, dating, or other specified purposes in 
accordance with the PMMP (MM PAL-2). 

b. Recovered specimens shall be prepared to a point of identification, including 
washing of sediments to recover smaller fossil remains. Once excavation has 
reached specified depths, salvage of fossil material from the side walls of the cut 
shall resume. Specimens shall be identified and curated into a repository with 
retrievable storage (MM PAL-7). 

c. All significant fossil specimens recovered from the project site as a result of the 
paleontological monitoring and mitigation program shall be treated (prepared, 
identified, curated, and cataloged) in accordance with the designated repository 
requirements. Samples shall be submitted to a laboratory, acceptable to the 
designated repository, for identification, dating, and microfossil and pollen 
analysis. 

Construction monitoring or spot checking as appropriate, shall also be required for the 
decommissioning period. 

Paleontological Reporting. The Project Paleontologist shall document the results of the 
construction monitoring program with daily monitoring reports, monthly progress 
reports and a final report submitted to BLM, the state regulatory agency, the designated 
repository and the project proponent as outlined in the PMMP (MM PAL-2). All reports 
shall be prepared in accordance with BLM, Society of Vertebrate Paleontology guide
lines, and state regulatory agency requirements. Reporting shall also be required for the 
decommissioning pe.riod if any new fossils are identified during monitoring of decom
missioning activities. 

Daily and monthly reporting will include at a minimum a completed BLM locality form 
8270-3 or equivalent for each new locality using 1:24000 scale maps with new localities 
plotted. 

Upon completion of all field work, a final report of the monitoring and mitigation 
conducted must be submitted to the BLM and the County of Riverside Planning 
Department for review and approval. At a minimum the final report must include the 
following details as specified by BLM IM 2009-011: 

1. Name, affiliation, address, date of report, and permit number (if consultant) of the 
paleontologist doing the survey. 

2. Project name and number (if used), name of proponent, and general location of 
project. 

3. Date(s) of the survey and names of any personnel assisting with the survey. 

4. Brief description of project and expected impacts to paleontological resources. 

5. A summary of mitigation performed. 

6. A summary of findings, including important discoveries. 

7. A description of potentially fossiliferous areas to allow for future assessment of 
sites, even if no fossils were located during the project monitoring. 
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8. A completed BLM locality form 8270-3 or equivalent for each new locality using 
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) NAO 83 coordinates, and 1:24000 scale maps 
with new localities plotted using points or polygons as appropriate. Locality forms, 
maps, and any other information containing specific fossil locations should be 
bound separately or assembled as a separate section to allow for preservation of 
confidential locality data. 

9. List of specimen field numbers and field identifications of collected material, 
cross-referenced to the locality field number. 

Curation of Paleontological Materials. Prior to issuing a BLM Notice to Proceed, as 
specified by BLM Manual 8270-1 the project proponent shall submit written certification 
from a repository willing to accept the collections and other materials resulting from 
work done for the project. The project owner shall curate the fossil collections, provide 
appropriate field and laboratory documentation, and complete the final Paleontological 
Resource Recovery Report within 90 days from the completion of monitoring. Curation 
and documentation shall also be required for the decommissioning period if any new 
fossils are identified during monitoring of decommissioning activities. 

Pre-construction Paleontological Subsurface Excavation. Prior to issuing a BLM Notice 
to Proceed, the Project Paleontologist shall submit a Pre-construction Subsurface 
Excavation Plan, prepared consistent with SVP guidelines, for the project to the BLM for 
review and approval. The Plan shall be prepared and implemented under the direction 
of the Project Paleontologist. Implementation of the Plan shall be complete prior to the 
completion of the PMMP so that the resulting information can guide the project 
mitigation and monitoring strategy. The Plan shall be prepared and implemented at the 
sole expense of the project proponent, and be consistent with SVP guidelines and meet 
all BLM and Riverside County regulatory requirements. The subsurface excavation plan 
is intended to be consistent with SVP guidance for project areas with high paleon
tological sensitivity and the potential for presence of soil units likely to contain 
micro-vertebrate fossils (paleosols). Subsurface excavation shall take place in a 
minimum of 10 locations within the project area, with at least one excavation in each 
proposed solar field (as applicable), with the remainder placed along the chosen gen-tie 
line alternative at the discretion of the Project Paleontologist. Trench walls shall be 
examined and documented by a qualified paleontologist. Small samples from each 
trench shall be screened through mesh fine enough to collect micro-vertebrate fossils. A 
minimum of 10 fossils or soil humate samples, as appropriate, shall be collected and 
shall be subjected to AMS radiocarbon dating. Upon completion of all field work and 
laboratory analysis, a letter report describing the results of the subsurface excavation 
must be submitted to the BLM and the County of Riverside Planning Department for 
review and approval. The results shall be incorporated into the PMMP. 

Fire and Fuels Management 

AM HAZ-7 

June 2014 

Fire protection measures shall be implemented. Project facilities will be designed, 
constructed, and operated in accordance with applicable fire protection and other 
environmental, health and safety requirements. In compliance with County of Riverside 
requirements, a project-specific fire prevention plan for both construction and 
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operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-Tie Line will be completed prior to initiation of 
construction. The fire protection plan will be approved by the BLM and provided to 
Riverside County for review and comment. 

Fire Prevention Plan. A project-specific fire prevention plan will be in place during 
construction, operation and decommissioning of the project. This plan will comply with 
applicable County of Riverside regulations and would be coordinated with the BLM Fire 
Management Officer and the local Fire Department in the Chuckwalla Valley at Tamarisk 
Park. 
Emergency Response Plan. An emergency response plan and site security plan will be 
completed for the project facilities by qualified professionals. These plans will be 
developed in accordance with the BLM requirements. 

A project-specific Fire Prevention Plan shall be developed and implemented. This Plan 
shall comply with applicable County of Riverside regulations and would be coordinated 
with the BLM Fire Management Officer and the local Fire Department in the Chuckwalla 
Valley at Tamarisk Park. The Plan shall be developed for construction, operations/main
tenance, and decommissioning activities. 

The following steps shall be taken to identify and control fires and similar emergencies. 

1. Wildfire traffic control and site access. The project owner shall develop a wildfire 
traffic control plan. The plan shall provide mechanisms for keeping roads passable 
for emergency service providers in a wildfire or other emergency situation. The 
traffic control plan shall identify strategic locations for adequate construction and 
maintenance vehicle parking, as necessary, in consultation with BLM. Alternative 
routes for large equipment and vehicle evacuation shall be identified to the extent 
possible. The plan shall provide specifications, including GIS data, for a network of 
access roads to be constructed for adequate fire control and emergency vehicle 
access to the site. Local fire agencies shall have 24-hour access to the solar farm 
site. Fire access roads and gates shall be a minimum of 12 feet to allow fire 
bulldozer access. Firefighting roads shall be maintained to permit access to 2-wheel 
drive fire equipment. Approved roads shall be named or designated with road signs 
that shall be maintained in good condition. Project fences shall not limit access to 
fire roads, fire hydrants, or fire protection systems. The project owner shall provide 
and maintain a Knox Box or similar system to allow fire and law enforcement, 
including U.S. Border Patrol, access. Below surface pipelines, electrical and commu
nications lines shall be signed at an interval appropriate to alert firefighting bull
dozer and off road fire engine operations to advise firefighters of depth and 
location. 

2. Minimize fire risk by removing vegetation. Electrical equipment that is part of the 
project would only be energized after the necessary inspections and approval to 
ensure minimal risk of any electrical fire during construction. Measures to minimize 
fire risk shall include removal of dry vegetation and/or other combustible materials 
within 30 feet of any hazardous material storage, compressed gas storage, or 
equipment/vehicle that has the potential to spark a fire. Cleared dead and decaying 
vegetation shall be removed. 

3. Use of non-flammable coolant for transformers. Transformers located on site shall 
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be equipped with non-toxic mineral-oil based coolant that is non-flammable, 
biodegradable and contains no polychlorinated biphenyls or other toxic compounds. 

4. Halt construction during "severe fire weather." Construction activities shall be 
halted during "severe fire weather" as defined by the local CAL FIRE office and BLM 
Fire Management. Work may be resumed during severe fire weather only with 
approval of the local CAL FIRE office and BLM Fire Management. 

S. Blasting plan must be approved before any project-related blasting. No blasting 
shall occur without submission and approval of a blasting plan. Plan shall be 
approved by BLM, CAL FIRE, and local fire agency before the start of ground 
disturbance. 

6. Prevent conflicts with aerial fire-fighting. All new overhead structures introduced 
by gen-tie lines shall be mapped and maps and GIS data shall be provided to fire 
agencies to prevent conflicts with aerial fire-fighting. Construction contractor and 
project operator shall also coordinate with fire agencies to reduce potential 
conflicts. 

7. Crew members shall monitor for fire risks and immediately report fires and fire 
risks. All construction/maintenance/decommissioning crews and inspectors shall be 
provided with radio and cellular telephone access that is operational throughout the 
entire approved solar farm site and gen-tie line route to allow for immediate 
reporting of fires. Communications equipment shall be tested and confirmed as 
operational each day prior to initiating construction or maintenance activities. All 
fires shall be reported to fire agencies, both CAL FIRE and BLM, immediately. Each 
crew member shall carry at all times a laminated card listed pertinent telephone 
numbers for reporting fires and defining immediate steps to take if a fire starts, 
including appropriate fire suppression measures. Project staff shall monitor fire risks 
during construction and operation to ensure that prompt measures are taken to 
mitigate identified risks. The project owner's staff vehicles shall be equipped with 
fire extinguishers. 

In addition to the elements listed above, the Plan shall include the following, at a 
minimum: 

8. The project owner shall provide a dedicated 10,000-gallon water tank, labeled for 
fire suppression, and maintained for firefighter use. The plumbing connection must 
be such that the tank can be opened or closed, the plumbing must be permanent, of 
metal material, and no less than 4 inches. The firefighting connection must be of 
metal construction and 4-inch National Hose Thread with a separate coupling, that 
shall be removable, shall be of metal construction from 4-inch National Hose thread 
to2 1/2-inch National Hose Thread. A protective cap must be in place to protect the 
hose threads. 

9. No combustible materials, patio furniture, wood picnic tables, sun shades, patio roof 
shall be stored, placed or constructed around buildings. Such items must be fire 
resistant. 

10. Campfires, barbeques, and stoves must be placed in cleared areas. 

11. A notification list shall be provided in the Plan with current contact information for 
all relevant parties. The notification list shall be updated as changes occur, and 
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12. Addresses shall be visible from road, signed with lettering at least 6 inches in height, 
reflective, and of color contrast to its background. 

13. The project owner shall provide a training program for emergency fire responders 
so that they can safely fight fires without damaging equipment to the extent 
possible. To this end, the project owner shall provide a single training prop (small 
panel system) to the Riverside County Fire Department to enhance the training 
experience. 

Soils and Geology 

AM GE0-1 

AM GE0-2 

Design Plan. Project structures shall be built in accordance with the design-basis 
recommendations in the project-specific geotechnical investigation report. Structure 
designs must meet the requirements of all applicable federal, state, and county permits 
and building codes. 

Design Features. The Applicant will implement the following design features to reduce 
effects from wind and water erosion to soils: 

• Obtain coverage under the NPDES General Permit for Storm Water Discharges 
Associated with Construction Activity (General Permit) Water Quality Order 2009-
0009 DWQ; 

• .Use nonhazardous dust suppressants approved by the BLM and water on an 
as-needed basis to suppress wind-blown dust generated at the site during con
struction. Dust palliatives also would be applied between rows of solar panels for 
dust suppression during operation; 

• Implement erosion control measures during construction; and 

• Use silt fences for erosion control in the event of a storm event along neighboring 
properties and along the main drainage adjacent to the solar facility site. 

Lands and Realty 

AM LU-1 Notification. Property owners within 300 feet of the project shall be notified of all major 
project construction milestones, such as start of project construction. Said property 
owners shall be provided with a detailed construction schedule at least 30 days before 
construction so that they are informed as to the time and location of disturbance. 
Updates shall be provided as necessary. 

The following mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce effects to ROW holders to the 
maximum extent feasible. 

MM LR-1 

June 2014 

Prior ROW Coordination. The project owner shall coordinate with any prior ROW 
holders, document the effect the new use would have on existing holders, and resolve 
any incompatibilities to the existing holders at the project owner's expense. The project 
owner shall bear all costs for relocating, modifying, or flagging any facilities such as 
power poles, conductors, or pipelines that might be necessary to accommodate the new 
use. 
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FERC Withdrawal Compatibility. The project owner shall construct, operate, and 
maintain all facilities located within the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 
withdrawal area so as not to interfere with or preclude use of the withdrawn public 
lands for the EMPSP (Power Project P-13123). The DHSP project owner shall be 
responsible for any costs necessary to maintain or modify any DHSP facilities to 
accommodate use of public land under Power Project P-13123. If Power Project P-13123 
is licensed by FERC, the project owner shall also be responsible for reimbursing the 
licensee for all reasonable costs incurred by the licensee as a result of the project 
owner's use of withdrawn public land. "Project components" include fencing, solar 
modules, overhead or underground transmission lines, gravel or paved access roads, or 
other project facilities that have the potential to interfere with the licensed use on the 
withdrawn land. 

The following mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce effects to ROW holders to the 
maximum extent feasible. 

MM LR-3 Eliminate DSSF Panel Shading. If a higher panel alternative is adopted, the project 
owner shall ensure that the project layout does not result in shading of neighboring 
solar panels in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm (DSSF), the existing ROW holder imme
diately north of the proposed solar facility site. The burden of proof shall rest with the 
project owner (of the Desert Harvest Solar Project [DHSP]) to demonstrate that no 
shading would occur on DSSF panels through commissioning of an engineering study 
carried out by a qualified professional. The study shall be submitted to DSSF and BLM 
for review prior to BLM's issuance of a notice to proceed for the DHSP. DSSF shall be 
given 30 days to respond, and BLM has the final authority to approve or reject the 
findings of the study. If BLM determines that adjacent shading would occur, a notice to 
proceed for the DHSP will be withheld until a redesign of the DHSP shows no shading of 
adjacent DSSF panels, or until a suitable financial agreement is reached between the 
DSSF and the DHSP. 

Noise and Vibration 

AMN-1 

MM NOl-1 

MM NOl-2 

June 2014 

Construction Schedule. Most construction activity will be limited to daytime hours 
consistent with Riverside County noise ordinance limitations. Certain electrical connec
tion activities at the solar project site would occur at night for safety reasons, but would 
not require any heavy equipment operations. 

Limit Construction Hours When Occurring Near Occupied Residences. The project 
owner or its construction contractor shall limit construction activity within a quarter 
mile of an inhabited dwelling (as identified at the time of construction) to 6:00 a.m. to 
6:00 p.m. during June through September and 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. during October 
through May to maintain consistency with Riverside County Noise Ordinance No. 847. 
Certain electrical connection activities at the solar facility site may occur at night for 
safety reasons; however, no heavy equipment operations would be required for these 
activities. 

No Net Increase in Ambient Noise within JTNP. The project owner shall ensure that 
on-site project construction activities do not result in noise levels above 35 dBA Leq (1-
hour) within the boundary of JTNP. The project owner shall ensure regular monitoring of 
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noise levels at the Park boundary closest to on-site project construction activities. If 
noise levels as a result of on-site project construction exceed 35 dBA Leq (1-hour) within 
the Park boundary, a noise attenuation barrier shall be erected around the project 
construction activities to dampen the noise to less than 35 dBA Leq (1-hour) within the 
Park. 

Public Health and Safety 

AM HAZ-1 

AM HAZ-2 

AM HAZ-3 

AM HAZ-4 

AM HAZ-5 

AM HAZ-6 

AM HAZ-7 

June 2014 

Spill containment and clean-up kits. Spill containment and clean-up kits shall be kept on 
site. Appropriate spill containment and clean-up kits shall be kept on site during 
construction and maintained during the operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-Tie line. 

Hazardous Materials Management Plan. In accordance with the Emergency Planning & 
Community Right to Know Act, the Applicant shall supply the local emergency response 
agencies with a Hazardous Materials Management Plan and an associated emergency 
response plan and inventory specific to the site. The Applicant shall prepare the plan for 
approval by the SLM and review and comment by the County of Riverside. The Applicant 
shall be responsible for implementing the approved plan. 

Best Management Practices (BMPs) for hazardous materials. During construction of the 
solar facility and gen-tie ·line, BMPs for handling, storing, and disposing of hazardous 
materials and waste shall be followed. 

Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan. A SPCC Plan will be 
developed and implemented that would identify primary and secondary containment 
for oil products stored on site as well as training in spill management in the event of an 
unexpected release. The Applicant shall prepare the plan for approval by the SLM. The 
Applicant shall be responsible for implementing the approved plan. 

Environmental Health and Safety Plan. The Applicant shall develop an Environmental 
Health and Safety Plan for the construction and operation of the project to ensure it 
includes all activities and compliance with all local, state and federal regulatory require
ments. Illness and Injury Prevention Programs will be developed for construction and 
operation. The Applicant shall prepare the plan for approval by the SLM. The Applicant 
shall be responsible for implementing the approved plan. 

Emergency Response and Inventory Plan. The Applicant shall provide the County of 
Riverside with a project-specific Emergency Response and Inventory Plan before con
struction begins. The Applicant shall prepare the plan for approval by the SLM and 
review and comment by the County of Riverside. The Applicant shall be responsible for 
implementing the approved plan. 

Fire Protection and other requirements. Project facilities will be designed, constructed, 
and operated in accordance with applicable fire protection and other environmental, 
health and safety requirements. In compliance with County of Riverside requirements, a 
project-specific fire prevention plan for both construction and operation of the solar 
facility and gen-tie line will be completed prior to initiation of construction. The fire 
protection plan will be approved by the SLM and provided to Riverside County for 
review and comment. 
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Fire Prevention Plan. A project-specific fire prevention plan will be in place during con
struction, operation and decommissioning of the project. This plan will comply with 
applicable County of Riverside regulations and would be coordinated with the BLM Fire 
Management Officer and the local Fire Department in the Chuckwalla Valley at Tamarisk 
Park. 

Emergency Response Plan. An emergency response plan and site security plan will be 
completed for the project facilities by qualified professionals. These plans will be 
developed in accordance with the BLM requirements 

Decommissioning Plan. When permanent closure is appropriate, a decommissioning 
plan would be developed and submitted to the BLM for review and approval. The 
following strategy would be taken: 
• Analyze alternatives other than full restoration of the site (for instance, removal of 

old facilities and upgrading to newer solar technology) 

• Use industry standard demolition means and methods to decrease personnel and 
environmental safety exposures by minimizing time and keeping personnel from 
close proximity to actual demolition activities to the extent practical 

• Plan components of decommissioning to ensure personnel and environmental 
safety are maintained while efficiently completing the work 

• Provide for recycling the components of the plant: metal, panels, concrete; and 
proper disposal of all other materials 

• Remove all residual materials and chemicals from the site prior to demolition for 
reuse at other facilities or disposal at licensed facilities 

• Demolition of below-ground facilities to a depth required for restoration of the 
native habitat 

• Soils clean-up, if needed, particularly at locations where hazardous materials were 
used or stored to ensure that clean closure is achieved 

Restore the lines and grades in the disturbed area to match the natural gradients of the 
site and re-establish native vegetation in the disturbed areas 

A Hazardous Materials Management Plan shall be prepared. In accordance with the 
Emergency Planning & Community Right to Know Act, the project owner shall supply the 
local emergency response agencies with a Hazardous Materials Management Plan and 
an associated emergency response plan and inventory specific to the site. The project 
owner shall prepare the plan for approval by the BLM and review and comment by the 
County of Riverside. The project owner shall be responsible for implementing the 
approved plan. 

The plan shall include: 

1. Introduction to the plan that identifies business activities; 

2. Identification of owner/operator with contact information; 

3. A hazardous materials inventory statement listing all hazardous materials used 
during construction and operation; 
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5. An emergency response/contingency plan that includes an evacuation plan, 
emergency contacts, emergency resources, any special arrangements with 
emergency responders, emergency procedures, post-incident reporting/recording 
responsibilities; earthquake vulnerability inspection or isolation; emergency 
equipment; and an employee training plan that documents training areas and 
capabilities. 

Best Management Practices (BMPs) for hazardous materials shall be implemented. 
During construction of the solar project and gen-tie line, BMPs for handling, storing, and 
disposing of hazardous materials and waste shall be followed. 

BMPs shall include: 

1. Keeping materials in their original containers with the original manufacturer's label 
and resealed when possible; 

2. Avoiding excessive on-site inventories of chemicals; procure and store only the 
amounts needed for the job; 

3. Following manufacturer's recommendation for proper handling and disposal; 

4. Conducting routine inspections to ensure that all chemicals on site are being stored, 
used, and disposed of appropriately; 

5. Performing timely maintenance on vehicles/equipment that are leaking oil or other 
fluids, and placing drip plans under the leak when the vehicle/equipment is parked 
prior to the maintenance event; 

6. Performing fueling of vehicles and equipment in locations that are protected from 
spillage onto exposed ground surface 

7. Ensuring that all personnel dealing with hazardous materials are properly trained in 
the use and disposal of these materials in accordance with local, state and federal 
regulations; and 

8. Maintaining Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) available on the site for use during 
project construction and operation. 

A Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan shall be prepared. An SPCC 
shall be developed and implemented identifies primary and secondary containment for 
oil products and other hazardous materials stored on site as well as training in spill 
management in the event of an unexpected release. The project owner shall be 
responsible for implementing the approved plan. Prior to construction permit issuance, 
the project owner shall submit to BLM for review and approval a site-specific spill 
response plan with the following elements: 
1. General information: 

a. Name and location of facility 

b. Description of facility operatio.ns 

c. General manager and emergency coordinator names and phone numbers 
(home, work, pager, and mobile contact information) 
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d. Description of what is stored at the facility (contents and volume) 

e. Site diagram showing: 

i. Hazardous materials storage areas 

ii. Drains (storm and sanitary) 

iii. Surface waters 

iv. Buildings 

v. Surrounding neighborhood 

2. Prevention: A description of prevention measures to be taken at the project site, 
such as secondary containment, employee training, and proper storage. Products 
shall be kept in their original containers with the original manufacturer's label and 
resealed when possible, and the manufacturer's recommendation for proper 
disposal shall be followed. The site superintendent shall perform routine inspections 
to ensure that all materials onsite are being stored and disposed of in an 
appropriate fashion. 

3. Preparedness: A description of the planned onsite equipment for spill response and 
its location. Spill clean-up materials and equipment appropriate to the type and 
quantity of hazardous materials shall be located onsite and personnel made aware 
of their location. Key employees shall be trained in spill response procedures in 
accordance with local, State, and federal regulations. Material safety data sheets 
(MSDSs) shall be kept onsite during construction and operation of the solar farm. 
Spill response materials including brooms, dust pans, mops, rags, gloves, absorbent 
pads/ pillows/socks, sand/absorbent litter, sawdust, and plastic and metal 
containers will be kept onsite. The spill response plan shall also specify: 

a. The project owner's health and safety training plan, Department of 
Transportation-required training, and spill response training 

b. Local, State, and federal regulatory agency reporting procedures and phone 
numbers, as well as emergency response contractor contact information and 
local hospital contact information 

4. Response Procedures: An outline of emergency response procedures, including 
physical spill clean-up procedures, reporting requirements, and stabilization 
techniques. Spill guidelines shall include the following: 

a. All spills shall be immediately cleaned up upon discovery. Spills will be 
reported to the BLM in writing within 24 hours, and by phone immediately. 

b. The spill area shall be kept well ventilated and personnel shall wear the 
appropriate protective clothing to prevent injury when cleaning up a spill 

c. Spills of hazardous materials shall be reported to the appropriate local, State, 
and federal authorities and/or regulatory agencies as required by law 

d. All vehicles leaking oil or fluids shall be scheduled for maintenance, and drip 
plans shall be placed under the leak when parked prior to the maintenance 
event 

e. All spill and clean up material will be removed from site as soon as can be 
arranged and taken to a legal disposal facility. This paperwork will be submitted 
to the BLM. 
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5. A description of spill prevention and response measures for transportation of 
substation transformer oil to and from the project site. Spill guidelines shall include 
the following: 

a. The transformer oil transportation route shall be mapped with all navigable or 
potentially navigable waters adjacent to or perpendicular to the route 

b. A list of contact information for the appropriate local, State, and federal 
authorities shall be located in the transportation vehicle(s) at all times 

c. Transformer oil spills during transportation shall be immediately reported to the 
appropriate local, State, and federal authorities 

The spill response plan shall be implemented during construction, operation, and 
decommissioning. In addition, during the life of project operation, the project shall not 
use any hazardous materials not specified in the plan or in greater quantities than 
specified, unless approved in advance by BLM. 

An Environmental Health and Safety Plan shall be prepared. The project owner shall 
develop an Environmental Health and Safety Plan for the construction and operation of 
the project to ensure it includes all activities and compliance with all local, state and 
federal regulatory requirements. Illness and Injury Prevention Programs will be 
developed for construction and operation. The project owner shall prepare the plan for 
approval by the BLM. The project owner shall be responsible for implementing the 
approved plan. 

The plan shall include the following: 

1. An organizational structure; 

2. A description of site characteristics and a job hazard analysis; 

3. A description of sit~ controls that includes a site map; identification of site access 
restrictions, site security, site work zones, any required exclusion zones, any 
contaminant reduction zones, relevant support zones, and site communications; 

4. Training requirements and documentation of training; 

5. Medical surveillance; 

6. Personal protective equipment; 

7. Exposure monitoring; 

8. Heat stress; 

9. Spill containment; 

10. Decontamination; 

11. Emergency response; 

12. Relevant standard operating procedures; and 

13. Confined space (if relevant). 
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14. The Emergency Response and Inventory Plan shall include the following provisions 
regarding Valley Fever (Coccidioidomycosis): 

• Training will include educational handouts developed in consultation with the 
Riverside County Health Department and the BLM that would include such 
information as what are the potential sources/causes of Valley Fever, what 
are the common symptoms, what are the options or remedies available 
should someone be experiencing these symptoms, and identify where testing 
for exposure is available. Trainings would also include items such as how to 
recognize the symptoms of Valley Fever and recommendations to promptly 
report suspected symptoms of Valley Fever. Personal protective equipment 
would include items recommended by the CDPH for Valley Fever such as: 

• Enclosed, air-conditioned cabs on heavy equipment and confirmation that 
the workers keep the windows closed. Heavy equipment cabs should be 
equipped with high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters. Train workers 
on proper use of cabs, such as turning on air conditioning prior to using the 
equipment. 

• Communication methods, such as two-way radios, for use in enclosed cabs. 

• National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)-approved 
respirators for workers. 

• Half-face respirators equipped with N 100 or P 100 filters to be used during 
digging. Require employees to wear respirators when working near earth
moving machinery. 

A project-specific Emergency Response and Inventory Plan shall be prepared. The 
project owner shall provide the County of Riverside with a project-specific Emergency 
Response and Inventory Plan before construction begins. The project owner shall 
prepare the plan for approval by the BLM and review and comment by the County of 
Riverside. The project owner shall be responsible for implementing the approved plan. 

The plan shall include the following: 

1. An evacuation plan; 

2. A list of emergency contacts; 

3. A list of emergency resources; 

4. Any special arrangements with emergency responders; 

5. Relevant emergency procedures; 

6. Post-incident reporting/recording responsibilities; 

7. Identification of site components that may be vulnerable to earthquakes with 
procedures for inspection or isolation after a seismic event; 
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8. A list of on-site emergency equipment; and 
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9. An employee training plan that documents training areas and capabilities. 

Ensure proper disposal or recycling of photovoltaic panels and other infrastructure. In 
order to ensure that disposing of project structures does not pose a risk to human 
health or the environment, the project owner shall develop a recycling and disposal plan 
for photovoltaic panels and other infrastructure, including support structures, treated 
wood poles, transformers, and inverters. This plan shall apply to components that are 
damaged or otherwise require replacement during project construction and operation 
and shall also apply to project decommissioning. The recycling plan shall specify means 
by which these project components will be disposed of in a manner that will not pose a 
risk to human health or the environment. Any sale or transfer of photovoltaic panels 
and support structures shall be required to transfer the recycling and disposal plan and 
obligations along with project infrastructure. The recycling plan shall apply to all project 
infrastructure. The project owner shall implement the recycling plan at the end of the 
project's useful lifetime. 

Special circumstances for cadmium-containing infrastructure: For any 
cadmium-containing photovoltaic panels that are not already subject to a pre-funded 
take back and recycling program, the project owner must further: 

1. Pre-identify a recycler of CdTe photovoltaic panels that is either in the United 
States, and therefore subject to regulations governing hazardous materials and 
health and safety regulations, or is ISO 14001 certified. 

2. Provide a unique identification number for each CdTe module that is permanently 
affixed to the module and made of a material that will not fade or rust; 

3. Register the location of each CdTe module with the County Department of Planning 
and Building; and 

4. Label each CdTe module with the contact information for the County Department of 
Planning and Building. 

Develop and implement fire services agreement with Riverside County Fire Department 
and BLM. The project owner shall enter into an agreement with Riverside County Fire 
Department/CAL FIRE and BLM. To address project impacts, the project owner, based 
on consultation with CAL FIRE, shall ensure that either (a) a sufficient number of 
permanent project employees are trained as volunteer fire fighters or (b) the project 
owner will provide fire protection training to its permanent employees. This will allow 
the project's on-site work force to combat and be first responders to any potential fires 
occurring on-site or within the vicinity of the project site prior to back up by CAL FIRE 
staff. 

Develop and implement plan to address munitions and explosives of concern {MEC). The 
plan shall include the following; 

1. Historical Research. The project owner shall take steps to gather detailed informa-
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tion on the history of military activities within the proposed project footprint. This 
shall include further research regarding prior MEC removals that may have been 
issued in the past for certain areas by military or other investigating entities and 
archival research with the cooperation of the Department of Defense. 

2. Department of Defense Consultation. The project owner shall consult with the 
Department of Defense on the likely occurrence of, and safe treatment of, MECs in 
the project area. As a result of the historical occurrence of military training activities 
throughout the Desert Training Center/California-Arizona Maneuver Area, poten
tially including the project area, this MEC consultation and archival research shall 
address the entire project footprint. 

3. Further Assessment as Appropriate. After initial research and consultation with 
Department of Defense personnel, the project owner shall undertake, as necessary, 
further appropriate above and below-ground assessments, under the direction of an 
expert consultant team (as determined by BLM), to delineate areas for further 
investigation and possible MEC removal. The project owner, under direction from 
the BLM, shall determine which site-specific in-field investigative techniques and 
methodologies will be utilized to investigate and resolve potential MEC issues prior 
to project construction. 

4. MEC Safety Training. All construction personnel shall receive appropriate MEC 
health and safety awareness training to ensure that they know what actions to take 
if unanticipated MEC or other suspicious articles are encountered during 
construction. 

5. The site shall be surveyed and cleared of all munitions and explosives of concern by 
a qualified expert prior to the issuance of a notice to proceed. 

Use licensed Herbicide Applicator. During the construction and operational phases of 
the project, the contractor or personnel applying herbicides shall have all the appro
priate State and local herbicide applicator licenses and comply with all State and local 
regulations regarding herbicide use, including the BLM's 2007 Vegetation Treatments 
Using Herbicide Programmatic Final Environmental Impact Statement. Herbicides shall 
be mixed and applied in conformance with the product manufacturer's directions. The 
herbicide applicator shall be equipped with splash protection clothing and gear, 
chemical resistant gloves, chemical spill/splash wash supplies, and material safety data 
sheets (MSDSs) for all hazardous materials to be used. To minimize harm to wildlife, 
vegetation, and waterbodies, herbicides shall not be applied directly to wildlife, 
products identified as non-toxic to birds and small mammals shall be used if nests or 
dens are observed, and herbicides shall not be applied within 50 feet of any surface 
waterbody when water is present. Herbicides shall not be applied if it is raining at the 
site, rain is imminent, or the target area has puddles or standing water. Herbicides shall 
not be applied when wind velocity exceeds 10 miles per hour. If spray is observed to be 
drifting to a non-target location, spraying shall be discontinued until conditions causing 
the drift have abated. 
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Prior to any herbicide application, the herbicide applicator shall contact the Environ
mental Monitor to show where work will be done and to receive information/training 
about potentially sensitive biological resources that may be within the area to be 
sprayed and methods to apply to minimize those impacts. A Worker's Training Manual 
shall be prepared and include a provision on herbicide application. Once facility 
operation commences, this Manual shall be given to any herbicide applicator to be 
reviewed prior to spraying. 

Social and Economic 

AMS-1 

AMS-2 

Notification. The public shall be notified of project activities and scheduling to inform 
the public of projected effects on the surrounding area. This notification will provide the 
public with the opportunity to plan their personal and business activities appropriately. 

Minimize Visual Impacts of Gen-Tie. Project Applicant will align gen-tie lines along 
existing linear features (such as Kaiser Road) to minimize the .social effects of potential 
visual effects. 

Special Designations 

MM SD-1 

MM SD-2 

MMSD-3 

June 2014 

The NPS reviews and comments on pre-construction plans. The NPS shall be afforded 
the opportunity to review and comment on the following pre-construction plans 
required for the project prior to approval of the plans by the BLM: the Vegetation 
Resources Management Plan, the Fugitive Dust Control Plan, the Integrated Weed 
Management Plan, Night Lighting Management Plan, and the Construction Traffic 
Control Plan. Review and comment by the NPS must be within time frames specified by 
the BLM. 

Project owner enters into a funding agreement. The project owner shall enter into a 
funding agreement or other financial mechanism, as may be specified in the Record of 
Decision or Right-of-Way Grant, to reimburse the NPS for reasonable costs incurred in 
the monitoring of the following measures (whether project owner-proposed or 
SLM-required) to address temporary indirect impacts on the Joshua Tree National Park: 

• Fugitive dust: MM AIR-1, and MMVR-1, concerning the development and imple
mentation of a dust control plan that includes the use of dust palliatives to ensure 
compliance with SCAQMD Rule 403; MM AIR-3, requiring control of fugitive dust on 
unpaved roads on the DHSP site; and AM-GE0-2, as it relates to the suppression of 
fugitive dust during construction and operation. 

• Noise: MM NOl-1, limiting construction activity to daytime hours near occupied 
residences. 

• Nighttime lighting: MM VR-6, requiring the design and installation of a night lighting 
management plan concerning temporary and permanent exterior lighting. 

The project owner develops a Signage and Guidance Plan. A Signage and Guidance Plan 
shall be developed for Joshua Tree National Park by the project owner and reviewed 
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and approved by both the NPS and the BLM prior to the start of construction of the 
project. The intent of this plan is to address the potential indirect effects on NPS land as 
a result of the influx of workers associated with the mobilization, construction, and 
demobilization of the project. The plan shall include the following elements: 

• Design and installation of directional and informational signage that identify areas 
of Joshua Tree National Park available for day, overnight, and long-term stays; 
off-limit areas; and pertinent park rules and regulations; 

• Design and installation of strategically placed gates, bollards, or the like, inside the 
boundary of Joshua Tree National Park, where deemed necessary, for the purpose 
of vehicular control on NPS parkland located nearest the project boundary; 

• Educational instruction for project construction workers on park rules and 
regulations pertinent to Joshua Tree National Park and Joshua Tree Wilderness 
Area. This instruction shall be integrated into the Worker Environmental Awareness 
Program; 

• Requirements for the retention and/or removal of any items installed as part of the 
plan following completion of construction of the project; and, 

• Funding mechanism for implementing the plan. 

Items installed as part of the plan shall have a nexus to the NPS's need to address the 
likely impacts associated with above normal numbers of users of Joshua Tree National 
Park facilities during the mobilization, construction, and demobilization period of the 
project. 

Transportation and Public Access 

AM TR-1 Construction Traffic Control Plan. The project Applicant will prepare a Construction 
Traffic Control Plan in conjunction with Riverside County or Caltrans in accordance with 
Caltrans Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices and the California Joint Utility 
Traffic Control Manual (2010). 

AM TR-2 Document road conditions. The project Applicant will document road conditions at the 
beginning and end of project construction and decommissioning and contribute fair 
share cost for pavement maintenance and other needed repairs. 

AM TR-3 Share project information with airport owners. The project Applicant will share project 
information with the airport owners if a transmission line alternative that runs near the 
former Desert Center Airport's runway is selected to assure that no special precautions 
are needed. 

AM TR-4 Coordinate with DoD. The BLM will coordinate with the Department of Defense R 2508 
Complex Sustainability Office, Region IX, based in San Diego, California, and with local 
regional military installations regarding low-level flight operations relative to the project 
to assure that no special precautions are needed. 

MM TRAN-1 Limit Water Truck Deliveries. All water truck deliveries are prohibited from arriving or 
departing the project during the AM Peak Period (6:00 AM to 9:00 AM) and PM Peak 
Period (4:00 PM to 6:00 PM). 
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MM TRAN-2 Restore Local Roads. The project owner shall document road conditions of Kaiser Road 
and any other local construction access roads prior to and at the end of project 
construction and decommissioning, and restore the roads to pre-construction (and 
pre-decommissioning) conditions in consultation with Riverside County and BLM. Should 
the project owner wish to engage in a cost sharing arrangement with other local project 
developers for restoring local roads, the burden of proof shall rest with the project 
owner to demonstrate that the roads will be restored to pre-construction (and 
pre-decommissioning) conditions, and any cost sharing arrangement requires Riverside 
County and BLM approval. 

Visual Resources 

MMVR-1 

June 2014 

Reduce Construction Related Impacts. The project owner shall minimize construction 
related impacts as described below. 

• Minimize Vegetation Removal. Only the minimum amount of vegetation necessary 
for the construction of structures and facilities shall be removed. Topsoil located in 
areas containing sensitive habitat, to the extent such areas are not already avoided, 
shall be conserved during excavation and reused as cover on disturbed areas to 
facilitate re-growth of vegetation. 

• Reduce Land Scarring and Vegetation Clearance associated with · gen-tie 
Construction. Vegetation within the gen-tie ROW and ground clearing at the foot of 
each tower and between towers shall be limited to the clearing necessary to comply 
with electrical safety and fire clearance requirements. 

• Reduce Color Contrast of land Scars and Graveled Surfaces. Where construction 
would unavoidably create land scars visible from sensitive public viewing locations, 
disturbed soils shall be treated with an appropriate material (Eonite, Permeon, or 
similar). The material shall be approved by the BLM and the intent shall be to 
reduce the visual contrast created by the lighter-colored disturbed soils with the 
darker vegetated surroundings. The project owner shall consult with the BLM 
and/or their authorized representative on a site-by-site basis and obtain written 
approval prior to the use of any colorants. 

• Reduce In-Line Views of land Scars that would res.ult from construction of gen-tie 
access roads:. Access or spur roads shall be constructed at appropriate angles from 
the originating, primary travel facilities to minimize extended, in-line views of newly 
graded terrain. All proposed new access roads shall be evaluated for their visibility 
from sensitive viewing locations prior to final design. Prior to final design, the 
project owner shall consult with the BLM and a Designated Biologist to identify the 
following. 

o The access roads or portions of roads that would be highly visible from sensitive 
viewing areas. 

o Approximate location and length of alternative access road routes that would 
replace proposed roads. Define habitat affected and steepness of terrain for 
consideration of habitat and erosion impacts. The biologist and visual resources 
specialist shall evaluate whether the overall impacts of the alternate access road 
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are less than that of the original access road design. 

o Areas where "drive and crush" access is a feasible measure to avoid access road 
scars (i.e., no grading or vegetation removal is required). If this means of access 
is to be used, the project owner shall define frequency of driving and vehicle 
types such that a biologist confirms that vegetation would be likely to recover. 

o The project owner shall submit a map and/or table to the BLM for review and 
approval at least 60 days before the start of construction to document the 
roads, or portions of roads, that have been evaluated for reduction of in-line 
views or scars and the proposed resolution for each access road. Resolution 
options include retaining proposed roads due to greater impacts from 
alternative routes, use "drive and crush" access, or develop alternate access 
road routes. 

• Prohibit Construction Marking of Natural Features. No paint or permanent 
discoloring agents shall be applied to rocks or vegetation to indicate survey or 
construction activity limits. 

• Fugitive Dust, Waste, and Trash Control. To minimize fugitive dust on the proposed 
project site, a dust control plan shall be developed which will place limits on the 
speed of travel for construction vehicles and will apply dust palliatives to the site, as 
described in AM-AIR-1 and AM-AIR-6 and in compliance with SCAQMD Rule 403. 
Furthermore, during construction, all trash and food-related waste shall be placed in 
self-closing containers and removed weekly as needed from the site 

Revegetation. The project owner shall minimize the amount of ground surface to be 
disturbed and shall revegetate disturbed soil areas as described below. 

• Limit Disturbance Areas. The boundaries of all areas to be disturbed (including 
staging areas, access roads, and sites for temporary placement of spoils) shall be 
delineated with stakes and flagging before construction in consultation with the 
Designated Biologist and BLM's visual specialist. Parking areas and staging and 
disposal site locations shall be similarly located in areas approved by the Designated 
Biologist and BLM's visual specialist. All disturbances by project vehicles and equip
ment shall be confined to the staked and flagged areas. 

• Minimize Road Impacts. New and existing roads that are planned for construction, 
widening, or other improvements shall not extend beyond the staked and flagged 
limits as described above. All vehicles passing or turning around shall do so within 
the limits or in previously disturbed areas. Where new access is required outside of 
existing roads or the construction zone, the route shall be clearly marked (i.e., 
staked and flagged) before the start of construction in consultation with the 
Designated Biologist and the BLM's visual specialist. 

• Revegetation of Temporarily Disturbed Areas. The project owner shall prepare and 
implement a Revegetation Plan (as required in Mitigation Measure VEG-5) to 
restore all areas subject to temporary disturbance to pre-project grade and 
conditions. Temporarily disturbed areas within the project area include, but may not 
be limited to, all proposed locations for linear facilities, temporary access roads, 
construction work temporary lay-down areas, and construction equipment staging 
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areas. Revegetation shall minimize visual effects by re-establishing the pre-existing 
colors, textures, and forms of the landscape and shall visually integrate the adjacent 
edges by removing the lines of demarcation. Plantings as part of revegetation along 
roadways and the boundaries of other disturbed areas shall be irregularly placed 
with scalloped edges to reduce the hard line visual impact, especially as seen from 
Kaiser Road and SR-177. 

No more than 30 days following the publication of the BLM's Record of Decision/ROW 
Issuance, whichever comes first, the project owner shall submit to the BLM a final 
agency-approved Revegetation Plan that has been reviewed and approved by the BLM. 

Project Design to Reduce Visual Contrast. The project owner shall use proper design 
fundamentals to reduce the visual contrast to the characteristic landscape. These 
include proper siting and location; reduction of visibility; repetition of form, line, color 
(see Mitigation Measure MM VR-4) and texture of the landscape; and reduction of 
unnecessary disturbance. The project owner shall provide to the BLM for review and 
approval, a draft Project Design Plan describing the siting, placement and other design 
considerations to be employed to minimize project contrast. The draft plan must explain 
how the design will minimize visual intrusion and contrast by blending the earthwork, 
vegetation manipulation and facilities with the landscape. The draft plan shall be 
submitted to BLM for approval at least 30 days prior to (a) ordering the first structures 
that are to be color-treated during manufacture, or prior to construction of any of the 
facility components, whichever comes first. If the BLM notifies the project owner that 
revisions to the plan are needed before the plan can be approved, within 30 days of 
receiving that notification, the project owner shall prepare and submit for review and 
approval a revised plan. Design strategies to address these fundamentals shall be based 
on the following factors. 

• Earthwork. Select locations and alignments that fit into the landforms to minimize 
the sizes of cuts and fills. 

• Vegetation Manipulation. Use existing vegetation to screen the development from 
public viewing. Feather and thin the edges of cleared areas and retain a repre
sentative mix of plant species and sizes. 

• Gen-tie Structures. Minimize the number of gen-tie structures and combine different 
activities in one structure where possible. Use natural, self-weatherng materials and 
chemical treatments on surfaces to reduce color contrast. Bury all or part of the 
structure. Use natural appearing forms to complement the characteristic landscape. 
Screen the structure from view by using natural landforms and vegetation. Reduce 
the line contrast created by straight edges. Use road aggregate and concrete colors 
that match the color of the characteristic landscape surface. Co-locate facilities 
within the same disturbed corridor. 

• Reclamation and Restoration. Blend the disturbed areas into the characteristic 
landscape including gen-tie access roads and disturbed areas created during solar 
facility perimeter fence installation. Replace soil, brush, rocks, and natural debris 
over these disturbed areas. Newly introduced plant species shall be of a form, color, 
and texture that blend with the landscape. 
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Surface Treatment of Project Structures/Buildings. The project owner shall treat the 
surfaces of all project structures and buildings visible to the public such that: a) their 
colors minimize visual contrast by blending with the characteristic landscape colors; b) 
their colors and finishes do not create excessive glare; and c) their colors and finishes 
are consistent with local policies and ordinances. The PV structure frame and 
connection pins must be properly treated during the manufacturing process to avoid 
any reflective properties. The transmission structures and conductors shall be non
specular and nonreflective, and the insulators shall be nonreflective and nonrefractive. 
The project owner shall consider the use of special galvanizing treatments or post 
manufacture application of chemical treatments (such as Natina Steel) to ensure that 
transmission structures are sufficiently dulled and non-reflective and of the appropriate 
color to blend effectively with the surrounding landscape. The project owner shall 
comply with BLM requirements regarding appropriate surface treatments for project 
elements. 

The project owner shall provide to the BLM for review and approval, a draft Surface 
Treatment Plan describing the application of colors and textures to all new facility 
structures, buildings, walls, fences, and components comprising all facilities to be 
constructed. The draft Surface Treatment Plan must explain how the design will reduce 
glare and minimize visual intrusion and contrast by blending the facilities with the 
landscape. The draft plan shall be submitted to BLM for approval at least 30 days prior 
to (a) ordering the first structures that are to be color-treated during manufacture, or 
prior to construction of any of the facility components, whichever comes first. If the 
BLM notifies the project owner that revisions to the plan are needed before the plan 
can be approved, within 30 days of receiving that notification, the project owner shall 
prepare and submit for review and approval a revised plan. The draft Surface Treatment 
Plan shall include the following. 

• Specification, and 11" x 17" color simulations at life-size scale, of the treatment 
proposed for use on project structures, including structures treated during 
manufacture. 

• A list of each major structure, building, tower and/or pole, and fencing specifying 
the color(s) and finish(es) proposed for each (colors must be identified by name and 
by vendor brand or a universal designation). 

• Two sets of brochures and/or color chips for each proposed color. 

• A detailed schedule for completion of the treatment. 

• A procedure to ensure proper treatment maintenance for the life of the project. 

Until the project owner receives notification of approval of the Surface Treatment Plan 
by the BLM, the project owner shall not specify to the vendors the treatment of any 
buildings or structures treated during manufacture or perform the final treatment on 
any buildings or structures treated on site. Additionally, construction activities shall not 
start until the BLM's approval of the plan has been received. 

Within 14 days following the completion of treatment on any facility component, the 
project owner shall notify the BLM that the component (array, structure, or building) is 
ready for inspection. 
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Screening Vegetation Buffer. The project owner shall maintain a minimum 200-foot 
wide undisturbed, naturally vegetated buffer along Kaiser Road where the solar array 
would be adjacent to the road. The purpose of the buffer is to provide adequate 
vegetative screening of the low-profile panel arrays and partial screening of the 
high-profile arrays. The minimum 200-foot width of the buffer is necessary given the 
relatively low density of natural vegetation in this landscape. Although the buffer may 
not completely screen the proposed project site from view, the intent is to provide 
sufficient screening to enable only intermittent views of the arrays, thus reducing the 
prominence of structural contrast. 

No fewer than 30 days prior to the start of construction, the project owner shall provide 
to the BLM for review a draft Screening Plan that illustrates the undisturbed area. 
Following the BLM's review and comment period, and no fewer than 15 days prior to 
the start of construction, the project owner shall provide the final Screening Plan to the 
BLM. 

Night Lighting Control. Due to the project's location within a nationally significant Dark 
Sky resource area, night lighting is to be avoided where possible and minimized under 
all circumstances. To accomplish this, the project owner shall prepare a Night Lighting 
Management Plan that incorporates the following general principles and specifications. 

• Always-on security lighting is to be limited to one low-wattage, fully shielded, full 
cutoff light fixture at the main entrance to the facility. All other security lighting is to 
be motion activated only through the use of passive infrared sensors and controlled 
as specific zones such that only targeted areas are illuminated. No other lighting is 
to be utilized on a nightly basis when the facility is not occupied. 

• Lighted nighttime maintenance is to be minimized or avoided as a routine practice 
and should only occur during emergencies. In particular, night-lighted maintenance 
activities shall be avoided during primary Dark Sky hours, meaning no maintenance 
lighting shall be used later than two hours after sunset and no earlier than two 
hours before sunrise. 

• If a nighttime maintenance activity is anticipated to be necessary, the scheduling of 
that activity must be coordinated with the Joshua Tree National Park Night Sky 
Program Manager to ensure that the nighttime maintenance activity does not occur 
during a scheduled Night Sky Program. 

• Under all circumstances, the use of night lighting is to be absolutely minimized. 

Consistent with safety and security considerations, the project owner shall design and 
install all permanent exterior lighting and all temporary construction lighting such that: 
a) lamps and reflectors are not visible from beyond the solar farm site including any 
off-site security buffer areas; b) lighting shall not cause excessive reflected glare; c) 
direct lighting shall not illuminate the nighttime sky, except for required FAA aircraft 
safety lighting (which shall be an on-demand, audio-visual warning system that is 
triggered by radar technology if technically and economically feasible, and if allowed by 
the FAA); d) illumination of the Proposed project and its immediate vicinity shall be 
minimized; e) skyglow caused by Project lighting will be avoided; and f) the Night 
Lighting Management Plan (see below) shall comply with local policies and ordinances. 
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All permanent light sources shall be below 3,500 Kelvin color temperature (warm white) 
and shall be full cutoff fixtures. 

No fewer than 30 days prior to the start of construction, the project owner shall submit 
to the BLM and National Park Service (NPS) Joshua Tree National Park for review and 
approval a draft Night Lighting Management Plan. Following the BLM's and NPS' review 
of the draft Night Lighting Management Plan, and not fewer than 15 days prior to the 
start of construction, the project owner shall submit to the BLM and NPS for review and 
approval, a final Night Lighting Management Plan. Construction activities shall not start 
until BLM's and NPS's approvals of the plan have been received. The Night Lighting 
Management Plan shall include the following. 

• Specification that LPS or amber LED lighting will be emphasized, and that white 
lighting (metal halide) would: a) only be used when necessitated by specific work 
tasks; b} would not be used for dusk-to-dawn lighting; and c) would be less than 
3500 Kelvin color temperature. 

• Specifications and maps of all lamp locations, orientations, and intensities including 
security, roadway, and task lighting. 

• Specifications of each light fixture and each light shield. 

• Total estimated outdoor lighting footprint expressed as lumens or lumens per acre. 

• Detailed list of anticipated circumstances and activities that would require night 
lighting including the expected frequency of the activity, the duration of the activity, 
and the expected amount of lighting that would be necessary for that activity. 

• Definition of the threshold for substantial contribution to light pollution in Joshua 
Tree National Park, in coordination with the Night Sky Program Manager (see 
below). 

• Specifications on the use of portable truck-mounted lighting. 

• Lighting design shall consider setbacks of proposed project features from the 
proposed project boundary to help satisfy the lighting mitigation requirements. 

• Light fixtures that could be visible from beyond the proposed project boundary shall 
have cutoff angles sufficient to prevent lamps and reflectors from being visible 
beyond the proposed project boundary, including security lighting. 

• Specification of motion sensors and other controls to be used, especially for security 
lighting such that lights operate only when the area is occupied. 

• Surface treatment specification that will be employed to minimize glare and 
skyglow. 

• Results of a Lumen Analysis (based on final lighting plans), in consultation with the 
NPS Night Sky Program Manager (Chad Moore - [970] 491-3700), in order to 
determine the extent of night lighting exposures on the surrounding NPS lands. If 
the lighting exposure on NPS lands exceeds the allowable threshold (which is to be 
determined in consultation with the NPS Night Sky Program Manager), additional 
control measures shall be instituted to reduce the lighting exposures to levels below 
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• Documentation that the necessary coordination with the NPS Night Sky Program 
Manager has occurred. 

Water Resources 

AMWR-1 Manage Hazardous Materials and Use SPCC Plan. The Applicant or its agents will: 

• Train construction staff in the management of hazardous materials and use of spill 
control and cleanup equipment; 

• Have a clear chain of command within the organizational structure with responsi
bility for implementing, monitoring, and correcting BMPs; 

• Cover and contain hazardous materials so that they are not in contact with precip
itation or runoff; 

• Store hazardous materials in one or more central areas, and institute rules requiring 
all hazardous materials to be secured at the end of the day; 

• Maintain good inventory records; store hazardous liquids and dispensing equipment 
in secondary containment; 

• Maintain adequate quantities of spill containment and response equipment at 
readily accessible points throughout the site; 

• Identify the worst case and most likely spill scenarios, and provide spill response 
equipment adequate to respond to these scenarios; 

• Use chemicals presenting the least environmental hazard wherever possible; 

• Store the smallest quantities of hazardous materials possible on the site; 

• Maintain site security to reduce vandalism; 

• Require all contractors to abide by the program BMPs and to identify any hazardous 
materials and specific BMPs pertaining to their trade or activity. 

• The SPCC Plan for the site would address storage of mineral oil contained in trans
formers. A SPCC Plan is required when 10,000 gallons or more of mineral oil in 
electrical equipment is contained on site, or when 1,320 gallons of petroleum is 
stored on the site, although an SPCC Plan can be voluntarily implemented for lesser 
quantities. The SPCC Plan would address methods and procedures for managing 
these products, lighting, security, containment requirements, training requirements, 
staff responsibilities for inspecting storage and dispensing equipment; and equip
ment and procedures for responding to a spill or release of stored petroleum 
products. 

• Riprap increases surface roughness and slows runoff velocities, decreasing sediment 
transport, and increasing flow depth. Riprap would be used in conjunction with 
decompaction of soil, as riprap would not mitigate flow or volume. 

• Check whether dams can be constructed to address specific post-development 
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Demonstrate compliance with water quality permits. Prior to construction, the project 
owner shall submit satisfactory evidence to the BLM and the Riverside County 
Department of Planning and Building, as applicable, that all agencies with jurisdiction 
over the project have been contacted and whether or not each agency requires a permit 
associated with water resources for the project. Such agencies and associated permits 
include but are not limited to those listed below. 

• California Department of Fish and Game (Streambed Alteration Agreement) 

• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Clean Water Act Section 404) 

• State Water Resources Control Board /Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality 
Control Board (Clean Water Act Section 402/401 permits; Waste Discharge 
Requirements) 

Where a permit is required, the project owner shall provide a copy of all the conditions 
required by that agency to BLM, for actions on BLM lands, and to the Riverside County 
Department of Planning and Building, for actions on County lands. The BLM and the 
County, as applicable, shall review these conditions for consistency with proposed plans. 
During construction, the Environmental Monitor shall be aware of these other agency 
conditions and if non-compliance is observed, shall contact the affected agency. For 
post-construction measures, the Environmental Monitor shall notify the affected agency 
should non-compliance be observed. The project owner shall maintain and make 
available on site at all times an approved copy of all required permits. 

Alternative Water Source and Groundwater Offsets. For any year during which it is 
projected that the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin (CVGB) would be affected by 
overdraft conditions, the project owner shall either offset or avoid using CVGB water to 

meet water supply requirements associated with construction, operation and 
maintenance, or decommissioning of the Desert Harvest Solar Project (DHSP). The 

purpose of this measure is to avoid contributions of the project to overdraft conditions 

in the CVGB, regardless of the magnitude of the project's incremental contribution to 
such conditions. 

This measure shall be implemented based on projections of overdraft conditions 
provided in Table 4.20-5 (Estimated Cumulative Budget for the Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Basin (afy)) of this EIS and in the Water Supply Assessment (WSA) included 
as Appendix E, or based on revised projections of overdraft conditions provided by the 
project owner (or a representative of the project owner) to the BLM Hydrologist in the 

form of a revised WSA prepared in accordance with Senate Bill 610, and approved of by 
the BLM Hydrologist. The project owner may choose to revise projections of overdraft 
conditions if the cumulative projects scenario upon which existing overdraft projections 

are based changes such that certain water-consuming projects in the cumulative 
scenario would not occur and associated overdraft conditions also would not occur, or 
would be less substantial than currently projected. It is reasonable and appropriate to 
use projections of overdraft as the trigger for this mitigation measure, as opposed to 
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using actual data obtained through groundwater monitoring, because the presence of 
overdraft requires long-term monitoring efforts in order to identify; although the BLM is 
presently (at the time of publication of this Final EIS) implementing a groundwater 

monitoring program throughout the CVGB, monitoring results that would be useful 
towards characterizing overdraft in the basin will not be available for several years, at 

least, and therefore would not be usable for the proposed project or the purposes of 
this mitigation measure. 

The WSA included as Appendix E to the EIS projects that overdraft conditions in the 
CVGB may occur during each year of project operations, through 2043, to varying 

degrees of severity and decreasing over time. In order to ensure that the DHSP does not 
contribute to overdraft conditions during these projected years of overdraft, or revised 
projections of overdraft years provided by the project owner and approved of by the 
BLM, the project owner may either offset groundwater water by recharging the CVGW 
with an out-of-basin source, or the project owner may implement in-basin water 

conservation measures to replace any water consumed from the CVGB on an acre-foot 
by acre-foot bases. Each of these options is described below. The project owner shall 

verify implementation of these actions in an annual report to the BLM. 

• Out-of Basin Water Source. To offset groundwater pumped on site (or very nearby 
the site if offsite wells are used), the project owner may purchase water from a 
source outside of the CVGB and use this water to recharge the CVGB via recharge 

ponds within the CVGB, such as the planned Upper Chuckwalla Groundwater Basin 
recharge pond under the management of Metropolitan Water District. Out-of-basin 
water may not be trucked to the project site from outside of the basin. Water shall 

be replaced on a 1:1 basis. Out-of-basin water sources may include water obtained 

through the Hayfield Lake / Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Conjunctive Use Project 
administered by the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) of Southern California. All 

water used to offset on-site pumping shall originate from outside the CVGB and 
shall recharge only the CVGB (and not any other basin, including hydrologically 

connected basins). On-site pumping may not occur until the associated recharge has 

begun. 

• In-Basin Water Conservation. CVGB water may be consumed towards project 
purposes only if all CVGB water consumed is "replaced" on an acre-foot by acre-foot 

basis through implementatiol') and/or participation by the project owner in a 

Forbearance and Fallowing Program within the CVGB, as described below. 

Implement a Forbearance and Fallowing Program. The project owner may enter into 
a contractual agreement with willing land owner(s) and/or lessee(s) to fallow 
fields which are currently irrigated. The contract shall specify the duration of 
fallowing, during which time no water may be applied to the contracted field. 

Each field which is fallowed under this program must be located within the 
CVGB and must receive its water supply from the CVGB. The land owner(s) 
and/or lessee(s) cannot be simultaneously contracting with another entity to 
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fallow the same fields, unless agreed upon by all parties. 

Participate in a Forbearance and Fallowing Program. The project owner may 

participate in a program implemented within the CVGB by another entity, where 

such a program meets the requirements described in the preceding bullet, and 
each field fallowed through this collaborative effort is located within the CVGB 
and receives its water supply from the CVGB. 

The out-of-basin water source and in-basin water conservation measures described 

above may be implemented individually or in congruence with each other, as is most 
effective to ensure that no net consumption of CVGB water occurs during years of 
projected overdraft conditions. The project owner shall submit an annual report to the 

BLM which verifies that one or more of the actions described above are implemented to 

ensure that no net consumption of CVGB water occurs during any year in which the 
CVGB is projected to be in overdraft conditions, regardless of the DHSP's incremental 

contributions to such conditions, and based upon either the overdraft projections 
identified in the WSA included as Appendix E to this EIS, or based upon revised overdraft 
projections produced by the project owner and approved of by the BLM Hydrologist. 

The applicability of MM WAT-3 and MM WAT-7 are contingent upon how this MM 

WAT-2 is implemented, as described below. 

• If groundwater pumped from the CVGB is used in conjunction with an out-ofbasin 
water source and in-basin water conservation measures, the DHSP Environmental 

Monitor(s) shall verify that all groundwater monitoring and reporting requirements 
identified in MM WAT-3 (Groundwater Drawdown Monitoring and Reporting Plan) 

and MM WAT-7 (Colorado River Water Supply Plan) are implemented. 

The Right-of-Way Grant holder, its successors, heirs and assigns may not assert any 
claim to or interest in any water right to surface or groundwater associated with the 
project site, project construction, or operations, provided, however, that the applicant 
may use groundwater consistent with the terms and conditions of the project's 
Right-of-Way Grant(s). 

Groundwater Drawdown Monitoring and Reporting Plan. If groundwater is to be 
pumped for consumptive use in this project from either an onsite well or an offsite welt 
that extracts water from the CVGB, the project owner shall develop and implement a 
Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan prior to the onset of construction of the 
project. In the preparation and implementation of this plan, the project owner shall 
coordinate with the BLM and with the Colorado River Basin RWQCB. The Groundwater 
Monitoring and Reporting Plan shall be prepared by a qualified hydrogeologist and 
submitted by the project owner to the BLM for approval, and to the RWQCB for review 
and comment. 

The Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan shall provide detailed methodology for 
monitoring background and site groundwater levels, water quality, and flow. Monitoring 
shall be performed during pre-construction, construction, and operation of the project, 
with the intent to establish pre-construction and project-related groundwater level and 
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water quality trends that can be quantitatively compared against observed and simul
ated trends near the project pumping wells and near potentially impacted existing 
private wells. The monitoring wells shall include locations up-gradient, lateral, and 
down-gradient of all project supply wells and a minimum of three off-site down-gradient 
wells. Water quality monitoring shall include annual sampling and testing for Total 
Dissolved Solids (TDS), which include minerals, salts, and metals dissolved in water. 
Water quality samples shall be drawn from project supply wells, one up-gradient well, 
and a minimum of two down-gradient offsite wells. 

The Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan shall include a schedule for submittal 
of quarterly data reports by the project owner to the BLM, for the duration of the 
construction period. These quarterly data reports shall be prepared and submitted to 
the BLM for review and approval, and shall include water level monitoring data (trend 
analyses) from all monitoring wells, including the up-gradient, lateral, and 
down-gradient wells described above. 

Based on the results of the quarterly reports, the project owner and the BLM shall 
determine if the project's pumping activities have resulted in water level decline of five 
feet or more below the baseline trend at any of the monitoring wells, including nearby 
private wells. If drawdown of five feet or more occurs at off-site wells, the project 
owner shall immediately reduce groundwater pumping until water levels stabilize or 
recover, sustaining drawdown of less than five feet. Alternatively, th.e project owner 
shall provide compensation to the well owner, including reimbursement of increased 
energy costs, or deepening the well or pump setting. To be eligible for such 
compensation, a well owner must provide documentation of the well location and 
construction, including pump intake depth, and that the well was constructed and 
usable before project pumping was initiated. Compensation by the project owner to 
private well owner(s) for adverse effects to private wells shall be determined in 
coordination with the BLM as described below. 

a) If groundwater monitoring data indicate that project pumping has lowered water 
levels below the top of the well screen, and the well yield is shown to have 
decreased by 10 percent or more of the pre-project average seasonal yield, com
pensation shall be provided by the project owner for the diagnosis and maintenance 
to treat and remove encrustation from the well screen. Reimbursement shall be 
provided at an amount equal to the customary local cost of performing the neces
sary diagnosis and maintenance for well screen encrustation. If with treatment the 
well yield is incapable of meeting 110 percent of the well owner's maximum daily 
demand, dry season demand, or annual demand, the well owner shall be compen
sated by reimbursement or well replacement. 

b) If project pumping has lowered water levels to substantially affect well yield so that 
it can no longer meet its intended purpose, causes the well to go dry, or causes 
casing collapse, payment or reimbursement of an amount equal to the cost of 
deepening or replacing the well shall be provided to accommodate such effects. 
Payment or reimbursement shall be at an amount equal to the customary local cost 
of deepening the existing well or constructing a new well of comparable design and 
yield (only deeper). The demand for water, which determines the required well 
yield, shall be determined on a per-well basis using well owner interviews and field 
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verification of property conditions and water requirements compiled as part of 
pre-project well reconnaissance. Well yield shall be considered to be adversely 
affected if the well is incapable of meeting 110 percent of the well owner's 
maximum daily demand, dry-season demand, or annual demand, assuming the 
pre-project well yield documented by pre-project well reconnaissance met or 
exceeded these yield levels. 

c) In the event that groundwater is lowered as a result of project pumping to an extent 
where pumps are exposed but well screens remain submerged, the pumps shall be 
lowered to maintain production in the well. The project shall reimburse the 
impacted well owner for the costs associated with lowering pumps. 

d) If project-related pumping results in the lowering of groundwater levels such that 
well screens or pump intakes are exposed, and pump lowering is not an option, 
affected wells shall be deepened or new wells installed. The project owner shall 
reimburse the affected well owner(s) for all costs associated with deepening existing 
wells or constructing new wells. 

The Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan shall also include a schedule for 
submittal of annual data reports by the project owner to the BLM, for the first five years 
of the project (including the construction period). These annual data reports shall be 
prepared and submitted to the BLM for review and approval, and shall include at a 
minimum the following information: 

• Daily usage, monthly range, and monthly average of daily water usage in gallons per 
day; 

• Total water used on a monthly and annual basis in acre-feet; summary of all water 
level data; and 

• Identification of trends that indicate potential for off-site wells to experience 
deterioration of water level. 

The BLM shall determine whether groundwater wells surrounding the project site and 
project supply well(s) are affected by project activities in a way that requires additional 
mitigation and, if so, shall determine what measures are needed. After the first five 
years of the project, the project owner and the BLM shall jointly evaluate the effec
tiveness of the Groundwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan and determine if moni
toring frequencies or procedures should be revised or eliminated. 

The siting, construction, operation, maintenance, and remediation of any groundwater 
well associated with the project shall conform to specifications contained in the Cali
fornia Department of Water Resources Bulletins #74-81 and #74-90. 

Surface Water Protection Plan and Drainage Design Specifications. A Surface Water 
Protection Plan (SWPP) shall be developed for the project and shall include BMPs to 
ensure that drainage design at the project site would minimize potential adverse effects 
associated with groundwater recharge, drainage pattern alterations, and water quality. 
The SWPP shall achieve the same objectives as a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
(SWPPP) under the Clean Water Act (CWA), and the SWPP may substitute for a SWPPP if 
the project is not subject to Section 402 of the CWA. The SWPP shall be adhered to 
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during construction and operation of the project, as applicable. BMPs required by the 
SWPP shall include, at a minimum, the following: 

• Erosion minimizing efforts such as straw wattles, water bars, covers, silt fences, and 
sensitive area access restrictions (for example, flagging) shall be installed before 
clearing and grading begins; 

• Mulching, seeding, or other suitable stabilization measures shall be used to protect 
exposed areas during construction activities; 

• Groundcover for the new substation shall be comprised of a pervious or 
high-roughness material (for example, gravel) to the maximum extent feasible; 

• Downstream drainage discharge points shall be provided with erosion protection 
and designed such that flow hydraulics exiting the site mimic the natural condition 
as much as possible; 

• Drainage from impervious surfaces such as roads, driveways, and buildings shall be 
directed into channel(s), drainage basin(s), or depression(s), as applicable to perpet
uate the natural drainage patterns as much as possible; 

• Mass grading and contouring shall be done in a way to direct surface runoff towards 
the above-referenced basin(s) and/or depression(s); 

• Straw wattles (or comparably effective devices [as determined by the on-site Civil 
Engineer, in consultation with the Environmental Monitor]) shall be placed on the 
downslope sides of the proposed work which would direct flows into the 
above-referenced basin(s) and/or depression(s); 

• All erosion control materials shall be biodegradable and natural fiber; 

• During construction/ground disturbing activities and operation, all vehicles and 
equipment, including all hydraulic hoses, shall be maintained in good working order 
so that they are free of any and all leaks that could escape the vehicle or contact the 
ground, and to ensure that any leaks or spills during maintenance or storage can be 
easily and properly removed; 

• Prior to and during construction, an environmental training program shall be estab
lished to communicate environmental concerns and appropriate work practices, 
including spill prevention and response measures to all field personnel; and 

• Storage of fuels and hazardous materials shall be prohibited within 200 feet of 
surface water features and private groundwater supply wells, and within 400 feet of 
community or municipal groundwater supply wells (if it is determined that such 
wells exist on or in close proximity to the project site). 

Notice of Intent (NOi) packages shall be filed by the project owner with the State Water 
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and the Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality 
Control Board (RWQCB), and a Waste Discharge Identification Number (WDID) for the 
project shall be obtained prior to the issuance of construction permits. The SWPP shall 
be stored at the construction site for reference by construction personnel and for 
inspection review. All BMPs required by the SWPP shall be checked and maintained 
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regularly and after all larger storm events. All remedial work shall be done immediately 
after discovery to ensure that erosion/sedimentation control devices remain in good 
working order. Proper implementation shall be verified by the Environmental Monitor. 

Construction Site Dewatering Management. If groundwater is unexpectedly encoun
tered during construction, operation, or decommissioning of the project, dewatering 
activities shall be performed in compliance with the California Stormwater Quality 
Association (CASQA) Handbook for Construction or other similar guidelines, as approved 
by the BLM. The project owner shall notify the BLM and the Colorado River Basin 
RWQCB at the onset of dewatering activities, and shall submit written descriptions of all 
executed dewatering activities, including steps taken to return encountered 
groundwater to the subsurface, upon the completion of dewatering activities. The 
Environmental Monitor shall regularly inspect grading activities for groundwater 
exposure. Should groundwater be encountered, compliance with dewatering efforts 
shall be verified by the Environmental Monitor. 

Drought Water Management and Water Conservation Education Programs. Prior to 
the onset of construction of the project, a Drought Water Management Program shall 
be prepared by the project owner and submitted to the BLM for approval. The Drought 
Water Management Program shall provide guidelines on how all future water use will 
be managed during "severe" drought year(s). If a "severe" drought condition occurs 
during construction or operation of the project, restricted water usage measures shall 
be implemented per the Drought Water Management Program until it is shown sat
isfactorily to the BLM that the "severe" drought condition no longer exists. The Drought 
Water Management Program shall include at a minimum the following measures: 

• The definition of a "severe" drought year (as defined by the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) Palmer Drought Severity method or other 
similarly recognized methodology); 

• Identification of general measures available to reduce water usage for future 
development (to be refined as needed for each use approved); 

• Identification of specific measures to be applied for landscape watering; and 

• Determination of appropriate early triggers to determine when "severe" drought 
conditions exist and process for initiating additional water conservation measures. 

In addition to the Drought Water Management Program and prior to the onset of con
struction of the project, the project owner shall also develop a Water Conservation 
Education Program and submit this program to the BLM for review and approval. The 
Water Conservation Education Program shall be developed by an appropriate expert in 
water conservation, and shall include guidance for all future operators and employees 
of the project on how to adjust water usage during drought periods. The Water 
Conservation Education Program shall specify the means by which this guidance will be 
disseminated to any future operators and employees of the project. 

For any year that a "severe drought" state has been recognized, the project owner shall 
submit a letter to the BLM by November 1 of that year identifying what measures were 
implemented to conserve water and to provide water conservation education, as well as 
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the effectiveness of such measures. The Drought Water Management Program and 
Water Conservation Education Program shall be implemented throughout the 
construction, operation, and decommissioning phases of the project. 

Colorado River Water Supply Plan. Prior to the onset of water-consuming construction 
activities, the project owner shall prepare a Colorado River Water Supply Plan (Plan) and 
submit this Plan to the BLM and the Colorado River Basin Regional Water Quality 
Control Board (RWQCB) for review and approval, and to the Metropolitan Water District 
of Southern California (MWD) for review and comment. The Plan shall identify measures 
that will be taken to replace water on an acre-foot to acre-foot basis, if the project 
results in consumption of any water from below the Colorado River Accounting Surface, 
towards the purpose of ensuring that no allocated water from the Colorado River is 
consumed without entitlement to that water. 

The Plan shall describe that groundwater monitoring activities and quarterly data 
reports required in compliance with MM WAT-3 (Groundwater Drawdown Monitoring 
and Reporting Plan) will be closely reviewed for depth to groundwater information, and 
proximity of the depth of project-related groundwater pumping to the Colorado River 
Accounting Surface of 234 feet amsl. The Plan shall further describe that if 
project-related groundwater pumping draws water from below 234 feet amsl, the 
following shall occur: 

1) All groundwater pumping shall immediately cease, 

2) Based on groundwater monitoring data, the quantity of groundwater pumped from 
below 234 feet amsl shall be recorded, and 

3) The project owner shall implement water conservation/offset activities to replace 
Colorado River water on an acre-foot by acre-foot basis. 

In order to effectively implement item (3) above, the Plan shall include the following 
information: 

• Identification of water conservation / offset activities to "replace" the quantity of 
water diverted from the Colorado River; 

• Identification of any required permits or approvals and compliance of conservation I 
offset activities with CEQA and NEPA; 

• An estimated schedule of completion for each identified activity; 

• Performance measures that would be used to evaluate the amount of water 
replaced by each identified activity; and 

• Monitoring and reporting protocol to ensure that water conservation I offset 
activities are effectively implemented and achieve the intended purpose of 
replacing Colorado River water diversions. 

The project owner shall collaborate with the BLM, the Colorado River RWQCB, and/or 
the MWD, as appropriate, in order to identify acceptable water conservation I offset 
activities for the purposes of the Plan, with "acceptable" activities being those that are 
considered environmentally, physically, and economically feasible, while also effectively 
resulting in the replacement of Colorado River water. A number of water conservation I 
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offset activities that have been considered and determined to not be viable and 
therefore may not be identified in the Plan include the following: 

• Irrigation improvements in the Palo Verde Irrigation District (water unused by the 
PVID becomes available to MWD per the 2003 Colorado River Water Delivery 
Agreement executed by MWD, the Secretary of the Interior, Imperial Irrigation 
District, Coachella Valley Water District, and San Diego County Water Authority); 

• Purchase of water allotments allocated by the Department of the Interior (all 
Colorado River water available to California in shortage, normal, or Intentionally 
Created Surplus conditions is already allocated and its use is limited to each entity's 
service area under executed water delivery contracts); 

• Implementation of conservation programs in floodplain communities (all water 
unused by holders of higher priorities becomes available to MWD per the water 
delivery contracts which have been executed by the Department of the Interior); 
and 

• Participation in the BLM's Tamarisk Removal Program (use of Colorado River water 
by phreatophytes such as tamarisk is not charged as a use of water for U.S. Supreme 
Court Decree accounting purposes by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation). 

If the project owner has filed an application to the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) to 
obtain an allocation of water from the Colorado River and such allocation is granted, it 
may be used to satisfy some or all of the water conservation offsets on an acre-foot per 
acre-foot basis. However, the filing of an application for allocation of Colorado River 
water does not guarantee that such an allocation will be issued. In addition, all of Cali
fornia's apportionment to use of Colorado River water during shortage, normal, and 
Intentionally Created Surplus conditions has already been allocated by the Department 
of the Interior. Therefore, unless the project owner currently holds entitlement to the 
use of Colorado River water, it shall not be assumed that an allocation will be granted. 

If the project does not result in diversion of Colorado River water (via pumping from 
near (within +/-0.84 feet at the 95-percent confidence level), equal to, or below 234 feet 
amsl) it will not be necessary to implement the water conservation/offset activities 
identified in the Colorado River Water Supply Plan. However, the Plan must be approved 
by the BLM prior to project-related groundwater pumping is initiated so that if at any 
time during the project it is determined that groundwater is being produced from below 
the Colorado River Accounting Surface of 234 feet amsl, the requirements described in 
this measure shall be immediately implemented, starting with the cessation of 
groundwater pumping. 

The Colorado River Water Supply Plan is separate from the Groundwater Drawdown 
Monitoring and Reporting Plan required per MM WAT-3 and the Drought Water 
Management and Water Conservation Education Programs required per MM WAT-6. 
Therefore, this Plan must be developed, reviewed, approved of, and implemented as a 
separate, stand-alone document. Compliance with this measure shall be verified by the 
Environmental Monitor. 

Flood and Erosion Structure Damage Protection. Aboveground project features shall be 
located outside of known watercourses, and shall be designed and maintained to 
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withstand flooding and erosion hazards. Although some project features may need to be 
placed within 100-year floodplain boundaries, or Flood Hazard Areas identified by the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency, they shall be designed per applicable flood
plain development guidelines, including measures such as specially designed footings to 
withstand flooding associated with a 100-year flood event. Channel design for flood 
control along the project perimeter shall be sized and designed to minimize scour and 
disruption to upstream and downstream hydrology, including measures to prevent 
headcutting, migration of channels, erosion, and downstream sedimentation, under 
conditions equivalent to a 100-year flood. Riprap shall be placed and maintained at the 
base of project infrastructure and foundations to slow the velocity of stormwater 
runoff. Compliance will be verified by the Environmental Monitor. 

Accidental Spill Control and Environmental Training. Prior to the onset of construction 
of the project, the following specifications must be provided by the project owner to the 
BLM: define areas where hazardous materials would be stored, where trash would be 
placed, where rolling equipment would be parked, fueled and serviced, and where 
construction materials such as reinforcing bars and structural steel members would be 
stored. The project owner shall also prescribe hazardous materials handling procedures 
for reducing the potential for a spill during construction, and shall include an emergency 
response program to ensure quick and safe cleanup of accidental spills. These 
specifications may be included in the Surface Water Protection Plan (SWPP} described in 
MM WAT-4, or may be included as a separate plan. Compliance will be verified by the 
Environmental Monitor at the time of construction. 
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